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ABBEY, Malraeabury, 122
Academy Eihibition, The Royal,

57
Academy, Tho Royal, 59, 80
Acclimatisation Society of Great

Britain, 424
Act, The New Highway. 206
AJelaiile, North and South, lU
Acrj-Hyilrostatical Hoisting Appa-

ratus, 233
African Productions, 461
Agricultural Hall, Islington, 436
Air Power with Combustion of Gag,

53
Aldershot, Building Prospects at,

143, 225
..xton Church, Leicestershire, 275

Alliance, Architectural, 16, 19,392,
417, -188

Alps. The Tunnellinic: of. 401

America, Railway Carriages in, 3G4
American Items, 14
Ancient, Chapel of St. Elmo, Dis-
covery of, 344 ; Mosaics found in
Britain, 127 ; Urns at Rhynie,
Discovery of, 133

Ao»ted, Professor, on Artificial

Ston93, 272
Anti-Frost "Water Pipe Protector,

411

Antiquarian Association, Jtlon-

mouthsliire, 168; Diegingrs, 285
;

Uiscorery, North Riding, 441
Anti.^uanans of Scotland, 441
Aiitir^ue and Eni:raved Gem's, 415
Anti'iuities, Gift of a Collection of,

304
Arbroath Abbey, 115
ArchajJlogic.il .\35nciation, Bir-
min(rham and Midland, 3G2

:

Discovery, 115; Excavations in
France, 4G1; Excursion, Midland
Counties, 143; Institute Meeting
of. at Worcester, G7, 83; Pursuits,
Imperial, 148; Society, Annual
Meeting, Cambrian, 178; Somer-
set, 158; Wilts, 122; British,
L-icestar, 91, 120,275; Bedford-
shire, 442; Glasgow, 442; Kent,
40 ; Worcester Archaiological
Club, 500

Arches, Hammersmith Railway, 395
Architects, and Civil Engineers, 390;

Bristol Sjci'jty of, 179; Charges,
4:jI; Examinati »n of, 57; Insti-
tution of British, 370, 391, 468;
of Newcastle and theCorpovation,
301 : Plans for Workhouse, Ox-
ford, 64, 109; Roval Institute of
British, 356, 458

Arjhitecturo, A New Style of, 151,
211); and Pulilic Improvements,
411; Annvial Retrospect of Engi-
neering, 253; External Mosaics
In English, 22, 42; Form and
Colour in, 287 ; Gothic Street,
249; Importance of Detail in,
350, 389; In Silk. S; Inter-
national Eihibition, 279,344,361;
Street, Piccadilly, 68; Victorian
Age, by G. K. Barnell, 55, 58

Arjhiteccural and- Archaeological
Sjoiety, Durham and Nort.hum-
berland, 263; Society, Excursion
of the Liverpool, 47 ; Leicester,
94, 120, 275, 401

Architectural Association, The,
328, 354, 369, 392, 403, 432, 468;
Prize Sketches of, 492 ; Edin-
burgh, 285; Glasgow, 341, 403,
424, 429; Manchester, 420 and
492

Architectural Art, Specimens, 279;
Awards at the Exhibition,
2u7 ; Beauty at the Exhibi-
tion, 290; Development, Ab-
stractedly Considered, 446

;

Derelopmeoti the £zteraal Eti-

dence, 311 ; Development, the
j

Blac'-cfriars. The New Bridges at, 3

Internal Evidence, 387.408; Edu-
cation in Paris, The System of,

211, 2.30 : Examinations, The, 1 ;

Examinations, Voluntary, 307,

432; Institute of Scotland. 442,

452 ; Northern Association, 86
;

Society, Cambridge, 374, 458;
Liverpool, 300; Northampton,
222, 232, 461, 468; Oxford, 36;
Worcester Diocesan, 300, 320;
Yorkshire, 217; Museum made
Accessible, 367 ; Students' Re-
creation, 171

Architectural Competitions, 485
Armour Plates Superseded, 421

Art and Science Department, The,
288, 310, 353; Belgian Inter-

national Exhibition, 61 ; British

Association of Science and, 272;

of Glass-making, 221 ; School of,

109; Spirit and Progress of, 157;
The Growth of, 157 ; Art-Qnion
of London, 501 ; ditto Prizes, 138

Artesian Well. Sheerness, 20G
Artificial Stones, On, Prof. Ansted,

272, 294
Artist Workmen, Out-door Educa-

tion of, 107, 117, 136, 152, 192,
213, 309

Artistic Copyright, 16, 127
Arts, Society of, 396 ; Society for

tho Encouragement of tho Fine,
16

Association for the Advancement of
Science in Devonshire, 157 ; The
Architectural, 328, 354, 369, 403

Asylum, British Orphans, 94 ; Mer-
chant Seamen's Orphans, Snares-
brook, 3J6

Athens, Discoveries at, 186
Atlantic Telegraph, The, 457
Atmospheric Phenomenon, Singu-

lar. 284
Aqueduct, Restoration of the Clau-

dian, 186
Austin Friars, Burning of the
Dutch Church, 419

Austins, W., Embankment of the
Thames. 2G2

Australian Progress, 233, 275
Avenue Victoria, Paris, 232
Awards, Distribution of, at the In-
ternational Exhibition, 45

B
BALLOON, wonderful, 441
Bank, National, Dumfries, 15
Banks, Postal Savingi, 64
Banquet to French Workmen, 168
Barracks at Chatham, 36
Bath, New Combination, 124 ; Plan

for the new Theatre, 140 ; School
of Art, 435; Turkish for Cattle,
2 43

Baths, Intornational Exhibition,
335

Bedford, Claphara Church, 373
Bells and Belfries. 395
Bells, Chiming, 133, 495; Patent

Electric, 457
Bellis, Mr. R., Wood Floors, 124
Benwall, Roman Ruins at. 395
Better Dw^jllings, or ProJitable

Charity, 400
Belgvavia, Public Urinals in, 205
Bicentenary Celebration, The, 263
Bicester Church, Oxfordshire, 380
Bideford, Proposed Improvements

in, 246
Birkenhead Docks, Oaissonsfor, 136
Birmingbam and Midland Counties
Archaeological Association, 362

;

Competition, a Draughtsman,
262; Dwelling Houses' of, 56;
Exchange Buildings, 142 ; Im-
proTeraents id the Suburbs of, 76

Blocks of iietoQ, International Ex-

hibition, 66

Blue Bricks, best Pavement, 215

Bodmin Church, 178

Bones at Rothwell, The, 12

Books, New, 18, 58, 364

Boston, 439; Districts, Drainage
of, 76

Bosworth Field. 121

Boulevart de la Reino Hortenao,
442; Paris, new, 415; da Prince

Eugene, 459
Bnulton, Mr., Sculpture by, 187

,
Bovey Lignite Deposite, The, 157

Bradford Improvements, 247;
School of Design, 403

Brasses, Ed. C. Pressland, 439

Breakwater, Sunderland, 17; The
Portland, 470

Brick Pavement, 235
Bricks and Farthenware, Interna-

tional Exhibition, 335
Bricks, Hollow, 33
Bricklayers' Society, 356
Bridge across the Hooghly, 202 ;

Severn, 460; Lambeth Suspen-
Bion, 76, 186; Gigantic Tubular,
33; in Portugal', 131; Chelsea
Bridge Controversy, 489

Bridges, Lotdoii, 171, 407, 4G3
Bridges, 48fi

Brighton Proposed Railway to,

421, 478
Bristol, Channel Defences, 133;

Society ui* .-Vrchitects, 179

British Architects, Royal Institute

of, 35 ; Association of Art and
Science, 272 ; Institution, 4, 41

Buccleufh, The Dake 01, 56

Builder's (AJ Visit to the Exhi-
bition. 26; Benevolent Institu-

tion, 238, 336, 416
Buildings, Waxming and Ventila-
tion of, 491

Bui'ding Materials, International
Exhibition, 313 ; The Fate of the
Exhibition, 250; Patents and
Inrentions connected with, 71,

91, 111; Stone, Canadian, 131

Bailuins-s — Aberdeen, 34 I, 363;

Aberystwith, 4GI; Alloa, 499

;

Ardnuiddv, 343; Banff, 283; Bath,
440; Bellevue, 224; Birkenhead,
244; Birmingham, 165, 383, 440;

Bishop Auckland, 363; Bristol.

233, 440, 479,499;Brompton,423;
Burnsreave, 244; Chatham, 203,

461; Clifton, 343 ; Dartford, 423;

Derrv, 283; Duncrali.303; Dundee,
283; bumfries,55, 461,499; Edin-
bur;;h, 224; Evesham, 244; Fal-

kirk, 233 ; Govan. 264; Halifax,

440; Ha m Common, 75 ; Has-
tings, 343 ; Hereford, 75 ; Ire-

land, Bank of, 35 ; Jarrow, 383;

Leeds, 480 : Leicester, 461 ; Leith,

343; Liverpool, 35, 91, 165, 264,

383; Lochgilphead, 324; Long-
ton, 91 ; Malvern, 499; Manches-
ter, 324, 423; Metropolitan Bene-
tit Societies Asylum, 440; New-
castle, 244, 283; Kcwport, 244;
North Leith, 14; Oxford, 25, 185 ;

Paisley, 264; Paris, 499 ; Peter-

borough, 75 ; Perth, 224; Porto-
bello, 35; Plymouth, 283; Sal-

ford, 343; Scaleby,423; Scotland,
264; SnowhilI,185;Swanage, 499;

Taunton, 499; Tobermory, 264;
Trowbridge, 284; Windsor, 35;
Windsor Castle, 165; Winchester,
244,283; Worcester, 499; York,
91

Built to Sell, 255

Burnell, Mr. G. R., Studies of

Modern Aichitects, 65, 88 ; Engi-
neering a d Architecture, 158

Bury, New Corn Exchange, 65

Bast of Cunningham, 55 ; Earl

Canning, 35; Prince Albert, 324;

Prince of Wales, 304

Butter "ell kept, 187

Byrne, H., Timber of the Palmyra
Palm, 435

C

CALDER, Discovery of a Curious

Watch, 442
Cambridge Arcliitectural Society,

347. 458
Camerton, Roman Remains at, 158

Campana Collection, The, 333

Canadian Building Stone, 32;

Granite at the Exhibition, 33

Canal, The Grand Suez, 216, 401,

436 ; To connect the Rhine, Ac, 77

Carlisle, Improvements in, 281

Carlton Ride, 166

Carpenter.^:, Hints to, 344
Carvintr, Nottingham, 480
Castle.^Kirby Muxloe, 121; Ceme-
tery Improvements, 344

Centrolincad. Setting the, 498
Chambers, Temperature of, 141

Chapels—Abingdon, 343; Asager,
75 ; Barton, 75 ; Birmingham,
146; Bootle, 461 ; Bradford, 35 ;

Bristol, 55; Brom'grove, 261;
Congregational Meino/ial Cha-
pels, 303 ; Darlington, 185

;

Farnmouth, 343; Grimsby, 91;
Harrogate, 146 ; Independents
and Chapel Building, 402 ; Leek,

Stafford, 55 ; Mnselcy, 112

;

Munslow, Aston, 461, Nantyglo,
165 : Newcastle, 224, 244,

264; Newington, Scotland, 75;
Rusholme, 4G1 ; Ryde, 302

;

Smethwick, 203; Snaith, 423;
Stepney, 2-^4 ; Tunstall, 499 ;

West
Hartlepool, 165; Weymouth, 499

;

Wolveriiampt.on, 283
Charing Cross Bridge, 414
Chester, 131 ; Architectural and

Arclueological Society, 304

;

School of Art, 442
Chelsea Bridge Controversy, 489

Chichester, 341
Chips, 16, 37. 57, 77, 95, 115, 133,

149, 168, 187, 206, 226, 247, 265,

284,304, 325, 344, 384,403,424,
441,462,481,501

Christclmrch Archmological So-
ciety, 282

Christ Church, East Sheen, Surrey,

376
Christian Art, 442
Christmas Decorations to Churches,

483
Church, A Fight for a Seat in, 204;

Bells, by Thos. Wallesbv, 133,

218,395, 495; Building, Oxford,
322

Churches, Mosaic Pictures in, 189
Churches—Llandvs'wydd, 90; St.

Wulfran, Abberille, 299; South
N;:wton, 237, 363 ; Stoke Goiding,
121; Tower, Fall of, 94;
Aborfield, 131; Ashley, 54; Au-
b&urn, 112; Barbourne, 54;
Bathwick, 112; Bettiscombe,
3S3 ; Birmingham, 185, 323

;

Bradford, 323 ; Bridport, 146

;

Brighton, 264; Calais, 402; Cates-
l>y,^75; Chitterne, 381; Build-
ing, Yorkshire, 283; Extension,
Wales, 184; Incorporated Society

of, 424; Protestant, in France,
461 ; Clapham-road, 323 ; Co-

loirne, Cathedral of, 402; Cre-w,

202 ; Doncasttr, 323; Dowlish-
wake, '244; Dublin. 402; East
Bridgford, 34; Edinburgh, 440;
Faversham, 264; Folkestone, 224;

Gray's-inn-rood, 422 ; Grd€nock,

164 ; Hamburg, 74; Harewood
Dale, 146; Harom, 146; Harpeo-
den, 402 ; Havwood, 381 ; High
Harrowgate, 13; Holywi-ll, St.

Ives, 13 ; Ireland, 164 ; Kib-
worlh, 381 ; Langton, 184 ; Lin-

coln, 244; London, 264; Malvt-rn

Abbev, 13; Middlewich, Chester,

13; Moffat, 223; Mullagh, co.

Gavan, 14 ; North Berwick, 346 •

Naples, 499 ; Osborne, Dorset, 13 ;

Plymouth. 244; Rattig;ir, 34;
Rhyl, 91; Romford, 381 ; Saiisbu'y

Cathedral, 323; St. Croix, 34 ; St.

George's, near Wellintrton, 302 ;

Seaford, 54; Shiriey. 112; Silver-

town, 129; South Shields, 342;
Stafford, 75; Stamford, 302;

Sudbrook, 283 ; Sutton Man-
deville, 381; Taunton, 203; Tem-
ple Church, 198; Thring.stone,

440; Torrington, 34; Torqu.iy,

54; Wellington, 381; Woolwich,
499; Worcester Cathedral, 34;
York, 224

City Improvements, 470

City Sewers Commission, 243, 203

Civil Engineers and An-hitcds,
390; Engineers' Institution, 364,

374; Engineering, 400, 421,434,
439, 460, 478, 498

Clapham Church, Bedford, 37*
Clare, Discorery of an Abbott's

Cross, 243
Clay Retorts, International Exhibi.

tion, 335
Cliff's Improvements in Glazing
Earthenware, 276

Clifton Suspension Bridge, 421

Clouds, English Artists' Treatment
of, 157

Clowe's, Mr. A., on Ecclesiology of

Finisterre, 458

Coal, Application of Machinery to
Cutting, by Mr. O. H. Warinjj,
234; Lamp oil, 131 ; Plates, Per-
forated, 57; Smokeless, 163

Coals for Blast Furnaces, Mr. J.
Cox, 234

Cohen's Lead Pencils, 325
'^'oins. Discovery of Ancient, 443
*^ollcge Prizes, University, 56
Combustible Houses, 136
Comet, The, 148

Compensation Case, 341
Competition and Limited Liability
Company, 95

Competitions, Architectural, 485
Oomrie Railway, 421

Construction oE Theatres, 309, 33)
Convicts' Cabinet Work, 62
Copper, an Eagle in, 56

Corinth, The Isthmus of, 401

Cork, Production of, 141, 243
Corn Exchange and Market, Leith,

109
Cornish Crosses and Inscribed

Stones, 201

Correspondence, 57, 95, 149, 169,
188,207, 246, 261,232, 301,341,
362,379, 400, 420, 439, 460, 498

Cottage Building, near London,
166; Improvement Societies, 37,
270; Improvenn'Ut in Essex, 281

Cottages, Labourers' , 254, 280
Cotton, Acclimatising of, 383 ; Fa-
mine, Sanitary Lebsons of tLe,
3-48, 400

Court of Common Council, 237
Cox, Mr. J., Coals for Blaat Fur-

naces, 234
Cremona, UarTed Screen from tho
Church of ^t. Luke's, 296

Crinoline, 183
Cruikshank's Large Picture, 124;

Picture Gallery. 391
Cudwortb, Mr. W. Home's, Gill

Viaduct, 4J4
Cupboard's, Mr, G. Welch, »
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D
DAT, RcT. M., Historical Reminis-

cences of Worcester, 300
Daguzan's Iinpntred Mothod of

Pavinj: RomU, 91
Dpcor:itii)n, (.coloured Materials for

Intiirnal, 123; Chriatinaa Douora-
tioa to Churches, 483

Doerhurat Saxon Church, 128
n.Tl>yshirc Marbles, The, 40
Dk.'t:iil in Architecture, Importance

of, 350, 389
Devoa and Exstor Museum, 481
Deronshire Association for the Ad-
vancement of Art and Science,
157

Ditch, the Fleet, 263
Doctors' Commons, Sale of, 322
Dock Works at Liverpool, 401;
Docks, Leith Graving-, 21G; Pro-
posed Now, at Daffenham, 25

Dockyard, Chatham, 427
Dockyards. The, 399
Doncaster Building Society, 364
Door Spring, 376
Drapery of International Exhibi-

tion, 166
Drainage and Water of Selkirk, 76

;

Metropolitan Main, 30, 226; of
the Loch of Spvnio, Lossiemouth,
186; of the Middle Level, 53

Drinkimr Fountains— Dublin, 147;
Ipswich, 40.1; HornCi5tIc, 16C

;

Lampeter, 383, 461; LichOeld,
361; Liverpool, 303; L.>ndan,
106, 147, 424; Maidstone, 147,
303, 364; Metropolitan, 269,
276; Nailsworth, 147 ; New Law
on, 225: Oawestr^v, 131, 147;
Risehamplon. 225

DabliD Improvements, 399; Water-
works, 381

Dudley and Midland G3ogTaphicaI
Society, 216 ; Cas Company, 401

Dumfries, New Abbey Timlx-r, 167
Dundee Cemetery, Designsfor, 243;
Dundee and I'erth Railway, 439

Durham, Discoveries at Brancepeth
Church, 265

E
EASTOX and Sprin.^field's Patent

Incrustation Fluitl, 128
Eaaton, New Burial Ground at, 168
Earthquake, Curious Effects of, 58
Ecclesiastical Dilapidations Bill, 36
EccIe3iolo;?ical Society, the Annual

Meeting' of, 7

Eoclesiology of Worcestershire, 8!,
106

Edmburf^h, IIousos for the TVork-
ing Glasses at, 242, 457; New
Dispensary in, 15 ; The Buildin/r
Trade in, 15

Education of Artist Workmen, out-
d.ior and home, 101, 117, 136.
152, 192, 213

Elliott, Mr., Roman Castrum at
Studfall, 63

Embankment, The Thames 10 60,
73. 97, 103, 118, 16C, 186, 226, 379,
339, 419

'

Eiianiclini,',Want of a Better De-
Hcription of, 115

Engineers, Civil, Institution of,364,
374,434, 500; Scotland, Institution
of, -114, 439; South Wales Insti-
tutionof, 234; The Boral. 190
112, 229, 301

-

Ephesus, by Mr. E. Falkencr, 387
410 '

Eiaminations, The Architectural 1
Eichange Building, Birmingham,

Exeter Change, Demolition of, 479
Ivieter Diocesan Architectural So-

ciety, 216
Eibibition Bnildin?, the Fate of

the, 250; Distribution of Prizes
at, 12, 45; International, 2 5 21
39, 45,51,61, 62, 06, 83, 85, '98

'

119,151, 155, 176. 191, 197. 218
256, 367, 273, 290, 296, 314, 322*
333 339,351, 359, 301; .Archi-
tectural Awards at, 2S7 ; Jurors'
Reports 00, 17 ; Mosaics at, 239
Pictures at, 290; Objects shown
for Architectural Beauty, 290
Wood CarvinKat, 27J

flhibition, P.,ris IJnirorsa! and
Permanent, 179, 501

Eihibitioas, Autumnal, in Berlin,

Eipcriraonts on Wroujht Iron and
StiiJ, 176

^^^^f°^^ (Philadelphia), sup.
ply of witor at, 37 '• f

'"''ilT'"^'''
"' ^- ^1'^'^^, 387,

Karnlwrouph and Aldershot Free-hold Grouni Society 147

^Tt'' Y-
"•• °" R^o-MOsque

Architecture, 374
Fius, The, 334, 433
Fire Brij^ades, 63, 4 ] i

Fire-proof Floors, 262
Fire-proof Flooring. 11. Barrett,

Fire, Builders' Premises, 464 ; De-
otruttiTe, 500

Fish-pond, How to make a, 15
Flint Drift. The, 77
Fleet Ditch, The, 380
Form and Colour in Architecture,

287
Force, On, by Prof. Tydall, 72
Fort at the liast Oraigs of Leith,

226

Fossiliferous Caveat Malta, 76
Foundation, A Peculiar Stylcof, 148
Foundation-stones—Aberdeen, 36

;

Audlera, 130 ; Banraoor, 265

;

Barror-in-Furnace, 324 ; Batter-
Bea, 113; Bawtry, 147; Bays-
water, 55; BigriiTp, Cumberland,
•130; Bingley, 76; Birkenhead,
Birraineham,441; Blogwiuk, 424;
402; Boldm, 383; BridffGwater,
225; Broadchalk, 130; Brombo-
rongh, 92; BroomhiIl,Doncaster,
264; Carlisle, 265; Castleford, 92;

Chester, 265 ; Colchester, 245,

313 : Collyhurst, Manchester,
166; Coventry, 166, 245; Cowden-
beath, 265; Crathie, N.B., 76 ;

Crowlo, 264; Crumpstall, 324;
Derry, Scotland, 245; Deptford,
76: Dew3bur7, 402; Dublin, 76,

130, 441; Dundalk, 166; Dun-
nington, 265 ; Durham, 303

;

East Retford, 265; Egremont,
441 ; Falkirk. 303 ; Faversham,
166 ; Frome, 92 ; Gateshead. 204;
Glasgow, 402; Gray's Inn-road,
402 ; Great Ayrton, 203 ; Great
Crosby, 76; Hammersmith, 245:
Hatherlow.382; Helensburgh. "6

;

Ht-reford. 225; Hertford, 204^ Hull,
303; Hulme, 402, 500; Horlmry,
112; Itminster, 147; Inverary,
65; Islington, 284; Jackfield,
Birmingham, 324 ; Kelvenside,
224; Kensington, 382; Keyn-
sham, 92; Kingsley, 166; Lei-
cester, 345; Lime'house, 265

;

Liverpool, 76 ; London, 92

;

Ldstwithiel, 303 ; Louth, 92
;

Lynn, 112; Malvern, 343; Ma-
razion, 203; Marylebone, 166;
Milborne, 245; Moffatt, N.B.,
204 ; Nowcastle, 284, 3S2 ; New-
market, 324 ; Newport, Mon-
mouth, 265 ; Northampton, 284,
461 ; Pack Moor, 147 ; Parton,
130; Peckham, 343; Pollok-
shaws, 402; Poole, 204; Porto-
bello, 113, 130, 245 ; Preston,
185, 204 ; Plymouth, 203 ; Rad-
cliffe, 92 : Rowley, 204 ; Sheffield,

284; Sittingbourne, 113; South
Shields, 188 : Tenterden, 113

;

Tmi.^tall, 324 ; Wandsworth, 284
;

Wednesbury, 168 ; West Brom-
wich, 204; Weston-Super-Mare,
166; Willenhall, 343; Windsor,
382; Wisbeach, 112; Woking-
ham, 204; Wm-dslev, 461; Work-
sop, 324; Yor*, 225.

French Building Materials, 176

French Furniture, International
Exhibition, 360

Fre3C0,Di9C0very of a Curious, 167;
in the Catholic Church of St.
John's, Islington, 114 ; Paint-
ing, Discovery of a, "7

Frescoes, The Westminster, 93
Fruit Trees, Nails in, 14
Furnaces, Gas Glass, 50
Furniture, International Exhibi-

tion, 197, 339, 359.

G
GALLERY. The National, 79
Gales, The Late Destructive, 495
Gardens in Towns, 56; House Tops,
254; Kensington, 93; the Zoolo-
fical, Boulogne, 282; Pari&ian
Winter Garden. 500

Gas and Water Intelligejice, 226
246, 263, 282, 302, 342, 381, 401
422, 439, 460, 478, 498

Gas Companies, Metropolitan, 197
;

Company for Cardiff, 282; from
Air, 401; Glass Furnaces, 50;
Illuminating Power of in the
City, 422

; Lighting a Boat bv,
263; Railway Trains with. 77,
133,478; Petroleum, 263; Price
of for London, 381 ; Works,
Waste Products of, 51

Gasholder, Collapsing of, 381
Gateway at Byram, Yorkshire, 124.
Geological and Scientific Society,
Dudley and Midland, 148, 216.

Germany, Congress in, 206; Rail-
way System in, 393.

Glass, Enormous Increase of the
English Manufacture, 33; Inter-
national Exhibition, 156, 313,
314; Making, the Art of, 221;
of Pompeii, on the, 32; Roofs,
Waterproof, Mr. M. D. Toyne
421; stained, 191

'

Glasgow, Opening of t!i9 Queen's
Park, 22G

Glne, Waterproof, 94
Gothic Street Architecture, 249
Grand Prix d"Architecture, Ecole
dea Beaux Arts, Paris, 231

Granite, a Large Block of, 186 ; and
Granite Polishing, 209

Granites and Felspathic Rocks,
International Exhibition, 312

Great Globe, Demolition of, 232
t-ireaves's Blue Lias Lime, 62
Greenbill. W. A., Cottage Improve-
ment Societies, 370

Guildhall. London, 115, 156, 379
Guesten Tlall, Tlie, 321
Gunpowder Supersed^'d, 36

H
HAFOD-Y-WERN Slate Com-
pany, 16

HrJc, Mr., on Ventilation of Mines,
235

Hall, A Grand Old, in Desolation,
183

Halls, Surrey County and Borough,
139

Halsted, New Shops at, 83
Hammersmith Railway, 395, 400,

419

Hampstead-heath, Enclosure of,

56,77
Hampton Court Bridge, 384
Harbour Accommodation for Aber-

deen, 234 ; of Refuge for Hartle-
pool, 284

Harbours of Rsfuge, 251, 295
Hartley Institution, Southampton,

48
Hartshome, Rev. C. H.

,
Queen

Eleanor's Cross, Northampton 139
Hawkchurch New Church 198
Heating and Ventilation, 176
Helpstone Church, 222
Hereford Market Tower, 8
Herbert, Lord, and Wilton Church,
449

Hollingsboume, Discovery of Rfr-

lics, 226
Honey, How to Deprive Bees of, 49.5

Hospital, an Extensive Military,
282; Lauriston, Ediolmrgh, 333 ;

Proposed Surrer County, 300

;

St. Thomas's. 105
Hotel, Another Splendid, 15; Scar-
borough C'liflf Company, 16

Hotels, New, 469
House Accommodation in London,
3*9,377; Fall of in Eieter, 36

;

Roofs, Cement for Leaky, 76 ;

Shakspeare, 15 ; Top Gardens,
Houses and Castles, Medieeval, in
England, 218, 235; Blacklriars-
road, Demolition of, 282; Com-
bustible, 135; For the Working
Classes, 25, 148, 242; Working
Men's, 465; United States, 14

Hume. Dr., Manufacture and Use
of Stone Implements, 458

Huntingdon, Drainage of, 206
Hus.s, Martyrdom of, 63
Hyde Park, The Road Across, 93

Italy, Copyright in, 304 : Kingdom
of, 312;"The Stone Quarries of,

292
Italian Railways, 324
Items, American, 14, 114, 131;

General, 15, 36, 56, 76, 95, 114,

14S, IG7, 186, 205, 226, 246, 265,
284, 304, 325, 314, 364, 383, 403,
424, 441, 461, 481, 500

Jardin D'Acclimation, 265
Jerusalem Underground, 148
Jetty at Devonport Dockyard. 230
Joiners' Tools, The Insurance of,

467.

K

ICE Palace, 364
Illuminating Gas, 205
Improvements, Tower Hill, 102
India, Engineering Works in, 226;
Iron Railway Bridge for, 246
Telegraph to, 110

'

Inlaid Stone Work, International
Exhibition, 313

Institute, The, 317, 367; The
Archieological, Worct-ster, 67,
83; Metropolitan Improvements'
282 '

Institution, The British, 4, 41 ; of
British Architects, 370, 391 ; of
Engineers, Scotland, 414

Intelligence, Legal, 13, 33 47 74
03, 111, 129, 145. 164, 184, 202*
223, 243, 263, 322, 342, 380, 302*

401,421,439,459
Interfeusstration, Philo-Criticua.

420 '

International Exhibition, 2, 5 24
39, 44, 51, 61, 62,66, 83, Se! 98*

119, 154, 155, 176, 191, 197 218'

256, 289, 290, 296, 314. 322 333*

339,351, 350, 3J1. 403, 415, 4G0 '

International Exhibition, A Buil-
der's Visit to, 26 ; Architectural
Aw;irds. 267; Closing of, 226;
Eastern Annex, 62; English Ar-
chitectural Designs, 51 ; French
Building Materials, 176; Glass
in, 15o

; Jurors' Report. Glass
for Household Purposas, 314

;

Jurors' P^cpoit, Ventilation, 333;
Jurors' Report, Furniture, &c
229, 239,359; Medieval Court'
101 : Parquet Floors, 213
Stained Glass, 191 ; stalls and
Casss, 255; Steel Cutlery &c
154; Bridge?, 45J ; Civil" Engi-
neering and Building Contri-
vances, 496

Inverness, The Devie Viaduct
421 '

Ireland, Works in, 113
Iron Bridge for India, 242
Icon Roofing Sheets, Continuous
Galvanized, 39. ^2

Ironmongery, Anci.nt and Modern
94; International Exhibition c'
24, 44, 82, 119 '

'

Isle of Columns, The, 300.
Islington Unitarian Church, 160,

Karaptulicon, 319,344
Kelso. 263
Kensington Museum, 5, 29, 44, 81,

241, 393
Keep to your Right, 268.

Kerr, Prof. , Lecture on Pugin,
133

Kew Gardens and our Parks, 119.

Kirkaldy, Improvements in, 187

LABOUR, Intellectual Division of,

429
Labourers' Cottages, 187, 254, 475
Labourers' Dwellings, 325
Lacustrine Habitations, Lake Du

Bourget, 94
Lac de Mininars, Interesting Dis-
covery in, 206

Lambeth, Unpaved Footpaths of,

131

Lamps, Improved Signal, 451
Laud and Building Society, Per-

petual Investment, 15; TheTem-
perance, 205

Land Improvement Act, Ireland,
56; Registration of, 148; So-
cioty, Conservative, North Essex,
114

Langham Church, Rutland, 163
Lapparent, Mons., Decay inTimber,

333
Latimer's House at Thurcaston, by
Mr. J. Thomi>son. 275

Lead Pipes, International Ejdiibi-
tion, 313

Leeds Philosophical Hall. 469
Legal Intelligence—.Appeal against
Cost of Paving, 111; Axisten i'.

Dunn, 47; Barafoni v. Tumey,
47 ; Beardsmorc ;•. Tredwell, 47

;

Beaumont v. Wills, 145 ; Bingley
V. Marshall, 74 ; Birkenhead
Railway r. Morris, 74; Bradford
r. Ripley, 401; Breraner i'.

Mackie, 13; Brighton Town
Council I'. Wallett and Abbev.
213; Broadwell r. Hill aiid

Mason, 74; Builder, Overcharg-
ing by a, 330; Building Act, In-
fringement of, 302 ; Building
Act, Infraction of, 263; Building
Society, Liability of, 202; Bye
Laws as to Builders, 302; Charing
Cross Railway v. Gatli, 47; < 'laim
for Compensation, 184 ; Cleaver
r. Nanes, 33 ; Compensation
Case, Poole, 323; Compensation
Case, 498; Conway v. Poole
Waterworks Company, 263; Copy-
right of Engravings, 380

;

Dunckley v. Rev, J. "t. Brown,
129; Elverson v. Clarke, 478;
Fawcett V. Leng, 74; Fenning v.

London Building Company, 129 ;

Gass V. Torquay Cemetery Com-
pany, 164; Gordon v. Clark, 129

;

Harper v. White, 146 ; Hartley v.

Oldrid, 111; Hart r. Metropoli-
t;in Railway Company, 440

;

Jarvis t\ Aldrid.422; Johnson f.

Wormley, 421 ; Keating r. Jump,
129; Kilshaw V. Jukes, 184,330

;

Land Compensation, Plymouth,
322; Longnurst i\ Elworthv. 145 ;

Micklint'. Williams, 111; Middle
Level Compensation, 202 ; Neglect
of Notice, 93; No Party Wall,
112; Ormson r. Clarke, 13; Palm
r. Cullirck, 111; Payne y. Crosbv,
111; Penalty for Erecting Houses
without Permission, 223 ; Phil-
lips r. Trecby, 93 ; Photographic
Company v. Ceileur, 439 ; Photo-
graphs of Engravings, 478; Pro-
longation of Patents, 439; Rat-
clitfe V, Bnrslem and Tunstall
Gas Company, 164 ; Rolt v.
Rousillon and Dubourgh. 33

;

Shaekel r. Watson, 47; Smoke
Nuisance, The, 145,421; Trickett
r. Tomlinsou. 380; Watsc^n v.
Rose, 33; Weatherlv v. Ross,
37J; What is a Withe, 342; Un-
derground Railway, The, 93

;

Urinals, Hanover-square, 421
Leicester, Discover)- of Roman Re-
mains iu, 246; Plactibof Interest
in, 120

Leicestershire Militia Building
Competition, by M. W. Miliican,
342

'

Leith Graving Docks, 216; ttecla-
mation of Waste Ground, 304

Lendal Bridge, York, 77. 439
Letter Boxes, Safety, Colliculus.
302 *

Level, The Middle, 17, 53, 132 2G5
273 > > ' 1

Light, Obstniction of. 376
Lighting, a New Discoverv in, 94

;

Streets by Phosphorus, 424
Lightning, Church Damaged by,

77 ; Conductors, 436
Limes and Cements, 63
Limestones, International Eihibi-

tion, 313
Lincoln Drainage and New Hoosee,

Literature—Annual Retrospect of
Engineering an-l Architecture,
153, 173; Artificial Stones, or
Beton's Aggloraeres, 193, 214;
British Almanac and Companion
for 1863, 411; Church Builder,
The, 414 ; Complete Measurer,
196; Elementary Drawing, 24;
Formula, Rules and Examples
for Engineers, Architects, &c.,
23; Guide to London and its
Suburbs, 196 ; Gunpowder, Ma-
nufacturing of, at Ishapore Mills,
195; Limes and Cements, 63;
Masterpieces of Industrial Art at
the International Exhibition, 43;
Military Drawing and Surveying,
196; Scudamore Organs, 23;
Treatise on Ventilation, 101 ; Via
Inertia Victa, 24; Works of Art,
South Kensington Sluseum, 194

Liverpool, Improvements in, 131,
206 ; Railway at the South End,
242

Lizard Serpentine Company, 40
Llanarmon, Carnarvonshire, New
Coal Pit, 265

Llandaff Diocesan Church Exten-
sion Society, 24

Llanhydrock, 178
Loan Collection, South Kensington
Museum, 241, 393

London and P;iris, Notes on, 332
London Bridges, 172, 407, 463

;

House Accomodation, 349, 372;
Improvements, 205 ; Levels and
Embankments, 15 ; Roads, 166,
422

; Streets, The Condition of,

449 ; Theatres, 271 ; The Sanitary
Condition of. 217

Lostwithiel, 178
Lower Thames-street, Widening of,

422

M
M'Gibbon, M.D., Gothic Archi-

tecture in Scotland, 452
Majolica Wares, by Mr. J. C. Ro-
binson, 393

Manchester and Salford Banks, 299j
Band, 218; Marple Viaduct, 246;
Prico of Gas in, 305; Queen's
Park, 246; Royal Insurance Com-
pany Offices, 106

Maps and Map Making, 409
Maretzo Company, The, 77
Marshland Sluices Destroyed, 285
Mausoleum, Royal, at W'indsor, 68
Meadow, Upheaving of, 325
Medieval Court, International Ex-

hiVjition, 93; Houses and Castles
in England, 218, 335; Stamford,
159 ; Tryptick, Discovery of, 187

Memorials, Proposed Albert, 495
Memorials - Albert, Prince, 14. 75,

110, 179, 237, 245, 304, 343, 344,
383, 402, 422, 440, 460, 479 ; Arch-
bishop Canterbury, 422 ; Baxter,
225, 265; Cawnpore, 55; Cromp-
ton, 65; Eglinton, 55, 401, Free-
stun, 450; Hooper, 75; M'Far-
lane, 383; Ottley, Rev. L., 166;
Pretryman, 13; Uhland, 460;
Villicrs, late Bishop, 75, 364;
Wills, 442

Mersey, Docks and Harbour, 133;
Improvements to Approaches of,

491
Metropolitan Board of Works, 76,

93, 113, 131, 263, 315, 325, 327,
336, 459. 470, 500 ; Drinking Foun-
tains, 269 ; Gas Companies, 197

;

Improvements, 93, 113,131,148,
166, 186, 205, 226, 229, 246, 263,
282, 322, 380, 422, 439, 478, 498

;

Main Drainage, 30, 131, 376 ; Sub-
terranean Railwav, 110, 186, 452;
Railway, The, 268, 475; Rail-
way, Iron Bridges over, 205;
Water in, Sept., 1862, 323

Mineral Wells, Discovery of, at
Aucbterarder, 265

Mining in the County of Leitrim,
Mr. H. T. James, 234

Model Lodging Houses, 66
Mi.flat, Proiiused Railwav. 421
Montagu House, Whiteh;dl, 416
Monuments—Albert, 240 ; Alexan-

der, 166; Archbishop of Paris,
166; Bedford, 383; Beethoven,
186; Burns, 92; Disraeli, 204;
Hollings,304; Ingram, 225; J^
cobs, 225; Legge, Dr., 383;
M'Nicoll, 92; MUrger, 364;
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O'Connell, 246; Oastler. 166:

Palm, 246 : Pembroke, 225 ; Prince
Consort, 166; Rogers, Rev. H.,

J83; Schalauders, 321; Shane,
92 : Stephenson, 225, 28-1. Tomb-
stonfs— Brown, 245, Sturgo, 225

.Morpeth Gas Corapuny, 2G3
Mosaics in English Architecture,

External, 22, 43 ; Pictures in

Churches, 189; Ancient, found
in Britain, 127; r. Frescoes, 132

Murnl Paintings, Discovery of, 265
Musomn, Architectural,367 ; Liglit-

ing tbo British, 148; Proposed
for the New Patent, 137: South
Kensington. 5, 29, 44, 81, 241

Municli, The Popyleum at, 167

N
National Association for the Pro-
motion of Social Science, 424 ;

Monument in St. Petorburg,

128 ; ProTident Institution, 316,

341
Naples. The Great Museum at, 281
New York Public Park, 172, 200
Newcastle Board of Health, 302

;

Society of Antiquaries, 285, 459
Nocton Church, Lincolnshire, 470
Northamptonshire, Works in Pro-

gress, 276 ; Architectural So-
ciety, 279

Notes on London and Paris, 332
Nottingham, Improvements in, 141
Norwich Cathedral, Discovery of

Frescoes, 469
Noxious Vapours, 160

OAK .Silltworms, 3U
Office, Opening of the Land Regis-

try. 285
Oil Wells of Smith's Feny, 71, 12V,

159

Omnibus .ind Carriage Improve-
ments, 201

Oratory, A Medifeval, 49.5

Ordnance Survey, The, 21, 40
Organs, New, 226, 344, 364, 454
Ovid's Trosinis, Discovery of the

Site, 304
Oxford, Recent Improvemouts in,
321

PAINTED Glass, On, hy Rer. G.
A. Poole, 294

Painter's House and Studio, 376
;

Studio, Rue de Boulogne, 454
Painting, History of "Water Colour,
50 ; Industrial', 364

Panghourne, New Gas Works in,
205

P.aper, the Late Robbery of Bank
No!e, 167

Paraire, Mr. E. L., Lecture on Per-
sitective, 464

Paris. 163, 255, 271. 331, 384, 445 ;

Architectural Education in, 211,
230 : Celtic Remains in, 295 ;

Houses for the Operatives of, 442

;

Permanent Exhibition, 3!?4
;

Sewer and Water Supply of, 252
:

System of Lighting Theatres in,
330

; Universal and Permanent
Exhibition, 179

Park, New, for North London, 156
;

Proposal for a New, at Islington,
166

' = .

Parks, Our, and Kew Gardens, 119
Parks and Pleasure Gardens, Ex-

penditure of, 36
Parliament-street,The widening of.

Parquet Floors, International Ex-
hibition, 218

Parquetry, O. Steinitz and Co., 261
Parry, Mr. G., Paper on Puddle

Steel, 234
Patent Office Librarv and Museum,

Project for the New, 137
Patents and Inventions connected
with the Building Trade, 71 91
111, 133, 149, 169. 188, 207 227'

247, 2S5, 305, 325, 344, 384, 405!
425,443,462,481,501

Paterfamilias', Sanitary Lessons
of Cotton F.amine, 380

Patterns, Small, 186
Peebles and Broughton Railway

439 ^'

Persian Ware, hy Mr. J. C. Robin-
son, 222

Perth, Fortifications at, 217
Petard, on the Royal Engineers, 301
PetroleAim, IGO, 282; Oil Wells
and Boats, 71, 127, 159

Ph.itography on Mont Blanc, 168 •

of Raphael's Frescoes, 424
Pictures at the late International
Exhibition, 331, 439; Mosaic
Walls, 17

Pins
: what become of them 217

Pinos and Vessels, Earthenware,
Internation.al Exhibition, 335

Planks, To Check tha Warping of

Pl.ayfair Lyon, Distribution of the
Awards, International E.xhibi-
tion, 46

Phiniiner, J., A Grand Old Hall,
1S3

Plymouth, Destruction of Works
at, 1C7

Poetry, iOO

Pompeii, Discoveries at, 243 : Ex-
cavations at, 124 : The Glass of,

23
Poole, Rev. O. S., on Painted

Glass, 294
Portsmouth, Surveyorship of, 492
Post Office Savings' Bank, 64, 265
Prizes for Works of Decorative

Art, 325
Proprietors, Rights of, 149
Provisioual Protections, 18
Pruning, Injury to the Fir, 132
Prussi.an Industry, 246
Public Buildings, Oxford, 322
Pneumatic Despatch, The, 420
Putney Bridge, 93
Pulpit for Witnash Church, 296
Pulpits, Largest English, 442

R
Redcliff Infirmary, Oxford, 322
Railw.ay Across the Hooghly, 202 ;

Bridge, Blackfriars, 380; Butts
Branch, 226 ; Charing Cross, 132.
380; Company, Gr«at Eastern,
401

; Luxembourg, 384 ; Metro-
politan Subterranean, 110, 186,
452, 469; Midland, The, 421;
New Line of, 383 ; Proposed
Sandgate, 439 ; Schemes, New,
439

; System in Germany, 392;
Trains, Lighting by G,as, 138;
Underground, 93, 131,325; Via-
duct, French, 77; Fall of, 384;
West London Extension, 375

;

Warsaw to the Prussian Frontier,
485

Reade, T. M., New Style of Archi-
tecture, 151

Redruth Viaduct, 168
Refuge, Harbours of, 251.
Regent's Canal Nuisance, The

302 '

Reredos, The Waltham, 57.

Restorations—Abbott's, Bromley,
76; Aberdeen, 185; Aberga-
venny, 245 ; Aldwinckle, 382 ;

Alnwick, 333; Astbury, 499:
Ayot, St. Peter's, 461 ; B.ath,
165, 363; Barnford, 224; Bar-
ton, Lincoln, 185 ; Belleau,
363; Becknor, 183; Birmingham,
264,343; Bishopsgate, 441 ; Blun-
hain, 441 Bray, 112, 499; Bridg-
north, 403

; Brinklow, 224; Brix-
ton, Deverill, 130; Burton, 461

;

Caistor, 147 ; Camborne, 499 ;

Charlestown, 264; Cheapside,
481

; Chester-le-Street, 165

;

Cirencester, 382, 166; Clifford,
244; Clifton-on-Tyne, 245; Crip-
plegate, London, 185; Dedliam,
441; Deerhurst, 112; Diimeld,
343

; Durham, 303, 423 ; Edin-
burgh, 303; Exeter, 112 ; Frarap-
ton, Dorset, 130; Frome, 383;
Gainsborough, 264; Great Con-
nard, 203; Haddington. 245;
Handford, 147; Hereford, 244

1

Hinchley, 75; Horningse.a, 112;
Howston, 1,30 ; Huntingdon, 112;
Isle of Axholme, 165;" Ipswich,
130, 185; Kettering, 130; King's
Clilie, 72, 244, 403; Kirk.aldy,
165

;
Langtoft, 224 ; Llansaint,

Wales, 245 ; Leeds 264, 402, 403
;

Letcomb Bassett, 383: Lincoln,
92; London, TempleChurch, 112-
Tower, 112; St. Bartholomews',
324 ; Lullington, 303 ; Made-
leine, Paris, 76: Malting, West,
130, 244 ; Market Harborough,
284: Market Lavington, 499;
Market Rasen, 343; Melbourne,
165 ; Milton Abbey, 185 ;

Minster, 203 ; Nantwich, 185

;

Newcastle, 264; Newland, 423;
NewSeahara,302; Northampton'
92, 284; Northfleet, 324 ; Norton-
6ub-H:im8don, 147 ; Okehampton,
Exeter, 112; Oldbury, 166, 403;
Otford, 382; Outwell, 303: Ox-
ford, 382; Penistone, 224; Perth,
92 ; Quadring, 403 ; Ripley, 480

;

Eipon Cathedr.al. 396; St.
Mellion, Cornwall, 422; St
Nicholas, Isle of Thanet, 92;
Shaftesbury, 423 ; Shrewsbury,
461; Southampton, 165; Sta't-
ford, 383 ; Stamford, 166 ; Staple-
ford Twaney, 441; Sturton
Worksop, 203; Stutton, 203;
Sunbury, 403; Siitterton, 165;
Sutton, Montes, 245; Tenbury,
423 : Tenterden, 92 ; Tetnev. 244 :

Thuilby, Stamford, 92;" Wake-
field, 224 ; Waldron, 461 ; West-
bury, 264 ; West Cowcs, 130

;

Westminster, 284 ; Welling-
borough, 383 ; Winchcomb, 284

;

Whitby, 130 ; Wolverhampton,
303, 343 ; Wormley, 382 ; Wor-
cester, 284 ; Wrotham, 130;
Washington, 499

Reviews :— Art Journal, 467
;

Baeton's Publications, 252

;

Eastern Cathedrals, The, 447,
461; Ohambcrson Civil Architec-
ture, 483; Ecclesiologist, The, 272;
Engineer and Millwright's Prac-
tical Assistant, 176; French
Architecture, 431 : Handbook to
Guildhall, 164 ; Historical Me-
moir on Northumberland, 176 ;

Holiness of Beauty, The, 272
;

Industry, Science and Art
of the Age, 485 ; Illustra-

tions to the Dictionary of
Architecture, 252 ; of Scottish
Buildings, 448 : Mathematics
for Practical Men, 430 ; Me-
chanics of the Heavens, The,
394 ; Meteorology, 394 ; Patent
Dock Gates, 394 ; Pressing Ne-
cessity for Increased Docks at

Portsmouth, 176 ; .Standford's
London Guide, 252 ; Treatise on
Logarithms, 431

Road Making, 53
Roads and Bridges Bill, Highland,

66

Robinson, J. C, Antique and
other Gems, 415 ; Persian Ware,
222

Rocks, Professor Hunt on, 489
Roman Castrum at Studfall, Tlie,

53 ; Coins, 56 ; Inscription on
Mount Lebanon, 13 ; Remains,
11, 76, 325

Rome, Interesting Discoverifs at,

94 ; Excavations, 264.

Roubillac, J. Mouille, 460.

Royal Academy, The, 59, 80
;

Scottish, 459.

Royal Engineers, The, 190,
212 ; The Pet.ard, 301 ; Cost
of Superintendence by the, 229

;

Insurance C!ompany, 132
Rutland, Whissendine Church, 183

s

Saint Adate's, Restoration of, Ox-
ford, 322 ; James's, Improve-
ments in, 321 : Olave's, Ramsey,
Isle of Man, 296: Stephen's, Bar-
bourne, 320 ; Petersburg, Na-
tional Monuments at, 128; Tho-
mas's Hospital, 105, 403, 501

Sahidic Manuscripts, 442
Sandstone, Discovery of a Female

Bust, 402
Sandstones, International Exhibi-

tion. 313
Salt Well, A, 43G
Sanitary Conditions of the Metro-

polis, 217, 282, 302, 422; Lesson
of the Cotton Famine, 348 ; Mat-
ters, 263, 282, 302, 323, 383, 422,
440, 479, 499 ; Reform, Curious
Resistance at Naples, 186

Savings' Banks Extension, 180
School of Art, 15, 109; Fine Arts,

Paris, 231
Schools of Art in the United King-
dom, 167

Schools—Bedford, 363 ; Bedmins-
ter, 35; Birmingham, 205 ; Bot-
tishaTn,364; Dundee, 112; Exe-
ter, 75; Fazetey, 264; Gravesend,
363; Hanley, 402; Islington,
324; Loughton, 165; Notting-
ham, 323 : Preston, 423 ; Puckle-
church, 35; Tonbridge, 324;
Tulse Hill, 480 ; Uppingham,
363; Waygrave, 323; Winches-
ter. 323: Woolaston, 423; Wy-
bertoii, 499

Science and Art Department, 383,
310, 353

Scilly Islands, an Interesting Visit
to, 215

Scotland, 206, 247
Sculjitors, English Society of, 180
Sculpture, Statu.-- of late Lord Can-
ning fur Calcutta, 360

Sepulchre, The Holy, 403
Serpentine Marble, 131
Sewage, 20, 323, 368, 422: of Towns,

501
Sewer and Water Supply, Paris,

252: Great Northern Outfall, 399
Shakespeare's Early Life, 403
Ships, Ventilation of, 263
Shooting-Box, Bonawe, Argyle-

shire, 256
Signal Lamps. Improved, 451
Silk, Architecture in, 8
Silver Plate. 16 ; Substitute for, 94
Silversmiths,Work of the Ancients,

175

Sky Line of Street Ranges, 188
Square, an Unfortunate one, 95
Squares, Our, 39
Society, Annual Meeting of the Ec-

clesiological, 7; of Arts Conver-
sazione. 281; of Painters—Lan-
cashire Distress, 442

Somerset House, 282
South Lufieuham Church, Rutland,

453
'

Southampton Docks, 187
Southwavk, The History of, 36;
and Municipal Institutions, 4C1

;

Demo) it ion of Houses in, 479
Stables. Ventilation for, 383
Stations, Military, 56
Statue, Georgo II., Hocus-Pocus.

439

Statues, Removal of, from Interna-
tional Exhibition, 401 ; The
Public, in London. 113

Statues—Albert, 440; Alexander,
204 ; Alfieri, 422

: Anissere, 35
;

Baxter, 35, 304; Burke, 166;
Camoens, 35 : Canniny^, 324 ;

Columbus, 92, 265 ; Fielding, 383
;

Fortescue, 401 ; George II., 422 ;

Gerinania, Boissy d' Anglais, 500;
Hardinge, 35; Houses of Parlia-
ment, 130; James Lumsden, 500;
Jonas Webb, 500: Kepler, 324;
Manchester, 479; Maria Theresa,
204; Mvddleton, 75,92; O'Con-
nell, 225, 284: Prince Albert,
422; Prince Consort, 166, 224,
22S, 422, 460, 500. 500; Rev. Jas.
Ki<ldall, 500; Richmond, 35;
R'lssini, 4(30: Schiller, 401; Sir
W. Napier, 500 ; Statue of Her Ma-
jesty, 422: Todd, 35: Trophy,
Crimean and Italian, Paris, 304:
Vercingteorix, 92; Washington,
246 ; Wedgewood, 500

Stealite, Application of to the Ma-
nufacture of t^re Bricks, 187 ;

Steel Cutlery and Edge Tools,
International Exhibition, 154,
450 : Puddled, by Mr. G. Parry,
234

Steinitz, Chas., Parquetry, 261
;

F., Woods and Timbers of Tas-
mania, 169

Stoke St. Edwoid's Church, Dorset,
379

Stone, Artificial, 295, 420; Bath,
207; Building, 32, 39; Imple-
ments, 458 ; Preservation, Bart-
lett, Bros., 246; Jesse, Rush, and
Co. , 207 : Mr. D. T. Ansted, 400

:

Quarries, Italy, by Mr. J. Cocchi,
292

Stones, Inscribed, 187 ; Tasmanian,
16

Stourbridge School of .Ait, 481
Strand, New Hotel, 255
Street, Mr., Restoration of St.
Michael's Church, 458; Tratfic,

The, 322
Student's Recreation, The Archi-

tectural, 171

Suez Canal, The Grand, 216
Surrey, County and Borough Halls,

139

Survey, The Ordnance, 21, 40
Suspension Bridge, The New Lam.

beth, 380

T
TAVISTOCK, New Market at, 344
Taylor, Mr. J., Sanitary Building

Appliances, 475
Taymouth Castle Staircase, 180
Telegraph Company, The Subma-

rine, 168 ; To India, 110
Telescopic Ladder, A, 424
Temple Bar, 304; Church, The, 198
Tenbury Wells, 235
Terra Cotta, International Exhibi-

tion, 313
Thames Express Steam-boat Com-
pany, 115; Embankment, 19, 60,

73, 97, 103, 118,166, 186,226,315,
336, 362, 379, 399, 419

Theatres, Construction of, 308, 329,
400 : Form and Sound of, Mr. T.
R. Smith, 139, 342, 362,380, 460

;

New, Place du Chatelet, Paris,
411; Mr. Boucicault's New
Theatre, 492

Tiles, Encaustic, Award for, 56
Timber, Consumption of, in Eng-

land, 36 ; Decay in, bv Mons.
Lapparent, 333'; Scotf'ish, 52

;

Trade, 36, 305 ; Strength of, 490
Tite, W., Esq., Address to the Bri-

tish Architects, 370
Tombstone of aTemplar discovered,

226
Tower Hamlets Engineers' Volun-

teers, 115; Hill Improvements,
102 ; St. Martin's, Leicester, 282

Town Drainage, Advantage of, 383
Trade News, 96, 78, 116, 134, 149,

169, 188, 207, 227, 248, 285, 305,
326, 345, 365, 385, 405, 425, 444,
502

Transparencies, Painting Glass, 114
Trees in the Streets of the Metro-

polis. 380
Trees, Sawing Down, 114
Truro, New Bridge, 421
Turin, its Statues and Progress, 422
Turkish Harmonium, 11

Turpentine, New Substitute for, 384
Tyndall, Professor, on Force, 72

U
UFTON, near Southam, 20,

Ventilation, 101 ; Company, A, 325;
and Heating, 177 ; and Warm-
ing, International Exhi})ition,
334: of Mines. Mr. Hale, 235;
and Warming of Buildings, 491

\''icat's Inscctici e Apparatus, 217
Villas, Suburban, 330
Volcanic Eruption, 114
Voltaire, The Heart of, 461
Voluntary Architectural Ezamina-

tions, 307, 432
Volunteer Fire Brigade, 179

W
WINDOWS, Stained Glass. —
Alnwick, 113; Ashburton,
284; Ashen, 403; Bath, 461;
Barbourne, 55, 166 ; Benen-
den, 304: Boston, 245, 276; Box-
grove, 76; Burley, 245 to 276;
Camberwell, 383; Chatham, 76 ;

Chester, 205
; Chichester, 226 ;

Corstorphine, 424 ; Coventry, 284;
Cranor, 424 ; Datchett, 383

;

Dodbridge, 344 ; Doncaster, 265 ;

Dublin, 284; Edinburgh, 324,
441; FainsfieId,383;Fenton, 284;
Frampton, 130 ; Glasgow, 225,
304, 324, 364, 500; Gloucester, 130,
185, 245, 403 ; Hagworthingham,
364 ; Harrowijate, Low, 13

;

Hawkchurch, 186 ; Heywood,383;
Howdcn. 441 ; Huntingdon, 113;
Ilfracombe, 383; Knareshorough

,

500; Lightcliffe, 4U3 ; Llandaff,
461; Lullington, 304; Malvern,
Great, 304 ; Manchester, 225; Mar-
ket Harborough, 403; Marlbo-
rough, 344 ; Monaghan, 113, 383

;

Newark, 441 ; Newcastle, 324 ;

Newland, 424; Norton-sub-Hain-
don, 147 ; Peterborough, 185

;

Plympton, 403; Redditch, 93;
Ringwood, 186 ; Ripley, 480

;

Rusholme, 500; South Newton,
245; St. Ives, 500; Sutton
Montis, 245; Throwleigh, 225;
Traile, 284 ; Thrapston, 441

;

Upton, 383; Wakerley, 403;
Westbury, 265 ; Wilton, 225, 245

;

Winchester, 13 ; Windsor, 185 ;

Whickham,480; Whittlesea, 441

;

York, 245; Westminster Abbey,
500

Walesby, W., Church Bells, 218;
Remains of a Roman Villa, 11

Walcott, Rev. M. E. C, On the
Inner Life of the Monastry of
Canterbury, 468

Walker, The Will of the late Mr.,
461

Wares, The Germanic, 6
Waring, Mr. C. H., Machinery for
Cutting Coals, 234

Warner's Bell-Chiming Apparatus,
72

Water Colour Painting, History
of, 50 : Typhoid Fever, Caused
by deficiency of, 226 ; Supply of
Paris, 253 ; Scarcity of, New
York, 501

Water Works for Halstead, 282 ;

Saffron Walden, 206
Wedding Present to the Queen of

Portugal, 344
Weightman, Mr., Local Architec-

tural Museum, 300
Well, Kensington Gardens, 113
Wellington Church, 158
Westminster Abbey, 17, 98, 198,

246 ; Proposed New Buildings at,
457

Whitby, Proposed Improvements
at, 216

Whitley Church, Restoration of,

Wharves in Maidstone, 401
Whickham, 480
Wildman, Col., Monument, 48
Windows, International Eihibi-

fion, 335
Windsor Castle, 442
Wolverhampton School of Art, 304
Wood, Bending of, 340 ; Carving,

275, Preserving, 132
; Floors, 124

Worcester Diocesan Architectural
Society, 320 ; The Butt's Siding,
304

Worcestershire, Th« Ecclesiology
of, 87, 100

Workhouse, New, North Leith, 14
Work, Award of Prizes for Paint-

ing, 114
Working Classes, Houses for, 25,

148

Workmen, Banquet to the Foreign,
225

Workmen's Houses, Improvements
in Edinburcrh, 457

Workmen, Education of Artist, 309
Works, Public, in Ireland, 36
Wright's Tar Paving, 461
Wrought Iron and Steel, Experi-
ments on, 175

Wroxeter Excavations, The, 319

VALUABLE Collection of Objecti,
186

Vandalism in Plymouth, 457
Venetia, The Ruinous Condition of,

364
Venetian Enamel MosaiCP, 325

;

Water Oisterns, 127

Y
TORK, Lightins of the City Of, 94
Yorkshire Architectural Society, 2,

17 ; Discoveries of Antiijuities in,

205; St, Fetor's School C'hapol,

231)
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Aoro-HydrostAtical Hoisting Apparatus, 23d

Afrricultural Hall, Ulinglon, 437

Arcbttoctural Association, Prize Sketches of, 493

AsTiutn of Merchant Seamen's Orphans, Snaresbrook, 337

Benson's Trophr, International Kxhibition, 259

Carved Screen from tho Church of St. Luke's, Cremona, 29(

Church, Presbyterian, Regent-square, 29

,, Unitarian, Islin^on, 161

Churches, Old and Xon, at Llandrgwydd, Cardigan, 90

East Sh«en Church, Surrey, 396, 397

Eastern Cathedrals, 372

Exchange Building's, Birmingham, 1-13

Oat«in Ironwork, 62

QateTraj at ByraiSj Yorkshire, 125

Guildhall, The Ftont of, London, 357

Hartley Institution, Southampton, 48

Jews' Hospital, Norwood, 413

Kingstand Birkbeck School, 413

Manchester and Salford Bank, 218

Market Tower, Hereford, 9

Montagu House, 'W'hitehall, 417

Monument to Col. Wildman, 48

National Provident Institution, 317

Painter's House, Place Yentimille, Paris, 376

,, Studio, Rue de Boulogne, 454

Plan of Exchange Buildings, Birmingham, 142

Pulpit for Witnash Church, New, 296

„ for Westminster Abbey, 199

St. Glare's, Samsey, Iste ot Man, 296

St. Stephen's Church, Spitalfielda, 412

Signal Lamps, Improved, 451

Shooting Boi, 258

Shops at Halstead, Essex, 87

Statue, Sir Hugh Middleton, 106

Street Architecture, Piccadilly, 68

Offices of the Royal Insurance Company, Manchester, 101

Taymouth Castle Staircase, 181

Town Hall, Hull, The New, 239

Warner's Bell Chiming Apparatus, 73

Window in Ironwork, 83

Windows to Lord Herbert, Wilton Church, «»
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THE AECmTECTURAL EXAMIXATIOXf?.

ONCE more we have to return to the subject of Architectural

Examinations

—

^/k' Examinations ; for at hast the RoTal Institute

of British Architects has issued to members, ^^^thout a request that

they be considered ' Private and Confidential, ' the ' Regulations and
Course of Examination, with Forms of Declaration and Recommen-
dation for the ^'oluntary Architectural Examination." The 'Regu-
lations,' kc. may, moreover, be obtained by any British subject, on
application to the honorary secretaries of the Institute, so that there

is now fairly before architects and the public what is intended as a

means, at once, of reforming the present system of professional

education, or perhaps rather to induce professional education where
there is none at present, and of drawing a broad line that shall

be visible to the public between those who are competent, and
those who by ambition or accident have been led to style themselves
practitioners of an Art and Science of which they know absolutely

nothing.

The question of the establishment of an examination to be p.issed by
architects before they are to be recognised by the public as legitimate

practitioners, has been, and still is, one of the greatest ditliculty. In
Bivinity, Medicine, or Law, no such ditliculty arises a.s that wliicli

must ever present itself where considerations of art or taste are

involved, and we are very glad that the framcrs of the Examination
Papers do not propose to examine in art. True, in that respect, the
ordeal through which candidates are to pass is so far defective ; but
as it would be next to impossible to complete it iu that respect, we
must be satisfied with what is offered, and trust to increased appre-
ciation of art and design by tlie public to do the rest.

The regulations and list of books recommended for study, now
before us, do not differ very materially from those printed iu our
seventh volume, and on whicli we have on several occasions com-
mented at some length. There is, however, some variation in the
number of marks to be allotted to particular subjects, and the
Council is empowered to fix for the first examination a smaller num-
ber of days, and a less proportion of marks, than tliat arranged as
necessary to pass on and after the third examination : on the second
examination the proportion of marks is to average between that of
the first, and that provided in the regulations. In the original
declaration there was a clause as follows :

—
' I declare that civil

architecture is now, and will continue to be, my professional avocation,
and that I will not have any interest or participation in any trade
contract, or materials supplied at any works, the execution of which
I may be engaged to superintend.' " The present declaration stands
thus : ' I declare that I intend to practise as an architect, and that I
will do nothing to bring discredit upon the profession.' The altera-
tion, as regards participation in any trade contract, was, as it seems
to us, not desirable. There can be no mistake as to what it is intended
tocover, and there can equally be no doubt that the clause, as it

originally stood, if calculated to raise suspicions in the minds of some,
would have inspired confidence in the minds of a very great
many.
The difficulty that has beset the Examination question, with regard to

architects in practice, is only partially met by the Institute, which says
thnt, ' Avraro that architects in practice cannot command the leisure
sufficient to prepare for such an examination as is contemplated, it

will not consider such persons called upon, in any wav, to present
themselves as candidates, and the Institute not intending that any
coinpromise of the examination should be oflered, except the modifi-
cations as to the mmiber of marlcs in the iirst two years, as before
mentioned, announces that no architect ahoic t/iirli/ f/cars of a/,c yviW
be encouraged to offer himself as a candidate. It lilso suggests that
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verj' young men, although they may have availed themselves fully of

the advantages of an academical education, ought not to present

themselves for examination until they have acquired that amount of

architectural knowledge which practical experience alone can afford.

The Institute, tlierefore, will not encourage any person to ofler himself

as candidate in the class of proficiency under twenty-one years of age,

or in the class of distinction under twent}--five years of age.'

The examination papers already framed indicate the standard to

which the examination shall ultimately rise ; it is, however, intended

that the first papers should present fewer difficulties, and in some
other respects ad\antages are oflered to induce candidates to offer

themselves on the earlier occasions, so that the examination may start

fairly and with vigour.

Candidates, in the class of proficiency, from twenty-one to twenty-

five years of age, must deposit, as preliminary work, a measured

sketch of an existing building, a perspective sketch of an existing

building, a drawing of an ornament from the round or relief, and a

perspective view with working plan, section, and elevation, of a design

for a building, together with full specification and some working

details, real size. At the examination, which is to occupy three days,

and in the presence of Moderators, the first day's work is to consist of

design and drawing. The design is to be shown in at least two plans,

one elevation and one section ; a mausoleum or mortuarv chapel is

instanced as an example ; but the subject given out is to te capable

of being treated in any style the candidate may prefer. In drawing

the problems may be (we give an example here and there) :
—

' 2. An
early decorated window has an equilateral head, and three equal

lights, the mullions branching to the right and left (the same radius

as the arch moulds), and has a circle in the head touching the branches.

Draw the elements of the window and show the method of finding the

centre of the circle
;

' or '4. Assume any height and the diameter

of the eye of an Ionic volute, find the centres and draw the

elements of the spiral, so that it shall make two revolutions, or eight

quadrants, the last falling into the eye.'

On the second day the subjects are to be arithmetic. Question 2

says, ' Some match boarding' is wanted, which wiU hold the greatest

thickness, two cut batten or three cut deal; supposing the former

holds 2f in., and the latter '2^m. in thickness, and supposing each

saw-cut wastes -L of an inch, and each planed surface J- of an inch.'

' 5. Two labourers begin at the same time to dig out the foundations

of a garden wall, 187 feet long, one at each end. One throws out 8

feet iu an hour, and the other 9 feet, in how many hours will they

meet and finish the worli ?
' In this class the questions iu Euclid are

limited to Books I. and II. In mensuration, question 4 is, 'The
elliptic garden in the middle of Grosvenor Square is 8 chains 40 links

one way, and G chains 10 links the other way. What would it cost to

paint tiie iron railings at 7d. per yard, supposing them to be 5 feet

high, and taking the work at once-and-a-half times ?
' I'hysics in-

cludes, '4. AMiat is meant by the natural system of ventilation?'

When does it fail ? Account for the down draft in chimneys, and give

an account of some methods you have knov>Ta proposed to cotmteract

the same.' 0. 'What is meant by direct, diffused, and reflected lightj

How may each of the.se descriptions of light be modified or increased ?'

In professional practice and laws as to agency, &c., questions in the

latter are to boar upon recognised customs in the profession, rather

than questions of pure law. Among those given are, ' "What consti-

tutes a building contract, either -m-itten or verbal 'f '
' What, in archi-

tectural practice, may we consider a breach of a written contract ; and

what clauses are usually inserted into specificatioua to guard against

such breaches ?

'

On the third day the examination will bear on materials and
construction, during which details of the first day's work and .i
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spocilicnlioii nro to bo prepared : and on history aud literature, in

whioli will 1)0 required n ijoncral liuowlcdne of all styles.
_ _

\ Candidates in the class of distinction have also to deposit prelimi-

nary work, and besides a measured sketch or measured dra^viug, one

specimen hi each of three, at least, of the follo^^^ng branches, is neces-

sary for the admittance of the candidate :—1. Sketches, or measured

di-awui-rs of existinfr work in wood, plaster, stone, marble, niosaie,

glass, iron, brass, precious metals, textile fabrics, or embroidery;

2. Detail drawin;,'S at full size of any design by the candidate^ tor

oruaniontia work hi any of the materials just enumerated ; 3. Dra-mugs

of the human figure from the roimd, or from memory; 4. Subjects of

landscape gardening; 5. Architectural subjects in colom-s; 0. Sub-

jects ot decoration in colour or otherwise : 7. Specimens of \vork-man-

ship in modelling ; 8. Specimens of workmanship in carving. On the

first day the examination -ndll be based entirely on the preliminary

work sent in; on the second day candidates will be examined in

algebra, including quadi-alic equations ; Euclid, books III., IV., and

VI. ; plaintrigonometi-y, tables of logarithms being accessible; mathe-

uiaties and pliv.sics, applied to practical pm-poses ; the Greek, Latin,

Italian, and French languages
;

professional practice, materials, con-

struction ; history and literature. The number of marks that may be

gained by competitors in the class of distmction are 4,000, 2,000 being

required "to pass ; and these may be gained in any of those subjects

upon which the candidate may think he can best sliow his competency.

The number of marks in the class of proficiency are to be 6,000 ;
half

that number, or 3,000, entitling the candidate to pass.

The modes in which the examinations are to be conducted seem to

us to be somewliat complicated, but a little experience will doubtless

enable that portion of the scheme to be revised ; and if not, it is the

examiners, and not the examined, who ^yiU be inconyenienced^ by it

;

it now remains only to appoint the times for the examinations, of

which as long a notice as possible of the Jirst should be given. Can-

didates should remember that they may go up with less trouble on

the first than on any later occasion, and perhaps nothing more is

wanted to estabhsh the institution on a broad and secure basis, than

that a number of men should at once go up, and appear in the list of

architects who have passed their examination.

It is strongly recommended by the committee that a greater number
of questions be set on each paper than can fairly be expected to be

answered in the time allotted, to give each candidate the advantage

of selecting those on which he can best show his ability. It has often

happened, say the committee, that when very few questions are set,

the majority of them may relate to the only points of which he
is not master ; and thus a candidate of great ability may obtain a low
rank, simply from the paucity of questions. Unusual questions, and
some of considerable difficulty, as well as those of obvious and ordi-

nary character, may be set, to give candidates of greater talent an
opportunity of exhibiting their ability aud industry. But these

questions, they contmue, should on no account be suffered to degen-
erate into what are commonly called ' catch questions,' or be such as

would rather exhibit the cunning of the examiner, than manifest the

abiUty of the examined. The marks should also be so set that the
omission to answer any unusual question shoidd not tell against any
candidate. These errors ha\e caused more dissatisfaction, and thrown
more discredit on competitive examinations, than any other causes
whatever, and should most carefully be avoided. Answers to one or

two questions in a language, or sohing one or two equations, can be
no sufficient test of a candidate's competency as a linguist or a mathe-
niatician, and would not conscientiously warrant a notice of distinction

from any examiner. Every examination to be satisfactory, must not
only be absolutely impartial, and perfectly fair, but to' be of any
worth, or to can-y any weight with the world, it must be complete.
Too severe an examination is tyrannous, while one too slight is abso-
lutely worthless. Of course it is difficidt to steer evenly between
these errors. Few examinations have been established without being
charged with one or the other at the outset. The subject is

now, however, better understood than it was, and the reports from
the various professions where it has been instituted, are so favour-
able—the system has been found to answer so well with legal
and medical men, with the soldier, the sailor, and the diploma-
tist

;
with, in fact, every rank where the education of a gentleman

is expected, as well as the ability of a professional man— that there
seems little doulit, conclude the committee, and we have long said the
same, that this examination, if carried out v^^th judgement and good-
feeling, must advance the British Architect in popular respect and in
social status.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

IT is only after repeated visits to the Exhibition building that we
become acquainted with the numerous contrivances which it con-

tauis for economising manual labour, and the new inventions, and
novel appliances collected tliere for embellishing our buildings, and
for mcreasing the comforts of our homes. The various kinds of wood
and stone exhibited may excite our admiration by their tints and
tcTture, but, in the absence of analyses, and of fixed "prices, we cannot
well judge of tbeir durability, or of their practical importance to us.
It 18 well, however, that we should point out where objects imme-
diately connected with the building trade and its collateral branches
are faxed, so that the visitors cUrectly interested in them may have no

difficulty in making a personal examination. To many, the Exhibi-

tion is "a mere show place ; to others, we wovdd hope, it will prove

an instructive school, which will develope its fi'uits for ages to come,

and influence the onward march of science and of art.

We shall, on the present occasion, enter at the plebeian entrance, to

the north of the Eastern Annexe. Having passed the turnstiles, oiu" eye

at once glances upon models of an Auchimedean Screw Ventil.itok.

We find that it is arranged for either a chimney top, or, on a larger

scale, for a roof; it can be tui'ned by steam, or by the simple action

of the wind. The slightest action of the hand sets it in motion, clearly

demonstrating the facility with which it would work high up upon

the house-tops, where its vertical louvres woidd catch every breath

of air and yield, as if instinctively, to it. An Archimedean screw is

fixed on the inside of the external" pierced casing to suck upwards the

vitiated atmosphere from below. That its efficacy is gi'eat we may
assume from the fact that it is made on scientific principles, and in

appearance it is such that there would be no difficidty in designing

good chimney stacks to bear it. The majority of tall-boys, wind-

guards, and patent cowls are so hideously ugly that they deform any

building which they surmount, aud no amovmt of art can render them

harmonious with or becoming to the most ordinary of London houses.

The ' Archimedean ' does not err on the score of ornament. There is

no possibility of a down-draught, and its casing can, moreover, we
fancy, be ma"de of almost any shape without interfering, in the slightest

deo-ree, with its usefulness. It is manufactured by the exhibitor,

Mr. James Howorth, Farnworth, Bolton, Lancashire.

Near it, there is a fine little Wood and Iron Crane, exhibited by

Forest and Barr, of Canal Street, Glasgow, which possesses extraor-

dinary power for its size, and for the material used in its construction.

The "same manufacturers show in the Western Annexe, amongst the

machinery in motion, one of the best exhibited Wood-planino
AND Moulding SIachines. Its superiority to all others which we
have yet examined lies in its mingled power and compactness, thus

effecting a great saving in time and in wear and tear. The timber is

drawn into the machine by a series of rollers ; a revolving cutter

then faces the boards before they are brought into contact with tke

plate irons—three sets of which can be contained in the plate holder.

Two side-cutter heads hold tools for operating on the edges of the

timber—a revolving cutter on the top of the machine is used for

thicknessing boards, aud for making mouldings. The timber, whilst

it is being operated upon, is held by a series of spiings aud screws in

its position. The absence of all vibration ensures the smooth even

surface of the wood when it leaves the machine. It can be seen in

almost daily action, and workmen can easily test the assertion of the

manufacturers, that the machine can do in five minutes what the best

pair of hands would require ten hours to perform. It is a beautiful

work, made with the minute delicacy of a watch and an amoimt of

power which is not less because it is brought together in a small

compass.

Returning again, wo are checked in our stroll through the Eastern

Annexe by the tine specimens of Hard-wood, Ivory, and Moiher-
of-Peari,", displayed by Messrs. Robt. Faimtleroy and Sons, of Potters

Fields, Tooley Street. There are upwards of fifty slabs of wood alone,

and they are rendered doubly interesting by haying not only the

names of the country which produces attached to them, but also the

purpose to which they can be applied. We are further furnished

with their Latin or international name. Side by side we see the

box-wood of Turkey, England, Spain, America, East Indies, and the

Brazils ; the rich brown spotty ' Aniboyna ' or Kiabooka of tlie East

Indies ; the Bird's-eye and Rock Maple of North America, the Rus-
sian and English qualities of the same tree ; the Satin-wood of the

East Indies, and the Satin-wood of Porto Rico and St. Domingo. We
can compare the famous English Yew with the Panococo of the

Brazils ; both are stated to be used for archery bows. We can exa-

mine five or six different descriptions of Ebony ; the Wabiut wood of

Italy and Belgium, and the Wabiut-like wood (Ziricote) of the West
Indies. The greater number of these specimens are said to be used

for ' cabinet-work ;' but we should not have directed special attention

to them if we did not believe that thej- might be extensively employed
in the internal fittings of houses, in the panels of doors aud shutters,

and in the marquetry of floors. Whatever can be used for furniture

can, it strikes us, be used also to a great extent in the more permanent
portions of a room, and it is only when this .system of decoration is

practically carried out that an apartment wiU harmonise thoroug'hly

with what it contains. The same manufacturers exhibit on the op-
posite side of the central avenue a model of the west front of the

Royal Exchange. To our eyes it is a fruitless expenditure of labour,

because the diversity in the colour of the different woods altogether

ruins the model when considered as a reduced copy of the building,

but as a display of polished wood, there can be no question about its

beauty. Proceeding southward, we come upon

—

Specimens of Glue.—They are shov\-n in the raw material and in
the various stages of refinement. The cuttings taken oft" by the
tanner in the preparation of hides for leather, are first freed from
their natiu-nl impm-ities without the admixture of acids, or bleaching
agents. This process also clears Jaway all offensive odour from them.
There are specimens exhibited of different qualities, by Messrs. .John
Darney and Sons, of Kinghorn, Scotland. Messr.-i. Cope and Sons, of
L'ttoxeter, show some very fine pieces of cabinet-maker's glue, and
shattered fragments of wood are enclosed in the case with tlie glue,
in illustration of its tenacity ; the fibres of the wood have given way,
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and tlie frhiod edg:es remain unshaltcn. Messrs. Wriffbt, of Xeedhfira

ISIarkct, Suffolk, and Messrs. Young and Co., of Bermondsey, are

likewise oxliibitors of this material.

IvAMPTtTLlcoN Floor Cloth, from tlie faetories of two or tliree

of our best makers, is con3picu<iusly lumjr apraiiist the eastern wall of

the Annexe. Messrs. Taylor, Harry, & Co., have some creditable

Gothic patterns, some Assyrian borders, and Indian .seroU-work on the

brown p-onnd. Messrs. Trestrail and Co. sliow good representations

of Ronmn mosaic, and Messrs. (iough and Boyce, of Bush Lane, a

well-aiTanged collection of specimens, in which oil-cloth and carpet

patterns are imitated.
_

IIaud-wood Vknkers are hung on the opposite .side. They are

scarcely thicker than stout brown-paper, of large size and of splendid

figure." The .specimen of Kiabooka, by Blashe and Co., of ^yilson

Street, is gorgeously marked. Messr.s. Smee Brothers, of Chiswell

Street, exhibi"t beside it large and beautiful samples of St. Domingo

mahogany and satinwood, ' Cuba maliogany, American maple, and

French walnut.

The large open court in the centre of this Annexe contams many
articles of great interest to the members of the building trade.

Three large specimens of Bowsek and Caiieron's famous Ceaxes

first catch om- eye; thence we turn to the Kolled Iron GniDEES,

from the Dowlais Works, Merth}T Tydvil, one of which is no less

than 53 ft. G in. in length. The' Taruley Iron Company, of Leeds,

contribute pipes of all sizes between 2 J in. and 48 in. diameter.

Farther on we come upon two Conckete Blocks, such as are used in

the construction of breakwaters. They are composed of nine pro-

portions of pebbles to one of Portland cement, and one of them

measures 7 ft. x 5 ft. X 3 ft. 6 in. They are selected at random from

amongst those supplied to the Admiralty Works at Dorer_ and

Aldemey, and are made from cement manufactured by Messrs. Knight,

Beran, and Sturge, of London.

Coxsekvatokies. — There is in this court a large collection of

conservatories and green-houses, by some of our best makers, and

various inventions for heating them. The gorgeous and elaborate

productions of Ormson and Weekes are side by side \\'ith the humbler

specimens of Dennis and Sir Joseph Paxton. This latter is a perfect

little model house. It is called a patent of Sir Joseph's, but Mr.

Newman, of 7 Pall Mall East, has his name attached to it as ag-ent.

Double parallel rafters rest on a plate, and the sashes open between

them. Piers are built up to take the feet of the rafters, which they

receive in a V --shaped wooden gutter, pitched on the inside. The
space between the piers is boarded. The whole of the house is hinged

together, so as to render it easy of shipment or transport. We have

seldom seen a more perfect or economical erection of the kind. Mr.

Dennis, of Chelmsford, Essex, .shows an iron conservatory, and a very

good one. It has a ' set-open ' in one comer, acting on all the sashes

simultaneou.sly. The roof is a 4-centred arch, -with a trussed rod

fastened to it, to carry the purlins when the span is gi-eat. All the

condensed water is carried outside the building. The plinth is deco-

rated with tiles, and the interior had better have been painted in one

or two simple tints, than to have been so gaudily daubed over. The
bad decoration does not, however, affect the good piinciple upon which
the house is built.

In the fine conservator^' of Mr. James Gray, of Danvers Street,

Pimlieo, a little windlass opens all the sashes in the roof at once,

whilst those at the sides turn on pivots. The same makers exhibit

tubular boilers, some 3 ft. high, and perhaps 2 ft. 6 in. diameter at

Hie base, whicli expose 200 superficial feet to the action of the fire.

A similar heating apparatus is shown by Messrs. Weekes, of King's
Road, Chelsea, and also by ^Messrs. Ormson, who liail from the same
localit}-. Messrs. ^^'eekes have also models in the adjoining ^Vnnexe,
of what they call ' improved mediosval stacks ' for heating churches.
Messrs. Ormson's is the most attractive conservatory. It is formed
almost entirely of curves on plan, and the roofs over the several com-
partments are arched towards the centre, from which a lofty glass

aome rises, supported by quasi Ionic columns. The interior is

decorated in white and blue colour, and the details of construction
are such as ire shoiJd have expected from a firm so deseiwedly dis-

tinguished. We shoidd, however, like to see them designed by abler
hands, so that art might really adorn science, and claim her fair share
of admiration, instead of being a mere minor adjunct to it. Inside
the consciTatorj' are numerous drawings of other conservatories by
the same manufacturers, none of which would be worse if a little

more taste were engaged in the regulation of their details. It is

just, however, to say, that Messrs. Ormson err in this respect with all

other conservatory builders. The decoration of the conservatory
should be, of course, in simple imobtrusive tints, but there is no reason
why the lines of the details should not be artistically drawn, and
shai'ply rendered, whether in iron or wood. We pn.ss by the vulgarly
painted domed octagon consen atoi-y of some maker whose name we
have forgotten, but cannot escape from the pretentious clock tower
and summer house which Mr. Smith, of Clerkenwell, has erected in
thi.s Court. The labour bestowed upon it was worthy of a decent
design, but all is wasted for the want of it. Slim Gothic arches are
grained in imitation of wainscot, and crude coloured glass fills the
sashes. The tower rises from tlie centre, but no attempt has been
made to gi'oup it with the projecting bays. \\'e are soriT to condemn
it, but it is unmistakably ugly. There are hundreds of rich men,
however, having no taste, whom it might please, and to them we
recommend it. The St. Pancras Ironworks exhibit Glass Walls

FOR Gardens to be u.sed as hot-houses in front of fruit trees. They
are, if we recollect riglitlv, 'Scott's Patent.' The advantages of

them are, that they can be readily removed and packed away, or

shifted easily from one part of the groimds to another, and that,

having no sash bar.s, and being in large sheets, they offer no obstruction

to the sun's rays, and cause no diminution of light. They can further

be cleaned in a few moments. The same company exhibit an octagon
Band House, surmounti'd by a dome. It is enclosed with mahogany
sashes, and is paved with encaustic tiles.

We should be soitj' to see cornif/ated iron used [in building the
walls of cottages and fann buildings, if their consequent appearance
would be anything like tlie models exhibited by Me.ssrs. Morton
and Co., of Basinghall Street, Leeds, but for temporary buildings,

cattle and other sheds, its lightness and cheapness render it very
serviceable.

Taylor's Patent Brick.s are one of the results of the repeal of the

brickduty. They areofvariouskinds,and are meant to be combined with
rubble walling and ordinary brick walls. They are made with circular

perforations, and are L shaped, Cin. in height, and width. They thus

range adnurably with two courses of ordinary brickwork, and when
used in a 12-inch wall, have in every alternate coiu'se a hollow space for

ventilation. Tliey ilo this when bonding perfectly with ordinary work.
In other samples the intervening space, within two external surfaces

of such bricks, is tilled with rubble. In another, wedge-shaped
pieces of timber are built at intervals in the wall ; the superficial

space between them is faced with slabs of tile, and the timber

covered n-ith planking, to have the appearance, we presume, of a
half timbered house, with this exception only, that brick slabs or tiles

are substituted for plaster, and rubble for the timber quartering, thus
rendering hou.ses built in this fashion more impervious to damp.
The whole of Mr. Taylor's specimens, between ten and twenty in

nimiber, are well worth minute examination. Before leaving this

Court, we would direct the ^i-sitor's attention to a magnificent Girder
OF Rolled Iron, contributed by the Butterley Company. It is 83 ft.

by 12 in., with a thickness in the web of one inch.

THE NEW BRIDGES AT BLACKFRIARS.

AT length there is a gleam of hope that the vc.vaia questa of the
new bridges at lilackfriars may find a solution. At a meeting

of the Common Coimcil of the City, on Thursday last, held at the
Guildhall, and at which the Lord !^Iayor presided, Mr. Wellington
Vallance brought up a report from the Bridge House Estates Com-
mittee, on the proposed new traffic bridges. It will be remembered
that, on the 13th of February last, it was refeiTed to the Committee
to reconsider their previous report upon the subject, and that in.struc-

tions were given them to examine the whole of the plans and
estimates for the work with professional assistance. They were also

to confer with the several engineers who had sent in designs, and to

report again to the Court.

On Thursday last the Committee accordingly produced the amended
report, wherein they stated that they had complied with those
instructions, and had besides conferred witli the Conservators of the
Thames upon the subject. The main conclusions arrived at now are,

that the proposed bridge shall be one of five arches, springing fi'om

abutments in a line witli the present wharf piers on either side of the
river. This determination rendered it necessary that modifications

should be made in the plans sent in, and sixteen designs so modified
were submittedjto the Committee. There were presented, five for a
stone bridge, ten for an iron arched bridge with stone piers, and one
for an iron girder bridge. After full and careful consideration, the
Committee, however, did iKit see any reason to alter the opinion

expressed in their former report so far as the comparative merits of
iron and stone were concerned. The cost of a bridge entirely of stone
and the length of time which would be necessary for erecting it, were
considered fatal to the adoption of that mode of structure. The Com-
mittee further conceived that they would best carry out the wishes
of the Court of Common Council by narrowing yet further the issue,

and they selected from the ten iron-arched bridge designs, five from
which the Committee might again select the one deemed most
eligible. The five plans thus favourably entertained were :— One by
Jlr. James Bnmlees, for a bridge of five elliptical arches, at the
estimated cost of i?230,573, including the cost ot a temporary bridge

;

one by Mr. Joseph Cubitt, for a bridge of five segmental arches at the

estimated cost of £26.j,000 ; one by Jlr. John Fowler, for a bridge of
five elliptical arches, at the estimated cost of ^280,000 ; a design by
Mr. Robert William Mylne, for a bridge of five segmental arches, at

the estimated cost of £308,000, inclusive of a temporary bridge, and
the reconstruction of the outlet for the Fleet Sewer ; and the design
of Mr. Thomas Page, for a bridge of five segmental arches, at an
estimated cost of £200,000, including an allowance for contingencies and
for removing the present bridge. The Committee recommend that the

engineer whose plan may be selected, shall be retained to superintend
the works connected -nith the erection of the new bridge, and to make
temporary provision for the traffic in the meantime. As regards the
funds for carrying out the work, they furtheiTuore suggest that steps

shall be taken for obtaining parliamentary power to raise them upon
the credit of the surplus rents and profits of the Bridge House Estates.

Some complimentary remarks as to the courtesy and ability of the

various eminent engineers, with whom their onerous task had brought
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them into contact, conclu.lod the report ^hich wa3 ^'^''^^ed Md

ordered to be printed nnd circulated. Ihursday the 3rd of July

(yesterday) was appointed by the Court for further consideration of

the subject.
. , i i n „.

We are not aware, at the moment of penning these remarks, whether

the Court of Common Council have arrived at a conclusion as to the

particular plan to be adopted, and are only too thankful that the ques-

tion appears to he on the eve of adjustment, to be very anxious about

the merits of the rival designs. AVe do think, nevertheless, that it

would not have been unwise to have given the public in general, and

citizens in particular, anopportunitvof judging on that point tor tliera-

selves. Whv not, for example, ha^e placed the whole of the sixteen

desi.nis fora'week or two on the walls of the Guildhall,, and fbm in-

vited inspection and criticism from all comers ? It is probable that

some useful suggestions might have arisen from such an exposition,

and certainlv n'o'harm could have ensued from it.
_

We have 'thought, for example, and still think, that it would be an

oxceedin"-lv proper thing to unite the proposed ordinary traffic bridge

at niackfriars with that intended for the traffic of the London, Chat-

ham, and Dover Kailwav. There can be no doubt that the erection

of two structures, in which there must of necessity be considerable

inconoTuitv of architectural detail, -n-ill not result very satisfactonly

for eitiier. ' At anv rate the Court, in coming to a decision, should have

before them the design of the railway bridge as well as those of the

successor to the crazy and used-up structure which now spans the river.

Mr. Page's design is, if report speak truly, the fa\-ourite one with the

Bridge Ilouse Committee, and certainly the success of that gentleman

at Westminster and Chelsea give him'a prestige not possessed by his

competitors.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

THE present exhibition of pictures by old and deceased masters contains

some works ncU worth the attention of the public, espt-cially those

occupying the south room, which is devoted to the productions of British

artists who have passed away. In this respect the collection forms a

valuable supplement to tlio English Gallery at the Intei-natiunul Exhibition.

There are some fine portraits by Sir Joshua Reynolds, Gainsborough, and

Romney. The last is much better represented in PaU Mall thau at South

Kensington. The large group of the Countess of Warn-ick and her Children

is a fine work, having much life-hke expression in the heads ; the white

satin dress woi-n by the Countess is painted in a very masterly style, and

the face of the little girl looking up at her is remarkably sweet and

youthfid. This picture has a charming silvery tone, and appears unfinished.

Lady Russell and her Son is au admirable picture by the same artist.

The face of the lady is elegantly drawn and pleasing in expression, but the

reflection of the cliild looking at himself in the mirror must, when first

painted, have been a marvel of direct imitation, and the whole is executed

with great breadth and firmness. The half-length portrait of Mr. H. Russell

shows us Romney as a perfect master of his art. There is a finely expressed

character of thought in the head, the arrangement of the tints, although

low in tone, is very harmonious, and the general eifect has great unity as

well as excellent quality in the local tints. Being in a plain dress of the

time, this picture would serve as a valuable lesson to the portrait painters

of the present day.

If this gallery does more justice to Romney than he receives at the

International Exhibition, it performs the same office in a much greater

degree to the fame of Hogarth, for here we have his wonderful head of

ilrs. Brownrigg the murderess. The depth and variety of character in

the faca of that woman seem to be endless. If it is looked at intently for

some time, her diaboUcal nature appears to unfold itself gi-adually to your
notice. You feel as if, with her eyes fixed upon yours, she slowly confessed

her guilt, and her features begin to take the expression they must have
presented wliile she murdered her victims with cool and deliberate cruelty.

One is inclined to suspect that the painter induced her to talk of her crimes
for the purpose of obtaining a pervading expression to bring features so
discordantly arranged by nature into the necessary pictorial unity. The eyes
stare a little and appear unnaturally dark for the rest of the complexion,
there is a growing snarl in the thin and partially distended nostril, and the
lips, firmly fixed together, are out of the general line of the head ; the face
has besides a peculiar and an unnatural flatness. For refined deUneation of
latent expression, this head by Hogarth stands unrivalled. A remarkable
distinction will be noticed in the subtlety with which he has interwoven
that growing expression with the features, without the slightest exaggeration
of either tuuch or tint ; and the broad, simple, and masterly manner he has,
with one sweep of the pencil, satisfactorily decided the texture and sub-
stance of the cap on hor head, and the gauze neckerchief that covers her
shoulders, shows that his powers of execution were equal to his perception
of character. This head most eertiiinly should have been at the Inter-
national Exhibition.

The admirers of Gainsborough will find someportraits byhim in this Gallery
which will interest them. That of Lady Gertrude Alston has been thought
by critics worthy to hang by the side of the celebrated ' Blue Boy,' to which
we have alludeil in a former number ; but we cannot admire the portrait of
the lady, as a picture, to that extent. She wears, it is true, a blue satin
petticoat, but it is. although brilliantlv executed, too much broken into
detail to compare mth the painting of the" dress in the other picture ; besides
which, the folds of that garment are disposed in a manner so injudicious, if
.accepted as indications of the limbs beneath, as to make the figure stand
inelegantly. The rest of the picture is admirably broad in feeling, and the
blue of the petticoat is well diflTused in the well-painted landscape back-
ground

;
but the whole effect cannot be fairly compared with the pictu-

resque composition of the ' Blue Boy.' There are truth, ease, and unity in
the portrait of ' Sir Charies Morgan,' which cannot be too much admired

;

but It is likely to meet with less admiration than it deserves from the

unostentatious tone and style in which it is painted. In the portraits of

the Countess of Sussex and her Daughter, while we do not pretend to be

charmed with the contour of the young lady, we must express our pleasure

while noticing the delicacy aud skUl with which Gainsborough has regulated

all bis tints in accordance with the light blue ribands worn by both the

ladies.

In painting imaginary heads, as those of 'Penitence,' 'A Nun,' &c.

Gainsl.iorough did not excel, and we think the uncomfortable position in

which he has placed Mrs. Inchbald may be a warning to the ovcr-zeilous

foes to the conventional in portraiture.

Well as Sir Joshua Reynolds is represented in the International Exhi-

bition, those who admire his whole-length portraits aud family groups—and

who does not ?—will find their admiration increased rather than diminished

after a visit to the British Institution. We have, however, one exception

to make in the ideal part of the picture in which is the portrait of Beattie ;

we allude to the figures intended for Falsehood, Calumny, aud Infidelity.

The principal figure, Voltaire, is as poorly conceived as it is feebly

painted. The fine portrait of Mr. Charles Towushend, as Chancellor of the

Exchequer, is remarkable, as a piece of painting, for the skilful management
of the unusually large quantity of red which pervades its whole surface,

for the various textures in which different tints of that colour are intro-

duced, and for the manner he has adopted of mingling the unavoidable black

of the silk robe into almost every part of the picture. This must have been

a fine example of full and rich harmony, when it first came from the easel.

The portrait of the warlike old Marquis of Townshend is a well-painted

picture ; but as our notions of armour have become somewhat traditional,

the matter-of-fact features of the face seem to be out of unity with cuirass

and thigh pieces, and to require a more severe and ideal treatment. Wa
think there is a similar want of unity in the otherwise grand picture of the

Countess of Mexborough and Child ; the plaj'fulness and rather eccentric

action of the child, and the apparent affectation of the hat it wears, do

not accord -nnth the splendidly-full dress, which is magnificently painted,

and the stately pose of the mother. This gorgeous picture, when compared
with the gi'aceful simplicity of the whole-length portrait that forms a pen-

dant to it in this room, displays in a most agreeable manner the variety of

treatment of which i?ir Joshua was capable. His portrait of the Prince of

Wales, which no doubt has been a fine picture, has suffered so seriously,

aud the intention of the painter has been so miserably interpreted by tho

restorer, that the leg of the Prince, b^- being excessively relieved, looks too

thin and small for the body, and composes badly with the leg of the black

who is acting as his vah't dc chamhre.

The washy aud doll-hke effect of the figures, in the family picture by
Sir Thomas Lawrence, reminds us how terribly he suffered by the side of

Sir Joshua some years since in this gallery, when a collection of pictures by
tho three Presidents of the Royal Academy was exhibited. West came off

badly enough in the encounter, and his pictures looked stark and lifeless ;

but those by poor Lawrence appeared vanishing away into the curd of

London milk ; and the comparison on tho present occasion seems to be
attended with the same unpleasant result. However, the exhibition of a

picture by Lawrence under such circumstances serves to show what fashion

will do for mediocrity, to warn that same mediocrity, when inflated by
fasliion, how time will deal with its fame, and to inspire with independent

courage those who aim at succeeding after the favourite has departed, in-

ducmg them to make the attempt in a bold and legitimate style, which, if

unsuccessful at first, will gradually win its way, rather than making a feeble

effort to imitate the artificial manner, however successful, of the late favourite

of the fashionable world. Had Rothwell relied upon originality instead of

imitation, be probably would not have died a disappointed man, and Har-
lowe, whuse Kemble Family is in the International Exhibition, is proved to

hiive been a far better painter than Lawrence, but he was too eager to

leap into his place by copying his style, which was too peculiar, and, as we
now see, too worthless, to be bearable in any other painter.

In this room, which may be considered a continuation of the English

division of the International Exhibition, there is also a numerous collection

of small designs in oil colour, by Stothard. which possess the merits and
demerits we have already described. They consist of illustrations to Tele-

machus. Burns' poems, Moore's sonnets, and Boccaccio. There are a few
landscapes by Wilson and Crome worth attention, and we think those by
Nasmyth, being broader in treatment and warmer in tone than he usually

paints, have in those respects the charm of novelty.

Persons not thoroughly acquainted with art always find a difficulty in

deciding on the beauty or originality of a sketch. Speaking generally, that

diiliculty greatly arises from not looking at it from a proper distance, until

all the rude marks of the pencil, the incoherent patches of colour, and the

blotches of dark tints for effect, all fall into their places, and the intention

of tlie sketcher realises itself. We have been quizzed by the critic of the

Times for the use of the term ' realise ; ' but it is the true test of sound
judgement in art. Take the wildest picture Turner ever painted; if it does

not represent a reality at a certain distance it is a failure ; but it must be
remembered that that power of realising will depend much upon the natural
or acquired powers of visual appreciation in the beholder. This we think
has been explained in a recent number. Now a most favourable opportunity
presents itself at the British Institution, in a sketch, A Study of Salisbury,

by Constable. If viewed closelj- it is a mass of confusion, but when tho
spectator places himself at a sufficient distance, and has allowed his eye to

dwell upon it for some time, the crude dabs of white laid on with the
palette knife not only take the places and in the degrees intended by the
painter, but so unite with the rest of the apparently unmeaning dabs, when
viewed too near, into a brilliant, aerial and sparkling representation of sun-
lit nature. There are two ideal pictures by Etty in this gallery quite as

poetic as any of his works in the luternational"Exhibition, if not more
so

; we allude to ' Idle Lake ' and ' Perseus aud Andromeda." In the
latter^ his habitual carelessness appears in the left arm of the otherwise
beautifully painted female figure, it being cut off as a stump by the drapery,
without appearing to have any continuation behind her back ; but in other
respects we never saw pictm^es more consistently carried out by him, pos-
sessing, as they do, poetry in colour, design, and" treatment, and his power
of giving boldness, spirit, and character to imaginary beings, as tho dragon
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about to atl;u'k Andromcila, foi- instance, besides the executive dasli and

breadth of iiencillinf,' in the accessories, establish his position us a ijrtinter

of the poetically picturesque.

IRONMONGERY IN THE INTERXATION.VL EXHIBITION.

No. I.

POT.S, pans, kettles, prates, fenders, and fire-irnns are little thought of as

eivilising agents in a gen.Tal way. The sickle and tlie ploughshare

hiive been raised to the dignity of poetry ; C'obbeft did sometliing to

redeem tlio gridiron from obscurity; but who has sung of the pipkin, and

made the coal-scuttle historical ? And yet -nithout the utensils of the

kitchen, and pokers, and tongs, and grates, what a set of uncomfortable

barbarians we should be! We may be told that Greeks and Romans got

on pretty well with pottery utensils ; that Cra-sus was unacquainted with

the luxury of a knife and fork ; tliat tlie kitchens of the C;esars were

strangers to egg-poachers and gauffre-tongs ; but perhaps the decline and

fall of the Roman Empire would never have been so rapid, probably never

would have happened, had domestic ironmongery existed, and had it been

cultivated as a progressive .art. The Roman would have fought more

sturdily for his pots and skimming-ladles than for his Iiousehold gods,

against the barbarian aggressor. We may bo reminded that our .Saxon

iincestors were brave men, although they ate with their fingers out of

wooden trenchers, shared acorns with their swine in wooden troughs, and

made the domestic fire in a bole in the centre of the apartment, permitting

the smoke to escape through a hole iu tlie roof; but they were conquered

by the Danes who knew better how to make cauldrons, and spits, and

giidxons ; and these in turn were conquered by the Normans, who were

great in saucepans and cooker)-, and who warmed tlicir apartments with

movable fire-pans. That England has never been invaded or conquered by

Prank or Teuton, is due more to onr advance in the manufacture of iron

and other metal wares for domestic purposes than many will be disposed to

admit. The kitchen is a great civiliser, and the more comfortalile the

kitchen can be made, the more comfortalile the family, the community, the

nation. As charity begins at home, .so does civilisation, and close to the

fire-side. But fire-side is rather a modern word. The fire lit in a hollow

of the earthen floor, around which the shivering members of even a yeoman's

family crouched in former days, gives one a poor idea of ' fire-side.' There

were no chimneys in England in the tcntli, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries.

"Wo had chimneys first in tlie middle of the fourteenth century. Until then

.there could have been no fire-places, as we now understand the term, nor the

domestic comfort attending them. Even tlien the fire was kindled on a

hearth, on a level, or almost on a level, with the floor, and the first approx-

imation to a modern grate were the fire-dogs on opposite sides of the

hearth, to retain the wooden fire, and which served at the same time to

support a roasting .spit. The pot was huug over tlie fire, suspended by a

learn in the chimney. From this time more metallic articles were intro-

duced into the kitchen, chiefly however of brass, copper, and pewter.

The iron poker and tongs are of very ancient date. Witli improvements in

the fire-place came improvements in cooking utensils; with these, improved

cookery ; with this, a lialer community ; with the latter, greater industry.

Industry brought national wealth, and with wealth came greater refine-

ment. The wooden trencher was exchanged for the pewter platter, the

leathern jack for the metal tankard, the cleft brand-stick for the iron

candlestick, the wooden spoon for the tin one. Ironmongery— using the

word in an extended sense for all metal wares—for many domestic purposes

took the place of pottery, and iron invaded that formerly occupied by brass

and copper goods.

The introduction of sea-coal induced the necessity of a different arrange-

ment in fire-places; and about the year 1709 grates were introduced, sup-

ported on brickwork considerably above the level of the hearth. The iron

fire-dog went gradually out of fashion, and with the fire-dog, the spit-dog, and
the human turnspit, who squatted in the ashes to turn the joint. The vent

of tlie cliimney was contracted, and the smoke-jack did duty fur the poodle.

From this time ironmongery occupied a wider sphere. The poker, tongs,

and shovel came more into use; then there must bo the fender to confine

the ashes, the scuttle or box for coals, and various other adjuncts. Further

geographical discovery led gradually to the introduction of articles of

ironmongery which the Englishman a century before the invention of the

grate could never have dreamt of, and to articles for the kitchen which
pottery could never have supplied. We had tea from China, and we must
have a tea-kettle ; pepper and coffee from the Indies, and we must have
pepper mills, coffee mills, and coffee pots. A refinement in the tea-kettle

brought in the tea-urn ; further refinements brought the metallic teapot to

supply the one of china or stoneware.
The fire-grate was an immense advance upon the fire-place on a level

with the flour, and contributed greatly in towns to the comfort of the masses.

A grate in town residences soon became almost ns indispensable as a bed.

Xet the grate was often vilely constructed, not very handsonie, was badly
set, and to the poorer classes did not render all the services fur warming
and cookery purposes which gi'ates constructed on scientific principles are

capable of. The grate of hammered iron, too, was rather expensive. •'Spe-

cimens of these primitive grates are still too frequently to lie met with in

our older London houses, high-backed, narrow-chested, or paunch-bellied,

and standing aViove the level of the floor as if upon stilts.

The invention of the steam-engine was the commencement of a new era

in the history of ironmongery in all its branches. Previously to that time,

park-gates, railings, grates, stoves, pots, cauldrons, hand-mortars, &c., were
made of hammered iron, or of copper or bronze. With the introduction of

the steam-engine came ironfouuding, and all these articles were made of
cast-iron, and at a cheaper rate. Ironfouuding, too, permitted of more
ornamentation in various articles of ironmongery, as in grates and fenders,

and others which could be produced from rastings. In the principle of

construction of domestic ironmongery, the progress was slow, however, until

within about the last quarter of a century or so. Those who are old enough
may well remember the chimney-grates with which our drawing-rooms,
bed-rooms, and kitchens were furnished,— great yawning furnaces, without

architectural grace, without economy, without comfort. How all this has
since been changed for the better, might have been witnessed in the Exhi-
bition of 1851, ami may be witnessed to still better efifect in tho present

International Exhiliition.

We have made these observations introductory to a consideration of tho

principal specimens of ironmongei'y exhibited at South Kensington,
taking fir.st the ironmongery, or structures of iron used in the fitting of

piulilic or private buildings for economical or domestic purposes; and
next, ii'onmongery or iron work used for areliitectural and ornamental
purposes, where artistical .skill, or where strength or ingenuity is more an
object than mere economy. In the present article we shall be unable to

accomplish all we propose to ourselves, or to take notice of every exhibitor

deserving of notice in Class XXXI., and shall return again to the subject.

A visitor to this department cannot fail to be struck with the display

made by Messrs. C. .Teakes and Co., of Great Russell .Street, Bloonisbury,

in a space 21 ft. by 9 ft. Anyone who recollects the wi-etchod ironmongei'y

of the past, will be gratifii'd by witnessing the excellent in workmanship
with the useful in purpose whicli has here been accomplished. Cabinet work
cannot be finer in finish, in polish, in carvings, in the closeness of joints

and the accuracy of mitrings tlian there are exhibited in ponderous stoves

and kitchen ranges, which would have made our fathers stare with wonder,

and in these dainty drawing-room grates and stoves which a century ago

no wealth could have purchased. The kitchen fittings appear to be con-

ceived and executed under all the advantages which long experience and
extensive practice alone can give ; and the workman-ship, whether in forgings

or castings, is such as one c.iu confidently point to as displaying the skiU

and application of the British artisan. There is a very pretty grate with
movable bars, which will sustain tho fire for thirty-six hours without re-

plenishing, for which a medal was awarded at the French Exhibition.

Two Gothic fire-dogs in brass, are of very elaborate workmanship, and will

compare favourably with the celebrated dogs at Coombo Abbey, AVarwick-

shire. In fact, the articles exhibited by this firm, from the largest pieces

of ironmongery to the smallest ornament, such as a lock-plate or bell-pull,

are well worthy a minute examination by every one taking an interest iu

the architectural and domestic furnishings exhibited in this class. Perhaps

excellence in design iu the articles displayed by this firm was to be expected

when it is known that Mr. Quarm and Mr. Clements are members of it;

the former for so many years associated with Sir Charles Barry in the

construction of the New Palace, Westminster; and the latter from the

oflSces of T. H. Wyatt, Esq., architect.

We may further add that all tho wares displayed by Messrs. Jeakes and
Co. have been manufactured on their own premises. We have visited their

factory in Duke Street, Bloonisbury, where we witnessed a four-horse

steam-engine on an upper floor, putting in motion tho various machinery for

grinding, polishing, turning, working the forges, &c., from the basement
upwards. All the arrangements appear to have been made with a view to

economy, and to the turning .out of goods of the best quality and work-

manship!. In the brazing department the metals to be united are submitted

to the action of a large blow-piipe suppdied with gas and cold air in sepiarate

tubes, which unite in a nozzle common to each, p^roducing a most intense

flame, and doing the work with great rapidity.

Of copper and brass work applied to decorative and architectural pur-

poses, we may refer for the present to the exliibition of Messrs. Benhanis

and Froud, of Chaudos .Street, Strand.

In the ornamental way, those for ecclesiastical purposes are very striking.

Whether we owe it to high church, low church, or broad church, it is certain

thatecclesia-stical architecture has received a vast developement within tho last

thirty years, andwe regard it with pleasure. AVhilewe adorn the mansion and

hall with forms of finest beauty, it is but meet that the temples devoted to

the worship of Him who is at once the source of the true and the beautiful,

should receive fitting ornamentation. We have here specimens of zinc

and copper casements for the reception of stained glass; of brass screens

and railings, of lecterns and brackets; of hinges and locks for doors, and

cofler lids of the same material, all of the Romanesque and mediirval

style. We have further fiuials of copper and zinc for roofs and gables,

and vanes for the steeples. The latter are fitted on tho most approved

plan with steel centres, gun-metal collars, and wrought-iron spindles. The
weathercock is a great improvement on the old cock that sometimes sits

motionless on our steeples whichever way the wind blows. In the vjib.es,,

generally, there is much novelty of fi.rm, and both vanes and finials .ire.^

capaljle of being applied to civil architecture in a corresponding style.

This firm, too, makes an excellent display of copper goods in all the

varieties of kitchen utensils requisite for domestic use, from the handsome
coal-scuttle to the tiniest mould. The manufactirre of moulds hammered
out of one piece of copper, is here shown in various stages of its progress,

and the smoothness ami truthful finisli of the copper hammered into all the

intricacies of a mould pattern, are really surprising. We saw some

moulds exhibited in a foreign court, which, compared with these, might

well make our English workman proud of his workmanship.

THE EXHIBITION OF MEDI.^.VAL ART AT THE SOUTH
KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

NOTICE I. THF. CEE.IJIIC WAHES.

A WISH to afford toforeigners'of every class, who are now visitingLondonin

such great numbers, an opportunity of seeing some of the art treasures

which adorn the private collections of this country, led to the project of

forming a London Exhibition somewhat upon the plan of that which was

recently so successful at Manchester. A great number of our most eminent

collectors have, on the present occasion, contriliuted the very choicest gems

of their respective cabinets ; and but for the al.isence of pictures and sculp-

ture, which did not come within the legitimate scope of an exhibition of in-

dustrial art, the display may bo fairly said to exceed that of Manchester,

both in the nuinber and excellence of its examples. It is, however, at present

over.shadowed by the all-absorbing attractions of the great International dis-

play, a few hundred yards further on ; and yet, as a collection of objects cf
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the hichp<^t class of industriul art (quite independent of its medireval cha-

racter), it is ftUly on a par. in point of excellence, with the more vast disphiy

of the International Exhibition; and, if not so extensive, the number and

varietv of ol.jects are vet so exeeedingly great, and so far exceed, both m
numb;r and quality, .any single display of nn-di-x-val woAs of .1 high class

that it maybe tairiv said to surpass any collection of the kind that has ever

been •i-.embled as a public exliibition in London. The present Exhibition

is, in fact of such extent and excellence, that it is impossible in a single

Tisit to do more than take a hasty general vie^-. leaving to future explora-

tions the task of examining each class of work with the care that the beauty

of the .specimens demands.
.

Tlie four or five distinct classes of potten' and porcelain wares, which are

each abun.lantlv represented, teach the student what immense variety may

be achicvedVithin the strictest boundaries of any well-defined style, without

inU-oducing'anv heterogeneous features, or in any w.ay trenching upon the

ground of other styles. In the present collection there is, first, a most luxu-

rious display of exquisite specimens of Palissy ware, with its raised natural

objects, in their n.atural colours ; or, with its raised conventional ornaments,

with their oira conventional colouring. There is an equally fine display of

Limoges ware, witli its noble designs delicately tinted with their unv.arying

pearly greys, defining tliemselves sharply on the deep neutral tone of sub-

dued purple, or modified black of the groimd— the sparing introduction of

gold and colour heightening rather than elianging the decisively marked

character which tlio rich grey tones give to this exquisite style of work.

TliiriUy, there is the ' Henri Deux' ware ; another distinct style, both in the

form of the objects, the tone of the colouring, .and the stvle and treatment of

the ornamentation. It is in tlie manner of tlio orn.amentation that this last-

named style is most distinct ; the fine chequer-work and thready patterns that

fill^uptho sp.aees between the medallion subjects and other ornaments giving

a certain laciuess of aspect that is not found in any otlier school of decora-

tive porcelain work. Fourthly, there is the well-known Majolica or Urbino

ware, with its spirited outline pictures and bold ornament, riclily and vari-

ously, and, as one may say, daringly coloured. Fifthly, there is the Delia

Eolibia ware, as distinct in its character as any of the preceding styles of

work. In this work we h.ave glazed earthenware of a class especially fitted to,

and, in fact, originally designed for, architectural purposes. The figures and

ornaments in high relief (often nearly detached) exhibit a sculptural free-

dom and excellence of design worthy of the greatest masters of the chisel,

and even merit reproduction in Carrara marble, if their existence in that

beautiful material could give them extra value, or mark more highly the

appreciation in which their beauties are held by all true lovers of art.

I will, on the present occasion, briefly notice a few specimens of each of

the five styles referred to. First of the Palissy ware. Tliere are several

grand plateaux of the ordinary style, but of unusually fine design, which
merit a close examination, not only for the wonderfully natural representa-

tions, in coloured relief, of fish and other oTijects,(but for the rich inter-

mixture of fine ornament, which is less common in this kind of work.

There is also a pair of small plates entirely composed of ornament (niini-

bered 141 and 142), which show the capacity of this style for architectural

features, when the introduction of colour on tho exterior of our buildings

shall be better understood. The ornament in these plates is, a jour, as

the French have it, that is, with the interstices between the ornaments
pierced out. It is evident that with this feature, combined with the rich

colouring which Palissy ware always displays, arcliitectnral ornamenta-
tion might be produced, in that school of glazed earthenware, which
would bo very etiective and very beautiful ; and moreover highly
calculated to resist the permanent deposition of tlie dark London soot

which so soon disfigures tho stone or marble of our fast-improTuig street

architecture. There are many remarkable specimens of Palissy ware of other
kinds which I may notice on a future opportunity, but h.ave no space to allude
to on the piresent occasion. I must, however, even now [stop to notice
an exquisite ewer, of extreme richness and much grandeur of form, though
not of great size, and which belonged to the original Soulages collection, being
ftill numbered as in that collection 144. And I cannot pass over in silence
a pair of very magnificent plates, numbered 3,S03, which are ornamented
with spirited mask-liko' heads of remarkably bold and characteristic
execution.

Gf tlie Henri Deux ware, the specimens in the present collection are of
the highest character; especially a pair of taper stands of most exquisite
design, lent liy Baron L. Rothschild, along with several other as fine, if not
finer, examples of this lieautiful ware from his splendid collection. A nearly
complete t.ible serWce might be made up from the specimens in this style
in the present Exhibition, .all and each of them remarkalde as works d'is-

playing the highest artistic talent, both in the general form and the
details of the pictorial decoration with which the effect of the various
undulations of form is heightened. It is perhaps in bold and intricate
varieties of form that this rcmarkaldo ware exhibits its highest degree of
fxeellence

: and in that respect, witli the sole exception of the figure work
of the Delia Robbia ware, it siu-passes all other kinds of medieval work of
its class.

The enamel ware of Limoges is splendidly represented liy a number
of examples, all of them of the first class. Among them I may mention
the strikingly elegant ewer and plateau, with dove-grey figures and
ornaments upon a black ground. Both figures and ornaments are
slightly heightened in their effect by the introduction of transparent
tints of one or two other colours, the flesh of the figures having a glow
cjf a delicate salmon tint, and some of (lie draperies l.oing almost imper-
ceptibly toned with a film of azure, while tlie whole is delicately and
spanngly pencilled, in suitable places with gold, or a golden brown which
gives the requisite warmth to the grey toues, that might otherwise have
an over-cool effect that would detract from their beautv. These objects are
really exquisite works, and should be seriously studied i)y the members of the
weU-appomted ateliers of our Mintons and Copclands. "Tliere is also a very
eleg.ant tablet in this ware, numbered 2,1.39, the subiect of which is the
V irgm and Cliild, fonuing an enamel picture that occupies tho whole of the
surface, without any extraneous ornamentation. The pictorial efl'ccts are
produced by the usual shadowings of delicate gi-ev, heightened slic^htly with
tints of other subdued colours. The drapery of 'the duld, for instance is

slightly flushed with violet ; the dress of the Virgin is tinted with a pinkish,

lilac, while the hair has a slight tone of brown; the picture being relieved, in.

the borders of the draperies and other suitable places, with sparkling touches

of gold. One can imagine panelling of this kind, on a large scale, used very

effectively in the internal lining of great halls, &c.

The candlesticks, exliibited by the Rothschild family,' in the beautiful

Limoges enamel, are extremely fine, and perhaps even more attractive

than those in the Henri Deux ware, though less elaborate in form. Another

example of Limoges ware, seemingly the cover of a dyptich. exhibits

striking effects of ornament, wliich, on a Larger scale, — in pilasters, for in-

stance, — in either external or internal architecture, would produce a very

exquisite eflfect of subdued colour. There is no doubt that the introduction of

colour to architecture must be, at first, gentle ; and the employment of masses

of glazed ware appears likely to form the first serious step towards

polychrome building. If, in these first attempts, tlie subdued effects of

liimoges ware be employed, there can be but little doubt of its success.

One can easily imagine the soft and exquisite eflTect which might be produced

by pilasters enriched with ornament, of a cinque cento character, in such

colours as those exquisitely soft greys and purples, heightened with gold.

There is a large Limoges tazza, the sole ornament of which is a figure of

Laocoon, shaded in peiu-1 greys on a black gi-ound, the effect of which is

very striking ; and one may easily conceive that a series of medallions of

similar character, and on a sufficient scale, might be made to form very

noble features of architectural ornament.

The Majolica works, of the Urbino school, exhibit decidedly more variety

and brilliancy of colour than any other glazed ware. Tho bold Raffael-

lesque pictures, produced simply by a strong outline, i/nriched with washes-

of the most brilliant primitive colours, softened and blended by more subdued

tones, produce a most Uvely and siumy effect, while the eflfective pencilling,

of the subjects and their subservient ornaments impart a freedom and
boldness not reached by any other kind of medioeval ceramic art. Tie
specimens in the present display are numerous and splendid : among them
must bo noticed (tliough perhaps finer works are passed over) a rich.

plateau, the centre of which, instead of consisting of a spirited figure

subject, as is the more usual fashion, is formed by an elegant

arabesque design, composed partly of pure ornament, and partly

of figures terminating in foliage, the entire design being white, upon m
blue ground. The border is very rich, and of tlie more usual style. This
handsome example is one of several remarkably fine specimens lent by the

Queen, tlie royal collection of medi;eval art being extremely rich in

remarkable specimens of M.ajolica. There are two largo vases of tllia

beautiful ware which are of singularly ornamental and picturesque cha-

racter. The handles, formed of twisted snakes, are equal in truthful

modelling and colouring to the best Palissy ware, and the pictorial decora-

tion with which the rest of the vase is entirely covered is rich, light, and
sweetly harmonious in the colouring, the yellow and the blue tones slightly

ptredominating, as in most of the best works of the chief factories of this

ware. This remarkable pair of vases is of the very highest class of true

Urbino ware, and is, indeed, thought to be the work either of Orazio, or
Guide Fontana of Urbino, who rank among tho greatest masters of their

art. Other works'of this class in the present collection exhibit tho iridis-

cent glazes said to have been the invention of tho Maestro Giorgio. These-

works are much prized by collectors, but the true artist will come to the

conclusion that fine designs are often "vulgarised by the addition of the

meretricious gl.are of this nacreous varnish. Of the large plateau class, such

as the immense salvers of this ware intended to supersede those of gold or

silver, and supposed to be made more precious than works in either of those

metals by their exquisite workmanship, there are none, of the very largest

dimensions, in this collection ; but of secondary size, there are many
exquisite specimens. It was in the large plateau or salver, termed by the-

Italians the piatin di pompa, or dish of state, that the greatest degree of"

ingenuity and artistic labour was lavished In' the principal artists of Urbino,

some examples being truly magnificent specimens of art manufacture.

The Delia Robbia ware is perhaps more splendidly represented than
either the Palisi^y, the Henri Deux, or the Limoges ware. .Some of the
specimens may, indeed, be ranked among the masterpieces of that really

great master of artistic design, Lnea della Robbia. It is not only in

excellence of workmanship, or in the technical success of his processes^

complete as they are, that Della Robbia proves himself, in his works, a
really great master of his beautiful art ; his success being still more
remarkable in the high artistic merit of liis modelling. His figures are,

indeed, superior in design and execution to those of any sculptors of his day,
except those occupying tho very highest rank; their grace and their excel-

lence ofgeneral handling are. indeed, so great, that it has been thought he was-

indebted to his friend Raffael for the designs of some of his most exquisite-

Madonnas. Tliere cannot, however, be much ground for this surmise, seeing
that the pecidiar grace, and general style, which characterise the modelling
of his best figures are stamped with an individuality tliat marks them fairly

as his own. With the peucil he was as great an adept as with the modelling
tool

; and unless the works passing under his name, which are decorated
with paintings, instead of the raised sculptiu'e-like work of the modelling
tool, be all assigned to the hand of a brother, who worked with him (for

which attribution there is no good ground), he must be assigned the rank
of one of the greatest of porcelain painters, in addition to his unrivalled
position as the only truly great master of glared terra cotta, for such is the
actual nature of the works upon which his fame is based. He. himself
called them terra invitriata, or vitrified earthenware, which is, in fact, noi

other than e/la:ed terra cotta.

I have been led to rem.irk, especially, upon his skill as a painter on
glazed earthenware or porcelain, by a careful examination of the noble series
of painted medallions from the Campana Collection, which are nearly the
only specimens from that wonderful aggregation of art treasures tliat this
country has managed to secure; and'if the whole of the collection was
equal to its specimens of Delia Robbia ware, the lost opportunity must ever
remain a national regi-et. These medallions are large plateiiux of rich
blue, with a broad white border. On the central mass of bine, tho design
IS boldly painted in dark purple. The subjects are the occupations of
the months, as we see them represented in the illuminated calendars of
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the riclily decorated raiss.als of the middle ages ;
only, there is more

of rc;dly high art about them than in the illuminated calendar of

any missal I could point out, not even excepting tlio celebrated one of Aane

of" liritany, in the Imperial Library of Paris. The designs of Delia

Ilobbia are, however, far more simple than those of the best illuminated

missals, and are deprived of that charm of richly varied colour which we

generally meet with in illuminated MSS. Nevertheless, though these designs

arc only iu two shades of blue, heightened with a few touches of gold, theii-

treatment is so bold and masterly, combining, at the same time, that

indescribable Italian grace of the period, that one does not perceive the

absence of vai-ied eoloiu- ; and the works appear complete, as they are. The

principal touches of gold consist in a symbol of the smi, in the fonn of a fiice,

from which golden rays are emanating ; the face being placed in the zodiacal

sign of tlic respectivemonths, which are vei-y artistically treated. The chief

attraction consists, however, in the design of the large single figure nearly

filling the entire central space, just as a high relief would fdl a sculptured

medallion. In the November subject, a finely drawn figure sits boldly

astride the branch of a fruit tree, in the act of gathering fruit. In

Decend.ier, a spirited figure is in the act of digging the soil to prepare it for

the spring seed. Other subjects are, sowing, reaping, &c. — all treated

with extraordinary freedom, the facility evidently arising from spontaneous

genius of the highest class. These medallions form, in fact, a truly noble

series of Delia Eobbian art, of a kind far less known than his sculptural

relief; and one regrets that they are not placed iu a better and lighter

situation. The fine effects that might be produced in coloured architecture

by medallions of this class is evident, but the full value and beauty of a

future school of architecture embellished with works of this nature is

inconceivable till some really artistic steps in the new direction shall have

dcTeloped a few of the secrets of the new and almost untried power of

colour.

The sculptural raised work of Delia Eobbia's true terra in vitriaia is better

known than his pencil work, and is of a higher class than any other known
work of the class. The very finest modern productions of Messrs. Minton,

Copoland, or others, do not at present approach the excellence of the best

works of Delia Hobbia. In all tluit depends on the technical management
of the material, the furnace, the glazes, the colours, and often in the

general conception of the design (founded of course, more or less, on me-
diaeval models), the modern wares, of tlie Delia Robbia kind, of our enter-

prising manufacturers tread closely on the heels of the great Italian

producers of the Leonian age ; but, in the purely artistic touch, either in the

modelled or painted details, thej' are, as yet, far beliiud their medijeval

masters
; yet the progress now making is very rapid, and its du-ection

Beems the right one. The finest example of the vitrified clay-seulpture of

Delia Kobbia in the present Exhibition is the large ' Virgin and Child,'

surrounded by a border of exquisitelj- modelled fruits, and no doubt
originally executed as an'altar piece. The two figures are without colour (as

are most of the figure subjects of Delia Eobbia), being pure w-hite, upon a rich

blue ground. The design and modelling of this fine work are truly extjui-

site, and the application of the ghize is so skilful, that but little, if any, of
the sculptural sharpness of the original model is lost. The modelling of the
hands in the best works of Delia Eobbia is always full of elegance and
refinement, and the playful grace of the children quite as remarkable ; in fact,

the principal figures in tliis class of Delia Eobbia work do not require to be
-regarded merely as decorative productions, or to be looked at only for their

general and ornamental effect ; they may be criticised as works of the highest
Sass of sculpture, and are in themselves snfficicnt to prove that porcelain
.^Bculpture (if wo may use the term) only needs a truly .artistic developement
of its powers to rival, iu many respects, that of marble, and even to sur-
pass it in others. There is an 'Annunciation' by this great .artist, treated
in a somewhat similar manner to the work just described ; the subject being
however composed of full, instead of half figures, and the frame work being
of a more architectural character, composed of pilasters, enriched with
exquisitely modelled ornaments of the chiqiie cento character (white on a
coloured ground), from which springs an arch, completing the framework of
the subject. There is also a small altar piece representing the Adoration of
the Magi, and a ' Last Supper,' both of which, as church ornaments, are
*ery effective. There .are two other Madonnas, eaeli very excellent,
though not quite equal to the subjects first described. There are also other
specimen of Delia Robbia work in the building, forming part of the perma-
nent collection, which are well worthy of careful study.

In speaking of terra-cotta modelling, protected by a vitreous glaze, and of
other classes ofdecorative earthenware in the light of features to be introduced
in coloured architecture, I might also luave dwelt upon the capacities of
>\ edgwood w.are ; of which the present Exhibition contains some exquisite
specimens. But I must leave that for some future occasion, only remarking
that where a bright ghze might bo objectionable, the freedom from gloss of
the W edgwood wiire would precisely meet the requirement, and yet produce
an analogous effect; possessing at the same time in nearly the same degree
the power of permanent resistance to atmospheric injurj-.

I ought also to call attention to a fine architectural medallion, of the
Delia Eobbia class of work, which appears to have been executed in
England

;
but the art seems to have been lost with us soon after, and not

effectively revived till witliin the last quarter of a century, by Messrs.
Mmton and others. The work I allude to is a large and striking head, in
t.old relief. The head is entii-ely white, as in the Delia Eobbia ware, ^vith
the exception of some gold ornaments, which have a chaste and good effect.
It appears to have been the work of an Italian, established in England,
one Benedetto di Eovezzano, who flourished between 1480 and 1550.*

ANNUAL MEETING OF TEE. ECCLESIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
W:SE 23rd anniversary meeting of the Ecclesiological Society was held
JL on Tuesday evening, in the lecture theatre of the South Kensington
iVluseum; Mr. A. J. E. Beeesfoiid Hope, the President, in the chaii-.

ihe Chaieman said, for the last two years they had met .at the Archi-

at*s^nM,"' K„'i'.'^„''',''"'"^K'."''''.""' '° '" ""' ""''^'^ f"™ portions of the pormaner.l museum
niustraling the sul™ct

"" '°"'"' ''°'"'<"''''"' '" "^^ '° """'' ^^ aiU.tion.illy

tectural Galleries, in Conduit Street, where they found snug quarters, but
this year, as the whole world was centred at South Kensington, tliat was
considered tl;e proper place for their meeting on that occasion. The sub-
ject of debate for the evening was the ecclesiological aspect of the Inter-
national Exhibition, and of the Exhibition (on loan) of Eine Arts, at the
South Kensington Jluseum. He regretted to say that they were that
evening deprived of the presence of the good Archdeacon of Bristol, who
had been with them for twenty years, but who was then confined to his
bed from severe illness.

The Eev. Bexja-mix Webb, the secretary, read a report of the proceed-
ings of the Managing Committee for the past year, which contained a very
elaborate re\-iew of the past and present state of religious architeetui'e in this
coimtiy. The lamented death of the Prince Consort was mentioned as a
grievous loss to the cause of true art in tliis eountrj- ; and the Society had
also to regret the decea.se of Herr Li-viruer, the architect of the completion of
Cologne Cathedral. Refen-ing to the objects exhibited in the Mediseval
Coiu-t, the Committee said they were not responsible for all of them ; they
acted ministerially m accepting and an-auging the contributions of exhibi-
tors wlio were willing to accept their management. It was impossible not
to mention, with unfeigned regret, that the Foreign Office, after all its vicissi-
tudes, was at last begun on an ItaUan design. The wanton destruction of
the Guesten Hall at Worcester was considered to be another matter for
lamentation. On the other hand, the Society had to set the continued and
extended work of restoration in almost all our cathedrals and large churches

;

and also the victory of a pointed design, by Mr. Lynn, in the competition
for the Houses of Parliament at Sydney. The general controversy as to the
limits and principles of restoration had been illustrated during the year by
the discussions occasioned by Mr. Butterfield's suggestion for rebuilding the
Mob quadrangle at Merton College ; and by Mr."street's and Mr. Parker's
correspondence as to a design, erroneously attributed to the former gentle-
man, of altering the original character of the well-known Eomanesque church
of Stewkley, Bucks. The Society's jom-nal was reported to have met with
an increased circulation, and their thanks were due to the authors and artists

who had given their services gi-atuitously. For the colour-pirize offered by
the Ecclesiological Society, iu connection with the jirehitcctural Museum,
noless than twenty-two candidates competed. The first prize, of £5, was
adjudged by the committee to Mr. J. P. Wood ; the second prize, of £Z,
offered by oirr President, was given to Mr. A. 0. P. Harrison; and an addi-
tional prize of £2 was adjudged to Mr. C. J. Lea, of Lutterworth. The
Society, anxious to cooperate in the great work of the refitting of St. Paul's
Cathedral, offered (assisted by promises from various members) to present a
rich frontal, to be used on high days. The Dean and Chapter accepted the
gift. It was originally intended that the work should have been ready for the
International Exhibition ; it had, however, been found that so important
and novel an undertaking required time for its accompilishment, the delay
of which the Committee trusted would be made up by its perfectness.
Adverting to the actual architectural progress made since the last anniver-
sary of the Society, the report said that as to the principal new churches
whicii had come under the notice of the Committee, ittr. Butterfield's new
church of S. .41ban, Baldwin's Gardens, had not yet been consecrated,
bHt was about to receive its final mural decoration from Mr. Le Sti-ange.'s

pencil. Mr. Street's S. James the Less, Garden Street, and ]Mi-. Brandon's
S. Peter, Great Windmill Street, haw been opened. Mr. Clarke had
begun an interesting work in the new chapel of the House of Charity,
in Soho Square; and Mr. Pearson had given an excellent design for S.

Mary the Less, Lambeth.' S. Michael's, Star Street, Paddiugton, by Mr.
Rhode H.awkins ; S. Luke's, King's Cross, by Mr. Johnson ; Mr. Blom-
field's chapel-school, in Bedfordbury: and S. Stephen, Spitalfields, by
Mr. Christian, had been finished during the year. Out of London they
had to notice Mr. Scott's chm-ch of All Saints', Highgatc, Hawkhurst,!Kent;
Mr. .Street's churches of S. George, Lilleshall, Shropshire, and S.John,
Stourbridge, Worcestershire ; Mr. Bodley's churches at Brighton, and S.
Martin on the Hill, .Scarborough; Mr. Slater's Digby mortuary cliapel, at
Sherborne, and his collegiate eliapel of S. John's, Hurstpierpoint, Sussex;
Mr. Norton's S. John Evangelist, MidiUesborough, Y'orkshire ; Mr. ^Vhite's
Christehureh, Freemantle, Hampshire, and his design for a church at Mas-
borough, Y'orkshire ; Mr. Pearson's S. Mary, Dalton Holme, Y'orkshire';

iNIr. Hugall's S. Mai-ychurch, Devonshire; 'ilx. Higham's Christ Church,
Shield Field, Neweastle-on-Tyiie ; and a design by Mr. Crossland for a
church at Huddersfield. Mr.' Slater's eluu'ch of Brny, near Dublin, was
making satisfactory progress. A new church, by Messrs. Welland and
Son, called Zion Church, at Rathgar, also near Dublin, had been severely
criticised in the Ecclcsioingist as unworthy of the present state of eccle-

siastical architecture. The cathedral movement had made remarkable pro-
gress. A new catheilral was iu contemjilation for Aberdeen. In Ireland
the example of Kilmore was to be followed bj- the rebuilding of the cathe-
dral of Cork. Tuam cathedral was also to be rebuilt by Sir T. Deane and
Son, the curious early choir (now used as a porch) being retained as a
sanctuary. A cathedral for the diocese of Connor, at Belfast, the second
town in Ireland, had also been undertaken, and its erection was strenuously
pushed by the diocesan. The restoration of Limerick cathedral, by Mr.
Slater, was in progi-ess. In the colonies the committee had also to record

the slow but steady progi'css towards completion of Sydne_y cathedral, and
of St. Anth'cw, .'Singapore, tih-. Slater's design for Honolulu cathedr.al had
been pndilished, and described in the Society's journal. Mi\ Clarke's church
at Point de Galle, and Mr. Bodley's design for a Mission church at Delhi,

were both rery interesting works. Mr. .Scott had designed a church for

Calcutta. On tlie continent of Europe, M. Statz's chm-ch, at Aix-la-Cliapelle,

and M. .Stadler's churches at Lucerne and Basle had been described in their

journal. Respecting the church restoration of the year, the report said that

first must be mentioned the beautiful restoration of Lichfield cathedral by
BL-. Scott. The works in the lantern of Ely cathechal, undertaken as a
memorial to Dean Peacock, had been begun under the same architect. The
present Dean of Ely had followed his piredecessor's example in issuing a
report of the progi'css of the work of restoration in his church. The works
in Durham cathedi'al had advanced satisfiietorily under the care of Sir.

Rolison ; as also those at Hereford, under Mr. Scott, whose restoration of
the tabernacle work of the stalls in the choir is proceeding to a satisfactory
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coniplotion. In York minuter consulerable improvements had been made,

csfeciall.v in the manner of lighting the choir by a string of gas jets below

the gn'at string-eourse of tlio clerestory. Less satisfactory were the des-

tructive restontiuns at 'Worcester cathclral, under a local architect, and at

Bristol, under ^fr. I'ope. Tlie scraping of Lincoln minster had, the Com-
mittee regretted to say, been rutlilessly persisted iu against the unanimous

remonstrance of all competent authorities. The question of the restoration

of the ehaiiter-houso at Westminster, now cleared of records, had been

mooted with good prospects of success by the Dean, and taken up both at

a meeting held within the building, and in a memorial signed by several

himdred names, including an unusual proportion of influential persons of all

opinions, ilr. Scott had recovered enough of the original detail to make

the work a safe and easy one. .-Vlso in London, the round church of the

Temple was under restoration, by Mr. St. Aubyn. It was extremely to be

regretted that the conical roof was not to be restored. Sir. Withers had

had the task of improving and partially restoring two London churches of

the fifteenth century, S. Ethelburga, Bishopgate, and 8. John, Clerkenwell.

One Wrennian church, SS. .'Vugustine and Faith, Watling Street, had been

decorated not imsuecessfully with polj-dirome. The restoration of S. Se-

pulchre's, Xorthampton, bj- Mr. Scott, was one of the most conspicuous

works of the year out of London. Mr. Scott had also restored the ancient

church in Dover Castle, and All Saints', Huntingdon ; the improvement of

Great S. Mary's, Cambridge, was no longer to be delayed. Mr. Hussey's
restoration of S. John Baptist, Chester, had been noticed at length in the

Ecclcsiuloffist. Mr. D. Brandon had restored tlie Italianised interior of
Benenden church, Kent. Mr. Butterfield's restoration of S. Lawrence,
Alvechureh, Worcestershire, must also be uoticed. The re-appropriation of
Roslin chapel to the pm-poses of Divine worship must be commemorated.
In the colonies, Mr. Butterfield was about to reform and rearrange the
cathedral of S. George, at Capeto-mi. In secular architecture, the selection
of a pointed design by Mr. Lynn, for the Parliament Houses of the colony
of New South Wales, was a fa"ct of great interest. The Parliament Houses
at Ottawa were begun. The pointed assize courts, of Manchester, were
approaching completion. Of less important works, some excellent designs
by Mr. Buckridge, Mr. Xorton, Mr. Street, Mr. Teulon, Mr. Truefitt, Messrs.
AValton and Eobson, Mr. 'WTiite, and Mr. Withers, had come under the
notieeof the Committee. Tlie collegiate buildings of S. Mary, Harlow, by
Mr. Withers, were higlily meritorious. Our Medieval Court "in the Inter-
national Exliibition mil testify to the variety and activity of the present
demand for pointed design in domestic or seetdar work. Mr. Norton had
the good fortune to be called upon to design, in the pointed style, for
foreign countries. He had built additions to a chateau at Weltz, in Livonia,
and farm-buildings at Fichtel Castle, in Esthonia. To sum up. the
English .Aj-chitectural galleries at the International Exhibition testified
to the remarkable activity and success of the British medi.Tcval school
during the last ten or fifteen ye;irs, both in ecclesiastical and iu secidar
work. It was much to be regretted that there should be so inadequate
a representation of foreign architecture in the Exhibition. In France,
M. 'V^ioUet Le Due was pursuing the restoration of Notre Dame, Paris.
The choir will be re-opened on April 15, 1863. The south transept
had been nearly rebuilt, and that to the north will shortly be taken in hand.
M. Gerente was restoring and supplving the painted glass for these portions
of the cathedral. M. .-Vbbadie had rebuilt the north transept of the cathe-
dral of Pengeux, and had built a very large clnirch, contaiiiingoue hundred
windows, at Bergerac. M. Gerente "is commissioned to glaze both these
works The International Exhibition contained a few interesting churches
namely, M. Firstell's cathedral-like votive church at A"ienna. in middle-
pointed

;
two Large churches in pointed from the same citv, by M Schmidt

a Eomanesque church for Prague, bv Professor Eosner; "and a church on a
toge erale for Amsterdam, by M. Cuypers, with aspidal transepts and a
double triforium. M. Schmidt's first prize design for the Berlin Tomi
aaU, in late German pointed, shown in tlie International Exhibition, had
tlie Lommittee feared, been thrown over by the authorities. The report
then briefly refeiTed to the eeclesiological literatiu-e of the year. It wa^ to
te regretted that tlie press of other business had prevented the Committeeirom dealing with those many musical subjects which might otherwise most
properly have claimed their attention; and this must excuse the absence ofany musical report this year. The Motett choir had continued their labourswith increased dihgence, and the public miu«ic meetings have been more
than usually successful. There had been, however, an increase of expend-
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Metallurgy, in the hands of Mr. Skidmore, as illustrated by the Lichfield

and Hereford choir screens, the Hereford corona, and the Pearson tomb at

Chester, had reached the dignity of a new branch of ecclesiastical art. A
host of skilfid workers in the precious metals, and in brass and iron, might

easily be enumerated, including Jlessrs. Hart, Messrs. Hardman, Mr.

Benham, Air. Keith, Mr. Thomason, Mr. Halstead, and Mr. Leavers.

Finally, under the head of Painting, the committee had to notice Mr.

Eossetti's triptych for the restored cathedral at LlandaflT; 3Ir. Gambier

Pari-y's admirable mural paintings (in a new process) in his own church of

Highnam, Gloucestershire ; the paintings in S. James the Less, AVest-

minstcr—the fresco by Mr. AVatts, and the roof decorations by Messrs.

Clayton and Bell ; and Mr. Le Strange's works, at Ely and S. .\lban's,

Bardwin Gardens. The art of glass-painting was stationary. Messrs.

Hardman had received the commission for all the windows of Sydney

cathctli-al, nearly fifty in number. The report stated in conclusion that

the review of the progress of religious art in England was very encouraging.

One of the best symptoms w;is, that in every branch and department there

were signs of vitality and growth. There was no longer any form of

applied art among us in which there are not zealotis workers and successful

results.

Lord Lttteltos moved that the report be adopted, printed, and
circulated amongst the members of the society.— The Eev. Phu.ip

FiiEEM.VN, late Chairman of Committees, seconded the motion. He said

it was of great importance that there should be at the head of eeclesiological

art such a society as that on behalf of which they had assembled.— The
motion for the adoption of the report was unanimously agreed to.

The Eev. S. S. Gre.vtheab read the financial statement, which showed a

balance in favour of the society of £S. 13s. lOd.

On the motion of the Chaihmax, Lord Lyttelton was appointed a vice-

president of the Eeclesiological Society.— The house committee and auditors

were next appointed.

The Ch.virm.vn then opened a conversation on the eeclesiological aspect

of the International Exhibition. He held that the Exhibition, speaking of

its eeclesiological character, would be of infinite value in the opportunities

it afTorded for the interchange of ideas among the architects and artists of

diiferent nations, engaged in this wide domain of art. Jledi.Tval art, he
contended, w-as the best art for the nineteenth century. This society

respected arclutectiire and antiquities of all kinds ; but, above all. with the

view to the benefit of our own and future ages, it would strive still further

to improve on the practical results to which it had attained. He spoke iu

terms of regret of the little appreciation of architecture wdiich the Com-
missioners had shown from first to last, and of the limited time allowed for

getting the exhibition in that department together. He also complained of

the small extent to which French architecture in particular was represented.

Mr. Hope then commented in some detail, and in a spirit of friendly criti-

cism, on aU the more prominent objects in the eeclesiological department,
dwelling in particular on the electrotyping process as a revolution in archi-

tectural and sculptural art calculated to he of the greatest benefit in the
hands of skilful designers and workmen. He counselled his audience to

allow no false pride to prevent them borrowing any or every idea and im-
provement from ever}- or any school of art which had any good thing in it.

The Chairman was foUowed by M. Gatti, of Paris, Mr. G. G. Scott, and
Mr. Dighy A\'t.vtt, wlio spoke of the marvellous developement artistic life

in England had acquired during the last ten years, and which had par-
ticidarly attracted the attention of foreigners. By degrees, lie added, we
were approaching a style which would eventually become national, adopt-
ing, as we did, mediteval art, which he held to be the basis of true progress,

and by taking honey from every flower we should in the end attain some-
thing like perfection.

Mr. Weale (from Belgium), Mr. .1. E. Street, Mr. AV. Burges, M. Salviari,

Jlr. Skidmore, Lord Alwyue Compton, and Mr. AVm. White, also took part
in the conversation.

The meeting broke up shortly before 10 o'clock.

MAEKET TOAVER, HEREFORD.

OUR principal illustration this week represents the New Market Tower,
Hereford. It is a fine bold piece of workmanship for its size : the

entrance from the High town to the interior of the markets is under a
vestibule 60 feet long. The exterior is of B.ath stone. The clock has three
illuminated dials four feet in diameter. The cost of the turret is some-
thing over £500, exclusive of the clock and bells.

PERMANENT ENLAEGEMENT OF THE 'BUILDING NEWS.'
'THE size of the Building News has been frequently and generally objected
-L to. Some have said it is 'too square ;

' others that ' it is awkwai-d ;
' others

that ' it is not handsome.' AA''e acknowledge the force of these objections

;

and with and from the issue of the present number the Building News will
be permanently enlarged, without an increase of price. A\'e shall now be
able to give from week to week considerably more matter than wo have
hitherto given.

ARCHITECTURE IN SILK.— A PRESENT FROM THE LADIES
OF NAPLES TO THE KING OF ITALY.

AN the occasion of the recent series of brilliant fetes given at Naples iu
\J honour of il lie galanf iwmo, the female leaders of the Neapolitan
aristocracy uetermined to present to the king some appropriate token of
t leir loyalty 3Iontlis before the time appointed for the roval visit, con-
claves were held, at which several appropriate objects suitable for sucli a
present were proposed. After much discussion it appears to have been de-
termined that the present should not consist of an object soactivelv w.arlike
in character as a m;igiiificent sword, nor a fully caparisoned charger, nor anArmstrong gun with aU its appointments, which was one of the objects pro-
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rropoool \\t it Fcoms to liaro been tliongl.t that uny ol.ject of eiitirc!}-

meiile eimraoter, while Rome nnd Venice were still detached from the

unit I'd Italian ICinf;doni, would be equally inappropriate. As a medium,

therefore between the two extremes, it woidd seem that a magnificeiit tent

was even'tuallv fixed upon, as symbolisinpr tlio Italian nation awaiting in

camp, and ready for war, tlio occurrence of circumstanees that might at any

time render necessary the final blow fur complete Italian unity. The matter

60 far decided, it w;is determined, in order to secure the greatest possible

amount of taste in the royal tent, and also as a compliment to the artistic

eminence of Paris, that it should be conftctionnic in that city
;
and two

Neapolitan gentlemen of acknowledged taste were appointed to sec the

matter carried into execution. These delegates were the Prmco Serrano

and Baron Barracco, whose superintendence gave the fullest satisfaction to

their fair constituents. The ' walls ' of the structure, under their tastcfiil

directorship, were composed of silks, and the richest stuffs, combined with

fabrics of stronger filjre. The decorations of this textile architecture were

in the form of embroidery and woven borderings; and the effect of those

decorations was eminentlv satisfactory. The 'flying buttresses' of tho

delicate camp-palaco consisted of golden ropes, and the minaret-like poles,

forming the central supports of various divisions of the airy fabric, were

richly gilt, and terminated in gracefully-carved fiuials. The separate

divisions gave to the external aspect of the structure the appearance of a

many-domed eastern mosque, and called to mind those silken pavilions

which Froissart delighted to describe in his gr.iphic chronicles, and which

the illuminators of his text delighted to represent in their quaint pictivrings,

glowing with purple, and crimson, and gold. There are especially two

illuminations in fine manuscripts of Froissart, which the structure of this

magnificent tent calls to mind. The first is tho gorgeous pavilion of scarlet

and'' gold, lined with embroidered stuffs, in which tho King of Hungary is

represented in consultation with his lords, previous to crossing the Danube,

to attack the great army of the Sultan B.ajazet. This subject forms one of

the finest illuminations in the noblo MS. in the British JIuseum. The

other alluded to is the tent of Edward III., when encamped before Eheims.

Tho tent is white, with elegant arabesque ornaments in aziire, enriched

with gold ; while others among the ' field-palaces ' iu the same picture are

BCirlet and gold, or lilac and gold.

The various compartments of the tent presented to his Italian majesty

were fitted up with every conceivable luxury and convenience, and the

complete structure was presented with much form and ceremony, during the

recent visit of the king to Naples. In return, his majesty gracefully offered his

photograph, elegantly framed, to each of the ladies who had taken a con-

spicuous p.art in preparing and presenting tho elegant testimonial, with the

extreme beauty of which the king declaredjiimsclf infinitely delighted.

REMAINS OF A EOIIAN VILLA AT WALESBY.

A SHORT but excellent paper was recently read before the meeting of the

Lincolnshire Archoeological Society, by the Rev. W. B. Philpot, rector of

TValesby. upon the remains of a Roman villa in that village. This villa was

discovered by the worthy rector, whose attention was first arrested by a

plough striking against one of the under p'ers of an hj-pocaust. He imme-

diately communicated with the secretary of the Lincolnshire Archaeological

Society, who, with the reverend gentleman, ' followed the walls,' and made the

necessary excavations. As the work proceeded, they found within the walls

of the compartments, about a dozen under-piers, thick, hollow, elongated,

Bemipyramidal tile supports, scored on two sides. These were mostly red-

dened by fire, broken, and prostrate ; but some remained upright, and were

filled vn\\\ 'puddled' clay. These were placed side by side, at the distance

of about a foot, each being so formed in the upper rim as to receive another

one at the top of it. These piers stood on a firm concrete floor, and between
them, at intervals, were stronger ' pil?e,' or supports, made of stones, square

bricks, and mortar, similar to those found in the remains of the Roman
villa found in Apethorpe, Northamptonshire. Among the pila3 were found

pottery, scored square liricks, roof tiles, channel tiles, &c.
The extent of the comp.artments is very limited, being only 5 ft. 6 in., and

7ft. 6 in. by 6ft. Sin. With regard to the remaining walls. Mr. Philpot

supposes that they were not the foundations or rooms actually inhabited on
the ground floor, but formed portions of subterranean hot-air rooms, which,

by me.ans of flues, supplied with warmth the apartments above. To attempt
any further to build up the form of this particular villa would be vain. ' We
must not,' says Mr. P., 'look here for the conveniences, much less the luxu-

ries or refinements of the country house of a Gallus or a Pliny, within easy

reach of the imperial capital. And yet the architect of this residence would
be compelled to adopt the usual means for securing warmth, to close his

windows either with shutters partly filled with lapif spendaris (torle), or

possibly with glass, of which several little pieces h.ave been found ; and to

adhere in some measure to the fundamental ideas which regulated the com-
position of Roman houses of the better sort. The pit has been found to be
of considerable depth. At the depth of about sixteen feet it narrows, and a
quasi-circular shaft descends still deeper, protected by a stone lining. In
this pilace the major part of the fragments of pottery were found; also some
pieces of dolia and diotse, and others of Samiau and Durobrivan ware; the

former red and smooth, the latter black or grey, ornamented with foliated

patters. It has been considered that these vases, when whole, were of that
pecuhar beauty which the Roman earned into the details of even common
articles. Several other minor curiosities were also found in the same place.

A large urn was discovered, which, unfortunatelj-, was broken in its exhu-
mation. Inside the urn, burnt human bones were found, and, in fiict, the
field was actually fertilised last year with Roman ashes. The roof-tile was
flanged on both sides, over which flanges were laid hemispherical tiles (im-
brices), imbedded in mortar, so as to keep each tile fast below. Close by,

three fragments of different hand-miUs have been exhumed, and other arti-

cles now exhibited at the Lincolnshire Society's museum. The square con-
crete floor of the bath of the establishment bears marks of having had a
double bottom ; and this was a drain, with channel pipes, but which seemed
to have had no connection with the hot-air apparatus, and is considered to
have been a cold plunge bath.

Mr. Philpot assumes that the Romans lived here during the whole of the

hundred years to which the coins found in the ruins might point ;
viz.

from the middle of the third century after Christ to the middle of the

following one. It is clear, ho says, that they must have occupied this spot

till within fifty years at most of the day when Alarie with his Goths cele-

brated Easter in the mountains of Piedmont, and thence, \vith terrible

recoil, turned to scourge the perfidy of Rome by the overthrow of her

empire. What ultimate wind it was that broke this Uttle bough of the

great cedar, who shall say ? But of this we may be sure, that when the

last Roman legion was withdrawn froni Britain, the colonists that remained,

and were not already in part absorbed in the native population by intcr-

maiTiage with tho Britons, ceased to enjoy any power or political influenco ;

and we have reason to suppose that almost in every instance the former

residences were destroyed by fire, either by the Britons, jealous of their

former stern rule, or, as some think, by the Saxon invaders who succeeded

them, and who regarded their traces with feeling of superstitious horror.

THE NEW TURKISH HAMiLiM, XERIvrYN STREET, ST. JAIVIES'S.

AN Englishman who remembers his first experience in a Continental

restaurant of a 'biftek a I'Anglaise,' may understand in some measure

the feeUng with which an Oriental emerges from the peculiar torture of an

Anglo-Turkish bath. It is not simply that the cooking is villanous, but

the meat is beef only in name. We turn it over and over, its aspect is not

improved, its resemblance is not strengthened ; we taste it again, and its

toughness is unmodified. We dispense with one after another of the in-

gredients which garnish it, but its flavour is still distastefid, and its appear-

ance forbidding. The result of v.-irions experiments leads us to the con-

viction that the sauce and the cooking are ' complementaries ' of the mate-

rial. The quality of the latter is such that it requires some adjunct to it

;

long familiarity with their own invented method has made foreigners not

only fond of it, but has consequently kept them in ignorance of the virtues

of the rarer article. It is vain to preach to them ; the only plan is to give

them palatable demonstration of the misfortune which they have hitherto

so resignedly endured.

It is the same with English Turkish baths. The only resemblance they

bear to the Eastern Hamniam is, that tl.ey apply heat to the body. Of the

refinements which long experience has taught the Turks to incorporate with

the bath the proprietors are profoundly ignorant. A brass-coloured in-

dividual, a little red cloth, the Sultan's cj-pher, a few bricks, some deals,

a furnace and a ton of coals, are all the stock-in-trade which is required.

Any broken-down tradesman who has been relieved of his furniture can

put on a fez and devote his empty parlours and cellars to the business, and,

if he possesses but ordinary self-reliance, may thrive. Some_ few of the

proprietors have, we know, gone for a week to Constantinople, just as some

milliners go to Paris, and certain young men to a university, but they return

no wiser ; or, if they do, they show their cleverness by concealing what

they saw there to their own disadvantage. If we tell them that Con-

stantinople is not the place to see a Hammam in perfect work, we are

loftily sneered at. If we say that the manipulation of their bath-attendants

is a mockery and a delusion, they give us the crashing answer, that their

head man is an Oriental. We tell them that all Orientals can no more

perform the bath service than all Englishmen can make steam-engines or

cotton fabrics; we have for response that the proprietor knows his business,

which may be perfectly tme, whilst, at the same time, he knows nothing

of a Turkish >ath. Expostulation yielding no fruit, a few earnest men,

who remember how they have so often, as easily as ordinary men take oS
their clothes, divested themselves of Ufe's cares, fatigues, and anxieties in

the Hammam, resolved to give to Londoners assurance of a bath; to build

one, in fact, on Oriental types, to send to Turkey for experienced bathmen,

to furnish it in Eastern style, with genuine Eastern materials, and to con-

duct it with Eastern manners, so that the most fastidious of Osmanlees

might in it contentedly smoke his calumet, and dream that the 'blue

waters of the tidoless sea' flowed between him and the Empire of the

Djours.

A meeting took place, a company was soon formed, and money was sub-

scribed to carry ont the views of the original promoter, Mr. David Urquhart.

Mr. George S. "Clarke was engaged as the architect. The lease of the St.

James's Hotel, in Jermyn Street, was purchased. At the back of the hotel

there was a long yard and stables, leading right .away to Great Ryder Yard.

The ground floor of the hotel has been retained as ofiices for the manager, &c.

of the Company. The bath has been built in the rear. It is now just com-

pleted, at a cost of some £8,000. We are not about to institute a compari-

son between it and the hot cellars which have taken the name of Turkish

baths, or even with those which have had their converted dwelling-houses

adorned to the limit of their promoter's knowledge, with a quaint jumble of

Eastern and Western ornament. The cellars no more resemble Hammams
than .an Irishman smeared with brown ochre does a Bedouin, and the latter

remind us of Arabs as we have seen them in their mongrel state, with straw-

hats instead of the flowing, fringed, silken Keflich, sleeping in the 'beyt-el-

Djour ;' their omti high honour and independence sacrificed, not for the

civilization, but for the A-ices of their Western .associates. The great diffi-

culty in designing a Turkish bath lies generally in an architect's ignorance

of what the peculiar and distinctive qualities of the bath really are, before

he begins to fit his building to them. Another great obstruction often lies

in the prejudices and ignorance of his employers, who will intrude certain

notions of their omi into a building. Now Jlr. Clarke has been free from

this difficidty, and from this obstruction. He has had the best information

to guide hini, and has had sensible men to— leave him alone.
^
'The result

is such as to have evoked a pious 'Maashallah' from a distinguished

Oriental who recently visited it. He had never before seen such a Turkish

bath, even in Turkey itself We are not going to describe the bathing pro-

cess, but such of onr readers as are desirous of visiting the building, would

do well to look up Lane and Urquhart before doing so, in order to render

themselves capable of appreciating the accommodation which h.as been^ pro-

vided by the architect's skill, and the Company's unselfish expenditure.

The bath, like all true Hammams, may briefly be described as consisting
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of fuur prinoipal apartments :—A coolinp room, wliere th.> bather uiidres^-cs

nnd re-oloth.-.s himself; a hot room; a hotter room; and a washing room.

The lir>t room in the Jermyn Street Hamiiiam is some 70 tt. by oOft. It is

divid.'d into arelied-timber'open bays, not boxes, on either side, each sur-

rounded witli raised benches, lined and carpeted with coloured matting, and

separated from the centml avenue by dwarf perforated partitions. There are

clerestory windows over tliese arches. The roof is an open king-post roof, oiiia-

mented \rith fret-work, and pinned together with oak pins. Braces run froni

the ridge to plates 6 ft. 3 in. below the tie-beam, and the line is continued liy

the rafters which cover the bays at the side. The roof is thus divided into

two right-angled triangles, formed by the king-post, the braces, and the central

portion of the tie-beam ; two obtuse triangles formed by the braces, t!ie

rafters, and the extremities of theltie-beam; and two right-angled triangles

below the tie-beam formed by it, a continuation of the braces and the standards

between the clerestory windows. The obtuse triangles are concealed by

boanliiig to form an air chamber in the roof— thus to keep the apartment

cool during tlie great heats of summer. The rest of the open work of tho

roof is ornamented with fretwork, as also is that over the bays at the sides.

There is a gallerv and propilious balcony over the entrance, latticed ill a

most charming manner. The corbels are cut most cunningly, and the wood-

work throughout is treated iu a masterly way. The Orieiital ch.-iracter of

the work is preserved unexceptional!}-, and the whole is varnished or

polished. There is no gaudy paint or perishable plaster. What little wall-

surface is seen is of the best'white Sufiblk brick, with an occasional mixture

of red culters ; a Moorish arched opening filled with plate-glass separates

tJiis room from the liot room adjoining, and entrances on each side are

covered with Eastern indented lintels of Alton red sandstone and Ancaster

stone laid alternately. In the centre of the cooling room there is a foun-

tain continually playing, which supplies the plunge bath which extends from

it, under the plate-glass in the archway before-mentioned, into the hot room.

The plunge bath is 30 ft. by 6 ft., and i ft. 6 in. deep, with white tiles and

liordered with many-coloured tiles, and -n-ith receptacles for the blooming

flowers of the season. As an instance of the completeness with which

minutia- have been studied in the design, we may just mention that a

regular Eastern fireplace, such a one as we illustrated in otir pages two years

ago, has been built for the use of the coffee-maker ; and that the latter

individual—an expert in the art—together with pipes of all kinds, tobacco,

&c., have all been sent from Constantinople. The only objection we can

make to the cooling room is, that it is too light. The pale-green tint of

the diapered glass in the clerestory window is delicious, but at the end of

the roof the crude white light wants subduing. It is, however, on entering

the hot room that Jlr. Clai'ke's success is so prominently striking. Nothing

CDuhl be added to or taken from it with advantage. The hot room and
connected rooms are built in a square ; a Greek cross, with its inner angles

canted off, is formed within it ; this constitutes the principal apartment, and
the four others occupy the sp^aces between the arms of it. First, then, let

us describe the hot room or cross. The floor is paved with Sicilian marble,

and a dado of the same material surrounds the lower portions of the walls.

The arms of the cross are barrel-vaulted, and are filled with raised benches

of Sicilian marble, built on brick piers faced with marble. The spaces

between the piers is left open for the admission of the heated air from the

flue chambers underneath. The walls are of bulf Suffolk bricks, the joints

being raked out to prevent any action upon them by the alternations of

damp and heat. In each arm of the cross— Leewans as they are called—
a marble basin is fixed with hot and cold services.

A dome of red Suffolk culters is reared over the central portion, pierced

with six-foiled openings through single pieces of Alton red sandstone and
red JIansfiehl. These openings are fitted with eoloureil glass. A similar

circular window is seen in the end wall of the southern Leewan. The out-

line of the dome is hemispherical, with the centre 6 in. above the springing;

pendentives projecting 2 ft., also of red culters, connect it with the main
walls. The bricks in the dome are laid in blue lias mortar, half lime and
half sand, and are cut to templates. The walls of it are IS in., H in., and
9 in. in thickness, thus diminishing in thickness as they approach the crown
of the dome. The pendentives are also cut to templates, regularly breaking
joint

; they are set in Portland cement, with hoop-iron bond lai<i diagonally
and transversely at everv alternate coui'se. As an extra precaution, and to
insure still greater stability, 6 in. York landings, with full bearings on the
solid walls, relieve a portion of the thrust of the dome on the pendentives

;

and eight stout buttresses above them prevent the possibility of settle-

ment. The total weight of the dome is about 55 tons. AVhere the dome
rises above the abutments, the walls of it are built hollow. In the centre of
tho hot room there is a raised marble dais, 1 1 ft. square, with steps on
three of the sides, which can be used as seats or for shampooing benches.
It is a novel feature— to have it so high, 2 ft. 6 in. above the floor — but
it is so planned to gain a douche room beneath it, which is approached by
ilights of marble steps on the fourth sid(?.

Three-inch earthenware pipes lead from the lowest portion of this hot
room to the ash-pits in the furnaces below. These are to lU-aw off the foul
air

;
and in the vaulting above we see apertures for the admission of fresh

air, which can be regulated from the outside, thus insuring a perfect ven-
tilation to the room. An air chamber is left under aU the floors, to keep
up a constant circulation throughout the building. The hot chamber is

heated from furnaces in the basement, under the eastern and western anus
of the cross, by a continuous length of fiueing under the floor. The flues,
15 in. by 12 in., are formed of firebrick sides and fire-lump tops set in fire-
clay. The fire-lumps are tongued and grooved with fire-clay. The furnaces
areconstructed with fender-walls round them, leaving a space of 8 in. in
which the air enters before it is permitted to circulate in the air-chambers
which contain the flues. The flues, aft.T passing backwards and forwards,
lead to a fmike flue on the side walls of the building. The furnace-bars
have tumblers introduced at the end, wherewith, by the insertion of a
level, the stoker can move the bars in opposite dire'ctlons, and thus free
them from the accumulation of slag.
The floor under the dome, where there is no flueing, and which conse-

quently IS the coolest part of the room, is built double with 4 iu. York
lauiling on brick waUs and piers. A few courses of bricks is laid on the
lork hinding to carry the marble paving.

Two of the rooms in the angle between the arms of the cross are domed
and paved in a manner almost identical with that of the larger room, but

each is furnished with a furnace for its express service beneath it, and a

hot-air chamber with flues is built under the whole of each of the marble

floors. These arc the hottest rooms, an.swering to the ancient Caldarium.

The corresponding rooms at the other angles of the room are devoted to

washing with hot and cold water, and a portion of one is divided off for

latrines. Marble basins with hot and cold services are fixed against

the walls on all sides of these rooms. They are paved and skirted with

marble, and the same ail' of luxiuy and cleanliness pervades these as it does

the larger apartments. There are two cast iron tanks in the building, e:'.eh

holding 5,0(10 gallons of water, and under the one on the east side there is

a hot water cistern for 1,000 gallons, with a circulating boiler below it.

The hot chambers are lighted at night by sun burners fixed outside the

stained glass apertures, and the cooling room is lit by coloured glass Turkish

lanterns suspended from the roof. There ,".re Turkey red ciu-tains to the

internal doorways, with two thicknesses of felt between them, so as to pre-

serve the proper temperature in each chamber.
Such is a description of the one perfect Tui'kish Bath in Loudon. It is

no part of our business to mention the accommodation provided by the

company. It is enough— as showing the spirit with which they have
started the concern— if we say that they have fetched over twelve or fifteen

of the most experienced bath men to minister to the comforts of the bathers.

There are also numberless small details which we have of necessity omitted,

but our object is to du'cet personal attention to the building. It is only by
individual examination that its merits can be fully understood, and the

successful labour of its architect be fuUy appreciated.

THE BOXES AT EOTHWELL.

To the Editor of the ' Bvildixs News."

SIR,—.Siuce j"our impression of the 13th inst., which contained a short

critique upon a paper read by Mr. Sharpe before the Committee of

Local Antiquities of tho Northamptonshire Architectural Society, I have
read in a local paper an able letter sent to that gentleman, by a veteran

antiquarian, fully corroborating the plain and practical views as to the

origin of the Bones at Eothwell, enunciated by the author of that paper.

The writer of the letter considers that bones were not so deeply interred as

at present, and, therefore, the less time was given for their decay. ' I be-

lieve,' he sa^'s, ' that, in an ordinary way, bodies buried in wood in the

soil are wasted away in about thirty years. The Baron Spallanzani, an old

Italian anatomist and pihilosopher, found that flesh kept longer in putrid

water than in fresh.' If this is true, what evidence is tliere that the whole
of tho bones were deposited in the cry;)! at the same time, as Major Wliyte
Melville has fiineifuUy surmised? The reason whj' the skuUs of infants

are not to be found in the crj'pt is not at all inexplicable, as we all know
that the skulls of infants are not so brittle, and consequently decay the
sooner. Major Melville also made a very fanciful speculation upon the fact

that there are open stttures, but the fallowing explanation, given in tho

letter above referred to, will, I presume, sufficiently explain the fact;—
' In preparing the bones of the skull in separate hones for lectures, the

anatomists, having macerated and cleaned the skull, fill it with dri/ peas,

then place it iu water ; the peas expanding, separate the bones. If, there-

fore, any circumstances should so act upon a younc] adult skull in the

ground, a separation of the sutures in a degree will be effected. In water
on the brain in infants, in the latter stages of the disease, the bones are so

separated as almost to float distinct on the water. Skulls that have lain

long in very wet places have occasionally become soft, and have been in a

degree flattened by the pressure over them, puzzling antiquaries as to the

race to which they belonged. The Caribs elongate and flatten their chil-

dren's heads by pressure while the infant skull is yet soft and the sutures

unjoined.'

I cannot but consider the explanation given by Mr. Sharpe upon this

matter, concerning which so many exb-avagant speculations have been
raised, a very satisfactory- one. It commends itself to our attention by its

common practical sense, though it may unfortunately strip Major Melville's

theory of all tlie romance and beautj- with which he seemed so eager to

surround it. There can be little doubt but what the larger portion of

the bones were stacked from some ptarticular removal at a certain time,

and that additions were likewise gradually made.
Against the theory,' says the writer of the letter from which I have

already quoted, ' that these skulls and bones are those of warriors slain in

battle, there is this difficulty to be advanced— that the bones must have
lain a long time in the earth, for the integumental matter to be consumed,
before they could have been in a state to lie stacked as these bones have
been; and if so buried (say iqxju the field of battle), woidd any people

have been at the cost of digging them up to pile them in a charnel-house?'

June 24, 1.S02. X. Y. Z.

DLSTRIBUTION OF PRIZES AT THE EXHIBITION.

\ CEREMONIAL distribution of prize medals awarded by the jurors to

/i. exhibitors will take place .at a grand fete on Friday, the 11th of July.

The Duke of Ca.mbridge will attend as the representative of her Majesty,
and will take the leading part in the distribution. The medals to be
awarded are .all of one class, differing in this respect from those of ISol

;

and it is supposed that at least one exhibitor in five will receive a prize, so
that some five thousand medals will be distributed. The programme of the
ceremonial and other arrangements as at present decided on is as follows: —

•

The various ceremonies will take place in the Exliibition building, and in

the Horticultural Gardens, which will be treated as part of the Exhibition
for that day. The special representatives will be received by her M.ajesty's

Commissioners on the ujiper terrace of the Horticultiu'iJ Gardens, if the
weather be favourable ; if unfavourable, in the conservatory ; nnd the in-

ternational juries will then deliver their awanls to the special representa-
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'h-.o The special rciir.-spntntivcs, ailcr rtcciring tlio award", will r^i^s in

- iv,re.Mun alone the arcades to the Exhibition buildin^r, and at various

^itionVwiU deliver the awards to the Chairmen of the British class com-

mittees, to the colonial commissioner?, and to the foreign commis^sioners in

nr near those parts of the buildings where the princijial objects of oacli class

,.r country are placed. Upon tlie arrival of the special representatives at

the 'different stations for distributing the awards, the national airs ot ttie

respeetiva nations will be played bv military bands, British and foreign.

After the distrilnition, &c., the procession will assemble again on the upper

ten-ace, when ' God Save the Queen ' will be performed by all the military

bands. The public will be admitted between the hours of 10 and 1--30, hy

season tickets, or bv special tick..ts, to be purchased before the 8th ot J"'}'.

at 5s. each; on and after that d.ay the price will be Vs. 6d. each. Jiekets

are now readv for issue. E-xhibitors who may not have season tickets niay

obtain a free "ticket of admission upon personal application at the offices

in the Exhibition Road, on or before the Sth of July.

CUEIOUS ROMAN IXSCRIPTIOXS ON MOUXT LEBANON.

M ERNEST EENAN, in his third report to the Emperor of the results

. of his mission to Phccnieia, giyes the following account of certain

inscriptions found in the most inaccessible parts of Mount Lebanon :—
' The region of the Upper Lebanon between Saiinin and the Cedar

defile, as well as the middle region from Toula to .'!emar-Gebeil, pre-

sents one of the most singular epigraphie proljlems, which has remained

hitherto quite unnoticed. I had constantly heard talk last winter, at

Amsehit, of innumerable inscriptions engraved on tlie rocks in the upper

part of tlie mountain. I thought at first there was some mistake. It

was. however, quite true. Throughout the whole of the above-mentioned

region, but above all in the cantons of Akoura, Kartaba, and Tannourin,

you meet at every step almost with the same inscription, repeated hundreds

of times, in characters of thirtv or forty centimetres in length, deeply graven

in the rocks. The fundamental part of this inscription are the lollowing

words, shortly and with contractions. IMPirator HADriamts AlGmJus.

Then comes a series of letters which vary, and of which tlie commonest form

is.voivcp. These lettei-s remained an enigma, until I discovered in the

region of Toula four examples of the scrii^tio plena corresponding to the

initials A G I v c p. In these four places, not far from the ordinary formula

nrPHADWG, you read in enormous letters upon the rocks

—

.vrdorvm genera

rv CETERA PRITATA. This was then, doubtless, a regulation posted up in

some way by order of Adrian in this region of the Lebanon, once covered

with trees, and by which a division was made between timber reserved for

the State and that which was allowed to be felled by private people. It

must be confessed that the places where these inscriptions arc sometimes

found go a little against this hypothesis. Not only are the localities most

often rugged, and now completely bare, but in some instances it seems as if

pleasure had been taken in inscribing tliese notices in strange picturesque

places, or where the difficulties and dangers of the approach seemed to speak

a sort of defiance ; as in the inaccessible summits of the Djebel-ilousa, the

wildest point of Lebanon ; on the highest summits between Akoura and

CcelesjTia, where the snow remains till the month of June, and where only

creeping shrubs grow ; amongst the rocks above Tartedj and Tannourin,

where one might think that man had never penetrated ; in the grotto of

Ayyoub, hollowed in the side of a pointed rock, which you can only reach

by the help of shrubs hanging over the riv(;r Adonis. Could our inspections

be in some cases mere cartes de visitc of the Impierial traveller, like that of

the same Emperor which we read on the colossus of Memnon in Egypt ?

The long st.ays whieli Acb-ian, both before and after his elevation to the

empire, made in Syria are well known. It is known also with what curio-

sity he visited celebrated shrines ; doubtless he would make a point of per-

forming a pilgrimage to Aphaca. However this may be, I have found

nearly one hundred of these curious inscriptions ; a considerable number

more may have escaped me, and a much greater number must Iiave been

destroyed, or thrown face downwards. These inscriptions are, in fact, con-

sidered as marking deposits of treasure, and nearly all are, more or less,

fractured.'

—

Parthtnon.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

AN action was tried at the Court of Common Pleas, on the 30th ultimo,

before Chief Justice Erie and a special jury, in which Messrs. Bremner,

shipbrokers, of Great St. Helen's, London, sued the defendant, a Mr. Jlackie,

timber-merchant, of London, to recover £293 9s. 3d. for freight of timber.

It appeared that the plaintiffs, having some iron to export, chartered the

Tessel called Pestonjee Bomangee for a voyage from London to Calcutta,

with liberty to land at the Cape or Algoa Bay. They put up the ship as a

general ship, and issued the usual cards, directing the public— ' For passage

or freight to apply to Dando & Co., shipbrokers, or Bremner & Co.' The
defendant engaged with Dando & Co. to send some timber by the vessel,

and there being some delay in the loading of it, the plaintiffs WTote some

letters to the defendant urging more despatch, and intimating that they

should hold him accountable for the delay. The defence set up was, that the

defendant had p.aid the amount claimed to Dando & Co., whom they

alleged the plaintiffs had allowed to hold themselves out as principals, and
that they had no knowledge of the plaintiffs. Evidence was called on both

sides. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiffs for the full amount.

In the Court of Common Pleas, on "Wednesday week, Mr. Ornison, a hor-

ticultural builder, and manufacturer of hot-water apparatus, in King's Road,

Chelsea, sued Mr. Clarke, a civil and hydraulic engineer, carrying on busi-

ness at the Eagle Iron Foundry, in Liverpool, for the infringement of a

patent taken out by the plaintiff in .September 1857, for the making of joint-

less tuViular boilers, used for the purpose of circulating hot water, for heating

horticultural and other Ijuildings. The substance of the patent is, that the

tubes and rings at the top and bottom thereof are cast in one piece, whereas,

Jjreviously, the tubes had been soldered into the rings with iron solder. The
Terdict was found for the plaintiff, subject to a legal point re-jervcd as to the

validity of the patent.

CHURCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

CHUBCllES.

MALVERN Annr.Y CnVRCii.—This grand old structure, admired by all

visitors to the famous hills, has already cost in restoration, under

Mr. Scott, £9,416 ; namely, £4,000 by a local rate, and £5,410 by general

subscription. The Rev. G. Fisk, the incumbent, is now making an effort to

raise the further sum of £3,000, said to be necessary to complete the work,

and to fit up the abbey with its internal furnitiu-e.

New CiivRCH at Chesham,—A new district church is about to be erected

for the parish of Che.sham, in the county of Buckingham ; this has been in

contemplation some time, owing to the increase of the population. The
church, when completed, will consist of chancel, with aisles ; nave ; north

and south aisles ; and tower at the west end of the north aisle ; and will

accommodate about six hundred worshippers. The style adopted is that of

the thirteenth century ; the construction will be of flints for the walls, with

di-ess^d stone for the "piers and arches, and the dressings of the doorways

and windows. The chancel, nave, south aisle, porch, and vestry, is all that

is intended to be carried out at present. The contract for this portion of

the works has Ijeen taken by Messrs. Dove, of Islington. The architect

engaged by the Committee, whose design was selected in competition, is Mr.

Raphael Brandon.
MiDDi.Ewncu, Chester.—The new nave and other restorations of this

fine old parish church, under the superintendence of Joseph Clarke, Esq.,

F.S.A.. are now completed, and the church will be opened on the 4th inst.

The ceiling of the nave will bear comparison with that of any church in the

county. The south side of the clerestory is enriched with five stained-glass

windows, by Messrs. Lavers and Barraud, of London, the gift of James F.

France, Esq., and E. Moss, Esq. J. Blackwell, Esq., is the architect, and

Mr. Jones the contractor. Subjects—the Twelve Apostles, the Two Evan-

gelists, and St. Paul. A beautiful memorial window, by the same artists,

has been placed in the south aisle by W. R. Court, Esq., of the Manor,

Newton, in remembrance of his late father. The subjects are the Offerings

of the Wise Men, the Adoration of the Shepherds, the Nativity of the

Saviour, and the Angel appearing to Joseph in a Dream. The north aisle

has also been enriched with a fine stained-glass window by Messrs. Heaton,

Butler, and Bayne, of London, in memory of the late Mr. Peter Barker,

representing the Six Acts of Jlercv, the Good Samaritan, and the Prodigal

Son. This^window is the gift of C. F. Barker, Esq. The baptistry is also

enriched by a very neat stained window by Mr. Evans, of .Shrewsbury,

representing the Baptism of our Saviour, and "Christ blessing little Children.

Whiptox, near Exeter.—The consecration of Whipton Chapel, near

Exeter, took place on the 21st ult. This chapel is situated on the southern

side of the road from Exeter to Broadclist, just before entering jAVhipton.

It is in the early decorated Gothic style. The architect is Mr. E. Ashworth,

of Exeter, and the builder, Mr. Kenshole, jnn., of Heavitree. At the

western end there is a pretty bell-turret. The wall is of Heavitree red

rock, faced with Killerton stone, and Bath stone dressings. The interior

presents a verj' light and cheerful appearance. The seats are low and open,

with centre aisle. The roofing and seats are of Memel deal, stained and

varnished ; the pulpit, reading-desk, altar and altar-chairs, of wainscot

oak. The' avenues are laid with tiles "from the works of the Architectural

Pottery Company, Poole.

Aemat>ai.e, N.B. New churches are in course of erection at Armadale,

N.B.. a mining village, two miles from Bathgate.

Exeter. — It is proposed to rebuild the parish church of St. John,

Exeter. At a meeting held in the vestry of the church, on the 26th ult.,

Mr. Ashworth read a report, which stated that this church was a very

irregular quadrangle, badly ventilated. Mr. Ewens also handed in a report,

made by Mr. Cross, architect, of Queen Street, with a block plan. A com-

mittee was appointed to take the proper steps to apply for a faciUty to take

down the present fabric.

HoLYVvELi,, St. Ives. — Tenders have been received for the repair and

reseating of the parish church of Holywell, St. Ives. The plans and

specifications have been prepared by Mr. Hutchinson, of Huntingdon, archi-

tect. The whole of the roofs are to be new open timbered, corresponding

in style with other parts of the church ; the nave is to have the principal

timbers that are sound reused, and the old figures and cornice mouklings

restored and refixed. The bells will be released from their present confine-

ment, by removing the old timber obstruction surrounding them, having the

frames supported with beams of oak, and a new ringing floor beneath the

same The old pews, galleries, and partition, which hides from view tho

beautiful tower-arch, will be cleared away, and the whole reseated with new

oak benches, having stalls in the chancel. The walls, columns, arches, &c.,

are to be cleaned down, taking off the accumulation of whitewash and pamt

that has for so many years disfigiired our fine old churches. The floors

will be laid with blue, red, and buff tiles, according to designs. The ex-

terior will be cleared from plaster, and the rubble work pointed black, and

three new windows will be added in the north and south aisles, and a new

three -light east window to the chancel enriched with fobated *fi«'<'i7- "^

addition to the present plan, there will be a porch and vestry, with waUs of

rubble work, and Ancaster stone dressings, which, with their enrichments,

will be a pleasing feature.
. j i,

NewChvrch iT OnonxE, Shehbohni:.—This church was consecrated by

the Lord Bishop of the diocese, on Wednesday the 25th of June. The new

church of St. Cuthbert, Oborne. consists of a nave, with bell-turret and

apsidal chancel, a new feature in church architecture in the neighbourhood,

with a vestry on the north side of the church. It is m the early Enghsh

style, and is ehioflv remarkable for simplicity and solidity. It is^ built of

stone, quarried in the village, with Ham Hill dressings, the voussoirs of the

chancel arch being altogether of Ham Hill or Tisbury stone. The caps of

the columns are of the latter, and are carved by Mr. Poole, jnn., ot London.

The columns themselves are of the rod Ipplepen marble, highly polished

and are a striking feature in the church. The floor in the chancel is laid

with Minton's enraustic tiles, and in the n.ive with tiles from Poole, Dorset.

The roof is of deal, which is to be stained and varnished, ond covered with

stone tiles. The seats are also of varnished deal, except m the chancel,
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where thoy aro of Englisl. oak. The reaJing-ae.sk is al.o ot oak, and ot

C00.1 aesimi. The p.Upit is of jramhull stone, carved by Mr. Poole. But,

perhaps, tlio most beautiful tiling in the church is the lont, which stands

near the princip.al door; it is of Caen stone, richly carved, .and on the .irpor

part are four carved medallions, in the centre of each of which is pla«?'l ^

sort of eye of green Galwav marble ; it stands on a polygonal shaft, sligtitly

increisiiig in diameter towards the base, which rests on a lower base ot

Ham ilill -tone. This font was made aiid carved at Mi-. Poole's, sen., mar-

ble nnd stone works, Westminster. There are five short lancet windows in

the chancel, and two at the west end ; in the nave there are four double-

light windows on the north, and three on the south side. The architect was

W Slater, E-q., and the clerk of the works, Mr. Butler. The contract for

the walling was t.iken by Mr. James Cro.id ; that of the Ham HiU masonry

bv Mr. John Chapman ; and for the work done in Tisbury stone, by Jlr. i.

P. Lilly; the wood work generally was executed by Mr. John Guppy^ and

tie oak seats by :Mr. Charles Down ; iron-work by Messrs. Read & King;

glass-work and painting by Mr. Upsall ; the font and cai-ved work by Messrs.

Poole Westminster ; the carved desks by Messrs. Forsjth, London ;
the

Btone pulpit by ilr. Johnson, MarnhuU; the tile pavijig of chancel by Messrs.

Hinton. Stoke-iipon-Trent ; and tliat of tlie nave and porch from the works

of the Architectural Pottery Company, Poole.
_

Chbist Chtech. High Haekog.ite.—This church, which was built in

1831. at a cost of £4,000, has lately been undergoing alteration and enlarge-

ment! The additions consist in plan of a north and south transept, a chancel,

an organ chapel, and vestry. The work is designed in the early English

style of Gothic architecture, and is of more elaborate and ornamental cha-

racter than the older portion of the structure. Internally, however, the

appearance of the old building has been greatly improved by taking down the

old flat plaster ceiling, and by filling in the roof principals, thus exposed,

with open tracery work after which the whole has been stained and var-

nished to correspond with the new portion of the work. A lofty central

arch, decorated and enriched, and two subordinate side-arches, open out the

conn<?«tion between the old and new portions of the church, and the central

arch is repeated at the chancel. The organ chapel also opens out into both

transept and chancel by arches, well relieved by mouldings. Low and open

stalls or benches fill the transepts and the choir, to be lighted with handsome

standard lights. The east and south transept windows are fiUed in with

beautiful stained glass, and the wall behind the altar under the east window

is covered by a handsomely carved and enriched rercdos, and the floor within

the altar rails laid with encaustic tiles of rich pattern. The internal effect

of the church has been much admired. The approach to the galleries in the

old portion of the church has also received attention, and two spacious stone

staircases now give easy and convenient access, formerly so great a deside-

ratum. The contract has gener-ally been carried out by Mr. Henry Horner,

under the direction of the Faculty Commissioners and architects. The stained

glass has been supplied by Messrs. Warrington, of London ; the heating

apparatus by Mr. England ; and the rerodos by Mawer & Ingle, of Leed.^.

The works have been carried out under the superintendence of Messrs. Lock-

wood & Mawson. architects, of Bradford and Leeds. The stained windows
have been executed by Messrs. Warrington & Sons, of i2 Upper Berkeley

Street, London. The entire cost of the alterations and additions will be

about £2,500.
St. Knxiiys Eoinx Catholic CiruECH, Muixagh, Co. Cav.\n-.—This

beautiful church, the nave of which was commenced in 1857, and finished

in 1858, has recently received the addition of a cliancel. The whole was
built from the designs of the parish priest, the Rev. Mr. Conaty, by Mr.
JI'Gennis, contractor, of Tullj-vin. The nave is roofed vrith wood panels,

arranged with great taste, and so disposed as to give height and lightness.

At the west end is a tower 80 ft. high, surmounted by four pinnacles, in

which hangs a bell, cast by Mr. Murphy, of Thomas Street, Dublin. The
east ends of the nave and chancel are also finished with pinnacles, as well

as the south-west porch. The dressings are of cut sandstone, the delicate

and varied tints of which add much to the picturesque effect of the build-

ing. The east window and altar, which is of Caen stone, inlaid with
enamel, are the work of Messrs. Barff &' Co., of Dublin ; the reredos of

wood and inlay is also from their establishment. The length of the church
is 132 ft., and is capable of containing about 2,000 people. The church
will be opened on Smiday next.

KmTOS.—A new Methodist chapel is to be built here. The style will
be Italian, having an ornamental gable end front with pilasters, &c., and
will cost about £800.

Isle of ilis.—A new chapel is about to be built at the TTnion Mills,
near Donglas, as a mem.orial to the late Mr. James Dalrymple. the founda-
tion stone of which was laid on Wethiesday week. The architect is JNIr.

John Robinson, of Douglas, and the builder Mr. Henry Robinson, of the
same town.

ECn.DIXGS.

NewWoekhouse, Nobth Leith.—TheXorthLeith Parochial Board having
obtained a piece of ground measuring about three acres, in North Junction
Street, whereon to build a poorhouse and offices for the Board and their
servants, the buildings were commenced in July 18G0. according to pilaus

prepared by the late Mr. Peter Hamilton, architect. Edinburgh, and they
have now been satisfactorily completed. The poorhouse, situated in the
centre of the ground, with the front to the south, is plain, substantial, and
commodious. The principal portion of it is two storeys high, 140 feet
long, .and 45 feet broad; and the height fx-oni the floor to the ceiling on
the ground-floor is 12 feet, and in the upper flat 13 feet. The whole
arrangements for ventilation have been completed by Mr. William Cun-
ning, ironmonger, Queen .Street, Edinburgh, after a plan of which he is the
inventor. The groimds, enclosed with high stone walls, are laid out in a
tasteful and usefid manner. The late Mr. James Hume, builder, Leith, was
the contractor for the mason work; Mr. Andrew Cunningham, wricht,
Leith, for the joiner work; Mr. Peter Innes, plasterer, Edinburgh, for'the
plaster work; Mr_. Fortune, slater, Leith, for the slater work I and Mr.
Law, plumber, Edinburgh, for the plumber work. Some consider the house

a model poorliouse, and already several deputations from distant parochial

boards have come to inspect it. The cost of the house and furnishings

amounts to about £7,000.

StEMOHIiL WXNDOWS.

Memoeial Wixdow to the late Caxon Peettman.—The workmen of

Messrs. Waril & Hughes, the eminent stained glass painters, of Soho

Square, London, last week placed in the window over the entrance to the

south aisle of the Winchester cathedral from the Close a very handsome

memorial in stained glass, which has been provided at the expense of Mrs.

Pretyman, as a monument to her late husband. The window contains six

lights, which have been filled in with six of the leading events in the life of

the great Apostle Peter. The subjects are taken from the Calling of St.

Peter. The tracery lights of the window are filled in with angels bearing

the emblems of Faith, Hope, and Charity. The whole of the figures,

dresses, and other details are most artistically treated, and the colours are

especially good, the ruby and other coloured glasses in the canopies being

very rich. Altogether the window is a great ornament to the cathedral,

and a fine specimen of modern stained glass. At the base of the lower

lights, and continued upon a brass plate attached to the stonework, is the

following inscription:—'To the memory of George Tomline PretjTuan,

canon of tliis and chancellor of Lincoln cathedral, who died on the 23rd of

June, 1859, this window is erected by his surviving widow in humble trust

of an everlasting reunion.'

The Peince Cossoet Memoeiax Wcroo-w in Low Haeeogate
Chuech.—This beautiful memorial East Window, by Mr. John Knowles, of

York, has just been completed. The window, which is of the early English

style, contains three separate lancet lights, and forms three sides of an

hexagon. The side lights have been filled in with twelfth century geome-

trical design, having quarterfoils of ruby intersected by straps of blue. la

the inside of two of those quarterfoils are armorial bearings ; the uppermost

containing the arms of her Majesty, emblazoned on a shield and surmounted

by the crown of England. The other contains the arms of his late Royal

Highness the Prince Consort, quartered with those of her Majesty. This

shield is also surmounted by the crown of the late Prince. In the quartei-

foUs that are not occupied with the coats of arms the space is filled up with

rich centres of coloured leaves and straps. The remainder of the window
between the borders and quarterfoils is filled in mth amber glass and

coloured semicircles, out of which spring scrollwork containing the leaves

and berries of the Herba Benedictus. The border is composed of the same
leaves and berries on a variegated coloured ground. The middle light,

which is the most important of the three, has fur its design an elongated

panel, in which the Ascension of our Lord is represented surrounded by

the Visica Piscis. In the foreground are the Apostles, the most prominent

of whom is St. Peter. Above and below the panel are quarterfoils contain-

ing the 'Agnus Dei' and the 'I.H.S.' The border of this light is also

composed of the leaves of the Herba Benedictus on a ruby ground intersected

by setnicircular shafts of white.

AMERICAX ITEMS.

ATAILS EC FEnT Trees.—A singular fact, and one worthy to be recorded,

^ is mentioned by 3Ir. Alexander Duke, of Albemarle. He states that,

while on a visit to a neighbour, his attention was called to a largi" peach

orchard, ever}' tree of which was. totally destroyed by the ravages of the

worm, with the exception of three, and these wert the most thrifty and

flourishing peach trees he ever saw. The only cause of their superiority

known to him, was an experiment made in consequence of observing that

those parts of worm-eaten timber into which nails had been driven were

generally sound. When his trees were about a year old, he drove a ten-

penny nail through the body as near the ground as possible ; while the

balance of his orchard had gradually failed, and finally jaelded entirely to

the ravages of the worms, these three trees, selected at random, treated pre-

cisely in the same manner with the exception of the nailing, had always

been healthy, furnishing him at the very period with the greatest profusion

of the most "luscious fniit. It is supposed that the salt of iron afforded by
the nails is offensive to the worm, while it is harmless, perhaps beneficial,

to the tree. A chemical writer on the subject says :
' The oxidation or

rusting of the iron by the sap, evolves ammonia, which, as the sap rises,

will of course impregnate every particle of foliage, and prove too severe a

dose for the delicate palate of intruding insects.' The ivTiter recommends
driving half a dozen nails into the trunk. Several experiments of the kind

have resulted successfully.

HovsES IN the Unhted States.—There is one house to every six-

persons in the couutrj-. In New Y'ork city there arc thirteen persons to a-

dwelling on the average ; in Boston about nine ; in New Orleans nearly

seven.

How TO 5LVKE -i DosrESTic FiSH-PoxD.—A Correspondent of the Home-
stead (H.irtford, Conn.), gives the following 'account of making a fish-

pond:— ' Three years ago I constructed in a ravine a fishpond, covering a
surface of about tliree-foiu'ths of an acre. It is fed by four small springs,

and receives a large amount of surface-water from the slopes around. It is

fifteen feet deep at the greatest depth, and has shallow bays and inlets,

where the small fish may breed and find protection from larger ones. It

contains a small island, and the shores are embellished with flags {Iris^y

water lilies (yi/mp/ta; odorata), and other water plants. It was stocked

with yellow bass, Oswego bass, white perch, and every variety of sun fish

and minnows, also a dozen gold-fish (^Cyprimis anratus). And now, at the

end of three years, it is astonishing to note the vast increase in my scaly

family. They have multiplied by hundreds, and grown in size beyond all

my calculations. The gold fish number several hundred, some of them
over a foot in length, and a few of them are beautifully marked with silvery

sides, and red fins, head and tail ; others with golden sides and black fina

and tail. I had no idea that they would thus .sport in colours, but cer-

tainly they are very beautiful. The other fish have grown so much, that I

intend to commence using them for the table in autumn. I have not fed

these fish, except for amusement and to tame them, when a few crumbs of
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Lruml arc tlirown iu, from a small bridge connecling the island v-ith the

shorf, and the fish called up like chickens. The sun fish, gold fish, and

enialler fry eoou learned to come at my call, and to follow me in great

numbers, from one end of the bridge to' the other, for their morning or

evening meal. The young bass (the old ones hold back) ami the suu-fisli

dart 10*^1116 surface for their food, and have a lively serarablo for it
;
the

gold-fisli pick up what sinks to the bottom. Their habits in this way are

very nmeh like a flock of chickens, for some of the smaller fish take their

position immediately under my feet, to pick up the small crumbs that fall

in breaking the larger ones to"throw out. Some persons ring a small bell

to iTing their fish up, but I prefer calling mine. They do not appear (o

come from a greater distance than about forty feet to any one spo_t. I feed

them in several places, to note the varieties and their gi-owth. Now, as to

the utility of this pond; it furnishes ice for my own use. and llirec or four

of my neighbours who have ice-houses ; it also afibrds an excellent stock of

water, and will doubtless hereafter supply my table with fish. A small

skit!' on its surface gives many a pleasant hour of recreation to the young

who are fond of rowing. The construction of this pond Avas very simple.

The earth was e.vcavafed across the ravine 4 ft. deep and 5 ft. wide, for a

foundation ; then stiflf clay filled in and well pounded, to prevent leakages

at the bottom. The earth" from the bottom and sides of the ravine was

throi\ni on the top of this foundation, to raise the embankment to the proper

height. A waste weir at one side, paved with flag-stones, and 2 ft, lower

than tlie top of the dam, sufficiently large to carry off the heaviest flow of

water in very heavy rains, guarded by a wire screen to prevent the escape

of the fish, completed the construction. It is now sodded over, and planted

with willows at the foot, and is considered safe. The expense of making

such a pond is small, and it adds much to the value of the farm.'

GENEEAI. ITEMS.

T/'AUXHALL School of Art.—The annual meeting for the distribution

\ of the awards to the Euecessful students at the Vauxhall School of

Art took place on Thursday evening. June 26, at the large room in Miller's

Lane, Upper Keunington Lane. The room was siu-rounded by several taste-

fully executed statues, and specimens of architectiu-e ; and in front of the

platform a series of excellent tbawings were hung, consisting of landscapes,

&c., which were presented to the school by Mr. W. Cr. Copley. The Rev.

B. Gregory was in the chair, and in opening the business of the meeting

eaid he had gi-eat pleasure iu congratulating that school on the prosperity

which bad attended them. They were now completing the eighth year of

theii- existence, and he was most thaukfid to say that in every year there

was some advance in the pupils. The number of medals to be distributed

that night was larger than on any previous occasion. It was his pleasure

to see the gentleman who had examined the students, and he had said to

him (Mr. Gregoiy)that their school was the most efficient he had examined.

This spioke well for both the students and the masters, and w.is a subject

for congratulation. After a school had come into existence — iu many
cases, after a few years of prosperity—there came a downfall. It was not so

with them. In three years, they had nearly doubled the number of the

medals. After the distribution of the prizes by the chairman, James
Dafforne, Esq., read a very interesting address upon 'Education in Ai't,' in

which he divided his audience into two classes, viz. art consumers and art

producers, making a number of excellent suggestions to each. A vote of
tlianks was passed, and acknowledged by Mr. Dafforne, after which the
company, numbering about 300, adjom-ned into the refreshment depart-
ment.

Another Splbitdid Hotel.—A proposal has appeared for the erection of
an hotel in Portland Place upon a scale of size, comfort, and magnificence
hitherto unattained in London. The site is that of Mansfield House and
<xardens, in Langham Place— than which there is not another in the
luetropolis more salubrious, or more central and commanding. Being
immediately adjacent to most of the great embassies, extensive support
may be anticipated from diplomatic and foreign representatives ; while the
contiguity of the Metropolitan Eaihvay, which will have a station in Port-
land Place, will place it in connection with most of the railways. The
prospects of success thus presented are verj" good, especially as the property
has been obtained on very fuvoiu-able terras ; and the returns may reason-
ably be expected to be large upon tlie moderate capital rccjuired of £150,000.
The shares are £10, and the company will be established under limited
liabiUty. The direction is most respectable.

The Buildino Tkade m EmNnuKGH.—We understand that the masons
m Eilinburgh hare recently got a rise of wages, the increase being from
6d. to 5Ad. per hour for good workmen. In consequence of the number of
public buildings going on in Edinburgh at present—including the Post Office,

the Industrial Museum, the Scottish Provident Institution, together with a
iarge number of dwelling-houses — the demand for operative masons has
recently been on the increase, and good workmen in other to-wns who may
•not be in full cmpiloymcnt w-ould in all probability at once be engaged if

they were to come to Edinburgh during the present season.

—

ScoL^man.
London Levels .vxd E.vlb.ynk.ments.— ' It will be,' says the Ciii/ Press,

'as well to gUiUce at the state of things generally as to London levels. The
Eorthern embankment will probably throw a heavier tide-wave on the
southern shore, throughout the whole length of the over-popiJated districts
of Eotherhithe, Southwark, and Lambeth. Irrespective of the northern
embankment, it is quite certain that the southern side needs some better
defence than it has ; and it is a downright grievous thing that the embank-
ment of the Thames on botli shores should be a matter of such difficidty as
It is represented. Where's the money to come from ? It is a question not
of money, but of influence. The northern shore has immense influence,
and so it finds a resource in the coal-tax. Let the south side concentrate
its influence on this matter, and the money mil be forthcoming by some
process or other, just as water m.iy be squeezed out of a flint, if you only
squeeze hard enough. As a finger-post is better than nothing to people
who are not quite sure about their way, we advise the south to himt up the
hackney carriage tax— to lay heavy hands on it, and to call on the whole
metropolis to obtain the appropriation of it, first as an embanking fund, and

after that, as a fund for metropolis improvements generally. It is a mon-
strous thing for the imperial exchequer to swallow the tax on cals and
omnibuses. A tax upon the shoe-i)lack brigade would hardly be more
paltry ; and if such a tax is to bo defended at all, let it be for local purposes,

and to improve the highways on which the tax is earned.'

iSinKspE.iriE's House—Intehestino Liscovicht.—Unexpected discoveries

of a very interesting character have bi en made in excavating the site of

Shakspeare's New Place. Not only have the entire foimdations of the house
as altered by Sir Hugh Clopton early in the last century come to light, but
portions of the basement of Shakspeare's own residence towards the east

and south have been discovered, the latter intersecting the more recent

design. It seems that Shakspeare's house extended a few feet into the
present Chapel Lane at the corner opposite the Guild Chapel, its frontage in
Chapel Street being about fifty-fom- feet, taking in a small part of what was
lately Dr. Rice's residence. When Sir Hugh Clopton rebuilt New Place,

he diminished it a little on the north side, the adjoining house thus gaining
a small space, in the inside of which, as was discovered by Mr. E. Gibbs,
still remain distinct traces of the gable end of the old New ]?lace. We can
thus attain a pretty tolerable idea of the dimensions and form of the poet's

last residence. Jlore interesting still, in the opinion of many, will be
Shakspeare's original well, which has been discovered, with its ancient stone
quoining at the back of the site of the house.

—

At/uncpum.
New Dispensaby Phemises in Edinbuhgh.—The Eye Dispensary of

Edinburgh is now in occupation of new preniises iu Cockbm'u Street. Its

old premises in the Lawnmarket have lately been removed as insecure, and
accommodation of a superior kind has been acquired nearly at the head of

Cockburn Street, iu a building which has been adapted expressly for such a
pui'pose, under the direct superintendence of its medical officers— a cir-

cumstance of great importance in all establishments of the kind. In con-

jmictiou with the Eye Dispensary, two other most valuable and benevolent
institutions have also been accommodated in the same building— namely,

the Ear Dispensary and the EiUnbm-gh Dental Dispensary, formerly situated

in the High Street and Drummond Street respectively.

Pehpetval Investment LjInd .and Bltlding Soclety.—The eleventh

annual meeting of this society was, held at the London Coffee House,
Ludgate Hill, on Wednesday last, John Gover, Esq., in the chair.—The
Secretary (Mr. J. E. Tresidder) read the report, from which it appeared
that 1,220 new shares had been issued during the year; that the sum of

£27,791 1G«. 7d. had been received upon investment shares, of which
amount £14,240 were for realised or paid-up shares ; and the sum of
£30,047 loi 2d. J with interest, had been repaid to shareholders, and the
uncompleted subscription shares had had placed to their credit the propor-
tion of interest due thereon. The holders of realised shares had either

been paid interest at the rate of 4^ per cent., or an equivalent amount had
been placed to their credit and interest allowed thereon. The total amount
under investment with the society upon shares was £120,565 12s. Si
principal, and £14,494 9;;. 8d. for accumulations of interest and profits.

£290 had been added to the reserve fund, wliich is invested in Consols.
The directors had appiortioned amongst the holders of subscription shares
the sum of i:2,054 lis. 1d., which was equivalent to a bonus of 5 per
cent, upon shares on which the subscriptions were paid. In the deposit
department, the sum of £15,041 12s. 5d. had been placed with the society,

and £16,583 Os. 2;/. was withdrawn, leaving a balance of i;26,819 17s. Ud.
The total sum advanced during the eleven years of the society's organisa-
tion amounted to i; 373,995 5.<;. 6d. The balance due upon mortgages was
£146,987 17s. 9d., whilst the interest received on advances during the year
amounted to £10,851 12«. 2d. The total receipts of the year was
£107,892 13s. 8d., which, added to the cash received during the first ten
years, made an aggregate of £1,220,905 9s. id.—The Chairman, in moving
the adoption of the report, spoke in glowing terms of the continued pros-

perity of the society.—The report was then adopted.—Francis Cuthbertson,
H. R. Silvester, and J. Thompson, Esqrs , were re-elected as directors ; and
W. H. Millar, Esq., as auditor.—Jlr. Sutton proposed, and the Rev. Mr.
Gogerley seconded, a vote of thanks to the chairman and the directors of
the comjiany, for bringing the society into its present state of prosperity.
The resolution was unanimously carried, and the chairman returned thanks
for himself, and Mr. Millar for the directors.—A vote of thanks was like-

wise passed to the secretary, auditors, sui'veyors, and solicitors, and the
meeting broke up.

FouND.iTiON Stones.—The foundation stone of a new Wesleyan chapel
has been laid at Murton, near York. The architect is Mr. E. Taylor

;

the contractor, Mr. Josh. Walker, builder, York.—The foimdation stone of
a nev/ Irish Presbyterian Church of Creggs has been laid by Allan Pollock,
Esq., at Lismany.—The foundation stone of a new chapel at Bradford was
laid on the 26th ult.

N.iTioN.u, B.iNK, Dumfries.—A new handsome building for the Dumfries
branch of the National Bank, erected on the site of the premises formerly
occupied by the bank, near the foot of Bank Street, has reached such a stage
of completion that for the last few weeks the business of the branch has
been transacted within its walls, though a good deal of work still renuiins
to be done iu the interior. The buihling has been constructed from designs
and plans furnished by Mr. Alexander Eraser, architect, Dumfries, and will

cost, when finished, about £2,500. The stone of which the edifice is built

is the red sandstone of the district. The frontage of the building towards
Bank Street is 40 feet in length, but at the back the length is 70 feet, the
building extending ujiwards for about thirty feet at the back of the Custom
House. The height of the building in front is 45 feet. The exterior of the
edifice is in the Italian style, and the cai-ved enricliments on the front have
been executtd by Mr. William Flint, stone-carver, Dumfries, who has been
occupied on the work for four or five months. The vermiculated work on
the iii'st storey is a novelty in oiu- street architecture, but the effect is good,
and in keeping with the rest of the designs. The entrance doorway is arched,
with pilasters on each side, forming a door piece, and the top moulding of
which, as also the architrave and spantb-ails formed by the a];ch, are fur-

nished with carved foliage, mostly designed by Mr. Flint, and in which the
rose, the thistle, and shamrock are conspicuous. The second storey embraces
four windows, baring pilasters at each side and surmoiuited with some
beautifully-executed ornamentation iu stone work. In the panels over thesa
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four winilons the carver lias introiliioeil the dc5if,'iis uliich give a character

to tlie whole of the front of the building. The panel over the window
above the entrance door is appropriated to the figure of St. Michael, the

patron saint of Dumfrii'S, and the corresponding panel over the outer window
at the other end of the building to that of 8t. Andrew, the patron saint of

Scotland— the inscription on each being the 'National Bank of Scotland.'

The two centre panels are filled in with shields, quartered, with stais and

JJfur (If fis \i\ton them, and bearing tiie date of the erection. 1862. The
spandrails formed by each of these panels are filled in with carved foliage

— the leaves of the hop, and the marsh mallow; the currant and the vine;

the maple and the ivy ; the rose and the shamrock, &c. The caiwing of the

foliage on the various parts of these windows, and also on the other portions

of the elevation, is not executed in the conventional form common to the

Italian style of iirchitccture, but in close imitation of nature. The building

is finished with a dentilh d cornice surmounted by an open balustrade.

The mason work was contracted for and e.\ecuted by Messrs. C'rackston and

Son, and the joiner work by Messrs. Grierson and Son. The other con-

tractors were jlessrs. Adair, slater; Drummond, plumber; Fraser, plasterer;

and Aitken, glazier.

Mosaic Wall PicTfRES.—A proposition having been made to raise suflS-

cient funds to execute two large mosaic pictures, 23 feet high, as experi-

ments fur decorating the outside walls of the permanent picture galleries of

the International E.\hibition building in Cromwell Road, the Council of the

Society, seeing that such experiments have a tendency to create a new branch
of industry as well ,as a new stylo of decoration for architecture in this

countrj-, have thought it right to devote 100 guineas from the funds of the
Society for the promotion of so desirable an object ; and in a few days working
designs, after drawings by W. C. Cope, R.A., and J. C. Hook. R.A., will be
placed on the outside walls of the Exhibition in Cromwell Eoad, for the
inspection and criticism of artists and the public.

Ahtistic Copteight.—The Council of the Society of Ai-ts say they have
again renewed their efforts to obtain an amended law of Cop3Tight for

works of Fine Art. By the Bill of last year, it was proposed to repeal all

existing statutes, and to enact one law of Copyright applicable to works of
Fine Ait generally. That Bill, however, proceeded no further than a first

reading. Acting upon the advice of their friends in the legislature, the
Council have this year limited the scope of their Bill to the creation of
Copyright in paintings, ib-awings, and photographs, learing for a future
occasion the amendment of the Law relating to Copj-right in Engravings and
Sculpture. The Council were fortunate enough to obtain the valuable as-
sistance of Sir Roundell Palmer, the Solicitor-General, under whose advice
the Bill was finally settled, and under whose charge it has passed the House
of Commons. The Bill is now under the consideration of a Select Commit-
tee of the House of Lords, and there is every reason to hope that the claim
of the artist to due protection for his works will shortly be recognised by
the law of this country as it already has been by the laws of most European
nations.

JcEY Reports ox the Exhibition-.—The Council of the Society of Arts, in
their last report, say, they h.ave felt the import.ince of having some permanent
and authorit.ative record of the Exhibition, and finding that the decisions of
Her Majesty's Commissioners relating to the Juries provided only for the
publication of their awards, but not for that of reports descriptive of the
progress of industry since the Exhibition of ISol, and that the Commis-
sioners do not contemplate the publication of any extended reports, the
Council have undertaken this work with tile cooperation of Her M.ajesty's
Commissioners and the Juries, and have placed the matter in charge of Dr.
Lyon Pl.ayfair, the Special Commissioner of Jm-ics, It is intended that the
reports shall bo published in royal octavo, to range with the one volume
Jury Reports of 1851. The price, to Members of the Society of Arts, to
Jurors, and Guarantors, is fixed at lOs. ; to other persons, los. The reports
will be published as early in August as possible.

Tasuaxiax Stoxe.—This building stone has been extensively used in

T
^17*^^"^.™'^'"" °^ "'' r"^"''*^ edifices in Tasmania and other colonies.

J. E. Calder, Esq., one of the Commissioners appointed to collect the pro-
ducts of Tasmania, has obtained a very valuable collection from numerous
quarries

;
yet so abundant is this material that this collection represents

only a portion of the quarries now in work there. A church font worked
in stone from Point Ventenat, illustrates in a striking manner the adapta-
bility of this stone to this and other purposes to which it had not pre-
viously been appUed. Amongst these latter may be mentioned some
gnndstones which are exhibited, of gi-eat size and fine quality • and al-o
other smaller ones, said to be eminently suitable fur glass-cutting. Some of
the marbles which have hitherto been used only for the making of limeand which cover a considerable portion of Tasmania, have been discovered'when properly polished, to be eminently beautiful, and suitable for internal
decoration.

Thb ScAnnououGH Cmff Hotel Company (Limited) has been brought

.wf T}Z '^'"f
'»^t"7 ""^Pices, the capital being £120.000, in 12,000shares of £10 each. Ihe advantage to be derived from the increase ofho el accommodation at Scarborough is so generally acknowledged that theonly smrnse is that the project has not been before matured. The first

object will be to construct a large and commodious building in a centraland commanding position, replete with every convenience to suit the com-

ebl^^Nl f f ' ' P"'""'- "' "•"°^^' ^"" '"^ «''« establishment of a

sltn,
»fi^o4^';'"^"-'.rtion; and the third, the erection of houses andshops on a particular site, for which remunerative and increased rentalscan immediately be realised. The proposed situation for ^aXg o^t theenterprise ,3 the east side of St. ^Nicholas Clitf, consisting of "two acres of

t"^ lt:"f '"r'^! *.^ ^^.^™»" f'^™". PO^^essing a frontage of 400 f^ct!

We observe that the shares are

The estimate of profits is placed at from 1-5 to 20 per cent., a^ndTt ^eem^Vobe based on verj- reasonable calculations — -

quoted in London nt J premium.

r„lr f^'^'Ti
^"''''''''--":^ AT •'^<-xnERLAXT>.-The preliminary arrange-

Tde tb"'
> ^™^*™'^f.'»° ''f ""» important work are proceeTlingpfceunder the zealous supervision of Mr. I). 8t,wart, the active a.id intfl k™tsub-engineer of the port, to whose care, as inspector of works! the Ser-

It will be constructed after the plans of the
taking has been committed.

head enginetr, Mr. Meik, and on the model of the eastern breakwater at

Blyth— a framework of creosoted timber filled in with stone.

Tee Middle Level.—The works so successfully completed remain with-

out any appearance cf defect. The closing of the panels was looked for-

ward to with some anxiety, and though, after the first tide, some slight

escape of water was visible, yet this was immediately remedied. Im-
mense quantities of material have been deposited on both sides of the dam,
and a complete embankment will be made to secure the works against any
further inroad by the tidal flow. The question of compensation is or will

soon become the main subject for discussion. There is an evident belief

that the commissioners are liable, and, as the m.itter will be tried very
soon, all idea of a ptiblic subscription is hnslicd for the present. At this

moment it seems to be unkno-mi what steps are to be taken to remove the
water. The back waters will now be the enemy ; for, as the Middle Level
outlet is stopped by the dam, the whole of the drainage from the distant
lands (many thousand acres) is passing through the breach, with no means
of escape except by local drainage by the sluices. One of these is now
carefully watched, and has been strengthened at the opening to the Ousc.
To require that the breach shoiJd be closed is useless, unless the waters
which pass by the aqueduct can be turned in another direction ; for
assuredly the middle level banks would give way, not being constructed to
detain water at any elevation beyond that required by the tidal delay. Tho
waters on the land cannot be decreased, therefore, until means for grappling
with the backwaters are suggested and carried into effect.

AHCHiTECTrnAL Alliance.—The meeting of delegates from the Archi- -

tectur.il Institute of Scotland, and the associations of London, Birmingham,
Bristol, Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester, and the Northern Association, was
held at the architectural rooms of Conduit Street, on Wednesday. Mr.
Austin, of the Northern Association, was called to the chair, and
Sir. Pritchett, of the same association, to whom had been intrusted the
carrying out of the arrangements, acted as secretary pro tem. The meeting
was higldy successful, the rules for the Alliance being definitively agreed upon.
In the course of the afternoon an interview took place between the dele-
gates and the council of the Royal Institute, which up to the present time
is the only purely professional architectural body which has not taken part
in the Alliance. The conference was of a very cordial nature, and it is to be
hoped that it will result in the furtherance of the cause which all have at
heart, the advancement of the architectural profession in the kingdom.
New Pclpit ix Westjilsstek Abbey.—A very beautiful pulpit is being

erected in Westminster Abbey. Its position is on the north of the nave.
The pulpit, which is octagonal in shape, is composed of carved yellow
Mansfield stone and coloured marble, and is a mixture of the early English
and French styles. The body of the work is divided into compartments
inlaid with diamond-shaped panels, containing circular ornaments inlaid
with various coloured marbles. Six finely-carved figures, representing St.

Peter, St. Paul, and the four Evangelists, are placed at the angles dividing
the panels, the centre panel containing an exquisitely-cut medallion por-
trait of the Saviour in white marble, and crowned with thorn. The pulpit
is supported by coloured marble pillars, and is approached by a fliirht of
stone steps, with coloured marble and stone Vi.ilustrades. The"whole"of the
details of this elegant work are richly can-ed, and the work forms a noble
addition to the cathedral. The architect is Sir. G. G. Scott, and tho sculptor
Mr. Farmer.

Society for tite ExcorRAGEMEXT of the Fixe Arts.—The sixth con-
versasione of the season, of the Society for the Encouragement of the
Arts, was held on Wednesday evening in the Architectural Gallenes,
Conduit Street. In the course of the evening it was announced by the
honorary secretarj- of the society, that at a meeting of the Prize Committee
the silver medals were awarded as follows :^In history, to D. Crowe, for
Be I-'oc in ike Pillory, being No. 457 in the Royal Academy Exhibition; in
genre, to Miss Osborne, for Tough and 7V;;rfcr.'being No. 487 in the Society
of British .-irtists' Exhibition; 'landscape, to D. Dauby, for Enninri. being
No. 530 in the Royal Academy Exhibition ; water colours, to F. W.' Burton,
for The Wife of llassai\s Apn'. being No. 280 in the Exhibition of the Old
Water Colour Society ; to Mr. ,L H. 5Iole, for a Leisure Hour, b( ing No. 59
in the Exhibition of the New Water Colour Society: in architecture, to Mr.
E. W . Godwin, fur his design for Northampton Town Hall, now being
erected. No. 8 in the Architectnral Exhibition.

Silver Plate.—Slessrs. Derry and Jones, of Great Hampton Street, Bir-
mingham, have just executed a presentation tea and coffee service, of sterling
silver, of extraordinary beauty and artistic merit. The vessels, four in
number, are of classic shape, modelled, in fact, upon the Etruscan vase, as
far as the exigencies of the modern tea-table will allow, and ornamented
with Greek frets upon the foot, neck, and lids. On the sides are engraved
in bold outline groiips and figures, from designs by Flaxman, illustrating
passages in the Iliacl of Homer. On the cream ewer, in which the narrow
neck admits of a closer approximation to the strictly classic form than is the
case with the other articles, is depicted, on opposite sides, Helen of Troy and
her lover Paris. On the sugar basin, in somewhat larger proportions, are
two fine groups, the first representing Thetis entreating Jupiter to honour
Achilles, and the second, Andromache fainting on the wall of Troy. On the
teapot, the lid of which is surmounted by the conventional water lily of the
Greeks in dull silver, is the departure of Briseis from the tent of .Achilles,
and the meeting of Hector and Andromache. On the coffee-pot is depicted,
on the opposite sides, Minerva repressing the fui-y of Achilles, and Diomed
casting his spear at Mars, both remarkably spirited and effective groups, va
which the engraver's skill has rightly interpreted the conception of the
designer.

CHIPS.
* N immense iron main, 3 ft. 6 in. in diameter, is being laid'down in Ald-

-tl gate High Street, AVhitcchopel, by the City Gas Company.' The rapidity
w ith w hich the operation is being performed, and the small amount of inter-
terence with the traffic which it causes, are the subject of much gratulatory
comment in the quarter to which we refer. The size of the main is reniark-
abje—It constitutes a tuimt.:'. u fact, rather than line of socket-jointed pipes,

ihe new Corn Exchange, Bury St. Edmunds, mil be opened on Tuesday,
the 15th mst.
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Sf. Greirory's Churcli, Sudbury, is in counso of restoratiou. Mr. Grim-

wood is the builder.

A local committee of tlio Indian Trannvay Company liave commoncod
liie construction of tramways in India.

Tho footway on the eastern side of AVesitminster Bridge was opened on

Tuesday niorninj:;.

A meninrial stone lias been built over tlie grave of the tlirec children of

the m^irdcrer Taylor, in Harpurluy Cemetery, Mauchesti-r, the cost of which

vras defrayed by public subscriptions.

An Operative House Painters* Mutual Aid and Protection Association has

been organised, and tlie committee meets every Saturday night at half-past

eight o'clock, to enrol mcndiers, at tlic Crown, Winchester Street, Caledonian

lload, Islington. Entrance foe, Is.; rules, 2d. ; and contribution, 2d, per

woek.

It is proposed to buIUl a foot T>ridge over the rlvor from Saint George's

Parish, Stamftn-d, to the Stamford and Essendine station.

A prospectus has been issued for an Ilotel at Clifton, the estimated

capital retiuircd to carry out the object beinp: i?30,000.

The Iluyal Society of Northern Antiquaries of Copenhagen have just

issued a volume of their Mt'moircs—that series of their Trcmsactions which,

written in French or English, is so much more accessible to non-Danish
readers than their Annalcr. The new volume embraces the years from
1650 to 1861, and contains two articles, wTitten in Engli:^h. of special in-

terest to us ; the first, an article on Scottish and Irish local names occurring

in the Icelandic Sagas, by Professor Munch, of Christiania ; and R^nnarks
by Grimnr Thomsen, on Dasent's * Northmen in Iceland'—both translated

into English by George Stephens. The volume contains also the Treatise

of the Ancient Giant-houses, or Druid-altars (Cromlechs), by the King of

Denmark.
The Victoria Fountain, presented to the public by Miss Burdett Coutts,

was Oldened on Saturday afternoon last, by that lady.

TheEmperor of the French is still actively engaged in wi-itiup; the account
of the conquest of Gaul by Julius Ciesar. He has sent one of his aides-de-

camp to Bonlogne-sur-Mer to ascertain the exact position of the Ith's Vortus.

Antiquaries differ in opinion on this subject. According to "VValkenaer,

that ancient Gallic port was situated at AVissaut. Otlicrs place it at Amlile-

tcuse or at Boulogne. Others are of opmion that it was more to the nortli
-—at Caylis, or at Mardyke. All these contested points are to be cleared

lip in the Emperors work.

The subscriptions sent to tho Lord Mayor up lo tliis time towards the

Prmce Consort Memorial Fund amount to about £51,100, exclusive of those
forwarded to the Society of Arts' committee, which Tire understood to have
reached several thousands.

Tho first railway constructed in the Isle of "Wight has just been opened
for traffic.

The following Fellows of the Royal Institute of British Architects have
been nominated a Committee on tho Con>;ervation of Ancient Monuments
and Remains: — Mr. Tite, M.P., F.R.S., President; Messrs. G. G. Scott,

E.A.; ]\I. Digby Wyatt, V.P.; A. Ashpitel ; James Bell; W. Burges ; E.
Christian; Joseph Clarke; B. FeiTcv; T. II. Lewis; C. C. Nelson; J. L.
Pearson; F. C. Penrose; A. Salviu; W. Slater; and fr. E. Street.

The parish church of Wootton Rivers, Wiltsliire, which has lately under-
gone restoration, was re-opened on the 18th ult. Tlie designs of Mr.
Street, the architect, have been executed by Mr, James May, builder, of
Marlborough.
The declaration of the awards of the juries of the International Exhibi-

tion, at a State ceremony, on Friday, the Ilth of July, at one o'clock, will

be made l)y an international representative body <»f royal and distinguished

personages, specially named by the various nations which have taken part
in the Exhibition. The Duke of Cambridge will distribute the awards to

the exhibitors of the United Kingdom and its colonies. The various cere-

monies will take place in the Exhibition buildings, and in the Horticul-

tural Gardens.^

On Saturday afternoon a large number of the members of the Archi-
tectural Association paid a visit to Westminster Abbey, accompanied by Mr,
G. G. Scott, R A., who minutely described the various portions of the

ancient fabric.

The first general meeting and excursion of the Worcestershire Diocesan
Architectural Society was held on Monday last.

The 31idland Counties Archaeological Association held its first excursion

at Evesham and Pershore, on Tuesday last.

The Emperor of the French has ordered a wooden model of the facade

of the new Opera House at Paris to be placed upon th'" destined site

of that edifice, that the Parisians may judge of their future monument.
A discovery is said to have just beeu made at Marseilles of the ruins of a

Greek circus.

A new post-oflSce has been opened' at Perth. The building is in the

Italian style of arehitectiu-e.

TENDERS.
Gba.vtham. — For private rc?sidencc for Mr. Adcork, grocer,

ui)on Nortli Tarade. Mr. \V. Thompson, architect.
Pearson, (^r.intliam £1,3^5
Miles, Mcltoii l,3-:()

Morrison, Waliliam 1,178
Mowbray ami Bradford, Grantham l,li)7

,

Riidd and Son, fir-intham 1,149
Miller and Ncedliam, Grantham,
(accepted) 945

Hunts. —'For rcstnriiiti and reseating the vill.ige cliuroli of
Holywcll-cum-NcL'dingwortli, Hunts. Mr. Robert Hutch-
inson, Huntingdon, architect.

Richardson £989 17
Bunting and Son 943
Saint 8G5
Allen and Smith 835
Mason and Smith Sid 17

CtitsniRK- — For building the district church of St. Chad's,
near IM.ili»as, Cheshire. Jlr, Uubert Jennings, architect.

Ruscoe £1,759
Spencer ],5y5 o
Fox. and Brother 1.487

CoRNiiiLL—For new premises for tlie London and Middlesex
Bank, in Finch Lane, Cornhill. Mr. F. Pouget, architect.
Quantities supplied.

Holland and Hannen... £4.550
Ashby -.- 4.456
Manvtield and Son 4,410
Ri'it-r 4,380
\\ c-tacott 4,349 o
Piper and Wheeler 4,23()
l^owiis 4,0,)7
Lawrence, Brothers 3,930

PAnoiNGTON.—For St. Stephen's Church. Paddington. Messrs.
Francis, architects. 38 Upper Bedford Place.

Dwarf wal! and coping. Iron railing and curb.
E. Moore £470 U £4J0
Cha?. Fish 450 43
J.D.CowlandCacceptcd) 449 4'J9

G Myers and Son (total) £832
Key a:ui Head £398 10 £422
Oswestry.— For villa to be erected at Oswestry; Bidlakc
and Spaull, architects, Oswestry.

Climie, Shrewsbury £2 302 9 2
Treasure, Shrewsbury 2480

MiTCH.\M. — For bouse at Mitcbam, Surrey, for Mr. G. P.
Bidder, Messrs. Hunt and Steward, architects. Quantities
supplied.

Mansfield and Son £9,021
Robinson 8,7^1
Lawrence, Brothers S.390
Holland and Hannen 8,275
Lucas, Brothers 7,890
Downs 7.f;i.i3

Myers and Sons 7,038
Ham Common. — For drainage, &c., for the Local Board of

ilealth, H.Tm Common, Surrey.
Long (accepted) £2,249

Otn Kent Road.— For cleansing, painting, distempering, and
otherwise repairing the inside and the outside of St. Mary's
Church, situate in Clarence Street, Old Kent Road. Mr.
Henry Phillips, architect.

Add for painting
pews, extra.
£Gf;

61
55

"Whitehouse fCSO 10
German 282
Burtwell 241 12 „^ ., „
'B.uAkm isi 55
Brighton 193 10 40
Fortescue 179 40
Cox and Cutler ... 175 10 42
Sawyer (accepted) 120 60

FitoML Selwood. — For erecting new schools, minister's and
nuiiter's houses, at Frome Selwood, Somerset. Mr. William
J. Wilcox, architect.

Long £2.799
Bevan and Co 2,700
Hoddcr, Greenland, and Chislott ... 2.513
Davis and Son 2,293
Ashman (accejitcd) i;,0C2

WniTECHApEL.— For rebuilding boys' school, and for the erec-
tion of class rooms, for the Truilecs of St, Mark's National
Schools, WhitechapeJ. Mr. John Hudson, architect.

Bovs' School. Class Rooms.
Mr. John Jacobs £e^5 £3G0 2
Mr. F. F. Dudley 575 325

LoNnox.— For the erection of a gallery in lecture hall of
Sunday School Union.

Tinner and S.,n £277 ID
Stimpson 233
Warno 215

All exclusive of wrought-iron girders and stanchions.

REAniN-G.— Additions to Erleigh Hill House, Reading. Poul
ton and Woodrum, architects.

Woodroffe £l,5f)0

Wheeler 1,547

Matthews 1.497
Shcppard 1,433
Strong.. 1,4I« 3
Searle (accepted) 1,394

Poplar—For the erection of a dwelling-house at Cubitt
Town, Poplar, for the Seyssel Asphalto Company. TilloLt

and Chamberlain, arcliitects.

Prince £443
Cannon SSa
Wills (accepted; 3;9

City.—For the erectiim of a w.irehouse in Wood Street, City,
for I. S. Basset. Esq. Tillott and Chamberlain, architects.
Quantities supplied.

Myers and Sons £1,991
Lawrence and Sons 1 ,SSO
Ashbv and Sons 1,847
Brass 1,797
M'ills 1,715
Piper and Wheeler 1,700
Cannon 1,569

Dt^NSTARLE.—For scliools for theTrustecs ofAshton's Charity,
Dunstable, Beillordshire. Mr. G. Somers Clarke, architect.
Quantities by Messrs. Balstorn and Hunt.

Hinton £5,423 9
Lucas, Brothers 5,310
Myers and Sons 5,215
Conder 4,8S4
Kirk and Parry 4,7'18

Bell and Sons 4,733
Parker 4,54^

Ni:\v Wasdswortii.— For a pair of semi-detached villas,
Spencer Road, New Wandswortli.

J. and C. W. Todd £Ss9
Fish 870
Kendall... 847
Thorton 775 13
Bass 740

Great Malvern.—For boundary wall and gates to the Great
Malvern Hotel. Elmslie, Fanev and Huddon, architects.

Perkins (accepted) ." £1,150

Great Malvern—For covered way to lead from platform of
station to tlie Great 3Ialvern Hotel. Elmslie, Fancy and
Huddon, architects.

Perkins (accepted) £S30

Malvern.—For alterations to a house at Malvern Sink, for

the Rev. F. Peel. Elmslie, Fancy and Hddon architects.
Warner (accepted) £1,150

COIiTKACTS OPEN.
CLEVEnox.—For erecting a house in Victoria Road, CleveJon,
drawings and specifications of which m.iy be seen at the
Misses Woodfin's, Ueaufort House, Copse Road, Clevedon.
Tenders to be sent to Messrs. Manners and Gill, arcliitects,

1, Fountain Buildings, Bath, on or before Monday the 7th
of July.

[

Birmingham.—For the erection of additions to the Hebrew
I

schools, Ellis Street. The,i>lans maybe seen at the office

of tlie architect. ^10, Bennett's Hill, Birmingham, on and
after Jinie 28. No tender can be received after July U.
The wardens do not pledge themselves to accept the lowest
tender. "^^ ,

Ti'XFORD. — For the :^ctlon of a labourer's cnttage near
Tuxford. 'I"he drawing and speciticatiim can be seen on
application to Mj'.'Joyce, at the Tuxford Station. Tenders
to be sent in befnYe July 7, addrrssed Tenders for cot-
tage at TuxOiwl;' Engineer's OlliL-e, Great Northern
Railway, PeterbWo'. .

WiGTOFT—For t^he erection of a Wesleyan Methodist chapel
at Vigiolt. itC^s?? the plans and specifications at Mr
William Rayso^, farmer, WiptoJl, to « Iiom sealed tender,
must lie sent on 6r'b'cfo^e^S.^turday, July 5. The Com-
mittee do not pledge'themselvcs to accept the lowest or any
tender.

Odthorpe.—For the erection of farm buildings and additions
to a farmhouse, at Obthorpc, near Biairn, on property
belonfiing to the Hon. C. IL Cust, may see the plans and
specification at the office of Mr. E. Browning, Stamford, on
and after Monday, June SO. Sealed tenders to be-^ttivered
to S. Hutchinson, Esq., Manthorpe Lodge, Grantham, on
Monday, July 14.

AsTEBRV.— For building a new rectory house and offices at
Asterby, near Horncastlc, I..incolnshire. The drawings
and specifications will lie for inspection at the Rectory,
Asterby, from Wednesday the 2ntl July to Friday July 18,
Tenders to be delivered by post ([ire-paid) on or before
Saturday July 19, addressed to the arcliilcct, Mr. R. J.

Withers, 51, Doughty Street, London, W.C, of whom
further information may be obtained.

DoNCASTER. — For the erection of a wing to the workhouse
infirmary, a wash-house, and fence wall. Plans and speci-
fications of the work proposed to be done may bo seen at tho
office of Mr. W. Godfrey, architect, Bennithorpc. iMr,

Coulton, at the workhouse, will show the site of the pro-
posed buildings. Tenders to be left at tlie office ol tho
Clerk to the Guardians, Priory Place. Doncaster, on or
before Thursday, July 10. The contractor whose tender
may be accepted will be required to find one or
n-.ore approved sureties for the due fulfilment of the
contract.

York.—For the erection of a new hall, in Little Blake Streets
in the city of York. The drawings and specifications may
be seen after July 10, at the office of the architect, Mr. J. E.
Gates, 8, Coney Street, York. .Sealed tenders to be sent to
the architect before 10 a.m. July 17.

Cork.—For works to be done in warming and vontilatii'g tho
hospital, and No. 5, soldiers' house, at Cork barracks, in the
Cork district. Parties desiring to tender for the above
work must leave their names at the office of the Command,
ing Royal Engineer in Irclnnii, Dublin Castle, or at the
Royal Engineer Office, Cork Barracks, on or before Monday.
July 14. 18t:2, and pay the sum of 10s. fid. for the bills of
quantities which will be forwarded to each party as soon as
preparcil by the Government Surveyor.

Cardiff-—For the erection of industrial schools, at Ely, near
Cardiff", Plans and specifications maybe seen at the Cardiff
workhouse. Tenders to be sent to Mr. T. Watkins, Clerk,
on or before the l7th inst.

MiDDLcsBOROL'CH.—For thc various works required in the
erection of a new Wesleyan Ch.Tpel and Schools, Middle.*;-
borough. The drawings and spccific.itions maybe seen in
the school-rooia of the Wesleyan Chapel, Market Place, on
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and aaer Wcclncsctajs July i:. where printc.lfor._^^^^^^^^^^^

ma* be obtainoil. S-.-.-iici tciulvrs to be >cnt. atimsscn lo

Mr T LiS MuUlIesborouRh. on or belbre riu.rscl-.y,

jilt 17. For fJiriher inrormation. >p,>bcnlion to be made

to the nrchitcct, l-Mwanl Tii>l^>r, Lsq., lorK.

T Avni-nnr —For the erection of a hou>c and shop in Com-

mrrdnl iToaS I an"^^^ for Mr. J. L. Ainlcrsoii jun

Plan an uSifioalion. .nay be see... on ...a alter July 1, at

the offices of Me*.r.<. Kakc and lU.iwcU, architects, bt.

George's Square, I'ortscn.

HiLSEA.-Fnr .he erection of a hospit.il.at I il-ca.
"^/Jf

Port -

in.>u*h. in the county nf Hants. Parties desirous to tender

"r hU work are required to attend at the Uoyal Kngineer

Office HiUei. on July 7. 18n2. at 3 oVlock. to app. .nt a

»ur>-cyortot,ikcoutthc qi.antit.cs m conjunction uith the

Oovcrnmcnf Sun-eyor. Fach party will bo rciu.rwi to pay

the «um of one guinea for the quantit.es.

SANDnrHST.-For the Triennial contract for thcj""';;*;^^^^^^^

the several works and repairs to the buildings •'»;>>n*l"'"':st,

B«k.. Parties desiring to tender for the
''=*^f""°"f/^f?

Kr.-icc6 for a term of three years.
'^'^'«'"'^'',^'",f,^^:'^.t"[hi

next, will be furnished, by the payment of 5s. !M.. «'*" tl^e.

printed sche<iule of prices, con di ions o^.'^oiitract form of

ten<ler and with every necessary information respecting the

lame on application a\ .his office
^^^iJ^-fJ'^, 'r'4°^, JJi

and four each day (Sundays excepted), from June -«
|
"[''

July K>, ISt;.', after which date no f"''ther issues will be

made One contrac.or only will be accepted for the whole

of The trades but the rates of I«^^'^e"^^f ,^'7'''f j!^!
parties tende/ing mav be different for each trade at then

Sption, ifut such rates' must be shown in the proper place .n

LONOToU.-For fitting up the new market hall, at Longton,

according to the drawings specifications, and ^^ond'Uons

prepared bv the architect, Mr. Jolin Burrell, 2/ Marke

Street, IWton, and which will be ready for inspection at

i
his oHice, on and after -^-ednc^day, the i-nd "istant;

and the tenders are to be delivered to him not later than the

following Wednesday. , , - -
, ^

Sthacxtiiro N B.— For trenching and draining about

eleven acres of woodland on Slracathro Hill. For further

particulars apply to Mr. Georpe Carrie, overseer at Hillside

ofStr..c3thro- and estimates lor the work will be received

by Robert Lvall. Westerton, by Brechm, till July / inst

FORFAR.-For'the construction of a principal sewer for the

drainaco of the town, extending to anout 600 yards in

length: The t.Ians and specifications will be seen m the

hands of William Roberts, Town Clerk, or with Sir.

BouUon. engineer and surveyor, at his ofiice Montrose,

with cither of whom otFers must be lodged, marked len-

der lor Sewer,' on or before Alonday, the Hth July inst.

Maidstone.—For certain repairs, painting, papering, ^c., at

the Chaplaiii-s Hou^e, Maidstone. Parties are to deliver

sealed tenders at the office of the County Surveyor W est

Borough. Maidstone, on or before Wednesday, the 9lh

dav of Julv inst.. where a specification of the intended

work mav be seen between the hours of ten and five.

ToddiNGTow—For certain repairs necessary to be done at

Toddinctnn Church. Specifications ready for inspection

are at the Griffin Inn, Toddington. Tenders to be sent to

Cither Mr. John Green. Lodge Fann, or Mr. D. Bradshaw,

Alma Farm, the churchwardens. ^ , , ^

Cevlon —For the construction of a railway from Colombo to

Kandy, in the Island of Ceylon. Plans, specifications,

and other documents for the information ol contractors

will be on view at the otfice of the Agents- General for

Crown Colonies, 6 Adelphi Terrace, London, on and after

the 5th instant, and an engineer thoroughly acquainted

with the country through which the line is to pass will be

in attendance to afford local information. Tenders, on

forms to be furnished, must be sent in not later than noon

on Saturday, the 19th July inst, under cover addressed to

the ' Agents General for Crown Colonies,' and endorsed
• Tender for Ceylon Railway.' Persons desirous of tender-

ing may obtain copies of the specifications and other papers

at the 'above otfice on leaving a deposit of £5 thereon,

which deposit will be given back on the return of the

Barnslby.—For a large quantity of cast-iron socket pipes, of

12 inches diameter and under, together with other castings.

Printed specifications and forms of tender may be had,

price 5s. each, on application to W. H. Peacock, Clerk to

the Board, or to Mr. Hawkesley, C. E., 30 Great George

Street, Westminster, S.W. ; and sealed tenders, endorsed

'Tender for Pipes,' must be delivered at or sent to Mr.

Peacock's office, not later than Saturday, the 12th day of

July inst. i

Dumfries.—For the joiner work of the following stations

on the line of the Dumfries, Lochmaben, and Lockerby

Junction Railway Company. The station at Shieldhill, in

the parish of Tmwald.and the station at Amisfield, in the

said parish. Plans, specifications, and schedules of mea-

surement will be seen in the office of the Secretary of the

Companv. English Street, Dumfries, and sealed tenders

will be received by him till Wednesday, the IGth July

DrNcow.—Estimates wanted to build a wall, either partly of

brick and partly of whhistonc, ' or entirely ot either.

Estimates to be given in, not later than Monday, 7th July,

to James Gibson. Duncow, Kirkmahoe.
Mahtoscili Estimates wanted for rebuilding the bridge at

Slarlongill, near Bailiehill, on the Langholm Road, in the

Parish of Westerkirk. The plans and specifications will

be seen in the hands of Mr. Kirkpatrick, the Surveyor at

Langholm, on and after Monday, the 7th July inst., and
sealed tenders to be lodged with Mr. Stevenson, the Clerk

at Langholm, on or before Wednesday, the 16th day of

July.

ABKIDGED SPECrPICATIONS OF
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS.

From Ote 'MtcnAMCs' JIagazise,' June 20
and 27.

29SL F. F. D.iMARciiY. Improvements in machines for

crushing and pounding stones, ore, and other materials.

Dated Sov. 27. 1&61. This invention is not described apart

trom the drawing. Patent completed.

2985. A. WnioLF.Y and T. Ll'mlev. Improvements in

ventilators. DaU'ti Xoc. '//, 1861. This inven.ion consists in

constructing ihc louvres of ventilators of oiled skin, cotton,

cloth, or other suitable flexible material. Patent abandoned.
SOi". W. ("o'lRE. A wind guard for curing smoky chim-

neys. Tinted Sov. 3"*, 18fU. This consists of an iiprtght tube
or shaft, of a size suitable to the chimney shaft, having at

the top a cone, the side of which cone forms an angle of 45
degrees with the ba-^^e line, and placed so that the apex of the
said cone is on a level with the lop of the tube ; the area of
the base of the cone is of the same size as the area of the
lube, such tube or shaft having surrounding it at the upper
part a larger tube or outer casing, so fixed and of such size

that an annular space is left between the outer tube and the
inner tul>e and cone, equal in area to the area of the inner
tube. The said outer tube is constructed of a tapering form,

^ . .^ ^ ^.
the area at top being equal to the area of the said tube or 1 other e'xposed surfaces. Dated June 6, 1862.

shaft. Another part of the invention consists in an arrange-

ment of the outer and inner tube or tubcs.as effectually

allows the emission of the smoke without admitting a down-

ward current nf air. Patent nbandoned.
, . *-

Vj J Wakenell. Improvements in the construction of

invahd b^steatis. convertible into other articles of furniture

forSeusVof invalids. Dated Jiec.^, ISiyl. Tim .nyention

is not described apart from the drawings. Patent com-

'''sor; W. DrctiEMiN. Improvements in blocks for hoisting.

Drt/Cr/ZJcr. 3, ISiil. Patent C(>?npieted.

3018 J Knoweloex. Improvements in pumps. Dated

n,r T 1S6I. The first part of this invention is for an im-

nrovemcnt upon an invention, for which letters patent were

eranted to the present patentee, in conjunction with Dowries

Slwards.Tth July, 1S59. No. 1613, and refers to the valve

chamber and valves. The present improvement consists in

forming the chamber circular, and in fitting the .valves to

feathers on a circular ping. The patentee connects a handle

to the outside of ihe plug, whereby the 's.ime may be with-

(!rawn in case of need, and whereby the action of,the pumps

in connection with the v.ihes may be reversed, that is, the

nipe which acted as a suction pipe m.ay be made to act as a

force or delivery pipe, and that which acted as a force may be

converted into a suction pipe. Pate}2t ePiKphted.

S()">0 J WiL'^ox. Improvements in frames used for dis-

plavin-i trade sliow cards, pictures, or other similar devices.

Dated Dec. 5, 1361. Here, in order to identify each frame

with the house f f business from which it was issued, the in-

ventor attaches the trade mark or device to the frame, so

as to render it useless fjr any other purpose. Patent aban-

doned.

3051. W. Picks. Improvements in pumps. Dated Dec.

5, 1S61. This relates to certain peculiar constructions and

arrangements of combined lift and force pumps, whereby the

first cost is considerably reduced, the working parts being

greatly simplified, and comprises much detail which we cannot

nr-idiice here. Patent abandoned.
3fi54. C. Dams. An improved composition for coating

metal and wood to preserve them from decay, applicable as a

substitute for copper and other sheathing or other compo-

sitions now in use fox coating ships' bottnms to protect them

from the injurious action of water. Dated Dec. 5. 1861.

This consists in mixing or compounding the following ingre-

dients :— Coarse brown soap, pitch, spirits of turpentine, and

elastic glue, in the proportions of about a quarter of a pound
of soap to six poundsofpitch,onepintof spirits of turpentine,

and one quarter of a pound of elastic glue. Patent aban-

doned.

C070. G. T. Bladon. Improvements in chimney tops for

the prevention of down draughts in chimneys. Dated Dec.

7, 1861. The inventor forms the chimney of a rectangular

form, by preference, and covers in the upper part. In each

side he forms a long opening of. say, half the breadth of the

sides, and extending throughout the'greaterpart of the height

;

on these openings he applies external flaps which are hinged

at top, and hang so as entirely to close the openings if pressed

close to the sides. He connects the opposite flaps in pairs by

a connecting rod. the length of which is such that each flap is

pressed outwards, and held at bottom about three inches from

the side of the chimney lop, if uninfluenced by any pressure.

But if any pressure of wind takes place on the one flap it is

pressed closer, at the same time thrusting the opposite flap

further off, and making a larger egress for the smoke thereat

;

very slight pressure of the wind closes the one entirely. Patent

abandoned.
3090. H.Alexander. Improvements in turning apparatus

for making gas burners. Dated Dec. 10, 18!il. This inven-

tion is not described apart from the drawings. Patent com-

pleted.

,j094. V. L. Dagizan. A'system of paving. Dated Dec
10, 1S6!. This consists mainly in the superposition of two
roads or ways, one underneath composed of trenches or gut-

ters made of beton and covered with bitumen, serving to con-

duct the water, &c., into the drains, and sufficiently strong to

support the upper way, which is intended for ordinary traffic.

The upper road is composed of slabs or flags placed hori-

zontally side by side, with certain spaces left at certain dis-

tances between them for the passage of water, &c., into the

drains. The patentee prefers using slabs made of cast-iron

frames, having cellular openings or spaces in which are ap-

plied, and fixed by bitumen, blocks of sandstone, porphyry,
granite, or wood. Patent completed*

3UH. W. C. S. Percy. Improvements in machinery for

making bricks, tiles, pipes, and other articles formed of plastic

materials. Dated Dec. 11. I86I. W'e cannot here give space

to the details of this invention. Patent abandoned.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTIONS.
1251. E. Clark, 24 Great George Street, Westminster. C.E.

Improvements in arches. (A communication.) Dated April

29, ISG'2.

1477. A. Watney, 55 Upper Berkeley Street, Portman
Square. Improvements in the construction of ships, vessels,

and other structures intended to resist shot. Dated Mar/ 15,

1862.

1535. A. Giles, 9 Adelphi Terrace. Strand, E.C. Improve-
ments in constructing floating breakwaters. Dated May 21,

1862.

1539. J. Oxley. King's Cro=:3 "Wheel Works, Old St. Pancras
Road, carriage-builder. Improvements in making wheels,

and in the machinery to be emploved therein. Dated May
22, 1862.

159S. J. Simpson, Hulme, pattern frame maker. Improve-
ments in machinery or apparatus for cutting or producing
' mouldings ' upon surfaces of wood or other suitable material.

Dated May 28. 1862.

1616. W\ Perks, Birmingham, glassand lead merchant An
improvement or improvements in metallic sash bars or win-
dows, skvlights, hothouses, and other like purposes. Dated
jl/<iiy29, 'lS62.

lio2. W. K. Sullivan, Upper I-eeson Street, Rathmines.
Dublin. Improvements in the preservation of stone, plaster,

cement, and other like matters, the invention being likewise

applicable to the manufacture of artificird stone, and to the
fixation and production ofcolours on and in the body of stone,

plaster, or cement. Dated May 31, 1S62.
1151. A. P. Tronchon, 2 Rue Sainte Appoline, Paris. Im-

provements in the construction of houses, pallisades, and other
similar constructions. Dated April 21, 1S62.

1607. J. H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn-fields, gentleman.
Improvements in the manufacture of tinned lead pipes, and in

the apparatus employed therein. (A communication.) Dated
May 28, 1SG2.

IdhO. J. Baker, Coatbridge, Lanark, tube manufacturer.
Improvements in pumps. Dated June 2, 1S6-'.

16S2. R. Roe, Friargate, York, wholesale ironmonger. Im-
provements in planes lor tongueing, working sash fillisters, or
other similar purposes. Dated June 4, 1862.

1696. J. iM.andJ. Stanley, ironfounders, Sheffield. Improve-
ments in stoves or apparatus for diffusing heat. Dated June
5. 1862.

1704. J. Verity, 1 Carlton Road, Kentish Town, hnuseasent.
.An improved composition for coating and preserving walls or

BANKRUPTS.
To Surrender in Basixgh\ll Street, Lonhon.— Andrew

Munro, Sloane Terrace, Sloane Street, and Cottage Place,

.Sloane Street, Chelsea, carpenter, July 8, at 1.—Jean Ursin
Bastier, late of JIanchester Buildings. Westminster, and
Warren Street, Fitzroy Square, civil engineer, July 8. at 10.—
W'illiam Picking, High Street, Lambeth, working engineer,
Julv 7, at 2.— Solomon Gavton, Fishreton Anger, Wiltshire,
builder, July 14, at 11.—Philip Pile, of St. Peter's Terrace,
Nolting Hill, carpenter, July 14, at 11.

To Surrexder in the CoVntbv— William Price. Gotham,
Nottinghamshire, builder, July 15, at 11, Bankrupts' Court,
Nottingham.—James Coles, Dunkeiwell, Devonshire, car-
))enter, July S, at 1. County Court. Honiton.— William Bacon,
Ipswich, plumber, July 4, at 10, Registrar's office. Ipswich-
William Gowdy, Bishopwearmouth, painter, July 8, at 2,

County Court, Sunderland.—James Thompson, Mas-borough,
near Rothcrham, Yorkshire, joiner, July 25, at II, County
Court, Rotherham.—Thomas Skilbeck, York, journeyman
joiner, July lO.at 11, County Court, York.—Cliarles Farthing,
Mere, W'iltshire, builder, July 9, at 12, County Court,
Shaftesbury.—John Goodchild, Sonning, Berksh-re. carpen-
ter, July 5,' at 12, County Court, Reading.—Joseph and John
Lancaster, Bradford, timber merchants, July 11, at 11, Bank-
rupts' Court, Leeds —Samuel Perry, jun., Hands worth,
Staffordshire, engraver, August 4, at 10, County Court, Bir-

mingham,—David Wigger, Norwich, machini-t, July 14, at

II, County Court, Norwich.—Joseph blasters, Warwick,
carpenter, July 14. at 10, County Court, Warwick.—Samuel
Edward Kettle Nicklin, Leamington, architect, July 14. at

10, Countv Court, W*arwick—Martin Tidy, Witley, Surrey,
turner, Jiily 9, at 12, County Court, Godalming.

NE'W BOOKS.
Hale's Handbook of Elementary Drawinp, 4to. 5s. cl.'

Galbraith and Haughton's Manual of Mechanics, 6th ed. fc.

8vo. 3s.

Geological Wonders of London and its vicinity, Svo. 2s. fid. cl.

Harris's National Defences : the Great Question of the Day,
Svo. Is. 6d.

Lee's Isca Silurum ; or, Catalogue of Antiquities at Cacrleon,

15s.

Lcndy's Treatise on Fortification, 4to. 31s. fid.cl.

Old Abbevs of England, illustrated, ISmo. Is. 6d. cl.

S.iImon oii the Analytic Geometry of Three Dimensions, Svo.

12s. cl.

Journal of Horticulture, by Johnson and Hogg, vol. 2, 4to.

Ss. cl.

Robinson's Italian Sculpture, Middle .^ges and Revival, 7s. 6d.

cl.

Grantham, J. Iron Shipbuilding. 3rd cd., 4to. 25s. Lockwood.
Salmon G , Treatise on Analytical Geometry of Three Di-
mensions. Svo. 12s. Simpkin.

Russell. J. Scott, The Fleet of the Future, in 1862. 2nd_ed.,

l5. fid. Longman and Co.
Templeton. \V., The Engineer's, Millwright's, and Ma-

chinist's Practical Assistant: being a collectitm of valuable

tables, data, &c. 63. Lockwood.
Ritchie, R. Treatise on Ventilation —Natural and Artificial.

Straith, Major Hector. Treatise on Fortification and Artillery.

Revised and re-arranged by Tliomas Cook, R. N . and John
T. Hyde. M.A. Seventh edition, one largo royal 8vo. vol.,

£2 2s. W. H. Allen and Co. London.
Hyde, J. T. M.A., Elementary Principles 'of Fortification.

Royal 8vo. 10s. fid. W. H. Allen and Co. London.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENBTTING
"W^EEK.

Monday.— PiXLEN, Horne, and Eversfield, on the premises.

Wharf Road. Paddington, at 12 for 1 o'clock, thesurplus plan t

and materials from the works of the Metropolitan Railway.

Tt'ESDAY.—PrLLEN. HoRNB. AND EvERSPiEi.D, at the Marble
Works, 135 Euston Road, at 1 o'clock, the manufactured
stock of marble chimney-pieces, &c., adapted for houses of

a modern character.

CoDD, at the Crown Hotel, Rochester, at 5 for 6 o'clock,

140 acres of land, at Luton, Chatham.
Blake, at Garraway's Coffee House, Change Alley, Corn-

hill, at 12 o'clock, 48 acres of freehold land, at Caterham, on
the Surrey hills.

BitAV, Jun., at the Mart, at 12 o'clock, in 15 lots, the last

portion of a valuable estate at Stockwell, Surrey.

Wednesday.—Glashier and Son, at the Carlton Ride and

Stables, at 12 fur 1 o'clock, the building materials and fit-

tings of the Carlton Ride and Stables.

Faribrother, Clark, and Lye, at Garraway's, at 12

o'clock, the Horchester Estate, Dorset, comprising a dairy

and tillage firm of about 363 acres, cottages, and building

land, next the Evershot Station, and dwelling-house and
land, in the village of Frome St. Quinton.

THL'RsnAY.—Moore, at the Mart, at 12 o'clock, a nine-roomed
dwelling-house, with builder's premises, at Bethnal Green.

Moore, at the Mart, at 12 o'clock. 9 plots of building land,

opposite the Queen's Head. Tottenham ; a plot at Alma
Road, Muswell Hill; 4 plots, with frontages to Chigwell

Ro.id, Woodford, near Merchant Seamen's Orphan Asylum ;

5 plots. Grove Lane, near Lea Bridge Road ; 3 plots, Odessa

Road, Forest Lane, Stratford; and a plot, Victoria Road,
Plaistow, close to railway station.

Friday Norton, Hoggart, and Trist, at the Mart, at

12 o'clock, freehold building land, situate at Penge and
Anerley \'ale, within a short distance of the Crystal Palace

Railwav Station, suitable for villa residences.

Norton, Hoggart, and Trist, at 12 o'clock, a v.iluable

freehold estate, situate at Lower Clapton, Middlesex, com-
prising 2 mansions, in the midst of about 25 acres of beauti-

fully timbered park and land?,

RiSHWooD. Jarvis, and Abbott.—98 plots of building

land, free of land-tax and tithe, in Redhill, Surrey, suitable

for the erection of detached and semi-detached villas.

White and Sons, at the Mart, at 12 o'clock, Holloway
Farm, containing upwards of 61 acres of building ground,

close to and on the south side of Dorking, suitable for the

erection of villas, &c.
Saturday (Jlly 5).—Hands and Son. at Thoma-s's Hotel,

in York, a tieehold estate called Broadoaks, five miles from
the City of York, 360 acres of land.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works IN Progress.—We shall teel obliged to any of our

readers who wil'. favour us with notes of works contemplated

or in progress in the provinces; in mojt cases, a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been com-
menced, will be sutficient.

Received—O. J., J P. P., Rev. Canon J., T. R. M., S. F. J.,

E. H., C. W., P-B, W.J.M., F. N. H., W. F., B. I.,

G.C., H.N. H., W.E. M, W-. B., E.B., J. P., R. R. G.,

M. and D.. R. B., E. A.S., H. W., Mr. G , F. G., Dr. L.,

Young Architect.

By an unfortunate inadvertency, the plates in our last num-
ber, illustrative of the article 'Italian Sculpture in the
Middle Ages,' were transposed.
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AT last liiw one •

atlornment of '

TIIK THAMES KMB.VNKArENT.

of the most iiniiortiint improveincuts required for the

, „. jf the metropolis received the sauetlou of Parliament,

and tiio present generation stands some chance of seeing the com-

pletion of an instalment of the Thames embanknieut, first proposed

two centuries ago. It is to extend from Blaelifriars Bridge to \\ est-

minster Bridtre, ajid on one side only ; and the public are not ignorant

that even that short length has just run considerable danger ot lieiug

curtaileil bv one-fourth. -^r ^ ^ i

The touU leiiTih of the embankment between Westminster and

Blackfi-iars will l"e i,-2So yards, and the cost of construction has been

estimated at, inchiding co'mpeusation and other expenses, i.1,500,000,

& large simi to be voted bv the House of Commons towards the im-

provement of the metropolis, and a sum for which no doubt it would

be useless to ask, but for the fortunate circumstance that by the con-

struction of the embankment the cost of tlie low le\'el sewer for the

same length may be reduced to something like £30,000, and a large

amount o{ inconvenience which must result from the formation of the

aewer in the line of the Strand would be avoided.

According to Lord Robert Cecil, the real object which has been at

the bottom of the proposal to carry the embankment from Scotland

Yard to ^\'estminster Bridge, has "been to carry a terrace past the

Houses of Parliament to Chelsea, so as to form a grand boulevard for

the ornamentation of London ; and that portion of tlie road, according

to the same authority, would be used only by hansom cabs and

troughams, would be an expensive luxury for the aristocratic portion

of the metropolitan inliabitauts, and would be paid for by, among

others, poor pcnple irho live in the city, and pay a tax on coals. And
further. Lord Robert laid down the remarkable dietiuu, that ' men of

taste are the most iucorrigible depredators upon the public piu-se tliat

ever cursed tlie House of Commons, and he wished some special plan

could be devised for rating them.' "We should like to know how
the speaker aeqiured prophetic power to foretell that a four-wheel cab,

an omnibus, or a cart woidd never pass the hallowed precincts of the

Duke of Buccleua-h's domicile, and that drivers of broughams and

liansoms only would have that audacity ; and we cannot see what

objection there could be to a terrace pa-ssing the Houses of
_

Parlia-

ment : on the contrai-y. it is exactly what ought to be carried out,

and if a grand boulevard, as Lord Robert calls it, can be formed at the

same time for the ornamentation of London, so much the better. But

we leave Lord Robert : we need trouble ourselves no further with his

rcasoniny— for he is, according to Jiis own showing, either one of the

most ' incorrigible depredators upon the public puree that ever cursed

die House of Commons,' or he is not a ' man of taste :
' we incline to

the latter opinion, but leave him to take his choice.

As to the Passage of the Palace, Mr. Tite considered that it would

not be possible at any futirre period to carry the embankment past

the Houses of Parliament, and he therefore advocated Mr. Penne-

thorne's plan, which stopped the traffic at Whitehall Stairs, and

diverted it into Parliament Street. If, continued the President of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, any attempt was made to carry

the" embanlnnent pa.st the Houses of Parliament, it would be a. failure

in point of fact, and a solecism in point of taste. Now I\Ir. Tite is a

professional man of some sense, and he must Iniow what our youngest

reader Iniows, that to elevate, so to speak, the Houses of Parlianient

on a broader terrace than it has at present would much improve it ' in

point of taste,' and if by a ' failure in point of fact,' any impossibility of

construction is meant, we can only say that no serious ditticulty could

arise. But it was left to 5L-. Newdegate to crown the futile objections

that were made to the embankment passing tlie Houses of Parliament

at some future time. That gentleman suggested that, if the road was
brought to "Westminster Bridge, the inference would be that it would

be extended further; and then amused the House by .statingthat

having some years ago been deputed by the Speaker to swear in as

special constables the workmen engaged on the building, he assembled

them on the ten-ace, and some refused to be sworn—actually refused to

be sworn : and at that moment, fourteen years ago— it was 1848—
the idea struck him, that in the event of a great popular commotion,
that point— the terrace— might be selected as a position from whence
to lay siege to the Houses of Parliament ! "^^'hat shall be done to

Mr. Xewdegate, who for fom-teen years has seen this great danger,

and yet, regardless of the lives and" safety of honourable members and
of Barry's stained glass, has bottled up the idea until the Thames
embankment threatens to pass the foot of the great Duke's gToimds,

when lUie a thunderclap he explodes it in the face of the house.

Away with "Westminster Bridge, away with the river terrace, away
with all houses commanding, in a military point of yiew, the Houses
of Parliament, dig out Old and New Palace Yards, let the Thames
water run round the palace, consti-uct drawbridges, and appoint Mr.
Newdegate commander of the situation ; then, if we must have an
embankment westward, let one be constructed under the commander's
direction, and so that it be capable of being destroyed in an horn- in

the eyent of ' a great popular commotion.'
It seems that we are indebted to Sir J. \. Shelley for the termi-

nation of the embankment at Blackfriars Bridge. It was he who
first proposed that the whole scheme shoidd not be continued through
the city, assigning, as a reason, that the whole river traffic would be
stopped by the scheme : but we are not told why the traffic would be
stopped. Is it easier to load and unload vessels over a mud bank, or at

a wharf? The latter, we should think : and by the continuation of

No. 210.

the embankment beyond Blackfriars, the city traffic would not at all

be turned into Ludgate Hill, as it must be by the present plan. How-
ever, as we said before, we will be content with what we have got,

and should at the same time be very thankful that it is not less.

ITnanswerable, as opposed to all" the twaddle that had been for

nights uttered against a public road from AVhitehall to "Westminster
Bridge, came some sensible remarks from Lord Palmerston. It was,
he said, still a question between public and private interests ; there

can be no real bnietit gained to the public by diverting the carriage waj'.

The gi-eat argument urged was, that a roadway was not wanted for

the sake of the traffic, and that it would be injurious to the traffic to

have tv\-o roads instead of one. There was to be a road eighty feet

wide, fi-om ^^'hitehall to "Westminster Bridge, but when a carriage

drove along the embankment up to "Whitehall Stairs, the driver was
to be told he could jiass no further ; and why ? Because it was in-

tended at some time or another to expend some £300,000 in pulling

down houses to make another road, to deliver the traffic into Bridge
Street, where it is already said to be dangerous. This seemed to

Lord Palmerston aljsurd reasoning. It is not the onh' case of absurd

reasoning, in matters of taste, vidth which he has had to contend, and
it is not the only case in which he has taken an antagonistic position

to those who appear to think that art and taste are, in England,
matters that thcv may tiu-n and twist about at will.

ARCHITECTURAL ALLLANCE.

I
AST week, we gave a short accoimt of the meeting of the delegates

J from the Architectural Associations, convened to form an Archi-

tectural .Alliance: and we now propose to give a more detailed account

of their proceedings. The delegates appointed were as follows ; those

marked with an asterisk being prc-^ent ; and it is satisfactoiT to find,

that every professional body in the United Kingdom (except the Insti-

tute) was well represented.

London Association

:

Thomas Blashill, Esq.*

A. "W. Blomfield, Esq. j

T. Roger Smith, Esq.*

J. W. Bunker, Esq.*

Scottish Institute

:

Charles M' Gibbon, Esq.

John Lessells, Esq.*

John D. Geddie, Esq.

Birmingham Association : J. H. Chamberlain, Esq.*

J. J. Bateman, Esq.

A. B. Phipson, Esq.*

Bristol Association

:

J. Hansom, Esq.
'

H. Lloyd, Esq.*
Edward L. Godwin, Esq.*

Liverpool Association : "W. "\'\'eightman, Esq.*
J. M. Hay, Esq.*

W. Stubbs, Esq.

Cilasgow Association

:

A. Thompson, Esq.

C. Douglas, Esq.

A. Kennedy, Esq.*

Manchester Association: L. Booth, Esq.*

A. Darbyshire, Esq.*

Northern Association : John Dobson, Esq.

Thomas Austin, Esq.*

J. P. Pritchett, Esq.*

There was also present, to represent (unofficially) the almost defunct

Lish Institute, J. J. Lyons, Esq., of Dublin.

After passing a preliminary resolution, to the effect that an alliance

was desii-able, it was resolved that the following should be the rules:

RULES OF THE ARCHITECTUKAL ALLIANCE.

Nana.— 1. That it be called tlie Arcliitectural Alliance.

Scrtpe.—2. That although for the present it is desirable to confine it to tTie

United Kingdom, the extension of its operations to other countries shall be kept

in view.

Object.—3. That its object shall be to promote united action among the

existing Architectural Societies, and to aid the establishment of new local

societies.

Special Aims.—4. That it shall take cognisance of all matters aflecting the

interests of the profession and tlie professional practice of architects.

Cimstttulion.—5. That nil architectural societies formed on a professional

basis giving in their adherence at or before the 15lh of August, shall constitute

the nucleus of the Alliance, and in future all other such societies shall be eligible

for election in the mode hereafter provided.

Meetings.— <j. That an annual meeting shall be held in London on the first

Wednesd'ay in July in each year, and other meetings may be held as hereafter

provided for.

Government.—7. That the business of the Alliance shall be conducted by dele-

gates from eacli society in the Alliance.

The delegates from the various societies -nhicli now or hereafler join the

Alliance, shall not exceed members from the Eoyal Institute of British

Architects, four members from the Architectural Association, and three from

everv other association.

Apresident, vice-president, treasurer, and honorary secretary shall be elected

annually, bv ballot, by the delegates from among themselves at the close of the

annual meeting.

3Iode nf Ekclinii.—^. That any society wishing to join, shall be proposed ia

writing by a society alrea.ly in the Alliance, through its secretary; that such

proposal, together with a copy of the rules of such society proposed, shall be sent

to the secretary of tl'e Alliance at least one month before the annual meeting.
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ami shall slalo ihc title ut' llie socitt.
the

ttv ]iro|>usc(l, aiul the r.amcs of its (.liken

The „an,e of Ihc socictyso proposolshall be inserted in the ™"[«
™"[™';f,,,t.

meeting', when the eleetionor rejection of s.ich society shall
>''^,^''^'-';'f,'^.,^,^,„''^3^^

liiairtof Mlmismm.-<J. All n.cn.bcrs of each society nt the Alliance sha

•

.attend the meetings of the Alliance on introduction personally
have the right to i

by any delegate, or by card of introduction from one1 of them, but delegates only

their secretary

f the other
of

^''3i;J;:Vl::.r^'^S'Q;«^«.-10. Questions may be hrcnigh^ und^

the cognisance of the Alliance by any allied society writing through the

tothcsecretarvofthe Alliance, who shall then ascertain the views ol

illLd soSiesf and report to 'each the general feeling.
0",'-;Xus a ied

not loss than two-thirds of the councils or committees «/'''«
Vhedeletites

societies, the secretary shall call a special meeting m London of the delegates

for the consideration of auv question that may arise.
,„„„,.» „f

Annual Jicport-U. That 'the oflicers of .He Alliance shall P^.P-''",^ "P°l'
"J

the proceedings of the Alliance for each year, to be aid belore the annual

.neeting, and it shall be competent for such meeting to alter or amend it, and to

order it to be printed if they see fit.
., , , , ,. , „ ,„i.or, i,,. ohnw of

12. That all votes, e.Kcept as belore provided for shall
'^'l »V^y^^^™^'''

hands, unless anv delegate shall, before or after such show of '•''"^^'
.'3'=™Xl

poll, in which ca'se the poll shall he taken immediately by voting papeis, includ

13. Any delegate unable to attend any meeting may exercise hising proxies.

Proxies.— -.. o
vole bv pro.xy through any other delegate.

, „f ;,c „,-«r-pefl

Rcporl'fSocklks-U. 'n^:,t every society publishing a report of its pioceed-

ings, or of any paper read before it, will he expected to present a copy to everj

other sociely'in the Alliance.
. . ,. ™„ . i,„.

Power of'JIIemiers to attend Meetings of other Societies.—15. That any member

ofasocietV in the Alliance shall have the privilege of attending (but not ot

.^peaking or voting) at the meetings of any other society in the Alliance, pro-

vided siich member be introduced by letter from one ot his own delegates, or

per.-^onallv by anv member of such society.

Expenses.— \ti! That each sociely shall p.ay the expenses of its own correspon-

dence, and shall make arrangements with its delegates as to their expenses and

the expenses of the Alliance (stationery, postage, printing, &c.) shall be borne

equally by the allied societies.

Alteration of Buks.—17. That any additions or alterations to the foregoing

rules may be "made by the vote of two-thirds of the members present at any

annual meeting.

We do not tliink it necessary to make many remarks on this code

of rules. There is no very material difference hetween it and the

'outline scheme ' first drawn up by Mr. I'ritchett, and recommended

to the various architectural bodies" by the Northern Association. It

is necessarily more minute in describing the mode of voting and other

details; but" the scheme is practically that which has always had cm-

full approval.

Our readers will notice one blank in the nmnber of delegates to be

allowed to the Institute. This is judicious, as will be shown shortly.

It will be noticed that the loth of August is fixed for the admission

without the proposal of any professional body ; it was explained that

this time was allowed because, although most of the delegates came
with full powers to pledge their respective societies, one or two had

instructions to report the rules definitely fixed to their own body,

before finally and fully joining the Alliance.

During the sifternoou, the delegates had an interview with the

Cotmcil of the Institute, for the purpose of fully explaining the

objects of the Alliance, and seeking the adhesion of the Institute.

At the request of the Council, Mr. Pritchett handed a list of the

delegates, and read the correspondence which had taken place

between the Council of the Institute and the promoters of the

jVlliance. Mr. Austin read the rules which had been just agi'eed to;

an interesting conversation then took place, in which Mr. Ashpitel,

Mr. Street, Professor Kerr, and Mr. Ilayward took part ou behalf of

the Institute, and Mr. Austin (Newcastle), Mr. Smith, and Mr.
Blashill, London, Professor Chamberlain (Birmingham), Mr. Pritchett

(Darlington), Jlr. Lloyd (Bristol), Jlr. Hay (Liverpool), on the side

of the Alliance.

On the side of the Institute it was urged that although the Council
were vcn/ aii.i-ious to see more intercourse between the various Archi-
tectm'al bodies, being the cliartcred body of the profession established

for the very objects alleged to be sought by tlie Alliance, they
could not delegate their functions to a body in which they were to be
represented by a number of delegates not much exceeding the number
of those sent by each other society ; and it was asked whether the
same object could not be accomplished by all provincial architects
joining the Institute. It was replied that provincial architects were
not inclined to subscribe two or three guineas a year, besides a heavy
entrance fee, towards the funds of an institution", in the management
of which they could take no part, and whose meetings they were of
course unable, a.s a rule, to attend. Moreover, that architects of equal
Btanding and influence in their own localities to that of the fellows of
the Institute in London, were not likely to become associates of the
Institute when they could not even give a vote, should any important
question bruio; them up to a meeting ; and country practice (where
measuring and valuing formed part of an architect's duties, which in
London, owing to the existence of the separate profession of surveyors,
it did not) rendered it impossible for the great bulk of the profession
to agree to the conditions under which alone they coidd become
fellows

; that architects in the country preferred having their own
local associations, where they could meet and discuss matters of pro-
fessional interest

; and what" they now sought was to devise a method
by which delegates from all societies could meet once a year, or when
necessary, and compare notes and take joint action. Various sugges-
tions for overcoming these difficulties were thrown out by gentlemen
representing both bodies, but as they were understood to be only indi-
vidual suggestions not binding on either side, we refrain from giving
them. °

The diiliculties above-mentioned are what w
in gr-eat measure expressed ; and we would suggest a

overcoming them, that, as the Institute is the chartered ;

ha\u always felt, and
•est as a means of

and influential

body in the profession, it should be allowed a number of delegates

cniial to those sent Inj all the other societies together; this would be

equivalent to viewing the Institute as one established body, and the

Alliance as another, and the mode proposed would form a further

alliance between the two.
_ ^ .

At the same time the entrance fee and subscription to the Institute

should be reduced, and the conditions of fellowship modified, so far at

least as relates to country architects, so as to induce alt architects of re-

spectabilityto join the Institutewithoutinjury.but with muchbeuefitto

the local associations, which woidd iu time thus become branches of the

Institute. By the Joint establishment of these two plans, the in-

fluence both of the Institute and of the local associations, and there-

fore of the Alliance, and the whole architectural profession, would be

much increased, and united action would then be not only jiossible, but

a contrai-ji state of things would be rendered impossible. We com-

mend this suggestion to the careful consideration of both bodies and

all architects.

It was understood, as the result of the conference, that when a

complete list of the rvdes of the Alliance should he sent to f he coun-

cil of the Institute, they woidd take the whole subject into full

consideration.

After the Alliance meeting, the delegates dined together. Mr.

Weightman (Liverpool) in the chair ; Mr, Austin (Newcastle) in the

vice-^chair. On the unavoidable withdrawal of the chairman, Mr.

Pritchett presided. After the usual loyal toasts, ' The Alliance,' ' Tho

Institute,' responded to by Professor Chamberlain, 'The London

Association' (Mr. Bimker), ' The Scottish Institute' (Mr. Lessels),

'The Provincial Associations' (Mr. Kennedy), 'The Guests' (Mr.

Blackett), and ' Tlie Northern .Association ' (Mr. Pritchett), ' The

Chairman ' and ' The Vice-f'hairman ' were given.

After the protracted Labours of the day the social intcrcom-se among

professional brethren so widely .scattered was much enjoyed, and a

very pleasant evening spent. We trust that it will not be the last

meeting of tlie kind, and that much good will in many ways arise

from this Alliance.

TOWN SEWAGE.

TT/E very lately directed our readers' attention to the proposal for a

V T commission of enquiry into the condition of tho Tliames and

its tributaries, with reference to its pollution by the sewage of every

town and village situated above the metropolis. We could not then,

and cannot now, understand why the enqiury is to be limited to the

upper part of the river, seeing that the tide flows both ways, and that

any sewage matter discharged into the Thames water, at a point even

as "distant as Barking, will more or less impregnate tlie river at

London. We are quite aware that this is denied by eminent engi-

neering authorities, whose opinions, however, have been based on

certain float experiments, which do not accurately indicate the action

of the tide on sewage matter held in suspension ; and even if they did,

and it was proved to our satisfaction that sewage discharged into tlie

Thames at the terminus of the main drainage works would not return

to any perceivable extent to, say, Westminster Bridge, we shoidd

still contend that we have no right to poison the water at the Tower,

at Greenwich, Blackwall, Woolwich, or other places down the river.

But the sewage must be disposed of in some way or another, and

we say now, as we said years ago, that the reasonable, and indeed

natural mode of disposing of it, is to apply it to the laud from whence

it came, and which is impoverished by this natural fertilising agent

being deposited in the beds of seas and" rivers. We cannot think tliat

there is a single instance where the excrement of cattle is systematically

conducted into a river, and so lost to any useful purpose
;
on the coii-

trai-y, it is everywhere preserved as a valuable commodity, and in

many parts of the country farmers cannot be induced to part with a,

single load at any price, as they cannot collect sufticient to compensate

the loss to the fertilising properties of their land, without the aid of

artificial manures, or guano, which is collected and brought over the

seas at a cost of, say, eleven or twelve pounds per ton, while we throw
awav millions of tons, which might be collected and conveyed to

certain stations at a cost of a few pence per ton. At two-pence per

ton, the value of London sewage alone has been estimated at

£1,.500,000 per annum ! And yet we throw aw.ay this large sum an-

nually, to the injury of oiu- health, the impoverishing of our land,

and tlie incurring of an enormous expenditure in .rcwers and pumping
stations.

The fact is, the whole question is wrapped up in a shroud of false

delicacy. There is not a gentleman's country house iu England but has

attached to the offices a dung-heap of stable and other animal excreta,

and every mews iu London has the same ; but while these heaps

are tolerated close to houses, while animal dung in farm yards is

allowed to accumulate and decay until it is two or three feet in thick-

ness, it is thought that the only proper way to deal with the excre-

tions of the metropolitan population is to throw them iuto the Thames.
The chief objections that have been taken to this application of the

sewage of large towns to land are, that its distribution over extensive

tracts of country would be oflensive and unwholesome, and that
it would be difficult to convey it to convenient situations for

distribution. To the latter objection we say nothing, except that it
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I'oulil as well be conveyed to a hundred stations over the country as

lo Barkinp; and with regard to the first objection, it is not creditable

tu chemists if they have not yet asccrtaincil a mode of disinfecting

.se\va"-<' niatft-r, aiid we cannot but think that an eU'ectual process

might be discovered in less than three months, if proper measures

were taken. And, besides, there really seems to be very good reason

to believe that a large application of liquid sewage to land would not

be attended with unpleasant or iujuri<ms results, and that the soil itself

is the very best deodoriser we can have. Professor Way has dis-

covered that in soils there resides a power to separate from liquids

containing manure, or the important elements of manure, as ammonia,

phosphoric acid, magnesia and potash, these elements, not by mere

infiltration, because these things would pass through a filter, but by

a iicculiar chemical attracti<in possessed by the ingredients of a fertile

soil for these elements; so that if a quantity of liquid containing these

matters is passed through well-drained soil, the manurial properties

are retained anil fixed in the soil, while the water would escape

through the drains, in a perfectly pure state, and if the soil is not too

saturated with manurial properties, in a condition fit to drink. So

^•cat is the deoilorising ]iower of the soil, that the very moment the

liquid sewage sinks into it, and is not seen on the surface, all offensive

smell ceases. There is no necessity then to wait for any costly

means of deodorising sewage ; it is alread}' diluted, and natuxe

will do the rest.

Of the value of town sewage for agricultural purpo.ses there is no
doubt. Its principal constituents are nitrogen,—which exists partly in

the form of ammonia and partly in the form of organic matter—
phosphoric acid, potash, and organic matter, in the proportion.s to one

gallon of sewage of (v7 gi-ains nitrogen, 1'5 phosphoric acid, I'O

potash, and 30 gi-ains of organic matter ; but it must be used in a

diluted state as it leaves the sewer, eveiy attempt to evaporate the

water and leave a dry manure having completely failed.

Birmingham was in a bad state, as regards drainage, initil

1851, when a system of sewerage was commenced, and in 18.53 the

buUc of the sewage of the town was discharged into the river Thame.
Legal proceeding.s, however, were shortly after instituted, and the

authorities were ordered to refrain from polluting the river ; and the

result was the erection of a series of intercepting tanks, in which the

solid matter should he deposited as the sewage pa.ssed through them.
Attached to the main outlet sewer is a tank some 300 feet long by
90 feet wide and 7 feet deep, the sewage enters one end, passes

over two cross walls, lea-j-ing a sediment in each compartment ''At the
third pit is a filtering apparatus, on the upward system, whence the

water escapes into the river. The deposited matter is at- certain

times dug out and put upon the adjoining lauds to dry, when it is

given and sold to farmers in the neiglibourhood : but it is ascertained
that the most valuable portion of the sewage, in this case, finds its

way into the river, and it has been proposed to construct conduits
through the adjoining country, and to let out the sewage to
the farmers through whose farms it passes, each person so renting
sewage to have power to provide means of conveying the sewage
from the main conduit to any part of his estate. This, however, re-
quires an Act of Parliament, and the proposal, good as it is, remains
in abeyance.

A great deal is said about the offensiveness of sewage
; but in point

of fact, most per.sons who examine the outfall of a sewer for the first

time are surprised at the inoftensive ch.aracter which it presents : it is

only when fermentation sets in that it becomes decidedly bad, and
what it is then we know very well, from the state of the Thames a
summer or two since. Dr. Hoffinan has stated in evidence his belief
that, in the gTeater part of the year, sewage might be pumped, from
the new sewers now being made, into a covered reservoir through un-
derground mains ; the reservoir being ventilated by means of air shafts,
in which every noxious gas generated by the sewage is consumed by
fire

;
that the sewage might descend from the reservoir through main's

still underground, so as to be beyond the influence of the atmo.sphere
and alw.iys full of sewage, .and thence distributed over the earth in an
almost inoll'ensive state, and as soon as it has sunk into the earth
there would be no smell whatever.
We repeat, then, that, for more than one reason, the river Thames is

not the proper channel for om' sewage, and, as there is yet rime, we
trust that the whole thing may be reconsidered. Profcsstu' ^"oelcker
has said, that sewage is truly a well-kno-mi but an miworI;ed mine of
gold, and that we may estimate its value bv the sums expended to
compensate for its loss

; we pay for our guaiio £2,000,000 annuallv

;

for oil-cake and com to feed om- manure-producing animals, many
millions; and vast sums are aimuallv expended for phosphates and
other artificial manures. Nationally this neglect is a great calamitv,
but one that, it is to be hoped, may receive a gradual and wholesome
con-ection. Sewage is not more difficult to convev than the water which
intersects our streets and finds its way into every house. It is a ques-
tion for the landlord and his tenant, for our legislators and the country
at large. Experiment.s have shown, that we mav apply our sewage to
our clay soils at any period and in any quantity, ".and that the ^ahmble
manunal solutions will reni.am in the soil, chemically arrested by an
all-wise Pro-i-idence for the use of plants, and for the ultimate raod
of man. "^

THE ORDNANCE SURVEY.
HAAING in previous p.apers shown the gi-eat advantages which must

accrue to the nation from its possession of an accurate survey of

each county, in the form of maps available for the engineer, and sci-

entific men gener.ally, we may now proceed to describe the mode by
which the Ordnance Sur\-eyors produce those maps at the Ordnance
Survey Office, Southampton. It may be well to state primarily that
the Survey of the United Kingdom is based upon and connected with
a triangulatioii which extends over the whole country. The distances

between the trigonometrical stations are derived from measured b.ase

lines on Salisbury Plain, and on the .shore of Lough Foyle, in the north
of Ireland. This most important, and indeed \ital branch of the work,
has been executed with the greatest possible degree of accuracy, the
difference between the measured lengths of the bases of verification

and their computed lengths not exceeding two and a-half inches in

seven miles. In effecting this extraordinary degree of exactitude, a
standard bar of iron has been used for the purposes of measurement,
and, of course, on sill occasions of the employment of this instrument,

the temperature was taken into account. A few degrees higher or
lower on the thcrmometric scale, as our readers are aware, would tell

in the shape of expansion or contraction on a bar of iron, and hence
the necessity for extreme care in using it as a st.andard of measurement.
The average length of the sides of the triangles in the principal tri-

angul.ation, is about sixty miles ; but many of the sides exceed 100
miles in length. The primary triangulation is next broken up into

smaller triangles, the sides of which are from five to ten miles long
;

and this second system of triangulation is again broken up into tii-

angles, the sides of which are about one mile long. These form the

tertiary, or minor triangul<ation.

The persons employed to make the detailed survey next actually

measure the length of each side of the minor triangles on the gi'oimd,

noting down most carefully, in their 'field-books,' eveiy fence, stream,

or other object they may happen to meet with in the operation. They
then measure cross lines from one side of the triangle to the other, .and,

by taking off-sets from the measured lines to every object on the face

of the country, they obtain in their field-liooks the data for plotting-

accurate plans of the coimtry, to any scale th.at maybe required. The
length of every measured side of a triangle is, therefore, checked by
the computed trigonometrical distiincc, while the accuracy of the lines

within each triangle is checked by the plotting, and thus the risk of

error on the p.art of the surveyors is completely obviated. It wiU be
seen, indeed, that by this method not only is perfect accuracy of mea--

surement obtained, but every object is placed in its exactly relative-

position to every other object, however distant. Thus, for example,
_

any house shown on a plan of part of the centre of the kingdom, is not
only in its correct relative position to any other house in its own
immediate neighbourhood, but it is also shown in its correct rehative-

position to any and everj' house from C'ornwall to Caithness. It is

needless for us to point out the exceeding value of exactness in making
these preliminary measurements, because it v\'ill be obvious to .all. The
corps of Koyal Engineers, to whom the work is entrusted, are, how-
ever, so well trained in their duty, that tliey perforin it unerringly,

and the checks emploj'ed, in ninety-niue cases out of a hundred, only

demonstrate the correctness of their labours.

As regards the levels which are engraved on all the plans issucil

from the Ordnance Smwey Office, they are all given in relation to one

datum level. That for Great Britain is the level of mean tide at Liver-

pool, and in relation to this, principal lines of levels h.ave been carried

all over the kingdom, from Cape Wrath to Land's End. Thus, again,

the levels which are publi-shed on the plans are strictly correct, rela- -

tively to each other, no matter how widely separated the places may be.

The scales which have so far been adopted for the Ordnance Survey
of Great Britain are as follows :

—

To'mjs

—

-^^-ij of the actual linear measure.

Pakishes—5-5V0) or 2-5,344 inches to a mile, in cultivated districts.

Counties—6 inches to a mile,

The Kingdom— I inch to a mile.

The p.arish plans on the 2.5-inch scale, or the scale of one inch to"

ope acre, have been traced, and thirty copies taken by the process of
zincogr.aphy. The whole of the parish plans would h.ave been treated
ill the same way ; but a decision of the House of Commous some
time since caused the making of such plans to be discontinued.
T.ables containing the area of each separate enclosure are published
with the thirty plans in question. Each street is to be obtained
separately. Collectively they are one and a half inches long, and one
mile wide, and, therefore, contain im area of 9G0 acres.

The pLans of parishes on the -,^y,-^ scale have been published. These
have been multiplied either by the lithographic, zincographic, or the
anastatic process. The first mode has fallen somewhat into desuetude
at South.ampton, but it may not be improper to give some sort of
description of the process here, as well as of these which have, to a
certain extent, supplanted it. There .are some points of difference in

the lithographic operation .as relating to mapping and ordinary litho-

graphy, and this will justify our explanations of the former. The plan
is first tr.aced with lithogr.aphic ink on tracing paper, which has first

been thinly coated with st.arch or paste. For the sake of economy,
the general outline is traced Ijy boys, the forests, woods, and figures

being stamped, or, in other words, imprinted by the same youthful
artists. Thus the wiiting and other details which require delicate

manipulation alone remain for the duty of the practised draftsman.
The drii-wdng of the lines on the tracing requires to be boldly done.
When completed, the tracing is laid between sheets of damp paper,
jiud is thus made ready for transference to stone. This is previously
polished by aid of pumice-stone until a good surface is obtained, the
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fiual polish being administered by the use of a piece of 'water of

\^' ^stouc, or other steatite. The lithogi-aphic stone, thus prepared

fofits important duty, next receiyes the t,-aeing. The who e is passed

now about a dozen 'times through the lithographic printing press,

care being taken to damp the ti-acing occasionaUy dimug the pioce^.s.

Th's paper is then removed, and it will be found that the ink from

the G-acing lias adhered to the stone to which, therefore, the dj'awing

ha« been transferred.
. ,

Great care is required during this operation, so as to preserye the

surface of the stone from the contact with oil or grease, for both ot

which it has a gi-eat affinity. The next process is to etch the stone

^rith diluted nitric acid, and aftenvards to pom- on it a solution ol

Stum-arabic. The acid effects a chemical change on the surface ot the

atone, and thus diminishes its atti-action for grease. It also removes

any particles of gi-ease which may have adhered to the stone and, by

opening its pores, enables it the better to imbibe moistui'e. The gum-

water tills up the pores, and prevents the blank parts of the stone

from taking up the ink in printing. The stone is next washed over

^yith turpentine, to remove all but the fatty portions of the ti-ansfer

ink, after which the printing roller is passed over it, or it is rubbed

with a piece of flannel charged with printing ink, which is, perhaps,

better in its results than the roller.
, . , •

, ^i

"RTien the lines have thus been suiBciently charged with ink, the

printing is commenced, the paper on which the impressions are to be

taken b'eing previously damped. After each impression, the pnntmg

roller is passed over 'the stone, which is also kept damp by spongmg.

Usually, the sheets resulting from these operations are clear
^
and

truthful, the percentage of failures being small indeed. The disad-

vantage attending the work is, however, in the great weight of the

stones, and their liability to fractiu'e. Hence it is that at the South-

ampton works zinc has been of late largely substituted.

The zinc plates intended for map-printing are usually about one-

eio-hth of an inch in thiclmess. They are prepared by careful rubbing,

in^the fii-st place, with ' water of Ayr stone,' and tinishiug off with

the finest sand, and water supplied' by aid of a zinc muller. The

drawing is made, and ti-ansferred, as in the lithographic process

;

but instead of using nitric acid, the zinc plate is etched with a solu-

tion of nut-galls. Should any alteration be required in the drawing

after transfer, the defective work may be removed by the application

of ' water of Ayr stone,' or the Hues maybe obliterated by the appli-

cation of a solution of fused potash. It is astonishing, however, to

what a slight depth the lines actually extend, and how soon, therefore,

a zinc plate may be freed from them, and made ready to receive other

impressions.

We come now to what is known as the Anastatic process, which is

patented, and which promises, when fully developed, to be of im-
mense value. Briefly it may be said that by its means a print, how-
ever old, and if originally made by a greasy ink, may be tranferred to

a zinc plate, and then that copies to any extent are obtainable by
printing from the plate.

In successfully employing the Anastatic process it must be first

ascertained, by rubbing a piece of thin paper over some part of the

drawing which it is intended to copy, whether the ink is so fixed as

that no trace of it will come off by pressure. If this prove to be the

case, the drawing or print must be immersed for some minutes in a
hot solution of strontia, in the proportion of about one ounce of strontia

to a quart of water. This has the effect of loosening the ink. The
drawing or print must next be partially dried, and afterwards im-
mersed in a solution of nitric acid, in the proportions of one of acid to

six of water. If the print be compai'atively new, the strontia bath
may be dispensed with, that of the acid being sufficient.

The drawing is then ready to be transfeiTed to a zinc plate, pre-
viously polished with flour of emery. This done, a sheet of paper,

damped with nitric acid, is placed over the drawing, and the press is

put into reqiusition. The transfer is effected by passing the plate
through an ordinary copper-plate printing press. Afterwards the
drawing is removed, and the plate wiped over with gum-water. It is

then charged with printing ink, and subsequently etched with phos-
phoric acid, of which a few drops are mixed with gum-water. The
plate is thus made ready for printing, and may be used in a manner
precisely similar to that spoken of in reference to zincooraphy. We
hare said that the Anastatic process is likely to become one of oreat
practical value ; and, indeed, it is difficult to see where its usefulness
will end. On the occasion of our recent visit to the Survey Office
we observed that a portion of the celebrated and original Domes-day
Book was being copied by these means. The results, so far as the
proof sheets shown to us went, were admirable. Facsimiles of the
ancient chronicles of England were being obtained without any
apparent injury to the venerable and venerated documents themselves-
and it was manifest that ancient prints, engravings, or drawimrs
might be faithfully copied in the same inexpensive and yet most
effectual manner.
We -will now speak of the reduction of plans by photographic

agency. At the Southampton works this is accomplished with an
amount of elegance, ease, and precision, which are remarkable. The
plans of towns on the ^^ sciJe, and those of cultivated districts
on the -jV,!j scale, are regularly reduced to the scale of six inches to
the mile, preparatory to engraving by photogi-aphy. The collodion
process is employed for the purpose of taking the negative copy. The
lens of the camera is a single achromatic meniscus, 3i-inches"in dia-
meter, with a principal focal length of twenty-four inches. The

mode of procedure is after the following fashion :—The plan to be

reduced is attached to a board, which can be, by means of a screw or

nut, adjusted to any height above the floor which may be required.

The' board is also moveable on a central pivot. The camera is placed

opposite to it upon a table running upon wheels over a small tramway,

laid down on the floor of the photographic room.

The required scale of the reduction is obtained by tracing on the

ground glass of the camera a rectangle corresponding on the reduced

scale with the rectangle of the plan to be produced. The cun-ature

of the imat'e, and indisrinctness of outline from spherical abeiTation,

are both remedied by reducing the diaphragm in front of the lens to a

small aperture. The negative, having been obtained upon glass, is

placed in the printing frame in contact with sensitive paper, and in

this manner as many"positive prints as may be required are taken in

rapid succession.

EXTERNAL MOSAICS IN ENGLISH AKCHITECTURE.

EECENT visitors to the International Exhibition have been much.

struck by the effect of the two painted designs for external

mosaics, which have been put up on the Cromwell Road front, in the

bare places above the windows. Supposing the window below to be

of grand architectural character, and supposing the general facing of

the building to be of such a material as would justify the intercalla-

rion of pictorial subjects, executed by the expensive process of mosaic,

a series of such pictorial decorations as these designs foreshadow

would undoubtedly produce a very striking effect. The general fafade

so treated (the previously named conditions being fulfilled) woiild

become a very remarkable monument, producing an eflect of .a kind

never yet realised, as far as we are aware, in pictorial decoration of

external architectm-e, whether of mosaic or simple painting. In most

of the painted facades of Italy, the subjects are not confined to spaces

or compartments, in which each would foi-m a distinct and complete

work in itself; but occupy a certain portion of the front, regardless of

the window openings, which are allowed to break up the general com-

position. It is true that mosaic fascias and semicular compositions,

occui-ring over large doorways, are complete in themselves ; but those

who have travelled in Italy must have noticed the straggling character

of most of the painted facades, in which, in almost all cases, complete-

ness and compactness of eflect are destroyed by the cause alluded to.

A series of spaces of set form, e\-idently aiising out of the nature of

the structui-e (as at the building of our International E.xhibition), pro-

vide, on the conti-ary, such evidently legitimate opportunities for picto-

rial decoration that^ even if, from the "inherent defects in the general

biuldino', such a system of decoration be unadvisable in this instance,

the suo-o-estion wUl not be thrown away. The eft'ect is so good

that it will not die out with the present experiment. Many ai-chitects,

amonn- the rising men of genius now in the profession, will at once

perceive the value of such a method of obtaining coloui- in our external

architecture, especially when the permanence of decorations of the

kind be taken into consideration.

Supposing a system of mosaic decoration to be adopted, tesserse or

smalti, with^a highly vitrified surface, will be foimd the most desirable

for om- climate ;\s 'the brilliancy of the coloming vsnll not only be

greater, but, what is of far gi-eater importance, more durable. Tesserse

of earthenware, without gloss, have the advantage for internal work,

neai- the eye ;
producing, as they do, a softer and more h-uly pictorial

eflect. But for external pm-pos'es, to be y-iewed at a considerable dis-

tance, and in a strong light, the decorative brilliancy of vitrified smalti

will possess gi-eat advantages. Their fabrication must, however, bea
oreat advance on those now used ; a coarse kind of geometric mosaic

work, which has been already successfully established, and used with

o-reat effect for many purposes. These have only been hitherto made

in the positive colours, and gold ; and they have also the defect of not

being accurate and regidar enough in foi-m, to make joints sufficiently

fine for pictorial work of a high class. This is, however, only a

mechanical difficulty, which will be very easily overcome. It would,

perhaps, be advisable to get a few Italian workmen over, who are already

accustomed to the kind of tones of colour necessary, the number of

tones generally required, and a variety of other details, which it woidd

take us some time, and many costly experiments, to find out, while a

practised worker would put us in the way of aniving at them at

once.

Any architects, anxious to establish a new branch of industrial art

in the country, and at the same time one that must prove of the

utmost value, as a new decorative feature in our national architecture,

should aid the subscription which is being raised for the purpose of

attempting the reproduction, in mosaic, of the two designs above men-

tioned. The Marquis of Salisbuiy, A. II. Layard, Esq.. M.P., and H.

Cole, Esq., represent the committee ah-eady formed, for .superintending

the attempt about to be made to nationalise mosaic, as an English branch

of art manufacture.
The designs are both of them effective. The necessary kind of

treatment has been well hit out ; and the calculations with regard to

scale, both of object and mimipularion, have been made with masteily

precision, to suit the distance at which the subjects have to be seen.

' The Fishermen,' by Mr. Hook, is perhaps, on the whole, the most
successful ; the animal undergoing the operation of shearing, in Mr.

Sydney Cooper's ' Sheep Shearing,' being rather lumpy, but a little

more angidarity, to be easily produced by crisply applied half-tints,
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wmiM at onco reimivo this sliglil oljjoction. It would not be hy any

iiicaii.^ ailUcuU to iiniiio a series of subjects wbieb would bo suitable

loi- the purpose of lilliug all the spaces (above alluded to) in the front

..f the present buildiuir. Fishin-, but for the exeoptioual talent of

Mr. Hook, who has made his composition appear the very thinir

equired, would hardly seem sulliciently connected with arts and

but sheep-shearinp, the first step to all our woollen fa-
"•

lustrial art. Then there are, 'Thihe

connected

manufactur

brios, is quite suitable'for a palace of iudu;

Painter,'
'

'l"he S.-ulptor,' 'The Architect,' 'The Enjji-aver,' 'The

Printer; 'The Weaver,' 'The Lace Malter,' 'The Engine Driver,'

'The (Jun-barrel Grinder,' 'The Carpenter,' 'The Cabinet Maker :

'
it

is useless to name more—the subjects are so plentiful; but is any part

..f the buildinff to bo permanent ? Public opinion has been so strongly

pronounced against it, that this seems doubtful. Yet, before deciding,

it would bo well to consider tliat the commoner kinds of vrbite and

coloured marbles are now cheap, and that ornameiital sculpture for

architectural purposes has recently become a trade, producing its

works at the most moderate rate, considering their excellence, wliich

is frequently very considerable. With these facilities it would be easy

to clothe the entire permanent portion of the building in marble._ This

material would alone gi\e a certain air of importance, and a decidedly

palatial character to it : and the commonness of the forms might be

redeemed, or at all events concealed, to a great extent, by well de-

signed ornament, if rather profusely supplied. The building thus

cased, the otTect of certain features being heightened by marbles of

well selected tones of deep colour, and the whole enriched with a

series of brilliant mosaic pictures, might, perhaps, yet be made to form

a ^•ery striking mouumect, notwithstanding its unpromising debtd, and

in spite of au undeniable want of refinement, amounting to absolute

coarseness, in its main forms. The building would thus establi-h its

fame as a stately monument, just as a female celebrity, with but few

personal charms, has passed undisputedly as a Court beauty on the

strength of her lace and diamonds.

|Ctta-:iturf.

FORMUL/E, RULES, AND EXAMPLES FOR ENGINEERS,
ARCHITECTS, ETC.*

AII.VNDY-BOOK, such as this, has been a desideratum ever since

the period of the extension of the examination system, to the

various classes of candidates for office in the three services named in

its title. The standard of acquirements in scientific knowledge for

each branch of those services is, no doubt, on the whole, fairly adj usted

;

but it is essential that every facility for reaching that standard should

be aftbrded those who are ambitious of scaling official heights, and of

creditably maintaining their positions after having done so. In the

work under notice, the general student of mathematics and of engi-

neering, civil and mechanical, will find an invaluable aid to study.

Under alphabetically-arranged headings, examples are given of calcu-

lations of every kind that are likely to be useful ; and these are so care-

fully and yet concisely worked out, as that they may serve as models
and guides on all occasions. Commencing with ' Aeronautics,' and
ending with ' Work,' the whole curriculum of scientific information is

touched upon, and thus Mr. Baker has given to the public in a con-
densed, yet perfect form, a Cyclopjedia of Science. We have said that

the first division of the volmue will be fovmd of gxeat service to

students, and it may be added that it will a.ssuredly be of much value,

also, to those who have advanced beyond the student stage, and who
have taken their places among men of business. In reference to the
formation of railways, much practical information is conveyed, and
evidently the author speaks thereon with all the authority which is

due to experience ; no point necessary to the railway engineer is omitted,
and the whole is treated with a master hand. W'here all branches
of mochanical and applied science are dealt with so admirably, it is

unnecessarj-, however, to particularise, and we can only recommend
the book as a rnde meciim for student and master alike.

The second dinsion of the work, though confined essentially to cal-
culations in reference to the construction of wi-ought-iron bridges, is

not less usefid in its way. Rules for finding the strain and breaking
weight of those now so generally-used structures are given, together
with the results of experiments made by eminent engineers, at home
and abroad, in testing their strength and" capabilities. We extract from
this portion of the volume, some interesting particidars relating to the
new suspension-bridge in course of erection at Lambeth. It is ti-ue,

we cannot say much in favour of the appearance of that specimen of
wi-ought-iron bridge building, but it has the merit at least of being
the cheapest work of the kind in existence, ,ind that is something. The
coffin-like piers, destitute of grace and symmetrv, will ever mar the
satisfaction which arises from a knowledge that the bridge will be of
great service ; and it is only to be regretted, that when so much energy
has been visible in erecting it, a little more t.aste was not displayed in
the design of the piers, jlr. Dowling savs, of the Lambeth B'ridge,
that It consists of ' three spans, of 280 feet each, with a clear height
of 21 feet at the centre, above high water. Its total width is 32 feet,
and that is made up of a roadway of 20 feet, and two footpaths, each

feet -^vide. Lattice sides are intended to prevent the undulation wbicli

occurs in other suspension-bridges supported only by vertical rods. It is

further sought to check disturbance ))y attaching the cables to the

standards, and not to a saddle allowed to move freely on rollers. Tho

standards or piers are constructed of wrought iron, and acting in com-

bination with lattice sides, to produce lateral rigidity. The roadway

will be covered with macadamised granite. The platform will be

composed of wrought-irou plates, riveted to longitudinal and trans-

verse wrought-iron beams; so that the roadway will form a horizontal

girder of great strength. The platform is to be suspended to the cable,

not by vertical rods, but by rigid lattice sides ii\eted to the longi-

tudinal beams of the platform." Mr. Dowling remarks that the use of

iron-wire for suspension cables is new in this country, and then goes

on to say of those which now stretch across the river in graceful

curves at Lambeth, that there are foiu- of them ;
' each of these con-

sists of seven strands of S'S in. Thus the total section of wire is

98 in., calculated for a direct tension of 3,020 tons. The total

weight of cables is 150 tons, and each strand is mider (! tons. Eacb

strand is made up of 7 smaller strands of 7 wires. A fathom of the

cable weighs about 525 lbs., and a fathom of each large strand 75 lbs.

Tho cable" has been manufactured on the spot, each .strand having

been strained and deli\-ered from the machine at once to the bridge.

. . . The weight of superstructure for one bay is 300 tons; max-

imum distributed loads—at 80 lbs. per foot super., 300 tons : total

GOO tons. The total horizontal tension on the cables is 875 tons.

The length of the bridge between abutments is 840 ft., and its area

26,880 s^uperficial feet. The estimated cost of the structure is £28,000,

or less than £1 2s. per supei-iicial foot. It is expected that £40,000

will cover the value of property interfered with in forming its ap-

proacbe.?, as well as the cost of the work. The engineer is Mr. P. W.
Bastow.'

We have not met so detailed an account of the new Lambeth

Bridge elsewhere, and are sure that oiu' readers will thank us for

transcribing Mr. Dowliug's information regarding it.

Many excellent tables are appended to the second division, the

joint productions of Messrs. Baker and Dowling, and these go to

make it the more useful. On the whole it lias our imqualified

approval.

• Formulas, Rule
, ^^

Tire Exjminati.Ml<; .nl,o fnr Malhcni ilic.ll stuaenis ,inn i.ngiiieers. uv 1. l..ikor, i:.t;.

n ^"u V, 1" '^"^y'v."'^"''"'"''^
""'"'"'<'' f"' Wrouglit Iron Bridg.es, with Useful Tables.By C. H. Uowling, C.E. Division II. tendon : John Weale,.')9 High Holbom, lt62.

, .inil Examples, for C.indid.ites for Ihe Milil.iry, Nai-al. and Civil Ser-
'tndents and rngmeers. Bv T. L.il.er, C.E.
tnw VV.-n..nl.. T -.^ .. U. ;.]-_. 1.1. IT ....I .,...1.1

SCUDAMORE ORGANS.*
rpHE author of this work is already favom-ably known for tlie

X. energetic ettbrts he has made to improve the musical aiTange-

ments of village churches, and bis claims to public approbation are

consideralily increased by the publication of the volume now before

us. With "singular ability the reverend gentleman has therein dis-

cussed the whole question of church music, pointing out the defects

which too often mar its solenm influences, and sugoesting practical

remedies for them. ' Of all pieces of church furniture,' says Mr.

Baron, ' the organ seems to be that which is, as yet, least penetrated

bv the truthfulness which has been attempted, with more or less

success, in every other part of the sacred edifice In organs,

the atmospherical undulations have been interfered with in all sorts

of wavs — the pipes have been too closely packed together, and too

deep in file ; the .sound-boards have been kept too low, so that the

mouths of the real speaking-pipes have not been much above the key-

board. Besides these disadvantages for the clear transmission of

sound, the pipes have commonly been enclosed in a case, leaving no

outlet for the speech of the pipes except at the top and through the

interstices of the front.' The violence done to acoustical principles

by these and other absurd modes of constructing organs is forcibly

dwelt upon, and cogent reasons are adduced for amendment in that

direction.

Influenced by these and other considerations of weight and moment,
the reverend author of the work under notice sometime since planned

an organ for bis o^mi village church of Upton Scudaniore. This

proved to be a complete success, and many others, adapted to the

various edifices for which they were intended, have been since

constructed and employed with admirable eftect. Of the in-

striuuent used in the "Church of LTpton Scudaniore, an excel-

lent illiLstration is given, whilst two other types known as the

' Douglas,' and ' St. Cecilia,' are also represented. Of ancient

organs, curious and quaint in their forms, many illustrations

occur throughout the work, while the letter-press descriptions of

these abound with interesting details. In short, we recommend all

who are interested in the questions of church music and ecclesiastical

decoration, to obtain and study for themselves the volume which Mr.

Baron has vnitten for their edification. It is impossible for theni to

rise from its perusal, and from an examination of the designs which

Mr. Street has la\i.shly introduced into it, without adding much to

their stock of information, and having at the same time their tastes

purified and elevated. It would not be just towards Mr. Henry Willis,

of Albany Street, Regent's Park, to omit stating that he is the organ-

builder to whom has been entrusted the task of realising the ide.as

of ]Mr. Baton, and that at his manufactory no less than two hundred

Scudaniore organs have been produced since 1858. The prices of these

vary from £25 to £130, so that cheapness and excellence meet and

are wedded.

* Scudaniore Organs, or Practical Hints respecting Org.in5 for Village Churches, and
small Chancel, on iniiiroved priiuiijles. By the Rev. John llaron, M.A , Reclnr of Upton
Scudaniore, Wilts. With designs by George Edmund Street, F.S.A. Second edition

revised, with postscrijit, and further steps. London : Bell & Daldy, 186 Fleet Street. '862.
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\IS INERTIA VICTA.*

TO attempt to follnw the author of this pamphlet through liis elabo-

rate dissertations would require more space thau we can atlord.

It is onlv possible for us, therefore, to direct attention to it and then

leave those who are curious to learn the theories of Mr. Keddie to

studv his brochure for themselves. That that gentleman is sincere in

his o'wn coinictious wo are quite willing to believe : certainly some

of his iiropositions are startlingly novel. The author states that his

pamphlet has been published with a due appreciation of what it pro-

fesses to prove, and that ' when a man has waited twenty years betore

making kno'n-n publicly what he believes to be as certain truth as that

two and two are equal" to fom-, whatever may be thought of his pre-

tensions, he cannot be eharaed with rashness.'

' Vis Inertia Victa ' is divided into ten sections. The first may

be considered introductory, and treats of the wide fields of ' Research

into Nature's Laws.' The second deals with 'flatter. Force, and

Alotion.' The third descants on 'Terrestrial Gravitation.' The fourth

on 'Single Impulsive Forces.' The fifth on 'Repeated impulses of

Force.' The si.xth on the 'Constant force of Gravitation.' The

seventh touches on ' The revoh-ing of Bodies.' The eighth on ' So-

called Centripetal Forces.' The ninth dives deeply into the mysteries

of the first and second propositions of the ' Principia ;
' and the tenth

and last section discusses ' The various Theories of Physical Astro-

nomy.' Diagrams are most profusely resorted to, and we have not

the slightest doubt that those who are bold enough to accompany the

author of the pamphlet through its sixty-five pages, will find that he

has given them mental employment which will till up their leisure

hours for mouths to come. \Vhether the lesidts will pay for the

labour is another question.

ELEMENTARY DRAWING.!

^E have no hesitation in saying, that this publication is one of ex-

ceeding value, not only to the teachers in public schools, for whom
it is more especiaOy intended, but to all who are engaged in qualifv-ing

themselves in any mechanical trade. It is quite needless for us to urge

the especial usefulness of di'awing, nay, its absolute necessity, for all

who hope to obtain any degree of eminence in architectural knowledge,

or proficiency in either branch of the building trade. Without some
extent of acquirement in this direction, the pupil and the apprentice

can never hope to escape from ' the prison of a mean estate,' or gain

for themselves a name. It has been too much the habit, in times past,

for young -workmen to neglect the accomplishment of di'awing. In our
own day there is no excuse for this neglect, however. Facilities are

everywhere abundant to the hand of those who have but the energy to

will, and to do.

The work which has educed these prefetoi-y remarks is an illustra-

tion of the ease with which means of insti'uction in the art of drawing
may be obtained. It is not eosth-, and it is comprehensive and prac-
tical. No less than twenty-four fidl paged plates are given, advancing
from simple lines and gi-oups of letters, to ciu-ves, with application to
ai-chitectural mouldings, the leaves of plants and trees, &c.
These are accompanied by instructions, so plainly conveyed, that it

is impossible to mistake them ; and altogether it woidd be a derelic-
tion of duty if we did not commend, without reserve, the ' Hand-Book
of Elementary Drawing ' to all who desire to advance from the bench
to the office, or to exchange the jacket for the coat.

IRONMONGERY IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
No. II.

IN our last article we expressed our intention of noticing the principal
articles exliibited in Class 31, in reference to those intended for do-

mestic and ornamental pui-poses. TVe are consequently obliged to tarry a
little longer in the kitchen, before we can ascend into" the (E-awiug-room

;

and, again, to tarry indoors until we have leisure to go out of doors.
We notice, fii'st, Beuham & Sons' patent barrack and hospital cooking

apparatus ;—for hospital and barrack, each must have its kitchen for the
benefit of the sick and the hale. The apparatus exhibited in the Iron-
mongery Coiu-t is extremely compact, occupies little space, bakes, boils,
broils, steams, stews, warms plates, supplies hot water for the bath, and is
so very simple in its construction and arrangements generally, that no cook
or person place.l in superintendence need be long in understanding its uses
--and to all tlie uses enumerated it may bo put at once, supplying cooked
victuals, animal and vegetable, besides bread, puddings, and "pastry, for
500 to 1,000 persons. The apparatus consists of an oven, built of brick or
stone, and heated by a fire, the flame from which passes into the oven and
out at a flue. There is also a flue round the outside of the oven, in which
a number of boilers or saucepans are fixed for cooking meat, soup, &c.
The economy of fuel is very great, as the whole heat is confined to the in-
tenor, radiation from the metallic siufaces of the apparatus being prevented
by an mgemous arrangement of flues, admitting cold air between the
external metaUie and internal brick or stone waUs of this universal kitchen,
in practice, and when in fuU operation, so cool has been the apartment

StrLct.kc S Reddie. London: Bradbury
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where the cooking apparatus has been erected, that a cook has been kno«Ti

to complain of the cold, and to solicit heat from an open fire-place. It has

been already adopted by the War Department and the Admiralty. One of

those erected at Woolwich, in the Royal Artillery Barracks, is provided

with moveable tin boilers and steamers, enabling the various messes to cook

their rations separately, and carry them hot to their rooms— an arrange-

ment which is highly appreciated by the men. The apparatus is likewise

adapted for hospitals, and has been fixed up in workhouses with great

benefit to the inmates. The stove, of a smaller size, combining all the

advantages of the larger, is adapted for ships' galleys. The same firm

exhibit Flavel's prize kitchener. The range is made from 4 ft. to 6 ft. wide—
the one exhibited is 9 ft. wide, and comprises two roasters and two ovens,

hot-water apparatus, a hot plate whereon boiling, stewing, &c., miy be

done without injm-ing and soiling the vessels in use, and which may be used

as an ironing stove. "The roasters, ofwrought iron, are fitted up with moveable

shelves, double dripping pans, meat stands, &c., are thoroughly ventilated

by means of air tubes and valves, by closing which the roasters become
excellent ovens. The ' Oxford Range,' although it has been in use for some
twenty years, deserves inspection, with its adjuncts of a double smoke-jack,

cradle-spit, hot-plate, and hot closet. We believe it was first erected in the

Reform Club, Ijy Messrs. Benhani & Sons, under the direction of the

celebrated chef c/e cuisine, Alexis Soyer.

In the category of ranges and kitcheners, we must notice Hewen's
' Leamington Kitchener.' It is a well manufactured article. In principle

it difl"ers very Uttle from kitcheners in general, but has a few special arrange-

ments— as, a sliding plate-rack overhanging the hot-plate for keeping

constantly warm, plates and dishes, and a regidator for reducing or increasing

the intensity of heat, by lessening the bulk of fire when not required for

cooking, which is instantaneously effected by shifting the regulator to the

extent required to boil a kettle, or heat the surface of the range, or by re-

versing it, as the case may be. Tlie regidator, properly attended to, effects

a great saving in fiiel. The regulator acts vertically, raising or lowering

the bottom of the grate. The same object is effected in the ' O.xford Range

'

by a horizontal motion which contracts the burning fuel into any space

required, or which allows it to occupy the whole area of the grate.

The ' General Iron Foundry Company ' have what they term a table

range for the centre of a kitchen. It so for resembles Benham & .Sons'

that it roasts, boils, grills, stews, steams, &c., at a small expenditure of

fuel. It has a boUer capable of keeping oOO gallons of water at boiling-

point, and another which will supply steam sulficient for a large establish-

ment. A duplicate of this range has been for some time in use at Mr.

Kiihn's, the restaurant of Hanover Street, Regent Street, who says of it,

among other things : I could cook by means of this range alone from 500

to 1,000 dinners ei la carte in one day, each person dining off three or fom-

courses,' and the only faidt he has to find with it is, its power of producing

steam and heating water beyond the largest requirements of his establish-

ment.
Cundy's patent brick oven winding-cheek semi-closo kitchen range

appears uncommonly well adapted for small families, and yet has power
enough to provide for a large company, where the master of the house is

disposed to be hospitable. It is exhibited by Mr. Addis, of Leicester Street,

Leicester Square. One merit claimed for the brick oven is. that it absorbs-

the steam given out by bread or meat in the process of baking, and that

consequently the baking is totally free from the disagreeable flavom- in meat

baked in an iron oven. The ventilator and register relieve the kitchen

from excessive heat, prevent the smell of cooking all over the house, and

may be kept open without diminishing the efficiency of the range.

Messrs. Ritchie, Watson & Co., Etna Foundry, Glasgow, exhibit several

kitcheners, grates, stoves, &c , all distinguished by some feature of useful-

ness or of economy. One of their kitcheners is all that any person of very

moderate income coidd desiderate for the family kitchen^moderate in price,

and capable of being put to a varietj- of domestic purposes.

For the present, at least, we must have done with the kitchen. Tliere

are other exhibitors whose goods, intended for the grand laboratory which

contributes so vastly to human comfort, and hence so humanising, are de-

serving of notice ; but in one article we cannot compass cverj-thing, or all

we could wish. We ascend to the haU ; and without particularising indi-

viduals, woidd direct attention to a vast display of stoves, in Class 31,

intended for warming halls, and not only hahs, but churches, schools, and
public buildings. There are various specimens of the ' gill stove '—so-called,

as the heating-surface of the metal of the stove is so formed as to resemble

more or less the gills of a fish. By this arrangement the stove presents a
large radiating surface, and a small one will warm a hall or building of

considerable cubic dimensions. JIauy of the stoves and calorifers are very

ingenious in their construction, and elegant in appearance, and deserve

inspection. Y'achtsmen may turn aside and take a look at Feetham & Co.'s

elegant Httle stoves for cabins. We shall probably have to return to stoves

and calorifers, having been able to give them passing attention only.

Before quitting the hall, we ought to mention Crichley & Co.'s hat-stand, a

fine piece of iron-casting, bronzed, and with enameled pannels, a novelty of

which we shall have presently to speak.

And now we enter the dining-room and parlour, and ascend into the

drawing-room, the boudoir, and bed-chamber. The display of ironmongery

for these various apartments was never before witnessed in point of variety,

elegance of design, purity of taste, and perfection of workmanship in such

limited .space. If we have any complaint to make, it is' that there is such

a large display of articles of luxe, and such a small display of such as a

person of ordin.ary means could acquire. We speak chiefly in reference to

grates, fenders, and fire-irons, and mantel-pieces, dogs, and cheeks. Brass, and
bronze, and steel, and marble have been operated upon most marvellously,

by hammer and hand, and grinding machine and chisel, to produce the rare

effect one witnesses in this class of manufactiu'e. A housemaid must stand

dismayed when first introduced to these handsome stores and grates. She
will despair of ever being able to keep them in their pristine bright-

ness. However shall she be able to keep these fire-bars clean, these radiating

ash-pans bright as silver ; this fender, and these pokers and tongs cut and
carved with as many facets as a diamond ! One would almost be afraid to

kindle a fire in one of those grates, and yet we are informed that, with
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ordinary CAn; all tliosc In-iglit things may bo easily prosorveil, tliat the

smoke of coal's does not blacken them, or if blackened by a smokey chimney

that they are readily cleaned with a moistened piece of flannel. It would

be impossible to cuumcrate all the fine things exhibited of the kind, and if

we give a few names of exhibitors, it is not with the purpose of making

pxclusive mention. Benliam & Sons' drawing-room stoves, and fire-dog

gr;itcs for the dining-room or manorial hall, are rich in design and skilful

m manufacture. This firm exhibits Hilling's stove for reducing smoke^
indeed, it is almost a smoke-consuming stove. By a simple contrivance, a

valve is brought into play, after the fire is lighted, wliich prevents any

down-draught from the chimney on the gustiest day ; no fear of smoke

entering the room, no fear of the smoke darkening bright fenders and fire-

irons. And then the heated ail- from the fire is made to circvilate in such

manner iu the front part of the grate, that it is radiated into the room,

and does not escape into the chimney. Fartlier, perforations in the back

part of the grate, on a level with the ignited fuel, admit currents of cold

air which, coming in contact with the flame, so assist to_ consume its

carbon that the gi-ate or stove is almost smokeless. For the sides of stoves,

porcelain has been introduced in great variety and elegance of design
;
but,

as a speciality, we would draw attention to the patent enamel in imitation

ofporcelain for stove sides and facings, exhibited by Messrs. Crichley & Co.,

of Birmingham. This, we are informed, is not liable to crack, like porce-

lain, will stand any ordinary degree of heat, and can be produced at a very

trifling addition to the cost of any grate. Messrs. Yates, Haywood &
Drabble, of Eotherham, exhibit some beautiful cast-iron stoves, and fenders

and fire-irons. The fire-irons of Messrs. A. Gray & Sons, of Birmingham,

are veiy noteworthy ; and so also the stoves, fenders, and other appur-

tenances of the fii-eside exhibited by Mark Feetham & Co. Perhaps, as

a matter of taste, not of excellent workmanship, we should object to one

of their stoves as being overlaid with brass ornamentation, which gives it a

rather heavy look. Some of their marble mantel-pieces are magnificent.

In the way of the mantel-pieces we would draw attention to those in cast-

iron, bronzed, exliibited by Messrs. Ritchie, 'Watson & Co., of Glasgow,

and also to their drawing and bedroom stoves, neat in design, and marvels

as regards cheapness, if we compare them with stoves of the same dimen-

sions which cost twice the price nearly ten years ago. The General Iron

Foundry Company have also some fine stoves, and a kitchener which we

omitted to mention in its proper place, but which is well worth inspecting,

on account of its special arrangements. As we shall have to return to the sub-

ject, we shall conclude our present notice. It is not our intention to make

"invidious distinction ; but rather to iurite the attention of the public to

the cnsenMe of the Ironmongery Court, which is extremely creditable to

tlic taste and skill of the British artisan. Iron and metal work, for orna-

mental purposes, must form the subject of a future article.

HOUSES FOR THE "WORKING CLASSES.

I
DO not know whether you will be disposed to admit into the columns of

the Building News a' review of the condition of the working classes
;

not solely with reference to their habitations and the sanitary conditions

which atfect them, but in respect of their social position in general, and

their relations with the other classes of society. If you will give publicity to

my views on these questions, I shall be glad to lay them before your readers.

There is no class of working men more intelligent than those engaged in

the building trades, and their numbers, comprising all the branches of the

constructive arts, ai-e perhaps gi-eater than those of any other distinct trade,

manufacture, or pursuit, with the exception of agricultural laboiirers, many
of whom, working as excavators, take a large part in extensive building

works. They are also more widely and equally distributed over the

hnd in town or country, are more of travellers moving from place to place iu

the piu-suit of their calling, and sojourn less on the same spot ;—circumstances,

which perhaps account for their superior intelligence and independence.

They may be regarded as the pioneers of society. Wherever men dwell,

their services are brought into operation, and cannot be dispensed witli.

The intimate personal relations which exist between working men of the

building trades and employers, more than in any other branches of industry,

—afact which must be recognised andfelt in its moral influences by manyof
your readers,—makes me hope that employers ^vill not be indisposed to con-

sider suggestions sincerely advanced for the extension of sympathy between

themselves and the men in their employ. My views, however, on the

actual state and future prospects of the working classes extend to men of

every trade.

I am far from undervaluing the benevolent intentions and useful services

of a numerous body of gentlemen, who for man}' years past have taken

great interest, and applied considerable sums of money, in the erection of

model lodging-houses. They no doubt have done a vast amount of good,

and have set an example which has drawn public attention to the sufferings

and privations of the poor, more prominently than perhaps would other-

wise have been the case. But it is to be regretted that their efforts have

been attended ^vith results by no means commensurate with the expecta-

tions of the promoters of those establishments, or the resources at their

command.
Two causes, I think, explain this want of success. The principal one is,

that the conductors of the model lodging-houses movement, in their pub-
lished programme, assumed too much of the tone of upper class patronage

and charitable sympathy ; the other is, that in the construction, arrange-

ment, and management of the establishments, the commercial principle of

making them pay was not suificiently kept in view. The interest, comfort,

and partialities or prejudices of managers and servants were allowed too

much to prevail, or were insutlieiently controlled. I might add another cause,

which at the comraeueement of the new scheme had a prejudicial influence.

The buildings were constructed to contain too great a number of inmates,

and came to be looked upon as barracks. Time and habit, however, would
have removed this objection, which has its favourable side ; for a large number
of lodgers under one roof and one management tends materially to reduce the

expense, and it might have been an element of success if the two first causes

had not existed.

The principal fault, as I have said, has been the somewhat ostenta-

tious display of patronage. The working man's mind intuitively revolts

against tliis kind of interference, and I believe it may be stated as a
fact, that men who become inmates of model lodgings lose caste among
their fellow workmen, and many do not willingly allow it to be known that
they live in them. Indeed, if the status of every iumato of a model
lodging-housi' could be ascertained, I believe it would be f'lund that, apart

from those who are in some way connected with, or influenced by, the

shareholders or managers, there are few independent mechanics, artisans,

or labourers who could be numbered among the lodgers.

To make improved dwellings for working men pay, as a commercial
investment, a totally different system from that which has been hitherto

followed must be adopted. The philanthropic principle, even if it be the
moving cause, must be withheld from public view. Working men don't

believe in it. They are so much accustomed to measure the motives of the

employer classes by the standard which determines the rate of wages, that

they have no faith in any doctrine connected with the employment of capital

but the realisation of profit. They have learnt the lessons of political

economy, and they are imbued with the free-trade maxim, 'buy in the

cheapest, sell in the dearest market.' They have shown their appreciation

of the teaching of the employers of labour and the possessors of capital, by
the practical application of economical dogmas, in their own struggles

to increase wages by reducing the horn's of labour. Tlie charitable motive

is repugnant to their feelings, and must be entirely ignored, or at least kept

out of view in any plan for their dwellings.

To ensure the success of any scheme of that kind, it must be taken

up on commercial grounds, to make it a paying investment ; and if so

taken up and properly conducted, there is no reason why it should not be as

successful as any other building speculation. The article must be p)ro-

duced of a quality to suit the customer, and it must be produced under

such conditions of ground rent, economy of construction and management,

coupled with suitable convenience and comfort in the dwellings and their

accessories, comprising sanitary arrangements, as shall make the dwellings

commodious, desirable, and economical for the class for which they are built.

The working men, for whom these dwellings are destined, must be made to

understand that, totally apart from philanthropic objects, they are wanted

as customers for an article produced for their use, and when they believe

that, and their independent self-will is left unbiassed, if the dwellings suit

them they will become tenants and cheerfully pay rents, which will make a

remunerative return on the capital employed, just as they buy their food and
clothing at the shop which they think serves them best. I wish some of

the building trade readers of the Bctldixg News would take up this

matter, and discarding from their councils amateur architects and philan-

thropic pirojectors, go to work earnestly and seriously, to form a combination

for the application of capital on a large scale, to the erection of suitable

dwellings for working men on the principles I have recommended. They
may be assured the undertaking would pay, and if the men in their employ,

who would benefit by the work, were convinced of the confiding spirit iu

which the capital was embarked, the enterprise woxdd become popular, and

would be cordially patronised by the laboiu'ing population.

Looking at the generally bad condition and unwholesome character of the

houses inhabited by -n'orking-men, the immense extent of the popula-

tion wanting to be better lodged, there is not perhaps a wider field for the

building trade to develope its energies, than a systematic construction of

houses for those classes on an extensive scale. The demand exists ; it only

requires to be well supplied. The houses must be erected in suitable dis-

tricts, and on architectural designs carefully considered, combining all the

requisites for dwellings of a proper character. In designing these buildings

their peculiar destination will have to be considered. They must not be

made expensive by ornament, nor should they be too small or too large

:

either extreme must be avoided ; and in the adaptation of the floor area, care

must be taken that there be no waste of space in staircase and passage ac-

commodation. As many square feet as possible must be made available for

rent. On these points there has been great inattention in the plans of

model lodging-houses. The floor surface not paying rent in many of them

is a considerable and far too large a proportion of the whole. The houses

in a district must be of a mixeci character, so as to supply dwellings for

large and small families, and a sufficient number of good, well-ventilated

sleeping-rooms, but not unnecessarily large. It is needless to dwell on the

sanitary an'angements; they must be unexceptionable. I would have a

number of these dwellings brought together in one locality. There is land

enough to be had in many suburban districts, and Metropolitan Railway

arrangements will soon afford such easy means of locomotion in all directions,

that there will be no difficulty in organising cheap working-men's trains

morning and evening. For each group of buildings there should be a due

proportion of shops of every kind, and some houses laid out expressly for

letting rooms to lodgers.

I believe the plan I have suggested could be easily realised ; and, if car-

ried out, it would materially aid the development of social reform on the

basis of the honest recognition of the rights of labour, which I deem to he

essential to the peace and welfare of all classes, and the primary condition

for the prosperity and security of society at large. JIcTriUST.

w
PROPOSED NEW DOCKS AT DAGENHAM.

E perceive that a company is in course of formation whose object is to

purchase the well-known Dagenham Lake, opposite Erith, on the

Thames, and to convert its site into docks. Of course, in the prmtcd

prospectus, innnmerable advantages are pointed out as likely to follow the

completion of the projected work. It is not our wish to throw cold water

upon any scheme which has feasibility, practicability, and contingent profit

to recommend it ; but we must say that we cannot see, in this, case, whence

are to come those high percentages which so much delight shareholders in

great undertakings.

It seems to us that the London, the St. Katharine's, and the \ ictoria

Docks already afford sufficient accommodation for vessels trading to the

port of London, and certainly the profits accruing to the proprietors of
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&"v Fsq J I^.E ar ?he Engineer.; and this fact is aguarantee that

JSr^^ks: ll-'entemi upon, will ho satisfactorily carried out. It .s not

«o certain nevertheless, that they will be remuneratiTO.
.

We h>^-o heard that agents connected with the existing docks are m the

haWt of waiting upon-we will not say, of touting -the captains of ships,

on their ,^rival in the Thames, with a view to induce them to patronise the

respeoUvrSocks which they represent, and that not nnfrequently the said

3s are desired, in return, to take up their quarters in a much warmer

latitude than that of England. Such proceedings are nndigmfied on the

part of large public companies, but they serve to show, in this instance,

that the supply of dock-room is more than equal to the demand for shipping

space. -
A BUILDEE-S nSIT TO THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

GN Wednesday, G. B. BumeU, Esq., C.E
,
gave a lecture upon ;A

Builder's Visit to the International Exhibition, in connection with

the Provident Institution of Builders' Foremen, and Clerks of Works, at

Conduit Street. There was a numerous attendance. Mr. Glovek was m
the chair, and briefly introduced the lecturer.

Mr. BcEXELL said :—The great assemblage of industrial productions,

collected under shadow of the domes of South Kensington, is capable of

affording so many iUustrations of the past, present, and probable future

states of the arts and civilisation of the world, and so many lessons to warn

and guide the student, or even the mere practical man, that it behoves all

who feel interested in the progressive developcment of our race to strive to

discover the real import of those illustrations and lessons. Treated pro-

perly, and used aright, these periodic assemblages must be, indeed, powerful

aids to the advancement of mankind in the arts of peace, and in the

difiusion of peace and goodwill amongst men. Visited as mere shows,

they must soon lose their significanee, and degenerate into mere adver-

tising bazaars, all the more contemptible from the failure of attaining the

avowed objects of their institution, because a good design.perverted to evil,

is more potent for evil than a design of avowedly lower aim. The purpose

of my present address is, therefore, to induce you to examine carefully what

you desire to seek in the Exhibition, and then very briefly to inquire into

the most efficient way of seeing it.

But before entering upon our immediate subject, I woidd warn you of

the danger of adopting any preconceived opinions as to the merits of the

various articles exhibited, whether those opinions be derived from the pub-

lished accounts iu the public press, or from the medals or other rewards

distributed by the juries. It is very rarely that the men who write the art

criticisms of our jom-nals are instructed in the theory or the practice of

the arts they write about ; and the distribution of medals is so much
affected by intrigue and favour, that in the eyes of thinking men the whole

system of rewarding by medals is regarded as worse than a farce. I dwell

a great deal upon this subject of the sliglit value of these medals, because,

unfortunatel)-, in the eyes of the public, they seem to bear a great weight.

Now, I know that in half of the medals that will be distributed at this

Exhibition, I should destroy the weight attached to them. They signify

nothing, save that the man who receives them has very great friends at

court. But you must think for yourselves ; use your own eyes and your own
judgements, and you may be sure of this, that by forming an independent
and careful opinion of your own upon the merits of the tilings you under-
stand, and by conscientiously striving to form ti'ue opinions on subjects

yon have, perhaps, not hitherto examined as closely as they deserve, you
will derive infinitely more good than you can possibly do by accepting the
dicta of any anonymous critic. You will, no doubt, find it difficult to

form any valuable opinions on the merits of new materials, exhibited only
m samples, and under such circumstances as to prevent your making experi-
ments upon them ; but this only renders it the more necessary for your
refraining from hasty or prejudiced conclusions ; for be it observed that, in
this respect, the awarders of medals were not in a much more favourable
position than you actually are in. My own opinions on the goods ex-
hibited in the International are as open to objections, no doubt, as those of
anonymous critics, and I also have not had any advantages in arriving at
them. It is true, that I knew most of the building materials exposed,
before seeing them at Kensington ; but I repeat, 'Judge for yoursdvcs,' and
take my remarks simply as suggestions of 'what and how to observe'
in our joint and special pursuits.

It is not worth while to dwell upon the building itself; for it is so
intensely ugly, so inappropriate for its purposes, so devoid of proportion,
symmetry, design, and so objectionable as a piece of construction, tliat it is
impossible for any one, acquainted with the laws of architecture in the
slightest degree, to speak on the subject with any amount of patience or
moderation. The only reasons which could possibly be lu-ged in defence of
a notice of the building are, because, in the first place, it has been avowedly
erected as, or at least ought to h.ave been, a type of the existing state of the
building arts in England at the present day ; and as a receptacle for the
goods sent to one of the greatest of the worid's fairs, to be visited literally
by all the world; and secondly, because the very men who were capable o'f
thus insulting the taste of oiu- nation are, most unfortunately, the very men
who dispose of the funds contributed by the nation to the encouragement
of art. In other countries than our own, the money spent by the sfate for
those pui-poses is entrusted to the control of men specially educated in the
branches of art it may be desired to patronise ; but it could only be in Eng-
land that every architect would be passed over, in order to employ a miKtary
engineer to design a buihling meant specially to ilhistrate the state of archi-
tectiire. No foreigner could possibly understand the why and the wherefore
ot this monstrous insult upon the arcliitectural profession ; and the conse-
quence IS, that the English architects, as a body, suffer in reputation &-om
this unaccountable freak. The men who committed the egregious blunder
of selecting the actual design for the International Exhibition are of course

too grand for any expression of the popular disgust at its defects to affect

their self-satisfied composure ; and aU that the public can do is to protest,

as loudly as it may, against the taste of its self-constituted art guides, and

to forget the building whilst examining its contents. As to the opinion of

foreigners on the subject, we must tnist to their charity, notoriously so great

when a chance is afforded them of turning us to ridicule. But why need we
be thus always exposed to see our rulers ' choose a dancing-master when
they want a musician ?

'

In the interior of the Exhibition, the objects most likely to attract the

attention of the piractical builder, may be divided into three groups. 1st.. The
models of works executed ; '2nd. The different raw materials used in construc-

tion ; and 3rd. The machineiy used in the conversion of those materials for

the purposes of trade.

1st. As to tlie models, the most interesting are the great ones of the-

Cathedi-al of Milan, and of the new Exchange of Berlin, both of which are

executed with surpassing skill, and which serve to illustrate some deep

problems eonneetecl with the artistic expressions of national taste in modern
Italy and Germany, to which I may some day call your especial attention.

The models and drawings of some of the most celebrated engineering works

executed at home or abroad, by Englishmen, are interesting, on account of

the practical science they display, and of their bold construction ; but they

are sadly deficient in artistic feeling, and they serve to illustrate the danger

of the modem separation of the professions of civil engineering and of

architecture. The various bridges in which the piers are formed of parallel

vertical tubes, and the roadway is formed by parallel horizontal girdeiw, are

especially objectionable, on the score of their artistic defects ; and I am, for

my own part, inclined to believe that the durability of these structures wiU.

not be very great. They are, however, cheap ; and after the profligate

waste of money on the preliminary stages of oiu' public works— a condition,,

alas! whii'li seems inevitable in our country— it is essential to economise on-

practical details. Hence the general substitution, here, of temporary WTOught
and cast-iron structures, for the more stable, but more costly stone ones; and
the singular manner in which our engineers ignore the necessity for the dis-

play of taste in their works. The drawings and models of the Velletri,

Tagus, Bnrraker, &e., bridges ; of the liaduets" on the Bombay and Baroda
Railway ; of llie Cruinliu and of the South Durham and Lancashire via-

duct ; of the Athlone and of the Boyue bridges, are all more or less liable to

this criticism. The models of the light-houses, lately erected in such num-
bers on our shores, are less liable to the reproach of inelegance of form, and
you will be interested with the very carefully executed models of the towers

on the Smalls, Bisliops, Skerryyore, Hanois, and pastnet Rocks ; they are

all designed mainly upon the principles originally suggested by Siueaton,

with some modifications of details, wliich, as a general rule, are conduciye-

to the improvement of the artistic effects of their outlines.

But the most important, and perhaps, also, the most valuable series oT
models in the Exhibition, is the one exhibited by the Minister of Public

Works of France, of the most important engineering works of that country

;

and I especially call your attention to it, because I know that English,

workmen do not give our neighbours due credit for their constructive abili-

ties. The models of the gigantic breakwater at Cherbourg ; of the docks

at Mai*seilles; of the graving docks at Toulon and Roehefort : of the great

reservoir dea Settons ; of the lock gates at Havre and St. Nazaire ; of the

viaducts of Fribourg, ofChaumont, and of Nogent-sur-5Iarne ; of the bridges-

of KcM and Bordeaux, and the turning bridge at Brest, &c., are all admi-
rably executed, and -n-orthy of careful study. Our neighbours have not

failed to follow the fashion of the age, and they, too, have employed -wrought

iron parallel horizontal girders, over parallel vertical pillars, or tubes, as

ugly as any of our bridges of the same description ; but the French engi-

neers have not given themselves over, so exclusively as our engineers have

done, to the use of -svrought iron ; and the -viaducts of Chaumont and of

Nogent-siir-Marne would alone suffice to raise the character of tlieir modern
public works. The model of the turning bridge at Brest is worthy of par-

ticidar notice on account of the enormous magnitude of the work ; the clear

span between the fiiccs of the abutments being not less than 347 ft. 8 in.

;

and the clear space between the underside of the bridge at the centre of tho

span, and high spring-tide line, being about 6-1 ft. The models illustrating

the manner of sinking the tubular foundations of the bridge at Kehl are

likewise of the greatest interest to the practical builder ; and in some of the

colonial and other foreign courts there are other models worthy of notice,

but which I have neither time nor space to mention in detail.

2ud. The raw materials used in construction are far from being as well

represented in the present International Exhibition, as they were eitlier in

the Exhibition of 1851 or in the Paris Exhibition of 18.55
;
whilst the

manner in which they are arranged in the building, or are described in the

catalogues, is by no means such as to assist tlie spectator to justly estimate

their value. Samples of building stones, bricks, woods, limes, &c., no more
illustrate the commercial value of the formations from which they are

derived, than a brick would illustrate the character of a house
;
yet in these

Exhibitions we are obliged to be contented with the examination of such

sampjles— until an opportunity should occur to investigate more thoroughly

their average conditions. However, it must always be a matter of supreme
importance to us practical builders to be made acquainted, even superficially,

with all the new resources likely to be placed at our disposal ; and we
Englishmen are, as a rule, far too little disposed to try new things, to in-

spii'e any fear of our rashly adopting unlaiown materials on the strength of

a few samples. Possibly a cursory examination of the samples collected

in the International Exhibition may lead to a -wider range of practice, to

the employment of resources hitherto neglected. The value of these col-

lections is, that they suggest thought and enquiry, rather than that they
satisfy curiosity, or solve moot problems.

The various productions of the Ceramic art are of the most interesting

description; and the higher branches are represented by Messrs. Minton,
Copeland, Duke, the Worcester, Sevres, Dresden, Copenhagen, Berlin, &c.,

factories, in a manner wliich must delight any true artist. For my o-wn

part, I confess that I do not like the imitation majolica, or thePalissy ware,
Messrs. Minton are striving to introduce as a material for architectural
decoration

; and I Iiold that the great majolica fountain is a specimen of
bad taste only equal to Gibson's painted statuary. But the mechanical
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expcution of Million's tazzas, candelabrse, pedestals, brackets, &e. is admi-

rable, and the desiniis are iisually unexceptionable. Messrs. Minton, Mawe,

and tln' Poule rotfery Coniiiaiiy liavo some very beautiful speeimens of

encaustic tiles, and of mosaic pavements; Messrs. Eastwood, Stutter (of

AVool]iit), I'ayh' (of Corfe Castle), Paine (of Farnliam), I'eake. &e., have

.samples of coloured and moulded bricks, of every possible description ; the

iire-clay wares from Wales, the Midland Counties, and the Nortlinmbrian

and Durliam Coal-lield, arc singularly beautiful, and would undoubtedly

increase the resources of the architect for the execution of polychromic

decoration. Tlie drain pipes, and generally the stoneware works of Messrs.

Doulton, ytiS", Cliif, &c., and the sanatory goods of Mr. Jennings, are

wortliy of yonr serious attention ; and I may perhaps be allowed to recom-

mend especially to your notice the large sewer blocks, and the hollow

bricks, exliibited by Messrs. Doulton, whilst, as specimens of the potter's

art, the large stills made by that house may particularly be mentioned.

The coloured tiles, and ridge crests, exhibited by the various country makers
are susceptible of being largely introduced in agricultural districts; whilst

the terro-metallic and the iire-clay paving tiles are equally [ipplicable in

practice in districts where good paving stone cannot be obtained. The
most satisfactory consideration suggested by the Cei'amic goods in the

present Exhibition is, however, to be found in the marked improvement of

taste di.splaycd by our manufacturers ; and though it is not possible to

discover in their works the same refined and cultivated taste which per-

vades the productions of Wedgewood in his best day, yet our living manu-
facturers are manifestly striving to attain his excellence, and they are

unquestionably in advance of the rest of Europe. Tlie Sevres w;ire itself

cannot compare with the finer productions of Copeland, Minton, or of the

'Worcester Company.
The building stones are not characterised by much vai'iety, and the new

ones exhibited do not seem likely to produce any marked change in the

practice of the building ai-ts. The oolites of the centre of England are

illustrated by Mr. Bentley (No. 22) ; but there are no indications as to their

prices, or their composition, although there can be no reason to question

the enormous value of the resources whicli the developement of the railway

system has thus recently placed within reach of the metropolitan builder.

I beg. indeed, seriously to call the attention of merchants and of practical

men to this subject of the supply of stone to London from the midland
counties ; for it is one of the difficulties architects suffer under here, that

they cannot reasonably employ stone, whilst a very little energy and skill

would suffice to bring that material to market at nearly the same price as

bricks. In the Exhibition, however, the most important of the new sources

of supply seem to be those fiu'nished by the Forest of I)ean carboniferous

formations ; the old red sandstone formations near Arbroath ; and perhaps,

for some purposes, the Jurassic series of central France. There are several

valuable collections of samples of the stones habitually used by our

builders, especially those sent by Messrs. Freeman, Messrs. Trickett, and the

Halifax Corporation ; but they do not display much novelty, and oui'

knowledge of the extent of the architectural resom'ces of England, in this

respect, is still very limited. There are Sfveral good collections of samples

of our granites, and of our common marbles ; and the French and Italian

coiu'ts also contain some remarkable specimens of the latter material. I

would especially call yoiu' attention to- t'ae Algeriue onyx, the Pyreneau
marbles, and those from Central Italy—and at the same time to the samples
of the Parian and Pentlielic marbles of Greece. It is, indeed, to me a

mystery why the cold soapy white of the Carrara marbles should retain

public favour, when the richer-toned Grecian marbles might be made so
easily to compete with them.
The limes and cements in the English parts of the Exhibition do not

contain an^^hing new, or at least anything new and worthy of special

notice. There are some skilful works illustrating the use of Portland
cements in large concrete blocks, or as wall decorations, but we knew all

this long ago ; and the only novelty in the application of this cla.ss of mate-
tials is the one illustrated by Messrs. Coignet, Paris (1,25S). Those gen-
tlemen, in fact, obtain by the use of the common chalk lime mixed with
sand and pounded brick-dust, in the proportions of 1 of lime to 10 of the
other ingredients, a material which is capable of being moulded to any
desired form, and which sets to some extent in 2-1 hours. There are in the
Exhibition busts and architectural decorations made from tins description
of concrete; and there can be no reason why it should not be used regidarly
asa building material for houses, bridges, lock-chambers, sewers, &c. The
principles on which the manufacture is conducted are, firstly, to slack the
ume with barely the quantity of water requisite to cause it to fall to
powder. The powder so obtained is mixed with about half the quantity of
the extraneous matters, and reduced to a plastic state by the addition of a
second small quantity of water (say about 40 per cent, in volume of the
powdered lime) ; this mixture is passed through a pug-mill ; and the mortar
60 obtained is again passed through the mdl with the rest of tlie extraneous
matters. The mortar leaving the second mill is then carefully rammed
into the moulds in very thin layers ; and in this manner artificial monoliths
of any size required can be obtained. Messrs. Coignet have this year pub-
lished a book on the subject, which I especially recommend to the attention
of ail those who are interested in the use, or in the science of limes and
cements. In the Exhibition building, however, to continue our review,
you will find samples of the Martin's and the Scott's plasters. I could not
discover tlie Keane's, or the Parian cements ; and the Sorel's oxychloride
of bme cement is also, I believe, absent, for I sought for it in vain." Indeed
the whole of this class of materials is but indifferently represented at Ken-
sington.

I may mention, in passing, that the various 'Welch and the Coniish slates
are well represented here ; but no new facts connected with the uses and
properties of the material are elicited. Turning next to the building and
furniture woods, you wiU find in the Colonial coiu-ts such an abundance
of riches as almost to surpass imagination, and indeed to rouse auger at the
neglect with which they have hitherto been treated. The woods of Jamaica,
Demerara, Guiana, New Zealand, New South Wales, Nova Scotia, Can.ada,
Columbia, &c. .are often of singular beauty ; their physical properties are all
that can be desired, and the dimensions of the trees are often enormous, yet.
to otu- shame be it said, they are hardly known, and never used, in England

!

Let me urge you to dwell long on this part of the Exhibition, for the im-
piJsion to commercial enterprise in these matters greatly depends on you.

The nic tals exhibited certainly prove tliat the arts connected with them
have made niarvellons strides of late years, for the samples of wrought iron,

hammered and rolled, are wortiiy of all admiration; the brass works are

beautifully handled; the copper, tin, lead, aluminium, zinc, and some mixed
metals, tuclias the Wettersted roofing metal, and tlie Muntz's sheeting, are

all extremely remarkable. The use of graphite (bhick lead) for crucibles

and melting pots, is opening up a new market for tlmt peculiar form of iron;

and the introductiun of malachite as a material for architectural decoration

is likely to increase the interest of Iniilders in the study of mineralogy.
The Bessemer's steel is perhaps the most striking novelty in this branch of

the arts, and it seems likely to effect a complete revolution in some de-

scription of constructions ; for the production at a low price of a material

possessing the peculiar conditions of el.-isticity to be found in steel must
ultimately lead to the introduction of changes in the mode of applying
metals. I would call your attention to the metal work exhibited by the

Coalbrook Dale and the CaiTon Companies, by Messrs. Kennard. Skidmore,
Baily, Benham, Ilardman, and Hart ; liy the Sheffield and Birmingham
makers collected in tlie hardware courts, and by the French bronze, zinc,

and iron workers. The Belgians, Austrians, and Prussians also exhibit

some metal works very skillfully executed, and I am sorr}- to say designed

in much better taste than the majority of the English works of the same
description.

I may close this brief notice of some of the objects which seem to me,
the most worthy of your attention, by alluding to the glass works of

Messrs. Osier, Defries, Pellatt, Dobson & Co. The designs seem to me
often of questionable taste, and the glass is not to be compared in quality

to the glass made by the late Mr. Blades ; but the mechanical execution of

some of the principal pieces is unexceptionable, and Dobson's celebrated

tazza surpasses any specimen of engraved glass I ever saw. There is little

to be seen in the way of paper-hangings ; the leather cloth is curious, and
in many situations would l>e, no doubt, of great value ; the Kamptulieon is

worthy of notice ; but at last, after wading through all the samples, all the

materials, and all the courts I have mentioned, I fear that you wiU stiU

have but an incomplete notion of the contents of tlie marvellous collection.

3. The machinery used in the conversion of the raw materials to the

purposes of building, is represented by numerous admirable lathes, planing,

shaping, di'illing, boring, and punching machines for iron ; by steam

hammers, screw-cutting, nut-forming machines ; by sawing, planing, mould-
ing, tenoning, and rebating engines ; by derricks, crabs, cranes, traversing

platforms, hoisting apparatus, screw jacks, &c. There can hardly be con-

sidered to be anj'thing very novel in the arrangement of these various

labour-saving engines, but your attention may v/ell be directed to them

;

for it is so much in the interest, properly speaking, of the intelligent

workman to diminish the amount of purely mechanical work, that he must
watch with eager attention the progress of those mechanical tools which
will leave his iutellect free to exercise itself on tlie nobler branches of his

calling. For my own part, I confess tliat I am disappointed at not seeing

more builder's machinery in the Exliibition ; but, of the little that is there,

I especially recommend to your notice the tools sent by Messrs. P. Fairbaim,
Wiitworth, Bissell (of Wolverlianipton). Forrest & Barr (of Glasgow),
Hulse (of Manchester), William Muii-, Robert Morrison (of Newcastle),

James Powis (of Blackfriars' Eoad. Loudon), Eobinson (of Rochdale), R.
H. Thompson (of Woolwich), and AA'orsam (of Chelsea). The brick and
pipe-making machinery exhibited by some of our leading potters, and by
Messrs. Clayton & Bradley and Craven, may also be refeiTcd to, ac-

companied by the observation that brickmaking by machinery rarely suc-

ceeds unless when applied to stiff clays. I would also direct your attention

to the turning lathes, and the car\'ing machinery made by Messrs. Kennan,
of Dublin, which contains some very ingenious movements, and certainly pro-

duces very remarkable reproductions of works of art at a small expense.

And now, what are the most eifieient means for extracting all the lessons

which you may expect to derive from this agglomeration of objects? If

you had the means and the time for returning frequently to the Exhibition,

the reply would be a very simple one : 'i-iz. to take one class at a time, and
to examine every article separately. But this would involve at least ten

visits, only to see the things directly connected with your own business
;

and lie who only interests himself with his own pursuit is not likely ever to

excell in it, so necessary is it to throw upon any art, or science, the reflex

light derived from a general luiowledge of the rest. For instance, you, as art-

workmen, must study the collections of pictures, sculpture, water-colour

and architectural drawings ; and I would urge all who can afford it, to de-

vote at least two days to their examination ; so that. I believe, at least

a dozen visits arc needed to enable you to form a valuable opinion on the

state of our pursuit as represented, in its present state, by this Exhibition.

They who are not able to afford this amount of time would, I think, do well

to content themselves with a cursory general view of the branches of art

most directly useful to them ; neglecting all the nonsense of coloured sta-

tuary, mosaic tables, copper game cocks, filter fountains, and other articles

designed for the amusement of tlie wealthy, and the other merely accessory

ornaments of the Exhibition. The South Court of the Eastern Annexe ;
the

'Western Annexe ; the South Court, classes 10 and 12: and the French,

and the Colonial Courts, are the ones which contain the greatest number of

objects likely to interest us ; and the only counsel I would pretend to give

you as to the mode of seeing them is to do so quietly and deliberately— not

hurrying, but maturely examining all that is before you, and not attempting

to pass from one subject until you have maturely examined the one you
began with. Properly considered, these International Exhibitions are great

industrial schools, and it is a great privilege to be able to assist at them.

They furnish lessons which may be of inestimable value, if read aright, and

witli the proper humility of spii-it, independence of judgement, and sus-

tained attention required to make any course of instruction of value; but

the independence of judgement is the great quality you must bring to bear

on the ex.amination of this collection, and I conclude by again repeating

what I said in the early part of my lectui-e, viz.— ' See, think, and judge

for yourselves !
' Recoilect that the most important lessons you are likely

to learn, with respect to art cultivation at least—whether as models er
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ivaruiugs—must be sought for in tlie protluctions of foreign countries, be-

cause every nation treats these questions from its o\vn original point of view.

Do not let any national prejudices, then, prevent you from recognising

excellence wherever it may be found, or from learning all that others are
capable of teaching us. Foreign workmen use very strange-looking tools,

aud they often put their work together in a very funny way ; but depend on
it that they have a feeling for art, and a facility of mechanical execution,
we should do wisely to imitate ; and I urge you, therefore, narrowly to

ciamine the secret of this peculiar form of excellence. In fact, take all

Ic.isons— aud think earnestly. The study of Ijeauty is really the study, as
Plato would say, the study of 'the splendour of Truth'— and what nobler
object than that can be placed before a reasonable man ? So may you regard
the great coUcction at South Kensington as fiu-nishing the elements of
youi' advance in artistic and moral worth, and of contributing to the glory
of our dear country. If the Exhibition only yield you the pleasure which
it has already yielded to the thousands of intelligent men who have already
seen it, you will long recollect its occurrence. If I should have .spared you
any time, by facilitating your researches, I shall be more than repaid for
any trouble I have taken this evening. Most sincerely do I wish that you
had a better guide than I can be— a more v.iUing one, however, you could
not have had.

The lecturer was loudly applauded.
The Chairman said, he was sure they felt very greatly indebted to Mr.

JJurnell for his excellent leetm-e, and, as regarded" the criticism upon the
building, he thought tliere was only one opinion. He looked upon it as a
monster Railway .Station. He considered that a building in which art was
exhibited should be chaste, and light, and lofty in tlie interior. There
.should be no extra aim at decoration, to make the inside of the building
look well. There was no doubt that this Exhibition of 1862 would have

some intiuenee— perhaps a greater influence than tliat of 1851. No one

could estimate the good that had arisen from the first one. It had caused

a great competition between the nations, and he did think that the Commis-

sioners did right in having the Picture Gallerj-, so that Art might have its

influence upon them. He had spent some hours at the Picture Gallery, and

it was pleasing to hear the criticism of the visitors, which he could not have

heard at the Royal Academy. If he heard any criticism there, it was sure

to be something of this kind, 'What a beautiful dress !' (Laughter.) But

he had heard in the Picture Gallery at the Exhibition some such criticisms

as these: 'There, look at the breadth of that picture,' or ' the marks of

that countenance !' He thought that the builders shoidd sacrifice a little in

giving holidays (hear, hear), or half holidays, that their employes might

have an opportunity of visiting it. He considered that the Commissioners

should have taken the example of France and Brussels, and admitted the

working classes at a lower figui'e ; but they had pandered to the higher

class, and not to those who were the sturdy strength of this country.

Mr. BuENELi. differed from the Chairman, and simply on this account.

The Chairman had spoken of France and Brussels, but it must be re-

membered that the Governments there had taken it upon their own
responsibility; but this Exhibition was a private speculation, and therefore

the risk was left upon them, which risk seemed likely to be a real one.

He thought it was not right to dictate at what prices they .should be admitted

into the building. (Cheers.)

Jlr. Baxter proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Eurnell for his excellent

lecture, and in doing so felt a desire to be somewhat critical. They had
heard the International Exhibition criticised, but he must differ with what
had been said as to the liglitness and loftiness of tlie building. He con-

sidered the decoration beautiful in the extreme. With respect to the

exterior, there was only one opinion ; but he thought the Commissioners
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had themselves arrived at the same conclusion as Mr. Burnell had. He
thought that there was a very little progress made in architecture. It

would ho remembered that, in the Exhibition of 1851, architects were
invited to send in their designs ; but this time the Commissioners had
said it would be of no use to invite architects to compete, and he did think
they erred here. Although they did not get a good outside, yet it was
excellent in the interior. With great pleasure he proposed a vote of thanks
to Mr. Burnell.

Mr. iloLD seconded the resolution, and stated that steps would be taken
for holding more meetings in connexion with tlie Provident Institution of
Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works than they had hitherto done, and
they would be happy to see anyone who would like to come. The insti-

tution had been greatly indebted to Mr. Burnell, not only for his lecture,

but also for the collection of books he had lately given them. (Applause.)
Mr. BuRXELi,, in thanking them for their kind compliment, assured

tliem it woidd only give him .^ pleasure at any time to lecture again ; and
as to the present of books to which reference had been made, he would take
good care to do the same again. (Cheer.«.)

THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, REGENT SQU.iRE.

THE Presbyterian Church, Regent Street, has long been an object of
admiration. It was built about thirty ye.nrs since, when the Rev.

Edward Irving was at the zenith of liis popidarity. It cost about £30,000.
Mr. Tite, then a young man, was the architect. The cliurch has recently
been renovated at the expense of i.7,000, besides £1,000 which have been
expended on a new lecture-luiU. The most improved systems of lighting,

j

heating, and ventilation have been introduced. A new pitch has been
!

given to the gallery. All the seats are of carved oak. Om- two illustrations
this week represent this splendid building—one is an external and the other
an internal view.

EXHIBITION OF WORKS OF MEDIEVAL ART AT THE SOUTH
ICEN.SINGTON MUSEUM.

NOTICE n. SPECIMUNS OF SrET-U. WORK.

THE assemblage of mediseval metal work now exhibiting at the South
Kensington Museum is nearly equal to that of the potteiy porcelain

which we inadequately described last week. But it is rendered far less in-

structive to the art student than it might have been, by the utter absence

of anything like chronological order in the arrangement ; while the want of

a catalogue seriously detracts from its interest with the general j^ublic.

With those untrained in the history of medieval art, the effect left upon the

mind, so far from being like that of an orderly arrangement of works,

calculuted to produce the effect of an illustrated summary of the jirogress

of art during five or six centuries, and the successive phases of style and
general character which different branches of the art successively under-

went, merely impresses the general visitor as a collection of pretty things,

which leaves behind no distinct idea, or series of ideas, from which any kind

of art-instruction of a useful kind can be derived. Even the artist and
antiquarian well versed in the media;val styles finds mucli difliculty in dis-

covering works of the period of which he is seeking illustrations, and is

unable to study the collection in that orderly manner whicli, alone, is artis-

tically profitable.

In works of the earlier periods, the collection does not abound ; and in

iron and bronze of any period the specimens are few, and comparatively

unimportant, the finest specimens being of silver, silver-gilt, and gold, of

the last half of the fifteenth, and first half of the sixteenth centuries. Of
the early part of the seventeenth century there are many fine specimens of

English goldsmiths' work ; and of inteimediate periods there arc numerous
objects of interest. -•Utogether, as a miscellaneous collection, it may be

considered to exclude an unusual number of reallj- good specimens of tho

art of the metal_work, more especially the gold and silversmith.
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Tlie nature of the aiTangenipnt of tlie specimens precludes the possibility

of 11 systemntie notice of this fine collection. AVe shall therefore confine

ourselves to calling attention to some of tlic finest things, in something like

the order in which tliey stand ; not from any advantage to be derived froni

that course, but merely because it is the most convenient. The first object

that caui'ht our attention was a massive rose-water dish and cover, used

at the coronation of George III. Wliether of gold or silver gilt it is im-

possible to say, without such particulars as ought to be furnished by a

catalogue. But this matters little ; the dish and cover are of grandiose

design, of a style belonging to the seventei'ntli century, nearly a hundred

years anterior to the coronation of George III, on the 17th December, 1761.

AVIii ther tlie style continued in use with goldsmiths, as a tradition, till the

middle of the eighteenth century, in which case the dish and cover might

have been made for the occasion, or whether these objects formed part of

the royal plate belonging to the period of the restoration, is impossible to

pronounce, without the assistance of some special information. The orna-

ments consist of embossed foliage and flowers, in a large and loose but spirited

style, which, as occurring on side-board plate, to be seen at a distance, is

Tcry suitable. The cover and dish are exhibited by Lord AVilloughby

d'Eresby, the present proprietor. A fine gold or gilt dish and cover of

renaissance character, and very beautiful workniansliip, is stated, on an at-

tached label, to have been given by Queen AnnabeUa, wife of Robert III.,

of Scotland, to her father. Sir John Drummond. But this statement is

evidently erroneous. Hobert III. came to the throne in 1390, and died in

1406, while the workmanship and general ornamentation of this beautiful

specimen of the goldsmith's art evidently belongs to a period not earlier

than about the year 1500, a whole century later than the period assigned to

it. The interlaVing liand-work'of the ornament, arranging itself in portions

of .squares and semicircles, belongs to a rather late period of the :re^•ival,

as is well known to archaeologists, which works, executed between 1390 and

1406, present all the fully-defined featiu-es of true Gothic, still uumiugled

with any striking feature of the so-called revival. This was the case even

in Italy, wliere the readoption of quasi-classical forms preceded the change

in France by a quarter of a century, at least, and in England by at .least

half a century. This elegant piece of renaissance goldsmith's work is

contributed to the Exhibition by Lady Willoughby d'Eresby, in whose

family there is doubtless some tradition which gives colour to the erroneous

supposition that the dish belongs to the period of Robert III. Perhaps

the AE in the centre of the dish gave rise to the conjecture. But these

initials may be those of Queen Anne of Denmark, wife of James I. of

England and Si.xth of Scotland, though the design of the ornament is

earlier, and very Holbein- like ; so tliat the AH may have reference to one

of the Queens of HeniyVIII., Anne of Cleves, or Anne Boleyn.

The Earl of Home contributes some rich silver gilt vases of a rather

unusual style of ornament. They are entirely covered with highly embossed,

flowing foliage, intermixed with small Cupid-like figures, fi'uits, &c. There

is a whole series of these remarkably rich looking pieces of goldsmith's work,

which appear to belong to the beginning of the seventeenth century. A
large rose-coloured dish and ewer, bearing the hall mark of 1616, is in a

somewhat peculiar style, which is interesting as being of undoubtedly
English workmanship. The profuse ornament is on a minute scale, which
produces an intricate and rich effect, and the central subject, ' Alexander
in the tent of Darius ' is treated in a similar manner, the profusion of

figures in high relief being all very minute for the hirge scale of the object

of which they form the principal ornament. This specimen is contributed

by Sir T. W. Holbui'ue, Bart. Near to tliis is a remarkably rich tankard,

of very quaint form, contributed by the Baron M. Rothschild. It is silver,

with highlj'-raised bands of gold, which are delicately chased in graceful

arabesques, the date of the work being probably about 1530. Next is

another fine dish and ewer of renaissance character, lent by Lord Clifden.

Then follows a really splendid tankard contributed by G. Potts, Esq., M.P.
The body of the tankard is enriched with a high relief, representing ' Venus
and Adonis," in a style of art full of breadth and grandeur, though not of

high finish. The lid, stand, and handle are gold, or gilt, and elaborately

enriched with semi-detached ornaments, which would appear to belong to

the middle of the sixteenth century, or possibly a somewhat later period.

A pair of noble gold cups, contributed by the Queen, are of modern work-
manship, but with their medallions of ivory inerusted in the gold work, they
produce a channing effect, which, at a glance, might he thought of mediasval
character, an impression that is quickly removed by the entirely modem
feeling of the chased ornaments of pseudo-Greek style. Her Majesty also
contributes a magnificent dish, in which the contrast of high and low relief
in the subject and ornaments produces a very striking effect. A pair of
large taper stands, in the best style of church-work of the beginning of the
seventeenth centurj', are contributed by the Duchess of Manchester ; and this
specimen is followed by a very remarkable one. contributed by Lord Strang-
ford. It is an ivory tankard enriched with Nereids and Tritons in high
relief, the stand, lid, and handle being of silver, highly enriched with very
rich inlaid enamel. This enamel work is of peculiar character and should
be carefully studied. Messrs. Hunt & Roskell contribute a large embossed
plateau, the flowers of the border in very high relief, and a suljjeet in the
centre composed of large and boldly-executed figiu-es representing Susannah
and the Elders ; and the Earl of Home sends, in addition to the specimens
already named, and many others, a magnificent dish of the seventeenth
century, with loose lifting handles, highly enriched with elaborate chasing.
Baron Lionel Rothschild has filled an immense glass stand with examples

of mediaival art entirely from his own collection. Among the specimens of
metal work which it contains, the following may be briefly enumerated as
Bome of the most remarkable. Several gold or gilt cups, being much in the
style of the celebrated Cellini cup, while others are of almost equal beauty,
each one exhibiting some features wortliy of examination. Several church
vessels, of different forms, of tlie sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, are of
nearly equal interest. One of the most important specimens in this case
(a treasury of art in itself) is a grand rcpoxssi dish, the centre of which
represents a lion hunt, wliih- a broad and rich border is formed of medallions
of the Cssars. In the central subject, the lions are gold, while the horses
are silver, with gold manes, and the trees arc gold, upon a silver sky. The
ornaments of the border are gold on a fretted sUrcr groimd, while the large

medallions of Caesars are entirely silver, as though representing enormous

coins, encrusted in the ornament. Next, is a noble plateau, Galatea and

Nereids in tin

tion

?anthus, from the convolu-
eiuo in L,»v centre, with a fine border of --- ,

• r. .,

s of which spring Tritons, in high relief, the border being fi^'ther

enriched with sea shells, &c. ; this is a truly noble piece of plate. Near to

this plateau is a cui-ious tazza, raised on a stem formed by a quaint figure,

the stand being wrought into four principal medallions surrounded by

flowers ; the medallions ha-i-ing groups of carefully chased animals. At the

top of this separate collection on the highest part of the stand, is a statuette

of Europa, can-ied away by the Bull. The bidl is gold, the statue of Europa

silver, with golil drapery ; the stand or support of this statuette is very

richly ornamented, in the style of the eighteenth centm-y. Next we have

a very singular renaissance cup or vase, of unusually tall proportion, but

very graceful, and elaborately enriched with the characteristic ornament ot

the period.
.

In a glass case, near to the noble Rothscliild collection, is a long and taper

hunting horn, of, perhaps, the latter part of the fifteenth century. It is gold

or gilt, and covered mth a graceful arabesque pattern, very deeply wrought,

and most elaborately finished with delicate chasing. It is lent by P. Howard,

Esq., of Corby. In the same case are a host of other beautiful objects. In

this part of the Exhibition, three exquisite goblets, sent by the Duke of

Hamilton, will he sure to attract the crowd, one of them being profusely

enriched with precious stones. Next, comes the well-known magnificent

shield, previously contributed by her Majesty to other medieval exhibitions.

Its delicate gold inlay, and the exquisite finish of the numerou.? figiu'es and

ornaments, in delicate low relief, render it one of tho most exquisite produc-

tions of niedieeval art ; and it is always a high privilege to see and carefully

study the endless variety and unrivalled execution of every part of its intri-

cate design.
. .

Among the fine specimens of plate, furnished by our civic and collegiate

corporations, arc the noble silver niacc from Cambridge, and another equally

fine from a small but ancient corporation. The grand state swords, from

the Corporation of Bristol, though not remarkable as works of delicate art,

form very conspicuous olijects. There are also two unusually tall, and at

the same time very handsome silver tankards, from the Bristol Corporation,

works apparently of the sixteenth century. The Fishmongers' Company,

also, contribute their ancient tankards, which, though plain, are big, and have

a venerable air, as of copious use, about them, which compensates to some

extent for the absence of ornament. The 'Barbers' send their 'royal oak'

cup, presented to the company by Charles II. It is a finely-designed piece

of workmanship, of which oak leaves, branches, and acorns form the chief

ornaments ; and both design and execution show that the goldsmith's art

had not then begun to fall into the deep decadence whicli it suffered during

a great part of the eighteenth century. This cup has been seen by the

public at former Exhibitions. The goldsmiths, among many splendid things,

send a gold ewer, or wine cup, the quaint grandeur of the form of which

attracts general attention. Tlie ornaments are of very bold character,

especially the handle formed of the figure of a merman, the lower extremi-

ties terminating in rich foliage and scroll-work.

A cup, of natur.ally oxidised silver, of German workmanship, dated 17

shows that, in Germany, the richness and intricacy of medieval ornament

Ungered later than in the west and south of Europe. This work is elaborately

rich in ornament, on a very small scale, which imparts an effect of remarka-

ble intricacy to the design, which is, moreover, much heightened by the intro-

duction of small portions of gold in some of the features. Near to tho cup i.*

a remarkably beautiful ewer, sent by the Duke of Manchester. It is of very

excellent form, exquisite proportion, and of elaborate richness in its orna-

mentation.

In closing this brief notice of the larger examples of medieval metal work

of the present Exhiliition, we must not omit to state, that we have only

alluded to a small percentage of the beautiful objects of this class, now
assembled in the South Kensington Museum.*

It appears almost inviilious to speak of shortcomings in such^ an assem-

blage of niediEcval metal work as that now exhibiting in South Kensington.

But stUl, as there are gaps, which, moreover, might easily have been filled,

seeing the splendid resources of our private collections which are here dis-

played, we mention them in order to call attention to such omissions for the

benefit of the public on future occasions. In the first place, then, the

Exhibition is almost entirely deficient (comparatively speaking) in fine

specimens of work of the periods anterior to the close of the fifteenth cen-

tury. Of iron and brass work, there are no striking illustrations ;
and of

Italian works of the Cinqueccntisti and their immediate predecessors, there

may be said to be a most remarkable paucity of specimens, especially of the

beautiful art of NioUo, of which this country possesses such noljle examples.

The Duke of Hamilton, for instance, has two niello book covers, of great

size, which might form an exhibition in themselves. The strength of the

present display lies in the works of the gold and silver smiths, and those

are of comparatively late periods.

THE METROPOLITAN MAIN DRAINAGE.

{From the Daily News, July 4.)

THE great intercepting scheme for the metropolitan main drainage has

now been before the public for some years. It originated with tile late-

Mr. Frank Foster and Mr. Haywood, the present able engineer to the City

Commissioners of Sewers. The plan was fii'st put upon paper in 1849, and

was left with Ml'. Eazalgette and Mr. Haywood, who modified and extended

it in 1854. When the Metropolitan Board of AVorks entered upon its active

functions in January 1856, [appointing Mr. Bazalgette its engineer-in-chief,

this plan, altered to some extent, was again brought forward, and after a

* The pottery and porcelain, wliicli we attempted to describe List \vcc\, cont.iin a vast

number of noble specimens wliicli we could not even inme— masterpieces of the porcelain
of the sixtcenlh century — tiirnished by Mr. H. J. Hope, Mr. A. Barker, Ihe Duke of
Hamilton, l\Ir. .S. Atidioglon, the Marquis d'Azeglio. Earl Spencer, Mr. E. H. Morland. Mr.
H Magniac, Mr. Grtinbifr Parry, the Earl of Home, &Ir Danby Seymour, Mr. G. Atlerhury,
Lady Londonderry, and others ; wh-leour space compelled tisioomit, altogether, the so-called

stone-ware of Holland and Geiniaiiy, and also the exquisite examplej. of old Dresden china
wllich form, in themselves, a very distinct class of ceramic art.
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GovfTiimont commission liad sat upon its boily, ami a roport and countiT-

report haii proti^sspdl}' goni' int«) its morit-s and dofocts. cali'S wi'iv made liy

the parochial pai'liamont, heavy enntraets woi-o entered into, and Mr. Bazal-

gelte liegan to cany out his project in IHoS.

The lonj; time that this large and troublesome work was being constructed

utulergroimd witliout showing any substantial signs-of its existence on the

sm*face, <'Xeept the abliorred rate-book and the unwelcome rate eoUeclor,

caused a satirical public to declare (liat the wliole project was a costly myth.
Tlic Metropolitan Board of Works certainly took litth' trouble to make its

peace with its coustitm-'nts. Its iieriodieal ri'ports were short, technical, and
badly circidated. It pleaded guilty to a charge of directing a work which
was to cost till- metropolitan i-.atepayers three millions sterling, and yet it said

little about the progress of that work. Its annual visits of inspection were
private anil confidential. Its most active, members skidked dovra the river

in steamboats, or rode overland in motley carriages to the scene of opera-

tions, like knots of the " fancy " going to a prize-fight. There was a want
of communicativeness after these visits, and an evident desire to avoid pub-
licity, wliich convinced that small portion of tlie public wlio knew of these

siirviTs, tliat the board had very little to show for the money expended.
After three years, dui'ing which every sliallow caricatiu-ist made his little

sketch, every mechanical joker let off his little joke, and every solemn re-

peater of words declared that representative institutions were on their trial,

the board awoke from its apparent trance and plunged into a wild vortex of

publicity. In October 1861 it had its first great public inspection of its own
works : it issued iuvitatious to the whole press, and to eminent engineers
and otliers ; it began early on a fine autumn day and ended late, went by
road, river, foot, horse, sewer, and rail from one end of its underground
tunnels to the otlier, and rose the next morning to find itseU' famous. The
scope and quality of its labours had been at last seen ; its diligence in de-
fiance of rain, frost, and strikes had been fully proved, and not the most
case-hardened sneerer at parochial things had the courage to call it an
unfaithful servant.

The totu* of October 8. 1861, liaving been so suceessfid, the board were
encouraged to repeat it, and therefore yesterday, on the eve of a stormy
deliate upon the Thames Embankment question, they in\'ited tile members of
both Houses to join them in viewing portions of tlie main di-ainage works.
It is not for us to say that in this the board had any other motive than what
appeared on the face of their circxdar letter, viz., a desire to show those large
and important works during their progress, which can hardly be viewed after

completion. About 150 members accepted this invitation, but, in conse-
quence of the bad weather, not more than a hundred attended, and after a
short preliminary lecture by Mr. Bazalgette, the whole part)- started under
a dripping awning on a soddeued steamboat from Westminster to Black-
waU, on their way to Old Ford—the centre of the northern main ibainage
works.

The fii'st London drainage found its w.aj' into the natural watercourses or
brooks, which ran down to tlie river from the hills on both sides of the
Thames valley. The di'ainage of the north side of London thus ran
generally from north to south, and the drainage of the south side from
south to north. These streams were not polluted with tlie worst part of
house drainage until a veiy late period, as some of the earlier statutes and
most of the local acts prohibited its discharge into the sewers, and enforced
the construction of cesspools. London had about two hundred thousand of
these places in 1810, but by degrees they gave way to many mechanical
improvements in connection with an enlarged water supply. In 1847 they
were finally abolished, and from that time the downward "streams from the
hills were gradually bricked over, and ttu-ned into legal sewers. Nearly
forty of these underground cliannels, beginning rather narrow at their
source, widening, funnel like, as they a]iproaeh their outlets in the Th.anies,
and having an aggregate length of about one hundred njiles, are on the
north side of the river ; while twenty similar channels, with an aggregate
length of sixty miles, come down to the rivia- on tlie south side. Tlie total
length of these sewers is nearly one hnndi-ed and sixty-five miles, and the
district sewers running into them must be at least fourteen hundred miles
long. The metropolitan drainage area is about one luindred and fifty

square miles, and is filled with a popidation reaching two millions and eight
huiidn d tliou^anil, spread among three hundred and sixty-tlu-ee thousand
inhabited houses. The fiow of sewage along the old sewers on the north
and south sides of tlie river is full foiu-teen millions of cubic feet during
each twenty-four hoiu-s, w-hich represents daily about eighty-fom- millions of
gallons.

The outlets of most of the old sewers which run into the river are many
feet below high water mark— particularly on the south side— a district in
nio.st parts from four to six feet below tliat level. The sewage, therefore,
which flows down from the houses, mixed with a large quantity of storm-
water from the hills, is periodically tide-locked, and washed backwards and
forwards in its channels. When it emerges it pollutes the Thames at points
on the banks where they are most thickly inhabited ; and nearly a quarter
of a century of complaints on this head probably produced Mr. Bazalgette's
great intercepting scheme, now rapidly approaching completion.

The plan of interception may be generally described as artificial drainage,
•whde the old drainage system is natm-al drainage. 5Ir. Bazalgette avails
himself of the diflTerent levels, and cuts through fhe downward main sewers
with three tunnels on the north side of the river, running from west to east,
and two tunnels on the south side of the river, also running from west to
east. These new main tunnels, some of which will help to drain the districts
they pass through, will be at least seventy-one miles long, and will cost,
with sewage filtering reservoirs,- pumping stations, engines, &c., at least
tliree millions sterling.

The high level sewer on the north side of the river is completed, forming
a roundabout tunnel, nine miles long, from Hampstead to the River Lea. at
Old Ford, with diameters beginning at four feet and extending to eleven.
The utility of this first finished intercepting main sewer has just been
strildngly shown. The storm waters rolling rapidly do\\Ti the Fleet ditch
at Kaiup-tna have bi-n cut off by Mi-. Cooper, the "resident engineer, and
turuea cioitii rni3 broad tunnel "into the River Lea, thereby saving the
Underground Railway at Clerkenwell from a far more serious flooding.'
The midiUc level sewer, on the same side of tb= river, is about half

completed. Its course will be from Paddington to Notting-hdl, along
Oxford Street, through Bloomsbury and Clerkenwell, and across Bethnal-
green to Old Ford, where part of it will run side by side with the high level

sewer. The shafts industriously sunk by Mr. Brassey, the contractor, are

now objects of interest in the chief thoroughfaros of the above neighbour-
hoods.

The low level sewer, which in to run along the banks of the river from
Chelsea to Abbey Mills, depends upon that mightier structlU'O, the Thames
Embankment. The sewage intercepted by the other two north side main
sewers is allowed by the levels to flow by gravitation, but that which is

proliably destined to flow along the low level sewer will have to be pumped
up thirty-seven feet to the height of the other combined stream. The three
streams united wUl then be carried across the marshes to a sewage reservoir

at Barking-creek, thirteen acres in extent, through tlie northern outfall

sewer. This channel is now half completed, being built above ground upon
a foundation, in some parts concrete, in others brick arches, laid across the
marshes. For about a mile it consists of two lines of tunnel enclosed in an
embankment, and for the remaining distance of four miles, of three lines of
tunnel, each nine feet in diameter. It crosses over seven streams, including
the River Lea— that old, happy fishing-gi-onnd of Isaac Walton— and it

passes under the Eastern Counties Railway, and over the North Woolwich
and Tilbury and Southend lines, in what we may call sewer-ducts.

The intercepting sewers on the south side are divided into two levels—
the high and the low— witli the great outfall underground tunnel. The
high level sewer, which is nearly completed, begins at Claphara Common,
and winds its way through Camberwell, Peckham, and New Cross, to I)ept-

ford Creek. As the high level sewer on the north side swallows up in its

course the ancient and unsavoury Uackney Brook, so the high level sewer
on the south side is married to part of the degenerated EfFra stream. The
diameter of the southern high level sewer begins at four feet, and ends at
Beptford at ten feet and a half; its length is between nine and ten miles.

The low level intercepting sewer is not yet commenced, but it is mapped
out to run from Putney thi-ough Battersea, Brixton, Cambenvell, the Old
Kent Road, and across the market gardens to Deptford Creek. The sew.age

in both these channels will flow by gravitation to Deptford, where the com-
bined stream will be pinniped into the southern outfall sewer, which runs
under Greenwich, Woolwich, and the Erith marshes to a reservoir about
five acres in extent, which will be made at Crossness Point, on the river, a
mile and a half above Barking Creek. The Deptford pumping station is

nearly completed, and the engines are now being fixed. Part of the work
has been very difficult, fhe foundations consisting largely of a ninning sand,
and some portions of the tunnel lia\-ing been constructed under the bed of
the creek. The southern outfall sewer is quite finished, forming a fine tun-
nel seven miles and a half long, with a diameter of about eleven feet and a
half.

Mr. Bazalgette's plan provides for carrying off to the reservoirs at Bark-
ing Creek and Crossness Point, north and south, that eighth of an inch of
sewage contributed by the whole population all over the drainage area,

diluted with a quarter of an inch, or double its quantity of rain water.
The escape of the storm waters, which sometimes rise one, two, and three
inches in an hour, is provided for at the mouths of fhe two outfall sewers
by tubes or weirs, commnnicating with lower channels which run respect-

ively into the River Lea and Deptford Creek. The storm waters, therefore,

when they reach a height above the weirs, will escape down those outlets

and so reach the Thames through the two branches named ; while the sew-
age proper, mixed with a sufficient amount of rain water, will flow along
the outfall sewers down the incline of two feet in a mile to the two great
reservoirs on fhe river banks. Here, unless some public company should
step forward with a practicable and inoffensive scheme for utilising these
two seas of sewage, they will be pumped info the river through pipes under
water at high tide. Mr. Bazalgette calculates that these two points of dis-

charge will give him sewage tUluted with a hundred times fhe volume of
water obtained at London Bridge, inasmuch as there the sewage only flows
into the river at low water, while at Barking Creek and Crossness Point—
one fourteen and the other fifteen miles below London Bridge— it will be
pumped in at high water, and carried down by the ebbing tide at least

twelve miles lower. The levels will allow the Barking Creek reservoir to be
filled by gravitation, but at Crossness Point pumping power will have to be
employefl.

The visit of what we may call the members of fhe three houses— Lords,
Commons, and the united parishes— was attended by one mighty storm
overflow from beginning to end. Our legislators, however, when out for a
short holiday, are famous for enjoying tliemselves like schoolboys, and
though a few honourable members declined to leayc the steamboat at

Blackwall, and go on by railway to Old Ford, the majority went boldly
through the mud and rain, and were rewarded for their trouble. The
inspection of that murky Niagara of sewage which now flows do^vn the
uorfliern high level sewer seemed to be not at all offensive to those gentle-

men who are accustomed to legislate on the banks of our great river sewer
at Westminster in liot weather. The candles which the honourable members
carried on bits of wood, and the men who stood with little tin ovens full of

lights at the sides of the funnels, gave the journey the appearance of a
mining inspection. The railway ride across the marshes, in open trucks

well filled with straw, along the side of the works, was novel and p>Ieasant»

notwithstanding the hea\'y rain ; and the reunion under a huge soddeued
refi'esliment tent, where the land-vrafer party met the river-water party,

was enlivened by a few short toasts. Mr. Tife, fhe chairman of fhe day, in

the unavoidable absence of Mr. Thwaites, proposed fhe House of Lords and
the House of Commons, which was responded to by Lord Redesdale and Sir

Robert Peel. Tlie Metropolitan Board of Works and Mr. Bazalgette formed
the subjects of the other chief toasts, and then the pai'fy took boat again for

Greenwich. An inspection of part of fhe southern outfall sewer and of the
Deptford pumping station by some of the members closed a vciy well-spent

day, that ought to give new life to usefid parochial politics.

The whole of these vast drainage v»-orks—only half seen by the visitors—
are a credit to all concerned in their construction. Jlr. Bazalgette, the
engineer-in-chief, and his able managing engineers, JUr. Grant on the south
side and Mr. Cooper and Mr. Lovick on tlio north side, have done their
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H-ork well ; and fo have the contractors, Mr. Webster, Mr. Aird, and Mr.

Fiirncss. Mr. IJra.'isej-, we have no doul^t, will execute his task— the

northern niiddh> li-vel—equally well. DiiEculties before mentioned, and the

delay in bef;inninp; the Thames Emliaukment, will prevent Mr. Bazalgette

keeping his original promise, and giving us the whole works complete by

1863, but the next year will probably sliow us the system ready for action.

It may be a bold and costly experiment — it may even fail to do all that it

promises to do in pnrifying the town portion of tlie Thames— but every

penny spent is sunk in a good cause, and the strictest financial reformer

will hardly grumble at the outlay.

ON THE GLA.SS OF POMPEII.

MG. BONTEMPS, at one of the late meetings of the Academic des

f Sciences, read a very interesting paper on this subject. The following

are the most salient points of M. Bontemps' communication:— ' The use of

glass for window-glazing, an invention so useful to the Northern nations,

does not seem to claim a high antiquity. Its use among the ancient Greeks

and Romans is negatived by the silence of the Greek and Latin writers.

The wonderful skill displayed in glass manufacture many centuries before

the Christian era would appear to imply that it was simply a question of

climate that glass for window purposes was not made. Philo, the Jew, in

the fu-st century of the Christian era, while describing his embassy to the

Emperor Caligula, alludes to the employment of window-glass ; Seneca,

however, says that it was in his own time that this invention came into use.

These assertions have given rise to numberless contradictions in learned

commentators; but the discoveries at Hercnlaneum and Pompeii have
removed all uncertainty from the question. Mazois, the celebrated archi-

tect, in his work "LesEuines de Pompeii " (Paris, 1814-1835), in his chapter
on the Public Baths (t. ii. p. 77), thus writes:—" If the question of the

employment of window-glass by the ancients were still a matter of doubt,
we should find in this hall a testimony capaljle of solving it. Time has
still preserved there a bronze window-frame, which shows not only the size

and the glass employed, but also the manner of arranging it. The panes of
glass were inserted in an incision in the bronze, and kept in their place by
small turning buttons which pressed upon the glass ; the size of the panes
was about 20 inches broad by 28 inches long, and the thickness more than
two lines (5 to 6 millimetres)." '

The certainty that glass was emplo3-ed at a period anterior to the year
79 of our era, the date of the eruption of Vesuvius, in which Herculaneum
and Pompeii perished, being confirmed, it becomes an interesting question
to know how these panes of glass were manufactured, which, as we have
seen, were of considerable dimensions ; whether they were blown in cylin-
ders or in sheets, or whether they were run out like our looking-glass. M.
Bontemps asserts that a mere inspection of the fragments is sufficient to
deterniine the method. He says :

—
' These panes of glass which, according

to their size, could not weigh "less than five kilogrammes, had they been
blown, could not have been the product of a single" piece ; the joinings then
should be obseiT-able on the different cuttings. Were these panes tlie

result of the blowing of a cylinder then opened and rolled, the bubbles of
the glass should be lengthened and parallel with regard to the axis of the
cylinder; they shoidd be concentric, were the panesthe result of a globe
afterwards flattened out ; were they run out, the bubbles could not assume
any uniform direction, and must generally be round and flat.' By the
kindness of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the superLntendeut of
the Naples Museum, Prince de San Georgio, was induced to send some
fragments of the glass found at Pompeii to be examined bvM. Bontemps.
He s-iys :

—

' These fragments measured no less than ten centimetres, and from my
examination of them, all doubt as to the method of their manufacture i's

removed. The glass had been well melted, except some small knots and
other defects

; parts were entirely free from bubbles, while other parts were
Ml of them, but all were not inherent to the melting. The thickness of
the glass is unequal

; in some places it is more than five millimetres, andm others not more than three. This alone is a sufficient indication that
such glass had not been blown. One of the surfaces of a specimen bears
the impress of the form on which it had rested while in the warm state ;

this might possibly be the mark of the unmelted portion of the stone on
which the cyhnder or tubular figure had been developed ; but the other
surface bears no resemblance to what would have occurred had the "lass
been blown, a circumstance also proved by still more positive signs. The
bubbles are neither those of a cylinder nor a globe rolled out into a flat
siurtaee. It is clearly seen that each pane has been produced by a running
out of the m.iterial, which, in certain places, did not reach the full size of
the mould, while in others, the workman having nearly touched the full
size, has turned back by bending the glass upon itself, and by this means
the air interposed, forming a stratum of bubbles. The inequality in the
thickness proves also that the workmen made use of no metal cylinders to
press the glass.'

It is probable, then, that a metal frame of the dimensions of the glass
to be manufactured was placed upon a polished stone, over which a small
quantity of very fine clay was sprinkled ; the molten material was tlien
poured into the frames, probably by the means of ladles of bronze and the
ghiss was pressed upon by a wooden paUet, so as to fill up the frame com-
pletely. The ancients, therefore, came very close upon the invention of
molten glass, which was only practised in France seventeen centuries after-
wards

;
for had they passed a roller over the frame, they would liave

obtained a pane of glass of a regular thickness, which would then have
simply requind polishing, an operation with which they were acquainted
tor Pliny tells us they made use of ol.sidian for mirrors, which they hung
against the walls of their houses, which evidently meant that such obsidian
had been polished.

-The glass of these window-panes from Pompeii is of a greenish-blue
tint like a common French glass of about fifty years ago. The exact
analysis of some specimens made for M. Bontemps by M. Fe^d Claudet,
gives the following results

:

Silex .

Lime • ,

Soda
Aluminium .

Oxide of iron

,, manganese

„ copper .

69-43

7-24

17-31

3.55

115
0-39

traces.

9907

08-65

9-65

17-70
4-00

This analysis is remarkable from its great similarity to the composition
of glass manufactured at the present day. To take the" analysis of window-
glass by M. Dumas, cited in his work under number 4, we find :

—

Silex

Lime ........
Soda ....,,.,
Aluminium .......

inO-00

Perhaps in this analysis some traces of manganese and iron may have
been overlooked ; but with these exceptions, it is clear that both analyses
indicate an almost identical composition. The glass which M. Dumas
analysed was a specimen inferior to what is generally nianiitactured now.
Modern window-glass gives an average analysis of

—

Silex .,,,..,
Lime ....,,,
Soda
Aluminium ......
Oxides of iron and manganese . .

J. M.

—

From the Tcchnvlogisf.

100-00

CANADIAN BUILDING STONE.

1 DESCEIPTIVE cat<ilogue has just been published of the collection of

i\. the economic minerals and crystalline rocks of Canada, exhibited in

the International Exhibition. The catalogue has been prepared by Sir W.
E. Logan and Mr. Sterry Hunt. Speaking of the building stones of

Canada, it says that the Trenton formation, which is the next in succession

above the Birdseyc and Black River, yields excellent buikling stone at

Montreal, at Chevrotiere, nearly forty miles above Quebec, and at many
intermediate places. The best stone at Montreal is derived from a ten feet

band of grey bituminous granular limestone, in Vicds of from 3 to 18 ins.

thick at the bottom, passing at the top into a black nodular bituminous
limestone ; which is interstratified with black bituminous shale, in irregular

layers of from 1 to 3 ins. This grey limestone, w'hicli is near the base of

the formation, is a mass of comminuted organic remains, which consist

largely of the ruins of crinoids and cystidcans. The crystallisation of these

fossils gives a crystalline character to the rock. A considerable number of

quarries are w-orked upon this band of grey limestone, there being four

principal ones near Montreal, and the best houses of the city are built of

the stone. The quantity of stone annually quarried in the immediate vici-

nity of Montreal is computed to be ;

—

31 3.200 cubic feel of cut stone
5,25'i toiscs of rubble .

as.COn tons.
63,021 „

sq. ft.

91.024 „
The prices of good stone in Montreal are:

—

.\shlar stone, undressed .... O-'-'^i^ dollars \

Ashlar stone, dressed .... 0.3u' „
mouldings, from O.IO3 to 3 dols. or for a fair

moulding l.fio dollars If linear ft.

Fluted columns 18 in. diameter for the stone I.OO „ rising It.

,. „ „ for cutting 2.50 „ „
Heavy rough stone, from 6 to 30 cubic feet,

from 0.30 to 0.50 „ cubic ft.

Very heavy rough'stone, say CO cubic .''eet . 1.00 „ ,,

The strata in the neighbourhood of the citj- are much traversed by trap

dykes, which probably liave a connection with an intrusive mass extending

over 700 acres, and constituting ilount Royal, from which the city and
island take their name. Some of the quarries display a number of these

trap dykes which run in several directions and intersect one another. In

some instances, the limestone, having been removed from among them, the

dykes are left standing up several feet above the bottom of the quarries, re-

presenting in a marked manner the various details of the cracks they once
filled.

In the seigniory of La Chevrotiere, a very excellent limestone for building

is obtained between three and four miles back from the St. Lawrence. It

usually goes, however, under the name of the Dcschambault stone, in con-

sequence of its being put on board of boats at this place. The stone is of a

yellower or warmer grey than the Montreal stone ; it is more even in its

tint, and becomes somewhat less discoloured by weathering. It is more
granular and more easily cut, being softer and tougher, but it does not take
so fine nor so sharp an edge, nor does it pul- so well. Thi-ee beds of pretty
uniform character are worked; the top and bottom ones are 18 in. thick
each, and the middle one 3 ft. There is said to be a fourth bed beneath,
with a thickness of 4 ft., which has not been quarried. The strata are so
nearly horizontal, that it is difficult to determine their dip ; it is therefore
probable that the stone will spread to a considerable extent in the vicinity.

Along the concession, line, it is kno-n-n for twenty-six acres to the SW. and
five acres to the NE., and on the road across the concession it is visible for
a breadth of ten acres ; beyond which, in sinking wells to a depth of 20 ft.

in blue cl.iy, no rock is " met with. The produce of the quarries of La
Chevrotiere has a deserved celebrity in Quebec, where it has been used in
the construction of churches and other buildings.
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;CAN.\DIAN GRANITE AT TilE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

IN the Interniitional Exhibition will be foimd various specimens of granite,

sent by the Canailian Commissioners. It is said that an intrusive

gninite of Devonian age ocours in considerable abundance in the Eastern

townships of Canada, and forms many isohiteil hills, tile whole of them

being of small size, -with the exception of the Great Megantic Mountain,

which occupies an area of about twelve square miles. The rock splits well

with plug and feather, and can be obtained in blocks of almost any required

size. It foi-ms a handsome building stone, and has been used for bridges

on the St. I,awrence ami Atlantic Railway. It is composed of white quartz

and white orthoelase feldspar, with black" mica. An area of tlu.s rock occurs

in .Stanstead. covering six square miles, and there is another in Barnston,

from which the specimen now exhibited was obtained. Granite of the

same character, and probably of the same :ige, is widi'Iy distributed in the

State of Maine, and is traceable to New Brunswick, where it is overlaid

by the carlioniferous rocks.

At St. Joseph Beauee there is a band of granite, 50 or 60 ft. thick,

which has a considerable proportion of quartz, and has Ijeen used in the

seigniory of St. Joseph for millstones. It is said that this would yield a

strong aiid durable building stone; that it runs with the stratification near

to a banil of serpentine, and is supposed to be an altered sandstone, and

not an intrusive rock.

HOLLOW BRICKS.

MH. ARTHUR FISHER, of Jlontreal. haS invented hollow bricks

which profess to be of such si;!es and form as to practically adapt

them to economy in the manufacture, and to the building of walls on a new

and improved method. The advantages claimed are :—First, Economy of

Space. A wall may be built of eight inches in thickness, more or less,

containing continuous air spaces, subserving the purposes of ventilation and

preventing the transmission of moisture, heat, and sound, equally well with,

if not better, than a solid one of greater thickness ; thus admitting of larger

apartments on a given space of groiuid. .Second, Economy of Cost. As
comp;u-ed with ordinaiy bricks, their mannfactm-e requires a less quantity

of raw material, a smaller expenditiu-e in its preparation, less time in

drying, less fuel in burning, and less weight in transportation, so that larger

loads may be moved for a given sum. In building, these bricks occupy

twice the space taken up by ordinary ones in the wall, and their bearing on

those beneath being much less than that of ordinary bricks, less than half

the usual quantity of mortar will suffice for laying them—no mean saving

in localities where lime or sand are scarce and dear ; less expense in interior

finishing, obviating the necessity for fiu'ring and lathing, and economy
generally, inasmuch as by the use of these hollow bricks, building works

may be carried on at aU seasons of the year. Third, Improved Sanitary

Condition. It is said that, by the use of these bricks, buildings may be

constructed with economy of cost and space, and at the same time secure

superior sanitary advantages in the way of ventilation, with freedom

from cold and moisture, not heretofore attainable without increased ex-

pense. Fourth, They are recommended to be secure^froni vermin, and
diminish liability to loss by fix-e.

GIGxVNTIC TUBUL.4II BRIDGE.

A DESIGN has been recently pronmlgated for the construction of an
immense tubidar bridge, of wrought iron, to span the Firth of Foi*th.

It is proposed that it shall cross the Firtli at a point about 800 feet east of

Newhall's Inn, on the one side, to North Queensferry on the other. The
island of Inch Garvie woidd serve as the foimdation for a pier in the deepest

part of the river, as the Britannia Rock does for the tubular bridges across

the Menai Straits. Great natm-al facilities occur for floating and raising

the tubes at the intended site, as they did at that of the Britannia bridge
;

and the engineering difficulties contingent upon so gi-cat a work would thus

be materially diminished. The advantages of carrying the railway across

the Firth at this place will be apparent when it is stated that it will lessen

the distance between Edinburgh and Perth— as compared vnth the present
railway transit— by about fifty-two miles. The structure contemplated is

to consist of two continuous wTought-iron tubes, similar in section to the
Britannia, in 800 feet spans, and resting on stone piers. The total water-
way will be 5,000 feet, and the height of the erection 100 feet above high-
water mark. It is proposed that there shall be seven spans, with six piei-s,

each of these being thirty feet wide at the bed plate of the tubes. The
distance from face to face of the abutments will be 5,780 feet ; and the
total length of the continuous tubes 5,810 feet. As each tube would just
support its own weight at about 800 feet span, it is proposed to add stays,

in the shape of iron wire cables; and, in order to prevent lateral move-
ment, it is intended that these shall depend upon three towers bmlt upon
each pier and abutment.

_
The cables from the east and west towers will cross each other, and thus

give three distinct points of support to the tubes, in addition to that de-
rived from two chains running parallel to them. Thus braced, it is under-
stood that the cables would support the tubes even if the latter were
broken— a casualty not very likely to happen. The variations resulting
from changes of temperature are to be obriated as far as possible by con-
trivances of the simplicity and efficiency of which report .speaks in the
highest terms.

So far as dimensions are concerned, the Firth of Forth liridgc would be
second only to that known as the Victoria bridge, and which spans the St.
La-»Tence in Canada.

ENORMOUS INCREASE OF THE ENGLISH GLASS
MANUFACTURE.

ABEAUTIFIL model, and quite unique in its way, as instancing the
rapid advances made in the manufacture of glass of late years, has just

been placed in the galleries of the Crj-stal Palace, at Sydenham. By this

model, visitors may see the great extent of Messrs. Hartley's works (who,

by the way, were the contractors for the glass used by the Messrs. Kelk &
Lucas, for the International Exhibition), and the different descriptions of

glass manvifactured. Tlicse consist of crown, sheet, patent rough plate for

roofing, coloured, for artists, &c. ; and the processes of flattening, blowing,

warehousing, annealing, and packing are exemplified. The model occupies

a space of about 22 ft. by 9 ft., and is crowded by the various chimneys and
buildings necessarj' to a giant manufactory. In the International Exhibition

—

which, it must be remembered, is mainly a brick structure—there have been

used about 600,000 su])erficial feet of glass, weighing about 300 tons ; and
on each of the domes there is 30 tons of glass. It is scarcely credible that,

thirty years ago. there was not a foot of sheet glass made in this country.

About that time foreign workmen were brought over Tiy Mr. Hartley; but

the manufacture languished for several years, and did not fairly take root

in English soil until tlie repeal of the Excise Duties in 1845. What is the

state of this industry now, in which we are exporting it very largely to all

parts of the world ? We are informed that the yearly production of sheet

glass in England at the present time is equivalent to 60,000,000 of super-

ficial feet of glass, weighing one pound a foot, or more than sufficient to

encircle the globe with a band 12 in. wide. One glass-house pot will pro-

duce about 150,000 to 160,000 ft. per annum, and each furnace contains

eight of these pots. Hence each furnace is capable of producing a million

and a quarter superficial feet a year, and as Messrs. Hartley show ten glass-

houses on their model, they could, if all produced the same glass as they

supplied to Messrs. Kelk & Luca-s, turn out 12,500,000 superficial feet per

annum, or a foot per head for all the male population in the United

Kingdom

!

NEW HOSPITAL IN LAURISTON, EDIN"BURGH.

SOME years ago, Mr. G. Chalmers, a plumber, of Edinburgh, left in trust

the sum of £30,000, which was to be devoted to the erection and benefit

of an hospital for the sick and injured. The fund was vested in the Dean
and Faculty of Advocates, who, after a time, purchased an eligible plot of

ground, situate at Lauriston House, near Edinburgh. A portion of the land

was laid out as a street, and a number of houses have already been built,

and others are in course of erection ; the street having been named after

the beneficent tradesman— Chalmers Street. Two acres of land were re-

served for the hospital, which is now nearly completed. Messrs. Peddie

& Kinnear are the architects ; and the entire work is under the super-

intendence of Mr. T. B. M'Fadzeau.

Possessing a frontage of 202 ft,, the building consists of a centre block,

measuring 40 ft. by 38 ft., consisting of three stories and area flat, and pro-

jecting 8 ft. in fi-ont of two wings 82 ft. long by 28| ft. wide. The facade is

of a rich ornamental description, the carving, which has been judiciously

and carefully applied, giving it a highly characteristic effect. The roof,

which projects with open moiUded rafters, produces in aU a very handsome

unique elevation, which, when completely finished, wiU considerably im-

prove the appearance of that part of the street. A new parapet wall has

been built, of an average height of 7 ft. Pleasing as the building is as

regards elevation, it is not less satisfactor)' in its interior arrangements.

The centre block is occupied with rooms for the persons connected ^vith the

establishment, such as tlie house surgeon and matrons, whUe the area flat

is divided into kitchen apartments. The wings, again, are reserved for the

wards, two of which, containing twelve beds, are on each floor, thus giving

accommodation for forty-eight patients. Each ward is 55 ft. long by 24i ft.

wide, and loift. high from floor to ceiling — dimensions which, including

the recesses of the windows, affords nearly two thousand feet of air to each

patient. Each bed will have a window- on each side, lift. Iiighby4ft.

wide, and thus, since the wards occupy the whole width of the wings, each

individual patient has been secured an abundant supply of hght, which is

of such vital importance in these institutions. Added to these advantages

are the necessary ventilation in the ceilings, and all the latest improvements

of modern London and Parisian hospitals. The remain.Ier of the wings is

occupied with lavatories, and nm'ses' rooms adjoining the wards, all of

which are separated from the centre block by a staircase on each side, and

are to be heated, when foimd necessarj-, by the aid of steam pipes.

-»-

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

ON the 3rd inst., at the Coiu-t of Exchequer, before Mr. Baron Martin and

a special jury, an action was brought by Mr. Cleaver, to recover of Mr.

Nanps the sum of £107 8«. 6</. for preparing plans, preparing quantities

for builders, and obtaining tenders. The defendant paid jt39 18*. into

com-t as sufficient to satisfy the plamtiff's claim. Ultimately the parties

agreed to withdraw a juror.

An important case was tried on Monday last, at the Court of Common
Pleas, in which Messrs. Rolt, timber merchants, of London, were the plain-

tiffs, and Messrs. Eousillon & Dubora-g. of Barcelona, were the defendants.

On the 22nd March, 1859, the plaintiffs entered into a contract with tho

Admii-alty to supply 1,500 loads of Spanish oak, the price being, ac-

cording to size, £11 14s., £11 9s. 2</., and £10 19s. id. a ton; and to

enable the plaintiffs to perform their agreement, they, on tlie 5th of AprU,

entered into a contract, by wliich the defendants undertook to supply the

1,500 loads of timber at £11 a ton. About 86 loads were sent, but the

defendants, in consequence of being disappointed in Spam, sent no more

;

and the present action was to recover £1,472 19s., the profit which tho

plaintiffs would have made if they had received the whole of tho timber.

Evidence was given in support of the plaintiffs' case, and at the end of it

the defendants' counsel admitted that he coidd not make out the defence

upon which he had reUed, and a verdict was consequently entered for the

plaintiffs for the amount claimed. Mr. Lush and 5Ir. Harcourt appeared

for the plaintiffis, and Mr. Karslake and Mr. C. Pollock for the defendants.

At the Vice-Chancellor's Court on the 9th inst., before the Vice-Chan-

ceUor, Sir R. T. Kindersley, in the case of Watson v. Rose, a bill was filed

by the representative of two gentlemen named Watson, for the recovery of
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the deposit, ^th interest, on tl.e rY^li"!,''-™™^,']^,,';^;:^,

head, under these cimnnst;mccs:-In May ISio, tl e Me.si

in wHtinc to rin-ehase of Willii>m Totter the land .n qiv

A ,! sf An ner eont 10 be paid iit once, and the

p.nX; lone in' /L-fs-iS, and Certain new streets, &c., were referred to.

The rt^sT of :e829 was immediately paid, and it was represented to the

purchasers that certain new streets and a cl'

of certain land at Bii-ken-

essrs. Watson agreed

estion for £8,295,

once, and the remainder of the

purchase-money

h'urch were intended to be built.

In'VpriFTsis'Potter became bankriipt, and his assignees filed a bill against

ho Msr: Watson for specific performance of the agTcement, wh.ch was

1 'nW with costs, by Lord Cranworth. on the ground of the indncements

held out as to the building. &-c., which were not carried out. Interes was

pa d on the purehase-monev, and the sums so paid amounted altogether to

^£575 12....^whieh had not been repaid. In August 184.
,
Potter mortgaged

fheland in question, with other premises, to the Legal and General Life

Assurance Society to secire £40,000, and notice of this mortgage was sent

fo reNvatsons in Mai-ch 1846. L, January 1860 tl,e plaintiff, as repre-

sentatiye of the Messrs. Watson, who were both dead applied by his

roHci ors to the assurance society^ for payn.ent of the £1,575 12.., but they

rrfnsed to make such payment, and this bill w..s filed to enforce it on he

sVh of .TanuaiT 1861.' "Mr. Glasse and Mr C. Hal appeai-ed for the

paintiff: Mr. 'Baily and Mr. Little for the defendants. JL-.GIase was

heard in reply. The Vice-Chanccellor was of opinion that the plaintiff

had a lien on the estate as against the defendants for repayment of the

deposit of the interest on the purchase-money, and on the whole amount,

but only as to this last item for six years preyiously to the filing of the

bill It was true that payments had Ijeen made after notice of the mort-

gage, but the defendants should also haye giyen notice not to continue to

pay interest.

CHUKCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHEE BUILDINGS.

CHl'KCHES.

WHIXI.EY, ToEKSHEE.—The parish church of Whixlej-, which has

lately been undergoing thorough restoration, under the direction of

G G Scott' Esq., E.A., mil be reopened on the 29th inst. This church

was built orio^nally in Norman times, but the naye is principaUy decorated.

A decorated window of fiye lights in the chancel has displaced a hideous

ecclesiastical predecessor ; a new roof of pine has been raised like that of

the naye to the original pitch, and twelye cai-yed oak stalls, with correspond-

ing altar rails and screen fur the new yestry, haye been added. The floors

haye been laid throughout with Minton's black and red encaustic tiles,^ of

varying patterns ; and an elegant pidpit of Caen stone and alabaster, with

upper and lower shafts of Deyonshire and green serpentine marble, the

work of Mr. Parmer, of London, has been intro luced. The whole of the

wood and stone work was contracted for by Mr. John Freeman, builder, &c.,

of Staycley. The glazing and re-leading haye been well performed by the

Messrs. Hodgson, of York, who also haye designed for the east end of the

arcade two stained glass windows, which were the gift of Mr. Cass, of

Proyidence Green. Altogether, the sum of about £2,500 will haye been

expended upon the naye alone, but this sum includes a Prince Consort

Memorial Clock, and three new bells by Messrs. Mears and Co.

ToRRD-GTOx.—The ancient chui-ch of St. Michael's, Torrington, was re-

opened on the 3rd inst. The church was first built about the twelfth cen-

tury, and is of some historical interest from the fact of its being the scene

of occupation of Cromwell's army under Fairfax. The army used the

church as a stable and powder magazine, and on their quitting it, it was

almost totally destroyed by gunpowder. The church was rebuilt in the year

1651 ; and the only part tliat now remains of the original building are two

sets of piUars and arches at the west end. The restoration has been carried

out in accordance with the former style, but it has been found necessary to

put in new \vindows throughout, fitted with geometrical tracery; and

seyeral of them haye been filled with stained glass. At the east end of the

north aisle the window has been giyen by Mrs. Dayis, of Bideford, iu

memory of the Callou family, the subject being ' The Holy Church through-

out the world.' A corresponding window on the south side is giyen by

J. C. Moore Steyens, Esq., of Winseott, in memory of his family ; subject,

' The Four Eyangelists.' The subject of the east window is ' The Crucifixion
;'

and the brazen serpent beneath. On the left hand dexter is a tj-pe of Isaac

bearing the wood to the sacrifice, and our Lord bearing the cross ; and on

the sinister is a tj-pe of Joseph in the pit, a counterpart of the entomb-

ment of our Lord. The west window is giyen by the Rey. C. Palmer, the

subject, ' Three scenes from the life of John the Baptist.' The side window
in the chancel is filled with coloured glass at the expense of G. Braginton,

Esq., of Torrington. The remainder of the windows are filled with green

tinted glass of peculiar manufacture. The old yestrj' at the north-west

corner has been built as an organ chamber, with an arch opening into the

church. The south doorway has been reopened, with a good porch built

outside, where new gabled coping and crosses, with buttress wetherings,

haye been proyided. The chancel has been raised one step above the nave,

and has been extended eastward about seven feet. The whole of the old

galleries and floors have been swept away, new open benches have been
made of the old oak from the galleries, and the elbows and other portions

with new oak. The floors of the chancel and passage have been laid with
encaustic tiles. The lighting has also been newly arranged, the gas

brackets being fixed on each side of the pillars, beneath the arches. An
ornamental low screen has been put up, forming a yestry under the tower.

The chancel lias been chorally an-anged with carved stall ends and elbows,

with prayer-desks, westward of the same. The altar table has been re-

placed bj' a new one of massive oak. The architect is Wm. "White, Esq.,

of London. The stone carving, which is much admired, is the work of

Mr. Hooper, of Hatherleigh, in Hatherleigh stone ; the woodwork by
Messrs. Durke and Lee, of Torrington ; the glazing by Mr. Pethcrick, and
the walling and other miscellaneous work by Mr. Walter Cock, also of
Torrington.

BisLF.v, NEAR Steoto.—The parish church of All Saints, Bisley, near
Stroud, was reopened on the 2nd inst Bisley Church is a very ancient
structure, and had latterly fallen into great decay, and the vicar, the Eev.

T. Keble, determined to restore it at his own cost and that of a few private

friends This design he has carried out at a cost of about i 4000. The

tower and chancel "of the old church are .untouched but the whole of the

remainder of the edifice has been rebuilt from the foundations. The

builders were Messrs. Wall and Hook, of Eastcombes.

East Bridgfoep, Nottinghamshire. — This chui-ch, which has been

undergoing a partial restoration under the care of the rector, the Eev. A

4 Barker, was reopened on Tuesday last. The church, which is dedicated

to St Peter was, in the opinion of Messrs. Wilson and Walker, the

•irchitects for the restoration, built somewhere between 1070 and 1100;

iiut of the original structure very Uttle remains, the principal portions

being the cornice in the chancel and the buttress at the east end. There

are no si-ns of any early English work, and it is probable that it remained

in its orit'inal state untU the year 1350, when it was completely remodelled.

In 1460"the edifice was again completely altered to suit tlie style waich

then prevailed— ™. the perpendicular. The old high pitched roof was

taken off and the present clerestory built (of course with tracery in the

windows) and a low pitched roof substituted. After this date very little

of a laudatoi-y character can be said of the church. The beautiful windows

must have been destroyed. Some portions of the work, of a date for cen-

turies older, are stiU "in existence. The most prominent feature in the

present restoration is the destruction and total abolishment of the old high

pews to give place to new benches, which are made of the best red deal.

In addition to this the floor has been taken up and re-laid, and a new iron

stove placed under ground provided with cold air by flues from the external

waUs Another improvement is the re-plastering and scraping of the

stone-work. New doorwajs have been made iu the tower, instead of

throwing the beUry open, as is sometimes the case. The altar has been

elevated on a stone footing, and the floor within the communion rails

(paved with encaustic tiles) raised by steps. The altar rails are of oak,

and ornamented with standards painted and gilt. The external masonry

has been preserved iu most instances. A new open roof has been erected,

the principal rafters being brought down on ornamental stone corbels. The

south porch has been restored, and the east window presents a highly cre-

ditable appearance. Very handsome benches have been placed in the

chancel for the use of the choir, and a yestry built capable of holding an

organ. The expense of the restoration has been about £400, and the

contractors were Messrs. Wood and Gilbert, of East Bridgford.

Eestoeation of Worcester Cathedbax. — The choir of Worcester

Cathedral is about to be thrown open to its aisles, by the removal of the

plaster screens which enclosed it. It is said that this wiU produce a fine

effect in exhibiting the proportions of the piers and imparting height to the

arches. It is probable that the wood galleries and screens or canopies to

the stalls will also be removed, without which the full effect of the great

improvement already begun will not be realised. This can be swept away

without destroying the old miserere seats and their quaint and interesting

earvintr. Not "only should these be retained, but the numerous carvings of

the subsclio', whicli many years ago were removed from their places and

stuck into the cornice of the very ugly screen which supports the organ,

shoiUd be restored. The only obstruction of the view from east to west is

the organ and its loft, and when the whole is removed, and the organ de-

posited in the only fitting place for it— namely, the south transept, under

the Adelaide window— the choir and nave will then be thrown open into

one for congregational purposes. The scaffolding is being removed from

the north-east transept, which has just been completed except the carving

of its arcade work, which had been almost entirely swept away by some

former iconoclasts. Mr. Boidton, the sculptor, is engaged on a new series

of carvings for this transept, and some of the specimens uiclude seyeral Old

Testament subjects, and are ver)' beautifully cut.

Ziox Chvrch and Schools, Eathgae.—These buildings have been re-

cently completed. The church— which accommodates 860 persons, and is

inches square at base, and rising to a height of 115 feet, capped with high

pitched roof, tiled in black and red. There is a western gallery, approached

by a stone stairs at south-west angle of nave. The roof and fittings are of

open timber, stained and varnished. The school building, which in material

and style harmonises w4th the church, contains two school rooms, each 40

feet by 20 feet, with open roofs, also class rooms, residence for master,

&c., &c. The materials employed throughout are calp and granite foi the

rubble walUng, Portland for the extensive cut-stone tlressings, quoins, &c.,

and Caen stone for the internal columns, arches, &c. The designs for these

works are made by Messrs. Joseph WeUand & Son, and contracted for, at

£9,600, by Messrs. Cockbum & Sons, who have brought them to comple-

tion, under the immediate and efBcient supervision of Mr. M'Allister,

inspector of Church Works to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.

Eestoeation of the celebrated Church of St. Cnorx, at Liege.—

The church of Sainte Croix, at Liege, is, both historically and artisti-

cally speaking, one of the most interesting architectural monuments of

Belgium. It had been allowed to faU into a lamentable state of decay, and

a few years since, its utter destruction appeared to be impending, when the

local authorities determined to attempt, not only its temporary repair, but

to a gi'eat extent its complete restoration. Perfect restoration, however, in

the strict sense of the word, is impossible, much having been utterly destroyed,

especially the fine painted windows. These, however, are being replaced by

original ones, carefully designed to suit the period, by M. Oudinot, of Pans.

Six of these have been already put up, and the local archajologists pronounce

them highly characteristic and successful. The other important works are

also approaching completion, and will appear in the Bcilding News.

chaeels.

Baerow, Chester.—The Weslcyan Chapel of BaiTow, after undergoing

extensive repairs and alterations, was opened on the 29tli nit.

North.vmpton.—The College Street chapel, belonging to the general

Baptists of Northampton, is about to be demolished, and a fine and large
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oilifiof erected ou its site. The present charcl, nhioh will hold more than

1,000, has for some time been too small.

SiTTiNonouBXE.—A new chapel is to bo built at Sittingbourne, for the

congregation worshipping at the Latimer Cliapel. The style of the new
chapel will be Gothic, from a design furnished by Mr. "Wimble, of London,

and it will atford accommodation fur altout 700 persons. The site selected

is at the west end of the Corn Exehanno. anil the contract has-been taken

by yh: Bennett, builder, of Jlilton. Tile whole cost, including tlie gi-ound,

will be about £'2,000. towards which £1,200 has already been subscribed.

Bit.\i>i-'oiiU.—As we noticed last week, the foundation-stono of a new
Baptist Chapel at Bradford was laid on the 2Gth nit., by Sir S. Morton
Peto, Bart., M.P. The chapel is situated in Hallficld Road, Manningham
Lane. The new building will consist of a chapel capalde of seating 1,000

persons; a school-room for 350 children in classes; a lecture-room for 130

persons; a class-room, with gallery for 80 infants ; two class-rooms ; a tea-

room or class-room ; a room for school library, minister'.s vestry, ladies'

vestry, deacons' large vestry, cellar kitchen, and other apartments. The
school buildings are to be in the rear of the chapel, and are so designed as

to be s'jljordiuate in appearance to the cliapel, but will be gi-onped with it.

The style adopted will bo generally called Gothic, but widely differs from

what is usually understood by that term, as the work will be in harmony
with the spirit and details of mediaeval ecclesiastical architecture, and
with the principles of the Baptist denomination, for whom the building is

to be creeled. Internally, the chapel will be 53 ft. wide, and 78 ft. long,

exclusive of organ recess, which is 1-1 ft. deep ; height of side walls, 30 ft.

;

height from floor to centre part of ceiling, 41 ft. The construction of the

interior divides the space laterally into a centre and two side compartments,

as ' nave and aisles.' Coupled iron columns, each 7 in. diameter and 3 in.

apart, support the side galleries, and are carried upwards to receive pointed

arches of brickwork which carry the roof above. There will be five arches

on each side, each 13 ft. span. The ceiling of the nave is shown to be semi-

octagonal section, formed into compartments by the roof principals and
longitudinal timbers, and is expected to produce good acoustic effect.

Between nearly the whole of the ceilings and the slating of the roofs an
intervening space occurs as in ordinary roofs, so as to avoid the objection of

cold in winter and heat in summer, generally urged against open timber roofs.

All the woodwork internally will be stained and varnished. The floor of the

baptistry platform (which is in front of the pulpit) will be level with the

top of the seat framing, and the galleries are so planned that all occupants

may witness the ordinance of immersion without moving from their seats.

The baptistry will be lined with enamelled slate, or porcelain tiles. Over
the lecture-room and class-rooms, &c., will be the school-room, 60 ft. by
30 ft., and 22 ft. high, approached by two separate stone staircases

for boys and girls, and communicating with the side galleries of

the chapel. A tea-room adjoins the school-room. In front of the chapel

will be a stone terrace, 10 ft. wide, with tlii'ce flights of steps, and from this

the chapel will be entered by one central and two side doorways, the former

leading to the ground-floor seats, and the latter to the galleries. The walls

of the building are to be built of stone throughout, faced with hammer-
dressed courses, and the dressings are to be of stone from Bolton Wood.
The Rev. J. P. Chowu is the pastor of the church.

Little Marlow, Bucks. — A new schoolroom at this village was
opened on the 2ud inst., by the Lord Bishop of Oxford. R. P. Pope, Esq.,

of Gray's Inn, was the architect, and Mr. T. Corby, of Great Marlow, the
builder. The building is 4i feet by IS, with an open roof and an orna-
mental screen for dividing the school for Sunday use. Attached is a
teachers' residence, with every convenience. The amount expended was
about £700.

BEDjnxsTEH, Bristol.—New parochial schools are about to be built at

Bedminster, Bristol, for the parish of St. Luke's, of which the Rev. D. A.
Doudney is the incumbent. The foundation stone has lately been laid. The
site of the proposed school is about 300 yards from St. Luke's Chm-ch, in
what was formerly known as W'eare's-mead. The style of the building
will be plain early English, and as the trustees have determined to raise it

as economically as possible, there will be no attempt at ornamentation.
The building will comprise one large school-room, 94 feet by 36 feet, two
class-rooms, oiBces, and other conveniences, with two capacious play-
grounds in front. The estimated co.st of the erection is £1,035, and the
school is intended to accommodate 600 children. Mr. Crisp, of Corn
Street., is the architect, and Mr. Norris, of Temple-gate, Bristol, the con-
tractor.

PvcKi.ECHL-ECH, NEAR Beistol.—The ParkficUl Colliery Training Schools,
recently built at Pucklechurch, were opened on the 7th inst. The build-
ing has been erected at the sole expense of Messrs. Wethered. Cossham, and
"Wcthered, and Messrs. Fry, of Union Street, Bristol, the design being that of
Mr. Cossham, sen.

; the bricks are supplied from the ground of the colliery,
and the place built solely by the men employed on their colliery works.
The cost, exclusive of the ground, was about £400. The school consists of
a large room, 45 ft. by 18 ft,, with lofty open roof; a class-room, for adults
in the evening ; an infants' room ; and necessary offices.

BUTLDINGS.

Ttte New Peottn-clvl Bajol of Ireland.—For some years past the
Directors of the ProWncial Banking Company have been desirous of re-
moving from their backward and unsuitable premises in William Street, to
a more comprehensive and more conveniently situated e.stablishmeut, and
for that purpose entered into negotiations with the proprietors of the Police
r>lvisiona1_ Station and Court building, of tlie Royal Irish Institution, and
of the adjoining hotife. occupied by a confectioner, in College Street, the
result being the intended total demolition of the existing buildings, and
the erection of a handsome bank structure, from the designs of the Com-
pany's architect, Mr. William G. Murray. The total frontage is about 77
feet, and the rear will extend to Fleet Street, where a separate entrance is
provided. The elevation of the building will be 61 feet, presenting a
central projection of 37 feet in width, with four three-quarter Corinthian
columns, carried np two storeys— viz. the first and second— and sur-

mounted by a pediment, antes of the same order being introduced on the

wings, which arc finished with a balustraded j-arapet. In the interspaces

the first floor central windows have enriched pediments, and those of the

wings semicircular blind heads, with carved panels therein. A range of

semicircular headed opens, with cable-moulded arrisses, vermiculated key-
stones, and a bold ])edestal and plinth, perforate the ground floor wall,

which is capped with an effective coniiee. A spacious central doorway
leads to a general entrance hall, 31 feet 9 inches by 18 feet, formed into

hall and vestibule by coupled columns ; and beyond this is the public office

for banking business, 77 feet by 45 feet, with coved and jianelled ceiling,

large and handsome lantern light— the height from ground floor to soffet

being 47 feet 6 inches. The public office, entrance hall, and passages will

be floored with rich encaustic tiles. Tenders for the erection of this build*

ing win be sought for immediately.

PoETOiiELLO Town' II.u.l.—The tenders for the erection of the Town
Hall buildings have been opened by Ml'. Bi'yce, architect, in the Coimcil
Chambers, before a meeting of the directors, when the following estimates

were accepted;—Messrs. A. & J. Wilson, Tranent, for the mason work;
Jlr. H. Scott, Portobello, for the joiner work ; Messrs. Hume & Co., Edin-
biu'gh, for the jilnmbcr work; Mr. Anderson, Edinburgh, for the slater

work ; and Mr. Sinclair, Portobello, for the plaster work. The architect

and directors have specified that the rubble stones are to he from Tranent,

being of a superior quality, and the front from Burntisland.

LivEEPOOL.—On Wednesday, the 2nd iustant, the foundation-stone of the

new premises to be erected for the Adelphi Banking Company, in South
John Street, was laid by William R. Camidge, Esq., the chairman of the

company. The building is intended to be of an elegant exterior, and an
ornament to the locality in which it is situate. The style of architecture is

the florid Italian, can'ied out with the modifications necessary to adapt the

building to its intended purposes. The basement floor will be of grey

granite, and in the other portions of the elevation red granite will also be

employed. Round the windows gi'anite is to be introduced, being the first

time of, its being used in a similar manner. The building will be 70 ft.

to the front of South John Street, and 60 ft. extending towards Cable

Street. The ground-floor will be carried on a series of arches, the basement

being made fireproof ; and there will be strong rooms, and the other modern
appliances for security now introduced in buildings of this description. The
architect is Mr. C. Ellison, of Liverpool, and the contractors Messrs. Witter

&Co.
Oxford.—Tenders for a New Workhouse.—At a special meeting of

the Oxford Board of Guardians, on Friday last, a report was received from
the building committee, relative to the tenders for a new workhouse. The
report stated, that six tenders had been sent in for the erection of a new
workhouse, and the committee expressed their regret that none of the ten-

ders sent in were within the sum of £7,000, and, under those circumstances,

their labom-s were at an end, as the Board had only power to borrow £9,430.

The amounts of the several tenders were as follow ;

—

Bricks made on Bricks not made Additional
the ground. on the ground. works.

S'o. 1. £9,100 £9,500 £261 10

2. None 7,960 290
3. 7,764 8,114 314

4. 7,550 8,080 250
5. 8,171 8,633 194

6. 7,205 7,505 231

It was resolved unanimously to appoint a committee to report to the Board
on the proper steps to be taken, ivith a view to build a workhouse on the

newly-purchased site as speedily as possible. It was also resolved, that none

of the tenders be accepted, and that the plans be sent back to the competing
architects, with a letter, stating that none of the builders' tenders come
within the specified sum of £7,000.

WixDSOR.—A new building for the Guard at Windsor Castle is in course

of construction. It will be in the early English style, and extend from the

Salisbury Tower, near Henry VIII. 's Gateway, along the western side

of the lower foundation, to the Old Garter Tower, and will comprise every

necessai'y accommodation for officers and men. The building contains a

guard-room, 74 feet by 20 feet; at one end there is also an open con'idor,

28 feet by '20 feet ; and, at the opposite end. officers' apartments are to be

built in the Old Garter Tower. Beneath this there is to be a kitchen, con-

nected by an underground passage with the guard-room, fitted up for cook-

ing by the soldiers on guard.

MONUMENTS, STATUES, ETC.

Statue to the late Duke of Richmond. — The Richmond tenantry

in Strathbogie having some time ago resolved to erect a statue of the Duke
of Richmond, Mr. A. Brodie, of Aberdeen, has now nearly completed it,

and it is about to be erected at Hantly. It is a colossal figure, nine feet in

height, of Redhall freestone, and represents the Duke in his uniform as

Colonel of the Sussex Militia, with his sword by his side, the Waterloo and

Peninsular medals, and order of the Garter on his breast, and a scroll in

his right hand.

Stati-e of the late Dr. Todd.—A full-length marble statue, by Noble,

of the late Dr. Todd, was uncovered on the 3rd inst., at King's College

Hospital, London. The statue is considered to be a faithful likeness.

Bust op Earl Canning.—The Court of Common Council, London, has

appropriated 200 guineas for a bust of Earl Canning, to be placed in

Guildhall.

Statue to the late Viscount Hardinge.— It is proposed to erect ia

London a duplicate of the statue of the hite Viscount Hardinge, now ex-

hibited in the International Exhibition by J. H. Foley, R.A., and executed

by him for erection in Calcutta.

Statue to the Poet Cajioens.—It is said that preparations are being

made in Portugal for the inauguration of a statue to the poet Camoens.

The King of Portugal will preside at tlie ceremony.

Statue to Ampere.—An idea is said to be in contemplation of erecting

at Lyons a statue to Ampere, the celebrated mathematician.

Statue to Mr. D. Baxter.—It is proposed to erect a statue in the

Baxter Park, Dundee, to the memory of Mr. David Baxter, who presented

the park to the public. The statue is to cost £1,000.
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FOVNDATION STOJTES.

date about /OO. — lae •™""'
, „ Afr^ T 7>ivi« of Hill Top, mth the

Schools ^nvs laid on the 30th ult^ y ^r •
T- I''» "*

^'^ „ew^chnrch at

usual ceremonial obsor^ncos.- The fo""™
^^^^^^^^ ^^, j^Uu Eaton, of

»%risThr:.t:;St"-!!The Z^^:^ Xne ;Ta new church at

St^c^rt-;; ™:S:rs laia on th,. aoth «lt The ^difice .01 1. .n

the Gothic style of architecture, and will cost ^S.OOO - Ihe louncut

atone of new public baths was laid at Everton, on the 3rd inst. JVlessrs

Holme & Nichol are the contractors for the erection of the building. -The

fW ttn ^ne of a now chapel was laid at New ^-'l^^;. -ar Manning-

ree for the Primitive Methodists of that place. — On the othmst. tne

fo^dat on tone of a new district church, to be called St. Catherine >,

ab^t to be ;rected at Edge-hiU, has been laid by Wm. Gregson, Esq. The

cWh is to be of the early decorated stylo of arcliitecture, and wiU be

bunt of brickwork, with Stourton stone dressings. It is designed w- h a

eyeful recrari to economy, and it is calculated that acconimodation will be

XS^ed for about 850 persons Mr J. Denison
^^^^^^^^Jl^Zl:^.

Messrs Nicholson & A^•lo are the solo contractors.—On Monday, the l.oia

Lie^te^nan laid the foundation stone of the King and Queen's College of

pS ns in Ireland, on the site of the Kildare Street Club-hous^, which

wS buJnt some time ago. -The f"."n<l^ti°\^r^ °' % r^fn Phce
Church was laid on Tuesday, the 1st ms ant, at the top "^ t-''^^;"

-PJ^.^'

Aberdeen. The new church is to be in the mediieral style of architectuie,

and will seat 700 people.

GENERAL ITEMS.

THE Ecclesiastical DiLAPmATioxsTOiLL.-Tho Ecclesiastical Dilapi-

dations Bill of the Primate's, as altered in the Select Committee, makes

no distinction between present and futiu-e incumbents, and provides concern-

ine aU that it shaU be lawfid for the Bishop, on the complaint of the

archdeacon or of the patron that the buildings of a benefice are in a state

of dUapidation, or at the request of the incumbent, to direct a surveyor tor

the dioceses to inspect the buildings and report upon them; and the incum-

bent must execute the repairs prescribed in such report, subject to any

modification made by the Bishop after hearing the incumbent's objections.

But when any such complaint is made by the archdeacon or patron, the in-

cumbent may give notice that he intends forthwith to put his buildings

in proper repair, and in that case the surveyor is not to inspect and report

at that time. This clause will be of considerable advantage to those

churches which have not been repaired or restored through the prejudice of

the incumbent.

Fall of a House nj Exeter.—A portion of one of the oldest speci-

mens of Elizabethan architecture in the shape of dwelling-houses in the

city Ko. 22. North Street— early on Monday came down with a crash.

This house, with Nos. 23 and 21,'once upon a time formed a civic resi-

dence of no mean pretensions, but for some years has been subdivided into

shops. During the previous week Mr. Knowling, builder, of Magdalen

Street, had been carrying on excavations for the purpose of enlarging the

cellar, trusting to props till the foundations could be secured. The opera-

tions, however, seem to have been carried too far, and between two and

three o'clock on Monday morning a wing of the old house fell, considerably

alarming the neighbours. Two persons who were sleeping in the upper

portion had a nari*ow escape.

Public Works ix Irel.^xd.—The thirteenth annual report of the com-

missioners, just published, shows that up to the 31st of March, 1S62, 3,713

loans had been sanctioned ; but, as mentioned in previous reports, during

the period which has elapsed between the year 1847, when the first loans

were made, and the termination of the period reported on, considerable

sums which had been so sanctioned have been cancelled by this Board,

under the powers given in the Act 13 and U Vict., c. 31. At the close of

the financial year ending March, 1862, there remained unappropriated out

of the fund of £2,000,000 voted by Parliament for the land improvement

service in Ireland, the sum of £30-1,438. The sura issued on account of

works up to the 31st of March, 1862, amounted to £1,625,981, of which

£1,533,671 was expended on the loans which have been completed, and

£92,310 has been issued on 288 loans, which are in progress, or have not

been finally closed. These totals comprehend 251 loans, amounting to a

sum of £87,410, which have been s.mctioned, to proprietors for the erec-

tion of farm buildings ; and 12 loans, amounting to £7,150, for the erection

of labourers' dwellings.

The TniEEK Teade.—Messrs. Barnes, in their monthly eircul;ir for

July, state that the timber trade during the past month has not yet shown
any great activity, but they expect, as the new arrivals come forw.ird, that

sales will be more easily effected. The old stocks are getting reduced, and
with the prospect of higher freights, they look for improving prices. The
arrivals of the past month are 10 vessels, 3,928 tons register (against 11

vessels 4,096 tons for the corresponding month last ycar\ and consist of 1

fix)m Quebec, 780 tons; 2 from St. John's, 1,332 tons; 6 from Dantzic,

Memel, and Stettin, 1,570 tons; and 1 from Christi.ania, 246 tons; show-
ing a decrease of 1 vessel 168 tons register, compared with the correspond-
ing month last year. For the season commencing 1st February, 1862, to

the present time, there have been 15 vessels, 5,053 tons register arrived,

against 31 vessels, 11,833 tons register for the same period last year, show-
ing a decrease of 16 vessels, 6,180 tons register.

Bauracks at Chatham.—On Mondtiy Messrs. Ford and Sons, the con-
tractors, commenced the erection of additional barracks at Chatham for the
officers and men of the Royal Marines of that division. The new barrack
buildings are to be erected on the vacant piece of ground on which the
Army and Navy Hotel and numerous other houses formerly stood, all of

which were purchased by the Admiralty and taken down. It is intended
to erect twenty-one large and commodious barrack rooms, each 46 feet in

length and the whole capable of accommodating 600 men, m addition to

the number at present quartered at the barracks There will .also be

quarters for the Staff, and quartermasters' and other stores are to bo

erected The now buildings, which are to be erected from plans prepared

under the direction of Col. Greene, Director of Admiralty Works, wiU be

about IS months in progress.
, „ . p ^i. o r j

Oxford AncraTECTURAL Society.—The Annual Meeting of the Oxford

Architectural Society was held on the 3rd instant, the Master ofBalliol

in the chair. The Librarian read the annuiU report, which was unanimously

adopted IVIr. Freeman then gave an amusing and instructive lecture upon

architecture. He severely criticised the various deteriorating influences

which had affected architecture in the University since he first became

acquainted with it, and contended that the ignorance of modern architects,

of great pretensions and popularity, had tended to the subversion of all the

ancient and approved orders of architecture. The absence of a knowledge

of historical architecture was the one great cause of the design and erection

of many of the unsightly edifices which now offended the eye and taste of

the refined. He regretted that, in Oxford, the more prominent buildings

that had boon built within the last twenty-one years had, in point of .irchi-

tecture, retrograded, and refeiTcd to the principal buildings in the city of

Oxford". After a little discussion, a voteof thanks to the lecturer tf rminatod

the proceedings.

The i^TRiKE rs the Naval Building Yards.—It is feared that the strike

of the iron-platers at Chatham dockyard, because a number of wooden ship- .

wrifhts have been engaged in the same t.ask. is only the forerunner of what

wilfprove a very obstinate and protracted strike, inasmuch as the same pro-

ceedings are threatened at Portsmouth, Sheerness, and other royal dockyards,

where shipwrights have lately been put to work upon iron vessels. A_ peti-

tion has been prepared by the Iron Shipbuilders' Society, for presentation to

the House of Commons, to be intrusted to Mr. Doulton, praj-ing for a par-

liamentary enquiry into the growing practice, in her Majesty's dockyards, of

employing shipwrights in the construction of iron war vessels— a practice

which" they say, cannot be otherwise than highly detrimental to the public

service.
, v

ExPEXDnniE on the Koy.al Parks asd Pleasure Gardens.—A parba-

mcntary paper, just issued, shows the sums expended on the royal parks

and gardens, viz., Battersea Park, 1857 to 1860, both inclusive, a total of

£34 447 • Bushy Park, 1852 to 1860, £22.314 ; Chelsea Hospital, grounds,

&c 'l851 to 1860, £12,371; Greenwich Park. 1851 to 1860, £21,940;

Hampton Court, grounds and roads, 1851 to 1860, £38,844 ;
Kenningtou

Park, 1854 to 1860, £10,459 ; Kensington Gardens, 1851 to 1860, £32,168

;

Kew Gardens, 1851 to 1860, iri45,069 ; Kegent's Park, 1851 to 1860,

£69.849; Eichmond Park, 1852 to 1860, £60,033 ;
Richmond and Kow

Roads, 1851 to 1860, £12.070; St. James's, Green, and Hyde Parks and

Roads, 1851 to 1860, £247,052; Victoria Park, 1851 to 1860, £41,028.

Total: England, £747,644 ; Phoenix Park, Ireland, £43,955.

History of Southwaek.—On Frid.iy night last, the 4tli instant, Mr.

James Robertson, iron-merchant of Bankside, delivered at the Bridge House

Hotel, near London Bridge, a lecture on the ' History of Southwark.' The

great room of that estabUshmeut was filled on the occasion, and the chaic

was occupied in the absence of Mr. Locke, one of the members for the

borough— by the High Bailiff of Southwark. The lecture, which was replete

with archa!ological and antiquarian lore, and delivered with much emphasis,

was well received by the auditory, and a vote of thanks repaid Mr. Robertson

for his pains. Bankside is classic ground, and no doubt the lecturer was

inspired by the knowledge that William Shakspeare 'fretted and strutted

his hour ' upon a stage near the site of 3Ir. Robertson's own works. A
brother of the immortal bard lies buried in St. Saviour's Church— so said

the lecturer— Edmund Shakspeare by name.

SuTTo.N Coldfield.— The railway station at Sutton Coldfield. near Bir-

mingham, on the new railway branch, now approaches completion. The

platforms are laid with blue and red 9-inch metallic tiles, from the works

of W. Gilbert jun., at Bloomfield. Ornamental blue bricks from the same

maker are also introduced in the st.ation plinth.

The contract for supplying blue metallic grooyed bricks, for paving the

footpaths of the Tipton" streets, has been taken by W. Gilbert, jun., of

Bloomfield, and the main street (Owen Street) is already paved.

CoxsuMPTioN OF ToiBER IN ExGLAND.— It is Said that upwards of tliree

million loads of timber and wood were imported into this country, and

entered for home use, in 1861; a quantity less by 166,624 loads than in

1860. The computed real value of the entire imports of timber and wood,

for the year 1861, fell short of ten millions sterling by seventy thousand

pounds only.

To Check the W.i.rping of Planks.— The face of the planks should

be cut in the direction which lay from east to west as the tree stood. If

this be done, the planks will warp much less than in the opposite direction.

The strongest side of a piece of timber is that which in its natural position

faced the north.

Gunpowder Superseded.— The Germans have a proverb, according to

which people of limited talent are put down as not having invented gun-

powder— or, in plain English, as not being likely to set the Thames on fire.

If the siiying implies that the invention of that destructive material must

be the work of genius, they may now boast of having produced the fourth

of the kind. Apart from the ancient discovery of Berthold Schwarz, and

the more novel invention of gunpowder by Professor Schonbein, the feat has

just been repeated in another way by two officers in the Prussian and

Austrian service. Of those, Hauptmann Schmidt, a captain of artillery at

Berlin, is the original discoverer, whose idea was subsequently imitated

and improved by Colonel von Uchatius. The latest explosive material

consists of the flour of starch, which, boiled in a peculiar way with nitric

acid, possesses a far greater projective force than the gunpowder in ordinary

use. It also has the great advantage of not fouling the piece to any ap-

preciable extent, and. from the nature of the materials used, is produced at

a far cheaper rate. Another point in its composition which recommends it

especially for fortresses and magazines, is the facility with which the in-

gredients are mixed together, thus rendering it possible to keep them sepa-

rate until wanted for actual use. In this state the powder is non- explosive.

The experiments now in course of progress in Vienna and Berlin are said
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to U';iVf little doubt as to its general adoption in the Austrian and

Prussian armies.

TuF. DiNDEP. IlAiinouR TRUSTEES AjtD THT. CONTRACTORS.—^Arrauge-

iiicnts are being made wliii-h promise to aid in bringing the disputes

betwenn tlie above parties to a conclu.sion. The subsidiary reference as to

the details of work done and to be performed, and the value of nuiterials

on the ground, which the arbitrator will not be expected to attend to, has

been settled. Sir. I'eter 8cott, late Ijuilder, of Dundee, has been ajipointed

referee on the part of the Tru.stees ; Mr. C. JIudie, of th.' Panniure F<iun-

dry, Edinburgh, for the eontractor.s ; and Jlr. James Lorimer, Edinburgh,

s\vorn measurer. It is not yet known whether Mr. Hawkshaw, the

President of the Institute of Civil Engineers, will accept tlie office of

arbitrator.

The Supply of Water at Eairmount.—For the supply of water at

Fairniount, Philadilphia, tlireo new turljines, nine feet in diameter, under

eleven feet fall, o)ierating two pumps, each of eighteen-incli bore and six

feet stroke, have been designed by Jlr. Emile Geyelin. Tliey are expected

to make twelve strokes per minute, and raise sixteen million gallons per

day, one hundred and fifteen feet high, into the reservoirs. The turbine

built liy Elwood Morris has been in use eleven years, and is seven feet in

diameter, pumping one humlred and twenty-one gallons per stroke.

Cente.u. Cott.vge Improvement Society.—A convcrsncioiie was held

by this Society on Tuesday evening last, at the National Club, 1 AVliitehall

Gardens. It may be mentioned that some of the cottages built upon plans

prepared by the architect of this Society, 'Mi: Habershon, may be seen op-

posite the eastern entrance to the International Exhibition. Four classes of

cottages are recommended by the Society for adoption, the cheapest of

which can be erected at £162 per pair, and the dearest for £220 per pair.

CosvERSAZio>ni: of the Society op Arts.—A conversazione was held

by the Society of Arts, on Wednesday evening, at the South Kensington

Museum. The attendance was very large, numbering, among others, Joseph

Mazzini, the Lord Bishop of Loudon, Lord Shaftesbury, and a number of

distinguished foreigners.

Great Northerx Hospital At the sixth anniversary meeting of

the Great Northern Hospital, at the Albion, Aldersgate Street, it was .stated

that the premises now occupied by the hospital had been taken by the

Metropolitan Railway Company, and the committee had decided on erect-

ing a new building, which would be on a plain and inexpensrye scale.

CHIPS.

THE Great Northern Kdilway Company are about to remove the wooden
struetui'e on which their line at present crosses the AVitham, near the

Grand Sluice, Boston, and erect a handsome stone bridge with iron

girders.

The Tasmanian Government have offered to give the whole proceeds of

the submarine cable across Bass's Straits to any company who will keep the

cable in repair.

It is said that the Russian insurance companies hare lost between £220,000
and £290,000 in consequence of the gi'cat fires that Iiave lately raged
there. It is considered that amilHonand aquai'ter sterling will be required
to cover all the damage.
The Hon. C. B. Adderley, M.P., has offered to the Binningham Corpora-

tion the grant of a lease of Adderley Park, with the library and museum
thereon, for 500 or 999 years, at a nominal rental of os. per annum. The only
condition Mr. Adderley wished to impose was a claim that a clause should
be inserted in the lease, giving Mr. Adderley pow-er to re-enter and take
possession of tlie park and library, if diverted from the piu'pose for which
he offered to give them, namely, a public park. The report, embodying the
offer, was passed unanimously.
On the 1st inst., as some workmen were sawing a piece of old timber

that had been removed from a house in Lindfield, they cut through a cavity
in which was concealed a will, purporting that the house, of whieli the
beam had formed a part, was not to be sold out of the family ' of the

legator.' The residence has, however, long since passed into other hands,

but as the will appears to be a perfectly legal instrument, tlie rejiresentative

of the original possessor has intimated his intention of claiming the right

of ownership.

The third conversazione of the Society of Arts will take place on the

8th of October.

A bill has been introduced into the House of Lords to amend the

Settled Estates Act of 18aG, the object of which is to enclose Hampstead
Heath.

The house on the Boulevard Beaumarchais, in which Beaumarchais wrote

his ' Marriage de Figaro,' is about to be pulled down. The indemnity to

be paid to the proprietor has been fixed by the city of Paris at 940,000 francs.

The Congress of the Archaeological Association will bo held at Leicester

in August. The Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, and Northamptonshu-e so-

cieties will cooperate, by taking part in the excursions, reading of papers,

and discussions.

On Monday last, the thermometers which Mr. Negrettl has placed in

different parts of the International Exhibition showed that the highest

temperature in the nave was 63-2, and in the galleries 6-14. This very

trifling difference is a tolerable proof that ventilation has been well cared

for by the architect of the Exhibition.

A Gothic steeple, in iron, and of the most decorative period, is at present

in course of construction for tlie Collegiate Chm'cli of Brussels. If report

speaks tridy, it will be wortliy of the descendants of the great Flemish

ii-onworkers of the sixteenth and preceding centm'ies.

The accident to the Metropolitan Railway wdl cost the contractors

£12,000. and delay the opening of the railway for three months. The water

of the Fleet Ditcli has at last been got under control, and now flows along

the channel provided for it.

On Friday, the 4th inst., the House of Commons rejected, amidst loud

cheers, the clause reserving to the Duke of Buccleugh the road opposite

Montague House.

A Ventilation and Sanitary Improvements Company is announced. Its

object is to bring witliin tlie reach of every class of the community all the

latest and most improved metliods of ventilation, and to promote improve-

ments in the sanitary condition of houses and public buildings. Among
the patrons are the Rev. S. Robius, Sir De Lacy Evans, Sir John Shelley,

and Dr. Ferguson.

The old castle of Fowlis, near Dundee, is now being renewed by Sir

Patrick Keith Murray, the proprietor, in neai-ly the original style, accord-

ing to the plan, by Mr. Robertson, civil engineer, Dundee. The work is

carried on under the superintendence of Sir. Robertson, the overseer on the

estate.

The foundation stone of the new Town Hall, Preston, will be laid on the

occasion of the celebration of ' The Preston Guild,' which will open on the

1st of September.

A meeting of the inhabitants of Passage (Cork) has been held to consider

the expediency of adopting the provisions of the Irish Towns' Improvement
Act. The adoption of the Act was rejected.

The Woodhouse. Wanstead, has been acquired by the Conservative Land
Society (being its forty-fifth purchase), and its second estate in South

Essex.

The sculpture and car\-ing to the New Market Tower at Hereford (of

which we gave an illustration in our last), was executed by Mr. R. L.

Boulton, of Worcester.

The workmen employed by Mr. J. G. Naj'lar, contractor, of Rochester,

and West Borough, Maidstone, to the number of 154, sat down to a sub-

stantial dinner in a booth erected at the Morden Arms, Troy Town, on
Saturday last. Several speeches were made, toasts drunk, and the evening

passed away pleasantly.

3Ir. John Leech's caricatures, now exliibiting at the Egj-ptian Hall, have

been sold. The sale lasted just twenty minutes, and in that time the whole

were cleared off at prices varying from £70 to £150. Mi\ Agnew, of

Manchester, was the buyer.

TENDERS.
Leek.— For Congregational chapel and scliools, Leek. iVIr*

Sugden, architect. The following have been accepted for
the works of the above buildings.
Noden,forc.\cavator. bricklayer, and stonemason's

work.s, including the materials of the old buildings £1,579
W. & J. Nixon, for carpenter, jonier, slater, and
plasterer's works 1,020

J. ^" J. Hudson, for carpenter and joiner's works
to a pnrtion of the school buildings ISO

J. J. Howard, for plumber, glazier, and painter's
works , o7;j

LONDOS.—For new warehouseV'LoVi'd'on'Wali,' for'Messrs.
Gooch & Consens. Mr. Porter, architect.

Mansfield £15,D«)
Palman & Co ]5,,,89
i-vcBS 15,230 (I

Brown & Robinson 14,yS0
Laurence 14,870
pJiford li,6S6
HolLand 14,598 Q o
I Anson 14,480

Hackn-ev Koad.—For new pulilic-hnuse ironl. Hackney
Road. Mr. Ca:sar A. Long, architect.

Evans f243 10
Scott 216 n
Hardy 177 is o
Larke 174 o
Power 1(3
Skinner, Brothers 1(",0

Roman Ro*d,—For alterations at the Joan of Arc, Roman
Koad. Mr. F. F. Hulsworth. architect.

Harvey fISIl
Kent 18,^

Clarke & Mannock 176
>I»iDsToSE.—For new pipe sewers for the district of Perry

iields, Maidstone. Mr. Bulraer, Maidstone, engineer.
Crotchet £-i.t»Ji
Chambers g,598 o
Sutton & Vaughan*. 2,293
Lee 2.500 o
Anscomb 2,191 o
Pearson „ 2,197
Eugbird 2,179
Co'jb 2 175

n
(1

(1

(1 (1

(1

u u

.Shrubsole £2.1.m
Sills 2.143
Sharon 1,945
Naylar 1,843
Coles (accepted) 1,388

Bf-LVeoere— For a detached villa, for the minister of the
Baptist chapel. Belvedere, Kent. Habershon & Pete,
architects.

Lamb £715
Blofield fiSO II

Tear 458
LoNDo.v— For building St. Jude's Church, Gray's Inn. Mr.
Joseph I'eacock, architect.

White £7,273
Patnian & Co 6,83S
Sawyer.: 6,743
Mansfield 6,5S7
Holland 6,410
Dove 5,980
Myers 5,957
Jackson & Co 5,955
Carter 5,792

Bromley— For the erection of one pair of semi-detached
vilkis. and six cottages, at Bromley, Kent, for Mr. S. ftloore.

Mr. J, Wimble, architect.

»'illas. Cottages.
Palmer £I,SG9 £l,CSi3
Todd 1,000 731
George 995 S30
H. & C. Bond. 990 iXlO

Dennis 949 797
T.S;C. W.Todd 850 720
Simmons 946
C. Simmons 760

ClusLEHensT.— For house at Chislehurst.for Mr. Charrington.
Jlr. W, G. Bartleet, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
Campbell.

Wood £2.877
Conder 2,783
Mansfield 2.770
Tompson 2,760
Piper & Wheeler 2,730
Winder 2,563
Rider 2,G40
Downs.. 2,G27

Wills £'2,595

Todd, Brothers 2,.';76

Kexsi.\gton.— For thctrection of a Presbyterian Church in

Foxley Road, Kensington. Mr. J. M. MCulloch, architect

Bird £2,140
Temple K Foster 1,9.50

Dove, Brothers 1,785
Greig (.iccepted) 1,699 (I

WiiAPLopE Drove.- For the Wcsleyan chapel, Whaplode
Drove, Crowland.

With g.allery. Without gallery.

Brett, Spalding £240 7 7 £215 15 7

Pitts SrSharman, Spalding 214 14 complete.
Lepson, Spalding 234 1S9

Bower, Spalding 192 167 9
Sloore & Son, Spalding ... £00 160
Reed & Stainsby, Whaplode,
Drove (.accepted) 190 I.i5 13 4

Kingston. ITON-Hei-L.— For erecting warehouses, offices, Ac,
at Kiugstoii-upon-HuU, lor W. P. McBride, Esq. Mr.
It. G. Smith, architect.

For the vihoJc of the teorks.

Hall & Son £9S9
Clarkson S^lo

Jackson "86

Siminison 7/0

Hutchinson (accepted) 7iO
Separate Tenders.

Excavator, bricklayer, and plasterer,

—

Musgrave 330

Carpenter, joiner, smith, and ironluunder,

—

Clarkson 299

Jackson S76

Stephenson & Clarke 273

.Steele & D.irnley 243

Mason,

—

Heron ICG

Waller 92

Slater,—
Williamson 28

Wilde ^ „ 26

Plumber,

—

Harrison 50

WiSDEicn.—For the erection of a Free Methodist chapel at

Wisbeach, Cambridge. F. Borcha architect, London.
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Andrews Wisbcach £\.}^
» °

Clare, Watlincton '•''I^
" "

T.anra<ter. VVi.bonch W
|

» "

Battcrham. Wisbeach. •••• 1."'2 u »

BfiinottS.-Son<.nt>wiiham (accepted) 8^ 3

Innsoi. & Hellov-5 Auction rooms m Old Bond Street, \V..

Mr Georce Truetitt, architect.Mr.ui.orge irut
,

First contr.ict. Second contract.

T.tr'.^^Son ^=.:47 U £|l.

P.itn,an & Fotlu-ringham ... 2.M:. .^.= "

Lonsmirc & BuiRC 2,8,!) el.> U

scrivener* White :^^ ^l^^ I 1— f^ S S

?l.;Te&Man;^;KC. 2.500 195

.i|e„ 2.215 1^°, "i, "j

KnNs.voTON.-Kor hoildins three houses, Warwick Road,

Kensington. Mr, Jnsiah Houle, architect.

Bird . «I.T21 .Stanham £1,1/3

COLNEY UATClL-For ad.i.tirins .-ind •''''"'«"',"- ""V'uh
stables, Devonshire Villa, Colney H.itch Road. Mr.Jo.uh

Hoiile. architect. „ ,, . j.i inn n (1

Lowland . ... £910 Hunt .fl.Wn « »

E*3T I~n,.. DocKS.-tor works at the import «a'-eho,ises

and ui^-town warehouses, under the direction of Geoige

Adam Youne. Esq., architect lo the Dock Company. Quaii-

titS supplied by Mr. Charles J. Shoppee. and Messrs.

Williams and .'^cholield.

Ashby & Horner £6,900
Lucas, Broihers W-'SO » "

C. Smith, Son & Taylor .- 16.2^^ » »

G. Manstield S: Son Ij.W" "

W. Cubitt,S:Co 1=.?90 '

Lawrence & Sons }*'« «

Holland & Hannen 11 71^
Mundav (accepted) 13 6-'7 u u

RuGBV.-FoV cemetery chapels, lodge, mortuary, and boun-

d.iries Ru-bv. Warwickshire. George Bidlake, architect,

^'°&,;ver'^'""- £5.026

iddenb^ook 3,900

Satchell 5'?',5 '2 n
Kobinson -• S.m
Cosford 3. 73 <)

Birchall 3. 28

Bromwich 3,121 15

Woolridge 3,012

Pariiell - ^.O™ 9
^

Horsman 2.9^
Hallam. 2,916 5

Dennev 2.^90 7 2

Burkett 2,720

Le icesteo.—For factories and warehouse, Leicester. Oeorge

Bidlake, architect, Wolverhampton.
Herbert £l.+00 "
Wykcs 1,254

Neale •• 1.219

Johnson 1,201

Thuilby l.nii

Sp*ldwick. — For rese.iting and restoring Spaldwiek

Church, Hums. Mr. Robert W. Rdis. architect.

1
ci at

2
2-3

ec.= «2 " —

sS
Total

r % 5 2

£ s.d. £ s. d £ s. d £ s.d.

Bird .... 49.3 170 14 30 l.T an 6

Kardiman& Sandon . 415 142 40 7 6 516 12 6

Richardson \M G4 14 •9 193 14

Baxter 420 CO 4H6

Ponle.... 30'1 167 in 40 If. 435 14

• Old maierids alnn^

A. New boiler; al-

main.'i
teratinns of waterworks. Contract

tpntioiw &c to ciiL'ines and pumps .

ContrnctB -Covered re^ervo.r to hoKi 1,000.000 Rail on s ;

hoi?e -house a..a coal.shed, &-c. ; 200 yards of heading,

n chalk; about hW yard, of cast-iron supply main w.th

l",lve^ AC. The drawings, specification?, and conditions,

with a form of contract, which the [.croons whose te.ulers

are ccep "d will be required to execute, !".iy be .een and

nrther particulars obtained, on «PI'''9«''"" .^^V'^J on
Harvey; the Engineer, at his office m Cas le Street on

^i.I aller July 2. Any one person or firm will be at liberty

?" ender for both contracts. Sealed tenders in rhc re-

q li red 0.rm, to be marked. ' Tender-Waterworks 'must

be delive ed at the office of the Town Clerk Dover

on or before Wednesday, July Ifi. Tlie Board do not

cn-'ase to accept the lowest or any tender.

WALTOV.-For the erection of a parsonage house in Walton

Aylesburv. Drawings and specifications "^^V ''^ ^^^'' '"!'

the office of Messrs. Watson and Son, snlicitor,. A\le,

bury, on and after the 7th inst. Further information may

be had at the office of the architect. D.
P'^^f °;;' !^'|'

2+ Berkeley Square. London. Tenners tn be delivered to

Messrs. Watson and Son, on or before July 14.

GoJLE.-For the erection and completion of a ^'"Ck of

buildings, contained in a square of IW leet by 120 (eet. a

Goole. Yorkshire. May see the plans
^"i,

^1"^^'*!^^*:'^"
t'

Mr. Small's. Bookseller, Gnole, or at the office of K. Clarke,

Esq.. architect, Nottingham. Quantities lurn.shed.

East LE.4KE.-For the erection of a Wesleyan chapel and

other works, at East Leake, Nottingham Drawings and

specification mav be seen at the otlicc of 1. ti. i.omas.

Esq . architect, Fletcher Gate, Nottingham.

D*nLi.\GroN.— For the restoration of the fabric, and the re-

fitting of St. Cuthberfs church, Darlington. Plans and

specifications may be seen in the ve-try, on and alter

V\edne=day July"9. Tenders are to be delivered on or

before July 23, addressed to H. Wilson, Esq., Bondgate.

Darlington", endorsed 'Tender for Works at Church.

Any additional information maybe obtained by applying

to 'the architect, G. G. Scott, Esq , 20 Spring Gardens,

London.
. , . . .

HEETFOBD—For the following works and pipes, &c. in sep.a-

rate tenders:-!- The formation of a reservoir, to contain

StlOOOO gallons of water; a well: cutting trenches for

pipes, and carting pipes to the different points required.

o Erection of engine and boiler house, and cottage for

engineer. 3. About 4,000 vards of piping, varying from

8-inch to 2-inch pipes, and bends, &c. 4. Laying 4,000

yards of pipes, services to hydrants, and fixing hydrants.

Plans specifications, &c. mav be seen at the office of Mr.

C J.C. Bailey, engineer. Hertingfordbury, Hertford, from

the 10th to the lyth histant, both inclusive, between the

hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Any further inform.ition may
be obtained of him, or the consulting engineer, W. Gravatt.

Esq 15 Park Street, Westminster. Tenders (sealed) to

be sent to the Town Clerk's office. Hertford, by po.it, on

Monday, July 21, \H62, endorsed 'Tender for Water-

works.'
GBAVTLwns.—For the erectiin of a dwelling-house and

otfices at Grantlands, in the parish of Utfculme, Devon.

Plans, &c., may be seen from the 11th to the 2Uh day* of

July inclusive, at the Vicarage House, UfTculme, where

sealed tenders (endorsed 'Tender for IJuilding ') may be

delivered ou or before Monday, the 2Sth day ot July

inst.
,

Bristol,—For repairing and painting the front of St. Peter s

Ht>spital, Bristol, in accordance with a speci.'ication,

which mav be seen upon application to W. B. Wihnot,

clerk to tile guardians. Tenders are to be sent to the

guardians on or betbre Wednesday. July 16 instant, in

forms which may be obtained at St. Peter's Hospital.

Swindon.—For farm bouse and buildings at Blunsdon Hall,

near Swindon. Builders desirous of tendering mu>t for-

ward their names to the office of Mr. Manteil, architect.

Swindon. Tenders to be sent in ou the l^th inst.

COMPETITIOlSrS OPEN".
MoNTPELLiER. Frvnce —Dr^signs fora Protestant Church, to

be erected in Montpei'ier, are invited ; and will be receiveii

till the 15th of October next. The following premiums will

be awarded :—To the first design. 2 500 francs ; second de-

sign, 800 francs ; third design, 300 franco. For particulars

and conditions, address. Paris, the Office of ' La Revue
G^nferaledel'Architecture. ..^c,' fiO Rue Monsieur le Prince;

or Blnntpellier, Mr Corbiire, Presi<ient of the Consistory

of the Reformed Cliurch. 7 Rue du College.

Dt'BLi.v.—The Directors of the Dublin Exhibition Palace and
Winter G.irden Company (Limited) are prepared lo receive

designs and (ilans for the Exhibition Palace and Winter
Garden buildings, proposed to be erected by this Company.
The Expenditure not to exceed t'3.i,000. The directors

offer the following premiums for such designs as shall in

their opinion bo best adanted for the purposes of the Com-
pany:—First premium, £150; second premium, £75. The
successful desens and plans to become the property of the
Company. Maps of the ground, and t'urther particulars, to

Tie had on application to Henry Parkinson, Esq.. Secretary,
No. 112 Grafton Street, Dublin. DesiRos and plans to be
sent on or before 12 o'clock, on Friday, the 1st day of
August, lSri2, endorsed. 'Plans for Exhibition Palace and
Winter Garden.' and addressed, under seal, with motto or
fictitious Eignatuie. to the Chairman of the Building Com-
mittee, N'a 112 Grafton Street, Dublin.

CONTKACTS OPEKT.
Minting.—For the partial re-building, repair, and refitting

of Minting Church, Lincolnshire. Plans and specification

may be seen by applicatii>n to the Rev. F. B.*slifortli. Mint-
ing Vicarage, on and after Friday the 4th of July. Tenders
to be sent lo (he office of the architect. E^an Christian. 8a
Whitehall Place, London, on or before Thursday, the 17th
of July next.

Maxey.—For the taking down and re-building a chapel at

Maxey. Plans and specifications may be seen at Mr. Bam-
ber's. Long Causeway. Petcrbonugh.on and after Julyiah,
where sealed tenders are to be sent on or before the 16th of
July next.

TiiOBSE.—For the erection of an additional storey, comprising
five rooms, over the present infirmary, at the workhouse at
Thome. A plan and specification of the proposal works
may be inspected at Mr. W. Listi-r's office, in South Parade,
Thorne; or at the office of Messrs. Bnindell and Arnold,
architects, Doncaster, until Saturdav. the 12th instant, and
sealed tenders must be forwarded to Mr. W. Lister, not
later than 10 o'clock in the morning of Wednesday, the 16th
day of July instant.

Leicesieb —For the erection of a school to b» built at West
Cotes, Leicester, Dr.iwings and snecitications m.iybe seen
on application tn th^: architects, Messrs. Henry Goddard &
Son, Leicester.

DovEtt.—For the following works :—Enlargement and al-

AUCTION SALES FOB THE ENStTIBTG
"WEEK.

Saturday (Jolt 12).— Messrs. Christie. Manson, a.nd

Woods, at their rooms, S King Street, St. James's Square,

pictures and statues.

IVIoNDAY—John M. Dean, at Four, at the Swan Inn,

Stratibrd, houses and building land, at Forest Gate and
Stratford.

CinitLTOM, at Twelve for One, at the M.art, near the

Rank of England, a freehold esiate of 1S3 acres, farm
house, labourers' cottages, and agricultural buildings.

TiESDAY.—Li;mli-V, at Garraways. at Twelve for One, a
leasehold estate, consisting of cottages, shojis, stabling,

and builder's yard. Sec, at Reigate, Surrey.
Lu-MLEY. at Garrawav's, at Twelve for One, the patent

rights for Great Britain and Ireland, dated .\ugust 14,

18.^1, for improvements in apparatus for ventilating, called

the ' British Ventilator.'
Norton, Hogcmit, andTkist, at the Rose and Crown,

Tunhridge, at Two for Three, in four lots, a piece of
I uilding land, butcher's shop, dwelling house, another in

two tenements, and six cottages, in the town of Tunbridge,
Kent.
Foster, at the IVLirt, London, at Twelve, a large block of

buildings, occupying an area of above 14,000 feet, includ-

ing 10 houses, mostly with shoTis, a publirhouse, and many
roomy warehouses and workshops, in Wilson Street and
Eldon Street. Finsbury.

Collier, at the Mart, at Twelve, freehold ground rents
and building land, at Victoria Street, Wc-'stmin-iter.

Bi-.ADEL, at 25 Gresham Street, estates of 1,111 acres, at
Halsiock, Dorset; freehold estate of 273 acres, at Hal-
stock, &c.

Wednesday.-Prickett and Sov, at the Mart, City, at

Twelve, six plots of freehold building land, situate at
Rotherhithe.

PiJLLEN, HoRNE, AND EvERsFiELD. at Lloyd's Matblc
Wharf, adjoining Vauxhall Bridge, at Twelve, about 150
blocks of marble, and 20.000 feet super, of slab, and a selec-
tion of sculpture work, S.c.

Norton, HoocAitT, and Trist, at the Mart, at Twelve,
restdence. &c., and plot of building land, containing two
acres, at Wandsworth, Surrey.

TurRSDAY.

—

Edwin Fox and RottsFiELo, at the Mart, at
Twelve, a freehold and tiihe free e-t^te, at Burford, Ox-
fordshire, containing 2i7 acres of land.
Fox AND Boi'SFiELD, at thc Mart, near the Rank. a free-

hold estate, known as 'The London Fields,' Hackney,
comprising 27 acres of vacant land.
Fox AND Bot'SFiELD, at the Mart, at Twelve for One,

freehold cottage and a plot of building land, at Northfleet,
Kent.
Fox AND Boi'SFiELD, at the Mart, at Twelve, valuable

freehold estate of 53 acres for building, in the parishes of
Home and Burston, Surrey.

FRin.\Y.— PuLLEN. HoiiNi;, AND EvERSFiELD, on the pre-
mises, Stainsly Koad, lamehouse, at Twelve for One, a
contractor's plant and materials.

Crispe, on Kigby's Grounds, Dingwall Road, Croydon,
800 sawn oak posts, 5,000 poles, rails, gravel, planks, &c.

D\NiEL Smitii, Son, and Oakley, at the Mart, near the

Bankof England, at Twelve, houie and two shops, at 22

Ludsate Hill.

Daniel Smith, Son, AND OvKLEV, at the Mart, enclo-

sure of freeiiold accommodation land, near Woodford and
Chigwell.
Norton. "Hoggart, and Trist, at Twelve, at the Mart,

the remaining port'on of the Kcnley Estate, Surrey, ex-
tendiiv,:! over about .SI.t acre«.

Norton, Hogi::art, and Trist, at Twelve, at the Mart,
valu.able free'iol I building 1 iiid, at Pengc and .\ncrley

Vale, near the Crystal Palace.

ABKIDGED SPECIFICATION'S OP
PATENTS FOR USTVENTIONS.

(From the ' IMEcnANics' Magazine,' Jn^t/ 4.)

3123. F. Br\mpton. An imnrovemjnt or iinprovements

in the manufacture of the middle joints of measuring rules.

Dated Di-C. 13. IStil. In the middle joints of measuring rules,

as ordinarily constructed, one side of the joint consists of a
circular disc of brass, and a flap or plate of about nne-half

the thickness of the said disc. The whole of the said side is

made from one p-ece of sheet metal of tlie thakness of the

disc, the thickness of the side being reduced by turning or

cutting awav the metal at that part. This invention consists

in making the said side of sheet metal of ihe thickness of the

flap or plate, and making the disc in the following manner :

—The blank is cut in the usual way, excepting that the di3C

pirt is a little larger than the finished disc is required to be.

By means of raising toots the edge of tiie disc is raised into a

plain at right angles to the other part, and there is thus formed

a rim of a depth somewhat greater than the thickness re-

quired in the finished di-c. A disc of zinc or iron is placed

within the said rim, and fixed therein by closing tools. The
side i> finished in the ordinary way, and the joint madethere-
wiih has the appearance in the finished rulo of a joint made
wholly of brass. Paleni abandoned.

SHfi. W. R. Rogers. An improved mode of constructing

dovetail joints. Dated Dec. 14, ISGL The patentee claims

inserting in the grooves of adjacent or contact surfaces metal

or other keys for locking the parts together, as described.

Patent completed.
S\d[). W. H. Ti'cker. Improvements in locks. Dated

Dec. 17, ISfil. The specification of this invention is very
voluminous, and cannot be quoted here at sufficient length

for an intelligible abstract. Patent completed.

3164. A.V.Newton. Improved hoisting apparatus. (A
communication.) Dated Dec. 17, 18(51. This consists in the

use of two pulleys of ditt'erent diameters, and an endless

chain, band, or rope applied to the pulleys, and arr.mged

subsUnti.ally as described, whereby the desired end is attained.

The invention is not described apart from the drawings.

Patent completed.
.

3I7I. A Petersen. An improved system of drainage and
irrigation for meadow and other land. Dated Dec. 18.1861.

Here from thc head or top of the meadow the main drain is

laid in the direction towards the lowest part of the meadow,
at a distance of four to fiv& feet from thc surface. From
this main dram side drains branch off at right angles with

thc main drain ; and where required, these side drains have

again tlicir branches. These side drains are laid with a

sfight fa I towards the main drain. At e.irh place where a

side drain enters into the main drain a shaft or pit is formed,

reaching from about eighteen inches above the surface of the

ground to the bottom of the main drain, and into the sides of

which shaft the mouths of both the main drain and the side

drains open. On the side towards the off-flow, thc main
drain is fitted with a valve or sluice, which can be shut or

operated as the case may require. By means of these sluices

the water can be discharged or admitted and retained in any

of the side drain-;, and the water raised to and kept at any

desirable level between the bed of the closed sluice or main
drain and the surface of the ground. Shallow regulating

ditches are formed on the surface of the ground lanmfdiately

over the side drains, which can be filled and made to run

over the surf.ice uf the meadow, or in which the surplus

surface water may collect and discharge itself into the shafts,

which arc tor this purpose provided with openings or grates

at the sidei above tlie surface cf the groLind. Patent aban-

doned.
. . ^ ,

3172. M. H\UFF. Improvements m thc mannf.icture of

boxes and cases. Dated Dec. \S, 861. Patent abandoned.

3176 E. PArE. An improved lath for Venetian blinds.

Dated Dec 18, 1861. This consists in forming each separate

lath of two leaves of wood (produced by a wood-sbcing

machine) glued or cemented together. By these means

warping is prevented, alter planing is avoided, Jind saving in

wood IS effected. Patent ahandoiied .

BANKRUPTS.
Baskruftcy Annl-li,el'.—Septimus Audaor, Scarborough,

stonemason.
ti- i,

-

To Surrender in Basincii.vll Street, London.—Ephraim
Woodard, Poriobello Terrace, Kensington Park.builder, Ju y
0.1 at 10 —Henry Befsant. Shirley, Southampton, builder, July

^i' at 12— Edward Cain and James Fairbairn. Richmond,

SuVrey, plumbers. July 22. at l.-Charlcs Alexander Gibbs,

Mary-le-bone Road, artist in stained glass, July 22. al 2.—

Thomas Gale, Park Road, Old Kent Road, carpenter, July

22 at 3.

To Surrender in the Cointry.—William Callander, Car-

lisle joiner. July 1^. at 3. County Court. Carlisle.—Frederick

Kershaw. Wakefield, brickmaker. July 23, at II, County

Court Wakefield —J.iines Price, Heretbrd, builder. July 19,

at 3, County Aurt. Hereford. — Thomas Evan Thomas,

Bettivs, Carmarthenshire, brick manufacturer, July 22, at 11,

Bankrupts' Court. Bristol—John Hothersall Rohinson. Over

Darwen, Lancashire, joiner, July 24, at II, Bankrupts' Court,

Manchester.—John Nash, Birmingham, journeyman stone-

mason. August 4, -It 10, County Court, Birmingham.—Edward

Barnard, Herstmonctux, Sussex, cirpenter, July 23, at 11,

County Court. Hastings Thomas Bottomley Dyson. Rastrick,

near Halifax, Yorkshire, stone-mason, July 21. at 10, County

Courl, Hdifax.— William Cotton, Pontesliury, Salop, brick-

m.aker. Julv23. at 10, Countv Court, Shrew^l)ury^

TO CORRESPON'DENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

Works in Progress.—We shall teel obliged to any of our

readers who will tavour us with notes of works contemplated

or in progress in the provinces ; in rao-t cases, a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been com-

menced, *itl be sufficient.

Received.—J. P. P., L.M.T., J. P., R. D., -SV. N. H., E. O.

p.. F. C, J.B., T. B., J. R. T., D. P.&Co., W. G. Jun,,

S IL. W. H. \I., W. B., R. D.. H. H.
'An Idiot.'—The vols, of course must be ituo sizes. \ol. vHI.

concluded with the number issued on June 27, which con-

tained index and title-page.

*^* Notice. — Thc Bulldixg News is now pub'

liskcd at 26 BouueHe Street, Fleet Street {oii^osiU

the Daily News OJicc), where all advertisetnenis

and communications should be addressed.
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OT'K 'SQUARES.'

ATO people in Europe pos.s()Ss so many oiiil such really fine ' squares,'

X\ ns they are termed, as we of this metropolis ; and there is pro-

bably, at the same time, no people in Europe who make less use of

their squares or ornamental RTounds, or allow them to fall into a more
disgraceful state tlian we of liOndon have allowed ours to fall into.

The open place at f'harinjjf Cross was lon<f a metropolitan disgrace

;

as Trafalgiu- Square it is better, but we ai-e still ashamed of it, with

its hugro column out of place, and its ever abused foimtains : and that

Leicester Square should have been allowed to become such a repository

of filth and rubbish as it was for year.s, is only less matter for surprise

than that, by any management whatever, it should have been (dlowed

to be covered by the most hideous building in London.

It is ' squares ' in patrician neighbourhoods only that are

properly and sufficiently cared for and preserved. There, they ai'e

Well phmted with noble trees, the borders, filled with choice shrubs

and flowers, are kept clean and orderly, the grass is duly cut, the

paths cleanly gravelled, and the enclosing railings are neatly painted.

In all other squares there is neglect— neglect varnng in degree, it is

true, but it is no less neglect. And after all, whether carefully tended or

altogether neglected, there is a painfully selfish aspect about London
squares to those who don't live aroimd them; they are locked up,

you cannot go in them, or across them, or enjoy them in any way,
except by walking round them, on a very narrow pavement. Xo one
seems to use them, not even the privileged who liave a key ; a few
children, and as many nursemaids, are usually the only persons by
whom the ' Square ' is visited. We are, therefore, for these and many
other reasons of import, glad to see that it is proposed to make pro-
visions, by Act of Parliament, for the protection and charge of
' enclosed garden or ornamental gi'ounds which have been set apart

for the tise of the inhabitants of any square, crescent, circus, street

or place, surrounding or adjoining such gardens or groimds, in any
citv or borough.'

'To can-y this into efiisct, it is proposed that whenever ornamental
grounds have been neglected to be kept in good order for a certain

term of years, the Metropolitan Board of Works in London, and in

any other city the coi-porate authorities, are to have power to take
charge of the same, putting up a notice to that eflect ou the groimd

;

and if no freeholder be found, or if it be found that the gi'ound has
been vested in any person subject to the condition that it be kept as a
garden, or that it should not be built upon, then the commissioners
are to remove all buildings erected ou it within twenty years, and ai'e,

if requested by two-thirds of the owners and occupiers of the houses
surroimding the garden, to vest it in a committee of from three to

nine of such rated inhabitants, to be chosen annually ; and if the
inhabitants refuse to undertake the charge, then it is to be vested in

the local Vestry or Board.
For the protection of open .spaces fi-om encroachment in futirre, any

person having a right to require that any gi'ound shall be maintained
as ornamental ground, not to be built upon, may vest his right in the
Board of Works or corporate authority. In the ease of a committee
of inhabitants being appointed, they are to frame bye-laws, which
must be sanctioned by the .Justices in Quarter Sessions, or by a Judge
of one of the superior courts ; and as police-constables are "to appre-
hend persons throwing rubbish into, or in any way damaging any pai't

of the enclosed gi-ounds, we may at last hope to see town squares
something better than depositories for all the rubbish and offal of
the surrounding neighbourhood. If om- parks, as the 'lungs of
London,' are carefully preserved, why should we not take care of
'Om- Squares?'

THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

LEAVING the large open court, in the Eastern Annexe, by tlie
.southern outlet, we come upon the Model op a Homestead,

erected for the Duke of Bedford, at Thorney-Combs, Cambridgeshire.
It was designed by Mr. Eobt. Mein, of Thoniey, near Peterborough,
and bmlt by Mr. Henry KJng. It consists of a series of yards, separated
the one from the other by stables, sheds, bams, &c., and enclosed at
one end by a contmuous line of building devoted to the several re-
qmremeuts of the farm. A low fence waU, with gates, encloses the
yards on the fourth side. Drain-pipes, from the centre of each yard,
communicate with a manure tank common to all. The direction in
which these pipes are laid is open to a grave objection. They are
connected together, and pass under the walls of the various buiWinn-s,
thus necessitating great inconvenience and expense in getting at themm case of a stoppage. They might quite as easily have been carried
direct out ot each yard to a pipe running in fi-ont" of all the yards to
the manure-tank. By adopting this course any and even-" portion
could have been readily got at, at the cost of an'insig-nificantlv addi-
tional quantity of pipe. The an-angement of the ditt'ereut buildino-s
has been carefully studied. Drawings of this homestead have been
already publi.shed in Baily Denton's ' Farm Homesteads of England.'

In the little lobby leading to the small com-t of the Eastern
Annexe there ai-e eight or ten Blocks of Free Stone, from Greens-
mil bhropshire, and here also may be quietly examined the splendid
quality oi Lolled Irox contributed by the Butteriey Company. It
IS shown in a marine engine beam, and in a variety of sections of
S"^^^\—°^e of which, we are informed, can be made from 30 ft. to

Ao. 211.

GO ft. long. Its depth is 36 in., and the -n-idth of the heads 12 in.

Nothing of the kind in the whole Exhibition surpasses the excellence
of these works. Both the quality of the iron, and of the workman-
ship which has fashioned the stu'bliom metal and, by scientific appli-
cation of power, made it obedient to its wiU, deserve om- highest
praise.

Morewood & Co. show in the small court specimens of their

CoNiiJjrous Galvaotsed Ikon Roofixg Sheets.

They are put forth as an economical substitute for felt, and can be
made, it is said,^ of any required length, from 100 ft. upwards. In
the same court, Slate claims proud pre-eminence as a roofing mate-
rial. Felt, iron, and zinc must all alike be ack-nowledged inferior to
it. The Llangollen Slate and Slab Company and the Welsh Slate
Cornpany put it furthermore in competition" with York stone for
paving. The former Company exhibits a monster .slab, 20 ft. long by
10 ft. wide, and 34 in. thick," and the latter one 13 ft. 4 in. long, by
7 ft. wide, of such quality that it could be sawn into slates l-20th of
an inch in thickness, and cut into any desired pattern for the decora-
tion of thcj roof. In the small court, there are a few specimens of
Cornish Slates, sent by Mr. John Nicholls, of Trekenning House, St,
Colomb ; but the larger display is in the Annexe, near the timnel,
which leads to the N. E. Transept of the Exhibition building. It
was only to be expected that we should have at South Kensington a
good collection of

Buildlno Stones.

Our expectations are more than realised. There is hardly a quan-y
of note in the United Ivingdom, from which a sample of its wealth is

not forwarded for om- inspection. There are nimierous blocks in this
.small court of the Eastern Annexe. Here we may see the famous
cream-coloured Ancaster oolite with which Belvoii-, Wollaton Hall,
and the well-known Lincolnshire churches are built. It is composed
of fine oolitic grains, cemented by compact, and often crystalline,

carbonate of lime. Its specific gxavity is j\jth greater than Portland
Stone, and its cohesive power exceeds it likewise by i'„th. Beside it

is a fine gi-ey stone from Usworth Quarry, a grit stone from Lord
Denman's Estate, at Stoney Middleton, Derbyshire, and a fine .slab

from Arbroath, Scotland." The Drixkixg 'Fountain, of polished
red Aberdeen granite, by Alexander Macdonald, is exceedingly useful,
and gi-eatly patronised by the hmnbler visitors to the Exhibition. It
is a beautiful sample of the finest granite which the United Kingdom
produces ; but, like all the granite drinking fountains which have
been hitherto erected, its beauty is solely in" the material. Near it

are specimens of gTey gTanite from the Craignair quarries, Dalbeathie,
and fi'om Bolton Wood Quan-ies, near Leeds. A great deal of labour
has been wasted upon this latter block, in the attempt to reproduce
an obelisk like that reared to the memory of the honom-ed Alderman
Waitman, in Bridge Street, Blackfriars. The attempt has tmfor-
tunately been successful.

York Stone maintains its posirion as a paving material, and so
long as the quarries can produce such slabs as that exhibited in this

court by Messrs. Newell & Eobson, of Y'ork Wharf, Ken.suigton
Basin, there is little chance of any rivalry being established. The
slab is 12 ft. long by 8 ft. wide, and 4 ins." thick, -without a flaw of
any kind. It is from the Sunimerley Quai-ries, near Leeds. All the
columns in the Exhibition Building, including the gi-oup which carry
the huge domes, rest ou stone slabs supplied by these contractors,

who have .also supplied the York stone to the New Italian Opera
House, to Netley and Chelsea Barracks, as well as to many other of
our recently built public works.

Before leaviug this court, we would direct attention to the stone
slabs and ridi/c stones from Fitrrin Hill Quarries, to the specimens of
rich Coiinemara Marble, to the lovely and much esteemed pale-green
Cumberland Slate from the Ewe Craggs and Honi.ster Craggs Quarries,
and to the admirable collection of Stourbridge Fire-bricks, exhibited
by Fisher Brothers.

In the small lobby which connects this court with the Ajinexe, we can
see specimens of building stone from Whetsbiu-e, Shropshire, and fi-om

Berwig Quan-y, near Leeds. It is with this latter stone, if we recol-

lect rightly, that the new Assize Com-ts at Manchester are built.

Here also, the \'ieille Moktagne Zinc Mining Company's pro-
ductions are exhibited by Mr. J. W. Tyler, of Wood Street, West-
minster. The suitability of this material as a covering to mansard
roofs, dormers, and flats is shown in a series of beautifully made
models, which further illustrate the peculiai- and onlj- thoroughly
eftcctive manner of laying it.

Just before passing into the tunnel under the Horticultural Society's

entrance, we find samples of stoui; exhibited by Ibberson, Holroyd,
Graham, and other merchants. They are nearly all magnesian lime-

stones from Yorkshire. By the afiixed price we learn that a remark-
ably fine stone fi'om the Gastrick and Elland Quai-ries can be delivered

in London at an unusually low chai-ge. Standing here, we can com-
pare with these Yorkshire stones, the quality of the limestones from
Langdon, near Middleton, in Teesdale, Durham, sent by Mr. Scarth,

of Darlington. The famous Welsh slates make a tolerably good
show. There are the light gi-ey and the pale green from the quarries

of the Bwlch of Groes Slate Company, of fine texture, and a hard
rough feel, which are to a gi-eat degree indicative of their goodness.

Equally good seem thosefrom Turnej' & Company, of Festineog, from
Greaves, of Port Madoc, and fi-om the Ryewbryfdir Slate Company.
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The strips shown b^ t lo latter eonipany for a rumiintj iKlge are 10 It.

lui"-, Oiu. wide,aua iVth of iiuineh thiek. ^,.„ 1, , +l,o

A small luuael of a staircase is u.ifortuuately almost bidden by the

collection of Xewciv.tle crucibles. It illustrates the exquisite delicacy

with which the P.u.vswiCK Stone can be carved, and la sent d;

Esther Tutllev, of Avening, Gloucester. Turning our backs upon this

charming little model, three samples of different coloured sandstx)ne

are orouped with the minerals from the Forest of Bean Coal Ineld.
_^

Ou the left hand side, as we enter the tunnel, samples o Mansfielb s

MoULDixa Sand are placed. It is showu loose, m blocks, and in

beautifully sharp mouldings. In the immediate neighbourliood tne

fii'C-bricks of manv of our best manufacturers are gatliered togetiiei.

Here is Hall's Stourbridge elav stall; fire-brick from Permi Ac llar-

lison, of Stourbridge, llarper& Moore, and Kamsey, of Aewcastle-

ou-Tvne, King Brothers, of Stourbridge, and from 1 ease of Orooiv,

near " Durham. lu the centre, between the two avenues, Cxreaves

exhibits the rare qualities of his blue lias lime, tracks ot tlie time,

combined with Portlaud cement, which were set under water, are shown,

which possess apparentlv the hardness and durability of granite.

Ranged beside the case 'of limes, wo come .again upon liTTiLBiNfi

Stones from Somersetshire, forwarded by Mr. Pharks of C rewiiherue.

The coarse-u-ivaiued and rich orange-coloured blocks oi Hanihilf, ^^itti

which the I^est of the Somersetshire churches are built; the red and

yoUow blocksfrom the oolite quarries ofIlamdon Hill, near C'rewkherne,

and first r.ate sample of limestone from Somertou. The fine gram

and delicate colour of the stone from the Doulton quarries, next

attract our attention. It is an oolite limestone, with an abundance ot

small shells in its composition. Glastonbury Abbey and \\ ells

Cathedral are built of it. In the former building it was apparently

selected with care, and shows little or no marks of decomposition ;

and in reiuemberinsj the decay which the cathedral has suffered, we

should likewise be.ai"iu mind the fact that five centuries have elapsed

siuce the atmosphere began its chemical action upon it, and that the

decomposition is only partial, whilst the fifteenth century work on the

close gates is in a b.ad state, the central tower, built 100 years pre-

viouslv, and even much of the fifteenth century work, is in good

condition. The 'shelly oolite' of Doidton, should not, therefore,

be condemned, but rather the people who selected inferior portions

of it.

The case of Mr. S. Tkickutt, of the Isle op Dogs, is especialfy

interesting on account of the large number of specimens of Buildinu

Stones, which are therein placed in juxta-position. Side by side

with the grey Devon granite, is the red niagnesio-ealciferous sandstone

of Mansfield.' The ' Parkspring ' is shown of various tints^, as also is

the stone from the neighbouring quarry of Blaiuley Fall. The easily

worked stones of Corsham Down and ('aen can be compared with one

another. Five or six diflereut descriptions of Devonshire marble,

some rubbed p.aving and Yoi-lc stone landings of excellent art, are

likewise visible in Mr. Triekett's case.

A font carved by a self-taught artist,^ shows the minute^ curving

which the Anc.vster SxoNE will bear.

Grantham. The works of the

It is sent bv Mr. Wilson of

brooches, bracelets, ),aper-weights, and tables have all been seen

before as well as the fine large vases which are conspicuous amongst

them
'

Turner, of Buxton ; Birley, of Ashford ; Tonilinson, of Bake-

well • Hall, of Derbv ; and Lomas & Sons, of Bakewell, are the prin-

cipal' exhibitors in this dep.artment. Mr. Birley shows .some of the

Derbyshire mosaic in a half-finished state, so that visitors may under-

stand the difference between it and Florentine work, of which, in exter-

nal appearance, it is an imitation. In the former, the pattern to be

inlaid is cut out of the solid marble to the depth of a quarter of an

inch, and then filled in .and polished. In the Latter, a thiii piece of

marble has apertures made in it corresponding with the design, which

is then cemented on to another block. A very beautiful and elaborate

table, inlaid with marble, coral, and torc^uoise, is exhibited by this

"entl'eman, designed by Mr. Eaudall, of the School of Art. In point

of design, it is the best thing in the department. The late Mr. John

Thoma's .and .Mr. Goldie have each designed tables exhibited by Mr.

Tonilinson. -V few blocks of red Mull Geanite may be seen here.

Mr. Alexander JIacdonald, whose white Gkanite work we noticed

in the court of the Eastern .lunexe, has, in this lobby, a collection of

tombs, shafts, and a font, in which crude coloui' hides the beautiful

quality and polish of the granite. Some large sl.abs of red and grey

n-ranite, sent by the same gentleman, are placed against the walls

;

and opposite to them, similar work forwarded liy JNlr. Freeman, who

likewise exhibits, in three Doric columns and pilasters, the quality of

the Penrhyn grey granite. It has not the purity of the renowiied

Cheesewri'ng, whicli is exhibited close by it, by the Cheesewring

Granite Company of Liskeard. Mr. Pearce, Juii., of Truro, sends,

amongst other things, one of the finest coloured shafts of serpentine

in the whole department. It bears a well-executed model of the

Duchess of Kent's mausoleum at Frogmore.

LizAHD Serpentine CuiirANr

h.ave, after a suspension of twelve years, been again put in active ope-

i-.atiou. The Company makes a splendid show at the Exhibition in

the South-eastern Transept, and in the lobby between the North-

eastern Transept, and the tunnel leading to the Eastern Annexe.

Some four years ago we expressed a favourable opinion of this

igneous rock. There is no better material for the polychromatic

decoration of our buildings. It is superior in variety and brilliancy of

colour to all the native marbles. It retains its polish under all con-

ditions of the atmosphere, and its diu'ability is equal to the finest

granite. Perfect slabs have been obtained in the lower strata of the

qu.arries nine feet in length, large enough for e\ery decorative purpose.

'rhe variety of purposes to which it can, by architects, be advau-
Lageously applied, is shown by the gorgeous display in the Exhibition

;

pillars, vases, chimney-pieces, and slabs of exquisite figure and colour

are exhibited, and with them a font, executed for Uppingham Church,
Rutland, in which the colour is beyond all praise. The design is

simple and very eftective for the display of the beautiful figure of the

serpentine, but by some unfortunate oversight, ignorance has been
allowed to leave its intruded mark in the shape of a classic shell upon
each of the splayed angles of the plinths. Three kinds of rock are

used in this font ; red, green, and an almost black variety. Another
very interesting ca-se—perhaps to the .architect the most interesting

collection exhibited by the Lizard Company—contains small specimens
of .all the different kinds of rock found in the Company's quarries.

A case of sm.aller blocks would be extremely valuable in an architect's

office, to illustrate the productions of the quarries, and to remind him
of a material—too long neglected—which might advantageously be
devoted to ornamental purposes.

Close by the Liz.ard Company's group, we see some of the finest of

t!ie Deyonshii'e Maeeles, worked into chimney-pieces, and shown in
. slabs, by Mr. J. C. Stark, of Torquay ; and iie.ar them the less kuo-^ii

marble productions of the Isle of Man.

The DERBTsniRE Marbles
are also gathered to-iether in profusion, but they comprise the same
class of subjects with which all visitors to Matlock and Buxton have
been long familiar. The miniatiu-e obelisks, candlesticks, ci'osses,

THE ORDNiVNCE SURVEY.

CONCLTTSION.

CONTINUING our descriptive account of the various operations

carried on at the Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton, it maybe

stated that, in the reduction of plans" by photographic means, it has

been found convenient to colour the houses, on the drawings to be

reduced, yellow. The effect of this is, that they print sharp and black

on the paper, the yellow ray, as is well known, having no intliu-nce on

the sensitive coating of tlie glass plate on which the negatives .are

taken. The introduction of this process has much lessened the cost

of reducing plans, besides saving time and labom' to a very considera-

ble extent.

The G-inch maps are engTaved in sheets .3 feet by 2 feet, the sheets

of each county being made to fit together by the marginal lines, so as

to form nnite'dly, if required, a single plan. For this purpose, tlie_

co-ordinates of 'all the trigonometrical points, and of the corners of

the sheets of the nnaps, are computed with reference to the meridian

of a central trigonometrical point in each county. The sheet lines

are then drav-'ii, and the trigonometrical points laid down on the

copper-plates by their co-ordinates, which is done by a very ingeniously

con.structed nuiehine. The niaui features of this contrivance are two

scales, pilaced at right angles to each other, and a tracing point, which

is made to traverse in directions parallel to the scales. The photo-

gi'aphed plams, being tr.aced on thin paper prepared for the purpose

with lamp-black-, .are fitted down by the trigonometrical points, and

sheet lines, to tlie copper-plates, which have been previously covered

with a thin coating of wax. The (racings are then rubbed with a bur-

nisher, by which means the lamp-black lines are transferred to the

wax. When the tracing is afterwards peeled oft', there remains upon

the wax surface an outline drawing, sufficient for the guidance of the

engraver, who cuts the work into the copper through the wax ground.

Each engravingto the fi-inch scale contains twenty-foiu- square miles,

and embraces the same district of country which is contained in sixteen

plans on the ^^'^ scale, the m.arginal 'lines are equivalent to one-

and-a-half and one mile respectively. The latitudes .and longitudes

are now engr.aved on the marginal lines of the G-inch map, as vvell as

on those of ' maps of a larger scale. The meridional point in each

county being always a point in the gi-and triangulation of the kingdom,

the la"titude .and longitude of each part are known with complete accu-

racy, and from these the latitudes and longitudes for the sheet comers

of the maps are easily computed.

The 1-inch maps of Scotland .and Ireland .are laid down on Flaiu-

.steed's projection modified, and the sheets of each kingdom will there-

fore join together to form one map. This, however, is not the case

with the 1-inch iii.ap of England, which has not been laid down ou

any projection, but by the method of par.allels and perpendiculars to

ditl'eren't meridional lines in dift'erent parts of the country. The plans

are reduced in this ease for the engraver by the pentagraph, or by pho-

tography, from the engraved impressions of the G-inch map, and the

tracings" are fitted down to the copper-plates by the aid of points pre-

viously scored on the copper, in the same manner as described in refer-

ence t"o the G-inch maps. The distortion resulting from the projection

is quite inappreciable in a small area. On the G-inch engxavings, the

hill-features of the country to be represented— as being the most
difficult portion of the work — are first sketched in, and then .are sub-

sequently drawn by skilful draughtsmen on the reduced scale of 1 inch,

for the engr.avers to copy. The contours on the G-inch map are of great

service to the hill draughtsman iu regidating his scale of shades, fixing
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the propor relative importaiipp of the diU'eruiit feature^, and for giving-

the oxncl fovni of the top of tlie hill.

The plans of towns are always engraveil on oopper, and the scale on

whieli they are en)i;raved beingr live times that of the plans on the

^i'uiT seiile", it is arrang^ed that 2.5 sheets shall be included in one

i-^n sheet. The engraving consists of two processes, namely, direct

i'lilting with the graver or the ' dry point,' and of etching. The

gravers are of various shapes and sizes, suited to the hinds of lines to

he produced. Square gravers are used to cut liroad lines, and lozenge-

slinped gra\ers for tlie finer. The dry points and etching points

resemhle large sewing needles, and are fixed into handles. The graver

cuts the copper out, and thus forms a clean line. The dry point used

for the more delicate line raises a burr, which of course has to be

scraped olF.

Etching consists in first covering tlie surface of the copper pl.ate

with a sub.stance known as ' etching ground ' and composed of a

mi.'^ture of asphaltum, Burgundy pitch, and virgin wax. The subject

is traced on the ground, and with the etching point marked through

it, so as to expose the surface of the copper below to the action of

aquafortis. This process is continued, initil the fainter tints are

sulllcicutly deep, Avhen the acid is poured oft" and the plate washed

with pure water and dried. An examination next is made, and those

parts of the plate which have been sufiiciently acted upon by the acid

are p.aiuted over with a peculiar varnish, whicli prevents further 'biting

in ' of the ariuafortis. Again and again these operations are repeated,

until the darkest tints are sufticieutly corroded. The work has then

to be finished off in its more delicate details by the use of the dry

point.

A Verv excellent and economical plan of putting in trees, woods,

rock.s, and numeral figures on the copper plates is practised at South-

ampton. This consists in the use of steel punches, on which those

objects have been engraved, and the ettects thus produced are marvel-

lous. Some of the boys, of whom there is a numerous staff at the

Survey Office, are indeed exceedingly expert at this duty, and will

cover a pretty large area of copper plate, with representations of forest

trees of varving sizes, in a very short space of time. Like file makers,

thev gain liy practice, a delicacy of touch, which makes them use

the small hammer and punches with just sufficient force and no more,

to eftect the desired object. It is needless to say that a gi-cAt saving of

skilled labour, and consequently of expense, is saved by this arrange-

ment. Much of the writing, also, on the coppor plates, is engraved by
Becker's Patent Jlachiue. Sands and parks, too, are delineated by- a

machine fitted with a dotting wheel, the pressure of which, and the

intervals between the lines of dots, regulate the depth of tint

required.

In this way, then, and with some other minute manipulations, into

.a description of which it is not necessary now to go, the copper plates

are made ready for the next operation,— that of printing.

To accomplish this, the ink is dabbed on the plate with a dabber,

made of old blanketing, and then wiped over with a cloth dipped in

an alkaline solution. Finally it is cleaned b}- a cloth saturated by
water only. In large surfaces like those of the plates for the
0-inch maps, this plan of cleaning is easier and more efiectual than the

usual mode of wiping by the hand only. The paper for printing is

wetted and brushed over to make its surface smooth for the better

reception of the ink, and being laid carefully on tlie plate, the whole
is passed through the press, the upper roller of which is coated with
three layers of blanketing and one turn of a cloth called fronting, and
which comes in contact n'ith the paper. After printing, the sheets are

dried between millboards. They are then put between glazed-boards,

and after receiving a considerable amount of pressure in a hydraulic
press, they are ready for issuing to the public.

The ink useil at the Ordnance Office is composed of a mixture of

Frankfort black, and Prussian blue. These ingi-edients are ground
together with burnt oil, in a small mill erected on tlie premises.

We now arri\'e at one of the most importnnt operations performed at

the wodvshops of the Survey Office, and it is that of electrotyping, for the
purpose of obtaining duplicate copies of the copper-plates. T'he electro-

t.vpe process has been found eminently useful, not only as a means of
preserving unworn copies of the plates, but also as enabling copies to be
taken in their different stages of progress. Thus, for example, several
classes of information may be engraved upon a plate, which, in all

other respects, would resemble the original. Bistinctive maps as regards
boundaries, contours, hill featm-es, and geological lines, are thus ob-
tainable while aU other characteristics remain identical. The value
of the electrotype in ordnance mapping, can, in truth, be scarcely
over-estimated ; and one other especial' advantage arising from it is

worth mentioning. It is the facility which the process affords for
altering engravings. It is much easier to scrape off obsolete details,

&c., from the electrotype cast or matrix of an engraved plate, in
which they are in relief, than to cut them out from the original
copperplate, in which they were in intaf/lio.

The galvanic battery employed at Southampton is that invented
by Mr. Smee, and in which the metals used are zinc amalgamated with
rnercury, and copper silvered and platinised, the exciting liquid being
dilute sulphuric acid. The zinc plate, 2 feet by 2 feet 4 inches, is

.suspended between two platinised silvered plates of the same size as
itself, in a bath of dilute sulphuric acid, one part acid to twenty
parts water. To each of the silvered plates is attached a bundle of
six copper wires, each one-tenth of an inch in diameter, and which
are miited by a screw-plate, from which there depends a bundle of

twelve co)iper wires, the extremities of which are soldered to a sheet

of crude copper of the same dimensions as the plate to be copied.

From the zinc plate also proceeds a bundle of twelve copper wires,

which are attachi'il to the engraved plate ; this has been previously

washed over with cyanide of silver and with a solution of iodine,

which latter has been ))criiiilled to evaporate in the sun. By these

means all chance of tlie adhesion of the new to the old copper is

avoided. A composition of wax and tallow is also laid round the

edges of the plate to prevent the deposit of electrotype copper aroimd
them.
The engraved and the plain copper sheets are then laid horizontally

one above the other, with a space of about one inch between them, in

a wooden tr<uigh lined with gutta percha. The trough contains a

saturated .solution of sulphate of copper and sulphuric acid. As soon

as this is done the galvanic action commences; copper is deposited

on the engraved copper plate, and the zinc plate in the battery-tank

commences to be dissolved. The sheet of crude copper suffers the

same fate, and as it dissolves supplies the waste in the sulphate solu-

tion occasioned by the deposit of copper on the engraved plate.

During the process a gentle rocking motion is given to the troughs by
means of a simple piece of machinery, put in motion by a descending

weight. iVs soon as a sufficient time has elapsed, the plate is taken

out of the trough, and the sheet of copper whicli has been deposited

is removed from the engTaveil plate, of which indeed it will be found

to be an exact east, with this difference, as has been said, that the

lines will be in relief. It is usual at Southampton to denominate the

resulting plate a )n<it>-ix : we are of opinion, however, that it would
be more exact to give the plate to be copied that name.
The same process is now repeated, the newly made plate this time

forming the copy. An electrotype duplicate, and perfectly exact and
beautiful /«c-s»H!7e of the original engraved plate is the result. AVhen
we witnessed these interesting works not long since, by permission of

Sir Henry James, and under the excellent guidance of Colonel

Cameron, we were indeed much impressed by the perfection to which

the electrotyping process had attained at the Ordnance Works.
The platinised plates, it may be mentioned, are dipped every day

into a solution of perchloride of iron, to remove impurities, and the

zinc plates are scrubbed at the same time.

When the battery is in good working order, and the engraved plate

is laid under the sheet of rough copper, about one-third of a pound of

copper to the square foot is deposited per day.

So far as the niodits operandi uf preparing Ordnance Maps, and the

means of multiplying them, are concerned, we have thus endeavoured

to convey accurate details to our readers. For the opportimity for

g.aining that information we must admit th.at we are indebted to a

considerable extent to the gallant officers at the head of the Sm'vey

Office, and whose names have just been mentioned.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

.SECOND NOTICE.

THERE are two Exhibitions in the course of the year at this Gallery.

The earlier one is for the encouragement of modern art, and
sale of pictures by living artists, and the Latter one is intended for the

improvement of young painters, and for the elevation of the public

taste. For these purposes picture proprietors have for man}' years

past allowed a selection to be annually made from their collections,

both in town and in the country, in order that the public and the

students may have an oppintunity of becoming acquainted with the

standard schools of art. For the instruction of the students, a certain

number of the pictures exhiliitcd are allowed to remain a short time after

the exhibition is closed, for the purpose of being copied. This valuable

pri-i-ilege is doubly advantageous to artists, whether young or old ; for,

while it may increase their powers of conception and facility in exe-

curion, it obliges them, while so doing, to measm-e their strength in

the various departments of painting with the greatest masters of

former times. At present that privilege, although so valuable, is only

taken advantage of to a very limited extent, which may be accounted

for, by the wide chasm that love of direct imitation by, and the deco-

rative i-equirements of, the age have placed between the broad style

and comprehensive treatment established by the great leaders of the

renaissance. The young student finds so little resemblance between
the two forms of art, that he perhaps thinks it useless to spend his

time in copying that which cannot be rendered quickly and practically

available for his immediate necessity. Many persons, when they take

their autumnal trip into the countrv', consider it to bo their dut}-, if

not their absolute busines,s, to obtain admission to the picture galleries

in noblemen's mansions, and think it a great treat to be hurried

through the apartments with a garndous old fool of a housekeeper at

their heels, and pay exorbitantly for the confused ideas they have

thus obtained. Butthey will not go to the British Institution, where

they can take a chair in a well-lit gallery, seat themselves before such

pictures as may attract their attention, and where, catalogue in hand,

they may remain quietly amusing themselves from ten in the moniing

until dusk. Besides, it is a part of polite education to know the cele-

brated pictures in the country, and who possesses them. For this pur-

pose, .such information is annually placed before the public ; for all the

fine pictures, in the course of a few years, reappear from time to time

at this Institution ; and yet how very few of those who pretend to
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make it either^ieir business or their pleasure to

ill tlic course of tlio season ?

As' a proof of the truth contained

aduiire worlis of art,

pav a visit to it even one

sliow how much amusciucut as .
-^

„„v'u<it
eut^ of the two rooms not alluded to in oui last

bv JMurillo, nearly all of them very

these rcmarlis we v\-ill eudea-

well as instruction mav be
vour to show how mi"-" >i.iii..-liu^"^ „., weuas iii.uiiniuu

obtained from the contt

r''^ xauilit^onha^'-^^Sm^'l^'pa^iit^^'^^Vniong them is the Baron

ie^t Th lit' elmtel '&ood S^hepherd,' the cLpanion picture to

t J h ithe National Gallery. Surely some of the h^mdreds out

of the tho ,mds who poured in one after another tosee Mr Holman

Hunt's "lUie Finding of Christ in the Temple,' mipht find it cou-

"
tent wi litl eir pretensions to taste hi art to visit the British Insti-

lUon if it were only to see the 'Good Shepherd;' but they do no .

The cause is, that the MuriUo hangs quietly m he ga leiy, mthout

puff, and the Ilolman Hunt was trumpeted tliroughout the land.

But let us return to the treasiu'es in the British Institution. Be-
'

'

- er the fireplace m tiie

^Jion of the Virgin,' a

It Muriilo,' in the Louvtc, and

sides the pictiu-e already mentioned, there is, over .
,

north room. Sir Culling Eardley's 'Assumption of the ^ irgm, a

picture -hill compares ^-ith the Soult Muriilo, in the Louwe, and
t , , __.A....:„i.„. /innnn Then, among the works by this
cost tlic nresent proprietor ^10,000. ,, - . , t^

master of less importance, there is 'The St Irancis at Devotion

from which a young artist may derive some va uable information It

is extremelv well painted throughout, and the .yangement of the

masses is very simple. This is a merit that nearly always distmgmshes

the producrions of the great painters. In the picture under considera-

tion the warm and dark tone of the dress contrasts with that portion

,.f tiie skv, which is of a clear cool colour, which, while it relieves

the figure, is made to graduate by a greenish tint into the ground and

lose itself upwards in the darker part of the clouds. The attitude

is easy and even gi-aceful, but without exaggeration or aBectation, and

at the same time devotional. The head has exceUent expression, and

is finely turned in the direction of a winged boy carr^-mg a white and

eleo-antlv formed vase, admirably painted, which, although its m-

flue'nce "is scarcely perceived, has the eftect of throwmg the pictm-e

into tone and imity.

There Ls another picture of St. Francis by the same master, equally

desernng attenrion. In this the dress is much darker, and, of com'se,

renders a deepenmg of the general tone necessary, particularly as it

was evidently tlie intention of the pamter to give, by contrast, all the

brilliancy possible to the glory appearing in the clouds, on which the

word ' Cfuiritas ' appears. The dark warmth of the dress is opposed

also by a deeper blue in the sky. It is worth while to remark the

different modes adopted to break the general line of each figure. In

this it is broken bv the walking staff being placed diagonally across it.

In the other the same object is attained by the cord hanging from the

waist. In this also the line of the stone on which the saint is kneeling

is crossed in the same way and for the same purpose by the cord, but

the whole of the figure is not so distinctly made out as in the other

picture, and therefore did not want so strong a diversion of its line as

that did. ' The Flight in Egypt,' is also a fine picture, but it has not

that evenness of tone so admirable in the two pictures just menrioned.

The ' Santa Rosa ' is an interesting work. Of the great picture oyer

the fire-place wo must express our admiration at its arrangement.

The figure of the 'N'irgin is very graceful. The large dark and flowing^

blue drapery contrasts powerfully with the rich and glowing colour of

the sky behind her. The expression of adoration is beautifully dis-

played" in the face, and the feet being hidden, according to the custom

of the Spanish painters in such subjects, the figure has the appearance

of ascending very beautifully suggested. Some of the winged children

by which the principal figure is surrounded arc elegant in their

attitudes, and devotional in their faces, the whole effect being a com-
bined result of graceful adoration, 'powerful eftect, and harmonious
eolourhig.

Immediately beneath ' The Assumption of the Vii-gin,' is the cele-

brated sunset by Cuy-p, entitled, a ' Mew of Dort' This picture cost

the present proprietor, Mr. Holford, nearly two thousand guineas. "We
remember seeing it sold at Christie's as two pictures. It has since been
restored to its original state, and a splendid work it is. The whole effort

of the painter in this picture has been, to produce the most brilliant

clfect of sunset without loss of air and distance. The largest mass of

Eositive colour is in the sky, where the light from the setting sun, now
elow the horizon, strikes most vividly, and is the source from whence

all tlie objects receive their liuninous parts. The figures on the float-

ing raft near to it are deprived of all local colour, and become merely
dark objects as a contrast to the broad and warm light of the setting

suu. In order not to disturb the quietude of the scene, the most bril-

liant tints ai'e placed upon the clouds at the top of the picture, which,
while it does not attract the attention from the vessels directly oppo-
site to tlie eye, serves to give richness and fullness to the subject. 'Ihe

briili.incy of the sun's rays striking on the various objects placed pur-
posely in their course, are allowed to die away pTadually into a calm
grey at the opposite side of the pictm'e. The brightish red flag flying

at the stern ot the large ship near the centre of the subject, serves to

give apparent coolness to the clouds, and send back the line of houses
in the distance, particularly the redness of their tiles ; and the dark
weeds on the extreme left are not without their use as a balance
against the other side of the composition, giving it a necessary solidity,

and causing the distance m that part of the picture to retire. There
is much to be learned from this picture, for it is full of artistic skill as

regards arrangement, although it has the appeai-ance of being taken
from the real scene.

Besides these there are several fine whole-length PO>^t ''^^t^ ^^X

Vandyke. On one side of the great Muni o pic ure hano^ that of the

'Ibb^S a-vlia,' an admirable example of the painter m his best time;

aid on the^ opposite side will be seen the beaiitihil portrait of the

'Princess de Croix ;' and still finer is that of the ' Marchesa Baldi.

The Tett of the portraits by Vandyke are those of ' The Doge Am-

brose Dona,' ' The Wife of Snyders,' ' Lady and Child,' from

AVm-wiclc Castle ; ' Charies Dormer,' and 'Sir Edmimd A erney.

In this room are also two fine landscapes, by Ciiyp, both remarkalile

for purity of atmosphere; and three portraits by Rembrandt The

coarse but masteriy pencilling of the head, usually considered to be

his own portrait, and the delicate treatment in the portrait of Madame

Lisseus serve to show the variety of his style, while the painting ot

the iewels on the collar of the ' Dutch Gientlemau,' displays his

powers of close imitation. To the interesting pictures in this room

may be added an admirable female portrait by Jansens, ' A Holy

Family' said to have been designed by Leonardo da \ inci, aiid

painted bv Marco d'Oggione, his pupil, to whom we ai'e indebted for

the excellent copy of the celebrated ' Last Supper,' by his master,

now in the pos3ess"ion of the Royal Academy, and Domenichmo s full-

lencth portrait of ' The Grand Duke of Tuscany.'

In the middle room, over the tire-place, is a veiT brilhant little

picture by N. G. Netscher, of 'A Lady at her Toilet,' whose satin dress

IS painted with great truth and firmness, and the siuTounding objects,

althou"-li perfectly finished, are admirably subdued for the purpose of

gi\-iu<''eft'ect to the dress. We have two pietm-es here by Greuze,

which will not assist in supporting his fame, which, at its best, is con-

sidered by many to be of a doubtful kind. There is an interesting

picture here, being the representation of the ' JIarriage of Cana, by

Jan Steen. .Although the ti-eatment is Dutch throughout, still, when

his o-eneral pictm'es are borne in mind, he lias shown a higher feeling

for his subject than would at first be supposed. There are one or two

very "raceful figm-es introduced, the painting is exceedingly clever in

eve"ry'"part, and there is much to be learned from the manner in

which he has managed his half-tints, not only as regards their quality

and colour, but also for the way in which they connect the leading

masses of his posirive colours. 'I'he admirers of Backhuysen will find

two sea-pieces worth their attention. Lord Boston has contributed

his charming ' Female Head,' by Ghiriandais. Among the Berghems,

there is a very truthful and unpremeditated-looking picture of ' A Snow-

Scene,' an unusual subject from his pencil. A spirited little landscape,

bv Ilobbima, displays the precision of his pencil. The ' River Scene,

bv Van Goyeu, is l"ess measured and more solid than usual. A fine

' "Holy Family ' will be found in this room, by Mm-illo, and beneath it

hanc'two sm"all pictures, attributed to Raphael, entitled ' Christ led to

Crucifixion,' and ' St. George and the Dragon.' Not far from these

is a fine ' Landscape and Figures,' by Claude, and a family group,

life size of ' The Duchess of Buckingham and Family,' by Rubens,

and a very delightful picture of ' The Adoration of the Shepherds,'

by Georgione, in which the heads are finely painted, and adoration

excellently expressed in the attitudes.
„ , n x r

The pictm-es we have selected for notice form but a small part ot

the Exhibition : but taking this with our preceding article on the

South Room, we think we have done suflicient to show, not only

that this collection stands alone, but that it is well deserving the

attention of tlie public for the reasons with which we commenced.

EXTERNAL MOSAICS IN ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE.

SIR— An article, with the above heading, appeared in your paper

of last week. I ask to be allowed to make a few comments upon

it, as weU as upon the subject it, in reality, refers to— the external

decoration of the International Exhibition Buildwy with mosaics. 1

am at a loss to imderstand, after the most careful perusal of the article,

whether you are in favour of the plan or not. You s.ay, ' supposing

the windows below to be of grand architectural character, with an

additional ' supposition ' of a similar kind, t/wn mosaics would prouuce

an undoubtedly striking effect. You have, in former numbers told

us, most truly," that the building is simply hideous, without architec-

tural character of any kind, so that the ' snj'positions are quite super-

fluous. J •. J J.

The pre\-iously-named conditions cannot be fulfilled m it, and yet

' architects who'are anxious to establish a new branch of industrial

art m the country, and at the same time one that must prove of tho

utmost value as a new decorative feature in om- national architectiu-e,

are coolly asked to aid a subscription for reproducing two pictures in

mosaics "on this huge brickstack. Let- us remember under whose

superintendence the attempt is to be made ? The Marquis ot fealisbun-,

A. 11. Lavard, Esq., and H. Cole, Esq. What the first-named noble-

man's qualifications are, I know not. Mr. Lavard professes an enthu-

siastic amateur's knowledge of the subject, but he of necessity is too

much occupied with political matters, and with the local wants of his

large constituency, to devote the proper time to it. The business is

consequently left "in the hands of the indefatigable Mr. Cole— the only

man who has yet been able to see beauty in the building : who sur-

veys Captain Fowke through one end of a telescope, and all architects

through another— the systematic puffer of the one, and the insulting

detractor of men whose paper he is not worthy to stretch. Architects

are not asked to make experiments upon their own works, but are

expected to furnish him with the means of making experiments. Tho
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oni' fxpcrimont nf Sonlli Kciiaiit,'ton is suflicicnt fur vi». ' Conatruc-

tivo ability iipproiicliiii^ ito pi'iiiiis' has placed a giviit Wot on the

architcctunil fhaniotor of Kiifj^-land, wliii-li raises a blush upon the

cheeks of men of taste, auJ evokes derisive lauj^'hter in every societj'

—

' 'Tis a villain, Sir,

I do not love to look upon.'

It 'serves in offices that profit us' at the present time, so we endiu-e

it ; but shall v,e bestow the treasures of the ishuid upon this brick-and-

mortJir Cidiban, aud put painters of eminence, such as Hook and
Cooper, to fashion a Berlln-wool-patterned covering for the—

*alihnrr(^d carcase,

^Vllich any print of goodness will not take'

' But you s,ay, ' commoner kinds of marbles arc cheap,' .and 'torua-

nientol sculpture ha^ become a trade ;
' so that, with these facilities, it

•would be easy to clothe the entire permanent portion of the building

in marble. That, Sir, is not the way in which a ' palatial character'

is, by architects, given to a building. It would neither ' redeem ' nor
conceal it.s 'commonness'— I presume you mean uf/liiicss—'of form.'

The process would not hide, by oruanient, the want of art. It woidd
resemble the ^^•orkmanship of another notorious professor, who, no doubt,
woidd undertake with cosmetics ' profusely supplied,' and 'well diluted

tones of colour,' to enamel the body of a vice-ingrained convict— here

present on ticket-of-leave—and enable him to pass muster as a prince

of the blood ; but would it be done ' cheaply,' and would the poor sub-
ject be less repulsive ? Nero crowned with tlowers, as represented on
I'iloty's canvas, is more hideous than without them. We place m-eaths
on the head of beauty, and not on the skull of bloated vidgarity. Jewels
become the lily hand, the fleshy arm, and the spotless bosom. AVe do
not hang them upon the bidl-neck of a hippopotamus, or the fist of a

bold Bendigo. "We do not veneer coal-sheds with choice marbles and
' well-selected ' ornaments. They supply a want ; and that want sup-
plied, we remove the tmlovely objects as soon as po.s.sible from our
sight. But, as a mother yearns over a deformed child, so the South
Kensington authorities bend atFcctionately over the ' absolute coarse-

ness' of this monster. Give it ' lace and diamonds,' and it may ' pass

vmdisputedly as a com't beautv',' say you ; I can only answer in the

verse of Moore—
' I've seen many ruins all gilded with care.

But the cracks were still plain to the eye ;

And I ne'er felt a passion to enter in there,
But turned up my nose and pass'd by.'

The mosaics and marbles would, however, hide the surface only.

Now there is no objection to bricks; an 'architect' can design in

brick as well as stone. The objection is to the mass, which no
veneering would conceal. The ' monster from its birth ' wiU, like

other unnatural objects, do for an exhibition ; and if it be suflered to

remain, it is aduiirably adapted for an advertising station. In fact,

the] arcades seem formed for that express purpose, like tho.se of
a railway station. To call it ai'chitectm-e is sheer ignorance ; to speak
of any ' palatial character " which can be stuck to it is simply as ridi-

culous as to talk of turning a thistle into a passion-flower, or a gourd
into a strawberry. To ask us for money to try such experiments, is

to suppose us as foolish and as ignorant as the "superintendent of the
work. I have no objection to the particidar drawings of Mr. Hook
and Mr. Sidney Cooper, as enlarged copies of children's book illustra-
tions. We are promised in the series 'The Weaver,' 'The Lace-
maker,' ' The Carpenter,' ' The Cabinet-maker,' and we suppose ' The
Dairymaid,' 'The Smith,' 'The Boat-builder,' -The Mason,' and
kindred subjects ; why not give us in one series the apotheosis of
old King Cole, as a royal veneer to the coal-shed, or why shoidd we
be dt^nied the luxury of seeing Cock Robiu's untimely fate pourti-ayed
in this ' costly ' material ? Of course. Captain Fowke upon his famous
charger in 'the Bow' wiU figure as 'The Architect.' ^^^lo 'The
Sculptor ' will be, I know not. Some one will doubtless be found in
the Brompton Museum to personify him. ' The I'riuter ' affords an
opportunity to immortalise the mim who struck ofl' Mr. Cole's defence
of the building and its architect. An engraver can be found worthy
of all honour, near the superintendent's elbow. ' The Boiler-maker"

'

will give a chance of perpetuity to the renowned ' boilers ' and their
builder. Every trade can have a representative supplied to it at
Brompton, fit for the Temple of Folly which we ai'e asked to sub-
scribe for.

I am sorry to have any occasion to speak again about the building,
but the authorities, spite of the opinion which has been so strono-ly,
as you admit, pronounced against it, still seem imconvinced, or pre-
tend to be so. By asking for money to cast upon it in childish
illustrations, on an expensive scale, they provoke another expression of
opinion about the erection, and elicit a protest against any more
money being entrusted to them for squandering upon this in-ede'emably
frightful ofl'spring.

The reproduction of mosaics should be tried by architects, at first
ou a small scale. I question if getting a few workmen over from
Italy woidd much facilitate matters. The modern work of Orvietto
is by no means equal to the lovely mosaics of "N'enice, nor am I ac-
quainted with any modem Italian productions which woidd lead us to
believe that we should profit much bv their assistance. I have
however, continued this letter to a gi-eater length than I intended^
and cannot now further occupv your space with that portion of the
subject. I am, yours, &c..

An Akchiieci.

^itcrntuw.

MASTERPIECES OF INDUSTRIAL ART AT
INTERNATIONAL EXIOBITION.*

THE

MESSRS. Day & Son, although a little late in announcing their
gigantic entei-jirise, at one stride distance all comperitors.

Their prospectus, by the brilliant work which it foreshadows, places
every other illustrated catalogue of the riches of the Great I'^xhibition

in a secondary rank. They not only bring a fidl palette of colours to

aid the photograph in the reproduction of the choicest articles ; but
what is of more importance, they have engaged a gentleman of

acknowledged taste to select the subjects for their magnificent and
useful work. Messrs. Day & Son's reputation, and weU-known ability,

are sufficient guai'antees that the three hundred plates of the collec-

tion will all be distinguished by their fidelity and masterly execution.

Mr. Wnring's taste and experience justify our confidence that the

selected subjects will deserve the distinction shown them, and be
in reality as well as in name 'masterpieces' of industrial art for the

guidance and instructiuii of our schools, and such as will become
pleasing reminiscences to men of taste when the huge ugly building
aud its beautiful contents have been dispersed, and when the memory
of them would othen\ise be fading gradually from our memory.

Mr. Waring, in making his selection, has very wisely suppressed any
predilection which he may entertain for any particidar style. Perhaps
he is above having an}-. It would, at all events, be impossible to dis-

cover it in the puldishod list of the subjects which are intended to

foi'm the contents of the work. He sees, as plainly perhaps as Sir.

Palgrave, the rare beauties of Woolner's ' Constance and ^Vfthur,'

without being blind to the merits of Gibson's ' Pandora,' Story's
' Cleopatra,' Foley's ' Lord Hardinge,' and Moliu's ' Grapplers.' He
recognised the art in Marchand's chimney-piece, as well as m Seddon's
organ, or Burges' painted cabinet, and even traces in his kindly .sym-

pathising glance the Indian brass inlays, the Japanese marquetrie,

the pavement of Chichester Cathedral, Indian saddles. Cashmere
shawls, Honiton lace, and Skidmore's Hereford Screen. There is no
class of work, possessing excellence of its kind, aud refei-ring however
remotely to the industrial arts and sculpture, which is rejected on
accoimt of its kind. The excellence of each style is didy honoured.

We are not called upon to recognise one style as ' divine ' aud another
as ' pestilent. ' The touch of art makes them all akin, however varied

their forms may be. The artist's intelligence is recognised—whatever
dress it may wear. Men are not consequently heathens because they
worship God in a foreign language, and art is not the less true because

it is not imderstood by the votaries at a Gothic shrine and the

believers in monkish asceticism, or by the equally bigotted and narrow-
minded followers of other schools. Mr. Waring, we may rest

assured, will not be the sla^^sh follower of any school, taking it for

better and worse. This is the nobler mission, to be the high priest of

imiversal art ; with discriminating eye and imfaltering hand to sepa-

rate the truthful from the, false, to clear the weak shoots from the

stifling weeds with which he may find them enciuubered, to encourage
their growth, and to point out their perhaps imappreciated merits ; to

keep steadily before the eyes of students, and to fi.x indelibly upon
their minds the best models of every style, in order that they, by
meditation, may analyse theii' varied lines and tints, discover the

secret of their mighty charms, be thoroughly familiar with their prin-

ciples of composition, their subtle harmonies and delicacies of ex-

pression, so that the art now concentrated in some ten or twelve acres

of groimd at Brompton may be sown broadcast over the land, and
bear friut henceforth in every manufactm-ed object of industrial art.

We are not wanting in illustrated accoimts of the Great Exhibition,

but all hitherto published reproduce the articles in one tint only.

Even photographs give but a cold, barren notion of them, and when
the subjects are indistinctly remembered, and the memory fails to

furnish the colom', this objection to such representations is the more
striking. It is only eleven years since the 1851 Exhibition ; but in

that short period the photographs of the works of art collected therein

have become in appearance but as plaster casts of living bodies, or of

groups of gorgeously-tinted flowers. They give the forms, it is true,

but they do not explain that form is often determined, modified, or

emphasized by the coloiu-s employed in connection with it. As often as

not they falsify the colours, and produce in their single tint an entirely

opposite effect to that in the article. They are consequently as de-

ceptive in one particidar as they are accurate in another.

Messrs. Day & Son therefore use the photograph as an auxiliary,

aud are not content with its unaided residts. A photograpli is taken,

and then coloured by experieuced artists, so as to obtain exactitude in

colour and gold, as well as in form. Fac-similes are then obtained in

that high style of chromo-lithography for which Messrs. Day & Son

have been long and justly celebrated." We shall thus have an oppor-

tunity of possessing peniianently, in a folio work, the gems of the

International Exhibition, not set", as in the building itself, in a weari-

some waste of conuuercial rubbish, but contrasted with works of

kindred excellence and value, and sparkling brilliantly, like emer.iltls

* Masterpieces of Industrial Art and Sculpture at the International Exhibition of ISfi:. A
prospectus of an unu^ually costly work upon tile International Exhibition has been issued bv-

Messrs. Day & Son, the Iithn{;rapher8.
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in a nest of rubies-like sapphires circled ^vith diamonds of purest

""' The work is, bv express permission, to be dedicated to Her Majesty

The Commit ee of Council on Education have subscribed for no less

Umntrnvcopi'- The .rovernments of several foreign nations have

l^so\' lir^HUt in consid;rable numbers, and in the latest hst of sub-

Sers we iJreadv see the names of many of our greatest art-patron».

Tkegnlt expense in preparing such a work makes us wonder a

whilst we cor'^liallv ap daud, the publishers enterjunsmg spint
.

In

France it would Imve ieen a government aflair. Messrs Day.1 bon

L?e no -e'er e of that kind To fall back upon. They depend upon

no one but themselves, and in sparing no labour to
^^^^l^l^^.J^^^^:

worthv of the subject, and of their own reputation, thej vmU, ^^ ^ sm

Terely trust, meet^^•ith that appreciation by the public, who will so

lan'clv and universally benefit by their undertalang.

IROKMOSGERY IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

No. III.

TX the adornment of buildings metal works are of high antiquity.

i Imiiros of gold and of silver, however destitute of artistical t.iste, were

sure to be in the temple. Columns of marble, with capitals of bronze, ai-e

not uncommon in Greek and Roman architecture. Oruumeutations of iron

were wanting in all pre-mediseval structures, because iron was dear, aud the

workmen who could work it skilfully dearer still. About the tenth century

appeared men ' cunning in iron.' They took the place of men cunning in

brass ' but not before much iU-wdl had been engendered, and much blood

had been shed. The annals of handicraft wiU prove that the workers m
gold and sUver never took kindly to the workers in iron and the baser metals.

In ancient times the law obliged the goldsmith to pursue his avocation

before the light of dav. It is, therefore, that the goldsmith, sdversmith, and,

by some means an allied craft, the watchmaker, may be seen doing his

busmess before the world, especiaUy in continental countries. There was

in medifeval times a natural suspicion about the goldsmith, and the haw

compeUed him to work in face of day. But the goldsmith was often the

locksmith. He was the ingenious contriver of locks, keys, and handles.

He manufactiu-ed nianv a fine thing in the form of jeweUery for cloak of

lord, and lock of lady;" and of coiurse provided the coffer to contain these

fine things—colIars,"broaches, diamond rings, and the rest. For a time the

George Heriots of Cheapside or Lombard Street had it all their own way.

Thev ignored the blacksmith. They employed him, certainly, and, when he

had'repaired a lock, dismissed him with a cup of claret, which is more than

a cunning locksmith would get at the hands of a banker now-a-days. The

worker in iron was, in former days, in most part thought fit only to make

horse-shoes. His place was the smithy ; his dread disease, cb-outhiness

;

his hospital, the hostel In the seventeenth century, the workers in iron

began to be recognised, and the supreme fool as a sovereign, but the acute

man as an amateur, Louis XI\^, patronised more than one blacksmith,

whose works have lasted longer than his dynasty.

In ancient times ornamentations in metal were chiefly in brass. "We

read in Jeremiah, ' Behold, I have made thee this day a defended city, and

an iron pillar and brazen walls against the whole land.' And when Solo-

mon built the temple, he ' sent and fetched Hiram out of Tyre. He was a

widow's son of the tribe of Naphtali, and his father was a man of Tyre, a

T.'orker in brass ; and he was filled with wisdom and understanding, and

cunning to work all works in brass. And he came to King Solomon and

wrought all his work. For he cast two piUars of brass.'

Iron was a later introduction to architectural ornamentation. Bronze

was first applied to this purpose ; but until men knew how to smelt the

ores of iron, and hammer the smelted iron into lengths and breadths, they

could not have applied iron to practical purposes. From all accounts iron

Wiis first applied as a weapon of offence ; it was growing civilisation which

first applieil it as a weapon of defence. It was pagan asa weapon ; Chris-

tian as a defence ; a buckler to the oppressed, an arm to the oppressor.

But parting from the sword and the lance, it was transformed into the

ploughshare and sickle ; and then it was wrought into wonderful forms of

beauty for the sanctuary-.

Whoever has visited any of our old churches or cathedrals, cannot fail to I

be struck with the ornamentation of the door or gate—the massive studs,

fashioned to resemble the cross, the rose, the fleur-de-lys. with the adjuncts

t'j the hinge—the vast bars of metal, carved and distended in graceful

firms, so as to give additional strength to the woodwork ; to the lock of the

porch or vestry, rough and inartistical perhaps to the modern eye, but always

displaying great skill in the artificer. Keys have been found in the bottom

of rivers, which, judging by the intricacy of their works, must have be-

longed to intricate locks. As there were reformers before the Reformation,

so there were locksmiths before Chubb and Bramah. Many of the coffers

or chests in our parish churches, intended for keeping the sacramental

vessels and the records of births, baptisms, and deaths, have ornamenta-

tions in handles, hinges, keyholes, hasps, bands and straps, which in wealth

of design it would be impossible at the present day to surpass. All we can

boast of over our ancestors is in Jinish. "We have better tools, and more
appliances of a mechanical nature ; but we do not excel the past verj-

greatly in design and execution. We have not very numerous specimens
remaining of the iron work of the middle ages, although sufficient to show
the care that was bestowed upon it. The minute ornaments which are fre-

quently introduced, such as animals' heads, leaves, flowers, &c., are often
J^ni,a1ton xvitii TnriT'i.. fdr-a <iiiii -i I^^^llt•Cl (itt tn'in T^'iirrnf Vio DTv^onfii.-l it. .-

like lizards on it with their heads next the cud of the spmdle aud their

aUs cured round the ring. When not made in.theorm of rings the

hldles were"rnamented in^various ways with, occasionaUy, minute patterns

'"The""c7cutcheon of the lock was a manufacture upon which the mediaeval

ai-tist bestowed much attention. It formed the entrance o the shrine to

the wealth of the house, as represented by jewels and title-deeds. ^ e

have 'een many mediaeval escutcheons of rude manufacture, but yet of

wondrous desi.4. Locks when placed on the outside of doors were

rnetaUv ornamented with patterns of tracery and studs formed by the

heads of the nails, and sometimes also with small mouldings; when placed

on the nside of doors, thev had enriched escutcheons over the keyholes,

wh el wer often in th; form of shields. In Gothic architecture the ap-

pearance of the iron work exposed to view was duly regarded and in

Enriched buildings was made proportionably ornamental, the head of the

stanc'nions in windows and in the openings of screens being enriched with

flowerTor other decorations. The shrine of the saint, and the tomb of the

ibbot priest, or great lord, had also their ornamentations m metal work.

Monimiental brasses do not come under o.u- scrutiny. These rather display

the art of the engraver than of the artificer m metal. The ornamentations ot

the altar-piece gave infinite occupation in former days to the artisan Ihe

crucifixes the candelabra, the brackets for sustaining the gospels and

eoistles the pix— all these required the aid of the artist, the hammerman,

and the' workman clever with file and chisel. The entrance from the nave

to the chancel of the chiu-ch was usually fenced by a screen of wood,

curiously carved. Woodwork gave place to iron work. Even the rood-

screen with its infinite and fantastical forms in stone, gave placeto the

more fanciful, more artistic, but cheaper screen of brass or iron. Within

the chancel the old wooden lectern was supplied by one of metaL ihe

skill of tlie wood carver was great; that of the graver in metal equally

great with this advantage, that his works were not so perishable. Ihe

tooden pulpit was followed by the one in stone or in marble ;
and now the

iron pulpit has, in many cases, taken the place of both.
_

Altar railings,

chancel panels, vault entrances— much, indeed, of what in former times

were made of wood or stone, are now better supplied m metal In

medieval churches the lanterns and the candelabra, which contained the

oil or the wax, which shed ' the dim religious light, were chiefly of metal,

of copper gilded-vea, even of pure silver. The designs of these articles

of ecclesialtical fimiiture leave nothing to be desired. They ai-e light,

graceful ; but in our own days of ecclesiastical ironmongery, we can rival

them in art, and surpass them in workmanship.
x 3 4

And so with the interior decoration of the home-dwelling. Lead and

irou were here employed for various purposes, and decoration was applied

wherever it was possible. Many must recoUect the rude decorations of

our pumps and water-cisterns, and the attempts at beauty m fire-stoves.

Externallv, we must remember to have seen garden-gates, and gates open-

ing into "the manorial park— fine specimens of iron-work wTought into

scrolls and eork-screw twists, aud displaying the initials^ of the baron and

squire, or knight of the shire, interlaced with those of his lady. A palmg

of irok may be a very pretty work or a very ugly one, according to circum-

stances The paling around St. Paul's was once a nationa boast, on

account of its design and costliness. Then as to balusters; the iron age

has set aside the wooden one ; and staircases may be constructed so light

and so gracefiil, that, but remembering their disadvantages, we wonder how

our ancestors should have ever trusted in wood aud stone.

We had intended to show how weU the workers in metal for ornamental

purposes are represented in the International Exhibition. Our prelimmaiy

remarks, however, have abnost absorbed our space; but we shall m a fol-

lowing number draw attention to tliose articles of beauty and utility which

are to be found in the South-east Transept, and in the South Court, Class

XXXI.

,..„„„ 3 ornamental.
The former, especially, were usually in the shape of rings, with the spindle
going through the centre of a circular escutcheon, but sometimes thev were
uf other forms. A ring handle on the vestry door of St. .Saviour's, "South-
wark, of the early part of the seveuteenth century, has a pair of creatures

THE EXHIBITION OF MEm.5:VAL ART AT THE SOUTH
Ii:ENSINGTON MUSEUM.

NOTICE m.

1. MET.U. WORK, COMBDJED WTIU ES.VIQX. 2. IKOX iXD STEEL WOEK, IX-

1 CLCDrSG AESIS, AEMOUH, LOCKSMITHS' WOEK, ETC.

AS we stated in oxa last notice, the specimens of goldsmith's work on a

larire •^cale such as rose-water dishes and their accompanying ewei-s,

large pLateaus, highlv wrought cups of large size, gigantic tankards,

ofiicial maces, and other examples of mediieval manufacture of large

dimensions, form the most conspicuous objects among the metal work ot

the present exhibition. It may also be remarked, that the majority of the

most prominent specimens belong to the later periods of medueval art.

Yet, in certain classes of metal work, specimens belonging to earlier epochs

are not wanting ; though of works iUustrative of the industrial arts be-

tween the sixth and the twelfth centuries, there are few remarkable examples

;

yet of these early periods, many most interesting remams still exist

;

those eiquisite wo'rks of Irish art, for instance, the gold torques, the weU-

known mantle brooches, ancient harps, and a variety of other ornamental

objects, all enriched in the peculiar and elaborate style of the period, which

is so distinct from anv other class of ornament. Of relics of Irish art of

this kind, the museiim attached to Trinity College, Dublin, possesses a

splendid collection, more of which might, one would think, have found their

way to the present assemblage. Then there are Anglo-Saxon works, of which

mauy of our private collections contain highly interesting examples, whOe

few are to be found in the present exhibition. Works of the Gallo-Roman

period, of wliich the local museums of France possess a number of interest-^

ing examples, are almost entirely unrepresented, as are Byzantine works of

the earliest epochs, from the fifth to the ninth century. But not'nithstand-

ing these shortcomings there are some examples of metal work of com-

paratively eariy date, that will be calculated to interest the archaeologist

;

and, fi-om their quaint forms, aud the bright colours of their incrustations

of enamel, they do not fail to attract the attention of the general public.

We allude more especially to the chasses, croziers, monstrances, and other
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specimens of churc-li ornament, partieulai-ly of liyzantine eliaraetor, of

wliieli there is a very good series of examples, from the tenth to tlie tliir-

teenth century. Among these specimens of enameled metal work, exhibit-

ing enamels both of the chiimplifi and cluisoiini kinds, we may call

attention to the following. Mr. II. Magniac cxliibits a curious Morse of

gilt metal, described as of the fifteenth century, but which is probably of

the fourteenth. It is of a quatrefoil form, with points between. The four

princijial compartments are tilled with transparent enamels representing the

symbols of the Evangelists, a central one being a heail of Christ; while in

tiic points are rudely mounted gems. Another Morse, of more finished,

and profusely ornamental character, is exhibited by the same; but not-

withstanding its superior finish, it has not the boldness or quaintness of

the earlier work. An enameled erozier, of interesting design, perhaps

belonging to the tentli or eleventh century, is exhibited by Mr. E. Davis.

There is another, of rather later period, enriched with turquoises, and other

gems; but one, entirely clothed in champlciv enamel, lent by Mr. A.

Magniac, is finer than'either of the preceding specimens, the enamel

work being in . most perfect presen-ation. We should have liked to

see the noble erozier of the founder of New College, Oxford, still piously

preserved among the most precious monuments of that Foundation, taking its

place in the present assemlilage. 'Though of comparatively late date, (the

fifteenth centur}'), it would have left all other examples in the present

exhibition far behind.

The cha.'sses, or reliquaries, arc by far the most conspicuous of the works

enriched with ancient champhve enamel. A small one of remarkably

quaint workmanship, representing the deatli of Thomas a Becket, a

quaint work of the thirteenth century, lent by Mr. R. Napier, at once

attracts attention ; as does another, of larger dimensions, representing in

enamel pictures the same subject. This last has been lent by the Society

of Antiquaries. There is yet a third, of precisely the same kind, lent by

the Dean of Hereford. A rich reliquary, perhaps of Italian workmanship,

ornamented with black enamels (producing somewhat the effect of niello),

is Terj- suggestive in its style ; the gilt work between the enamels being

richly engraved with a small and delicate running pattern. A very magni-

ficent chasse, perhaps the largest of the collection, stands immediately above.

It is one of those lent by Mr. Curzon, and which he no doubt prizes as one

of the chief treasures among the many secured during his travels in the

East. We must not omit to call attention to the fine chasse contributed by

Mr. J. A. Beresford Hope. It is of champlei'i enamel, very perfect, and

further enriched with large and beautifully polished bosses of rock crystal.

It differs, moreover, from other specimens, in having a pedestal, or stand,

which is also enriched with enameled ornaments, among which, three large

heads within circles have precisely the effect of Byzantine mosaics. And
wo may observe, before quitting this fine assemblage of early reliquaries,

that one furnished by Mr. J. Gambler, apparently of the thirteenth century,

presents an unusual degree of smoothness and accuracy of finish.

Of enameled metal of a much later, indeed of a comparatively recent

date, there is an exquisite little miniatiure cabinet, with its doors, drawers,

and every other part covered with most exquisitely finished miniatures.

This work, contributed by Mr. J. M. Whitehead, is undoubtedly one of

the gems of its class.

Among other remarkable metal works, enriched with enamel, the most

interesting, and perhaps the finest of the entire series, is a ciborium of

German workmanship, called of the thirteenth century, but probably of the

twelfth. Its high finish and elaborate design are both very remarkable. A
series of subjects (in enamel), from the New Testament, occupy spaces

formed by riliands of gold-work, bearing inscriptions. This riband-work

interlaces itself, in an intricate and artistic manner, between the enamel

minatures, terminating in rich foliated ornaments of the well knoAvn twelfth

century character, precisely similar to those found in German illuminated

manuscripts of the period, among which we name, especially, the famous

Bamberg Bible now in the British Museum. The best of the miniatures

are a highly wrought crucifixion, ami the sepulchre, with an angel

sitting on the edge of the empty sarcophagiis. The smaller borderings,

and the elaborately designed knob at the top of the lid of this beautiful

piece of ancient work, are worthy of the most careful examination by the

art student. This example has been lent by the Rev. J. W. Braikenridge,

who also contributes a pair of copper candlesticks, of an early period, en-

riched with enamel— very remarkable works for boldness and simplicity of

design. A portable altar, of porphyry, mounted in|a silver bordering, which

is enriched with niello work of the stylo of the twelfth century, is contri-

buted by the Rev. Dr. Rock. Two curiously enameled metal dishes, of the

twelfth or thirteenth centur>-. lent by Mr. R. Napier, and an .abluting basin,

of about the same date and" of similar character, are very interesting speci-

mens of the art, and may alford very useful hints to modern art manu-
facturers. Two curious pectorals, representing, in archaic enamel, the

crucifixion, in the form of a cross, mounted in the manner termed cloisonne,

h.ive been lent by Mr. J. A. Beresford Hope. A pyx oi champUve enamel,

probably of the fourteenth centurv', has an interesting series of miniatures

of the Apostles, and a very elegant though rudeh'-executed ornament on

the top. A censer of the same kind of work, with flowers and foliage of

arbitrary colouring on a blue ground, is an interesting piece of work,

perhaps Byzantine, contributed by Mr. G. M. Morland. But a still more
beautiful censer, of the twelfth century, contributed by the Rev. Dr. Rock,

somewhat eclipses its interest.

The intricate work of this last resembles, in some respects, the celebrated

Anglo-Hibernian ornaments of the seventh and eighth centuries. It is a very

remarkalile monument of the arts of the twelfth eenturj', and merits carefid

examination. A cup, with transparent enamel, an<l another of most elegant

form, with opaque enamels, lent by Mr. R. H. Hurst, are both worthy of

attention, though the last has been rather injudiciously retouched and re-

stored. A rich book cover, lent by the Due d'Aumale, attracts many
curious observers. The external border of gold, or gilt metal, is enriched

\vith graceful Gothic patterns in low relief; while, at the corners, the

emblems of the Evangelists are boldly wrought in much more prominent
work. This portion of the cover appears to belong to the fourteenth

ccnturj-, while the large enamel miniature in the centre, to which the border

described forms a detached frame, appears to be of much earlier date,

and may, perhaps, be assigned to an epoch as early as the middle of the
eleventh century. A very interesting baldrick, or girdle, of the fifteenth

century, has been lent by Mr. Octavius Morgan (a large contributor
to other departments') to enrich this section of the Exhibition. It is orna-
mented, at certain distances, with rosettes of gilt metal, enriched with
champlcve enamel, and has pendants, ornamented with the arms of Mala-
testa, of Ravenna, in niello work. Of met;il work of this class, but not
adorned with enamel, we m.ay mention a silver chasse, or Reliquary, of the
fifteenth century, most elaborately wTought -nith the canopy and tabernacle
work of the period, and having, at the angles, nearly detached pinnacles,
only joined to the main work by highly enriched flying buttresses. There
is also a silver-gilt Monstrance, of the same character and period, lent by
the Due d'Aumale, and a very similar and equally beautiful work of the
same kind, contributed by Mr. T. H. Hope ; and another by Lady Fellowes.
We cannot quit this class of work without noticing a very curious antique
crucifix, of singidarly rude execution, apparently of copper-gilt, which may
be the production of some metal worker of the eighth or ninth centui-)'.

But rude and common work, of all epochs, is so much alike, that witho\it

some special characteristic it is sometimes extremely difficult to assign a
date to objects of tlie kind.

Of decorative iron work, some excellent specimens are contributed by
Mr. R. T. Prichett, in the shape of ancient weapons of different dates, noni'

of them very early, and a magnificent steel cap, of the sixteenth century.

Specimens of weapons, tools, and household utensils, such as spoons, ladles,

scales, &e., are contributed by Lord Londesborough, who also sends some
very magnificent ornamented fowling-pieces, curious pistols, elaborately
enriched daggers, and other works of a similar kind ; forming a most interest-

ing and instructive display. The specimens of rich armour lent by this

liberal contributor demand, however, more especial notice. Among many
other fine specimens, is an Italian cuirass, the workmanship of which may
be assigned to the latter part of the sixteenth century. The raised work is

very elaborate, and in good preservation, but the enrichment of gold and
silver tracery, in delicate filigree patterns, is nearly worn off. There are

some very magnificent gauntlets, of similar character, excellent examples of

the kind of decorative art employed by the armourers of the sixteenth

century. A very fine steel cuirass, of French or Italian work, lent by Mr.
A. Magniac, is as fine as any of the specimens in the noble collection

lent by Lord Londesborough ; as is also an embossed helmet, with cheek

pieces, lent by Mr. W. H. Fonnan. A fine shield contributed by Lord Londes-

borough appears, so far as we were able to examine it at a distance, and
through glass, to be composed of leather; though the ornamentation, in

the late cinque cento style, is as sharp as if cut in bronze. Another
shield, a fine piece of steel embossing, is furnished by Sir Adam Hay

;

the bas-relief, occupying nearly the entire surface, and representing a Roman
battle, is executed with great artistic power. A number of swords con-

tributed by the Queen form a very interesting collection. The workman-
ship of the basket hilts is of the most varied, and often beautifid character,

which puts to shame the poor devices of our modern armourers. Most of

them have, also, a history attached to them, which the public would like to

know ; but the promised catalogue seems likely to appear simultaneously

with the closing of the Exhibition. One of these swords, a curious piece

of Oriental workmanship of the richest kind, belonged to the sultans of

Palambang, and was originally presented, as a national trophy, by General
GiUespie, in 1812.

Some interesting locksmiths' work follows the arms and armour; among
which is a steel casket, with elaborate lock, lent by Mr. E. Slackstone, and
a gigantic lock, lent by the same contributor. There are some exquisite

specimens in steel open-work panelling, lent by ]\Ir. Carzon ; a lock, richly

ornamented vriX'h brass, lent by Sir Percy Burrell ; and another interesting

and curious lock, lent by Stoneyhurst College. There are also some door

knockers of different periods, all of ingenious patterns ; and we must not

omit to call attention to the fine steel casket lent by the Duke of Hamilton.

But the masterpiece of steel work in the present assemblage is undoubtedly

the magnificent steel chair contributed by, Viscount Folkestone. This

elaborate work was a present from the City of Augsburg to the Emperor
Rudolph II., about the year 1577. It bears the name of the artist (quite a

German Cellini) bj- whom it was executed, and of whoso high artistic

accomplishment, and persevering labour, it is so fine a monument. We
really feel proud to copy from his interesting work the name of so great an

artist. It is simply Thomas Rukers ; a name, however, that deserves to

be as well kno\vn to lovers of art as that of Albert Durer, or Quentin

Matsys, or even Cellini himself.

Among miscellaneous examples of mediseval manufacture, which do not

come precisely within the classes named at the head of this notice, are a

magnificent table, lent by the Duke of Hamilton, which is composed of

various kinds of metal-work, and enriched with lapis-lazuli, and ornaments

in niello ; and a curious lectern, lent by St. Mary's Oscott, the noble mediaeval

eagle of which is one of the finest monuments of its epoch, wliich we
aisume to be the fifteenth centuiy, though no date is given. In the

space of a notice so brief as the present one, it would be impossible to

notice, ever so briefly, even a select portion of the works of the classes

named .at the head of this article. It is not pretended, therefore, that any-

thing like a complete account of the best works of these classes, in tlie

present Exhibition, is attempted. It has been merely sought, by enume-

rating and briefly describing a very few of the beautiful examples now
assembled and exhibited gratuitously, to call public attention to an oppor-

tunity of studying almost every branch of media;val art such as will rarely

occur.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE AWARDS AT THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

THE ceremony of the tlistribution of the awards at the ' Great World's

Fair ' of 1862, came off on Friday last. At half-past twelve, the

jurors assembled, and made a start fi-om the rendezvous, and the procession

wound its w.iy through the grounds of the Horticultural Society to the upper
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'^^Z^^Tc^L:^^', International ^^^^^^^^^
"fished 4-enta^- f "^^^^^XXl^^^^e Ws'^^e
nterCaSil ht^Kepo of the^^ Chainnou on the Work

?m;l.rie™Mo Ihieh his R^oyal Highness In-iefly replied. The procession

Hien cntTred the Eastern Annexe, and moved onwards through the Exhi-

buTon p .ng the stations where the award, were ^"be made known

The follo^ig ai-e the awards appertaining to bmlding and ardutee

ture :
—

CLASS VII.—Maxtfactteixo Machixes axd Tools.

TrROES-W Fairhairn, F.E.S., Chairman. Section A.-Boettcher, ZoU-

ve^in^H: Cain (M^Lnuyt, prey), Franee ;
J. CheeAam

^^^^J^^^^^
M. Curtis, Manchester; B. Fothergill, London; J. Kindt, i-resiaent

.Soetion Beltrium : J. G. Marshall, Leeds.
Ti. i tut

sZ^oTi-J Anderson. Woolwich ; Major Conti, Secretary, Ita y ;
W.

FaSn, -F.R.S., Chabman and President o Section ManAetr
,

K.

Mallet F.E.S., London; Eev. H. Moseley, M. A., F.RJp., Bristol JJr.

Smann, Deputy Chairman, Zollverem; Baro- Seguic^ France ;JJVTnt-

worth, F.R.S., JIanchester. Associates: C. Buxton, M.P., London, W.

Oossage, Warrington; E. Pontifex, London.

Sectiox a.—Machikebt Emploted dj SpraxiNO and Weatixg, etc.

Medal.—ITxiTED Kingdom.— Anderston Foundry Co. ;
Appei-ley, J.

;

&

Co.; Combe. J. & Co.; Dickenson, W. & Sons; Dobson & Barlow; Fer-

rabee, J. & Co.; Hatterslev, G. & Son; Hetherington & Sons; Higgins,

W &Sons;-Hodgson, G.; Mason, J.; P.irker, C & Sons; Patt, Brothers;

Rowan, J. & Sons; Sharp, Stewart, & Co.; Smith, W. & Brothers; Tuer &

Hall ; Walker & Hacking ; Wren & Hopkinson.

Section B. — M.ichines and Tools employed rs the MANrFACXunE

OF Wood and Metal.

Medal—Untted Kingdom.—Baraett, S. ; Bertram, G. ; Beyer, Peacock,

&Co ; Br.adleT & Craven; Clayton, H. & Co.; De Bergue, G. & Co.;

Donkin, B. ; Fairbairn, P. & Co. ; Forrester, G. & Co.
;

Garside^^ H.

;

Greenwood & Batley ; Haudyside. A. & Co. ; Holtzapffel, L. & Co :^Hulse,

J S • Johnson & Atkinson ; Lockett, J. Sons, and Leake
;
Manloye,

Alliott & Co. ; Mathieson, A. & Son ; McOnie, W. & A. ;
Mirrlees & Tait

;

MitcheU, W. H. ; Morgan & Co.; Morrison, R. & Co. ; Muir & Co. ;
Napier,

D & Sons ; Normandy & Co. ; Powis, J. & Co. ; Robinson, T. & Son

;

Samuelson, M. & Co. ; Siebe, D. ; Siemens, Halske, & Co. ;
Sharp, Stewart,

& Co. ; Shepherd, Hill, & Co. ; Smith, J. & Son ; Smith, Seacock, & Tan-

nott ; Vicars, T. & T. & Co. ; Waterlow & Sons ; Nasmj'th & Co. ;
Worsam

& Co.; Whitehead; Yates, W.S.; Y'oungnian, C. T.

CLASS VIII.

—

Machinery is General.

JcEOES.— M. Chevalier, Chairman. L. R. Bodmer, Switzerland;

Chevalier de Burg. Austria ; Earl of Caithness, London ; M. Chevalier,

Chairman, France ; J. Hawkshaw, F.R.S., F.G.S., London ; J. Hick, C.E.,

Deputy Chairman, Bolton ; J. M. da Poute Herta, Portugal ; C. Jenny,

Austria ; W. M. Neilson, C.E., Glasgow ; John Penn, C.E., London ; 0. Pihl,

Norway ; Du Pre, Belgium ; W. Macquorn Eankine, Secretary, Glasgow ; F.

B. Taylor, United States : H. Thomas, Zollverein. Associates : Carl Jenny,

Austria ; Paul Luuyt, France.

Special Jcbt of Class ^^II.— J. F. Batem.an, F.R.S., London ; Captain

Bent, London; W. M. Brown, London; Earl of Caithness, London; J.

Hawkshaw, London ; C. Jenny, Austria ; P. Luuyt, France ; J. E. M'ConneU,

Wolv.rton ; 0. Pihl, Norway ; W. M. Rankin, Glasgow ; Captain Shaw,

London ; Duke of Sutherland, London ; F. B. Taylor, United States ; H.
Thomas, Zollverein ; H. Tresca, France.

Medal.—United Kingdom.—Allan, Harrison, & Co. ; Armstrong, Sir

W. G. & Co. ; Ashton, J. P. ; Bastier, J. U. ; Bowser & Cameron ; Bray'.s

Traction Engine Company ; Broughton Copper Company ; Carrett, Marsliall,

and Co. ; Chaplin & Co. ; Chedgey, J ; Clark, D. K. ; Clarke, E. ; Clayton,

Shuttleworth, & Co.; Eadie &.Spencer; Easton, Amos, & Sons; Edwards,

C. J., & Son ; Fawcett, Preston, & Co. ; Forrest & Barr ; Fowke, Capt. F.,

R.E ; Frieake & Gathercole ; Greenwood, Batley, & Co. ; Gwynne & Co.

;

Harrison, J. ; Hai-vey & Co. ; Humphreys & Tennant ; Imperial Iron Tube
Company ; Laird, J., Sons, S Co. ; Lambert, T. & Sons ; Lilleshall Company

;

Lloyd, G. ; Manchester Water Meter Company ; Maudslay, Sons, & Field

;

MeOnie, W. & A. ; Merryweather and Son ; Jlirrlees & Tait ; Middleton,
T. ; Morrison, R., & Co. ; Napier, D., & Son ; Napier, R., & Sons ; Newton,
Keates, & Co. ; Normandy & Co. ; North British Rubber Company ; North
Moor Foundry Company; Peel, Williams, & Peel; Preller, C. A. ; Ransomes
and Sims ; Rennie, G., & .Sons ; Roberts, W. ; Robinson, W. ; Routledge
and Ommanney ; Russell, J., & .Sons ; Slater, G., & Co. ; Samuelson, M.
and Co. ; Shand & Mason ; Siemens, C. W. ; .Stephenson Tube Company

;

Taylor, J. & Co. ; Thomson, James ; ThornewiU & Warham ; Tod and
M'Gregor ; Tuxford & Son ; Webb & Son ; Wenham F. H. ; Weston, T. A.

;

Whitmore & Sons ; WOson, J. C. & Co. ; Williamson, Brothers.

Victokia.—Commissioners of Victorian Exhibition ; Harper.

CLASS X.—Crvn. Engineering, Aechitecti'eal, and Building
Contrivances.

JuKORS. — Marquis of Salisbury, K.G., Chaii-mau. Section A.—A.
Bommart, France ; J. Kelk, London ; Koch, ZoUverein ; J. Leelerc, Bel-
gium ; Maurice Loehr, Austria : C. Jlanby, F.R.S., London ; Thomas Page,
London; Sir J. Rennie, F.R.S., F.G.S., President of .Section, London;
Marquis of Siilisbury, K.G., Chairman, London; Cesare Valerio, Italy.

Associates : Baron de Baude, France ; JlUle, France.
Section B.—Neill Amott, M.D., F.E.S., London ; J. W. Bazalgette, C.E.,

Ijondon
;
Delesse, France ; Sir J. Oiliffe, M.D. London ; R. Angus Smith,

M.D., F.R.S., Jlanehester; J. Sutherland, M.D., President of Section,
London.

'Section C-S.L. Donaldson, Ph.D., London; Theo. Jordan, Russia

;

A L J Mei;r, Deputy Chairman, N. Germany; Gilbert S^cott, E-.A. Lon-

don; SydTSmirke, R,A., London; W. Tite, M.P., F.R.S., President of Sec-

tion, London ; E. Tr^lat, France.

Section A.—Civil Engls-eehing ant) Building Contbtvances.

5IEDAL.-U.N-ITED KiNGDOM.-Banvct, H. ; Bethell, J. ;
Brunei, I as re-

Dresentative of his father, the late I. K. Brunei, F-E-S; Clark, K
,
Cle-

Zleta. v.; Cowen, J. & Co.; Doulton, H & C^. ;
Gibson & Turner

;

Gilkes WiLson & Co.; Kennedy, Lieut.-Col. ;
M.acneil Sir J i R.S.

,

M^l^ra-, John; Norman, R. & N; Salter, S. ; Scot^ Capt., H. Y.D.;

SUiceous Stone Co. ; Stevenson, A. ; Vignolc, C. ;
Walker, J. ;

White,

™ANADA.—Brown, J. ; Stephenson, G. R., as representative of his cousin,

the late R. .Stephenson, M.P., F.R.S.

New South Wales.—New South Wales Government ;
Mort.

Victoria.—Knight, J. G.

Section B.—Santtarv Improvements and Constructions.
'

Medal.—United Kingdom.— Cliff, J. & Son; Cookey, E. & .Sons;

Finch, J. ; Glover, G. & Co. ; Jennings, G. ; Perkins, A. M. ;
Rosser, S. E.

;

Stephenson, W. & Sons ; Spencer, T. ; Woodcock, W.

Section C— Objects shown for Architectuhal Beauty.

Medal —United Kingdom.—Architectm-al Pottery Company ;
Bale, T.

S. ', Bellman & Ive ; Blanchard, M. H. ; Blashfield, J. M. ;
Boote, Messrs.

;

Ec'clesiological Society ; Forsyth, J. ; Jackson, G. & Sons ;
Lizard Serpen-

tine Company; Llangollen .Slab .and Slate Company; Macdoniild, A.;

Magnus, G. E. ; Maw, G. ; M-Farlau, W. & Co.; Minton & Co.; Pearce,

W.jun. ; Poole, H. & Son; Serpentine Marble Company; Slater (Archt-

tect); Thomas, John; Wyatt, Digby.

Malta.—Darmanin& Sons; Dimech, C. ; Testa, M. F.

CLASS XXX.

—

Furniture ant) Upholstery, including Paper

Hangings and Papier Mache.

Jurors.— Dr. Beeg, Zollverein, Chairman. Section A.—Dr. Beeg,

Chairman, ZoUverein; Lord de I'Isle, London; Demanet, Belgium;

Count Demetrio Finocchietti, Italy ; W. Holland, London ; John Jackson,

London ; M. Markert, Austria ; L. Piglhein, N. Germany ;
J. H. Pollen,

Rome ; Du Sommerard, Secretary, France ; Sir C. Trevelyan, K.C.B., India

;

Digby Wyatt, F.S.A., London.

Section B.—Lord Ashburton, F.R.S., Deputy Chaii-man, London
;
Mar-

quis F. A. Gattinara di Breme, Italy: J. G. Grace, London; Jos. Forguignon,

N. Germany ; A. J. Beresford Hope, M.A., President of Section, London ;

Owen Jones, London ; Prosper Merim^e, Secretary, France.

Sections A and B.—Furniture .and Upholstery, and Paper-

hangings AND Geneh.vl Decorations.

Medal.—United Kingdom.—Annoot, C. ; Baylis, W. H. ; Bird & Hull

;

Birlev, Samuel; Blencowe, Miss, Ecclesiological Society; Burroughes &
Watts ; Surges, W. ;

Clayton & BeU ; Forsyth, J. ; Gillow & Co.
;
Hey-

wood, Higginbottom, Smith, & Co. ; Howard & Sons ;
Hummerston,

Brothers ; Ingledew, C. ; Jackson & Graliam ; Jeffi-ey & Co. ;
Johnstone &

Jeanes ; Jones & Willis ; Kendall, T. H. ; Kershaw, T, ;
Lamb, J.

:
Litch-

field & Radclyffe ; Magnus, C. E. ; Morris, Marshall, Faulkner, & Co. ;

Poole & Maggilli^Tay ; Purdie, Cowtan, & Co. ; Rodgers, J. & J., Sheffieldj;

Rogers, G. A. : Sanders. W. C. ; Scowen, T. L. ; Taylor, J. ;
Tomlinson

;

Toms & Luseombe ; Trollope, G., & Sons ; Tudsbury, R. J. ; WaUis, T. W.

;

Wertheimer; 'WTiytoek, R. & Co. : Wright & Mansfield.^

Ceylon.—De Costa, Don A. ; Wimalasiriyana, A. de S.

IxDLi.—Bhrimjee ; Deschamps, J. ; Government of India.

Ionian Islands.—Petrovich, S.

New .South Wales.—Tuckey, W. ,

New Zealand..—Mason, J.

Nova .'!cotl\.—M'Ewen & Eeid.

CLASS XXXI.—Hardware.
Jurors.—Dr. Von Steinbcis, Stuttgart, Chairman. Section A.—J. G.

Appold, F.R.S., London ; W. Bird, London ; Giulio Curioni, Italy ;
Daubr^e,

France ; Chev. de Fridau, Austria ; A. Grill, Sweden ; H. E. Hoole, President

of Section, Sheffield ; J. Cakes, AHreton ; D. S. Price, Ph. D., F.C.S.,

'Secretary, London; L. Ravene, jun., ZoUverein; G. Shaw, Birmingham;

L. Tras'enster, Belgium. Associates : M. J. Harpley, London
;
C. Lan,

France ; A. Upward, London.
Section B.— S. Buckley, Birmingham; E. Gem, Birmingham; P. C.

Hardwick, President of Section, London ; V. Paillard, France ;
Ferdinand

Stamm, Pli. D., Secretary, Austria ; Dr. von Steinbeis, Chairman, ZoU-

verein ; A. Tvlor, Deputy Chairman, London.
Section C—Robert Fletcher, Birmingham ; Goldenberg, France

;
W.

A. Rose. London ; G. Stobwasser, President of Section, ZoUverein ;
J. S.

Wyon, Secretary^, London.

Section A.

—

Manufactures in Iron.

Medal.—Untted Kingdom.—Avery, W. & T. ; BaUey, W. & Son ;
Bar-

nard, Bishop. & Barnards ; Barton, J."; Benham & Sons'; Bennettj T. ; Ben-

nett, W. ; Billinge, J. ; Sinks, Brothers ; Bolton, T. & Sons ; Bradford, T.

;

Bramah & Co. ; Brown & Green ; Brown, Lenox, & Co. ; Buist, G. ; Bul-

lock, T. & Son ; Butler, J. & Sons ; Carron Iron Company ; Chubb & Son ;

Clark, T.. C, & Co. ; Coalbrookdale Co. ; Cornforth, J. ; Cottam & Co.

;

CotterUl, E. ; Day & Millward ; Deane, E. ; DoUar, T. A. ; Duley & .Sons ;

Edelsten & Williams ; Edwards, F. & Son ; Evans, J. & Co. ; Feethara, M.
& Co. ; Field, W. & Son ; Finlay. J. : Firman & Sons ; Flavel, S. & Co.

;

General Iron Foundry Company ; Glass, Elliott, & Co. ; Greening, N. &
Sons; Griffiths and Browett ; Hammond, Turner, & .Sons ; Handyside, A.

& Co. ; Hargreaves, W. ; Hawkins, J. & Co. ; Heaton, R. & Sons ; Hewens,
K. ; Hiatt & Co. ; Hobbs, Ashley, & Co. ; Hopkins, J. H. & Sons ; Ues, C.

;

James & Sons ; Jeakes, C. & Co. ; Jenkins, HiU, & Jenkins ; Jones & Howe

;
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Keith, G.; Konnard, E. W. & Co.; Konriek, A. & Son^: Kent, G;

Kni.'ht Merry & Co. ; Lconi, S. ; Link-y, T. & Suns : M.mdfv, Weaver, &

Co "-Mai-tiueliu, F. K & Co. ; JIaxwell, H. & Co. ;
Netllefold & Chamber-

1 lin'- Onions, J. C. ; Tatent Enamel Co. ; Peyton & Peyton
:

Pierce, W.

;

Potter T. ; Price, C. & Co. ; Price, G. ; Eadclyffe, T. ;
Reynolds, J

;

KoUason, A. & Sous; &'ott, J. W. ; Siebe, D.; Exhibitor, Harrison, Snuth,

i' & Co • Stickh-y, C. ; Stnart & Smith ; Sumnierscales, W. & Son
;
Tann,

j'- Titf.ird R. V. & Co. ; Tucker & Reeves ; Tvlor & Pace ;
Warden, J. ic

Sons : Watkins & Keene ; Watkin, W. & Co. ; Webster & Horsf^ill
;
A\ en-

ham Lake Ice Company ; Whitfield, T. & Co. ;
Williamson, W. ;

A\ ilkiiis &
AVeatherley; Wiulield, R. W. & Sou; Wright, P. ;

Yates, Heywood, &
Drabble.

VicTORLi.—Hughes & Harvey.

Section- B.—MAXVF.\CTrEEES in Beass and Copper.

Medu, United Kingdom. — Benhams & Frond; Bisehoif, Brown, &
Co. ; CroU, Rait, & Co. ; Dnckham. H. A. F. ; Glover, G. & Co.

;
Glover,

T
•

' Guest & Chrimes ; Hardman, J. & Co. ; Hart & Son ; Hinckes, J. &
Son ; Lambert, T. & Son ; Leale, A. ; Messenger & Sons ;

Newton, Keats,

& Co. ; Philip, C. J. ; Prosser, W. & H. J. StamUy ;
Skitbnore, ^Vi l-Manu-

facturers' Co. ; Strode, W. ; Sugg, W. ; Thomason, J. & Co. ;
Tonks, W. &

Sons ; Warfield ; Warner & Sous.

Section C—Manufactches in Tin, Lead, Zinc, Pewtek, and
GENER-VL Br.aziery.

Medal. United Kingdom.—Chatterton, J. ; Dixon, J. & Sons ;
Gilbert,

J. A. & Co. ; Loveridge, H. & Co. ; Wilson, R. & W.

CLASS XXXIT.- Glass.

Section A.—Stained Glass and Glass used fob Decoration.

JuEOHS.—Pelouze, Master of the Mint, Paris, and Member of the Insti-

tute, France, Chairman. Section A.—J. R. Clayton, London ;
W. Dyce,

E.A., London; Sir Philip de M. Grey Egerton, M.P., F.R.S., Deputy

Chairman and President of Section, London ; J. R. Herbert, R.A.. London ;

E. Peligot, France. Associates : Eossigneu, France ; Bontemps, France.

Section B.—E. L. Chance, Birmingham ; Alf. Copeland, Secretary, Lou-

don ; Jas. Hartley, Sunderland ; D. Jonet, Belgium ; Apsley Pellatt,

Reporter, London ; Pelouze, Chairman, France ;
Fred. Schmitt, Austria

;

F. Wisthoff, President of Section, ZoUverein.

Medal. United Kingdom.— Field c& Allan ; Hardman. J. & Co.

;

Heaton, Butler, & Bayne ; Jones, E. B. ; Lavers & Barraud ;
Morris, Mar-

shall, Faidkner, & Co.; O'Connor, M. & A., & W. H. ; Powell, J. & Sons.

Section B.— Glass for Hovsehold Use and Fancy Purposes.

JIedal. United Kingdom. - Copeland ; Dobson & Pearce ; Green, J.'

Kilner, Brothers; Lloyd & Summerfield; Osier, F.&C; Pellatt & Co.:

PhilUps, W. P. & G. ; PoweU, J. & Sons.

CLASS XXXr.—Pottery.

Jurors.—Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M.P., Chairman. Marquis d'Azeglio,

Italy; Thomas Battam, F.S.A., London; Eight Hon. W. E. Gladstone,

JVLP., Chairman, London ; Sir Thos. Gresley, Bart., Secretary, Burton-on-

^rent ; J. Marryat, London ; Regnault, Deputy Chairman, France ; J. C.

Robinson, London ; Chr. Fischer, ZoUverein ; J. Webb, Loudon.

Medal. United Kingdom.—Battam & Son ; Blanchard, M. ; Blashfield,

J. M. ; Boote, Messrs. ; Brownfield, W. ; Brown, Westhead, Moore, & Co. ;

Copeland, W. T. ; Dimmoek, J. & Co. ; Doulton & Watts ; Duke, Sir J. &
Nephews ; Granger, G. & Co. ; Kerr, W. H. & Co. ; Livesley. Powell, &
Co. ; Lockett, J. ; Mintou & Co. ; Pidlham, J. ; Rose and Co. ; Temple, E.;

Wedgwood, J. & Sons.

Note,—In the preceding List of Awards it frequently happens that the

same exhibitor has been voted awards by more than oue jury. These dupli-

cate awards have been allowed to remain on the record ; but according to

the decision of Her Majesty's Commissioners, and of the Council of Chair-

men, only one medal will be given to au exhibitor, unless the objects

rewarded ai-e exliibited in distinct classes.

LYON PLA"iTAIR,
Special Commissioner for Jmes.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

IS Burning Bricks a Nuisance ?—At the Exchequer Chamber (Sittings

in Error), on the 12th inst., before the Lord Chief Barou and Mr.
Justice Williams, the adjoiu'ued case of Bamford v, Turney came on fur deci-

sion. The circumstances of this case will be found in the judgment of their

lordships. !Mi\ Justice Williams delivered his judgment, which was in ac-

eordance with the opinion of Chief Justice Erie, Mr. Justice Keating, and
Mr. Baron Wilde. There had been some contest as to what the true ques-

tion was for the Court tu decide. The Chief Justice, on the trial, had directed

the jury to find for the defendant, notwithstanding the burning of the bricks

had interfered with the pLiintitTs comfort. Those learned judges thought
it was nut a reasonable use of the defendant's land, that the direction of the

learned Chief Justice was erroneous, and that there ought to be a verdict for

the plaintiff. The Lord Chief Baron said the question was whether the
direction of the learned Chief Justice was right, and, in his opinion, sub-
stantiaUj' it was right. If the jury thought the spot was convenient and
proper, and the burning of the bricks was a reasonable use of the de-
fend;Lnt's own land, the defendant would be entitled to a verdict. He did
Dot think the question uf a nuisance was capable of a deiiuition appli-

cable to all cases. The question depended upon the particular circum-
stances— the time, the immediate spot, the direction of it— so that it was
impossible to lay down any rule that would be applicable to every case.

It was a question of fact with reference to all the circumstances of the

case. In liis judgment, it coiUd not be laid do\ni as a legal proposition

that anything whidi nnder any circumstances lessened the comfort of a,

neiglibour was necessarily an actionable nuisance. That might be a nui-

sance in Grosvenor Square w hich was not a nuisance in Smithfield ; that

might be a nuisance at midday which was not one at night ; that might be

a nuisance, if permanent, which was not so if temporaiy. The jury had
found this was a reasonable use, and he could not understand that any per-

son administering the law could expect that to be a nnisanco wliich the

juiy liad found to be a reasonable use of tlio l.'uiil. It was reasonable

that the defendant should do it, and that the plaintiff should submit to

it. The case did not state that leave was given to enter a verdict for

the plaintiff for 40s., and it [appeared to him that all the Court could do

was to award a venire ch novo. His opinion, therefore, was that the jury-

had the power of finding that any act was reasonable. It might be right

to state that the plaintiff had purchased one of thesi- lots of building

groimd, had burnt his o-mi bricks upon it, and had built his house, and

now wished to prevent his neighbour doing that which he had liiniseU

done to the nuisance of his neighbours. Mr. Baron Martin was also of

opinion that the judgment shoidd be reversed. The judgment of the

Coui't below is therefore reversed; but whether the verdict is to be for

the plaintiff, or whether there is to be a venire de novo, is not settled.

Another case, in which the same question was involved, came off for

hearing on the 11th inst., at the Vice-Chancellor's Court, before Sir J.

Stewiirt. The plaintiff, Mrs. Beardsmore, was the owner and occupier of

the mansion-liouse and lands adjoining, situated near Fareham, Hants,

and known as Uplands, and the defendant, Jlr. Tredwell, having entered

into a contract for the completion of portions of the fortifications now iu

course of erection at Portsdomi Hill, near Portsmouth, had, within the

last few mouths, begun to make bricks, with a view to the completion of

such contract, on lands adjoining those of the plaintiff. The plaintiff

alleged that tlie smoke and noxious vapours from the brick-kilns which had

been ab-eady lighted by the defendant had injured, to a great extent, the

trees in her park, and had been driven into the mansion-house, and had

interfered with tlie comfort of herself and the other inmates thereof The

nearest of tile kilns was about 350 yards firom the mausiou-house, aud the

bdl alleged that the defendant could, on other portions of his lands, erect

kilns so as not to cause damage or annoyance to the plaintiff or her pro-

pert}-. The defendant admitted that a certain amount of damage had been

done to the plaintiff's trees, which damage was a subject for compensation,

but he contended that the wrong complained of by the plaintiff was not

such as the Court woidd restrain Ijy injunction until the plaiutiff had estab-

lished her title by a verdict at law. There was no allegation that the

operations carried on by the defendant were injurious to the plaintiff's health

or to lier residence. The Vicc-Chancellor said that two questions had here

to be considered, one of fact aud the other of law. First, was theresirffi-

cient evidence of a substantial injury to the plaintiff to justify the inter-

ference of the Court? Secondly, if the plaintiff's rights were clearly

established, it was the duty of the Coui-t to protect them ; but if any doubts

existed as to those rights, "it would be the duty of the Court not to interfere

until its conscience was satisfied. Notwithstanding the contradictory evi-

dence in this case, he was satisfied that there had been au actual and posi-

tive injury to the plaintiff by the jlefendant's operations, and that, further,

what the defendant was doing to the injury of the plaintiff might be done

by him on other parts of his property, so as not to be injurious to her.

Under these circumstances he thought the Com-t was bound to interfere, so

as to prevent the brick-biu-ning by the defendant being injurious to the

plaintiff. The terms in which Ae injimction was granted would be unin-

telligible without a plan ; but the order made restrained the defendant from

burning a portion of the kilns complained of by the plaintiff, being those

nearest to her mansion, and within about a quarter of a mile of it.

At the July sitting of the Reading County Court, an interpleader sum-

mons was tried, which arose from an execution lened by jVIr. George

Shackel, for a debt omng him by a Mr. John Watson, builder, of London.

It appeared that Mr. Shackel had supplied Mr. Watson with a quantity of

bricks to fulfil a contract which he had taken to build some property on

Landscape Hill, Reading, and to recover the value of these Mr. Shackel

obtained a warrant from the County Court, amounting to £2S is. &d.,

and seized the goods or working materials, &c., which Mr. AVatson had

been using. Mr. Watson now deposed, that on the 1st 3Iay 1S60, he owed

Mr. Ash £265 for goods suppUed, and on that day he advanced him in

addition £100, and witness gave him a bill of s.ale on his working mate-

rials, furniture, etc. The articles seized consisted of scaffolding, poles,

ladders, work benches, mortar boards, &c., and were specified in the schedule.

He removed these things to Reading in October ISGO. Judgment was given

for the claimant, with costs.

A case was tried at Rochester County Coui-t, in which the plaintiff Austen,

builder, of Gravesend, summoned the defendant Dinn, to recover £2-1 18*. 5d.

for work and materials supplied in repairing Clyde House, Gravesend. His

Honour found a verdict fur the plaintiff.
_

Charing Cross Railway.—The first compensation case connected -witli

the Charing Cross Railway was decided on Saturday night, before Mr.

Under-sheriff Burchell and a special jury, at the Sheriffs' Court, Red Lion

Square. Messrs. Gatti rented the Hungerford Hall, for ices, coffee, &c.,

and claimed a compensation of upwards of £13,000. It appeared that

their takings exceeded £9,000 last year, and the net profit was about £i,000,

there being a considerable profit on ices. This Exhibition year they

expected a large increase in their receipts. The case occupied the Court

till past seven o'clock, and the jiu-y assessed the compensation at £7,750.

ANNU.4L EXCURSION OF THE LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
AND AECILEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

THE annual excursion of the members of this society took place on Satur-

day last. The party visited first Rhuddlan Castle. This building is

a quadrangular structure of red sandstone, aud possesses several arehitctural

and archa;ological attractions. The new church at Bodelwyddan, just
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finiel.od, was n.'.xt visited. Tl.is cliureli, vrluch was built by Lady

Willoiighby de Broke, is situated in one of tlie most picturesque parts of the

V^ale of Clwvd Its outw;ird appearance is very light and el gant.
_
Tlie

tower is 8" ft hi^h, mid is surmounted by a spire, the summit of which is

200 ft from tlie "round. From the base of the spire arise eight pinnacles,

relieved and adorned by flying buttresses ;
and tlie spire is pierced by four

traccried windows, and perforated above by three rows of tracery and two

6Cts of trefoil openings. The decoration and fittings are of the most costly

character The entrance is through a chased Gothic arch, which is supported

by polished Aberdeen marble columns. The nave is supported by clustered

shaft columns of Belgian marble, surmount.d by capitals of native stone

richly carved ; and from these there are smaller columns of the same material

runnin" up, supporting tlie roof The flooring of the church is in beautiful

chequer-work of Portland stone, witli bands of polished rouge royal marble,

and dots of black Irish marble. The floor of the chancel is also ehequcr-

worked in polished Sicilian marble, with bands of Belgian and black marble.

On each side of the chancel, over the stalls, are magnificently carved cano-

pies of Caen stone, supported by polished marble columns with alabaster

panels the bases of the colunuis "being of Purbeck stone, and the capitals of

statuary marble. The chancery- roof is supported by eight beautifid co-

lumns of polished Griotte marble. The steps of the altar are of statuary

marble, and the commandments are lettered in gold, on panels of dove

marble. The windows are all of most graceful design. The roof, pews,

pulpit, and reading-desk, are all of elaborately carved oak, unvarnished,

and, indeed, no expense appears to have been spared to make the building

a perfect gem. Tlie artist was Mr.

Gibson, of London, and the cost

about £40,000.

After a visit to the cathedral of

St. Asaph, the pai-ty returned to

Rhyl, where the annual dinner was

held. Mr. 'Weightm.^n, the presi-

dent, was in the chair. 3Ir. J.iMES

Hat proposed, ' .Success and pro-

sperity to the Society,' to which the

President responded. He said he

thought that, during the fourteen

or fifteen years of the Society's ex-

istence, it had been of great service

to Liverpool. Mr. WvLrE, in pro-

posing ' The Builders of Liverpool,'

complimented them on their skill

and ability, and on the faithfubiess

in which "they worked out the de-

signs furnished to them by the

architects. JIi\ Scovrfield re-

sponded, expressing his regret that

there had not hitherto existed, be-

tween the architects and builders of

Liverpool, tliat feeling of unity

which existed in London. Other

toasts followed, and the meeting

then broke up.

COL. WILDMAN'S M0NU5IENT.

A MONUMENT, of which the

annexed is an illustration, has
recently been erected to the memory
of CoL Wildman, in Mansfield

cemetery, near Newstead Abbey.
Col. Wildman was the friend and
scliool-fellow of Lord Byron. The
following is the inscription on the
tomb, which is about 16 ft. high

:

•Bom to wealth, lie preferred the service of his country to a life of ease.
At an early :igo he entered the army, and sen-ed in the 11th Hussars
through the Corunna campaign, and subsequently in the Peninsula, under
the Duke of Wellington, to the close of that war. He was Aide-de-camp
to the Marquis of Anglesea at the memorable battle of Waterloo, wliere
ho was wounded. Soon after the peace, he purchased and restored Newstead
Abbey, where he lived and died. He was a gallant soldier and an upright
magistrate, a liberal landlord and the poor man's friend. This monument,
a tribute of afTection to the memory of her beloved husband, is placed
over his remains by his sorrowing wife.'

Our 'roving correspondent," who sent us the sketch of the monument,
did not supply us with the name of its architect.

being upon one side separate, and impaled witli those of Canterbury upon

the other. Jlr. Parker stated tliat he believed this castle gateway (bailt

evidently in the reign of Richard II.) was, without exception, the finest ia

England, so far as size, proportion, and perfectness were concerned.

Referring to the apertures in the walls, Mr. Parker said the common idea

was that they were made for tlie purpose of enabling the defenders of the

castle to pour down molten lead upon the besiegers. For his own part, he

did not believe that in those daj's lead was so abundant or the facilities for

melting it so great as to justify tliis supposition. A coinmon mode of attack

in former times was to attempt to destroy the castle gates by firing a pile

of faggots stacked against them, and he was therefore inclined to believe

that these holes were designed for pouring water through to extinguish the

flames. The outer walls were of the Edwardian period, and some apertiu'cs in

them, Mr. Parker conjectured, were for the purpose of throwing out galleries,

so that, should the besiegers reach the foot of the wiills, the defending

garrison might harass them from these projecting galleries above—a sup-

position which was strongly questioned bj^ several archaeologists present.

The apartments in the gate-house were very complete, and it was quite a
mistake to suppose tliat our forefathers in the fourteenth or fifteenth

centuries occupied uncomfortable houses—on the contrary, tliey were quite

as comfortable and commodious as those we are in the habit of building at

the present day. A visit to the remains of the chapel concluded the torn- of

inspection.

The company then retired to a large marquee erected on the site of the

castle, where a cold collation had been provided.

In the evening, the members as-

sembled in the National School-room,

where two papers were read—one

by the Rev. R. G. Jenkins, upon the

manuscripts, &c., of Hythe ; and the

other l)y the Rev. Beale Poste, upon

the human bones at Folkestone.

On Friday a large party assembled

at the Town Hall, Hythe, and pro-

ceeded to Lymme. INIr. Elliott, the

expenditor of the Romney Marsh,

district, then explained the locality

at the Roman castrum of Stadfall, his

deserii>tion of wliich will be found in

anotlier column of the Buildiko

News. The visitors then examined

Lymme church, whieli crowns tho

edge of the rock, or inland cliflF, at

the north-eastern corner of the vil-

lage. This edifice has been con-

structed of materials wrenched from

the Roman castrum. A square tower

stands in the centre, and severs

nave from chancel. Upon an altar-

tomb is misplaced a Ivoman altar.

In the north aisle is a coffin lid,

upon which in relief is carved a

floriated cross.

Other places were .also visited, and

the meeting for 1862 terminated.
_

MONCMENT TO COLOSEL WiLDMAX.

HARTLEY INSTITUTION,
SOUTHAMPTON.

THE Hartley Institution, a view of
which we give, is erected on a

plut of laud at the lower end of Uie

Hicli Street, and near the town pier,

Southampton. The building is now
completed from the designs ofM essrs.

KENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY'.

THE Annual Congress of this society was held at Hythe on Thursday
and Friday, the 10th and 11th inst. At the annual business meeting

in the Towu Hall, on tho first day of the congress, tlie Secretary, J. G.
Talbot, Esq., read the annual report, which congratulated the members
of the society on the progress made. There were, including three candi-
ilates for their election, 810 members; and a balance in the society's
favour of £25? 17s. 4d., the cost of the 4th volume, which the society is
about to issue, having to be paid out of that sum. A letter was then read
^>y *If- Talbot, from the Secretary of the ArchKological Institute, which
stated that there was a feeling amongst the members of the council of that
society in favour of holding the annual meeting for 1803 at Rochester.
After considerable discussion, the proposal was accepted unanimously.
The arehKologists then proceeded to the parish church of St. Leonard's,

Hythe
;
Mr. Hussey, F.S.A., acting as cicerone. Sallwood Castle was next

visited, Mr.^ J. W. Parker, A.F.S., explaining the principal features of
tins fino rum. The original building was probably built of wood. Not a
Tcstige; however, remains. The gate-house was built by Courtenay, his arms

Green and De Ville, of London, who were selected about two years ago in

open competition. The foundation stone was laid in January,^ 18G1, by

Lord Palmerston, who has been invited to open the building in September

next. The ground has a frontage in High Street of 73 ft. C in., and runs b;irk

to a depth of 300 ft., 172 ft. of which is covered by the present building,

and the remainder is reserved for the possible future erection of a winter

garden for botanical purposes, which would also be entered from the road

behind the walls upon which the gi-ound abuts. The building is devoted to

purposes of scientific education, for the encouragement of which a sum of

£100,000 was left to the towni of Southampton by the late Mr. Hartley.

The principal entrance is in High Street, and is protected by a porch

supported by four caiyatides, symbolising ' Manly viguur,' between wdiich

are three carved keystones, representing ' Wisdum' supported by ' Naviga-

tion ' and ' Commerce: Within the porch are three sets of double doors

falling back into the thickness of the wall, with inner swing glass doors

;

these doors lead into the hall, 26 ft. 6 in. by 23 ft. and 13 ft. 6 in. high,

from which a straight corridor 10 ft. wide leads direct into the ground

floor of the lecture theatre. Between this main corridor and the hall is, on

the left-hand side, the principal staircase, and on the right-hand side a

lobby, opening on to two ground-floor class-rooms, dne 22 ft. by 14 ft. 8 la.,

and the other 23 ft. by 20 ft. 6 in. A small staircase leads down to the

basement floor, the whole of which is vaulted, and is principally devoted to

cellars for purposes of stow.age, with the exception of a sitting-room, bed-

room, and pantry for the porter, who has also a private entrance from the

back. The foundations go down to more than 20 ft. below the level of the

street, and rest upon 9 ft. of concrete, great difficulty having been met with

in procuring a firm bed for the work to rest upon, in consequence of the sott

yielding nature of tlie ground, which consisted of a sort of sandy loam,

allowing the tidal water to flow through into the trenches ; and it was only

by keeping a powerful steam pump at work day and night for several weeks

that the concrete could be got in.

At the extreme end of the main corridor on the ground-floor is a
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';ulin|4 by moans of four wide intranet's

also havinf; at either end staircases

iilinn to the galleries of the li'ctiire theatre. Those staircases are

cross corridor 10 ft. 9 in. wide, Ir

on to tile lecture theatre, and

of I'urtland stone, i ft. 6 in. wide, and are built with a solid wall ou

either side of th« (lights, so as to prevent all danger in case of

panic. This is al.so jirovided for by the sixteen windows of tile ground

lloor of the lecture hall lieing carried down to the tloor and made to open
upwards, so that being only slightly above the level of the ground outside,

the lecture theatre would be emptied in a few moments. The lecture theatre

itself consists of a ground lloor Gt ft. by S(i ft., with a semicircular end, and
two tiers of galleries 10 ft. deep, supported bj- cast-iron columns 1 1 ft. apart.

It is designed to accommodate 2,000 persons, and is arranged with the

greatest care, so that ever)- person

may be able to sec and hear dis-

tinctly, and that the theatre may
possess sonority without echo.

As far as it has yet been tried,

the result is very satisfactory.

The lecturer speaks from a recess

or platform on the first floor, over

the public corridor, 3-4 ft. by 12 ft.

doe[i, which would ailurd space

for the committee and for any ap-

paratus or diagrams. At the back
of the jilatform is a retiring room
for the lecturer and committee,

18 ft. by 10 ft., and opening from
it a room 30 ft. Gin. by 10 ft.,

always kept warm by hot water,

for the storing of apparatus or

the preparation of philosophical

experiments. This room opens

on the principal staircase, and a

private entrance to the lecture

theatre is thus provided for the

lecturer and committee. The roof

over the lecture theatre is a
mixed one of timber and iron,

having curved laminated ribs over

the ecQtralportion and tlat ceilings

over the galleries, and 'being

in one span from wall to wall
outside, and the whole tied toge-

ther w ith iron rods. The ceilings

in the lecture theatre are deeply
paneled, and a semicircular arch

is turned over the lecturer's plat-

form. In the centre of the ceiling

are three large perforated flowers

for ventilation, communicating
with ventilators in the roof. A
large space is sunk below the

ground floor of the lecture the-

atre, for storing seats, which are

lowered into it by means of a

trap, so that the ground floor of

the theatre can at any time be
cleared. One of the gallery stair-

cases also goes down to the base-

ment, and opens on to the store,

and also to the boilers and coal

stores of the heating apparatus.

The seats themselves are formed
of cast-iron standards, forming
the arms and the support of the

seat, and rising upwards, and
ending in a kind of loop at the
level of the shoulders. Through
this loop a band of elastic mate-
rial runs, and the seats^and elbows
are stuffed, and the whole covered
in green cloth. Ticket oflfices are
placed at the foot of the gallery-

staircases, and both the lecturer

and public are provided with am-
ple retiring accommodation.

The museum is placed on the
ground floor, at the side of the
main corridor which gives access

to it, and consists of a ground
floor with two galleries, the whole being 50 ft. by 27 ft., and 3jft. high.
The roof consists of ordinary trusses, paneled on either side, and glazed
between, at the line of the exterior, with Hartley's rough plate glass. The
museum is entirely lined with wall cases, having glazed doors and various
projections on the ditferent tiers. The ornamental gallery railings carry
small ca.ses, for entomological or other purposes, projecting forward towards
the body of the museum, and carried upon small brackets. On the ground
floor are movable standard cases. A museum lobby on the groimd floor

connects the museum with a museum class-room, specially arranged for
classes upon subjects requiring illustration from the museum, and is provided
with an asccndijig and descending lift running from the top to the bottom
oi the building. The museum galleries are reached from the principal
staircase. All the corridors and the hall on the ground floor, as well as
the lobby at the head of the principal staircase, are laid with a handsome
encaustic tile pavement, from the works of Messrs. Maw & Co.
The whole of the frontage on the first floor is devoted to a reading-room,

70 ft. by 23 ft. and 19 ft. high, with a balcony over the porch behiw.
This room ha* C'orin»feian columns and pilasters at either end, and a

deeply-paneled ceiling, with enriched cornices, the beams being formed

round the wrought-iron girders necessary to carry the floor above. At
the head of the principal staircase is a lobby, 13 ft. square, enriched -n-ith

Corinthian columns, pilasters, &e., with a rich tile pavement, and opening

through double doors, on one side to the reading-room, on another to the

library, and on a third to the apparatus-room. Tlio library also opens on

to the reading-room, and consists of a room 30ft. by 14ft. Sin. and 12ft.

high, fitted all round with book-cases, and having a table-slielf with a

space for folios bi-low. There is provided retiring accommodation for

readers, and also for the class-rooms at the diflTcrcnt levels of tlic principal

staircase.

A small mezzanine floor over gives a class-room 18 ft. fi in. by 1.3 ft., and
two small studies, one loft, by
8 ft. G in., and the other 1 1 ft. 6 in.

by 8 ft., and the ivhole 8 ft. 6 in.

high.

On the upper floor is placed
the School of Art, 4G ft. by 23 ft.

and 14 ft. 6 in. high, and by the-

side of it a class-room, 23 ft.

square, and of the same height.

At the rear of the School of Art i»

a class-room, 28 ft. by 1.0 ft. and
13 ft. high, and a small study,

9 ft. by 6 ft. 6 in. These rooms
are ventilated through the roof.

The whole of the frontage con-
sists of carefully selected Port-
land stone from the best bed,
with good brick backing" of
which latter material the whole
of the rest of the walls are con-
structed. The building is warmed
throughout by means of hot water
cods, arranged in a system of
tliree divisions, so as either to
warm the lecture theatre, the
museum, the front buildings, or
all three. The corridors also are
warmed in the same manner, and
the coils of pipes are enclosed
in enameled slate coil-cases by
i\lr. Magnus, who has also sup-

plied the whole of the chimney-
pieces. The contracts were taken

liy Mr. Gambling, of Southamp-
ton ; and the carving has been
executed by Mr. Mabey, of Sto-

rey's Gate, AVestminster. The-

total cost of the works, exclusive

of the architect's commission, sa-

lary of clerk of works, &c., will

be £10,900, and this sum does not

include thedocorations, tenders for

which were invited, that of Messrs.

Green & King, of Baker Street,

£800, being the lowest. This

portion of the works has, how-
ever, been delayed, in consequence

of want of funds on the part of

the Hartley Council, and the

building will have to be opei>?d

in an unfinished state. Mr.
Geddes. of Southampton, was the

clerk of worlcs.

The H.1RILEV Institutios, SouTniMPTO.v. Green ,i De Ville, Builders,

36 Great Okmoxd Street, W.

AUTUMN.iL EXHIBITIOXS
IN BERLIN.

ALMOST all our national exhi-

bitions take place in the

spring. They are governed by

the duration of the London sea-

son, after the close of which,

about the end of July, exhibi-

tions in London would find no
spectators. The fashionable sea-

sons of other capitals, however,

occur at different periods. In

Paris the season closes with the first five days in May. Then commences

the ' country-house season,' as it is termed, la saison dis chateaux. This is

followed by the ' season of watering-places,' la saison dis cans. This closes

at end of October. And in November and December Paris begins to be

alive with the re-opening of its operas, and the production of new pieces at

the national theatres. 'With the New Year begins the series of concerts,

and then comes the Carnival, followed by the art exhibitions—the Parisian

gaieties terminating just when ours begin.
' The Season ' in many of the German principalities is goi-erned by that

of the mineral baths, which, in most places, takes place in the autumn,

though at some few of the baths the season closes as early as July or August

;

but, as a ride, the tiishionable season in Northern Germany may be said to

take place in the autumnal months, on account of the great influx of foreign

visitors at that period. It is on this account that the Berlin Exhibition of

Arts takes pilace in September. In accordance with this regulation, the

Gazitte de Prusse announces that all works intended for this year's exhi-

bition must be sent in before the ICth .'lugust, and that the exhibition wiU

definitively open on the 7th of September. English artists, intending to
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exhibit, should lose no time in obtaining information relative to the detailed

regulations lo be obserred. And oiu- autumnal toiu-ists, -n-ho make their

trip a nortliern one this year, should take note of the Exliibition of Berlin

as a thing worth seeing during September and Oetober. It is said that the

forthcoming display will be of even more than its usual importance.

HISTOEY OF -WATEE-COLOUE P.ilSTIXG.

THE Ilhtstratcd London Niu-s, in an elaborate ai-ticle on the water-colour

paintings of the International Exhibition, gives a sketch of the rise

and progress of this class of art. Strictly speaking, says that jottrnal,

painting in water colours is an art which may be traced to the highest

antiquity, some examples dating at a period foiu- times as remote as that of

the earliest specimens of oil paintings. Indeed, before the introduction of

mosaic by the Eomans. the only means of representing nature or applying

chromatic decoration known was in the use of colours nearly all derived

from earths and minerals diluted with water alone, or water with which

Bome ingredient not oleaginous had been combined. Painting in oils, or,

more accurately, oleo-resinous vehicles, is a comparatively modern invention.

Although the practicability of the immixture of colours with oil was kno-nni

at an early period of the middle ages, the rendering the combination avail-

able for purposes of art was the invention of the brothers Van Eyck, at the

beginning of the fifteenth century, and it was about another half century

before oil painting was introduced into Italy.

The pedigree of painting in water colours may in truth be traced into the

dim past as far as architecture itself, for according to our definition (which

applies exactly to the modern art) it embraces the tempera— rising the

word in its largest acceptation— and fresco, the wall-paintings and illu-

minations, the distemper-paintings on cloth, and cartoons of Oriental and

classical antiquity and the middle ages. Thus the paintings of Egyptian

tombs and Assj-rian palace.i, Egj-ptian papyri, and Greek and Eoman MS.S.,

the Delphian Lesche by Polygnotus, and the decorations of Pompeian
villas, the earliest portrait of Christ in the Eoman catacombs, Byzantine

and later illimiinations, the works in tnie tempera of Giotto and Cimabue,

the frescoes of Eaphael and Michael Angelo, the cartoons of Eaphael

and Mantegna, miniatiu'es on ivory, and the large paintings on cloth which

long served the ptirpose of tapestry hangings in England and the Nether-

lands, are all paintings in water colours. Water colom's have also been and
are extensively used even in the execstion of oil pictures. This was a

common practice with oiu* own Turner in his later pictures, the body of

some of them being in water colours over which varnish was passed, and the

fijiishing glazes and touches only in oil. The Eoman encaustic or wax
painting of the more artistic description must, however, both in its method
of working and its ultimate effect, have had a great afRuity to painting in

oil, even if, as Sir Charles Eastlake suggests, the wax colours were used

with a ' lixivium ' to permit their solution and application n'ith water. The
nearest approach to the present character of water-coloiu- practice—paper
being likewise used, and similar subjects selected—was made by the

Flemish and Dutch painters. Albert Diu'er carried the art to considerable

technical excellence. Adrian Ostade and the Dutch painters of still life

have also left many interesting studies, with great variety of coloiu^ and
high finish ; and there are portfolios of Eembrandt's ilrawings in the
British Museum. Although some of the colours and modes of using them
and many of the processes employed in the present day, by which effects

are gained nearly equalling the depth and power of oil painting, were
unknown to these Flemish and Dutch painters, although their drawings are

executed in the simplest manner possible, and with more or less opaque
pigments thinly applied, they yet have so much more variety of hue, and
approximate so much nearer to nature than the earliest timid attempts
among ourselves, that we might suppose the first English painters were
entirely unaware of their existence. We may, however, see in this exhibi-

tion, in a gem (817) by Paul .Sandby, the reputed founder of our school,

that this mode of painting was perfectly understood. The great novelty
among om-selves was the employment of transparent pigments applied
in flat washes. At all events, whatever may be considered the rela-

tive merits of the two modes of painting now in use, and although
our painters seem disposed to revert to the earlier method and carry
it still further, there can be no doubt that an examination of the
English ilrawings in water colours, executed all within about seventy
years, affords the very interesting spectacle and subject for study of the
discovery of a distinct branch of painting, and its developemeut, step by step,

from a point at which it is hardly distinguishable from simple monocliro-
matie drawing to a degree of elaborate ' multiclrromatic ' (to coin a word)
perfection which it is almost impossible to imagine can be surpassed. We
are sorry to find, however, that the international galleries, rich as they are
in the more m.ature examples of the art, do not supply the materials for
this examination and chronological comparison quite so abundantly as we
could have wished. We desiderate more early specimens, illustrating how
the art gradually emerged from flat washes and reed-pen outlines. The
chronological arrangement is also very imperfectly carried out.
We have had, of course, only in ^-iew in oiu- last remarks the art of re-

presenting scenes from nature on paper which is now so popular. But in
any review of water-colour painting in this country it should never be for-
gotten that there is one branch of the art— namely, miniature painting on
ivory, parchment, &e.—in which English artists certainly surpassed (from
the time of Elizabeth to that of the second Cluarles especially) those of the
Continent. From the rule adopted which excluded the productions of the
English painters before the time of Hogarth from this exhibition, we have,
however, none of the exquisite productions of Hilliard, Isaac and Peter
Oliver, Hoskins and Cooper. The earliest of these resemble the stiU older
opaque missal paintings, in which also native artists excelled

; but the later
miniatures show a marked tendency to the employment of the more trans-
parent colours.

The Italian word tempera, in its largest acceptation, appUes to the use of
opaque pigments tempered or mixed with water, and some glutinous sub-
stance

; but the usage of art literature, as we have already hinted, has con-
fined the word more particularly to the paintings on panel of the Italian and

Northern schools with a vehicle composed of water and yolk of egg, before

tlie introduction of oil painting. To scene-painting, whicli is a description

of tempera, size being dissolved with the water, the English word ' dis-

temper '
is, however, generally applied. When miuiahu-e-painting had

declined in this country, we had some scene-painters of repute — Walpole,

the chronicler of our native art, mentioning two, in particular, George

Lambert and Tavcner, in terms of high praise, comparing the works of the

latter with those of Gaspar Poussin

!

We are now, we trust, in a position to tvnderstand the origin and progress

of British painting in water colours. We may, however, in this preliminary

article devote a little consideration— we trust profitably— to the nature of

tlie surface, the paper on which the water-colour painter works. Foreigners

and foreign critics are, strange to say, slow to adopt, appreciate, or acknow-

ledge the peculiar charms of this art. Yet water-colour painting, from the

uncoloured transparency of its medium, certainly surpasses oil in the purity

and clearness of its tones, and therefore more readily expresses the fi-cshness,

vivacity, and brilliancy of nature. The frequent tendency to rawness and
crudencss, when compared to the mellowness of tone of oil, are not a neces-

sary fault of the medium ; and any extension by material means of the range

of expression is a gain to art. Water-colovir painting is, moreover, not only

distinguished by its refreshing brightness, but by a ptervading sense of atmo-

sphere. Tlie power of realising aerial effects and varied depths of distance

is attributable chiefly to the textm'al and absorbent properties of paper

;

paper being porous and granidous, although, when covered with flat washes,

still maintains an alternation of chequered light on the little projections and
half-tint in the hollows. The eye is permitted to penetrate, as it were, the

flat surface, and follow the retiring colour through the minute cavities, and
so receive illusive impressions of distance and intervening air. Besides

this, the little prominences receive either less colour, if a wash, or more,

if the method of 'stippling' is had recourse to, and in either case retain

more or less of their reflective lustre, and thus contribute greatly to the

beautiful lumiuousness which, for similar reasons, characterises the crystal-

line texture of fresco. Paper is used of every variety. Turner has left

drawings on every kind of siu-face and texture of this subjectde, and often

on paper tinted with various hues. TeiT coarse paper presents many advan-

tages for sketches, concealing the accidental inequalities of the execution,

and giving an appearance of finish by the regular recurrence of the granu-

lations. The very coarsest millboard was used by Cattermole for his

oj^aque sketches. The texture and hardness of the kinds of paper now
employed present many other advantages. By scraping the projecting

granulations of the paper with a knife, nibbing them with sandpaper, pass-

ing over them a wet cloth or sponge, immersing under or letting water run
over the dr.awing— not to speak of scraping or cutting out lights with a

knife, or digging and driving them out with a blunt instrument when the

paper is wet— different degrees of roughness is given to the texture by the

removal of colour from the projections and driring it into the interstices

;

and by these and other means the aerial perspective quality is greatly in-

creased, and rough surfaces, such as walls, gravel, and sand, are imitated

with the utmost felicity. Nearly aU these operations were used by Turner
at different stages of his practice, yet so skilfully as never to render the

paper what is called ' wooUy ;' so that (to quote the iisefiJ work by Messrs.

GuUick and Timbs, entitled ' Painting Popularity Explained'), 'if to these

be added the greatest facility in erasing or effacing, even the power of

cutting out a spoiled portion and inserting clean paper in its place ; the use

at will of transparent or opaque body colours, either mixed or separately,

or the one upon the other; together with all the styles of execution com-
mon to oil— such as hatching (with strokes), stippling (with dots, or dots

and strokes"), glazing with transparent colour, or spreading a scumble (or

thin opaque film), it will be suflficiently evident, contrary to what is gene-

rally supposed to be the case, that the p>ainter in water colours can make
alterations and modifications in his work with as much success as the

painter in oil.' This granidation of the paper renders it very important,

however, that water-colour drawings should be viewed in as nearly as pos-

sible the same light as that in which they were painted, this being generally

indicated by the direction of the light in the representation; and, as Mr.
Ruskin observes, a lateral light contrary to the supposed direction of that

in the picture will greatly neutralise its effect.

ON GAS-GLASS FUENACES.

ON the 20th ult.. Professor Faraday delivered a lecture, before the Eoyal
Institution, on gas-fui-naces, &c. The Duke of Northumberland

occupied the chair. The following is an abstract of the able lecture :

—

The subject was gas-glass' furnaces, and having arisen almost extem-
poraneously, it resolved itself chiefly into an account of the manner in

which Mr. Siemens has largely and practically applied gas, combined with
the use of his heat regenerator, to the ignition of all kinds of great furnaces.

Gas has been used to supply heat, even upon a very large scale, in some of

the iron Wast furnaces, and heat which has done work once has been
carried liack in part to the place from whence it came to repeat its service

;

but Mr. Siemens has combined these two points, and successfully applied
them in a great variety of cases— as the potter's kiln— the enameller's

furnace— the zinc-distilling furnace— the tube-welding furnace—the metal-
melting furnace—the irnn-puddling furnace— and tlie glass furnace, either

for covered or open pots—so as to obtain the highest heat required over
any extent of space, with great facility of management, and with great
economy (one half) of fuel. The glass fui'uace described had an area of 28
feet long and 14 feet wide, and contained eight open pots each holding
nearly two tons of material.

The gaseous fuel is obtained by the mutual action of coal, air, and water
of a moderate red heat. A brick chamber, perhaps 6 feet by 12 and about
10 feet high, has one of its end walls converted into a fire gi-ate, i.e. about
halfway down it is a solid pilate. and for the rest of the distance consists of
strong horizontal plate liars where aii- enters ; the whole being at an inclina-
tion such as that which the side of a heap of coals would naturally take.

Coals are poured, through openings above, upon this combination of wall
and grate, and being fired at the under surface, they burn at the place
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wluTo tlir air iiittn-s ; but as the hiyuv of cual is tVom 2 tu 3 fi'it tliick,

viirious opcratious go on in thosf p-MU of the fuel wliieh cannot burn for

\\;int of air. Thus the upper autl cooler part of the coal produces a larger

IhhIv of liyilro-carbons ; the cinders or coke whicli are not volatilized,

appix)aeli, in descending, towards the grate; that part which is nearest tlio

prate Ijurus with tlie entering air into carbonic acid, and the heat evolved

ignites llie mass above it; the carbonic acid, passing slowly tliruugh the

ignited carbon, becomes converted into carbonic oxide, and mingles in tile

upper part of the elianiber (or gas-producer) -with the former hydro-carbons.

The water, which is purposely introduced at the bottom of the aiTangement,

is first vajiorized by tlie heat, and tlien decomposed by the ignited fuel anil

rearranged as hydrogen and carbonic oxide ; and only the ash.-s of tlie coal

arc removed as solid matter from the chamber at the bottom of the fire-

bars.

These mixed gases form the gaseous fuel. The nitrogen which entend

with the air at the gnite is mingled with them, constituting about a third of

the whole volume. The gas rises up a large vertical tube for 12 or 15 feet,

after wliich it proceeds horizontally for any required distance, and then

descends to the heat-regenerator, tlirough whieli it passes before it enters the

furnaces. A regenerator is a chamber packed with tli'e-lirieks, separated so as

to allow of the free passage of air or gas between them. There are four placed

under a furnace. The gas ascends through one of these chambers, whilst air

ascends through the neighbouring chamber, and both are conducted through

passage outlets at one end of the furnace, where mingling they burn, pro-

ducing the heat due to their chemical action. Passing onwards to the otiier

end of the furnace, they (i.e. the combined gases) find precisely similar

outlets down which they pass; and traversing the two remaining regenerators

from above dowiiwards, heat them intensely, especially the upper part, and so

travel on in their cooled state to the shaft or chimney. Now the passages

between the four regenerators and the gas and air are supplied with valves

and deflecting plates, some of which are like four-way cocks in their action

;

80 that by the use of a lever these regenerators and air-ways, which were

carrying off the expended fuel, can in a moment be used for conducting air

and gas into the furnace ; and those which just before had served to carry-

air and gas into the furnace, now take the burnt fuel away to the stack. It is

to be observed, that the intensely heated flame which leaves the furnace for the

stack always proceeds downw,ards through the regenerators, so that the upper

part of tliem is most intensely ignited, keeping back, as it docs, the intense

heat: and so effectual are they in this action, that the gas which enters the

stack to b-- cast into tlie air is not unusually aliove 300°F. of heat. On the

other hand, the entering gas and air always passes upwards through the

regenerator, so that they attain a temperature equal to white heat before they

meet in the furnace, and there add to the carried heat tliat due to their mutual

chemical action. It is considered that when tlie furnace is in full order, the

heat carried forward to be evolved by the chemical action of combustion is

about 4,000°, whilst that carried back by the regenerators is about 3,000°,

making an intensity of power which, unless moderated on purpose, 'would

fuse the furnace and all exposed to its action.

Thus the regenerators are alternately heated and cooled by the outgoing

and entering gas and air. and the time for the alternation is from half an
hour to an hour, as observation may indicate. The motive power on the

gas is of two kinds—a slight excess of pressure within is kept up from the

gas producer to the bottom of the regenerator to prevent air entering and
mingling with the fuel before it is burnt ; but from the furnace, downwards
through the regenerators, the advance of the heated medium is governed by
the draught in the tall stack, or chimney.

Great facility is afforded in the management of these furnaces. If, whilst

glass is in the course of manufacture, an intense heat is required, an abun-
dant supply of gas and air is given ; when the glass is made, and the con-

dition has to be reduced to working temperatm'e, the quantity of fuel and
air is reduced. If the comliustion in the furnace is required to be gradual
from end to end, the inlets of air and gas are placed more or less apart, the

one from the other. The gas is lighter than tlie air; and if a rapid evolu-

tion of heat is required, as in a short puddling furnace, the mouth of the gas
inlet is placed below that of the air inlet ; if the reverse is required, as in

the long tube-welding furr.ace, the contrary arrangement is used. Some-
times, as in the enameller's furnace, which is a long muffle, it is requisite

that the heat be greater at the door end of the muffle and furnace, because
the goods, being put in and taken out at the same end, those which enter

last and are withdrawn first remain, of course, for a shorter time in the
heat at that end ; and though the fuel and aii* enters first at one end and
then at the other, alternately, still the necessai'y difference of temperature is

preserved by the adjustment of the apertures at those ends.
Not merely can the supply of gas and air to the furnace be governed by-

valves in the passages, but the very manufacture of the gas fuel itself can be
diminished, or even stopped, by cutting off the supply of air to the grate of
the gas-producer; and this is important, inasmuch as there is no gasometer
to receive and preser^-e the aeriform fuel, for it proceeds at once to the fui--

naees.

Some of the furnaces have their contents open to the fad and combustion,
as in the puddling and metal-melting ari'angenients

; others are enclosed, as
in the muffle furnaces and the flint-glass fiirnaces. Because of the great
cleanliness of the fuel, some of the glass furnaces, which before liad closed
pots, now have them open, w-ith great advantage to the working and no
detriment to the colour.

The economy in the fuel is esteemed practically as one-half, even when
the same kind of coal is used either directly for the furnace or for the gas-
producer; but, as in the latter ease, the most worthless kind can be em-
ployed—such as slack, &c., which ca:: be converted into a clean gaseous
fuel at a distance from the place of the furnace ; so, many advantages seem
to present themselves in this part of the arrangement.

It will be seen that the system depends, in a gi-eat measure, upon the
intermediate production of carbonic oxide from coal, instead of the direct
production of carbonic acid. Now, carbonic oxide is poisonou.s, and, indeed,
both tliese gases are verj- deleterious. Carbonic acid must at last go into
tlie atmosphere ; but the carbonic oxide ceases to exist at the furnece, its

time is short, and whilst existing it is confined on its way from the gas-
producer to the furnace, where it becomes carbonic acid. No .signs of harm

from it liavo occurred, although its application has been made in tliirty

furnaces or more.
Tlie following are some numbers that were used to convey general impres-

sions to the audience. Carbon liurnt perfectly into carbonic acid in a gas-
producer would evolve about 4,000° of heat; but, if burnt into carbonic
oxide, it would evolve only 1.200°. The carljonic oxide, in its fuel form,
carries on with it the 2,800° in chemical force, whieli it evolves when
burning in the real furnace with a suilicient supply of air. The remaining
1,200° are employed in the gas-producer in distilling hydro-earbons, decom-
posing water, &e. The whole mixed gaseous fuel can evolve about 4,000°
in the furnace, to which the regenerator can return about 3,000 more.

W.\.,STE PRODUCTS OF GAS WOKKS.

IN a late lecture on the above subject by Dr. Lyon Playfair, before the
Royal Society, London, he endeavoured to illustrate the effect of en-

riching pure liydrogen gas by passing it tlirough naphtha, when the glass
vessel in which the fluid was contained exploded as he applied the light to

it, and fragments of glass were scattered in all directions, and dense brown
fumes filled tlie lecture-room, and drove many of the ladies away. He ex-
hibited a large and beautiful mass of paraifine and a bundle of paraflfine

candles that had been made from coal tar, and contrasted the present stata

of the manufacture and the use of that article with its condition in 1851,
for in the Exhibition of that year, a single paraffiiie candle only was ex-
hibited as a great curiosity, which had been produced from peat ; whilst in
the Exhibition now open, there are abundant specimens of the paraffine wax
and candles made from coal tar. the production of that article having be-
come an important branch of manufacture. He stated that 4,000 tons of
the muriate. 5,000 tons of the sulphate, and 2.000 tons of the carbonate of
ammonia are annually produced from gas liquor; and he no doubt surprised,

and somewhat disgusted the lady portion of his audience by informing them
that their smelling-bottles are filled from the refuse of gas works, and the
sweeping of streets. He exhibited the process of extracting oil and naphtha
from eoal, and described the chemical changes that take place in the forma-
tion of aniline, roseine, and the other hydrocarbon compounds that now
form dyes of all colours. Specimens of all the products were exhibited, and
of silks and woollens that had been dyed by them. To illustrate more
forcibly the quantities of such products derived from coal, a mass of coal

weighing 100 lbs. was jilaeed near the lecture table ; and near to it were
placed the various products obtained from a mass of that size, and the

quantity of wool which had been dyed by the products of the distillation of

a similar mass. The chemical processes by which coal becomes converted
into beautiful colours may, he said, also be applied to extract from the

mineral the smell and flavour of almonds, with which confectionery is now
flavom-ed, as a substitute for the far more dangerous dilutions of prussie

acid.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

ENGLISH AnClIITECTrHAI. DESIGNS.

(From the 'AxiiEX-ErM.')

IT is with satisfaction that an Englishman should regard the large number
of architectural designs now to be seen at South Kensington. Not in

one class of designs only-, be it Classic, Palladian, or Gothic, but of all

creditable specimens may be found ; so that although, no doubt, the latter

style has been most happily cultivated, and universally applied of late years

amongst us, there are not wanting proofs of the ability of our architects in

all schools. We do not doubt, that since the time Mr. G. G. Scott astonished

the people at Hamburg with his design, since executed, and Messrs. Surges
and Glutton bore off the prize at Lille, Continental architects have been
awake to the progress of onr English school.

This age, which has been thirsting for a new architectural style, to which
might be applied the noble constructional powers of iron, seems doomed to

wait a time, when the exalted greenhouse stj-le, to which this material is at

present limited, shall have outgrown its narrow bounds, and something come
upon which men may look without suspicion. A small advance has

undoubtedly been made by Mr. Owen Jones. The Roof of the Crystal

Palace IJa'aar in Oxford Street (No. 1 704), is undoubtedly elegant. That
of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham (1692"), although we have got used to it, is

a work of faery beauty, which a man must be illiberal indeed if he does not

applaud. A common mistake of designers in iron is exemplified in this

artist's idea of the Proposed Palace of the People at Miiswell Hill (1694-8),

the erection of which we are providentially spared. Here are huge towers

of a rigid form, like gardeners' hand-glasses piled one upon the other, and
not a leading feature in the whole design to give it a decisive character.

The capabilities of iron are so great^ that some day no limit will be found

for the beautiful results of its use. But the architect must sacrifice some-

thing for beauty, that coy spirit who will not come unwooed.
To get a cheap barn is practicalile, or huge iron, glass and brick sheds ;

but if we demand beauty, we must look higher than the mere facility offered

by the case metal, which enables us to put its parts together as a child

arranges a puzzle toy. The middle ages produced noble iron works, some

of vast size, as spires and the like : but these came from the bands of archi-

tects, who treated the metal on other principles than those which are so

convenient in the puzzle-toy system. In a word, beauty must be earned

and paid for handsomely. Cheap beauty will always turn out a very mere-

tricious affair. So long as our architects persist in forcing iron-work to imi-

tate the characteristics of stone or wood, and make columns and their appro-

priate decorations resemble those developed in differing materials, they wdl
fail to give tnie beauty to metal-work. The efficiency of metal lies in its

rigidity and elasticity, and those qualities must be pronounced upon archi-

tecturallv, in displaying the construction. Hence the true secret of good

art, which is in develojiing the perfect fitness to fimction of all materials

employed, will appear, and the result be beautiful.

The development of fitness to function should be the aim of good design.
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AccorJingly, where we sec superfluous elements introduced for mere orna-

ment, the design fails to be satisfactory. Nowhere does this appear more

strikinplv than in qiiasi-modevn Gothic, when overloaded with odd pmna-

eJes, gabies, and the like, which are not elementary portions of the con-

struction. Mr. S. Teulon's designs of Tortworth Court (1565) and Elve-

tham Hall (1567) err in this direction. In 1570, also Elvetham Halt,

appear all sorts of poky pinnacles, spires, and odd windows, which, with all

their variety, fail to be picturesque, because they seem to have no business

whatever in common, so that the work suggests a complicated brick box -mth

bizarre decorations. We find, in Mr. U. Wyatt's Interior of the Garrison

Chapel, Woohfiih (1675 ), a successful instance of the reverse practice to that

of the above. Here iron is introduced very elegantly, by way of slender

ehafts, which rise from the floor, sustain with characteristic adaptation, at

one-third of their height, a gallerj-, and continue to a considerable elevation,

where they support light, springing brick arches, forming an arcade, above

which rises a clerestory. The gallery is lighted by large windows, as is the

aisle beneath it. The "apse of this edifice deserves praise. It has a semicir-

cular form ; its roof is circular, or a half-ilome, the whole of brick, pierced

with lancet-lights in the walls. Much noble Gothic work may be seen here.

IiIt. 'Vi'igginton's Design for the Wedgwood Memorial, Burslem (1505),

with a lofty tower, surmounted by an octagon lantern, and a gallery of bold

character, at a great heiglit, is good, if not wholly admirable, and well

massed.— One of the most beautiful works we have seen hy English archi-

tects, is the staircase angle of Sir T. Deane, Sou, & AYoodward's Design for

the War Ofice (1589). There is originality and grace in this which cannot

be too much admired. It is picturesque, rich, bold, and shows the construc-

tion with perfect elegance. By the same firm is No. 1587, House at Galwai/

for the Marquis of Clanricarde, a suitable and well-balanced work. The

Interior of the Examination Hal!, Queen's College, Cork (loSS), by the same,

has many fine qualities.—We have before this expressed our admiration for

Mr. E. 5l. Barrj-'s Si". Giles's-in-fhe-Fields National Schcols (1550). This

tichitect's Design for the New Government Offices, Westminster (1548), is

creditable, but lacks decided character and variety of features ; without

lameness, it is only respectable.

We have seen nowhere a more judicious feeling for the character of an

original work under restoration than in Messrs. Prichard & Seddon's West

Front of Llandaff Cathedral (1581), where the diverse towers have been

restored with great skill, which shows itself also in treating the remainder

of a task, that was not less onerous because the building was comparatively

Bimple in style.—Mr. G. G. Scott's Restoration of the Westminster Chapter

House (1595) evinces deep study of the style of the old work, skilful appli-

cation of the principles of early English groining, and, if we can ever get

the beautiful central shaft to look as well in restoration as it does here on

paper, we may thank the architect for restoring a noble remnant of middle-

age art. A series of sketches show minor parts of the proposed re-edifica-

tion, for such it amounts to, as in the vestibule, portals, &c, In 160-1, we
find this architect's designs for the Hotel de Ville, Hamburg, before men-
tioned. \n \m ax& Designs for the Neio Government Offices. — Not very

vigorous, but the best of its kind, is Mr. Scott's Kelham Hall (1602), grave,

elegant, but monotonoxis. After the fashion of much of this architect's

original work is (1603), JVcw Government Offices. These want spirit, and
without being so machine-work like as Sir C. Barry's Houses of Parliament,

have even fewer points that are picturesque.

Alterations and Additions at Nun Appleton, Tadcaster (1732), by Mr. E.

B. Lamb, are effective and characteristic ; as is Aldwork Hall, near York

(1731), by the same. Bodelwyddan Church, St. Asaph, Exterior and Interior

(1739-40), by Mr. J. Gibson, appear simple in form, rich in decoration, and
thoroughly well considered.

—

The XtW Entrance and Alterations at Alton

Towers (1735), by Mr. D. Brandon, are hardly so vigorous as might be

wished, yet seem thought out fairly.—Messrs. Wilson & Nicholl's Chapel of
St. Patrick, Low Letjton, Essex ( 1 804), is a good specimen of economical and
picturesque construction. The roof, with straight, crossed, open timbers,

cleverly set angle-wise, after a fashion sometimes found in old work, merits

applause, and shows tasteful adaptation. — Mr. G. E. Street's designs are

invariably grave, dignified, solid, and expressively good ; if at times tending
to heaviness, that fault may be pardoned for the sake of their complete-

ness. The Church at Cowley, near Oj/i»-<f (1809-10). is one of this designer's

best productions— a model for the young student who would be safe.

The Interior of the Church at Bournemouth. Hants (1811), is eminently
noble. The Church of St. James the Less, Westminster (1815), has largely

added to the artist's reputation ; the exterior does him great honour. The
Second Prise Design of the Cathedred at Constantinople (1816) is at once rich

and bold.—Mr. W. Surges is one of our most accomplished architects ; his

Bestoration of Waltham Abbey (1828), shows how a difficidt task may be
achieved by the combination of learning, and an intelligent application of
ancient ideas, rather than mere imitation of old forms. His Garde-robe.
Gayhurst (1821), is singularly good. Several Designs for Churches, and
parts thereof, by Jlr. Goldie (1863-69), are commendable.

There is this much about the good examples of the English Gothic revival
before us here, that they are 7wt, as may be truly said for the failures in the
same school, unintelligent copyings from old models— a window from this

abbey combined with a buttre.«s from that, a shaft here set with a moulding
from elsewhere. On the contrary, the student may, if he is sufficiently

aware of the necessities of art, recognise in such works as those bv Messrs.
Street, Surges, E. M. Barrj', Prichard & Seddon, or Deane & Woodward, a
real insight into art, not a mere acquaintance with its historj' or productions.
As i the commonest mistake in the world for men to mistake a know-
ledge of pictures or books for critical power possessed by themselves, so, in
architectural design, a host of professional men accumidate examples and
combine, even unconsciously, out of their memories, this or that fragment to
a result which is, lacking the formative spirit, after all, not design in any
sense whatever. Hence, we have the style which satisfies people who look
at art only to recognise its peculiarities ; and if a house have gable ends or
crooked chimneys enough, style it Gothic beyond appeal. Gothic such work
certainly is, of a sort which we may call compiled Gothic. It is rife here, in
innumerable cottages ornes, in trivial churches, and town-halls of preten-
tious character. The most striking example in this tyle wiU be found in
the space devoted to Austrian architecture. The Parochial Church of Funf-

haus, Vienna (1065), by M. F. Schmidt, which is an instance of much that

is going on in German}-, is curiously lean and common-place— a well-

behaved and satisfactory piece of work, that will ofFend nobody by daring

originality. It is impossible not to see how vital much of our English Gothic

work is, compared mth the same in other countries, as represented here ; sr

even taking into account the known progress of Continental nations in that

study. In Germany this movement seems slowly going on, and, with

characteristic care, her people paces from step to step along the road, at

present being not a little bewildered with the multitude of examples to be-

examined and sifted, before the need of intelligent study shall become over-

poweringly e-vident. Once this point gained, the examples will be forgottert

for the art itself, and the real revival progress as amongst ourselves.

As the aggregation of independent elements -without a ruling purpose

makes bad Gothic work, so the like neglect of what is. after all, the main

principle of the classic style— elegance, and proportion, with intention made

e-vident throughout— will produce the like failure?. An oflfcnsive and itl-

designed classic building is much more painful to the eye than even the

worst specimen of Gothic work ; and reasonably so. seeing that the preten-

sions of the former are so high, that it must be noble indeed in its results

not to fail utterly. No overlaying of pilasters upon walls ; no porticoes,

ho-n-ever lofty, nor pediments, however mathematically right in proportion,

will make good classic work, unless that noble element of the beautiful we
are accustomed to style ' the picturesque '— which manifested itself nowhere

more triumphantly than on the Acropolis at Athens, the 'high place' of

Grecian art^ be present in all its force. Educated to elegance, and
developed in perfect harmonies of proportion, the picturesque element, or

informing spirit of duty and servieeableness cultivated to grace, wherein we

recognise the functions not less than the elegance of a building, must rule

everj-where, or the work fails in beauty, as it surely fails in use. i

Our modern classicists, seeking beauty only through reproductions of old I

forms, as we observed of the like process in Gothic work,_ forget that the
i

function of architecture is not to bear ornament, however noble in them-

selves pillars, pediments, or porticoes may be, but primarily to employ those- 1

elements constructionally. In the deep recessed arcades of Messrs. Green j

and De ViUe's Design for the Opera Hoicse at Rio de Janeiro (1560), we (

recognize something like the spirit demanded not completely thought out,, j

and therefore not elegant, as perfected work must be, but tending to the
|

right road. In Mr. Fergusson's Mausoleum at Halie-arnassus, restored '

according to recent discoveries (1503), the same vitality takes an infinitely
;

nobler form. The architect has obviously studied the ancient remains to

such a purpose that, unsatisfactory and incomplete as are the materials for

its reconstruction, the spectator recognises immediately a beautiful whole ^
which has arisen in the modern architect's mind for admiration, even if he

does not accept it as the tomb of Mausolus.

Beyond all failures of Gothic, pitiftd as they are, the failures of the Neo-

Italian style, the so-called Palladian, are the most saddening. Innu-
,]

merable examples, which it were a waste of space to name, may be seea '

here, wherein the architect, so far from recognizing the primal law of his art,.
-

to which we have more than once referred, has, by some strange wilfulness,
|

put needless columns, quaint urns, absurd pediments — where never pedi- ';

ments should be— unmeaning parapets and elaborate cornices, %vhose only
i

office the commonest Gothic dripstone would perform at a twentieth of the •

cost, upon stark, square, brick enclosures with flat roofs, and, while he put«

the parts of his puzzle together, clearly fancies himself intellectually en-

gaged. We may, as an ultra example, quote Mr. C. Brodrick's Town Hall

at Hull (1514) and the traditionally composed interior of the Victoria Hall,

Leeds (1515), where, indeed, in itself the roof is satisfactory, if the useless !

columns do not waste space, as they must have wasted cost. Common sense
j

dictates that columns are not mere ornaments, but serviceable elements of
construction. Mr. J. Tarring's Design for Government Offices (1531), a I

sham Palladian composition, is but an extension of the existing Treasury I

Buildings. The Principal Facade of a National Institute of Science i

and Art (1512), by Mr. J. Waring, is not Palladian in the sense which the

architect who gave the name made beautiful in Italy. A Chib-house (1513), (

by the same, is a tolerably successful study, in the same manner, so far as.- i

mere reproduction of form goes ; but that balance and picturesque.

J

arrangement of mass which gave all its -vitality to the Neo-Italian manner
^

is absent.

Among the creditable works which, without regard to style or fiishion, ,

we may name, are Mr. J. Fergusson's National Palace of the Fine Arts:
j

(1501) ; Mr. Knowles's Entrance Hall at the Grosvenor Hotel ( 1506), and ji

the exterior of the same (1507), —-a heavy dra-wing, which docs not dO'

]

justice to a work already erring in heaviness;— Mr. P. C. Hardwick's I

General View of the Schools attached to the Royal Hospital, Greenwich, I

shovjing the proposed alterations (1521), a good example of massing, so far
j

as it goes.—5lr. F. Smirke's Study in Polychromy (1530), for external deco- j

ration with marbles and terra-cotta, lacks boldness, but is agreeable. We
|

fear that nothing but a bold and successful adaptation of colour will win
public favour for the movement in this direction.—Mr. Penrose's Siction of
St. Paul's Cathedral (15i6), showing proposed decorations, lacks boldness,

such as Sir Cliristopher might have intended, but is undeniably tastefiil

and agreeable ; anything will be better than the present baldness of the so«t-

smeared walls. — Mr. A. Waterhouse's Perspective View of the Manchester
Assise Courts (1625) does him credit, being large in idea, handsome and
bold enough, if not thoroughly novel. — Jlr. J. Clarke's Interior of St.

Luke's Church, Heywood, Lancashire (1627), is a very satisfactory piece of

work. — A great many sketches by Mr. D. Wyatt "(1662-89) "should be
looked over, as offering valuable suggestions.—Mr. C. N. Thwaite's Crosskff
Orphan Schools, ^'c, Halifax (2130), shows exceedingly good disposition of i

mass, a rare merit in such simple work as must derive much of its beauty i

from success in that direction. — A series of Models of English Cathedrals

(2146), by Mr. .7. Norbiu-y, jun., have singular interest, as showing at a I

glance the varying sizes and designs of many noble buildings. J

SCOTTISH TniBER.
j

"'HE larch, upon which so much dependence was for a time placed, is i

. now rapidly and even mysteriously disappearing. The supply of
]
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sh o:ik has for many years licen quite inailrqualc lo llu- dcmaml, evi'U

'
I. ! solo purpose of siiiplmildiiif;. Tlio native pino is consumed faster

it arrives at maturity, and tile probaMlily of recently introduced coni-

ver tuniin;; out a prutilaMe or useful substitute is not only exeeedin};ly

, ., :ful, liut remote in prospect. Tlu- ploufjli is fast usurping consideralile

I, ,
'^ either once covered with timber or laud well adajitcd for its produe-

1 i, llie increasing population demanding a proportionate increase of food,

iliousands of acres have been planted from which no useful return can

I c calculated on, while otlier lands capable of growing wood are found

. f:ir iiiori' remunerative when appropriated to pastoral purposes.

-ides, the demand for timbir is now nnieli greati'r than coiJd be pro-

.1 for at. home, even were all the land adapted to the purpose under that

' ' ;r foi-mer chief depeudence for pine limber -was almost confined to the

i i le and Canada ; in both it is becoming scarcer every year, no provision

i, ,im made for keeping up the supply, while the indiscriminate reduction

.f llieir natural forests is going on to a suicidal extent. No country has

ivrr yet supi'lied us with good oak; that imported from the Continent,

Inwrvcr excellent for flooring, doors, and interior finishings, under the

v.:,\nr of -wainscot, is inferior to our native English oak for shipbuilding,

w'lh h is the principal consumpt. The oak tindjer imported from America is

-II \ . rv inferior to the ' unwedgable and gnarled oak,' as .Shakspeare called

I'm knotty oak of England, as in no respect to be regarded as a substitute.

To give a very slight idea of our present dependence on imported timber,

w. may mention that Canada alone exports annually about 30.000,000 cubic

feet oftimber in a rough state, and about 400,000,000 feet of board or sawn

timber, producing a revenue during the year 1860 of about ^500,000, or

£125,000 currency, the greater part of which finds its way to the British

market. Tlie quantity from the Baltic andnortliern ports probably exceeds

that amount. Large shipments of oak have long been made from the Medi-

terranean, but there also the supplies are yearly diminishing. Even the

teak forests of India, which have long supplied us -with the only hitherto

really valuable substitute for the oak, are also declining. By the India

Government reports we learn that the Attaran teak forests on the banks of

the Irr.awaddy. in the Birman Empire, long considered as inexhaustil.ile. can

now only supply 1,000 fullsized logs annually, and in all Pegu the annual

supply has fallen to 18,600 logs, including every size and description.

As regards the consumption of timljer of all sorts used in Great Britain,

no accurate account has ever been kept. That which is imported eo\ild

easUy be ascertained, but of home gi-owth no data exist. The single item

of railway sleepers, although an application of comp.iratively recent date,

was stated by the late celebrated engineer, Jlr. Eobert Stephenson, to be

2,800,000 yearly, there having been 36,000,000 sleepers in use in Great

Britain in the year 1854, when his report was framed, of -n-hich 2,800,000 re-

quired renewing yearly. Since that date, however, railways have been

greatly extended, and consequently the number of sleepers requii-ed has

risen in proportion. According to ^Ir. .Stephenson's calculation the sleepers

in ordinary use in Britain last only from twelve to fourteen years, many not

60 long, and for the supply of the above number 7,000 acres of land is

required to be cleared aniuially.

Our native forests can produce no such number ; nor can those countries

from -which our former deficiencies were supplied eontiuue to produce enough
for our now increasing wants.

Attention was directed in 1851 by Dr. Lindley to this circumstance, and
since then our Australian and Indian colonies have been examined, and the

most cheering reports of abundant supplies have been furnished, and, it is

Ijelieved, at a cost, taking durability iuto consideration, even more econorai-

'Cal than using the timber now employed for such purposes.

Considerable as the supply of native-grown timber in this country is, it is

evident that it is now immeasurably short of the demand ; and as those

sources which formerly made up our deficiency are also failing us, it is desir-

able that new fields of supply should be opened up, and certainly none are
so natural as those of onr own infant colonies. The cultivation of home-
grown timber is, notwithstanding all this, not to be neglected ; for however
^reat that supply may be, a eoiresponding increase in the demand will

assuredly follow.

—

T/ic S.-ottish Farmer.

DRAINAGE OF THE MIDDLE LEVEL.

THE 'Exchange says : — The principles on which Telford and Rennie
drained the Levels (1826-29) may be briefly stated. There are three

essentials to good drainage : — A channel large enough to receive the water,
a declivity suSicient to can-y it oif. and an outfall to the sea, or some other
\tniy of water large enough to receive it. The channel was provided by
widening the rivers and drains where uecessary ; the declivity, by cutting a
straight channel to supersede the old meandering course of tlie Nene, This
last work was rendered imperative by the flatness of the Level, It was
demonstrated that water -will not flow with the requisite rapidity if its in-

clination towards the sea is less than four inches per mile in a straight line,

and of course every eui-ve in a stream diminishes the force of the current,
and renders a greater declivity necessary to prevent the accumulation of
water in the channel. The course of the Nene was straightened in accord-
ance with this reasoning ; a favourable spot was selected for the discharge
of the waters ; and the result was, that the low-water line was lowered
1 feet 6 inches, 1,500 acres were embanked and brought into cultivation,
the value of the land was greatly augmented, and the navigation at 'Wisbeach
wonderfully improved. The works in the North Level w-ere even more
successful, for 75,000 acres, of which 15,000 had previously been absolutely
worthless, were raised to a value of £60 to £70 an acre, by the efl'eets of
the eatoliwater and navigable drains pruvided by the new .scheme. Since
this period, nearly half a million of money has been spent in further im-
provements, in harmony with the plans of Telford and Rennie. In 1834,
by making a new cut. removing an old sluice, and by some other works, the
advantage of correct principles in draining was demonstrated in a remark-
able manner. The works were finished on Satiu-day night, and on Sunday
morning the water accumulated in far distant drains began to move. At
Thorney, near Peterborough, fifteen miles from the sea, the people were at

church, when the cry was heard, ' The waters are running!' when imme-
diately ' the whole iiocked out, parson and all, to see this great sight, and to

acknowledge the bletsiugs of science.'

EOAD-MAKING.

A FRENCH inventor has recently built, or at least designed, a steam

iV roller to consolidate gravel and macadamised roads, A pair of

cvlinders, inclined at forty-five degrees, act on an outside crank ou one end

of the axle of the main roller or drum. The fro;it axle has wheels as broad

as can be, and is controlled by steering-gear similar to that used on steam-

carriages and traction-engines. It is claimed that this machine will be

l>etter than horse-drawn rollers, because it can run both backwards and
forwards with equal facility, be easily reversed, and work on a short piece

of roail until it is sufficiently consolitlated ; and it does not impair its own
work liy digging it up, as horses' feet do. "Without saying that this par-

ticular engine is the best that can be deviseil for this work, we confidently

say that these claims are far within the limits of what is already demon-
strated by engines built for other uses. AVe have ridden upon an engine

that had a drum in place of a pair of tb-iving-w heels, and have carefully-

observed its effects on a gravel road, and were convinced that such engines

would make gravel roads as hard as the foot-path alongside of them, even

much hardei-, because of their immense weight. But while horses beat up
the roads, such niaterial as gravel will be loose, unless rolled by great

numbers of heavy rollers or broad wheels. Macadam, before a parlia-

mentary committee, said that in dry weather the fast horses would make
the roads too loose for quick travelling, were it not 'for the effect of the

wheels in rolling down what the feet knocked up.

As the collection and distribution of all traffic must be by common roada,

it is important to railways and all other main conveyances that common
roads should be aided by the science that has thus far tended to deprive

them of the attention necessary to keep them in economical condition. If

more talent and money had been spent upon them, less horseflesh, carriage-

wear, and less time would have been lost upon them, and the result would

have been a great saving of public wealth. Good rollers, especially if moved
liv a po-wcr that will not allow horses to disturb the surface until it is well

hardened and levelled, may do much to mitigate the barbarism of common
roads.

AIR PO'W'ER "WITH COMBUSTION OF GAS.

T
HE Lower Canada Agriculturist says that this piower of a new de-

scription was invented in Paris, two years ago, by Mr. E. Lenoir.

Here is the principle on which it acts. If in an air-tight receiver a mixture

of combustible gas and air be introduced and inflamed, the gas will buru,

generally with explosiou, and produce a considerable elevation of tempera-

ture. The gas mixture, suddenly heated, will tend to expand, pressing -with

a hea-vy weight on the sides of the receiver.

Mr. Leuoir attempted to benefit the manufactming community with this

new expansion of the air by heat. His power has very much the same exter-

nal appearance as steam power, with the exception of the boiler and furnace

which are dispensed with. It consists of a strong cast iron cylinder, with a

correspontling piston and rod attached to file axle of a fly wheel, along with

the claps put in motion by excentries. On each side of the cylinder is a

clap, connecting on the one side the cylinder with the gas receiver, and on

the other the receiver -with the outside, allowing the issue of the air after

having peri'ormed its work by expansion on the piston.

In order to illustrate the action of the whole machine, let us suppose

the piston ready to give a full stroke. The gas clap will be then opened,

and the piston in moving will introduce the gas along mth the air, by
openings made in flie clap, so that air is suppiosed to be in the piston in

alternate layers with the gas. This arrangement makes its combustion less

explosive; meantime the power is increased. AVhen the piston has

advanced one-third of the stroke, the clap shuts, and through an electric

spark the mixtm'e is inflamed. The air expanding with a power equal to the

high temperatm'e thus produced, will drive the piston at a full stroke, when
an outlet is procured to the expanded air through the particular clap. The
fly wheel will keep up the motion, and the piston will retiu-n, introducing a

fresh supply of gas and air, which will be inflamed when the third of the

stroke is performed, and so on at each extremity of the cylinder alter-

nately. As this combustion of gas, kept on for some time, might increase

the temperature of the cylinder to a high figure, a double cylinder is used as

a covering to the first, leaving a certain distance between the two, so as to

allow a constant run of fresh water.

These powers are now extensively used in Paris. A single horse power

will give twelve hours' work at $\ 50. The advantage is in the facility

afforded to use the city gas, without the annoyance and expense of a particidar

man to drive it. By turning the gas the machine is at once ready to work, and

it can be stopped with the same facility. There is no danger from either fire

or explosion. One of these machines, half horse power, has been imported

as a model by Jlr. E. H. Parent, civil engineer, Quebec, who will receive

and answer all communications on the subject, with aU despatch and due

attention.

THE ROMAN CASTRUM OF STUDFALL.

THE following is the description of these Roman remains, by Mr. Elliott,

referred to in our report of the annual congress of the Kent Archaeologi-

cal Society at Hythe :

—

The Roman 'work of the Custrum presents much the same appear-

ance as when it was visited by those famous arehKologists of bygone days,

Leland and Stukelej'. Roach Smith has given an elaborate account of

the excavations made under his superintendence in Septemlier, 1850, in

his highly interesting volume entitled, " The Antiquities of Richborough,

Recidver, and Lymne, in Kent;" it was, however, universally regretted
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that Mr. Smith was not himself present at that moetmg, to explain the

locality, no one iu the county being so conversant -n-ith it as that accom-

plished antiquary. There is another description of this locality, m that

portion oflhinkiu's ' HistoiT of Kent ' which treats of Csesars invasions of

this count rv. Mr. Dnnkin maintains, that it was at the foot of the hill on

which thisVastle wa,s perched, tliat Ca;sar landed with his Koman legions,

fifty-foiu- or fifty-five years before the Christian era. From here, he shows

in the map (accompanying part 41 of liis history) of Cesar's route, the

legions marched to Dourovernuni (Canterbiuy), and thence into the heart of

the county by way of the Hundi-ed of Hoo (the state of the Trinobantes) to

Thong, and"tlicnce to the heiglits between the rivers Cray and Darent,

whereon was sitiuited the town of CaswaUon.

The port or haven of Lynuie is now no more, for 'vast changes have been

made on tliis line of coast by the shifting shingle. No longer does a Eoman

fleet lie under the shadow of the walk of Lj-mne ; but in its stead the

archaeologists of Kent beheld afar off, between D3-mchiirch and the Point of

Dungeness, a fleet of at least 300 British vessels— a most unusual scene,

and one we have never previously witnessed. The mighty fortress erected

here by the Romans was overtlu-own, not by the hand of war, but by the

agency of the petty streamlet which trickles from a petty spout. In this

pretty streamlet many of the fair archffiologists who toiled up the steep

ascent wetted their pretty feet, as they sliddered adown the slippery soil—
soil made soft and slippery by the very pettiness of the water, which

imceasingly and sparklingly tumbles fi-om its source, and then meiTily leaps

to the deli below. Yet that paltry streamlet, which scarcely stays long

enough to furnish requisite nioistiu-e to the abundant water-cresses which

there flourish, has caused the terrific landslips eveiywhere visible, and masses

of wall of amazing thickness and length, and, of course, of incalculable

weight, have been swept from their foundations and hurled for many a

rood. The magnitude and importance of the discoveries at Lymne, in Kent,

in 1S50, have secured to the site the title of the " British Pompeii." On this

spot, the excavations conducted by Mr. Eoach Smith and Mr. Elliott laid

bare the walls of an entire town, the Portus Lemanis of the Eomans, and

one of their three naval stations on that coast, the others being Eutupia;

(Richborough, near Sandwich) and Dubraj (Dover). The site of the Eoman
town lies at the foot of the hill crowned bj' the mediaeval rain c;illed Lymne
Castle, -nith an extensive flat between it and the sea, which must have been

covered with water in the time of the Eomans. Tlie town mthin the walls

occupied at least twelve acres of ground. Till the excavations were com-

menced, the only traces of the Eoman castrum were a few portions of enor-

mously massive walls, standing upright above the soU, which had accumu-

lated three or four feet over the Eoman level : but there was a tradition on
the spot, handed down from generation to generation, that these marked the

site of an ancient city destro^'ed by an earthquake. The excavations have
shown that this tradition was not without a certain degree of truth. The
ground in the neighbourhood is known to be subject to landslips, and one of

these, effected by the agency of the water-power we have described, was so

serious as easily to have been taken by the peasantry for an earthquake,

and has thrown the town walls about in the most extraordinaiy manner. The
excavations first laid bare the town walls, with their towers and gates, in

their whole extent. The ground-plan of the castrum, which was brought to

light, presents many ciu'ious and interesting features, differing in several

points from similar remains at Burgh, Eichborough, Eecidver, Peveusey,
and Porchester. It is sm*rouuded by at least twelve semicircular towers of

great solidity and strength, the curtain-waU being from 10 to 12 ft. thick,

and originally fi-om 20 to 30 ft. high. The decuman gate was flanked on
either side b}' a small circular tower, upon a platform of exti'aordinary

extent and cyclopean character. The stones comprising this platform,

and the entrance, still bear the marks of wheels and the sockets of the

gates, and many of them of extraordinary size, some weighing at least a ton
each ; many are remarkable for the lewis holes by which, with the aid of
machineiy, the stones were raised and lowered into their respective places.

There are also no less than four posteru entrances, near some of which were
four scidptured stones, which ajipeared to have been used for other purposes
previous to having been applied as corner or foundation-stones. The most
striking feature presented bj- these remains is the positions in which the
walls and towers are found. On one side, for at least one hundi'cd yards,
the entire wall has fallen outw.irds ; on the opposite side it has taken an
internal direction ; the towers have fallen both inwards and outwards, and
in some few spots, large pieces of masonry have sunk downwards at least
ten feet, evidently from the effect of landslips, but at what time they took
place it is impossible to say. After the walls had been uncovered, excava-
tions were made in the interior of the to-mi, when a Eoman house, of not
very large dimensions, was discovered, eight rooms of which have been moro
or less traced. The lower part of three rooms was occupied by a hypocaust,
the columns of which, formed of square tiles, remain most of them standing,
but the floor above is gone. A number of large blue tdcs were found, with
a pretty intaglio, and abundance of coins, pottery, with keys, fibiUae, and
other articles in metal. Subsequently to the discovery of this house, an
attempt was made at a considerable distance from it, in the upper part of
the area, and a great part of the walls of another house have been uncovered,
BO that it is supposed to be a public building of some description or other.
From Saxon and Norman remains which have been found, it would appear,
that the castrum was occupied long after the Eomans abandoned it. The
coins hitherto discovered are chiefly of Carausius, Tetricus, Constantine,
Probus, Valeas, and Gratian, the latest and only one of Saxon times being
of Edgar.

CHTTRCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, ANT) OTHEE BUILDINGS.

CUUIiCITES.

MOENINGSIDE, N. B.—A new Presbyterian church is intended to be
erected at Morningside, Scotland.

Ashley, SxAFFOEnsuiKE.—This ancient parish church of Ashley has been
re-opened, after considerable restoration. The chui'ch is enlarged by an
addition at the chancel end, and by an entire re-arrangement of the seats,

which are open ; many additional sittings are obtained, so that the church

will now seat 360. The two mortuary chapels, that of the Lords Gerard of

Bromlev, or rather, at the present time, of the Meynell Ingram family, on
the north side, and that more recently constructed for the Kinnersley famOy
on the south (previously enclosed), are uow tliromi open to the church, with

the exception of a neat screenwork of wood ; so that the ancient monument
of the Gerai'ds and the costly monuments of the Kinnersley famdy, including

one of Chantrey's finest works, are visible to aU. The architect is Mr. Ash- ;

down, of Charing Cross, London, who seems to have given great satisfaction.

Mr. Timnieliffe voluntarily undertook the supervision of the building, and I

the carving has been most satisfactorily executed by Messrs. Gladwin, of
Stoke-upon-Trent, under the superintendence of Mr. Francis Gladwin. The .

total cost will be about £3,000. At the west end of the nave, the ancient :

tower of the original structure has been incorporated with the restored or

new building, and contains a small gallery for the village children. The
style of the new building, which has been executed in the local sandstone,

is the Early Decorated. The tower is all that remains of the ancient

structure.

DoNCASTEK.—The chancel of Christ Church, Doncaster, has been ex-

tended sixteen feet, which will be an addition of 120 sittings. The cost

has been £600. A new vestry is also to be built.

Torquay.—A new Scottish Presbyterian church is to be built at Torquay.
A design for the building has been prepared by Mr. J. \V. Eowell. architect,

and the works will be commenced in a few days by Mr. John Harvey, of
Torquay, who has contracted to complete the church by next Lady-day.
The style of architecture adopted is Early English ; and there will be accom-
modation for about 600 persons, independent of the galleries, which are not
to be erected at present, but for which arrangements have been made in the
design, so that they may be added when required.

BARBOt-iiXE.—The district ehmvh of Barbourne is nearly completed, and
wiU be opened in a month. The walls are buUt of Ombersley stone, and
well defended with buttresses ; the nave roof is lofty, and, with its cleres- I

tory, produces a veiy fine and cathedi-al-like effect, especially as viewed i

from beneath the tower, which is situate at the south-west angle of the
nave and at the end of the south aisle. The tower is of three stages, with j

double buttresses at the angles, and a newel staircase leading up to its top.

A spire was originally projected, which, if added, mil lend an additional

beauty to the structiu-e, from the many points whence it may be advan-
t,igeously viewed in the neighbourhood. The chm-ch was founded by the
late Miss Lavender, who died while it was in course of erection, and the
stone (of which an immense quantity has been used) was presented by
T. G. Curtler, Esq. The style is Decorated; four acutely pointed arches
separate the nave on each side from the aisles, and stand on circular and
octagonal jjillars, with freestone capitals, boldly carved in foliage, monsters,
&c. The roofs are of open timber—best red deal, stained — the principals-

resting on corbels, carved with foliage. The clerestory consists of dupli-

cated arches, each having a two-light window. AU the arches are constructed
of red and grey stone alternating— a plan adopted in ancient times, and
now revived M-ith good effect. A beautiful alabaster reredos ornaments the
east wall ; it consists of five compartments, or trefoiled canopies, with the
Greek cross in the central one and the emblems of the Evangelists in the
others. At either end are the Commandments, the Creed, and the Lord's
Prayer, all beautifully lettered and illuminated. Minton's tiles are laid in
the chancel in varied and elegant patterns, and the nave floor is covered
with Stoui'bridge tiles. Haydon's hot air apparatus is applied for warming
the church. The seats are open, mth leaning backs, and the material is

stained deal. The pidpit and font are of alabaster and marble, both sup-
ported by small shafts at the angles. On the north side of the chancel is

the organ chamber and vestry, with enti'ance. There is also a priest's door
on the south of the chancel ; while at the west and south of the nave are the
principal entrances, with handsome stone porches. The structm-e is calcu-
lated to hold between 500 and 600 pei-sons. Mr. Preedy was the architect,
and Messrs. Addenbrooke and Hartland, of Sedgley, were the contractors
for the whole work. The chm-chyard is being levelled, and the walks laid
out. A school wUl also shortly be erected in a field adjoining the church-
yard.

Seaford.—The parish church of St. Leonard's, Seaford, lias been recently
reopened. J. Billing, Esq. of Westminster, was the architect who superin-
tended the restoration ; and the contractor was Jlr. Thomas Cane, of Brigh-
ton. The portions of the old church removed were the chancel and the east
cud of the nave, and in the additions the style of the remaining portion of
the buUding— Transition Norman—was strictly adhered to. The new work
comprises an addition to nave of 26 feet, an ent'irely new chancel of 28 feet
long by 22 feet wide, terminating by an apse of five sides with a small
window in each, three of them being of stained glass. The aisle roofs have
been lowered so as to expose the clerestory windows, which have been
restored, consequently the gallery has been taken away and the old arches
fresh pointed and cleaned. The church is buUt of flint, laid in dark mortal-,
and laced by courses of red and white bricks, with dressings of Bath stone.
The character of the new work corresponds with the work of the old. The
ceiling has been removed so as to reveal the timbers of old oak in the
roof, which have been oiled. The floor has been lowered to show the bases
of the columns, and this, with the removal of the ceiling, gives great height
to the building. The seats, which are all new, are open benches of stained
deal, varnished, and are calciJated to accommodate nearly 450 pei-sons.
The floors, where not boarded, are paved with tiles from St. John's Potteries,
in red and black patterns. It is imagined that the nave of the old church
was originally the chancel of a much larger erection, the tower being central
and the nave running across the present ro.ad, which passes the east end of
the church. The tower is very old, and is in three stages, the first being
Norman, the second Early English, surmounted by a perpendicular bell
chamber and roof The pulpit, which is ven,- handsomely carved, was the
gift of J. S. Turner, Esq., one of the churchwardens. The stone carving has-
been most beautifully executed by Mr. Henry Cane. The whole of the
painted windows were put in by Messrs. Powell, ofWhitefriars, who have given,
great satisfaction Some small windows still remain iu the aisle walls, they are
not more than four inches wide and a foot high, of very early Norman work.
There appears to have been much costly work in some parts of the church
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as the walls ^\hcn pullod down wore foiinil to bo coniposoil of fiMpmcnts of

marlilo, ami in many cases rielily nioulilerl Caon slono was iliseovoivil,

minslod witli llio flints. The total cost of the restoration has been about

£2,000.

\Vii)i-oi!n.—Wiilfoitl Cluiroh, wlu'eli lias been rebuilt by Ihc generosity of

Arthur I'ryor, Esq.. of Hylands, was opened on Satunlav last. The aetual

cost of the re-ereetion, from motives of delieaey on the ]i.irt of Jfr. Pryor,

is not made pnblio. but must have been at least from £1,000 to £5,000 ; and

a peal of sLx bells, by AVarner, has been presented by Jlr. I'elix Pryor.

The accommodation is for 120 worshippers. The designs for the church

were furnished by Mr. .S(. Auliyn, and the works have beeu executed by
Messta. Patnum and Fotheringhani, builders, of London.

Leek, Stakfokd.—A beautiful Congreg.ilional Church is to be built here,

the foundation stone of which has been recently laid. The style of (he new
church will be Gothic, of the fourteenth centuiy. The site is the most
eligible that could porha])s bo obtained in any part of the town, but of

iiisutfieient width to admit of such a disposition of plan as the architect

would otherwise have adopted. The Derby .Street elevation, according to

the plan, comprises a porch on one side, and a tower and spire on the other.

At the base of the spire is an octagonal lantern, with buttresses at the
angles, terminated with carved and er.jcketted pinnacles, with perforated
tracery in the side openings, and with panelled and eusped pai'apct. The
spii-e is finished with an ornamental iron terminal, at a height of 110 ft.

from the street level. A principal feature in this elevation will be a large,

five light window, mth tracery, and hood moulding, with carved bossels

and round the hood moulding a radiating arch, alternating in coiu-ses slightly

Taried in colour. The apex is finished by eusped goblets and moulded and
carved stone finial, surmounted by an ornamental iron terminal. The side is

divided by buttresses into six bays, with a two-light laueet-head coupled
and traceried window in each, with hood mouldings and alternating arches
as before. Under these are three light windows, with traceried heads,
lighting a boys' Sunday school beneath the church. Tlie floor of the church
is raised 4A feet above the .street level, and this, with the declivity

of Russell Street, has enabled the architect to obtain the room referred to

beneath the church, well lighted and easily accessible, and which will

accommodate 500 to 600 persons for leetiu'cs or public meetings. Between
the entrances is a corridor separated from the church by a glazed screen,

excluding cold draughts, and affording the attendants command over the
entrances without disturbing the congregation. The entire length of the
church within the walls will be 72 feet, and width 34 feet. Including the
orchestra, the interior length will be 85 feet. The orchestra, which will

have a groined ceiling, with moulded ribs, arches, and corbels, is to be
separated from the church by a high pointed moulded arch, .springing from
moiddcd and carved corbels and shafts. The hammer beam roof of the
church has carved ribs, spiringing from moidded and carved corbels. The
principal timbers will be exposed, the .spandrels filled with perforated
tracery, and the constructive ironwork of the roof will be painted in colom-s.
The horizontal portion of the ceiling, slightly curvilinear in form, will be
stopped at some distance below the apex of the roof, and formed into panels
by moulded ribs. A moulded string runs round the walls, in the interior,

at the level of the stone corbels to the roof following the arches of windows,
&e.. as a label, terminated by carved bosses. The seats will be open, with
solid ends, with sunk and eusped panels in each, and equal as far as possible
in comfort and accommodation. The walls against the seats will Ije cased
with deal, finished above the level of the seats with perforated tracery with
coloured ground. The entrances, corridor, aisles, and table pew will be laid
with ornamental tiles. The orchestra will be approached by a turret stair-
case from the Kussell Street level, and on the opposite side of the orchestra
mil be the minister's vestry, with deacon's vestry or classroom under.
There will be a gallery at one end of the church, only approached by a
staircase in the tower. At the rear of and attached to the chureh will" be
the girls' school building, comprising, on the ground floor, corridor, class-
rooms, infant school, &e., and over the whole the girls' Sunday school. The
turret stairs, between the schools and the church, are surmounted by a spire
60 ft. in height, with ornamented iron terminal, and covered with slate in
coloured bands. A staircase at the end of the corridor leads to the girls'
schoolroom and minister's vestry, but both may be approached from the
orchestra or turret stairs. The church will be lighted by the star or sun
light suspended from the roof, and the whole of the building ventilated by
an ample supply of fresh air, the spires being made available as outlets for
•ntiated air from the respective portions of the buildings to which they are
attaelicd. The works have been designed by Mr. Sugden, of Leek
architect and will be carried out by the following contractors, namely :—
Mr. J. T<aden, the stonemason and bricklayer's works ; Messrs. W. & J.
Nixon, the carpenter, joiner, slater, and plasterer's works ; Messrs, J. & J,
Hudson, the carpenter and joiner's works of the school building, and Mr.
J. J. Howard, the plumber, glazier, and painter's works, all of Leek; and
the warming by Messrs. Haden & Son, of Trowbridge. The total outlay,
uic uding land purchased, lighting, heating, new organ, and other incidentals,
will be about £4,000.

<= d .

Beistol.-A new place of wor.ship in connection with the Plymouth
brethren has just been opened at Plymouth. Major Tireman, of Bucking-
ham \ale, Clifton, has been the largest contributor towards the cliaiiel, he
having given £1,000. The rest of the amount required, some £2,000, has
been defrayed by several influential members of the Plymouth brethren.
Mr. J. A. Clarke, of Broad Street, prepared the plans for the erection, and
his clesign has been efiiciently carried out bv the following tradesmen-—
Mr. laUaud, Holton Street, mason ; Messrs. J. Eastabrook & Son, Stapleton
Koad, carpenters; Mr. Howe, Jacob Street, plasterer and painter; and Mr
.ones, gas-fitter. The chapel is constructed so that it will comfortably seat
JOO persons. It has an open timber roof, and there are five windows in
each side wall -The entrances are three, a gallery being built over the main
entrance, which is reached by two fiights of stairs. A baptistry is made
underneath the pulpit and reading-desk. Attached to the chapel are three
vestnes, and a dwelling-house for the chapel-keeper.

Nnw The.^trh, B.\tii.—A new theatre is to be built at Bath. The site

of the 'old theatre has Ijeen pnrcha.sed by the provisional committee, at a

cost of £2,500. The cost of the building, including site, is about £8,000.
EnsToit.iTioNs ON SwT.HTHK.vitr AioiEV, DvMFiinjs. —Tliis abbey is being

restored by local subscriptions. Tlie works are carried on under the

direction of Mr. Crombie, architect, Dumfries. The first step was to clear

awaj' the clustering ivy, wiiieli was massed thick and close over the south-

ea.st windows and other parts of the sacred edifice, and which rendered its

appcai'ance additionally incturesque. The masons were busy at the north-

east window on Thursday week, putting in a new mullion, and they have
.already inserted numerous fresh stones in the walls, and faced up weather-
worn pillars, in such a way as to present no harsh contrast between what
is modern and what i.s ancient. The intention of the restorers is to

strengthen and renovate rather than rebuild.

STATUES, MEMOEIAXS, ETC.

The Ca^wnpohe Memohiai,. — A melancholy addition has been placed in

the English Ai'ehiteetural Gallery of the International Exhibition. It is a
beautifully executed model of the monument which is now being erected by
the Indian Government over the fatal well at Cawnpore. and was sent by
Earl Canning, a few days before his death. Colonel Yide, of the Bengal
Engineers, was the designer of the monument, and it was erected under the

superintendence of Mr. C. B. ThornhiU, of the Bengal Civil Service. The
original is in Chiinar sandstone, and the gate giving entrance to the well

within is of gun metal. The late Lord Canning gave a piece of sculpture

to be placed over the well, which is still in the hands of Baron Marochetti.

When all is finished the entire monument will be surrounded by an orna-

mental garden watered from the Ganges Canal. The present model is

beautifully finished in Agra soapstoue. It was made by native stonecutters

at Allahabad, and is on the scale of half an inch to the foot. Over the

door giving entrance to the well is the simple and touching inserijition,

'These are they which came out of great tribulation,' while round the

rim of the well itself (which, of course, is dosed and built over) is carved

the following inscription:
— '.Sacred to the perpetual memory of a great

company of Christian people, chiefly women and childn-n, wiio near this

spot were cruelly massacred by the followers of the rebel Nana Dhoondo-
punt of Bithoor, and cast, the dying with the dead, into the -well below, on
tlie 15th day of July 1857.'

JIarbie Bust to Puinctpal Cunxingham.—The Scotsman announces that

Mr. William Brodie, E.iS.A., has received a commission from the Memorial
Committee to execute a marble bust of the late Principal Cunningham for

the library of the Free Church College.

The Eglinton MEJtoniAi,. — The Glasgow Herald says that the com-
mittee, who. at the general meeting of the subscribers lately held at Ayr,

were appointed for the purpose of carrying out their design of honouring the

memory of the late Lord Eglinton by some enduring memorial, have resolved

to devote £4,000 of the money subscribed for establishing bursaries in the

Glasgow University, for students of AjTshire, Lanarkshire, and Renfrew-

shire. A portion of the money will also be expended in ]iroviding portraits

of the late Earl, to be placed in the town-houses of Ayr, Kilmarnock, Irvine,

and Ardrossan, and the balance left wiH be exhausted by a statue, to be

placed in the square at Ajt.

FOUNDATION STONES.

Inverury, Scotl.vnd.—On the 10th inst., the foundation stone of a new
Towni Hall, was laid at Invenu-y, with masonic honours. The building is

in the classical style, and is to cost £2,500.

Whitmoee Reans.—The memorial stone of a new Wesleyan chapel at

Whitmore Reans, Wolverhampton, was laid on the 10th inst. The building

is to accommodate 200 persons.

Bays^water Synagogue.—The ceremony of laying the foundation stone

of the new Jewish synagogue, Chichester Place, Harrow Road, Bayswater,

took place on Thursday. Both of the London .Synagogues have each voted

the sum of £1,500 towards the expense of erecting this edifice.

stained glass.

Westminster Abbey.— Messrs. Wailes, of Newcastle, have just com-

pleted a fine stained-glass window, to be erected in Westminster Abbey,

in memory of the Stephensons. In the body of the window some of the

greatest architectural and engineering works of ancient and modern times

are represented, and above these, at the top of the window, in five-foil, bust

portraits of eminent engineers are appropriately arranged. The figure of

Robert Stephenson is placed in the centre ; above, his father, George Ste-

phenson ; on one side, Thomas Telford ; on the other, John Smeaton ; and

below the«e, James Watt and John Rennie. A scarf is thrown over the

shoulders of each individual, aud though strict fidelity was not aimed at in

the portraits, the artist has succeeded in producing striking likenesses, while

the richness and variety of the colours give to the whole group a most

resplendent appearance. The architectural works represented are bordered

with ornamental traeeiy on each side. They consist of, on the one half of

the window, the Ai-k, the erecting of the Tabernacle, the first Temple, the

second Temple, and Benha Bridge ; and on the other half, the building of

Nineveh, the Treasure Cities of Egypt, Aqueduct near Pyrgo, the Colosseum

at Rome, and the High Level Bridge at Newcastle.

Baebouene.—In the new church about to be opened here are two aisle

windows of two lights, with trefoil opening above ; west window, foiu- lights;

east window, of three, the latter being of stained glass, with the inscription,

' In memory of Jane Lavender, who founded this church, and died while it

was in building.' The subjects of the window are, Moses liftinc up the

serpent, Abraham about to sacrifice his son, the Crucifixion and Resiu-rec-

tion, with angels bearing a label, and in the tracery of the head are the

heavenly hosts, playing on hai-ps, &e.
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GENER.VL ITEMS.

r'UEIOUS Effect of Eabtiiqcakb ok a Church; Steepii:.—Malta has

I recontl.v pxperipnceJ sevenil pliglit shocks of earthquakes. The first

occurreil on" the 18th ult. A smarter shock was experienced on the morn-

ing of the '21st, which hail a curious effect on the top of the steeple of Queen

Adelaiile's Chun-h. Tills cross and ball, both of massive stone, besides

bein;; slifrhtly thrown ont of their perpendicular, were turned round in their

socket mure tlian io degrees. Instead of looking towards the north-east,

as originally placed, they now face due east.

Gardexs'inTowss.—The bill for the protection of gardens or orna-

mental grounds in cities and boroughs, which has now reached the Com-

mons, receired considerable alteration in the course of its progress through

the House of Lords. The bill, which is of consider.able importance,

provides, as it now stands, that the local autliorities are to take charge of

any enclosed garden or ornamental ground set apart in any square, &c., for

the use of the inhabitants thereof, where those who have tlie care of it have

' neglected to keep it in proper order,' or where, from want of any board of

management, it has been neglected.

Thk Dwellixg-iiouses of Birmingham.— In a leading article of la.st

Saturday, Aris'.' Birmingham Gazette says :— ' Few tomis in England need

so much attention to the dwellings of the poor as Birmingham, with its

many narrow streets and lanes, and its many unwholesome dwellings. Tlie

natural healthiness of the site of the town has prevented the usual very bad

consequences of human neglect, but each day aggravates the evil. Birming-

ham, like Topsy. was not made, but has "growed up:" it is an aggregate of

streets rather than a town. It lias natural advantages that would go far, if

not spoiled bv bad building, to make it one of the handsomest towns in the

kingdom. A large open space round the Town Hall, another cleared where

High Street and Ni'W Street join, and a vridening throughout of Bull

Street, would go a great way towards giving us fresh air and elbow room

in the heart of the to-vvn. Even if we can find no Jlr. Peabody to build

new dwellings, cannot some local gentleman of philanthropic feeling insti-

tute some society to mend the existing homes of tlie poor ? In London,

the Society for "improving the Dwellings of the Poor, by faking some

-wretched tenements in Wild Court, Drury Lane, has, at a comparatively

small expense, refitted them as healthy habitations ; and has only lost liy

its benefaction the difference between 5 per cent, and 2J per cent, interest

which it now receives on its outlay. Surely the donations of the rich would

make up this loss in the operations of any local society.'

The Threate.nt.d Enxlosure of Hampste.au Heath. — At the meeting

of the vestry of Marylebone, on Saturday, Mr. P. Matthews in the chair,

Dr. Bachhoffner called attention to the alleged intention on the part of Sir

Thomas Marion Wilson to enclose Hampstead Heath. He suggested that,

in the event of any alterations taking place, some compromise ought to be

entered into between Sir Thomas AVilson and the public that would preserve

the heath as a place of recreation, and allow Sir Thomas to increase his

right of building alongside the heath. He moved that a copiy of the bill be

procured, and laid before the vestry at its next sitting. Mr. Freeth said

that, at an influential meeting held at the residence of jNIi'. D. Nichol, it was

agreed that a clause should be inserted in the bill now before Parliament,

limiting Sir Thomas Wilson's power of building to that part of his estate

near Manor Farm ; and at that meeting it was stated by him that he liad

no wish to enclose the heath generally, as its preservation would render liis

building- ground more valuable. Mr. E. Hodges moved that a petition

from the vestry be forwarded to Parliament, opposing any encroachment on
the heath ; and ultimately it was agreed that the resolution should be con-

sidered when a copy of the bill was f>roduced.

EoMAX Coi.NS.—We learn from Galignayii that an interesting discovery

has just been made in the forest of Villiers-Cotterets (Aisne). Some workmen
occupied in digging mill stones found an old cauldron, containing about

1,300 Roman coins, bearing the effigies of Antoninus Pius, Commodus, &c.

The vessel was so oxidised that it fell to pieces on being handled, but the

coins are in good preservation, and on most of them the legion may be

deciphered.

HiGHL.VNT) EoAns AXD Beidges Blll.— This bill has been introduced

into the House of Commons l;iy the Chancellor of the Exchequer. By the

leading clauses of the bill the Commission for the Management of the

Highland Eoads and Bridges is dissolved, and the roads and other property
under their care are to be transferred to the Commissioners of Supply in

each county, who are to maintain the road.s in future, subject to the jiruvi-

sion that they are not to demand and take more for their maintenance than
one penny per mile for every horse drawing any mail carriage. The Sheriff
is empowered, in the event of a complaint being made to him, signed by
four heritors in any county, to make orders for the repair of any roads,
either at the expense of the complainers or the Commissioners of Supply.
Power is given to the Commissioners of Supply to alter or abandon por-
tions of roads, due notice being given to parties interested, and any person
aggrieved being authorised to apply to the Sheriff for redress, an appeal
being allowed from the Sheriff's decision to the Lord Oi-dinary in the Court
of Session, whose decision shall be final. The Commissioners of Supply
are authorised to levy assessments for the purposes of the Act, the roads in

Argyleshire and Caithness-shire to be maintained out of assessments levied
under the existing Act. Biu'ghs are to contribute to the repair of roads
situate within the burghs. The sum of £5,300 is to be paid by the Trea-
sury to enable the Commissioners to meet their liabilities up to the 31st of
December next, when they are to be dissolved, and the future payments to
aceoimt of the loans of £10.700 and £3,000 formerly advanced to'the Com-
missioners are to cease, and the loans to be considered as repaid or extin-
guished. Power is also given in the Act to the Commissioners to transfer
the piers and harbours under their management which are situated in the
county of Argyle to the Road Trustees of that county, and other piers and
harbours now under their management to the Commissioners of Supply in
the counties within which the piers are situate. The powers of the Ac"t in
so far as regards the levying of tolls are to continue in force for twenty-one
years.

Uniteesitt College Prizes. —Mr. James Stansfeld, M.P., an old

student of the College, presided at the distribution of the prizes on the 1st

inst., in the theatre of that institution. The following gentlemen obtained

prizes for architecture and civil engineering: — Architecture, Professor

Donaldson. M.I.B.A.. Pli.D. — Fine Art, .Second Year's Course: Prize,

Rowland Plumbe; Certificates, 2 (.Student unknown); 3, .Sydney F. Smith;

4, Charles William Brooks. Construction, First Y'ear's Course : Prize,

Benjamin Corscr ; Certificates, 2, James Stanford; 3, Sydney F. Smith.

Second Year's Course; Prize, Rowland Plumbe ; Certificates, 2, Charles W.
Brooks; 3, John Richai'd Cover. Civil Engineering, Professor Pole.—Prize,

John Hawthorn Kitson ; Certificates, 2, Edward AVagg ; 3, equal, Edward
Crompton. Frank Thorowgood.

Sale of BriLDixG Materi.u.s at Cvklton Ride. — On the 9th inst.

Messrs. Glazier & .Son commenced the sale of the first portion of the build-

ing materials of the Carlton Ride, which, it may be rememliered, was
formerly attached to Carlton Palace, the celebrated town residi^ncc of (-TCorg^

IV. The site is required by the Metropolitan Board of Works, for building

purposes. The Portland stone entrance, with fluted columns and entabla-

ture, was the principal item of sale, and, witli the other materials, fetched

good prices.

New Cemetert at Cheltenham.—The Commissioners for this town met
on Wednesday week for the purpose of selecting the best plan and design

for a new cemetery, out of six previously set apart by a committee. At
first two were chosen, there being for plan No. 16, 26 votes; and for that

numbered 17, 18 votes. Upon a second division all present, except a person

who did not vote, voted for No. 16, which turned out to be the work of

Mr. W. H. Knight, architect, of Cheltenham, to whom the first premium
of£42 was awarded ; the second of £21 was given to No. 17, the production

of Messrs. Maberlcy & Medland, of Gloucester.

Military Stations, &c.—A return has just been issued giving the names
of all the military stations in the United Kingdom, including the Channel
Islands, and all lands, tenements, and appurtenances at present or within

the last twelve years held by the military or ordnance departments, particu-

larising, in a tabular form, the country, name of station, acreable extent of

each ; tenure, whether in fee or by lease ; from whom ptirchased or rented;

date of purchase or lease ; amount of purchase-money or rent, and for

what term ; if sold, or occupation discontinued : to whom sold or surrendered,

and on what tenns. It appears from this return that the acreable extent

of lands or buildings in England is 23,715 acres ; the purchase-money,

£1.695,064 ; and the rent, £18,865. In Scotland, the acreage is 731 ; the

purchase-money-, £40,449 : and the rent, £2,535. In Ireland, the acreage is

3.851: the purchase-money, £261.082; and the rent, £10,834. In the

Channel Islands, tlie acreage is 719 ; the purchase-money, £115,156; and
the rent, £580, giving a total acreage of, in round numbers, 29,021 ; of

purchase-money, £2,111,753 ; and of rent. £32,644.

The Dcke of BrcCLErcH.—The Duke of Buceleucli (writes the corre-

spondent of the Dundee Courier and Ari/iis) has attempted to stop the

right of way through Sowley copjiice, near the New I'orest. The Hythc
(Hants) mag'strates Iiave decided against his Grace, who lias, therefore,

taken down the stop gates, but has destroyed the bridge over the ditch, and
deepened the latter so that the public cannot get to the coppice. Large
numbers of men have filled up the ditch, but the duke's servants have again

dug it out. Riots are expected to take place. Legal proceedings are about

to be taken against the duke for obstructing the highway.

The Hafod-t-wers .Slate Company. — The report presented by the

directors of this company to the shareholders, at a general meeting held in

JIarch last, has been printed and pint into circulation. In order to a more
complete development of the resources of the company's property, the

directors have made a further issue of shares to the extent of £20,000, the

necessity of the employment of this additional capit.al resting on the pro-

fessional reports of Mr. E. I. I. Dixon, of Bangor ; Mr. W. Williams, manager
of the Welsh .Slate Company's quarries (Lord Palmerston's) ; and ^Ir. 3Iac-

dougald .Smith, Mining Engineer, of Chapel Place, Westminster. The official

reports of these gentlemen are printed with the report of the directors, and
attest the present and prospective value of the Hafod-y-wern quarry. A
portion of the new issue of shares (about £8,000), it appears, is unsub-
scribed by the firesent shareholders, and is offered to the public.

An Eagle in Copper.—After a labour of six years. Mr. Thomas Pliillip>s,

of .Skinner .Street, .Snow Hill, has brought to completion a beautiful and
artistic representation in copper of a ' golden eagle.' The eagle is about to

be exhibited to the public, and the talented artist will doubtless receive
the encouragement from the public which he deserves.

The Aavaed for Exc.irsTic Tiles, Mosaics, &c., \t the Inter-
nation.u. Exhidition.—Mr. George Maw, of Benthall Hall. Broseley, writes

as follows to the Times:—'As the jurors' award of a medal (2,317. cla.ss 10
e.) in my name for the series of productions illustrating " the clay manu-
factures of the Shropshire coalfield," would imply that they are all

exhibited by me, I wish to state that, in addition to the encaustic tiles,

mosaics, &c., sent by the firm to which I belong, the series includes
contributions from Messrs. J. & E. Burton, Ironbridge ; the Coalbrookdale
Company; Messrs. D.ivis, Broseley; Mr. Doughty, Jackfield ; Mr. Evans,
Broseley ; Mr. Exley, Jackfield ; Mr. G. W. Lewis, Broseley ; the Madeley
Wood Company ; Mrs. Thorn, Broseley ; all of whom have an interest in
the award.'

Land Improvement Acts in Ireland.—The annu.il report of the
Board of Irish Public Works is chiefly occupied with an account of the
operation of the Land Improvement Acts. 200,203 acres have been
thoroughly drained under these Acts, at an average cost of £4 17s. per
acre, 6,503 acres in 1861 and the first quarter of 1862; a considerable
portion has been subsoiled. The draining has proved a prelude to the ex-
tension of rotative husbandry throughout the country. The tenant-farmers
are proud of the success of the drainage and of the superior crops pro-
duced from land formerly waterlogged, and consequently almost waste. No
teaching or description, writes an active clergyman, had any effect upon
them

; but one year's example of the improvement btfore their own eyes
convinced them. An unusual number of applications for drainage loans
WIS made early in this year, partly -n-ith a view to give employment to the
labouring poor when it was most required; and the Treisury "consented to
apply to Parliament for an extension of the amount of kau that may be
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made to a propiietoi- from £5,000 to £S,000. Twrlvr l,.;uis liuv I'.cii

saiictinnod, amounting to £7,150, for the erection of Inbourrrs' ilwi'llings,

ami nine torn nior<' ai>|'lications Lave been roeeivei). Tliat part of the re-

port wliieli gives au account of jiuhlic works at harbours states that the

Board luive no doubt of bringing the works of improvement at Douaghadoo

to a close in the course of tliis summer.

CHIPS.

MISS NIGHTINGALE, although very unwell, remains in town, on pur-

pose to be near the 'War-ofiicc officials, with whom she is in constant

communication, devoting her time to the sanitary condition of the .soldiers.

A new work is to be published in seventy-iivo five-sliilling parts, upon

the ' Masterpieces of Industrial .-Vrt and .Sculjiture at the International Exhi-

bition,' by J. B. Waring, which is to be dedicated to the Queen. The
r'dition is to be limited to 2,000 copies. There will be 300 plates, which

are to be executed in chromo-lithography, and it is proposed that the work

should be a most magnificent soiirinir of the International Exhibition.

It has been proposed to appropriate a portion of the expi>rt duty on stono

at Guernsey towards the promotion of public education in that island.

St. liartiiolomew's Church, .Southsea, which is nearly completed, is

expected to be consecrated by the Bishop of the Diocese on the 1st of

,
August.

The Committee of Council on Education, since its establishment to the

present year, has laid out about £6,000,000 in building and maintaining

b'chools, and training and piaying teachers.

In excavating beneath the window of the old chancel of the parish church

of Ashley, Staffordshire, an embalmed body was discovered, supposed to be

that of Lady Gerard, who died at Joppa, and was transferred to the family

vault at Ashley.

On Monday, the Thames Embankment Bill was read in the House of

Commons the third time and passed.

The annual meeting of the Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and

Ireland mil commence next Tuesday, the '22d inst. A temporary museum
will be formed in the College-hall, the ancient Gueston-hall, which has been

placed at the disposal of the Institute by the Dean and Chapter of Wor-
cester.

The Wolverhampton School of Art has been closed for want of funds.

A bazaar is to be held at Broadstairs, in August, for the completion of the

improvements of Broadstairs ch^u'ch and clock-tower.

The workmen in the employ of Messrs. W. La^Tcnce & Sons, builders, of

Commercial Road, Lambeth, celebrated their anniversary on Saturday last,

by a dinner and tea, at the house and grounds ^of host Watkinson, the

Plough, Beddington Park, near Wallington, Siu-rey.

Tile I'nssr, on the authority of a despatch from Constantinople, announces

that the repairs of the Church of the Holy ScpiUchre at .lerusalem have been

commenced. The works are to be executed at the joint expense of France,

Russia, and Turkey, under the direction of an Armenian architect.

A correspondent says that the pond at Kew Gardens, which is vciy

seldom emptied, emits a most ilisagreeable odour, which must be prejudicial

to the health of visitors and the pieople who live in its immediate vicinity.

He suggests the application of chloride of lime, which certainly would not be
agreealile to the iish. The best remedy would be to empty the pond more
frequently in hot weather.

We have recently seen some veiw neatly executed models of churches and
public buildings, carved mth the knife by Mr. Thwaite, of Manchester.
The material used is card-board, and the workmanship is remarkable for

delicate and careful manipulation.

The attendance at the International Exliibition, on Wcdnesiiv, was
57,917; and on Tuesday over 64,000.

C0rnsj3onb£ua.

PERFOEATED COAL PLATES A CERTAIN CURE FOR
UNWHOLESOSLE VAULTS.

Til the Editor of the ' BnLDiNQ News.'
July 12.

SIR.—^Vill you kindly point out to house occupiers how easily and simply
thousands of damp, musty, and dark underground coal cellars may be

rendered sweet and dry by drilling a few large holes in the iron coal plate
(costing a mere trifle), thus admitting light and pure air, also allowing an
outer vent for the unwholesome eifluvia and smells which oftentimes pene-
trate into the dwelling-house, to the serious injury of the health of the
inmates. You will do much good in printing the above hints.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully, Puke Aiu and VENTn..iTiox.

EXAMINATION OF ARCHITECTS.
To the Editor of the ' Buildisg News."

^ Siii,—I have been in good hopes that some more able member of tlie pro-
fession woidd have noticed your article upon Architectural Examinations in

the Biii.DiNo News of -Ith July. Finding that no one has done so, I ven-

ture to offer a suggestion as to the manner in which architects in practice

may be dealt witli.

It appears to mo that the movement should begin witli these gentlemen,

although I very much fear they, aa a body, will bo the last to move—and

for obvious reasons—tmless some inducement is held out to them to take a

wider interest. Let us suppose a case.

Take a country architect who has practised ten or a dozen years, ha.i a

fair connection and good ]>rospeets; one who has given satisfaction to his

clients, all of whom are willing to employ him again as often as oppor-

tunities present tlieniselvcs, and who speak of him in general terms of

approbation. Now conies the plain matter-of-faet question—What need

has he to care for the Institute or its diploma ? Both these are unrecog-

nised by the j)ublic, and the architect's success in business has been effected

without the aid of one or the countenance of the other; thnj have, and can

Ije done without, by him. Nevertheless, he may desire to possess each of

these, but he has "not sufficient knowledge of French or Greek to stand an

examination in them, and time is too valuable with him to recommence

their study ; besides, he may think, a man may be a very good architect

without a knowledge of these languages. Then there is the time and

expense of jiassine/, and residence in town perhaps at a most inconvenient

part of the building season : altogether he sees so many difficulties in the

way, that he soon loses all idea of the diploma, and settles to work again—

•

his" executed works being sufficient guarantee to the public that he is to be

trusted and employed. Having no interest in the diploma, he never thinks

of asking for it at "the hands of draughtsmen or clerks he may have to em-

ploy, and matters go on as of old.

Now, there is no doubt but that there are scores of practitioners who
would gladly possess a diploma if it could be obtained with little trouble

;

they feel they are entitled to one (at the same time can do without it),

but will not go out of their way to procure it.

Would it not be well to meet this class in manner something like the fol-

lowing :—Permit all applicants above thirty years of age, and who have

been in practice five years or upwards, to select from amongst their executed

works, subjects—the plans, specifications, and detail drawings of and fi-om

which they have been erected—to be submitted to the Council of the Insti-

tute, who shall, if they deem the works of sufficient merit, grant a diploma

to the architect. This would really be a test of ability, and furnish better

evidence of business capabilities than any theoretical examination or book-

learning evinced before the Council.

The presentation of a diploma to the older members of the profession,

iipon conditions just stated, would be taken as a compliment paid to their

experience—would be a means of exciting their interest, and stimulating

their pupils to stand their examination, and might induce employers to give

the preference to holders of certifieates whenever extra assistants might bo

required. Yours, &c.. Set Square.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY' EXHIBITION.

To the Editor of the ' Bvildixg New-s.'

37 Bedford Place, Russell Square, July 15, 1862.

Dear Sir.—I observed in your pages some time since, among the reviews

of the works exhibited at the" Royal Aca'demy, a notice of a chiirch about

to be erected by me at Pentor.viUe, in which I am taxed with having copied

an admmiblc and well-known modern work.

I licg to say this is not the ease ; and, I think, on a second inspection of

my design, you will notice tint few points of resemblance, either in plan or

elevation, to the building named by your reviewer.

The spire I have shomi is studied from ancient examples of no very

unusual occurrence : h.ad you eaUed attention to the resemblance to the

spu-es of Ghalons-sur-Marne. for instance, I should have been able only, as

an appeal against being voted a copyist, to state my ignorance of the iden-

tity to the work I name, until I re-inspected it a few days since.

I am sorry to trouble you thus, so long after the date of the publication

of the article I indicate. I did not intend to do so, but as I find yoiu- re-

marks, or similar ones, have been followed in another publication, I write

but in common justice to myself.

Will you favom- me by giving insertion to this ?

I am, yours faithfuUy, Edg-IR P. Brock.

THE WALTHAJM REREDOS.

To the Editor of the ' Bcildixg News.'

15 Buckingham Street, July 15, 1S62.

Sir,—In the awards of the juries vou will doubtless perc»ive that a

medal has been awarded to me for Effigy and Tomb, Waltham Keredos,

figure in alabaster, painted and decorated furniture, for good design and

workmanship. Now, as I am totally unwilling to take credit when I do

not deserve it, will you be so good as to allow me to state that the exhibitor

and sculptor of the effigy and tomb, the Waltham Reredos, and the figure

in alabaster, is Mr. Nieholls, of Hercules Buildhigs, Lambeth, and that my
share in the work in limited to the sketch of the design^, and to the

superiiitendriice of the execution. I remain, &c., ^^ Burges.

TENDEBS.
Crossness—For the ereL-tion of j,limping staliou at Cross-

ness, near ErUh, Kent, tor the .Metropolit.in Boniil of
Works. Those contractors Tn.irkcd thus * tendered from
,]iiantities lupplied by the Messrs. J. C. J^ G. Lansdown,
i>i IJcilford Place, Bloomsbury.

.
Hill & Co. £333,nOa
I'oto 330,8-:l (I

Br.i'sey 3S7,0()ll

•Aird&Son 3-i3,13i
Furiicss 3211,000
Thirst 315.000
Lavorj 309,000

•Welister ^accepted) 300 000
»Mjers 2m7,!i8C

Ward 278,4110
Engineer's estimate 312,000

PANaBoeR^E.—Ilining-room to Pangbourne Rectory. Poul-
ton & Woodman, architects.

Woodrofl'e £444
Searlc 444 n
Matthews 430
•Strong 407
Wheeler 403
Shepherd ,

Bhant
403
Z9'J 10

St. John's Woon.—For alterations and additions to the
Presbyterian Church, Carlton Hill, St. John's Wood.
Mr. George Truefitt, architect.

Thomas f4Sa
Allen 29i
Longuine St Burgc (accepted) 3.S2

FnoME.— For the Frome intercepting Sciver District

Bristol.

J.15. Wilcox, Plymouth *19,S47 19

Hy. Jones, Bristol 13,627 5

E. Strccter. Bath 13,601 6 3

Hc'en & Wormald, Emscote, near

Wanv.ck 13.395 9 4

Adams & Kirby, Bristol 11,290 fl

B. McTcweather, ditto 10,714 18 4

W. Baker, ditto 10,691 1 6

Jacob -Monks, ditto 9,771 8 6
F. Bugbinl, Enfield, .Middlesex ... ; 9.731 8 6
J. N. Brown. Bristol 9,414

O'Neill St Osborne, dilto 9,li0

The tender if Jacob Monks k2s accepted.
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Shiffhiin, Salop.

..£1.380

Mr.
SHiFFNit.— For villa residence,

Bidlakc, arcliitect.

B,«K,^uK';^or1hl 4V;;^;;™"oFVhe-B^ke„head Union

""Licence B. Moore. Newport tU.f^ «
Hobens & Robinson, Liverpool ... I ,

Sji

Haigh S Co., dilto II-

W

Edivard Corris. rranmcre 10,932

Chas. Humphreys, Derby JO.jBU

Nicliolsoii & Ayre, Liveniool 10,-'.;

John Allen, Eeremonl ','.„
Arch. Neill, Bradford (accepted)... 'J,,.W .

Fdilet RoAD.-For second contract, Kcnsing on PresOy-

tcrian Church, Foxley Road. Mr. J. M. MCulloch, archl.

lect. Quantities supplied.
.„,,,„ n n

jjirj
fi'.'HJ u V

Temple & Foster I,S50

Dove, Brothers l.-S' « »

Greie (accepted) i,Doy u u

LOVDO!<.-For the creciion of .-. warehouse in W"'"' St«<rt,

Citv. for Mr. J. S. Basset. Messrs. Tillott & Chamberlain,

architects. Quantities supplied.

Myers & Sons «l,Hai

Lawrence & Sons 1.!

Ashby & Sons }•?*'

Bra-'S '•l.-i'-

Wills '''''

Piper & Wheeler 1.™
Cannon 1.5W

ic, at

Isle

PoPLiii —For the erection of a ilwellinB-house

Cubili Town, Poplar, for the Seyssel Asphalte Company.

Messrs. Tillott & Chamberlain, architects.

Prince *J'H " „
Cannon ^°^ " "

Wills 'accepted) 359 u

Tiicn.-For farm steading at Teigh, in the county of

Rutland. Mr- R. W . Johnson, architect.

Clifton & Firn ^.S^-; <> ?

Hallidav & Cave S'1:„,: n
Robinson 2,+W la

Hobson & Taylor 2.3« " "

Fast -•"'' " "

I.LE OF Man —For the Breakwater of Peel & Ramsey,

of Man. Mr. Jackson, Cannon Street, London.

ALDEBSBOT.-For office and beer stores in the I nion btreet,

AUershot, for Thomas Taunton, Esq. Messrs. tggar ».

Stapley, architects.

J.Martin £->*0 "

Fabnbvm.—For workshops and cottages. Castle Street, Fam-
ham for Mr. James Tily. Messrs. Eggar fi; Stapley,

^{^'^Bfrch £616

W. Duke fi04

J. & G. Goddard (accepted) 5(H

Ri-GBV For house and shop at Rugby, Warwickshire. Elms-

lie, Fraiiey, & Haddon, architects.

Bromwich £825
Parnell S89

Wooldridge 580
Bradshaw 550 10

Ratlibone (accepted) 5j0

TrtSE Hill.—For the erection of boys. Rirls, and infants'

schools. Sec, for the district parish of Hnlv Trinity, Tulse

Hill, Surrey. Mr. Matthews, architect, 10 Cloak Lane,

City. Quantities supplied.

Hill & Son £1.595
Wicken 1,389 10

Lawyer 1,353

Smith 1,33*

Pearce 1,295
Brixton. Messrs. LandonBrixton —Erection of almshouse;

and BedelU, architects.

Ryder £3,380
Lawrence, Brothers 3.273

Patman & Fotheringham 3,26'2

Colls & Co 3.172

Palmer 3,029
Marsland&Son 3.020

Hill & Son , , 2,974
Dove, Brothers 9,iiG5

Mann (accepted) 9,'Jt5

Spitalfields. — For the erection of gas testing-room and
store-room, S:c., for the Metrojiolitaii Board of Works, in

White Lion Street, Spitalfields.

Sims £1.755
Walker 1.593

F. K:J. Wood 1,570

Mann 1,415
Hall..,.- 1,367

West Bromwich—Christ Church Schools, West Bromwich.
John Weller, architect.

Baker. Willenhall £2,0S1

]SIessrs. W. & B. N. Smith, Birmingham 2,080

Hartland.Sedgley 1,997
Thompson, Wolverhampton 1.990

Harley, Smeihwick 1.949
Horsman, Wolverhampton 3,935
Fisher. West Bromwich 1,900
Cox. Tipton 1,900

Ramsay. Smethwick (accepted) 1,850
Field, Oldbury 1,G77

CONTKACTS OPEN".
Bath.—For the supply of glazed stoneware sewerage pipes

for twelve months. The probable quantity required will be
1,500 ft. of 12-inch. 4,5(10 ft. of 9-inch, 501) ft. of 6-inch, with
junctions and bends. Tehder.«. upon the printed forms,
sealed and endorsed * Tenders for pipes,' and addressed to
the Sewers Committee, 3 Fountain Buildings, Bath, to be
sent in on or beiore 11 o'clock in tlie forenoon of Wednes-
day, July 2.3, ISfii. A sample 6-inch, a 9-inch, and a 12-

inch pipe, with maker's name painted thereon, also to be
delivered with or before the tender, free of all charge,
which are to be the property of the Committee. Forms of
tender to be obtained of Mr. Alfred Mitchell, engineer, 3
Fountain Buildings, Bath.

Leicester.—For the erection and completion of a licensed

house proposeil to be built adjoining Wharf Street and
Gladstone Street, in the town of Leicester. Way inspectthc
?lans and specifications at Mr. William Cooper's, No. 4
luraberstone Gate, Leicester, or a duplicate copy at the

office of the architect, Thurland Street, Nottingham, from
Wednesday the 16th inst. until Saturday the 26th. Ten-
ders to be fonv aided to the architect, who does not bind
himself to accept the lowest or any tender. Frederick
Bakewell, ThurLmd Street, Nottingham.

Thorne.—For the erection of extensive farm buildings at
Thorne, in the county of York. Plans and specifications
maybe seen at the offices of Messrs. Brundell & Arnold,
Hall Gale, Dnncaster, Irom Wednesday, July 16, to Wed-
nesday, July 24, on which latter day the tenders must be
sent in. Any further particulars maybe obtnned at the
offices above, cr of J.iir.cs Ll.rliirjt. 'Esq., solicitor, Don-
caster.

Go\ ETON—For the erection of a new farm-house and set of

farm buildings at Govoton, near Kingsbridge. Can be sup-

plied with a bill of quantities of each department of the

work by .ippWing to. and can see iheplans and specifications

at the office 'of Mr. Square, solicitor Kn>gsbridge where

lenders for the same will be received on or before July 2fi.

St AIaryledone -For the building of new br.ck and pipe

sewers new inverts, repairs to old sewers, in parts of High

Street St Marvlebone, Paddington Street Northumberland

Street Nottingham Street, Nottingham Place. Grea Wood

stock Street, and South Mews, all m the said parish of St.

Marvlebone: Further particulars m.iy be known, and draw-

ings and specifications seen, on apphca .on to the vestry ^

survevor Mr. Robert Scace, at h.s daily attendance at the

Court House, from 12 till 1 o'clock. The tenders to be

delivered to the vestry clerk, at the Court House, at or

before 11 o'clock in the forenoon of Saturday, July 26. sealed

and endorsed, 'Tender for sewers ;
' and no tender w.l be

received after that hour. The contractor to find satisfactory

securities for the performance of the works, and to pay the

cxnenses of the bond and contract.

T FEns —For the cleansing of ashpits and middensteads and

the removal of night soil, ashes, and rubbish therefrom

within the drainage district, comprising the townships of

Leed< Hunslet, and Holbeck, for one year, ending on

AueustSl, 1S63, or for a term of three years, ending on

Aueust 31. 1S65. The dUtrict is subdivided. Separate

tenders may be sent in for each division, and persons send-

ine in tenders to state the price per ton for getting out and

removal of night soil, ashes, and rubbish to any dep6t or

place within the said drainace district. Tenders may also

be sent in. on the terms that the whole of the manure and

rubbish shall he the property of the contractor, and be re-

moved by him to anv place l.e may think proper. Sealed

tenders to be sent to the Town Clerk's otfice, on or before

Monday, August 4, addressed to ' the Scavenging and Nui-

sauce Committee, tender for night soil.' Further informa-

tion may be obtained on application at the Inspector's office,

at the Town Hall.

Gheenwich.—For digging and carting gravel and other road

materials, for repairing the ro.ids and streets in the parish

of Greenwich for three years, from the first day of August

now next, determinable at the end of the first or second year

by three months previous notice. Particulars of contract,

forms of tender, can be obtained at the Clerk's office. Church
Street, Greenwich, anyd.iy between tlie hours of 10 and 4

o'clock. All tenders must be in the printed form, and are

to be delivered at the Clerk's office as above, endorsed

'Tender for carting gravel, &c.,' before 4 o'clock in the after-

noon of Wednesday, July 23. and must contain the names

and addresses .»f two responsible sureties, to be bound with

the contractor in the sum of £100 for the due fulfilment of

the contract.

Brentwood.—For the erection of an open shed and other

buildings, at the Grammar School. Brentwood. Plans and
specification mav be seen at the office of Mr. C. V. Lewis,

Solicitor to the Corporation, Brentwood, between the hours

of 10 and 4, from Wedne-dav (he 16th inst. Tenders are

to be sent to the Office of Mr. C. C. Lewis, at or before noon

on Wednesday the 23rd inst.

India Office.-^For the supply of Stourbridge fire-bricks

Conditions of the contract may l:e had on application at the

India Store Office. Cannon Row, Westminster, where the

proposals are to be left any time before 2 o'clock p.m. of the

28th day of July, after which hour no lender will be received.

Islington—For'the construction of about l..')20 feet of brick
|

sewer, in Maiden Lane. Brandon Road, and the Shoot, now
called Pleasant Grove, Belle Isle, and the necessary works

in connection therewith. The form of tender which alone

will be received may be obtained, and the specification and

draft contract seen at the Vestry offices (.Surveyor's depart-

ment), between the hours of 10 and 4 o'clock. Persons

desirous of contracting must attend at 10 o'clock on Wednes-
day the 23rd inst., at St. Mary's Vestry, Islington, with

sealed lenders, endorsed, Tenders for Sewer Works.' The
Vestry do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or any

tender, and the parly whose tender shall be accepted will

be required to provide two approved sureties for the due
performance of the works.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATIONS OP
PATENTS FOB INVENTIONS.

{From the 'MECHANICS' Magazine,' July 11.)

3200. R. Wailes. An improved tool or apparatus for

cleaning windows and glass. Dated Dec. 20, ISjI. This

apparatus is intended chiefly for cleaning the outside of win-

dows from the inside, but it is also applicable for cleaning

windows and glasses generally. The improved tool or appa-

ratus consists of a plate of any convenient size, say eight in-

ches by five, clothed on the face with felt, woollen or other

cloth, and padded or not with wool or other soft material be-

tween the face of the plate and the cloth ; the cloth is again

covered with silk. To the back of the plate a holder is

hinged. To admit of the holder being held at any required

angle with respect to the plate, the p.itentee also adds a rack

or other means whereby the said angle may be adjusted, and

the respective positions fixed according to requirement. Ihe
lower end of the holder is inserted in a handle. Patent com-

pleted. „ „
3201. T. & W. Green, & K. Matthews. Improvements

in fawn-mowing, rolling, collecting machines. Dated Dec.

20 ISriL Here, in constructing lawn mowers, the patentees

make the outer edges of the main drum or drums rounded, so

as to prevent them^cutling or marking the turf. When two

drums are employed, they place the catches for throwing the

cutters into or out of work between the two drums, and
arrange them so that they are both acted upon by one lever

instead of two as hitherto outside of each drum. To adjust

the cutters (usually spiral blades ranged round an axis) they

employ carriages or plummer blocks having a set screw acting

on the top, and a spiral or other spring on the under side of

them, the carriages or plummer blocks carrying the axis of

the cutters ; this arrangement allows of the adjustment to the

greatest nicety. To give motion from the drum shaft to the

spiral cutters, they employ an internal toothed wheel on the

drum shaft, by which they can employ a wheel of greater

diameter than when using an externally toothed wheel. The
grass boxes of mowing machines they make of thin sheet

iron, having suitable devices stamped upon them ensuring

strength and lightness. The front or leading roller is made
of thin iron discs having bosses on each to keep them any
suitable distance apart, the discs being mounted on an axis,

and each disc being free to revolve. Patent completed.
3229. J. Jones. Improvements in the manufacture of lead,

tin, and other metals of a like nature, fusible at a low tempe-
rature, into sheets of any thickness or length. Dated Dec.
£6, IS61. This apparatus consists of a cylinder of iron, heated
by surrounding the external vertical side thereof with a fire

or otherwise. This cylinder conttins the molten metal, and
is place-1 immediately above a hydraulic press, the head ofthe
ram of which forms a piston, working within the cylinder,

which is used to force out the metal through a die or dies

fitted on to ihe top of the cylinder. These dies may be kept
cool by a current or currents of water passing through inter-

nal passages in them. The sheets ot metal as ejected are

received on rollersanu are immediately re.:dy for use. The

metal for supplving the cylinder is melted in a vessel placed

above the cylinder, and communicates therewith by a pipe.

Patent completed.

3230. T. Standing. Improvements in cinder-sifters and

ash -receptacles, applicable to domestic fire-grates. Dated
Dec. 26, 1S61. Here the patentee places beneath an ordinary

5tove a combined cinder-sifter and ash-rpccptacle, the sifter

being composed of woven wire work, or jierfnratcd metal

plate, and supi'oried on a frame which can slide to and fro on
)

fixed rods extending across the ash-box, at a slight elevation
j

from the bottom thereof. A knob or handle in front of the

grate or stove, and connected by a short rod with the support- '

fng frame of the sifter, serves to impart a to and fro shaking
'

or vibratory motion to the sifter when requisite, whereby the
j

ashes are collected in the ash-box beneath. Patent com*
p/cted.

3243. T. W. Atlke. Certain improvements in cocks or
I

taps, for drawing oft'fluids. Dated Dec. 27, 1861. Thi-i con-
j

sists in forming cocks or taps for drawing ofT fluid?, with a,
]

spiral groove or thread, or grooves and threads, around the ;

shank of such taps, or that part that passes through the cork
,

or wood of the \essel into the interior. Patent coinpleted. \

32+7- J. J- H. Fajole & P. A. Agostine. An improved
j

composition or improved compositions suitable for painting,

varnishing, and coating. Dated Dec. 27, 1861 These com-
;

positions are composed of essence of turpentine, caoutchouc, j

sulphate of zinc, and copal resin, in certain proportions.
^

Patent abandoned. jj

BANKRUPTS. J
To Subrendee in Basingiiall Street.—George James

,,;

Moore, HolUngswortli Street, St. James's Road. Holloway, '^

journeyman painter. July 22. at 1.— William Wright, Wat- •
j

ford, journeyman carpenter, July £2, at 12.—William Wilson, •!

York Street East, Stepney, assistant to a sub-contractor, July ;

22, at 1.—John Cleaver Gray, Northampton, carpenter, July ',

26, at 12.

To SuRBENniR IN THE COUNTRY—John Spiller, Swindon,

Wiltshire, cabinetmaker, July 24, at U. Bankrupts' Court,

Bristol.—Joseph Reed, Torquay, builder, Julv 22, at 10, Bank-

rupts' Court, Exeter.—Thomas Holt, the elder, Manchester,

timber dealer, July 29, at half-past 9, County Court. Man- 1

Chester.—James William Chadlmrn, Lenton. Nottingham- 1

shire, painter, July3(i, at 10, County Court, Nottingham.—
j

.loseph Rollinson, late of Nottingham, journeyman engineer,

July 30, at 10, County Court, Nottingham.—John Milford,

Koiiford, Devonshire, wheelwright, July 23, at IL County \

Court, Exeter—William Baylis Baker, Painswick, Glocester.

thire, architect. Julv 29, at U, Bankrupts' Court, Bristol.—

John Senior and Joseph Senior. Coed Poelh, near Wrexham,
|

Denbighshire, joiners, July 29, at II, Bankrupts' Court. Liver-

pool —Julius Walton Bamberger, Sunderland, timber-mer-

chant, Julv 30, at II , Bankrupts' Court. Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

—Charles' Read, Birmingham, manager to an ironmonger,

August 4, at 10, County Court, Birmingham.—Edward Cattle,

sen.. Birmingham, painter, August 4. at 10. County Court,
]

Birmingham —Benjamin Robinson, York, plasterer, August !

4 at 11 CountyCourt.York.—James Dean. Burnley, Lanca-

shire, nailmaker. Julv 28, at 3, at the Registrar's Office, Burn-

lev —Edward Jones, Dvmock. Gloucestershire, wheelwright,
;

July 28, at 10, County Court. Newent— Mark Walker, Batley,

Yorkshire, stonemason, July 30, at II. County Court, Dews-

''"'^' NEW BOOKS.
j

Ruskin, Selections ftom the Writings of, new cd. post 8vo. 6s i

cl.
'

Burgess, Rev. R., On Egyptian Obelisks in Rome, and Mono-
,

liths as Ornaments of Great Cities. Davy,

Grant's Memorials of the Castle of Edinburgh, 2nd ed. fc.

8vo. 3s. 6d. cl.

Hare, Thoughts on the Dwellings of the People, fc. 8vo. Is.

Taylor's Pictures in the International Exhibition, fc. 8vo. Is.
.|

sewed.
I

AtrCTION SALES FOR THE ENStTIlTa
"WEEK. I

SiTiRDiT (Julv 19).— Messrs. Chiiistie, M»nson, & W0003,
;

at Ihcir rooms. 8 King Street, St James's Square, at 1, an 1

important collection of pictures, including two works of
1

Turner, and several of Millais.
j

CoofEtt, at the Auction Mart, SI. Margaret Street,

Canterbury, at 3. leasehold eftates and g\cbe land. I

MosoAV.—VValton. at the Bull Inn, Prcirton, at 3, Aston

Park, near Preston, with farm bmhlings. ^:c.

Newburv, on Wimbledon Common, the building mate-
]

rials used in inclosing and preparing the Common for the

Nation.il RiHe Association. i

CuRlSTiE, Manson, (i Woods, at 8 Kmg Street. St. (

James's Square, a small collection of porcelani, enamels, .

and carvings in Jade. &c.

TuEsnAV —Damel Smith, So.v.& OiRLEV.at the Mart, near
1

the Bank of England, at 12, a marine mansion, at Bonchurch,
,

Isle of Wight, with grounds, ,S;c. ;

Fl-li.er & Horsey (.ind following days), at II, at the

Depf't. Thames Bank, Pimlico, an immense collection of

materials and plant used in the construction of the Inter-

national Exhibition.
, ,, . . ,1 „

Daniel Smith, Son, & Oakiey, at the Mart, at W' ?" «

estate or pleasure farm, with good sites for huildi. g. in the
j

Valeof the Usk, near Aberga\enny. Monmouth.
j

Wednesday —Cittler, at the Mart, London, at 12, freenolU I

estates at Charlwood, Surrey, suitable for the erection of a

first-class residence, ,, . , . '

CtiTLEB. at the JIart, at 12. freehold estate, well timbered,

in Charlwood, Surrey, and Ificld, Sussex. „. , .
'

Uarnes, at their timber-yard. Canon's Marsh, Bristol, at
j

1, planks and scantling, and other timber.
,, . . .

Greene, at Woburii Lands, Asplcy Guise, Bedfordshire, .,

stock-in-trade of a builder, timber, ironmongery, &c.

Wilkinson & Horne. at the Mart, at 12, two plots of

building land, situate at Harrow, close to the railway station

and hotel. ,
, .

THtRsDAV.—Foster, at the Gallery, 54 Pall Mall, at 1, orna-
;

mental objects, works of art, &c. .. ^ . , I

Kmuht, at 21 Old Bond Street, at 1, works of art in ala. I

baster, imported for the International Exhibition, but
j

arrived too late for admission. I

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

Works IN Progress.—We sh.ill lecl obliged to any of our
,

readers who will lavour us with notes of works contemplatea

or in progress in the provinces ; in nio-t cases, a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been, com-

menced will be suflicient.

Received.—H.N. H, J. H.J
B &C.. .M & Co., J. It. B.

C. P., J. H, J.P.E., J H

, R. D.J.B.,0. &DeP.,J B.T.,

, C. F., J. H. H.. C. H. R., T.E.,

P., J. H.D., W. W. I

*^* No'ncE. — The EriLDiNO Netts is now pub-
j

lislud at 26 Bouixric Strut, Fleet Street (opposite I

the Daily News Office), where all advertisements
,

unci co/Hi/tiiiiicction^ i^hohld be addrtsscd.
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THE ROYAL ACAnE>rY.

WITmN neai-ly six yeai-3 of tlio coniplotion of its century of

existence, 'TIic lioynl Aoailoniy, for tlic purpose of ciilti-

valiup anil improving the arts of riiiiitinir, .Sculpture, and.Ai-chitecture,'

is to be subjected to tlio searcliinf>' investigations of a I'arlianientary

Committee, in oiiler to ascertain its ' present position in relation to

the Fine Arts, and to suggest such nieasin-es as may be required to

render it more useful (than it is now ) in promoting art, and in im-

proving and developing public taste.' That a motion couched in such

terms should have been made by so enlightened and zealous a lover of

art as Lord Elcho, and sliould' have met with no opposition in the

House of Commons, ai-gues a wide-spread belief that the Academy
has failed to achieve the object for which it was founded— the im-

provement of the gi-aphic arts. Admitting the belief to be well founded,

and indeed established beyond question, by the results of nearly fiye-

Ecore years' experience, it still remains to be proved that the fault rests

entirely with the Academy. AVe may indulge in anticipations of the

most brilliant result to How from imposing duties upon others ;
but if

the duties are more than ordinarily diliienlt to fulfil, or altogether

beyond accomplishment, we must share in the responsibility of failure,

and are not justilied in complaining at being disappointed.

Before accusing the Academy tif having failed in its mission, we should

first ascertain whether or not art can be cultivated by the trading opera-

tions of ajoint-stock company, however respectable may be the members
as artists and as private individuals; and whether or not art can be

promoted by being placed inider the protection of the wearer of a

crown, who may chance to be a fool. Thus we are driven to first

principles, and obliged to inquire if academies have exercised good or

evil influence upon art. The histciry of art in every coimtiT may be

divided into two distinct periods, which stand out in broad and unmis-

takable contrast. They are the pre-academic and the academic periods.

"Whatever diti'erence there may be in schools, the general character

of art in each period was similar. The real distinction was between art

of the two periods according to whether it was free fi'om, or trammelled

by, academic rules, whether oiiginal thought was ci'ushed by prece-

dents, and the study of natm-e banished in favour of the study ofhuman
conceits.

Although it may be diflicult to prove that academies, so far from
cultivating and improving art, have been the cause of its decadence,

still, if we find the establishment of academic rule invariably followed

by the perversion of the purposes of art, the deterioration of its

uality, and its rapid and near approach to manufacture, we are

ully justified in concluding that academies do not exercise a beneficial

infiuenco upon art— do not tend to its cultivation and improve-
ment.

In Rome, the Academy of St. Luke was founded by Sixtus V. in

the last quarter of the sixteenth centuiy. In the first half of that century
thought and -rn'ought Eaffaelle and ilichael Angelo. Here are the
pre-academic and the academic brought face to face, so that we may
Judge the periods of each. In Italy, the pre-academic age gave the
world Cimabue, Giotto, Leonardo daMnci, Michael Angelo, IJaSaelle,

Francesca, Perugino, Bellini, Veronese, Titian, Piombo, Francia, Cor-
reggio, Parmigiano

; all the gi-eatest painters we have. The academic
period gave first respectable mediocrities, or clever practicians, skilfid

mannerists— Salvator Rosa, Spagnoletto, Guercino, Mola, Allori, Pan-
nini ; while the Can-acci, Guido, and Domenichino belonged to both
periods. In sculpture, freedom from acadeinie rules gave scope to a
Buonarotti, subsen-ience to them a Canova. In France, Lebrun insti-

gated Chancellor St^guier to procure the establishment of a Royal
Academy of painting and architecture in the middle of the seven-
teenth century, which must not be confounded with the artists' guild,
or coyiimmwidc of St. Luke. To the pre-academic period belong Clouet,
the two Poussins, and Claude's best worlis ; to the academic period,
Lancret, Greuze, "Watteau, and the cold, artificial, classic manufac-
tures of David and his school. Here, as already has been stated, the
founders and masters of the English school, Iteniolds, Gainsborough,
Hogarth, and "Wilson, had leai-ned their art, and 'practised it before the
Academy was founded. Since then, the decline of ai't in England has
been patent to all. It commenced with Lawi-ence, and has continued
with his disciples, the portrait painters, until the attempted return of
a few to (he study and practice of pre-academic art. In architecture
the contrast was still more striWng. Before the reig-n of the Academy
began, or that of the Institute, Liigo Jones, Wren, and Chambers liad
built "W hitehall, St. Paul's, and Somerset House. The Academy has
given us Sir Robert Smirke,'the Post Office, and the British ]Museuni,Mr.
Nash's Palace at Pimlico, and the terraces of Regent's Park, Jlr. Penne-
thorue's Record Office, Jlr. Tite's Exchange and pedestal to Sir Robert
Peel's statue. Our academic architecture is without original thought,
study, and refinement. It has been barefaced copyism of Greek,
translated and exhibited Ijy Stuart ; or else of that Anglo-Italian style,
which Inigo Jones may be said to have introduced and naturalised.

Thus, all the experience of the past, and the history of academies, do
not show that their influence has been beneficial on art. The conclu-
sions of impartial persons must tend in a contrai-y direction. There
is, consequently, ample ground for asldng Lord Flcho, of what use
can it be to enlarge and extend the powers of institutions whose
existence has been even-where coincident with the decline of art, and
•whose influence, if any, 'has been maleficent ?

Passing from academies in general to cur own in particular, there
\nU be little difficidty in tracing to it many of the chief evils which

No. 212.

affiict art— sordidness, subserviency to power, and the perversion of
art to trade.

When George III. discovered that an art patron W(udd be a new
part for a sovcreig-n of his house to play, and grew emulous of out-
shining Lorenzo, Leo, and Francis, h'o determined to have a Royal
Academy in place of the Incorporated Society of Artists. The desire
sprang from no \o\c of Art, for his Majesty had' not the faintest compre-
hension of its principles, not the slightest sympathy with its aspira-
tions. During the preceding eight years of "his reign he had beheld
in the several exhibitions of that period the chtfs d'amre of the
masters of the British School of Painting, the works of Reynolds,
Gainsborougli, and Wilson, which have not been surpassed, and now
hold the first place in the specimen-collection at the International
Exhibition. Yet during all this time George III. never gave either
of them a commission, nor honoured Rej'nolds with an interview.
Instead of being the whim of an idiot, the foundation of the Royal
Academjf looks more like the act of a malicious fool, with just sense
enough to be tn-annical, and to sullenly hate everytliing that inter-

fered with his disordered notions of his royal prerogative.

The first association of English artists resulted from Hogarth's gene-
rous project for augmenting the resom-ces of the Foundling Hospital
by presenting it ndth his works, and inducing his fellow-artists to do
the same. Working together for the same charitable pui'jiose, led to

their dining at the hospital once a year at their own expense ; and
their subsequent intimacy gave rise to a proposition for holding
annual exhibitions, the profits from which were to be devoted to the
assistance of infirm artists. The Society of .Arts lent its rooms, and
admission was obtained by the purchase of a catalogue for sixpence,

which was sought to be raised to a shilling by the Society for the next
year's exhibition, to keep out ' inferior people ; ' but the artists replied

by insisting that the exhibition shoidd be free and open to the public.

Dissensions among the exhibitors ended in secession, and the forma-
tion of the Society of .\rtists that held exhibitions in Spring Gardens,
and was incorporated by Royal Chai'ter. After existing a few years,

a party sprang up in the Society desirous of converting it i*ito a
public Academy to be established under royal favour, in premises

belonging to a broken-down print speculator, who was also librarian

to the king, and treasurer to the Society. "To get rid of the ' Print

Warehouse,' the rent of which was foimd inconvenient, Mr. Dalton
whispered to the monarch, 'Have a taste.' The exi\ counsel was
accepted, and royal Gusto sent a message to the Society, that bis

Majesty intended to take the arts xmder his royal protection. Mean-
while, the members of the Incorporated Society were quarrelling, but
they were independent and self-governed, two qualities odious to George
HI. Sixteen of the elected directors who sought to keep themselves

in office, were superseded, and the obnoxious qualities of the Society

moderated. The eight remaining old directors resigned, and one of

them, W^est, solicited from the king his patronage for a new and rival

society contemplated to be formed hy the old directors. With that

hatred of everything which was not dependent on his caprice, or sub-
servient to his will, and which exhibited the principle of self-govern-

ment ; with that love of secrecy, that low cunning, and that equivo-
cation, which made George III. the object of ridicule and contempt
to all but courtiers, his majesty took an active part in preparing

the formation of the Academy, the announcement of which was a
coup d'etat, and the death of Kirby, president of the Society.

Reynolds had expressed his disgust at the conduct of West and the rest

of the courtly clique. He had declared his intention not to exhibit either

at the Society's or the Academy's rooms. But a visit from W'est, and
the promise of knighthood, induced Reynolds to change his intentions,

and to accept the presidency of the Academy. By this coup iTHat

the charter of the Incorporated Society was Airtually annulled ; the

control of the profits derived fi-om the exhibition of their works, was
filched from the artists and vested in a naiTow clique of self-elected

Fellows ; artists as clever, and in some cases cleverer than the Fellows,
were excluded from the Academy, and thereby made to occupy an
inferior position in the eyes of the vulgar. The crowning .act of fraud

and meanness was the Academy stealing the busts and models which
belonged to the Society, after promising to return them or to pay for

them.
Such was tlie dishonourable origin of the Royal Academy, and its

subsequent proceedings have been quite worthy of its birth. From
first to last it has been a clique, subservient to power, mercenary in

its policy, niggardly in giving education in art, and shunning
publicity. Gainsborough sent a picture for exhibition, with a re-

quest that it might bo hung as low as possible in order that it

might be properly seen. The request was refused, and Gainsborough

never exhibited again. Sir Joshua, to obtain a professor of perspec-

tive, or to oblige M. Bonoiui's patrons, gave his easting vote in his

favour, for election as Associate. Reynolds even endeavonred to

obtain this unknown architect's election as Fellow in preference to

Fuseli, and permitted the first to surreptitiously exhibit drawings,

with a view to influence votes, while nothing of the kind was allowed

the Swiss painter. Thus, by the first president, and by so honourable

a man as Sir Joshua, was a fellowship of the Academy to be bar-

tered away, and bestowed, not upon the most meritorious artist, but
upon the protegi5 of the most influential persons. And it is a curious

exainnle of the obstinacy with which coqiorate bodies persist in an
evil path, thiit the Academy has preferred another imknown Bonomi
in violation of law. and before recognised merit, to the ciu'atorship

of the Soaue Museum.
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la c'lectiiit;- Fust li, the Acailemy was piqued into doiuf,' riglit by

Bonomi's pivsumption in liis cxliibitinpr bis drawing, a tbing never

before permitted; and it made a faint sbow of resistance, by refnsing

to elect Lawrence (wbo liy the by-laws was ineligible from his

Touth) at the desire of the 'lung. JJut the show melted away, and

the Academy exhibited a sense of its dependence by electing Lawrence

a supplemental associate,—the only one wbo ever tilled such a posi-

tion,— although still three years below the age when he would be

eligible. Of the Academy's ignoble and malicious treatment of Barry,

and its but little worse behaviour towards Haydon, there can be no

occasion to speak, for the fivcts are too well known. Seeing these

things, what mischief the Academy has done, and what good it has

left imdone, we may fairly doubt tlie wisdom of extending its powers,

or doing aught to prolong its existence as at present constituted.

As a nuisance, grown into an institution, it is tolerated—an oligarchy

in the republic of art, a band of ' face painters,' and respectable medi-

ocrities, united for the manufacture and sale of pictures.

' Men of canv.ij

\Vho show their wnrks for profit .ind for rraise.

\\'hose pockets know most comfortable fillings.

Gaining six thousand pounds a year by sliillings
!

'

THE THAMES EJIBANKMENT.

WE return, nud probably for the last time, to the ^"'opo.vd embank-
ment of the Thiimes. As a proposal, we have always kept our

readers well informed of the steps that were being taken, and of the

decisions arrived at, and have, from time to time, while urging the

desirableness of carrying it into eflect, thrown out suggestions which

we have reason to believe have not been without a good result. It

now remains to say shortly what it is intended to carry out— there is

considerable misapprehension on the jioint— and then, as we hope,

we may safely take leave of the embankment as a proposal, to return

to it as occasion ni.iy require as a fact.

The Thames embankment commission was appointed last year to

examine into plans for embanking the \i\ex within the metropolis, so

as to ' provide with the greatest cfSciency and economy for the relief

of the most crowded streets, by the establishment of a new and
spacious thoroughfare, for the impro^ emeut of the navigation of the

liver, and which vsill afford an opportunity of m.alfiug the low level

sewer without disturbing the Strand cr Fleet Street ; and .also to

report upon the cost and means of carrying the same into execution.'

The commission, after having examined more than fifty plans sub-

mitted in public competition, agreed to a report, from which it

appeared that the majority of the plans provided for an embanked
roadway on the north side of the river, and the formation of docks to

retain all the existing wharves ; others proposed a railway in addition

to the carriage way, and in a few cases a solid embankment mitbout
either docks or railways was suggested. Among these latter a plan by
Mr. Shields appeared to the commission to afford, in a greater degree
than any of the other designs, the b.isis upon which an efficient and
economical scheme might be founded; and linving regard to certain

considerations, they re-.-ommended that a spacious thoroughfare should
be established between "\^^estminster Bridge and Blackfriars Bridge by
means of an embaukment and roadwtiy, and that the new thorough-
faro thus formed should be continued eastward from Blackfriars

Bridge by a new street, according to a line formerly laid doisTi by
Mr, Bunning, from the west end of Earl Street across Cannon Street

to the Mansion House, in order to relieve the crowded thoroughfares
of Ludgate Hill, St. I'aul's Churchyard, and Cheaiiside. The coni-

missiou considered that the wharfage eastward to Blackfriars Bridge
was commercially of so much importance that they could not recom-
mend the construction of an embanlcmeut along that line. It seems to

us, however, as we shall insist when the proper time comes, that the
wharfage requirements of this portion of the river may be very well
met by a combination of docks with an embankment, such an wa.s

proposed in several of the designs submitted.
The embankment is to commence at Westminster Bridge, and is to

terminate near the eastern boundary of the Inner Temple, with a
public carriage way, 100 ft. wide. From the point where tlie embank-
ment terminates, a viaduct is to be constrticted to Blackfriars Bridge,
with a public roadway, not less than 70 ft. wide, and the embankment
and viaduct are to be constructed entirely or in the greater part upon
the bed or foreshore of the river. New streets .are to be formed
leading from the embankment .and viaduct at Surrey Street, Arundel
Street, .and Norfolk Street. From the east side of Itungerford Bridge
a new street is to be formed, leading to "Wellington Street, oppo.site

the north wing of the western front of Somerset House, with four
short streets leading from it, to Mlliers, Salisbury, and Bucking'iam
streets. There is also to be a street leading from the la.st prin-
cipal street at the Adelpbi to the east end of Whiteh.all I'lace, and
another from Whitehall St.air.s. through AVhitehall Yard to the Horse
Guards.

In the formation of the embankment, which will not follow the
present irregular line, there will be a considerable area of foreshore
between the embankment and the present line of wharves reclaimed

;

this is to be filled up and enclosed either for the puiposes of building
or public recreation gi-ounds, or it is to become vested in the owners of
the property before which the embankment passes. To fill up these
ai-eas, now mud banks, the river is to be dredged .and the soil deposited
in them.

The portions to be appropriated to the public, and to be 'for ever
hereafter vested in and maint.ained for the use of the public as places

of recreation or ornamental ground,' consist of the greater part of the
reclaimed land, not being intended fcir new streets, which lies between
Cecil Street and the Crown Lands, together with reclaimed land
between the new road leadino- to Norfolk Street and the embank-
ment. The cost of niaint.aining these public grounds is to be
defrayed from the funds of the Bo<ard of Works. The land reclaimed
in front of the Inner anil Middle Temple and of Crown Lands, and
in some other cases as before mentioned, is to become vested in the
owners of property passed.

The embankment is to be constiaicted by the Board of AVorks, and
in carrying out the intended works they will, by purchase or other-
wise, become possessed of a very considerable river frontage ; this they
will have power to lease on building leases, but no buildings are to be
erected in front of certain estates ; and all plans and elevations of build-
ings proposed to be erected on reclaimed Land, or on land fronting the
river, and acquired under the Act of Parliament, are to be submitted
to the First Commissioner of Works for his consent. A dead set was
made by some members of the House of Clonimons .against the clause
which gave this power to the ' Works and Public Buildings ;

' one
thought that it divided responsibility; .another th.at it w.as a direct
censure on the Bo,ard of Works ; while our old friend. Lord R. Cecil,

pronotmced the clause to be positively alanuing, .and then again wan-
dered into the co.al question. The objectors .are perhaps not aw.are,

that the Chief Commissioner does not usually interfere in nuatters of
taste; he, as we have always ftnmd, will give'his license for the erec-
tion on crown lands of a Gothic or a Classic building, so long as it be
not such as will be an injury to the property; and very properly ha3
power been given to him to say that the embankment shall not be
disfigured with such buildings as now line the banks of the river

;

for we have too much confidence in him to suppose for an instant
that be will say what buildings arc to be erected ; he, no doubt will,

as in other cases, simply s.ay wiiat are not to be erected, .and the differ-

ence ia of importance.

EXTERNAL MOSAICS, AND THE PICTURE GALLERIES
AT BROMPTON.

OUR recent article, calling attention to the question of externa,
mosaics, as applied to a certain portion of the Internation.al Exhi-

bition building at i^rompton, h.as roused the indignation of ' An Archi-
tect.' We can hardly regret th.at such is the case, since it has been
the cause of his favouring us with a very clever letter, which we had
great pleasure in printing, in cxtenso, in our last number. But, .as our
correspondent appears to have misinteipreted to some extent the drift

of our remarks, we resume the subject with the view of more fully

stating om- meaning, in reference to an architectural featiu-e which is

one of very great importance, at a time when the introduction of colour
into our national architecture is one of the mo.?t intereslmg and hotly
discussed questions of the dtiy.

We ha-\e in no w.ay changed our origin.al opinion in regard to the
merits, or rather demerits, of the building erected .after the designis of
Captain Fowko for the International Exhibition. But, however bad
it m.ay be, if we can in tiny way turn it to account, now that the
national money has been, with such rem.aiicable incapacity, already
squandered upon it, it seems better to do so, than simply to cart it

aw.ay after it h.as served its present purpose, mere ' brick-st.ack ' though
it be. Taken as a lay figure, upon which to try the effect of various
rich draperies ; or, to speak entirely without metaphor, accepting it as

a brick and mortar carcase, upon which to try many kinds of archi-

tectural dressing, such as mosaic, colom'ed marbles, terra cottas, Delia
Robbia ware, or other features new to our external architecture, it

may possibly bo in.ade useful ; and become the means of sparing our
architects the risk and cost of trying experiments upon their own
works, before Ihey have had an opportunity of seeing the effect tried,

upon a large scale, at the expense and trouble of a committee of
enthusiastic amateurs. A celebrated old physician of the last century
used, as he stated, ' to consider himself the properest person to try an
experiment upon,' and so always tried a new medicine upon himself,
before venturing to test its effects upon his patients. In this way it

may be proper enough that the self-elected committee of taste, pre-

siding over our Intern.ation<al Exhibition, .and directing the manage-
ment of our schools of art, shoidd perform the experiment of inti-o-

ducing large coloured subjects, executed in mosaic on an architectur.al

composition of their own, before it is put to the test upon a really

permnnent building, such, for instance, as the new Foreign Office, or
in substitution for the present .alto-relievo representing the conversion
of St. Paul in the pediment of our great P.alladian cathedr.al.

The blank .arcades above the ' factory windows' of the Exhibition
building, would seem to h.ave been prepared expressly for the recep-
tion of such works; as we find, in the exhibition ot the Royal Academy,
No. 002, a ' First sketch for decorating with w.all mosaics, the panels
oi t\iii permanent buildings for international exhibitions at South Ken-
sington.' It may be, that this sketch was the result of an after-

thought, when the blank wTetchedness of the effect of the b.are tomb-
stone-shaped spaces, the previously named windows forced itself upon
public attention, as the building approached completion ; and that .an

official of the South Kensington Museum was deputed to hvuTV a slight

sketch into the exhibition of the Royal Academy, calculated" to show
thiit the blank, staring spaces in question, which seemed to be crush-
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hi" in OTtli a dead weight of briclcwoi-k tlio wretchedly inefficient

support nfVordod by tlie ' factory windows' beneath, were not a glaring

arcliitectumi defect ; b>it, on the contrary, a carefully devised prepara-

tion for a new kind of beauty. Such matters are, however, small

official mysteries, wliieh the public may not fathom. However this

may be, and supposing that, after all, the spaces in q\iestion were good

oiuiortunities for trying a novel experiment, we can see no good reason

why it should nut be tried. "With regard to our supposition respecting

an improved character in t!ie lower windows, we do not see that such

au improvement as that suggested is altogether impossible. Some of

the greatest of the great race of It.alian architects have achieved

their most brilliant triumphs in turning defects uito seeming
beauties ; and when it is considered that buildings such as

St. Peter's, and other great Italian monuments, occupied several

successive generations of ai-chitects before they were completed, it

must bo conceded that opportunities have often occm'red of entirely

changing the character of certain features introduced by a prede-

cessor. When a liramante succeeded a Brureleschi, the changes,

however great, would probably be for the better : when a Maderno
succeeded a 51ichaul .Vngolo, then they might as probably be for the

worse. And so it is qiule possible that the building at nrompton may
be altered for the better, tliougli not quite so probable that it coidd

by any contrivance be made worse. We can conceive a bold treat-

ment of the lower windows, by means of stone or marble divisions,

analogous to the nuillions that divide the lights of Gothic windows,
being- made to produce a good effect, and to exhibit an appearance of

BuiEcient support to the pictorial mosaics above. That this, as well

as our other ' suppositions,' mie/lit be carried out with a certain amount
of success, we feel convinced. Then comes the question,—Are the self-

constituted committee to try the experiment themselves ? There cannot
surely be much harm in allowing them to do so. The residt, if not

successful, may be swept away along ^vith the condemned building :

there is surely some comfort in that. Of the talents of the Marquis
of Salisbury, which mav' fit him to become the ai'bitrator in matters
connected with architecture, we know nothing ; but of his wish to try

an experiment in the right direction we have proof in his assumption
of the position he occupies in the matter. Of Mr. Layard's ability to

give \'aluable advice there can be no doubt. The services he has
rendered to the general history of art, by the indomitable perseverance

which enabled him to place the magnificent Assyrian nioniunents in

the British Museum, arc undeniable, and we can easily believe that,

without neglecting his duties to his constituents, he may do occasional

good service in the cause of art. As to Mr. Cole, he is placed in a very
difficidt position. Ilis fortunate connection with the Exhibition of

1851 has lifted him into administrative power in our establishments

connected with the cultivation of industrial art, which he is com-
pelled to exercise as well as he is able. He woidd doubtless often be
glad enough to find himself in a less prominent position, and not have
to frame lame defences for the faults of others, but he cannot help
it. He must either give up the ofiieial chestnuts, or get them out of

the fii-e in the best way he can, or help others to do so ; and then,

making full allowance for all short-comings, he has really done good
service in more waj's than one. It should also be stated, that while
Mr. Cole and his committee are making- their experiments, aided by a
voluntary subscription, architects are by no means precluded from
making experiments of their own on their own works. We confess
that we should, have preferred seeing the matter in the hands of a
committee consisting of professional architects, sculptors, and painters.
But if^ neither of the associated bodies of .architects will take the
initiative, and the lioyal Academy -will not bestir itself, some little

credit, rather than churlish opposition, ought to be conceded to those
who will.

Our correspondent says, that it is not by clothing a brick building
with marbles that a paUitial chnracter is imparted by an architect to a
budding. But a brief assertion of that kind, ho-ivever true from a
certain point of view, does not dispose of the question, which is rather
a complicated one. We gi-ant that a very noble building may be con-
structed simply of brick, either with or without the aid" of stone
dressings

;
but hundreds, we were going to say thousands, of examples

might also be cited, in whicli edifices formed, roughly built of brick,
for the pui-pose of being clothed in stone or marble, "bear established
reputations as noble monuments of architectural art. We have never
asserted that the present Exhibition building might become, even
under such treatment, a noble work of art ; but mereh- that it might be
made to pass muster if sumptuously clothed in a niantle of marbles
and mosaics

:
at the same time, the act of clothing the unpromising

sti-ucture -tvith a garment which should positively give it some
amount of beauty, might really teach a usefiil lesson ; for the art of
turning an unpromising commencement into a successful residt would
be well worth the learning, even at the price of a few costly expe-
riments.

The defects inherent to the mass cannot, as our own clever corre-
spondent truly says, be concealed by venceriiiff. But they may be rendered
far less conspicuous. Some of the very gi-eatest monuments are cele-
brated, m thejudgement of the true artist, forqualities of different kinds— some for nobleness of general outline— others for beauty of detail.
We could name well-knov^ni Gothic cathedrals as examples of either
of these kinds of preeminence. Several examples in England occur
to us in which the mass may be said to be nearly as bad as possible,
this defect being all but redeemed by a luxury of redundant and
exquisite detail, in such profusion as none but Gothic architects ever
found the means of successfully applying.

We cannot agree with our correspondent in calling the cartoons of
Mr. Hook .and Mr. Sydney Cooper childish illustrations. To the
term ' enlargc-d copies of children's book illustrations,' wo have less

objection, especially when we recollect that our modern illustrations
of children's books, are often the works of our .Alidreadys, our Toniels,
our Gilberts, our Harrison Weirs, our Maclises — in short, of our
greatest artists : who have not thought it beneath them to aid in the
art education of our rising generation, by placing before them, in a
foriu suitable to their age, specimens of art as intrinsically good as
tlieir own more important works.

•With regard to procuring the aid of a few experienced mosaicists
from Italy, we are still of opinion that they might be made to save
much time, trouble, and expense. Our correspondent, who is evidently
well acquainted with the subject, may have good reason to be dis-
satisfied vnth the new mosaics at Orvietto ; but the restorations of the
mosaics of St. Mark's at Venice are equally the work of Italian arti-
ficers, and are generally allowed by artists to be extremely successful.

A modern school of mosaic was established in Koine by the Papal
Government, which, till very recently, was still in full activity. It
was only broken up after the death of its late able director, the
C.avaliere Camuccini. The pupils, who were there educated in the
art, were not only able to reproduce, in fac-simile, the best mos.aics

of the lower Homan and mediMval epochs, but were capable of
reproducing, with scarcely any perceptible loss of the beauties of the
originals, such works as the ' Transfiguration ' of Raffaol, the
' St. Girolamo ' of Domenichino, and the ' Martyrdom of St. Petro-
nilla,' the masterpiece of Guercino.

Surely members of a school of mosaic working, who have sho-wn
themselves cap.able of dealing with such an elevated class of subjects,

would be of some help to us in starting a new branch of industrial

art, of the very rudimeutal processes of which we are at present
ignorant.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.—BELGIAN ART.

ri'HE advanced state of Belgian Art has surprised and delighted a
X good many visitors to the International Exhibition. Whether
we stand Ijefore tlie deep thoughtful pictures of Gallait, the glo-svinor

colour and marked individuality which crowd the canvasses of Leys,
or the purity which alone envelopes the charms of the Belgian Venus
at the western end of the nave, we are alike astonished at the vast
stride whicli the ' brave Beiges ' in some thirty years have made.
Their artistic regeneration seems to have gone hand in hand with their
restored political life, and there is a vigour about both which gives
promise of still more glorious residts.

The pulpit by Goyon Brothers occupies almost as conspicuous a
position under the Western as Minton's Fountain does under the
Eastern Dome. Looked at from a distance, there is a deal of that
unpleasant angularity and spikiness 'about it, which we have remarked
in Belgian and German Gothic. It bears about the same resemblance
to the well-developed beauty of French and Italian mediicval work as
a skeleton does to the human form breathing and moving near us. It

looks metallic in form— stifi' and rigid. We see figures perched in

some strange unaccountable w.ay on a two-inch convex board, bliss-

fully unconscious of their perilous position. On a close examination
our coldness melts into admiration. Our objections may remain, and
may be swelled in number by near familiarity, but they pass rearward
in our thoughts as we trace, line by line, where the carver's magic
chi.sel has been. The pulpit is an octagon, with deeply-sunk pointed
arches and scidpture in the panels above. Figures are placed in every
available position ; on the standards of the stairs, on the pinnacles,

and in the flying buttresses. Each and every one is carved with
wondrous power ; they are faultless in modelling. The expression on
the little heads is produced with rare and tender delicacy, with no
' quaint ' ingredient to mar their beauty. The architecture, also,
is splendidly carved ; the foliated ornament of the capitals and
on the staii'case standards is capitally treated, and the coloured deco-
ration on a gold groimd of the sounding board and of the soflit of the
cornice is carried out in the same masterly manner. We counsel our
readers to examine the work closely

; they may be dissatisfied with it

in some respects, but it will make them discontented with much in
our English works, which they had previously thought to have
approached perfection.

On the right-hand side of the Northern Transept, as we face the
Western Annexe, there is a model of the monument which the to-wn
of Liege is going to erect in the Place St. Lambert to Charlemagne
and the C.arlovingian dynasty. We are not very proud of our London
statues, but we may at least congratulate ourselves that this pro-
duction is not to find a site amongst us. Charles is seated on a bronze
animal, -with three legs to support it, and one extended gracefully to
the spectator. The pedestal is not a simple block, but is decorated
«-ith columns to support a cornice, which really seems to need them.
Smaller columns, with arched niches, and a profusion of small niggling
enrichment, are placed between them, at the ends as well as at the
sides. The style of the pedestal is quasi-Byzantine, but it seems
much fitter to be carried by the horse above than to carry it. There
is a rather unnecessary request affixed to the model that nobody will
copy it.

Adjoining this model, we come upon a collection of fine chimney-
pieces in statuary Belgian and other marbles, by several well-known
Belgian can-ers. The white marble one of Mr. A. J. Loclercq—special
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manufacturer to ilr. "\^'ilsou, of Manchester—is covered vrith elaborate

earring'-. The terminal figiu-es wliicli support the shelf are carved

•with a (le"ree of g-race and elegance seldom introduced into such

subjects, and fi'om a design which doubles its lalue -without rendering

it inti-insically more costly. Xo more laboiu- is required to carve a

well-designed" chinmey-piece than an ngly one, and yet what ordinai'y

ones we are afflicted -with ! Purchasers are almost obliged to lia\ e

ugly ones, because there ai-e none otiiers in our manufacturers' show-

rooms, and our manuiiicturers iindinp- them saleable, do not find it

worth while to get others. Mr. I^eclercq's contributions are a great

improvement. In another mantel-piece he combines black marble with

Spanish broeateUa and gilt enrichments. In a thii'd, the lovely

brocatelle brown is relieved by the black marble.

Leon Boncneau coufaributes a white chimney-piece, in which exqui-

site bas-reliefs are introduced in the frieze, but the rest of the ornament

is hea\-j' and out of character with it. On a black one, by the same

carver, which is supported by coarse twisted Ionic colimms, there is a

clock, sunnomited by the lovely monument erected in the Kue Royale

at Brussels to Ivin^ Leopold. " The monument is, in general outline,

something like the July monument in the Place de la Bastille, Paris,

but the column is of the Doric order, and with its various adjuncts is

a much finer work. In fact, we doubt if a nobler monumental column
has in modern times been designed. This part of the Exhibition is

worth an ai'chitect's nsit, if only to look at this model. There is,

fm-tber, a good brocatelle and black chimney-piece by Elie "S'anderelst

Bom-gois, ticketed at a veiy low price, £2S ; but, perhaps, Beernaert

surpasses aU in cheapness, and is second to none in quality of marble,

design, or execution. The £9 one in French giiotte is particularly

noteworthv. One of the cai'ver's statuary marble ones is delicately

carved in very low relief, the ends of the leaves being only just

defined : and, being executed in this manner, it possesses a very great

advantage over the deeper cut ornament, in which dust and dirt icili

settle, to the vexation of the housemaid and the uritation of her

misti'ess. The trifling accumulation can in a few seconds be brushed
from the more elegantly-carved work, and the beauty of the marble is

not obscured by it. Beernaert, moreover, exhibits a collection of

Belgian marbles, as well as a good assortment of the marble produc-
tions of other countries.

In this department of the Exhibition we may examine the fine

marqueterie in dark and light oak, and, we fancy, tulip wood, by
Godefi'oi of Brussels. It is highly meritorious, both as regards design
and exectttion. At the back of it we cannot fail to be attracted by a
" SctJlPirKED AiiAR " by Vyn Hool, of .^twerp. It is one mass of

foliage and figures, tlie latter approaching life-size. To say that it

will suit one of the tasteless modem chiu-ches of Italv, is literallv

true, and the severest thing we can say about it. The ornament is,

as in them, an excrescence on the material. Figiu'es are balanced,
not comically, but absiu-dly, on the coarsest of Louis XR'.'s
scrolls. Acanthus leaves and natiu-al foliage are huddled together in

inextiicable confusion. Large lay-figures are stuck on the curved
extremities of the altar. They are fixed in an attitude of admuvarion
or astonishment. A sheep, dead or sleeping— we caimot tell which— is caned in the altar front, and twin chembs— the old storv of fat

babies with wings attached to their scapidoe— commune" tosre-
ther on its back. The summit is foi-med by sprawling ' angels,' who
suffer apparently by tr-s-iug to emulate the feat of Atlas. A swollen
sei-pent, coiled romid the foot of a crucifix, completes the aftair, in
which there is not an atom of refinement, or a single line which we
could recognise as an artist's work. In the Nave, visitors should
notice the magnificent sheet of Belgian Plate Glass, 17 ft. 4 in.
high, by 10 ft. 11 in. wide. It is ticketed .£50, which would be
scarcely more than .5,?. a foot— remarkably cheap, when we consider
its size and excellent quality.

IXTEHIfATIOXAL EXHIBITION, EASTERN ANNEXE.

IN our notice last week of building materials, otu- limited space com-
pelled us to allude too cursorily to several important contributions

in the Eastern Annexe. We shall now endeavour to supply our
omissions. We woidd first, however, agam direct the architect's att<?n-
tion to IVfessrs. pArNTLKEOT's Model of the Rot.ax Exchakge. Its
toy-like appearance may unfortimately induce bim to pass by it hastily,
and lose thus an opportmiity of examining many very interestinn- and
valuable specimens of wood, all of which are shown" in their natural
colour, without artificial exaggeration of any kind. The merit of each
is thus fairlydisplayed. Eight difterent specimens are introduced in
each of the eight columns, nineteen in the architrave. In all, some-
thing like 500 specimens are introduced, and there is scarcely a coimtry
on the face of the earth which does not contribute one or more of its
productions. In addition to them, we have a choice variety of veneers
in mosaic, covering the board on which the model rests. The model
is the work of Mr. Josiab Bennett, of Bridge House Place, Borough
It was arranged by Mr. Rock of Wellington Street, Islington.

CoNTnoTOTjs Galvanised Irojt Roofes-g Sheets.

This continuous roofing is formed of sheets, firmly united, so as to
form an unbroken length of 500 or 1,000 feet, if reqiiired. The great
advantage claimed for it is its cheapness, compared even with felt.
The first cost of each is the same, when we reckon that the one requires
continuous boarding, whilst battens will do equally well for the other.

The iron sheets can, however, be fixed by ordinary labour, and reqmres
no special knowledge. It requires, likewise, no tarring and sanding
to keep it watertight. The Ashburnham Pavilion in Cremorne Gar-
dens is now covered with it. The continuous iron sheets have been
foimd to answer in the most satisfactory manner, as a roofing material,

in Canada. The frost does not draw the nails, and the snow docs not
collect upon it, as it does on a roof covered -nnth a material of an uneven
surface. The snow or ice slides ofl', instead of accumidatiug in enor-
mous masses, weighing heavily on the timbers of the roof, ani exposing
passers by to danger when a thaw sets in. Messrs. Morewood, the
exhibitors of this material, exhibit also the largest sheet of corruo-ated
iron ever shown, as well as the largest sheets of iron ever galvanised,
being 20 feet long, by 3 and 4 feet wide. They likewise show various
other galvanised articles, such as tinned iron tiles, water and gas tubes,
wrought gutter and pipe, wire of aU kinds, tank and cisterns, and
patent tin, especially adapted for dry gas meters.

The models of roofing with Vie'lle Montagxe Zr\c MrsEN'ff
CoifPAXx's productions deserve a more lengthened notice than we
were last week able to give them. The great prejudice which exists
in England against the use of zinc as a roofing material has arisen
chiefly from the ignorant manner in which it has been formerly laid.

Its extensive employment in Paris is, on the contrary, a proof" of its
efficacy. Mr. Tyler's method is easy and ingenious, combining a
thorough freedom of expansion and contraction, with complete secmity
against the weather. The sheets neither buckle nor blister, and a
.smooth, neat appearance is thus obtained, equal to lead, with the
advantage of gi-eater lightness, and consequently less cost. It has
been already extensively and satisfactorily used in many large build-
ings in London. It is enough for archite'cts to examine Mr. Tyler's
models to become convinced of the gi-eat superiority of bis system of
l8,\-ing it. Thoroughly acquainted with the excellence of the material,
he has studied its peculiai-ities and adapted his method to it, thus
fiunishing us with what we may almost call a novel means of coverino-
our buildings. We see no reason now why it should not be as exten-
sively adopted here as it has been on the continent.

Gkeaves's Blce Lias Lime.

The blue lias lime exhibited by Mr. Greaves, is now well Imown,
and is raucb used for concrete and mortar in the Metropolitan
Railway works, in the new Charing Cross Bridge, and in many
Governnient works. Its quality was severely tested and satisfactorily
proved in the recent accident at the former works. A large quantity
of brickwork built with mortar made from the blue lias lime fell
in anc solid mass, without disturbing the joints. No greater proof of
itsstrength could be mentioned

; but we have om'selves seen a house
built with similar mortar in M'orcestershire, in the joints of which,
no nail coidd be dri\eu, and where the bncks bad to be pluou-ed with
wood to afford holding places for them. For hardness and d.^iability
whether for mortar or concrete, it has no superior. Besides bao-s of
this lime, which after being imder water three months, have become
like iron blocks, !Mr. Greaves exhibits specimens of the blue lias
limestone sawn and ridjbed for flagging, chimney-pieces, &c., for
which pm-poses it has been used in the recent additions to King's
College Hospital, also specimens of cements made from matenal
foimd in the blue lias quarries possessing very strong hydraulic
properties. The quarries are near Stratford-ou-Avon, and at Stockton
near Rugby. The Loudon agent is Mr. Tatham, of 14 South Wharf,
Paddinpton.

CON^^CTS• CABINET WORK.
' Tl^^"^^^^ ^ '^^

' ™ *^® Convict Establishment of FreemantleU had some of its bitterness modified when the degraded occu-
pants worked at the cabinet which they have contributed to the
International Exhibition. Although justice has placed a barrier
between them and honest workmen, the kinship of^labom- is vindi-
cated. The cabinet shows us the joiners' skill ; we have to be told of
the men's crimes. We are not so sanguine as to suppose that the
fact of their employment upon a cabinet which is to be exhibited in
London would turn men to repentance of their fonner ways, but its
tendency wotdd certainly be to raise them a step or two in" the social
scale,— to remind them forcibly of what they were debarred from,
and to show them that they were fitted to be something better than
convicts. Its manufacture mil not be in vain, if it likewise teach
them that the Governor, who kindly put them on the work, is no
hard, imfeeling task-master, but rather one who would prefer that
they should labour outside his walled dominions, for their own and
others' welfare, than to be detained by him at the country's expense,
for the coimtry's good.

The cabinet is put up in the Western Australian Court, where it
has excited a good deal of interest. It displays the beauty of some
dozen diflerent kinds of woods grown in the co"lony. The framework
is chiefly of

_
mahogany (JaiToh), and the cabinet stands iipon a

polished section of a very curious excrescence, occasionally found
growing from the native tree. The cabinet is covered with pointcd-
arched-panels, filled with light-colom-ed woods. .Ul the drawers are
of a difi'erent kind of wood, although very nearly of a miifomi tint,
and they are lined with sandal wood, possessing a "fine perfume.
The design of the cabinet has no merit in it.

^ We suppose and trust
there was no architect in the establishment. Was it from the fact of
there being no foc^smith there, or from thieves' natm-al dislike to such
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impediments to expeditious absliwtion, that the di-nwers of the

Ciibiuet are unl'iirnisbeJ with wiiat we consider some little securit\'

npainst t!ie skillfnl practices ol' the clever craftsmen now resting-

(Hsmallv after their Inboiu-s in the peaceful colony of Western

Australia ?

BISTOICT FIRE BrJGADES.

IT
-n-ill bo remembered that we, a few weeks back, directed attentiou

to a movement whicli was then being' made {ov the institution of

a fire brigade for the Camden and Kentish Town dish-icts. TlnU move-

ment, it is satisfactory to be able to state, has been attended with

complete success ; and those populous and ever-growing suburbs of

London, now actually possess a powerful fire engine, and a strou"-

volunteer brigade fo"r working it. Jlr. Reney has been appointed

superintendent, and that gentleman's past experience and great activity

iustifv his being selected for the onerous post, and ai-e a guarantee

for tlie proper and faithful performance of the duties pertaining to it.

Certainfv, a great deal of credit attaches itself to the promoters of the

fire brigade of the Camden Town district, and we shall rejoice to see

their example followed in other directions. The first station opened

at Camden Town is situated in Ferdinand Sti'eet, Hampstead Road,

and Messrs. Shand k Mason, of Blackfriars Road, havesupplied the

Engine. The imiform of the brigade is neat and appropriate.

I^itcnititi'ij.

LBIES AOT) CEMENTS.*

IT is not necessarj- in these pages to descant upon the important part

played by cements in the construction of buildings. Both in

ancient and" in modern architectm'e their proper composition hiig

been, and is, a vital consideration ; and although research, experieiice,

and experiment have conduced much to enlightenment on the subject,

tiiere assuredlv still remain vaiious secrets of combination to be dis-

covered. Cheinistryhas in recent times stejjped in and assisted largely

the practical builder in the matter of cement,s, and that glorious

science is destined to aid yet fm-ther in the same direction, but any

contribution to oiu' stock of knowledge from other quarters, cannot

but be acceptable nevertheless. In the little volume before us we

Lave the results of very extensive investigations into the fitting

materials, and a.s to the proper proportions in which such materials

should be intermixed, for the production of durable cements. Mr.

Austin's principal fields of operation are the United States of Ame-
rica, and some parts of the Continent of Europe, and he certainly has

succeeded in reaping therein a prolific harvest of soimd and valuable

facts. These are now given, in a portable and well-arranged form, to

his fellow architects and others on this side the Atlantic and the

channel. Cements, as the author states at the outset, are of two dis-

tinct classes — namely, calcareous, or those which are used for works

exposed to the action of the atmosphere ; and hydraulic, or such as

are used under water. The former are those which are applied by

the assistance" of heat or fire, [and wliich contain resin, bees-wax

and such like substances, and the latter, those which are applied

through the medium of alcohol, water, or oil.

Having subdivided these two general and comprehensive classes of

cements into minor and particular varieties, the author of the work
under notice proceeds to ti-eat, at considerable length, of the material

lime, the mam component of the first-named, or calcareous series.

Of this valuable and, fortimately, most abundantly distributed sub-

stance, we are told, there are several kinds, possessing varied qualifi-

cations and merits :—
' They are prepared from the following materials,

viz. marble, lime-stone— of which there are several varieties—chalk,

oyster and other shells, and also from calcareous and carboniferous

stones, which, when subjected to a red heat, and calcined, will dissolve

and effervesce with aciA ; and, a.s a general rule, it may be remarked,

that the harder the stone or other material is, the better will be the

quality of the lime. That which dissolves the quickest, heats the

most in slaking, and falls into the finest powder, is the best.'

The chapter on lime is, indeed, replete with practical information

and suggestive hints which cannot fail to repay the reader, and to

fmiush him with matter for future experimentation and enquiry. In

the following chapter, the question of another ingredient,—some-
times, it is to be feared, rather too extensively patronised in the

composition of mortar— is spoken of, and that is smu?. Of this

there are three distinct species, namely, river sand, pit sand, and
sea sand. The two former are those which should bo used exclusivelj'

in the composition of mortar, and the last named is best adapted for

hydraulic cements. After quoting the excellent work of Dr. Iligguis

on ' Calcareous Cements,' and coufii'muig many of that gentleman's
remarks, Mr. Austin says, that ' the common practice of using un-
washed sands, or road drift, argillaceous loams, and even allu\-ium, or

conmion soil, charged as it is with vegetable and organic matter, cannot

be too much reprehended, nor too speedily abolished. Builders ai'e

very apt to compound their mortar with the soil removed from the

' * A Practical Treatise on tlie Preparation, Combination, and Application of calcareous
Cements, witli useful Recipes for various scientific, mercantile, and domestic purposes. By
James G. Austin, Arcliitect. London : Trtibner and Co., 60 Paternoster Row, 18iiC.

sites of the foundations of their buildings, alike regardless of its

quality, or 8uital)ility for the purpose, or of the natural consequence

of its employment.' ^^'e are of opinion that the nefarious practice

here refeiTed to is less prevalent in this country than in maiij- others,

although we are quite aware that the rage for competition so preva-

lent, docs tend to demoralise those who niaj' be fortunate (?) enough

to obtain contracts at very low prices. Water is the next ingredient

in the composition of cements, to which reference is made by our

author, and on this he ventures some opinions which are at least

worthy the attention of those who are interested in the substantiality

of architectural works.

These three principal components in the fonnation of cement
and mortar being disposed of, the recital of the results of veiy many
experiments in reference to the introduction of other substances

into those compositions, with a view to fitting them for peculiar

works, is given, and did space permit some of Mv. Austin's

deductions therefrom .shoidd be here introduced. As it is we can

only point to this section of his book as beuig of extreme value, and

commend it to the notice of the reader.

The use of Pozzolauo, or Puzzolana as it is sometimes termed, is

next spoken of, and its free admission into the composition of

hydraulic cements is .strongly reconmiended. As, however, English

hydraulic engineers and architects have long since recognised the

great value of this material, and employed it in the construction of

the foundations of lighthouses, piers, ancl sea walls, from the time of

Smeaton down to this hour, there is little need for our endorsing the

statements of the author of the work before us, or of entering, as he

does, into an analytical examination of its characteristics. Some
notes from the late " General Sir C. W. Pasley's work on limes bring

us to that portion of the 'practical treatise' which comprises

recipes for cements, mortars, &c., for building pui-poses.

This will have its value to some, although, generally speaking, the

information conveyed is already familiarly known to architects and

builders. We are told, for example, that what is known as Sineatun's

cement, and which was first used by that eminent man in the con-

struction of the Eddyston Lighthouse, ' is composed of equal

quantities of Puzzolana and Aberthaw lime.' This mixture was

calculated to withstand the utmost violence of the waves of the

British Channel ; and it is not necessary to say that the calculation,

like the lighthouse, was well based.

A variety of recipes for cements for manufacturing and domestic

purposes follow those relating to building and architecture. Some of

these are new, but most of them are well known and frequently used.

Rides for testing the qualities and cohesive powers of cements are

appended, and altogether it must be admitted that Mr. Austin has

succeeded in producing a volume which exemplifies almost all that

is at present known of the main question of which it treats. That it

will have an extensive circidation among the members of the pro-

fessional community to whom it is_ principally addressed, we believe,

and it is certain that, in the office or in the workshop, it will be

foimd a usefid ad^-iser on many practical points. The small cost of

the work is a further recommendation, ancl with this intimation we
submit it to the building world for confirmation of our criticism.

MAETYBDOM OF HTJSS.

LESSING'S celebrated picture of the above subject has recently amved in

England on its way to America, and is now to be seen at the Egyptian

Hall, Piccadilly. There are two schools of painting in Germany. The

objective and subjective. The members of the former devote their talents

to the elaboration of all the objects necessary to the illustration of their

composition, and those of the latter fix their minds as exclusively on the

suliject of their labours. The one is careful as to drawing, coloui'ing, and

finish, the other regardless of elevated form, grandeur of outline, and natural

probabihty. The true representation of the event, as the painter supposes

it to have' appeared, is the all-in-all of the objective class of painters ; the

all-in-all of the other class of painters is the forcible expx-ession of tlie

ruling idea, regardless as to whether it ever happened or not. The school

of Diisseldorf educates the objective painters, and the subjective painters, or

the painters of the idea, come from the academy of Munich. In the Inter-

national Exhibition both schools are but poorly represented, but the style of

the latter may be seen in the cartoon, by Cornelius, of the 'Four Eiders of

the Apocalypse.' To those who have been educated in the treatment of

sacred subjects by Michael Angelo, Eaphael, and the other great masters of

the Eenaissance,"this drawing will fail to impress them with the grandeirr

of the theme, and will appear to them little more than the furor of action in

the fio-ures and an approach to grimace in the faces. But of the branch of

ai't in which Lessing is considered by his coimtrj-men to excel, there is no

adequate example at South Kensington, and we are therefore happyto

announce that the want has been supplied by the exhibition at the Egyxjtian

Hall of the ' Mart;yrdora of Huss,' and feel it a duty to examine and discuss

its merits at some length.

The division of art into objective and subjective modes of practice, creates

"rent difficulty in the choice of themes — not that we disapprove of classifi-

cation of style— on tlic contrary, wo bcHeve that if English critics were to

insist upon'the proper distinctions being more rigidly maintained, much of

the confusion and misunderstanding, both as regards wi-iters and painters,

would be removed. Tlie present instance is a good example of our meaning.

Lessing, as an objective painter, has represented on his large canvass Huss

praj-ing' before being tied to the stake and burned alive. "There are tlie

executioners waiting for him, his active enemies behind him, impatient for

his destruction ; lower down, on the same side of the picture, are the Duke

Ludovic of Bavaria, charged by the emperor to superintend the execution
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and ecclesiastics of the Eoman Catliolie faith. On the opposite side of the

composition are assembled those who take an interest in. and sympathise

with, the fate of Huss. The general effect is that of a fine summer's day.

The distant figures bearing the banner of tlie city of Constance, to mark the

locality of the execution, are seen, in a delicately painted, mist_v and mid-

day light; the executioners and the pile partake of the same delicate treat-

ment ; the sky is full of light, and sheds its gleams ou the bank between the

gi-oups down to the foreground. The friends of Huss appear in their holi-

day attire, for the painter has executed their costume in the most tender of

tints, and in the Tcry dandj-ism of cut, fold, and texture ; the bank and vege-

tation would not soil the carpet in a lady's boudoir ; every pattern on the

duke's dress is most ' conscientiously ' elaborated, even to tlirowing that

part of the picture out of unity— but they arc 'objects,' and, according to

the school to which Lessing belongs, they must be painted with obtrusive

force. Beneath the duke, who is on horseback, is a poor priest, looking

through his spectacles at the prisonei*, and, although his garments are in

rags, and the stitches of suudi'V mendings are dulj- recorded, still the quality

and colour of his dress are of superior textiu-e, while Huss himself pre-

pares for the stake in an imquestionably new set of black silk robes ; and so

it is throughout, from the ornaments and useful appendages worn by ail

present, down to the shoes on theii' feet. All things are of the best materials

and rendered distinctly apparent by skilfid painting and patient elaboration.

Such is objective painting. Now for its suitability to the event chosen for

illustration.

In the first place, here we have persons under various motives assembled
to see a fellow creatui'e burned alive. Let us ask upon such an occasion,

would any one attending the execution notice the span new dresses worn by
those about him ? On the contrary, eveiy eye would be fixed xipon the

martyr. This woidd be the case in an ordinary execution, but the event

represented arose out of a great religious movement. The martyrdom of

Huss prepared the way for Luther and the great Kefonuation, and led

besides to one of the most bloody and cruel wars kno^vn in European
history. Besides this, Huss w.as shamefully betrayed and abandoned to his

fat« both by the Emperor Sigismund and Pope John. Surely something
more than superfine cloth, stai'ing ornaments, and fine weather landscape
painting are requii'ed to treat such a theme as this, either as regards the
actual event, or the great rcsidts of which it was the forenmner.
The Augshurgh Gazette, although not claiming for the picture more than

its objective merits, assures us that there was a continual procession to see
it at the Diisseldorf academy from all parts of the Rhine, and that it was
the universal theme of conversation amongst all classes in Germany. If this

were so, then we maj- conclude that the popular idea of great painting in
Germany is not higher than it is in England, where so many thousands went
to see Holman Hunt's ' Finding in the Temple,' a successful example of the
' objective ' in English art, and both as equally destitute of religious fervour
and high poetical sentiment. If the paiuters had lived at the time the
events- occiin-ed. and painted only what they saw, and were ignorant of the

. great results which followed, then a plain representation might be pardon-
able ; but when such events and their consequences have become history,
we then must insist upon having the impress of the painter's mind expressed
by all the resom-ces of his art. Character and expression in the heads, full

and generalised form in the figures, groups broadly and simply arranged,
a solemn and pervading tone of coloui', suitable to the event and its results,

with not a look, an action, or a tint that does not radiate from and con-
verge to the principal figm-e, so that the ruling sentiment shall seem to
arise out of the whole combination and impress the spectator with its gra-
vity and its importance. These being the requisites of a great work of art,

we think a little reflection will show that the objective style is below the
mark, and the subjective too eccentric and unequal to produce the necessary
simplicity; and, therefore, neither the one nor the other style is likely to do
much for pure and legitimate art in Germany.

POSTAL SAVINGS B.INKS.

ON the 17th of May. 1861, the Post-Office Savings Bank Act received
the Eoyal Assent; consequently it has been in force now over twelve

months, and the experiences of that period go to demonstrate the fact th.it

the system based upon it is more practically usefid, and more popular
than the old savings bank plan ever was. The machinerj' in connection
with the Postal Savings Banks is simple in its construction, and is foimd to
work smoothly and well. The facilities offered to investors are both
numerous and attractive, while the security given them is imquestion-
able. Those persons, therefore, who have a desire to save money, and the
means of doing it, have no excuse for neglecting the wholesome practice.
The business of Postal Banks is conducted in the same way as that of

the ordinary post-office, namely, over the counter. A depositor has only to call
as he passes to or from his office or workshop, and leave his sovereign or his
shilling, as the case may be, without the old condition of attending on a par-
ticular evening, at a particular hour, and thus no imnecessary time is lost in
the operation. The postmaster and his assistants in the savings bank branch
are sworn to observe secrecy respecting all transactions connected with that
branch, and the working man or woman, therefore, need not fear thivt the
extent of his or her accumulations will be known to any person out of the bank
but himself or herself. One great objection which the operative classes have
previously entertained to savings banks is thus removed. Sums from one
shilling upwards are received, but not fractional parts of a shilling, and
interest at the rate of 2i per cent, is allowed on ever}' pound invested." The
interest is added to the principal on the 31st of December in each year.
It has been the practice in some of the old savings banks to allow 3 per
cent, interest, but then there has also been a risk of losing the principal,
as some unhappy depositors have found, during the past year or two, at
Eochdale, Bilston, and Tipperary.
The postal banks are positively and absolutely safe, that is, so far as the

Government can make them so The Government, in fact, guarantees to
each depositor the return of his money with all legal interest, and no act of
dishonesty on the part of any of its servants wiU be allowed to interfere

with tlie just claims of those who have entrusted their savings to the keeping

of a postal bank. When an individual makes his first deposit he is furnished

with a ruled and numbered book, in a column of which the officer receiving

it must affix against each entry, the dated stamp of his office. In a few

d.iys after making a deposit, the depositor receives from the General Post

Office a private letter, stating that the postmaster of the particular place

has reported to the Postmaster-General his receipt of the sum invested, and
that that sum has been placed to the credit of the investor in the books of

the general office. Each depositor's book is provided with a pocket for the

presen'ation of these acknowledgements. Should the depositor not receive

within ten days of making a deposit, such an acknowledgement as that

described, he is counselled to write himself to the Postmaster-General re-

specting it. No charges are made for books, or postage, or for forms of

any kind, unless the deposit book be lust, in which case one shilling will be

charged for a new one. The book must be sent to the Postmaster-General
once every year, so that the proper amount of interest may be added, and
to facilitate the audit of the accounts. Covers for the better preservation of

the books may be had on application at the post office. As under the old

system, £30 is the limit to which each depositor is confined during any one
year, and £150 the maximum to which he may attain in all.

When the latter sum is reached, however, the interest will be allowed to

accumulate until principal and interest together amount to £200, when it

will be capitalised, and interest upon it will cease. The rules in this ease

permit depositors to enter the names of wives or children, and then to go
on investing as before, until the maximum sum be again realised.

Should a depositor have occasion to remove from one part of the country to

another, he may continue to make deposits at the post-office of the district

to which he removes. He may also receive his money, should he require to

do so, at the postal bank of any town in the kingdom. A depositor in any
legally established savings bank, may transfer his amount to the piostal bank,
and demand from the trustees or managers of the old bank a certificate

stating the amount due to him. This document will be accepted by the piost-

office authorities as a proof of the existence of the deposit, and the transfer

is then easily made. The same opportunity is afforded for the withdrawal
and transfer of deposits from the postal to the ordinary savings bank. Jlauy
of the first-named transfers have been effected during the past year, but
scarcely any, we believe, of the latter. In fact, the advantages attending

the postal system, so far outweigh those of the ancient mode of dealing with
savings, that it is probable the latter will, in course of time, die out. The
extra half per cent, offered by some of the old savings banks is, by no
means, an equivalent to the perfect security which is guaranteed by the

Post Office.

We believe, indeed, that the Post Office Savings Banks are destined to

become invaluable aids to the working classes of this country ; and with all

earnestness and sincerity, therefore, we commend them to those classes.

There is nothing which more tends to the independence of a workman, than
the knowledge that he has at hand a sufficient sum of money to tide him
over the difficulties and trials which are incidental to his position. It is

the best friend he can call to his assistance in times of illness or depres-
sion of trade : and certainly there are few who may not, in seasons of

prosperity, provide themselves with such a friend.

\

THE ARCHITECTS' PLANS FOR THE NEW WORKHOUSE AT
OXFORD.

rPHE competing architects for the new workhouse at Oxford, have sent a

JL protest to tlie guardians, against the conditions and management of

the late competition, and submit, in order that similar en'ors may not be
repeated, that the following conditions are necessary :

—

'First. That the architect whose plans shall be consideied the best be
employed to carry them out at the usual charge of 5 per cent, commission
on the value of the works done; and that the second and third best designs

shall each receive a premium of not less than £25.

' Second. That the Council of the Royal Institute of British Architects be
requested by the Board of Guardians to send down an architect to re-

port upon the plans and advise the Committee in their selection.

' Third. That all plans previously submitted to the Board in answer to

the advertisement, and as afterwards revised by order of the Committee, be
excluded from the competition, and furtherthat the suggestions made by the

Poor Law Board be open to the inspection of architects.

' Fourth. That the whole designs sent in competition be publicly exliibited

in Oxford.

' Fifth. That unless the general tonour of these conditions be complied
with, we feel that the competition would be derog.atory to the profession.'

The protest was signed by the following architects :—W. C. C. Bramwell,
Edwd. G. Bruton, F.I.B.A., Charles Buckridge, M.I.B.A., James Castle,

S. Lipscomb Seckham, George Shirley, John Gibbs.

Jlr. E. G. Bruton protests against the conduct of the Guardians in indu-
cing some five or six architects to incur the trouble of drawing fresh plans
when they should have selected the best sent in, and consulted the architect

as to the modifications they wished to make.

It appears that the Guardians have voted £7,000, for the erection of the
building, which has been deemed insufficient by the competing architects,

and therefore the only course open for them was either to prepare an ineffi-

cient plan, or to exceed the limit. They decided upon the latter. At the
meeting of the Guardians on Thursday week, the Cliairman said it was very
foolish, under the circumstances, for the architects to go on with the work
when tliey knew that the cost of carrying out the plans would exceed the
sum stated. Two of the architects, it appeared from a statement of the
clerk, had a.sked whether in case of their estimates exceeding £7,000, their

plans would be received in competition. The only reply was that the

rooms in the new building might be erected 11 instead of 12 ft. high, and
that a separate estimate might be sent in for the chapel. The matter was
ultimately referred to the Building Committee.
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HURY KEW CORN EXCHANGE.

THIS Corn Exclinnpo v,-ns oponpil on the 15lh instant. Me,ssrs. Ellis .inj

WiHxlanl. of I.diulon, were tlie aiTliitccts, and Mr. Lot Jackanian, of

Bnrv, till' contractor.

It covers an area of 10.000 feet, and was opened for puljlic use thirteeu

nionth.f after the foundation stone was laid. The building; is a iiarallelogram

measnrin!; 119 feet from south to north, and 82 feet from east to west. The

walls are of AVoolpit brick, witli stone portico and columns, pila.sters,

balustrades, and tb-essings. Then' are two entrances in the south front, and

one on each side ; tliat on the west wa.s designed by tlie architect, like that

on the east, to be next the nortli angle, but. on the siig|;estion of tlie com-

mittee, was removed to the centre. The portico will be supported by six

columns of Bath stone. '22 feet high, of a modifieil Ionic order, on bases of

Portland stoin'. which have been erected ; the pediment yet remains to be

placed upon them, and the device for the t)-mpaimm of the pediment is at

present unprovided for. except the insertion of the stone for carving.

The angles of the building are surmounted by stone balustrades, haying

three urns of Pausorne's siliceous stone on each. The west front has

six round-headed windows, those at the extremities being of smaller size

than the other four, in consequence of their occupying the intended

places of the door and the corresponding arch of the design. The east

side has only one side light, and at the sontliern end, to correspond

with the door. To counterbalance this, however, the east aisle is lighted

from the roof by three lanterns extending over the whole of it, whilst the

west aisle is covered with ' tile creasing,' formed by three layers of plain

tiles in Portland cement, laid on transverse cast and longitudinal wrought-

iron girders. The nave or middle roof is supported by seven arches

on each side, of Ancaster and HoUington stone, laid alternately to relieve

the colour, these being carried by six iron columns, with well-monlded

composite capitals, the pilasters at the two ends being of stone, which wiU

be carved to correspond. The roof itself is elliptical, formed by bold cast-

irou rib.s, each of which weighs about five tons, the centre of the arch, for

about one fom'th of its width, being ceiled with three panels between each

pair of ribs, leaving a papkr machi ventilating rosette in the centre one
;

the remainder of the ai'ch, about twenty feet on each side, being covered

with Hartley's patent ribbed glass, in panes of five feet length, two of

wliich arc straight and two bent. The effect of this is to give a very

abundant supply of light, whilst the nakeihiess of a glass roof is relieved

by the central ceiling. The ribs of tlie roof are supported by stone trusses

richly carved with foliage and shell ornaments, and the keystones are also

elaborately carved, those of the two centre arches having the cypher 'V.E.,'

surroimded by the rose, the thistle, and the shamrock, and other emblems.

There are foiii- blocks at the end of the two .-ircades, on which it is proposed

to represent the plough and other implements. The whole of the interior

carvi'd work is well executed by Mr. Barnett. of Norwich, and Mi'. Wiggett,

of Burj-. All the exterior carving is by Mr. Tolmie, of Belvidere Road,

Lc^ndoii, and its handling is considered to be very superior. The floor is

laid with asplialte, by Messrs. Armani and Co., of Loudon. A dado, four

feet high, with moulded cap and bevelled plinth, runs round the hall,

contributing more to its comfort than to its appearance. The spare ground

bej-ond the parallelogram on the east is occupied by two offices, lighted

from above. The shambles ai-e erected at the north end of the building,

the old colonnade of which is considered to be unimproved by the brick

arches placed upon it, instead of the former architrave and pediment, for

the sake of increasing the height.

STUDIES OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE AT HOME AND
ABROAD.

IFn

No. II.

BY G. R. BURNELl, ESQ.

' Architectxjee of the Victoeiax Age.'

IN Count Lton de Laborde's Report upon the operations of the Erench

Commission to the Exliibition of 18.51, that eminent critic mentioned
one fact which may explain to a great extent the singular uniformity of

taste to be observed in the buildings erected during the period of the Empire
and of the Restoration. This consisted in the law by which local authorities

were obliged to submit to the Conseil des Batiments every project for works
supposed to exceed in value the sum of £40. In 18'21. the limit of inde-

pendent action of the local authorities was extended to £800; but all build-

ings presenting anything like a decorative character were still subject to the

supervision of the Conseil. Necessarily, under such a system, the archi-

tecture of our neighbours assumed a di'y, academic character, devoid of local

inspiration and of originality, even whilst it was maintained within the

limits of school traditions. 'Wlien the Revolution of 1830 burst upon
Europe, the reaction against the principle of authority that movement
represented led men, however, to turn aside from all the old models they had
been taught to worship ; and practically to adopt as a maxim that whatever
had been patronised by the state, as personified by the later dynasties, was
an indication of the servility of its followers. Partially on this account,

and partially on account of the revived interest with wliicli artists and
philosophers alike turned back to the history and arehseology of the middle
ages, the French architects were led to study and to reproduce the arts which
had then pirevailed, for in many respects they were markedly different from
those of the periods when monarchy was in its apogee. Periods of great
political excitement and trouble are not, however, adapted to the advance-
ment of peaceful art, and so the buildings of the first years of the reign of
Louis-Philippe can hardly be said to have borne any distinctly marked
character exclusively their own, although the grave questions of morals and
religion were dragged into the fuU glare of public discussion, and were
treated with a boldness and a want of deference to precedent or authority
we must even now consider stiirtling. It is fair to suppose that this

rage for psychological enquiries must have reacted upon the artistic

expression of the age ; for the religion of Le Perc Enfantin certainly

nourished such men as Michel Chevalier, the Per^ree, Felicien David,

Fonld, &c., who subsequently li.ave played so distinguished a part on tlio

world's stage. But society was in far too disturbed a state during the early

years of the reign of the Citizen King, and for his own political purposes

Louis-Philippe affected too great an admiration of the tastes and habits of

the ' bourgeoisie,' to allow him to devote much attention to the character of

the architecture patroniseil by the .state
;
whilst at the same time the feeling

of uncertainty, the want of coniidenee in the stability of the govi rnment,

prevented any useful action of private parties upon the external expression

of the arts of design.

About this period, however, the movement in favour of the reproduction

of the forms of art adopted in the medicoval period had become generally

fiishionalile, instead of being, as it were, the characteristic of a peculiar

literary school ; but both in France and in England the phase of mediajvalisni

which was received with the greatest favour during the period between 1830

and 1836 was that of the respective local revivals of the later portions of the

sixteenth century ; in civil building?* at least. The tendency to regard the

architectiu-e of the thirteenth century as exclusively ' Christian ' was, in the

meantime, making way amongst the partisans of the principle of authority

in religious matters ; and, perhaps by a natural consequence of their mode

of reasoning, they were led more and more to regard the fonu of art which

prevailed when the church was all-powerful as the one most^ fitted for

ecclesiastical structures. The pseudo-Greek and the pseudo-classical schools

of England and of France nevertheless retained a strong hold on the public

administrations of the two countries, and the General Post Office, the

British Museum, the London University, the National Gallerj', the Fish-

mongers' and Goldsmiths' Halls, the Downing College, the University

Libraiy, and the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (although, perhaps, the

latter may lie of rather a later date than the one immediately under con-

sideration), may be cited as illustrations of the taste prevailing here in

high quarters ; whilst in France the govemment was so much engaged m
the struggle with the Revolution, that it was only able to finish the monu-

ments commenced by its predecessors, and to mark its own tendencies by

such operations as the erection of the Colonne de la Bastille, the fountains

and the obelisk of La Place de la Concorde, the levelling of some of the

quays, the construction of some flimsy wire suspension bridges, and the

construction of some buildings of mark in the provinces, such as the

Custom House of Rouen, &c. Emphatically, the period between 1830 and

1836 was a barren one for art throughout Eiu-ope, and though it may have

served to rouse the nobler faculties of men's minds by causing them to

examine themselves, and the reasons for the fiiith which was in them, it was

not until society had again resumed a stable form, and men began to weary

of the incessant feverish excitement of those sad years, that the arts of

peace and civilisation began once more to reassume their sway. It is also

to be obsen-ed, that the political agitation which thus retarded the artistic

progress of the leading nations of Western Europe did not spare the

secondary ones. Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Holland, were then either

passing through the crisis of a transition fi-om . despotic to constitutional

govemment, or of a violent disruption of a previous union, accompanied

by the evils of civil war or of foreign interveutiou. Russia, too, had her

struggle to maintain with Poland ; Italy was either sunk in apathy or

occasionally quivering under the detested rule of the foreigner. Germany

was more tranquil, and it was precisely there that architecture seems to

have been cultivated with the most success in the period alluded to
;
and

the monuments then erected in the Prussian, Bavarian, Austrian, and Saxon

cities, supply the only evidence of the continued aetii-ity of the progres-sive

developcment of the art. Unfortunately, however, the rigid pedantic .spirit

of German aesthetics, and the tendency of the German artists to substitute

archseological investigations for the enthusiastic studies of the eternal laws

of beauty, combined with the fatal influence of the sneering scepticism of

Goetlie and of his pupils, all tended to deprive the German school of this

period of the spontaneity of feeling, and of the fi-ank earnestness of

devotion to art for art's sake, without which notliing truly original or great

can be produced.

After 1830, the government of Louis-Philippe succeeded in mastering for

a time the revolutionai'j' parties of France ; England began to settle quietly

into the new order of things produced by the great change in her consti-

tution by the Reform Bill ; Belgium began to assert her nationality by

entering on a vigorous coiu-se of internal improvement, under tlie guidance

of the able, judicious king who has for so many years carried her through

the difficulties of her position. Italy and .Spain were still in the tliroes ot

foreign occupation, of divided rule, or civil war ; but their agitation did not

sensibly affect the rest of Europe, whilst the great German race continued

the work of intellectual national centralisation which is one of the most

marked tendencies of the age. There was, in fact, a lull in the storm of

politics, and the great conquests of peace diverted men's attention from the

more exciting and more costly agitations of the preceding lustre
;
for it was

about 1836 that the system of railway locomotion, so brilliantly inaugurated

in England in 1830, began to be seriously adopted on the continent. Vinet

remarked that there is a tendency in societies exempt from great excite-

ments to retm-n to the romantic ; and it is curious that the productions ot

the period between 1836 and 1848, during the lull between one democratic

outbreak and its successor, should precisely have borne this character.

Throughout the civilised world, in fact, at this time, men seem to ha-ve

tiu'ued aside from the study of the great models of antiquity in art and in

literature, and from the attempt to discover and apply the somewhat cold

and simple laws of harmony and proportion, in order to follow the more

picturesque and capricious forms of art which had arisen m a previous

period of transition. Our own Houses of Parliament, the alterations ot the

Hotel de Ville of Paris, with the extension of the Ecole des Beaux Arts,

and the completion of the works of Cologne Cathedral, may be cited as

amongst the most marked illustrations ofthe spirit of the times. But a rather

curious difference seems to h.ive prevailed in these three great nations m
the period of mediaeval art they respectively selected as their models. In

England, after trying all the styles of the so-called Gothic architecture,

public opinion seemed to have" settled into a decided preference for the

variety kno^\m by the name of the ' Decorated Pointed '
(we speak of the

interval between 1836 and 1848). In France, the renaissance of the

end of the fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth centuries was
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adopted; whilst in Gi-rniany, tbo form of raediajvalism selected for imitation

was the one kno^^•n on the continent by the terms Ifomane or Byzantiu,

' Komanisch-Byzantinischer Baiisfyl.' In all of them, however, tlie tradition

of the classical and of tlie pseudo-classical schools of the Italy of the

sixteenth century struggled to retain their hold on the public mind, with

gradually waning power, and with less and less sympathy on the part of the

public. In England, the church architectuie became, under tlie influence, of

the Ecclesiological Societies, exclusively medisEval; and au unblushing

system of copyism of the productions of an extinct form of civibsatiou ami

faith prevalent in the feudal times only was substituted for an equally lile-

less and unmeaning copyism of the forms of Greciiin architecture ;
because,

according to the leaders of this movement, the medieval form was exclusively

' Christian ! ' In France, the ecclesiological revival did not gain the as-

cendency till a much later period ;'and though Messrs. de Caumout, Lassus,

Lenoir, VioUet le Due, had labom-ed earnestly to spread the taste of the

medifeval art of their own comitry, and the Ministers of Worship and of

the Interior in the later periods of the reign of Louis-Philippe had mate-

rially aided this movement by encouraging in every way the restoration of

the historical monuments of the country, it was only about the year 1847

that the municipal authorities of Paris were induced to accept the designs

prepared by Messrs. Gau and Bally, for the church of St. Clotilde, in the

style of the thii-teenth century, as practised in the He de France. In Ger-

many, the same course of events may be observed to have taken place, and

the schools of Schinkel and Von Kleuze retained iiossession of power long

after the construction of such buddings as the chui-ch of Bulach, by

Hubsch : the Markuskirche of Berlin, by Stuller ; the Petrikirche, by Strack

;

and the Michaelskirche, by SoUer (both of the latter churches are in Berlin),

had been completed amidst the applause of the archseologists of the whole of

the Teutonic race, and the Byzanto-Eomanesque style only established its

undivided sway in ecclesiastical architectui-e at a late portion of the epoch

we are considering. In the meantime, the pseudo-classical school retained

in aU the nations we have refeiTed to its influence upon the secular archi-

tecture of the towns at least, assuming [a much more picturesque and, so to

speak, a much more romantic character than it had formerly borne under

the influence of the traditions of the classical Grecian revivalists. The

London club-honses display this tendency, and the administrative palaces of

Paris also indicate its existence; whilst the private and public secular

buildings of such towns as Berlin, Dresden, Mainz, Munich, or even those

of Genoa, Turin, Milan, Florence, &c., erected about this time, are all

impressed, more or less, by the same intellectual stamp.

( To be concluded in our next')

THE BLOCKS OF BETON IN THE INTERNATIONAL

EXHIBITION.

AMONGST the productions of French industry and ingenuity displayed

in the International Exhibition are a few blocks, which in colom-

resemble Portland stone, and in hardness and density may even be said to

sui'pass granite. But for the fact of their being catalogued and numbered,

one might suppose them to have been placed in the vicinity of rich silks and

laces from Lyons, Valenciennes, and Chantilly, liy causes not less accidental

than are sometimes boulders on alluvial plains. Their juxta-positiou to

much of what is beautiful, fanciful, and brilliant, or to specimens of

engineering skill in that state of completeness more explanatoiy of design

than words can be, throw them so gi'e.atly into the shade that few take the

trouble of examining them, or of ascertaining for what purpose they have

been made. Yet the production of these blocks was effected at the cost of

about as much patience, time, and trouble, as was the porcelain of Bernard
Palissy ; and perhaps more capital was expended on them than was
expended in producing the brilliant treasures of Messrs. Hunt & Eoskell's

eases, which dady attract such a host of fair admirers. M. Fran9ois Coignet,

their inventor and patentee, on seeing several years ago the failure of M.
Vichat's asphalte, when applied to the construction of houses and hydraulic
works, with an energy worthy the countryman oftlie Huguenot potters, set

about discovering a composition that would rival in diu-ability. hardness,
and solidity some fragments of asphalte which were then found in the
remains of Roman aqueducts and thermal baths in the south of Europe.
AU the scientific knowledge which was acquu-ed by him in the 'Ecole Poly-
technique,' and in after-life by profoundly studying chemistry, was brought
to beiir upon the problem which he resolved to work out ; and two brothers,
who were at the head of one of the wealthiest manufacturing establishments
in France, gave him all the assistance which capital can aiford. In the
course of eight years several thousand experiments were made with various
degrees of success.

^
But, thi-oughout that period, the chief residt of so much

effort w;is, in learning that as long as asphalte required to be mouliled it

wild, unless for pavements, be more expensive, less durable, and fiir less
impervious to weather than either brick or mortar. Before such cement
as that used by the Romans could be manufactured, M. Coignet found that
» lesser quantity of water than had hitherto been employed in the fabri-

cation of modern asphalte would be necessary, too great a quaurify having
the eflfect of rendering crystallisation impossible, and preventing the agglo-
meration of the molecules of the lime, which formed a principal element in
its composition. Independent of the expense which was entaUed by using
asphalte, and the boiling state which rendered moulds indispensable, there
was another equally serious drawback. The water, in evaporating with the
rapidity with which hot water always does, rendered M. Vichat's asphalte very
porous and the revei-se of water-proof, as well as very brittle when exposed
to the action of frosty weather. The experiment was then tried of intro-
ducing it more sparingly, and of using the asphalte several degrees below
boiling point, but with signal failure, as the lime was then in excess and
did not amalgamate with the other elements. It subsequently occui-red to
M. Coignet that were sea-sand substituted for gravel in the fabrication of
asphalte, it woidd greatly improve its quality, and when tried it was found
to do so. But still perfection was not attained. Coal cinders, schist, and
clay were next added, with considerable success. However, the quantities

of moistui-e which each contained rendered their arel.catiou of extreme

difficulty, to remedy which the erection of cU-ying kdns was found

to be indispensable. M. Coignet at length eon.sidered that his labours

were ended and his most sanguine hopes fuMUed. However, atmo-

spheric changes had a most damaging effect upon his work. It did

not always do to take the asphalte— or, as the inventor more pro-

perly calls it het.ms Mjijlomirh— out of the cauldi-on m the same degree

of heat • or rather, it was requisite to vary its heat according to the heat

of the atmosphere in which it was appUed to building purposes. To go

into all the details of the thermometriciil experiments then made woidd

require a Frenchman's pen, and a far greater amount of space than can be

now accorded. It suflSces to say that they were made with as much hair-

splitting nicety as was displayed by the revolutionary committee when

altering the national syst_eni of weights and measures. This ordeal passed

through, experiments were made with the most signal success, and '.M.

Coignet'flattered himself that his hktuns agylomeris would attain as wide-

world a reputation as plaster of Paris or Roman cement. The first trial ou

a lar^e scale which was made of them was diunng 1853, at St. Denis, near

Paris" It was in the constraction of a gasometer and an extensive manu-

fa<:tory for substances of a higldy combustible nature. The firm for whicll

the latter was buUt had hitherto paid annually a verj' heavy sum to insurance

companies, and were natiu-ally desirous of lessening it. To effect that end

the rafters, joists, door-posts, window-frames, roof, and floors, were made of

the same material as the walls, and destruction by fire thus rendered im-

possible. This faetoiy has ever since been an object of some interest to the

principal engineers of France, and the effects of the weather on it ars

closely scanned by them ; but as yet they have not been able to make an

evil report.

The hHons agglomirh were next employed in the construction of a

handsome villa in the suburbs of Paris. With the exception of the doors,

panelling, window-sashes, and Venetian bliuds, no wood was used in build-

ing it. House, ofBces, and a terrace that extends for a considerable length

along the Seine, are all formed without any apparent joining, and in point

of fact may be considered in the light of a single block. What the whole

thiuf cost "it is not in our power to state, but we have received the assurance

of M. Coignet that it was not nearly so expensive as it woidd have been i£

constructed of ordinai'y m.aterials. From oiu: own personal experience wa

can also state that the" inmates of this viUa are less exposed to the effects

of heat in summer and] cold in winter, than are those of brick or stone

houses. The unpanelled portions of the walls do not, like those of French

houses generally, di-ip with damp dm-ing the thaws that take place ia

January or February ; and so impervious are the hitons agglvmeres to the

action of humidity, that the roof is flat and capable of being converted into

a flower-gai-den without discolouring the ceilings immediately beneath them.

They are also susceptible of the most delicate mouUling that is requisite

for architectural decoration, and of such hardness, density, and resisting

power that the Emperor Napoleon has ordered them to be experimentally

employed in a breakwater near Bayonne, a reservoir, and the arch of 3

bridge at the Ecole des Fonts et Chaussees, some military constructions at

Vincennes, as well as park rangers' houses ; and a Citi ourriere, with tha

roof laid out as a garden and playground for the children of the inmate^

has been spoken of already. Should these experiments bo successful, tha

invention of M. Coignet wiU be of wide-world importance now that monster

warehouses and hotels .supersede shops and inns, or model lodging-houses,

and such habitations as were lately erected in Columbia Square are found

to be the most effective way of moralising the work ing classes.

—

Morning

Star.

MODEL LODGING-HOUSES.

THE eighth annual meeting of this association was held at the Guildhall,

on Thursday, the 1 7th inst. Lord NoKTirmcK was in the chair. The
report of the governors announced a balance of £70 Is. llcl. in the hands of

the treasurer, which would allow of a lUvidend of 1 per cent, on the capital

stock, but it was not thought prudent to recommend a division of profit this

year, as they were compelled to anticipate some necessary repairs and paint-

ing for the whole block of buddings. If, however, the meeting resolved ou

a dividend, it was to be understood that there would be no dividend for the

current year. The governors announced that the mortgage of £1,500, at

4i per cent., to Miss Holden had been called in, and that the solicitors of

the association had found another person to advance money at the same rate

of interest. During the past year the dwellings had been well filled and the

rentals regularly paid, the arrears being only £3 2s. lid., and even that was
partly attributable to the temporary illness of tlieir excellent superintendent.

The mortaUty in the buildings continued to bo very small, and the conduct

of the tenants on the whole satisfactory. The report then went on to state:

—

' Y'oiir governors have had under consideration the best mode of dealing with

the shiu'es of those proprietors who have been removed by death, and whose
representatives have up to the present time taken no steps to claim the sharea

in question, and youi* governors have come to the conclusion that it will be

advisable that a letter should be addressed by the honorary secretary to the

executors of the deceased proprietors, drawing their attention to the position

of matters, and giving notice of forfeiture pureuant to the terms of the deed
of settlement. A letter embodying the views of your governors is annexed
to this report, and they propose sending a copy to the representatives of
each deceased proprietor, if this meeting .approve,' and the governors add,.

' their endeavours to promote the social welfare of the labouring classes of

this city have not been wholly unattended with success, for the constant de-

mand for their houses evidences an anxiety on the part of the artizan class

to avail themselves of the conveniences and comfort they ;ifford over the

ordin;iry tenements of the locality.'

The report was adopted, on the motion of Lord Northwick. and after &
long discussion it was decided not to declare a dividend this year.

The retiring governors, auditors, and secretary, were re-elected, and votes

of thanks were passed to the noble chairman for his constant support of the

institution, and also to Mi'. Aldrieh for his services as honorary secretary.
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MEETING OP THE 'ARCH-TIOLOGICAL INSTITUTE AT
" ^yORCESTEI{.

rj'HE annual congress of the ArchKoloRical Institute of Groat Britain at

JL Worccstor commoncccl on Tupsday last. Thevo were three sections—

one of history-, in wliioli jxipers of historical interest were read. This

.section lias for its President the Right Hon. Lord Neaves, Vice-president of

the Antiipiariau .Society of England, and a commilteo consisting of the

Very Rev. Dr. Hook, Dean of Chichester, Sir Thomas Phillipps, Bart.,

F.R.S., E.S.A.. Rohert Chambers, Est)., l''.(J.S., member of the Antiquarian

Society of Scotland, the Rev. TuUio Corntliwaite, M.A., the Rev. JI. Day,

Head 'Master of the College .School, AVorecster, the Rev. John Earle, M.A.,

Edward Foss, Esq., F..S.A., George W. Hastings, Esq., tlie Rev. C. H.

Hartshorne, M.A.. R. R. Holmes, E.sq., F.S.A., David Laing, Esq.. the Rev.

S. Lysons, J[.A., F.S.A., John Gongli Nichols, Esq., F.S.A., Rev. W. Stnbbs,

S." Tnekcr, Esq., and Rev. J. Lee AVarner, M.A,, the secretaries being

Joseph Burtt, Esq., assistant keeper of pulilic records, and the Rev. E.

Vonables. M.A. The section of arcliitectnro has for its President Sir

Stephen R. 8. Glynne, Bart., F.S.A., and the following committee:—The

Hon. Fri-deriek Lygon, M.P., F..S.A., Sir Chas. Anderson. Bart., Talbot

Bur)', Esq., F.I.B.A., Edward Augustus Freeman, Esq., M.A., Alexander

Bcrcsford Hope, Esq., E. AV. Godwin, Esq., AV. J. Hopkins, Esq., F.I.B.A.,

AVorcester, thi! Rev. T. James. See. Northampton Arehit. Soe., J. Heywood
Markland, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.S.A., T. G. Parry, Esq., Highnam Court,

Gloucester, D. A. Parsons, Esq., Malvern AVells, the Rev. J. L. Petit, M.A.,

F.S.A., A. E, Perkins, Esq., AVorcester, the Rev. J. Fuller RusseU, M.A.,

B.C.L., F..S.A., AViUiam Tite. Esq., M.P., F.R.S., V.P.S.A., the Rev. Pro-

fessor AA'illis. M.A., F.R.S., T. H. AVyatt, Esq., F.I.B.A. Secretaries:—

John Henry Parker, Esq., F.S.A., and John Severn AValker, Esq. Section

of Early and Mediaeval Antiquities;—President, Edwin Guest, Esq., LL.D.,

D.C.L., Master of Gonvile and Cains College, Cambridge; J. R. Appleton,

Esq., F.S.A., R. AV. Binns, Esq. F.S.A., AV. H. Blaauw, Esq., M.A., F.S.A.,

M. H. Bloxam. Esq., the Rev. J. C. Bruce. D.C.L., F.S.A., Secretary Society

of Antiquaries, Newcastle, R. Davies. Esq., F.S.A., A. AV. Franks, Esq.,

M.A., Director of Society of Antiquaries, 0. Morgan, Esq., M.P., F.RS.,

F.S.A., J. Noake, Esq., AVorcester, the Rev. H. M. Scarth, M.A., AV. S. AV.

Vans, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., G.Scharf. Esq., F.S.A., Sccretai-y to the National

Portrait Gidlery, the Rev. AV. Sneyd. M.A., AV. J. B. Smith, Esq., AV.

AVarwick, Esq., R. AVoUaston, Esq., M.D., R. AVood, Esq., AVorcester, AV.

AV. E. AVynne, Esq., M.P. Secretaries : the Rev. C. AV. Bingham, M.A,,

and James E. Nightingale, Esq.
The official reception took place on Tuesday, between two and tlu'ee o'clock,

at the GuildliaU, which was tastefully decorated for the occasion. Among
the company present were. Lord Lyttelton and the Hon. Miss Lytteltou,

Lord Talbot de Malahide, Sir Charles Anderson, Bart., Sir C. Bouse Bough-
ton, Bart., the Hon. Lord Neaves, Mrs. and Miss Neaves, Sir Jers'oise Clarke
Clarke-Jervoise, Bart., M.P., Octavius Morgan, Esq., M.P., James HoJ^vood
Markland, Esq., Augustus AV. Franks, Esq. (Director of the Society of Anti-

<iuai-ies) and Miss Franks, Sir Stephen R. Glynne, Bart., Rev. Professor
Willis and Miss AVillLs, Miss Agnes Strickl.andJ(the historian of the Queens
of Scotland), David Laing, Esq. (librarian of the Signet Library, Edin-
Ijurgh), Robert Chambers, E.sq., T. Gambier Parry, Esq., M. H. Bloxham,
Esq., Sir R. C. Kirby, C.B., Rev. A. St. John Mildmaj-, the Rev. J. AVilson

(president of Trinity College, Oxford), the Dean of Chichester, Rev. Canon
Wood, Rev. R. Cattley, Rev. H. G. Pepys, Rev. AV. Harker, Rev. AV. Lea,
Sir John Pakington, Bart., M.P., G.C.B., Sir Thomas AVinnington, Bart.,

M.P., Sir Charles Hastings, Sir Edmund A. H. Leehmere, Bart., R. Padmore,
Esq., M.P., J. S. Walker, C. 31. Berington, AV. Rennick, G. J. A. AValker,
T. Chalk, T.Baxter, G. AV. Hastings, AA^. J. Hopkins, J. AV. Isaac, R. Berke-
ley, jun., Esqrs., the Mayor and Corporation, &c. &e.
Loud T-vlbot_^de Malahide, the late' President, was in the chair, and

presented to the meeting as his successor. Lord Lyttelton. They aU. knew,
ho said, the high distinction to which his lord.ship had attained in many
branches of li'erature, and the public spirit which influenced him in what-
ever he took in hand. They likewise knew the great zeal and earnestness
with which his lordship advocated those great causes which found in him an
efficient supporter, and no doubt the cause of arclueology would have reason
to be satisfied with the exertions which his lordship would make in its

behalf. He (Lord Talbot de Malahide) had also no doubt that a new stimu-
lus would be given to the society by Lord Lyttelton's taking the office of
President.

LoiiD Lytteltos, having accepted office, returned thanks. He was
sorry that he had eompar.atively little to do with the study of antiquity, and,
as they knew, the duties of his public life brought him niore into communi-
cation with AVorcestershire as it is than Worcestershii-e as it was. He was
well aware that there were many sulyects of great interest and importance
•connected with the county which he hoped would meet with and deserve the
attention of the members of the Institute. He had be™ invited to bring
those objects before the attention of the meetings, and he wished he could
have complied with that invitation in the manner which the subject deserved.
He regi-etted his inability to do so, and ha trusted that it would be done in
the course of the week in a manner much better than was in his power. He
was glad, indeed, to find that the programme for the week included
-visits to many scenes and objects of interest in the county, to which
he had no doubt, their attention would be drawn in an able and satisfactoiy
manner. It frequently happened that the less persons were able in practical
life to attend to objects of ancient and undying interest, the more pleasure
they felt from casual opportunities of having such subjects well and satis-
factorily brought before and explained to them, and such was his case. He
had experienced that same feeling, whether as connected with history,
antiquities, poetry, or any other sulijeet of interest; and during the time of
their stay m the county, he should be glad to accompany the Institute in
their visits. On behalf of various bodies'in the city and county, the Insti-
tute Were about to receive expressions of the heartiest and most sincere
welcome. On behalf of the county generally, and more particularly of the
oity, he expressed the most sincere welcome to the members of the Institute.
He hoped that their meeting here would be most satisfactory to them and

beneficial to the cause they souglit to promote. Though the Society dealt

specially with the works of man, and with the antiquities connected with

the industry and genius of man, tliey all knew how much additional grace

and pleasure thosi^ works and jiursuits received from being connected with

the bi'aiif iful and undying works of God, the beautiful scenery of a country,

and other natural objects of interest. He would only venture to express

his beliefjthat many of those members of the Institute who at present were

unacquainted with the scenery of tlie comity would lie as much delighted

therewith as with the ancient works of art and industry that would be
presented to theu- notice, and that at the close of the meeting tiny would
have cause to congratulate themselves on the place chosen for this year's

congress. AVisliing them and the Society the most abundant success, his

lordship concluded by again expressing his thanks for the office of Pre-

sident.

The Deputy Town Clerk of Worcester (R. Woof, Esq.) then road the

following address of the Mayor and Corporation, which was signed by Iha

Mayor :

—

' My Lords, Ladies, and Gentlemen,—^Wo, the Mayor, Aldermen, and
citizens of the city of AVorcester, in council assembled, desire to oifer to your

lord.sliips, and tii the members of the Ai'chasological Tnstitute of Great

Britain and In'land, our sincere congratulations on the occasion of your

havmg selected our ancient city as the place of meeting of the Institute for

the present year, and [we beg heartily to bid yon welcome within our

walls.

'AVe believe that our county, whUat aclanowledgcd to be pre-eminent for

uatiu'al beauties, can boast of many most admirable specimens of the archi-

tecture of the middle ages ; and though the hand of time, or the still mora
destructive agencies of ciril war, and, subsequently the progress of modern
improvement, have prostrated some of its ancient buildings, still the city

of AVorcester and its neighboiu'hood wiU be foimd to possess a sufficient

variety of objects for examination and research to justity the gratifying

selection which you have made.
' Connected, as our city has been, with many interesting historical events

— the favoured spot honoured by many a royal visit, from the time of the

first Henry— the last resting-place of more than one of our lino of princes

— the scene of a disastrous siege, which destroyed or seriously mutilated

many of our churches and public buildings, and of a battle, the traditions of

which still linger amongst us— it is evident that its annals must be replete

with most valuable subjects for your consideration; and we feel it a duty

on our part to offer you such aid as we possess in furtherance of the labours

which your Society has undertaken for the illustration of the history of

past ages.
' It has now been sufficiently generally acknowledged that archeology,

or the study of antiquity, has a direct effect upon the progress of art, by
drawing attention to the lieautiful works of ancient times, and by bringing

before the art-workman examples for the cultivation of his taste, and for

the imp rovement of design.
' But beyond the influence of such knowledge upon our arts and manu-

factures, its extension must, we feel assured, tend to render Englishmen
more proud of their country, and more carefid in preserving the beauti-

ful relics of bygone ages still left to them ; and whilst it renders them mora
sensible of the advantages which they enjoy in the present time, compared
with those of their forefatliers, it inspires them with admiration for those

men who, in times less peaceful than our own, contributed to establish and
maintain those great constitutional privileges wliieh, as a nation, we enjoj',

and which form the most imperishable link of connection between the pre-

sent and the past.

' AVe trust that the proceedings of this week may tend very considerably

to increase the large fund of historical information which the ^U'chfeological

Institute of Great Britain has lieen the means of collecting, and that at the

close of your congress you may leave our city laden, not only with fresli

acquisitions of ancient lore, but with such pleasing reminiscences of your

stay amongst us, as may in after years recall to your recollection your visit

to Worcester as not the least pleasurable or instructive amongst the numerous

progresses which you have made through England in pursuit of your im-

portant and interesting objects.'

Lord Lytteltox retiu-ned tlianks on behalf of the .Society.

Sir EnjitiND Lechitere, Bart. (High Sheriff of the County), said that

from holding an import.aut office in the county, he had been unexpectedly

called upon to say a few words on the part of the county to the President

and members of the Institute, to welcome them on tlicir visit into AVorcester-

shire. The interest felt by thegentlemen of the county in archasology was
to some extent, at least, proved by the very large attendance at that meet-

ing. At the same time there existed, unfortunately, some misunderstanding

as to the limits of arclueology— a misunderstanding which he hoped the

proceedings of the week would most entirely eradicate. Sir Edmund
Leehmere alluded to the very great importance of the collection of the

works of art at tlie South Kensington Museum, which exhibition showed that

there was far greater connection between works of antiquity and works of

art than was generally understood. Sir Edmund also pointed out the mucli

closer connection that existed than was generally believed between art and

architecture, between art and antiquity, and still more between art and

history, and the great importance of a visit of the Archaeological Institute,

in gradually elucidating the history of a place. He hoped, as they had

amongst them many gentlemen whose names were known not only as pro-

moters of art, but for their experience in matters of science and history,

that those gentlemen would assist in the very interesting labours which the

Institute were about to undertake, and that the risit would be one both of

pleasure and improvement. The High Sheriff concluded by inviting the

ticket-holders to luncheon with him at the Guildhall, on Friday, the luncheon

to take place after the delivery by Professor Willis of his discourse on the

architectural history of the Cathedral.

Sir JoH>f Pakixhton- said he most strongly felt that amongst the various

proofs shown of late years of advancement and progress, none was more

striking or gratifying than a novelty introduced, if not for the first time, at

least for the firat time on any extended scale, and which he hoped would be

increased from year to year, of those gentlemen who, being fortunate enough

to possess objects of great interest of | any kind, pictures or works of
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antiquity from time to time allowed them to be coUected m given spots, and

St?dforthe b.-nefit of the nation at large. His ,vorthy friend the

Hieh Shereof the county, had adverted to that most remarkable instance

fffheno^l practice mentioned, to he seen by all the counry- and which,

no doubt yen many persons present had seen-in the collection of works

of art and antiquity at the South Kensington Museum He (Sir John)

believed thaMo be one of the most striking instances of the practice ever

kno vn n this country. But a few days ago a friend of his, very conversant

wntltie subject, had assured him that beautiful and strdang and wonder-

M s tlie coUection was, he believed that such was the wealth of Enghand

in objects of art and interest, that, with proper care a ™ l-=^'i?" f")^
^^n^

as Large, of objects of equal iutm-st, might be collected. He (8u- John)

hoped tiiat the pmctice would be continued. He considered it worthy of

the country, that it could only teud to excite public interest in matters of

art and sci;nce, and that it must be gi'atifying to the public mmd, and

"mproviug to the public taste. He begged to assiu-e 'l^^ Areh^ogica

Institute that no Worcestershire man could join more heurtdy than he (bu

John) did in offering them a corcUal welcome now that they had come into

this ttart of the kingdom. . . j- i

Canon Wood also offered the members of the Institute a most cordial

welcome, on behalf of the Dean and Chapter. Looking at the FO^mine

of the proceedings he perceived that the objects ot the Institute dmded

themselves into three divisions, namely, the study of history, of antiquities,

and of architecture. It was remarkable how those three divisions were

combined in that grand work which ennobled the city; he aUuded to the

Cathedral In that sacred building there were portions and parts which

pointed distinctly to histoiy, antiquities, and architecture, and it was matter

of satisfaction to liim to think they were about to have the opinion of one

of the most eminent men in England on the architectural beauties and

curiosities of the Cathedi-al. The interior of the Cathetol had been de-

nuded of the covering that had concealed many curious portions ot the

buildiiK^, and in the works that had been carried out, such regard had been

given to the architectural proportions of the buildmg, that he trusted 1 ro-

fessor Waiis would recognise the great care which had— as was the duty

of the Dean and Chapter— been taken in the matter. In conclusion he

(Canon Wood) would only beg the Ai-chsological Institute to accept from

him, on behalf of himself and of the Dean and Chapter, a sincere and cordial

welcome. , -kt i

Sir Chaeles H.4stings, as President of the Worcestershire Natural

History Society, in the name of liimself and the council of the Society, also

welcomed the Institute to the city,- hoping that their insit woidd prove

eminently successful and productive of the best results. He spoke of the

contributions which the Coimoil of the Natm-al History Society had made to

the temporary museum of the Institute, and of the excitement and thirst

wluch had existed tlu-oughout the country for knowledge diu-ing the last

thirty years. That excitement he considered beneficial, and tending to the

promotion of social improvement. He commended the conduct of the

Maj-or and Corporation in respect to the Institute, and assured the latter

that if in any way the Council of the Natural History Society could forward

their pursuits or objects they woidd be most happy to do so. Sir Charles

particulai-ly invited the attention of ladies, and other members of the

Institute interested in conchology. to the coUec'.ion of shells to he found in

the museum, the most remarkable of any in Great Britain.

Lord Lytteltos retm-ned thanks for the various addresses that had been

delivered, than which, he beUeved, none could have been more suitable or

more able. Sir Edmimd Leehmere, as all in the county knew, had much

more than the acquaintance of a mere .amateur with the objects which the

Institute was intended to promote, and of all those wli.) attended that

meeting and who would accompany the Institute in their excursions, none

more than Sir Eelmund would give diligent attention to the subject. Sir

John Pakington woidd have bieen unpardonable if he had not felt special

pleasure in the subject, seeing that he was the worthy possessor of a place

in which that combination he (Lord Ljltelton) had alluded to. existed, and

could be enjoyed—the combination of the bianties of art vnili those of

nature. It would also have been strangely out of place if no office had been

given on such an occasion to the Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral of the

ancient city. He woidd ventiu'c to say that there was no part of the great

subject to which their attention would be called during the week that could

be compared with the cathedi-al of the diocese. As to his friend. Sir Charles

Hastings, they all knew that he had devoted the leisure of a long, a busy,

and a useful life to the study of subjects closely connected with the Society.

To all those gentlemen, and to those whom they represented, he (Lord

Lytttlton) tendered the thanks of the Institute.

The Mayor proposed a vote of thanks to Lord Lj-ttelton for having kindly

accepted the office of president and patron of the Congress. After the just

and highly eidogistic terms that had been applied to his lordship, he
would say no more than that he heartily eoncm'red in what had been

said. He had pleasure in moving the proposition.

OcTAyirs Morgan, Esq., M.P., seconded the proposition. Of aU the

various towns that the Institute had visited he did not recollect they had
ever been received with greater cortliality or heartier welcome than they
had been at Worcester.

Lord Neayes also concurred in the vote of thanks to Lord Lyttelton,

and said he anticipated great cnjojTuent and instruction from the proceed-
ings of the Congress. He had no doubt that the members of the Institute

would become better acquainted than they could possibly have been pre-

yiously with the peculiarities, the natural and antiquarian wealth of the
district, but he coidd not help observing that he thought one use of the
society was to make persons living in a locality better acquainted witli its

treasures and curiosities. It was often when strangers came, when they
had to show the lions to those visiting them, that they appreciated the
excellencies of their neighbourhood, of which previously they were either

wholly ignorant or else esteemed insufficiently. He could hardly say how
thankful he felt for the cordiality of the welcome given to the members of
the Institute.

Lord Lyttelton responded, and after two short addresses, the company
retired, and under the superintendence of Jlr. J. S. Walker, proceeded to

inspect the principal places and objects of interest in the city.

In the eveninsr, a meeting was held in the Lecture Hall of the Natural

History Society^ where addresses were given, and papers read. Lord

L-yttelton presided.
^ ^, • -^ .• c

'

On Wednesday morning 200 ladies and gentlemen, at the invitation ot

the Mayor, partook of a breakfast at the Guildhall. The Mayor presided.

At ten o'clock a meeting of the sections of history and antiquities was

commenced at the Guildhall. In the afternoon there was an excui-sion to

Pershore, and in the evening another meeting at the National .School

Room.
.

On Thursday, the members visited Evesham andCampden, wdh conversa-

zione in the evening at the museum. This day at ten. the sections will meet at

the Guildhall. At one o'clock Professor AViUis will give his, discourse on

the Architectural Histoij of the Cathedral, which will be the principal

feature in the proceedings. In the afternoon he wiU accompany the visitors

in an examination of the structure. Sir Edmund Leehmere, Bart., has

invited the members of the Institute to luncheon. Conversazione in the

evening. On Satiu-day there will also be meetings of sections at the Guild-

hall, at ten. Excursion in the afternoon to Great Malvern, the Hereford-

shire Beacon. Little Malvern, &e. The Museum of the Institute will be

lighted up in the evening. On Monday, meeting at the Guildliall, at ten.

Excursion to Tewkesbur)-, Bredon, &c. Conversazione in the evening ; and

on Tuesday there will be, at ten o'clock, a meeting for reading memoirs, _&c.,

and afterwards a general concluding meeting. An excursion will, it is

expected, be arranged for the afternoon. A most interesting feature of the

meeting will be the temporary museum, wliich has been opened by the

sanction of the Dean and Chapter, in the College Hall, and which is well

supplied with numerous choice specimens of antiquity, works of art, &c.,

lent for the occasion.

STREET AECHITECTURE— PICCADILLY.

"VTO one can have passed through Piccadilly without remarking between

IS Arlington Street and the Green Park the striking block of building

which foi-ms the subject of our illustration this week. The erection is suf-

ficient to convince the most sceptical that London thoroughfares might be

made as picturesque as any in foreign cities. The sky-line of this building

is as admirable as the variety of the details, and the masterly manner in

which the outline of every one of them is defined. Mr. Lamb, the architect

of the building, invariably gives freshness and originality to everj-thing he

designs. It matters not whether it be an Italian or a Gothic building— he

treats it not only in a peculiar, but in a peculiarly able manner. He is

never tame nor dull—his designs always kindle reflection because they have

aU been thoughtfully conceived. An ordinary railing in his hands, without

being costly, becomes artistically valuable. If he introduces, as in this

buUding, red brick bauds, they are introduced exactly where they are re-

quired to complete the unity of the composition. Originality with him is

something more than novelty ; it shows how numerous are the untrodden

paths where beauty and grace may be found if architects would but seek

them out. The building is devoted to three distinct purposes; it is

partly a stable and coach-house (the central and eastern portions of ground

floor). It is, at the western end, a shop, and the whole of the upper stories

is attached internally to the Bath Hotel, situated at the corner of Arlington

Street. Mr. Lamb having to unite three different qualities in the expres-

sion of his design, or to subdue the ordinary characteristics of all, has

chosen the latter course. He has given us a picturesque piece of street

architectm-e, such as we shoidd rejoice if every street in London possessed

one or more of. It is built of stock bricks, with red brick bands and stone

dressings. The ii-on work of the balconies is cleverly managed, and with-

out more than ordinary cost. Bound bars and square bars, by being com-

bined artistically, gi-itify the eyes of men of taste without affecting the

pocket of the proprietor' Jlr. Lamb has illustrated here the art-maxim

that good architecture is not necessarily dearer than common building, and,

by a single example, renders a greater service to art than a dozen lectiu:es

would do. The building has been erected for Lord Walsingham, to whoso

mansion in Arlington Street it is attached. The builder is Mr. Roberts of

Islinofon. To give our readers a good idea of the details, as well as of the

general appearance of the block, we have engraved several of the portions

to a large scale. These would of necessity have been imperfectly rendered

in a fidl page general view; but, on a "large scale, they are of increased

value to the student, and not only illustrate the beauties of the w-ork, but

justify the terms in which we have spoken of it. A year ago (Vol. 7, page

38S,)"we gave a full description of the internal an-angements of the building,

and' to that we would refer such of our readers as wish to learn more

about it.

ROYAL MAUSOLELTVI AT W'INDSOR.

rilHIS building, now in coni-se of erection in the Royal grounds, at

X. Frogmore, and which is intended to receive the remains of the late

Prince Consort, is situated in a very secluded spot, not more than noe

hundred yards from that of the late Duchess of Kent. The building

is being erected from the designs and under the superintendence of

Mr. A. J. Humbert, the architect, and consists of a central cell with

four transepts branching north, south, east, and west, with a porch

adjoining the western transept. The whole floor is supported by brick

vaults of massive work, which at the same time form chambers, with loop-

holes for the purposes of ventilation and the prevention of damp rising to the

superstructure. They are entered by a small fliglit of stone steps. The

central cell will be lighted by three light semicii-oular-headed windows

in the clerestory, which will be externally decorated with Aberdeen granita

shafts and heads. The copper roof of the central cell, (which is octagonal

on plan) rises from the wall heads to the apex with a flat pitch in the

manner of an Italian campanile, and w ill be surmounted with a gilt cross.

Under this roof will be the sarcophagus for the remains of the Prince Con-

sort. The reclining statue of the Prince w ill be executed by Baron MarochettL

The four transepts are square on plan, are lighted by windows similar to

those in the clerestory of the central cell, and will have pedimented copper
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roofs. Tlie ixnv]i, wliioli will he ontiTnl l.y ;i hundsomo flight of stone

stops, will bo lightoil with ciroiilar-hoadnl thi-oo-light wiiulows, with shafts

anil hoads of Guornsoy siranito, :in<l the front will bo supported by mono-

litliio f;ranito coluraus, similar to those already finishid in the mausoleum of

tho ])uehoss of Kent. The whole of tlio exterior will be deeoratod with

Aberdeen and Guernsey granite, and with roil SlansHold and various otlier

stones. The ulterior will be in diiferent eoloured marbles and stone.

Tho building is in the Italian style. As the erection stands upon

a base of conereto, 6 ft. in thickness, there is very little probability

that the symmetry of the mausoleum will bo marred by settlements.

The erection, which is 70 ft. in louuth and the same in height, will

be adorned by several statues. The foundation stone, which was laid

by Her Majesty the Queen, boars the following inscription: — The
foundation stone of this building, erected by Queen Victoria in pious

remembrance of her great and good husband, was laid by her on the

loth day of March, a.d. 1862. 'Blessed are they that sleep in the Lord.'

The Iniilder is Mr. George Dines : the erection being under tho supervision

iif Mi\ Thomas, the clerk of the works.

PATENTS AND imrENTIONS CONNECTED WITH THE BUILD-
ING TRADE.

(From the 'Mechanics' Magazds-e,' July 18.)

3259. A. I. Austen. Improvements in the manufacture of night-lights.

Dated Der. 30, 1861. This invention consists in producing transparency

in the case, and a polish on the outside of the ordinary thick box or

'round' used in the manufacture of night-lights, V>y saturating the box
with a candle or night-light material of a higher melting point than the

fatty material which the box surrounds. The method mo.^ suitable in

producing this transparency and polish is to steep the box in a preparation

of steariue and wax, which, when withdrawn, is allowed to drain in a hot

closet ; the boxes are then placed on a mandril, and while revolving in a

lathe or otherwise a polish is produced by the friction of a flannel or other

suitable pad. Patent abandoned.

3'264. N. McHaffie. Improvements in ventilators or valves for regn-

Liting the passage of air or other fluids, whether of a gaseous or liquid

form. Dated Die. 31, 1861. Here, when applying a ventilator or valve

for admission of external air, the patentee causes the current of air to

impinge on a surface so arranged that, when the current of air exceeds the

velocity considered desirable, the surface may 1>e able to yield to it, and on

yielding may close or parti.ally close the valve. When the force of the

current diminishes, the valve again opens, it being so weighted as always

to tend to do so. For the passage of liquids, this last-mentioned surface

should be mounted on a horizontal axis, but instead of being at or near its

lower extremity, it should be at or near its upper extremity, on .account of

the greater density of the fluid, the passage of which is sought to be regu-

lated. Patent completed.

3267. W. SpENCE. Improvements in deflectors for lamps. (A commu-
nication.) Dated Dee. 31. 1861. The object here is the prevention of the

partial obscuration of light from the lamp, caused by surrounding the flame

with a deflector composed of an opaque material, and consists in the sub-

stitution of a deflector composed of glass or other transparent material for

that which is ordinarily composed of metal. The deflector is in form
simiLar to those in ordinary use as applied to lamps in which kerosene and
other heavy oils are burned, puch form being that of a hoOow cone, with a

hole at the top of the form required to suit the form of the wick. Patent

co/nph fed.

6. T. C. Clarke. Improvements in the construction of app.aratus for

beating and circulating water and other liquids. Dated Jan. 1, 1862.

This relates to the construction of the bottom or the fore part of those

apparatuses usually built in brick work, and known as east boilers, such

boUera being mostly used for heating and circulating water or oil through
pipes or tubes for warming green-houses and other buddings. To obtain a

large heating surface and economy of fuel, the patentee casts the said appa-

ratus of a cylindrical form, with a water jacket around the same, and with
boUow fire bars across the bottom, so that at the back of almost every part

where the heat impinges there is a water space, and as all tho water spaces

communicate with each other, a eireiilation is maintained, as is well known,
In the side of the cylindrical casing before named, there is an opening in

the brick work through which to supply fuel. Near the bottom there are

water supply or return pipes, and near the top are the exit or hot water
disch.arge pipes, which may be connected to another boiler placed above the
one just described, so that the water may be further raised in temperatiu'e

before discharged into the circulating pipes, and the waste heat econo-
mised. To prevent waste of fuel tliere is a cover or flue plate placed on
the top of the boihr to prevent the heat escaping too rapidly, which maj' be
regulated by the dampers. Patent completed.

1-t. E. F. DA^ns. Improvements in gas liumers. Dated Jan. 1, 1862.

The object here is to cause the gas, while passing into and through the

burner, to become regulated and controlled with regard to its pressure, to be
at the same time purified, its illuminating power increased, and its con-

sumption economised. The lower part of the burner consists of a receptacle

containing charcoal ; above the ch,arcoal a perforated cover or disc, having
the edge furnished with a screw thread (immediately below which is a

gauze wire to prevent the charcoal stopping up the perforator), is screwed
down inside the receptacle, which has a corresponding thread cut therein,

so as to fonu a cap, and force down the charcoal, as may be required
according to the pressure of the gas. The upper part of the burner consists

of a dome and a nipple screwed thereon, the interior and upper portion of the
dome being furnished with a double layer of wire gauze, a similar duplicate
layer being placed in the lower portion of the burner beneath the charcoal.

The dome is to be screwed on the lower part of the burner, and the whole
is then ready to be attached by a male or female screw at the bottom of the
burner to the gas pipe. The gas will then pass through the layers of gauze,

and through the charcoal and perforated disc into the dome, and through
the upper layers of gauze into the nipple, becoming in its passage not only
purified or rendered smokeless and increased in its illuminating properties.

but regulated in its passage, and its consumption proportionally economised.

Patent completed.

17. J. J. OuTK.vEEHT. Improvements iu meters for measuring gas,

water, and other fluids, under any pressure, even the smallest, without

making any change in tho apparatus. Dated Jan. 1, 1862. The patentee

claims, 1, the arraugi^ment of fluid-measuring apparatus, in which tho

capacity of tho measuring chamber is controlled by a piston and flexible

diaphragm, by whose motion the quantity of fluid passing through the water is

indicated and registered, all as described ; 2. the arrangement of parts

described as applied to a fluid meter, whereby the valve which rogidates

the admission and escape of the fluid to and from the measuring chamber is

caused to change its position quickly at the completion of the stroke of the

measuring piston or diaphragm by the action of springs placed in position

for that purpose, as described. Patent completed.

PETEOLEUM— OIL WELLS OF SMITH'S FERRY—ALLEGHANY
OIL BOATS.

{From the 'Scientific Ajieeican.')

NUMBER I.

ANEW branch of national industry has sprang up within the past two
years, which promises to become both great and profitable—wo mean

that of petroleum, or rock oiL The export trade in this substance has
already attained to vast dimensions. From the 1st of January last to the

23rd of June, no less than 2,961.317 gallons were exported from New Y'ork;

1,095,826 from Philadelphia; 190,512 from Boston, and 36,530 from Balti-

more, makinga total of -1,284,185 gallons. Those native oils were forwarded
to almost every country on the face of the globe, but England is our best

single customer, as about 2,000,000 gallons were sent to British ports.

One merchant in Liverpool, who has imported largelj-, states that Great
Britain alone can absorb 1,000,000 barrels (42,000,000 gallons) per annum.
When we reflect that this business is but in its infancy, the large quantity
which has already been exported is perfectly surprising. It is believed

that the United States and Canada possess natm'al supplies of petroleum to

furnish the rest of tho world for ages to come, with sufficient quantities of

oil to yield all the artificial liglit required, and perhaps much of the fuel

also— as it can, and wiB, undoubtedly, yet be much used for |^the latter

purpose.

The petroleum region embraces a va.<rt extent of our continent. It is

fcno^wn to extend from the southern extremity of the Ohio valley north to

the Georgian Bay in Canada Wes-t, and from the Alleghanies e:i.st in Penn-
sylvania to the western limits of the bituminous coal fields. It has been
found in Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, Michigan,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Kansas, Illinois, Texas, and in California. Oil n'ells,

however, have been sunk iu but a few localities as yet, and in some of these,

the original wells have been abandoned on account of new and more copious

supplies being obtained at less expense in other sections. In proceeding up
the banks of the Ohio river, a derrick about 12 ft. in height, and a small

shanty beside it, with a rusty stove-pipe stuck in its roof, is occasionally

noticed. These are deserted pumping oil wells, and at Smith's Feri'y, aliout

forty-one miles below Pittsbiu'gh, there is a whole cluster of such wells, all

stopped but two. The pumping apparatus of each is very simple. It cuu-

sists of a small horizontal engine connected by its pitman to a crank, which

gives motion to a vibrating wooden beam, one end of which is attached to

the vertical pmnp-rod in the well, which thereby receives a reciprocating

motion that operates the pump plunger and lifts the oiL A rude demck, a
rough shanty, a small steam engine, a pump, a few barrels and tubs, con-

stitute the apparatus and utensils requu-ed for operating any of these oil

wells. Such wells may be seen on both sides of the Ohio and Alleghany

rivers, and occasionally on some of the little islands. They were mostly

sunk before the flowing deep petroleum wells iu the Oil Creek region, Penn-
sylvania, were discovered. Bore anywhere adjacent to the Ohio river for a

few hundi-ed feet, and earth oil is reached. AVe have noticed a coat of this

oU covering the surface of the river for a distance of seventy miles. When
the sunbeams sliine upon the ripples, it reflects the prismatic hues iu

beautiful gi'oen, crimson, and orange. It no doubt assists to lubricate the

bottoms of the quaint looking flat boats which ruu on the Alleghany, Mo-
nongahela, and the Ohio rivers. The pumping wells are generally suspended

at present, because the oil cannot be raised fi'om them by steam power so

cheaply as it can be obtained from flowing wells. But the oil obtained

fi'om the pumping wells at Smith's Feny is of no common quality. It is

almost as clear as refined petroleum, and it can be burned in lamps exactly

as it is raised from the well. We have seen a mixture of one half of this oil

and an equal quantity of crude pietroleum, burn very well in a lamp. It

resembled common whale oil. It is heavier than the reflnod petroleum, and

is safe to earrj' and use. Only a few ban'els per day, however, are obtained

from single wells, or perhaps they might be operated with profit.

The petroleum wharf at Pittsburgh, on the Alleghany river," is a greasy

sight of an uncommon character. It is covered for half a mile with barrels

of petroleum that have come doMii the river in boats fi-om the Oil Creek

region. A large number of flat boats are also generally lying at the wharf,

some of which are discharging their green oily cargoes. These vessels are

qtieer-looking structures, being simply large boxes made of plank, and

divided into colls forming tanks, which are made as tight as practicable.

They are filled at the oil wells, then closed, and about from twelve to

twenty of them are formed into a fioet and floated down the Alleghany

river. Some boats carry the petroleum in barrels, but a large number are

simply floating oil boxes. This part of Pittsburgh is redolent with the

exquisite odour of Pennsylvanian subterranean Eau de Cologne. Refined

petroleum may bo obtained in Pittsburgh in large quantities for 16 cents

and upwards per gallon. This burning fluid .affords the cheapest kno^wn

artificial light, and its use has spread from Maine to California, and it is

now almost exclusively burned away up in the Lake Superior regions.

While it can be obtained at such low prices, it will be used as an agent of

;irtificial iUumination to the exclusion of all the more expensive agents of

light, -with the exception of coal-gas.
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WAKNEE'S BELL-Cni-AIING APPARATUS.

TITESSRS. John Warner & Sons, bell and brass founders, 8 Crescent,

llX Cripplegate, having had frequent enquiries for a machine by means of

\vliicli a jieal of bells might be chimed by one man, have recently manu-
factured an apparatus for this purpose, and which is now exhibited by
lliem in connection witli a peal of eight bells in the South-East Transept

of the International Exhibition. The size of the largest or tenor bell is

48 inches, its note E, and its weight about 18ewt. 3qrs. 20 lbs. ; the

whole peal weiglis about 86 ewt. The chiming appiaratus, which is

fixed in a pit sunk beneatli tlie floor, consists of a drum made of

bars of wi-ought iron, about J- inch apart, and between these are fixed a

mmiber of tappets or teeth. Wlien the cb'um is made to revolre by means
of the handle and screw, these tappets catch and draw down the wronght-
irou levers which are

fixed on the frame of tlie

apparatus, andwliichare

connected with wires to

the spring hammers
fixed on the bell-frame.

The levers being drawn
down, the hammer is

raised, and falls when
the tap)pet releases the

lever. With this sim-

ply constructed machine
a lad may correctly

play a gi'eat variety of

chimes upon six, eight,

or more bells, though he
may have no knowledge
of musical time. "Wlieie

required, the apparatus

can be made to play
several tunes on peals

of eight or more bells.

This machine is not
intended to do away
with the manly exercise

of ringing, but is adap-
ted for those chui'cbes

where good and steady
ringers cannot alwaj'S

be obtained ; and having
this idea in view,
Messrs. Warner & Sons
have so arranged tlie

hammers that they in

Bo way interfere with
the wheels or other fit-

tings, but the peal can
be rung at any time
when ringers can be
obtained. Fron> the
simplicity of its con-
struction, and the ease
with which it can be
fixed, it is recommended
for our colonies. The
peal, with the fittings,

frame-work, and chim-
ing apparatus, now in
the Exhibition, have
been purchased for the
eathecbal at Auckland,
New Zealand. We may
also mention that a
prize medal has been
awarded by Her Ma-
jesty's Commissioners

J. Warner & Sons,
' for excellent workman-
ship and ingenuity ap-
plied in chiming "bells

by machinery.' Tlie
working of the machine
can be seen at the In-
ternational Exhibition,
as an attendant is al-

wayspresent,andchimes
the whole peal at 12
noon, 3 p.m., and 6.30
P.M.

The same firm who
exliibit this peal have recently ca.et
mented Prin ~

A Peal of Eight Bells, with Chiming Apparatus attached, is exhibited in the Transent
of the 1862 International Exhibition.

""iepi-

ON FORCE.*

THE existence of the International Exhibition suggestedito our Honorary
Secretaiy the idea of devoting the Friday evenings after Easter of the

present year to discourses on the various agencies on w-hich the material
strength of England is based. He wished to make iron, coal, cotton, and
kindred matters, the subject of these discourses, opening the scries by a
diseoiu-se on the Great Exhibition itself; and he wished me to finish the
series by a discourse on ' Force ' in general. For some months I thought
over the subject at intervals, and had devised a plan of dealing with it

;

but tlu-ee weeks ago I was induced to swerve from this plan, for reasons
wliich shall be made known towards the conclusion of the discom-se.

We all have ideas more or less distinct regarding force ; we know, in

a general way, what niusctdar force means, and each of us woidd less

MTllingly accept a blow
from a pugilist than
have his ears boxed by
a lady. But these ge-

neral ideas are not now-
sufficient for us; we
must learn how to ex-

press numerically the

exact mechanical value

of the two blows ; this

is the first point to be
cleared up.

A sfihere of lead

weighing lib. was sus-

pended at a height of
16 feet above the thea-

tre floor. It was li-

berated, and fell by
gi-avity. That weight
required exactly a se-

cond to fall to the earth

from that elevation

;

and the instant before

it touched the earth, it

had a velocity of 32

feet a second. That
is to say, if at that

instant the earth |,were

annihilated, and its at-

traction annulled, the

weight would proceed

through space at the

uniform velocity of 32
feet a second.

Suppose that instead

of being pulled down-
ward by gravity, the

weight is cast upward
in opposition to the

force of gravity, with,

what velocity must it

start from the eartli's

siu'faee in order to reach

a height of 16 feet?

With a velocity of 32

feet a second. This ve-

locity imparted to tlio

weight by the human
arm, or by any other

mechanical m cans,
would carry the weight
up to the precise height

from which it has fallen.

Now, the lifting of

the weight may be re-

garded as so much me-
chanical work. I might
place a ladder against

a wall, and carry the

weight up a height of

16 feet; or I might
draw it up to this height

by means of a string

and piUley, or I might
suddenly jerk it up to

a height of 16 feet.

The amount of work
done in all these cases,

as far as the raising

of the weight is con-

absolute amount of workmented Prince Con.nrt tl,,,-„l 'l -f f ''f^oV 'l^f^'n'"''^ "V^" ^l*^
'''

I

<^<=™''^' "'""I'l '^^ absolutely the same. Th

^^s^i:^::^ T^Xt:^SS'- ^^^rzls^ tz f:^^-'"'^ "^°" ^-'*^"?- '-'"' =•"- °" "- 1-""*>^<'^-»-
portrait of the late Prince runs the following inscription :—

IX ITEJIORI.iir .M.BEIiTI .

CONSOETIS . KEGn .

FU
. BENEVOII . DOCTI .

BONARUM . AETIUJt . PATRONI
OMNIBUS . DUSIDERATISSIMI .

MDCmxiI .

md secondly, on the height to which it is lifted. If you
call the quantity or mass of matter »i, and the height through which it is
lifted h, then the product of m into Ii, or mk, expresses the amount of
work done.

Supposing, now, that instead of imparting a velocity of 32 feet a second
to the weiglit we impart twice this speed, or 64 feet a second. To what
heightwiU the weight rise? You might be disposed to answer, 'To twice
the height ;

' but this would be quite incorrect. Both theory and cxperi-

• Lecture li.v Profossor Tvndall, at llic Roval Institution, June Clti, 18C2.
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flit inform us tliivt flie weight woulil rise to four times the lipiglit; iuste:id

f twice IG, or 32 feet, it would re:ieh four times Ifi, or 04 feet. So also,

if we treble tlic startinf; Yeloeity, the weiijlit would i-eaeh nine times the

height; if we quadruple the speed at starling, wo attain sixteen times the

hei^dit.' Thus, with a velocity of 128 feet a second at starting, the weight

would attain an eh'vatiou of 256 feet. Supposing we augment the velocity

of starting seven times, we should raise the weight to 49 times the height,

or to an elevation of 78t feet.

Now the work done—or, as it is sometimes called, the meelianical effect

—

as before explained, is proportional to the height, and as a double velocity

gives four times the height, a treble velocity nine times the height, and so

on, it is jierfectly plain that the mechanical effect increases as the square of

the velocity. If the mass of the body be represented by the letter in, and

its velocity by i', then the mechanical eft'ect would be represented by m v-.

In the case considered, I have supposed the weight to be c<ast upward, being

opposed in its upward flight by the resistance of gravity ; but the same holds

true if I send the projectile into water, mud, earth, timber, or other resisting

material. If, for example, you double the velocity of a cannon-ball, you

quadruple its mechanical effect : hence the importance of augmenting the

vi'locitv of a projectile, and hence the philosophy of Sir William Armstrong

in usiii""' a olllb. charge of powder in his recent striking experiments.

The measure, then, of mechanical eft'ect is the mass of the body multiplied

by the square of its velocity.

Now, in firing a ball against a target the jirojectile, .after collision, is often

found hissing hot. Mr. Fairbairn informs me that in the experiments at

Shoeburyness it is a common thing to see a flash of light, even in broad day,

when the ball strikes the target. And if I examine my lead-weight after it

has fallen from a height I also find it heated. Now here experiment and

reasoning lead us to the remarkable law that the amount of heat generated,

like the mechanical effect, is proportional to the product of the mass into

the square of the velocity. Double yoiu' mass, other things being equal,

and you double yoiU' amount of heat ; double your veloeit}-, other things

remaining equal, and you quadruple your amount of heat. Here, then, we
have common mechanical motion destroyed and heat produced. I take this

violin liow and draw it across this string. You hear the sound. That

sound is due to motion imparted to the air, and to produce that motion a

certain portion of the museidar force of my arm must be expended. We may
liere coiTCctly say, that the mechanical force of my arm is convi-rted into

music. And in a similar way we say that the impeded motion of om- de-

scending weight, or the arrested cannon-ball, is converted into heat. The
mode of motion changes, but it still continues motion ; the motion of the

mass is converted into a motion of the atoms of the mass ; and these small

motions, communicated to the nerves, produce the sensation which we call

heat. We, moreover, know the amount of heat which a given amount of

mechanical force can develope. Oiu' lead-ball, for example, in falling to the

earth generated a quantity of heat sufficient to raise the temperatiu'e of its

own mass three-fifths of a Fahrenheit degi'ee. It reached the eartli with a

velocity of 32 feet a second, and 40 times this velocity would be a small one

for a rifle bullet ; multiplying three-fifths by the square of 40, we find that

the amount of heat developed by collision with the target woidd, if wholly

concentrated in the lead, raise its temperature 960 degrees. This would be

more than sufficient to fuse the lead. In re ality, however, the heat developed

is divided between the lead and the body against which it strikes ; neverthe-

less, it would be worth while to pay attention to this point, and to asceitaiu

whether rifle bullets do not, imdcr some circumstances, show signs of

fusion.

Our earth moves in its orbit with a velocity of 68,040 miles an hour.

Were this motion stopped, an amount of heat would be developed suffi-

cient to raise the temperature of a globe of lead of the same size as the

earth 384.000 degrees of the centigrade thermometer. It has been pro-

phesied that ' the elements shall melt with fervent heat.' The earth's own
motion, and the greater part, if not the whole, of her mass would be reduced

to vapour. If the earth fell into the sun, the amount of heat developed by
the shock would be equal to that developed by the combustion of 6,435

earths of solid coal.

From the motion of sensible masses, by gravity and other means, the

speaker passed to the motion of atoms towards each other by chemical
affinity. A collodion balloon, filled witii a mixture of chlorine and hydro-

gen, was hung in the fociLS of a parabolic mirror ; and in the focus of a

second mirror, 20 feet distant, a strong electric light was suddenly gene-
rated ; the instant the light fell upon the balloon, tile atoms within it fell

together with explosion, and hydro-chloric acid was the result. The burn-
ing of charcoal in oxygen was an old experiment, but it had now a significance

beyond what it used to have ; we now regard the act of combination on the
part of the atoms of oxygen and coal exactly as we regard the clashing of
a falling weight against the earth. And the heat produced in both cases is

referable to a common cause. This glowing diamond, which burns in

oxygen as a star of white light, glows and burns in consequence of the
falling of the atoms of oxygen against it. And could we measm-e the
velocity of the atoms when they clash, and could we find their number and
weight, multiplying the mass of each atom by the square of its velocity,

and, adding all together, we should get a number representing the exact
amount of heat developed by the union of the oxygen and carbon.
Thus far we have regarded the heat developed by the clashing of sensible

masses and of atoms. Work is expended in giving motion to these
atoms or masses, and heat is developed. But we reverse this process daily,

-and by the expenditm'e of heat execute work. We can raise a weight by
heat ; and in this agent we possess an enormous store of mechanical
power. This pound of coal, which I hold in my hand, jjroduces by its com-
bination with oxygen an amount of heat which, if mechanically applied,
would suffice to raise a weight of 100 lbs. to a lieight of 20 miles above
the earth's surface. Conversely, 100 lbs. falling from a height of 20 miles,

and striking against the earth, would generate an amount of heat
equal to that developed by the combustion of a pound of coal. Wherever
work is done by heat, heat disappears. A gun whicli fires a ball is less

heated than one which fires blank cartridge. 'The quantity of heat commu-
nicated to the boiler of a working steam-engine is greater than that which
could be obtained from the re-condensatiou of the steam after it had done

its work; and the amount of work performed is the exact equivalent of the

anumnt of heat lost. Mr. Smyth informed us iu his interesting discourse

that we dig annually 84 millions of tons of coal from our pits. The
amount of mechanical force represented by this quantity of coal seems
peri'ectly fabulous. The combustion of a single pound of coal, supjjosing it

to take place in a minute, would be equivalent to the work of 300 horses

;

and if ^\l^ suppose 108 millions of horses working da)- and night, with

unimpaired strength, for a year, their united energies woidd enable them to

perform an amount of work just equivalent to that which the annual produce
of olU" coal-fields would In- able tu aceumplish.

Comparing the energy of the force with which oxygen and carbon unite

together, with ordinary gravity, the chemical affinity seems almost infinite.

But let us give gravity fair play ;
let us permit it to act throughout its

entire range. Place a bodj' at such a distance from the earth that the

attraction of the earth is barely sensible, and let it fall to the earth from
this distance. It would reach the earth with a final velocity of 30,747 feet

in a second; and on collision vitli the earth the body would generate about

twice the amount of heat generated by the combustion of an equal weight

of coal. We have slated that by falling through a space of sixteen feet our

lead bullet -niiuld In' heated three-fifths of a degree ; but a body falling

from an infinite distance has already used up 1,299,999 parts out of

1,300,000 of the earth's pulling power, whence it has arrived within 16

feet of the surface; on this space only yaooooo"^^ °^ ^^^ whole force is

exerted.

Let us now turn our thoughts for a moment fi'om the earth towards the

sun. The researches of Sir John Herschel and M. Pouillet have informed

us of the annual expenditure of the sun as regards heat ; and by an easy

calculation we ascertain the precise amount of the expenditure which faUs

to the share of our planet. Out of 2,300 million parts of light and heat

the earth receives one. The whole heat emitted by the sun in a minute

would be competent to boil 12,000 millions of cubic miles of ice-cold water.

How is this enormous loss made good ? Whence is the sun's heat derived,

and by what means is it maintained ? No combustion, no chemical affinity

with which we are acquainted would be competent to produce the tempera-

ture of the sun's surface. Besides, were the sun a burning body merely,

its light and heat would assuredly speedily come to an end. Supposing it

to be a solid globe of coal, its combustion would only cover 4,600 years of

expenditm'C. In this short time it would burn itself out. What agency,

then, can produce the temperature and maintain the outlay ? We have

already regarded the case of a body falling from a great distance towards

the earth, and found that the heat generated by its collision would be twice

that produced bj' the combustion of an equal weight of coal. How much
greater must be the heat developed by a body falling towards the sun

!

'The maximum velocity with which a body can strike the earth is about

seven miles in a second ; the maximum velocity with which it can strike

the sun is 390 miles iu a second. And as the heat developed by the

collision is proportional to the square of the velocity destroyed, an asteroid

falling into the sun with the above velocity would generate about 10,000

times the quantity of heat generated by the combustion of an asteroid of

coal of the same weight. Have we any reason to believe that such

bodies exist in space, and that they may be raining down upon the sun ?

The meteorites flashing tlu'ough the air are small planetary bodies, ib-awn

by the earth's attraction, and entering our atmosphere with planetary

velocity. By friction against the air they are raised to incandescence, and
caused to emit light and heat. At certain seasons of the year they shower

down upon us in great numbers. In Boston 240,000 of them were observed

in nine hours. There is no reason to suppose that the planetary system is

limited to ' vast masses ' of enormous weight ; there is every reason to

believe that space is stocked with smaller masses, which obey the same laws

as the larger ones. That lenticular envelope which surrounds the sun, and

which is known to astronomers as the zodiacal light, is probably a crowd

of meteors ; and moving as they do in a resisting medium, they must con-

tinually approach the sun. Falling into it, they would be competent

to protluce the heat observed, and this would constitute a source from which

the annual loss of heat would be made good. The sun, according to this

hypothesis, would be continually growing larger; but how much larger?

Were our moon to fall into the sun it would develope an amount of heat

sufficient to cover one or two year's loss ; and were oiu- earth to fall into

the sun a cc ntury's loss would be made good. Stdl our moon and our earth,

if distributed over the surface of the sun, would utterly vanish from per-

ception. Indeed, the quantity of matter competent to produce the necessary

effect would, during the range of history, produce no appreciable augmen-

tation in the sun's magnitude. The augmentation of the sun's attractive

force would be more appreciable. However this hypothesis may fare as a

representant of what is going on in nature, it certainly shows how a sun

might be formed and maintained by the application of known thermo-

dynamic principles.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.

ON Wednesday, the select committee of the House of Lords, consisting of

the Earl St. Germans (chairman). Lord Stratford de Eedcliffi', Vis-

count De Vesci, Earl Powis, and Lord Longford, met to finally consider

and settle this important question.

After hearing Mr. Serjeant AVrangham, Mr. Hope Scott, Q.C., and other

learned counsel pro and eoji., the committee passed the preamble of the bill

as it came amended from the Commons, affirming unaltered the cardinal

clause of the measure, which provides that the embankment shall commence

at the northern side of the Middlesex end of Westminster bridge, and ter-

minate ,at Blackfriars bridge, thus setting aside the opposition of the Duke

of Buccleugh, and of the Crown lessees, and fm-nishing an uninterrupted

public route between the east and west of the metropolis. The improve-

ments and works clauses, as finally settled, provide that the embankment

shall be 100 feet wide up to the eastern boundary of the Inner Temple, and

not less than 70 feet wide thence to Chatham Place, with all requisite

approaches. The approach road leading out of the embankment is to be of

an uniform -n-idtli of not less than 40 feet, at a gradient of 1 in 30, and
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eommimicating by means of approaches with Surrey, Norfolk, and Arundel

Streets. The new street, to come out of the embankment at the east side

of the Middlesex end of Hungerford Bridge, passing thi-ough the parishes

of St. Martin's, St. Clement's, and the Savoy, will terminate in Wellington

Street, Waterloo Bridge, opposite the north wing of the western front of

Somerset House, witli several shorter communications out of it, terminating

in Villiers Street, Buckingham and Cecil Streets. Another now street,

commencing by a junction with the last communication, \\-iU form a junction

with it at George Street, Adelphi, and terminate in Whitehall Place at its

eastern end; and the completing feature of the undertaking will bo another

new street running out of the embankment or roadway near 'Whitehall

Stairs, passing through Wliitehall Yard, and terminating in V\Tiitehall,

opposite the Horse Guards.

The committee struck out three clauses inserted by the Commons.

Clause 9, to empower the Metropolitan Board of Works not to proceed to

construct the street between the east side of the Middlesex end of Hunger-

ford Bridge, and Wellington Street, untQ the other works authorised are

completed. Clause 33, which sought to provide that the plans and eleva-

tions of all buildings proposed to be erected on land reclaimed by the em-

bankment, or on lands fronting the river, should be submitted to the First

Commissioner of Works, who, it was proposed, shoidd have power, within

the month after tlie receipt of the plans and elevations, to express in writing

his disapproval of the whole or part of them, and enacting that the buildings

so disapproved of shall not be erected. Clause 36, empowering the Board

to sell smplus land, was struck out as .being superfluous, that power, being

sufficiently conferred upon them' under the Lands Clauses Act. The Com-
mittee, after making various verbal and routine alterations, then adjourned,

and the bUl, as amended by the Lords, will now go back to the Commons.

LEGAL ISTELLIGEXCE.

ACUEIOUS instance of how opinions vary as to the value of property was

afforded in a case lately heard at St. George's Hall, Liverpool, with the

view of deciding how much the Cliestcr and Birkenhead Railway Company
was to pay Mr. Morris, for land of his, that they require at Hooton, where

they are making a branch line. Mr. Eobert Morris was the purchaser of the

Low Fields property in 18-19, which contains 349 acres, and was, at that

time, bisected by the railway. The Company require a slice of land about

seventeen yards wide on each side of the present line, to make the sidings in

question ; and as it was a mere widening of an existing line, and they only

required altogether a little less than eight statute acres, they offered Mr.
Morris £1,578 for the land. This offer was declined, and a reference was
necessary. Mr. Robert Morris stated, that he had 349 acres of land, which
he purchased at the sale of Sir William Stanley's property in 1849, for

£10,650, or .about £30 10s. per acre, but that he estimated his subsequent

expenditure in improving the house, building farm-buildings, drainage, and
planting, at £10,000. 'The house, distant from the station 180 yarcls, was
let for £210 per annum, and he let 180 acres of the land last year at prices

averaging 35s. to 40s. per acre. Biit he admitted that he paid all rates

and taxes. Mr. William Cole valued the land required at £4, 8'24, and the

depreciation to the residue of the property at £13,506 7s. 5d. 3Ir. Joseph
Boult, architect, valued the land and depreciation at £10,770 9s. 6d. Mr.
J. Hampson, of Manchester, valued it at £6,891. Mr. Statter valued it at

£6,250 7s. Mr. Horner, architect, made it amount to £13,002. Mr. AValter

Scott's valuation was £5,423 12s. Mr. Gee, architect, agreed with Mr. Scott

in the sum of £5,423 12s. Mr. Y'ouug, land surveyor, valued the land and
depreciation at £6,502 15s. Mr. .Shelmerdine stated his opinion that Mr.
Mon-is ought to receive the sum of £12,598, and Mj-. B. Williams £10,938.
Mr. Henry White, land siirveyor, of Wan-ington, on behalf of the Company,
valued the land and compensation at £1,496. Mr. Charles Townshend, of

Chester, siuweyor and agent to Mr. Mainwaring, the owner of the Brom-
borough estates, valued the land and compensation at £1,280. Mr. Hoggins,
of Trafford Lodge, near Chester, land surveyor, valued it at £1,460. Mr.
Alderman S. Holme valued it at £1,156. It was elicited from Mr. Holme,
that the land immediately abutting on the station at Crewe was now twenty
times more valuable than it was before the North-Western Company com-
menced their buildings. Mr. John Davies, of MoUingtou, land surveyor,
and familiar with all the purchases and sales in the locality for many years,
valued the whole purchase and compensation at £1,480. Mr. John PaUn,
of Chester, land surveyor, valued the amountfet £1,386. Mr. James Harrison,
of Chester, surveyor, made it £1,397. Mr. Edward WUmot, of Buxton,
agent of the Duke of Devonshire and a land surveyor, had been the receiver
of Sir WiUiam Stanley's Hootou estates, aud they were partitioned out and
sold under his direction— was of opinion that £8"40 wiis a fuU and fair com-
pensation to Mr. Morris for the eight acres required. Mr. Branch, auctioneer,
proved that, from his experience, agricultiu-al land at Hooton was worth
about £60 per acre. The referees have reserved their decision.
An JjipoRT.iNT Case.—Vice-Chancellor's Court, July 22.—Bingley v.

Marshall.—The argument in this case was resumed from yesterday. The
object of the suit is to obtain specific performance of an agreement by the
defendant to build a new hotel upon the site of the Gloucester Coffee House,
Piccadilly, at a cost of not less than £11,000, and not exceeding £13,500
(including all proper fees and disbursements, and all claims for compensa-
tion to the owners of adjoining properties) ; and to grant a lease to the
plaintiff of such new hotel, when completed, upon certain terms, and at a
rent proportioned to the cost of the erection, £13,500 being limited as the
maximum of expenditm-e by the defendant. The hotel was erected, but the
original plans were, to a great extent, modified, in consequence of no less
than three chancery suits and two actions against the defendant, by owners
of the adjoinmg houses, asserting their rights, and claiming compensation in
respect of ancient lights, &c. The result of these proceedings, aud the altera-
tions attendant thereon, rendered it impossible to complete the hotel at the
maximum price of £13.500, and it had. in fact, cost upwards of £18.000.
Under these circumstances the defendant submitted, that she ought not to
be compelled to gi-ant a lease, except at an increased rent, calculated upon
the additional outlay which (it was alleged) the plaintiff had sanctioned, or,
at all events, allowed to be incurred -n-ithout remonstrance. The Vice-

Chancellor said that, assuming that the hotel had properly cost more than

£13,500, the maximUM -pnce originally fixed, the question was as to the real

effect of the contract, and the right claimed by the plaintiff, of enforcing the

original agreement, which was made on the footing of the hotel costing

£13,500, now that a sum of £18.000 had been expended. The agreement,

which was ' to erect a first-class hotel, with modern finishings and improve-

ments,' and then to grant a lease, could not, as matters originally stood, have

been enforced in equity ; but the difficidty in that respect had been got over

liy the erection of the hotel. The agreement, which provided that the hotel

should be erected, &c., according to the plans, ' so far as the same can be

carried out consistently with the rights of adjoining owners, lessees, and occu-

piers,' seemed to contemplate what afterwards happened— viz., the assertion

by the adjoining owners of their rights against the defendant. The price of

erecting and completing the hoti-L inclusive of all proper fees and disburse-

ments to surveyors, and all claims of compensation to owners of adjoining

properties, was to be not less than £11.000. and not exceeding £13,500.

The agreement, therefore, was subject to the rights of the adjoining land-

owners, and the defendant was not bound to spend a fai-thing more than the

£13,500 upon the building, including everj'thing, and to this extent her lia-

biUty of expenditure was clearly and distinctly limited. It was impossible

for tlie plaintiff to tie the defendant down to the erection of an hotel accord-

ing to the plans, whatever might be the cost, and to insist upon a lease at

the same rent as if the cost had only been £13,500. The whole foundation

of the defendant's profit rested upon this limitation of her outlay to £l 3,500,

and upon that footing the rent was calculated. When, from litigation and
other reasons, it was found that the hotel could not be completed, except at

a greatly increased pirice, how could specific performance of the original con-

tract be enforced ? To do so would be most harsh and inequitable upon the

defendant. The question of acquiescence had a very important bearing upon
the case, and he was afraid that the plaintiff's view had been to stand by
and allow the defendant to go on building the house at a greatly increased

price, without raising any objection. The defendant never contemplated

la3"ing out such a sum upon the hotel as would deprive her of all profit, for

the benefit of the plaintiff. If, therefore, the plaintiff took a lease, he must
take it upon the terms of paying such a rent as would be in proportion to

what the building had faii-ly cost. He must elect whether he would receive

back the £2,000 (paid upon the execution of the agriement), -with interest,

in which case the bill would be dismissed without costs ; or, alternatively,

there woidd be an enquiry whether the defendant had properly expended any
sum exceeding the original estimate in building the hotel, &e. Sir Hugh
Cairns asked for a short time to consider the alternative of accepting a

lease at an increased rent, or receiving back the £2,000. His Honour
directed the cause to be placed in the paper for Friday (this day), to be
spoken to on the minutes.

PuLLixG DOWN A CoTTAGE.—At the Leiccstcr Assizes, on Monday, an

action of trespass was brought by Mr, Broadwell against Messrs. Hill and
Mason. It appears that the defendants had unroofed aud demolished a
cottage in which the plaintiffs lived, and destroyed his goods. The defend-

ants pleaded ' Not Guilty,' and sought to jtistify their acts in pulling down
the house by evidence tending to show that HUl was entitled to possession

of the cottage, imder a convej-ance to him by the parish officers, whose pro-

perty it was alleged to be. No conveyance of the property to the parish

was produced, and their title was sought to be established by evidence that

rent had been claimed by the parish officers, and paid for this and other

cottages by those who occupied them, and that repairs had been done by
the parish. It appeared that the defendant Hill, not being able to per-

suade the plaintiff to quit, had gone with Mason, a builder, and some dozen

workmen to pull down the house, at the same time inviting the pilaintiff to

go to his (HUl's) house to dine and to take his goods thither, promising to

compensate him for any damage. These offers the plaintiff rejected. The
jury found a verdict for the defendants.

In the case of Fawcett v. Leng, which was tried at the Liverpool Assizes,

last Saturday, the parties were residents at Brompton, near Northallerton,

and are the owners of adjoining building sites there. In extending their

respective premises, there were reciprocal allegations of trespass, and the

defendant pulled down the walls erected by the plaintiff, and rice versa.

The main question in dispute was whether a party wall of the defendant's

house should be allowed to remain nine inches thick, or whether it should

be only five inches thick, the alternative making no difference to the de-

fendant, but giving the plaintiff the additional width of the four inches of

wall taken away. The cause finally resulted in a verdict for the plaintiff.

Damages, 30s. The defendant would, therefore, have all the costs to pay.

CHUECH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDING&

CHrncHES.

HANBURY.—The chancel of this ancient church is being rebuilt. Al-

though the parish chiu'ch of Hanbury is of great antiquity, the

existing fabric is modern, with the exception of the basement of the tower

and the arcades of the nave, which are of the fourteenth centm-y. Hanburj-,

or Hean-(high)-bmT-on-the-hiU, isanancient Saxon village, standing within

sight of the celebrated castle of Tutbury, supposed to have been a favourite

residence of the Merc'.an kings, during the Saxon Heptarchy. Owing to

its proximity to Needwood Chase, King Ethelred founded a nunnery there,

of which Saint Werburga, daughter of Wiiltliere, and sister to the king,

became the abbess, a.d. 680. St. Werburga was also abbess of a nunnery

at Trentham, in this county, where she died in 683. She was buried at

Hanburj-, but, nearly 200 years afterwards, her body was removed by the

nuns of that place, flpng" from the Danes, to Chester, where part of her

shrine forms the Bishop's throne in the cathedral of that citj-. Hanbury
Church is thus, as it were, the mother church of all the St. Werburghs,

including Chester Cathedi-al itself amongst the number. This church, now
standing on the .site of the ancient Saxon foundation, and constructed in

part from the materials of the nnnneiy itself, contains some interesting

altar-tombs and monumental memorials, in alabaster, of the Hanbmy,
Agardh, Egertou, and Adderley families.
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Stafford.—A now Ciitliolic clnirch has brf-n opi'iiod at Stafford. It is a

neat brick buiUlinp; in the aotliic .styli'. Mr. W. E. Piigin was the architect.

The iiilrrior of tlic .structiu'c consists of a navi> and two aislc.x, the navo

terniinatin(i in a scnii-octafjonal apse, and being separated from tlie aisles

in the nsnal manner by arches and eohunns. The centre of the cohiinns

consists of a shaft of granite marble, supported on a base of white Sicilian

marble, and this again on a support of Yorkshire stone. The deep colour

of the polished centre-)iiece.s, contrasted with the white plaster coating of

the walls, has a very pleasing effect. Upon the arches there is but little

ornamental work, n simple monlding running fi-om pier to pier. Mr. W.
Jeffreys, of Stoue, was the buildrr. The cost of the structure exceeds

£2,500.
EASTWoon, N.B.— Sir John Maxwell, of Police, intends to present to this

parish, at his own expense, a new church. The plan has l>een prepiared by
Messrs. Charles Wilson & Darid Thomson, architects, and shows a beautiful

Btnicture in the Gothic style, to seat upwards of 1,000 sitters, with a spire

128 feet high.

Catksby, NoBTiiAjrpTON-sHTHE.—James Attenborough, Esq., of Brampton
Ash, who some time since became the proprietor of the Catesby Abbey
Estate, of Gunpowder Plot notoriety, has recently pulled down the Abbey
Chapel, which w.is in ruins, and on the site has built a new one, and pre-

sented it to the parish. That some memorial of the historic interest of the

spot may remain, the peculiarly beautifid carved work has, as far as possible,

been vTOUght into the new structm'e, which is adorned with stained and
painted windows, the one in the chancel being especially handsome.

BrLLESDEjt, Leicesteeshire.—A church has just been erected at Billesden,

by Mr. W. Ilenson, of Kettering, and on Saturday week, the top stone was
placed on the spire, which is about 120 feet high. Messrs. Kii'ke and Slade

were the architects.

Renfrew.—A new church was opened here on Sunday last. It is in the

early English Gothic style of architecture, has a spire 180 feet in height,

and will accommodate 1000 persons.

Orton and Claughton.—Mr. W. Jackson, M.P., and Mr. Thos. Brassey,

have promised to erect a new church ne;ir the Claughton side of the Birken-

head Park, at their own cost.

Glexquoich.—A new Free Chiu'ch is to be erected in Glenquoich, in the

parish of Dull, Perthsliire.

chapels.

Barton-, Ltncolnshire.—The Independent chapel of Barton, is now
undergoing extensive repairs and alterations. The roof has been slated

instead of tiled, and the gallery lowered and modernised. The body of the

chapel is being re-pewed, the pews being made larger, an 1 more in accord-

ance with modern requirements. A pew immediately in rout of the pulpit

is to be converted into a communion recess, which will abo serve as a lecture

dais on week-day evenings. The facade will also undergo extensive alter-

ations, and wiU be quoiued with white bricks. A portion of a semi-Grecian

character, with two interior entrances to the chapel, will be provided ; also

a lobby-Uke entrance-hall to the gallery on the eastern side. The minister's

house is likewise being renovated and thoroughly drained. Mr. A. Stamp,
builder, has fiu-nished the plan.

Alsager.—A new Primitive Methodist chapel has just been opened at

Alsagcr. It has been erected according to the designs and under the

superintendence of Mr. Kalph Daiu, of Burslem, architect. The style is

Italian, the entire length within the walls being 44 ft. and width 27 ft.

The chapel will seat about 200 people. There are two entrances from
the front through porches, about 7 ft. square. The interior woodwork
is of red deal and pitch pine, and varnished. The ceiling is coved, and
springs from a moulded plaster cornice, which runs round the buildiug. At
the top of the cove there is a plain sunk beam, forming the straight part of

the ceiling into one long panel, in the centre of which is an ornamental
flower, which will also act as ventilator. The chapel is lighted by ten

windows, having semi-circular heads, intersecting internally into the cove

of the ceiling, and round which moulded archivolts are run. terminating
upon moulded trusses. The exterior front and side elevations are i^ieed

with pressed bricks, white ones being used for the front, and HoUmgtou
stone for the door and window dressings, cornices, &e. The vestry projects

two feet before the main buUding, and has a large two-light window in the
centre, which also lights the choir. On either side are pilasters, with stone
bases and moulded and carved caps, from which spring circular moulded
arches over the window openings. The upper part is finished with a stone
cormce, blocking, and inscription stone. The cornice continues round the
main front, and is surmounted by a bold stone pediment. The chapel is a
verj' neat erection, and the total cost of the building will be about £o50.
The builder is Mr. Fryer, of TaUc-o'-th'-Hill: the stonework and the carving
have been executed by Messrs. Ford, of Ividsgrove.
Malpas.—The new Congregational chapel, Malpas, with school-rooms,

was opened on the 1st inst. The entire cost of the buikUug will be about
£1,400.

Ne-wingtox, ScoTLANn.—a new chapel is about to be commenced at the
comer of Grange Eoad and Causeway Side, for the Newington United Pres-
byterian congregation. Mr. Eobert Paterson is the architect. The plan con-
sists of a south-east tower, vestibide nave, minister's rooms, library, com-
mittee room, and lecture haU ou the ground floor, and galleries above. The
period of the style of architecture selected, considered as combining economy
with ecclesiastical character, is Early English, or that known as fii-st pointed.
In the tower, the corner buttresses are caiTied up to a height of thirtv-two
feet, between which is a large and well-proportioned triplet window, traceried
and subareuated in the head. The fenestration of the nave and front
galleries is composed of two tiers of couplet -nindows, pointed and traceried
with roimd centre muUions and moulded caps and bases. The back gallery
will l>e lighted with a large traceried rose window, U ft. in diameter. The
east and south fa(;ades will be relieved with string courses and coniiec.
The belfry stage of the tower will consist of two couplet louvers, arcuated
and fiUed in with blank tracery. The masonry of the tower will terminate
in a moulded cornice, with bell-flower enrichment, surmounted l>y four gablets
and a mansard roof, finishing which will be an ornamental iroii crestins and
finial. The principal entrances are from Grange Road and Causeway Side,

and will have handsome doorways. The main roof is supported on iron

columns, which are arched above the galleries, and form a continuous arcade
the whole length of the interior. The ceiling, which will be panelled and
enriched, is 42 ft. from the floor of the nave. There will be a carved oak
pulpit at the west end of the nav(>. Heating ami ventilation will be intro-

duced on the best principles. The dimensions of the building are ;—Total
length, 130ft. ; total breadth, 70 ft. ; height of roof, 60 ft. ; height of tower,

100 ft. The cost will be £li,000. The church will bo seated for 900 at

present, but the accommodation maybe extended to 1,000. The contractors

are— for mason work, Robert Hutchison ; carpenter work, Alexander
Forbes : plumber work, R. Hume & Co. ; slater work, John Low

;
plaster

work, WiUiam Baird.

ExMOUTH.—A new building for the National Schools at Exmouth is about
to be erected. The Hon. Mark RoUe has offered a piece of land (about a
quarter of an acre), and also £200. The cost of tho biulding will not be less

than £900 or £1,000.

Exeter.—The St. Thomas's National Schools were opened on the 15th
instant. This building is in the Tudor Gothic style, after the plans of Mr.
Westlake, of St. Thomas. Messrs. Grant & Sons, of St. SidweU's, were the

builders : and Messrs. Mitchell & Sons, of Haven Banks, the statuaries.

The building presents a substantial and yet ornamental appearance. They
are brick buUt, with dressings of Bath freestone, and slate roofed, surmounted
with a pretty turret and vane. There are suitable detached playgrounds,

and every accommodation. The building comprises three large school rooms,

properly lighted, ventilated, and furnished.

BULLDDJGS.

Peteeborough.— A new bank has recently been erected at Peter-

borough. In style it resembles the magnificent buildings of the Louvre

at Paris, and is very bold in design, and effective in appearance. Perhaps

it may claim to belong to an order of architcctm'e of its o-sra, at present

without a name, but which, ou the Continent, in London, and in the new
parts in Nottingham, Edinburgh, and other large towns, is becoming a dis-

tinct and acknowledged style. The front is of Aneaster stone, ornamented

with carved pilasters and a variety of moiUdings, and in height the building

towers far above the smTounding houses. The interior is exceedingly com-

mocUous, and suitable for the purpose for which it is intended. Messrs.

Hine & Evans, of Nottingham, are the architects, and it is said that the

total cost of the building wiU scarcely fall short of £6,000.

Ham CojirMON.—On the 16th, the new National Orphan Home, recently

erected at Ham Common, near the site of the old one, was formally opened

by Viscount Amberley, son of Earl Russell. The building, though conve-

nient and spacious in all its internal arrangements, is neat and unpretending

in its architectural style. The construction is of brick, with stone dressings

and moiddings, and it has a portico in front, which is supported by brick

pillai-s and plain arches. It was constructed from the plans of Mr. Blake,

architect, of Parliament Street, and the builder was Mr. Gammon, of Cannon
Street, City.

Hotel de la Paix.—The opening of this hotel, on the Boulevard, was

celebrated on the loth inst. by a splendid dinner to about 280 guests. The
noble hall is an oval at the upper end, the lower part being terminated by a
straight line for base ; it rises to an immense height, the highest portion

consisting of a compressed cupola of ground glass, piroducing the happiest

effect. The ornamentation is of the richest description, but all in admirable

keeping.

New Bank, Hereford.—On Tuesday last the tenders for the erection

of the proposed new National and Provincial Bank upon the site of the

AVhite Swan and the adjoining house lately occupied by Mi\ Hook were

opened. The building will be in the Doric style, with 54 feet frontage and

between two doorways. The material of the front wiU be freestone. The

architects are Messrs. Elmslic, Franey, and Haddon, of Malvern and Here-

ford. The following were the tenders, the one sent in by Mr. Bowers of

this city being settled to go before the Board of Dii-ectors :—Mr. Paruell,

Rugby, £4,850; Mr. J. Bowers, Hereford, £4,100 ; Mr. Edwards, Malvern,

£4.500; Mr Wood, Worcester, £5,098; Mr. Bigglestone, Hereford, £4,900;

Messrs. Pearson & Son, Ross, £5,525 ; Mes.srs Jones & Son, Gloucester,

£4,595 ; Messrs. Kirk and Parry, London. £5,495 ; Messrs. Niblett & King,

Gloucester, £5,000; Mr .Wilson, Worcester, £4,280; Mr. Welsh, Hereford,

£4,846.

STATUES, MEMOELALS, ETC.

Memorlai. of THE LATE BisHOP Vllliers.—A muTal monumental tablet

has been completed in marble by Mr. Craggs, of the steam Marble Works,

Percy Street, Newcastle, and is about to be placed in the chapel at Auck-

land Castle. It consists of a white marble tablet on black ground. On the

lower portion the mitre is beautifully carved in relief

The Myddleton Statue.—The Myddletou statue is to be inaugurated on

Saturday, July 26, on Islington Green. The Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone,

M.P., is expected to preside on the occasion. The statue, with its drinking

fountains, is an elegant specimen of art.

Memorlal HospiTAi TO THE Phince Consort.—It is proposed to erect

a county hospital at Guildford, Surrey, as a memorial to the late Prince

Alljert. The Earl of Onslow has given the building site, which is valued at

£500. and the amount already subscribed is £4,825 17s. 6d.

Hooper Memorial, Gloucester.—E. L. Boulton, Esq., sculptor, \Vor-

cester, has gained the second premium in competition for the statue of

Bishop Hooper, which is to be erected in St. Mary's Square, Gloucester.

Seventeen models were sent in competition.

EESTOBATIONS, ETC.

King's Clitte.—On the 12th inst. a meeting of the committee was held

for the purpose of considering the fenders sent in by bxiUders for the restora-

tion of the church of .AH Saints. There was only one tender received in

complianee with the specifications issued by the architect ; this was from

Mr. Bradshaw, of Stamford.

Hinckley.—The parish chiu-ch of Hinckley, Leicestershu'c, is about to
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be restored. This building is considered to be a beiiutiful specimen uf

cliurcli arehitcctiu'c.

Abbot's Bhomley.—An Independent chapel has been re-opened at

Abbot's Bromley, Sfaffordshii'e, liaving been thoroughly repaired and de-

corated.

Ta.spohi.kt, Chester.—On Sunday week, the parish ehm-eh was opened,

after havinj; been partially closed for the restoration of the Arden or Done

Chapel, which had fallen into a state of dilapidation.

Tut. JIadeleine, Paris. — The Siicle says that tlie Madeleine, although

one of the modern churches of Paris, is now undergoing extensive repairs.

The flight of steps at the northern front has suffered so much from the in-

filtration of the rain water that it is found necessary to reconstruct it. The
same operation was performed at the southern front some years ago.

Eepairs of a still more serious character hare also been found indispensable.

Owing to the settling of the foundations, a crack has recently made its ap-

pearance in the principal front, extending from the lintel of the gi'and

portal quite to the top of the inner peiliment. As frequently happens with

large buildings, the construction of this church was repeatedly interrupted,

and its plans considerably modified. No less than seventy-eight years elapsed

between the commencement of the edifice and its completion.

Holy Ceoss, "Worcester.— At a recent vestry meeting of this parish,

resolutions were unanimously passed approving of the proposed repairs and
restoration. Upwards of £4,100 has been subscribed, of which sum £2,000
has been received. The committee appointed to carry out the work have

communicated with fourteen persons (whose names have been suggested to

them), and the church, with the specifications and drawings, will remain

open for inspection for a month. During this period the contracts must be

prepared and sent in.

FOUNDATION STONES.

Cratheb, N.B.—On the 1.5th inst., the foundation stone of a new Free

Church at Crathie, Balmoral, was laid by the Earl of Dalhousie. The
church is to be a very handsome building, in the Gothic style of architec-

ture, with a light and tasteful spire. It is to be seated for the accommoda-
tion of about 400 people, and is to cost upwards of £1,000. Ground has
also been obtained for a manse, which it is intended to build and furnish

should the necessary amount be subscribed, of which little doubt is enter-

tained.

Helexseiiech.—On the 16th inst., the foundation stone of the Free Park
or East Church was laid by WLUiara Colquhoun, Esq., of Eossdlni.

Deptford.—The foundation stone of the new Wesleyan Schools was laid

on the loth inst., at Deptford, by W. Wood, Esq., of Lee.
Nation.u, Catholic Untversitt, Dublin.—On Sunday last, the founda-

tion stone of the new Catholic University was laid at Dublin, in the presence
of about 8,000 people.

GRE.4.T Crosby.—On Saturday last, John Schofield, Esq., of Waterloo,
laid the foundation stone of a new Wesleyan chapel at Great Crosby, which
is to be erected solely at his expense. Mr. C. O. Ellison, of Liverpool, is

the architect, and the building is to be in the Norman style of architecture,
and will accommodate 300 persons. Mr. Schofield has also erected some
cottages, the rents of which are to be devoted towards the endowment of the
chapel. The cost of the land was £700, and the contract for the building
has been taken by Messrs. W. and F. Witter, of Liverpool, for £2,400. The
cottages will cost £1,200 or £1.400 ; and as Mr. Schofield intends to pro-
vide an organ and furnish the chapel completely in every respect, he is in
for an expenditure of not less than £5,000.

Liverpool.—The foundation stone of a new chapel, to be erected by the
'New Connexion ' Methodists, in Chatham Place, Edge Hill, was laid on
Monday last. The edifice, of whicli Mr. C. O. Ellison is the architect, and
the building of which has been entrusted to Mr. John Jones, Solio Street,
will be a neat structure in the Gothic style of architecture, and will cost
abovit £1,150.

Bln-gley.—On Saturday last the foundation stone of a new Independent
school was laid by Mr. Alderman Brown, of Bradford, at Bingley.

stained glass.

Boston.—The widow of Herbert Ingram, Esq., is aljout to place a hand-
some stained glass window in the pari.sh chureli, in memory of her husband.

Ch-athasi.—A handsome stained glass window, the gift of E. A. Chatter-
ton, Esq., has been recently inserted near the vestry, on the north side of
Chatham church.

Winterbourne.—Two windows, designed and executed by Bell, of Bristol
have been presented to the new church of All Saints, Winterbourne-down,
by .an anonymous benefactor {in memoriam). The figures are SS. Peter[
Andrew, James, and John ; a kneeling angel in each quatrefoil.

BoxGRo\'E Church.—A handsome painted window, by O'Connor & Son
of London, has just been put up in Boxgrove Clim-ch, near Chichester in
memory of the late Duke of Richmond. It consists of three lights The
centre compartment contains the nativitv, crucifixion, and ascension of our
Lord

;
the side lights are filled with Scriptural subjects. The window was

purchased by subscription among the tenants on the Goodwood estate

GENERAL ITEMS.
DRAINAGE OF THE Boston Districts.—A movement has Ijeeu insti-

tuted by several noblemen and gentlemen interested in lands in the
upper districts drained by the Witham for an improvement in the outfall
The scheme embraces a tliorough deepening of the Witham from Bardnev
to Boston, and a new channel at the mouth of the haven. To carry outthfs
scheme the consent aud assistance of the whole of the trusts interested will
be required, and the plans will be sufficiently matured to allow an appli-
cation to be made to Parliament during the next session for the neccssarv
powers to execute the work.

CEjpNT FOR Leaky House EoOFS._The Scientific American gives the
lollowing receipt for making cement for leaky house roofs —Take four
pounds of rosm, one pint of linseed oil, two ounces of red lead, and stir in
pulverised sand until the proper consistency is secured, and apply it warm
This cement becomes hard and yet possesses considerable elasticity, aud it
is durable and waterproof.

"^

Disco'i'DRY OF A FossLLiFEROUs Cave AT Malta.—The Malta Times s.ays

that another of those interesting relies of a pre-human epoch was brought
to light last week through the researches of Captain Spratt, R.N., whose
scientific labours in connection with the geology of these islands are so well
known aud appreciated. Vague rumours prevailed some years ago of the
existence of a cave of this kind at Melilia, whicli coming to the hearing of
the late'lamented Sii- William Eeid, he directed the attention of Lord Ducie
aud Captain Spratt to the spot, but nothing then could be found. A fcssU
hippopotamus tooth, in the possession of Signor Pace, an Italian gentleman
residing here, said to have been obtained from Meliha, led Captain Spratt
to institute closer and stricter enquiries, and, while in the Bay of Meliha
with his ship, a few days ago, he succeeded in finding the remains of a
fossiliferous cave at a sliort distance from tlie village church. It had been,
unfortunately, almost destroyed to make way for a road, and the rubble
used to fill up the interstices of a wall ; but sufficient remains of hippopo-
tamus bones and teeth were dug up to indicate its having been of a similar
character to the Meilach cave near Crendi. reg,arding which we lately pub-
lished some interesting particulars from the pen of Dr. Leith Adams, of the
22d Regiment.
Pier at Hilton Head, South C.uioLrxA.—The great pier at Hilton

Head. South Carolina, now completed, is upwards of 1,400 ft. in length, the
M-idth being 40 ft. and the liead, sometimes called the T, being 140 St. long.
The workmanship throughout is of the most solid kind. To sustain it, more
than 1,000 pine trees have been cut down, their trunks drawn from three to
four miles, and di-iven far down into the sand.
Roman Remains at Norton, Yorkshire.—An extensive place of ancient

sculpture has been receutly discovered at Norton. An excavation was being
made for sand, but the section of the ground showed that tlie site was one
of a large pit which had at some remote period been thrown out, and re-
filled mth a diffi>rcnt material, chiefly very black soil. At a depth of
aljout six feet, a large .stone was met with. This stone was 4 ft. 6 in. long,
and 2 ft. 2 in. wide, and has been hewn into a diamond shape. After much
laboiu', this hea:7 stone was removed, and beneath it was found the remains
of a cist, containing human bones, and much Eoman pottery, in fragments,
of which portions of a lacrymatory and some cinerary urns are recognisable.
There were several deposits of human bones in the sand adjoining, buried
without any apparent regard for order. A Roman road formerly passed
near the place.

The Metrofolitan Board op Works.—The ordinary meeting of the
members of this board was held on Friday last, at their offices. Spring
G.ardens

;
Mr. Peckctt in the chair. The cash statement showed that the

balances in the hands of the treasurer were, on cui-rent accounts, £137,013
18s. 7d. ; on deposit accounts, £10,470; and on Government securities,

£69,892 5s. lid. A proposal was made some time ago by the London,
Chatham, and Dover Railway Company for permission to divert the EfFra
sewer, between Bri.xtou Road and Coldharbour Lane, and, after some
negotiation, it was agreed that the railway company should pay to the board
the sum of £1,000 towards the expense, and that "the board should pay thf)

remainder of the money required for the work. Upon the faith of that
agreement the board commenced operations, and it was now intimated to
them that the railway company had declined to pay the £1,000, and some
conversation ensued as to what should bo done. It was urged that the
board should not proceed with the works until they had the money in hand
from the company. LTltimately the matter was referred to the ilain Drain-
age Committee for consideration and report. On the motion of Mr. Robert
Taylor, it was agreed that the board, at its rising, on the 15th of August,
should adjourn for six weeks.
The Lambeth Suspension Bridge.—This bridge is progressing rapidly

Half the iron roadway, with its projecting brackets at the sides for the
support of the passengers' footway, has been firmly attached to the iron
wii-e ropes (which latter weigh nearly 150 tons, and have cost about £6,000)
by diagonal ties of great strength and firmness. The cables, which were
inanufactured by the Messrs. NewaU, in a small workshop at the Lambeth
side of the bridge, are fine specimeus of strength combined with lightness.
The total cost of the bridge will be £40,000.
Improvement of the Suburbs of Birmingham.—At a meeting of the

ratepayers of Balsall Heath, on Tuesday week, the Local Government Act
was adopted. It appears that the thoroughfares of the neighbourhood are
nearly all in an unsatisfactory condition ; many roads being imperfectly
formed, and others not formed at all, whilst of those formed the majority
are in a state of unrepair ; the drainage is imperfect where there has been
an attempt made to establish it, and in many parts there is no drainage.
It was asserted at the meeting that an epidemic is now prevalent in the
district, that children there are dying from scarlatina, and that there could
be no doubt that the cause of this is the want of cleanliness, which could
only be obtained by tile adoption of the Act.
AVater and De.unage of Selklrk.—At a meeting of the householders

of SeDvLi-k, a report was received from a committee appointed at a former
meeting, to consider and determine whether the water and drainage clauses
of the existing Act should be adopted. The committee were of opinion that
as there seemed to be a certainty of the new Police and Improvetnent Act
introduced by the Lord Advocate being passed, the provisions of the old
statute should not be adopted, andthey recommended that this course should
be followed on the understanding that on the passing of the new Act its
provisions should be considered with reference to the condition of the burgh.
The report was unanimously adopted, and the meeting resolved accordingly.
The question will thercfore'be next considered by the Town Council : and
as the wants of the town in respect of a better supply of water and di'ainao'e
are sufficiently urgent, it is much to be desu-ed that the provisions of the
Act will soon be applied as a remedy for the defective sanitary arrano-e-
ments of the burgh.

"

The Preseev.vtion of Hampstead Heath.—At the weekly meetino- of
the Marylebone vestry, held at the Court-house, on Saturday last, the fol-
lowing resolution was carried unanimously :—'Th.-it a petition should be
presented to Parliament in opposition to another bill for the amendment of
the Leases and Sales of Settled Estates Act. which would have the effect of
giving the lord of the i".anor. Sir T. M. Wilson, the power to enclose and
budd over Hampstead Heath.' A communication was read from Mr. Harvey
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I,p\vis on till' snlijoot, stating that Lord FiTinoy and liimsi-lf woiM give in

the Hcnisr of Commons tho most doti'i-mincd opposition to this measure,

ami assuring them that the metropolitan members were I'ldly alive to the

sulijeet.

Fkkncii Railway A'iaduct.—The Grandfcy viaduct over the Torlne, at

a mile and a half from Friburg, has just been completed. This viaduct

consists of an iron bridge, resting at the ends on abutments of masonry,

and sustained in the centre by six piers. The lengtli of the viaduct, includ-

ing the a)iutments, is 382 metres. The form of the bridge is a square tube,

the interior of which is reserved for foot jiassengers, the rails being placed

npon tlie upper surface. The mass weiglis 2,400,000 pounds. The piers

have a maximum height of 78 metres, of wliicli ,'54 are in masonry, and 44

in iron columns bound together. The total quantity of iron used in the

construction is about 0,104,000 pounds. The quantity of masonry is 20,000

cubic metres. All the iron-work was produced at the French establishment

of Creuzot

.

Gas vi'ON tiik Kailway.— Tlie other week the mail train between

Dover and London was lighted by gas— the "break" van being tlie recep-

tacle of a miniature gas-holder, and tubes connected tlierewith, running

from carriage to carriage, the whole being under the supervision of the

guard.

Discovery of a Fresco-Painting. — Wliile tlie wliitewash was being

removed from a portion of the north wall of Bluuham Church (Beds), some
colouring was observed on the original plaster. Tlie whole of the thick

coat of whitewash was removed, and a verj' remarkable fresco-painting was
brouiiht to light. The subject is the Descent from the Cross. St. Joseph
and tlie Virgin are supporting the Saviour, and the ex]>rrssion of grief on
the face of the sorrowing mother is very powerful. The di'awing of the

face of our Lord is most remarkable, tlie eye-balls being represented to

have come out of the sockets on to the cheeks. The other figures are also

Tcrv curiously treated. Over the painting is an inscription in black letter,

which has not at present been suifieiently cleared of tlie whitewash to be

deciphered. It is feared that this curious relic cannot be presen"ed, but

Dr. Mountain is lurving an accurate tracing made of it.

A Church D.^maged by Lightning.—Tlie ancient parish church of

Tackley, near AVoodsfock, has been struck by lightning. The electric fluid

entered on the west side of the tower, piercing it horizontally, and passing

through the other side nearly on a level, making a perforation as clean as if

done by a cannon-ball. It entered also at the west window, breaking the

stone mullion
; passed through the whole length of the church, and es-

caped through the east •window, breaking it at the top, middle, and bottom.

Great damage was also done at the west side of the church, one monument
(of tlie Slorton family) being completely broken.
The Flint Drift.—Dr. Montucci has written to the French Academy

of Science to propose a new solution of the difficulty arising from the fact

that no human bones have anywhere been found in conjunction with the

flint implements discovered near Amiens, as also near Bagg Point, North
Devon, in the gravel near Bedford, also near Wells, in Somersetshire, &c.

It being nndi'uiable that those flints have really been worked by human
hands, the only way of accounting for the absence of human bones in the

drift belonging to the quaternary period, appears to be that the prini?eval

men of that period were in the habit of destroying their dead by fire ; a

custom which is to be met with at the very earliest dawn of our historical

period. That no ashes or fragments of calcined bones have been left to

corroborate this view of the ease may. Dr. Montucci thinks, be explained by
the evanescent nature of such remains, -which may have been either dispersed

by the winds or washed away by the rains, it being highly improbable that

the men of the quaternary period should have been civilised enough to he
acquainted with incombustible tissues or the art of pottery, whereby the
remains alluded to might have been saved from destruction.

The Maretzo Company (Limited).—A company with a nominal capital

of £50,000 has been formed for the purpose of manufactiu'ing maretzo, a
substitute for marble, but considerably less expensive. The promoters set

forth that the new material is exactly what architects and builders have
long been in quest of in all cases where the higli price of marble rendered
its use impracticable. The advantages claimed for maretzo are, that its

colours are ingrained in the material, and the poli.sli permanent. It is even
said to be superior in appearance to the finest marbles. It can be supplied
for .about one third the price of scagliola, and as it can be made in jiolishcd

slabs of any required size, for lining the walls of entrance halls, staircases,
corridors. &c., the delay and uncertainty attending the execution of work in
scagliola is avoided. Maretzo can also be made and fixed at all seasons,
and is therefore available during frost and under all varieties of tempera-
ture. Specimens of slabs and other articles in maretzo may be seen at the
offices of the company, 28 Clement's Lane, Lombard Street.
Lenlial Bridge, York.—The following description of the works in pro-

gress at the Lendal Bridge, has been communicated to the Town Clerk of
that city, by Jlr. Thos. Page, of Whitehall Y'ard :—The masonry and brick-
work, forming the increased lengths of the west ends of the abutments, has
heen brought up to the same height as the old masoni-y, or 22 ft. 9 in. above
the summer water level. On the west end of the archway, under the Lendal
approach, the old masonry forming the face has been rebuilt, the increased
lengtli of the archway is finished, and the approach wall between it and the
.abutment has been carried up to nearly its full height. On the west side of
the south approach, the retaining wall and the extension of the side walls of
the bridge under the .approach are cairied up to about the springing level of
the iron girders. The excavation for the east wall of the south .approach is

nearly finished, and the formation of tlie concrete foundation has followed
as soon as the treneli n'as at the proper depth. Most of this ground has
jiroved to be bad and loose, with water when near the bottom ofthe excavation.
The Lendal Bridge Committee having met on the works and decided upon
the line for the east wall of the Lendal approach, the excavation for the
wall has been nearly completed, and the deep ])ortion filled in with concrete
to form the foundation, and the brickwork has been commenced. Regarding
the ironwork, the east outer rib has been completed some time, and the
west one only requires the key piece (wliich we look for eveiy day) to
complete it also. The whole of the abutment pieces for the internal ribs
have arrived on the work, seven of them are in their places, and the remain-

ing one will be fixed immediately. The total number of castings received

on the works is 37, and three of segments for the internal ribs have reached

the station this aftenioon, making a total of 40 castings at York. Tho

alterations judiciously made by the committee in the subway under the

approach on the west side have rendered unnecessary the wrought iron girders

prepared for it, but these I have arranged shall be used in the bridge in

place of the lattice girders, which the trials made upon their strength by

Mr. Graham show are not so well adapted for use as these are; and, in

place of the wi-ought iron girders, cast iron arched ribs can be advantageously

used for the subway. The arrangi nients made by Messrs. Hawks, Craw-

sh.ay & Sons, for the rapid progress of the iron work will secure, I anticipate,

by the next monthly report, a way for foot passengers over the bridge. The
bridge is supposed to cost £35,000.

Canal to Connect the Rhi.ve, the Rvhr, the Weser, and the Ei.he.

—A declaration has been made Ijy the Prussian Minister of Commerce and

Public Works, that the Government is preparing a project of a canal to

connect the Rhine, the Ruhr, tlie "Weser, and the Elbe, and thus to provide

cheap transport, to Berlin and other parts of Prussia, for classes of mer-

chandise produced in Prussian provinces, but which cannot support the

present expense of distant carriage. AVhen this work is completed, supplies

of coal will he got from Upper Silesia and Westphalia, wliieli it at present

is found preferable to bring from abroad, and especially from England. Tho

work is likely to be long and costly.

CHIPS.

THE Bristol Daili/ Post says that an experiment in deodorising and

utilising a portion of the sewage of the high level at Clifton, is about

to be made by Mr. AVm. Baker, contractor.

The church at Jlonkstown, Ireland, is to be enlarged under the direction

of the Architects to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.

The Dutch Government has presented a bill to the Second Chamber for

the cutting through the Isthmus of Holland, and the amelioration of the

navigable passages from Rotterdam to the sea.

A new laundry is about to be erected at the South Dublin Union Work-
house ; Mr. jMurr.iy, architect. About £2.000 will be expended thereon.

The annual meeting and distribution of prizes of the Royal Association

for the Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland took pilace on Saturday last,

in Queen Street Hall, Edinburgh. Lord Ncaves presided.

The annual excursion of the Bedfordshire ; Architectural and Arch.-EO-

logical Society took place on Wednesday, the 23rd inst. Eight churches

were "v-isited.

A Roman encampment has been discovered on the right bank of the

Danube, near Sigmaringen. A great many remains of vessels of clay and

of glass, and iron weapons, with the bones of animals, were found.

The Bodleian Library possesses a collection of drawings of French monu-

ments, for the most part now destroyed, which formerly belonged to the

Biblioth^que du Roi, but were abstracted from that jilace by one of the

curators, between the years 1781 and 1784.

A Gallo-Roman tombstone lias b?en discovered, in digging the foundation

of a new court of justice at Auxerre, in the site of the old botanic garden.

An earthen urn, containing charcoal, was found near the tombstone.

The explorations at the Palatine jMoiuit, in Rome, are being continued

with success. A statue of great beauty and of high value has just been

found, -n-hich is said to be of the finest period of Greek ai-t.

A fine bronze statue has lately been dug up at Pompeii.

A fountain is in course of erection before the eastern entrance of the

Champs Elysees, which is nineteen feet in height, and is composed of a

lower basin, eleven feet in diameter, another smaller basin, and a pillar for

the jet of water, out of wliich springs a candelabrum. It is formed of

gi-anite. The principal basin was wrought, by manual labour, out of a

block of granite, weighing about twenty-four tons and a half, and which

was transported from Cape Finisterre.

Mr. S. Butler, has executed for the Council of the Statistical Society, a

medallion portrait of the late Prince Consort, which is now placed in their

meeting-room.

A curious leaden cylinder has been found by some workmen at Chester,

supposed to be of Roman origin. It contained human bones, burnt ; was

about 18 in. high, and 7:[ in. diameter; it was half an inch thick at the

bottom ; the sides were n-elded togetlicr without solder, and the top.closed

by forcing in the sides.

Nearly all the prizes of the Royal Academy, France, which were distri-

buted on the 3rd inst., were gained by ladies.

A new company is started under the name of the ' Oriental Canal and

Irrigation Companv.' Its olijects are the construction of various water-

works in India, including a navigable canal to connect the Indus at Jerruck

with Kurrachee.

Mr. Cobbett moved for the appointment of a select committee, to enquire

into tlie allegations of a petition of railway engine-di-ivers and firemen,

compilaining of the excessive number of hours during which they were re-

quired to work. The hon. gentleman mentioned seven lines of railway as

being those upon which the ovenvorking took place. The motion -svas op-

posed by Mr. T. M. Gibson, on the gi-ound that it proposed an undue

interference between employer and emploved, and Mr. Cobbett withdrew it.

At the weekly meeting of the Commissioners of Sewers, held on Tues-

day last, at Guiidhall. Mr. de Jersey in the chair, Dr. Letheby, the medical

officer of health, reported on the state of 349 houses that had been inspected

during the last fortniglit, and he submitted a list of 75 places for sanitary

improvement. He likewise reported that the markets and slaughter-houses

had been duly inspected, and that the officers had seized 5,915 lbs. of meat

as unfit for human food.

A telegraphic caljle is about to be laid between Kess Point and the

coast of Holland by the International Electric Telegraph Company.

The third volume of M. Furster's ' Monuments of German Sculpture and

Painting' has been pul)lislied.

A new court-house is about to be built at Dumfries. It wiU cost about

£6,500, and will be built in the Franco-Scottish style.
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The attondance at tlio 'International Exhibition on Wednesday was
60,065. On the same day in 1851 the admissions -n-ere 48,77-t.

The railway which is to unite Eoni.j to Xaples is now nearly eompleted.

The section from Rome to the Pontifical frontier will be opened in a few
days. It is said that it has required no less than sis months to induce the

Pontifical Government to put the line in operation. The municipality of

Velletri hare struck a medal ' to preserve the memory of this bounty of the
Sovereign Pontiff.*

Lady Holland has allotted a plot of ground in Holland Park, on which it

is proposed to erect a church for the Eev. J. M. Bellew.

A coral bed has been discovered in the Straits of Frezhi. The coral is'of

a pink colour.

TENDERS.
Hampton*.—For Resilience .-It Hampton, Middlesex, for H.
E. Kniglit, Esq., of 10 Love Lane, City. Mr. Jolin Wim-
ble, Architect, 2 Walbiooli, l*:.C.

W.ills
and

Fences

Green-
House Stables house Total

«
£ s.d.e s. d. £ J. rf e s.d £ s.d.

Oades . . l.^iM 220 n i?;o 75 f joon
Walker . . 1402 207 \r.'> <:) ( 1944

Brass . . . l-im 213 131) 7t; f IS07
.Simms . . l.lin 10 H 203 8 !• 121 lift rr 19 n iron
Whe,ntley . 1210 5 4,182 3 162 12 8 •12 9 c 1017 10
Adamson &

1

Son . . 1107 195 127 so f 1599
SFiarpingtOQ
& Cole .

e
1316 171 137 73 1597

Hastivcs—For two houses for iVfr. .1. Br.-itts, Havelock Road,
Hastings. Mr. Hopkinson, architect. Qu.mtities snpplieti.

Jones £1,S,>5

Vidler \,Tii
Broadbridge „ 1,7.=)8

Howell „,., 1,754 7 o
Parks 1,727
Pattendon l.fiSO 13 1

LoQghurst (acceptedy 1,671 10

London.—For new wing to the Orcen Man public-house,
Tooley Street, and alterations to the present house, for the
Charing Cross Railway Company.

Rawlings .'. £I,ISS
Heath 1,135
Newman & Mann 1,107

Wimbledon—For the erection of stabling, and works con-
necteii, for Mr. J. R. Andreivs, at Wimbledon. Mr. C. R.
Gribble, architect. Quantities not supplied.

Adamson & Sons .£713 17
Aries (accepted) 702 H

Ehith.— For the erection of two detached houses, with coach-
houses and stables, at Erith, Kent. Mr. Herbert Ford,
architect.

Simmons ., £'i,7-)^)
W^ood ,„ 4,645
Watson 4 117
Hart ilnon
Dennis _ 4,000
Todd „.,.. 3.9SI
WLennan S,7S0
George. 3,5^0
Bills & Gimbrel „ ]„ s^sog

PLi'jiSTEAn—For a house and shop, to be built at Herbelt
Road, Potteries Estate. Shooter'.s Hill. Pluinstead, Kent,
for Mr. V\ . J. Lamb. Mr. W. Gashng, architect.

Lidbetter _ fSgO
Lonergan SSO
Thompson S59
1°""^'' S>9
Smith SSO

NEwsi.iKKET.—For chapel at Newmarket, Suffolk.
Wardle & Baker £•-< 449

j,Y^»'|<^)- 2;i4s
C''"te 2 374
^."drcws 2,350Mmms ....«...„..„ 2 "00
I^nve ^ '„ gjiQ n
oUft , ^ CO"'!
Haines '"

\*^^,t) q
Coxcreshl-ry. Somerset—For building St. Ann's parsonaee

ornftR
tonRresbury. Somerset. Mr. Norton, architect,

-:* Ulcl oonu btrect.

W all ,1 Hook, Stroud I'vo-j n nHenry Hughes, Bristol i'ssQ n
Thomas Hartree, Clevedon ". o'lei U

CoN-cRE|aittv._For building St. Ann's Church !,t Congrcs-bury, Somerset. Mr. Norton, arcliitcrt, 24 Old Bond Street.
John Palmer, Weston-Mare

(accepted) _ chiirch£2,3;i o
" lower .154
>• heating chamber 25

Henry Hughes, Bristol church £2..S00 o^^'^*" " "

" tower 540
» beating chamber SO

Wall* Hook, Stroud .el,urch£j:iT"r;;*^''™ ° "
» lower 737
»» heating chamber 17

Thomas Hartiee, Clercdon, chnreli £Sfia~(r~0~^'^*'' " "

"
. .

tower 534
» healing cb,imbcr 20

£3,014
^|"??'"?<-»s, Maidstone.—For the drainage of the Perry-

W. Crockett, London
G. Chambers, Maidstone .......
Sutton & Vaughan, ditto
John Lee. City Road, London
T. Pearson. Vau.vhall _ o 197
Anscomb, Maidstone o'lgi
J.C. Bridgliird, Entield ..,.'.".'.".'."," s'l79W. Cobb, .Maidsluiie i)'l75

J. Sills, Maid.tone 3 1.0

....£2.685

... 2,5!'8

S293
,200

2,148
J. shamn London:::;:::::;;;::;:;:;;;;:-;;;;::

i:^]| ;; ^
J. <T. Naylar, Riichester 1 843t. Coles, Ball's Pcnd, London (accspted) V.SSS

^lo?dTSL''"xr''w"-;-,''^ """«'" Hill, for Messrs. R.J^lojd & Sons. .Mr. W. p. Griffith, architect.
Ehbage ^u„

f,
„

^;'{i^s^ :.....;ivo o o
.^lllll-

41^7 (J Q
Fowler (accepled) ;::::;; 453 g

LoxiioN.— For new Ragged Schools. Ogle Jlews, St. .Maryle-

bone, for Sir R. W. Carden and others. Mr. W. P. Griffith,

architect.

Little ;fl,0S9

Bemister _ 950

George _ „ 937
Partridge 932
Fowler 927

Maeers 943
'

Ebbnge (accepted) _ 909
Knapp 863
Richards 793
Mintv 770
Munro 770

Beckemiam.— For house & stabling at Beckenham, for W.
Wliitinore, Esq. H.'Currey, Esq., architect Quantities
supplied by Messrs. Welch aud Atkinson.

House. Stables. Total.
King & Co £3,220 £674 3.89+
W. Higgs 2.970 .i.W 0. S,.595

Nicholson 2,915 0. 5.30 3,44.5
Downs (accepted) 2 S9o 534 3,430

WoLVEniiAMFrov.— For W'eslevan Chipel, .-.nd bouodriries,
Compton Road, Wolverhampton. Mr. George Bidlake,
architect.

Baker £4,460
Sims „„ ,3.916

Makepeace „ 3,800
Palmer 3.49S
Bowater 3,400
Hartland _ 3,400
Addenbrooke ..«., .3,.3S2

Cockerill .3,381

Burkitt 3.359
Horsman 3,34.'j

Trow & Sons (accepted)

n

.5

1)

n
6 6

(1

3,10s n 2

CONTBACTS OPEN".

Bedford. — For the enlargement of the shop and premises
beloiiGing to Mr. Ballartl, High Street. Bedford. Plans and
specifications mav be seen at tlie office of James Horsford,
architect. Bedford, until the 30th inst., when the tenders
are to be sent in.

Thriplow. — For proposed national schnol residence, at
Thriplow, 111 rambridfieshire; can see plans and s|)ecifica-
tions at N'o. 77 Regent Street, Cambridge, on and after
Monday, the 21st inst. Quantities snpplied. Tenders tobe
sent under scaled cmer endorsed 'Tender for Thriplow
School,' on or before Monday, the 2Sth inst, to T. Itco-
ROLL, E-sq., Norwich.

Wf-stiuxster—For pulling down and rebuilding Na S Little
Quceii Street, \Ve>tminsier. Drawings mav be seen at the
office of tlie architect, up to Saturday. July -6- Henry
McCalla, C.E., architect, 25 Westbourne Place, Eaton
Square.

Orpinctov.— For the erection of hou?e at Orpington. St.
Mary's Cray. Kent. Appiy to Mr. J. G. Staplcton. jun.,
62 Cannon Street.

Bevceworth. — For the erection of a parsonage-house and
office?, at Bengewortli, near Kvesham. Plans and specifi-
cations m.iy l>e seen nn and after the 19th inst, bv appli-
cation to the Rev. S. Marsden. at Bengeworth. Tenders to
he sent to the office of the architect, Ewan Christian, S.\

Whitehall Place, London, S. \V., on or before Monday,
August 4.

BuBNH-AM.— For the erection of a new school-room, with
m.-ister*s house, and two cottages adjoining, and also for
sundry alterations and repairs in the present school-house,
at Burnham, Essex. The proposed contract, with the plans
and specifications, may be seen at the office of Mr. Webb,
architect, Guy H.irlings. Chelmsford, any dav after the
Card of July. Sealed tenders, endorsed 'Tender for the
Burriham National Schools,' to be sent to the office of Mr.
J. W. Wilson, solicitor, Chelmsford, on or before Wednes-
day, August 6,

KiLTON. — For the restoration of Kilton Church, Somerset.
Plans and specifications may be ii]specte<l on application to
Rev. S. Shedden, vicarage. Kilton, Bridgewater, Somerset,
to whom tenders in writing are to be delivered, on or
before the £!ith of Julv. For particulars apply to the
architect, John Norton, Esq., 24 Old Bond Street, W.

PitESTov.—Ruilders wishing to tender for the erection of the
new town hall, Preston, are requested to signify the same
to Mr. Robert Ascroft, Town Clerk. Preston : or to the
architect, Mr. G. G. Scott, 20 Spring Gardens, London, bo-
fore the eyth inst. They will then be apprised of the con-
ditions of the competition.

lBELA.\n.— For a coast,^uard station at Carrickfergus, for a
chief ofticer and six men, according to plans and specifica-
tion to be seen at the office of Mr Grav. Clerk of Works
22 Queen's Street, Belfast, and also at the office. A sepa-
rate tender to be sent in for each building. Each proposal
(which IS to be on the printed form Iwlged with the speci-
fication; to be for a lump sum. and to be accompanied by a
detad (giving qu.intitics and prices), and to be endorsed
lender f..r Coastguard Station at Carrickfergus ' Sealed

lenders to be .--.ddressed to Mr. E. Hornslv, secretary, office
of Public Works, Dubliu, up to the hour of 12 o'clock on
August It).

LoM)ox.—For construction of a lantern for a floatintr light,
ihe plans, specitication,and form of tender are deposited at
innity House, and may be inspected any day before Siitur-
(lay, the end of August next, between the hours of lOo'clnck
a.m .^nd 4 p m. No tender will be entertained which is notmade m the re<;uired form, and tenders must be delivered
at Iriiuty House on or before Monday the 4th of August

BANKUK.4D. DrMFHiEs —For the mason's, joiner's, and otherworks ol a dwelling-house, proposed to be erected at Bank-
head, on the cst.itc of East Tinwaid. for M. Carthew Yor-
stoun, bsq. The plans and specifications may be seen byapplying to James Barbour, architect, with whom ofiers are
to be lodged, on or before the 9th of August i.cxt.

Castle Dot^cLAS, DL.MFRirs._For building a hall .ind amarket house in Castk' Douglas. Plans nuv be seen in
the othccs of James Barbour, architect, Bucc'leuch Street

Dumfries, and Richard Hewat, Town Clerk, Castle Doug-
las. Fstimates for the several works must be lodged with
Mr. Hewat, at latest, on Ist August next.

DiJMFRiES.—For building an addition to and repairing the
manse of Applegirth. Plans and specifications will be seen
at Mr. Little's. Applegirth Town, close to the manse, after
Wednesday. July 30th ; and tenders will be received by Sir
Wdliam Jardine. Bart.. Jardine Hall. Lockerbie, on or be-
fore Thursday, August 7th. One contractor for the whole
work will be preferred.

COMPETITION OPEN.
Oxford. — Plans, sections, elevations, specifications, and es-

timate, are required for the new workhouse to Ire erected on
a site in St. Clement's parish, adjoining the Cowley Road.
Detailed instructions may be obtained at the office of the
Clerk to the Guardians, Oxford.

TRADE ITEWS.
The estate of Boghall, in the parish of Bathgate, and

county of Linlithgow, was purchased for Wm. Cowan, Esq.,
LL.D., of Linburn. Mid-Calder. at £30.000.
The freehold estate of Penare in St. Keverno, comprising

about Sit acres of land, and commanding magnificent views of
the entrance to Helford and Falmouth harbours, was knocked
down to Mr. John GUbert Plower, of Hclston, for £3,>i05, or
nearly £4S per acre.
The Twizell and Riffington Estates, in the p.irish of Nor-

hara, comprising about 686 acres of arable and woodland,
situate about ten miles from Berwick, has been sold for
£38,000, for Mrs. General Blake, of Handcross House, Sussex,

BANKRUPTS.
To SuRRENpPR IN Basinghall Stheet. — John William

Barnes, Green Dragon Yard. King Street. Itegent Street,
cari»entcr, Aug. 5, at C— Silas Nicholls. Southfiate Road, De
lieauvoir Town, architect. Aug. 5, at 2. — William Riley,
Patriot Square, Bethiial Green, carpenter, Aug. 9, at 11.^
Robert Stickland, Bartletfs Court, Holborn Hill, and Bar-
tholomew Close, carpenter, Aug. 1, at 3.

To St'RRriNDER IN THE COUNTRY. — Jamcs Rixon, Tow-
cester, NorthamptoTishire, brtckmakor. Aug. 4. at 10, County
Coun.Towcester.— Richard Gattrell, Fonthill Bishop, Wilt-
shire, carpenter. July 30, at 12, County Court, Shaftesbury.

—

James Pickles, Halifax, Yorkshire, stonemason, .\ug l,at 10,
County Court, HaUfax Robert Jones, Willenhall, Staffiird-
shirc, padlock-maker. .\ug. 8, at 12, County Court, Wolver-
hampton. — George King Longdon, Cheltenham, stonemason,
July 30, at 11. County Court, Cheltenham. _ Job Bennett,
Wolstanton, brickmaker. Aug. II, at 12, Bankrupts' Court,
Birmingham—John Oakes, Tunstall, ironmonger, .Aug.ll, at
12, Bjnkru)its' Court. Birmingham.—Thomas James, late of
Cheltenham, carpenter. August 5, at II, Countv Court, Chel-
tenham. — Thomas Collis, Stocking Pelham. Hertfordshire,
wheelwright. Aug. 4, at 12, County Court, Bishop's Stortford.— Francis Dunham, St. Albans, Hertfordshire, builder,
Aug. 2, at 12, County Court. St. Alban's. —Thomas Bourn,
Leigh, Woicestershire, brickmaker, August?, at 11, County
Court, Worcester. — Charles Purkis. Cressinp, Essex, car-
l>enter, August I, at 10. County (.'ourt. Braintrce .\lfred
Richards Badman, Weston-super-Mare, builder, .August 9,
at II, County Court. Weston-super-Mare.— Wdliam Hind,
Kibworth Bcauchamp. Leicestershire, painter, August 5, at
II. County Court. Market Harborough. — Benjamin Denton,
Queen's Head, York, stone dresser, August 4, at 10, County
Corrt, Halifax.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satlrdat (July Sfi).—DrcKwoRTii, at the George Hotel,

Northampton, at 3, estable of 414 a. 2 r. 17 p. of arable>
pasture and woodland, in the parish of Upton.

.Sothedv & Wilkinson, at l:i Wellington Street,
Strand (and following day), a valuable portion of the
Libri Collection, manuscripts, enamels, drawings, &c.

Tt'EsOAY.—Phillips, at his rooms. Great Broad Street, at
I, ancient pictures, selected from the Italian, Dutch,
and Flemish Schools.
Wallen. on the premises of the late Duncan Danbar,

Esq., near Orchard House, Blackwall, 80 loads of limber,
A:c. (Tliree fidlowing day.*;.)

Bro«s, at the Duke of York Hotel, Yorktown, at 3,

a

plot of freehold building land, in Yorktown, and other
plots of land.

Wednesday—Farecrothee. Clark, & Lye, at Garraway's,
at 12, plot 01 building land in Chancery Lano.

Thursday—Ruskworth, Jarvis, & AoBOTr, at No. 9 Strat-
liird Place, Jfurniture, pictures, and drawings, old Scvres-
and Dresden Porcelain. &c
Walton, at the Bull Hotel, Preston (and following

day), iit -.', in 152 lots, valuable freehold plots of building
land, witliin Preston.

Early ix Aunt st— Pittick & Simpsox, at 47 Leicester
Square, the antiquarian collection of books, engravnigs,
and drawuigs belonging lo the executors ofthe late J. J. A.
FillinhdRi, Esq., R.A.
CuA.vctLL(iR,at the Greyhound Inn, Richmond, freehold

building land.

Fareurother, Clark, & Lye, the West Cliff estate, 17
Marnie Villas, with several plots of building land.
Farebrotuer, Clark, Ji Lve, at Garrawav's, plots of

building laud. Isle of Wighr.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works IX Progress.—We sh.-iU feel obliged to any of our

readers who will lavour us with notes of works contemplated
or in progress in the provinces ; in mo=t cases, a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been, com-
mencc<l will be sufficient.

*»* Notice. — On and after the Isf of August
next, (lie Buulding News «??/ be ;publUkcd at 12
<} clock every Friday morning.
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external njipoarnuces.

TilE PEIXCE CONSORT'S
MEMORIAL—

THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

ORTIFYING as it may te to confess,

nevertheless it cannot be concealed that

nearly all recent attempts at the em-
bellishment of the metropolis have
turned out disastrous and ridiculous

failures. There is scarcely a niouiunent,

erected during the present century, that

reaches beyond vulgar mediocrity. Even
lliose which have been poetically conceived

anil artistically designed, like the Guardsmen
in Waterloo Place, have this distinction

neutralised to a great extent by the absurd

incongruity of accessories, the bald insipidity

of pedestals, and the inappropriateness of

sites. Where to hide our public statues?

ought to be the question the authorities

shoidd ask themselves, if they have a per-

ception of the ridiculous, and a regard for

Marshall's Dr. Jenner has been banished to the

Filters in Kensington Gardens, and few will be found to regret if Iiis

solitude should be relieved liy the presence of the 'Black Man in the

Green Bush,' from the top of Portland Place, and other similar produc-

tions that oft'end the eye in a walk through London. Where these

common forms of the manifestations of public gratitude, and of endea-

vours to peri)etuate a name, have been departed from, the residts have

fallen far short of anticipations, and have afforded no satisfaction except

to happy recipients of commissions on expenditure. Mr. Scott's varinntc

in front" of ^^'estminster Abbey, may be a curious example of what can

be achieved iu the shape of a modern antique ; but it is not a work of

art ; still less is it a memorial ; for it does not tell its story. Passers

by ask, What does it mean ? Some imagine it to be a mediaeval mo-
nument restored ; others, that it has some mysterious connection with

the order of the garter, from the uncomfortable empalement of the

Dragon and St. George on the apex ; or that it is intended to comme-
mcjrate the non-existence of the Salic law in the Englisli order of

succession, from the presence of two sovereign queens, and is a covert

ns.^ertion iu stone and granite of woman's rights. None would suppose,

until minute research revealed the fact, that the column, with its

h'Taldic grotesque extravagances, was erected to commemorate the

heroic devotion of modern Englishmen, who perhaps never gave a

tliought to saints, and certainly cared less for lieraldry. How many
that enter Hyde Park from O-xford Street know the Marble Arch is

n memorial" of Waterloo? for there is no external indication of

r.'lation.'hip between the two. Wyatt's column to the Duke of York,

and Railton's dwarfed column to" Nelson, are bad imitations of the

worst productions of Roman art iu its worst period. Thus, without

swelling the list of failm-es, it may be fairly conceded that neither

an outdoor statue, nor an isolated column, nor an arch, would be an

appropriate and satisfactory memorial to the memory of one whom all

I'lupland is delighted to honour.
When the crowded character of our streets is taken into consider-

ation, with other features which make people anxious to pass through

them as rapidly as possible, it will be evident that a statue is not only-

out of place, but also that it appears to every disadvantage when
erected in a public thoroughfare. A background is either wanting, or,

if there be one, it is inappropriate. The essential characteristic or

expression ofsculpture should be repose, and that repose in the midst of

busy life and bustling activity is too violent a contrast. Then again, if

the image of a great man be erected, it must be for some purpose beside

that of recalling his name to mind, which an inscription would do
quite as well, if not better. It should be to stamp the individuality,

so to speak, upon the public mind, through ages yet unborn; to chal-
lenge study and admiration for a work of art. None of these pui-poses

can be fulfilled by a statue in a crowded way, where it is an obstruction,

and no more an object of attention and study than are aldermanic obelisks

or '\'espasian columns. Who, among the tens of thousands that pass
daily before Peel's statue in Cheapside, or William I^^'s statue op-
posite London Bridge, pauses to study or admire, if we except a few
provincials and foreigners, and even they are too occupied with the
evidence of life and commerce to do so. Consequently, if it be desired
that a statue should fulfil its purpose, its place must be elsewhere
than in a crowded thoroughfare. A truth in aesthetics —which com-
mittees, commissioners, and connoisseurs are too apt to forget—has
been repeatedly urged, and never more eloquently and logically than
l-iy Mr. Ruskin, tliat the function of architecture is to alTord a home
fjr sculptiu-e. In the columns of this journal Mr. Bell dwelt on the
necessity of union between the graphic arts, the Sisters as he called
them ; still those who have the direction of these matters are as far as
ever from understanding how important is the union of all to the
success of each. Architecture without scidpture is like a poem
withotit poetry, lacking measure and emphasis. It is didl prose
versified ; while sculpture expelled from its architectural home may
be compared to the nonsense Latin verses boys write at school, which
have cadence, but no purport or signification.

No. 395.

Great disappointment has been experienced at the slow progi-ess
made with subscriptions for erecting the Prince Consort's Memorial.
The sum is insignificant as well as inadequate, to produce a tittino-
work t.f art. Looked at by itself, it is imwortliy of the nation, and
almost a slight to the memory of the dead. But" there are what may
be called extenuating circimistances, which in common fairness sliould
bo taken into consideration. Leaving aside the cotton famine, whicli
must now monopolise for its victims all the charitable resources of
tho_ nation, and omitting also the straitened means of all from extra-
ordinary taxation and diminished income, the chief, and perhaps the
only cause of subscriptions falling short of the amount they were
anticipated to reach, has been the uncertainty which prevaileil as to
the form the memorial was to take. Few cared to give their money
unless they knew what for. Il.-id the Commissioners appointed to deter-
mine the character of the memorial published their decision earlier, the
subscription, notwithstanding the adverse character of public affairs
would have_ sprung up so vigorously as to dispel all doubts as to the
hold the Prince's memory has on the nation's heart, and to waiTant the
commencement of works.

For the reasons given, and others too numerous to mention, but
which vnW readily suggest themselves to the reader, wc submit that
the Prince Consort's Memorial shoidd be the result of a combination
of the three arts— Architecture, Sculpture, and I'ainting ; and that
the site of the work of art should be removed from crowds wliich mio-ht
interfere with c;dm and profitable study of it. To preserve the remem-
brance of tlie individuality of the Man, we must call in the aid of
sculpture

; to illustrate his way of life, the senices of painting must be
enlisted to describe iu glowing coloui-s his noble deeds; and to house
them and knit the whole into an expression of national gratitude, we
must have recoui'se to architecture.

Instead of keeping steadily in view the erection of the best design
that could be produced, the Commission has lent itself to the concili-
ation of diverse opinions, and appears to have been desirous of puttins
a good thing iu the way of architect » and sculptors, rather than ot"

doing the utmost honour to the memory of the Prince. From tlie
loftiest pretensions it has volimtarily "descended to the vidgarest
commonplace, and fallen to the lowcst'depths of bathos. Instead of
concentrating^ all eflbrts on the realisation of one grand scheme, it
proposes to fritter away om- inadequate means in erecting, near the
site of the '51 Exhibition, ' an architectural base for groups of sculp-
ture '—base enough no doubt it will be—' and on the other side
of the road ' a largo Hall for meetings connected with science
and art.' That anything more preposterous, more disfraceful to
public taste in England, more retrograde in ai-t, more unworthy
of the Prince's memory, and we may safely say, more discourteous
to the Queen, could have been suggested, it "is impossible to imanine.
There is no need for a science-and-art IlaU at Kensington, because
the locality is remote from where such meetings wiirbe held, and
because the bidldings in connection with the Brompton Boilers
amply satisfy the requirements of the locality in that respect. Ao-ain
there is Captain Fowke's edifice, which is almost sure to be retained'
in whole or in part. In that case, there will be a Hall large euoug-h
to accommodate a dozen meetings, and for which it ^viU not be ealy
to find an use. How many times iu the course of a year will meetiuo-s
be held in the proposed Hall, and to what pm-poses "is it to be devoted
during intervals between meetings? If it be used for exhibiting
works of science and art, what will be the utility of keeping up South
Kensington Museums ? and what will be the difference between it and
the Polytechnic Institution, or the old Adelaide Gallery, with its
puffing lecturers, its advertisement exhibitions, its cheap-jacks,
and its dreary succession of shows, styled popular illustrations of
practical science ? What guarantee is offered that the Hall will not
be let to professors of the art of dancing, for theu- evening assemblies,
or to the professors of the noble art of self-defence, or that it will
not be used as a music-hall, or a dancing saloon ? Certes, a combina-
tion of the Argyll Rooms and Canterbury Hall Ln one, is not the
means the nation would employ to do honom' to the dead. The very
possibility that the Memorial might come to so base an use isrevoltino-
to English natine, for it regards the affording a chance of such a
degradation as an iusult to the memory of the Prince, whose whole
life was a model of purity, and a protest, not against recreation, but
against licentiousness iu every form.

Lastly, if the Hall be built, where are the funds to come" from to
keep it up. The nation certainly does not contemplate being saddled
with a rent-charge, and if it is to be made self-supporting, by charging
meetings for the use of the Hall, it may be replied that mon'ey has not
been subscribed to carry out a commercial speculation, nor to pi-ovide
well-paid places for South-Kensington jobber.s, as directors, curators,
and secretaries of the Prince Consort Memorial Hall.
With respect to the ' architectural base for groups of sculpture,' it

was hoped that we had emerged from the barbaric tmies of which such
en-ors were the index and; the stigma. Scidpture requires a home
which it is the province of architecture to supply, and not a pedestal
or base, to uphold it iu the open air. In Italy, when the Romans
with their hero-worship, co.irse taste.s, and clouded perceptions, carica-
tured the arts they borrowed from Greece, isolated statues, or isolated
groups of statuary, were erected in the open air. The unclouded cli-
mate and the outdoor habits of the people might diminish the absurd
etlecta of this solecism in art. But here, under a cold and rainy climate,
a statue without shelter, dripping most days in the year from morn
till night, and dingy London sparrows perching on nose and ears.
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presents a imiufullv ridiculous appearance. Tben, as to the groups of

sculpture at the base, vrliat are they to be ? Not allegories ;
for we have

outlived the dav when chubby cupids, sprawling heroes, and naJsed

graces would be tolerated in a national moniunent. Still less will

people approve statues of individuals who may have been connected

with the I'rincc in carrving out his idea. Mr." Cole, Earl Grannlle,

Sir Cliailes Eastlake, and others that come in the same categoiT, are,

no doubt, respectable personages, and did the Prince good semce ;
but

if people were disposed to associate them with the Piince Consort's

fame, and to include them in public homage to his memory, death

hath not yet conferred upon these gentlemen immortality and, con-

sequentlv, the riirht to public statues.

The only escape from the disgraceful dilemma into which we are

brought bv the blundering incapacity of tlie incompetents who accepted

so momentous a trust, is by the exercise of the Eoyal prerogative.

Less for the honour to be paid to her dead husband, than for the feel-

ings of her subjects, which the Commission has outraged, and for their

taste in ai-t, which it has aspersed, it is greatly to be desii-edthat Iler

Majestv should dissolve the Commission, and annul its proceedmgs.

Better postpone the work, grievous as that would be, than ever allow

ourselves to be disgraced by the absurdities of men of taste.

Without in any way denying, or seeking to diminish in the sliglitest

degi-ee, the force of "the ai-gimient respecting a ' Lamp of sacrifice,'

we may still be permitted to believe that it would not at all deti-act

firom the merits of a work of art, as a memorial of it should serve

some useful pui-pose. Nor would it detract from the sacrificial

character of the memorial, provided there were an evident and special

relationship between the useful pm-pose and the deeds of him the

memorial is intended to recall to mind. For inst.ance, a Surrey Hospital

is sought to be erected as the coimty"s monument to the Prince Consort;

but svmpathetie as he was with himian suffering in every form, there

is nothing to identify him with a hospital. There is no special re-

larionship between the Man and the Memorial. It would be as appro-

priate to hmidreds of others as to him, and any other means for

alleviating himian suffering would he just as appropriate as a hos-

pital to the Prince's memory.
But if we were to determine to rebuild the National Gallery on a

scale and in a style worthy of the nation, and dedicate it to the

memory of the Prince Consort ; if in the entrance-hall, which shoidd

be the highest achievement of modem architectm'al skill, we were

to place his statue, and siu-round it with illustrations of his laboui-s,

that woidd he no \mworthy or inappropriate memorial ; for the

purpose of his life was the cultivation and developement of the

knowledge and love of art among us. The new Gallery, in which
would be housed the mastei-pieces of art, would be the temple of

his fame. It would continue the prop.agation of the study and
love of the beautiful, which, during upwards of twenty years, he

strove to advance, and it would be a monumental memorial of

the success of his laboiu'S. Here, more than elsewhere, he woidd
be fith' and surely remembered. There would be that evident
' fitness of things," and that identification of iudividu.ality with
the monument, which has already been pointed out as necessary.

To carry out a work of this kind there are, fortunately, no veiy serious

difficulties to he overcome ; indeed, there are many circumstances

singidarly propirious. The enlargement of the National Gallery is

decided in principle, and cannot be postponed much longer ; for

ali-eady it is so crowded to repletion that many works of art have to

be hidden away from public view. Ilaffaelle's cartoons are as good as

lost, and deteriorating from want of proper care at Hampton Court,

and Mr. Cowper stands pledged to buUd a room for them, in con-
nection with the National Gallery, next year. £100,000 has been
mentioned as about the smn to be asked.

It has been admitted that subscriptions to the Memorial are not
adequate to defi-ay the cost of a monument fit to be considered
as the expression of national gi-atitude and respect, and that a
Parliamentary grant in aid will be necess.ary. • There can be no
valid objection to the union of a Parliamentary gi-ant with the
funds suhsci-ibed by individuals, in order that the memorial may
be invested with a national cliaracter ; on the contrary, there are
many reasons for imiting all our efforts in one direction, " in order to
achieve something great. And why should not we strive to achieve
greatness on this occasion ? It is one that, of all others, j ustifies a noble
ambition in endeavoiu-ing to attain preeminence. Failure even in
striding after greatness woidd be better and nobler than that we
shoidd listen to the counsels of the tempter to limit om-selves to
humble efforts ; that we should be content to peddle, patch, and make
shift

;
palter n-ith oiu' purpose and save money, though it should

render useless what was spent ; and that we should blindly submit to

the architectural mediocrity which presides over the Boai-d of Works,
squanders our means in carrying out vulgar and commonpla<?e designs,
perverts opportuniries, disfigures the metropolis, and makes it the
scorn of the art-world.
To make the New National Gallery a monument to'the memory of

the Prince Consort would entail no extra expenditure on Mr. Cowper's
department, for all exti-a outlay woidd be defrayed by subscriptions
from the public. Supposing the "Executive gi-own suddenly economical,
all that would he requiredVill be that it should cease to "persist in the
bimgling piecemeal system of enlarging the Gallerj' initiated by Mr.
Pennethorne's alterations of the interior last year, and that it" shall
review the question as a whole in a comprehensive spirit, having due
regard to the probable demands that will be made for space during

the next ceutiu-y. In this spirit Government should first determine

the site, takins care that it be suitable as regards character and posi-

tion, and that it will admit of extension for the erection of new
buildincs as the demands for space increase. It should next settle

the desi"!! in considtation with a Prince Consort's Memorial Com-
mission, appointed by the Queen ; and then hand over the care of

erecting tliat portion of the struetiu'e more especially intended to be

a memorial of the Prince, to the adminish-ators of the subscription

fund, uniting with this work the erection of the Eaftaelle room, and

the provision of such farther accommodation as Parliament may pro-

s-ide means for. The amoitot already subscribed will be ample for the

purpose indicated ; while, when the piu-pose and character of the

memorial are known, there are good reasons to hope the fund will

be largely and rapicUy increased, so that the monument may be

made allthe more worthy of the memory of him to whose efforts

is mainly due our progress in the arts of designs which the present

Exhibition has ascertained and established.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
PERIODICALLY, and at unexpected times, as if to familiarise

the public with the idea, there crops up in the House of Com-
mons, a discussion on the Tm-ner Collection, the National Galleiy, or

the Royal Academy: and, as if the intention was to bewilder the

public, these discussions are of most peqilexing variety, that is not ia

the slightest degTee simplified by the drifting of the subject, after the

manner of the dissolving -inews, into the wai- in China, or iron-plated

ships. Nor is the question rendered more intelligible by any apparent

agreement between the discussions as they follow one after the other.

At one time there is an open admission of a desire to take the whole
to South Kensington : at another time, part only are to go ; then

it is the National Gallery that is to be removed to a new gallery,

for which it is vaguely admitted that plans have been prepared

adapted to the site of Burlington House, the present National Gal-

lerj' being given up to the Royal Academy : then it is the Royal

Academv that is to go to Burlington House, and the National Gallery

to remain where it is. We sincerely trust that the public will not

be lulled into a feeling of security by these means, fi-om which they

may be disagreeably awakened, by finding that the National Collec-

tion of Pictures h.os been bamboozled away to the neighbourhood of

the Brompton Boilers.

The latest discussion on these subjects arose fi-om Lord Elcho's

motion refeiTcd to in our last number. A Royal Commission is

perhaps the veiy best means of setting the Academy right with the

public, who are very far from being satisfied with it at present,

claiming, as Lord Elcho remai'ked, when it wants anjihing from the

public, to be public, and when the public wants anything from it,

claiming to be private.

The pretent building at Charing Cross, occupied as it is by the

Nation.al Gallery and the Royal Academy, is still, although con-

siderably enlarged, totally inadequate to accommodate its present

contents and the Academy ; and the adoption of one of three courses

is a matter of necessity ; either tlie Royal Academy or the National

Gallery must be removed ; we don't much care which, so long as they

are not removed further westward than Burlington House ; or the

present building must be extended over the area northwards, now
occupied by the workhouse and the barracks, and a portion set apart

for the use of the Academy, either at a rent, or not, as may be deter-

mined. The Academy having occupied Government buildings, rent

free, for at least ninety years, certamly gives them a claim (i prinn,

not to be turned out without compensation ; but we are very much
mistaken if a Royal Commission will not find sufficient reasons to

recommend that the Academy be required to provide some portion,

if not all, of the cost of the galleries occupied by them, out of their

own funds. According to Lord Elcho, the total receipts of the

Academy have amounted to £384,480, and they have a balance of

ahout £104,000, which does not include the bequest by Chantrey of

his large fortune, on the decease of his widow : but we think the

receipts must be larger than is stated, for in 1836 they had amoimted
to £260,000, and it is well known that since that time the receipts

have increased enormously, from additional numbers of visitors, and an

increased sale of catalogues, at one shilling each, the profits of which
are very considerable. The expenditure has been £218,469 for ('«-

strucfiona! purposes ; we may, perhaps, learn from a commission what
proportion of this has gone to the annual dinners, to pensions, to

members and their families, to official salaries, apart from those of

the professors and the committees ; £61,.511 have been devoted to the

relief of distressed artists and theu- families, and the total number of

students has been 2,774, besides 22 travelling students. An enemy
of the Academy woidd require no better e\-idence than that afl'orded

by these figm-es, to prove that it has departed from the chief pui-jiose

for which artists founded it origin.ally, and that it has mismanaged
the funds entrusted to its keeping. We will not say it has been

guilty of jobbery, though that is a reproach it is condemned to bear,

so long as it refuses to publish accoimts. The gross amount of

£218,469 expended for instructional purposes, shows the cost of

educating students to have been £78 a head— an average rate that

will create astonishment. Dividing this gross amount by 90, the

number of years the academy' had existed, when the return was made,
it will appear that the Academy spent £2,427 annually in art edu-

cation— a sum that appears incredible, and which can be explained in
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no other way, than by supposinp: the locturors to receive imusually

liberal salaries, auil tliat the Acatlemy's dinners are regarded as a(iap(e

and media lor art iiistructiou. When artists iirst afjreed to uuite in

the annual exhibition of their works, it was in order that the profits

should be devoted to the relief of their distressed coUeafrues. In

carr>-in'>- out the main and original purpose of the Society, the

Academy has spent £G83, on an average, annually. The consequence

of this departure from tlie spirit and letter of the first agToement,

and of this pervei-sion of funds is that artists, who by exliibiting

theii' works contribute to these funds, have been compelled to form

independent benevolent institutions to relieve the necessities of those

whose just claims are set aside by tlio Academy.
The Academy combines in itself au acatlemy of honour, an academy

of exhibition, a charitable institution, and kistly, a school, and none

of these depiu-tments have escaped severe, and we fear, in too many
instances, just censure. The magic letters, K.A., or A.R.A., too

often follow names tliat make us wonder how they contrived to get

such appendages. Hoth the selection and rejection of works for the

Exhibition is acknowledged to be faulty in the extreme, while in the

schools the chief tuition is comprised in a course of lectures once a

year, except as regards the perspective class, which, as contrasted

with the other schools, is admirably conducted, while the charities

are said to be abused.

It is thought, that whereas the Academy elects its own members,
inquiry by a commission might show a better mode of election, either

by nomination of the C'rown, or election by a constituency of artists

who have exhibited for a certain nimiber of yeai-s ; it would also

ascertain in what manner the professors are appointed, and the character

of tlie instruction given. But whatever steps may be taken, it i.s

very desirable that the principal object should be to see if means
cannot be adopted to draw closer the relations between the acade-

micians and artists generally. At present, outside artists and members
of the Academy are constantly in a position of antagonism to each

other, that ha.s anything but a good eftect on art. It is somewhat
remarkable that there is no opposition to the issuing of a commission.

ilr. Cowjier thinks that it would not be a tenable gi-ound to say that

the Academy is, to a certain extent, a private institution, and is there-

fore not liable to the inquiries of a commission ; for, although it has all

the responsibility of a public corporation, it has the ft'cedom of a

voluntaiy association of artists, and was foimded by the Sovereign for

public piu'poses, for the promotion of art, and the improvement of

taste. Academies, Mr. Oowper reminded his hearers, began in the

decline of art, and not in its rise, but the methods of instruction have
changed. From the revival of painting, up to the foundarion of

academies, sculptors and painters suiTounded themseh'es with yoimg
men, who learned from them the technicalities of art, imbibe(l their

master's spb-it, and aided him in the execution of his works. The
same system is maintained on the continent, combined with academic
lectures ; but such a relation is deemed impossible in England now

;

for here artists having a rapid sale of their works will not devote
themselves to teaching, whilst j'oimg men will not imitate, but seek
after origiualitj', and are anxious, as soon as possible ' to start in

business ' for themselves ; therefore the necessity for a school is

asserted. But at the Academy, the professors are underpaid, it is

stated, although the sum devoted to instructional pm-poses proves the
contrary, if it be correctly given ; while the custom of varying the
teachers monthly, if it tends to prevent mannerism and conventionality,

at the same time prevents systematic teaching.

It must be some time, however, before we are able to place STiiBcient

confidence in the Royal Academy, to adopt the suggestion thrown out
that, if reformed, it might constitute a committee of advice upon all

?uestions of importance connected with public edifices and monuments

;

or we can only see in the Royal Academy, as a body, the very last
authority to wliich we woidd think of appealing in such matters ; for,

with but two or three exceptions, painters are as innocent of any know-
ledge of architecture, as architects are of painting. WTien the Academy
was fii'st instituted, such questions were sometimes referred to a com-
mittee, selected from tlie members ; but ' it was foimd that the com-
mittee were disposed to use the power for pui'poses of jobbery.' Such
might not be the ca.se now ; but we protest against any proposal to
refer architectural questions', of so much importance as those bearing
on our public buildings, to the Royal Academy of Arts.

But, likely enough, the proposed commission, as a cloud in the dis-
tance uo bigger than a man's hand, is the sign of a storm that wiU
leave wreck and ruin of the Academy, out of which -nnU arise a noble
institute of art— equally for pamting, architecture, and sculpture—
where each of these ai-ts v\-ill be taught, and where honour will be
awarded to merit.

THE EXHIBITION OF MEDIEVAL ART AT THE SOUTH
KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

CONCXUDINQ NOTICE.

GLASS WAEE, BRONZES, JEWELLERY, ANCIENT WATCHES, ETC.
k MONO the specimens of glass lent by coUoctors for temporary exhi-
IX Intion m the present assemblage of choice works of mediajval art, are
some remarkably beautiful examples of glass manufacture of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, which tend to show that, although we have suc-
ceeded i!i making purer and more brilliant glass, and have acquired greater
mechanical exceUence in all that can be done by mere mechanism, or by
skiU of a meehameal kind, we are nevertheless far behind in aU that pertains

to beauty or ingenuity of form, and in a number of other important quali-
ties. We have no longer the art of imparting to glass a great variety of
aspects. Oui' works have always a similarity of appearance that we are too
apt to fancy arises necessarily out of the nature of the material. In the
bulk of oui' works, so soon as glassv brilliancy is attained, all artistic

ambition is satisfied. But in the work of the epochs referred to, and in
earlier periods also, a vast variety of quality is given to works in glass when
artistically treated. In one oly'ect it is made to produce the effect of rock
crystal, in another work it appears formed of a piece of only semi-tninsparent
tale, so beautifully engi-aved, that one might have fancied the substance to

have been a soft one, instead of one that is with difficiUty cut even by the
diamond. In other cases, the glass is of two or more tones ; in others its

effects are varied by painting : in short the varieties of effect wrought out
in media?val glass ware are endless.

The present display of ancient glass, though not large, is rem.arkably
choice, aud, for its extent, rich in things of the very best classes. Among a
few specimens that we have space to particularise are the following. In
order to attempt a kind of chronological order, not observed in the aiTange-
ment of this display, we may name, first, two cases filled with fi*ag-

ments, or small perfect specimens, of Eg}'ptiau, Greek, and Eonian glass

ware. Most of these specimens are opaque, and marbled witli a mixture of

glasses of two or more colours. On some of these specimens, long buried in

the earth, a slow chemical action has produced on the surftice the usual ex-

quisitely nacreous colouring. Iridescent tones of this kind occur on some of

the present specimens, such as no art yet known can approach, in the peculiar

combination of softness and brilliancy wliich they display'. But the effect is,

indeed, so beautiful, that it would be well worth while attempting to produce
something like it by artificial means. The iridescent glaze of the JIacstro

Giorgio, is coarse vulgarity by the side of it; and the processes patented
by the Messrs. De la Eue, though producing nacreous tints of very pleasing

character, do not approach the richness and brilliancy of these naturally

produced effects. The jtutaUic tones, mingling with the coloiu's, are perhaps
the most splendid ; the nacreous silver, for instance, far surpassing the
most delicate frosting of the jeweller, and the same may be said of this iri-

descent gold.

Of glass ware,'of a late Eoman date, much hiter thau that of the Portland
vase, indeed belonging to the epoch of the lower empire, is a glass goblet,

exhibited by Baron Lionel Rothschild, which is perhaps a work of the

fourth centurj-. It is a magnificent, and unique specimen. The gi-ound is

of a soft green tone where the light feUs directly on the surface, but assumes
a rich vermilion tint when a ray shines through it, the body of the glass,

as it would seem, being of a rich vermilion ruby, covered with an external

film of green. Upon tliis ground are figui'cs in nearly detached relief, and
of a more decidedly opaque green than that of the ground ; their texture,

in appearance, being somewhat like that of Chinese jade stone. These
figures represent a hunting scene. A Roman emperor, in flowing eastern

robes, and cairying a Thyrsus, is preceded and followed by dogs ; and then
come fauns, and satyrs, and trees, and other objects, all in nearly detaclied

relief; the undercutting being of a depth that must have required the greatest

care and skill in its execution. But it may be that the figures are
attached by a paste, subsequently petrified. This is a most remarkable and
interesting specimen, and in many respects perfectly unique. A curious

goblet with a spout, of pale orange glass, quaintly fluted and ornamented,
and most gorgeously mounted with gemmed enameled work, has been lent

by the same munificent contributor. A dish and ewer, lent by A. Baker, Esq.,

are beautifid specimens, especially on account of the exquisite enamel mountings
of most elaborate design and rich colouring. The glass spoons in gold aud
enamel moimtings, lent by the Marquis of Salisbury, should not be passed
over. An engraved glass cup, of tall slender proportions, richly moimted
in enamel, with cb-agon handles, lent by JVIi'. Farrer, is a remarkable specimen,
as are a fish-shaped cup, moimted in gold enriched with gems, lent by
Mr. Baker ; a cup with neck and spout formed of a hippogriff, with glass

wings ; a bird-shaped vessel, with gold mountings by the Duke of Bueeleugh
;

a glass coffee-pot, lent by Mr. Baker, and a tall glass, beautifidly engraved,
lent by the Earl of Besborough. A two-handled, deep, oval tazza, with
engraved subjects, lent by Mr. Field, is an interesting specimen ; as is, also,

the glass-paneled tankard, mounted in gold or gilt, lent by Mr. H. T. Hope,
and a glass jug of very delicate form, moimted with an enameled wreath,
and an eagle handle, lent by Mr. A. Barker. Some splendid specimens of
engraved table glass, lent by Earl Cowper, and Mr. D. C. Marjoribanks,
deserve careful examination by both artist and manufacturer, but they are

perhaps surpassed in beauty by a specimen of glass engraving contributed
by Mr. J. B. Beresford Hope.
Of Oriental glass of Turkish and Persian fabric there are some noble

specimens, and A'en<tian glass of the sixteenth and seventeenth centivries.

There is a series of specimens, principally contributed by JIi'. Slade, many
of which ought to be remarkably suggestive to the artist aud designer of the
present day. There are the taU-standed goblets, spreading into a wide
mass of tracery, half way up the stand, which might surely suggest some
novelty in the feature of modem glass ware, and many other features that

might lead to new modes of general treatment. Of the piaiuted glass

ware, although there are many interesting specimens fit to enter into rivalry

with the magnificent painted dish lent by the Marquis D'Azeglio, we have
only space to note tlie presence of several objects of gxeat interest.

"

The bronzes of the presi'Ut exhibition are necessarily confined, in the'

main, to small objects, of which there are some beautifiJ examples
;

among them the most elegant are decidedly those which belong to the
school of the ItaUan Renaissance. A salt cellar, for the centre of a table,

lent by Mr. Fortnimi, attracts general attention. The bronze of this

gi-aceful work is partly gilt. "The stand is composed of open work,
formed of dolphins and nereids, from which rise three sea-horses, de-

signed and modelled with great spirit, supporting three large cockh'

shells of silvered bronze, from the central junction of which issues

marine foliage, forming itself into a kind of pedestal, upon wliich stands

a Neptime, well modelled, and ricUy gilt ; the work may be of the date

of 1560. Mr. Fortnum contributes another bronze salt cellar of Italian

work; it is formed of a sitting faun supporting a vessel of suitable shape,

while he plays upon a rustic pipe.
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Tlicvo -u-c =evcral Tory graceful and ingeniously designed inkstands of

Italian ,v;rk ;
one, supported by ^;inged figures, and havnig an exquisite

CuDid on the lid, is contributed by Mr, Addington. Anotlier, supported

bv Stihinxe-" on a grandly designed stand, formed of lions' paws, and

having on tlic lid Venus, Cupid, and Pan, wrought into a very graeeful

OTOUP is lent by Mr. Fi>rtnuni, and another, lent by the Duke of J5uc-

cleu<ih is rt-i-li^irs 'qual t« ^^y f*'^'"'" «P«'"'n'3° of tli's class of work.

Two° b'eiu'tifuUy designed bronze door knockers, of most artistic design,

lent by Mr Holford and Mr. Field, are real works of art. Why do our

bronziis and architects neglect this feature of external decoration, the very

position of which is so prominent as to enforce attention, and examination

too if wortliv of it. A 6ne bronze ewer of large size and grand design

(It-'ib'an work of the 16th century) is one of the finest things in this class,

which is matclicd by another specimen, of larger dimensions, but not

superior work, lent by the Duke of Buccleugh.

Of bronze statuettes there ai-o some very pretty examples. bamson

slayin.' a Philistine, in the style of II Tribolo, lent by Earl .Spencer, is a

spiVited work, as is the Nessus and Dejanira, in tlie manner of John

of ]5olo<rna. A copy of the Laocoon, by some artist of the early part ot

the 15th century, is also an interesting work; and tliere are several other

specimens. A collection of bronze plaques and medaUions, lent by bir 1 no-

mas Gresley, contains some choice morceaux, as does a similar collection lent

by Mr. Fortnum. n » i

Of ancient jewellery, including several unmoiiuted cameos ot tine design,

there is a good display. "We should have liked, however, to see Etruscan

gold-work fairly represented, and Roman gold too, of the more highly

wrouaht and artistic class. Medireval jewellery is more profusely represented

;

the signet rings of a long series of Popes forms in itself a collection of objects

so fulf of interest that one might write a cafahgue raisonnee about it which

would form a goodly volume. And nearly as much may be said of

other branches of medifeval jewellery. A series of keys, as badges of office,

chamberlainship, &e., form a very interesting collection of objects. There

are the imperial German keys of the Emperor Charles VI. (a.d.1711—1712)

;

those of Francis I. and Miria Theresa (a.d. 17-4o-176o). These are still

of antique style, but those of Joseph II. (1765) usher in a new era of art,

so bald and poverty-stricken in invention as to bo conspicuously evident,

even in the design of a chamberlain's keys of office. The English regal keys,

of which specimens are only furnished from the first of the Georges, have

the Iiandle formed of the royal cipher, richly flourished, and crowned.

The Danish keys are those of Clii-istian VI. (a.d. 1730—1746). This col-

lection of official keys, among which are many not alluded to, has been

contributed by Mr. Octavius Morgan, who has also sent a curious case of

ancient watches.

Among the ancient watchei;, some of which are of extremely ponderous

dimensions, are other specimens belonging to the more recent epochs of

horolooT, which are beautifully enriched with artistic decorations of a

highly'^graceful character. One exquisitely enamelled case is especially

remarkable. It is the work of Jean Toutin, of Chateaudun, in tlie Blaisois,

the inventor of this style of miniature painting in opaque enamel upon gold.

The subject is Diana and her Nymphs, very gracefully treated. This artist

is said to have first communicated his secret to Dubii, a celebrated gold-

smith, who worked in the galleries of the Lou^Te, but it soon became

generally practised, and of its application to watch case!»we have examples

"by a later hand in the elegant miniature signed 'Huand le puisne,' a deli-

cately drawn and highly finished Venus. There is also a beautiful specimen

. of that class of enamel known as the jewel enamel of Sevres. This style

• consists in the encrustation of delicately low reliefs in gold on a white

enamel ground ; a style successfully revived by M. Chablin, of the Faubourg

du Temple, who exhibits his fu-st specimens in the [French Court at the

International Exhibition.

design and wrought-iron gates designed by Mr. .Seddon of "SVhitehaU. The

illustration of a gate and also a window grille, which we give below, wiU be

admitted we think, to be exceedingly chaste and effective in design
;
tho

workmanship will speak for itself to those who take the trouble to inspect

it In ecclesiastical ornaments, the same firm show enameled crucifixes, and

the gospel candlesticks, the design of Mr. Butterfield. They exliibit also

lecterns, chalices, patens, flagons, incense boats, thuribles, alms-plates, jewel

cases, and much more. A medal has been awarded to this firm, ' for great

beauty and variety of design, and perfection of workmanship.'

\Ve may observe here that there have been differences of opinion, both

among architects and amateurs as to the proper material for the ornamenta-

tion of the choir, or chancel, or rood-screen. In olden times wood was the

material for these purposes, because wood is easily and cheaply worked

upon. But even in the olden times the skilful architect could make his

designs for gates and screens in iron and brass. The question was one

simply of cost, and ability to execute the design in metal. In a country

abounding in oak or walnut trees, such as England, nothing was more

natural than to select the woods of those trees for architectural and orna-

mental purposes. But there was no canon law against the using of metal

for similar purposes. Indeed, any one who has visited our cathedrals and

IRONMONGER"^ IN THE INTERNATIONALJEXHIBITION.
No. IV.

WE purpose in the present notice to confine ourselves still to Class 31,

and to iron and metal works intended for domestic and ecclesiastical

• ornamentation. We are not writing as jurors, however, deciding on the re-

lative merits of the articles and workmanship exhibited. Indeed, where so

much excellence is obvious, and where evidently so much labour has been

bestowed to represent British skiU, such a course would be invidious. What
has interested us chieily is the marked display of objects in hammered iron,

'including elegance of design, the delicacy of the workmanship, and the

general neatness of finish. To those who are not aware of the malleability

of iron, and the exquisitely delicate forms into which it may be forged, who
Tiave been accustomed to see iron-work in its grosser forms only, the display

must appear marvellous, and we have seen visitors, contrary to the prohibi-

tion, handling delicate leaf and scroll-work, vine-tendrils, and drooping

fruits, to convince themselves, by the evidence of touch, that they were not

imposed upon by stamped-tin ornaments, gilded over to hide the poverty of

the sham. Again in bronze and brass-work, we have to admire the elegance

of the designs, and the clearness of the castings and chasings. The same

remarks apply to iron-castings, especially to those intended for large and
small gates, balusters, balconies, flower-stands, &e. Of large gates there are

many specimens, and by their proximity they iunte a comparison, which the

"visitor vriU find to be at once interesting and instructive.

Messrs. Beuham & Sons have a trophy in the South-east transept, where
they exhibit iron and brass-work after designs of the twelfth and tlurteenth

centuries. The hammered u'on-work displayed in a pair of rood screen

gates, relieved by brass ornaments, is very beautiful, so also are their designs

in gas and taper pillars, communion service, and alms-plates. Messrs. Baily

& Sons, of Gracechurcli Street, exhibit iron-work for gates, staircases, ban-

ister-finials, sereenwork, &e. The uprights painted in light blue, and the

gilded sculpture-work have a pleasant effect. Messrs. Hart & Sons, of

Cockspur Street, have a court, dazzling in examples of mediaeval ornaments.

They display inkstands, envelope-cases, flower-vases, of polished brass, with

encaustic painting, coronas for churches, billiard lights of six burners, can-

delabra, door-handles and knockers in wrought-iron, very artistical in

Gate, by Messes. Hakt & Sons, Coczspuk Sieeet.

old country churches, must have observed that iron and brass-work have

been introduced wherever it was possible. If iron had been as cheap, and
as easy of application as it now is, there is no doubt that many of the

grotesque corbels, finials for pews and the like, which were carved in oak,

would have been done in metal. Nay, perhaps, the very altar-piece itself,

instead of oak and marble, might have been of ornamental bronze. And so

also the pulpit. Stone and wood for long have liad a contest. Each suc-

ceeds best whore each is the most abundant. But the pulpit of bronze is

no more a heterodoxy than the lectern of bronze or of brass, which in former
times was made of oak or other wood, into which the worm has been known
to gnaw so deeply in course of time, that a lectern has broken down under
the weight of the missal, to the discomfiture of the priest, and the incon-
venience of the conventual brothers whom it aroused from their slumbers.
But be that as it may, we think that a visitor of Messrs. Hart's Court would
admit that their display of ecclesiastical ornaments in metal-work is more
gorgeous than anything in wood could have been. If our protestantism
is a little shocked by looking at crucifixes, incense-boats and monstrances,
let us remember that, if it is theologically wrong, it is resthetically very
beautiful. Messrs. Hardman & Co. of Birmingham have a rich display of
ancient cluirch and domestic ornaments, sacred vessels and fittings in

various metals, aepidclu-al brasses, and metal screen-work. They also show
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a ji:iir of gatrs, whicli. whctljer as regards design, the beautiful delicacy of
the scruU-work, and the remarkable uieety of finish, are, we think, unrivalled
by any in the exliibition. Most of their eliurch ornaments were, we learn,

from tlie designs of the late A. W. Pugin, Esq.
It is almost needless to point to the objects exhibited by tlie Coalbrookdale

Comiiany, aiul yet mention of them must not be omitted. Their grand
spiral iron staircase, with its double ascent, is greatly admired ; so also their
castings of n statue of Cromwell between Peace and War. The panels of
the gate, surmounted by the I'rinoe of Wales's plumes, will court exami-
nation; they are H ft. G in. higli, by I ft. « m. in widlli.

Returning again to sub-class I! in tliis collection, ail must admire the
splendid screens for Hereford, Ely, and Lichfield Catliedrals, designed by
G. G. Scott, Esq., exhibited by the .Skidmore Art Manufactures Company of
Coventry. In ehasteness, yet richness of design and pleasing ornamen-
tation, these screens have probably never been sm'passcd. Their corona
for gas-burners, for halls and churches, their pendants, standards, &c., are
also deserving of attention.

WixDow BY Messes. Haet & Soxs, Cocksfce Steeet.

The General Iron Company exhibit, in metallic ornaments, the results of
the patent of Mr. Potts of Birmingham. The nature of this invention
may be described in few words. Upon a mould of india-rubber, gutta-
percha, or the like, a metallic surface is imposed, such as common black-
lead; the mould is placed in the galvanic trough, and copper is deposited
upon it to any thickness. We know not all the details of the process, but
we can see the result in bosses, medallions, and other devices fitted for the
ornamentation of the mantelpiece, and other piu-poses. There are no limits
to the thickness of these ornaments, and to all appearance they are as
duralile as those of a kindred kind cast in the mould of the l.irassfounder.

There are a countless number of balusters, balconies and balconettes.
many of them elegant in design, some in well-finished castings, and otiiers
rough as they came from the mould. We see that some art-crities have
been complaining that in ornamental metal-castings we ai-e lagging behind
other nations, and France in particular ; and that though we are very

excellent in design, the skill di.sphlyed in the process of production has not
kept pac(' with tlio improvement of 'the forms produced. We should dispute
this dictum, and hope to be able lo show that, in comparison with other
countries, while allowing them all due praise lor their productions, we may
stand side by side with them without any sense of fear. In the meantime
we would simply invito examination of an ornamental balcony, exhibited
by Messi's. Kitchie, Watson, & Co., of the Etna Foundry, Glasgow, as a
specimen of unfiled casting, which for design, crispncss, and price, need be
afraid of no compc-titor. We miglit refer also to Yates, Haywood, & Drabble,
of liotherham, whose stair balusters, balcony panels, tomb railings, &c.,
display an excellence of workmanship which will bear the minutest in-
spection.

We omitted to notice, in describing the Court of Messrs. Hart & Sons,
some finely ornamental chests and cofters. We speak here only of the
metallic ornamentations, exquisite imitations of those of the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, but with a finish that would siu-prise ' AVayland the
Smith,' and all the ancient Scandinavian artificers in brass and iron, could
they rise from their graves to behold them. In fact, we have found this
subject of ironmongery, historically, industrially, and sesthetically, to be
one of great interest ; and in its relation to architecture, and adaptation to

building purposes, we have in course of our investigation got an idea
or two \\hich we shall take an early opportunity to ' ventilate.'

MEETING OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE AT
WORCESTER.

LAST week we gave a lengthy report of the opening of the Annual
Congress of the Archaeological Institute of Great Britain, which com-

menced on the 22nd iiist., at AVorcester. After the opening meeting, the city

was perambidated, and the churches inspected. In the evening, two papers

were read, one by J. Severn Walker, Esq., upon the Ecclesiology of Wor-
cester (which will be found in another part of the Building News), and the

other by the Rev. S. Lyons, on the rescue of Henry VIII. on the field of

battle in France, by three Gloucestershire men.

WEDNESDAY.

On Wednesday morning 200 ladies and gentlemen partook of a breakfast

at the Guildhall, at which the Mayor presided. At ten a im eting of the

sections of history and antiquities was commenced at the Guildhall. Lord
Neaves presided.

E. Foss, Esq., F.S.A., read an interesting paper upon the 'Life and Time
of Lord Chancellor Somers, witli Notices of other Legal Celebrities asso-

ciated with Worcestershire.' Lord Somers was born either a year before or a,

year after the battle of Worcester. He was called to the bar in 1676. He
was impeached for advising the king to sign the Partition Treaty, and for

alleged interest in the piracies of William Kidd, but was acquitted by the

Commons. Afterwards he continued to discharge his duties as a peer, and
in 1708 was again taken into the ministry of the Privy Council. Lord
Somers died in 1716.

The Kev. William Stubbs, M.A., of Navestock, read a paper upon 'Tlie

Origin and Early History of the Cathedi'al and Monasteries of Worcester,'

whieli was followed liy another upon ' Traces of History and Ethnology in

the local Names of Worcestershire,' Mhieli was given by the Rev. J. Eaele
(late Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the University of Oxford). Sir Charles
Anderson made a commmiication relative to certain Traces of the Scandi-

navian Language retained in Yorkshire,' after which the meeting adjourned.

In the afternoon an excursion was made to Pershore ; the party was very
numerous, and the weather fine. The little church of Pinvin was first visited.

Mr. Paekek said, that all the Saxon architecture in the building (as it had
been called), was, in reality, early Norman, as, in Edward the Confessor's

reign, architects were employed from Normandy. Even the work of the time

of AVilliam the Conqueror was very rude. Pinvin had been considered of

Saxon date, and the squint holes or hagioscopes into the chancel, showed
very eavlj' work ; but he believed it was of the time of William Rufus. The
rude fresco paintings on the walls here are particidarly curious, and repre-

sent various Scripture subjects ; as the Annuueiatiou, Adoration. Crucifixion,

&c. Dr. Williamson announced that these paintings would be careiidly

preserved.

Arri\-ing at Pershore, Mr. FeeejijIN described the peculiarities of its

church. He said it had been a cruciform structure, of which the east end,

the south transept, and beautiful central tower alone remain. It was origi-

nally Norman, ;ind the nave (which had been destroyed) was Norman, A
fire liad ruined the eastern part, which had lieen rebuilt by Abbot Gervase,

between 1223 and 1239. The tower was of the fourteenth century, and its

design and masonry were very beautiful. The loss of the nave made it, in

fact, more prominent than it was when the whole building was standing.

Mr. Freeman then went into the Norman transept, describing its peculiari-

ties, but scarcely agreeing with Mr. Hopkins, that any of the arehes seen

there could have been of so early a date as 1056. He then proceeded into the

Early English choir, descanting upon its various fcatm'cs, and upon the

modern apsidal termination, for « hich there was (he thought) some authority.

A curious feature in the chm-ch was its having no triforium, while the clere-

story was very lofty and rich. Various other particulars were gone into

respecting the Lady Chapel, of which nothing now remained, and the relics

of a great chapel, seen well from the south side of the exterior, which had

been attached to the eastern end of the south transept.

In tlie evening, a meeting was held in the Natural History Society's

lecturc-rooni. Lord Neaves was in tlic< chair. Mr. J. II. Paekcr read a

paper on Campdeii House and Tower, which were visited the following day

;

and Mr. E. A. Fheem.an read a historical paper, entitled, ' Earl Siraou de

Montfort and Evesham Abbey.'

TIIURSD.AY.

An excursion was this morning made to Campden, in Gloucestershii'e.

At Evesham the j'arty dismounted, and visited the two churches of All

Saints' and St. Lawrence, which possessed some historical interest. Buckland

eliurcli was next visited. This chiirch is of the thirteenth ci-ntury, withit.s
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square tower of ooHtic stone, -n-itli gi-otesque figures flying, according to the

old superstitions from its angles, makes a very interesting appearance. The

nave has three Early English arches dividing it from the side aisles. The

timber of the roof is verv eurioiis, and the spaudrils have tlie white rose of

Edward IV. painted on them. The east window is of Elizabethan date,

the three upper lights having a number of figures in stained glass. There is

a singidarly embroidered altar-cloth here, made out of an old Catholic cope.

Many glazed tiles remain on the fioor. Near the chiu-ch is an old house of

the fourteenth centuiy, which belonged to the abbey of Pershore. The hall

remains almost perfect, having an enormous tire-place and lofty timbered

roof, but part of the beams are gone, and the ancient windows are stopped

up. The Parsonage-house was next visited, which was a building of the

fifteenth centm-y, the hall being the only part of the priest's house now re-

maining. On e"ither side are two windows, and one of them contains some

shields and remains of old stained glass. Here is the rebus of Grafton, the

owner, which is a graft above, with a tun below, and there is also a shield

with the arms of Gloucester Abbey. Many of the panes have a scroll with

the expression ' In Nomine Jesu,' and various birds like the panes in the

oriel at the Commandery. There are very thick oak lower shutters to these

windows, and in this case the upper chamber abuts uponthe hall instead of

the minstrels' gallery. Carriages then conveyed the visitors to the town

of Broadway, where an old stone building, now forming three cottages, was

inspected. Mr. Parker said it was the country residence of the Abbot of

Pershore. The roof of the hall, the windows aiid timber roof of the solar,

and supposed chapel, yet remain, in which is a lateral window fronting the

east. Campden House, which was next visited, is situated in a secluded

valley. The window over the altar in the chapel, displays the Annunciation

in coloured glass ; and the clerg}-man exhibited to the company the relics of

the saints enclosed in glass beneath the altar. After partaking of the hos-

pitality of Lord Campden, the party went tlirough the park to inspect an

old Nonnan chapel and priest's house, on that nobleman's property. On
their return, Campden church was visited. The chapel is filled with some

grand monuments of the Hickeses and Noels. Tea was partaken of at the

rectory, and the party then retiu'ued to Worcester.

The museum was this evening lit n^, and & conversazione held, which

was numerously attended. This museum was laid out in the college-hall,

and contained an interesting collection of antiquities, rare old paintings, and

engravings, armour, &c. There were relics of the early British period,

Komau period, Anglo-Saxon period, mediseval period, ancient ivory carvings,

old Worcester porcelain, a curious collection of old Broseley tobacco-pipes,

found at various periods in the neighbourhood of Worcester ; sword, foimd

in excavations at Castle HiU Fort, Worcester ; helmet, found on the camp
of Charles I., on Bredon Hill

, Worcestershire ; old chain armour, the sword
of Guy Hooke (mentioned in Mr. Lysou's paper, on the rescue of Henry VIII.

on the field of battle) ; sword of the time of the civil wars ; dress sword of

the time of WiUiani III. ; preacher's hour-glass (1622) ; silver-gilt cup, from
Corporation cf Kidderminster ^(1623) ; stone earring of Whittington and
his cat, found at Gloucester, where the Whittington family resided ; Roman
pottery, found at Worcester ; very rare and curious old books ; the original

charter granted by Queen Elizabeth to the Clothworkers' Company at Wor-
cester ; the gloves worn by Charles I. on the day of his execution ; Bible
and Prayer Book of Charles I., in the original binding ; fragments, of

embroidered vestments, portions of crozier, &c., found in the tomb of Bishop
Walter de Canteloupe (1235-65), in Worcester Cathedral; letters patent
of Charles I. (16-11), creatmg Sir Edward Littleton, Keeper of the Great
Seal, Baron Littleton of Monnolowe ; the document also displays a miniature
portrait of Lord Lyttelton, and an achievement of his arms

;
portraits of

Bishop Lyttelton ; Edward Lyttelton (1.56S) ; Meriel, daughter of Sir

Thomas Bromley, Lord Chancellor of England, and wife of John Lyttelton

;

Lord Keeper Coventrj'; Dorothy, Lady Pakington, daughter of Lord
Keeper Coventrv, .and author of ' The Whole Duty of Man ;

' Richard
Winnington (1578); Heniy IIL ; Henry ^7n. ; Charles L ; Charles II.

;

Henrietta Maria, t^ueen of Charles I. ; King William III. ; Miu-y Queen of
Scots ; Queen Elizabeth ; the Regent Murray ; Queen of Bohemia ; Duke
of Norfolk ; Lord Strafibrd ; Anne of Denmark. Queen of James I. ; Duke
of Suffolk ; Anne of Cleves, wife of Henry VIII. ; Queen Jane Seymour

;

Prince Rupert; Duchess of Orleans ; Bishop StiUingfleet ; Judge Jefireys
;

Butler, author of ' Hudibras ;

' Petrarch, a remarkable portrait ; old prints
of Worcester Cathedral, Worcester Bridge, and views of Worcester in 1742,
the old house at Witley, now the seat of Earl Dudley, &c. There was a
fine series of enamels. Tables down the centre of the room were covered
with so many curiosities in illumiuated and printed books, ornaments,
exquisite miniatures, seals, cngi-avings, coins, &e., that it woidd be impos-
sible to enumerate them. Among misceUaneous curiosities was a curiously
painted iron chest, locking from the lid, from J. W. Willis, Esq., Wick ; some
fine pieces of tapestry from Ireland; old armour, swords, and arms of the
Stuart period. There was also a finely-executed frieze of excellent Italian
work in high relief on the stand beneath Foley's portrait, representing a
battle. On Jhe south side of the room were ranged in different glass cases,
illustrations"of the Early British period, in torques, celts, armlets, knives of
flint and bone, urns, &c. &c. The Roman period show funeral urns, Samian
ware, fibulp, spear heads, and weapons of different kinds, &-c. The Anglo-
Saxon period was represented in swords, daggers, rings, and a variety of
ornaments in bronze and other metals, &c. The mediaeval period was rich in
dishes and cups in metal, rings, and other personal ornaments, elaborate
carvings, scidptures in ivory, carved devotional tablets, illuminated books,
manuscripts, casts of seals, and other objects scarcely to be classified.

FBIDAT.

_
This morning there was a meeting at the Guildhall, of the historical sec-

tion, when the following papers were read : — The Dean of Chichester,
F.R.S. on the Histoiy of Wulfstan, Bishop of Worcester, Mr. G. W. Has-
tings, LL. B., on Vacarius, first Professor of CivU Law in the University of
Orford, and on the MS. of his works in the Worcester Cathedral Library

;

and by the Rev. C. H. Hartshome, M.A., on the Royal Councils and Con-
ventions held at Worcester. •

At half-past one, Professor Willis delivered his diseotirse on the archi-
tectural history of. the cathedral. He said that the cathedral was highly

interesting from the various styles of its architecture. Concerning the Saxon

church he shoidd say nothing, because he did not believe that there was the

slightest fragment of it now existing, but should begin with the work of

Wulfstan. In enquiries of this kind they had first to see what historical

documents they could get to guide them, and then compare the building

itself with these documents. The stones told their own history, and the

documents served to illustrate it. The principal document iu this case

would be the Chronicle of Worcester, which was evidently written by one of

the monks of Worcester. The early cathetlral by Oswald was completed in

983, but it was with Wiilfstan's church he had to deal. W^dfstan was present

with Edward the Confessor, at the dedication of St. Peter's, Westminster,

now called Westminster Abbey, the building of which had given rise to

controversy with regard to .Saxon architecture. It was erected by Norman
workmen, who were brought in as a novelty by Edward the Confessor, and
in this way we had Norman work before the Conquest. After the battle of

Hastings, Wulfstan made his submission to the Conqueror, and was continued

by him in the see of Worcester. In 1084 he began his work at Worcester
Cathedral. Four years after, the monks are recorded as entering upon the

monastery. This was a short time to build a church and monastic buildings,

but it was probable that only a small portion was completed. The early

edifice was a poor one, and no part of it was retained by Wulfstan. In
1092 W^ulfstan summoned a s\-uod, to be held in ' the cr^T^ts which he had
built for a foundation.' This, then, showed plainly enough what Wulfstan
built. In 1113 the church and city were burnt do'\vn. Then Wulfstan died,

and, according to Malmesbury, reposed under a monument, which he de-

scribed as lying between two pyramids, with an arch over head. Tlus was
a common form of monument, which subsequently became more elaborate.

In 1175 Wulfstan's tower crumbled and fell down. This accident was
common to Norman edifices, and we had had an instance of it at Chichester
in our own day. In 1202 there was another fii-e. and in the next year
St. Wulfstan was canonised. In 1208 King John visited the cathedral, and
gave 100 marks for the repair of the cloisters and offices. In 1216 King
John was buried in the eathei.lral, and in 1218 the body of St. Wulfstan was
translated. Proceeding on these facts, the Professor went on to point out
that the styles in the cathedral were genuine old Norman, transition Norman,
early decorated, very late decorated, in short all the mediseval styles, de-

based and classical styles, and modern restorations. The foundations were
in the Norman crypts, which were WuUstau's work, and beautiftd and perfect

specimens. No doubt there were outer aisles continued round them, making
a circular processional part, which represented the church as it stood above.

There must have been three apsidal chapels, of which he had hoped to find

traces, as at Gloucester. Examinations had been made, but the only dis-

covery was that of a passage, upon the window leading into which was a
curious painting, represented on the drawing. (It was that of a winged
figure, with vessel and chain, as though swinging incense.) The Norman
apse had been destroyed, and another building put in its place. There
were small fragments of Wulfstan's work in the nave, in unmistakable
Norman shafts, a string corse wall of unmitigated rudeness, the great stair-

case of the tower, beautiful ashling and ornamental bindings, and an old

cushion capital. The transition Norman was exceedingly beautiful, and was
a good stj'le, with delicate characteristics of its own, such as round arches

to the doors and windows. At this point Wulfstan's work stopped, and the

evidence was the most curious shattered collection he ever had the pleasure

of examining. Combating the notion that details were an unfailing test of

date, he held that there were at the same time various characteristics of work
with only a general resemblance, dependent then as now upon the abilities and
experience of the workmen. So far as the west end was concerned the cathedral

was finished in the Transitional style, audit was a strange thing that thosewho
erected the west end set themselves to carry up the transept with the same
moiddings as in the west end, so that it was plain the transept was either

not carried up in Widfstan's time, or that, in consequence of the damage
caused by the fall of the tower in 1175, the injury done rendered repair

necessary. They had heard that the cathedral was burnt in 1202. but
nothing was said about what part of the building was damaged at the time ;

but he believed that that fire so damaged Wulfstan's tower that it was deter-

mined to rebuild it in the style of the thirteenth century. The canonisation

of Wulfstan brought great numbers to the cathedi-al, and their offerings

provided the means of repairing the damage. King John's visit no doubt

had a similar effect, as did the translation of Saint Wulfstan's body from the

tomb to his shrine. The date, 1218, was before the early English style,

but it was suflSciently near to admit of the supposition that the next work
was begun and cai'ried on. In the choir there were two styles, for the first

tliree arches had the ' dog tooth ' ornament, of which the others were
destitute. This corresponded very nearly with the work at Salisbury, which
was done in 1220, and it was seldom such a correspondence could be found
in early English work as existed between that at Worcester and that at

SaKsbmy, the only difference being that one had a moulding more than the

other. In 1222 there was a high wind and tempest which blew down two
small towers, but he did not know what had become of them, as there were no
traces of them left, but he did know that in 1224 the new part of the church
was begun, and they got the date of the transept as being begun in 1224, because
it corresponded with the work at Salisbiuy. In 1281 they were told that the
sacrist received 60 marks towards rebuOding the tower. This showed that

there was a subscription for the purpose. From 1269 to 1302, Godfrey
GitEu'd was bishop, and he is said to have ornamented the columns in the
eastern part of the church with gilt and brazen rings. The church liad

been finished before this, and the brazen rings remained till this day. The
Professor then explained in detail the mode by which detached shafts were
affixed to the main shaft of a pillai-, and showed that the use of these rings

would be to conceal the fastenings and joinings. He also dwelt at some
length on the recent relmilding of the pillar in the choir, and the cause of
its failure in the pressure of the arches, remarking, that if the moderns
were not equal to the ancients in design, they were much better constructor,
as shown in the cathedi'al, by the walls which had been put up in old times
to bear this pressui'e, instead of rebuilding the pier. Godfrey Giffard's
work consisted merely in extensive repaire and ornamentation for disguising.
Bishop Cobhaui, they were informed, did the vatdtiug on the south side.

This showed that the general work of the side aisles was going on in
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Cobhaiii's time, ami most likely hi' uiukTtouk to do i\w viiuItiiiR- as Iiis

share. In 1377 Bishop Wakefield, as it was said, did some of the vaulting

iu llic nave. The Professor then referred to the dates of the Iniilding, as

piveii by I3ro\vuo AV'illis. (jreen, and IJugdale, wliieli, he said, were all

ileriveil from a list obtained by 3Ir. Hopkins, a prebendary of the eatheJral,

as he ^vas of opinion, from some old record, whieli was now destroyed.

There was no other record of tho works at tlio catlledral till they came to

the Keformation, when the altar was removed, the shrines taken down, and

the saints decently buried. He should have said that Prince Arthur was
buried here, aud a beautiful chantry erected. At the Reformation every-

thing was done ' in deeeni'y and onler,' but in tho great KebelUon it was
just the opposite, and the greatest irreverence was displayed by the

Puritans, most likely in revengi- for the loyalty of the city. To tliat

period they owed all the defacement and ruin they saw now. They owed
-much to the zeal and liberality of those who restored the building, even

thougli tliese restorations were so badly conceived, but it must be re-

membered that the workmen they had were then accustomed to only

the new or classical stylo of architecture, and in his own younger days

they had not got beyond tlie Cockney Gothic. In 1800 the east window
was rebuilt, and the central tower scaled. Later again came the

time of ]ieriodic disease, and the fiibric itself had fallen into such a

dilapidated state that it was necessary to put it through another

restoration. This, he believed, had been done iu a substantial manner, and
in such a way as to prevent the necessity of another. He was bound to

say, having examined the building in the complete way he had, and not as

u] mere compliment to the architect, who had facilitated his examination
in every way possible, that the ruinous portions had got into such a state

-of ruin that it was impossilde to ca-e or I'eplace them, and that there was
nothing to be done but to take them down ; and that some of the carvings

were so mutilated that they were a disgi-ace to the sacred edifice. The
restoi'ation had been, he must say, imdertaken and carried out in the most
conscientious manner, the old carvings had been cleaned and replaced where
necessary, and there eoidd be no doubt of the good taste, zeal, and liberality

exhibited by those concerned. He wished to express his opinion that though
the restoration had been carried to a greater extent than would please anti-

quaries, yet he saw no escape from them. The end of it was, tliat for all

ai'chitectural purposes the building had been eased up, but this could not

"be avoided if it was to be put to its usual purposes. Inside, this casing had
not been done, and there he should show them the original parts of the

building. Commenting upon the persistent way iu which a main design
had been carried out in various styles, and at various periods, he sketched
what remained of the monastic buildings, and coming to the much debated
question of the Gueston Hall, justified what had been done with that build-

ing as rendered necessary by the state of decay it was in, and expressed his

preference for a picturesqiie adjiuict to the cathedral, such as what was
standing would form, to any restoration under the guidance of an architect.

The Rev. Professor subsequently accompanied the Archseologista to tho
cathedral, aud further illustrated his remarks on tho spot.

The High Sheriff gave an entertainment to about 250 visitors, at tho
Guildhall, including the members of the institute present in Worcester, the
Corporation, &c.

SATUEDAY.

A meeting of the section of antiquities was held at 10 o'clock this morning.
The Rev. J. Fvlleh Russell was in the chair.

M. H. Bloxam, Esq., read a paper on the ancient monumental elBgies in

Worcester cathedral. Mr. Bloxam entered minutely into the details of the
opening of the tomb of St. John, and then proceeded to describe the various
monumental effigies in the cathedral that he considered worthy of notice.

Mr. John Noake next read a long article upon the ancient guilds of Wor-
cester. He commenced by giving a long review of the origin and progress
of guilds, secular and religious ; of trading compauies, aud commercial asso-
ciations in general, and then considered his subject in its local aspect.

Daniel Paksons, Esq., then read an able paper on Little Malvern Priory,
which was afterward rendered more explicit by the party visiting the
Priory itself.

Shortly before 12 o'clock, a party of about 60 ladies and gentlemen paid
a visit to Great and Little Malvern, and the camp near Wind's Point.
After inspecting the church, which is now being restored under the direction
of G. G. Scott, Esq., the company assembled round the cross in the church-
yard, near the principal entrance to the building, when
,. .: J^Kf.EMAN gave an address on its architectui-al beauties and pecu-
iiarities. He said that the present church was commonly, but iueorrectlj-,
''•'"'''' ^I'»l'>"<?ra Abbey. It was merely a priory. The present Malvern
chiu-ch belonged to a priory which sprang up in the latter part of the
eleventh century, during the reign of William the Conqueror. It would
seem to be an old Perpendicular church ; but it was one of those examples
where tho whole external appearance was Perpendicular, and yet great por-
tions of the building were of another style, which gi-eatly influenced the
remainder of tho building. Although all they could see fi-om that spot
was Perpendicular, and rather late Perpendicular too, there seemed to be a
^"I't

°l
feeling that there was something earlier about it. In fact there

they had, concealed by Perpendicular work, a Norman minster, of which
a large portion remained, and considerably influenced the building of the
later work. They would see at once that the nave and the eastern limb
were very much higher than the transept. The transept gave the idea of
an original Norman church. It was not, however, a church either of the
fi St or second order, neither of the same rank as Pershore nor Tewkesbury

;hut It must have been a very fine Norman church of third-rate proportions!
the Perpendicular people, by adding gi-eatly to the height of the nave
almost carried it from third to second rate. They had not added very
much to Its length, but had added greatly to its height. The tower was
central aud the eastern limb was shorter, and the western limb was some-
what longer. Something, however, was lost by the transepts being
so much lower than the rest, so that they coiUd not get the same
miciform shape. The tower and much about the church was like
Gloucester Cathedral, and being of later date, might fairly be con-
dered somewhat of an imitation. Tho tower had very much the

same sort of ornament. Tlie clerestory of tho nave was of the common
pointed form, and extremely lofty, agreeing with those of Bath, St. Mary de
RedcUil'e, and Sherborne. Those were thi'ce grand Perpendicular churches,
and this was a fourt li, spreading over nearly the whole Perpendicular period.

To the east end of the presbytery was the site of the lady chaptl. .Sorne-

wliat earlier than that at Pershore, there seemed to have been added to the
Norman presbytery, a lady chapel, with a ciypt. Some of the smaller frag-

ments were still visible, iind much larger fragments were made out at the time
of the excavations iu 18-19. He had no doubt then- was added there a lady
chapel at the vei-y end of the twelfth, or beginning of the thirteenth century.
The capitals belonged to the same date, and were in the same style as the
two bay windows in Worcester cathedral. I'oiuting to tho ground, Mr.
Freeman showed the position of the crypt, and said it would seem that
there must have been a row of piillars running down it, and over that the
Perpendicular people constructed a great lady chapel, very much like

to that in Gloucester cathedral. Mr. Freeman then entered the church,
and standing in the reading-desk, said that from that point, by tiu'ning

in different directions, they could see nearly the whole interior of the
church, and it would be at once seen how large a portion of it was
actually Norman work, and how much larger a portion still had been
influenced by the presence of that Norman work. Notwithstanding the
great changes which the Perpendicular builders had introduced, they
could still make out the Norman ornament. The eastern and western
arches of the tower were very much wider than the northern and .southern

arches. They saw beyond the reredos a liigh altar, the doors of which
opened into a little vestry behind. Beliind the altar was a segmental wall.

It was not a true semicircle. The wall itself was evidently Perpendicular.
But for the semicircle, he should have been quite certain that it represented
the old Norman apse, but as it was merely a segment, he was not quite clear

that it did. But they need not trust to any thing of that kind. He had
that morning been iiiforniod by the clerk of the w^orks, that in digging a
little to the north-east of that door was found a piece of a semicircular wall,

which, no doubt, was part of the wall of the aisle running round the apse,

so that they had a very common ari'angement in Norman buildings. The
building of this must have been somewhere soon after 1080— about the
time when the priory was founded. The nave was perfectly p^lain Norman.
The capitals were much the same here as at Pershore. The round pier was
peculiar to England. He did not remember ever to have seen it in Nor-
mandy itself, and as it was a peculiar form of the Norman, it must have
been contained in the early English style of Norman from Romanescjue
used before the conquest. There was reason to believe that though
the capitals now were very plain, it was not always so intended.

The respond on the other side had been begtm to be caiTed out, show-
ing that it was meant to be richer than at present. The triforium and
clerestory were gone. They must have been taken down by the Perpen-
dicidar people, and it could only be guessed what they were. The Nor-
man aisles were very narrow. The whole of the aisle was Norman,
with certain Perpeudicidar insertions, and there was a Norman door left.

The stained glass in that church was very extensive, and he supposed
very good. In one of the clerestory windows, there was an inscription

asking the devout to pray for the soul of a certain prior of Malvern who
had a hand in making that church about 1435. That inscription was ' Orate

pro anima doniini lohannis Malverae, qui istam fenestram fieri fecit.' If

they looked to the presbytery they would find that both in the aisles and in

the presbytery itself they could easily see the reason of the untoward shape

a window took outside. It was merely a part of the great system of panel-

ing which had been glossed. Certainly the shape outside was not pleasing,

the roof was designed to be vaidted. Shafts were run, and there was every

preparation made for vaulting ; but the vaulting itself was never added.

Instead of that, a rich wooden ceUing was inserted at the same time that

the tower was carried up to its present height, all the arches being re-cut,

and the paneling introduced. The original tower with its subsequent
additions had evidently thrown the stones completely out of their courses.

There they got the Perpendicular masonry added to the Norman masonry

;

but the latter was pushed out of its place by the great weight of the central

towel'. In the nave, too, the clerestory window was more gracefid in itself,

and the work was much superior. Something, however, should have been
done to supply the utter want of the triforium. Tliey wanted something

running up between the clerestory windows. They seemed to have no idea of

vaulting the nave. The east windows of the presbytery occupied the whole
space, aud there was no paneling. The aisles wore vaulted in a much more
simple way than usual at that time. The fan-tracery he considered was the

best, but if they could not get that, then he preferred the simple vaulting

rather than the more elaborate Perpendicular shaft.

Mr. MAEKi.iND here said that when the inhabitants of Malvern purchased

the church, and saved it, the work of demolition had evidently commenced,

and part of the transept was taken down. This was very hastily recon-

structed, and the liuUders must have taken stones for the purpose wherever

they could get them.

Mr. J. GouGH Nichols gave some particidars as to the old tiles, which

had been carefully preserved, and he considered that they had been manu-
factured at the Malvern kilns.

Mr. Feeeman then took the company to the south side of the church,

where, he said, the domestic buildings of the priory formerly stood, includ-

ing the refectory ; and called attention to a Norman doorway, which was

left, and which constituted a feature of considerable interest.

Votes of thanks were passed to Mr. Freeman, and tlic company proceeded

to inspect the Priory of Little Malvern. Only the tower and chancel now
remains of this structure. The party visited the mansion of C. M. Bering-

tou, Esq., which was once the priory "house. The Herefordshu-e Beacon was
next visited. This earthwork rises to the height of 1,370 feet. After the

party had gained its summit,
Mr. E. Lees made a few remarks. He said that rude entrenchments were

found in most of the mountains in Wales, and on many hills in England,

which were .attriliuted to the ancient Britons, for their protection in time of

war among themselves ; aud the Romans, when they invaded Britain, had

to attack the natives in these strongholds. The Romans themselves formed

castrametations, which generally took the shape of a parallelogram, aud
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Ihev «-ere tlionforc easily detooted. This oamp took a remarkably irregular

and eloneated shape, and was certainly not Koman. King, in his '31aiii-

menta Antiqua,' had considered it one of the strongest British camps in

existence ; and Dr. Caid, in a dissertation on the subject, had laboured to

prove that it was occupied by Camctacus, when Ostonus Scapula attacked

the Silures. lie (JIi-. Lees) did not take that view; for, fi-om the very

great labour taken in its formation, he deemed it to have been held, not as

a mere encampment for a short time, but as a permanent fortress, in a

period between the departure of the Eomans and the full establishment of

the Saxon sway in this land,

A short discussion followed, and the company proceeded to the new hotel

at Malvern Link, where dinner was served about seven o clock.

Atniue a co?H'<;n.(?-ionf was held at the College Hall, Worcester, and a

paper was read by Mr. V^. W. Braxs (of the Worcester Royal Porcelain

Works), on the ' Establishment and Early Progress of the JIanufacture of

Porcelain in Worcester.'

MOXDAT.

The meeting this morning was commenced by the Bev. E. \exables

reading a paper from Dr. Ormcrod, of Gloucester, respecting some Eoman

remains recently discovered in that city.

Mr. Joseph Buett read a paper on the ' Documentary Evidence relating

to the City of Worcester, and Worcestershire, in the Manuscript Eepositories

of Worcester.*

Mr. W.iE-mcK read a paper .on ' Piers Plowman,' a local poet
;
and Mr.

Stephex Tuckeh, M.A., read an interesting paper on the ' Families of \\or-

cester.shire, extinct aud extant,' which gave rise to considerable discussion.

A numerous party afterwards assembled at the Shrub-hiU Station, pre-

paratory to their day's excui-sion. A .special train was provided^ by the

Midland RaUw.iy Company. At Bredon the party halted, and -j-isited the

chiu-ch, which Mr. J. S. Walker described. This church contains somo ex-

cellent specimens of work of the Norman fh-st-pointed and middle-pointed

periods, with some fine monumental slabs and numerous encaustic tiles.

Professor Wilson then addressed the company, drawing their attention to

the arches, as illustrating his remark on Friday, that he had observed in

Gloucestershire and the West of England that there was a semi-cylindrical

continuous moidding, beginning from the ground on the one side of the

arch, and without a capital going down to the ground on the other side of

the arch. The arches in Bredon Chui'ch, it would be noticed, were of the

general festooned character, but had peculiarities essentially local.

The company then proceeded to a remarkable fourteenth-century barn,

situate between the chui-ch and the river, and then travelled to Tewkesbury,
aud inspected the old Saxon church at Deerhurst. Mr. Paekeh read

an interesting description, for which we cannot find room in our Journal
this week. Eeturning to Tewkesbury, the party visited the Abbey Church,
the architectural features of which were described by Mr. Parker and
the Vicar, the Eev. Canon Davies. Dinner was provided at the Swan
Hotel, at which Lord Ne.i-\-es presided.

At nine o'clock the museum was lit up, and a considerable number
attended. Mr. Fh.ixks read an excellent paper on porcelain.

Tl-rSDAY.

This being the last day of the Society's congress at Worcester, an annual
meeting was held in the Coimcil Chamber, at which eighteen new members
were elected. The members decided upon visiting Eochester in the ensuing
year, and the Marquis of Camden consented to act as local president at that
meeting. It was announced that arrangements had been made for the pub-
lication of a detailed description of the Archsological Museum, and that
more than 200 subscribers' names had been received.
At the general concluding meeting. Lord XE.iVES took the chair, in the

absence of Lord Lyttelton aud Mr. 0. S. Jlorgan, who were obliged to
leave. Mr. E. Smikke proposed success and health to the Mayor and Cor-
poration, to which the M.4.Ton responded. Mi-. Foss proposed a rote of
thanks to the Dean and Chapter for their accommodation, which was suit-
ably acknowledged by the Eev. Canon Wood. Other votes of thanks fol-

lowed
;
and at noon the party left Worcester on their last excursion, and

were conveyed in stage coaches and opin carriages. Martley church was
visited, and Stanford Court, the seat of Sir Thos. Wilmington, Bart.. M.P.,
where they p;irtook of a Hberal repast. At five o'clock "the party started
for WiUey Court, where they inspected the mansion of Earl Dudley. Hill-
hampton House was next visited, and lastly, the village church of Holt.

Thus ended one of the most successful, instructive, and entertaining
meetings of the Archaeological Institute of Great Britain. The Institute
was everywhere received with the gi-eatest cordiality and liberality. The
excursions were weU attended, and evidently gave great satisfaction.

NOETHEEN AECHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.
11HE usual quarterly meeting of the Northern Architectural Association

.,, Jl^"'"'" "^ ^ ednesday July 24, at the Old Castle, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Mr. T. Moore occupynng the chair. The minutes of the previous meeting
having been read by the Secretary (Mr. Oliver), a report of the proceedings
of the proposed Architectural AlUance, held in London on July 2 was
submitted by Mr. T. Austin and Mr. J. Pritchett, the delegates appointed
at the last meeting to represent the Northern Association. From the isolated
character of the existing architectural societies throughout the kingdom it
had been considered desh-able that a general organisation should be formed
whereby they could be united in their action, and whereby the establish-
ment of new local societies in connection with them might be aided A
senes of rules for the government of the AUiance had been (b-awn up and
had met with general approval. At the close of the meeting votes of
thanks were passed to Mr. Austin for his services as chairman, and also to

iwl!." I

*,'',("' trouble he has taken in organising the Alliance, and
that he should be requested to continue for the present to act as hon. secretary.A discussion on the mmutes of the meeting seriatim then took place, and on
the motion of Mr. HasweU it was resolved that the association should send in
their adhesion to the AUiance. The subjection of the annual excursion

meetin" also came on for discussion, and the locality fixed on was Richmond,

p^o^idiDg satisfactory arrangements might be made with the radway com-

pany, and fading in tliis, arrangements would be made for an excursion to-

Warkworth. Some conversation took place on the propriety of memorialising

the Town Council of Newcastle in reference to the employment of public

officers on architectui-al works. Mr. Oliver thought that the subject should

be referred to the committee, and moved a resolution that the committee

shoidd be instructed to reconsider the matter, and if they thought it neces-

sary, to prepare a memorial by the next meeting. Mr. Pritchett seconded

the" motion, which was carried unanimously. Messrs. Henry Weatherhill,.

John H. Moore, and Thomas A. Moore, were admitted as associates.

THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

T
TTF. Exhibitors of Class 10 in the International Exhibition have strong

cause for dissatisfaction. Firms have received medals which do not

exhibit at all, and old, well established, and highly respectable firms which
do exhibit have been passed over in silence, or treated scurvily. The fol-

lowing is the copy of a letter which has been sent to Sir John Rennie,

President of Section A, Class 10 :

—

' Sir—There is a very uncomfortable feeling as well among the Exhibitors

in Class 10. as in the trade, about the awards of medals to Messrs. White
Brothers, for Portland Cement, and to the Siliceous Stone Company for

stone, neither of which firms are exhibitors, or have occupied space. It is

felt that some explanation is due where the contributions of these firms may
be seen.

'Begging respectfidly your immediate information on this subject,
' We remain, Sir,

' Your most obedient servants,

' Signed, No. 2308. Kntght, Bevan, and Stukge.
' No. 2311. Lee, Sox, and S.\nTH.

' No. 2271. JoHK AND William Eastwood.
' No. 2326. J. CniDERLAXD Park.
' No. 8336. F. & G. Eoshee.
' No. 2285. Feeen & Co.'

A morning contemporary, in its comments on the subject, says:—
' We have to announce that the award of a medal to the Siliceous Ston«

Company has, after considerable agitation, not unaccompanied with scandal,

been retracted ; so that, after all, these irrefragable judgments may bo
broken in one instance ; and if in one instance, why not in more ? The
Siliceous Stone Company had exhibited nothing whatever; and we find that

theirs is not the onlj- case of its kind. A medal has been .iwarded to

Messrs. Wiite, Brothers, for the excellence of their Portland cement, and,

failing to discover the name of that firm in the official catalogue, we hav3
made strict inquiries, the result of which has entirely satisfied us that

Messrs. Wliite not only do not exhibit, but that they never so much 83

applied for space. Pressed on this point, the jurors say that they thought
Messrs. White, Brothers, deserving a medal for the cement supplied by
them in the constnicti6ii of the building Now, while the substance

furnished by Messrs. AVhite, Brothers, is admitted on all hands to bo
neither more nor less, better nor worse, than that which may be obtained at

any respectable cement wharf in London, there can be no denial of a far

higher degree of merit in the composition .shown by Messrs. luiight, Bevaii,

& Sturge, and by Messrs. Lee, Son & Smith. The first-named house, in

f;ict, takes the lead abroad as well as at home ; for not only is their cement
in the highest fiivour with the Metropolitan Board of Works, for the main
drainage operations, and with the Admiralty harbour authorities at Alder-

ney— public works at least equal in importance and durability to the range

of architectui'c in the Cromwell Eoad— but it enjoys the full confidence of

the engineers at Havre, Brest, and Cherbourg, is largely used at Kiel, and
is in great request on the chief French and Prussian railways. It does so

happen that continental nations place much value upon medals ; and we
can imagine that two English firms, unrecognised even in the shape ot

' honourable mention,' may sustain undeserved injury by an official slight

of their well-established deserts.

NEW SHOPS AT HALSTEAD.

SOME three or four centuries ago, when ;irchitecture was in a better con-

dition, every house that was erected, whether for the residence of a
nobleman, or a cottage for a peasant — whether a shop in a town, or farm
in the most retired part of the country, was, in itself, a worthy example of

artistic building— was appropriate, aud, if not grand and noble, at least

well-built and picturesque.

There are many signs now of a return to this healthy condition. Our
larger cities have already cast off their dreary styles of lung lines of brick

walls with holes in them, which, being called ' plain and substantial,' were
supposed to be all that was desirable in building, though vftcn in reality

flimsy and full of false bearings and other shams, and always offensively

ugly.

Ah-eady do we rejoicingly miss the tricky cement fronts, the masses of
lath and plaster parapet walls, and other stucco abominations, with wliicli

new buildings have been erected and old ones concealed ; and we see noble
buddings of honest stoije or brick, granite columns, good iron-work, and
often considerable masses of carving which, if not the best, at any rate indi-
cates a desire for good decoration in substantial material.
But in our provincial towns it is not so common to find buildings for

business purposes, erected of a good and substantial material, without any
pretension to art in their design. We have, however, the pleasure to-day of
presenting to our readers a view of some shop premises lately erected at
Halstead, Essex, a small but thriving p>rovincial town, on the Colne Valley
railway, which shows some care and thought bestowed by the designer, not
only upon the working plan of the premises, which we understand is very
convenient, but also on the details of the front generally, especially on the
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difficult suliji'ft to treat ;ii-cliitectiirall_v a shop front cliieflv of glass. Here

the proji-ctiiig roof is carrii'il on cohmins and braokfts, which aS'ordsnfficitnt

ido;i of support, and do not soc-ni, as thoy do not in rcalit_y, to carry the lirick-

work of the house. The remainder of the front is entirely of common bricks,

and shows what good building can do with plain materials. The projecting

windows of first floor are jiarticularly eflfective, and the chimneys even are not

forgotten. A few eneau.stie tiles in the fascia, &e., give a liveliness to the

whole, not likely to become less through time. To those who think orna-

mental brick work consists in merely liorizontal lines of party bricks

we commend this example. The architect is Mr. Clias. Forster Hayward,

F.R.I. B.A., of 8 Adam Street, Adelphi, and Messrs. Sudbury, of Halstead,

carried out the work.

Almost eveiy variety of plan is to be met with, from the simplest strncturej

possessing only those essential features of a cliurch, chancel and nave, to

the complex arrangement of the conventual and cathedral cliurch.

Of the cruciform stracture with a central tower— which may be teritied

the highest developement of the plan of a Christian tem])le (whether con-

sidered from a symbolical or an !esthetical point of view) there are Imt three
examples, exclusive of conventual churches, viz. Ripple, Old Broadway, and
Alderminster

; and the latter is destitute of aisles cither to nave or chancel.

Transeptal churches without a central tower, lose much of the cruciform
effect ; and the transepts, being lower than the body of the building, have
the appearance of mere projecting chapels, which they frequently were.

There are 11 churches of this description, each having a tower at the west;

Snors AT Haxsiead, Essix. 3lE. C. Foesiee Uatwabd, F.E.I.B.A., Aechiiect.

THE ECCLESIOLOGY OF WORCESTERSHIRE.

THE following is the valuable paper, read by J. Severn AValker, Esq., at
the meeting of the British Archa!ological Institute at Worcester, on

Tuesday week, upon the Ecclesiologj- of Worcestershire, and referred to in
our report :

—

The county and diocese of Worcester are not co-extensive, and I purpose
confining my observations to the churches of the former or civil division,
including the 14 parishes belonging to the diocese of Hereford.

I shall first notice the different varieties of gi-ound plan, then briefly
describe the chief characteristics of the various portions, and, lastly, point
out the best examples of the several styles of mediteval architectui-e exem-
plified in the churches of the county.

Worcestershire contains 252 churches and chapels — of these 157 remain
for the most part as they were left by the medi;eval church builders, saving
the introduction of modern fittings, and a few minor alterations ; 1 9 churches
have been partially, and 31 wholly rebuilt, whde 45 are entirely new
stniotures, erected principally within the last fifty years, though a few wci-o
built during the last ceutui-y, at Wribbenhall, Stourport, and St. Thomas's,
Stourbridge.

end of the nave, and four of them, viz. Kempsey, Powick, All Saints,

Evesham, and Brentforton, north and south aisles to the nave. Crowle,

Oddingley, Birt's Morton, and Middle Littleton, are small cruciform build-

ings, without aisles. Seven churches in the neighbourhood of Evesham
possess a transeptal chapel on one side of the nave only, five being on the

north and two on the south side. Castlemorton and Severn Stoke have

likewise a south transept, which in the latter case is balanced by a tower on

the opposite side.

Of churches with aisles, 34 have them on both sides of the nave, and 29

on one side only — 13 on the north, and 16 on the south. In 24 instances

there is a chapel or aisle to tlie chancel, and mostly on one side only ; while

74 churches possess neither aisles nor chapels, either to nave or chancel.

Porches, as a rule, occupy the usual position on the south side of the

nave ; upwards of 30, however, are on the north side, and at Leigh and
Spetchley, the porch stands against the west side of the western tower.

The tower is almost universally found at the west end of the nave, 103

out of 126 being so placed: three stand in the centre of cruciform

churches (besides the cathedral and the conventual churches of Pershore

and Great and Little Malvern) ; and six between the nave and chancel

where there are no transepts. At Hampton Lovett, Arcley Kings, and
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Potlicridi'p, tho tower occupies tlie position of a soutli pordi
;
at Pii-ton it

is on tlie north side of the nave ; at St. Andrew's, Droitwich, north of

chancel ; Stoke Prior, south of cliancel ; St. Mary'.s, Kidderminster, and

Eckington, west end of south aisle ; at Severn Stoke, north-east of nave
;

and at Dodderhill it forms the south transept, having been erected in the

seventeenth century in place of the central tower, which was much injured

during the ciril wars.

Forty bell-turrets rise from the west, and only three—AVyre, Alston, and

the desecrated chapel at Netherton—from the eiist end of tho nave. Sapey

Pitchard Church has neither turret nor tower, the bells being hung just

beneath the roof at the west end.

Chancels are generally well developed, and even in the smallest churches

are, as a rule, distinctly marked, by being lower and narrower than the

nave ; this is not, however, invariably the case, as in some instances the

chancel appears externally to be a mere prolongation of the nave. Pershore

Abbey Chiu-ch and the crypt of the Cathedral are the only examples we

have of the apse.

About sixteen high chancel screens remain, more or less, perfect: the

finest are those at Shelsley Walsh, Little Malvern, Upton Suodsbmy, and

Blockley. The screen at Sedgeberrow is of very unusual design, having

painted boards instead of tracery, and the lower part of stone. At Castle-

morton is a very perfect high screen, sunnounted by the royal arms, and

bearing the date of 1682. The screens at Alvechurch and Hampton Loveti

were removed diu-ing the recent restoration of those churches. The lower

or solid panels alone sometimes remain in their original position, as at

Alfrick, Wickhamford, and Birt's Morton, where the gates are still perfect,

as they are also at Middle Littleton. Kood-lofts still exist at Besford,

Leigh, and Strensham; they are of late date, and enriched with colour.

The one at Strensham, containing twenty-four painted figm'cs of saints and

martyrs, now forms the front of a western gallery, and the loft at Bredon

was removed about 1842. The rood-beam remains at Little Malvern and

at Shelsley Walsh.
The only example of an original reredos I have met with is at Sedge-

berrow : it consists of three large canopied niches extending the whole

width of the five-light east window, the centre niche being raised consider-

ably above the side ones and in front of the window, but the whole is much
mutilated.

No original stone altar remains. A portion of one figured in the Glossary

as existing at Beugeworth (at the east end of the north aisle), was destroyed

when the church was repewed some years ago.

Sedilia are scarce ; the triple arrangement occurs in ten churches, the

most elegant being the decorated ones at Kidderminster and Chaddesley

Corbett, and the Early English ones at Kempsey. Double sedilia are met
with in four churches ; at Sedgeberrow and Bricklehampton they liave much
the appearance of stone arm-chairs. One wide arch encloses the seats at

Alvechurch, and there is said to be a single sedile at Beoley.

Piscinie are very general, occupying the usual position in the chancel,

aisle, and south-east of nave. They are commonly under a plain trefoil-headed

opening, but there is a rich example under a projecting canopy at Sedge-

berrow. Double piscinae are very rare, the only ones I know of being at

Fladbury (elegant Early English), and in the window siU of a chapel in the

cathedral crypt. The piscina at Kempsey contains three carved brackets

instead of the usual shelf. At Bredon is a sort of low side window at the

back opening into the churchyard. The piscina is placed across the south-

east angle of the chancel at Hill Croome, and in the east 'waU, south of the

altar, at Great Combertou.
We have but few eastern sepulchres. There is a richly-moulded niche,

having much the appearance of a large piscina, on the north side of the
sanctuary at Chaddesley Corbett, which was probably used for tho purpose,

as were also, no doubt, recessed tombs occupying a similar position as the

very tine example at Bredon.
Low side windo^ws are occasionally met with, but always blocked up, as

at Fladbury, Chaddesley Corbett, Pedmore, and Holt. At the latter church
are two of these openings, one under the north-west window of the chancel,

and one in the aisle exactly opposite the other. The westernmost window
on the south side of the chancel is sometimes lower thiiu the others, and
doubtless served the same purpose, whatever that might have been. Squints,
or hagioscopes, as they have been termed, are not so common as in some
districts where the more frequent occurrence of intricate ground-plans ren-
dered their introduction desirable. There are good plain examples at Little
Malvern, opening from the side chancels at the choir ; at Bellbronghton is

one commanding a view of the altar from the rood-stairs ; and one at St.
John's, Worcester, has been obliterated by the alterations recently carried
out at that church.

Stalls with miserere seats occur at the cathedral. Great and Little Malvern,
Kipple, and Holy Cross, Pershore. Altar tables and rails arc generally of
a date subsequent to the Restoration, though some are probably earlier. The
original chancel-seats, returned against the screen, remain at least on one
side at Birt's Morton, Sedgeberrow, and Haddington.

Side chapels or aisles to the chancel .are frequently an extension of the
nave aisles eastward ; sometimes to the extreme end of the chancel, as at
Claines, Rock, St, Lawrence's, Evesham, St. Albans, St. Helens, St.
Andrew's, and St. John's, Worcester ; but often one bay eastward of the
chancel arch, as at Bromsgi'ove, Stoke Prior, and Alvechurch. Chapels with
a gabled roof and attached to the chancel are often the private mortuary
chapels of the lords of the manor, as at Spetchley, Hampton Lovett,
Bockleton, and Cotheridge.

Tkero are original vestries at Bellbronghton, Chaddesley Corbett, Rock,
Stoke Prior, and Suckley, all on the north side of the chancel, and having
lean-to roofs, except Suckley, svhich is gabled transversely. At Rock and
Stoke Prior is an upper as well as a lower chamber, the latter being Taidted
with stone at .Stoke.

Passing on to the consideration of the nave, we find that it seldom ex-
hibits any great height, owing to the absence of the clerestorv, which occurs
in but ten parish churches, and two or three of these possess it on one side
only. Tlie late Perpendicular church of St. Lawrence, Evesham, stands
alone in having a clerestory to both nave and chancel, but here it does not
alter the external appearance of the building, being hidden from view by

the gabled roof of the aisles. There is a Norman clerestory at Overbury,

which is now an internal feature, in consequence of the -widening of the

aisles and the raising of their roofs in the fourteenth centui-y.

Eighteen churches have aisles with gabled roofs, but in the majority of

cases the aisles are under lean-to roofs. The south aisle at St. John's,

Worcester, and the aisles at Kingsnoiton, are gabled north and south ; the

transverse gables in the latter instance being, however, a comparatively

modern addition. Judging from old prints, the aisles to the former churches

of St, Martin's and All Saints', Worcester, were treated in a similar manner.

The eastern bay of the aisle often formed a chantry or other chapel, the

piscina and other indications of an altar being of common occurrence in

this position ; and the screens also remain at Salwarpe. At Shelsley Walsh
the south-east angle of the nave was screened ofl" to form a chantry, there

being but one other example for such an arrangement in the kingdom.

Roofs are for the most part of simple construction, the trussed rafter

being the most common type, and it has always a good eftoct, which, how-

ever, is generally destroyed, owing to the fashion -n'hich prevailed some
century or more ago, of plastering open-timbered roofs. Good cradle-roofs

exist at Sedgeberrow and Great Comberton ; the timbers of the latter are

remarkably massive, and neither of them have ever been plastered. There

is a good perpendicidar roof over the nave at Bromsgrove, and others of

the same period at St. Peter's, Droitwich, Church Honeyboiuaie, Chaddesley,

Corbett, &C. ; but perhaps the finest is at Eckington, where the collar-pieces

are richly oriiamented with carving, the whole being now hidden from view

by the introduction of alowpilastered roof Remains of wood and panneled

roofs occur at Abberton, North Piddle, and at Grafton Flyford, where, at

the east end of the nave, it is richly painted with the evangelistic symbols,

stars, &c. There are flat panneled wooden ceilings over the transept at

Severn Stoke, the chancel at Newland, the sanctuary at Besford, and the

nave at Little Malvern— the latter now plastered.

Stone vaulting is very rare ; the only large spaces thus covered arc the

cathedral and Pershore abbey church. Amongst the smaller examples may
be mentioned the tower and choir chapels of Great Malvern priory church,

the chancel of Ovcrbm-y, the chantry chapels of Evesham, the towers of

St. Andrew's. Worcester, Halesowen, and Hampton, the porches at Bredon,

Ripple, and Fladbury.

Fonts are chiefly of the Norman and Perpendicular periods, the former

being generally circidar, on a cylindi'ic.al stem, and the latter octagonal.

The font at Warndon is heptagonal, and a few are Early English and

Decorated. Traces of stoups are frequently to l>e met with on the right-

hand side of the doorway or porch as you enter the church, though at

Crowle it is on the left-hand side. Just within tho doorway at Bricldc-

hainptou is a circular stoup, apparently Norman, and tho only perfect

example I have seen in tho county. Above it is a plain bracket of tho

same date.

1 am not aware of any pulpits earlier than the fifteenth century, and but

few of this date, as at Overbury, Lulsley, Grafton Flyford (now a prayer-

desk), and St. John's, AVoreester. The only original stone pulpit is the

well-known and very late pointed one in the cathedral. Jacobean pulpits

are very common, and have sometimes an inscription with the date round

the sound-board, as at Suckley and Broadw.as. There is a heavy and very

elaborate sounding-board, surmounted by a gilt ' pelican in lier piiety,' at

St. Swithin's, Worcester. Hour-glass stands are met n'ith at Bishampton,

Offcnham, and Oddingley ; the latter is fixed on the top of an iron standard

attached to the end of an open seat. The stand formerly in Shelsley

Beauchamp church is now in the possession of the Diocesan Architectural

Society.

Open seats, though not so general as in some counties, are yet very

numerous, especially towards the southern and eastern sides of the county.

The naves of Strensham, Overbury, Great Comberton, C'ropthorne, Elniley

Castle, Chaddesley Corbett, and some other churches, are still filled with

them. At Overbury, Bredon, Sedgeberrow, North Piddle, Cropthorne, &c.,

the bench ends are richly ornamented with carved tracery ;
while plain

standards, having merely a moulded top rail, occur at Elmley Castle,

Eckington, Birt's Morton, Suckley, &c. The seat ends at Great Comberton

and Chaddesley Corbett are simply cut square out of plain oak boarding,

without any attempt at ornamentation ; and in some of our smaller churches

seats of still ruder constraction may occasionally be found. There is a sort

of plain poppy-head termination to some of the standards at Sedgeberrow,

and tho old seats at Hanley Castle.

Pews of all shapes, sizes, and dates, are of course to be found. One at

Suckley bears date 1675 ; and a pew door at Alvechurch was inscribed,

' Mr. Edmund Tayler, 1683.'

Encaustic tiles are exceedingly common, there being but few churches

entirely destitute of examples, though the pattern is often quite obliterated.

Besides the extensive and well-known series of wall and floor tiles at Great

Malvern priory church, excellent specimens occur at Bredon, Strensham,

Worcester cathedral. Holt, Wyre Piddle, Broadwas, Cotheridge, and Middle
Littleton.

With the exception of the beautiful windows at Great Malvern, AVorces-

tershire is very poor in stained glass. There is, however, a considerable

quantity of fine old glass at the little church of Oddingley : a few figiu-es

also remain at Little IMalvern, Kempsey, Sedgeberrow, and Himbleton ; and
shields of arms and other fragments at Fladliury, Severn Stoke, and the

cathedi'al,

(To be concluded in our next.')

STUDIES OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE AT HO:VIE AND
ABROAD.

No. IL

BY O. R. nUKNELL, ESQ.

From ' Aechitbctcee of the Victoeian Age.'

(Concludedfrom our last.)

THE marked aftoctatiou with which the eeclesiological critics upon archi-

tecture apply to their favom'ite style the term ' Christian,' has alwaj'S
seemed to us to be one of the most striking illustrations of the power of
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iinliisil.il iiij;- iissunijilioii upon tlu'imblir niiml. Tliis chiss ol' autliors gravely

clainu'd for the Mcdiii'vul luvliitectiu'e tho in'culinr merit of being the only

true impersonation of Christian feeling in ImiKlings ; and the general piiblie,

forget ling, or being ignorant of the fact, that Christianity had prevailed as

I he dominant religion of the Eoman Empire from the year 330 to its extinc-

tion, and that during the Carlovingian period, from about 800 down to

nearly 1100, the round-arched style had reigned with undivided sway, cre-

dulously adopted the belief that the pointed areh had some mysterious con-

nection with their religious faith. Surely the Christians of the Catacombs
were as truly Christians as the dwellers under feudal rule, and the contempo-

raries of St. Augustine or of St. Athauasius were as worthy of that title as

those of Abailard, St. Bernard, or Roger Bacon could have been. Nor can
any valid reason be assigned why such monuments as San Clemente, at

Home; St. Vitale, at Eavenna ; San tliorgio al Velabro, atEomc; the

Church of Grotta Ferrata; or [that of San Miniato, near Florence, &c.,

should be excluded from the pale of Christian art. The fact seems to be,

that the leaders of the mediseval revival were at the same time deeply inter-

ested in the movement for the extension of the ecclesiastical power, repre-

sented in England by the Puseyite agitation, and in France by the Ultra-

montane party ; and it is curious that in the countries wliere the Church had
always retained her sway— as in Spain and It.ily— there the tem\ ' Medise-

valism' has never been regarded as synonymous with the term ' Christian,'

in matters connected with art. It would, indeed, seem as though there were
some vague perception of the relations between the forms of faith and the

forms of art in the minds of those who participated in this religious agita-

tion of the north-west of Europe; and that the style of architecture which
had prevailed dm-ing the period of the Church's greatest power, was regarded
by them as an exponent of the religion that Church was organised to serve.

On these principles it is piossible to explain their preference for the particidar

form of art they had adopted ; but it is not so ca.sy to explain the conduct
of the general public in accepting the dogmas of this school, and in tolerating

the application of its verbal formul.-e to the science of architecture. The
Decorated Gothic was. indeed, characteristic of the Cliristianity of the Middle
Ages ; it is sheer nonsense to talk of it as the only ' Christian art.' It were
as reasonable to talk of the Van Eycks and the Hemmelings, the Giottos and
Cimabues as Christian painters, to the exclusion of Raphael, Michael Angelo,
Van Dyck, MuriUo, or even of Guido and Pietro da Cortona, who were at

least sincere believers, if not first-rate artists. Be this as it may, the notion

that Mediieval architecture is exclusively Christian, has had much to do
with the universal adoption of that style for chm-ch buildings, and the more
important question of the appropriateness of its application to the Protestant
form of worship has been left entirely aside by the English revivalists.

The best proof of the fictitious nature of the mediaeval revival is, perhaps,

to be found in the fact that, practically, it has not been extended to civil

architecture
; and that, whenever it has been necessary to provide for

the dail^' wants of society, architects have been forced to continue the
system they had so long adopted— viz. that of developing the principles

of classical art in accordance with the feelings and wants of the passing
times. The revived cultivation of what may properly be called pictu-

resque, romantic architecture (instead of Chi-istian architecture), has, how-
ever, done good in this respect, that it has led to the com-iction that a
mere servile imitation of even the purest form of art, the Grecian, was
inappropriate in a climate such as oiu' own ; and, under the influence of

the effects produced by the observance of the canons of taste observed dur-
ing the middle ages, our architects have been gradually led to modify the
lessons they have learnt from their classical teachers, so as to appropriate
some of the picturesque feeling of the rival school. Even Sir E. Smirke
himself was obliged to attempt the infusion of the romantic mode of thought
into some of his later works ; and in the portion of King William Street,

between the statue and the Mansion House, he evidently strove to combine
the chaste and simple harmony of Greek forms with the feelings of his age,

and the conditions of the London atmosphere. Messrs. Cockerell, Tite,

Hardwicke, Basevi, Barry, Elmes, Pennothorne, S. Smirke, I'Anson, &c., had
accepted the change in public taste more unreservedly than their predecessor
had done ; and, whilst still clinging to the spirit of classical art, they leant
in preference towards the modification of it which had been adopted in Nor-
thern Italy by such men as Palladio, Scamozzi, and the great architects of
the Venetian school. The English buildings of this period exhibit much
thought, and a conscientiousstudy of the ajsthetical and practical conditions
they involved ; and even the lovers of Mediaevalism must allow that the
Exchange, the Fitzwilliara Museum, the St. George's Hall, Liverpool, the
Eeform Club, the Sun Fire Office, Cornhill, &c., displayed an earnest effort

on the part of their authors to eliminate a form of art suited to their times,

but which, perhaps >mconsciously, bore unmistakable evidences of the in-
fluence of the revived love for Medievalism. The sudden developement of
the railway system about this period has, however, proved liy no means
favourable to the progress of true architecture ; because, firstly, it has led
to the adoption of a style which may be most aptly described as utilitarian

;

and secondly, because it has led to the distinct recognition of the separation
between the artistic and the scientific branches of the architectural profes-
sion, between architects and engineers, which has proved so injm-ions to
both classes. It was, indeed, precisely about this period (183G to 1848)
that the form of art applicable to railway works assumed its special charac-
ter, and it would be diificult to imagine anything more deficient in taste
than that character has hitherto been, in England at least, for both the
French and the German engineers seem to have been educated in schools
where the arts of design were not treated with neglect. The consequence of
this unfortunate divorce between art and science in building operations has
been, that the face of our country has been disfigured by bridges, viaducts,
station buildings, i&c., which are positively C3-esores ; as, for instance, on
the Great Western, North Western, Eastern Counties, South Eastern, and
Midland lines

; and though Mr. Tite (who, by a singidar exception, was
employed on the works of the Southwestern and the Lancaster and Carlisle,
and on some of the Scotch lines) relieved their station liuildings from the
general monotony of ugliness, he was so ' cribbed, cabined, and confined,'
by the influence of the engineers with whom he worked, that he was not
able toexereise his own judgement, or to indulge his fancy in anyway, ilv.
Hardwicke also suffered from the same influence, and can hardly be held

responsilile for the absurd propyheon at Eustou Square, or for the inappro-

priate characterless buildings at the back of that screen. But without

dwelling on individual shortcomings, it may be observed that the tendency

of engineering influence was to substitute the notion of utility for that of

beauty in architecture
; and thus, by introducing a new and powerful mo-

tive, to increase the uncertainty of men's minds already produced by the

political and moral revolutions of the previous years. In fact, the architec-

ture of England was still, in this period, as deficient in character, and as

aimless, as it had been in the period between 1814 and 1830; it floated

about, as it were, on the surface of the moral currents of the day, but it had
no definite direction of its own, and its professors were devoid of the origin-

ality and the mental grasp requisite to create a definite style.

In France, however, and in Gennany, there was another spirit abroad

;

and they who study the history of this mode of the expression of human
intellect, may discern in those countries a tendencj', even whilst adopting a

distinctly-marked eclecticism in art, to seek for their o-n-ji formidiB to express

the longings of the sold after infinite beauty. These words may appear to

the unreflecting as mere empty sounds— mere metaphysical jargon ; but, in

truth, the efforts of any age or nation to attain excellence in art are inspu'cd

alone by the desire to lead through visible objects to the ideal ; and the

degi-ee of excellence attained is precisely in proportion to the earnestness

and the disinterestedness of the efforts. In France and Germany, the

various schools of philosophy and religion had roused men to a more
passionate examination of the problems of man's existence in the present and
in the future; whilst the boldness with which those problems had been dis-

cussed had for many years accustomed the thinking part of the public to

investigate the reasons upon which their principles and practice in other

things had been founded. There was a tendency in both countries to shako

off the traditions of schools, and to retm-n directly to the study of the

natm-al laws on which those traditions were based. In architeeture, this

movement displayed itself in a marked manner between 1836 and 1848 ; in

France, perhaps, more decidedly than in Germany; but alike in both

countries copyism was rejected, and professors strove to discover the mode of

representing in their buildings the innermost feeling's of the times they lived

in. Visconti, Hittorf, Vaudoyer, Duban, Armand, &c., gi-adually passed

from the traditions of the Vignola school to a style of their owii times

;

but, alas ! this style was so true a reflex of the utter absence of faith in the

society which it typified, that it bore no distinct or original character of its

own, and at best 'it .-ippealed more to the sympathies and the passions of the

public, than it did to their reason. Duban and his school have adopted a

style characterised by a nakedness and baldness of general effect, and a

prodigal use of their ornamentation in detail; Visconti and the other lead-

ing architects of this time, who, like him, stUIretained the influence of their

classical schooling, fell into another error ; viz. that of overwhelming the

general effect of their buildings under a profusion of rich and elegant

details. There is in both these schools an absence of moral grandeur

;

there is a species of morbid elegance which appeals more to the nerves than

to the heart, and which leaves untouched the deeper notes of the sold.

Their styles are true, insomuch as they display these men as they lived and

moved and had theii' being, and so far the styles are respectable ; but no

style can be a living one unless it touch the general soul of man, and rise

beyond the expression ' of an age, to that of all time.' The architeeture of

the latter portion of Louis-Philippe's reign indeed represented the moral

and the political corruption of the epoch, with all its elegance and refine-

ment, but also with all its want of principle and its contempt of authority

;

it has been aptly called lo style Lorctte, and may be observed in its most

cliaracteristic form in the new streets formed on the north side of tho

Boidevard Montmartre, and in the quartier Notre Dame de Lorette. To-

wards the close of the epoch, nevertheless, a better tendency may be

observed to prevail, especially in the buildings connected with railways

and with the public administration ; for the Strasbourg Railway Station

and the Hotel du Ministere des Affiiires Etrang^res display, in the one

case, an originality of conception, and in the other a consistency in the

adaptation of received forms to new wants, which almost amount to

genius. The Strasboiu'g Railway Station was never meant to be

seen from the Boulevard, whence it is now usually looked at; but in

spite of this inconvenience, it may be said, without fear of contra-

diction, that it has few rivals in modern Europe, whether considered fi-om

an abstractedly a;sthetical point of view, or from the piractical one of its

appropriateness to the usages to which it is apiplied, and which it was in-

tended to typify. In some of the more modern station buildings of France,

it is true tliat.the logical adaptation of forms to express the usage of the

structm-e may have been more carefully studied ; but it is precisely the im-

pression of the vague effort to produce this result which gives to the Stras-

bourg station its poetical character. Altogether, there are few momunents

of our age worthy of comparison with this biulding, in spite of one or two

defects of detail, which seem to arise from a deficient scholastic training in

the author of this strikingly original design.

It is worthy of remark that the architect of the Strasbourg Railway

Station has furnished a strange commentary on the nature and tendency of

the French Mediaeval revival, which, amongst the eclectics at least, is fol-

lowing very much the same direction as the revival in Germany. He has

indeed sought his model in the round arched forms of Lombard or of Ro-

manesque architectm-e, just as the architects of the stations on the Baden

railways, of the principal stations at Munich and Frankfort, have done, and

as the Belgian, Dutch, Danish, and Russian architects are evidently inclined

to do. And for many reasons the Lombcird style may be considered to be

especially adapted foV the class of buildings .specially alluded to, for, in the

first place, it is sufficiently clastic to allow of its application to ; the artistic

treatment of the new materials introduced of late yeai'S ; and in the second,

the style itself was designed to meet the requirements of an age and a

country which rendered simplicity of consti-uctiou and economy of technical

execution matters of necessity. At the same time, the nature of the orna-

mental decoration archa;ologicaIly consistent with this style is such as to

displaj- itself easily in the vapom-y atmosphere of the countries where it has

been adopted; and, indeed, from the fact of the essence of the Lombard
style consisting in broad general effect, rather than in minute detail, the

latter may often be advantageously omitted. This certainly is not the case
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with the Decorated Gotliie, tlie modification of media-valisni most m favour

vrith the romantic schools of Enffland and of the Continent, as may be per-

ceived in any of tlie domestic buildings erected by their followers, such as

Messrs. Scott, Viollot le Due, Roelandts, Miiller, Kranner, &c.
;
lor in all

their works, the general effect is overwhelmed by the details, and the

means of decoration are to a great extent substituted for the ends it ought

tofulfiU. ,. , . ,

A rather curious difference between the spirits of the mediseval re-snvais

of England and of the Continent may be observed in the manner m which

the repairs of the ecclesiastical and historical monuments of the various

countries have been treated— a difference which has long prevailed,

although it is only very recently that public attention has been called to it.

Here, the architect employed in the restoration of an ancient mouument

considers himself bound to repro-

duce it precisely in the form it ori-

ginally bore ; abroad, the architects

consider themselves entitled to

change insignificant details, so as to

render the buildings more appro-

priate to their actual use, and to

allow the application of any modern
improvements in technical processes.

Our system is certainly more in ac-

cordance with archceologieal cor-

rectness, and with a reverence for

the works of our ancestors ; but the

Continental system is more con-

sonant with the practice of the

mediaeval architects themselves, and
with the logical application of the

principle, that buildings are intended

for use, quite as much as for the

pleasure of the eye, or of the im-

agination. As in most eases, truth

lies in the mean between the two
extremes, and the rigid enforcement

of the doctrines of our leading re-

storers would lead to as unmeaning
a reproduction of extinct forms of

art, as the love of change indulged

in on the Continent evidently de-

stroys the time-honoured interest of

the building. The reproduction, for

instance, of the archaic scidpture of

our Gothic cathedrals is as question-

able, as a matter of taste, as the de-

molition of the western fa^'ade of St.

Ouen, at Rouen, or as some of the

alterations of the original design of

Notre Dame of Paris, or of Alby.

Perhaps our system may also be
injurious in this respect, that it drives

our architects from any attempts to

develope the leading principles of

mediajval art in accordance with the

sfiirit of the age in which they live,

tmtil at last tliey become, like the

lateWelby Pugin, mere anaclironisms

of a very ludicrous description. But,

however this question bo decided,

arehitectui'al students must feel

grateful to the government of Louis-
PhUippe for the efforts made by it

to preserve the glorious relics of the
past; and though iu .such cases as
the restoration of St. Denis, St.

Ouen, Mantes Cathedral, &c., there
were undoubtedly committed some
strange mistakes, yet as a general
rule tlie work of repairing and main-
taining these monuments was well
and conscientiously performed in
France between 1836 and 1848. In
Germany the same observations will
apply, and the completiou of Cologne
Cathedral may be referred to as an
illustration of the spirit with which
that nation entered upon the ta.sk of
preserving the relics of its ancestors.

In Holland and in Belgium the at-

tempts at restoration executed about
this period were simply detestable,

whilst in Spain and in Italy so
little seems to have been done
for this purpose, tliat it is useless to seek in those countries any
lessons for our guidance in this path. Alas ! in art, as in politics,

morals, and literature, the nations of the south, so long oiu- leaders,
have latterly abdicated their high position, and are content to learn
from their ancient pupils. They have, by a strange series of events, lately
become free

; may they agaiii enter upon the great struggle for intellectual
advancement, for which they possess so many natural advantages in their
earnestness of faith, and in their instinctive perceptions of the elements of
ideal beauty developed by the influence of climates which communicate a
charm to all inanimate nature ! It is indeed probable that the reappearance
of these two nations in the great drama of man's progress may introduce
new elements iu its du-eetion, for the genius of the northern nations is as
much disposed to wander into the realms of the ideal, as that of the southern
nations is likely to confine itself to the real. The tendencies of their intel-

the interests of true art

fatally absorbed

tween 1837 and 1848, nor since.

lects are respectively sulijective and objective

require that both should be combined.

Before closing this chapter of our review of the recent progi-ess of archi-

tectm-e, it may be as well to mention that in 1837 the French Government

made another effort to counteract the effect of the administrative centralisa-

tion of that country upon art, by extending the independence of local

authorities, in matters connected with building, to the sum of 30,000 francs

(£1,200). The tendency to imitate Paris had, however, been too deeply

rooted to allow this alteration to produce much effect; and the erection of

such buildings as tbe Cathedral at Boulogne, the Museum at Ha\Te, the

Theatre at Caen, &c., proves that the local schools had only been too

by that of the capital. Neither in the period be-

have the French provinces produced
anything original, and we look in

vain amongst them for such marked
distinctions as may be traced in

the eoutemporar}' schools of archi-

tecture of Brussels and of Ant-
werpi, or in the more ancient ones of

Burgundy and the Isle de France.

LLANDYGWYDD CHURCH,
CARDIGAN.

WE are indebted to the Church
Builder for July, a useful

quarterly journal of church exten-

sion, for the following aecotint of

this interesting church :—The little

village of Llandygwydd is situated

in a lovely and secluded nook of

the beautiful valley of the Teify. It

is almost suiTOunded by high hills,

on whose slopes the ' spiring fir*

grows iu rich profusion. It is near

the village of Cencrlh, and within

sound of the falls of .Salmon-Leap,

the miniature Schaffhausen of South

AValcs. Six years ago, had the tra-

veller from Cardigan to Newcastle

Enilyn been tempted to turn aside

from his path to walk up the pretty

lane holding to the village,—with its

overhanging branches and high

banks, on which the feathery fronds

of the Filcx mas seem like plumed

crests knotted together by the broad

emerald bands of the Hartstonguo

F'ern, which grows in rich abundance

at its root, — he would have found,

amida cluster of picturesque cottages,

with their neat well-tended gardens,

cue house, if not waste and deso-

late, at least mean, neglected, and
unsightly ; and that house was the

House of God. All within and
without seemed to say that it was
the least cared for house in the

whole village. It possessed but two

objects of peculiar interest, and those

were, the little hcU, with its quaint

inscription, dedicated to St. Peter,

which was suspended within a kind

of dove-cot, painted white, at the

west end of the building, andthe/o«/,

of the date of the fifteenth century.

Our engravings faithfully repre-

sent the change which has taken

place, since then, in the aspect of

God's House in this village. No-

thing remains of the little old church

we have described but its bell and

font, which have been replaced in

the new building. The style of the

present structure is the early En-
glish style of the thirteenth cen-

tun'. The church is built of local

stone, with Bath stone tlressings.

The tower is of three stages, with a

wooden spire, covered with slate with

lead bands, and rises 130 feet. The
roofs are of stained deal, covered with

Bangor slate. The benches through-

out are low and open. The diancel

is raised two steps, and has stalls and subsellfe, with prayer desk on the south

side. The sanctuary is approached by two more steps, and the altar, which
is of carved oak, is raised on a foot-pace ; on the south side are sedilia.

The pulpit, of carved oak on a stone base, is on the north, and the lectern

on the south side of the nave. The nave is paved with red and black tiles,

and the chancel and sanctuary with rich encaustic tiles. The three painted

east windows, presented by Mrs. Collins, represent events in the life of

Christ. The three west windows, presented b)' Morgan Jones, Esq., represent

four of the ' Works of Jlcrcy.' Other stained glass windows have been

presented by Jlrs. R. J. Withers, Mrs. Collins, Rev. D. J. Evans, Mr. Lavers,

and Mr. R. J. AVithers, the architect of the church. The three east windows
are by Clutterbuck, the remaining eight by Lavers & Barraud.

The old church is supposed to have been dedicated to Tygwy, or Tygwydd,
a W"lsh saint, who lived in the sixth century. W. F
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MONSIEUR V. Xj. ]>Alll'/AX, of Paris, proposes to pave roadways in

the manner shown above, wliich consists in the superposition of two

roaJs or ways, one underneath, composed of trenches or gutters made of

beton, and covered with bitumen, or other water-resisting composition,

serving to conduct tlie water and detritus into tlie drains, and sufficiently

strong to support tlio upper way for the circulation of horses, carriages, and

foot j^assengers. The upper road or way is composed of slabs or flags

placed horizontally side by side, with spaces left at certain distances

between them for the passage through them of water, detritus, and other

matters into the drains. These slabs or flags may be of granite, or other

stone or substance sufficiently strong and suitable for the purpose. Slabs

made of cast-iron are preferred, having cellular openings or spaces, in

which are applied and fixed by bitumen or other suitable suljstance, blocks

of sandstone, porphyry, granite, or wood, impregnated or not with preser-

vative substances. The distance between the two ways may vary ; thus,

tlic upper road or way may be close to and bo supported on parts of the

lower way, provided with canals or conduits for running off the waters,

detritus, and otlier matters driven into the drains by flushing or by clean-

ing tools ; or the distance between the two roads or ways may be several

yards, in which case the slabs or flags forming the upper way are supported

by walls, posts, columns, arcades, vaults, or other suitable supports, so that

the cleaning may be easily effi;cted, and at convenient times, underneath the

upper way. With this latter construction drains may be jilaced in the

centre of the lower road or way, which will render the cleaning easy, and
permit of placing under the upper way water and gas pipes, and telegraphic

wires, which may be placed between the two ways, so that their keeping iu

order and repairing may be performed without stopping the cii'culation, or

very rarely.

PATENTS AND INVENTIONS CONNECTED WITH THE
BUILDING TRADE.

28. G. W. Arunbell. An improved method and improved apparatus for

treating and tb-essing ores and minerals, particularly applicable to tin, lead,

copper, zinc, and iron ores. (A communication.) Dated Jan. i, IS6'2. Tliis

invention is not described apart from the drawings. Fatcnt completed.

30. I. AV. Akundell. An improved method of communicating motion to

fan ventilators, particularly applicable to ventilating mines. (A commu-
nication.) Dated Jan. 4, 1862. This consists iu having a screw cut on the

axis of the fans in which the teeth of a toothed wheel of suitable size work.

The teeth of the toothed wheel are cut obliquely, and of the same pitch as

the screw. The wheel must be of sufficient size to cause the fans to revolve

with the required velocity, but the size of the wheel need not be greater

than to cause the fan to revolve ten times while the wheel revolves once.

The wheel may be driven by manual or other motive power. Patent
ahandvncd.

61. J. Brunt. Improvements in gas mcterg. Dated Jan.9,W&'2. This
consists, first, in the use of two floats attached to the valve stem, and
haWng a common vertical movement, the box containing the floats being
divided into two parts or chamljers by a partition descending under the

surface of the water between the two floats, one of these parts or chambers
receiving the inlet gas before its passage into the drum of the metei-, whilst

the other chamber is in communication with the outlet gas which has passed
througli tlie drum of the meter. By this arrangement, a depression in the
level of one chamber always corresponds to a nearly like elevation of level

in the other chamber, so that the position of the floats or compound float is

but slightly changed by the variations of level in the two chambers, whereby
the inlet valve can be adjusted with precision. In draining oflf the overflow
water from the siphon-pipe the patentee makes use of a plug or screw to

which a rod is attached, on the upiper part of which a weiglited lever is

supported ; on withdramng the plug for the passage of the overflow water,
this weighted lever depresses the float, which, bringing the valve home on
its seat, intercepts further passage of gas until the jilug is returned to its

former position. Patent completed.

67. R. A. Broom;1x. Improvements in apparatus for carburetting and
burning gas. (A communication.) Dated Jan. 9, 1862. The patentee
claims, first, the employment in apparatus for carburetting and burning gas
of a wick and burner, the said wick being protected and capable of absorb-
ing and raising the carburetting liquid as described. Second, the emploj--
ment of a current of air between the carburettor and the tube leading to the
turner as described. Third, the employment of two currents of gas, one of
which is carbiiretted as described, while the other is ordinary coal gas, and
passes direct to the burner, where both currents are consumed together.
The apparatus employed is not described apart from the drawings. Patent
completed.

76. H. Darttli,. The hardening of chalk for building purposes. Dated
Jan. 10, 1862. Here the inventor first cuts the chalk, after it has been cut
into the required forms, and then immerses it, under pressure or otherwise,
in a saline mineral solution : and after this has become thoroughly imbibed
into the pores of the chalk, he places it in another solution capable of de-
composing the first, and thereby depositing in the pores of the chalk a hard
insoluble mineral chalk. He prefers to employ as the first solution either
silicate of potash or silicate of soda, or tungstate of potash or tungstate of
soda

:
and for the second solution, chloride of calcium ; but he does not

confine himself to the use of these salts. Patcitt abandoned.
86. W. AVn.KjNSON. Improvements in ornamenting and decorating

metals, glass, porcelain, parchment, and otlu^r skins, and in tlie material and
ingredients employed therein ; also in protecting silver and gold on said
-materials, and on surftices or plates of glass and metal combined, applicable
to works of art, furniture, jewellery, and other articles of a useful and orna-
mental character. Dated Jan. 11, 1862. This consists, 1, iu an improved

mode of protecting on or between sheets of glass, or on metals, figured
designs, pictures, prints, engravings, &c., either embroidered or plain, or if

necessary gilded or silvered, or otherwise ornamented, and rendered trans-

parent or not, according to the purpose for which it is designed. 2, in
gilding or silvering, or applying other metals to designs on paper and other
fabrics and materials by printing the same in a lithographic or other suitable
press, or by other means; and further, in ornamenting the paper and other
fabrics and materials with suitable dye, colours, or inks, so as to produce an
ornamental design protected by being placed upon or between plates of glass
or glass and metal combined, and when thus ornamented is well adapted for
pictures, windows, window blinds, panellngs to rooms, doors, ceilings, &c.
Patent abandoned.

91. T. & M. Soak, and J. Belshaw. An improved knocker to be attached
to doors, shutters, or other parts of premises to which the same may be
applicable, and applicable also for the reception of letters and other docu-
ments. Dated Jan. 13, 1862. This consists of an arrangement and com-
bination of apparatus in which is used a plain or ornamental plate of cast
iron or other metal or material, the upper end of which is made in the form
of a label or scroll, upon which a name or number may be engraved, or
delineated. Below the label or scroll is a stud or studs, which forms or
form part of the hinge of the knocker, and whicli is secured to it by a pin
or rivet. The back of tlie knocker fonns a plug and rivet, which closes a
slit in the plate lying below the stud. Below this slit is a projection near
the bottom or lower end of the plate, upon which the knocker falls ; and,
where required, a hole may be drilled through the projection, and a wire
passed through it, having one end tapped and screwed into the lower end of
the knocker ; in which case, when the knocker is raised for inserting a letter

or other document, it will, beside knocking the door, also ring a bell, the
other end of the wire being connected to another wire or lever for that
purpose. A recopitacle for the letters or other documents maybe added, the
same being composed of wood or suitable material. Patent completed.

CHURCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

CHTECHES.

DENSTONE, STAFFOEnsHiHE.—The newly buUt church at Denstonc, erected
at the expense of Thomas Percival Heywood, Esq., of Dove Leys, was

opened on the 24th ult., by the Bishop of the diocese.

Rhyl.—The new church of St. Thomas has been opened at Rhyl. It is

built with Cefn, Minera, and Bath stone, roofed with red and blue slate, and
the external appearance gives unmistakable proofs of superior workman-
ship. The internal fittings, the pillars and arches, interwoven with costly
marble and carvings, are of the richest and most refined description. It is

calculated to accommodate 1,000 worshipers. The tower is divided into
three stages, consisting of bellringers' floor, belfry, and spire. The cleres-

tory windows are of circular tracery, and form an arcade' upon the inside.

The nave is divided into five bays. The fittings and seats are of pitch pine,

and the roof of Memel. The passages are laid with red and blue Stafford-
shire tiles. It is proposed to erect a fine steeple to the church.

Grimsby, Lincolnshire.—A new Congregational Church was opened here
on the 16th ult. The principal front of this building is in Spring Street.

The general form of the church is that of a parallelogi-am, 75 ft. in length,

by 45 ft. in width. The height to the apex of the roof is 51 ft. Tlie stylo

of the building is the early Decorated. The materials used ai-e parti-coloured

bricks, with stone bandings. The windows are of Ancaster stone, with carved
cuspings. The buttresses, weatherings, and sills of the windows arc of
hard Yorkshire stone. The tower and spire rise to the height of 100 ft.,

and provision is made for a clock. The internal arrangements are such as
to combine convenience with effi?ct. The most striking internal feature is

the division of the church into nave and aisles. The clerestory is of parti-

coloured bricks, supported by ornamental ii'on columns. The walls of the
aisles are of similar bricks, with stone bands. The whole is unplastered,
and has a pleasing effect. At the north end is a gallery, entered from the
tower, and at the south end is the platform and minister's vestry. The
fittings are open benches, in harmony with the building. Accommodation
is provided for about 700, and provision is also made for side galleries,

when they may be required, so as to increase the accommodation to 1,000.

The estimated cost of the chiu'ch, site, and schools to be erected subsequently

is £2,500. Mr. Jas. Fowler, of Louth, is the architect, and the contract for

building was given to the late Mr. Wm. Hollingworth, jun. The brickwork
has been executed by Jlr. Johnson, and the stone work by Mr. George
Frith.

B.ALDEETON.—A ucw chapel for the Primitive Methodists of Balderton

has been opened. The chapel is capable of seating 130 persons, and was
built at a cost of £150.

BinLDmos.

LrvERPOOL.—The new Lying-in Hospital, situate in Myrtle Street, oppo-

site the Philharmonic Hall, was formally opened on the 24th lUt., by the

Lord Bishop of Chester. The new building is close to Myrtle Street Chapel,

and is much better adapted to the purposes of the institution than the old

building in Pembroke Place. The architect was Mr. J. D. Jee, and the

contractors were Messrs. Nicholson & Ayre. The building is a very hand-

some structure, costing upwards of £3,000, and capable of accommodating
about forty patients, as well as the necessary staff of such an institution.

YonK.—The arrangements for the immediate erection of the new Free-

masons' Hall in York are now complete. The large hall, which is the

grand feature of the building, will be 45 ft. by 30 ft. In style of architecture

it is of the Corinthian order, and, when completed, will be (fne of the most
beautiful rooms in the countj-. The entire size of the building is 05 ft. long

and 33 ft. broad. The front will be of stone, and have a handsome appear-

ance. The total cost will reach £1,500. The following tradesmen have
undertaken the various works in connection with the building:—Ma.som-y,

Messrs, T. Bowman tk Co., Moukgate ; brickl.ayers, Mr. Pidleyn
;
joiner and
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carpenter Mr W. Coates :
plumbers and glaziers, Messrs. Hodgson

;
painter,

Mr. Gibson Hartley; plasterer, JVIi-. H. Young ; slaters, Messi-s. Cattley;

smith, Ml-. Fryer, Skeldergate.
. .

LoN-GTON.—iVt a meeting of the Longton ImproTement Commissioners, a

report was read .stating that two tenders had been reeeived for the fittings

in the new covered market : namely, one from Mr. Stap, the contractor for

the other work, who offered to make the necessary fittings for £1,798, and

the other from Mr. GaUimore, of Newcastle-under-Lymo, who offered to do

the same for £1,668. Mr. Bell said that the architect (Mr. Burrell) had

made an estimate of the proposed fittings, and he declared the work could

not be done for £1,568, his estimate being £1,700. The subject was referred

to the Market Committee.

Snatiesbrook.— A Merchant Seamen's Orphan Asylum was opened on

Tuesday at Snaresbrook, amid the woodlands that skirt Epping Forest,

by Eari EusseU. The building is a handsome specimen of that somewhat

hybrid style of architect\u-e which is now technically known as 'North

Italian Gothic,' and has been constructed from the designs of Mi\ G. S.

Chxrke.

EESTOItATION'S, ETC.

THi-KLBr, Stamfoed.—The chm-ch of St. Fii-miu at Thurlby, near Bourn,

has been restored under the superrision of Mrs. AVorsley, the wife of the

vicar, and in the coiu-se of the work she caused to be pn.'served, where prac-

ticable, every fragment of medifeval masonry, not even taking a ' shi'ed

from its altar, or a stone fi-om its tower.' There is much early work about

the fabric ;
probably some of it may date before the Conquest. The tower

overshadows a Roman wat^rcoiu-se, the Carr Dyke. Externally there is not

much to admire, but internally the spacious Xorman nave, chancel, transepts,

tower arch, and beautiful stained-glass windows command immediate at-

tention.

LrscoLX.—Considerable alterations and improvements have been lately

effected in tlie interior arrangements of the parish church of St. Mary-

Magdalene, Lincoln. A very handsome font, designed in great measure by

the Bev. G. T. Harvey, curate of the parish, and beautifully executed in

Ancaster stone, by Messrs. Huddlestone, has been presented by Miss Hutton,

Eastgate. Mr. Martin, cabinet maker, Baiigate, has been employed to cany
out tlie alterations.

NoETHAJrPTON.—Princcs' Street Baptist Chapel has been enlai^ed and
beautified, and a new gallery erected ; and it is intended to proceed with

the building of side g.iUeries so soon as funds will permit. The new gallery

will accommodate 200 persons, and has cost, including other alterations,

£300. The front of the gallery is finely carved and presents a very chaste

appearance.

BAi.HorsiE Castle, Perth.—This castle is being renovated and enlai-ged.

The Perthshire Advertiser says, ' In carrying out the plan of the old build-

ing in the additions, the architect has succeeded admirably, its spirit running
through them so visibly, that old Balhousie, though it actually is not, exists

still, the tall narrow gables, looking this way and that way, with their quaint

stuck-on turrets, semicircxilar staircases lighted with loophole window, and
the irregular arrangement of the whole harmonise so well with what was,

that the castle, though now three times its former size, and exceeding
immensely its olden gi'andeur, has still aliout it such a familiar bearing, that

we feel, though altered, it is Balhousie still.'

Perth.—The renovation of the steeple of St. John's Chiirch progresses
satisfactorily. The whole has been re-liewn, and where stones were too much
worn to admit of that operation, they have been cut out and tlieii' places
filled with new blocks. The parapet smTouuding the base of the spire has
also been greatly improved, a foot or so added to its height, with embrasures,
and new corbels introduced into the spaces between the old ones. On all

sides the hewing is far advanced ; and the work of filling the places of
rejected stones is nearly completed on the west side, where, also, the fine

old Gothic window may again be seen in all its pristine completeness.
St. Nicholas (Isle of Thaset).—An effort has been made to thoroughly

restore and re-seat the fine old church of this parish ; Mrs. Hilton, of Sarre
Court, offering to head a subscription for tliat pnirpose with the munificent
sum of £400. This fine old edifice was first a chapel of ease attached to
Eeculver, but afterwards transferred to the monks of Christ Church, to whom
the erection of the present building is omug. The south side of the nave
IS Norman. The three uppermost of tlie five bays are circular, and richly
carved. The piers have circular columns, half attached, with rich capitals.
The piers of the north aisle are octangular, with moulded capitals, EJI.
Each side terminates in a chancel, parallel with that of the nave, into wdiich
the north chancel opens. The windows in all the chancels are decorated,
and the great east window strongly resembles the Ansehn window in Canter-
bm-y Cathedral. The tower at the end of the south aisle is late decorated,
the vaidting having been either destroyed or never finished. The brackets
remain. The nave is fiat and ceiled, and the porch has a private chamber, &c.
It IS said that the parishioners have declined the handsome offer of Mrs
Hilton.

Tenterden.—The "U'esleyan Chapel of this place, which has been closed
for several weeks, was re-opened on the 20th ult. A new brick front has
been erected, and the interior has been thoroughly painted and renewed.

FOUNBATIOX STONES.

LocTH.—The comer stone of St. Michael's district church, Louth, was
laid on Tuesday week. Mr. Fowler is the architect.

Keynshaji.—The foundation stone of a house about to be erected for Mr.
Eichard Ban-eU Cox, of this place, was laid on "Wednesday week, amid some
rejoicing. A gentleman fi-om London, a member of the Arehasological
bociety, performed the ceremony, and christened the future building ' Chaudos
V lUa. The foundation stone formed a portion of the ruins of Chandos
House, formerly the seat of the Dukes of Chandos and Buckingham. The
proprietor of the proposed villa entertained a number of friends on the
occasion, and also Uberally provided for the workmen. Mr. Sheppard, at
present employed m the restoration of Iveynsliam Church, is the builder
Bromborough.—On the 23rd ult. the foundation stone of a new parish

church, for Broraboruugh, Liverpool, was laid by the lord of the manor.
1 he new building -mil, when completed, accommodate 600. It will be in

the Gothic style of architecture, with a spire, wiU be built of red sandstone

from the neighbourliood, and will cost between £5,000 and £6,000, towards

wiiich the late Chai-les Mainwai-ing, Esq., gave the munificent sum of £2,000.

Mr. Scott, of London, is the architect, and Messrs. Holme & Nicol arc the

builders.

Frome.—The foundation stone for a block of buildings for a day school,

minister's house, and master's house for the 'Wesleyau body, was laid on

Monday, by WilUam Eabbits, Esq. The architect is Mr. J. W. Wilcox,

formerly of Bath, and now of London. The biulder is Mr. Ashman, of

Leigh-on-Mendip.

London. The foundation stone of the ' City of London Pauper Lunatic

Asylum ' was laid on Tuesday the 29th July, by Mr. Alderman Dakiu, the

chairman of the committee appointed by the Corporation to carry out the

work. The asylum is situated in the Parisli of Stone, at a .spot known as

' John's Hole,' on the road between Dartford and Gravesend, and aliout li

miles from the former town. The materials employed are stock bricks, with

white brick di-cssings, and stone muUions ; the roofs are covered with plain

tiles, black ones being used with red in patterns— its southern and prin-

cipal front, facing the above-named road, is about oSO ft. long, and consists

of a centre building and two wings ; the centre contains tlie dining hall,

kitchen with open timbered roof, steward's and other domestic offices on

the gi'ound floor : the chapel is over the dining hall, and has also an open

timbered roof. The eastern wing is appropriated to male patients, the

western to females, in all 260 persons. To the north of the wings are the

workshops and washhouse connected with the centre building by covered

passages — the ventilation is effected by a chimney tower 130 ft. high,

rising from the midst of the centre building ; the building is warmed partly

by steam pipes and partly by open fireplaces ; the water is supplied from

a'wcU sunk by Mr. Tilley, of Enfield, tlie pumps and service by Mr. Pontifex,

of Martin's Lane. The residence of the medical superintendent is isolated,

but the apartments of all the other officers are within the asj'lura. James

B. Bunniug, Esq. is the architect; Mr. Wm. Noble, clerk of works, and

Messrs. Piper & Wheeler the general contractors. The warming and
ventilating apparatus is supplied by Messrs. Haden & Son, of Trowbridge,

Wilts.

Radcuffe.—On Monday week the foundation stone of a new church

was laid at E;idcliffe, Lancashire, by Lord Grey de Wilton, M.P.

Castleford.—The foundation stone of a new Congreg-ational church, to

accommodate about 700, lias been laid at Castleford. The church is in tlie

Early English style of arcliitecturo. and will cost about £2,000. Mr. J.

Hogg, of Halifax, is architect, and Messrs. Barstow & Sons, of Pontefract,

are the contractors.

STA.TUES, JLEMOELALS, ETC.

Burntwood.—A handsome Gothic tomb has been erected in Burntwood

Churchyard, to the memory of the late Samuel Pole Shawe, Esq., of Maple

Hayes, near Lichfield. Tlie form of the tomb is an oblong, the lower plat-

form being of HoUington stone. At the angles are fom- octagonal shafts,

surmounted by rich capitals, with various decorations of leaves and flowers.

The sides and ends are richly panneled, and the inscription is in the mediaeval

style. The cornice is deeply moulded, and reUeved alternately with various

patterns, the ivy and oak forming the chief decorations. The tomb is sur-

mounted by a horizontal cross highly decorated. The whole has been executed

in a creditable manner by Messrs. John & James Hamlet, of Lichfield.

Statce to Sm Hcgh Myddleton.—The statue to Sir Hugh Myddletou

was inaugurated by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, on Saturday last.

The site of the statue and fountains is a few yards from the new Agricul-

tural Hall, Islington. The figure of the knight was executed by the late

Mr. Thomas, the sculptor, and is 8 ft. 6 in. in height. It is carved in wliito

Sicilian marble, and represents Sir Hugh clothed in the costume of the latter

portion of the sixteenth centuiy, with badge and chain, holding in his left

hand a scroll containing the plan of his great and useful work, labelled with

the words ' New River.' The statue is placed upon a pedestal of gi-cy

Devonshire granite, on the front face of which is carved the following in-

scription :
—

' Sir Hugh Myddleton, born 1655, died 1631.' The base beneath

the pedestal is of Portland stone, and on the right and left of the pedestal

are two figures of boys partly draped, with hair entwined with bulrushes,

and seated on pitchers, from which latter the water pours into the basins.

The figm-es and basins are of carved Sicilian marble. The whole of the

erection stands upon a base of 17 ft. by 7 ft., and has cost about £900. The

statue itself has been given by Sir M. Peto, and the rest has been provided

for by subscription, the New River Company having given £50 towards the

cost. The memorial has been erected under the superintendence of Mr.

Pui'ves.

Statue of Columbus.—The colossal group of Christopher Columbus was

hoisted on its pedestal at Genoa on the 13th July.

Statue to commemorate the DEFE^•CE or the Gallic Chief against

Cjesar.—The weU-known French architect, M. Violkt-Leduc, together

with the sculptor M. Aime Millet, have been respectively intrusted by the

Minister of State with the erection of a colossal statue of Vercingetorix,

18 ft. high, and placed on a pedestal of equal elevation, on the summit of

Mount Alesia (Auxois), to commemorate the famous defence of the Galhc

chief against Caesar.

The M'Nicoll Monumext.— The committee formed some time ago

for the purjiose of erecting some memorial to one of the best factors

in Scotland, have been eminently successful in raising money ^suffi-

cient to erect a becoming memento to tbe memory of Mr. M'NicoU.

The committee are to meet on Friday night at Alyth, to determine

on the shape of the structure and the site. Two places are spoken

of for the spot on which the monument is to be erected— either in

the churchyard, or within the enclosed ground at the south side of the

parish chm-ch. Of the two places, propriety and taste point to tie burial-

place, which is that of the deceased, as in every sense the most appropriate

that can be selected. The entire sum realised is about £150, which is

quite ample to do all the committee contemplate.

Bcens' Monument. Edlnbuegh.—The committee appointed by the Town
Council to confer with Mi-. James Ballantine on liis proposal to repair

Burns' Monument, met on Friday at the building, and Mi'. BaUantine in-
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formed tlio committee thiit ho had upwards of £50 in bunk, being babince

from the Centenaiy Festival, which he was empowered to apply to the

repairinn; of the structure and the erection of the keeper's lodge ; that ho

had received from the sons of the poet nine letters and one poem in auto-

"raph, as also autograph letters of the poet's wife, father, and uncle,

riimther with the swordstiek carried by Burns when he was an exciseman

iu^Diinifrios: tliat he had also received from tlu- Clievalier IJurns, K.H., the

important Iiistorical picture of Burns being installed as Poet Laureate of

the Canongate Kilwinning Lodge ; and Mr. Dnmimoud was ready to present

his fine picture of Tam O'Shanter ; that several artists, including John

riiillip and Thomas Faed, had promised to give pictures ; and that he had

no doubt other important relics would be contributed, so that the monument
might he rendered interesting and attractive. Tlie committee were pleased

with Jlr. Ballantine's explanation, and we understand that the work of

renovation will be begun without delay.

STAINED GLASS.

Mesioriai, Window to the late Vincent Novello. — The project to

erect a suitable monument in England, to commemorate the musical laboui'S

of this industrious composer and editor, is about to be realised in West-

minster Abbey. The Dean and Chapter have most handsomely granted a

site in the north transept front, and_an appropriate stained glass window is

In preparation.

JIejiori.aIj Window, in IVIemoey to T. Bennett, Esq.—.i-t the rooms of

Jlr. Bell, artist in glass, College Green, maybe seen a portion of the window
which is about to be erected in the west end of Mitcheldean Church, to the

memory of the late Timothy Bennett, Esq. It is a six-light Gothic window,

and for the piu'pose of the memorial has been di-\'ided into four compart-

ments. There are four subjects represented, each occupying three divisions

of the window, viz., Solomon and David preparing to build the Temple,

Solomon dedicating the Temple, our Saviour's presentation in the

Temple, and our Saviom-'s interview with the doctors. The tracery

will be filled in with figures of the Twelve Apostles, and Moses, Elias,

and oiu' Saviour (as representing the Aseeusion), and small angels.

The piortion of the i\iudow on view on Friday, was that representing the

Presentation of our Savioiu- in the Temple, but it was quite suflficient to

convince the visitor, at a single glance, that the whole, when completed,

must be strikingly effective. We never remember haring seen more delicate

colouring on glass, while the grouping is excellent, and in treating the figures

the artist has displayed a freedom of expression which one is accustomed

to look for only on canvas. Indeed, we believe Mr. BeU considers this

window the best he has ever done, and certainly he has every reason to be

proud of it, and also of his son, still under 20 years o age, from whose
drawings and designs it has been executed. We should mention that over

each group there is elaborate canopy work, suited to the style of archi-

tecture of the window, and underneath each subject here is a suitable

inscription.

—

Bristol Daily Post.

The .Stephenson jVIejiorlal.—The stained glass mndow which has been

placed on the north side of the nave of Westminster Abbey, and intended

to perpetuate the memory of the late Mr. Robert Stephenson, is now com-
pleted, with the exception of some minor details. The window, which is

richly colom-ed, was executed at the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Stained Glass-

works. At the top of the window, in the space beneath the arch, is a

medallion portrait of this eminent engineer, surrounded by others of Eennie,

Telford, Watts, &c. The body of the work, which is divided into two
halves, is filled up with twelve compartments, descriptive of the progress of

engineering from the earliest ages, and terminating at the top, beneath the

portraits, ^\'ith illustrations of those great triumphs of modern engineering

the tubular and other railway bridges. These illustrations are linked

together with smaller medallion piortraits of famous engineers, representing

Cheops, Tubal-Gaiu, Noah, Euclid, Ai'chimedes, Sir C. AVren, and others.

The whole of the intervening spaces in the window are filled with richly-

stained glass and handsome bordering. At the bottom of the window is

the inscription, ' In memory of Robert Stephenson, M.P., D.C.L., F.E.S., &c.,

late President of the Ii»stitution of Civil Engineers, a.d. 1859.'

Mount Carmel Church, Redditcii. — A new stained-glass, from Mr.
Hardnian's establishment, Birmingham, has been placed in this church. This
window contains fidl-length figiu'es of St. Gregory the Great and St. Au-
gustine, the centre piece being the Virgin and Child, and which was inau-

gurated on Sund.iy week by Mozart's Grand Mass, No. 12. The cost of the

window is said to have been upwards of £100.

METROPOLITAN I3rPR0A^]VIENTS.

THE Road across Hyde Park, and the Marble Arch.—In the House of
Commons, on Tuesday night. Sir S. M. Peto asked the First Commis-

sioner of Works if he would piermit the temporary road across the Park from
Ba3-swater Road to the Queen's Gate, Kensington, to remain open for six

months after the close of the International Exhibition, to allow time for

consideration of the best plan for the permanent road ; and if it was not

desirable to incur the small expense which would be incident to the cleans-

ing the facade of the Marlile Arch at Cnmberlaud Gate. Mr. Cowper said

that, when opened, it had been distinctly stated that the road woidd only
be temporary. He therefore did not feel authorised in continuing the use
of the road after the Exhiliition was closed. With regard to the Marble
Arch, it required to be periodically cleansed. Water had been tried, and he
thought before long it would be necessary to cleanse it more thoroughly,
and do so about once in every ten years.

Metropolitan Board of Works.—The ordinary weekly meeting of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, was held on Friday last, at their ofiiees,

Spring Gardens ; Mr. Pew in the chair. The cash statement showed that
the balances in the hands of the treasurer were: on current accounts,
£62.041 Is. 6d. ; on deposit accounts, £10,470; and on Government securi-

ties, £69.892 OS. lid. The Streets Committee presented a report, stating
that they have ascertained the probable cost of setting back the line of the
houses in High Street, Borough, at the south-eastern corner of Southwark
Street, would be about £13,000, exclusive of the cost of the goodwill of the

occupiers of the houses, which the committee, from the best information

before them, estimate approximately at £7,000, making the total cost about

£20,000. Also that a further portion of Southwark Street, between Red Cross

Street and Southwark Bridge Road, will be open for public Iratfic on Monchiy

next, which will op'^n the line of traiHc from High Street, Southwark, to

Southwark Bridge Road. The report was received, and ordered to be
printed. Mr. Collinson asked wlien the committee would be prepared to let

plots of ground in the new street for building piu'poses. Deput}^ Harrison

said, the committee were not prepared to offer any of the land to build on
yet. They thought they had better wait till the street was opened the whole
way, when the public could go through it, and .appreciate its value. If they
could by this dehiy save the ratepayers £100,000, it was their duty to do to.

The board then adjourned.

Kensington Gardens.—In the House of Commons on Monday night,

JIi'. Lewis asked the First Commissioner of Works, whether his attention

had been called to the state of the paths and woodland in Kensington
Gardens, and if so, whether it was his intention to take any steps to have
the same put into a proper state by drainage ; and whether there was any
prospect of completing the works at the ornamental water in the Gardens.

Mr. Cowper, in reply, said, that in one of the central parts of Kensington

Gardens, under the trees, there had been, during the late wet weather, an
accumulation of water. Tliat water could easily be got rid of by drains, but

he apprehended that drains would do more than remove the water, tliey

might also remove the trees. Many trees had been killed in former times

by di-ains, and he considered it as one of the duties of his office to take

care of the old trees. He was, therefore, not willing to expose them to

any risk. In reply to the second question, he had to state, that the con-

ti'actor who was sinking the well at the upper end of the Serpentine, had
brought up a considerable supply of water, but he was now occupied in

boring into the chalk, for the purpose of proemnng a still larger supply.

Putney Bridge.—A correspondent in the Times calls attention to ' that

standing disgrace to om- noble river. Putney Bridge.' He says :
' Why, in

this age of bridges, such a structiu-e is allowed to remain, is inexplicable.

It is the terror of all who navigate that part of the river, and its tolls are,

in the case of carriages and horses, 200 per cent, higher than any other

bridges. The river there is but 150 yards across, and yet this bridge has over

20 arches, or piers, through only three of which any craft can pass. The con-

sequence of this is, that below the bridge the river has gradually become so

shoal that at low tide it can almost be forded, and the centre arch only is

available for navigation.'

The Widening of Paellvment Street.—On the second reading of the

Thames Embankment Bill, in the House of Lords, on Tuesday week. Lord
Redesdale said he hoped, in connection Avith the subject of the Embank-
ment, the necessitj' of improving Parliament Street would not be lost sight of.

They could not erect the new public offices in such a street as King Street.

"When the proposal for building these offices was first made, he called

attention to the necessity for purchasing the adjacent ground, and every

year he saw some old house pulled down, and a new one building up there,

so that the purchase of the ground was evei-y day becoming more expensive.

The widening of Parliament Street would be a greater improvement and a

greater relief to the traffic in that neighbourhood than even the Embank-
ment of the Thames.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

"VJ EGLECT OF Notice.—At the Wolverhampton Petty Sessions last week
i 1 Mr. George Bolton acknowledged, on an information to that effect, that

he had piroceeded with alteration of premises which had been used as offices

for the purpose of converting them into a dwelling-house, without having

given notice, or deposited plans with the Town Council acting as a board of

health, but pleaded that he was not aware that such a requirement existed

in relation to mere alteration-of premises. The plea was admitted by the

Town Clerk in mitigation of penalty, and defendant was fined 6s., including

costs.— Mr. John Hedgcoeks, for deviating, in the building of a house in

Alma Street, from the plan he had deposited with the Borough Surveyor by
building a 4i-inch in pilace of a 9-inch wall, was fined 10s. and costs.

The Underground Rah,way.—On Tuesdaj-, at the Sheriffs Court, Red
Lion Square, before Mr. C. Pollock, who sat as assessor, and a special jury,

a compensation case was heard, and occupied the day. ILr. Richard

Clarke, coft'eehouse-keeper, artist, and picture-dealer, 21 Frederick Street,

Bagnigge Wells Road, had made a claim on the Metropolitan Railway

Company, on account of the injurj- done to his business and his pictures,

and the damage to his premises by the works of the company. From the

evidence it appeared that the claimant had resided some years in the house,

and there he carried on his several occupations. His business had fallen off,

and his pictures were damaged from the naphtha and dust of the works to

about £80. Some artists used to assemble at his house and smoke in the

room where his pietm-es were placed. On being asked whether tobacco

smoke was not injurious, he said it improved paintings, and gave them a

' tone.' He gave an estimate of the losses, and considered he had sustained

£500 damage. The house had become dangerous to inhabit. The_learned

assessor placed the case before the jm-y on the several points, and after a.

short deliberation they assessed the compensation at £300.

Court of Chancery, July 29.—Phillips v. Treebt.—This was an

appeal from a decree of Vice-Chancellor Stuart, directing specific perfor-

mance of an agreement entered into between the plantifF and the defendant,

by which the latter granteil to the former a right of way over his estate.

Both the parties were owners of property lying between Paddington and

Keusington, and at the time of entering into the agreement, the defendant

was about joining a speculation for the erection of waterworks, and

the plaintiif'intended building on his land. As the tenants of the plaintiff

might be bound to take the defendant's water, and a right of way through

the defendant's estate would be very advantageous to such tenants, a mutual

benefit seemed to have suggested the agreement. Bj- it the defendant

granted to the plaintiff a right of way in and through all roads and ways on

his estate, set out in a plan annexed to the agreement. Some difficul'y

arose as to this plan, and the question between the parties was disposed of
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on the terms of the agreement itself. It appeared that at the time the agree-

ment was entered into, two roads, named respectively the Talbot Eoad and

the El<nn Road, were in progress of construction on the defendant's property,

but bars had since been erected, which prevented the plaintiff or his tenants

bavin" the free use of them ; hence the institution of the present suit. The

question in the cause was whether the words in the agreement granting to

the plaintiff the use of all roads and ways in and through the defendant's

estate limited his right to the roads then actually formed, or included roads

then in formation. The plaintiff claimed the right of using the Talbot and

tlie Elgin Koads unimpeded by the bars erected by the defendant, and this

right was stated to be worth £5,000. The decision of the Vice-Chancellor

was in favour of the plaintiff, and the defendant appealed. Mr. Greene and

Mr. Hardy opened the plaintiff's case, as it was an appeal from the whole

decree. 'The Solicitor-General, Mr. Bacon, and Mr. G. Miller were for the

defendant (appealing). The Lord Chancellor, without calling for a reply,

said that he was of opinion that the agreement was not confined to the then

existing roads, but was intended to include all future roads made on the

defendant's estate. However, it was quite suifieient in the present case to

hold (which he did) that the two roads in question were roads in existence

at the time the agreement was entered into, although not then completed.

The decree of the Court below must be affirmed, and the appeal dismissed

with costs.

GENERAL ITEMS.

T-^AT.T, OF A Chtrch Tower.—On the afternoon of the 22nd ult., the tower

Jj of Isleham Church, Cambridgeshire, fell down. The entire edifice,

which may be dated as of the fourteenth century, has for some time past

been considered in an insecure state
;
plans and specifications for its restora-

tion and repair were therefore obtained a short time since fi'om an eminent

London architect, and Mr. Thos. Brown, of Isleham, became the contractor,

under Mr. William Briukley, of London, as clerk of the works. The

tower was considered to be the most dangerous part of the fabric. Messrs.

Cowell & Hook, the extensive contractors at Soham, had actually prepared

an estimate, but, foreseeing the danger, wisely forebore to send it in.

Every precaution had been taken ; needless direct shores, inside and out,

and also double raking shores, framed and bolted together, of such im-

mense proportions to a height of sixty feet, as appeared sufficient, even if

the lower part of the tower did give way, to have held the bells and frame

too-ether with the upper part of the tower in their proper position ; but all

to no avail. Xeither of the bells is broken ; in fact, the steeple appears

to have fallen inside of itself.

The Meeting of the BHmsH Arch.eologicai. Society at Leicester.—
Great preparations are being made for the annual meeting of the British

Arch»ological Societ)-, which is to take place at Leicester, next week. On
Monday, there will be a reception of the president, members of the association,

and visitors, by the Mayor and Corporation of Leicester, at the Guildhall, to be

followed by au examination of the various objects of antiquity in the town.

A table d'hute will take place at the Bell Hotel in the afternoon, and there

will be an evening meeting in the Guildhall, at which a paper wiU be read

on the old fabric itself, by Mr. Gordon Hills, of London. On Tuesday, the

first excursion will take place ; this will include, in the list of sites visited,

Groby Castle. Bradgate Euins, Ulverscroft Priory, Beacon Hill, Woodhouse
Chapel, and Thurcaston. In the evening there will be a soiree, at which

papers will be read and discussions take place, under the auspices of the

Literary and Philosophical Society. On Wcilnesday, the proceedings will be

varied "by the association uniting in an excursion to Bosworth Field, with

the members of the Leicestershire and other Architectural Societies. From
the interest taken in the proceedings by Sir Alexander Dixie, Bart., and
Major AYollaston (the former of whom has a large collection of relics from

the battle-field preserved in his mansion), a very attractive day will be

afforded. On Thursday, the excursion will be made, via Ashby-de-la-Zouch,

to Castle Donington, where Mr. Marcus Huish, and Mr. AVilson Peareon,

have promised to do their best to render the visit agreeable to the members
of the Congress. Dr. Pearson will explain the antiquities of this district.

On Friday the Congress will visit Northampton, where it will be received

by the Mayor and Corporation. Saturday's proceedings will consist of an
examination of the churches in Leicester, a visit to Sir Henry Halford, Bart.,

at Wistow Hall, and a closing meeting at the GuildhaU.

The Lightixg of the Citt of Yoek.— The York City Council have
decided to appoint a committee ' to consider the desirability of the Council
providing gas for the public lighting of the city, and to obtain estimates of

the cost of new works for that purpose.' It appears that the recent contract

for lighting the city, which amounted to about £2,000 per annum, expired
on the 30th idt., and a committee was appointed to arrange on what terms
a new contract should be framed. They asked the Gas Company for more
gas without any increase of cost. With this intention they offered to renew
the contract with the Gas Company on condition that one-half of the eight
months lamps should be made twelve months lamps, which would, in fact,

have been tantamount to a reduction of £170 per annum, at the present
rate, or of £130 if we deduct the sura now calcidated as interest on the cost

of piUars, services, lighting. &c. To this the company demurred, but they
ultimately offered to give half the extra gas required, provided the Council
would pay for the other half, which amounted to £85, or, according to the
committee (who deduct the charge for pillars, services, &c., as none extra
would be required,) to £65. These terms the committee positivelv refused
to accept, which led to the above resolution. There seems to be" a strong
feeling in York against the Gas Company, and there is a probability that
new gas works will, in course of time, be erected by the Corporation. We
might add, that York is not the only city in which complaints are made
against the exorbitant price of gas by their corporations.

Waterproof Gli'e. — Fine shreds of India-rubber, dissolved in warm
copal varnish, make a waterproof cement for wood and leather. Take glue,

12 ounces, and water sufficient to dissolve it; then add 3 ounces of resin,

and melt them together, after which add 4 parts of turpentine. This should
be done in a water bath, or in a carpenter's glue pot. This also makes a
very good waterproof glue.

New SvnsTiTFTE fob Siltek.—M. Trauluc, of Nismes, has recently pro-

posed as a substitute for silver for various uses a white alloy, which has the

property of resisting vegetable acids. It is formed of 375 parts of Banca

tin, 55 nickel, 50 regulus of antimony, 20 bismuth. One-third of the tin is

put into a crucible of the proper dimensions with the nickel, antimony, and

bismuth ; upon this first layer is put another tliird of the tin, and then a

thickness of 1^ in. of wood charcoal; the crucible is then to be covered and

brouffht to a white heat ; by means of an iron rod, also heated to redness, it

mustbe ascertained that the nickel is fused, and the antimony reduced ; the

remainder of the tin is then introduced through the charcoal, and the mass
stirred until the metals are thoroughly combined ; it may then be cast in

ingots or otherwise.

—

Cos?nos.

New Disco^tsrt in Lighting.— It is said that a curious discovery in

lighting has been made by M. Mongruel, by which he is enabled to produce

as much light with from 10 to 30 cubic metres of ordinary gas as is gene-

rally obtained with 100. He even goes so far as to suppress illuminating

gas altogether, and substitutes atmospheric air for it. This new system,

whicli the inventor has called ' photogenic lighting,' is shown at work daily

at 7 Rue Vivienne.

British Orphan Asn.rJi.—A report, recommending the purchase of
Dobesio's Hotel, Slough, for the erection of a new asylum, has been carried

by acclamation at a special court of the governors of this charity. The hotel,

including six acres of land, wiU cost £6,500. A further sum of £2,000 is

required to repair and adapt the building to the wants of the children.

LAcrsTBiNE H.VBITATIONS IN THE Lake t>v Bourget.— The Parthenon
says that M. Despines, a physician of Aix, has lately discovered traces of

lacustrine habitations in the Lake du Bourget. In the centre of the bay of

Grezine, about a hundred metres from the southern shore of the Lake, at the

depth of one metre below the surface of the water, beneath which a few
piles may be seen, M. Despines succeeded, at the first exploration, in

bringing up numerous remains of ancient pottery. The greater part of

these fragments belonged to some kind of jars, or very wide-mouthed
vessels, of great capacity, of which some must have been a metre (3 ft. 3j in.)

in diameter. The workmanship, so far as ceramic art is concerned, is rude
;

no trace of ornament can be found ; the clay is blackish and not very homo-
geneous. At many other points of the bank there are visible at the bottom
of the wat-r rows of piles, still more numerous than those of Grezine, which
appear also to have belonged to lacustrine habitations.

Interesting Discoveries at Rome.—Signer Fortunati, whose name
became celebrated three or four years ago by the discovery of the ancient

Basilica of St. Stefano and some most interesting tombs on the Via Latina,

three miles from Rome, has been again fortunate in his archsological

researches in a vineyard adjoining the ancient Pretorian camp, having

brought to light, amongst other relics of the past, twelve inscriptions of

monuments erected to Pretorian soldiers. These epigraphs are highly prized,

as being illustrative of historical and geographical details interesting to the

antiquary, and demonstrative of the fact that the Pretorian Guards were
levied in distant provinces, such as Pannonia, Mcesia, and Thrace, of

which provinces, cities, boroughs, and streets are exactly specified. The
classic soil of Tusculum has again furnished materials wherewith to

enrich the costly halls of the Vatican Museum. Recent excavations in

that part of the ancient city enclosed in the precincts of the Camaldolese

Monastery have revealed a large black and white mosaic pavement, in

admirable preservation, representing a school of athletes in the varied atti-

tudes of leaping, wrestling, throwing the discus, and boxing, besides the

arbiters and authorities of the gj-mnasium presiding over the tables bearing

the lots and pirizes to be adjudged to the victors. In its details, this pave-

ment is more interesting than any other yet discovered illustrative of the

same subject, not excepting those in the Lateran Museum and the cele-

brated pavement in the casino of Prince Borghese's villa.

—

Morning Post's

Correspondent at l^otne.

The Crosslet Orphan School .and Home.—The Lccils Mercury says :

—

'We understand that Mr. Frank Ci-ossley.'M.P., has purchased from .Sir S.

Morton Peto, the mansion and est.ate of Somerleyton, near Lowestoft, Suffolk.

We believe that one of the objects of IVIr. Crossley in making this purchase

is, to provide, in conjunction with his brothers John and Joseph, by a charge

upon the .Somerleyton estate, for the endowment of the " Crossley Orjihan

.School and Home," Skircoat Moor, near H;ilifax—a splendid institution now
in course of erection at the cost of the three brothers. In this institution it

is intended to accommodate jibout 300 orphans, of both sexes, a considerable

portion of whom will be wholly maintained and educated, and ultimately

placed out in situations. We believe it is also intended that this purchase

shall, in like manner, provide a permanent endowment for the twenty-

two almshouses which were erected by Mr. Frank Crossley in 1855, and also

for a similar number of almshouses now in the course of erection by his

brother, Sir. Joseph Crossley.'

Ancient and Modern Ibonmongbbt.—The editor of the Beading Mer-
cury appends the following, after a quotation from our third article on the

Ironmongery of the International Exhibition (see Building News, July

18) :
—'In corroboration of these remarks, we may instance a key that was

dug up some years since in that portion of the grounds of Reading Abbey,

now known as " The Slopes," at that time a cottager's garden. This remark-

able key, imbedded for centm-ies. exhibits no corroded symptoms beyond the

disappearance of the ornamental gilding, of which little is now discernible.

The ward forms a cross, perfect in shape and proportion, of which the indent-

ings prove that it must have fitted into a lock of equally nice construction

— probably affixed to the chest of the church plate. Those who have com-

pared this ancient key with Chubb's of the present day, find a similarity of

design and construction.'

CHIPS.

THE Imperial Academy of the Fine Arts at St. Petersburg has issued a

notice that the annual exhibition of pictures, sculptures, drawings,
engravings, &c., by living artists, will open on the 19th of September next,
and invites foreigners to send their works to it.

A Roman Catholic church, to seat 900 persons, is in the course of erection
in Ordnance Place, Dublin.
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Tlin tolls of Clii-lsoa Bi-Mgo from the 31.st of Marcli, ISGl, to the 31st of

M:uvli tliia year, amoiiiifi-d to £2,779 7.s. lid., and the expenses of repairs

;md maintenance of the structure, £1,406 4s. 2d.

'i'lie third volume of Mr. Srailes'.s 'Lives of the Engineers' will consist

of the lives of George nnd Robert StepheiLsou, inehiding a narrative by the

latter of his father's inventions and improvements in connection with the

liH'omotive engines and railways. The life of George Stephenson will be a
thoroughly revis-ed edition of Mr. Smik-s's former biogi-aphy.

The Emperor of the French has presented to the South Kensington
Wiiteum a tapestry, representing Christ at the Tomb, after Caravaggio, as a

specimen of the Gobelin work, and an armchair as a specimen of the work-
manship of Beauvais.

It has been resolved to lay down a lino of railway, to traverse the
Brenner pass, and open a fresh Alpine strategic roiUe into the Venetian
lowlands.

The works on the Isthmus of Suez are being urged on most energetically.

Tliere are upwards of 25,0C0 men at present employed in cutting the canal.

The Cambridge Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science has been postj^oned until October.

About £5.000 have been collected in Bombay for the liancashire opeia-

tives. £2,0(10 of tliat sum were given liy tlie native merchants.
The Viceroy of Egypt has sent £1,000 for the same benevolent purpose.
An elegant and ornamental cemetery is about to be built at Dundee, the

total cost will be about £16,000.

A tablet, dovoirl of all ornamentation, has been placed over the grave of
theclate Lord iMacaulay, near the Poet's Corner of Westminster Abbey,
whi h bears the following inscription :— ' Thomas Babington, Lord Macau-
1 ay,born at Eothley Temple, Leicestershire, Oct. 25, 1800. Died at Holly
Lodge, Campden Hill, December 28, 1859. " His body is buried in peace,

but his name liveth for evermore."
'

In the article which we copied from the Alhcntpnm, upon the English
Architectural Designs at the International Exhibition, Mr. E. N. Tliwaite
is represented as the designer of the Crossley Orphan Schools, at Halifox.
It appears, however, that Messrs. PauU and Aylifte, of Manchester and
Bmmley, were the architects, and Mr. Thwaite was commissioned to execute
the model for Messrs. Crossley.

St. James's Church, Dover, is now near completion, and will be conse-
crated on the 20tli August.

The Hastings Albert Memorial assumes the form of a clock-tower, sixty-
Bcven feet high.

The contract for rebuilding Little 'Wittenhani Church, sent in by Mr.
Moses Winter, of Oxford, has been accepted.
At a public meeting of the Presbyterians of Wolverhampton it has been

resolved to petition the Moderator and members of thc> Lancashire Presby-
tery of the United Presbyterian Church to erect them a Lfnited Presbyterian
Church, with all the privileges appertaining to such.
A chapel, built at the camp of Chalons for the soldiers who are Protes-

tants, has just been opened. The building will hold about 600, and the
soldiers of the Protustant faith are aljout 500.
The working plans prepared by 3Ir. Leslie, engineer, Edinburgh, for

supplying the houses of Dunbar with A\-ater, have been unanimously agreed
to, and the order given to the town-clerk to advertise for estimates for
carrying out the work. Thus is a question now settled which has agitated
the bui'gh for a number of years past.

A prospectus has been issued of the Flintshire Lead and Zinc Company,
•with a capital of £150,000, in shares of £10. The object is to pm-chase and
extend certain smelting works at Bagilt, in North Wales, and to adopt a
patented process for tinning lead water-pipes, to which a prize has been
awarded in the International Exhibition.

A correspondent says that Wandsworth Common has for some time past
been enclosed little liy little, and is now being gradually railed in for
building or other purposes ; the London, Brighton, and South-Coast
Hallway Company alone have absorbed above twenty acres. Indeed, unless
Bome step be promptly taken, tliis large common will soon be no more.

It has been decided at a meeting of English working men, to give an
international welcome to their French brethren who are now on a visit to
the metropolis, at the earliest date.

Corrcspontifnce.

CLTBOAEDS.

To the Editor of the ' Building News.'

SIB,—May I, through the medium of your valuable journal, ofTer a sug-
gestion with respect to cupboards? I certainly think that it is quite

rs.scntial that they should be ventilated, both bedroom closets as well as
living-room closets

;
but further, as there are tliousands of small houses (and

1 have no doubt thousands more will be required) for the poorer classes, I
think some regard must be had to convenience and space, and to aid that
I suggest that an alteration be made in cupboard-doors. At present they
are usually made to open outwards into the room, consequently no one can
sit within a yard or so of them, without moving every time a person "oes to
the cupboard (and there is often but very little space to move about in).
To avoid that inconvenience, I tliink tlie doors may be made to slide up and
down in two separate parts, in the manner that windows do, with weights
and pulleys, &c. G. AVeich.

Jidj/, -loth, 1862.

COMPETITION AND LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES.
To the Editor of the 'Bun.Dixo News.'

'IE,—Some years past we sent in for the Cambridge Music Hall and
' Public Booms. The committee, composed of the leading men of the

town and uuiversity, were piloted through the business by eminent soli-

S^

citors. The pompous array of loud sounding names reflected a gleam of

respectability on llie undi-rtaking. Drawings were therefore prepared and

sent in on the 2fith September, 1857, between which time and now, July

1862, we made repeated applications to know what had become of oup

designs, to which we never obtiiincd a reply. We at last made a personal

application, and oxir drawings were then sent back in a most ' filthy,' ' torn,

and ' dilapidated ' condition.

We \\Tote to acknowledge the receipt of the drawings, and, at thr- same

time enquired if anything had been done in the matter. In reply we

received the fdlowing letter:

—

' 28 Green Street, Cambridge, Juno 30, 1862.

' Messrs. Finch, Hill & Co.

'DE.vn Sm,—Mr. Ekin has put into our hands your letter of the 27th

instant. Unfortunately the scheme in reference to which you write never

came to anything ; and the Committee and all its adjuncts are long since

defunct. If the public had taken up the matter, and come forward in its

support, of course the premiums for plans as proposed would have been paid,

but as it was, there were never any funds.
' If you had felt that you were sending in plans upon the express view of

getting the premiums, you surely should have been more careful in enquiring

as to the source from which they were to come, and that there were sufficient

funds in hand for the pjurpose.
' We can assure you the promoters were themselves considerably out of

pocket for printing, advertising, &e.

'AVe are, yours faitlifuUy,

(Signed) ' Fostek & M'Dosaxd.'

AVe fancy we were justified in expressing our astonishment, and believing

the publication of the above letter would be advantageous to the profession,

inasmuch; as it shows them how far they may be led astray when dealing

with Limited Liability Companies,' we -m-ote to Messrs. Foster & M'Donald

to know if they had any objection to their letter being published, to which

they scut the following reply ;

—

' 28 Given Street, Cambridge, 3rd July, 1862.

' Messrs. Hill & Paraire.
' Gentlemen,—AVe must leave you to take your own course upon the sub-

ject of your letter of 3'esterday's date.
' AVe are, Gentlemen, your most obedient servants,

(Signed) ' Foster & M'DoN.tED.'

AVe doliot think comment necessary; the facts are plain, and architects

in future, when dealing with limited companies, will do well to follow Messrs.

Foster & M'Donald's adriee: 'Be carefd in aigitiring as to the source

from uhich thrij (the premiums') icerc to come,'

AVe are, your obedient servants,

Fl>-CH, HlEI., & PAR-ltEE.

'AN UNFORTUNATE SQUARE.'

To the Editor of the ' Bvilding News.'

Sm,—In no country in the world is there, we believe, a greater fullness

of intellectual culture and true nobility of genius than in our England.

Nowhere does it meet with less encoiu-agement, if any of its share-

holders he poor and vndiynifii d hy \\\e celebrity of a name. The truly

great mind is commonly modest and unselfish ; while the pettifogging pro-

prietor of a few broken sunbeams is especially careful that they be not

hidden away from view. Thus it is that our ai-t works arc generally in-

complete or abortive. Even when an extraordinary mind is patronised, its

ideas are so modified to please the fancies of the ' higli-placed ' mufti as to

become a compound of singularity, merit, and commonplace.

Trafalgar Square, a large area, and a site offering the chance for a con-

siderable art adornment, is, without doubt, an unmitigated abortion. Setting

aside architects altogether, any of the small master builders that so plen-

teously abound could have planned as inartistic a product as the heavy

cumbrous granite erections of which it is constituted. However, as we have

got our architectural absurdity and eccentricity, and have already paid

enormously for the ugly 'job,' it will be the -nisest plan to add improving

embellishments, rather than adopt the costly process of reconstruction.
_

First), then, let us speak of the insufficient supply of artificial light.

Throughout this large area of inclosure, tliere are but about a do-cn (or less)

gas lamps: yet, to light it up thoroughly and effi'ctively, a hundred, at ieast,

are ueeclful for the purpose. The row of unmeaning stone posts which stretch

across the south side of the square, and in a line with the Nelson column,

might be oruamentalised by making every other one (or every third) a lamp

bearer. Judgement should be shown in selecting the designs of the holders

and the lamp glasses for illumination. A charming tout insimhle would,

we think, be presented, by fitting the lamps with ojxique porcelain or glass,

in a globular or other simple shape, discarding altogether the singular-look-

ing and useless prismatic cut glasses, four of which absurdities are placed at

each extreme corner. These yield neither light nor beauty, and sliould be

replaced by others more useful as well as ornamental. The stone enclosiu-es

or basins sm-roundiiig the fountains should also be well supplied with lamps,

having reflectors to tlirow their light upon the .spraying water.
_

If it

is to be a place of statues, let them be supplied, not sparsely, but with an

ungrudging abundance, giving orders to sculptors, designers, and nietal

casters— not to fivvonrite and artist aristocrats, but to the poor genii ^yho

have not tlie ear of statesmen and otiiers daljbling in the world of political

craft — neither by an occasional commission to one or other, but by a gene-

ral, immediate, and various distribution of commissions.

The pumps used for supplying the fountains in Trafalgar Square (and

also some of the Government offices), raise some 432,000 gallons in twelve

hours. This lowers the water in the wells between 20 and 24 feet ; it then

remains stationary as long as the engine is kept working. The head of the

water (it is said) does not appear to be lowering to any extent. Is it not

verj- probable that such an enormous (baining of the supply may, at no very

distant date, prove exhaustive— or, at least, to an extent that will prevent
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the fountains being effectivf^ly worked? Impressed with tlie possibility of

such a catastrophe, we renture to urge the advisability of economising the

exponditm'o of water, by causing it, after being ejected from the fountains,

to be returned iuto reservoirs or tanks, and using it over and over again—
making up any occasional deficiency from evaporation, or unavoidable waste,

from one of the wells.

Gold and silver (as well as other) fish, and various water-inhabiting crea-

tiu-es, vegetable as well as animal, might, we think, be added with a good
effect; making them, in short, a kind of large aqiiarivnis. The basins

should be railed on the stonework— not with sharp-pointed, arrow-headed
or other forbidding-looking rails, but with massive ornamental appen-

dages, with rnumled ends or heads. Tlie tazzte, or basins, forming por-

tions of the foimtains would present a brilliant appearance by suspending

glass prisms or pendent flrops from theii* edges ; natural or artificial Uglit

thrown upon them would bring out the hues of the rainbow.

The base of Nelson's column, even when the ' long promLsed ' lions are

set up at its four corners, will present a considerable superficies of hare

granite, which will have a disagreeable appearance. This should be filled

up in some way by trophies, small representative gi'oups, &c., aud prevent
young urchins from climbing thereto and converting it (as at present) into

a pdayground for the game of 'hide and seek.'

IM. c. jr.

TENDERS.
Bedford T.Eicn. — For the erection of .1 parsonape house at

Bedford Leigh, ne.ir M.inchester, for the Rev. Moorhouse
James. Qu.-intitie'! supplied. Hayley & Son, architects.
Cross Street, Jlanchester.

Peter & Richard Prescott £1,400
John Sl.nlh.im & .Sons 1,300
David Barlow 1.500
Barnes .t Howe 1,S."1

Henry & Samuel Warburton 1,505

Hanlev— For new chapel for the ' United iMetliodi^t Free
Church,' Longton, Staflbrdshire. Wr. R. Scrivener, archi-
tect.

Challinor & Inskip £l.fio5
Shcnton 1.500
Shaw 1,000
Collisit Hudson (accepted) 1,150

Thoh.ve—For new farm premises at Thome, for .Tames
Elmliirst. Esq. Messrs. Brundell & Arnold, architects.

\V. Liller. East Retford £6.i0
Messrs. Rcvill & Noble, Doncaster 640
Edmund Hawkins, Doncaster (140

Bobert Wood & Son, Doncaster 57fi

Henry Thnrley. Thorne ,?4I15
George Armitafje, Thorne 51,'>

Messrs. HinchrliffeS: Cottier, Thnrne 478
William Stephenson, Haxey, & Michael
Johnson, Epworth 4T.S

Thomas Rleashv, Thorne 445
Richard Middleton, Thome 409 10 D

EiiNlllLL Row— For repairing and altering the parsonage
house of St. Paul's, Bunhill Row. Mr. E. Christian,
architect.

Jackson .t Shaw fOfio

R. VVhiitshire P40
Pickering .<t Son 939
Brown .t Robinson „.. 897
Wells 800
Rh odes& Roberts 773

Essex.—For new congregational chapel and schools, at Saw-
bridgeworth, Essex. Messrs. Poulton & Woodman, of
Readnig, architects. Quantities supplied.

Pefv fl.ffliO
Dickenson I.505
Burton (accepted) „ ... 1,579

LoNDo>r— For a house in Gloucester Crescent, Regent's
Park. Messrs. Elmslie, Franey, & Haddon, architects.

Manley & Rogers (accepted) £515 C

BliEXT'iVGon—For the addition.al buildings for female p.atients
.It the County Lunatic Asylum, Brentwood, Essex. Mr.
Henry Strett, arciiitect.

Hammond ....£0,497
Trollope & Son ~ cl^ri^)

Hayner .S; Riniacles 6.210
Br™'" fi,200
Brown & Robinson B157
Mau" 6J50
Jackson &• Shaw 5 50fi
Ki'l" 5,307

Wl-TTERSH.A.M.—For (arm buildings, at Wittcrsham Kent,
belonging to the Rev. E. H. M. Sladen. Mr. W. King, ar-
chitect.

^*

Jones £fiH9

l?"/" ••• S70
Steddy&Co S40
Comfort 75f; ]„

i"''K'' 721
Pe'"s 700

Watford.—For new hank. Watford. Herts, for the London
and County Bank. Mr. Fred. Cliancellor, architect. Quan-
tities supplied by Messrs. Curtis & Son,

S','"?."'''
£"-^>" 1

H'";^''"; 2.4R9
ftlartindale 0^84 10 RWatson o''ir;.-: n n
Waterman " '

" "

Richardson
Manly & Rogers

. f'i™
Er.v.ant S'jv: " "

Woodbridge '"' " "
Tracey & Co

,

Bromwicb
Allen
Savage&Son...,

2,098
2,0511

MM
2,000
1,905;;,",':",""• i,go.'i

Boddington jVjCT „ „
i'„P'?""" 1,927
?"''^" 1,925 nM. Palmer j ,il,0 „ „Greenwood I^gno
Simms...

....,.,.., ] 808 n
Hassuidge & Son (accepted) .'. r,8'97

^™]^ 1.875
•' Coker ]_7,a

BERMoxnsEV .—For alterations at 01 and tSl West Street Bermondsey. Mr. F. J. Hill, architect.
'

}fi"%me^A f.57n
Timcwcll _ .,,,8 „
™'''''y 498
^•"'key 449

^
Hil™rchit7cT°'

"'"="'"'"' °' ^ Shoreditch. Mr. F. J.

TimewcU j,,-- „ „
Ti">^-n&&>»

......::: "359

"f,X""forn7;''R ^~"1'"' ?'-'"'^>' P"Wio-house, Rother.

eiantitts'ppliL"""*" *'" '' «- P""'"' "'hi.ect.

Ntr:^:vz:;r::r: ^\ft 1

1

Longmire.^ Burge "'.!.!!'. -[j^ o

Duncanson & Moultrie ],Wn
Thompson 1,5:77

Devin 1,440
Mears 1.4J0
Calls Sc Co 1,427

PiTN'EV. — For lecture hall and union church. Putney. Mr.
Chas. n. Gribble. Putnev, arciiitect.

Aries (accepted) £.510

Wimbledon— For the erection of a greenhouse range, at
Hollywood House, Wimhicdon Park. First contract. Mr.
Chas. R. Gribble, Putney, architect.

Grny, Chelsea £375
Adamson & Sons (accepted) 350

London —For addition.!? =tory to No. C6 "Brompton Square.
Mr. Ch.TS. R. Gribble, Putnev, architect.

Stiinpson (accfptcdj '. £]ri2 10

Bristol.—National Provincial Bank, Bristol. Wm. Bruce
Gingell, architect.

Beavnn ft Son. Bristol -f.i.fiOS

Harris, Bristol fi.021

Broad, Bristol farcepted) 6,0S(i

Davii? & Son. Froine fi.SS^

Diment. Rristol 6,437
Jones & Sonp. Gloucester 64r>.7

L'-wis. Bristol „.. 6 80?
AVilcox, Bristol fi.S93

Hughes. Rristol 7,928
Brooks, Bristol R.-'JfiO

Sanders, Bristol 8,940
Sawyer, London 9,P!i0

Stamford.— For the erection of a Bank, at Spalrling, Lincoln-
shire, for the S'.nmford.SpaldinEi and Boston Banking Com-
pany. Jlr. William Eve, architect.

Booth & Sons £?,inO
r)awson 2,008
Dolman 2.087
Sneath.. 2.0fi7 15
IVToorc & Son 2.005
Hobsnn & Tavlor 1.919
K. Young 1.810
Biirkitt 1,574 3 S

Lp.Ens.—For four dwoHine-hou.«:cs. in De Grey Ro-id, Wood-
hou=e Lane, Leeds, for C. Ellison, Esq. William Hill,
architect.

Boothman, for excavators, bricklayers,
and masons work "...., £1,S27 14

Nichol-on & Son, for carpenters and
joiners ivork p98

Simmons A- Rl.ikelev. for plasterers work 195
Storey, fnr plumbers and glaziers work... S(i5

Watson & Wormahl. for slaters work .... 70
Jackson, for painters work .02 10

Leeds.—For two dwelling houses, in De Grev Road, Wood-
house Lane, Leeds, for Henry Dixon, Esq.' William Hill,
architect.

Boothman, for excavators, bricklayers, and
masons work-.. '. £fi75

Pearson, for carpenters and joiners work... .509

Barker, for plasterers work ISO 15
,

Braithwaite ft Myers, for plumbers and
gl.iziors work ]p7 18

Heavyside ft Son. for slater* work .?(>

Wood ft Son, for p.-tinters work 25 5
|

CONTRACTS OPEW,
AnBrTnx'oTT.— For the mason, carpenter, slater, piaster, and
plumber work of office-houses to be erected at Manse of
Arbuthnott. Plans and specific.itions will be seen at the
Manse ; and offers for the wovk. either in one offer, or
separately, will be received bv Mes*rs. Kinnear ft Monro,
writers, Stonehaven, until ) th August next.

BoLTox.— For the execution of cert.iin alterations and
additions to the Bolton Infirmary. Plans and specifications
may be seen at the office of Mr. G. Woodhouse, architect,
St. George's Road, Bolton, from Thursday, the SUt July,
to .SatunLiy. the 9th AuRust ; and tenders to be sent in
before 12 o'clock on that day.

Hastings—For tenders for the erection of a clock tower, at
the Priory. Hastings, fnr which purpose the drawings and
specification may be seen .nt the office of Mr. Robert Grouse,
Hon. Sec, High Street ; and at the architect's office, 10 St.
Bride Street, Liverpool. Tenders to be sent iu to the
secretary at Hastings, on or before the 8tb day of
August.

TRADE 3SrE"WS.
The spacious corn-exchange and the beautiful buildings

occupied by the Boston Athenaeum, with the adj.icent pre-
mises erected about ten years since, at a great expense, by
the Boston Corn-exchange Company, are for sale, the Com'-
pany having found it entiielv useless to attempt any longer to
employ the Exchange for the purposes for which it was de-
signed, the merrhnnts preferring to transact their business in
their private offices and the public streets. Unless a purchaser
lor the premises be found, the spacious hall will be pulleddown which will be regretted, ns it has been found extremely
uvciu lor many public purposes, there not being another room
capable of holding fioO persons in the town.
At the h.ilf.yearly meeting of the Potteries Mechanics' In-

f~o\n ^'l^.^^P*^''' s'^ted that the cost of the new building w.ns

l'l:i ' 7^nM ^ ^"''^ .'"^.''*' "»' *'''**^^">' "• tlie following items :
-

i^^nh ^ '
>>"''' ''sat^'^ount. including £7;-,0 for extras.

£.> '^00
; gas and other tittmgs, fixtur^-s. ftc . £S9 ) ; furniture,

£165
;
palisades, £90 ; .irchitecfs and lawyer's expenses, £i;OS-

secretary's salary, £151. ft-c.

' i » i

On S.iturday, a communication was received bv the mastermasons of Dundee, from the men who had declared for the
nnic-hour movement, intimating their Willingness to resumework on the old system of ten hours a day.

IMr. Terry, a builder, of Bowling Green Lane, Clerken-
well. was summoned Inst week at the ClLTkenwell Police
Court, for raising the front external wall of a house. 10 Cor-
poration Row. and erecting thereon a brick superstructure, in

default of notice, and was fined lOs., and 12s. 6d. costs to sur-
veyor. .

On the 14th inst, about forty masons* labourers in the em-
ployment of Messrs. George Patcrson & Son, builders. Edin-
burgh, made a demand on their employers for a rise of wages
of Is. per wcfk, and this havnig been refused, they discon-
tinued the work they had coniinenced that morning, and de-
serted Messrs. Patcrson's service without any previous warn-
ing. iNIessrs. Patcrson caused each of the labourers to be
summnnci before the Sheriff" .Small Debt Court, for 7s. lid., of
loss and damage occasioned by their desertion. Mr. Patcrson
stated he bad not brought the cases into Court on account of
the money, but to have it decided whether an employer was
bound to submit to the loss and inconvenience of his labourers
leaving his employment in themiddle of a day ; and restricted
the claim of damages to 2s, 6d. against each of the parties.

Decree was pronounced for that sum, with 4s. ]d. of expenses,
against twenty-eight of the labourers. Others of the sum-
monses, in which the defenders had been summoned under
erroneous names, ftc, were deserted.

The Joiners' strike at Bolton continues, with no apparent
prospect of an early termination.

BANKRUPTS.
To Si'RRENnrn \s BAsrvcriALt. Street.—John Watson,

Northatnpton Street, Old Kent Road, engine driver, .\ug. 12,
at 11.—Thomas Beckensall. Steventon, near Abingdon,
builder, Aug. 12, at 12.—Henry Biggs. Stamford Street,

Blackfriars Road, zinc worker, Aug. 19. at 1'2. — Henry.
Francis Healcv. Francis Place, Molloway Road, stone sawyer,
Aug. 12, .It 12.— William Hinves. late of Lee. Kent, plasterer,

Aug. 12, at 11.—John Kinch, late of Tunbridge, journeyman
carpenter, Aug. 12, at 12.—Henry Earl, Judtl Street, Bruns-
wick Square, carpenter, Aug. 9, at 1. — William Winch,
Djinicl Street. Gossett Street, Bethn.il Green, and Montague
Street, Hope Town, Bcthnal Green, timber merchant, Aug.
5), at 10 —Thomas Thompson, St. Paul's Cray, Kent, jour-

neyman wheelwright. Aug. 9, at 1.—John William Attwater,
Shcorness. builder, Aug. 9, at 11—Charles Davis, Cubitt
Town, Poplar, builder. Aug. 9, at 10—Thomas Amos, Upper
Norwood, and Pcmbury Road, Hackney, builder. Aug. 9. at 12.

—William Carr, late of Northflcet, Kent, buddcr, Aug. 9. at
10— William Luxford, Sutton, Surrey, builder, Aug 14, at

half-jiast 1.—Thomas Cotton, Mdtcm Street. St. Luke's,
foreman to lead merchants, Aug. 14. at 1— William Pudde-
phatt, Luton, builder, Aug. 14, at half-past 10.

To SiiRRENDrR IN THE CoirNTRY.— Herbert Charles Hock-
ley, Stamford, ironmnncer, Aug. 12, at 11, Bankrupts' Court,
Nottingham —Joseph May. late of Lancaster, ironmonger,
Aug. 6, at 11, Bankrupts* Court, Manchester.—John Bird,

Everdon, Northamptonshire, carpenter, Aup.fi, at 10, County
Court, Davcntry —James Williams, Hanford, Staffordshire,

brickmaker, Aug. 7, at H. County Court, Stafford.—Robert
and George Kidd, Scarborough, builders, Aug. H, at 11,

Bankrupts' Court, Leeds.— George Bullen, Tiverton, carpen-
ter, Aug. 12, at 3, County Court, Tiverton.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoNOAV.— Byford & Son, at the Liverpool Law Association,

at II. the materials of the stable and warehouse running
from Cook Street to the yard at the back.

Clemmans ft- Sons, 2 Spital Square. Bishopsgate Street, choice

collection of veneers, ft-c.

Ti'EsnAY.—Wallen, on the premises of the late Duncar>
Dunbar, Esq., near Orchard House, Blackwall, the sixth

portion of business eff'ects, timber, iron, ftc.

THirnooon. at Lampifs Farm. Fvfield. near Ongar, 292 close-

grained oak trees, 43 elm ditto, 20 ash, and 17 poplar ditto,

4() loads of top-wood.

Hards ft Vavgiian, at the Crown and Anchor Tavern,
Woolwich, valuable freehold building land.

WEnNEsnAT,—Ciiurton, at A.ston Hall, Chester, at 12, 100

tirst-class paintings, splendid Limoges Enamel, copies in

water-colours, ftc., embracing the hnest productions of the
Dutch, Flemish, Spanish, French, Italian, and other,

schools.

TiiURSDAV.—Paxton, at the Auction Mart. London, .it 12, the
Shipton-on-Cherwell estate, including 24 cottages, houses,

newly-built school-hous-e, S50 acres of land, ftc.

Fi:LLERft Horsey, at 11, at 61 and 62 Tabernacle Walk,
Finsbury, ironmongery, ftc, and manufacturing premises.

Lerew ft- Lerew, 17 Great Western Terrace, at 19 for 1, the-

lease of builder's premises at 19 Inverness Row, Bayswatcr,.

and builder's stock and plant.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

Works IN Progress.—Wo sh;rll feci obliced to any of our
readers who will favour us with notes of works contemplated
or in progress in the provinces; in mo.t cases, a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been, com-
menced will be sufficient.

Received.—H. S. R.. N. T., U. H., J. H. T., J. U. (young
aspirant), G.H.B, A. J. A.,Sir T. D, H, W.,T.B.. M, ft Co.,

J. E., E. P.. W. A., Messrs. L. ft Son ft S.. Messrs. K. B. ft S.,

T. W., S. T., W. H. D., 'W. W ., W. K., R. H. F.

*^j* Notice. — T/ic Building Ne^ws is aott/

I*CTmannitli/ Enlarged, and publis/ied at 2<y

Bouvcric Street, Fleet Street, opposite the 'Daily-

News ' Office, every Friday at 12 o clock nooiu
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THE TILVMES EMBANKMENT,
SURREY SIDE.

NLESS a duke can be found, simple

enougb to be made a tool of by allo\ying

G'^^Sdyj^H/^I^S^^^S? ^ claim for tbe preservation of tlie ame-

I^^MEb l^^^^^r^ nities of his residence to be put forward,

i.jj^^^ff! .'r'^Bj^fe'^i under which his advisers may disti-ibute

nice little jobs among- themselves and
friends ; unless he will submit to be

driven forth into the wilderness of pub-
lic reprobation, as a scapegoat to bear

the sins of Government architects and
surveyors, and of the bitter hostility of

lival heads of departments, it may chance

that the guides and guardians of public opinion

and interest, may slumber while a greater

mischief is effected than could have resulted

fi'om leaving the construction of a carriage-road

before Montague House an open question mitil next year. For the

new blunder, if not prevented, may cost a million or more. It only

requires that, bv seelsing to save a seemingly large outlay, we idtimately

should have to "pay threefold the amount as compensation for damages,

to form a fitting climax to the ridicule which has accompanied the

solution of the Thames Embankment question.

The commissioners appointed last year to examine into plans for

embanking the Thames, with a view to the providing, with the

gi-eatcst economy and efficiency, for the relief of the most crowded

streets, and for the improvement of the ua\-igation of the river,

recommended the embankment, from Westminster to Blackfriars, of

the north side of the river, but declined to recommend an embank-

ment of the Surrey side—on what gTounds, is known only to them-

selves. The plan "they approved and' suggested for adoption presented

itself to the public eye -ndth the imsymmeti-ical appearance which is

popularly compared" to that of a '"sow with one ear.' The an-

nouncement created great disappointment: even the honourable Mem-
ber for "\^^estminster could perceive the decision was not evenhanded

;

for if an embankment was good for the north, it was also good for the

south, and Mr. Horsman will doubtless admit, that if vidgar omni-

buses are to be permitted to pass beneath his libraiw window, it will

almost be a compensation if his eye, ranging over their heads, could

repose upon a handsome embankment in front. But the most weighty

argument brought forward in favour of ti-eatiug both sides of the

river alike was the one contained in memorials from the inhabitants

of the southern districts. They showed that if the Middlesex side

was embanked alone, the whole"force of the current would be thrown

Iiack upon the Surrey .side, the fi'ontage of which would be injm-ed

thereby, while the whole regimen of that part of the Thames would

be disordered and rendered more irregular than it is.

When the principle of embank-ment was conceded, the argument

gathered all the more force : for none of those who strove to maintain

things as they actually are, wished the improvement they opposed to

beliiuited to one bank. Both sides or none, was the conclusion an-ived

at, and if its fairness is self-evident, its wisdom is almost as patent.

Accordingly, a Royal Commission, composed of the same persons who
had sat on the preceding commission, was appointed ' to examine
plans for embanking the Sm'rey side of the river Thames within the

Metropolis, and to report which of the said plans of embankment will

conduce, with the gTeatest efficiency and economy, to the improve-

ment, embellishment, and convenience of that part of the ^Metropolis,

improve the na\-igation of the river, and provide a public throughfare

without stopping such trade as must be carried on upon the banks of

the river.' The Commissioners fulfilled the duty entrusted to them
of indicating the best plan for embanking the Surrey side within the

Metropolis, by reporting against the embankment of that portion of

the Thames which is more strictly speaking -n-ithin the Metropolis,

and in favour of embanking that portion which is without the

Metropolis.
' Inform me which is the best plan for embanking the Surrey side

of the Thames within the Metropolis,' enquires the Executive. ' The
best plan for embankment is not to embank at all,' replies the Com-
mission; an answer that would justify the conclusion of its being
concocted in the interests of Ilibemia Wharf— that job-begotten

nuisance which disfigiu-es and obstructs London Bridge. Surely a

Royal Commission was not required to discover 'How not to do it.'

And the reader will hardly credit that the chief magistrate of the

city, military, civil, and hydraulic engineers, and the government
surveyor could arrive at such self-stultification : yet such is the case.

For, after examining twenty plans the Couunissioners had invited pro-

fessional men to send to them, they divided the Surrey side into three

sections ; the first extending from Deptford to Westminster Bridge,

the second from Westminster to ^'auxhall Bridge, and the third fi-om

Vauxhall to Battersea Park. The first secrion includes that portion

between London and Westminster Bridges which is more par-
ticularly within the metropolis, and for the embankment of which they
were required to approve a plan. Yet they coolly vetoed the idea of

embankment at all. Here is what they say :
—

' With respect to the first section, as the existing thoroughfares with the

new street now being made between Southwark and Blackfriars Road

No. 396.

mil. in oiu- opinion, afford suificiontly convenient and diroct means of com-

mmiication for the traffic, and as the flooding of tlu- low-lying districts

could be obviated by a more efficient system of di'ainage, there does not

appc.nr to lis any public necessity for an embankment and roadway between

Deptford and Westminster Bridge. The formation of such a roadway would
involve a vast expenditure of money, and cause a great distinbance of the

trade and commerce of that part of the metropolis. If, however, the owners
and occupiers of such wharf property should be desirous at any time of

constructing an emliankment, which, while increasing their own accom-
modation, would insure uniformity of design, and improve the navigation

of the river, we arc of opinion that every facility .should be afforded them
for so doing, although we are imable to recommend that the cost should be
defrayed by tbe public'

The portion between Deptford and London Bridge may be almost

con.sidered exti'a-metropolitan, in the same way as that between
Westminster .and Battersea, for tbe dwellings of the inhabitants of

both merely fringe the river, and are backed by fields, gai'dens, and

subm'ban villa.s, while the habitations between London and West-
minster are closely packed and extend backwards for miles. At the

same time we fuUy believe it would be extremely desirable for the

embellishment and sanitary condition of the capital, for the improve-

ment of the river navigation, and for increasing facilities of trade^ by
the introduction of labour-saving appliances in loading and unloading,

if both sides of the river were embanked from Woolwich to Putney,

and indeed throughout its entire length where the high tide abrades

the soil of the banks. "SMiether that shoidd be done now, or here-

after, is not at present rmder consideration. The question we have

to deal with is the statement advanced by the Commissioners that

the existing thoroughfares between Southwark and Blackfriars aflbrd

sufficiently convenient and direct means of communication for traffic.

If that argument is to be admitted, it woidd be equally applicable to

the Middlesex side, where the Strand— overcrowded though it may-

be — is a more direct channel than is the line of Stamford Street

running east and west. But the conver.se -will equally hold good, and

if the Strand thoroughfare does not fulfil requirements, neither wiU
that of Stamford Street, especially when due regard is had to the

constantly mcreasing developement of traffic.

The embankment of the river has been advocated, not only on

account of tbe new channels it might afford for ti-affic to flow through,

but chiefly as a means of improving the river, of ameliorating the

sanitaiT condition of London, and of embellishing- the architectural

appearance of the capital : and each of these things the Commission

proposes to leave imdone. As regards appearance, the lachfs of the

Commission snirtent aiix j/cu.r. To embank one side and not the other

will oflfend the eye of even-one who may chance to pass along the new
northern embankment when made. The blunder -will be so apparent

that we need not dwell upon it now. The health of the metropolis is

severely affected by the existence of mud banks, which are the most

formidable elements of mischief to' public health. Alternately im-

mersed in water, and exposed to the action of the air, the mud, in

consequence of its porous condition, absorbs readily the oxygen, and
' unites all the conditions favourable for the most active puti-efactive

fermentation, evolving, not only most ofl'ensive gaseous emanations,

but diffusing also a large amomit of pnti-escible matter through the

river, which supplies additional material to the process of decompo-

sition which is going on in the water itself.' And Dr. Hofmanu and

Mr. Witt, in addition to this lucid explanation of the source of evil, in-

sist ' emphatically ' that the formation of the mud deposit is by far- the

most serious evil which results from the discharge of London sewage

into the river. The recommendation of the Commission is, therefore,

that the filthy mud banks between London Bridge and Westminster

should remain as they are, and consequently that only one half the

mischief to health sh"ould be abated. It has been admitted that the

currents of fresh air, which the tides introduce to the heai-t of the

city have been the chief promoters of health, and contribute mate-

rially to neuti-alise the e-(-ils that are the results of the violation of sani-

tary"laws. The variation of water level is lOi feet at London Bridge,

and 17i at Westminster. Were both sides embanked so as to regu-

late the scour, and equalise the depth, the tidal range would be

throughout 19i feet, or perhaps more, for we know how greatly it has

increased since the removal of old London Bridge. Now, if the rise

and fall of the atmospheric strata be augmented by two feet, the sani-

tary result will be infinitely more important than would be that which

might flow fi-om any increase of the area of the ba.se of that air

column.
The history of the conti-actlon of the river by successive embank-

ments is curious. The earliest works of this kind were in aU pro-

bability executed during- the occupation of Britain by the Romans, and

of which traces ai-e still \-isible. The object was to .'ihut out the

water from overflowing all the land on the north, except the high limd

from the Tower site to that of St. Paid's, and Thorney Island; and on

the south, to prevent the whole of the Surrey side from bemg sub-

merged up to the spurs of the hills. The site of the meti-opolis and

river was then a -svide spreading sluggish estuary, gradually shoaling to

marsh. From the line of these river walls wharfs were built out into

the stream as trade was developed. Opening the gi-oimd in 1813,

for the foundations of the Custom House, revealed three distinct lines

of embankment piles, pushed out one beyond the other, but all within

the existing whai-f. \Mien Blackfriai's" Bridge was built, 1707, an

embankment 2,560 feet was made to encroach upon the river to the

extent of 200 feet. The ten-ace opposite Somerset House and Savoy,
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950 feet ill Iciijftli, lulvaiicuil into tlie liver from 50 to 110 feet. The

embankment opposite -U-undel House and Gardens, 700 feet long,

projected into tlie river (>0 feet. In 1770, the Adelphi Terrace

advanced from 50 to 110 feet, for a length of 800 feet; Ilungerford

Wharf, 140 feet, for a length of 230 feet. The embankments 340 feet

lono-, in front of Scotland Yard and Fife House, projected from 30 to

100^ feet ; those in front of Whitoliall Gardens and Old Bowling

Green, of an ag'gi'egate length of 850 feet, encroached from 60 to 100

feet. The embankment for Old Westminster Bridge, 500 feet long,

advanced from 70 to 150 feet. The river wall of the old Houses of

Parliament was 1,030 feet long, and encroached from 70 to 150 feet,

while the embankment for Barry's structure was extended from 80 to

100 feet beyond the former line, for a length of nearly 000 feet.

Thus, in tlie course of the last century, that portion of the north

shore which is to be brought further out and regularised, was em-
banked for a length of G,930 feet, and at a distance between 30 and

200 feet from the old line of shore.

Embankments on the south side were carried on in the same way,

but on a less extensive scale, and with less regard to the interests of

the public. Tlio evil of this /aissez /aire policy is manifest by that

hideous excrescence built by Alderman Humphrey, at London Bridge,

to public detriment, and on wh.it was, in reality, jniblic ground ; which
Lis fellow aldermen ceded to him for a mere song in comparison to its

v.ilue. To this same private enterprise, tlie Lord M.ayor and his col-

leagues in the commission, propose to leave the construction of a future

embankment, if they choose to construct one. One reason for the em-
bankment is the prevention of iiooding, which the Commissioners treat

veiy flippantly, saying, 'that it could be obviated b_v a more efficient

system of drainage.' Will Mr. Bazalgette's main sewers aflbrd that

efficient system ? If not, it is worse than useless to talk of what could

be done. Instead of constructing enormous drains to carrj' away the

iiood and waters that percolate the soil, it woidd be far simpler, and
more conducive to health, to shut out the water altogether by a more
efficient embankment. A large portion of the district is below Trinity

high water mark. Union Street is 3 feet 1 inch below ; Borough Road,
1 foot 11 inches; Southwark Bridge Koad, 1 foot 1 inch ; Bermondsey
jVew Road, 5 feet. Even the mo.st elevated points of the locality are

no more than ' nearly on a level with the occasion.-illy highest tides,

and but 3 feet, on an average, above Trinity high water mark,' although
the depth of made ground is considerable. In Union Street it is 9 feet,

standing on 2 feet of sand ; underneath which is quicksand 4 feet 9
inches thick.

The length to which the above remarks have extended, compels us
to defer to a future occasion the consideration of what will be the
eflect of the embankment of one side only on the regimen of the riiver

and its navigation, and on the stabilitv oi' the bridges.

THE WESTMINSTER FRESCOES.

WE have little doubt that a large section of the public learn with
astonishment, as well as regret, two facts in connection vnth

the costly frescoes that have been in proga-ess for years at the Houses
of Parliament ; the first, and of chiefest importance, so much so that
it opens the question, whether it is desirable to continue the works,
is, that the frescoes completed already show signs of decay, and, if not
really dropping to pieces, are in such" a condition as to raise the live-
liest apprehension for their permanence, and the second fact is the
non-completion of the contracts into which thev have entered by two
of the five artists now employed. In tlie c.ise'of the Peers' Robing
Room, an agreement was entered into with Mr. Herbert, before the
room was built, and years liefore he would be able to work in it ; yet
on the completion of the room, in 1858, the ciu-toons were not rcadv,
and since that time there has been considerable delay, attributed by
the Pine Arts Commission to repeated experiments," and to a con-
scientious study of the subjects committed to him, rather than to anv
feeling of indifference, or to anv interruption from other occupations.
Besides,_as we are assured by the chief Commissioner, Mr. Herbert
has received no more money than he is entitled to, and some of the
delay has arisen from the destruction of neariv 450 squai-e feet of
painting, with which he was not satisfied, and the value of which, at
the estimate of i8 per square foot, amounts to about £3000. No such
excuse can, however, be pleaded for Mr. Dyce, who was engaged to
paint the Queen s Robing Room, and who w'as, bv the oridnal agi-ee-
ment, allowed a fixed annual sum for a limited period, within whicli
he undertook to complete the work. That period expired in .lune
I«&o, the stipulated remuneration having been received bv him, with-
out, as It appears to us, the least reference to the amount of work
done; an additional year, ending June 1850, was gi-anted to him, in
consideration of his plea of loss of time while en.rao-ed as a iuror and
reporter in the Great Exhibition of 1851 ; and in 1854, on hisapplico
tion to have exclusive occupation of the Robing Room, the privileo

ica-

eo-e
was granted on the assurance that the work should be completed in
:/™^ 1°^^' fi P«'i'iu^l afterwards further extended to the beginning of
icob, J he work, however, paid for in 1855 still remains imfinished,
and, we fear, is likely to remain so for some time.

These delays, how"e^•el, are of far less consequence than the decay
ot the executed frescoes, which, putting the best face upon it possible,
Mr. Lowper admits is <so extensive as to excite much apprehension.'A committee of enquiry has been appointed to investigate the subject,
and It IS thought that the evU mil be found to be in the colours, since

the decay is uKist observable in those colours which are acted upon by
carbonate of lime, and are most liable to adulteration. If this proves

to be the true explanation (we are not siu'e that it will), what have the

artists been about not to take care that they had coloiu's supplied

suitable for their work ?

Twenty years ago, when the Queen appointed the commissionera

on the Fine Arts, to enquire what advantage might be taken of the

rebuilding of the Houses of Pailiament for promoting and encouraging

the Fine Arts in England, fresco-painting h.id Ijeen very little prac-

tised in this country, and the practice was scarcely understood by
Englishmen. A century ago, paintings of this kind had been executed

at West Wycombe Park, by G. Borgnis, a Milanese ; they were exposed
to the open iiir, and if still in existence would afford valuable informa-

tion as to the efl'cct of our climate on frescoes.* But it was well-

known that many examples of frescoes had existed for centuries in

Italy, among them the works of Avanzo at Padua, those of B. Gozzoli

in the Palazzo Ricardi at Florence, of Angelico da Fiesole, Masaccio,
Perugino, Giotto, and others, belonging to the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, while the works of Luini at Saronno and Lugano, at least

three centuries old, were remarkable examples of frescoes in perfect

preservation. The works of Correggio at Parma, are, at first sight,

by no means favourable to a conviction of the durability of fresco, but
their decay is clearly traceable to the influence of damp owing to

dilapidated roofs, and not to any error in practice, or natural want of

the quality of durability, for part of a fresco in S. Giovanni, by the

same artist, was removed during some alterations and inserted in the
walls of the library at Parma, where it remains in perfect preser-

vation.

Besides its lasting nature, it was considered that, as a mode of
decoration for public buildings, this mode of painting: had peculiar
recommendations, no style being more clear, distinct, and efl'ective at

a distance, qualities partly referable to the thorough execution, founded
on the perfection of form which it requires, and partly to the brilliancy

of the material emplov'ed for the lights, and it was determined that

fresco should be employed for the decoration of a portion of the new
building. But so little was knoivn of the subject, that, as a fir.st step,

it was necessary to ascertain from competent authorities in what
manner the work .should be proceeded with, and what precautions

were necessary. This was done, and the information thus obtained
from Director Cornelius, who had executed considerable works at

Munich, Professor Hess, and others, together with an account of the

various methods described by writers on art, must have served as the

foundation of our present knowledge of the art, and also of the
practice of our painters.

Fresco painting is attended with very considerable and peculiar
difficulties ; the work once dry, it is impossible to retouch it to any
extent ; it must remain as it is, or be cut out and done afresh

;

therefore every part of the subject must be carefully considered,

and drawn on paper, whence a part, as much as can be coloured in a
day, is traced on the wet plaster, and at once coloured, without re-

touching. Retouchings are useless in frescoes painted in the open air,

being remov.ible by water, while rain does not afl'ect frescoes painted
without retouchings ; and ^'asari distinctly states, that frescoes that
were not retouched were least liable to alteration and decay. Has
this fact been sufticiently kept in mind by our fresco painters ?

With the old painters, the preparation of the lime for the infonaco

or coat which receives the colour, was a matter for careful attention

;

and even the lime used at the Ludwig-Kirche, by Cornelius, was pre-
jiared eight years before he painted on it. Generally tlie Cierman painters

allow three years to elapse before it is used. At JIunich a pit is filled

with clean burnt limestones, which, on being slaked, are stirred con-
tinually till the substance is reduced to an impalpable consistence,

when sand is spread over it a foot in thickness, or more, so as to ex-
clude the air; and then the whole is covered with earth for at least

three years. The use of fresh lime woidd result in the work beins
covered with blisters, to the damage, if not ruin of the painting, aa

every one in anj' way connected with building operations well knows.
If it be really a fact, that the works of art in fresco at Westminster,
like the building they are intended to adorn, are to crumble to pieces
before the eyes of the artist who produced them, the sooner we know
it the better ; that further waste of money may be avoided, and that
a mode of decoration may be adopted which will be, if not a 'joy for

ever,' at least something that we may reasonably hope to bequeath to

the next genei-ation.

THE MEDLE^'AL COURT, INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

ri HE Medifcvalists were very anxious to have a Court in the Inter-
X national Exhibition, which should be devoted exclusively to their
productions. The space was granted them, but it, seeminglv, was
insufficient, or else there exist some obstinate heretics who will not
subscribe to every article of the narrow faith, and who consequently
have been snftered to find what accommodation they can in other parts
of the building. It is difficult to understand upon "what principle the
selection has lieen made ; why Mr. Street's Bournemouth font shoidd
be excluded, whilst his St. Jaiiies the Less font cover is admitted; why

* It is r.olicMlile that the works exposed In the ca>t and south were remark.ililv well
preserved, while these exposed to the west, from whatever rause. have suH'ercd con.
siderably.
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Messrs. Poole's works are scattered in ditl'ereut parts of the building,

and those of Mr. Barges, Mr. Seddon, and Me.9srs. Morris, Faulkner,

Marshall are here collected together; -why the rerodos of Mr. Earp

should be exhibited in this court, and his much liner carving— designed

bv M r. JSeutley— placed elsewhere. If the space allotted by the Com-
niissioners was insufficient to contain all the (iothic contributions, some

arrau'i-ement might certainly have been devised, which would have

shown us in the Mcdiieval Uourt the gems of Medieval art, and have

placeil the remainder contiguously around it. Instead of such arrange-

ment, the (iothic works are placed far and wide about the building,

and this Court, with a few exceptions, maybe said to contain only the

refuse of them. It gives by no means an adequate notion of what the

Medi;cvalist9 have done or can do. It shows no unity of aim, no

common principle upon which tliey work. It is not the production of

a. school, because a school implies .systematic study ; whereas the

Mediaeval Court contains little beyond" individual conceits, and indul-

gence in imeurljcd fancies. It is a garden which has been allowed to

run wild ; weeds and Howers are entangled in inextricable confusion.

The luxuriance of absurdity and of misplaced comicality has checked

the o-rowth of noble work. Defects are wantonly introduced ; orna-

ment is damaged in sheer willfulness, and labour and money have been

expeniicd to make some of the things as inconvenient and as ugly as

thevpossiblvcould be made. No remark, liowever, which we could make
would apply indiscriminately to all the works, because no common
principles of design have guided their authors. There is as wide a

aifl'erenee between the works of Messrs. Morris, Marshall, & Faulkner,

Tind of Messrs. Cox, as there is between those of either of them and
the works of Messrs. Jackson & Graham ; and it would be an insult

to Mr. For.syth to bracket his noble figure of Lord Cawdor with the

angular figures and wretched compositions which deface Mr. Seddon's

•writing-table.

It is ditlicult to see what standard of excellence has been set up by
the Medievalists of this Court. If all modern inventions, luxuries,

tastes, and history are to bo entirely ignored, and Medireval art is

required in its mingled purity and impurity, then, undoubtedly, Messrs.

Morris, Marshall, & Faulkner take and well merit the foremost rank.

Their works are almost perfect ; their hangings, their music stand,

their sofa, their chests, would all suit a family which might suddenly

be awakened after a .sleep of four centuries, and which was content to

pay enormous prices suitably to furnish a barn. Standing on the oppo-

site side of the Court, and looking at the hangings, the harmony of

colour is exquisite ; there is scarcely a false tone throughout them.

The design of the ornament is also in keeping with the workmanship
and the material. And all are thorouglily mediajyal ; but they are no
more adapted to the wants of Hying men, than mediteyal armour
would be to modern warfare, middle-aged cookery to civic feasts, or

Norman oaths to an English lady's drawing-room. They would be
all very well as curiosities in a museum, but they are fit for nothing
else. The chest is hardly better made than an ordinary egg-chest or

packing-case. It is lacquered and painted in panels. The price is fifty

guineas. The paintings are harmonious in colour, we admit, but fright-

fully ill-drawn. No position could be more awkward than that of the

valiant knight lifting the lady from the grass. It is the gi'ossest

exagi^eration. His attitude, it might be lu'ged, is imposed by tlie

position of the escutcheon which, in another panel, actually severs a

man in two. This studied aft'ectation of truthfulness, in placing iron-

work in the midst of a picture, is one of the many sins which have to

be purged fi'om the Mediasvalists. £15 again is asked for a red music
stand, with a little lacquer; it is as ugly as the packing-chest. A set

of blacked book-shelves, with amber velvet curtains, are really yery
beautifid in their simple outline, and in the fidelity to old art with
which every line is traced ; but they are spoiled and made costly by
a series of absurd outlines on gilt grounds, which pourtray the history
of an English fanuly between 1815 and 18G2. "We will not enquire
•what relevancy there can be between such a history and the forms so
studiously preserved. We will but describe the pictures which raise

the price of a few shelves to £18. The outlines are in the style of
' 1 e manners and customs of ye Englishe,' only less comic because
iimntentwnaUii comic. A youth in breeches is represented declaring
his love to a lady in a short-waisted dress, standing beside a standard
rose-tree. The moon's face purpoxeh/ has a disgusted expression, and
a dog is set on his hind quarters. " In picture No. 2, the youth has
become a father, and he bids farewell to his children twaiii and tlie

sorrowing mother. The cropped tail of the horse which he is pre-
paring to mount is obtrusively made the most prominent part of the
picture. A bugler in the background calls the young soldier away.
In the third illustration the young soldier is borne from the imminent
deadly breach in a blanket. Ilis womided horse's face wears an
expression of agonising supplication to share his comfort. In the
fourth picture the soldier returns home, minus a leg (he had two when
borne oil' the field, for they were displayed comfortably crossed), and
his wife and children rush joyfully to meet him. In the last picture
a wooden stump has grown upon, or been fixed to the amputated
limb. He is .seated upon the shore of a favourite watering-place, and,
tracing some lines upon the sand, bores with his description a lad in
peg-tops, and a girl in a skeleton petticoat.

_
Tlie sofa exhibited by the same makers is made of red serge, par-

tially covered with lines and crotchets in imitation of bars of music
;

its price is £30.
Ihe two doors of the lacquered cabinet are beautifully painted •with

single figures ou a punctured gilt background. These pictures are

decidedly the best of Messrs. Morris, Faulkner, & Mai-shall's work.
If we possessed the cabinet we sliould cut them out and frame them,
and put the rest behind tlie fire, hecaiiaii it gives us perfectly the rude
execution and barbarous ornament of centuries ago. Messrs. Jlorris,

Faulkner, & JMarshall's works are the most complete, and the most
thoroughly mediaeval of any in the Court. They are consequently the
most useless.

The incised medallion for the choir pavement of Lichfield Cathedral,
by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, is beautifully drawn, if we except the
horse, which no modern bishop would ever ride. An animal which,
yvitli a slack bridle, lays his chin upon his neck, can no more be
approved of by an artist than he would be by a member of the College
of Veterinary Surgeons. The intrusion of the animal's cars into the
surrounding inscribed band is a repetition of studied carelessness very
common in this Court.

We find two artist-clergymen exhibitors in this Court. It would
not sufier by the absence of either of them. The Rev. R. II. Cooke's
brass lectern has weak inlays of red and blue, and the base is, in out-
line, like the hind legs of a sheep. The Rev. R. Baker's eagle lectern—

' studied from the life '— is fixed on a cluster of columns. The bird
reminds us of a pouter pigeon as much as anything we ever saw.

Over the door we have a cast of Mr. Redfearn's design for the door-
head of the jNIortiiary Chapel of the Bigby family ; why it is exhibited
here, instead of with the rest of the doorway in the south-eastei'n

transept, we cannot tell. On either side of it are Gray & Davidson's
organs, designed by Messrs. Pritchard & Seddon. As regards design,
the left hand work is, in many respects, good. The outline of it is as
artistic and as well proportioned as anything in the Court, but it is

sadly injured by the tasteless inlays which are put upon it. The
exposed pipes of both organs are most vulgarly painted, if we except
the smaller ones in the left hand organ, where we see a pretty com-
bination of dead violet and sage-green colours. By olyecting to the
inlays we shall, we doubt not, be charged with want of appreciation

of the great novelties of the works. We do not object to inlays, we
do not object to colour, we are warm admirers of mediiBval art, but
we cannot tolerate its extravagance, and we cannot endure that a
little colour should atone for want of study and carelessness. We
hold it a defect, in this otherwise good design, to have large brackets
resting on small columns, and to have patches of inlay inserted with-
out method or meaning. The study which is given to the proportion
of a building should be bestowed on the relative sub-divisions of it,

and every bit of detail should be composed and studied with reference

to its position, in the same way as the several lines and forms of a
picture ai'e studied. The coloui-s should be designed simidtaneously
with the forms, instead of being promiscuously mlaid. The pipes in

the right hand organ are simply hideous. They are painted in utter

disregard of every kno-mi law of harmony. The bronze hinges are

put regardless of the zig-zag inlays, as though, in fact, the flap was
not inlaid. Now, if the lines of the'inlays are right and tasteful, the
interfei'ence with them by these hinges is manifestly wrong ; but the
truth is, both are misapplied. The zig-zag inlays are too large, and
the hinges cut across thein in wild confusion. Again, the delicately-

painted figures in the cove of the first-named organ are completely
overpowered by the heavy strong ornament above them.
The wi'iting-table, by the same architects, has the same merits and

the same faults. The general design is satisfactory enough, barring

the important fact that there is no place for the legs of the writer, and
that the table is too short to stand and write at ; but the profusion of
tasteless inlays goes a great way to disfigure it, and the absurd paintings

of Messrs. Morris, Faulkner, & Marshall complete it. The subjects

of these paintings represent the arts as illustrated by King Rene and
his Queen. We direct particular attention to the panel where the

King is seated with his Queen, and which, we suppose, represents
' Architecture.' A plan is at the King's feet, and a pair of propor-

tionate compasses in his hand. He gi-ins stupidly, and the Queen
kisses him in a most sickening maudlin fashion. The folds of her

drapery are meaningless contortions. Look, again, at the ' Sculpture '

panel, where three peiiiendicular blocks constitute the whole compo-
sition, and at the ' Music ' panel, where he leans over the organ to

kiss her. But for a certain glow of harmonious colour in these panels,

we should take them to be the work of an ignorant school-girl, rather

than that of an artist. Notice also how the strong red and blue

colours on the iron hinges utterly destroy the richness of colour in the

small panels at the back. It is defects of this kind which ofiend us

in tlie ^lediajval Cornet, and there are few works which are altogether

free from them.
Mr. Norman Shaw's bookcase, carved by Forsyth, is a splendid

piece of workmanship. Much of the detail is remarkably clever in

design, but each piece must be separately examined to be admired.

As a whole it is in design a failure, because attention has not been

given to the relative proportions of the different parts. The top is

useless as well as ugly, and out of all character with the rest of the

case. Mr. Seddon's writing-table contains the like amount of wild

unstudied inlaying which we have noticed in his organ cases, which
is novel, but "nothing more. We maintain that a fixed and easily

recognised purpose ought to have governed the application of every

dot and cross. The oi-nament sm'rounding- the square and compasses

at the side is too large. Tiny columns, scarcely half an inch high,

divide the shelves for paper. They are made to bear brackets six

times their size, and inlaid circles are put upon these brackets larger

than the colunms. Such eccentricities cannot bo defended, and we
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point them out, not on account of any pleasure winch we feel in doing-

so, but simply to direct such as may be attracted by them to a proper

consideration" of the principles wliicli shoidd guide artists in decora-

tion. Some of the .detail in this writing-table is ingenious: as, for

instance, the guard-rail at the back, but there is a rawness about the

ornament of the whole work, which we cannot help objecting to. The

general outline of the arm-chairs is good, and the colour of the seats

Roreeable. The design of the leafy ornament on the green leather is

perfectly satisfactory, but our pleasure is at once damped by the ex-

pensive," eccentric, and ill-drawn paintings in the backs. M hat has

the story of P-(Tamus and Thisbe to do with the back of a chaii- 't _We

see the imhappv lovers represented in separate towers with a spe.aking-

tube bridgina- "the chasm between them, which serves to steady a

blind Cupid-Blondin on a slack-rope. We cannot understand the

necessity for making the dragon so heraldically ugly in one of the

panels below, and the figures so awkward and drearily comic in the

other, or what reference the inscription of ' You 're wiother' has to the

chair, or to the subject represented on it.

Messrs. Pritchar'd Sc Seddon's designs for tiles executed by Mr. W.
Godwin, of Lugwardine, Hereford, give us immixed plea,sure. They

are designed in excellent taste, and we are only siu-prised that gentle-

men who can conceive such works can allow their other productions

to be so palpably disfigured. The remaining work of Mr. Seddon's—
the angle What-not— is likewise free from the defects which we
have pointed out. It is executed in walnut wood. The top rail is

very prettily carved ; the chamfers are gilt, and a trifling amount of

blue colour is here and there bestowed upon it ; it is altogether a chann-

ing piece of fui-nitm-e. The chairs beside it are iiijm-ed by the same

indiscriminate inlays which disfigure the greater number of Messrs.

Pritchard & Seddon's contiibutions.

The church furniture and decoration-hangings and altar cloths of

Messrs. Jones & WiUis, are remarkably good iu fonn, colour, and
material. The centi'e and two side pieces are especially so. In the

right hand altar cloth, the sides seem to have been an afterthought,

they do not harmonise well with the rest of the de.sign. The funeral

pall has some excellent ornament upon it, and the velvet pilo sanc-

tuary cai'pets are in every way satisfactory.

There is a small piece of wood carving in a glass ease, by a Mr.

John WUkie, of Abingdon Place, Lambeth, to which we woulcl direct

the attention of all interested in the art. The design has the prevail-

ing defects of the medirevalists— a want of proportion between the

details, and a strange mixtm-e of conventional and natural foliage

;

the figm'e is also somewhat ill drawn, but the carviiiif, in delicacy

and finish, is equal to anything in the Court. The contribution is

not placed in a conspicuous position, and is very likely to be over-

looked, but it is worthy of being sought for, and of the most careful

examination.

The panel of the reredos of Winterboume Church, Gloucestershire,

executed by JNIr. Farmer, from Mr. Norton's design, is a poor paraphrase

of Leonardo da Vinci's great Court. Close beside it is Mr. Forsyth's

monument to Earl Cawdor—- imdoubtedly the finest sculptured figure

in the Court. We do not think that we should err if we called it the

noblest monumental effigy executed in modern times. It is not strictly

medieval ; it has not the old conventional attitude : but what it loses

in medifevalism it gains in dignity and gi-andem-. The head is turned

a little on one side, the right hand rests on the breast, the other lies

by the side. It is perfect in its repose, its death-like stillness and
sublimity, in its simplicity of treatment, and in its calm ti-anqiullit}-.

We should have been just as pleased, perhaps more so, if the doll-like

angels supporting the pillow had been omitted. They seem trivial

attached to such a noble, thoughtful monument. The little figures

are appropriate enough at the feet of Philip's monument to Canon
Mill. The attitude of recumbent prayer is connected by association

with them ; but the monument is by no means equal to Mr. Forsyth's.

Mr. 'Nicholls' effigy of a young lady might likewise vdn a glance of

admirarion, if that of Earl Cawdor were not so near. The panels in

Mr. Nicholl.s' pedestal contain representations of the ages of man.
They are designed by Mr. Burges, and are very comic. One half of
the figures only is shown ; they are to be taken as growing out of the
stone. We cannot but think this a piece of aflTeetation. If we were
to have had subjects in the panels, the histoiy should have been told
by complete figures. In one panel, the child is perfect, but its parent
is a mythical personage, the upper half of which is a woman, and the
lower a horizontal chamber.
The reredos for Waltham Abbey Church, designed by Mr. Burges,

and executed by Mr. Nicholls, is the best thing which either of them
has contributed. The figures are remarkably well drawn and splendidly

cai'ved. Attention, we cannot but think, seems, however, to have been
given to their individual rather than to their collective treatment

;

that is the only qualification which we shall connect with our cordial

admiration of the work. If Mr. Burges could have shown the
restoration of the old Abbey which has taken place under his able

superintendence, it would add mere largely to his reputation than
scores of the painted cabinets to which wo regi'et to see his name
attached. We can only reg<ard them as the playful frolicsome diver-
sions of a hard-working architect. Still we shoidd have liked to have
seen them better in workmanship, as well as in conception. Divested
of their paint, they are literally valueless. They are put together in
the most slovenly unworkmanlike manner, and would disgrace a
country carpenter's apprentice. The clamping to the small mahogany
doors, of perhaps a hundred-guinea cabinet, with unpainted split deal,

is but a sample of the eccentricity and whimsical extravagance which

pervades all the works. That they are relieved occasionally by some
quaint fancies, we admit, but the general impression left by an exa-

mination of them is that of lamentable waste of time and money.

Small quatrefoils, some two inches in diameter, are introduced in the

panels, baiTed with iron like a -n-indow, as security against the

intrusion of diminutive burglars. The baiTed apertures are purposely-

put, spite of their interference vrith the delicatelj'-painted subjects on
the panels. Thus, one iron bar, almost as high as the figures, cuts

right across the clasped hands of Cadmus and Hermione. Again, the

iron handle of the door is stuck on to the thigh of Phcebus. The
little battle scene between Sir John Barleycoi'n, assisted by Pale Ale,

and Scotch Ale, and St. Bacchus, Burgimdy, and Hock, is a quaint
little conceit fancifully depicted. yuatrefoils beneath contain

portraits of the wines, or rather heads with the names of diB'erent

wines put over them, in almost illegible letters. Here, again, we
have absurdity purposely introduced. The heads are too large for the
panels : but the climax of eccentricity culminates below, where, in a
chase of leopards and cats— we do not say we are right in calling the
animals by those names, but the fault is not ours— one half of an
animal is represented at one end of the cabinet and the remainder at

the other end ! There is no sense, meaning, art, or medirevalism in
such design. It is simply childish folly, such as we should expect to
come from an academy of St. Luke— iu Finsbury. The escritoire is

roofed like a house, with dormer windows, lined to imitate stvne,

which, moreover, draw oid. How, we woidd like to know, can this

contrivance be reconciled with the much-vaunted tndhftdness of
niedia?val art ':' These doi-mer windows contain weekly and monthly-
calenders ! They are in a very rickety state, as like-wise is the ridge
of the roof, through bad workmanship. The roof is daubed -n-ith

representations of green and yellow scale tUes, and heavy finials are
stuck at the angles, and in the centre of the ridge.

A buffet with the story of St. Bacchus beais some pretty little

painted heads, representing the v\-ines. On the 'buffet for plate,'

there are some exquisite drawings, illusti-ative of the metals, painted
by Mr. Thos. Morton. That representing silver is especially lovely

;

it shows that bad dra-wing, such as we have noticed upon Mr. Seddon's
writing table, is not absolutely the accompaniment of mediieyal art.

It is genuine manly drawing, and is the best work of the kind in the
Court. Mr. Burges' Bookcase illustrative of Pagan and Christian
art, is full of the childish foUies which are spread over all this painted
furniture. The outline of the case is simply ugly : the cornice is

heavy and disproportioued
;
panels of what looks like real Florentine

inlaid marble, are set in the commonest of deal frames, unredeemed
even by good workmanship. The paintings are awkward and of unequal
merit. It is impossible to believe but that they are puqiosely ill-drawn.
The ' Cimabue ' subject is ridiculous by the intensity of its extrava-
gance and grotesqueness ; so also is its pagan prototype, where a man
is sho-wn tracing in outline a girl's face. If any shadow from her
coidd fall upon the board, hv< shadow would fall upon her and obscure
it. Bands are divided into panels which contain a medley of subjects.

First we have a lot of flowers, then the fables illustrated," and thirdly,

the ' History of Cock Robin.' As if such subjects were not sufficiently

absurd, we have one half of one of the foxes, in the story of the Throe
Foxes, in one panel, whilst his tail and hind quarters are depicted with
the fable of the Wolf and the Lamb. The panels are enclosed by
crocketed arches, and they are the best pai-ts of the detail. They
show an amount of knowledge which ought not to be linked with the

rest of the work. In the upper portion, where the tallest of men
could not reach them, there are small cupboards, and in the soffit of

the cornice the tips of peacocks' feathers are painted, surromided by
gilt streamers. The lower part of the Bookcase is like-wise painted,

and in the same eccentric drearily-humorous iiisbion. There is a band
of half-birds, half red-haired women, playing various instruments.

By the side of them, a weird woman, whose lower exti-emities are

changed into a bee-hive, displays in her hand a girl's sampler. To
balance it, another red-haired woman rises out of a bed of bulrushes,

-with a row of Pandean pipes. The plain surface is peppered with
gilt shells, similar to those which children cut out and stick against

the walls. We had almost omitted to mention a series of veiy
humorous delineations of the metals, but what they have to do with
a bookcase, with Cock Robin's history, -with Gay's or iEsop's fables,

with Pagan or Christian art, with red-haired -women, with ornitho-

logical females, with calceolaria, wild rose, or daisy, with Florentine
marble or painted pine, we must leave the mediievalists to tell us.

We confess ourselves fairly puzzled.
Keith's Aluminium Bronze Case shows various veiw beautifully

manufactured articles iu this new material. The small candlesticks
are exquisitely designed. In the larger part we have ^pireliyht vindows
introduced as ornaments in their vases.

Benham & Sons' Church Plate, designed by Mr. Wliite, is chaste
and beautiful ; the jug is particularly meritorious.
The thickly felted cloth for curtains, exhibited by Messrs. Cox &

Sons, is the best designed thing which they exhibit. It is good in

colour and in foi-ni ; almost all their other things are defective in

design. Crockets are put where they are not wanted, as on the base

of a lectern. The ornament is crowded, and there is an evident lack
of taste in modelling it. Their reredos, ' rough from the carving
machine,' shows, however, the vast amount of work which is saved
by its cmplo^iiient, and is particularly worthy of architects' attention.
A good design can be as easily done as a bad one with it. All Messrs.
Cox's work is splendidly executed, and the specimen of New Zealand
Kaurie wood shows the' high degree of finish it can retain. Messrs.
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Cox's metal work is equally well oxccutcd, but the design is likewise

a sad mistake.

Messrs. Kirk & PaiTv e.xliibit a font in Ancaster stone, with an

En"lish oali cover. There is not an atom of taste about it. A
fijz-iu'e of the Saviour with a child is lost in a forest of cuspings, ter-

minals, flyinij butti-esses, evangelieal cniljlenis, &c. ; but a square foot

of oak orstone ciu'ved by Mr. Forsvlh is worth more than all of it.

Messrs. Leaver contribute some of the excellent metal work which

thev have executed from Mr. Street's desij^n.

the stalls can-ed liy Mr. Forsylli, from Mr. Slater's design for

Chichester Cathedral, "deserve especial notice, tirslly, on _ account of

their admirable carving, and secondly, because the prevailing defect

of medi:cval works is seen incorporated with it. Nothing could be

better designed or executed than the ornament on the top rail taken

per se, but we cannot help saying that it is too small for the large

members of the mouldings above it. That proportion of the different

details has not been studied is again strikingly manifest, if we compare

these same enriched rails with the leafage in the circular panels below,

or even if we ciiuipare these panels one with another. In some, the

foliage is natural, iu otlu>rs con\eutional. In all it is too large for,

and at variance with, tlie treatment of that in the top rail. The caps

of the columns again are too minutely carved to be placed near the

larg-e mouldings of the beUs of the columns. We have no objection

to make to any separate portion. It is when we look at the range of

stalls, as a whole, that we think they have been insufficiently studied.

The base mouldings return, likewise, awkwardly against the panels of

the front, which might, with a yeiy little extra cai-e, have been

avoided.

The two statues of St. Peter and St. Paul, by the same carver, ai'e

grandly conceived and cut.

Of painted statues we have two specimens'; that which shows one

of the figures of Mr. Biu'ges' reredos is the most striking, and is the

most seriously injured. Those who are shocked at Gibson's "S enus

should look at this figm'e. It is not tinted, but painted. Its legs are

a deep red ochre, its face and hands the same colour, only a ti'ifle

lighter. To paint wood may be all very well, but to coat the beautiful

figm-e of alabaster, to hide with indigo and ochre the delicate gi'ada-

tions which nature has silently put upon the stone, is simple barbarism.

The figure of Edward III., from the High Cross, Bristol, is even

worse, because it is only partially done. The colours upon the crown,

mantel-edging, and sword-sheath, are too strong and too violent to

harmonise with the prevailing whiteness of the impainted surface of

the figure.

Mr. Teulon's reredos, carved by Earp, is not equal in merit to the

font, which we have ah-eady described, in another part of the building.

The colomed marbles introduced give it a spotty appearance ; the

figures stick awkwardly upon the caps, and the lines of the gables

seem to spring from their backs. The cross in the centre is nothing
more nor less than a bit of Matlock work— out of character with the

rest of the composition.

Messrs. Harland & Fi,sher have a good display of various kinds of

Gothic decoration. Their altar-frontals are very creditable, especiallj-

that in appliqui? — silks of various colours sewn upon a ground of

another— which it is said is more effective than enibroideiy, at one-
third of its cost. The caqjet, from a painting by Van Eyck, is likewise

admirable. As to the painted chair, the less we say of it the better.

Whether ' rich mediajval ' or not, it is very ugly, and we should say,

costly.

A ve:T fine drawing shows an equally fine design by Mr. Styleman
Le Strange, for the decoration of the ceiling of the great western
tower of the cathedral church of St. Peter and St. Ethebeda in Ely.
It is said to represent the creation of the universe, but uiue-tenths of
the sm-face is occupied by well-studied flowing ornament.
The altar frontals embroidered by the Ladies' Embroidery Society

are perhaps the fine.st in the Corat! They are from the designs of
!Mr. Preedy, architect. They ai'e as hannonious as they are brilliant,

and as beautifully executed as they are powerfully designed.

irttcr;itu«.

VENTILATION.*

PERHAPS there is no single question within the whole range of
sanitary science which ha.s been more discussed than that of

ventilation. If one may judge, however, by the repeated failures
which occur in effecting good ventilation in buildings where it is

most required, it must be admitted that there is no sanitary question
less practically understood. Continually the complamt is "made, .and

justly made, in too many instances, that the elementary principles of
ventilation appear not to be comprehended, or, at all events, not
acted upon, by architects and biulders. It is time that this reproach
should cease and determine, and to this important end the work under
review is directed. Mr. Ritchie at the outset tells us, that in conse-
quence of the encouragement he received at the hands of the late
Dr. Nichol, Professor of Astronomy in the LTniversity of Glaso-ow,
after writing an article on ventilation for that lamented gentleman's

» A Treatise on Ventilation, Natural and Artiflci.il. By Robert Ritchie, C.E., Author of
Railways ; their Rise, Progress, and Construction,' .tc. &c. With numerous plates ami

TToodcuts. London, Lockwood & Co., 7 Stationers* Hall Court. 1862.

Cyclopiedia of Phy.sical Science, he determined to extend his enquiries
and experiments in regard to the subject, and that out of these has
gi-own the volume he now ofl'ers to the public.

Li the unnatural state of existence to which the occupants of gi-eat

cities a.re compelled to submit, the necessity for artificial arrangements
and adjuncts of a sanitaiy kind are paramo'unt, and he wlio points out
the way for obtaining them is at least entitled to respectful attention.
The author of the ' Treatise on "\'enfilation ' has, in tlie earlier chapters
of the work, developed, perhaps a little too elaborately, the first prin-
ciples of the question he has imdertaken to elucidate, and laid tfown
the general bases for their practical realisation. The properties of
atmospheric air, as defined by the most celebrated British and foreign
chemists, and the conditions imder which it is best calcidated to sus-
tain human life, are also referred to, and instructively commented
on. Leaving this portion of the volume to the consideration cjf those
who may not have paid so much attention to the points therein dwelt
tipon as is desirable, we shall advance towards, .and cull some of the
fruits of the author's labour, in the shape of suggestions for better
modes of efl'ectmg ventilation iu dwelling-houses. With the follow-
ing extract most persons, whether professional builders or otherwise,
will, probably, agree :

' There cannot be a doubt that the ventilation
of bed-rooms has been far too much overlooked. WTien it is con-
sidered that a third part of evei-y day's existence is generally
spent in the bed-room, where pure air is most necessary, it is

surprising that the importance of a' constant supply of fx'esh air

for respiration, as well as the necessity of having the air of the room
thoroughly renovated when unoccupied, is often overlooked. A free

and continuous circulation of pm-e air in the bed-room dimug the
night is essential for everj'one— the more so when a number of
persons sleep in one apaitment, as in an hospital, baiTacks, or in a
nursery It must be impressed on the recollection that
the admission of fresh air cannot altogether change the air of an
apai'tment, imless means are provided for the ready and free escape of
that which has become vitiated. In other words the supply and dis-

ch.arge of the air must be regulated by properly proportioned aper-
tiu'es, either natural or artificial.' After suggesting the absolute and
vital importance of arrangements being made for this constant supply
of air in the piimaiy construction of dwelling houses, and of buildings
likely to be occiipied by large numbers of persons, we are told by Mr.
Ritchie that the Victoria Hospital for soldiers recently erected at South-
ampton is an example of the consideration which is fortimately being
given to the question of ventilation. The length of the building- is 1,424
feet, and its height 50 feet. There is a corridor on each floor rimning
the entire length of the edifice, and from this corridor access is

obtained to the variotis wards and apartments. It is calculated that
each occtipant will have allotted to him from 1,.500 to 1,900 feet of
space. It is a fact, as the author of this Ti-eatise obseiwes, that, in

the erection of the Victoria Hospital, much scientific skill has been
exercised, and it is our own belief, that that skill will prove to have
been well directed. Perhaps the site of the building is the only
point about it to take exception to, for that is rather lower than might
have been wished. So far as ventilation and a supply of good water
are concerned, it is oiu' belief that the Victoria Hospital will be more
favourably situated than any establishment of a similar kind iu the
United Kingdom.
Om' author iu pursuing his theme, explains the various modes of

effecting a constant exchange of air in apartments as practised by those

eminent men of the past half centmy who have devoted atten-

tion to the subject, and confirms or refutes their views as he proceeds.

The several plans are illustrated by well executed plates and woodcuts,
which render them more intelligible than they would otherwise be.

The ventilation of the Houses of Parliament, as conducted by Messrs.

Reid & Gurney, is referred to at considerable length, as is that of

tJuy's Hospital, and the Pentonville Model Prison. The subject of

Mine ventilation, so important and so difEcidt, is elaborately treated

of, and eveiy known scheme, mechanical as well asnatiu'al, for accom-
plishing the task, is defined iu Mr. Ritchie's book.

We can conscientiously say that the voliuue di.splays a veiy con-

siderable anioimt of research, and that the deductions made are, for

the most part, lucid and convincing. It woidd be tmwise, there-

fore, for those who are interested in the matter of ventilation— and
who among us is not ?— to omit to examine the statements, theo-

ries, and practical conclusions arrived at by the author. For our-

selves, in regarding the subject of ventilation from the unfavourable

points of view in which it is sometimes thrust upon om- notice,,

namely, in crowded assemblies, and in close worki-ooms— we often

feel disposed to alter the words of two well-known lines iu Cole-

ridge's Ancient Mai-iner,

—

' Water, water, everywhere.
Nor any drop to drink ;'

and to say instead thereof,
* .^ir, air, everywhere.

But none that's fit to breathe.*

THE HOifE A:SD OUT-DOOE EDUCATION OF ARTIST-WORKMEN,
THEIR PROPER WOEK AND THE WAY TO IT.

No. I.

WE propose in a series of ptipers to call the attention of our readers to

the subject indic.itcd in tlie title. We beg at the same time to remind

them of the main object had in view when the 'Builmno News' was
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stai-tcd -riz. to Fupply to artisans a means of information and commimica-

tion Jio't before open to tliem—a new out-door influence. We have all along,

with more or less success, endeavoured to do this, and in the now extended

form of this journal, we propose to devote space for tlie special use sf the

artist workman, and for his special benefit, — the life of the workman.

The whole subject seems naturally and conveniently to divide itself into

these heads:—
_ , ^ ,•

1st. The Home influences, viz. that which each man can do tor Jus own

improvement and progress— by reading, and through books.

2nd. The Out-door influences, viz. the study of actual work in museums

and buildings — the proper way to it.

Some time since, the Society of Arts in especial furtherance of this end,

instituted a series of lectures, having for their object the extension of the

means of education. Among these were some devoted to the Home educa-

tion of working people, to tlie means of continuing the education of the

workman after his short school probation. We shall have frequent occasion

to refer to these veiy able lectures.

Education, whether for philosophers or for workmen, if it be meant to

influence practice, must be continuous. But this advantage, great as it is

enjoyed by the few, is reversed in the case of the workman. Where, we

may perhaps be permitted to ask, are the boo^s for them as for the few, and

as proportioned to theiracquirements and leisure? We think it-ivill be useful

to show that books on science and art, specially -nTitten for workmen, are

not a little needed ; that a literature for the people is singularly needed, and

would prove signally useful. That the urgent and palpable want should

not have produced them, seems not a little singidar. With the exception of

Archbishop Whateley's books, it would be a hard matter to adduce one

instance of a really competent hand and head condescending to the task.

But for the cheap weekly press there would not be for the workman any

leading at all. In proof, let us take but a single and narrow instance,

Gothic arehitectvire. We have been often asked to point out a book which

in a small compass can give to a beginner, i. e. a workman, a clear and

connected idea of the rise and successive changes and decline of the Gothic

arclutecture of England. Such a book does not exist. The shortest and

best, Puffin's Principles, is too costly. All Ruski^is books are far more so,

to say nothing of their length, which, to those unused to regular study, must
always render them difficult and perplexing, from the time and continuous

attention needed. Biclcmans treatise is open to the same objection. These

able books too, are all more or less controversial.

Of the host of little pamphlets, introductions, and such like, we can^say

nothing— they are forgotten as soon as read, even by those who have the

time, and are able to give the continuous attention required. We do not

know how Mr. Ruskin could well do a more usefid or a nobler work than

produce a book on the architecture of his own counti-y, written purposely

for the use of the workmen, whose work it will be to revive and carry it

forward. In all the other fine arts equally is this need felt ; there is nothing
to be found like a short, easy, clear, and brightly written introductory

treatise to any one of them. There is no popular literature suitable to the

wants of the artist-workman, bearing in mind always that his proper work
is to rcorJc and not to read. Work is his work, reading his hip. .So clearly,

indeed, has this want of good popular books been felt in France, tliat the

French government has it, we believe, now under its consideration, whether
or not to invite men of the highest literary abilities, to prepare suitable

works, and thus induce such men to do, what perhaps, without such induce-

ment, they would never do. We would even endorse a suggestion that has
"been made in the appointment of a responsible l)oard, or commission to

enquire into the already existing literature of the working classes, examin-
ing, analysing, and classifying the works produced, with the view of pointing
out what is needed

; great good might come of it for each special need, if

pointed out, might the more readily be filled up. No one will at first believe

that no really good and readable introductory treatise on the Gothic archi-

teetui'e of England exists, fitted for the use and reference of those whose
business in life it is to practically cany out all otir churches, public build-
ings, and houses— all that goes to make up a modern city.

Again, history, and to shorten the enquiry, the History of England. No
one win, we presume, say that some slight acquaintance with the history of
his own country is a thing unsuited to a workman, or that it is a mere use-
less accomplishment. A man who is perpetually being told to regulate his
work by otlier work done in the reign of Edward I., Richard II.,

ought certainly to know when they lived, and sometliing, however little,

about them, their personalities, and the works exeoited during their
lives. How is he to get at this at the present time ?

The histories of Hume and Macaulay, delightful as they are. and readable
alike by learned and unlearned, are ahogether beyond the reach of working
men, and perhaps too voluminous. All the little abridgements are for the
most part made up of di-y chronological dates and lists of names, and
therefore utterly devoid of all human and living interest. Such history as
is needed, may be exemplified by the short and graphic histories in the
Bible— models of historic -HTiting— fit for the reading of unlearned men.
Unfortunately such histories exist nowhere else, as all the learned labours
of historians have been devoted to larger and more detailed records. For
these lengthened records, too, the woi-kman has not time.

Of these influences, as it seems to us, biogr.aphy takes the very first place.
Nothing takes so powerful a hold on the mind, as an incentive to eilbrt, as
the reading the life of an able and earnest man in whatever calling. Great
powers of mind, powers of action, patience, suffV-ring, are alike captivating.
Some may, perhaps, think that it can matter but little to a working man as
to whether such ever lived or no, but we hope it is far otherwise : no one
connected with art or architecture, and it is such that we are now more
particularly addressing, be he either master or man, wiU doubt the influence
for good to be got from the study of the life of William of Wickham, the
architect and builder of the nave of AYincliester. No workman but must
feel interest in the daily doings of William of Canterbury, of WUliam
Sorrel, the founder of the effigy of Queen Eleanor, and a host of others.
No kind of reading is, as it seems to us, so calculated to excite men to do
their best. No man, while striring to emulate the works of another, but
must feel strengthened by a near acquaintance with the life and mode of
work of CeUini. We think the more of his work as we read of his difficulties.

Everyone, while striving to emulate the productions of this great artist,

but must be helped by knowing from himself how he accomplished them,

his joy in having them to do after competing with others, his ever inventive

skill, his troubles, and his pride in his work when at last completed. AVe

think the story of the casting of the Perseus should be writteu on the wall

of every metal founder's shop.

Science, more particularly mechanical science, has no representative book

sufficiently simple and short adapting it to workmen. The very best ele-

mentary book ever published on mechanics, Neil Arnot's, is far beyond the

means of workmen. Now, considering to what an extent men are employed

in arts, all of them requiring mechanical aid of some sort or other, so much
so that the very name mechanic applies, in common talk, to the whole work-

ing popidation of towns, it seems not a little singular that no one book on

elementary mechanical science, by a great -vvriter, and written expressly for

such men, should be in existence, and that in a country, too, wherein the

Herschels and Grahams are the daily superintendents of hundreds of working

men.
The various branches of natural history may be next noticed, when we

consider the absence of any but large and expensive and elaborate works,

far too large and expensive for a workman. We woidd hope that the efforts

now so strenuously made by the rising Gothic architects of the day to re-

turn to the original natural tvpes, and fit objects to be copied into their

structures, will have the effect of interesting people in it, and thus in time

compel the production of a suitable book or books. We shall have further

occasion to return to this all-important subject of natural objects in archi-

tectm'e, as opposed to or aided by conventional forms. All ornament would

seem to have originally sprung up either from the more or less perfect copy-

ing of natural objects, differing more or less according to the material, and
perhaps tools employed, or the regular succession of straight, or cross, or

zigzag lines and circles. Natural history must be well studied before the

art workman can rightly and effectively employ natm-al forms either in or

out of sendee, as Mr. Ruskin quaintly piuts it.

We fear we shall be thought almost as foolish as old Vitruvius himself,

were we to mention music as a part of art-workman education and culture,

but nevertheless it is worth a passing thought. Society is really ruled by
the great intellects of the past. Week after week, nay, day by day. crowds

congregate to listen to the thoughts of Mozart or Mendelssohn with never

tiring ears. To no other creatures of earth's mould has it been given

to command this homage. Every artist-workman should send his son to

a singinff school, or send him to cliurch to learn and practice.

We pass on to more pertinent matter, viz. Art, as a home influence, and

to the necessity for works on the fine arts being prepared by competent

men. We think that one of the great wants of the day, perhaps the greatest

as respects the working-classes who have anything to do, and nearly all

have, with trades or professions wherein the fine arts have a place, is a

series of short, simple, and explanatory introductions to each one of them.

There should, we think, be an introduction, but not too lengthy, of this

kind, to archit'cturc generally as a fine art, including a luminous sketcli of

all styles of architecture, from the earliest and rudest to that of the present

day, giving their several chief characteristics, the probable dates, the mate-

rials used in each country, and particularly the state of constructive skill,

as shown in each one of them, and also at least an attempt at finding out

what that peculiar character or tui*n of mind was, that gave rise to each one

of them — that most interesting but hitherto unthought of enquiry in Art.

For what more strange in human history than that phase of mind wliich

created in their several countries styles of architecture so diff'erent as the

architectures of Egypt and Cliina, of Greek and Gothic, or perhaps the very

strangest of all, the structures of Ancient Mexico and Central America,

both in design and detail ; this last showing, as we think, how strangely and
singularly the mental character of a people influences the arts of that

people, irrespective of materials and uses. This must all l>o done to give a

clear and connected idea of the whole range and history of architectural

art, and through it of all other arts. Shorter treatises in each one of the

several primitive styles, as practised in their several countries, should

follow, with perhaps a somewhat more elaborate one on that of his own
country. A good elementary book on the rise and fall of the Gothic Art

and Architecture of England has yet to be written suitable for workmen.

Again, Sculpture, Painting, and the Decorative arts all need books of this

kind to bring them within the knowledge of those who liave so large a share

in their production. For sculpture and painting, we think, a series of outline

drawings, with perhaps local colour, should be at all times procurable at a

cheap rate ; !=ccnes from Bible history, portraits of illustrious men, sketches

of costume, the various races of mankind, animal life, and plants.

The incentives thus given to art and to the proper use of natural forms,

can hardly now be conceived. We think the artist-workman would then

be urged by a noble emulation to take for his models the works and men
and human faces of his own day, instead of, as he now does, laboriously

and painfully, with his whole nrnid away from his work, the head of some
man living some hiindred years ago, carA'cd indeed by another who did his

best to copy that livinq head ; and would, perhaps, even in defiance of orders,

copy the face of his friend. He would, we think, be led, too, to copy the

flowers, foliage, and fruit about him, if he ever came to find Nature too easy

for him.
Such we cannot but think would follow naturally and in no long time

from the woi-kman being put in possession of faithful and able transcripts

and descriptions of natural things, and of the mode of workmanship always

till these modern days adopted all the world over.

Such books and drawings again, to go a little into detail in the sctUptor's

art, would afford to the student and artist-workman a perpetual reminder
of what the sculpture of other days came from, and what it represents—
the meu and things then living, and events then going on. The sculptors of

Egypt and Assyria reproduced on the walls of their buildings the men, and
dresses, and warlike implements, and actions of their own d.ay, and the

living faces of their own kings, and soldiers, and enemies. In the Par-

thenon, the great national festival of the Greek people is left as a book to

show the men, women, costumes, horses, warlike imjilements, and instru-

ments of sacrifice, and a national struggle. Imagination there is none, for

there was no need of it, everything was before the eye of the workmen.
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A proat lesson, wc hold, is here to be learnt, going no farther than the

British Jhiseuni, ainl the streets of modern London for it. True art only,

says the modern, will be found lo lie in inn nfinn. Not so. The Greek

workman here had nally no room for the inventive faculty. Infinite good

might be done by showing tliis, and by proving how few are the men and

the occasions to wliieh, and in whieh, it can ever possibly apply. In tlie

friezes of the I'arthenou it is all simple copying, face for face, man for man,

horse for horse. There are no imaginative faces, or men, or horses ; if we
did onr work after the simple manner in which they did theirs, viz. copy

the things before us, we should have as little need of inventing things as

they had: and. though truly we should not do the same tilings, and ought

not, we should be working in the same spirit and waj-— the final result as

interesting and lasting. An elementary book, descriptive of the rise,

progress, and successive changes of the art of sculpture, put within the reach

of the common workman and student, for it docs not apply solelj' to work-

men, would, we think, force it on their attention, and on the attention of the

architect and the public, that the gi-cat secret lies not in inventing things,

but in copying them. But we have yet to get into the true path. Prece-

dent is yet the watchword of modern art.

Our list of elementary books is not 3"et complete. The power of poctrj'

and the magic of the hipnn hook needs not to be dwelt on as a home
influence. Some new and powerfid intellect seems needed in each generation,

to wi-itc that which shall warm the hearts of the people, by appeals to the

feelings and thoughts at the time uppermost. Such were the songs and
ballads of the middle ages.

In our next, before going further into detail, we propose to consider
shortly the out-door influences— the study of actual work.

TOWER HILL IMPEO\'ESIENTS.

TTNTIL within the last few years, there certainly did not exist, in aU
U London, a more neglected and dilapidated thoroughfare than Tower
Hill. Disputations respecting the precise boundary lines of severiil

parishes, which are drawn across it, resulted in preventing any repairs being
made to the roadways, and footpaths— pavements they could not be termed

;

and the consequences were deplorable to the inhabitants residing in and
near the unhappy locality, and to wayfarers generally. In dry weather,
the quantity of dust was intolerable, and in rainj- seasons, water and mud
lay about in such quantities as to make the passage one of extreme annoy-
ance and difficulty. Better times have now dawned upon the then nnfortu-
nate district. Parish authorities, in whose eyes boundary lines between
parishes are of equal importance with those between countries, have amicably
arranged their difficulties. The magnates of Allhallows, Barking, are at

peace with those of St. Clave, Hart Street, and of St. Botolph, Aldgate

;

whilst a treaty of concord between them all, and the authorities of St.

Peter ad Vincula within the Tower, has been signed. The effect is, that
each party has consented to mend its ways— in a literal sense— and the
public gain the benefit in the shape of decent thoroughfares.

Within the last few weeks the whole of the roadway leading from the
Minories to the London Docks has been repaved with narrow granite pitch-
ings by Messrs. Mowlem, Burt, and Freeman ; and at this moment it would
be difficult to find a piece of street paring in the metropolis more perfect
than this. It is well that this has been done, for the heavy traffic to and from
the St. Katharine's and the London Docks is enormous, whilst the light traffic

from the various steam-boat wharves immediately below the Iron Gate of
the Tower of London, has increased to a remarkable extent since the open-
ing of the International Exhibition. In congratulating the inhabitants of
the east end of London upon the changes for the better which have been
made in the vicinity of Tower Hill, and applauding those who have effected
them, we must, however, be permitted to say, that several more are required.
Perhaps the Metropolitan Board of Works wiU agree with us upon this
point

; and at eny rate we solicit the attention of its members to the sug-
gestions we have to offer. JIueh of the Docks and other traflSc, to wliicli
reference has been made, has to pass westward ; and, in order to do this, it

must go through the narrow strait known as Postern Kow, and which lies
on the north side of the Tower. Having accomplished this feat, it must
leave Trinity Square on the right, take an acute angle to the left, and enter
the gorge of Tower Street. Then Eastcheap, usually choked with vehicles
from Billingsgate, has to be passed through, and finally London Bridge may
be attained.

All this is much more easily spoken of than done, as daily experience
testifies. Now, if the block of houses which cover the space between
Postern Eow, and George Street in its rear, and which at present are occu-
pied mainly by photographic artists (?), who not unfrequently exert physical
force for the obtaining of sitters ; if this block of houses were removed, and
a broad roadway established on its site, it is needless to say that a vast
improvement would bo eflfected. We would, however, extend oiir operations
a httle further westward, and cut a way in continuation from Trinity Square
straight through to Mark Lane. The distance is little over a hundred yards,
whilst the advantage obtained would be verv great. Once in Mark Lane,
which has been considerably widened of lite years, the docks and wharf
traflie might be directed to the left, towards Tower Street, to tlie right to-
wards Fenchurch Street, or divided in equal proportions between th'e two
Of course it would be better if the church of Allhallows, Barking, which
' stops the way

' between Trinity Square and Tower Street, at one point
most effectually, could be removed ; but everj-body knows how difficidt it
IS to move 3. church. So far as foot-passenger traffic Iietwecn Tower
Street and Trinity Square is concerned, it is true an alteration has recently
been effected, whieh, though it has interfered with a restine-place of the
dead, has facilitated the movements of the liWng. A portion'of the church-
yard of Allhallows, Barking, has been absorbed in order to widen the
passages by its side. To accomplish this, many bodies had to be disinterred,
but as none of them were removed from the hallowed ground, it is difficult
to comprehend in what way they were disposed of. During the operation
a high and close hoarding sm-rounded the churchyard, and it is presumed
that the sad relics of mortaUty which occupied the Une of the widened

thoroughfare were then exhumed, and [re-interred in a pit made for their
reception in the middle of the churchyard. At the same time the vertical
headstones were laid horizontally, and", as has been said, the result of the
change is advantageous to foot-passengers.

This does not touch the question of vehicular transit, nevertheless, and
the di'mand for improvement in this direction is urgent and loud. If our
notice of the fact should have the effect of directing to it the attention of
the Metropolitan Board of Works, and the suggested alteration should form
part of their next years' parliamentary programme, we shall esteem our-
selves fortunate indeed. Another suggestion we Irnve to make in regard to
Tower Hill, and it is, that the cidtivated enclosures of Trinity Square and
the Tower be thrown open to the public. The over-crowded denizens of the
parts of London in the neighbourhood of these green spots have a long way
to travel before they reach a park, garden, or field, and it would conduce
much to their health and convenience if the gates of the enclosures were
made to open w-ithout the application of a golden key in the shape of an
annual subscription of a guinea, and which too many of them do not
possess.

EMBANKMENT OF THE SUEKEY SIDE OF THE THAMES.

THE following is the report of the Commissioners upon the embankment
of the Surrey side of the Thames.

' To THE Qieen's Most Excellent Majesty.

' We the undersigned members of your Majesty's Commission appointed
to examine plans for embanking the Surrey side of the Eiver Thames,
within the metropolis, and to report " which of the said plans of embank-
ment wdl, in our opinion, conduce with the greatest efficiency and economy
to the improvement, embellishment, and convenience of ^that part of th«
metropolis, improve the navigation of the river, and provide a public
thoroughfare without stopping such trade as must be carried on upon the
bank of the river, and also upon the cost and means of carrying the same
into execution," beg to submit the following remarks.

' The nature of the enquiry intrusted to us was made known by adver-
tisements in the newspapers, and twenty designs were submitted for con-
sideration. A short description of each is appended. The authors have
attended, given full explanations, and stated their respective views, as wUl
he seen in the evidence hereto annexed.

' We must here express oiu- opinion of the excellence of many of the plans
submitted to us ; and although we cannot recommend any one pilan for
adoption in its eutu-ety, as meeting all the requirements of the case, yet the
principal features of some of them are embodied in the plan we have the
honour to suggest.

' Some of the plans comprise the whole length of the Surrey shore fi-om
Deptford to Battersea Park ; and we have accortlingly dii'ectcd our enquiries
to that extent.

' We propose to divide this district into three sections ; the first ex-
tending from Deptford to Westminster Bridge ; the second from West-
minst( r Bridge to Vauxhall Bridge ; and the third from VauxhaU Bridge to
Battersea Pai'k.

' With respect to the first section, as the existing thoroughfares with the
new street now being made between Southwark ;vnd Blackfriars Eoad will,

in our opinion, afford sufficiently convenient and dii-ect means of communi-
cation for the traffic— and as the flooding of the low-lying districts could
be obviated by a more efficient system of drainage — there does not appear
to us any public necessity for an embankment and roadway between Dept-
ford and Westminster Bridge. The formation of such a roadway would
involve a vast expenditm'c of money, and cause a great disturbance of the
trade and commerce of that part of the metropoUs. If, however, the owners
and occupiers of such wharf property should be desirous at any time of
constructing an embankment, which, wliile increasing their own accommo-
dation, would insure uniformity of design, and improve the navigation of
the river, we are of opinion that every facility shoidd be iifforded them for

so doing, although we are unable to recommend that the cost should be
defrayed by the public.

' With respect to the second section— namelj-, from Westminster Bridge
to Vauxhall, we are of opinion that a new and impiroved communication is

necessary, and this, we think, may be effected by constructing an embank-
ment and roadway between those points. The property adjacent to the

river between Lambeth Church and Vauxhall Bridge is of an inferior

character. The wharf walls are insufficient to keep out the water at high
tides ; hence many of the streets are at times flooded, causing distress and
sickness to the inhabitants, who are for the most part of the poorer
classes.

' Between Vauxhall Bridge and Battersea Park, whieh comprises the third

section of our enquiry, an embanked roadway woidd afford access to the

Battersea station of the South Coast Railway, and to the goods station of

the South-Wcstern and Chatham and Dover Railways, would improve and
embellish that part of the metropolis, and afford a convenient and agreeable

approach to Battersea Park from the densely popidated districts of Lambeth
and Southwark.

' We, therefore, humbly submit to yoiu- Majesty that an embanked road-

way of about two mUes in length should be formed between AVestminster

Bridge and Battersea Park, commencing at the east abutment of West-
minster Bridge, on a viaduct of an ornamental character opposite the Houses

of Parliament, as far as Bishop's Walk ; thence on a solid embankment to

the north side of the London Gas Works, continued under Vauxhall Bi-idge

as far as Nine Elms on a viaduct, and thence upon a solid embankment,

passing under the land arch of the railway bridge, and terminating at the

approach road of the new suspension bridge at Battersea. The plan and
section, which are appended to this report, show the direction and levels of

the intended road, and the arrangements proposed for accommodating some
of the occupiers of the most important of the waterside premises ; and in

suggesting viaducts we have endeavoured not to interfere more than is abso-

lutely necessarj- with the trades which must be carried on upon the banks

of the river.
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'The dredgiu- of the fore-shore in front of the emUukment to a level of

five feet belol low water wiU (pa.-tic.Uarly at ^aml^eth and Nme El^) .n.

Drove the navigation, compensate to a great extent for the loss ot tidal

wTter diplaeedV th solid portions of the embankment, and as the fore-

rhore will he fornfed, nnder tL viaduct, of soUd materia , -^ -^ -f1^^

incline, it wiU tend to prevent accumulations of mud, where the &lioie& art

*"' Convocations with the embankment w-onld be made at Stangate by

prolonging Palace New Eoad. and widening Bishop's Walk on the western

s'de Church Street, Broad Street, VanshaU Row. High Street Battersea

Road, near Nine Elms goods station, New Park Boad, leading to Wands-

worth, and the station of the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway

^"ThT^estimated cost of this work, including land and compensation is

£1,100,000 ; but it is important to observe that if the present favourable

opportunity for carrying out this great work be not at once embraced the

cost will necessai-ily be much greater by reason of the increiismg demand

for land and buildings for trade purposes in and near to the metropolis.

This scheme would he a metropoUtan improvement ; and with reference to

the means by which the cost is to be defrayed we consider that the coal and

wine dues should be appropriated for such a farther period as may be

necessary for the purpose.
• All which we humbly report to your Majesty.

' Witness our hands and seals this 29th day of July, 1862.

' William Ccbitt.
' Joshua Jebb.
' Douglas Galton.
' Edwabd Bubstax.
' Hen-et a. Hvkt.
' Jomj_EoBi>-soN M'Cleah.

'Heijey KinGscote, Secretary.'

A'

A NEW PLAN TO EELrE^E LONDON TRAFFIC.

T a conversazione recently given by the Society of Mechanical Engineers,

__ in the Egyptian Hall, at the Mansion House, a very ingenious model

was shown by Mr. Asprey, illustrating a plan devised by that gentleman

for connecting all the railwa.vs north and south of the Thames, relieving

London Bridge^ entirely of all traffic going to or from the various raQway

stations. ^ ,
In his interesting plan, Mr. Asprey proposes to iim a bne of railway

from the London Bridge station to the Fenchrj-ch Street station, crossing

the Thames by the side of London Bridge on the east, with branch on the

south side to the Charing Cross line, and a passenger station near the

Monument, cither with or without an hotel connected. The through traffic

might thus be accomplished without changing carriages. This plan would

render unnecessary the bridge and extension from Charing Cross line to

Cannon Street, for which an Act of Pai-liament has been granted and the

works commenced, the same objects being obtained at an immense saving of

cost, with the important advantages gained of not only carrying the West

End traffic into the City, hut right through to the Blackwall and all other

lines in connection without changing carriages, forming a connecting link

between the whole system of railways north and south of_ London.
^

This

would entirely eiiect the one great necessity of the day, viz., the relief of

the traffic of "London Bridge. Not one person, or conveyance of any kind

for goods or passengers, would be required to cross the bridge for either of

the railways, whether the destination were far or neai-, home or continental

;

the stations remaining as they now are, with the addition of one new

passenger station on the Monument side, between Thames Street and the

river, or at any other more convenient point. The goods stations in the

Minories and at the Bricklayers' Arms might remain the same, if both were

required, all delay in the transmission of goods from one station to the other

would be avoided, and much labour and money saved by sending all direct

through by the rail. This would bring all fish (from either coast) direct to

Billingsgate, and also give direct communication with Leadenhall Market,

the Coal Exchange, Custom House. Mark Lane, the Borough Market, &c. &c.

with easy access to the Bank of England, the Royal Exchange— indeed,

affording gi'eat convenience to aU parts, bringing the many thousands who go

in and out of the City daily from the south side to a more central point,

saving much valuable time, and avoiding the crowded and disagreeable walk,

or ride, over Loudon Bridge. This would also avoid the tedious journey

£rom the West End to the Fenchurch Street station, and relieve the City to

some extent of the traffic.

THE ECCLESIOLOGY OF WORCESTERSHIRE.*
{Concludedfrom page 88.)

THE limits of this paper will not allow of more than a cursory ghmce at

the sepulchral monuments of the county. Good recumbent effigies of
early date occur at Great Malvern and Chaddesley Corbett. There is a
cross-legged knight at Chfton-on-Teme ; also a very fine fom'teenth century
one, under a richly-moulded recessed arch, at Alvechurch. Examples of
fifteenth century effigies may be seen at Stanford, Mai-tley, and Kidder-
minster. Altar tombs of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are very
common, and are generally surmounted by recumbent or kneeling figures,

frequently with rows of children at the sides, the whole occasionally under
elaborate arched or flat canopies. The most gorgeous monument of this
latter description is that to the memory of Giles Reede (1611), at Bredon.

Brasses are comparatively rare, being found in seventeen chm'ches only.
Good examples at Fladljui-y, Strensham, Kidderminster, Alvechurch,
Blocklej-, Tredington, Stoke Prior, and Chaddesley. Incised slabs at Rock,
Kingsnorton, Coftou Hackett, Staunton, and Shelsley Walsh, the latter a
cross. There is a very fine thirteenth century raised cross on a pUiu tomb

» A paper read by J. Severn Walker, Esq., at the mecUng of the British Archa;o1ogicaI
Institute at Worcester, on Tuesday, July 22, 1862.

at Haeley but the most interesting and numerous series of crosses and

other memorials is to be foimd at Bredon, where there are also two or three

mediieval chm-chyard monuments. At Shelsley AValsh, and like^vlse at tha

cathedral, is a floor-cross formed of encaustic tiles. Cast-iron slab at

Himbleton, 1660.
.

Passing to the consideration of the exterior, the tower first demands our

notice. It has been, already stated that the west end of the nave is by far

the most common position for the tower; but wherever placed, they bear for

the most part a strong general resemblance to each other, being chiefly of

the Perpendicular style, and divided into two or three stages, in the upper

of which is a two-light beUrT window on each side. The buttresses at tha

angles are usuaUy phiced diagonally, and sometimes extend up to the

parapet, as at Upton Snodsbury, where they are of great projection, and

have no less than seven set-offs. Western towers, generally, have a three or

four light window in the lower stage opening into the chm-ch, the rest oi

the tower up to the belfry stage being quite plain and merely pierced \^-itli

smaU square-headed or iirched openings. The parapet is mostly embattled,

with pinnacles at the angles, though these are often wanting, whUe the roof

is either flat or leaded ; or pyramidal, as at St. John's, Worcester, Pedmore,

Birt's Morton, Pendock, and" others; or gabled, like Hampton Lovett. The

staircase is sometimes carried up within a turret projecting externally fi-om

the tower, as at Strensham, where it is squ;ire, and placed at the south-

eastern angle, the eastern side being flush with the tower wall, which gives

the latter an appearance of gi-eat width when viewed in that direction. A
similar arrangement exists at Berrow, but here the effect is still more

singular, the tower wall being extended as a buttress in the opposite

direction, so as to match the turret.

The churches formerly subordinate to the Abbey of Evesham have towers

of rather a different tj-pe to the above. They are of smaller size, have

heavy embattled parapets and pinnacles, large projecting gargoyles, with a

gabled roof, rising a little above the parapet. The west window is often of

small dimensions, and the opening from the tower to the nave has more the

character of a large doorway than the usual lofty tower arch. Examples,

—

Norton, Offenham, Abbot's Morton. The tower of Badsey Church must,

however, be excepted from the foregoing description, as it is one of the finest

in the county, being very massive, and having a large four-light east window,

deeply recessed belfrj- windows, and eight pinnacles on the summit. The

lofty tower at Little Comberton is noteworthy, on account of its three-h^

belfry window, each of a different pattern; and at Overbury, the belfry

windows are filled with stone tracery, like some Somersetshire examples.

The towers at Kidderminster, Bromsgrove, and Kingsnorton, are orna-

mented with blank panelling and niches, but we cannot boast of any of the

rich double windows which add so much to the effect of the towers m some

tlistricts. Norman towers occur at Tenburj- and Harviugton, the latter sur-

mounted by a modem shingled spire. The lowest stages of the towers at

Fladbury and Cropthorue are .also of this style, and both possess the pecu-

Harity o"f having a narrow \vindow pierced through each of the shallow

buttresses which project from the centre of the three disengaged sides ol the

tower. There is another peculiarity connected with the Fladbury tower,

for, the walls of the upper or later stages being considerably wider than

those below, the extra thickness is supported by pointed arches, built so as

not to interfere with the original Norman windows, though these latter are

now walled up. The towers at Stoke Prior, Clifton-on-Teme, and the lowest

stage at Northfield, are Early English ; and Worcester Cathedral, Pei-shore

Abbey, Pendock, Bredon, Upton-on-Severn, and the lower part of Severn

Stoke, Decorated. The only octagonal tower in the county is at Sedge-

berrow. ...
Eighteen towers are surmounted by stone spires, all springing from witiun

parapets, there being no old example of the broach. The loftiest spires .are

those of Bromsgrove, Kingsnorton, Oldswinford, Bredon. Tredington,

Yardley, and the modern one of St. Andrew's, Worcester. Most of them

belong to the fifteenth century, but Bredon, and St. LawTcnce, Eveshaiii, are

Decorated. There were formerly spires at Ripple, Fladbury, and I pton-

upon-Severn, and a lofty one at old Ombersley Church.

Of the seven original shingled spires, foui- have been destroyed, and one

rebuilt. Within the embattled parapet of Grafton Flyford tower rises a

stone version of the well-known Sompton tower-roof. Gabled or saddle-

back towers are met with at Hill Croome, Welland (1732), and aueenhill

(modern). ...
Bell-turrets are genei-aUy square, of wood, and surmounted by pyi-amiaal

roofs. The best examples are at Alfrick, White Ladies Aston, and Tibber-

ton, but the two latter have octagonal spirelets. Stone bell-gables occur at

the west end at Cofton Hackett and Ehnbridge ;
and over the chancel

arch at WjTe Piddle, and at the desecrated chapel of Netherton.

The only sanctus-bell cots arc at Hampton Lovett and Middle Littleton;

the one at Offenham was too dilapidated to be replaced on the new church.

The sanetus-bcll was often, no doubt, himg within one of the belfry win-

dows; ;md a small bell still remains in that position at St. Mary's, Kidder-

minster, St. Andrew's, Droitwich, Fladbury, .Shelsley Beauchamp, &e.

The towers are rich in that essentially English feature, good peals of

bells. They appear to h,ave been east for the most part during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centmics, by Rudhall. of Gloucester; but the bells of

St. Helen's and St. Nicholas, 'Worcester, and a few others, were from the

foundry of .Sandere, of Bromsgrove. The more modern peals are by Mears.

Three "(or four) peals of 10 bells, 12 peals of 8 bells, 60 peals of 6 bells, 20

peals of 5 bells, 12 peals of 4 bells, 26 peals of 3 bells.

The porch often forms the most interesting external featm-e, especially in

the smaller churches, where we sometimes find elegant open-timbered

examples, as at Haddington, Crowle, Himbleton, North Piddle, and

Knightwick old church. "There are likewise good wooden porches at

Yardley (engi-aved in the 'Instrumcnta Ecelesiastica,') Leigh, Stockton,

Mathon, Alfrick, &c. At Bredon and Ripple are lofty stone porches, haying

an upper chamber, which at Ripple formerly extended across the aisle.

Bromsgrove, All Saints, Evesham, and .Sedgeberrow, have also good stone

porches, as have likewise the churches of Hampton and Church Honey-

bom'ue, where they are roofed with Large stone slabs without any timber-

work to support them. Original crosses not imfrequently surmount the

gables ; the most common form is that in which each arm is slightly cusped,
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Imt ilori;itiil ami phiin wliei'l crosses :iro by no means rare. At tlie east

cud of Tliiwkniurtoii Chapel is a cross onianicnteJ with the hall-ilowcr

;

and on tlie transept gable at Badscy is a rich cross, placed parallel to tlie

ridj^e of the roof, so as to face cast and wi'St.

A considcrabliA portion of the cross remains in almost every churchyard,

but I do not know of any instance in whicii the sluift is surmounted by the

original cross itself, thougli it lias lieeu restored at llamptou Lovett, Sal-

narpe, Leigh, and C;iifton-upon-Tcme. The only lich-gate is a plain double

one at Clifton-upon-Tenie.

This having always been a well-wooded county, it is not surprising to

find that nuiterial entering largely into the construction of its buildings.^

Tind)er houses arc, or rather were, very general, and the little church of

Newhind and the nave at Resford, are constructed in lilie manner with

timber framing, tilled iu M'itli I'laster. The largo number of wooden porches

and bell-t>irrets has been previously noticed. Massive frame-towers for-

merly supported lofty shingled spires at 8uckley and at Lindridge old

chiu-ch; and the towers at Cotheridge and Warudon are entirely of llie

same material. Tlu> 'piers and arclns at Ribl.lesford are of wood, as they

were likewise at old Hallow church. At Earl's Croome is a fifteenth century

wooden winilow.

Before pointing out the localities of some of the best examples of the

difl'erent styles of mediieval architecture, it may be well to observe that

they are very much mixed up together througliout the county, there being

no example of a chui'ch entirely of one period— except perhaps one or two

late I'erpendicular structures— for either later additions or alterations have

been made to early buildings, or portions of earlier work have been retained

in late erections. Ripple church, though the most complete specimen we
have of 'an Early English structure, has Perpendicular east, and west

windows, and a modern top to the tower. The Decorated cKUrcH, of Kings-
norton is attached to a Perpendicidar tower, while the Perpendicular St.

Lawrence, Evesham, has a Decorated tower.

Of Saxon, or aute-Noi-man work, we have no well-authenticated example.

The chancel arch at Wyre Piddle has been often adduced as a specimen of

this early style, but it possesses no characteristic features to distinguish it

from many similar structures of undoubted Norman workmanship. Indeed,

the chancel arch at the neighbouring chapel of Pinvin, with its plain square

abacus and rude construction, has a greater claim to the title of Saxon than
those at AVyre. The north wall of the nave at Edvin Loach contains some
herringbone masonry, and the north wall at Rouse Lench is built in courses

of large and small stones, somewhat after the manner of the Jewry wall at

Leicester.

Norman work is exceedingly common, many of the smaller churches

appearing to retain their original main walls of this period, with no further

alteration than the insertion of larger windows in place of the small

Norman lights, and the addition of a tower or bell turret, as at AATiite

Ladies Aston (before its recent enlargement), Martlej', Mathon, and Sapey
Pilchard. The east end of Mathon is an interesting specimen of the style,

and consists of two single lights resting on a string course, with a small

circular window in the gable. Sapey Pitch.ard and AVhite Ladies Aston
have a single Norman light only at the east end. There are good Norman
arcades at Great Malvern, Cropthorne, Overbury, Besley, Astley, and
Broadway. These have all massive cylindrical piers, generally witli circular

but occasionally with square capitals. The abacus at Cropthorne is unusually

thin, having much the appearance of a square tile; and the carving of the

capitals at Great Malvern never proceeded farther than about one-third

roimd the north-east respond. Norman chancel arches are nimierous, some-
times quite phiin, but often much enriched, as at Earl's Croome, Holt,
Cotheridge, and Rock ; the latter is an unusually fine, lofty example ; and
the shafts at Cotheridge are twisted, with a circular ornament iu the
hollows. Though usually narrow, the arches at Astley and Pedmorc extend
nearly the whole width of the chancel. The groined porch at Bredon,
together with the west front and its angle turrets, are excellent examples of
the style, which is most perfectly exemplified, however, in the north-western
part of the comitv-, one side of each of the churches of Rock, Shrawley,
Astley, and Holt, stUl remaining as originally constructed iu the twelfth
century. At Rock are two arches, supported on shafts with plain cushion
capitals, in each of the easternmost bays, one being pierced for a window and
the other blank. The cathedral crypt is fine early Norman ; the interior
of the chapter-house is later ; and the style is further shown on a large scale
in the tower arches and transept of Pershore Aljbey. Very rich examples
of Norman fonts occur at Holt and Chaddesley Corbctt. But perhaps the
most numerous and varied examples of this period occur in the form of
doorways, which often remain when all the rest of the building has been
subsequently renewed. Beautiful and elaborate Norman doorways exist at
tlie cathedral. Holt, Bredon (where there are four), Eekington, Earl's
Croome, and at the desecrated chapel at Netlierton. In aU these eases
the opening cxtemls to the top of tlie arcli ; but very frequently
the arch is filled with a tympanum, either plain, as at Rock, Shelsley
Walsh, &e., or enriched with symbolical sculpture, as at Pedmore,
where our Lord is represented in the act of benediction, surrounded
by the evangehstic sjTnbols. At Castlemorton is a rude representation
of the Agnus Dei ; and at Little Comberton a cross, surrounded by
eight_ circular objects, with lines radiating from the centre of each, the
meaning of which it is difficult to determine. There is also a curious
sculptured tympanum at Ribbesford Church.

The western entrance to the cloisters at 'Worcester, the western tower
arch at Bredon, and the arcade at Leigh, are fine examples of transitional
Norman. The arcades at Salwarpe, St. Alban's, Worcester, and south side
of Chaddesley, are of this period, Init the old tower arches at Dodderhill
and the western bays of the Cathedral uave axe the finest specimens of
transitional work.

The choir, lady chapel, and eastern transepts of the Cathedral may be
cited as one of the most beautiful Early English structures in the kingdom

;

and the choir of Pershore Abbey, though plainer, is very grand. Ripple has
already been referred to as being almost entirely Early English, but the
round-Iieaded doorway.s, and the capitals of the tower arches, exhiliit a lin-
gering feeling for tile previous style. The chancels of Nortlifield and
Kempsey are good and complete examples ; the former having side triplets

with detached internal shafts, and a lofty triplet at tlio east end, while
Kempsey has couplets at tlie sides, and fine lancets under a containing arch
at the east end. Overbury chancel is vaulted with stone, and has very
elegant side lancets, with banded shafts and rich mouldings, (•xteriially and
internally. Good cai-ly English work also occurs at Tredington, Bromsgrove,
Bredon, Stoke Prior— especially the tower and south arcade— Powiek, and
in very many of t he smaller churches and chapels. On each side of the
chancel at Leigh are single lancets, of immense length, pierced tlirough the
Nonnan wall ; and at the east end of the nave aisle are two lancets, divided
by a buttress on the exterior, but combineil under one internal arch. At the

west end of Cotheridge church are tlirce lancets, one being in the gable over
a central buttress; and there is a fine triplet at the west end of Overbury
church.

Kingsnorton is the largest and most complete Decorated church we possess,

having good arches, and a very large example of the ball-flower round the
chancel-arch (which reminds me that this characteristic fourteenth century
ornament is of rare occurrence in this county, being found on one or two
tombs only in the Cathedi-al, at Bredon, and a few other ehui-ches ; whereas
it abounds in the neighbom'iug counties of Hereford and Gloucester, especially

at the cathedrals, and the churches of Leominster, Ledbmy, and Brockworth.)

The chancels at St. Mary's, Kidderminster, Chaddesley Corbett, Bell-

broughton, and Bredon, and the nave and aisle at Hanley Castle, are all

good fourteenth century work ; Chaddesley Corbctt being particiJarly rich,

and having elegant traceried windows, transitional from geometrical to flow-

ing Decorated. The n.ave of the Cathedral is chiefly of this period, but late

and not very good. The south chapel at Broadwas is also rather late,

but very good, and having single-light windows at the east end, sur-

mounted by a circular one. Good Decorated windows at Stoke Prior, St.

Andrew's, Droitwich, Hanley Castle, Upton Snodsbury, and Eekington ; in

fact, there are but few chiu'chcs that do not show some indications of this

style. Towers ofthe Cathedi-al and Pershore Abbey, fine fourteenth-century,

the latter with a beautiful lantern, but poor details in the upper stage.

The churches of Fladbury, Sedgeberrow, and the nave of Har\'ington,

are transitional from the Decorated to Perpendicular.

Of Perpendicular, the choir and the whole of the'' exterior of Malvern
priory church, the nave and tower of St. Mary's, Kidderniinster, and St.

Lawrence, Evesham, are the most cou'spicuous examples. The tower at

Kidderminster appears to be rather earlier than the nave, which has arcades

of four centred arches and a clerestoiy, consisting of square-headed windows
placed close together. Several smaller chm-ches are wholly or chiefly

fifteenth-centuiy work, such as Claines, Oddingley, Elmley Castle, Hampton
Lovett, Kempsey, Hampton, St. John's, Worcester, &c. But this style

.occurs most frequently in the shape of such additions to older structures as

towers, aisles, or chapels, porches, windows, and fonts. The towers and
spires of Bromsgi-ove and Kingsnorton, are fine lofty structures, aud were

evidently designed by the same hand, Kingsnorton having been a chapel to

Bromsgrove. Bell Tower, Evesham, very fine late example. Good types

of the plainer and more usual kiud of fifteenth-century village tower may
be seen at Powiek, Leigh, Kempsey, Clent, Birt's Morton, Uptou Snodsbury,

and very many other places.

The church at Welland, and the tower, chancel, and aisle at Hanley
Castle, are interesting examples of debased Gothic, erected as late as 1672

and 1676; and though very faulty as' regards detail, they have much the

same general effect as our older country churches. As J\Ir. Petit observes,

speaking of Hanley— ' The character of the chiu'ch, as dependent on these

portions (the deliased work), can fairly be called Gothic, aud capable of

producing those impressions which we receive on the view of old Gothic

buildings.'

Eighteenth-century Gothic is represented by the churches of Stanford

and Croome, the tower and spire of Chaddesley, aud the tower of Ilanbm-y.

The chancel of Hagley Chiu-ch, recently taken down, was built by the first

Lord Lyttletou in 17o-l, in imitation of the Pointed style.

With respect to the dedications of Worcestershire churches, the local

saints thus honoured are St. Edburgh, St. Egwj-n, St. Kenelm, St. Oswald,

aud St. Wulfstan. The remaining dedications do not ajipear to CdSur much
from those of other districts.

These remarks have extended to greater length than I originally intended,

but it is difficult to condense within the limits of an ordinary paper a
subject that would require volumes to do it anything like justice, so many
and various are the points of interest connected with the study of our

ancient ecclesiastical remains. But imperfect as this slight sketch is, I
trust enough has been said to convey to those present some general idea of

the characteristic featiu-es of the Worcester churches. .4nd although I

have been unable to direct your attention to any such noble examples of

the parochial type of church, as your previous visits to the—architecturally

speaking— more favoured counties of York, Norfolk, Lincoln, &c., have

made you faniilidr with, I think you will acknowledge that the churches of

this district are not unworthy of the attention of the architectural student,

while their picturesque variety of outline, and the jileasing sceueiy by

which they are siuTounded, go far to compensate to the eye of the general

observer for the larger size and more ornate character of the churches Jn

counties less favoured by nature than that of Worcester.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPIT^VL.

DURING the last fortnight, the remaiuder of the patients (between seventy

and eighty in number) in St. Thomas's Hospital have been distributed

in the wards of Guy's aud St. Bartholomew's Hospitals. This number may
seem small, but for some weeks past no new cases have been admitted, and

the discharges have been about seventy per week, thus reducing the in-

patients to the number mentioned. The packing and removal of the hospital

furniture, the library, aud the contents of the large museum have been

gradually accomplished, and by noon of this day (Saturday) nothing will

remain that can be called the property of the institution. On visiting the

hospital on the 23rd inst., nearly a hundred loads were being renioved by

Taylor's immense vans, and now the entire building may be said to ba
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dismantled; the old materials and sm-plus stores, wliich had lieen accumu-

lating in the cellars for years, and of no value -n-liateTer to the hospital,

haviug been sold liv auction, and realising large prices.
_

" _
At the Surrey Gardens matters are progressing with great rapidity.

There are nearly five hundred men at work, and no time is being lost in

fittinc up and preparing the large Music Hall for at least two hundred and

fifty patients. ludeed, there is ample space for three hundred beds, with a

large number of cubic feet to each patient. The ground floor wiE be

chiefly devoted to a large accident ward, with operating theatre, and other

conveniences ; the first floor, with a division running down the centre, will

afibrd accommodation to medical and surgical patients ; whilst the second

floor, which is remarkably lofty, will be appropriated exclusively to female

patients. On both these floors, equally with the ground floor, mil be

arranged operating theatres, and proper rooms for the nurses and servants.

North of the building devoted to the in-patients is a single-story edifice,

forming the dispensing department ; and another contains divisions for the

out-patients. This latter department will be very complete, and every

preparation is being made 60 as to offer no restriction in point of numbers.

Near this are the dormi-

tory and other rooms for

the Nightingale nurses,

for the comfort and con-

venience of whom all ne-

cessary arrangements are

being efl>?cted.

In another part of the

gardens is a large build-

ing set apart for the pur-

poses of a library and
museum. The fittings for

these' have all been re-

moved, and by placing

the rows of shelves back
to back on each side of

the windows a consider-

able amoimt of space

will be gained. Near
this are to be the school

rooms, dissecting-room,

and other compartments,
which it is expected will

be built and completed
for occupation and use

before the 1st of October.

"With regard to the school,

we may observe, that a
memorial to the gover-

nors has been sent in,

signed by sixty-one pu-
pils, requesting that the

school may be carried on
at the gardens, and that

they may not be sepa-

rated from the staii' of
the hospital.

The noise and bustle

of the place, together

with the general confu-

sion, strongly remind one
of the scene at the Inter-

national Exhibition be-
fore it was completed.
It is, however, confi-

dently expected, that if

tlie work be not retarded
the wards will be ready
for the reception of pa-
tients in about five weeks
from this date.

The Manor House has
been adopted as the
dwelling of the resident
medical officer, and close

by is another building
which is to be occupied
by the matron.

The effects of the re-

moval of St. Thomas's

of grey Cornwall granite, in the front of which is inscribed, ' Sir Hcoa
Myddleton. B. looo. D. 1631.' The base was erected at the cost of the
subscribers, the New Kiver Company giving £50, and the Goldsmith's

Company £50. The memorial was erected under the superintendence of
Mr. Purves. The value of the whole is estimated at £1,200.
New DniNTaNG Fount.iin ix the PEXTOxvn.tE Egad.—A new drinking

fountain is being erected in the Pentonville Eoad, at the corner of the
enclosure of the waterworks of the New Eiver Company, whence the water
for it will be supplied. It is 9 ft. in height, by 4 ft. in width, and is arched
in design, with a mottled marble basin. The water flows from a lily repre-

sented in full bloom, above which are six other flowers carved in marble.

SiAiri 10 SiK Ulou Mii>i>Liiio.\ ai I»li>\iIO.n

Hospital are ab-eady being felt at the sister institution of Guy's, where
there is a large demand for admissions, which cannot be met, as every
available bed is filled. The medical officers of the hospital are also con-
siderably overworked by the large additional duty thus thrown upon them
—The Lancet.

^

THE N'EW OFFICES OF THE ROYAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
KING STREET, MANCHESTER.

I^HIS building, which has been erected by the Eoyal Insurance Company,
for the accommodation of their rapidly increasing business in Man-

chester, was described

somewhat at length in

our issue of the 6th
June, in an article on
' Manchester Insurance

Offices.' It is, therefore,

only necessary in the
present article to caU
attention to some few
points in its construction,

which were then not suf-

ficiently advanced to be
noticed.

The open areafor light

in the centre of the
building is not large, as

the site is too narrow to

admit of its being so;

but by keeping down the

eaves of the inner roofs,

avoiding cornices and
other projections, and by
the use of whit« glazed

tiles, with narrow en-

caustic borders on the-

wall surfaces, the rooms
looking into the area,

even on the ground floor,

are well lighted. The
bottom of the area is

formed by the glass roof

over the centre of the
basement. The staircase

is carried up in one cor-

ner of the area, and
opens into it through

arches divided by cast-

iron columns.

The general office of
the Company is in front

of the Iniilding on the
ground floor, and is en-

tered from the street by
a small vestibule fitted

up in oak inlaid with

ebony. The part of the
office devoted to the pub-
lic is divided from the

other portions of the

building by an arcaile of
Caen stone, supported on
shafts of vert-de-mer

marble. The ceiling is

deeply paneled, the walla

wainscoted in oak, the

chimney-pieces of vert-

de-mer and black mar-
bles.

In front of one of the

balconies over the

NEW DEINKING FOUNTAINS IN LONDON.
ANEW Deestuxg Fountain is Lincoln's Inn Fields.—A new drinking

fountain has been erected in Lincoln's Inn Fields, at the right side of
the enclosure, near Queen Street. It consists of a pedestal of Portland
stone, surmounted by a superstructiu-e of the same material, and is beauti-
tiilly ornamented. The basin is of marble, and, in order to give the best
effect to the fountain, the pavement is ornamentally arranged in front of it.
bTATCE TO Sm Hl-gh Mybdleton.—This statue, with its accompanying

tountams, of which we give an illustration this week, was inaugurated on
baturday the 25th ult. Our readers wiU doubtless remember that the
statue IS the gift of Sir S. Morton Peto, Bart., M.P. for Finsburv, and is
the work of the late lamented Mr. Thomas. The statue stands S ft. 6 in.
in height, and is c;u:ved in white SiciUan marble. It stands upon a pedestal

trances, are the royal arms, in that of the other, those of Manchester and
Liverpool upon one escutcheon, the latter place being the head-quarters
of the Company. The ' storks,' mentioned in our former article as sur-
mounting the domes, prove to be livers— that fabulous or extinct bird
which gives to Liverpool her name and crest. The lettering, which we
criticised in our previous article, as wanting relief, we understand, has
been purposely so treated by the architect with the intention of its being
gilded. The front of the building is of the hardest Huddersfield stone,

from the Warwick quarries, alternating in the voussoirs of the arches
with blue stone from the Forest of Dean. All the shafts are of poHshed
red Aberdeen granite.

On the whole, this building may be taken as a very good example of
the groat progress in business architecture which has signalised the last

few years. And as the Royal Insurance Company ranks among the fore-

most prudential institutions of the country, it will not be out of place if wo
give, side by side with a pictorial illustration of its most recent addition to
its business premises, a few particulars of general interest, touching its com-
mercial position and resources.

In the money article of the Times, a few weeks ago, we observed a state-

ment of the latest Parliamentary return of fire duty paid to Government
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by the various insuraucf companies of tho TTnitcd Kingdom. This ."itate-

mcnt .'naliles us to niciismv i-xactly thr liomr liusin.'ss of the different

companies ; and it thus appears that tlie Royal is not only tlie largest office

established in Lancashire, but that in the extent of its home transactions,

it actually exceeds nearly tif>y other offices, some of which have been

established upmirds of a century. In short, out of the nhole number of

fire offices existing in Kngland, Scotland, and Ireland, only five surpass the

Royal in home business, Tvliile in foreign business, which cannot be tested

by any parliamentary gauge, we understand that the Royal exceeds any of

these five.

Nor is the fire business of tlie Royal alone in the van of insurance pro-

sperity. Its life business has been scarcely less rapidly developed. In new

life business— a good test of growing prosperity— the Royal places itself at

the very head of all existing offices, and claims to have returned the largest

bonuses ever contimioiisbj declared by any company. For a comparatively

young office, surrounded by many miiscuiar and healthy competitors, these

are somewhat startling assumptions, but the authenticated data of the office

is open to inspection, and sufficiently attests the accuracy of its claims. As

cridence of its rapid growth, the following few figures quoted from its pub-

lished prospectus, may be regarded as an interesting sample.

LIFE bushtess.

The new life pro- r 18591 T5 j j- , r^l^.086 8s.

po,^Is eflected 1860 ^ "retiums
'''''' '^

Lithe year [ 1861

J

P"°"»">^ [ 16,027 18

The sum insured by new policies ia 1861, amounts to more than half a

nuUion sterling.

FIHE nUSIXESS.

The fire premiums were in

1852 .... £76.92.5 1858.... fl96,U8
1854 .... 128,459 1860 .... 262,978

1856 .... 151,733 1861 . . . . 292,403

As a fact of insui-ance history, it is not a little remarkahle that these

great results have been achieved without any extraneous assistance. There

had been no artificial swelhng of returns by the amalgamation of small or

decaying offices. From the recent quinquennial report of the actuary, Mr.

Dove, which the directors have published, along with the tables and dia-

grams necessary to illustrate its position, the undeniable merit of the

management, is evidenced by gradual growth and unchecked progress. Of
course the new offices in Manchester are the natural outgrowth of the

success of the Royal in that city, tlie business there being, we understand,

in the hands of the local manager, Mr. S. V. Ryder, actually doubled withiu

the last three years. Looking, therefore, at the success of the Royal

Insurance Company, here and elsewhere, the exclamation is appropriate,

Palmam qvi mernit ftrat.

It is only necessary to add that Mr. Joseph Thompson, of Manchester, is

the contractor for the works ; the masonry having been done by Messrs.

Ibberson, and the carving by Mr. J. Bonehill, under the direction of Mr.

Waterhouse, the architect.

NEW STOCK MARKET AND CORN EXCHANGE, LEITH.

ANEW Stock Market and Corn Exchange has heen huUt at Leith.

The site of the building is at the angle of Constitution Street and
Baltic Street, near the North British Railway Station.

The edifice presents a Roman frontage, and the side of it in Baltic Street

has lower and tipper windo^\'s, this portion of the building being set apart

for offices. The design is a series of piers on each story, with cap mouldings
and arches thrown from one to the other. In every arch there is a door or

window. A frieze runs along the top of the lower story, below the piers

of the second floor, consisting principally of wreaths of ivy leaves. On the

second story the frieze bears representations of vine leaves. This side ter-

minates -n-ith a cornice which harmonises -with ]the other portions of the

building. At the angle of the building there is a tower, tliree stories high,

surmounted by a dome and octagonal lantern ; and, altogether, the tower, to

the top of the final, rises to the heiglit of 85 feet from the ground. The
side of the building fronting Constitution Street, to the length of 35 feet, or

thereby, beyond the tower, is similar to the side next Baltic Street. The
continuation of the wall in Constitution Street is plain, and destitute of

windows, which renders it heavy looking, till the eye rests on a beautiful

frieze and cornice above. The frieze is nearly 3 feet in height, and about
85 feet long. The figures are arranged in groups, s}nnbolising the objects of
the building, and the chief trade of the port. One group at the east end
represents agriculture, with figures of juveniles ploughing, sowing, reaping,
and performing other farming operations. The next group represents the
gathering and preparing of the vintage. At the west end of the frieze, the
shipping and importation of grain are represented. Numerous youths are
seen bringing to land a boat laden with gi-ain, while others ashore are
measuring, weighing, and carrying the grain. The centre group is emble-
matic of the mart, the persons represented being engaged in buying and
selling. A part of the centre gronp has not been finished ; lait when it is

so, will show other figures equally appropriate ; and, as planned, the frieze

is of a most pleasing nature, and reflects credit on the artist— Mr. Rhind,
North Pitt Street. The cornice above is well designed and executed. There
arc several offices in the tower and portions of the building on each side of
it, aU conveniently fitted np. The hall or exchange proper is 110 feet long
and 76 feet broad, \vith a lofty arched roof of a single span. Six laminated
couples, resting on stone piers, support the roof, which is divided into thirty
panels. Twenty of these panels, together with the couples, are painted, or
rather emblazoned. Ten of the panels are filled with glass, through which
light enters with fine effi?ct. The principal entrance to the hall is through
the tower, and there are also entrances from Baltic Street and Constitution
Street, thus affording ample and convenient means of ingress and egress.
The stalls, of which there will be about seventy, wiU be constructed so that
they can be folded in, and made to form a screen round the hall wh"n it is

used for public meetings. The mason work has been executed by 3Ir.

George Lorimer, jun., Edinburgh ; the wright work by Messrs. Henderson

& Wilson, Lcith; the jiluniber work by Messrs. R. Thomson & Co., Edin-
burgh; the plaster work by Messrs. Marshall & Sutherland, Leith; the

slater work by Mr. Fortune, Leith ; and the painter work by Messrs. Moxon,
Edinburgli.

Messrs. Peddie & Kinnear, of Edinburgh, were the architects.

THE ARCHITECTS' PLANS FOR THE NEW WORKHOUSE AT
OXFORD.

AS we stated last week, the protests of the architects who sent in their

plans for the new Workhouse at Oxford, were referred to the Building
Committee. That committee have sent to the architects, Messrs. Bramwell,
Bruton, Buckeridge, Castle, Seekham, Shirley, and Gibbs, the following

reply :—
' Gentlemen,—The Board of Guardians beg to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter of the 16th instant, the suggestions contained in which have had
their serious consideration. They see grave objections to the adoption of

your suggestions, and must adhere to the conditions on whicli it has bien

already announced that the fresh competition for the Workhouse buildings

is to be carried on. They cannot venture to exclude from the competition

any plans complying with those conditions, but it will be evident that none
of the plansJjDreviously sent in would compete, without large alterations,

owing to the increased requu'ements under the new instructions in which
the suggestions of the Poor Law Board have been embodied.'

Mr. Seekham and Mr. Bruton also received separate replies. The letter

to Mr. Bruton was as follows ;

—

'Sir,—In reply to yours of the 16th instant, which I duly laid before the

Board, I am directed to inform you that your plan was necessarily rejected

in consequence of its estimated cost exceeding the maximum fixed by the

Board.
' In order to meet the diffieidty statefl in yonr letter in conjimetion with

3Ir. Wilkinson, the Board made certain alterations in its plans, which it was
believed woidcl enable yon to make plans of a New Workhouse which could

be executed for £7.000, but the Board declined to allow the maximum pi'C-

viously fixed to lie altered.
' You have doubtless observed from the public reports of the Board's trans-

acti'ins that it was decided on having a fresh competition if none of the

plans could be executed for the sum fixed on.'

SCHOOLS OF ART.

MR. JOHN PLUMMER, of Kettering, has made the following valuable

suggestions on Schools of Art, in a letter to the Stamford MLrcury:—
' There are no local manufactures, as at Coventry, Kidderminster, and else-

where, which require the aid of trained designers, except the teiTa-cotta

works ; but it should be remembered, that these schools are not merely

intended for teaching the arts of drawing and design, but also for the pur-

pose of instruction in art, and infusing a correct taste into the minds of the

pupils. The advantages of such a system are far too great to be fully appre-

ciated at first, but it is impossible ta exaggerate the effi>ct which they may
ultimately exercise on the different branches of trade, and the various profes-

sions which have found a home in Stamford. The wood-tiu'ner, printer,

house-decorator, painter, carpenter, bricklayer, mason, engineer, and others,

would find their capabilities greatly extended, and their latent powers con-

siderably developed, by a com'se of instruction in a school of art ; and they

would learn that it is merely the acquisition of a little sound taste, which

makes aU the difference between the worker who produces an elegant and

attractive article, and the workman who exerts his skill on the produc-

tion of an object which, whatever may be its other merits, cannot be com-

mended as a work of art. This is a more important question than is gene-

rally supposed. Art is not for the few, but for the many ; and there does

not exist any reason why the workman's home should be exempt from its

elevating influence. Of course I am not speaking of that kind of art which

covers the walls of the Eoyal Academy with acres of oil paintings ;
but of

that which relates to ornament, and which bids a man to take a leaf of ivy,

or any other plant, and to work it into a design which shall prove the truth of

poor Keats's exquisite line, in which he tells us, that ' a thing of beauty is a

joy for ever.' Such an art is not only pleasing, but useful. The workman who
has acquired a slight knowledge of ornamental art, can be at once distin-

guished from his less fortunate feUow-worker. If he be a painter, his shop

front v.ill not afford such glaring specimens of an ignorant and tasteless vio-

lation of the laws of harmony of colour. If he be a sign painter, we shall

find him designing something better than an impossible Red Lion,' or a

' Green Man,' whose proportions have been drawn in defiance of the rules of

anatomy. If he be a mason, he will learn that true excellence depends on

something more than substantial workmanship. In fact, be the trade what

it may, there are very few in which the operatives eng;iged therein could not be

benefited by attending such an institution as that proposed. The age has

been too utilitarian. The chairmaker makes us a chair ; it answers its pur-

pose so far as use is concerned, but a little taste and art knowledge might

enable him to produce an article which might not only be useful, but, and

this without any loss in strength or durability, likewise ornamental. Truly

considered, this is a poor man's question. Why should working men be

doomed to the possession of great clumsy-looking chahs, unw^eldy tables,

tasteless blocks of di-awers, gaudily-painted crockery, miserably
_
daubed

paintings, horribly designed chimney ornaments, and so forth? Their homes

may be rendered as neat and artistic in their way as the stately hall of the

wealthiest noble ; and this too without the least interference with domestic

comfort. Amid the lowly homes of the poor Spitalfields weavers I have

frequently found the traces of an art-education, in the tastefully-decorated

shelf, the" cheap, but artistic prints, and the exquisite arrangement of a few

flowers in the window ; and wherever I have found this, I have alw.ays

observed that tlic angel of domestic happiness had placed her welcome sign

on the threshold, for art is at once both a chastener and elevator of om- ten-

derest feelings. Let it not be said that working men cannot find leisui-e lo
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attend schools of art, o. that the instrnction imparted is too expo, sne foi

tlie great majority of our art stt.dents are either working men and ..omen,

or th. diiUirin of such, .vho, instead of devoting their evenings to idleness

or dissipation have nobly endeavoured to improve them by acquiring a

knowklVe of the true principles of art. What little knowledge I myself

Jress .vas aeq^iired i;y steady attendance, after the labours o the day

were over at the Spitalfields School of Design, and my fellow-students were

blacksmiths, weavers, and others, who possessed extreinely humble means;

and though many of them are scattered far and wide through the land, yet

there are few who have not benefited in some way by means ot their art

knowledge. If the inhabitants of Stamfm-d only knew the immense advan-

tages arising from the establishment of such an institution, I feel conjinced

that they wmild not liesitate to aid by every means in their power, the forma-

tion of a school of art in their ancient town.'

THE PRINCE CONSORT MEMORI.UL.

A SERIES of papers, relating to the proposed national memorial of the

Prince Consort, have been formally laid before the Memorial I- und

Committee for their information. The first is a report on the general sub-

ject by the Queen's Committee, recommending the erection ot a liaU lor

meetings on science and art, and a monument. This is followed by a letter

of the seven architects who had been requested to give an opinion as to the

best means of giving effect to Her Majesty's wishes. Then foUows the

Queen's reply, through Lieut.-General Grey, with other documents of public

interest. Her Majesty cordially approves of tlie erection of the central hall

and the monument to be placed opposite it in Hyde Park. Sir Chades

Eastlake, the President of the Royal Academy, in a letter, calls the attention

of the Committee to the copies of a report and sketch-plan fiu-uished by the

architects ; and requests them to consider the scheme iu detail, and enquire

whether they would be willing to furnish designs comprehending, first, a

design for the memorial itself, adapted to the site indicated on the plan
;

second, each architect .vill be free either to adopt or vary the arrangement

indicated on the plan, a design being required for the fountains marked

in the plan: third, it will lie desirable that the general plan of the hall

(about 150 feet by 80 feet) should be defined, and a plan of the buildings

which may be idtimately erected near it should be indicated, and a

sketch mil be required for tlie hall, but not for the contiguous buildings ;

fourth, the designs generally will consist, according to the subjects

treated, of plan alone, or of plan and elevation ; sections being added when

necessary. Plans showing the general arrangement should be drawn to a

scale of 2i inches to 100 feet. Detailed designs for the memorial should

be drawn" to a scale of 1 inch to 5 feet, the scale of other drawings being left

to the choice of the architects. Fifth. Separate estimates wiU be required

for the memorial (with an approximate estimate for the sculpture), for the

fountains, for the general arrangement of the gi-ound, for the straightening

of the public road, and for the railings and entrance gates. A general esti-

mate will also be required for the hall, including the levelling of the ground

and the railings and entrance gates on the south side of the road.

The general conditions are as follows :
—

The following architects are invited to submit designs for the memorial,

&c., as above explained:— Mr, AVilliam Tito, M,P, ; Mr, Sydney Smirke,

R,A. ; Mr, George Gilbert Scott. R.A. : Mr. James Pennethorne
;
Mr.

Thomas L, Donaldson; Mr, Philip C, Hardwick, F,S,A, ; Mr. M. Digby

Wyatt, F.S.A. ; Mr. Charles Barry ; Mr. Edward M. Barry.

The designs are to be confined to drawings : no models will be required.

Should a design be approved by Her Majesty, the architect ofifering it

will be commissioned to execute the work, in conjunction with the sculptor

or sculptors who may be selected.

The sum of 100 guineas will be placed at the disposal of each of the

architects whose design may not be chosen.

The designs will be required to be ready by the 1st of December next.

Due notice will be given where they should be delivered.

It is not proposed that the designs shall be publicly exhibited by the

committee.

After mature consideration of the objections which have been urged

against unlimited competition, the committee have decided not to invite

other designs, except in the event of no one of those by the architects now
elected being considered satisfactory.

Other minor correspondence follows.

TELEGRAPH TO INDIA.

THE report of the directors states that the requisite amount of capital

having been subscribed, and the conditions imposed by the Govern-
ment on the formation of the Company — that a ship should be despatched
to Aden with 200 miUs of new cable — having been complied with, the
Lords Commissioners of the Treasury authorised the transfer of the whole
of the lines and property of the Red Sea and India Telegraph Company to

this company, and that the .arrangement has been confirmed by P:irliament.

The Jubal line was opened on the 7th of March, and the directors are
happy to report that the pecuniary results h.avc been most encouraging.

The number of messages up to July 2, amounted to 2,457, and the com-
pany's proportion of the receipts to £1,510 Os. 3d,, whilst the steady
increase in the weekly returns shows that a revenue of about £7,000 per
annum may be expected upon this small section of the company's line
alone. The line from Alexandria to Jubal has worked well, and from the
gradual increase in the traffic it may be expected to yield a good dividend
upon the whole amount of capital expended by the company. At the
same time it should be stated that two interruptions have taken place,
one of which was speedily repaired. News has, however, been received
that the lino is again interrupted near Suez, but from the position of the
fault, which is in shallow water, the directors have every hope that it will be
easily made good. During the interruption, the messages are transmitted
to and from the company's station at Suez, by their land line through

Egypt, Under these circumstances the policy of extending this line to

Aden, as referred to in the engineer's report, either l)y continuing the land

line from Cairo to Kosseir only, which can be accomplished without diffi-

culty, and laying a new and more substantial cable from Kosseir to Aden,

or by extending the land line to Suakin, and using the present cable from

thence to Aden, is one requiring grave consideration and involving many

important questions. In order to be prepared as fer as possible for a

decision on the subject, the board have had an estimate made of the cost

of the extension. The cost of a land line from Cairo to Kosseir, and of a

new and permanent cable from thence to Aden, is estimated at £390,250.

Tills amount would, however, be reduced by employing the new cable now

in hand, and any portion of the old cable that can be profitably recovered,

and still more so if it should be found jiracticable to substitute a farther

portion of land line. The directors are not prepared to recommend that

any steps should be taken for the present beyond keeping open the com-

munication between Alexandria and Jubal, until they are able to ascertain

the views of the Government in relation to the line in the Persian Gulf, and

they will lose no time in bringing the whole question under the notice of

the" Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury.

METROPOLITAN SUBTERRANEAN RAILWAY.

ON Monday afternoon a party of the directors and other gentlemen in-

terested in the success of this undertaking, jiaid a visit of inspection

to the works, and passed through the entire length of line from the junction

at Paddington to within a few yards of the temporary station at Farringdon

Street. The chairman of the company ; Mr. Fowler, the engineer of the

line ; Sir, Wright and Mr, Jay, the contractors ; and Mr. Johnson, Mr.

Fowler's chief assistant, accompanied the visitors. The hour fixed for the

starting of the train was three o'clock, but, from some misconception as to

the time the engine woidd be wanted, it was much nearer five before all was

ready. This rather long inter\-al was got over by inspecting the progress,

of tlie works tliat have yet to be completed for the company's terminal

station at Paddington, the construction of which is in its way as difficult a

piece of work as any of the very many that have had to be encountered

more or less throughout. The difficulties arise principally from the very

confined and awkward nature of the piece of ground into which the station

has somehow to be fitted. It is just in the outermost corner of the

Paddington station, and close abutting on the Bishoji's Road Bridge over the

railway. To make room for the station this bridge has to be entin ly taken

down, and the roadway communicating with Bayswater carried across from

the rise of the road at a level on straight wrought-iron girders of immense

strength. The new station is to be built on either side of the up and dowa
lines of the Metropolitan branch, and lising above the level of tlie roadway

over the bridge. Between the two sides of this station iron girders will

also be laid parallel with those that form the bridge, so that by this means

an artificial roadway is carried on the girders from the bridge between what
may be called the top floors of the stations. This piece of road will be to

the fidl as ingenious as any other portion of this most peculiar line, and it

has been formed solely to give room for a standing and for an approach for

cabs and omnibuses. The side stations on either side of this roadway,

being roofed with glass, give ample light to all the space beneath.

The engine used during the trip on Monday was that specially designed

by Mr. Fowler for this line — an engine which consumes its own smoke

aiid condenses its own steam, and, though quite capable of fizzing and

simmering, and all the other annoyances of an ordinary locomotive, while

in the open air, gives off neither smoke nor vapour when once it enters the

tunnel. Without the invention of such an engine the whole railway would

have been almost useless for passenger traffic. The carriages were those

also intended to be used on this line, but h.aving nothing special in their

construction, except that they arc very large,—that is to say, longer, wider,

and higher than other carriages, and arc all well lit with gas. The mode
in which the gas is conveyed is very simple, and most efficacious. Along

the roof of the carriage is a timber trough some 3 ft. wide by 2 high. In

tliis is enclosed an india-rubber bag, capalde of containing gas enough to

feed the two lamps placed in every comparfm -nt for two or three hours. A
weighted board is laid inside the case over the bag, in order to keep the

feed of gas at an equal pressure from first to last. When empty the bag, or

reservoir, is replenished in a few minutes from an ordinai-y gas stand pipe.

There is nothing new in this arrangement, which has been iu use some time,

on many of our northern lines, and has always worked with safety, so that

the public need entertain no fear that the horrors of gas explosions arc

about to be added to the dangers of collisions, and the other perils of

railway travelling. As regards, however, the application of this light to

the Metropolitan Railway carriages the adapter has contrived to get more

of the heat and less of the light out of the gas than generally results from

this mode of illumination. A little extra ventilation of the carriages will

be absolutely necessary to correct tliis nuisance. The train on Monday
entered the tunnel at the rate of about twelve miles an hour — a speed

that was seldom exceeded, from the constant stopipages to visit all the

stations on the route. A very full description of the works in connection

with this line appeared in the Times a few days ago. The tunnel was, as

it has been from the first day of its completion, perfectly clean, free from

anything like close air, dry, and well lit. When the train moved slowly

the rumble of the traffic overhead, along the great main streets, could be

distinctly heard, and the flare of the gas jets on the vaulted roof showed the

neat iron casings where gas and water mains were taken across, or where

some sewer of too great depth and importance to be interfered with was
enclosed in a wrought-iron pipe ten times stronger than the brick sewer

itself. The first station visited was that at the Edgware Road. This is

entirely an open-air station, roofed in handsomely with glass and iron. It

is a model station as regards facilities of arrival and depiartiu'c, and among
other improvements has that which is so much needed on all our great lines

—the name of the station itself conspicuously painted in many places on both

sides of the way. Next to this came the Baker Street station, which is perfectly

underground, built after the same plan, though by no means so far advanced.
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as 11 similar station in Gowor Stroi't The rortlaml Road station dift'cTS irjm

the ofliiTs in bi'ing lit liy domes in the centre of the areli of the tunnel.

The Gower .street station is, as we have said, lilce that at liaker Street,

oompletelv <inderp;round. but amply lit with daylight through a series of

deep openint;s in the sides of the arch of the tunnel, whieh communicate

above with the fnre-eourts, or front gardens, of the Ikjuscs on either side of

the road. To make these opening.s without weakening the areh was a great

engineering difficulty, wliii'h was only surmounted liy Mr. FowIit after many
plans had been trii'd. As it is, this portion of the railway is almost as

well lit as an open-air station, and the j^rinciple of its construction is a

triumph of niecli.-inieal skill in brickwork second only to the wonderful

double-branched trumpet-shaped tunnel near King's Cross. This last-named

is an open-air station, aiul as large as many of the principal London termini.

From this point the train passed through tlie deep opi'U cutting which (with

tlie exception of one vei*)' small )>iece of tunnel) takes the line din-et into

the Farringdon Street station. The tenijierary works in connection with

this portion arc advancing rajiidly, and nearly all the damage caused by the

treakina in of the adjaci'Ut Fleet Piteli sewer has been repaired, so that it is

expected to open the lino for traffic on the 1st of October next. It is in-

tended to run the trains at 10 minute intervals from 8 to 11 in the morning

and from 4 to 7 in the evening. During the other portions of tlie day they

are to start from each terminus every 20 minutes, the fares by first-class

being lower than the existing omnibus fares for the same distance. It is

proposed, it is said, to make the second-class (the carriages of which are

almost equal to those of tlie first-class) as low as 2d. for the whole distance,

and a clause in the Act of the company compels them to start one train for

workpeople each way at six in the morning, and six in the evening, and to

take them the whole distance for a penny fare ! These trains will be real

boons to poor people, labourers and others, who have now often to walk
many miles to their work l>y six in the morning. The continuation of the

tunnel from the Farringdon station under Charterhouse Square and the

Barbican to Finsbury is to be conimeneed forthwith, and will be compileted

in eighteen months from the present date.

It is now exactly ten years since the notices for the construction of this

railway were served on the owners of the property, and yet the line is only

just complete. As Sterne saj's, they manage these things much better in

France, for it is only two months since, when the Prince Napoleon was here,

that he went over the line, and on his return to Paris reported so strongly

in favour of it, that the Emperor has already orden-d a subterranean line under
Paris from Montmartre to the Louvre, to be commenced forthwith, and
has appointed Mr. Fowler consulting engineer to the undertaking. The
Paris line, therefore, is likely to be finished almost as soon as the London
line, :.fter ten years' delay, is completed to Finsbury.

—

The Times.

PATENTS AND IN\'F:NTI0NS CONNECTED "WITH THE
BUILDING TEADE.

96. G. Hewitt.—Improvements in apparatus used in the manufacture of

drain tiles. Dutrd Jan. 1.3, 1862. For the purposes of tliis invention, in

order that the ends of such tiles may more advantageously than heretofore

be made to go together with spigot and faucet joints, one end of each tubu-

lar tile is by the improved apparatus cut into the form of a hollow or

concave cone, and the other end is cut to the form of a convex
cone. The apparatus consists of two hollow conical cutters, one of whieh
is fixed on a suitable handle, the stem of which enters into and fits the
interior of the tile, which is about to be cut at its ends, in such manner,
however, as to allow of its being turned freely therein ; as this fixed hollow
cutter is caused to be rotated, and is pressed up towards the end of the
tubular tile (which should still be only in a p.artially dried state), the cutter

progi-essively removes the outer end of the tube, the shavings of the clay or
brick earth passing through the hollow conical cutter from the interior out-
ward. To facilitate the holding of the tile when being cut at the ends, the
tile is placed in a hollow or semicircular trough, one end of which is

bridged over with a semicircular arch, the outer surface of whieh, as well
as the outer surface of the invert of the trough, is Ijevelled off so as to form
a concave cone, suitable to admit of the use of the other conical hollow
cutter, whieh is employed to cut the concave conical cut at the other end of
the tile. The other end of the hollow trough or holder is formed convex, so
that the fixed conical cutter by which tlie convex conical end of the tube is

cut may pass on to the end of" the trough or holder. Pattiit ahandowd.
102. E. W. Hughes.—Improvements in engineering and architectural

structure. I)ntn! Jan. 14, 1862. This consists in constructing cylinders
or tubes suitable for columns or supports used in engineering and architec-
tural structures, by forming and combining plates of WTOught or malleable
iron, each of which is rolled with two other projecting flanges, which are
produced at angles greater than a right angle to tlie plane or outer surface
of the plate. Patent comphttd.

115. J. RiDsDALE.—Improvements in preparing sheet lead for covei-ing
floors, stairs, and other like purposes. Daltd Jan. 15, 1862. This consists
in sinking by pressure from presses, rolls, or haml tools, designs or patterns
on that surface of the sheet lead whieh, when laid, is to come uppermost,
and in filling up such sunken designs or patterns with colour or not, accord-
ing to requirement. Palrnt comphttd.

126. B. 3Ioss.—The application of certain material or mixture of such
material with clay or substances, and for the manufacture tlierefrom of
bricks, fire-blocks, and so forth, applicable to the consti-uction of iron
furnaces, copper smelting furnaces, and other metallurgical operations,
glass house sieges for pots and glass houses, and for tie linings of furnaces'
also for the manufacture of crucibles for the melting of brass, and other
purposes. Dated Jan. IT, 1&62. Here the inventor by preference reduces
the steatite to a powder, then moistens it with water, to which, in some
cases, it is preferred to add a weak solution of potash, or other chemicals,
thereby forming a slip or phvstic substance ont of which the articles to be
manufactured are formed by being pressed into matrices of the required
ifi.irm by hydraulic, or other powerful machinerv, to give it the required
adhesion and form, after which the articles are baked or bxirued in the usual
way. Patent abandoned.

128. .T. C. Dickey.—An improved quartz crusher. Dated Jan. 17, 1862.
This quart/, cru.sher is coinposi-d of a clrum having an .axis projecting from
each of its end.s, the drum being divided at right angles to the axes into two
parts, the two parts being held together by bolts and nuts. The axes of the
drum are hollow, and on one of them is keyed a pulley, by which the drum
may be cau.sed to rotate ; the end of one of the hollow axes is in connection
with the end of a pipe coming from a hopper, in whieh the quartz to bo
crushed is placed, so that the drum is fed from this hopper with the quartz
to bi' crushed. In the other h.>llow axis is fitted a conical sieve, through
whieh the quartz as it is crushed escapes and passes away through the end
of the hollow axis. Around the interior of the periphery of the drum is a
ring or lining which is caused to rotate with the drum by projections on the
ring entering recesses in the drum. Within the drum are three or other
number of blocks or hammers of an oval section ; the hammers turn eccen-
trically u]>on pins carried by the sides of the drum, and, as the drum
revolves, the hammers fall over against the ring or lining, and crush the
material in the drum ; the action of the hammers also causes the pulverised
material to escape through the sieve. Patent ahandemed.

130. J. Tow.—Impirovemcnts in the construction of stoves or fireplaces.

Dated Jan. 18, 1862. The object here is the construction of stoves or fire-

places for heating apartments or buildings, whereby the draught can bo
easily regulated and the escape of smoke into the room or apartment pre-
vented. There is also an arrangement by which hot air may be conducted
from such stoves to any part of a building. Stoves or fireplaces constructed
according to this invention are formed in several parts, so that they may be
readily taken to pieces for examination or repair, and for facility in fixing.

Patent coniphted.

131. W. Hei.me.—A newly invented fire-lighter. Dated Jan. 18, 1862.
This fire-lighter the inventor constructs from the waste blocks of wood out
of which bobbins, spools, &c. are cut. The cylinders for forming the bobbins,
spools, &c., are cut so that the remaining portion of the block shall be con-

nected together, thus forming a skeleton. This he either dips into molten
resin or other inflammable matter, or tills the holes with resin, pitch, or
other material. Patent a/jandoneel.

140. W. S. Mappix.—A new or improved lock. Dated Jan. 20, 1862.

This invention is not described apart from the drawings. Patent comphted.
152. J. F. ToUERiEn.—The diffusion of heat in hoxises by means of hot

air without extra fire. Dated Jan. 21, 1862. Here a grate such as is gene-
rail}' used is provided with an air chamber or tank of iron, screwed at the
back or sides of the grate, which chamber or chambers will, from their

position, derive great heat from the fli'e, the heated air contained in the

above chambers being communicated by pipes. Patent abandoned.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

CASE OF Trespass.—At the Lincolnshire Assizes, last week, an action wsa
tried before Chief Justice Erie, in which J\Ir. J. Armitage Hartley was the

plaintiff, and the Rev. H. Oldrid d fendant, for a trespass on the plaintiff's

land, and for depriving the plaintiff of the right to an easement for the eaves-

droppings of his house. The question was, whether the wall belonged to the
plaintiff or to the defendant. There was nothing, however, decisive to show
possession of the wall ; and the plaintiff was therefore Iiound to show that it

was his. The evidence of usage went to show that the wall was part of the
same line of wall as that which ran through the defendant's messuage ; and
the inference consequently was, that it was his wall. That supposition was
strengthened by the fact, that when Jlr. Edman (who, before his death, had
occupied the house) built the scullery and water-closet, the building was
carried higher than the wall, but it did not rest in any way upon the wall.

It might have been a party wall, held in common between the two. The
jury, therefore, retm-ned a verdict for the defendant.

Action for Work Don-e.—At the Lincolnshire Assizes, last week, an action

was brought against a builder of the name of Crosby, residing at Coleby, by a

plumber named Thomas Payne, for £'2\ odd, which was due to the plaintiff

for work done \>y him, liy the plaintiff's order. It appeared that Crosby
had been employed to build a house in Monson Street, Lincoln, for a Mr.
Horner, who had since become a bankrujit, and for the plumber's work he
engaged the plaintiff. On applying for payment when the work was com-
pleted. Payne was told by Crosby that the latter would pay him as soon as

he could, but that, being unable to get money of Horner, he must wait a little.

Afterwards, when another application was made, the defendant repudiated

his liability ; said the work executed by plaintiff was done by order of

Horner, and that of Horner the plaintiff must obtain his money. The jury,

almost immediately, returned a verdict for the plaintiff.

Burning Bricks.—Telford v. Child.—This was a special jury case, .at

the Kent Assizes last week. The action was brought to recover damages
for a nuisance occasioned by an extensive brick manufactory, belonging to

the defendant at Bromley. The plaintiff in the action is a gentleman residing

at Bromley, where he has recently built a large mansion, and he alleged that

the defendant, by the manner in whieh he carried on his manufacture of

bricks in the neighbourhood, and the smells and other nuisances occasioned

thereliy, was guilty of a nuisance. The defence that appeared to be set up
was, that the place in question had always been used as a brick field, and

that the plaintiff was perfectly well aware of that fact before he came to the

neighbourhood. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff.

Trespass.—Palln v. Cullwick.—This action, tried at the Shrewsbury

Assizes, was for trespass, in damaging the plaintiff's wall, and was brought

to try whether the wall was built upon the plaintiff's laud or defendant's.

The verdict was at last given to the pilaintiff.

Injury to Cottages ry IMining Operations.—Nicklin ;•. Williams.—
This ease, which was tried before Mr. Justice Byles, at the Stafford Assizes, was

to recover damages for injury done by the mining operations of the defendant.

The trial lasted two days, and terminated in a verdict for the plaintiff.

Appeal against the Cost of P.ating.—On Friday, at the Liverpool

Police Court, Mr. Raffles gave judgement in the case of Mr. Peter Houl-

gr.ive, who had been charged£102 by the corporation, as his proportion of the

cost of making the road, and paving and flagging York Terrace, Netherfield
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Eo-id Evcrton. The evidence Jiad been taken on tlie previous Friday.

Wifworsh.D s id that after eareftdly considering the whole of the facts, and

Se cT- ^1^-ini\,d iLn stated on both sides, he had come to the decision

hat York Ten^ace was a pnblie higliway, repairable by the inhabitants at

7,t,. . , .1 tint therefore, the defendant was not liable. As, however, thi.s

was ; very important c,ise, he should be glad if his decision were reviewed

bvVhisheraShority; and it was agreed that both parties should decide

unon a case without reference to that claim, and one m which a decision

li id been given in favour of the Health Committee.

No Party Wall.—At Greenwich Police Court, on Thursday week. Sir

Charles Fox Bart., for the National Boat BuOding Company, appeared to

answer the complaint of the district suiweyor, under the Metropolitan

Buildings Act, that the company had erected a building containing 394,000

cubic feet without division by party walls, the Act enjoining that no undi-

vided building shall contain more than 216,000 cubic feet. The case was

referred to the Board of Works, and a promise was given that no work

should be done in the building tiU the decision of the Board was given.

CHUBCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

CHCECHES.

SHIELEY.—The unsightly roof and parapet walls of St. James's Church,

Shii-ley are now about to be removed, and a new open roof substituted.

The church 'is very deficient both in light and ventilation, hai-iug a flat low

ceiUncr ; under the tie beams this is to be removed, and a tier of dormer

liohts''five on either side, introduced in the new roof, additional light being

tirereby obtained. The rafters and principals will be exposed, -(VTOught,

stained, and varnished, and boarded on upper side with diagonal boarding,

which wiU also be stained. The walls and pews are also to be coloured and

painted. Plans have been made upon a more extensive scale for the enlarge-

ment of the building, but the funds of the Committee wUl not, for the pre-

sent, permit them to carry out more than the new roof. It is, however, so

arranged that these additions will not interfere with the new roof. It will,

therefore, be of a handsome and substantial character. A new organ is also

to be provided by jVIi-. Holmshaw, which will be ready for the re-opening of

the cliurch, about the middle of August. The work is being carried out

from designs of JIi-. E. Holmes, by 3Ir. Hardwick of Birmingham.

AuBOUKX.—The new chm-ch of St. Peter's, Auboiu'n, near Lincoln, was

consecrated on the 17th idt., by the Bishop of Lincoln. The chm-ch was

commenced by the late Henry Nevile, Esq., of Walcot Hall, near Stamford,

owner of great part of Aubourn and Haddington, and continued and com-

pleted by his widow as a memorial, and presented to the parish. The

character of the churcli is that of the transition period of English archi-

tectiu-e. It consists of a n.ive, transept, chancel with apse, and a tower and

spire on the south side of the chancel. The roofs are open-timbered,

with the exception of the apse, which has a semi-dome of stone. The

fittings are of oak from the estate. The architect is Mr. J. H. HakiweU, of

London.
Bathwick.—A new church was consecrated at Bathwick on the 31st ult.

The style of the church is early English, Mi-. E. Giles, of London, being the

architect. The church is designed to accommodate 300 persons, including

children, for whom a space is specially reserved. The architectural styde is

first pointed, the chancel end is apsided. The windows are chiefly single

narrow lancet Ughts ; the west window being in three lights. It is built of

Bath freestone, from the Combedown quarries ; the outside wall-facing is

disposed in bands of smooth dressed stone, alternate -srith an axe-picked

ch-essing, which relieves the uniformity of the surface. The east and west

windows are embellished both inside and outside, at the spring of the arch,

with carved capitals surmounting smaU shafts of red Mansfield stone ; simi-

lar shafts being placed in the centre of the relieving arch of the windows of

the nave. The capitals of the chancel are boldly carved in stone with the

thistle and the thorn. The pidpit is of Bath stone. The chancel seats are

arranged for two officiating readers, with prayer desks opposite ; a smaU oaken

eagle, the gift of the sculptor, has been furnished as a lectern. The whole of

the carved work, i-credos, font, pulpit, and eagle were executed by 3Ii-. Ezard.

The wliole is paved with encaustic tiles—the passages of the nave being of

the plain red tile, and the paving of the chancel being disposed after a pattern

of various colours. The rcredos is executed in a diaper pattern, coloured

by insertion of cement. In the centre of the rcredos is a cross com-
posed of coloured marbles, flanked on each side by a monogram device

worked in alabaster. The builder was 3L-. M.ann ; Mr. Kerslake executed
the plumbing ; Mr. Cook, the plastering ; Mi'. Packer, the painting Eind

glazing; Mr. Clement, the gas-fittings, &c., and Mercer & Son, the
carpentering.

CILiPELS.

MoSELEY, BiRjirsGHAM.—A Congregational church has been erected

here from the designs of Mr. Edward Holmes ; the internal dimensions are

77 ft. by 45 ft. 6 in., with galleries on each side and at the west end.

Sittings are provided for 860 adidts, and 170 children. At the rear are
two vestries with the necessai-y conveniences. The building is heated by
Haden's apparatus. The builder is 5Ir. Chas. Jones. The principal eleva-

tion lias a central entrance under two arches supported on columns \vith

carved caps. On each side are the staircases, surmounted by octangular
turrets 70 ft. high. The front is recessed back over the principal entrance,

between the tmTets and a range of double lancet windows, formed in the
west wall. The sides are divided into seven baj-s, and have two tiei-s of
double pointed windows. There is a large wheel window at the east end,
over some enriched arcading at the rear of the pulpit. The style is an
adaptation of Early English to the materials used in the erection, viz. red
bricks for the walls, with blue and white bricks worked in in patterns and
arches, and Bath stone for the strings, weatherings, and other di-essings.

The roof timbers are partly exposed, and with the open benches are stained
and varnished.

SCHOOLS.

Dundee.—On Saturday last, a set of school buildings erected in Annfield
Ixoad, Dundee, by^Miss Henderson, as a memorial to her father, were

opened by the Bishop of Brechin. The school-house is large and lofty, and

is constructed with an open roof in the English style. It accommodates

100 children, and a teacher's house is annexed.

BrlLDDfGS.

JMiCKLE0\T5i!.—The old Manor House, the residence of C.E. Newton, Esq.,

has been entii-ely demolished, and a new residence is in course of erection.

The style wiU be old English, executed in red bricks, and stone di-essings.

The contract of Messrs. Slater, builders, of Derby, has been accepted for

the carcase of the new house, which is being carried out from a design

by Messrs. GUes & Brookhouse, of Derby, architects, and under their

direction. „ , . , ^ ,

Elvaston Castle, DEEBTSiirKE.—'The Home' for aged poor, erected

and endowed by the Countess of Harrington, is nearly^ completed. It is

situate in the park, facing on one side towards the carriage di-ive, and on

the other the village. The building will accommodate about twenty

persons. The style is Gothic, executed in best red bricks with stone

ch-essino'S. The works have been carried out from a design by and under

the direction of Messrs. Giles & Brookhouse, architects, Derby.

EESTOEATIOSS, ETC.

03CEH.wrPT0N, ExETEE.—The Charity Chapel of St. James, Okehamptou.

was reopened on the 24th ult. The old chapel of St. James, the original

foundation of which is lost in remote antiquity, having existed long ante-

rior to the former parish church (which was cousecrated by Bishop Brans-

combe in the thirteenth century), had, from the effects of time and climate

and neo-Iect, begun to tumble into dust, and was pronounced by a surveyor,

engaged by the corporation, to whom the chapel Ijelongs, to be as utterly

unsafe asit was unfit for Divine service. Edward Ashworth, Esq., of

Exeter, architect, was engaged to prepare plans and specifications ; and

Messrs. Hai-ris & Palmer, masons and stone-cutters, and Messrs. Lovell &
Husher, carpenters, of Okehampton, were employed to carry out the work

of restoration, which they have done satisfactorily. The general expenses

are about £700. The chapel has been pronounced one of the most success-

ful restorations in the West of England, though it is partly obscured from

view by a block of houses on the north side, which, it is understood, the

corporation intend taking down when the leases fall in. A beautiful stained

glass window, by Beer, of Exeter, ornaments the south side of the chancel,

which is fitted by some justly admired specimens of carved work, by Gush,

of Exeter.

HoHsixGSEA. CAMBKrDGESHTRE.—Two of the old wiudows of the parish

clmrcli have lately been completely restored. The new work is done in the

best Ketton stone, which throws some of the old church windows rather

into the .shade. Mr. Wiles, of the Newmarket Koad, was the stone mason,

and his son executid some excellent carving. The work has been super-

intended Ijy Ml-. Walter Robinson, .architect. Regent Street, Cambridge.

Beat.—"The parish church of Bray, near Maidenhead, has been lately

undergoing extensive repaii-s. Mr. Foster, of London, is the contractor.

Deeehubst.—Deerhurst ChuKjh, in Gloucestershu-e, was reopened on

Tuesday week. Tlie building, of which a description is given in a paper by

Mr. Parker, read at the visit of the members of the Arch.-eological Institute

last week, has undergone a complete renovation. The works have been

carried out at the cost of between £2,000 and £3,000. Mi-. Slater was the

architect.

Hi-XTixGDON.—The work of restoration of AH Saints, in the town of

Himtiugdon. is nearly completed. This church stands on the north side of

the market-place, and the exterior, like most Tudor churches, is exceedingly

picturesque, the outline being broken with pinnacles, battlements, and

buttresses, and enriched with a good deal of carving and panel work. The

walls of the chancel, Uke those of the rest of the church, have been stripped

of theii- plaster, and expose their natural rubble and stone coins, with new
pointing. Above the windows are three or foui- coui-ses of ashlar work,

capped with a battlemented corbel table. These battlements extend all

round the church, but on the chancel are plainer than elsewhere by tho

absence of pinnacles. Over the centre of the battlemented gable is St.

Cecilia, playing the organ, and beneath is an arcade, divided into three por-

tions by pUasters and pinnacles. The walls of the south aisle are of ashlar

;

its windows of four lights ivith rich tracery in the head, divided by buttresses

of two stages, the second of which has a gabled niche, and termin.ates in a

pilaster, crowned with a lofty crocketed pinnacle. The dome rises one

stage above the roof, and is pierced on each face with a two-light window.

The roofs of both nave and aisles have been restored. The south aisle had

once been a chantry chapel. The chancel is to be paved with Minton's en-

caustic tiles, and stalls placed in it.

Temple Chcech, Loxdox.—Mr. St. Aubyn is engaged in restoring the

porch and the north side of the circular .aisle of the Temple Church, which

have been laid open by the removal of the buildings which formerly abutted

against them : the primitive buttresses will also be recoustnicted.

The Toweb of London.—Mr. Salvin has been busy at the Tower of

Loudon, in the work of restoration. St. John's Chapel has been cleared of

its fittings and whitewash, and, so far as the structure goes, been reinstated

as Gundulf left it. Mr. Salvin has found waUed up, and has reinstated, one

of the original windows of the Wliite Tower. It is said tliat if it could be

restored, it woxdd be a monument of early secular architecture, second in

grandeur and interest to none in the world.

FOUNDATION STONES.

HoEBURT.—The Bishop of Eipon has recently laid the foundation stone

of a new House of Mercy for fallen n omen, at Horbui-y.

L-miM.—On the 24th ult. the foundation stone of a Bicentenary chapel

for the Independents of LjTnm, near Warburton, was laid by J. Thompson,

Esq., of Bowden. The total cost is estimated at £3,200. The bicentenary

fund now amounts to £94.500.

WisBP.ACH.—The memorial stone of a Free Methodist Chapel has been

laid at Wisbeach, by Jas. Larmer, Esq., of Framlingham.

Par, West Beiton.—The foundation stone of a new Wesleyan Chapel

was laid on Monday week, at Par.
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SiTTixGiiDuiiN-E.- -Tlie fuundation stoiu' of a new Free Cluiroh, now in

course of oroetion for the eongropation in eonneetion with Latimer Cliapel,

was laiil on Wednesday wr.^k, by Miss Smecd, of Gore Court.

Tentekden.—The foundation stone of St. Mildred's Cluireli, Tenterden,

was hiid on the 31st ult. The site of tlie church is in the hamlet of Bird's

Isle.

Poutobeixo.—Tiio foundation stono of a new to\vn hall at Portobello

was laid by the Duke of Athol. Mr. Bryce is the architect.

Battehsea.—The foundation stone of St. John's Cluirch, Battersea, was
laid on Wednesday last, by the Venerable Aavhdeacon of Surrey. Aeconi-

Diodation is jirovidod for 6(10 adults and 100 children, all of which are

entirely free. The ehurch is divided into nave and aisles. The length of

the latter is 73 ft., and of the fomier, including the chancel (which is ter-

minated by a semi-octagonal apse) is 84 ft. The total width is 61 ft. The
early English style is adopted, and tlie facings are of grey, red and black

tricks, with Bath stone dressings to all openings. Between the gables of

the west front a pair of Bath stone beU tiurets rise to the height of 66 ft. The
Incorporated Society for Building Churches and the Surrey Diocesan

Association have both largely contributed towards the expense of tho

erection, which, including land, &c., will not exceed £3.600. Mr. E. C.

Eobin.s, of London, is the architect ; Messrs. Harpington & Cole, of

Lambeth, the contractors, aud Mr. Johnstone, the clerk of the works.

STAINED GLASS.

MEJroEiAi. Window to the late Loud Eossmobb.—-A stained glass

window to the memoiy of the late Lord Rossmore is to be placed in the

parish clnu-ch of Monaghap, Ireland. Messrs. BarfiF & Co., of Dublin, are

the iTi'tists.

Huntingdon.—It is proposed to fill tlie windows of All Saints' Cliurcli,

now undergoing restoration, with stained glass. In the nave the four

clerestory windows on tbe south side have been already tilled by Messrs.

Clayton & Bell, with a style of glass hitherto little known in England, or

indeed out of Italy. They resemble those of Guglielnio di Massilia. in

Arezzo, and consist of single figures on a ground of quarries, with a pilain

border of some coloured glass. Thej' form part of a xmiform plan, illustrative

of the Communion of .Saints, which will be carried out throughout the church.

The westernmost illustrates ' the Chiu'ch before the Captivity in Egj-pt,' with

the figiu'cs of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; the next 'the Church of the

Wilderness,' with Moses, Aaron, aud Miriam ; then the ' Church of the

Kings,' with David, Solomon, and Josiah ; and lastly, a -window, given by
Mr. Bird, the builder employed in the restoration of the chiu-ch, containing

figiu'es of David, Solomon, and Josiah. The ea-st window of the chancel is

of four lights, only two of which have been filled, by the same artists. The
whole is to illustrate the ' Te Deum,' the ' Goodly Fellowship of the Pro-

phets,' the ' Nol-ile Array of Martyi-s,' the Holy Church throughout all

the world,' and the ' Glorious Company of the Apostles.'

Ai.NWTCK.—Mr. F. E. Wilson has designed a memorial window, executed

by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, to commemorate the Rev. E. Biyan, who was
di'owned at Alnmouth, which is to be placed in the cemetery chapel at

Alnwick. Each light has a distinct subject. The first shows the ' Miracu-
lous Draught of Fishes;' the centre, 'the Resurrection;' and the third,

' Christ walking on the Sea.' Each is surmounted by a rich canopy, and has

an ornamental border at the base.

STATUES, SLEMORIALS, ETC.

]Memobi.\l to Sajiuei. Ckosipton.—A memorial to Samuel Crompton,
who was the inventor of the spinning-mide, is to be placed in Nelson Square,

Bolton, and will be inaugiu'ated on the 1 0th of September.

METROPOLITAN IJIPRO\^MENTS.

THE Well in Kensington Gardens.—In the House of Commons on
Friday last, Mr. Cowper said that the well in Kensington Gardens had

long been sinking. The sinking of wells was a matter of so much difficulty

and delicacy that even the most able contractors could not always command
the time within which the work should be completed ; but he had taken ttfe

precaution to stipulate that the contractor for the well should not be paid
tiU the completion of his work. He was not yet paid. The well had recently
been finished, but they were not satisfied with the amount of water pro-
duced ; and there had been an experimental boring into the hard chalk at
the bottom of the well. He was happy to say that boring had been emi-
nently successful and a most admirable supply of very pure water was ob-
tained. He was not able to me.asui'e the precise amount produced, but it

was estimated at 200 gallons a minute, and he belicTed a still larger supply
\iould be obtained. No formal agreement had yet been made for the boring,
but the matter was now under consideration, and very shortly an agreement
would be entered into by the contractor to continue the boring lower doxvm.
He w.as asked witli reference to the voteof ±'17,000 which had been granted
for the Serpentine, before he came into office, and he had to state that there
yet remained a balance of £1,600 unexpended; so that they had not yet
leached the limit of the vote, owing to the long delay in sinking the well.

The water was not so pure as it would be when the great drain the Metro-
politan Board of Works were carrying tlirough Hyde Park was brought into
use. When the sewage was entirely cut off from the Serpentine, no doubt
the water would be much piu"er than it had ever been. He certainly had
no intention at present to make any proposal to the House with reference to
any change in the bed of the .Serpentine. He doubted whether it was ne-
cessary. At all events it would be right to see the effect of the alterations
now in progress there before any farther changes were made, and he was in
hopes that we should get a pui-er stream of water without any farther
charges.

The Public .Statues in London.—In answer to a complaint made by Mr.
Hankey, in the House of Commons, on Friday last, relative to several omis-
sions in the official list of pul.Iic statues. Mr. Cowper said :—His honourable
friend had set him rather a diflScult problem by calling for a list of all the
statues and monuments within tlie metropolitan district which complied
with three conditions -- fii-st, that they should be public; second, that they

should belong to the nation: and, third, that they should be under the
charge of tho First Commissioner of Works. The statue of I'itt in the
National Delit Office. Old .lewry, ho believed, did not comply witii the first

of these conditions. Tho building in which the statue was belonged to the
Bank of Eiigl.ind, and he supjiosed tlie statue w:is also the property of that
corporation. The two monuments in Broad .Sanctuary and Waterloo Place
were not included in the return because they did not fulfil the condition of
being under the charge of the First Commissioner. They were under the
charge of a committee of subscribers, who put them up, and they were
responsible for the merits or demerits which those monuments might
possess. With respect to the statues in St. James's Square and Golden
Square, they were not included in the return, because they stood on private
not on public property, and he was not aware that tlic nation had any right

to claim them as its property. His honourable friend had alluded to the
Act of 1854, which prorided that after the passing of that Act all statues
erected in any public place became thereby public statues, and they could
only be so erected with the written consent of the First Commissioner of
Works. In regard to statues erected subsequently to that Act there was no
longer any difficulty as to what were or were not public statues, the only
difficulty was as to wdiat came under the definition of a public statue in re-

gard to those erected previously to the passing of that Act ; and upon the
whole, he thought the return which had been presented had solved the

problem as satisfactorily as could have been expected. The statue of

Charles II. at Chelsea had not been included, as not coming properly under
the head of London.

SIetropolitan Board of Works.—The ordinaiy weekly meeting of the

Metropolitan Board of Works was held on Friday, at their offices, Spring
Gardens, Mr. Le Breton in the chair. The cash statement showed the

balances in the hands of the Treasurer were, on current accounts,

£120,626 6s. 3d; on deposit accounts, £70,470; and on Government Secu-

rities, £69,892 OS. lid. Tenders were opened for the construction of the

main drainage works of the western district, and were as follows:

Mr. Dethick, £70,123; Mr. E. Thirst, £68,287; Messrs. Hill, Kebbel,

& Robins, £46,644; Messrs. Walker & Co. £71,090; Messrs. W.
Moxon & Co.. £68,314; Mr. John Savage, £58,353; and Mr. J.

Marriott, £57,000. The estimate of the engineer was £57,000.^ The
Board accepted the tender of Messrs. HiU, Kebbel, & Robins, subject to

the usual conditions. Mr. Carpmael moved, ' That it be an instruction to

the solicitor to prepare a bill mth a view to this board obtaining like par-

liamentary powers in regard to the constniction of subways in the me-
tropolis for the reception of water and gas pipes, aud electric telegraph

couductors, which the board now possess in respect to the construction of

sewers, and that the cosi, of such works be made a charge on the coal and
wine duties. Also to regidate the use bj' water, gas, and telegraph com-
panies of the subways already and hereafter to be constructed by this

board, and for preventing streets and footpaths being broken up without

the consent, in writing, of this board, where subways shall have been con-

structed.' The object of this motion was to meet the public feeling which
had for some time been growing up in the metropolis against the breaking

up of roads and footpaths by gas and water companies. Mr. Rew seconded

the motion. After a short discussion it was agreed that the matter should

be referred to the Streets Committee to consider, and report to the board

whether it would be desirable that a bUl should be prepared. The monthly
report of the chief engineer as to the progress of the main drainage works
was read, and showed that they were proceeding with rapidity in all di-

rections.

WORKS IN IEEL.AND.

THE Armagh Catholic Cathedral is nearly completed. The edifice is built

in the Gothic style of architectiu'e. There is a very high altar of

Sicilian marble in the church, which will have a grand appearance. There
will also be a carved stone, a reredos, tabernacle, piscine, brasswork, and
marble altars. The throne and canopy will be of carved oak, which has

also been selected for the stalls of the chapter, the doors, and the railing of

the choir and chapels. The pulpit, in the nave, will be of caiwed stone and
m'arble, which material will compose the font in the baptistry. Polished

oak has been selected for the flooring of the choir, side chapels, and Lady
Chapel. The passages of the nave, aisles, and transepts, will be done with

ornamental tQes, the other parts of the flooring with poUshed oak. If we
add eighty benches in the nave, with solid carved ends ; folding doors to

the aisle porches, of solid oak polished ; an organ gallery at the west end,

with beams aud mas.siye earpentiy, we can form an idea of the ensemble of

this edifice, re;iied''%^-.J'"oIuhfcuy contributions, to which foreign countries

have contribute(fcjt^^|(te(i8^ -and amounting altogether, fi'oni home and

foreign soiu'ces, tolTtlTesrort of £40,000. ' The architect is JIi-. M'Carthy,

and the contractor Mr. Byrne.—It is said that the new Roman Catholic

Cathedral of Clogher, will be a splendid edifice. The foundations are

complete, and the massive arches below the surface, show that they are

intended to bear an enormous weight.—In the county of Down, the churches

of Drumbo and Kilkeel, and of Charlemont, in the county of Armagh, are

to be enlarged according to the plans of the architects to the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners. Extensive works are also to be executed at the churches

of Glaukcei, Tipperai-y, of Kildimo, Lime,rick, and in Altedesert, in the

county of Tyi-one, under the same superintendence.—A new Dominican

ehurch is to bo erected in the town of Dundalk, from designs by Mr. John

Mun-ay.—The Eonian Catholic Chm-eli of Clogharinka, in the county of

Kildare, is rapidly progressing towards completion. This church is in the

Gothic stjde of architecture ; Mr. T. S. Butler is the architect, Jlr. Keegan,

of KiUucan, the builder, and Mr. Peter Killian, the clerk of works.
^
The

masonry consists of squared and punched black stone, from quairies on

the spo"t, and the dressings are of finely-di'afted and pimched limestone

from the Carrick qrtarries, which our informant adds has been largely used

in the ornamental and tracery works at the new building of St. Patrick's

College, MaynootHL'

The Church of St. Paul, Arran-quay, is to be decorated. Messrs. Earff &
Co. are the artists.—On the 13th of July the new Eoman Catholic Cluuvh

of Tramore was consecrated.—An addition of an extensive transept is about
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to' be made to the Church of St. Tlieresa, Dublin. The proposea addition

will consist of a transept and vestry, with a campanile, side altar, and a

chapel of the Immaculate Conception.

Several new buildings are in course of erection in Ireland. Among the

most important we may mention a new National Bank, at Mountmellich,

Queen's County, of which Sir. W. F. Caldbeck is the architect, and Mr. J.

Scanlan, of Listowcl, the builder. The estimated cost of the buildings will

be about £2,100. New schools, with master's residences, Sic, are in course

of erection at Croom, in the county of Limerick, at a cost of about £1,200.

The buildings will be in the Gothic style of architecture, Mr. "W. Fogarty, of

limerick, is the architect, and Mr. P. Scanlan, of BrufF, the builder. The

Belfast Banking Company intend erecting some extensive offices in connection

with their present buildings, at Ncwry, ofwhich Mr. AV. J. Barre. of Belfast, is

the architect, and Mr. B. Maginnis the contractor. Strokestown Union is

about to receive the addition of a new fever hospital, which is to be built

in the -workhouse grounds.

AMERICAN ITEMS.

Sawing down Trees.—A machine has been invented liy Mr. L. S. Alder,

of Cleona, lud., for sawing down trees, which can easily be transported

from place to place, and can be readily adjusted to suit ditferent occasions.

The invention consists in the arrangement of a longitudinally sliding frame

provided with a steam cylinder, a feed motion, and the necessary puUey to

give motion to the saw in combination with a truck running on wheels, in

•such a manner that the frame can be readily brought to the desired locality

and position, and that by the action of the steam-cylinder the saw receives

its desired motion ; it consists further in comliining with eacli longitudinally

sliding frame a series of rotary adjustable discs, in such a manner that the

saw, together with the di-iving pulley and feed motion, can be set to any
desired angle.

Painting Glass TnANSP-iREXciES.—The Scientific American gives the

following receipt:—Provide a small muUer and a piece of thick gi-onnd glass

five or six inclies square, to grind the colours on. also a smaU pallet knife

and a few bottles to put tlie colours in. For a ri'd colour get a little scarlet

lake, and for a blue a little Prussian blue. For green use purified verdegris

ground with a quarter of its bulk of gamboge, and for brown use burnt umber,
and for black burnt sienna black. These colours are truly transparent.

Having aU these coloui's ready, grind them in the balsam of fir mixed with

half its bulk of turpentine ; mastic varnish will do very well, but tlie balsam
is the most beautiful. To coat the glass black round the painting, dissolve

asphaltum in turpentine and mix with lamp black. When the colours are

all ground they must be put in separate bottles and sealed, and when they

are to be used, a little bit is taken out at once on a piece of glass, just

as much as is needed at once, as it quickly dries. If the colour is too thick

it must be diluted with turpentine. To paint glass sliders, the subject

must be designed on paper, and the paper put under the glass and tlie glass

painted above it according to the design on the paper underneath.

GENERAL ITEMS.

THE CoNSERVATrvE Land Society in North Essex. — A meeting

was held at the Three Cups Hotel, Colchester, on the 30th of July, for

the purpose of hearing explanations as to the mode of allotment of an

estate just purchased on the Mersea Road, Colchester; P. O. Papillon,

Esq., M.P., took the chair. Viscount Ranclagh, Colonel B. Knox, M.P.,

J. C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P., and Colonel Meyrick, members of the Board,

were unavoidably absent. The deputation consisted of Henry Pownall,

Esq. (Chairman of the Middlesex Magistrates), Charles E. Newcombe, Esq.

(Directors), Mr. Gruneisen (Secretary), Mr. Henry Smith (Solicitor), and
Mr. J. Wylson (Surveyor), and the Mayor of Colchester was prevented by
indisposition from attending the meeting ; but there was a large assemblage

of the principal inhabitants of the town. The speeches were principally

directed to show the value and importance of land societies, in a social and
commercial point of view. The system of buying land and paying for the

same by instalments, as also for raising funds to erect houses on the land so

acquired, were fully gone into. At the conclusion, a vote of thanks was
passed to tlie deputation, for their explanations, and the resolution also

embraced a vote of confidence in the working of the Conservative Land
Society. After the usual complimentary vote to the chairman, the pro-

ceedings terminated. It is intended by the executive committee, to set

apart a piece of land for the erection of a church on the Mersea Estate, the
freehold being given free of any charge.

Aechjeologicai, Discovery.—The Academy of Toulouse has received an
interesting report on the excavations recently made by M. Frideric Troyes,

in the grotto called Du Portel, in the commune of Loubens (An-iege), at about
eleven kilometres from Foix. This grotto is situated at an altitude of 400
metres above the level of the sea ; it has at present but one entrance, at tlie

extremity of the Bois de la Peyrade. The interior is rendered difficult of

access at two points, where the passage suddenly contracts to such narrow
dimensions that the only way to get through is to creep on hands and feet.

The whole length of tlie passage is 240 metres; it ends in a kind of hall,

whence two secondary g.illeries branch off in different directions. The walls

and ceiling of the grotto are aovered witli stalactites, while a stalagmitic

crust occasionally conceals the floor. M. Troyes began his excavations on
the 11th of May last, bringing to light a few fragments of coarse pottery,

both ancient and modern, and a few bones of sheep and dogs, all near the
surface. At a further depth, the bones of bears were found of three distinct

sizes, two of which were very large, and at least equal in stature to the
horse ; the third was much smaller, but still different from the bear of the
present day. The other remains of animals comprised those of various kinds
of dogs, wolves, hysnas, pigs, a large kind of ox, tlie reindeer, and another
ruminant, probably belonging to the antelope genus. On the 23r(l of June,
three implements of human manufaetm'e were found. One was a hatchet,
roughly cut out of limestone, the others being serrated lance-heads of
•different sizes. No human remains have yet been found, but there is

reason to believe that the cavern was frequented by man from the very earliest

ages.

—

Galignani.

The AnnEY, Ariikoath.—The Montrose Standard says :—Tlie visitors to

our ancient ruins this season have been very numerous, as Mr. Peter's (the

keeper) visitors' book amply testifies. Before leaving the Abbey grounds,

we would advise strangers who delight in antiquated buildings to nsit the

kitchen and cellars of our ancient abbots, these being now rented by Mr.
Rogers, of the St. Thomas tavern, immediately adjoining the ruins. The
place is worthy of inspection. The original fire-place is of such dimensions

as would admit of an ox being roasted in front of it. The roof of this

culinary department is lieautifully arched and gi'oined, crossing each other

in the centre — springing from an antique clustered octagonal piUar or

shaft of about 5ft. 9 in. Some of the original iron work is yet to be seen

on the walls, arched recesses, and other curious specimens of ecclesiastical

domestic masonry of the twelfth century, together with ample storage room
for wine binns, that belonged to the reverend fathers of a bygone age.

Fresco in the Catholic Church of St. John, Islington.—The Roman
Catholic Church of St. John, Islington, which has just been reopened, con-
tains an important work in fresco by Mr. Arniitage. This new fresco sur-

rounds the semicircular apse, and represents the Twelve Apostles grouped
in pairs on either side a seated figure of Our Saviour in the act of benedic-

tion. The figures are on a diaper background of gold and purple. The
figure of Christ, if stautling, would be 11 feet high. The height of the

Apostles is eight feet, and the total length of the fresco 52 feet. The work
was begun on the 16th of July 1861, and finished at the end of June 1862,
with five months' intermission during the winter. Mr. Armitage has clothed

his Apostles uniformly in a long white under garment, with a yellowish
outer robe. The richness of colour which the draperies do not supply is

got from the frescoed diaper against which they are ranged. Tliey hold their
attributes, or the instruments of their martyrdom. John andJames (the
greater) stand next to the Saviour's left, the former with the roll and pen
of the Apocalypse, the other resting on the sword. Beliind these stand
Philip and James (the less), with the fuller's club with which he was beaten
to death, and, next to them, Simon Zelotes, with eyes upturned and hands
clasped in rapt devotion, and Thaddeus with tlie arrows. Peter stands on
the right hand of Christ, gra.sping his keys ; at his side stands Andrew, with
his palm of martyrdom. Behind them Matthew grasps his volume of the
Gospel and the pen of the Evangelist ; while incredulous Thomas points
allusively to his side. Bartholomew, an aged man, bearing the knife with
which he was flayed alive, and Matthias, with earnest reverend face and
clasped hands, complete the twelve. As frescoes, the figures of the Apostles
have singular merit. The painter is satisfied that his work wU be durable,

no lime having been .allowed to enter into the colouring of his flesh, and
the intonaco itself having been used for the white of the draperies. The
heads in one or two instances (the Matthew, for example) are a little dark.

Mr. Armitage has designed the decoration of the rest of the apse, filling its

upper compartment with the winged emblem of the Evangelists, and orna-
menting the mouldings with patterns borrowed from authorities of the 9tli.

and 10th centuries.

An Island Laid Waste by Volcanic Eruption.—Tlie Island of Makian,
in the Eastern Archipelago, has been completely laid waste by volcanic
eruption. Not one of its 4,000 inhabitants remains upon it, and there is

not a blade of grass to be seen. The twelve villages which were to be found
upon the island have been more or less destroyed. .Some of them have been
buried to the depth of thirty or forty feet, under sand, stones, and ashes.

How many of the inhabitants have found their gi'aves by this calamity has
not been fully ascertained; but it is reported, that out of Bohawa alone (a
village of about one thousand souls), only about one half made their escape.
The bodies of sixty-three persons have been found under the niins of the
mosque in the principal village, while about sixty persons were found suffo-

cated in a cave.

Award of Phizes for Painting Work.—The Painters' Company, which
has latterly been giving an annual exhibition of painting work at its old
Hall in tlie City, this year determined to award its prizes to exhibitors in
the International Exhibition, and forego its own exhibition. In compliance
with this resolution the master of the company (.1. Comfort, Esq.), and
Messrs. Laing, Cobbett, and Barber (members of the Coui-t of Assistants),
on the part of the company, and Messrs. Taylor (of Clement's Lane), and
Munro (of Islington), on the part of the trade, have visited Class 30 at the
International Exhibition, and after several hours' examination of the
painting work in that department, awarded the following prizes :— For
graining, a silver medal to Mr. J. Kensett, for No. 5,902. A bronze medal
to Mr. W. A. Grant, for No. 5,888. For marbling, a silver medal to Mr.
Read, for No. 5,917. A silver medal to Mr. I. Bradley, for No. 5,672, for

tables painted in imitation of Devonsliire marbles. A bronze medal to
Messrs. Maslin, for No. 5,908. For writing, a bronze medal to Mr. W.
Pitman, for the writing in No. 5,914. For decoration, a silver medal to
Mr. J. L. Coulton, for an allegorical arabesque decoration. No. 5,883. A
bronze medal to Mr. J. H. Earle, for a drawing-room decoration. No. 5,885.
A certificate of merit to Mi-. G. Lain.son, for pilasters painted on satin.

No. 5,904. They also make honoui-ablo mention of No. 5,918 by J. & J.

Rogers, a fine design ; and of No. 5,690 by Messrs. Cox & Co., the wi-iting
on the altar-piece ; but, as the principle of the company is to give the
prize to the actual performer of the work, they could not make an award,
not knowing the names of the workers.
South and North Adelaide,—A little brochure, entitled 'An account

of the Colony of South Australia,' prepared by Frederick Linnett. for dis-

tribution at the International Exhibition, contains the following interesting
account of Adelaide :

—
' The streets of South Adelaide are laid out at right

angles— nearly east and west, north and south — so that looking eastward
along any of the former, the Mount Lofty Range terminates the prospect.

. . . . Good roads have been finished— and among the facilities for
traffic in the south, the tramway between the Goolwa and Port Elliot must
not be forgotten. This tramway is to be extended to the greatly superior
anchorage of Victoria Harbour Agriculture is extending in
the direction of the south-eastern district, and the recent establishment of
Port MacDonnell has already aided, and will no doubt still farther aid, the
developement of agricultural resources in this direction The
city, which is divided into north and south by the river Torrens, stands on
an extensive plain about six miles by five; the central street (King
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William) is not more th:\n 70 ft. al.tovo lii^'h-\va*<'r mark. IJatlis liavr Lccn
cricti'il li_v tlip C'ori>or:ili<)n at an exin-ntii' nf £'2,1)0(1, and Turkish laths aro

eontomphiteil. The park hinds altogether comprise about 910 acres, and
the vahie of tliis rcseiTo becomes every year more apparent, as the city

increases in population. The rows of Iiouses, .shops, and warehouses are

continuou.s, and the hind is of verj- hipli vahn'. The squares and terraces are

all well built upon, and it is only amonf; the intermediate streets of the south

that many vacant acres are to bo foumi. Of the total nuniluT of "00 acres,

of wliicli South Adelaide consists, 221 are now unbuilt upon. The unne-
cessary size of tlie town has augmented tlu' dithoulty of providing efficient

water supply, and gas (for the jdant anil jiipcs for which the company have
sent to lingland) will for the present lie eontined to the more populous
streets, which are now lighted with oil, and the shops with camphine and
Iterosene. North Adelaide, containing 342 acres, ia occupied by private

houses and shops ; the site is hilly, and tlie streets, squares, and terraces,

are laid out to suit the undulations.'

New Rook to the Gvii.hu.vll.—Tlie Court of Common Council decided

on Tlnirsday week to remove the discredit so long attached to them on
account of the state of their ancient Guildhall, by ordering the removal of

the present incongruous ceiling, and replacing it with an appiropriate open-
timbered roof; also the taking down of the present semi-headed windows
above the cornice, and substituting windows with Gothic tracery; also rc-

huilding the present extraordinary front to the south, erected by Dance, in

a style corresponding to that of theli.'dl; also converting the rooms over

the Comptroller's Offices into a liljraiy, the present one being too small;

also repairing and repainting the whole of the courts and offices comprised
in Guildhall, and repaving the porch ami hall. It will be a matter for

farther consideration whether the Hoor of the hall shall be of stone or

polished oak, although the former would seem to be best. Mr. Bunning's
remark that the noise arising from an oak floor during crowded meetings,
which the place is often used for, would be very great, is correct. The
whole of the works will be executed from the designs of Mr. liuuning, the

City Architect, at an estimated cost of £27,600.
The Wouks of the Ajxciext Silveusjiiths. — In a letter to the Ecek-

siologist, of August, by Sir. G. E. Street, upon the precious metals exhibited
in the luteniational Exhibition, that gentleman says :

' Fortunately -we have
in the South Kensington Museum a glorious collection of proofs of the
extreme excellence of the works of ancient silversmiths. I venture to press

upon my brethren the necessity of studying tliis collection diligently. It is

seldom that many of them will have any opportimity of studying eveu a
single old vessel, whilst here there are hundreds. And until architects will

generally study old, and make designs for new plate, -we shaE have less

good work, and fewer workers, than we ought to have.'

First Tower Hamlets Engineer Volunteers. — Professional men at

all interested in the Volunteer movement would derive pleasure in visiting
the field works of the above corps in Victoria Park— active steps being taken,
under the instruction of a non-commissioned officer of the Royal Engineers,
to throw up a sunk and half-sunk battery, and a breast-work. The working
evenings are Wednesday and Satm-day, and the hearty good will with which
the members work, to the tunes of their bi'ass and dram and fife bands,
must rather astonish the weak neiwes of those who think that Volunteers
only like to play at soldiers. The officers are practical men, and the In-
stitute of Architects and the Institution of Civil Engineers have each a
representative among them. By the end of August a pontoon bridge will Ijc

thi'owu across one of the lakes.

Want of a Better Description op Enameling. — A correspondent of
the Ecchsiologist says: 'What one feels the want of most is a larger appli-
cation and better description of enameling. Most cngravinl work, for
example, is wonderfully improved by thin translucent enamel and uiello

work. Upon all these points we have most instructive lessons in the many
beautiful specimens of ancient art exhibited in the Loan Collection at
South Kensington. The manly vigour of much of the work, even in later
pieces, such as some of the fine salt-ceUars, though the designs aro not en-
tirely admirable, is very refreshing after the unreal and unfeeling modern
antiques, meagre and lukewarm, which we see in the other Exhibition.'

Thajies Express Steamboat Ccmpany.—This company, now in the,

course of formation, proposes to provide a better kind of accommodation
for the passenger traffic on the river between Chelsea and Gravesend. Their
new line of vessels will resemble those in use in America, by having a saloon
extending the whole length of the boat, well lighted and ventilated, easy of
access, and affijrding a shelter in all weathers. The upper deck will be an
agi-eeable promenade for pleasure seekers down the river, and the whole
arrangements will, no doubt, tend to restore much of the traffic in that
direction which has been absorbed by the railways. The directors are able
to guarantee a minimum dividend of six per cent, per annum on the amount
of capital paid up, for the first two years. The scheme will therefore be a
most eligible one as an investment, and. starting under the most auspicious
circumstances, there can be no doubt of its success. AVe believe that five
boats win be put on the river above bridge inimcdiatelv.

CHIPS.

AT the Ai-fhitectural Galleries, Mr. R. Macpherson, the'.eminent photo-
grapher of Pome, isexhibitingacoUectionof photographicviews of Eonie

and its vicinity, taken by himself. These photographs admirably illustrate
tlie sculpture of the Vatican and the choicest relics of ancient art.

A new church near Goft's (.)ak, Chi shunt, has been recently consecrated

liy the IJisIiop of Kochestcr.

It is .said that a painter without amis, a Mr. Fela, in Belgium, is exciting

general admiration by tlie exeellenie of his technical power, as shown in

.some of his works now at llie exhibition of the Brussels Academy. He was

born without arms, and paints with his feet.

The paveinint on the .south side of Westminster Bridge was opened on

Friday last, and, with the exception of fixing the lamps on the south side of

tile Ijridge, this chaste and capacious structiu'c is now finished.

Mr. Ho]ikins has designed an arcade, without figaires, as a rercdos for the

church of St. Peter, Worcester.

The Lynn and Hunstanton Railway is approaching completion. A party

of the directors last week passed along the rails laid down as far as l)er-

singliam. It is expected that the line will be opened for traffic before the

close of the year. Building operations arc in progress at Hunstanton, which,

on the||comp"letiou of the railway, will increase in importance as a watering-

place.

About £14,000 has now been raised for the erection of the proposed

'Middle-class College,' which it has liecn deteraiined to establish at Suffi)lk,

as a memorial of the late Prince Consort, and to raise the tone of middle-

cla«s education in the district.

The folloi\ing is the numljcr of the visitors to the International Exhi-

bition as compared with the attendance of that in 1851 :
—

18.51. 18G2.

Monday (Is.) . . . G7.170 . . . 62,830

Tuesday (Ls.) . . . 69,036 . . . 64,229

Wednesday (Is.) . . . 5S.382 . . . 58,783

Thursday (Is.) . . . 57,309 . . . 65,699

Friday (2,s. 6d.) . . . 26,897 . • 27.562

Saturday (6s.) . . . 9,720 . (2s. 6d. ) 23.820

Total 288,519 292,922

It appears from the official statement, that the expense of the Brighton

Railway Company, incurred by the accident at Clayton tunnel, amounted to

£24,000.

A model of the Hartley pit-shaft, and tl e yard-seam at which the fatal

accident occurred, has becu added to the rolyteclinie Ii;stitution.

We understand Mr. Wigginton has taken out a provisional protection for

an invention to carry off smoke from chimneys— a .simple matter, but in-

volving a principle which acts by an infallible law of nature, and must

therefore be effective.

The removal of the water from the long-inundated land by the side of

the Middle Level drain makes but slow progress. Bardolph Fen, however,

h.as been cleared, and dm-ing the last few days some of the land has been

ploughed.

The foundation stone of the .spiral stairfor a new lighthouse at the Straits

of Gibraltar was laid on the 15th ult. The work was commenced at the

instance of the French Government. The spot selected for the lighthouse

is a rock 70 metres high, near the extreme point of Cape Spartcl.

The Durham Arehseological Society already numbers more than 110

members.
Pulilic Baths and Washhonses are proposed to be built at Birkenhead.

The returns made of the quantity of coal conveyed to the metropolis by
railway, canal, and sea-borne, still show a very marked diminution.

It has been decided to commence a new budding in Ford Street, Coventry,

for the Coventry School of Art.

A railw ay has been constructed in New Zealand, 14 miles in length, which

rises in that distance no less than 2,800 feet, or 1 foot in 19. It cost £'2,000

a mile.

The Fcclesiological Society has recently sent to the Dean of Westminster

a protest against any renewed use of the Chapter House for those purposes

to Avhieh that building has so long been misappropriated.

Mr. F. R. AVilson, architect, of Alnwick, has suggested the conservation of

the old parish church of Alnwick. He says it is possessed of rare archa-o-

logical features.

"At Clyst St. George, Devon, the parishioners have subscribed for a new

treble bell, as a memorial to the late Prince Consort.

The statue at Lisbon, to the memory of the Portuguese poet, Camoens,

was inaugurated on the 28th ult.

A new Corn Exchange is to be built for St. Neots. Mr. P. Bellamy,

architect, of Lincoln, has invited tenders for its erection.

A new cemetery has been finished at Banff. Sir. Raeljum, of Ediubui'gh,

was the architect : the cost of the undertaking, including land, was about

£•2,700.

Mr. Robson, who for some time was a contributor to the Bullding News
and other architectural papers, and who was well known among architects

and clerks of works, died on Tuesday the 29th ult.

Mr. Albert Way, the secretary to the Archa"ologieal Institute, has sent a

letter to the Worcester Town Council, acknowledging the kind reception

which the members met with on their visit to that city.

Skeletons and Roman coins have recently been discovered at Pitchcroft,

\ > Ol'CGSt prsliii'G.

The Somerset Archjeological and Natural History Society will hold their

annual meeting this year at Wellington, commencing on the 20th of August,

under the presidency of E. A. Sanford, Esq.

TENDERS.
Edmonton—For fever wards, Edmonton Union.

Knigtitley, arcljitcct,

W.arskiU £[ 503
B""''

.'.V \.V,B
\-"''>- :SG4
Uevereu.x ,„^ ^ j ogy
Hodges '...".

i^jji

Mr. T. E,

U

P.ilnian
., l,ni;7

Huniphrys l,2J0
Palmer & Yates 1,230
I-inccll (accc|.tcd) 1,193
Harradine 1,192
George 1,1.50

Clapton— For extending tlic Bakers' Almstiouscs, Lea
Bridge Road. Mr. '1'. E. Knighlley, archilcct.

rritcliard&iSon £2,773

Pilier i Wheeler 2,710

Marrs 2.fil0

F. & F. Wood 2.580

Downs ~ 2,530 D
Hart 2,473
F.ister 2,4119

War=kitt 2,385

Lo.vDoN For the erection of a shop, cellars, &c., at the

cornerofGower Street North, and Euston Road, for Mr.
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Ehenezer Jackson. Mr. James Harrison, archilett. Quan.

titles suppliwl by Mr. A. W. Q. Xicoll.

Extra Manoeany Sashes
and Doors.

Tatlor M.-^'i^ ^^>
Downs. S3n S n n

A. & J. Sroiih ... 6S7 52

IvER.-For house at Irer. Mr. T. E. Knightly, architect.

Foster ^^ «
F.& F.Wood 980

Price & Co S!'/

Fassnidge & Son » 89^ U

Bon- —For the reinstatement of Ko. 1 E<lmond Road, Bow.

Mr J H. Rowlcv, architect, 17 St Helen's Place, City.

Archer .'. £-»6
Rivett 173

Chapman 1<^

Burrows « — . i*w «
Adkine 1*0

Kirk (accepted) 124 1j

PiTN-FV For sundry painting and plastering work at the
* Cedars Houses.' Putney. Mr. C. J. Phipps. F.S A., archi-

tect, 4S Cornhill, E.C., and 5 Paragon, Bath.

Piper =f^i'7

Green & King (accepted; 2jo

Architect's estimate ~iS

Wandsworth and rLAPn\M.—For the enlargement of the

Wandsworth and Clapham Workhouse
Bond « £4yU5
Child & Son 4.H0
Fi^h 4.011

McLachlan 4.100

Ans&Son S.SS6

Thompson ...'. S.8K5

Piper & Wheeler 3,8n0 0.0
Nicholson & Son - 3.S24

Maeers 3.777

Adarason & Son S,fiP9

Bass » ^ S.fi50

Chinnock 3 650

Rudkin S.fi25

Hart 3.543

Sims 3.4^JI

Palmer 3,4-22

KiLBURve. — For schnol-house at Kilburne, Derbyshire.

Architecl=, Giles & Brookhouse. Derby.

Bridgart. Derby ^^27
N'orman, Ripley 512 10

Kerry, Sraalley (accepted) 4S0

Derby For rebuilding premises in the Market Place, Derby,
for Mr. J. H- Lee. Giles & Brookhouse, arcliitects.

R. Bridgart, Derby (accepted) £S50

Derby—For new winp to Wilderslowe House, Derby. Giles

& Brookhouse, architects.

Dii=autov £S73
Bridgart (accepted)... S41

^EPXEV.—For the erection of a chapel and Testrics at

Stepney. Messrs. Searle, Son, & Yclf, architects.

Asford £10.210
Macev 9.9-71

Howlett & Brown P,895
Hill & Co „ 9,66S
Higgs 9,t^
Turner & Sons 9,613
Little 9..=;9S

Dove, Bros S,S75

W.ANDSWORTn —For brickwork of two malt kilns at Vands-
worth. Herbert W. Taylor, architect.

MullinerJt Cooper £26*
Brighton 24/
Adamson & Son 209

New Wandsworth.—For the erection of a pair of villas at
New Wandsworth, for Thos. Cleave, Esq. Mr. C. R. Gribble,
architect.

Aries (accepted^ ^1,C94

SwiVDON".—For the erection of a new inn at Swii:don, "Wills.
Mr. W. Bro-vn, London and Reading, architect.

Woodruffe £S:,!H

B.irnett TfjS 16
Phillips (accepted) 785 10

Reading.—For the erection of stores at Reading, for Messrs.
Simonds. Mr- W. Brown, London and Re.idng. architect.

• Exclusive of fire-proof flooring, smiths', plumbers', and
glaziers' works.

Brickl.Tver and Mason—
W'heeler £i-23
Strong '^accepted) 517 o

Carpenter^

f*?"'e £US
ANoodruffe (accepted) 112 15 o

COHTKACTS OPEN.
Chisfxrcrst—For the erection of a publichouse and 12

cottages, and repairs to 20 other cottages, at Chiselhurst,
Kent. Drawings and sj>ecifications mav be .leen on api>li-
cation to Mr. F. F. Thome. Dacre Park! Lee. Kent, archi-
tect. The tenders to be delivered on Thursday, the Uth of
August.

TstE OF Wicnx.—For constructing a gymnasium, &c-, at
Albany Barracks, Isle of Wight. Persons desiring to
tender must le.^ve their names at the Royal Engineer Office,
AV.any Barra< ks. on or before the 12th of Aupust, and pav
the sum of half a guinea for the bills of quantities, which
"Will be forwarded to each party as soon as prepared by the
Government surveyor.

ERrTB.—For a detached or two small semi-detached houses,
at Erith, Kent, near the railway station. Drawings and
specifications mav be had for five or six davs. bv applying to
Mr. H. Ford's Office, 1 Charlotte Row, Mansion House, E.C.
Tenders lo be delivered on the llth inst.

C4RRicKFERcis.^For a coastguard station at Carrickfergus,
for a chief officer and six men, according to plans and speci-
fication to be seen at the office of Mr. Urav, Clerk of Works,
^ QuL-en Street, Belfast, and at the Officeof Public Works,
Dubhn. A sepamte tender to be sent in for each building.
Each proposal (which i? to be on the printed form
lodged with the specification) to be for a lump sum, and to
be accompanied by a detail (giving quantities and prices).
and to be endorsed * Tender for Coastguard Sution at

Carrickfergus.' Tenders to be sent in by 12 o'clock on the

IGlh of August.

Ros5C\RBKRnv FoT the erection of a coastguard station,

Rosscarberrv, Countv Cork, according to plans and specifi-

cation to be seen at' the office of Mr. Morris, 1 Wilmount
Terrace, St. Luke's, Cork. Each proposal (which is to be

on the printed form lodged with the specification) to be for

a lump sum, and to be accompanied by a deUil (giving

quantities and prices), and to be endorsed ' Tender for

Works at Kosscarberrv.' Tenders received up to the

ISlh lost.

Dalket.—For a coastguard station at Dalkcy. According to

olans and specifications to be seen at the Office of Public

\Vorks, Dublin. A separate Tender to be sent in for each
building. E.ich proposal ^which is to be on the printe<i

fonn lodged with the specification) to be for a lump
sum, and to be accompanied by a detail ^giving quantities

and prices', and to be endorsed ' Tender for Coastguard
Station at Dalkey.'

IRELANO.—For building the Church of St, Jude's (Parish of

St. Jame?'s), citv of Dublin. For repairing and painting

externallv the churches of Derrybrusk, county Fermanagh;
Drummnliv, Doiiagh ^Glasslough), county Monaghan; and
for repairing (he churches of .\asleagh, county GaUvay;
Abington. county Limerick ; Ballycanew, Duncormack,
county Wexford; Stra tford-on -hianey, county Wicklow,
according to the plans and specifications, to be seen in the

hands of the resident ministers of the parishes. The lowest

proposal will not necessarily be accepted. Each proposal

to be forwarded sealed, prepaid, and addressed thus :

—

'Proposal for the Church of , the Eccle-

siastical Commissioners for Ireland, No- 24 Upper Merrion
Street, Dublin.'

Meath.—For the erection of a dwelling-house and offices on
the lands called the Deer Park. Barley Hill, County Meaih,
situate near the towns of Kinpsccurt and Carrickmacross ;

according to plans and specifications of James Boulger.
Esq., Architect, which mav be inspected at his office, 45
Great Brunswick Street, Dublin, or with Mr. J. J. Cassidy.

Auctioneer and Valuator, Carrickmacross. Tenders, which
must be for a bulk sum, to include quantities and prices, to

l>e sent, before the 15th August, addressed to P. O'Gorir.an,
in care of Mr. Cassidy, Carrickmacross. July ISth, ISdi.

Di-BLiN.—For the following works—Contr.ict No. 1.—For
making and delivering about 20,0.00 tons of cast iron pipes

and other castings. Contract No. 2.—For making and
delivering certain stop cocks, sluice cocks, air cocks, pipes.

apparatus, and appendages connected with same. Con-
tract No. 3.—For laying and satisfactorily completing about
SO.OOfJ lineal yards of 33-tnch. and about 16,500 lineal yards
of 27-inch mains, and works coniiecteti therewith. Contract
No, 4 For the construction of a storage reservoir, bye
wash, waste weir, and other works connected therewith ; a
conduit and tunnel, and a catch water drain ; also filter

beds ; all in the county of Wicklow. Contract No. 5.—For
the construction of distributing reservoirs, waste weirs, and
a conduit, with other works, near Stillorgan, in the county
of Dublin. Specifications, sche.iutes ot quantities, and
forms of tender, may be had at the office of Mr. Parke
Neville, Engineer to'the Corporation of Dublin, City Hall,

Dublin, and at the office of Sir John Macneill, consulting

and advising engineer. 23 Cockspur .Street, Charing Cross,

London, on and after Augtist 4. ISt»2. on payment of t'5 5s.

j

where may be also seen, from ten to four o'clock each day,

copies of the working plans, of which intending contractors,

who may have supplied themselves with specifications, may
make tracings. Tenders to be sent in on or before Sept. 10.

Alverstore.—For building and enlarging the parish church
of St. Mary, Alverstoke. Plans and specifications will be
Iving at the house of Mr. Lacy (the Alverstoke parish

clerk), High Street. Gosport, from the 6th to the 13th of

August ^ Sunday excepted; ; and all persons desiring to

contract for the works must send in sealed tenders to the

above-named direction on or before Saturday the 2jrd.

Newtown.—Plans and specifications for building a new dis-

trict church in Newtown, Alverstoke, will I'e lying at the
house of Mr. Lacy (tlie Alverstoke parish clerk\ High
Street, Gosport, from the 6th to the 13th of .August (Sunilay

excepted); and all persons desiring to contract for the
works must send in scaled tenders to the above-named
direction on or before Saturday the 23rd.

Leicester.— For the construction of sewers in the Abbey
Meadow and the St. Margaret's Pasture, Leicester. Plans,
sections, and s[>ecifications for which may be seen at the
office of Mr. E. Stephens, surveyor. Silver Street. Leicester,

on or arter Wednesday, the 6th day cf August next, and
tenders addressed to the Chairman of the Highway and
Sewerage C<'mmiitee, and endorsed ' Tender for Sewerage,'
are to be delivered here by or before 6 p.m. on Friday the
15th.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
GuiLDFonn.—Plans are required for the establishment of

the Surrey County Hospital, at Guildford. Gentlemen desi-

rous of competing for the same will be furnished with the
necessary information on application to the Hon. Sec. J. M.
Capes, Esq., The Croft, Merrow, near Guildford.

Stamford.—For carrying into effect the erection of an iron

foot-bridge across the river Welland, at Stamford. Plans and
estimates to be sent to Mr. Edward Browning by tlie £2ud of
August.

TBADE NEWS.
A disputed right of way appears to be likely to arise in con-

sequence of the new railway station at Ewell. Barriers are
daily erected on a portion of the Kcarsney estate that has been
a meadow walk and thoroughfare for the public beyond the
memory of '.the oldest inhabitant' The public are not de-
terred by ' caution boards,' and persist in a free passage, the
twrriers being broken down by every dcterrcined traveller in
the very face of threats of prosecution.
The sum of *!8,1S2 has been awarded by the arbitration for

Mr. Ismay's premises on the Cross Wall, Do^"er,and thevare
now the property of the London, Chatham, and Dover Com-
pany, who will now lose no time in completing the tramway
from the harbour station to the Admiraltv Pier.
Hardwicke House, Sandhurst, was sold" on Thursday week

by auction, to Mr. G. Lewis. Ashford, for £1.020.
The works connected with the railway tunnel flrom the

Sands end, on the Kent Coast Railway, have been commence»l.
Navvies ha\e been engaged in removing the sand from the
front of the present embankment, in order to construct the
esplanade outside of the intended station.

On Saturday last ;t he Mes.^rs. Wagstaff & Sons, builders,
of Holborn, gave the annual dinner to their workmen at Mr.
Beecham's, Black Horse Tavern,

The adjourned sale of the L'pper Common Haugh of the
burgh of Hawick, the property of the North British Railway
Company, took place on Wednesiiay last. The property was
put up at £3,0(X', and after a keen contest between Provost
Wilson, as representative of the Town Council, and Mr. Adam
Laidlaw. builder, who acted for Mr. John Wilson, manufac-
turer, it was knocked down to the latter gentleman for the
sum of £3,560. being £60 more than what the Railway Com-
pany originally paid for the property. The exposLTs hind
themselves to prosecute to an issue the law plea now pending
in the Court of Session against the burgh, claiming right to
the sand banks at the side of the river.

Messrs. Hobbs sold by auction on Friday evening a valu-
able estate called Baughton Hall and Dunstal, about ninety-
three acres of land, near Severn Stoke, to Messrs. Rolierts &
Richards, solicitors. Worcester ^for Mr. Charles Hunt, of
Eckington). at £6.000.
The alkali works, in St. Philip's 5Iarsh, Bristol, have been

sold by auction, by Messrs. Barnard, Thomas, \- Co. They
were divided into three lots, and realised altogether £6,855.
It was understood that they were purchased for the Bristol
United Gas Light Company, who meditate a considerable
enlargement of their works in St. Philip's.

' BANKRUPTS.
To Slurender in Basi.vchall Street.—Thomas White,

Croydon, bricklayers" foreman, Aug. 19, at 10.—Thomas
Ferris. Hemswort'h Sireet, Hoxton, builder, .Aug. Hi, at 12

—

George Hembrow, AS'cymouth Street, New Kent Road, brick-
laver, Aug. 14. at 12.—Charles Chappe'l, Harrow, bricklaver,
.\ug. 14. at 2.— George Strutt, Shenton Street, Old Kent
Road, budder, Aug. 20, at 11.— Philip Brannon, South-
amirton, architect, .\ug. IP, at 1.—Richard Turner, Penge,
painter, Aug. 18, at 11-

To Si'RREXDGR IX THE Coi'NTRY.—Sainuel Webb, late of
Sudbury, builder, .-Vug. 14, at 12, County Court, Sudbury.

—

Robert Simpson Lowther, Barton-on-Humber, ^Minter, .^ug.

13, at 11, County Court, Barton-on-Humbcr— Wiles Jacklin,
Butterwick, Lincolnshire, carpenter, Aug. 9. at 11, County
Court. Boston.— William Pickles, Halifax, stonemason, Aug.
15, at 10, County Court, Halifax John Smith, Tankerslcy,
Yorkshire, builder, Aug. 21, at £, County Court, Barnsley

—

Tiios. Cutt, Pontypool, timber merchant, Aug. 20, st 1. County
Court, Pontypooi.—Charles Coleman, Stewkley, Buckingham-
shire, builder, Aug. 11, at II, County Gaol, Aylesbury

—

—Joseph Sinkinson, Birstal, joiner, Aug. £S, at 11, Bank-
rupts' Court, Leeds.— William Grundy, Atherton, Lan-
cashire, joiner. .Aug. 22, at 11, Bankrupts' Court, Manchester.
—John Kirkbv,Gringlev-un-the-Hill. Nottinghamshire, joiner,

Aug.27, at 10^ County Court. East Retford.- William Canien,
Brighton, bricklayer,' Aug. 19, at 11, County Court, Brighton.
—Benjamin Denton, Halifax, Yorkshire, stone dresser, Aug.
16, at 10, Countv Court, York.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TiESDAY PfLLEN, HotLNE, & EvERSFiELO, at Carrara-
Wharf, Pimlico, at 11 for 12, a large quantity of marble in

blocks.

Ft LLEB ^ HoRNSEY. at the Mills, Wandsworth, at 11, 10,000
blocks of stone, Ac.

Lon-EY, at Garraway's, Change Alley, Cornhill, at 12 for 1,

freehold estate, suitable for building, on the banks of the
Thames, close to the royal parks.

Priest, at 12, on the premises of W. R. Hodges, Esq , Great
Bookham, Surrey, marble busts, Dresden ware, &c.

Belton, at Garraway's, Cornhill, five freehold plots of land,
at New Maiden, near Kingston, suitable for building
villas, &c.

Phillips, at his Rooms, New Bond Street, at 1, Dresden and
Oriental porcelain, candelabra, pale and decorative fur-
niture.

TncRSDAY.—BiTCHER, at the Auction Mart. Bartholomew
Lane, London, at 12, the Nazing Park Elstate, Esses.

Friday.—Norton. Hcggart, & Trist. at the IMart, 24 -icrcs

of freehold building land, at Cottenham Park, near Wim-
bleilon.

NoRTO.N, HoGCART, & Trist, at the Mart, at 19, freehold
building estate, in the Bow Road.

Farebbotther, Clark, & Lye, at the Fountain Hotel, West
Cowes, at 1, freehold property known as the West Clifi*

Estate, Cowes, Isle of Wight; also three plots of building
ground.

In the Montr of Aicrsr.—Messrs. Daniel Smith, Son. &
Oakley, at the Mart, near the Bank of England, Jattendon
House. Berks, with 700 acres of land, suitable for the
erection of a mansion.

MARRIAGE.
On the 16th July, at St. George's Church, Hanover Squ.ire,

bv the Rev. John F. Alleyne, Major the Hon. Henry Little-

ton Powys Keck, of Stoughton Grange. Leicestershire, to

Maria Gore, youngest surviving daughter of the late Vice-

Admirai Sir John Gore, G.C.B., G.C.H.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We particularly request that all newspapers and com-

munications to the Editor be addressed 26 Bouverie Street,

Fleet Street, E. C, and not to Old Boswell Court.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

Works in Progress.—We sh.ill feel obliged to .iny of our
readers who wiU favour us with notes of works contempLited
or in progress in the provinces; in mo;t cases, a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been, com-
menced will be sufficient.

Received.—Tom Set Square (22 Old Broad Street, London >,

J. v., G B. H., J. B., H. N- H., J. M.T., H. W., L. & N.,

G. H. B., J. W. & Co.. F. W., E. B.. C. F. H.. L. Bros..

X X. An old Catholic (thanks^ An old Subscriber. W.B G.,

T. W. A.. H.W.T., E.K. A.. E.T.R., G.H.S., a W.,
B. R., J. H.. J T. C, W.T. will be attended, R S.W. please

send photograph.

*^j* Notice. — T7i€ Building Netts is ncni?

PcrmanaiUy Enhrgcd^ and puhiisJifd at 26
Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, opposite the 'Daily

News ' Office^ every Friday Morning.
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THE HOME AND OUT-DOOlt EDU-
CATIOX OF ARTIST-WORKMEX,
THEHl PKOPEK WORK, AND
THE WAY TO IT.

No. II.

E have uivcii a i'oup:Ii outline of some, out

of lunny, liome or in-tloor infliipnces which
ha\o already been, or should be, brought

to bear on the worknuui. Ai\d we now
propose, in the second place, to give but au

eiiually rougli outline of some of the oiit-

t/iiur iulluences which should, as wo con-

ceive, be pro\ ided for, and perhaps f/ivcii

* him. The one follows necessarily from the

other, and is of equal im)iortanco to the

happiness of the people. No man can be
happy who is always at home, neither can

lie be so if always out of doors. Ileal improve-
ment and iiscftilncis can only follow from both
these influences, each in due proportion and

" time.

AVe must notice, in passing, a strange prejudice, that English people
Rre entirely and pecidiarly an in-door people. It is often enough said what
R difference there is between the old Greek and old Roman, always abroad,
the modern Frenchman and the Englishman, always at home. It is

•difJicult to imderstaud how all this came about ; and for it to be so gene-
rally received, we think it singidarly untrue. The misfortune of the

true Englishman is, not that he is utterly indisposed to go out, but
that, unless under hea^y payment, there is no place to go to. Modern
London, for example, is hardly the city to move about in fer archi-

tectural sight-seeing, a thing when present, Mr. Rusldn tells us, people

jire willing to give up and to turn from the beauties and attractions of

nature herself. But leaving the actual streets, we think it certain

that, were all our public places open, as they ought to be, free of

charge and petty annoyances, and at hours when people could
find time to see— comfort being kept in mind ; we say that English-
men would be found as often abroad and sight-seeing as the old

Greek. Indeed, it is not a little sui^prisiug, that in a countiy so

rich as England, and where such vast sums of money are so

scattered about to supply public wants, real or supposed, there

fihoidd not be in all London a single house, or church, or cathedral,

or palace, or public building, or collection of any kind, open at the
only hours available to people generally, viz. bj' candlelight— except
the South Kensington Musemu. Night is the only time workmen
can go to exhibitions of any kind, or for any purpose for mental help
or otherwise, and we can hardly imagine a more usefid work, for those
willing to trouble themselves about purely public matters, than this of

throwing open our art-works after the working day is over. The
British Museum, the- India House Museiun, the Soane Museum, the
United Service JIuseum, the National GalleiT, St. Paul's, and West-
minster Abbey, all suppoi-ted either by public funds or wealthy com-
panies, are, as eveiybody knows, practically shut up from the workman.
When it is considered how all the places we have named, and very
many more, are filled in the day-time, not by workmen and students—
and these remai-ks apply equally to students as to worlmien — but by
people of a higher and more independent gTade, and consequently so
much the fewer in number, what might we not expect were their

doors but open at times when so much larger a number of persons,
and more earnest, perhaps, would be at leisure. The National Gallery,
In Trafalgar Square, in the centre of London, and within reach of every-
body, would surely find visitors and students enough. Let them who
wish to see a worthy gallery of the fine arts begin here. We commend
the task to them, ^^'ell might they urge on the authorities the fact of
the vast number of men, workmen especially, who, in the evenings,
simply walk about, with no object whatever but to pass away the time

;

not becau.5e they like it or would choose it, but because they know not
what else to do, or where else to go. We judge there is good and very
sufficient ground for believing that such places, if open free, would be
largely and constantly frequented, and perhaps serve to keep not a few
from the porter pot. If this were brought about, and it might verv
easily be done by the aid of a very few influential people, it woidd
form the first practical out-of-doors means of improvement and educa-
tion for the worhman, and a public good.
We have spoken especially of the National Gallerv, but we cannot

forbear to hint at the humanising and beautiful influences of our
Church services. Considering this, .and the value as art-works of our
two cathedrals, St. Paul's and Westminster Abbey, does it not seem
sui-prising that to the majority these glorious fanes are closed? A
mine of beauty and thought seems buried close to their very doors.
We would with humility put it to De.ans and Chapters whether or
no it would be an improvement on the present system, and a public
benefit, to transfer the afternoon service, when so" comparatively few
attend, or can attend, to the evening, when ii:avbe hundreds or even
thousands might think it a pleasure and a dutv to attend. A great
deal might be said about St. Paul's Cathednil, and St. Peter's, West-
minster, and the goings on now in them, and what they were built
and me.ant for, but for the present we forbear ; we only say again, thev
are two out of the very luuited few of our Loudon Fine Ai-t works.

No. .397.

verily and truly ; and as such, if for no other reason, should bo open,

and freely open, at all times, as beneficent influences on modern art

and modern art men.
There is yet one other means of influencing men away from their

liomcs, as we think one of the truest and best, but very strangely
enough neglected, viz. public reading of gi'eat and good" books. It
should be rccoll(;ctcd that all our gi-eat writings are to the generality
merely household names ami titles,—household words truly, but ^L•onU
only

;
for how many arc there who know anything of Milton, Shakes-

peare, or AVordsworth, .and a host of others" not to be counted. The
great works of a country are, after all, but for the learned and educated
few. To tlie m.any they are next to nothing; they can ueillier read
them properly nor imderstaud them. They can only be thoroughly
put bet'ore and made to enter the minds of common and unlearnecl
men by their previous transference through the minds of those who
can and do understand them. This is only to be done by their being
read by such ; a deliglitful task, one would think, to those able to do
it, and certainly not less delightful to the bearers. A finer or a nobler
influence there cannot be.

We have thus glanced at some out-door influences touching the
Art-workman, and it need not be said how many others there are
hardly less important, but too foreign perhaps to the subject-matter of
this journal to be particularly dwelt on. We pass on, therefore, to our
more immediate subject of ^Lrt-Museimis as the more practical out-
door helps.

We must content ourselves at present, resernng details for future
occasions, with but the merest outline sketch of what, in our judg-
ment, shoidd form the ground plan of a national collection of the
Fme .Vrt.s, i. e. the great di'i-isions of Ai-chitecture, Scidpture, and
Painting, and of their use as art-influeuces. We think the guiding
principles in the choice of objects illustrating each, and their reliitive

places, should be regulated by perpetual reference to the impression
they are fomid to make on the mind ; for all Fine Art is pm'ely
mental. We think that stj-los, dates, authors, names, and all else

now so all-engrossing with people, should be subordinate, and entirely-

subordinate to the mental impressioi: made on the mind by each wox'k
of art of whatever kind. For each noble work we would provide a
special place, that nothing might interrupt the ennobling mfluence.
How much, for instance, would be gained by the putting apart in a
room by itself, or at least on the end wall of a room, that noblest of
oiu- national collection of paintings, the Raising of Lazarus, by S. del
Piombo, if only for M. Angelo's figure of LazariLS the gi-audest piece
of figure painting possessed by England. Again, the cartoons of
Raphael, now nearly lost to the public, would fill tho noblest room
that could be built, realising as they do to the minds of people— and
common people— scenes but dimly seen, perhaps, by even constant
and attentive reading. When Mr." Ruskin had sufficiently proved to
ns the Claudes to be vicious and false, we would no longer occupy
public space with them, notwithstanding the pretty names they go by.
When again, we h.ad got a clear and comprehensive idea of what it is

that constitutes architectm'e, we should care nothing for its name, or
where it came from : the question with us always being, whether or
no the work evidenced tho truthfulness or genius of the author, and
thus capable of making corresponding impressions on the mind.
On this purely mental system, so to term it for present convenience,

and, by a perpetual reference to the mental facidties addressed, we
cannot bat think the great plan of a National Museum of the Fine Arts
should be based; indeed, in the vast multiplicity of objects to choose
from, there would seem to be no other way or certain guide. Those
only who have made art tho study of their lives are competent to this.

This general plan, too, shoidd comprehend the materials and methods
of work, as well as the work itself; a complete and comprehensive
national collection of the Fine Arts shoidd contain a collection of all

the materials used in the arts of building and sculpture, and the mate-
rials of painting, with models, showing the methods of construction,

both old and modern. The framework or skeleton for all building
would be thus plainly seen— the mere art of building— on to which
the fine art of architecture, both in outline and detail, and the harmo-
nious and beautifid arrangement of details is afterwards, to be gi-afted

;

sculpture and painting being the final and completing work. This
outline may be said to include all that such a collection, and for such
a purpose, can need ; not so much is quantity needed as qualifij, and
careful and considerate selection. We must add here, that no mistake
be made, that modern art and ornament must be soug-ht for perpetually

from Hi-in;/ and natural tiipes. The student and axt-teorkmun must co)i-

stanthj look to nature for his copies, and to this art-palacefor his methods

of ivork.

^^'e are here, as already said, simply sketching an outline, but a
little rouffh filling up will" add to its intelligiliility. This Art-Mu-
seum should be, according to oiu' view of it. simply for the purpose of
studi/ .and thought, and thou//ht-compellinr/, not as a loarehouse fi-om

which stores are to be drawn ready made to hand, and then to be
taken off and biult up into and with modern work : than all this, we
had far better be without it. Its intention shoidd be to show what
others have made of the original t^-jies, and then to guide us. In it

we shoidd see what the;/ had made of the men and costume of their day,
and the uses they made of plants and animals, and how they contrived
to copy their forms ; and to see as well how far the minds of the old
architects, sculptors, and painters had been able to impress themselves
on their work, and to indiriduali^e it. This indindu.ality, indeed, of

a work of art, as made so by the artist, or how he has put before us the
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work (i< /lit:, and /lin oiih/, is, T\-e wuukl urgo, one uf the most if uot the

most iiitere3tiug phase 'of Fine .\i-t. It has, more tlie pity, received

hitherto little or no atteulion. Not only are nations to be known by

their works, hut iiuUci'hiiil men ai'e to be, and always should be, so

recooTiiscd ; as, for example, sometimes the mouldings merely in a build-

in"- will tell the name of the builder and mason— the selfsame mould-

ings truly used by all, but iudiyidualised by the artist and workman,

and made his peculiar property, like his liandwi-iting, by his hai-ing-

himself thought of them and drawn them.

We can in no way agree with those who would restrict a museum
to one particular style of art or architecture, stiU less to a particular

date. Some things in one style and coimtry will show what you will

in Tain look for in another ; e. g. the gTandem' of Egyptian art will be

sought for in others in vain. Too much space could hardly in any
illusti-ative collection be given to it. Again, the ai'chitecture of the

East, the Saracenic or Moorish, in fineness of outline and elaborateness

and perfection of mouldings and detail, has no rival. It is as beautiful

as can be conceived. It shows what can be gained by thought, and
study, and finish. The art-worlcman can never see it too often, or

copy it for study and practice too closely and accurately. Eastern
people, indeed, woidd seem to have impressed on their ai'chitectiu'e an
ideal beautj^ and finish no where else to be foimd. Not now to

speak of other styles, and all will fiu'uish something not possessed by
the rest, we think that infinite advantage is to be got, and in no other

way, from the contemplation and study of all styles ; not, it must
always be imderstood, for the 2nir2)ose of reviving them, bnt to fill up
Toids in oiu' own minds, and prepare us for our own proper work ; to

keep alive and excite in us modems the feelings and thoughts of the
great and beautiful, by which the men of old intist, m some way or
other, have been perpetually actuated. This is the true and only
legitimate way of using such a collection. As out-door influences on
the minds of our artist-workmen, the value of such collections on a
worthy scale, and fitly housed, camnot be exaggerated. In our next
we propose to dwell a little in detail on some of the present prevail-
ing errors in art likely to vanish before the ^earnings thus placed
before us.

THAMES EMBAN30IENT— Sn?REY SIDE.

No. II.

FIiACTICAL and positive as the science of civil engineering is

declared to be by its professors, it is nevertheless made so im-
certain in practice, that, as 'Six. Cowiier told the House of Commons
a short time back, the opinions of eminent engineers were generally in

contradiction— that if one said yea, another qmte as eminent, and
equally as well supported by authorities, woidd say nay ; so that
after all it was necessaiy to judge independently. This haziness and
spirit of opposition in which engineers move and have their profes-
sional being, will doubtless be taken into consideration, when judging
the decision of the commissioners appointed to ascertain the best plan
for embanking the Sun-ey side of the river ; but the plea in extenuation
of evasion of duty shoid'd not be allowed to be can-ied too far.

Since Telford's "survey of the river in 1823, the bed of the Thames
at London Bridge has sunk ten feet, in consequence of the increased
scoiu-, due to the removal of the old structm-e at that point. Old
London Bridge, with its numerous narrow arches and cumbersome
piers, acted as a dam or weir, preventing the tidal wave from ascending
in full force and volume, also partiallv ponding back the ebb or flow of
land water. As soon as the tide rose to half tide, it poured up for
a short time -nath considerable velocitv, but it soon lost its power,
became sluggish, and favoured the formation of shoals. In like
manner the ebb was powerful for a time, and scoiued thi-ough
the great arch of old London Bridge a chasm— both above and
below— of a depth of 30 feet at low water, which was after-
wards with rubble and mortar from the old structure, to prevent
the continuation of scour at that point, and secure something
like unifonuity of depth in the channel of the river. The removal
of this dam, produced a rapid and great revolution in the river,
the like of which it is not probable -n-ill be seen again. The tide
uses higher and falls lower now than it did before the opening
ot the new bridge; and the tide ebbing out lower, revealed shoals
which have been to a great extent removed from the bed of the river
lor bmldmg purposes. Up to London Bridge, the rise of the bed is
Eix^ inches m the mile; above bridge the rise is one foot m the mile;
and if obstructions were removed to the flow and ebb of tides, the
tendency of the river would be to equahse the inclination of its bed,
or bring it nearly to a level,

Starting from these data, and bearing m mind that there has been
a gi'adual deepening of the river, not only above bridge, but also
below, as proved by the fall of the ebb at the East and West India
Docks of 14 inches lower than foi-meiiy, and of 3i feet above West-
minster in twenty-five years, the late Mr. Rendel argued that all the
gi'avel of the bed of the river woidd be scom-ed awav for a depth of
between 12 and 13 feet, down to the London clay ; and this was said
Eix years ago. ' If you have a Thames embankiiient at any time you
are .sure, then, to increase the scour to such a degxee that "the gi-avel
cannot buf go,' for, at that period, the gravel was being gradually
removed. Islx. J. Simpson fullv shared in this opinion. On the other
hand, Mr. Page insisted that, taking the average soundings in the
Pool at 33 feet below Trinity datum, and the deep soundings at Lon-
don bridge at 30 feet below Trinity datum, the deepenmg of the river

upwards, at 1 foot in the uule, would give 2S feet below the same
datum line as the deepest smmdings at Westminster bridge ; that
low water at Sheerness, was 18] feet and at St. Katherine's Dock
18 feet Oi in. below Trinity datum, sho-sv-iug that the diflerence was
no more than 2 inches in so great a length, and, therefore, that
the sea low water level had been already attained in the Pool. Mr.
Page further states that the diflerence "between the low water levels
at Sheerness and at T^'estminster was only 12j inches. These calcu-
lations appeared so clear and conclusive to the late Mr. Robert
Stephenson that he recalled a previous expression of opinion, aud
asserted his belief that no .scouring could take place between London
and Westminster bridges until the bauks were quayed, and then that
the utmost possible improvement of the river in every way could not
produce more than 10 inches lowering of the tide, so that none of the
gi'avel will go. "WTiere professional opinions are so opposite and so
dog-maticaUy expressed, people may well hesitate which party to be-
lieve. Are they to prefer Mi'. Stephenson to Mr. Rendel," or Mr.
Simpson to Mr. Page ? Nevertheless, the conclusion to which a non-
professional reader ^viU come, after a cai'eful perusal of the e^-ideuce
taken before the Commission, will be, that there is a scour gradually
acting upon certain portions of the river bed ; that it increases in
force ; and that it will be fiu-ther augmented by the conti-action of the
stream, consequent on the northern embankment being made ; but
that it does not possess anything like the strength aud velocity ima-
gined by Mr. Rendel, aud that the deepening of" the river by 12 feet
scarcely comes within the range of probabilities, or, at all events, not
yet for a long time.

A glance at the map, showing the line of northern embankment
recommended by the Commission, wiU enable the reader to form some -

idea of the unsatisfactory condition into which the intra-meh-opolitan
portion of the river will be brought by the maintenance of the south
side in statu quo, and how opposed it will be to everything indicated
by the whole bearing of scientific evidence. The present width of
the Thames from bank to bank is 800 feet at London Bridge, 700 at
Southwai-k, 1,340 at Hungerford, and 038 at Westminster. It is

therefore naiTOwest precisely where the tidal wave first meets with an
obstacle to its ascent, and where the ebb escapes from its last restraint.

The consequence is a state of things similar to that which existed
when old London Bridge was standing, but not to so great an extent,
although at Southwark it is aggravated by the mischievous contraction
of the width to 700 feet, and the consequent reduction of the sectional
ai'ea of the water-way to 14,628 feet from 17,020 feet at London
Bridge. The river is contracted at its inlet and outlet, while in the
intermediate space it spreads out widely into a lake, as it were, at
Hungerford. According to Captain Vetch, Conservator in the Har-
bour Branch of the Admiralty, and who from his position and expe-
rience, it may be fau-ly presimied, has as much knowledge of the
Thames as any one, the alternate couta'actions and expansions just
referred to create great distiu'bances, tend to diminish the flow of the
tide, and to reduce the depth of the river, so desirable to be main-
tained for navigation and sanitary objects. For the depth and navi-
gation depend most materially on the manner in which the streams of
flood and ebb get most freely up and down. If the expansion at
Himgerford Bridge be maintained, or lake a.s it is termed, the flood
will fill the whole of it, and while doing so the current which ought
to rim up the river bed will be applied to raise the level of the lake.

The residt is loss of time, and diminished scouring action of the tide

;

moreover, the momentum of the flood will be cheeked, the volume of
water going up to Richmond will be reduced, and, generally speaking-,

the volume of water required to fiU all that portion of the expanse
which is over and above the average -width of the river, will

represent the qiuxntity which is abstracted, or prevented filling

the upper reaches of the river. As a case in point, Captain
Vetch cited Wexford Ilarboui. The mouth is nai-row, and beyond
that, inland, the water expands into a sealike lake. The con-
sequence is that the tide does not rise at Wexford Quay so high
by two feet as it does at Wexford Bar. It is the same at Mont-
rose and elsewhere. But there are many instances of rivers,

having fimnel-mouth beds, wherein the high tide reaches in the
upper part a gi-eater height than at the mouths, and rice vej-sd.

The scheme sanctioned by the Commissioners does reduce the width
of the expanse, but not to the extent which Captain Vetch recom-
mended as essential to the navigation of the river, as will be seen by
the following figiu-es :

—
Pre posed by Capt. Vetch. Proposea by the Commission.

London Bridge . 800 800
Southwark . 700 700
Waterloo . 938 1,1.50

Himgerford , , . 938 1,000
AVestminster . . 938 9.38

So that at Waterloo the expanse is left 212 feet wider than the
Admiralty Ilai-bour Conser\ator deems desu-able, and 4-50 feet wider
than the river is at Southwark. The whole of this extra water
capacity, as it may be called, will have to be filled before tides pass
beyond. Consequently their vohuue, momentimi, and scour, will be
diminished. We are well awai-e that there are circmnstauces con-
nected -with this part of the river -which offer gi-eat difficulties to an
embankment. The curve of the river is very sharp, so sharp that a
float stai-ted from the centre of the stream, just above Himgerford, will
strike the first pier, on the north side of Waterloo bridge. The more
this ciu've can be diminished, and the nearer it can be brought to a
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strnijjiil lini', the iiiorp iiuil'orm will bo (lie How of the rivor. Hut a-s

the ciirrcnts of the obb nml flood act stroiifrer fioni cciitrifu^rfil force

upon the concave (tlio iiorthcni) side, than on the convex side, they
hnvi' foniu'd the channel of the stream nnder the second northern

nrcli. It was probably this fact wliich induccnl the (.'oniniissiouers to

reject the plans of Mr. Ifidder, Mr. Jiazalj-'ettc, and other engineers,

who laid down the lino of enibanknieiit nuder tlio second ai'ch,

le^^t it shonkl interfere with the navip'abU' clninncl.

AnotlierdillicMlty is the unscieutilic coustrnction of the foundations

of "^^'aterloo l!ridt>(^ The contraction of llie river here will increase the

scour, and the flatteniu;^' of the curve -s^-ill spread the action of the scour

more e\enly over the Ijetl towards the Surrey side, so as to deepen it—

a

result very desirable to attain, ^vith a view to the peininnent improve-
ment of tlie navifjalion. The tops of the platforms of the piers were
founded 8 feet below low water mark at the time Old London Bridge
was standing-. Its removal has brought down the low water level 4 feet

6 inches, so that the platforms of the piers are actually no more than
3 feet inches below the present low water mark. The low water
depth of the river is now trom 8 to 9 feet on the Middlesex side. If

this depth be attained in course of time on the Surrey side, by reason

of the equalisation of scour, through the flattening of tlie concave
bank, the bed of the river will be from 4 to 5 feet below the tops of

the platforms of the piers, which will be left to an increased action of

the scour they were not desig-ued to bear. Fronra very shortsighted
economy, the piles on the Surrey side were not so deeply driven as

those on the Middlesex side. But still, difficult as the case may be,

it is not impracticable to prevent injury to the foundations, and pre-

seiTe intact what, except this error in foimding the piers, is the
finest bridge in the world. Sheet piling woidd imdoubtedly be
sufficient for that purpose. Perhaps, after all, experience may prove,

that the danger is much less than is apprehended. For the current
•svill always rim along the concave side, and there maintain the deepest
cbannel, although the bed may be lowered towai'ds the Surrey side. It

may be said, by those who are inclined to support the decision

of the commissioners, that the argument in favour of flattening the
curve, and of spreading ont the flow of the current, as far as

practicable, towards the convex side, tells against the Surrey embank-
ment, inasmuch as its projection into the stream woidd proportionably
increase the centrifugal force of the cm-rent, and direct it all the
more forcibly against the concave bank. The objection would apply
with force, if it were sought to make the Sm-rey embankment project
for any extent into the river. But, in reality, what is asked for amoimts
to little more than the regularisation of the line of existing embank-
ments, up to a fi-ont sufficient to aftbrd a roadway. In Captain Vetch's
plan this line for the Surrey side extends to the centre of the first arch
of Waterloo Bridge, a distance beyond the present line of not more
than seventy-five feet, and that would certainly not be sufficient to

exercise any perceptible influence upon the set of currents towards the
Middlesex shore. The present line is most in-egular, so that the tides,

instead of flowing along equally, as they ought to do, impinge against
projections, thei-eby causing eddies in the sti-eam; or flow into inden-
tations, where they deposit matters held in suspension, which form
mud banks and shoals. The lay-byes constructed in Cubitt's embank-
ment are found to create perfect nuisances in this respect, while, if the
river be contracted to a medium -width, -svith a gentle taper, there will
be no deposits, and the action of the tides will be placed in a state of
gi-eater harmony and scouring power than they are now.

KEW GABDENS .\]S"D OUR PARKS.

A RECENT visit to Kew Gardens has suggested the following- re-

marks. These gardens are well kept, and contrast favourably -with
many of our parks, in the abnost total absence of miles of obstructive
fencing which in many ways totally disfigure these places of public
resort. If any of our readers will take the trouble to cross St. James's
or the Green Park, he will find, unless he goes much out of his way,
and sometimes in directly the opposite way he desires to go, that he
has to climb over the iron fencing, not merely once, but several times.

_
That the edges of the grass should be preserved in many places is

right enoiigh, and occasionally, when gTass has disappeared from one
spot, fencing may be placed across it imtil the grass is renewed, to
induce which, active measures should be taken, the fencing being
removed as early as possible. At Kew, however, nothing of this kind
is formd to be necessary. The public being allowed to range over the
whole of the grass plots, apparently never wear the grass completely
otF any of them, and a simple notice" to the effect that the public are re-
quested not to walk oh the edi/es of the ffrass, appears quite suflicient to
keep them in good condition. "'WTiy should it not Ije so in other
places ?

The next point we woidd draw attention to is the fact that very
large portions of both St. James's and the Green Park's are occupied
by .sheep. This is a remnant of the old cow-nuisance in Hyde Park,
so vigorously taken in hand some years ago. The sheep-nuisance is
very neai-ly as bad. If persons abstain from walking where sheep are
gl-aziug, they may fairly be said to be shut out iiltogether from the
grass, if not from many of the paths also. Children cannot with any
decency play where sheep are grazing, for of course the ground is
always unfit for them. For whose benefit, we .should be glad to
know, IS this abuse kept up ? The proximity of the railway to the
cattle market must admit of sheep finding convenient place's out of

to-wn for a temporary sojourn, bul whellier this be so or not they
should not bo tolerated in our public parks, and must, (-re long, be
strictly forbidden.

Next, as to seats. Are the funds allowed for tlie maintenance of
our parks so little that a few more plain wooden benches, to say
nothing of seats witli liacks to them, cannot be provided ? In most
cases they appear purposely omitted so as to compel the public to use
chairs, which aro to be paid for. There would, perhaps, be no great
harm in having_ a few chairs for those who prefi.-r them, but there
should be no stint of public seats, and these should, moreo^•el•, be
fairly placed where there is anything to be seen. No one should be
o))ligett to use a hired seat because a public one is not to bo had. Mere
forms are cheap enough, and there should be abundance of them. In
the road from Hyde Park Corner to Albert (jate there aro compara-
ti-i-ely no public seats, the whole path being thickly studded -with
chairs, for which a penny and two-pence is charged. ' We say this is
shanieful. It is a gross monopoly and abuse of power to leave things
in this state. The entrance of Kensington Gardens is the only spot
we can call to mind which is i'airly provided with public seats. There
is, however, not one from the entrance along a very favourite walk on
the grass, parallel to the walk by the railings of Rotten Row, as well as
in many other places. There are only two or three seats allowed for the
' Roimd Pond.' St. James's and the Green Park are also misei-ably
provided with seats ; nothing but chairs, chairs, chairs, at every turn.
The Government should buy up this monopoly, and regulate it to the
public advantage. One word on the refreshment question. AVe know
not imder what regulations the liberty to sell refreshments is given in
Kensington Gardens, but as what "is sold is tolerably good and
not unreasonable in price, we have not much to c-omplain of.

At the same time, there should be a second class department,
with fixed and lower prices. Gatti sells quite as good ices for
four-pence as you can get in the gardens for six-pence, and
ginger-beer shows a handsome profit at two-pence. Why should not
the contracts be let to those who would supply the public best at the
lowest price. Kew Gardens are opened at one o'clock only, and
Kensington Gardens at, we think, five o'clock, which is perhaps none
too soon. But is not one o'clock much too late ? Surely ten o'clock
woidd be a reasonable time for the Gardens at Kew to be open. Then,
again, we noticed the other day that all the poor holiday folks, as
they entered the Gardens, were obliged to leave their baskets, bags,
&c., at the entrance, and although remaining in the gardens until,
perhaps, seven o'clock in the evening, they could neither eat nor
drink. Upon interrogating the keeper as to' the cause of this order,
he stated that persons takuig refreshments into the gardens left paper
and scraps about the grounds, and as the fimds allowed for keeping up
the gai'dens were limited, there was nothing to pay for clearing up !

Is not this monstrous ? How many lads at sixpence a day would be
glad to imdertake the duty of keeping the gardens clear. " Moreover,
those who know the rules won't be, ' done ' by this basket-detention
regulation. They make baskets of their pockets, which, to carry out the
principle, ought all to be searched. Woidd not a civil request, that
visitors were not to leave anything on the grounds, be sufficient ? We
feel sm-e it woidd be, and what so well calculated to assist in the
removal of scraps, &c., as the very baskets detained at the gate.*' It
must be remarked, in order to appreciate the inconvenience of the regu-
lation now in force, that there is no refreshment department at aU in
the grounds, good or bad ; although a good building, called the
' orangery,' is, at least in summer, always empty, and well calculated
for the purpose of a refreshment room. The establishment of this on
a fair basis, woidd of course not do away -with the necessity of altering
the ride complained of, but woidd be a great convenience to those who
could afford to pay for it.

With regard to the absence of music in the gardens at Kew, -we wiU
only say that there appears to us no good reason why a band should
not occasionally perforin there during each day in fine weather. We
English seem to have no notion of making visits to public places com-
fortable and pleasant. We think next session no more useful work
could be imdertaken than an enquiry into the detailed management of

our public parks and gardens. Any member of the House who brings
this subject forward, and perseveres in agitating- reform, will deserve
well of the public.

lEOOTiIONGERY IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

No. V.

IT is time now to take notice of articles not so pretentious in art as useful

in their kind, in the Hardware Court. Indeed, some one has yet to

report upon the usefid in the luteruational Exhibition. The ornamental
and the show-j', have, perhaps, had too much attention devoted to them,
-while articles of evei-y day's use, articles which come within reach of the
means of the humbler classes, and which are adapted to their necessities,

have received very little notice, or none at aU. The great value of an
Exhibition, such as the present one of 1862, is to expose such articles of

art and utility as may bo -witliiu the means of piu-chaae of the many.
Hence it has been that the "Western Annexe, where machinery in motion is

exhibited, and the Processes Com-t, have been the best attended.

Among the many thousands who look at the brightly polished rauffos and
stoves in Class XXXI., the frequent remark may be heard, ' I should not
like to have to keep them clean.' People, in the long run, care less about
what they can prize as beautifid, than about what they can make their own
in substance.] The [man of even ample means cannot hope to hang a
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;£10,000 picture in liis drawing-room; uor to adorn Iiis wifo or daughter

witli a bracelet costing £2,000. Many an honest tradesman, able to pay

his waj- in the -n-orld, and to have a balance at liis bankers, cannot, much

as he may admire, indulge in splendid Sevres and Dresden wares, but he

would still like an elegant tea and dinner service at a moderate rate. And
so with ironmongery. We have pointed out articles of great beauty and

iufenuity, accessible to the wealthy, and to Corporate bodies, but which

cannot be compassed by people of moderate me;ins. We are not retracting

one syllable from the praises we have ascribed to varioiis exhibitors we
have "mentioned in previous articles. They deserve, indeed, more praise

than we have given them. But there is no reason why we should omit

mention of different exhibitors of humbler articles.

Now, in the way of what is eallei in the trade 'hollow ware,' we note

great improvement over that exhibited in 1S51. Pans, kettles, basins, and
jugs, foot-pans, baths, &c., maj- be verj- unattractive to some pieople, but we
should be sadJy distressed without them. Nor can we go back to the days

of pottery altogether to have the utensils wherewith to cook a family dinner,

TrVe cannot bake, and fry, and stew in terra-cotta. Nor can we even trust

our cooks, unless they are extremely cleanly and careful ones, with vessels

of brass and copper. We have, however, iron vessels tinned and enameled,

and copper vessels also, prepared with internal metallic linings or coatings, in

which we have every confidence that we shall not be poisoned through their

use.

By ' hollow ware,' we mean all such goods in metal, whether cast or
wi'ought by the hammer, or struck out by the press, as are intended to

contain iluids, or retain the fluid products of solids— aU such goods as are
requisite for successfid cooking, whether sauce or frying-pans, all such as

minister to domestic comfort and cleanliness, as the water-pot, hand-basin,
bath, coal-scuttle, &c. In hoUow ware, Kenrick & Sons, of AVest Bromwich,
midie a good display, especially in enameled hollow ware. The art of
enameling iron is, comparatively speaking, a modern one. Tinning was the
old process, by means of which the surface of the iron was preserved from
oxidisation. But many a good housewife foimd, to her sad experience, that

a frying-pan, for example, exposed to a violent heat, and temporarily neg-
lected, was liable to be denuded in parts of its tinning, and that, in landing
the cooked sole or steak into the plate, there was delivered along with it

sundry spherical shot, not at all to be digested. Similar accidents happen
to the tinned saucepan and tea-kettle. The first experiments in enameling
were not quite satisfactory. The iron and enamel expanded unequally
under the influence of heat— the ii-on the most rapidly. The consequence
was, that the enamel, after a time, was fractured, and the bottom and walls
of the cooking-dish exhibited a reticulation of fissures by no means pleasing
to the eye, nor assuring to the cook. If the enamel scaled, which it did
frequently, the cooking vessel was rendered as helpless as the 'Warrior'
would be, deprived of her iron sheathing. The art of enameling iron
vessels has now reached the point of perfection, where the expansion and con-
traction of the external and internal parts are equable, consequently the
enamel no longer cracks, and the vessel lasts longer The great advantage
of enameled hoUowware is its cleanliness. The scullion has no excuse here
to present the cook with a dirty vessel, and, as the enamel is chiefly applied
to cast-iron vessels, where there are no angles in the bottom or sides, as in
hammered work, there can be no seams of filth which escape detection.

Kem-ick & Sons maniifiicture for exportation, and when we see their
wares marked for the French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, American,
and Australian markets, of different depths and dimensions, one unknowing
in modes of cookei-y naturally asks himself why such differences should
exist— why an English saucepan shoidd not answer a Frenchman ? Now,
as there is a reason ui roasting eggs, there is a reason in frying them. An
English vessel fitted to prepare an'omelette, say in London, woidd never do
for Paris. The sea-coal fire of London requires a vessel of a certain form
.and thickness, which is entirely unsuitable for the charcoal fire of France.
And so with vessels for Spain, Germany, and other coimtries where, not
only fuels differ, but also the construction of the gi-ates, ovens, &c., where

• cookery is conducted. Then each coimtry has its special dish, and special
modus operandi. The Spaniai-d will go to work in his own way in pre-
paring his favourite ollapodrida, and the Frenchman in preparing his
ragout

; each must have his own form of pot or stew-pan, each his own form
of coflfee or chocolate pot, and the English manufacturer is prepared to
please every taste. The firm above-mentioned exhibit, besides enameled
ware, several varieties of tinned wai-e. as digesters, boilers, camp-kettles, &c.
We observe that, in many of the articles exhibited, the eara and haniUes of
the vessels are cast in solid with the vessel, and that, in the case of swing-
kettles, &e. the riveting of the hooks which receive the handles is neatly
and substantiaUy executed. It is not our intention to undervalue the goods
exhibited by foreigners, but one has only to step into the German Courts to
see how very inferior in substance and in manufacture, in taste and finish,
arc the utensils destmed for similar uses. We ousht not to omit mention
of the socket-pipes exhibited by Kenrick and So'ns. The bores of these
pipes are 2 in., 2^ m., and 3 in. in lUameter, enamelled within, especially
useful for baths, and for every domestic purpose where pure water is a
desideratum. These pipes are not liable to be injured by coiTosive bodies,
and are easier to be cleansed from saline or alkaline deposits.

Hopkins & Sons of Birmingham, exhibit bowls, dishes, milk-pans. &c.
of stamped iron in one piece, tinned and not polished— rough as they
leave the factory, but commending themselves by their cheapness and
utility. They exhibit also similar vessels in stamped iron, but polished.
intheraatterof venison dishes, dish-covers, tea and coffee sets, &c, this
manufacture deservedly attracts attention.

T. 'Vi' bitfield & Co., of Birmingham, have a display of zinc goods, in water
pails, buckets, foot-pans, pudding-dishes, &c., rather rough-looking, it is
true, but no doubt very usefid in their way, and well-adapted for the

?°;!!"''V-
""' "'^''''^''^ •T'Pf'ai- of good solid manufacture. The pots

kettles, frjing-pans, &c., of the Carron Company are too weU known to
require description.

In common tin-plate ware, if we except such articles as the block-tinImns-mane of C. & S. Talbot, of Marylebone, of Benham & Fronde andsome others, there IS scarcely anything exliibited. There is certainly an
oval double-action tin churn, exhibited by Mi-. Edward Peny, of the Jeddo

Iron Works, Wolverhampton, which must be a vast boon to the farmer's

wife, and a great relief to the dairy-maid. This ehui-n is recommended for

its portability, cleanliness, and efficiency. An equal temperature of the

cream can be maintained by placing the churn in a vessel containing warm
water in winter, and cold in summer ; the inside lifts out altogether, so that

the churn can always be kept sweet and clean. The butter generally comes
in fifteen to twenty minutes. What "nitli the American milking-machine

and double action churns, the offices of milk and dairy-maids threaten to

become sineciu'os.

But, as we have already observed, in common tin-plate hollow ware, uu-

painted and unvarnished, there is nothing scarcely to be seen in the Exhi-
bition of 1862. This is noteworthy. Makers perhaps felt that the four-

penny saucepan, and the tenpenn}' kettle were not likely to be considered

meet comrades for polished steel and burnished brass. Or it may show
that the age has a taste above the rough wares vended by the pedlar, and
the means of gratifying it. AVe see indeed the nearest approach to the

old tin-plate ware at the stall of Mr. J. Marston, of Bilston ; but the spe-

cimens here exhibited are probably intended for the foreign market. We
have children's mugs, with a gaudy ground colour, ornamented by impos-

sible flowers, and birds never known to Audubon. We have specimens of

tea-caddies and tea-trays, which were the delight of our grandmothers and
the leading ornament of the mantel-.^^helf : painted water-cans with which
the maiden of two generations ago would have felt proud to go to fetch

water, but which in these days the maiden of Bloomsbury Square would
not exactly like to be seen ciu-rying to the neighbouring pump. These
articles are substantial and useful in their way, down even to the tobacco-

box, apd have their value to the midtitude.

There are some excellent displays of japanned tinned-iron ware. We
would call attention to the articles in this line manufactured by Mr. Perry,

of the Jeddo Works, Wolverhampton. They are only such humble articles

as coal-scuttles, coal-shovels, basins, tea-caddies, salvers, bread-plates, tStc,

but the japanning is excellent, and the designs, though here and there pre-

tentious, not displeasing. New designs have been introduced into such
humble articles as the coal scuttle. It is not so often produced now in the

form of the bonnet of a quakeress in iron. H. Loveridge & Co., MeiTidan
Works, Wolverhampton, have, also, a good show of japanned ware, such as

wine-coolers on castors, foot-baths, water-cans, &c. Of the baths in general

in the Exhibition there is not much to be said, except in a general way.

There is 'nothing new in their construction. Some appear to have more
advantages than others, on account of taps regulating the supply of hot and
cold water, with an escape cock. They wiU be selected more on aeeoimt

of price, than on account of any special novelty about them.

Amidst a vast display of ironmongery of acknowledged excellence, of

course one could have picked out here and there articles, poor in design,

and sadly deficient in workmanship. But even these cases are so excep-

tional as to affect but slightly the universally fiivourable impression of the

display made by the exhibitors in Class XXXI. And, as if modestly aware

of their own demerits, the few wortUess articles are huddled up in some
obscure corner, where they do not obtmde on the public gaze, nor offend

public taste.

%
ANNU.\L MEETING OF THE BRITISH AECH^OLOGICAL

ASSOCIATION AT LEICESTEE.

{From our own Reporter.)

THE annual meeting of the British Archseological Association commenced

on Monday week at Leicester, in conjunction with the Leicester,

Lincoln, and Northampton Architectural Societies, and the Leicester

Literary and Philosophical Society.

THE 3IEETIXG.

The proceedings commenced on Monday, when a public reception was

given to the President, Dr.Lee, F.B.S., F.S.A., at the GuadhaU._ 'The

IVLiTOR, on behalf of himself and Corporation, welcomed t'ae Association.

He said that Leicester, in almost every sense, was a commercial town; they

were men of business, rather than men of art and science. They, however,

had sufficient interest in the societies which they represented, to acknow-

ledge the great amount of good which they conferred upon those who took

a delight in architectural and archaiological studies.

The Town Clerk then read an address of the Corporation, which

stated that although that borough possessed few buildings of architectural

beauty, they ventured to hope that a county rich in the remains of many
historical events, a county in which Lady Jane Grey lived, and in which

John WycUffe was buried ; where Hugh Latimer was born, and Cardinal

Wolsey died, would not be without interest to the Association.

Dr. Lee read his inaugural addi-ess, in which he gave an account of the

history and objects of the British Archreological Association, after which

the company received some explanations of the interior and exterior of the

Guildhall, by Mr. GoKDOii Hills. They then proceeded to the various

TLiCES OF EtTEEEST IX LEICESTEE.

The first was the Jewry Wall, in St. Nicholas' Street, which Mr. J.

Thojipson' explained. He said that this place was so called, from haying

been the supposed residence of the Jews, who, in mediaeval times, were not

allowed to mix with the other inhabitants, but had places set apart to them-

selves. Juilging from the character of the building, he considered that it

formerly fomied part of a Roman bath or basilica. An old Roman p.ayement,

in a cellar of a house in Jewrj- Wall Street, was next inspected. Stellary's

Church was visited. Mr. Nevixsox stated that the oldest existing portion

of that building was a Norman arcade at the west end, the date of which

was probably about 1100. Mr. Thompson said there was no doubt it was

originally used as the church of the Castle of Leicester. Entering

Leicester Castle. Mr. Thompson said this Castle was no doubt erected by
the Eark of Leicester between UOO and 1200. Its Norman origin was

traceable in the two windows ornamented with the zigzag moulding—such
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moiililing of the arches licing rcculiiir to tin- in'i-ioil. Tlio front -n-iis of a

moiloni dinraolor, liaving Ix'cn erected iiliout the period of George I.

In tlie evening, ii meeting was liehl at the Guildhall, at half-past eight,

l>r. Li;i; in tlie chair. JL-. Gordon IIii-ls read a paper on the Gnildhall,

wliieli he said -was formerly in the possession of the Guild of Corpus Christi.

No part of the Guildhall possessed any architectural fatures which would

prove to be of more ancient date than the reign of King Kenry VII. Tlio

fi'afnres peculiar to this period, were the two timber-framed arches at the

west end of tlie hall, and the windows of the Grand Jury-room. A window

over the entrance door, which is also of this period, leads to the supposition

that the whole of the haU was of one date, though of ilifferent styles of

ardiitecture. Mr. T. Wrioht, M.A., F.S.A., then read a paper on an in-

scrilied title of the Eighth Legion, whicli was found in the year 1S54,

during certain excavations in Bath Lane. Jlr. George Veve Irvikg read a

paper upon the eartliworks of the eonntj-, after which the eniigrcss adjourned.

On Tuesday the members visited tlie ruins in Bradgate i'ark, and other

places of architectural and historical interest in tlie neighbourhood. In the

evening, at half-past eight, a soiree was held in the Town Museum. During

the evening J. R. Plancite. Esq., gave an adiU-ess upon a Carthaginian

slab, whieli had been presented to the Museum by the late Duke of Rutland.

After tlie refreshments had been served, Mr. George 'Wrigut read a paper

entitled 'Memorials of Richard III.' Votes of thanks to the lecturers

concluded the meeting.

On Wednesday the annual excursion of the Leicestersliirc, Lincolnshire,

and Northamptonshire Societies took place.

KXRBY MUXI-OE CASTLE

was first visited. The Rev. Canon Troj.lope said their present object was to

inspect a charming old specimen of brickwork, that was, he considered, well

worth a study. Happily its date was known from the evidence of a gi'ant made
to AVilliam,"the historically famous Lord Hastings, by Edward IV.. and

dated April 17, 1474, wherein he gave to his chamberlain, tlie said Lord

Hastings, to wall in and enclose his manor house of Kii-by JIuxloe witli a

stone wall, to fortify and embattle it, as well as to enclose and impark 2,000

acres of land and wood. The situation of this edifice is low, owing to the

custom, prevalent during the fifteenth centiuy, of encircling all residences

of importance with a single or a double moat, over which were tlu-own

di-awbridges, connected with gatehouses and porteuUises. The whole is of

red brick, relieved by some diapering on the principal front, composed of

bricks of a darker tint. Having approached the entrance, formerly pro-

tected by a portcullis, whose groove remains, and by two stout doors, at

either end of what they might term tlie Castle Gati^house, whose tremendous

hooks, three on either side, are also still remaining, two small rooms will

be seen opening into the central archway, one of whicli was, no doubt, the

porter's lodge ; over the archway was a large room, perhaps used as a state

dining-hall, approached by two newel staircases on either side, within

octangiUar turrets, which also gave access to several other smaller rooms.

At the angles of this front of the castle were formerly two towers of consider-

able dimensions, and three stories high, connected by stout walls with the

central featiu-e already described. A brick vaidting, of a plain character,

originall}* spanned the gateway entrance to the castle, and a A'aidted recess

in the curtain wall, to the left of the entrance, whose outer wall has been

broken away, was worthy of notice, because its use was not evident. Such
was the character of the western facade of Kirby Muxloe Castle, forming

one side of a quadi'angle, the others being composed of strong and lofty

walls, relieved and strengthened by towers at the angles and in the centres

of each wall ; that in the northeru one having formed an internal featui'e, so

ns not to interfere with the run of the wall, to which it is attached ; but
those in the eastern and southern sides project beyond the walls with which
they are incoi'porated, and appear to have been of an oblong plan, as was
the south-eastern angle tower ; but the north-eastern one consisted appa-
rently of a squai'e tower, to which were attached two smaller fianking

towers, or tuirets, as far as they could judge from the evidence of the

remaining foundation.

bosworte field

was then visited. On alighting from the carriages, several fields were
traversed to reach the elevated spot which tradition says was the site of
Richard III.'s camp. Here a platform, decorated with numerous illus-

trative banners, was erected, from which the Rev. Edward Trollope read
a long paper descriptive of the Battle of Bosworth. Displayed on a crimson
velvet cushion was an exact copy of the imperial crown of Richard III.

There could not have been less than 4,000 persons present. In distant
fields standards had been erected, showing the positions of the armies
before they engaged in the deadly conflict. The lecturer commenced his

discom-se with the lauding of the Earl'of Richmond (afterwards Henry VII.)
at Milford Haven, on the 6th of August, 148.5, with 2,000 Frenchmen, but
who on passing through Wales was joined by many powerful chiefs, the
numbers of his followers augmenting until his arrival at Atherstone, where
he had an interview with Lord Stanley and his brother Sir William, both
commanding forces on behalf of Richard. Every incident that occurred
from tliis time to the day of the battle (22ud August), when Richard fell,

were described in eloquent language by Mr. Trollope. His battered crown
was found in a bush, and Richmond was cro\™ed by Sir WiUiam Stanley
on the field. Paintings of Richard III. aud his wife, Ann Xevile (daughter
of the Earl of Warwick), were exhibited from the platform. A vote of
thanks was passed to the reverend gentleman for his excellent lecture, and
the crown above refeiTcd to was presented to him amid great cheering.
The party then proceeded to

STOKE GOLDIXG CHURCH.
The Rev. Canon Trollope here read the following paper upon this

church:— This church, dedicated to St. Margaret, is a most attractive
structure, not only from its commanding site, and its proximity to that far-
famed battle-field on which the Earl of Richmond won for himself the
crown of England, but from the beauty of its own features. As soon as its

exterior catches the eye, most will, I think, be struck by the dignity of its

character, aud the admirable manner in which the .spire rises from its sup-
porting tower. Originally a ehapelry of the alien Benedictine Priory of

Hinckley, attached to tlie .Vbln^y of Lyra, in Normandy, Stok'' Goldcnham,
or Golding, had become a distinct parish during the reign of Henry VI.

The only old [iroprietor here that we shall care to hear about is Sir Robert
do Champaigne, descended from the Counts of Champaigne, whose ancestor

came to England with the Conqueror, and who, by his marriage with Mar-
garet, daughter and heiress of Sir Roger de Stoke, became po.ssessed of a
considerable estate at Stoke (iolding, 10th Edward III.

Although tlie fabric is for the most part of the fourteenth century, a
small first-pointed winilow — once an external one, but now in the divisional

wall between the chancel and the adjoining chantry— demonstrates that it

had a predecessor. On entering, the twin-like appearance of the two main
portions of this church will first be noticed, both being of the same width
and length, and neitlier of tliem having a chancel arch nor screen, so that the
nave proper may not bo immediately identified. This was formerly
separated from the chancel, first by an arch, and afterwards by a per]ieu-

dicular screen of carved oak, from evidences that existed on these points

until a late date, the chancel occupying the space of two bays of this portion
of the fabric, or one third of its length. The eastern wall is very con-

siderably out of the square, which I cannot account for, as neither of the
lateral walls show any signs of having ever sympathised with its in-

clination.

The east window is a very beautiful one of five lights within an acutely

pointed areli, but, unforlunately, the uppermost circlet .of its tracery has

been robbed of its cusping. Of tlie foiu- large windows in the north wall

of this church, tlie second and fourth from the cast are alone original ones,

the others, of a flambo3-ant and weaker character, and the small one beyond
the north door having been inserted afterwards. A very high pitelied roof

at first covered the nave and chancel, as will be clearly seen from its

weathering on the eastern face of the tower. This portion of the fabric

may be assigned to the first years of the second quarter of the foivrteenth

century, viz., 1325 to 1330, but liy whom it was erected we know not; we
can only suggest, therefore, that it arose at the expense, or through tlie

influence of one of the priors of Hinckley, the tlien patrons of this church,

ofwhom Henry de Puy was prior in 1319. About thirty or forty years later, a

beautiful addition was made to the fabric by Sir Robert de Champaigne, to

whom I have already alluded. Above the nave arcade is a Latin inscription

asserting that this personage, together with his wife Margaret, the Stoke

heiress, built this chui'ch in honom- of St. Margaret, the virgin, during the

reign of Edward I. : but, like many other inscriptions, it is a most erroneous

one, because, in tlie first place, Sir Robert's marriage did not take place

until the reign of Edward III., and it is very evident from the architectural

evidence before us, that Sir Robert's work consisted only of additions to the

clnu'ch, although they were very considerable ones.

Pulling down the south v\-all of the nave, he erected an arcade in its

place, beyond which he built a chapel as large as the nave itself, forming

what we may now term the south aisle, and, at the same time, he appears

to have pulled domi the old tower, and to have erected the present very

beautiful one in its place. The arcade consists of three pUlars, which, toge-

ther with their responds, support four arches forming the present divisional

line between the nave and the Champaigne chapel. This now constitutes a

most pleasing feature of the f.ilirie, and from the multiplied numbers of the

pillar shafts, together with their numerous fillets, suggest the idea of classi-

cal fluting. The windows in the present south wall may have been taken

from the nave when the chapel was added to it, as they appear to correspond

generally with the earlier ones in the piresent north wall as to date and

character. In the middle of the south wall of the Champaigne chapel is a

recess surmounted by a segmental arch, supposed to mark the burial-place

of the founder, and towards its original eastern extremity is a piscina suppilied

with an elongated hood mould.

Lastly, a second chapel was added to the eastern end of the Champaigne

one, by whom is not kno'm.i, when au archway was opened between it and

the chancel, when its eastern wall was made to assume the same line as

that of the chancel, and the window of Sir Robert Champaigne's chapel was

re-erected in a new position parallel with that of the chancel. In this

chapel is a double piscina and a bracket that formerly supported a statue of

St. Margaret, and which was probably removed to its present situation

when this addition was made to the fabric ; the figure, also, of St. Margaxet

was also formerly displayed in the west window of the tower, as a graceful

compliment to the heiress, Margaret Stoke, on the part of her husband.

The font is richly sculptured ; ou one of its arcaded panels St. jMargaret

again makes her appearance, with the conquered dragon beneath her feet

into whose mouth she has thrust the end of her cross sximiounted staff,

while a praying figm-e kneels before her. Ou another panel is a flgm-e of

St. Catherine, ciwraed, holding the spiked wheel ia her right hand, and a

sword in her left. In a third "panel, a bishop is represented in the act of

blessing, with tlie episcopal mitre on his head, and the staff in his left

hand, perhaps representing St- Nicholas. On the other panels are shields,

one of which bears a che-iTou between tlrree quatrefoils, but the others are

defaced. Most probably one of them bore ' or a fret sable,' for Champaigne,

as this font appears to be of the same date as the Champaigne chapel. The

stem is plain, aud would have been greatly improved by angle shafts obvi-

ating the crudeness of the design below the bowl. Externally the outhne

of the tower aud its spii-e will, I doubt not, be didy admired. To the

former an extra amoimt of support has been wisely given to its western

face, but its most beautiful featui-e is the perforated panelled p:u'apet by

which it is surmounted ; in two of its quatrefoUs are the crowned heads of

Edward III. and Queen Philippa. Eormerly pinnacles rose at intervals

from the parapet, but these have now disappeared; below is a hue of ball

flowers and a cb-op moulding. Proceeding along the south side of the church,

its good base moidding. and a perforated parapet simdar to that on

the tower will bo observed. Only the lower portions of the pinnacles by

which the buttresses are capped now exist, their tops having been destroyed.

Pretty little roundels are carved at the intersection of the principal lines m
the tracery of two of the windows in the Champaigne Chapel.

At the east end. the flattened gable of the chancel will be seen with

regret, as well as its present condition. AVhether this portion of the church

was shaken out of the perpendicular by the earthquake that occurred in

1580, and when the top of the spire fell to the ground, I know not, but the
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present mode adopted for carrying off the ram from its roofs may also Imye

jniuredtlie stability of the foundations, and cannot but be observed with

reeret A\Tien the piuuacles here were perfect, and rose like tvnn guardians

on either side of a weU-proportioncd gable at the end of tlie chancel, and at

the same time gave weight to the buttresses beneath them, the effect pro-

duced must hare been most pleasing.
, - i, -.

On the north side great changes have taken place; three out ot the hve

windows being insertions, and two out of the four buttresses being additions,

which last were indeed most necessary to aid in supporting the north wall

of the fabric. Over the third buttress fi-om tlie east, which is an original

one, is a trefoil inserted in a rising break of the parapet, for the piu-pose

of indicating the divisional line between the nave and the chancel.

On the ehui-chyard gate are some old iron stancheou heads, perhaps

derived from the windows of that beautiful parish church to which it gives

3.CCGSS

Earl ShUtou Church was the last visited. With the exception of the

Decorated tower, it is quite new, and handsome, the style of the new work

being that of the former church. The material used is the granite found in

the parish. The excursionists returned to Leicester at eight o'clock, the streets

through whicli the long ijroeessiou passed being crowded -n-ith gazers.

On Thiu-sday, an excursion was made to Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Castle

Donington, and other places in the coimty of Leicester. The evening

meeting was held in the Guildhall.

On Friday, a large party in-oceeded to Brixworth, in Northamptonshire,

and reached

NOETIIAJIPTUN

atone o'clock. They were received by the Mayor (H. P.Markham, Esq.) at the

Town Hall, ivith ahearty welcome, and proceeded to examine the numerous

charters and other ancient documents belonging to the Corporation. Mr.

Markham expressed a hope that in the course of a year or two they would make
Northampton their head-quarters, when they woidd have a town liall better

fitted to welcome them. Dr. Lee, thanking the Mayor for his coiu-tesy, said

they were engaged next year ; but tlie year following he should be happy to

waive the promise to his o-mi county (Buckinghamshire) in favour of

Northampton. He had seen quite suificient to satisfy- him that it possessed

many claims to interest a body of archaeologists : and if the Corporation

would permit copies of some of the documents he had seen to be talien, the

Association would be most happy to print them in their transactions. He
referred also to the illuminations of some of them as being very beautiful.

The Rev. C. H. Haetshoee said he felt it an honour to be allowed to say a

few words to so distinguished a body of archpeologists as he had the pleasure

of seeing there, respecting a town in the neighbourhood of which he resided.

He would not go to the Danish or Anglo-Saxon period of its history ; but

would mention that Richard Cceur de Lion gi'anted its first eliarter, that

Simon de St. Liz is supposed to have buUt its castle and the circular part

of St. Sepulchre's Church. He thought too, that he also built the church

of St. Peter's in connection with the castle, but for this they had no historic

authority. In 1265 the castle was besieged by Henry III., and Simon de

Montfort beaten out of it. In 1269 agi-eat crusade was published here, and
in consequence great nxmibers went out to the Holy Land. Parliaments
were held here in the reigns of Richard II. and III. ; the last was in 1381.

He now came to the gi'cat catastrophe by which, in 1675, the tovni was
burnt, a calamity which would explain why so few old -housos still exist.

The whole of the Drapeiy, and great part of the buildings surrounding this

hall, happily escaped. In going over the town they would find veiy few
buildings of a date anterior to 1675.

The rev. gentleman then read a paper on Queen Eleanor's Cross, which,
for want of space, we must defer to next week.
Leaving the Town Hall, the party proceeded to St. Sepulchre's Church,

where Mr. Roberts made some observations on the Round. From St.

Sepidchre's they went to All Saints' : thence to the New Town Hall ; thence
to St. Giles's ; and thence to the ' George ' to lunch, after which they pro-
ceeded in carnages to Queen's Cross, where a brief examination took place.

They next retOTucd to St. Peter's Church, and afterwards proceeded by the
special train to Leicester, to attend the evening meeting in tliat town.
On Safui-day the churches of Leicester were examined, and also Wistow

Hall, and the congress then closed.

ANNUiVL BIEETING OF THE WILTS ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

{From our Correspondent.)

THE annual meeting of the Wilts Archffiological Society was held last
week. The proceedings commenced on Tuesday, when the annual

meeting took place in the Town HaU, Malmesbury. There was a large
attendance. The chau' was taken by E. D. B. Esteourt, Esq., who, in his
opening remarks, said he believed the old Abbey of Malmesbury was well
worthy a visit from those who came from a distance

; and that"SaUsbury,
with its beautiful cathedral, and AVilton with its gorgeous church, need not
be ashamed of belonging to the same county as the abbey.
The secretary then read the report, which was unanimously adopted, and

the officers were re-appointed for the ensuing year.
Mr. E. A. Feeeman was then called upon to give an addi-ess on

M.U.MESBUEr ABDEY.
He said that it was one of the best monuments of the architecture of its
ow-u style, and even marked an era in the general history of architecture
He would not go into the history of the abbey, further than to say, it was
the resting place of one of our gi-eatest kings— Athelstan. It still con-
tained a tomb professing to bo his, but if so, it must have been restored ages
alter his death, and removed from its site, for so great a king woidd cer-
tainly have been buried in the chou- near the high altar. There was ample
precedent, however, for the removal of the tomb, and also for its re-coii-
struction. Everyone could see, said Mr. Freeman, that Mabnesbury Abbey
was imperfect, there beiug a ruin at the east end, and also at the west end.

It was formerly the church of one of the gi-eatest abbeys in the country,

which often rivalled cathedrals in their splendour, as theii- mitred abbots

rivalled the bishops. Malmesbury was one of the first, and, if perfect,

woidd vie mth any of our cathedi'als, except ono or two of the very finest.

There were instances in which the monks and parishioners shared a church

between them. The essential parts of ancient Norman churches were thfl

naves, the presbytery, and the choir, the latter lieiug almost peculiarly^

feature of British ecclesiastical architectiu-e ; and in churches so used in

common, the parishioners used to take the we.'-tern part of the church, and

the monks the eastern. The western portion tliat remained was the parish

cluu-ch, with every privilege of a parish church, the two beiug divided by a

high screen — not a mere rood screen, be it observed— and thus there were

two distinct churches in one building. At the dissolution of the monasteries,

the eastern portion of the church was pulled down, while the parish church,

tlie western end, remained intact, and at first sight it would appear that this

had been the case at Malmesbury, but it was not so. "The screen, which

might be taken for the reredos, forming one division of which he had spoken,

being a mere rood screen, which had only one door. It was also certain

that it was not so, because there was a parish chui-ch close at hand, as was

almost invarialily the case when the parishioners had no rights in the abbey

church. It was therefore clear, that at the time of the dissolutions,

Malmesbmy Abbey was only a monastery institution, but by some means,

perhaps of pm'chase, it became the property of the parish.

Canon Jackson here corroborated Mr. Freeman. He said that,
,

shortly

before the dissolutions, the spire of the abbey fell, involving probably the

destruction of the chancel ; and about two yeai-s after the dissolutions, a

charter was giMnted to the inhabitants, conferring upon them the right to

use it as a parish church. The reason of this was that the church of St
Paul was then in a ruined condition.

Mr. Freeman : Malmesbury Abbey was one of the finest specimens of late

Norman in existence, illustrating the transition from Romanesque to Gothic.

R(>ferriug to the pointed arch, he said a great deal of nonsense had been

tattled about it. He maintained that it was as old as the round arch. It

was found in Greece, in Esypt, and in Sicily. The question, however, was

not the origin of the pointed arch, but its application to the main arcades

of large buildings, and working out a system of ornamentations agreeable

to the form of the pointed arch, and he considered Malmesbury Abbey one

of the earliest instances of the use of the pointed arch with ornamentations

exclusively Norman. It, therefore, clearly marked the commencement of a

transition period in church architecture. He considered, however, that the

details of the west fi-ont of the building was the fir.st instance of sham in Nor-

man ai-cbitecture. The west fronts of Salisbury Cathedral, Newstcad Abbey,

and some other buildings were the merest shams, walls being built up for

the sake of apipearance, with nothing whatever behind them. He called

the attention of the members to the fine Norman doorway, and the decorated

clerestoiy, put up in the fom'teenth century. There was no record of the

erection of the great spire, but a western tower in the Perpendicular period

was added to the building. Tins was often done during that period, and

gave rise to the curious conditions observed in some churches of a tower at

the west end in addition to the central tower. Wimborne Minster afforded

an example, as did also Pm'ton Church, which presented a miniature resem-

blance to wliat Malmesbury Abbey would have been if the towers bad been

standing. Tliese towers might be built in two ways— either right before

the western front, or within it. This latter was evidently the case at

Malmesbury, where the tower was built with a reckless disregard of safety,

which made it wonderful that it should have stood at all.

The Pbesident proposed, and Sir John Awdry seconded a Tote 6f thanks

to HL'. Freeman, which was unanimously carried. The company then,

under that gentleman's guidance, inspected the Abbey, where they spent an

hour in carefully examining itsprincipalfeatiu-es. Afterwards, through the

kindness of its occupant, Mr. Jennings, they inspected the ancient Abbey
house.

The dinner was seiwed at five o'clock, at the King's Arms Inu, where

nearly one huntb'ed ladies and gentleman sat down. 3Ir. Sotheron Esteourt,

the president of the Society, was detained at home through iUness ; his

brother again took the chair.

At the evening meeting, Canon Jackson read an interesting and lengthy

paper on ' The History of Malmesbury,' which was warmly applauded.

On Wednesday, the members visited Chiuiton House, where they were

received with great cordiality by the Earl and Countess of Suffolk, Viscount

Andover, and other members of the family. They then proceeded to

Tetbury, and other local places of interest, and finally reached Malmesbury

shortly before six o'clock in the evening. In the Abbey-house, a small

museum of interesting local antiquities was arranged, which gave gi-cat

satisfaction.

I

I

THE RESTORATION OF WHIXLEY CHURCH.

ON the 11th of last month we gave, in our Chiu'ch, Chapel, &c., intelligence,

a paragraph relative to the restoration of Whixley Church, Yorkshire.

We are now able to give a longer description.

The clnu-ch was re-opened on the 29tli ult., after undergoing a thorough

restoration, under the direction of G. G. Scott, Esq. At the time when the

restoration of this chiu'ch was first conceived, its internal arrangements were

of an exceedingly primitive and inconvenient chai'acter. The pews were

unsightly, and huge ; a massive wall from beneath the tower extending

through both aisles, and blocking up a beautiful west window, whilst the

stone-n-ork was disfigured with accumulated coats of paint and plaster. The
old church was built in Norman times, as the chancel will indicate, though
the nave is principally decorated. All the plaster and paint which dis-

figured the church has been removed, and the pews liave given way to ele-

gant sittings, whereby about one hundred and thirty additional unappropri-

ated seats for adidts are secm'ed ; and the brick wall before referred to, as

extending from the tower and through the aisles, has been removed, by
which an addition of 19 ft. deep has been given to the church, and the

inatchl(>ss west window exposed to view, le.aving an uninterrupted .space of

110 ft. from west to east, and of 70 ft. in both ai'cades. The improvements
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in tlic (•hano.-l \um lipcn effoctfil at the solo cost of tlio governors of
_
Tan-

cwds Uosiiital. Tlio chancel now possesses a beaut ifiilly decorated window

of five liclits, displacing a hideous uuecclesiastical predecessor; a new roof

of pine, raised like that of the nave to its origiuul pitch ;
and twelve carved

oak stalls, with corresponding altar rails, and screen for the new vestry on

the nortli side. The floors throughout the church have heen laid with

Minton's black nnd red eneauslic tiles, of varying patterns ;
and an elegant

pulpit of Caen stone and alabaster, with upper and lower shafts of Peroa-

shire and green serpentine marble, tlie work of Jlr. Farmer of London, has

been introduced. Towards the repairs of the tower, and the finding of three

new bells, which luive been fimiished by Messi-s. Jlears & Co., and now

make up a peal of six, the governors of Tancred's Hospital specially sub-

scribed the sum of £->00. A rriiiee Consort memorial clock, the manufac-

ture of Mr. W. R. AValshaw, of Knaresborough, has been placed in the

edifice.

The wood and stone work in connection -vrith the restoration was con-

tracted for by Jlr. John Freeman, builder, &-C., of Staveley;_ and the glazing

and reloading have been performed by Jlessrs. Hodgson, of York, who also

have designed for the east end of tlie areado two stained glass windows,

n-liicli were the gift of Mr. Cass, of Providence Green.

The cost of the restorations is estimated at £2,600.

SAXOX CHUECH, DEEEHUEST.

THE following is the statement made by jVIr. T. H. Parker, relative to the

old Sivxon Chnreh at Deerhiu-st, at the annual congress, at Worcester,

of the Archa!olugic;d Institute :

—

Mr. P.iUKEK said ;—The tower of the church is a good specimen of the

Anglo-Saxon style. It is unusually lofty, being four stories high, and is

divided by the wall into two parts ; the middle wall, however, extends only

to tlie top of the third story ; one story is covered by a plain and rude

ban-el vault, the other half appears to have had a spire upon it ; the whole

of the upper story may probably be an addition. I should think evidenth'

that it is so, the upper work being Norman work. The masonry is very

rude and wide jointed rag-work, with some herring-bone, and with long and

short work at the angles; the doorways are round-headed, vrith clumsy

dripstones, and in the middle doorway is a figure standing in a shallow

iiieiie, holding a vesica, probably intended to represent the Trinity. The
soutli wall of the church and the chancel aisle appear to be of the same age

as the tower. The arch is now built up in the wall which forms the present

cast wall of the church ;
[it has a square dripstone, terminated by sculptures

of gi'otesque animals. The mouldings of the chancel arch have, however,

none of the usual Norman character, and the body of the church has evi-

dently been rebuilt, if not entirely, at least in great part, at different periods.

The whole church is curious, and requires carefid study to make out its

history. The windows of the tower on the iiorfli and south sides are small

and round-headed, the head of each cut out of a single stone, and the jambs
each formed of a single stone. In the east wall is a curious •n-indow (the well-

known window which is on the east side ofthe tower) with triangular heads, the

shafts ornamented with an imitation of Eoman fluting, and the capitals are

merely cut into a series of small receding square fiUcts. Tliis church is a

valuable example of the supposed Saxon class, the more so from the circum-

stance of a stone having been preser\-ed, with an inscription upon it record-

ing the erection of a church on this spot by Earl Odda, who lived in the

reign of Edward the Confessor. This stone, which is now preserved among
the Arundel marbles in Oxford, was dug up in the last century on the site

of the chancel which had been destroyed in the time of the civil war. The
inscription in English was said to be as follows :

—
' Earl Odda ordered this

royal building (church) to be consecrated and dedicated in honour of the

Holy Ti'inity for the (salvation of the) soid of his cousin Elfrie, who died

at this place. It was Eadred, the bishop, who dedicated it on the third of

April, in the fourteenth year of Saint Edward, King of Ireland.' In the

"Wall of the tower there is a doorway which some say came out into the

western gallery, though probably a narrow one. The early English work is

very peculiar, and contains the local style. The clerestory was of a later

period. He (Mr. Parker) did not dispute there was a style before the
Conquest, but it was what might as well be called the English style as the
Danish or Saxon. The earliest history they had of the English style,

•according to the chronicles, was in the time of Canute, who, when he
became king, ordered churches to be built in place of those which he and
his father had destroyed. The old churches had been of wood, but the new
•ones were of stone, and that was the first mention they had of lime being
used in English building.

COLOUEED M^iTEEIALS FOE INTEEXAL DECOEATIGN.*

TEE use of colour for internal decoration is universally recognised. No
apartment is considered complete without it. Form is not sufficient in

itself, and painting is the means usually employed to give effect, and render
apartments pleasing and satisfactory to the eye. There are many other
ways, however, by which variety is olitainedYor internal decoration. Plaster-
ing, papering, and furniture all add to and increase the effect. These are
resources at every one's command, and can be altered or varied according to
the taste of individuals.

Then there are imitations of natural materials or inferior substances often
intr.iduced very skilfully in the representation of the most beautiful woods,
marbles. &c., in every variety. Many writers have condemned this mode
of finishing as false and inadmissible, where imfli is to be regarded in
building as in other things. It is diflScult, however, to carry into practice
many of the theories put forward, even though the arguments in favour of
these theories seem plausible, and at the same time almost conclusive. For
my part, I admire and respect this manifestation of truth in buUdiug. I
should be glad to see it universally adhered to ; and I wish that the desire

• By J. Johnson, U.S.

to obtain so niueh for money was less universal : we might then ho]ie that

our ornamentation woidd be more genuine than it now is. I fear, however,

that this will never bo entirely accomplished. We have now become so

accustomed to admire what is false of a superior order for the sake of

ornament, in preference to that which is genuine of an inferior order, that

we shall never be able to do without veneering, graining, and the various

other imitations of the present day, in sumo degree.

Wlien anything becomes general, and is understood only as imitation, it

is said to bo no deception. It is said that the gilding of wood or other

material is quite legitimate, because it is no longer understood to mean that

the whole substance is gold, but that the gold is only a film put upon some
other substance for the sake of giving a more brilliant finish. It must be
remembered that tliis film or outer coat of gold is genuine.

If this species of ornamentation be allowable in one material, although

that be very costly, it seems to mo that it is pardonable in any other so long

as it is understood. For this reason we must admit veneering to ho legiti-

mate, and in many instances stucco and cement, if not gi'aining.

A\'iieu imitations are resorted to, there are three general conditions which,

I think, should be observed. I quote them from a paper read at the Archi-

tectural Institute of Scotland, by Mr. T. Purdie. They arc •.-—' 1. That they

be not employed when the material represented would of itself be out of

place or inappropriate. 2. That no object be painted in imitation of ouo

material which, from its form, construction, or application, was obviously or

necessiU'ily composed of another. 3. That no imitation be employcil in

positions where we are entitled to expect that the real material should bo

used, or where the discovery woidd create disappointment.'

In connection witli painting as applicable for internal decoration, the

rules observed in the chromatic decoration of the New York Crystal Palace

are the most concise and useful I have met with. They are :
—

' 1. Decora-

ration to be subordinate to construction in all cases. 2. Features of main

construction to be of one prevailing tint. 3. The prevailing colour of ceil-

ings sky-blue, the monotony prevented by the introduction of orange (the

natural' complement of blue), i. Rich and brilliant tints, in small quan-

tities, to be employed to attract the eye to the articulations and noble por-

tions of the members, rather than to the members themselves. 5. AU natu-

ral beauty of colour existing in any material should, if possible, be brought

into play by using that colour itself, instead of covering it -with paint of

another hue. 6. All ornamentation to be consistent with the construction.

7. White, in large quantities, in all cases of simple composition, not only to

give value, by contrast to a few colours employed, but to reflect light and

cheerfulness to the work.'

Let us now consider how far the real materials (generally imitated only)

may be introduced in ordinary designs, and how far materials of an inferior

order may be made beautiful in themselves, without there being any neces-

sity for covering with veneers or painted imitations. I believe that there

are beauties in many of the materials commonly used in the construction of

buildings, which may be made to toll in the general design, and produce au

equally pleasing and more truthful effect, if piroperly and carefully arranged,

than by any amount of imitation ; and when materials, although superior

to others in their beauty, of themselves cannot be introduced on account of

expense, those used do mostly possess sufficient beauty, and may be made
to substitute them in design as well as construction.

Wlien sufficient funds are allowed the architect or designer, there is not

so much diffioultJ^ There are abundant resoiu-ces in nature. AVe find

materials of almost every variety of colour and tint. Marble, stone, and.

wood are to be had in infinite variety ; and when wrought into finished and
polished siu-faces are most beautifid, and far superior to any painted

sui'faces which the ingenuity of man can invent, or the skill of the artist

execute.

Colour is also made successfully to form a part of oiu- artificial manufac-

ture, as brick, tile, and the ceramic art generally.

We have recently seen some very successful applications of natural mate-

rials, both as to colour and form. No one has, I think, visited the new
chiu-ch of All Saints, in Margaret Street, without being struck with the ex-

traordinary and beautifid effect of the decoration. It is universally admitted

by persons of acknowledged taste, and those who have no pretensions to

art arc able to see, that there is a superior beauty to that which they are

accustomed to. It must bo because the colour of the natm'al materials is

superior to any kind of painted decoration. Y''et all the materials used are

not of a costly character. Some of the most simple and inexpensive are

introduced. Brick, tile, deal, &c., are used, and no attempt made to conceal

them.
AVho would wish that the stained deal should be painted in imitation of

oak? Or that the other materials of a less costly and inferior order should

have been painted over, instead of their natural faces being exposed to

view ? There are beauties in all the materials used. The inferior serve to

set off. by comparison, the more costly, and increase the effect. How mucli

greater is our admiration when we can see that the materials used to pro-

duce this effect likewise show us the construction, and convince us that all

this splendom- is not artificial, but real and lasting! This mode of decora-

tion is one which I think should be well studied ; and although the limits

generally to the expense of other works will not admit of such costly

materials being introduced as in the example just named, still a great deal

may be done with simple and inexpensive materials ; and, by well-studied

and careful an'angement of natural colour and effect, as much truth may be

expressed. I think the same rule may bo carried out to a great extent,

and that successfully, in the internal designing or finishings of our domestic

architecture.

Why should light and dark woods be commonly used, in combination with

each other, in our joinery? Wood may be stained of various shades from

light to dark. The dirt or dust does not show more on stained wood than

it does on paint, and can be as easily cleaned and refreshed by periodical

coats of varnish. Those parts subject to constant wear and tear can be pro-

tected by more durable material, such as finger plates, &c.

Doors made up of light deal panel, with darker material for the rails and

styles, or varied in the staining, would, I think, look as well as the ordimiry

graining. Good and well-seasoned materials woidd have to be used, and the

joiner's work well fitted and constructed. Moiddings of a superior character.
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and ill some cases gilt, miglit I'c used for the panels, &c. Dark and durable

woods might he used in parts most exposed to wear and tear.

Treads of stairs might he framed with oak nosings, if not at first, at least

when necessary to repair the nosings. Skirtings Taried by using dark and

hai'd woods for the lower part or plinth ; lighter wood above, and finished

with sintcrior mouldings. Window boards and nosings of oak. This must

lie taken as suggestive only. It woidd. undoubtedly, be more expensive

than the oommon method of painting, when extreme cheapness is required

;

but I think it would, in many cases, be better than graining, and cheaper in

the long run.

GATEWAY AT BlT^^Ur, YOEKSHIEE.

Messes. W. G. IIajbeeskoh & Ppte, Aechitects.

THE accompanying engi'aving exhibits a portion of some cxti'nsive works,

carried out during the last two years at Byram, Yorkshire, the seat of

Sir John W. Ramsden, Bart., M.P.

These comprise the formation of teiTaces— two being each a quarter of

.1 mile in length— parterres, slopes, (fee, with their architectiu'al accessories

of parapets, piers, bastions, and flights of wide steps, together with some

tasteful decorations of wrought and cast iron work, in gates and grills.

Some idea of the character of the works may be formed from the gateway

shown, which is that leading from the carriage court to the house entrance.

In the design of the gate, the architects— Jlessrs. W. G. Habershon & Pite,

of 38 Bloomsbury Square— have introduced the crest and arms of Sir John
Eamsden as the centre of an cifectivo scrollwork composition, every part of

which has been most .skilfully and admirably executed in wrought iron by
Messrs. Hardmau & Co., of Birmingham.

The general contractor for the architectural portion is Mr. Weatherlej-, of

York. The carving has been very artistically rendered bj' Mr. Thomas Earp,

of London.
In other parts of the gi'ounds cast-iron work has been fixed, in the form

of gates, grilles, &e., from the well-known foundries of the Coalbrookdalc

Iron Company, and of Messrs. Walker, of York.

AN IMPROVED METHOD OF LAYING WOOD FLOORS.

MR. ROBERT BELLIS, of Chester, builder, has recently patented 'An
improved method of laying wood floors.' The invention consists, in

fix ng, at one side of the joists on which the floor is to be laid, angle-iron,

one face of which is made to project from the joist below the level thereof;

and in inserting into the underside of each deal or board composing the

floor, T't'^^'l^''^ screws, one arm of which, on the boards being laid, becomes

engaged under the projecting flange of the au£vle-iron. The ends of the
boards are wedged up against the side of the room or building being floored,

.big. 1 ot the accompanying drawings is a section, and fig. 2 is a plan of the
underside of so much of a floor as will be necessaiy to illustrate the mannerm which the invention is carried into eflTeet. ana are the ioists, to which
he angle-irons i 4 6 are secured by screws, as shown in fig. i, or otherwise

;

ccc are the X-lif^'l^'l screws, screwed into the underside of the boards, the

heads of which become engaged under the pirojecting flange of the angle-ii'on

as shown ; d d are the wedges inserted between the ends of the boards, and
the side or end of the room, t is a skirting for hiding the wedges. Though
X-licaded screws are recommended, as being most convenient, yet screws

with one shoulder instead of two may be employed.
The above mode of laying wood floors will be of advantage to architects

and Ijuilders, inasmuch as by adopting this method, the joints, through the

shrinkage of the boards, can be easily closed. They can bo t<akeii up for the

piu'pose of laying in gas, water-pipes, or bell-wires, at any time ; and as-

nails are not required in the fastening, the floors wiU be equal to adowellt-d

one, and much cheaper.

The boards need not be laid until the ceilings and plasterings are finished,

as the fastenings arc X"Sorews and angle-iron, screwed to the joists.

GEORGE CRUICKSHANICS LARGE PICTURE.

GEORGE CRUICKSHANK has been long known as the pictorial

champion of teetotalism, and by virtue of that position he has now
executed not only a very extraordinary picture in itself, but which will

probably be considered the most strikingly artistic production of the season.

It is entitled ' The Sacrifice to Bacchus,' or ' Drinking from the Cradle to

the Grave.' The starting-point is a direct attack against the English
custom of taking 'something to drink' upon all occasions, ^^^len the child

is born, the event is celebrated by a little something to drink ; the samo
ceremonj' is performed when it is buried ; the same at the man'iage, tho
same on the bii'th-day. These subjects are illustrated in compartments
occupying the foregi'ound. The evils of these and other examples in the

family, although in themselves harmless, are shown in the excesses they

induce in the lower orders, who are not restrained by position and educa-

tion, and the fearfid consequences that follow, in every conceivable variety,

until ill the background we see the reek of the distillery and the brewliousc

mingling with incendiary conflagrations on a line with the gaol, the scaifold,

and the madhouse. In the centre is the statue of Bacchus, with Sileuns

and others, and around whose pedestal are fights, murders, and ivTctchedness,

in every possible form. Although this large picture contains several hundred
figures, and seems to reel with uproar and inebrietj', Mr. Cruicksliank has

preserved a certain order which enables the spectator to pass from point to

point, and comprehend the extraordinaiy ingenuity by which the artist has,

while developing a vast amount of ideality, maintained the necessary unity,

and rendered his intentions intelligible. As a work of art, this picture is

full of varied chai-acter, as clearly marked as it is boldly expressed.

A NEW COMBINATION BATH.;

MESSRS. T. TIMMINS & SIMMONS have just completed a patent font

new combination bath. This invention consists in so constructing these

baths that each shall combine in itself all the advantages of the hot air or

Tiuliish bath, with the vapour, slipper, hot and cold shower bath ; and this

the patentees effect by constructing the body of the bath of sufficient sizeJ

and capacity for general use, with a projection at the head, so that wheni
using tliis bath as a hot air or vapour bath, a pillow may be placed on the

projection for the head of the occupant to rest on. Some little way from

the bottom they place a strong frame stretched with cane, wire, or other

non-absorbent material, for the patient to recline on, and at the sides, when
required, they also place frames stretched in tln' like manner, standing off

at a little distance from the sheet-metal sides of which the bath may be

composed, for protecting the user from contact with the hot metal. At the

foot an air-way is constructed, and a suitable lamp or other heating appa-

ratusafor heating air, which is sent into the interior of the bath through the

air-way before mentioncid. The body of the bath is partially covered over

from the bottom end upward, and to this a counterpoise cover is attached,

with a close hinge or other joint, so as to form a lid to entirely cover up the

bath, excepting at the top end, where an opening is formed for the neck of

the occupant, as the body only is intended to be subjected to the effects of

the hot air or vapour.

THE EXCAVATIONS AT POMPEII.

A
BERLIN paper publishes the following extract from letters received by
Professor Zahn from Naples and Pompeii :

—
' The organisation of the

Naples Museum is being mucli improved. The gallery of antique fres-

coes is newly arranged in mythological order, beginning with Jupiter.

One half is already completed, and the other is about to be begun upon.

In Pompeii, the excavations are zealously canied on under a new Pii d-

montcse contractor. The old accumulation of volcanic ashes, whicli had
been thrown round the to"n'n in the direction of the sea, is now being re-

moved, and sent by the little railway to the field outside the town beyond
the amphitheatre. In the latest excavations, in a house in the iminediato

vicinity of the Casino of Signor dell' Aquihi, a beautiful triclinium, with

tliree richly decorated walls and three fine pictures, was discovered. The
first of these pictures represents the buililing of Troy by Neptune and
Apollo, the second a drunken Hercules with numerous Cupids, who have
disarmed him, and smTounded b)' several Fauns and Bacchantes, and in the

third pictm-e, Vulcan shows Thetis the arms of Apollo, among them a sliii Id,

on which are represented the Zodiac, Apollo, and the nine Muses. The
second picture, w'ith the drunken Hercules, is said to be, as regards both
ih'awing and colouring, one of the finest ancient frescoes yet known. Next
to this triclinium is another chamber, the ground of the walls of which is

black, with embellishments in the Egyptian style and a number of small

pictures. On the floor at the entrance of this house is the inscription,

" S(dve Lucro." The next building is a tavern, with an inscription ; and a
painted elephant on the outer wall as a sign— the Elephant Inn. Opposite

to this is a large place of amusement, with many paintings of a voluptuous
character, and interesting inscripitions, and where there also have been found
numerous objects in gold, silver, bronze, and glass,'^
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VENETIAN WATER CISTERNS.

'• HE city of Vonico is wholly suppliod with niin -n-iitcr, which is ret.iincd

X in cisterns. The city occupies an area of about 1,300 acres. The
annual average fall of rain is 31 inches, the ;;reater part of wliich is collected

in 2,077 cisterns, 177 of which are public. Tlie rain is sufficiently abundant
to fill the cisterns five times in the course of the ye;u', so that "tlie distri-

bution of water is at the rate of 312 gallons per head. To construct a
cistei-n after the Venetian fashion, a liu-ge hole is dug iu the ground to the
depth of about 9 feet. The sides of the excavation are supported bj- a
framework made of good oak timber, and the cistoru thus has the appearance
of a square truncated pj-ramid with the wider base timied upward. A
coating of ]iiire and compact clay, 1 foot tliick, is now applied on the
wooden frame with great care ; this opposes an invincible obstacle to the
progi'ess of the roots of any plants growing in the vicinity, and also to the
pressure of the water in contact with it. \o crevices arc left which might
allow the air to penetrate. This preliminary work being done, a large
circular stone, p;u-tly hollowed out like tlie bottom of a kittle, is deposited
in the pyramid, with the cavity upward ; and ou this foundation a cylinder
of Well-baked bricks is constructed, haring no interstices whatever, except
a nmnber of conical holes iu the bottom row. The large vacant space i-e-

niaining between the sides of the pyramid and the cylinder, is filled with
well-scoured sea sand. At tlu' fom- corners of the pyramid, they place a
kind of stone trough, covered with a stone Ud pierced with holes. These
troughs communicate with each other, by means of a small riU made of
bricks, and resting ou the sand ; and the whole is then piived over. The
rain water coming from the roofs of the buildings nms into the troughs,
penetrates into the sand through the riUs, and is thus filtered into the well-
hole by the conical holes already described. Tlie water thus supplied is

limpid, sweet, and cool.

rETKOLEIBI—ITS SOURCES— V^UIIOUS THEORIES.

{From the ' Scientific AiiEiucAjf.')

NOIBEU n.

DIFFERENT opinions exist respecting the soui-ce of petroleum. Prof.
Silliman states that it is of vegetable origin, and was produced by the

agency of subterranean heat. This is a vei-y general but unsatisfactory

opinion. Geologists most generaUy believe it to be derived from bitumi-
nous shales situated below the coal formations. It is commonly found in
the American rocks called the Portage and Chemung Group. This group
of rocks is of immense thickness on some piarts of our continent, being no
L ss than 4,900 feet thick iu Jlichigan. The bitummous shales called Utiea
Slates have yielded large Cjuautities of oil in Canada b}- distillation, and the
spouting petroleum weUs of EnniskiUen lU'c in this formation. But petro-
leum is not always found iu this class of rocks, as no oil has been found in

various parts of New York State, where these rocks have been bored to a
gi'cat depth.

Many practicil men in the Alleghany and Ohio valleys beUeve that petro-
leum has its origin in coal beds. They assert that a low heat in the coal
seams di-ives off hydrocarbon vapour, which is condensed in the pores of the
rocks and the soil, and is washed by rains into subterranean recesses,

situated at various depths in the rocky strata. Coal is found in .all the
hills adjacent to the petroleum wells in Pennsylvania, Ohio and A'ir-

ginia. Cannel coal is abundant in the hills witlun one mile of Oil Creek,
Pa. Is it not reiisonable to suppose that reservoirs of petroleum must be
situated at a considerable height above the level of the ground where all

the ovei-flowing wells are pouring out their oily fluids ? In idl artesiiin

wells the water rises to the height of tlie fountain head, and the same law
must prevail in peti'oleum weUs. May not the rcservoii's of the petroleimi
spouting wells be situated far above the level of the rocks where the oil is

t.apped in boring? The proprietor of a petroleum well near Parkersbourg,
Va., has assured us that the oil obtained in his well is of the very sanie
character as that derived ii-om the coal in its vicinity by distillation. It
is a heavy oil, more unctuous than the common petroleum of Pennsylvania,
and it is chiefly used for lubricating machinery. It is well knomi that oil

of different qualities is obtained from different coal beds, and the petroleum
of the Cnited States differs in several characteristics from that of Canada.

Facts would appear to favour the theory that petroleum wells have two
sources of supply,^ namely, coal beds and bituminous shales. In western
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, A'irginia and Kentucky, petroleum is usually
found m the vicinity of coal seams, and it was a petroleum well in Enaland,
situated close to a coal bed, which suggested to James Young the idea of
distiKing coal at a low heat and obtaining oil thereft-om. The commercial
success of his efforts led to the very extended use of such oil, and finally to
the vciT general appUcation of petroleum for light.

This much may be accepted in favour of coal beds in certain localities
lieing the sources of petroleum. On the other hand petroleum wells are
found in Italy, Sicily, Syria, the Crimea, Persia, Siberia, and Canada, verj-
far removed fi-om coal beds, but where there are bitimiinous shales, and this
fcind of petroleum differs frequently in several essential featm-es from that
which is found in coal regions. The Canadian crude petroleum far siirpasses
that of Pennsylvania for concentrated stench, and we can easily credit it
with a lower, older, and different origin.

Geologists who adhere to the idea that bituminous shales are exclusively
the source of petroleum will be pleased to make a distinction between the
source of the decent, clear oil obt;iined at Smith's Fen-y, on the Ohio river,
and that foimd north of the upper lakes. But whatevc'r may be the source
of petroleimi, and wkitever theory may be the most plausible, it must be
admitted that we are unacquainted"with most of the opertitions of nature in
the interior of the earth. The most important question is, will not our
present som-ces of petroleum soon become exhausted ? In answer to this, it

may be stated that petroleum springs have been known, .and the petroleum
used to some extent, for thousands of years. Thus, in the island of Zante,

in the Mediterranean, there are two springs which have been open many
thousand years, and the more rapidly the substance is removed from the

wells, the more powerful and prolilic" the springs become. If this has been

the case with the petroleum springs of Zante, may it not be so with those

on om' continent ?

Petroleum, or rock oil, may not always be a proper name for this peculiar

substance. It is found in swamps and peat bogs as well as rocky strata.

In the swampy forests of Borneo the Dyaks collect petroleum from the sur-

face of ponds, Init all the Jlowing wells in America have boon sunk to a

considerable depth iu rocky strata.

T
ARTISTIC COPYHIGHT.

HE Act recently passed, relating to copyright in works of the fine arts,

JL and for repressing the commission of fraud in the production and sale

of such works, provides for all British subjects, and those resident within

the dominions of the crown, the exclusive right of copying, engraving, or

midtiplj-ing any paintings, engravings, or photographs, for the term of the

Ufa of the author, and seven years after his death. This provision only

extends to those who shall publish or sell any work of art after the passing of

the Act. If the painting, or dra-n-ing, or negative of a photograph has lieen

sold, it shall then become the copyright of the assignee, unless some written

agreement, reserving it to the author, shall have been made. The Act pro-

vides that at the hall of the Stationers' Company a register of the pro-

pvrietors of copj-right in paintings, drawings, and photographs, shall be kept,

and it is proposed to make ever}' memorandum contain the date of the

assignment of the copjTight, the name of the parties, and residence, and
unless this be filled up no person will be entitled to sustain an action. The
sixth clause of the Act declares a penaltj" of a sum not exceeding £10 for

any imitation or multiplication of a work of art that has been didy registered

in the book at the Stationers' Hall. The seventh clause declares a .penalty of

£10 for any infringement of the copyright iu fraudulently seUing altering,

or imitating the works of art. These penalties may be recovered by action

against the offending party, or by summary proceedings before any two

magistrates. This, however, extends only to England ; in Scotland the

action must be tried before the Court of Session, or by a summary action

before the sheriff of the county in which the offence may have been com-

mitted. The Act prohibits the importation into the United Kingdom of all

repetitions or copies that shall be protected by this Act, and on complaint

such imitations shall be det.aiued by the officers of Her Majesty's Customs.

The Act also prohibits any imitation by an author of any work the copy-

right of which has Ijecn disposed of. A special action in tlie event of the

neglect of this clause may be made, and the proprietor may recover all such

imitations or repetitions of his copyright.

ANCIENT MOSAICS FOUND IN BRITAIN.

THE following is a condensed report of Dr. WoUaston's excellent paper

upon Ancient Mosaics found in Britain, read before the meeting

of the ArchsBological Institute at AVofcester. Dr. "Wollaston commenced
by giving a brief account of the origin of mosaics in Greece, and the

adoption'of the art by the Romans. The mosaics are pictorial representa-

tions, made of hai'd materials, such as stone, marble, baked clays, and flinty

substances, either uatiu'al or artificial, and cut into proper form, with shades

of coloiu- suitable to the pietiu-e, and set in strong cement, so as to repre-

sent mytholog)-, history, costume and customs of a country ; also to represent

scenes of batTle, rural sports, festii-ities, theatrical and gladiatorial combats,

&c., embodying, in ever-dm-able stone or nnu-ble, (';cre perennius,') the

'form and pres.sm'e of the times.' "While ancient paintings in fresco and ou
canvas have generally perished long since, mosaics have resisted the en-

croachments of time, the decomposition of chemical agency, and the invasion

of insects. Protected by ' mother earth,' and bm-ied for ages, they have

come to Hfe at various stages of their existence, and have thus afforded a
collateral testimony to the truth of those historical records which have been

bequeathed to posterity, inscribed on papjTus, vellum, or tablets. The
mosaics have thus given evidence of the state of art in ancient times, and

dresen-ed the Hneaments of the physiognomy of Greeks and Romans as

distinctly as sculptured marble. Vrhile the paintings of Apelles and Zeuxis

have 'left not a trace behind,' the marbles of Phidias and Praxiteles remain

for ever, and are now, after 2,000 years, perfect models of the art and taste

of the Greeks— models which modern art has never surpassed, and seldom

approached. The beautiful and decorative art of mosaic, fabled to have

been taught the Greeks by Apollo and the Muses, was practised in all the

Greek cities and islands ; in Asia Minor, at Halicarnassus, Cnidus, Carthage,

and along the coast of the Mediterranean. The Romans were instructed by

the Greeks, and decorated their public buildings, their temples of worship,

theatres, palaces, halls of justice, and baths in rich and splentlid designs.

The wealthier citizens also tesselatcd their houses with these ornamental

pictm-es ; they embellished the walls of the principal apartments and their

pavements. To this day the superb tesselations of Rome exhibit the genius

and slciU of the mosaicists. It is, however, among the ruins of Pompeii,

happily preserved in a marvellous manner, that the mosaic art has been

found in the highest perfection— here the tesseraj are so minute,

and shaded with so much delicacy of colour, as to evince the mani-

pulative skill of the artist, and exhibit pictures equal 1:o any ever

painted in oil or fresco. From the Augustan age to the dissolution of

the Western Empire, soon after Constantine, a period extending to nearly

400 years, the mosaic iirt floiu-ishcd in Rome and Italy. The magnificent

baths of Titus, Caracalhi, Diocletian, Constantine, and othere were richly

decorated with pictorial designs on the wiiUs and on the p.avements ; and

successive emperors vied with'eaoh other in ornamenting their private viUas

and public edifices in the costliest manner. The Romans carried this art

wherever their triumphant arms led them — to France. Germany, Spain,

and Britain. Britain was mainly indebted for the works of art to Hadrian,

who had distinguished himself preeminently as a great promoter of archi-
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tecture, sculpture, and painting. His splendid villa near Tivoli, the Mau-

soleum at Eorae, tlie templo of Jupiter at Athens, attest his encouragement

of all the arts wliieli minister to magnificence and elegance. Other em-

perors -n-ere benefactors to the country. To Titus, Vespasian, Agricola,

Constantino, the people were most indebted for their munificence. When

the Romans left the country at the end of the fourth century, it was over-

run by the semi-barbarous Saxons, who eradicated everything Eoman, the

laws, language, the arts, and destroyed almost every vestige of their pre-

decessors. Wliat the fanatical and rough Saxon left untouched the benign

protection of the tonib shrouded— remains of Ivoman art— and preserved

them for the admiration of posterity.

London was even then a place of importance, and numerous mosaics have

been discovered, but everywhere broken by the ignorance of the labourers,

and beautiful fragments carried off by depredators. There are a few speci-

mens in the British Museum, taken "from beneath the Bank of England,

from Leadenhall Street, Broad Street, Thames Street. The public is essen-

tially indebted to the researches of Mr. Roach Smith for his valuable work

on Romnu London.
He (Dr. 'WoUaston) was present at the excavation of the mosaics dug out

from nnder the church in Threadneedle Street, by J\Ir. Moxhay, and re-

members the thrill of delight which pervaded the spectators who saw the

pavement of the supposed baths gradually being exposed to the light of day,

as spadefuls of earth follo-ned each other, imtil the whole splendid mosaic

burst into view, which had been hidden from the sight of man during the

long night of sixteen centuries.

Dr. AVollastou then took a rapid review of the superb mosaics at Horkston,

'Woodchester, Cii'eucester, the ancient Corinium, at Wroxeter, the ancient

Urieonium, and other places, especially those in Gloucestershire, Wiltshire,

Somerset, Hampshire, and Sussex. The extraordinary variety aud beauty

of these mosaics surpass belief; nothing can exceed the interesting story

of Orpheus, delineated no less than four times at Barton, Woodchester,

Winterton, and AYithingtou. Orpheus, the son of Apollo, in the centre of

the picture, is taming the wild animals of the forest which surround him
by the melody of his harp, thus foreshadowing the influence of music in the

progress of civilisation and social enjoyment.

The ' Seasons of the Year ' aud the ' Days ' are favourite subjects. A fine

specimen is now in the museum of Lord Bathurst, at Cirencester. Spring,

summer, and autumn are portrayed with the appropriate symbols of the

time of the year: spring with flowers and the swallow; summer with ears

of corn around the head and a sickle in her hand—symbols of Ceres—pre-

cisely like one fonnd recently at Carthage, by Dr. Davis, in a representation

of the seasons, in the temple of yEsculapius ; autumn was indicated by fruit,

which garlanded the head like a \vreath. Winter was entirely perished,

but fortunately has been found at Bognor in Sussex, where the other three

seasons were entirely in fragments. Winter is displayed in a characteristic

manner; the head and shoulders are muiBed up with a close-fitting cap and
dress, like a monk's cowl, aud a leafless branch is held in the hand, as a

sign of the cold season. In another mosaic, at Littleeote, the four seasons

are depicted by four females riding on animals in fidl chase ; spring, a

female riding on a leopard, with a rose in hand ; summer, a female riding

on a deer, with a swan on her lap ; autunm, a female riding on a bidl, with
grapes in her hand; winter, a female riding on a goat, with a leafless stick.

At Bramdean. the ' HorcTp,' or ' Days,' were rej^resented by figures, in an
octagonal frame, of Apollo, Luna, Mars, Mercurins, Jupiter, Venus, Satiirnus,

and Cj'bele—the Romans reckoning eight days to the week,
Mr. Roach Smith mentions that a bronze forceps was dug out of the mud

of the river Thames, hai-ing figures of the ' Days ' upon it as those in the
Bramdean mosaic.

It is impossible to describe all the various allegories and symbols of
Greek and Eoman mythology delineated in the mosaics of Britain, but I

cannot conclude without expressing my surprise and admiration of the
splenflid mosaic of the four seasons, now in the Grand Exhibition, designed
by Mr. Digby Wyatt, and executed at Broseley by Mr. Maw with con-
summate skill. The exquisite manipulation and brilliancy of colouring and
effect prove that the finest mosaics may be produced in this comitry. It is

worthy of the direct patronage of the Government to perpetuate the record
of great historical events by means of imperishable mosaics, rather than
waste large sums of money in useless attempts in fresco which do not suit
the climate of England.

The frescoes of the House of Lords are rapidly crumbling to pieces—they
are a perfect failure

;
but now the Governmenthas an opportunity of pro-

moting the ancient method of mosaic painting—an art which has brought
the past history of man before our eyes with all the freshness of a recent
production. The mosaics of Halicarnassus, of Carthage, of Constantine,
and of Pompeii, recently excavated, demonstrate the utility aud beauty of
the mosaic art.

EASTON AXD SPRINGFIELD'S PATENT INCRUSTATION
FLUID.

IN the Eastern Annexe of the International Exhibition, by the side of
Easton, Amos, & Sons' centrifugul pump, may be seen a cas-e of specimen

deposits removed from steam lioilers by the aid of Easton & Springfield's
patent incrustation fluid. This fluid has for some time been extensively
and increasingly used, and that it answers its intended piu-pose may bo
seen from these specimen deposits. The case contains a deposit removed
from a Cornish boiler at Strood, belonging to Messrs. Freen & Co., Portland
cement manufacturers. The immense block weighs 47 lbs., is more than
foxu- mches thick, and was originally 2 ft. square, but was broken in transit.
It was only two months in forming in the boiler. We are informed that,
alter using the above-mentioned boiler fluid fom' successive Saturdays, the
boiler was opened for cleansing, when several large blocks were removed by
hand, no chippmg being required. Several barrow-loads of chalky mud
were also removed at the same time. Two gallons of the fluid have since
been used weekly, and we arc informed, on reliable authority, that after
running six months, the boiler remains quite clean, without the least

corrosion, or deposit. AVe are desirous of giving publicity to this in-

formation, as a representative from this office, having seeu the deposit at

Messrs. Freen & Co.'s a few months since, suggested that it shoidd be
sent to the Exhibition.

In the same case may be seen a deposit removed by the same fluid from

a boiler belonging to Mr. Henry Carter, of the Grove Boiler Works, South-

wark. It shows the action of the fluid, and its power in cleansing the

plates aud rivet heads, without any injury to the iron work. There is

another specimen of incrustation in the case, from a marine boiler belonging

to Messrs. Brownlow, Lumsden, & Co., Hull. This shows the eflficaey of the

fluid in removing the scale from the tubes of the boiler, where it is diflicidt,

if not impossible, to clean by ordinary means. There is also a piece of

a li-rought iron tnhc^ from a multitubular lioiler belonging to the Adelphi
Steam Boat Company, which shows an accumulation of ' fur.' and the action

of the fire on boiler tubes when so coated. The original thickness of this

tube was ^th of an inch, it is now only ^-^Tth of an inch. The case contains

several other specimens of deposit, which are as many palpable proofs of

the influence of this patent fluid to remove incrustations, which are a
prolific soiu-ce of boiler explosions.

NATIONAL MONUMENT AT ST. PETERSBURG.

A CORRESPONDENT writing from St. Petersburg, gives the following
account of the monument to be erected on the thousandth anniversary

of Russia's existence as a state. The monument is from a design selected

in a competition opened three j-earsago, in which of the principal conditions

dictated by the natm-e of the object, the following may be recalled. The
monument had to bring to view the six great epochs of Russian history

represented by the names of the following sovereigns : Firstly, Rurick, the
Norman conqueror, who founded the states in 8C2 ; secondly. Vladimu*,

who introduced Christianity, 988 ; thirdly, Demitri Dunskoi, the liberator

of Russia from the Tartar "yoke, 1380; fom-thly, Ivan the Third, the first

autocratic Czar, loOO; iifthly, Michael Feoderovitch, the founder of the
Romanoff dynasty, 1G13 ; and, sixthly, Peter the Great, the regenerator of
Russia, who placed the empire on its present footing of iniluence, and pre-

scribed the ci%-ilisation of the following period, 1700. Rising over the

representative figxires of these periods, the emblem of the orthodox faith

was to be placed at the top of the monument, it being under its protection

that official Russia accomplishes her destinies.

The cost was limited to 500,000 roubles, and the monument was to bo
finished in three j-ears, to be ready for inauguration on the 7th of Septem-
ber 1862. The locality chosen for its erection was the Kremlin, or ancient

fortress of the city of Novgorod, the only important place belonging to the
Russians a thousand years ago. I shall now try to convey an idea of the
successful model. L^pon a pedestal of two divisions is placed a large ball,

representing the imperial apple, which emblem of sovereignty has been
adopted here in imitation of the Roman emperors. On the top of the ball

appears Faith leaning upon the cross, and attended by two angels, holding
the word of God and the sacramental cup on either side. At the feet of
these emblematical figures Russia is represented in the attitude of prayer,

resting her hand on a shield bearing the imperial coat of arms, and the

date of the year 1SC2. Having thus disposed of the principal group, the
artist has availed himself of the two divisions of the pedestal for the dis-

play of the more historical heroes who were destined to adorn the work.
On the entablature of the cornice in the upper division, at the base of the
globe, appears the millennial cycle— the crown which time has placed on
the brow of Russia. This composition has two centres, in which are per-

sonified the old and new Spirits of the Times, surrounded bj- the figures

and gi'oups relating to each. On one side Rurick— who, being the earliest

sovereign, has been represented in the venerable aspect of age— leans upon
a shield bearing the date of 862. His other hand holds the idol of the old

religion, still kno-vni among the present generation under the name of Baba.
At his right Vladimir, the cross in his hands, looks down upon a group
flinging away their idols, and kneeling before the emblem of the new faith.

On his left Jaroslaw, the legislator, stands in thonghtfid mood, attended by
the owl, as the symbol of wisdom.
The statue of Peter the Great forms the centre of the other half, which,

being the more important of the two. occupies the front of the monument.
The Czar, iu the full array of a warrior, his head proudly thrown back, the
left hand placed upon his heart, and the right melding a sceptre with a
gesture of command, ajipears to obey the inspiiration of a dii-ine voice, which
urges him onward in the path of progress. The impression produced by
the imperative attitude of this spirited figure is heightened by a genius
hovering over the head, mth wings extended, and pointing out to the royal

hero the way to future reno'\ni. The genius, too, is a truly poetical concep-
tion of the artist, and with his finger pointing to space seems to include the
universe within the projects of his ward, while the energy of the action im-
parts a lifelike vivacity to the group, and the whole side of the monument.
At the feet of Peter the Great a Swedish warrior breathes his last

upon the broken staff which carries the standard of his country. On the
left of this group the artist has placed Demitri Dunskoi treading under his
feet the Tartar Bountchouk ; while the other side is occupied by Ivan III.

the founder of autocrac}', who displaj-s the insignia of sovereignty— the
sceptre and the globe. The intervals between these two remarkable per-

sonages of Russian history are filled mth groups in every posture, expres-
sive of reverence and submission. These minor figures are intended to

personify the various nationalities which have fallen a prey to the over-
whelming power of the Russian giant. The Tartar of the Crimean penin-
sula

; the Lithuanian of the ferthest west of Russia Proper ; the Siberian
from the shores of the Pacific ; and the knights of the Teutonic order, who,
one fine morning, found themselves and their Baltic provinces in the hands
of the Czar— aU may be seen rendering homage to the great sovereign of
millions of slaves. The Poles, who were originally to be added to the
number, have been left out in deference to the spirit of the times.
On circular entablatures underneath the principal p.-u-t of the pedestal

are represented episodes of Russian history, each of the various bas-reliefs
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rufoiTing to tho exploits of the group iramoili;itoly abovo. The whole is

supriorted by a hexagon basis formed by areudes rising above columns in

tin- Jivzantiue style. Tlio spaces between tlie columns are ornamented with

otlier lias-relii'fs of historical design, while medallions of celebrated Russians

are interspersed in due intervals. In accordance with the plan of the

artist the figures just described are to bo executed in bronze; but tlie globe

is to consist of a single block of tlie grey granite of Serdopol. The same

material is also to be employed for the basis.

What strikes the beholder most in the monument of M. Mikeshine is the

combined vigour and elegance so conspicuous in the figures detaching them-

selves from the background, and standing out in lifelike proportions. But

tlie most interesting part of tlie work, witli.nit contradiction, is the group

of Peter the Great. Urged on by the voice from above, tlie Czar seems to

be stepping forward and continuing his march into space towards the great

ol'jects of liis ambition. In this figm-e there is a reflex of true majesty,

glowing with the task before it, and fbed by the inspirations of the great

monarch, at once conqueror and reformer. The principal objection raised

bv the Russian critics against the model, which was placed before them in

ininiatiire, is, that it ofl'ers too many angles to be worked upon by the

destructive influences of a northern climate ; but this fault is partly ac-

counted for by the fact that JI. Mikeshine is a painter by profession, and

has made himself sculptor and architect for the nonce to take part in the

great competition of his country. If he has not succeeded equally well in

the attempt as the Michael Angelos and Benvenuto Cellinis of the past, he

has. at all events, manifested great original power, and a degree of talent

not altogether inadequate to the boldness of the enterprise.

In approving the model sul>initted by M. Mikeshine, the committee of

judges prescribed a number of alterations to be introduced into the original

design. The monument was to be reduced in height, and the diameter of

the basis to be augmented. Instead of the two divisions of the pedestal,

a single block of granite was to support the principal figures. The globe

was to consist of bronze instead of granite, and the lower series of bas-

reliefs to be suppressed altogether. Apart from other alterations of less

significance, Rurick, who looked too venerable for the judges, ^vas to be re-

placed by a figure of more martial aspect, and the proportions generally

were to be so defined as to produce a majestic aspect rather than the

pictorial beauty striven after by the artist. To effect these alterations,

M. Mikeshine engaged the assistance of Herren John and Schroder, two

sciJptors of reputadon and expericnee, the latter of whom had already

assisted him in the composition of the first model.

As I am wi-iting only four weelcs before the contemplated inaugiu-ation of

the work, you will expect me to couple the above description with the news

that the easting had been snccessfidlj' accomplished, and the monument
ready for the coming festivities. Strange to say, however, I am not in a

position to convey any definite intelligence upon this important eircum-

.stanco. The only thing that has been allowed to transpli-e is the intention

of the Government to lay the foundation stone on the day appointed, if

unfortunately, the monument itself be not ready for inauguration. Since then

none but contradictory news has appeared in the papers, the Government
evidently not being able to vouch for the completion of the work, and yet

experiencing a natural hesitation to say anything to the contrary as long as

a hope remained of its being finished.

LEGAL INTELLIGEN'CE.

DEATH FDOM Negligexce of the Lontjox Building C'omt.int (Limited).

An action was brought in the Court of Common Pleas, by Mr.
penning, to recover compensation on account of the death of a wife and
mother, through the negligence of the London Building Company. Judg-
ment had been allowed to go by default, and a writ of enquiry was executed

to assess the amount to be awarded. The damages were laid at £500. The
case eame for hearing before Mr. LTuder-SheriiF Burchel, at the Sheriff's

Court, Red Lion Square, on the "th inst. It appeared that, on the 19th of

April last, JIi-s. Penning was passing along Broad Street, Golden Square,
and met with an accident by a ladder belonging to the defendants, who
were repairing a house in the street known as ' The Co-operative Stores,'

falling upon her and fracturing her skull. She was taken to the Middlesex
Hospital, and died at that institution six weeks after her admission. At
the time of the accident she was a tailoress, and earned from 14s. to 18s.

a week. The plaintiff was a Ijootmaker in Poland Street, and had two
young ehilth-eu, one two, and the other seven, at the time of the death of
his wife. The action was to recover compensation for the loss he and the
children had sustained. The jury, after some deliberation, assessed the
damages at £250— £100 to the liusband, and £150 to the two children in
equal proportions.

Ay IsrpoRTAXT Case.—At the Northampton County Court, on Wednesday
week, a case was heard, in which a builder, of Blisworth (Mr. Richard
Dunkley), was the plaintiff, and the Rev. J. T. Brown and others, the build-
ing committee of College Street Chapel, were the defentUuts. The action
was to recover the sum of £50. It appeared from the evidence adduced,
that a chapel for the General Baptists of College Street was about to be
built in Northampton. The defendants had advertised for tenders for the
erection of the building, and sis tenders were sent in, the lowest being
Mr. Dunkley's, the plaintiff. The six tenders are said to range from £6,000
to £7,000. It was, however, found that the funds were not sufficient to
carry out the work on so extensive a scale as was at first contemplated

;

consequently all the tenders were rejected ; fresh plans were made, and it

was sought to obtain tenders for the work, which would entail a less ex-
penditure than the sum of £6,600. In endeavouring to obtain tenders for
the second and less extensive scale of ivorks, it was sought to confine the
competition to those six persons. The plaintiff was written to, and shortly
afterwards he went through the requisite calculations, and sent in a tender
with the particulars of prices and quantities. The plaintiff complains that
the defendants not only did not accept his tender, but gave it no proper
consideration or attention whatever ; the plaintiff maintaining that the

defendants ought to have given their fair consideration to such tender, and

to have accepted the same if, on a fair consideration, ho was entitled to have

the same accepted; and they ought, thereupon, to have confimied the

plaintiff in the contract which his tender, as the plaintiff' avers, entitled him

to for the carrying out such alterations and erections at the sum he tendered

to do (he same for, whereby the plaintiff has sustained a loss of £50 by the

less of his contract. After along hearing. His Honour maintained, that

according to the law of contracts, the plaintiff had not made out his case.

The plaintiff he said, had sent in his tender, and it was optional on the

part of the defendants to accept it.—The plaintiff's counsel thereupon elected

to be nonsuited.

AcTTox Fon Work Dokt.—GonDosi v. Ceaek.—At the Warwickshire

Assizes on Priday, an action was heard which sought to recover a sum of

£166 5s. lid. for work done, to which the defendant had pleadi-d never in-

debted, and a set-off under the statute of limitations. The plaintiff, John

Corns, is a foreman Ijrickmaker at Fenny Stratford, and the defendant,

Gregory Clark, is a wharfinger and the proprietor of a brickyard at the same

place. Plaintiff had worked for the defendant prior to 1852, and in that

year he agreed to act as manager for the defendant, and to be paid at the

rate of Is. lOid. per thousand for the bricks made. The pilaintiff every

week stated fo'the defendant the work done, and cbew from him money on

account, which amounts were entered by the defendant in a book which the

plaintiff kept. The defendant did not, however, ever make a complete

settlement with the plaintiff, but at the end of every year the plaintiff' gave

him a detailed statement, showing the number of bricks made, the money

which he had received on account, and the balance due to him. At the end

of 1856 the balance due to the plaintiff was £121 23. .5d., and he pressed for

a settlement, but the defendant put him off from time to time, and plaintiff

coidd not get the money. Between that time and the end of 1861 the

balance against the defendant increased to £166 5s. lid., and it was ex-

plained that it had only increased £40 in that time in consequence of the

plaintiff having during the greater part of that time been employed in

getting clay. Plaintiff could cot get the defendant to settle when he last

presen°ed his account for payment in 1861, and he left the defendant's ser-

vice. The defence was that no statement of account had been receivcxl

from the plaintiff until 1862 ; and as the several items nere disputed, and

their investigation would occupy a considerable time, it was resolved by

consent to take a verdict for the plaintiff, subject to a reference.

Nonp.vyment of Apportionments of Cost of Forming Streets.—At

the Wolverhampton Petty Sessions, on Thursday week, thirty-one owners of

property in Wolverhampton were summoned for non-payment of the appor-

tionments of the cost of forming the streets in front of their property, which

they had acquu-ed as members of a freehold land society. Three of the

defendants consented to pay, and orders were made against them. In re-

spect to Petit Street, it was contended that the defendants were not liable

to pay for the formation of the street, as it had been previously repaired Ijy

the former Town Commissioners, in answer to which the town clerk called

Mr. Castle, one of the inspectors of nuisances, who had held the office of

surveyor under the old Board of Commissioners, and who had been a public

servant in Wolverhampton altogether about twenty years. He deposed that

no time during that long period had the street been repaired by the Com-

missioners or the To^wn Council, excepting in 1848, when it was temporarily

repaired during the prevalence of the cholera. Mr. Piu-nell, the present

town surveyor, said that during the five years that he had been in office the

Council had not repaired the street. Mr. Stirk contended that the opening

of the street to public traffic was a dedication, and it was unquestionable

that it had been so open for twenty-five years. He called witnesses to

prove that the street had been repaired by the Commissioners about 1858,

and one of them said it was in the winter, when there was no cholera. In

cross-examination, hoiivever, some of these -witnesses admitted that notice

had been received from the Council by the owners to repair the channel in

front of their respective properties, and that those notices had been acted

upon by the owners at their own cost. The magistrates decided against the

defendants, and ordered payment. It was agreed to adjourn the other cases

for a fortnight.—JL-. Christopher Farrington, a builder, was fined 10s. and

costs, for departing fr-om the plan approved by the Town Council for the

erection of six houses at Springfields.

Balance of AccorNT for Work done.— At the Liverpool Court of

Passage, before Edward James, Esq., Q. C, an action was tried to recover

the balance for work done. Messrs. Keating, contractors and cart owners,

at Liverpool, were the plaintiffs, and Mr. Jump, buUder, the defendant.

The plaintiffs were employed by the defendant to make some excavation;,

for which the charge was to be Is. per cubic yard. The work was after-

wards measured, and a biU for £240 was sent in. The defendant alleged

that there had been a mistake in the measurement of the work, that the

account was wrong, but paid £150 of the amount. After evidence had been

given in regard to the measurement of the work, the jury retm-ned a verdict

for the plaintiff for £91 lis. 6d.

CHLTiCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

CHURCHES.

SIL\'F:RT0WN. — A church for the little village of SilvertowTi, _a short

distance fi-om the Victoria Docks, was consecrated by the Bishop of

London on the 7th inst. This chiu-ch has been built for the 'Londoners

over the Border,' and is situated opposite the Woolwich Dockyard. It is a

handsome edifice, in the English Decorated style of the fifteenth century,

and is built of white and coloured bricks, both outside and inside. It con-

tains 1,000 sittings, and has cost £7,000. Mr. Teulon was the architect.

A daily contemporary says, ' it will be a lasting ornament to the neigh-

bourhood, and besides its higher uses, may probably serve as a standard of

taste to future builders, for at present all the architecture about seems to

run in long low iron sheds, and square masses of brickwork of the plainest

character.'
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BiCKLEY Park, CmsLEHURST.—A new chm-oh has been commenced in

Bicklev PiU'k, which is to be in the Perijcndicular style, and will accom-

modate between 9U(1 and 1,000 persons. A parsonage will be erected close

to it. The clnu'ch is to be called iSt. George's. First-class residences have

recently been bnilt in close contiguity to this church.

Akbobfield. A new chm-ch is in com-se of erection at Arborfield, near

Eeadinf. The foundation stone was laid on Tuesday week. The ancient

pMish church having become dilapidated, Captain Hargreares undertook

to "ivc land for a new site, and, with the assistance of Ms friends, to defray

the^entu-e cost of the erection, towards which Colonel Brown has contributed

the sum of £2,500. The church is a handsome Gothic structm-e, eoasisting

of a nare with five bays, chancel mth apsidal east end, south porch, and

west end tower and spire for five bells. The exterior is fixced with flints

with white stone quoins and dressings. The site is on the brow of an emi-

nence commanding an extensive new over the vale of the Loddou. ill:

J. A. Picton, of Liverpool, is the architect, and Mr. Edward Hughes the

contractor for the works.

AVythall, near Beomsgeo^ts. — The church of Wythall has been re-

built, from the designs of Mr. Preedy, of Loudon, at a cost of £2,000, and

was consecrated on Monday last.

CILiPELS.

BoEouoaBRiDGE, yoEKSHiEE.—A uew Wesleyan chapel is "about to be

erected at Boroughbridge, Yorkshire. The estimated cost is £900.

SCHOOLS.

Handswoeth, neae West Beomwich.— The Handsworth Middle School

was opened ou the 4th inst. This school has been built at a cost of

£3,200.

Shipton.—New national schools are about to be erected at Sliipton.

Mr. Thos. JeckeU is the architect, and Mr. Williams the contractor.

Backwell, near Beistol.—The new national schools of Backwcll wore

opened on Tuesday last. Mr. Lysaght was tho architect, Mr. Wilcox the

builder, and Mi-. Harris, mason. The building is in the semi-Gothic style,

the stone being supplied from the neighbom-ing quarries. The exterior is

prettily faced with Bath fi'eestone, and is roofed with Bridgewater tiles.

The cost was £800.

BOTLDINGS.

GiusAT Malveen.— A new hotel was opened on Monday last at Great

Malvern, with an invitation dinner. In om- journal of June 13, we gave a
brief description of this magnificent building. There are no less than 260
windows, all of which command extensive views. Mr. E. W. Elmslie was
the architect.

eestoeations, etc.

OwsTON, NEAR DoNCASTER.—This chiu-cli has been recently restored

under the superintendence of iVIi'. Teale, architect, Doncastcr. By taking

the plaster .away from the west wall of the tower, two old Nonnan windows
have been disclosed to view, which add much to the pristine effect of tho

chxttch. The porch has been entirely rebuilt, and a new reading desk and
lectern in oak have been supplied by Rattee, of Cambridge. The clearing

of the ashlar and the whole of the stone work has been carried out by Mi-.

John Barker, of Careroft.

WmTBT, YoRKSiiiEE.—St. Hilda's Hall, Whitby, has been, with other
improvements, thoroughly decorated. Tlie ceiling and walls are paneled
in party colours, which gives a very cheerfid aspect to the hall ; the eye is,

however, at once arrested by a large pietm-e painted on the wall, which fills

the ontu'e panel above the platform at the upper end of the room, measiu-ing

about IS ft. by 16 ft. The subject is a general view of WTiitby from
Larpool, painted by Mr. George Chambers, of London.

Frampton, Dorset.—Framptou Church has been restored, and was re-

opened^ ou the 5th inst. B. Ferrey, Esq., of London, was the architect.

The edifice is in the Decorated stylo, with hammer-beam roof of oak, in two
bays, subdivided by foiu- chastely-floriated panels in each bay, and a very
boldly carved cornice. The spandrels of the hammer beams and arches are
filled in with rich perforated tracery, and the elbow-pieces luider the
hammer-beams are sui^ported by ti-iple cohmius of Purbeck marble divided
by zones, and with handsomely carved capitals and corbels. The walls are
faced with Portland stone, banded with coiu-ses of Ham Hill stone. The
sanctuary is raised above the floor of tho chancel by a step of Purbeck
marble, and separated by beautiful brass altar rails from the mauufactoiy of
Messrs. Hart, Cockspm- Street ; and the whole floor of this part is laid
with Mawe's encaustic tiles, in geometrical designs of great beauty, varied
with glazed and dead colours. In front of the two steps of Piu-beck marble,
descending mto the nave, is an inscription recording the fact that the
chancel was rebuilt by Mr. and Mi-s. Sheridan.

West Cowes.—Holy Trinity Chm-ch, West Cowes, has been enlarged and
renovated. An excceilingly beautifid apsidal chancel has been built of
ornamental brickwork, decorated with Minton tiles, and three memorial
windows

;
and the whole nave has been reseated with open benches. The

increased accommodation thus obtained amounts virtually to loO sittiuTs.
Mr. Jones, of Eyde, is the architect.

°

Bhixton Deveeill.—The parish church of Brixton DeverUl, Wiltshire
was reopened on Thursday week. The chancel of this church has been
enlarged, the seats lowered, some exceUent stained windows inserted and
many other improvements effected.

'

Malling, West.—Extensive alterations are now being carried on in the
parish chm-ch. It is an iuteresting relic of early English architectui-e, and
well worth examination.

Ketteedjo.—The parish chm-ch of Kettering, Northamptonshire, is
undergoing a thorough renovation. A neat and substantial improvement
has been completed under the superintendence of Mr. Stephen Bi-o^vn l.y
the introduction of a carved oak railing in front of the altai-, very ajspro-

priately designed in the ancient Gothic stylo, to correspond with the beau-

tiful reredos recently fitted up at the expense of Professor Corrie.

Ipswich.—The lecture hall at Ipsmch has bceu considerably altered

and improved, at a cost of £404 9s. lOd.

FOrNDATION STONES.

Poetobello.—As we briefly announced last week, the foundation stone

of a new Town Hall has been laid at Portobello. This building, the cost

of which is estimated at £3,000, is to be the property of a limited liability

company. Tho plans show a very neat and handsome front elevation, in a

style partly Flemish and partly French. The frontage extends to 62 ft.,

and in tho centre there is to be a projecting gable, with crow steps and
ornamented pinnacles. In the centre of this, again, is to be a projecting

window, surmounted by a clock, which, from the situation of the building

being in a bend of the street, will be well seen from both the east and
west ends of the town, while the transpareucy of the dials wiU render it

equally useful at uight. On the first floor, towards the front, there is to bo
a range of handsome shops ; while towards the Iiack, but stUl entering fi-ora

the street, are to be the offices and apartments for the police establishment.

The entrance to the i>ublic hall is to occupy the centre of the fa9ade, while

the entrance to the police office and policeman's quarters is obtained by a

passage at the west side of the front. The public haU will be on the first

floor, and will be 58 ft. long by 30 ft. broad, with comfortable sitting ac-

commodation for upwards of 500 persons. The height of the hall from
floor to ceiling wUl be about 25 ft., and there are double rows of windows
in front, as for a double flat ; so that when it may be fomid necessary to

increase the accommodation by erecting a light gallery, there will be
windows for the gaUei-y as weU as for the area. Should tliis take place, the

hall win be able to seat 700 or 800. The orchestra is placed above the

entrance from the stair to the hall. On the same floor a handsome apart-

ment is to 1:16 fitted up as the Town CoimcU room. There are to be other

minor rooms. Tho contractors for the works are Messrs. A. & J. Wilsou,

Tranent, builders ; i\lr. H. Scott, Portobello, carpenter ; Mes.srs. Hume & Co.,

Edinbui-gh, plumbers ; Mr. Anderson, Edinbiu-gh, slater ; Ml-. Sinclair,

Portobello, plasterer.

Geeenocic, N. B.—The foundation stono of a new harbom- has been

laid at Greenock. This additionid basin is called the ' Albert Harbour.'

Beoadchalk, Wilts.—The foundation stone of a bicenteuary memorial
ludependont church, has boon recently laid at Broadchalk, Wilts. The
new church will be in the Gothic style of architecture. Mr. W. J. Stent, of

W;u-minstcr, is tho architect, and Mr. W. Coombos, of Broadohallc, is the

builder.

AuDLEM.—The foundation stone of a new Wesleyau Chapel at Audlom,
Staffordshu-e, has been recently laid. The structure is to be Gothic in style.

It will be 45 ft. in length, and 30 ft. in breadth, and will accommodate
about 240 persons.

Parton.—The foundation stone of a new chapel in connection with the

Methodist Free Chm-ch was laid at Parton, Cumberland, on Tuesday week.

]VIr. Smith, of Baukend, supplied the plans.

BiGRiGG Mode, CmrBEEL.VND.—The foundation stone of a new chapel for

the Methodists of Bigrigg Moor, was laid on Monday week.

Dublin.—The foundation stone of a new church of St. Andrew, Dublin,

was laid on Monday. The cost of the building is estimated at £12,735.

Messi-s. Levayon, Lynn, & Lanyon, of Belfiist, supplied the plans. The
design is in the Gothic style of architectiu-e, aud when the building is com-

pleted it will hold 1,000 people. It is intended to biuld at first only a por-

tion of the design— that is, only sufficient to enable diviue service to be
celebrated. This will cost £7,230. The remainder of the building, in-

cluding the upper part of the tower, the cloisters, porch, north aisle,

external and internal ornamentation, will afterwards be completed, and tho

committee will require £5,505 for this piu-pose.

STAINED GLASS.

Gloucester.—The east window of Gloucester Cathedral, which is con-

sidered to bo the largest and one of the most peculiar windows iu England,

has lately been restored by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham, at a cost of

£2,000, of which the stonework absorbed £1,400 ; the remaining £600 being

employed in merely cleaning and releading the glass. For some years past,

the cathedral, with the library and chapter house, has been undergoing

entire restoration. The glass of the window was very perfect, considering

its extreme age, but was much obscured by a thick coating of dirt, and the

rotten condition of the mullions and lead rendered the fabric exceedingly

insecure. The whole surface now presents a curious and beautiful silvery

appearance, from the large quantity of white glass in its composition.

Feasipton, Doeset.—This church, which has been lately restored, con-

tains, in the east end, a rich three-light window, the mouldings of the arch

being surported by pilasters of Purbeck marble ; aud the lights are filled

with rich designs of stained glass by Messrs. Lavers and BaiTaud, represent-

ing the Annunciation, the Crucifixion, and the Kativity. In the tracei-y of

the upper part are various appropriate symbols, and the sacred monogi-am
I.H.S., while at the bottom is the following inscription :—

' In honom- of

God, and in memory of Francis John Brown ; died 1833 ; aged 79.' There
are also two lights on each side of the chancel, filled with stained glass, by
the same celebrated artists ; one, representing the wise men of the East

bringing presents to the iufiint Jesus, is ' In memory of Francis Cynric

Sheridan; died 1843 ; aged 30;' the second, representing the presentation

in the Temple, ' In memory of Charles Kennard Sheridan ; died 1847 ; aged
30 ;' the third, representing the flight into Egypt, ' In memory of Charlotte

Augusta Grant; died 1835; aged 17;' and the fom-th, representing the

miracle of the wines, ' In memory of General Sir Colquhoim Grant ; died

1835; aged 63.'
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STATUES, ItEMOlilALS, ETC.

New Statues in Mabble foe thk Houses ov PAnr.tAirF.NT.—It is said

that ]Vrossrs. Woolnor and Mnnro liavo boon iiiTitcd to pxocuto two of the

iK-w slatni^s in iiiarMo for tlic Hovisos of Parlinmeut. To the former has

brcn allotted that of Kiiip; AVilUam JII. ; to tlio hitter Queen 3[ary II. Tlio

cost of the connnissioned works is £800 each ; that heing the price paid to

those sculptora who have akeady executed similar statues for the Houses.

DunntlNO FOUKTAIX.

OswESTBY.—A drinkina: fountain has been presented to (he inhabitants

of Oswestiy, by H. B. W. Wynn. Esq., of Llanforda.'and was inanpu-

rated on Friday last. The fountain, in the ItiJian style of arcliitectiu-e, is

in tlio form of a cross. Below ai-o three troufjhs for dops ; above the bowls

is the pedestal, enriched with carvings of tlie water lily, from tlowcrs of

which the tluid runs. On the frieze of the cornice is the following inscrip-

tion :—• Presented by Hem-}' Bertie Williams Wynn, Anno Domini, 1862."

' The feai- of the Lord is the fountain of life'

METEOPOLITAN IiVIPRO\TEMENTS.

THE Unta-s-ed Footpaths of Lambeth.—At the meeting of the Lambeth
vestry on Thursday week, a report was presented fi'om the smweyor

(Mr. M'lutosh), and lUtimately referred to the General Purposes Committee,

which contained au estimate for leaving the impiived, and repairing the

other footpaths in the parish. The cost of paving the unpaved footpaths was

as under:—Clapham Koad, £550. Wandsworth Koad. £1,100. Camberwell

New Eoad. £1,300. South Lambeth, £2,100. StockweU Place, £1,400.

Denm;u-k Hill, £750. Cold Harbour Lane, £2,800. Tidse HiU, Brixton

Church, to Norwood Lane, £3,200. Brixton HiU to boundary, £-2,300.

Harleyford Eoad and Ovid, £700. Making a total cost of £16,200. The
following places were reported as requiring repair ;—The Horns to West-

minster Bridge, Westminster Eoad, Belvedere Eoad, Commercial Road,

Duke Street, Stamford Street, Waterloo Eoad, Gibson Street, Johanna Street,

Upper Marsh, Lower Marsh. York Eoad, Crozier Street, Mary Street, Palace

New Eoad, Church Street, China Watt, Windmill Street, Lambeth W.alk,

James Street, High Street, Broad Street, Princes Eoad, George Street,

Ceiroline Street, Eegent Street, Doris Street, William Street, John Street,

St. Albans Street, Great Park Street, Little Park Street, New Street,

Devonshire .Street, Barrett Street, AViekham Street, Tyer Street, Caroline

Street, High Street, Kenningtou Oval, Webber Street, Queen Street, Short

Street, Eaton Street, King Street, Woottou Street, Mansion House Street,

EoupeU Street, Catherine Street, Diurham Street, Cromwell Road, Kenning-

ton Lane, Brooker Street, Walcot Square, and South Island Place, the cost

being £5, 755. Dming the evening a discussion took place relative to the

report of the Commissioners for the southern embankment, which met witli

cordial approval.

Metkopolitan Boaed of Works.— Important Transactions.— The
weekly meeting of the Metropolitan Boai'd of Works was held on Friday

last, at their otfices in Spring Gardens. Mr. J. Willdnson in the ehaii'.

The cash statement showed that the cash balances in the hands of the

treasurer were—on ciui-eut accounts, £116,737 6s. lOd. ; on deposit accounts,

£10,470; and on cm'reut accoimts, £69,892 5s. lid. The board received

tenders for the construction of the Beimondsey branch of the Southern Low
Level iSewer. The amounts otfered were as follows : Messrs. Peto & Betts,

£97,523; Mr. William Davies, £119,430; Messrs. John Aird & Son,

£107,000: Jlr. W. Webster. £119.500 ; Mr. J. Dethiek, £126,077 ; M-. W.
Lavers, £124,000: and Mi-. W. Moxon, £99,875. Messrs. Peto & Betts'

tender was accepted. Mi'. Deputy Harrison moved ' That a Committee of

the whole board be appointed to consider what steps it vdU be necessary at

once to take for the purpose of putting in force the provisions of " The
Thames Embankment Act, 1862." ' Mr. Eobinson seconded the motion. Mr.
Freeman moved an amendment, to refer the Act to a Committee. A long

discussion ensued, when the board divided, and the numbers were seventeen

on either side. The Chairman declined to give a casting vote, and
explained his object for doing so was, that he would not decide a question

of such importance. The result of his refusal to vote woidd be that the

amendment woidd drop, but coidd be moved again by the hou. member, or

any other member. The motion, however, was agi'ced to imanimously.
3Mr. Carpmael then moved, ' That it be an instruction to the survej-or of

this bo;ird to take such preliminary steps as he may consider necessary to

jirepare plans and specifications of the works necessary for the construction

of an embankment on the north side of the Thames, between Blackfi'iars

and Westminster Bridges, and for the construction of p.art of the low level

s.'wer therein, in order that tenders may be obtained at the earliest period
fur the execution of such works.' This was also carried. After a great
deal of discussion, it was decided that the engineer lie insti-neted to prepare
such a model of the Thames between London and Westminster Bridges as

may be necessary for the information of the bo.ard, Mi\ Doidton called the
attention of the board to the repwt of the Royal Commission on au em-
ankment for the south side of the river, and moved, ' That it lie referred

lu the Main Drainage Committee to consider the coiu-se which this board
ought to pursue in reference thereto.' The motion was agreed to.

The Main Drainage Works. On Saturday last, the chairman, members,
and ofB.cers of the Metropolitan Board of Works, inspected these gigantic
works. The party fu'st visited the sewer constructed byMr. AVebster, which
c xtends fi-om Deptford Creek to Crossness Point, Plumstead Marshes.
This sewer is completely circular, 11 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and IS in. thick,

except that part of it which passes under Woolwich, where it is two feet thick,

and seven miles and a half in length. The pumping station at Deptford

j

was next examined, by means of which the sewage wiU be pumped from

I

the low level to the high level sewer ; and the magnitude of the works
' excited the greatest surprise. Old Ford was next inspected, and .at tie'

extreme point of the works, the whole party proceeded to a large jiavilion,

where a luncheon had been provided. John Thwaitcs, Esq., the chairman
of the Metropolitan Board of Works, presided.

The UNnERGBocND Rah.way.—On Saturday evening last, Messrs. Smith
(S.- Knight celebrated the completion of that portion of the Metropolitan
Undergroimd Railway, extending from Paddington to Cujwer Street station,

by giving a dinner to the men engaged on the work. Upwards of 600 men
sat down to dinner.

AMERICAN ITEMS.

{From our New York Correspondent.)

TTNDER the heading of 'Cauadian Building Stone,' the Bctt.ding News
U of the nth of last month, contained a short .account of the stone used
for Ituilding purposes in different pai'ts of Canada, obtained from La Chev-
rotiere and Montreal. The bricks obtained from Montreal, are manufactured

from a blue clay of marine origin, which is interstratitied with reddish

layers, and runs mider a deposit of sand. The formation is known to be of

gi'cat thickness in other localities ; but it is at Montreal excavated to a

depth of twenty feet, perhaps more. Its marine origin is proved by the

oeeuiTenee of sea-shells, of about six species in pure clay, and about thirty

in the sand clay immediately overlying it ; all probably the same as .species

now inhabiting the ocean.

There is a band of erystaUiue limestone in the townships of Grenville

and its Augmentation, which has an extensive run through the country.

This band presents in many places a peculiar kind of m.arble, which, from
the presence of serpentine, has a white ground marked with a umnber of

small green spots. This disseminated serpentine, more or less aggregated,

usually runs in bands parallel with the beds, and clearly marks the character

of the rocks. Specimens of this marble are now exhibiting in the Canadian

Court of the International Exhibition in Loudon. In many parts of Canada,

the Laurentian limestones are free from foreign minerals, and give white

marbles ; but generally these are considered to be too coarse grained for

statiuary purposes, and sometimes they are barred -nith slight differences of

colour. A mill for cutting and polishing a marble like the specimen in the

above Com-t at the Exhibition, from the Augmentation of Grenville, was
erected at GreuviUe, but the demand for the marble was unfortimately

insutBcient to make the enterprise profitable.

A new coal-oil lamp burner has recently been invented by Mr. E. B.

Eegna, of Jersey City, N. J., which consists first in a novel and useful im-

provement in the wick tube, whereby much broader wicks than usual may
be employed in bm'ners of a given size, and a con'esponding broader flame

obtained. It consists, secondly, in a novel and improved means for elevating

and lowering the wick, whereby it wiU not be compressed in the tubes as

hitherto, and the free ascent of the oil retarded, and, at the same time, the

moving of the wick rendered certain, whether it be thick or thin for the

tube, and capable of being moved or adjusted within the tube with the

greatest facility.

Serpentine Marble.—The baud of s_erpcntino of St. Joseph Beauce has

been traced on the south side of the St. LawTcuce, from Patton to Cran-

bourne, a distance of 140 miles ; and is again recognised 250 miles fcirthcr

to the north-east in Mount Albert, in the Shickshock Mountains; and about

70 miles beyond this in Moimt Serpentine, approaching Gaspe Bay. All

the specimens of these rocks, which have been analysed, contain small

quantities of chromium and nickel, and the band is associated in its dis-

tribution with soapstone, potstone, dolomite, and magnesite. The whole of

these oceiu- in large quantities, and in them, as well as in the serpentine,

chromic iron occurs, sometimes in workable quantities. These rocks, or

others immediately near them, contain the metals iron, lead, zinc, copper,

nickel, silver, and gold ; with the drift gold, derived from these strata, are

found platinum, iridosmine, and traces of mercury. In 1847, these ser-

pentines, from their distribution, were described in the reports of the

Geological Survey as an alternated sedimentaiy rock. All subsequent obser-

vations have confirmed this, and beautifully stratified masses of it h.aveat

length been discovered in Mount Albert, None of the serpentines, and with

the few trifling exceptions that hiive been mentioned, none of the marbles

of Canada, have yet been quarried for economic purposes. All of the

specimens of them exhibited by the Geological Survey, are consequently

from parts of the strata that have long been exposed to the influence of the

weather, and are of coiu-se inferior to the unweathered portions beneath.

There appears little doubt that, in time, both the limestones and seriientines

will afford a great amount of beautiful material for architectimil purposes,

and support a great amount of industry.

N
GENER.iL ITEMS.

EW Iron Bridge to Poetugax.—The new iron bridge which crosses the

?r Tagus, on the Lisbon and Badajoz line of railway, was constructed

in ein-hteen months. It is formed entirely of iron, and it has sixteen open-

ings °each of 100 feet span. The piles on which the structure is placed are

composed of two cylindrical iron tubes, 5 ft. 4 in. in diameter, aiid they have

been sunk at a (Ustanee of about 6 ft, 8 in. from each other. For the pur-

pose of securing greater solidity and sU-eugth, they are strongly boimd

to<^ether with iron-work. Locomotives will thus be enabled to cross the iagus

at^a height of more than fifty feet above the ordinary level of the river.

Chester.—A local paper says :— ' WTien the Marple Aqueduct was erected

it was considered a masterpiece of engineering skill, and thousands flocked

to see the ponderous arches which carried the Peak Forest Canal across the

romantic vidley along which flows the Goyte Seldom does one engineering

triumph spread its fome abroad, than it is followed and eclipsed by another.

Within a distance of 200 yards, a rival is rapidly springing up, in the shape
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of au immense riaduct of 14 or 15 ;irohe3, can-_viiig the ir_vdeand Compstall

Eaihvay at a much greater altitude than the canal, mth -nhieh it runs

parallel, on the easterly or Compstall side. It is of stone, and the piers are

so far advanced that the frame work is being erected preparatory to com-

mencing the arches. The railway is completed as far at Hatherlow. Such

is the nndiJation of the countiT, that a short distance from tlie viaduct

(where the railway is above the canal), on the Marple side, the railway

passes underneath "the canal, the tunneUfor which is satisfoctorily progress-

ing. Altogether the undertaking is of the most formidable character, and
daily attracts large numbers of people.

IsjTJEY TO THE Fer FROM PI!u^^^"G.—There is under the author's charge

a plantation of what might have been very valuable Scots fir, the age of

which ranges from 80 to 100 yeai-s. Mauy of the trees look clean and free

from blemish till taken to the saw. On being cut up, tliey are found to

have been pruned, and the result of the operation is that the roots or stumps

of the branches left have died in to the very centre of the tree ; and when
it is cut into boards, those decayed stumps drop out in the shape of round

loose knots. There are a few of them that have not so died, but they form
tiie exception to the general rule. The loss by this means, in this particular

case, is certainly not under 30 per cent. Scots firs ought never to be pruned
by artificial means ; nature manages the operation in a manner that man can

but poorly imitate. The very nature of the fir points it out as a tree to be
grown in masses. Growing alone, it is a crooked, scraggj', useless thing

;

grown in the forest, it is a fine, tall, straight tree. In its proper position,

it shoots up till it attains nearly to its full height. The leading branches

then almost cease growing, but retain their vitality in order that the trunk
may continue to form timber, and that that first formed may be fiUly matured
by undergoing a natural process of embalming. "Wlien that is finished,

then is the time to cut it for man's use. So with the lower branches

in a plantation of fir standing at proper distances apart ; they grow tiU the

principal end for wliich they were created is attained, then cease, and, if

left alone, their roots get embalmed and rendered durable as the trunk
itself, after wliich the}' drop oii' of their own accord. But, pruned bj- the

hand of man while in an active, growing state, they are generally irre-

parably injured in fact ; they are very much in the position of a fowl which
shoidd have its feathers plucked off in early spring, in place of being let

alone till autumn, when tliey would dropoif natui'ally. and without inflicting

injury.

—

The Relative Value of Sound and Sawn Timber, by James Rait.

Ijiproved Process of Peeseevtn-g Wood.—H. de Lapparent. of Paris,

has invented a process for preserving wood by the carbonisation of its. sur-

face. It consists in subjecting such parts of the wood, used in any struc-

ture, for instance, a ship, as it maj- be desirable to protect by such means,
to the action of the flame of gas after they have been placed and united
together. In performing the invention, the gas may be employed in a single

jet, or in several jets from a biu'ner or burners of any sxiitable kind, and the
gas is supplied to the said burner or burners by means of a flexible pipe,

which aUows them to be moved about to direct the flame over the different

portions of the surface desired to be singed or cai'bonised. This process of
carbonising may be performed from time to time on the several parts of the
structure, as its consti'uetion is proceeded with ; for instance, in ship-build-

ing the frame may be carbonised before the planking or skin is applied, and
the planking or skin be carbonised after it is in its place.

Discovert of Anxien-t XJkn-s .iT Ehtme.—An Aberdeen contemporary
says, that recently, as Mr. James Knight was clearing out the foundation
of an old barn, he came upon two ancient iirns containing calcined human
bones. Tlie urns had a flat stone placed over them, as a sort of protection,

and were situated about two-and-a-half feet apart. They are flower-pot
shaped, about eleven inches in depth, and nine and a half in diameter, at the
vrider end. The bones seem to have been first burned, then put into the
urns, which were placed, with the wider end on the bare soil, without any
stone imder, as is usually the case. They were apparently those of full-

grown individuals, and were very much decayed. On one of the urns, which
is very much broken, there are crossed lines here and there, as if attempts
at ornamentation had been made. The other is in a good state of preserva-
tion, and is entirely plain.

Mosaics !'. Frescoes.—G. M., in a letter to a daily contemporary, asks
whether mosaic is not a preferable medium to fresco "for representing such
expensive art as that employed for decorating the walls of the Xew Palace
of Westminster ? He says :

—
' The permanency of frescoes of all ages has been

singularly capricious. Nothing could be more dehberate and careful than the
consideration that was given to the mechanical part of the work before the
Westminster frescoes were commenced, and yet in ten years they are falling
to decay. Have we now any additional data which will lead us to expect
better results ? And under any circumstances a whole lifetime must elapse
before even the narrowest limits of permanency can be proved. Mosaics for
the last 2,500 years, have, in an infinite variety of forms, been the only abso-
lute indestructible medium for pictorial art. Ten years ago, no attempt had
been made in England to manufacture pictori.al mosaic but the specimens
that have been produced under the auspices of the committee who are investi-
gating the subject of mosaic, with a view to apply it for the external decora-
tion of the Exhibition building, and the other specimens of English manu-
facture in the Exhibition, give abimdant promise of its success as a new
branch of British industry ; and, while accuxacy of foi-m and finish of the
iessera; and infinite range of colours are characteristics of the British manu-
facture, the cost of its production is very much below that of any other descrip-
tion of mosaic ; indeed, the means are at command of producing exact repro-
ductions of the most detailed cartoons, at a cost scarcely exceedino- that of
frescoes

; and the beautifiU reticulation of fine Lues defining the individual
tessera', give the design a richness of effect which no fresco can possess. Fur-
thermore, mosaics need not be executed on the spot, but would be made into
slabs at the factory, and fixed in situ in a few days. Most of the artists who
have promised cartoons for the South Kensington mosaics, are those that
have in hand the frescoes at Westminster, so that should a decision in favour
of mosaics be arrived at, the artists whose assistance would be called for will
be well versed in the speciaUties of the new material. It is to be hope<.l.
that before the Fine Arts Committee come to any determination respecting

the frescoes, they will wait the result of the experiments in mosaic that are
in progress at South Kensington, and fairly consider the relative merits of
fresco and mosaic for the yet incomplete decorations of the House of Lords.'

The !!Middi,e Level.—An oflScial report has been published relative to

the inundations of the Middle Level, which states, that although inunda-
dations such as that which has taken place are of I'are occurrence, yet they
have been found to prove beneficial to the crops in succeeding years. The
expenses incident to the disaster already paid and incurred are estimated at

from £23,000 to £25,000, and to meet wliich £20,000 has been taken up by
way of temporary loan. In reference to the future drainage of the level,

Mr. Hawkshaw, C.E., having been requested to consider the subject, has
recommended that for the next twelve or eighteen mouths, in addition to
such drainage as can be obtained through Salter's lode sluice, siphon pipes
should be laid over the recently constracted coffer dam, and that nothing
should be done as to the erection of a new sluice, untU the siphons have
been fairly tried. The expense of fifteen siphons, with air-pumps, steam-
engine, and necessar}- apparatus, is estimated at from £13,000 to £14,000.
Six sijihons only have at present been ordered by the engineer, and are
expected to be shortly fixed. The necessary legal powers to enable the
commissioners to provide for the temporary drainage, and for the site of a
new sluice or other works, have been obtained by clauses in the Middle
Level Drainage Act, passed in the session which has just closed. On the
suggestion and recommendation of j\Ir. Hawkshaw, Mr. A. G. Linn, has
been appointed resident engineer of the works for one year, at a salary of
£1,000, as 3Ir, Hawkshaw has heavy and important woi-ks under his charge
both at home and abroad, and wUl probably not be in England during the
autumn. It may be added that the fifteen siphons proposed to be erected
will have a diameter of 3 ft. 6 in, in each, which will give the water the
same scope as it had in the thi'ee openings of the ruined sluice. The whole
expenses of the late casualty— past, present, and prospective— cannot yet
be definitely estimated

; but the commissioners have determined on exer-
cising their loan powers to the further extent of £40,000.

Proposed Improvements is Liverpool.—The improvement committee of
the Liverpool Town CouucU propose to apply to Parliament for powers to
effect the following improvements, at an estimated cost of £346,000 :—To
widen Church Street, from Paradise Street to Chiu-ch Lane to the \\-idth of
22 yards ; to continue it to the same width from Church Alley to the
Athenaeum, removing the area in front of that building, and "from the
Athenffium to Hanover Street, as shown upon the plan ; "to complete the
pui-chase of the properties between the new street (under the Act of 1858)
and Whitcchapel, so far as the same extend between Preston Street and Sir
Thomas's BuUdings, including the widening of Sir Thomas's Buildings and
Cross Hall Street; to widen Eiclimond Street from opposite the end of
Sir Thomas's Bmldings in 'VMiitechapel to WiUiamson Square ; also to widen
the communication from Williamson Square along Murr.ay Street and Eoc
Street, removing part of St. Johu's Market and the property adjoining the
Amphitheatre to the line of the new buildings recently erected in Lime
Street and Eoe Sfreet, opposite the south end of St. George's Hall ; to
construct a new street from Islington, at the north end of St. George's
HaU, to Scotland Place, and continue such street to the south end of Lime-
kiln Lane, so as to be consistent with the improvement of that street already
sanctioned by Parliament ; to widen the part of Everton Eoad through
Everton Village, and to construct a street in continuation of Moorfiolds,
northwards, to relieve the trafiBc of Oldhall Street : and to abandon the
following improvements formerly recommended by the improvement com-
mittee, viz. :—The construction of the proposed new street from North John
Street to Manchester Street; the continuation of the present high level
road in front of the new libraiy and Museum, and WOliam Brown Street,
to the junction of Hatton Garden and Dale Street with the low level
approaches ; the proposed new street from the north end of St. Anne Street,
widening Belle Street, and forming a new street to Scothmd Eoad.

Discovert of Eomax Eemadjs at Worcester.—^A local paper s.ays

that in the excavations being made for the foundation of a house in the
College precincts, opposite the east window of the cathedral, the men have
discovered several skeletons within about 3 feet of the surface ; and abont
S feet below the present level of the roadway they have struck upon what
is supposed to be an old Roman road. The substance of the road ajipears
to be a concrete of a very curious kind, infused with some metallic sub-
stance, apparently iron, and is so hard that a pickaxe can scarcely pierce it. I

Iron ore has been found above it, and the mass would seem to have been
subjected to the influence of fire, and molten together.

j

EoYAt Ixsi-RAXCE C'oMPA>T.—The annual meeting of the proprietors of
j

the Eoyal Insurance Company was held on the 8th inst., at their ofBces in
Liverpool, Chas. Tm-ner, Esq., in the chair. The report was read, which
stated that the amount of increase in the revenue of the Fire Branch was
surprisingly large, having reached £132,91". The fire premiums of 1861
increased over the preceding year £29,425. Notwithstanding the exten-
sive conflagration in the metropolis, the results of profit and loss on the
department showed an amount to the credit for the year of £44,327 8s. lid.
In the Life Branch, the sum assured in new policies for the ye.ar amounted
to £521,101 17s., exceeding by upwards of £70.000 the sum assured for the
year 1860, The local branches were likewise progressing favourably. A
dividend of 3s., and a bonus of 4s. per sh.are, free of income tax, was de-
clared. The report was unanimously received. A resolution was passed,
approving of the dividend and bonus, and other complimentary votes of
thanks concluded the meeting. •'

Charixg Cross Eail-wat.—The Eeport of the Ch.iring Cross EaUway,
i

presented at the half-yearly meeting of the proprietors at the South Eastern ,

Eailway on Thursday week, states that the receipts on capital account for '

the half-year ending 30th June amounted to £618,752, and the expenditure
to £722,865. The principal items of expenditure had been on account of

,

the St. Thomas's Hospital property, £296,000; land and other property, in- ;

'

eluding compensation, £217,805; balance of purchase of the Hungerford '

!

Market estate, required for the West End terminus, £110.000 : and works
'

£80,300.
_
The purchase of St. Thomas's Hospital had placed the company ,'

m possession of a large amount of valuable property not required for the

'
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]iiirposis of tlio r-.iilway, and the directors proposed to take steps to dispose

uf tile suri>Ius land in such manner as might be thouglit the most expedient

at the earliest opportiuiit_v. Ccnsideralih' progress had lieen made with the

Works of the railway. The hridge across the Thames at llungerford was

rapidly approaehing eompletion ; the viailuct and bridges between the south

end of Hungerford Bridge and the Borough Market in Sonthwark were

nearly finished, and steps were being taken to prosecute without delay the

remaining works in the immediate neighbourhood of the Ixmdon Bridge

terminus. Tlie capital necount showed tliat £1,291,407 had lieen received

on shares and loans, and £1,293,009 expended, leaving a balance of £1,662

against the company.

" CiiiMiXG Bells.—Thomas AValeshy, Esq., in a letter to the XorHiiimpion

Mfrciiry, gives the following arrangement for chiming methodically church

bells for service. Begin by chiming softly the first three bells, 1, 2, 3 ;

1, 2, 3, and so on for ten minutes. Then pause five minutes. Then chime

with tlie utmost regjdarity and precision the full peal, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, S,

for ten minutes. All being now silent, at five minutes before the time

appointed for the commencement of Divine service, ring or chime the first

or treble bell only, being careful to cease before the clock strikes. Some,

however, have preferred the solemn tolling of the gi'cat bell dm-ing these

last five minutes. A similar arrangement can, of course, be applied to a

peal of 4, .5. or 6 bells. In all cases 1, 2, or 3 bells may be sulficient for

chiming for ordinary week-day services. lie recommends this arrangement

as ' giving some repose to a musical ear, and warning parishioners at certain

periods of time.'

Meeset Docks axd HAiinocE.—A report has been prepared by Mr.
G. F. Lyster, the dock engineer, and submitted by him to the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Bo.ard. It gives a full statement of the general state and pro-

gress of the dock works, and of the expenditure in his department for the

year ending the 24th of June last. The document is of considerable length,

and reviews the progress made in the new works both at Liverpool and
Birkenhead during the year. The amount expended on the Liverpool side

under the act was £84,342 ; on new works ordered by the Ijoard. £34,374
;

for repairs and maintenance, £64,973 ; and for increase of stock, £9,306,

making a total of £212.995. In respect of Birkenhead, the amount ex-

pended on new works under the act was £308,382; on new woi-ks ordered

by the board, £89,085; for the restoration of walls, £2.873 ; and for main-

tenance and repairs, £7,250, making a total of £466,892.

Prof. Kerb's Lectvee ox Pugik.—A correspondent, after offering a cri-

ticism on our article on the Ironmonger}' in the Exhibition, in which he
etates that he finds it difficult to allow that what is ' theologically wrong

'

can in any sense be ' beautiful,' goes on to say :
—

' I subjoin an observation

connected mth the proposition with which I started, the prejudices of able

Protestants. I allude to Professor Kerr's biographical sketch of Welby
Pugin, which was given in your pages some weeks since, aULl, as far as the

two first sections went, must have struck readers of evei-y view as one of

the most interesting lectures ever delivered ; rendering it impossible also to

extenuate the dishonouring surmises of the last portion, on the plea of

ignorance of his character. Accounting for the temporary aberration of an
over-wrought brain, the Professor says, " What would be the effect on
Pugin's mind, if more experienced age, and deeper learning, had forced upon
him the feeling that his idolised Romish Church was, in respect even of the

ritualism for which he had embraced it in his youth, yevy much of a make-
believe after all ? " It is simply absurd to charge a man like Pugin with
finding beauty in things that have neither use nor meaning. It was his

enquirj- into the origin and design of every minutest ceremonial that led

him to their adoption ; the same thing has produced the same effect on
scores of others. There is an instinct in nature, from the child to the phi-

losopher, to obtain the utile with the diilce. The child's question is " What
is it for 1 " The schobir asks, cui bono ? Pugin was not an excej)tion to

this reasonable impijse. Nothing in religion or in art was valued by him
that was ncjt in its degree intrinsic. As to the doubt whether he was an
"artistic" rather than a '-doctrinal" Catholic, I leave it to the Professor,
satisfied with my own knowledge that when the storm had passed, the noble
wreck was found safe in the harbour whence its fury had for a while forced
him away. An antiquarian, of some note in these days, in his researches
tlirougli ancient ecclesiastical structures, was struck with the elaborate finish
of detail in such portions as were not intended for the eye of man. " The
architects of those times," he said, •• worked for God." And what. Sir, is the
spell that leads archieological societies to spend hours and days in ascer-
taining the intent and use of the mutilated details in churches once belong-
ing to Catholicity ? Depend upon it they find it nothing of " a make-believe
after all."

'

Bristol Cn.ixxEL Defenxes. — The projected fortifications for the
defence of the Bristol Channel and the estuarv of the Severn, are at once to
be erected. On the English side of the Channel a heavy battery will be
erected on the extreme western pioint of Break Down, a promontory which
runs out a considerable distance into the Channel, having a high elevation
throughout. The second defence wiU be batteries on each side of the
Steep Holmes; the third, similar batteries on both sides of the Flat Holmes;
and the fourth defence a fort mounting heavy ordnance at Lavernock Point,
a promontory just below Penaith Roacls.

CHIPS.

ON Wednesday week, Messrs. Cliurtnn sold by auction the Aston Hall
Gallcrj' of Paintings, which enil'race the finest productions of tho

Dutch, Flemish, Spanish, French, Italian, and other schools, at Aston Ilall,

Chester. The whole produced 5,145 guineas.

Lancashire, the premier county of England for numbers, and five other
counties— Durham, Monmouth, Stafl'ord, SuiTcy, and Wanvick — have
more than doubled their popidation in the last forty years. Three more—
Middlesex, Chester, and the West Riding— have nearly doubled theirs in

the same period. One Welsh county, Glamorgan, has more than trebled

its pojudation.

A French company has been formed in Paris, for the cultivation of cotton

in Algeria. The company also propose to cultivate other crops, such as

corn, olives, vines, tobacco, and flax ; and intend to breed cattle, rear silk-

worms, cochineal, and other valuable products.

During the excavation of the Abbey Yard, Spalding, Lincolnishire, for

the purpose of laying do%vn a new tunnel to drain the Crescent Road and
Sheep Market, several old relics and remains of the masonry of Spalding

Abbey were disinterred, consisting of pieces of marble, the debris of broken
columns, &c., as well as foiu' skeletons and a skull, which were in a good
state of pireservation.

The Westminster Palace Hotel Company has declared a dividend of eight

per cent.

The church of St. Mary at Burj- is said to have been intended as a copy

of the Parthenon at Athens. It was built in the year 1424.

A curious discovery is said to have been made by a photographer of

Paris— to photograph the bottom of the sea.

The Birkenhead Street Railway cars have been stopped, in consequence,

it is said, of certain legal proceedings taken against the company by BIr. W.
Jackson, M.P.

A large hall was opened last week by two concerts at Redear, Durham.

A new bridge has been opened at Ripon, YorkshLre.

A branch railway is being made in Worcester, connecting the West Mid-

land line with the Severn Quay. In digging out the foundations for piers

to suppport some railway arches, the workmen came upon the skeletons of

two men, and near them an old cannon ball. On being exposed to the air,

the bones crumbled to dust. A few days ago some other relics of the Battle

of Worcester were also found.

The reservoir recently completed by the Brompton and Gillingham

Waterworks Company, at Chatham, suddenly burst on Saturday last. The
damage is estimated at £5,000.

A special meeting of the Chatham Board of Health is about to be held,

for the purpose of taking into consideration a memorial requiring the board

to take nece.ssary steps for procuring, for the use of the inhabitants of the

town, the piece of Government land in Military Road for the purjioses of a

public promenade. The land in question is in the occupation of Messrs.

Ford & Sons, who use it for depositing ihe rubbish from the building works

now in progress by theuL

The directors of the Dundee and Perth R.iilway have decided upon con-

structing a new bridge at Perth over the Tay, of materials of stone and
iron, instead of the present wooden structure. The estimated outlay is

upwards of £22,000.

A company is being formed for the construction of water-works at

Truro.

At the Exhibition in Sydney, there are 270 specimens of indigenous

woods from the southern districts, and above 100 from the Clai'ence and

Richmond districts to the north ; many of them are very beautiful.

A society has been established in South Staffordshire, called the ' Dudley

and MiiUand Geological and Scientific Society,' which holds its first meeting

to-day (Friday). Lord Lyttleton is to be the president.

It is said that the Exhibition will not close before the 18th of October.

(Might not the profits of a week, at least, be given to the fund for the

distressed operatives of Lancashire ?)

A severe earthquake took place at Accra, on the west coast of Africa, on

the 10th of last month. Tlie strongest stone-built houses fell, and the forts

are no longer habitable.

The West Midland Railway Company have resolved to commence the

enlargement of the workshops, and the improvements of the central station

at Slirub's Hill ; the latter including the construction of a bridge across the

Une within the station. These works and the making of the Butts' branch

will create cmplojTnent for much laboiu-, to the amount, it is supposed, of

£50,000.

A troop of saltatory Arabs, belonging to the tribe of Beni-Zoug-Zoug,

are going through an astonishing series of gymnastic feats at Drury Lane

Theatre. They"build themselves up into lofty edifices, of which a slight

lad serves as the steeple, and to the styles of architectm-e they adopt there

seems to be no limit.

I^atcnts miir |fnbcniions.
(Connected with the BriLniNC TRAnr.)

].>i3. C. T. BousKiELD.—Improvements in niacliinery for'
makinR iiails and si.ikes. (A communic.^tion.l Da/t'd Jan.
-1, ISfii?. This relates to a novel arrangement of parts, con-
stituting an improved naiUmaking machine, in which two
pairs of compressing rollers are used for tapering the ends of
the raefal rods fed into the machine to a suitable shape for
lorming nails or spikes, in combination with a cutter for
eevenng aicli t.ijiered ends from the rods, and a heading die
for striking up the heads of the nails or spikes while the same
are held hrmly between nipping dies, the object beini^ to
eflect in a rapid and economical manner the con\ersionof

rods or bars of iron or other suitable material into nails or
spikes. Patent coniplrtcd-

159. n. A. liuooMAN.— Improvements in street and road
sweeping machines, parts of which are applicable to the sepa-
ration of liquid from solid substances. (A communication.)
Dated Jan. 21, 186^?. This invention consists,—1. In the em-
ployment in machines for sweeping streets and roads of two
side brooms for drawing ihemuU and dirt into the path of the
chain of brooms by which it is to be raised into a receiver.
2. In the particular construction and arrangement of thcchain
for carrying the brooms. 3. In the means afforded for raising
the whole sweeping apparatus off" the ground. 4. In the me-
thod of attaching the' sweeping machine to the receiver for

collecting the material swept up. 5, In the p-irlicular con-
struction of the receiver to fit it for separ.it'.ng the heavy irom
the more liquid materia! swept up, so that the liquTd may, in

case of need, be us-cd for watering the streets or roads. The
details of the invention are voluminous.

16tj. E. 1'ace. Improvements in laths for Venetian blinds,

in painting such laths, and in raising and lowering Venetian

blinds. Dated Jo;i.22, 1862. The patentee claims— 1. The
manuiacture of laths for Venetian blinds by a slicing knife as

described. 2. The construction of laths for ^'enetian blinds

by gluing or cementing together two or more leaves or thick-

nesses ot wood sliced or cut out of the plank as described.

3. Painting the laths by a roller or rollers in manner described.

4- Raising and lowering blinds by a roller fitted with a ferrule,

in which is inserted a divided spring plug, substantially as

described. Patent cornp/etcd.

ITfj. G. RcGERs.—Improved mechanical arrangements for

letting oft' water or other liquids from batlis, vessels, or

cisterns. Dated Jan. i;3, \^^, This consists ia substituting
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for the ordinary spigot and faucet tap, or other tnp, used to

let off liquids from butts. Ac, a pipe or duct inserted into the

body of the same, angled so that an ordinary short spindle

drop valve may be adapted to tlie same within the hutfs, &c.;

and thus, by being within thebutt, &c.,nnd at the farthermost

end of the letting-off duct or tap.sliall insure the whole of the

same being kept empty, except during the action of letting off

the liquid, thus avoiding the ill effects of frost, and insuring

a greater facihty of acfion. Patent abatidimcd.

179. H. Yates. Improvements in machinery for Uendinp,
repairing, or renewing defective or damaged parts of iron

rails. Dated Jan, ^3, lSfi2. According to this invention, a
suitable bed frame table or block, two dies, shaped accordinc
to the form of rail to be operated upon, are arranged, both
being movable, or one being fixed and the other movable.
These dies or jams are for gripping or retaining the damaged
or defective portions of the rail or bar while in a highly heated
state, and reducing it by pressure to its original form, as well

as for holding any portion of the rail or bar, while the process
of welding is carried on with a view to renew any part of the
surface. Patent abandoned.

193. W.Johnston. Improvements in l.^mps. Diitcd Jan.
25, 1862. This relates to lamps for illuminating shoji windows,
halls, stations, &c.. and which are of the kind comprising a
variety of jets or other lights, arranged stir fashion, or other-
wise ; and the invention comprises various improvements in
forming, constructing, shaping, or arranging tlie details of
such lamps. Patent abandoned.

199. J. Wright. Improvements in constructing works
below water. Dated Jan. 25, 1862. This consists in forming
continuous foundations for sea and river walls, or like struc-
tures under water, by the use of cylinders or coffers, in the
constructing of coffer dams. Patent compteted.

207. R- Marttndale. Improvements in globes and glasses
to be used with hydro carbon lamps. Dated Jan. 27, 1862.
By this invention the breakages arising from the chimney
being fixed at the base so 'near to the flame will be avoitled.
The patentee takes a globe of the common moan shape, or
other suitable shape, and suspends inside it from the top a glass
perdifume, or bell-mouthcd tube ; or it may be formed in one
piece with the globe. Another form of globe which will
answer well, is made by shaping the globe into a flattened
spheroid, and forming a neck rising out ofthetopof the globe,
so that the glass presents the appearance of a peculiarly
shaped bottle. Several modifications are given. Patent
completed.

t^rairt |^otos.

On Wednesday week some valuable property was offorcd lor
sale by Mr. Branch, at the Liverpool and London Saleroom.
The first lot offered was the offices forming Chapel Walks,
with the warehouse, and the spacious and convenient vaults
attached, all freehold. The bidding anionnted to £10,COO,
but was not sold, as the reserve bid was £12,000. The second
Jot was the freehold land, formerly the site of the ancient
chapel and schoolhonse in Bonn's Ganlens, Liverpool, and
the offices, manufactory, and warehouse erected thereon,
within the last year, for Mr. Robert Thin, oil and picklemanu-
facturer. The bidding went up to £8,050, the reserve upon that
being £10,000. The third lot, a bonded warehouse in Argyle
Street, close to the Custom House, known as 'Thin's 58
dollars,' was sold, after some spirited competition, for £2,850.
The valuable estate of Huntingtower, Perth, with theancient

castle and villa residence adjoining, have been exposed for
sale at the upset price of £23,non. There was a large attend-
ance, but no person seeming inclined to bid even the upset
price, the sale was adjourned.
The following tenders have been accejjted bv the Liveqjool

Docks and Harbour Board, for the supply of different kinds of
timber:—Messrs. Fowles& Holme, to furnish "8.00" cubic feet
of Quebec yellow pine, at Is.fifd.per foot, and 8,000 cubic feet
at Is. 4^d. per foot; Messrs. Batchelor Brothers, to supply
31,000 cubic feet of Quebec yellow pine, at Is. 7^. per foot,

and 10,000 cubic feet of best middling Baltic, also at Is 7^. per
foot; and Messrs. Palmer, Lee, & Co., to supply 4,SOo'cubic
feet of English elm, at Js. per foot, and 1.000 cubic feet of the
same at 2s. lid. jier foot. The timber to be. in each case, fur.
nished by string measure, and in strict conformity with the
terms of the specification.
The sale of the Red House Farm, Astwood, took place

on Thursday week, at Droitwich, Mr. N. Taylor, of Wor-
cester, officiating as auctioneer. The estate was divided into
five lots. Lot 1, consisting of 13a 19p. of land, was purchased
by T. G. Smith, Esq., for £960. Lot 2, 12a. 2Ip., was bought
in at £1,000. Lot 3, 35a. Ir. 36p. of land was purchased by
the tenant, Mr. Thomas Nash, for £2,800. The homestead
and building land adjoining (Lots 4, and 5) were bought in.
The Bickley and Doddenhill Estates, at Knighton-upon-

Tcmo, near Newnham Bridge, were offered to auction in
London, on Tuesday se'nnight, by Messrs. Debenham &
Tewson. Of the Rickloy Estate, only lots 4-, 11, and 12, were
sold. The Doddenhill Estate, consisting ofS.iT acres, sold to
E. V. Wheeler, Esq., for £15,700 ; and 40 acres of Teme-side
meadow and arable land were sold to Mr. Adams, for £3,500.

Active preparations are going on for commencing the bridge
across the Severn, belonging to the Tenbury and Bewdley
bne. Theroadway is nearly finished, and in a few days se-
veral hundred men will be actively engaged upon the works
at this end of the line.

TENDERS.
BuLwiCK.—For alterations and additions to the rectory
house and premises, Bulwick, Northamptonshire. Messrs
Goddard & Son, architects.

.Teft"s & Roberts £897
Richardson & Sons 880
Elliott 825
Stan yard 72^
Neale 720 o
Halhday & Cave (accepted! 699 14

Man'chester—For Hvde Road Schools, Manchester. Mr.
J. Medland Taykir, architect.

Moody £2,4.';6
Genncy 2,400
Farrell 2,250
Henry & Samuel Warburlon 2,220
Edgar ^,ois q q
B. &W. Hoyland

, 2,100
Barnes & Howe 2,063

MAXC!iESTF.n._For Christ Church Parsonage, Bradford-
cum-Beswick, Manchester. J. :siedland Taylor, architect.

Grason (accepted) £800

SHiPTON.-For Shipton National School and house. Ouan-
titles supplied by the architect, Mt. Thos. Jcckcll.

French J'Tsq n n
Bullock & Son .\V.VZZ'.".*.. 777 10 fl

Grav & Son ' '

Til
WiUiams ""i;; 7:35 iq jq

CoLCiiESTEn.—For new Congregational Chapel, Colchester-

Mr. F. Barnes, architect.

Grimes £4,783.

?'^^Pj%^-- 3,^]) and the

\r ^^^V ?'^. f
old chapeL

Hunt & Dohson 3,/8.5 ^
Smith 3,633 '„

Ipswich.—For St. John's National School, Ipswich. Mr, F.

Barnes, arcliitect.

Haxell £845 10

Luff 719
Dalby 674
Girling 650 D
Trew 648 10
Dannant 646 15

Grayston 627

Pells 597

Chfsiiire.—For Inn, at Romilly, Cheshire. Mr. J. Medland
Taylor, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. O. J. & J.

Showcll.

Metcalfe S; Waterson £1,295
Thackrah& Peirce l.e-iO

Farrcll 1,236

Swindells 1.200

Fairbrother 1,025

RocnDALE.—For house near Rochdale. Mr. J. Medland
Tavlor, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. O. J. ^: J.

ShowelL

Thackrah & Peirce £4,127 12 5^
Metcalfe & Waterson 3,894

Clay 3.819 10
Bowden, Edwards, & Forster 3,7-'>3 6 6
Neill 3.517

Cochran & Co 3,383 3 10

Rhyl.—For the erection of Baptist chapel and schools at

Rhyl, North Wales. Mr. F. D. Johnson, architect.

Chapel. Schools. Total.

Earrisley £1,550 £650 £2,2C0
Morris 1.485 499 1,999

Bennett (accepted) 1,360 5-^5 1,895

Oxford.—For additions and alterations to St. Aldate's Church,
Oxford. Mr. John T. Christopher, architect. Quantities
supplied by Mr. Thomas T. Green.

Dover £4.933
Castle 3,580
Young & Co 3,269
Svmm 3.189

Jones 3,068
Selby 2,917
Bartlctt 2.740
Curtis (accepted) 2,739

Islington.— For the Reformatory and Ragged School,

Islington. Mr. Higgins, architect.

Carter £2,895
Axford&Co 2,799
Abbott & Hopwood 2.797 9
Dove, Brothers 2,775
Hill, Keddell, & Co 2.6+3
Rowe - 2,640
Hill & Son 2,560
Williams 2,538
Wheen (accepted) 2,098 10

Deptford.— For the construction of the Deptford Low
Level Sewer.

Dethick £126,077
Lavers 124,000
Webster 119,.50O

Downs 119,430
Aird 107,000
W. Moxon 9il,875

Peto & Betts (accepted) 97,523

Engineer's estimate 110,000

Eastbourne—For the erection of a chapel at Eastbourne,
Sussex. Searle, Son, & Yelf, architects.

Peerless £1.850

Bengewortii—For the erection of Bcngeworth Parsonage.

M'Cann & Everall, Malvern £1.899
G.Hunt 1,650
J. Meddings. Eve-;ham L.Wff
Collins, Bullis.& James, Tewkesbury 1,575
Jones & Son, Gloucester ' 1,500
W. Gardner, Evesham 1,469 15

BvLCiiAN.—For a parsonage house at Bylchan, near Denbigh.
Lloyd, Williams, & Underwood, architects.

Bellis £1,230
Morris 1,220
Hughes (accepted) 1,050

DcNBicn. For new front to wine vaults. High Street, Den-
bigh, for Mrs. Bramwell. Lloyd, Williams, & Underwood,
architects.

Wynne & Jones £196
Hughes 146
Roberts I40
Bartley (accepted) 118

Denbigh.—For the erection of a rectory at Denbigh.
Lloyd, Williams, & Underwood, architects.'

J. & W. Reauland £1,470
Morris, Rhyl ],3.'i3

Jones, Auergele 1,348
Hughes 1.319
Bellis, Chester (accepted) 1,140

Hereford—For the erection of new premises in Broad
Street, Hereford, for the National Provincial Bank of
England. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Batstone & Hunt,
Surveyors, 11 Park Street, Westminster, London. Elmslic
Franey, & Haddon, architects, Hereford, Malvern, and
London.

Pearson A Son, Ross ,£5,525
Kirk, London 5,495
Wood & Son, Worcester 5,098
Niblctt & King, Gloucester 5,000
Bigglestone, Hereford 4 900
Parncll, Rugby 4,850
Welsh, Hereford (accepted) 4,846
M'Cann & Everall. Malvern (too late) 4,844
Jones & Son, Gloucester 4,595
Edwards, Malvern 4,500
Wilson, Worcester 4,280 H
Bowers, Hereford 4,1(J0

Bicester.—For the restoration and reseating the Parish
Church, Bicester. Mr. C. N. Beazley, architect. Quan-
tities supplied by Mr. Thomas T. Green.

Coney, Watford £3,720
Wyatt, Oxford 3,700
Castle, Oxford 3,306
Fassmidge, Uxbridge (revised tender
accepted) 3,100

J. AT. Davis, Banbury 2,SR6

Young & Copy, Oxford 2,872

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Bristol.—The proprietor of the Ashton Court Estate, near

Bristol, offers £300 by way of premiums, of £200 and £100,
for the two best block' plans, and designs for first-class villa

and other residences, with the necessary approaches, road*,

footpaths, drains. &c., on that portion of land extending
from the Somersetshire bank of the river Avon to tlie turn-

pike road leading from Bristol to Abbot's l.,eigh, and com-
prising Nightingale A'alley and the most romantic portion

of the Leigh Woods, which by the completion of the sus-

pension bridge will be brought into immediate connection
^vith Clifton. Conditions and particul.irs will be forwarded
through the post, free of charge, on aiiplication by letter, to

Rlr. Frederick Easton, Long Ashton, near Bristol.

Suffolk.—The Committee of the Suffolk ' Albert Middle
Class School ' invite architects to prepare plans for a build-

ing to accommodate 300 boys as boarders, and to be capable
of enlargement. Two school-rooms required, and foul

class-rooms. Rooms for four masters, two for each master,
with a semi-detached house for the head master, and the
necessary accommodation of offices and servants' room. A
chapel to be included in the plan. The building to be of
brick, tiled or slated. These and all other buildings re-

quired for the school to be built for a sum not exceeding
£10,000, exclusive of the chapel. A prize of £50 will be
given for tlie best plans and specifications, provided a re-

sponsible contractor is prepared to undertake the work for

the estimate given. Plans to be sent in before the 1st of
October, directed to R. Garrett, Esq., Carlton Hall, Sax-
mundham,

DirNPEE.—For competition plans, and detailed specifications ot

the work for the erection ofa lodge or superintendent's dwell-
ing-house, gateway, parapet wall, railing, gates, &c,, on the
south boundary of'thenew parish cemetery, situated on the
lands of Mid Craigie, near Dundee, together with'a probable
estimate of the cost of carrying the plans into effect. The
specifications must be detailed, and such as will furnish

complete information to contractors, and the party whose
plan may be selected and approved of vi\\\ be allowed a pre-

mium of £20, which sura will include all costs, charges,

and expenses whatsoever relating to and in preparing the

plans and specifications. The plan so selected and approved

of shall become the property of the Board ; but they shall

not be bound to employ the successful competitor, or any
of the competitors, as their architect during the progress

of the works, or in any way connected therewith. The
plans, specifications, and estimate, maybe deposited with

Mr. John Anderson, Town Clerk, Dundee, on or before the

Ijth day of September next. The plans to he distinguished

by a mark or motto enclosed in a sealed envelope, having

the same motto inside with the name and address of .the

author. The parties whose plans shall not be approved of,

will have the same returned to them as soon as maybe
after the selection shall have been made.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
Hove, Brighton For the erection of a new church, at

Hove, Brighton. Tiie drawings, specifications, and con-
ditions may be inspected at the ofhce of Mr. Woodman,
architect, 17 Prince Albert Street, Brighton, between the
hours of 10 A.M. and 5 p.m., on and after Tuesday next, the
5th inst. Tenders, under cover, addressed to C. A. Baines,
Esq., Hon. Sec., to be delivered not later than noon of the
23rd inst.

St. Pancras, London.—Tenders wanted by the vestry of
the parish of St. Pancras.— 1st Contract — For paving
works, to be executed in Guildford Street, Guildford Place
Lamb's Conduit Place, Lansdownc Place. Calthorpe Street,

and Tavistock Place. 2nd Contract —For paving works to
be executed in Seymour Street, north-west side of Euston
Square, and Goldington Crescent. And a 3rd Contract—
For paving works to be executed in Grove Street, Welling-
ton Street, James Street. Mornington Road, and Greenland
Place. The whole of the works to be executed agreeably
with the specifications to be seen daily at the office of Mr.
W'm. Booth Scott, C.E.» chief surveyor. No. 10 Edward
Street, Hampstead Road, where all further particulars, to-

geiher with the printed forms of tenders, may be obtained
on depositing the sum of £1 for each contract. Tenders to

be delivered at the offices of the Department of Works,
by or before 12 o'clock at noon, on the said Monday, the
i8th August inst.

WoRMBRiDCE.—For deepening, widening, and straightening

the above-named brook or river, with other works con-

nected therewith. Plans, sections, and specifications may
be inspected at the school-house, Wormbridge, on and after

tlie 7th inst. Mr. Curley, the engineer for the works, will

meet intending contractors at the Tram Inn Station, at

8'30 A.M., on the 30th August, for the pur]>ose of walking
over, and explaining the intended improvements. Quan-
tities will be supplied from the office of Mr. T. Curley,

C.E., Ludlow, 'lenders to be addressed to Mr. T. Laii<

wame, Clerk, on the 6th September.

Stratfobd-iipon-Avon.—For the supply of pipes, and exe-
cuting the following works :— Supplying and constructing

about 471 yards lineal of 15-inch pipe sewer, also iron cast-

ings, gullies, and other works in connection therewith.

The plans, section, and specification may be seen, and forms

of tender bad, on application at the office of Mr. Tliomas
Taylor Allen, surveyor to the local board, Brce Street,

Stratford-upon-Avon, after the 14th instant. Sealed tenders,

endorsed ' Tender for Improvement Works,' must be sent

to the otlice of the Local Board, Scholars' Lane, Stratford-

upon-Avon, addressed *To the Clerk of the Local Board of

Health,' not later than Monday, the 25th instant,

Croydon.—For the erection ofa villa, at Croydon, Surrey.

Plans and specifications, and copy of bills of quantities may
be had after the 16th instant. Tenders to be addressed to

the architect, Wm. Paicc, Esq., at his office, 11 Great
James Street, Bedford Row, W. C, and endorsed, * Tender
for Villa at Croydon.*

BuRV St. Edmu-nd's.— For certain works connected with re-

moving the present roof to the church of St. James's. Bury
St. Edmund's, and preparing and fixing a new one, accord-

ing to the designs and specification prepared by Jlr. U. G.

Siott, architect, No. 20 Spring Gardens, London, may (on

application to George Stearn. of College Street, the sexton)

inspect the said drawings and specification at the vestry

room of the church, where they will remain for the purpose
until the 6th day of September, inclusive.
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COMBUSTIBLE HOUSES.

^IlEX the puldic miml is alarmed at the
niohiiiclicilv lc).s3 of life occasioned h_v au
accidental tire in one of the mansions of the

wealthy, it cannot Ije amiss to inquire wliy

our houses are constructed of combustible
mati^rials, and Ijuilt after destfjns preemi-
nently calculated to facilitate their destruc-

tion by tiro ? The vul;,'ar answer would bo
that tires make good for buildinn- trades.

But the folly and malice that could dictate

such a reply are too patent to render a
serious refutation necessary, for the persons
who are presumed to benefit by such dis-

asters are among; those who reside in fire-

n<; structures, and, consec^uently, run the
same risk as others. .Still there are somewhere
culpable negligence and indift'erence, for there
are more fires and greater loss of life from them

in London than in any other city in Europe, although we possess, on
a more extensive scale, and in a higher degree of efficiency, the means
for prevention and suppression in a watchfid police, an abundant supply
of water, and au admirably organised body of fearless firemen.

If there be a proverb more generally accepted than another it is

that, ' prevention is better than cm-e.' But until the Budding Acts
of 1840 and 1845, in our imperial and local legislation with respect to fire

in dwelling-houses, prevention had no place, except the regulation of
the thickness of party walls enacted to cut off fire from neighbour's
houses ; and the requirements that chimneys and chimney-shafts
should be of brick or stone, or both combined, and of certain specified

thicknesses. All our energies had been directed to provide means for

extinguishing fires, and not their prevention. The Acts passed during
the present reign go as far, perhaps, as is practicable, considering our
national dislike to government control and interference, and our re-

spect for individual freedom ; for they limit tlie tenuity of chimney-
walls, fix the distance of beams from wall surfaces, prohibit the use

of timber in chimneys, and require that every first class dwelling-
Louse containing upwards of 125,000 cubic feet" shall have fire-proof

stairs, and landings carried on fire-proof supports. Sufficient time has
not elapsed since the passing of these two Acts for ns to speak positively

as to the influence of their provisions in tlie prevention of fires ; but we
may draw conclusions by comparing the numoer of houses built anterior

to the Act that have been burnt down, with the number of houses
built subsequently that have been similarly destroved, having due regard
to the additions made to the number of houses during the last eighteen
years. To enable an accuratejudgement being come to, it will be neces-
sary for Captain Shaw, in his ne.xt ann\ial report on London fires, to

state the dates ofbuildingof the structures]whose destruction he certified.

They could be obtained without great difficulty, and the expense at-

tendant on their publication would be trifling. "Were this done we
should, perhaps, discover good gi'ounds for satisfaction at the results

of recent legislation. If we now sufter from the improvidence of the
last generation of builders, om- successors will benefit by our prudence,
although not to the extent that is desirable ; for, despite Acts of
Parliament, and interference of district surveyors, there is scarcely
one house in a thousand that is really fire-proof.

A" perusal of tlie Metropolitan i3uildings Acts will .satisfy the
reader that legislation has gone as far as it can, and that it is not by
its means we must seek for immunity from fire, but rather in the
change of certain building materials, and in a more substantial system
of construction. There can be necessity to describe how and of what
materials au ordinary London house is built— the walls not a line
thicker than the parliamentary minimum ; rafters, landings, passages,
floors, stairs and their supports of the most inflammable turpentine-
charged timber : partitions of laths, veneered with plaster and papered

;

skirting-boards arranged to conduct cuwents of air to feed the flames,
and to communicate the latter from floor to walls ; doors, window-
frames, shutters, and architectural decorations also of easily com-
bustible wood, and the rooms of the vulgar ricli filled with furniture
like a broker's shop — all fuel to feed the fire. Then, as if these
arrangements were not .sidficient to create risk, gas is generally in-
troduced to dry every particle of timber in the house to the condition
of touchwood, so tliat a .spark will suffice to set the whole in a blaze.
The late Mr. Braidwood stated, in a paper read before the Society of
Arts, that the eft"ect of gas lightinjj in private houses was to bring
the woodwork into a state resembling that of a body liable to spon-
taneous combustion. No better proof of the finder-like condition of
our homes, can be required, than is furnished by Capt. Sliaw's report
for last year. Out of Go9 fires, of which the causes were ascertained,
80, thirteen per cent., were due to sparks, which a man may receive
on his hands without feeling alarm. Twenty-two per cent, were due
to candles. Lucifers, fusees, meat fixlling in the fire, lighted paper, ashes
on the hearth, and airing linen are among frequent causes of fires ; and
yet in a property constructed house, with the timber in what may be
termed a natural state, scarcely any of these things would generate
a fire that would bum so rapidly as to consume the inmates before
No. 398.

they could escape, and so fiercely as ta gut the wliole structure in a
couple of hours.

1 here are two main elements in promoting fires. The firat is the
use of very inflammable timber for joists, beams, and bearings ; the
second is the peculiar .system of constructing ceilings, and the hollow
internal divisional walls or partitions— all of which have been long
since abandoned by our neiglib(nirs acro.ss the channel. Here, the
partition is ordinarily ciunposed of a hollow framework of timber-
quarters carrying .^lender laths, on which two tliin coats of mortar
are laid. The thinner tlio coats, the greater economy of room area,
and the less cost for material and labour. The luoiiar being wet,
partially protrudes between the laths, and thus forms a hold, but tliG

partition remains hollow, and furnishes a very convenient channel for
the flames to travel from one floor to another. Nor is this ready
and facile means of communication the only evil of the system. A
plastered ceiling, if the flames act on the face of the plaster alone,
will resist a long time, but the hollow combustible partition admits
the fire to act on the ends of the joists as well as between the
flooring boards and laths, and behind the plaster of the ceiling. In
I'aris the partitions, when formed witli timber framework, ha\-e the
spaces between the two surfaces of laths aud the quarterings filled up
solid. Rough stone rubble, chips, odds and ends, are loosely filled

in. Then mortar is plastered on and forced between the laths, so as

to fill the interstices formed by the irregularities of the rubble, and
thus incorporate the whole, laths, quarterings, and filling up, into a
solid wall. Where timber is not used the partitions are formed of
hollow bricks made e.xcessivel)- thin, and some of no greater thickness
than an inch and a half. They are regularly built upon the side, and
well bedded in plaster of Paris, so that the cost of material and labour
is not much, if any, more than that of timber and rubldc partitions.

The surfaces being tolerably level, require but a thin coat of

plaster to carry the paper or paint. The hollows in the bricks inter-

fere with the transmission of sound, the weight is less than that of the
old-fashioned partitions, while the absence of quarterings and laths

makes the structure fire-proof, and affords no harbom- for vermin.

The advantage which the Paris system has over the London one in

cleanliness, comfort, promotion of health, aud security to life are incon-
testable, and must be evident to all who will condescend to give the
subject a moment's reflection. Although unable to speak positively,

we believe it has an advantage in cost ; at all events, when we remem-
ber that bricks in Paris are double the price they are in London, that
the cost of mortar and labour is about the same in both capitals, it may
be assumed that, if it be advantageous to employ hollow brick parti-

tions there, a greater saving must ensue from using them here. The
chief impediment to the adoption of this improvement appears, so far

as can be learned, to proceed from the fact, that the manufacture of

hollow bricks lias remained in an imperfect state, although invented
here. Those tliat are procurable are made dense and compact, so that
they weigh nearly as much as, and in some cases more than,' solid

bricks, from having been subjected'to great compression when nearly
dry. Beart's multitubular bricks, aud Bale's glazed bricks with
two perforations, leave nothing to be desired for walls that have to

carry weight, but they are altogether useless for partitions. For the
interior divisions of a house that have no weight to carry, the bricks

should be of the loosest texture, aud as light as possible ; the more
porous the better, and they need require no more care in their manu-
factiu-e than common drain tiles. While our architects are quarrelling

about styles, and speculative builders determine how nearly our lives

and property may be endangered, it is too much to expect, perhaps,

that they will follow the practice of their continental brethren. But if

one of the most eminent members of the profession should be burnt to

death in his own house, or a batch of Fellows of the Institute con-
sumed in their place of meeting, the profession might condescend to

recognise the fact that brickwork is safer than lath and plaster.

The most efficient obstacle to the spread of fire from one story to

another, is a fire-proof floor. In some London houses, Fox & Barrett's

system has been introduced ; but as it consists in the employment of

cast-iron girders and concrete, the weight and cost are serious objec-

tions to its general use. Years ago, before iron girders were adopted,

Paris floors were made so as to resist the action of fire for a long time,

and, in fiict, to be, for all practical purposes, fire-proof, even though
the beams were of wood. When the joists had been laid and framed
together, stout battens, instead of laths, were nailed, wide apart, to tlie

under side. A platform of rough bo.ards was formed parallel to the

siu'face of the battens, about au inch below. The coarse gyjisum used

as mortar was laid on the upper surface of the battens, and forced

between them, under the joists, and into the inch space between the

underside of the battens and the platform. On the mortar setting, the

platform was removed, and the battens were found incorporated, and

the joists embedded. When the reconstruction of Paris began, the

rise in the price of timber, aud ingenuity of French architects, led to

the introduction of roUed iron girders in the place of timber joists.

The spaces between the girders were filled in with earthenware cylin-

ders, set endwise in plaster, which, swelling when dry, gripped the

girders tightly. The cylinders were about the size of the body of a

ginger-beer bottle. Subsequently, M. CoUas, inventor of the reducing

machine, by which MM. Barbdienno produce their charming copies of

sculpture, suggested the employment of hollow parallelograms of

plaster, or burnt clay, to fill up the spaces between girders. This sys-

tem is now almost universal. Tlie floor is not only fire-proof, but is

durable, remarkably light, healthy, free from vermin, and an obstacle
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to the transmission of sound, -svliile there i3 no reason to suppose its

cost is much more than that of a wooden one. If French biulders

and architects find an advanta^-o in the substitution of incombustible

for combustible floors, how is it that English biuUlers and architects

remain wedded to the old and dangerous method ? Bricks and iron are

Mly one-third cheaper here than in Paris, and Englishmen are no

more inclined to risk their lives and property by fire than Frenchmen.

The explanation will not be creditable to our enterprise and intelli-

o-ence. It was stated the other day, in the Times'' review of metallurgy

fn the Exhibition, that English iron-masters will not, or cannot, pro-

duce light rolled ii-on girders. The plea of inability is all nonsense,

though its maintenance compels builders to employ cast-iron girders

when they depart from wood. Now cast-iron is the very worst of all

materials to employ for construction. It is treacherous; in case of fire, it

shivers like glass when played on with water, and tumbles the edifice

to the groimd. Its weight" is so great that it necessitates extra thick-

ness in the walls, and its bulk detracts from economy of space. Then,

again, architects are too apt to regard the employment of iron for

structural purposes as coming within the province of civil engineering,

and somewhat infra dignitate ; so that, what with the standstill routine

of iron-masters, the lack of enterjirise of builders, and the prejudices

of architects, we are compelled to remain in jeopardy, while oiu' neigh-

bours enjoy great security' to life and property from fire.

THE HOME AND OUTDOOR EDUCATION OF ARTIST-
WORKMEN, THEIR PROPER WORK, AND THE

WAY TO IT.

No. III.

TN passing to one or two of the plain practical uses and warnings to

J. which a noble collection, such as we have indicated, may be made
subservient, we may, by way of indicating further their true and

proper uae, observe that the one, .and perhaps the very chiefest,

influence of it, must in time be in the utterly rooting out from the

minds of our present generation of sculptors, carvers, and draughtsmen,

and indirectly, too, of our architects, the now universal practice of

CoPTiNP—copying the form, and as it is called, the spirit of the

old work in all styles. And all are now, either more or less, in use.

Work executed at a certain time by individual men for a cert.ain

purpose ; the time gone, the men doing, each one by himself, work
which no others ever did before him, or can do agdin after him ; and
for an especial purpose, now oftener than not as dead for our modern
and present wants as the men who executed them. Yet all this, and
nought but this, is the present system of art-work. And he is the best

man whose practice and works .are the most universally acknowledged

to be in the particular style of some one coimtry or age. 'VMiat, we
may well ask, hiis this plan of work produced ? What can there be

found in it all worth preservation and record ? We put this to our

whole race of present art-workmen, in whatever line of art-work they

may happen to be, for the mode of work is the same in .all, from
the commonest piittems on the cheapest crockery, to the most difticult-

to-be-got precedent in the most costly painted church window. This

has to do no less with the artist than with the merely executive

workman ; but the reader is asked to bear in mind that we are here

directly addressing the workman ; but so intimately are the two con-

nected together in the production of all works of art, that it is simply
impossible to speak or think of the one without reference to the other.

Each is necessary to each. Now, instead of this non-productive

system, as it may, we think, well be called, in the political economy of

art, let us urge upon the artist-workman .another mode of study and
of work, far easier, we can tell him, and which, if once leamt and well

entered on, can never be unlearnt or forgotten. In passingfrom one style

to another the workman is sure to find out that he has, before entering

on the new work, to forget as much as he can of the work he has just
left. It is a perpetu.al series of acts of learning and new trials. Not so in

coppng natural forms .and scenes of every day life, and doing so

throiiffh his head as well as with his hands. Wliat would then be his
simple method of stiidij, and what the character of the work he would
alw.ays have it in his power to do, and how would if Jit itself to modern
and every day vaning art and .architectural practice ? These all

important and interesting questions we propose to answer ; but before
doing so, it m.ay be as well to shortly instance one or two methods of
work,— thoM/ht-saving methods, they may be with great convenience
and truth called.

¥ivst,Jtf/iire caning may be instanced. It is not, we imagine, very
gener.aUy known what it is you h.ave to do when carving the figure

in some special style. Whatever the figm-e m.ay be, or whatever it is

supposed to represent, it will be found to divide itself into two difii-

culties— the face and the drapery : ideal imaginative faces, and ideal

drapeiy. It is not so easy a task, as many nught suppose, to carve a
face in this ideal way, indeed it can at no time, or under any circum-
stances, be an easy task to cut a face in stone, or to model one in clav,

which shall m.ake such an impression on the mind of the beholder as
fihall cause him to view it as above, not only ordin.arv humanity, but
as combining all the excellences and idealities of all faces, beautiful
and lovely— all faces human and .angelic hitherto sculptured or por-
trayed ir> words. Yet is this daily attempted ! Pitiiible loss of time
and powers, and false the hopes raised ! Let but a man or vouth but
once contrive to do passably but one single face, he then " and there

considers himself, as far as faces .are concerned, safe .and settled ; there

is nothing to hinder him from going on to the end cutting faces, the

same always, and aU equally up to his first model standard, a st.an-

dard he v\ill never le.ave, for he can neither fall away nor get forward.

No one likes to come down from idealities to common and eveiy day
life ; .and to do better woidd seem to be ,an impossibility, for all pos-

sible excellences are abeady combined and rendered. We s.ay .again,

this to us is a pitiable loss of time and of powers utterly wasted. A
collection of noble he.ads and portraits woidd surely lead to better,

though, perhiips, humbler work.

But thus much for the face ; there is still \h&figure and drapery.

Since the Gothic revival, one great difficidty in art-production,

though not in Academy pnactice .and teaching, fortmiately, has been

quite got rid of, namely, the drawing of the nude figure, for it is

thought to be foreign to Gothic art, and altogether unnecessary ; but
another diflicidty fully equ.al to it has, nevertheless, to be met—
drapery. It would be useful to be able eftectively to give some
.adequate idea of this drapery, and the wiiy of doing it ; but the difii-

cidties of its technicalities, and its secrets, prevent this. The only

way, indeed, in which it would appear possible to do it hopefully is

negatively, i. e. by what it is not. 1 he possibilities of costume, it will be
found, have little or no part in it ; it would seem to matter little whe-
ther the figure to be hung with this drapery be male or female, king-

or beggar ; whether the materi.al be the co.arsest stuff or the finest silk,

it matters nought. The stuft' of which this modern di'.apery is com-
posed vsiU be found to be neither silk, wool, cotton, velvet, nor any
other stuff to be got from loom or manufactoiy, but a something
ob\iously superior to them all, a somethmg apparently combining in

its folds the merits of them all ; it all comes plainly out of modem
figure earning, it hangs by itself. Te.xtm-e has and can have no
power to interfere with its hang ; all is alike polished up to the
same ideal surface. Thus negatively only can this novel stuif be
described, or its novel uses indicated. Is this the fault or the failing

of the working classes ? We thinli not ; it conies of a far more
philosophic origin. Farther on, we shall try to point out what this

is, and how very troublesome, comparatively, this plan of going .about

such work is, how little can be done -with it, and how much easier

will be found a constant reference to, and careful copying in each case

of, some real stuff"— commonest serge, if you will, or the finest silk.

We are here but hinting at a most important matter, for there are but
very few men engaged in art-work of any kind who have not the
ambition to become some day or other figure-cai'vers. IIow much,
then, would a fine collection of well-selected examples help them to a
better .and more profitable mode of work. They will find the dresses

and drapery of the old scidptiu'e to be made, not of a series of equ.al

single folds or seams rigidly straight and smooth, or new, but little

more th.an simple copies of the dresses of every day wear. They wiU
find that the old sculpture is simply the humanity of the p.art copied,

and that little or no imagination or ideal work was ever done or even
thought about. The figures represent ordinary men and women, in

their everyday clothing. We are almost tempted here to ofi'er a hint
to our sad, sad r.ace of portrait painters, but feai- to travel so far from
our art-workmen and their wants ; but we cannot help putting it to

some of them, whether or no somewhat more of life and reaUty
would not be got into the portraits of gentlemen, if they were but re-

quested not to dress up specially for portrait taking. Why does not some
student of portr.aiture— and there | is nothing in art so attractive—
attempt the porti-ait of some one as he is alwiiys to be found by his
ordinary acqu.aint.ances, refusing positively to p.oint the new hat he
brings with him, but has never worn, '\^^lo can wonder .at the
portraits of gentlemen, any more than at the idealities and draperies
of stone carvers ?

But we h.ave hardly yet done with this figure-work. We should
like the artist-workman to see, in the old work ' bits of beautiful

drapery,' indeed, but to refer them to their true origin, n.amelj', as the
fac-similes of the ten thousands of bits and turns he m.ay see every
day. lie must put away from him this modem receipt of taking from
one figm'e and then from another, and the more it would seem the
better, storing them up in his sketch book, a thing he should imme-
diately and for ever burn, and so think himself thoroughly armed and
ready for any work he m.ay be put to, while in sober re.ality he is fit

for no such work at all until .all this is out of him and forgotten. This
' touching the figure,' as it is colled in modern art phrase, is indeed
woeful, and so emblematical of modern .art pr.actice, both high and loir,

that it is difiicult to leave it. We are sorry to see, as all must, so

many men, and .able men and true artists, wasting their time in so hap-
less a Wiiy, when, as we can confidently assui-e them, witli but a frac-

tion of the trouble and mental racking— not healthy thought— they
may each one for hmiself, and in his own w.ay, accomplish infinitely

better work, truer work, in some cases very likely ruder work ; but in

the result, work that shall show the power and artistic strength of the
indi\idual workman. We woidd urge our artist-workmen to try a
new plan, and hope, in future articles, to point out from the beginning-
the precise mode of study and practice we woidd recommend. We say
now but this :—try to copy the ordin.ary things and occurrences about
you, not in the style of anybody, but in your o\vn style. Pugiu long
ag-o pointed out, with great truth and force, the only str.aight and ti-ue

road, namely, to make what you can of the times you live m, and copy
them.
We m.ay here, perhaps, be asked, of what use then is a museum of

figiu-es and precedent, if all that is to be done is to be got from linng
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men nud tilings, .and occurreiifes of daily lilV' ? The answer 13 .simple,

as vre have before indicated. The contemplation and stndy of the \v<n'Iis

of the past are of inlinitc value, not as copies, but to show the student

how to look at coniniou natiu'e, and to show by example how well it is

nil worth cop^-infT, and its niovinfr life worth catching and perpetuating.

But for the works of the past, we miplit not have discerned, or dis-

cerning, not ha\e dai-ed to represent. Comparison, too, or tlie power
atforded bv a noble collection of the statuary of other times, and art

as well as figures, for it applies univei's.illy, will be found to enable

the student to compai'o his own work with the work of those other

times and men, thus testing it, and enabling the student and work-
man to estimate its strength and true value, and so of his own pro-

gress. The student should ^-isit such collections, to see what it was
that Giotto, or Adam Kraafe coidd record of the men and things

about them, and then placing his own record of the men and things about

himself side bv side, compai'e them, and test their worth. He may
be supposed to say, 'I look,'n"ith the utmost interest and admiration,

8t the men and events of (iiotto's time through /ns work— will the

people who follow us look at the men and events of my day through

tne, with the like admiration and interest? If my record be true,

however much humbler it may be, they will assuredly do so, and I

come here to see how true this record is." Whole galleries of Fine

Art eatmot truly do more than this, and when legitimately used they

cannot do less : here .speaking of them, of course, as educational

merely, and confining our enquiry to that pm-pose for them.
We have thus spoken of figure-carving, as one instance, from its

prominence and importance, and the ambition there is to take to it ; of

the evils of our present system of art copying and machine-like pro-

cesses ; and intended to adduce, at some length, one other, and
certainly not less important and prominent and beautiful one, namely,
painted glass, and its modern mode of ' nianufactm-e';' for we think

it hai'dly so much of a tine art, as now practised, as figure and foliage

cai'ving. No improvement, as fjir as we can see, seems to be taking

place in this truly beautiful and exquisite art
;
quite as woi-thy of the

highest artistic sti'ength as the noblest painting, and perhaps more
siiitable as a vehicle for art decorative purposes under this almost
always dull English sky.

Can any one of our glass painters point out to us any specimen of

modern painted glass, sho^^^ng any advance whatever on some of

Pugin's first efforts— say in London— as executed by the Messrs.

Hardman ? If they can do so, we .shall be glad to journey to see it.

Here, indeed, are tine examples needed as incentives and gmdes;
and examples, too, imtouched by any process whatever of restoration.

Xothing better, perhaps, coidd now bo done in the way of increasing

iMir present meagre ai't-collections, than that a gallery somewhere, as

lit South Kensington, shoidd be devoted sole!// to the exhibition of

every fragment of old glass that can be collected. Examples of

di'awing, colour, texture, leading, are alike needed. The glass of

yesterday, put up in Westminster Abbey, with every care bestowed
on it, is certainl}' in all way.s, except as to mere knowledge of prece-

dents, very fai- inferior to the glass in the same Abbey manufactured
in the beginning of the last century-, inferior as it is. Xo mistake
can be greater in the whole compass of art than to suppose that

st_\ie, and con-ectness of style, is solely the one thing needfid ; that

having got that, and copies of it, you have got all. We say, this

mistake, and it is a very common one now, is enormous, and we con-
fidently put it to any one, whether architect or workman, whether it

i.-; not better to have a finely designed and earefidly wrought work,
say, a window in a debased style, than a mere ' paper copy " in a noble
style of ai^t or architectm'e. Designiiiy is poioer simphj icasted, if the

skill of execution he absent.

We propose to return at some length to this subject of Painted
Glass', for the student might well learn bow to draw nobly, and to
colour nobly, from but one even twelfth-century window ; but it

must be from the glass itself, untampered with, and not from book
representations of it.

To aid our readers to a better comprehension of tbe subject of these
ai'ticles, it will be well to indicate the heads into which the subject
would seem usefully to divide itself; and the order in which best to
consider the subject as a whole. They are. First, the art-workman's
best method of study to fit him for his future work. Secondly, the
chai-acter of his -work a.s naturally arising from such mode of trainiiig-

;

and thii-dly, how is such work, if found worthy in itself, likely to fit

.^ind adapt itself to modem and everyday architectural and tuie art
practice, for this it must do to be permanently useful. In the con-
sideration of these questions, it -will like^wise " appear what external
aids and influences are now needed as the machinery for such a work,
liow far the present ones are insufficient, and how best and most
profitably they can be added to, and, as far as may be, perfected.

PROJECT FOR THE NEW PATENT OFFICE, LIBRARY,
AND MUSEUM.

}T has been said that no evil comes alone ; the apborism might be as
easily and a-s ti-uthfvdly changed to ' No good comes alone.' Those

who may have watched for the last few years the history of public
improvement.?, will readily recall to mind instances in which one im-
provement has been the harbinger of another. A national or local
disgrace has often been clianged to a national or local honour. But

lately, a number of buihlings, dilapidated and useles.s, were pulled
down in triumph in one of oiu- manufacturing towns, and when the
work of demolition was completed, hanilsome architectural structures
were ordered to talce their place. We believe that the great improve-
ment of London by the adojjtion of the Thames Embankment Act,
will only be the forerunner ot many other great improvements now
required.

A project has lately been made ndnch will serve to illustrate our
remarks. The Commissioners of Patents have, it is well known, for
some years been desirous to obtain an eligible site for building a new
Patent Office, a Library, and a Museum. In the month of April
1855, foiu: of the Commissioners reported to the Lords Comnussioners
of Her Majesty's Treasiu-y upon the subject, requesting the sanction
of the latter to the expenditure of a sum of £30,000 for the biulding
of new offices, sufficient ground bemg taken for the extension of the
building, from time to time, as may be requii'ed. This report was
transmitted to the Board of Works, with instructions that a con-
venient site should be pronded for the proposed new Offices, Public
Librai'y, and Museum, and also that plans and estimates should be
prepared for Parliament. In 1859, a site was approved of, lying at
the northei-u exti'emity of the gardens of Burlington House ; and
consequently plans and estimates were prepai'ed by Messrs. Banks &
Bai'ry, who were appointed by the Board of Works ; but this plan
was in the same yeai' abandoned, o'wing to a change of Government.
Since then, no other site has been provided or suggested, imtil within
the last few months, when it appears, from a report issued by the Pa-
tent Office, that another eftbrt has been made. The Commissioners had
proposed the erection of the new buildings on Fife House and Gardens,
in Whitehall. This proposal was, however, delayed for a time, in con-
sequence of the question relating to the gi-eat scheme of embanking
the Thames, being still undecided. Now that this difficulty is re-

moved, and the several roads have been set out and definitively fixed

by the Thames Embankment Act of the present session, the Com-
missioners of Patents have rightly put forward their claims to

consideration.

The rooms now used and rented, in Southampton Biuldings, ha^ve

been for years insufficient for the purposes to which they are used.

These buildings are hired at an annual rent of, we believe, £-190. In
the year 1855, the Commissioners of Patents established a free public

librarj' within their offices, containing works of science in all languages,

the publications made bv the Commissioners, and tlie works upon
patented and other inventions. This library has since then been con-
siderably increased, a gi-eat number of the works being gifts. As this

is the only library within the L^nited I\ingdom in which the public

have access to this class of useful works, it has been resorted to by a

great number of inventors, engineers, and mechanics, and other gentle-

men connected with the patent business. The libraiy is now so over-

crowded, that many of the books remain in cases, and lie piled on the

floor, because accommodation cannot possibly be found in the building

for them. Standing room is also a great defect, and was the cause of

a memoiial, requesting immediate attention to the subject, being pre-

sented by Robert W. Kennard, Esq., M.P., and forty-five other gentle-

men, to the Commissioners for Patents. This memorial was sent on

the 22nd of July, of the present j-ear.

But another and a more cogent reason for additional accommodation,

perhaps, mav be found in the existmg state of the Patent Museum.
Evei-yone Imows that the Commissioners are in possession of a col-

lection of very valuable and interesting models of patented machines

and implements, with the porti'aits of mventors, equally valuable, the

majority of which are gifts, and others have been '.lent on loan ; and

that these models, &c., are exhibited in a small portion— doubtless as

large as the Committee of tie Privy Council for Trade can assign— of

the South Kensington Musemn. It has been considered by the Com-
missioners to be highly desirable, and indeed necessary, to make the

Patent Office Museum a historical and educational institution for the

benefit of the workmen of England. One of the most important steps

which they desire to take is, so to arrange the models in their museum
as to sho^w the progression which every branch of manufacture has

made. ' For example,' says the Report, ' taking the case of steatn-

boats ; in order to show the rise and progress of this invention, it is

necessaiT to exhibit in a series of exact models of machines, or by the

machines themselves, each successive invention and improvement in

steam propellers, from the first engine on the paddle system, that drove

a boat of two tons burthen, to the powerful machinery of the present

day on the screw system, in first-rate ships of war.' This the Com-
missioners can do, a"s they bave the models, and several other interesting

original machines have "recently been added to their Museum. This

scheme requires no special pleading at our hands ; it is so pulpalily plain,

and commends itself to the serious consideration of all who ai-e inte-

rested therein. The worth of such an arrangement would be invaluable.

Om- workmen at the factory and at the shop can. with the assistance

of such a Museum, devote an evening to an attentive consideration of

the wonderfid strides that have been made in the difterent branches of

machinerv, and that without difficulty or inconvenience, as far as the

Museum "is concerned. The Conmiissioners bave done -msely in re-

commending that it .should be contiguous to the library, in order that

readers may be enabled to read the books and inspect the models at

the same time and place. This plan woidd be much more comfortable

to the readers tlian having them in the same room.

As far as the proposed site is concerned, there is very little doubt

but that it will meet the necessities of the Commissioners. The
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offices wiuTTrthe Eeport bo carried, be situated in the middle of a

new st^et running Lm tlie new roadway of the embankme.it to

WHiif eliall The Commissioners also propose to resei^e a piece ol land

from the Jlnseimi to the new roadway, which is to be appropriated for

the extension of the Museum in future years. The Crown leases of

Fife House and the several buildings which adjoin are at the disposal ot

Her Jlajesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests, the leases having

*
liiv one who has visited the Tatent Offices and Library in South-

ampton Buildings, must see that it is next to impossible to go on

mucli longer in their present condition. Something must be done.

Much more room mic^t be obtained ; and we consider the best way out

of the difficulty is to immediately follow the recommendations of the

Commissioners, and erect suitable buildings in Whitehall.

ART-tJNION OF LONDON PEIZES.

THE highest prize given by the Art-Union (n.amely £200), as regards

merit in selecting, is in the inverse ratio to the sum given. With that

exception we may congratulate the successful subscribers to the Art-Union

of London on having renounced the pre-Eaphaelite delusion ; but it was

left to Mr. J. Summers to enjoy the unenviable distinction of standing

nearly alouo on the present occasion by spending the large sum of £200 on

as bad a picture (when what that money would have bought is considered) as

it was possible to find, and a painter who would be daring enough to^ valiio

such a result of pictorial labour at th.at exorbitant price. It is tnie this pic-

tiu-e, entitled ' Bed Time,' was exhibited at the Royal Academy ; but prize-

holders who rely on that as a tist of merit and value .should be informed,

that in the lecture-room of the Royal Academy they preach legitimate art

. for nothing, but in their picture galleries they exhibit pre-Raphaelito im-

postures for money. It is what the president, in one of his after-dinner

speeches, termed ' allowing the pendulum of art to oscillate freely,' to

which we may add to the tuno of the chinking shillings as they fjill into the

till. Mr. A. Hughes is the painter of the work in question ; and if plenty of

hard labour, and a superabundance of colour, hot, staring, and strong, be

good art, why, then, ho has produced a very successfid performance.

There are two prizes of £100 each, and although we do not much admu-e

Lady Chautrey's taste in selecting ' Rotterdam,' by G. Jones, R.A., for her

prize to that amoimt, still it may rank as a work of art, if somewhat con-

ventional in tone. But Mr. C. Vacher's large and fine water-colour draw-

ing, entitled ' Salvator Rosa in the Abruzzi,' is. we think, better worth the

money. It has space, air, and atmosphere, besides a well-managed breadth

of middle tint. The £60 prizes are three in number. They are, the ' Morn-

ing on the Usk,' in Mr. Boddington's jjleasingly luminous style, and well-

selected by Jlr. W. Bone ;
' Carting Timber in the Kew Forest,' by "W.

Shayer, which is painted in his usual manner—that is. in his later manner,

since he adopted a greenness of tint in his scenery, and a darkness of treat-

ment in his figures; however, judging by Mr. Summers, Mr. J. K. Martin

might have spent the amount of his prize on a worse picture ; and the third

prize of £50 has been given by Mr. J. C. Smith for a picture by J. Hayller,

entitled ' A Stitch in Time.' The intention of the artist, we think, has been

misunderstood by the critics who h.ave censured him for placing a naked

boy on a table, while his father threads a needle, to proceed with mending

his son's clothes ; but, according to our reading of the subject, the purpose

is to show the consequence of neglecting the homely proverb, ' that a stitch

in time saves nine ;
' hence the boy has not a garment he can wear. There

-is much good and broad execution in this picture, and the colouring is re-

markably rich and harmonious—indeed, rather too much so for the nature of

. the subject.

It is difficult to imagine what sort of an exhibition the Boyal Scottish

.Academy could h.avo been that so primitive and bad a picture as ' The
Cottage Home,' by J. B. Miller, could be selected from it at the cost of £25.

Wo much fear Mr. J. Thom.ashas been obliged to sacrifice his judgment and

money on the shrine of friendship. After doing so much on that account,

he surely will not be expected to hang ' The Cottage Home,' in his own
house at home.

' The Launch,' by E. J. Cobbett, is a toy-boat in the hands of two fisher-

boys, seated by the side of a pool of water on the sea beach ; but the faces are

painted so solidly, and with so little gradation, that they look like two new
masks ; therefore we cannot compliment Mr. George Gowland on having

given £45 for such a production. On the contrary, the colouring of the

gul's face in ' The Picture,' by J. T. Peele, is perfectly natui-al. and suggests a

probable mobility in the features. The rest of the colouring is well sub-

dued so as not to injure the effect of light ; and, consequently, we think Mr.
C. F. Bonner has obtained a cheap picture for his £35 prize.

The £-10 prizes are four in number, and have been expended on the fol-

lowing pictures :
—

' The Protracted Return,' by A. F. Patten, representing a

di.sconsolate young woman tired of waiting for her lover, who, however, has

just arrived, and looks in at the cottage window. The female figure is well

painted, but the furniture and accessories are too heavily and distinctly ela-

borated. ' A Council of Bedouins in the Libyan Desert,' by W. Luker, has

a good general effect of Eastern scenery ; but the camels and figures are not

quite so nicely executed and coloured as they ought to bo to fall into unity

with so delicate a sky and so light a forcgi'ound as the sand of the desert

affords. ' On the Conw.ay, near Bettws-y-Cocd, North Wales.' by N. 0. Lup-
ton, is remarkable for the" lightness with which the vegetation on the road-

side is treated, and the pleasing effect on the field in the middle distance ; and
the ' View from the Furddog Mountain, South Wales,' by J. Tenn.ant. This
painter, like too many others of the present day, has quitted his first ele-

gant style in which the labour was concealed rather than ostentatiously dis-

played. In the middle distance of this picture, the former mode of treatment
is adhered to

; but in the foreground the later fashion of forced labour is

rendered much too apparent.
There are one or two trifling attempts at pre-Raphaehtism. Among them

we noticed a small picture of a German girl carrying one of the barge loaves
of her native country. It is entitled ' Das Brodholeu.' Her dress and the

bread are close .and successful imitations of the real objects ; but her face is

in the scarcity of soap and water style, by which pre-Raphaelite painters love

to be known. But, it may be asked, ' What do you expect for £1 ?
'

' Football,'

byH. Garland, is another pictm-e in the present hard method of painting, or

what is the fashion to call conscientiously and lovingly done. The consequence,

in this instance, is, that all the boys engaged in the game are in fixedattitudes

;

aud heuc'e the .appearance of not being able to move from the places where

they stand. This bad effect arises from the outlines cutting so unvaryingly

and hardly againstthc background. The attitudes are therefore stiff and the

expressions grimaces. The small study from^ ' Sledcr Bridge,' by J. Syer, is

vigorously touched, broad in effect, and artistically coloured; and Mr. F.

Crossley was quite right in adding £2 to the amount of his prize to obtain it.

The 'bits' by the firest and" by the waterside, exhibited by W. W.

Gosling, although there is a prevalence of angles in the branches of the

trees in the former work, are artistic and spirited. This painter's name

reminrls ns to notice a very carefully painted little picture by J. F. Herring,

senior, of a group of domestic ducks and their broods of young ducklings.

In ' Catching a Horse,' tlie painter, A. J. Starke, has been successful in the

black one ; the rest, including the man, is poor. There is a tendency to

pre-Raphaelitism in a picture entitled ' The Thorn—Cutting Furze— Winter,'

by G. W. Mole ; it is, however, very cleverly executed, and the peculiar

effect of the light round the edges of the furze nicely imitated ; there are,

besides, a breadth of tone and general truth which deserve commenda-

tion. A striking contrast to this picture, as regards boldness of pencilling,

will be found in Mr. G. Gr.ay's ' Leisure Hour,' a boy nursing a sleeping

baby, with a dog lying at his side. The character of infancy and the ex-

pression of sleep are extremely well rendered. ' 0, whistle and I'll come

to you, my lad,' by J. Curnock, is not quite correctly illustrated ;
for the

' lad,' seen in the distance, not only does the whistling, but the coming also,

while a young girl patiently or impatiently awaits his arrival. The latter

figure is well painted. ' Italian Peasants at a Fountain,' by J, Noble, has

a delicate tone of colour, and the dresses are characteristic. There is some

earnestness, reminding us of Frire, in the face and attitude of the little boy

learning to read in 3Ir. Bromley's picture entitled ' Teaching Brother ;
' but

' The Cottan-ers,' by W. Shayer, are inanimate and he.avy in colour.

Only two of all "the ladies who have contributed pictures in oil to the

recent exhibitions have found admirers—we mean for their pictures of

course. Tliey are Miss Stannard and Miss E. Dcsvignes. The former has

sold one of her elegantly composed aud delicately painted fruit pieces ; and

the latter has had a group of sheep very nicely treated by her selected from

the Royal Academy. We must not forget to mention favourably 'The

Church Farm,' by A. R, C. Corbould, which, by its breadth of execution, in

conjunction with'nearly all the paintings in oil in the present exhibition, gives

satisfactory evidence that pre-Eaphaelite art is gradually losing its

attraction.

In the water-colour room there are several productions by some of the

leading practitioners in that truly English branch of art. ' Le Marche Neuf,

Rouen,' by S. Prout, has a sparkling effect, and well sustains a name so many
vears connected with water-colour painting. A better example of Mr. J.

Absolon's talent might have been selected than ' The Gleaners,' against

which his name appears in the catalogue. ' Cetar.a, Gulfof Salerno, Italy,' by

Charles Vacher, has a great expanse of scene, but the figures are too strongly

indicated, and do not consequently p.artake suflScieutly of the general at-

mosphere. We were happy to see that Mr. Tidey's very elegantly drawn

and tastefully coloured female head, entitled ' Xarifa,' has been selected by

a successful prizeholder who has been doubly successfid, in obtaining such a

drawing. The works of only two lady paintresses have found places in

the water-colour room of this exhiliition. ' Afraid of the Big Dog,' by Miss

L. Corbaux, has given her an opportunity of painting the dog's head, which

occupies the greater part of the subject, in a very firm and spirited manner,

and in the view of ' Weston Village, in the Vale of Honiton,' Miss Blundeu

has indulged in a little pre-Raphaelite predilection with less success. Row-
botham's small study of the cliffs at Bonehurch, is a very painter-like pro-

duction. ' The Way across the Brook ' is one of McKewan's happiest

efforts in rustic scenery ; and we observed that Mr. C. Vacher has sold a

third drawing, entitled ' An old Border Tower,' the picturesque character of

which renders it an appropriate object to blend with the general tone of a

gloomy sunset. ' On the 'Thames, near Marlow,' by C. Pearson, must not be

omitted, because it is one of the very few works of .art in the present

exhil)ition which, from the combination of purity in the forms of the

masses and the simplicity of general treatment, entitles it to be considered

as an appro.ach to classical composition.

The sculptures are very few, being only three in number. They are

—

' Sunshine,' a bust in marble, by W. Brodie, which has been considered

worth £50 by Mr. M. Muriel. ' Lily,' also a;marble bust, by R. Physick,

and a bas-relief by R. Jefferson, a certain number of which will be given

as prizes, in the next subscription list, which it is expected will be more

than usu.ally increased, in consequence of the principle prize being Marshall's

fine marble statue of a ' Dancing Girl Reposing,' in the International Exhi-

bition, viilued at 700 guineas. This, however, is a seductive deviation from

the most desirable law of the Society, by which every prizeholder selects for

himself and must not be considered as a precedent for future operations,

which may not only lead to favouritism and jobbery, but strike at the weU-

provcd utility of the Art-Union lottery.

LIGHTING RAILWAY TRAINS WITH GAS.

THE lighting of railway carriages with gas has frequently been advocated

in this and other scientific journals, as one of those improvements

which would indirectly benefit railway companies, even did it not cheapen

the working of trains "when lighted by the ordinary oil lamps. Within a

very recent period a trial of gas lighting has been made on some of the

Scottish lines, and although the plans adopted have been somewhat rough,

and in all probability a good deal of waste incurred, we believe the com-

panies have found their account lightened in adopting gas as an illuminating

medium. Added to this, there can be no question of the vast improvement

as regards the comfort of the passengers. The flickering of the miserable
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nil lamps in a fast travi'lliiig train, and especially on a windy night, has

ln'cn a fri'qnont source of annoyance to many a weary travollor. Atrial

niadi' a fi'Wilays since in the undfrground railway of lightingthe trains by coal

fras. shoW4'tl one of the evils arising from its use in railway carriages, and cspc-

eially in those travelling in a confined tunnel, wlii're the Vi'ntilation is im-

j-erfect. A general complaint was made during the trial of the great heat

l>roduceii hy the gas flames, although these were so arranged that two jets

servi'd to light each carriage. A trough was formed along the tops of the

carriages containing an indiaruhber or other gas-tight cylinder or bag. or

several of them, which were filh'd with gas at the termini from t]\e regular

gasworks. A series of weiglitnl boards were placed above the gas-tilled

cylinders, so as to produce a snfticient pn ssure to keep the lights properly

Imrning, the supply of gas being enough fur two or three hours as required.

On the particular mode of uniting the several cylinders, where several sepa-

rate ones are used, depends the possibility of retaining the lights in each

carriage, should the train be broken up from the necessity of detaching some
of the carriages, the use of a single cylinder rendering this impossible.

As reg-ards the undergi'ound railway, however, this change of carriages, or

frequent making up of trains, need not lie necessary, although it cannot be

doubted, tlnit if every carriage could carry its own gasometer it would be a

gi'cat advantage. One of the means by whieli this would be rendered pos-

sible, and without nnich difficulty, would be the employment of rosin oil gas

in lieu of coal gas. Many experiments have been made, and some very

recently, which have piroved beyond question that with oil gas from one-third

fo one-sixth of any given quantity of coal gas mil give an equal amount of

light. This is not merely theory, but actual jiractice, by careful measure-
ment of the light by photometer. The variation in the exact equivalent
arises from the different temperature of the oil gas when burned, the kind of
burner employed, and also slightly from the pressure of the gas. The
best results show that one foot of oil gas will give an equal light to six feet

of ordinary coal gas ; and, under almost the veiy worst conditions, one foot

of oil gas is equal to three feet of coal gas. Now, this being so, and taking
four and a half to one as a mean which can be depended upon, it will be at

once seen how compact would the gas apparatus of trains be were oil gas em-
ployed instead of coal gas. Again, as the heating power of all illuminating
gases is inversely proportional to their light-giving power, the use of oil gas
would very greatly reduce the heat in the carriages. AVe believe that if

eqiial quantities of coal and oil gas are burned, the oil gas will not give
half the heat of the coal gas ; and if this be so, light for light, the heat would
be about as one to nine. We thus have two very important advantages in the
use of oil over coal gas. First, its diminished bulk ; and, secondly, its com-
parative freedom from heat while burning. As the consumption of, say, one
and a'qu.arter cubic feet of oil gas per hour will give the light of an ordinary
argand burner consuming about five feet in the same time, it follows that two
such lights would consume, even in three hours, considerably under ten cubic
feet of gas, which could be put away comfortably under any one of the seats ;

or, if this notion be not liked, a cylinder holding this small amount of gas could
be placed at one end of each of the carriages, which would render it quite in-

dependent of all the rest, allowing each to be detached from the train as
required.

Owing to the American war, rosin oil is unfortunately just now much
dearer than usual, its ordinary price being about £7 per ton, each ton con-
taining about 240 gallons, and each gallon capable of giving from 80 to

to 100 cubic feet of gas. We understand that it was a short time ago in

contemplation to try the lighting of the trains on one of the lines out of
Manchester with oU gas, but owing to the sudden rise in the price of the oil

to three times its ordinary rate, the idea has been abandoned for the present.

We look forward, however, to its ultimate adoption with some confidence.

SUEREY COUNTY AND BOKOUGH HALLS.

THE County and Borough Halls recently erected, were opened with the
Assizes for the county of .Sun-ey. These buildings have been erected

by a joint-stock company, under the superintendence of, and from designs
prepared by, Mr. Thomas Goodchild, F.S.A.. architect, of Guildford. Mr.
Swayne, also of Guildford, has been the builder.

The building partakes of the Perpendicular and Domestic Gothic of the
same period— the fifteenth or sixteenth century. The external walls are
composed of the well-known and highly appreciated Bargate stone, from the
pits near Godalming— a grey grit stone, partaking of tho nature of the
Kentish rag, very h.ard to dress ; but extremely dm-able, and not without a
certain beauty of appearance. The quoins and dressings are of Bath stone,
from the neighbourhood of Corsham Downs. The frontage to North Street
is 82 ft. in extent, and to the Leapale Eoad 152 ft.; whilst the total area
covered by the building is 11.026 superficial feet. The entire range of
building comprises one great hall, to be devoted to the Criminal Court diuing
the Assizes, and to balls, assemblies, entertainments, public meetings, at
Other periods

; a smaller court, to be devoted diu-ing the Assizes to the
civil business, and at other periods to less important entertainments and
public gatherings

; a variety of handsome and commodious apartments,
available for robing, consultation, &c. ; a spacious square room, intended for
the Grand Jury

; and large and appropriate rooms for museums, libraries,
reading-room.s, class-rooms, and the like, constructed with a special view to
the accommodation of the Literary and Scientific, and the AVorking Men's
Institutes.

The great hall is 80 ft. long, by 3" ft. wide. The roof is in the form of
a semi-duodeeagon

; and from the floor to the centre of the roof there is a
height of 40 ft. At the south end is a platform for the Judges, the High
Sheriff, and other important oflScials. In front is the counsels' table, and
seat reserved fur the clerk of the arraigns ; on the right is the jury box,
and close to it the witness box ; opposite is the space devoted to the re-
porters and short-hand wiiters ; round the counsel's table there is accommo-
dation for attorneys and others. Immediately facing the judge's platform is
the dock, to which from subterranean cells and passages access is gained by
a short flight of stairs. The judges, counsel, and functionaries of the court
have separate and private entrances. Bevond these, there is a large entrance
for the public, in the Leapale Eoad, and it is estimated that the hall wiU

accommodate from 700 to 800 people. A stone slab is let into the wall at this

entrance, on which some inscription will probably be carved ; and over the
judges' entrance it is inti'nded to erect a handsome royal arms, cut in stone.

At the north end of this hall is a convenient gallery, easily approached, and
capable of seating 150 persons. The hall is lit at night by seven star lights,

suspended from theceihng, twelve three-light brackets, and three nine-light,

brackets. Tliese have been supplied by Messrs. Defries & Co., of Houns-
ditch, and are of tho newest and most approved design. The heating is

accomplished liy hot-water ]iipes, supplied from a boiler in the basement.
This has been undertaken by the well-known firm of Weekes & Co., of
the King's Road, Chelsea, and although there appear to be hundreds of feet
of large cast-iron pipe throughout the building, the whole cost of the heating
has been accomplished for the moderate sum of £122. The handsome domed
roof, and all the woodwork is composed of stained and varnislnd ileal, which
is said to be very substantial, whilst the effect is extremely cheerful and
agreeable.

When the assize fittings are removed, the great hall is available for other
purposes of a lighter and more enlivening character. It will then seat 900
persons c.imfortably, and will hold between 1,500 and 2,000 persons; the
smaller hall may then be turned into a supper-room, tho gallery may be
devoted to the musicians, or may be converted into a sort of conservatory,

and the numerous small apartments about may be used for cloak-rooms,

retiring-rooms, committee-rooms, and so forth.

The small hall, before refeiTed to, is intended for the Civil Com-t diu'ing

the Assizes. It is 50 ft. long, by 35 ft. wide, and 25 ft. high.

The rooms proposed to be devoted to the GuUdford Institutes, comprise
reading-rooms, library, museum, and class-rooms, and the entrance is in the
Leapale Road. The arrangements with these bodies, however, have not

yet been fidly completed.
There are no less than six separate entrances from the street ; and at the

great public door in the Leapale Road, a very beautiful specimen of

tesselated work may be seen, supplied by Messrs. Maw, of Broseley, Shrop-

shire, whose elegant designs, in this description of work, have secured a

prize at the International Exhibition. The whole of the ironwork of the

building has been supplied by Messrs. Fihner & Mason, who have amply
sustained the reputation of their house upon this occasion : and the orna-

mental hinges, which are very elaborate and unique, as well as ver\' strong,

have been produced by Mr. 'C. Page, of North Street. The building will

cost £3,500.

QUEEN ELEANOE'S CROSS, NOETHAJVIPTON.

By the Eev. C. H. Haktshoexe.

DUEING the reign of Henry III., the English possessions in Gaseony

were much distui'bed, and ho fouud it necessary to supiport himself

both against Simon de Montfort, who had treacherously given up some of

the principal fortresses, and also against Gaston de Beam, the chief person

who opposed him. This prince had indeed gone to implore the assistance

of Alphonso, King of Castile. The royal debts were heavy ; there were

difficulties in raising supplies for a war. and Avith the prospect of the King
of Castile also being in arms against the English, Henry thought it would

be more prudent to attempt negotiation.with him, to propose a league, and

to secure his friendship by the marriage of Prince Edward, his eldest son,

with Eleanor, the half-sister of the King of Castile. He accordingly sent

ambassadors to the Spanish court to recjuest her in marriage fur his son.

He had ah'eady settled upon Edward the sovereignty of Giiienne. Alphonso

complied with this request, on condition that the prince should be sent into

Spain to complete it. To this Henry, after some hesitation, assented, and

in 1254 Edward proceeded to Biu-gos, where he was graciously received by

Alphonso, who knighted him, and celebrated the marriage with great pomp.

The prince and his bride retm-ned to Bordeaux, bringing with them a charter,

bearing a golden seal, by which the Spanish sovereigu relinquished, in favour

of them and their heirs, all claims upon the province of Guienne. The English

did not regard this alliance with favoiu-. They said the king knew the habits

and religion of the Spaniards, who were the very refuse of mankind, hideous

in their persons, contemptible in their tU-ess, and" detestable in their manners.

According to the statements of Matthew Paris, it was a most unpopular

match, though there can be no doubt it was a source of the greatest do-

mestic happiness to the prince.

Hem-y left Guienne in 1254 ; the prince and his wife remained tiU the

following year. The apprehensions of the EugUsh with regard to this

marriage were shortly verified. For soon after, Eleanor's brother and a

Spanish nobleman came over as ambassadors, as it was currently supposed,

under the expectation of receiving valuable presents from the king. It

does not, however, appear that they were personally any great gainers by

their mission.

Eleanor landed at Dover in October (39 Hen. III.), and on the 17th

reached London, where she was welcomed by Henry with much kindness.

He presented her with a silver alms dish, besides jiieces of arras and gold

cloth, the latter being sent to her for her arrival at Dover. These, w^th

golden perenails and brooches, were intended for the princess to preseut at the

shrines of St. Thomas at Canterbury, and St. Edwiml at Westminster, on

her way to the metropolis. The preparations that had been made for her

reception were very unpopular with the citizens, who, as the elu-unicler says,

were deeply grieved on a careful consideration of the pleasm'e manifested

by the king at the presence of any foreigners.
.

From the year 1256 to the time when Eleanor accompanied Prince

Edward to the Holy Land, but little is known of her. She probably

resided at GuUdford, or one of the royal castles ;
most likely at

Guildford, as apartments were ordered to be constnieled here for her

use in 12GS. In 1271 she sailed with her husband for the Holy Land.

It is almost superfluous to mention the afl'ectionate care she evinced over

her husband whilst he was occupied in this great crusade ; for the story of

her endeavour to extract the poison from the wound he had received from

an assassin is too well known to require repetition. It may, however, be

stated, as this circumstance has been disputed on slight groimds, its truth

Etemed fully established by the narrative of AVikes and Heminford, two
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contemporary historians. It was iu coiisequence of the crusade preached at

Nortliamiiton l>v Ottoboui, in 1268, that Edward took up the cross and

passed over to the Holy Land -svith 101 knights, besides 18 nobles, who

assmued it from the legate at the same time.
, ^ ,,, ^

Edward returned to England on August 1, 1274, and a fortnight after-

wards was crowned at Westminster. In 1286 the affairs of Guienne

required his presence. He remained absent three years, two months, and

fifteen days.
, ., , , , , .

The chronicle of Lanercost states that whilst he was abroad on this

occasion, he and his queen sitting on the bedside together and conversing,

they narrowly escaped being killed by lightning. The electric fluid, passing

through a mndow, struck two females behind them and caused their

death.

Wo hear very little of Queen Eleanor from this time until her death, a

circumstance that shows how entirely she devoted herself to her husband

and her domestic duties. No doubt she accompanied him in his various

movements during the protracted wars with the Welsh and the Scotch.

Edward an-ived in England in August 1289. In the same mouth, in 1290,

we find him in Northamptonshire. I 'svill not trace from the Itineraiy of

his reign that I have dra^ni up his residence day by day at SQverstone,

Blisworth, Yardley, Northampton, Geddington, and Rockingham; I will

merely state that he was at Northampton, no doubt resident in the Castle,

from August 17 to August 29, when he passed northwards to King's CUp-
stone, in NottinghauLshu'e. On the 2Uth of November we find him at

Hardby, where he remained until the 2Sth, on the evening of which day
Queen Eleanor died in the house of Ilichard de Weston. *

The queen died of a lingering fever. The latest date on which we find

any mention of the king and queen being together, is when they were here

in the month of August, on which occasion a messenger w as paid for carrying

their joint letters to Clare, Earl of Gloucester, On the 28th of October

there is a payment of 1 mark to Henry Montpellier, for syrup and other

medicines, purchased at Lincoln, for the queen's use. During her illness

she was attended by her household pliysician. Master Leopard, to whom she

bequeathed a legacy of 20 marks. For three days after her decease no
public busines.s was transacted. Her body was immediately opened and
embalmed. I well remember reading in Iier wardi'obe account, sold a few
years ago in London, the entries relating to this process ; the cost of the

myrrh and frankincense, and, what struck me as more remarkable, a charge
for barley for stuffing the body. The viscera were deposited in the cathe-

dral at Lincoln. Her heart was conveyed, by her own desire, for sacred in-

terment in the church of the Black Friars, iu London. The exjjense rolls of

the executors give full particulars of the cost of executing the monuments
erected at each of these places.

The king himself was at Lincoln on the 2nd and 3rd of December : at

Northampton on the 9th, at St. Alban's on the 14th, at Lincoln on the fol-

lowing day. The account left us by the annalist of Dunstable of the
circumstances attending the arrival of the funeral train at this monastery
represents generally what occurred at every place where the funeral pro-
cession halted. After noticing the death of the queen, he says, ' Her body
passed through om- town, and rested one night. Two precious cloths, ban-
dekyns, were given unto us. Of wax we had 80lbs. and more, and when
the body of the said queen was departing from Dunstable, the bier rested
in the centre of the market-place, untd the king's chancellor, and the great
men then and there present, had marked a fitting place where they might
afterwards erect a cross of wonderful size, our prior being present and
sprinkling holy water.

The queen was buried with great magnificence at the feet of her husband's
father, in Westminster Abbey, on the 17th of December, and on the 19th
her heart was deposited iu the church of the Black Friars, where a chapel
was afterwards built for its reception. The king remained at Westminster
for a week afterwards, and then went to Ashridge, where he remained in
solitary seclusion for a month.

^
According to the usage of the time, splendid and perpetual commemora-

tions of her death were enjoined in several places. Her anniversary was
celebrated also at Peterborough and other abbeys with great liberality.

It has been stated by Walsingham that crosses were erected at the spots
where the body rested on its way from Hardby to London. Thus we have
mention made in the Expense EoUs of a cross at Lincoln, at Northampton,
Stony Stratford, Woburn, Dunstable, and St. Alban's ; all of them the work
of John De Bello. These were all erected between 1291 and 1294. As the
entries of payment for these works mingles them together, it is difficult to
ascertain what was the cost of any one ; but proceeding by way of equal dis-
tribution, John de Bello woidd receive £134 for the cross at Northampton,
exclusive of the payment for statues, which were the work of William de
Ireland, who received five marks for each of them. Eobert, the son of Henrr,
a burgess of Northampton, received £40 and sixty m.arks. for laying down a
causeway from Northampton to the cross, as it is said, 'pro anima regin*,'
the construction of such a work being deemed an act of devotion. There are
also payments of £25 and seven marks to Eobert do Corfe, and to William

?! ? ,
" '^"^g^'.a,l"^a'l 'in'l ring (pro virgis, capitibus et annulis)—

architeetiu-al terms which involve some diifieulty in explanation
™^°<' exquisite representations of the queen were sculptured in London by
WiUiam de Ireland, ' imagmator,' or the sculptor. William de Barrack,
mason, received (3s. 4d. for theu^ carriage, and that of the head and
lance of the cross, from London.

Doubts have often been raised as to the manner in which the cro.ss was
terminated. But an entry on the accounts leads me to suppose it was
finished by a figure, most likely that of the Virgin, as WilHam de Ii-eland

TJ^tf^ f*^ ^"'-^f
°",o>^".o''<'asion for making five images for the cross at

Northampton 'Therefore, it is evident that a figm-e of some kind was im-
posett above the fom- of the queen now remaining. A desire has been often
raqjressed to see the summit completed, but as long as it is highly uncertainwnat was the original termination, it would be injutUeious to .attempt whatmust necessanly bo a faneiftil and unsanctioned restoration.

Stonv^^mrd ""w
^"" l^y Ki'-h^rd of Stowe(cumentarius), Northampton,

W^iZ^X!v' 1 T' I^unstable, and St. Albans, by John de Bello

de Canterl^rv T A' ^r^'^'-
=^"'1 ^^^^^g^ <i« ^eger

;
Cheap by Michaede Canterb.U7, who died before it was finished by Roger de Crundale, joint

builder of Waltham Cross. The decorative parts of some of these monu-
ments were worked iu Loudon.

In conclusion, it may be desirable to make a few remarks on the effigies

of Queen Eleanor herself, that are so gracefid iu then- di-aperies, and so re-

plete with dignity and classical beauty. Flaxman said that the statues of

Henry III. and Eleanor in Westminster Abbey partook of the character and
grace particularly cultivated in the school of Pisano, and it is not unlikely

that these statues may have been done by some of his numerous scholars. The
Executorial Rolls printed by Mi'. Botfield bear out this conjecture, as they
state that the designer of the effigies of Eleanor at Westminster and Lincoln

was William Torel, a goldsmith. Her statue was modelled in wax, and
there is an entry for bringing 726 lbs. from the house of Torol. This
enables us to accoimt for the resemblance that exists between the queen's

effigy in AVestminster Abbey and the countenances as exhibited in the

crosses of Northampton and Geddington.

The features of all these figures are precisely the same. They bear indis-

putable marks of coming from the same chisel. This remarkable resemblance
was evidently the result of all of them being sculptured by the same artist.

Three of these crosses still remain ; those at Northampton and Waltham
ai'e included in the Expense Rolls ; the one at Geddington is not mentioned-

This is stUl in excellent preservation. As a work of art, however, it is

scarcely equal to the two others, though in itself admirable in its design and
workmanship. The diapered pattern running up the shaft is singularly ele-

gant. The figures of Eleanor, at Geddington, as has been ab'eady mentioned,
partake of the same elegance as those at Northampton, being clearly the

work of the sculptor who was employed elsewhere. We must accept all of
these as faitliful copies of the copper gilt effigy at Westminster. The placid

expression that is stamped on the Queen's countenance, could have been no
imaginary creation, and in looking upon it we may beUeve we have before

us as faithful a resemblance of this illustrious lady as it was possible to pro-

duce at the period. These monuments must always be regai'ded as the moat
beautiful specimens of British sculpture we possess. For refinement and
serenity, for the feeling of majesty and repose they exhibit, they can scarcely

be surpassed. Unquestionably they are the faithful reflection of Eleanor
herself.

It would be difficult to conceive more suitable memorials than these, to

testify the feeling of regret that has pervaded all England under the recent

loss it has sustained in the death of its most illustrious Prince. Those who
come after us would gaze upon them as we do, but with still higher associa-

tions, and deeper sentiments of admiration. Because, whilst the crosses of

Eleanor call merely to remembrance her domestic graces, a monument to

Prince Albert woidd be a beacon to posterity, to show how cherished has

he ever been in his adopted country, how sincerely beloved foi- his spotlesS:

character and his public virtues.

PLAN FOR THE NEW THEATRE, BATH.

THE Directors of the New Theatre Company of Bath have chosen tha

plan with the motto, 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,' by Mr. C. J.

Pliipps, F.S.A., of Bath and London. We subjoin a condensed^description

of tliis plan :

—

1st. The Arrangement of Entrances, &e.—The entrance to the dress and
upper boxes is retained in the Sawclose, making three doorways instead of

one. These open into an elliptical vestibule, with box office, and by a cor-

ridor, 6 feet wide, straight to the dress circle and saloon, the staircase ta

the upper boxes being placed to the right of the corridor. By this arrange-

ment the occupants of the respective tiers are kept distinct, and the former

objectionable mode of entry and exit is entirely avoided. The wheel-chair

entrance is retained with the corridor, serving as a second exit way for the

occupants of the upper boxes. As the first floor of the Garrick's Head
comes dii-ectly over the entrance lobbies, and piers are necessary to support!

the superstructure, whilst the open area at the side is also needed for light

to the adjoining houses, all these are retained. The staircase to the upper

boxes ascends to a spacious landing, leading directly through the saloon to

the box lobbies. A refreshment lobby is provided on left side of corridor,

or to serve as a vestibule, in which to wait for carriages. The entrance to

the pit is removed to Beaufort Square, by the centre doorway of the present

Loggia, aud by a slight incline, with a few steps, at once to the corridor.

The gallery passage is thus made double its former width, retaining the old

door to the pit as a private access for those changing to the pit from tha

gallery. The stage entrance is in the same position as before.

2nd'. The Auditory.—The plan of the auditoi-y is slightly varied only

from that of the old house. The width on the axis of the diameter is

36 feet, instead of 34 ; the curtain opening being 30 feet, instead of 25 ; tha

sides inclining from the circle in a line to the proscenium opening, and there

is not a bad seat in the house. There is ample space for good staircases^

which are planned from the pit to the gallery floor. By this means com-

munication is afforded to every part of the house; though on ordinary

occasions these stairs are only intended to be used as access from the grand

tier to the stalls on pit level and private boxes on upper tier, mth a door to

the corridor of the upper cii-ele. Against the wall of these staircases would

be a fire main with a hose on every level, and water always at high pressure,

supplied from a large tank on roof, as shown upon the longitudinal section.

The ends of the box fronts hy the proscenium have a slight contrary flexTiie,

which will add much to the ai-chitecturtvl effect; no view is lost thereby.

The side corridors are much wider than in the old house. The saloons on

both tiers are returned as before, and a ladies' retiring and cloak room pro-

vided, with conveniences for both ladies and gentlemen on each tier.^ The
private boxes, thi-ee on each side, are in the old position, The pit is con-

siderably larger, and holds 110 more persons, all the seats baring backs.

The gallery is extended over the private boxes, formed with slips, and by
building over the saloons increased accommodation is prorided. In both

dress and upper boxes a separate seat, with arms and sloping backs, is given

to evei-y person ; the width^of each seat being 1 ft. 9 in., and the deptli, from
back to back of seats, 2 ft 9 iu. The accommodation wiU be for 1,955

persons.
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3ril. Tlio Stage Arnvugoincnts are couf-iiltTod to be very satisfactorily set

forth.

nil. TIio construction, decorations, ventilation, lightinfr, &c. The old

walls will, with certain exceptions, suffice for the new building. The old

briek jiartition, formerly separating the box lobbies from thi' auditory, will

be entirely removed, as also the upper part of the back wall. The rooms
in the Beaufort Square building to be reinstated nearly as before, and in

every ease the staiivases to be of stone. The roof will be of iron and wood.

Externally the roof mil be slated. The ceiling will be suspended from the

roof, and will be formed of boarding, covered on underside with the plaster

on canvas. The pillars supporting the two tiers of boxes to be of iron.

The box fronts will be executed in the carton pierre. Though elaborate in

design, they are nevertheless inexpensive. No elaborate plan for decoration

is proposed. The 'motif is simply white and gold, with a little warmer
tints for tlie ceiling, and the inside of box partitions. In centre of

proseem'um arch will be placed the Bath arms; and in the .splayed sides,

figures in niches representing the Muses. On the box fronts, in the panels,

would be the names of Shakespeare, Garriek, Sheridan, Byron, and other.s,

in gilt letters. A 'sunlight' will be placed in centre of ceiling, and an
ornamental glass chandelier around it, with smaller clusters of bracket lights

against the fronts of upper boxes. The sunlight having a flue over, through
the roof mil act as a ventilator, and keep the house cool. There will also

be a]H-rtures from the boxes into the corridors, with a flue to draw off the

vitiated air; and in gallery ceiling, ventilators mth movable louvres.

Till' architect expresses his confident opinion that this plan can be carried
out for the sum specified, viz. £5,000.

NOTTINGHAM IIVrPROVElVIENTS.

NEW STREET AXD THE LEEN CVLVEET.

EXTENSIVE works are being carried out in Nottingham. A new street

is being formed at an expense of about £30,000, and the Leen culvert,

which is made in accordance with a report made by Jlr. Frank 0. Tarbotton,
the tomi surveyor, about two years ago, will cost from £4,500 to £5,000.
Last week, the Mayor, with the Highway and Improvement Committee of
the Town CouncU and a few other gentlemen, inspected these important
works.

On arrii-iug at the new street, a roadway of planks was observed to have
been formed in two stages leading to the works under the street. These
consisted of a subway, to contain the gas and water mains with a capacious
sewer nnderneath, for the service of the street above. This subway has
been adopted as the latest of street improvements for the objects just
named. A local contemporary saj's that the subway is simply a culvert or
tunnel of capacious dimensions, with a sewer in its bed, and ample space for
gas and water mains, which rest upon the floor. The advantages of this
arrangement are that the pipes are no longer subjected to the pressure of
tlie earth in which they are usually deposited, and of the traffic above,
whilst, in the event of their getting out of repair—a circumstance much less
likely to oceiu: than in the old plan of buried pipes—they can be reached
by means of traps or side passages, without disturbing the surface of the
street above. All these objects are effectually provided for in the subway
which has been commenced in the new street. It is in the form of a
parabola, about 7 ft. high, and of propoi-tionate width—the actual dimen-
sions were not stated—and is furnished, as we have already stated, with a
Sewer in tlie middle of the bed. Ventilators are placed at intervals in the
top of the arch to allow of the escape of foul air arising from the gas mains
or other causes, and at still wider intervals lateral communications are left
open, to allow of junctions being made with the sewer, the water, and gas
pipes, from the houses on each side of the street. The fall of the sewer,
the floor of the subway, and the roadway of the street will be uniform, aU
of them having a grad'ient of nearly 1 in 19. The brickwork of the tunnel
IB very substantially and creditably executed. Whilst the party were in the
subway, some conversation took place as to the advantages and disadvan-
tages of such a mode of dealing with the drainage and gas and water sup-
plies of the town. It was suggested that in the event of any considerable
escape of gas, there might be some danger of an expilosion in the tunnel in
case of a light being taken into it for the purposes of inspection. To this
It was replied that the air-ducts in the roof would prevent any dangerous
accumuhition of gas, and that proper precautions would be taken dm-ing
the periodied inspection of the subway not to introduce a light prema-
turely into the tunnel. It was asked whether the inhabitants on each side
of the street would be aUowed access to the subway by means of the lateral
communications, and also whether the gas and water companies would
liave free ingress and egi-ess to and from it. It was replied that the occupiers
of property in the street would have no riglit of way to the tunnel, and that
with respect to the public companies named, they would have the same
I^ower to enter the subw.ay, for the purpose of repairing or replacing pipes,
as the Act of Parliament now gives them to take up the to^vn streets for
similar purposes. It was explained that the side sewers falling into themam sewr in the bed of the subway would be trapped, so as to prevent
noxious effluvia passing into the houses, and that the floor of the fiuinel
would be covered with concrete to prevent foul air arising from the sewer
below. It was also stated by Mr. Tarbotton, who officiated as cicerone on
this occasion, that vaults, or cellars, could be constructed by such of the
OTvners of property on either side of the street as chose to do so, and that
the gas, water, and sewer services would be carried through these vaults to
the subway. It may be added that this plan of a subway will be can'ied
out m all the new streets which may hereafter be formed under the cogni-
sance and authority of the Town Council and Board of Health, and it is bvno means improbable that ultimately, howev.T distant the day, aU the maiii
streets in the town wiU be treated in a similar manner.

Ihe party then proceeded to inspect the works in connection with the
t.eeu culv.Tt This undertaking has been found necess.ary mainly in eon-
sequence of the dilapidated state of the old Leen culvert, which, on exami-
nation, some time ago, was found to be giving way in various places, and.

in fact, to be in a dangerous state. The length of the new culvert now
completed, commences near the Cork-holes, in the North Staffordshire

Uailway yai-d, and terminates near St. John's Church, Leen side. The
length of the tunnel is 3,000 ft. ; the outer diameter, 12 ft., and the inner
diameter, 9 ft. It is what is called a 4-riiiged culvert, but, in fact, it

is 4-ringed one-third of its height, and 3-ringed the other two-thirds.
The object of tlic tunnel being simply the convej'ance of tlie Leen water
and a portion of the town lU-ainage, the structure throughout its whole
length does not present much variation. The London Koad junction is,

however, a feature of some interest, as the branch culvert lure joins the
main one by means of a connection, which is technically termed 'circular
on plan,' and which is bell-mouthed at the point of intersection, the span
being 17 ft. The culvert throughout its present length pa.sses under nine
or ten houses or buildings, which, of com-se, had to be shored up during the
process of construction, Imt whicli have sustained no damage by the opera-
tions nndenieath them. The contractors for the work are Messrs. Thuma,
Haw, & Wool. A luncheon took place in the tunnel, and the usual toasts

were given.

PEODUCTION OF CORK.

(From the 'Illustrated London News.')

IN the ' Memoires de la Societe de Physique ' of Geneva, is an interesting
paper by M. C'asimir do CandoUe on the gi-onth of cork. Although this

useful sul.istance exists in varying quantity in the bark of all phanerogamous
plants and in several cryptogamous, yet for commercial piu'poscs it is wholly
procured from two species of oak, Qiurcus occklentalis, gi-owing in the
south-west of France and in Portugal, and from Qucrcus Subcr (the cork
tree), growing in the south-east of France, in Italy, in Algeria, and in the
isles of the 5lediterranean. The acorns of the former species take two
years to ripen. In 1859 M. C. de CandoUe, while staying in Algeria, studied
the developement of the bark of the latter species. It is composed of four
layers—the epidermis, the corky envelope, the ceDular envelope, and the
liber which covers the soft wood. These four parts increase independently
of each other year by year. In the third or foiu-th year the epidermis,
having attained the limit of its elasticity, splits longitudinally, and a
marked change takes place in the corky envelope, which gradually takes up
the appearance of true cork ; new layers are produced, and the transforma-
tion of cellulose into cork steadily goes on. The cork thus naturally de-
veloped has no commercial value. It is termed ' male ; ' and the first act
{dhnasclagc) of the cultivator is to separate it from the trunk, which thus
leaves exposed the liber, termed ' mother.' The tree is then left to itself,

and the cork begins to grow again, whilst the sap is flowing in consequence
of the exposure of the liber. If a trunk left in this state for several months
be cut down, in the section a ring of cork will be found formed in the
interior of the ' mother,' at a variable distance from the surface of the
trunk. AU the exterior portion of the ' mother ' is dead, and splits as the
tree grows, and the interior portion (new cork, termed 'female') is developed.
This 'female' cork grows in the same manner .as the 'male,' that is, by
the adtbtiou of annual layers on the internal surf;\ce; but it is much finer
and more elastic, and is the cork of eommerce. These various stages of
growth are exhibited in a series of beautiful plates. In the course of his
researches M. de CandoUe was led to observe the importance of the desic-
cation of the ' mother,' and to infer that, in proportion as this desiccation
could be hastened, so much sooner would fresh layers of cork be produced.
This idea he found to be correct. He observed several trees in which fires,

after having ch,arred the male or female cork, had determined the formation
of a layer of female cork in the interior of the ' mother.' He states

that he has seen a specimen, composed of three layers of 'female'
cork, separated by little zones from the ' mother ; ' the fourth layer, which
enveloped the whole, having disappeared in consequence of the fire. The
thickness of these zones, increased by the application of boiling water, does
not diminish by cooling. Other peculiarities of this remarkable substance
are noted in the memoir.

TEjVrPERATURE OF CHAIVIBERS.*

HUJLVN life would be prolonged, and an incalculable amount of disease
prevented, if a Uttle fire were kept biu-ning on the hearth dirring the

night, winter and summer, if the doors and windows are kept closed. One
great advantage would be, that a constant di'aft would be kept tlirough the
room, fireplace, and chimney, making a gi'eat degree of atmospherical vitia-
tion impossible. There is a baleful error in the popular mind as to the
uatui-e and effects of piu-e air, warm air, and cold air. Warm air may be
as pure as that of the poles

; and although cold au- is almost a synonym of
pm-e air, and although it is healtliful to breathe a cold air asleep or a'wake,
yet the breathing of cold air is healthful only to a certain extent. It is not
true that because it is healthful to sleep in a cool room, it is more healthful
to sleep in a verj- cold room, not only because, as has been previously stated,,

carbonic acid becomes heavy under a gi-eat cold, and falls from the ceiling

to the floor and bed of the sleeper, but because also a gi'eat degree of cold
in a room where one is sleeping is very certain to cause dangerous and even
fatal forms of congestion in the brain and lungs. The same ailments result
from keeping sitting or sleeping apartments over-heated. In midwinter,
the heat of a sitting-room should not exceed 65° of Fahrenheit, five feet
above the floor. In the chambers of the sick in French hospitals, the
directors are earefid that there shall not be a greater heat than 60° or
about 15° Centigrade. The temperature of a sleeping apiartment for invalids
and for chiklren in health shoidd range about 50° in cold weather, and not
run lower than 35° ; there is no advantage in sleeping in a colder atmosphere-
Five hundred cubic inches of piu-e air should be delivered to invalids and
sleepers every hour, as is the custom in the best regulated French
hospiitals.

* From H.iU's ' Journal of Healtli.*
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BIEMINGHAM EXCHANGE BUILDINGS.

THESE new buildings, of tvIucIi vre present an engraving this week, are

about to be erected in Birmingham, from the designs of Mr. Edward

Holmes of "that town. The site adjoins the Free Grammar School, and has

a frontage of 1S6 ft. towards Stephenson Place, and 63 ft. towards New

Street.

The competition of the designs was limited to ten Birmingham and six

London architects ; but only thirteen competed. Mr. Holmes submitted two

distinct designs — one Italian and one Gothic ; but the one numbered li to

26, with Gothic elevations, is the one selected to be carried out under his

Euperiutendence, with only a trifling alteration to the arches of the second-

floor windows, and the making the appearance of three shops similar to

be divided as required by solid brick partition walls, to suit the convenience of

parties taking same. Ollices with lire places therein, water closets, and urinals.

are amply provided for.

Shops.—Three shops are provided in each plan, fronting New Street, those ia

ground plan No, 2 are so arranged that they may either be let off separately

from the rooms above or connected with same ; in case of their being let off"

separatelj', a dining room and kitchen, with pantry, water closet, and coal place

is provided to each sliop, in the basement, there is also a bed room in connection
with each shop on the upper floor, for the use of the person living upon the
premises. The central stairs will be used for the offices entering from Stephen-
son Place ; the stairs at the back of shop next the Grammar Scliool will be used
by the performers, for orchestral and other purposes. Tbc stairs at back of
corner shop will communicate with the masonic rooms, which are placed upon
the tUird floor. The arrangement of shops in plan No. 15 differs but slightly

from plan No. 2 ; this plan is arranged for offices over the shops, which will

ONE PAIR FUOCR

GROUND PLAN
SCALE

10 'EO

REFERENCES.

One-Fair Floor.

A. Assembly room.
B. Lobby.
C Refreshment room.
D. Serving room.
E. Orchestra.

P'F. Staircases.

G. Hats and cloaks.
H. Ante or card room.

JJJ. Ladies' cloak and retiring rooms, &c.

K. Gentlemen's cloat and retiring rooms.
LLLL. Lavatories and water closets to ditto.

MMM. Offices.

N. Stjirc.ises to oifices.

OO. Lai-atories and water closets to Ofilces.

IT. Corridor.
OO. Areas.

Ground-Flan,

A. Exchange.
B. Exchange Committee room.
C. Chamber of Commerce.
D. AiUe-room.

E. Entrance to Exchange.
F. Lavatories and water closets to Exchange.
G. Staircase to /tfSfmbly and Masonic rooms.
H. Staircase to dining room, &c.
I. Kitchen offices. Staircase.

J. Lift for kitclien offices.

KK. Staircases to offices on upper fioois,

LLL. Shops, with stairs to living rooms;, &c., in Lase-

ment.
M. Telegraph Office.

N. Entrance to vaults, &C.
O. Tassage.

PP. Areas.

other three in the same design, -which was suggtstcd hy the consulting
architect. The following is a description of the design :

Exterior.—The entrance to the Exchange heing centrally situated, nn effurt
was made to introduce in each design a principal feature, W carr3ing it above
the roof on either side, and a turret" 100 feet high is introduced. The Gothic
design will be executed in colouied brick facings, with the free use of Bath and
coloured stone and coloured brick, in bands, strings, arches, and cornices;
coloured stone will also be sparingly introduced in detached columns of window?,
suflicient to gain richness of eflect' without sacrificing harmony and repose.

Tan/^5.—Vaults and warehouse room cccupy the whole of the basen.ent,
which is one story deep; access is given to same from a covered entrance for
the convenience of unloading goods at the louer end of site in Stephenson
1 lace. In plan No. 1 there is also a second entrance from passage next Fiee
Orammar School, this might or might not be made available; the vaults may

doubtless form a better source of income, in each case a diuing room, kitchen,

bed room, pantry, coal place, and water closet is provided in the basement. The
entrance to the "ollices over shops is by a staircase from Stephenson Place. In
plan Xo. 2 there are five, and in plan No. 16 seven shops, fronting Stephenson
riace, with silting rooms or vaults, and water closets connected with same. I

would here suggest that the bottom shop, or those on either side the Ex-
change entrance, are suitable for telegraph offices ; any number of rooms required

may be connected with same on the mezzanine floor by a staircase.

Exchange.—'IXiQ Exchange is to be 70 ft. long, 40 It. wide, and 21 ft. 6 in.

high. The internal appearance is relieved by the introduction of two rows of

columns, which also give strength to the building, and carry tlie assembly
room floor. Ihe Exchange is lighted by a range of six wide and lofty windows,
the entrance being from Stcpheuson Tlace. In plan No. 2 a second entrance is

provided from the passage from New Street, this may or may not be deemed
desirable, but. if necessary, can be adopted in either plan; there is also an





I
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entrance at the extreme end from Xew Street in each plan, wliicli communicates
with lavatoric5, water closets, ami urinals; a committee room, 20 ft. by li} ft,

is proviilcil adjoining, and cnteriiifj frum the Kxchange with a private entrance

from lobbv. In each plan the Ciianiber of Commerce is in close approximity
with the Exchange, and situate on the ground tloor, the sizes of the rooms are

about 2.') ft. bv lli ft., with small ante-rooms adjoining, if preferred they might
occupy the position of end oflices on first floor; they will, however, be retired

and quiet in their present position.

Asseml/fy Rooms, Sec—The Assembly Room is 70 ft. by 40 ft. and 28 ft. high,

and is situate on the first floor over the Exchange in each plan; the princi|)al

entrances, however, vary in the situation. In plan No. 4 the entrance is from
Stephenson Place, below the Exchange entrance, while in plan No. 17 the prin-

cipal entrance is from New Street. 'I'hcre is no doubt that the Governors of the

Free School would allow that portion of the passage next New Street to be

covered over by a glass roof ns shown, otherwise a temporary moveable covering

may be arranged for as a protection from the weather, when the Assembly Room
is used on public occasions. It will be observed in each case, most particularly

in plan No. 17, that the Assembly Rooms, and rooms in connection therewith,

are so ai ranged that they are separate and distinct from, and do not in any way
interfere with, the oflices'on the same floor. By referring to plan No. 17 it will be
seen the arrangement is most compact and complete ; there are glass screen doors,

which separate the passages and oIHce landings from corridor round Assembly
Booms: three entrances are provided to the Assembly Room— one at the end
near to stairs, and two at the side in corridor. A gentleman's ante or waiting
room 22 ft. by 17 ft. 6 in. is placed opposite Assembly Room, with hat and
cloak room adjoining, and water closets and lavatories contiguous. This room
will also he found very convenient for gentlemen to meet in prior to public din-

ner in the .Assembly Room, or as a card room, upon the occasion of balls; a
iadies' cloak room is arranged at the end of first passage near entrance to Assem-
bly Room, with retiring room and water closet, and lavatory connected there-
with ; adjacent to this room is also arranged a gentlemen's dressing room, with
water closet and lavatory. The orchestra, which is arranged for a full band, is

approached by two small flights of steps. The Assembly Room is lighted by a
handsome range of three-light windows, six in number; a borrowed light is

also obtained from Assembly Room to corridor next ladies' cloak and retiring

room. The refreshment or supper room is entered from the Assembly Room, and
alsofrom the lobby, which communicates with thecorridorround Assembly Room ;

it is 4G ft. long and IG ft. wide in one part, and 20 ft. wide in another part.
Provisions will be delivered to this room by a lift, which serves also for dining
and other rooms. The dining room, which is immediately below the refresh-
ment room, may also be used for the purpose of a refreshment or supper room,
upon the occasion of balls ; a stone stairs, connecting the two landings, water
closets, lavatories, and urinals are freely provided for in connection with these
rooms. In plan No. 4 the Assembly and Refreshment Rooms are similarly situ-
ated, but the entrance and retiring and other rooms in connection therewith are
somewhat different.

^
Dining Booms.—The dining room in each mezzanine plan, No. 3 and IG, is

similarly situated, and is the same size as the refreshment room ; it is accessible

by means of handsome stone stairs, approached from the lower entrance in

Stephenson Place, the same being continued to the refreshment room, which
room may also, if necessary, be used in connection with dining room ; the lift

and serving room adjoins dining room. Private offices are conveniently arranged
on this landing.

Culinary Offices.— The kitchen and other culinary oflBces are arranged on
the upper floor over the dining-rooms ; the size of kitchen is 27ft. by 26ft.

;

ample light and ventilation is provided for in the walls and roof; there is a
scullery adjoining the kitchen, and pantries., larder, coals, store, knife-honse,
and plate-closet contiguous to same. The suggestion oftered in the particu-
lars to architects, as to the prevention of the disagreeable smell arising from the
cooking diffusing and penetrating itself over the building, has given rise to

the idea of their present position. The lift is connected with each floor from
basement to kitchen ; there is also a private stone stairs for this department.
Cellaring is provided for coals, beer, and wine, and a residence, containing
living and two bed rooms, is provided for the resident cook or superintendent of
this department, on the four pair plans. No. 7 and 20, with stairs and entrance
from lobby adjoining kitchen oflices.

Masonic Room.— The room, 40ft. by 30ft., which is proposed, we believe, to
be erected for the convenience of Jlasoiiic meetings, is in each plan on the third
floor and fronting New Street (see plans No. 6 and No. 19). There are two
ante-chambers with water closets and lavatories connected to each ; the Masonic
Koom is approached by stairs entering at the upper doorway in Stephenson
Place Mn Plan No. 19 it is approached by the Assembly Room stairs and entrance
from New Street; this arrangement will be found on examin.ation compact and
complete : upon the occasion of grand masonic meetings and dinners, immediate
access may be gained to the assembly or dining room by the stairs and corridor
round assembly room, without coming in contact or interfering with the occu-
pants of offices. The Masonic room is about 18ft. high.

In the centre compartment of four-pair plans, Nos. 7 and 20, is arranged a
residence, containing living and two bed rooms, with pantry, closets, &c., for the
keeper of the hall. The remaining space for disposal, after arranging the prin-
cipal rooms on the various floors, is divided into numerous offices of convenient
sizes and suites. All the rooms and offices on the various floors have water
closets, washstands, &c., attached ; those in connection with the Exchange are
approached from end door of Exchange opening on to lobbv ; the whole are well
lighted and ventilated. Access Is gained to the various' floors bv stone stair-
cases

;
winders at the angles have been carefully avoided, and in 'almost every

case the landing crossing a window is avoided.

Access will bo provided into all the roofs, which will be framed of wood and
iron, and covered with slate, the Gothic design in band and p.atterns.

A room is provided in the basement to contain a warming apparatus on
Messrs. Hadens' principle. Warm and cold air flues will be conducted to and
from same, which will be connected to Exchange and Assembly room bv orna-
mental cast-iron sliding gratings. Flues are also provided in thickness of walls
to assist in removing vitiated air; these flues will be carried to ventilators in
roof over assembly-room. All the offices and smaller rooms are warmed by
fires.

General Construction.—The floor of Exchange and entrance will be laid with
encaustic and plain tiles and bands of stone upon brick arches, supported by
cast-iron girders and piers ; cast-iron girders will be introduced to carry ail
cross walls over shops. All the floors, coloured yellow on plan, will be boarded.
The assembly-room floor will be carried on wrought- iron box girders, supported
on columns, as shown; the interior of the separate designs will be earned out
according to sectional drawings. The timbers and ironwork in the Gothic
design will be exposed, the former stained .and the latter painted. Plate glass
will be used for all the windows in front elevations ; each ofiice has two large
sash windows; the rooms and offices are so arranged that the difi'erence in style
need not interfere with the arrangement of plan in either case.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

DISPUTED AoRKEm:xT undf.u a Le.4se.—At the Warwickshire Summer
Assizes, before Lord Chief Justice Erie, an action was lioard, whicli

sought to recover £300, which the defendants, Messrs. Beaumont, liad pro-
mised to Messrs. WilLs, tlic plaiutifrs, in satisfaction of a certain action
pending against them. DelViulants pleaded a denial of the promise, and
also Certain conditions. Tlie dtfeudaiits are the lessees from the plaintiflTs

upon a fourteen year.s' lease given in 1849, of certain shopping in Newhall
Street, Bii-mingham. Dui-ing the lifetime of the late Mr. Wills, who was
the trustee of the property before the present plaintiffs, the projierty was
allowed to get into a state of dilapidation, and when this was found out,
Mr. AViUiara Kidout WiUs, one of the plaiiitiflTs, and a solicitor practising
at Bu-minghara, put himself into communication with the defendants on the
subject, and they offered £150, as compensation. They were told that it
would take three times that sum to rebuild the premises, and as the de-
fendents were not willing to como to Batisfactory terms, a wTit was issued
against the defendants in the form of an action for breach of covenant in
these dilapidations. Further an-angements took place between Mr. Beau-
mont, defendant's solicitor, and Mr. Wills, the solicitor for the plaintiffs, the
latter demanding £400 in settlement of all claims in respect of the action
and dilapidation. In a letter to 3Ir. WiUs, Jlr. Beaumont, on behalf of the
defendants, offered £300, and Mr. Wills consented to take this sum. Prior
to that, however, the defendants had instructed a budder to commence the
repairs of the premises ; a day or two after this offer had been accepted,
Mr. Beaumont, in passing along Newhall Street, ascertained that £70 worth
of new building had been done to the premises. Mr. Beaumont then wrote
again to Mr. Wills, stating that he made the offer upon the spur of the
moment, without the sanction of his clients, and not being aware that any
new budding work had been done. He requested Mr. Wilis to read his
former offer, as if the £70 for the repairs had been deducted from the sum
named, which sum the defendants woidd have to pay the builder. The
action was brought upon this offer, Tlie defendants maintained that Mr.
WUls must have known that Mr. Beaumont was not aware of the repairs
having been commenced, or he would not have offered so large a sum as
£300, and maintained that 3Ir. WiUs's ready acceptance of that sum,
having previously demanded £400, was a proof that he knew what had been
going on. Mr. W. E. AViUs was examined, and stated that he was not cogni-
sant of the fact that repairs had been commenced when he consented to
Mr. Beaumont's offer of £300. The jury, however, returned a verdict for
the plaintiff—damages, £300.

Important to Bctldisg Societies.—At the Guildford Assizes, on the
15th inst., a case was tried which is of considerable interest to all persons
connected with building societies. It was an action of ejectment by a
carpenter at Reigate, of the name of Longhurst, to recover possession of a
house of the defendant Elworthy, he alleged to belong to him, but of which
possession had been taken, and was defended by or on the behalf of a building
society there. The phiintiff was lessee of some land (on which the house
was afterwards built) under a ground lease of the 29th of May, 1861. On
the 14th of June, 1861, he appHed to the society in question, the Temperance
Permanent Building Society, for a loan of £40t), in order to build the house,
on the security of a mortgage of his leasehold interest in the land ; and on
the 2nd of July, 1861, it w-as resolved by the board that the £40o should
be advanced to tlie plaintiff— £150 on the execution of the usual mortgage,
and the remainder on the completion of the buildings. (The sum of £400
it should be stated was equivalent to about thirteen shares for twelve years.)
It was idtimately agreed that the sum to be at once advanced should be
increased fi-om £150 to £250, from which was to be deducted the amount of
subscriptions, repayments, &e. due— viz. £17 9s., leaving £232 lis. to be
paid over. But as the property was already mortgaged to one Heales, for

£180, it was arranged that he should be paid off out of that sum, so that
the sum actually paid by the society to the plaintiff in cash was only £26 lOs.,

after deducting the charges of the mortgage. The mortgage deed was
executed on the 31st of December, 1861. By the ground lease the houses
were to be completed on the 25th of December, 1861, but the ground land-
lord had extended the time, and in the month of January, 1861, they were
stUl unfinished. On the 11th of that month the plaintiff wrote to the
society that he authorised them to transfer their interest in the mortgage to
one Marriage, who, however, doubted whether he could accept such transfer,'

so it was not acted on, and on the ISth of January, 1862, the society took
possession of the premises. For that entry an action of trespass had been
brought, and on the 5th of July last the present action of ejectment was
brought by the plaintiff to recover possession, as being then entitled to
possession. On the 21st of June last the plaintiff also filed a bill in

Chancery against the society, and thus there were two actions at law and a
suit in Chancery, all pending, and all arising out of the same transaction

relative to property, which was not estimated (the houses not being com-
jJeted) as worth more than £250. Mr. Lush said there had been no
breach cf covenant under the lease, and, as the subscriptions did not become
due tiU Fcbi-uary, there was no lireach of rules or by-laws when the society

entered in January. The plaintiff was nonsuited, and the learned Judge
refused to certify for a special jury.

Smoke Nuisance.—At the Marlborough Street Police Court, on Tuesday
last, Mr. AVilkiusou. clerk to the Commissioners of the St. Jiimes's Baths and
A\''ashhouses, Marshall Street, Golden Square, was summoned by the police,

under the Smoke Nuisance Act, for not properly consuming the smoke at

the baths. The police proved that on spoci:U occasions they watched the

chimneys of the baths, and saw a great deal of smoke come from them.

The inhabitants complained of the nuisance. Mr. Sanderson, the Govern-
ment engineer, of Maiden Lane, had examined the fire apparatus of the

baths. Some of the places had been altered with the view of making the

fires consume their own smoke, but this had not been done effectually. The
result of the arrangement was that dense smoke came from the chimneys.

The reason why the smoke was offensive was because improper fuel was
burnt, and the apparatus used was not in proper order. If a suitable de-

scription of fuel were used, in a suitable way, there would be no smoke. IVIr.

Wilkinson said, if the kind of coal suggested by Mr. Sanderson were used,

the baths must be closed, as the expense would be too great. Mr. Tyrwhitt
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Could not too highly praise the public benefit created by the establishment

of baths and ivashhouses. He should be sorry to see that anything occurred

to limit their real usefulness, but, at the same time, if they vrevc proved to

be a nuisance the law must be applied to them. It was erentually arranged

that the summons should be suspended for a month.

Important Abbitbation Case— Habpeb v. White.—lu this cast

Messrs. Harper & Moore, claymasters, sought to recoTer the value of certain

' best clay ' and glasshouse crown bricks made of ' best clay,' supplied by
them to Messrs. Isaac White & Co., glass manufacturers, Nailsea. The
plaintiffs, at the time the order was given, wrote to the defendants that the

clay and bricks should be of the very best quality. An action was brought

byMessrs. 'WTiite, against Messrs. Harper & Moore, claiming £10,000
damages, consequent upon the failure of the pots into which the claj' was
made, and of the bricks, it being contended by the former that the chiy was
of bad quality— by the latter that the failure was attributable to the im-

proper treatment of the pots and bricks by Messrs. White. The case of

Harper v. Wliite came on for trial at the Stafford Summer Assizes, 1861,

when that and the case of White v. Harper, where referred to Mr. G. M.
Dowdeswell, of tlie Oxford Circuit. The arbitrator sat several days in

Stourbridge and London, when evidence was given by several of the leading

glass manufacturers, that they had proved Messrs. Harper & Moore's clay

(raised from the same mine, and taken out of the same bulk as that sup-

plied to Messrs. 'WTaite), and found that with skilful treatment the pots and
bricks into which it was made stood well in the glasshouse furnaces

;

evidence was also given hy several eminent analytical chemists, that the

clay aud bricks were fomid upon analysis to be, and to be made of ' best

clay.' The arbitrator directed that a verdict should be entered in the action

of Harper ik White for Messrs. Harper and Moore for the fuU amount
claimed with costs ; he, by Iiis award, found that ' the clay was of the very
best quality,' and that ' the bricks were made of the veiy best quality of
clay.' The arbitrator directed that Messrs. Harper and Moore's costs of the

reference and of the award shoidd be paid by Messrs. White.

CHURCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHEE BUILDINGS.
cm:RCHEs.

HAEOM, NEAR Helmslet.—The Cliurch of St. Saviour, at Harom, was
consecrated last week. This church is 73 ft. in length from east to

west, by 23 ft. in widtli, and is of lofty proportions, and will accommodate
about 200 persons. The chancel is deep and imposing, and is separated
from the body of the church by a deeply moulded and carved arch, supported
by clustered columns ; the hood-mould is terminated by corbels of angels.
The aisle is paved with stone, while the chancel and sacrarium have an
encaustic tile pavement of rich colours. The reredos is also formed of inlaid
encaustic tiles. The roof of the chaucel is paneled in stained wood, the
wall-plate being open and ornamented. The seats in the chancel are of oak,
with carved standards ; the communion rails are of the same durable
material. The seats in the nave are all open, very convenient, and well
an-auged. At the west end is a neat octagon font, and the emblems of the
evangelists are carved in labels. The bell tower is c;irried on richly carved
corliels from the inside, and is a substantial aud massive structiu'c, forming
a conspicuous object fi-om nearly every direction of the surrounding country.
The porch is on the south side of the nave, and over the entrance door isa
beautiful carving of the Good Shepherd, witli rich vine sculptrae. There is

also an ample vestry on the north side of the chancel, and provision made
for heating the church. The whole fabric is remai-kably strong and sub-
stantial. The east window, by Hardman, of Birmingham, is very richly
stained, of three lights. The centre represents the ALScension ; on the
right is the Baptism of our Lord; on the left the Annunciation. The
chm-ch is built of hammer-dressed stone, with ashlar-dressed quoins and
string com-ses. The work was executed by Jlr. Wm. Barton, of Helmsley,
builder.

Harwood D.AI.E, KEAR SCARBOROUGH. — Ou Saturday week, a newlj-
erected parish church at Harwood Dale was consecrated by the Archbisliop
of York. Ewan Christian, Esq., was the architect, and Messrs. Ecubeu
Hunter, Silpho, & Eobert Edy, of Hackness, were the contractors. The
church, which has fittings for about 120, consists of a nave which terminates
in an apse forming the chancel. It is surmounted by a very pretty spiral
bell tm-ret, containing two bells, and has a vestry and porch. Inside it is
fitted up with open sittings of stained deal, and has an open roof. The
pulpit and reading desk are of carved oak, by Mr. W. Eookledge, of Little
Stonegate, York; the font, which is of stone, by the late Mr. Eobert
Bradley, of GiUygate, York, is surmounted bv a very elegant oak cover,
carved by the children of an industrial rag£;ed school in London, and pre-
sented by Lady Perry. The floor within the comnuiniou raihs. which are
alsoof car\-ed oak, is laid with encaustic tiles, furnished by Messrs. Maw
r %?' ^^'' ^''^' ^^ '^'^^' Jo'^'^to'i'?- Tlie cloth for the comniuniou table is

of Bishops purple, with the sacred monogram surrounded by stars
embroidered by the Viscountess NeviU. The church is lieated by one of
William Porrett's underground stoves. The edifice is built of the moor
stone of the district, M-ith stone from the Cloughton quany for the mndows
&c. It IS roofed with dark blue Westmoreland slates, aiid the substantial
manner in which it has been erected speaks well fur the skill of the builders.
The plumbers' work was executed by Mr. Craven, of Elder Street Scai-boro' •

the painting by Jlr. Sleightholm, whilst Mr. Ellis was the slater. The
chin-chyard is suiTounded bv a very substantial stone waU, aaid at the
principal entrance there is a lych gate.

_
Perth.—The new church now being erected for the United Presbyterians

is nearly completed. Our Perth contemporary says :— ' It is a handsome
Etructiu-e, and the only regi-et we feel is, that it is not fronting, so that it
miglit be an ornament to, the street. The style is pleasing, but has little oftne gravity of chiirch architecture. It is light and airy, rather than solemn,
Lut IS really good-looking of its kind, and Mr. M'Cur'rach (the builder) has
credit of his work The Morrisonian Church, in High Street, is more than

aI ''X' ., 7L t" f 'J'"'^"'^
ornament to that part of the to.<-n. We may

ddd, that oldest. John s tower is nearly rehewn, and, if less venerable, is

more graceful, than in its old clothes. To complete the list of church-build-

ing in Perth, we have to notice the erection of a manse in connection with
York Place United Presbyterian Church, on the Glasgow Eoad ; and report

says, that a Morrisonian manse is about to be commenced on Kiunoull Hill
side.'

BRropoHT.—Shipton Gorge Chiu'ch was consecrated on Wednesday week.
This church is on a steep and high lull, south of the village street. The
only part of the old chapel that remains is the tower, which contains three
bells. The roof is covered with small dark tiles, and both the chancel and
porch are surmounted by ornamental stone crosses. On the north side of

the chancel is the vestry. The floor of the communion is of tesselated tiles,

and the communion table was presented by the Lord Bishop of the diocese.

The roof is open, and pilastered between the rafters. The reading desk,
which is large and commodious, is of open varnished wood work. The desk
occupies one side, and the pulpit the other, of the arch which connects the
nave with the chancel. The pulpit, which is also but slightly raised, is of
Bath stone carved. The windows, which are somewhat small but numerous,
are filled with semi-transparent glass. The chapel is built after the designs
of Mr. Hicks, architect, Dorchester. Messrs. SwafSeld, of Shipton, were
the contractors, and did the masonry. The carpenters' work was done by
j\Ir. Hayward, of Burton. Mr. Brown, of Bridport, was the painter and
plumber.

Ireland.—^A new church has been opened, dedicated to St. Patrick, in

the Vale of Ovoca, the site of which was given by the Earl of Wicklow.
Mr. 0-Kelly, of Bray, was the architect.

Lakgton, Dorset.—Langton Church, near Blandford, has just been com-
pleted, and -nill be opened on the 27th inst., by the Lord Bishop of
Salisbiu'y.

CHAPELS.

Birmingham.—A new Unitarian church has been recently opened at Bir-
mingham, .at a cost of £10,000. Mr. Batenian, of Bu'mingham, was the
architect, and Messrs. Branson & Gwyther the builders. 'This church is

built over the Birmingham and Worcester Canal, being supported on arches
resting on the sandstone rock, on each side of the water. A spired tower
rises to the height of 150 ft. The style is geometrical, and the material em-
ployed throughout is stone. At the entrance porch, eight red granite columns,
with grey granite bases and carved capitals, composed of foliage and flowers,

executed by jVIi'. John Thomas, support three intervening cusped arches of

Bath stone, aud form three open door-ways leading iuto a vestibule. A four-

light window, with geometrical tracery and gable above, surmounts the porch,

and the main gable of the church recedes some 15 ft. On one side of the
porch is a lobby entrance, and on the other side is the tower, which rises

from the midst cf croeketed canopies, overshadowing figures of the four
evangelists, which are also executed by Thomas, and is ornamented with,

quatrefoil bands at intervals to the top. The elevation in St. Peter's place
presents five irregidar gables, ivith projecting buttresses, and five large
windows with geometrical tracerj- heads of different designs. At the end
of the church is an octagonal turret about SO ft. high. Tlie roof is covered
with green aud blue slates, in courses, topped with ornamental iron ridges,

corresponding in design with the other decorations of the building. On one
side of the interior is a transept opened to the church 113- three arches rest-

ing on clustered columns, and intended for the organ and chiUb-en's gallery,

the latter communicating with the schools at the back, which are built of
red brick, and will accommodate 400 children. The roof of the church is

formed with open timbers of hammer-beam constniction, the spandrels filled

in with tracery and dog-tooth moulding on the soflfits, and the ends of the
windows are gabled and valleyed into the main roof. A moulded arch
admits light from the window of the porch, and the church is also lighted
from fourteen other windows, twelve of which lu-e glazed with cathedral-
dyed white glass, and the remaining two with stained glass by Messrs.
Chance. There ai-e two galleries. Over the vestries is a large room for
congregational meetings, &c.
Habrocate.—A new Independent Chapel has been opened at Harro-

gate. The chapel is situated in Prospect Place, and is built in the decorated
style of Gothic architecture, from designs by Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson,
architects, Leeds and Bradford. The length of the interior of the chapel is

72 ft., the breadth 44 ft. 2 in., and the height 38 ft. Gin. It has neither

transept nor side aisles. There is a five-light window, with geometrical
tracery over the front entrances. The doorways are trefoiled. At the sides

the windows are two lights, and are set in gables, which, rising six in num-
ber, very much relieve the appearance of the roof. There are about 700
sittings in the chapel, which will cost altogether £5,000.
Hackney.—A new congregational church is about being built on land

fronting the Cambridge Heath Eoad ; subscriptions being rapidly raised for

this piu-pose. About 1,000 sittings will be requited.

SCHOOLS.

Sedgley.—On Tuesday week, the new Congregational Schools of Sedgley,
Staffordshire, were formally opened. The cost of the buiUling has been
about £600. It was erected by Thomas Darbey. Esq., of Sedgley.

Enville, Staffordshire.—Boys' and girls' schools have been erected here
at the cost of the Countess of Stamford and Warrington. The building is

capable of accommodating 100 scholars, and cost £2,000.

bvildixgs.

Beomfton.—A new Cancer Hospital has been erected at Brompton.
Messrs. Young & Son. of Cheapside, were the architects, and ^Messrs,

Lawrence & Sons, of Pitfield Wharf the contractors. This building is of a
plain Italian ehai'acter, with white brick facings, relieved by red brick

groins and arches, keystones, stringcourses, and cornices of Portland stone
and terra-cotta, enriched head in the spandi'els of the arches, the centre

building being one story higher than the -ivings.

Heckixgton.—Jlr. Franks, surgeon, of Heekington, Eutlandshire, has
presented to a temperance cause of that village, a newly-built temperance
hall. It is also to be used for other public meetings,

St. George's in the East.—New work rooms and stone shed are about
being built on laud facing the St. George's Workhouse, and bounded by
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Old Gravel Lano and Prince's Street, to accommodate about 200 paupers.
Tlic i;u;u'dians contemplate widening Old Gravel Lane at this part, by
throwing into it a portion of their laud which now juts very inconvoniently
into the roadway.

CiiATHA,M.--A new courty court h in course of erection at Chat-
ham. The exterior of tlio building is now completed.

' The largo hall will

accommodate 300 persons.

EESTOEATIONS, ETC.

AViNcANToy.—AVincanton Independent Chapel has been nearly rebuilt,

at a Ciist of about £110, Mr. Stent, of Warminster, was the architect, and
Mr. Uarnden the builder. The design is plain Lorabardic, with central
entnance, circular centre window, open roof, open pews, and inclined
floor.

IlAN-FORr).—The little church of Hanford, in Staffordshire, has recently
undergone considerable iraproTcment and alteration, and the chancel has
been entirely relniilt. Mr. Enshforth, of Carlton Chambers, London, was
the architect ; the carving has been carried out by Mr. Earp, and the stained
glass by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, of Loudon. The total cost will be about
£600.

Oxford.—The large east window of the chancel of St. Mary's Cliurch,
Oxford, is undergoing several repairs. It is contemplated to remove the
ivall on the south side of the edifice, and erect in its place, handsome iron
pallisading. Tlie restorations will be completed by November. Mr.
Gardiner is carrying on tlie works.

Caistok. Lin-coi.n.—Caistor church, Lincoln, is said to be in its interior
a picture of perfect desolation; the whole of the pews and galleries are
being cleared out, and amongst other relics brought to light of interest to
the antiquary is a very .ancient screen, which had been concealed behind
a pew near the reading-desk. The heads of the three panels are a beautiful
specimen of antique and elaborate carving, and remain perfect ; the pendents
had beeri broken off, but were also found. Several bench ends were found,
the carving and ornamentation of whieli arc in a good .state of preservation.
Some o{ the columns appear at their foundations in a very dilapidated
condition.

Temple Church, London.—The exterior of the northern side of the
western or round portion of the Temple Church, is being thoroughly re-
stored, and the church will be opened on the 5th of October next. The
original character of tlie work has been retained, and the rubble works of
the walls and buttresses is being made good and repointed. All the de-
fective portions in the dressings of the buttresses and the jambs and arches
of the windows are being replaced with Bath and Caen stone, and the
ornamental pilasters of the windows with Mansfield stone. The old
windows of this side of the building have been taken out, anil the openings
filled with common glass, but it is expected that, after a time, they will be
replaced with ornamental stained glass. The western porch, which abuts
upon Inner Temple Lane, is also being restored. Buttresses of Portland
stone are lieing erected on the foundation of the old ones, and the porch
itself will be covered with a leaded gable roof. The work is being done by
Messrs. Walcot, under the direction of Mr. Brodie, and for the architects of
the Temple, Messrs. St. Aubyn & Smirke.

Norton-su7!-IIamdon. — The parisli church of Norton-sub-Hamdon,
Somersetshire, was opened on Thursday week. The Dorset Connti/ Chro-
nicle says that this church has now been ti-ansformed into one of the most
bieautifid in the county. It is very handsomely decorated, but, at the same
time, in no way gaudy. The building was designed by A. Blomfield, Esq.,
architect, of London, and the work was undertaken by Mr. Dendle, builder,
of Barnstaple. Tlie church is of a Perpendicular style of architecture, and
is of unusual height for the width, although it is strictly proportional. It
consists of a nave and chancel with two aisles, the east end of each aisle
being separated by Ham Hill stone screens, thus forming two chapels, which
are on the same level as the chancel. The floor of the chancel and secra-
rium are of encaustic tiles, the pattern being a very handsome one for the
latter, which was supplied by Jlr. Maw, of Brosley Works, Staffordshire. The
church has been well painted. The rcredos was designed by Heaton &
Butler, and was painted by Mr. Blomfield. The church will seat .about 350
per.sons. The church and sacrarium have been raised about 2 ft., and the
unsightly gallery has been removed. The brass work in front of the altar
was furnished by Hunt & Son, of Coekspur Street, London, and this is con-
sidered to lie a great improvement upon the usually painted railing. Up-
wards of £1,100 have been expended on the internal restoration of this
sacred edifice.

Glaston, Rutlaxu.—The Church of St. Andrew, Glastou, is being
restored.

Bath.—The Greyhound Hotel has undergone extensive .alteration during
the last few months, and in addition to improvements and reparations in-
side the house, an entirely new facade has licen created, in place of the old
lath and plaster front. The style is founded on the Italian Eomanesque of
the thirteenth centurj-, embracing the free use of constructional polychro-
matic decoration, and forming a picturesque variety from the usual monotony
of our street fronts. The windows of the ground floor, with the detached
shafts of red Slansfield stone and carved caps, have been generally admired.
On the first floor is an ornamental iron balcony and verandah, and above
that are two stories

;
the couplet windows of the first being divided by

marble shafts. The works have been satisfactorily executed by Mr. S. G.
Mitchell, from the designs and under the superintendence of Mr C J
Phipps, P.S.A., architect, of Bath and London.

FOUNDATION STONES.

B.iWTRT, NEAR DoNCASTER.—The foundation stone of a new Methodist
chapel, was laid at Bawtry, on the 8th inst.
Pack MooR._The foundation stone of a new Primitive Methodist

chapel, was laid at Pack Moor, near Newchapel, Staffordshire, on Mondav
week. '

I1.KINSTER, Somerset.—The foundation stone of a new school-room to
be erected by Lord Portman, the lord of the manner of the parish of Puck-
ington, -was laid on Tuesday 12th, by Mrs. John Jeffery

STAINED GLASS.

NoRTON-srn-H.VMDON, SoMERSHTsniRE.—This cluireh, which has just been
opened, contains a very handsome window, which has bc^en placed at the
west cud of the church, to (he memory of Mrs. tjuantock and child, by
tlie friends of the deceased. It is a four-light window, and represents the
Nativity, the I'rcsentation in the Temple, Our Lord walking to .Jerusalem
fur presentation to the Doctors, Our Lord blessing little Children, Christ
bearing the Cross, the Crucifixion, Resiu-rection, and Ascension. In the
tracery above are the Four Evangelists. The work was executed by Wailes,
of Newcastle.

drinking fountains.

Memori.u. Fount.un to the late Mr. W. Smith, at Nailsworth.
A beautiful fountain has been opened at Nailsworth, which was erected by
public subscriptions in memory of the late William Smith, Esq., the cost of
which will be nearly £100. The design is by George Frederick Playne, Esq.,
and was built by Messrs. Daniel Baker Sz Sons, of Brimscombe, and reflects
much credit upon that firm. The fountain is a scxagon base, with Bath
stone above. Forest string course, two taps with cups, granite columns,
carved capitals and gablets, with crockets up the angles, and handsomely
carved finial. The fountain is a pretty Gothic stnicture, in the decorated
style, and bears upon three sides the following engraved inscriptions :

'This fountain was erected in 1862, as a memorial of the late William
Smith, Esq., of this village, by those who admired his character and
deplored his removal from them by a sudden death, Sept. 29fh, 1861, at
the age of 53.' ' William Smith was an upright lawj-er, a peace maker, an
affectionate relative, a friend to all.' ' A good name is rather to be chosen
than great riches.—Proverbs, xxii. 1.' ' As we have therefore opportunity, let
us do good unto all.—Galatians, vi. 10.'

Dublin.—An elegant and massive drinking-fountain has been erected at
Dublin, in memory of the late Sir Philip Crampton. This fountain was de-
signed by Mr. Joseph Kirk, R.H.A. It is tripod-shaped, the lower part
composed of Irish gi-auite, above which is a handsome slab of polished Aber-
deen granite, whilst the superstructure, which is of bronze, is 1 7 ft, high,
and is a marine trophy, representing water-plants ; the Indian lily, the
Indian water-plant, abacus, and others. The total height is 25 ft. At
each of the three angles, the water plays thi-ough a dolphin's mouth, into a
basin in the Irish granite, cut to represent a shell. At the side of the foun-
tain, facing Brunswick Street, is a well-executed colossal bust of Sir Philip
Crampton, in br.Mize. Beneath it are the club and serpent, emblematic of
iEsculapius, and a handsome polished black marble shield, bearing, in gilt
letters, the inscription. Ai-ound the pedestal, and immediately superior to
the dolphins' heads, are three birds— the swan, the heron, and the pelican
executed in bronze. The leaves of the plants are admirably finished. Tho
bronze portion of the fountain was cast in the foundry of Mr. Potter of
Molton Street, London ; the Irish granite was carved in the Golden Quarries
Blessington—

•
where it was obtained— by Sir. Bryan. Tho entire cost of

the fountain is £300.
Deinkixg FouNTAEf IN THE Strand.—On Tuesday last, a drinking

fountain was formally opened at St. Clement's Church, in the Strand, Lon-
don, by the Rev, Alfred Strugnell, one of the em-ates of the church. This
fountain stands in part of the churchyard, a faculty h.a^-ing been granted for
that purpose. It has been presented to the parish by Joseph Bond, Esq,, as
a memorial to his mother, who resided many years in the parish. The fin-ure

is a copy of a work by Thorwaldsen, the celebrated sculptor, presented by
him to his native city. It is executed in white marble, and stands on a
pedestal of polished granite, which is placed on a mass of solid "ranite,
forming two steps. It is so constructed that the overflow and spilt water is

conveyed to a drain in the centre, by which means the pavement is kept
dry, and the nuisance, so often complained of, is prevented, Tho water is

supplied by meter from the New River. The entii-e cost is about £300.
The fountain, wdiich presents a very chaste appeai'ance, was built by Mr.
James M. Macey, of Milford Wharf, Strand.

Oswestry,—The new drinking fountain at this town, noticed by us last
week, as hai-ing been given to the corporation of Oswestr}-, by Henry Bertie
Williams AVynn, Esq,, stands upon the site of the old market cross, at tho
junction of three streets, and is designed as a market cross, as well as a
fountain. It is triangular on plan, a front facing each of the streets, and
stands upon a stylobate of Treflach (black) stone, formed of two steps, por-
tion of the top being filled in with wrought-iron gratings, to carry off tho
water that may escape from the bowls. The steps are hexagonal, and 9 ft.

on each fiice. The base of the pedestal is of white Wynnstay stone, from
the estate of Sir Watkins Williams Wynn, the bowls and their shafts being
of the same stone. These shafts have covered capitals beneath the moulded
rim of the bowls, composed of the foliage and flower of the water lily. The
die of the pedestal between the shafts is of red Sweeney stone, with three
dog-troughs below, standing 6 in. above the stylobate, and which are kept
constantly supplied with water. Above the bowls the pedestal of the cross

rises from the centre of the erection, the base being of AVynnstay stone, and
the die and frieze of Sweeney. On each side of this pedestal are water-lily

carvings, the water issuing from a flower on each face. The enriched cor-

nice is of Wynnst.ay, and the cross itself of black Treflach stone. Tho cro.s.9

is hexagonal on plan, having three large and three smaller faces ; from the
larger faces sjiring the three arms of the cross. The whole stands nearly

12 ft. from the surface of the street around it, and forms a conspicuous

object from each of the streets converging to it. The effect, too, of the dif-

ferent coloured stones is stated, in the local papers, to be very pleasing.

The architect is Mr, W, Wigginton, of London, and the works have been
carried out by ilr. John Vaughan, builder, of Oswestry, Mr. Berry executing

the plumber's work, and laj-ing down nearly two miles of piping, the water
having to be conveyed fi-om Porkington Park, the seat of the Hon. Mra.
Ormsby Gore.

Dbinkino Fountain at JIaidstoxe.— The Maidstone Pavement Com-
missioners have appropriated a site for the erection, in High Street, of a
drinking fountain about to be presented to the town by A, Randall, Esq.
The fountain is .said to be one of the most beautiful of its kind in the coun-

try ; it is executed in Portland stone, standing upon a base of red Mansfield
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stone, and is 31 ft. in height. A statue of Her Majesty the Queeu, carred

inVhite Sieilian marble, occupies the central portion, and is sm-mouuted by

a richly moulded and traeeried canopy, witli crockets on angles, and gablets,

and ball flowers carved round the arches ; and an ornamental metal cross,

painted and gilded, forms the toDial. Tlie canopy is groined inside, and

painted blue, nith gold stars on same, and has a ero^vn carved at the apex

;

and it is supported upon four colunuis of polished red granite, the caps carved

in Portland stone, with an angel holding a palm branch over each. In the

moulding encircling the base of the statue are the royal arms, the Kentish

arms, the Maidstone arms, and Mr. Eandall's arms, handsomely carved

;

and a slab of polished red granite, with inscription in gilt letters, is inserted

in the panel beneath the same. There will be two jets of water (one on the

north and the other on the south side of the fountain), which will be re-

ceived in massive basins of polished red granite. The whole stands upon

an octagonal platform of stone, 14 ft. 6 in. in diameter.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.

GrVXNG Wat of a Poetion of New Lambeth Bridge. — About 9

o'clock on Thursday night week the residents on each side of the

river in the vicinity of this bridge were alarmed by a noise resembling the

roll of thunder, which was caused by the cable of this bridge near the Mid-

dlesex shore being slackened, in consequence of the ' saddle ' or roller over

which it passed having, in some unaccountable manner, yielded, and caused

the north side of the structiu-e to bulge, and go several feet out of the per-

pendicular inclining towards Yauxhall bridge. This occurrence had the

effect of suddenly throwing out of employ a vast number of workmen, espe-

cially painters, carpenters, engineers, &c., the works being in a verj' forward

state. As soon as it became known, messages were despatched to Mr.

Barlow, the chief engineer, and other gentlemen, who were promptly in

attendance. Exertions have been used to stop further danger, and remedies

will be at once put in force to repair the damage. In order to effect this

object, by the direction of Mr. Barlow, barges are to be moored near the

tower referred to, and by the aid of powerful hydraulic lifts endeavours are

to be made to replace the ' saddle,' and force the structure into its proper

position. It appears that the damage has not been so serious as was at first

supposed.

GENERAL ITEMS.

MIDLAND CoDNTiKS Abceleological Excui!sio>f.— On Friday last this

association made an excursion to ICiug's Norton, Alvechurch, and
Bromsgrove. At Iving's Norton the church was examined, and its architec-

tural featiu-es were described by Mr. Orford. Alvechurch was next visited.

This church has been almost entirely re-erected from the designs of Mr.
Butterfielil. The walls above the pier arches are composed of red and white
brick, the effect of which, as contrasted with the stone employed in the

other portion of the edifice, was somewhat of a bizarre character. The
schools were next visited, and the party, after inspecting the vicarage, and
the extensive grounds, laid out with much taste, partook of luncheon, pro-

vided by the archdeacon. Bromsgrove Church was afterwards visited.

Bromsgrove Church is a noble edifice, having a spacious nave, aisles, and
chancel, with lofty tower and spire. Mr. Gilbert G. Scott had lately been
engaged in its thorough restoration. The ages of the different portions of

the building were next pointed out, the church presenting examples of Nor
man, Eariy English, Decorated, Perpendicular, and debased work. The
monuments were next inspected, those to the memory of the Talbots of
Grafton (which were referred to in the House of Lords on the claim of Earl
Talbot to the Shrewsbury title), receiving most attention. There is also an
interesting example of early Jacobean scidpture in a reclining full-length

efBgy of Judge Lyttelton, which is placed within the sacrarium. After a
brief examination of the exterior, the salient features of wliich were also

described by Dr. CoUis, the visitors strolled thi'ough the extensive church-
yard, and arrived about five at the Golden Cross Hotel, where a cold colla-

tion was provided. The chair was taken by Professor Chamberlain, and
the usual toasts were given and responded to.

A Peculiar Style of Foitodation.—On pulling down the extensive mins
of Messrs. Knight's soap factor}-, London House Yai-d (destroyed by fire last

year), one of the foundations was found to have been built as per sketch
annexed. The wall was 2J bricks in thickness, and carried up to a height

of upwards of fifty feet.

2 -EKS. >! What would the Metropolitan

Board of Works say to such
now ? First came two half-

brick leaves, four courses high,

filled in between with mould;
on that, at intervals only,

were laid small blocks of
stone, partly moulded, and
evidently the remains of some
former building ; on these,

and on the mould where
stone was absent, was built
the massive wall that has
stood so long without any
sign of a settlement or of

decay. The object for which this pecuHar style of foundation was adopted
is, of course, a mystery.

BuiLDiNa Pbospects at Axdeeshott.—The West Stirrci/ Times antici-
pates the formation of a company for the purchase of land at Aldershott,
for the erection of suitable villa and other residences, and cottages also,

for the labouring classes, which, it says, are so much needed at Aldershott.
Jerusalem Undergeot-nd.—An account of Signor Pierotti's discoveries

in the subterranean topography of Jerusalem has been published. Em-
ployed by the Pacha as an engineer, he has discovered that the modem

\ \cs B MmilJ liliid m
I 1.3 t\crj o feet. D WuU, i;.^ Lr.L-ki thick.

city of Jenisalem stands on several layers of ruined masomy, the undermost

of which, composed of deeply beveled and enormous stones, he attributes

to the age of Solomon,' the next to that of Zorobabel, the next to that of
Herod, the next to that of Justinian, and so on till the times of the Saracens

and Crusaders. He h;is ti-aced a series of conduits and sewers leading from
the ' dome of the rock,' a mosque standing on the very site of the altar of

sacrifice in the Temple, to the Valley of Jehoshaphat, by means of which
the priests were enabled to flush the whole temple area with water, and
thus to carry off the blood and ofFal of the sacrifices to the brook Kedron.
The manner of his explorations was veiy interesting. He got an Ai'ab to

walk up through these immense sewers, ringing a bell and blowing a trum-
pet, wliile he himself, by following the sound, was able to trace the exact

coui'se they took. About two years ago he accidentally discovered a foun-

tain at the pool of Bethesda, and, on his opening it, a copious stream of

water immediately began to flow, and has flowed ever since. No one knows
from whence it comes or whither it goes. This caused the greatest excite-

ment amongst the Jews, who flocked in crowds to drink and bathe them-
selves in it. They fancied that it was one of the signs of Messiah's

coming, and portended the speedy restoration of their commonwealth. This

fountain, which has a peculiar taste, like that of milk-and-water, is iden-

tified by Signor Pierotti with the fountain which Hezeldah built, and which
is described by Josephus. The measm-cments and position of most of these

remains accord exactly with the Jewish historian's descriptions. Some of

the Signor's conclusions are disputed, but it is said no one has succeeded in

so disinterring the relics of the Holy City.

The Comet.—The eminent astronomer, Mr. J. R. Hind, in a letter to the
Times, has given some interesting information relative to the new comet.

He says it is likely to .become tolerably conspicuous during the ensuing
week. The nucleus should increase in brightness, according to theory, until

the 29th of this month, when, judging from its gradual augmentation since

the end of July, we may expect it to equal such a star as Pollux (Beta

Geminonmi). It does not appear probable that the tail wiU extend to an
unusual length, notwithstanding the brilliancy of the head. The actual

length is about 3,000,000 miles. The comet \vill be neai'est to the sun on
the 23rd, and will ari-ive at its least distance from the earth (32,.50O,O0O

miles) on the 30th. On Friday the tail extended about three degrees,

spreading out in a fanlike form ; and there was a very perceptible trace of

the luminous jet from the nucleus towards the sun. It will disappear in

these latitudes about the 10th or 12th of September.

Imperlvi. Aechjeologicax Pl-rsuits.—The Emperor, the day before he
left Vichy, went to examine excavations which had been made by his orders

in the communes of Orcet and La Roche Blanche. On reaching the foot of

Roche Blanche, His Majesty alighted from his carriage, and went on foot to

the top of the hill, where he visited in all their details the works undertaken
for the discovery of Csesar's small camp. The Emperor several times ex-

pressed his siu"prise at finding the fosses dug by the Roman legions in

such a perfect state of preservation. The Emperor then proceeded to the
Petit Orcet, where the works of the great camp, recently brought to light,

where closely examined by His Majesty.

Houses foe the Working Classes.—At the meeting of the Commission
of Free Chui-ch Assembly, on Friday last, at Edinburgh, Dr. Begg said he
was very anxious to lay on the table of the Commission the census returns

of Scotland, as now issued by the authority of Parliament. After quoting

some of the statistics contained in the tables, he went on to say that if one
could compare the poor-rate, the fever-rate, and the criminal-rate, it would
be found that they tallied in exact proportions with the house accommo-
dation. The question remained, what was the remedy ? He would himself

like to hare the Royal Commission, for which they petitioned at the General
Assembly, in order to find out the cause of our social evils, and suggest a
remedy. The remedy woidd, he believed, be found to range itself under
two heads. In regard to cities, he believed the main difficulty was that of

obtaining ground on which to buUd houses ; and, on the other hand, the

difficulty would be in arousing the working men themselves to a sense of

the exjjediency and possiliility of building houses for themselves. He ex-

pressed his conviction that if the difficulty relating to sites were overcome,

working men would build houses in large numbers ; and concluded by urging

upon ministers to do evcrj-thing in their power to advance the movement for

providing improved house accommodation for workmen. Dr. Begg's state-

ment was imanimously approved of.

Registration of Lajtd.—The new Act of Parliament on the transfer of

land has just been published. This Act is not compulson,', but can be
adopted as persons interested in land think fit. There are 140 sections in

the act, and a schedidc of forms. The conveyances to be used are vei-y

unique in their kind. An office, to be called ' 'The Registry of Land Ofllice,'

is to be established, and a registrar with a salarj- of ;£2,o00 a year, with
assistant registrars and other officers, is to be appointed. The registry is to be
confined to estates of freehold tenure, and leasehold estates in freehold lands.

The object of the new law, as declared in the preamble, is to give certainty

to the title to real estate, and to faeihtate the proof thereof, and also to

render the dealing with land more simple and economical. The statute is

divided into four parts, and has immediate operation. It states that appli-

cation ' miij" ' be made for registration of title, and points out the way in

which it is to be obtiiined after notice by advertisements. Additional clerks

may be appointed in Chancery to assist one of the judges who may have to

decide on matters under the new law. When a registration is obtained

under the act, the property need not be registered in Middlesex or York, as

now required. New rules are to be made and fees collected. It will be
some time before the act will be in working condition, and some time before
' general orders ' to be framed will be forthcoming. The new conveyances
may be made in a few lines.

Dudley axd Midlakd Geological Society.— The inaugural meeting
of this society took place on Friday last. The object of the society is to

promote a more general study of the geological, botanical, and antiquaiiau

features of the Midland district. The operations of the club will, however,
be mainly directed to the geological and scientific characteristics of the
South Staffordshire Coal Field; but excursions will be made during each
summer, to interesting places within easy access, where field meetings will

be held, under the direction of practical scientific men. The winter gather-
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ings will be lii'lil in various towns of tho district, and will be devofod to

It'oturcs, tlu" reading of iiapers, and discussions on matters falling within

the province of tlu' society. A new room is to be built in the Dudley

Mechanics' Institution for tlie use of this society, the contemplated cost of

which is £2,401). Loi\l Lyttlcton presided at tho opening meeting, and tho

inaugural m'ldress was read by H. Beckett, Esq., F.S.fr. An excursion to

Wren's Nest Hill and its vicinity concluded the day's proceedings.

CHIPS.

THE Rev. W. M. runslioii has offered to raise the sum of £10,000, to be

devoted to the building of Wesleyaii Chapels in the wateriug-places of

England.

An iron lattice foot bridge is iu cotirse of erection over the railway from

High Street to Forgi' Street, Crewe.

The workmen of the Viaduct AVorks, Crumlin, have recently celebrated

the completion of an iron railway bridge in Portugal, by a dinner. The order

fortius new bridge was received at Crnndin on the I'Jth of last month, and

hv the first of this, or in eighteen working days, was ready for shipment.
'
It is stated that a jiroject is on foot for building a new bridge across the

Thames at Putney. It is asserted that the route is desirable, and, if sub-

stantially supported, will, it is thought, prove successful.

The Queen has sent a donation of £50 towards the restoration of the

piirish church of Lancaster.

The Prince Consort's mansoleuni at Frogniore, is rapidly approaching

completion ; the exterior surface of the whole structiu'e is to be coated with

granite from Aberdeen and Guernsey, and with diifereut-coloured building-

stones ; the interior with variously coloured marbles and stones ; the whole

70 ft. high, and about the same iu length, decorated 'with statues.

The government of India has gi-autcd £355,000 for the construction of

a new suite of public offices iu Calcutta.

On Monday last the balloou coniniittee of the British Association made
another ascent from Wolverhampton, i\Ir. Glaisher representing the Royal

Observatory. Jlr. Coxwell was the aeronaut, and his mammoth balloon

was the aerial machine.

Two months since, when the Prince Xapoleon was in London, he went
over the underground line, and, on his retiu'u to Paris, reported so strongly

in favour of it that the Emperor has already ordered a subten-anean line

under Paris from Montmartre to the Louvi'C, to be commenced forthwith,

and has appointed Miv Fowler consulting engineer to the >mdert;iking.

The Ceylon pea-fowl, recently introdiiced into Australia, are found very

useful in destroying the numerous snakes in that couutiy.

A fire occurred last week in a detached building, near Caldbcck. occupied

hy Messrs. Holme, patent fire-light manufacturers, which created no little

excitement. Amongst those present was the Lord Bishop of Carlisle, who
kept the engines at work, formed distinct lines of women and men to supply

the water, and otherwise made himself of great service. The damage done

was not of any serious character.

The site has been purchased for a new Proprletari,' College to be erected

at Malvern. The college will be erected on the Southficld property, and be
siirrounded by commodious and every way suitable grounds.

Messrs. Chane & French are engaged as contractors by the Midland
Railway Company for the making of a line from Clara to Banagher,

Limerick.

The ships reported to have been wrecked during the past week number
fifteen, making a total, for the present year, of 1,117.

Galignani says that the fine cluu-ch of St. Martin, at Coiu-trai, was

destroyed by fire on the 9th inst. A valuable picture by Vandyke -was

saved ; but the clock, which was a masterpiece of workmansliip, was
destroyed.

St. George's Church, Shrewsbmy, has been reopened, after severd works

of decorations.

CoiTcspouiJcnce.

LIGHTING THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
10 Silver Street, City, E.C., August 1862.

SIR,—Could you spare a small space in your valuable journal for a sug-

gestion which, if carried out, will result in much good ?

For some years past the subject of lighting the British Museum has

occupied considerable attention, and up to tlio present time nothing satis-

factory has been determined upon, as the trustees are naturally afraid to

introduce gas into the building.

I should be sorrj- to hint anything that was likely to jeopardise so valu-

able a place as the British Museum, but I think means could be employed

for lighting the building, without the least risk ; this coidd be effected by
lighting it from without, and transmitting the light into the building by
means of reflectors. Messrs. Cook, Son, & Co., of St. Paul's Churchyard,

have adapted this principle to their new fireproof warehouiie, and I believe

it answers well.

Surely we need such a place open during the evening, to counteract the

evil influence that is at work in ever}' pai't of our great metropolis. The
success of the South Kensington Museum is a proof that such a boon to the

public will be rightly appreciated.

Wishing your journal great success, I remain, &c.

Feedeeick Blankiey.

RIGHTS OF PROPRIETORS.

SIR,—Can you or any of yoiu- numerous subscribers oblige me with the

titles of good standard works, treating upon the law relating to the

liability of proprietors to make good or reinstate portions of adjoining pre-

mises which become damaged or deranged in altering or rebuilding property?

Few arcliitects have long been in practice without finding out how many
vexing matters arise respecting the rights claimed by the holders of neigh-

boitting property, and more especially if the case is that of rebuilding shop
property in a crowded locality, with dilapidated houses abutting against it

on all sides : hardly is the old house down, and the first course of footings

laid, when his neighbours are already becoming clamorous about their rights,

and actions and litigations, often vexing and exjjensive, frequently follow.

Rarely can an old house be taken do-wn and rebuilt under the circum-

stances named, mthout, to a certain extent, damaging or altering the

condition of the adjoining property : drains are cut off or diverted, old

timbers and lath and plaster let't exposed, lights are obstructed, chimneys
overtopped and rendered smoky by the new structure— and many other

changes take place in the condition of the adjoining premises, in conse-

quence of the new building— and in £very case of which the neighbour

calls upon him to restore and make good, even better than before, the

architect naturally wonders to what extent his client is_liable in the matter,

and disputes the point, often without being thoroughly acquainted with the

law or the equity which has decided similar questions before his own, and
which might, perhaps, have saved a lawsuit or a heavy ' extra ' at the con-

clusion of his works.—I am, i&c.

EaUEEHE.

Ipatenis unb |(nbentions.

(Connected with the Building Trade.)

217. J. Hi'NT.— An improvement or improvements in the
manufacture of gas and other chandeliers. Dated Jan. 28,

1863. Here the patentee takes a series of square or angular
tubes, and bends them into such forms that when they are
symmetrically arranged about a common axis, they form a
skeleton or framing of the general figure which it is intended
the chandelier shall have. The tubes arc fixed together by
screwing, brazing, or otherwise, and the chandelier is finished
by the addition of ornaments. Patent co/npltU-il.

2C0. A. H. CnuRcu. Improvements in tiie means of pre-
serving stone, brick, slate, wood, cement, stucco, plaster,
whitewash, and colourwash, from the injurious action of
atmospheric and other influences ; also in the application of
colours to the surfaces of stone, brick, slate, wood, cement,
stucco, mortar, clay, plaster of Paris, plaster, whitewash, and
colourwash, and iu the retention of such colours thereon.
Dated Jan. iJS, 1S6'2. 1 he patentee claims :— 1. The exclusive
use of a solution of silica in water, when preceded or followed
by a solution of baryta or strontiain water ; ihat is to say, the
successive or eonsecutive use of such solutions as applied to I

atiy of the recited purposes of the invention, according to the
processes and after the manner described. 'J. The exclusive
use of the mixture of a solution of silicate of potash or soda
with sulphuric, hydrochloric, or" other common and suitable
acid (and which mixture may be rcg.irdcd as an impure
solution of silica), preceded or followed by a solution of baryta
or strontia, as applied to any of the purposes of the invention.
talent completed.

228. R. BoDi^iER & W. Wilson.—Improvements in the pro-
cess of manufacturing artificial stones, parts of which im-
I'rovements are also applicable to the manufacture of artificial

fuel. Dated Jan. 28, \S62. The patentees claim, 1. The
application and use of sal ammoniac, or other salts of ammo-
iiiii, iu the manufacture of artificial stone or bricks, made
.ncccordlng to the process described in the specification of
L. U. Owen's patent (No. 1,'J70). dated iMay 28, 18.16. 2. The
manufacture and use of artificial stones or bricks entirely of
hydrauhc or other limes, or of a combination of different
varieties of lime, for the purposes described. 3. The manu-
facture and use of artificial stones or bricks of a black or dark
colour, either for building purposes or lor fuel, as described.
4. The apjili'.ation and use of sal ammoniac, or other salts of
ammonia, iu the msnuLicture of artificial stones or bricks,
m.ade entirely of hydraulic or other limes, or of a combination
of difl'ereiit varieties of lime, or in the composition of which

natural or artificial calcareous cements are employed. Patent
completed.

244. M. Allen—TmproTements in the construction of
buildings for the prevention of fire, and in the materials to be
employed therein and therefor. Dated Jan. 30, 1862. Here
the patentee eronomises the space which the staircases usually
occupy, and renders the building fireproof by dividing or insu-
lating tlie staircases from the building of which they form a
part. He forms a material for building purposes by the com-
bination of cinders, slags, cokes, culm, clinkers, or other cal-

cined substances of similar character, with Portland or otiier

cement. Patent complcttd.

257- II. ScnATTEN.—Improvements in the manufacture or
construction of gas meters. Dated Jan. 31, IS62. Tliis inven-
tion is not described apart from the drawings. Patent cojn-
pleted.

261. J. H.\BGREAVES.—Improvements in the manufacture
of pipes or tubes for conveying water, gas, acids, sewage,
enclosing electric telegraph wires, and for other purposes,
wiiich improvements are also applicable to the manufacture
of other vessels and articles, and in the machinery or appa-
ratus connected therewith. Dated Jan. 31, 1862. This con-

isists: 1. In combining and treating various materials or
substances, which the inventor converts into a bituminous
mastic possessing density, ductility, hardness, great strength
to resist pressure, and other qualities. Hitumcn, cement,
chalk, clay, flint, lime, oyster and other marine shells, river or
other sand, slag and slate, he uses, and utilises the refuse and
short waste of cotton, worsted, wool, hemp, flax, tow, jute,
cocoa-nut fibre, ;uid other fibrous materials, gutta-percha,
caoutchouc, gums and oils. Patent abandoned,

266. J. GiBBiNs—An improved composition for coating
wood, metal, and other materials. Dated Jan. 31, 1852.
Here the inventor adds to boiled linseed oil, while it is at a
high temperature, oxides of lead, arsenic, caoutchouc in solu-
tion, borax and gum copal, in solution ; and at a lower tem-
perature he adds to the above mixture sulphur and spirits of
turpentine. During the process of admixture the ingredients
should be stirred together. Patefit abandoned.

286. J. J. King.— Improvements in the fastenings of bed-
steads, which fastenings are also applicable to other portable
framework. Dated Feb. 3, 18ri2. I'his consists in the appli-
cation of a disc having snail grooves in the side, or other
suitable snail pieces, wh'ch the inventor disposes in one part
of the framework (in the horizontal rail by preference), while
on the post or upright lie fixes a dovetailed socket piece ; this

socket piece projects from the side of the post, and is received
in a recess in the end of the rail. The disc snail piece he

recesses in the end of the rail, and mounts it on a suitable axis,

so as to [present its i>eriphery towards the end of the rail.

The part of the periphery of smallest radius permits the
insertion of the socket piece. The snail piece is rotated by a
suitable key applied to its spindle. When fixing the parts

together, the part of the periphery of smallest radius is turned
to position, and the socket piece is fixed to the post inserted

;

the disc piece is then rotated, and the narrow part of the
dovetailed socket enters the snail grooves on each side of the
disc, while the broad part of the periphery is received in the
wide part of the dovetail. Tho snail form of the grooves
draws tlie parts slowly and forcibly together, and fixes and
holds them firmly as required. Patent abandoned^

2S8. W. Clark.—Improvements in processes for preserving

and colouring wood, denominated xylochromic and xyloplastic

[»rocesse-'=. (A communication.) Dated Feb. 3, 1S62. The
details of this invention are too voluminous to be quoted here
at sutficient length for an intelligilile abstract. Patent
completed.

290. G. jManwaring Improvements in flushing apparatus

for closets, sewers, and other water services. Dated Feb. iy

1862. This consists in self-acting mechanical appliances,

whereby the closet is cleaned by supplying water through a

cistern connected to and working with a small supply cock or

inlet viilve, to which tlie patentee applies an air vessel, by
which the supply valve can be worked against any pressure

with ease and soft action, the large outlet or discharge valve

from which is closed while the inlet valve is opened, and vice

I'eisii . Patent completed.

29". J. Webster.— Improvements in gas fittings. Dated
Feb. 4. 1862. This invention refers : 1. To improvements in

the knibs and burners. 2. To the slides of movable pendants

or gaseliers. In making the knibs or burners the patentee

cuts the aperture for the gas in such direction that the flame

jets out downwards, and then rises upwards slightly in an un-
broken form. In the ar^-and burner he perforates the holes

in a ring in the side of the burner, instead of upon the top ;

the effect of this arrangement is that the air acts upon the

flame mmicdialely as it issues from the burner, and more per.

feet combustion is in.sured. The improvements in the sliding

parts of movable pendants or gaseliers, consist in the employ,
ment of a substitute for the balance weigiits and chains con-
nected to the ordinary water slide, which substitute is thus
formed upon the water cup. He screws a gland or stuflling

box provided at the top with a screw or nut for tightening

the parts round the fixed tube. He wraps loosely a strip of
thin metal or metal gauze overlapping the joint, and he pre-

fers for this purpose block tin in the form of thin sheets.

Over this runner, and comidetely surrounding it, he places a
short tube of vulcanised indiarubber acting with equal jprcs-
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sure all round the metal runner; the rubber kcepi the metal

runner always in contact w.th the fixed gas tu'.e. A loose

collar is employed to work upon the top of tlie ni. larubber

tube enmnrcsiins it, but ivithout affecting the metal runner,

and this h.iwe collar is kept to its work by a screw and cap

working into the stuffing box. Patent completed.

S;r:ibc ITctos.

The North Eastern Railway Directors have let the Castle-

ton and Grosinont Extension of the Norrli Yorkshire, and tlie

deviation of the Whitby and dickering contracts, to Mr.

Thomas Nelson, of Carlisle. The sum for which the Castle-

ton and Grosmont contr.ict was let was £127,000, and the

Whitby deviation, £56,000.

Argyll House. Argyll Street, has been lately sold under the

hammer of Messrs. Rushworth, Jarvis, 5; Abbott. The
mansion stood upon nearly half an acre of freehold ground,

and realised £18,000. and is supposed to bo destined for com-
mercial purposes. The libmry of 2,000 volumes included

Bomerare Greek, Turkish, Persian, and other MSS. which
brought an extraordinarv competition. Some of the first-

named MSS. sold at from £50 to £S6 per volume. There

were also a few Greek and Roman antiquities, which were
collected by the late earl during his classical tours.

The tenders for the repairs and alterations at Hinxted Farm
House, Chartham, were as follows :—Mr. H. Wilson (Canter-

bury), £4j0 ; Mr. A. Foreman (Chartham), £"93
; Mr. Whi-

ting (Ospringe), £397; Messrs. Gasken & Godden (Canter-

bury), £.':pfl ; Messrs. White & Epps {Chilham\ £3S-2 10.e.;

Mr. S. Shrubsole (Faversham). £325. Mr. Foreman has the

contract, and great dissatisfaction is felt that parties should

be put to the trouble to get out estimates for the purpose of

furnishing information to intending builders, &c., as it will be

seen by the above figures that there were four estimates lower

than the one taken.

A fpecial meeting of the Dunbar Town Council was held o"
Monday night last, when the estimates for executing tli^

works for supplying the private houses were opened. Thero
were fourteen in all ; but most of them not giving the total

sum, but being in detail, the whole were referred to J!r.

James Leslie (the engineer who prepared the plans and speci.

fications), for calculation, and to report to the Council whom
he preferred.

TENDERS.
LoNDO.v.—For alterations and additions at Norfolk House,
Westbourne Grove, West,

Fish (accepted) £o&i

MoRTLAKK For enlarging dining.hall and dormitories nt

Temple Grove, East Sheen, Mortlake, for O. C. Waterfield,

Esq.

Cowland £482
Fish 4.57

Bowling 37S
Goodall SCO

Whissendine.—For the erection of two new rottaef' and
farm premises, to be built on the farm of Mr. Stanhope, at
Whissendine.

Stafford & Shcrwin, Whissendine £791 4 U
Weaver S: Barnes. Melton IMowbrav 747 4
Fast, Melton Mowbrav .*... 6l>2

Halliday & Cave, Greetham & Dalham
(accepted) G72 11 7

Kknnington.—Foralierations. Regency Squ.iro Schools, Ken-
nington. Francis H. Fowler, Esq , architect, 32 Fleet
Street.

Heath ... , £504 10
Aries 50+ 5
Nottley 459
Saunders (accepted) 415

Odthorpe-—For farm buildings and additions to farm-house,
at Obthoriie, near Bourn, on property belonging (o the Hon.
C. H. CusL Mr. Edward Browning, architect, Stamford.

Pearson, Grantham £2,031
Jeffs & Kobcrts. Stamford 1,790
Storey & Newman, Bourn 1.723
Dawson, Spalding 1,671
Richardson St Son. Stamford l,fi">5

IVIowhray & Bradford. Grantham .., 1,627
Hinson, Bourn 1,576
Swann & Carriiiglon, Market
Deeping 1.490

Hobson& Taylor. Hogsthorp 1,43.5
Wilson, Grantham (accepted) 1.4lX)

Pattinson, Ruskingtnn 1.360
Gant, Meiheriiighara

, 1,343

SOCTH HTKF.HAM._For farm buildings, at South Hyke-
ham, near Lincoln. Mr. E. Browning, architect, Stamford.

Timms, Louth £l.S7l
Shelbcurne & Hare, Hough 1,741
Kirk, Lincoln i^ell
Hobson & Taylor, Hogsthorpe (ac-

cepted] ]^rQi

Pentonv I LLP..—Christ Church. Pentonvillc. Mr. Edgar P.
Brock, architect Tenders delivered for the nave and
aisles, lower part of tower, and vestry. Onantiiies supplied

W. Brass £6.215
E. Maers 5,fi00 o
W. Downs 5,57Q o
T.D.Carter 5,540
J. Sawyer 5,389
Perry & .ludson 5,205
Sharpington & Cole 4.797
J.Matthews 4,791
Manley Sc Rogers (accepted in part) 4,677

TiNBRiDCE Wells For villa residence, No. 11 Hungershall
Park, Tunbridge Wells, for Stephen Burden, Esq. Henry
H. Cronk, architect.

Bricklayers —
Walker... £654 10
Mercer & Camfield (accepted) 651 9

Carpenters —
Eriwar.ls &- Walklin £649 13 9
"Wells ^... 547 JO fi

Noakes 540 q q
Pink (accepted) ., 541

Plasterers—
Twort £400
^yt'i'^an 593 10
Waoon (accepted) 393 5 q

Plumbers —
Soper £526
Strange (accepted) 210 16 8

Stonemasons—
Jeffcrv - £53
Harlar.d (accepted) 51

Smiths. &c—
Gilbert £-^7 3 6

Catt 'accepted) - 52 17

For stabling in connection with the

above (accepted) £j10

Tl-nbridge Wells.—For villa residence. Tunbridge Wells,

for Charles Edwards, Esq. Henry H. Cronk, architect.

Tenders accepted -

Mercer & Camfield. bricklayers £676

E. Noakes. carpenter 607 18

E. J. Strange, plumber, &c 270

W. Twort. plasterer 451 9 6
W. Jefferv, stonemason 9S
W. Catt, 'smith, S;c £9

TcxBRrncF. Wells. — For villa residence, for Edward
ChurchdI. E-^q., Sand Rock Road, Tunbridge Wells. Henry
H. Cronk, architect.

H. Pink £1,971
E. J. Strange 1,967

E. Noakes^ 1,84S

G. Willicomb (accepted^ „ 1,800

LurrwAnNE.—For a new' church at Llanwarne, Hereford-
shire. ElmMie, Franey, & Haddon, architects, Hereford,

Malvern, and London.

Wilson, W^orcester « £3300
Mason. Hereford 2.375

Lee, Hereford 2.21S

Jones & Son, Gloucester 1,870

Welsh, Hereford 1.850

Beavan, Bridstow 1,8.^0

Edwards, Malvern 1.710

Morgan. Hereford 1,625

Nibleit & King. Gloucester (ac-

cepted) 1.670

Islington. —Alterations to tlie Penton Arms, Islington.

Messrs. Finch, Hill. & Pariarc, architects.

Clark & Macnockc £670
Macey 616
Lnngmeade t"05

Scott 550

Clapham Common Houses at Clapham Common, for Mr.
Reed. Mr. J. Anson, architect.

Oxford £3.4in
Condci 3.3«0
Little „ S.244
Rider , 3.13*
Macev « e.8S8

Adamson 2.8i8

Maclaclan 2,696

London.—Repairs to 24 Old Jewry, Citv.

Carter .'. £^07
Sharpington & Co 497
Patman .\ Co 4S9
Macey 469
Ramsey 4G7

LONDON.—Alterations lo concert-room, Eagle Tavern, City

Road.

Macey £2,595
Ashby&Co. 2,5.38

Bishop 2,430

Stepney.—New Chapel, at Stepney, Messrs. Scarle, Son &
Yelf. architects.

Oxford tc Co £10,210
Macey ^ 9,^31
Howlett 9,895

HiU&Co 9.668
Higgs 9,6r)fi

Turner 9,64.J

Little V.-VS

Dove Brothers 8,^75

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Leicestershire—Plans and estimates are required for the
erection of quarters for the military staff, and other pro-

posed buildings. A lithograjihed jdan of the ground, with
instructions, may be obtained on and after Monday, the Isih

instant, at the office of the Clerk of the Peace. New Street,

Leicester. Plans In accordance with the above terms may
be sent in to the Clerk of the Peace's otfice, as above, on or

before the ISth day of September next ; but the Committee
do not pledge themselves to the adoption of any plan. Each
plan should be distinguished by a number or a motto, and
should be accompanied by a sealed letter containing the
name and address of the sender.

Hahrogate Plans, estimates, and general specifications are
required for the erection of two chapels, lodge, gates, and
wall at entrance; also for the fencing. laying out, and con-
structing roads and footpaths in the proposed cemetery
ground at Harrogate, the whole cost not to exceed £1,800.
A premium of £2i) will be given for the most approved
plans, estimates, and specification^^; and £10 for the second
best. The plans selected to become the proi^erty of the
Board. Should the author of the best plan be employed in
carrying out the work, the premium of £20 will be deducte<l
from the aruhitoct's commission. A lithographed plan of
the site, and any farther information, may be obtained on
application to Mr. James Powell, laud aRent, Harrogate,
on and after the 15tii August instant ; and ihc plans.'&c.
are to be sent to the Clerk of the Burial Board 011 or before
the 15th September next.

CONTRACTS OPEN,
Weston.—For making additions to a house in the village of
Weston, near B.ith. May see the drawings and specifica-
tions at the r.tKces of Messrs. Manners^: Gill, architects,
Bath, after Tuesday, the 19th instant. Tenders for the
whole of the woik, or for either of the trades, to be sent to
the architects by 12 o'clock en Saturday, the SOth instant,
endorsed, 'Tender for Work at Weston Lodge.'

Walcot.—For the erection of two cemetery chapels, lodge,
entrance gates, and boundary walls, at Walcot, Bath. The
drawings, specifications, &c., can be seen at the offices of
Messrs. Hickes & Isaac, architects, Bath, on and after
the 2l5t inst. Tenders for the whole or any part of the
work to be delivered to the architects on Thursdav, the 4tli

day of September.

SuEERNESs.—For erecting day-room, rer.ding-room, iSrc., for

the troops at Sheerness. P.irties desiring to tender for the
erection ofthese works must leave their names attheRoymi
Eneineer's Office, Shcerness, on or before the 28th August
instant, and pay the sum of half a guinea for the bills of
quantities, which will be forwarded to each party as soon as
prepared by tlie Government Surveyor.

Maidstone— For the re-pnving of part of Week Street,
Maidstone, about 1,300 square yards in extent, with Mount
Sorrel I granite pitchers, 3 in. by 6in.. including about l,26Sft.
run of channel 9 in. by 6 in,, arc requested to send tenders
for the work to Messrs. Beale & Hoar, Maidstone, on or
before the 1st September. lStj2. A specification of the work
may be seen at the office of Messrs. ,Beale & Hoar, and
farther particulars obtained from Mr. Jas. Harrison, Boxlcy
Road, Maidstone, the Surveyor to the Commissioners.

BANKRUPTS,
To Si'RnE.VDER IN Basi.nghall Street.—Charles Coleman,

Walgrave Terrace, Earl's Court. Kensington, carpenter, Aug.
30, at 11—Thomas Cock, Putney, carpenter, Sept. 1, at H
Robert Fortune Porter, late of Wych Street, Strand, cirver.
Sept. 2, at 10.— Edward Evans, Trigg I-ane. Upper Thames
Street, and Lupus Street. Pimlico, iron merchant, Sept. 2, at
10.—James Sduth, Richmond Road, North, Westbourne Park
Road, stonemason. Sept. 2, at 10 James M'Gee, George
Street, St. ;GeorgQ's, Bloomsbury, and Wellington Square,
Gray's Inn Road, statuary. Sept' 2. at 11.— George Shirley,
St. Leonard's Road, Bromlev, plumber, Sept. I, at 11 John
Jay, Romford, bricklayer, Sept. 1, at 11—John Osborn, Brook
Row, Bagnipge Wells Road, timber dealer, Sept. 1, at 12
Charles Baddeley, Central Street, Old Street, St. Luke's,
machinist, Sept. 1, at 1.—John George Hall, Grafton Ter-
race, Victoria Road. Kentish Town, architectural draughts-
man. Sept, l.at 1—Anna Martina Hiscock. Southampton, and
Dean's Mews, Holywell Lane, Shoreditch, veneer cutter,
Sept. 1, at 10.— Joseph Pickering, New Bridge Street, Black-
friars, and Snaresbrook, Essex, contractor for public works,
and of Union Brickworks, West Bromwich, brickmaker,
Sei)t. 2, at 12.

To SrRRENDTR IN THE COUNTRY.-Samuel Ward Cubley,
Newark-upon -Trent, house painter, Aug. 26, 'at 11, Bank-
rupts' Court, Nottingham.— William Loxley, Balsall Heath,
Worcestershire, journeyman stonemason, Sept. 29, at 10,
County Court, Birmingham— James Scofiehl, Barkstone,
Leicestershire, wheelwright, Oct. 21, at II, Chesterfield .^rms
Inn, Bingham.— William Farnsworth, late of Nottingham,
draughtsman, Oct. 1, at 10, County Court. Nottingham
William Gaskin, Burton-on Trent, plane-maker, Sept. 13. at
12, County Court, Burton.— George Wilson, Coppull, Lan-
cashire, wheelwright, Sept. 4, at 9, County Ctnirt, Chorley.
Lc<uiard Harker Parrington, Enisbrough, Yorkshire, land
agent, Aug. 29, at 11, County Court. Stokcsloy.— Richard
Watkins, Worcester, builder, Sept, 1, at 12, Bankrupts*
Court, Birmingham.—Jose] h Jowitt. Huddersfield, plasterer,
Sept. 4, at 11, Bankrupts' Court, Leeds.— Robert Ibbotson,
Bldckburn, builder, Sept. 4, at 11. Bankrupts' Court, Man-
chester.—Willi-ini Price. Bristol, journeyman carpenter, Aug.
50, at 12-30, Countj Court,;Bristol.—George Bailey, Bitton,
Gloucestershire, painter, Aug. 30, 12 30, County Court,
Bristol.— William Wells Lloyd, Liverpool, architect, Sept.
15, at S, Registrar's office, Liverpool.—John Richards, late of
Peuarth, GUmorganshire, stone-cutter. Sept, 1, at 11, County
Court, Cardiff!—Freiierick Tunmore, Birkenhe.ni, journey-
man stonemason, Sept. 15, at 10, at the Registrar'^ otfice,
Birkenhead.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TiESD.w

—

Fowler, on the ground, near the Kerfield Arms,
Grove I.^ne, C.imbcrwcll, at 12 fur 1, new stock of building
materials.

WEnNESDAY.—Pti,LEN,HoiixE. Jt EvERSFiELD, at Ihc Mart,
opposite the Bank of England, at 12, a freehold plot of
groui;d and cottage, at Richmond.

Tulrsdav.— GtAsirn ^' Son, at Ward'.s Wharf, Commercial
Road, Lambeth, at 12 for I, planks and yellow deals, ic.

Dfreniiam & Tewson, at the Mart, at 12, shop property at
M--ir>leboiie.

Debemmm & Tewson, at the Mart, at 12 for 1, valuable free-

hold estates in Sussex and Kent.

RoEixsoN & HcTLEv, at their rooms, old pictures and draw-
ings, and works of art.

Friday.—HoRNE, Plt.len, & EvF.nsFiEi.D, on the premises.
Lower Petersham Road, at 12 for 1, plant and machinery,
bricks, &c.

JouNsoN Si Dv.mono, at 38 & 39 Gracechurch Street, a con-
signment of choice Italia-i statuary, from the cstablishmeut
of Chevalier Carlo Tungassi.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
j

Received. — S. fi. (with photograph); T. P., Stamford; '|

Messrs. W. H., Soho Square ; E F. & B., Coleman Street; I

L. & N., Liverpool ; W. Y., Manchester; J. T. Haverfordwest; '

B. B , \\ everham ; C. J. P., Bath ; F. S., Camberwell ; B. A., I

Faversham; M. O. T., Nottingham; J. M. M., Strand; W. W., i|

London ; S. V., Mr. T., W. W. F.

*,» We particularly request that all newspapers and com- i

munications to the P^ditor be addressed 26 Bouverie Street, 1

Fleet Street, E.C , and not to Old Boswell Court.

All letters, books, newspapers, &c., are requested to be f

addressed only to the Editor.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications. I

Our statement last week that the east window of Gloucester 1

Cathedral had been restored was not correct. It has merely i

been repaired and releaded, by Messrs. Ward &. Hughes, of '

London.

Works in Procbess.—We shall feel obliged to any of our j

readers who will favour us with notes of works contemplated 1

or in progress in the provinces; in mo-t cases, a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been, com-

menced, will be sutlicient.

*^^* Notice. — The Evilding Nevts is now

Perinamntly Enlarged^ and jyitblishcd at 26

Bouverie Street, Fleet Streit, opposite the 'Dailj

News ' 0£ic€, tmry Friday M&niing,

i
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A NEW STYLE OF rARCHITECTITBE.*

HE formation of a new style of nrcliitccture

ti-oulile.s tlic minds of many men at some period

of their li^es. It 13 most prevalent amongst

the younger and more enthusiastic mem-
bers" of tlie profession. They fancy that

^!^"')r^ they have only to tap their brains, and

feel a ' nineteenth century ' Pallas spring,
'

' robed in lieauty,' from them. They show

,,, :, a violent eruption of ideas, but, fortii-

~>' '

nately, the numerous architectural socie-

I ties in Loudon and the provinces aiibrd

sulBcient safety valves for the escape of

their surplus sugg-estions. The patient

is generally delivered of a lecture ; the fever

'

j_
,' .subsides, and he subseqiiently betakes himself

Ai' more calmly to the study of the origin of the

_^ iliflerent styles which have left their traces on

[1' ihe earth's surface. He then sees, perhaps, that

J ^.jf^O ,., ,^ , all have been inseparably linked to the religion,

the people, the climate, and the historical cir-

cimistances of their time ; and that he has been

tiying to move the world by stamping upon it. It is seldom that

the student does more, howevei", than string together a series of fine

sentences, expressive of admiration for some old style, which requires,

he thmks, developing, and of dissatisfaction with our modem architec-

tm-e. Hai-mony, truth, beauty, symmetry, fitness, nature, with rap-

turous adjectives, are floated grandly in a tluid state before us; but we
are favom-ed with nothing solid and substantial which we can lay

hands on, and put side by side with the ai'chitecture which we possess,

and which is the object of so much highly spiced ridicule. Mr. Eeade,

in this respect, differs from his predecessors. He has sufficient confi-

dence to print his essay in a large folio volume of six pages, and to

accompany it with an equal number of elucidatory designs. He thus

gives ' coherence and distinctness ' to a ' vital art-movement, rapidly

developing,' ' which will enable art to burst into the fuU figirre of a

new lite.'

It is as well just to note what these enthusiastic refoi-mers mean
by a new style. When we speak of ' style,' as applied to literature,

we imply the peculiar mode of expression adopted by an avithor. We
know what is meant by Gibbon's or Macaulay's ' style ' as distin-

guished from Hume's or Smollett's. We can imderstand the differ-

ence between that of Dickens, of Thackeray, and of Bulwer. We are

familiar also with the ' styles ' of David Cox and Birket Foster ; of

Gainsborough and Wilkie, "of Turner and ilillais, of Foley and Theed, of

Flaxnian and Woolner ; or, coming at once to that of architects, be-

tween the stvie of Street and of Scott, of Barry and of Smirke. But
it is not in such sense that we are now to understand ' style.' Mr.

Beade woidd have it take the place of hiir/uaf/e of art. We are to

hasten a fusion of ' styles.' We are to ignore the art in which our history

has been petrified ; lop the old tree, and use it as a briar on which to

' graft importations fi-oni a foreign source.' Mr. Keade justly anticipates

a ' certain crudity of character,' as the residt, but thinks that it would,

in progress of developement, become purified and refined. Tf 7«/ it woidd
do so, we cannot giiess, and he does not infonu us. What shoidd we
think ofany proposition for ' engrafting the ornate richness and freedom'

of Shakspeare's language ' upon the square, solid, useful, and prac-

tical ' Latin, or of mingling an air of Mozai't's with one of Dr. Ame's,
with another of Rossini's, and another of Auber's. \Ve shoidd have,

doubtless, the same 'crudeness ' as our author anticipates by a similar

fusion of styles in architecture ; but surely that would not be a way
to evolve a national style either of literature or of music. Mr. Eeade
wishes to classicise Gotliic and to gothicise Cla-ssic ; but he should

remember that it is only the debased specimens of either style that

he can thus tamper with. He could not ' graft ' his 'nervous energy
'

upon the calm ti-anquillity of the Parthenon, nor coidd he bind the

Ilellenic breadth and repose upon the branch of Gothic ai-t which
bm-st in beauty at 'N'erona. He might fuse the basest forms of both
styles, and produce from it a nude-like progeny, but it is in no such
way that the best art has in all ages aucl in all countries been pro-

duced. A style of art grows with the public growth, and is shaped
by their history- and their religion. It is not iu the power of one man,
however gifted, to create it. It is a stream, flowing ever (mwards,

having its spring in remotest time. Tributaries may join, and alter

its character, but its course is detenniued for it by the soil through
which it passes, by the duties it perfonus, by the obstacles which
divert, and by the encouragement which is allorded it, to glide into

new channels. We cannot turn it back, and say,— Commence again

from the 1300th milestone, or from the 1400th, and you shall mirror

something fairer than Henry ^'III.'s piety, Cromwell's pikes, or

George IV.'s taste. It is equally a waste of time to talk of mixing
the waters of the Thames, the Ehine,'and the Tiber, in order to purify

the river which ofl'ends us. Two negatives may make an aflirmative

in giammar, but two or more bad architectural ingredients will not
produce a style ' flexible, true, and useful.' Mr. Eeade prefaces his

suggestions by an enquiiw into the peculiarities which have marked
the lise of several sty-les; but he makes no mention of the

• Suggestions for the Formation of a New Style of Architecture, specially adapted to civil

purposes. Dy T. Millard Reade. Wealc, 59 Holborn ; and Sears, Liverpool.

No. 399.

influences which determined the character of particidar styles.

The different climate, govei-nment, and religion of the Assyrians

is as sti'ikingly stamped upon their buildings, as is that of

Egypt. A simple alliance of the two could never have produced

an art to influence every .succeeding age downitoour ov\ti time. That

Greek art was influenci'd in some slight degree by Assyrian and

Egyptian, we do nut deny; but we maintain tliat it was rather a reflex

of ihat intellectual fire vviiich has made the Grecian name a synonym
for refined taste, and of that heroism which defeat could not stifle.

The Eoman style waa really founded and transplanted by the

victorious legions of the Cassars. Historical events cut the groove

through which art is to flow. The Romans invented or borrowed

one form, the arch, which afterwards was developed into the vault,

but their habits, customs, and vices, determined the course of archi-

tecture. They needed baths, basilicas, and aqueducts. The architec-

ture of Greece, sullied by the less gifted Eomans, was shaped to the

new requirements, and thus in the course of years the new style was

evolved. Agam, the appearance of Mahomet, in the seventh century,

and his success, foimded not only a new dynasty, but a new style of

architecture. His destruction of "the idols at Mecca, and his promul-

gation of the new article of faith—the unity of (iod—gave rise to a

new art from which sculptured form was banished, but which com-

bined the loveliest varieties of ornament, and the full splendoiu' and

perfection of colour. The establishment of Christianity, and the use

of the basilicas as Chiistian churches, led art into another channel.

The Eastern Eomanesque differed from the Western, because Eastern

manners and refinement naturally influenced it. And so it will be

found through every successive phase of architectural developement.

Styles are begotten by chcumstances over which the architect has no

control ; all he has to do is to make the best he can of them
;
to

educate himself by a study of the principles which have guided the

architects of the Vest works of all age.s, and to apply those principles

to his own works. It is easy to be novel, but novelty does not

necessarily mean advancement." We might refer to Mr. Eeade's own
illustratio'ns in proof of this. They are original, and accord one with

the other, and his descriptions of" the principles upon which he has

made his .several designs would be unobjectionable if we did notsee

the designs. He tells us somewhere in his essay, that wall surface is of

great value to an architect. We think so also, and that many architects,

even Jlr. Eeade himself, would have atlbrded us more gTatification if

they had left us plain wall in.stead of their sculptural panels to

look upon. Mr. Eeade may, perhaps, accuse us of bringing forward

' musty rides ofdead architecture ' wherewith to judge his design ;
but

we must insist that he violates one of the first principles of every style

when he introduces arched forms without space for arches over them.

The stone joints of the fir,st design would be a droll adjimct to it ; and

there is no room for the voussoirs over the arch lines in the second

design ; whilst in Plate III. we are at a loss to understand, not only

how the balcony can be supported— its soffit being in a line with the

soffit of the arch below it— but also how the arch is to be formed.

There is the same difficulty about the arches in the design for a shop

(Plate V,). We have always thought that a pediment was, or should

be, the end of a roof Our reformers have, at all events, laughed

aloud at the sham pediments put on several London facades. Mr.

Eeade here falls, without copying, but by ' thinldng originally,' as he

tells us, into the same mistake." The chief characteristics of Mr. Eeade's

style are, a peculiar form of the lower cusping in arches, different

from anything which we recollect seeing before ; the introduction of

tracery without niullions : horizontal striug courses vvith a variation of

the mouldings, and pedimented coverings to openings—Classic and

Gothic features thrown together, producing that ' certain degree of

crudeneas,' which he anticipates in his essay, and an absence of that

refinement and purity which the high-soimdi"ng sentences accompany-

ing the designs woidd have led us to expect. It will do more good,

he tells us, to 'make an attempt and fail, than to be content with a

mere expression of dissatisfaction.' We think it ought to do the

author more good ; it will teach him, perhaps, to modify his con-

demnation of modern works; that even ' original and untrammelled

thought,' has not been able to avoid the ' knick-knackeries ' which be-

long nitrinsically to the employment of pure Gothic. As a student's

exercise it is commendable, because the author has a reason for what

he does, and works upon some principle of his own ; but it _will no

more be the foundation of a new style than the singulareftusions of a

youmr socialist will establish a new form of goveniment in England.

Th'e revival of the forms of the Anglican Church has led
_

to the

revival of Gothic architecture, and the necessity for rebuilding the

Houses of Pariiament drew architects farther in the same direction.

The propensities for travelling, and the facilities for indulging in them,

have lately given a foreign tinge to the productions of Gothic archi-

tects. Tlie improvement in the manufacture of iron ; the erection ot

the Crystal Palace ; the extension of the railway system, and the

consequent erection of colossal hotels, the accumulation of wealth by

manufacturers, and the consti-uction of warehouses, such as our

ancestors never dreamt of; these, and similar events, rough-hew the

tracks iu which art must of necessity run, and architects will soonest

evolve a new ' stvde,' and one which" may awaken the admiration of

posterity, who accept cheerfully their "position, and endeavoiu-, not

simply to repeat the dead forms of antiquity, not simply to graft one

feature upon another, not midst ' double toil and trouble ' ' for the

ingredients of our cauldron ' to throw in the chai-ms of art, hoping

that the issue may wear ' the round and top of sovereignty,' out,
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haviuo- traiued tbeir minds and tlicir hearts Ijy the principles which

governed the best productions of other architects, ancient and modern,

to produce architecture which shall adequately represent our feelings

and aspirations, our advancement and civilisation, and our increasing

wealth. Ther -n-ill thus leave behind them a truthful history of our

ao-e, and a record that our opportunities for study aud improvement

were not neglected by ns. it is folly to talk of dispensing at once

with the old system " and starting afresh. ^Xe cannot do it if we
•would. "VS'e cannot break the link -svhich connects our history with

that of Adam, and our architecture with the first hut ever built.

Grafting is out of the question, and a ' fusion of styles ' is a fanciful

amusement. "Whatever our present architecture is, upon it the future

must rise, aud if we all woi-k faithfully, we may have no cause to

regret the foundation upon which we build.

THE HOME AXD OUTDOOR EDUCATION OF ARTIST-
WORKMEN, THEIR PROPER WORK, AND THE

WAY TO IT.

No. IV.

OUR readers wiU credit iis when we assure them that it is not from

any special love of fault-finding, or wish to dwell on short-

comings or d'.-fects, that we are led to dwell on the present vicious

method of art-workmanship or design, but from the plain necessity

there is of first convincing people that it is vicious and bad that we
do so. We quite agi-ee with Mr. Scott's remark, in a recent lecture,

that the wonder is not that the work of our present generation of

workmen is inferior to old work, but that it is as good ns it is ; and

that om- present duty manifestly is not to discourage the workman by
abusing him, aud harping on his short-comings and faidts, but to help

him as we can to better, more profitable, and more lasting work. Still

it is absolutely necessary to show clearly what modern work is, as

compared with ancient work, and more especially, and what is of far

more importance, to trj- to indicate clearly, what it is, when compared
mentally with future and fnic work.

It would, perhaps, be difficult to exaggerate the importance in art

of the mere workman, whether a true workman or a false one ; for we
ventiu'e to sny that very few people have ever thought of the vast

quantity of work he does, and how wholly and entirely it is his, and
His only. Let anyone be at the pains to mark in red ink on a map of

London the particular spots on it, by way of indicating that much ot its

thousands of houses and public buildings which an architect or

artist has had to do with, either in its original design or after decora-

tion, and lie will, before he gets over a few square inches of space,

e\'en with a large sized ordnance map before him, be not a little

star-tied at the result. He will find it almost all meke materials
AND LABOVE. Whole lines of streets, miles, indeed, dotted here and
there with a feeble red mark to indicate some more or less public

structure, aud occasionallj-, but most rarely, a private house may be
in red ink, pointed out as the work of an architect ; but the great

extent of the map n-ill be bare. London has been the work of work-
men, or rather, we shoidd say, labourers, not architects or artists, or

art-workmen. We do not, of course, mean by this that the workman
has been left wholly to his own guidance ; indirectly the thought of

some one is to be found, for books ai'e produced by gi'eat labom' and
skin aud copied fi'om in ordinary practice ; and, again, in a certain

partial way, copied by those who are in reality the builders of Lon-
don^ the speculating builders. But this is not art-work, it is sim-
ply trouble saved, a way of showing how to do the work without in

reality and fairness doing it. No great city was ever before built at

so little mental cost, nor probably was ever so great an extent of God's
earth covered with buildings and filled with humanity at so small a
thought cost.

If this much be sho^wn by a glance at a map of the relative work
of the architect and the workman, what can we say of the worlmian's
doings, wherein his part of the work has been .sketched out for him, and
where the superintending idea and guidance of the architect has either,
as the case may be, helped or hmdered him ? Let the reader take any
building on paper as he took the map, and mark oil' in the same way
all those spots in it where the artist-worlnnan has been, or rather
where he of old was, and now should have been, and the result will,
as before, eciiially surprise and grieve him. All the consti'uctive
parts aud plain work will be found sinipiv mechanical work—so much
mere labour, and hard and smart work." In the old work he -will

find— for it is only by constant and attentive comparison that all this
is to be thoroughly brought to mind and understood— interest and
evidence of thought in mere wall surfaces aud simply sawn timbers,
to say nothing now of mouldings ; but in the new work he will dis-
cover that all this is never dreamed of; indeed, we doubt not but that
the majority of readers will but smile at the bare idea. It was the
life of the lower kind of workman. If he go to the parts now
allowed to pertain to more skilled hands— the carvers— he will find
it all, as we have alreadv said, little less mechauical, aud a mere
labour result. The mind and thought of the man will be 'looked for
in vam, aud, but for the original thought, and perhaps rough sketching
of the building, in the first place, the whole structure, when well
looked into aud analysed, will be found to be but too weU fitted into
and adapted to the citv- of -ivhich it forms a part, and as void of all
mental interest. The ever-active hand of the workman is as fidlv

necessary to the production of a building worth looking at or remem-
bering, as the active thought of the first designer, and his pei-petual

presence and guidance. Thus, we contend, wiU the reader find this

great city, whether he look at it as one or in parts— a workman's
result. It may be wandered through, from one end to the other, in all

directions, and the efl'ort to find in it the interest at cnce discovered
in the remains of old cities, no matter where, will be vain. And
what is thus true of the largest and central city, is true also, and as
equally applies to pro^s-incial cities and to^wns. They are truly the
results of oiu- modem system of art-work in all its departments and
phases.

If it here be thought questionable how far superior in mental
interest and living beauty the old cities were, it is but needful, we think,
to point to our national fine-art collection of fragments and antifjiiities,

which, as all know, are nothing but disjointed stones and timbers
saved from them. All are the works of artist-workmen, and few can
be found that arc not impressed with the individuality of the executive
worlnnan. It is difficult, indeed, if not impossible "to us modems, to
conceive of the eff'ect of even a single street, to say nothing of a
glorious city so biult ; every street, every building a study, and every
part and detail of such buildings instinct with thought, and life, and
(h-aiviin/, and, what is more than even these, truth and mcaniny. And
yet, impossible as all this seems, it must have been so, as these said

antique fragments so miexpectedly but uneriingly tell us. Hence
the sui-passing value and interest of such apparently at first sight use-
less ' bits of buildinys.' They show the life of the worhman as he was.
Let it be now our special business to put him in the wav—even if

we can in this present age do no more—of folio-wing the" footprints

of those who have gone before, and sho^n-n the possibi/ify of such
work.
We well remember vSir C. Eastlake s.aying, in one of his Academy

addresses, that the old art of Italy he feared was gone, and that the
modei-u Italian had but to look back with becoming veneration to the
works of his predecessors, and humbly ti-y, if that even were possible,

to copy them. No one, we believe, has disputed this, and it

would, perhaps, be hard work to prove it othei-wise than true,

even in part ; but still we are disposed to question it. Still more do
we demur to those who would, as so many do, contend that the art-

producing power of the men of our o-wn country has entirely, or at

least to all good purpose, died out, whether they be artists or work-
men. We take it that each age brings forth, to do its work, its

fuU proportion of artist minds, and that the main difl'erence between
the produce of one age and another lies iu its wants, and the direction

for the time of its public a)i-taste, and not unfrequently in the pas.sing

fashion of the hour. We shall always contend that the artists and
the workmen of our own day are just as able, and as capable of being
taught, as the artists !md workmen of old, and that their zrorh differs,

not from incapacity, but from defective teaching, or no teaching, or

false teaching, or absence of fair opportunities, and the needful time.

No work of art is possible without iniE for it, and this now is always
denied.

But a word or two more as to our cities and sti-eets, and their dulness,

consequent, as we conceive, on this absence of the artist-workman.

This want of all evidence of thought and consequent interest in the

streets and buildings of our modem towns, seems at last to be exciting

some attention in liigh places, and this is not a little comforring ; for

a correspondent of the Times says, in reference to it, that ' apart from
pictures and music, our national taste is but slightly exercised ; ' and
goes on to argue— in the hope we presume of mending matters, and
by wa}- of giving reasons for the absence of all interest in our public

ways and streets— that our sombre atmosphere, our more than dingy
streets, om- gloomy style of architecture, which unfortunately we
have not got, the monotonous and universal gi-ey and black of our

dress, om- un-n-ashed and impainted houses— imfortunatcly again they

are nearly all painted stone colour, and thus all look of material is

hidden— had at last rendered the appearance of London, and all

other English towns, so painfully lugubrious, that even an occa-

sional glimpse of scarlet in a dress is a wonderful relief. This is all

true enough, and comforting it is to see it noticed and commented on ;

but it is not the absence of colour that makes London ' lugubrious ;

'

it is the total absence, as we have already said, of all thought iu it, of

all sign of head-work, of all artistic feeling, and art-workmanship in

detail. Neither architect, artist, nor art-workman is visible for miles

of ' lugubrious ' streets. As well might we hope to feel interest in a

gallery of empty canvas painted stone-colom-, as expect to find a

thing to pause at in miles of empty house-fronts simply painted

stone colour. But once get art into a building, i. e. art out of the

workman, however rude, provided it be real, and there will be no
lack of interest, be it in sombre colour or scarlet colour. As a test

of this we most respectfully remind the -writer of the colom-less fi-ont

of Peterborough or Wells," nothing but the sombrest of grey stone,

untouched by paint or cleaning, nay, with the ' dirt ' happily yet of

five lumdred years upon them, and he -will feel no lack either of inter-

est, for they are living records of artistic thought and skilful handiwork,

^^.rchitect and workman have jointly laboured, each at his proper work,

and so much is there for the mental eye that no one asks for ' scarlet

to compel an interest. The thoughts are in ' sombre ' grey, the

p.asser-by feels satisfied, and leaves them awhile, with his head and
heart full, and with plenty to think over till he meet them again.

"\^'e lia^e been led to these remarks here, because we conceive that

this question of colour is a very fatal one, as it leads people, as it
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evidently lias this -n-ritcr, info the notion that it is the one tiling need-

ful, and would, if jroneral in our street.-*, niako up for the present

Inek of all huiimn and intelli'j;eiit interest in them. Be assured,

culourini/ our houses will not avail, unless, indeed, wo iina^ne our

workmen to worli in colours instead of with iiiallot and oliisel ; then,

indeed, we ini^rht hope for better thing's; hut even then, wo think

that in this dull eliniate and leaden sky, mouldings and carvings, and

the natural cidour of the material are the more legitimate, and to he

preferred, leaving bright colours to furniture as seen through windows
find in dresses. In more sunny elimales, and under bluer skies, exter-

nal Colour may do well enough, and doe.s do so, as the front of St. Mark's

shows and proves, and the many lovely little fragments of coloured

Ealace and house fronts in ^'enice, a.s Mr. liuskin tells u.s, likewise do;

ut there, as ho tells us, the sun of Venice lights them up; here our

uniform grev mode of lighting has to do all the work, and most surely

such work as ^enetiau sunlight it cannot do. Eacli country to its

own projier work and materials : what is good and true in Venice and

the south, will not avail in London and the north, neither could any

rood come, or has come, of transporting the things of northern Lon-
don there.

It will thus he seen that, in our himible estimation, travelling into

foreign parts, and making efTorts to transplant foreign art-notions and
wavs will not make up for our home detieieucies, nor fill np our vacant
places : indeed, far othenvise ; they can only end in a succession of

lailures, and lamentable loss of time, and in the heart-burnings of

work-people, who are but too apt to imagine that a new idea of what-
ever kind, and however foreign to the place and purpose, must be a

good thing, and to fill up vacancy and nothingness has only to be
carried out and show itself. This will not vi'S'ify dead London's
streets.

'We must repeat, that we have dwelt thus at some length on our
shortcomings, and acknowledgements of having found nothing, not
from love of fault-finding— for how comforting and convincing it

would be to be able to point to some few really well and legitimately

designed and executed works of whatever kind—but from sheer neces-
sity, and from a wish to compel attention to these shortcomings as a
jtatniital fuiUnii, a failing, as we have indicated, quite pos.sible of being
recti tied, the means only having, as we think, to be plainly and clearly

pointed out, and some few earnest men found willing to sacrifice a
tittle in the beginning. Evil must first be looked steadilv in the face,

and well understood, before any useful remedy can be applied.

In our next number we hope to point out to onr art-worlnueu
readers, some practical hints on Drawing, and what to copy— that
being the foundation of all Fme Art work, whether on paper or in

stone.

THE BICENTENARY CELEBRATION.

ON Sunday last, the Nonconformists generally, thronghout the
kingdom, celebrated the bicentenary of one of the most

important events in English liistoiy. We should be wandering be-
yond the borders of om' legitimate domain if we entered into an
ecclesi,astical controversy in onr pages, and we shoidd not now allude
to the matter, if it were not closely connected with church and chapel
building, "^^^latever may be the opinions of people on the propriety
or necessity of the Act of Uniformity passed by the Government of
Charles II. two centuries ago, all must admit that it was a splendid
sight to see two thousand ministers abandon their emolumeuts and
livings rather than sacrifice their honest religious con-s-ictions. They
preferred poverty and persecution, with a conscience void of oiTence, to
social position, ease, and salary. And in so doing they not only
bequeathed a bright and imperishable example to all posterity, but
they g.ave a new character and colour to English history. Their
successors, feeling desirous to celebrate the gi-eat" event, have resolved
to appropriate a muniflceut sum to the erection of new chapels. It
was first determined to raise £100,000 for this pui-jrose ; that sum
having been obtained before Sunday l.ist, efl'orts are now being made to
raise another £100,000. Judging from the spirit which has, np to the
present time, animated the movement, it is verv likeh", in fact tolerably
certain, that at least ±200,000, perhaps a quarter of a million of
money, will be contributed. We may, therefore, expect to see many
more magnificent dissenting chapels rising in manv parts of the country.
If the Congregationalists, Baptists, and Presbvterians erect additional
chapels, we may expect to see the "Weslevan-Methodists and other
bodies following the example set them. A general desire for beautiful
chapel and chiu-ch building has remarkably manifested itself. Even
the Qualcers have caught the spirit ; for they are erecting monuments
to some of their more worthy members. Such a thing would not have
been dreamt of a few years since. The revival has become general
and bids fair to become universal.

It is not likely that the Chiu-ch of England will stand idly by and
see dissenters erecting numbers of noble chapels without beiun- moved
with the spirit of rivaliy. For every new chapel that shows itself
we may expect to see a new and more costly church erected. The
Bicentenary movement will, therefore, we expect, be the means of
infi|sing new life into the architectural and building professions. A
desire for new religious edifices and improved architecture cannot per-
vade the religious feeling of the countn- without making itself felt in
coqwrations, committees, public companies, and wealthv individuals.
Architecture is becoming a living realitv, and it is probable that the
next fifty years will be as distinguished fir architectural developementm England as the past fifty years have been for material prosperitv.

I^itcnitm-c.

TIIE ANNUAL RETROSPECT OF ENGINEERING AND
ARCHITECTURE.*

fl'HAT the world moves a thousand Galileos in every department
T of science, literature ami art are perpetually testifying. We hail
the volume before us as anotlier welcome contribution to the records
of the world's progress. It is written by one who briugs learning,

hone.sty, and independence to his task, and it cannot fail to be well
received by all who fake an interest in the material progi'ess of their
country and the world. There is only one drawback, and that is, the
book is ' not bom in due time ;

' or, as its talented author savs, it is

'out of season.' This, however, is really a drawback more in appear-
ance than in reality, and, in the language of the preface, we hope
to see the future ' publication of the Keti'ospect of Engineering,'

within a short period after the completion of the year itself.'

Tlie editor divides his subject into five parts; namely, civil en-
gineering, architecture, military engineering, naval engineering, and
miscellaneous. This last division treats of some important legal

decisions, and contains a very useful .synopsis of the more valuable

treatises recently published on the subjects discussed in the volume.
In the section on railways and roads, some very excellent remarks

are thrown out, and the mock philanthropy which objected to the
Metropolitan Railway Extension, on the principle that it involves the
destruction of the dwellings of the poor, is successfully combated.
The section on railway accidents will, we feel sure, be read with

gTeat intei'est and profit by all concerned in the safety of railway
travelling. We are very properly reminded that the great majority
of railway accidents occm- during the summer and winter portions of

the year. In the former season, the great number of travellers, and
the running of excursion trains necessarily brings about an amount of
irregularity that is inconsistent with the public safety, whilst the
effect of the fro.st in winter upon the molecidar structure of the iron

employed, both in the rolling stock, and for the chairs and sleepers,

ami the contraction and expansion of the permanent way by rain and
fro.st, partly account for the frightful chapter of accidents incident to

the gloomy period of the year. To provide against the.^e ' casualties

the editor has, we think, suggested the true remedy. It is not enough
that the public should Imow the cause of an accident, it is as important

they should know who is responsible for the non-remov.al of that

cause. Justly is it stated :
' A passenger who takes a seat in a rail-

way ean'iage becomes at once a helpless being, at the mercy of an
engine-driver and stoker, of some guards and watchmen, all of whom
are usually ignorant, luieducated men, utterly unfit to be intrusted

with the fearful power over the lives and limbs of the hundreds com-
mitted to their charge.' The remedy proposed is the appointment, on
every line, of some one duhi qualified person, to be held ' personally

and pecmiiarily responsible for the neglect of duty by his subordinates,

all of whom should be of his own selection, and acting exclusively

under his orders.' Doubtless such men could Ije found, and, although

their remuneration would necessarily be very high, we think, as a

question of economy alone, the companies would be gainers, for they

might certainly calculate upon a very great diminution in the number
of claims for compensation annually made upon them.

The question of the broad or narrow gauge is thus disposed of:
' The limit of the speed of railway tr.avelliug (the determining condi-

tion of the merits of the respective gauges), is to be found in the

nature of the materials which enter into the composition of the road-

ways and of the rolling stock. Neither upon the broad gauge, nor

upon the narrow gauge, can the rate of travelling be economically

maintained at sixty miles an hour, as was once attempted. At the

rate of forty-five miles an hour for express trains, it has been found as

easy and economical to carry on the traffic on the narrow gauge, which
costs so much less original outlay.

Those interested in the progress of cm- Indian empire will read
with much satisfaction the article on the public works of India, in-

cluding railw.ays, c.an.ais, irrigation works, and inland steam nanga-
tion. Had Lord Canning's alteration in the law of land-tenure been
anticipated a few years, it is not improbable the Indian mutiny would
have mitimely perished, and the imemployed thousands of Lancashire

not have been left to an almost absolute dependence upon the Southern

States of America for their cotton supply. Every steamer that plies

on the Indian rivers, every canal that cormects the interior with the

coast, every railw.ay that practically destroys space between remotely

lying districts, is not only a boon to India, but a blessing to English

ojieratives, and a gain to the world. 'S\'e cordially recommend this

portion of the work before us to the careful consideration of cotton

manufacturers, political and social economists, and philanthropists.

There is a truly admirable condensation of C. Marshal's notice of

the mctliod adopted for sinking the pile foundations of the bridge of

Kehl, over the llhine, in IS.'JO-tJO. This bridge connects the eastern

railway of France with the railways of the Grand Duchy of Baden.
The pecidiarity in the method of construction consisted in driving the

cylindrical pile foundations to a depth of 00 feet below the bed of the

river, by means of compressed air. To a certain extent the Rhine
bears a very striking resemblance to the rivers of India, the rapidity

• The Annual Retrospect of rnginecr'n? anil Arcliitecturo. Edited by George R.
Burnell, C.E., F.G S., & F.S..^. Lockwood & Co., Stalioneis' Hall Court, London. 1S62.
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of its com-se at periods producing- immeuse and peculiar alluvial de-

posits, so peculiar tliat they ' are practically incompressible under a

dead -n-eisrlit, and have been ascertained to attain a thickness of more

than 200"feet, but susceptible of being removed by any sudden changes

in the cun-ents of the river, consequent upon the alteration in its

r^o-ime bv reason of the floods produced by the melting of the snoTvs

in^the higher valleys.'

The ve.rala questio of the Thames Embankment comes in for a tole-

rably fuU discussion, and the severity with -which Mr. Co-n^ier's

original motion for the appointment of a Royal Commission and the

report subsequently made by that Commission is handled, -would do

justice to "William" Cobbett "himself The argument of the vniter is

that the -work should have been left for the Metropolitan Board ; that

the plan suggested by the Commissioners seems to have been di-a-wu

up on the pnnciple o"f splitting the difference, and possesses neither

the merits of Messrs. Bidder & Co.'s nor Messrs. Walker & Co.'s plan,

-whilst it obviously entails many of the disadvantages of both schemes.

The closing sentence of the article is so thoroughly to the point that

we "ive it entire :
' Our Government is not sufficiently fortunate in

its constructive operations to inspire much confidence in its probable

conduct of the Thames Embankment ; whereas, hitherto, the 3Ietro-

politan Boai-d has been remarkably 'successfid in all that its engineei-s

have imdei-taken, and Mi-. Bazalgette had in his youth gi-eat oppor-

tunities of stud}-ing the class of works reqmred for the reclamation of

tidal shores.'

The second section of the work is devoted to harbours, docks, and
canals. The first paper of this section takes up the question of the

character of the water of the London Docks. It appears that in the

beginning of 1861, in consequence of a circular issued by the manu-
facturers of the patent sheathing metal, declining any longer to

guarantee the diu-ability of the article they manufactured, o-wing to

the deleterious action of the watere of the docks of London, the

dii'eetors of the various companies, who had hitherto objected to

notice the effects of the poisonous exhalations fi-om the water upon
the health of the sailors and dock labourers, moved by fear of

diminished di-vidends, decided to ascertain and adopt a remedy. It is

very justly contended by the author, that the investigation ought not

to be limited to a mere analysis of the water, with a chemical dictum
appended that the metal sheathing of ships was not more than ordi-

narily endangered by the action of such water, but should be of a

more extended chai-acter, embracing the quality of the metal -with

which ships are now sheathed (and which is said, owing to the great

competition, to be gi-eatly deteriorated), the various materials em-
ployed in the consti'uction of the docks, as well as the character of
the water, and the chemical residts necessarily to be expected from
the action and reaction of these vai-ious substances upon each other.

The holders of canal shares -will be encouraged wlien they are told

that ' The advantages, in an economical point of -view, to be derived
ft-om the ti'ansit of heavy goods upon water are so great, prov-ided

that the service be well performed, that there really can be no reason
to despau' of -witnessing a revival of the prosperity of canal property,

if its managers would only stiive to keep up with the progi-eas of
the other branches of industry.' The principal thing, in the -wi-iter's

opinion, is to secure, wherever practicable, the application of steam
motive power ; these are his words :

—
' But perhaps the most stiilring

application of steam power to water transport is the one lately made
upon the Seine, in both its upper and lower reaches, and now in

com-se of application to some of the artificial lines of water communi-
cation in France. In this case the first step taken was to establish

between Paris and Rouen, folio-wing all the -winding-s and the locks of
the Seine, a strong chain cable, lying loose upon the axis of the
na-vigable channel. Steamtug-boats are pro-vided, caiTj-ing engines of
150 or 200 horse-power, working at high pressure, upon the same
piinciple as the locomotive engine ; the boats bear fore and aft guide
pulleys, susceptible of being moved by the same machinery as the
rudder, which take up tlie slack of the" cable and lead it to a drum-
wheel, round which it passes a siifficient number of times to produce
an efficient resistance to the action of the engine, and thus to propel
the boat without either wheels or screw working on the water. The
barges to be towed follow at a small distance behind, or they are
occasionally lashed to the sides of the steamtugs ; and in this manner
trains of si.x, eight, or ten barges, of 240 tons each, descend the Seine
at the rate of six miles per hom-, or remount it at the rate of foui-
miles per hour, at prices per haidage considerably lower than those
formerly paidfor horse-ti-action. It is something" of this description
which is required for our artificial canals—modified no doubt, for the
passage of the small tunnels, imfit to receive engines blowiu"- oft'larfe
volumes of steam and smoke, and for the canals having soft muddy
bottoms

;
but as the cost of establishing such a system^must be con-

siderably less in England than in France, it would be very desirable
to attempt its application here. It is curious that the original idea of
this mode of traction originated among-st ourselves, and the floating-
bridges designed by Mr. Rendel for the Hamoaze, the Itchen, &c.,
are the models, e^dently before the designers of the Seine chain-tomno-
system

; but we have stopped short in the application of a .system
which may possibly contam the solution of the difiiculties attending
the application of steam-power to canals.'
One of the most important desiderata in the consh'uction of harbotirs,

docks, piers, &c., is the discoveiw of some substance that shall render
all submerged timber mvulnerable to the attacks of that insidious and
desti-uctive enemy, the Teredo Navalis, or boring-worm. This dis-

covery our author judges has been made, and that creosote, directly

applied, is the efficient remedy. lie says, M. Crespin, engineer of tlie

hai-boiu- of Ostend, made the foUo-wing satisfactory experiment. He
took three blocks of timber, each five feet long, charged with the fol-

io-wing quantities of creosote

:

Xo. 1, with IHi lbs.

2 28 «
^> » '"to h

These he placed in the water, and after leaving them to its action for

two years, he found them in a perfect state ; the creosote had not been
removed, nor had the teredo touched them.
The proposed canal between Amsterdam and the North Sea, which

is ably discussed, and the reproduction of some important papers read
before the Institution of Civil Engineers, conclude this section of the
reta'ospect.

THE IXTERXATIONAL EXHIBITION.

S-TEEL CrXLEEY AND EDGE-TOOLS.

A\^SIT to the tool courts to thousands is not at all interesting. They
vrould rather see the jewels, the plate, the embroideries, the cunning

machine, and the huge leviathan, -which by a single stroke of its arm can
put a thousand engines in motion, and fill "thousands of mouths. We all

know a file, a gimblet, an axe, a hammer, a saw, a common grindstone.
We pass them by as common things. We know them as we know the
daisy and the buttercup. We ask for things uncommon, and, as in the
fabled case of Sir Joseph Banks, told by Peter Pind;\r, break oiu: shins in
the pui'suit of an 'Emperor of Morocco,' while neglecting to observe the
beauties of hiunbler butterflies. But how was this diamond made to reff eet

from numerous fleets its light ; how came this superb vase into existence ;

how -was this statue moidded ; how this machine, which surpasses in
power and dexterity human fingers, compressing weeks into hoiu-s ; how
these ponderous beams, and wheels, and cranks, which on the ocean set at
naught winds, and waves, and tides, making fools of all the triremes and beaks
ever floated from Greek or Roman dockyard ? Whence the power-loom

;

whence the spinning-jenny ? All from the tool. The tool differs from the
machine in this : the latter, to a certain extent, can do without man's care,

the tool requires all his care. The tool is an auxiliarj' to the hand ; the
machine is auxiliary to rest; but still the machine depends upon the
tool, and, in the end, to the excellence of the tool. We cannot bore holes

in iron or] wood with the finger ; we cannot cleave wood -with the fist.

The tool, imder whatsoever name, from the da^\ni of mankind to the pre-

sent moment, has been indispensable to man. Tools, of course, before the
discovery and use of metals, were of the rudest diseription. The first needle
may have been the spine of a thorn, the first hammer a stone, the first awl
the quill of a porcupine, the fh-st knife the splinter of a flint stone, the fu-st

file the outer shell of the cuttle fish, and the first fish-hook a bone from
the jaw of one of the finny tiibe. Then came the golden age.—rather ,a

miserable age we take it to have been, for who coiUd chop sticks to profitable

account -with a golden hatchet ? Then came the age of silver, not a bit

more happy, except that ladies could have looking-glasses r.-.-de of the

metal ; then the age of bronze, more degenerate, considered by the poets,

but infinitely more advantageous to the human race. With the iron age,

despised by the poets, commenced civilisation. Gold, and silver, and
bronze, were, for all practical purjioses, except those of ornamentation, at a
discount. With the discovery of iron, man began to subdue the eai-fh.

And so the Celt, abandoning his flint arrow-heads, and the Roman his

bronze spear-heads, was greater match for wolf and bear, or human foe.

The hatchet was stronger, the hammer hea-vier, the lever more inflexible

;

and thus forests were felled, and wild animals destroyed, and the spade and
the plough called forth in their turn abundance from sterility and desola-

tion. The an-ril now—it is a clumsy-looking thing ; we do not believe that

it has received a single improvement but one, and that a slight one, for

two or three thousand years. It is, so to speak, a passive tool or instru-

ment, receives all the hard blows, and, as an active one, returns them -with

interest, WTiat would have become of the world -without an anvil ? Use
basalt, granite ! Nonsense. The hardest natural body known, except iron,'

would not, -within reasonable limits, stand the repeated blows of a village

smith, to say nothing of the single blow of a Nasmyth hammer.
With the anvil for a starting point, we enter the Sheffield Court. Shef-

field, of course, has not the monopoly of the anvil ; but, as we have a few
jottings to make respecting tools and cutting instniments, and as these

have been manufactm-ed in Sheffield ' from an age to which no mau"s me-
mory reaches,' we give the capital of Hallamsliire the seat of honour. To
the an-ril, more or less, we are indeljted for the initi;d form of evei-y article

in hardware here exhibited. Of the anvil itself there are several exccUeut

representatives, fiiced with inch and half-inch steel, diffi'ring nothing in

form fi-om the old-fashioned ones, except in having the face sUghtly beveled

on each side, fi-om about h.alf-way between the breeeh and the beak, an
advantage to the smith, who, on the usual anvil, sometimes cuts asunder

inadvertently the bar he may be hammering. Docker & Onion, of Bir-

mingham, and othei*s, exhibit anvils, and the indispensable bellows, to tu-ge

fm-ther heat to the forge. Granted, the hammer and hand, the roaring fire,

the sturdy anvil, let us look aroimd for results.

In the hardware courts we behold iron and steel in the rough, straight,

bent, twisted, coiled up like a snake, and tied like a knot at the end of .i

sewing thread. We have the metal before us fractured, that we may see

its crystallisation ; curved, that we may see its pliability ; rolled out in

slieets and di-awn into wires, that we may see its ductility and obechence to

the forces which man brings to bear upon it. It would fill our columns for

weeks were we to give the detail of aH the objects in iron, great and small,

in the International Exhibition. At present we confine our notice to small

but important things— to tools.

In hammers, we have them of every size and form, big enough to split a
rock, or weld a chain cable ; small enough to rivet the most delicate -wire in
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Iiorolo^ or jewelry. Good hiinimcrs, for masons and minors, are tipped

with steel ; and so also the spades, pickaxes, and other tools rcqnired by the

miniT. The liammer leaves the artielo in a rough state. It mnst be

smoothed, polished, rounded, or squared, to answer its final purpose. Here,

for tile first process, we require the file. Of eourse the turning lathe can lie

employed in certain oases, but this is a younger brotlior of tlie file, doing

his work in a different liishion. 'I'lie fde may square the eirole, and, in .a

rude way. eirole the square, (rood filis must lie of tlie best hardened steel,

hand made. The iuniinieralile ]iarallel and diagonal grooves in a file are

made liy thi' lianil. tool working upon tool. Attempts have been made to

make files by iiiaehinery, but not greatly to tile satisfaction of tlie praetical

mechanic who had to use them. Tlie stuff is too soft. Here, for once, the

hand lias beaten the macliine. Cammel & Co., .Shortridgo, Howell, & Co.,

Tiirton & Suns, all of Sheffield, exhibit file.s of all sizes and sliapes, round,

square, triangular: rougli euougli to eliminate the ugliest bump, smootli

enough for the nicest process in wateh-makiug.

As to eilge tools, the display is manifold and excellont in the Sheffield

and luirdware courts. The catalogue of the Commissioners leaves one in

doulrt as to what they consider edge tools and blimt tool.''. In botli cate-

gorifs they mention pins and fisli-liooks. The one and the otlier have a

point whieli may bo doomed equivalent to an edge. But of needles and

pins and tlie like we may liave to speak hereafter.

Awls, brad-awls, packing-needles, piercers, bodkins, &o., rank among
edge tools. So do screw-drivers, and chisels, and gimblots, and gouges, and
saws, and cork-screws, horse-shoe nails, and more things with points, teeth,

and edges tlian we can well enumorato. In the presence of these edge tools

one can oonjm-e up, if so disposed, all the instruments of tortiu'o ever devised

by man to intimidate or repress his follow. We say nothing of nippers,

pincers, wrenches, and the like, their name being legion ; but there are

things of a bright polish, and \vith sharp points and edges, suggestive to

such as love to road or to write about the dark and middle ages. A table-

knife we do not so much dread, l>ut here we have the bowie-knife, and the

dagger—a frightful ' bare bodkin ;

' the sealpiug-knife, and other knives

which one woidd not wish to meet a man in auger bearing aliout with him.

There are saws of all sliapes and sizes, some suggesting the butcher, otliers

the surgeon ; but the temper of the metal and the finish of the workmnn-
ship, are good in every case. The ripping, tenon, and panel saws will

engage the attention of the joiner and cabinet-maker. There is a huge
circular saw exhibited by Eadon & Sons, of the President Works, iSheffield.

It aiTests attention on account of its great diameter (86j inches), and the

pecidiar form of its teeth. It tears asunder and slices at ouee, would make
niinee-meat of a megatherium in a trice, aud get through the trunk of a

Pi/ii's Vutylasii of liritish Cohunbia, in less time, probably, than we have
taken to write this paragraph. We need not say that the teeth of s.aws are

cut in such form as will enaV'le them to do their particidar work. The
herbivora, and curnivora, and omnivora, are not better known to the natu-

ralist by their teeth, than a saw is to a mechanic by the same testimony.

The screws exhibited for building and mechanical piu-poses deserve to be
noticed. The screw, in one sense, is a tool, in another, it is passive as a

nail, driven into the timber by the blows of a hammer. As a tool it has to per-

form various functions in machinery, and here the regxdar turn and smooth-
ness of the thread is important. In the Sheffield Court will bo found
numerous examples and illustrations of the screw as a mechanical motive
agent, and as the subject of such an implement as the screw-driver. In
edge tools cutting by a direct or circular motion, we have examples in the

common knife, in the scythe, and the siekle. The pen-knife and the razor

are represented in forms manifold. In most cases, however, of cutlery of

this sort, and even in the ease of saws, the handle has been made more of

than the blade. Ivoi-y and silver, buckhorn and polish, we can recognise ;

the temper of the blade we can know only through use. Again, in the .Shef-

field Court, have to be noticed .shears aud scissors, of various forms and
dimensions. Some of the former are large enough for any Goliath of a
hedger, some of the latter small enough for the tiniest of the handmaidens
of Queen Mab.
On the whole, the tools and cutlery in the Sheffield Court commend them-

selves to the visitor by their neatness and finish. There is no attempt to

make the usefid succumb to the elegant, or to hide bad workmanship by
ingenious devices. Slieffiold, by its skill and integrity, will always be able
to hold its owu. In the excellence of its manufactm'o it is well represented
by such firms as Messrs. Firth cfe Sons ; Jackson, Newton, & Co. ; Mushet &
Co.

; Parkin, Thomas, &c. of Sheffield, aud Buck, of Newgate .Street, London.
More by way of general postscript, than pertinent to anything' v;e have

already written, we would venture to express an opinion, that tlie awards of
the jurors, delivered in the middle of a trial, as it were, have had a disheart-
ening effect upon exhibitors. In many cases exhibitors have left their goods
to the care of the Commissioners, paying their weekly quota for dusting, &c.
At many stalls where there wore attendants to give information to the
enquirer respecting an invention or an improvement, there are now none.
The present is most likely the last Exhibition which will take place in this
country on similar conditions. The public have been invited to pronounce
judgement upon the jury and medal system. We have no doubt as to the
nattiro of the public venlict.

INTERNATI0N.4L EXHIBITION,

THEEE is so much to rivet onr attention upon the walls of the picture

galleries in the International E.xhibition, that jMr. Treloar can scarcely

lie surprised if nine people out of ten fail to notice the valuable piroperties

of his CocoA-NuT Mattixg on the floor. We are all conscious that wo have
passed through the galleries in comfort, without any annoyance from dust or

noise, even on the most crowded days, Init the large majority of visitors have
to be told the reason of it. Tlie efficacy of the cocoa-nut matting had

, abeady been fully tested, and the Commissioners only joined in the public
appreciation of its merits, when they chose it for covering tlie floor of tbi'

I
galleries. Other specimens of Mr. Treloar's maiiufactiu-es stand prominently

I out from amongst the fine works which make up the octagon trophv in the

nave, jointly occupied by several exhibitors; and in the archways at the
head of the staircase leading to the gallery of Architectural Drawings, the
same manufacfiu'er displ.ays several fine varieties of his goods. We see

there specimens of Indian matting of divers designs, and plain and coloured
cocoa-nut matting, all characterised by the like excellence of workmanship
and material.

Whilst at the head of this staircase, wo may as well also direct attention

to Mr. Brucciani's famous Plasteu Casts. Those from natural foliage are
finer than any hitherto produced, and are perfect in their representation of
every fibre ami vein. They are not modiUd from leaves and then cast, but
cast direct from the natural objects. Our readers wiU thus understand the
excessive care and patience which must have attended the work, and the
value which the works possess, after the attainment of success in the opera-
tion. In order to preserve the utmost surface-delicacy, the lines formed at

the junction of the different parts of the moidd are retained. To the
student, desiring practice in free hand drawing, and in light and shade, wo
cortUally recommend them. Casts from the small antique bronzes in the

British Museum, are also shown, and reproductions of several well-known
fragments of classic art. In the latter branch of the business, Mr. Bruc-
ciani's works have long held the highest place, and have been deservedly

esteemed by all art-students. His reproductions of natural foliage deepen
the obligation they are under to him. Their utility is on a par with their

excellence.

Lining the walls of this same staircase are several specimens of On.-CLOTH.

Mr. G. F. Downing, of Knightsbridge, .shows a fine piece 10 yards wide,

without seam or join. Messrs. Kindon & Powell, of Swan Street, Old
Kent Road, display Floor Cloths in various styles,— mosaic-pattern, mar-
quoterie-pattorn, aud carpet-pattern, together with screen panels, railway

carriage roof linings, stair carpet linings, &e. Messrs. Hawkesworth, of

Doncasfer, have likewise a good assortment. Their patterns, they state,

are painted soliiUy on the canvass, and then pressed into the fibre, thus

preserving the design and the coloiu's, after the actual surface is worn away,
and meeting, with a welcome improvement, a" well-grounded ^objection to

the use of ordinary oU-cloths.

Passing again into the south-eastern transept, we are attracted by the

fine CHnuNEY-PiECE, by Messrs. Jackson & Sons, of Rathbone Place. It is a

handsome piece of decoration in the Renaissance style ; but the object of its

exhibitor is to display the applicability of Carton Pierre for architectural

enrichments. Its great advantages are, its lightness and the sharpness of its

detail, to which may also be added its fi'eedom from liability to break off in

detached pieces, and to shrink through heat. Almost every architect is

aware of the excellence to which Messrs. Jackson & Sons have brought the

manufactiu'e of the material, and the different examples of mouldings, cor-

nices, centre-flowers, and ceiling-compartments which surround the principal

object, justify the extensive employment of it.

Another weU known manufacturer occupies a neighbouring bay in this

transept. Mr. Magnus has now, for nearly twenty-five years, devoted no
ordinary talent and energy to the perfection of the manufacture of Enameled
.Slate. He has not only overcome great difficulties in the manufacture, but
he has bi'ought his material safely thi'ough aL the pirejudioes and fears

which attended its introduction, and caused it to be recognised as an im-

portant and valuable art-industry. A. quarter of a centiu'y ago, slate was
only used for roofs ; now we have slate cisterns, slate paving, slate billiard

tables, baths, hall tables, wash-stands, chimney-pieces, staircases, doors,

altar-tablets, clock fronts, door-plates, dairy fittings, chess and other table

tops, columns and pilasters, together with other articles far too numerous to

enumerate. For many, if not all of these purposes, it has been introduced,

not only into the palaces of European sovereigns, but into the more exclu-

sive seraglio at Constantinople. There is scarcely a house now built but
contains some object executed in this material, which our fathers never
dreamt of fashioning with it. Its extensive adoption is mainly, if not

entirely, the result of Mr. Magnus's unremitting labours, and the im-
provements which he has, year after year, added to his original invention.

Enameling on metal is comparatively easy when compared with the same
operation upon slate. Tlie greatest care is necessary, not only in heating

the slate, but also in subsequently cooling it after the appUcation of

the enamel. Nothing but a long coui'se of study, the experience of years,

and trained workmen, coidd have enabled Mr. Magnus to have attained

such successful results. They, as well as the difficulties he has safely passed,

may well be measured by the attempts of his imitators. All kinds of marbles

are imitated in a siu-prising manner by floating mineral colours upon a fluid

prepared to receive them. There is abimdant proof in Mr. Magnus's com-
partment that the rarest and most elaborate stones are no obstacles to the

skill of his workmen. The imitations of Florentine work might deceive a

practised eye. All the specimens show a degree of polish which marble

neither bears nor retains as wiU the enameled slate. The dampness of a

room does not affect the polish ; the heat is equally powerless against it. The
enamel does not chip even so readily as marble ; it does not blister or crack

like marbled wood. It will stand in all climates equally well. The qua-

lity of the enamel, and its consequent durability, is the same whether applied

in'plain polished black to the dining room of a tradesmau, or in highly

ornamental design to the apiartmeut of a sovereign.

For larders and daii-ies, the plain polished .white surface ensures cleanlineBS-

and a cool cleanly appearance. As the application of theenamel is one of the

most important features of the manufacture, it is as necessary to have the

result of experience and skill in plain, no less than in works of an orna^

mental character, and we have both applied to every branch of enamelled

slate, in Mr. Magnus's contributions.

In the I'ear of Mr. JIagnus's compartment, we find Mr. Thomas's

CmitKET-PiECE AND ORNAMENTAL Geate. It is bcautifuUy designed and
soulptiu'od, and the various accessories are in posfect keeping with it.

Culoiu-od tiles are introduced between ormolu mouldings on the grate, aud
likewise in the hearth ; small figm-cs are placed over each jamb, and a little

medallion of Red Riding Hood, in high relief, occupies the central

position. The coloxu-ing of the wall is green and violet, and the cornice

of the room is as exquisitely modelled as the marble is carved.

Mr. Bonceau, of Warren Street, likewise exhibits specimens of marble

chimney-pieces in two or three different styles.,'
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Mr. Gomm illustrates, on a cliimney-piece, the little history of the

' Cock and the Jewel.' We cannot see the appropriateness of it to a

chimnev-piece. It is most elaborately carved in Caen stone, but the dust

would accumulate most annoyingly in its deep undercuttings. No house-

maid could keep it clean, and nine out of ten would soon giye it a mutUated

appearance. The earring is good, but it ought, in order to be preserved,

to be placed under a glass shade.

We hare in a former number mentioned JIi'. Mitchell's marble chimney-

piece. Over it there is an interesting collection of some twenty or thirty

marbles in slabs and pUlars.

Mr. Hartley's marble chimney-piece would have been better we fancy, if

some one else had designed it. It is made of grey marble -with wliite

figures and enrichments. Its size alone, some 6 ft. high and 8 ft. broad,

and the fine execution bestowed upon it give it a certain importance, and
deserved a more carefully studied design.

Crossing the transept, -we come upon a model of a pair of cottages, exhi-

bited by the Central Cottage Improvement Society. The objects of this

Society are to furnish plans and specifications for suburban dwellings for arti-

sans, and in fact for all kinds of labourers, whether in town or coimtry. The
Society has likewise, as a further and complete illustration of their suggestions,

erected a pair of cottages on a piece of vacant ground opposite the eastern

entrance to the Exhibition. A careful examination of them may be advan-
tageous tomanv architects. It was recently remarked, that an architect, who
Gould design a nobleman's mansion, often failed to give the requisite accom-
modation and comfort to the dwelling of the labouring man. To economise
the space, and to give the maximum of accommodation with the minimum of
outlaj', are the great things required, so that comfort maj' be given to the

poor man without seriously taxing his pocket for it; and so also that

properly constructed buildings may bring in a f;iir return for the capitalist's

outlay. The labourer cannot afl'ord to waste anything in his domestic
arrangements, nor can the architect in the arrangement of his home. The
Society has done good service in demonstrating the possibility of erecting

compact dwellings, well warmed and well ventilated, which are worthy of

being called honus. The Society exhibits a variety of designs, adapted to

different requirements, some detached, some semi-detached ; and they invite

public attention to their museum in Arundel Street, where books and papers
bearing on the subject of labourers' dwellings are to be had. This is, in our
opinion, as serviceable as fui'uishing a few designs at a cheap rate, because
the difficulty of most architects lies rather in theu' ignorance of what is essen-

tial in a cottage, than in any inability to provide it.

Turning round, our eye catches some improved tUes, exhibited by Mr.
C. 0. Fison, of Stowmarket, Suffolk. In the first place, there are some
excellently made vJiitc pantiles, especially useful where a cool roof is re-

quired. Then there are perforated tiles for papermakers, and some im-
proved kUn-tiles. These latter are far superior to a metal drying floor.

By the peculiar form of the perforations no stoppage of the holes can
possibly take place, and the greatest draught is obtained. Thi-y are ex-
tensively used by many of the most eminent brewers and maltsters in the
kingdom, and will, no doubt, be even more generally employed, now that
their advantages are so prominently and publicly exhibited.

Adjoining Mr. Fison's stand there is a model of an ingenious 'Self-
ventilating ' Skylight, by Mr. Nixon, of Kettering. It dries up all damp,
can be shut off at pleasure, and, if left open, excludes the wet. Mr. Nixon
.also shows a method of cheap glazing adapted for gi-eenhouses, cottages, &c.

THE GLASS IN THE EXHIBITION.
7T'HEEE is perhaps no other section of this immense show in which that

i beauty which is ' a joy for ever' is so fully illustrated as in the glass

ware. Jewellery is, after all, nilgar, and soon palls. Porcelain may be
Tery beautiful, but its beauty, while it endiu'es, is of a fixed imchanging
type, and it is not impervious to the assaults of time. Glass, on the other

hand, may vie in colour with emeralds and rubies, may approach even to the

lustre of the diamond, may rival porcelain in loveliness of form and orna-

ment. To all these merits it adds a Protean faculty of change. The wine
of amber or of deep blood-red endows the goblet with a novel aspect.

Each passing sunbeam reveals new chai'ms, and crowns it with a new glorj'.

And then its beauty is so pure and imperishable that

Age cannot wither it, nor custom stale

Its infinite variety.

The English glass in the Exliibition is really a delightful study. I do

BOt mean the large and pretentious articles, such as the prismatic mirrors

or huge ehandelieiis. For the most part, these things disclose an utter

ignorance of the style of art suited to the material. They ai'e generally far

too heavy and elaborate, and overdone with decoration. The same faiilt is

observable, but only in a slight degree, in the household glass, some oi the

manufacturers being unable apparently to comprehend how pecidiarly

applicable to glass is the maxim that beauty is 'when unadorned adorned

the most.' There is one pair of chandeliers with bowls of ground glass

of the most simple shape, and destitute of any ornament save a

slight Etruscan pattern rummig round the bowl, which may be taken

as a model of what such things should be. The household glass,

however, is the pride of the collection. Carafes and claret jugs, goblets,

glasses, and tumblers of the most bewitching designs abound. Some
of these may be recommended to the teetotallers as agents of

more influence than John Gough. They are so beautiful that merely
to look at them would be a greater treat than to drink out of

them— at least, if Gladstone claret and Cape sherry were the beverage.

Indeed, a man of extreme refinement might hesitate to stain their trans-

lucent pm-ity even with the pui-ple of the grape— that is, unless he were
veiy thirsty. Dobson & Pearce, Phillips, Copeland, Pellatt, and other
eminent firms, are profuse in contributions to this section ; but, I believe, a
great number of the exhibitors are only dealers, and that the manufac-
turer to whom credit is due for many of the finest tilings is Webb, of Stour-
bridge. Messrs. J. Millar & Co., Prince's Street, Edinlnu-gh, have a case

filled with very beautiftd specimens, for which the jiu-y has awarded him

an honom-able mention. Amongst other articles, there are a couple of tazze

bearing engraved designs— the one of the Aurora, fi'om the Kospigliosa

Palace at Home, and the other of a frieze from the Elgin marbles—which,

from the exquisite beauty of the engraving, would have weU deserved a medal.

Dobson & Pearee exhibit, undoubtedly, the gi'eatest number of high-class

specimens of engraved glass. One of their tazze has been sold for 250
guineas, which is said to be by far the greatest price paid for a single and
very small piece of modern glass-work. Some of the manufacturers dis-

figure their glass by studding them over with knobs of glass, which are

sometimes plain and sometimes coloured. As a novelty in glass decoration,

Powell & Co. show vases of double glass, the outer one of pure flint and
the inner stained to resemble dark serpentine marble. Between the two
are placed lightly printed photographs of statues, flowers, &c., which appear
as if engraved on the glass. A similar, but very coarse and vulgar, plan is

adopted by some of the Austrian manufacturers, who show vases and tazze

of double glass engraved and coated with quicksilver between, so as to have
the look of chased silver work. Altliough there are isolated examples of

much merit, the Venetian and Bohemian glass is not equal to its reputa-

tion. Except in point of colour, the latter is, indeed, very poor. The
French collection of glass is miserable

;
yet the jurors have, out of thirty-

three medals, of which only nine go to England, given eleven to France.

The shifts to which they have been put for a pretext for such awards may
be imagined from the fact that, with scarcely an exception, the French
medals are given for champagne bottles and window panes. This is, of

course, quite of a piece with the .system which has assigned either a men-
tion or medal to nearly one out of every two exhibitors, and which has,

consequently, rendered the awards veiy much of a farce.

The British show of stained glass is scarcely satisfactory. The designs
arc, as a rule, of slender merit, and the colouring is thin and harsh. Nor is

the foreign display much better. The Belgian school is represented imper-
fectly, and the Dresden school (the best probably in Europe) not at all.

The French stained glass I do not think superior to our own. The best
specimens of English work in this class are xuidoubtedly those of Messrs.
Harilman, of Birmingham, to whose zealous researches and experiments the

art is much indebted. Tlieir windows are pure in design, rich and harmo-
nious in colour, and of finished execution. Messrs. Field & Allen, of

Leith, have received a medal for a window intended for the hall of a man-
sion. The design is composed of allegorical masks and figm-es, mixed with
scrollwork and foliated ornamentation, in the Italian renaissance style,

and is extremelj- effective. Messrs. J. Ballantine & Son, Edinburgh, exhibit

a number of windows, which have been already described in the Scotsman.
After the crooked necks, dislocated limbs, and distorted attitudes which
ajipear in some of the neighbouring windows, it is refreshing to the eye to

rest upon the easy, natural forms of Mr. Ballantine's compositions. In the

true spirit of a thoughtful artist he has always kept in view the important
principle which he laid down in his admirable treatise on p.ainted glass:

—

'In the application of painted glass windows, the purpose and character of
the building ought always to be considered. It is not necessarj' that the
dim religious light so desu-able in the chiu-ch should be transferred to the
boudoir or di-awing-room. In the windows of a palace, for example, nothing
could be more appropriate than a series of monarchs arrayed in regal robes,

and accompanied by other emblems of state. For the windows of a literary

and scientific institution, representations of such men as Newton, Watt, and
Bacon would be pecidiarly suitable ; while emblematic devices, illustrative

of the progress of mind or of civilisation, simply treated and easily under-

stood, would always prove interesting and attractive.' This idea is ably
canned out in the emblematic window for the National Bank of Scotland,

and in the portrait windows for Bantaskine House and the Free Church
Presbytery Hall. The Bantaskine window is an admirable production.

The figures are life-like and unconstrained, and the frame-work is adapted
to the outlines in a very skilfid manner. Tlie colour is .soft, brilliant, and
harmonious. One of the great merits of Mr. Ballantine's windows is cer-

tainly that they transmit light, which is more than can be said of some
rival productions.

—

Scoismun.

SKW PARK FOR NORTH LONDON.

A PROSPECTUS has been issued, which proposes to supply a great public

want, and will, if carried out, form one of the most beneficial works that

have been projected for some time. The value of healthy recreation and
outdoor amusement to the denizens of London cannot be over estimated, and
though the East and West Ends have their parks, the North of London is with-

out grounds for recreation and amusement. To remedy this defect, the North
London Park and Land Company has been organised. In doing this, the pro-

moters of the scheme have disclaimed any intention of rivalry with the Crystal

Palace, which they speak of as ' an unrivalled temple of art and instruction,

conferring great social benefits on all classes of the community.' Their object

is to provide for a vast population healthful amusements and pastimes, and,

for those wiio desire it, useful information and instniction.

The North London Park Company have ab'eady secured possession of

458 acres of land adjoining the AVood Green Station of the Great Northern
Railway, which commands picturesque views of the surrounding country,

extending over five different counties. This estate is about five miles from

London, and within half an hour's drive of the Regent's Park. As the

station of the Metropolitan Railway at Holborn will be shortly opened, the

park will be rendered ea.sy of access. The land which has been purchased

for this scheme at £400 per acre, wiU be divided into portions of about 200

acres, to be used as a p.ark, with gardens and ornamental grounds, &c.

The surplus land will be let on building leases. On the hill, near the

Station, will be erected an inexpensive building, which will be used as a

music-hall, and we understand this building will he connected with the

park by means of a rustic covered way. Refreshment rooms and other

buildings will be added from time to time as the pulilic may require. Space

wiU be devoted in the grounds to aU manner of healthy open air exercises.

The company intend to give prominence to the following features: —En-
couragement will be given for the formation of a Museum of Agriculture

on the grounds, and they propose to invite the aid of the Royal Agricultiu:al
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Society of England for this piirposp. This jihin is, in our opinion, verj'

practicable, and may be made of great utility to the visitors of tlie park.

The objects of this mnseuni will also extend to entomology, ornithology,

chemistry, and tlio other sciences, so far as they may affect agriculture,

floriculture, horticulture, and botanj-. It is intended to devote a portion of

the ground to the acclimatisation of foreign animals, birds, and plants;

and assistance will be given to the Apiarian Society, by affording them

space to illustrate their mode of the culture of bees. This will be a pecidiar

and interesting department, and we hope will meet with the encouragement

it deserves. Besides these, there will be a spacious archery ground, and a

garden adjoining the principal buiUling will bo assigned to the cultivation

of herbs, and other botanical productions. A lake will be formed for the

purposes of bathing and swimming, as well as for the letting of boats. It is

also piroposed to give a classified and descriptive collection of English birds,

and extensive gi-ounds will be set apart for the noble .Saxon game of cricket.

Not the least attractive feature of the plan is the proposed circulating

libran,' and news-room, which may become an acceptable retreat to

visitors. There will bo other appropriations of land, such as conservatories,

a deer park, for the preservation of deer, game, &c., where the reai'ing of

rare and curious waterfowl will be encoiu^ged; a dairy
;
gardens to iCustrate

floricidture in all its branches ; fountains, gj'mnasia, hawking, and other

sports. A lecture hall will be provided, and picture and portrait galleries,

&c.—a novel inf induction, when we consider that one portion of the collection

of portraits will be entirely devoted to those men who have raised them-
selves from the working classes to emiuence, by their own exertions ; with
a short biography, detailing the salient points of their career. There will

also be model gardens of foreign countries, rustic buiklings, and lastly,

geologj- will claim especial attention.

We have given a brief outline of the proposed intentions of this spirited

company, and hope that in every particidar they may succeed, though we
fear that they have promised more than they will be able to perform. The
purchase money, £183,000, need not be paid until the 24th of June, 1864,
and in the mean time no interest is to be paid, but tlie company will have
the option of purchasing earlier. The prices of admission will be nearly
the same as those of the Crystal Palace Company : on Wednesdays, it will

be open exclusively to annual ticket holders, patrons, and life governors free,

and to the public at os. each person. Two days of the week, the charge
for admission will be Is., and another two "days it will be reduced to
sixpence, and on one d.ay it will be 2s. 6d. AVe hope that one of the
sixpenny days will be Saturday, when the working classes have greater
opportunities of visiting the park. Such a project, if carried out, will be a
boon, and we therefore wish success to the North London Park Company,
in their excellent undertaking.

DEVONSHTRE ASSOCIATION EOE THE ADVANCEMENT OF
SCIENCE, LITERATURE, AND AliT.

AT the meeting of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of
Science, Literature, and Art, on Friday week, Mr. W. Penoelly, F.R.S.,

read an interesting paper on

THE BOVEY LIGNITE DEPOSIT.

He said they found that the precise chronological position of the lignite
deposit at Bovey Tracey has long remained one of the most unsettled points
in the geology of England. This deposit first became the subject of scien-
tific enquiry about a century ago, when attention was called to it by Dr.
MiUs, Dean of Exeter, in a paper read before the Royal Society. The lig-

nite was, according to this paper, discovered in 1745; but Mr. Pengelly
referred to several facts to prove that its existence must have been known
much earlier than that date. The lignite was formerly used in large quan-
tities in an adjoining pottery ; but at. present very little is employed there,
and the offensive sulphui'ous smell which it emits dm-ing combustion causes
it to be used by none at present but the poorer cottagers in the neighbour-
hood._ Several verj- learned treatises have been wTittcn from time to time
on this deposit. In the spring of 1S60, Dr. Falconer made several visits to
Bovey, and the result of his investigation was a strong impression that the
deposit would be found to belong to the miocene period of geology. Dr.
Falconer introduced the subject to Miss Burdett Coutts, as one which, for
the credit of British gcologj-, it was desirable to have fully investigated.
Miss Burdett Coutts at once fm-nished Mr. Pengelly with the means of
undertaking this work, and with the cordial cooperation of Mr. J. Divett,
the proprietor, and the assistance of Mr. Keeping, the fossil collector of the
Isle of Wight, these investigations were very successfully carried out by
that gentleman, A great part of Sir. Pengelly's paper was occupied mtli
the detaUs of the work. The general result of Mi: PengeUy's investigations
IS, first that the Bovey Heathfield was anciently a lake of gi'eat depth, at
least thirty-five fathoms. Yet, in the opinion of Professor Heer. it must have
been a fresh-water lake

; so that the country must have stood at a much
higher level than it does at present, or a barrier existed between the lake
and the sea. The period represented by the Bovey beds must have been of
considerable duration, and of great tranquiUity. A long series of beds,
alternately vegetable matter and fine clay, succeed each other in scarcely
interrupted order. Thus these excavations of Jlr. Pengelly have settled the
vexed question of the age of the deposits; and, besides this,"have added forty-
eight new species of the fossil flora of this coimtry, of which twenty-six are
new to science

; recognised the first traces of animal life which the deposit
has yielded

;
detected another British fragment of the miocene pace of the

earth's lustory, which, until 18.57, was supposed to be totuUy unrepresented

overlaying them. Remote, however, as was the earlier of the two periods
represented, the great leading geological features of the district were pretty
much as at present. The Teign and Bovey rivers were then in existence
but instead of the latter being tributary to the former their mouths were
three miles apart, and both feU into the same deep, sluggish, fresh water
lake occupying the site of the present Bovey phiin, and guarded by Dartmoor

and the otiur liills which still constitute the prominent characteristics of
the district.

During the day. Mr. Pengelly read another paper on the age of the Dart-
moor gi'anite, which was well received.
A conversiu-ione WiiH heid in the evening. The walls of the room were

hung with pictures, by local artists, and specimens of photography, as weU
as busts and articles of ocrtir. Dr. Scott gave an able address,"in which
he spoke in laudatory terms upon

THE ENGLISH ABTISTs' TKEATJIENT OF CLOUDS.
He said :—

'
I believe English artists have treated clouds in the best manner

of any artists who ever lived. Compare it with the works of the Italian
school— Salvator, Poussin, or even Claude, the English stand highest in thia
particular. I may mention Turner in particular, because he is the king in
that point of art. His are remarkable clouds, and close studies of nature.
See in some of his pictures the cumuli gathering and deepening into the deep
gloom of the nimbus, telling of the coming storm ; or, in others, the clouds
distributing themselves, rising higher and settling into the cirri in countless
fantastic shapes and endless forms of beaut)-, .spotless as snow, countless as
they are fair. See how carefully they are worked into the landscape in aU
the great works of Turner. This entitles him to be styled the king of skies,
and to tliis is owing his marvellous effects of light and shade which form
the peculiar beauty of his pictmes. And this is not all ; look at the works
of Constable, some of ilr. Goodall's— to whom we are very much indebted
for this beautiful collection this evening— and ofStanfield? AVho can look
at his glassy seas and fleeting clouds and not feel out-of-doors? In fact, all
his are fine pictiu'cs, and the clouds first-rate copies of nature. Compare
them with the Dutch paintings. The latter smell of the studio ; while the
others make you feel out of doors, and you can feel the breeze as you look
at them. There is the light and the air and the blue fields of heaven in these
artists' pictures, and I felt proud in comparing them with any school in
Europe. I thought no other could compare with them, till I saw those at
the Exhibition, and then I confessed the genius of a foreigner. It was not
one from under southern skies ; but an artist of Scandinavia. It was a
marvellous production, iind established the artist's reputation in Europe.
There was nothing else like it that I am aware of. I confess I never saw
the sea painted till I saw the painting then by a Dane. That exhibition of
aU the best paintings in the country, mil do good.'

Tins GRQ-WTH OF ART.

Upon the growth of Art in this country, the speaker said :—'I think It is
an evidence of a growing interest in art that we have seen this society
attach to other objects of study the subject of art. That is another evidence
of the same feeling growing in this country. You remember the Exhibition
of 1851 ; there was no art department. What do we see in 1862?— a large
and spacious compartment devoted to the study of art. Let us hope and
believe that the subject of art is beginning to have due consideration. It
has often struck me as remarkably inconsistent that, wdiile we pore over the
books of Greece and study her poets, we leave her artists unexamined. We
do not train our youth to understand art and to appreciate the wonderful
lessons of the Greeks. Their paintings we hardly recognise, and time has
left us scarcely any record of them ; but there remains marble glowing with
Ufe and beautj-, though some have not 'the full figiire— perhaps only a torso
without limbs ; but what we have is instinct with Ufe, and we should teach
our youth to admire and appreciate the marveUous beauty of the art labours
of the ancient Greeks. Now, however, we have evidence that art is being
put in its true position. In conclusion, I ask what is that true position ?
Art is not the mere copying of form, though art is an iutellcctual pursuit,
and requires more than anything else an education in form, size, and coloiu-,

which more particuliu-ly demands an exercise of the observing powers ; it

requires that nature should be examined closely in every point of view.
But tliis is not the only object of art ; indeed this is its lowest function. It
has a fimction beyond that. Man is a whole being, endowed with faculties
to observe and appreciate form, size, and colom-; but endowed also with
feeUng and sentiment. We consider that the great function of art is to
elevate feeUng and ennoble sentiments peculiarly human. I beUeve there
is nothing more adapted to the elevation of the human mind than the study
of beauty. We are told by one of our sweetest poets—

" A thing of beauty is a joy for ever."

So to a fairly attired mind must be the study of Tiatiu-e.'

Sir John Bowrixg said he concurred with Dr. .Scott's remarks upon the
English artists' treatment of clouds.

THE SPIHIT AND PB0GEES3 OF AKT.

Concerning the .spirit and progi-ess of art, the hon. baronet said :
—

' The
spirit of art is rapicUy cUffusiug itself through the world. There may per-
haps be^ something presumptuous and personal in it ; but it is a great
satisfaction to me to compare and contrast what I see in this country with
what I left in the remotest parts of the remotest East. In China you study
uuprogressive man. You see most faithfidly represented the civilisation of
forty centuries ago. Art has remained in astate of absolute stagnation tiU
of late ; within a few years the Chinese have received a great impulse from
an English artist of great merit, named Skinner. In many parts of China,
however, European pictures were a cause of astonishment. " How does it

happen," the Chinaman says, " that you always paint one side of the face

black and one side white ? You come to the celestial land and look at our
faces, and you see both sides arc the same coloiu'." In Chinese pictures

there is no light and shade. It is only within the last twenty years that
the Chinese have looked a little more narrowly into objects ; but in many
of theu- pictures lately the light and shade is perfect, as also the perspective.

How true it is that we teach and learn from one another! From us, un-
doubtetUy, the Chinese have received much instruction with regard to form;
and we have learned a good deal from them as regards colour. Ten years
ago there was no green existing in this country that would stand the eSeet
of time. The paiutcr had no gi-een but what he made by mixing blue and
yellow, and that colour faded. Many most excellent pictures of oiu- most
eminent painters have thus lost their beauty. Artists used green with very
great hesitation, because they knew there was no green which woidd retain
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its brilliancy for any vory long period. But in China was discovered an

indigo green, and it"is the ground of colours of -which the ladies and others

n-ho hare 'seen them, are great admirers. We have certainly a

great many new colours for the purpose of adorning those who need

no adornment; but certainly they add to their attractions, if they

can be added to. Two have lately been added in consequence of observa-

tions connected with a snliject to which Dr. Scott h.ad referred. There is

nothino- higher than art. \Vhat we want the artist to consider, is his great

destiny and his great duty. "Why should he do this, and what is his object?

His object is to give perpetuity to that which is transitory' ; to record for

ever that which only appears to him for a moment ; to show the revelations

of the Deity in the period in which he lives, and to pass them down to all

coming time. Let him despise nothing ; there is no knowledge which he

will not find useful. I have been in the house in wliicli Michael Angelo was

born, and where he piu-sued his early studies. You will hardly believe that

that great man devoted much attention to the dissection of the human body;

but there ai-e representations of his in which he painted the bones of a body

first, then the muscles on the bones, next the skin on the muscles, before the

drapery was introduced. Not only did he attend to anatomy, but to geology

— of which the knowledge was then very imperfect and very little diffused

— and himself went to the quai'ries of Carnu'a, and studied the stone on

which he intended to operate, and out of which he produced such wonderful

works. There is the record of every chip he cut away from his own blocks,

and he himself assisted to raise them from their original birthplace. Not

only was he one of the greatest painters, but we know he was one of the

greatest architects, one of the greatest sculptors, and one of the greatest

poets. There are no verses in that beautiful language finer than some of

the fragments which Michael Angelo has left behind. This great man was
not only engaged in creating wonders, before which the whole world bows in

admiration, but he attended to aU the details which led to such results. I

saw in his own handwriting a record of a joui'ney from Tuscany to Rome, in

which he named every hotel where he rested, and the amount he paid for his

reception, and a description of the very beds in which he lay— details of

which even a British housewife might be proud. I mention these things to

show that art belongs to aU and to everything, and the artist's powers of

enjoyment are probably the noblest and the best gift that it is possible to

possess. I do not know what men and women live for unless to make each

other happy ; and I know no happiness greater than intellectual happiness,

the felicity of mind. To this the artist nobly contributes. He pours out a

cataract of wealth, and makes what may be called a Niagara to fill the world
with wonder. The artist lives but a day ; but his works are immortal.'

The speaker was much applauded, and the meeting then dispersed.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SOMIIRSET ARCHiEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

{From our own Reporter.)

THE fourteenth annual meeting of the Somersetshire Arehseological and
Natural History Society commenced on Wednesday week, at Wellington.

A temporary museum was held in the National School, in which several objects

of local and general interest were arranged. One of the most interesting

objects exliibited was a mosaic pavement from Carthage ; and there were a

number of fossils obtained from the neighbom-hood and other places, in-

cluding a fine ichthyosaurus.

THE AKNUAL MEETING.

The meeting was opened by the President (E. A. Sandford, Esq.), who
said the town was very much indebted to the Arehseological Society for

coming amongst them, and holding their annual meeting in that town.
The report, which was read by the Secretary, stated that the Committee

congi'atulated the members that the Society had not made a single retrograde

st«p during the year, except in their having delayed the publication of the
volume of proceedings for 1861 until the time for bringing out that relating

to 1862 — a step rendered imperative by the unfavourable state of the
finances of the Society, which was caused in a great measure l\v the irre-

gularity of the members in paying their subscriptions. The Report went on
to say that the interest taken" by"the public in the welfare of the Society
had been evinced by the presentation and deposit of articles of value and
rarity in the museum, whUe-the number of subscribing members had been
fairly kept up, the list now numbering 408 names, showing a diminution of
only three from last year by death and removal, &c. The limited income
at the disposal of the Committee had prevented them from making any
outlay during the year in any special archaeological investigation, with the
exception of the excavations made on the site of a Roman viUa at High
Ham, near Langport. In that case the Committee had great pleasure in
cooperating with members of the Society in the neighbourhood. A ground
plan of this villa (as far as it could be made out), and an accurate drawing
of the tesselated pavement, were executed mider the direction of the secre-
taries ; and by the kindness of W. W. Muncktou, Esq., a veiy valuable and
interesting collection of Roman remains and other relics from High Ham
and Curry Rivell had been deposited in their museum. The report farther
stated that, during the construction of theAVatchet railway, a large collection
of Roman British pottery was made by Mr. Jones, one" of the secretai-ies,
near Norton Fitzwarren, and presented to the museum ; and the circum-
stances under which they were discovered would imply the strong proba-
bility of the existence of a large manufactory of earthenware on that spot,
and the similarity in texture and pattern, as compared with potteiy found in
other places, would lead them (the Conmiittee) to suppose that a great por-
tion of the common ware used by the Roman Britons of the county of
Somerset was supplied from Norton. The fact that this extensive series of
specimens, so valuable for illustration, would in all probability have been
buried under the railway if the collection of them had been delayed only
twenty-four hours, afforded a suiBcient ground to the Committee for urging
mernbers of the Society to make prompt and careful observations wherever
works of that character were being executed.
The report was then adopted, and the financial statement read, which

showed a balance m hand of £19 lOs. Id.

Mr. F. H. Dickenson proposed that Lord Portman be chosen patron of

the society, that Neville Grenville, Esq., and Sir Arthur Elton be added
to the list of vice-presidents, and other nominations, all of which were

unanimously agreed to.

Captain Sahfoed, moved the following resolution:—'That this Society

pledges itself to farther the objects, and to promote the interests of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science, in connection with the

proposed meeting of that Society at Bath, and that the}' concur in the

memorial of the Maj'or of Bath to the Council of the Association, that they

should hold their meeting in Bath in 1863, or as soon as may be after.'

The resolution was accepted, and the President then observed, that though
they had not many antiquities in that neighbourhood to show their visitors,

they had then- beautiful Somerset churches. The church of Wellington was
a fine one, and had been restored under the late Mr. Proctor Thomas. As
regarded the alterations that had been made in that church, he (the

President) might say that the screen which had been destroyed might have
been presei-ved, if there had been an Archaeological Society in existence.

In the church was a cm-ious monument to a remarkable man. Chief Justice

Popham, who lay buried there. They would, on Thiu'sday, visit Oakham
Court, which he had been given to understand was extremely ancient.

Geologists would be interested in the neighbourhood, by the great mass of

limestone which had been raised up unconnected with any similar descrip-

tion of geological formation about it. The manner in which the strata had
been tossed and tumbled about showed marvellously the awful power which
Nature used.

The Rev. T. Hugo then read a paper on

CVNTNGTON PBIOET,

wliich was principally of a historical character. As to the architecture of

the church, Mr. Hugo said it was a restored specimen of Somersetshire Per-
pendicular, despoiled of its most interesting features, and was far surpassed

by many of the churches for which he said the neighbourhood was so widely
distinguished. Adjacent to tlie north side of the chancel, which is on that

side without windows, was a priory of Benedictine nims. Their chtu'ch,

according to Lelaud, was ' hard adnexid to the est of the paroche chirch.'

Very little was now to be seen of tliis structiu'e, as the vicissitudes which
the place had witnessed had all but obliterated the evidences of its earlier

tenants, and that which was stiU visible had carefully to be sought for among
those manifold alterations with which the successive holders, who cared little

or nothing for the ancient possessors of the place, had endeavoured to accom-

modate it to several requirements. A .short discussion followed the reading

of this paper, after which
Mr. J. H. Parker read a paper upon the Antiquities of Wells. The Rev.

J. R. Green followed, with an excellent and amusing paper on ' Dunstan at

Glastonbury.' Another article was read by the Rev. F. Waeee, for Mr.
Meade King, upon certain ancient entries made in the parish register of

West Monkton.

WELLINGTON CHVECH
was then risitcd, Mr. E. A. Freeman acting as cicerone. The church, he
said, was almost entirely Perpendicular. In a great number of churches in

the county, there were many vestiges of an earlier period, but there

they saw very few indeed. It might be, however, that there were other

portions which had not met his view. The east window, the niche at the

end of the north chancel aisles, which had been removed from its proper

place in the north aisle to the south porch, were parts of an earlier church

;

but these remains did not greatly affect the geuei-al character and outline

of the building. The mouldings of the door by which the visitors had
entered the chm-ch (the south door), were very curious indeed. The capital

mouldings of the arch in Early English, were very rough, and seemed like

imitations of the Wells mouldings. On a stone over the door were the

names of the churchwardens, with the date 1577, and most probably the

church was rebuilt at that period, using the old materials, which would
account for the old work brought in over the doorway. The cast window
also manifestly belonged to the very earliest days of tracery, the end of the

thirteeth century. With these exceptions, said Mr. Freeman, we simply

have a Perpendicular church of the usual Somerset style.

The dinner took place at the Town Hall.

In the evening a paper was read by Mi'. White on 'Notes of the History

of Wellington.' This was followed by a paper by the Rev. Prebeudaiy
Scabth on

EOJIAX EEMAINS AT CAMEETON.

which were found in 1814-15, from an unpublished MS., by the late Rev.

J. Skinner, rector of Camerton. The rev. gentleman exhibited a plan of

the lociility in which the remains were found, with a ground plan of the

chief building which had been laid open, A line of buildings, he said,

seemed to have run along the course of the fosse-way, very much after

the manner of our present villages. One of the buildings was enclosed by
a circular boundary wall, which contained a court floored with cement, com-

posed of lime and gravel. Within this enclosure the foundations of five

chambers had been laid open. The fii'st was entered !)y a doorway, which

seemed to have had two pillars at the entrance ; a small chamber was
attached to this room, and two small chambers were beyond it. At
the side was a chamber of hu'ge dimensions. In the flooring of this

a circular wall had been found, which seemed to indicate an

earlier erection. The entire length of the front wall of this build-

building was 80 ft. This formed the front, towards the road, and the area

was enclosed by the circular wall. In one of the small chambers had been

found an insci'iption which fixed the date of the building to a.d. 289. It

was but a fragment, but one of the consuls being mentioned, and the word
' coNDmrr ' occurring, left no doubt that it was built in the time of the

Emperor Carausius. The coins which had been discovered at Camerton

were of all periods of the Roman Empire, from Claudius to Valentinian.

Some fragments of sculpture had been found, and seven or eight different

kinds of jiottery, from the coarsest to the finest Samian. Some of these

were marked with the potter's stamp. Fragments of a millstone and a

mortarium had also Ijcen found, along with gypsimi and stones for pounding

or grinding. It was probable he (Mr. Scurth) thought that this might be
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tlie first posting station out of liatli, on the fosso-road, tlio distaiico being
Bevou miles troin ^ICtjuie 8olis. A larjio bamnv stands on the opposite side

of tlic fosse. Tliis liad been opened, 1)U| \iitliout any ivsult, as it appeared
to liavc been opened before; but in a (juarrvon lUe same side aneient graves

liad been diseovered, and their contents were deseriljed. They appeared to

he oKler than thi- Konian settlenieut, and seemed to be those of tlie primi-

tive inhabitants of the hind.

Mr. Hovii Hawkins read an interestingpaperon the Bone Cave at Wo(jkey
Hole. Mr. Cii.vui.es JIoore fullowi-.l, and Mr. W. A. SANroiiDsketelied the

history of tlie older geology of the Wellington district.

On Thursday morning a large jiarly, numliering upwards of one hundred,
started on an excursion to several places of arehajological interest in the

licighbourhood. Burlesconibe Church was visited. Tliis church stands on
the borders of Somerset and Devon, and the capital of the pillars singularly

possess, on one side, the peculiarities of Somerset, and on the other those of

Devon. Canousleigh, the remains of a monastery of the thirteenth century,

was visited, as were also the Quarries of Wittlesham. Mr. Saufokd hero
read a paper on the geology of the district.

Othi-r places of minor interest were visited, on Friday the party returned
to AVellington. and fliis concluded a very interesting meeting, far superior
to the ordinary annual gatherings of other local societies.

MEDI^V^iX, STAMFOED.

THE Stamford Mcrcuri/ lias thi> following interesting partiedars relative
to t)ic nuHliseval buildings of that town : —There "are still existing, in

Stamford, numerous remains of buiidings erected in the Middle Ages, the
great majority of whicli, however, are unknown to the antiquary or the public.
The sale of the household effects of the late Mr. M. W. Jackson, surgeon, in St.
Martin's, this week, has afforded an opportunity for examining some inte-
resting remains— those of the chapel dedicated to St. Mary JIagdalene, the
vaults of which are now known as the beer and wine cellars, the chancel
above as the back kitchen, and tlie room over the last-named, immediately
below the opeu timber roof, as the " nursery." The ground plan of the
chapel can be uumistakably traced. One "of the jambs of the western
entrance to the nave, containing the iron staples, remains ; the nave has dis-
appeared altogether; the form of the Decorated (fourteenth century) chancel,
however, being almost complete, but it has beeu considerably metamor-
phosed in adapting it for domestic use. The gable of the high-pitched roof
is surmounted by a erocketed tinial, the base of which exhibits a trefoil in
a sunken panel. The chancel was entered fi-om an ambulatory or aisle (now
perfect), the priest's doorway, pierced in the north waU, being blocked. In
the^ south wall are the remains of a sedilia and two aumbryes. For the infor-
maiton of those not conversant with the arrangements of places for religious
worship before the Eeformation, we may state that sedilia is the name for a
stone seat for the officiating priests during the celebration of mass. There
IS not an existing example in any of the Stamford churches. The position
of the sedilia here is the sill of the south-eastern window, where they are
frequently found in small churches. Aumbryes, or lockers, are recesses in
the wall, made for the preservation of sacred vessels. Those here are still
used, but for a very different purpose, the cook finding them a convenient
depository for unsightly trifles. Several aumbryes were foimd in the interior
of All Saints' church, when it was restored a few years ago, but these, with
two handsome holy-water stoops, were obliterated by the plasterer, in accor-
dance with instructions given by the committee! The garth, on the north
side, IS still enclosed by mediaeval erections; westward of wliich. and north-
ward of the ambidatory, are the kitchen, dormitories, and other offices. The
refectory would not be very distant from the lutchen ; it was probably east-
ward of tlie chapel, from which there was a communication southward, as
shown by a Decorated, or second pointed doorway (blocked) in Mr. Pollard's
passage. It would seem that there was a jJace of sepulture attached to this
chapel, as on the south side human bones were found dui-ing the occupancy
of the premises by the late Mr. Z. Pollard. The chapel in St. Martin's
having been dedicated to a saint of whose original impurity, but subsequent
repentance, faith, and piety the gospel speaks, and as many establishments
were termed in England, and other countries of Europe, for penitent females
who had lived a life of incontinence, it is probable that there existed here,
in the fourteenth centiu^', a • penitent females' home.' The most conspicuous
and earUest known of these establishments was that at Naples, founded in
1324, which woidd be coeval with the one at Stamford. They were all
kno^v-n by the name of Magdalene, and their chapels were dedicated to the
.saint of that name. On the west side of St. Martin's from the bridge to
Church Lane, stood the hospital of St. John and St. Thomas (for the recep-
tion of poor travellers), the Magdalene, and the House of St. Sepulchre. In
the last-named, pilgrims to the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem were enter-
tamed when journeying from and to the north.

FRENCH LOCOMOTIA-ES.
A MOXG the great number of locomotives rimning on the Northern Eail-
21 way of France are twelve of a class of which the makers, Messrs. Gouin
& Co., of Paris, have sent an example to the London Exhibition. These
engines are designed for working heai-y goods trains at moderate speeds
oyer considerable gradients. They arc outside cylinder-tank engines, -n-ith
eight coupled wheels, and weigh forty-three tons in working order. The
fire box, intended for biu-ning ' slack' coal, is entirely behind the back pair-
of wheels, and measures 4 ft. 10 in. long, and .5 ft. 10 in. wide on the fire
grate, the area of which is 28-2 square feet. The fire bars are exceedingly
thin, and h.ave very narrow spaces. The boiler is 4 ft. 4J in. in internal
diameter, and contains 356 tubes, lift. 6 in. long, and rather more than
19 ft. 10 in. in outside diameter, giving a total area of 1,559 square
feet. A large superheater is made on the top of the boiler, and through
tills the chimney is carried back horizontally, presenting 129 square feet of
drying surface, the chimney finally bending upward at a point nearly over
the foot plate. The cylinders are 18| of an inch in diameter, and the
pistons have an 18f-inch stroke. The coupled wheels are all 3 ft. 6 in. in

diameter. The tank contains 1,275 gallons of 'water, and there is room for
two tons of coal. The working pressure of steam is nine atmospheres, or
118 lbs. per scjuare inch. Tlie weight of the engine, loaded, is lOJ tons on
the front axle, loj tons on each of the two intermediate pairs of axles, and
11 tons ou the hiud axle, or 13 tons in all.

PETROLEUM—EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE ITS COJIPAEA-
TIVE LLLUMINATING POAVER WITH GAS AND CANDLES.

{From the ' Scientu-ic Ajueeican.')

ncmbeh III.

{Conchidedfrom par/c 127.)

IT is not the difference in price per gallon between two burning fluids, or
other agents employed in artificial illumination, that determines their

respective cost for use. One burning fluid, such as a mixture of alcohol
and turpentine, that costs only sixty cents per gallon, may be more expen-
sive than sperm oil costing one dollar and a quarter ; because the latter
possesses three times the illuminating power of the former. It is well
known that refined petroleum has lately cb'iven aU other bm-ning fluids out
of use, and one reason for this is its very low price. But, as we have
already stated, this cannot determine its economy; its comparative iEu-
minating power must also be known to form a just estimate of its cost.
Heretofore this has been unkno-\vn, but now we have a most valuable con-
tribution to science in the record of a series of experiments conducted by
Professor James C. Booth, and Mr. Thomas H. Garrett, of Philadelphia,
and^ published in a late number of the Jomaial of the Franklin Institute,
Various experiments were also made with flames of different shape in the
petroleum lamp, to determine which form gave the mo,st intense light with
the least quantity of oil. It was found that a clear, straight cut of the
n-iek gave the best results. The most common w.ay of trimming such lamp-
wiclcs is with an arched cut, to produce a flame shaped like a bow. With
a flame from a wick cut straight across, 2-576 gallons of oil gave a light
equal to 1,000 cubic feet of gas, while, -n-ith an arched flame, 2-846 gallons
of oil were requii'ed. Veiy great care must be oliserved in trimming the
-n-ieks of oil lamps, so as not to leave them ragged at the edges. A los.")

varying from four to twenty per cent, was observed with different trimmed
wiclcs._ Messrs. Booth & Garrett say ou this head, 'The best method of
obtaining the fidlest amount of light, is to trim the wick straight across,
and test the shape of the flame until it presents as even a top as
practicable.'

Kxpiriments were also made to determine the relative iUumiiiating power
of gas aud^ paraffine, spermaceti, and adamantine candles. It was found
that it required 35-53 pounds of paraffine candles to produce a light equal
to 1,000 cubic feet of gas; 41-16 pounds of spermaceti, and 47-18 of adaman-
tine. A very great loss of Ught results from permittmg beads of smoke to
accumulate on the ends of caudle -nicks. The relative cost to produce an
equal amount of light, is also given in the paper of Messrs. Booth & Garrett.
For 1,000 cubic feet of gas, the price in Philadelphia is ?2 10 ; for 2|
gallons of refined petroleum (at 45 cents per gallon) SI 07 ; for spermaceti
candles, §18 50; for paraffine caudles, gll 68; for adamantine candles,
Sll 75. There can be no question, therefore, judging from these experi-
ments of statistics, tliat petroleum is the cheapest kno-nii agent of artificial
light. -Against its common use, however, it may be said that it is dangerous,
being liable to explode. It is not, indeed, so dangerous as aleoliolic burn-
ing fluids, still it is dangerous when, by improper distillation, or the cupidity
of the manufacturer, the light volatile fluid called benzine is permitted to
remain in the oil. All petroleum lamps should be filled dm-iug day, and
the oil shoidd be kept in a cool place. The foUovring advice is given to
gas companies :

—'We leave it to gas companies to resolve this question, or
its alternative, whether the extraordiuary comparative cheapness of mineral
oil illumination wiU not stimulate invention to contrive ways of burning the
oil, or of making gas from it in a small way, so as to obviate every objection
to its use, and so supersede the use of company-made (coal) gas.'

Crude petroleum is exported in large quantities from the oil regions to
vai-ious places, where it is refined and rendered fit for common use. A large
number of refineries are situated in the vieiuity of New York, and other
places far distant from the soui-ees of supplj-. It is e-vident that all the
refuse of the refiuei-j- is just so much extra expense involved in carrying the
crude article, and it is reasonable to conclude that, if it were refined iu the
vicinity of the oil wells, where coal is abundant and cheap, a great saving
would lie effected. On the other hand, wo must take into consideration the
cost of transporting from the seaboard those chemicals used in refining.

These chemicals principally consist of sulphuric acid and caustic soda. The
acid is manufactured in various chemical establishments, and in the vicinity

of New York, in large quantities at Bushwick, L. I., in the extensive
chemical works of the Mayor of Brooklyn, Martin Kalbfleisch, Esq. A
number of refineries have been erected in several of the villages in the oil

regions. In distilling petroleum, a veiy light oil passes over at first, when
the heat is low. This is the liquid commonly called benzine, and is the
volatile dangerous fluid that lias been the cause of so many explosioms. It

is a powerful solvent, and wiU dissolve resins and gi-ease. The temperature
of the stiU is subsequently raised, and the whole of the petroleum is distilled,

leaving a residue of bitumen. The distilled product is afterwards agitated
in a vessel with wann dilute sulphuric acid, is allowed to settle, then run
off into another vessel, where it is washed with water. It is then agitated

with caustic soda in solution, washed in water, and submitted to a
second carefid distillation, which finishes the operations. If these are care-
fully conducted, the oil obtained will be nearly as colourless as alcohoL
Some specimens of petroleiun are rendered very pure by one careful distil-

lation. Various opinions exist among refiners respiectiug the kind of stills

which should be used. Oils of different specific gi'avities are obtained from
petroleum according to the temperatures to which it is subjected during
distillation. That which passes over at a temperature of 302° Eahr.,
according to the experiments of Professor B. SiUiman, jun., has a specific

gravity of -733 (tlu-ee lower than sulphuric ether) ; that which has been
obtained at 320° has a specific gi-avity of -752; that at 338° Fahr., '766;
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It 39'-° -800 •
'it 518° -854. Vmv alcohol has a specific gra-v-ity of -815.

As several eup'iou oils obtained from petroleum are lighter thau alcohol, we

can thus form a very correct idea of their volatile character.

\Ve will dose these articles by presenting some information relating to the

explosive character of petroleum. Laws have lately been passed in New

York and also in London, prohibiting the storage of petroleum, except in

l.uildinc; suitable for the purpose, and in situations where otlier property

is not endangered. This is right ; still several erroneous notions prevail in

the comnumity respecting this fluid, which deserve to be corrected. For

example, some persons believe that if a match is brought into contact with

tliis fluid in a barrel, the whole will e.xplode like a keg of gunpowder. This

is not the case. No hydrocarbon fluid will explode while in the liquid state. It

must fijst be evaporated, then mixed with seven or eight volumes of atmo-

spheric air before it will explode when a lighted match is applied to it.

Several weeks since, a committee of the Brooklyn City Common Council,

was appointed to search into the causes of a petroleum explosion which took

place in Williamsburgh, L. I., and to collect information on the explosive

nature of this fluid. They examined several witnesses, who gave their

experience, which we present in substance, on account of its scientific

value. .

Professor Eaton, of New York, stated that petroleum is not liable to

spontaneous combustion ; that the light gas which evaporates from the crude

material, on exposure to air, is vaporised naphtha ; that no benzine proper

is obtained from it; that the article called benzine, said to be distilled from

it, is not true benzine, and tliat various oils obtained from petroleum have

not been named by chemists.

Mr. Mowbray, a practical chemist, presented the following statement of

the parts of crude petroleum :

—

Naphtha, benzine or benzole, technically ' Light Ends ' .

Light oil, specific gravity 60° to 55° .....
Liglit iUnniinating oil, specific gravity 5-t° to 50° .

Medium illuminating oil, specific gravity 49° to 46°

Heavier illuminating oil, specific gra\'ity 45° to 40°

Heavy oil, precipitating paraffiue I'S when exposed to tempera-

ture of 40° Fahrenheit

Loss

15

12

10

25
20

12

6

Total 100

On the examination, Mr. L. B. Page made some experiments to show that

oils should not be ranked dangerous according to their specific gravity. His

apparatus consisted of a cup of water in which was inserted another cup of

the capacity of three ounces. Into this the bulb of a thermometer was
inserted, to indicate the degree of heat generated by a spirit lamp placed

directly under the cup containing water. The first experiment was with

refilled oil, at 50° Baume. AVhcn the thermometer indicated 118° the oil

commenced to vaporise, so that it would catch fire from a lighted paper

;

but it was not until 124° had been reached that the oil itself would take

fire when burning paper was applied.

The second experiment was with refined oil, at 43° which took fii-e

at 87°.

*

NEW UNITARIAN CHURCH, ISLINGTON.

OUR engraving this week represents the exterior of the fine church just

built at Islington for the Unitarians, which was duly opened on the 20th

inst. The name of ' Unity Church' has been given to this edifice, and belongs

to the congTcgation wliich has, up till now, assembled in Carter Lane Chapel.

Mr. J. C. Clarke, of Leadenliall Street, was the architect, and Messra. Axford
& Co., of Coleman Street, Cit}', were the contractors.

The chmeli has cost £10,000, of wliich £6,500 was produced by the sale

of the old chapel, and the remainder has been raised bj' subscription. Carter

Lane Chapel dates its existence nearly two hundred years ago, the founder
of the congregation being Matthew .Sylvester, who is said to have settled in

London about the year 1067.

The church is cruciform in plan, with nave, narrow aisles, transepts, and
a shallow chancel, or communion recess. It is entered at the western end
by lobbies, on one side through a porch, and on the other beneath the tower,

the pewing running right and left on passing to the eastern end, and returned
into the transepts with doors at each end of same. The nave is separated
from the aisles by light cast-iron columns, vrith ornamental caps, formed to
take each of the roof principals. The nave is divided by these columns into
four bays, the western end being filled by a liglit and open gallery, carried
by ornamental iron brackets on carved corbels. The chancel is semi-octagon
on plan, divided from the body of the church l)y coupled stone columns,
caressing a deeply moiUded-arch, the capitals and corbels being delicately
and effectively carved. The pulpit, standing on the right hand of the com-
munion recess, is of Bath stone tliroughout, the piUar and upper parts of
same having colotirs inlaid, partly in marble and alabaster, the panels on
pulpit sides having subjects carved in Ijold relief, representing the ' Sermon
on tlie Mount,' and ' John Preaching in the AVildcrness.' The chancel is

raised by two steps from the body of the chm-ch, with an ornamental rail and
standards, to separate the same from tlie eluireh, the paving being of rich
and deep colours, manufactured by Messrs. Maw & Co. The walls of chancel
are lined -nith Maw's tiling and slabs of stone handsomely illuminated
with the Lord's prayer and appropriate texts, the wliole being surmounted
by a stone capping, liaviug an illuminated text in the frieze. The organ
forms a bold featm-e at this end of the chm-ch, being, by the advice of Mr.
Jones, the maker, projected somewhat into the church. It is canopied in
harmony with the style of the building. There are five large stained glass win-
dows, and several smaller ones, which are contributed by various members
of the church— one representing the charge of Christ, to ' go and teach all
nations,' and also the disciples ' leaving all to follow Him,' which have been
placed there in commemoration of the ejected clergy of 1662. Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, & Bayere were the makers of these windows.
The exterior of the chiux-h has its principal elevation to the Upper Street,

the outline being broken and varied, on the one side a tower and spire rising
to a height of nearly one hundi-ed and twenty feet in the centre, tlio western
gable, with Its large four-Ught window, filled with tracery on each side, being

flanked with canopied and delicately carved two-light windows, the other side

having the entrance porch and staircase turret to enter the gallery. The

materials used in the exterior are wholly Kentish rag facings, with Bath

stone dressings, the entrances ha\-ing gi-anite polished shafts, deeply recessed.

The church will accommodate 600 persons, and bears throughout the

marks of an Italian treatment of the Gothic style. The minor details of the

lighting and heating have not been unattended to, the former being by coro-

nals oflight, suspended from the hammerbeams of the roof in tlie nave, and

by larger chandeliers in the transepts ; the heating being by hot water, laid

in the aisles under open and perforated gratings. Messrs. Peard & Jackson,

and Messrs. D. & E. Bailey, were the respective contractors for this portion

of the work.

NOXIOUS VAPOURS.

THE report of the Lords' Committee appointed to inquire into the injury

resulting from noxious vapours evolved in certain manufaetui-ing pro-

cesses has been published. Tlie following is the most important portion of

it:
—'The Committee think that it would be most desirable that the laws

respecting nuisances generally should be consolidated and made unifoi-m

throughout the country ; but whether this be practicable or not, there are

certain points on which amendment appears to them to be urgently required.

They recommend that t)ie provision of the Smoke Prevention Act respecting

oifensive trades should be made of universal application ; that gases evolved

in manufacturing processes from furnaces or chimneys should be placed on

the same footing as smoke from furnaces ; that full effect should be given

to the 23rd and 24th of Victoria, cap. 77, sec. 13 ; that medical inspectors,

when appointed, shoidd have the right of free access to all works productive

of noxious vapours at all hours when such works are in operation ;
that the

power on the part of the defendant, of demurriug to the jurisdiction of the

magistrate, shotdd be abolished, and if any appeal be allowed to the superior

courts, they would be inclined to restrict it to cases in which the magistrate

shoidd certify that thev involved questions of law fitting to be there heard

and decided. 'Wlule, however, the Committee think that the alterations

they have suggested will be found adequate for the more ordinary nuisances,

yet, looking to the very serious injury caused by alkali and other chemical

works of a like description, to the great extent of those trades, and to the

proved and admitted preventibility of any nuisance by proper precautions,

they concur -ndtli the manufacturers engaged in those trades, that they oght-

to be dealt with by special legislation. They do not hesitate to expres

their opinion that the Legislature should not attempt to prescribe the

specific process by which tlie nuisance should be prevented, but that a sub-

stantial penalty s'hould attach to the escape of gas or vapour dm-ing the

process of manufacture; that any person should be at liberty to sue for

such penalty ; and that it should be recoverable at quarter sessions, without

appeal to the superior courts, except in cases iu which the magistrate should

certify that they involved questions of law fitting to be there heard and

decided. But the Committee feel bound to record their opinion tliaf, for

the effectual suppression of this nuisance, it will be ni?cessary tliat inspectors,

properly qualified, should be appointed, who should at all times have free

access to the works, with or without notice, so far as may be necessary

for ascertaining that nuisance is effectually prevented, and who should be

officially charged with the' duty of enforcing the law ; and, without desiring

to imply any suspicion of the local authorities, they concur in the opinion,

expressed by more than one witness, that such inspectors, by whomsoever

appointed and paid, shoidd be wholly independent of all local control, and

removed as far as possible from aU local influence. The Committee have

reason to believe that, in framing a measm-e on these principles, Her

Majesty's Government will have the cheerful cooperation of all the most

respectable manufacturers engaged in the trades affected by it.'

PETROLEUM.

THE question whether Petroleum is or is not a nuisance has long been

agitated at Liverpool, and has been repeatedly proved to be a most

offensive one. At the Liverpool petty sessions, last week, an information

was laid against ih: B. Piatt, under an Act of Parliament, which says that

it shall not be lawful for any person to carry on, in any place other than a

building detached by 75 feet fi-om any other building, the distilling of tur-

pentine, or the manufacture of petroleum. This gentleman had evidently

overstepped the bounds of the law in not having his premises within the

specified distance. This case stands adjourned for a week.

At the Assizes for the town, a Liverpool merchant, of the name of John

Bigham, was indicted for causing a serious nuisance and injuiyto the public

health of Liverpool, by the storage of petroleum. Mr. Russell, who ap-

peared for Mr. Bigham, said that there were no less than seventy witnesses

named on the back of the indictment, and that he was not prepared to meet

the case at the present assizes. He asked, therefore, for a postponement

until the winter court. Mr. Littler, who appeared for the prosecution, said

that if the case were postponed a great deal of mischief and inconvenience

might be created. The nuisance was so great that, for the extent of a mile,

the domestic comfort and health of the inhabitants, in the vicinity of the

premises where the petroleum was stored, were greatly interfered with, and

the smell was so nauseous that horses lost their appetite in consequence.

Besides, there was also a danger from the explosive character of the oil.

On the other hand. Mr. Russell contended that the offensive smell did not

arise from the storing, but from the manufacture of the oil, and that though

the process of manufacture was conducted near the defendant's premises, he

had no personal interest in or control over it. Mr. Littler said he should

call on Mr. Bigham to enter into recognisances to appear at the next assizes.

In the meantime, however, should any serious or special damage arise from

the storage of the oil, the defendant would be held responsible. Mr. Bigham

was then finally bound over to appear, or forfeit £500.

At the Board of Health, a report was read by the Law Clerk, which

stated that the Health Committee could not effectually deal with the subject

of the memorial that had been presented to them by the inhabitants of
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Toxteth Tai-k, umU'r tin- summai->- povci-s confi-nvil by tUo Liverpool San-

itary Act, of 18-lG. The report says: — ' Assuiniug that e\'idenco can be

adduced that eftliivia thrown off from petroU'um or its products, wliereof

complaint is made, are a nuisance, it can llierefore only be dealt with under

the cDnimou hiw by an action at tlie instance of parties aggrieved, or by

criminal proceedings by way of indictmeut. which would involve consider-

able expense ; and the town-elerk submits for llie consideration of the

Health Commitleo whether they will feel justified in directing such jiro-

ceedings, at all events >vithout the express dii'ection of tlu> council. The
important point as to the corporation taking up a question wliich may affect

a most important trade will doubtless Inive due consideration. During the

onqnii'ies wliich were made respecting llio places where petroleum is stored

at the soutli end of the borough, it was ascertained that at Greenland Street

n petroleum refinery

—

witliin the |)roliibited distance from other builiUngs

—

had been recently s"et to work ; and that at some adjoining premises a quan-

tity of liquid refuse, more or less mixed with petroleum, was discharged on

the surface of the street and flowed down the channels. No doubt the

nuisance complained of by persons living in the neighbourhood was in some
measure caused by these proceedings. The inspector of nuisances imme-
diately served notici' to stoj) tlio refuse from being dischai'ged into the

street" and he will follow up the matter so as effectually to suppress the

annoyance thereby occasioned.'

.411 inijiortant conversation followed, in which the Chaii-man asked whether

it might not be suggested to the finance committee to provide a place for

the storing of petroleum, such place to be ventilated by means of a large

shaft, so as to prevent a nuisance. He believed such a plan had been
adopted some years ago with regard to saltpetre. Tliis suggestion was
ujninimously apiproved of. and an import;\nt dt-cision may soon be expected,

which we hope will go far to settle this impoi'tant question. The refining

of petroleum has been declared to be a nuisance of a very objectionable

and hurtful kind by, we believe, ten thousand inhabitants of Tosteth Park,

Liverpool ; and recent experiments have left no doubt upon the minds of

the public, that shoidd a fire break out in the extensive petroleum stores of

that city, an inconceivable amount of damage, distress, and misery would
be the result. We would urge upon tlie Liverpool Town Council the pro-
priety of taking some steps in this matter, either by way of adopting the
Oiairman of the Health Committee's suggestion, or prohibiting the storage

of such large quantities of this inflammable material in so large a town as

Liverpool.

OLD AND NEW PARIS.

A WORK under the title of ' Ten Years of Imperialism in France,' has
been just pmblished. The author, who styles himself a ' Flauexu','

divides what he has to say into tliirteen chapters, three of which are devoted
to the remarkable transformations which have taken place in Paris since

Louis Napoleon vaulted into power. A great deal has been said and written
on this subject, and much more it appears has to be said and written.

Listen to what a ' Flaneur ' has to say about one part of it. ' We are,'

says he, ' in the Cite, the island cradle of Paris, the favourite scene of sen-

sation novelists of the romantic school, the traditional haiuit of the outlaw,

and the domain of the jail-bu-d, who shares the island with the Palais de
Justice and Notre Dame, its archbishop and chapter: a strange neighbom--
hood to choose, but still convenient from its isolation and the intricacy of
its streets. The novelist of the school of horrors will soon have to look
out for other scenes, for imperial government seems decidedly averse to this

kind of romance, and probably no other place has been so severely handled
as this little spot. What with the enhirgement of the Palais de Justice, the
junction of the two sides of the Boidevard Sebastopol, and the clearance of
the precincts of Notre Dame, little enough remains of the old jilace. Last
autumn the block between the old JIarche aiix Fleurs and the Morgue was
still standing, but doomed; you could pry into the Eue anx Ft-ves, the
theatre of the exploits of Maitre d'Ecole, Chom-ineur, Flcur de Marie, and
other heroes and heroines of the ' Myst^res de Paris ;

' and nowhere pro-
bably could a more appropriate scene have been found for such exploits.

A dark labyrinth of lanes, passages, aud alleys, without issues apparently,
but all more or less connected, so as to form a human warren. Most of the
lanes are altogether inaccessilile to vehicles, and some so nai-row, that by
extending tlie arms, the walls on both sides may be touched, and, in case of
necessity, a leap taken from the windows of one into those of the other side

of the lane. In spite of this proximity, the houses rise high up in the an-,

and cast a gloom and mystery on tlie whole place such as full}' harmonises
with the idea of crime hiding itself. What is strange in the picture is the
solidity of the houses. As far as darkness, faded colouring, and damp
allow us to distinguish, they are built almost exclusively of cut stone, and
here and there worn traces of stone ornaments are visible, all probably the
rernains of the times when the Cite was the residence of kings. Shops,
which have intruded everywhere else, have not spared even this dismal
quarter: not only wine-shops and eating-houses, wood and charcoal shops,
but boot and clothing stores, even one or two modistes and a coiffeur, have
had the courage to seek here for customers. Wliatever life there is, it is

quite in harmony with the entourage. Silent figures slipping along in the
dusk and disappearing in some narrow passage, here and there a woman
standing before the door and eyeing the stranger, or a head peeping out of
the window at the sound of an unknown step. Not a trace of children or
of household occupations, which are so prominent everywhere else among
the dweUiugs of the poorer classes in Paris. There is material for a
romance then and there.

Wlien once a change is decided on, or a transformation, is to be effected,
there appears to be no delay or hesitation, no lingering over old memories.
The first evidence of a change is a placard in the shop windows that announces
that. ' pour cause de demolition,' the business is about to be removed. In a
few days the shutters are up, and workmen are seen on the roof, or erecting
scaffoldings of some sort, and the work of ' di^moHtion' commences. 'It
secm.s almost,' says the author. ' as if there was a good deal of excitement
in such work, for it does not proceed in that quiet machine-like way which
becomes a second nature with the day-labourer, but by fits and st;u-ts. The
roof seems evidently an impediment to the merry work, for there is a remark-

able hurry visible in getting it off. Tliis once gone, as well as the upper-
most .story under the mausarde, which is of fi'ail structure, mostly wooden
frames filled out with lath and plaster, the excitement begins. Old as tho
houses are, they ai-e ofleu very solid ^— above all, the oldest of them — the
main wall being invariably of cut stone. As there are almost always lookers-
on, there is considerable cnuUation in the destruction of the upper floors

which are visible. The removal of a window-lintel, or a stone larger than
the rest, and above all, the crash of a whole block of rubbish, are so many
triumphs. In this way a few days suffice to raze a block of buildings to the
gi-ound. The whole south-western face of the Tuileries, about oue-third of
the whole Ijuilding, disappeared last autumn in a couple of weeks. It is

true, there was an unusual interest in the case, for, one after another, tho
most important epochs of French history which had left their traces on tho
surface of the walls were laid open in reversed clironological order. From
eagles and bees, thi-ough fleur-de-lis, back again to eagles and bees, and
through Phrygian caps and fasces of lictors, back again to the original fleur-

de-lis. It was a practical course of French history for the last eighty-

years, aud, one after another, these emblems of the past went down to swell

the mass of rubbish below.'

The author is not at all charmed with the imperial regime. He considers

wh;it Paris is gaining in magnificence she is losing in moral power. Though
the empire has been a great material success, her prosperity is only a glitter-

ing mausoleum for the political and social life of France.

SMOKELESS CO-iL.

THE Scottish Farmer says : —We understand that a seam of this valuable

fuel has been discovered on the Carnock estate, in Fifeshire, belonging
to Mr. Hutchison, of Kirkcaldy. Anthracite contains gi'eatly less T>itu-

minous matter than the ordinary coal, and a vei-y much larger proportion of

carbon. It is, in fact, a species of natural charcoal, the smoky properties

having been elimiuategl from it in the bowels of the earth. It is not con-

sidered a distinct kind of coal, but merely a changed form of the common
bituminous deposit, being fomid generally at the extremity of the ordinary
coal beds. 'Anthracite beds,' says Mr. Lesley, in his work on coal, 'are

not separate dep)Osits in another sea, nor coal measures in another area, nor
interpolations among bituminous coals, but the bituminous beds themselves,

altered into a natural coke, from which the volatile bituminous oils and
gases have been driven off.' Fifty years ago, this splendid fossil fuel, wluch
is hotter than coke, quite as smokeless, aud with little or none of those

sulphurous fumes which are the disagi-eeable accompaniments of the latter,

was thromi away in the United States, where it is most plentiful, as useless

rubbish. In 1857, the quautity of anthracite raised in America was no
less than 6,431,379 tons, and the year before it was eveu larger, being

6,751,542 tons. In 1840 the total amount raised was only 864,384 tons.

The large and steady increase in production between that time aud 1856
testifies strongly to the superiority of this kind of coal for heating piurposes.

It is used extensively for smelting, and the decrease noticeable in 1857 is

owing to the depression then existing in the iron, as indeed in all other

trades. The quantity of anthracite raised in South Wales in 1857 amounted
to 1,485,000 tons, and it is employed in nineteen furnaces in Glamorgan-
shire, Brecknockshire, Caermarthenshire. and Pembrokeshii'e. The best

bituminous Newcastle coal shows about 6050 elements of carbon to 35'50of
bitumen, volatile matter, and water, and 4-0 of ashes. In Wales, the best

anthracite gives a percentage of about 9312 of carbon, 5'22 per cent, of

volatile matter, and 1-50 of ash. Of that found on the Carnock estate. Dr.

Anderson gives the following analysis : — Carbon, 8826 ; hydrogen, 3'70

;

nitrogen, 0-37 ; sulphui', ri5 ; oxygen, 2'45
; ash, 4-07, or a percentage of

93'04 of coke, the AVelsh percentage being much about the same. Not-

withstanding the great superiority of anthracite as a heating substance over

other coal, it has not as yet been much used in Scotland. Doubtless, this

is owing entirely to the fact that, until the seam was discovered at Carnock,

there was none procuraljle nearer than Wale.s, and the cost of the long

transit made it too high in price to be used with profit by Scotch maltsters

and distillers, and foundry meu. Its accessibility will now admit of their

obtaining it at very much less money than coke, which it has superseded in

many districts in the south of England. And no wonder that it has done

so, for independently of its superior heatiug power, it is said to impart to

malt and grain a much finer flavour than that received when coke has been

used for heating the kilns. Some of our largest distiUers and maltsters who
have given it a trial are quite agreed as to its excellence over coke. The
Carnock seam can, we understand, be worked at a rate cheap enough to

admit of the anthracite being sent to the London market to compete against

coke, and several cargoes have already been shipped there by Mi'. I. Brown,

of Aberdeen, who is engaged in working it.

LANGHAJVI CHURCH, RUTLAND.

THE following description of Langham Church. Rutland, which we
transcribe from the pages of the Stamford Mercury, is from the pen

of a gentleman well kno\ni in the antiquarian circles of the Midland

counties. It is the twenty-sixth article upon the Rutland churches :

—

The name of this parish may also be traced to the Anglo-Saxon era. Lang
(long), ham (village), i. e., the long village, from which it may be inferred

that, previous to the Conquest, its habitations occupied considerable space.

The village, which is distant from Oakham about two miles, is situate on the

road leading to Melton Mowbray. The church, dedicated to St. Peter and
St. Paul, is one of the largest i'u the comity, and possesses very beautiful

portions. Its plan consists of nave, north and south aisles, south transept,

chancel, south porch, and tower at the west end. The north transept was
taken dofl-n in 1802, previous to which it had been converted into a school-

room, as at the adjoining parish of Whissendine at the present day. The
nave and aisles are of an unusual width for a village chm'ch, and must have

been very commodious for the processions that were formed on the cele-

bration of certain festivals previous to the Reformation. The oldest pai't of

the fabric ajjpears to bo the tower arch, the octagonal piers of which are
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transitioual Norman, the capitals containing a band of the nail-head orna-

ment. In the rebuilding of churches in the middle age?, it was not unusual to

leave the loiver stages of the earlier chm-eh standing, the walls being very

massive. The next oldest portions are the tower and chancel, which are Eai-ly

English, or first pointed (thirteenth century). In the fourteenth Century the nave

and aisles were rebuilt: and in thefifteenth century the roofs ofthe uare, chancel,

and aisles were taken down, the Decorated roof of the .south transept remain-

ing at the present day. The flat roofs of the Perpendicular period in this

district ai'e generally free from enrichment, but the south transept roof

exhibits richly carved bosses on the princip;ils and intermediate principals,

and the wall-plates rise from boldly carved corbels. The nave is of five

bays, tile piers are octagonal in form, the chamfered arches being under
hoodmoulds having head terminations. The chancel screen is interesting

as showing a specimen of carving executed in the fourteenth century ; it

appears to be coeval with the nave and transept. The roodloft is no longer

visible, but the stone steps by which it was reached are still to be seen from
the burial-ground at the nortli-west angle of the chancel. Two altar

brackets show that there was at least one chapel in the north aisle and
transept ; there were probably two or more. The south transept contained

two chapels, as shown by the remains of a screen now seen there. The
easternmost chapel here contains tabernacles, a trefoil-headed piscina, and
other richly carved details. From the westernmost chapel in this transept

the par\-ise over the porch was entered, tlie stone steps leading to it still

remaining. This apartment w-ould probably be occupied by the priest who
seiTed a chnntry here. In the south-east angle of the porch below is a

moulded recess in the form of a tabernacle. The use of porches were for

the early part of the service of baptism, for the same portion of that of

matrimony, for that of churcliing, and to break the violence of the winds.

This porch is of the second pointed (fourteenth century) style. The octa-

gonal font is at the west end of tlie nave, the faces being without enrich-

ment ; it is supported liy four short pillars. In the south wall of the chan-
cel there is a circular headed piscina, and in the north wall an aumbrj'e.

There are also two low side windows, in the usual pHitions (near the chan-
cel arch), one being in the south and the other in the north wall. As we
have before observed, the use of these windows is a vexed question amongst
ecclesiologists, various theories having been advanced respecting them, viz.

that they were exterior confessionals, that tliey were openings for lepers

to assist at mass, that they were used for watching the Pascli-light,

that they were offertory windows, that they are symbolical of the wound in

our Saviour's side, iSrc. The chancel east window is of five lights (tran-

somed); in the north wall there is a lancet ; and in the south wall area
decor.ited and a perpendicular window, each of three lights. On the site of
the north transept two debased windows have been erected ; those westward
are perpeudicidar, each between a bold buttress. The north doorway is

second pointed, the arch being deeply moulded and filleted ; above is a third
pointed window of two lights. The west end of the north aisle is lighted
by a second pointed window of two lights. The south window of the
transept is of five lights (transomcd). the perpendicular tracery being very
elaborate ; its hoodmonld having notch head terminations, belonged to a
decorated vi-indow. This side of the church is extremely rich, displaying a
profusion of exquisite carving of the fourteenth centiuy. The window
between the transept and porch is of tliree lights, the jambs of which are
enriched with the ball-flower ornament, the same being repeated in the
hollows of tlio hoodmould. The porch is siu-mounted by crockets and a
central cross, and above the outer doorway are two recesses under a square
head, also enriched with the ball-flower. The clerestor}- and aisle roofs are
embattled, and below each is a rich cornice consisting of the dog-tooth, ball-
flower, nail-head, the four-leaved flower, and other ornaments in gi-eat pro-
fusion, especially that portion westward of the porch. The tower is of
three stages ; the fii-st is pierced with a lancet, the second is blank, and the
third is pierced with two lights in each face, the belfry windows being
deeply recessed, and exhibiting trails of the dog-tooth, presenting a ricli

appearance. The buttresses are set square at the angles. The decorated
spire has three tiers of lights of two iviudows each, all under triangidar-
headed crockets.

^cbictos.

A Handhook in the GuildkaU, and the various Offices of the Corporation of
London. By ABnAHA.ii Haevet. W. H." Collingridge, Aldersgate
otreet.

rrHIS little hrochiire, written by the beadle of Guildhall, has passed throughX a second edition, which has enabled the author to bring down his
information to the present time, besides giving various other valuable de-
tails to persons wlio are especially interested in the ancient Guildhall of
London. It is well written, full of interesting and acceptable fiiets, and the
author has evidently taken great care in its compilation. It contains fom-
engravings. At the end of the pamphlet will be found a valuable list of the
companies of the City of London, with the names and addi-esses of theii-
clerks, and an authentic list of the aldermen, deputies, and common council,
of the several wards of London for the present j'ear. This history of the
Guildliall is, we believe, the only complete one ever published in a cheap
form. ^

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
TMPORTANT to Gas Consumees.—On Friday last, an action was he.ard at
JL the County Court. Tunstall, in the ease of Eatcliffe, v. the Burslem and
lunstait bas Company, in which the plaintiff sought to recover a sum ofmoney which he had paid under protest to the gas company. It appeared
that a person named Kensall also occupied a house as tenant of the plain-

ifs'qHf ^""^ °" ',"'' ^®*'^ November last, owing to the con^pany
1 3s. 9d. for gas rent. The plamtifFgave the company notic?that Kensall was
going away. Accordrng to the statement of the ofacers of th<. company, the plain-

tiff then agreed to paythis 13s. 9d. if the gas was not cut off. The plaintiff

denies tliat he made any .such promise. The gas was not then cut off.

After a few months, the plaintiff himself occupied the house and used the
gas, and paid all that was due for the quarter ending the 31st of JIarch, in
respect of the gas consumed by himself. He continued to use the gas, and
the company supplied him with it till the 22nd of July. During the plain-
tiffs occupation, repeated apphcations were made to him by tlie company's
servants to pay this 13s. 9d., and notice had been given him that if he did
not pay the gas woidd be cut off. The plaintiflf always refused to pay. At last,

on the 22nd of Jidy, the company cut the gas off because the plaintiff re-

fused to pay this sum. On this beiug done the plaintiff paid the amount
under protest, saying he would take legal proceedings to see if they had a
right to make him paj- it. He also paid a shilling for putting the gas on
again. Since then the company have supplied him with gas, and he has
consumed it as before. The question was whether plaintiff was entitled to
recover the amount paid. Judgment was given for the defendants.
EErOVEBT OF ClLlEGE FOR M.AKIXG ESTIMATE BY A BriLDEE ImPOETANT

Decision.—At the Newton Aljbot County Coiu-t, the plaintiff, Goss, sought
to recover of the Torquay Cemetery Company, tlie sum of £i 17s. 6d. fop
services rendered as a surveyor. The action was for services rendered in
making an estimate of the cost of a chapel, which was propiosed to be built
on the unconsecrated grounds of the Torquay Cemetery. His charge was
at the rate of Ij per cent, on his estimate, which was £325. A resolution
had been passed at a meeting of the company, by which Mr. Gribble, who
was the standing architect of the compauy,"was instructed to invite SIi-.

Goss and two other builders and surveyors, Jlr. Mayne and Mr. Harvey, to
tender for the proposed chapel. Mr. Goss always declined to tender unless
the competition was limited ; and it was clearly understood, in this case,
that the competition was to be limited to the three builders and surveyors
that liad been named, and that the lowest tender of the three woidd be
accepted. Accordingly, by the day appointed for that purpose, Mr. Goss
and the others had sent in their tenders, but they were all refused. Mr.
Goss sent in the lowest tender, and therefore he was entitled to the job ; and
he now sought to recover the benefit of his services wliieh he had rendered
to the company. It was admitted that, if Mr. Goss's tender had been
accepted, he would have made no charge for the estimate. The judge gave
a verdict for the plaintiff for the fidl amount claimed.

CHURCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

HULL.—St. Luke's Oiureh, Hull, was consecrated on Tuesday week by
the Archbishop of York. Tlie exterior of this church isvery plain

and neat, and tlie interior presents a very light and agreeable appearance.
Ieeland.—As we briefly announced last week, the church of -Saint

Patrick, at Avoca, was opened on the 17th inst. The style of the edifice
is Gothic, but is said to be relieved, as far as possible, from the severer
aspects of that style by the ornamentation of the windows, doorways, and
buttresses. The stone is of a light colour, and the best granite has been
extensively used. The church is 110 ft. long in the clear, the breadth of
the nave is 32 ft., and the breadth of the transepts is 64 ft. E. O. Kelly,
Esq., of Bray, was the architect.

Ieelasd.—A new chiu-ch is in course of erection at Asdce, Ballylongford,
which will cost £1,000.

Gkeenock.—St. Mary's, Catholic Church, Greenock, has recently been
opened. The block of buildings consists of the church and a spacious
presbytery. The church is of a central nave with aisles, the former ter-
minating in an apse which contains the sanctuary and the altar. Ranges
of cylindrical columns with lofty bases, annulets, and sculptured capitals,
support the arcades of pointed arches, which, wrought in parti-coloured
stone, separate the nave from the aisles, and support the upper or clear
story of the church. Both aisle and clear story walls are pierced with win-
dows of a simple character. An arcade runs entirely round the clerestory
wall,

'
pierced witli the windows at intervals, and, where blank, afpjrding

admu-able spaces for paintings. The western end of the church is a fine
composition of a wheel window and two long tracery windows, and below a
double doorway of great breadth aud solidity of character, enclosed within
a galjled projection, and enriched with a central niche upon a granite shaft
and sculptured fohage. The tower which flanks the gable of the nave is yet
incomplete. The elegant organ gaUery is sustained on shafts of red Dum-
barton stone, and has a delicately pierced front, and a most exquisite spiral
staircase in work. The nave and aisles are seated with commodious low open
seats, which hardly obstruct the comprehensive view of the chiu-ch. A font
of handsome design stands below the tower. The altars and pulpit are
evidently only temporaiy erections. Eight stained glass windows of great
depth and richness of colour terminate the nave and aisles, representing
various saints beneath canopies, and surrounded by elaborate ornamental
borders. The sanctuarj', side chapels, aud space about the front are laid
with beautiful floors of encaustic tUes. The presbytery, or clergy house, is
approached from the church, through the sacristy or vestiary, aud the con-
fessionals are connected with this apartment and the house by a short
cloister. The whole building, with its various details and ornamental
fittings, was designed by and carried out under the dii-ections of George
Goldie, Esq., of Loudon, architect. The plans have been carried out by Mr.
Simpson, the contractor, Tottenham Court Road, Loudon. The stained
glass is from the workshops of Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle ; the tiles from
Messrs. Maw's manufactory, in Salop ; Mr. Earp, of London, has executed
the sculpture

; and Messrs. Peard & Jackson the gas fittings. The cliui'ch
measm-es 120ft. long by 60ft. wide, and 60ft. high, internal dimensions;
it will seat 760 persons, exclusive of standing space and the large organ
gaUeiy, and the total cost of the whole building is under £6,000.

Baeiiouexe.—St. Stephen's Church, Barbourne, is just completed, and
was consecrated on Thursday week by the Lord Bishop of tile diocese. For
a description of this chm-ch we refer the reader to the Buildlng News of
the 18th of July.
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CHAPEI.S.

X^N-Tvoi.d, jroN-MOUTHSHini!.—A Ciilviiiistic Methodist Chapol, with a

ministiT's house, Iiiis just been eomnu-need .it Naiityn;'". ">Hlcr the supenn-

ten.lanee of Mr. ]I:meorn, arehiteet, of Newport. INu' liuikhnss are designed

in the Italian style, rather freely treated, and will be ereeted ot sandstone,

the external eourses being random ranged, witli ornamental briekwork also

introduced : the dressings mil be of freestone. The roof is eeiled above the

collar beam, whieh shows in the chapel wrought and moulded trusses

extending under the same some way below the wall plate, where they are

supported l>v earved freestone corbels. A moulded wood cornice wi 1 run

nloii" both .sides of the chapel. The seats will be low, with sloping backs.

A reading desk and platform, instead of the usual pulpit, is contemplated,

and tlure will b,. a gallery at one end of the chapel. The contractor is

Mr. rhilip AVatkins, of BrvnmawT.
\Vi:sT ]I.\iiTi.i;rooi,.—Special sermons were preached, on Sund.ay last, on

the fteea^ion of the opening, for tile tirst time, of a handsome and commodious

callerv which has just been added to the congi-cgatioual chapel. The gallery

is in every respect a great acquisition to the church. It gives a finished ap-

pearance to the interior, which is one of the chasest in the district. It adds

to tlie capacity of the edifice to the extent of about 200 sittings, besides a

very beautiful choir, in which a valuable new organ has just been placed.

It has been tlie occasion of a general renovation and decoration of the inte-

rior, which reflects great credit and taste on all concerned. According to

the Hiirllipool Merciiri/, the building more than justifies the encomiums

that were passed upon the design of the architecture seven
_
years ago. In

purity of architectural conception, harmony of coloiu-s, and justness of pro-

portion, it has only one equal in the district. The taper columns which

connect the new galleiy with the open timber Gothic roof above, will

have to lie seen to be appreciated. Jlr. Thomas Oliver was the architect

on liotli occasions.

Tauxtox.—A new bicentenary chapel is being built for the congregation

of raid's Meeting, at Taunton. Mr. Pressland,'of Taunton, is the architect.

The buililing will be large and lofty, and is promised to be an ornament to

the district.

SCHOOLS.

LorOHTOX, Essex.—Boys, girls, and infants' schools are to be erected

here, at a cost of about £1,200. 'They will contain 200 children, and will

be in the Early English style. The "designs have been prepared by Mr.

Thomas Henry AVatson, of Nottingham Place, London.

rm,DrxGS.

BiEMixOHAJi.—A new concert hall has been erected at Birmingham, by
Mr. J. Day. A local paper pronounces it the most magnificent concert-

room in tlie kingdom. The length is 130 ft., width 64 ft., height from the

floor 50 ft. Mr. Naden was the architect, and Mr. Jlatthews the builder,

both resident in Birmingham. The most striking features on first entering

the room are its extreme height, and elegant proportions, the roof swelling

from the sides in a graceful curve, and unsupported by pillars—a most

important desideratum for the acoustic properties of the hall. The walls

at the back of the galleries on each side are separated by pilasters into six

panels, surmounted by moulded archivolts, the pilasters also being finished

with elal.iorately moulded capitals in the Italian order. A moulded cornice

of verv chaste design is carried round the room. The roof is * coved,' and
will admit liereafter of very tasteful ornamentation. The Italian style

has been preserved throughout the building. The hall will be lighted by
five large cut-glass star-light chandeliers, jjaced at intervals along the

centre of the roof, each containing twenty four jets, mtli six smaller

chandeliers for eighteen lights on eaeJi side, and pillar brackets springing

from the walls beneath the galleries. These will be supplied by Mr.
l\ainsford. of Broad Street. The g.alleries arc supported upon light, but

substantial iron columns, and arc strengthened underneath by timbers. In

front these galleries are finished in the form of a massive scroll. Beneath
the gallery at the entrance end, f;icing the stage, will be the bar. At the

top of the stairs leading to the galleries is a commodious refi'eshment room.

The hall mil seat 2,000 persons. Ample means for ventilation have been

provided by two large shafts resembling chimneys, one at each end of the

building, and by flues inserted in the wall, which will .also convey hot air

for heating the room when necessary. The ceiling, too, has pierforated

ornamental ironwork inserted at intervals by which the smoke and heat

will be carried off into the large area between 'the ceiling and the outer

roof The stage is 36 ft. in depth by 62 ft. wide, and the proscenium 30 ft.

wide by 36 ft. in height.

AVixBsoR Castle.—The exterior of the new guard-room, in the lower
ward of Windsor Castle, is now completed, and forms an important feature

in connection with the lower foundation, as well as affording the long-

required accommodation for the castle guard. In addition to the guard-

room for the accommodation of the private soldiers, the Garter Tower at the

north end has been carried up to the top of the coping, from the ground line

of the castle yard ; the height of the tower altogether, as seen from Thames
Street, is now 64 ft. The lower department of the tower contains a lobby,

a kitchen for the accommodation of the men on guard, and on the next

stoi-y is the officer's apartment, 24 ft. square, with three loop windows look-

ing into Thames Street, and three others looking into the castle yard. The
architecture is in keeping with that of the ancient tower. Above the ofiieer's

apartment is another room, 32 ft. by 30 ft., which is intended for a museum,
to contain every memorial of antiquity and interest in connection with the

castle, from the earliest period to the present day. The unsightly and dila-

pidated buildings at the commencement of the Horseshoe cloisters interfere

saiUy n'ith the architecture of this new building; but we have every reason

to lielieve that the dean and canons of "Windsor will make an arrangement
with the Commissioners of Works for their speeily demolition.

Proposed New Workhovse for AVest Deebt.—It is proposed to build
a new workhouse for West Derby. The guardians have in hand the sura of
£11,000, arising from the sale of the hospital, and they expect to realise a
further sum, nearly equal thereto, ft'om the sale of the present workhouse

;

and in addition to these amounts they do not anticipate that a sum exceed-

ing £8,000 will be required, which will be borrowed. The quantity of land

which the guardians ]iropose to purchase, is nearly forty acres— sufficient

to en.able them to grow all the vegetables required for the intnates, as well

as to provide healthy emplnyment for the able-bodied and partially able-

bodied inmates, in such oceujiations as may be suited to the capacity of tlie

paupers ; and, further, that the site which they propose to purchase will

enable them to eifeet a saving of at least £2,000, in making their own bricks.

LivERrooi..—A new post-otfice hotel has just been erected in Canning
Place, Liverpool, Messrs. Hay, of Cable Street, being the architects. The
building is five stories high, measuring upwards of 60 ft. from the ground
to the parapet. This altitude, with a length of 85 ft. is embellished in

cement in the Italian style of architecture. The doors are five in niinibi>r:

two of these lead to the bar ; two to the sitting rooms on thi' ground floor '.

and the fiftli opens into a splendid hall. The mndows which light the bar

are five in number, of large size, of polished plate glass in single sheets,

and French-Italian style of formation. These are protected on the outside

by neat cast-iron guards, and add much to the external attraction of the

edifice.

RESTORATIONS, ETC.

WiLSTHOBPE, LixcoLNSHiKE.—Wilsthorpc Chapcl is to be restored. Mr.

Fowler, of Louth, the architect, has produced some excellent drawings, and

the work will be carried out by Mr. Tinkler of Stamford. The re-pewing

has been entrusted to Mr. Oliver, also of that town.

Isle of Axiioljie.—It is proposed to restore Althorpe Church, in the

Isle of Axholme, which is in a state of great dilapidation.

Durham.—Chester-le-street parish church is undergoing restoration.

The work of restoring the church is being carried out according to designs

prepared by Mr. Thompson, Newcastle ; and the ornamental part of the

work is being executed by Signor BuUeti.

SouTHAMPTOx.—St. Mary's Church, Southampton, has recently undergone

a thorough renovation, and has just been reopened. The east window,

which was for many years blocked up, has been reopiened, and other im-

provements have taken place. Mr. Howell, of East Street, Southampton,

was the contractor, and Mr. Edward Bull, superintended the work.

Bath.—Argj-le Chapel has for some mouths past been undergoing exten-

sive alterations and improvements, under the superintendence of Messrs.

Hiekes & Isaacs. The old ceiling has been entirely removed, the roof par-

tially thrown open, -n-ith coved sides, and such of the timbers as were ex-

posed to view have been cased. New windows have been inserted in the

building, various other improvements in gas lighting and ventilation have

been secured. Tlie chapel will be reopened next week.

Kirkcaldy.—In consequence of the roof of the Free Church at Kirk-

caldy, N. B., having been found insecure, it has been resolved to put on a

new one. 'The cost is estimated at about £300.

Kirkcaldy.—The Independent Chapel at Kirkcaldy is now under repair,

the cost of which has been £280.

Wrotham.—Great improvements have taken place in the interior of the

old parish church at Wrotham, and now the exterior is putting on a new
aspect. Between fifty and sixty years ago, the battlements and stair turret

of the tower needing repair, masses of brickwork were substituted for the

old stone ; now, all this in tiu-n has been taken away, the battlements in

stone restored, and an embattled sfair turret erected in conformity with its

ancient state. The heavy brickwork has also been removed from the church

porch, and has been replaced by stone battlements, aftiT their original

design. Much, however, remains to be done in the work of restoration.

SuTTERTOx-, LixcoLNSHLRE.—Tliis chiu'cli has been restored, and will

shortly be reopened. Mr. Browning, of Stamford, was the architect, aud

Mr. Bradshaw, the contractor. The stone carvings have been executed by

Mr. W. Hilliam, of Sntterton, and the plumbing and glazing by Mr. Beeby,

of the same place. The chancel has been rebuilt, with a new oak roof; the

window to the east is in the Early English style, and is at present filled

with stained glass in memoriam. The window is surmounted with a hand-

some earved cross. The side windows are also filled with the same kind of

glass, and the floor laid with Maw's encaustic tiles. Joining the chancel, on
the south side, a new aisle has been added, in which an organ mil be placed.

The south transept has been rebuilt with an Early English window, with

moulded bases, neckling, and caps, surmounted by a wheel window, and a

carved cross, stone copings, aud glass to match the chancel windows. Next
to the south transept is a new tower with a spire, carved finial, and octagon

staircase leading to the belfry. The south aisle is nearly new, with the Gothic

windows completely restored. A new porch has been erected, and a stone

cornice to support ribs of oak ; tlie porch is surmounted with a carved cross;

the floor is laid with encaustic tiles ; the west window, as well as all the

windows in the church, are entirely new. The north aisle has been rebuilt,

and the old Noi-man doorway carefully preserved. The north transept has

been repaired, and the beautiful Perpendicular windows restored and glazed.

The sacristy has also been rebuilt and paved and glazed, the same as the

chancel. The whole laiilding has been siu-mounted with a parapet. Inside

the columns and old walls have been cleaned from the old colour-wash, and

fresh pointed and restored, and the old roof stained. A new carved oak

pulpit, with Ketton stone base and staircase, is being put up, and the floor

of the ehureh has been lowered 18 in. The chm-eh will be warmed by hot

water apparatus, constracted by Jlr. W. Barton, ironmonger, of Boston.

The ground round the outside of tlie church has been cleared away, forthe

more etfeetnal drainage ofthe building, and the part asphalted, draining into

a gutter of York stone. The principal stone used has been from the quarries

of Ancaster and Clipsham.

Dumfries.— ' Sweetheart Abbey,' Dumfries, is undergoing thorough resto-

ration. The northern wall of the nave and the west gable have had their

gaps filled up with solid freestone, and are much strengthened ; the arch of

the entrance door has been completed, and a broken eoluiun in the window
above been verj' skilfully replaced, while the formerly open top of the

northern wall through which the rain found its way to the foundation has

been closed and rendered watertight. The same process is now being

applied to the south wall of the nave, which is in a much more dilapidated

state than the other. The most striking improvement of all has been

eflected on the oriel gable, the broken arch of which has been very success-
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fuUv restored at the summit, and the sloping sides of the wa Is rendered

^rterproof. A portion of the old stone roof of the transept still remains,

t^ouX in a riry dilapidated condition. Mr. Oswald, of Dam&-ies, is

entru'sted ivith the restoration of this fine old abbey.
. „, „ -n,

Stamford.—A coiTespondent writes to us as follows :- The Com ±-x-

chan^e Stamford, has just been decorated by M. Kubardt, of Duke Street,

Grosvenor Square, London, and the work displays so much artistic ability

that" it lias been universally admired. The south waU is diapered dark blue

on a li-'ht blue p-oimd, with scroll-work in various colours, and m the centre

is a large medallion filled in ydth a representation of harvest home, ihe

grouping in this picture is reaUy iine, and the colours are in perfect har-

mony Beneath this are the Royal, Stamford, and Lincoln Arms, artisti-

cally arran<rod. The panels of the side walls of the building are plain blue,

with stencilled brown border, and the tympanums are ornamented with yel-

low scroU-work on crimson ground, representing the national emblems,

the rose, shamrock, and thistle. The medallions orer the two centre panels

represent comedy and tragedy, and the other medaUions figures and attn-

butes symbolical of the arts, sciences, seasons, &c. The figiu-es are painted

with gi-eat care and industry, and the various tints are nicely yielcUng and

transparent. The spandrels of the arches are green and pink scroU-work

on blue ground, and the ventilators are bronzed. The key stones are deco-

rated mth grotesque heads, and the chamfer.s to pilasters and arches with

itenciUed ornaments in red. The sur-basc is ornamented with green scroll-

work on yellow ground, and the dacto and plinth are of a dark maroon

colour, with zigzag work on the beading. The whole presents a most

ehai-ming ensemble, and really reflects great credit on M. Kubardt.

OLDBrHT.—The Unitarian chm-ch at Oldbury, wliich has been closed for

alterations and repairs, was reopened on Tuesday last. The repairs have

been etfected at a cost of about £200, and considerable improvement has

been made in the chm-ch.
, , , ^ r

Cirencester.—It is proposed to restore the parish church at a cost ot

£12,000, which will not include improvements to the organ, stained glass,

and ornamental improvements.

FOUNDATION STONES.

AVednesbcrt, Staffordshire.—The foundation stone of a new Wesleyan

Chapel was laid at Wednesbiuy, on Tuesday week, by the Mayor of Bir-

mingham. The site is the junction of Stafford, Albert, and DucUey Streets.

The building will be in the ItaHan style, to accommodate about 250

'^'^Kingslet.—The foundation stone for a new Primitive Methodist Chapel

was laid at Kingsley, near Cheadle, in Staffordshire, on Monday last.

Coventry.—On Monday week the foundation stone of a new school of

art was laid at Coventry. The estimated cost of the edifice will be £2,130,

which has been volimtarily subscribed by Mr. Cai-ter.
, , .,

Faversham.—The foundation stone of a row of almshouses, to be built

under a new scheme for the administration of Wraight's Charity, was laid

on Tuesday week. The ground of the almshouses has cost between £6,000

and £6,000.

CoLLYHt-RST, Manchester.—Albert Memobiai. Schools.— the touiida-

tion stone of these scliools was laid on the 23rd inst. The main building

contaii

fir-

Hi „
ft. 9 in. high to the ridge, with class roc

building is Gothic, with open framed roofs. The elevations are in seconds

brickwork, with bands of blue Staffordshire bricks. The principal one is

relieved by an ornamental belfry, with tlie inscription ' Albert Memorial

Schools.' These schools will accommodate 195 boys, 205 girls, and 150

infants with spacious playgrounds for each. The site, which contains l.oOO

square yards, has been given by Sir Oswald Moseley, Bart., as weU as land

adjoining for a church, which will shortly be erected. The buildings are being

erected by Messi-s. Clark & Jones, builders, Manchester, for thesum of

£2,100, under the superintendence of Mr. John Lowe, architect, of

Manchester.
, ^c. -ir i i

Dr.N-DALK.—The foundation stone of the Dominican Church of St. Malaehy,

Dundalk, has been recently laid. The new building is to replace the

present old church. The church wUl be cruciform in shape; the nave

112ft. long and 37ft. wide; and the chancel apsed form 22 ft. deep and

2-tft. wide; across the transept 66 ft., and 26 ft. wide. There will be a

high altar and two side altai-s; height of side walls 37 ft. ;
to top of roof

69 ft. ; at each front corner a tower 90 ft. high wiU hereafter be erected.

The fi-ont wall will be built with granite, having white limestone tracery

and dressings to the doors and windows. The style is pointed Gothic of

the thirteenth century.

Weston-super-Mare.—On Tuesday week the foundation stone of a new

chapel in Christ Church district was laid by the Earl of Cavan. The build-

ing is to be in the Gothic stjde, constructed of blue stone, with freestone

dressings. The erection is estimated to cost £1,180.

Marylebone.—The foundation stone of the new ragged schools in Ogle

Mews, Foley Sh-eet, St. Marylebone, which were established in Union Mews

in 18-i3, was laid on Tuesday by •Alderman Sir Robert Walter Garden, one

of the vice-presidents, the site having been granted by the Duke of Port-

land at a nominal rental. The new building will accommodate 300 cbildi-en.

It will consist of boys' and gii-ls' school rooms, library and committee rooms,

class rooms governess's room, wash-house, and aU the usual appm-tenauees.

The building (designed by Mr. W. P. Griffith, F.S.A.) w-ill be of brick, with

stone dressings, and will cost £1,000. The contractor is Mr. Ebbage, of St.

John Street Road, ClerkenweU.

STAINED GLASS.

Barbouune.-In the chiu-ch of St. Stephen's, Barboni'no, recently opened,

the aisle windows are of two lights, mth trefoil opening above ;
west win-

dow, fom- lights ; east window of tlu-ee, the latter being of stained glass, with

inscription :— " In memory of Jane Layender. who founded this church, and

died while it was in building." Subjects of the window are : Moses Ufting

up the serpent, Abraham about to sacrifice his son, the crucifixion and

resurrection, with angels bearing a label, and in the tracery of the head are

the heavenly hosts, playing on harps, &c.

STATUES, memorials, ETC.

Monument to Richard Oastler.—A monument has just been erected

to the late Richard Oastler, the ' Factory King,' by the working classes, in

Woodhouse churchyard, Huddersfield. The memorial is of Gothic de-

sign, and irom a base ;,of 3 ft. 6 in. rises to a height of 1-i ft. It is decorated

with deep moidded panels, with richly carved spaniU'cls, crockets, and

finials. The work has been designed and executed by jVIr. R. Garner, of

Huddersfield, and of Oxford Street, Manchester, and for its artistic cha-

racter and delicate workmanship it is said to have been the theme of general

admiration.

Memorial Table to Rev. Laweence Otteey, at Richmond.—A me-

morial tablet to the Rev. Lawrence Ottley is about to be erected in the

parish chm-ch of Richmond, Yorksliii-e.

Aberdeen. The site of the proposed monument to the late Prince

Consort, has been decided upon Viy the committee. The statue of the Prince

is to be in bronze, in a sitting postm-e, and in the robes of the Order of the

Thistle. Baron Marochetti, who is entrusted, as our readers know, with

the work, has twice -visited Aberdeen, and has fully approved of the site,

which is the wooded bank at the north-west end of L'nion Bridge.

Proposed Statue to Burke at Victorli.—The Victorian Legislature

has voted £4,000 towards a national monument to perpetuate the memory

of Bm-ke, the Australian explorer ; also £3,000 to the mother and sisters of

AVills, the companion of Burke ; and an annuity of £85 to King the sur-

vivor of Burke's pai-ty.

Statue to the Pbince Consort at Sydney.—A statue is about to bo

erected at Sydney, New South Wales, in memory of the late Prince Consort.

The first published list of subscriptions amoimts to upwards of £1,000.

Monument to Mgr. Affre, the late Archbishop of Paris.—
The tomb in white marble, erected in one of the chapels of Notre Dame, to

the memorj' of Mgr. Afft-e, killed at the barricades in June 1848, is now
completed. The xirchbishop is represented in his soutane, with the olive

branch in his hand, and in the act of falling mortally wounded.

The Alexander Moxxtment, Pbestoxpans.— The statue of the late

Thomas Alexander, Director-General of the Medical Department of th&

Army, which has been executed by Mr. Bi-odie of Edinburgh, will in a few

days be removed from his studio to the pedestal prepared for it at Preston-

pans. According to the arrangements now made, the inauguration w-ill take

place on Tuesday, September 9. Lord Elcho, M. P. for the coimty, has

promised to deliver an inaugm-al address on the occasion.

drinking fountains.

Huencastle.—The surveyors of highways have recently affixed goblets

of galvanised iron to all the public pumps in Homcastle. These very useful

appendages seem to be highly appreciated, althougli the one attached to

the Congeing-house pump has been wantonly wrested off and taken away.

METROPOLITAN IMPROA^EMENTS.

THE Thames Embankment.—The Royal Commission for enqnii-y into

the best mode of embanking the Thames has been reappointed. Mr.

Tite is the only name added to the list. The object this time is to connect

the western end of the road at Westminster Bridge to Millbank, and to con-

sider the best mode of making a road from the eastern end at Blackfriars to

the Mansion House, which was part of the original scheme, but was left out

of the bill of last session. The Metropolitan Board of Works have decided

to proceed at once with the embankment, which they have now the power

to do by the recent vote of both Houses of Parliament.

Railwat Bridges o-ver Public Roads.—The vestry of St, Marj',

Newington, have obtained, on an ex parte application to the Master of the

Rolls, an injimction to restrain the construction, by the London, Chatham,

and Dover Railway Comjiany, of a bridge over the AValworth Road, now
erecting, with a headway of 18 ft. over the roadway. The pavement is a

few inches higher than the roadway, and the height of the bridge over the

pavement is therefore a few inches less than 18 ft. The railway company

are advised that the injunction cannot be maintained. In the mean time the

stoppage of the works, postponing the opening of the line to the Elephant

and Castle station, is a serious matter, but by the undertaking given to the

Master of the Rolls by the vestry clerk, the ratepayers of the parish will be

responsible to the railway company for all loss or damage that may arise &om
the delay.

LoN-DON Roads.—W. M. suggests that the road surveyors of London

should take a lesson from continental towns. The macadamised streets of

London are always either mud or dust ; and the reason is that the stones

are put on, and pounded into dust before they become set. A most expen-

sive materiel is thus not only wasted, hut forms, for the first few days, a

most unpleasant road, and aftci-wards a deposit that always becomes mud
in wet, and dust in dry weather. When laid down, the broken stone should

be covered over -with a silty mould, or stiff binding sand, in which each

stone could bed itself and all to each other. A heavy roller oyer it would

then bind the road into one mass, capable of resisting any traffic for years,

without repairs of any kind.'

Cottage Building near London.—A correspondent says that at the

meeting of the Central Cottage Improvement Society, some gentlemen

questioned whether cottage-building, w-itliin a short distance of Londop,

would be sufficiently remunerative to induce many persons to engage in it,

who were looking for a fair return for the capital expended; and in reply,

instead of it being stated as reported, ' that upwards of fifty cottages had

been built at Stratford, which are let at 3s. 6d. per week,' &c., it should

have read, a gentleman had built, ' in Walthamstow, Stratford, .and other

neighbourhoods, -within five miles of London, about fifty commoilious five-

roomed cottages, at at a cost, in several instances, of about £110 each, or,

-with the freehold ground, £130 each;' that these -were generally let ;
that

the rent and the railway fare were much less together than was being

generally paid for worse accommodation in London ; while these cottages,

in addition to other advantages, had in many cases from 350 to 600 square

feet of garden-ground, and yet realised a better per-centage in proportion to
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tlio oulliy tli:in lumsos whii'li cost £500 to £1,000 each. Tho Cottage

ImprovcnuMit Sooiety m'us tliorofoiv right in stating that commodious

cottages cmihl bo bnilf. inchiding ground, for £130 oacli ; and tho model

cottages opposite tho Exhibition, Iniilt at £215 per pair, was a further piroof

of tliis statement. Suppose, tlion, says one correspondent, one of these

cottages, which would cost with ground, say £130, were let only at 3s. 6d.

per week, wo might deduct £2 12s. per year, or Is. per week, for repairs,

rates, insurance, &e., and this would leave a net sum of 2s. 6d. per

week, or £6 10s. per year, and it would then pay an interest of 5 per cent,

on tho ontlay.

GENERAL ITEMS.

DI?.\PERY OF THE Statuaky in the PicTOiE Gallekies of the Ixtee-

XATioN-Ai. ExHiDiTiox.—It will be remembered, that on tho opening of

the Exliibitiun, a number of painters and sculptors expressed dissatisfaction

with the tone of the drapeiy used as a backgroimd to the statuary in the

picture gallery, as being not only uusuited to the marble figures themselves,

but most injurious to the adjacent pictures. As this expression of dissatis-

faction failed to effect an alteration, the artists themselves h,ave made a

memorial protest, in which they complain, first, 'that drapery so dark in

tone is unsuitable as a background to works in white marble or plaster, by
apparently increasing their whiteness, and diminishing by contrast the force

and depth of their half tones and shadows, rendering these insufficient to

express the intended degree of projection and relief essential to the clear

interpretation of the sculptor's design. Second, that the present selection of

colour is equally— nay, more objectionable in relation to pictures, as it

greatly depreciates, or utterly destroys, aU their warm tints; the fatal effects

of the contrast as seen in the galleries of the Exhibition, we are assured, you
will most readily estimate.' The artists further state, that they woidd long ago

have petitioned for the removal of the present background, but had been from
time to time induced to believe an alteration woiild be adopted, mthoiit the

necessity of a combined expression of professional opinion. ' But," they add,
' as we witness with great regret the persistence of an arrangement we have
uniformly condemned, we are compelled to make this appeal as a jiublic

duty to the arts we respectively profess, as a precedent for future reference,

and as our protest against a practice most fatal to the just display' of works,

the special characteristics of which we had anticipated to have seen pre-

served, or heightened, rather than diminished and destroyed.' A letter has
since been published in a daily contemporary, from E. Oklfield, Esq., the

late superintendent of the Sculpture Department, stating that the drapery
which was selected by 3Ii\ Grace was never approved of by the Commis-
sioners or himself; but as, when the gallery was being ai'ranged, no such
drapery as they coiild agi'ee to was to be had -nithout delay, and time was
pressing, Jlr. Grace was authorised to hang temporarily the material

which he himself recommended, with an miderstanding that it should be
changed after the Exhibition was opened, Mr. Oklfield states he had pre-

pared the plan for the alterations, and it was acknowledged, and ordered to

be done, but from some unknown circumstance had not been attended to.

Carlton Kibe.—London nowhere presents a piece of street architecture

more imposing in effect, from its masculine boldness, grandeiu- of dimensions,

and simple clignity of character, than the park facade of Carlton Hoiise

TeiTace, one of the latest and most masterly conceptions of John Nash. It

has long remained incomplete, but the demolition of the riding-house, that

latest relic of the palace of ' The Regent,' whose ante-regnal honoxu's are

commemorated by the noble street so called, is now going rapidly forward

;

and gives, we trust, an earnest of the idtimafe fidfilment of this excellent

design ; while the admirable manner in which Mr. Pennethorne effected the

extension of Somerset House, leaves no room for doubt as to the ability and
devotion with which this, the work of his late eminent master, will be
matured.

Schools or Art i.y the Untted Kjxodom.—From the report of the
Science and Art Department of the Committee of Council on Education, it

appears that the total number of art schools throughout the kingdom, not
counting classes for teaching drawing in connection with schoohs, was 87 in

1861, against 8.5 and 78 in the two preceding years. New schools have been
opened at Hull and Sunderland. The nximber who were taught at the cen-
tral provincial schools rose to 15,483, or nearly what they were in 1859. In
1860 there had been a considerable falling off in these classes, which was
ascribed to the Vohmteer movement. During the past year, also, the teach-

ing in the jiarochial schools was somewhat affected by the anticipated action

of the new code of the Education Department ; nevertheless, the total nmn-
ber of children under this head who received instruction shows an increase
on the preceding year— being 76,303, against 7-1,267 in 1860, and 67,490
in 1859.

Proposai. for a Nett Park at Islington.—A proposal lias been made
to provide a park for the northern district of the metropolis by the aid of a
joint-stock company. An estate of about 450 acres has been secured, and
about 200 acres of which are to be set apart for a park, gardens, and orna-
mental ground. The sm-plus land will be let off for building purposes.
We need scarcely say we trust the project will issue in a satisfactory

realisation.

The Proptleum at Munich.—AVe learn from a contemporary that on
the 19tli inst. the Propylseum, the last gift of King Ludwig to the town,
was opened. The Bavarian Propyl^um, an imitation of the Athenian
model, is at the further end of the square containing the Glyptothck and
tbe Picture Gallerj'. It is intended to fonu the crowming work in com-
pletion of this Greek oasis, and, hi.storically, will serve to pei'petuate the
memory of the Bavarian dynasty and its extension to Athens. A gate to
all intents and pm-poses, it yet adds depth to the qualities of an ordinarj-
entrance, converting a simple entrance-way into a lengthened passage
flanked on either side with columns. The latter are pai-tly connected by
galleries, at some height firom the ground, and support a massive architrave,
above which rises a lofty pediment. The central part of the interior is in
the form of a Greek temple, transversely intersected by the roadway. The
propyheum rests upon a raised platform", ascended by a flight of steps, and
is flanked on either side by a tower 110 ft. in height. Underneath the
towers run secondary passages parallel to the main waj-. The six outer

columns on the e,\ternal face of tlie building are of the fluted Doric order;
while the sixteen in the interior Ix'long to the Corinthian, and are disposed
in groups of four. The material of this work of art. has been brought from
the white marble quarries of the Unterberg, near Salzburg, tho same myste-
rious ridge where the Emperor Barbarossa sits sleeping in expectation of the
national revival. Both faces of the pediment are filled with works of
sculptural art. On the western face, which is intended to represent the
struggles of Greece, the figiure of Hellas rises loftily, sword in hand. She
is attended by the geniuses of Nike, or Victory, wlio present to her the
various provinces and cities reconquered from the Turk. The side-groups
are made up of warriors, arms, and trophies. A Mohammedan chieftain is

trodden under foot by a Mainote, and a Greek mother, brandishing a spear,
defends her child from the mtu-derous grasp of the infidel. A more peaeeful
scene displays itself on the eastern face of the gable. King Otho, j'oimg
and beaiitifid as Apollo, is seated upon his throne. Roimd liim cluster the
representatives of art, science, and industry. "Wealth is approaching the
sovereign of the reviving kingdom, and Eeligion offers him her support.
With most of the modern works of art for which the Bavarian capital is

renowned, tho Propylaeum is due to the architectural genius of Herr Vou
Kleuze. The groijps of the gable were modelled by Schwanthaler, and after

the death of the artist, executed by his cousin and successor. The building

was commenced in 1854, and has been raised for about £70,000.
The Late Eobbery of Bank-Note Paper.—The Mechanics' Mafia::ine

says : — The robbery of bank-note paper from the Laveretoke Mills is

creating an immense amoimt of inconvenience in all parts of the kingdom ;

and in some places bank-notes are positively refused to be taken at all.

One natural result of the imiversal apprehension felt in regard to paper
money is, that the demand for coin is largely increasing. The Bank coffers

have consequently felt the pressm'e to a considerable extent, and their con-

tents are rapidly diminishing. Fortunately, that establishment is fully

supplied with gold bullion, and the Mint will no doubt be put into imme-
diate requisition, with a view to its conversion into sovereigns and half-

sovereigns. It is question.able, however, whether the mechanical capabilities

of the Mint are sufl[iciently great to enable it to meet the sudden and im-

natnral demand made upon it. The nimiber of stamping presses is far too

small, we fear, to contend against the unprecedented strain. At the time
of the erection of the Tower Hill AVorks, in 1810, eight presses were doubt-

less ample for all exigencies ; but it does seem singular, that since that

period no increase in their number, or in the speed with which they work,

shoidd have been made. The cost of an additional eight, or even sixteen,

presses woidd not be very great, ; there is ample room for them within the

Mint walls, and their existence would make it independent of all panics and
pressure, from whatever 'source arising. We tlrrow out this hint in all

sincerity, and trust that it may obtain consideration in the quarter where
such consideration is likely to lead to practical I'esults. Tho lai-ge reward
offered by the Bank for the discovery of the delinqxients who have so suc-

cessfidly appropriated its paper, and no doubt diverted it to tho most nefa-

rious purposes, is a proof of the importance with which the crime and its

consequences are regarded. It may be trusted that the hand of justice ^vill

speedily reach the perpetrators, and that the law will deal with them as

they deserve to be dealt with.

Destruction of Works at Plymouth.—The works erected here inside

the breakwater, for constructing the niew fort, were entirely carried away
on the 25th inst. The structure destroyed was a large framework of timber
erected in the Sound, to assist in constructing a foundation for the fort pro-

posed to be erected inside the breakwater. This foundation is to be a
masterpiece of masonry, formed of large blocks of concrete, made to dovetail

into each other in courses, faced with proportionate blocks of stone, also dove-

tailed together, and to be carried up to witliiu a few feet of low-water mark.
The works had occupied six months in erection, and were approaching com-
pletion. The accident occurred at low water, when about 40 ft. of the piles

were exposed and a strong easterly wind was prevailing. Tho contractoi-s,

JVIessre. Lee & Son, of London, are heavy losers ; the whole six months'

labour having been sacrificed, in addition to the damage done to the

materials.

New Abbey Tdlber, DrMFEiES.—A correspondent of a Dumfries paper
says— ' I measured the other day the dimensions of an antedilu%-ian oak

tree recently uncovered at the foot of Newabbey Pow, at the point where it

joins the estuaiy of the Nith. This part of the quondam forest king—for

it had been broken at^both ends—measures 36 ft. in length by 14 ft. 8 in.

circumference in the middle of the trunk, giving 484 cubic ft. of timber.

Had the trunk been lying up among the hills it would have been styled

bog-oak, but ha\'ing been washed twice a day by the waters of the Solway,

it may not inappropriately be called sea or sleech oak. I have reason to

believe that the whole valley below the ruins of Sweetheart Abbey on botli

sides of the Pow is thickly imderlaid with large oaks. Not many j-ears ago

some of the fai-mers of the district supplied themselves with field rollers

from a tree laid bare by that tributary. Even the arboriculture of the pre-

sent d,",y woiild do no discredit to richer and more noted localities. A
sojourner in the metropolis lately remarked, on entering the village, that

London could not match this place in the matter of timber trees. There is

a group of silver firs growing about 200 j-ards west of the old monastery,

three of which will contain over 500 ft., girthing 6 ft. fi-om the ground 10 ft.

7 in. and 7i ft., and 70 ft. in height to the topmost twig. In the same
line, but nearer the village, is an ash 11 ft. 6 in. round 6 ft. from the

ground ; the trank at 12 ft. will contain 99 ft. ; limbs and tops, 45 ; making
in all 144. It is one of a row of frees that once grew at regular distances

down the village street, the lowest of which was at the school green

near the entrance to the church, and was known as tho " Gorget

Tree" in former days, when the kirk-sessions ruled instead of oiu- county

constabulary, and took cognizance of all the famas current in the parish.

There is also, on the opposite side of the Pow, a beech 10 ft. 8 in. in cir-

circumference, 14 ft. long, yielding 99i ft. : tops and limbs are estimated at

50 ft. ; making in all 149i ft. Some of the fine trees growing within 100

yards of Newabbey village contain 800 cubic ft. of timber; and I have no
doubt the Shambellie forester coidd point out many magnificent "forest

queens," as the larch is called, which woidd not be unworthy of ranking

with the timber planted by the leai'ned and skilful monks.'
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Tnr. Submarine Telegraph CoMPANT.-The report of the Submarme

Telecn-,„,h Company states that there is an increase over the preyious year

of £1330 IC.. in receipts, not^nthstandins the reduction of nearly 50 per

oent uDon the f aritr. This increase of business is progressive, as during the

six months ending 30th June hist, 137,7U messages were transmitted oyer

the oompany's wires, against 127,163 during the previous half year, gmng

an increase "in money of £l,39S 4s., whilst the working expenses liave heen

reduced The returns of the current half year are still more favourable ;

the number of messages carried during the past seven weeks being 44,08o,

or an excess of 14,015 over the same period in 1861, while the increase m
money .amounts to £1,717 12s. 7d. The inaccuracies in the former accounts,

aUuded to in the last report, have been carefidly analysed, and the result

shows a balance of £5,591 16s. lid. against this company, a portion of

which ought to have formed a charge against the revenue of former years.

As the directors do not consider it equitable that the whole of this amount

should be charged upon the earnings of the last twelve months, they have,

in conformity with their previous recommendation, opened a suspense

account, which will leave £2,300 15s. lU.l. to be carried forward and paid

out of future revenue. The earnings of the company, after paying the

working expenses and repairs of cables, the interest on debentures and loans,

and deducting 10 per cent, on gross receipts for a reserve fund, leave a sum

of £3 799 6s. 2d., equivalent to a dividend of 3 per cent, per annum for the

last half year, with a balance of £620 5s. 9d. to bo carried to the credit of

the next account.

Photogkapht ox Mont Blanc.—The Monitcm contains an interesting

description of an ascent of Mont Blanc, effected on the 11th inst. by M.

Bisson, an eminent photographer, who had already performed the feat last

year, but was desirous of completing his collection of views. His progress

as far as the Grands-Mulets was not marked by any particular incident ;
he

took various views from diiferent points, and then proceeded to the Passage

des Echelles, where he and his party crossed the ravines, some 300 ft. deep,

crawling on horizontal ladders, one by one, on their hands and feet. Their

further progress to the Dome de Goutt(5 was, however, impeded by an un-

foreseen accident. A bridge of ice and snow, which had liitherto served as

a Passage to the Grand Plateau, had Ijroken down, and they found a yawn-

ing abyss, from 45 to 155 ft. in width, before them. No other passage

seemed possible, and M. Bisson was on the point of giving np the adven-

ture, when ho was hailed by three of his men, who, nnperceived, had sought

a convenient place, and with their hatchets hewed out a jiath, by which they

had succeeded in gaining the icy crest of the Mont Maudit.
_
Tliey soon

descended the rocks ou the other side, and threw ropes to their comrades,

by which the luggage was hauled up. M. Bisson and the rest of the party

followed the new but dangerous patli, which Ijrought them two houi-s sooner

to the Grand Plateau. There new difficulties awaited them ;
they had to

hew 800 steps, and ascend the side of the corridor, which in some places

had an inclination of 50°. On reaching the end of the corridor they were

assailed by an icy-cold wind. On arriving at tlie summit, after some fur-

ther laboiii', M. Bisson found to his regret that the silver of his plates was

crystallised, the temperature having suddenly fallen 10° centigrade, although

it was exactly noon. At 2 p.m. he descended from the summit, but visited

it again on the 14tli', and returned to Chamouuix ou the 15th -nithout any

further accident.

MoNMouTHSHraE AND Caerleon Antiqvaei.vn ASSOCIATION.—The annual

meeting of this society took place on the 14th inst. The members assem-

bled at Llanvair Castle, where an hour was very pleasantly spent in exa-

mining the few details remaining of its architecture, and in listening to the

lucid explanations respecting it, given by the president, Octavius Morgan,

Esq., M.P. Several other members also joined in the discussion. Luncheon

was then partaken of, and, under a gi'ove of trees, the annual meeting took

place, the secretary reading the report, and the officers for the ensuing year

being appointed. An interesting paper was afterwards read by the President,

for Thomas AVakeman, Esq., who was unable to attend through indisposition,

which dealt chiefly with the customs of "Wentwood, and included several

observations on the castle they had just visited,

Eedkuth Vi.advct.—The Redruth Viaduct, on the West Cornwall Rail-

way has been for some considerable time undergoing alteration and repair.

It being constructed entirely of wood and of great height, many persons have

considered it unsafe, but to the scientific man, who understands the principle

upon which it is put together, and that every brace, perpendicular, diagonal,

or other piece of timber, is fixed upon a mathematical rule, and bears its

relative strain, pressure, or other force, all anxiety as regards strength

vanishes. The upper part of the structure, however, has long been open to

serious misgiving. The ballast upon which the unfortunate Barlow rails

were laid, was not well selected, and the amoimt of moisture which it absorljed

and retained, did its work of destruction upon the underlying timbers. The
Barlows arc now removed, and the rotten timber also. The original ballast

has also disappeared and given pilaee to rubble, which permits the rain to

percolate rapidly through it, and altogether the way presents a very much
improved appearance.

New Burial Ground at Easton.—A new burial ground has been con-

secrated at Easton. The whole has been enclosed by a very neat but sub-

stantial wall, constructed by Mr. Perkins, of Easton ; a pair of handsome

iron gates, with corresponding stone pillars, has also taken the place 'of the

old wooden door wliich formerly disfigured the entrance to the churchyard.

The cost of the work has been £200.

Banquet to French Workmen.—Under the auspices of the Foreign

Workmen's Eeception Committee, a banquet was given on Tuesday evening

in the British Eefroshmeut Department of the International Exhibition, to

the French workmen now in London. This entertainment was the first of

a series, it being the intention of the Committee to welcome in a similar

manner, the workmen of Italy, Germany, and Belgium. Mr. H. Berkeley,

M.P., presided, and the company numljered about 160. Several toasts

were given, after which Mr. Blanchard Jen'old, the secretary to, and
originator of, the movement, read an address of welcome to the French
onvricrs, which stated that if England and France were rivals iu the markets
of the world, they were at least generous rivals. The band of the 1st Loudon
Brigade of Volunteer Artillery was engaged for the evening.

CHIPS.

A PLAN for an Austrian Exhiljition of Industry has been embodied in a

petition to the Minister of Commerce, and the prayer added that a com-

mittee be forthwith instituted to make the necessary preparations.

No less than forty Roman weUs have lately been discovered at Paris by

the workmen employed in levelling the ground between the Boidevard

Sebastopol and the Luxembourg g.ardens.

Edward Gibbon Wakefield, the founder of the Wellington Settlement, and

the author of a system of dealing with waste lands for tlie purpose of pro-

moting colonisation, died at his residence in Wi'Uington, New Zealand, on

the 16th May, aged 66.

The foundation stone of the great fort on Staddon Heights, which is to be

the chief work in the south-eastern defences of Plymouth, was laid on

Thiu-sday, the 14th, by Mrs. Owen, wife of Colonel Owen, C.B., command-

ing engineer of the district.

A new lighthouse has been placed by the government of Sweden and

Norway, in the Gulf of Botlinia. The light will bo fixed and risible aU

round the horizon. There is on board the vessel a large bell, which will be

tolled in thick weather.

At the weekly meeting of the Liverpool Docks and Harbour Board, the

engineer was authorised to purchase, tlirough Messrs. Duncan, Ewing & Co.,

31,000 cubic feet of Quebec yellow pine, and 10,000_, cubic feet of Baltic

timber.

The Emperor Alexander has ordered to be restored to the city of Warsaw
all tlie volumes of the library which were confiscated after the Polish

Revolution of 1831," and transported to St. Petersburg. This restitution

comprises 17,000 volumes.

Ou Wednesday week, a considerable part of a new chapel, which was iu

course of erection, for the United Presbyterian congregation at Uddingstone,

near Glasgow, suddenly fell. The workmen had fortunately all left before

the extraordinary and unexpected collapse of the building took place, and

no accident, therefore, occurred.

The next meeting of the Yorkshire Architectural Society will be held on

the 9th and 10th Sept. It is said that the piroceedings will be of an in-

teresting character, the district Ijeing famed for its many beautifid Norman
churches, and the numerous antiquarian remains of the Celtic and Anglo-

Saxon periods. The society numbers amongst its members the Archbishop

of York, the Bishop of Eipon, the Dean of Y'ork, the Duke of Northumber-

land, the Earls of Carlisle, Zetland, De Gray and Ripon, and Effingham,

Lords Feversham, Hotham, Loudesborough, Scarborough, and AVharncliffe,

and several members of Parliament.

Ou the 30th ult., the parish church of Holy Island, or Liudisfarn, was

reopened, after undergoing a careful restoration.

The foundation stone of the North Street improvements at Ashford, Kent,

is to be laid on the 15th of September.

A new line is in contemplation in the neighbourhood of Hythe, which is

to extend from Hythe to the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway.

During the recent submersion of the electric cable, between Lowestoff and

the Dutch coast, fishing-boats were stationed every foiu- miles, to prevent

the waste of cable by the 'slack' usually attendant on the process of sub-

mersion. A considerable length of cable was in this w.ay saved.

It is reported that the Viceroy of Egypt has announced, that the inangu-

ration of the completion of the Suez canal will be celebrated by a solemn

fete, to which the repi-esentatives of every nation in the globe will be invited.

Scientific men, however, are still doubtful whether the canal wiU ever be an

accomplished fact.

During the week ending 23rd of August, 1862, the visitors at the South

Kensington Museum have been as follows ;—On Monday, Tuesday, and

Satui-day (free days), 33,597 ; on Wednesday, Thiu'sday, and Frid.ay (stu-

dents' days), 6,087 ; total, 39,684. From the opening of the Museum,

3,155,191.

The Congregationalists have already subscribed £100.000, which is to be

devoted to the building of chapels and a Memorial Hall, and paying the

debts of other places of worship belonging to their order, the whole being a

memorial of the Bicentenary. The Piifriot says, ' On Sunday we have no

doubt a noble commencement will be made towards a second £100,000.

New Y'ork has now, after being urged, it is said, for ten years, introduced

steam instead of hand fire-engines. These steam fire-engines now made

are said to be more compact than those which wero first introduced.

They use steam at a pressure of about 100 lbs., and the greatest favourites

have horizontal cylinders and are direct acting.

The boulevards which are to run from Montpelier to South Parade,

Weston-super-Mare, opposite Rogers's Royal Hotel, were commenced on

Monday by a large number of workmen, under the superintendence of Mi'.

Edward Locock, the projector of the improvements.

On Friday week the Queen laid the fii-st stone of a cairn to the memory
of the late Prince Consort, which is to be erected ou the summit of Craig

Laurigau, near Balmor.al.

Tlie romantic and picturesque ruins of Goodrich Castle, near Ross,

Herefordshire, the most perfect of our medireval relics, have just been

yisited by the Prince of Orange, who was staying in the neighbourhood.

In the year 1861, there were 3,276 applications for provisional protection

of inventions, but above a third of them were allowed to lapse, and only

2,047 patents were actually passed ; and but about a tenth of these probably

will bo renewed at the end of their third year, by the further p.ayment of

£50, and again, at the end of the seventh year, by payment of a further

£100.
Extensive preparations are being made for the celebrating the festival of

the Preston Guild, which commences next Monday, and will last the whole

week.
Cellars are about to be made under the Oxford Corn Exchange, which is

now being erected, which will cost £500. The Exchange will probably

not be opened before the commencement of the ensuing year.

The seventh annual meeting of the Confident Assurance and Loan Com-

pany took place, on Monday week, at the office, 13 Finsbury Place, South.

The report stated the income for the past year to have been £8,049 4s. 3d.,

and the expenditure £4,858 5s. A dividend was declared of 7J per cent.
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dTorrcspoiibfiKc.

ox THE -WOODS AND TIMBER OF TASMANIA.
To the Editor of the ' liun.niNo News.'

SIR,—In tlip uunibor of
.
your viiluable Journal for the 27tli of Juno, tlicro

- . is nil oxti'aot froin Mr. Wliitinps pamphlet, conceruiug Tasmaniau
ivoods, by t!]o publication of which you have rendered a great service to
architects and builders.

Two prcat obstacles to the introduction of the.«c wood.s into Europe are,

the high rate of freights mjnin.! fmni tlinso distant regions, and I lie diffi-

culty of finding ships (providid with porllioles) of .efficient lengtli to take
timber of climensions suitabh' for ships and house building. &c.

Notwithstanding the proofs adduced by Mr. Wliiting in his pamphlet,
with respect to the strength and durability of blue gum wood and stringy
bark, it will be found very difficult to persuade the Admiralty to adopt
these woods. A few years ago an enterprising individual spent £30,000 in

endeavouring to introduce a new wood (known by the name of Santa Maria)
from Soutli America, for sliip-building purposes. The dockyard authorities
could not, however, be induced to take it into use, and the importations
thereof became entirelj* neglected.

One grfat difficulty in connection with the introdueticni of Tasmanian
woods for commercial ship building will be to induce Lloyd's Registration
Company to .admit tlum upon the same footing as Englisli oak. This was
nttemi>fcd som,> years ago by Mr. Edward ChaUoner, and the most eminent
shii>buililers, with regard to Honduras mahogany, but without success, and
the result of sales of planks in the London and Liverpool markets, and of
the experiments made to use it in British ship-building yards, were by no
means as favourable as could have been wished.

The employment of these woods for /•««« would, doubtless, be more suc-
cessful, but for the difficulty of stowing them jiroperly in the holds of vessels,
owing to their cumbersome form. And as regards sleepers, the cost would
prove a great obstacle, as it is very doubtful that any railway company
woidd pay 5s. a piece for sleepers when common ones can be obtained at
about Is. 9d.

To tlie employment of these two species of wood in house building there
are two great objections: 1st, the hardness of the wood, which renders the
workmanship far more difficiJt ; 2nd, the cost (the expense of bringing them to
the United Kingdom not being less than £8 or £9 per load), which neither
builders nor their employers -n-ill incur; as it is well knoMn that, with verj-
few exceptions, only the cheapest materials are used for internal fittings, of
which we have sufficient evidence in the International Exhibition building
itself.

^

There is no doubt.that the figured and mottled planks of blue gum wood
exhibited among the products of the Australian colonies are well adapted
for cutting into veneers, and might eveu become a formidable rival to

mahogany; but it is verj- po.-silde that tlie wood may be impregnated with
such a cjuantity of dye stuftas would soon darken its appearance .and render
It unsightly. I made an experiment with this wood in 1847, by purchasing
a largo paree of it at Liverpool, an,l consigning it to Havre, where jt was,
tiowever, sold at a very low rate, owing to the above circumstance.

Notwithstanding all Iluive .said again.st the introduction of blue gum
woo.

,
stringj- and iron bark, for house building, there is one purpose for

which it,s very lardne.'^s (although increasing the expense of workmanship)
renders It peculiarly adapted - namely, to the principal staircases both in
private and public buildings, where tlie expense of covering the steps with
lead would be entirely avoided, while the risk in case of fire would become
considerably lessened. The staircase is, as is well known, the most
dangerous means of communicating fire from one part of a building to
another— but I believe that these woods will be found much less liable to
combustion— and at any rate, even if charred, would not readily blaze if
they did at all.

'

I have not observed in either Mr. \V]iiting's or Mr. Archer's papers any
mention of steam saw-miUs, which I presume are, however, used in tlie
ship and coach-building yards in Tasmania

; but I would suggest if these
woods are to be advantageously exported, that large portable steam saw-
mills should be introduced, which coidd be transported into the forests, the
fires being there fed by the brandies, and other refuse wood. By means of
these mills the logs could be cut on the spot into proper lengths —the
longest being converted into three and four-inch planks, for siiip buikUn.',
and the shorter logs into inch boards for house building, &c. The seasoning
of the wood, which it is highly important should be done, before it is
shipped to Europe, could be effected either in the forest or in Port Arthur,
or any other proper place, either by exposure, or by artificial means, for
which the fuel would cost nothing.

As regards the means of transporting the timljcr to the ports of Em-ope,
I hope that considerable reduction from the actual rate of freight may soon
take place by the adoption of a system which I purpose shortly to make
known. I intend also offering a few remarks in a forthcoming number of
tlie Brn.DDiG News, upon the Tasmanian and other Australian woods, for
cabinet-making and other pui-poses ; upon which I will now only remark
that the con.'^umption of fancy woods in England is verj- limited, and will
become more so, as the mosaics of difTerent kinds of wood, now in vogue,
go out of fashion, which will undoubtedly be the ease in a very short space
of time, the effect of these combinations being almost invariably bad
from the contrast of cototirs, unassisted by the fine shades of the wood
itself. Such reactions of good taste as the abandonment of fine veneered
table tops of waUiut and rosewood, for inlaid work, which is much better
adapted to fancy work-boxes, &c., may occasionally take place, but are never
permanent,

,
EI!.i^CIS .Steikitz,

Author of The .Ship, its Origin and Progress,' &c.

I^altnfs anir Jdibcnfions.

(CONXECTED WITH THE BlILDINU TrXDE.)

513. R. Russell.—Tmprovcments in stove grates and kit-
Clien ranfips. Dnted Feb. 6.186^. This applies, first, to stove
grates aiici ilomcstic fire-places and stoves generally, and con-
Ki.st8 in tlie construction of an ash-pan so as to radiate heat
into the room, and to conceal the ashes from view, 2. To
kitchen ranges only, and relatcj to the arrangement of the
flues of an ordinary kitchen oven, so as to produce an even
and uniform heat over all its snrface. Patent nbandoned.

"24. P. Sii.uv.—Tmprovemcnts in lamps. Dated Feb. 7.
IS62. The patentee claims : I. Constructing lamps fur Imrn-
ing parafline oil ami some ('thcr Unids with a vessel for con-
taining the oil. made of glass or other bad conductor of heat,
surrounded with a vase or holder capable of being ornamented
with any desired design, or of beiTig made of any required
shape, all as described. 2. Surrounding the air-tube or rod
which passes through the oil-vessel with a ferrule or tube of
glass, or some other bad conductor of heat, as described,
Fateni completed.

3C8. ^V. Clark.— Improvements in preserving timber
which are particularly applicable to timbers of ships or other
maritime structures. (A communication.) Dated Feb. 7,
ISG'J. This consists : 1, in depriving the wood of its sa[t, and
consequently, of its fermenting properties; 2, in submitting
the wood to an artificial desiccation; 3, in singeing the face
of the wood, when the work is finished, by a slight carbonisa-
tion. To deprive the wood of its sap, it is plunged in soft
w.nter, which, being less dense than the sap juices, forces out
the latter, and fills all the fibres of the wood in its turn. The
wood is dried by means of an apparatus of Messrs. Lege &
Henry Piromct's, for injecting poplar and beech woods with
sulphate of copper. ']|,e wood is now readv to receive a
current of heated air, with which n certain quantity of sul-
phuric acid is mixed, which prevents the formation of fungi
on ships* bottoms. A paint composed of sulphur, linseed
oil, and boiled oil, is applied to the bottoms of sinpg. The
surfr.ce of the wood is charred by a jt-t of gas. Patent
co?nph'ted.

35n. J. ^VEDsTER —An improvement or improvements in
llie manufacture of certain descriptions of nails, bolts, spikes,
and pins. Dated Feb. S, 18f>2. This consi>ts in making nails
of the kind used for sheathing ships, bolts, spikes, and pins
used in ship-building, securing radway chairs, &c., by form-
ing them triangular in cross-section, and afterwards twisting
them sligtitly in the direction of their length, so that, while
no impediment is offered to the driving of the nail in the
usual way, it takes more power to draw it again. Patent
abandoned.

Crabc llctos.
Nineteen proprietors of house property have been brought

liefore the magistrates at Wolverhampfm, to show cause why
Ihcy should not be ordered to pay their respective quotas of
the cost ot forming the streets opposite their houses. This
dispute has evidently been a long standing one, and does not
at present seem to Iiave an end. Only a few weeks since,
thirty -one proprietors were summoned for the same cause,
and, as will be found, on reference to our report under the

heading of ' Legal Tntclligence * of August 15, "were fined.
On this occasion, however, the magi^lrates adjourned the
cases for a month, to consult counsel.

The following tender? have been sent in for Littlehamptoni
Arundel, .-.nd Houghton Stations :— Williams, £15,4fi2;
Aviss &Sons,:ei3,SM3; Simms. £11,^80 ; rerr\,iun. (Arundel
only), £4,239; Westtey, £11,642; Bushbv, £11,172 ; Reynolds,
£10,fiG9 ; Bull, £".648. The latter tender has been accepted.
The port commissioners met the railway authorities as to the
form and extent of the railway wharf, and it was arranged
that the premises will have a laying frnntase for ships of not
less than ],2(X) ft. in length, althrugh the front-igeof our best
private wharves scarcely in any case exceeds ]jO ft. This
wharf will be of a greater height than any other river side
premises, beyond the possibility of being flooded by extra-
ordinary tides, and will liave five feet at low water. The
quay will be provided \\\\.\\ a line of rails along its entire
length.

TENDERS.
Behmoxdsey,— For building a public house and six houses
and shops in Crucifix Lane, Bermondscy. Messrs. Newman
& Billing, architects. The quantities su|)plied by Messrs.
Enoch ik. Edsall.

Turner & Sons... £4,035
Axford & Co 4.n()i5

Brass & Son 3,880
Patrick & Son 3,842
J. J. & K. Coleman » S,6r>9

Wills 3,i;()n

Pcakc s.risa

Joseph Thomson (accepted) 3,5.08

LoNnos.— Additions to the House of Correction, Coldbath
Fields, Mr. Pownall, architect.

Downs
, £23,.'iC0

Macey 22.663
Brown &- Co 22.5C0
Mansfield 22,360
Higgs 22,315
Lucas , 21.349
Dove, Brothers 21 ,255
Hill, Keddei, & Co 21,240
Axford & Co 20,2*^
Piper ^ Wheeler 2i',':00

Perry 18 875

Blackhcatu.—For alterations at Kent House, Blackhcath.
Mr. Henry J. Lanchester, architect, ^"'"i^itiss supitlied.

Sands £1,025
Adams & Son gp3
Penny (accepted) 868

Deptfoiid — For shopfront. High .Street, Deptford. Mr
Henry J. Lanchester, architect.

Penny £257
Lester 239
Pearson (accepted) 173 2 8

SoiiTii Hacknev.—For the erection of an infant school at
South Hackney, Middlesex. Mr. G, H. Siramonds, archi-
tect.

J. Perry £425
Henry Morris 4i>7

Samuel Fox 4.S0

'lliOToas Glaskin 485
William Turner 4.07

Architect's estimate 440

Pence—For building a pair of semi-detached villas, at
Penge, in Surrey, for Mr. Henry WooUven. Mr. Charles
Dunch, architect.

Banph &*Bryant £1,749
Pritchard & Son l,r,52

Perry & Judson 1,492
Thompson 1,460
Hcarle 1,439
Curtis 1,345
Jacobs J,285
C. Brown (accepted) ],269

SpALDiNC—For the erection of a bank at Spalding, for the
Stamford. Spalding, and Boston Banking Company. Mr.
\V. Eve. architect.

Booth & Sons £2,100
Dawson 2,09S
Dolman 2,OS7
Sneath 2.067
Moore & Son 2,005
Hob=on & Taylor 1.919
K. Young 1,810
Burkitt 1,574 S 3

Herne Hill.—For alterations and repairs toa villa at Heme
Hill, for J. D. Welch, Esq. Tillott .S: Chamberlain, archi-
tects.

Mr. Kider £622
Mr. Brass 545
Piper & Wlieeler (accepted) 525

WnirFcnAPEL.—For the erection of a building with a shaft
in \S hitechajiel. Mr. G. H. Simmonds, architect.

Jacobs, John £2,257
Read & Son 2,289
Asbbv & Horner 2,420
Architect's estimate 2,180

LiMEiiorsE—For alterations at No. 271 Three Colt Street,
Ijmehouse, for Mr. Isaac Snape. Mr. Cliarles Donch .

architect.

Ebbage
, £b5ii

Hearle 525
Wood, Brothers 510
C Brown (accepted) 458

TcNSTALL.—For building a dwelling-house at Tur)stall, for

James Johnson, Esq,
Harley &Dean,Burslem £l,2fiO

Gallimore, Neu castle 1.200

Wa!lington,Tunstall 1,U'9 14

Co!lis& Hudson, Longlon 1,183 14

Blackhurst, Burslem (accepted) 1,050

Castle Douglas. For town hall, Castle Douglas.
Masons—
John Carter. £6iS 14 2
Robert Montgomery (accepted) «. 620

Joiners—
William McEwan £460
James McCandlish 420
Robert Clarke.., 415
John Murdoch (accepted) 353 18

Slaters —
James Jardine (accepted) £105

Plumbers—
Andrew Dnbbie ,. £68 5
Robert McGufTog 65 12
P. Drumraoiiu (accepted) 53 12
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77 10

71 14

Plasterers —
James McVan
John Sceveiison (accepted)

Glazing and Painting— sny

Castle Douglas.—Market place. Castle Douglas.

Masons' work—
Robert Montgomery €99 10

Joiners—
John Mtirdoch £3S 17

Slaters—
James Jardine i:Ji

Plasterers—
John Stevensnn £13

BASFORn —For public oflices for the Basford Local Boards

Mr. J. B. Heard, surveyor.
Jolin;on "£2,080

T. Sc F. Simpson « 1,923

Simpson & Layman 1,920

Slight 1.868

Barker 1,895

Careill .• 1.750
Dennett 1.725 9
Acton I,fi77

Lower Norwooh,—For works in alterations, fittings. &c., at

the Jews' Hospital, Lower Norwood, Surrey. Tillott &
Chamberlain, architects. Quantities supplied.

3Iever3 & Sons.., £9,irA
Ashby&-Sons S.Ofit

Rider « 2,054

Brass 2.007
Piper & Wheeler l,9tw

Wills l.S'to

Fish 1,858

Westmi.vster.—For the erection of six houses in Douglas
Street, Vincent Square, "Westminster. Mr. James G.
Smither, architect.

Mann £-3.589

J. \- W. Sanders 2,33!!

Wardle& Baker 2.25fi

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MovoAY, Septembfr 1. — WnmixGHAM, at the Auction

Marr. opposite the Bank of England, .^t V2 for 1. 46 lots

of freehold building land and model cottages, five miles

from the city.

Lerew & Lerew, on the premises. Camden Terrace, Camden
Town, at 12 for 1. a large stock of timber and mahogany.

Tliesdat.—Pike, at the residence of Dr. Battye, 45 St,

Giles's Street. Oxford, his valuable collection of oil paint-

ings and drawings.

Fallows & Smith, under the arches in Oxford Street, Bir-

mingham, at 11, railway and building materials.

Wednesday.—Davenpoht, at Powlesse Honse, East Cowes
Park, ai 3, valuable small collectionof paintings by eminent
masters.

Fallow & Smit!i. at the Union Inn. Union Street, Birming-

ham, at 5 o'clock, freehold building land and other pro-

perty.

TniRSDAV.—Marsh, at the Mart, at 12 o'clock, two plots of

freehold building land, situate in Sussex Place, Leadenhall

Street.

Dawson /t Son, at the Mart, near the Bank, at 12, thirteen

acres of freehold building land, at Wimbledon, Surrey.

Fridw.—WHiTTivcnAM. at the Genrgc Inn, Wanstead, at

6 for 7, the Tylney Hall Estate, Wanstead, E^sex.

VaI'XHAll.—For repairs to twenty-eight houses, Admiral
Terrace, Vauxhall Bridge Road. Mr. James G. Smither,
surveyor to tiie estate,

J. & W'. Sanders (accepted) £861 16

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Hartlepool.—The trustees of the Hartlepool Mechanics'

Institute are desirous of obtaining, on or before the 1st day
of October next, plans for a building for the purposes of the
Institute. The sum to be expended thereon not to exceed
£1,500. The ground is a parallelogram, bein'x IW) feet in

length (nortii and south), and 50 feet in breadth. It is open
to light on all sides. The princip.il entrance to be on the
western side. It is intended that the whole of the upper
story shall he occupied as a lecture room, with ante-room.
£20 will be Riven to the architect whose plan is accepted,
and such plan shall become the property of the trustees.

The successful architect must, however, gratuitously supply
a specification. Plans, scaled up under motto, to be sent
to Mr. Belk, town clerk, Hartlepool.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
PoRTSMOiTH.—For the erection of a military gymnasium.

Parties desiring to tender for the execution of this work
must leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Ports-
mouth, on or before the 2nd of September, a!id pay the sum
of 10s. Gd. for the bills of quantities.

Uppixghaii.—For lighting the streets and other places in the
parish of Uppingham, with gas, oil, or spirits, from the 15th
day of September ISr.2, to the 14th day of .April 18fi3. inclu-
sive, from sunset to midnight, are to deliver tenders for the
said contract at the hou<;e of John Woodcock, Uppingham,
on or before the 10th day of September, 1862,

Weyhill.—For building a new aisle, repewing, and repairing
the above church. Plans, sppcifications. and form of tender
may bo seen on application to John Smith, Esq., solicitor,

Andover. The tenders to be sent in by the 7th of Septoii-
bernest, to John Smith, Esq., and the work to be completed
by tlie 31st of May 13n3.

BiR.MiNcnAH—For the supply and fixing complete of two
bells, one in each of the towers of the cemetery chapels, at
Witton, near Birmingham. Particulars as to notes, &c

,

to be had on ai)plication to the Borough Surveyor, Public
Ofticc, Moor Street, the tenders to be sent on or before
September, 8, and the Committee do not pledge themselves
to accept the lowest or any tender.

Cannock.—For the making of about twelve miles of new
roads over part of Cannock Chase. Plans, sections, and
specifications are deposited for inspection at the Cross Keys
Inn, Heilnesfvird, near Stafford, and anv further informa-
tion may he obtained of Messrs. William Fowler A: Son,
Surveyors. Waterloo Street, Birmingham. A person
acquainted with the roads will attend at the Railway
Station, Hednesford, at 11 o'clock each day, until the 3Uth
inst., to point out the lines of roads to persons wishing to
tender. Sealed tenders, endorsed ' Tenders Tor New Roads,
Cannock luclosure,' to be sent to Messrs. William Fowler
& Son, on or before September 11.

BANKRUPTS.
To SiRRFNnER IN Basinguall STREET.— SamsoH Henry

Burton, late of Turner Street, Commercial Road East, iron-
monger, Sept. !, at 1.— Joseph Perigoe, Tunbridge Wells,
builder, Sept. 9. at 2. — George Gossling, Portland Street,
Soho, of Hartland Road, Kentish Town. "builder, Sept. 4, at
11.— George Thomas Smith. Wenlock Road, City Road, and
East Retford, Nottinghamshire, manufacturer of ornamental
woods, Sept. 8. at 11.— John Queich, late of Btackheath,
house decorator. Sept. S, at 11 W'illiam Henry Kave,
Crown Street. Soho.buddcr, Sept. 8, .it 11.— Thomas Hardy,
Walton Street, Bronipton, and Belvidere Wliarf, Belvidere
Road, Lambeth, slate enameler, Sept. 10, at 12,— Joseph
Tapner, William Street, Islington, builder, Sept. 10, at 11.

To Surrender in the Coi-ntry.—John Livcs.-iy. Black-
burn, joiner, Sept. 9, at 11. Bankrupts' Court, Manchester.—
James Duke, Nottingham, builder, Oct. 1, at 10, Countv
Court, Nottingham. -^Frederick Michael Phillips, South-
ampton, builder, Sept. 8, at 12, County Court, Southampton.— Thomas Barnes. New Accrington, stonemason, Sept. 23. at
12, County Court, Haslingden William Smith. Tottington
Higher End, Lancashire. i)lumber. Sept 23, at 12, County
Court, HasUngden— Robert Beli, Wintcringham, near Brigg,
journeyman joiner, Sept. 23, at 11. Countv Court, Barton-
on-Humber.— John Griffiths, Swansea, househuilder, Sent.
o, at 12, County Court. Swansea. — William Wells Lloyd,
Liverpool, architect, Sept. 15, at 3. Registrar's Office, Liver-
pool.— Albert Powcil, Birmingham, painter. Sept. i9. at 10.
County Court, Brmingham.—Samuel Stammers, Sidle Hcd-
ingham, Lssex, carpenter Sept. 5, at 10, Countv Court. Hal-
stead— WdUam Cole, Kingswinford, brick manufacturer,
Oct ,6, at 10, at the Registrar's Office, Stourbridge.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Received. — J. L /J. H. H., G. H. B . C. B. A.. W. W.,
G. B., W. H. N.. M. T. S.. W. K , W. 11. W. X. Y. Z., St.

J. V. D., W. Y. : Constant Reader; Aqua Regia ; A. O.,

W. H. D., W. E.. J.J. H.. J. H., R. D. W.. L. L. D.,

W' . R. S., W. T., J. P., W. J., J. H. T.

E. B. says that ' Equerre ' may find answers to many of the

points mooted in fomer volumes.

%* We particularly request that all newspapers and com-
munications to the Editor be addressed 26 Bouveric Street,

Fleet Street, E.C , and not to Old Boswell Court.

AH letters, books, newspapers, &c., are requested to be
addressed only to the Editor.

W> cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

Works IN Progress.—We shall feel obliced to any of our
readers who will favour us with notes of works contemplated

or in progress in the provinces; in mo>t cases, a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been, com-
menced, will be sufficient.

FPORTANT TO BUILDERS AND
rATNTERS._Genuine White Lead, 30s. per Cwt.

;

Linseed Oil, 3s. 4d. per gallon ; Boiled Oil, 3s. 8d. per eallon ;

Tuipentioe,9s. per gallon;

J loc Pale Oak Varnish, 8s. 6d. per gallon ;

ForCosh, at EDWARD PRICE'S. "Wholesale Colour and Varnish
Warehouses,30UpperEbury Street, and 45 ColeshiH Street, Pimlico.

E very Article for the Trade at the Lowest Price.

TO ARCHITECTS. BmjJERS, &c

DAMP and DRAUGHT effeotuaUy excluded
from the bottoms of French Casements by

T. SMITHS IMPROVED SELF-ACTING 'WATER-EAR.
A Working Model can be seen at the Manufactor>\

11 QUEEN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.,
or a sketch will be sent on application.

Iron and Brass Espagnioletta Bolts of a Superior Quality

at Reduced Prices.

INVENTORS ASSISTED.

INTENTIONS purchased and disposed of.—Pro-
%-isional Protection from £6 Gs.tors 8s. Notice toProceed with

Patent. iBi 153. Warrant and Seal. il2 63., in ail from £24 to £26, if

the Patent be unopposed. Complete Patent about £12 more

—

Slessrs.B. BROWNE & CO., British and Foreign Patent Agents,
52 King William Street, London Bridge. A Pamphlet on the cost

ot Patents (gratis).

Js"
:rOTICE to INA^NTORS- OFFICE for
_ . PATENTS. 4 Trafalgar Stiuare, Charing Cross—^Printed
instructions (gratis) os to the cost of patents for Great Britain or
foreign countries. Ad^ice and assistacce in disposing of or work-
ing inventions. Capital provided. Branch offices and agencies in
every Continental state and in America. Established 20 years.

Full information as to expired or existing patents at home or
abroad. Apply personally or by letter to Slessrs. PRINCE i CO..
Patent Office, 4 Trafalgar Square, Charing Crosa, W.C.

*^* Notice. — The BrtLDiNO News is 7iow

Pcrmayientli/ Enlarged, a7id published at 26

Bouvci-ic Street, Fleet Street, opposite the 'Daily

News ' Office, every Friday Morning.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SERPENTINE MARBLE AND STONE

WORKING COMPANY (Limited),

FOB TUT.

Manufacture of Serpentine Stone

Into COLUJIN?, FONTS, CHIMXET-PIECES, VASES,

ladies' n-okk axd cuess t^ijsles, slabs,

a:nd okxaments, from the serpentlxe of tiie

lizard rock, corxwall,

also ix every descriptiois' of marble 5: stoxe.

Estimates Given and Orders Pc.nctcaixy Execi-ted.

"Works : PENZAXCE ; London Office and Show Rooms :

5 WATERLOO PLACE, P^VLL JIALL, S.W.

ME. J. C. GOODJIAN, Secretary.

Exhibit in Class 1 , 10c, and 31 International Exhibition.

LOANS from £10 10s. to £100 ADVANCED
within 20 miles of London, repayable weekly or monthly.

Nu office tVes, except the fees for enquiry, half of which isretnmeu
if the loan is not approved. Forms, gratis ; if required by post,

one stamp must be enclosed. Money udviinced on real property.

METROPOLITAN LOAN COMPANY. 1 Craven Street, Strand,

W.C. Established 1839. OflScc hours from 10 to 4 o'clock.

CUAKLES STAUNTON, Casnier.

riiHE CONFIDENT ASSURANCE and LOAN
X COMPANY.

Chief 0£Ece : 13 Finsbury Place South, London, E.C.

Establislied 16 &5.

Every description of Assurance and- Annuity business. Life
Policies for lar£e or small amounts. Polieies puaranteeinp certain

specihcd sumsdurioiz sickness. An examinoiion of the Prospectus

will show that this dcparimcnt h alike suitable to the wants ofthe

merchant and mechanic, as by email weekly, quarterly, or nnnual
payment;, sums can be secured varying Irom 6s. to £5per wtek.

Foremen, or persons of trust in connection with any Firm, will

find it of advantage to hold an appointment with this Company.

Loans in connection with Life Policies.

Active Agents wanted. G. W. GIDLEY LAKE, Secretary.

i

ME. and MRS. CHARLES IVIATTHEWS AT
HOME at Her Majesty's Concert-Room, Ilaymarket, every

Eveniiiir at H (pxcept Saturday), in Bn entirely new and original

EN rt-KT-MXilENT, by H. J. Byron, Esq. Performed by a
double Company (.two). Places may be secured at the Box Office

from 10 till 6. No charge for Booking.

Saturday performance at 3 p.m.
"SV. CORBYN, Acting Manager.

ROYAL GaALLERY of ILLUSTRATION, 14
_ _ Resent Street—MR. and MRS. GERMAN REED with MR.
JuHX PAKHY.evv-iv Altcniooo at 3. and Evcuing at S, in their

new ENTERTAINMENT, The Family Legend, by Tom Taj lor,

Esq.. and Mr. John Parry's Musical Narrative ol a Colleen Bawn.
Seats secured in advance (without fee) at the Gallery, and aC

Messrs. Cramer. Beale, & Wood, 201 Regent Street.

nCARBXE CBTIItCSrEir-PXECES.

^rHE LARGEST and CHEAPEST iVIANU-
L FACTORY IN EUROPE is at the Marble Mills, Camtirid-e

Ileath, Iluckney. Estimates given for all kinds of .Marble Work.
W. II. has extended his premi;e3 and increased his machinery so

as to enable him to do double the amount of work at less cost.

"WM. HUSTLER, Proprietor.

COUCARD REOTHERS {Uu P. Foucard),
r ST(.)NE MERCHANTS and QUARRY.MEN. Cargoes
shipped to order from Caen to any port Contracts taken for any
quuQ titles.

Depot— Granite Wharf.Eost Greenwich.

Office— 10 Tliree Crown Square, Borough.

]?XTRAORDINARY BARGAINS.— FIRE-
I J PROOF SAFES at HALF-PRICE—A Provincial Insurance
Company having lately amalgamated with a London office, and
having' no fui ther use for a considerable number of Wrought-Iron
lirc-proot hates and Deed Chests, lying at the ch-cf aud brantdi

offices, have returned them to the nianutactureis to be sold for half
their original cost. The\ were all made tu order for the Company,
at the S'ulcan Safe "Works, Birmingham, in ISGl.liave only been in

use eiiiht months, and are warranted FIRE and BUKGLAR-
PROOF. A printed description of the various sizes, inside fittings.

Cost, and present price of each Safe O' d Chest, sent post-free, with
M'Kcnna, Morris, & Co-'s Illustrated Price List. To parties iu

want of a really gucd Safe, the advantages here ofiered must be
obiiions, as they may secure an article with the manufacturer's
guarantee, QUITE EQUAL TO NEW, AT HALF ITS REAL
VAI^UE, and to remove the doubt naturally felt in pnrchasinE a
second-hand article unsetD, it is requested that parties will in no
instance remit the money until the Safe is received and approved.
They will be sent carriage paid to any Station, and if not found in

every respecl perfect and eatisfactory.may bereturotd without any
cost whatever to the party ordering it.— tor lull partictdar«

Address M'Kenna, Morris, & Co., Vulcan Safe Works, Cumberland
Street. Birmingham.

rKEGGON & CO., ZINC AND G.4XVANISED
J- IKON MANUEACTUREKS.

GALVANISERS, CORKUGATORS, A^'D METAL
PERFORATORS.

CORRUGATED IRON BLTLDIXGS A-ND ROOFS
ERECTED.

All kinds of Ironwork Galvanised.

Zine Roofing of every description.
22 i 23 Jtwin Street, imd 57 Grncechurch Street, Loudon, E.C.

Golvonlsmg Works— 25 St. John's Loue ClerkenweU.

PEELFS COFFEE HOUSE, 177 & 178 FLEET
STREET, Loudon. Established 200 years. Reading and

New9 Rooms :—Admission to the Reading Room. 'ia. Monthly;
53. Quarterly: ;s. iJd. Half-yearly: ICs, 6d. Nearly : or by sil«:le

Entrance Fee of One Penny. Admission to the 1 de Room, lOs.

Quarterly ; 153. 6d. Half-yearly ; 21s. Yearly,

B^
EVAN & SON, LITHOGR.IPHER.'!, ARCHI-
TECTURAL DRAUGHTSMEN nnd COLORISTS . nssist-

Tts to the late Geo. ll„wkinil, ;7 PETER GATE, and ot EAST
MOUXT PARADE, YORK.

TO ARCHITECTS.

OlIPETITION and every description of

„ ARCHITECTURAL DRAWIN G, Plans, Elev.ttions,

A-candPerspeclivps Outlined and Coloured in the first st.vle,

l.v GEORGE CHIl.DS, Colouiist, and G. KRWENHAM,
Pupil of G. G. Scott, Esq, n.A., 10 St. Thomas Street,

Lower Road, IsliDgton. Architectural Colouring langlit.

c
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THE ARCHITECTURAL STUDENT'S
RECREATION.

HE nnniial travollinn sonson has fairly

coimuenood, and Loudun is coiiipara-

tively empty. The (^uceu, with licr

family, seelis ' surcease of sorrow ' in

Germany. The Ministry leaves one

of it.s body only in town to receive

messnp'os, "whilst the rest are recruit-

inn- their health and enerpie.s, happily

released from the intermin.iblo ques-

tions which nightly aillicted tliem.

Parliament is scattered by the breath

of delegated authority. Country gen-

tlemen are oft' to dwell again for a

time in their family mansions, and to

refill the s((uires' pews. Tlie sporting

man delighteiUy treads again the springy

heather on the moor, .stalks with eager eye

after the 'monarch of the glen,' marks his prey amidst the English

stubble, or seeks fresh fields in the Scandinavian wilds. Fashion has fled

from its London haunts, and left them desolate. We might dischai-ge

a whole park of artillery do'mi Rotten Row and sleep calmly after-wards,

well assured that we had injured no one. Female fashion leaves its ad-

dress at INIudie's, and indulges its propensities fai' away from the deserted

city. Men whose only mission seems to be that of killing time, drift after

their female counterparts. They lounge, with glasses in their eyes,

about their favourite watering-places, and patronise the Town Billiai-d

Rooms. They are expected there, season after season, with the same
confidence that Slai'gate-folk anticipate, at the same time, the regular

supply of tradesmen, who, in some imaccountable manner, pass a

.

month annually there, seeing the boat come in, walking on the jetty,

and eating shrimps at open parlour windows. The long vacation has
released both bi'ietless and smiling barristers ; silk go^mis and stuft"

gowns, wigs and cases, parchment and pleas, are alike put upon the

shelf. The members of the Alpine Club have collected in the Swiss
valleys, scaled the "Wetterhorn, seated themselves on the summit of

the Eiger, and planted their feet ti-iumphantly upon the icy neck of

the Veischerhorn. Geologists, vdth. their bags and hammers, are afoot,

disinterring antic^ue remains of the oolite or old red sandstone, seeking

ancient floras, and tracking the footprints of extinct animals, exploring

later formations, and tracing them upwards to the drift and boulder
deposits of the Pleistocene era. Naturalists arc busy with nets and
hooks, by quiet stream sides and unfrequented hedge rows, adding to

their own and our stock of information. Artists are at their studies

wherever nature unveils her charms, where daylight bursts in glory

over thunder-splintered rocks, iu the deep gloom of mifatbomable
glens, where

* Purple pe.ik and flinty spire
Is batlied in floods of living fire,'

amidst the golden com and creeping shrub, by the river's maze, or

on the flowing sea, amidst sullen mountain mists, and on smiling
peaceful plains. .\.ll men of intellectual pursuits and tastes, in

short, find means and opportunity for indulging in them during
their autumnal recreation. The architectural student is one who
cannot cease from his labours. His recreation consists simply in vary-
ing his occupation. He leaves his daily offici.al practice to study bis

art on an extended scale. AVherever he goes, something is sure to be
found of interest to him ; some new and ingenious method of construc-
tion, some happy touch of fancy, or some materials for building here-
tofore disregarded. His range of subjects is so wide, that he cannot
fail to turn an}' trip to advantage ; but in order to turn it to the

gi-eatest advantage, it is necessary that he should examine everything
systematically, and note his observations methodically. Above all, he
should never be without a sketch-book and pencil in his pocket, and
never let slip the opportunity of using them. We would suggest, also,

that he should use onlj' one sketch-book and note-book at a time, i. e.

avoid classifying his subjects. Classification is apt, in the end, to
caiise confusion, because a subject is often so intimately associated
with another, as to render it impossible to determine its class. And,
again, a classification in dates is often confusion of styles, .and mingles
civil and religious as much together as if no cla-ssification were
attempted. A sketch should invariably have references to the note-
book appended to it, and i-irc vcrsri, and sketches of fragments of detail
might, \\ith advantage, accompany the written remarks. One error
into which architectural students, we think, fi-equently fall is that of
trying to make their sketches ' painter's ' sketches ;" another is tbe
opposite extreme, of sketching only details, and of measuring- and
drawing everything geometiically. As regards the first error (as we
tbink it), a consideration of the diflferent objects of the two students
ought to convince us that difl^erent treatment .should be practised. A
painter makes bis sketch for a picture, in which fidelity of detail, and
even of outline, may, if necessary, be sacrificed. An architect should
look on the building as a chapter of his art's historv, which, accuratelv
ti-anseribed, may enable him with facility to read "the peculiarities of
tbe architecture of other periods, and of" the same period as developed
in other coimtries. Again, it is absolutely necessary for a painter to
fill his canvas or his sheet of paper. We think it a waste of time for
an architect habitually to do so. A good piece of architecture is often
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sm-i-omided by rubbish. It is enough, we think, to indicate this latter

portion, and to finish carefully ami stiuliously the part of the view
whieli deserves it. That the sketch appears "to the general observer
unfinished, is of no consequence.
The otli(.'r en-or we hav<! alluded to is that of bestowing all the stu-

dent's time to detail. AVo have seen the residt of a month's liaril work,
without even a single view showing the general composition. It ia

as tliough wo were shown nothing Init diagrams of lindjs and vorte-
broo to portray the majesty of the ' human form divine,' or a brick
and a handful of sand to illustrate the desolate gi-andeur of pyramid
and desert. Composition, proportion, and expression are amongst the
highest qualities which a building can bear. As they should be the
first consideretl by an architect in designing a building, so they should
bo the first things looked for when he examines others' work. Where-
ever any pecidiarity exists in the architecture of a country or of a
district, the student should carefully notice it, and should endeavour
to ascertain the cause of it. Let us take, for instance, the old portion
of Edinburgh, where the many-.storied houses are huddled round tbe
castle. It could not have been the high price of land, or the well-
known Scotch economy, which led them to build several houses one
on the other, but most likely because they could thus include a greater

number of families -within the protecting range of the ' Old Black
Rock,' and because tbe north and south valleys were morasses which
required to be drained before houses coidd be built thereon. The
peculiarity may perhaps also be in some measure refei-red to the
intercourse foi-merly existing between the French and the Scotch
nations, which may lilsewise explain, by the way, the different aspect

of Scotch as compared with English Gothic architecture. Tbe houses

being thus arranged in flats, an open ' turnpike stair,' as in Paris, be-
comes an essential adjunct. 'Neighbours' are above and below,

instead of on either side. The next thing to ascertain is the date of

tbe bmldings. That they range over a period of some three centuries

is pretty certain, but internal evidence will generally enable us to

judge, approxim.itely, of the period. The value of dates consists in

the facility which they afford of compai-ing buildings with contempo-
raneous ones, and hence of marking the gi-owtb of a style. jVny

inscriptions on the building shoidd be noted. The material of which
tbe houses are built ; where the stone comes from, and its appe.arance

after so many years' exposure, should .also be recorded, as well as

whether all the fronts are equally aftected by weather, by water, by
oxidation, or by frost; and whether the stone is laid on its natural bed.

A note should be made of the regularity or ii-regularity of the site,

and in what manner it has affected the design. A rough plan of a
building- is often desirable. In limatic asylums, prisons, &c., a block

plan, is sufficient to show the general disposition of the building, what
provision is made for supervision, and for guarding the inmates ; but
it should be accompanied by figured details of cells, and work-
chambers, together with memoranda of the cost, or approximate cost

per cubical foot, the cubical space allowed to each inmate, the method
of ventilating, warming, and lighting ; the position of the kitchen,

and the means of supplying food from it ; the position and fittings of

infirmaries, &c. Above all things in the arrangement of a building,

note anything new, and the reason for adopting it. This suggestion

applies equally to all methods of construction, and to all building

terms. The student should learn to aualj-se, so to speak, the beauty
of a building, its plan, and its construction, and should note his first

as well as his matured impressions. This is the more important when
examining for the first time a foreign city. The novelty of the new
Paris streets is, for example, at the first glance apt to warp our judge-
ment. Familiarity melts away a good deal of their charm, and we
soon imderstand that extent does not necessarily imply magnificence,

repetition, power, nor paneled stonework a new dawn of ai-t. An
examination of such cities as Amiens or Rouen, Lucca, Palermo,
Venice or Verona, has just the contrary effect upon us. The more we
examine, the deeper is our reverence for them. The lines and gra-

dations of beauty are so deUcate and various upon them, that we
never Icnow them thoroughly. We return time after time to look

with wondering admiration upon them. Too much of the Paris archi-

tecture consists of stereotviied reproductions.

When we are examining foreign Gothic churches, it is always well

to note how far, and in what respects, they differ, as reg<ards plan,

style, and detail, from churches of the same period in England, and
whether such differences result from local circumstances, or indepen-

dently of them. A .sketcli will generally show the arrangement of

both interior and exterior ; but where there is ,any striking- pecidiarity

in it, ,is in the Newcastle-upon-Tyne spire, or in the projecting towers

in the Palazzo Vecchio at Florence and the Palazzo Communale at

Sienna, or any studied arrangement of the materials, as in the apse of

the cathedral at ilm-ano, there should be a clear detailed memo-
randum m!ide of it.

It is also very desirable to examine how far, to what extent, and at

wh.at period Gothic edifices have been what is called ' restored,' and
how far sucli restoration has interfered with the origin.al plan. This,

of course, cannot be entirely shown in a sketch, and hence the advan-
tage of remarks jotted down on the spot. In examining castellated

ruins, attention should at all times be directed to any natural defences

which might, in the Middle Ages, have rendered other defence in that

direction superfluous. Castles and baronial halls, and, indeed, all

buildings, should always be examined by the light which history throws
upon them. We thiLs, and thus alone, can understand the dift'erence

in the appearance of the castles of Scotland, as compared with England

;
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of the palaces of Florence as compared Tvitli those of Genoa, Rome,

and 'N'euice.
, . , .

Wherever iron is used iu a huildmg of any land, it would be pro-

fitable to architects to note minutely its effects, and the precautions

v.'hich have been taken to coimteract expansion and contraction, and

to prevent corrosion. If any defective construction is ^-isible in a

buildiiifr, the student should be as anxious to ascertain its cause, as he

would be to record any pecidiar and novel appliance. The one would

serve as a warning, even as the other might prove an instructive model.

The supply of water, and the drainage of a town, are again usefid

objects for study, and the fidlest particulars obtainable should be

recorded when we fall in with anything strikingly meritorious for its

efficiency and completeness.

The lighting of picture and sculpture galleries is also a subject

worthy of patient study. The angle at whicli the light strikes the

picture should be especially noticed ; and the eflect which walls of

different tints aud tones have upon the works of art placed against

them.
The colom'ed decoration of a building, and, indeed, all detail, should

be judged of, not only with respect to its intrinsic beautv, but as parts

of a whole. This is especially necessary iu stained glass. Its effect

should be due, not only to the richness aud to the contrast of colours,

but likewise to ' the contrast of its ti-ansparency with the opacit}-

of the surroimding walls, aud of tKe lead which binds the parts

together.'

If the student find himself far away from buildings of any kind,

nature affords him an infinity of models for ornament. Countless

flowers aud leaves, whose forms the carver has never yet utilised,

whose colours are assorted iu perfect h.irmony, lie beneath his feet, an
open book, if he mil but read and profit by it.

It natters not where we wander for recreation, material is always
to be found for study ; if our sketch-books and note-books are at hand
we may reap where we have not sown, and gather the fruits of others'

husbandry. Still we would suggest that a student should start with
deliberate purpose to work up a particular district, or a paiticular sub-
ject ; say, for instance, the churches of Normandy or Bnttany, or a few
of them, the town-halls and civic buildings of Belgium, the halls of

Kent, tlie domestic architecture of Scotland, the timber buildings of

Shrewsbmy, or any other subject which takes his fancy. But to

whichever district, town, or building his inclinations lead him, his re-

searches, to be permanently serviceable, should be as complete as he
can make them. A thorough examination of any one good building
will be foimd more useful than a superficial glance at a dozen, and a

sketch and a note will not only fix the information he acqiures firmly

in his memory, but_be ever ready for reference in after life.

LONDON BRIDGES.
1IIE construction of the Thames embankment will render it desira"

ble that the whole question of London bridges should be reviewed
aud investigated in its entirety at an early date. For unless that is

done, aud provisions made to meet the altered riSgime of the Thames,
due to increased scour and .alteration in the direction of the currents,

Londoners may awake some fine morning, to find three of their bridges

down, aud the foundations of others undermined. The reader can more
easily imagine than any pen can describe, the consternation that would
seize on all classes of the inhabitants if such a catastrophe were to take
place. The bridges whose foundations are insecure, and believed to be
unable to resist increased scour, are Waterloo, Blackfriars, aud South-
wark. Engineers declare them liable to go at any time with a deep-
ening channel, such as we shall have after the embankment is com-
pleted. The proprietors of Waterloo are nervously alive to the dangers
which threaten the Surrey arches of their structure. Blackfriars is

propped up ; and as to Southwark, is not Robert Stephenson's opinion
on record, as to the ignorant and unscientific way in which it was
designed and erected— the ignorance which made no allowance for

the expansion and contraction of iron, according to the variations of
temperature, and which have resulted iu the splitting and fracture of
nearly every part of the fabric ? Even London Bridge itself is not con-
sidered positively secure, and it will be remembered, that the late Mr.
Rendel, together with Mr. Simpson, declared that new Westminster
was not founded deep enough to place the .supports of the piers below
the level to wliich the action of the scour might penetrate hereafter,

and during the time the edifice might be expected to stand. Although
the anticipated scom-ing effect of a contracted channel may have been
exaggerated, and we believe Mr. Page's design will .attain the average
duration of existence of like works, the dangers to the three bridges
named .above, remain the same. AVe do not "mean to assert that they
will tumble down into the bed of the river before a certain date ; but
if they are allowed to remain as they are, such an occurrence comes
within the range of probabilities. Or if they do not collapse into heaps
of rubbish, they are still more likely to crack, from subsidence of the
foundations, and become impassable, while they wiU at the same time
seriously impede the navigation of the Thames.

Let ns see how they have been built.
It ccrt.aiuly does not argue much for the activity of the trade of

Loudon, uor for the prudent attention of the inhabitants to its require-
ments, that, during the whole of the ]\Iiddle Ages, and indeed until
iibout a century ago, there shoidd have been only one bridge over the
river. Ancient Rome had eight, and Paris, under the reign of Henry

IV., had six. Even as it was, old London Bridge coidd have afforded

but very slight accommodation to traffic, unril the houses that were
built on it, .and encumbered the wiiy, were pulled down in 1760. It

was a cm'ious quaint structm'e, such as our grandfathers may have
beheld before the alterations were made by Dance and Tiiylor, and as

the old curate of C'olechurch designed it. Ilawkesmoor s.ay3 the river

here was 900 feet across, and that the waterwiiy below the .starlings

was no more than 100 feet—no wonder it acted as a dam. It was
0-20 feet long, 20 feet wide, and was 40 feet high in the centre above
the water level. It had 20 arches, carried on piers varjdug from 25 to

34 feet in thiclmess ; a chapel iu the centre, and at each end a fortified

g.ateway, which was generaUv well garnished with heads of so-called

traitors. So difficult were the approaches, th.it when the houses at

the Southwark end took fire, at the commencement of the thirteenth

century, and those .at the north end were fired, upwards of 3,000 people

perished. The roadway, passing between two rows of houses that shut

the river out from view, was not only troublesome, but dangerous, says

Stow ; and to augment the dangers of this middle passage, a market
was held at one time on the bridge. A curious feature in the old

edifice was the enormous thiclniess of the superstructure. The roadw.aj^

was 8i feet above tlie crovras of the arches, and liad apparently risen

by the accumulations of five different strata, one of which was com-
posed of burned wood, the tUbris of the houses th.at had been destroyed

bv fire. The fomidations were very defective, and it is really sur-

prising they held together so long. The masonry was but 2.v feet

below low water mark, and rested on oak planking 16 inches wide by
9 inches thick, which iu turn was supported by a mass of Kentish
rubble, mixed with chalk and flints, thrown in aud held together by
starlings. Parts of the piers had been faced at some early period, but

very ill and carelessly, aud no part of the original work rested on piles.

Although in subsequent bridges bearing piles have been used, it is not

improb.able tliat their absence in the old bridge was the cause of its

standing so long ; for, after all, piles do disturb the ground .and break

it up, when comp.act as London clay is. In new London Bridge the

masonry of the piers rests upon C-inch beech planking, laid on two
rows of horizont.al sleepers, .about 12 inches square, that cover the tops

of piles driven 20 feet into the London clay. The foundations of

Waterloo are also supported on beech and elm piles, of the same size

and depth as those of London Bridge, having sleepers at top to hold

them together, to which a timber flooring was spiked. The piers of

Southwark Bridge are seated on the clay, we believe, but are enclosed

by timber sheet piling. Blackfriars was built on fir piles ; and as for

old Westminster Bridge, its novel system of founding was a failure

from the first, but whether that was due to Labeyle not u.sing piling

to the piers, or to his caissons, cannot be s.atisfactorily determined now.

It is for this reason that it will be desirable to watch the beha-i-iour of

the piers employed in L.ambeth and Charing Cross bridges ; for if they

are found to stand well, and to aflbrd no indications of settlement,bridges

may be built over tlie Thames at comparatively trifling cost, and with-

out impediment to its navigation. London Bridge, with the approaches,

cost nearly two millions, while Mr. Barlow proposes to build one of

his wire suspension Ijridges at Tower Stairs for something like £.50,000.

It will not be much longer than Ilungerford Chain Bridge, which cost

£180,000. Certainly, if this gentleman is successful, .and enabled to

construct the two other bridges which he has suggested at Raid's

Wharf and Essex Street, London's want of bridges will be pretty well

remedied ; but unfortunately they will levy tolls, and there will be

only three toll free. Now it is really unworthy of a city like London,

that tolls should be taken within its limits ; for they are a serious tax

upon traffic, and tend to divert it from its natur.al channels. The money
which the corporation proposes to spend in erecting Mr. Cubitt's design

at Blackfriars, would suffice to erect five according to Mr. Barlow's

system. Surely it would be better, imtil after Lambeth Bridge has

been open some time for traffic, to ascertain the st.ability of the struc-

ture, .and, if found satisfactoiy, to adopt the new system of construction,

in order to give us half a dozen new bridges in the place of one.

A NEW YORK PUBLIC P.VRK.

rOUGII our transatlantic cousins may not be able to plume them-
selves upon their old associations and time-honoured customs, or

boast of the superiority of their antiquarian lore, they have every

reason to be proud of many of their public institutions. A few years

ago, New York did a notable and praiseworthy thing iu the forma-

tion of a public park, which was intended to be, and is to this day,

carried out for the benefit of the people ; and every day's experience

has tended to prove that the eflbrts of the body of gentlemen who
so successfully brought to a termination this noble and important

undertaking, h.ave been thoroughly appreciated. The formation of

parks seems to have grown with civilisation, and they appear to have

now become an integral part of the institutions of om- own and other

countries.

We have just received the host report of the commissioners of New
York Central Park. A short account of its peculiarities may not be

uninteresting to our readers. Some idea of the extent of the woksr
done, since the commencement, up to J.anuary 1st, I8G2, may be

gathered from the fact that no less than 1,992,000 cubic yards of

earth-work and materials have been excavated and removed, there

being nearly 300,000 cubic v.ards of rock excavation, and nearly 70,000

cubic yards of masonry of all kinds. Over 2,000 feet of drain tile
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hiivo beeu laiil, ftud inoro than 8,100 feet of stoue drains ; somowliero

about 7 1 ,000 foot of iron anil eemcnt water-pipe having been con-

struc-ti'il iiir the use of the parli. The water is convened over the

fjroinuls by a.system, wliieh is ui\irl_v completed, independent in itself.

it consists of more than ten miles of iron and cement water-pipe, with

nciirlv 500 hvdrants, from whieli, by tlie application of liose, water

can bo spread all over the pronnds.

There are about eipht miles of carriage roads in the park,

rcndations are enforced, which have tlio (>flect of keepint.' the fi-rounds

in a hif;h state of preservation, and the oll'ences conunitled are g-enerally

the result of thou;^htlessness more tlian of any wilful or malicious

design. Indeed, of 2,.')00,000 persons wlio \i3ited this park during

the vear 18t!l, we find only ninety-three were arrested, thirty-

five for being drunk and disorderly. " Tins result may be in the main
attributed to the admirable provision of keepers, wlio warn persons

against violating the rules of the park, check slight offences and guide

stranyers. From the report of the engineer we are given to under-

stand that the grades of the roads are generally light and easy, the maxi-

mum being an inclination of one foot vertical in twenty feet horizontal.

The rubble stone made use of in forming tho road bottom, is

obtained from the ordinary rock excavatioiis which are still being

made upon the park. The general thickness of tho layer is ten to

twelve niches. The layer of large stones having been carefully de-

posited, it is surfaced liy spreading over it such finer rubble or quany
chips as are avaihrble to fill and smooth o\'er the interstices of the

surtace. Gravel is then intermixed to give a binding character to the

layer ; then tlie whole is rolled over, and the travelling of teams upon
it, binds it so that any tendency of stones to work upward— the sub-

drainage remaining free, and the open character of the rubble being

preserved— is believed by the engineer to be well obviated. The
gravel is, we understand, applied in two to three successi\e laj'ers,

making in all a depth of 4 to C inches. The whole depth of the road

material, when fully completed and rolled, is from 15 to 18 inches.

The roads are 33 feet in width, and are ' crowned ' in the middle from

C to 8 inches. The commissioners of the park have concluded from
experience that tlie gravel roads are not onlj- inexpensive in construc-

tion and in maintenance, but also preferable for park travel ; but muck
of the strength and durability of the roads depend upon their care-

ful construction mth the best materials.

The bridle roads extend to about five miles, the width varying
from 12 to 30 feet. Their construction is, we believe, of the same
character as the roads of the Drive, which we have just described.

The road-bed is prepared, the under drains for carrying off the surface

water are laid, and the gutters built in the .same manner ; but, of

course, the service being different from that upon the carriage-road,

owing to the absence of vehicles, the firm unyielding surface of the

latter is not required.

The transverse roads, which have been designed for a difTerent pur-

pose from the others,— being cousti-ucted chiefly to cross the

grounds and connect them together,— have but little in common with
them in the mode of their construction. There are four of these

roads, through one of which a rock tunnel of 146 feet passes. The
roof of this timuel above the roadway in the centre is 17 feet 10 inches,

and the Avidth is 40 feet, which is the same as the road. The aggre-

gate length of the four transverse roads is 4-,^ miles.

There are no fewer than twenty-two or twenty-three miles of walling,

the widths of which vary from 3J to IG feet, one wall being no less

than 35 feet.

There are three classes of bridges in the Central Park : the trans-

verse road bridges, which are built in a plain manner, solely for

utility ; the bridges for the carriage and bridle roads and walks of the

park, which are very ornamental and picturesque in their character

;

and there are also rustic bridges made of wood, which are used for

foot-walks over streams, ravines, &c. The drainage and water-pipe
system is considered to be of a very superior and satisfactory kind.

The commissioners have a force of from 300 to 500 men, who are

regularly employed dming favourable weather. These men are

arranged in gangs of from twenty to fifty ; over each gang a foreman
is appointed ; these gangs are also grouped in divisions, and the whole
of the force is under tho supervision and control of the assistant

superintendent engineer. It is to the watchfulness of these men tho
park owes much of its present state of preservation, and we may be
sure that in so large a park, with such a number as those who daily

take advantage of its beauties and privileges, there is ample work for

them to do ; indeed, we understand that at one time the force was
more than twice its existing number. An archway has been
constructed under the carriage drive, in the north-east of what is

denominated ' The liamble,' for the convenience of pedestrians, which
is of a very pretty and artistic design. The New York Historical
Society, and the New York Ijyceum Society, have expressed their

desire (and, we believe, the board has concurred) to have permanent
accommodations in the Central Park for their valuable and extensive
collection of minerals, and geological specimens, fossils, and objects of
natural history. Should this be can-ied out, a valuable and intrinsic

feature will thus be added.
For the maintenance of the parks the government provides ,Si'150,000

per year, but during one year and eight months the expenses have
teen less by $100,000 than that amount. The enclosure of the park
is not completed ; but it is intended to place about twenty gates to
serve as entrances, keepers being stationed at each. There are ponds,
lakes, and reservoirs, and boats are in request at ten cents for a passage

round tlie lake. Picturesque rural seats are provided at different parts
of the park. Musical entertainments of a popular character are given
in tlie montlis of August, Sejitember, and t)etober, which have been
much frequented. These, however, have not been provided at the ex-
pense of the public. Skating is a \ery popular amusement during
the winter season, and regulations are posted up, which are en-
joined upon tlie public. Besides tlio existing beautiful lawns and
lakes, &.C., the enterprising commissioners have proposed to build a
conservatory of consideralile extent, and a music pavilion, of a very
artistic design, is in course of erection on the Mall.

In the report which the commissioners have published, they
state that ' they will adhere to their purpose of completing the park
with the means placed at their disposal, of excluding the exercise of
any political influences over persona in their employ, of maintaining
system, order, and economy in every department, and of preserving
the domain of the park free from any influence to which exception
could justly' be taken by those who value purity in morals and
manners, and who appreciate tho beautiful in art and nature.'

If the extensive alterations and improvements proposed by them
are efl'ected, for aught we know, this will be tho noblest public park
in the world.

ilittratuw.

THE ANNUAL RETROSPECT OF ENGINEERING AND
ARCHITECTURE.*
(second notice.)

SECTION III. of this work is devoted to the consideration of gas,
water supply, and sewerage. Of this section by far the most

interesting article i.s the one on the oil wells of America. The advan-
tages and dangers arising from the use of petroleimi, or mineral oil,

have for a long time past been so freely discussed, that we feel quite
certain all our readers, professional and non-professional, will thank
us for calling their special attention to this paper by Mr. Biu'nell.

After a few remarks thrown out for the consideration of those
engaged in the study of ancient and modern lore ; we are informed
that petrolemn or mineral oil was discovered in Pennsylvania about
five years ago ; that since then it has been found in nine other of the
American States, in Canada and in New Brunswick ; and that already
one great result of this discovery has been the almost total abandon-
ment of the whale fisliery by the Americans.
One cause of the danger attending the use of petroleum, appears to

be the low temperature at which it boils. In some samples it boils

at 115°, or at a temperature that one could almost insert the hand
into the boiling liquid without its being scalded. Dr. Stevens, of
New York, affirms that petroleum is only a liquid form of hyclro-
carboii, which, in some condition or another, is 'found in almost
every formation of America, fi-oni the recent deposits of Trinidad
and of Cuba, to the lower Silurian beds of New York and Canada.'
According to the same authority, petroleum is analogous to bitumen,
lignite, coal, and gaseous hydrocarbons. The rocks containing the
petroleum oil invariably imderlie the coal measures, and are probably
due to percolations through those strata.

The carbonaceous deposits are generally attributed to the accumu-
lation of vegetable substances subjected to intense pressure. Mr.
Burnell observes :—'The few accounts yet received of the pecidiar
variety of the hydro-carbons foimd at Cairo, U. S., seem indeed, to

confirm the opinions already expressed by some able chemists and
geologists, to the effect that the origin of the carbonaceous deposits is

in many instances to be explained otherwise than by the accumulation
of vegetable matter. Some of the lignites, as they are still called,

of the south-west of Europe are, in fact, wholly devoid of any trace

of vegetable organisation, whether they be examined by the nalted
eye or by the microscope. They look, and in all their" mechanical
pecvdiarities they certainly are, far more like inspissated bitumen, than
any organic matter ; and it would seem to be probable, that these so-
called " lignites," and the asphaltes of the sub-cretaceous foi-mation of
Switzerland and of Sn\oy, may have been produced in their present
form by a similar action to the one to which the American geologists
attribute the formation of their mineral oil wells. The great value of
this discovery is enhanced by the almost illimitable quantity of the
supply. Titu.sville, U. S., produced last summer an average of 7,500
barrels a month. One well at Tideout, 170 ft. deep, supplies 300
ban'els a day. The Alleghany oil-region alone contains 03,000 square
miles, whilst in Canada there are already more than a himdred wells
in full operation.

There is not a reader of the paper on tlie water supply of Paris, in
whatever town in England he may live, but will feel thankful that
his lot has not been cast in the city which claims to be ' the centre of
European civilisation.' .Just imag"ine a Londoner, or an inhabitant of
Edinburgh or Dublin, being content with about four gallons of water
per diem /b;- all purposes. Yet this appears to be the normal condition
of affairs in magnificent Paris. The authorities, however, in that city
are waking up to a conviction of the importance of an abundant supply
to each house of pure water.

The Fourth Section of the first division of this work is devoted to

* The Annual netrospect of Engineering and Architecture. Edited by Georee F.
Burnell, C.E., F.G.S., & F.S.A. Locliwood & Co., Stationers' Hall Court, London. 1S62.
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the consideration of agTicultural engineering, and opens witli a lucid

ra-tiele 'On the Appliciitiou of Sewerage Waters to Agricnltui'e.'

After o-oin<i- fuUv into the practice established in France, under the

control of'^M. Moll, Mr. Burnell ohserves, 'The results obtained in

this particidar instance seem to point to the conclusion already indi-

cated by the experiments tried at Eugby, Watford, at Mr. Kennedy's

farm, and at the London Sewerage Manure Works, Fulham Fields,

namely, that the mechanical distribution of liquid manure does not

in itself answer as a commercial operation, howeyer well it may serye

the pui-poses of remoying the refuse of town populations.'

The Land Drainage Act of 1861, is yeiy ably dissected by om-

author, and the conclusion at which he amyes is thus stated :
—

' Now
it would appear, from the most casual perusal of this Act, that the

pretext of benefit to the public has been put forward to disguise one

of the most flagrant yiolations of priyate rights which has eyer been

accomplished, eyen in these days of smi-eptitious and empirical legis-

lation.' The writer suggests, as a gi-eat improyement upon the present

discordant adniinistrah'on of important public matters by yarious

Boai-ds of Commissionei-s, the appointment of a ' Secretary of State

for agricidture and public works.' ' There would,' he says, 'in such

a case be one person directly responsible to the legislature and to the

coimhy, for the works so essential to our comfort and to oiu' pro-

sperity ; and for his own sake he woidd be compelled, not only to estab-

lish general piinciples of adminish-ation, but also to smToimd himself

Tsith a statf of engineers and inspectors of a yery different order from
the one which has of late years so exposed the nation to the ridicide of

the scientific world. It is ti'ue that the degree of centralisation which
renders it adyisable for us to resort to the creation of the new ministry

aboye suggested, is a great mi.sfortune ; but the necessity for some
such organisation exists, and it is sm-ely to be preferred that the said

organisation shoidd be logically and well canitd out, than that such
mighty interests as those connected with the sewerage of towns and
the drainage of lands (to quote two out of many) should be left to

the mercy of interested schemers, of uneducated engineers, and of a
careless legislature, unable and imwilling to control the acts of the
practically irresponsible boards of commissioners for whom occupation

has to be discoyered fi'om time to time.' We do not agi-ee with Mr.
Bximell in this particular. Legislature has hitherto had too much to

do with agiicultiu'e. In these days of intercoui'se between ciyilised

nations, a uniform method of calculation, and a uniform standard of

weights and measures woidd be a great boon, and we are obliged to

the author for his yeiy opportune adyocacy of the adoption of the
French system.

In Section V. (Mechanical Engineering) we haye a most interesting

description of the method of conducting that truly extraordinary
undertaking— the passage of the Alps, by means of "a tunnel 13,768
yards long, through Mont Cenis. Hannibal, inspired by the remem-
brance of his early yow, successfully dared the Alpine barrier, and led

his vast army over its snowy heights to desolate the fruitful plains of

Italy. The first Napoleon, who aspired to surpass the most daring
deeds of all previous generals, led his conquering legions over the
same natural bulwark between him and the coveted kingdom of

Italy; but it is left for peace and ci-silisatiou to make a high-
way for all nations tlu'oxigh the Alps, from north-western Europe
to the Italian peninsula. So far as the work has hitherto proceeded,
which is about ^,.300 feet on the Italian, and 2,000 on the Savoyai-d

side of the mountain, the rock consists, ' on the Italian side of a hard
blackish sandstone, of the carboniferous series, and on the Savoyard
side of a black limestone, dipping at an angle of about 15° to' the
north, and sometimes presenting a rude slaty cleavage ; sometimes this

limestone is traversed by veins of crystallised carbonate of lime, some-
times by veins of quartz.'

Mr. Burnell observes :
' At the present rate of progress it is to be

feai-ed that this tunnel will not be completed till within about eight

years, even if uo unexpected difficidties should be met with. It is

to be feared, however, in a geological district of this description, that
some intitiaive rock may be met with, or that water may be foimd in

inconvenient quantities ;
' and, we are informed in a subsequent

paper, ' a report has been circulated, with considerable appearance of
authenticity, to the eflect that the works of the tunnel have been
stopped by the discovery, in the interior of the Mont Cenis, of a coal
miue of great richness. The engineers are said to hesitate about the
mode of extraction to be adopted imder these cii'cumstances, and to
dread the occun-ence of explosions of fire damp, if gunpowder were
used in the manner hitherto employed.' We must refer our readers
to the work itself for the admirable description of the machineiy
employed in cari-ying out this gigantic operation.

Judging from one of the papers on telegi-aphic engineering, to which
Section VII. is devoted, it is not improbable that many of the fires

whose origin is shrouded in mystery, may be due to the rapid increase
of telegraph wires, which now thoroughly ramify aU lai-ge cities. The
following is an illustration of the danger against which it is important
provision should be made :

' This morning,' says Mr. Sace, in a letter to
M. Elie de Beaumont, dated 10th September," 1861, ' I left Marseilles
by the express train at ten o'clock ; the air was heavy and wai-m ; it

had thundered and rained during the night. jVfter a' short time the
sky cleared, and a bright sunshine was around us. When we had
passed Orange, heavy clouds seemed to hang over the Alps, and the
low mutteiings of distant thunder annoimced the approach of a violent
storm. Heavy driving rain began to fall, as we approached ISIonteli-

mart, on the hills arovmd, which were covered with black clouds, from

whence issued sti'eaks of lightning so numerous that the reverberation

of the thimder following them might have been easily taken for a

continuous discharge of light artUlery. Twice I saw the lightning

fall vertically into the gToimd within less than 110 yards of the head
of the train, which .slackened speed a little beyond the town. We
were, in fact, in the midst of an electaic cloud, and, being well aware
of the danger, I did not lose sight of the electiic wires, here seven in

number. On a sudden, about .3'30, our wagon received a violent

shock. I felt on the right cheek a sudden puff of y\ind : a shaip

whistle caused all the ti-avellers to start up suddenly, and I perceived,

at the same time that I heai'd a distinct detonation like a pistol shot,

a globe of red fire of about the size of the fist fall upon the first tele-

gi-aph wire, and then, falling from wire to wire, drag the whole of

them to the ground. . . . This fact proves, again, the tendency

of the electric fluid to follow telegraphic wires, and, consequently, how
dangerous it must be to allow them to be carried near to powder
magazines, or even to public or to private buildings.'

A paper on the application of telegraphy to daily wants concludes

the first division of the Reta'ospect. In this paper the author suggests

that the proprietors of the property over which the District Telegraph
Company of London caiTV their lines, should secm-e themselves by
some nominal control against giving the Company a vested interest

that may some day be very disagreeable to the propeiiy owners.

There are ."dso some very useful hints on the application of the tele-

graph to many useful domestic purposes. It appears that if our
neighboirrs are behind us in the liberal dishibution and employment
of water, they are far before us in their arrangements for rendering

subservient to domestic comfort the subtile electric fluid. In the

Hotel de la Paix, P.aris, there are not fewer than thirty-eight miles

of wires, whilst the ordinary house beU has been almost universally

superseded by the electric bell.

The Second Division of the Retrospect is devoted to architectiu'e,

and in the First Section the author fights oyer again the battle of the

styles ; and whilst advocating the diligent study both of Classic and
Media;yal models, contends that ' true art must be a reflex of the

spirit of the age in which it is produced,' and that, in order to ti-ansmit

to posterity something worthy of our age, ' the modems must do as

the ancients did— learn firstly to think freely; then, if they study

the technical processes of their predecessors, they will in all proba-

bility be able to eliminate a vital style of theu- own.'

In a carefidly prepared paper on the Sti'eet Ai'chitecture of London
and Paris, the latter is represented as bearing unfavoiu'able comparison

with the former. Notwithstanding that it will probably be said of

Napoleon III. as of Augustus, he found his capital of brick, but that

he left it of marble, it is contended that there is a dead imifonnity in

the character of the new streets and buildings of Paris, which contrast

unfavourably with the new and improved portions of London. ' The
houses in the new streets ai'e drilled to the same degree of unifonnity

that a regiment of soldiers would be ; whilst all originality, all the

quaint picturesqueness of outline, which was observable in old Paris,

has disappeared imder the influence of the modern notion of equality.

The long ^istas of the streets, stretching away luitil their sides almost

seem to meet at the vanishing point, singidarly contribute to this

eflect of monotony ; and as the new streets have no historical recol-

lections connected with them, the}" are, in every respect, '' dull, stale,

flat, .and improfitable." The costs of the indemnification paid for the

appropriation of houses demolished since 18-52 amount to the enor-

mous sum of £12,810,000 ! and the account is far from closed at that

astounding figm-e. One of the causes of this want of pleasing variety

in the structui'es of Paris, we think, is correctly stated to be, that
" nations which are not allowed to think, do not shine in art ; they

soon learn to mistake elaborate details for ornament, and to substitute

a morbid refinement of expression for %igorous feeling ;
" and that a

cai'eful comparison of the buildings lately executed in London for

domestic pm-poses with those erected in Paris, will prove that the

rule of tempered liberty is far more favourable for art than is the

most perfect system of governmental organisation.'

Some yery judicious thoughts are thrown out with respect to the

dwellings of artisans ; the structm'e of hospitals ; .ind on the preser-

vation of our historical monimients ; the latter occasioned by the fall

of the spire of Chichester Cathedral. Lender the head of practical

architecture, the author goes veiy fully into the subject of the pre-

seiwation of stone, and towards the close of his article draws the

following conclusions :
—

' 1st. That the maguesian limestone does not suit the Loudon
atmosphere, whereas we know that Portland stone does resist the

efl'ects of th.it destructive agent.'
' 2nd. That none of the preseiTative processes yet tried upon the

Houses of Parliament have succeeded in producing the desired result.'

' .3rd. That the said result is more likely to be attained_ by the

application of mechanical than of chemical methods ; or, in other

words, it is easier and cheaper to prevent the chemical actions pro-

duced in the maguesian limestone by the introduction of atmospheric

moistm-e, than it is to superinduce in the body of the stonethe chem-

ical changes required to render it unattaekable by the -w-uious natural

agencies to which it must be exposed.'

As in the case of railways, so m buildings, our author believes that

the appointment of some duly qualified person, who should be re-

sponsible, both in power and person, as supeiintendent of erections,

would prevent the recurrence of such accidents as that which occurred

in Edinbmgh last November.
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The Third Division of tbo book lieforo us treats of Military Kii-

gineeiinfr, ami is divided iuto llireo sectious. 1st. Constriutioiis,

fortifications, iS;o. 2nd. Weajions and projiictilcs. And •'Jnl. Trans-

port service and pontoons, stone lintlcries, iron-]ilated slii}).i, Martin's

sliells, Armstrong- and ^\'lntworll^ yuns, Lonji's electric lamp for nig;lit

i'i;.''nals. All tlie.se subjects receive a due share of our autlior'.-* attention,

and establish his diligeni'C and versatility.

The Fourth and last Division of the work is on Naval Engineering,

and the Second Section, entitled ' Ship Huilding, Armaments, itc.,'

will be read with special interest. In the pages before us the matter

is collected from various sources, and is condensed and presented to

the reader in a few tersely WTitten pages. In conclusion we con-

gratu!at(f the author on flie production of the Retrospect, and the

public, professional as well as unprofessional, in liaving so succinct and

valuable a summarv.

EXPERIMENTS ON WROUGIIT-IRON .\ND STEEL.*

GIGANTIC as aiv the present proportions of the iron and steel

mauufacturc.s of this coimtry, there can be little doubt that they

are still in their infaucy. The developement of tlie railway system, and
the application of iron and steel to ci\il and na\al architecture, have
opened up a prospect which, so far a.s the eye can at present reach, is

imbounded. -Vny work, therefore, which tends to increase our
laiowledge of the properties of these most important substances, which
will serve as a guide to those engaged either in their manufacture or
emplovmient, shoidd be welcomed as a great national benefit. Such
is the book before ns. It is a notorious fact, that hitherto our know-
ledge of the tensile power of wrought-iron and steel, ha* been of
the crudest and most unsatisfactory character. This is clearly shown
by the author in several parag-raphs in the eighth and ninthsections
of the work : so imsatisfactoiw, indeed, that the gi-eatest diversity of
opinion has prevailed ; and it has even been affirmed by one who is

entitled to be considered an authority (Mr. S. Hughes"), that the
quality of our iron has imdergone a great change for the worse durino-

the last half century : thus he says :
—

' Writers on the strength of
materials in the last century, seldom assigned to bar-iron a less fensile

strength than thirty tons per square inch, as the weight which would
teai' asmider a bar of ordinary wi-ought-irou one inch square. Thus,
Emerson gives the tensile strength of bar iron at 34 tons ; Telford,
29'29: Drury, 27 tons; while at the present day Templeton gives
25 tons ; Beai-draore, 20-8 ; Brown, 2.5 tons ; and Eaton Hopkinson,
probably from more carefid experiments than any other, 23'817.

' The iron manufacture of this countiy has attained an enormous
developement, which, unfortimatcdy, has not been accompanied by a
corresponding increase of quality. On the conti'aiy, all the earlier

experimenters on iron found a gi-eater strength than is now possessed by
even the best qualities. . . . "Whatever be the causes, whether the
spirit of speculation, the race of competition between the great iron
manufivcturers to produce their ii-on at the cheapest rate, or the intro-
duction of new and cunning chemical secrets, to enable them to work
up inferior iron—certain it is that our manufacture of wi'ought-iron
has been seriously deteriorating during the last half century, and
unless some improvement shortly takes place, we shall, before long,
acqnire a reputation for manufacturing only inferior iron.'

To this last proposition, Mr. Kirkaldy answers, as the result of his
experiments, that he ' does not think there is any satisfactory evidence
to show that the iron now produced is inferior' to that made diu'ing
the last centuiy;' but that, on the contrary, the varying and dis-
cordant residts, showing this apparent deterioration, are "rather due to
the experiments themselves, their limited character, the nimiber of
experimenters, the want of a imifoi-m testing apparatus, &c. ; whilst,
in every instance, one most important consideration was overlooked—
the contraction of (he area of the specimens tested. ' In all fomier
experiments,' he says, 'the idtimate strength or breaking weight per
square inch of the specimen's original area alone is given, and the
various pieces are rated accordingly, the one that stands higliest being
considered the best. It seems most remarkable that an element of
the highest importance should have been so long overlooked, namely,
the contraction of the specimen's area when subjected to considerable
strain, and the stiU greater conti-action at the point of rupture, which
takes place in a greater or less degree as the material is soft or hard,
and the consequent influence this reduction must have on the amount
of weight sustained by the .specimen before breaking. The apparent
mystery of a very inferior descriprion of iron suspending, under a
steady load, fully a third more than a very superior kind, vanishes at
once when we find that the former had the benefit of retaining to the
last its original ai-ea— the one a hard and brittle iron, liable to snap
suddenly under a jerk or blow, the other very soft and tough, impos-
sible to break otherwise than by tearing slowly asunder.' In the
tables compiled by the author he has distinctly stated the original and
fractured areas, the amount of reduction in the fractured area, and the
percentage which that reduction bears to the whole of the orijinal
area. This, again, he has illustrated in beautifidly executed plates,
showing the original size by dotted lines, and the reduced size at frac-
ture by means of/»// lines." Had this test of observing the contraction
of the area at the point of rupture been noted in the experiments made
on the plates recovered from the wi-eck of the ' Royal Charter,' it is

• Results of an Expprimontal Inquiry into the comparative Tensile Strength, aid oilier
properties, of variou- kuids of \Vrought-lron and Steel, by David Kiikaldy. Illustrated by
numerous plates. Glasgow : Bell & Bain, 1862.

not improbable a dill'erent verdict would have been given from the
one pronoimced, the mean lireakiug strain, 20-50 tons (40,0:32 lbs.)

per square incli, being greater than Mr. Fairbairn's average for Staf-
fordshire plates, being no proof the iron was not hard and brittle, and,
con.sec|ucntly, unsuited to .ship-building pui-pose.s. ' "When, however,'
our author .say.s, 'we compare the breaking strain jointly with the
contraction of tlie area at fracture, the case is vastly different," as we then
have an opiiortunity of deciding correctly whether, on the one hand,
a hi(ih In-ealting strain is ov\-ing to the iron being of superior quality,
dense, fine, and moderately soft, or simply because it was very hard
and unyielding; on the otlier hand, a low breaking strain mi"ght be
duo to looseness in tlie texture, or to extreme softness, altliough vei-y
clear and fine in quality. On consulting the tables, it will be found
that, in the hard and inferioryarieties, it varied considerably more than
in the softer and superior kinds.'

It ha,s been objected that the tensile power of steel is not an indica-
tion of its value. This doctrine our author successfully combats. He
shows that the meagre and discordant statements as to the tensile

power of steel rendered a series of hannonious experiments \yith steel

as necessary as -with vyi-ought-iron ; that it wag equally important to

apply the principle of recording the contraction of area at the point
of rupture, as well as the breaking weight, although it by no means
followed that that steel was the best for all purposes whose tensile

power was the greatest, whether the breaking sti'ain was gradually
or suddenly applied. That is the best steel which best answers the end
for which it is made ; but surely a knowledge of its tensile power must
be a guide in the selection of a particidar steel for a particular

pui-pose.

Our author's experiments were made upon rolled iron, including
iron bars and plates, hammered iron, and the various kinds of steel,

and the nineteenth secrion of the work is devoted to a summary of

the conclusions (si.xty-si.x in number ) arrived at as the result of the
experiments ; to each concliLsion is appended the number of the
paragraph or paragraphs in which the data for such conclusion may
be foimd. This arrangement affords great fiicility for reference, so

that any objection ai-ising in the mind of the reader may be removed
or confirmed by the reasoning of the author. The tables, which are

dra-wu up -with obvious care, are printed in a bold clear type, and the
plates (sixteen in number) are elaborately executed. They exhibit

a detailed def9cription of the testing apparatus, and full-size drawings
of the fractiu'es, whether ciy.staUine, gramdar, fibrous, or mixed—
diagrams of the residts of the experiments, sho-wing the breaking
weight per square inch of the original, stretched, and fi-actnred areas,

the contraction of area when stretched and fractured, and the point of

extreme elongation ; the rate of elongation ; forms of specimens
showing elongation and lateral contraction ; fidl size drawings of

fractiu-es, showing- the effects of difference in the shape of specimens,
the fractures of screwed bolts, and the textures developed by the
application of acids, &c. There is a very valuable appendix, in which
the author has collected, fi-om yarious sources, a vast amoimt of in-

formation of the utmost importance to all who are engaged in the
application of iron to engineering and architectural purposes.

In the Section on the appearance of fracture in iron, Mr. Kirkaldy
introduces a resume of the important discussion on railway axles and
their deterioration, and on the form of railway axles. Our author
considers it far from being settled that, because in railway and similar

accidents the fractured metal exhibits a crystalline appearance, that
therefore the metal has by vibration, percussion, heat, frost, or any or

all of the causes usually assigned, become changed in its molecular
structure, from fibrous to crystalline. He says, ' Because " railway
axles," "chains," "chain .slings," "porter-bars," "arms of a fly-wheel,"

&c. broke, and the fractures showed a crystalline instead of a fibrous

appeaa-ance, many eminent persons came to the conclusion that the
iron had actually undergone a mysterious change from the rough
usage, &c., it had been subjected to. The causes were variously

assigned to be " percussion," "concu.ssion," " vibration," "jar," "jar-
ring action," "tension," "bending," "deflection," "sudden cooling,"
" frost," " friction," " heat,'' " magnetism," &e. Some thought that
one of these was sufficient, whilst others maintained that two or three
combined were necessaiy. Now, as all these breakages were sudden,

the fractures could not possibly have presented the fibrous appearance
expected ; the latter being produced, as the -writer has endeavoured
to show, by the tearing, not snappimj, asimder of the yarious particles.'

'That some of the causes a.ssigned,' he adds, 'for the change from a
fibrous to a crystalline condition, should have operated prejudicially

on the tenacitif or cohesion of the iron, and so facilitated the ruptm-e,

is another and totally diflerent question ; but that it is not to any of

the agencies named, but simply to the act of hreakinii that are due the
diflerent appearances presented to tlie eye in fractured iron, re.spec-

tively called fibrous and crystalline, or, as teniied by some, fibrous

and granular, and again, as explaineil by another, " the passage of the
iron from a fibrous ciystalline state," to a "gi-anular crystalline

state."
'

The author exhibits, in Plate X"VI., the results of an experiment he
made on some fractured specimens, by immersing them in dilute hydro-
chloric acid, which, acting on the surrounding impurities, exposed to

-view the metallic portion alone for examination ; these he describes in

paragraph 135 of the work, and then answers the question, ' "U'hv such
a difl'erence, even in appearance, if no actual change in the structure ?

'

by saying, 'In the case of fibrous fracture, the threads are dram out,

and are viewed externally ; in the ca«e of the crystalline fi-acture, the
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threads in cluster are snapped across, and are vievred iHternally or

seciiottally.' , . , ,

The writer has brought to his task, the matured experience of one

for many years practically engaged in one of the most important iron-

eonsuiuinff establishments in the United Kingdom ; he has collected

his specimens in such number, and by such means, as to secure the

confidence of all who consult liis pages ; he has employed one uniform

and simple testing- apparatus, he has verified his results by repeated

trials, in order to obtain a correct average ; he has patiently pursued

his investigations through the lengthened period of three years and a

half—-and by faithfully tabulating his resnlts, and furnishing the data

for the inferences he has drawn, he has not only imparted an authori-

tative value to his work ; but has aftbrded the fullest opportunity to

all who may be disposed, fi-om any motive, to check his investigations,

and the conclusions at which he has arrived. The book we cordially

commend. The general reader will glean from its pages much yaluable

information ; to those interested in scientific pm-suits, the work will

be an acquisition ; to the student of metallurgy, architects, and engi-

neers engaged in the application of wrought iron or steel, a great

desideratum ; whilst to all those employed in the manufacture of iron

or steel, we unhesitatingly affirm, the possession and serious study of

Mr. Kii'kaldy's volume is an absolute necessity.

^ifbictos.

The Engineer, Millwright, and Machinists' Practical Assistant. By Wn.-
iLUM TEstPLETox, Author of the ' Operative Mechanics' Workshop
Companion.' London : Lookwood & Co.

THIS Uttle unpretending volume is a perfect mnltum in parvo, and will

be fomid an invaluable pocket companion by all who are practically

engaged in the construction of machinery ; whilst its pages may be con-

stUted with advantage by all who desire to know something of those prin-

ciples which guide the machinist in his operations.

There is a very concise introduction to decimal arithmetic, which is now
so generaUy employed in mechanical calculation. The tables of decimal
equivalents, approximates, and specific gravities, are copious ; and all

employed in the working of metals, the cutting of screws, the manufacture
of toothed wheels, will find ample rules and tables for their guidance. The
engineer may cany about with him all he requires to know, for practical

purposes, respecting steam and the steam-engine. There are some very
useful explanations of the properties of the circle, some instructive rules and
valuable tables, and a copious index. The author, by binding up at the

end a few leaves of ruled writing paper, has anticipated the wish which
may arise in the mind of any one using the book to make some special

memoranda or references. We think every mechanic should become the

possessor of the volume, and a more suitable present to an apprentice to

any of the mechanical trades could not possibly be made. Such an amount
of information, published at so reasonable a price, ought to secure a very
rapid and extended sale.

An Sistorical Memoir on Northumberland. By William .Syd>-et Gibson',

M.A., B.arrister-at-Law. London : Longman & Co.

I^HIS little memoir is intended to be one of a series of popular county
histories, wliich will, doubtless, form a valuable gift to the public.

There are often two great faults in local histories. They are either so large

as to preclude manj- from becoming acquainted with their contents, or so small

and meagi'e as to require no special notice. Few woidd care about perusing

three folio volumes of a local history, and often the wortlilessness and ex-

cessive laudation of many of the smaller memoirs create but a distaste in

the mind of the general reader. This, however, cannot be said of the pre-

sent history. We have here, in about 130 pages, a most interesting and
valuable historical memorial. It is written in a pleasing style, and the

author has evidently taken considerable pains to avoid incorporating trivial

facts, which so often make local histories tedious. It is a considerably enlarged

edition of a recently published memoir of Northumberland, which the author

gave a few years since, and it is divided into eleven chapters, all of interest.

Northumberland possesses certain peculiarities, which m.ake it well known
to the architectural and engineering world. Some of the earliest stone

circles, mote-hills, rock-sculptures, and sepulchr£il remains in Britain are to be
found in this county, while it is rich in mineral wealth. Of its pre-historic

lakes, and woods, and morasses, the author of this book tells us, 'we have
evidences in mam- a basin-shaped depression and alluvial valley, especially

below the eastern declivities of the Cheviot HiUs. Thus, in the vicinity of

Wooler, is Middleton Bog, a kind of basin occupying an area of four acres,

inclosed by hills formed of the boulder clays and gravels that flank the

higher elevations of the Cheviots, and filled with peat earth, containing

prostrate trees, heads and antlers and skeletons of the gigantic cervits etephas,

marl, with skeletons of red deer, teeth of the boar, and fresh-water shells,

reposing on the blue clay, boulder clay, and graveb' The most pic-

turesque sceuery of which Northumberland can boast is the river-valleys.

In the hilly regions of the Tyne, the Derwent, the Allen, the Coquet, and
the Wansbeck, the rivers in many places flow under lofty banks, which rise

sometimes to a considerable height, clothed to the summit with native wood.
The general history of the county is given in five interesting and excellently

wiitteu chapters, which are of great interest. Concerning the military and
domestic architecture of the middle ages in Northumberland, the author
tells us that, 'None of the historical monuments of England are more charac-
teristic of bygone times than the remains of feudal architecture in North-
umberland, and they are so numerous that, to the eye of the traveller, the
distinguishing features of the cotmty seem to be the castles and the lesser

towers that mark its landscapes. The following m.ay be considered a fair

specimen of the author's style of treatment in this important branch of his

•work :

—

' In striking contrast to the spreading town of Newcastle, which, with its

noisy traffic and busy population, surroimds the old fortress upon the Tyne,
stands the time-worn dark-red sandstone pile of Norham upon the Tweed,
which was built by a bishop of Durham, in the reign of Henry I., not long

after the New Castle on the Tyne. The privileges which the episcopal lords

of Norham granted to their little town were such as might have made it the

Newcastle of the Tweed, if they coidd have only brought the tide so far.

Traces of military architecture of various periods are found in this ruined

stronghold. But the square and massive keep,

* Where whilom kings did make repair,

is now reduced to a mere shell, cnimbling on its steep and rocky banks—
a scene of ruin and repose that resembles some old-world tower of Nor-
mandy, and calls to mind Tennyson's picture of a decayed castle :

—

* Here had fallen great part of a tower.
Whole like a crag that tumbles from the cliff".

And hlic a crag 'twas gay with wilding flowers
;

And. high above, a piece of turret stair.

Worn by the feet that now are silent, wound
Bare to the sun.'

'It is much to be lamented.' continues the author, 'that, while a taste for

architectural preservation has been manifested in so many of the old historic

buildings ofNorthumberland, Norham Castle, like Dunstanburgh, Etal,EJling-

ham, and some other castles, is falling more and more into decay.* There
are no less than 37 castles and 78 towers enumerated in a list of the castles

and towers of Northumberland, which was drawn up in 1460. Of the 37
castles we are told that eleven have disappeared, eighteen are more or less

in ruin, and only eight are maintained for use and habitation. But a small

number of the border towers are now maintained in habitable condition.

The whole of the domestic architecture of this county belonging to the

former ages is of a military character ; but the chief seats are either mediaeval

castles and towers, or modern mansions of the time of George III. This

little interesting memorial, which we cordially recommend to oiu* readers,

concludes with an excellent summary of the mines aud mining industry of

the coimty.

The Pressing Secessifi/ for increased Dod's and Sasins at Portsmouth, with

some Observations on Mr. Cobdens ' Three Panics' A Letter to Lord
Palmerston. By Eear-Admiral the Hon. Joseph Dexsian. London

:

Ridgway, Piccadilly.

THIS pamphlet, which consists of thirty-foiu' pages, is addressed by the

gallant Admiral to Lord Palmerston, complaining of the deficieucies of

the docks and basins at Portsmouth, and urging the Premier to increase our

defences in that seaport. The author considers the question a very urgent

one ; indeed, he says, it forms the actual measure of the amount of force we
can maintain in activity during war, and the repair of the existing defi-

ciencies cannot, he considers, be further dijlayed, without the imminent risk

of drifting into a permanent condition ofnaval inferiority: and, he contiuues,
' as the works required must occupy a considerable time in construction, it

is of the most urgent necessity that no time should be lost in undertaking

them.' Admitting the importance of the proposed works, the question

seems to be, would the Government be justified, at the present crisis, in lay-

ing out another large sum of money in increased docks and basins at Ports-

mouth? Has the English Government any cause to fear foreign invasion?

We believe not. The author of this little pamphlet has taken great pains

in introducing the opinions of gentlemen who possess an extensive acquaint-

ance with our naval fortifications, and compares the basins of foreign sea-

ports writh those of our own. At Cherbotirg, he says, though there is no
natural harbour, yet the artificial basins of forty-eight acres supply immensely
more quay accommodation than Portsmouth Harbour ; and at Brest a great

artificial basin is in course of construction, not being content with its great

natural resouices for layiug the largest ships' alongside the dockyard. The
writer then proceeds to call attention to the comparison of repairing ships

damaged under water iu their hidls, screws, or rudders, and arrives at the

conclusion that the 'Wan-ior,' aud the five other ships now in course of

construction, ' wiU be so difficult to turn as to be greatly exposed to attacks

from what is (if not the only) certainly the most effeetual mode of running

down, as the combination of speed and weight would be irresistible, and

woidd send an opponent to the bottom in a moment.' The gallant Admiral

follows with the objections to the plan he proposes, and concludes his lengthy

letter by pressing the subject upon the attention of the noble Lord to whom
it is addressed.

INTERNATIONriL EXHIBITION.

FRENCH DtnXDIXG MATERIALS.

ARCHITECTS and builders will do well to devote a little time to the

collection of building materials which are shown in two bays of the

French Court. They contain many valuable objects, but how far they could

be introduced iuto English work woidd depeud, of course, upon the net price

at which they could be furnished. The collection of models and drawings

relating to public works of the French Empire are amongst the finest in the

Exhibition. We shall uot, on the present occasion, describe them, hut con-

tent ourselves with directing attention to the building materials. In 1278

we have some fine specimens of Carton Clih, or roofing felt, by Desfeus,

of Paris. The carton cuir is manufactured entirely of solid and cUngy

materials, impregnated thoroughly with an oily chemical preparation, which

cold and wet have alike no effect upon. It is laid from ridge to gutter, and,

after being laid, is coated with hot gas-tar. Farther on, in 1'280, we see

Hydraulic Cement, so perfect in its manufacture that a single sheet of

paper covered with it is impervious to wet, and, lining a vase, will contain

water. The China Cement is also of excellent quality. In this court we

see Callage (flagging), by Fontenelle, and the famous Fire-bricks, 1273,

made by Tronilliet, of Sens, who exhibits, likewise, hexagonal tiles, and the

machine which he uses for making them.

Some fragments of the Ciment Gkenoblois are exhibited by the manu-

facturers, Messrs. Dumolard & Viallet. It is the finest and best in every

respect of those manufactured in the department de I'lsire.
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A curious drawing is exhibited of a bit of genuine London arcliitecture,

and imotlier of the same spot as covered with Natukai. Stones, by Mr. A.

Jutleau, architect. The invention is, therefore, evidently addressed to

Englishmen. An exact drawing of the facade to be covered is prepared,

and the design is then executed in tlie workshop, transported to the spot,

iuid adjusted in one-fifth uf the time ordinarily taken to do the work. 1269

consists of fire-bricks, by L. David, and of terra cotta pipes enamelled on the

inside.

The Heating Appauatis is fi^rfully ugly both in design and in colour.

There i.s little chance of the Cai.oriff.hes "being introduced into England,

for we must acknowledgi' to the English prejudice for open fire-places.

Brebar, of Lille, exhibits specimens of .Siliceovs Painting. His imita-

tions of marble are by no means equal to those of English painters.

Another parcel of Ci.mexts, by Lingri'', shows that made from the tertiary

strata of the Paris basin. The cement is .shown in various states; pure,

mixed with river sand, \vitli pit sand, and with gravel. It is accompanied

by a model demonstrating how it is relieved from its deleterious gases.

Vicat's cement is also shown in various combinations with gravel.

Remembering how rich France is in different kinds of Marbles, we are

rather surprised to see so poor a display of them. The principal specimens

are those from the quarries of X)e Tinseau at St. Ylie Jura. It is with this

marble that the new Solferino and Louis Pliillipe bridges have been built

from the designs of M. Savarin, and the Pont au Change from the designs

of M. Vaudrey.
Grados, of Paris, exhibits some excellent examples of stamped copper,

lead, and zinc ornaments for architectural and decorative purposes. We
are glad to see that they have an agent in London. Mr. J. A. Tylor. Hardy
& Michelet's metal work, lead and zinc spires, finials, balustrades, and hip-

nobs, are, likewise, boldly designed, and beautifully executed.
Monsieur Trouchon Pils' new system of constructing portable iron houses,

which, when built, appear as solid as if they were built of stone, are formed
ofX i™" standards and cross-pieces with wire-work affixed to them inside

and outside to hold the plastering and the cement. Every visitor to Paris
is familiar with the Exajieled Lava Indicators, tastefully inscribed with
the numbers of the houses and the names of the streets. Good specimens
of them are exhibited by Monsieur Hachette, who has appointed Mr. E.
Garme, of Gerrard Street, his agent for introducing them into England. A
novel application of Cement arrests our attention ; it takes the place, in

Monolithic Slabs, of sleepers for railways, and is also adapted for stair-

cases, curbs of p.avements, domes and terrace roofs, roadways, cisterns,

reservoirs, ramparts, and fortifications. Some splendid samples of it are
exhibited by the agents, MM. Duchi & Chevassus, of Little Carter Lane.
We see by the side of it Artificial Stone of all hai'dnesses, all forms, and all

dimensions. Messrs. Lipmann, Schneekcnburger, & Co., have built against
the wall five samples of what they call ' SonLi Maeble ' and ' Suiii.i .Stone.'

The framework is of artificial stone, the columns are of red scagliola, with
green and red imitations of marble in the panels, all of which are splendidly
executed.

There is a tolerably good show of different kinds of marbles by SoitiS

Delisle & Co., and a novel application of coal cinders to tlie manufacture of
gas and water pipes which, it is stated I'y the manufacturer. Monsieur
Sebille, of Nantes, are remarkable for their cheapnes.s, solidity, and ever-
lasting durability. Pipes of bituminised paper are put in competition with
them by Monsieur Taloureau, of Paris.

MM. Faconnet, Chevallier, & Co., show some fine tiles laid scale fashion,
and Monsieur Garnaud some magnificent specimens of terra cotta, equal to
anything in the Exhibition. The hound's and stag's heads are modelled as
Frenchmen alone seemingly can model them, and they are cast with exquisite
sharpness and delicacy.

MM. Monduit & Bechet, who finished the spire of the Saint Chapelle,
have a vcit interesting collection of artistic works in copper and lead.

Amongst these are gargoyles, weathercocks, and statues. Some of the
work has been designed by Monsieur A'iollet le Due, and is picked out in gold.
Monsieur Crapoix shows fine specimens of his coloured stucco.

The principal exhibitors in this class seem to be manufacturers of cements,
of bricks, and of different kinds of pipes, the very articles which it is most
difficult to judge of properly without experiments. The metal work which
we have mentioned, the scagliola, the castings in terra cotta, and the show—comparatively insignificant though it be—of marble, are of great interest,
and alone are sufficient to repay an examination of this portion of the
French coui't.

HEATING AND ATINTILATION.

FEW subjects w-ithin the vast eneyclopredia of the Exhibition are of more
direct importance to man's physical happiness. th;in this of his supply

of heat and of pureair. Yet, from many causes that we cannot here go
into, perhaps no subject of mechanical science has been more delivered over
to charlatanry; and this, notwithstanding that it has a literature of its own,
alorned by such names as Desaguliers, Davy, Bumford, Chabannes,
Buchanan, Sylvester, Tredgold, Richardson. Inm.in, Walker, Beman who
has written the most elegant history of the subject ever penned— Reid,
Ourney, and Ritchie, with several others.

Within the narrow limits assigned to us, we propose briefly sketching the
-cope of the subjects ; and to notice a few of the very broadest conditions
i-sseutial to successfully carrying them out.

AV e shall adopt this course, for this, amongst other reasons, that the Exhi-
bition of 1862 does not in this department present one single object of essen-
tial novelty, merit, or even interest. We doubt if there be one within the
building so absolutely barren in the proof of any advance whatever since
1851. Medals have, we believe, been awarded here, but on what grounds
we cannot imagine, \uiless it be, that every department must have some
medals or ' honourable mention,' as an inducement to come again, and help
to make another show ; for we have been unable to discover any one design
OT article that was not as well known and as well practised eleven years ago.
Kor does the building itself present anything in the slightest degree instruc-
tive on the subject. In the naves and main courts, the enormous capacity
and altitude of the building are such, that with a crowd of even 70,000 per-

sons, a number which it has never j'et received, there would Ijc something
like 600 culiic feet of space for each individu.al ; and with huge side light

and ventilator apertures to open against the wind, it is no wonder, that with

the greatest crowd yet collected, only a rise in temperature of about 2"

I'ahrenheit has been announced, as between the floor and gallery levels. Sci-

entific ventilation means the cstablishvunt of an artifwkd climat'\ Nothing
of the sort is here provided ; the climate of the building is almost absolutely

dependent on that outside for the time being— well enough while it is sum-
mer out of doors, but proving already, on a cold and draughty day, how
utterly useless for any practicable or permanent purpose the building would
become in winter, and how impossible to warm at any reasonable cost.

Ventilation has been insured by an excess of openings, and by structural

arrangement, that in reidity leaves it master; in fact, with even a summer
breeze from the north, or near it, the storm that sets into the building from
both Annexes, and sweeps up tlu'ough and out at the domes, as two great

shafts, without reaching any other parts of the edifice, was, on several days,

already unendurable.
In the Western Annexe, if anywhere', there was room for some display of

skill in providing ventilat ion ; but here, where it is wanted more, the propor-

tion between cubic content and open aperture is actually /i »« than in any part

of the main building : and yet there are some three or four tliousaud feet of

large steam pipe unjacketed, and innumerable heated metallic exposed sur-

faces here to have been jirovided against, as well as the lungs and skins of

a dense mass of people, in a building averaging little more than half the

height of the main one, and with a much less proportion of glass, and no
brick exposed for radiation. It is no wonder, then, that people complain,

that ' the machinery makes them dizzy,' while in fact they are asphyxiated.

Even at this late season, the discomfort might be a good deal mitigated,

either liy lapping the steam and exhaust pipes under the floor -with hay-

bands, then daubing over by hand with tempered clay, or by filling in the

pits partially with dry sawdust, or dry spent tanners' bark.

Both heating and ventilation become comparatively easier, the larger is

the capacity of the space. The most difficult of all problems is to -wai-m a

common-sized dwelling chamber comfortably, and yet provide for amply
sufficient ventilation without producing draughts. Jlost of the small rooms

of the middle classes, were they wholesomely ventilated, by changing at

least seven or eight cubic feet of air per minute for each occupant (without

reference to gas or other lights), would become a mere air-tube, and the

common means provided for keeping up the temperature liy a stove or

grate would be wholly inadequate, and, no matter how scorching the radiated

heat of the fire might be, the draught would so rob the skin and clothing

of moisture, and with it of heat, that the occupants would ' catch cold ' and
could not bear the sense of discomfort. This is the real nature of the most
uuwholcf ome of all the conditions affecting the dwellings of our middle and
poorer classes, which would be much worse than even they are, were it not

for the beneficial effects, though still inadequate, of the common wasteful

open fire-grate in compelling ventilation. One of the reasons why our

noble and wealthy classes are long lived, is their dwelling in large rooms.

'A cosy little room, ' is only possible at the expense of pure air, with any
of our usual modes of warming. AVe cannot for ages to come, if ever, so

raise the condition of society that the middle and lower classes shall inhabit

much larger rooms than they do at jireseut ; but it is quite within the

scope of practicability, engineering and financial, that cooperative dwellings

should be constructed and let at moderate rents to the poorer classes, and
supplied ivith gently warmed air, laid on in mains from one common source,

and perpetually renewed in every room ; and it would be no undue nor

unwise stretch of legislation, which already secures inspection of lodging-

houses, &c., with the same sanitary view, that inspection of aU dwellings

below a certain class shoidd be a police duty, and that wilful stoppage of

ventilation, when provided as above, should become a criminal offence.

In large areas, such as those of hospitals, theatres, churches, or prisons,

there is less diffieidty in effectual ventilation combined with warmth, and
without draughts. In prisons this has been effectually done, as at Penton-

viUe, or at Mountjoy Convict Prison (in the latter of which, heated and
ventilated by the wi'iter, there are about four miles of hot-water pipes), so

that it has been found practicable to maintain a constant temperature, in

every one of several hundred cells, within 2° Fahr., winter and summer.

But in such cases—indeed in everj- ease of fierfect and steady ventilation—it

is necessary to provide a specific out-draught motive-force. Whether this

be by fire-cbaught, as in the above, and in Dr. Reid's mode at the former

House of Commons, or by steam jet, as in Gurney's, or by fan blast, or

blast cylinder, is immaterial as respects the ventilation itself, prorided

there be power enough. Thus the wTiter eflFeclually vcntil.ated the most

crowded church in Dublin (the original Bithsaida Chapel) by a ring of

gaslights in a funnel 12 ft. diameter, and 30ft. high above the ceiling; and
Boyle, Low, & Go's. Bank in that city, by a fan driven by a heavy clock

weight, upon the general plan of Oldham, as at the Banks of Enghmd and

Ireland.

When certainty of a never-failing -measured amount of ventilation is the

primary object— as in coal mines, and as in the Hospital for Consumption,

arranged by Dr. Arnott — mechanical means are best, and in all cases are

cheapest in fuel per cubic foot of air moved. For clearing the air out of

sewers, the Cre shaft is best, as oxidising the foul gases in their passage

through the ordeal. Heating, to be well done by any other means than the

radiation of the open fire— i. e., by stoves, steam, hot-water pipes, small or

large hypocaust, or coedes, or whatever else— demands that fourgrand canons

be obeyed : — 1. The air must not be delivered into the place to be warmed
at more than a moderate temperatiu-e, or it will not mix without draughts

with the air already therein. 2. The air must not be robbed of its normal
supply of moistm-e in being heated, or it will dry skin and lungs, and pro-

duce discomfort and disease. 3. No part of the surfaces distributive of heat

must be at such a temperature as to change or decompose the particles of

organic matter alw.iys floating in the air, or 'bm'iit smells ' are produced.

Tliis is the vice of Perkins' high-pressirre'water tubes, and, more or less, of

every sort of stove; least so of the German and Russian potteiy stoves— a

branch of manufacture utterly unknown in this country, and which we
commend to the attention of our Mintons and Wedgwoods. 4. The warmth
produced should be provided for by the ventilation, not the ventilation by ihs
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warmth; both must be stiady, not as the 'hot-water boiler with the

Sjreatest possible heating surface, and least possible quantity of water, for

creeu-housfs, &c.. obtained by almost inconceivable comphcatious of form, as

advertised everywhere, and whose grand result is— quiMy hot, and quick/i/

cold. And lastlv, dust must not be drawn or passed in with the wanned

air— ff. ^ftl/llt, 'Esq., in the Practical Mechanics' Journal Becord of the

Great Kehihition.
*

AXN'UAL 3IEETIXG OF THE CA3IBEIAN AEGH^OLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

{From our oun Bcporter.)

THE annual meeting of the Cambrian Archieological Association com-

menced on Monday week at Truro, in Cornwall, and terminated on

Saturday last. The Town Hall had been granted by the Mayor to the

Association for theu' use, and a temporary museum was arranged in the

couucU chamber and corridor, which was of a very interesting character.

THE AJvTvTAL MEETING

was held on Monday, the 26th idt. General disappointment was evinced

through the absence of Mr. H. Hussey Vivian, M.P., the President of the

Association, who was to have taken the chair, and opened the congress, but

who was unavoidably detained until the next morning.

The Earl of Dunratex was then elected to take the chair, and the

business commenced by calling upon Jlr. Edwaed Smieke, who is the

President of the Eoyal CoruwaU Institution, to address the company.

During a long address, Mr. Sniirke said that with regard to material works

of art, in architectui-e and so on, they had some very curious monuments
;

their origin so lost in antiquity that they did not know what date to

assign to them. In an adjoining room some rude rubbings were to be found

that indicated what he had called the prinueval period. Some of them, per-

haps many of them, may be of date subsequent to the Romans, but

certainly they are of pre-historic date ; they have no connection with

known history, and he questioned whether any history- would ever be

discovered that would throw light on the names that have been carved

on those rude memorials. "With regard to other works of art, their

buildings of a sacred character were not numerous ; as regards ecclesiastical

architecture they stood far below other counties. In excuse for our defi-

ciency in this respect, he might say that the material they possessed is so

extremely refractor)-, that it will not submit to the chisel of the sculptor.

But still they would find attempts, and not unsuccessful attempts, to produce

a kind of ornamentation, as. for instance, at Launceston, and also, to some
extent, in the church at Truro ; and they had some very elegantly designed

towers. But with regard to such arcliitectural decorations as they saw in

counties where they h.ive a more serviceable material than granite and a

very hard .slate, they would look in vain for them ; because no genius or

talent could possibly insculp those rocks with anj-thing like the skill that is

displayed in many works of ecclesiastical architecture in other counties.

After a brief speech, the noble chairman called upon the Secretary (Mr.

W. L. Banks), to read the report, which was afterwards received unani-

mously. Dr. Barham then gave an explanation of the intended proceedings

of the week, after which the Rev. H. Longueville Jones gave a sketch of

Welsh antiquities, which was of a very interesting natm-e, and was woU
received.

On Tuesday, notwithstanding the unpropitious state of the weather, the

excursionists mustered upwards of one hundred at the Cornwall Railway
station, and proceeded to Bodmin, Llanhydrock, and Lostwithiel. The
evening meeting did not commence until nearly half-past nine, the ^Town
Hall being crowded.

Ml-. HussEY Vivian, M.P., proceeded to read the

pkesident's abdeess,

which stated that, during the excursion, discussion would be invited, and if

they coidd manage to find a good archseological fox and get on good terms
with him, no doubt they would run into him, after an exciting burst, and
pull him to pieces in tnie Cambrian Archjeological Asssociatiou style.

(Laughter.) After speaking of the language and nomenclature of Corn-
wall, the President said, inscriptions on stone were wanting, or were of such a

meagre character as to oifer no hope of their revealing to them any important
facts of the early history of Britain. This was indeed remarkable, and
would tend to prove that the first colonists from the east, who eventually
reached and peopled these isles, must have separated from the parent stock
before the art of inscribing upon stone the deeds of their warriors, the
genealogy of their kings, and the remarkable events of their reigns had
become known and practised. Yet there was evidence to prove that many
of the inscriptions of Egypt and Africa dated thirty long centuries back.
Nor had they remains of public buildings, temples, or cities, which could be
ascribed to the ancient British inhabitants ; they dwelt ia rude huts, of
which indeed there were traces, but they brought with them none of those
refined tastes and high arts, abundant evidence of the existence of which
recent ;irchffiological research has brought to light amidst the long buried
wrecks of Assyrian and Egyjrtian cities. The arts of engi'aving upon stone,

sculpture, and even the construction of solid dwellings appeared to have
been unknown to the early Celtic inhabitants of these isles. In spite of
this disadvantage, the programme which had been prepared for them by the
kind assiduity of the committee of the Royal Institution, contained a
copious collection of archteological objects of the highest interest. They
had ancient earthworks and huts, barrows, stone circles, caves, cromlechs,
and caslles in rich abundance. Nor, as we wander along, Celts though we
were, wiU it be denied to us to feast on those rich relics of early eccle-
siastical architectm-e which the chui-ches of Cornwall display.
Mr. T. Q. ConCH then gave an aecomit of the day's excursion. Con-

cerning

BOD5IIN CHUECH,
he said

:
This church is the largest in Cornwall, consisting of a nave and

two aisles. A tower adjoins the north aisle, and the south has a large
embattled porch. The general style of the boilding is perpendicuhir, defaced

at the western end by much debased work. The tower formerly supported

a spire, which was destroyed by lightning in 1699, after which were added
the wretched pinnacles which now disfigure it. The choir is so spacious as

to have led Dr. OUver to suppose that the church was both conventual and
parochial, the choir ha^-ing been appropriated to the clergy, and the body of

the church to the parishioners. He says, however, that the registers of
Bishops StaflTord and Lacy are against such a supposition, and I observe

that William of Worcester gives separately the dimensions of a monastic
and of a parish chm'ch. Attached to the church was the chapel of St.

Mary, in which was St. Petrock's shrine, and in it the mortuary chapels of

St. Andrew, St, M.-u-tiu, and King Harry, built and endowed by John
Watfys, about 1491. The fragments worked into the fm'niture of the present

church, and more Ij'ing in the upper story of the porch, show very excellent

workmanship. The tomb of Prior Vivian, the last but one of the priors,

stands at present in the north side of the choir, and is built of grey cata-

cleuse stone, from near Padstow. On it rest the eifigies of the prior, in

iuU pontificals, as nominal Bishop of !Megara, mitred, and holding his pas-

toral staff, which is ciu'iously swathed in bauds crossing each other. At the

corners are four (mutilated) angels, holding shields, charged with the priory

«nd Vivian arms, which also occupy two of the panels in the sides, the other

six containing the four evangelists, the arms of Henry VIII., and a cross

flemy surmounted by a crown. Round the ledge is an inscription. This
tomb stood originally before the altar. A slate monumental slab of great

age, and having some curious arborescent ornament, and an inscription

difficult to decipher is also preserved here. The piscina, a remarkable one,

is of pillared form, and octagonal in shape. The capital is ornamented
^vith quatrefoils, and on its surface .are eight radiating scooped depressions,

opening I'y as many perforations into the central di-ain, which runs through

the shaft. The font, large and fine, is of Norman shape, supported at the

comers by four small pillars, ending in winged heads, and by a larger and
shorter central one. It is square in form, and ornamented by boldly exe-

cuted sculpture of wreathed foliage and twisted snakes above, below liy

four mailed heraldic monsters. We next went to the chapel of .St. Thomas,
at the eastern end of the ehurcliyard, and which is an interesting ivy-

covered ruin of the time of Heiu'y VI. It consists of a nave and a south

porch near the western end. It has graduated buttresses, between which
are jiointed windows, the midlions of which are gone. The most interesting

feature is the pretty decorated windows in its eastern end. In the western

end is a triangular window enclosing a trefoil light. Little is left of interest

internally, except the sedilia, and a stoup on the south side of the altar.

The chapel is built over a groined crypt. A Franciscan Convent (of St.

Nicholas) formerly- stood on the ground now occupied by the butter market.

It was begun by John Fitzralph, a Loudon merchant, and completed in 1239

by Rich;ird the Earl. Its remains are few and unimportant, although until

very lately it served as the assize hall of the county. A pillar, one of an
arcade, has been removed to the churchyard for preservation.

Llaniitdkock

was next visited. But I think I had better leave a description of this hous®
to those who are better acquainted with domestic architecture than I am*
I may state, however, that the house consists of three parts of a quadrangle-

The fourth and south part was removed some ye;irs ago liy Thomas Hunt,
Esq., its owner. It has eight doors in the centre and wings, and large

mndows with heavy muUions and labels. The barbican or gateway, is a

curious specimen of Tudor Gothic; a description of which is rendered

unnecessary by Mr. May's excellent photographs.

eestobmel castle

was visited, after partaking of luncheon. This castle, said Mr. Couch, in

its present ruinous condition, consisted of an outer and inner circle or w-all,

divided into six compartments by radiating party walls, and enclosing an open

area of 64 ft. diameter, a gateway on the west side, and on the eastern a chapeL

The circidar range of rooms were, of course, once roofed over, and it would

appear from the plaster, and, in some places, paint— stiE remaining—
that the first story contained the state apartments, the ground floor being

allotted to the various necessaiy offices of the household. The chapel is, as

Leland says, a newer work, the masonry not interlacing with that of the

keep. Some recesses in the eastern end of the chapel may have been for

certain arrangements connected with the altar. On the south wall of the

chapel is a piscina with the conduit for the consecrated water. The outer

wall is battlemented, and the whole is surrounded by a deep moat, the water

for which was supplied from the hDl above by leaden pipes, pieces of which

have been occasionally dug up. Restormel has more the appearance of a

fortified residence than a castle proper, answering to the keep of the larger

Norman fortress. The usual outer walls, enclosing the baUia, are not to be

discovered, and the presence of the moat immediately surrounding the keep

is sufficient to raise a doubt of there ever having been any.j We must not. how-

ever, disregard the evidence of Leland and Carew on this matter. Borlase's

plan of the castle is defective in many particulars, and a more correct plan,

drawn to scale by Mr. Polsue, is in the possession of this institution, and

an engi'aving of which, accompanied by a full description of the castle, may
hereafter be contributed to its reports. The windows are dilapidated ;

the

ashlar masonry, ' the fajTe free hewed stone wyndowes, the durnes and

wrought dorepostes, the fayi-e and large chymnie pieces and all that would

yield monie or serve for use, having been,' says Norden, ' converted to

private men's piu'poses.'

EOSTWrrHIEL

was next visited. Concerning the Duchy-house, Mr. Couch said, it was an

oblong massive structm-e, flanked by substantial graduated buttresses, and

ornamented by the ducal arms. It is generally built of the slate of the

neighbourhood witliout ashhir. The arches are mostly semi-circular, and

constructed of thin laminae of slate. This apparently friable material has

been able to resist the action of time and the elements in consequence of

the admirable mortar used. I have heard it popid.arly ascribed to tlie prac-

tice of pouring the newly-sUiked and fluid lime into the insterstices of the

masonry, when it becomes more durable even than the stone itself. This is

equally observable in Restormel Castle. In the southern gable is a horse-
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sUoc aivli. Tliia biiikliii};: is iiruli;ilily tin- i-xehcqurr, or shire liiill, Imilt l.y

Eilmuiul the Eurl. Attnched to tliis is a iirison, which Ims been >isei.l,

within memory, for the confinemc<nt of otTenth'rs agninst the stannsuy laws.

The general plan of tlie ehnreh of Lostwilliiel was a nave and elerestory,

with north and south aisles, separated from the nave by arcades of octagonal

pillars and pointed arches, a north and sonth porch, and a spire at tlio

western end. The most noticeable part of the sinictnro is the spire,^ whicll

rises from a .^inare shaft; by handsomi' octagonal hint horn-work of Early

English character, (the stylo prevailing when the town was at its higliest point

of prosperity 1, and ends in a linial cross. The shaft or body is unnecessarily

plastered, whicli detracts from the beauty of tho whole, and is quite unne-

cessary, as, where the plaster has fallen" off, good masonry ajipears under-

neatli. The windows are of different dati's, but the plan is generally Early

English. Internally the church has little of interest architecturally.
_
It

suffered greatly at the hands of the parliamentary troops in the campaign

of IGll, wlien"lhe town and castle were uccupied by Essex. The interest-

ing diarist, Eicliard .Symonds, gives an account of their blowing up tho

«h>U'ch, by gunpowder, "on the eve of their flying before the victorious forces

of Charles. The chui'ch contains, besides numerous monuments of local in-

terest, an octagonal font, covered with a strange mixture of sacred and

grotesque sculpture ; the crucifixion, in juxtaposition with a sportsman hawk

on wrist ; a mitred head next to a representation of the chase. Over the

northern entrance, where it has been placed for safe keeping, is an nlto

reliivo in alabaster, of the flaying of St. Bartholomew, the patron saint of

the eliurch. It has been coloured recently, but wo believe only in restora-

tion of the original. In the north aisle is a brass of the fifteenth century,

representing Tristram Curtys, in coat of mail and spurred.

Professor B-vbington then offered a few remarks upon tho excni'sion. He
gaid that, in tlie church at Bodmin, his attention had been attracted to the

monument of Prior Vj-vyan, which was remarkable from the fact, that the in-

scription Wivs not only incised, but further, was fiUed up with a material, appa-

rentlj', originally soft, which had now become hard and stood out in relief, the

relief existing to a considerable extent, to the present time. He did not remem-

ber that he had ever before seen such an instance. In the Town Hall there

were seen several pieces of plate and municipal ornaments, maces, and so on

;

and among them, what attracted his attention more than anything else, the seal

matrix of a Leper House, formerly existing in the neighbom-hood, and im-

pressions of which were shown to" him. It was a very curious seal, and he

thought might well deserve to be engi-aved, either by the Cambrian Associa-

tion or the Royal Institution of Cornwall. The house at Llanhydrock was not

very ancient— it was not mediaeval, and did not possess the interest which

attached to mediaeval houses. It was built in the time of Charles I., at

different periods ; it was a good example of a house of that period on a large

scale. It contained a very fine gallery, as was usually found in houses of

that date ; and he remarked, that the windows on the side of this gallery

were opposite each other. It had been stated by a great authority, that

usually the windows in such galleries were not placed opposite each other,

but alternated
; and various reasons had been assigned for such an arrange-

ment, but none that he ooidd think satisfactory. At all events, it was worth

notice, that in this instance at Llanhydrock, the windows did not alternate. In

the churchyard at Llanhydi-ock was a cross of some interest, and also awellwith

stone roof
;
probably in ancient times the well had considerable reputation ;

at present its sole reputation was, that it possessed exceedingly good water.

Mr. G. T. Claeke, F.S.A., then read a paper upon the Castellated Archi-

tectui-e of Wales, which was a very valuable one, and was well received.

On Wednesday, the party proceeded to CarnbrK, and down the river Fal,

inspecting the antiquities and fine views with considerable intei'est. A con-

vers(i:wnc was held in the evening, at which Jlr. E. A. Freeman read an
excellent paper upon the Ecclesiastical Architecture of Wales, which was
profusely illustrated by architectm'al drawings.

After the company had partaken of refreshments, the Eev. F. C. Hiuge-
ston read an interesting paper on the churches of Cornwall. jVIr. Parker
afterwards referred to the domestic architecture of Cornwall.

On Thursday, tlie party went to St. Michael's Mount. After in.specting

the castle and mount, they proceeded towards Land's End.
On Friday, the mewbers of the Association, accompanied by several

ladies, proceeded by carriage to a village called Chysauster, which is a

remarkable specimen of the stone hut dwellings of the ancient Britons.

Several other places of interest were visited, and the party were entertained

on reaching Chun Castle, Tvith a short address by Professor Simpson, upon
its histoi-ieal features. This ancient castle is a circular fort of dry stone

walls, in two almost complete circles, the diameter of the space enclosed

being about 130 ft. The external walls are of strong masonry, of great

beauty in execution and detail ; and it is considered to be a most formidable
fortress. In a short congratulatoiy address, Mr. Hussey Vivian said he
hoped the landowners on whose ground these ancient remains were situated

would do all in their power to preserve them from destruction, so that the

relics of the past, for which Cornwall was so distinguished, would not be
for ever lost to the world. The curious Men Scryfa, or written stone, sup-

posed to be a sepulchral monument, erected in the fifth century of the
Christian era, was next visited. Other objects of equal interest were also

visited, and tlie party returned to Truro, and after dinner, adjourned to the

council chamber, were several speeches were given, and two interesting

papers read.

On Saturday, an exciu'sion was made to St. Piran's Hound and Lost
Chm-ch, and a risit to the churches of St. Clement and St. Mary, and the
museum of the Eoyal Institution of Cornwall. An evening meeting brought
the proceedings of this vciy successfid congress to a termination.

BRISTOL SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

ON Saturday last, a second excursion in connection with the Bristol Societj'

of Architects took place, when about eighteen or twenty members
assembled. The pai'ty proceeded first to Dundry, where the rector, the Eev.
Mr. Boutflower, gave a very interesting archreologieal description of the church
and its neighbourhood. Chew Stoke, the ehui-ch of which is now razed to
the gronnd, was next visited, and the rectory house, from its peculiarities,

was an oljcct of considerable interest. The party tlien proceeded to Chew
Magna, and afterwards to Norton Malreward. The corbels of this cliurch

attracted great attention. Stanton Drew was visited, and the party ])r<)-

eeeded to the Manor House at Queen Cliarlton, which is supposed to have
existed in the time of Henry VIII., being part of the dowry of Queen
Katharine. The chiu'ch is of great antiquity. A paper was hero read hy
Mr. Godwin, the Secretary, upon the

AUCIIITECTUKE 01? THE LOCiU-ITY.

Mr. Godwin said :
' Tliere was scarcely a church in the neighbourhood of

Bristol, that has not liad, at, some time or the othiT, a Norman jjarentage,

and thus, even in tliis day, we met witii Norman work in many of our churches.
As, for example, at Almondsbury, Portbury, AVraxall, Clevedun, Kingston
Seymour, Weston-in-tJordano, Whitchurch, and also at Queen Charlton.

They were generally specimens of very late Normau, and were in some cases

transitional, and therefore of tlie same style as the great Abbey Church of

Glastonbury, probably tho grand type which was held up to tho admiring
gaze of all Somersetshire, for there could be little doubt that the village

chui'clies of the time were nearly always built in imitation of the great church

of the district. Thei-e was this difference, however, between their imitations

and some of the modern imitations, that they never attempted anything

bej'ond the practical objects they had to seiTC, and the scope of their mate-

rials, and the labour at their command. Now, the great churches of Somerset
— Glastonbury, Wells, and St. Augustine—were, both in plan and general

scheme, cruciform. Tho consequence was, that neai'ly every chiu'ch in the vil-

lages adjacent had been originally built on the same plan, with a tower at the

cross. In Oxfordshire, on the contrary, the Norman Tillage churches were of the
' ship,' and not of the cross type ; that was, a nave and chancel, with tower

between or at the west end, but without transept He (Mr. Godwin) was
cpiite willing to give all due credit to the architects of such towers as St.

Stephen's, Bristol; I)un(h-y, or Chewton Mendip, and he was quite prepared

to give due admiration to such churches as those of Taunton. Yatton, or

Eedeliff ; for although with respect to this latter, there was perhaps no one

whose opinion wsis worth having who woidd not discover more art in either

one of the north porches, than in all the rest of the church put together

;

still, there was something about the building— a degree or kind of greatness

arising from the largeness of scheme, and the use of stone in the groined

roof— which, however much we might wish to exchange it for the gi'andcr

design and nobler workmanship of fie Bom-ton's church, so strikingly indi-

dicated in the fragments whicli remain— they coidd not but confess, gave

to the most important of English parish churches a general effect, surpassed

even by few cathedrals ; and the cause of this effect was to be looked for,

perhaps, as much in the plan as in anything else. The paper reviewed, at

length, the principal archseological features in the numerous chui-ches of the

neighbom-hood, and concluded -nith some special notice of Queen Charlton,

and its church, ancient monastery, court-house, and monument from
Keyushnm Abbey.
The chiu-eh, and other objects of interest in the village, were visited; after

which the party returned to Bristol, having spent an agi-eeable and instruc-

tive day's excursion.

VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE.

AN excellent example has been set in the town of Dover by the esta1>

lishment there of a volunteer fire brigade. No less than twenty-four

gentlemen have enrolled their names as active members of the corps, and

energetic measures are being taken to complete their organisation, and to per-

fect the necessary arrangements for giving full force to the institution. The
dress adopted consists of a blue serge frock with belt, and felt hat, bearing

on its front D. V. F. B. The local board have, we understand, consented

to supply this uniform to the members of the brigade, if they choose to

accept it. In all other respects the Ijrigade will be inexpensive to tho town,

and ali-eady it has been actively engaged in what may be called preliminary

and experimental drill, with the fire-engines and escapes. We shall watch

with anxiety the developement of this movement in the town of Dover, be-

cause we think it desii-able that volunteer brigades should be largely estab-

lished tlu-oughout the kingdom. It is reported that the Government intend

introducing a bill for the better prevention and suppression of fires in the

metropolis during the next session of Parliament ; but this ought not to

prevent the inhabitants from taking the law,' in this case, ' into their own
hands,' and thus guarding themselves from the insidious attacks of the

' devouring clement.'

There is no doubt that a little energy and perseverance on the part of

the leading members of local lioards, in the different districts of London, and

in provincial to-mis, woidd lead to the speedy formation of volunteer fire

brigades throughout the entire kingdom. Certainly the constant occuiTcnce

of fires, destructive and fatal, in the metropolis and its suburbs, and the

comparatively puny efforts of the ordinary Fire Office Brigade to suppress

them, speak with u-resistible force in favour of increased men and machinery,

and argue strongly for the creation of volunteer brigades. It seems to us that

as much honom- is to be gained in the ranks of a fire brigade as in that of

a rifle coi-ps, and as.suredly the members of the former would stand a better

chance of seeing active service.

The adoption of a uuifoi-m would seem to be a necessary contingency, in

order to avoid confusion and mistakes at fires, but there is no need for its

being either gaudy or expensive, and this, therefore, would form no barrier

to tho realisation of the idea of volunteer brigades.

THE PARIS UNIVERSiiL AND PERMANENT EXHIBITION.

{Translatedfrom 'Le Constitutiossel,' 28th Attgust, 1862.)

WITHIN the precincts of New Paris, in the flourishing district of Auteuil,

where Boileau gave poetic counsel to his gardener, where Molicrc

composed his cAifs d'a'uvrcs in the eompiany of Racine, De la Fontaine, and
Dc la Bruyere, industry, the queen of om- epoch, is raising, at this moment,
a palace to modern genius. Its aim is to place upon a new footing exhibi-

tions, the utility of wliich is incontestable. They began by being exclusively
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national and temporary. From being national they became nuiversal

Henceforth the products of science, the arts, mdustry, agriculture, and

commerce will find a place in a universal and permanent exhibition. The

splendid palace now building at Auteuil proves that the idea is leaving the

realms of theory, and approaching realisation. Let us first exanime the

practical advantages of the scheme ; we will then describe the building and

its workmanship.
, , . .

Persons are fond of repeating that distance is annihilated, that frontiers

are disappeai-ing, and that modes of international communication are being

multiplied. It is true. Tliey delight in exalting the marvels wrought by

the union of science and labour, the grand modern discoveries, the admirable

inventions of industry— and with good reason. But it is of the utmost

importance to develope aU the branches of human activity, and to expedite

commercial transactions. The Universal and Permanent Exhibition offers

these advantages, for its object is to bring together the producer and the

consumer. It will save the one numberless researches— often unproductive.

To the other it will offer a continual stimulus, and place at his disposal

objects from all quarters of which he has need.

In periodical exhibitions one often sees exceptional works, true exponents

of ability, but executed at great cost, and addressing themselves more to the

curiosity of sightseers than the approval of practical men. These produc-

tions, w'hich aim at effect, and are not meant for ordinary use, ought not to

enter into competition with the samples of industrial labour. The Universal

and Permanent Exhibition, on the contraiy, will give satisfaction to indus-

trial and commercial interests. It will tend to improve the welfare of the

labouring classes, by leading the producer to unceasingly improve his work,

until he at length attains a point combining excellence with economy. We
are able to add that the scene of this pacitic tournament will be worthy of

the city which Europe truly considers the capital, not only of France, but of

the whole world.

The idea once conceived, its realisation was imperative. This is often

the most difficult part. Happily for the project of universal and permanent

exhibitions, it has found powerful support among large capitalists, who have

undertaken to defray the cost of eonstniction. AVhenthe building is finished

it will be placed at the disposal of exhibitors, a verj- long list of whom is

already published. The programme is headed by those memorable words

which were uttered by an august personage on a solemn occasion :
—

' Approach, all you who think that the pirogress of agriculture, the industr}',

and the commerce of a nation contributed to its general welfare, and that

the more reciprocal intercourse is multiplied, the more national prejudices

will be effaced.' Also when this project was submitted to the Emperor,
His Majesty was pleased to express to its authors his approbation of it, and
the pleasure with which he should regard its realisation. Their Excellencies

the Ministers of Finance, Agriculture, and Commerce, have accorded, by
two official despatches, various permissions which show the sympathy of the

Imperial Government with the idea of establishing in Paris an exhibition

universal and permanent.
For a project of this nature the choice of site was of the greatest import-

ance. Of course the founders would have greatly preferred to establish them-
selves in the centre of Paris. But they encountered insurmountable obstacles.

How could tliey find in the heart of a gi'eat city an area sufficiently exten-

sive (130,000 square metres)? And even if they had overcome this first

difficulty, the excessive value of the ground would have alarmed the

greater number of exhibitors. At the same time it was necessary that this

site shoidd not be too distant from business quarters, and that it should be

united with the capital by rapid and economical means of communication.

A large piece of land, situated on the verge of the Bois de Boulogne, between
the gate of St. Cloud and the station at Auteuil, united all these advantages.

It is now the property of a company, aud the workmen are progressing with

such rapidity, that already the plan of a monumental palace intended to

receive the artistic and industrial products of the whole world is clearly

defined.

When an edifice of this kind is required, its proportions must be colossal.

The palace at Auteuil will present a coup-iVail 500 metres in length, that is

to saj', an elevation double that of the Palace of Industry in the Champs
Elysi5es. The facade will extend along the new Boulevard granted by the

city of Paris, commencing at the banks of the Seine, and terminating at the

main street of Auteuil and the other ways of approach, which will complete
tlie Pai'isian uetwork. The effect will be magnificent.

Imagine one of these constructions invented by modern architecture, light,

but solid, where iron and glass rest upon stone foundations. An entrance
portal, in keeping with the gi-andiose character of the edifice, will give access

to the centre of the building, which will be crowned by a dome more lotty

than that of L'Hutel des Invalides. At each end of the structure, elegant

parilions will complete the palatial effect, and will be accompanied on the

right by a JIachinery Annexe, on the left by a vast rotunda, intended for

concerts aud charitable fetes. Such is the tout cnsanblc of the building in

course of construction by an army of workmen, imder the direction of skillful

engineers.

In the interior, the height of the building will be divided into two stories

;

liut by a happy arrangement, this division will not show externally, and one
range of windows, extending the whole height, will give light to the treasiu'es

exposed in the galleries.

We hope (and the activity which presides over the work authorises us to

entertain this hope) that the inauguration of the Universal and Permanent
Exliibition will take place early in the ensuing year. Meanwhile, the enter-
prise is organised on a solid basis. The most influential representatives of
imiversal industry have already sent in their adhesion, and head the list of
exhibitors. This adhesion, however, does not at present imply any pecuniary
contribution. The founders are liable for all expenses, up to the time when
the exhibitors take possession. We may add, that dm-ing five days of the
week admission will be gratuitous, and tliat the detailed internal regulations
will be settled by committees from the different nationalities.

Such has been the rapid advance of an idea conceived in a liberal and
straightforward manner. It deserved to be conceived and can-ied out in an
epoch which has already accomplished such grand undertakings, and in a
kingdom where industrial progress advances in concert with the national
grandeur.

TAYMOUTH CASTLE STALRCASE.

OUB Engraving this week illustrates one of the most magnificent staircases

in Great Britain— that of Taymouth Castle, Perthshire, seat of the

Marquis of Breadalbane. The staircase was erected many years ago. The
tracery, mouldings, and ceiling, are formed in stucco. None of the enrich-

ments arc painted in coloiu-s, but quite plain. The mndows are of plate

glass, the upper and middle portions of them being stained. The floor is

formed of oak, in mosaic. The architect was Mr. William Perden. We are

indebted to Mr. A. Miu-ray, of the architect's office, Guildhall, for the di'aw-

ings from which the Engraving is taken.

ENGLISH SOCIETY OF SCULPTORS.

THE following are the rules of the Society of Sculptors of England, which

have been recently passed at a meeting ill the rooms of the Architectural

Society, in Conduit Street. AVe understand tliat their first exhibition will

be held on the first of April, next year, and will remain open for three

months

:

' That a Society be fomied, to be called the Society of Scidptors of England,

which sh,^ll have for its objects

—

* 1. To exhibit annually the works of its members.
' 2. To include amongst its members not only professional sculptors, but

also amateiu's, patrons and well-wishers of art ; and
' 3. To correspond with other societies interested in the welfare of art, from

whom some substantial assistance may be expected.

'That the Society consist of a piresident, vice-presidents, council, and

members, with honorarj* secretary, treasurer, and auditors ; aud that the

council bo authorised to enroll members, and to settle the rules of the Society.

The subscription to be fixed at one guinea per annum.'

The reasons given by the promoters for the formation of this society are,

' that there are few places in London where sculptors are afforded the oppor-

tunity of exhibiting annually the products of their skill. The Eoyal Academy,

the South Kensington Museum, and small spaces in the British Institution

and Snflblk Street Galleries, comprise the whole. The painters are splen-

didly lodged, the architects have their Institution ; but the sculptors, who
really ought to hold the first rank in the fine arts, are condemned to a com-

parative obscurity, and, generally speaking, their productions are to be found

in their studios, instead of the places to which their merits should entitle

them. This neglect might have been tolerated years ago, when the number

of sculptors in this country was comparatively limited, but now that they

may be reckoned by hundreds, and the patrons and lovers of the art by
thousands, it is high time that sculptors shoidd take a step in the right direc-

tion, and by asserting their independence as a body entitled to an annual

exhibition of their owni, to offer on the one hand to tlie aspiring artist that

opportunity of displaying his talents which he has for years ardently, but

vainly desired ; and on the other, to open up to all classes of the community

the means of obtaining works of art, of a sterUng character, at a moderate

expense.
' By thus entering into friendly rivalry, and subjecting their works to fho

test of public criticism, great advantages would accrue, not only to the

sculptor himself, who woidd be encom-aged in the pursuit of his high voca-

tion, but also to society at large, whose taste would thereby receive farther

developement, being led by new paths to the contemplation of objects embody-

ing the first principles of beauty, sublimity, and truth.'

SAVINGS BAISKS EXTENSION.

ME. ARTHUR SCEATCHLEY, who is well knowii as the .author of

a Treatise on Savings Banks and Banks of Deposit, has just issued a

proposal for the creation of a mutual guarantee fund, and for the appoint-

ment of a permanent Savings Banks Extension and Improvement Com-

mittee. This proposal has been drawn up to be laid without delay before

the Government, in the name of the banks. The following is an outline

upon which he thinks legislation might fairly be demanded ;

—

I. The appointment under Act of P.irliament of Government Savings Bank
Commissioneis for the management of the funds of depositors now in the hands

of the National Debt Commissioners, and for extending, as much as possible, the

advantages which have accrued in various forms from tlie operations of Savings

Banks, and for creating a Mutual Guarantee Fund securing depositors from loss

bv fraud.
"

II. The establishment, by the Savings Bank Commissioners, when constituted,

of proper machinery for the thorough inspection of the whole management of

everv Savings Bank.
HI. The systematic audit of the accounts of each Bank, by ofBcials nomimated

bv the Commissioneis.

IV. The attention of the Savings Bank Commissioners to be directed to the

Separate Surplus Fund, which already (2uth November 1801) amounted to

JE3C3.080. Upon this at present no interest is allowed by the Government ;
but

it is considered that the fund ought to be made productive of benelit to the

classes which have created it, while at the same time the capital itself might be

preserved entire. It has been suggested that the fund might fairly be credited by

the Government with interest at the rate of 2.1 per cent, per annum, which would

produce annuallv £9,077. This might be made applicable to the foUowmg pur-

poses :— 1. The pavment of the extra expense created by the introduction of new

improvements in S'avings Banks. 2. To enabling the trustees to gr.int Super-

annuation allowances to their actuaries and other oflBcials. 3. Generally, for

giving encouragement to female depositors in the form of annuities or otherwise

(,is proposed bv Mr. Woodford, of Oxford).

v.—Having" regard to recent disastrous failures among private deposit banks,

all institutions but those established under the Siivings Bank Acts to be pro-

hibited from using the title 'Savings Banks' (as proposed by Lord Moutcagle,

in 1861).

VI.—The Post Office to aid existing Savings Banks by the following pro-

visions:—!. The Postmaster-General to make arrangements, whereby the
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Monev Or.lur ollicial of nnv localilv wlieie tliere is no Saviiigs Hank, may re-

ceive deposits on behalf of tl>e nearest Savings I5ank, an.l transmit llicm to its

head otBce. 2. This is to he done without ehavgo to tlie depositor. J. I'or

transmitting such deposits to the Hank, the charge to he Id. for any sum not

exceeding £o, and to he paid out uf the Savings Uanks" allowance for expenses.

4. The l"ost OlVice to grant Orders at the above ch.arge tohraneh Savings Banks,

in the transmission of money to and from the chief local banks, both for pay-

ments in and withdrawals. 5. The privilege of freedom from postage to be

granted for the books and documents required to be transmitted on behalf of

Savings Uanks.
. „.,.,,

VII.—The Savings Bank Commissioners to be empowered to give cllect to the

valuable proposal of Mr. Whithread, JI.P. in 1807 :—viz. the establishment ot

a Poor's Assurance Fuml, for granting to the working chisses, through the

instrumentality of Savings Banks, small policies for sums payable at death, in

con.^ideration of weekly payments ranging frour a penny upwards, so as to

counteract the mischievous operation of the unsound benelit clubs.

A GEAND OLD ILUX IN A STATE OF DE.SOLATION.

THERE are few niins in Xorthamptoushire which occasion a deeper amount

of regret to the archrcologist or the historian than that which is awakened

by the sad and melancholy siiectacle presented by the yet stately and mag-

nifieent remains of the once princely residence of the Hatton family in Kirby

Hall, Northamptonshire. Several years since, when the work of devastation

had spared much wliich has now disappeared, one of our ablest and learned

writers, in an article which appeared in the Quarter!i/ Rcvieu\ drew a power-

ful and aceiu-ate description of the scene presented liy the mutilated grandeur

of a building which, in its prosperous days, could vie with the proudest in

the laud, but which at present displays a picture of desolation and ruin

mournful in the extreme. Truly said the reviewer, that ' Time had done its

work there, and the death struggle is over. One can pace the terraces of the

gardens restored to grazing land again, with the calmness with which one

widks over the grass-grown grave of a friend long since dead :
but to see, as

at Kirbv. tlie very action of decomposition going on, the crumbling stucco

of the ceiling feeding the vampire ivy, the tattered tapestry yet hanging on

the wall, the pictm-e flapping in its broken frame— to inhale the fetid air

where rats are sctiffling behind the wainscot, and mice are nestling in the

organ-pipes, and climbing the orgau-bellows in the library once filled with

the MS-S. and books of Dugdale— to see the machinery of the clock fallen in

through the roof into the chapel, and the fresh ferns sproutiug up in the choked

gutters, and yet the masonry in all its firmness, without a stone displaced—
the sculpture as shai-p as on the first day it was e.-uTed— the solid oak stair-

case yet entire ; this is a melancholy picture, without a redeeming touch of

hope or comfort.' Sad as the picture was then, it is far more desolate now.

The oaken staircase is gradually vanishing, many of the sculptured slabs which

decorated the interior apartments have disappeared, the tapesti-y has gone,

the fireplaces are defaced with inscriptions made by visitors, the rafters of most

of the rooms have been taken away, and the interior of the building is filled

with a chaotic mass of broken slabs, armorial bearings, defaced sculptures,

and heaps of rubbish. lu the entrance hall the colours on the ceiling are as

fresh as if but just painted ; and in every part of the edifice the sculptures

retain their pristine sharpness of touch ; nay, I have seen small slabs as

exquisitely chiselled as if they had been the work of cunning artificers in

gold or silver ; and yet these are all perishing beneath the hand of neglect,

if not of wanton destruction. But w-hy should this be ? Why should the

grand old ruin of Kirby lie looked upon as a quarry whence to obtain stone

for the construction of farmhouses, cottages, and even stables ? Sui'ely an

attempt might be made to preserve the more artistic portions of the building.

If they are liable to be destroyed by the agency of decay and neglect, or to

be rntlilessly defaced for building pm'poses, let them be removed elsewhere.

There are many towns in the county that would be proud to possess these

beautiful specimens of English sculpture, either for the purpose of decorating

some existing edifice, or to aid in embellishing a new strnctiu'c for public

purposes, such as a town-hall, national schools, or other usefid and necessary

institution. It would be far preferable to behold the arcliitectural glories,

even though shorn of half theii- splendour, preserved in such a shape,

rather than that the work of destruction should be allowed to proceed until,

as at Fotheringay, nothing but a shapeless mass remains. A timely public

subscription saved Sir Thomas Tresham's IMarket-house at Eothwell fi-om

the fate which threatened it, and the same means might be iLsed, with the

consent of the owner of the property, to avert the destiny which apparently

awaits a building so closely associated with the name and fortunes of one of

the most powerful and infiucntial followers of the Stuart dynasty-. North-

amptonshii-e is not so rich in examples of olden domestic architectui'e that

.she can suffer Kirby Hall to be lost from her possqgsions.

John Plvjijiee.

WHISSENDINE CHUECH, EUTLAKD.

T
TTE name of this parish is derived from the Anglo-Saxon; wisan

(a plant) and diner/ (a fallow). I)en or dine, according to Kemble's
' Saxons in England,' was a run for swine to feed on beech mast and acorns.

Den or Dine also means a narrow valley bound by hiUs on both sides,

with a small strip of flat alluvial land adjoining the brook or stream at the

bottom. Dr. Latham says dine is a Keltic termination—w.ater. The church

here is dedicated to .St. .Swithin. The patron saint was of Saxon descent,

and distingtiished for literary acquirements. He was ordained priest by
Helmstan, Bishop of Winchester, who appointed him president of the old

monastery in that city. Egbert, king of the West Saxons, who called

Swithin his priest, entrusted him with the education of the Prince Ethehndf.
On the accession of Ethelwidf in 838 he made Swithin subdeacon of Win-
chester and Lord Chancellor. In the year 852, upon the decease of Helmstan,

he promoted him to that bishopric, which he filled until his death in 862.

Etlielwulf began his reign by making his son Athelstan a colleague with

him in the government of England. L^pon the death of Athelstan, Ethelwidf
(who to secm-e himself from deposition had proposed a piartition of the

kingdom with his younger son Ethelbald) bestowed upon the church, upon
whose support he placed his chief dependence, the perpetual donation of

tithes, exempting the clergy from all imposts, not even exeepting those

established for the defence of the realm. Hence Swithin (who was known
to be the chief instigator of that measure) was at his decease considered a

proper object for canonisation. Tlic grave of Swithin, who at his own
request had been buried in the churchyard of Winchester, instead of the

chancel of the cathedral, becoming the scene of frequent miracles, he soon

acquired the appellation of Merciful.' From tliese causes it was determined

to remove the holy relics into the choir; but on the day appointed for the

procession a violent rain came on, which continued without intermission for

forty days. From this extraordinary event it was inferred that the medi-

tated removal must be displeasing to St. Swithin, and the idea was conse-

quently for that time abandoned. The saint afterwards relenting, permitted

his bones to bo lodged among the remains of the other bishops, in the year

1093. This supernatural manifestation of St. Swithin's alleged displeasure

gave rise to the tradition that we shall have forty days' continuance of wet

weather when rain falls on his anniversary (Jidy 15). The plan of this church

consists of nave, north and south aisles, chancel, north and south transepts,

south porch, and tower at the west end. It is a capacious and very fine

fabric ; its lofty tower is the handsomest in the county, being very rich from

the base to the summit.

Firm was tlieir faith, the ancient band!:,

'the wise of heart in wortd and stone,

\V!io rear'd with sterti and trusting hands
Tllose dark grey towers of d.iys unknown !

It is erected on the ridge of the valley of the Wreake, and is a very pro-

minent object for a considerable distance westward. The watercom-se that

traverses the bed of the valley below, is celebrated in the annals of the

chase for the many exciting scenes it has produced when the hounds have

been in fvdl cry. This church consists of Early English (thirteenth century).

Decorated (fom-teentli century), and Perpendicular (fifteenth century) work,

the specimens of each style "being good. The nave, of five bays, is of the

first-pointed period ; it is separated from the aisles by cliLstered shafts

supporting deeply-moidded arches under hoodmoidds having head termina-

tions. The caps on the south side are moidded, and three on the north

side exhibit the stiff-leafed foliage. The soffits of two of the arches on the

north side have the nail-head ornament.

They filled these aisles with many a ttioughr.

They bade eacli nook soioe truth recall.

The pillar'd arch its legend brought,

A doctrine came with roof and wall.

The windows of the aisles and clerestory are third-pointed. There is an

unsightly singing gallery, and high pews ; the whole of the furniture being

very poor, especially the altar table and rails. The font is placed in the

centre of the nave, towards the west end ; some of its faces have quatrefoUs,

the others being plain. There is an Early English piscina in the south

transept : above is a transomed window of five lights, within jamb shafts.

The window in the east wall is blocked. An inscription containing the fol-

lowing is seen here :
' The Eight Honovrrable Lady Abigail Sherard new-

roofed this chancel, a.d. 1640.' On the floor are two excellent specimens of

carving, displaying the arms of Sherard, gilded and coloured ; they have

occupied their present positions twenty years, to the clerk's knowledge. Above

the altar table is a domestic window. The north transept is separated from

the church, it being used as a Sunday school-room. The day-school that

was held here has been discontinued since the death of the last Earl of Har-

borough, who gave £16 a year towards its support. The caps of the pillars

of the blocked transept arch are still visible, each exhibiting a band of the

nail-head ornament. The wall-plates consist of twelve fuU-length effigies,

under canopies, jjrobably intended to represent the Apostles. The school-

room is lighted by a very rich Decorateci w-indow, of three lights, the cha-

racteristic ball-flower ornament being a prominent feature iu its enrichment

;

the whole under a hoodiuould with bead terminatious. The parapets of the

aisles and clerestory are cmbattletl The entrance to the porch is Decorated,

and the inner doorway Early English, the arch of which is moidded and

enriched with the dog-tooth ornament. The shafts are once banded, and each

cap has a band of nail-heads. There is a stone seat on either side for the

convenience of those who attended to take part in certain ceremonies con-

nected with the ehiu'ch prior to the Reformation. The chiu-ch is also entered

by passing under the tower. Immediately above the west doorway is a

window of thi'ee lights, the tracery consisting of quatrefoils, under a deeply-

recessed moulded arch, supported by three shafts on either side thrice-banded.

The second stage exhibits a blank arcade of three moulded arches, supported

by shafts (filleted) ha-\-ing moulded caps, the whole being under a dripstone,

ivith head terminations.
" The upper stage is of three transomed and trefoil

headed lights, -with quatrefoil tracery. The tower is crowned with a parapet

(having below the ball-fiower ornament) and paneled pinnacles. The but-

tresses are set at right angles. The tower altogether is grand, especially the

western entrance. There has evidently been a spire, and it has been sug-

gested that it may have fallen when the debased chancel was constructed,

about two hundred years ago. The interior of the cbm-ch is kept clean, and

the custom of colom--washing the pillars, arches, and walls, -well attended to

by the churchwardens. The modern system of renovation, however, might

be introduced with the best results. When AVright published his history of

the county, in 168i, there -n-as an alabaster tomb in the chancel, recording

the deaths of Bartholomew Villiers (second son of William Vilhers, of

Brooksby), and Margaret his wife, but the monument is no longer to be

seen.

—

Stam/ord Mcrcv.ri/.

CRINOLINE.

THE Mechanics' Magmine, of August 29, contains the following article

upon crinoline : —Although the title of this article may startle soine-

what the readers of the MiclMnics' Magazine, yet is there much in relation

to the material which is of interest to them. For several years past many
hundreds of workmen have been employed in its production, and every

week hundreds of miles of crinoline are manufactured iu Sheffield.
_
'The

demand for the article appears, indeed, to increase rather than diminish,

and wherever civUisation exerts its infiucnce, the fashion of wearing it has

extended. It is not alone, however, in the direct conversion of iron int

j
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the narrow riLands of steel which constitute crinoline, that au impetus has

been given to trade. The brass and iron wire makers and workers of the

kingdom have derived largely-increased employment througli the predom-

inance of the fasliionable weakness. The quantity of wire used in the

manufacture of fire-guards for tlie prevention of those accidents fi-om the

use of crinoline, which, nevertheless, are of too frequent occurrence, is

immense. In fact, we believe that the weight of iron and brass consumed in

the making of fia-e-guards is far greater than the weight of crinoline which

Sheffield and other seats of its manufacture produce. Of cciurse a corre-

sponding amount of activity has resulted to tlie makers of wire-drawing

machinery, and of rolls and other apparatus for the mauufactm'e of crinoline.

We say nothing of the effect that both branches of trade have had upon

ironmasters, and agents connected witli them, because it is jialpable that

that effect must have been most benetieially felt. Who shall say, then, that

crinoline is too trivial a subject to be entertained in the Mechaiiks

It is not our province, we admit, to discuss the wisdom of wearing the

gossamer-like and expansive material, although, in our professional visits to

the International Exliibition on crowded days, the question has pressed

itself upon us with considerable force. There is, nevertheless, a point of

view from which we may legitimately look at crinoline ; and it is that of its

influence as an industrial product upon the well-being of our artisans and

work-people generally. It is to the Empress Eugenie of France, that the

classes of manufacturers and their employ(5es to whom allusion has been

made, are indebted for their new and extensive occupation. That illustrious

lady appears, indeed, to be as potent in the realms of fashion as was Diana

of the Ephesians ; and she has the advantage over that ancient potentate of

having the command of inexhaustible scientific appliances for the realisation

of her edicts. The taste of the empress is the oracle, and her boudoir the

temple, whence issue laws which, unlike those stupid ones of the Medes and

Persians, are perpetually undergoing mutation. Great as is the power of

her imperial husband, hers is a still w-ider dominion— he only rules Franco,

while she holds in leading-strings of mauve or magenta dye the entire

female world ! He is said to have imposed fetters on his subjects, but she

envelopes hers in hoops of steel. Napoleon exhibits his autocratic will in

reference to shades of opinion ; that of the lady is as arbitrary and potent

over the hues of ribbon. We dare say that the extraordinary prevalence of

a particular fashion was never more widely illustrated, in every sense, than

in the current wearing of crinoline. It has outrun the nuirch of the mis-

sionaries. Even the female members of the wild Caffre tribes have been

bitten by the passion for a circumference of skirts ; and in their case, per-

haps, the innovation may be regarded as an improvement. Where the

alternative lies between no skirt at all, and too much of it, we cannot
hesitate in giving a decided preference to the latter extreme.

Still, when this overbearing Parisian mode shall come to be adopted in

the region of the Hottentots, it will not be deniable that the fashion has
reached its climax of superfluity. We venture to believe that an 'idea' and
obedience to it were never more rapidly extended over the globe. The idea

of diffusing the female dress is now shown to be the truly diffusive one, and
hence workers of iron and steel occupy the strange position of supplementing
the exertions of the milliner.

The ladies are imitative beings, and when the empress first diminished
her bonnet, and then moved it off her head altogether, they, one and
many, did so too. What she did in the matter of petticoats was immediately
adopted wherever that garment, which Byron reverently called ' a mystical
sublimitj',' was worn or obtainable. What the next movement of the fair

monarch of the world of fashion may be we know not, but it is certain that

it cannot be more universaUy copied than has been that of wearing
crinoline.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
ACTION roK THE Recoveijy of the Value of TniBER.

—

Kilsiiaw v.

Jukes and othees.—At the Liverpool Assizes last week, an action was
brought to recover i!12S odd, the value of some timber supplied to defendants.

It appeared that the plaintiff was a timber-merchant at Liverpool, and the

defendants, Messrs. Till, Wynne, & Jukes, carried on business at Birken-
head— the two former as builders, and the latter as an ironmonger. In
February last, the two defendants, Till & Wynne, entered into a building

contract witli a Mr. Barker, for the purchase of some land in Oxton Road,
Birkenhead, on which they were to build some houses. Mr. Barker made
advances of money to them, and they applied to the plaintiff to supply them
with timber for the erection of the houses. Mr. IvLlshaw, however, declined

to do so, unless they fotmd him a guarantee for payment for the timber.
Mr. Juices, the otlier defendant, was named by them as a person who would
be seciu-ity, and Mr. Ivilsliaw made some enquiries, but eventually refused

to accept Mr. Jukes as surety. Thinking, however, that Till & Wynne
would be able to pay him for the timber, he sid)sequently let tliem have it,

and they used it for the building of the houses in question. The houses, it

was stated, came into the possession of Jukes on the payment of £5 to the
other defendants, and the money advanced by Mr. Barker. It was said that

Jukes was a partner with Till & Wynne in the erection of the houses, and
was jointly responsible for the timber supplied. Till & Wynne admitted
their liability, and the present action was brought to recover the value of

timber. For the defence it was urged, that Mr. .Tukes had had otlier trans-

actions with Till & Wynne, and that they ivcre indebted to him :f180 for

articles of ironmongery, supplied to them for some other houses that they
had built. They represented to him, that if he supplied the ironmongery
for the houses in Oxton Eoad, they would give him a lien on the houses, and
that he would be piaid the money due to him when they were sold, that the
houses were a good speculation, and it was lu'ged that ho was not responsi-
ble to plaintiff. After a brief deliberation the jm-y retiuaied a verdict for the
defendant.

Claim for Compensation.—A very important ease has just been tried in
the Sheriff's Court of Hampshire, a special jury having been empaneled at
Portsea for the purpose of as.sessing the compensation to be paid to Thomas
Thistlethwayte, Esq., the Government having taken part of his estate, con-
Bisting of Portsdown hill, which is foiff miles in length, and comprises 1,000

acres, for the purpose of constructing the immense fortifications for the

defence of Portsmoutli on the land side : they also require the clearance of

1,000 acres of the adjoining land from all liedges, ditches, trees, and other

obstructions. The case lasted four days. Eleven surveyors were examined
in support of the claim— viz. Messrs. Pink & Garrett, of Fareham ; Smith,

of Portsea; Sturge, of Bristol; Huskinson, of Nottingham; Matthews, of

Birmingham ; Chinnock, Driver, and Fuller, of London ; Squarey, of

Salisbury ; and Westbury, of Andover—whose average valuations amounted
to about £104,000. Verdict was given for the claimant for £95,200.

CHURCH, CH.4PEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

churches.

CHURCH Extension in Wales. — A pastoral letter from the Bishop of

St. David's, in behalf of the Incorporated Church Building Society, is

now in circulation in liis lordship's diocese. The following table shows the

work wliich the society has directly aided to accomplish as regards the

Welsh cliurcli : — Diocese of St. Asaph : Number of grants, 90 ; amoimt
contributed by the society, £22,779; additional scats, 23,834—free, 19,626.

Bangor: Number of grants, 82; amount contributed, £7,860; additional

seats, 12,218— free, 10,583. St. David's: Number of grants, 173; amount
contributed, £18,869 ; additional seats, 28,580 —free, 26,851. Llandaff;

Number of grants, 96 ; amoimt contributed, £15,009 ; additional seats,

26,739— free, 20,315.

Langton.— The new church at Langton, near Blandford, was opened on
Wednesday week, by the Lord Bishop of Salisbury. This church, which
was built at the sole expense of Mr. A. Green, of Blandford, at a cost of

£21,000, was designed by T. H. Wyatt, Esq., of London, in the Perpen-

dicular style of architecture. The new church is much larger than the old,

and has its nave, north aisle, north and south transepts, and the chancel,

the old walls of which were left standing, and is the only part not new
There is also a south porch on the site of the old one, and a new vestry has

been added on the north side. The large western tower is 57 feet high. It

has a turret and ringing loft, audits upper portion is of an elaborate and

effective design. It terminates in sunk and moulded parapets, with a

cornice and fom' massive pinnacles at the angles, with four smaller inter-

mediate ones ; the larger pinnacles display each a vane, and serve as a great

ornament to the tower, as seen amid the tree tops when approached from

the Blandford Road. The walls are faced with flints, in courses, having

bands of stone at certain distances. The dressings, quoins, string courses,

buttresses, window s, and doorways^ are of Bath stone, and the roof is slated.

The whole of the chancel is paved with Minton's encaustic tiles, of rich

design. The seats, communion table, pulpit, and reading desk, are of old

English oak, elaborately carved. A superbly ornamental stained glass

window, presented by Mrs. Farquharson, wiU ornament the chancel, but the

three main lights are at present at the International Exhibition, the upper

portion only being fixed. It is faced at the west end by a window of

heraldic painted glass, having the seven armorial "bearings of those of Mr.

Farquharson's family who are laid in this church, and whose hatchments

they replace. A monumental brass beneath records its purpose and its

founder. To complete the beauty of the chancel, there are two other

windows of richly' stained glass, one of which is ' In Memoriam.' In ad-

dition many marble tablets adorn the walls. The windows are by Messrs.

Heaton & Butler. Beneath the west window is the baptismal font, elegantly

designed, of caired Caen stone, on four Devonshire marble shafts, the base

being still unfinished. The cover is of oak, with brass scroll work ; Earp,

of Loudon, is the designer. The benches are low and comfortable, and the

floor is covered with matting. The whole building is heated by one of

Gurncy's patent Gill stoves. The roof is supported by framed hammer
beam circular ribs of imitation oak, their moulded and paneled l.irackets

resting on stone corbels, carved with natural foliage. The roof of the

chancel is divided into panels, with ornamental ribs moulded in dental

Cornish.

Birmingham.—The Birmingham Daily Tost says that the Bishop of

Worcester has given his strong sanction, both by a letter of cordial approval

and by a liberal donation, to the project of the Rev. F. S. Dale, M.A., for a

new clutrcli in his unwieldy and densely-peopled parish. The parochial

system of the Chm-ch of England can exist in little move than name to

many thousands in St. Luke's parish, notwithstanding the energy and
ability of its incumbent. A memljer of the congregation, Mr. John Nicholls,

starts the good work with a munificence which will find, wo trust, many and
prompt imitators. He has already purchased an excellent site, and con-

veyed it in due form, adding £100 donation to the building fund, and £1,000
towards endowment, if met, after the assignment of a h^gal district, by a

like sum from the commissioners. This district of St. David will be densely

peopled with artisans and poor. The present church of St. Luke is utterly

inadequate, and in a corner of the parish. The Birmingham Cluu'ch Build-

ing Society give £1,000, subject to their usual rides.

CHAPELS.

AVoLVTSRHAMPTON.—A new Bicentenary Independent Chapel is proposed

to be built at Wolverhampton for the congTegation worshipping at Queen

Street Chapel. The adjoining property has been bought for tlie purpose.

Dahlington.—A new Bicentenary Congi-egational Chm-ch has been built

at Darlington, and was opened on Sunday week. This edifice is arranged

on the cruciform plan, and consists of nave, aisles, and transepts, with a

spacious vestry behind, under an organ galleiy. There is a narrow gallery

round the sides and front, supported by light iron pillars, rising to the

springing of the wood arches which carry the roof ; by this method the

usual ecclesiastical arrangement is gained without the inconvenience of

stone pillars and arches. At the front entrance is a spacious lobby, with

staircase at each side leading to the galleries, each having separate entrances,

but communicating also internally ; there is also an entrance and staircase

from the back, leading to the vestry and organ gallery. The clinrch_ is

designed in the ' Decorated Gothic ' or ' middle pointed ' style of English

architecture, and is built with stone, in random courses, with ashlar dress-
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ings. Tlie front has a liaiulsomc fivc-llglit wiiulow, with a double doorway

beneath ; at each side, at the end of th.^ aisles, is a single doorway, with a

smaller window over. The end of the aisle nearest Northgate is surmounted

l)y an elegant lantern tower and spire 100 f.'et high to the summit of the

cross and forms a conspieuous olijeet from the northern part of tin* town.

Internally the arrangements are very eommodioiis. The lighting is liy

means of two large ornamental coronas suspended from the roof, having

thirty jets each in groups of five, which effeetually light the galleries and

navei and the aisles are lighted by brackets affixed beneath the galleries,

each braekct hanng three jets, and so arranged as not to be seen from the

pnlpit. The gas fittings are painted blue and chocolate and gilded, the iron

pillars supporting the roof being of the same colours, with foliage around

the caps gilded. The church will accommodate 600 persons, and, including

a new organ, has cost £2,fi00. Messrs. Pritchett & Son, of Darlington,

were the architects, and Mr. Thomas Robson, the contractor for the works,

and 5Ir. Francis Forster executed the plumbing and gliizing.

SCHOOLS.

ScAnnonoi-OH.—A new school-room has been erected for Bar Church

(Congregational), Scarborough, contigtious to the edifice. Messrs. Fetch

were the architects. The site of the building cost £450, and the building

£600.
KriiKLY jr.ii.zEAnD, YonKSHiiiE.—On Tuesday week, the Kirkly Malzeard

Church school-room was opened. The building cost £-162, and was rebuilt

by Wm. Aislabie, Esq., of Studley Royal.

Eton.—New schools are now in course of erection at Eton, the cost of

which is estimated at £3,000.

Basingstoke.—Bluecoat and National Schools are about to be erected at

Basingstoke. The tender of Mr. Robert Nichols has been accepted. Messrs.

Money & Sons are the architects.

BUILDINGS.

Snowhill, Woltebhampton.—The directors of the company for the

erection of the New Agricultural Hall, Snowhill, have accepted the plan of

Mr. Vcall, architect, Darlington Street. Fifteen designs were submitted.

That of Jlr. Vcall divides the building into three principal rooms, with

entrance hall, offices, and conveniences. The large room will be 165 ft.

long, 60 ft. wide, and about 30 ft. high ; a refreshment and ' settling ' room,

36 ft. by 26 ft. ; and the entrance hrdl or vestilnde, 26 ft. by 16 ft. There

will be a store 30 ft. by 40 ft., and the plans al<o make provision for two or

tliree large offices, and a range of small ones by the side of the large hall.

The floor will be boarded, and the place will be lighted and ventilated from

the op. The front of the building will extend along Cleveland Road and
Snowhill, and the principal entrance will be at the corner. The architect

was restricted to £2,000, so that the building is necessarily^ of a plain

character.

Cornwall.—An House of Mercy is about to be erected on an eligible

site, given by Mr. Robartes, M.P., at Bridge End, near Lostwithiel, Cornwall,

from designs that have boen prepared by Mr. Street, of London. Messrs.

Bone & Firks, builders, of Liskeard, are the contractors, and the building

will cost nearly £1,300.

Oxford.—New btiildings are about to be erected in connection with
Clirist Church College, Oxford, which will extend to 331 ft, in length, being

about 100 ft. longer than those now in course of removal, and will be 20 ft.

neai'er to the Broad Walk. There will be four stories, and each floor will

be so constructed as to contain thirteen sets of rooms ; and the plan includes

a tower, in the basement of which there will be offices for a porter, &c.

The new buildings, which are to be erected in the Gothic style of archi-

tecture, from plans by Mr. T. N. Deane, at a cost of about £21,000, wiU be

completed in three years. Mr. SjTnm, of St. Giles's, Oxford, is the builder.

Sheerness.—New barracks have been built at Sheerness, at a cost of

£11,000, for the reception of married soldiers and their wives belonging to

the Royal Artilley. Mr. Naylor, of Rochester, was the builder.

C'hath.vm.—A range of buikhngs have been erected at Chatham by Mr.
K. Spicer, the government contractor, which are now being used for Icilling

and preparing meat for the troops at that station.

Silloth, Cumherland.—The Convalescent Institution has been recently

opened at SUloth. This bmlding has cost £1,360.

eestoeations, etc.

Aberdeen.—An Aberdeen paper says that, besides the new buildings at

the Old Town, which are now making considerable progress, the university
buildings in the New Towti are at present undergoing a pretty thorough
repair— about £1,000 for the latter purpose having been included in tlie

estimates last session. The walls are being pointed, the roofs, and espe-
cially the lantern towers, repaired ; in some corners and passages additional
light is being secured ; and in several of the class-rooms the seats are being
altered, so as to catch the light better. The botanical museum is to be
fitted up. The public hall, the library, and all the class-rooms, are being
oil painted, and gas will also be introduced for the first time. A bell was
found last year under a gallery in the college, and was hung in the south
lantern tower. It bears the date 1701, but this seems to be only the date
of its re-casting, as it is believed to be of much gi-eater antiquity.

Glaston.—The chancel of the church of St, Andrew, Glaston, Rutland, is

undergoing extensive restoration. The other part shows a melancholy state

of neglect, and it is Loped that ere long the restoration of the fabric will be
complete. The tower, which stands between the chancel and the nave, is

Early English ; as also are the nave, piers, and arches. The other parts of
the church are Decorated or Second Pointed. The foliated capital of the
easternmost pier has been partially divested of its numerous coats of colour-
wash, and its removal has exposed to view the favourite red decoration of
the medi.-evalists. In the chancel are several early monumental slabs, the
whole of which will, of course, be carefully preserved. In the south wall
are a sedilla for three priests, and a piscina or lavatoiy. The architect
employed is Mr. Crewe, of London.

Barton, Lincoln.—The Independent Chapel, at Barton, has been much
improved at a cost of about £200.
Naktwich.—The Congregational chapel, at Nantwich, Staffordshire, has

just been cleaned and painted by Jlr. Thomas Pierce, painter, of that

toWlL

Mii.TON Abbey.—The contract for the restoration of the fine old Abbey
at Milton, is taken by Wellspring, of Dorchester. The architect is Mr.

Scott, of London, and the expense of the restoration is estimated at about

four or five thousand poumls. All the beautiful ivy, which has for so many
years ornamented the building, is to be taken dowu.

Crippleoate.—A pro]>osal is abroad for the restoration of the ancient

and memorable chiu'ch of St. (ales, Cripplegate.

Ipswich.—The Union House, Ipswich, is proposed to be considerably

enlarged and altered, at a cost of £1,000.

MELnociiNE.—The fine old parish church of Slelbourne, near Derby,

which has recently undergone a thorough restoration, at the skillful hands of

Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, was opened on Thursday week.

BicKNon.—This church, which has been under repair for the last two
years, is now nearly completed, and will be ready for consecration by the

end of the month. In consequence of the very ruinous condition of the

building, the works have been far more extensive than wag at first contem-

plated. The chancel and the upper half of the tower, the porch, and the

west end of the nave, have been entirely rebuilt. The roofs, windows,

floors, doors, and all the internal fittings, arc new. The whole of the walls

have been cased internally with chalk ashlar, and externally with flint. A
vestry has been added, and a wanning ajiparatus laid down beneath the

floor of the church.

FOUNDATION STONES.

York.—The foundation stone of the new Catholic church of St. Wilfred

was laid on Tuesday week. George Golding, Esq., of Gloucester, is the

architect. The cost of the new church will, it is estimated, be about £10,000,

the contract of Mr. Weatherlcy, of this city, builder, being for £9,000, and
the decorations, &c., will require a further outlay of £1,000. The
York Herald supplies the following description of this edifice when
completed :

—
' The nave and aisles run parallel to the adjoining buildings,

the nave and north-east aisles terminating apsidaly, the former for the

sanctuary and high altar, the latter for the lady chapel. At the opposite

extremity of the same aisle stands the chapter-house, occupying a triangular

piece of ground to the front, and gi-ouping with the principal facjade. The
south-east aisle is terminated at its upper end by a spacious sacristy, and at

the other by the tower, which forms a baptistry on its ground floor. The
presbytery occupies the remainder of the space, ou a line with Blake Street.

In the centre of the building will rise the tower to a height of 150 ft., with a

lofty shafted belfry, arcaded on its lower walls, and crowned by a rich open

parapet and steep crested roof. The nave gable (83 ft. high to the summit

of its cross) comes to the left of the tower. The great door of the church,

occupying the centre of the gable, promises to be a piece of unusually sump-

tuous work. It is divided by a central shaft, as in the examples of the

western and chapter-house doors in the cathedral, and is to have richly

shaped and sculptured jambs and arch, whilst an elaborate niche and group

of statuary fill the head over the dooiTvays below. Beyond the nave will

appear the aisle roof, and the chapter-house, with its steep roof and arcaded

walls. On the right of the tower will be the flank of the south-eastern

aisle, with the sacristy at its extremity, and adjoining the presbyteiy, with

all the domestic features of bay windpw, dormers, cfec. The church will be

entered beneath a groined organ gallery, and the nave and aisles, 110 ft.

long, 56 ft. wide, and 01 ft. high. A beautiful arcade of red shafts with

carved capitals runs round the clerestory enclosing the windows, which, we
believe, are to be almost all stained, the effect of which cannot fail to be

most striking. The apse is vaulted, and the nave coved, with stone vaidting

shafts running up from the capitals of the nave to the cornice. The nave

arches are borne upon cylindrical columns, and are to have carved capitals.

Tlirough the arches to the left will appear a second range of arches, contain-

ing the confessionals, and terminating in the chapel of the blessed virgin,

with richly carved cornices and capitals, and coloured stone shafts. To tho

right appear the triple lights of the south-east aisles, all shafted, and with

sculptured capitals, &c., and the rich entrance doorway at the sacristy.'

Preston.—The foundation stone of the Preston New Town Hall was

laid on Tuesday, during the celebration of the Preston Guild. The site of

the new building is in the market-place, adjoining Fishergate, nearly in the

centre of the borough, and will be erected from plans drawn by Mr. G. G.

Scott, in the Gothic style of architecture, and will be elaborately carved and

sculptured. Tho high roof and the turreted tower, terminating in an

octagonal spirelet, will give the building something of the appearance of the

old Guild Hall in the Low Countries. On the ground floor will be an

arcade, approached by a flight of steps on two sides. The Exchange will

occupy this floor ; its roof will be supported by six circular columns, and it

will be lighted by windows of three lights. Committee-rooms and offices

for the corporation officials will also be preluded on the ground floor. On
the first story will be a lofty concert-room, lighted by long two-light win-

dows, the midlions decorated with tracery and enriched with carved capitals,

a council-room, committee-room, maj-or's parlour, &e. The tower will bo

about 160 ft. high, and will form one of the most beautiful parts of the

building. Below the gables of the tower will be placed four dials sur-

rounded with cari-ing.

STAINED GLASS.

Peteeborough Cathedral.—A w indow in memory of the late Sir Chap-

man Marshall, is about to be placed in tho south transept of Peterborough

Cathedral. It is to be of two lights, and the subjects will be Abraham's

Sacrifice and Joseph cast into the pit. Messrs. Morris, Marshall, & Falkeuer

are the artists.

WiNDSOE.—The stained glass in the eastern window of St. George's

Chapel, Windsor, is being removed preparatory to the re-working of tho old

jambs and muUions for the reception of the memorial window to the memory
of the late Prince Consort. Mr. Scott is the architect, and the window
will be in the Gothic style. The artists selected for the stained glass are

Messrs. Clayton & Bell. There will be fourteen new mullions in addition,

making fifteen lights. Tho window will thus be similar to that at the west

end.
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EiNGWooD WiLTsmRE.—Two haudsomo Stained glass -n-iudows hare beeu

placed in the chancel of this chiu-ch, to the memory of the late yicar, the

Eev Henry Matwin. They were supplied by Messrs. ^\ailes & Co., ot

Neweastle-upon-Tyno. They are placed north and south at the east end,

and embrace four" beautiful illustrations from Scriptm-e, -s-iz. 'Tlie Sermon

on the Mount; ^Christ Blessing the Little Children,' 'Our Saiiour's Charge

to St. Peter.' and ' Christ Walking on the Sea,' the intermediate portions

being filled up with striking and richly-coloured medallions. In the wall

of the south aisle in the nare a large brass tablet, with an appropriate inscrip-

tion, has been inserted.

Hawkcht-ech.—In the east of this church, there is a beautiful three-light

window, filled with stained glass, by Ward & Hughes of London, the centre

representing the Good Shepherd, with the text underneath, 'I am the good

shepherd and know my sheep, and am known of mine ;
' that on the right

St. Peter, with ' Jesus" saith unto him, Feed my sheep
;

' and that on the left

St. John, with ' Perfect lore easteth out fear.' Several new colours have been

introduced in the garments of the figiu'es, having the effect of toning down

the too great brilliancy often obsei-ved, and the execution is altogether

exceedingly good. In the side walls there ai'e three windows, filled with

ornamental quarries, and scrolls, with texts painted by 3Ii-s. Adams, the

wife of the present rector, who has thus with her own hands made a very

pleading addition to the beauties of the building. The texts are in old

ecclesiastical characters, and are as follow :
—

' For as often as ye cat this

bread and drink this cup, ye do show the Lord's death till he_ come ;

'

' Seeing then that we have a great High Priest that is passed into the

heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our professions
;

' and ' A
just God and a Saviom-, there is none besides me. Look unto me, and be ye

saved, all the ends of the earth.' There are also illuminated scrolls over

these windows inscribed— ' Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man and

drink his blood, ye have no life in you ;

'
' Now is come salvation and

strength, and the kingdom of our God, and the power of his Christ
;

' and
' This God is oiu- God for ever and ever ; He will be our guide even unto

death.' Under the east window there is another text.

STATUES, MEMOItlAlS, ETC.

Monument to Beethoven.—A monument is about to be erected to

Beethoven, between Heiligenstadt and ilussdorf, near Vienna, where the

composer used to sit under an old tree, and where he is known to have com-

posed many of of his works.

South Shields.—The foundation stone of a New Freemasons' HaU has

been laid at South Shields. Ish: B. S. Foster is the arcliitect, and Messrs.

Scott & Studdard the contractors.

METROPOLITAN na^RO\'EMENTS.

THE Opening of
Und.

THE Metropolitan Eailwat. — The Metropolitan

erground Railway was opened in its full extent, from Victoria

Street in the Fleet VaUey, to the junction with the Great Western in the

Edgware Road, on Saturday last. The line will be opened to the public

in October ; but on Saturday, some 600 or 700 shareholders were invited

by the directors to inspect the line, and to travel on it from end to end.

The affair excited great interest along the line of streets through which

the railway passes, and wherever the train emerged into the open the

passengers were greeted with loud cries, exclamations, and acclamations

by the crowds.

The Thames Embank^ient. — A commencement was made with this

important undertaking on Wednesday and Thursday week, several barges

being moored in the river, immediately' opposite to the newly erected man-
sion of the Duke of Buccleugh, and gangs of labourers have since been busily

employed in driving piles into the bed of the river. It is intended to bring

into operation the steam windlass for working the ' monkey,' or pile-driving

machine, by which a great s.aving is effected both in time and manual
labour. These windlasses may be seen seen daily at work in driving the

piles at the works of the railway bridge now erecting on the eastern

side of Blackfriars Bridge. On Monday a large number of men were em-
ployed in Laying down barges opposite the Duke of Buccleugh' s, Whitehall,

and Privy Gardens.

The New Lambeth Bridge.—The slip which lately toot place at the

Lambeth Bridge by the shifting of one of the saddles (over which the wire

cable passes), and consequent slackening of the latter, by which a portion of

the structure was thrown out of level, is now rectified. The measures now
being taken (especially by the introduction of additional girders) will, it is

considered, effectually prevent the recurrence of such an accident, and render
the bridge, when complete, the strongest on the river.

GENERAL ITEMS.

A LARGE Block of Geanite.—On Tuesday week, a large block of

gi'auite, .30 ft. in length, and weighing about 35 tons, was conveyed by
40 horses, assisted by about 200 men, to the polishing works of Messrs. W.
& J. Freeman, of Penryn, from one of their quariies. The arrangements
made were very successful, the progress over difiiciilt hills, both in ascent

and descent, was uninterrupted ; and on the arrival of the block at its des-

tination in the town, all the workmen of the tu-m and the inhabitants, of

whom several hundreds had assembled, joined in three hearty cheers. This
block is intended to form the shaft of a memorial column to be erected at
Strathfleldsaye in honoiu- of the late Duke of Wellington ; Messrs. Freeman
having been intrusted by the present Duke with the execution of this work,
so far as the granite is concerned. The column will be raised on a pedestal
of EtiU larger dimensions, supported by three tiers of steps, each stone of
yrhich will be of great size. The other parts of the design comprise mould-
ings in polished granite, involving stones of nearly 100 superficial feet.

The -whole will be surmounted by a bronze statue of the late Duke by
Baron JIarochetti.

Caissons for the Biricenhead Docks.—At the weekly meeting of the

Liverpool Docks and Harbour Board on Thursday week, it was agreed to

accept the tender of Messrs. Vernon & Son to constract and furnish one

100 ft. and one 50 ft. caisson for the Birkenhead Docks, for £6,750 and

£3,680 respectively, and to complete the whole of the Morpeth Dock
new entrance. In answer to Mr. Boult, the chairman said the caissons were
supplementaiy to the gates, and he believed they were quite necessary

;

perhaps the engineer would explain. The engineer said the caissons were

part and parcel of the original design. They were provided for in Mr.
Hartley's design, and were now being supplied only to complete it. They
were supplementar}' to the gates, and would be of service at any time in

repairing the siUs or any portion between the gates and the outer portion of

the sills.

Curious Resistance to Sanitaet Reform at Naples.—It is said that

among the improvements lately introduced by the municipality, there was
the sweeping of the streets, a matter which had beeu hitherto entirely dis-

regarded b3-the police. A Neapolitan company having offered to undertake

the duty, a contract had been signed with them by the citj-, and on the loth

the operation began. But immediately the camorristi spread the rumour
that the company intended to enrich themselves at the expense of the

people, and that new taxes would be laid on to cover the exjiense of the

sweeping. This was enough to excite the mob against the innovation. On
the 18th, crowds of lazzaroni assembled at various spots, stopped and de-

molished the carts of the scavengers, whom they put to flight, in many cases

wounding them with theii' knives; took possession of the mules and harness,

and finally proceeded to the premises belonging to the company, set fire to

all the c;irts and timber accumulated there, drove away all the clerks, and
carried of 1700 francs in gold belonging to one of the shareholders, besides

a much larger sum which was the property of the compau}- ; and this out-

rage was committed with loud cheers for Garibaldi. The police came too

late to save anything, and only succeeded in axresting twenty-eight of the

rioters.

Discoveries at Athens.—The excavations at Athens of archneologiral

treasures in the course of last winter, especially that of the Theatre of

Dionysius, conducted by the Berlin Professors Strack and Botticher, are to

be continued by the Archseological Society at Athens. But as these exca-

vations promise to acquire large dimensions, and as neither the means of

the Society nor of Government are in the least adequate for the undertaking,

the plan of a lotteiy, which is to furnish the necessary funds, has been

devised, and is now in progress. With the permission of Government, a

commission has been formed, which receives contributions, wherewith to

continue the excavations, and protect those already brought to light from

the inclemency of the weather, to which they have been mostly exposed till

now. The commission may raise a capital of 1,200,000 francs, three-fourths

of which sum is to be expended on the excavations, and one-fourth on the

lottei-y. The contributions will be deposited in the Greek National Bank,

and an account delivered yearly. The whole of the undertaking is under

the direct patronage of the Queen.

Valuable Collection of Objects.—A fine collection of objects, col-

lected by M. E. Renard, during his sojourn in Phoinieia. has recently been

deposited in the Palais de I'Industrie, Paris. This comprises a largo

number of jewels, with gold and precious stones ; works in glass, clay,

bronze, and marble; no less than 16 large sarcophagi of white marble, or

alabaster ; and a great mosaic, more than 30 ft. long and 20 ft. wide. This

has the usual border of foUage, but of unusual width ; it is divided into

sections of oblong form, containing heads of men or divinities, and is sup-

posed to be of the Roman period.

Dr.iinage of the Loch of Sptste, Lossiemouth. — The works at

Lossiemouth, for effecting the drainage of the Loch of Spynie, are now being

carried on with energy. A strong cofferdam has been constructed to keep

out the flood tide, and a turning sluice made at the bottom of it. This will

enable the excavations to be made deeper for the foundation of the stone

bridge that is to be built within the cofferdam across the canal, a little

above the high-water mark. The bridge is to be founded upon piles and
concrete. A few yards above the bridge, four large self-acting sluices are

to be placed on a flooring of stone.

Restoration of the Claudian Aqueduct. —A letter from Rome says:
' Prince Torlonia has just brought a considerable undertaking to a successful

termination. Thanks to his powerftil assistance, the aqueduct of Claudius,

which was intended to draw off the waters of the Lake Celano or Fucino, is

re-established. The Lake Fucino, four Roman leagues in length and two

broad, is situated thirty-two miles from Sora, in the Abruzzi. and sixty-

two from Rome. Its overflowing frequently desolated the surrounding

countn,-, from which, when the water had retired, poisonous exhalations

emanated. On the occasion of the inaugui-ation of the channel to pour into

the Liris the overflow of the waters of this lake, the Emperor Claudius gave

a combat of galleys, manned by 19,000 gladiator.'. An immense crowd and

the Pnetorian Guard lined the banks to prevent the flight of the unfortunate

combatants. "The combat," says Tacitus, "although between criminals,

was worthy of the bravest soldiers." The spectacle being concluded, the

flood-gates were opened, but the flood did not succeed, and it was necessary

to deepen the channel. Trajan, Adrian, the Emperor Frederick III., and

Alphonse I., caused new works to be executed, which were resumed in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In 1826 the Neapolitan Government

also undertook to clear and restore the Claudian aqueduct. The glory of

bringing this diflSeult work to an end belongs to Prince Torlonia. who, after

ten years' labour, ana an outlay of several millions, at last saw, on the 9th

of this month, the waters f the Fucino move from their level, and flow like

a torrent, to cries of " Viva Victor Emmanuele !
" " Viva il Principe Tor-

lonia I
" Time is stiU necessary to drain the Fucino entirely ; bnt the pro-

gressive lowering of the lake will by degrees restore to cultivation a

superficies of 35,000 acres. It is calculated that the sale of the land wiU

quadruple the capital expended on the undertaking.'

Small Patterns.—Sir David Brewster, writing in Good Words on the

illusions produced by the two eyes of a person combining the pictm-es of

objects formed on their retina, says : — 'In the decoration of our ap.artments,

and in dresses, male and female, small recurring patterns should be avoided,

and particularly small squares. The observer can hardly avoid uniting

these squares or analogous figures in female dresses, thus causing part of
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flio dress eithor to bulge out or sink into hnllows, ii result whicli, while it

gives pain to tlio eye of tlie observer, iloes not improve tlie person who is

obsi'rveil.'

Wi;i.i.-KEPT BtrTTEB.—In 1814 (says the Journal dc FAism) a woman

of C'ussv, being surprised by the Ossacks, concealed a crock of fresh butter,

wliich slio did not want them to have, in a iield near her house. After the

ilrpiirture of the foreign ^nsitors, she endeavoured to find the exact spot in

whieli the butter was couee;ded, but did not succeed, and after a while the

whole matter was foi'gotten. I,ast weelc son\e workmen, digging for the

foundations of a liouse, came upon the pot in question, ami on opening what

they expected to be a treasure, discovered the butter as white and firm as

when buried forty-eight years before.

DiscDVF.UY oi- \ Medlevai. Tuviticii.—In the recent clearance in the

choir of Ilexham Abbey, on the removal of the greenbaize covering of the

•ogle shrine,' the altar painting was found in situ. It is a tryplich of the

fifteenth century and consists of tlireo panels. The centre represents Christ

rising from tlio tomb, one half of the figure being concealed, the counten.anco

betraying a most sorrowful expression, and the head surrounded by a nimbus

obviously originally blazing with gold. 'I'lie left compartment contains a

full length figure of the Virgin holding tlir infant Christ. Portions of these

figures are executed in relief. The remaining compartment represents St.

John bearing a chalice in one hand and a palm branch in the other. Ac-

cording to contract, this valuable relic, as part of the old materials became

the piroperty of the joiner, of whom it has been piu'chased by Mr. F. R
Wilson, arcliitect, Alnwick.

Labourers' Cottages.—It has been said, ' Give a labourer a home, and he

will soon appreciate its value.' Mr. Francis Howell, one of tho Poor-Law

inspectors. speaking of Lincolnshii'e, says, ' Lord Scarborough built a good

many cottages in BUsthorpe and "Wellow. To give an instance of the effect

of a little kindness and attention : we rebmlt eight cottages that were in a

most miserable state; we made them clean and comfortable, and it seemed

quite to change the uatm-e of the inhabitants. From being tho most dirty

and WTctched people, they became neat and orderly, and took a great pride

iu shomng you a clean house. They told nic that before they had nothing

to cling to, not even a floor to dean.'

iMPROvEJtENTS IX Ktrkcaldy.—Considerable alterations have recently

been effected in Kirkcaldy. Several new fronts have been put up in the

High Street, and as these arc in room of old dilapidated buildings that

encroached gri'atly on the thoroughfare, both the appearance and convenience

of tho street will be materially improved. At the east end the access ii-om

the Coal AVynd into the High Street, has been widened several feet, thereby

removing w'hat was often fomid to bo a dangerous corner for vehicles.

Towards the back of the town many elegant and substantial structiu-es have

been erected during the summer months, and when the whole are properly

finished and the grounds laid out, an improved appearanco wiU be imparted

to the locality.

Inscribei) Stones.—The London Scvicn says :
' At their meeting, a few

days since, the Berwickshire Naturali.sts' Field Club visited the interesting

ancient remains ,at the little village of Chatton, in North Northumberland.

The summit of a rugged steep sandstone hill, thero^ known as Chatton Law, is

occupied at it.s western end by an ancient strong British fort, defended by

three rampiers. The view from the hill is very extensive, and within a

radius of two miles, six other camps are said to be visible. But the most

curious and interesting objects there are some singular seidptivrings on the

scalp of rocks which protrude from the soil on the higher piarts of the hill

;

one within the camp referred to, and the other about 200 yards to the east-

ward. The sculpturings are incised, and tho principal form consists of

concentric circles, with a central hollow, from which a straight incised line or

groove proceeds through the series of circles and beyond them. Several similar

inscriptions, we are informed, have been found in other parts of the country.

One of the earliest accounts of any of these antiquities was given in 1853,

in the proceedings of that club, by Mi'. George Tate, of Alnwick ; and in that

paper he expresses the belief that such sculpturiugs, being associated with

Celtic camps, and foimd on tho covering stones of Celtic graves, are the

work of the aboriginal British race, and are the earliest sculptiures in Britain.

He also comes to the conclusion that they have a symbolical meaning, re-

presenting some popidar thought, or expressing some religious idea. These

veiy ancient relics possess a great interest at the present time, and it is

desirable they should have tho careful attention of our most eminent

antiquaries.

Apn.icATiON OF Steatite to the Manufactdbe of Fire-Beicks.—Mr.
Barrow Moss, of Liverpool, proposes to use steatite, or soap-stone, or silicate

of magnesia, as found iu its natural state, iu the manufacture of fire-bricks,

fire-blocks, sieges for pots in glass houses, and to the construction of iron fur-

naces, copper smelting furnaces, and other like metallurgical operations, and
the lining of fiu-uaces generally. The steatite is reduced to a powder, and
moistened with water, to which, in some cases, it is preferred to add a weak
solution of potash, or other chemicals, thereby forming a ' slip ' or plastic

substance, out of which the articles to be manufactured arc formed by being

pressed into matrices of the required form by hydraulic or other powerful

machinery, to give it the required adhesion and form, after which the arti-

cles are baked or burned in the usual way. In the formation of some of the

articles named, and in lining fiu'naces, clay or other substances m.iy be com-

bined with the steatite.

Southampton Docks.—The report of the directors exhibits a net revenue

on the six months ending the 30th of June of £7,605, which added to tho

surplus carried over from tho previous half year of £2,144, gives a total of

£9,749. From this a dividend is recommended of 2 per cent., being at tlie

rate of 4 per cent, per annum, amounting to 7.207, leaving a surplus of

£2,542 to be carried forward. A new iron shears, upon the most improved
construction, capable of lifting 100 tons, have been ordered of Messrs.

Day & Co., of Southampton, to be ready for use by the 20th of November
next, and the large shears now in operation will be removed to the inner

dock, thus increasing the facilities provided on the company's premises for

the commercial requu'ements of the port.

Scui.PTUKE BY Mr. Boulton.—The Worcestershire Chronicle say.s :

—
'We

have been favoured with a view of some sculpture, executed by Mr.

R. L. Boulton, of the Infirmary Walk, for the tower of tho church of

St. Mary Magdalen, Taunton, which has been three years in building, under

the supervision of Messrs. G. G. Scott, R.A., and B. Ferry. There are eleven

figures, tlic majority of them b(ing now complete. Three figures are allotted

for tho south front, facing the churchyard, t he principal being, of course,

Mary Magdalen, supported on cither side by St. Andrew (tho patron saint

of the diocese) and .St. James, the figures being life-size. On the west front

are to bo statues of the four evangelists, about 4 ft. high, and .St. Peter and
St. Paid life-size. Altogether there will be seven life-sized figures — those

already mentioned, and St. George and St. Michael. Tho whole of tho

figures are not yet completed, but those for the principal fronts will bo
ready for the opening, which takes place in a few days. The figures are

extremely natural and easy in their attitudes ; the Magdalen possesses grace,

and even elegance. St. Paul is a bold and striking statue, free, nevertheless,

from any unuatur.al stiffiiess or appearance of restraint; and, in fact, the

whole series, so far as they are finished, are pleasing in attitude, natural in

conception, bold in treatment, and finished in execution, doing great honour

to the artist's skill.

Discovery of a Curious Fresco. — In pulling down tho front of a

house in North Street, Sudbury, the workmen discovered, under the paper

at the end of one of the upstair rooms, a curious fresco, well executed, on

the wall, and covering tho entire surface. The subject is a lion hunt,

painted in colours in a vigorous manner, and from the costume of the figures

introduced, the fresco is believed to bo about 250 years old. There are

five horsemen, clad in armoiu-, with high-peaked hats, several with feathers

and wide rulfs, attacldng a lion— two in front and three behind. The
hunters are armed with lances, one is about to strike with a curved scimitar.

Two of the horsemen bear shields ; oue quarter argent, with four flying

griffins, sable ; and the other quartered argent. 1st and 3rd, two flying

griffins, sable ; and 2ud, and 4th, two pellets, sable. The horses are gaily

caparisoned, and are painted iu a spirited style. There are several footmen

with sla,shed doublets, breast-plates, and trunk hose ; one lies on the gromid

wounded, the blood streaming ft'om his head, which has been torn by the

lion. The attacked king of the forest is represented fighting furiously,

though wounded in several parts. Flowers are represented in the fore-

ground, and trees and horses iu the background, the whole painting being

surrounded with a patterned border.

CHIPS.

ME. HERBERT SPENCER intends issuing, iu periodical parts, a con-

nected series of works which, when complete, will, it is said, embody a

compendious system of philosophy.

Eighteen gold coins in admirable preservation, bearing the effigies of the

Emperors Arcadius and Honorius, were found the other day, in pulling down
some old buddings in the Rue Ste. Fran<;oise, Marseilles.

The Independence Beige states, that more than 600 persons have promised

to attend the meeting of the International Association of Social Science.

The plan of Mr. Page, jun., has been accepted for the proposed new bridge

over the river WeUand, at Stamford. The cost of the bridge is estimated

at £360.
The largest city in the world, says a Spanish journal, is not London, but

Jeddo, the capital of Japan, which consists of 1,500,000 houses, inhabited by

5,000,000 souls. Several streets are twenty-two miles long. The trade is

immense, the coasts being literally covered with trading vessels.

A new EugUsh church has been opened at Kissingen, iu Bavaria. It is

said that the king of Bavaria not only gave his consent to the erection of an

English Protestant church, but would have made a grant of land for the

piu-pose, if there had been any to spare. The town of Kissingen, however,

kindly gave a piece of ground, and rendered .aU possible assistance to the

cluu'ch committee iu getting the building finished.

The next meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science will be held at Camliridge, commencing on Wednesday, October 1st,

and will be under the presidency of the Rev. R. WilUs, M.A., F.R.S.^

There appears to be a very general opinion that the Exhibition will close

on the 16th of October, on the same day as that upon which the Exhibition

of 1851 was brought to a close, but no final decision has yet been come to.

Representations have been made to the commissioners to allow the Exliibi-

tion to remain open until the Prince of Wales comes of age, when his royal

highness wOl probably be induced to take part in the ceremonial of the dis-

tribution of prizes.

The road near the railway station at MiUbay, Plymouth, is now being

broken up by order of the Local Board for sanitary purposes. An hotel is

proposed to be built on the site of MiUbay Grove.

Mr. H.ancock has added to his display in the Great Exhibition a di.amond

necklace, the price of which is 85,000 guineas!

New gas works are being erected at Easton. near Stamford.

The Lanchester Valley Branch of the North-Eastern Railway Company,

a line about twelve miles long, connecting the city of Durham with the im-

portant district of Cousett, was formally opened for passenger and mineral

traffic on Monday.
. , „ „

Cologne has just kid out £1,000 on a Rubens for the National Gallery

of the to^vn ; the subject is ' The Holy Family.' It may bo worth, the

traveller who loves fine arts looking at.

The second part of the catalogue of the special Exhibition of Works ofArt.

of the Medieval, Renaissance, and more recent periods, on loan at the South

Kensington Museum, has just been published.

During the week ending 30th August 1862, the visitors have been as

follows :—On Mond.ay, Tuesday, and Saturday, free days, open from 10 a.m.

to 10 P.M., 33,084. On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, students' days

(admission to the pubUc 6d.) open from 10 a. m. till 6 p. m., 5,953. Total,

39,037. From the openiug of the museum, 3,194,228.

A chirreh is proposed to be built at Beaver, near Ashford, Kent, towards

which £1,568 have been subscribed.
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SKY LINE OF STREET RANGES.
To the Editor of the ' BurLDiNG Ks-n-s.'

SIj{
Comparison between Paris and London streets has been lately

much dwelt on ; and so far as the elevation of range is concerned our

neighbours have far surpassed, in eifeet, any of the new streets of London

;

but M. De Girardin, in the sketch quoted in the 'Sui/ihr' of Aug. 16,

demolishes at once the pretensions of Parisian houses to healthful openness

at rear, as also to cheapness, or domestic convenience. The buildings are

stacked close together, excluding light and air, and unapproachable from

the back by small streets or lanes, as in London.

In new streets erected where the old houses had to be cleared away, it

would be impossible to provide back streets or lanes, running parallel, to

secure access and pure air behind ; nor do we find, except in the modern

genteel quarters, that stable lanes, or back ranges of small houses, are or

can be reserved ; the value of building space is too great to admit of it, but

some legislative restrictions ouglit to be imposed, to fix the heights and

distances of parallel ranges, so as to secure the health, the light, and the

convenience of all residential buildings within the Metropolis.

As to the style of architecture, that is a matter of accident ; since it

depends upon "the taste or fancy of the owner, what description he will

adopt, or to what altitude he may be disposed to raise his structure. The
London streets exhibit, therefore, a wondrous diversity of style, and on the

whole, provided each house be in its kind fairly finished, and a good specimen

of architecture, this varied sequence of incongniities is not impleasing.

There is, however, an old, an incorrigible defect in all our streets, one

that has been little descanted on, and which pervades the whole Metropolis,

whether it be Harley Street, Portland Place, or Oxford Street ; and that is,

the -unseemly finishof th erough chimney stacks .with their red chimneypots

!

In ranges built before tlie last century, we have high pitched roofs,

covered in red tiles, capped with gaping and wavy ridges, hipped and

slanted at everj- fantastic angle ; added to which, dormer windows produce

a confusion and hideousness peculiarly our own. Oxford Street, our grand

leading thoroughfare, is a notable instance of this civic characteristic, and

of the difficulty of dealing with a hereditary disorder that has descended to

the oppidans with their sliops.

Leaving the JIarlde Arch, look along the line of Oxford Street ; it is a

mile of a vista— expansive : some of the houses are good, a few ornate ; but

look above the parapet range to right or left— a series of shapeless red-

tiled roofs ; of towering, leaning, crooked chimney shafts, capped with

hirsute red chimney pots ; and yet, beneath these are splendid shops, and
often handsomely designed elevations. No one thinks of caring for tlie

guise of his chimney, much less of spending a shilling for a pot to finish the

job ! Here then is the grand deformity of what might be an imposing
thoroughfare. If only the parapets "were slightly raised, the chimney-shafts

compoed, and the pots replaced by decent terra cotta substitutes, the effect

would be wondrously improved, and a -wholly different character bestowed

upon the best of our leachng streets.

One example of ornamentation in this street, as it applies to the improve-

ment of ordinary business structures, is worthy of particular notice— a

large factory, nearly opposite Cavendish Street, belonging to Messrs. Warner

& Laurie, having a frontage of about 60 ft., with three lofts, and ranges of
workshop windows, five to each floor ; the front as plain as grey bricks
could form. About six months back, Mr. Parnell, of Pall Mall, took this in
hand, and within two months, by erecting rusticated pilasters to the street

story, and placing on them six Ionic columns, finisliing all with a suitable

cornice in Roman cement, he has completed the most bold, commanding,
classic, and suitable frontage to be found in the same material anywhere in
the Metropolis.

There are two other neat architectural elevations close to this, and yet
they dwindle and sink from the contrast. A few more such modernizations
would give a tone and cliaracter to the street, and the example crarricd on,
would stimulate a reforming spirit amongst the Marylebone shopocracy.

"We are told by professors, tliat plaster or compo is a false style, an illu-

sion— perhaps it is; but it is a very pileasing, and not unuseful one.
Roman cement, as used in Regenfs Park Terrace, lias stood the test of forty
years unscathed ; and this is more tliau can be said for the Portland or
Bath stones of the professors. They have held councils, and tried experi-
ments of all kinds for indurating the Houses of Parliament ; as yet, their
quest is fruitless as though they sought for the philosopher's stone ; and yet
all this time cement holds together, and sticks to the bricks

!

In Paris they use cement in extenso, although they have a soft stone
which is easily dressed, and of great durability. The facility given by the
plastic material, and above all, the promptitude of its structural application,
give to cement the preference with Gallic street builders ; and the celerity
of their operations, together with economy in outlay, is owing to the use of
Roman cement.

So many improvements have been made of late in the formation of hard
moulded materials in terra cotta, in cement, and in concrete, that the
builder will soon be independent of the native quaiTy. What can be more
beautiful, more durable, than the tinted and coloured tiles, by Minton and
others? These, applied under the skilful and tasteful architect, may produce
magic effects. We see insertions of encaustic pattern, skilfully combined
with plastic mouldings ; these are used with wondrous effect, and, ton-ether

-with the improved cements, will stand the rigours of our climate better than
quarry stone. Nothing can be less perishable than good brick and mortar

;

the aqueducts, sewers, and other Roman remains, attest their durability.

In what, then, is stone preferable, if it look no better ?

It is the style, and not the material, that qualifies the merit of a structure.

We have seen things of marble heavy and valueless, but for the component
parts. It gives no merit to the Marble Arch ; nor does the integrity of the
blocks in the Duke of Buecleugli's mansion redeem tlie deformity of the
four square bulkheads which are destined to frown upon the coming margin
of verdure.

The roof was formerly, of necessity, a grand feature in the elevation. The
chimney of modern times, carried aloft to give immunity from smoke, is still

more obti-usive in the general outline ; these ought to be fashioned and finished

so as to liarmonize with the general aspect of the structure. In most houses
recently budt, c;ire has been -given to tliis result. EUesmere House, St.

James's, and Mr. Holford's, Park Lane, are notable instances ; but to save
the general aspect of a long street range, little is required beyond plaster
on the shaft, and a few terra cotta pots of the same colour on the top—this

is the last work till the builder's flag is hoisted, when 'finis coronat
opus.' Y. Z.

^hifcnts aiib |(nbfntians.

(Connected with the Biilding Trade.)

^Ja. J. RoDB —Improvements in ventilating. Dated Feb.

12, 18tiC. This invention consists of certain improvements in

ventilating churches, dwelling-houses and other buildings,

ships, railway and other carriage?, and other places requiring

ventilation. The principle which the patentee has adopted in

carrying these improvements into etfect is that of admitting
the necessary supply of fresh air at a low level, and car-

rying off the heated and vitiated air at a higher level, a con-
tinuous movement of the atmosphere being thus kept up.

while at the same time all disagreeable or hurtful effecls from
draught are ohviatcd by the peculiar arrangements which arc

employed for that purpose. Patent coiiipleled.

370. R. .\. BftooMAN. — Improvements in jireparing and
ornamenting cast iron and other metals in order to tit them
for articles of furniture and decoration and other uses, (.A

communication.) Dated Feb. 12, 18ri2. The cliief object of
this invention is to render cast iron suitable for articles of
furniture free from all liability to oxidation, and to ornament
it by the application of the colouring and decorative pro-
cesses used to ornrtment ccr.Tmic wares. In order to apply
the ornamentalion, it is necessary the metal should receive a
preparation—that is, it must be covered by a vitrified varnish,

upon which the ornamentation or decoration is applied. The
inventor obtains this c>>atiiig in all colours, by emjiloying in a
dry state opaque enamels in a proper state of fusibility for

spreading over the metal, together with colouring oxides used
in vitrifiable colours. IJy this invention imitations of marble,
precious stones, and various woods, are among those obtained

on cast iron and other metals. Patent completed.

371. J. S. Joseph.—Improvements in coke ovens, and in

utilising the waste heat from the same. Dated Feb. V2, 1S6Z
The patentee claims: 1, the construction of coke-ovens,

having external chambers at the top, and flues leading from
these and surrounding the sides and bottom of the oven into

which the combustible pases enter, and are there caused to

undergo more or less complete combustion by being brouglit

into contact with jets of atmospheric air which enter the said

external chambers and fines other jets of air beir:g also caused
to enter the ovens themselves for the same object substantially

as described. 2, the employment of the spare heat resulting
from the above described combustion of gases in the improved
coke ovens, for generating steam in boilers, for making illu-

minating gas in retorts, for firing pottery, for heatnig drying
stoves, for calcining ores, and for bnrning iimo. Patent com-
pleted.

385. F. Falconer.— Improvements in lamps. Dated Feb.
13, I8G?. This consists, according to one modification, in
combiniTig a glass globe and chimney in one piece, the lower
part whereof may bo made to resemble any of the ordmary
or ornamental forms of globe, whilst the upper part id con-

tracted in diameter and elongatetl to act as a chimney; or
the globe and chimney may be made in separate pieces, being
fitted together in any convenient way, but with the chimney
portion not reaching lower than the upper part of the globe,

or the top of the flame. Patent abandoned.

39fi. S. B. Whitfielo.— Improvements in the manufacture
of iron bedsteads, and in the manufacture of ornamental iron
tubes or columns for the construction and ornamentation of
iron bedsteads. Dated Feb. 14, 18fi2. This consists in the

use of parts made of stamped or pressed iron, the said parts

being joined to the other parts by junctions of cast-iron cast

in metal moulds, that is, by the process known as chill cast-

ing, or by rivetting, or otherwise. The parts which the
patentee principally makes of stamped or pressed sheet iron

are parts of the pillars and head and foot rails. The manner
in which this part of the invention is to he carried in effect

may be illustrated with reference to the foot rail of an iron
bedstead. Patent completed.

o9S. W. Clark.—Improvements in mounting and fixing
the handles or knobs of doors, furniture, and other articles

,( A communication.) Dated Feb. H, lS6i. This relates to

handles, knobs, &c., formed of glass, crystal or other fusible

siliceous material, and consists in securing the spindle in a
recess formed in the interior of such knob, the pin for fasten-

ing the knob being carried by the mounting, which affords

greater strength and prevents the mounting becoming loose.

Patent abandoned.

Criibc Ileitis.

Messrs. Wallace sold nn Saturday last a very large cargo of
Baltic and American timbers, which were said to be the
finest ever imported, at their Arbroath saw mills, and on the
east quay. The prices ranged as follows :— Half-inch cleaned
boarding, IJd. to IJd. ; five-eighths of an inch, J|d. to l^d.

;

three-eighths, IJd. ; three-fourths, IJd. to l^d ; one inch,

Ifd. to IJd.; one and-a-half-inches. 2d. to 2fd. ; one inch and
three-fourths, 3d.; one inch and a fourth, 3^d.; seven-eighths,
l|d. to Ijd. Swedish timber, long lengths. Is. Old. to Is. OJd.
Norway red and white, 9d. ; well-seasoned battens, seven by
two.and-a-half-inclios, Ifd. .Again, six and a half by two and
a half, lid. and IJd. Gothenburg white wood sarkiag, per
y.ird, 6d. to Sd. ; one inch and eight flooring, Is. 3d.. St.

Petersburg battens, eleven inches by three, 4^d. ; nine inches
by three, sold at OJd. ; birch, per cube. Is. Id^d. to Ss. 3d.

;

yellow pine logs, from Is. G^d. to Is. lO^d.

As instances of the great discrepancy existing in builders'
estimates, take the following:— For Rochford Church, highest,
£2,23S ; lowest, £1,1.87. For roads and drains, Gipsy Hill,
Norwood, highest, £1,230 : lowest, £690.

Mr. J. Dodson, is the accepted builder^ for the erection of
the new Congregational Chapel at Weymouth.

TENDERS.
Maidstone— For the erection of a pair of semi-detached

cottages on the Bowen Estate, Maidstone, for the British
Land Company.

Ch.imbers £640
Anscomb „ 60.i

Wallis 8c Clements SfiO
Havis 545
Videau 527 10
Pell

, 523
Norris (accepted) 513 14

Camden Town.—For house and shop, 104, High Street,
Camden 'J'own, for Mr. A. Sidney. Messrs. Gardner ^i; Co.»
atchitects. Quantities supplied.

Oughton £376 11
Rowe 373
Wcstrope 357
Scrtvener & U'hite 334
Stevenson (accepted) 320

City.—For building warehouse, Little Carter Lane, City,for
Sir. Farlow. Mr. W. Nuun, architect.

Downs £7.1.*:2

Newman ic Mann 6,695
Pattrick 6,.S42

Rider 6,.'H0
Brass 6,498
Fish „ 6.390
Coleman 6.369
I^wrence & Son 6.340
Wills 5,69*
Hart 5,666

City.— For reliUilding premises. No. No. 3, Mincing Lane
City, for Mr. E. H. Moses. Mr. N. S. Joseph, architect.

Lucas, Brothers £5,290
Lawrance 5,183
Axlbrd&Co 5,112
Trnllope Si Sons 5,084
Ashby & Horner... 5,080
Ashby & Sons 5,025
Ncwman&Mann 4,997
King 4.995
Pipei & Wheeler 4,932
Brown & Robinson 4,931
Brass 4,693

HoLLowAV.— For alterations and additions to No. 37 Tufnel
Park Road, HoUoway, for Mr. McLaren. Mr. Jasper
Cowell, architect.

Glenn
, £396

Newmann & Mann 572
Barnes ISO
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MOSAIC PICTURES IN CHITRCIIES.

RCIIITECTS whose forte has kin in the

dosi<,'iiinji (if occksiastical edifices, have long

IVlt tbe evil influence of that icononiic rage

which, under the pretence of reforniiiij,' a

system of worship, destroyed worlcs of art

iiilended to mark the in'tensity of public

devotion, and, to show the subserviency of

tlie highest works of man to the glorifica-

tion of One. For the desire to put a stop

to image-woi-ship outran all discretion; and,

not content with breaking to pieces sculp-

tures, smashing stained glass windows, and

white-washing frescoes, it created a strong

hostile feeling to the embellishment of in-

teriors of churches by the aid of colour and

sculpture, which has surnved nearly three centuries.

y<\\eu Sir Joshua Reynolds and his brother artists

proposed to decorate gratuitously the interior of St.

Raid's, the generous offer was declined with marked

discourtesy, because, it was insisted, pictm-es and figures

would give our great Protestant Cathedral a Popish look,

and would, indeed, be a return to that idolatry om- fathers

forsook in the middle of tlie sixteenth century. However
much we may regret the bald and chilly appearance of

the interior, we are far from sorry that Sir Joshua and his colleagues

were not allowed to carry out their ideas, for they had not the

remotest conception of the principles, spirit, and requirements of

Christian art. A series of paintings like West's Raising of Lazarus, or

Reynolds's Holy Family, would have been positive disfigurements, and

•would have created fresh obstacles to the introduction of formative

arts into churches for their decoration. On the one_ hand, the ico-

nomic lovers of plain fabrics woidd have discovered in the ig-norant

temerity and realism of the artist's works new evidence of the justice

of their views, and have acquu-ed fresh increments of force to their

prejudice. On the other hand, minds open to impressions, liable to lie

captivated by novelty, might have imbibed notions of religious art as

false and mischievous as those of the artists who decorated Italian

churches, and gradually, but surely, the vidgar would have been led

back to entertain devo'tioual feelings for the works of men's hands.

It is precisely this danger which makes the employment of painted or

graven images for the decoration of Protestant churches so difficult.

At the same time, the Church cannot aflbrd to neglect totally the aids

to aiTest attention which the arts aft'ord, unless slie would see her fold

diminished, for there are many, even among educated men, whose

senses must be appealed to before their reason can be approached.

Even John Wesley made move perverts from the Chmx-h of England

by the influence of hymn singing, than by the eloquence of his preach-

ing. The Chirrch of Rome strengthens her hold by enlisting in her

service every art that can gratify the senses,—the formative arts for

decoration of churches, and illustrations of her teachings, gorgeous

vestments, solemn music, perfumes, mystic ceremonies, and symbolism
;

while, at the other extremity of the art. Shakers rely on the influence

of saltatory motions to ensure the fidelity of their sectaries.

Conscious that we are approaching bm-ning ground, and are near

touching a subject the laity are supposed not competent to discuss, we
almost hesitate to proceed. But at the moment when, perhaps, the

initiaton- step is being taken for the general introduction of painting

and sculpture into churches, it is of vital importance that the limits

to which the efibrts of artists may be judiciously extended shoidd be

defined, and that what should be the proper character of their works
should be determined, with a view to avoid errors and disappointments

hereafter.

St. Paul's, we are informed, is to be decorated ^v^th a series of

mosaic pictures, the productions of art in her lowest, feeblest, and
most degenerate period. As a commencement, the spandrels between
the great arches of the dome are to be filled with mosaic represen-

tations of fancy portraits of St. Paul, St. John the Baptist, St. Stephen,
and the Fom- Evangelists. A beginning is to be made with the head
of St. Paid, the cost of which Mr. Penrose guarantees. Few men with
cidtivated tastes will be foimd not to sympathise with church archi-

tects in their endeavoiu's to obtain the aid of sister arts for the embel-
lishment of their designs ; for it is the province of architectui'e to

provide a home for paintmg and sculpture. Yet, without stopping to

enquire whether or not this general axiom requires to be modified in

the particular case of ecclesiastical architectui'e, it cannot be denied
that the subjects and treatment of ai'tistic works should be subordinate
to the religious sentiment which dedicated the fabric. If that be
admitted, it wiU be requisite that the liuuinaries should decide for the
laity if graven and pictorial images of the Divine Founder of our faith

and of his apostles may be with propriety admitted to temples in
which He is worshipped. It would never do to leave the question an
open one, under the pretence of not shackling religious liberty, nor to

allow artists to represent, to the vulgar, Divinity clothed in that
human form their imagin.atiou may suggest ; for the liberty accorded
to artists has been too often abused, and has degenerated into u-rell-

gious license, and when works conceived and executed in so deplorable
a spirit are placed in churches, they are invested in the eyes of the
ignorant with some portion of the sanctity which belongs to the

No. 401.

House of Prayer. Whatever may be the technical merits of Mr.
Millais' Carpenters' Shop, its vulgar realism and repulsive ugliness

would render a cojiy of it on the walls of a Christian church most
revolting to tlie religious feelings of the congregation. Nor can the

most devout among the faithful, the most enthusiastic among the

lovers of art that enter the Sistine Chapel, fail to be offended with
the coarse realism of the Supreme .Judge depicted by Michael Angelo.
It is the vigorous embodiment of the pagan idea of a jealous revenge-
ful god : .lupilrr hurling his bolts of destruction at the human race,

all-powerful but inllexilde, and not the god of mercy.
Then, is one human typo of the Incarnate to be adopted, and is that

typo to be one of beauty or of ugliness P For the reader scarcely re-

quires to he reminded that types of various chai-acters have been
employed, some with, some without beards ; and that while one
section of religious painters ha^•e striven to retino and beautify their

representations of Ilini, another section have striven to make their

works as ugly as could be imagined. The artists who worked under
the inspiration of the Western Church, strove to exhibit an ideal beauty

of the human form, a beauty ahiiost mystical, and from which all

that was of the earth, earthy, was refined away ; for the fathers of

the Latin Church argued that ' God is infinite in beauty as He is in

wisdom, goodness, and power.' The artists who worked for the

^Vfrican Church took for their guide the declarations of Tertullian

and of St. Cp-il. The first said, ' Jesus Christ was mean in aspect, and
Ilis human form not worthy to be gazed upon

;
yet vulgar, ignoble,

dishonoured as He is. He is still 1113- Christ whom I adore ;

' and the

second -m-ote that the Saviour was ' the ugliest of the children of

men.' Yet the earliest portraits, those which were executed by order

of the Emperor Constantiue, in the first part of the fourth century,

were painted by his command from the description drawn up by
Publius Lentulus, which represented him as of 'lofty stature and
well-proportioned ; his countenance severe and virtuous. The hair of

His head is of the colour of wine, and, from the top of the head to the

ears, straight and without radiance, but it descends from the ears to

the shoulders in shining curls. From the shoulders, the hair flows

down the back, divided into two portions, after the manner of the

Nazarenes ; His forehead is clear and without wrinkle ; His face free

from blemish, and slightly tinged with red ; His physiognomy noble

and gracious. The mouth and nose faultless. His beard is abundant,

the same colour as tlie hair, and forked. His eyes blue and very

brilliant. Ilis coimtenance is marvellous in seriousness and grace.

He is slender in person ; His hands straight and long ; His arms beau-
tiful. He is in appearance the most beautiful of the children of men.'

Apocryphal as this verbal portrait may be, it has served as the

original for Western artists, and of course admits of an almost infinite

variety of interpretations. Even John Damascenus introduced modi-
fications into the portrait, for he described the beard as black. Ilis

version is ' lofty stature, thick eyebrows, gentle eyes, well-formed nose,

curUng hair, figure slightly bent, deUcate complexion, black beard,

face of the colour of wheat, like that of His mother, long fingers.'

Now it is not impossible, were scenes of the life and passion picto-

rially represented on the walls of St. Paul's, that Sir Charles Eastlake,

for instance, would follow Lentulus, and represent the Saviour as the
' most beautiful of the children of men,' and that Mr. Millais would
prefer the testimony of St. Cyiil, and depict Him as ' the ugliest of

the children of men.' For it must not be forgotten that, although the

Latin Church adopted the type of beauty, yet the type of ugliness

adopted by the Asian, and, more particularly, the .'Vfiicau churches,

foimd advocates here in the West. In a commentary on a miniatiu'e

of Christ on the Cross, Biblia Sacra, it is stated, ' Jesus is entirely

naked, and His skin is ugly and discoloured, because He bore our sins

in his own body. He is human, poor, and ugly.' And a popular

saying in that district of France which contains the finest sjiecimens

of Gothic architecture, declares, ' Dieu a fait plus beau que lui parce

qu'il etait roux, tandis qu'il a cree des hommes brims et des hommes
blonds.'

Again, LentuliLs, John Damascenus, the Asian and African FatheK,
all unite in the Saviour having the beard, the sign of manhood ; but

the scidptors who came subsequently adopted, in some instances, the

Pagan type of god-like beauty, and beardless Apollo stood for Chiist

just as does the statue of Olympian Jove for St. Peter at Rome in the

present day. On the most ancient Christian monuments Christ is

represented youthful, from fifteen to twenty years of age, and that, not

when He might have been disputing with the doctors, but when He
rode into Jerusalem on an ass, and after He had been crucified, de.ad,

and buried. The sculptures which decorate the tomb of Jiuiius Bassus,

who died in the middle of the fourth centmy, represent him voimg and
beardless ; one on an ass, and the other seated in a cm-nle chair, garbed

as a Roman senator. On a sarcophagus in the A'atican, He is repre-

sented in four scenes. In the fh'st, where He performs a miracle, He is

bearded : in the other three, where He gives the law to the Apostles,

predicts the denial of Peter, and is brought before Pilate, He is beard-

less. In the West, down to the tenth centuiy, the pictorial and carved

images represent Him as the type of beauty and loving-kindness.

Thenceforward, when terrorism became an ai-m of the Church, they

wear a severe aspect, that of an inexorable judge, the Hi.r tremeiuks

majesfafis of the day of wi-ath. The Greeks went further. In the great

church of the convent of A'atopete, he is judge and executioner, for

from beneath his throne issues the stream of fire which consumes the

guiltv'. Without pursuing these investigations farther for the present,

enough has been said to show, that the introductiou of delineations of
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holy subjects into Protestant cliurclies must be attended Tvith difficulty

and" danger. The contradictory authorities as to form and colour will

aft'ord o2iporf unities for the -n-ildest license. It is not for us to specu-

late on what may chance to be the results of such a course on the minds

of tlie ignorant ; but it is for the Church to provide against them.

The primitive Christians, up to the sixth century, excluded images

from their temples. They were, indeed, iconoclasts ; for from the Jews
they inherited a hatred of representations of God and man, which they

regarded as sigus of Pagan idolntr}'. They scoffed at those who knelt

to brazen images, the works of their own hands ; and some of their

writers on morals disapproved of Christians following the trade of

painter or sculptor. Even in the time of the seventh general council,

images had not been admitted into churches. The excuse for their

introduction was the instruction of the ignorant. The first Bishop of

Wearmouth adorned his church with Italian paintings, that those who
knew not how to read shoidd have before their eyes the ever-beloved

image of Christ and his saints, and be thus stimulated to meditation

upon the blessings of divine incarnation, and reminded by the sight

of the last judgement of the duty and necessity of preparation.

Praiseworthy as was the motive, it opened the door to what Pro-
testants must always regard as great abuses. Even the icono-

lators, like John Damascenu.s, positively dechared against delineations

of the Creator, since lie has never been revealed to mortal eye, and this

prohibition lasted during the first twelve centuries, to prevent further

indication of His presence than by the representation of a hand.
After, pictures of the Father became common ; first, the face ; next the

biLst ; and lastly, the whole figure. In the fourteenth century He is

crowned, and represented as an old man. The architect of Ste. Made-
leine, at Troves, depicts him in papal robes, and wearing the tiara; in

fact, confoimding the Creator with the Bishop of Pome. And so,

from age to age, artistic license in dealing with representations of the
Divine increased, imtil commenced that reaction of the sixteenth cen-
tury, which, in order to obtain a return to the purity of the Primitive
Church, waged a blind and indiscriniinaie warfare against the admis-
sion of art into churches at all. I'ntil recently, she has lain under this

ban and interdict, all the while losing force and influence in England.
When she is revi^ing, is it prudent to risk a fresh bin-st of iconoclasm,
by treading again the path which led to so much evil ? If architects

require colour and sculpture to give point, and wannth, and emphasis
to their designs, they can surely obtain them \vithout venturing on
imaginary portraits of the Godhead, or even of the Apostles (who, by
this error, have received honours due to their Master). Art, to live and
be respected, must be humble and truthful ; when she ceases to be so,

she languishes and dies.

THE POYAL ENGINEERS.

IT is with very great regret we learn that the committee appointed
hy the Secretary of State for War to consider and report upon the

measures that should be adopted to simplify and improve the system
imder which all works and buildings (other than fortifications), under
the War Department, are constructed, repaired, and maintained, in

order to give a more direct responsibility to the persons employed on
those duties, after hearing a lai-ge amount of evidence, which there
can be no doubt very clearly points to an opposite course as being
desirable, have recommended, ' upon the groimd of public policy,' that
such works should continue to be conducted by the Royal Engineers,
as a military coi^is ; and they consider, that it is necessary for the
maintenance of the military discipline and organisation of the corps of
Royal Engineers upon the one hand, and for the efficient and economi-
cal conduct of the work's on the other, that the Inspector-General
should be placed in a military relation to the Commander-in-Chief.
These conclusions are, however, coupled with the very remarkable
recommendations, that all designs, detailed drawings, specifications,

and approximate estimates, should bo examined in the office of the
Inspector-Generaljby a practical and experienced civil archiiect,m-cy\ous
to their being submitted for the approval of the Secretary of State for
W.ar, and that, except in cases of small services, when civil officers of
the department may be employed, the measuring of works, and taking
out quantities, shoidd be perfonned by eminent civil surveyors, since,
say the committee in their report, ' if "conti'actors find it most to their
interest to employ surveyors of experience to take out quantities and
measure worlt on their behalf, it is obviously to the advantage of the
Govemnient to be represented in such operations by surveyors of at
least equal experience and known capacity.'

The questions involved in the employment of the Royal Engineer
Corps, for the carrying out of ordinar-y building operations, have been
discussed ov er and over again in these pages, at almost anytime diu-ing
the past five or .six years, and although very wide of the course which
must ultimately be forced upon the authorities, there is, at least, some
satisfaction in noticing the tacit admission involved in the recommenda-
tions respecting the employment of civil architects and surveyors. We
only wonder who will be found to accept the office of revising archi-
tect in connection with designs furnished by engineer officers, who
have been ' very likely not more than two or three months learning
the ai'chitect's busmess.'
At present the Inspector-General of Fortifications is charged with

the construction and maintenance of military works at home and
aljroad, and imder the Inspector-General are the officers of the Roval
Engineers, who are assisted by civihan clerks of works. Each station

or district being imder the orders of a commanding Royal Engineer,
and the duty of the staff at each district or station consisting in the
preparation of plans, specifications, and estimates ; in superintendence,
measuring work, and adjusting accoimts; so that the Royal Engineer
officers have precisely the work of an architect to accomplish, and have,
besides, the custody of War Department property. ^\.s the erection of
forts, barracks, hospitals. Sec, present many problems of considerable
importance, it would be natmal to conclude that a sound and pro-
longed professional education, combined with actual experience of
the progress of building operations, would he deemed as of primary
importance, and that no officer deficient in these respects would be
allowed to take any control over such works; but what is the fact? Why
the time occupied now on the architectural course at Chatham, is only
upon the average about seventeen or eighteen days. Upon bemg asked
by the committee to describe the nature of the education received by
the young officers at Chatham, after they leave Woolwich Academy,
Col. Harness, director of the Chatham establishment, said, with regard
to qualifying Engineer officers for biulding barracks, ' I can show you
what the coiu'se used to be, and what change has taken place in it. I
think that the first change in the course was made when the barracks
were handed over to the Royal Engineers in about 1825 ; and then it

was thought necessary that there should be a course of practical

architecture added to the course at Chatham, which they had not
had there before, and a clerk of the works, a Mr. Howe, a very
able man, and well fitted for the work, prepared a course entirely

in manuscript of the drawings in manuscript ; and under him we
copied all those drawings : they were drawings in great detail ; but
of course those were confined entirely to English, or, I may say,

London building, and so it is still. We copied aU those drawings,

the brickwork, and floors, and roofs, and imder him we measured all

those drawings regularly, and drew out those measurements into

abstracts, and estimated for each of the buildings and each of the roofs.

Now, in order to make the labour less to the young men of copying
the whole of those drawings, all the plans have been engraved, and
they are given to them as a rule ; and all the notes that we v\Tote

down have been printed, and they fill in only the detailed sketches to

the notes, aiid the measurement of one of the plates only is taken up,

a plate of a siiuiU two-sloricd hniUliny with a slate roof. They go
through all that, but one can hardly say that they measure it them-
selves. It is done rapidly under a clerk of the works, chiefly by dic-

tation.' The time occupied in this course is seventeen or eighteen

days ; it used to be four months ; and, according to the witness, the

difference is, that an officer now is not fitted when he leaves Chatham
to go and take measurements, or to make a design and measure it, as

he and others were able after the course of four months.
To us, that such a thing was ever done, simply seems to show the

low standard to which it seems to have been thought necessary to

work up to in the Royal Engineer Department. We Iniow very well

how little experience in designing nmst havebeen gained in four months,
and should bo very sorry to trust much to a four months' study of the

practice of measuring and estimating.

Another witness says, that officers do not receive a sufficiently

technical education :
' in many instances they cannot draw, or the in-

struction they have received is of the most unpractical character.'

Even the copies which are made by many officers when they first get
their commissions, show that they scarcely understand what they are

drawing ; but, when sent to a station, an officer of Engineers most
probably finds a clerk of the works, who does everything for him but
sign his name, makes the designs, draws out the specification, takes

out the quantities, superintends the execution of the work, and no
doubt, though it is not so stated, finally adjusts the accounts. Colonel

Owen would never gi^•e an Engineer ofticer a commission unless he
could draw thoroughly well ; he cannot conceive that a man can be an
engineer in any sense of the word, if he cannot represent on paper
what he is going to build or construct, with a good foundation of

drawing, and a certain knowledge of mathematics. He says, an
engineer has got the best possible foundation to start with, and should

then receive from a man perfectly well qualified to teach them, some
lessons upon the principles of construction, on the properties of build-

ing materials, limes and cements, the way of forming foundations, the

modes of constructing walls of brick and stone, and the principles of

carpentry ; such a course of instruction, in fact, as is taught to the

French engineers at the Ecole d'Application at Metz. As it is, with
regard to the great majority of the young officers when they join,

they may fulfil some of the necessary forms, and sign certain docu-
ments which are necessary to be signed by an Engineer officer, but as

far as the practical superintendence of the details goes, it is admitted
that they do very little.

In fact, look at the question any way j'ou will, the education

of Engineer officers is defective in the extreme. It is probably

from our pages only that the corps has acquired any knowledp^e of

the principles of hospital and barrack construction ; for, as a witness

points out, the authorities have not taught the principles laid down
by the commissioners to the corps which is ' instructed in fortification,

sm-veying, and in a great many other sciences which bear upon our

business, but the very plain and essential principles of barrack con-

struction set forth in that report we have never been taught.' At
present there is a code of Engineer regulations, which embodies some
remarks on the construction of barracks, but it lays down scarcely any
general principles ; there are a few that barracks are to furnish so

many cubic feet of space per man, and some instructions as to the
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veutilatiiJU ul' stables, ns to the quality (if wiiulow glivss, and of the

wall papers for certain rooms. Colonel Owen, ilnrinn; tlie whole of

the time that he was in the War Ollico, was strnpf^'ling to get a list of

the \arioushniklings of which a liarrack shonkl consist, prepared and

published : it was at leupth compiled and forwarded for the approval

of a "-reat many of the authorities, but no decision has ever been como

to upon it. Sotlint, perhaps, the most complete statement of barrack

requirements is that prepared for the barrack coracetition. In Franco

the Jlinister of War deals with the matter very dilVereutly. Every now

and then circulars are sent out, giving normal drawings of stables or

other construction thought to be susceptible of improvement, accom-

panied with detailed drawings of the mode of adapting that parti-

cular kind of construction to a large and a small number ;
it is

said that these instructions come down to the officers in a sort of way

that appeals to their reason and intelligence, and they feel that the

thing has been thoroughly thought out.

It appears from.tlie evidence, and every page says in other words

Tvliat we have long stated to be the fact, that while engineer officers

undertake the general supervision of works, and sometimes make

'original sketches in pencil,' generally 'not to scale,' the detailed

drawino-s of all buildings, the specifications and estimates are, ' as a

ule, drawn up by the clerks of works.' One witness says (answer

74), ' the general plans and elevations were prepared more frequently

by clerks of works, because, as I have before stated, the subalterns are

not architects.' Again (20), the clerk of works is a much more

radical man than tlie officer in all matters of detail and workman-

ship (100, 110). The clerk of works is generally quite competent

to do that duty, i. e. prepare specifications, better than the commanding

royal en"-ineer. Lieutenant-Colonel Strachey's view of the working

of the system is to the same effect, he says :
' The engineer officer

finds in "the office, as an essential part of the system, a clerk of work.s,

who is thoroughly acquainted with all details of business and work,

whose special functions are to carry out all the details of the work.

The result of this is, that the youiig engineer officer does not go into

those details. He is not forced through a study of the details of his

business
;
papers are put before him, which in some shape or other he

is e.xpected to sign. He may look at them more or less carefully, but

he does not draw- them out himself, nor does he obtain that complete

knowledge of details which an engineer should have, and which in

fact can be obtained only by personal knowledge and practice. . . .

The young officer, as he'rises in his promotion, finds a clerk of works

always at his elbow, ready to keep him from falling if he trips ;
but

ho isnot taught to walk" upon his own legs, and he does not walk

upon his own legs ; ' tlien, ' as the clerks of works are virtually left to

settle all details themselves, they have got rather into a way of suggest-

ing work to the engineer, instead of the engineer suggesting work to

them. There is a want of active responsibility pervading the system
;

the engineer officer is not the motive power, so to speak, in the

machine ; he exercises a certain control, but the motive power comes

from below. If the engineer officer, acting ou his own judgement,

makes a suggestion on any point, ten to one there will be found a

difficulty in carrying it out ; for there are forms to go through, and

details to be worked out, which will devolve on the clerk of works.'

More space than we can spare would be wanted were we to attempt

to tell the whole story of incompetence and unfitness for the work to

•which the I\oyal Engineers are appointed ; they must be convicted on

their own confession, in the evidence before us ; and it is nothing less

than shameful that the expenditure of the millions of pounds that is

going on around us in military worlcs should be admiui.stered under

such a system where ignorance and red tapism revel unchecked.

What is to be said of a system which requires a clerk of works, when
engaged on a trifling barrack inspection, taking an account of a num-
ber of small items, ' many of them collected together, perhaps, not

I

amounting to more than one shilling,' to be accompanied by an officer of

engineers, the barrack-master, a commissioned officer, and two or three

sergeants. Mr. Attwood says (p. 330), this has always struck him as a

great absm-ditv. We should think so. But routine is the life and
soul of the department : if a wall was about to fall, it would seem that

no expense may be incurred in an endeavour to keep it up, until the pre-

scribed forms have been gone through. In July or August, last yeai',

a wooden bridge, leading into Fort Moncklon, fell into a bad state of

repair ; in fact, the timbers were so rotten, that the bridge altogether

tumbled into the ditch. The attention of tlie Iloval Engineers was
at once called to the occuiTence, aud his impression was, fi-om the

Teay in which he had managed such matters in India, that here was
an urgent military work to be looked to, and the immediate thing to

do was to repair the bridge, so he said to the clerk of the works,
' The proper thing to do is immediately to order the bridge to be

repaired, or have a new one.' 'No,' said he, 'that will not do; you
cannot order that on your own responsibility : you must have the

whole matter drawn out in the regular way, and send it over to the

commanding engineer for his sanction.' This was done, .Tjid, to expe-
dite matters, the officer went over to rortsraouth with the papers

;

but the commanding engineer was not in, and hetook them back. The
next day was Simday ; then the papers were sent, but they came
back. In the estimate the painting had been purposely omitted, in

order to ensure the use of well .seasoned wood ; but the paint was to

be included, .so it was added, and the papers found their way to head-
quarters, in London, and thence back to Gosport, in a month or six

weeks, sanctioned. All this time the only way of getting into Fort
Monckton, or out of it, was by help of a" ladder, until the barrack-

master reported, ' .'iOO men are to go into Fort Monckton to-morrow

morning,' when they turned to and made a temporary bridge. Six

months after the permanent bridge was not completed, and by the

regulations the men in the fort might have starved, if they could

not have been comniuuicated with by means of the ladder, or a tem-

porary bridge. No discretion is allowed to bo exercised with regard

to very immediate services. Lieut.-Col. Strachey .says, ' As I under-

stand the rules, it is not only so for immediate services, but for mend-
ing even a pane of glass at the price of a low pence.'

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
ST.^INED GLASS.

rpIIERE can be no doubt about the intimate connection between
L stained glass and Gothic architecture. Both admirers and
detractors must alike admit this point. Architecture loses half its

charms when it lacks colour, and the softest harmonies of colour

streamed from the jewelled windows of the old churches and cathe-

drals. They were not pictures to be looked at, but combinations of

intense tones of colour, simply but systematically arranged in the

stronger harmonies of contrast, and contrasting powerfully also with

the separating leadwork, and with the dark solemn tracery and walls

of the building. The perfection to which the art was brought can

only be judged of by an examination of what fortunately remains to

us, in many of the French and Italian cathedrals, aud in some few of

our own, but in the latter they are now so mixed up n'ith white

transparent glass as to lose a great deal of their effect. The decline

of staining glass accompanied that of the architecture which gave it

birth, and at one time it was even deemed ' popish ' to have any

other than white glass in a church window. Within our own recol-

lection 'painted glass' closely resembled transparent blinds, and

much of the present display at the International Exhibition shows

even now but little improvement on those articles. The Bavarians

were, we believe, the first to strive at a revival of the old

qualities of the glass; but how signally they failed to approach

its excellence may be seen in Cologne Cathedral, where ' Mimich

'

glass is side by side with the old work. Within the last few years

Gothic architecture has made a steady advance, and has beckoned her

handmaid forward. Artists have taken to the study, and our surprise

is not that we have done so little, but that we have made such sure

and promising progress. The ' stained glass ' at the Exhibition shows

the art in its transitional state. We have there work in the style of

twenty or thirty years ago, and we see windows in which we recog-

nise tiie old principle, even if we do not see entirely the old success.

The two extremes may be seen in the work of Messrs. Gibbs, and that

of Messrs. Morris, Marshall, Faulkner, & Co. Both excel in the par-

ticular line they have chosen to follow, and both, douljtless, have their

admirers. The difference is that the one is a picture that we have to

look at, and which we see through, and that the other is decorative,

the effect of which we feci. The one is a thin transparency, the

other is a medium for transmitting a harmonious glow of colour and
filling a building with it. The one style is more fitted for canvas or

linen, the other belongs essentially and exclusively to glass.

The same strict adherence to mediaeval types, which we noticed in

Messrs. Morris, Marshall, & Faulkner's furniture is seen, likewise, in

their glass, and with it the same exquisite combinations of colour.

We looked at the furniture with mingled feelings of admiration and
amusement. The glass occasions in us unmixed pleasure. We might
take exception to the drawing of the Saviour in the ' Crucifixion win-

dow,' and to a little extravagance in other portions, the more espe-

cially as the artists show plainly enough that we are not to attribute

the defects to ignorance. The work is, however, so lovely, and
approaches so nearly the gemlike character of the old glass, that we
are glad to admire heartily, instead of seeking out faults. The colours

are vivid, strilring, and splendidly combined, and are capable of trans-

mitting, not simply streams of coloured rays but a full fiood of har-

mony into a building, of gorgeously tinting the blankest walls. The
effect is produced, not by elaborate but by vigorous drawing ; not by
an immensity of labour but by the residt of an immensity of thought,

and by a knowledge of the principles of combining colom's, in

stained glass, which no man seemingly has so well understood for

centuries. The pearly grisaille is as exquisite as the more brilliant

colours, and the artists' preeminence is as striking in the small speci-

mens a foot square, as in the larger examples of their skill. Messrs.

Clayton & Bell, and Jlessrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne have for some
years distinguished themselves by their fine stained glass. In the

works of both, the drawing of the figure, and the composition of the

subjects, are better than in the old glass. The ornament is also splen-

didly designed, but it has always struck us that their colour is some-

what weak. It is something, however, to be rid, as we are in Messrs.

Clayton & Bell's work, of the crude blue colour, which is so offensive

in many of the windows, and to see in them umnistakeable tokens of

of patient study and of comprehension of the true principles

of the art. The" window for East Langdon Church is a splendid

example of Messrs. Heaton, Butler, .t Bayne's work. The thirteenth

century window for St. Alban's Abbey, by the same firm, shown in

the Western Transept, is another fine specimen. It contains representa-

tions of the Baptism and of its prototype in the Old Testament. The
figure of Moses is grandly drawn, and the oniament in the borders is

tastefully arranged. It strikes us, however, that the central diaper
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is scarcely in keeping', either in I'orni or coloiu' with tlie rest of the

window." Tlie Harpendeu Church window is a wortliy companion to

it. It ilhistrates feeding the hungiy, giving- driuli to the thirsty,

visitin" the prisoner, &c., all remarliably well drawn, and backed by

hatched o-iisaille. It is just as well to compare the masterly compo-

sitions of these diflerent subjects with the commonplace rendering of

them in an adjoining window.

Mr. Hardman's windows (672.5), show some very good ornament

and some veiy droll drawing. The faces are distorted iu the most
imreasonable manner, and there is a want of dignity in nearly eveiy

representation of the Saviour. The cattle iu the representation of

Christ's birth sniif the child iu a most ludicrous way ; the angels in

the Crucifixion rest theii- heads lackadaisically upon their hands. In

the Entry into Jerusalem, the ass which Christ rides shows, by his

head and fore-quarters, a characteristic indisposition to progress,

whilst his hind-legs seem obedient and in rapid motion. Messrs.

Hollands' glass, like-nase shown in this Western Transept, is quiet in

its ornament and colour, but scarcely .strong enough in tone to produce
the full effect of which stained glass is capable. Messrs. Chance's
' Robin Plood ' window in the Eastern Transept, attract-s more notice

than any other from the ordinary visitor.s, but that is not much in its

favour. Robin Hood is a popidar subject, and it is pictorially treated.

The qualities of the windows to transmit light cannot be seen in the

transepts. The most striking ' picture ' is therefore sui'e to be most
admired. It is framed in writhing crockets, cuspings, and Germaji
architectiu'al eccentricities, and a wide inscribed ribbon at the base

bears the legend. A crude cold blue tint predominates in the upper
portion of Messrs. Chance's other window. The east window of

Doncaster Church, by Messrs. Ilardman, is full of work, but it is

rather weak in design. The Uuett memorial window is perhaps the

best of Me3.srs. Hardman's works ; but iu the two central lights we
noticed a repetition of that cold blue tint which interferes sadly,

as in other windows, with imquestionable merit.

Returning from the Eastern Transept once more to the main display
of stained glass over the Cromwell Road entrance to the building,

we pass in the north-east gallery a fine design for a window, by Mr.
Dyce. Its effect will of course depend so much upon its execution,

that wc can now only acknowledge the powerful drawing and
colouring of the cmiooii. Hero also is a profusion of characteristic

designs from the prolific family of Gibbs, and a splendid series of
designs by the Messrs. O'Connor, the most charming of which, the
Sta. Margarita, i.s exquisitely designed and most tenderly coloured, so
much so that we cannot suppress the fear that it would sull'er by being-

copied on glass. Their works, howe\-er, possess many qualities of the
best glass. The drawing- of the figures is vigorous, but they ai-e

finished rather too much in the style of cartoons. The colom- is'pure,

intense, and harmonious, and the composition that of artists with
well-defined principles, deep study, and full comprehension of the
scope and limits of their art. The memorial window to the Tyudall
family lias a wonderfid flow of colour, and Ls highly creditable to its

producers.

The quarry glass of Messrs. Powell is excellent,* and their -sviudows

are above the average, but they woidd admit of improvement in the
di-awing of the figures.

There is a vast amount of glass which -will detain us with but few
remarks. We inu.st pay a just tribute to tlie excellencies of Mr.
Preedy's productions, and of the memorial window to Mrs. Pike, by
Messrs. Cox & Son. The tangled masses of gi-apes and leaves en-
closing medallions iu Mr. Barnett's window, is an instance of mis-
directed labour. There is a very meritorious Italian window by
Messrs. Field & jUlan, of Leith. The Mesisrs. Gibbs & Mr. War-
rington are large exhibitors in almost eveiy style except the best.

Messrs. Claudet & Houghton make a great effort to compete -with

them, but just fail. The figm-cs in Messi-s. Fon-est & Co.'s windows
are well dra-svn, but the coloura are weak. Messrs. Layers & Ban-aud
have some brilliant specimens of glass, and two finely painted heads
of Arthur and Guinevere, from Tennyson's Idylls. Mr. Ballantiue
misses, we believe, tlie ti-ue principle of stained glass, but he has
adopted a peculiar stjde, suited, perhaps, to semi-classic Presbyterian
churches .and bank parlours, or rather to the tastes of their occupants,
but which would never harmonise with the architecture of om- old
cathedrals or parish churches. It is, therefore, that we regret to see
that one of his raw blue productions, in memory of Mrs. Bui-nes, is to
be set up in one of the best of our modern churches— AU Saints',

Kensington Park.

The show of foreign stained glass is very small, but those who take
an interest in the art will do well to examine the sterling qualities of

M. Didron's -window. It is the first we come to after leaving the
English department. Farther on we have imitations of Pompeiau
wall painting ; a copy of a picture by Perugino, in the Louvre ; a re-

production of some old mosaic figure, gaunt and ugly ; a portrait

of a gentleman, and a tableau, by Oudinot, of Dives and Lazarus—
but the first-named is the only one which we shall care to look at a

second time.

It matters very little, perhaps, to our glass stainers, whether their

-works are chronicled in the Fine Art or in the Industrial catalogue, but
when lithographic find wood engraving are included in the former,

when even an explanatory essay is devoted to the subject of engraving,

it seems inexcusable to exclude therefrom artists in every sense of the
word ; who bring to their work many of the higher qualities of the

canvas painter, and, notably, that of a due appreciation of the har-

monies of colour; with this diU'erence only, that they stain glass,

whilst the painter puts his conceptions on the less permanent canvas.

THE HOME AND OUTDOOR EDUCATION OF ARTIST-
WORKMEN, THEIR PROPER WORK, AND THE

WAY TO IT.

No. V.

N offering, as we propose now to do, some practical hints on DRA-wiNCf,
as the foundation and beginning of all art-work, we are com-

pelled to reflect for a moment on the very singular fact that probably
all the carviny which gives life to the old work in our cathedrals and
churches, and which we now in vain try so sedulously to copy and re-

produce, was the work of men who coidd nut draw iu the vast

majority of cases, certainly not read or xcritc, thf lowest kind of

drawing. It is not a little strange to consider, that -with perhaps the
exception of the master-mason, the whole elaborate carving of a
cathedral front has been executed by bodies of men who could not
have outlined on paper the living foliage they have left us in stone

;

but it is so : and it must be a curious subject of enquiry to find out
what it was that fitted them, or by what mode of ti-aiuiug they were
fitted, to execute work which we, with aU our learned advantages, cannot
repeat. To be able to draw is now considered the one thing needful iu

Art, and no one is expected to produce a creditable art-work, still less

an original one, -without its aid, and a vast system of school help has
been organised, under the idea that nothing- is ever to be expected
without its aid, in the production of works of Art in these modem
daj'S ; but, as we have said, singular' to say, the works which now form
the models of the modern art-student were produced by those to

whom the art of drawing was as imknown and strange as a knowledge
of ' antiquities.'

It may be smgulai' again to reflect on the past of the favoio-ers of our
modern copying- carvers and art-workmen who can draw. W^e think
it very probahlo that not one out of ten of those who now decorate

modern churches and buildings -with car\-ing- could produce an intel-

ligible and accurate outline ot the foliage and ornament they cut out
of stone or wood or work in metal. Wo have known many men who,
imder other circumstances, and a true .system of work, would have
been as good carvers and art- workers as any that have gone before

them, totally unable to even outline on the fiat stone siu'faoe the leaf

or flower in a diaper they had afterwards to carve in it. It seems
sti-ange that such things can be —• that any one -with mallet in one
hand and chisel in the other, can draw a diaper in stone, but take the

mallet from him, and ask for the diaper outline -with the chisel's point

only, and he shall be found powerless and wholly unable to do it. But
it is so, and any one having to do with workmen has but to make the

experiment to assure himself of it.

The glory of the old work does not iu reality lie in the drawing-

capacity of tho aitist-workman, nor does the shortcoming of the

modern workman lie in tho absence in him of advantages possessed

by the workmen of former days.

While, therefore, we consider that the capacity to draw a vigorous

and correct outline is a necessary accomplishment, the beginning and
foundation of art-workmanship, and an accomplishment which every

artist-workman ought to possess, as rendering- his work easier, and, in

the end, nobler, we cannot but think from experience that the two
arts, that of di-awing and art-workinanship, such as carving or work-
ing in metal, are distinct powers, and capable of performance each

without the aid of the other. The art of drawing is one of the 7nea>is

only, the end in all cases being the work itself.

The drawing capacity evinced by students and workmen who have

had no insti-uction in dra-sving, is to the full as curious as the power
to carve without the power of previously drawing an outline of the

form to be afterwards carved. We have known those who -with very

considerable skill could outline almost any kind of animal form iu

heraldry, but who could not di-aw the shield which the said animal

was to fill ; and a gem engraver, who coidd not express on paper the

rudest idea of the .shield of arms or crest which he had before,

him to cut in hard agate ; and instances might be multiplied

sho-wing how strangely men are constituted for the doing of

certain work in certain special materials and ways, and iu no other.

The late Mr. J. Thomas could tell of many instances of the strange

and unexpected powers of common workmen, gathered during his long-

experience and work at the Palace of Westminster. May not some
of our shortcomings come of our neglect to help to bring out this

power and individuality, and propensity to mere machinery and drill ?

But to our dra-wing.

Many very various means have been at diflerent times de-vised for

teaching the elements of drawinr/, but all of them contemplating the

education of the futiue artist. No attempt whatever, as far as we are

aware, has ever been made for the express teaching of the art of

drawing to the tvorlmum till the foundation of the Architectural

Museum in Westminster. The idea then contemplated was simply

the teaching the workman to make what is technically termed a

workhu) (Irawmff, i.e. simply an outline of the object intended to bo

cut in stone or wood, or "formed iu metal ; a thing so simple and

apparently obvious, that any one would naturally imagine every

workman could do without difficidty and without any teaching. But

experience proved that this was not so ; very few workmen, as we
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have already observed, having' any idea of it, but nevertlieless proving
themselves to have a woudert'iil aptitiulo I'or it when the way to it

was shown Iheni. "We propose to describe at some lenp;th this method
of teaching drawin^r, us a useful addition to the nu'thods already in

use, and to earnestly ur^e it ou tho attention of all those who iu any
way ai-e connected with schools wjiere drawin^'is taught ; for drawing,
like writijig, should not be loft to adult age, but taught to children as

one of the elements of knowledge— simple outline representations of

common objects of everyday life.

But before we go on to this, and as far as space will permit, it may
be useful to indicate a few of the uiodes alreiuly in priictice for teaching
this noble art to artists and manufacturing draughtsmen.

First, then, is the well known aiul familiar plan of our fathers and
jfrandfathers— the old dramiig-niaster system, as it may be descrip-
tively termed. Those worthy artistic forefathera of ours had at least

one idea strong within them, and that was, that nothing in nature
was perfect, or worth copyinii simply, but that it all and every part
of it stood in need of improvement of some sort, and that the great
aim of the (U'tist, and, indeed, his very use, was to improve ou nature,
and to select out of the general mass of badness and imperfections the
perfect bits, and then to combine them, and so build up ideal and perfect
artistic works, whether statuarv in niarljlo, or paintings on can\'as, or

drawings iu leatl pencil ou paper. This was Reynolds's idea, and the
text of his celebrated lectm-es, and the idea, too, on which the Royal
Academy was founded. Nothing in nature, said he, is perfect, and it

is the business of the artist to show the world how it may be made
perfect. A curious collection might be made, we think, of the little

scraps pf pencil drawings and sketches placed before the student to
be copied,—sketches made by the artist under this idea of improving
nature, artificiiil trees and hedge rows, and artificial figures artificially

placed. These little dr.awings, for the most part sketched in a masterly
manner, and by a firm hand, formed the stock in trade of the drawing-
master, and the elementary books out of which the future artist got
the rudiments of drawing and design. It must be confessed that
under this strange system very many noble artists were reared, and
the works they have left show how the artistic strength in men can
triumph over any influences however foolish and adverse. Happily,
too, meu like Reynolds only talked and lectured all this, and recom-
mended it to others, but in practice went straight to nature, and were
content to eopy, humble as the art seems. AH Reynolds's noble por-
traits of the meu .and women of his time are simple copies, and nothing
more. It is hardly likely that a .single tforkin;/ man ever in those
days learned to draw, so that what we are now saying has simply to
do with the usual mode of teaching the art generally at the time,
artists and aniateurs only availing themselves of it. "The authority
of Reynolds is still paramount iu Academy teaching, and pervades all

art-work high and low. Take a single dead leaf, and try all you can
to copy it just as it is, you -nTll find that any amount of time and skill

may be spent on it, from the simplest and" roughest outline, to the
highest elaboration, such as Leouardo da Vinci might have done.
You will find your work cut out for you. Now take ten thousand leaves
and try, out of the va.st number of forms, and turns, and colours, to
comprehend an iihal or inodcl dead leaf, and at the day's, or week's, or
month's end you will find yourself as fsir as over from even a be-
ginning. All the leaves are perfect, and all are imperfect, one only
can be rendered at a time.

^
It is, we believe, generally tmderstood that all students entering the

Schools of the Royal Academy, should already have passed through
some probationary course of Lustruction in drawing, so that the very
elementary work which we are here more particidarly concerned with
hardly has admission : but yet the student still begins in a measure at
the beg-inning, for he coniniences, say with a liand or foot, sufficiently
elementary for our purpose. How does he do this ? Oddly enough,
from a distance, and by the help of a spy-glass. He measures, it is

true, but at a distance, and with his pencil. He may look at it as
close as he likes, but not copy it close to his hand, me'asuring it with
a foot nde. His motto is, ' Get the .spirit of it.'

^Miat is thus done with a hand or foot, is also done with the figiu'e
;in.l head. Greek work, Roman work, and the bad and feeble work
which lies between the two, is all indift'erently rendered iu this way,
t lie drawings growing .smaller and smaller ,t,s the student advimces.
and the models grow larger. Of the mode of rendcrinff the shadows
we at present say nothing. We doubt much whether, from the com-
mencement of the Academy Schools to the present hour, any one of
the many statues so often sketched, has ever been once accurately
copied, even in outline, certainly not the size of the orig-inal work,
which is indeed the only true way of doing the work. AVe would
put it to some of om- sculptor readers whether the shortcomings of
our modern statues may not in great part be attributed to this defective
teaching and mode of practice. Does any one supjiose for a moment
that Phidias di-ew his figures small, on paper or parchment, spending
no end of time iu stippling the shadow.s, and leaving to mechanical
means the enlargement of them ? No ; it is certain that his skill laym drawmg on the stone suiface the object of the full size, with hi"s
own hand, indicating shadows roughly as need be. And what he
did with figures and horses, humhler meu did with honeysuckle
ornament, eggs, and tongues, and letters. I'hidias, without doubt,
was the first of makers of Working Drawings. And this in our
estim.-ition ought om- Royal Academy students to be. It is the first
school m the world, and should set the example of noble work and
manly framing. Let it throw away all its smaU bits of paper, and

tinely-pointed chalks, and bread crumb.s, and spy-glasses, and vanity-
fishing trumpery, and take boldly to the ' I'liidian mode.' Why
should not its best students produce in careed stone their head of
.lupiter full size, and try for the living face, as well as the liair and
heard ?

It has always been a matter of wonder to us that, considering how
the ranks of the Academy are filled up necessarily from its list of
.students, some one of them has not taken up the &/tool as a matter of
interest, and intense interest too. Unfortunately, it seems always to
have been left to some more routine man, who finds liis vocation "in it
and a help to his moans of living. All art should find a place in his
mind, as well as the ' traditions ' of tlie -Vcademy, pleasant as they
are, and the details of his nvm special phase of art. We dwell on
this, though out of place, perhaps, and at random, from a feeling that
the progress of art in England must bo led by the Roval Academy

;

and from affectionate recollections and liking for the 'corrupt estab-
lishment,' corrupt as it is said to be, and in spite, too, of its WTetched
lodgement; for how, with all its traditions, and money, and Imow-
lodge of what lias been, it can content itself iu sucli abuilding, and
such accommodation, lu.ay remain for ever an art-wonder.
We .shall in our uoxt notice some other plans of art-instruction and

dr.awing pursued by Jlr. Ruskin and the Art Department. Our only
fear is to inordinately lengthen our subject by citiug too great a
number of methods. Our modern students surely have not to com-
plain of want of opportuidties and diversity of methods.

iLitn-iiture.

BETONS AGGLOMERES, OR ARTIFICIAL STONE.*

,^ SHORT time hack there appeai'ed in one of the morning journals

/I an article on 'The Blocks of Betou m the International Exhibi-
tion,' that appeared to us of such interest to Civil Engineers and the
various biulding trades, that we copied it into the pages of this .lournal.

Since then, we have ourselves carefully studied those specimens, and
thoughtfully perused M. Coignet's work, describiug his invention and
its applications, and are so impressed with their importance, that we
feel our readers will thank us for calling their atteution to 51. Coignet's
invention, by a copious review of the work before us, iu sufficient time
for them to inspect the specimens in the French Court before the close
of the Exhibition.

The work of M. Coignet is an octavo volume of .378 pages. It con-
tains an introduction, detailing, to some extent, the discovei-y of the
process, and the advantages to be derived from the general employ-
ment of the ' betons ' in lieu of brick, stone, and even wood and iron,

in the structure of ordinary buildings, as well as those of a peculiw
character, and of engineering works in general, whether in rivers, in
the sea, or tmderground. This is followed by a copy of the memorial
or dissertation addressed to a commission of the ' Academy of Sciences
at Paris,' when the author avowed himself a candidate for "the Montyon
prize, as a recognition of his tedious and patient labom'S, and of the
value of his discovery. The rest of the book is taken up by the dis-

cussion of the numerous applications of which the Batons Agglomer^e
are susceptible.

Unlike most, M. Coignet's discovery is not an accident. ' It is,' he
tells us, 'after eight years of incessant labour and struggling, of
thousands of efforts and iiuniense sacrifices, that he has, with the co-
operation of his brothers, MM. Stephen and Louis Coignet, become
enabled, from all kinds of lime, sand, and cement, in any counti-y and
at any season, to produce a stone paste capable of being moulded into
any form, and which coheres so rapidly and so intensely th.at a few
days, or even hours, suffice to impart to it the hardness of the best
natiu'al stone, thorough impermeability, and the most absolute resist-

ance to the most trying temperatures, to the extremes of heat and
cold, dryness and humidity, that, instead of its powers of resistance

being weakened by sudden and extreme changes in the atmosphere,
its hardness and solidity are thereby increased.'

According to the quality and proportions of the materials entering
into the composition of the betons, stone is produced sidtable for all

kinds of constructions, for which brick, worked stone, or ashlai- are
employed, and even foot and carriage-way pavements ; and inasmuch
as fresh Layers of the material have the facility for combining with
those previously placed in position, or, as our author says, ' comme on
pent sotcder le travad du lendemain <) celui dc la veille,' immense
blocks of masonry may be reared without joints or iissm-es, in fact

monolithic .structures, so that a house, a monument, a quay, a bridge,

a dike, a vv^eir, an aqueduct, a viaduct, a sewer, a cistern, a rampart,

&c. &c., may be constructed by this pi-ocess so as to form in their

entire mass but one sole block or monolith, with no other limit to size

than the will of the iirchitect or engineer may dictate. For hydraulic

works, the employment of this material will not only prove much le.^s

costly than stone, but be free from the defects .oi-Lsing from weajcness

in the jointures, and tho .i.ction of uufavourable temperatures.

The substances employed iu the manufacture of ' beton,' are limo,

calcareous cements, the various sands and ashes, poimdod bricks, or

bm'nt earth.

* Emiiloi dcs Pfetons Apglnrrercs pour Fortifiratlons. Pont«. Dipues, Von'os. .•\quc(lii.'^,

Chemiits dc Fer. Trav.iux a la Mer Pierres aniticiciles. par F'raip^ois Coifjnet, lugenicur
Civil et Manufacturier. EugOnc Lacroix, Librairie Scientifique, liiUlistriellc et Asriculc-
Paris, 1862.
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The cause of all previously made cements and concretes failing, the

author attributes eitlier to an excess of water, or lime. If the water

be in excess the evaporation that takes place leaves innumerable pores,

the tenacitv'of the lime is weakened or destroyed, crystallisation is

prevented, and the concrete is liable to crumble and crack, is light,

porous, and absorbing, is without cohesion, and incapable of resisting

the wear and tear to which it is subjected, and the action of varying

temperatures. Another defect of the ordinary concrete is the slowness

and feebleness with which the particles combine and hold together,

requiring weeks, months, and even longer, so that a large building

would require an unlimited period for its construction ; moreover, the

ordinary concrete can only be employed mider water, or at most for

structures away from the action of "the sun. M. Coignet contends

that all these e'vils are prevented by his method. Instead of rimning

off the concrete in a boiling state," he, by means of special prepa-

vation and perfect poundage, obtains a firm, plastic paste, with con-

siderably less water and lime than are nsually employed ; then by

poui-iug this substance so as to form a thin layer in the moidds, he

submits it to the action of repeated blows from a heavy body, layer

after layer is added, and subjected to the same beating process until

the moulds are full when the bt^on is removed, and in a few hours

acquires the hardness of stone, and becomes capable of resisting the

action of all temperatures. By this process the biStons in a state of

pulverable paste contain a great deal less water than by the ordinary

methods, they jield readily to the stamping, the molecules agglome-

rate, settle, harden, and mat together. By such means in a given

space a much greater quantity of materials are concentrated, so that

a cubic yard of M. Coignet's b(5ton will weigh from 750 to 1,000 lbs.

avoirdupois more than a similar bulk of ordinary concrete. This

solidity is an additional advantage to those of a chemical character,

resulting from the absence of an excess of water. The powers of

resistance to the wear and tear to which such substances are exposed,

claimed for M. Coignet's biStons is such, that he considers them a suitable

substitute for boulders, flags, and the various materials employed for

carriage roads.

It is one thing to be able to produce a substance suited to the various

objects claimed for the B(5tons Agglomi5rt5s, and another to be able to

produce it at such a price as shall, cnteris paribus, commend its adop-

tion to the public, '\^'e have seen that the materials of which this

artificial stone is composed, are such as to do away with any fear of

gi-eat cost on that score ; lime, sand, and burnt earth and cinders,

may be obtained in any country, and at a nominal price. Then, we
are informed, that whilst the ordinary bi5tons need a third or half of

their volume to consist of lime, the Batons Agglom^rds, which are

much better, do not require more than an eighth or a tenth of lime,

fi-om a fifteenth to a thii-tieth of cement, whilst designer-s, modellers,

moulders, and simple labourers are all that are required to execute

those works which now require the designer, the carver, the sculptor,

and other highly paid skilled workmen, so that it should seem wo
may expect bv this invention to obtain solid and elegant masonry

formed from the most common and the cheapest materials.

It is not contended by ]M. Coignet that the indiscriminate use of

materials of varying quality will produce identical results. He says :*

'No; with clayey or argillaceous sand, and marly or unctuous lime,

the stone produced will not be so hard, or capable of resistance, or the

agglomeration so rapid, as with cements, choice lime, and sands of

good quality ; but, nevertheless, with the worst kinds of sand, and

the poorest kinds of lime, it will be still possible to obtain harder

stone than the excellent limestone used in Paris, by means of which
the highest buildings may be erected.'

After the discovery of our author, that the tenacity of cements is

due simply to molecular arrangement, or crystallisation of the lime,

' jm simple arranc/oiient moUculaire, mic crisfn!/isatiO)i de la chau.r,'

lie practically studied the nature and properties of the various limes

and cements, to ascertain the quantities, ' les doses,' to be employed in

each instance, the proportions of water and pouzzolanic (ashy) matters,

he made experiments with all descriptions of sand ; but his most
difficult task appears to have been to discover the best mode of tritu-

ration, to secure a thorough admixture of the substances in a nearly

dry state, and to produce a perfectly homogeneous mass, and years

were employed, and large sums of money spent, in securing the pro-

duction of these results by a method both easy and economical.

When a measure of success was obtained, when the guard-houses at

Vincennes had been built of the BiStons Agglom^r^s, by order of the

Emperor, and several other important structures erected, M. Coignet,

so long as there was a single difficulty to be overcome, modestl_v re-

frained from appealing for public favoiu- ; but believing at length he has

succeeded in bringing his invention to perfection, he has obtained

two patents in this country, and confidently expects to revolutionise

the art of construction, whether above gTound, subterranean, or sub-

marine, (T» point oil il en est arrivi, ce procede, nous osmis le dire, est la

revolution dans Vart de constmction.

lu the Memoir addressed to the Academic des Sciences, upon the
iuventor becoming a candidate for the Montyon prize, M. Coignet
says :

' The present dissertation is intended to show that the hard-
Bess, the ultimate resistance of the betons, does not depend entirely

• Non : avec du sable argillevix ct dc la chaux grasse, on n'obtiendra pas des mafjonnerics
aussi durcp, aupsi rfsistames. ii prise aussi rapide qu'avec Ics cimpiits ct les chaux de choix
ct des saljles de boniiequalite

; iiiais iieannioiiis, avec les plus mauvais sables et les chaux les
inoins bonnes, on obtiendra encore de la nia(;onnerie beaucoup plus dure que les bons cal-
caircs cu usage a Paris, au moyen de laquelle on nourta construirc les batiments les plus
Aleves.

upon the goodness of the hydraulic limes and cements, and other

causes of hardening which act upon the ordinary batons, such as the

desiccation, the carbonisation of the lime, that is to say, the trans-

formation wliich it undergoes in the long run from active to sub-
carbonate of lime, by contact with the carbonic acid of the atmo-
sphere ; and that they proceed still less from certain chemical combi-
nations which develope themselves -n-ith time among the materials

constituting the bt^tous, thus forming specially, double.silicates of lime
and alumina, by means of moisture ; for no combination of this kind
takes place, which is proved by submitting to analysis those batons

whose constituent elements are known, even after they have been
submitted to the action of water for several j-ears, for onlyju.stso

much double silicate, lime, and alumina can be recovered as the
hydrardic limes and cements employed originally contained, and if an
unctuous lime has been employed, there is no trace of double silicate

;

but that this excellence, this quality of ultimate resistance, of the

batons arises from other causes and actions which up to this time
have escaped observation.'

These causes of the tenacity of the integral parts of ordinary batons,

M. Coignet .says, supposing them to have been placed in the best

possible condition for their development, are due to four causes :

1. To the due oystallisntion of the limes and cements, or, if it be
preferred, to a molecular arrangement, by virtue of which hydraulic

lime and cements harden even under water.

2. The desiccation of the bi?tous which takes place when they
are not constantly under water.

3. Carbonisation, by which is to be understood the slow transforma-

tion of the lime contained in the biHons to a carbonate of lime by
the absorption of carbonic acid from the atmosphere when they are

exposed to the action of rain always saturated with carbonic acid, or

even by being placed simply in a damp situation.

4. To incnistation, whicli takes place in their mass by absorption

when they are brought into contact v\'ich certain saline solutions.

' Thus, for example, when a b^ton is placed in contact with alkaline

bi-carbonates, it will become trausfonned into a carbonate of lime, or,

if in contact with a solution of the bi-carbonate of lime, the lime in the

betou will decompose this bi-carbonate, and will combine with a por-

tion of the carbonic acid, at the same time that the sub-carbonate pro-

ceeding from this decomposition will deposit itself in a nascent state

in the pores of the b(3ton, thus augmenting its density and hardness.'

For these results, however, to take place, the original prise or tenacity

of the biSton, especially if it is exposed to the air, must be such as to

give it surticient firumess, hardness, and power of resistance, for if

disintegration commenced, desiccation, carbonatisatiou and incrusta-

tion would exercise no beneficial influence whatever.
The author combats the notion that the Romans must have

pos.sessed some secrets which have not been transmitted to us

for the manufacture of b(5tons. He shows that the remains

which have caused this opinion to be entertained exist, not as

the result of the b(5tons being made by some process now un-
known, but of the conditions in which they were placed ; these being

all favourable to crystallisation from the causes named, being in the

construction of aqueducts, baths, &c., and buildings hidden from the

action of the sun. ' If,' says M. Coignet, ' the Romans had been able

to erect buildings of moulded bi5tons, capable of resisting soLar and
atmospheric influences, the proof (which is wanting) would have been

furnished by the ruins of Ilerculaneum and Pompeii so marvellously

preserved." M. Coignet affirms that this secret, erroneously supposed

to have been possessed by the Romans, he has discovered, that it

proves, like most discoveries when ascertained, to be extremely simple,

and that its very simplicity has caused it to escape the notice of those

engaged in scientific investigations. He says, ' II existo done, en

I'etat actuel de I'art de construire, une cause cach(5e, pei-manente et

ordinaire qui s'oppose a ce que, malgri5 tons les soins, on obtienne

toujours, facilement, de bons batons ; cette cause est fort simple, et

c'est justement cette simplicittS qui I'a fait echapper jusqu'ici aus

investigations de la science.'

We purpose to return to this important subject in our next number;
meantime we commend M. Coignet's book, a translation of which we
hope soon to see, to the attention of architects, builders, and all

engaged in engineering operations, and we strongly advise an in-

spection of M. Coignet's productions in the French Court of the

International Exhibition.

WORKS OFj'AET AT THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.*
rilHIS is the second part of the catalogue of one of the most interesting

i and valuable collections of objects ever exhibited. Wc have but recently

devoted several articles to a criticism of these works of art. The catalogue,

which is published at one shilling, and contains one hundred and seventy

pages, is edited liy J. C. Robinson, F.S.A., the superintendent of the Art

Collections of the South Kensington Museum, who has evidently taken great

pains iu making it correct.

Concerning Bernard Palissy's ware, Mr. Robinson observes: 'Palissy'a

pottery is as orighial and peculiar in style as that of the unknown contem-

porary of his earlier period, the potter of Henri Deux, betwixt whom and

Palissy there did not seem to have been any direct communication.'

Of the Sivres porcelain, the editor says, in a carefully-written iutro-

• Catalogue of the Special Exhibition of Works of Art of the Mediaeval, Renaissance, an

more Recent Periods, on Loan at the South Kensington Museum. Part II, Eilited by

C. Robinson, F.S. A. London: Eyre & Spottiswoode,
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(luctorv notice, ' Old Sevres porcelain of the " ;ni/f tcndre
'

or " soft body

is unquestion;iWv the most beautiful and precious porcelain ever produced

Its niaTuifacture," dating from the time of its being perfected at Sevres, lasted

only about fifty years ; for althonKh porcelain having many of the qualities

of the tnie putc tcndre was produced, with more or less success, fmm the

beginning of the eighteenth century, first at St. Clond. afterwards at Vin-

cennes it was not till about 1750— perhap.s, indeed, till the period of the

earliest dated specimens of S6vres (17.53) — that the true ,S6vres yxiCc tcndre

the greatest triumph of the ceramic art, was manufactured with habitnal

success. The manufacture was discontinued in tlie earliest years of the

nineteenth century, from various causes, the principal of which were doubt-

less the general decline of taste and the "doctrinaire " spirit of that day

in matters of art.' Sir. Robinson then proceeds to dilate somewhat large y

upon the costliness of this product, which, he says, was manufactured solely

for royalty, or sold by permission only, in small quantities, and at high

rates." The whole of the ninth section is oeciipirdwitli the catalogue of

this porcelain, which has been prepared by W. Chafters, F.S.A.

A very interesting account by Mr. Augustus W. Franks, M,A.. introduces

us to the Limoges painted enamels. ' The older mode of enameling,' the

writer says, 'by the encrusted or champlevi process, which had been so

extensively practised at Limoges in the twelftli and thirteenth centuries,

seems to have died out in the fourteenth century, and it was not till the

latter part of the fifteenth century that a new school of enamelers arose,

destined to throw a still greater lustre on tho city of Limoges. These

artists, though still labouring on copper, employed a diflerent mode of

applying the enamel, to which they may have been led by the recent ex-

tension of enamel painting on glass ; at any rate some of the ciu-liest of

the enamelers were themselves glass painters, or related to glass painters.'

Mr. Franks divides the painted enamels of Limoges into four classes :

—

1st. The early or Gothic style, from about U7o to 1530. 2nd. The fine

style, from 1530 to 1580. 3rd. The minute style, to about 1630. 4th. The

decadence, to the termination of the manufacture in the eighteenth

century.

'I.

—

The Early or Gothic Style.

' The enamels of this period were generally executed on stout plates of

copper, nearly flat : the back was coated with a thick and opaque layer of

pnamel, to prevent the metal from warping in passing through the furnace.

The front or surface to be painted was covered with brown enamel, and the

details of all kinds painted on in opaque white. Such portions as were to

appear coloured were then glazed over with transparent enamels, and the

lights and details were picked out with gold. To increase the rich effect of

the painting, small raised discs of foil, called paillettes, were attached to the

enamel, and covered with colour, so as to have the appearance of gems. The

tints in these early enamels were very varied and exceedingly vivid, so as to

produce the effect of illuminations. The faces are generally, however, too

lilac in tone, and the white enamel is so thickly laid on as sometimes to

assume the appearance of a bas-relief. The frames are generally of gilt

metal, with simple mouldings, ornamented at intervals with pairs of leaves

united by twisted stalks. 'The principal enamelers of this period were

Nardon or Leonard Penieaud and Jolin Penicaud. One of the most ini-

portant specimens which has been preserved to us is the triptych of Louis

XII. and Anne of Brittany (No. 16.5i), exhibited by Jlr. Danby Seymour.
' The name of N;irdon, or Leonard Penicaud, has been preserved to us by

an enamel bequeathed in 1853 to the Hotel de Cluny, and which is signed,

'Nardon Penicaud de Limoges hoc fecit prima die Aprilis anno millessimo

v'tertio.' [1503]. The researches of M. Ardant render it jjrobable that he

was living in 1539.* He seems to have been a man of some importance,

from his having painted the triptych of Louis XII. and Anne of Brittany

(No. 1654), and in 1513 he was e'lected Consul of Limoges. His enamels

may be distinguished by the peculiarly lilac or violet tone of the flesh tints.

Jean Penicaud, probably a relation of Leonard, has signed several enamels,

and to him Count de Laborde attributes the Resurrection of Lazarus (No.

1656). On the enamels of this period may be frequently noticed imperfect

inscriptions forming borders or decorations of the dresses ; a style of orna-

ment which occurs on other works of art of the fifteenth century, and was

d.^rivcd, probably, from the Oriental stuff's of an earlier time, striped with

bands of Arabic inscriptions. They are worthy, however, of notice, as

serving, by the language in which they are WTitten, to prove the French

origin of these enamels, and maybe useful in classing the works of the

various enamelers. They are not, however, likely to contain the artists'

names, as was supposed by some of the earlier writers on these subjects,

who discovered in them the imaginary artist Monvearni and others.

' II. The Flse Style.

' Owing to the great influence of the Italian artists, who foimed the

school of Fontainebleau, a great and rapid change took place in French art

in the early part of the sixteenth century. The enamel painters were not

beliiud the others, and they sought to improve their designs, and adopted a

more sober and harmonious system of colouring. ]\Iany of the most success-

ful enamels are merely painted in chiaroscuro, with light flesh tints, and

occasionally a cool tone on the foregi-ound. The iise of paillettes was
abandoned, the plates were made thinner and consequently more convex,

and the enamel at the back nearly transparent. Great use was made of the

designs of Raffaelle, which were rendered available by the engravings of

Mmc Antonio and his followers. The family of Penicaud still continued

their labours, and some of their finest works form part of this Exhibition.

The greatest, however, of the artists of this, the finest period, was un-

questionably Leonard Limousin, whether we look to the variety or the

artistic merit of his works ; some of the most remarkable of them are to be
found in this collection. Pierre Reymond commenced enameling nearly as

early as Leonard Limousin; two of his earliest and finest works are the

triptyehs (Nos. 17-50 and 1751), painted in 1538. Then we find Jean Court
dit Vigier and three members of the Courtois family shining chiefly in the

production of enameled services for thi^ table. Their works, however, are

somewhat florid in style and colour, though very perfect in mechanical

• Les Penicaud, par M. Maurice Ardant, Limoges, 1858.

execution. There is ample opportunity in the present collection of studying

the merits of Pierre, Jean, and Martial Courtois.

' Leonard Limousin, son of Francois Limousin, of Limoges, was born

about 1505, and was probably a pupil of Leonard Penicaud. His works arc

dated from 1533 to 1573. He apjicars to have died between January 1575

and February 1577. He was in the service of the king, and in his enamels

he occasionally styles himself " Esmailteur el pcinctrc ordinayre de la cham-

hrc du roij." Th<> collection exhibited on this occasion is very rich in this

great enanieller's works. One of tho earliest and most important of thcni

is the horn, painted in 1538, which is exhibited by Mr. Magniac. His

portraits are among the most remarkable productions of his skill, and are

here represented by no less than twenty-three specimens. Leonard Limouf in

varied frequently his style of painting, and adopted several different modes

of applying his colours. Somo of his later enamels are painted on a white

ground', in employing which he anticipated Toulin, who is usually considered

to have invented that mode of enameling.
' Tho family of Courteys or Courtois had long been settled at Limoges.

In the fifteenth century, one of its members, Robert Courtois, was of note as

a glass painter; PieiTe Courtois may have been his .sou or his grandson.

If we are right in considering the enameled portrait by PieiTc Courtois,

exhibited by the Duke of Hamilton, as a portrait of himself, it will appear

that he was born about 1532. This agrees with the dates on his cnamchs,

which rarely occur, Init range from 1650 to 1568. The most remarkable

examples of his skill are nine large medallions, representing Virtues and

heathen deities, preserved in the Hotel de Cluny. They were made for the

royal palace, Le Chiteau de Madrid, and are medallions about three feet

high, each of them composed of four plates of enameled copper, beat up in

relief. The works of PieiTc Coiu-tois deserve to rank high among the

enamels of Limoges : his drawing is fine and good, and, though he made

use of foil in considerable quantities, he avoided any great excess. The

tone of his flesh colours is pale and subdued, not hot and fiery, as in some

of the later enamels of Pierre Reymond and in those of Jean Courtois.

' III. The Mixtjte Style.

' Jean Courtois, by tho profuse use of foil and the over-richness of his

colouring, prepared the way for several enamelers, possibly his pupils, who

appeared towards the close of the sixteenth century, and are all dis-

tinguished by a very finical execution. The principal of these is Susanne

Court, who made several fine ewers and dishes. There were also four

members of tho Limousin family, viz., Jean, Joseph, Fran9ois, and Leonard.

Their works are usually small, and their designs are frequently borrowed

from the engravings of Etienno de Laulne.

' IV. The Decadence.

' After 1620 the fashion for Limoges enamels seems to have gone by.

We rarely find on the works of that period the de-s-ices of royal or noble

personages, and seldom any specimens of such a size or workmanship as

were likely to have been made for people of importance. This was partly no

doubt owing to change of fashion ; but also in some measure to the impor-

tation of Oriental porcelain, and the introduction of the art of enameling

on gold as practised by Toutin. The enamelers of this later period arc

numerous, but chiefly of the families of Laudin and Nouailher._ Of these,

Jaccjues Laudin produced some grisaille paintings of merit, rendered

attractive by the fine glossy black ground which he employed. The later

productions, especially those of the Nouailher family, are more like paintings

on earthenware than enamels.'

Mr. Franks continues :

—

' The family of Laudin supplied the school of Limoges with the best of

its later enamelers, and some of their works have a certain degree of merit,

especially those painted in grisaille, which are rendered attractive by

a very fine black enameled ground. The enamelers of this family were

three Noel Laudins, Nicholas Laudin, two Jacques Laudins, and Valerie

Laudin.
' The best work on the .subject of Limoges painted enamels is the " Notice

des Emaux du Louvre," by Count de Laborde. It is a catalogue of the

enamels in that Musemu, thi-ough which is interspersed a running comment,

giring a complete history of the art, while the notes contain notices of

examples in other collections. This work is remarkable for the clearness

of its style, the soundness of its criticism, and the minuteness of its details,

and is, in truth, a model catalogue. An eariier and very good treatise on

the subject is in the introduction to the catalogue of the Debruge-Dumcnil

collection, written by M. Jules Labarte (Paris, 1847). A translation of

this work by Mrs. Palliser has appeared in English, under the title of

" Handbook of the Arts of the Middle Ages (London, 1855)." A brief

sketch of the subject is given in the "Ai-t Treasures at Manchester:"

Vitreous Art. Some very useful details, especially of a documentary

character, are to be fuund in the notices jirinted from time to time by Mr.

Maurice Ardant, of Limoges, which have to a certain extent_superseded hiH

treatise "Les Emaillem-s de Limoges," published in 1855.'

Two other sections conclude the second part of this catalogue.

Sketch of the Mode of Mnmifacturing Gunpowder at the Ishapore Mills tn

Bengal, with a Record of 'the Experiments carried on to ascertain the

value of Charge, Windage, Vent, and Weight, #c., in Mortars ami Mus-

l-ets; also Jieports of the various Proofs of Powder. By Col. 'ft illiam

Anderson, C. B., late Agent at Ishapore, with Notes and Additions by

Lieut. Col. Pasley, Retired Bengal Artillery. Weale. London : 1862.

rpHIS is an elaborate treatise. It contains a lucid history- of gunpowder ab

i initio, an aecoimt of the Indian and English establishments for its ma-

nufacture, its general and chemical constituents, the various proportions used

in its manufactiu-e in different countries, the methods of its production, and

a very full report of the results of various experiments made
;
an account

of the various substances used as substitutes for gunpowder, together with

a variety of information of a professional character. It is true that the

work is chiefly valuable to military engineers, but those engaged in cml

engineering wiU find much that will repay them for a careful perusal of its
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pages, whilst the various phites with which the work is illustrated will not

be without their iuterest to architects and builders who may be called upon

to design or construct buildings for the manufacture, testing, or storage of

this important substance. Nearly all the plates are drawn to a scale.

A ' Treatise on MiUtemi Drawing and Surveying, with a course of progrcs-

'sivc plates. By Captain WrtLiAM Patterson, Professor of Military

Drawing at the Eoyal Military College, Sandhurst. Triibner & Co.,

liondon.

THIS book is intended for those who desire to prepare themselves, by self-

instruction, to enter profitably upon the course of study pursued at the

militaiy schools and colleges. The instructions are so clearly laid down,

and the illustrations proved by such easy gradations, that we have no hesi-

tation in saying that a diligent use of this book, for a few months, during

those hours of relaxation from severer pursuits which are too often whiled

away without any definite object, would render the student apt with his.

pencil, familiarise him with the leading principles of an important art, and

render interesting and advantageous that practical instruction in the higher

and more difficult branches of drawing and surveying furnished at the

military colleges. Although the gallant author has designed his book for

military students, we arc of opinion that non-mihtary students of the inter-

esting art. of sketching, whether pursued as an agreeable occupation for

vacant hours, or with a view to professional life, will derive mucti advan-

tage from the study of the principles so lucidly explained, and from a

carefid imitation of the illustrations, that freedom of hand which is such a

desideratum.

The Complete Measurer : setting forth tlte Measurement of Boards, Glass,

4'c. ^c. : Unequal-sided, Square-sided, Octagonal-sided, Round Timber,

and Sterne, and Standing Timber, with other Essential Instruction to

Timber G-rowers, Merchants, Surveyors, Architects, Stone Masons, and
others. By Eichabd Horton. John Weale. London: 1862.

rilHIS book is dedicated by permission to the Bight Honourable Miluer
J, Gibson, and is intended as a substitute for the existing tables and sys-

tems of measm-ement, which are known by all scientific and practical men to

be very far from accurate. The author, whilst disavowing any intention to be
invidious in his selection, has adopted as a standard of comparison
Hoppus's Measurer, that work being the one in most general use. He has
pointed out the leading errors in that work, and proved the nece.ssity for

such a compilation of tables and rules as he has now published, by reference

to some unquestionable authorities. Thus, he says, ' In the Panorama of
Art, vol. i., it is shown that a tree containing 202 ft., will, by the customary
method of measurement, embrace only 159 ft.' Again ; it is observed by
Peter Nicholson, in his ' Architectural and Engineering Dictionary,' vol. ii.,

' The present practice of measuring timber has no foundation in principle,

and is consequentlj' productive of erroneous answers.' Further, Rees, in
his 'Cyclopedia,' writes, 'According to the present rule, a tree frequently
contains one-fourth more or less timber than it is estimated at' Nesbit
also, in his treatise on ' Practical Mensuration,' states, ' Forty feet of round
timber, measured by the quarter-girt method, are called a load : but when
the contents of timber are correctly found, 50 ft. arc accounted a load.'

Mr. Horton's work is in small 8vo., is clearly printed on good paper, and
contains 319 pages of rules, tables, and explanations. The tables published
by Hoppus have received the following improvements:— ' 1. The superficial

or flat measure table for boards, glass, artificers' work, &c., extending in its

lengths to 40 ft., and in its breadths to 72 in. 2. The unequal-sided timber
table, which is here more extensive in its lengths, breadths, and depths,
than Hoppus's, and which progresses in its smaller thicknesses only a
quarter of an inch at a time. 3. The square-sided timber table, extending
in its lengths to 50 ft., and in its sides or thicknesses to 61 in. The fol-

lowing tables are new:— 1. A table for measuring unhewn, i. e. round or
cylindrical timber, extending in its lengths from a quarter of a foot to 50 ft.,

and in its quarter-girts from 1 in. to 61 in. 2. A table for measuring hewn
or octagonal-sided timber, extending in its lengths from a quarter of a foot
to 50 ft,, and in the width of its sides, from 1 in. to 31 in.'

The first of these new tables is exceedingly valuable, and the method of
measurement being correct, is necessarily a great improvement npon the
old plan. It is amply illustrated by examples earefuUy worked out, and
will no doubt speedily supersede all previously existing. It is greatly to be
desired that the legislature should investigate this and kindred subjects,
with a view to the legal adoption of a correct standard. Mr. Horton's
book is a step in the right direction, and we recommend its adoption by
timber dealers, masons, architects, and surveyors.

Tlie Popular Guide to London and its Suburbs. By Geoegk Frederick
Paedon. London ; Routledge, Warne, & Routledge.

THIS shilling guide has many advantages over the number of cheap ones
that have been called into existence by the International Exhibition of

1862.
_
It is very portable, having stiff cotton covers, contains about 200

pages, is full of excellent original engravings, and introduces an original
treatment, by giving a certain line of route likely to be taken by the visitor,
and detailing its attractive features even to minuteness. It is, we under-
stand, the intention of the publishers to issue this guide annually, making
such alterations as the improvements and changing character of London
may require.

FURNITURE IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
A HOUSE is built. The stonemason, bricklayer, cai-penter, and all othersa. employed, have done their best. Roof and walls are all right. No

laiUt can be found with a tile, slate, or brick. Every nail has been accu-
rately driven. Eveiy door swings true upon its hhiges. And vet whowould inhabit this house, fresh from the hands of architects and contractors ?
^one, perhaps, except the houseless. Yet it is possible to adorn these naked

•S ^',n l^^^Jr.''!''^
*? '^''^'' *'>'^ internal of these cubes of brick and stone

1,»„.,^
cheerful. It was done three or four thousand years ago; hasbeeu done oyer and over agam since. The ornamentation of a waU is a

necessity even to the savage, who will use chalk and ochre for the pm-pose.
The old Egyptians and Assyrians, and the people of Nineveh, adorned the
wall with sculptures and paintings, or concealed its hard prosaic outlines
with hangings and tapestries. The Romans, judging from the relics of
Pompeii, had rare notions in the ornamentation of walL and cc ilings. Our
own ancestors had excellent ideas in can-ed roofs, in seulptiu'ed panels, in
all that is included under the old-fashioned word ' jilenishing.'

But more than the embellishment of walls is required to make the house
a fitting abode. The house mu.st be fiu-nished— that is, it must have the
necessary adjunct to make the family Ufe tolerable, to say nothing of the
social life, which includes the family life. It must contain objects calculated
to promote the comfort of the individual, and comfort is conducive to health,
and health to morals. The comfort of the individual sunply means the
comfort of the family, and that of the family the comfort, of the community.
The troglodites buiTowed in the earth like rabbits. They could not have
been a social, hospitable people. A Diogenes may take up his residence in
a tub, but can never be a mortal comfortable to himself or agreeable to his
neighbom-s. The man who does not know the lusm-y of a chair, stool, table
and bed, tlie most ordinary rudiments of fiu-niture, must be an utter
Bohemian or outer bai-barian. We judge from mural paintings, and actual
specimens in om- museums, that certain of the ancients had ideas of comfort
in bedsteads, chairs, and tables. But this applies rather to the Japethic
races. It is singular that among Eastern people, the old Egyptians and the
Chinese were the only people who made use of chairs, and slept a few inches
above the level of the apartment they inhabited. Abraham, when he re-

ceived the angels, was probably seated before his tent cross-legged, in the
manner his IshmaeUte descendants sit at the present day—cross-legged,

as the keeper of a bazaar in Constantinople may be found seated by any of
our tourists a fortnight hence. Asiatic nations, as a rule, know nothing of
furniture as we understand the word in Eiu-ope. Perhaps they are greater
and more luxurious in what we should call upholstery

; but of that by and
bye. In the East it is still very easy for a man to take up his bed and walk.
The Hindoo gods squatted; the Egyptian gods were seated. The chair

was, and is now, the grand distinction between Eastern and Western
nations.

Then, as to the table. Generally speaking the Asiatics did not know the
table. The mensa belonged to the Romans, who borrowed it of the Greeks,
as they did many other things, without acknowledgment. Sofas and dainty
seats generally came from the Persians ; but the chair and the talile are
thoroughly European. The history of furniture woidd be an interesting one
in itself, but we have not space to pursue it. We would refer merely in a
hurried way to the furniture of our ancestors. One may see specimens of
it in old manor-houses, in ancestral halls, in our churches and colleges ; or
one may have read descriptions of it, more or less correct, in romances,
most correctly in works dedicated to the subject. The existing specimens
do not attest more than the sturdy hand and the quaint humour of the
ancient cabinet-maker. And here, under the term of cabinet-maker, we
would include thewood-turnerandthei'wood-carver, with resei-vations in favour
of the two latter. Most of our examples of ancient furniture are distinguished
by heaWness. Forms, chairs, benches, chests, presses, all appear as if they
had been made for Titans and men of no feeble growth. Even down to
the present century our chairs would appear as if they had been made for

giants to sit npon ; our tables, for giants to regale at ; our bedsteads,
for a giant and family to sleep on. The old hall table, and even the
modem one, is a ponderous affair ; the butler's chair requires a two-men's
power to move about, and even the butler's tray is a heavy burthen of
itself. But leaving the servants' hall and ascending into the dining-room
of a modern mansion, the heaviness of table, chair, and sideboard, is

marked. Perhaps they were intended for the age of port wine, when men
would get unsteady on their chairs, and when the response to a toast would
have demolished an ordinary table under heavj' fists. The sideboards are
suggestive of massive plate, heavy tankards, barons of beef, the oppressive
weight of spoils from the field, the forest, and the stream, suggestive of the
great jollity and hospitality which entered into our manners.
But when the ladies retire to the drawing-room we should expect to

find there .slimmer or more gi'aceful furniture. Here too, however, except
where taste predominates, the furniture often appears as if made potent
enough to withstand the demonstrative violence arising from the port wine
from below. To enter more sacred precincts. The boudoir and the

bed-chamber are often disfigured by uncouth and clumsy furnitirre and fur-

nishings. The furniture may be rich and rare, but not _in keeping
with the size of the apartment, or not in keeping with the hangings
of the wall. It is here where the arts of the decorator, upholsterer
and cabinet-maker join issue ; the three ought to harmonise. The paper or

colouring of the wall, the hangings, the draperies, the furniture, each may
be perfect 2>er se, but everything is imperfect when there is no harmony.
As we ai'e not writing the history of furniture, neither are we attempting

an essay on taste. We do but suggest that, with our present ways and
means, there ought to be more appropriateness in fitting-up the interior of

a dwelhng-house.
The characteristic of English furniture is its solidity. No one at home

or abroad disputes the excellency of its construction. It appears as if it

were made to outlast the ages. All that tool can do is spent upon it, but
the verdict of clumsiness is generally pronounced against it. Against the

ahnost universal verdict, the specimens of English furniture in the Inter-

national Exhibition compel us to protest. AVe have still solidity and more
gracefidness, and yet, in many cases, our preference would be given to

specimens of continental furniture, especially the French and Austrian.

Here w-e have more lightness and airiness, but we do not add better work-
manship. Some of the foreign articles exhibited appear so fragile that one
is almost afraid to touch them. These chairs, it requires some courage to

sit down on one of them, lest it should break down under our weight.

These tables appear as if not intended for a great weight to be laid upon
them

; yet are they sturdy enough. These escritoires appear easy matters
for a thief to break open, and yet they would task his ingenuity unless he
were to smash them with a crowbar. The locks have a rude unfinished
look, the hinges have the feeblest power of resistance. But this species of

fm-uiture is not made, like a banker's safe, in contemplation of burglarious
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visitalioiis. It is iiitoiuled for goutlf Iiands and huucst habits. Still, com-

paring continental furuiluiv «itU our own, ^o .should give to the latt'>r the

Tcrdiet of c:ii'ffuhuss of lini.-'h in I'Vciy detail, accuracy iu dovetailing,

closeness of jointing, and perfect cohesion in veneering and glue work.

Class 30 in tile International E.\hibition includes furniture, papcr-

hangiug, and decoration, all three more or less essential to domestic comfort.

AVc confine ourselves, for the present, to furniture, and by fui'iiitiu'c we
understand iJl articles iu wood of whatever kind, fashioned by the tool of

the cabinet-maker, and enriched by liis art and taste. By an extension of

the term we slioidd be disposed to admit under the denomination of furni-

ture, cvirytliing iu metal, formed by tools, intended to take the place of

similar articles usually manufactured of wood. Tluis, we have slate tables,

and iron chairs, brass and iron bedsteads, &c. But such articles form a

category of tlieir own.
We turn aside at random almost, and cannot help admiring the furniture

exhibited by Smee and Sons, of Einsbuiy Pavement (5820.) Here we see

the productions of the present age, or, if the reader pleases, of modern
taste. Walnut and tulip wood judiciously blended enter into the compo-
sition of the articles tliey exhibit. Wc notice a toilet table of Italian

walnut, and a splendid wardrobe of birch and tulip wootl, which has justly

received a ' favouralilo ' from the jiiry. The veneering is exquisite. The
same fii'm exhibit a Davenport writiug-desk of great elegance, and a chef-

fonier of Itahan walnut and tulip wood. Taylor and Sou, of E liuburgh

(5834), exhibit a magnificent sideboard in walnut wood, and an elegant
Barcophagus. The latter is not a ' fiesh-eater,' as the word signifies, but the
external covering for a wine-cooler. Their book-case merits attention for

its neatness. H. J. Taylor, of Dewsbiu-y (5832), has a table painted in

imitation of inlaid woods, which would deceive any but the practised eye.

As we have ali-eady said, in estimating the value'of modern furniture, we
must take into account all the accessories of ornamentation, whether in the
simple staining of the wood to represent other woods, whether iu inlaid

work, as buhl, &c., whether iu carving or turnery. Thus in raarqueterie
and buhl furnitiu'e, we may direct attention to a table exhibited by JIi-.

Brunswick, of Newman Street (.5677). The surface is inlaid with tortoise-

shell, and set with jewels and lapis-lazuli, and valued at 200 guineas.

We notice here, also, cabinets inlaid with ivory, and set with cornelians,
agates, lapis-lazuli, &e.
Dyer and Watts, Northampton Street, Islington (.5698), have a fine

show of bedroom furniture, simple and elegant at once in character,
and well constructed. The furnifiu'e and decorations of Messrs. Holland
and Sons, of Mount Street (5747), commend themselves by solidity,

massiveness, and correct taste. Their loo table is a fine specimen of cabinet
work

; so also their Davenport, as ingenious a piece of fiu-nituro as one
could desire as a Iwriting-table. Lake and Son, Old Kent Eoad (5764),
have a massive bedstead-piUar, where a circidar slide descends to hide the
serew-work, and appears to form part of the pillar. For state bed-piUars
this invention is good. We expect, however, that the 'four-poster' for

domestic uses in families of ordinary means is now ranked with the four-
horsed coach. Mr. Lawford, of Newman Street (57 67), besides reclining
chairs, &c., has an extending dining-table, with a dropping centre. It is

an ingenious contrivance for getting rid of the centre by means of screw-
work, when it is desirable to contract the length of the table, without requiring
the intervention of servants .ind waiters. Mr. Caldecott, of Great EusseU
Street (5683), has a fine English oak sideboard, thoroughly English in
itself, rather heav)--lookiug, but substantial. The cabmet iu Pompeian
style, exhibited by Mr. hevien, of Mount Street, Grosvenor Square (5771),
shows au intimate knowledge of decorative art as it existed among the
Romans. To this gentleman we were first indebted for our knowledge of
the woods of New Zealand, and their adaptability to Art Furniture. Pine,
oak, beech, walnut, rosewood, mahogany, and a few other woods, were the
chief materials for the construction of furniture during the last centiuy, and
almost down to the present day.

British Guiana and other of our colonies produce woods of great strength
and beauty, which might be well employed by the cabinet-maker. The
woods of New Zealand have a merit and a valuc"of their own. Mr. Levien,
in a little work, informs >is that the forest trees of this colony grow to a
most extraordinary size, many of them being larger than those of America,
or, indeed, of any other coimtry in the world. One of the species of these
giants of the forest, the tauri, belonging to the pine tribe, grows frequently
to the height of 90 or 100 ft. without branching; and the branches them-
selves may be compared to ordinary trees. The wood is tough and light,
being admirably adapted for the manufacture of elegant ftu'niturc. Another
tree, called the totnra, reached a height of from 60 to 70 ft.. with a circum-
ference of above twenty; its wood is verv hard, exceedingly beautifol, and
from Its size and strength extremely suitable for cabinet work. And so is
the pjirin, or New Zealand oak, a tree of gi-eat hardness and duraliility, in
many respects equal to our Enghsh oak. But this in passing. It "may
suggest to the English cabinet-maker, however, the desirability of introduc-
ing new woods into his manufactm-es, as well for utilitr as for gettino- a
better market for them.

" "

There are other exhibitors in this class, equally skilful and ineenious.
whose names we have marked for mention, should we return to the "subject.
Our object has been to du-ect attention to English cabinet work, and we
would suggest to those who take au interest in the matter, to examine the
goods of hke kind exhibited in the French. Austrian, ItaUan, ZoUverein,
and other foreign courts where similar objects are shown. We would
especially mention the French Com-t. It is impossible to praise too highly
the elegance of the fiu-niture here exhibited. In toilet tables, escritoires,
work-tables, stands, and in a varietv of nick-nacks for the dr-awing-room
and boudoir, we are fairly beaten ; but it is only the practised eye of the
tmished artisan who can detect how far English worknuanship is superior

w^r '° "^^ *'"' elements of strength and durability.
\\ ith one remark, which has not originated in ourselves, wc must close

tor the present. Should there ever be another International Exhibition

„"*°.^^'T"'. ' ™™P''^'t''<'e articles of the same kind shoidd be ranged
arrange-

capacitate

side by sifie. irrespective of countrv or of exhibitors. The present
mentis a distressing one. tending "to bewilder the mind, and incapac.a
tne Dest-meaniug juryman to return a soimd verdict on the various objects,

METROPOLITAN GAS COMPANIES.

(From the Jocknal of Gas Ligiitino, &c., Sept. 9, 1862.)

THE accounts from the Metropolitan Gas Companies, ' showing the actual

state and condition of each company as to capital, revenue and dividends,

for the year 1861,' which were presented to I'arliament pursuant to the

41st section of the Metropolis Gas Act, have been printed, and were issued

on the 6th inst. We purpose giving in our next number a tabulated
abstract of the principal items of this important document : and, in the

mean time, we select from it the following details, which will be read with
much interest.

The total paid-up capital of the thirteen companies comprised in this

parliamentary return, including the sums borrowed and capitalised profits,

amounts to no less than £5,647,900. The total gas rental of the last year

was £1,385,592 7s. 8d., which was derived from the sale of common
ga.s, cannel gas, and from public and contract liglits, in the following pro-

portions :

—

Common gas ..... £1,075,477 17 8

Cannel gas ..... 110,824 4 7

Public and contract lights . . . 199,290 5 5

The separate gas rentals of each company respectively are thus speci-

fied:—

Chartered (including lighting the public lamps) .£214,103 3 8
*Citv of London ..... 82,234 19

Commercial ..... 94,324 10 11

Equitable ..... 66,052 11 .3

»Great Central ..... 01,882 18 4
Imperial ..... 356,929 17 8
Independent ..... 59,202 10

London ..... 127,682 19 9

•Phrenix ..... 128,088 18 10

EatcUff ..... 27,776 12 1

South Metropolitan .... 57,407 5 1

*Surre}- Consumers .... 46,410 6 4

Western ..... 63,495 14 9

The five companies marked with asterisks provided their customers with
meters without charge. The meter-rents received by the eight other com-
panies amounted to £15,653 15s. 7d. ; and, if all the companies had charged

for the meters provided by them according to theu' proportionate gas rentals,

the aggregate charge on that account would have been increased to £22,300.
It appears that the cost of meters and repairs amounted to about an equal

sum to the charge for hiring.

On the expenditure side of the accounts, we find £728,552 4s. 3d. for coals,

including carriage and dues, but as the sale of coke, tar, and ammoniacal
liquor, produced £335,302 6s. 5d., or 46 per cent, on the cost of the coals,

the net expenditure on that important item was reduced to £383,248 17s. lOd.

Of the other items of aggregate expenditure, there are, pm-ifying mate-
rials. £18,014 19s. 3d.; supervision and labour in nianufactiu'ing gas,

£187,789 lis. 2d.; repairs and maintenance of premises, tools, and imple-

ments, £122,725 10s. 4d. ; rent, rates and taxes, on works, oJfices and
mains, £35,974 4s. lOd. ; salaries of secretaries and clerks in the offices,

£45,651 13s. 9d.; collectors' poundage, £18,733 lis. 6d. ; stationery, print-

ing and general charges, £18,083 7s. 2d.; dii-ectore, £16,435 17s. 4d.

;

autUtor.s, £1,213 5s. 2d. ; repairs of mains and service pipes, £69,016 6s. 7d.;

restoring and replacing meters, £20,922 13s. 7d. ; and law and parliamen-
taiy charges, £14,832 4s. Six companies return their bad debts and
allowances at £5,108 2s. lOd. on a rental of £574,901 ISs. 4d., being less

than 1 per cent., but no notice is taken of these reductions in the returns of
the other seven companies. In the Great Central Company's account there

appear, on the expenditure side, the sum of £2,500 as tlie first instalment

paid on account of the W^ood Street fire, and £1,035 Is. as ' award re Croll.'

The dividends^ of the several companies vary considerably, as the per-

centage paid on portions of the capitals raised at various times often

differs. The total capital of the Chartered Company is stated to be
£719,460, raised imder the authority of four Acts of Parliament, thefii'st of
which was passed in the 50th of George III.; and the dividends paid
during the year 1861, amounted, on an average, to 7 per cent. The share

capital of the City Companv is £364,000, and the average dividend was 6
per cent. The Commercial Compan}''s share capital is £289,239 ; on which
they paid, in 1861, the maximum dividend of 10 per cent. The Equitable

appear, from their accoimt, to have paid dividends in excess of 10 per cent.,

for the share capital is stated to be £240,000, and the dividends amounted
to £26,211 14s. 7 d. The Great Central, notwithstanding the adveree ch-i

cumstances which diminished the profits of the company, shared last year 6

per cent, on their capital of £172,160. The capital of the Imperial consists of

£1,072,500 in shares: of money borrowed at 4 and 5 per cent., £124,000;
profits capitalised, £338,402 15s. 9d. ; and a sum received in anticipation

of calls on shares, amounting to £44,852 10s. ; making together a total

capital of £1,579,755 5s. 9d. Exclusive of the interest jiaid on the money
borrowed, and on profits capitalised, the dividends paid were 10 per cent,

on £1,007,435, capital-stock, and '2 per cent, on £812,500, capitalised

stock, to raise the dividends to the 31st of December, 1857, to 9J per cent.'

The Independent Company were also in a position to pay a portion of the back
dividends, besides paying 10 per cent, for the year, on £120,000, capital-

stock; the 'short paid 1854' amounting to £1,500. The average amount
of dividends of the London Company was 6 per cent, on their

capital-stock of £547,427, a balance of £5,085 being carried to

this year's account. The Phcenix have no borrowed money; and,

on their paid-up capital of £495,000, they paid an average of 9i per cent.

The capital of the RatcliiT, which is the smallest of the metropolitan gas
companies, is stated to be £90.000 ; and the dividends amounted to

£6 17s. 6d. per annum. The South Metropolitan paid 10 per cent., on their

capital-stock of £152,000, leaving a balance of £9,901 ; and, in consequence,

they made a further reduction to their customers of 2d. per 1.000 feet of

gas. from Christmas, 1861. The dividends on the Surrey Consumers share-

capital of £149,994 was 8 per cent. The Western, the only metropolitaa
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gas company uot incorporated by Act of Parliament, have a paid-up share-

capital of £216,000. Their dividend account shows ' distribution out of

profits earned previously to the passing of the Metropolis Gas Act

'

amounting to i'5,250 ; the payment of dividends, at the end of 1861, of 9

per cent. ; and a balance carried to next year's account of £10,001 ISs. 4d.

It will be seen, from the foregoing statement of the dividend accounts of

the several metropolitan gas companies, at the end of last year, that they

were all then in a prosperous condition, their rentals having, in nearly every

instance, been considerably greater than in any year preceding ;
and we

believe that, when the accounts for 1862 are published, they will exhibit a

still fui-ther increase of revenue. The operation of the Gas-Works Clauses

Act has caused the South Metropolitan Company to reduce its price, and

they are now supplying gas of great purity, and of higher illuminating

power than requu-ed by the Act, at 4s. per 1000 feet in the home district.

None of the other companies have yet accumulated reserve-funds sufficient

to bring them within the operation of the limitation clause of the Act, but

several of them are approaching the point at which gas consumers will be

enabled to share in their prosperity. There is much difficulty in analysing

the returns, for several of the gas companies have not complied strictly with

the form in which the Secretary of State for the Home Department required

the accounts to be made. One company, for instance, has included ' retorts

'

Under the head of ' tools,' and four of the companies have not separated

the item of ' tools ' from that of ' ordinary repairs and maintenance of

premises.' In several instances, the rates and taxes paid on the works have

been blended with those paid for the offices ; while some companies have a

separate account of the rates and taxes paid on the mains. In some cases,

also, the salaries of inspectors' and lamplighters' wages have been included

among the expenses of distribution which appear to have been placed by
other coimpanies under the head of expenses of management. This want of

uniform.^ty in the accoimts diminishes their value as the means of comparing
the rel tive conditions of the different companies, and there are other

defects in the returns which we hope to see corrected in future years.

Several important items are classed together that it is important should be
separately stated. It is, for example, veiy desirable, at the present time,

when the question of public lighting is a bone of contention, that the rates

charged on the works and mains of the gas companies should be distinctly

brought forward, apart from rent and taxes, so that the amount extracted

from them for the privilege of breaking up the streets should be known.

THE NEW PULPIT IN ^VESTMINSTEE ABBEY.

OITR engi-aving this week represents the beautiful pidpit which has
recently been erected on the north of the nave of Westminster Abbey

The pulpit is octagonal in shape, and is composed of carved yellow Mansfield
stone and coloured marble, and is a mixture of the Early Englisli and French
styles. The body of the work is divided into compartments, inlaid with
diamond-shaped panels, containing circular ornaments inlaid mth various
coloured marbles. Six finely carved figiu-es, representing St. Peter, St. Paul,
and the four Evangelists, are placed at the angles dividing the panels, the
centre panel containing an exquisitely cut medallion portrait of the Saviour
in white marble, and crowned with thorns. The pulpit is supported by
colom-ed marbled pillars, and is approached by a fiight of stone steps, with
coloured marble and stone balustrades. The whole of the details of the
work are richly carved, and the pulpit is, indeed, a noble specimen of fine-

art workmanship.
Mr. G. Gilbert Scott was the architect, and Mr. Fanner was the sculptor.

HAWKCHUECH NEW^CHUECH.

ON Thui-sday week, the parish church of this place (Dorset) which has
been rebuilt and enlarged, was consecrated by the Lord Bishop of

Salisbury. From a long and interesting description of the old and new
Church in the Dorset Count;/ Chronicle, we learn that in taking do-n-u the old
building, it was apparent that the chiu-ch originally consisted of a long
Norman nave and chancel, with a low roof resting on corbel tables adorned
mth gi-otesque heads, which were left in their old position during the dift'ereut
alterations that were made. An enlargement had evidently been eifected
by inserting transitional semi-circular arcades on each side o"f the nave, for
the purpose of adding side aisles. The square caps of the massive piers on
the north side are of a plainer description and an earlier date tlian those on
the^ south, the piers of which have handsomely carved and ornamental
capitals, displaying some cm-ious mythological figures, the meaning of which
would be an interesting inquiry. It is a curious fact that these arcades
were built and completely finished through the old Norman piers in front
of the chancel, as though it was then intended at some future day to throw
the chancel back another bay. A portion of the pm-e Norman zig-zag arch
wjhich ongmaUy rested on these piers, was found built into the walls of the
old chancel, and has been put up, with other ancient stone work, in the
grounds of the rectory. From this it would appear that the date of the
original church is much earUer than stated by Dr. Eudge, being of the
early part of the twelfth century. A clerestory of a debased character had
been added to the nave at some late period, being erected upon the old
corbel tables before alluded to, which showed themselves in the interior of
the aisles, and omng to their sheltered position they were in a state of
sufficient preservation to be used in the new buQding. Still further altera-
tions were made, showing the manner in which different styles of architec-
ture were amalgamated in olden times. In the place of the zig-za» semi-
eu-cidar arch m front of the chancel, a pointed arch in had been erected
on the old Norman piers, a Perpendicular window inserted in the
east end of the chancel and the tower built in the same style open-ing into the nave by a lofty Pointed arch, which displayed a large four-

tbe LTr T«" 'l"'-,T''
''^'" °f "^<= '°^<='-- Thus in looking up aSd down

the centre of the budding, the principal feature was Perpendicidar, while theMdes of the aisles were of a Norman or transitional character. The wholewas in such a dilapidated condition, and the walls in some cases so much

out of upright, that it was found necessary to pull down and rebuild the

whole, with the exception of the tower. This has been successfully done
under the dii'ection of Mr. Hicks, architect, of Dorchester, who has retained

all he possibly coidd, and re-erected much of the old stone work in its

original position.

The new church consists of nave, side aisles, chancel, vestry, porch, and
tower, in which, perhaps, there is more diversity of style than would be
considered advisable, had not the old structiu-e justified and rendered neces-

sary a departiu-e from any strict rule. The different features have, however,
been most happily amalgamated ; the nave entirely following the Norman
type, while the tower retains its Perpendicular character, and the chancel
and aisles are in the Decorated style. The nave is separated from the aisles

by an arcade of three baj's on each side, consisting of the semi-Norman
piers and arches before noticed, while a beautiful clerestory has been added,
with nine lights on each side, giving a lofty and airy appearance to the
whole structm'e. On the exterior these are connected by arcades of Hamhill
stone, in the semi-Norman style, having a very pleasing eflfect, and above
are the old corbel tables inserted in theii- proper place, immediately sup-

porting the roof. The walls are composed of flint and Hamhill stone, and
the 'rough cast' has been beaten off the tower, which has been pointed and
thoroughly repaired, though the pinnacles have yet to be added, and there

is an excellent two-face clock ; so that altogether the building is a splendid
ornament to the palish. Returning to the interior, there is a moulded string

under the sills of the clerestory windows, down to which run small shafts,

supporting the alternate caps, from which spring the supports of the hammer-
beam roof, which has circular ribs of oak and stained deal open timbers,

and at the endsof the hammer-beams are shields in red and blue alternately,

with gold crosses. The chancel is separated from the nave by the old Nor-
man piers and pointed arch, which have been thrown back to the end of the
third bay, and the floor is raised by a step, and paved with tiles from the

Poole potteries. The character of this part, as we have said, is in the
Decorated style of the fourteenth century.

The sacrarium is raised above the chancel floor by two Purbeck marble
steps on encaustic tile risers, the interior also being laid with Godwin's
encaustic tiles, and the communion rails are of traceried oak. The holy
table is raised by another Purbeck marble step, the space within being like-

wise paved with similar tiles of a richer pattern ; and the altar cloth is of

rich velvet, with a cross and sacred monogram in gold. On each side of the
chancel there are to be oak stalls, those on the south having already been
put up ; and the roof is of a similar character to the nave. At the
east end of the north aisle an arch filled with a screen opens into the
vestrj', which again opens into the chancel in a similar manner, so as
to be used as an organ chamber. There are carved oak prayer desk
and lectern on the south side of the nave, and a handsome pulpit

of Bath stone on the north side, with small shafts and floriated capi-

tals supporting trefoil arches, besides which we noticed designs of the oak,
ivy, olive, and grape ; the book-rest being supported by a passion flower.

Near the new porch in the south aisle is a quaint old font, and in the porch
itself, which is in keeping with the aisle, a ciu-ious old doorway has been
inserted for preservation, while the old monuments, including those of the
Dometts, and the family of Barns, have been put up in the ai.slcs. The
whole structure is, indeed, very beautiful, and will form another rich addi-
tion to those which Mr. Hicks has designed in this part of the country.
The contractor is Mr. J. Chick, of Boaminster, Mr. H. Patton, of Bridport,

doing the masonrj'. Jlr. C. Trask, of Norton, the Ham-stono work, Mr. H.
Burge, of London, the caning, and Mr. Tohnan, of Beaminster, the plumbing
and glazing.

THE TEMPLE CHURCH.

Fa few days the Temple Church wiU be restored and reopened. The
present, therefore, is a good time to give a short account of its history

and character.

The admirers of Gothic architecture have long since found in this church
the most striking example this country can produce of the transition from
massive Norman to the light and elegant Early English. The church is

one of the four remaining round churches in this country, although its erec-

tion does not date back so far as the one at Cambridge (1120), or the
chiu'ch of the Holy Sepulchi-e at Northampton. The round of that church,
which has just been restored, under the able superintendence of G. Gilbert
Scott, Esq., was founded about the year 1090, but the rest of the edifice is

Early Decorated. The Temple Church, however, was built in the reign of
Henry II. (1185), when it apipears the Round was dedicated to the Virgin
Mary. Formerly the inscription which recorded the circumstances of the
dedication of the church was over the door leading into the aisle of the
Eouud Church, but now it is painted inside, above the western doorway,
and informs us in Latin that, ' in the year from the incarnation of om- Lord,
1185, was dedicated this chm'ch in honour of the blessed Mary, by the Lord
Herachus, by the grace of God patriarch of the Holy Chiu'ch of "the Eesur-
rection, on the 10th of February, who granted an indidgence for sixty days
to those seeking it annually — qui cam annalim pctentibus de injunta sibi

penitentia Ix. dies indulsit.' At the south corner of the church is the figure

of Henry I. hokhng the first banner of the crusaders. Half of this banner
is in black, and the other half in white, which would tell us that while he w.^3

fiiir and gentle towards his friends, he was terrible and implacable to his

foes. After tlie CromweUian period, when the sturdy Puritans seemed to

have no more faith in the beauty of ancient churches than thoy had in the

friendship of the Papacy, the Temple Church underwent a series of

mutilations.

For instance, in 1682, a light wainscot screen was stretched across the

space between the two parts of the church, dividing the chancel from the

roimd, so that all its harmony and fine perspective were lost. To make
matters worse, a new organ was placed in the great central archway, which
reached nearly to the groined ceiling of the nave, and the smaller arches on
each side were closed up, that their beauty might be entirely forgotten.

Then the roof, pillars, capitals, groins, and wall, were plastered and white-

washed, and haWng made everything as ugly and cumbrous as possible,
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the would-lie iraprovci> raised tlic |i:ivemc'nt liy a liiyrr of earth, ami
decorated the walls -n-ith some light waiuseot. Alas, for the jHTpetuity of

their earnest endeavours at improvement, a number of gentlemen, in the

year ISIO, deemed it necessary to undo that which had been done, and so

restore the edifice as to ' leave not a wraek behind,' of the beautifieations

which their seventeenth and eighteentli ecniury forefathers had clothed the

Iniilding. Even this work was not done without considerable opposition.

Some said it was ' ri'cklcss,' others that it was ' an act of vandalism,' but

the restorers proceeded ardently and energetically witli their work, and it

was surprising how soon the removal of the whitewash discovered the

genuine richness and antiquity of the work. The architecture of the Round
Temple then appeared to be between the periods of the Romanesriue an<l

Early English Gotliic, known by the name of the Lancet. The nniral

monuments which wi-rc inserted in the six clustered marble columns of the

Round were removed, and the worth of the genuine polished marble ap-

peared. The diameter of the round area is, we believe, about 68 ft., the

marble columns supporting a triforium of interlaced Norman arches of

extreme beauty. The clerestory is pierced by six Romanesque windows.
There arc painted windows at the farthest end of the church, which have
been givatly and desen-edly admired for the richness of their work. The
east window, which is tilled with stained glass, and was the gift of Mr.
Willenient, the artist, represents Christ enthroned, holding up His right

hand in the act of benediction, and sustaining the Gospels in His left. It

has not been inaptly said, that these windows, especially those over and at

each end of the altar are ' one blaze of gorgeous hues.' They are certainly
fine specimens of stained glas.5, possessing peculiar richness, and seem to tell

the history of the Knights Templars very forcibly. Tlu' window opposite
the organ is also a very fine one, displaying the whole length figure of an
angel playing on a musical instrument." Compared with the rich stained
windows the plain glass ones, though of antique pattern, seem exceedingly
out of place, if not inelegant. The general design of the decoration of the
dome is said to be after the order of an ancient existing Sicilian church. The
heads which decorate the arcade in the aisle are sixty-four in number.
Mr. Minton supplied the encaustic tiles for the pavement, the patterns
having been almost wholly obtained from the flooring of the Chapter House
at Westminster Abbej'. The principal colour is a warm-toned yellow, or
amber, and the decorations are of a great variety of heraldic and pictorial

subjects, principally being the symbols of the two societies of the Temple —
the Lamb and the Pegasus. The oak carvings of the stall and benches
were executed from ancient specimens which were fm-nished by Mr. Cotting-
ham, and there is a great variety of human heads, animals, and foliage.

The pulpit is very chaste in appearance, and the carving very free. We
must not forget to mention, that on the north side of the church, adjoining
the entrance arch, is a circular doorway, leading by a special staircase to
the Round Tower, into the penitential cell, Ylii<^li '"'as used for recreant
Templars.

The workmen are still engaged in the restoration of the exterior of the
round portion of this edifice. The original character of the work has been
retained, and the rubble works of the walls- and buttresses has been made
good. The windows, too. of this side of the edifice have been taken out,

and filled with common glass, but it is expected this will in time give way
to ornamental stained glass, which would be a great improvement. The
western porch is being rapidly restored, buttresses of Portland stone are
about to be erected on the foundation of the old ones, and the porch will be
covered with a leaded gable roof. 'Under the direction of Mr. Brodie.
Messrs. Walcot have been entrusted with this important work of the
restoration of one of the most ancient churches of England. The church
will be opened for Divine service on the 5th of next mouth.

iMPRO'\T;jrENTS m omnibuses and caeriages.i

MR. W. BUSH has invented an improvement in the construction of
omnibuses and other carriages, which consists in ha%-ing pai'ts of them

double, so that the bottom, sides, and top may, when required, be drawn
out, and afford increa.^ed accommodation. An ordinary omnibus, for
instance, is built to hoj^ twelve persons inside ; by this invention the in-
ventor proposes that, when required, it shall contain twenty persons inside.
The fore part of the carriage is immovable, but all that part commencing
just in front of the hind wheels, together with the hind wheels and axle,
are capable of being dravni, say, six feet from the fixed part, the space being
occupied by duplicate parts, over which the parts of the carriage drawn out
have been made to slide. The invention applies also to vans and other
long-bodied carriages. The invention also consists in constructiug the
frames for omnibuses, trucks, and other carriages, of angle iron, and in
screwing, bolting, or riveting to the angle iron, for foi-ming parts of the
framing, two other angle irons, with timber fixed between the two last-named
angle irons, to which timber the panels and other requu-ed pai'ts to complete
the carriage are screwed or otherwise secured. Thus the whole of the
framing and skeleton of the carriage are formed of angle ii-on, and of two
angle irons, with timber between them. The invention further consists in
constructing trucks and carriages in such manner that they may be used on
rail or tramways, and on common roads. For this purpose the" inventor fits

a plate or plates under the fore part of the track or carriage, free to tui-n
upon a pivot, and connects the front axle and wheels to this plate. If
travelling upon a rail or tramway, he bolts the plate so as to prevent its
moving, but when the carriage is to run upon ordinary roads, he releases
the bolts, when the plate and ' fore cai-riage ' are free' to move about the
pivot and thus allow of the carriage tiu-uing. The wheels are such as will
travel upon rails or trams as w-ell as upon common roads.

CORNISH CROSSES AND INSCRIBED STONES.
mHE following is a condensed report of the paper on Cornish Crosses and

* .1, u"
Stones, read by the Rev. Longueville Jones, in the absence

01 the author, Professor Westwood, M.A., F.R.S., at the annual meeting of

the Cambrian Archieologicul Society, which we fully reported in our last
week's impression :

—

It is a remarkable fact that, whilst no other country in the world besides
Britain, except Rome, possesses such a store of these "early lapidary records,
extending from neariy the beginning of the Christian era to the eleventh and
twelfth centiu-ies, there appears to have been a very decided character given
to the details in the different parts of this island, where Christianity flourished
even Ijeforc the coming of St. Augustine. The Professor here pointed out
the distinguishing characteristics of the Irish, Scotch, and Manx crosses and
inscribed stones; and then, proceeding to the consiileration of those in
Cornwall, he mentions the works to which we are mainly indebted for in-
formation concerning them— Borlase's Anti>iuities; papers by the Kev. W.
Haslam, in the I'roceedings of the Royal Institution of Cornwall, No. 5, and
in the 4th vol. of the Journal of the Arclueological Institut<- ; two papers,
understood to be by David Cliambers, Esq., in the 10th and 12th vols, of
the Ecclesiologist ; and the illustrated works published by JMr.- Blight, in
1856, and Mr. Hiugeston, in 1850. He also mcutioned Mr.Pedler's paper,
read before the Royal Institution of Comwall in the spring of the present
year, and the notice given by the president of tliat Institution (E. Smirke,
Esq.) of an important inscribed stone then recently found at Tregony. From
these various sources the inscribed stones of Cornwall were now known to
be seventeen in number; some of them being simply flat blocks or shafts,

destitute of all ornament or religious character, resembling, in this respect,

the stones of an analogous character found in such abundance iu Wales and
in other parts of the west of England. The inscriptions themselves afford
very excellent materials for the study of our early palieogi-aphy, being gene-
rally in debased Roman capital characters, with sciircely any intermixture
of the Hiberno-Saxon, uncial, or minuscule characters. The orthography
and formida; of the inscriptions also betoken a nearer approach to the Roman
period than is made by the more ornamental stones, such as the crosses of
Doniert and Levint, iu which, as on some of the Welsh stones, we find a
prayer for the repose of the soul of the departed. The Professor goes on to

say:—A few words may, perhaps, be necessary in .support of the date of the
fourth, fifth, or sixth centuries, which has been ascribed to these early
monuments. Being themselves destitute of any date, and, for the most
part, commemorating individuals of whom no historical record is preserved,
we are compelled either to have recourse to the form of the letters, or the
formula adopted upon the stones, or to i-est om- judgement upon other monu-
ments of an early date. It is precisely with the view of testing the truth
of the early date assigned to the oldest Anglo-Saxon or Irish MSS., that I
at first undertook the investigation of these lapidary monuments, and I am
bound to say that they have so completely corroborated each otlier that I
think we are fuUy justified in accepting the date which analogy thus assigns
to them. The genuine Roman inscriptions, of which somanyoccm' tlirough-

out England, are entirely distinct, both in their pal;eography and formula-
tion from these inscribed Cornish stones. On the other hand, the few MSS.
of the earliest Irish and Hiberno-Saxon school, which cannot be brought to

a more recent date than the middle of the eighth centiu'y, and of which
some (as the Saxon Chronicle of the Cambridge Library) may fairly be
stated to have been written by Bede himself are written throughout
in a very chfTerent kind of letters, of which no Roman inscription

or Italian manuscript oflers the slightest evidence. Now the barbarous
inscriptions of Wales and Cornwall are, as it were, exactly intermediate
betweeu these two classes of ornaments ; the letters being debased Roman
capitals,' and the inscriptions in a debased Latinised fonn, without any
indication of Christianity. I must consequently uphold the date of these
inscriptions against an anonymous writer in the Athencrum of this month, in
which an attack has been made upon Professor Simpson's Memoir on the
Vetta Stone, near Edinburgh, and in which the wTiter is convinced that the
antiquit)- of these inscriptions has been much overrated, considering that the
stone, if of the fourth century, ought to have been written in Runic charac-
ters (ignorant of the fact that no Runic inscription in Denmark or Sweden
existed previous to the ninth or tenth century), and that the fact of its being
in the Latin language or character militates against its Anglo-Saxon or
Teutonic origin. I must, in like manner, oppose this idea, believing that, as
the Romans had left so many inscribed stones in various parts of the country,

it is not to be supposed but that their more barbarous followers would adopt
a mode of commemoration, which doubtless was an imposing one in their
imagination, as it contrasted with the rude cromlech or simple block of stone
set upright as a memorial. Hence it is that I must also dissent from Mr.
Pedler's idea that these inscriptions are British sentences, and not the names
of the persons buried beneath the stones which bear them. Perhaps, indeed,

there may be a certain amount of truth in Mr. Pedler's view, founded upon
the analogy of names amongst barbarous nations. Biolobran may be a proper
name, but at the same time may mean ' a royal tree,' just as amongst the Bed
Indians, for example, Ckittee Yoholo is the name of a native warrior, but at the
same time it is translated ' the snake that makes a noise.' I cannot however
imagine that the Romano-British inscriptions were intended to transform the
ic jacit Ji/ius into a British sentence, and consequently I road Cixrai ic Jacit
FiLius Magaei, simply as The body of Catinus, the son of Magariis, lies

Jiere. The Cornish stones, which are destitute of inscriptions, also consti-

tute a very distinct class, as opposed to those of Wales, Ireland, and Scot-

land. Tiie majority of these stones are square pillars, set upright, sur-

mounted l\v a roimded disc, which in the majority of instances bears a Greek
or Maltese cross, often, however, ^vitli the lower Umb extended down the
shaft, thus transformed into a Latin cross. In a few cases there are rude
representations of the Crucifixion, the figure of the Savioiu- being either con-
fined within the circle at the top of the stone, or extending down the shaft.

The four holes with which some of these stones are pierced, are also so

arranged as to compose a cross. The ornamentation of almost all these stones

is of the ver;' simplest character, and quite unlike the great majority of the
Welsh stones. The writer in the Ecclesiologist has noticed, that iu almost
every instance a Latin cross is cai*ved much more distinctly on the reverse of
the crosses which bear a Greek cross ; and hence he is inclined to the con-
clusion, that the Greek cross is much more ancient than the Latin one, an
opinion which bears, as will be perceived, considerable weight with reference
to the early origin of the British chui'ch.—In some few instances, the top of

the pillar is itself shaped into the form of a cross, and on one of these, near
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the Sanctuary at St. Buryan, there is ah;o a small rude representation of the

Crucified Saviour. Sometimes also, the upper part is sculptiu'ed so as to

represent the wheel cross, with a circular connecting limb, so common in the

Irish crosses. The Rev. W. Haslam has described and figured two very

interesting stones, each bearing the monogram of the name of Christ adopted

by Constantine as tlie labarum, composed of the three letters XPI conjoined.

These are at St. Just, and I believe they ai-e the only ones of the kind in

Cornwall. In one of them the X is in tlie ordinary position ; but in the

other the monogram is simply a long-tailed P, with a horizontal cross-bar.

The latter bears a rude, and evidently very early inscription : Situs ic iacet.

—This sacred monogram, so common in the inscriptions in the Catacombs of

Eome, is equally rare in Wales ; and I beg le.ave to forward herewith a draw-

ing of the only instance of its occurrence in the Principality, which has come
under my notice. It is still unpublished, and is one of the most important

of the Welsh stones, not only from the circumstances just mentioned, but also

from the name of the person interred, Caraiisiiis, and the unique phraseology

of the inscription : Carai/sius hicjacit in hoc congeries lapidum. This stone

is at Penmachno, and is 22 in. tall and 1 1 in. wide. The whole is in tolera-

bly good Roman capitals. I believe I shall not be far WTong in assigning

the stone to the fourth or fifth centur)-. Likewise, with the view of con-

trasting the plain tall shafts of the Cornish crosses with the elaborately- orna-

mented Welsh ones, I forward a drawing of the elegant cross near the west

end of the church at Penally, near Tenby. It is comparatively of a late date

(probably of the eleventh or twelfth century), and it will be seen that the

interlaced ribbon pattern in the upper part of tlie shaft of the cross goes off

into knotted branches, terminated in foliage and buds.

A very interesting discussion followed the reading of this paper. Mr.
Jones was requested to convey the thanks of the meeting to the Professor,

and the Association then closed its sixteenth annual meeting.

COMBINED RAILWAY AND CARRIAGE TR.AFFICBRIDGE
ACROSS THE HOOGHLY.

{From the ' MECHA^acs' M.igazine.')

SOME sixteen miles above Calcutta, the Grand Trunk Road crosses the
Hooghly at the Pulta Ghaut, and then approaclics and enters Calcutta,

througli tlio fine avenue known as the Barrackpore Road. Half a mile

above this, the river narrows from its average breadth, of nearly three-

quarters of a mile, to 2,300 ft. At this spot, moreover, two lines of railway,

the Eastern Bengal, and the East Indian, which run almost parallel for

eighteen miles on either bank of the Hooghly, approacli to within four
miles of each other. The banks of the river at this point are high and
stiff, and a series of experiments have proved that there is a good foundation
in its cliauuel. Here, then, it has occurred to the railway companies in
question, is the best place for making a junction between tlie two lines. All
the cii'cumstances are comparatively favourable. Beginning at tlie surface
of the water, there is an average depth of 16 ft. or 17 ft. at the lowest tides.

The river flows over a bed of fine quicksand 28 ft. in thickness, which covers
another bed of solid clay 28 ft. thick, and this, again, rests upon an old
deposit of brown sand.

In and upon the bed of cla)', it is proposed by Mr. TurnbuU, chief
engineer of the East Indian Railway, to lay the foundations of the bridge

;

but as the extreme rise of the tide, from the lowest in the diy season to the
highest during the floods, is 21 ft., it follows that the surface of this bed of
clay is 65 ft. below high-water mark. The pressure likely to be exerted by
the water on the piers and abutments, may be gathered from the fact that
the tide frequently rushes up at the |rate of 5:|- miles per hour, the lowest
velocity of the current being 3i miles, at half ebb. Mr. TurnbuU has
recommended a suspension girder "bridge, with spans of 400 ft. The suc-
cess of such a bridge on a large scale was first demonstrated in 1855 by Mr.
Eoebling, who constructed one above the Niagara Falls. The Niagara
bridge has a clear span of 281 ft., with suspended stiffening girders of
timber work. Though this bridge has now been open for traffic for seven
years, and on the average, thirty trains per day pass over it, it is as firm
and sound as when first erected, and possibly even more so. The engineer
of the East Indian Railway fixes his spans at 400 ft. for the sake of economy,
and for the purpose of minimising interiercuce mth the navigation of the
river.

The estimated expense of the piers is very heavy, and this arises from the
fact that the cylinders must be sunk to a great depth in order to obviate
danger from ' scouring,' and consequent deepening of the river. The sus-
pended girder principle is preferred to the tubular gii-der, from a desire to
lessen the weight upon the foundations. The Conway Tubular Bridge is,

we are informed by Mr. TurnbuU, of 400 ft. span also, but its weight is 1,300
tons, whereas the weight of one span of the proposed structure will be only
550 tons, including the suspending chains and stiflTening girders. Calcula-
tions, and the experience of the Niagara bridge, go to prove that, under
these conditions, there would be no fear of nndidations or serious deflection
from passing loads,

The Hooghly Railway Bridge wiU, if Mr. Turnbidl's plans be accepted—
and of this there is little doubt — consist of lattice girders supported by
chains.^ On the top of the girders there wiU be a common roadway ; the
lower joists or floor of the girders will carry a single line of raUs. The
strength of the chains wiU be such that they will sustain theh- own weight,
that of the girders, and a train of 400 tons, with no greater strain than
5 tons upon the square inch. The undulation of the roadway with a train
of 400 tons is not likely to exceed 2i in., which is less than the deflection
of the Menai Tubular Bridge. The deflection of the girder under its own
weight wiU be sufficient to compensate for the sinking caused by the
lengthening of the chains from increase of temperature, and thus to insure
that it wiU always be in contact with, and be supported by, the chains
when the weight comes upon it. The object of the mode of construction
proposed is not to produce a perfectly rigid roadway, which, indeed, is next
to impracticable, but to take advantage of the great superiority of the sus-
pension principle, by which the tensUe power of the iron is alone brought
into action at the same time that the only defect in the suspension bridge—namely, its undulation— is corrected by the stiffened roadway.

The bridge wiU be half a mile in length, with five whole spans of 400 ft.

each, and two half spans of 200 ft. It wUl be approached on either side

from the railway by inclines of 3^ miles, and the gradients will not be

greater than 1 ft. in 300 ft. Between the suspension rods below there will

be a vridth of 14 ft. for the passage of trains, and above this a width of 20 ft.

for ordinary carriage and pedestrian traffic. To permit the passage of the

largest river steam-boats with lowered funnels, there will be a clear distance

of 25 ft. between the bridge and the water.

We do not exactly see how the carriage roadway on the top of the bridge

is to be approached, but probably that is a matter of detail which has been

well considered and provided for. The total estimated cost of the stnicture

is :£280,000, and £64,000 is set down as the expense of forming the four

miles of connecting railway. Messrs. Brassey c& Wythes, the contractors

for the Eastern Bengal Railway, have signified their willingness to accept

the works on these terms. It seems tolerably certain, that if this bridge be

erected, the whole of the traffic of Northern India will cross the Hooghly at

a point some four miles above the quaint old Danish town of Scrampore,

and enter Calcutta at Sealdah. The site of the new bridge is not

precisely that which is most palatable to the residents in Calcutta,

but we see no impossibility, at some future time, in that city being con-

nected by an ordinary traffic bridge with its opposite neighbour, Howrah.
The width of the Hooghly at Calcutta offers no insurmountable barrier to

such a work, and British engineering talent, wo feel assured, would easily

sm'iuount aU other difficulties in the way of its accomplishment.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

LIABILITY OF Membees or a Bcilding Society.—On Friday last, at

the New Bailey, Manchester, Messrs. John Fairweather, William Wrigley,

and Elijah Sumner, the trustees of the Royal Oak Benefit BuUding Society,

Ardwick, summoned Mr. Richard Edwards to show cause why a warrant of

distress should not issue for p.ayment of £62 10s. claimed to be due on the

award of duly appointed arbitrators. Mr. Higgin, who appeared for the

trustees, said that the society was cstabUshed in March, 1853, but in con-

sequence of defalcations and difficulties it was wound up in 1857. The
10th Geo. IV. c. 66, s. 27, provided that if any dispute arose between the

society and its members, that dispute should be referred to arbitrators

chosen by ballot, whose award should be final ; and that the justices of the

peace, on a summons being issued, might adjudicate thereon. Mr. Holker

for the defendant, said that the Act of ParUament from which Mr. Higgin

was quoting was repealed by tlie 18th & 19th Vic. c. 63, but Mr. Higgin

contended that the Act, as far as it concerned building societies, was stUl in

operation. Mr. Higgin said he should show that the dispute arose between

Mr. Edwards and the society ; that arbitrators were properly appointed ; and

their award was made. Mr. Holker contended that the arbitration was ex

parte and informal, as the Act of Parliament and the rules of the society

only gave power to appoint arbitrators to settle disputes between the

society and its members, and 3Ir. Edwards had ceased to be a member
when in 1857 he received a release of the wliole of the five shares he held

in the society, and according to the rules of the society these shai'cs were

extinguished. In 1857 Mr. Edwards paid £60 10s. per share, and his

shares were then extinguished. Mr. Higgin cited the case of ' Farmer and

others !'. Smith,' reported in 4 Hurlstone and Norman. In this case the

society sustained losses, and at the end of the thirteenth year there were

not sufficient funds to p.ay the unadvanced shareholders £120 per share.

It was held that the defendant was entitled to redeem his property in Jidy,

1858, tlie thirteen years during which the society was to exist not termi-

nating luitil the following September; but that, notwithstanding such

redemption his liability to the pajTuent of the monthly subscriptions con-

tinued so long as there was not realised £120 per share for the unadvanced

shares. In the present case, Sir. Higgin said that in 1857 it was agreed

to wind up the society, and it was found that the securities held by the

society did not realise within £1,000 of the valuation. The release produced

by Mr. Edwards did not discharge him from the liability to make good the

claims on the society pro rata. After [hearing Mr. Holker on this point,

Mr. Traffijrd said that, on the authority of the case cited by Jlr. Higgin, he

should decide against the defendant, though it did seem somewhat hard

upon him, after paying up on the whole of his shares, he should pay again.

At the same time, ho would grant a ease, in order that the whole question

might be argued in the superior courts.

The Middle Level Compensation.—No fewer than thirty writs have

been issued against the Middle Level Drainage Commissioners, in reference

to compensation claims, arising out of the recent flood. The water has now
been almost entirely drained ofi" the long inundated land, and an arid

withered surface has been exposed to view, the only signs of vegetation

being a few blades of corn, which have been stimulated into life by recent

showers. This state of things has arisen from the flood having left behind

it a copious deposit of silt, in some places several inches deep, the soil near

the great breach in the bank being raised by this means 18 inches. Plough-

ing has been commenced, and, it is stated, with better results than might

have been expected ; houses are also being reoccupied, altliough many will

require considerable repairs; in fact, matters are gradually returning to

their normal condition. The ruined sluice, the bursting of which was

attended with so much mischief, has been removed, and the east side of the

mouth of the drain has l.)een repaired. The cast-iron syphons about to be

employed as a substitute for tlie previous outfall arrangements are 3 ft. in

diameter, and will discharge a vast volume of water. Some of them are

partially fixed, but some time will elapse before they can be got to work.

CHURCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, .VSJ) OTHER BUILDINGS.

churches.

CREWE.—A new Presbyterian church has been recently opened at Crewe

at a cost of £2,100. In plan the church is a cross, with nave, aisle, and

transepts, but there is no clerestory to the nave, and the transepts arc not

gabled, but covered by a continuation of the aisle roofs. The piUars dividing
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nnvo luid :iislo9 nro simply story posts currying a beam or polo plato ^long'

tudiiiallv, and tlio principals of the roof transvorsely in iron shoos. There

is a gallery for chiklron at the entrance end. At present the cross part and

tr.msopts are divided off, and form with thi' npper arm of the cross a school-

room for 300 ehihlren. Over the upper area are the session room and

Tcstry, and a gallery towards the schoolroom. The church at present has

seats for 300 on the ground floor, and for GOO, should tho transepts and cross

bo required. Tho -walls arc of red bricks in panels ; the windows round

headed, with white brick arches and impost band ; the roofs steep, and sur-

mounted by a turret rentilator on the ridge. The works have been satis-

factorily executed by Mr. Buckley, of Davcnhani, near Northwich, under

tho superintendence of tho architect, Mr. W. R. Corson, of Manchester.

.Sale, near Chesteh.—A new cemetery, situated near lirooklands Station,

Sale, upon which two very handsome chapels have been erected, was recently

consecrated by the Lord Bishop of Chester.

Folkestone.—.St. Peter's Church, erected on the Durlochs, Folkestone,

is now completed. Mr. Bowley was the contractor. The church, which is

in the form of a Latin cross, is built of Kentish rag with Bath stone dress-

ings. A bell turret at the east end, resting on a massive buttress, and sur-

mounted by a spire of Bath stone, adds greatly to the attractive character

of the edifice. It is capable of accommodating 300 persons.

Taunton. On Monday last the tower of St. Mary's Church was inau-

gurated. This tower has been erected by Mr. Davis, builder, is iu the

Ornamented Gothic style of architecture, and is a quadrangular structui-e,

standing at the west end of the church. It is divided from fop to bottom

iuto three compartments by two rows of quatrefoils, and the middle com-

partment is subdivided into two divisions by another row of quatrefoils.

Over the entrance into the chiu-ch there is a large window, divided by four

mullions into five lights, the upper part being ramified hexagonal tracery.

On each side of the window, and on the lower part of tho tower, are six

niches, in which are figures representing the four Evangelists (Matthew,

Mark, Luke, and John), and Peter and Paid. There are six mock windows

on each side of the tower over pointed arches, and with hexagonal tracery.

These windows are composed throughout of stone quatrefoils, giving the

whole a most elegant appearance. The buttresses terminate at the windows

of the belfry in quadrangular prisms, the finials ending in a point, with

crockets on the angles. The battlements are peculiarly elegant, being

formed of open tabernacle work, and terminating at the corners of the

tower in loftj- pinnacles of the most delicate workmanship, the linials end-

ing in a point, the angles ornamented with crockets, and each pinnacle siur-

mounted with a vane. The height of the tower from the ground to the

cornice, is 121 ft., and of the pinnacles, 32 ft., making in the whole 153 ft.

There is a peal of eight deep-toned bells, and it is intended to construct

chimes, to play every three hours.

Bristol.—A faculty is about to be applied for by the vestry of St. Mary
Redclift" to remove the organ and the pile of masonry on which it stands at

the west end of the church. The organ will be re-erected in the north

transept, and will be so arranged that the windows shall not be injured in

any degree.

PENMAcno.—Penmacho Church, North Wales, has been rebuilt. The
edifice is in the Early Decorated Style. Messrs. Lloyd, Williams & Under-

wood, of Denbigh, were the architects.

BrnGHEAD.—A spire of octagonal form is about to bo erected for tho

United Presbyterian Church, at Burghead, by Mr. J. A. Hopeman.

SMETirmcK.—A new chapel and meeting hall has recently been completed

at Smethmek, Staffordshire. The edifice is designed in tho transitional

Gothic, and though somewhat plain in character externally, is bold and
eflfective in design. The interior, upon which more ornament has been
expended, has an open-arched, stained timber roof, formed of laminated

ribl)ed trusses, resting upon carved corbels (by Moysel), representing various

English flowers and shrubs, which, with the glazing of the traceried ^vindows

in different tints of plain glass, and the gas fittings (by Brawn), produce a

very pleasing effect. The building has been erected in a sound and sub-

stantial manner by Sir. Matthews, of Birmingham, from the plans and
under the superintendence of BIr. Joseph Phelps, architect, Cherry Street,

of that town.

Leeds.—For new Baptist chapel and schools, in Woodhouse Lane, Leeds,

the design of Messrs. Paull & Ayliffe, of Manchester, has been selected, and
will be forthwith carried out under their superintendence. The funds for

this undertaking have been chiefly obtained by the sale of the present

chapel and site in Great George Street, which have been purchased for the

proposed new infirmary at Leeds.
Heckmon'dwike.—The design submitted in competition by Messrs. Paull

& Ayliffe, of Manchester, for the new Independent chapel and school, at Heck-
mondwike, has been adopted for this building, and tho works will shortly be
commenced under their supervision. The estimated cost of the structure is

about £3,000. The chapel will accommodate 1,000 persons, and, owing to

the nature of the site, the schoolrooms will be placed underneath. "The

style is Italian.

Darllngtox.—The architects of the new Bicentenary Congi-egational
Chapel (Messrs. Pritchett), inform us that though our account in the last

number of the ' Building Kews ' was ' generally very correct, there was an
inaccuracy in the size and cost.' Mr. Pritchett says that instead of seating
600, and costing £2,600, including organ, as we stated, the chapel seats

700, and cost, including the value of old material, only £1,900, and organ
jtlTo additional.

TeiVnmere.—A new Wesleyan chapel has been built at Tranmere, near
Birkenhead, in the Gothic style of architecture, and cost about £-"4,000.

Mr. Walter Scott was the architect, and Mr. John Hogarth the builder.

schools.

Bedminster.—New lecture and class rooms were opened on Wednesday
week, in connection -with Zion Independent Chapel, Bedminster, near Bristol.
Mr. Fripp was the architect, and Mr. R. J. Crocker, of SouthviUe, the
builder. The rooms haye been erected at a cost of £563.

Birmingham.—Tho new C'luireh of England schools, in Heath Street,

Winson Green, were formally opened on Monday last. The building has

been erected from designs furnished by Mr. Chamberlain, architect, of

Temple Street, at an estimated cost of nearly £1,000. Tho style of architec-

ture is Gothic, and it is built of brick, with freestone dressings. The front

elevation has a very neat and graceful appearance, coloured bricks being

tastefully introduced around the windows. There are two gables fronting

Heath Street, one of which is surmounted by a bell. The internal accom-
modation consists of a large school-room, the size of which is 60 ft. by 18,

and a commodious clas.s-room, measuring 16 ft. by 18. There is a house

for the master attached to the school, and immediately behind, in addition

to the usual conveniences, there is a large playground. Messrs. AVebb, of

Great King Street, Birmingham, were the contractors for the whole of the

work.

buildings.

Tro-wbridoe.—The New Market House, Trowbridge, near Bristol, the

gift of W. Stancomb, Esq., is now completed. It is a handsome structure,

and has been built at a cost of between £6,000 and £7,000.

Plymouth.—An hotel is proposed to be built at MiUbank Grove, Plymouth,

at a cost of £20,000, which, it is said, wiU have no rival for architectural

beauty.

St. Thomas's Hospital.—The works at the Surrey Gardens, for St.

Thomas's Hospital, are all but completed, and it is probable that at the end

of the month will be opened for the reception of patients. The other build-

ings are also proceeding rapdily in their erection, and the scientific prepara-

tions, specimens, &c., are being arranged in the museum.
Chath.am. —The Lords of the Admiralty have entered into an agreement

with the borough authorities at Chatham, for taking a piece of the vacant

land at the angle of the road leading from the dockyard to Bronipton, the

site being recjuired for the erection of a police barracks, to accommodate tho

married men belonging to the Metropolitan Police who now do duty at

Chatham Dockyard. 'The plans for the proposed building have been pre-

pared by Mr. Rivers, under the direction of Colonel Greene, and have

received the final approval of their lordships.

Stonehouse.—We understand that a large number of plans have been

sent in for the new police station at Stonehouse. A premium -will be

awarded to the best plan, which will become the property of the county.

It will in a day or two bo decided who is to have the contract, as the

oflicials wish to have the station completed as soon as possible, the cells at

St. George's Hall not being well-adapted for the confinement of prisoners.

The new station is to bo built on the open space lying N. E. of St. George's

Hall.

restorations, etc.

Stttrton, Worksop.—St. Peter's Church, Sturton, is to be restored, and

a new east window has been commenced by Mr. John Wilson, of West
Retford.

Minster.—The Maidstone and Kentish Journal says that the church-

wardens have met with sufficient encouragement to determine on completing

the restoration of the edifice. The unsightly porch, coal and sandhole, are

now doomed, and the full face of the tower, which has been hidden for

about two centuries, will be seen. The north aisle is to be continued to

the east end of the tower, as on tire south, and Gothic -windows, in con-

formity with the style of the aisle, are to bo added to the north side. Stone

mulUons, as the present w-indows were, till within sixty years since, are to

be put to all the windows in the aisles. The clock is to be raised about

2 ft., so that the narrow Saxon window, the face of which is hidden by the

ar.'h, may be fully seen and allowed to shed its light into the second fioor,

which -ft-ill in future be the beKry. All the present vestiy -nill be cleared

away, and the Saxon arch, which it now encumbers, shown in its purity.

The new vestry is to be built on the site of the old sacristy, between the

buttresses of the south transept and chancel. The blocked up doorway here

is to be reopened. Tho buttresses of the aisles and transepts are to have

the cement and brick blotches taken off, and the walls cleansed of their

present mud and gravel coating, so as to exhibit the original wofk, for many
years hidden from view.

Great Coen.ard, near Sudbury.—This little village church was re-

opened, after restoration, on Friday last. About £300 have been spent on

the alterations. Mr. Salter was the architect, Mr. J. Greenwood, the con-

tractor, and the stone work was prepared by Messrs. Keogh.
Stutton.—Stutton Church, Suffolk, has been repaired and enlarged, at a

cost of about £700. Mr. R. Hawkins, London, was the architect, and Mr.

B. Luff, Ipswich, builder.

FOUNDATION STOKES.

Marazion, Penzance.—The foundation stone of a new chapel, for the

Methodist Free Church, was laid, on Mond.iy week, by the Mayor of

Marazion.

Great Ayrton, Yorkshire.—On Friday week, the foundation stone of

a new Wesleyan chapel %vas laid in this village. The plans for the chapel

were prepared by Mr. Chapman, of Redcar, and the cost of the whole -will

be only £400.
Plymouth.—On Thursday week, the foundation stone was laid of a ne-w

congregational chapel in Plymouth. Messrs. PauU & Argyle, of Burnley,

Lancashire, were the architects, and Mr. Finch, of Plymouth, the builder.

The contemplated buildings comprise a chapel for 1,200 persons, school-

rooms and class-rooms for 1,000 children, and a curator's house ; but we
understand the present effort is limited to the chapel only. Tho chapel

will have a tower, surmounted by a lofty spire. The buildings arc designed

in Medieval spirit, with details of the decorated or ' second pointed ' period,

and will form a very effective group from any point of view. A flight of

steps will lead to a central front entrance vestibule, and lobbies communi-
cating with the ground floor seats, and side entrances are provided to the

galleries ; that on tlie north side being under the tower. 'The centre front

gable is flanked by enclosures to the gallery staircases, which are well de-

signed, and impart a picturesque effect, as seen in the perspective picture.

Over the south staircase, a lofty octagonal roof is [shown, corresponding iu
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position with the tower ou the opposite side ; and this, together with the

transept beyond, and the varied slopes of the principal roofs, present an

artistic outline of no ordinary character. Above the central front doorways

will be an imposing five-light window, with traceried head. The side

windows are in two tiers ; the lower range beneath, and tlie upper range

above tlie side galleries— and all are to have geometrical tracery. Inter-

nally the arrangements are novel and good. Two rows of iron oolunms,

6 iu. diametei'. and coupled transversely, with 3 in. space between, and

13 ft. apart, divide the whole width of the chapel into three compartments,

as ' nave and aisles.' Above the columns will be pointed and moulded

arches, Ave iu number, on each side, and supporting the central . or ' nave '

roof. This roof is constructed to show an inner ceiling, with sloping sides,

divided into compartments by moulded timbers and hammer-beam trusses,

which will obviate the objection of excessive heat or cold attached to open
roofs, and at the same time present a lofty interior. The roofs over the
' aisles ' are similarly treated, and the spaces between ceilings and roofs are

made available for ventilation. The side galleries are four seats deep, ex-

clusive of passage next the walls, and the end gallery extends over the fi'ont

vestibule, and contains a large number of sittings. In the re.ar of the

pulpit is a spacious apsidal recess for an organ, with lofty and imposing

pointed and moulded arch. The floor of this recess is to be level with the

pulpit floor, which will not exceed 5 ft. 3 in. above the floor of the cliapel

;

and the effect of this arr,angement will be to give full scope for the power of

the instrument, and to seemingly unite the lower and upper portions of the

congregation. The transepts are to have ceilings of semi-octagon shape,

which will abut against the nave arches, and thus prevent the acoustic

defect generally accompanying transepts. Underneath the organ recess is a

chamber for Haden's warm air apparatus ; and in the rear are vestries for

minister and deacons adjoining each other, and provided with all ueces.sary

conveniences. The tower and spii-e wUl be 150 feet from ground to top of

vane. Portland stone will be iised for all tracery and delicate dressings,

and for the spire ; and the walls will be b\iilt of native stone and lias lime,

faced with limestone of dark colour, ranged in courses, and pointed with
dark mortar. Light-coloured limestone will lie used in bands, and for all

quoins ; and the relieving arches over all doorways and windows will be
varied in voissoirs of purple slate and red limestone. The roofs will be
covered with Welsh slates, in bands of red and lihie.

Poole.—The foundation stone of the new Odd Fellows Hall, was laid at

Poole, Dorset, on Monday last.

WoKiNGH.\M.—The foundation stone for a new church, for Wokingham,
Eeading, was laid on Tuesday week. The church is designed to accommo-
date between 500 and 600 persons. It will consist of chancel and nave,

with north ani south aisles to each, together with a vestry and organ
chamber. There will be a lofty tower and spire, rising 16fi ft. from the

ground, to the north-west angle of the nave, and the hdter will be lighted

by a clerestory. The arcades of the nave wUl be moulded, resting upon
piers of a like kind, mth carved and foliaged caps. The chancel arch is to

be richly moulded, and also carved. A suifcible recessed reredos, diapered

and carved, will be erected at the east end of the clianeel, the date of which
will be the Second or Middle Pointed. The materials used in the external

will be Bristol stone, with Batli stone dressings, and the walls inside are to

be of brick. Mr. H. Woodyer, of Grafham, Surrey, is the architect, and
Messrs. Wheeler & Sons, of Reading, the builders.

MoFF.\T, N. B.—The foundation stone of a new United Presbyterian

Church was laid on Friday last. The building is to be in the Middle
Pointed Gothic style, and promises to be an ornament to the town.

West BROMii\icH.—Ou Monday Lost the foundation stone of the new
schools iu connection with Christ Church, West Bromwich, was laid. The
building will be erected by Mr. G. B. Ramsey, from the designs of Mr.
.Tohn Waller, at a total cost of upwards of £2,000 ; and the following is a

description of the erection : — The style is Gothic, with pointed arches to

doors and windows. The exterior is to be faced with red bricks, with blue

and wlute brick arches to doors and windows, white brick pilasters, facias,

eaves, cornices, &e., the plinth is faced with blue bricks, and blue

brick bands arc also introduced at the level of window sills and at the

springing of the arches. The copings to gables, the window sills, and
tile pillars and carved capitals to the porches, are to be of stone. The
roofs are to be covered with purple slates relieved with bands of green

slates, and having ornamental ridge crests. There are three school-rooms —
boys', girls', aud infants'— which will accommodate altogether 450 ehil<;U'en.

The boys' and girls' school-rooms are to be divided by a movable partition,

which can be readily taken away, so as to form one large room, which \vill

be 134 ft. long, and 20 ft. wide. There is also a wing, projecting 13 ft., at

the end of each of these rooms, which forms two gables to the frout. There
is also a gable projecting in the centre, so that the plan is in the form of

the letter E. The infants' school-room is at the south end, and forms another

gable to the front ; this room is 50 ft. long and 22 ft. wide. The rooms are

to be 15 ft. high to top of wall plate, and are open to ridge, the exposed
roof timbers being wrought and chamfered, and stained and varnished. The
galleries in the class-rooms axe to be so arranged as to be capable of conver-

sion into a platform wlien the schooh-ooms are used for a large assembly.

There is a residence provided for the master. The total length of the build-

ing in front will be 176 ft. There are tlu-ee ventilating turrets provided,

the one in the centre, between the boys' and girls' school-rooms, rising to

the height of 60 ft.. .and a smaller one at each end. In addition to these
there are four goblet ventilators provided.

Rowley.—Tlie foundation stoue of a new Wesleyan chapel was laid at

Rowley, near Birmingham. Mr. Samuel Loxtcn, of Weibieslmry, is the
architect, aud Mr. W. Field, of Warley, ueiu- Oldbury, the builder. The
building will be in the Gotliic style. The external elevations will be exe-
cuted in common red bricks, relieved with Bath stone dressings. In the
ceuti'c of the front elevation will be a large window, with tracery, in the
Decorated style, glazed with stained glass. The gables to tho elevation of

'the chapel and porches will be coped with Bath stone, with knees-moulded
corbels, and sunk and moulded spungcrs. The apex of the gable in the
front will be finished mth a worked cross. The roof wilfbe supplied
with eiglit lucernes, 'four on each side, framed mth liglits to form trefoil
work, and glazed and hinged so as to afford both liglit and ventilation

to the interior. The interior will be constructed to accommodate 200
persons. The length of the chapel will be 42 ft. 6 in., and the -width
28 ft. The timbers of the roof will be seen, and the whole of the
framing for the pews, free seats, together with the roof, will be exe-
cuted in St. Petersbui'g red deal. Tho pulpit and the communion will
be constructed of pitch pine, the form of the pidpit being semi-octagon, with
moulded panels, with trefoil work ou the head, aud the angles of the pulpit
will be finished with turned columns, with base and cup moulds, and the
liells of the columns will be enriched with carved oak and sycamore leaves.
Round the arches of the windows will be plaster mouldings, the roll and
fillet mould. The floors of the aisles and porches wUl be laid with Minton's
encaustic tiles, variegated. The windows to the side elevation and lucernes
will be glazed with rough rolled plate-glass.

Gateshead.—On Tuesday week the foundation stoue of a new Wesleyan
Methodist school was laid by the Hon. W. Hutt, the member for the
borough. The shell of the building, which is intended to accommodate
360 children, is partly erected.

Preston.—The foundation stone of a Bicentenary chapel was laid on the
25th of last month, at Preston.

Hertfobd.—The foundation stone of a new Bicentenary chapel was laid
at Hertford, by Thomas Chambers, Esq., Q.C.

stained glass.

Chester.—A new stained glass window has been erected at the east end
of St. Peter's Chm-ch, Chester. The figure of our Lord, with groups of
angels, occupy the centre light, and on either side are the figm-es of the
three Marys, St. John, Joseph of Arimathea, aud the good centm-ion. On
each side of the crucifixion is a subject from the life of St. Peter, to whom
the church is dedicated, — his ' denial of Christ,' and his ' release from
prison.' Seated figures of the four Evangelists writing theii' gospels are in
the bases of the lights. In the tracery openings is the subject of ' Christ
calling St. Peter,' and the monograms I.H.S., X.P., .;\Jpha, Omega, &c.
The window has been erected by Slessrs. Hoaton, Butler, & Bayne, of Lon-
don, and the expense has been borne by Miss Pulford, of Green Bank, near
Chester. A project has been set on foot for the insertion of another east

window, as a tribute to the memory of the late Prince Consort.

statues, memorials, etc.

JIoTTTJiEXT TO Is.VAc DisEAELl.—A monumeut has been erected at

Hughenden, Buclcs, opposite the hill on which the Manor House stands,

commanding a view of Windsor Castle, to the memory of the late Isaae
Disraeli, by his eldest son, the Hon. Benjamin Disraeli. It is a vei-y orna-

mental structure, built of Bath stone, resting ou a base of Denner HUl stone.

On tlie northern entablature facing the house is the following inscription,

and on the centre of the same face of the shaft is a basso-relievo bust of

Disraeli the Elder :^
In Memory

Of ISAAC DISRAELI,
Of Bradenham in this County,

Esq., andD.C.L. of the
University of Oxford,

Who, by his happy genius, diffused

among the multitude that

elevating taste for literature,

which, before his time, was the

privilege only of the learned.

This monument was raised

in affectionate remembrance by
Mary Ann, the wife of his

Eldest Son,

The Right Honourable
BENJAMIN DISRAELI,

Lord of the Manor, Chancellor

of the Exchequer, 1852-8 and 9,

And now for the sixth time.

Knight of the Shu'e.

St.vtue op Maria Theresa at Vienna,—On the 1st inst. a statue oi

Maria Theresa was inaugurated in the court of the military academy esta-

blished by the heroic empress of that name.

Crimean and Italian Trophy .4t Paris. — The new French journal.

La France, says that it is the intention of the authorities of the capital to

erect, at the B.arri^re du Triine, Paris, a triumphal arch, to commemorate
the Crimean and Italian campaigns, which is to be of simibir heiglit to that

of the Arc de lEtoile. A wooden model of the same dimensions as tho

proposed work, is to be erected, in order to give an idea of its appearance.

Statue to Dr, Alexander at Prestonpans.— This statue was in-

augurated on Wednesday last, at Prestonpans, near Edinburgh. Mr.
William Brodie, R.S.A., executed the work, and the likeness is said to bo
exceedingly accurate. The statue is considerably more than life size, being

85 feet in height. Dr. Alexander is represented in full military uniform,

vnth his military cloak loosely thrown over his shoidder. On his breast he
wears five military decorations—the Cross of the Legion of Honour, the

Companion of the Bath, the Medjidie, the Cape medal, and the Crimeau
medal, with several clasps. He stands with his head uncovered, looking

towards the Frith. The statue was cut out of a huge block of Redhall

stone, weighing .about eight tons, from the quany of Mr. Gowans. It

is mounted on a square pedestal, about 6i feet high, so that the alti-

tude of the whole erection is somewhere about 15 feet. The monument
is situated about the centre of a sloping green, which rises gi-adually

upwards from the street, and which has been gi-anted for the purpose

by Mr. Alexander, the father of the late Dii-ectoi--GencraI. The Scotsman

says:—'The military unifoi-m has been managed by the sculptor with

great skill, though
" with the .strictest simplicity of treatment. Tho

right arm rests easily by the side, the hand touching and supported

by the waist-belt, while the left hand, slightly projected, is supported by
the sword, the hilt of which it grasps. The head is turucd towards the

right, the right foot being advanced, and as the limbs are well cleared fixim

the mass of the military cloalc that falls from the shoulders, the figm-e is
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relieved of till' heavy efleet so coiunion in stouc statues. TIio expression

and attiluilo are alike auimntod and easy; sifiiiiiflcant, yet not obtrusively,

of the th-inness of eliaraeter and noble self-relianee. eombinod with gentle-

ness and kindliness, tliat distinguished the man. It is a thovonghly suc-

cessful work, proving that Mr. Hrodie is as competent to grapple with the

difficulties of out-of-door seulpturo as to manipulate the marble forms of

•rrnm and beauty that have from year to yeai' aflorned the exhibitions of

the Royal Scottish Academy, and of wliieh a beautiful example is at

present to be seen in the JEnone at the International Exhibition.

METROPOLITAN IMl'ROVEJIENTS.

LONDON Improte.ments.—The improvements lately effected in the city

have, we tliink, given a brighter tone to the architecture of London.

The proposed improvements in Smithfield, the completion of the under-

ground railway, tlae re-eoustruetion of lionses and shop-fronts in the Strand,

Fleet Sti-eet, Cornhill, and Piccadilly, and tlie widening of Newgate yircet, all

tend to prove that architecture is daily lieeoming more than ever a living

reality. And even these great improvements will sink into comparative

obscurity when the Thames Embankment shall have made London the noblest

and grandest city in the world. A few weeks since, Lord Redesdale called tlie

attention of the House of Lords to the necessity of widening Parliament

Street. We hope that the spirited Tioard of Works will not fail to take

this matter in hand. The excessive traffic of Whitehall, all of which is con-

verged into this narrow street, is at some portions of the da\- very dangerous.

The noble Lord very properly said, ou the occasion to which we liave re-

ferred, ' they could not erect the new public offices in such a street as King
Street.' The widening of Parliament Street woidd, wo feel certain, be a

very great relief to the traffic of the neighbourhood, and the various other

improvements contiguous seem daily to demand the step.

Public LTnraALS rs Belok.v.vu.—A special meeting of the vestry of St.

George's, Hanover Squai'c, has been held tliis week, to consider the propriety

of rescinding the following resolution, passed by the vestry on the 7th ult.

:

—
' That a lu-inal, with four compartments, bo erected in Grosvenor Place,

.Tgainst the garden-wall of Buckingham Palace, at the retiring angle, nearly

opposite the end of Chester Street.' A memorial had been signed by the

occupiers of houses in Belgravia protesting against the erection, and, at the

meeting, the resolution of last mouth was proposed to be rescinded, but was

idtimately negatived. Mr. Robinson, member of the Metropolitan Board,

said thatthe intimidation of the London vestries, as in the case in question,

in their eudeavoiu's to better provide for the public convenience, had been

the means of placing Paris far in advance of London both in comfort and

good taste. The sooner the question was tested by an appeal to the law

the better, for wherever they now decided to place such an erection, how-

eyer neat and appropriate, down came the parishioners of the neighboui'hood

to oppose it by threats and intimidation. It was a question forced upon the

p.aroehial authoi'ity by Act of Parliament, and as important in a sanitary

point of view as the general drainage. Let legal proceedings be taken by
the people of Grosvenor Square, and the Tcxed cxuestion for the metropolis

, be decided without further delay.

Iron Bridges over the Metropolitan Bail-way.— The immense
wrought-iron bridge, consisting of seven ponderous girders, the intermediate

spaces being arched with brickwork, has been successfully completed across

the terminus of the Metropolitan Railway at the bottom of Charles Street,

Hatton Garden, and the thoroughfare will be opened for public traffic in a

few days, this viaduct passing over the arrival and dep.arture platforms

beneath. The other bridge across the railway at the back of the Sessions

House, ClerkenweU, is far advanced towards completion, and will be opened

about the 24th of this month.

GENERAL ITEMS.

DISCO^^;KY or Antiquities in Yorkshire.—A .system of drainage has

lately been commenced at Norton, near Malton. During one of the

excavations, the men found, at a depth of eight feet, a hard, firm, concrete

mass, resembling the best macadamised road, but so iirmly cemented

together, that for a considerable time no way could be cut through it.

Eventually a section was exposed, which showed the road to be about fifteen

inches in thickness, and to have been continued apparently across the bed
of the river to the lai'ge camp at Malton, now generally regarded as the

lost station Derventio. This view of the site of a ford here is strengthened

by its being immediately opposite the Proetorian gate of the Malton camp.

The eight feet of cutting was composed of .alluvial deposit, which, in being

thrown out, yielded sever.al coins, varying in date from the time of Con-
stantine to the thii'd WUliam. This would indicate that the ford had con-

tinued in use till within a centm-j- or two ago. In addition to coins, close

upon the road were found various kinds of Roman pottery, antlers of deer,

an iron spear head with traces of a horn hautUe, a wooden sandal or shoe

with bronze fastenings (the wood crumbling on exposure), and a quantity

of small horse shoes, differing from those of the present day, in being much
smaller and lighter, and being without the groove for the nail heads. The
road was exposed for some yards in a southward dii-ection, towards a small

camp which has been recently built upon. The drain, on reaching the street,

was curved eastward, and all trace of the road was then lost. But a few-

yards of excavation due east discovered a second road, formed at right

"angles to the first, and made of similar materials. This road is yet being

cut through, and offers no little opposition to the progress of the works.

Fragments of Roman pottery are being constantly turned up, and the road
itself is gradually ne.aring the surface of the modern street, being now only

three feet below. The road is formed of broken stone, and some description

of cement, laid upou boiddcrs, and is of almost impenetrable hardness.
On .'^angton Wold last week, in altering the rifle range of the 1st North
Yorkshire Volunteers, two implements of warfare, evidently Roman, were
exhumed. The first, a dirk or small sword, has become the property of
Lieut-nant Walker ; the other, a spear head, was sold by the men for old
iron, but a reward is offered for its recovery by the local antiquaries. An

ancient line of road pjLsses by this pilaec (supposed to bo a British trackway
adopted by the Romans), from Malton to York, and by a branch to the great
earthworks of the WoUl Hills.

Illuminating Gas.—Illuminating gas has been frequently produced from
water and liquid hydro-carbons, especially by the process of MM. Baldanras
& Orune, which is based ou the decomposition of the water at a red heat
by the hytli-o-carboiis. In this condition, the hydrogen of the water com-
bines with the carbon of the hydro-carbons, in order to form a hydro-carbon
more hydrogenised, and possessing a very high illnminating power. The
reaction takes place in the following manner: — At lliis liigli temperature
the liquid hych'o-carbon is transformed into ordinary illuminating gas by
abandoning part of its carbon, which decomposes the water by forming car-
bonic oxide, with small quantities of carbonic acid and proto-earburettod
hydrogen. This gas, as well as the carbonic oxide, becomes saturated with
the liquid hydro-carbon, and forms a brilliant illuminating gas. Hitherto,
it is said, we have not attained to a practical solution of this problem, be-
cause the decomposition of the water and tlie hydi-o-carbons did not take
place at the same tinn-. MM. Schaffer & AValkcr state that by decomposing
the whole in the same apparatus at the same time they have obtained results

in full accordance with the theory. With this view, they arrange that a
retort, heated to redness and filled mth coke, shall receive at the same time
the vapour and the liquid liydro-carbon. They thereby obtain a gaseous

mixture possessed of an illuminating power three times that of the gas
obtained from coal. They state that they can vary this illuminating-

power at will, by admitting into the retort more or less of the vapour of

water.

The Temperance Land and Buu.deng Soctety. — This society has re-

cently completed several semi-detached villas upon their estate at Stratford,

and have now the houses ready for sale. The an-angements are, that if the

purchaser cannot pay down the purchase-money, the society will allow him
to pay it by montldy instalments, extending over any period not exceeding

fifteen years. In this way the amount which would otherwise be paid .as

rent may be made to purchase the property. The sum required for the

villas is the actual cost price (£23.5 each). The monthly jjaj-ments to

purchase one of the houses would 1)0 for twelve years £2 10s. 9(1., and for

fifteen years, £2 4s. 8d., other periods in proportion ; so that, supposing the

houses to be worth a rental of £22 per annum each, a payment of £8 9s. per

annum for twelve years, or £4 16s. per annum for fifteen years, over and
above what would be otherwise paid as rent, secures to the purchaser a vote

for the county, aud a freehold dwelling for himself and his heirs free of all

charges. At a public meeting to be held on the Stratford estate on Tuesday
the villas will then be open for inspection.

Price of Gas in Manchester.—We are pleased to observe that the

Manchester City Council, on Wednesday week, adopted, by a majority of

29 against 14, a recommendation of the Gas Committee that, after the 25tli

of December next, the price of gas to consumers within the city shall be
charged according to the following reduced scale :—AVhen the quarterly

consumption is imder 500,000 cubic feet, 3s. 9d. per 1,000; when the

quarterly cousumption amounts to 500,000 and is under 1,000,000 cubic

feet, 3s. 8d. per 1.000 ; when the quarterly consumption amounts to 1,000,000

and is under 1.500,000 cubic feet, 3s. 7d. ; when the quarterly consumption
amounts to 1,500,000 and upwards, 3s. 6d. per 1,000. We observe that

complaints are continually being made in all parts of the country against

the exorbitant prices which various' gas companies are le^'j'ing on con-

sumers; and, in some pilaees, the local functionaries have been urged to take

on their own responsibility the lighting of the to-wn.

The TniBER Trade.—Messrs. F. R. Barnes & Son's monthly circular for

September states, that they have to report favourably of the business in the

timber trade during the past month. The importation, although somewhat
heavy, was not excessive, and the consumption was large. Fresh goods have

assisted the importers in clearing off old stocks, and we fuUy expect a good
season for aU concerned. The aiTivals for the past mouth are 29 vessels,

14,557 tons register (against 25 vessels, 17,405 tons for the corresponding

month last year), and consist of nine fi-om Quebec, 7,389 tons; three from
New Brunswick and Maine, 2,092 tons ; tlu-eo from Onega and Archangel,

993 tons ; five from Norway and Sweden, 1,563 tons; seven from Cronstadt

and Wyborg, 1,880 tons; and two from Dantzig and Riga, 638 tons; .show-

ing an increase of fom- vessels, but a decrease of 2,848 tons register, com-
pared with the correspon4ing month last yeai\ For the season commencing
1st of February 1862, to the present time, there have been 59 vessels, 27,440

tons register arrived, against 77 vessels, 43,911 tons register, for the same
period last year, showing a decrease of 18 vessels. 16,471 tons register.

New Gas Works in PAXGnouENE.—New gas-works have been erected at

Pangbourne to supply that village and Whitchurch -with gas, under the pro-

-visions of the Limited Liability Act. Mr. G. Bower was the engineer and
contractor, and Mr. Richard Briant the sub-contractor. The works are

situated close to the railway station, on a piece of land purchased by the

Great Western Railway Company. The buddings consist of retort house,

coal and coke stores, purifying house, cleau aud foul lime stores, meter, and
governor's house. The plant consists of three retorts, set over one fiu-nace.

for -winter, and a single retort set over another for summer use, with room
left in the retort-house for an additional number of retorts, when cousump-

tion requires. There is a condenser on the annular principle, about 2 ft.

diameter, and ten feet high ; this is placed on one side of the front of the

retort house, the cap and base being of an ornamental character ; on the

other side is a scrubber of the same dimensions and form, which is con-

nected -with a valve of pecxdiar construction, so that the gas can either be

shut off entirelj', or passed through or away from the vessel, when the coke

with which it is charged requires to be renewed. The other works are of a

most satisfactory kind. They were opened last week with a dinner, at which

several excellent speeches were delivered.

A Fight for a Seat in a Church.—A con'e.«pondeut of the Belfast l^cwf:

Letter describes an exti-aordinary contest wliich took place last Sunday in

Coah'sland Church, county Tyrone. Two gentlemen disputed about the right

to a seat, and began a regular fight in the aisle. They were separated by
the congregation, but they agreed to meet again in the evening, and fight it

out in the s.an-.o place, anil the victor was to liave the seat. From the social

position of the parties concerned, and the unusual place where the quarrel
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had begun and was to be finisbed, an iniraense excitement quickly spread

throufii the town and the adjacent neighbourhood. The road about the

church was crowded with jicople of every denomination, and the green and

fence in front of the church were filled with people, most of them women,

not beloncino; to the congregation. Mr. Little, J.P., having received intelli-

gence of what had occurred, sent into Dungannon for a party of police. They

came out to Coalisland just as the people were collecting for evening service,

and prevented the unseemly disturbance.

The DnAix.iGE of HrNTisGDOx.—A local paper says that the efficient

drainage of the town is again brought forward, by the Inspector of Nuisances

having summoned before the magistrates the surveyors of the different

parishes, for the nuisance of the detestable back ditch, in its present state

;

the cause of which is s.aid to be the fact of the sewage of the gaol and union-

house running into the same. This is quite a fallacy, as the refuse water of

the whole town, hospital, and other large buUdings, nms into the same ditch,

and it has now become a complete open sewer. JDuring the summer months
the evaporating power is so great that the effluvium pen-ades the whole town,

filling the houses with the most abominable odours. The brook might be a

clear running stream, having several springs of pure water niuning into it,

by constructing a sewer from the iron bridge at North End, to the corner of

Mr. Maule's house, and there turning dowu by the side of the brook next the

town, to the river, there being a good fall, with plenty of water for flushing

the secondary sewers from town discharging into the same. Part of this

might be done every year, till the whole was efficient, with a sixpenny rate

each year.

CoNGKESSES IX Ger5H>"t.—Within the next five or six weeks, there will be
numerous congresses meeting in various parts of Germany, to consider ques-

tions of more or less importance. Three societies are to assemble at the

small, but celebrated to^vn of "Weimar; the Economical Congress (8th to

11th) ; the Assembly of German Deputies (28th to 30th) ; and the Schiller

Memorial Society (6th to 8th of October). The congress of German archi-

tects and engineers has commenced at Hanover; and at Carlsbad, an assem-
bly of German and foreign physicians and naturalists takes place on the 18th
to the 2-lth of the present month.
The New York Central Park.— Since our article in last week's

BciLDDfG News, on this public park, we learn that the water was let into

the now reservoir on the 19th of last month. It is said to be one of the
greatest artificial water basins in the world. The entire space enclosed is

106i acres, and 96 are covered with water. It is 30 ft. deep, and can hold
one billion of gallons. The reservoir is divided into two great compart-
ments, by a bank 33ft. in height, 117ft. wide at the bottom and loft, at

the top. Its form is irregidar, which is due in a great measure to the
nature of the ground. A vast amount of rock blasting was necessary to

obtain the requisite depth. It has three gate-houses ; the banks on the
inside are faced with cement, on the outside they are covered with grass.

This reservou' will afford a large stated supply of water to the city, if one or
several of the main distributing pipes should accidentally be injured. It is

over three years since its construction was commenced, and it cost

31,500,000. It is a beautiful artificial lake, and adds greatly to the attrac-

tions of the Central Park, while it furnishes the city with its ' crystal drafts

of heaven-distilled beverage.'

Uftox, ne.\r Southam.— The ancient' cross, which was recently dis-

covered at Ufton, has just been restored, under the superintendence of Mr.
George Robinson, architect. It is a very elegant stnicture, of the date of
Edward III. The head of the cross, which was found bm'ied in the church-
yard, near the site of the restoration, contains four niches. In that facing
the west is a fine carving of the Crucifixion of our Lord, with figures of
Mary, the Mother of Jesus, and Mary Magdalene at the foot of the Cross.

In the opposite niche is a boldly carved figure of the I31essed Virgin en-
throned. In the niche facing the south is a figure of St. Catherine, the
favourite saint of the fourteenth century : and in that facing the north is the
figure of St. Chad, the patron saint of Lichfield, with which cathedral Uflon
has been associated as a prebendal stall.

Impro-s'ements in LmcRPOOL.—At the meeting of the Town Council of
Liverpool, on Wednesday week, the Council agreed to accept the tender of
Messrs. Fogg & Co., for making the necessary excavations for the new
public offices in Dale Street. On the motion of Mr. Shiel, seconded by
Mr. Alderman Dover, it was agreed to adopt the altered elevation of the
new public offices. In making the proposal, Mr. Shiel explained that
the elevation now under consideration was the third which had been
submitted to the Council. Considerable additional expense would be
entaUed by it, as was the case in almost every matter involving improve-
ment in material, and a good deal of extra labour. AU the front work
would be of stone, whereas in the elevation originally proposed a great part
was to be of brick. The diflference in the cost for beautifying the building
and making it of stone would be about £7,000, which woidd be about 10
per cent, on the original estimate. It was agreed to accept a deposit of
£15,000 from the Liverpool Exchange Company, for the purchase of the
property known as the Sessions House, and that payment of the remainder
of the purchase money be deferred for two years, at interest at the rate of
£4 5s. per cent, per annum, to commence from the 3rd of September. It
was proposed by the Finance Committee to purchase from Mr. Peter Hope,
a freehold warehouse and premises, in Whitechapel, for the sum of £1,600,
and it was also agreed to purchase property for the purpose of widening
Whittle Street, Kirkdale, the owners having agreed to allow the price to be
paid to be settled by the surveyor.

AcDmoNS TO the Natioxax Gallery of Scotland.— The Scotsman
announces the contribution of some seven or eight pictures to their gallery,
by the parent Institution, the National Gallery of England. The two prin-
cipal pictures, it says, are a large composition of six figures, size of life, re-
presenting 'Venus attired by the Graces,' painted by Guido Eeni. The
picture is well known, from the same subject, if not the identical pictui-e,
having been engraved by Sir Robert Strange. It was presented to the
National GaUeryby His late Majesty William IV., and has for several years
hung in the hall of the Gallery, adjoining the foot of the stairs. The other
IS a copy ascribed to Ludovico Caracci, of the famous ' Ecce Homo,' painted
by Correggio, which, with another picture by the same artist, of ' Mercury

Instructing Cupid in the presence of \'enus,' were purchased by Parliament
from the Marquis of Londonderry, for the sum of £1 1,000. Both now adoc
the National Gallery of Loudon.
The New Highway Act.—The new Highway Act contains forty-seven

sections. The object of the act being to establish ' Highway Boards,' in
order to form and keep highway districts in a proper condition, a county
or borough may be divided for the purpose. Any five or more justices of a
county may issue a provisional order for fonning a highway district, and
objections may be made before a final order is granted on the subject.
Officers of a Board are to be appointed, and proceedings to be adopted
when roads are out of repair. The churchwardens and overseers are to pay
the money required, and to levy rates on the inhabitants to make p.ay-
ments to the Highway Board. In the event of the churchwardens and
overseers not paying the required sum to the Highway Board, they can be
summoned, and the amount recovered from them in a summary manner.
Formation of an Artesian Well at Sheerness Docky.4rd.— The

works connected with the formation of the artesian well at Sheerness dock-
yard, have been brought to a stand by an accident. In consequence of the
treacherous nature of the strata of silt and loose gravel which prevails for
some considerable depth at the spot selected for boring, it was found neces-
sary to sink massive cast-iron cylinders, each of 6 ft. in diameter, to a
depth of 90 ft., in order to carry the boring well into the stiff clay. This
operation had been successfidly accomplished, and the lower cylinder forced
down about 8 ft. into the chn', by which the workmen were enabled to
excavate the bottom for the piurpose of proceeding with the brick steining
to form the sides of the well. During this operation, however, the sand and
silt forced themselves through the clay and underneath the bottom cylinder,
rising to a height of no less than 2-5" ft. in the interior of the well. In
addition to the disaster mentioned, two serious fractures have been dis-
covered in two of the c^dinders, extending completely roimd the circum-
ference, both fractures having been caused by the immense lateral pressure
forcing the cylinders out of llie perpendicular.

New Waterworks at Saffeon Wai.den.—New waterworks have been
erected at Saffron Walden, in Essex. The works consist of an engine and
boiler house, with a chimney shaft nearly 50 ft. high ; and there are two
horizontal steam engines and two boilers, by means of which, working four
double-acting pumps, with a crank shaft by eccentrics, the water is raised
to a capacious reservoir, situated on Mount Pleasant. It is entirely con-
structed of bricks laid in cement throughout, arched entirely over and covered
with mould, so that in a very short time it will assume the appearance only
of a gi-een mound. It is constructed to hold upwards of 100.000 gallons of
water. The large iron main-pipe leading from the works to the reservoir is

6 in. in diameter, and every street and lane in the town will lie laid with pipes
varying from the size of the large main to that of 2^ in. On these at
proper intervals will be placed forty hydrants or fire-cocks, which will be
available in cases of fire, and, by the pressure derived from the great altitude
of the reservoir, will be effective in extinguishing a conflagration without
the aid of fire-engines. On the mains there are a number of sluices or
stop-cocks, by which commimication in any street may be cut off from the
other portion of the mains. The means by which the water will be obtained
by housekeepers will be through galvanised iron service pipes, from an inch .

to an inch-and-a-half in diameter. It is said that an important feature in
the undertaking, as affecting the convenience and regularity of supply, is

that the works are constructed on the principle of ' constant service and
high pressure ;

' consequently there are no tanks or intermediate receptacles
required between the pipes in the street and the vessels into which the
consumer draws the water, which will be available at all times night and
day.

Intehesting Discovery in the Lac de MiN-nres.—The Lac dc Minimes,
recently dug in the wood of Vincennes, occupies the site of a convent for-

merly belonging to the Minimes or Franciscan monks, which was itself

preceded on the same spot by a Roman temple erected to the god Sylvan.
In digging the lake the workmen discovered the foundations of a chapel of
the convent, and near them two leaden coffins and a box of the same metal.

On opening the coffins they were found to contain the embalmed bodies of
a woman, about 35 years of age, and a girl of 9 or 10. The box bore the

words, ' Eight arm of M. de Rambure, 1633.' The bodies and arm had
all been embalmed, and were in tolerable preservation. The arm had been
cut straight through, without taking any part of the flesh and skin to turn

over the stump as now practised. These rem.ains were afterwards re-interred

in the cemetery of Fontenay-sous-Bois.

CHIPS.

BY the liberality of the Duke of Northumberland, five ecclesiastical dis-

tricts are about to be endowed in Northumberland. On Tuesday week,
the foundation stone of the first of the sacred edifices was laid by the Bishop
of Durham.

Guano, in immense quantities, has been discovered at Newfoundland.

At the weekly meeting of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, the dock
engineer laid before the meeting, a plan of proposed buildings, which he sug-

gested should be erected to the westward of the graving docks at Birkenhead,

for the storage of Birkenhead. The plan will probably be considered at the

next meeting ; meanwhile the Town Council have unanimously approved of

it. The estimated cost of the proposed buildings is about £37,830.

The British fleet in the Mediterranean is manned by 9,638 men, and
mounts 865 guns.

In 1860 France produced about 40,000,000 hectolitres, or 880,000,000
gallons of wine.

The Paris Sariugs Bank, during the last fortnight, received 733.092 franci!,

and reimbursed 652,265 francs.

The Dorset Coiinii/ Chronicle says, that our engraving of the new Unitarian
chapel at Islington, which we gave on the 29th of last month, is almost a
transcript of their dissenting edifice in South Street, Dorchester.
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Tile British Miisomn will be open to tlie public on Mondays, ^yeduewl:ly8
and Fridays, between the hours of ten and five, from this date to the end of
October.

The great organ of St. George's Church, Doncaster, whicli baa lieen for
nearly three years in coiu'se of erection, by Jlessrs.'ScIndze, of Germany, is

now eonipU'ted. This organ will be one of the largest in England, and 'it is

said that, in some portions of its construction, it will embrace advantages not
possessed by any other instrument.

A company has been formed for the purpose of .supplying A\Tiitby, York-
shire, -mth water. It is proposed to bring the water down from Hazlehead,
about twelve miles from Whitbj-, the ]>ipes (8 inches) being laid alongside the
railway, and dividid into two branches at Euswai-p, so that the supply may
be available for the east and west portions of the town. The company pro-
pose to purchase the existing works, provided they can be obtained on
reasonable terms.

The corner-stone of the North Street improvements, Ashford, Kent, is to
be laid I'y Viscoimt Maidstone next Monday, at 12 o'clock.

A lino of railway is proposed to be laid down from Abcrfeldy to Crieff,

whicli will, if carried out, bring tliese fertile districts within "four hours'
communication of the cities of Edinburgh and Gla.sgow.

The fine art season in Liverpool has just been opened by a private view
of the Academy on Thursday last, and the following day, by the issuing of
•the cards of the Liverpool Society on the following day. It is said that the
opposition of these two institutions has a very beneficial effect.

The foundation stone of the north pier of the bridge across the Spey, at
Balnealan, N. B.,was laid on Friday week.

The Dundee Police Commissioners have at their meeting on Thursday
week, by a majority of 9 to 5, resolved to authorise the prosecution of
parties amenable to the amended Smoke Nuisance Prevention Act.

The demand for the sewing machine needles of Townscnd, who seems to
monopolise this branch of the Birmingham trade, is said to be exceedingly
active, and the orders are sufEcient already to keep the operatives fully em-
ployed for several months to come.

The total sum expended upon the erection, fittings, and furniture for the
new Town Hall at Folkestone has amounted to £8,883 15s.

Voigsel, the present architect of the Cologne Cathedral, has issued the
forty-ninth report on the progress of tlie work. It app.-ars to be progress-
ing rapidly, and a few lustrums may see it finished. The total of the sub-
scriptions amounted, from 1842 to 1862, to 704,466 thalers, little more than
£100,000.

The enlargement of the West Kent Infirmary is rapidly progi-essing, and
it is expected will be opened at Christmas.

CorrfsponiTfnfe.

STONE PRESERVATION.
To the Editor of the ' Building News.'

Lambeth Ghiss Works, Carlisle Street, S.

London, Aug. 20, 1862.

SIE.—Here-n-ith we beg to send you a specimen of Caen stone that has
been subjected to our process for hardening and preserving. If j'ou will

have the kindness to inspect this specimen, we will send you, if you please,
another and another, tli.-it you may see the effect of our process upon the
different sorts of stone. So far as we can judge, any porous stone can be
successfully operated upon, and the pores so filleil up, and the siu'face
hardened, that it will readily take a polish. The ingredients we use are
simply silica, lime, alumina, and potash, the latter in comparatively small
quantities, all of_ which we have succeeded in getting into one solution,
either thick or thin, i. e. strong or weak, as occasion may require, which is

applied witli a brush, until the jiores are filled up with a substance very like
cement. It is in fact a glass concrete, and not subject to change ; there is
nothing to grow out, and it hardens by time. The cost of indurating is
trifling, and the polishing can be accomplished at much less cost than
marble, which latter for interiors must be of importance. Specimens of
stone may be seen in Class XXXIV., sub-class B. No. 6,788, of the Infer-
national Exhibition.

We are, sir, your obedient servants,

Jesse Eust & Co.

[We have closely examined the specimen stone sent us, and to aU
appearance it has been 'successfully operated on.'

—

Ed. B. N.]

BATH STONE.

To the Editor of the ' Building News.'

SIR,—In reading the leading article in the BiuMer, of the 30th August
last, respecting the quarries in the oolite series of formations, otherwise

known as the Bath Stone, I was somewhat surprised at some of the state-

ments made therein. A map is drawn in which it is shown, that the greater
portion of the quan-ies of Box Hill belong to one firm only, whereas there
are several other firms carrying on extensive quarries in the same hill, who,
together, do a trade of over one hundred and fifty tons per day. I am
prepared to prove there is on an average, besides the quantity quarried by
the firm named, from five to six hundi'ed tons of Bath Stone, supplied from
the following named quarries daily throughout the year. ' Combe Down,'
' Farleigh Down,' and ' Box Hill.' The stone in each of these quarries is of
the finest quality, and testimonials respecting its durability, and other
excellencies, can be obtained from many of the leading building firms in
England. The mode of quarrying the stone is precisely the same with all

the quarry proprietors, and was in use long before the firm mentioned in the
Builder were known in the trade.

Judging from the tenor of the article in question, parties unacquainted
with the real facts of the case would arrive at the conclusion that there wais

only one firm of any standing in connection with the Bath Stone trade

;

such, however, I have shown not to be the case, and large quarries around
the City of Bath testify to the ti-uth of my assertions.

In conclusion, I beg to state I shall at any time be happy to show any
parties who may feel interested, the location of the quarries I have men-
tioned, and to give any other desirable information respecting them.

I beg to apologise for thus trespassing on your valuable space, but I
could not soe statements made in so proniinent a manner to the building
world, without informing them through the medium of your valuable paper
of the real facts of the case.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant.

One of the Tbade.

|4atents anb <|nbmtions.
(CONNBCTBD WITH THE BuiLDINQ TrADB.)

401. W. F. Smith & A. Coventry— Improvements in, and
applicable to, lathes fr>r turning and cutting screws. Dated
Feb. \i, 1S62. This consists in employing three or more dies
or cutters, but the inventors prefer to use three arranged
rouTid the article to be cut at a distance of V2^P apart ; these
dies are cut in a similar manner to those for ordinary screw-
cutting with stocks and dies, and are carried by a stand, which
is fixed to the slide carriage of the ordinary screw-cutting
4athe, arranged so that the slide carriage cin be quickly de-
tached froir. the screw giving motion to it, and traversed on
the bed independently of the screw. Patent abandoned.

403. T- Hemson.—Improvements in water-closets. Dated
Feb. 15, 1862. This invention is not described apart from the
drawings. Patent completed.

405. W. Avery— Improvements in machinery for the
manufacture of screws, a part or parts of which improvements
may also be used in the manufactureof pins, rivets, and nails.

Dated Feb. V; 1862. This invention is not described apart
from the drawings. Patent completed.

418. F. W. GERisn.—Improvements in pumps. Dated
Feb. 17, 1862. Here, in order to obtain a reciprocating right-
line motion to the pump rod, a fixed toothed wheel is em-
ployed, and the shaft which gives motion to the pump rod
passes through and rotates within the centre of the fixed cog
wheel. On this shaft is a crank, on the crank pin of which U
mounted a pinion, the teeth of which gear into the teeth of
the fixed cog wheel. To the pinion the end of the pump rod
is attached at a distance from its centre, corresponding with
the radius of the crank ; hence, by the rotation of the shaft,
the crank will carry the pinion round with it; .ind as the
teeth of the pinion at all times gear with the teeth of the fixed
wheel, llio pinion is caused to rotate on the cr.mk pin, so that,
supposing the pump barrel to be vertical, the pump rod
"••" -• all times be vertical, and will, when -* '-will
liighest point, cross the centre of the fixed wheel, which,
by preference, is formed with internal teeth. The barrel of
a pump may, when desired, be in a horizontal or other posi.
tion. Patent abandoned.

422. J. J. Van den Berg. — An economical fire-kindler.
Dated Feb. 17, 18h2. This fire-kindler is composed of chips
of cork and resin. Patent abandoned.

423. E. T. HuGUEs—An improved method of, and appa-
ratus for, collecting the gases given off from furnace. (A
communication.) Dated Feb. 17. 1862. This invention is
.carried out in the following manner :—At the top of the

furnace, and surrounding its opening, there is a metal
casing having apertures for allowing the furnace to be ie^,
and also formed at the top so as to support the gas pipe or
chimney, the bottom of which is at such a distance from the
top of the furnace as to offer no obstruction to the feeding of
the material. At the edge of the opening of the furnace, and
at the bottom of the chimney, there are conical rings which
support a cap or cover when the space is required to be closed.
The cap or rover has a bal.itice-weight for raising or lowering
it witli facility. When raised, the furnace can be fed, but
when lowered, the space is effectually c'osed by the cover
which collects the gases, and allows them to escape only
through the gas pipe or chimney. At the top of the gas pipe
there is a safety-valve, which opens when there is excess of
pressure, but which islmuch higher when the operatives are
engaged. Patent completed.

428. K, Watkins.— Improvements in producing light in

oil and spirit lamps, parts of which improvements are appli-
cable to lamps generally. Dated Feb. 18. IS62. This relates

in part to lamps of all kinds, and in part, and more parficu.
larly, to that class of lamps in which the light is pmduced
from the gas or vapour evolved, generated, or raised from
and by the application of caloric or heat to volatile ods, spirits,

compounds, or liquids, suitable for the purpose, and consi-ts
in improvements in the form and construction and mode of
fitting the burners movable, and other parts of lamps, and in

admixing and compounding in the various specific propor-
tions the oils, spirits, or liquids to be used therein. Patent
completed.

4o9. F. Bahnett .^n improved lamp or lantern for street
lighting and other purposes. Dated Feb. 19, 1862. This
invention is not described apart from the drawings. Patent
abandoned.

444. W. Dams.—Improvements in increasing the illumi-
nating eft'ect of coal gas, and olier gases. Dated Feb. 19, 1S62.
The patentee claims: 1, inntasing the illuminating power
of coal gas and other gases by hydro-carbons, or carburetting
materials, or enriching, or auxiliary agents, conveyed con-
tinuously from their receiver or holder, while the corabus-
tion of the gas under treatment is going on, to a receiver,
holder, or part in such proximity to the burner ;it which the
gas is undergoing combustion, that the heat produced by such
combustion shall evolve vapours from the hydro-carbon or
carburetting materia!, or enriching or auxiliary agent, which
vapours shall combine with the gas under treatment, and
thereby increase its illuminating effect. 2, the mode of in-
creasing the illuminating effect of gas by hydro-carbons or
carburetting materials, or enriching, or auxiliary agents, con-
tained in a holder below the burner, from which holder they
are gradually raised to the neighbourhood of the burner by
capillary action or other mean?, so tliat the heat transmitted
from the burning gas shall evolve vapours from them which

combine with the gas and increase its illuminating effect.

S, the mode of applying tlireaiis of cotton or other fibrous

material for re-using the hydro-carbon or carburetting ma-
terial, or enriching, or auxiliary agent, according to which
the threads carried from the holder of the said hydro-carbons
or agents are coiled or wound in the neighbcurhnod of the
burner for the purposes set forth. 4, the mode in which the
hydro-rarbon or carburetting material, or enriching agent, is

raisetl to the centre of the burner belu'.v the part where com-
bustion is going on, so that it may give off vapours which
combine with the burning gas, substantially as described.

Patent completed.

^nxbt Jlclvis.

M. David Hurworth, the accepted contractor for the works
in connection with the important and extensive restoration of

St. Cuthbert's Church, Darlington, September inst., has
commenced operations.

The contracts for the works on the Berwickshire line of
railway from Dunse to Earlstoiin have been let to Messrs.

MoskiU & Brodham, of Carlisle, who are well known as

efficient and eiurgftic contractors. Operations \sill com-
mence immediately after harvest, and it is expected that they

will be complete in about one yejr.

TENDERS.
Halifax.—For carpenters* work to part of roofing to the

Orphan School and Home, Halifax, ft^r Messrs. J. CrosUey

& Sons. Paul & Ayliffe, architects, Manchester.

Quebec red pine. Memel.
Illingworth £1.783 1.675

Bedford I,7S3 1,581

Pulman 1,600 1.540

Dyson & Sons (ac-

cepted) 1,520 1.440

KiLDAHE—For rebuilding nave of Narraghmore Church,
county Kildare. Mr. R. J. Withers, architect

Cockburn'& Sons .£1,265

T. H Carroll 1,017 10

P Sharpe 900
\V. Crampton 895

STouRuniDGR. — New organ chapel for the Presbyterian

Church, High Street, Stourbridge. J. M. Smith, architect.

Pagett £387
Allsop & Son taceepted) 295
iiroith 295
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AsTHRBT — For building new Rectory House, at Asterby

Lincolnshire. Mr. R. J. Withers, architect.

A. Binns £1^047

H. Diinkley » l/"2

J. W. Timms 1,000

R. RvaU S^^S

A. Bellaiiy 975 U
C.Clark 965

CABniGAX. — For buiklinn new P.irsonajje Hniise, at Heti-

fynyw, Cadiganshire. Mr. R. J. Withers, architect.

R. Williams ,....£1,456

E.& L.Thomas 1.278 18 6
Evans* Jenkins 997

C. J. Davies 962 Ifi

London For restorintr St. Ethelbnrga's Church, Bisbops-

gate Street. First portion of work^. Mr. R. J. Withers,
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Pol.ind.

Nave. Chancel. Total.

Tracey & Co £2fl9 197 406
W. J. London 938 Ififi 404
Oxford A Co 213 184 397

J. & W. Saunders 210 175 U ,*!9i

Pritcbard & Son 227 161 391

Sharpington S: Cole ... 207 HtJ 3S3

Garbon.—For building a Parsonage House, at Garbon, in

Holdeness, Yorkshire. Mr. R. J. Withers, architect. The
proprietor to find bricks and carriage.

J. Goodworth £92-^ 10
C. Thompson 919
Hutchinson & Musgrave ..„ 8R0
C Brown 772 5 6
Robinson & Gray 749 fi

J.Stamford .- 650

CONTRACTS OPEN.
Bath.—For the excavators' and m.Tsons' work at the new
Bath theatre. Plat;s and specifications may be seen ;it the
offices of C. J. O. Pbipps. Esq. F.S. A., 5 Paragon Build-
ings, Bath, on and after Sept. 30. to whom sealed tenders
are to be sent on Thursday Sept. 18.

Bati!.— For the carpenters' and joiners', slaters', plasterers'

plumbers', painters', glaziers' and g.isfitters' work .it the new,
theat'cBath Names are to be sent at once to the archi-
tect. C J. Phipps,Esq,. F.S. A., and plans may be seen at
his office on and after Sept. 8th, and (be quantities will he
fupplied on payment of lOs. fid. Tenders fo be sent to the
arcliitect before 10 o'clock a.m. on the ISth iiist.

Northampton.—For the execution of the following works:—
1st, The making and constructing of a new reservoir, in a
field near to the Kettering Road, in the town of North-
ampton, with the necessary works connected therewith.
2nd. The sinking and mr\kingof a wellof thedeptb of 260 tt.,

with the mnsonry. brickwork, and all other matters neces-
sary for the completion thereof. Full specifications, with
drawings, may be inspected at the office of the Company,
Northampton, on any day after August SO. All tender*
must be sent in before September 27. The tenders may be
made for the whole of the works, or for the well or reservoir
separately.

ABEncAVEVNY.—For the construction of a cattle market at
Abergavenny. The works comprise buildings, sheds,
boundary walls, pitching and paving, drainage, sewerage,
Ac. Iron pens and stands for catile, sheep and pigF.
Tenders will be received fiir the ironwork only, or one
tender may be sent in for the whole of the works. Draw-
ings and specifications may be inspected on and after
September 10. at the office of T. Dyue Steel. Esq., C.E.,
Bank Chambers. Newport, Mon., of whom forms of tender
may be obtained. Tenders must be sent in to the Clerk 'o
the Improvement Commissioners, not later than September
20, 1S62.

Hawvrden —For alterations and additions to the Union
Workhouse, at Hawarden, Chester. PInns and specifica-
tionsmay be seen on application to Mr. E Hodgkinson, iir-

chitect. Grey Friars, Chester, after Monday, the Ifith inst.

Sealed tenders to be delivered at the office of the clerk to
the guardians. 31 White Friars, Chester, not later than
Wednesday, the 24th Sept.

Warrington.—For the construction of certain sewers and
their appurtenances in* the following streets or thorough-
fares in the borough of Warrington : — School Lane,
School Brow. Orchard Street, Victoria Street, Crossley
Street, and the streets adjacent thereto. Also in Lythgne's
Lane, Orford Lane, Pinner's Brow. Oliver Street, Sil-
ver Street, Haydock Street, and John Street, and cm-
bodied in 'Sewerage Contract IS.' Plans and specifica.
tions maybe seen, and further information obtained, from
Mr. B. P. Coxon, C.E. Market Street, on and after the 8th
instant. Tenders, endorsed ' Sewerage Contract 18," are
to he left at the Town Hall, under cover, addressed to the
ch.Tirman of the Paving and Sewerage Committee, not later
than rive p.m. on the 15th instant. The quantities hsve
been taken nut, and will be furnished to the contractor, the
committee not being responsible for the same.

Chelsea. — For the execution of general works connected
with thesewors and drainsfortwelve months. Copies ofthe
schedule, and ofthe contracts and form of tender, may be
had upon payment of 10s.. to be returned to parties ten-
dering. Tenders to be delivered on or before noon of the
16ih inst., to Mr. Charles Labee, Vestry Clerk, at the
Vestry Hall, King's Road, Chelsea.

Chelsea.—For the supply of 1,500 tons of broken new blue
Guernsey granite, to lie delivered forthwith at the dep6t.
Alpha Place. Manor Street. Chelsea. Further particulars
may be had on application to Mr. Charles Labee, Vestry
Clerk, at the Vestry Hall, King's Road, Chelsea, to whom
tenders must be delivered by noon of the 16th insL

Chelsea.—For the supply for twelve months of the best clean
gray, brokpn pit. road flints, according to sample to be seen
at the Vestry Hall. Chelsea, to be delivered at the Free
Dock, Cheyne Walk, at such times and in such quantities
as may be directed. Tenders to be sent to the Vestry
Clerk by noon of the loth Sept.

MAiDSTONE.—For alterations to the West Kent Militia Store
Buildings, at Maidstone, and for outside painting to the
same, may see the plan and .specification at the office ofthe
County Surveyor, West Borough, Maidstone, any day
(except Sunday), between the hours of -10 and 5, where
scaled tenders are to be delivered, endorsed ' Tender for
Work at the West Kent Militia Stores,' at or before four
o clock on Tuesday, the I6th inst.

W-hitehavizn.— For the supply of 5.000 larch sleepers, andtwo miles of post and rail fencing. Forms of tenders to benad on apijlie.ition to the secretary. Tenders to be sealed,marked • Tender for Sleepers,' and delivered to Mr. H.
Look, Secretary, Whitehaven, on or before the 20th Sep-
tember. *

BANKRUPTS.
To Surrender in B\si.vghall Street.—Robert CliflTord

Uuke, Cannon Street, and East Surrey Villas. Commercial
Road Peckhnm, iron merchant, Sept. 23, at 11 —John Boul-

ter Stoke Pages, Bucks, plumber. Sept. 25. at 12—William

Smith, St. Alban's, builder, Sept. 25, at 12.-Samue1 Joseph

Turner, Old Street Road, saw-maker, Sept. 25, at 11.— John

Lock, Clilton Road, New Cross, builder and contractor,

Sept. 25, at 2-30.

To Surrender in the Cou.vtet.— Frederick Sanderson.

Nottinpham, Sept 16. at 11, architect, Bankrupts* Court.

Nottingham.— Richard Wellington. Truro, builder. Sept. 17.

at ly, Exeter Court Edward Howard and Edward Butcher,

Liverpool, cabinetmakers, Sept. 18. at 11. Liverpool Court. —
Walter Thomas Bromley, Liverpool, timber merchants, Sept.

18. at 12, Liverpool Court. —Thomas Wigley, Derby, car-

penter, Sept. 25. at 12. Derby County Court. — Frederick

Johnson, Leicester, plumber, .Sept. 21), at 10, at the Registrar's

office, Leicester. — George Penny, I^icester. French polisher.

Sept. 20, at 10, at the Registrar's office, Leicester— William

Scovelt, Wimbor'ne Minster, Dorsetshire, builder, Sept. 19,

at 10, County Court, Wimborne Minster.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—FABEBRornER. Clark, & Lye. on the premises,

the Vulcan Iron Foundry, Cornwall Road, Lambeth, the
plant and stock.

Lerew 8c Lerew. on the premises, Camden Terrace, at 12

for 1. 2,520 planks, deals, and battens, a few cut ditto, floor-

ing, quartering, wide pine board, mahogany, e'.m, stocks,

&c.

Tuesday Kirrm^n, on the premises. Burnt Ash Lane.
Lees, near Blnckheath Station, at 12 for 1. the stock in

trade and effects of a brickmaker and contractor.

Glasier & Son—On the premises at 12 for 1, building fix-

tures, fittings, and trade utensils, of the llorac Shoe and
Magpie, Bridge Street, Westminster.

Bray— At the Mart, at 12, in 27 lots, valuable estate, com-
prising about 1.350 feet of building ground, at Hornsey,
near to the Wood Green Railway Station.

Scotcher.—At the Manufactory. 30 Albert Street. Camden
Town, the stock in trade of a pianoforte manufacturer.

Tnt'RsnAY.—PuLLEN, HoRNE & EvERSFiELD, at thc Wharvcs,
City Road Basin, and Somers Lane, King's Cross, and at

the Works, Bagnigge Wells Road, at 12, surplus materials
and plants used in the construction of the Metropolitan
Railway.

Friday.—Marsh, on the promises, at 1, the building mate-
rials of a public house, five bouses in Villier Street, acid

three houses in tlie Strand.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Received.— P. H. B-, J. R. D., Artizan. E. B.. W. B.,

W. Y., Messrs. P. & A., P. B.. C , C. M. W.. W. R. J. H..
E. W., J. C. B B . W. Y., J. P. P., T. S., J. W., W. W.,
P. H. D., W. P. T.. J. R., J. H., W. T.. B. R.. Aspirant,
W. T. T , J. H. Manchester. D. & Co., J. Bros., W. H. W.,
S. S, W. C, W. H. T.. P. G.

*,» Wo particularly request that all newspapers and com-
munications to the Editor be addressed 26 Bouverie Street,

Fleet Street, B.C., and not to Old Boswell Court.

AH letters, books, newspapers, &c., are requested to be
addressed only to the Editor.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

Works in Progress.—We sh.nll feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with notes of works contemplated
or in progress in the provinces; in mo-'t cases, a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or lias already been, com-
menced, will be sufficient.

*#* Notice. — The Buh-dixg News is nmv
Permanently Enlarged., and published at 26

Bouirrie Street, Fleet Street, opposite thc 'Daily

NeTTs ' OfficCj evert/ Friday Morning,

MISCELLANEOUS.

OR CONTRACTORS' WAGONS,
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CART,

DOBBIN CARTS. BARROWS, and RAILWAY PLANT.
Apply to nENHYnUGHES,

ZIngineer and Timber Merchant, Falcon Works,
Loughborough.

F

PAPER AND ENVELOPES.
The Cheapest and Largest Stock in the Kingdom at

PARTRIDGE & COZENS',
Manufactiu-ing Stationers, 192 Fleet Street, and 1 Chancery Lane»

W.C.

P& C. being Paper Makers' Agents, pnreliasing
• all their papers direct from the mills, uffer them to thc public

at ' one proJit only,' being 30 per cent, under the usual retail
charges.
Good Cream Laid Note Papers, 2tt.. 3s.. and \3. per ream.
Super Large Blue Corr.mercial ditto. 39. ,4s., and 5e. per ream.
Superfine Feap., 10s. 6d. per ream. Outsidee Fcap.,68.6d. per ream.
Patent Straw Note. 2s. per ream. Straw Letter, *s. per ream.
Good Cream Envelopes, 3s. 9d., 4s. 6d., and 6s. 6d. per 1,000.
Large Blue Envelopes. 4s. 6d. per l.nnfi.or 5.noo for 203.
Best Double Double Crown improved Tracing Paper.7s.6d.perquirC-
Patent Tracing Linen, 42 in. wide, 2s. per yard.orSSs.Gd- per piece

(24 yards).
Measuring Books, Quantity Paper, Drawine Papers, Cartridges

Browns, &c. &c. at the lowest rates. Estimates free of chajge.

CvVBRIAGE PAID TO THE COUNTRY ON ORDERS
OVER 20s.

PARTRIDGE & COZENS. 192 Fleet Street, and 1 Chancery
Lane, London, W.C,

TO ARCHITECTS, BTTILDERS, &c.

DA:\rP and DRAUGHT effectuaUy excluded
from the bottoms of French Casements by

T. SMITH'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTING WATER-BAR^
A Workinc Model can be eeen at the Manufactory,

14 QUEEN STREET. OXFORD STREET, W.,
or a sketch will be sent on application.

Iron and Brass EsrACNiotETTA Bolts of a Superior Quality
at Reduced Prices.

PIPORTANT TO BUILDERS AND
p.VTNTERS.—Genuine White Lead, 30s. per Cwt. ;

Linseed Oil, 39. 6d. per gallon ; Boiled Oil, 3s. lOd. pcrgaUon ;

Turpentine, 9s. 6(3. per gallon

;

Fine Pale Oak Varnish. S;. per gallon.

For Cash, at EDWARD PRICE'S, Wholesale Colour and Varnish
W'aiehousca, 30 Upper Ebury Street. and 15 Coleshill Street, Pimlico

.

Every Article for the Trade at the Lowest Price.

0HN8T0N 13 ROT HE
Ptabbal gletnl Scloikus,

R

MANUFACTORY, 190 HIGH HOLBORN, LOKDON.

Snccimens at the Architectural Exhibition, Condiut Street, TV.

Drawings Bad Estimates iurnished.

VSTELSH SANDSTONE.
GEORGE CLARK & SON, of Wootten Wawen,

near Hcnley-in-Ardcn, arc workins a Quarry of this very

superior and durable Stone (beloucms to the Cefu Range\ at

Plaspower.Naut, near Wreiham. It iJ used very extensively in

Liverpool. Manchester, &c.. and can be supplied at icasonat le rates

at any Station on thc Great Western Hallway- Arrnnferacnta

would be made with any responsible Stone Merchant in London

for a constant supply.

lOETLAND CEMENT.
GREAVES S: KIRSIIATT,

14 SOUTH WHARF, PADDINGTON, W.
L. M. TATHAM. A^enl.

Portland. Bath, and Lias Cfments ofthe Best Qualitv.

LIGHTERAGE.
CHARLES STEUTTON,

94 COMMERCIAL ROAD. LAMBETH.
B.4RGES LEI- BY THE DAY OR YEAR.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS!!!

A CERTAIN CURE FOR SMOKY CHIMNEYS MAY BE OBTAINED BY USING

J. E. CARTER'S PATENT
VENTILATING CHIMNEY TOPS.

TESTIMONIALS FREE, ON APPLICATION TO

J. E. CARTER, ZINC WORKS, 3 BROWNLOW MEWS,

HENRY STREET, GKAY'S INN LANE, W.C.

BXTILIDEItS SHOTJIaID ITsTSI'ECT THIS 3SrE"Wr I>-A.TEIvrT.
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GRANITE AND aRANITE POLISIIINa.

RANITE is now so {joiiernlly cmployod for

liuililinj;- and monumontiil pui-posc^s, even

;^- in noii-ij;ra)iiti' ditstricts, and so woll known,
that any spcM'ial description of it is unnoccs-

Tfcj _2^jjf^^^^,^-^Xi sarj'. Its i'omi)osition, as a rod;, is quartz,

\y(^ fi^^'^?^^"Si^ felspar, and niiea. TlKMlilTorencesof granites

JJrJH;^ j^^ 7f anion;,'! lieniselvos ilepend upon the propor-

.^^i^gtyS, tions in wliich tliese bodies arc foinid

^i^rJjlalsX /^\ together, upon the size of the ciystals of

quartz, and ujion their colour. (jeneraUy

sjieaking, tlie difference in colour depends
on the colour of the quartz and felspar.

There are granites in which the mica
apjiears in large scales, giving the rock a
rotten appearance ; and, indeed, granites

where the mica predominates, unless well

/'ij ^^ -y^ dresseil, appear to have less (lower of rc-

J ^'Jpr^^ sisting tlie action of tlie atmosphere than others.

F x^^^ Cn the other hand, where the mica is present in

v^r^ ^ small quantity, the stone, under tlie hammer,
,ap]x>ars less tougli, more l>rittle, and cannot Ijo quarried in blocks of

any size for any but the commonest building purposes—dry walls for

fields and the like. Moreover, the colour is not agreeable to the eye.

Quartz may be found jiorfoctly milk-white, and having a semi-trans-

lucont apiicarance ; also of a blood or rose colour. Felspar, in

different quarries, has a tinge varying from grey to light blue.

Granite is tound in great aliuiniance in several jiarts of Great

Britain and Ireland, and in the Gliannel Islands ; but from differences

of composition, all are not equally adajited forlmilding puqioses, and
do not take so kindly to the tool. Most granites are well adajited for

paving purposes ; and cheapness at the quarry, and facility of

transport, will always determine their introduction. For veiy many
years excellent cubes were imported from Al.ienleen to pave the

streets of London. The quarry whicli supjjlied them supplies about

the best granite in the kingdom for hardness and beaut}'. The
demand from this quany is now limited almost to curbstones and
flagstones. The Devonsliire granite is at present largely consumed
in the metropolis for pa^•ing, and also for building; tlic principal

objection to it is its texture and colour. In price we believe that it

is cheaper than the Scotch granites. "We are not aware whether the

granites of the Channel Islands have been introduced liithcrto into

metropolitan buildings.

The Scotch granites have been extensively used for building and
monumental pm-poses in England, and are the best known. The
area of their tlistribution is not very extensive, the county of

Aberdeen being the principal som'ce of the supply. Tlie I'ed granite,

known as Peterhead granite, comes from the quarry of Stirling Hill,

not far from the latter little to^^^l, known for its enterprize in the
whale-fisliing trade. This quany belongs to Mr. Macdonald, of

Aberdeen. The granite is sometimes of a tine rose colour, deepening
into a porplijTy shade. The sujiply from this quany of recent years

has been enormous for ornamental and memorial purposes. It has
supplied monoliths of great length ; and at present can supply cubes
of largo dimensions. It is all nonsense to say, we are informed on
good authority, that monoliths of grand dimensions are not to be
fomid in the northern counties of Scotland. Let the demand be
made, and the supply will come.
The Stirling Hill quarry supplies blocks and slabs for manyarchi-

tectiu-al i)ra-poses, and its beautifvil colour will always recommend it

for ornamental puiposes by itself, or in combination with the grey
and blue granites. The Isle of Midi supplies a red granite, in which
the quartz felspar predominate. Tlie quarries arc excellent. Mono-
liths of great lengtli and bulk are easy to be obtained, but the expense
of transport of blocks to the main land, and to any considerable
distance beyond, has proved an obstacle to its extensive introduction
hitherto for building purposes. When polished, it is not cjuite so
pretty as the Peterhead granite, but as it contains a smaller propor-
tion of mica, it presents a closer surface. Examine ijolished slalis

of Peterhead, and one will find that the surface is not uniform, on
account of the friable nature of the mica; which, under the action of
the polishing machineiy, is torn away, leaving minute angular or
flakey ca\"ities behind. The close texture ofthe Egyptian red granites
contrasts fiivourably with our best British granites. The atirasion of
the mica is visible only to the microscope in good specimens. The
Egyptians had good quan'ies.and they also must have had good quaiTy-
meu, as it is easy to spoil a good block in cutting it from the
quarry.

Here a doubt arises, which practical quan-janen decide to their own
and our satisfaction. They say that granite has a cleavage, not so

decideil as in slate and in some limestones, but still there is a
cleavage. Granite, with all its pertinacity and obduracy, follows a
law of cleavage, discernible more perhaps to the quanyman than the
geologist. In short, it is possible to lilast a rock across the grain, so
that its weakest points shall be exposed to the weather. One has only
to study the gaps in a cjuany, to assure himself that granite has a dip.
Tlie face of a granite quarrj- may present a surface as uniform as that
of the Bank of England. A single blast infomis the practical quarn,--
man as to the direction ofthe dip. No quarrv'inan, at first sight, can
tell the direction of the diji. Hence the m.any disappointments in

quaiT)'ing. Menof longpractice have been deceived, even ;is to tiie value

of a granite quany, viewing it from the mere outside. The first ex-

plosion of a rock tells, generally, however, in what direction ran tho

ribs ofthe world. Gunpowder, skilfully employed, is to tho anatomy
of a rock what the seal|)cl is to the anatomy of the human body. Even
when there is no apparent fault in the rock, tlio qnarryman may find

himself at fault, but with this advantage, in general, that ho can
shortly <liscover his error. And he can tell when ho has come to the

end of his tether as surely as a coal miner can tell when he has
arrived at the end of a seam. Granite quarries are exhaustible. There
is a surface which may be exhausted, and a depth wliich yields no
profitable results. The mistake, even to quarrj-inon, is the supposi-
tion that granite, in situ, is uniform in texture. Indeed, granite may
differ as much in a cpiarry as trees in a forest—hard and soft granites

—

hard and soft-wooded trees. We have picked from the (|uariy, stono

as rotten to the touch as birch-bark from a moss, but of course this

has been an exceptional case.

The quarry of Cairn Gall, which likewise belongs to Mr. Mac-
donald, near Peterhead, supjilies a blue granite of considerable re-

pute, and so do the quarries of Eubislaw, Sclattie, Tyrebaggcr, and
the Dancing Cairns. Quariymen distingniish between blue and grey
granites, liut the colours are not made manifest distinctly until the

products ofthe different quarries vaunting tho same quantities have
been brought under the eye together. For mommiental purjioses tho

blue granite of Eubislaw is the most esteemed, and from this (juarry

excellent stones are obtained for building purposes. Some builders

prefer stones extracted from the quarry called the Dancing Cairns.

These two quan-ies are of great antiquity. From the one or the

other the granite city of Aberdeen has been almost entirely built.

They have contrilnited to the stnieture of London-bridge and to the

paving of many of the streets of London. There is at this moment
lying in Huliislaw (piarry a block of stone nine feet square; by threo

feet in depth. It will be excavated in two compartments. The one
will contain the remains of the late Prince Consort, the other is in-

tended for the last resting-place of Her Majesty, v>'hom may God long

preserve. The di'hris lying around tho mouths of these quarries

attest their antiquity. They coul 1, from their waste, supply metal
enough to repair all the high roads of England. The oldest inhabi-

tant never heard of their fiiilure to meet any demand made ujson

them ; the annalist of the city cannot tell wlien men first began to

dig from them. This much is certain, that they are the oldest

granite quarries in North Britain of any note, yet we are told that the

Dancing Cairns is almost exhausted for large blocks of granite, while it

still supplies stones of a good ipiality for common biulding purposes. The
Dancing Cairns will for a long time yet be able to supply stones for

the pavement, and chips from it buiM many a cottars' home, and the

rich man's country villa. The quany of Eubishaw supplies perhaps a
more aristocratic stone ; it is verj' pretty when jjolishcd. Its fine blue

colour commends itself to the monuraentalist. It works well before

the lathe, and may be converted into ornaments in the form of
brooches for ladies. This indeed may be said of the Peterhead
granite, and the "red, wliite, and blue," of the Aberdeenshire granite,

incombination, form very agreeable contrasts whenset in gold or silver.

Tyrebaggcr quarry produces good gTey granite, Kcranay, the most
extensive of all the quarries in Aberdeenshire, produces a granite not

so blue as that of Eubislaw, nor so grey as that of T\Tebagger, and
is a useful l:)uilding stone. It is never taken for polishing purposes,

however. There are jjerhaps about five hundred cjuarriers emjiloyed

at Kemnay, We have sought for, but cannot get, certain information

as to the numlicr of men employed in the other quanies ofAberdeen-
shire, but it must be considerable.

We have intimatc^d that quanying is not a random art. It requires

not only artifice but judgment. Granite has a dip and the quany-
man must follow it. To the unknowing eye it is an agglomerate, and
so it is in all but a quarrjdng sense, Tlie ciuanyman knows better.

He attacks it vertically, horizontally, or at any angle it may present

it<^elf. His object is to get a block or blocks suited to his piu-pose

—

a block or blocks cut in such fashion as that they shall best resist

atmospheric attacks. Granite is not eternal unless it is cut according

to the law of granitic formations. We have positively seen, as already

said, rotten granite, that is to say, gi-anite not hewed from the rock
from a proper knowledge. Another thing vn'O have noted with rcsjx^ct

to granite is this—that squared or dressed granite lasts longer in a
building than undressed, however much it may be i^inned and set in

mortar. Indeed granite cannot be dressed too fine. The finer the
dressing it receives tho longer it lasts. The more angles it jjresents to

wind and weather the sooner it decays or becomes unserviceable. It

is a fact that a good brick-built house will outlast a palace built of
rough granite or marble.

Quanying consists in the proper several ion of blocks from the

parent rock. This is a matter of discernment and long laljour. The
usual waj' is to drill a vertical hole into the mass, to the depth of 10 feet

to 16 feet, with steel drills. This eifccted, the bore is charged •with

gunpowder, the ordinary charge is four pounds ; the charge is driven

home with an iron rod. Formerly brass or copper rods were used
fir this purpose, to avoid explosion ; but since the introduction of a
patent fusee—a Gi'rman invention, we have been informed—the iron

rod has been used. The fusee resembles a jiiece of thick twine en-
closing the train, which is surrounded by threads of flax, well tarred,

that it is impervious to damp. One end of the fusee is inserted into

the charge. The drill into which it is inserted is rammed down well.
The charge may bo fired in any weather. The traveller hears tho
blowing of a horn. He may road on the wayside :

—" Wlien the horn
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blows, five minutes thereafter a shot will be fired." This intimates

to him that he must care for himself. Five minutes elapse. A noise

like that of smothered thuniler is heard. A rock is tumbled from its

site. Accidents have sometimes occun-ed through the neglect of way-
farers to avail themselves of the roadside notices. Splinters of rock

sometimes descend half a mile from the centre of the explosion, some-
times dealiniT death. But, as a rule, quam'ing is as safe as discharg-

ing an Armstrong.

A mass of rock tumbles into the quarrj- after the blast—nide as if

it had been shot from the moon. The mass is then attacked by
"cutters," who make triangular holes in its surface in the direction

the stone is recjuired to be cut through. Into these holes, soft iron

wedges are driven by the hammers one after the other. The re-

sult is, Ijlocks, from the main Ijlock of certain jiroportions. From
these bloclcs the mason fashions curb-stones, pa\"ing-stones, and facing-

stones for Ijuilding pui-poses. These stones arc still inclioate. They
are in the rudest form. They pass from the quany into other

hands, who dress and trim them to the fineness required. The
mason of the quany is not the mason who prepares ultimately the

stone for the building, but the one and the other must understand his

work.
Having said tliis much respecting the quany and granite in

general, we have now to say a few words respecting the di'essing and
polishing of the nidestones, to adaj)t them for building and ornamental
Ijurposes.

Dressing for common purposes is effected by means of j)i'cfc, or iron

hammers, pointed at each end and tipped with the hardest steel, van,--

ing in weight from 10 ll.is. to 20 lbs., to adapt thenr for working on
particular qualities of stone, and degrees in the process of dressing.

For joints and mouldings the chisel and ijuucheon are em])loyed. Tlie

command which the workman has over tlie oljdnrate primitive rock
is suqjrising to those who witness his operations for the first time.

But to understand the whole process of dressing and polishing, one
has to visit an establishment such as that of Mr. A. Macdonald, of
Aberdeen, who has in the International Exhibition (Class I., No. 214)
a fine display of s])eciniens of granite used in biiildings, decorations,

memorials, and for general puqioses.

Mr. Macdonald's polishing works are the most extensive iu the
kingilom. and it was the father of the present proprietor who first

applietl hantl and steam power, and who intro<hiced various con-
trivances for polishing granite. To the courtesy of Mr. Ferguson, the
manager, we were indelrted, on a recent visit to these works, for an
explanation of the various jirocesses.

"When the stones are brought from the quarrj- to the works, there
are three travelling cranes to transport them from place to place
wheie they are to be operated upon. The qnarrier squares the stone
roughly, but there arc other skilled hands attending in such worlcs

as these to give it a finish. First comes to the rescue of the future
architectural or monumental stone the j.iiV/c already mentioned. It

chips and hacks the stone to a smoother, flat, or round sm-face. Any
surface it leaves in a hnuUy state. It exposes quartz, felspar, and
mica in eveiy sort of inegularity. Wlien granite is left iu this state,

if it do not decay, even in the ''granite city," it gets its face

blacked, and soon looks ver\" ugh'. Finer jn'cfe reduce the molecules
;

but we have not yet arrived at line dressing.

Fine ilressing is performed by means of chisels for joints and
grooves. But the single axe is the great eliminator. The axe, called

the patent axe, is a tool composed of from six to eight blades, each of
one-eighth of an inch in thickness; the whole compactly bound to-

gether, and ijresenting a hewing or "axing" surface of three inches
in length. This axe is a modern instrument in stone-hewing in Seot-
laml, having been introduced from America, about thirty-five ye^rs
ago, by the late Provost James Ilatldcn. It does its work rectili-

nearly and obliquely, leaving the stone in the finest state of finish

that tool can accomplish ; the' surface, in fact, is smooth as a piece
of iron passed over by a file. In this state it is fitted for the finest

building purjjoses ; Ijut for the highest decorative purposes this is

not quite enough. The last "' axing " fits the stone for the polishing
machine. For flat surfaces concentric grinders are applied to the
surface of the stone. The sweep of these grindere is not circular,
but they imitate the motion of the human arm as nearly as it

is possible. Sea-sand is the first grinding medium employed, next
emen,-, and lastly, and for the final polish, "the oxide of tin." Largo
slabs are thus operated upon, Karrow slabs are submitted to .an

operation almost identical to that employed in polishing plate-glass.
That is, the slabs are fixed in a frame, and above them work horizon-
t^il planes, cliarged with sand and the other polishing materials. In
eveiy case the final polish is given by means of tlie oxide of tin.

The regularity with which the whole machineiy works is extremely
creditable to the ingenuity of the late Mr, Macdonald. There is

nothing nnich in the originality of the means, but there is some-
thing in its adaptability. Columns are rounded by the mason,
smoothed by the ax^, and polished in a turning lathe.

"
Gi'inders, or

polishers rather, repose on, and transverse the pillar in the lathe from
end to end, fed continually by jjulishing matter. The rapidity of
the process, and the equal surface given to the revolving mass of
granite, excite admiration. Large circidar basins for fountains,
granite vases, &c., are sulimitted to the lathe. The mountings, cut
primarily by the cliisel, are wrought upon afterwards in the lathe by
cast-iron planes. These planes act not oidy in curves but in right
fines. The result is the most perfect jiolishing of granite as far as
simple geometric lines are concerned. Certain convex and concave

granite articles, such as drinking-fountains, volutes, &c., are first

finished by the axe and afterwards polished off by the hand. The
same remark applies to ornamentation, such as the foliage of the
capital of a Corinthian column. On the whole, one must admire the
machinery which has been brought to bear on a i^rimitive rock in

order to fashion it into commendable shape. There are saws, for ex-
ample, to ctit granite into slabs of the desired thickness. A dozen
saws may be employed upon the same block. Tliese saws and the
various polishing machines are worked by an engine of forty horse-

jjower. The obduracy of the granite is shown in the fact that the
frame saws out a block at the rate only one-eighth of an inch in a
day of ten hours. The single hea^y saw cuts out at the rate of an
inch a day, and thus it would require twelve days to cut through a
granite block twelve inches in thickness. From this statement it is

easy to perceive how a slab or tablet of granite mtist be rather an
expensive article compared with a slab or tablet of slate or marble.

Mr. Macdonald employs altogether abotit 200 men in the quany and
polishing works.

Aberdeenshire, as we have already stated, is the grand source from
which we obtain supplies of grey, blue, and red granite, bttt in

other paits of Scotland we find specimens of stone capable of being
verj' finely polished. An interesting combination of various kimls of
Scotch stones has been made at Mr. JIacdonald's works for the walls

oftheMtiseum of Practical Geology. In addition to the walls of
granite which one sees eveiy day, we find here a light grey granite
from Kemn.iy, a pink granite from the hill of Corennie (Alford) ; a
vciy fine black and white jjorphyrj- from Kingswells, not far from
Eubislaw ; a well-marked and greenish marble from CorgariT, Strath-

dom ; a black porphyry from the estate of Mayen, near Iluntley ;

and various marbles from Glentilt, Perthshire, from Portsoy, from
Sutlierlandshire, and from the Island of Tyrcc, the property of the
Duke of Argyle.

THE NEW STYLE OF iVECHITECTURE.

SOLOMON, who, for twenty-eight centuries, has been regarded aa-

the wisest of men, declared there to be nothing new under the

sun; and Newton, who penetrated further than any one into the

mysteries of creation, avened, on his death-bed, that liis life had
passed away like the idle moments of a boy playing with pebbles on
the shore while the vast and profound ocean lay tmexplored before

him. So does it appear that humility is the characteristic of tnie

knowledge, and that its lack is the sure indication of ignorance.

For the Teacher of Proverbs asserted the incapacity of man to create

—using the word in its absolute sense—and the discoverer of the

laws which govern the motion of the universe, felt how humbly finite

was the greatest human understanding in tlio presence of infinite

knowledge and wisdom, When men talk of novelty, and clamour for

originality, they make strange exhibition of their ignorance, and
prove how little they know of the historj- of all human progress.

Our ailvanceinent in the arts of civiUsation has been gradual, and
slower than many are apt to imagine. The germ of each may be
traced Ijack to pre-historic periods. Western Europe boasts of the

introduction of printing, but the Chinese practised the art upwards
of three thousand years ago ; for one of the Emperors, quoted l)y

Du Halde, alluded to the use of inked engraved characters 1,120

years before our era—a quarter of a century before the birth of the

first king of Israel. Mayence claims to have been the scene of the

invention in the latter part of the fifteenth ccnturj', but both Mr. W.
Y. Ottlej^ and Mr, S. AV. Singer admitted that wood engraving,

whereby the original types were ]jroduced, was kno\^^l to Euro]JO in

the thirteenth centtuy. When Pharoah took the ring from his hand
and put it on that of Joseph, he entnisted him with the royal signet,

just as if the Viceroy of Egypt of the present day were to give into

the hands of a young Jewthe seal he wears engraved with his style

and title, and whi<.-h, when impressed or j)rinted at the foot of a docu-

ment, everj- one of his subjects is bound to obey. The same slow

jjrogress from an origin too minute to be ascertained will be

found to be the universal law of every art. Its beginning

is lost in the mists of time, and the first mention we have of it

will evidence its antiquit}-. Nevertheless we can trace through the his-

tory of men the successive additions made to the knowledge which

existed before them. Nothing more resembles its development than the

construction of a coral reef. Generations after generations contribute

their minute quota, and in good time the results of their labours

rise to the siufaec of the waves ; but who can hope to discover the

foundation on which the reef rests, or to ascertain the first particle of

coral deposited ?

Of late there have been in the artistic world much foolish talking

and writing about the possibility and desirability of introducing

a new style of architecture, something quite fresh and original,

which should satisfy all our modern requirements, and be illustra-

tive of our ago—in fact, Victorian architecture. One gentle-

man from Liveipool kindly condescends to infonn us, that combi-

nation is the only method of creating a new style, and with equal

courtesy and tnith he stigmatizes as cowards and sloths all who
concur in the belief that it is impossible to invent a new style,

although how the possession of certain aesthetic oiiinions should involve

the lack of moral qualities is not made clearly apparent. With those

he does not think worth while to argue. He holds their opinion to

be at variance with the natm-e of human progress, and denounces it

as contemptible. It is verj' evident that this gentleman who discom-ses
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so rUUIv, in cxcailwh-a mo(l(>, lias not tlic faintest idea of wliat con-

stitiitt'sstvle. Ho spoaks of a cnniliinatiim of old parts alfoiilinii; tlio

means of erect inp; a new style, as if a jumble of Corinthian eolunnis,

Gollne windows, and Pag;oda tun-ets would bo a new style. The

effeet would certainly be novel; that it woulil be i)leasinjj or arlistii'

WO utterly deny, for stylo means a cbaraeteristio and ]ieenliar mode

of execution, but in hotch-potch arehitecturo tliere would be notliiuf,'

characteristie, unless indeed it were the want of eliaraett'rand the exist-

ence of discordance. For a mode of execution to attain to the <lij,niity

of style it must be, as it wiTe, h(inio.LCenei)Us ; there must be evident

harmony between the ]iarts, and a ffoneral agreement between all.

It was not chance, still less was it an industrious ami courageous

inventor, likc^ ho of Liveqiool claims to be, who comes forth to teach

us, that created any of the styles with wliich the worhi is familiar.

They were ('Volved {gradually as iVesh requirements wi're developed, and

as man's perception of theln'autifiil became more acute. Shoidd a now
style be jiroduced, its rrrowth will follow jirecisely the same course. It

will result from the elaboration and adaptation of somethinfj alrea<ly

pxistin,^—not in the combination of old fragments with the mere view

to achieve a novel look. If any doubt this, let him study the history

of architecture, and he will derive the highest efforts of classical

art from the nide mechanical contrivances of uncivilized tribes. He
will trace the development of the wooden post into the stone column,

of the crosslieam into the lintel ; and in the ornaments of tlie Doric

frieze he will discern representations of the ends of the ral'ters that

c^irry the roof. In the land which was the cradle of the human race,

among the valleys of the Tigris and the Euphrates, arose the Ionic

order, while the Doric was bori'owed from Egypt. On botli the

Greeks bestowed their refining care, freeing them from their coarse

features, and modifying the harsher outlines into forms of beauty.

Differences in the atmospheric conditions of G-reece and Egypt, and
superiority in the material resources of one coimtry over the other, led

to the introduction of the sloping roof, and of other alterations which
the taste of the Greeks converted into improvements. In the plains of

Persia and AssjTia the GreelvS discovered the prototypes of the Jonic

order. Here all the arehiteetm'al parts had a wooden origin, and
tliese forms became subsefjuently petrified for the sake of duraliility.

The Romans claimed the invention of the arch, but in the remains of

the oldest European architci'ture recently discovered in Northern
Greece b\- members of the French academy at Athens, and which is

called Cyclopean, the arch has been found, not built, but hollowed

out from a single block like what such workers in stone as the

Egyjjtians might be expected to do. The pointed arch has been dis-

covered in Assyria, and its outline is such as might be suggested to

dwellers in tents, who, when they settled in cities, were led to emploj'

carpentrj' instead of masoniy in the erection of their dwellings, by
reason of the lack of stone. Wlien we look back, tracing the slow
and gradual development by generations of men of the few styles of

art we possess, and note how small is the contribution of any one age,

we are more than ever convinced that a new style of architecture is

not to be created by one man, nor by a single generation of men.
Such is not the opinion of the new art-prophet come out of Liveipool,

for he claims to convince the world that it can be ; and another of the
same faith modestly offers to communicate hisdiscoveiyof a really new
style, not a compound of classic, medifeval, or existing slides, for a
pecimiary consideration. Here are his tenns, borrowed from the

colums of a cotemporaiy :

—

"A New Style of Architecture.—An architect, from long study,
having discovered a nearly new style of architecture, not a mere compound of
classic, meJiteval, or existing styles, but an original germ or germs, giving
birth to a new style of architectiu-e, and \vith it a new style of ornamentatiou,
suitable to and arising out of it, caleidated to iuaugurate a new class of
sacred places of worship, of palaces, halls, and mansions, such as will place
architecture equally in iidvance with the sister arts and sciences of this event-
ful century, and give it an interest with tlie public that the present antiquated
styles most certainly fail to effect. Any gentleman wishing to share its ad-
vantages, or its entu'e purchase, shall Lave a guarantee to double the amount
as to the integrity and fairness of the offer, with drawings in illustration.

It is a fit and proper climax to the absurdity of the agitation for a
new style of architcctm-e that it should culminate in the commercial
sj^eeulations of an adventurer.

THE SYSTEM OF ARCHITECTUEAX EDUCATION IN PARIS

r^
the discussion which took place some time since on the subject of

architectural educationand examinations, wedo not recollect to have
seen a full account [lublished of the system which is adopted in France.
The exhibitionof the designs submitted by the students to the Ecole des
Beaux Aits in competition for theirtraveUingscholarship (grand prixde
Kome), wliieh takes place during the present week, recalls the subject,
and we cannot, wo think, do better than preface our account of the
drawings with a description of the course of study through which the
youngFrench ai-chitect has to passto this,thehigliest honourwhichthe
Schoolof Fine Arts in Paris can bestow. It may, of necessity, suggest a
comparison of it with the system of our own Royal Academy and witli
tliat of the Institute ofBritish Architects. Our ol'ject, however, is not to
reflect on their deficiencies, but to invite the attention of thinking men
to the me.ans of remedying them. Wefeel no i)leasin-e in acknowledging
tliesuperior advantages afforded by tlie Ecole des Beaux Ai-fs to those
which English architects are afforded. Vedonot depreciate the talents
of English architects. We think that, individually, many of them
might hold a proud position against the foremost men of any nation

;

but they arc great in spite of obstacles. They have had to climb

to eminence amidst difliiailties which we would fain see modified for

their successors. They ha\e not l)een able to step to honour and dis-

tinction, but have had to [lick their own way on the rugged steep
to their position. In coiu|)arison with the few who have thus
triumiihed, common i-andour forces us to own that many have rested
half-way, who, had the ascent been easier, might have swelled the
ranks of architects fully eihicaled in cn'ery branch of their profession.
AViih the course cleared and facilities oijcned there is no fear of the
path being crowded. Tlie labour will always be such as to deter
tlie faiiit-lR'arti'd, and lo task the perseverance and the application
of men. Certain laljour cannot be modilicd; it becomes the more
advisabhi to economise it, and for professors to direct its beneficial
and juilicioiis application.

We do not say that tho Frencli system of jirofessional education
is perfect; on the contrary, we think it in several points susceptible
of improvement, and especially so in the matter of construction;
but still it is a system, which oiu' proceedings are not. Measured by
its results, it is .successful, which our jn'oceedings are not. We can
there trace tlie growth of the architect's powers from his first entrance
into an atelier, under the fostering influence of his ''patron" and
professors, until ho leaves the "school." A belief that some such
system woulil tend to develojje largely the natural capacities of
English architectural students, induces us to give a rather lengtliy

account of it.

In the first place, there is no such system in Paris as we have
here of a j-outli signing articles, jiaying a heavy premium, and
entering the "office" of an architect to make himself generally
useful or idle, and to gather the crumbs of information which
those around him may let fall. The French youth on leaving school
at, say fifteen years of age, knows a little of mathematics and of
algebra, has a taste for, and perhaps consequently possesses, that

knowledge of drawing which has detcnnined his choice of a profes-

sion. To advance himself in either of these studies he may enter at

Paris the " Ecole Specialo de Dessin," where he learns drawing from
the round, mathematics, ordinary and descriptive geometrj'. This
school is a government one, and is more generally attended by those

who intend devoting themselves to the " industrial" arts. It is, in

fact, something like our Government Schools of Design. If the
student do not enter this school, he gets a professor to "coach"
him up in mathematics ami algel:)ra, and to prepare, Iiim for the
examination which he will have to undergo before entering the
" Ecolo des Beaux Arts." Meanwhile, he enters the atelier of some
well-known architect, where he makes drawings of the orders, &c.,

prepares sketch-designs of small subjects given by the "patron,"
as the architect of tlie atelier is called, who advises him upon them,
and instructs him in his studies. It is only a certain number of archi-

tects who have ateliers ; they are entirely devoted to the students of
the " Beaux Arts," or to such as are preparing to enter it. These
ateliers arc under the control of the "patron," but they are entirely

distinct from liis " office." The architect or patron pays the rent of
the atelier. The rules are drawn up by the students, and signed by the
patron. Students who have not yet entered the " Beaux Aits" pay 20
francs for every month or part of a mouth's instruction. Students
who have been admitted pay by the " concours," i. e., by
each competition for whii'h they submit tb'awings at the " Beaux
Arts." They pay 4(!) francs for a 2-montlis' concoiu's and 60 francs

for one of three months, but if thej- prepare two sets of drawings at

the same time, they only ])ay for the longer concours, i. e. GO francs. If

they do not finish their drawings, and consequently do not send them
in, they pay nothing. We are not certain, however, whether the
latter arrangement is adopted in all ateliers, it is so in the one which
is most famous for the number and success of the students and for the
abilities of its patron. All students who have obtained a prize in the
first class, andsuch ashave obtained the "prixpriniulaire,"in consider-

ation of the assistance which they render to their younger bretlu-en,

pay nothing to the Patron for the advice and instruction which he
alone, of course, can give them in their future studies. Their is an
atelier fund which is devoted to iiu-ideiital exjienses. This fund is

replenished from the admission fees to the atelier (20 francs each
student), 15 francs is paid to the library, 1 J francs per month is paid
by each student whilst he works at the atelier, and half that sum
when he is absent from it. Even,' student provides himself with
drawing boards, T squares, set squares, which become at once and for

ever the property of the atelier. The treasiu'er of this fund does not
contribute to it, his services are considered an equivalent. Frames for

mounting drawings submitted in the different "concours" at the
" Beaux Arts" are [laid from the fund, to which by the way every
student who gains a medal gives 3 francs, he who gains a " 1 ^re.

mention" gives2francs, amllie who gains a " 2iner mention" 1 franc.

Any suqjhis from the fund is devoted to the purchase of new books
for the libraiy. Such are tlie ateliers which ])re])are students for

the " Beaux Arts" and instruct him when he has obtained admission

thereto.

It should be remarked also that several depai-tnieiits and large

towns of France, as for instance Lyons, each send up gratiitiously

every year a student who has won the honour by competition in

the local schools, to enter himself as a student at the " Beaux Arts,"
and in return he sends it back specimens of bis progress. The candi-
date, having prepared himself for the examination, then obtains a
letter of introductian from an architect, and sends it with his certificate

of bajitism to the " Beaux Arts," and in the beginning of October the

examination for admission takes jjlacc. It consists, 1st of " di-awing
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from the rouud ;
" a vase or portion of frieze is put before the student,

and he is allowed two days of six hours to copy it. This

drawinn- is left in the " Boole des Beaux Ails," and a

few da3's afterwards he enters on his examination in archi-

tecture • a sulyect for design is given him to t«st his

rudimentary knowledge, as, for examjile, an hexastyle Corinthian

portico and vestibule, each column to be 30 ft. high, the portico to be

flanked by arcades with the Corinthian order ofsmaller size. The plan

to be one-sixteenth scale, the elevation to one-eighth, and a detail of

cap, base, or eutablatm-e to one-half in. In fonuer timesthese drawings

were at once adjudicated upon, and the unsuccessful candidates lost

their chance, but now if a student comes well out from other examina-

tions, his success may atone for deficiency in this one. At all events

his qualifications are judged of in their entirety. The student is next

called upon, after an interval of a day or two, to make a geometrical

di-awing (epm-e) of descriptive georaetrj', as for example :—the axis

of two cylinders at right angles to and bisecting one another. One day
in the Ecole des Beaux Ai-ts is devoted to this di-a-n-ing. The fom1h
is a viva voce examination with a black board, in arithmetic, algebra

np to equations, logarithms, plain and solid geometiy, with all their

theories. It occupies about half an hour. The fifth and last is a

viva voce examination in descriptive geometiy. These five examina-

tions occupy altogether till the end of October, and the result is de-

clared on the 9tli or 10th of November. Generally, about one-half the

number of candidates are admitted, who at once pass to the second

class.

On the first Monday in the subsequent month, the student goes to

the Ecole and joins in the first " concours " or competition of what is

caUed the " esquisse ]3om- rendue," -i.e., he makes a sketch-design,

consisting of plan, elevation, and section, to a given scale, and leaves

it in the school, taking away tracings thereof to work out on a larger

scale in the atelier. This is done to detect material variation in the

design, wliich wonld at once put the students "hors de concours."

A period of two moutlis is given for tlius completing the design, and
here it is that the " patron's " instniction is again useful to the stu-

dent. The design is a small subject—such as, a theatre to contain

800 people—a small town-hall—something, in short, of which the

plan is not very elaborate. On a corresponding day in the alternate

month, he makes a simple " sketch." It is done in one day and is

left at the Ecole. It is of some such subject as a bridge, a tomb, a
summer house, custom house gates, balcony, &c. An exhibition of

these designs takes place on the Monday subsequent to the delivery of

the elaborated sketch. It is these two-months "concours," to which
we alluded in our accoiuit of the patron's remuneration. These ex-
hibitions are open to the public, but they are, of course, chiefly at-

tended by students. The rewards are honom-able mention only which
are seiwiceable for obtaining achnission to the higher classs. A
•' mention" bears two marks, a " demi-mention" one mark. Generally,

fom' or five of each are distributed amongst perhaps fifty designs.

For the simple sketches only " demi-mentions " are given in about
the same proportion.

To gain admission into the first class the student must have gained
"mentions" or " demi-mentions" of the value of six marks, in ad-
dition to marlis obtained for each of the following suljjects ;—Per-
spective, mathematics, drawing from the round, and four courses of
consti-uctions—one in wood, one in stone, one in iron, and one in gen-
eral construction. To qualilj' the student in these subjects com-ses of
instruction are given at the Ecole, which he is almost obliged to

attend regularly. An examination paper, containing a lithographed
plan and elevations of some small building, is then fm-nished to all

who choose to apply for it, on a certain Monday. A perspective
view has to be made fi'om them and finished on the Satui-daj^ follow-

ing, mth all the working lines according to the professor's peculiar
method, traced in red ink. This illustrates the necesity to which we
alluded, for attending the com-se, even although the student may be
able, in another way, to make his perspective view. Mathematical
con-ectness is required rather than artistic cU'aMn'ng. The student
has then to make, in tlie school, another perspective view, say of a
Doric column on a sloping ground, with the projection of its shadows
accui-ately traced, again leaving red lines to indicate how each point
has been obtained ; and in addition he has to pass a viva voce exam-
ination on this subject. In tills ••concours" three medals are given
as well as " mentiojis," and perhaps half the candidates obtain one
or the other. Tliis examination only takes place once a year, and
a "mention" is essential for promotion to the fu-st class. The stu-
dent has likewise to attend a course of mathematics in the school, or
at all events to pass an exaniiuation in trigonometiy, logarithms,
algebra—to quadi-atic equations, statics, and d\-namics." For this he
gains medals and mentions as in the pei-siiective examination. Six
di-a-n-ings from the round have to be approved of. The student makes
them tuider super\-ision in the school, where they are left to remain
for the iiL?jiection of the /«•/•!/, who sit everj- month. Such drawings
as may not be approved of liave a corner torn from them, and others
must be prepared in their stead tmtil six satisfactory ones are
completed. "Mentions" only are awarded for this subject. In
some instances a student is hcnvurahly mentioned, but such a dis-
tinction is of rare occmrence. "Wliilst each course of architectiu-e
occupies two months (there are consequently six cotvrses in the
year), " constraction " is sjjread over the whole twelve months, tlu-ee
months being devoted to each branch of it. The student enters first
for cai-pentrj". He makes a small sketch, to scale, say of a wooden
Koase, and of one or two simple principles of timl:>er constraction.

The printed programme infonns the student that five sheets of wood
work will be required for the examination at the end of the three

months, one of which sheets to contain careful details, to scale, of the

small sketch previoxisly made, and the rest any ingenious bits of car-

pentry. These dra'nnngs are made in the atelier ; the students assist

each other, and are instructed by the patron, and they are exliibited

at the expiration of three months on the Monday or Tuesday subse-

cpient to their delivery. A viva-voce examination of each candidate is

held before his own drawings. He has to answer any questions con-
cerning them, and other questions, on the black board, which the
examiners may choose to ask him. Medals and "mentions" are

awarded in this examination: generally, in the proportion of two-tliirds

to the number of candidates. The course of stone construction and
the examination in it, takes place in the following three months, and'
is similar to that which we have just described; but here the student's

luiowledge of geometiy is called in question to detenuine the joint-

lines of skew bridges, vaults, and staircases. The sketch given may
be an elliptical staircase, which he has to work thoroughly out, and be
aftei-warcls pei'sonally examined upon. Iron constnrction entails a
similar amount of study during the subsequent tlu-ee months, and leads

to the like rewards. General construction—the last of the four courses

of constmction—is tlie most difficult to get through ; it embraces all

the others. The student is perhaps given a plan of a palace, and he has
to aiTange its entire constraction and explain his drawings. Moreover,
written descriptions, amounting almost to specifications, have to be
fimiished with each set of drawings. Medals and mentions are

awarded in this, as in the other three com'ses of constraction, and in

the same proportion to the number ofcandidates. To obtain admission

into the first class, the student, has, therefore, as we have shown, to

gain three "mentions" or six "demi-mentions" (amounting to six

marks) for architecture : one mention for perspective ; one for mathe-
matics ; one for di'awing ; and one in each branch of construction.

He who obtains the largest number of medals and " mentions," re-

ceives also the "prix primulaire" of 1,000 francs. Having obtained

the requu-ed number of marlcs he is promoted at once to the first class.

The course of study he then pursues will be described in our next

week's munber, when we shall give a review of the works now being

exhibited by the foremost students of the year.

THE ROYAL ENGINEEES.
No. II.

IT is impossible to say what is, in one way and another, the actual

cost of the corps of Eoyal Engineers to the comitiy, but in all

probability it would be considerably reduced, and at any rate we
should have the melancholy satisfiiction of knowing- the actual

amount, were we to appropriate some few acres of land to the exclu-

sive use of the coq)s, and having stacked therein a Uirge quantity of

building materials, and provided a sufiicient number of workmen, to

give up the whole to the use of the Eoyal Engineers, to build, alter,

take down, and rebuild to their heart's content ; for the average of

forty years, dming which they now " misapply talents and labour for
" the sake of the exceptional five yeai-s " of war, for which they act as

a militaiy body, the corps could be at least as well qualified by such a
plan as they now are, and we should be spared the expenditure of

large sums for defences that invite the enemy to enter—ban-acks that

demoralize the soldier, and sends him ill into hospital—and hospitals

that foster disease rather than assist to convalescence.

No one wiU believe that the cost of erectingbuildings of any kind is

not gi-eatly increased by want of experience or by incompetence on the

part of those entrusted with the direction ; and, in the case of the

Eoyal Engineers, this must be still further increased, in several ways

.

In the fu-st place, the engineer in charge and the clerk of works are

liable to be taken away from a work before it is completed, and sent

to another. Changes of this kind, it is well known, frequently take

place. Major-General Foster, who was at Portsmouth diuing the

time that large buildings were undertaken, including the new bawack
at Gosport for 1,000 men, sa3'S there were numerous changes in the

subordinate officers imder him : that ofiBcers in charge of the Gosport

bai-racks, during their construction, were frequently changed, and that

the clerk of the works was changed several times. Captain Galton

says :
— "' It is a veiy gi-eat evil in the building of a large work, that

" there is not an indi-^idual responsibility earned out throvighout the
" whole execution of the senice," and, as an instance of the incon-

venience arising from the practice of changing those in charge, cited

the new mess-room at Chatham, designed by Captain Fowke, and
carried on under the commanding engineer, who was changed during

its jirogress ; the clerk of the works was also changed : and, diu-ing

the progiess of the works, a veiy considerable amount of extras

were necessaiy. Now that it is finished, it is found that another

£600 or £700 will be required to make it useful as a mess-room ; tlie

contractor has sent in a l>ill for £800 for exti-as already incun-ed

;

the coimnanding engineer now reports that he can express no

opinion on the biU, as it was not inciu-red during his re(/ime ; the

sm-A-eyors, to whom the matter has been refeiTed, have recommended
the payment of £250, but the result is that, in all probability, the case

will go to law or arbitration. It is probably to this veiy eiTor, which

no one in civil life would be guilty of, except under the most pressing

necessitv, might be traced reasons for the sweeping assertion by a

witness," before the Barracks "Works Committee, that contractors

" always try to send you in an inferior article,—^tliat is, inferior to
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" tlie samiilo—ami to charge you the cun-cnt Irado in-ice for it, or more
" irtlioy (-"ui possililygot it. . . . Yo\i will iiiul a contractor send
" you ill inferior bricks, inferior timber, inferior ileals, and paint, and
" in fact all llieir materials, if you allowed them to be passed, and get

" the contract price for them." This seems only to show the kind of

jiidgmcnt with which contractors are selected to carry out worlis

under this system, for wo need not say that there are many liouest

I'ontractors in England whose pride it is to carry out contracts in a

tlioroughly conscientious manner, but tliat this department does not

deal Willi these only is evident iVoni the above statement. Some of

tlie tt'iiders, too, we may here notice, are as wide as those sent in

public conipeliliun for civil buildings. The following table gives the

Jiighest ami lowest tenders for the worlds named :

—

WORK. Number of
tenders.

Lowest
tender.

Highest
tender.

Fort, <tc., at SandoM-n
Herbert llospitnl, Woobvich
Fort Southwick, Hants
Battery at I'auU on tlie Humber
Battery, Jb>unt Edgcombe
Camden Fort, Cork Harboiu- (fu'stportion)

Drainage at Wnhner
Ponndation of Fort, Plymouth Sound
S,i&e range at Clialk, near Gravesend ...

Married soldiers' quarters, Warley

Ten
Fight

Fifteen
Twenty-live

Sixteen
Fifteen
Nine
Three
Seven
Seven

£-is,or2

153,100
52,951
U,7Si
0,919

13,000
7,150

61,080
2,-153

2,721

£70,908
172,900
91,341

20,007
10,278
23,900
11,580
90,800
3,017
3,685

Another source whence arises an increased cost of canyiug out

-work under the Eoyal Engineers is to bo found in the time at which
the estimates are approved by the House of Commons ; until that is

done no now woifc can be commenced, and as tliat is usuallj' far in the

^working season, repairs and other works are obliged to be hurried on

through the winter ; for tliis, perliaps, the Royal Engineers are not re-

sponsible, bnit it is certainly their fault i{ caution induces them to with-

hold payments on account of contractors, for wdiicli an arcliitect

.acquainted with the value of the work done would certify without

hesitation. This consideration alone has considerable influence on

the tenders of many contractors. Besides this, the time iixed for the

completion of contracts is veiy often too short—so short that it is well

known that the work cannot be completed in the time, and as fines

are levied for delay it is simply a matter of calculation w'ith the con-

tractor what amount he is likely to be fined, and he adds the sum to

the amoimt of his tender ; of course if he can finish the work by the

specified time he is so much the gainer ; if he pays the fine he suffers

no actual loss, but if he does not the country loses the whole amount.

In the years 1,860-61 twenty-nine contractors were fined an aggregate

sum of'£1,631 16s. Id, of "which £572 19s. 8d. has since been re-

mitted, but the probability is that the nation has paid the amount,

when contractors to the office say " I anticipate that fines will neees-

-Sarily be charged upon this contract, and I tell you that I liave added

to my contract a sum of so many hundred pounils for the puipose of

covering those fines which I think nmst necessarily arise." Very re-

cently a contractor reduced his tender of £6,100 by £130 in conse-

quence of additional time being allowed.

We have already alluded to the delay in the execution of small

works, caused by the elaborate processes of enquiiy and reporting

necessary before a lock can be repaired, or a rat-hole in the floor can

bo mended. The various steps through which such an incidental

roijair would have to pass are twelve in number :

—

1. The IiLspector's reijort ; 2. The report of the Eoyal Engineer
Department ; 3. The " detail" or estimate ; 4. The order to the

contractor; 5. The entiy of the order in the jouni.al ; 6, The ab-

stract of tlie same ; 7. The measm'cment ; 8. The comparative
abstract; 1). The contractor's bill; 10. The expen.se ledger; 11.

The liili Ixiok ; besides "the commanding officer's manuscript
report througli the quartermaster's report"

The actual process from the time a repair is required up to the time
when the contractor's bill is paid is huhcrous. The quartermaster of a
ban-ack repre.sents the necessity of a certain repair to the commanding
officer. The commanding officer sends a manuscript to the barrack-
master, the barrack master makes an inspection to see whether any of

these things are occasioned by fair wear and tear, orby wilful or careless

damage ; and if the hatter, he separates those which he considers

chargeable to the troops, and sends the remainder to the commanding
royal engineer; the royal engineer's department then inspects the

work and details it, that is, makes out an estimate of the cost of

repair, and .sends an order to the contractor, and enters the same in the

Joimial, and makes the abstract of the same, mcasm'cs the work when
done, prepares the comparative abstract, examines the contractor's

bill, enters the same in the expense ledger, and signs tlie same
together with the executive officer ; aftenvards it is forwarded to the

accountant general for payment, wlio .authorizes it to be paid by the
barrack-ma.ster, and the liaiTack-master then scuds notice to the con-
tractor to say that he can have the amount on application to his office.

yet with all this an officer of engineers is not in a position to perform
the very ncecssaiy operation of checking the bills before signing
them. Col. Straehy sjioke veiy plainly to the committee on this

point; he says, " I had a rpiarterly bill brought tome; I said, ' 'What
am I to go upon in examining this ?' they said, 'It is all right," I
said, ' Bring me the whole of the orders to the contractor, on which
this is based, and the estimates.' Then I had them all brought uj]

and, as tar as I could, went through them. I h.avo attempted 1o
do this with bills which have been brought to me, as I am not in the
habit of signing such things without attempting to get to the bottom

of them, I go through them, in detail or attempt to do so ; but it is

extremely difficult. In a single ca.sc the thing is practicable, and I
have been able to trace the items; in some cases there have been
little differences. But there is no ohcious way for an officer of anffineers

to check the details of hills, and that is a great defect. No paper
should be \nit before an officer for hiiu to examine without being
comjilete, and without having ou the face of it, or annexed to it, such
vouchers as will ciialile him by looking at the pajiers, to say, " This
is a |)roper bill ; the whole of the work set out here has been properly
ordered and has been projierly executed, and these are projjer prices.'

I am satisfied that under the existing system no man can do that."

One of the results of this system was the Dulilin frauds, extending over
twelve or fourteen years, ami amounting in the aggregate to £23,000,
but which might have extended over twice the time and to double the
amount, large as it was, had it not been for an accident, and even now
the only remedy proposed as a secuiity from such frauds in future is

a request to the oflicers of engineers who certify to the bills, to write in

their own hancLs in words the amount ofthe bill, but as those gentlemen
have represented that such a i-ule is inconvenient and a trouble to

them, and that their time is too valuable to be employed in mero
clerk's work, it is now simply required that the amount shall bo
written in before being taken to the commanding officer for his

signature.

If trifling repairs .are considered to necessitate all the fonnalitie.s

mentioned above, it might natm-ally be expected that in works of

magnitude where the expenditure of many thoasands is involved, the

rules and regulations would become altogether unmanageable,
but the fact is, in such works they are thrown aside altogether ; and
in the ordinary way the contractor prices out the svnveyor's quantities,

and that at once become the b.asis of the contract ; extras or omissions

are paid for j>ro rato. The journal for Tregantle Fort, is a f;ir more
compact document than that of the smalle.st out-station in the com-
mand, and the order to commence was given in two lines.

The immense number of documents recjuired in the perfomiance of
small works, led Colonel Owen, last 3'ear, to call the attention of Lord
Herbert, and the Inspector General of Fortifications, to the circum-

stance, as causing an amount of WTitingand trouble which do not tend
to economy, but which absorbs the attention ofthe officers ofthe depart-

ment, whicli might be more profitably employed in the actual superin-

tendence of work, but he was not able to convince the authorities that

the steps necessaiy for a work co.sting £100,000 should be sufficient

for a work costing £26 lis. 2d. ; that what was enough tor Tregantle

Fort, was enough for a water-closet at Devonport, and the system
continues in force.

THE HOME AND OUT-DUOR EDUCATION OF ARTIST-
WORKMEN, THEIR PROPER WORK AND THEIR

WAY TO IT.

VI.

"VTTE would gladly, did space and opportimity jiermit, have at some

y Y length remarked on the present and proposed future of the Royal
Academy as a school, from the cou-\-iction that, not only ought the

Academy to set the example of good teaching, and the way conse-

quently to good work, hut that it in time will do so of necessity. A
few more words for the present may suffice. Our object in tliis series

of papers is simply to m-gc on the attention of those interested in art

education the value and importance and jilace of art as respects the

common worlau,aii, and to show that there is in truth NO dividing line

hetween the workman and the artist, but that the difference is simply
one of degree, and not of kind. All know there is a great grdf fixed

between the mere workman and the designer ; they are as wide apart

as the poles. No one supposes the artist to be a worlunau, any more
than the workman is thought capable of becoming an artist, or doing

artist work. But the world is wrong, nevertheless, and the WTong is

the real cause (wo had almost said the only primal cause) of the

absence, except by accident, of real art work in these modern times.

The artist now is above being a worlanau, and the workman is always
below the lowest artist level. What would, indeed, be thought of an
R.A. who should cut a head between the moiddings of a church door-

way, or what of a workman who should apply for admission to an
Academy class lectm'c ? The art world, we are sm-e, cannot conceive

either for a moment ; but we would respectfully ask the said art world
how the Royal Porch of Chartres was hewn into existence. Certainly

neither by worloneu nor artists such as ours now are, and with such
feelings of wide separation.

Ever since the f'omulation of the Academy, it has been sm-rounded

by a high wall, to be entered only by one narrow dooi-way, enclosiug

just forty men, with eighteen outsiders waiting nightly on death for

admission. This lias been, as might well have been expected, a cease-

less som'ce of contention from the first fomidation ofthe Academy to the

jjresent time. It is, as the reward of this, precisely in the same state

as when it star-ted. The world, nevertheless, will turn, and has con-

tinued to turn, and the good old place and those in it have in conse-

quence turned too, and liave at last, as it would seem, been shaken.

Thej- are going to Idll off some of their old men before their fated time,

and thus make space for younger peo])le. Wonderful expedient I We
congratulate the venerable fathers on their passmg out, and on their

added gratuities, to make the passage easier! To om- humble seeing

nothing was ever more impressive than the last adth-esses and dignified

presence of the late President. Age, year by year, seemed only to in-

crease its pow-er. This is called reforming cm institution. It has been
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a day-dream with iis. the seeing a mere public recognition of art and

artists and a wiser system of Academy and Art-School teaching, and

a greater lielp and encouragement offered to earnest students, and have

always looked on the Eoyal Academy as the centre from which this

should all come and be spread abroad. Tlie Academy, being the school

and the home of the higliest art-work, leaving to others the task of

dealino- with specialities and more humble, tliough not less necessary

work, we hoped to see a union between them of acceptance, at least of

each others work, and a mutual acknowledgement of the value of each,

and the necessary reliance of the one on the other, and of a perception

that, while apart, they are comparatively nothing. Wc always thought

the best reform miglit well commence in the Academy by increasing

the number of associates till they equalled tlie number of academicians

—viz., to forty—and now confess to a wish that the etudtnts of the

Eoyal Academy might be so far admitted to a recognition as to have

an equal number at least publicly registered as forming a pai-t of the

Academy body. Say, those who have received the gold and silver

medals. We are more than ever con\inced that no real improvement

in art matters can take place or touch tlie public till the studrnt and

the workman are recognized by the already-acknowledged artists as a

body, and are looked on, not as pauper outcasts, but as the coming
successors of themselves. A Eoyal Academician may indeed be above

common u-orh, but his future successor, the present student, has no
need to be, and would not, did not our social arrangements and
" artitieialitios" stand in the way of it. A true and generous rrform—
not a revolution, as is now thought of—of the Academy would easily

and at once effect this. It is as a school of art that we specially value

the Academy, and in that cajiacity think it capable, with a little

thought, of even increasing good and usefulness and dignit}'.

We trust at some future time to show how the highest artist power
m academies, and the lowest as executed of tiie rough workman, may
best come together, and though so different in degree residt together

in the completest art-work ; and it is this connection, as we understand

it, which has led us to call the attention of our readers to Academy
eacliing and Academy work.
To go on witli our immediate work, the foundation of art, simjile

drawing, as proposed to be practised by working men.
We have already briefly noticed tlie plan adopted by the Academy in

elementary work, and we now puqiose to point out tlie main defects as

respects the ad workman of Mr. Ruskin's plan of teaching, as he is

caiTying it out at the AVorldng Men's College, and in his treatise on
di-awing.

Mr. liuskin lias explained at length in his book wherein and why
the practice he there recommends dift'ers and agrees from that he
adopts in his personal teaching in the scliool ; and we ask our readers

to refer to the book itself for the full details. No one can fail of get-
ting help and instruction of the pleasantest kind, and so easy that he
who nms may read ; for any one liking home instniction better than
the going out for it may learn to draw perfectly in a few months by
carefully going through it page by page, and with no aijparatus

beyond a pen ink, and paper. We here, then, only just indicate t he
plan proposed in liis book as one mode, together witli his school mode
of study, for they essentially agree.

Mr. Buskin lays it do^mi as an axiom that there are no oimrNTS in

nature, and it is this which, in our view, renders it almost entirely

useless to a workman, and for the proper purpose of architecture and
architectural work and carving. He says: " No pupil in my class is

ever allowed to draw an outline ; it is pointed out to him from the
first that nature relieves one mass or one tint against another, but
outlines none." And he proceeds through the whole of his treatise on
this idea, and dwells at Icngtli on shadow-making, and so detining the
forms of objects as relieved one against the other by their contrasted
lights and shadows. And this is cpiite tnie. There are no defined
dra^^ni outlines in nature. A dark tower as seen against a light skj'—
the one a nearly uniform blank, and the other a dull light—is seen, it

is tiiie, not because of outline, but because of contrasted light and
dark. But the student or artist is not dealing with the objects them-
selves, or even his own representations of them, but %dth the means
of doing the work of putting his representations on a flat surface

;

and to do this he must draw an outline in some way or other. He
draws an outline in the common way, or shadows or tints, till his
mental eye tells him he has liit the "boundaries of the object—the
tower to be copied. It is a mere fine mental distinction ; and, how-
ever easily it may be seen usefully by the educated artist, it is, as it

seems to us, altogether beyond the ken of common people, and can-
not but have a tendency to confuse and add to their difficulties. All
ordinarj- observers see objects with their bounding edges, and these
edges they call outlines, and understand what is meant when the out-
lines of an object are .spoken of. Mr. Enskin not only laj-s great
stress on this in his book, but can-ies it rigidly into practice in his
teaching. In his book he tells the student " evei-^-thing that you see
in the world around youpresents itself to your eyes onlyas an arrange-
ment of patches of different colours variously shaded ;" and goes on
to make tliis clear to the student's mind, and, as it is all cjuite true,
succeeds in the end in quite doing it even to the stupidest ; and in
his practical teaching lie says, " let the fomi take care of itself, what
I want you to see and to do is the rowidncss of the leather ball ;" and,
as before, Ihcy—the most stupid of them—do sec it, and not only see
it, but do it, and wonderfully soon and well too. But if, instead of
leather balls, ends of sticks, and photographs, the students had before
them—as they nrast have if architectural workmen in wliatever ma-
terial—wood panels with fimple traceiy, or mouldings, or caps, or

indeed any architectural form, how, we respectfully ask, could this

system apply—surely hardly, if at all, or in any case ? No drawing,
as we understand it, is of practical utility to a workman that he can-
not transfer to the material he works in. And this, wo think, ought
to be the key to all elementary art-teaching as regards tlie artist work-
man. Drawing, as we have said and repeat, is his means only, art

work his end and the reason of his learning. Workmen of all kinds,

we believe, are members of the Working Men's College ; and so, pass-

ing through Mr, Euskin's class, go through his course of teaching, and,
as we know, have accomplished most unexpectedlj^-able and retinecl

work, Ijut work which has, we fear, led them a^way from art wokk.
Any student ])assing successfully through Mr. Eusldn's several classes,

through his elementary class to his advanced class, and copied even
some elaborate photograph of natural scenery or trees, or even wlioTo

buildings, is in a measure, or at all events thinks himself so, above
humble work, and an artist ; and, in common talk, above -s-ulgar ma-
terials, and fit solely for the dignity of pajjer and designing, and!

ideas and • imaginative " work. AVliat else can he come to tliinki

Thus, again, all the work proper is left for others—for those who have'

not had "teachings" of any kind to help or obstruct thera—to raw
ap])rentices of the several art trades, adult workmen, whose time for
learning is past, and tlius the unhappy buildings and art work every-
where, always growing up, are left to designers and mere lahou)-er^

])utters together of the raw material. Again, then, tho question,

—

"Was the Eoyal Porch of Chartres thus manufactiu-ed by ' sJyjjjiccs

'

and mere ' hands ?'
"

As we have said, we must look this evil well in the face, and state

it clearly, not much minding to say the truth, whether or not jK'opIe

agi-ee or no ; for, as our good friend says in Letter I. on First Practice,
" My dear Eeader,—Whether this book is to be of use to you or not
depends wholly on your reason for wishing to learn to draw." And
so we say, " Whether this system of drawing is to bo of use to or noi

depends wholly on what you intend to do with it all when learnt." If

a landscape jjainter draws trees for landscape, if a portrait painter

draws fiices as jiortrait practice ; but if a practical workman, helping
in the task of raising a Iniilding, loam to make, as easily and quickly
as you can, working drawings for use—fu'st, if you like, on jxiper, but
the real art lies f(n- you in the being able to draw on wood, or stone,

or metal—it is as high work iis the other. We think higher. It is

fully as mighty a thing to draw on tho rough block a rough outline

of the " Roj-al Saint " and his flowered canopy and pedestal as it is to

copy his jjliotograph—we think it liigher work. To tlo tliis is not
common low work, as people now think about the very nol)I(>st work.
Phidins could do no more. We hope to return to this book when
pointing out to the student the plan we should like so much to see
him adopt, and in tlio meantime ask him to read over all Jlr. Euskiu
says on outline drawing, for he does not cjuite give it up as jtractised

by the great masters of drawing; and on what Albert Durer did, and
what he can make out of a few simple coarse lines, almost as tliick

as they could well be drawn, with lines too fully as thick for shadows..
The student will find, as he says, "that every bit of that Durer, when,
you copy it, and so see it all, means something, and contains a true^

'signalemcnt' of everj' mit tree," and every other tree and object.

fitfraturf.

LES BETON'3 AGGLOMEEES, OR ARTIFICIAL STORES.
(second notice.)

Emploi des Betons Agglmneres pour Fortifieatioim, Ports, I>iijnes

Vcades, AqiKdiKS Chemins de Fcr, Travatix a lo, Mere, Pierres--

A'rtijiaelles, par Frcmcois Coignet, Engineur Civil et Manufacturier,
Eugene La Ckoix, Paris 1862.

THE cause of the failure betons as hitherto produced, M. Coignet
attributes to an excess of water necessarily existing from the fiic.t.

that they can be only employed in the boiling stato almost liquid ;;

Les hetons actuels eontiennent toujonirs trop d'cau, puisqu'on ne les:

emplcAe qua I'etat de lioitillie presquc liquidc ; or, cet exces d'eau est la-

cause de tout le mal. Acting chemically upon the molecules of the-

lime, the water keeps them separate, thus hindering comljination ami
ciystallisation ; however, by exerting a mechanical action this excess,

of water plays a most injurious part. Ll^pon the slightest pressure-

being applied to the betons, the water naturally separates itself from
the lime, flows in different directione washing the lime which thus
becomes diluted, dissolved and incapable of ciystallisation, the in-

terstices being filled with water, the bcton is imconiprcssible ancT

conglomeration is prevented, so that on being placed in the air, and
becoming diyby the evai^oration ofthe water, theljetons made from the
best lime are light, cnmibling, abisorbent, and by the slightest actiori

of frost are completely disintegrated. This, Mr. Coignet says, is the
inevitable consequence of the method by which betons are prepared
other than l.iy the mode he lias invented, that hand labour is iilto-

gether insufficient to effect the removal of the excess of water, and
hence aUhongli lime has been employed for thousands of yeai-s, it has
never entered the minds of constnictors to form betons of such cha-
racter and qualities as those now submitted liy him to tho public.

Hitherto the value of betons has been in proportion to the good.

qualities of the lime employed in their manufacture ; but on Mr.
Coignet's plan the least valuable limes are u.sed to produced betons of
little less value than those composed of limes of the best quality."
" Vne e/jalite presquc ahsolue regne, par iws proccdes, e^ifre toiites les

ehawi ; ks moins renominees sont, a pcu de chose prcs egalcs a cclles
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qui (lilt !< 2ilus tk rqndah'on. T1k> solo ililVi'ix'iico tli.at wo havo ob-

sorvi'il bctwoi'ii tlicm is that certain liiurs ac(iuiro a •livL'U liiinlnoss, a

few liiHirs so'iitii' than otlnTs ; but tlio slow liiiios soon ai'i(uire a liard-

iist's iMMial to tlic iiKist a<'ti\"o, aiul, in a littlo time it becomes almost

imiiossiblc to linil the least dilleivnee between them, lor the final

strenu'lh of the betons instead of beinjf exclusively proportional to tlio

char;u'ter of tlie limes employed, as is the case in ordinary betons is

pvojioi-tfonal.

1. To the elimination of all excess of water, (an excess which

almost always attends the usual method of preparation), and to their

Ih'nnicss at the moment ofaiii^lomeration.

2. To the homogeneous character of tlie mass, by the coniploto

amaliramation of the various substances, and to the energy ol the

povuiding process, and
3. To the energy and perfect ion of the agglomeration produced l)y

the repeated blows of a hard and heavy boily.

After showing liow the didii'ulties of accomplishing tliis were over-

come. M. Coignet iufonns us tliat the previously received notion that

the pouz/olamia matters introduced possess a chemical influence is

erroneous, that the sole part playeil by such substances is hygromotric,

that they simply absorb the water and do not in thcinsolves possess

any power whatever to impart the hanlness desired. Tlie cements

iigaiu, he says, act in the same manner; but at the same time their

own tenacity becomes added to that of the lime so as to increase

from ten to a hundred fold the rapiility and intensity of the agglo-

meration and crystallisation. The (piantity ofcement employed forms

an important item in this manufaciure, "iftlie quantity equals one

t<-nth of the volume of the beton, the hardness ofgranite is after a ver}'

little time secured ; but if only a twentieth, a thirtieth, or a fortieth

of the volume, still after a few days a beton is produced having the

liardness of tlie hardest stone and the power of resisting all changes in

the temperature.

The po\uiding of the materials is performed in two operations. In

tlic first operation all the lime, and all the bm-nt brick, with on or two
parts <inly of the sand are mixed, the excess of lime preserves the

phisticity of the mass, and completely lubricates the sand. In the

second operation the mortar thus obtained receives the remainder of

the sand, and the result is a homogeneous mass Ih-m, but still plastic.

Piibbles and broken stones ai'O carefully excluded, for if these are per-

mitted to enter, complete agglomeration is prevented and the mass
is spongv, absorbent, and easily acted upon by the frost.

By these means, says M. Coignet, with the finest hydraulic lines,

.and even with luictuous limes, with the worst sands even though they

should be marly, a piece of masonry could be made of such tenacity

and strength that it could be raised in the air in one solid mass at the

rate of a yard a day ; so that a solid wall sixty feet high, could be
raised in twenty days, equal to that of the hardest stone, and at an
ahnost nominal cost. But if river sands and hydraulic limes are em-
ployed, the tenacity commences from the Ih'st hour, and is such, that

without the slightest fear, it is possible in twenty-four hoiu-s. to re-

move tlie centres from arclies, or arched roofs several yards in extent,

without the sliglitest movement in the mass or appearance of fissure,

and in less than eight days this masonry will become as hnnl as the
hardest limestone, and so dense and impermeable as to resist the ac-

tion of the severest frost. Nor do the advantages of this invention

terminate here ;
" the result wilU apjiear still more remarkable if

pouzzolane be employed instead of cement, in that case, so energetic

and promj)t will be the tenacity, that footways can be made and
tlu'own o]ieu in twenty-four hours, and carriage roads in less than a
fortnight."

M. Coignet enters fully into the import.ant results produced by
the ajiplication of heat in the process of manufacture. After alluding
to the experience of builders that tlie tenacity of mortars, concretes,

limes ami cements, is much more rapid and energetic in summer than
in winter, he says, " Tlie mean ditJi-rence of twenty-five degrees of heat
vJiich exists hctween summer and unnter, ;iivi>i!J rcsulta so striking, that

thc}i are proved every day, it was wdural to infer, that a temiieratv^re

offifty, sixty or eighty degrees would he proportionaHy hcneficial. This
"would be the case especially in the constnietion of caniage-vrays
formed of betons agglomeres, for unless they were made capable of
resisting the heaviest traffic they would be useless ; and without the
application of artificial heat to promote the perfect hardness of the
betons, the blocking up of a can'iage-way during winter, would
necessarily be so long as to render recoui-se to .some other method of
paving absolutely necessarj'. But another advantage arising from
the use of artilicial heat is, that the betons being turned out of the

mould at a temperature of sixty or eighty degrees, the exercise of

a little caution would allow buildings to iie carried fonvard in the
open air in winter, with such safety, that in twenty-four hours it

would be imi)ossible for the frost to exercise any injurious influence.

After some imjiortant observations on the choice of sand in the for-

iination of betons, Mr. Coignet tells us—" With a mixture of

Sand - - - 9.

Burnt earth or brick 1.

Lime in a state of pulp 1.

All excellent masonry for fencing, agricultural buildings, manufac-
tories, foundations, or hea^y running stone work, can be obtained.
With a niixt\u-e of

Sand - - 7.

Burnt earth or brick 1.

Lime in pulp - 1.

a compai't, hard and impermeable stono can be made siritablo for

lofty walls, buildings, hydraulic works, cisterns, reservoirs, &c., but

if such works are urgently required, one thirty-sixth ])art of cement

should be adiled. By adding a fifteenth part of cement, the tenacity

(l>rise) would be strong enough for the manufacture of mascniry per-

fectly capable of resisting the action of the sea, the most violent

currents of water, and sulli'-iently hard for paving footi)aths. If,

liowevcr, a tentli part of cement be added, the highest possible

tenacity is secured, '• a tenacity so powerful, so energetic, that it

would serve for jjaving roads, sustainingthc heaviest traflic ; although

stone for this purpose is usually procured from the following com-
position :

—

Sand - - - r.

Burnt earth or brick 1.

Lime in pulp - - 1.

Cement - - - 1.

JI. Coignet next calls the attention of the Academy to the great

advantages which would accrue from the employment of the betons

agglomeres, cheapness, facility, comfort, cleanliness, safety from those

great enemies to the works of the Ai'cliitect and Engineer, fire, water,

and time; and claims that his discover,- will be a revolution in tho

art of building—" d'etre la revolution dans I'art dc construirc."—Ho
asks whether" it is not already a revolution to be able from such

materials as we have enumerated to produce artificially a stone fivr less

costly and much superior to natural stone,—to be able by the mould

to inipart to this stoncj every form demanded by art or circumstances

—to construct a building ofany size so as to fonn amonolith—to obtain

at a trifling cost works of art of the most enduring character, without

joints or fissures, and unalterable by the ravages of time—to erect

hydraulic works absolutely impermeable by, and insensible to all the

causes of destruction, to lie able to employ for such works in the se.a

all limes and all cements indiscriminately—to obtain large masses with

the hardness and endurance necessary forfoot and carriage-ways—to

be able, at a trifling expense, to provide the masses, whether in town

or country with buildings promotive of health, cleanliness, well-being

and morality—from sand and lime, and without skilled labourers lo

erect the boldest constructions? "\Ve think to do these things is,

indeed, a revolution, and again commend JI. Coignet's work to the

serious attention of all whom it may concern. They will find in the

remainder of the volume which is devoted to tha consideration of tho

application of the " Betons Aggiomeres.much that is both interesting

and instructive.

AX INTERESTING VISIT TO THE SCILLY ISLANDS.

After the meeting of the Cambrian Archscological Association at

Cornwall, which we fiilly reported in the Bvildixg News of the 5th inst.,

a nimiber of geullemen, members of the association, visited the SciUy

Isles, with the purpose ofinvestigating a tumulus, or ban-ow, in the island

of Samson.
It appears that this ancient barrow, 'which has hitherto remained nn-

distin-bed, mcasm-ed six feet six inches in height, and nearly 00 yards

in circumfeieuce. On arriving at the spot, an entry was made into the

sideof the barrow, and a good deal of earth rapidly taken out, but on

neariug- tho centre of the mound many bulky stones requiring a

careful removal caused some considerable delay. Augustus, Smith,

Esq., M.P., who had inA-ited the members to Wsit the isle.=:, superintended

the work of excavation, and his efibrts were at length rewarded by tho

discovery of an upright slab, surmomitcd or capped by a second stone,

with its edge projecting over the side. The summit of the mound
having been carefully removed, a heaA-y slab of irreg-ular outline, mea-
suring 5 feet 6 inches in diameter, and i>laced horizontally, was then

discovered, and this having been raised with some difficulty, a perfect

sarcophagus, containing a small heap of hmnan bones piled together in

one corner, lay exposed to A-icw. On a carefiil examination of two of

these bones it was found that one of them contained the alveolce of all tho

incisors, the two c.inines, two bicuspids, and three molars; the. roots

of two teeth, very white, yet remained in their sockets, and this bone,

appeared to be "the upper jaw; whilst the second portion, having;

similar remains of tcetli in the sockets, was supposed to be the lower

jaw. These bones must have belonged to a woman or small man ; they,

boreumnistakeabletokeusofhaving bcenpartially burnt. The sarcophagvis

was carefully measured, and a capital sketch was taken by one of the fair

investigators. The interior dimensions of the sarcophagus were 3 feet

9 inches in length, 2 feet in vi-idih, slightly increasing towards the

bottom, which was .3 feet 10 inches by 2 feet on the average, though the

work was not acciu-ately ^tpiarcd. The depth was 3 feet 2 inches. Tho
longitudinal stones measured feet G inches, into which side stones were

mortised in a most careful manner. The sarcophagns contained no vases

or other relics, and its base being formed by the natural solid grauif;e,

the original surface of the island, nothing of fm-ther interest was dis-

covered. The archa-ologists then returned v\-ith Jlr. Smith to Tresco

abbey, were they most hospitably received. It was said that Mr.
Smith proposes exploring, at some future day, the still untouched

poi-tions of this most interesting barrow, in which it is probable relics of

great value may yet be discovered.

Blue Bricks the Best Pavement.—A correspondent says:
—"A

hexagon-shaijetl brick, with a v.indyked or corrugated surface, would be
more ornamental, less liable to ' tilt,' or become depressed, than the
smooth, polished brick, and would carry off the surface-water, and always
present a dry surface, and would not be dangerous to walk upon. Bricks,
or rather tiles, of this description, would cost no more than the present
oblong brick; and, if alternated with tiles of a different colour, would
present an ornaineut.il appearance which would justify their being laid

down in, at least, second- class streets."
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PROPOSED IMPEOVEMENTS AT WHITBY.
Important improvements are proposed to be

carried out at Whitliy, Yorkshire. A meeting

was held at St. Hihla's Hall in that town last

week, at which H. S. Thompson, Esq., M.P., who
presided, gave a detailed accomit of the water-

works and cliff improvements in a long speech.

It was now pretty clear, he said, that the Go-
vernment did not intend to make harbours of rc-

iuge ; but if a portion of the cost of a harbour
were laid out in a judicious manner, it would
equally promote the welfare of the place. The
wants of Wliitby were—first, railway accom-
modation—the expenditure of a quarter of a mil-

lion to make it equal with Scarborough. In
order to overcome that diiEeulty, he had only to

satisfy the shareholders that it would be a pro-

fitable investment, and he had already done so.

The contracts the company had let were £180,000
or £190,000, and before the lines were com-
pleted would amount to about a quarter of a
million, and he believed it would be a good in-

vestment ; but miless the town helped him it

would not be so. The next want was lodging-
houses. He had done very little for this by
completing the present half of the crescent, and
he believed that the inhabitants themselves had
SuiEcient spirit and foresight to continue the

work. The third obstacle to prosperity was the
want of an abmidant supply of good water, es-

pecially in that pai't of the town to wliich visitors

mostly resorted. He went on to observe, that
there had been no want this year, but if a
larger number of lodging-houses was built, or in

the event of a dry summer, then the privation
would be gi-eatly felt. Mr. Thompson, in refer-

ing to the improvements on the West cliff, said

they could have nothing pleasanter than the pre-
sent promenades on a fine day, but if it was
rather cold or stormy there was no kind of shel-

ter. Easier access was also required to the sands,
and unless these things were pro-vided Whitby
might make up its mind to stand still. The first

obstacle had been removed, and something done
for the second. With reference to the supply of
water, the springs in the neighbourhood had
been measured, and this company had taken up
the matter. The water which the company
would supply was abundant in quantity, excellent
in quality, fi-om a good source, and the expense
was reduced by bringing the pipes down the
railway. The next subject he referred to was
the cliff improvements. Sir Joseph Paxton had
said " that he knew of no place for making at-

tractive gardens, &e., equal to Whitby, it having
such a succession of beautifiil riews on every
side." Mr. Thompson here said that if these
improvements were now carried out the public
would be surprised ten years hence at the exten-
sion and prosperity of the tovra, and look back
to that 10th day of September, 1862, as the day
on which Whitby commenced a new era in its

history. The scheme was to form a company,
which, it had been suggested, should be called
the " West CUB' Garden Company," in shares of
£5 each, which in a few years he had no doubt
would pay a good rate of interest. Resolutions
for the formation of the "Water Works Company"
were then proposed and carried, after which the
Chairman proposed the formation of a "AVhitby
West cuff Garden Company," which was also
agreed to. The amount of capital was fixed at
£10,000, a provisional committee was appointed,
and a vote of thanks to the chairman concluded
the proceedings.

LEITH GRAVING DOCKS.
The new graring dock at Leith is nearly com-

pleted, and will soon be opened. These works
have occu])ied some four or five years in con-
struction. Mr. Rendcl, the Government engineer,
prepared the plans, and Mr. AlexandcrWilsou was
the contractor. The outer bulwark is upwards
of 1,200 feet long, 20 feet high, and 20 feet broad
at the base. This part of the work has been
already tested by the numerous gales that have
raged in the Firth since its completion. It was
found not to Ijo sufficiently high to prevent the
waves washing over it, and therefore a close
wooden fence was put up on the top, which has
proved eflcctual in preventing the water washing
over into the dock. After the bulwark had been
finished, the excavation was commenced. The
foundation-stone of the building at the dock-gate
was laid 13 feet below the low-water mark, "and
at this part of the dock there are 8 feet of build-
ing below the dock-sill. Inside of the entrance
and to the whole extent of the dock, there is a
bottom 5 feet U inches thick ofmason work—first,

3 feet 9 inches thick of brick-work, and 2 feet

thick of stone. The side-walls of the entrance
are of a very substantial description, and are fine

specimens of workmanship. The side-walls of

the inner portion of the dock are equally strong,

and are stepped at the sides and east end. Con-
duits are formed for the running off of the water
to low-water-mark. The dock is 400 feet in

length. There are no flood-gates, but there is an
iron caisson, which has been built by Messrs S.

and H. Morton, engineers and shipbuilders, Leith.

The caisson 'resembles an iron-built vessel of

extremely narrow chmensions, and hes across the
entrance, tightly fitting into a groove, so as to

prevent water flowing out or in when it is sunk
into its proper place. It will float out and into

the groove when necessary, water being put into

it when necessary to fix it, and the water
pumped out of it when required to float it out.

On the top or deck of the caisson there is a road-
way, 12 feet broad, protected on each side by
iron railings, over which those going do\vn the
east pier will in fiiture have to pass. One of
William Simpson & Company's (of London) patent
engines and pumps has been fitted up in a fire-

proof building on the north-east side of the dock,
for pumping the water out of the dock. There
will be about 5 feet deep of water to pump out of
the dock at stream tides, and about 10 feet at

neap tides. There are short wing-walls extend-
ing outward fi-om the outside of the caisson, and
from these to tho harboui' piles are being driven
and lined mth plank as an enclosure, in place
of quay-walls. The entrance to the dock at tho
harbour will be about 100 feet broad, and to

this extent the cast pier is being taken down.
The north side of entrance at the pier mil be
about 00 feet from the upper lighthouse. Be-
twixt the caisson and the east pier, the entrance
has been excavated 2 feet below the dock-sill,

and the portion of the pier necessary to be re-

moved will soon be demolished, after which the
dredging-eugino will be called into requisition to
clear away the clay to the necessary depth under
the pier. The blocks on which the vessels will

rest in the graving-dock have been placed, and
are ready for use.

Between the harbour and the entrance to the
dock there is a good deal of work to finish, and
the ground round the dock has to be levelled do\vn
and paved or macadamised. The works have
been carried on under the superintendence of Mr.
G. Robertson, resident engineer, inspector of
works. When all the works in connection with
the dock are finished, it is believed the expense
mil amount to £100,000. There is little doubt
but that the gra^-ing-docks at this seaport mU be
a great convenience.

DUDLEY AND MIDLAND GEOLOGICAL
AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.

On Friday last tliis socictj' met at Wolverhamp-
ton. The party first inspected the old church in

that town, and one of the churchwardens gave an
interesting liistoiy of that ancient edifice, and
then pointed out the restorations which had been
made under the direction of Mr. Christian, and
also other extensive restorations yet in progi-css.

Many points of interest were examined ; as the
stone pulpit and font, which are both elaborately
decorated ; the Lane chancel and monmnents

;

the Levison statue, which was preserved during
the civil wars ; and the celebrated stone cross in

tho churchyard, which is still an archa;ological
puzzle.

The members then proceeded, under the direc-

tion of Vice-President Beckett, F.G.S., to visit

other objects of interest in South Staffordshire.

A pit in the Permians was examined, and the pe-
cuhar rocks belonging to tlie formation pointed
out. The Parkfield Ironworks and Colheries was
next visited. Here Mr. Beckett gave a descrip-
tion of the primeval forest, illustrating liis re-

marks by diagrams. He pointed out the position
of the bottom coal of the district, in which the
trees were discovered by him, and which lay
Avithiu a few feet of the surface, and said that
" the stumps of these remarkable trees were
nearly all upright, in perfect preservation, and
occupied the s]3ots where they originally .gi'cw,

though their entire substance was converted into
coal, more or less pure. Thus we had the outer
bark and then the hoUow cyUndrical stem or
trunk. Tho interior of each tree was a matted
mass of foreign substances, consisting of leaves,
.stalks, and branches, confusedly mixed with an-
cient mud, the original pulpy structure having
become decomposed and thus replaced by other
substances—an almost universal occm'rence in

coal-forming plants. The trmiks were in great
abmidanee, upwards of eighty trees ha\'ing been
foiuid within an area of a quarter of an acre.
Some of the trimks were a yard in diameter, and
the whole were tranquilly embodied in a regular
coal seam, composed, without doubt, ofthe leaves
and more delicate portions of the trees—a eircum-
stance adverse to the views of some writers, who
would give one hundred thousand years for the
formation of the ten-yard seam of this district
alone. It is worthy of remark that this ancient
forest was not confined to a single seam orbed of
coal ; for, on removing the top coal and fire-clay
parting, another and still more perfect forest was
discovered ; and so again with the lower coal

;

and the three forests were doubtless of different
ages. The characteristics of these coal-forming
trees was best read in the clay partings, which
constituted the soil in which they grew. Thus,
in a minute examination mth Professor Orlebar,
we found the Lepidodendrum, Ulodendron, Sigil-

laria, some beautiful, and I think midescribed
flowers, together with imperfectly developed
plants, which could not be clearly identified. Of
animal remains, I foimd a few shells, chiefly An-
thracosia, and scales or armour plates of tho Me-
galicthys. My lamented friend Dr. Ick, whO'
visited the locality with Dr. Buekland, subse.
quently discovered also teeth and dorsal spines of
fish with Coprolites.

The company, after inspecting the two open
works in the fire-clay coal, examined the Ludlow
rocks, especially that portion which, from its typi-
cal fossils, is considered to be the equivalent of
the Aymestry Limestone, near Ludlow. This
limestone, which is of an argillaceous character,
and thereby fitted like the lias for hydraulic pur-
poses, has been cut through near the second
milestone on the road from Wolverhampton to
Dudley, where it has been exposed by tlie agency
of a fault. This disriqition has been ti'aced south-
ward beyond Hurst Hill, and it is remarkable
that the Ludlow rocks have never been found
eastward of this line. The limestones of the
Wenlock series (equivalent with those at Hurst
Hill, and the Dudley, Wren's Nest, and Castle
Hill) are found on the east side of the same fault

;

and, as is now well known, extend in a vast syn-
clinal axis to Walsall, where they again re-appear
at the surface. The Wenlock limestone forms the
basin of that part of the coal-field, whilst the Lud-
low rocks are in immediate contact with the coal
measures to the west, as shown by one or two
outcrops at Turner's HiU and The Hayes. The
Mill-sti'one grit is very imperfectly developed,
whilst the carboniferous limestone and old red
sandstone formations are altogether absent. Some-
rare and intensely interesting fossils were met
with at Sedgley Beacon and Hurst Hill.

Other objects of interest were visited, and a
pic-iiic imder an old yew closed the day's pro-
ceedings. Another day's " out " was fixed for the
following Thursday.

THE GRAND SUEZ CANAL.
Unfortimately the works in connection with

the Grand Suez Canal are making but slow pro-
gress, and the results are pronounced to bo very
unsatisfactory, considering the enormous outlay-

This canal, which is to rim across the isthmus
from Suez to Port Said on the Mediterranean, is

91 English miles in length, wliile its breadth is

to vary from 2C0 to 320 feet, and its depth will

be everj-whcrc 26 feet. Its surface will be on
tho same level mth that of the Mediterranean..
From a pamphlet recently published by Mr.
Percy Badger, we learn that the alimentaiy canal
which connects the chief canal with the Nile»
supplies tho means of conveying pro's'isions and
the necessary materials and tools, stone, timber,

iron, and machiner}^. This alimentaiy canal,

which commimicates mtli the Nile, is at present

double, consisting of a provisional canal, 5 feet

broad and 2 or 3 feet deep, conveying Nile water
for tho use of the men and cattle who are em-
ployed in cutting the proper canal of the valley.

The latter is intended for navigation and irriga-

tion, and is 16 feet wide by 3 or i in depth. The
two run side by side. Mr. Badger says that the

new work is laid off in sections, in caih of which
there are neat stations erected for the European
engineer and assistants, and huts for the fellahs,

or native labourers. At Mahiar thousands of
fellahs were at work on the continuation of the

canal. The mode of procedure is this :—The
sides or outer lines of the canal arc ti'accd on the

gi'omid ; these are di\'ided into sections, *' for

each of which a gang of nine boys and one man
is told off, the man doing the digging with a hoc
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or siimlo, nml llio boys romoviiiK llic siuu,

•" to Ibnu eiiilwnkmonts ou the Pulis.

water of
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omal tonuinntcs at tho little lake Timsah, but

is to be continueil to Suez, in a small channel or

rivulet to siippiv that town with the

tho Nile. In size it will probably li

proWsioual canal, 5 feet broad, and 2 or 3 m
depth.

. , , • . it

At lake Timsah, the alimentary canal joins the

OTeat ship <'anal ; and in the middle of the desert,

tijcro is a very larjre station named El Gisr, with

250 European" and 1,000 Arabs, for whose accom-

modation two broad streets of sinslc-storeyed

houses have been erected, having verandas in

front, -with nnmerons workshops and warehouses

on a prand scale, in which steam-eneines are

employed for hea^-y work. Several excavations

have been made in the desert hero, and north-

ward ahnifj the proposed line of tlie canal. These

were onlv iU feet wide, which lie terras half the

intended" width. The scale of tho work has

evidently been reduced, thonshthe depth origin-

ally adopted, 26 feet, is still retained. The open-

ings made were in some places merely 3, in

others 3 feet deep. These ti-itlng cuttings con-

tinue at intervals to El Kantara, forty miles

northward, at the edge of the marsh which

borders the lake of Monzaleh. Here the excava-

tion is reduced to a channel 22 feet broad, and 4

feet deep, which is called Bigole, or trench, and

this Rigole has been can-ied first through tho

marsh, and then through tho lake, chiefly, it

would seem, by dredging, to Port Said, on the

Mediterranean, a distance of 25 miles, but its

banks along a great part of its course have been

washed away. This ditch, 22 feet broad, is the

only thing having the aspect of a canal yet visible

along the lino of the projected grand maritime

communication, which is to unite the Red Sea

and the Mediterraneau.

•-Port Laid has been fotmded on the narrow

ridge of sand which separates Lake Menzaleh

from the sea, which is from three himdred to

five hundred feet in breadth, and rises only five

feet above the level of the Mediterranean.

Many houses of wood, and of lath and plaster

have been put up ou piles, the space below

place of interment of Alchfied, a learned and

pimis Saxon king.

On till' following day, excursions were mode to

Some of llio most interesting churches of East

Yorkshire—viz., Garton, Kirkburn, Tiainton,

North Dalton, Middleton, Lund, South Ualton,

LocUington, IJeswiok, Watton, Watton Abbey,

and Cranswick.
The meetings on the whole were considered to

bo very successful and satisfactory.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OP LONDON.
On Tuesday last a meeting of tho Court of

Sowers was held in the Guildhall, Mr. De Jersey,

in the chair.

The attention of the court was called by Mr.

Green, a member, to a recent report of Dr. Reed

to the Guardians of the West London Union, of

which he is medical officer, touching tho sanitary

condition of Holborn-liuildings, as being fraught

with danger to the public health, and demanding

the earnest and immediate attention of tho court.^

The report, made after a visit on tho 27th of

Angnst, described the unwholesome state of the

houses there, fourteen in number, arising from

bad drains and water-closets, and from the accu-

mulation of filth in cellars, beneath staircases, and

other out-of-the-way places.

Deputy WniTESiDE also directed the attention

of the court to a report of a committee of the

City of London Union to the effect that in the begin-

ning of June, there were large accumulations of

filth of all kinds in tltf houses in White Lion-court,

particularly in the basement stories, and that

a person who had lived there for the last eight

years could not recollect that a sanitary inspector

had ever seen her house, pointing at the same

time to a large heap of filth which had long been

accumulating.
The Chairman said his attention had lately

been called to the localities in question, and also

to Ely-court, and the result of inquiries he had

made went to coninnce him that the state of the

houses there was referable, not so much to any

laxity of inspection, as to the incurably filthy

habits of the people, mostly the lowest class of

Irish, who inhabited them, and who were desti-

being left void at fii-st, to be filled up afterwards,
|
t„te of all regard jor public decency.^

tramways being used in conveying the requisite Dr. Letiieet said these complaints by the

sand from the beach. On the parts which have ' guardians arose from misconception on their part

reached the proper height, a row of substantial ' gg to the gi-eat amount of work which devolved

pnbUc ofiices and other building have been erected, „„ the medical officer of health and the inspectors

facing tho sea to the north-east, with abroad walk of the commission. There were 13,000 houses

in front. The town already contains a population
j
g„(l more in the city of London, all of which

of 1,500 Europeans. " The houses are built iu ! yfcre practically under the supervision of the

regular lines ; many of them goodly structures, I commission. It was not considered necessary

ants and to tlie sh'eet passengers, by reason of

the riotous bchavour of people connected Avith

them. Tlic memorialists prayed that the com-
mission would take the necessary steps for the

suppression of the alleged nuisance.

Dr. Letiiery, the medical officer of health, re-

ported on the state of 31" houses that had been

inspected since tho last meeting of the crmrt. Ho
likewise reported that 380 \-isits had been made
to the common lodging-liouses of the city, and
he submitted a list of ISB places for sanitary im-

provements. The markets and slaughter-houses

of the city had been duly inspected, and tho

officers had seized 17,519 lbs. of meat and 852

head of game and poultiy, as unfit for human
food; 12,005 lbs. were diseased, 3,G67 lbs. were
]nitrid , 1 ,877 lbs. were from animals that had died

from natural causes.

VICAT' S INSECTICIDE APPARATUS.
We have before had occasion to describe the

origin and natural history of the exceedingly

efiective insect destroying powder, produced by
the Pijrcthrum roscion. cmKasicum, and have

much pleasure now in directing attention to

Vicat'a very ingenious blower, by which it can.

not devoid of an air of comfort as well as taste,

and including a respectable restaurant, taverns,

cafes, bilUard-rooms, and a good bazaar." Fi-esli

water is brought across the lake in boats from

Matarieh, a towm 15 miles westward. A passage

has been cut through the ridge of sand, which is

be widened, and will form the entrance to a

harbour to be excavated in the lake. This sheet

of water is extremely shallow, and is dotted with

marshy islands just peering above the surface, and

by the process of dredging it may not be very

difficult to obtain a harbour. On the western side

of the space marked out for it, extensive work-

shops have been erected, of course upon artificial

soil, and a large staff ofsmiths, joiuers, engineers,

and sawyers were at work aided by steam. An
embankment and an unfinished quay exists at

one side of the entrance to the harbour, and of

the two piers which are the gi-and difficulty are to

project about 7,550 feet, or a mile and a-half into

the sea, and form an enh'ance to the canal, only 150

yards of the eastern one have as yet been built.

YORKSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the members of the

Yorkshire Architectural Society was held at

Driffield on the 9th and 10th inst. The proceed-

ings were of a veiy interesting character.

On Tuesday, a cold collation was served at the

Bell hotel, at halfpast one ; and a public meeting

was held in the Corn Exchange, at three o'clock,

when the Rev. C. Best Norcliffe, one of tho

honorai-j- secretaries of the society, read a

valuable paper on "The Chancel Screens of

Yorkshire," which was followed by another upon
"Driffield, the Past and Present," by Mr. J.

Bro^vn, of Driffield. The church was then visited,

and the party then proceeded to the "Moot," or
" Druid's Hill," and other places of architectural

interest, Mr. E. D. Conyors invited the members
to spend the evening at Elmswell House, where
they had an opportunity of inspecting the ohl

Manor House ot'Elmsw'ell, the ancestral residence

of the Bests, and Little Driffield Church, the

to inspect the better class of houses, except

imder peculiar circumstances, which seldom

occurred ; but, excluding them from considera-

tion, there were upwards of 6,620 houses in the

city'nndcr regular sanitary inspection, including

those occupied by the better class of the poor,

which were officially visited every three or four

months, unless an epidemic disease appeared,

and then there was an immediate inspection,

and tliose used as common lodging-houses, which

were regularly inspected at least once in three

weeks, and made the subjects of weekly reports

to the Court. He saw no means of deaUng with

the evils complained of, except by increasing the

staff of inspectors, and having a second medical

officer, but he should hesitate to adopt that

remedy, because he did not believe the condition

of the "public health demanded it, inasmuch as

there was now a higher general state of health

than there had been during the corresponding

period of the last six years.

Dr. Adeaham considered that in matters of this

kind the commissioners of sewers and the

guardians would do well to co-operate in the

public interest, seeing that the latter employed a

medical staff for the treatment of sickness and

disease, much of which would be found remedi-

able by the exercise of powers vested in the

commissioners. He believed by a little mutual

assistance and co-operation between the two the

sanitary condition of the city might bo brought

into a mnch more satisfactory state than at pre-

sent. He proposed that the subject be refen-ed

for consideration to the General Purposes Com-

mittee, with power to confer with the several

boards of guardians and report the result.

The propiosition was carried.

Deputy WllITESTOE then presented a memorial,

numerously signed by inhabitants ofthe parish of

St. Catherine Cree, including the chmx-hwardens

and overseers, stating that for some time past pre-

tended auctions for the sale of goods had been

conducted at a place in Aldgate in such a mamier

as to be a nuisance to the neighboming inliabit-

with great certainty, be projected into the most

minute crevices aiid apertm-es in which insects

harbour. The principle of this blower is shown

in the engraAnug.

The metallic vessel contaiuuig the powder is

furnished internally with a piston, which is

moved by means of the button. On pressing

this button down, the air in the interior is

forced out, carrying with it a stream of powder,

in a maimer so forcible that it penetrates into

the smallest fissm-es—this action can be rapidly

and conveniently repeated at will.

In the lower part of the instrument is a stop-

per, furnished vrith a ring; the stopper closes

the opening through which the case is fiUed,

and the ring aflords a convenient handle for

holding the iustrmiient, and gives facility for

directing the spout to the exact spot required.

As we are fuUy aware, from experience, of the

value of the powder, we had with pleasure any

mechar.ica! apparatus which makes its applica,-

tiou easy and efiective.

—

Chemist and Driujgist.

Fortifications at Perth.—Improvements of a

very extensive kiud have been executed at a great

expense during the past summer on the river Earn

fortifications, in constructing additional embank-

ments, and inakiug other alterations for tho purpose

ofeusuiing the protection of the adjoimug lauds

from the disastrous immdations of the river during

floods. The enibankmeuts are of a very substantial

and sohd description.

"What Becomes OF all the Pins? —The Hji--

minoham. Paihi Post playfully says :—" Any of our

male readers sufficiently domesticated to feel interes-

ted in tho solution of this mystery may satisfy tlmr

curiosity, and become martyrs to discovery bj

risitiug a sewer which has just been opened for

repau-s in Rea Street. The sewer is one of the

oldest in Birmingham. At the bottom of it there

is a deposit as hard as the ' slag ' from a blast fur-

nace : and in this deposit millions of pins are em-

bedded. A piece about the size of a man s fiat^

picked up at random yesterday, fairly bristled vrdh

them, .ind this was but a specimen of a great mass

of such matter. In another w.ay, too, the deposit

is a curiosity, for, independently ol the pms, it

encloses a heterogeneous collection of gold pocket

knives, marbles, buttons, and other articles of the

kiud, that were probably wept over as lost when the

" oldest inhabitant " was being whipped at school.

To persons of an mvestigatiug turn of mincl, not

gifted mth too acute olfactory nerves, a pound or

two of the deposit will afford an hour s harmless

amusement." „ ,
The Dk-Un.age and New Houses of Lincoln.

—Whole streets of new houses have been recently

erected in the city which ai-e quite destitute of

drainage, and without partition walls. Some local

supervisi.in is very much needed iu such matters,

not only in respect to drainage, hut also in the

layin" out new streets, &c. Lincoln is belnud other

towns iu this matter, and the residt is that houses

are built with external walls only half a brick m
thickness and in the most incongruous way
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INTEKNATIOXAL EXHIBITIOX.
Pakqvet Floors.

Ix these days of cheap buildiug it is almost too

much to expect that parquet floors -will come into

n-eneral use. It seems to be thought sufficient for

builders to floor our rooms mth plain deal boards

which the several occupiers -srill immcdiatelj- and

completely hide with carpets. We glory in the

rich colour of Tarious woods, wliicli constitute the

great charm of modern furniture. We imitate

them in our doors and skirtings, and too. often

paint out the natural beauty of one wood with a

copy of another, but we too rarely allow the

marvellous variety of colour and of form which
nature shows in every section oftnmks, branches,

and roots of trees, to take the place ofthe carpet-

maker's work. It is but fair, however, to own
that there is a comfortable waitn feeling in the

springy cai^pet, wliich no wood flooring, however
beautiful, can give us ; but whilst admitting this

disadvantage, it does not apply to the borders,

and we ask why parqtiet floors are not more
generally thus employed to enclose wood carpets.

We too frequently see a rich Turkey carpet in a

dining-room h-amed with a trumpery oil cloth,

either in imitation of mosaic or of. wainscot.

Surely the taste which can appreciate and in-

dulge in an exioensive carpet should not falter at

its extremity. A room to be properly flimished

ehotild have nothing mean or common-place in it,

and the hideous borders too fi-equently seen to

lich carpets, are enough to spoil the appearance
of any room. Here is an instance where parquet
flooring could be, and has already been, advan-
tageously emi:)loyed. It has always struck us
that a similar border ntight be tastefully intro-

duced into other than dining-rooms. The woods
now imported are so various in tint, figure, and
delicacy, that drawing-rooms, boudoirs, dressing,

and bed-rooms, might fittingly have borders laid

with them, instead of having the cai^pets nailed to

the extremest hmits of the apartment, where no
foot can ever touch it, and where it is, in fact,

useless in those respects wliich elsewhere re-

commend it. Smaller patterns, cut from more
delicately-figured woods, would thus form a frame
to the more brilliant colours of the carpet, in just

the same way as the Turkey-carpet of the dining-

room is sometimes enclosed. Wo might add
something on the increased fj^cilities for cleanhness

which this method would afford, through its ena-

bling the carpets to be more fi-equently taken up
and freed from their accumulated impurities. It

would also have an advantage over orchnary

floor coverings in its being more in unison with the

character ofthe furniture ; and it would ineritably

lead to a more general employment of tmpainted
woods in the decoration of our rooms. Even now,
parquetry has been extensively used in the panel-

ling of doors, and we can conceive no more ap-

propriate or beautitid means of filling them.
But, if we admit our preference for carpets in

the ordinary rooms of a dwelling-house, we must
claim for parquetj-y an immeasurable superiority

over every other material for the flooring of halls,

ball-rooms, reception-rooms, corridors, stair-

cases, pictui'e-gaUcries, &c. It is an open ques-
tion whether it is not to be preferred in many
churches to tiles, spite of the mcdiieval prejudice
in favoitr of tho latter. There is no shade of
colotir, and no intricacy of design which cannot
be produced in it. In appearance it is rich and
warm, and its durability is as great as that ofany
other materials used in building. The woods used
in parquetiy are confuted, generally, to some eight
or ten of the lighter and about the same number
of the darker kinds, but there is really no limit to
the vaiiety which may be obtained in it, from
the darkest shades of ebony, to tho light tints of
the satin wood, sycamore, and maple. The ports
of England are open to all the world, and the
parquetry-maker gets his material from eveiy
forest on it; the wilds of Siberia yield the Russian
maple, the west coast of Afiica, Madagascar, and
Ceylon produce the ebony ; from the remotest east

to the farthest limit in the west, eveiy district is

explored, and supplies its riches to be further en-
riched by union mth the productions of other
regions. Inland cotmtries are obliged to rely
mainly upon their own gi'owth of timber, but no
such obstacle impedes enterprise here. Kearly
every nation contributes one or two specimens of
parquetry to the exhibition. In the foreign de-
partment the display of Belgian work is perhaps
the best. Godefroy of Brussel?, and Dekeyn
Bros., of St. Josse-ten-Xoode, show many speci-
mens of good design and workmanship. E.
Laurent and Co. are the representatives of the
trade in the French court. Specimens are to be
seen in Italy, Siritzerland, and other countries,

but we fail to discover any which equal the pro-

ductions of our Enghsh exhibitors—^the London
Parquetry Company, and W. Arrowsmith, ofNew
Bond-street. Both are large exhibitors, and both
show great excellence of design and workman-
ship, but there is this difference in them, that

whilst the work of the latter is solid, that of the

London Parquetiy Company is veneered or plated.

Each claims greater soHdity for the peculiar

method adopted, and we are not about to decide

upon their respective claims to superiority. We
must, however, say that we always under-
stood veneers to be chosen, not because they
gave greater soUdity to fizmiture, but because it

enabled the manufacturer to employ rare woods
at a moderate cost. The framework for the

veneer is in the one case grooved, tongued, and
keyed, and the solid pieces of parquetry are in

Mr. Arrowsmith's specimens similarly secured
against any effects of damp or heat. Both sys-

tems ai"e now largely patrouizedj and deserve to

be even more so.

If a gentleman rent a house, he is not likely to

have much to do with this manufacture. If he
btiild one we would counsel him to follow the

example of other men of taste, and use a material

which will be in the long run economical ; which
will give a furnished appearance to even an
empty room ; which "vvill make his floor solid and
durable, as well as ornamental ; which will last

his hfe out without repair, and be as beautiful

in appearance fifty years afterwards as it is on the

day it is laid.

sure decent methodical perfoi-mances in the

belfry on all occasions, the guardians of sacred
structures would do well to appoint a con-

ductor.

THOMAS WALESBT.

CHUECH BELLS.
Beli.s in olden times were really cared for,

watched over, and cotinted sacred. Much anxiety
was shown when a great bell had to be cast, and
when all was accomplished, and the " magnificent
infant gave forth a Christian voice," some one ex-

claimed, " How dulcet are thy tones ! how abun-
dantly thou gratifiest the ear !" But now-a-days
church bells are, in too many instances, neglected
altogether ; nay, they are often cracked or other-

wise injui-ed by tinhcrin'j as well as random rin'j-

ing. With reference to the latter subject, I remark
that, instead of a peal of bells delighting the ear,

as thej- would do ifproperly rung, they are so fre-

quently ill-used as to become one of the greatest
nuisances with which a neighbour can be afiiicted.

But more of this anon, my object now being to

say a few more words on chitnhig for Divine ser-

vice.

It may be observed, then, that one of the most
remarkable features in my scheme for the sound-
ing of bells to call the parishioners to chtu-ch, as I

compared with that practised at too many tomis
and %'illagcs, is the follo\\-ing :—I avoid, and pro-

test against, the absurditj' otriiujinti the tenor or

great bell, especially dm-ing the chiming of the .

other bells, when it comes in at the end of alter-

nate rounds with a foHisslmo dang^ which mars
the efl'ect of every true note in the peal. And
musicians in general will agi'ec with me that such
a clamour is a great nuisance.

I have now, however, reason to believe, from
statements made to me, that the arrangement for

chiming suggested inmy former letter will shortly

be adopted at many additional churches. More-
over, the wardens of the important edifice men-
tioned therein discontinued the practice ofriyiging

the great bell on the last two Smidays, and, though
the chiming was iiTcgtilar, and too much in the

random ad lilitum stjle, some improvement was
occasionally perceptible.

May I take this opporttmity of stating that, in

tho event of any persons esjircssing their disap-

proval of the chiming of the three bells only

during the first ten minutes, according to my
suggestion, I would reply, that this part of the
arrangement is intended simply as a soft prelude,

and that the first three bells of the peal of the
eight in question are truly brilliant in tone. If,

therefore, these three were chimed softly and
sloivly for ten minutes, all being silent during the
nest five minutes, the ftdl peal chimed with care

and precision dm-ing the succeeding ten minutes
would produce a much better effect. We should
thus hear a pleasing succession of melodious
somids, and, also, what I venture to call a pecu-
liarly fine musical humming, varied now and
then by the breeze, while it wotild be said, in the
words of the poet,

—

"The cheerful Sahhath bells, wherever heard,
Stiike pleasant on the sense, most like the voice
Of one who from the far off hills proclaims
Tidings of good to Zion."

Let me add that no " changes " should bo in-

troduced, except those in accordance wnth the
rules of melody. And that, with a view to in-

MANCHESTER AND SALFOKD BANK.
The engraving on the opposite side represents

tho Manchester and Salford Bank which is just

being erected. The frontage in Mosley-street,
as seen in the engraving, is 111 feet; the side,

in York-street, has six windows, and is 78 feet ;

height of btiilding 69 feet ; total area about 9oU
superficial yards. The whole is executed in

Yorkshire stone ; stiing course under bank
windows is of granite, and the door, 16 feet by
8 feet, has jambs of polished granite. The bank-
proper is 83 feet by 49 feet, exclusive of en-

trances and private rooms, and clear height 27
feet; windows of bank, 17 feet by 7 feet, with
descending "oTonght-iron shutters in one sheet.

There are ten columns in the interior 2 feet

diameter, on which are wrought-iron girders 3
feet deep supporting the interior walls of first

floor, on which is arranged the board-room, 46
feet by 32 feet, with octagonal ceiling and cir-

cular top light. Other parts of this floor, and
the upper floor, are devoted to private apart-

ments for the sub-manager residing on the pre-

mises. The plan of the building has been
arranged by William Langton, Esq., tho present

manager, and is most complete in every respect.

The treasuries, voucher-room, hydraulic hoist

for books, bullion, &c., are in the basement, the

whole of which is fire-proof, as also the bank
groimd-floor. The cost of the building, exclusive

of the land, is about £25,000. The cank is de-

tached from the adjoining buildings in Mosley-

street, which adds much to its importance. The
building was opened for business on the 15th of

August. The masonry and brickwork were con-

tracted for by Messrs. J. and H. Patterson ; the

ironwork by Messrs. E. T. BeUhouse and Co.

;

and the rest of tho work by Messrs. Bowden,
Edwards, and Forster.

MEDIEVAL HOUSES AND CASTLES IN
ENGLAND.

We give the foUomng paper upon the " Medl-
oeval Hotises and Castles iu England " from the
pen of C. Wykeham Martin, Esq., of Leeds cas-

tle, Maidstone, Kent, which was written for an
annual volume of a Belgian archteological so-

ciety.

Aiter a short introduction, the writer says :

—

Of the buildings of the Saxons we have no re-

mains which can be distinctly authenticated;

and it has been conjectured that, so far as they
required residences of a superior class, they may
have used those constructed by tiie Romans or
Romanised-Biitons, only constructing for thefr

own use inferior houses of wood and thatch. But
from the Norman conquest in 1066 we have a
continuous series of buildings of all kinds, from
the private residence to the feudal castle, the

royal palace and the stuuptuous abbey.

The ordinary construction ofthe Normanhouses
was this:—They contained a hall, which reached
to the top of the building, and was generally on
the ground, but sometimes had a cellar under it,

which was half sunk in the ground. At right

angles to this was a dormitory, which was usually

an upper room, constructed over another, which
served as a place for sto"\ving provisions of all

kinds, for eating as well as for drinking. The
staircase was occasionally internal, but more fre-

quently external. This upper room was called

the solar. For some centuries the hotises were
constructed on this simple plan, the dimensions
of the rooms and the addition of a chapel being

the only difference between noble, and even royal

residences, and those ofprivate persons. But it

will be necessary to go a little into detail to show
the extent to which a certain degree of rude

magnificence was made consistent -n-ith such sim-

ple habits of life—so simple, in fact, were they

that the retainers slept in the hall in which they

had had their meals during the day, and the

king himself and his family slept together in the

solar, and received persons of the greatest dis-

tinction either there or in the chapel.

The hall was frequently of such large dimen-
sions that it was di^-ided into aisles, Uke those of

a chm-ch, by rows of pillars. This is the case

with that at Oakham, in Rutlandshire, built

about 1180 by Walkelin do Ferrars, the dimen-

sions being 65 by 43 feet. Marble pillars are

mentioned for the King's hall at Clarendon iu

1176. The refectory ofthe Maison-Dieu, at Dover,
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is 100 foot lim<rl)y 2" wide. It is 20 feet liisli to tlio

Fpriiij.'iii^.' of tho riiof, and lifchtcd by two roivs of

Imndsiomo windows (oiio on each sido). Tlio host

known example of a sniiill residence of this pe-

riod ia whnt is termed tlie Jolt's Hmife, at Lin-

coln. Tlio door is very elaborately ornamented,

tho windows i^ood, and a enrions chimney is snp-

jiorted jiartly by tho arch of the door. Hut tho

house consists of only two rooms, tho principal

one beinij ujjstairs, and no\'er contained any
more. It is possible that there may have been
partitions, but no traces of them a])]>ear, nor
does there seem to liavc been a fire-]>lace below
stairs. The staircase is internal. This liouse is

a specimen of a place rather differing from the

form described above. There are several similar

remains, containing only two rooms, the habita-

ble a]iartinent being over the other, which last

was probably used as a cellar or store-room.

The arrmigement of tho larder, buttery, and kit-

chen is uot so distinct in early Norman houses
as it will be foimd in tho.'^e of a subsequent date,

but it seems that the kitchen was a separate
|

building, ami was probably of less durable mate-
rials than the house. The same was still more
probably the case with tho other offices.

The apartments appear to have been frequently
warmed by tire-places ha^ang chimneys in the
thickness of the wall. Hence it is erident that
they must have been co-eval with the erection of
the house, and not subsequent) additions. They
are generally linished with semi-circular arches
in the Norman style, which is another indication

of their date. If the system of warming by a fire

in the centre of the hall was at all in use, it

certainly seems to have been at this period less

common than that by a fire-place and a chim-
ney.

The roofs wore in general of steep pitch, and
covered with tiles or shingles, but, in the hand-
somer buildings, often with lead. The style of
the windows aud doors was generally plain,

but capable occasionally of considerable orna-
ment.
In the next stage of progress, towards the

close of the 1.3th century, and through the
whole of the 1-lth, we find the construction and
plan essentially the sanie, but more fully de-
veloped. Tho hall now occupies the centre of
the building, and at one end is the cellar, mth
the solar over it ; but at the other a space is

parted oft' by a screen. This forms a passage
through the mansion, a door into the servants'
court being placed at the end opposite to the
principal entrance ; and in the passage between
these doors throe side doors are foimd. One of
these leatls to the pantry, or place for the dis-

tribution of bread, &c. ; another communicates
with the buttery or butlery, where the distribu-
tion of wine and beer took place. The central
door led to the kitchen, by a passage between
the buttorj and pantry. At the upper end of the
hall was the dais, a raised platform on which the
high table was placed, at which the lord and his
principal guests dined. The retainers dined at
tables placed upon trestles dovra the centre and
along the sides of the lower part of the hall.

Over the screens before-named, and at the oppo-
site end to the dais was a galleiy for the musicians.
All the tables were moveable, and were actually
removed after meals. The haU being the only
living room, as well as the eating room, the space
was required for the general accommodation,
more especially in the event of dancing by night,
or of business dmiug the day. The mntlows of
the hall now assumed a handsome and higldy
decorated form. There was generally a bay
window at the end of the dais. The fire was
nsually in the centre of the apartment, and the
smoke escaped through a contrivance termed a
Louvre in the roof. The haU ceased to be divi-

ded by a row of pUlars down the middle, but the
progress of constructive art enabled the builders

to cover over an equal space by roofs ofa highly
scientific form. The most celebrated of these,

constructed at the latter end of the 14th century,
is that of Westminster-hall. The thrust of these
wide roofs upon the side walls was very consider-
able, and this was met by buttresses on the out-
side. The effect of these roofs in an ai'chitectnral
point of view is very imposing, and the mechan-
ical skill displayed is of a verj' high order. The
larger halls are frequently entered by a porch,
and frequently a handsome flight of stairs leads
to them. Behind the screens were lavatories,
often very handsomely decorated, in which the
hands wore washed before and after meals. The
floors of halls began to be paved M-ith ornamental
tiles about the middle of the 13th centurv.
Hangings of tapestry were also introduced, aild

very large sums were lavished upon tho fabrics

of Arras. These were moveable, and accompanied
the owner from one mansion to another, (ilass

both i)lain and painted, began to be used in ro-

sidoncos about tho same time. It had long been
eni]il()yod in ecclesiastical building.s. Tho same
ronnirk apiilies to this luxury also. It was sot in

wootlon frames, and removed from one mansion
to anotlier, and for a very long period contiimed

to be considered a part of the furniture, and not

a jiortion of tho house.

The solars now bocjimo rooms of very con-

siderable size, an<l it is nearly certain that thoy

wore, by the middle of the 13th century, divided

by p-ooden partitions. They had firo-placos and
chimneys, two of these conveniences being found
in the large solars. The hearth was at first

covered by a kind of hood, which conducted the

smoke into tho cliinmoy, and this was sometimes
constructed of latli and plaster ; raoro goncrally,

however, it was executed in solid stone ; aud by
degrees the hood disappeared, or rather tiie sides

were closed, and the mantel was inserted in the
side wall.

In addition to these solars for the family, other
rooms were built over tho buttery and pantrj'.

These might serve either for guests or for the

servants. Sometimes the house consisted of a
hall and a tower of several stages. This arrange-

ment gave considerable accommodation, as the
tower being of several stones, there was less of

tlie indiscrimmate crowding into the same apart-

ment than in the original mode.
In all houses of considerable dimensions there

was a chapel. It was usually near the ujipcrend

of tho hall, and approached by a stair from tho

dais. The chapel was in general a handsome
featm'e in the building; but occasionally, when
there was a want of space, it was merely suffi-

cient for the officiating priest, and the family

assembled in the adjoining chamber. Narrow
apertures wore made through the walls in a
slanting direction to enable those who were so

assembled to witness the ser^Tce, and particularly

the elevation of the host. The half of the chapel
farthest from the altar was frequently divided

into two stories, the upper room being intended
for the ladies or for the lord's family, and the
lower portion for the establishment. There was
frequently, also, in larger mansions, a chamber
for the priest. The sketch here given extends
over a considerable period, during which the style

of architecture changed from the Norman, which
prevailed dm-ing that of the previous sketch, first

to tho " Early English," and afterwards to the
" Decorated" and " PerpendicrUar" styles. The
features of these styles must be sought elsewhere,

as they would occtipy more space than could be
spared, where the main object is to show the

plan of the house and the purpose and use of its

diiferent parts.

(To be conclxtded in mir next.)

THE ART OF GLASS MAKING.
By Augustus W. Fk.\nks, M.A., Dir. S.A. *

The art of glass-making seems to have been
practised from a verj' remote antiquity ; its pro-
cesses are represented in the paintings of the
Egyptian tombs at Beni-Hassan, which are con-
sidered by antiquaries to have been erected at

least 2,000 years before the Christian era ; and a
glass bead has been preserved, bearing the name
of an Egyptian monarch, who is presumed to

have reigned 1, 150 years B.C. The workshops of

Egypt were very productive, and attained great
variety and brilliancy of colour in their wares.
They seem to have been especially skilled, in the
Ptolemaic period, in making very minute glass

mosaics, composed of filaments ofvarious colours
fused together. Under the Roman dominion,
Egj-jit appears to have supplied the capital of the
world with glass, evidently, from the terms that
are used by classic writers, of a costly de-
scription.

The Phoenicians probably obtained the art of
glass-making from Egypt, and estabhshed very
considerable workshops at Sidon. It is, no
doubt, to this origin that we may attribute the
numerous little vases that are found in all the
countries bordering on the Mediterranean, dis-

tinguishable by their brilliant and somewhat
Egv-jitian colouring, but mth forms ofa distinctly

Greek character (Nos, 4,850 to 4,872). The
workshops of Sidon continued to exist mider the
Roman empire, and may possibly have originated
the later industry of this kind at Damascus.

* From Part in. oftbe catalogueof the loan collection at
th* South Kensington museum.

In -\ssyria glass-making seems to have been'

.

known at an early period; although many of the
s))ecimens discovered at Nineveh are evidently .

of Roman origin, there ai-e others which are '

clearly of an earher date, and one of these, a vase ;

of transparent glass, preserved in the British

Museum, is inscribed with the nauje of Sargon, a
mcmarch who commenced his reign about
722 B.C.

Greece was probably supplied -with glass vaaes
from Phcenicia, although manufactories of com-
mon glass niay have existot-l there during tho
Roman dominion.

In Rome itself no extcnsi^-e workshops seem to
have been established till the Imjiorial times,
when they apparently were iutioluced from
Egypt, The Romans evidently h id a special
predilection for ornamental glass, and sought to
decorate it in various ways, anticipating, not
only many of the productions which have been
doomed peculiar to Venice, but cven.=ome of the
patented improvements of modern times.

The peculiarities of ancient glass-makin-r, its

merits, its beauties, and its defects, are a nply
illustrated by the collection exhibited by Mr.
Webb, from which, however, it must be re-

membered that large specimens and commoner
productions have been necessarily excluded.
During the reigns of some of the later em-

perors a peculiarly elaborate style of glass-

making came into fashion. This consisted of

encasing a glass cup in a network fonned of
geometrical patterns, foliage, or even figtires,

produced partly by bloiving and partly by cutting

svith tools, and connected with the cup itself by
slender stems or rods. One of these cups bears
the name of the Emperor Maximianus (a,d,

280-310) ; arother, and still more remarkable
specimen (No, 4,957), is exhibited by Baron
Lionel Rothschild, and is somewhat later in
date.

The Byzantine artists seem to have continued
the antique processes, and to have added to
them the art of enamelling and gilding glass ; an
account of their mode of doing this is given by
Tlioophilus, in his " Diversartmi Artium Sche-
dula," but few specimens have been preserved.

The Arab conquerors of Asia Minor may have
fomid the glass works at Sidon still in existence,

or they may have learnt the art from the Bj'zantine

Greeks, At any rate, during the 13th and 14th
centuries, they produced some very remarkable
specimens of enamelled glass, many of which,
being lamps to ornament the mosques, have
been preserved to this day. It is tmcertain

whether they were made in Asia Minor or in

Egyiit, but probably in the former locahty, from
the fi'oquent mention ofDamascus glass in medise-

val inventories. It is possible that the comparative
proximity of Sidon to Damascus may have led to

glass works being established in the latter city.

The present collection contains no less than ten

specimens of this oriental glass,

Tho manufacture of glass vessels did not

become of importance at Venice till the 15th

century, although the great republic had long

carried on a very profitable traffic in beads, a
trade in which they had probably succeeded the

Phoenicians, They may have Ijeen led to make
glass vessels, either from their intercourse with
Asia Minor, or through workmen from Constan-

tinople—then about to fall. The earlier speci-

mens are generally gilt and enamelled ; in the
16th contm-y seems to have been introduced the

manufacture of frosted and millejiori glass, and
still later of schmelz and lace glass. These
varieties of glass-making will be more fully

noticed under their separate headings.

During the 16th century there were extensive

manufactories of glass in France, the workmen
of which possessed considerable privileges; it is

not, however, very clear whether they produced

table glass in any quantities, their chief efibrts

being directed to window glass.

Among the numerous manufactories introduced

or patronised by Queen Elizabeth was that of

glass-making, which was established by for-

eigners, who employed workmen from Lor-

raine. The manufactoiy does not, however,

appear to have been very successfid, and con-

fined its attention cliiefly to wndow glass. In
the foUowHng century the importation into Eng-
land of drinking glasses from Venice seems to

have been considerable,

Germany, likewise, had extensive workshops
for glass; the ornamental pieces were chiefly

cylindrical beakers with covers, adorned with
heraldic devices and inscriptions. Still later,

some very remarkable specimens of engraved
glass were produced ; and Kunckcl, by his beau-
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tifnl rnbj- glass, added greatly to the renomi of

tke German workshops.
An interesting history of antique glass Tvas

published br Minntoli " IJeber die anfertigung der

Glaser" (ISSei. Some account of the ancient

processes may be found in Apsley Pellatt's

"Curiosities of Glass-Making;" many details

concerning Venetian glass are giren in M.
Labarte's introduction to the catalogue of the
Debruge-Domcnil collection ; and a slight sketch
of the subject appeared in "Art Treasures at

Manchester," Vitreous Art.

NORTKAilPTON AECEITECTrP^VL
SOCIETY.

At the monthly meeting of the architectural
society in Gold-street, Northampton, on Tuesday
week, Mr. Fletcher exhibited a splendid gold coin
ofMaximns, found at King's Ciiiie. On the obverse
is the head, surrounded with the legend
D>'MAGMAXIMVSPFAVG, and, On the reverse, a
whole-length armed figure, holding in the right
liand a bamier, and in the left a small victory.
In the field to the left of the figm-e is a star. The
legend is eestitvtor beipvblicae, and, beneath
the figure, SMTR. Mr. Fletcher also exhibited a
gold coin, supposed to be of Cunobeline, hai-ing
oa th> obverse a galloping horse. The reverse
is apparently divided into four parts by some-
thing like wheat ears, and in one of the sections
a figure sitting. It was found near Kettering.
Mr. Taylor exhibited a IGth century jug, fouiid
twenty feet below the surface, in digging the
foundations for the chapel in College-street. Mr.
Irvine exhibited some fragments of a Eoman
vase of blackish clay, and a li'agment of pottery
of a yellowish hue, vrith a reddish-bro\vn figure
on it, like part of a chevron, found at Duston

;

also a specimen of ICth centui-y French
ornamental binding. Mr. Taylor e.xhibited a
Little Brickhill tradesman's token^" Charles
Lord, in Little BrickhUl, his halffienny."—Mr.
IrA-iue reported, that on the new road fi-om
Daveutry into the Watling-street, making by Mr.
Botfisld, of Xorton Hall, several skeletons had
been found, and two vases of brown ware and a
flint spear head of great beauty. They were found
in holes filled with a black earth. The vases are in
the possession of Mr. Botfield. A tessera of red
brick was foimd within a few feet of the spot.

HELPSTON CHUECH.
The very interesting chm-ch here is dedicated

to St. Botolph. It has just tmdergone a partial
reetoration imder the direction of the Vicar (the
Eev. J. A. L. Campbell). New open seats of deal,
stained and varnished, have been placed in the
north and south aisles. At the east end of the
north aisle an interesting diseoveiy was made bv
the worlvmen. In removing the soil here, which
wa.s above the level of the floor westward, a stone
coflin, with a circular recess for the head, and
containing human bones, was bared, and amongst
the debris above it was a large quantity of early
mediseval glazed flooring tiles, consisting ofoblong
squares, lozenges, and quartrefoils ; also some
ii'agments of Eoman flue tiles, having the charac-
teristic wavy comb marks. Many of these pieces
of pottery have been preserved, and others were
carted away -n-ith the rubbish ; the eoftui remauis
enclosed in the soil, but not in its proper position.
Inserted in one of the altar steps are some remains
of curious Norman tihug, apparently a rude im-
itation of Eoman mosaic pavement. Near where
the fragments of the early pavement of the church
were found is a slab of blue marble that formerly
contained a handsome cross and sliields charo-ed
with arms. It has a border, containing an inscrip-
tion in Lombardic letters, iemp. Edwardl. : some of
tho letters are not legible. It perpetuates the rae-
moi-y of " Roger de , oa whose soul may God
have mercy." " Whoever shall pray for his soul
shall have so many days' pardon," '&c. In the
«onth aisle there is also a slab, of later date, in
tlie tall black letter of the 1-lth century. The
name of the deceased is mutilated. In the nave
there has been the brass ofa priest, but the ma-
trix alone remains. The chancel arch has well
mounted circidar capitals and triple shafts, and
on each side is a hagiscope or squint : their use
was to enable worshippers to obtain a view of the
elevation of the Host, a view of the altar not
being then obtained through the chancel arch,
which was filled by the screen and rood loft, the
marks of which are still visible. These squints
being now blocked w-ith decaying panels, their
removal would efiect an improvement. In the
walls of the chancel are sedilia for three priests

,

a piscina, altar brackets, and on the north side

three trefoiled recesses, the latter being nearly
as large as the sedilia, and appears to have been
enclosed nath wooden doors. To one of the re-

cesses the parish chest is fastened by an ancient
chain. In the north wall is a chanti'y door
(blocked), the chantry having been destroyed.

There are here stone seats, ha-ving curiously

carved elbow ends, that on the south side ex-

hibiting a slcnll and demon's head. The aisles

are divided fi'om the nave b}' two semicircular
and one pointed arch to the east, the latter being
a decorated addition, the mottldings of the capi-

tals being similar to those of the chancel arch.

Before this work was added, in the reign of the
first Edward, the chancel arch was more west-
ward, the nave being then lengthened by these
two pointed arches. The arches of the north
aisle have octagonal piers and capitals, those on
the south being circuiar, of the same date. Both
rest on heavy square pUnths. In the south aisle

there are a piscina and altar brackets, the altar

ha^ving been erected under a very rich and beau-
tifiii decorated window oftwo lights, with internal

floriatedshafcsand string ofball-tiowers. The lower
part of the tower is early Norman, the itpper por-

tions ha'ving been converted into an elegant octa-

gonal tower and spire ofdecorated (14th century)

date. The belfi-y arch is early English (13th

century), constructed on Norman (12th century)
triple piers, which have rade early capitals and
bases. On each side of the tower, %vithiu the
aisles, is a pilaster-buttress. Externally the Nor-
man character docs not clearly appear ; there is

a blocked doorway, probably of that date. Above
it, in the west wall, is a three-light window of

early perpendicular work, and also at the ends of
the ai.^les on this side, set in earlier masonry.
The beltry windows are of two lights, trefoiled,

n-ith a quartrefoil in the head, well moulded, and
of the finest decorated period. There is a string

of ball-flower, tmder a low embattled crest, with
a fittely-cut gargoyle projecting trom each angle.

In the middle stage there are pierced trefoils,

one of which opens into the nave. The south
porch is decorated, the inner doorway being
early English, with a foliated shaft in each jamb.
The remains of a perpendicular (loth centmy)
holy water stoup are visible on the east side of it.

The outer arch has triple pillars, and the notch-
head on the label. The aisle windows are square,
on the north side retaining their origiual tre-

foiled sofiit-cusps, which have been cut away on
the south side. The clerestory windows are of
two ligh.s of late decorated date, on the south
side square, on the north straight-sided. The
parapets of the nave are embattled, those of the
aisles of a debased form. Near the priest's door
is a low side or comessional mndow. There is a
good decorated doorway in the north aisle, tmder a
square string-course. The font is octagonal. It

is to be regretted that funds cannot be raised for

a complete restoration of the liibric. la the
village is a beautiful market cross, probably
erected about the time (in the Ed-.vardian era)

the extensive alteration of the church was
eflocted.

—

Stamford Mercury.

PERSIAN WARE.
Br J. C. Robinson.

The following, fi'om the pen of Mr. J. C. Rob-
inson, F.S.A., forms the introduction to the third

part of the catalogue of the loan collection at the
South Kensington Museum :—
This very characteristic and beautiful variety

of pottery has, within the last few years (only),

become a very favourite category with amateui^s
and collectors. Of its origin or history we know
very little with absolute certainty ; the great
majority of the specime^ns have been brought to
this country fi-om Italy, where they were pre-
served as curiosities, mingled and often con-
foimded with the majohca wares and ancient
oriental porcelains, formerly so abtmdant in the
private collections, china-closets, &c., of the old
families of that cotmtry. The various islands of
the Mediterranean, Malta, Rhodes, Corfu, &c.,
have also latterly yielded many specimens.
The ware, however, is ob^-iously of oriental

origin, and judging fi'om the marked and very
peculiar style of ornameiuation, colouring, (ic.,

there can be little doubt that the establishetl
names " Persian porcelain," " Faience de Perse,"
li-c, tridy indicate the land of its production; an
attempt, however, has been latterly made to as-
sign its oiigin to a town or district called Lindus
in the island of Rhodes.
The pieces thus anciently scattered over Italv,

the Levantine islands, and many other countries

of Europe (England included) were doubtless im-
ported ii'om the East, in all probability by way
of Aleppo; and everything tends to show that
this peculiar ware was a current article of im-
portation fi-om the Levant, fi-om a very early

period of the middle ages even, concm-rently with
the enamelled glasses, the damascened brass
vessels, the rich stufis, carpets, &c., so familiar

to and so highly prized by otir forefathers.

The strongly marked national or local style of
art, which the ware itself displays, and which,
whoever is famihar ^\-ith the rugs, embroideries,
painted enamels, and book illustrations of Persia,
especially with such productions of ancient (i.e.,

IGth and 17th centtu-y) origin, will at once recog-
nise as one and the same with that of these well-

known productions, would seem, at least in the
opinion of the writer, to be irresistibly conclusive
as to the Persian origin of the ware.

It has, however, been objected by recent au-
thorities of eminence, orientalists, and travellers

in Persia, that no such wares are now to be found
in that country, and tliis supposed fact, taken in

' connection with the comparative abundance of
1 the specimens in the island of Rhodes, has been
held as a confirmation ofthe theory of its Rhodian

I

origin. This objection, however, is unfounded,

j

as mil be shown hereafter ; but if even it were
the fact that the Persian ware is no longer to be

, found in Persia, it woidd be an ai'gument of no

I

weight against its foreign {i.e., non-Persian)

I
origin, for it is well known, that at tho present

day, as a role, decorative manufactures ofancient

i
origin have become especially rare in the places

! of their original production ; for instance, the
" foi-ore " of late years for the majolica wares of

Italy, has had the ett'ect of entirely clearing that

comitry of the specimens, which twenty years

I ago abounded in every curiosity shop and old

I

mansion in the country. A more direct'%- parallel

case, however, is furnished by the ausient His-

pano-Moreseo lustred potteries, which we know
to have been manufactured in Spain, and to have

1 been a current article ofexportation from thence.

Now at jiresent, these wares are rarely, if ever,

fotmd in Spain, whilst they are comparatively
abundant in Italy, the principal cotmtry to which
they were anciently exported. But it is not the

' fact that Persian ware is no longer found in

Persia; on the contrary,' there is good eridence
' that this ware, which it should be observed is

entirely siU generis, and cannot be confoimded
i with any other pottery, is actually being manu-
factui-ecl there at the present time.

In fact, there can be little doubt, that this

identical pottery has been vminterruptedly manu-
factured with little or no variation, as regards the

actual " technique " of the manul'actm-e, fi-om a
vei-y early period, perhaps even fi-om the antique

ages, down to the present day. The permanent
collections of the South Kensington museum con-

tain a series of specimens of Persian wares,

undoubtedly produced in Persia -n-ithin the

present centtu-y, inasmuch as they were sent to

this country as specimens of contemporary
manufaetm-e by Sir Gore Oasley, British envoy
to the Pei-sian com-t some twenrj- or thirty years

ago ; and in the International E.xhibition, at the

present moment, wiU be fotmd, amongst a mis-

cellaneous series of pottery wai-es, exhibited in

the Tm-kish dirision, five or six specimens of un-

doubtedly modern Persian ware, identical in

every technical respect with the ancient speci-

mens in this collection, except in excellence of

design, careful fabrication, and prepai-ation of the

pate, glaze, and enamel tints, in which respects

they are inferior to the former in degree only.

In reference to the antiquity of this ware, on
the other hand, the writer is enabled to otfer

some reliable data.

Many of the churches of the 11th and 12th

centm-ies in Italy, notably in Pisa, Rome, and
Bologna, are, it is weU-lcuo\vn, adorned ivith

concave dishes (" baciU") of cuamel-glazecl pot-

tery of various briUiant colours, let into the walls

ami campaniles, at great heights fi-om the ground.

The writer, in the spiing of 1S39, being in Italy

in company with a tricnd, Mr. C. D. E. Fortnum,

requested tliia gentleman, whose taste and
knowledge in art are well-known, on the occasion

of his visiting Pisa, to make, if possible, a close

examination of the " bacili" in some of the Pisan

churches, with a view to determine their origin

and " technicjues." Mr. Fortum succeeded, with
the aid of long ladders, in gaining access to the

bacih, placed underneath the cornice of the
church of St. Andrea. One of these, of which a
portion only remained, struck hint very forcibly

fi-om its singularly brilliant turquoise colour,

difl'erent from the rest of the pieces. He was
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kintlly allowod by the autliorities of the church

to briiif; away fcvcral fraf»moiits, ivhicli had

become detached and had falk'ii into tlie cavity

of the wall. These IVaprniciits wore (jf ]uire white

ware covered with a brilliant vitreous plazo of

turquoise blue colour, on which was painted a

conventional Horialed diaper pattern in black

outline. On showing those specimens to the

writer, the latter at once, to his ^freat surprLso,

rccojrniscd thcui as Persian ware, and on con-

fronting them with a small turquoise bird fountain

in the Kensington museum collection (Xo. 3,824,

case ^1~) ()f modern origin (one of the pieces scut

by Sir Gore Ousoloy), which is in like manner
ornamentod with a imttoru in black outline, tho

two were scon to bo identical in every essential

respect—tho same ware in fact. Moreover, a

small turpuoise bowl or cup, with its ]>lateau or

saucer, also outlined in black, now in tho Inter-

national Exhibition is of precisely similar style,

and is doubtless of quite modern or contemporary

nianulactin'o. The church of St. Andrea at Pisa,

is oftlie 11th, or, (certainly not later than tho)

12th century ; the baoili were midoubtedly en-

crusted at "the period of its erection, and the

Persian piece iu question, there can be no
reasonable doubt, was also inserted at the same
time.
Nor is there anything very extraordinary in

this ; the singular permanence of all oriental

styles and processes is well-known, and it need,

therefore, excite no sm'prise to find exactlj' tho

same kind of pottery manufoctured without ces-

sation for 700 years ; the patterns and method
of fabrication of the oriental rugs and carpets in

current and daily use in our houses, are often

just as venerable in their traditional fixity. Un-
fortunately, no information cotdd be obtained as

to the exact place of origin of the Persian "ware

contributed to the International Exliibition ; but

from the fact of their being promiscuously
mingled amongst a great variety of coarse en-

amelled earthenwares, all obviously of quite

recent fabrication, it is to be presumed that they

were purchased expressly, in order to be sent to

the Exliibition, at one of tho bazaars of Constan-

tinople, Smyrna, or Aleppo.
It may be presiuned, thci'cfore, that as early

as the 12th century, the Pisan adventm-ers either

regularly or exceptionally imported the Persian

wai'es into Italy ; in all probability the commerce
assumed in later ages a very considerable exten-

sion. Fi-om the number of pieces still, or till

very recently, remaining iu Italy, it is obvious

that an immense quantity of the ware must, from
first to last, have been imported into that country.

Several circumstances seem to point to the 16th

century as the period of the gi'eatest develop-

ment of this commerce, and to that period the

great bulk of tho specimens now extant should
probably be referred. It has been already inti-

mated that the ware was not unkuowm in the
16th century in this coimtiy even ; the two re-

remarkable specimens contributed on this occa-

sion (Nos. 3,280 and 3,281) prove this in a most
interestmg manner. The former piece is beauti-

fully mounted in ornamental ^ver work of Eng-
lish manufacture, bearing the London hall-mark
of 1596 ; and tho latter, fi-om the style of its

mounts, was obviously also mounted in this

country at about the same time. At that period
Syrian and Persian table-covers, rugs, and
carpets wore in universal use in this comitiy

;

they were even manufactured expressly for Eng-
lish noblemen, municipal corporations, &e., more
tlian one line specimen being still extant, in which
EngUsh coats of arms, mottoes, itc, occur, sur-

rounded by the most admirable Persian ornamen-
tation. From the fact of these two fragile speci-

mens having been preserved, and ha^-ing found
their way to this exhibition, it may faiidy be
inferred, that other specimens of 16th century
origin are still preserved in this cotmtry, and
that these Persian wares, wore in fact well-

known in England in the Elizabethian age. It

may here bo observed, that the two specimens in

question are identical in general style and appear-
ance vrith the similar unmounted jugs brought
from Italy and the Levantine islands preserved
in so many collections.

Moreover, Chardin, in his " Yoyage en Perse,"
clearly alludes to the Persian ware, then (cu'ca

1650) doubtless in the full perfecticm of its manu-
facture. The account of this well-known traveller
has, however, in tho writer's opinion, been mis-
understood by writers on the Ceramic art, notably
by Brongniart, who, though perhaps tho lirstwho
distinctly described the Persian pottery, in the
celebrated "Traite des ArteCeraraiquc.s," failed to

see that Cliardin's so-called porcelain could have

been none other than the ware now in question.

Chardin states, " on en fait dans toiitc la Pcrsc ;

la plus licUc sc fait a Chiras, capitalc dc la Perside ;

a Mi'li-licd, a Ycsd, a Kirman en Caramanie, cl

ininrijxilnncnt d<(ns \e bour(i dcZnrcndc" Brong-

niart remarks, that Chardin's description could

only ajiply to a variety of true porcelain, and not

to ordinary faience or earthenware, and yet he

says no specimen o^real poirc?ai'n, ]>roduced in

Persia, has ever been seen in Europe. Chardin,

however, gives the clue in tho very terms he

used to describe the ware. He calls it " vaissello

d'omail on do /aiciirp," and says also, "la term

dc cettc faience est d'email pur, tant en dcd-an^ (pt'en

dehors, comma la porcelaine dc la Chine. Ellc a le

iirain tout anssi fuel est aussi transpa rente," &c.

This description, as apphed to our Persian ware,

is indeed sufficiently eoiTcct ; to nino out often

indifferent observers of the present day, indeed,

tho Persian ware would bo immediately sujjposed

to bo true porcelain or " china." It is important

to note, that Chardin states this ware to have

been made overj-where in Persia, but it is vei-y

milikely that real porcol.ain, which, from the

complexity ofits composition, and tho extensive

apjiliances required for its successful manufacture,

could liavo been so universally produced. The
[irescnt ware, on the other hand, being a much
simpler and less scientific product, like tho

Italian majolica ware, could have been manu-
factured by the humblest viUage potter.

Tliis ware holds in reality an intermediate ])laco

betwixt porcelain and earthenware, approxima-

ting more nearly to the former than the latter.

Tho pate or body of the Persian ware is of a bril-

liant white colour, vei-y soft and friable iu texture,

being in fact composed of a fine white sand, tho

minute particles of which are bound or agglome-

rated together, by means of an alkali, which at

the low temperature at which the ware is fired,

induces an imperfect fusion, sufficient to bind the

mass together ; at a higher temperature the ware
would most likely be melted into a vitreous mass.

The su]ier-added glaze, is, in all probability, alka-

lino-silicoous, being, in fact, a transparent,

colourless glass or enamel of singular riclmess

and brilliancy. This glaze, which is unusually

thick, binds together and notably strengthens

the pieces, which would otherwise be of tho most
fragile texture. The pate or body, in its unfired

state, must be singularly destitute of plasticity

;

indeed, the simplicity of the shapes ofthe pieces,

and the entire absence of ornamentation in relief,

are proofs of its extreme " shortness" or fri-

ability.

The difference betwixt the Persian ware and
the various white glazed earthenwares, on the

one hand, and true porcelain, on the otlier, may
be briefly stated as follows :—The stanniferous

glazed earthenwares are composed of ortlinary

red or brown clay, or terra cott.a, the natural

colour of which is concealed by the super-added
opaque, thick, white enamel glaze, whilst true

porcelain is a compound substance, the principal

chemical elements being silica, alumina, and an
alkali, generally combined in natural miner.tls

;

the siliceous and alkaline minerals being in their

nature fusible, whilst the aluminous elements are

entirely refi-actory or infusible ; these constituents

therefore, when mixed together as a pate, and
fired at a very high temperature, combine
and partially flise together into a compact
semi-vitreous matter. Being of a pure white
colour, porcelain has no need ofthe opaque white
enamel glaze of tho earthenwares or " faiences ;

"

in like manner, tho substance or " body" of Per-
sian ware, less dense and compact in texture than
true porcelain, though also of pure white colour,

because its constituent particles, whilst they are
of very similar composition, are in little bettor

than mechanical combination, instead of actual

chemical union, also requires a translucent colour-
less glaze. From what has been now said it \yi\i

be obvious that the difference betwixt the three
varieties of pottery, though radical and most
strongly marked, is one of a chemical or in-

ternal nature, rather than of a visible or oxemal
kind.

The Persian ware is distinguished from every
other by the extreme brilUancy and beauty of the
enamel colours and metaUio lustres, with which
it is decorated ; some of these enamels are as
original and peculiar as the body of tho ware
itself. They are very limited in range, the entire
number of simple or radical pigments apparently
not exceeding seven.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Pem.vlty for Euecting Hot:sEs without Peit-

MIssioN OF Local l!o,\iin.—At tho meeting of

tho West Ham Board of Health (Essex) on tho

yth inst., Mr. Holmes, of Barking attended in

reference to erecting 1.5 houses in Forty--\cr3

lane, adjoining tho Barking-road. He stated

that he had submitted a plan on the 5-inch scale,

and was told by an otlieial in the Surveyoc*s otfico

that it would not be accepted. Subsequently he
prepared another, and scut it to the Surveyor,
but heard nothing moro till the present notice,

which brought him before to-day.—The Stu*-

veyor explained that tho approaches to the
buildings did not conform with tho bye-laws of
tho Board, and, as soon as ho foimd tho housea
had been built nearly half-story high, he had
taken the usual steps to prevent the work going-

on.—A resolution was passed enforcing a fine of
£15, or £l per house, on Mr. Holmes.

CiroECnES. CHAPELS, SCHOOLS,
AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

Lord Palmerston has accepted the inWtation of
the authorities of Southampton to open tho Hartley
Institution on an early day.

CHURCnES.
DoNCASTER.—A new and handsome pulpit is iu

course of erection at St. Georg^^'s church, Doucaster,
In general appearance it is very similar to the one
erected in Westminster Abbey, an engraving of
which we gave in our last, being a gallery pulpit

—an open arcade semicircle of stone work

—

running round the north-west pier, about nine feet

iu height, and standing upon a very elegantly-

formed and richly-carved base. There are eleven

arches in the npper part of the pulpit, beautiftiUy

carved and faced with Languedoc mai-hle shafts.

These arches, and indeed the whole of the inside of
the pulpit, will be lined with crimson cloth, whicli

will throw O'lt the stonework with considerable
boldness. The floor of the pulpit is formed by a
single flag, and is quite high enough for a middle-
sized preacher. The staircase is very massive, and
is also of stone and marble; tho hand-rail and sup-

porting shafts being beautifully cut in the latter

material. Like the reading desk, the pulpit is of
Cadehy stone, which possesses the donV.le character-

istic of being very white and remarkably jn.elding to

the sculptor's chisel, as is evidenced in the delicate

carvings here worked upon it, and more especially

in the large belts of foliage wluch run round the top
of the pulijit and just above the corbels. Mr. Scott

has designed the pidpit, and the work has been
cari-ied out by Mr. Atliron, of Doncaster, Mr.
Scrivens being entrusted with the finishing of the
carvings.

MorFAT.---The United Presbyterian chnrch of
Moflat, the laying of the foundation stone of which
we briefly noticed last week, is to be built in the
Gothic or Middle-pointed style of architectui-e, and,
from its admirable position, will form a conspicuous
and picturesque object in this romantic and inte-

resting district, Messrs. W. and J. Hay, of Liver-
pool, are tho architects ; Mr. John Murray, of
Moffat, the contractor for the mason work ; and Mr.
W. Deaus, joiner, Selkirk, is the contractor for the
joiner's work. The materials of which it is to be
built ai'e the grey whinstone from the quarries on
the neighbouring liills, built in rubble, and the
dressed masonry is to be of white and red freestone,

tasteftiUy arranged, so as to produce a lively and
harmonious efl"ect. The nave and aisle arrangement
has been adopted, with a massive and well-propor-
tioned tower and spire at the south-west angle, and
vestry and other class rooms, and session-house at

the east end. The west door will be large and
massive, \vith moulded jambs, and shafts of polished
grey granite, carrying a moulded arch of red and
white freestone. Over this is a large traceried

window, filUng up the west gable. Passing through
the central hall, vi-ith flights of stairs on each side to
the galleries, the interior of the church will be
entered, the nave of which will be separated from,

the aisles by iron columns siipporting the roof and
clerestory, as well as the galleries on the sides and
end. Alj the woodwork of the roofs mil be exposed
to view, and, along with the pemng and other wood-
work, will be clean varnished on the natural colour
of the wood. Accommodation will be provided for

about 700 worshippers, a minister's and ladies'

vestry and session-house occupy the place behind the
pulpit,and over these will be a large room for prayer-
meetings and Sabbatli-school, separated from the
church by a large archway and curtain, so that it

can be available for a portion of the congregation
on crowded Sundays, or during the summer season.

The work is now proceeding with great rapidity, and
the whole building is intended to be completed by
the month of June next year.

Camden Towx.—A new church is being built in
Wrotham-road, near St. Paul's-roadjCamden-town,
by Messi-s. Mansfield & Co., under the direction of
Mr. Teulon. It is faced outside with stocks in black,
mortar, and with bands of red bricks j and inside*

with white bricks, with bands of red and yellow.
This building, which is to seat 800 persons, is now
nearly ready for the roof timbers.
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York.—On Tuesday a newcliureli attached to St.

Peter's school, at Clifton, near Tork, was opened

by the Archbishop of the diocese. The edifice,

which has been in the course of construction for the

last fifteen months, and has cost £2,300, is 105 feet

long by 31 feet (3 inches Vroad. It is divided into

five'^bays mth the ad(.Ution of an apsidal chancel of

five bays, each of the bays being lighted by a two-

light window. Several of the \vindow3 are of the

memorial class, one of which is the gift of WiUiam
Hudson, Esq., of Ouseelift"e. The roof of the chapel

ia of transverse beam and open timber work, stained

and finished.

Folkestone.—A new church for the use of the

mariners and fishermen living on the east side of

the railway arches of Folkestone, was opened on
Tuesday week. The communion table is the pre-

sent of James Morris, Esq., of Eneombe; it is of

oak open work, backed with red velvet, mth a

handsome sacred monogram, the work of a lady.

The lectern, or desk for the bible, the present of a

lady, is very chaste. The corona is that formerly

in the old church long disused, but now completely
transformed into beautiful gothic work, presented

by the Messrs. Poole.

CHAPELS.
Stepney.—A new place of worsliip for the Con-

gregationalists meeting at the Stepney meeting, is

in course of erection. The new chapel ^vill be in the
Gothic style, with the tower and spire at the north-
west corner. It will hold 200 persons more than
the old ohapel, and the cost of its erection ^vill ex-

ceed £7,000, the greater portion of which has been
already subscribed.
CoBHAM.—A Wesleyan chapel has recently been

opened at Cobham, Surrey.
Newmarket.—A new Congregational Chapel is

about to be built in this town. The foundation-
stone is expected to be laid on the 25th or 26th
Instant.
Newcastle.— Wesley Chapel, Prudhoe-street,

Newcastle, which is said to be a great ornament to
that street, and a pleasing example of church ar-

chitecture, showing as it does what beautiful effects

can be produced by a judicious and harmonious
blending of brick and stone, was opened on Wed-
nesday.
Overburt.—^A now chapel was re-opened on

Thursday week at Overbury. Messrs. Collins,

CuUis, and James, of Tewkesbury, wei'e the
builders.

Cardiff.—A new Roman Catholic Chapel is

about to be erected near the Bute Docks, Cardiff.

SCHOOLS.
Birmingham.—The erection of the Vale-street

Ragged Schools has been completed. A piece of
•land on which six old tenements stood was purchased
for £400, and plans for altering them into a ragged
Bchool were supplied gratuitously by Mrs. Martin.
Mr. Cresswell was the contractor.

_
Stockeuidge.—The Free St. Andrew's congrega-

liion (Rev. Dr. Bruce's) are at present erecting
school and mission premises at Dean-street, Stock-
bridge, at a cost of £1,000.

St. German's, Plymouth.—On the 10th inst. a
new boy's school was opened at St. German's. This
school has been recently erected through the
liberality ofthe Earl of St. German's, under the able
superintendence of Theodore Newport, Esq.
York.—A new parochial school has been opened

at York.

BUILDINGS.
_

Edinburgh.—A place of public entertainment,
called the " Now AJhambra," has been erected
at Edinburgh. Mr. D. M'Gibbon was the archi-
tect. The new hall is being fitted up by Messrs.
Sanderson & Muirhead, the contractors for the l:)uild-

ing,mth tiers of boxes and gallery, stage boxes, dress-
ing rooms, orchestra, &c., upon the same scale,
and after nearly the same model as the Royal
•Queen's Theatre. It is said that when the decora-
tions and internal fittings are completed, it will be
one of the prettiest little theatres in the country.
The roof is to be broken into panels, and decorated
with stars on a blue ground. The proscenium and
fronts of the galleries are to be ornamented in relief
in blue and gold. The " New AUiamljra," which
is only a very little smaller than the Queen's
Theatre, is seated so as to accommodate 1,5U0 per-
sons.

Perth.—A new district asylum near Perth is in
course of construction. The Scotsman says ;—

• "Mr.
Edward, of Dundee, is the architect. The estimated
cost of the work is a little under £20,000. The
contract for mason-work amounts to £9,1S9; the
contract for joiner-work is £5,-lG5 ; for the slater
work £620; for plumber-work £1,256 10s.; for
plaster-work £555; for painter-work £187 1-ls.;

for smith-work £595 ; architect's commission,
clerk's salarv, &c., £1,200. The asylum buildings
cost altogether £16,768 17s. 9d. The medical
superintendent's house, lodge, laundry, £1,328
39. 6d. ; the farm oSlces and gas-work £1,171 3s. 7d.
The asylum is constructed to accommodate 202
patients, exclusive of the infirmary accommodation,

^M. ^J^^
^'y'^^^SO rate of expense per patient is

*J5 /s. 8d. The asylum is to be two storeys in
height, mth a frontage of 4,000 feet. On each side

there are advancing and receding wings, each 158
feet in length. The courts for airing are outside
the mngs, and the whole plan of the building is on
the most improved construction. The medical
superintendent's house is detached from the build-

ing, and to the west of it the extensive farm offices

and gas-work in cormection with the asylum are to

be erected. The entrance-front to the asylum is

from the north, and contains board-room, dispen-

sary, accommodation for the matron, and assistant

medical superintendents, with porters' room. The
dining-hall is in the centre, and is 50 feet by 4S
feet. The amusement-room is above it. This room
is also meant to serve as chapel. On the right and

i

left of the dining-hall on the ground floor are the
patients' day-rooms. The dormitory is constructed,
for 152 patients, inclusive of infirmary dormitories
There are two single ni^ht-rooms for restless

patients. The Infirmary dormitories contain 16
! patients, with 604 cubic feet for each."

j
Dudley.—The Old Hall inWolverhampton-street,

Dudley, has been pulled down, and a new Mechanic's
Institute Building is now being commenced on the
site. W. Bourne, Esq., of Dudley, is the architect.

The successful contractor is W. Millward, of Oxford-
street, Dudley, whose tender was £2,330. The next
tender was that of C. Hartland, of Gornal—-£2,400.
Dumbiedykes.—The large space of sloping ground

at Dumbiedykes, facing the Queen's Park, is being
speedily covered with houses intended for the accom-
modation of the worldng classes of this city. The
majority of the buildings at Dumbiedykes are being
erected by pubHc buikling companies, but some of

the blocks belong to private parties.

Birmingham.—^A lecture room has been built in
the Gothic style for the Baptist Church in Baggot-
street, Birmingham.
Bellevue, N. B.—Thirty-six handsome dwelling-

houses are in course of erection at Bellevue. In
designing the buildings, Mr. Chesser has followed
the plain Grecian style of architecture ; and both
as regards exterior appearance and internal arrange-
ments, the houses may well serve as models. Each
separate dwelling measures 28 feet in frontage by
48 feet in depth, the height from the dining-room
floor to the top cornice being about 30 feet. They
are all self-contained, and consist of two flats in
front, the feuars having the option of building a
half-sunk flat or attics to the back. The houses
have poUshed fronts, mth moulded architraves
round the doors and windows. They are surmounted
by a stone-moulded cornice and blocldng course,
and the front chimney stallis are finished with
moulded copings, those to the back being plain.
A lane runs up the centre of the square, and is

entered at the east end by an archway, which is to
be furnished with ornamental cast-iron gates. A
plot of garden-ground projecting eighteen feet in
front is attached to each house ; and while adding
to the advantages of the dwellings, this ground
materially reduces the expense of the houses, as it

takes the place of a sunk area and cellarage. The
cost of erecting the houses is somewhere about
£900 or £1,000 each.
Chatham.—Bartholomew's Hospital, now in

course of erection at a great expense at Chatham,
is progressing rapidly, and probably vnU. be ready
for occupation in eight months time.
Maidstone.—A new post-oflice is about to be

built at Maidstone. The authorities have just com-
pleted an agreement with Mr. Epps, the lessee of
the extensive premises inMiddle-row, and the " post-
ofHce" will be removed thither as soon as the pro-
posed alterations are made. The elevations in both
streets are handsome, and it is said their whole
appearance will be a credit to the town.
Rochester.—-A commodious tavern is being

erected on the Strood side of the Rochester Bridge
by Mr. Budden, at a cost of £2,000. The approaches
to Rochester Bridge are about to be widened.

RESTORATIONS.
Gunnislake.—The Wesleyan Chapel, Gunnislake,

near Plymouth, having recently undergone con-
siderable alterations and additions, was re-opened
on Sunday week,
York.—Clu-ist Church, York, has been carefully

restored, and was re-opened last week. Decorated
windows have been substituted in place of all

the perpendicular insertions. The church has been
entirely rebuilt, with the exception of part of the
eastern wall, the new stone being, like the old,
brought from Tadcaster. Mr. R. "Gould was the
architect ; Mr. Welsman, of Layerthorpe, executed
the stonework ; the contract for all the woodwork
and seats was taken by Mr. Bro\vn, of Lord Mayor's
Walk; Mr. R. Walker, plumbing work; Mr. F.
RawUng, plastering; Messrs. Cattley and Sons,
slating ; Mr. H. Wiles, painting and staining ; Mr.
Dent, smith's work ; Mr. Groves, furnishing. The
roof is altogether new, and consists of three'distinct
equilateral ridges of red Memel pine, covered with
Welsh slate. The gable ends have been considerably
raised. The south and north aisle is dirided fVom
the nave by three pointed arches. The tower arch
has been diminished for greater security. The
tower measures thirteen and a-half feet square, and
consists of three stages. In the lowest is a window
of three lights, forndng also the west window of the
nave. In the second is the ringing chamber, lighted

by a circular fi )liated window in the east, west, and
south walls. The third stage has on each side two
large belfry windows, each of two lights ; above
which, on the north and south, pro-vision has been
made for the clock face. The height of the tower
to the battlement is 63 feet, and there are pinnacles
10 feet high at each angle. The tower stair has
been thrown out in a semicircular octagon, with a
bold water table roof. The vestry, with its gable
roof and window of two lights, west of the south
aisle, is another addition. Beneath it is the chamber
for heating the church, reached by a flight of steps
in the churchyard. Between the vestry and the
tower is the new west door and porch, with a lean-to
roof. In the walls of this have been inserted several
fragments of ancient crosses, of great beauty. The
stalls are of stained deal, with solid ends, and a
foliated circular panel. The old pulpit is placed
south, and a new reading-desk north of the Lord's
table ; the old altar rails have been substituted for
others of a more elegant pattern, made of the old
oak of the church. 'The front is old—a small per-
pendicular octagon. Mr. Richard Walker has also
given a very handsome two-light stained glass win-
dow, and on the north side the two-light window is
the gift of the architect, Mr. R. Gould. The three-
light window in the south aisle is in memory of the
late Mrs. Tonge. It consists of five modalUons of
stained glass, of good design and co louring, repre-
senting events in the life of our blessed Lord ; and
is the gift of her son, the present churchwarden.
The two-light window next it is filled with stained-
glass, of geometrical design, and is the gift of the
makers, Messrs. W. and"T. Hodgson, Stonegate.
The cost of the entire restoration has been upwards
of £1,600.
Blaendfon.—The Welsh Baptist Chapel here

has been re-opened, after undergoing great altera-
tinns and improvements.
Lanotoft.—The parish church of Langtofl, near

Driffield, Yorkshire, which is very ancient, has been
restored and improved, and was re-opened on Mon-
day week.
Brixklow.—Brinklow Church, Coventry, hasbeen

restored, and was re-opened on 'Tuesday week. The
church has been to a great extent re-roofed and
partially re-pewed, a new pulpit and reading-desks
have been erected, and other improvements and
alterations have been effected. The arcliitect is

Mr. G. T. Robinson, the archidiaconal architect,
and the works have been carried out under his
superintendence by Mr. Marriott, builder, of
Coventry. This church is dedicated to St.John the
Baptist, and was founded in the early part of the
13th century. Of the original church only the
chancel remains ; the nave, south aisle, north aisle,

and tower have been consecutively added at various
times in the succeeding century.
Wakefield.—Zion Chapel (Congregational), is

at present undergoing alteration and repair, at a
cost of between £600 and £700.
Bramford.—The parish church of Bramford, near

Ipswich (Gothic), has undergone thorough restora-
tion, and was re-opened on Thursday week. The
old pews have been removed, and replaced by carved
benches, and the organ gallery has also been
removed and the organ placed at the east end of the
south aisle, and the font in the tower. The nave is

separated from the chancel by three stone arches,
above which a solid wall extended to the top of the
church, but as this has been removed, and a stone
arch inserted in its place, it bi-ings to view the beau-
tifully carved roof of the chancel, and adds greatly
to the beauty of tl^ interior. The works have been
executed at a cost of about £500, under the direction
of ilr. F. Barnes, architect, by Mr. Girling, of
Ipswich, Mr. FaiTOw, of Bramford, executing the
stone-work.

Bicester.—The parish church of Bicester, Oxford,
is being restored and re-modelled. At present the
church is a sad picture of desolation. The walls
are in a very bad state ; and it is very doubtful if the
church wiU be finished before next spring. Although
the vestry room is to be thrown into the chm'ch, it is

very doubtful whether it udU hold more people than
formerly, as the church in its renovated state is to
have no galleries. The organ, which we understand
has been sent to London for repairs, is to stand
where the vestry room has been. The roof is to be
entirely fresh. The pinnacles on the tower have
been taken down and fresh ones erected.
Penistone.—The restoration of this church is

nearl3' finished and will be shortly opened. The
alterations have been conducted under the direction

of Mr. G. Shaw, architect of St. Chad's, near Man-
chester. A beautiful stained-glass window, repre-
senting our Saviour and the four EvangeUst.s, now
occupies the east or chancel end. The greater part
of the cost having been contributed by the late Mr.
Jolm Gaunt. A heating apparatus on the hot air

principle is in course of erection by the Messrs.
Haydcn, of Trowbridge.

FOUNDATION STONES.
Kelvinside.—The foundation-stone of a new fVee

churi_h has been laid at Keh-inside, Scotland. The
church w-iU hold about 1,000 people, in ^\•ide and
comfoi-table pews ; and the cost of the building,,

when finish^ d, will not exceed £5,000.
Bbitvgewater.—The foundation-stone of a new
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congropitional clinpol has recently been laiil at

Bridgewater. It will be a handsome and comiuodious

structure, costing, including land, iTi.OOO.

Eastdoukne.—On the 2tith ult., the cnrncr-stone

of a new congregational church was laid at Kast-

bourne, bv R. Planbury, Esq., M.P. The huil.ling

will be in "the Gothic stylo of architecture, aud will

cost £2,S(I0.

YoKK.—The foundation-stone of a new Masonic
hall was laid <n\ Monday week. The site of the new
lodge ia in I.ittle Blacke-strcct, immediately in the

roar of the old hall, and it is said no expense will

be spared in its internal decorations. It will con-

sist of an eastern front elevation of considerable

claim to ai'chitectural merit, the centre doorway
being supported by Corinthian pilasters, the capitals

of which are to be exceedingly chaste. Upon the

eorbell'd cnrnice rustic quoins are continued up to

the p.Hlim.ntal cornice, tilled in with cleansed

Ashlar of llarrlulls stone, wliich is continued round
the side elevation. The north side is also quoined

up as above, diriding the entire frontjintojdivisional

compartments upon a stone dado. The lodge room
will be 15 yards by 10 yards ; the walls are to be

divided into ornamental pannelling by rich Corin-

thian pila-stcrs and enriched coved cornice, the
lighting of the room being entirely from horizontal
lights in the ceiUng. There will also be a residence
for the hall-keeper. J. E. Gates, Esq., of York and
Halifax, is the architect ; Mr. Thomas PuUeyn, the
bricklayer; Messrs. Bowman & Co., stonemasons;
Mr. W. Coates, joiner ; Messrs. Hodgson, plumbers

;

Messrs. Cattley, slaters; Mr. Henry Young,
pla.sterer ; Mr. John Friar, smith, <tc. ; and Mr.
Cibson Hartley, paiuter.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS.
EoEHAMi'Tox.—A drinldng fountain has been

opened at Koehampton, wliich has been the gift of
a gentleman, resident in the neighbourhood. It is

built of stone, the design exceedingly appropriate,
and the water which it supplies is made avaUable for

mau and beast, a lower trough being tilled from the
overflow of an upper basin. The design of the work
is by Mr. Rolls, the surveyor of the association, and
was built by Messrs. Adamson and Son, of Putney.
The Free Drinking Fountain Association -will, it is

expected, by the opening of next year, be in a posi-

tion to inaugurate the lOUth fountain which they
have assisted in setting up.
The New Law ox Drinking Foi-'ntains.—It is

important that the public should be aware that in
the New Metropolis Local Management Act of the
late sessions there is a provision to the effect, that a
vestry or district, board may provide and maintain
drinking fountains in such convenient and suitalple

situations as tliey may deem proper, and may under-
take the maintenance of any drinking fountain
already erected, and supply the same with water,
and defray the expenses ; and any expenses incurred
in maintaining any such fountain, or supplying the
same >vith water, are to be paid out of the general
rate authorised to be leried. Any person guilty f)f

wUfully fouling the water of a drinldng fountain is

to forfeit and pay to a vestry or district board a sum
not exceeding £5, to be recovered in a summary
proceeding, and also to pay the expenses ofrepairing
or reinstating any such fountain.

STAINED GLASS.
CiiiCHESTEK.—The Httle Norman window at the

base of the south-west tower of Chichester cathedral
has been tilled with stained glass, as a memorial of
Sir John Forbes and his lady. The two oval com-
partments, which occupy the greater part of the
window, represent our Saviour at the pool of
Bethesda, and Dorcas distributing alms. In the
border surrounding the window are small figures
representing Faith and Charity, St. Paul and St.
John. The remainder of the ivindow is iiUed up
•with diaper-work most beautifully executed. The
colours of the glass are very subdued in tint and
artistically blended. The glass was executed by
Mr. O'Connor, of Bemer-street, London. A brass
plate below the window contains an appropriate I

inscHption.
Whitey.—A magniiicent stained-glass windowhas

been placed in St. Michaers Church, Wliitby, York-
|

shire, manui;ictured by J. H. Forrest, Lime Street,
London. The centre window has representations of
the birth, resurrection, and ascension of our

\

Saviour, with other scenes from scripture. The '

side windows, i>resented by Gideon Smales, Esq., I

have representations of Faith and Hope.
i

Throwleigh.—A beautiful memorial window has
just been erected in this church by the sons of the
late John Dunning, Esq., of Throwleigh Barton, to
his memory. It is a tliree-light window, of a
foliated design, the panels for the medallions being
formed by the stems of the vine. The centre light
contains two medallions. The meeting of Jacob
and Joseph, and Jacob blessing the children of
Joseph ; and in the side lights our Lord's presenta-
tion in the Temple, and blessing little children, and
the Evangelists, all on a ground work of rubv, blue
and other appropriate colours. Mr. Bell, of Bristol,
is the artist.

Gl-\SGOW.— The painted windows in Glasgow
Cathedral, the gift of the late Mrs. Douglas, of

Orbiston, have arrived. Number 1" in the nave,
presented by the Messrs. Lumsden, and Number 31
in the choir, the gift of Mr. Campbell, ofBlyths-
wood, have also reached the Cathedral. A clever

window, by Mr. Henry Hughes, of London, has
just been erected in the Blackadder crypt.

Maxciikster.—Messrs. R. B. Edmondson, of the
Stained Glass Wtu-ks, New Waketlcld-street, have
placed in the cathedral two mndows t if stained glass,

rhi' large east window in the Derby cliapel lias been
filled with stained and painted glass, by the late and
present churchwardens. There are thii-teen sub-
jects, and as the chapel is now a baptistry, all of
them relate to childi-en. The principal group oc-

cupies tlu'ce compartments, in the centre three
lights, and represents the birth of Christ. The other
gr(*ups are much smaller, and represent the worship
of the magi, the flight into Egypt, the presentation
in the temple, Christ with the doctors, raising of
Jairus's daughter, teaching humility by a little

ehUd, children playing in the market place, the
8la3'ing of the innocents, cliildren crying Hosanna,
blessing little children, and the boy ivith the loaves
and two small fishes. In compartments above is

the baptism of Clirist. In the first row of tracery
compartments are fourteen angels having children
in their care. Above them are the ark on
the waters, the passage of the Red Sea, the
descending dove, monogram of the sacred name.
Alpha and Omega ; the remainder being filled with
foliated work. The whole of the subjects and their
arrangement have been suggested by the Rev. G.
S. Allen, curate of the cathedral district, and have
been executed under his superintendence. The
second -window was also executed by the same firm,

as a memorial to the late Mr. James Dunn, who, a
few months before his death, filled the west window
in the south aisle with stained glass, and intended,
had he lived, to put up the present one, which is

now done by his relatives. The four subjects re-
present four scenes in the life of Joseph, viz., his

being lowered into the pit, his interpretation of
Pharoah's dream, his making himself known to his
brethren, and Jacob blessing the two sons of Joseph—Mannasseh and Ephraim. Each subject is sur-
mounted with rich foliated canopy work. In four
compartments in the tracery are four small length
figures—Noah, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. In
others are Joseph's dreams of the full and empty
ears, the sheaves making obeisance, the sun, moon,
stars, &e. The rest of the tracery is filled with
ornamental work. The inscription at the bottom is

"To the memory of James Dunn, who died 31st
January, ISfil." The richness of the colours is said
to be finely sho^vn in this window.
WiLTOX.—A new window, of elegant design, by

Mr. Connor, has recently been placed in the right-
hand aisle of Wilton church. It consists of the
follomng subjects :—In the head of the window
Solomon is represented superintending the building
of the Temple, and beneath is the inscription

—

" Solomon made for the House of the Lord."
Beneath this are two medallions of angels, with
musical instruments, and the inscription—" Holy,
holy. Lord God of Hosts." In the centre of the
window, the Saviour is represented surrounded by
angels, and welcoming the righteous to glory, with
the inscription

—*' Come ye blessed of my Father."
Beneath this are two medallions of angels, and the
inscription—" Heaven and earth are full of Thy
glory." The last subject is the Good Samaritan,
with the words^" Go do thou likewise." At the
base of the ^-indow are the words—" In memory of
Sidney Baron Herbert of Lea ;" and on a brass
plate beneath the window is inscribed

—'* The people
of Wilton gave tlus window in honour and love of
Sidney Herbert, first Lord Herliertof Lea, founder
of this church, who dii?d the 22ud day of August,
1861. ^The memory of the just is blessed.'

"

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Statue to the late Prince Consort at Bir.
MlNGii.AM.'—At a meeting of the committee last
week at Birmingham, to decide upon the memorial
to the Prince Consort to be erected in that town,
the report of the sub-committee appointed to consi-
der the form of the proposed memorial, and the sit*

wliich it should occiipj^ was read. It recommended
that a statue of the Prince, seven feet high, in Sici-
lian marble, sui'mounted by an appropriate canopy,
and with surh architectural accessories as the site
may suggest, should be erected in front of the
screen proposed to be built between the New Ex-
change Buildings and the Grammar School, and
that the commission for the statue be entrusted to
Mr. Foley.

S.vLFORn.—A meeting ofthe executive committee
appointed to superintend the erection ofa memorial
in Peel Park to the late Prince Consort, was held
in the SaUbrd Town Hall, on Thursday week. Mr.
Noble, the well-known sculptor, was present, and
submitted a model of the projwsed marble statue,
which was intended to be a companion statue to
that ofthe Queen, which already adorns the Park.
The committee unanimously approved ofthe model,
ond resolved that the elevation of the background
and the upper portion of the park, showing the site

af the iiiUSfun' aud Hbrary and the present statues,

be prepared and sent to Mr. Noble, to be submitted

through that gentleman to the Queen, in order that
Her Majesty's news may be ascertained as to tho
site of the Prince Consort's statue. It was stated
that Hit Miijcsty had already inspected the model
and approved of it. The Prince is represented in
his costume as Chancellor of the University of
Oxford.

DuiiLiN.—Tlie Dublin Frceman^s Jovn)n7 appeals
to the Roman Catliolics of Ireland for £lOO, to pay
for tlie placing of a statue of Daniel O'Connel upon
a pillar which has been erected in Cliire for its

reception. It appears th.at the statue of the " Great
Liberator " lies in Dublin " almost in pawn" and
cannot be removed till the money is forthcoming.
Wilton.—A monument to the memory of tho

late Countess of Pembroke has just been erected in
Wilton church. It is placed mthin the altar rails on
the left side of the chancel, and consists of a beauti-
fuUy-sculptm-ed recumbent Jfigure of the late
countess, executed in white statuary marlile, with
two angels supporting the head, and resting on a
square pedestal, or hearse, of coloured alabaster,

on the sides of which are arches and columns of
Italian Romanesque or Lombard architecture, the
style in which the church itself is built. The
columns are of white marble, and are inlaid with
malachite and mosaic. It was executed by Mr.
Phillip, of No. 1, Roehampton-place, Vaiixhall-
bridge-road, Pimlico. A companion monument to
the late Lord Herbert will shortly be erected on the
other side of the chancel.
Salisbury.—It has been decided by the members

of the Salisbury Rifle Volunteer Corps (1st Wilts)
to erect a monument in the cathedral to their late

captain-commandant, Major Jacob. A committoe
has been appointed to select a design.

WiMBORXE.—On Saturday week an elegant and
costly monument was raised by his widow in the
Wimborne cemetery over the remains of the late
Captain Hanham. The design and construction of
this memento is said to be most impressive and
elegant. The base is of plain Sicilian marble, sup-
porting a roaghly-hewn rock, on which is laid a
large and superb marble cross. Emblems of faith
and hope, between which is represented the de-
ceased's sword and belt, marked Sobraon, Mood-
kee, and Ferosehabad," fenced by imitation charged
cannon and chain-shot. The length of the structure
is 11 feet 10 inches, s,nd was executed by Mr. James
Knott.
Doncaster.—^A costly and handsome tombstone

has been place in Christchnreh burial ground over
the remains ofthe late J. W. Sturges, Esq. A sub-
stantial piece of worked Greymoor stone forms the
base of the tombstone, and upon this is placed a
thick slab of highly-polished Aberdeen granite,
wliich is again surmounted by a massive slab of
white marble of a parallelogram shape, the whole
being surrounded by palisading of a very elegant
pattern. Mr. Athron, of Doncaster, executed the
work.
Boston.—The first stone ofthe Ingram monument

was laid on Tuesday week without any form or pa-
rade. The erection of the pedestal is proceeding
quietly and satisfactorily, and wiU be ready for the
reception of the statue in a few days. The base is

of red granite, the next two courses blue granite
(poUshed), and the pedestal red polished granite.

Newcastle.—The Newcastle monument to Geo.
Stephenson, the great engineer, was completed last

week, and will be shortly inaugurated by Lord Ra-
vensworth. It has been erected in Neville-street,
closely adjoining the central railway station, and
consists of a massive stone pedestal bearing a colos-
sal statue of George Stephenson by Lough, together
with certain emblematical figures, viz., that of a
blacksmith naked to the waist, sitting and leaning
against an anvil, while liis right hand grasps a
hammer; a pitman, carrying a "Geordie" lamp;
platelaj-er, holding a model of Mr. Stephenson's eld
fish-bellied rail ; and an engine-driver leaning
against a locomotive. The monument to the late
Mr. Robert Stephenson will be placed nearer to the
railway station.

Islington.—The foundation-stone of the Baxter
Memorial Chapel aud Schools, situate in the Bax-
ter-road, has been laid this week. The new build-
ings will supply the place of the temporary Congre-
gational Chui'ch in Chui'ch-road, and the works
wliich have abeady been commenced by Mr. Smith,
the architect, are being carried out in the Elizabe-
than style of architecture, and by the voluntary
contributions from the congregations. The
schools are intended to accommodate 500 boys and
girls.

Hereford.—The foundation-stone of some beau-
tif\il viUiis now in course of erection on the Hamp-
ton Pai'k estate, Eign-hiU, Tupsley, one mile from
the city of Hereford, the property of J. Jay, Esq.,
was laid on Tuesday week by Mrs. Stevens, the
wife of ilr. Stevens, Esq., architect, London. The
architects of the estate are Messrs. Elmslie, Pi'aney
and Haddon, of Hereford, Malvern, and London.
Dover.—The foundation-stone of a new Jewish

synagogue was laid on Wednesday week in North-
ampton-street, Dover, by Jlr. B. Nathan.
EviiorE, Durham.—'The foundation-stone of a

Primitive Methodist Chapel, to cost £3011, and to
be capable of accommodating some hnndroda of
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people, was laid at Kyliopo on Saturday week by

Mr. \V. Hopper, of Sunderland. The owners of

Ryiope Colliery pve the site, with a promise to

supply part of the material.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.
The Thames Embankment.—We are glad to

record the considerable progress now being made by

the spirited Metropolitan Board of Works in the

important work of the Thames embankment. Only

a fortnight since the first operations were com-

menced opposite Montague-house, Whitehall, and

already from that place to Waterloo-bridge large

numbers of piles have been fixed to form the dams

and break%vaters. On Monday several Ughters were

placed opposite Somerset-house, and the work of

pile-driving commenced.
The Main Drainage Works for the East

OF London.—On Monday the contractors com-

menced operations in Old-street, St. Luke's, in

connection with the great middle level sewer

through Shoreditch, which will come out at Old-

street. In the High-street a connection is being

made simultaneously with the main line of sewer

fVom Bethnal-green, so as to continue the system

through Old-street, via Wilderness-row and Clerk-

enwell, to Bloomsbury, where it mU unite with

the western main drainage at Oxford-street. The
works at the East London end are said to present

some formidable engineering difficulties.

GAS AND WATER INTELLIGENCE.
The Newcastle Gas Company.—At the annual

meeting of the proprietors of the Newcastle Gas
Companyj held at the office of the company, on

Monday week, a dividend at the same rate as last

year (il per cent.) was declared, and the directors

and auditors were re-elected. At the same time,

the announcement was made that the directors had
for some time considered the question of a reduc-

tion in the price of gas, but that until the effect of

the large new gas holders, and other works in pro-

gress, was ascertained, they were not prepared to

report definitively as to the terms or amount of the

reduction. But they hoped, before the next annual

meeting, to make arrangements that would be
satisfactory to the public, as well as to the pro-

prietors.

Gas for New Brompton and Gillingham.—
At a vestry rneeting of the parish of Gillingham,

recently hold, it was unanimously resolved that the

roads, streets, &c., of the above-named places

should be lighted with gas. The cost was estimated

at £200.
Meigle, Dundee.—New gas works have been

completed at Meigle, Dundee. The gas has also,

we believe, been conveyed to Belmont Castle.

Typhoid Fever Caused by Deficiency op

Water.—According to a weekly paper typhoid

fever has spread rapidly at Rotherham. Sometime
ago the Local Board of Health adopted a system of

drainage and water-supply calculated to effect a

most complete sanitary improvement in the town
;

but, owing to a deficiency of the funds, the water

requisite to supply the increased demand arising

from the great extension of the sewerage cannot be

procui-ed. The result is a most alarming spread of

typhoid fever, most prevalent among the more
wealthy portion of the community, who have been
the first to secure a connexion \vith the new sewers.

The present number of fever patients cannot be less

than 1)00 or 700. In six weeks there have been no
less than 5G deaths arising from fever alone.

GENERAL ITEMS.
Discovert op the Tombstone of a Templar.—

The Hereford Times says:
—**An interesting dis-

covery has recently been made in the grounds of

Coningsby hospital, in this city. A largo slab of

stone, which was partly buried in the ground, under
a yew tree, having been raised and turned, was
found to have on the under side, an incised cross,

with circular head of the early English style,

although of rude workmanship. The cross is sup-
ported upon a calvary ofa single step; and, although
there are no remains of any inscription there can
be little doubt that the slab was the gravestone of a
knight Templar. It is well-known that the Con-
ingsby Hosi^ital occupied the site of a house belong-

ing to the Templars, at the dissolution of which
order (temp. Edward II.), it was gi'auted to the
Knights Hospitallers, who retained the estate until

the seizure of the monasteries (temp. Henry VIII.)

The stone has been removed to the hospital chapel,

where it has been examined by a number of our
fellow-citizens and others within the last few days.

The material is the old red sandstone of the dis.

trict.

Opening op the Queen's Park, Glasgow.—Ou
Thursday week, the Parks Committee of the Town
Council formally opened the carriasri drive of this

favomito place of recreation. Mr. G?mnjill, as con-
vener, shortly referred to the purchase of the
ground as a public park, consisting of 143 acres, for
the healthful recreation of the inhabitants of this
great and still r.apiJly-gi-owing city, to the progi-ess
made in putting the gi'ounds into proper park
order, and to the appreciation of the public of the

benefits which the park is intended to confer, as

sliown by the multitudes which frequent it, it hav-
ing been lately ascertained, by actual enumeration,
that nearly 25,000 persons visited the park in a

single day. He stated, on the authority of Sir

Jiiseph Paxton, that when the park is finally com-
pleted, it will be unsurpassed, if even equalled, by
any piiblic recreation ground in Europe, and con-

cluded his speech by declaring the carriage drives

now open to the public for recreation purposes.

Construction of a Fort at the East Craigs of
Leith.—A new fort of a triangular form is about to

be constructed at Leith, which will x^resent, from
point to point, a space of 110 feet. There will be
four compartments, one above the other, and, in

order to render the construction waterproof, it is

contemplated, at the cost of several thousands, to

place a coffer dam round it at the bottom. The fort

will be mounted by six guns.

New Organs.—A new and beautiful organ, built

by Messrs. Forster and Andrews, of Hull, has been
placed in the organ gallery of the New Connexion
Chapel, Epworth, which was opened on Wednesday,
the loth inst,—The great organ, to which we made
allusion in om" last, for the church of St. George's,

at Doncaster,will be inaugurated on the 25th inst.

—

An organ-loft is in course of erection at the church
for the reception of an organ, which is being built

by an eminent London firm, at a cost of £250, of

which sum £200 has already been subscribed by the
parishioners.

Engineering Works in India.—By a report

lately pubUshed, we learn that the railways planned
out in India will comprehend nearly 4,700 miles, of
which one half are finished, or in course of con-

struction. The several works are actively carried

on, as the importance of getting the whole of the

lines into full traffic as soon as possible is properly

recognised. In many districts, the principal

highways are being connected with the railways

by cross roads, or light branches. In some
instances, the natives themselves have under-
taken the task. The more roads, the more
trade ; and cotton, which costs from threepence
to fourpence a ton per nrile for mere transport
by the native bullock-waggons, is now conveyed by
rail at a penny or three-halfpence. It is worth re-

mark that,while those railways are benefiting India,
they are also promoting our home trade, f'lr we are
told that, up to the end of December last, the
quantity ofmaterials required for the works, shipped
from England, amounted to 2,459,928 tons worth,
in round numbers, £12,000,000 sterling. Tliree

I thousand and twelve ships were employed in the

I

transport, of wliieh number thirty.nine were lost.

I

In October last, there were employed on the lines

I then open for traffic 34,.S29 persons, of whom 32,148
were natives of the country. It is to be hoped they
will all learn lessons in good government.

The Butts Branch Railwjiy.—The Butts Branch
Railway, which is to connect the West Midland

1 Railway with the River Severn at Worcester, start-

ing off the Foregate-street line f'f Viaducts, and
i
sweeping on a long Une of blue brick arches

through the adjacent gardens, across Pitchcroft,

skirting the Severn to Worcester-bridge, is now
nearly finished. All the blue copings, string course,

blue torus bricks, and most part of the other bricks,

have been supplied from the tileries of W. Gilbert,

Jun., at Bloomfield, near Bii-mingham.
Building Prospects at Aldershot.—Arrange-

ments have been made, and preHmiuary contracts

entered into, for the purchase of an estate contain-

ing upwards of 230 acres of freehold land, situated

on the high road between the Camp, the Queen's
Hotel, and the Farnborough Station, on the South
Western Railway, and possessing a frontage of over

a mUc in length along that road. On 'Thursday

week the inauguration of the purchase was cele-

brated by a dinner at the Queen's Hotel, at which
Captain H. J. W. Jervis, R.A., M.P., presided.

Banquet to Foreign Workmen.—A banquet
was given on Monday night to the foreign workmen
now on a visit to this coiintry to inspect the marvels
of the International Exhibition, by the Enghsh
workmen's committee, which was formed to receive

the Continental craftsmen and to make their stay
in this country agreeable. About 200 of the foreign
workmen, and some representatives of the English
workmen, sat do\vn to table in the grand saloon i >f

the British refreshment department of the Exhibi-
tion, under the able presidency of George Augustus
Sala, Esq., several of the leading members of the
foreign workmen's committee being also present.
The chairman, in pithy and efl'ective speeches, pro.
posed the usual loyal toasts, which the foreign
workmen most cordially received.
Discovery of Relics at Hoilingboukne.—

Some very curious relics have lately been discovered
in enlarging the pond of the miU in this parish,
lately purchased by Mr. T. Goodwin, of Marsham-
street, Maidstone, They consist uf a small wooden
club, 23 in. long, and a small wooden sword or dagger.
They were about three feet and a half below the sur-

face, in a peaty soil, and were perfect when first

discovered. They have been submitted to Mr. C.
Roach Smith and Mr. Lubbock, and are supposed
by these geutlemen to belong to the Roman period.

They state, however, that they ar3 unique, nothing

of the kind having been found elsewhere, which ren-

ders it difficult to assign a date. The reUes have
been presented by Mr. Goodwin to the mus:um at

Maidstone.
Closing of the Intfrnational Exhibition.—

The International Exhi-iiliun is to remain op.n
througliout October, au.l the elcsing ceremonial w-ill

take place on Novemficr 1st. Even at the latter

date, the deficiency will Ije from £20,000 to £25,000.

At the present time the Commissioners have taken
about £400,000 By the terms of theu- agreement
with the contractors, Messrs. Kelk and Lucas, they
are bound to pay those gentlemen the whole sum,
between £400,000 and £500,000.—£100,000 in fact.

Upon payment of which sums the contractors are
l)ound to part -with the buildinirs and its belongings
for a further sum of £130,000. "^Should the £100,000
not be made up, they are at liberty to retain or sell

the building. Messrs. Kelk and Lucas have, how-
ever, most generously offered to relieve the guaran-
tors of any loss, and to accept a much smaller sum,
as will suffice to secure them. During the last week
there was a considerable falling oft' in the receipts,

as compared with the corresponding week of 1851.

Altogether, it would seem as^if the enormous attend-

ances during September, 1851, were to have no
parallel this year.

CHIPS.

The telegraph communication now in coui'se

of construction by Mr. Renter, through
Russia, Siberia, and Mongolia, to connect Pekin
with St. Petersburg and London, is expected to

be completed in six months.

Last week the railway from Fribourg to Lau-
sanne, Fi-ance, was opened with the usual civil and
rchgious ceremonies. There is a lofty riaduct made
of iron in Granley, which crosses the Sarine at a

height of 78 metres from the water, and is 333 me-
tres in length.

Various inundations have recently occurred in

Italy ; among them one at Antrodoco, in the pro-

vince of Aquila, where upwards of tlurty families

have licen deprived of their homes. At Rieti the

country lies under water. Several mills and tln-ee

bridges h.ave been washed away, and some Uves
lost.

The thousandth anniversary of the foundation of

the city of ToepUtz, in Bohemia, has just been ce-

lebrated. On the greater part of the houses were
inscribed the names of the remarkable personages

who inhabited them. Among them were remarked
tliat of Frederick William III., with the words :

—

" He will never be forgotten at Treplitz ;" Hum-
boldt ; Charles X. of France ; Mario-Louise ; the
AJ-chduke Charles ; Count de Chambord ; King An-
thony of Saxony ; Goethe ; and Louis Buonaparte,
King of Holland.

The tender of Mi-ssrs. Bailey, of the Albion
Works, Salford, Manchester, has been accepted for

the erection of a piiblio clock at the Town Hall,

Knaresborough.

Turkish baths are about to be established at

Perth.

The Mersey Dock Board have finally decided to

erect warehouses for the purpose of storing petro-

leum, near the Great Flood, Birkenhead.

Accounts from St. Petersburg state that at the

end nf August there were in Russia 33,104 verstes

of electric telegraph (24,000 miles). The number
of stations was 150. An additional length of 10,335

verstes is in course of establishment.

The railway works at CraigeUachie, Elgin, are

proceeding rapidly. Tlie bridges over the Strath-

spy and Moraysliii-e lines at Boat of Fiddich are

both opened for the pubUc traffic, and the platform

walls are rising fast. The line at that point is

nearly all formed. The liridge over the Spey at the

sameplace is also advancing. The two north piers

are built.

Mr. Edward Coleman, a distinguished painter of

game, has died at Birmingham, in his sixty-fifth

year.
Loughborough church will be re-opened on the

1st of next month.
A new breakivater is proposed to be erected at

Kirkaldy. Mr. Leslie, civil engineer, of Edin-

burgh, is to submit the plan to the harbour com-

missioners.

The French Minister of Marine has just issued a

circular, recommending the captains of rnerehaut-

men to protect their vessels with Ughtning con-

ductors.
It is said that a gallery, or a portion of a gallery,

in the LomTe is about to be prepared for the recep-

tion of works of the Enghsh school, which, as a

school, has not as yet been acknowledged in great

Continental galleries.

An institution of -arts and trades (arts et metiers)

for women is being estaliUshed in Paris, to enable

destitute widows or orphan gilds to learn some
branch of art or artistic industry, by means of

which they may oljtain an independent existence.

The old East India house in Leadenhall-

strcet is nearly levelled to the ground. Prepara-

tions are being made for the construction of ware-

houses on its site.
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M, Etex, one of the first Froncli statuaries, who
Ins lojitrlmJa stmlio at Rome, is about to roturn

tliitluT. iu order to complete the hxists of the Pope,

Car.liual Anti'iK-lli, niul Mu'r. do :Mer.)ae.

Tiie meeting of the Hritisli Asso. uition for the

Ailvancement of Science, at Camhrid^je. will bo

commenced on the Ist of next monlli. The town
hall will be opened as a reception room.

The contractors of the Romc-Nnples Railway

have been very urgent inrecommentlingtlie Vatican

to bring these two cities within cii^'ht lionrs of each

other, but their appeals have not be»'n reciprocated.

The city of Paris and the Department of tiio Seine

are about to erect on the ground adjoining the

Boulevard jMazas a model lodging-house for un-
married artisnns.

Sevcnil weathy members of the Cburch of Eng-
land have agreed to subseriljc amongst themselves a

sum ofmoney cmial to that collected by the Noncon-
formists as the Bi-centenary Fund. Tlio amount
eo subscribed, we are told, is to be quietly devoted
•'"

to Church purposes." One of the contributors is

reported to nave sent £10,000 to the Bishop of

London.
During Her Majesty's absence all the splendid

apartments occupied by the Princes and Princesses,

on the south side, fronting the Lrnig Walk are being
embellished and having new ceilings, after the style

arranged by the late Prince C<^nsort and the late

Mr. 'i'homas. The painting and gilding have been
intrusted to ilr. Cooper, of \Vindsor.

The commissioners of ]5irkenhcad have deter-

minded to roof in the promenade an<l bridge leading

to the woodside landing-stage, Birkenhead.
Extensive improvements have l')een made in

Cockermouth Castle, Cumbcrlauil, during the sum-
mer, by Mr. Jonathon Cape, builder, Cockermouth,
and Mr. Henry Grave, mason of Aspatria, under the

e-nidance of Thomas Ward, Esq., from the oflice of

Jost^ph Bt'utley, Esq., architect, of Kendal.
The tombstone that covered at Longford the grave

of Napoleon I., together with th^ rusty iron railing

that enclosed it, were left at Cherbourg in 18-10,

when Prince de JoinWlle landed tlie coffin out of

the " Belle Poule." Thtse memorials are now to

be also forwarded for cxliibition at Paris, and are to

figure in that -wing of the Lou^to where the saddle,

camp bed, writing desk, &c., of the tirst Buonaparte
may be seen.

We have to announce the demise, on Monday last,

of ilr. Charles Pearsons, who for many years was
the solicitor to the Ccrporativm of London, anA the

original promoter of the great scheme of the Metro-
politan Underground Railway.
During the week ending the 13th of September,

the visitors to the South Kensington Museum have
been as tViUows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Satur-
day, (free days) 32,(ir>" ; on Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday, (students' days) .5,561; total 3S,2:?8;

from the opening of the museum, 3,20~,^354.
i

One hundred and thirty overlookers out of
I

employment, belonging to the various brauclies
'

iu a cotton-niill, have addressed a letter to a
daily paper, expressing their desire to emigrate

I

to any colony recpuring men. They say there
i

are very few of them but can use the tools of a
carpenter or a mechanic, and they have im-

plored some houses connected with the colonies

to come forward in their behalf.

*Xhe Journal dc Vlnstruction Puhliquc, in a. curious
article by M, de Oscar de WatteviUe, announces the
fact, not gri-nerally kno^vu, that in the lak^-s of
Sweden there are vast laj'ers or banks of iron, exclu-

sively built up by auimalcnles, not unlike these that
have laid the foundations of large islands in the
ocean, by silently and fur ages cementing matter with
matter, so as to createthose beautiful forms knownas
madreporae, milleporse, corals, tto. The iron thus
found is called in Sweden lake ore, distingmshed,
according to its form, into gunpowder, pearl, money,
or cake ore. These iron banks are from 10 to 200
metres in length, from 5 to 15 broad, and from a
fourth to three-fourths of a metre and more in
thickness. In \viuter the Swedish peasant, who has
but Uttle to do in that season, makes holes in the
ice of a lake, and with a long pole probes the bottom,
until he has found an iron bank. An iron sieve is

then let down, and ^vith a sort of ladle, conveniently
fashioned for the purpose, the loose ore is shovelled

into the sieve, which is then hoisted up again. The
ore thus extracted is of course mixed with a
quantity of sand and other extraneous matter, which
is got rid of by wasliing it iu a cradle, like that used
by gold-diggers. It is said that a man may get out a
ton of iron ore per day by this process.

Hero the piitenteca make a framework of l>ars or rods of

iron, to wliich framework tliey connect other roiU or wires,

laid in pairrt or otherwise, so as to produce wliat may bo
called a nkoleton bixiy. Over or under theae rods or wires

they attach plain or corrugati'd woven wire network, which,
in sonic c;ises, they solder to the rods or wires, where they
come in contact to obtain increased strength. l*atent com-

467. W. M'Adam and W. OTtnvSTAi,. Fmprorcmeuts in

A7icf(f(f or pullcijij journnls, &wAca', and othfr nimitar bear-

ing or rnhbing nur/itcfs. Dated Feb. 21, 1862.

The jiatentees claim the application and use of vitrified

ironstone ware, earthenware, china, porcelain, and k1^'^''i

in the manufacture of sheaves or pulleys, journals.bitshes,

bearini^s, castors, and other generally similar bearing
or rubbing surfaces, as described. Patent compfclrd.

409. H. CiiAV.\sSK, T. MoKBis, and G. B. Hainks. An
impron-meiit or iinprovemeuts in the niamifacture and orna~

mfiifatiau of metallic bedstctuis, part of which is also appli~
cable to other articles. Dated Feb. 22, 1862.

The p.itentees claim : 1, the preparing and coating iron
Avith tin or leiul, or both combined, and afterwards electro-

depositing upon the same brass, bronze, German silver

metal, or other metallic alloy, and manufacturing such
iron, either before or after it is so prepared, into bedsteads,
curtain-rolis, cornice-poles, balusters, and other articles of

metallic furnitm-e. 2, using zinc either upon, or as a sub-
stitute for, iron, and producing thereon a surface in the
manner described for the reception of the electro-de]>osition

of brass, bronze, German silver metal, or other metallic
alloy. Lastly, the application of stamped, spun, or drawn
zinc, or sheet-tinned ornaments, to increase the size and
beauty of the articles intended to be manufactured, and the
electro-deposition thereon of brass, bronze, German silver

metal, or other metallic alloy. Fatent complctetL

frabc icios.

Ilatnits aniJ |ubfntions

COK^ECTKD WITH THE BlII-DIXO TltAPE.

464. E. S. Crease. Improved maehinenj for drilliuff,

boring, or excavatiiiy rock or earthy substuuces. DatedFeb.
21, 1862.

Here, instead of striking the drill or boring tool with a
hammer, the patentee e£ft;cts the same by means of a cylin-

der and piston, with a suitable hammer-head attached to

the piston roil to strike the head of the Iwring tool, which
is heid in suitable guides. Pateut completed.

465. R. and W. E. Pickin. Improvements in the manu-
facture o/carriatje bodies. Dated Feb. 21, 1862.

The building trade of Perth has become more than usually
dull at this season, there being only two or three houses in

the course of erection in the town and neighbourhooii. A
large nmuber of masons liave been paid off, and many of

them have left for other places where workismare plentiful.

A good many hands have got employment on the Inverness
and Perth Junction railway. Masons' wages generally arc

back Id. per hour.
An action for damages has been raised by Mr. Tliomas

Sym, builder, Ayr, in the Court of Session, against the
" Ayrshire Express Company (Limited)," for publishing in

their newspaper of 24th May last, a letter containing cer-

tain injiurious statements regarding thetjuality of the stones
obtained from Mr. Sym's quarry at Belstoue. The damages
are laid at £1,000.

TENDERS.
Br.AcnwATER, Hants.'—For alterations and additions to
" Frogmore," for F. H. Fitzroy, Esq. Mr. Thomas Hill,

architect, St. Alban's.
Walker £2,366
Mashman (accepted) 2,1T7 1

Kkxsinctox.—For the erection of 'W;u-wiek Gardens
Chapelj Kensington. Searle, Son & Yelf, architects.

^^- ^l£- ^°'^'-

Stimpson £5,150 £420 £5,5V0
Hill A Co 5,014 438 5,452
Sands 4,991 611 5,602
Howlett A- Brown 4,985 497 5,482

Turner & Sons ... 4,979 579 5,558
W. Clemence 4,976 600 5,576

Ennor 4,891 10 566 5,457 10

Dove Bros 4,875 299 5,174

Howard 4,750 570 5.;J20

Ai.DERPHOT.—For stabling, &.C., to the New Imperinl Hotel,
Aldcrshot, for Thomas Taunton, Esq, Messrs. Eggarand
Stapler, arcliitccts, Farnham.

J.'Martin, AJdershot £545
Ai.DERStiOT.—For public-house at the West-end, Aldcrshot,

for Wm. Cave, Esq. Messrs. Eggar and Stapley, ajchi-

tects, Farnham.
Wm. Duke, Farnham £667

WoLVERiiAMrTON.—For New Agricultural Hall, Wolver-
hampton. Mr. VeaJl, architect.

Hartland £2,346
Adddenbrooke 2,301
Stap 2^250
Cockerill 2,200
Lovatt 2,199
Trow and Sons 2,131
Palmer 2,119 18 10
Higham, G. & F 2,100
Elliott A ^Vlutfield 1,993 18

Bowater 1,988 10

Burkitt 1,963
Horsman 1,898 18
Steveningham (accepted) 1,809 9 8

Reapikg.—For rebuilding premises, market-i>lacc, for

Robt. Grossman, Esq. Mr. W, Brown, architect, Lon-
don and Reading'.

I a-incoat £1,069
Simmons 1,040

Watson 1,017

Woodruffe 994
Strong 986
Biggs (accepted) 940

COMPETITION OPEN.
YoRKSniRE.—For plans and specifications for the erection

of a gasometer and other works, necessary for lighting with
gas and supplj'ing with water the town a.id neighbourhood
of Pateley Bridge. A premium of £10 will be given for

the plans, specifications, and estimates selected, which, in

consideration of the payment of the said premium, are to

become the property of the company. Should the author
of the said plans, (tc.,sochosen, be employed to construct

the works, the premimu of £10 shall, in such case, be de-

ducted from the amount of his contract. The plans,

Bpecitications, and estimates are to be sent to the secre-

tary's othce, Pateley Bridge, Yorkshire, not later than
the 1st day of October next.—Further particulars may he
obtained on application to Mr. G. H. Strafford, secretary

to the company.

CONTRACTS OPEN,
Stamford.—For the erection at Stamford of a wrought-

iron foot-bridge. Plans and specifications can ])e seen,

and quantities obtained, of the engineer, Mr. Wright,

Saint Martin's, Stamford; or tracings and quantities

will be forwarded on receipt.

Coi.n Bath FiEi.ns.— For the erection of new buildings at

the Cold Bath Fields Prison. Persons willing to tender for

the works may seeitlie plans, specifications, conditions,

and forms of contract and bond, at the oflice of F. H,
Pownall, Esij., the architect, 15, Gower-street, Bedford-

square, on any day, between 10 and 4 ; and they may
obtain copies of the bills of quantities and the form of

tender at the same place, on pa\nuent of a tleposit of

one guinea, which wih bo rctumo<l on the receipt of a
bona fide tender. The tenders must be made on the
printed form to be obtained at the architect's office; and
they must l>o sent in with a sealcd-up Bche<lulo of prices,

addressed to the Clerk of the Peace, Session's-house,
Clerkcnwcll, before 1 o'clock in the afternoon of Friday,
the 2Gth of Septemlver instant ; and the parties tendering
must attend personally at that place at 3 o'clock on tho
same day precisely, prepared with the names of two re-

sponsible sureties. Persons intending to tender are

requested to make themselves jireviously perfectly ac-

quainted with the terms of tlio contract, as set forth, in

the draft, as the visiting justices will not consent to any
alteration in the draft, and will require that it be signed
at the time when the tender is accepted.

St. Giles.—For the supply of the following materials:
stone for paving, gravel, sand, ballast, and cartage of old

materials. Full particulars may be seen and had on appli-

cation to Mr. Wm. Trehearno, the surveyor to the board,

at the offices, 199, High Holborn. Also to receive proposals

from such person or persons as may be willing to contract

for removing the slop, slush, Ac, from the several squares,

streets, and other places in the district, and for taking
away the dust and ashes from the houses and buildings

of the inhabitants of the district ; full particulars of

which may be had at the office. Proposals for the above
to be for the term of one year from Michaelmas next.

No tender will be received after 10 o'clock on the day of

treaty, nor will any tender be read which does not contaia

£10 in Bank of Fugland notes, in evidence that the same is

made bona fide, which sum will be immediately returned

to each person whose tender is not accepted, but will Ije

retained in the other cases until the contracts and bonds
shall have l>een duly executed, and in default of

such contracts and bonds being duly executed on or

before the 29th September, 1862, the said sums so de-

posited shall be. forfeited to the board, without pr^udice
to any proceedings the board may be adnsed to adopt
for recovery of damages from such party who shall not
have so duly executed his contract and bond, as herein-

before required. Pa\Tncut to be made monthly.
OxFonD.--For the erection and completion of the new
workhouse to be built in the parish of St. Clements,
Oxford. The plans, specifications, conditions and form of

tender may be seen at the workhouse, and fiuther informa-
tion obtained of the architect, Mr. Wm. Fisher, Headin^-
tou-hill, Oxford. Sealed tenders to be sent addressed to
Dr. Adams, the chairman of the Board, St. Jolin's College,

Oxford, endorsed " Tenders for Workhouse," on or before

Tuesday, the 7th day of October next, accompanied by the
names of two respectable jiersous who will join the con-

tractor in the usual bond for tho duo performance of the
contract.

St. George' s-in-the-East.—For erecting workshops in the
Stone-yard opposite the Workhouse. Plans and specifica-

tions liiay be seen at the office of Mr. A. AVilson, Vestry-
hall, 8t. George's-in-the-East., between the hours of 10
and 4. Tenders to be sent in before 12 o'clock on the
26th inst.

Ckelmsford.—For the Chelmsford Race Stand and Offices.

Plans and specifications of the works may he seen at Mr.
J. Burton's, High-street, Chelmsford, and at the office o£

the architect, Mr. J. F. Clark, Newmarket. Tenders to

be delivered to Mr, Burton, High-street, Chelmsford, by
twelve o'clock at noon, on Wednesday, the 24th day of

September.
ACEKSYCHEN.—FoT the erection of a school and teacher's

residence, at Abersychen, Monmouthshire. May see the

drawings and specification on ajiplication at the Catholci

Church, Poutj'pool. Tenders, properly endorsed, to be

sent on or before the 22nd inst. to the architect, J. S.

Statter, Wobm-n-chambcrs, Beilford-street, Strand, W.C.
Vavxhall.^—^l-'or the erection of six houses on the above

estate. Can sec the drawings, Ac , at the architeci's

office, Mr, Green, 25, College-hill, Cannon-street, E.O.

Pl.UMSTEAD,—For constructing 120 feet of 9-inch, and 1,800

feet of 12-inch, and 2,819 feet of 15-inch glazed stoneware

pipe sewers, or thereabouts, to be laid down in the rear of

St. German' s-place, St. German' s-terrace, and Kidbrooke-
terrace, Blackheath, within the Liberty of Kidbrooke,

within the Plmnstead district, in the coimty of Kent.

All persons wishing to submit such tenders can inspect the

drawings and specification for such new sewers and works

at the office of Mr. F. F. Thorne, surveyor to the board,

at No. 7, Eton-terrace, Dacre-paik, Lee, S.E., where
further particulars and printed forms of tender may he

obtained. All such tenders are to be delivered, free of

expense, at the office of the surveyor, at or before five

o'clock in the afternoon of Thursday, the 25th day of

September inst.

Great Yarmoutii.—For the erection of a large icehouHe

at Great Yarmouth. Plans and specifications can be seen

at the oflice of Mr. A. W. Norant, Architect, King-street,

Great Yarmouth, on and after Wednesday, the 24th inst.,

to whom sealed tenders are to be sent not later than the

30th inst.

Sheerness.—For enlarging and deepening the well belonging

to the War Department at Sheerness. Drawings may be
inspected, and printed specifications and form of tender,

on application to the office of the royal engineers, Sheer-

ness, between the hours of 10 and 4, from 24th Sept. till

2nd Oct. ^ , ^
Wooi.wicH.—For erecting gun sheds for four field batteries

of artillerj- at Woolwich. Names to be left at the royal

enijineer's" office, Woolwich, before the 2nd of Oct. and
pay the sum of 10s. 6d. for the bills and quantities,

which will be for^varded to each party as soon as prepjured

by the government surveyor.

Hacknev.—For the erection of 12 houses iu Devonshire and
Stanley Roads, Hackney, for the Teinprrance Permanent
Land and Building Society. Plans maybe inspecled and
a copy of the specification obtained at the offices of the

society on and after Sept. 29, up to Oct. 7, and tenders to

be delivered by Tuesday, Oct. 7.

B^VNKRUPTS.
TO SrRREXDER IN PASINGIIALI. STREET.

John Thomas Hinkley, St. George' s-roa^i, Southwark,
gasfitter, Sept. 25, at 3.
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George Fowler, Scott 's-place, Hornsey-ro^, builder, Sept.

30, at 2.

William Sturt, Guildf-^rJ. Surrey, plumber, Sept. 30, at 2.

Joseph Blacko and Beiiihard Eeiir, "Wilson-street, Fins-

bury, and Ranela^h-road, Pimlico, timber merchants, Sept.

30, at 11.

Edwin Wood, Voik-place, Kentish-town, l:.uilder, Sept.

30, at 12.

"WiHiam Henry Goldman, Vassal-road, North Brixton,

carpenter, Oct. 2, at half-past 11.

William Jolmson, Beatmiont-street, High-street, Mary-
lebone, carpenter, Oct. 2, at 1.

TO SCRRENDER IN THE COTTNTHT.

Charles Shaw, Mal]:'ass, Cheshire, pump maker, Sept. 23,

at 12, Bankrupts' Court, Liveriiool.

John Cook, Hulme, Lancashire, Journeyman joiner, Sept.

27, at 10, County Court, Salford.
Frederick Caldcleu^'h, Frarawellgate, Durham, cabinet

maker, Sept. 24, at 12, County Court, Durham.
Samuel Waters, jun., Stouegiavels, Derbyshire, stone-

mason and builder, Oct. 6, at 11, County Court, Chester-

field.

John Green, Burton-upon-Trent, Staffordshire, painter,

Sept. 27, at 11, County Court, Burton.
Joseph Fearne, Chatham, coachbuilder, Sept. 24, at 12,

County Court., Rochester.
Lees Wriirley, Oldham, painter, Sept. 25, at 12, County

Court, Oldham.
George Gardner, Cottingham, Yorkshire, bricklayer, Oct.

, at 12, Bankrupt's Court, Kingston-ui^on-Hull.
Reuben Tomson, late of Grafton-street, Northampton,

Stonemason, Sept. 27, at 10, County Court., Northampton.
John Granger, Ashby-d«-la-Zouch, coachbuilder, Sept.

26, at 11, County Court, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.
Joseph Allen, Luton, Budfordshire, plumber, Sept. 26, at

12, County Court, Luton.

AUCTION SAiES FOR THE ENSXHNG WEEK.
MONDAY.

WhitxixCtHAm, on the premises, close to the town of

Croydon, at 1 for 2 o'clock, a further portion of the
materials of some of the buildings of the late military
college at Addiscombe, Surrey.

CcTTEN AND Davis, ou the premises, 36, Chester street.

Lower Keunington lane, at 11 for 12, the stock of building
materials.

TUESDAY.
PuLLEN, HoRNE, AND EvEBSFiELD, On the premises,

building materials, fixtures, and fittin^s-up of about 25
houses, large factories and warehouses, in Southwark and
Westminster, for the Metropolitan Board of Works.

"Whalley, at the Red Lion Inn, LentoystonCj at 2, freehold
property eligible for builders.

WEDNESDAY.
Babnes, at their timber-yard, Canons'-marsh, Bristol, a

large assortment of timber.

TO BUILDERS.

TENDERS are required for the erection of
T^VEL^'E HOUSES ill Bevoiishiro and Stanley Rojitis. Hack-

nev. for the Temperance Permanent Land and Building Society.

The Plana may be inspected, and i\ copy of the Specification

(price 2s. 6d.) obtained at tb.- ()ffices of tho Snpiety bftweeu 10 and
4 o'clock, on and after Septeiiilj( r 'J-'tli. up to o.tobcr 7th.

Tenders on the Forms atta-.'hi d t.> tin- S]i.><Miic;ttions are in be left

with, or s!>nt to the SRcvftaiv, .snil.-d ;ind iiKukod. Tenders for

Houses at Hackney," at or bLiov 1 .. . ],i,k on Tuesday, October 7th.

References and Security may he required, and the lowest or any
Tender will not necessarily be accppted.

HENItY J. PHILLIPS, Secretary.

Offices, 34, Moorgate Street, London.

-Sicilian Marble, &c.—For

EVEESFIELD
To Maible Masons, Buildera, and othevB.

Ahsolute yule.

PULLEN, HORNE, an.
are instructed to SELL hv AU< 'TluX. on the Premisps. Bridge

Wharf, foot of Vauxhall Bridge', Pimli-o, on Wednesday, October I.

at 11 for 12, about 60 blocks of SICILIAN MARBLE, part of which
will be for absolute sale, in order to clear a portion of the wharf; also

several hunch'ed Sicilian marble squares suitable for hall pavuig.

and 2,000 feet super of Entlish sawn slab of various thicknesses.

Approved bills at four and six month:, will be taken from purchasers

above £30. Mav be viewed t.vo davs ju ivicnis. and Catalogues will bo
for\varded post free on applii-atinn, or inav be obtained at the offices

of PuUen. Home, and Everstietd, 10. Pui Uaiuent Street,Westminster,

and 80, Fore Street, City.

PECKHAjM, SURREY.
To Builders, Members of Bviilding Societies,

and Others.

MR. WHITTINGIIAM is Instmcted to
Sell bv Auction, at the Auction Mart, London, on Friday.

October 3rd. 'l8G2. at 12 for 1 oVlo.-k. Thirtv-nine Lots of ELIGIBLE
FREEHOLD RUILDIN'G LAND, near tbo Rosemary Branch Tavern,
Commercial Road, Pe<Tkhau» ; with frontages to North Street,

f^aiiidon Grove. North and East Sm-rey Grove, between Peckham,
and the Old Kent Road,
Nine-tenths ofthe Purchase Money inayrcmain on Mortgage or

Contract at 5 per cent,, to be paid in nine years by half-yearly in-

Btalmonta; but the whole, or any part of the balance, may be paid

off at any time without notice.

Particulars. Plans, and Conditions of Sale, may be obtained of

Messrs. Russell and D.^viea, 59. Coleman Street, London, E.C. ; the

Auctioneer, 14, Moorgate Street. London, E.C. ; at the Rosemsu-y

Branch Tavern, and the Place of Sale.

WAR DEPARTMENT CONTRACTS.—NOTICE TO BUILTiERS.

T^ENDERS are required for EEECTlNa
X GUN-SHEDS for Four Field Batteries of Artillery at Wool-
wich.
Parties-desuing to Tender for the erection of these Works must

eave their names atthis Olllceon or before the 2nd dnvof October,
18G2. and pay tho sum of lOs. Gd. for the Bills of Quantities, which will

be forwarded to each party as soon as prepared by the Government
Surveyor,
Tho Secretary of State does not bind hUusclf to accept the lowest

or any Tender.
Koyal Engineer Office. Woolwich,

Sept. 18, 18G2.

'T'O ARCHITECTS and SURVEYORS.—
i GL'VEIi and COMPANV, Lithogi'aphers, Stationers, and
Printers. 2. Grocers' Hall Court, Poultiy, E.C, beg to invite tho
attention of tho profession genorallv to the resomccs of their
EsLahlisbmeiit as above, for LITHOGR.VPIHNG and COPYING
HILLS of QUANTITIES, Speciflcations. Detail Drawings. Ac, &C.
Having for the last ten years given their almost excliis'.ve attention
to this description of work, and lm\-ing a numerous staff of lirst-class

hands, tboraiighly conversant with the v.-u-ious building terms, con-
stantly engaijed on the premises, they are enabled to guarantee
Buperiorityof style. coiTectness, and expedition.

Specimens and Lists of Charges, post free.

rpO CONTEACTOES, &c.—EEQUIEED
X immediatelv. \VAGGONS nnd RAILS, in good condition.—
Write, retating pi-icp nnd particulara, to Mr. Taylor, 36, Wliorf,

Cpivtdele Road, Lamljetli.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Eeceived—T. h., J. B., A. B. C, Enquirer, J. H.

D., W. Y., D. S., v-ill Ije attended to, M.P. (query),
J. J. S., P. A. A., W. H. W.,W. W., J. T., J. D., T. H.
J. D.

PEIZE MEDAL.-MEMORIAL OBELISK.
For SALE, tin- beautiful silver prey gi'anite OBELISK now

erected in 'entri' of Hie ii.ive of the Inteniational Exhibition. This
Monument is cunaidcied tlie best and mo»t perfect Obelisk that w;i3

ever e.xhibited in this country, and is admirably adaptod for n
Memorial.
^For price and all other particulara, apply to William Sim, Granlto

J A. iS'icholson, G7. MarlWorks. Glasgow, or to J u'k Lane, London.

A LIBEEAL PREMIUM will bo paid to
SX. .\\>]nrt,i\.i- a Genteel Vouth, with a taste for drawing, to an
Architi 1 t

,
Minlrli r. Contractor, First-class Decorator and Upholsterer,

an Aui iinii.i
] , L[ind ValuGi- andSurveyor, Civil Eugine&i-, orto any

genteel bnsin>-ss,

Du-ect full partjculare and terms to H. \V.. 91. Piccadilly.

In Surrev. Highly attractive Freehold Landed Estate, One aiile

from tlie Great junction Station at Redhill. and adjoining the

rising town of Iteigate, embracing within itself some of the most
picturesfjuo sconer>-. for which thw part of the County of SiUTcy is

renowned, and affording unuRual racilitios for the judicious deve-

lopment of a grand building entei-priae.

MESSES. EDAVIN FOX & BOUSFIELD
are iu<;triicted to Si'U hv .\ncti..n. at the M.irt. opposite tho

IJank of CuL-land, on THURSDAY, (K'TOUEU 9(h, IHCi, at Twelve
oTli.ck, in It'oiir or moroLots, an ex.. t-.liiiKly vabi ible and iiupnitant

FRKi';iIOLD ESTATE, comprlsinL' tl.i.t ),< ;uilil'iill\-uiuliibiti'd and
lln.'lv-Wooded Land, 305 acivs in .xl.nt. ..n . illi.r sid.- of tb? Kail-

v;u l..-f^v..,o Redbill and R<-i!,'ate. witliio on-uilleof the Stiiti^.n at

(.;„"l, 1,1,,. .i.-^ni-iM-l..il ;ix tlir • lliKblre.-s" ami Doods Farms, in

thi. |, ,, ,1. ..; :;. ,_ II
,

111 111!' .-ountv of Surrey, with the excellent

],!,,, ,h i:, -..;, 1 11, iiuildin^^M, and Grounds, Three Farm Houses
aiul lliiiii,'r,t--aiin, Ctiaj.'! s, Ac,, bounded and intersected by Turn-
pike and other main roads, commanding from almost every pofiit

inagniflccnly and richly-divei-Biflod views over a vast expanse of

cfliai-minescener>'- Posscssingacboico variety ofsingularly-beautiful

sites for mansions and villa>, and afFording, from the facilities thus
comprehendi'd within il^.-lf.^Tid the iiTefiifltibleoombinatinn ofattrac-

tions and advAntagf ^ whi. li this highly-favomed and deservedly-pop-

ular locale pre-pniini ntlv .ujnyfl, ixtraordinanr and invaluable scope

fur tbesu cessful development ofa building enterprise ofmagnitude.
The estate abounds with the renowned IteifiatJ- eiU-ei- sand so justly

appreciated in horticultnio and many nianuftwtures. There i:> a
SHiinc to the railway at tho worlis now open, thereby rend, ring its

transit easily, and inexnensively anuinplisli'il. Tin' istnt"- in.n In'

viewed by permission ofthe reBpcctivr ..imot -. llln-li iit-.l ]i,iri n'n lu -.

with plans niav be obtained of S. 'I'. M.dimr\\' stmi, i;>.i,, Snl. i(.,i

,

5. New hm. Strand: nttbf .\<i<-iio. I oi.il I
;

.'inl..' st.Ui.in lI..t^l,;iKd

Warwick .\rm8. H.^illnli ,
Mn- W im.. ll.n t it.'i-it.- ; tho WhiteHorse.

Dorking; the Ship, !; I'm- ,
1 1,,. \i..,j, I < -nl U*.>rd ; at the hotels at

Manchester. BiroiiH.^h.nii i,>Mr| I. 'l-m.i.ii.ige Wells. Brighton.

Ramsgate, Mary^t.-. and It.n.-i . itn.l a( Messrs. Edwin Fox and
Bousfields office, 11, Coleman -atreot. Hank. London.

"THE CENTEAL TEAINING SCHOOL OF
X ART, South Kensington, for Male and Fi'ni:il<' Studputs, and
the METROPOLITAN SCHOOLS OF ART. ;U L!, (Oii.'en's Square.
Bloonisbury. for Female Classes only; SpitallicUlH, Crispin Street;
Finabury, William Street. Wilmington Square ; St. Thomas' Charter-
liou.se, Goswell Street; Rotherhi the. Grammar Sl-IiuoI, Deptford
Road; St. Martin's, Castle Street, Long Acre; Lambeth, St. Oswald's
Place, Upper Kenniugton Lane; Hampsteiid, Dispensary Building;
Cliristchurch; St. Georgis's-in-the-East ; Cannon Street; and St.

Mar>''3, Hyde Place, Vincent Square, Weatminetcr, will ro-opeu on
Wednesday the let October.

By order ofthe Committee of Council on Education.
Sept, 2U, 1SG2.

'PHE BULKELEY COAL, IRONSTONE,
J. and FIRECLAY COMPANY (Limited). " Fully Registered,"
Capital £20.000. in 20.000 Shares of £1 each. Deposit 2s. Gd. per

Share on application, and 2s. 6d. on allotment. I'^ntuVe calls ^vill

notjexeced os. per Share, of which one month's notice must be given.

No more than lOs. per Share will be called up bntil a dindeud is

declared.
BankEns.

London and Westminster Bank (Temple Rar Branch).
Tho National Provinciid Bank of England, Pwllheli. North Walee. ,

SOLlciTnii.

Thomas Strangwayg, Esq., io. Kiii^;"^ K.'.

Pruwpectnaes and forms of appli'Mi i n i-

the Omces of tho Company, No. 3, 1 .'. n >

ABRIDGED I'i;M-;n i
i

Tb.- ul>ie.-t of this Companv ia to develop tin

the ni\% ai.dpniduLtivoCoaltielda, together v
Beds nf Fiii:>el;iy, situate at Br.m-y-Baohau. Tydd>^l-ma^vT and
Tjdib n-y-berlh Llanarmon. on "the south coast of Caniarvoni
shire anil north-east of Cardigan Ba.v.

The property is held direct by the Company for 42 yoara, from the
freeholder. Lord Newborough.
Attention is called to tlie tact that tho properties have been well

explored, and several productive seams of coal nucertalncd, and the
inino will begin to yield directly, as two ubafts haye been already
fuiik upi
the tlrst \

ing fault'

will yield

!', n.-df.irdRoad.
I I ; can be had at

I \i.;A. Street, E.C.

niiiM'al propertlcfl of
tltli its Ironstone and

oegu_ _, ^. _._ . .

m till- itii n-iiins. 20 yards and 30 yards, respectively, and
111-; f'U tba Uggi'egate It:* inoben [after deduct-

;ind workings), it is estiiiiuiiil this seam
li li at tho lowest local value (Ha. per ton)
-nbjecttoa cost of £13,200 for out -put, and

11^'. byway of realise. £ll.oOo. Takmg into
h.i^f ot'tho property, the 70 fitthoms ot new
i.iand larger soanis of roal. tlie engines,

! il.-xpenscH at £7.000 (which it will not es-
I ;!li" out-put £1.000, eijual to 20 per

! L II i:jo,000), or 65 per rent, upon tho
'

' r irliff, tniif more jirnjilahle seams to be

; :.., ..iH'iiniiiiiporlionao/tlu: cnpital being em-
...,.-„. .,-, .,_- .^coiiatdci able time.

In a<ldition to the Coal, there are extensive beds of Fireclay, which
will realize in London and other parts BOs. a ton, being ackuowledi;ed
tob.. .-.(ual tothf S*,.in-l.r;.l.'.' '-Uv.

-18 situated is in the vicinity of
t are wbollj- without coal, except
^. Till! op.'iatiiiiis of the Company
!.-- bd cunli.ii'd to mipplving the

mouth, which

cccd;. It would l.';i

pent, upon the v

capital employed,
more easily won, k
]>lo[/i-tl or required J\

The district in

c'ltiwded t<j«Ti3,

th;-.t piuch»si-d;i

_ Sli, vi.uid
the mine, by land

and 8ea route, aiul two line.-, ofiivilwajs are in course ofconstruction

passing through tho property, with a station close by.

An early application for the remaining portion ofthe sharea ia

' nocessari', a.H several thousand shares liave been subKiribed for

I privately.— OnicM :—3, Falcon Court, Fleet Street.

WHITE & PARLEY'S
NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF

PAPIER MACHE AND CARTON PIERRE ENRICHMENTS.
PARTS I. TO V. NOW READY, EITHER OF WHICH WILL BE FORWARDED POST FREE, ON RECEIPT OP

TWELTE STAMPS. SPECIMEN SHEET, WITH PARTICULARS, SENT ON APPLICATION, ENCLOSING POSTAGE STAMP,

WHITE & PARLEY,
49 & 50, GKEAT MARYLEBONE STREET, LONBON, W.

PFEIL & STEDALL,
IRON MERCHANTS AND WHOLESALE IRONMONGERS,

PATENT LOCK FURNITURE, PATENT STABLE FITTINGS,

FLITCHES, GIRDERS, AND COLUMNS.
BEST STOCK OP BUILDERS' IRONMONGERY IN LONDON.

PEICE LISTS UPON APPLICATIOX.

4, 5, & G, BROAD STREET, BLOOMSBURT, LONDON, W.C.

ADOPTED BY THE GOVERNMENTS OF GREAT BRITAIN, SPAIN, DENMARK, RUSSIA, BRAZIL,
EAST AND WEST INDIES, Ac, &c.

EASTON^S PATENT BOILER FLUID,
FOR REMOVING AND PREVENTING

INCRUSTATION IN STEAM BOILERS,
LAND AND MARINE.

P. S. EASTON AND G. SmiNGriELD,
PATENTEES AND SOLE lilANUFAOTURERS,

37, 38, & 39, WAPPING WALL, LONDON, E.

VICTORIA POTTERY,
LEIGH, NEAR KOCHFORD, ESSES.

D. MONTAGUE,
MxVNUFACTUEEEofS^VNITAKYSTONE-

WARE PIPES. CLOivF.T-PANS. FILTERS, JARS, BOT-
TLKS. and everv dpsfription of Lanibctb Pottfiy.

Also of superior RED Pipes, liungcd and mado under great pres-

auro. to accurp closeness of texture, from l to 15 iiulies diameter.

Thosp pipes arp efllcient for eveiy desfriiitlon of drainwge.

Land Dtiainage Pipes of pvory size. „ „^
May be bad as above, or at lUiuiow Bridge WiL'.nr, Stiutford,

EssKx. at vpi-v reduced prices. „ „, .

A large quantitv of Second STo.VEWAnE Duatn Pipes, fit for eveiy

d.-3ci-iption of (b-aiuage. if properly laid, at vory reduced pncea.

KoMAN and PoHTLiXD CE.uBiJ'r. Plaster of Pakis, and every

description of building materials.

TO INVENTORS.—All inteiidinpf Patentees
sliould prociu-e the ILVNDBOOK regarding PATEN'TS. their

Oiet aod thpMod.'Of Prtvedme to hf ndoptpd, issued gratis by the

GENERAL PATENT COMP.\NY, Limited. 71, Kleet^atreot, London.

R. SLVRSDEN LATIiAJI, Secretary. 4c.

INYEN'TORS ASSISTED.

IN\''ENTIONS purcliasctl and disposed of.—
ProvlBionfvl Protection from £C, Gs. to £S 8m. Notico to Proceed

with PatPut, £o IC'S. Wiurant and Seal. £11: Cs.. iu all from £21 to

£'>r. if the Ptttpnt bp nnoppoHPd. Complete Patent about £12 more.

-MpHRra. B. BROWNE and UO,, nriUsh iiud Foreipi Patent Agents,

fi2. King WUHani-atreet, London Bridge. A Pamphlet on tUe coat

of PiUunta tgi-atiaj.
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METROPOLITAN ALTERATIONS.

OOKINCt at London as a wholo, and not from an
[•xclnsivcly commercial point of vi<'W, most pi'oplo

will be disposed to oonclude IVoin tlio dirci^tion

of enrrenis of traftio Itiat it lias shifted its

centre, and that the heart is nuiro likely to be
in the rcffion of Charing Cross than of St.

Piiul's. There is, ])erha))s, no other point where
so man}- streams of traffic converge, meet, and

'radiate. From east and west, north and soutli,

r goods and passengei-s there assemble, and
, lirancli off to their resjiective destinations ; and
' e\ery year the tendency of tralBc to concen-

trate here becomes more marked. London's
growth is westwaril and nortliward ; and as this

development increases the more central becomes
the situation of Charing Ci"oss. Tlie approaches,

with the exi-eptiun of the one from the north,

down St. Jlartin's-lanc, are broad, spacious,

and easy. They are in the natural directions

of the tides of traliic, and leave little to be
desired. At the same time it must be borne in

'
' '—ji«»*i»- mind that there are two alterations in the course

J~-' of being carried out, which, when comi)leted,

may bring such additional trailic upon this point as to render existing
accommodation totally inadequate. The alterations alluded to are
the convei-sion of Hungerford Market into a Railway Station, and tho
Thames Embankment.

Railway navvys have levelled the market buildings, and arc de-
molishing the old houses which stood on either side of Ilungerford-

street and faced tho Strand. The two comer houses, built at the

time of the Strand improvements, when Mr. Nash was arbiter of our
taste architectural, stand mitouched amid the ruins of neighbouring
houses, and appear destined to be preserved for combination into the

design for the new Railway Station. Few will be found to regret tlie

disappearance of the Market. It was a mistake at the beginning,
and a nuisance while it lasted. After a brief existence of thirty

years it disappears mmiourned. The site originally belonged to Sir

Edward Hungerford, and was occupied by a large house and exten-
sive garden. Finding tenants more profitable than fruits and vege-
tables to cultivate, he covered the ground with dwellings, and in the
seventeenth centuri' a Market sprung up. It, however, did not
prosper, for it shortly after fell into disnse. Not discouraged by the

experience of the jjast, a company of S]5eculators was incorporated
in 1831 to re-establish the old Market. The site was purchased, with
aflditional gromid, to procure access and frontage to the Strand. Mr.
C. Fowler was eni]iloyed to prepare designs, according to which the
Fish JIaiket was adj'acent the river, and on a lower level than the rest

of the buildings. The galleries or upper colonnades were appropriated
to miscellaneous retail shops. The hall was considered at the time to

be a rcmarkal.)le architectural feature. It was open, at one end to

direct approach from the Strand, and at tho other communicated with
the terrace and stairs overlooking the vast expanse of mud, studded
here and there with grounded fishing-smacks from Gravesend, and
barges laden with hay and straw. The embankment will shortly
reclaim the mud, and the market site will be inland—experiencing- a
fate like that of Aigues Morte. The hall, as already stated, had con-
siderable pretensions. Its admirers claimed for it a resemblance,
in form and arrangement, to a Basilica, or to the old Constantinian
churches of Rome. AVIiat adaiMibility there is in the architecture of
an old Latin hall of justice to a market-place, or what analogy there
is between the dispensation ofjustice and the sale of fish, we confess
to have been nnablc to discover. As the structure has disapjieared,
it is probable the secret will be kept, and that future students of
English architecture in the nineteenth century will be as puzzled to
unveil the mystery as we are to learn the ]5m-])oses of Stonehenge.

^lien the railway station is comiiletcd, there can be little doubt
that by far the major part of the Continental traffic, and of that which
exists between the metropolis and the county of Kent, will arrive at
and depart from Hungerford. The position is more central, more
easily accessible, and more convenient than any other. Most of those
who travel abroad live to the west of Charing Cross, orof a line drawni
from Hungerford due north, while Leicester-square—the qmiHier dcs
ctranrjn-s par excellence— the proved resort of the distinguished
foreigners who hqnour us with their jiresence—is in close proximity.
It is also the most convenient point for tln-ough pas-enger traffic north
and_ soutli, being nearer to Euston-square and King's-cross than the
.•itation of any other south Thames railway. However modestly
we may rate the attractions of London in the eyes of sight-seers,
we must not imagine foreigners will all adopt om" standard.
Tlio commercial metropolis of the world will alwaj-s be an object
of curiosity and interest, liy reason of its magnitude, its miequalled
populousness, and its wealth. The fine-art collections permanently
(loniiciled among us are of sufficient importance to compel art students
to visit us. For what sculptor would deem his education complete
if he had never beheld the Elgin Marbles ? WiKre else so well
as in the British Museum can the painter study the habits
of thought of the masters of his art, and trace "the develop-
ment of their ide.as, as shadowed forth in their sketches
and drawings; and if he have access to private collections,
he will here see more than he can behold in any Continental city. The

activity of life, tho exciting movement which never ceases, the per-
fect freedom and importance of every inrlividual member of the
community, are attractions and interesting novelties to those who
are accustomed to live under constant restraint, imposed by strong
paternal governments. We cannot imagine- the effect, but it must be
marv<'llous, astounding, bewildi-ring, on a citizen of Bologna, for

instance. Even a denizen of a provincial town in France, wlu'rc
M. le VnM shuts np cafes at nine o'clock, and forces people to go to
bod before ten, undergoes the iiillucnce of the change.

These inducements to come here, the increase of Continental trade,
tlie effects of the Exhibition, and our own migratory tastes, will all

contribute to augment tho streams of traffic which llow'betweon
London and the Continent ; when this takes place—and not many
years will elapse befcn-e it docs—what will be the condition of the
neiglibonrhood of Hungerford Station? Tlie thoroughfares arc
already crowded, and when they come to be augmented by the influx
of railway tratKc, they will certainly be inadecjuate. If it be doubted,
let the ]>resent trailic in West Strand be noted, and bo estimated what
it will be when the trailic at London-bridge stations is added to it.

The railway tratlic will arrive and depart from a point where tho
Strand, Duiicannou-street, and AdiOaide-street meet. The area where
the lines of travel will intersect is ah-eady too contracted, and must
hereafter be considerably enlarged. The north line of road by St.

Martin's-lane and Seven Dials is circuitous and narrow ; that also will

have to be improved, so that, before long, we may look for imioortant
alterations in the neighboiu'hood. Again, the Thames Embankment
will require a communication with Trafalgar-square, to save time, and
that will bring fresh tides of traffic to the locality, for which provisions
must be made l>y further alterations. Now, what we are anxious for

is, that these alterations should not be designed and carried out piece
meal, or independently of one another. On every side we are met
with evidence of the mischief, inconvenience, and ruinous expense of

this foolish system. Look at that absurdity, called Gresham-street

;

its cost was enormous; its utility is confined to Pickford's. The
relief Cannon-street affords to Cliea]jside, is far, very far, from being
commensurate with its cost ; not one of the omnibuses that goes from
Ludgate-hill to London-bridge wiH proceed along it. They all

prefer the longer and more crowded line of |Choapside. The
new street in Southwark is hardly commenced, before its use will

be rendered obsolete by the south side embankment. To avoid similar

discreditable disasters, it would be desirable for the Metropolitan
Board of Works, the Railway Company, and a representative of the

Executive, to consider the whole question, with a view to the devising

of a compreheusive and homogeneous plan of improvements, in accord-

ance with which all future alterations should be earned out, and in

order to its realization. The outline of Trafalgar- square may be said

to be an irregular pentagon, drawn in an ellijise, with two blocks of

buildings on tlie transverse axis. Three sidas of the pentagon are ou
the north side, consisting of the fagaie of the National Galleiy, the

houses between it and the Haymarket, and the side of St. Martin's

church. The other two sides are formed by the lines of houses lying

between Charing Cross and Pall Mall, aul between Charing Cross and
Hungerford. The figure is by no means unfavourable for iirodueiug a
novel and striking architectural picture. Most public places are

ciroidar or rectangular polygenes, the most general outline being that
of a square. If the outline of Trafalgar-square could be made more re-

giit.ar—but not to the extent of changing the relative positions of the sides

—in combination with altei'ations to meet the roquirem -nts of increased

traffic, a great imin-ovement would be efl'ected in the architectural

appearance of that part of the raetro]iolis. For the traffic going
between Hungerford and the north it will be very iueonvonieut, and a
cause of constant obstruction, to have to follow the present line of
streets. Vehicles will have to cross tlie Strand, and to turn down
Duucannon-street, and to turn up St. !Martin's-lane ; or else to proceed
up Adelaide-street, turn down Oliandos-strcct, and turn u|> St.

Jiartin's-lane. By eitiier route th'"re will be loss of time, unnecessary
labour, and danger, from the turnings being short and at right angles.

In each, the road will be too narrow ; whether it p.ass up Adelaide-
street or between the National Gallery and St. Martin's church.
Th(! former W'Ould, apparently, be the least desirable. If this

be found so, woidd it not be desu-able that at the very outset
the Metropolitan Board of Works, the Government, and the Rail-
way Company, should come to a proper understanding, and agree
to a definite course of action. If Adelaide-street were widened, by
taking in portions of the churchyard and of the site of the schools, and
the enlarged street continued, inclining westward, into St. Martin's-
lane, debouching at a point somewhere near Great May's-buihling, a
convenient and suitable route would be opened for traffic. Were this

done, the lower part of St. Martin's-lane woidd cease to be of use for

the passage of vehicles. It might, without detriment, be closed or

reduced to a couple of arcades, as in the Louvre, and the National
Gallery extended over the site of St. Martin's School, as well as over

that of the workhouse, which is aU but settled.

THE COST OF SUPERINTENDENCE BY THE ROYAL
ENGINEERS.

ADVOCATES for the employment of the Royal Engineers in the
superintendence of works have not even the miserable satis-

faction of pointing to any economy in the cost of superintendence,
and a miserable satisfaction it would be, as the only one thing to by
said in favour of the s)-stem, but written of over and over again be
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incompetence and extravagance. On the contrarj', the best fnends o

the system arc forcetl to admit, puttuig aside all other considerations,

that the cost of superintendence is exorbitant.
,

, . , , ,,

It must be remembered that as a rule, the works designed by the

Eoyal Ensrineers are not remarkable for any great amount of design
;

possibly they may have given their authors a good deal of trouble in

that respect,' but the work at the final result, and the building, if not

very plain, is generally very ugly. Besides the absence of decorative

feature, requiring many detail 'drawings, the structures which fall

chiefly to the lot of "the Royal Engineer, as barracks, hospitals,

forts, '&c., are of that class of buildings which are known to cost the

arcliitect less trouble and time, and are much better paid for by a

commission of say four per cent, than more decorated works, say a

church for instance, at eight or ten per cent. Indeed, we have little

doubt that established architects would undertake to superintend the

works now in the charge of the Royal Engineers at four per cent, on

the outlav. "We arc open to correction if wrong on the point,

but we "look to the character of the work and its amount

£2,183,820 in three years as shown by the following table :

—

1858-9. 11859-60. 1860-61.

Parti. New works and improvements, amount-
£422,393

36,6.38

220,060

523,750

55,902
208,470

463,000

Part 2. New works and improvements, amonnt-
ino- to Ips'5 than £l 000 31,538

213,069

Total £6/9,091 797,122 707,607

Woolwich Hospital 10,000

Leaving a total of Works and Buildings of
From this amount there should be deducted further the

following sums, whicli are for services not undertaken by
the ordinar3^ staff, but for the superintendence of which
temporary assistance ^vill be provided, viz. ;—

.

New Barrack at Chelsea 30,000
NewCoUege at Sandhurst 27,000
Increasing Royal Military College 15,000
New Woolwich Hospital 30,000

Now, what do the Royal Engineers charge to the countrj' for doing

this work, that might be done better by architects for four- per cent,

on the outlay ?

Colonel Greene gives a return, according to which an expenditure

under rate U for 1860-61, amounting to £380,549, has been effected

at a cost for superintendence of £18,818, equal to five per cent, barely

;

wliile another statement, showing the cost from and for the superin-

tendence of works in the manufacturing districts of Woolwich,
"Waltham, Enfield, Purfleet, and Shoeburpiess, for four years ending
1800-61, it appears that the cost varied from 2'1 to 11'9 per cent.,

the total expenditure for the four years being £401,888, and the cost

of superintendence £15,435, giving an average per-centage of 3'84.

But, opposed to these figures, we have one witness stating to the

committee that if his estimates went down to £20,000 a-year, he
should put tlie cost ofsuperintendence at "somewhere between five and
eight per cent.," and that at one station where there is very little doing,

the per-centage has gone up to seven per cent., and that it might
amormt to nine or ten per cent. These detached facts do not, liow-

ever, represent accurately the real cost of superintendence by the

Royal Engineers, for it is admitted by the assistant Inspector-General

of Fortifications, that in some districts the jjroportion between
the expenditure for the staff, and the expenditure on the works
is very large, for instance, the Birmingham district is a purely

barrack district, and there the expense of the staff bears the propor-
tion of 88 per cent, to the money to be expended during the year.

There is one lieutenant-colonel, three clerks of works, fom- clerks, who
have to look after the expenditure of £1,044, during the year. It

seems scarcely necessary to instance more than one case of such

outrageous waste, Init in the Newcastle district, which contains

defensive works for the commercial harbour, the amount is £1,328,
and the baiTack and civil-building estimates amount to £883 ; the

staff consists of a colonel, a clerk of the works, and a clerk, and it

costs 45 per cent.

It cannot be but that this costly item of superintendence is worthy
of most serious consideration, in the face of the assertion that the

work could be better done, and not only at less cost, but also for a less

per-centage on the outlay for superintendence ; for although 88 and
54 per cent. ma\- not represent the average cost of superintendence on
all works—in fact does not—the average being about ISJ per cent., as

we shall presently show, yet as it excee<ls by three or four times the
amount for which, as we have before said, the work could be better
done ; we are at least justified in demanding some explanation of the
rea.sons for which it is thought desirable to" saddle the country with
such an outlay. The cost of the civil staff alone, according to Mr.
Roberts, amounts to £70,996, for an expenditure of £402,724, or 15e
];er cent, for superintendence, whereas, assiuuing architects to rcquir
five per cent., the charges of superintendence would not nmch exceed
£23,000, giving a positive saving in superintendence only, to the
countiy, of nearly £48,000 per annum, to say nothing of the economy
that would be effected in the work. These facts appear to be of so
much moment, that we do not hesitate to place the following state-

ment on record ; it shows the cost of executing all the ordinan,'

barrack works at home, authorized for the year :

—

£ £
Part 1. Works amounting to £1,000 each and upwards 293,192
Part 2. Works amounting to less than £l,000 20,875
Parts. Ordinary Repairs 1.39,007

Special 150,000
Total 609,974

From this amount there may be deducted as follows, viz. :

—

For I,and at Gravesend 9,000
„ Soldiers' Institute, Chatham 2,000
„ Contribution to St. Bartholome^v's Hospital 2,350
J, Laud at Fleetwood 9,000
>i „ York

.......!....!!!.!!..!!!!..!!!!!!]]!...!!!!!!.. 12,000

44,350

£564,724

-102,000

Leaving a Balance of Works to be undertaken by the
Ordinary Staff £462,724

To superintend this work the civil staff employed upon barrack

works at home is as follows, viz. :

—

£ £ £
22 Clerks of Works of the First Class, at 285 6,270

44 „ Second Class, at 200 8,800
40 „ Third Class, at 14o 5,800
32 Temporary Clerks of Works, at 128 4,096

8 Clerks of the First Class, at 265 2,120
14 „ Second Class, at 200 2,800

27 „ Third Class, at 1-30 3,210

Total cost of Civil Staff 33,096
Present cost of Military Expenditure of Barrack Works, approximately 33,900
Proportion of the Expenses of the Surveyor's Office at Pall Mall,

chargeable to the ordinary works 1,000
Commissions of Private Surveyors for taking out quantities 3,000

£70,996

It will be seen from the above figures that this £70,996 does not

include the cost of superintending the works at Chelsea and other

places, nor does it include barrack works abroad, wliich would ])ro-

bably make it up to the good round sum of £100,000 for .superin-

tendence. Mr. Roberts proposes a sj'Stem by which £25,000 of the

£70,000 now expended may be saved. To us this seems to be only

meeting the case half way ; we have sho-wn how we may save at

least £48,000 per annum, and see no reason why we should be con-

tent with less.

The whole case of the Royal Engineer Department has once more
been brought prominently under our notice by the proceedings of the

Commission, tlian the result of whose deliberations nothing could be

more unsatisfactory, and at the same time point more strongly to the

absolute necessity of consideration as to what steps should be taken

to jiut a stop to the incompetence, blundering, and excessive cost

which, with some few exceptions, characterize every step taken by the

department, and does not convince us that the system has the advan-

tages claimed for it by Sir John Burgoj-ne " of keeping the officers

of Engineers employed, and turning them to profitable accoimt, when
they must be maintained for the good of the service, for a time of

war. as a component part of the army, also for colonial services, and
employing them upon barrack duties gives them a great deal of

knowledge of their profession," and that as a matter of policy " it is

most desirable" that they should be so employed, " and that, finan-

cially, the result is ven,- satisfactorv-."

THE SYSTEM OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
IN FRANCE.

(Condwhd from page 2\2.)

WHEN the student enters the first class in the school, wliich it

takes him generally two or three years to do, he receives, as

rewards, medals, of which there are two and sometimes three given

in each competition. These medals are of two kinds; the 1st counts

three marks, the 2nd counts two marks, and any medal which the

student may have gained in the former or second class counts one

mark. The " 1st medal," we should remark, is verj- rarely awarded.

The monthly competitions in the 1st class are upon the same sj'stem

as those in the second, only they demand greater architectural know-
ledge, the subjects proposed being designs of larger buildings, and
relating solely to the art of architecture, that is, there is no more
advanced courses of construction. "V\'hen the student has once qualified

himself for and enters the 1st class, his stay there is solely determined

by his reaching the age of thii-ty years, whereas, in the former class,

if he should absent himself for one entire year, without assigning

special and sufficient reason, he is, without enquiry, struck offthe books.

Every year, in A])ril or May, a prize entitled the " Prix Rougevin"

is competed for by the students of the 1st class. It consists of COO

francs for the most successful design, and 400 francs for the 2nd best.

It is the gift of a ijrivate gentleman, JI. Rouge\in, whose son, a

former student at the school, was sent to Pompeii to study ornament.

Dying shortly after liis amval there, his father instituted this prize to

his memory.' The subject is always one of oniament, as for instance,

a pulpit, a monument to a sculptor, or a similar subject. A year

or two ago, the subject was a " title page for the book which contains

the premiated ' Rougevin' designs." Tliese designs are kept at the

school. All the di-awings are made to a large scale, to fill a double-

elephant sheet of drawing paper. In addition to the 600 and 400

francs, the successful competitors for the " Rougevin" prize score re-

spectively three and two marks for their work. The student wlio

at the end of the year counts the greatest number of marks, receives

what is called the " prix departementale" of 1,000 francs. Having

received it, he joins in no more of the ordinaiy contests of the school.
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The most iuiportant prize is the " Grand Prix," which ensures the

recipient a resictoiK-e at Koino, with aniplo pccuiiiavyrtllowanoo, for the

jK-rioil of tivo years. Every year, cacli •' pciisiuiinain' '' wuds home a

spc'i-iiiu'ii of liis studies, which arc cxliiliitcd witii llic drawings of tlio

students wlu) liax'c tliat year contested for llio prize.

The conditions attaclicd to tins grand competition are— 1st, tliat

tlie student he under tlurty years of age; 2nd, tliat lio be a

French or naturalized French subject; and 3rd, that he be not married.

In the 1st or preliniinaiy competition for this jn-ize, aU qualified stu-

dents of the 1st class who have not obtained a medal in tliat class,

and all students of the 2iid class who have passed their courses of

construction and mathematics, are allowed to enter. Tho sketches

are all made in one day, in the school, without communication with

anyone. A certain number, perhaps the most talented half of these

students, are selected, and are put into competition witli the otlier stu-

dents of the 1st class, who have gained medals, and who, in conse-

quence, were exemptetl from the jjodiminary proof of their ability.

These enter " en loge," as it is called, Ibr the second contest, wliich

occupies twenty-four successive hours, and is thence called the
" Concours dc Nnit," (huiwg which time, they are not i)erinittcd to

communicate with anyone. The subject given out is one of enormous
size, equal in extent, in fact, to that in the final contest, but the plan
is the main thing required, and by which the elTorts of the students

are nearly always judged of. The student is suppiised to know all

about working out the elevation, by his being admitted into the

1st class. A rough iilea of the facade is, therefore, all tliat is required

in this trial ; out of the fifty or sixty who ordinarily join in this trial,

EIGHT are chosen, who finally contend for the object of every student's

ambition—the " Grand Prix do Rome."

These eight students, on an apiiointod day, euter the school and are

strictly guarded in separate rouius ibr ten days, which are devoted to

niakiug their sketches of the design proposed to them. Having
entered en loge, an entirely new jjrograiumG is given out, and
the keys of their rooms are turned upon them. They are allowed

for two hours in each day to play at hall in the courtyard,

but guardians are a]ipointed to watch over and prevent any infer-com-

niunicatiou. No letter or paper can pass to or from them during the

whole of this period without previous examination. They have no
drawing or book of any kind to assist them. Provisions are brought
to them and they sleep in their respective rooms. Every conceivable

precaution is taken to ensure the design being the unassisted produc-

tion of each student. The reason of so many days being given to pre-

pare the sketclies is that, as the student is afterwards Ibrbidden to de-

part in the slightest degree from his original sketch, ho reriuiros the

extra time to think over and mature it. The first eight days are

generally devoted to studies, and the last two to drawing out the re-

sult. The fiuished drawings are made at the student's residence, but
the precaution taken against any deviation from the sketches is worth
noting. In the " Prix Kougevin," the competitors take tracings of

their sketches home to work from, the original sketches being left at

the " Beaux Arts." In the " Grand Prix" the sketches themselves

are taken away to work from, hut thin tracing paper is pasted over
every sketch and sigued by the Secretary, thus ensurmg the sketch
from any alteration, and giving the student the benefit of every idea

which any touch in his original sketches might suggest. After their

deliverance from their solitary confinement the students generally take
atrip into tho country to re-invigourate them, and returning apply
themselves to the working out of their designs. Our readers will get at

an idea of the enormous labour of it by a perusal of the details of this

year's competition, given in another column. The drawings must be
elaljorations of the original sketches. Any departure from them puts
tho competitor at once "hors de coucours." Nearly four months is

allowed for preparing these drawings, .i.e, from the latter end of May
to the middle of September. The plans generally are to a one-eighth
scale.

^
Sixteen sheets of double-elephant paper pasted together are

not unfrequently required for a single plan. At the end of the four
months the "collage" takes place, and immediately afterwards there
is a public exhibition of all the designs, with the original sketches by
the side of them. Tho designs submitted for this year's prize were
exhibited on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday in last week, and on
the Saturday, as usual, they were adjudicated upon. The section of
architecture at the Beaux Arts propose the awards, but tho members
of the Institute make them. In the January following the successful
candidate starts for Kome. The prize is equivalent to £1,000. The
" pensionuaire" is obliged to reside a certain portion of his time in the
French academy on the Piucian hill. In summer he is allowed to

travel, and an extra allowance is then made to him. The lirst year
he sends home a study from the antique, or rather the first year he
vmkes the study, and it is exhibited at Rome ; the second year it is

sent home. Subsequently he sends home large studies, such as resto-
rations of temples, baths, &c., and the last year of his stay he makes
a design, toinark the advantage which has accrued to him from the
liheraLity of his government.

In addition to the first Grand Prix, there is a second of 1,000 francs
for the design next in merit, and sometimes, as this year, a second
''Seconde" is awarded. The first prizes are kept by the Institute;
the second prizes remain the property of their authors.
Amongst former recipients of this high honour, we may mention M.

Gamier, the architect of the new opera, who returned from Kome
about three years since

; M. Labrouste, the archhect of the Genevieve
Library, flankmg the Pantheon ; M. Due, the architect of the column
ot July, and of the new portion of the Palais de Justice; and, lastly.

it is curious to note that M. Viollet-lc-Duc, the justly-renowned
Gothic architect, gained his first laurels, a second Grand Prix, for tho

ability displayed in his clmsic designs.

GUAND PRIX D'^VECHITECTUKE, ECOLE DES BEAUX
ARTS, PARIS.

(Frmn otir Special Correspondent.)

THE subject given tliis year by the Institute to the students in

architecturo at tlu; school, was a " Palace for tho governor-
general of Algeria, and for the temporary residence of the sovereign."

The progranune is too long to give in detail, but tho pith of it

is as follows :—In front of the palace (whicdi is siiiipo.scd to be built

on the side of a hill) a large public square for reviews, fetes, &c., is to

be provided. A triiim|)lial arch, erected in ineniory of the Algerian

victories, is to form the entry to the lu'st court, in which are placed

the different government offices, as also the stables, residence for tho

.servants of tlie jialace, &c. Other coiurts, arranged in teiTaces, are to

be sijrrounded with porticoes, with residences for the generals, supe-

rior oilicers, senators, &c. On the right and left of the Gowr
d'Honncur are to be placed—on one side a residence Ibr the governor,

on the other a residence for the staff of tho Emperor when he visits

his African pos.sessions. The central part is to contain the guard
rooms, vestibules, staircases, salles des fetes, theatre, chapel, as also a
residence for the Emperor and Empress. Terraces and pavillions,

with cascades and jjleasure gardens, extending over a surface of not

more than 350 metres (about 380 yards EnglishJ in its greatest

length.

The students are to strive, in the composition of this edifice, for a

grandiose and majestic ajipearance, in accordance with the principles

iqjon which were created the fine architectural forms of the time of

Pericles, Augustus, and Leo X. They are to adapt their designs to

the climate, and they arc to demonstrate to the Algerian people the

high degree of perfection of French art and industry ; at the same

time, they are not to imitate the incon plete architecture of an uncivil-

ized nation, but like the Greeks and Romans, search to impress upon

it the results of a high civilization. Such is an abstract of the

Instructions supplied to the competitors.

The eight students qualified and admitted to compete were :

—

M. Benard, pupil of M. Lebas, Age—28.

M. Chabrol, „ M. Lcbas, „ 27.

M. Uuadet, „ M. Audre, „ 29.

M. Bruno, „ M. Questol, „ 26.

M. Pascal, „ M. Quostcl, „ 25.

M. Raulin, ,, M. Questel, ,, 25.

M. Dutest, ,, M. Lebas, ,, 23.

M. Flon, „ M. Guenepin, „ 21.

The prizes were adjudicated on Satiuxlay as follows :

1st. " Grand Prix " M. Chabrol.

Second Grand Prix ... ' M. Brune.

2ud. Second M. Dutest.

The judgment is one of those surprises which sometimes result from a

bad system in the Institute. The section of architecture fii-st propose

certain students as prizemen, and refer its choice to the members of

the Academy, who give their final decision. The father of M.
Chabrol, being well known to all tho members of tho Academy, ob-

tained a change in the list ofprizemenproi.ioscdby the section ofarchi-

tectiu-e (who had previously advised the award of 1st. GrandPrix to M.
Brune). The result of the change was favourable to M. Chabrol. A
judgment so unsatisfactory has never before been given by the

Academy, for without the slightest doubt the design of M. Chabrol is the

poorest of all both in idea and study. His plan is too straggling,

and is only connected by an indefinite number of porticoes ;
and his

facade is weak and without character.

The plan of M. Brune shows great force and idea, but it is somewhat

defective in .study. The regal apartments, chapel and theatre are well

arranged. It is curious to note that in every design the theatre and
chapel have been placed as pendants to each other, although, in

general, the academy objects to this aiTangement. The elevation of

M. Brune is certainly the best drawn, and the outline of the upper

part, relieved by the central pavilHon over the " Salle ile Trone," and

by tlie projecting thoaire and chapel at tho extremity of the two

wings, of which the exterior architecture denotes well its destinations,

is exceedingly happy and meritorious. The two wings which contain

the residences for the governor and the Emperor's staff, being of the

same height as the main building and running at right angles into it,

are mifortunately placed so as to cut it into three parts. The arch-

itecture of the upper part of the palace is very fine, but in the lower

portion M. Brune seems to have sought for his model in the Rococo

style; and where he should have been the most severe,

his talent is obscured in the greatest decadence of style. His

design, nevertheless, well deser\-es the second grand prix.

M. Dutest (to whom the Academy awards a second grand prix) has

a plan which is deci<ledly the best of all in firmness and distribution

of masses, more especially in the royal parts of the palace. His

"Com- d'Honncur" is larger and more imposing than in any of the

other plans. His theatre and chapel, on each side of the central

vestibule, are well arranged, although it is unfortunate that, in the

elevation, they are not niore easily to be distinguished, by their ex-

pression, from" each other. His entrance vestibule is far more lofty

and grand than that of any of the others, except M. Guadet's who
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perhaps has "-iven too much importance to it. In the fagade we see

the work of a man who, brought up in tlie school of Percier and Fon-

taine seeks to free liimself from its trammels in the more liberal and

expansive arcliitectm-e of the present day ; for instance, in tlie govern-

ment offices, stables, &c., which are but little studied, we have a re-

production of the barracks behind tlic Hotel de Ville. The ground

floor has rusticated stonework, and boars Ionic columns passing

througli the iii-st and second floor; the whole is crowned by a balustrade

and stone roof. His triumphal arch is not happy, the attic being far

too hea^•y. In the upper part of the palace, the centre and two side

pavilions are fine and original productions, but we must reproach him

somewhat witli the hea\y attics in the wings which unite them. As
regartis the style, whilst the otlier competitors have worked more or

less in the Greek style, M. Dutest verges towards tlie Romanesciue.

His section is the cleverest exhiljitcd, and, although apparently done

in great haste, indicates so much cleverness that we feel we might

have been disappointed in a more finished drawing. We should cer-

tainly have awarded to him a fu-st" Second Grand Prix," if not the

First Grand Prix itself. M. Benard, the first admitted in the com-

petition, has a plan well studied, but complicated and not

easily understood. His facade has three huge copper domes

over the " Salle des Fetes,"' which look as if they would crash

the whole building, and which, being hideously ugly in themselves,

are not valuable additions to a facade, in itself only passable. M.
Guadet has a plan which seems to comply most strictly with the in-

structions, and which has tlie advantage of having a simple outline.

We think he has given too much importance to his first vestibule, and

the situation of the " Salle de Trone," at the fiu-ther end of the

palace, makes it difficult of access for the State presentations to the

Sovereign. It is also unfortunate that he has no scjiarate staircase

loading to the first floor but those which serve also for the theatre and

chapel, and that the Emperor and Empress should be situated so firr

from each other on either side of the " Salles des Fetes" with no

direct communication but between those rooms. His fagade is one

of the severe antique, which is much to be regretted, for we see that

he has in many jiarts been cmbarrasseil to keep strictly to it, and has

even been obliged occasionally to indulge in arcliitectiire of a more
debased period. His grand central feature is a large portico with six

marble columns and a pediment which is not on the same scale as the

rest of the building. However, knowing that the Academy prefers a

good plan to a good facade, and that M. Guadet has now tried six

times for the " Grand Prix," and having formerly gained the second

is not again qualified for it, we certainly thought tliat the " Grand
Prix" would have been awarded him this year, for the advantages in

liis plan—easy access, &c,—amply compensate for the trifling defects

we have remarked in it.

The plan of M. Pascal is much too confused, especially in the

apartments of the Emperor, and it is perhaps a fault that his '" Salle

de Trone" should divide the " Galerie des Fetes " into two parts,

and that the entry to it from the principal staircase should be so small

and unimportant. In his elevation the outline of his fagade is very

agreeable, and his central pavilion and wings are original productions

of the greatest force and beauty. The lower pavilions on each side of

the " Cour d'Honneur" are less happy, and are but poor aiTangemcnts,

both in plan and facade. They have gained considerably, by
study, from his first sketch, but the original idea was unfortunate.

His triumphal arch is certainly not one which would have been built

in the time of Pericles, it resembles somewhat the arch of the Porte

St. Martin ; in fact, the whole of the lower part needed more study

and composition in that particular style which the author knows so

well how to practise, and which is so hajJi^ily disjjlayed in the upper

portions of the palace.

M. Raulin seems to have divided his palace into two parts, the royal

residence, and the government offices, &c. The entry to the residence

ofthe generals and senators on the second terrace is somewhat diificult to

find ; each residence, however, has a grand appearance—a remark which

could not be apjilied to all the other designs in which in general the

half of the residence faces the terrace-walls of the upper part of the

palace. In the royal portion of the edifice, like M. Pascal, he has

his entrance vestibule underneath the " Salle de Trone " and tlie same
favdt is also to be found here as in M. Pascal's designs, though it is

more visible in the former, viz., the long smte of low vestibules we
are obliged to pass before arriving at the staircase.

M. Dutest has aiTanged to have liis vestibules far more lofty, by
adding a mezzanine floor to his edifice. M. Eauliu has not kept strictly

to the programme in his arrangement of the residences of the governor

and the Emperor's staft', which stated that they were to be placed on
either side of the "Cour d'Honneur," he places them in wings on
each side of the palace stretching to the right and left, where the other

competitors have placed their theatre and chapel, and these two latter

buildings he arranges in courts on either side of the grand staircase

—a situation which is not happy, for we would rather have
S3en them form features in the principal fagade— it has,

however, perhaps been done to gain something in general out-

line, for whilst in nearly all the other designs the theatre and chapel,

placed on each side of the palace, and being of the same height,

necessitate too great a length, which it has been difficult to obviate

even by pavilions, M. Raulin has a sky-line, which is by far the

most pleasing of all the designs. The residence of the Emperor is

at the back ot the palace, and the gardens are well arranged. His
fagade, which promised to be the finest, is unfortunately not finished,

aad the absence of nearly one-half, and of colow, rendera it difficult to

understand the different places in which each portion is placed. The
central dome of M. Eauliu is one mass of original treatment, and has

gained enormously by study from his original sketch. His flat over-

hanging roofs, and tlie general liberal treatment of the pavilions, &c.,

makes us regard this design as the only one which has thoroughly

been studied for the climate, and whilst impressing on the Algerian

l^eople the noble architecture of the sovereign-country, lends itself

more or less to their sympathies in a character which they can better

understand. The entrance doorway to the palace seems to us to

resemble too much the entrance of a museum, being severe rather

than grandiose in its architecture. We must, however, blame M.
Raulin for his somewhat too great predilection for divided
pediments.

In the lower part of the building, M. Eauliu gives rather the

aspect of a fortress—a good idea for a palace built in a conquered
land. His triumphal arch is the most monumental of all, and his

screen on each side, with trophies of armoiu, and the names of the

different legions inscribed on the pedestal underneath, seems to bo
much more in character with the arch than colonnades. The plan

of M. Flon is much too straggling, and, like M. Chabro!, ho has put
much more than was required into it, whilst his facade again is with-

out character or ajiplicability. The prograimne was rather a difficult

one, on account of the different levels of courts and terraces on which
the palace was proposed to be built. The result of the labours of the

competitors is in general very satisfactory. AVe ha\-e, however,
rarely seen a design for the Grand Prix in which so many dilierent

styles of so many different epochs have been mixed together. In
fact, the programme this year, which was more explicit than formerly,

seems to have produced a greater confusion. AYe remark especially

the vast superiority of the French plans to our own English ones.

The students are accustomed to say that a good plan makes a good
elevation, and it is nearly always tnie. The superiority of the plans

may be attributed in some degree to the teaching of the school, which
is very strict in this department of study, medals and mentions being

nearly always given for the production of a good plan. The
encouragement, therefore, is great to stmly them. It is a long and
serious study, and one which is bnt little aided, either by the science

of mathematics, or by an aiipreciation of the lines of beauty.

AVENUE VICTORIA, PARIS.

TTICTOR HUGO recently bewailed the destruction of that oW
y Paris with which ho was acquainted and which he invested

with a world-wide renown. Its narrow tortuous streets, into which
the sun-light never pierced—where the projecting roofs of the houses

almost joined—where the pavement was always dainj) and greasy

—

was, and still remains, the only Paris known to one of the most illus-

trious of Frenchmen. Tlie same hand which swelJt the author of

'Notre Dame" from French soil has destroyed those familiar objects

around which in exile his fancy plays. The architecture of Napoleon
III. has arisen u])0n the ruins of the old quartiers. The Place de

Greve, amongst other memorable sites, has had, as far as its buildings

are concerned, its histoiy obliterated. The little tower where the

Prince of Conde, in 1C52, rested after his sanguinary battle against

Turenne, in the Faubourg St. Antoine ; where Flesselles—struck

mortally on the steps ofthe Hotel de Allle—was brought to die in 1789,

and whence his head wascarriedinhorrible triumph, isno more to beseen.

At the northern angle of the square there was a group of IGth ccntuiy

gabled houses, which were bought—in pictures—over and over again.

The whole square—wherein the guillotine reared its hideous framo

—was the scene of too many tragic and historical events, and of the

romances founded on them, to be easily forgotten. All has now,

however, disappeared; the guillotine has been sent farther eastward

;

gables, tower, old liouses, with their historical bay-windows and old

associations, are alike demolished. The site has been levelled and

enlarged. To the west of the square, where the visitor formerly might

lose himself in a labyrinth of recking alleys, a handsome street has

been cut. This avenue is lined, like the western side of the Place de

Greve, by lofty and imposing houses. Trees are planted there, as in

the large Boule^ards. It is connected with the Place du Chatelet,

with the tower and square of St. Jacques de la Boucherie, to the

south of which the new Lyric Theatre has just been built ; there also

is the Depot General des Archives, and several other public offices.

But that which gives Englishmen a greater interest in this than in

other similar avenues in New Paris, is tlie fact of its being called the

" Avenue Victoria."

Hardly was the road marked out, when the Queen of England, in

1855, then on her visit to the Emperor, passed through it, to attend

the Fete given in her honour Iiy the Corps de A'ille._ The sides of the

Avenue wei-e then covered with painted representations of the houses

now built, garlands were himg across it, and flags were fluttering in

profusion.

To commemorate this visit, our coiu-teous neighbom'S have called

the street the "Avenue A'ictoria."

NouTHAMPTONsniKE Aechttectueal Society.—The annual autumn meet,

ing- of tliis society will be held, tliis year at Nortluinipton, iu tlio hall of the

Eelicrions and Useful Knowledge Society on tlir 2nd <i)' Ortober. It is rr«-

posed to collect, for the occasion, a series of antiq\ntics, illustrating the

history of Nortliamptonshiro, under the superiuteudKUoe of ttie local eoin-

mittce, whose monthly meetiuffs have been the means of bringing into notice

many scattered objects of local archaeological interest. The High Sheriff of

the county has promised to iireside.
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AUSTKALIAX PEOGEESS.
[FinsT XOTICK.]

(Front a CorrespoinUnf.).

Gheat results, as all the woi-ld knows, often

S|iviiii; tVominsip^nifieantand mean circumstonces.

Tlio falling of an npplo was tlio fii-st stop, under
the acute mind of Sir Isaac Newton, towards the

discovery of the laws of firi'aTitation ; the sinkinc; of

an old at(io roof, and the resting of all the jTowcr

on the distant part of the fulcruni of the aiiplicd

beam, led the youthful Pergusson to set his philoso-

phical and mechanical talents to work, and tlio re-

salt soon appeared in t he discovery of those two im-
portant bra!iches of mathematics—the lever, and
the wheel and axle. With reference to Soutli Aus-
tiitlia, wlio would have thought that when the

Government settled in their official wisdom, to

transiiort the rilf-ralT of society—the aristocracy

ofcouN-icts—that out of it an important colony
wo\iUl rear its head, and dcvelope iii so few years

such marvellous results ? Tho little ship which
sent out the first batch of convicts contained only

one chaplain,—an interesting fact, wheu wo con-

sider that the solo intellectuality of that vessel,

and of the first settlement also, was almost vested
in that one individu;d. For a quarter of a century
after the establishment of this great English pri-

son at Botany Bay, the inhabitants were confined
within a very small area, bounded by the Blue
Mountains. Then came tho introduction of the

Merino sheep, which were soon found so pre-

eminently successful. From the coutinnal in-

creasa of settlers, tho extension of territory be-

came essential, and Australia acquired its

fame as a useful and important colony of England.
It is our intention of devoting two papers to a

brief survey of two most remarkable, and
thri\nng colonies of Australia, \-iz.. South Austra-
lia and Victoria, noticing their architectural and
industrial progress, and such other matters as we
may deem of interest to tho reader.
With reference to South Atistralia, its history

for tho last eight or nine years has been that of

steady progress. Improvements were called into

existence by the introduction of the new consti-

tution ; roads, bridges, buildings, and dwelling
Jiouses were built, aud the industrial arts made a
considerable stride. Within our short limits it

woiUd be impossible to detail fidly tho number of
buildings erected recently, or the improvements
latel}' effected by the Government, and by com-
mercial enterjjrise. Progress has stamped
with its hand the principal towns, and made
them of note. The city of Adelaide was supplied
with water ; telegraph lines were estabUshed in

all directions, and railways were opened ; new
hospitals, a Parliament house, Government offices,

and barracks, were built on an expetisive

scale ; museums and institutes have been
added, and rivers that were considered to be
unuavigable, were made so ; mining districts

have been formed, aud a system of drainage
adopted essential to tho health and sanitary con-
dition of the colony. In a speech made last De-
cember by Sir R. MacDonuell, when Parliament
was being prorogued, he said that in 1855, when
he landed in the colony, there was not a mile of
railway opened, but now there wore fifty-seven
miles in use ; their coasts had been lit with ad-
ditional lights, and three additional harbours
had come into extensive use. Their population
had increased ti-om 83,000 to 130,000, while the
exports of colouial produce had risen from less
than £GPO,onu in 1855 to £1,808,000 for the year
ending the -SOth of last June. Instead of sixty
miles of made-road in the colony in 1855, ac-
corcUug to his statement, there were now more
than 200 miles ; wliilo there were 400,000 acres
of land in cultivation—nearly treble the estimate
of seven years ago. The colony now possesses,
we believe, nearly 700 miles of telegraphic com-
munication, which has been estabUshed dm-ing
the past seven years. These facts are of an in-
teresting character, as bearing upon tho great
progress this important colony has so recently
made.

Concerning the mineral wealth of the colony,
we need say but little. Of the worth of the ex-
traordinary Burra-Bm-ra mine, or ofthe Kapunda
or 1 orke Peninsular mines, wo may observe,
in passing, that they not only engage, and are
still Ukely to continue to engage, a marvellous
number of workers, but are also productive of
great wealth and interest to the colonists. The
mineral found in South Australia is not
so much gold as copper, aud the annual yield of
this metal is indeed prodigious. The gross profit
to the shareholders of the Burra-Burra mines
amounts to about £70,000j while upwards of

£1,000,000 have been spent on wages aloue.

Adjoining tho mine is the town of Kooringa,
which is occupied by tho miners but sparsely.

We are informed, on the authority of Jlr. Fi-cde-

rick Sinnett, who has prepared and published

for gi-atuitous distribution at the Inteniational

Exhibition, m\ bchtdf of the colony, an account of

South .\ustralia, that " formerly the majority of

miners and their fhmilies used to burrow in sub-

terranean tenements, which they scooped out in

the sides of the Burra Creek, and they certainly

made their cm-ioiLS dwelling-caves astonishingly

comfortable. They often contained several

rooms, fire-places, good furniture, aud bi-i^ht

prints and ornaments, generally including a line

collection of polished malachite, and other spe-

cimens of copper ores, * * * x believe a few
of tho underground houses are still occupied,
but tho majority have been abandoued."

Unfortmiately, however, the habitations in the
adjoining towns are not much bettor. The
Burra Couipanj' will not part with tho laud, con-
sequently builders, lacldng securitj', ignore
architectural taste, beauty and finish in de-

sign, and the buililiugs are indescribably ugly
aud unadorned. A garden would be a luxury in

tlie town—a fact, indeed, acknowledged with re-

gret, to be an ill token of the state ofthe locality,

aud no credit to the colony. On the other hand,
Kapunda, whose mineral weal th is alike enormous,
is, with its adjacent townships, just as creditable

as Burra is the reverse. It has a number of in-

teresting and excellent buildings, schools, insti-

tutes, aud sacred edifices, which make it worthy
of the extent and excellence of the miue of

Kapunda. Nearly £4,000 is montlily put in cir-

culation in the neighbourhood, as outlay in the
working of the mine.
The Church of England numbers about 43,58",

while the Dissenters of the imited deuominaticms
^vill amount to considerably more than twice that

sum. There are about forty-eight churches in the

colony, the total estimated cost ofwhich is about
£G0,000 ; there are nineteen parsonages, and a
fair number of educational establishments. New
churches and parsonages are, however, every-
where about to be added, and plenty of work is

in baud for the South Australian builders. The
chapels for the Wesleyan Methodists number
eighty-uiuc, including fifty other buikbngs used
as places of worship. Catholics are plentifid ;

"Bible-Christians" are not few, and the cost of

the erection of their chapels has amomited to

about twenty-two thousand pomids.
Railroads are but in thcii' infancy. They are,

except one, in the hands of the Government, and
the capital invested in their consti-uction is

partly borrowed. A private capitalist has, how-
ever, started an imdertaking wUch is likely to be

successful—the construction at Wallaroo of a
raiU-oad about six miles in length. A board is

appointed by Act of Council, which has the super-

intendence of all the main roads, and an
amiual vote is made in the Houses of Assembly
for their maiuteuance and extension. The tele-

graphic commiuiication is fast becoming popidar,

and yields a fair profit to the Government, who
likewise have the sole command ofthis enterprise.

There are about 4,000 miles of telegraph wires in

operation at the present time in the colony.

We should not be doing justice to our subject,

did we not briefly allude to the Adelaide water-
works, which are not the least important of tho

public inidertakings of this thi'iving colony. Ade-
laide is well supplied with water of considerable
purity. The Government have erected the water-
works at au expense of £250,000, aud an un-
limited quantity is given on the constant supply
system. The source of supply is, we believe,

about ten miles fl'om the city, aud tho water is

conveyed first to a huge reservoir about seven
miles from Adelaide, which covers an area of

twenty-six acres. Here the water is stored, and
conveyed through pipes to North and South
Adelaide. It is said that eight thousand tons of
cast-iron pipes, at a cost of £80,000, have been
imported from England for tho water supply of
this city alone. Public baths and other institu-

tions consiune a vast amount of water daily.

Soiith Australia possesses some creditable
buildings, wliich have in them the character of
careful and tastefid design. It has its gaols,
which fortunately are never fUlod. One of the
most attractive buildings in Adelaide Is the
Hospital, in the Italian style of architecture, but
ouly the centre and one wing have been com-
pleted, at a cost of £23,000. Already tho build-
ing is more than sufficient for tho requirements
of tho institution. There are extensive grounds
contiguous, aud cffices aud residences attached.

The Lunatic Asylum, of Elizabolhan period, cost
CS,O00. This building has not the reputation of
being a light, but, if anything, a gloomy structure.

Mr. Sinnett, whom wo have already quoted, con-
siders it to be " not oppressively gloomy, but
the great care taken by modern architects to
gi\'e the utmost possible lightness and cheerful-
ness to such buildings has not been observed.
In some of tho corridors the windows are so high
from the gi'omul that it is diflicult to Bee out ot
them, and little art has been employed in any
part of the building to disguise the "fact of its

being a iilace of confinement." Tho South
Australian Institute is considered to be an ex-
cellent building and a credit to Adelaide. It
was erected at a cost of £7,000, and consists of
a reading-room, library, entrance hall, board and
coft'ee rooms, class-rooms, and a gallery, about
84 it. by 15 ft., which is partly appropriated to
the School of Design, and partly as a museum.
The building, liowcver, is still incomplete, and
at some future time, a lecture-room wortliy of
the institution may be added. Government
House, which is used as the residence of Her
Majesty's representative, was commenced many
years since, and has lately been enlarged. Tho
design is Italian, tho cost of the additions
£10,000, and the architect was Jlr. G. S. King-
ston. A series of Governmeut oflices have been
erected, on a prominent site in Adelaide, but
have not as yet been entirely finished. The
" Parliament Houses," so-caUed, are built in the
style of James I., under the supervision of Mr.
Bonnet Hayes. The Supreme Court, in Victoria-
square, is considered to be a handsome building,

aud has cost £10,000 in its erection. There are
other important buildings, which we must only
briefly notify. The Armoury and PoUce Bar-
racks are handsome erection i in the Tudor
style. Tho Custom House, Court House, and
the adjacent line of oflices, are in 1 1 i Italian

style, aud have ouly recently been erected. A
Botanical Garden affords the inhabitants an in-

tellectual treat, which is enhanced by the addi-
tion of enclosures for animals, and cages and
aviaries. This garden is supported by an anuual
grant, and is tinder tho control of a properly-
constituted body of governors.
Such is South Australia—au important colony,

in a thriving condition, which seems likely to

increase in i-eputation and in wealth daily. There
are about 1,340 builders, carpenters, building

survej'ors, timber merchants, saivyers, &c., in
the colony, and about 900 masons, slaters,

bricklayers, hodmen, and stuccomen. There are
also 490 quan-yjnen, brickmakers, and labourers,

&c. These facts are derived from the census of
1801, aud may bo taken, therefore, as coiTcct.
The engineering world is well representeiin the
colony, though it has been declared that one man
coidd do all the civil engineering aud not be
very hard-worked. This may be accounted
for by the fact that the Government otficials

generally superintend all works of consb'uction
themselves ; though we doubt not, if sufficient

energy were brought into existence, this mono-
poly might not be so extensive. However, there
is a scarcity of work for this class of professional

labour, and talent cannot create the demand.
With reference to architects and sm-veyors, the
same remarks might apply. Unfortmiately there
is a greater number than is reciuired. But tho
private practice is extensive, and there is every
likebhood of its becoming daily more so, as im-
provements are being constantly made in propor-
tion to tho growing wants of the colony. We
conclude this notice by quotiug from the pages
of the account of this colony, already referred to,

the wages of journeymen connected with tho
biuldingtrade:—"Brickmakers, per 1,000 without
burning, 14s. ; fencers, per rod, 3 rails, 2s. 6d.

to 33. ; sawyers, per 100 ft. cedar. Us. ; ditto, per
100 ft., deal, Ss. ; stoucbreakers, per cubic yards
2s. Od. to 5s. 9d. Bricklayers, per day, ivithout

board and lodging, 8s to lOs. ; carpenters, 8s. to

10s. ; labourers, Os. to 7s. ; masons, Ss. to 10s.

;

painters, Ac, 8s. to 93. ;
plasterers, 8s, to 10s. j

and plumber.?, 10s."

The great entrance h.all of the Munich rail-

way station has been adorned with two frescoes,

executed by Herr Echter, a pupU of Kaulbach.
They are two allegorical pictures pourtrayiug tho
motive powers of modern traflic

—" Steam and
Electricity."

Accounts from St. Petersburg state that at the en
of last mouth there were in Russia 33,104 verstes o
electric telegraph (24,000 miles). The number o
stations was 150. An additional length of 10,3£5
verstes is in cotu-se of being established.
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SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERS.

The fifth annual meeting of the South Wales In-

stitute of Engineers was held at Swansea on 12th

anJ 13th inst. The following axe abstracts of the

principal papers read :—
The Selection and Tkeatjient of Coals foe

Blast Furnaces. By Mk. J. Cox.

After a few introductory observations, Mr. Cos
proceeds

— '^ Of late years, however, the chemist has
come to the assistance of the mechanical engineer,
and, by showing liim the relative value of the com-
bustible constituents of the different coals, has
enabled him to see where his results fell short of
the theoretic value. ... In the early history
of iron the smelting was effected solely by the

hard ii'on, and almost converting white iron into
grey, and nothing short of a total freedom from
sulphur was, therefore, attributed to it. When
burnt, however, in locomotives the report of the
drivers led at first to a very different conclusion.
They stated it to be full ofsulphur, and that (to use
their own language) it stunt so that they coidd not
stand upon the engine. As this statement, so far
as regarded the copious evolution of offensive
vapour, was found to be correct, it was more than
probable that the trialswouldhavebeen immediately
discontinued had not the favourable character
received with this coal come from a source which
placed it above suspicion ; they were, therefore,
proceeded with, and watched with more than
ordinary care and curiosity. The result was that
the action of sulphur could nowhere be detected by

charcoal of wood, and tliis primitive method being 1

those effects which had come to be regarded as the

still in operation in foreign works where extensive
forests permit its continuance, brings us acquainted
with the fact that the ii-on so smelted is of great
purity. This being supposed to be due to the
absence in that combustible of deleterious matters
kno^vn to exist more or less in all coal, has
established so firmly the belief that coal can never
fuUy supply the place of wood for the manufacture
of iron of the highest purity. All works which are
celebrated for the excellence of their pig, the use
of some particular seam of coal for the smelting
furnace is a sine qua non of the manufacture :

—

The 'better- bed* for the best brands of York-

natural consequence of its presence ; no action
could be perceived on the face of the fire-box, or on
the tubes, which remained clean, and of a snowy
whiteness ; and (which was more conclusive)
no trace of copper could be found in the ashes
from the smoke-box. It thus became evident
that the rough estimate of the quantity of
injurious matter in the coke usually made by the
engine-drivers, from the amount of noxious effluvia
escaping from the fire-door, was not in this case a
correct one, the reason of which became manifest
when it was known that it did not consist of sul-
phurous acid, but of the much more suffocating

shire, and the 'three-quarters' and 'old coal' of
j

y-^pour of the compound of sulphur and cyanogen,
the north-eastern portion, and the ' rock vein ' of
the eastern outcrop of the South Wales Mineral
Basin for the superior irons of Blaenavon and
Pontypool. It is not, however, intended to be as-

serted that finished ii-ou of the highest excellence
cannot be obtained from pig smelted by any fuel or
from any ore. Science has so completely exposed
the deleterious influences which are the causes of
inferiority in iron, and explained the means of their
removal, that the purification by after processes is

now a question only of labour, of fuel, and of waste,
and it is only Umited by the cost ; but the inference
is, that the selection of the fuel is as essential as
the selection and treatment of the ores. Analysis

inasmuch as, had it consisted ofsulphurous acid, it

effect in producing steel, the purity of which is of
such essential consequence to its ultimate usefulness.
Several modes of operating in the puddled furnaces
have been proposed. That of Riepe has some objec-
tions, inasmuch as the raw pig iron is melted down
into the mass of iron after manipulation, thus pro-
ducing a mechanical mixture of pig iron and -wrought
iron rather than true homogeneous steel. Spencer's
adaptation of two fire-places to the fui-nace, whereby
an oxidising and reducing tempirature could be
produced alternately, is not necessary, the true
theory of puddUng not depending upon these several
conditions, the decarbonising of "pig" being
efiected by the oxiiiisation of the cinder, and not by
the sUghtly oxidising atmosphere of the furnace.
The ordinary puddling furnace is found to answer
the purpose well, and no variation need be made in
in the usual mode of manipulation, the result de-
pending entirely upon the temperature at which
the operation is carried on. When the temperature
of the furnace is higli the boiling iron remains in a
fluid state for a longer length of time than when
low ; hence more carbon is expelled before the iron
comes to " nature," or solidifies. It is well blown
that the melting point of iron varies inversely to
the quantity of carbon which it contains, that
is, the greater the proportion of carbon, the
lower the temperature at its point of fusion.
It follows from this that jffluid iron be decarbonised
at a lower temperature than in iron making, solidifi-

cation takes place at a point when it conttiins more
carbon, and that being sufficient to constitute steel.
The manufacture of puddled steelappearsto be suf-

wouid have been evidence of the presence of a large i ficiently simple; but when hard varieti
quantity of the sulphuret of iron, a portion only of
which can be decomposed at intense heats, because
it is fluxed before the hydrogen of the air can have
time to act upon it, whereas as sulpho-cyanogcn it

was evidence of the dissipation of the sulphur by its
union with cyanogen, which union is at the same
time promoted by the intense heat by which the
cyanogen is generated. We have, therefore, when
operating mth this coke, no difliculty in accounting
for the absence of all the injurious effects which
would ordinarily be the result of the sulphur it con-
tained. The cyanogen which is generated by its

gives the constituents of coal, as carbon, hydrogen, combustion under blast unites with the sulphur,
oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, and ash—the latter i"'" carries it off in vapour ; and as it is in this state

composed chiefly of lime, alumina, silica, and iron, 'f^perativo on the fire-box of the locomotive, there
Experience shows that when the sulphur is in con- ,

'^•^i '^^ no difliculty in believing that it would also

nection with iron, the process of coking does not
(

""' be detrimental to the iron in the blast furnace
totally discharge it—although w.atering the coke

I

^^^ cupola. Cyanogen has long been known to
when hot will evolve a part, and 40 per cent, of the i

exercise an influence upon iron, as erinced by its

reniaijider may be dissipated if the watering be
done in the oven—still a considerable quantity ivill

remain in the coke, sufficiently to act most in-

juriously on the iron it is intended to smelt, and to
which the phenomena which attended the com-
bustion of coke in the fire-box of the locomotive
enabled us to assign a relative quantity before the
analysis of chemistry had come to our assistance.
In the year 18-39-41) a series of experiments were
made on the Great Western Railway to determine
the relative value of the coals of South Wales,
Somerset, and Gloucestershire, for the manufacture
of locomotive coke, and the result of all the obser-
vations on the coking of coals in general, and the
combustion of their coke, may be succinctly stated
to be, that, although a part of the sulphur they
contain is evolved in coking—as sulphuretted
hydrogen and another part may, by watering
the coke in the oven, be driven off in the same
form—a portion still remains wliich the intense heat,
produced by the combustion of their coke under
blast, fuses and fires with the iron wliicli accompanies
it, before the oxygen of the air can have time to act
upon and dissipate it as sulphurous acid ; and that,
even in the best and purest, there is an amount
which human skill has as yet failed to dispose of or
to neutralize, which it requii-es but little considera-
tion to satisfy us must be as injurious to the iron
smelter as proved to be destructive to the tubes of
the engines. It was also clearly proved that during
the process of coking part of the nitrogen of some
coals does unite with carbon, and form cyanogen,
instead of folloiving the usual course of uniting
mth hydrogen to form ammonia, but we are at
present in the dark as to the nature ofthe conditions
which govern the formation of this combination

;

but when it does take place experience convinces us
that it does so more extensively when the tempera-
ture is at the highest ; or, in other words, that the
formation of sulpho-cyanogen is the greatest
towards the latter part of the process of destructive
distillation in the gas retort. The experience,
therefore, of the gas engineer ha3 put us in posses-
sion of the fact that in the coking of some coals
part of their nitrogen forms cyanogen ; that this
cyanogen unites with sulphur, and is evolved %vith
it ; that the creation and evolution of this compound
is greatest the higher the temperature at whicli we
work ; in other words, that certain coals contain in
themselves the germs of a power of rendering in-
noxious a portion of the sulphur they contain, the
generation of which power is, to a great extent,
under our control. Other experiments having been
tried, the coke of the ' three-cjuarter' coal was
reported by the iron-founders to whom it was sent
as possessed of extraordinary purity, as softening

converting the surface of it into steel in the process
called case-hardening, and it is more than xjrobable
tiiat it may exert a beneficial pow-jr even greater
than is now attributed to it ; and at tliis time, when
the iron trade may be said to be undergoing a re-
volution, when for the commonest as well as the
highest purposes the use of iron of inferior quality
is rapidly giving way to that of steel, in the conver-
sion of which cyanogen is by many supposed to play
a very important part, it may not, perhaps, be con-
sidered presumptuous to suggest that it may possibly
exert a similar desulphuretting influence on the iron
itself as it does on the coke from which it is pro-
duced, nor to point to the eflluvia discharged from
the bubbles of cast steel and the blisters in bUster
steel in corroboration of thetheory. The conclusion,
therefore, come to is that, as cyanogen when pro-
duced evidently unites with sulphur when present,
it is obvious that the less sulphur there remains in
the coke the larger will be the amount of cyanogen
which will be left free to perform whatever beneficial
effect it may be able to exercise on the iron itself,
and that, therefore, no pains should be spared to
dispel as much of the sulphur as it is possible by
other means, such as by watering the coke in the
oven at a high temperature."

Mk. Geo. Parry's Paper on Puddled Steel.
The secretary read the paper written by Mr.

Parry on " Puddled Steel." The writer said that
it was pretty well known that one essential differ-
ence between steel and cast iron is that the latter
contains about three times the amount of carbon
required to constitute the former ; hence, it would
appear that to form steel woidd only necessitate the
expulsion of two-thirds of the carbon, and the pro-
duction of steel would follow as a matter of course.
Practice, however, had proved that such was not
the case, as cast iron, as ordinarily made, contains
other impurities than excess of carbon. In the at-
tempt to form steel by remo\Tng the carbon, by
blowing au- into the fluid metal, both carbon anil
silicon are expelled ; not so, however, with sulphur
and phosphorus, two ofthe most pernicious elements
contained in cast iron. They remain behind in the
steel, and exert, more or less, a deteriorating influ-
ence in proportion to the amount originidly present
in the cast iron. In the course of the decarbonisa-
tion of cast iron by the puddling process in this
country, not only is the carbon reduced to the
desired extent, but the silicon, sulphur, and phos-
phorus pass ott' into the cinder, the re-working of
which, in the blast smelting furnaces, produces that
kind of bad u-on loiown as

'

' cinder iron." The vast
amount of impurities found in the cinder shows the
powerful action of the puddling operation as a refin-
ing agent, and claimed special attention to its

quired, and a consequent low temperature necessi-
tated, it is difficult to effect complete welding of the
graniiles which forms the ball, more especially when
pig iron containing much siUcon is employed.
Perhaps there is no manufacture capable of greater
variation in its several parts than that of east steel.
In producing the best steel, bar iron is first made,
because, during the time taken for the total expijl-

sionofthe carbon, other injurious properties are
also got rid of, which are not re-introduced tluring
the addition of the necessary amount of carbon to
form steel. Steel produced direct from pig iron, by
its partial decarburation, as in the Bessemer and
other analagous processes, therefore, cannot possess
the purity of steel made from bar iron, unless pig
iron could be made equally pure with bar iron. The
fusion of wrought or bar iron into steel necessitates
the employment of a temperature so excessively high
that the operation has only been at present coil^
ducted in crucibles of 40 lb. to 50 lb. charge. There
is g:ood reason, therefore, for stating that there is no
difficulty in effecting the fusion and carlmrating of
%vrought iron, and finding it in any quantities, like
pig iron, from large furnaces, thus affording to en-
gineers the command of a better cast steel than can
be produced from pig iron direct.

Mining in the County op Leitrim. By Mr.
H. T. James.

This paper stated that some beds of coal and iron-
stone had been discovered in various parts of Ire-
land, and if Irish capitalists had possessed only a
moderate amount of enterprise they would long ago
have turned it into account. It was generally
asserted that the coal beds of Ireland were very
shallow, but the writer doubted whether any re-
liance could be placed upon that statement. A bedof
coal not exceeding 2 ft. in thickness had been worked
for some time on the brow of a mountain near
Lough ^Vllen, and the coal was found to be highly
bituminous, well adapted for domestic purposes, the
only drawback being a thin layer of shale, which
was very apt to stick to it, and prevent its sale in
very large quantities. It is, however, worked
cheaply, and in winter 10s. per ton was^obtained for
it, and in summer Gs. or Ts. per ton. The other
seams were very liable to be molested by faults.

When the former Crevella Iron Company was in
existence, they laid out a great deal of capital in
Leitrim to produce a coke which may be success-
fully used for smelting purposes. A second (the
present) Crevella Iron Company was employed in
working a very rare deposit ofironstone about four
miles north of Drunikeerin,'with the riew of dia-

covering whether iron could be manufactured by
the use of peat charcoal as fuel. The ground being
exceedingly soft, no blasting was required.

The Applicaiion of Macuineiiy to Cutting
Coal,

By Mr. C. H. Waring, of Meath.

The secretary next read this interesting and valu-

able paper, the various points of which were more
fully explained during the reading by the model
exhibited by the writer. Mr. Waring says :

—
" The

application of scientific principles to practical pur-

poses has not only increased the power of produc-
tion, but has materially reduced the cost of our
manufactures ; and wonderful progress has been
made during the present century in assisting and
alleriating human labours by mechanical con-
trivances and the employment of natural agencies.

To steam-power we are mainly indebted for our
commercial prominence ; but it is remarkable that

the prime agent of this great power—coal—is still

excavated by tools of the most primitive description.
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;iml roquirintr llio utmost amount of Ijodily exertion

tn ivniler it effective. The stooping or lylnrf posture

ill wlii.li the collier is usually oblitred to work is most

iiiifiivnurable for the proper application of liis nius-

. ular force, and renders liis labour imusually severe,

ami tliis jrenerally in a temperature which tends to

.liiuiiush his physical energies. From this me-

rhanical application of power results gi-eat loss in

ruttintrconl

—

,

"1st. Hy the appropriation or the coal seam
hrwcd, and the great difficulty of getting the re-

mainder ;

" 2nd. By the quality of the small coal so pro-

duced, and whic'h is worthless or nearly so
;

"3rd. By the quality of the size of the coal so

produced being poorer than if worked by a better

method ;

"4th. By the use of gunpowder, which shatters

the coal and renders it friable in transportation.

"5th. Hy the irregular fracture of the lumps of

coal oeeasiouing it to occupy more space in stowing

than if worked in more cubical foriiis, and, conse-

quently, requiring more wagon or ship room :

"nth. By the increased general charges, conse-

quent on the yield per acre of coal of marketable

quality not being so large as it might be.
" It is evident that if mechanical agency can be

applied to hewing coal the above series of losses

would be avoided. From esrperiments made it has

been shown that macliines worked by manual
power would not be practically ecouomi-al ; and,

therefore, it becomes necessary to adopt some
means of supplying mechanical power to the work-

ing faces of the coal. The power most suitable is

tluit of compressed air, which assists in ventilating

the colliery at the same time that it does its work.
In opening out a new sett headways may be driven

t i \iU-ious districts -without the expensive accora-

iiiiment of airway crosses; for the machine, with
lir engine, would cut and hew and ventilate at

•iame time, besides doing the work much more
:.il idly than can be done by manual labour. The
size of the macliine will vary according to the size

and quality of the seam to be worked, and according
to the method of cutting." [llr. Waring here ex-

plained, by diagrams and sections, the way in wlii'jh

liis machine would be applicable to the various

seams of coal, and, by arithmetical calculations, de-

monstrated the value and utility of such a machine
in cutting coal.] The writer then continues ; "The
diliiiulty of introducing such machines and the
m. >des of working will be fully understood by all en-

gaged in mining. To merely try experiments is

\^rv expensive, and to lay down air pipes and
erect the necessary ma-chinery for trying them
completely would in old and open collieries re-

?uire so large an outlay as to deter most proprietors

rom the speeulati-^n. There was also to be over-

come the prejudices of some, who consider that the
introduction of machinery \vill take the bread out
oftheir mouths, although experience has proved that

when the production ofany commodity is facilitated

by machiner}', the increased consumption, conse-

quent on the reduction of price, is such as to increase

the demand for labour in the production of that
peculiar commodity ; and hitherto the greater the
improvements in the getting and transporting the
coal, the greater has been the demand for labour to

obtain it. There is little doubt but that eventually
some means will be found to practically bring
macliinery in the worldng of minerals ; meanwhile,
the record of all done in this direction will be useful

to those who follow in the same endeavour. It is

hoped that this paper on the subject may elicit from
others the result of their trials and experience, not
only in the cutting of coal by macliinery, but in the
use of compressed air generally ; as proving the
practicability of this will go very far in assisting the
introduction of macliines in the headings and work-
ing faces of our coal mines."

The Te.ntilation of Mines.—Bv Mk. Hale.
The writer of this paper was formerly a working

miner in the Risca colliery, and was there at work
wdien the disastrous and fatal explosion occurred.
He is now a pupil in the Mining School of Bristol,
and as an algebraist is exceedingly clever, having,
perhaps, but few superiors. The paper in question
was only valuable for its algebraic calculations ; it

is ordered to be printed, and will be discussed next
meeting.
The president said that the thanks of the Institute

were specially due to those gentlemen who had
favoured them with such valuable papers that day,
and he would therefore move a cordial vote of thanks
to them. Carried ncm. con.

_
Mr. Brough moved a vote of thanks to the Coon-

cil of the Royal Institution for the use of the room
upon that occasion.
Mr. Thomas Evans seconded, remarking that the

Council of the Institution wero always ready and
pleased to give the Institute of Engineers every as-
sistance in their power.
The resolution was carried with acclamation.
Mr. Menelaus observed that this was the last time

they would have the opportunity of seeing their
friend Mr. Adams in the presidential chair, the new
president (Mr. Thomas Evans) entering upon his
duties at their next meeting, viz., the dinner. They
all knew that Mr. Adams had discharged his duties

most efficiently and zealously, and the Institute had
thereby derived great advantage. Without t'urtlicr

observations he would propose that tlie liest thanks
of the Institute bo given Mr. Adams for the elliiicnt

and able manner in which be had discharged tlio

duties of president during the past year. Mr. W.
S. Clark seconded, and the resolution was passed

most unanimously, and haWng been briefly acknow-
ledged by Mr. Adams, the proceedings termi-

nated.

TENBURY WELLS,
lis Atteactioxs and Improvements.

On tlio banks of the river Tome, famous for

its trout and grayling fishing, -within nine miles

fi'oni llio picturesque town of Ludlow, is situated

tho town of Teubury Wells, which has lately been
brought into a little notoriety on account of its

newly-discovered mineral -waters. The.se waters

have only been discovered a few years ago, but

from various causes bad not been fully brought

into service. Mineral springs are a very decided

acquisition to the popularity of any town, and an
incalculable benefit to its iidiabitants. A com-
pany was therefore formed, styling itself

" The Tenbuiy Wells Improvement Company,"
which obtained for ninety-nine years the lease of

the house and premises in -\vliioli the spring was
discovered, and the old well was thoroughly

cleansed, and sunk deeper, -with a reservoir at

the bottom, to contain a large quantity of the

water, and it was then " steened," in order that

fresh water might not enter. The Hereford Juur-

naJ of last week gave a very interesting account

of these wells, and tho subjoined pai-ticulars ofthe

character of its mineral w^aters :

—

"The foUo-iving is an analysis of a pint ofthe Ten-
bury water by Professor Daubeny.

Chloride of Sodium 8 96 grains

,,
Calcium 2.99

,, Magnesium 8.3

Bromine 0.425

Iodine a trace.

"The proportion of Chloride of Sodium (Muriate

of Soda) in a pint of Tenbury water exceeds that

contained in the same quantity of any known water

in Europe.

H.lrrog.ite water contains per pint 77 grains
Cheltenliam ,, ,, ,, 50
Leamington ,, ,, ,,

53

The waters of Homburg, which contain,

according to Dr. Granville's work on
the German S]>as, much moreMuriate
of Soda than any other water in Ger-
iiLiiiy, only cont.ain per pint 70

tyiiilst Tenl-ury water contains per pint 89

"But tlieqn.antityof Chloride of Calcium (Muriate

of lime) in the Tenbury water is its most extraordi-

nary feature.

Harroeate water contains per pint only 1.5 grains

Ch-,"Uenham 6.21

Tunhridge 0.5

Tlie famous waters of Seidlitz, produc-

ing more Calcium than any other of

the German waters, contain per pint

only 8.0

Whilst the Tenbuiy water contains per

pmt 29.9

" Th^re is, however, a more recent analysis and
still 111 ire valuable testimony to the efficacy of these

waters from Professor Brande, who says that they
contain a tangible quantity of bromine ; they are

remarkable for their large proportion of chlorides
;

the almost entire absence of sulphates ; for the

entire alisence of carbonates ; and having a trace of

iodine. The quantities in a gallon of water were
found to be :—

•

Chloride of Sodium 1228.89

Chloride of Calcium 596. 6

Chloride of Magnesium 13.80

Chloride of Potassium 3.30

Bromide of Magnesium 2.27

Sulphate of Lime 1.10

Silica 2.20

Oxide of Iron 1.30

Total 1850.00"

These mineral waters have been liigbly recom-
mended by several medical gentlemen as ex-

tremely efEcacious in all kinds of skin disease,

rheumatics, gout, neuralgia, &c.; and, as ^viU bo
seen from the above account, contain no small
amount of mineral properties. We believe that

tlie town owes much to tho indefiitigable labours
of \Vm. Morris, Esq., in bringing these wells into

notice.

Several public improvements have recently
been effected in this town contiguous to the site

of the wells. New bath and pump-rooms have
been erected by a Limited Liability Company.
This company also propose building a hand-
some hotel and boarding-house on the site

of the " Crow Inn," adjoining these works.

The baths, which are surroiuided by pleasure

grounds, and entered by two halls, consist of a
pump-room, 32 feet long and 20 feet wide, with a

recess on one side of it, in which a liandsomo

fountain is placed, bath-rooms and a cottage for

the attendant. At an angle of the pump-room
are flie well and pumps, over which, to the height
of about 50 feet, is an octangular tower, termi-
nating in aspire. Mr. Cranston, of Birmingham,
was the designer, and Mr. George Smith,
builder, of Tenbury, carefully carried out the
work. We believe the roofs have been erected
on a principle patented by Mr. Cranston, w'hicli

give to the building a very pleasing cft'ect, and
great originality of outline. The roofs are con-
structed of metal—wrought-iron plates and rolls

being used,—which are held in their positions by
cast-iron clips, -with foliated ends. The Hereford
pajier says :

—"For agricultural cottages, cither
as |iermauent buildings or as portable erection?,

which tenants may put up and remove as easily

as a threshing machine, or anything for the con.
venience of trade is fixed or taken away, the
system is likely to bo very extensively ap-
plied. We tuiderstaud a four-roomed cottage,

complete in all its details, and both substantial
and elegant, can be supplied for from £70 to £80,
and if this be so, sm-ely the time will soon come
when the -\\Tetcliedness and crime ever attendant
upon the crowded hovels in our town and rural

districts will be greatly lessened, if not entirely

removed." The metal surfaces of the roofs have
been painted in colours, the larger flats being
French grey, and the rolls between them, and the
foliated clips at the ends of the rolls, are deeper
ill colour, and bluer in tint.

The various attractions of Tenbiyy Wells, its

mineral waters, magnificent scenery, its church
and college of St. Michael's, the fishing of the
Teme, and the important improvements daily
taldug place, -will, we doubt not, make this town
a favourite resort during the summer months.

MEDI.EVAL HOUSES AND CASTLES IN
ENGLAND.

(Concluded, from our last.)

" The last period to be here noticed is that in
which the breaking up of tlus system occurred,
and the Elizabethan mansion gradually arose.
This was about the time of King Henry YIIT.
The first instance of a designed and systematic
arrangement for leaving the hall, and dining in a
separate chamber, occurs at Wanswell Court, in

Gloucestershire, built about 1460. Here the
space that would have formed the dais of the
hall is separated by a -\vall, w-hich does not reach
more than half of its height, by which a private
room is formed for the lord to dine apart. This
fasMou by degrees supplanted the original

custom, and, whilst banqueting rooms and -with-

drawing rooms •were added to what may be called
the ' living part ' of the house, additional bed-
rooms were also constructed. The long solars

were subdivided, and, in every respect, privacy
and convenience were more studied. As the
country became rapidly richer from the impulse
given to trade by the discovery of America and
the increase of the jsrecious metals, and as tho
feudal system broke up, habits and manners
rapidly changed, and in nothing was the change
more apparent than in tho arrangements of the
dwelling-house. Late in the 15th and at the be-
ginning of the ICtli centiu-y the houses of the
preceding period were almost miiversally altered

The hall was divided into two stories. Being
no longer required for the entertainment of .a

feudal retinue, a smaller height was sufficient,

and the altered customs of the time rendered
additional bedroom accommodation necessary.
Both purposes were answered by inserting a floor

at the level of the bedrooms. From this to the
so-called Elizabethan house, the transition was
almost imperceptible. We have in this altered

house a hall in the centre—a wing containing
bed-rooms for the family, and another containing
bedrooms for the guests and servants. In Eliza-

beth's reign, the main outline, though still very
similar, is more complete. From a porch you
enter a long hall of one story. In the wings are
sitting rooms on the ground floor, adajited to

various uses, as, for instance, a private dining-

room and a -withdrawing room (this was often

upstairs), with kitchens and servants' offices.

Over these are bedrooms in the centre and in the
two -wings, and besides, as the whole is of larger
dimensions, garrets for the servants are intro-

duced in the roof. Part of the roof is often so
constructed as to form a long gallery for recep-
tions, and there are instances in which it forms a
library.

" From this period the resemblance to a mo-
dcrii English house is so close that manv ne^v
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houses are now bnilt in strict imitation of the

Elizaliethan model. The most important differ-

ence between a modem house in imitation of the

Elizabethan model and a real honse of that period

is the carefiJ provision of a separate approach

to each room, the oriorinal plan haring been to

approach each room through that wliich prece-

ded it. Each wing, in fact, formed merely a sub-

divided solar.
" But it is right to notice in this place the fact

that about this time houses of a very different

description were very commonly erected. These

were constructed in the form of a quadrangle,

and Bometimea a double quadrangle, with the

division between the two, more especially in the

early portion of the period. In this case the

apartments for the iamily occupied the principal

court, including in this term the hall and the

chapel. The offices occupied the inferior court.

There was usually, in this style of building, a

handsome gatehouse as an entrance. Many very

noble specimens of these gatehonses still remain.

In the colleges at our two xmiversities are to be
found very perfect specimens of residences con-

structed on such plans. Castellated buildings were
constructed Tvith gatehouses at a much earlier

period, but these were calculated principally for

defence. "What may be termed domestic gatehouses

were very little adapted to this purpose. They were
designed and admirably adapted for decoration.

Such buildings covered a vast space of gromid
and were occupied by a large number of persons.

They contained stabling for many horses, shops
for carpenters and other workmen, brewhouses,
bakehouses, stowage for wood, and farming
premises. The rooms were so an*anged that the

one formed a passage to the other, the idea of a
general passage not having yet developed itself.

In many cases, however, groups of apartments
^pre approached by a sepai-ate staii-case fi-om the

qsadrangles. Houses of this character were,
however, rather the development of the castle

than of the dwelling-house. It is, therefore,

proper that a short description should now be
otFered of the progress of the medixval castle,

in order that this point may be made more
inteligible.

" The castle, in very early times, and down to

the 13th century, was frequently a collection of
houses surrounded by a ditch and a bank, with a
palisade of strong stakes. Behind these wag a
wall of enceinte as an inner defence. This mode
of construction was first succeeded by rectan-
gular buildings of stone, with very thick and
lofty walls, dirided into several stories, and
having a tower at each angle. These castles

were surronnded by a wet or dry ditch, accord-
ing to the position in which they were built.

They contained a variety of chambers, which
served for apartments by day as well as sleeping
rooms at night. The principle room.s for the use
of the lord were in the higher stories, because
the primary consideration of defence rendered it

neces.^aiy to restrict the lower windows to the
smallest possible size, whilst in the upper stories

at 50 or 60 feet from the ground, openings were
admissable that supplied abundance of light and
air, and were suited to the requirements of a
wealthy family. A certain space was enclosed
ronnd these citadels or keeps, as they were
naaally termed, and within this circuit were many
buildings for different uses, wliich in ordinary times
contributed to the convenience of the garrison. It
was only when these outer defences were forced
that they retired into their last stronghold. This
wag well proWsioned, carefully provided with
water by wells or springs—often, as at Rochester
and the Tower of London, more than 100 feet
high, and capable of a stout resistance. Tliis
was the prevailing form until uearly the close of
the thirteenth century, and, to this time at least
many of the bnildings in the enciente were of
wood, even in the royal castle of Windsor. Dur-
ing the reigns of the first three Edwards (1272-
1377) a different system wag commenced and
perfected. The outer works of the enceinte
were much sh-engthened. More use was made
of water as a defence by constructing moats, and
in some instances—as at Leeds Castle, in Kent,
and Kenilworth, in Warwickshire—artificial lakes
round the whole fortress. The lofty and solid
keeps were found inconvenient, and 'sttffered to
go to decay, at least so far as pm-poses of resi-
dence were concerned. They were probably for
some time longer capable of being used defen-
sively in an extreme case, but the lords ceased
to reside in them. For this purpose buildings
were constructed within the circtiit of the en-
ceinto, almost exactly on the plan of the dwell-

ings already described, though varied by the

shape ofthe'grotmd and other accidental circum-

stances. The residential part still consisted,

as far as possible, of a large hall, _with a

cellar tmder or adjoining it, having a

solar over the cellar in the latter case,

or near it in the former, namely, at the back of

the da'is, or raised platform, at the upper end of

the hall. In close communication with the dais

was also a chapel. For the garrison guard-rooms

were built, and other rooms for the many and

vaj-ious retainers. There were frequently three

such groups of dwelUngs; one for the lord's

family, one for the retainers in general, and one

for tlie more strictly military body ; and each

had its o\vn kitchen and cellar. Tho cellar was

used for stowing salt provisions, as well as wine

and beer, and was therefore roomy, and, for the

most part, stmk into the ground for about half

its height.
" For the protection of this military town, as

we may almost consider it, there was a barbican,

or tete-do-pont, at the head of the bridge over

the moat. This bridge was constructed so as to

be raised or lowered at jileasure, and led into a

gatehouse, which was furnished ^vith massive

iron-studded gates and a strong portcullis. Be-

hind these barriers was a moveable palisade, and

over the gateway were usually machicoulis, tho

name given to a projection resting on corbel

stones. Through tho intervals of these stones

hot water and other missiles could be hurled on

the assailants, or water thrown to extinguish the

fires sometimes lighted to burn the gates, with-

out the persons of the defenders being ex-

posed to the missiles of the enemy. This

formidable outwork led into the outer bai-

ley, which was the space between a low

outer wall, pierced with loopholes, flanked by
bastions, and sm-mounted by battlements, and
the more massive and loftier wall of enceinte.

This latter was sufficiently thick to allow of a

rampart on its summit, protected on its outer side

by battlements, along which the soldiers

could move freely, whenever the pm-poses of the

defence required them to shift their position. In

the centre ofeach battlement there was frequently

a loophole for the discharge of arrows. The in-

ner bailey, or portion enclosed by the wall of

enceinte, was, in the larger castles, subdi^-ided

into two or more courts. In this case the hall

was usually, though not invariably, placed in the

range of buildings which divided one court from
the other. As in the former description of

castle, the residence of the lord was in the upper
stories, for the sake of the mndows, so, in the
Edwardian type, the Tvindows were made to look

into the courts, and the outer walls were seldom
pierced with anything but loopholes.

" The outer court, where there were several,

and the space nearest the gateway, in the smaller
specimens, was usually occupied by farming pre-
mises and stables. A good example of this

arrangement may be seen at Esquclbec, near
Cassel—a curious castellated building, probably
well known to many members of this academy.
The inner courts, as more remote from danger,
were occupied by the bulk of the inhabitants,

but the guard-rooms were, as might be expected,
near the gateway, as most convenient for repell-

ing an attack. At Leeds Castle, where the
arrangement of the gatehouse buildings can still

be distinctly made out, tliere was an officer's

apartment between two guard-rooms, with a
portcullis chamber, approached by a narrow pas-
sage in front. Under the larger guard-room
there was a stowage or cellar, and adjoining it a
kitchen, from which there was an opcniug or
bnltery-hatch, through which the meals were
served. Under the other there was an apart-
ment n-ithout a fire-place, which was probably a
stable. A turret-staircase led to a leaden roof,

from wliich the archers could conduct the defence
of the entrance.
" As t'ne invention of gunpowder gradually

made such fortresses mitenable, and as tlie decay
of the feudal system, after the wars of the Roses,
tmdermined the military rights of tho oivners,
these castles lost from time to time their warlike
character, the more military portions not bein^-
renewed as they decayed, and being altered to
suit altered habits of life. It was thus that the
collegiate mansions of Heniy VIII. and Eliza-
beth—if I may use this expression to charac-
terize the buildings I have previously referred
to—arose out of the dechne of the castles, whilst
the domestic Elizabethan honse, as was previ-
ously stated, arose out of the gradual expansion
and completion of tho residences first occupied

by the smaller gentry and the more optdent

traders.

"Much of the views here detailed is based

upon the able and elaborate work of my friend

Mr. J. H. Parker, of Oxford, entitled ' Domestic

Architecture of the Middle Ages.' To that work
I would confidently refer those who wish to

pursue farther the subject, of which an outhne

only has been given in these pages."

ST. PETER'S SCHOOL CHAPEL, YORK.

This church, the opening of which we noticed

last week, is in the Early Decorated style of

architecture. The chapel and the school are

tmited by means of a passage, 9 feet in width

and 30 "feet in length. Above this passage

there is a gallery opening into the chapel by a

double arcade. The front of tho gallery is con-

structed of deal, with geometrical tracery-panels,

stained and varnished in harmony wiih the

internal fittings of the chapel. The general

architectui-al characteristics of the building are

similar in design to the collegiate chapels at

[
Oxford and Cambridge. The edifice has fotrp

I

walls, and one roof covers the whole, by which

I

the necessity of having columns, piers, and

arches is obviated. The internal length of the

chapel is 105 feet, and the width 31 feet 6 inches,

the otiter walls being 2 feet inches in thick-

ness. They are built hollow, and faced upon the

i outside with Bradford sets, whilst the masonry

oftho windows, buttresses, tablings, and cornices

j

are of Ancaster stone. The height of the chapel

I

from the floor line to the top of the internal

battlemented cornice running along the sides of

the buiding is 21 feet 6 inches, and fi-om the floor

to the apex of the roof tho height is 43 feet 6

inches. The chapel is lighted at the west end by a

couple of two-hght windows, surmoimted with

i
gable lights, over which is a one-bell turret,

j

supported by buttresses rising from the gi-ound.

That side of the structure adjoining the school ia

also lighted by two-hght -windows, except at the

place occupied by the gallery above the passage.

On the opposite side of the building also are two-

light windows of corresponding character, and

the eastern end of the roof is hghted by doi-mar

windows, which throw out the timbers to advan-

tage and improve the general cflect. The win-

dows have tracery of geometrical pattern, and

are filled in with Cathedral glass, and have

stained borders.

The roof of the structure is of open timber

work, and of hammer-beam construction, -with

semicircular ribs. The brackets and spandrila

underneath the hammer-beams are supported by

stone corbsls, irith carved caps, underneath

each of which is a polished marble cylinder,

with carved terminations. The chapel is divided

into six bavs, with the addition of an apsidal

chancel of five bays. The chancel rcof is so ar-

ranged that the' circular braces and tiinbers

spring from the angles of the apse to the point of

the ridge, which is surmounted outside by a

handsome vane. The timbers of the roof are

stained and varnished, and the spaces between

the spars are plastered and tinted blue. Do-svn

the centre of the chapel runs an aisle, 4 feet

9 inches in width, and the seats are arranged

in rows on either side. The length of each of

the sittings is 13 feet 4h inches, and they are

capable of accommodating eight persons. The

seats are of deal, and the ends of pitch pines

finished ivith trefoil heads -with sloping backs. The

bench ends are pierced with quatrefoils, and

book boards and hat rails are provided in all the

sittings for the convenience of the worshippers.

The chancel is raised two steps above the chapel

flooring, and the sittings in this part of the

sacred edifice are nine feet six inches in

length, and face each other. They are intended

for the choir. The seats immediately adjoimng

the wall on each side are raised several mchea

higher, and the backs arc filled in with orna-

mental tracei-y capping, the stall ends termi-

nating vrith carved poppy heads. The lectern

stands in the centre, and is in front of tho cou-

gi-egation. It has a book board, and is supported

by a pedestal and buttresses, and ornamented

-with quatrefoils. The pulpit is of deal, stained

and varnished. It is octagonal in shape, is

placed on the north side of the chancel, and its

faces are pierced ^vith quatrefoils. The altar

rails are of deal with oak capping, have small

cylinders and angle brackets filled in with

tracerj-, and are stained and varnished. At the

north side of the chapel a neat entrance porch ia

erected. There is a cross aisle from tho porch
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to the opposite siilo, -nlicro Micro isacorrcspoml-

ing ontranc'6 tor tlie pupils of ttie school. 'I'ho

tlooriiig is laid clown with rod and black Stiiffonl-

shiro tiles, phicoil dirnfoiiidly or diamond-shaped,
and they look remarkably veil. A fine-toned

orpin is ercoted in tho gallery, which is from the

establishment of Mr. Hill, New-Road, Tjondon,

and is tho gift of tho lion, and Very Rev. tho

Dean of i'ork. Tho building is littecl up by Mr.
Fryer, of Fetter-Iano, York, with an ctfieieut

heating apparatus of hot water pipes, placed un-
derneath the ai.ilcs. Afresh-air chamber runs
tho entire length of tho chapel, and tho pipes aro
li.\ed in a flue upon each side of this air chamber.
Gratings are fixed at intervals in the floor above
tho lieating jiipes for tho emission of tho warm
nir. In the winter season tho apparatus will bo
found to be invaluable.

Tho church has boon erected from plans and
designs prepared from Messrs, J. B. and W.
Atkinson, of York, architects. The various
works have been executed in a most satisfactory

and busincss-liko manner by the under-mentioned
Y'ork tradesmen, viz.:—Masonry and brickwork,
Mr. Ralph Neathorley; joiners' win-k, Mr.
Rookledgc

;
plastering, Me.=srs. Oruft and Braith-

waito ; staining and varnishing, ijessrs. Harker
and Dodsworth

;
plumbing and glazing, Mr. M.

VarviH; slating, Mr. Ellis; carving, Mr. Cole;
and heating apparatus, Mr. Fiyer,

i-ying out these operations wcro raised

entirely from tho rates upon the inhabitants of the

city, and it appeared to him that it was only fair

aud just that a portion of tho amount that was re-

(piired for these purposes .should be obtained from

tho corporation resources. Mr. Lawluy opposed

it, on tho ground that it would tend to place too

nmeh power in the hands of tho sewers' connnis-

sion ; anil he at the same time said that the mo-
tion a]>peared to him to bo imnecessary, as the

Commissioners of Sewers could at any time come
to the court and ask for pecuniai-y assistance to

carry out any improveTuonts they wcro desirous

of effecting. A division was taken, when there

ap]ieared—for the motion G3 ; against it 29 ;

—

uuijority 3-1.

Tlie Londmi, Chatham, and Doner Railway.

—Mr. H. W. Vallance, the chairman of the

Bridge Iloaso Estates Committee, brought up a

report recommending the com't to approve of a

plan submitted by the London, Chatham, and

Dover Railway, for the erection of a railway

bridge across the River Thames at Blackt'riars.

Tho report was agreed to, and tlie court shortly

afterwards adjourned.

COUET OF COMMON COUNCIL.

On Tlmrsday week a Court of Common Council
was held at the Guildhall, under the presidency of
the Lord Mayor.

The Metropolitan Railiraxi

:

—Mr. J. Touxg, jnn.,

brought up a report from tho coal, coi-n, and
finance committee, having reference to the pro-
posed issue, by the directors of the Metropolitan
Railw.iy, of £300,000 preference shares, bearing
five per cent, interest, of which tho corporation
would be entitled to claim £70,580 in amount, if

they thought fit to do so. He said that the com-
mittee had decided to recommend the court not
to increase the amount already invested by the
corporation in this undertaking ; but he wished
it to be understood that they had not arrived at
this conclusion from any doubts as to the ultimate
success of the company ; but, having regard to
the large amount of money the corporation had
already invested, namely £200,000, in the shares,
and to the great demands that must necessarily
be made upon the corporation funds by the
erection of tho new lunatic asylum and the
market in Smithfield, the committee did not
consider itexpedieut to expend such a large addi-
tional sum of money in the shares of the Metro-
politan Railway at this moment. Tho report
was agreed to.

Bhiclcfriars Bndje.—Dk. Abrahati moved
that it should be referred to the Bridge House
Estates Committee to consider whether any and
what remuneration shoud be offered to the un-
successfid engineers who furnished jilans, designs,
estimates, Ac, for the erection of a new bridge
at Blackfi'iars, aud to report thereon to the court.
In support of his motion Dr. Abraham observed
that it should be borne in mind that these gen-
tlemen had been invited by the corporation to
send in these plans and estimates, and no one
could doubt that they had devoted a great deal
of time and attention to the subject, as well as
incurring a considerable expense, and he said it

appeared to him that they were both l''g.ally and
ecpiitably entitled to some compensation. The
motion was negatived by a large majority.

Citij Improvemmts.—liT. De Jersey, the
chairman of the City Sowers Commission, then
brought forward a motion that it should be refer-
red to a committee to consider whether this
court should aid, by grants of money from the
corporation funds, in such improvements as the
Commissioners of Sewers have at this time in
hand, or may hereafter consider it advisable from
time to time to effect for the public benefit, and
to report thereon. He said that the court was
well aware that in former times, before the Com-
missioners of Sewers were invested by Act of
Parliament with the powers they now possessed,
with reference to making improvements in the
City of London, the corporation had expended
large sums of money in various improvements.
Of late years, howeveV, this important duty had
been principally carried out by tho Commission-
ers of Sewers, and it was unnecessary for him to
remind the court of the important improvements
that had, upon several occasions, been car-
ried out by that body. The fiinds for car-

SOUTH NEWTON CHUHOH.
This churoh ha^ been restored. The SaUsbwnj

Journal says:
—"The old church was a very in-

teresting fl'tructure, containing portions of Nor-

man, Transition, Early English, and Perpendicu-

lar architecture, but having fallen into decay, it

became neoessaiy tc efl'ect a restoration of the

edifice. The restoration consisted ofthe rebuild-

ing of the nave and chancel, with the exception

of the east wall and the arcade, rebuilding and
enlarging the north aisle, adding a chancel aisle

and vestry, and thoroughly restoring tho tower,

and re-seating the whole church. It was the in-

tention of tlie architect to have saved the tower,

if possible, as it was an interesting object,

covered with ivy ; it was, however, found to be

so rotten that it was obUged to be taken down
and rebuilt. It is about seven feet higher than

the former tower ; the original gargoyles are re-

tained, and is clo^vned with a dwarf spire. The
church is built of flint and stone, most of the old

materials being used in the reconstruction, and

several of the windows are retained. The gene-

ral effect of the exterior ofthe edifice is highly pic-

turesque, and indeed it is now one ofthe prettiest

churclies in this part of the diocese. It is

entered by a porch of open woodwork filled in

with flint. The new vestry is largo and im-

posing, ivith a southern gable, and is in the Early

English style of arcliitecture, which style is re-

tained throughout the chancel and the chancel

aisle. The body of the church and the north

aisle aro in the Perpendicular style, and at the

southern entrance is a Norman arch, which, to-

gether with the tympanum, has been faithfully

preserved. The roof of the entire building is of

open woodwork, the portion between the rafters

being coloured with a deep rich lilue, wliich pro-

duces a most pleasing eft'eet. The communion
table is placed directly under this window, and
is of oak, being the gift of Lady Herbert, who
also gave the communion plate, which was sup-

plied by Messrs. Bennett and Clench, of SaUs-

bnry. The reredos is painted in imitation of

tiles. The north and south windows of the

chancel are of gi'isaille glass, and contain figiu'es

of the four Evangelists, the subjects being drawn
in outline, without colom-, and treated archaically.

Within the altar rails, on the north side of the

chancel, is an Early English piscina, supported

by the figure of an angel, to be used as a

credence. The altar is approached by three

steps, the pavement consisting of Minton's en-

caustic tiles. The chancel rails, seats, lectern,

and prayer desks, are of oak, neatly carved ; and
the pulpit, resting on a stone basement, is of the

same material, the panels being also carved.

The chancel arch, which is of good proportions,

is Early English, and is supported by short

Devonsliire marljle shafts, resting on floriated

corbels, the label being supported by two angels.

The nave is Perpendicular ; and, separated fi'om

it by an arcade, is the north aisle. This arcade
is of Transitional architecture, the first pier going
westward being Norman, supporting an Early
EngUsh arch; the next arch was e\-idently

intended to have been a round one, but tho

builders seem to have changed their minds, in

the course of the work, and have constructed it

in the pointed form. The third arch, also, is of

pointed character. At the west end of the nave
is the original chancel arch, which was removed
from the east end ofthe nave, aud now forms the

arch of tho tower. It is Early English, and is

suiijiortcd by columns of St. Ann's marl)ls. The
west window contains figm-es of St. Peter and

St. Andrew, drawn in outline and without colour.

The roof rests on stone corbels, bou'itil'iiUy

carved. The seats, which arc open, arc of pine,

varnished. The old font, which is hexagonal in

form, has been repaired, and on tho sides have
lieen carved sacred monograms aud emblems.
The corona and chancel lights were supplied by
Messrs. Hart, the eminent ecclesiastical metal

workers. The church is warmed with a hot

water apparatus, furnished by Mr. Haden, of

Trowbridge. The whole of the decorations

in polycliromy, as well as tho stained glass

windows, are by Messrs. Lavers and Barraud.

One of the old bells has been recast, and provision

has been made for a fifth bell. The task of

rebuilding tho edifice was confided to Mr. T. B.

Miles, of Shaftesbury, the designs being furnished

by T. H. Wyatt, Escp, the Diocesan Architect.

The stone carving was well executed by Mr.

Margetsou, of 17, Victoria Street, Stapleton

Road, Bristol. The works were executed under

the superintendence of Mr. John Harding, clerk

of the works, Mr. George Brockway being the

foreman.'*

THE MANCHESTER MEMORIAL TO THE
LATE PRINCE CONSORT.

The committee for the erection of this memo-
rial have at length determined upon the archi-

tectural design of the covering for tho stattte by
Mr. Noble, which is to be presented by Mr.

Goadsby, the mayor, to his fellow-citizens. The
erection may be described as a square canopy of

white stone, open at the four sides, the open-

ings spanned by lofty pointed arches, each sm--

momited by a high-pitched gablet, above which

a taU spiret roof will rise to a total height of 75

feet. At each of tho four angles will be square

butti'csses and pinnacles of rich and elaborate

design. The stj-le is of that period of mediKval
architectm-e which prevailed at Florence and
throughout Tuscany between the ages of Brunel-

lescto and Ghito. The basement of the canopy
will be divided into two stages, the upper of

which ivill be fitted with a series of panels, fivo

on each side, enriched w-ith armorial bearmgs.

Each buttress will contain a sliield emblazoned
vnth the arms of the late Prince, sm-moimted by
coronets. On the inner edge of the arches there

will be an eS'ective cusping. The sloping edges

of the archway wiU be enriched with clustered

spiral columns of Purbeck marble. On tho tops

of the columns and piers will be enriched Capi-

tols of elaborately-carved foliage ; and from these

will spring the spiral moulding of the arches,

which is to bo of the same character as that of

the pillars below. LTpon each of the piers (or

butti'esscs) \vill stand a pinnacle, divided into two
stages, tho lower stage to be decorated with
spiral marble columns, terminated with gargoyles,

aud the upper stage ofthe pinnacle to be an open
canopy, supported on similar spiral columns, and
the upper portion greatly enriched with tracery,

foliated finials, and crocketting. Each of the

four pinnacle canopies wiU contain a statuette, of

which tho subject is not yet decided. Each
gablet tvtU be terminated by a figure of an angel

Ijlomng a trumpet. The gablets are to be en-

riched with arabesques in basso relievo ; and the

ceuti-e is to be pierced with a circular opening

filled with light tracery and two intersecting

equilateral triangles. The spiret roof is to be
octagonal, and terminated with a metal coronet.

There is to be a grille around the basement,

divided into compartments filled with quatre-

foils. The building will stand elevated above the

pavement on five steps, each about twelve inches

high. The outside of the greatest projection of

the steps is to be 35 feet, that of the ac-

tual building 19 feet; the height of the base-

ment 13 feet 6 inches ; the height of the

pedestal of the statue of the Prince 21 feet fi-om

the pavement, and the total height from the

pavement to the top of the metal termination of

the spiret roof 76 feet.

The design of which the above details are

given, is by Mr. Thomas Worthington, architect,

of Manchester. The site chosen is in front of

the Infu-mary, between the two fomitains. The
cost is estimated at from £-1,000 to £5,000. The
statue, which this erection is to cover, -will be of

Sicilian marble, S feet 2 or 3 inches high, and
will represent the Pi-iuce in the robes of the

garter, with a copy of the rules of the order in

his hand.

Somo ten or twelve days ago, Mr, Noble sub-
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mitted to her Majesty the design for tho proposed

erection. Her Majesfcj' spent some time iu exam-

ining the details, and expressed very gi-eat

satisfaction with the design, saying furthermore

tliat she thought nothing of the kind more beau-

tiful or more appropriate could be suggested.

Her Majesty was also gratified to learn that the

desio-n was by a gentleman {Mr. Worthington) to

whom the Prince Consort had presented the Iria

medal for architectural design.

trains, a surplus weight which enables them to

be hoisted or lowered.
The inventor gives the following example

:

Take from the lower reservoir sufficient water to

equilibrate the weight of 550 tons, and force air

into the three chambers until double that weight
of water, 1,100 tons, or 1,410 cubic yards, be dis-

placed from their inside. From this moment the
resistance of the weight is overcome, that is to

say, that the entire load [floats on the air, which
has thereby acquired a tension of 6 J feet of

HULL TOWN HALL.
The subject of our illustration this week is the

town hall now being erected in Hull, of which we
give the principal elevation.

The old building in Lowgate, kno^^^l as tho

Mansion-house, and in which the municipal busi-

ness of the town was conducted, has been
entirely demoUshed, and the ground cleared for

the new structure. The greater part of the fonnd-

AEEO-HTDEOSTATICAL HOISTING APPARATUS.

AEEO-HYDROSTATICAL HOISTING
APPARATUS.

In the western annexe of the Intel-national Exhi-

bition is to be seen two models, illustrating an ap-

paratus for hoisting and lowering heavy weights,

such as railway trains, ii-om one level to another.

The apparatus is termed an Acro-hydrostatical

Balance. The inventor, Mr. Seiler, states that

the model has only lately been placed in the

building, therefore the jurors could make no

mention of it iu their rejjort. The principle of

the apparatus, which will ho partially understood

by the engraving, is liased upon the displacement

of water and of enclosed columns of air, in com-
munication with each other by a tube, and set in

motion by a surplus weight, M-hich consists,

generally," of a volume of water. When jjonder-

ous bodies are to be alternately and intermittently

raised and lowered to or from cither small or

great vertical heights, such as, for inst.ince, a

whole railway ti-ain, there needs but a surplus

weight of from 3 to 10 per cent, (according to

the desired speed) of the whole weight to be

hoisted or lowered, to enable that same weight

to ascend or descend, whatever ]]iay be the space

of time between each train.

The surplus weight necessary to lower the ba-

lance niay, in most cases, be procured from an

approximate or distant rivulet or stream, made
to accumulate its water in a reservoir ; no matter
whether it be at a much lower level than the

gi'ound on which the apparatus stands.

The models before mentioned represent a

bridge, upon which stands a railway ti'ain, to be

raised to a height of 115 feet iu less than five

minutes, and is made to work by means of a tube

1 00 feet in length, leading from an air-holder.

In full size, it would consist of two eylindi'ical

air chambers or holders, 11 yards in diameter,

having together a surface of 180 square yards,

upon which rests a bridge bearing a train, which,

with the weight of the immersed air-holders,

weighs 550 tons. A 3-feet-diameter tube, pro-

vided with a stop-cock or valve, puts them in

communication with a ^nain actiwj clunnber or

motor of an equal sm-fiico, 180 square yards, on
the top of which is fixed a tank made to contain

sufficient water to equilibrate the 550 tons weight
of the train. This acting chamber may be placed
any where, at any distance where water can bo
had, and stands between two reservoirs, easily

formed one above the other, from which water is

procured for adding to the different loads of the

water, or a Utile above J ofan atmosphere. Then
slnit the cock, and continue to force air into the
acting chamber only, until it raises out of the
water and reaches a few inches under the level of

the upper reservoir. It must be observed that

the cUfl'erence existing between the weight
of tho acting chamber when in and mostly
out of water, is only 8 tons, therefore the
amount of the surplus water thus displaced from
mthin the acting chamber is very trifiling coin-

pared with the immense weight to bo lifted or
lowered. When once the required bulk of air is

forced in, it may be used over and over again,
and any escape which ma}' occasionally take place
is easily replaced by an ordinary hand air-pump.
The railway train is made to ascend, by first

letting water flow from tho upper reservoir into

the tank of the acting air chamber, until it is

loaded with 5 per cent above the weight to be
hoisted, say 27 tons, and afterwards by opening
the stop cock. This causes the air to be ilri\en

into the two air holders in less than ;«'c 'minutes,

during which the train ascends a height of 11

5

feet, whilst the acting chamber descends to the
level of the lower reservoir. The cock must then
be shut, and the train started off. Whilst wait-
ing for the ari'ival of a train to be lowered, it is

necessary to i-egidate the difference whicli may
exist between the weights of the going and the
returning train (always known before hand) by
either adding water to tho tank of the acting
chamber, or removing some of it, in order that
the train to bo lowered may always weigh 5 per
cent, above the volume of water to be lifted up
the acting chamber. Seveial successive trains may
also bo lifted or lowered with a loss of only five

per cent, of water, by using a couple of acting
air chambers; but if there be plenty of water, one
alone will do.

Mr. Seiler has also designed an areo-hydros-
tatical apparatus, for instantly raising out of
water any floating dock containing sliips of any
size to be repaired ; it will practically be more
ettective, simple, more handy, and cheaper than
any other, because no foundation nor masonry of
any kind will be required to erect it. Being
movable and floating on air, it can be towed
anywhere in a dock, river, or the open sea.

Mr, Seiler has entered into a contract with
some first-rate engine and iron bridge builders in
France for the construction of his apparatus, and
also wishes to find an opportunity to apply it in
Englanc, being fully satisfied that it may render
valuable services.

ations are already iu an advanced state, including

the whole of the piling for the tower.

The building will bo of stone from tho Stetly

quarries, mth red Mansfield stone columns
and pilasters. The oflices and committee-rooma

of the corporation are principally on the ground
floor, as well as the three courts, two of them
being the old com-ts, which are all that iviU bo

retained of the former building. The first floor

contains the reception and private rooms of the

mayor, also the town-clerks' offices, council cham-
ber, a?id grand jury room. The kitchens are over

the basement floor, and there are some private

rooms and bedrooms on tho second floor. The
whole of the building will be ventilated and

warmed by Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge. Tho
architect is Mr. Cuthbert Brodrick, of Leeds and

London. Mr. Addy, of Leeds, is the contractor

for the whole of the works, excepting the warming

and ventilation. The amount of his contract is

£20,200.

It will, doubtless, be in the recollection of our

readers that this design was the one selected by

Mr. Tito for the first premitmi, from about forty

sets of drawings.

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
We direct especial attention to an advertisement
in our present number announcing the annual
dinner in aid of the funds of the above institution,

on the 25th October next. H. Lee, Esq., wiU
take the chair, and all the old friends of the cha-

rity will, we may be certain, gather romid him.

We shall also be glad to see new faces there, fm-,

as the list of London builders is yearly gi-eater,

so should ba that list which the secretary reads

after dinner. Those on whom fortune smiles

should surely think and look kindly on those who,
for no fault perhaps of theirs, the fickle goddess

slights. Nothing, it is said, can be done in Eng-
land without a dinner. The friends and members
of the trade may look forward to a good one at

the London Tavern, and we can only hope that

they "will not count the ci-umbs they let fall from

it.

When we think upon the number of builders

whose speciUations have ripened suddenly into

rich fortunes, we feel inclined to appeal particu-
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Akciiitect, Mb. Cuthbert Bbodwck.
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Inrly to tlicm on behalf of ihoso whoso Uvea have

been one lonj;, licrce, aiul unsuccessful stnigglc.

Wo cannot all be " gieat buililors," but he is tho

greatest, although lie may not bo the richest, who
gives heai'tily of his superfluity to bridge over tlio

gulf which separates him from tho poor ami Buf-

fering.

TUB LOAN COLLKCTIOX AT SOUTH KEN-
SINGTON MUSEUM

The more wo examine tho vai-ious objects of

art which constitute tho Loan Collection at

South Kensington, tho ileopor is onr regret that

it is so soon to be again dispersed. That the

contents of the International Exhibition should

bo scattered causes us no conoeni. Wo do not

feel the same interest in the works exposed there.

They are contributed mainly with an eye to

business; ugliness and beauty, utility and vanity,

economy and extravagance—all are mingled to-

gether, and chieily as investments. No such

motives could have actuated the noble owners of

tlie " tioati" objects. The very fact of possessing

them proves a love of art, of its associations and
history ; the fact of lending them for exhibition—grat^'U'nis exhibition on four days in the week
—testiiies to tho desire of their owiiers that the

pubhc should share the pleasure which their con-

templation affords. Tho efforts of the owners
have been ably seconded by the superintendent
of tho art collections. The catalogues issued are
prefaced by admirable introductions to the study
of each subject, by Mr. Robinson, Mr. Fi'anks,

and others. Where necessary, smaller notes on
single or classed objects are inserted in the
catalogue, so as to give the public an opportunity
of prizing, at its full worth, the boon which has
been thus liberally gi-anted to it. With the counter
attractions of its gigantic neighbour, and the few
holidays at their disposal, a large number of the
middle and working classes have, nevertheless,
been unable to avail themselves of the privilege
of \'i3itiug tho collection. We should be sorry to
presume upon the kindness of liberal men,
but, as one generous deed betokens the willing-
ness to do another, wo -would throw out a hope
that the authorities at South Kensington will use
tlieir influence with the proprietors that they may
leave their works yet a whUo longer on view—
eidarging thus the pubUc circle of thanks, and
at the same time extending the influence which
a collection so exclusively good and valuable,
and formed with such praiseworthy motives, is

capable of exercising on all classes. Each section
of the catalogue is interspersed with information,
so that neither the antiquity uor the peculiarity
of any object is a bar to its comprehension by
eveiy visitor.

The third section of tho catalogue of these
works of art, just published, contains some valu-
able notes upon the history of the manufacture
of English porcelaiu, stone-wares, miscellaneous
enamels, and glass ware.
We cull the following extracts upon English

porcelain and stoneware :—
Chelsea.— This manufactory was estabUshed

early in the T8th century. It was in full opera-
tion in 17-15, but the period of its greatest excel-
lence was fi-om l/oO to 1765. The mark is an
anchor, painted in colom-s or gold. It was dis-
continued in the last-named year, and all the
moolds, models, &c., -were sent to Derby.

CVoicm Derby " Purcelain.—These works were
founded in 1751 by William Duesbmy; in 17G5,
tho models and moulds from Chelsea were trans-
ferred to Derby ; this is notified on the ware by
the two marks, the D and the anchor imited. A
later mark is, a D surmomited by a crown and a
cross, with a dot in each angle, indicatins the so-
called called "Crown Derby."

W(yrcester Porcelain.—Established in 1751 by
Dr. Wall and others. The early marks were a
crescent, sometimes the letter W" only, and some-
times a ti-etted square in blue, of Chinese design.
This manufactory was purchased in 1783 by Mr.
Flight, under whose name, -nith partners, it was
carried on till 1839, when it was imited to that of
Mr. Chamberlain (established about 1789). It is

now carried on by the firm of Kerr, Binns
& Co.

Bow Porcelain.—The mannfactoiy at Stratford-
le-Bow is supposed to be co-eval with that of
Chelsea. There is no mark which can with cer-
tainty be attributed to this establishment. It was
discontinued about 1705.

Plijijiouth Porcelain.—This mannfactor)- was
established by William Cookworthy about 1701).

In 1678 he, in conjunction -with Lord Camelford,
took out a patent for the use of kaolin or porce-

lain gi-auite, called "Clima clay," which they

worked luitil 177^ ; but tho manufacture not an-

swering their exiiectations, thoy sold tho patent

to Cookworthy, of Bristol, anil the Plymouth
works came to an end.

Brit J Porcelain. — This manufactory was
founded by Richard Champion, after his purchase

of Cookworthy's patent in 177-1, for the numufac-

turo of hard paste. It was probably continued

until the patent was sold to a company of Staf-

fordshire potters in 1777.

Nantgai-'X Poivelain.—A manufactory was es-

tablished here for tho making of porcelain in

1813, but it lasted only a very short time. The
ware is -well painted, and has a fine glaze, but

has a glassy appearance, and is often crazed and
shak-y, from tho imperfect fixing in the kiln. This

preceded tho Swansea porcelain. It is usually

stamped with the name "Nantgarn," sometimes
the letters G.W. and a star are added.

Old Fulham Ware.—Tliis manufactory was
established about the year 1684, by JohnDwight,
M.A., Christ's Church College, Oxford, the son

of an Oxfordshire gentleman. It appears that

Mr. Dwight had preriously established at Oxford

a manufactory of a similar character, with con-

siderable success. At au early period of the

manufactory at Fulham he seems to have made
earthenwares, known by tho name of " white

gorges," mai'bled vessels, statues, and figures,

and vessels, " never before made in England ;"

also red and dark-coloured " porcelaiu," &c. For
these a patent was obtained. The specimens in

this collection arc supposed to have been made
about this period, and were procured fi'om the

last representative ofthe family, in the possession

of successive members of which they had re-

mained since their manufacture. A partial suc-

cess at the commencement induced Mr. Dwight
to take out the patent above-mentioned, but not

succeeding to the fuU extent of his expectations,

he became discouraged, and is said to have
buried all the receipts, unplcmcnts, and moidds
relating to the manufacture of porcelain, and to

have turned his attention henceforth to earthen-

wares alone. In 1761 the works at Fulham were
carried on by Mr. White, who married a niece of

Dr. Dwight (Vicar of Fulham), and in that year

tho Society of Arts awarded a premium "for the

making of crucibles of British materials." In

1813 tiie manufactory -was in the hands of Mr.
White, son of the above, and the articles then

made were chiefly stone jars, pots, jugs, &c.

The works are still carried on on the old premises

at Fidham.
Old Wedijteond Ware.—Josiah Wedgwood was

born in August 1730, and at eleven years of age
worked at a small pottery belonging to his

father, Thomas Wedgwood, at Burslem. He went
into partnership, tii'st vnth. a Mr. Harrison, of

Stoke-upou-Treut, and subsequently with Mr.
Wheildon, then manufactiu-ing imitation agate

knife-handles, snuff-boxes, &c. ; returning to

Burslem in 1759, he entered business, in assoc-

iation with Mr. Bentley, who dh-ected the

classical subjects on the celebrated jasper ware,

until his death in 1780 ; after which, up to 1786,

Flaxman designed or suggested many of his prin-

cipal works, although Italian and French artists

were also employed. In 1771 Wedgwood re-

moved to Etrm-ia, a village erected by him
near Newcastle-under-Lyme, where he cbed in

January, 1795.

The seventeenth section consists of a cata-

logue of the snuff-boxes, bijouterie &c., prin-

cipally ofthe 17th and ISth centuries; and the

eighteenth of the decorative arms and armour.

Section 19 is introduced by tho foUo-wing

notice of miscellaneous enamels by Augustus W.
Franks, M.A., Dir. S.A.

Under the present section are placed a number
of enamels of veiy various ages and coiuih'ies,

and illustrating very dilJerent modes of applying
that material.

One of the most remarkable specimens is the

covered beaker, belonging to Mrs. Paul (No.

1,800), being executed by the cloisonne process a

jnur; the various enamels are separated fi'om

each other by slender bands of gold, but the pro-

cess differs fi-om the ordinary cloisonne specimens,
in tho absence of any background. In a French
inventory of 1363 we find " une grande cope d'or

sans couvescle, et est esinaillee j\ joui\" Cellini,

in his Ore/iceria (cap. iii. p. 41), tells us that in

1511, while he was in Paris, in the serWce of

Francis I., the king showed him a remarkable
ancient drinking cup, -without a foot, formed of

filagree work, with enamel in the interstices, so

as to be transparent ; and ho enters minutely into

the mode in -whioh such an object could be made.

Evidently, however, this style of work was new
to him,

A coarse kind of et\ameUing on brass by tho

champUve process seems to have been practised

in England during the reign of Elizabeth, consist-

ing of inlaying light and dark blno and wliite in

the interstices of a pattern in relief. A speoimeu
of this work is exhibited by Lady Buxton, No.
1,802. Several fire-dogs of this work have been
preserved, on somo of which are the royal arms
of England.

Although Limoges is tho'only place which can
be said to have possessed a mauntacturo of painted

enamels during the 16th century, an art so bril-

liant in its results, and so popular, must have had
its admirers in other lands ; the efiorts, however,
of the enamellers of all other countries but France

seem rather to have been experimental than con-

tinuous.

Two of the specimens exhibited on the present

occasion, and which belong to the latter part of

the loth century, are very Flemish in character,

although it is possible that they may be the works
of some of the numerous Flemish artists who
visited Italy.

Others are unquestionably of Italian origin,

some of them perhaps from Lombardy, others

from Venice or Florence. To Venice again are

ascribed some very attractive vases and vessels

of various kinds, slightly oriental in design, and
which are rarely adorned with figures. (Nos.

4,809 to 4,814.)

Tho extended use of painting on a white ground
gsneraUy on plates of gold, by Toutin and hia

followers, led to many fine works being executed

in various parts of Europe, good specimens of

which ni?y be found in the collection of watches,

while the enamelled porti-aits by Petitot, Zincke
and others, -wiU probably never be surpassed.

In England, during tho last century, several

artists practised the art of enamelUng -with suc-

cess ; a fine enamel by W. Craft is exhibited by
Mr. Ootavius Morgan (No. 4,830), and the works
of several other English enamellers are to be
found in the collection of miniatures.

The East seems to have gone through many of

the same phases as Europe, though at different

times. The earlier Chinese enamels are executed

on copper by the cloisonne process ; the later by
the ehampleve process, while some few speci-

mens on silver resemble more nearly the French
and Italian enamels on bas-relief. The Persian

enamels are partly executed by this process, and
partly painted ; while the modern Chinese are en-

tirely painted ; a mode of decoration said to have
been borrowed &'om Europe.

Ancient Chinese enamels were at one time very

rare in Europe, but o-wiug to more extended in-

tereoiu-3e,and recent political events, large quan-

tities of such enamels have been imported. Fine

specimens may be seen in the International Ex-

hibition, but it has been considered advisable,

from want of space, to exclude Chmese enamels,

as well as Chinese porcelain,from the Special Ex-

hibition of Works of Art on Loan.

Last week, we gave the inti'oductory notice by
Mr. A. W. Fi-anks, upon the art of glass making

.

We now supplement it -with a few extracts upon
the difl'erent descriptions of glass exhibited in

this unique collection :

—

Oriental Olass.—This

glass, which appears to be chiefly of the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries, is somewhat
horny in texture and in colom' ; the surfaces of

the lamps and vases seem to have been gilt,

though this decoration has suflered fi-om time

and wear, excepting where protected by the

enamel. Many of the ornaments are drawn
simply in outline, with a dull reddish-bro-wn

enamel ; the grounds of medallions and of in-

scriptions are not unfi-equently of a lapis blue,

nearly opaque, and some of the details are ex-

ecuted in wliite, red, green, and yellow, all of a

pale tint and opaque. A few very remarkable

beakers of this kind of glass have been handed

down to us fi-om mediaeval times, such as the so-

called " Verre de Charlemagne," formerly in the

Abbey of Chateaudun, and now in the Museum at

Chartres, as well as sevei-al specimens in the

Griine GewiJlbe at Dresden.

Enamelled Venetian Glass.—The earlier Vene-
tian glass is somewhat massive in its character,

but of fine shape, -with some reminiscences of

Gothic outUne ; it is generally white, of good
colotir, though occasionally specimens of blue

green, and a dusky purple, are to be met -with.

Gilding is largely employed as a decoration, and
in passing through the fire, the leaf has often

become broken up and disseminated, giving the

vaso the appearance of being sprinkled with gold,
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This is esijocially noticeable on the feet of the

choicer specimens, and may have been intention-

ally produced. The enamel decorations are

opaque, rather hard in execution, especially in

the flesh tints of the figures. The borders are

generally enriched with gilding.through which

are interspersed dots ofenamel, ofvarious colours,

in high relief. The range in date of the Vene-

tian enamelled glass seems to have been from

1450 to 1520.

Veneficin Crackled or Frosted Glass. This kind

of glass is supposed to have been made by sud-

denly cooUng the glass while blowing it, so as to

crack the surface, then heating it again carefully,

and blo-n-ing it a little more, so as to widen the

cracks, and finally annealing it like any other

glass. See Apsley Pellat, " Curiosities of Glass-

making," p. ll-l. This kind of glass has been

successfully imitated in modern times.

Venetian Lace Glass.—^The beautifhl process of

ornamenting glass was not unknown to the

ancients ; see, for instance, a specimen in Mr.
Webb's collection (No. 4,895) ; but it was carried

to a much higher perfection by the Venetians.

It may be di^-ided into two classes : one (vast a

ritorti) is formed from a number of rods of glass,

enclosing various spiral patterns in opaqxie white,

which are fased together and blo^^^^ ; the other

(vast a reticelli) is a kind of network, formed by
means of a double series of opaque white lines

going different ways, and enclosing bubbles at

their intersections. Engra'vings of the various

spiral patterns are to be found in Labarte,

"Description de la Collection Debrnge-Dumenil,"
plate v.; and an explanation of the mode of

making the vasi a reticelli in Apsley Pellatt's
" Curiosities of Glass-making," p. 113.

French Glass.—Although it is certain that veiy
extensive manufactories ofglass existed m France
during the sixteenth century, the absence of any
sure marks of their nationality renders it difficult

to identify their products. This adds greatly to

the interest of the specimen about to be descri-

bed, the Pi ench origin of which is imquestion-

able. It is not, however, unlikely that several

of the specimens which have been described above
as Venetian were made in France.
Ruby Glass.—Ruby glass may be either tinted

with copper or with gold ; the use of the latter

metal as a colouring matter for glass is generally

referred to Kmickel, who, in 1079, was director

of the glass-houses at Potsdam, in Prussia ; it is,

however, certain that it was not unknown to the

ancients. The tints produced ii-om gold are very
beaiitiiiil, and the specimens made by Kunckel
are much esteemed, especially in Gei'many. It

has been doubted whether transparent ruby glass

was made by the Venetians ; some of the speci-

mens, however, in collections seem to bo un-
questionably of Venetian origin.

they are flanched, or bent to a curve of 4
in. radius, thus forming their own attachment.

Thismethodorconstruction considerably improves
the appearance of the work, mthont detracting

from its strength. In a structure of siich magni-
tude, and wliich vrill be exposed to the intense

heat of an Indian sun, it is of the greatest impor-

tance that due provision be made for variation of

expansion and contraction. This provision has

been secui'ed by a simple arrangement, which
allows the end of each girder to slide on rollers

with pei'fect certainty and ease ; while, by the

same apparatus, the varying deflections are also

provided for. During the progress of construc-

tion, every portion of the work is carefiilly noted

by an official inspector, who rigidly rejects any
plate or other portion of work in which the least

flaw can be detected, thus insuring, so far as the

engineers are concerned, first-class materials and
excellent workmanship. All the parts of the

structure are so fitted, by planing and other self-

acting tools, that gi'eat ease of consti'uction has
been secured when the work is being put

together, giviug also the advantage of

little trouble in joining the parts on their

arrival in India. The drilling macliines for

boring the plates are fine specimens of

that class of tools. One of them will drill at

one time 160 holes, one inch diameter, in a plate

13 ft. long, 4 ft. broad, and | in. thick. The
pressure on the drills by the movement upwards
of the table supporting the plate is regulated by
two small valves, which act upon two hydraulic
rams. Judging from the stability, yet light ap-

pearance, of this specimen of the constructive

skill of Manchester, in the department of engi-

neering, we augur well for tlie great work of

which it will form an important part ; and we
trust that, while it will add to the well-known
repute of the constructors, it will also hasten
forward the time when we may depend upon a
large and sufficient supply of good Indian cotton.—Manchester Quardian.

work, Mr. GaDoway, St. Leonard's-street ; for

the slater work, Mr. Anderson, North College-

street ; and the plumber work was contracted

for by the late Mr. C. Eankine, West Nicliolson-

street. The total cost of the building will be
about £2,400, being about £150 for each dwelling-

house.

We earnestly commend this unique and
praiseworthy scheme to the attention of our
readers.

IRON RAILWAY BRIDGE FOR INDIA.
Just now, while all our hopes for an extension of

the future supply of cotton are fixed on India, as

being the most likely so^\rce whence such supply
may be derived, everj'thing that may tend to

develop its internal resources, by means ofone of
India's greatest wauts—good roadways—will be
\'iewed with special interest. Messrs. Ormerod,
Grierson & Co., of the St. George's Iron woi-ks,

Hulme, have just completed the third span of a
huge wrought-iron lattice girder bridge, for a
railroad and carriage-way combined, which is

intended to cross the river Junnia, near Delhi.
The bridge is IbrtheEast IndiaRailway Company,
and is from the designs of Mr. A. M. Rendell
C.E. Ifour readers mil imagine an iron tube, with
solid top and bottom, with open cross lattice-work
sides, through which air and light can fi-eely pass

;

that this tube is over half a mile long, 181t. high,
by 18 ft. -vvide, with a clear space ofIG ft. from the
level of the highway, for carriages and pedestri-
ans, to the imder side of the railroad above, they
will be able to realize the extent of this colossal

structure. Its entire weight will be about 3,400
tons, and when dehvercd at Liverpool for ship-
ment to India, it will have cost more than £50,000.
The bridge will be composed of 12 girders, each
21G ft. long, supported at each end by stone piers,

205 ft. distant from each other. Each span has
a rise of 5 in. in the centre. The top and bottom
parts ofthe girders resemble a continuous trough,
the upper pair being inverted. The bottom of

this trough has one plate I in. in thickness, the
strength gradually increasing to three plates of
the same size, at the centre. The sides of the
trough are composed of two i-in. plates, riveted
together; and instead of being joined to the bot-
tom plates in the usual way with angle ii'ou,

HOUSES FOR THE WORKING CLASSES,
EDINBURGH.

A COMPANY has recently been established at

Edinburgh, called the " Albert Building Asso-

ciation," which has the commendable object

of pro^ading and erecting suitable dwellings
for its members. For the information of the

reader we may state that this society was
formed by only sixteen working men, in March
last, and to this number the membership is re-

stricted. Each member represents a half-flat of

a tenant. The society is conducted by a presi-

dent, treasurer, secrctaiy, and committee, and,

we believe, a monthly subscription is levied

upon each member in addition to periodical calls

of £5. Through the kindness of a neighbour-
ing architect, the association has been, we
believe, saved a gi'cat expense.
A suitable site was obtained for the pro-

posed dwelling-houses at the south-west corner
of Spittal - street. After the jjlans had been
prepared, and the estimates accepted, the work
of erection was at once proceeded with.

The ground feued is 80 feet long, by
upwards of 70 feet broad, and the building
thereon consists of two blocks, each four flats

high. There are sixteen houses in all, and each
house is of a imiform size of three apartments,
with all the modern 'improvements and con-
veniences. The room is 14 feet liy 11 feet 2.^

inches ; the bed-room, ^rith fire-place, 8 feet

inches by 10 feet; and the kitchen, exclusive of
bed-i-ccess, 01 feet by 131 feet. All these apart-

ments have separate entrances fi-om a lobbj', in

which, also, there is a water-closet and large
press. There is a large gi'een at the back ofthe
building, measm-ing 80 feet by 35 feet, for the
use of the tenants ; and there is, besides, under
the first flat, ample storage room, which enters
at, and is well lighted from, the back. The two
blocks are divided by a centre wall two feet

thick, and each block is entered by a conmion
stair, with hanging door. The building vn\l

present a substantial and chaste appearance.
The front elevation is 46 feet, and is built of
broached ashlar from Redhill quarry. The room
windows are to the front, and are 7 feet by 6
feet, with centre pillar. The kitchen and bed-
room windows are to the back. The mason
work has been much admired, and the wood and
other internal materials are ofa superior quality.
Messrs. Anderson and Stevenson, of Hume-
street, are the contractors for the mason work

;

for the joiner work Messrs. Lyon and Craig,
Spittal-street, were selected; for the plaster

NEW RAILWAY AT THE SOUTH END,
LIVERPOOL.

The new railway, which is to connect Liverpool
irith Garstou, is being pushed forward with con-
siderable energy by Mr. James Holme, the con-
tractor, who has about a thousand men employed
on the line between Liverpool and the Garston
terminus. Leaving Garston, the line passes
through Aigburth towards Liverpool, running
almost parallel mth the Mersey, and continues
to the Dingle through an miinternipted excava-
tion. At this point it enters a tunnel, which
passes under the Pottery fields, and extends to

Beresford-road, nearly opposite Mr. Jones' ship-

building yard, at the Potteries. The cntu'o

length of the tunnel, from the Dingle to the
Potteries, is about 1,072 yards, or nearly two-
thirds of a mile. The tunnel is entirely driven
thj'ough, and the brick archway completed from
one end to the other, whilst at diS'erent points

large numbers of men are engaged in excavating
the earthwork to the level of the intended line.

Emerging from the tunnel at the Potteries, in the

Liverpool direction, the line passes through a
very deep cutting of sandstone, resembling to

some extent the one at Olive Mount, on the old

Liverpool and Manchester line. The excavation
continues until the fine arrives at the western
portion of the Mersey Steel and Iron Company's
Works, through which it passes ; and in a week
or two this part of the Mersey Company's pre-

mises will have been cleared away. The com-
pany are erecting large and commodious build-

ings on the east side of the railway, in lieu of

those which have been taken for the new line.

Fi'om the point just named, the railway proceeds
in a parallel line with Sefton-street, skirting the

new ]3remises ofthe Mersey Steel and Iron Com-
pany on the east, and thence, passing through a
block of large warehouses, it arrives at the ter-

minus, a spacious plot of gi-ound lying between
Pai-k-sti'eet and Northumberland - street, and
bounded on the west side by Sefcon-streot, which
will be the principal entrance to the station. The
entire length of the line thus indicated is being
formed by excavation, the present level of the

district only being ai'rived at on the site of the
station itself. It is said that this station will be
Ijy far the largest railway terminus in Liverjiool,

aftbrding accommodation for an almost unlimited

amount of passenger and goods traffic.

PRODUCTION OF CORK.

I\ the " Memoires de la Societe de Physique

"

of Geneva, is an interesting paper by M. Oasimir

de CandoUe on the growth of cork. Although
this useful substance exists in vai'ying quantity

in the bark of all phanerogamous plants, and in

several cryptoganious, yet for commercial pur-

poses it is wholly procured from two species of

oak, Qii^rcvs occidentalism groM'ing in the south-

west of France and in Portugal, audfrom Quereus
Sv-hcr (the cork tree), gi'owng in the south-cast

of Fi-ancc, in Italy, in Algeria, and in the isles

ofthe Mediterranean. The acoi'ns ofthe former
s|)ecies take two years to ripen. In 1859 M.
C. de Candolle, while staying in Algeria, studied

the developmcutof the bark ofthe latter species.

It is composed of four layers—the epidermis, the

corky envelope, the cellular envelope, and the

liber which covers the soft wood. These four

parts increase independently of each other year

by year. In the third or fourth year the ejii-

dermis, having attained the limits of its elas-

ticity, splits longitudinally, and a marked change
takes place in the corky envelope, which gradu-

allv takes up the appearance of true cork ; new
layers are produced, and the trausfuruiati on of

cellulose into cork steadily goes on. The cork
thus naturallj' developed has no commercial value.

It is termed "male," and the first act {demasclage)

of the cultivator is to separate it from the trunk,

which thus leaves exposed the liber, termed
"mother." The ti'ee is then left to itself^ and the

cork begins to grow again, while the sap is

flowing, in consequence of the exposure of the

liber. If a trunk loft in this state several montlis
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bo cut dorni, in tho section a rlns; of cork will bo

found formed in the interior of tho "mother," at

11 variulile distance from the surface of the tnnik.

All the exterior portion of the " mother" is dead,

and splits as tho tree {jrows, and the interior

portion (new cork, termed "female") is devel-

ojied. This " female" cork f^rows in tho same

manner as the " male," that is, by tho addition

of annual layers on the internal surface ; but it is

much liner and more elastic, and is tho cork of

conuucrce. These various stafres of growth are

cxhibiied in a series of beautiful plates. In the

course of his researches M. do CandoUe was led

to observe the importance of the desiccation of

tho "mother," and to infer that, in proportion as

this desiccation could bo hastened, bo much
sooner would fresh layers of eork be produced.

This iilea ho found to be correct. lie observed

several trcos in which fires, after havinpr charred

the male or female cork, had determined the

formation of a layer of female cork in the interior

of tho "mother." He states that he has seen a

specimen, composed of three layers of "female"
cork, scijarated by Uttle zones from the "mother,"

the fourth layer, which enveloped the whole,

haviiiir disappeared in consequence of the fire.

The tliickness of these zones, increased by the

ajiiilicatiou of boiling water, docs not diminish

by cooling. Other peculiarities of this remai-k-

ablo substance are noted in the memoir.

DESIGNS FOR DUNDEE CEMETERY.

The Dundee Courier ami Argus says :—•" The
designs for the gateway and lodge, submitted in

competition for the premium oB'ered by the Town
Council, are now laid out for inspection in the

Town Hall. Only seven designs have been sent

in, and of these we should suppose not more than
two ov three merit more than a passing notice.

The most elaborate design is one with the motto
* Silent Monitor,* which is set off by a '\'iew in

a gilt frame, a photograph, and sundry other

drawings. It is in the Egyptian style, the cen-

tral gateway being flanked by two obelisk-like

structures, with statues on the ajiex. There is

considerable invention and skill showu in the

adaptation of such a barbarous style to modern
requirements, but we scarcely think this will

commend such a gloomy and portentous subject,

even apart from its costliness. The design
marked * Charon * shows a pretty lodge in the

baronial style, but the size and accommodation
of which would be more becoming an M.P. than
the keeper of a cemetery. The railing and gene-
ral treatment of this is tasteful, although, besides

the fault above noted, it also fails in gi\Tng any-
thing prominent in the shape of a gateway, hav-
ing only plain buttress-piers, not rising above
tho railing. There is a passable Italian lodge,

with common-place gate-pillars and railing,

motto, ' Fiat ;' a bastard Gothic design, with
mock windows; another, compounded of old

Scotch, Ehzabethan, and ItaUan, in one harmo-
nious hash ; and the remainder beiug of that

felicitous class which, in the language of Jenkins,

'may be better imagined than described.' Why
will not the To^vn Comicil of Dimdoe commission
some architect of eminence to fm-nish them with
a tasteful design, and save themselves and tho
eonuumiity any fui-ther discredit with this tire-

some business f"

DISCOVERY OF AN ABBOT'S CROSS
AT CLARE.

We have not hitherto had an oppoi*ttuiity of stat-

ing that a silver cross, beautifully modelled, ofgi-eat
religious and antiquarian worth, has been fomid
in the ruins ofQuin abbey, Clare, and obtained as a
favour from the jeweller in this city, to whom it

was sold by the tinder, a youth who was employed
in the care of cattle in the fields ai-oimd. Digging
or poking among the ruins, he espied it in the

dehris below the ancient walls, and brought it into

Limerick, where it was cleaned, and ascertained

to be a product of ancient manutactm'e, demon-
strative of gi'eat excellence in metallurgical

mediaeval art. It is supposed to have been a
pectoral cross of a mitred abbot ofthe Franciscan
order, to whom the abbey, one of the oldest and
finest in Ireland, belonged. It is silver gUt, per-
fectly solid, of much weight in proportion to its

size, and bears an exquisitely-carved figure of
the crucified Saviour ; the prominent features
partially worn, evidently by constant attrition.

The sacred emblem might have been borne for

ages by successive superiors of the convent and
order ; nay, from the date of the construction of
the church, five hundred years ago, for it was

founded in a.d. 1350 by one of the M'Namoras.
The convent of Quin, in the barony of liunratty,

is known to the admirers of the ancient edifices

of our land as one of the finest of the structures,

of wliich the ruins remain to tell the tale of clois-

tered sanctity, and the savage fanaticism by which
it was assailed. The convent was founded by
Sinda Cam M'Namara., and, says the Rev. M. J.

Brennan, O.S.F., in his " Ecclesiastical History of

Ireland," was " the first convent ofthe Franciscan

ortler in Ireland, in which the strict observants

had settled, Pope Eugenius IV. having gn-anted

a licence to that effect in 141.3." The reverend
authoradds :

—
' This venerable establishment, the

ruins ofwhich are truly magnificent, was at length

mvolved in the general confiscation of the six-

teenth century. In 1582 it was granted, in fee, to

Sir Tirlagh O'Brien, of Inishdyman ; and, if it be

now ill possession of the noble representative of

the name in Clare, let us express the hope that it

will be saved the desecration to which it is said

to be frequently subjected, with the good taste

aJid judgment that appertain to the educated and
the long-descended of the great septs of Ireland.

The abbot's cross must have been, as we have
said, borne by many successors. The ribbon loop

is nearly worn through, and the foot-ring, from
which depends an ornamental silver drop or tassel,

is in like manner reduced by friction to a thin

silver ring. Above the head of the RetTeemer's

figure is a small square silver box, emliracing

a precious stone of sanguine hue, affording room
ftira relic, perhaps some portion ofthe true cross

beneath ; and at the foot is a cavity, in which,

doubtless, another precious stone was embedded.
—iftwister Neics (Limerick)

.

A TURKISH BATH FOR CATTLE
Has recently been erected by Lord Kin-

naird, in the vicinity of the farm of Millhill,

occupied by his Lordsliip's factor, Mr. M'Laren.
The Scottish Farmer says,

—" that the em-ative

properties of the bath have already been
demonstrated in a mai'ked manner in the case of

several calves suffering from scour, &c. ; but still

more wonderfiil is the influence it has had upontwo
or three feeding stots affected mth pleuro-pnen-

monia. Out of three patients, two that we saw
have every appearance of progressing towards
perfect health. They eat well, walk about with
seeming comfort and ease, the cough has lost its

nasty metallic sound, the discharge from the nose
is stopped, they are no more hidebotmd, and
their coat has no longer the staling aspect of

disease. The third patient, a larger animal than
the other two, is not yet so far recovered, but the

beast is a great deal better than it was. Ofeoui'se,
this one experiment is not enough to justify any-

one in declaring the Turkish bath to be a specific

in the cure of pleui-o ; but it is valuable so far as

it goes, and it is upon an accumulation of such
facts that a science is reared. The heat required

to produce a favourable impression in cases^of

pleui-o needs to be very great—up to 200 to 212

degrees—boiling point, in fact. At a less tem-
peratm'e the curative effect was not very visible.

In other diseases, of a primarily less dangerous,
but, if neglected, in the end of a hardly less

latal, character, the bath has been found a ' per-

fect cure.'
"

DISCOVERIES AT POMPEII.

Under the government of the Neapohtan Bour-
bons, it was the custom to unearth a house at

Pompeii on t'ne occasion of a visit fi"om some
illustrious guest of the king. The visitor was
allowed to pay tho expenses of the honour con-

ferred upon him. A fear was entertained that if

all the buried treasures of tho city were at once
exposed, all interest in the discoveries would
gi'adually die out, and " strangers' money

"

would soon be wanting to gladden the eyes of

Neapolitans. Moreover, if the work had been
at once completed, the king must of necessity

have paid the expenses. Thus, by spreading it

over a number of years, the appetite for an-

tiquities was fed but never satiated, and the cost
of entertaiument did not tax tho king's pocket.
Tho "Re Galantuomo" does not, it appears, act

on this shabby system, for we hear that no less

than three houses have within the last month
been exposed to view. One is of unusual extent
and magnificence, and is enriched with wall-

paintings of rare design and workmanship. It

forms another illustration of tho 6th book of

Vitruvius, wherein the domestic architectui'O of

the Romans is so minutely described, and recalls

Pliny's account of tho luxury and splendour in

which the more favoured citizens indulged ; but

neither Crassus, Pollio, or Lucullus, would ever

have placed " Salvo Lucrum," as we find tho

ashed-out owner of the latest discovered villa

has done, upon his door-step. Wo have heard

already of " salve" and of "cave canem," and
we have seen them repeated upon English door-

mats, but the new inscription will have, wo fancy,

no du[)!icates made of it.

The other discovery is a baker's shop, which
has, of course, been closed for nearly 2,000 years,

but in which everything has remained in such

order that the baker might bo supposed to havo
just left, it, and might be momentarily expected

to return and resume his vocation.

CITY SEWERS COMMISSION.

Tho weekly meeting of tho Commissioners of

Sewers was held on Monday last at tho Guild-

hall.

Dr. Letherby, the medical officer of health,

reported on tho state of lOJi houses that had been

inspected during the week, and he submitted a list

of 79 houses for sauitaiy improvement. The
medical officer likemse reported that since the

last meeting of the court he had obtained returns

ofall the inspections which had been made during

the present year of the places which were said to

have been neglected, and also of the number of

orders issued for their sanitary improvement,

from which it appears that the 9 houses in White
Lion-court had been inspected 2-1 times, and 31

orders had been issued for sanitary improvement.
Holborn-bnildings had been inspected 20 times,

and 40 orders had been issued. Plumtree-

court had been visited 23 times, and 72 orders had
been issued. Altogether there had been 107 in-

spections of the houses in White Lion-court, 107

of Holborn-buildings, and 280 of Plumtree-conrt

since the 1st of January, and there had been 143

orders issued by the commission for sanitary im-

provements. 'The particulars and dates of the

inspections and orders were submitted to the

commission. The markets and slaughter-houses

had been duly inspected in the course ofthe week,
and the officers had seized 1,372 lb. of meat as

unfit for human food. It consisted of 3 pigs, 9

sheep, 3 quarters of beef, 5 joints ofmeat, and 162

head of game and poultry. The occupiers of 5

of slaughter-houses iu Whitechapel had been
summoned before the police during the week for

neglecting the orders of the commission, and had
been fined. The medical officer submitted his

quarterly report of the illuminating power and
chemical quahty of the gas supphed to the city

during the summer quarter, from wliich it ap-

peared that the illuminating power of the Great

Central Central Gas Company had been equal to

12'61 standard sperm candles ; that of the Char-

tered 1285 ; and that of the Commercial 12-02.

These were the results of 424 examinations.

I^cgal IntcUignvcc.

Non-compliance with Bye-laws.— At tlio

Brighton Petty Sessions last week, in tlie case of

the Council v. Messrs, Hallett and Abbey, Mr.
Bigt?s, one of the magistrates, gave judgment. He
said :—We have giventhis case the fullest considera-

tion, and it appears to us that the defence set up
rests on two points : first, that the new erection is

not a dwcUing-house, but an appurtenance merely
to a house already built ; and, secondly, that being
partly built upon old walls, it conies within the ex-

ceptions of the Public Health Act. In respect to

tho first objection, we tliiuk that this is clearly a
"new building," the term employed in the 29th

Bj'e-Law, and nut a mere appurtenance to a build-

ing ; and as the Town Covmeil have used the word
" bvdlding" in its widest sense, we do not think we
ought to put any limitation upon it lest such a con-

struction should produce manifold injustice. The
second objection we think falls to the ground, aa

being directly contrary to the spirit of the Act of
Parliament. If the mere fact of making use of a few
feet of old wall were to except the rest of the struc-

ture from the supervision of the local board, it

would, in almost every case, be taken advantage of,

aud the intention ofthe Legislature would be altoge-

ther defeated. We therefore find that the defendants

havo incurred a penalty by non-compliance with the

20th Bye-Law, and we therefore impose a penalty

of one shilling and costs. If the words "new
building" in Bye-Law 29 were confined to dwelling-

houses, warehouses, manufactories, and other erec-

tions might be built in a manner quite inconsistent

with the provisions of the Act of .ParUament.

The Jews of Cattowitz, in Silesia, have just
inaugurated a new synagogue in that town.
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CIIfRCUES.

Plymouth.—A corri?sponclciit says:
—"It has

mucli siirpriscil me that the defacement of St.

Andrew's church has di-awn from the people of Ply-

mouth not one ivord of remonstrance or indigna-

tion. It is bad enough tlrat a hard, cold pavement

of cement should be laid where grass migiit have

grown over the graves, and that the basement of the

church should be cased with stucco like a modern

marine villa. It is worse that the doorways in the

tower, and the carved niches above them, should be

chipped and chiselled into whiteness, and that thus

the relation of its parts to each other should bo des-

troyed and its fair proportion spoiled. Whiteness is

precious when it tells of a clear, smokeless atmos-

phere ; but this whiteness tells only of the chisel

and the mallet. Those who pass daily under the

shadow of the tower may forget the wisdom and

generosity of its builder ; for many years to come

they will not be suffered to forget the folly of its

* restorers.'
"

GospoRT.—The building in Stokc-road, Gosport,

forracrlyused as aworkshop liy the Jerome Brothers,

has been converted into a church building, and was
formally opened on Friday evening last.

St. S'within's, Lincoln.—The StamfnnlMemmj
says :

—" The re-building of St. Swithin's church

has been talked about for some time, and a few days

since a meeting of those favourable to the object

was convened by circular, but only half a dozen

persons responded. Saint Swithin's is by far the

largest parish in the city, and if the inhabitants

were inclined to attend the church, not only would

one new church be n-quired, but half a dozen new
churches. I-incoln is lilcst with more churches than

most towns of its size, but to one only is there any-

thing like a rush, St. Peter's at Arches, which

(though a commodious building) is nut spacious

enough for its numerous congregation."

Do'wLisiiwAKE, Somerset.—Tliis church has been

re-opened. It has been rebuilt without regard to

cost, and the interior is handsomely fitted up. The
work was commenced at Easter, 1861, under the

superintendence of Mr. Ferrey, diocesan architect,

of London; the builder being Mr. Davis, of Taun-

ton. The churchyard has been laid out at the cost

of William Speke, Esq. The roof of the edifice is

of stained Merael ; the seats, low and open, of oak.

The pulpit is of carved stone, with polished marble

BUILDINGS.

WiNCHESTEK.—The foundation ofthe new tower of

Winchester College is now completed, and the

masons are engaged in erecting the superstructure,

which as yet, is hardly above the level of the gi-ound.

The new tower will be of the same character as the

old one, but with some improvements. It will have

a greater altitude by several feet, and the balustrade

at"the top will be o en, giving the tower a more

elegant appearance, a-jd there will be a difference

in the pinnacles. Several feet under the piles on

which 'the old tower was built, there were dis-

covered the head of a horse, the horns of a very

large size of sheep, andfragmeuts ofRoman Pottery.

Some of the piles were of oak, and the others of

beech, and nearly the whole of the former were

sound, after being buried in moist ground full four

centuries, whilst all the latter were reduced to a

state much resembling touchwood.
Bath.—The tenders for building the new theatre

at Bath were opened on Thursday week. The num-
ber sent in was very large, and varied greatly m
amount. It is said that should the Com-
mittee adhere eventually to the present selection,

the buildmg will be comiihtcd at a cost closely

approximating to the estimate of the architect, C. J.

Phipps, Esq.
Birkenhead.—It is said that Mr. Laird, M.P.,

has contracted w4th Mr. Hogarth, of Birkenhead,

for the construction of the new hospital. Prepara-

tions are already made for commencing the work,

and it is expected that the building wiU be com

doorways of stone, and is three storeys high.
_
In

the basement are eight class-rooms ; on the first

floor are the library, news-room, and assemljly-

room. The second floor is occupied by a commo-
dious lecture-haU, containing a gallery and
orchestra, where the meeting on Monday night

was held. .

Evesham.-On Tuesday, the new building for

the Mechananic's Institute at Evesham, Worcester-

shire, was opened by a bazaar. The exterior of the

building is of red brick, with stucco facings ; it is

built in two stories, the windows of the lower being

arched, and those of the upper square-headed. On
the ground floor it contains a front room intended

as a day reading-room for the first class members, a

back room for a reading and class room for the

working men, and a yard and offices behind ; tho

basement contains a kitchen, and the first floor is

occupied by a very commodious lecture hall, 51 feet

by 22 feet, and 18 feet 6 inches high, to be iUumi-

uated by sunlights ; " a small ante-room, to be

used as a class room, and a library. The building

was desi,gned by Mr. G. Hunt, architect, Evcrsham,

and built in a finished manner Ijy Mr. Meddings, at a

total cost of about £1,150.
Newcastle.—A new savings' bank has been built

at Newcastle, at a cost of £l(l,OUO. The entrance

for depositors is at the south or Westgatc-strcet

entrance of the building, by an entrance hall 21 ft.

by IG ft. Adjoining is a waiting room, 17 ft. by 16

feet 6 inches. On the other side of the haU are tho

actuary's and private offices; and above these,

approached by a handsome stone staircase, is the
pleted ifl the course of next summer probably by ^^l^^^^j.^,

^^^^^ gS feet by 24 feet, and secretary's
the end of June. The situation fixed upon is

^gi^g jO feet by 17 feet. From the entrance hall
fronting Conwav-street, and overlookmg the l-'ark,

'
. . . ...

close by the Proprietary school. Mr. Walter

Soott is the architect. It is said that Mr.

Scott has visited most of the principal hospitals m
the country, and by the munificence of Mr. Laird

has included in his plans all modern appliances and
improvements, both donor and architect being de-

termined, l)y sparing neither time nor e.xiiense,^ to

make it a model of its kind, and worthy of being

compared with the best in all the country.

Newport.—Mr. John Bostoek, builder, South-

ampton, has been employed by the owners to enlarge

the Queen's rooms, at Newport, Isle of Wight. An
old saloon in the rear of the large room has been

pulled down, and a space of 32 ft. added to the

building. It is proposed to remove the end wall of

the large room, and on the space taken in to erect a

stage 20 ft. deep, by tho width of 30 ft. ; at end of

stage, to erect two dressuig-rooms, with fire-places,

&c. ; underneath this will be erected coppers and

shafts A set of fine stained glass windows is the other conveniences for tea parties, while the stage

work of Mr Thomas Wells, of Shaftesbury-cresccnt, will afford accomodation for theatrical and other

Piiidico. The subjects are principally events in our !
entertainnients, or committee^sp^ace, tl^erehy prac

Saviom-'s life, His death, resurrection, and ascen-
'^=--"-'

sion.

CHAPELS.

Newcastle—Prudhoe-street, Wesleyan chapel,

Newcastle, to which we made allusion last week, is

said to be one of the finest specimens ofthe combina-

tion of art with utility which themodern architectural

revival has given to Newcastle. The style adopted

by the architect, Mr. Gibson Kyle, of Newcastle

and Durham, is ItaUnn Gothic. The prevalent deep

red-coloured front has been most judiciously re-

lieved liy the stone dressings ; and the windows, to

the muliions of which a very dark tint has been

given, are most efl'ectively placed with regard to

utility, both for illuminating purposes aud archi-

tectiu-al effect. They give a sort of impressiveness

to what might other-wise have been a heavy^ facade.

In the interior also the decorations harmonize well

with the various fittings ; the panels of the gallery

which run round the building have received a share

of decoration which is too often denied to the same
portion of other churches ; .and the pnlpit, which

like the gallery, is of light, polished pinewood, has

its carved panels elegantly inlaid with crimson.

The columns which support the gallery are of iron,

and furnish another example of the succeesful ap-

plication ofthat metal in architecture. The builders

are Messrs. J. Kyle for the mason work, and Messrs.

Wilson and Barry for the carpentering. The
estimated cost was £3,500j of which sum £2,000

has been raised. The building will accomodate
too persons.
Epwoeth.—A new organ has been erected by

Messrs. Porster and Andrews, of Hull, in the

Methodist New Connexion Chapel, at Epworth.
Redhill.—A Congregational Chapel was opened

on the 4th of this month at Redhill, Surrey. The
building, which was after a beautiful design by
Poulton and Woodman, together with the freehold

site, cost £2,500,

Great Holland.^—The new schools at Great
Holland, Essex, were formally opened on the 11th

inst. Mr. Hem-y W. Hayward was the architect.

The school is built of red brick, with dressings of

Caen stone. It is 40 feet long by IS wide, with
open timber-stained roof of the height of 25 feet,

and has an entrance porch and good play-ground.
The total cost of the school, including boundary
wall and fitmentSj ia not less than £370.

tically lengthening the room 20 feet. The Queen's

rooms arc to be "cleansed and rp-decorated, with

modern gas lighting, introduced in place of the

present common branch pendants.

BiiRNGREAVE.—The foundation-stone of the

Working Men's Baths and Club-house at Burn-
gi-eave, near ShetBeld, was laid on Monday last.

The building ia intended to iirovide accommodation

for two classes of persons—bathers aud readers.

The entire convenience required for the former will

be confined to the ground floor, so that the rooms

for reading and club purposes cannot be disturbed

by persons passing to and from the baths. On the

ground floor there will be seven bath-rooms, water-

closet, waiting-room, and a house for the attendant.

On the first floor, thi-ee large reading-rooms, one

extending over the entire bath-rooms and passages,

to be used for a District School of PracticJil Science.

Over these rooms there are bedrooms and closets.

In the basement there will be provision for coals,

washing, di'ying, and for warming apparatus, Ac.

AU the baths iviU be supplied with hot and cold

water, and the entire arrangement of the building

displays the greatest economy of space and cost, and

at the same time gives the most ample accommoda-
tion to all who may use the building. It is intended

to provide a plunge bath when the committee has

obtained suflicient funds. The building will be en-

tirely of brick, with stone dressings, the front being

three stories high, of pressed bricks. The main en-

trance door will have a jamb and arch of brick .and

white stone in alternate courses, the arch pointed
;

and in the tympanum will be a cii-oular perforation,

with glass to admit light to the passage inside. The
heads to the windows will be of stone, with cham-
ters sunk in. An eaves course of brick dentils will

run along the entire front. The plans, &c., have

been made by Jlr. C. J. Innocent ; and the con-

tractors are Messrs. Slack and Grayson, of Eaisham-
street.

Waljiek.—A splendid ball court, 120 feet by 50
feet, and 37 feet in height, is about being completed

at the Royal Marine Depot, Walmer. It has cost

about £1,400.
Stockport.—On Monday the new building of

the Stockport Mechanics'Institution, in Wellinsjton-

road, was formally opened by a publicmectiug. The
members have recently met in a buildingin Hillgate,

whic )>ecoming too small, the}' have erected the
new building at a cost of £5,000, half of which has
been raised by subscription, and the remainder by

1 loan. The new building is of brick, faced, and with

there are two entrances into the b.ank—one for the

present depositors, the other for new depositors re-

quii-ing books, and into the clerks' and actuary's

oflices. Tho bank is in the form of a large haU, 85

feet by 30 feet, and carried up the fuU height of the

building, and intended to be divided into dill'ereut

business compartments by screens 12 feet high,

formed of pilasters, moulded caps, and entablature.

The upper parts of these screens are entirely filled in

with poUshcd plate-glass, so that any one can com-

mand a view of the whole business, and, at the same
time, they will not destroj- the eifect of the interior.

The exterior of the building is entirely of polished

freestone. The first story is carried up with rustic-

ated and chamfered piUars, the windows being re-

cessed and arched, with moulded panels below, hav-

ing cornice, balustrade, panels, Ac. The upper

storey lias a pediment above the Westgate-street en-

trance, also in the centre of the east elevation, sup-

ported on double columns of the Roman lonio

order, with rich entablature and moulded pedestals,

and open balustrade above. Tho upper windows
have moulded imposts, archivolts, consoles, and

sunk panels in the spandrils. The tympanum of

the pediments to be filled in with the Newcastle

Arms ancl the arms emblematical of industry,

carved in stone. The interior fittings of tho build-

ing wiU be of p.iUshed mahogany. It is said that when
the present wall is pulled down.andthe street extended

to Grainger-street on the north, and to the Central

Station on the South, it will be one of the greatest

improvements to Newcastle, provided it is continued

in the same style of architecture. The design is by
Mr. John E. Watson, architect of Newcastle, who
gained tho first premium of £50 in cornpetition ; and

it has been carried out from his details and under

his superintendence. The contractors are Mr.

William Gibson for masons' and carjienter's work ;

Mr. Beck, slaters' work ; Messrs. J. Gladholm and

Sons plumbers' work ; Jlcssrs. W. B. WUkinson and

Co., plasterers' work- Mr. K. Lawson, painters' and

glaziers' work ; and Mr. W. H. Barnet, of the Vic-

toria Works, stained glass. Mr. George Machell,

clerk of works. The wood carving has been done by

Mr. George Jobson ; and the stone carving by Mr.

James Patterson, of Neville-street, who is now en-

gaged carving the arms for the pediments. Tho
shutters are self-acting and revohing, by Clark and

Co., of London. It is ex-pected that tho_ whole will

be completed and ready for occupation by the

beginningof the year.

RESTORATIONS.

King's Cliefe.—The parish church of King's

Cliffe, Northamptonsliire, is now undergoing

restoration. The workuum at the present time are

taking oi!" the roof that covers the nave. When the

process of renovating the walls in Bulwick church

was commenced, they were found to be covered ivith

medijeval decoration, but in consequence of the

workmen not having been prepared for such a

discovery, it was unfortunately obUterated by the

plasterers.

Tetnev.—The ancient parish church of Tetney

has been restored, and was re-opened on the 11th

inst.

Malling, West.—The church at Mailing, West,

was re-opened on Sunday last, after undergoing

various repaii-s. The curious old chancel, of Early

English architecture, has been repaired and re-

stored.

Clifporp.—The ancient church of Clifford, near

Hay, has been repaired, and was opened on Sunday
last.

1
Hebefoed.—Bt. Peter's Church, Hereford, has
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been rostdivil by Jfr. Wi^lsli, ImiUler, iif irrrcforil.

The battlemi'iit s\ir?nnuntin(; tlio tower lias liein

brouffht on in lino with till! t'lw.T walls, tlii? n>sult

of wlii./h is that the pinnacloa show more pvomi-

ncullv tlian before, and the spire seems to rise from

a much brouiii-r ami more substantial base. Ts'othini;

has been Jono to the tower itself, or to the otlur

parts of the chureh, the eontraet having been eon-

tined to the buililiiii,' of the spire, wliicllwaa pro-

nouneed to be in a dangerous state.

Clipton-on-Tv.\'E.—The ehnreliyard cross in this

WHa^e has just been rcstoreil at the expense of Sir

T. B. Winnington, Bart, M.l'., from the design of

Mr. W. J. Hopkins, arehiteut, of Worcester. It

occupies its original position on the eastern side of

the pathway leaiUiii; from the lich-gate to the porch.

Upon three steps of red (Martley) sandstone stands

the old base, from wliieh rises a now octagonal shaft

of Bath stoue surmounteil by an elegant diapered

wheel cross, having in the centre of each side a

passion ilower delicately carvi>d in Alveley stone.

The whole rises to a height of fifteen feet, ami firms

a striking and appropriate feature, in harmony with

the restored church, and .symbolical of the faith in

wliich those lived who now rest beneath its shadow.

The steps, &c., were worked by Bradbourne, of

Clifton ; the shaft and cross by Hyam, of Worcester

;

the diapering being carved liy Forsyth.

IjLANS.vixt.—Llausaint chapel, \Vales, has been
re-dedieated after the completiiin of the work of

restoration. K. 11. Penson, JCsq., was the architect,

and Mr. Matthias and Mr DaWd Gower, contractors.

A vestry-room has been added on to the south side,

and a transeijt to the north, so that the chapel is

now crucit'orni. The original entrance under the

tower, which had been wa\lcd up aliout 41) years ago,

is re-opened, and an arch erected between the nave

and chancel. These with the enlargement of all

the windows, are the principal alterations made in

the building. Much of the walls were so dilapidated

that it was necessary to take down and rebuild the

greater part of them. With the exception of the

tower and that portion of the walls which was sound
and good, the chapel is aUfigeth'iT new.
Haddington.—It is said that the stju-are central

tower ofthe aid Abbey Church of Haddington—an
ediiice in which John Knox and George Wishart
preached—is in danger of total ruin. One of the
arches on which the tower ri^sts has given ^vay con-
siderably on the east side. The sinking has been
going on for some time, and has cansed the tower
to incUne a little from the perpendicular. Mr. Ma-
theson, of H.M. Board of Works, has thoroughly
inspected the building, and reconunends a good
deal of imder-buil<.liug to save the tower. Lord
Eleho has also examined the Abbey Church, and
intends to make application in due time to Parlia-

ment for a further grant for its thorough repair.

ABERG-iTEXNY.—On Wednesday week the Inde-
pendent Chapel at Abergavenny was re-opened,
after having undergone various alteratious and re-

pairs.

.Sl'tto.x Montis.—^The parish church of Sutton
Montis, Dorset, has been re-opened, after repair
and alteration. The church consists of a tower,
nave, and chancel, without aisles or transepts, and
seats about 180 people. Increased length has been
obtained by opening the western arch, above and
below the gallery. Immediately beneath this arch
a new stone font has been placed. It is octagonal,
carved, and was made by Mr. Staple, of Stoke-sub-
Hambdon. The Norman chancel arch has been
restored. The flat ceiling ha.s been removed, and
the roof opened to the ridge ; this has been done by
Mr. Pox, of North Cadbury, and by it 15 feet in

height has been gained. On the removal of the
ceiling, a window arch was found above it. This
has been restored ; its slender columns with their
caps and bosses have been repaired, and a three-light
decorated window inserted, with a trefoiled circle
conspicuous in the tracery.

roUXDATION STONES.

Leicester.—The foundation stone of a new
Wesleyan chapel was Laid on Wednesday week, in
Leicester. The site of the building is near the late

cricket gi-ound, opposite Morledge-street. The
architect is Mr. Ordiah, of Queniborongb, and the
builders and contractors Messrs. Porter and Clifton.

The contract for building is taken at about £2,200,
and the cost of the grounil is about £700.

PoRTOBEi.LO.—The foundation stone of a new
Wesleyan Chapel at the corner of New-street, on
the Wolverhampton-road, Portobello, was laid on
Tuesday week. The damage which the mining
operations beneath have done to the old chapel
formed the immediate reason for the erection of tliis

new building, in which provision has been made for

the growing congregation. The chapel will be a
neat, plain, brick structure, in the Doric style of
architecture, to seat about 250 persons. It will be
40 feet in length, .30 feet in width, and 15 feet in
height. It will be fitted with staUs instead of pews,
in order to allow of its being used during the week
as a school-room for the children. The total cost of
the building, including the land, wiU be about
£450.
HA.MMERS5IITH,—On the 8th inst., the foundation

stone was laid of the New Broadway Chapel, The

new building, which is designed in the early Gothic

style, is to be built of Kentish rag, \vith Bath-stoue
dressings.

CoLCMESTEIi.—The chief stone of a new district

church haa been laid at Col hester. The site has

been presented l)y the Countess Cowper, and
adjoins the Ipswicli-road, just beyond the second

milestone. The plans for the building were prepared

by Mr. -Arthur W. Blomfield, of London; and tlie

contract for its erection has been undertaken by Mr.

G. Crowe, and Mr. Sees, of Colchester ; masonry,

Mr. Hremer. The design is Early English ; and the

building will be of brick, in red and white bauds,

worked f.iir on the inside so as to dispense with

plastering. The external arches of the windows

and doors will be of red and black alteruatily ; and

for the internal arches, red and yellow bri'lcs wiU
be used in the same way. In the tiliug of the roof,

there will be a similar arrangement of colours ; and
at the west end will be a bell turret, with shingled

spire, supported on columns of black slate. The
iuteriorfittings, including the roof, will be of stained

timber. The accommodation, iucluiUng a tran-

sept fir the school children on the north side,

adjiiining the vestry, will be about 220 sittings.

Dennv, Scotland.—The foundation-stone of a

reading-room and library was laid on Thursday week
at the Columbian Stove Works, BonnybriJgo. The
building, which will be commodims in cn-ery re-

spect, is to ])e erected at tlie expense of Messrs.

Smith and Wellstood, and is for the benefit of the

workmen employed at their works.
ScMERSET.—The foundation stone of a now read-

ing-room and temperance ball, was laid on the IGtli

inst., at Milborne, St. Andrew, Somers.'t. Mrs.

Michel, of Whatcombe House, intends erecting the

hall, &c., at her own cxjiense.

CovENTUY.—The foundation stone of the Coventi-y

School of Art has recently been laid. The building

is to be in the Gothic style, principally of brick,

with dressings and stone earrings. Here will be

cxhil)ition-rooms, class-rooms for female students,

p.iintiug and modelUng rooms, &c. The exhibition

gallery will be 50 ft. long, by 20 ft. mde.

Boston.—A stained glass winilow lia.^ bcou placed

in the Rostou Gramiuai: School by tlie past and pre-

sent pupils. About £50 was raised, and Messrs.

Ward and Hughes, of Frith-street, Soho-square,

London, wore comniissionod to execute the work.
The window consists of five equal dinsions, and in

each division is a canopied figure. The school was
erected inthereign ofElizabeth, and, on this account,

it was decided that the figures should represent her
Majesty and some of the lea<:Ung men of her time.

Accordingly, Elizabeth's figure occupies the centre,

and those of her subjects the divisions on each side.

The figures on her right represent Shakspeare and
Lord Treasurer Burleigh,'and those on her left Lord
Chancellor Bacon au'l Admiral Drake. All the

figures are full length, and faithful copies of the

most authentic portraits or models it was possible

to obtain ; and, whether viewed as a whole or in its

separate parts, it is certainly a very handsome piece

of workmansliip, and eannot fail to be as gratifying

to the subscribers as it is creditable to those who
uTOUght it. The Rev. G. E. Pattenden, the master
of the school, intends to beautify the other windows
of the buililing by placing in them stained glass

escutcheons ofsomeof the principal inhabitants of

the town who have been or ai-e now connected ^vith

the school. The \vindow at the south-east corner
has already been graced with three escutcheons, and
others are to be added in due course.

York.—The north window at the west end of St.

Peter's school chapel, York, is of stained glass, of

excellent design, the gift of WilHam Hudson, Esq.,

of Ouse Cliff, m-ar this city. At the foot of the
Aviudow is the follo\Ying inscrixition :

—" In Dei
GlOKIAM PoNENDUil CURAVIT, GULIELMUS HUD-
sox, Armiger MDCCCLXII." Each compartment
of this window illustrates three remarkable events
in the life of the Saviour, viz :

—^'The Agony in

tlie Garden," " The Last Supper," " Christ giWug
Sight to the Blind," "Christ raising the Dead,"
"Tlie Woman of Samaria," and ' Our Saviour
bearing llis Cross." The chancel has five windows
of two hghts each, that in the centre being of

painted gluss of similar design to the stained glass

window we have mentioned. The subjects repre-

sented in this window are "The Dead rising from
the Sea on the Day of Judgment," '* Christ walking
upon the Sea," "Clu-ist disputing mth the Doctors,"
and "SuftVr little Children to come unto me."
This is a memorial window, and at the base of it is

the following inscription in stained glass :

—" To the
memory of Jolm iiobei-t Pringle, Madras, Civil

Service, who died at sea on his voyage home, Sept.
5th, 1847, aged 30 years; and to his son, John
Pringle, who died at York, on October 21st, ISOO,

aged I'i years and 3 months—the son and grandson
of Sir John Pringle, Bart., of Stichell, Hoxburg-
shire,—tliis ^vindow is erected, 1862."

Sutton Montis.—The three-Hght perpendicular
western window .in this church contains several

remnants of the colour«3d glass "with whiyU it was

formerly filled ; coloured glass has also been fixed

in the four smaller windows of the chancel. Mr.
Penny, of Winoantun, performed this part of the

wtu-k, obtuitiing tlie gltiss for the east window fVom
th-' St. Hidi'u's Glas^ Company, Bristol. The dudi-

r:iti >n nf tliL- eluu\-h to the Holy Trinity is remem-
bcr<'(i in tlie design of the cast \vind(jw, each of the

lights being trefoiled, and the tracery consisting oj

three trefoils, one large and t ireular, the others

small and triangular. In tlie large trefv)il arc the
three sacred monograms, Die triangle, the iamb,
and the dove; the three lights are filled with
"c[uarrie8," each diamond bearing a three-leaved

Jl\'nr-de4iSt and oU surrounded by borders in three
colours.

South Newton.— In the chancel of South
NevHon Church, near Salisbury^ which has recently
undergone restoration, the original east window, of
three lights, is retained, and is now filled with
stained glass, the gift of Lady Herbert. In the
centre is a design representing the Crucifixion of
our Lord, and beneath it is a medalUon containing

a reprL'St.mtation of the Last Supper. To the left is

the Infancy, and to the right the Burial of our
Saviour. At the foot of the window, on a brass

plate, is the following inscription :
—"To the glory

of God, and to the memory of Sidney, Lord
Herbert, this window is erected by his widow.
August, 1802." Over the window is the following
inscription :

—" I dwell in the high and holy plaee,

^nth him also that is of an humble and contrite

spirit ;" and in the splays, left and right, is written

iu black letter illuminated :—" By the holy nativity

and circumcision, good Lord dehver us ;" " By Thy
precious death and burial, good Lord deliver us."

Gloucester.—The ^^'indow at the west-end of the
north aisle of Glou'cster Cathedral has just been
filled with stained glass by Hardman & Co., of Bir-
mingham and London. The subjects illustrate some
of the principal events in the life of Lucius, one of
the early kings of Britain, who was converted to the
Christian faith, viz.j his coronation, his sending
ambassadors to Rome for missionaries, his baptism
and his burial. Tiie ^vindow is in the style of the
loth century, and the design and colouring are in

accordance with the character of that period. The
design of the window is considered to be very suc-
cessful.

Wilton Church.—We last week noticed the new
window erected in Wilton Church to the memory of
the late Lord Herbert, of Lea. The names of the
artists, instead of " Mr. Connor," should have been
Messrs. O'Connor, of Berners-street, London. The
same gentlemen, in consequence of the satisfaction

which theii" work has given, have received a commis-
sion totake out, re-lead, and reiix the old glass which,
some twenty years since, was brought from It;dy

and inserted in the windows of the church, and to

complete the work with better glass than that mth
which the old glass has lately been associated.

BuRLEV, JJEAR Otlev.—Amoug the improve-
ments which continue to be made in the church of
St. Mary the Virgiu, Burley, three windows by
Wailes, of Newcastle, just put up, are worthy of
notice. The centre window contains foiu* beauti-

fully-executed medallions, representing the Annun-
ciation, Nativity, Crucifixion, and Contemplant
Angels. The side ^vindows contain also two medal-
lions each, all the thi*ee windows being bordered
mth the same border as that introduced into the
Stephenson memorial window, which Mr. AVailes is

putting up in Westminster Abbey. The windows
are the gift of Joshua Gill, Esq., designed as memo-
rials of members of a family which for upwards of

four hundred years has held possession of pro-

perty at Woodhcad, within the ancient ehapelry of
Burley,

f iatiics, l|lcium-i;ils, ^it.

Lkeds.—Mr. M. Noble, the sculptor of the statue

of Her Majesty, presented by the late Sir P. Fair-

bairn, which gi'aces the vestibule of the Leeds
town-hall, was entrusted with the commission for

that of the late Prince Consort, which is to consti-

tute the Leeds Memorial to His Royal Highness.
Having executed a skett h or model of the statue,

Mr. Noble had the honoui* of submitting it to the
Queen,at\Vindsor, immediately before the departure
of the Court for the Contin-nt. Her Majesty was
pleased with and highly approved of the statue,

and Mr. Noble is therefore in a position to proceed
with its execution. Mr. Noble is said to have had
special opportunities of studying the features of the
Prince, His Royal Highness having done him the

honour of sitting on several occasions. The Prince
is represtnted addressing an assemljly, and on the

pedestal is inscribed the sentence from one of his

public speeches
—"The study of the laws by which

the Almighty governs the universe is our bounden
duty;" and also

—"Albert, Prince Consort, 1860."

It is not expected that the statue will be completed
before the midiUe of next year, Mr. Noble, by
arrangement, being allowed eighteen months for

the execution of the work. As far as pe.ssible, it

will be of the same size, height, &c., as the statue

of the Queen, neai' which il will appropriately be
placed.

COLCHESIEE.—An ornamental gravestone, with a
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ridge tomb, is now bein? executed by Mr. Henry

liuf kin, stonemason. East Hill, Colchester, for the

grave of the late Sergeant-Major Henry Hill Brown,

late of the 1st Essex Battalion, in the Colchester

Cemetry.
Bran.van.—It is said that some citizens of

Brannan have erected a monumental stone to the

Nuremberg bookseller, Johanu Phillipp Palm, who
was executed by Napoleon for not diclosing the

name of the author of a seditious book which he
had published. The stone bears the simple inscrip-

tion, "Palm's End, 1800."

The Dl'ke of Saxe Coburg and the Albert
MoNCMENT.—Her Majesty Queen Victoria, in a

gracious letter to the Coburg Committee for the

erection of the Albert monument, has expressed her
intention of furnishing the statue if the pedestal be
subscribed for in the native country of her late con-

sort. A far different reception, however, has most
unfortunately been accorded the committee at the

hands of Duke Ernest. It appears, from a letter

written in reply to their request for his subscrip-

tion, that the Duke is highly incensed against the

Coburgers for forming a committe without his con-

currence, and, after this omission, proceeding to

apply for his pecuniary co-operation.

stances as a liquid with a brush, or otherwise.

Judge, then, of our astonishment at seeing our

process recapitulated with the most perfect

exactitude and claimed as the invention and
property of another. The character of your
journarfally satisfies us that justice will be done

by the insertion of this statement in your

columns ; and as to our relationship with Mr.

Rust, that is a point we leave iu the hands of our

solicitors.

We are. Sir,

Yours most obediently,

Bartlett, Bro. & Co.

Devimshshirc Wharf, Cam-Jcn Toicii, jV. IF.

[We simply gave an opinion on the specimens

submitted to us—none whatever on the pro-

prietorship.

—

Ed., B. N.]

FIEE-PROOP FLOORING.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE " BUILDING NEWS."

. Sib,—My attention has been called to an article

in your number for August 22, headed " Com-
Amon» other

! bnstible Houses,"wherein you state that Fox and
violent passages there occurs a sentence in the

j
jjarrett's system of fire-proof construction con

letter, in which the Duke reserves for himself the
,
gj^j^ j^ j^e emplo\Tnent of cast-iron gii-ders and

right of sanctioning the erection of the statue ; the
consequence of which lapsHg calami, the Coburg
papers have already informed his Highness that any
statue, not being immoral, may be la^vfully erected

in any thoroughfare not being too crowded. The
decision upon these points, they have taken care to

add, does not rest vfith the Duke, but with his re-

sponsible Cabinet.
The Clare Monument to O'Connell.—The

Freeman's Journal has at length, after repeated
and urgent entreaties, obtained the £100 for the
completion of the Clare monument to O'Connell.
A ' national" monument to the liberator is now
proposed.
Statue to Washington.—^The celebrated statue

to Washington, by Power, has been removed from
Baton Rouge to New Orleans by order of Major-
General Butler. It is suggested that it should be
offered to the city of New York as a gift for the
adornment of the Central Park.

concrete. Will you allow me to say that cast-

iron is never used in connection with this system ;

the girders and joists being invariably made of

wroufiht iron, and in reference to your subsequent

remarks as to the weight of the floors, I may
add that they are considerably Ughter than those

formed with girders and arches, with tliis great

advantage, that the weight is distributed over

the entire area of the walls, instead of being con-

centi'ated at points, and there is also an entire

absence of lateral thrust, the pressure on the

walls being strictly vertical.

I am &c.,

HENEY BARRETT.
Sepienibcr 23, 1862.

glctroplitiin Jinprobcmcnts.

A Spire to Westminster Abbet.—The subject
of a spire to Westminster Abbey has again been
mooted. A correspondent of the Gimrdian says
that " one feature is wanting in the fine view of
Wesminster from the Surrey side of the bridge—a

'

spire to the central tower of Westminster Abbey.
That every tower pre-supposed a spire there can be

\

no doubtj because a spire is simply the roof of a
tower ; and, therefore, the Abbey must be con-
sidered defective with its three towers and no spire.

The hat has been going round rather often of late,
i

yet one cannot doubt that means would be forth-
coming if the subject were put before the public
by the Dean, together with the proposed design by
Mr. G. Scott."

C3;is anb ©later Intelligence.

WuiTBY.—Until a very recent period, the gas-
works in this town occupied very incommodious
and unsuitable buildings^ situate in by no means
eligible localities, and certainly devoid of anything
approaching architectural elegance. Within the
last two years, however, a handsome suite of build-
ings has been erected at a convenient distance from
the town by Anthony Oust Atkinson, Esq., of Hull,
the proprietor. An additional vnng has also been
built, which forms the residence of Mr. Atkinson.
Sevexoaks.—It has been proposed to extend the

town lights of Sevenoaks,

Corrcspnliciuf.—

—

STONE PRESERVATION.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE " BUILDING NEWS."

S IR,—We beg to forward you specimens of our
process for indurating and hardening stone, as
also the glass with which the stone is indurated,
or with which its interstices is filled. The glass
is a silicate of alumina, produced without heat,
the constituents of which are silica, alumina,
and potash, the latter iu such proportions as to
form a true mica, and where it comes into con-
tact with lime in the stone a true felspar. Our
ease. No. 1/1, class 2, in the International Exhi-
bition, contains our specimens, and the highest
chemical and geological authorities of otir time
have had them submitted to them for personal
examination and test, since the commencement of
the year 1861. Our letters patent were gi-anted
to Frederick Settle Barff, for the discovery of
the means of combining the above materials in
one solution and its appUcation to porous sub-

6mn\[ Items.

Pnt'SSiAX Industry.—Mr. Peter Bayne, in a
letter from Berlin,'says;

—"All kinds of industry are

now prospering in Prussia. The iron manufactures
of the country are already among the most import-
ant in Europe j trade has been gradually thro^fing

off its fetters j and agriculture, stimulated by access

to the British market, is in a thoroughly sound and
growing condition. The prosperity of the country
is reflected in the capital. Berhn still suffers from
defective drainage, and the flatness of its situation

presL-nts no advantages for .architectural display.

But in the width and directness of its streets it bears

the stamp of the practical genius of the old Hohen-
zoUerns, and four rows of Ume trees which form an
avenue in its midst, leading to the Royal Palace,

afford lungs to the town. In the part of Berlin
where building is most recent and active, the city

^vill stand comparison mth Paris, and is, in appear-
ance, decidedly superior to London. Our Belgravia
conveys a more powerful impression of wealth than
any quarter of any to^vn in the wurld; but it is wealth
clumsily bestowed, wealth which has not learned to

ck'the itself in grace, in lightness, in beaxity. The
four, five, or six stories rise over each other, bare
and massive, glooming upon all the world, and com-
bining the seclusion of a prison with the costliness

of a palace. The loftiest of the recently-built man-
sions in the aristocratic suburbs of Berlin have the
appearance of being clothed in draperies of flower
and foliage from basement almost to roof. Each
floor opens on a balcony, protected from the rain,

spacious enough to accommodate a considerable
number of guests, and veiled in front by delicately-

flowered runners, exquisite geraniums, roses, ivy,

and the vine. These continental balconies must be
the delight of Mr. Wilkie Collins, who seems to think
that no situation is so picturesquely adapted as a
balcony for making that particular proposal on
which a good deal turns in fact, and on which every-
thing turns in fictinn."

Proposed Improvements at Bideford.—At a
meeting ofthejoint bodies of theTown Council and
BridgePeoffees, hold at the Bridge HaU on Monday
week the report of the committee appointed at the
last meeting was presented. The committee were of
opinion that the last plan submitted by Mr. Page
was the most desira le for the joint body to adopt,
as it was susceptible of improring the waterway by
the removal of certain piers without endangering
the new work ; it retained the old appearance of the
bridge, and was less liable to damage by ships.

They estimated the total cost of the ^videning of the
bridge as follows :—Contract for widening not ex-
ceeding £3,500 ; contingencies, 5 per cent, on that
sum, £^175

; ensine* t's fee £525 ; clerk of the works
£100; t-tal £4,300. The adoption of the report
was moved by the Mayor ; but on the motion of Mr.
A'inson, seconded by Mr. Yelland, an amendment
directing the plan, specification, and report of the
committee to be laid on the table of the bridge for
public inspection for a fortnight, vtOiS curried.

Llandafp Diocesan Church Extension So-
ciety.—At the quarterly meeting of the committee
of this society, three weeks ago, some plans of mis-
sion churches were laid on the table, which attracted
general attention. The churches were constructed
of iron and wood, the foundations being laid on a solid

wall. The elevation of these churches is quite eccle-

siastical in its chara^-'ter, and the internal arrange-
ments are well adapted for schools or public worship.
They are designed by G. T. Robinson, Esq., of Lea-
mington, consulting architect to the Church Exten-
sion Society for the Archdeaconry of Coventry, and
as they could be erected at the very small cost ofone
pound per sitting, including seats and other neces-
saries, they seemed admirably adapted for the
rapidly-increasing parishes of this diocese. One of
these churches was lately built at the expense of C.
H.Bracebridge,Esq., ofAtherston HaU, and another
small one, to accommodate 125 worshippers, was
lately opened in the parish of Archdeacon Sandford,
and is found to give general satisfaction,

Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society.—
This society held its quarterly meeting on Thursday
week. Colonel Harding read his quarterly report,
which referred at length to objects relating to the
church architecture, &c.,'in "The World's Fair;" and
described Whipton Chapel of Ease. The colonel
also presented a printed account of the coinage of
Exeter. The Rev. H. T. Ellaeombe, rector of Clyst
St. George, then read a carefully-prepared paper on
the manor and church of that imrish, which occupied
between two and three hours in reading. At its

conclusion some conversation took place with
reference to the approaching risit of the " College
Youths " in their exhibitions of change ringing.

The Rev. Canon Woolcombe stated that the defective
nature of the machinery at the Cathedral would
prevent the use of the bells there. St. Sidwell'a
wa^the most effective peal open, and even there the
machinery required some repair. The Rev. H. T.
EUacombe observed that the Rev. Mr. Galtan had
promised everything should be done to place them
in an efficient state.

Discovery of Roman Remains at Leicester.
—Last week, when some men were excavating in
one of the front cellars of some new buildings, now
in course of erection at Southgate-street, Leicester,

they came across what appeared to them to be a
large block of stone firmly embedded in the ground,
at the depth of about 9 ft. from the surface of the
street. On removing it, it was found to be about
4 ft. 3 in. long, 2 ft. 3 in. wide, and 2 ft. deep, ofDane-
hill stone, with earrings or moultlings, at the side

and ends, of the Roman period. On the upper part
and about 9 in. from the edge, which is bevelled, is

roughly hewn a trough about 9 in. deep: this was
found to contain animal bones, and pieces of red

clay, pottery, &c. The mouldings are very per-

fect, not^vithstanding their age ; but, unfortu-
nately, the men, during their excavations, chipped
pieces off the upper part. It seems to be the pre-

valent opinion that it was formerly used as a

Roman altar, on which were offered sacrifices, and
this seems very possible. At one of the sides, about
midway from each end, is a groove about 3 in.

square, running from, the top to the bottom. It is

intended to have the relic preserved in the town
museum.
The Marple Viaduct, Manchester.—The

keying in the last arch of the Marple viaduct, on
the Hyde and Marple Extension Branch of the

Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway,

took place on Saturday. The aqueduct consists of

three arches of 60 feet span each. Its height from
the bed of the river—the Goyt—being 97 feet, and
it contains 8,000 cubic yards of masonry ; whereas
the viaduct has thirteen arches, of 50 feet span
each ; its height from the bed of the river is 135

feet, and contains 18,000 cubic yai'ds of masonry.
It is constructed entirely of stone. The first stone

was laid on the 24th September, 1861. The work
has been carried out from the plans, and under the

superintendence of !Mr. J. G. Blatikburne, of

Oldham, the engineer for the line. The contractors

are Messrs. Benton and Woodi\viss. The viaduct

will be opened for traffic in about two months.
Excavations in Rome.—Excavations have been

commenced in the subterranean church of the

cathedral of St. Clement, one cf the oldest in

Rome, are being carried on with great aetirity,

and vnih the most satisfactory results. Among the

latest discoveries is a wall covered with frescoes,

the colours of which are as fresh as though they

were just finished by the painter. The surface of

this wall is dirided into three compartments, dis-

posed horizontally. The upper one represents St.

Antonio, clad in magnificent sacerdotal robes. Un-
fortunately, the head of the saint was destroyed at

the time the upper church was built. The middle
compartment contains a head of the prophet Daniel,

in excellent preservation ; and the lowt^r represents

the Hon tamer. The style of painting is said to be
of the old Byzantine school.

Queen's Park, Manchester.—The Manchester
Guardian says :—The extensive building known as

the hall, in the centre of the Quoeu's-park, has

recently been undergoing alteration and re-arrange-

ment, with a riew to the adaptation of a portion of

the interior to the purposes of a museum. Beau-
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tiful

ns

nl as the park itself is in sitnatinn, commamlinpr,

it doca, some of the finest Hews nf the surroiuiil-

ing country, and splendid as are the attractions in

the park itself, it has long been felt that tlio adili-

tion of stat\iary, paintinps, and cnriosities in

artistic and natn'ral pr.iductions would still more

completely cffi'ct the benevolent obji-ets contem-

plated by the establishment of public parks, in

cultivating and improving the taste, whilst con-

tributing to the enjoyment fif tlie people. The
lower portion of the ball will be retained as a

refreshment -room. The principal rooms, which

will be used as the museum, are entered by a double

fliglit of steps, the landing from which overlooks a

long avenue leading from the Harpurhey entrance,

skirted by thick rows of flowers now in glorious

bloom. The first room is about 61 feet long and
IS feet wide. The walls of these rooms, and the

smaller ones adjacent, a.s well as the walls of the

staircases, have been newly ceiled and corniced,

and "plugged," for hanging paintings. The whole

will soon be ready for the reception of contribu-

tions of works of art and curiosities in science,

which it is hoped will be sent in very liberally, as it

is presumed that the parks committee will mainly

rely upon voluntary donations.

JiHAnrdKn Improvements.—The Bradford cor-

poration has lately sanctioned a plan of street im-
provements, wliich is estimated to cost £.35,000, and
it is proposed to borrow this sum on security of the

rates of the borough, and to spread the repayment
of it over a period of 30 years. Proceedings are to

be taken in November next, under the Tath section

of the Local Government Act, 1858, for the purpose

of effecting the improvements. Warehouse pro-

perty in the town has already been decidedly en-

hanced in value by the resolution of the corporation.

A pile of buildings occupied by one firm (Messrs.

Craven) was sold by auction last week for the sum
of £15,005, being several thousand pounds more
tlian was offered for the same property four years

ago.

F.VRNBORorcn and Aldekshot Freehold axd
Ground Rent Society.—A society has been formed
for the purchase of freehold land on advantageous
sites, to assist builders and others with advances in

covering it with buildings, and to dispose of the
ground rents, di^nding the profits among the share-

holders. Arrangements have, we understand, been
made for the purchase of 230 acres of land, and an
hotel, between the camp at Aldershot and the Farn-
borough station, and there seems every prospect of

the scheme being realized.

Disco\t:ky of Ancient Remains in Scotland.
— Several curious discoveries of ancient remains
have lately been made in Scotland. Mr. James
Farrer, M.P. for South Durham, has discovered
eleven skeletons in a knoll, called the Knowe of
Somerough, in the island of Birsay. They appear
to have been enclosed in rough flag-stones, and
generally face north-west. In the Che^'iot hills,

whole towns of stone huts with chimneys have been
uncovered. As many as seventy may be traced in

one enclosure. In some of them have been found
broken pottery, beads, horns, and querns. On the
top of Yeavering Be'l, is an enclosure of twelve
acres in extent, within which is a sunken chamber.
This has been cleared of earth, so as to disclose the
masonry. Some iron slag has also been found,
showing that the inhabitants of those houses were
acquainted with the art of smelting.

Cljip.

So high is the estimation in which the late Count
Cavour is held, that the subscription for a monu-
ment to be erected in his remembrance now
amounts to 374,093 francs.

The number of nails manufactured in Bromsgrove
is so enormous, averaging about ten milUons weekly,
that the wonder is that such vast quantities
should be wanted. As an example of the numbers
reqviired, the H'orcesfei- CTrrmic^t' states that in the
erection of the Great Exhibition building 200 tons
were used ; which, upon a fair computation,
would give about thirty-three and a-half millions
of nails.

The Newcastle Mechanics' Institution purposes
holding an exhibition in aid of the funds for build-
ing a new hall for their Society. The exhibition
wUl take place in the New Town Hall, and will, it

is expected, be opened in November.

A railway is to be executed in Mexico, which will

unite Vera Cruz with Puebla, and ^vill run across
the slopes cf the Cambres. The French Govern-
ment has also simultaneously.undertaken the estab-
lishment of a line of telegraph from A^era Cruz to
Mexico, when they shall be in possession of that
capital. The tube containing the \vires will be
buried to prevent the devastations of the guerillas.

A Roman journal states that something Uke an
incipient volcano has made its appearance near the
Civita A'eccliia Railway, about two leagues from
Rome.
The Birmingham exhibition of modern works of

art, as well as that of Liverpool, are just opened to
the public.

On the Ledger Day, a cheap excursion-train was
run from Preston to Doncastcr, in which there

were only 22 passengers.

Two splendid vases, presented by the Empress o'

the Pi'ench a short time ago to the Loch Lomond
Steamboat Company, by the hand of M. Roiiher,

Minister of Agi-iculture and Cimimerce of France,

have just been fixed in prominent places in the com-
pany's two vessels.

Various important alterations are contemplated

in the mansion and ofhcis of the Prince of Wales, on
his newly acquired estate at Sandringhara, Norfolk.

Mr. Huiiibert, the architect to his Royal Highness,

is entrusted with the carrying out of these improve-
ments.

A new organ, by the celebrated builders, Messrs.

Grey and Davidson, the joint giftof Darid Jlclntosh,

Esq., lord of the manor, and Joseph Bray, Esq., of

Pyrgo Park, has just been placed in Havering
Church, Chelmsford, and was inaugurated on Sun-
day, the I'lth inst.

A new bridge is proposed to be built at Perth.

The designs have been sent in.

The " Garden Oracle ; or Economic Year Book,"
is announced by the Messrs. Groombridge for pub-
lication early in October. It is edited, as before, by
Mr. Shirley Hibberd, F.R.H.S.

The re-hanging of the bells at Alpton Church,
Torquav, has been completed, at a cost of nearly

£100.

In Belgium it is estimated that there are as many
as 140 workable beds of coal, of which the total

thickness amounts to ninety metres, or about 290
feet!

The contractor has commenced the foundations of

the Covered Market, Darlington, and has already

raised the walls some two or three feet. On making
the necessary excavations for the foundation, it has

become apparent that the whole of the site the mar-
ket when tinislied wiU cover consists of a bed of

remarkably fine sand.

At the commencement of the present year 1,609

miles of railway had been opened in India, and it

is estimated that 1,181* miles will be opened in the

current year, 517i in 18C3, 729 in 1804, and 017 in

1805 and subsequently.

The consumption of rock oil in the world is

vaguely estimated to have been fifteen millions of

gallons in 1860, and twenty millions in 1861 ; while

for 1862 the quantity, it is "thought, may range from
thirty to fifty millions.

The to\vns of Hamburg and Altona wiU be shortly

provided with street railways. The idea proceeds

from one Herr Mdller, a ciril engineer, who has also

designed a whole network of street railways for Ber-

lin and A^ienna, and there seems to be some pros-

pect of the adoption of his proposals in the latter

city, at least.

A very fine oval miniature, by the renowned
Dutch artist Slingelandt, set in gold, was purchased

for a few shillings, about a month ago, by a broker

at Peterborough, at a small country auction ! The
finest examples of this painter's work in England
are possessed by the Earl of Ellesmere and Sir

Robert Peel.

It is said that a few days ago a gentlem.-in, walli-

ing among the rocks near the village of Almiiouth,
Newcastle, was struck with the similarity of a

peculiar smell to that of the Harrowgate waters. On
further examination it was found to proceed from a

spa, whose waters have since been analysed, and are

proved to be identical in their constituent parts with

those of Harrowgate.

The Royal Academy has resolved to establish an
Honorary Retired Class of Acaraedicians, each of

whom is to receive a pension of £100 a-year, and
retain the title of R.A. the vacancies thus created

amongst the " forty " being filled up. The Queen's
sanction has been obtained to the proposal.

It is said that Mr. Bella is the probable chief

engineer of the South Adriatic Railway Company.
M. Bella, two days ago ordered the engineers under

his orders at Naples to draw up a new design for a

tubular bridge of a single span, fifty-one metres in

length, over the Pescara.

The Athena-um says:
—"Mr. Baily has set the

example of retirement from the active duties of the

Royal Academy. For some years past he has ceased

to model ; his works are %vith the world, abiding

witnesses of his genius ; and he has now most fitly

closed a career, made memorable, in the history of

EngUsh art, by yielding his chair to the competition

of younger men."

It is said that Mr. Leech's sketches have been so

uccessful at the Egyptian Hall, th.at he is at present

engaged in painting another set of subjects from
Punch.

On Monday week Mr. Henry Paull, M.P. for St.

Ives, met the Harbour Commissioners at their

Office in the Town Hall, for the purpose of giving

information relative to the intended new pier. The
Board of Trade have recommended to the Public

Loan Commissioners to advance £25,000 for the

purpose of carrying out the work, which may bo
commenced in a few months.

A fort is about to Ye constructed at the G st

craigs of I.eith, of a ti-ianr^i lar form, and from
point to point will present a space of 110 ft. There
will be four compartments, one above the other, and,
in order to render the construction water-proof, it is

contemplated to place an expensive coffer dam round
it at the bottom. The fort will be mounted by 6 guns.

A letter from Cracow states that the Bm.all town
of Podgoritza, near that city, was last week almost
entirely destroyed by lire.

COXKECTED WITH THE BuiLDlXO TltADE,

539. T. BnAT. Improvements in ornamentinff wood in
imitation of inlaid work. Dated Feb. 27, 1862.

For the purjjose of this invention, the patentee proceeds
as follows :—He coats the surfaces to be ornamented, which
should be of white or light-coloured wood, with a plutinoua
matter; after the glutinous coat is dry, he applies to the
parts of the surface, which are to a]»pear as white or light-
coloured, a spirituous jireparation of gums and other ma-
terials, Tlie desired pattern or design having been traced
on the surface, in this preparation, and the preparation ap-
plied being drj', he stains the whole surface with a water
stain. Pattiit completed.

550. J. L. Chakcouchet. Improvements in machinery
for breaking stone. Dated Feb. 27, 1862.

This invention consists of a new method of breaking
stone by machinerj', worked by steam or other motive
power. A strong cast-iron frame-work contains, or en-
closes, a sifting apparatus formed by a series of parallel
bars of the shape of prisms, on which the stone to be broken
is placed. The sides of the sifting apparatus are firmly
bolted to a timber frame, to the longitudinal cross timber
of which a powerful hinge is fixed, whereon two moveable
anvils work underneath the sifter. These anvils have
grooves or channels cut on their faces so as to correspond
with the bars of the sifter into which they fit when the an-
vils are in their uppermost or horizontal position. These
anvils are raised to a horizontal position, and lowered alter-
nately to an angle of about 45**, l)y means of eccentrics,
working on a shaft at the top of the cast-iron standards of
the machine. From these eccentrics connecting rods des-
cend, one on each side of the machine, and are attached by
hooks to the hammers. Above the hinges of the anvils a
broad leather or steel band passes over a copper pulley, and
is attached to the hinged eitremity of the anvils by means
of a projection or stop running along the ends of the chan-
nels. Tvro cranks on the same shaft, which works the ec-
centric, give a vertical reciprocating motion to two con-
necting rods, at the lower end of each of which a heavy
block or hammer is attached. These hammers, aided by
guides in the standards, are consequently caused to descend
upon the stone placed on the sifters and moveable anvils.

The stone is Ihus broken into pieces, the size of which may
be regulated according to the spaces between the bars of
the sifters. Patent amtpleted.

555. J. Sim. lyiiprovemfnts in the construction of gai~
meter.^. Dated March 1, 1862.

This relates to certain im]jrovements apjilicable to the
construction of wet pas-meters, the jirinciple upon which it

is chiefly founded being that of causing the gas to pass over
or come in contact with an extended surface of water in a
separate vessel or vessels, whereby it takes up and absorbs,
or becomes saturated with, moisture previous to being ad-
mitted into the measuring compartment of the meter, and
thus preventing the aljsorjjtion of the water contained
therein by the gas, as is the case when the latter is intro-
duced in a dry state, the effect of such altsorijtion neces-
sarily being to alter the level of the water contained in the
measuring compartment. The water contained in the
separate vessel or vessels is also constantly evaporating, the
results of such evaporation passing upwards into the mea-
suring compartment, and thus assisting in preserving the
water level therein. Patent completed.

666. J. G, Jennings. Imjyrovements in the construction

of chimneys or flues. Dated March 1, 1862.

This is applicable more esj^ecially to chimneys or fluea
nsed in connection with open tire-places. In order to pre-
vent the smoke being forced out into the room in which the
fire-place is situated by a sudden puff of wind descending
the chimney, the patentee enlarges the chimney at a short
distance over the fire-place, by building into the brickwork a
chamber, made either of earthenware or cast iron, and hav-
ing both an inlet and outlet passage corresponding in size
with that of the flue. He prefers to make this chamber
hexagonal, as it appears when in position in front and back
view, and with flat ends. The inlet and outlet passages,
also, which are generally opi»osite the one to the other, he
prefers to form as sockets to receive the ends of earthenware
pipes, of which he usually forms the chimneys or tlues. The
chamber may be made in one piece, and it is preferred so to
make it, but it may be formed in two or more pieces if de-
sired. The use of chambers in this way admits of the use
of much smaller chimneys or tlues than those usually em-
ployed in combination with open fire-places. Patent com-
pleted.

571. H. BowF.x. Improvements in gas meters. Dated
March 1, 1862.

This relates to the system or mode of maintaining the
proper water level in wet gas meters, by compensating for
the evaporation or other loss of water in the meter, and
comprises much detail which we cannot quote here. Patent
completed.

677. A. Tbvkndale. Improvements in the apparntua used
in connection with cooking stores and domestic Jire-places for
the manufacture and supply of gas. Dated March 3, 1862.

Here the inventor distils coal or cannel, but he prefers
common coal mixed with a small quantity of lime or oxide
of iron, in an ordinary retort, and places the said retort in
such a position that the waste heat from cooking stoves or
domestic fire-places sliall be economised for heating the said
retort, providing suitable dampers, so that the waste heat
may only act on the retort when desired. From the retort
he caries a pipe or pipes into a suitable vessel to receive
any condensed matter thence direct to the burners. He
provides, in addition to the foregoing, a pipe for carrying
off the steam and other incombustil>le gases given off im-
mediately after charging the retort, and for permitting the
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lecape of any extra pressure or surplus when a supply is no

osnger desired. Ptttent ahau'Joned. , ^ ^ .

578. T. ZiLL-VNo. Ah improtremint tn purifying go*.

Dated March 3, 1862.
. . , , „

This consists in the use of oxide of manganese, m com-

bination with lime, and with sawdust, or cocoa-nut refuse,

or ground bark, as an auxiliary filtering agent. Or, instead

of sawdust, other ordinary filtering agents may be used in

combination with the oxide of manganese and the lime.

Patent completed.

592. G. A. CoTTAM and H. R. Cottah. Improvements

in horticultural buildings and other glazed structures. Dated

March 4. 1862.

Here the metal rafters, or the sashes or parts to be

glazed, arc formed with a succession of steps, according to

the number of sheets of glass to be used from the t<ip to the

bottom ; and it is preferred that these steps should be in

the forms of groTCS, so that the succeeding sheets of glass

may lie slid into their places and overlap at their edges,

though a single groove may be used of sufficient depth to

receive the thickness of glass one over the other. When
walls are used in constructing a building, the rafters are

connected therewith by metal plates, in the form of inverted

troughs, either eitendinir the whole length of the building,

or else at such intervals apart as will suit the distance

apart at which the rafters are desired to be attached to the

wall. "Where required, tie or giiage rods or bars are applied,

to retain the rafters in position. When using wrought

iron sash bars, in order to connect them to the structure or

to each other, cast iron sockets are used, which are fixed to'

the ends or other parts of the sash bars by pins or rivets, or

othenvise ; and when required such cast sockets are made
with branch sockets at a right angle, or such other angle as

may suit the angular direction in which it is desired to fii

the" ends of other sash bars to the primary one to which the

socket is fixed. At the surface of the groimd, where neces-

sary, a sill or bar is fixed or applied in any convenient way,

but it is preferred to use a row of wood posts or stakes, driven

into the ground, the (parts so driven being well charred.

Fate7tt completed.

f ritiic 'gM.

tenders:—G. Maim, mason, £890; Dinvent, Bristol, car-

penter, £2,511 ; slater and plasterer, £550; Kerslake,

plumber, £198; painter and glazier, £96; Colly, £152;

gas-fitter, £263 ; total, £1,660. For the seats in the dress-

circle and upper boxes, Mr. Knight and Mr. Uhurch, Bath,

£520; for the artist and decorations, Messrs. Green and

King, Baker-street, London, £270; total, £5,450.

BiiiGnTON.—For building the new hotel at Brighton for

the Brighton Hotel Company (limitedj. John Whichcord,

F.S.A., architect.

Cieor-re Smith & Co., London ... £63,700

MversA-Son ,, 63,500

Hiess ,, 63.000

Pipe> Wheeler „ 61.820

Dove Brothers „ 59.865

Saiizer A Co., Brighton 57.953

Architect's estimate 58,385

VArxHAt-L.—For six houses on the Vauih all-gardens

estate. Mr. T, K. Green, architect.

Cramtown £1,535
James&Ashton l,4Jt-l

Walker 1,490

Niscon 1,4'6

Simmons 1.390

Coker 1.258

The stonemasons of Manchester are still on strike.

—

The cause of the quarrel is that Messrs. J. and R. Ibberson

have worked stone in Manchester, and then sent it to

Altrincham, instead of working it at Altrincham, where it

was required. The master masons allege that this is in

strict accordance %vith the working rules agreed to by the

employers and employed of Manchester and Salford. Efforts

to arrange the diBpute by arbitration have been fruitless,

and accordingly the walls of the city have been placarded

with an announcement, signed by twelve firms of master

masons, that their works will be dosed from Saturday last

until the dispute is settled. The men, we l>elieve, had not

waited for the closing of the works l>efore they took sum-
mary action. On Monday there were no masons at work
upon the new Assize Courts, in Strangeways, and probably

all other stone-building operations in this neighbourhood
are for the present suspended.
Mr. Johnshn, building surveyor, appeared before the

Liverpool Petty Sessions, on Wednesday week, to support

information in the following cases: Abraham Flather,

builder, and Thomas Batty were summoned for improperly

building certain houses in Tavistock-street, Park-road,

Liverpool. It was stated by the surveyor that the walls of

the houses in question were not properly " bonded " and set

in mortar as required by the Building Act. The cas;:S were

adjourned for a week.—Edward Jones was fined 20s. and
costs for not giving notice of his intention to complete cer-

tain houses in Malta-street, Park-road.

TENDERS.
HixcKLET.—For the restoration of the east end of the

chancel of the parish church.
£ s.

T. andG. Harrold 354
W. Harrold 268
Eroadlient, Leicester (accepted) 215 10

Osborne 277
Johnstone 277
Fern 255

pKESTOX.—For the erection of the new Town Hall
Preston. G. S. Scott, Esq., architect—

Sirams, London 49,922
Walters. Ribby 48,464

Huddleston, London 42,800

Parker and Son, Liverpool 39,260

Glashier, Liverpool 39,100
Wield, Bradford 38,894
Beanland, Bradford 38,600
Blades. Lancaster 38,400
Cooper and Tullis, Preston (accepted) 36,130

Plvmstead, Kkxt.—For building and completely fur-

nishing two villas, on a piece of freehold land, situate Fox-
hill, Plumstead, for James Lawson, Esq. Messrs. W.
Gosling and Son, architects

—

Greenwood £1270
Sonnex 1225
Lonergan 970
Alwin 950
Lidbetter 922
Bond 886
Thompson 854

Woolwich.—For repairing three houses and shops,

situate Church-hill, Woolwich, for Mr. F. H. Banister.
Lidbetter £180
Thompson 175

Wooi.wicn.—For taking down out-buildings, bakehouse,
oven, Ac, and building with same materials sorting-room,

Ac. , for Mr. Moses Cohen

—

Thompson £58
Lonergan 57 10
Lidbetter 66

Plumstead.—For furnishing four houses, situate EgUn-
ton-road, Pltimstead, for Mr. John Trodd.

Lonergan £1200
Thompson 1180
Sonnex 1179
Lidbetter 1175
Warner 1175
Smith 1150
GrifBths 1115
Mills 1100

Bath.—For the erection of the Bath theatre. Mr. C. J.
Phipps, F.S.A., architect, London and Bath. Accepted

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Spain.—Designs and estimates for the building to Ije erected

at Madrid, for the Hispano-American Exhibition, will be

received by the Secretary-General of the Committee of the

Exhibition up to the 17th December next. The plan of

the ground, and the conditions to be observed by com-
petitors, can be obtained at the Consulate General. No. 1,

Cushiou-court, Old Broad-street, to which office the

designs and estimates may be addressed for transmission

to Madrid.

Scahborough.—For plans for new schools, and separate

residences for the master and mistress. The schools must
be capable of accommodating not less than 100 of each

sex. Each residence will require one sitting-room, and
not less than four bed-rooms, kitchen, and out-offices. A
prize of £15 will l>e given for the best, and £5 for the

second best, plan and specification, provided a responsible

contractor is prepared to undertake the work for the

estimate given. A block-plan of the site, and a detail of

requirements will be furnished on application to the hon.

secretary, Scarborough. The plans to be sent iu to him
before the 15th day of October next.

Pajnswick.—For the erection of a residence, with stabling

and out -buildings, near Painswick, Gloucestershire. A
premium of £15 will be given for the plan and specification

which best meets the approval of the projirietor. The
whole outlay not to exceed £1,500, and the premium will

not be given unless the proprietor approves of one of the

plans and specifications, nor unless a respectable and re-

sponsible contractor is, upon advertisement in the usual

way, found willing to undertake the works at a sum not

exceeding the amount of outlay as estimated by the party

whose plans and specifications are accepted. The plans

and s]>ecifications to be sent before the 1st day of Novem-
ber next, to C. Codrington, Painsworth, Stroud, and he
will in the mean time point out the proposed site of the

house, and give any other information as to the internal

requirements.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
Newmarket. For the erection of a new house and shop,

at Newmarket. May see the plans and specifications at the

office of the architect, Mr. J. F. Clark, Newmarket.
Tenders to be delivered at the office of the architect, by
12 o'clock at noon, on Thursday, the 9th day of October

next, when they will be opened in the presence of parties

tendering.
Oxford.— For the erection and completion of a new
workhouse to be built in the parish of St. Clements,
Oxford. The plans, specifications, conditions, and form
of tender may be seen at the workhouse, and further in-

formation obtained of the architect, Mr. Wm. Fisher,

Headington-hill, Oxford. Sealed tenders to be sent, ad-

dressed to Dr. Adams, the Chairman of the Board, St.

John's College, Oxford, endorsed ''Tenders for Work-
house," on or before Tuesday, the 7th day of October

next, accompanied by the names of two respectable per-

Bons, who will join the contractor in the usual bond for

t!ie due performance of the contract.

Perth.—For the construction of a new viaduct over the
River Tay at Perth; consisting of eleven spans, from
76 ft. to 80 ft., with \vrought iron girders on stone piers,

and ten stone arches, each 28 ft. span. The drawings and
specifications may he seen at the office of Messrs. B. and
E. Blj-th, 135, George-street, Edinburgh, on and after

Friday, the 26th instant. Forms of tender and copy of

specification, and duplicates of schedules, may be obtained

from the engineers, on payment of one giunea. The
assistant-engineer will attend at Princes-street Station,

Perth, at twelve o'clock noon, of Tuesday, the 30th

instant, for the purpose of pointing out to intending
offerers the site of the proposed works. Sealed tenders,

addressed to the manager, must be lodged \vith him at

the company's office, Dundee, on or before twelve o'clock

noon, on Wednesday, the 15th day of October.

SAi.TBrRX.—For the erection of a cottage for the Saltburn
Improvement Company. Plans and specifications maybe
seen on and after Monday, the 22nd inst., at the office of

Mr. A. Bro^vn, station-master, Saltbum-by-the-Sea; or

at the office of the architect, Mr. George Dickinson, Cen-
tral-buildings, Darlington. Tenders to be delivered to
Mr. Dickinson on or before the 1st day of October
next. The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.

Babmsg, Essex.—For the re-seating of Barling Church.
Drawings and Specifications may be inspected by applica-

tion to the Rev. S. Buxton Smyth, at Barling Vicarage,
on and after the 23rd instant. The tenders to be sent to
G. Wood, Esq., Rochford, on or before October the
10th; from whom further particulars can be obtained;
or from the architect, Mr. W. Slater, 4, Regent-street,
London, S.W.

William James Harman, 3, Old Church-street, Padding-
ton, builder, Oct. 7, at 12.

Charles Thomas Parker, 22, Richard-street, Islington,

builder, Oct. 7, at 1.

Charles Funnell, Hove, Sussex, house-painter, Oct. T,

at 1.

Alfred George Cook, 8, Hodson-street, Newington-bntts,
carpenter, Oct. 4, at 11.

TO surresder ly the country.
Thomas Simpson, Derby, plasterer, Oct.. 7, at 11, Bank-

rupt's Court, Nottingham.
Charles Davis, Birmingham, wood-turner, Oct. 20, at 10,

County Court, Birmingham.
Thomas Slingsby, Kinirston-upon-Hull, cabinet-maker,

Sept. 26, at 11, County Court. Hull.
John Madeley, Wellington, Shropshire, bricklayer, Oct.

3, at 12, County Court, Wellintrton.
David White, Wellington, Shropshire, bellhanser, Ocfc.

3, at 11, County Court, Wellington.
William Prosser, Llanelly, Breconshire, builder, Sept.

30, .it II, County Court., Crickhowell.
Thomas Coltman, Leicester, turner, Oct. 7, at 11, at the

Shire Hall, Nottingham.
Charles Smith. St. Helen's, painter, Oct. 6, at 11, at the

Liverpool Bankruptcy Court.
Henry Miller, Wigan, timber merchant, Oct. 6, at half-

11, at tiie Liverpool Bankruptcy Court.
John Williams, Liverpool, joiner, Oct. 6, at 3, at the

Liverpool County Court.
John Cole, Coventry, carpenter, Oct. 7, at 3, at the

Coventry Coxmty Court.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY.

Richards, on the premises, at Mortimer House, De Beau-
Toir Town. Kingsland, the material of the house, with
offices, stabling and lodge, and four tons of lead, Ac.

Whittisgham, at the Railway Hotel, New Bamet, at 5 for
6, freehold building land, close to the station.

POTHECARV, on the Park Estate of the Conservative Land
Society, at Weymouth, at 12 for 1, the valuable plant
and material used by the contractor on the works.

Lerew and Lerew, on the premises, at Camden-terrace,
Camden Town, at 12, Honduras mahogany, planks, deals,
battens, Sec

TrESDAT.
Broad and Pritchard, at the Mart, at 12, the lease of the
manufacturing premises of the Marmorian Marble
Company's Works, King's-road, Chelsea, with dwelling
house.

FAREBROTnER, Olark, AND Lye, at Garraway's, at 12, the
Lessuess Park Freehold Estate, in Erith, Kent, com-
prising villa residences, ground rents, and 50 acres of
building land.

WEDNESDAY.
Pn.LEN", Horne, AND EvERSFiELD, at Bridge Wharf, Mill-

bank, Pimlico, 60 blocks of Sicilian marble, several

hundred marble squares, and 2,000 ft. of English sawn
slab.

Barton and Son, at Garraway's, at 12, dwelling houses and
building land, at Battersea and Wandsworth-road.

FRIDAY.
Chfrtox, at the Crewe Arms Hotel, Crewe, at 2, 102 lots

of freehold building land, at CVewe.
WniTTiNOHAM, at the Auction Mart, London, at 12 fori,

39 lots of freehold building land, at Peckham, Surrey.

H-\RRiS0N AND Son, at the Vicarage, Buckingham, prin-

cipal portion of an extensive libraiy, including rare

antique works.

§;inlivupts.

TO SURRENDER IN BASINOnALt, ETREET.

George Stevenson and Henry Stevenson, Northampton,
builders, Oct. 2, at 1.

William James Barnes, High-street, Penge, Surrey, honse
decorator, Sept. SO, at II,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
C. M. W.—We cannot advise in the matter. Apply to a

business agent.
W. G. and Son, E. F., B. Bros. ; C. J. P., S. has been

answered by letter; J. W., G. M., A, A. received; B. B. has

l>een attended to.

C. S. A Co. too late for this week.
Mr. G. H. Simmonds omitted to inform us where the

houses were to be built, for the erection of which the tenders

were submitted.

Books Receiyed.—Ephesus & the Temple of Diana.

By E. Falkener. Report of the Royal Institute of British

Architects.

Letters relating to advertisements and to the ordinary

business of the paper, should be addressed to the Pitblisher
;

communications and books for reriew, to the Editor ; both

at No. 26, Bouverie-strect, Fleet-street, E.G. Advertise-

ments for the current week must reach the office before

5 o'clock, p.m., on Thursdays.

THEODOLITES, LEVELS, TE.VNSIT
X THEODOLITES, BRAWnXG INSTRl'MEXTS. SC.\LES, ic.

C. BAKER,
243ana2l!.niGn HOLEORy,

Begs to inform Surveyora, Ari'lute<-t3. and others, that having re-

cently niado extensive .'\dilition8 to his manufacturing premises, ho
is now enabled to supply any quantity of flrst-class iustrumeuta of
evei-y description, upon the shortest notice, at a price veiy mneh
lower than is nsually oliarged for the best workmanship. Every
ai-ti«lc iiianutacture<l on tlie priniisea, and alterations, repairs, and
adjustments, will receive ininiL-diiite attention. A lai-go assortment
ofSECOND-H.\ND THEODOLITES. LEVELS, 4c., in stock at low

prices, which are warranted. Inferior instruments taken in ex-

change. Cata'.iignes free by post. Established 1766.

THEODOLITES, LE^^ELS, CIKCUM-
FERE.N'TERS.>L\THE5LVTIC.\LDK.\W[N'OTXSTRLMENT3,

SC-\LES, T/NPES, CH.MNS. T-SQU.\RES, RL"LES, Ac.

JOHN ARCHBUTT,
20, WESTMINSTER BRIDGE ROAD, LAMBETH,

Xoiir .\ttleys TJieatre,

Respectfully informs the jmblic Ihat his Illustrated Price-T-isit will

be ferw:trcled free on application. The pricea wiU be found re-

martablT low. Every article> warranted, becond-hand iuBtrumcuta

of aU kinds, by the best juakcre, al>vaj-s iu Etock.
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GOTHIC STREET ARCITITECTUEE,

DOPTINQ fho l)ost known, tlioiiijli Icnst accu-
rate, rolk'ctivo opitliot, nppliod to designate

all styles of Jlediroval areliitectnro, \vc

]iro]iiise to ronsider whether or not there

will he a probability of our seeiiij; any or
all of those various related styles, which
are included under tlus tcnu Gothic,
adojited for Street Architecture much
more extensively than at present. This
is a subject of speoilat ion not miworthy
of serious atti'ntion, and the examination
of which camiot fail to be of practical

^value.

Half a century ago to enquire whether we
. were likely to sec such a thing as Gothic
Street Architectm-c revived or reconstnicted,

would have seemed sheer madness. That it

is reasonable to do so now is due to the fact

hat Gothic lias Ijcen revived, all but universally,

for ecclesiastical stnictures—more or less gene-

rally for domestic buildings in country situations—to a small extent

fir public buihlings—exceptionally only for the buildings in streets,

which are now the subject of our enquiry.

It might have been, and has been thought, that tho revival of

)ininted architecturo for some objects would make its revival for all

jiurposes a matter of course. This result has not followed, and does

not seem to be approaching rapidly. It is, therefore, worth our while

to enquire if the essential conditions of the problem bo the same in

all cases, and it will not be difficult to show that they are so widely

dilTerent, in at least one important particular as to leave good'grounds

for doubting tho possibility of a Gothic Street Architecture.

A style of art depends for its liroad characteristics on the national

character and jjopular taste of the people among whom it has sprung
up ; any radical change in these reacts upon the artists employed, and
shows itself in their works, and any stinudus applied to the national

mind is soon seen to jn-oduco results on the works of art produced.
This happens in two ways—partly by a direct influence, the change
in people's tastes changing the character of the commissions they give

—partly by indirect influence, because whatever greatly influences the

mind and taste of a whole people will influence, without doubt,

individual artists in tho same way.
Take an iniaginarj' example. The American people have suddenly

become two wariike nations, and a deep change has been effected

within two years in the nature of their tastes and feelings. There
cannot bo a doubt that uijon such painters and sculptors as they
have, the influence of this change will tell, and tell in tho double

way we have indicated. Purchasers will reriuire pictiu'es of the war,
busts of the generals, and statues of fiivourite heroes. Painters and
sculptors, will, like their neighbom'S, be infected with the war-fever,

and will paint and can'o battles and wan'iors with general enthu-

siasm.

The change, of which we have supjwsed a startling example, may
be traced by every obscn'ant man familiar with tho liistory of the

arts, and of the changes of complexion in national characters. Per-
haps the most conspicuoiis instance of it is the revival of classic art,

which so closely followed upon the revival of classic literature in the

sixteenth ccntuiy, and whicli was as complete and as universal as

was the overthrow ol monkish traditions, and the re-establishment

of the writers of Greece and Eome in their ancient pre-eminence ; and
with this instance we have now something to do, because so long
as Latin and Greek literature continued the chief, if not the only,

models of taste, so long would a Gothic revival have been simply
impossible.

Perhaps the dawn of a different state of things may be traced to

Germany, where the writings of Gcctlie have had an immense influ-

ence in founding what is called the romantic school. In this country
we unriuestionably owe much to Sir "Walter Scott, whose writings
<lirccted a great deal of attention to the channs of a literature in

cverj' rcsi5ect the reverse of Johnsonian, and the interest of periods
of histoiy, which hadj till then, been deemed too recent and too near
homo to claim much notice except from professed antiquarians.

At any rate, whether these men be regarded as leading or follow-

ing, it is vorj' certain that an immense change has taken jjlacc in

jiopular taste in Em'ope, and especially in England, since the epoch
of the French revolution, and that the effect of this change has been
to supei-scde the exclusive influence which the classic models exercised
alike o\'cr literature and taste, and to introduce into the one and tho
other region a disposition to cidtivate that which is of native glo^\'th.

.Toined to this influence, however, the English mind has been power-
fully operated upon by the astonishing advance of commerce, inter-

course, and scientific invention, and the consequent rapid increase of
wealth—by an eager desire for novelty, and by familiarity with opera-
tions on a large scale.

These two influences, which vi"e may distinguish as thatofnationality,
or a substitution of native for ancient classic taste and literature, and
that of, let Tis say, steam-power, meaning a familiaritj- with all sorts
of great and active enterprizes, are two of the characteristics which
mark the modern English mind, and have povrcrfully afl'ccted modern
art.

To begin with ecclesiastical architectm-c. Tlio resumption of om-

own poinlcil style was the natural result of the rise of what we have
termed nationality in our tastes, and all the influences co:inected
with steam and commerce liardly affected it at all, for the simple
reason that the sen-ices, the constitutions, and tho very edifice- of tho
Church, desciMid direct from the middle ages, and modern ages liave
not touched them. It was natiiral, when England came to look
roimd for all of a noble or an insjiiring character, to which her present
or her jiast had given birth, that the noble church architecture of her
cathedrals and minsters should be] revived in the scn'ice of a Clnirch,
whose liishoiis and their dioceses, whose parishes and parish priests,

whoso whole form and many of whose sen-ices have come down

—

translated, so to sjioak, into Protestant form and life—but othenviso
imchangeil from the earliest ages of our history as a united people.

It was not the less likely that, as taste for things which are native
and national revived and retiirned, our coimtrj' gentlemen shoidd
seek to return to the forms of architecture cmjiloyed by their fore-
fathers than that the clergy should revive the manners of their
spiritual iiredecessors ; for in "tho counti-y districts of England nnu-h
of tho ancient feudal feeling remains intact, and has readily given riso

to the strong-est sympathy with ancient architecture. So inu<-h is

this the case that, as Mr. Scott has well remarked in his " Domestic
Architecture," the cottage building of many remote districts has
never been modernized, and remains almost as tasteful and as fjuaint
as it was in tlie sixteenth or fifteenth centur^•.

Here (i.e. with churches and mansions) we are inclined to think the
Gothic revival might possibly have stopped, but for an accidental
circumstance, to which few modern architects attach sufficient

importance.
Just as the time when the feeling of nationality, as we for want of

a lietter word have termed it, and before that modern clement which
it is still more difficult to name, but for which steam power stands as
an equivalent, had taken the funi hold it now has, it became necessai-y
to rebuild the Houses of Parliament; and, most hajiijily, a sense of the
propriety of employing on a building which has historic associations
such as none otlier in England can claim, and a style which might also

be termed historic, led to the erection of the Palace of AVestminster as
we now know it, and to the daily and nightly exhibition to tho most
influential men of the nation of a Gothic building adapted to modern
purposes and in dailj' modem use.

A great ci-y has been raised against the houses again and again by
some ; and many even whose prejudices and tastes are all classic, or
all steam, have no doubt frequented that house without deriving plea-
sure from its beauties, or becoming converts to its style. But even
they cannot shut their eyes to it ; and when we remember that all the
leading nobility and six hundred of the leading commoners of Eng-
land have daily and hourly this magnificent structure before them and
in i(se, we cannot wonder that they, and those whose minds they in-

fluence, become accustomed to the idea of pointed architecture, for

even the most modern secular public buildings, and that such designs
as those of the town-halls of Preston and Northampton, are from time
to time being selected and erected.

Still, though here and there we build Gothic public buildings, we
must not suppose that their existence is due (as is that of revived
chm-clies and mansions) solely to the fact that Gothic is old. They
more often occur because Gothic is also liciy. The Gothic revival is

a thing of tho present day, as much as railways, telegi-aphs, or iron-

plated steamers ; and that section of the modern mind in which the
go-a-head elements arc the uppermost will patronize Gothic because it

is modern—v\'ill feel the antiquity of the thing its chief drawback, and
instead of being anxious to have precedents respected and old st\-les

coiToctly rendered, will be better pleased the more intensely Victorian,
and the less antique, the work may be.

These observations bring us to the concluding links of our train of
reasoning. The reader, if he have concurred with what has been said,

can hardly fail to admit that, if the architecture of om- churches and
mansions be revived purely from a conservative feeling, while that of
om- pul)lic buildings is here and there only rendered Gothic, and tliat

from mixed motives, of which the supposed newness of the style is

one, it is hard to expect that in our streets, where trade and telegraphs,

steam and traffic have it all their own way, we shall ever have a
Gothic house put down except as a novelty, or an exception to the
general i-ule.

There are reasons why the modern ways of thinking and doing
should find a Gothic house, shop, or warehouse vei-y incongruous.
The quaintness and homeliness of median-al life, with which mediajval
architecture suited so well, has so utterly vanished from our comnierce,
that the architectural forms to which it gave rise seem painfully out
of place ; nor is there wanting a sort of sternness and hardness, a
gi-asp of generalities and a love of uniformity in the modci-n mind,
which makes the angular jambs, and square-headed windows, and
symmetrical arrangement of featm-os iieculiar to Italian and Anglo-
Greek buildings, more consonant v.-itli the tastes acquired by om-
tradesmen and merchants than the pretty iiTcgularities, the rich and
varied feafm-es, and the graceful forms of Gothic architecture ; and
thus the predominant elements of Gothic seem to exclude it to a great

extent from the field, where its ardent admirers seem to believe it is

yet destined to flourish—namely, our street architecture.

Give us, however, a style which shall be neither Gothic nor classic,

but essentially modern, and in which no precedents need be much re-

spected—a style where om- taste for mechanical science, and our ad-
miration for iron, may be gratified by the clear exhibition of a con-
struction, in part metallic, but certainly sound and if possible novel,
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while our taste for the srrand ami the regular wouW be gratified by

irreat size and simple symmetrical arrangement, botli ot masses and

features and our love of ostentation should be satisfied by a profuse

exhibition of expensive materials or of elaborate ornamentation, and

we shall have arrived at the true modern style, and shall see buildings

erected such as would very much fall in with the latest notion, and

the most recently-formed tastes. Such a style we already partly have,

for if we group together the warehouses of Manchester and Notting-

liam with some of the commercial buildings of London, and add some

such buildings as the Grosvenor Hotel as an exterior, and St. James'

Hall as an interior, we shall form some idea of what is most likely to

please modern taste, and to form the standard of modern civic archi-

tecture for the next few years.

In this style a truly skilful artist can do almost what he will, and

such a builchng as
"

St. James's Hall will suffice to show how
thoroughly artistic an intensely modem work may be made. An
architect "imbued with a love for Gothic art, may indeed make a

building essentiaUy modem in its form and nature, and yet, in many
respects, thoroughly Gothic; but we, nevertheless, repeat th.at the more

the causes which have led to the revival of Gothic are considered, and

the more the nature of modem mind and manners are reflected on, the

less likely does it seem to us that Gothic architecture, revived in a

mediseval spirit, will overtake root in our streets. Here and there

perhaps an example may bo planted down, but they will form excep-

tional features, as an exotic or two in pots are put among hardier

plants to produce variety in a garden. It is, nevertheless, trae that

the revival of pointed architecture has excited a certain influence on

the street architecture of our day, and it may be fahly expected

to enter largely into tlio composition of that modem manner towards

which we are partly advancing voluntarily, partly ckifting.

THE FATE OF THE EXHIBITION BUILDING.

AFTER having relieved tlie guarantors (thanks to the liberality

of the builders) from liability to make good the deficiency in the

receipts, caused by the grossest mismanagement that could be imagined,^

the next thing the Commissioners have to do is to decide the fate of

the structure on the Exhibition coming to au end. Are they to give

it up to the contractors to be pulled down and removed, or will they

take heart at the eleventh hour, and endeavour to devise an arrange-

ment by which it may be preserved for future use ? It would be very

foolish to aftect ignorance of what everyone connected with the Exhi-

bition is talking about ; and it would be worse than folly to attempt to

conceal or deny it. There is no longer a doubt that the undertaking

is a financial failure. Worse even than that, the rapid decline of pub-

lic interest, ever since the story oozed out about Mr. Fred.^ Cadogan's

doings, and his per-centage of half a farthing on each visitor, to be

paid by the unfortunate refreshment contractor, M.Veillard, there has

been a marked falling oil' in the number of vi.sits. Those who know
the national character will not be surprised at this result. English-

men have such a prejudice against jobbery that they will turn from

the licst of schemes if it have the least faint, and leave it to perish in

the bleak shade of public dislavour. John Bull is so whimsical a

creature, has so strange a partiality for fair dealing and frankness,

and entertains so great a dislike to being done, to never so small an

amount, that he is quite capable of arguing that it would be morally

wrong and un-English for him to vi-it tlie Exhibition again if he have

to pay toll to Mr. Cadogan, because tlie latter individual has no pub-

licly-recognized claim to it. Then John has intense admiration for the

aristocracy, aud is a thorough believer in the truth of the maxim,
" nohlese oblige.'" He has, moreover, a contempt as intense for mem-
bers of the upper ten thousand who commit actions derogatory to their

oi'der and social standing; aud he is not likely to forgive the son of an
English carl—the cousin of the nobleman who is supposed to represent

English honour and dignity in Paris—for having dabbled in a

great cook-shop speculation, or played the part of homme
d'oilJ-aii-cs to a yaryotkr. Among the memorials of the Exhibition,

there should certainly be one to the individual who, in his greed for

gain, has made it unpopular, aud contributed more than anyone else,

perhaps, to change success into failure.

Under these circumstances, to which should be aided the various
mistakes of the commissioners themselves—their indifference to the

wishes and convenience of the public, their numerous dodges to

extract money from visitors, tlie ignorance and favouritism of thejury
rewards, and the catalogue nuisance— it is evident that there will be
no rally of public interest in favour of the Exhibition sufficient to in-

crease the number of visitors beyond what will satisfy the contractors,

and make the guarantors safe. AVe are not so sanguine as to believe,

like some of our contemporaries, that during tlie present month
visitors will appear 100,000 in a da\-. On the contrary, we are more
inclined to imagine that their numbers will grow less by degrees, and
gradually smaller ; for last week's returns show the attendance to

have been less, by upwards of 60,000, than during the corresponding
week of 1851. Last Saturday only 10,000 paid at the doors. How-
ever, should we prove to be in the wrong, and crowds rush up from
every part, even then the receipts woukl not in the end amount to
sufficient to fulfil present engagements with the builders, and pur-
chase the edifice from them as it stands, with all its accessories ; for
the amount recjuired to complete the purcliase is no less than £130,000
after the guarantors have been made safe. Clearly this sum cannot
be obtained from any possible increased number of visitors ; and it is

therefore to some other source we must look for means to purchase

the edifice.

But " is Captain Fowke's design worthy of being preserved ? Is if

not a disgrace to the nation, and a libelon tlie actual state of architecture

in England ? " Professional men and amatures will inquire. "Whatever

may be the sins ofthe design againstthat standard of aesthetics which so

many set up, yet so few are able to define, there arc economical reasons

are sufficient to justify, nay, imperatively to insist on, the preservation

of the structure. Taking tlie most unpromising view of the question,

namely, that the whole of the money necessary to complete the pur-

chase, will have to be raised from independent sources, it will be seen

that the building has cost £300,000, and that the whole of that

will be lost, as regards any permanent use to the nation, unless

£130,000 be raised to acquire the materials -in situ, .and

which, if pulled do\TO, woidd scarcely fetch that sum. The
amount is certainly a large one, and yet £130,000 is a price diil

cheap to jiay for such a stmcture, whicli covers 845,000 square feet

or upwards of 21 acres of site, since it is but a fraction over 3s. the

square foot. Never before was bare shelter to be obtained so

economically. And if, as we believe and hope, in common with great

majority of the industrial and trading classes, periodical Iiitemational

Exliiliit'ions have taken root here deep enough to grow into a national

institution, then will it be the height of folly, the most astounding
.

example of extravagance the world has seen for many days, not to

purcliase the building at so comparatively trifling an outlay, and

thereby to compel the public to expend every ten years half a million

of money. It is true that in certain cliqties every effort is made
_

to throw discredit on exhibitions in general, and that the errors of the

commissioners have contributed to do so to some slight extent, until it
:

is stated, with pretensions to speak authoritatively, that we have seen

the last international Exhibition in London. A most unbecoming use

is made of the late Prince Consort's influence on the public mind by

asserting that he was opposed to periodical exhibitions, even -to the

present one. Ofthetmthof this assertion none can decide except the

few who were admitted to the confidence of His Royal Highness, but

we may bo permitted to doubt it in the face of the support he gave
'

to the scheme by presiding over a public meeting at the Sociey of

Arts, and of the" importance of his subscription to the guarantee fund.

Another pretended argument against future exhibitions is that manu-
fiicturers think them expensive and the result not commensurably

profitable. Upon the question of profits, the individual manufac-

turer alone can speak, and even in so commercial a matter he is

not always to be implicitly believed. Tlie public will be curious to

hear the name of anyone wliose experience of this year lias decided

him to alistaiu hereafter. Nearly evorj-thing exhibited that was for
,

sale has lieen advantageously disposed of, and immense quantities have

been .sold from samples. Minton, Copcland, and lio.sts of manufac-

turers have done a most profitable trade. It has been even better

with foreigners, and to sivli an extent that the middle-men, commis-

sion agents, talk of refusing to deal with manufacturers who exhibit

and sell. In a matter of this kind we are bound to have recoureo

to the experience of the past to enable us to forecast the future.

We find that neither the expenses of 1851, nor for the Paris

Exposition of 1855, operated to deter people from exhibiting on the

present occasion. Producers of works of industry were never .

more anxious to exhibit their w.ares to the public. The fiict that

there were applications for tenfold the amount of space available for

allotment is alone sufficient evidence of the falsehood of the allega-

tion. So long as flicro are exhibitions there will be no lack of exlii-

bitoi'S. Great n.s is the deference we are all anxious to pay to the

opuiions of the late Prince Con.sort, we are not jirepared to accept

them as infillible and .absolutely binding upon us. If an interna-

tional exhibition were so serviceable ten years ago by showing us

our shortcomings, and indicating their remedy, it will lie equally .ser-

viceable ten years hence to establish the relative industrial liositions

of oiii-selves and rivals. They are fast treading on our heels, and
will not leave undisputed our position in the world's markets. Al-

ready Dollfus, Miegi Co. sendfheirprinted cottons here from Mullhausen

and fairly compote in the London market with Lancashire cotton-

printers. Berry seii^ its soft iron to Birmingham, and Prussia sup-

plies Sheffield with steel. Our manufacturing superiority is no longer

so great and so crushing as it was, for since 1815 we have sent me-
chanics to almost everj- part of Em'ope, and have iustnicfed fcn-eign-

ers to compete with us. If we woifld maintain the lead, .slight though

it may be, it can only be by continuous attention to pro-
.

gi-ess everywhere, and there are no means which admit of this

being done so easily, and so efficiently as inteniational exhibitions. A
last objection is that decennial exhibitions leave too short an interval

for study, preparation, and jirogross. In the historj- of the world,

ten .years are indeed a short period, but in the histoiy of industry it

is an epoch embracing the birth .and practical realization of inventions.

In the last decade we have witnessed the discovery of coal-tar dyes,

the extensive sulistifufion of jute for hemp, the estaljlislimciit of sub-

marine electro-telegraphy, the introduction of rilled artillery, the

development of photography, the discover)^ of the new metal, alum-

inium, the construction of armoured ships of war, and of that huge
leviathan, the Gieat Eastern, the elucidation of the system of great

circle sailing, each of which may be said to have effected a sensation

in the branch of industn.- to which it belonged. If the next decaile be

signalized by improvements as numerous and as important as those

which have illustrated tlie one justended, the next International Exhi-

bition here yill be up legs instnictive and usefuUlmn its predecessors
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StH-iiij; those fhiiiijs, we may fairly roncliuli' tliat wo sliall liavo In-

toniational Exliiliitions Iioreaftor, ami in that case it will bo an iiii-

iiionso ocDiiomy to sooiiro tho prosoul buiUliii^.

If ailvaiitapo ho taken of tho present oii])orlinuty, which is a piilden

i>ne, to acquire possession of the o'lilice, the next exhiliition will he

hmised for £l.'JO,iWl, and all the diilVrenee hetwooon that amount and
(he total receipts, after deductinc; current expendilure, will be so much
clear profit, and be the nest-ojrir, atloast aquartorof a million sterlinj,',

of a {\uh\ to di'fray the cost of future exhibitioi\s, or to be apjilied to

develo|i the jirotfross of industrial arts. Wliatevor may be said of the

demerits of Capt. Fowkes' d<'si;;n, it is fpiite as <;ooil as that after

which tlie Paris Palais de I'lndustrie was built, though the dilference

between the materials—brick here, and stone across the channel

—

tells vastly with the inrnorant who do not know that the merits

of an architectural desif,'n does not consist in the

i|uality of materials, but in their eombination of groupings in

masses to ])roduce an architectural jjicturo by tho play of light and
shade. Now, a incturc may bejiroduced in brick as well as in stone.

The Palais do I'lndustrie is finished, and has received a duo amount of

exterior surface decoration. At Soulh Kensington tho structure is

unfinislicd. The exterior is devoid of ornament, ami is disligm-ed to

mi'ct tho i>xigenoics of tho exhibition. Tint when tho oxitside comes
to he finished up in all the details, its appearance will bo very different

from what it now is. An attempt is to be made to improve the exte-

rior Ijy the introduction of mosaics. AVe have reason to believe the

results will not bo satisfactory. Pictures outside buildings do not
please, but rather jar with our notions. The large enamel paintings

on lava, by 11. JoUivet, that covered the facaile of St. Vincent de
Paul (described vol. 6, p. 5), have boon removed. For in northern

climates polychromy must be used very sparingly in exteriors. To fill

all the bays with mosaics would not remedy the defects of the design;

hut if they alteniatod with bassi-reliovi and statues—if sculpture wore
relied on to give animation, variety, and emphasis to the facades—if

the domes were raised and the tambours increased in height—and if

the whole of the details were carefully finished—we sliould probably
have a building as fair as could be obtained from the profession in a
public competition.

The great question still remains, then—is the building to be re-

tained ? or, in other words, where is the money to come from ? The
first course that will natm'ally suggest itself would be the employment
of tho suri^lus fi'om the Exhibition of '51. There can bo no more
legitimate application of the profits of one exhibition than to com-
jiensato the deficiencies of another, and provide a ])ermanent homo
for future exhibitions; and the price might bo reimbursed to the '51

Exhiliition Commissioners out of the first receipts of the next.

Something, too, would bo earned in the interv-al. Government has
to provide for tho Eoyal Academy, and might rent some portion of

the SoiUh Kensington Picture Galleiy for that jiurpose, so as to save

immediate outlay by that means on AVilkin's structure, and be
enablad to wait more prosperous times for the re-building of a

National Gallerj-. Many temporary exhibitions and entortaiimrents

would glady rent parts of the building, so that enough money could

be earned to keep the structure in repair, and to pay a fair rate of

interest on the s^im advanced to complete tho purchase.

HAEBOUES OF EEFUGE.

THOUGH England is the most commercial countiy in the world,

she has done but little in the way of providing Harbours of Eefuge.

Acconling to the Wreck Register for laiil, which has just been pub-
lished, no less than 267,770 ships, including repeated voyages, go to

and from our shores in one year, and these ships are probably
manneil by 1,000,000 souls. These figures represent an amazing
and ever-increasing interest. Tliey show the importance of England,
geogra])hicalIy and commercially, iu the world, and the necessity that

every precaution should be taken by private individuals, companies,

and the government, to provide tho best jjossible means for protecting

property and life from destructive casualties at sea and along our

coasts. No less than 1,491 shipwTt'cljs occuiTod on British shores

last year, from which 884 persons are known to have perished. It is

lamentable to know that shipwrecks are on the increase. During the

last seven vears we find them increasing in the following ratio :—In
1855 there" wore 1,141 WTocks; in 1S5G, 1,153; 1857,1,143; 1858,

1,170 ; 1859, 1,416 ; 1860, 1,379 ; 1861, 1494. These returns are

vitally suggestive. They show that, thougli the meteorological de-
partment of the Board of Trade, with Admiral Fitzroy at its head,

has organized an admirable system of storm sigmds and means of

telegraphic communication ; that though the National Lifeboat Asso-
ciation has multiplied its stations, and provided them with excellent

equipments and well-trained men ; and though improvements in the

steering of ships and fiu'ling of topsails have recently been introduced,

still the melancholy list of wrecks does not diminish. We see by a
wreck chart, published this week with the Mechanics' Magazine, the

precise spot where eacli casualty occurred, and the number of lives

lost by it.

A majority of ^^Tecks which occured in 186] consisted of small

vessels inider 300 tons Inirdon, 135 under 600 tons, 31 imder 900 tons,

18 under 1,000 tons, and 5 under 1,200 tons. Ten of these wrecks
took [jlaee in a perfectly still sea, 14 in light airs, 51 in light breezes,

43 in gentle breezes, 103 iu moderate breezes, 171 in fresh breezes,

149 in strong breezes, 06 in moderate gales, 124 in fresh gales, 102 in

storms, 52 in hru-ricanes, and 68 in unknown and variable weather.

There are two things which sliould bo particularly borne in mind by
all who are interested in ajiplying remeilios for these disasters,

and they have especial reference to the matter we wish to urge on
tho pul)lic and Parliament, namely, harbours of refuge. It will be
seen that most wrecks occvir amongst small coasting vessels, such as

colliers and others. Such vessi'ls would be certain to gain advantage
from addilioiuil harboms. The most serious WTCcks do not occur on
the north-east coast of England, but in those seas and channels mostly
frequented by large /orei'jJi ships. The districts are thus classified :

—

Lives lost.

Farn Islancla to Flainborough Head G70
Flamboroush Head to the North Foreland l,Gf)S

North Fonlautl to St. Catheriuc's Point 514
St. Catherine's Point to Start Point 82
Start Point to band's End .160

Land's End to Hartland Point, including Scilly 363
Hartland Point to St. Darid's Head 473
St. Da\id's Head and Carnsore Point to Lambay Island
and Skerries, Anglesey 9G9

Skerries and Lamliay to Fair Head and Mull of Cantira 1,.597

Cape Wratli to Buchan Ness 257
Piiolian Ness to Farn Islands 280
All other parts of the coast 'J23

Total Uvea lost 7,&15

These foots leave no room for doiibt that if there were harbours of

refuge at Hartlepool, Flandjorough Head, Yarmouth, and other

places, that they would bo of incalculable value to England and
other nations.

We are not sufficiently sanguine even to hope that man's power
will ever be suffleiontly developed and wisely devoted to prevent tho

occurrence of wrecks ; but that they may be diminished, and the ills

attending them mitigato<i, is abundantly evident. From the last

reports of the National Lifeboat Institution, we learn that, though 884
men were known to have been lost on our coasts by wrecks last year, no
less than 4,624 were directly saved from such a fate. The samo
authority states that during tho last six years 16,119 have been saved

from wrecks by means of lifeboats, the life-preserving apjiaratus,

shore-boats, and other apiiliauccs. This shows a vast gain, and re-

flects great credit on the scientific aptitude and humanity of tho age.

But science, humanity, and government, have still more to do in the

way of protecting oiu- commercial marine from the violence of storms.

Let the Government ask for money for protecting the waxy, and Par-

liament votes it without stint. Let money bo asked for harbours, for

tho benefit of our vast commerce, and it cannot lie obtained. From
March, 1851, to March, 1861, £3,144,190 were voted for [harbours

for naval purposes. During the same period only £38,000 were voted

to assist local elTort in building harbours for commercial purposes.

This is an indication of the favouritism of the House of Commons
towards the r.avy. Tho major portion of the money so voted was
appropriateil to works at Dover and Alderney, and there is scarcely a
military or naval authority of any note but who has condemned
the sites of those harbours. They look upon them as worthless,

and the money spent in their formation as wasted. Would it

not have been wiser to have been less lavish of the public revenue

in one direction, and to have devoted a little more for coast defences

of the most legitimate kind ? Our naval power depends on our com-
mercial prosperity, and in protecting our commercial prosperity we
are strengthening our naval resources. We have been extravagant in

providing against an enemy which may never come, and neglected

precautions against an enemy wliich visits us periodically. Season
after season when tho equinoctial gales blow, when the winter sets in,

or when the smnmer yields to the influence of storms, "Our shores

are converted into altars, on which tho Ocean offers its victims."

Wlio can affirm that a single particle of benefit has accrued to the

nation from tho masses of expensive masonry laid down at Dover or

Alderney ? And who can deny that had half the money been ex-

pended in erecting breakwaters, or forming harbours at Scarborough
or Wliitby, that great benefits would have been realized %

We do not think that it is the duty of the Government to construct

harboiu-s, but they may with the greatest jiropriety, and without

wandering beyond their legitimate province, assist local effort. There
are thinly-inhabited spots on the coast, where the greatest number of

\\Tecks happen, which cannot be provided with harbours without

Govemnient assistance. Let two or three of those places bo selected,

and encouragement given for the construction of harbours. In other

places, such as Hull and Hastings, harbours may be, and ought to be
constructed l>y local aiithorities, focilitated by govermnent loans.

Last year a bill was introduced by the president of the Board of

Trade and passed through i)arliamont, liaving this object in view.

Tho Board proposed that £360,000 should lie annually placed at the

disposal of the Pulilic Works Loan Commissioners, to be lent by
them to harbour authorities and other persons at 3i per cent,,

to be repaid in fifty years. Wo consider tins is the best way in which

most harbours may be improved or constnicted. Local authorities

generally know best what to do, and how to do it. Goveniment an-

thorities, and ])articularly our Eoyal Engineers, know best liow to

spend money with tho least re.sult. We are sorrj' that more com-
mittees and eorijorations have not availed themselves of the privileges

of Mr. Gibson's bill, and that more public money has not been bor-

rowed for so good a purpose. It is, however, too early as yet to

pass judgment in the matter.

The great exi)cnse of breakwaters is the chief reason wliy more of

them have not been constnicted. In order to diminish the expense,
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Eoyal CoinraissioncTS liavo sat and inquired,

and merhanicians and naval men liave, from

time to time, siissestcd plans, several of which,

theoretically at "least, appeared to be good.

But up to the present time nothing less than

solid masonrj- has been practically tried. The

Lord's committee, which sat last on the ques-

tion, recommended that a sum not less than

£10,000 shoiild be expended in an experiment

or experiments, but we have not heard that any

such experiments have been made. "We should

have thought that the growing imiiortance of

the question, and the loud appeals which come

from everj- great liurricane which strews our

coasts with wrecks, would have induced the

Admiralty to have exhibited a little more inte-

rest in the matter.

"llftjiftos.

Architectural PubUcMtion Society. Illustrations to

the Dictionary of Archiiectvre. F. P.

The delay in the issue of the Dictionary of Archi-

tecture can only be attributed to the lukewarm-

ness of a great portion of the profession for

whose benefit it is published. Over and over

again the Society has proclaimed that the number
of illustrations to the Dictionary, and the regu-

larity of their publications, must, of necessity,

depend upon the support which architects give to

its unselfish labours. Time after time the pro-

fession has been reminded that the Society is no
business speculation, but an association of gen-

tlemen who give their time and judgment to the

work, with the sole object of supplying a want
long felt and generally acknowledged by archi-

tects—a complete and well-illustrated Dictionary.

It is a joint-stock concern, managed gratuitously

in which oM the profits are divided amongst
the subscribers. Spite of unexpected and cer-

tainly undeserved discom'agement, the Committee
have completed the greater half of their work.

The illustrations to the tirst part, for the year

1861, are now before us. Their number and
excellence cause us to wonder how they could

have been improved, even if double the support

had been given to the undertaking. The part

contains fourteen plates, but upon these fourteen

plates there are altogether between seventy and
eifihty illustrations to the articles comprised
between " Farm Building," and " Porch." They
are splendidly lithogi'aphed by Kell Bros.,

Vincent Brooks, and F. Bedford. Two of the

plates, one containing six, the other nine sub-

jects, arc printed in colour from drawings by
Mr. Henry Bowman, of " marble pavements" on
tho floor of St. Mark's, Venice. Mr. Walton's
dra^vings of two mosques at Cairo, and of tiio

fountain in the court of the mosque of the Sultana

Validcs, at Staniboul, are most delicately re-

produced by tlie first-named lithographers. The
perfoi'ated panel in tho latter building is perhaps
a trifle too dark, but, in other respects, it is ex-

quisitely represented. Mr. Christopher's and Mr.
Johnson's drawings ofgi'oined roofs, lithographed
by Bedford, have just that amount of work in

them which architects retjuire, and no more. The
same architect*' have supplied the sketches for

the two beautiful illustrations of " Half-Timbored
Houses." Under the word "Metal-work" we
have between thirty and forty sketches from tho
portfolios of Messrs. Cockerel!, Seddon, Hansard,
Truefit, Goldie, Pope, and Drayton Wyatt, the
two latter gentlemen supplying in these, as in

other plates, the English Example. The plate

devoted to porches has two specimens from
Lisieux and Bayetix, contributed by Mr. J. P.

Seddon, a wai-m supporter of the society, and an
enthusiastic student of the Old French Gothic
Art. No man sketches it better than he does,

and no one is more ready than he to otfcr the
fruits of his labours for the instruction of his

professional brethren. . It is by the aid of such
volunteers that the work baa been carried
thus far snccssfully, and a debt of gratitude ia

cue to them for the liberal use of their portfolios,

ro less than to the committee who has made such
judicious selections from them.

have so-called guides, which are as perplexingto

the provincial mind as a Chinese puzzle or an in-

complete Bradshaw. The author of " Stanford's,"

whilst happily condensing his information into

the compass of an ordinary pocket-book, has

omitted notliing relating to the metropolis or its

suburbs which can be of ser\-ice to the visitor

during his stay in London, or of interest to him

on his return home. The secret of its success lies

in this judicious condensation of materials, and

in the admirable arrangement of them. The
"History and Antiquities" are closely pressed

into three pages ; the " Statistics of Population"

occupy but half a page ; the " PoUce " the same
space." The "Growth of London" is related

in a page and a-half, and yet in no one

of these, or similarly-epitomised sections,

can wo detect any important omission. Six
" walks about London " and tivo excursions on

the Thames, are immediately introductory to

detailed and concise accounts of the palaces,

churches, hospitals, museums, in short, of all the

public buildings of London. Opening the volume,

by hazard, at chapter 8, " pubUc statues and

monuments," we get an idea of the care with

which the (}uide has been collected up to the

present time, in the atmouncement :—" Db. E.

Jen.ver renwved from Trafalgar-square to Ken-
sington gardens." The Guide is backed up by a

copious index, and is prefLxed b ,• a large olearly-

THE SEWER AMD WATER SUPPLY OF
PARIS.

The twenty-third volume of the " Journal of the

Roy.-vl Agriculttu:al Society of England," just pub-

lished, contains the follo;ving interesting article by

P. H. Frere, upon the present state of the sewers

and water supply of Paris :

—

England may well look with interest to the
changes made or contemplated in France for the
disposal of that town-refuse which is a possible

source of wealth, but, if ill dealt with, a certain

cause of annoyance ; and indirectly its agriculture

is concerned in the result. With us, to a certain

extent, the die is cast j the contents of the closet

have penetrated, with the kitchen refuse, &c., into

the common sewer, into which they are washed by
an unrestricted supply of water. To sot up a wall of

separation—to limit the amount of diluti,>n—v.-uuld

in themselves be steps of extreme difficulty, because

in one sense retrograde. Paris, on the other hand,
isjstill, in the main, uncompromised. That city is

in a state of transition ;
generally, the old-fashioned

pit still exists, for tho most part nnsuppUed with
water ; hut a large water-supply has been procured

for houses of the better sort. But even then the
soil-pit stiU remains whoUy or partially separated

from the common sewer, and the question still is to

beldecided whether this separation, whole or par-

tial, shall be maintained ; and consequently whether

the night-soil of Paris shall retain, as heretofore,

all its solid and liquid constituents, or only the

en^aved andeoiTected m.ap of London" whilst at former; and again, to what extent these fertilisers

the end of the volume a map ofthe environs is in- shaU henceforth be dUuted.

serted. The appendis-aguide to the International '

After the gt-eat works undertaken .o rrocure a
11^ i^uy, o

.1. r 1 ' water-supply trom the Seme, from the Canal de
Exh,b,ton-is a marvel ofconcise and methodical

vOurcq, »iid from the gi-eat Artesian weU, every
description. In some seventy pages we are

i^„,j3^.i/^,ij,,r ,^iio is wiUing to pay the rate c:in have
pleasantly conducted over the whole build- ^ g^ppiy of water for water-closets as well as other
ings. No court or class is omitted. Tho \-isitor

I ^gg, 'pjjj, ^^^ter company, however, endeavours to

is intrixlitced to everything and overburdened
[

regulate and limit the supply contracted for, by

with nothing ; of course only the most remarkable
I

making only such an aperture as will allow the

and striking objects are consequently described,
|

amount paid for to pass in a continuous stream into

and they aa tersely as possible. This is just as it i an inner cistern in twenty-four hours. The following

should be, to render a Guide of real use to vi

sitors ofwidely-different tastes and pm'suits. The
" oflicial " catalogue is about as useful and
as cumbersome in the Exhibition as the post office

directory is in perambtdations about town, and
the atitched-up advertisements which are sold as

Illu.strated Catalogues, are but heavier and duller

editions of it. Stanford's appendix, in a tithe of

the space, is a real guide, and the only practicable

plan for showing the visitor systematically and
ecouomically—as to time—over the huge build-

ing, has be»n adopted in it. We are taken first

to the gi'eat central avenue of the building, and
then to the British, Colonial, and Foreign depart-

ments seci'-tfii/(. But, " in order that no one may
be 6.';»m? by this arrangement, a table of contents

is prefixed, which shows at a glance, at what
page any class or country is to be foimd ; and
four plans of tho buikling are provided, which will

enable the risitor to find any department of tho

Exhibition \vith perfect ease." 'These plans wo
may incidentally mention are the only entirely

correct ones hitherto publisiied. We shall make

is the estimated rate of consumption :

—

Litres. Gallons

or a man 30 6 I-IO

„ carriage 75 lt> 1-2

„ horse or cow, Ac 100 2i

„ water-closet V5 16, 1-2

,, garden or court, per .square

metre (10 1-2 feet) 5 1 I-IO

A contract may be entered into fur 500, 1,000,

1,5110, Ac, litres per day, for an .annual payment of

GO fr. for Seine water, or 5U fr. for Ourcq water, per

500 litres (110 gallons). The use of the water-

closet is then inaugtu-ated ; how is it henceforth to

be regulated ?

The builder who contemplates making a house
must communicate to the Board his phm of opera-

tion; the choice open to him will depend on tho

locality. The new Bouleviird de Sebastopol, with

its costly and magnificent system of sewers, is

the typo of tho new regulations. If the house bo

in that quarter, a separate jiit must be provided for

the soil ; but it will be so connected with the main
sewer that the nightman will have access to it there-

from, and without entering or disturbing the dwell-

ing, will first deodorize, and then let otf the fluid

into the sewer, and aftcnvards convey away the
just one extract £i-om this appendix to show the i g.jHd " soU " through a passage in this new sub

StanforcFs London Guide ; v>ith an Appendix con-
taining an Accoiunt of the International Exhibi-
tion, as finally arranyed. Edward Stanford,
Charing-cross.

The re-issue of Stanford's guide, with a worthy
appendix, is especially welcome when excursion
trains from all parts of the country are cUscharg-
ing their hviug fi-eights into the metropolis. Wo

qualit}' of tho matter which the author of
" Guide " distributes to those who accompany
him roimd the buiUhng:—"Miss La Roche's
description of herself as a jjicrcer and a freezer

may puzzle some people ; it is well, therefore, to

explain that piercing is tho cutting thin plates

of gold into ornamental forms, by means of a
fine saw ; and that freezing is the production of

that beautiful frosted ground which is often seen
in gold watch faces."

Ascending the galleries, the author ingeniously

makes the tour of them without descending or

going twice over the same ground ; and in the

western annex he threads his waj', discoursing

pleasantly and instructively, amidst the gigantic

masses of machinery in motion, which, without

his aid, would be bat roaring confiisiou to the

majority of visitors. We have rarely, if ever,

met with a " Guide " in which information is so

plentifully, agreeably, concisely, and clearly

given.

Beeton's PuBLlc.vnoxs.—Mr. Beeton'a publi-

cations are deserving of the public support which
is accorded them. His Illumiiuited. Futnihj Bible,

with its chaste borderings and carefiUly-executed

cartoons, is an excellent specimen of art. The
cartoons have been designed principidly by Julius

Schnorr ; and the illnminated ornamental head-

ings and borderings by Mr. Noel Hmiiphreys.

—

The i.ssue of the Vnieers(d Dictionary of the Arts

and Sciences still progiesses, and the compilation
has evidently been attended with considei-able

pains.—The other works lu-c cxvcUcut specimens,
of typography.

terrancau town to the cart and to the reservoir.

Otherwise, by another plan under consideration,

the soil, &c., would drop into a cylindrical cistern,

divided vertically by a perforated metal screen or

sieve, through which the fluid percolates of itself

into tho sower. In either of these casts the fluid

elements are lost, and if these contain the higher

per-centage ofnitrogen, the loss may be much more
thanpi'o rata.

It remains to be seen whothcr, since this mag-
nificent network of drains has been already organ-

ized to retain the fluid as w<U as soUd excrement,

and other means have been provided for dealing

with the soil, it will pay by enlarging the pits,

emptying them more often, and restricting the

supply of water used in the closet. One important

step has been taken towards this end. A tank

fitted to a railway truck, containing 6 to 10 ton.s,

has been made and exhibited in our International

Exhibition, which will be conveyed for GO miles on

the Eastern Railroad at a charge of 23. for G tons.

Tho present "night-soil," when deUvercd in
" hungry " champagne, is valued at 83. per ton. If

then the " soil" retain anything hko its old strength,

its value to the farmer will leave a largo margin to

pay for its transport .along the subterranean street

to a reservoir at the railway terminus. But if there

be a great dilution, and many small sources of

supply have to be visited and tapped in succession,

the costs of removal wUl roll up, until this " gold

may be bought too dear."

At all events, these philantln-ophists and philo-

sophers who long to see the circle of reproduction

completed by the restoration to the field of all the

human fseces which contaminate our great citie.^,

must cast a curious and anxious c3'e to the m.-igni-

fiuent new French suljiuli, whcri', if anywhere,

their views may be economically realised, because a
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solid f.iiinJiitinii Ims hnm l;ii.I, iiinl tlior(> iin'' moans
anil aiipliiincos fur tli.i ilistnluition which only

wait for ono or two connoctint,' links. In other

quarli'ra of tho town, priR-tic.il iniprovenifnta

have boon introilucoil, by which the carts

nro filled at night liy im-ans of a joint and
hose fiistcuod to an oivniii;,' in tho pit, bo that

it is emptied fr.ini the stroot by suction. Tho
loaded cart then proceeds to the ilrpntni,-, or sink,

from which the deposits are propelled by a stoam-

puinp throujrh a tunnel seven miles long to an
openini,' cut in tho Forest of Hondy. Hero tUey

are cither desiccated and made into jiuiidn We, or

shipped by bnrgcdoads along tUo Canal do I'Ourcq

to \ aujours and elsewhere.

The Water Surpir of Paris.

For centuries the supply of water for Paris has

occupii'd tho attenti<ui of tho French Government.
PljUip .-Vugustus erected the first fountains j his

successors and tho municip:Jity organized in tho

squares and open supplies of water drawn from the

northern sprinpi. Jlarii' do Medicis, restoring a

Human aqueduct, led in the waters of Arcucil. In

therein of Louis XIV., pumps were placed by
tiio bridges of Notre Dame and the Pont Kenf, to

raise tho watiT of the Seine. A century later

similar works were set up at Cluiillot. But they all

turned their backs on drains, and sewers and their

contents, leavini; tho sun, the raiu, and the river to

settle those matters.

Water which had served domestic purposes ran in

streams down the streets in mid-channel, and either

joined the Seine on the si>uth, or on tho n(^rth the

ditch of Meuilmontant. This ditch, when its exhala-

tions began to threaten the health of the neiijhbour-

hood, was paved and vaulted, and converted into the

mainsewerwhichcncirclcdtiietown. The outscour-

ingswere allowed to run into pits in the open fields
;

and the night soil collected in the pits underneath the

houses was taken away liy night, to be thrown, first

into the charnel-house of ^Montfaucon pell-mell

with the bones of erimin-.ds, anil afterwards into the
empty plast<'r-pitB of Bultcs Chaumont. Such was
the system which survived to our own times. We
niaN' add, that from the sixteenth century tho gar-

deners who cxiUivateil t!ie marshes of the Temple,
applied to their land the sweepings and straw
manure of the to-wn ; and wlien Paris, spreading
ilaily, ejected them from within its Ijounds, by
means of this same manure, they converted the

plain of Vertus into a garden of inexhaustible fer-

tility. Beidel, too, about 1,7S0, formed the idea of
solidifying, by drying, the thick liquid in the basins
of Montfaucon, and manufacturing pmifJrcitej by
which the tirst company of adventurers was enabled
to pay a rent of £22,000, and reap a handsome
profit.

The sanitary reform of Paris dates from IS30.

The completion of the Canal de I'Olircq, which
delivers lOOOOO tons of w.itcr, at a level of 2" yards
above the Seine, altered the whole state of the
town. The principal was adopted that a group of

hou.'ics constituted a block (ih't^j to be scoured by a
strenTu of running water, and provided with
a water-post ( 6on(c /roifonu) on a high level,

and a sewer's month below. An end v.-as thus
put to the torrents of filth which had hitherto

deluged the streets. Thes: were re-laid in a convex
form, skirtetl by foot pavements ; and under all the

main thoroughfares waterpipcs and draiiw were laid.

Tlie management of the night-soil underwent a

like change. M. Mary was so adventurous as to

propi^'Se to construct a syphon 7^ miles in length,

terminating in the rcser-edr of Bendy, for the piu--

posc of emptying thi; jicstilcntial pools of Mont-
faucon. This scheme was unprecedented, and
appreliensions were entertained that tho pipes
wonld become choked by tho pasty matter. After
five years' opposition he gained his point, and the
construction of the " depotoir " was tho result.

This work consists of an asserabhige of cisterns,

into which the produce of each night's carting is

emptied. The contents are then forced by a steam-
pump through an iron pipe to a clearing of seventy-
five acres made in the middle of the Forest of Bondy,
well out of reach of Paris and its atmosphere. M.
Mary calculated that this pipe, which traversed
the market gardens of Nedsy, might fm-nish liquid

manure, to be sold at a cheap rate at convenient
itations. But the practice of buying town-
sweepings and stable manure was so established

that, until 1-S50, night-soil was overlooked ; nor
was any attempt made to introduce its use in the
en\'irons, prior t«t the esperimeuts which led to the
establishment of the farm of Vauj."urs.

About ISoO the introduction of railroads gave a
new impulse to the improvements of Paris. Traffic

Cif all sorts was increased tenfold, and, as a conse-
quence, streets required to be widened, and the
whole town, as it were, rc-org.ini2ed. Then it was
that Government came forward and sketched the
plan, which is realized in the magnificeut city such
as it now stands.

Two great lines now intersect one another at

right angles, so as to form a cross—an idea of the
time of Philip Augustus ; tho one, the Rue de
Eivoli, runs parallel to the river ; the other, the
Boulevard de Sebastopol, comes sloping down from
the hills on the ncrth, and again rises to the south.

On tho latter lino sanitary arrangements have been

comprehensively planned and carried out. We find

a complete subtcrniuean town, provided \yith

vaulted thoroughfares 35 yards wide, uiacadanased

or paved, which contain sewers showing a section

(pyjllj of 3, -1, or fl yards, with polished sides and

serviceable foot-pavement.s, in which, through an

inniT ehauiKd, tho stream of sewage-water flows,

fed at the corner of each street Iiy less, r sewers,

themselves drawing their supplies from tho drains

which abut on every house. This is such a scheme

as the Knglish linard nf Health suggested, but with

this iliffereuce, that instead of a system of small

pipes, provision is here made on a larger scale for all

the requirements of town life, including water and

gas. Besides the rain-water and that which has

been used for domestic purposes, the drainings

fl-om the closets run down these channels, the soli I

portion of the .leposit being retained in the pits by

the filter. There is no connection with the outer

world. 'I'he system is self-contained ;
water and

grn.\itation are the sole agents employed.

The drains connected with the private houses are

oval sewers, 4 feet 2 inches by 7 feet 6 inches, in

A simple bar becamo blocked with a tangled mass

of straw and dung. A barrier of plate-iron pierced

with holes, made to lit tho aperture exactly, and

therefore S ft. 8 in. wide, which was fixed in a slop,

ingdirection, hardly arrested anyofthofioatingsub-

etances. Tho openings were bunged up, and tho

straw, &c., glided up tho inclined plane and topped

the fall.

The last device was to make a wooden grating,

with bars placed lengthways, three-rjuartera of an

inch wide and Ihree-tiuarters of an inch apart, in-

clined in the direction of the stream's flow. Tho
lenu'th of the incline was 20 feet, which gave a slopo

of i in 5. The workmen, armed with rakes, who
combed and scraped the gratings, collected as much
as five or six tons of rubljish jxr day.

^S'hil5t the work was still experimental the sewer

supplied in four months 5UI) tons, which was not

only so much infectious niatter got rid of, but

manure placed at the serNdee of agriculture.

The nursery gardens of the Bois de Boulogne

were not slow in adopting its use, and fonnd its

action very rapid—as the gardeners say, if you

expose it for twenty-four hours to the air_ it takes

which the workman passes easily to and fro with
[ g^., With alternate layers of clay or marl it forms

his barrow. The main drains, constructed under

the great lines of traffic parallel with the river, are

circular tunnels of 10 feet in diameter, containing a

railway with a 3-feet 11-inch gauge, and a channel

for tho waters between tho lines of rail. Lastly, the

main sewer, which forms a chord to the windings of

the Seine, between the Pont de la Concorde and the

Pont d'Asnieres, is an elliptic tunnel, h.aving a

horizontal diameter of 20 feet, in which is contained

a canal 11 feet 8 inches wide, traversed by a barge,

with a footpath en either side 3 feet wide. All these

works are executed in cement, so that the smooth

and polished walls and their softened outlines reflect

the Ught, transmit sound, and give free passage to

the waters, which leave no taint behind. From the

dwellings they received grease, the refuse from the

kitchen, and the household water Cfattic mcnarjcrcs),

as well as the disinfected liquids drawn from

the pits of the closets. The paved streets

transmitted their mud, and the macadamis'd

boulevards their scrapings. Markets, slaugh-

ter-houses, barracks, paid their tribute of ma-

nui-e—vegetable refus», blood, urine, or undi-

luted night-soil. This confused mass, mixed with

water, issued from the sewer's mouth at Asnieres in

a thick and dark stream, flowing at the rate of 1 ton

per second.

To provide against the accumulation of a great

mass of filth near the sewer's mouth, the following

ingenious device was adopted :
—

The centre of the main drain is occupied by a

canal 2j miles long, having a fall of 1 in 2,000. On
this canal a barge is employed, from the fore part

of which is suspended a metal flood-gate (vnr.nc),

which tits exactly to the sides of tho tunnel up to

a certain water-level, and lowered by leverage to

within a few inches of the bottom. By these moans

the stream is headed up behind the floodgate, which

as soon as there is a head of two feet of water, fiTces

out through the small aperture left l)i low a pci-fect

torrent of refuse, sand, and even stones, which are

mashed and rolled together, and thrust onwards in

a long drift 100 yards in advance.

Asthe barge itself is propelled slowly forwards by

the stream v/hich it holds in check,'the torrent keeps

adyancinir, anlthe outseourings mver find arcsting-

place tiiCat the end of ten days, the mouth of the

sewer is reached. The boat then pcrfjniis its back-

ward journey by t'ne aid cf floodgates lowered from

the roof. These, acting like locks on a canal, raise

the water to an artificial level for a distance cf

n,l!()0 yards at a time, by which means the barge is

gradually fixated back.

The Hghting and signals had still to be provided

for. At first small lamps, such as are fixed to rail-

wxj trains were tried, but their light was found to

be too dazzling to those in front, whilst it left these

in the rear in deep shade. A common oil-lamp in

a glass globe, distributing its light equally around

to a distance cf ten yards, was ultimately preferred.

Red, blue, and green railway lanterns answer per-

fcjctly for signals.

Thus far provision had been made for cleansing

the town, but at the cost of the Seine, where a pes-

tilential delta would beformed atthe sewer's mouth.
The great point was to extract all solid matter from
the stream ivithout interrupting its fljw ; tliis alone

would lodge and accumulate ; this would interfere

with we rking pumps fur irrigation; liqui.ls would
float away with the stream, and would undergo
slow combustion when in contact with the air, and
vanish.

The various solid bodies contained in the stream,

though blended together by the flood, would not
really mix cr amalgamate. Their specific gi-avity

would determine th-:*ir position ; the grease would
float, the sand sink rapidly, straw and organic

matter would be found in various degrees of sus-

pension. They must all be disposed of.

'dhe gi-ease is, in great mea.sure, collected as a

seuin behind tlie barge, where it is skimmed oiVand
employed in making black soap.

The first attempts at "straining" tho stream
were unsuccessful. The straw manure required a

-special device.

an excellent dressing.

To return to our sulijcct. The collecting the sand

whi h moves along the bottom of the sewer was a

very simple matter. Only mako a barrier, and a,

bank will soon be formed against it, which the

steam-drag, such as is worked in the Seine, will

readily remove. Even these sands may be service-

able to agriculture ; they are fine, and blackened

\vith organic matter like peat, and may therefore

prove a useful dressing to chalk and clay lands.

Accumidations of gas remained to be dealt with.

Where there is sewage-water, it is always accom-

panied liy a discharge of carbonated hydrogen gas,

which rises to the surface in numerous little bubbles.

As the sower has been so planned as to have a fall of

about 13 inches where it joins the Seine, the water,

when broken in the fall, parts with a portion of tho

gas contained in it. To taki' advantage of this,

a cowl has heen built over the cascade, which

is surmounted by a fire of glowing coke;

the blue flame of the carbonated hydrogen is easily

recognized at the top of the vent, where it mriuntg

and undergoes combustion, instead of bubbling up

in the fleeting current.

To sum up these details ; the foul stream which

enters the sewer of Asnieres, to be turned into tho

Seine at the lowest possible point, first encounters

the barge with its movable flood-gate. Finding no
escape but by the apertute near the bottom, it is

converted into a scouring torrent, which whirls

along all the deposits for a distance of two and a half

miles. A sort of floating island of scum is formed

round the boat, from which the grease is collected

for industrial purposes. -Vt the mouth of the Seine

the stream -next encounters a long grating, sus-

pended in mid-channel but disconnected with tho

bottom that the sand may pass freely. There it

jiarts with all its floating suiistaucis, such as straw-,

vegetables, or wood, which form a bed (paiUanar)

on"the inclined plane, from whence they are removed

by drag-rakes.
Stiirfarther on a bar is so placed as to form a

fall of 13 inches ; the sand is thus arrested, and tho

bank which it forms is continuously removed by tbe

scoops of the steam-drag. The hood, with its fire t f

coke, placed over the fall, attracts and consumes the

noxious gases.

The solid and gaseous bodies being thus disposed

of, nothing remains but the fluid, which contains

matter in chemical solution, and this may properly

be turned into the Seine, because its purification

will soon be accomplished by slow combustion under

the influence of the atmosiihere ; the dark stain

caused by its admixture will soon bo obliterated,

and before reaching Passy the river wiU have re-

gained all its purity.

These statements have been chiefly derived from

two reports by M. Mille, published in the Appendix

to the Annales de Vaujours." For further expla-

nations I am much indebted to the excellent models

of sewers exhibited, among many others, in tho

French Department of the International Exhibition,

as well as to the courtesy and patience with which

the gentlemen in charge of these models have

answered my inquiries.

When examining these models I at the same
time saw vnth interest the pipes manufactured by

M. Hermann et Compagnic, contractors for the

Paris waterworks. These pipes are perfectly

smooth within and without, and uniform from one

end to another, mthout any kind of projection.

When a joint is to be formed, a band of india-

ruljher is "slipped over tho ends of two pipes placed

in juxtaposition. Over this band two iron rings,

slightly conical in form, lying reaily to hand en

either pipe, are driven home till they almost meet.

By this simple but effectual kind of joint, the

use of solder and of skilled labour is dispensed witl,

the ro-adjustmcnt of one or two lengths much faci i-

tated, wdiilst it is fjuud in practice tiiatf ir any given

bore, required for any pairpose, one-fifth less iron

Y 1)0 employed than has been usual. The pipes

of all sizes now laid down for the Paris Waterworks
are thus united.
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nOUSE-TOP GARDENS.

The prospect from the upper mndows of a house

in any part of the citv of London might form a

new subject for some of those f^-!\pbic pens that

of late years work out sensations fi-om trifles,

and tivist the dingiest facts into bright romances.

If a genuine Gallic pen were to bo employed, we

shouTd prefer to place the writer on a perch at

an attic window in some of tho narrow streets

where tho houses are extra tall, and a few

factories vary tho prospect, and the weather

should be dripping with a muggy October breeze.

Then we should read how in London it rains ink,

as M. Jules Premary described it—how the

Sim rises hke a red-hot bullet, and goes hissing

through a sky of wet crape, and the bones of

man become dislocated by damp, while his mind,

oppressed with the repetition of roofs and

chimneys, and chimneys and roofs, breaks down
imder the depression of monotony, and the next

prospect for him is the mad-house. Ocr modem
EngUsh essayists being to the manner born, and

for tho most part aboriginal cockneys, would

make merry with the subject in some sort of

mock heroic ; the red tiles would remind them

of the red earth of which the first man was
formed, and the perpendicular chimneys would

serve to represent the last attainments of civili-

zation. After a struggle of six thsusand years,

so the history would begin and end with clay,

and the moral would be doubtless as smoky as

the subject. What a fine apostrophe might be

turned upon some turning cowl, showing which
way the wind blows on the roof of some bank-

rupt tradesman, and how the murmurs from the

street below would, by tho help of a lively

imagination, swell into a classic chorus of

triumph for the glories of brick, and the grandeurs

of human progress.

The hard-headed Scotch have another way of

viewing the prospect from the house-tops, or at

least there are some in Edinburgh so possessed

with the idea of utilizmg evei-y kind of material,

that we hear of a case in which the roof of a

house has been converted into a bleaching green,

and it puts us in mind of a question we may as

well ask at once—why are not the housetops of

London converted into gardens ? The Edlnhiirgh

Ctntrant gave an account tho other day of tho

formation of this bleaching green on tho roof of

a building in tho Pleasanee, Edinburgh ; and tho

manner in which this was done may furnish sug-

gestions for any spirited people who are inclined

to follow suite in London. Our contemporary,
describing this, says:—^" lu the roof, which is of

course flat, the first requirement is that it .should

be water-tight. To secure this, the sole is con-

sti'ucted of thick iron plates, riveted together

at the flanges, and ha^'ing india-rubber intro-

duced in the manner of a "washer " between
the edges. To resist corrosion, the iron has been
treated while in a heated state with oil, which, it

is expected, will act as a preservative of the

metal. Over the joints of the plates asphalte has
been poured, so as to assist in preventing the

access ot damp to the house below. Next the

ron a thin layer of clay is placed, above which
soil is laid, making a thickness of 12 in.

from the iron to the top of the turf The " green"
is divided by walks of asphalte, so as to preserve
the turf, and, at the same time, to give access to

all parts of it. Piound the sides, the edges of

the iron plates are turned up to the extent of

1-1 in., so that continuous rain to that depth must
fall before the water can run over to the walls,

supposing all drainage and evaporation to fail.

At the front and back, a parapet of 1 ft. in height,
carrying an iron railing of 5 ft., will afford com-
plete protection, the ends being protected by
the chimney stacks. A portion of tho roof is oc-

cupied with a large water cistern, composed of

iron, double cased, with sawdust between, to pre-
vent the action of the sun and of frost from
aftecting the water. The staircase by which the
roof is reached is covered with a tall hutch, on
the outside of which a ladder and gangway
afford access to the chimneys. Notwithstanding
the quantity of iron used in the roof, the weight
of the structure is comparatively light. The
pressure is vertical instead of outward, as in a
eloping roof, and the partition walls throughout
.carry their share of the weight. The plates have
a bearing of 14 in. ou the front and back walls,
and are sunk 4 in. in the gables, thus giving
abundant support on all sides."

It is quite true that there are not many flat
roofs in this part of the world, but there would
be many if there were also a prevailing taste
for greenery, as a rehef tothe monotony of ui-ban

greenness. Just as the people of tho East pass

their evenings in social gossip on the roofs of

their houses, so we might have in all the towns

of tho empire sources of recreation not very far

removed from the family circle—every man his

own park in fact—if, in tho first construction of

edifices, the requirements of house-top gardens

were duly thought of. Dreary as is the look-out

across soot-stained roofs, and with bird's-eye

views of backyards, and stables for features of

tho landscape, when the meridian sun shines in

the heat of summer there are delicious hours for

those who like to rise early, even in the very

heart of the city, to be enjoyed upon the house-

tops. In fact, as soon as all fires are put out at

night—say from midnight till about 7 a.m.—all

the summer long the house-tops in the city

would be as enjoyable to any one with a real eye

for observation, and some little philosophy to

make tho most of things, as any green meadow
embosomed among woody hills in the far-oB'

country. The hay may be smelt as the fresh air

comes sweeping over the roofs from the country

to windward, migratory birds pass over head,

taking London on their way to their favourite

haunts, as tourists now take great cities by storm,

and consider Rome and Cairo food enough for

but one day at the utmost. There is then some
glory in the interminable vastness of the city

as the sun gilds a thousand vanes and spires,

and the pigeons and the sparrows commence
thoir foraging over the heads and about tho win-

dows of the million sleepers. The rumbling of a

market-cart, and the shrill railway whistle put a

stop to all fanciful reveries, and compel the mind
to contemplate the greatness of man in the midst
of the veiy scenes that at first suggest to us his

littleness, for has ho not removed nature far

from his sight that he may work out his own
schemes without reproach byany ofthe unchanged
creatures, of which the sparrow and the pigeon
are all that remain faithful.

But we are nothing if not practical, and we re-

mark upon the sources of what may be called

rural cnjojTnents that arc to be found in the

midst of cities. Undoubtedly these will be more
keenly enjoyed whenever tho roof of a house can
be converted into a garden, and there is the more
excuse for that because its rarity may wear tho

air of eccentricity, because some author's pens still

come from the far-olT country into the heart of

the busy to^vn, and literally invite us to make the

most of all our means for the cultivation of rural-

it}'. Looking at the matter from a horticultural

point of view, and remembering how on a hot

July day it is no comfortable task to walk on a
flat leaden roof, it would appear that by adapting
the roofs ofhouses to gardening purposes, a much
better climate would be obtained for some kinds

of plants than the gardener has in the country,

except by means of artificial contrivances. Re-
cent thermometrical researches prove that,

although at high altitudes above the earth there

is a great dimiiftition of temperature, a mode-
rate elevation is accompanied with an increased
amount of heat, and is less subject to extremely
low temperatures during winter. In the experi-

ments of M. Quetelet, at Brussels, there was
found to be a gain of 3 degrees in the mean
tempei'ature of the j'ear at 10 feet from the

ground, and dirring the hottest period of the year
there was a difference amounting to no less than
9 deg. 5 min. Marcet observed at Geneva that

at a height of 50 feet from the ground the tempe-
rature was 14 deg. loigher than at the surface, and
Professor Balfour, ofEdinburgh, has laid it dowTi

as an axiom that, ** after passing a height of 10

or 12 fr.et, we may generally expect a warmer
atmosphere than that near the surface." At 160
feet there was a mean gain of 4 deg. 36 min.,

and on clear nights the increase amounted to

5 deg. 26 min. These facts prove, what may be
proved in other ways, that the house-tops oft'er a
better climate for the cultivation of j^lants than
the gardens or yards atthe basement, and wherever
a flat roof can be converted into a garden, as in

the Edinburgh Pleasanee, many tender shrubs,

such as the , camelia, bay, alatcrum, hibis-

cus, myrtle, eugenia, tic, woiUil probably thrive

witliout need of protection in winter, for they
would be screened from cutting winds, and the

wood of the season would also perfectly ripen, so

that they would be maiy degi-ces hardier than
plants of the same species gi'own on the ordinary
level.

Tho prevaiHng idea as to town atmosphere and
town gai'dens is, that they are both unfit for

horticultural enterprises. Happily that is fast

being proved fallacious, and whatever may be
said of the dingy, damp, sour, walled-in plots

called " gardens," in great cities, cannot apply

to gardens on the roofs, for these would have

upon them flood .and sunshine all tho summer
long ; they would enjoy to the full every shower,

and the best of all coimtry breezes, so that there

can be no doubt that what has foiled at the sur-

face of the soil, may yet be accomplished tri-

umphantly in the higher regions, farremoved from

dust, and exposed to the breath and light of

heaven, with a minimum of those influences

which war against the age of plants.

It is rather odd that tho photographers should

have furnished a lesson which has not been made
much of for horticulture. As you traverse the

City streets you may observe that no matter
what the pitch of the roof, wherever a photo-

grapher hangs out his sign, he also has contrived to

crown his habitation with a glass house. If

these can be erected with impunity for taking

portraits, why not also for the cultivation of

plants ? We know of one instance of a citizen,

who has a capacious plant house on a roof at the

rear of his business premises, and keeps it fur-

nished with blooming plants, brought from time
to time from his country residence, where they
are gi-omi for the purpose, and renewed as occa-

sion requires. It is well known among intelligent

gardeners that plants of delicate constitution,

such as the rose for instance, cannot bo grown
in the open air in London, but they may be
gro\vn anywhere under glass, and the possessor

ofagi'eeniiouseonaroofor "leads" in Fleet-street

or Cheapsidc, could have his rosery, and exhibit

his two dozen "teas" or "perpetuals" at the

annual rose fete of the Horticultural Society

without fear of being laughed at, but with some
certainty of at least " honour.able mention," and
the cultivation of a new surprise to rosarians.

Mr. Rivers, the father of English pomology,

avers that there is nothing impossible in growing
on the roof of a house in any city in the kingdom
a good supply of dessert fruits, from peaches to

golden pippins, by means of a glass roof, abund-

ant ventilation, and woollen net over the venti-

lators, to keep out the blacks. Perhaps in these

remarks some may find the elements for a spirited

enterprise in this way, and if once the idea bo
taken up in London it will spread rapidly, and
we may at last have some sort of public conser-

vatory and flowery lawn high up above the love 1

of the crowded streets, for the recreation of the

poor, who, many of them, never get a glimpse of

greenness except when a dairyman's cart goes by
laden with rye fodder, and a troop of boys fol-

lowing it, to steal the stalks for " squeakers."

But it will be quite enough to see a beginning

made, and to that end wo hope to hear more
of the experiment in Edinburgh.

LABOURERS' COTTAGES.

At the recent meetingofthe BicesterAgricultural

Society, Mr. J. W. Henley, M.P., spoke at some
length upon cott<agcs for the labouring classes. He
said:

—" I believe that anybody who can look back

for 40 years iu this county will say that the

labourers' cottages are very much more improved

than the gentlemen's houses. That is my firm

behef. I believe I could point out to you 20 of

the principal gentlemen's houses in this county

that have been simply kept up and not increased

at all ; I believe, however, that you cannot go to

a single village in this county where witliin that

time you will not see vastly different houses for

the labourers. But while I say that I do not

mean to say but what there is still great room
for improvement. I could not, however, hear it

said that gentlemen are improving their own
houses and neglecting the labourers' cottages

without making a remark. I do not believe it to

be the fact. However', while I am upon this sub-

ject I must say one word, and that is this—the

clergy have the opportunity, as I said at another

meeting, of being behind the scenes in these mat-

ters, and how many cases do they know, and must

know, in which, where there is no great accom-

modation for a family, lodgers to a great extent

are taken in. And this is a consideration,

when yon talk of decency or of improved

morality. Unless the people themselves feel that,

when they have the accommodation and no re-

straint is put upon them by their neighbours, all

ettbrts will be in vain. If they will take strangers

into their families, and fillthoir houses with other

people, morality cannot be increased, nor can

there be any great improvement in the feelings

ofthe people. But you maj' depend ujion it that

these people must be brought to feel that if they

are given improved dwellings they must make a
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proper uso of tlieiii. AUhough cotta-^os are spo-

koii of as containing ono, two, or tliroo rooniR,

yet the partitions arc so slcuiler tliat the separa-

tion is more nominal than real ; and in those
' model cottages ' which many of ns saw in the

lu'iglioourin^o.l of ivoiuli.Ti, ti.o nuartments wci'O

more like enplioards than rooms. I do bcUcvc

there has been a very great iniiirovement, and

that it has heen going on progressively. And I

believe it will go on. 1 believe that from ednea-

tion, and from the way in which pnblic attention

has been attracted to this qiu'stion, the younger

gem-ration which is coming up will view things

dill'erently from what the older i)eople have done

(hear). 1 do not myself despair that those who
shall live in the time to come as long as I have

lived in the past will see a still greater improve-

nu'nt take jihu-e than I have .seen, though that

improvement has been enormous. I do not hesi-

tate to say that I recollect between this place and

the place where I am going home to to-night—in

the villages of Blacklhorn and Ameott—there

were, forty years ago, cottages which conld not

l)ossiliIy remain in existence now, so great has

been the improvement. They were put np with by

the jH'ople who lived in them then. Humble people

used then to get a few sticks and a wattle and
dab, and by these means build a house according

to the best of their ability. If yon talked to them
about these things they would sav, * Well, it's

better than lying under a hedge.' Anil, gentle-

nu'u, who can doubt it ? People cannot walk
about with houses in their pockets, and therefore

they occupied such jjlaces as those 1 have de-

scribed. 15ut all that has disappeared, though I

hope even yet to be spared long enonglfto see a
still greater imin'ovement."

15th of November. This new lloiilevard runs
in a straight line from the IJonlevard St. Martin
to the Place tin Trone. Workmen are now
occupied in filling uj) the hollow spaces left by
the theatres, and i - -the old

I demolition ol tlie old 1 heatrcdu Temple." Tl

Lyrirpio " (the "Theatre llistorique" of A.

Dumas) will take place as soon ar< the theatre in

tlio " Place du Chatelet" is liiiished. This theatre

was to have been opened on the loth of August
last, at the same time as the "Theatre du
Cirtpie," but some acoustic fault being disco-

vered, the oiJening was delayed to remedy it.

The rebuilding of the Pavilion do Flore, and
of that part of the Tuileries between the palace

and the " Pavilion do Lesdiguieres " is being

proceeeed with but slowly, on account of the

difticulty of tinding good foundations. Workmen
are now occupied in jmlling out the old piles

placed tliere nearly 250 years ago by Din.'ercean,

the architect of that part of the Tuileries, and
of the " Poat iieuf."

Tiio Constitiitiniid says (though it docs not

guarantee and vouch for the truth of the state-

ment), that in an ancient chateau of Brittany,

oceui)ied by a recently deceased old seigneur,

and an equally aged servant, his heirs, who ex-

pected to liiul nothing but four bare walls, have
discovered a coUectioa of pictures and curiosities

of the greatest value ; amongst others 7,000
pictures bearing the names of old masters, and
thirty jiieces of the Henry IX. ware. The same
journal adds thiit Messrs. Rothchild, the Duke of

Hamilton, and the Marquis of Hertford, have
already taken steps to compete for possession of

the collection.

PARIS.

(Prom our Special CorrcsponJcid.)

Ghanu Pkix de Peinture.—The exhibition of

tlie paintings submitted for competition for the
" (Irand Pri.x de Peinture," in the Kcoles des
BeaiLX Arts, took place on the 2 kh, 25th, and
2(Jth of September. There were ten comiictitors,

who were received in the following order—Mon-
chablon, Dupuis, Robert Fleury, Regiiault, Ne-
nioz, Layraud, Thinon, Loudet, Leloir, and Levy.
I do not ])retend to criticise, but brielly, the
results ; from what I remember of past years,
and also from wliat I can see of the paintuigs
which have previously gained the " Grand Prix,"

those now exhibited are far below the mark.
There seems to be an entire absence of all senti-

ment of colour, and the drawing of the iig-ure is

very inferior to \\ hat is expected in the French
acatlemy. It is always a question liow far art

can be taught iu a school, and certainly I am in-

clined to think that the iustruction given at the
Ecole des Beaux Arts in painting is not by any
means equal to that given in architecture. This
is shown from the tact that many of the great
French painters have never been students of

the school, whilst not ouly all tirst-rate,

but even all second - rate urchiteds have
received, if not entirely, at least the gi'cater

part of their education under the tutelage of the
French Academy. The painters in the Ecole des
BeaiLX Arts but rarely study from nature, it is

not, therefore, likely that their pictures siionld

resemble it much. They are particularly skilful

in producing peculiar and striking " etlects,'* and
the pictures in which architecture is brought in

(we may signalize those of M. Boulanger) are
very clever.

The judgment of the 2rth September justified

oui' assertion that the com])etilion was not up to
the mark. No " Grand Pri.x " has been given.
M. Monchablun has a first " Second Grand
Prix," COO francs, and M. Loudet lias a second
" Second Gram! Prix," -100 francs.

The cxlubition of the prize designs in archi-

tecture, painting, sculpture, and eugraving, and
the drawings and restorations sent by the French
students at Rome, will be exhibited in the new
portion of the Ecole des Beaux Arts, ou the Quay
Malaquais, from Sunday, 28th October, to Sun-
day, 5th October, both days inclusive.

M. Baii'ias has been commissioned by the
Emperor to paint a ceiling for the new museum
of Napoleon III., at Amiens, of which M. Diet
(" ancien grand prix de Rome ") is the architect.
The demolition of the theatres on the Boule-

vards, which was eommeuced on the 1st of
August, has latterly been proceeded with very
rapidly, and this week the line of the new
" Boidevard Prince Eugene," is entirely open;
it is to be inaugurated by the Emperor on the

NEW HOTEL IN THE STRAND.

Until within the last few years we have no

hotels woi'thy of the name iu Loudon. When
one of the " nation of sovereigns," accustomed to

the princely accomodation in such hotels as that

in the Fifth-avenue, at New York, crossed the

Atlantic, he could with difiiculty limit his re-

quirements to the scanty means and confined
space of ordinary London hotels. Continental
\nsitors fomid them costly and comfortless.

Excursionists from tho country were scattered
on their arrival in town into one or other of tlie

dingy coffee-houses and taverns in London, and
endured the dulness stoically as a set-oii* against
the sights and novelties of tho metropolis. The
opening of the Great Western hotel, and its ex-
traordinary and deserved success as a commercial
speculation, paved the way to something more
creditable to us. It was soon followed by the
erection of the Great Northern. Other ctmipanies
were speedily formed ; and tho new buildings
reared to supply the great social waut of the
middle and travelling classes may now be said to
form a distinctive feature of modern arcliitecture.

The Gros\'enor Hotel is the latest and grandest
development of it. Still, these new hotels are
felt to be insutneient in number, and somewhat
beyond the reach ofa large number of the travell-

ing public. Many of the middle classes hesitate

to " make themselves at home " as they might
do, in such sumptuous appartmeuts. 'I'lie

comfort and conveniences are so unexpected
ami unusual, that they beget a dread of the
" little bill," and the consequence is, that several
of the best of the old-fashioned houses maintain
their customers. The managers, however, of
them have begun to feel that they are somewhat
behind the age, that if they don't alter the ap
pearance of their houses, their houses will change
the look of the proin-ietors, and that travellers

of moderate means will gi-adually overcome any
timidity they may feel in entering spacious, well-

furnished, and well-attended apartments. The
day for the stuHy, little, ill-ventilated, ill-ar-

ranged hotels is closed or fast closing. One of

the most hopeful signs of this great metropolitan
improvement is that Sam's—the best kno\\^l

and most popular of midtUe-class hotels

—

has acknowledged the necessity of improved
accommodation to meet tho growing wants of
London visitors. A company has been formed
which has purchased Lyon's Inn—the old meet-
ing place of the Architectural Association—and
with it, the lease of Sam's Hotel, froutinfj the
Strand. The situation is eqtial to any in London,
There 'will be 300 bed rooms, besides coffee

rooms, dining rooms, &c. A portion of the
ground floor will be let off as shops. The new
building is to be erected fi-ora the design of Mr.
Francis H. Fowlerj of 32, Fleet-street, London.

" BUILT TO SELL."

In ;i rouide of letlers to the N'jrth Lotuhtn Ncv;s,

Mr. William Trneinan, of Green-lanes, N., says:
" As many who exijeud their savings in tho

iiurchase of ' sale houses,' run up by speculative

the'showy finVsn*^!!'.':":''-";
are often deceived by

infamous materials aiuY"W8fe" '"'•':'_« the mos:

entreat you to pKace tho following li'i'iiis 'Ww-P'"

your readers. It will do much to foil these

'dulling builders' from dujiing honest buyers,

and save them from being saddled with ninety

years' repairing leases of dwellings which, if built

detached, would fall ilown.
" 1. Let them see that thohousois not built on

made soil, where the gravel has been dug out

and sold.
" 2. That it has concrete foundations of proper

depth.
"

:!. That all the jnateriaU are now and tho

bricks not place.

"1. That no iron chimney bars supporting tho

arch are wanting.
"5. That the drainage is separate and con-

nected with main sewer.
" 0. The strength of joists, quarterings, sleeji-

crSjdoor-posts, &c. ; also tliickness of doors, floors,

paneling; in short, quality and quantity of timber

used, and if dry and seasoned.
" 7. Whether grates, ironmongery, locks, and

other fittings are of the very cheapest descrip-

tion, unlit for use and wear.
" 8. Avoid zinc gutters and cisterns. Zinc, as

usually laid, is a very temporary aft'air. Insist

upon lead or stone cisterns, &c.
" 9. Find out if it bo an estate where any

scamping is allowed to create heavy ground
rents.

" Lastly. Insist npon a warranty from tho

builder or seller (legally dra\vn up) with speci-

ficatious attached, subject to penalties if false."

Mr. Truemau quotes the following extract

from " The Landlords and Tenants' Guide," by
Alfred Cox (1853), and says:

—"Do not let so

serious an evil rest in silence.
" An ill-built house can never be cheap to rent

or buy, whatever the price may be. Now in the

vicinity of large to\\iis building is carried on

with marvellous rapidity, ami a very large part

of the houses so built are iucouveuiently ar-

ranged, ill-ventilated, and miserably fragile. A
smart outside show of paint, plaster, and paper,

hides for a time these deficiencies.
" Such houses are usually ' run up ' wholtsalo

by building speculators, and have received tho

name of ' hftinmer houses,' because they are in-

tended to be brought under the operation of the

auctioneer's hammer before they are inhabited

or their defective construction revealed. Their

timbers are usually of imseasoned wood, which
is warped when tho rooms are heated by lire.

Tho joiners' work is rudely and hastily per-

formed. The walls are of brick rubbish, smeared
over with a coating of plaster on which trumpery
ornaments are bedizened. The foundations are

shallow, and utterly inadequate to support tlie

supersn-ucture and resist damp.
" Now, the reasons for which such houses can

never be cheap residences are numerous enough.

They are inconvenient; they, therefore, involve

an excess of labour in keeping them in order and
ill performiug the houseliohl duties. That a;l-

ditional iabcnir must be JJaid for, besides entailing

disorder, uneleanliness, waste of provisions, lui"-

niture, and all household expenses. Then tho

doors and windows cannot be properly closed,

and afford continual work for the joiner and
glazier. The thin jiorous walls scarcely exclude

the summer heat, and afford little proLection

against frost or damp, necessitating extravagant

fires. The chimneys are subject to ilosvn

draughts, and require doctoring and mechanieal

doctors' bills. It will be an minsual eireumstaiiee

if the roof bo water-tight without occasiouiil

help from the plumber or slater, and a very

luiusual ciivum.stauee iudeed if the family do not:

receive peiioiUc;d visits from their medical

attendant. These considerations are, perhaps,

sutKcient to show that ill-built houses caimot be

cheap. The ways to avoid such evils are not to

venture to ascertain by your personal knowledge
that the house is properly constructed, but to

pay a competent surveyor or a skilled mechanic
for his ad\ ice. Rest assured you will probably
save the small cost of that survey many times

over, ;uid that posterity will bless your foresight

and prudence."
Chambers' Joiirdal for this week als) writes as

under :

—

" As these, however, arc generally planttd in
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SHOOTING BOX NEAR BOKAWE, AEGYLESHIRB.

Eefehence.

A Entrance Hall.

B Hall. _^ ,^.

Q DhSwin^ Room.
E Gnu Room.
P Principal Stairs.

G Servants* Stairs.

H Cellar Stairs.

I Kitchen.
K Scullery.

L Servants' Hall.
M Butler's Pantry.
N Larder.
O Stores.

P Passage.

Q Water Closets.

R Bath Room and Lavatory,
S Cliina and Glass Closet.
T Back Entrance.
V Dust.
W Game Larder.
X Wash House.
Y Coals and Wood.
Z Covered Shed.
A2 Harness Room.
B2 Stable.

C2 Coal House.
D2 Yard.
E2 Gates.
P2 Covered Way.
Ga Cellar Map.

rows, all at once, like potatoes, by some specu-
lators, they aro unlike the {yi-adually accunmlated
Btreets—where one man after another sets up his
tent—in being uniform. Thi^y appear to bo
built mainly with stucco; but depend upon it,

these plaster lies, Uke verbal ones, aro sure to bo
found out before long. They are run up, not to
last, but to lot, and it is curious to picture the
rubbishy ruins they must produce in another
hundred and fifty years. Half London is no
stronger than the mud villages of anticpiity. How
often wc hear of houses tnmbhng doW before
they ai-e finished. As it is, manyof those which
touch keep uji one another. "Take one away
without propi)ing the rest, the row would go
do^vn like a street of cards."

SHOOTING BOX NEAR BONAWE,
ARGYLESHIRE.

We illustrate this week a front and back view,
and gi-ound plan, of a shooting box just com-
menced at the foot of Ben Cruachan, on the
shores of Loch Ettive, near Bonawe, Argyleshire.
It is built of stone found on the estate, with Ar-
drossan stone dressings. There is no attempt at
ornamentation. A substantially-built autumn
residence was all that was retiuired, and that has
been provided. The architect has relied solely
for external ett'ect upon the gi-ouping of the dif-

ferent parts. In the interior no paint whatever
is used upon the wood. The floors will be laid
vnth pitch-pine, and all other joiners' work
will be executed in that wood, mixed with yellow
deal. Thus the doors, shutters, &c., wili have
their fi-ames and panels made respectively of
these woods, so as to obtain a variety of tint. In
the best rooms the woodwork will be polished

;

in the others it will be simply sized and varnished.
The gromid is excavated only imder the servants'
hall, and the adjoining passage, to form beer and
wine cellars. The arrangement of the ground
floor can be seen by our engraved plan, and the
references attached to it. On the first floor there
are six bedrooms, a dressing-room, water-closet,
and housemaid's closet. In the attics there are
four servants' bedrooms and a lumber-closet.
Adjoining the house, a cottage will be built in the
earric style for the head gamekeeper, containing
a living room, back kitchen, larder, &c., and
three betb-ooms, and contiguous to it there will
be a well-arranged block of dog-keimols. The
architect is Mr. W. Boutcher, of 17, Westbourne-
grove, Loudon.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

The Stails axd Cases.
An tmclassed and hitherto scarcely noticed por-
tion of the contents of the Interuaiioual Ex-
lubihon, deserves a little studv, and if we enter
upon the task without prejudice, and with an

earnest desire to profit by the unsuccessfid as
well as by the sucoessfiil efforts of other men, the
time devoted to the cases which hold the goods
at the International Exhibition will not be thromi
away. Tho first thing which strikes us in wan-
dering through tliis mass of decorative vagaries
is that we Englishmen aro distanced by our
French rivals in the tasteful disjilay of our
goods. At the forge, at the loom, in tho work-
shop, and even in the studio, wo can produce
noble work, but we must candidly own to great
deficiency in the general ditfusion of taste
amongst the people of all classes, and in the
appreciation of real and genuine art and work-
miuiship. The I'rench far excel us in these re-

spects, and there is sutficiont i)roof of it in the
way in which they have displayed their goods,
and in the design of their cases. We do not
suppose for an instant that architects aro re-

sponsible for the English deficiencies any more
than they are responsible for the ugliness of the
huge building, but the French cases were no
doubt designed and made by the same class ofmeji
which prepared those in the English department,
so that there can be no imiairness in considering
the general taste of tho two nations by what they
have in this respect produced. With tho excep-
tion of a few cases—^evidently the work of archi-
tects—the English examples are far inferior to
those in the French court. The English exliibi-

tors have spared no expense ; they have paid for

good materials, and put plenty of labour upon
them, but the French, mth less of both, have
proWded a bettor efl'ect, and simply because they
possess that taste wliich is generally wanting in
our tradesmen, and because they act upon the
principle that colours and forms by their proper
juxtaposition give and take adtUtional charms.

Our object in draiving attention to this fact is

to make it clearly manifest to all who have the
execution of such works, and to demonstrate that
it is really cheaper to employ able and artistic

men to direct such works than to leave them en-
tirely in the hands of the present race of
upholsterers and carpenters. The colour which
now gives many a case a vulgar tawdry appear-
ance, and the money which has been paid to dis-
figure it, would have made it a work of art if

properly appUed. The first consideration in de-
signing these articles shoidd be, of course,
given to tho objects which tho caso is to hold,
and the general tone of colour given to the case
should bo such as to contrast with the exhibited
objects. If the objects be bright in colour, the
contrasting tints should be sHghlly lower in tone.
Tlie general tint of the building is also a
matter for study ; the duU gi-een colour . of
the nave of this building ia doubtless the
reason why the cases opposed to it aro almost
all painted black. We have indeed heard, but
can scarcely credit tho rmuoiu-, that that tint
was adopted as a mark of respect to tho memory
of the iUostrious and much-lamented promoter

of tho Exhibition. Any way, black, or perhaps
a very dark gi-een, is the best tint for cases placed
in juxtaposition with those columns. Another
important matter is the concentration of the light

on the articles dis^ilayod. This has been attained
in many instances by excluding, or at all events
greatly niodifT,nng the top light, and, where tho
light is well dilliisod, by even stopping out tho
side and back lights. This is evidently too great
a sacrifice of show-surface to art to be generally
adopted j and the desire to double their display
has too fi-equently led our exhibitors to tho em-
ployment of silvered glass as a back-gromid.
Wo do not recollect an instance of the French
exhibitors falling into this error, and but very
few instances in which an entirely open caso in
the English department has been turned to ar-

tistic account. Largo heavy objects, again, should
have consistent sohdity in their eases, and bo
free from niggUng ornament ; even elaborate
cases should only be indulged in where they form
tho fi'amcwork to still more delicate workman-
ship. Wherever ornament is used, it ought to
be, not only subservient to tho interior of tho
case, but to be uniform in itself. It should occupy
a subordinate place Hke the background or less

important parts of a pictiu-e, but at the same
time be in strict harmony with it. It should bo
introduced with a clearly defined purpose, or it

is more than useless—it is positively injm-ious.
It shotild never bo intnided upon the eye of tho
spectator, but act as a foil to set off* more valua-
ble work. It is said that a lady is most tastefiilly

dressed when we do not notice what she wears,
and the same remark may bo applied to tho
dress which encloses the different objects in ex-
hibitions of this kind.

Uaring laid down a few principles we shall
now glance at some of the more prominent of
the good, bad, and indifferent works. There are
two cases in tho Bi-itish department which at
once arrest the attention of every artist and
arcldtect. That of Messrs. Ostler iu the nave,
and the Grecian Temple, in the Roman court,
which contains the tinted Venus, Pandora, &c.
There is no difficulty in recognizing immediately
to whom we are indebted for them. The stylo
of the former is tho same as that of Messrs.
Ostler's show rooms in Oxford-street. The caso
is sijuare, open on all sides, and coloured glass
in the domed ceiling allows the tinted rays to de-
scend upon tho glass crystals, and thus to show
ott' their high state of perfection. The objects aro
not crowded. There are, we fancy, but nine objects
exhibited, but their skilful distribution is well
worth noticing, and is surpassed by nothing in
the whole building. With red, white and blue
colom's a charming effect is externally produced.
Each colour in its right place assisting the ele-

gantly-traced lines of ornament, and miiting with
it to mark the purity of the glass. Tlie insido
is lovely in effect. A warm harmonious glow of
colour surrounds tho suspended crystal star, and
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lifthlly touclios with prisiinatic tints tlio saniploa

of Jlussra. Ostler's Kooils. Notwiihstaiuliiif; tlio

art to bo fimnd in this httlo caso, it is not ulitru-

sivo, tho ghiss displayed is stiU to tho passiiijc

violtur tlm conapifuoua part ol'tho cuso. Tho hatul

ol' tho proat iiiastor ol' tho " jrrainmar of oriia-

inont" is as easily rocoguized in tho " Vonua"
Tenii)lo, Tiio colours cmployotl arc simple, as

also uro ilio general llnt>s, but with ^vhat con-

smninato talent they arc blended together

!

Tho richest colours and gold on a whito ground
decorate, without destroying, the mouldings of

the cornice, whilst ileep solid colours are put on
the pedestals and behind the statiics. Tho whole
design is a most valuable piece of true art. Wo
place, in fact, tlio two stalls we have mentioned
far above all others in the Kxhibition.

Messrs. Hancock's stall, close by, is formed of

bronze coluiuns and black and gold entablature.

Velvet curtains, lined with silk, are linked taste-

fully to the columns, and the ceiling is formed of

fluted silk. The chief attraction of Messrs.
Minton's stall (let it bo remembered that in this

notice we are speaking of stalls, not of their

contents) arc a collection of his famous encaustic

tiles, wliich aro introduced with black aud gilt

—

woodward. Messrs. Copeland's colours are

chocolate and blue, aud his caso is not so good
as his wares.

Mr. Benson's case, wliich we this week illus-

trate, is an imposmg structure, 12 ft. square, of

wood aud iron, decorated with Jackson's un-
rivalled Carton pierre. It was designed by Mr.
Liddell, of the South Kensington Museum.
Good as it is, tliere is no fear of its eclipsing tho
famous clocks aud watches of this enterprising
maker—it is a worthy supporter of them. Near
it we see a blue stall, with gilt chamfers, lined
with red. They are the same colours, bo it

remarked, which are used in Owen Jones's
Ostler stall ; but whilst tho one deserves tho
warmest admiration, the other is .simply hideous.

Messrs. Bessemer & Longston display their steel

works grandly on a raised dais, Ijut tho pilastored

mahogany work is in tho ordinary " shop-
fittings " style.

Tho cast-steel bells of Messrs. Naylor, Viokers
and Co. aro borno on blue and red chamfered
framework, with lions holding shields, on which
are monograms of the firm. The decoration is

jialtiy applied to such a pm'pose—squared beams
to hold the ponderous bells would have been far

better, and have saved money.
A stall in the same transept is very ingeniously

ni-ranged. A square space is diagonally divided,
and devoted separately to the works of Messrs.
Hart and Son, Bentham and Sons, whose fine

hammered screen encloses their portion, Feetham
and Co., and A. Baily and Sons. The stall is

lined with red, and the cresting is pamted blue,
tipped wnth gold. The Carron Comjiany also ex-
hibit their black goods—amongst them tho gi-oat

350-gallon sugar-pen—-on a dullish red groimd,
with excellent effect.

The enclosure to the Hardware court, of Hard-
man and Ilart, in the eastern transept, as well as
tho internal decorations of them, are gorgeously
and well painted.

Messrs. Hunt and Roskell have a solid, eub-
Btantial, and costly stall, in the form of a Greek
cross. The curved roof is sunnomited by eagles
bearing a crown. There is little fear ofits 'detract-
ing attention from its contents.

Messrs. Mechi and Bazin display their wares
in a -white and gold square case, divided diagon-
ally and lined with dark velvet to show off the
goods. Tho openings are festooned with green
(iurtains. The "motif" of this design is good
enough, but wo should like to have seen tho
architecture of it rather better.
Tho " Royal Porcelain Manufactory" is a stall

worthy of notice for tho simple, quiet style of its

buff and chocolate ornament.
The Victoria gold stall is weak, spite of its

elaborate earnings. There aro crowds ofcrockets
and cusjiings, traceiy, tuiials, embattlcmeuts, and
buttresses, but, like an over-dressed digger, it

has no charm for us.

There is some good surface decoration in tho
arms' stand iu tho nave, but the colours, well-
combined as they are, are hardly the best
for showing the goods. The introduction ofpistols
for crockets, lock-hammers to form panels, and
bayonets for a cresting, is perfectly consistent with
the temporarjr natui-e of tho construction. The
fur trophy is qnasi-gothic and extremely ugly,
but by the disposition of the plan(-l octagons placed
together, thus shomug 5 sides ofeach) it exposes
a largo surfixce to the spectator—a grand consi-
deration, which more than compensates shop.

keepers for a scantiness of art. Mr. Nicliolay

almost hides his ca.se With his contribution of

furs, but where tho case itself is seen (on the

western side) it is worth seeing. Tho tro})hy de-
signed by Luke Limner, filled with a hetero-
geiiious collection of goods, is an octa,gon, with
gabled sides, from tho valleys of which beams
project on iron brackets. Tho trophy is a novel
one, but we cannot say that wo admire it. The
much-abused, dwarfed food-trophy is very well
designed, and tho colours aro excellently ar-

ranged. Sir James Duko and Nephew's long
black caso is wonderfidly relieved liy tho Greek
figures on a blue ground in tho frieze. It is

backed with looking glass. The show is doul)led,

but tho effect is injured. Messrs. G.arrard's
crowded and woU-known'stall is about as ugly as
it could possibly be made j that of Messrs. Storr
aud Mortimer is scarcely bettor.

Messrs. Elkington's trophy is so covered with
magnilicent castings that we pass it, thankful for

tho concealment, and wish that a similar veil

could hide the vulgarity ofMr. Cromer's display.
Mr. Kmanucl's stall, with its bronze caps,

Corinthian columns, caryatides, and ascending
mercury, is a noble one, and bears tho stamp of
a firm aud vigorous hand, although it is perhaps
too bold in appoarauco for a jeweller's goods.
A considerable number of cases aro decorated
with bed hangings.

Messrs. TroUopo's chimney-piece is well shown
against a chocolate cauopietl backgroimd, and
Messrs. Jackson and Graham's under a very
similar one of green velvet. Returning now,
before we enter the foreign di\'ision, into tho
Eastern Annex, we find a plentiful crop of fail-

ures; colour ATilgarly introduced, guiloehe
ornament in Gothio panels surmounted by
Grecian statues, tints misplaced, feeble cham-
fers, every description of column, twisted,
and ^straight, pierced spaudrils, over-burdened
ornaments, oak graining, and gilding. No
form of ugliness seems to have escaped imitation
here. The caso of the Pharmaceutical society
could not well be more tasteless. The well-de-
signed plough-stand ofHoward is spoillby a sup-
plemental amiomicemeut, in letters of a, totally

ditlerent style, that catalogues can be had in half-

dozen languages. A good solid timber erection,
with well-designed brackets and balconies con-
tains Messrs. Ransome & Son's contributions.
A long lange of meaningless design adjoining it

is consistently coloured. Threading our way
through groves of ujjholstorers' work we notice
some good stencilled ornament on Mr. Bentall's
stall, and some fine carvedwork on Mr. Coleman's
enclosure, where, by the way, a charming effect

is produced by shading the top-light with dull lilue

glass. Messrs. Dunnell, of Ratclitl-highway, have
an assortment ofcolom-s, very brilliantly displayed
in class tazzse, on a series of black steps ; but
the admission of the side light unfortunately
injures the effect. The ground glass, subduing
tho top and side lights of the caso which con-
tain the new colours, mauve and magenta, is

likewise veiy effective, and a joiut caso, by Mr.
B. Smith and Mr. T. W. Smith, is very in-

geniously and tastefully arranged. Our famous
colom- manufacturers, Messrs. Reeves, Winsor
& Nevrton, and Rowney, c^ddently aro content
to sell tho best artists' materials, and do not
care for the reputation of employing artists to
design for them.
Turning now into the foreign department, wo

may just notice that the stalls in the German
division are no better than om- own. Tho Eaii,

de Cologne stalls of Damo Clementine, and of
Farina, aro showily decked out in colours, and
hung about with medals and heraldic lilazonry.

Dilmar, of Vienna, has an imposing stall, and
Bossi, of the same city, a zinc one, in which aro
diflerent coloured silks. Tho Viennese book-
binders' stall, under the western dome, is like-

wise made of zinc. It is injured by being open
on all sides and almost so above, which in-evcnts
tho objects being properly seen. The crimson
velvet round the sashes is a good idea. Sy and
Wagner, of Berlin, show their silver work in a
kind of huge fernery, lined with maroon
colour. But it is in the Fi'ench court that, as we
have already remarked, the greatest general
excellence is to bo seen. Tho stall of the
Imprimerie Imperiale of Franco is beautifully

ornamented in red and gold, small oriflammes,
imperial arms, and a swarm of imiumerable
bees. Opposite to it there is some rare and
splendidly-designed ornament upon the black
grand piano of Pleyel, Woolfand Co. The French
jewellei-y stalls aro in general painted black with
sloping cornices, crowuod with a rtmuing orna-

ment. Tliey aro divided into compartments and
liueil with dark violet velvet, but tho artistic

manner in wliich each individual exhibitor dis-

poses of his share, is wonderfully characteristic

of our tasteful neighbours. Tho elegant of M.
Lobjoi'a compartment is very striking, and yet
the moans employed are as simple as possible.

There is no particular charm iu the materials

;

it is tho .arranging hand whieW transforms a few
pieces of velvet and a piceo of gimp into a work
of art. M. M. Cristopho ct Cie., have columns
at the angles of their space, and the black wood-
work is decorated with rod lines. It is not so

elfective as others here.

M. Parper's onyx-cameos aro placed against
silver-grey velvet with exquisite effect, and in

ono instance a cameo is placed by itself, and tho

sides and bottom oftho compartment all couvorge
to it.

Tho gold aud platinum work of M. Langevinis
also very beautifully displayed. Eveiy article is

seen to the best advantage, the best backgrounds
aro provided, aud just the right quantity of light

is admitted in the proper direction. It is only

a people thoroughly habituated to tho work that

could have produced such subtle and happy
effect, with such trifling materials.

Con'cspiiiicnte.

[Wc do notliold owrsdvcs nspmisihie for the opinions

of our Correspondents.]

PARQUETRY.
TO THE EniTOB OF TlIK " BUILDI.N'O NEWS."

6iu,—As the oldest, and for many years tho

sole ropreseutativcs of tho art of parquetry in

England, wc beg to tender you our warm thanks
for your admirable article on parquet floors in

No. 402 of your truly valuable journal. After

twenty years' experience, duiing which wo have
had to struggle successively, and often concur-

rently, against tho hesitation of architects, tho

opposition of builders, and the prejudice of

owners of all classes of buildings, we can bear
strong testimony, not only to the advantages of

parquetry, which you have made so self-evident,

but also to the difficulty of convincing the public

that there is a difference between reality and
imitation, however good the latter may be ; a

fevsk which, although apparently so simple, wo
have often found it most difficult to accomplish.

It is, unfortunately, not so much a question of
" solid " or " plated " parqueti-y, as of parquetry

versus tiles for ecclesiastical floors
;
parquetry

ixrsiis knotty deal boards for all other kiuds of

flooring ; and parquetry versus paint, for panel-

ling aud other decorations. Although in tho

latter caso the xeork is better adapted than tho

word, which applies solely to a floor, and origin-

ally to tho "reserved" portion of a floor, such

as the raised portion for judges, &o., in assizo

courts, &c.
In your article you allued to about twenty

different woods employed in parquetry, and
although we exhibit about one hundred different

kinds, which are all, more or less, adapted to this

and similar purposes, yet for all practical purposes

a very small number aro required. Be.auty of

colour is, in parquetry, of more consequence
than richness of figm'o, wliich labours under tho

double disadvantage of often apparently break-

ing tho design ; while, also, often in danger of

being placed in close proximity to a more splen-

did—somietimes extraordinary specimen of the

same wood—in paint and varuish. There is, as

you justly observe, no shade of colour (blue

excepted) but what is represented by some of

tho woods brought to our shores ; but oven in

this embarras des richesses there is danger, for in

tho anxiety to avail one's self of the many
colours thus presented to us, a parquet flocr

stands iu gTcat, danger of being converted into .a

gigantic Chinese puzzle, especially when com-
posed, as most foreign floors are, of geometrical

patteras. To obviate this, wo introduce, where-

evcr it is possible, curvilinear designs, which aro

far more pleasing to tho eye, and in which tho

system of "plating" enables us to execute the

richest devices at a comparatively very moderate
cost. It also sometimes happens that no com-
bination of colours will properly harmonize with
the general style or decoration of the room

;

and, in that case, the parquetry manufacturer
has i-ecourse to combinations of grain, and here
an uidimitcd field of operation is open to him.
Ono of our richest floors, which want of space

compelled us to exclude from our specimens at
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the Exhibition, is composed of one wood only,

the effects of the grain being so managed as to

produce a beautiful "damask" pattern.

Upon the question of superiority in " solid
"

or " plated" parquetrj-, it would scarcely become

us to decide now that one of these systems has

found another representative ; although, as

fmxmUrs of both systems in England, we might

reasonably lay claim to some little experience in

the matter. There ai'c, howeyer, one or two
points in connection with this subject which,

although so impartially treated in your article,

are calculated to do us injury in the eyes of all

but the initiated, unless amended, or rather a

little more lully explained. Alluding to the

excellence of both descriptions of work, you
say, " that of the London Parquctiy Company
is veneered or plated," which would naturally

lead to the conclusion that our work is confined

to this system ; but this is quite a mistake, inas-

much as we exhibit both solid and plated

epecimens—not in opposition to each othei—but,

on the contrary, as a proof of our ability to

manufacture either kiud of work. That, after

long experience, we have become advocates for

the "plated" system did not arise from any
in:iperfection in the "solid" system, but simply
from that stern necessity to which pianoforte-

makers, billiard-table makers, and others, have
been compelled to submit, and which is due to

the vagaries of our unfortunate climate—that

mystical personage, the " clerk of the weather,"
being a far greater antagonist to solid work than

we are. The fact, nevertheless, remains patent,

that for five years our work consisted (as you
may observe from the accompanying specimen,
prospectuses, Ac.) exclusively of " solid par-

quetry, IJ in. thick, tongued-grooved, and
framed" this last item ( which is likewise

applied to plated parquetry) being a most im-
portant part of the process, inasmuch as by thus
confining the design, any shrinkage that may
take place in the panels can easily be re))aired

;

whereas when the design extends over a number
of panels, as is the case with most of the work
manufactured abroad, this caimot be done, the
pattern becoming broken up by the least defect
that may occur. This system of solid parquetry
we have never entirely abandoned, but still

carry on when required, especially for work in-

tended for foreign climates.

To dilate upon the advantages of the plated
system of parquetry is not within the province of

this letter; but there is one serious cn'or
into which many persons have fallen and which
one sentence in your article might tend to con-
firm. It is that of treating our term " plating "

(a word cf our coining for want of a better) as

sj'nonymous with the accepted interpretation of
*' veneering." " Veneers," as employed for fur-

niture, pianofortes, &c., generally consist of a
substance of about one-twenty-fourth of an inch.

Sometimes, especially when cut with the knife,

even less. To apply such a thickness to par-

quetry would be a manifest absurdity. The ma-
terial employed in plating is from one-fourth to
one-third of an inch, or about eight times the
substance of ordinary veneers, and consists,

mireover, ofwoods of such a degree of hardness,
as possess in that thickness an amount of dura-
bility fully equal, if not superior, to that of
crlinary floors ofthe usual thickness ; in addition
to which (as regards strength) ihere is the
foimdation or gi-oundwork, one inch thick, which
is treated in the same manner as a panel of solid
parquetry.

Trusting to your well-knowii impartiaUty to
give these explanations a corner in your jom'ual,

We remain. Sir,

Yours respectfully,

CHAS. STEINITZ & Co.

A BIRMINGHAM COMPETITION.
TO THE EDITOE OF THE " DUILDING NEWS."

Sir,—It would be equally curious and inter-

esting to ascertain the opinion entertained of ar-
tists by the concoctors of public competitions.
That it is a very low one is certain, from the
paltry terms offered ; but to what a profound
depth it descends we cannot imagine. Men who
earn their daily bread by the exercise of their in-
teUigence and of their imagination, are said to
Uye by their wits, which the ^-ulgar look upon
with suspicion and contempt. Comfortable, well-
fed Sir Balaams never were called on to exercise
their wits—lucky for them they were not, for if
they had to depend upon their imaginations to
drive the wolf from the door, they would never

earn salt to their porridge. The vulgar, more
particularly the middle and wealthy classes,

think nothing worth being paid for that has not

been produced by physical toil ; while, strange

to say, the poor set the highest value on the re-

sults of mental labour. The labourer does not

inquire the trade price of the drugs which re-

stored his little one to health ; nor does he think

the time too highly paid for which was spent in

seeking out the source of ill, and providing
a remedy. On the contraiy, ho highly prizes the

knowledge which, fi'om signs insignificant to

him, can detect, and, God willing, decide the
issues of life and death. But the gentleman who
just inherited a peerage and large rent-roll, or he
who is " engaged in the city during the day,"
declares it to be preposterous for a physician to

charge a guinea for a five minutes' consultation,

or for a general practitioner to make his patients

pay 400 or 500 per cent, on what the drugs cost

him. " Confound the doctor," says the smart
arithmetical young peer who checks his accounts
weekly, and knows the value of money, " a
guinea for five minutes makes twelve guineas
an hour—sixty guineas for five hours' work a
day; upwards of £18,000 guineas a-year

—

double my rent-roll ! and he has no jointure, no
sisters' portions to pay, no younger lu-othcrs to

provide for, and no establishment to keep up."
Pitt said evei-y man who had £10,000 a-year
ought to be made a peer. If physicians were
threatened with peerages, would they reduce
their fees ? Sir Balaam returns home after having
made a good thing by using other people's
money and other people's things, and is per-
fectly aghast, he declares, at the charges of Mr.
Mildaperient, M.K.C.S., for attendances on and
medicines for the young Balaams. "The fellow
has no conscience, Lady Balaam. I have made
advances on drugs, for years and know the whole-
sale prices. I do assure you, as a man ofbusiness,
haWug a pratical knowledge of the subject, that
the amount of this fellow's charges would buy
drugs enough to physic the whole population of
London. Keep the childrens bowelsopcn P Why
for half the sum I would relax the habits of every
man, woman, and child in the metropolis from
the first ofJanuary to the thirty-first of December.
Must be paid for his time spent in preparatory
study, walking the hospitals ? Nonsense. Why
was not he bound to duly qualify himself, else how
dare he to feel my children's pulse. Nobody
ever proposed to pay me for the time I spent in
preparing myself to go into business on my own
account. No, men who do not live by trade or
labour, members of liberal professions, must be
kept under. They shall be governed by a tarifl'

of charges fixed by act of parliament just as cab-
men are, and be equally liable to have their
licences marked for overcharge. I am not certain
thattheyoughtnotto be numbered with badges and
made to give tickets when called. They could be
tiled and kept to check quarterly accounts." All this

is bad enough, where ignorant men, to save their
pockets, seek to deprecate and underpay the
result of mental labour ; but it is infinitely worse
where traders endeavour to obtain works of the
mind under false pretences and lor inadequate
renmneralion. Here is a case in point. In a
recent issue of one of your contemporaries is an
advertisement from a firm at Birmingham, which
requires " a complete new book of designs"

—

not a book of new designs. The book is to con-
tain 200 designs, all differing one from the other,
for bedsteads, sofas, chairs, couches, and wash-
stands. The fii'm, consequently, invites artists

of designs to send in competitive sets of
designs, and promises to give to the author
of that set which it considers the best, a
premium of £100 for the copyright, and a
premium of .£20 for the second best set.

Now if wo look at the commercial side of the
proposition, it will be seen that the successful
artist gets 10s. for each design, and the winner
of the second place 2s. for each design, while the
enterprising Birmingham firm obtains 400 new
and original designs, the best that can be pro-
cured by pubhc competition, at 6s. each. The
total amount of the two premiums would not
suffice to obtain in the ordinary a couple of novel
and elaborate designs for bedsteads. I don't
believe M. Digby Wyatt would charge less. An
artist will tax his inventive powers enough to
elaborate a novel design for an article of furni -

ture in a day, so that by entering the competition
offered, ho may perchance, if he be one of the
two successful competitors, earn 10s. or 2s. by a
day's hard work of brains and fingers—not
the pay of a day labourer. I suppose the
firm to act honestly ; but what guarantee

have the unsuccessful competitors that their

designs will not be pirated and brought out
a year or two hence ? Such things have been
done before now, and the hands of Birmingham
manufacturers are not clean.

To say the terms of the proposed competition

are an insult to the profession, is " not to put too

fine a point upon it." Others will probably char-
acterize the dodge by more energetic ex-

pressions ; and what they will be your readers

can imagine for themselves.

A DRAUGHTSMAN.

FIRE-PROOF FLOORS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE " BUILDING NEWS."

Sir,—The profession and general public will

be pleased to learn from Mr. Barrett's letter in

your last, that "WTOught-iron girders are invaria-

bly used in constructing his fire-proof floors,

because it was stated by Mr. Fairbairn some
years ago, and the statement was repeated in the
Times within the last few weeks, that English
ironmasters would or could not sujtply i-olled iron

girders. Still, in justice to yourself, I think
Mr. Barrett should have admitted that formerly
cast-iron girders were used ; and, unless my
memory fails mo, an accident occurred some
years back in the neighbourhood of the Adelphi,
which was stated to have arisen from weight of

Fox and Barrett's floor, and the brittleness ofthe
girders. These defects appear to have been
remedied. May I ask if jlr. Barrett's floor is

lighter or heavier than the French floor .'

I am, etc.,

B. A.

LOUGHBOROUGH CHURCH, LEICESTER-
SHIRE.

{From a Special Correspondent.)

On Wednesday last, the 1st. inst., the parish

church of Loughborough was re-opened, after

thorough repairs and extensive restoration. In

the opinion of all who are acquainted with the

character of the churches in the mid land counties,

this building has stood in the foremost rank as

among the best exponents of the large, stiu'dy,

symmetrical type—a well-proportioned nave and
chancel, imiform side aisles, and a bold and
lofty tower at the west end. In the latter the

long bell'ry windows, and other panelling, aro

quite in keeping with the architectural lociUism,

as is the fact that the tower is crowned with
battlements and pinnacles, as at Nottingham,
Syston, though in some parts of the county spires

are not unusual. The magnificent range of
clerestoi'y windows, divided by slender pinnacles,

constitutes one of the great features of the ex-

terior.

In the plan of Loughborough church, besides

its having a double south aisle, there are several

peculiarities which deserve mention. Firstly,

though there are in reality no projecting

transepts, yet the eastern bay of the aisles has

a cross-arch sepai'ating the roofs and abutting

on one of the nave piers, thus forming, as it

were, a quasi-transept, the indication being pre-

served externally also in another way—Wz., by
slightly giibUng the parapet of this b.ay, and
sxu'mounting it by a cross ; the singidarity being
that this gable is in the lengthwise direction of

the aisles, and so little I'aised as to appear almost

a continu.ation of the ordinary parapet.

Secondly, there is no projecting porch, but a
south doorway flush with the aisle wall, and iu

the westernmost bay; this being enclosed within

the aisle, so as to form a kind of recessed

porch. The outer doorway, just alluded to, is of

Early Decorated date, and, like the rest of the

aisle, has some beautiful details. Thirdly, the

chancel arch is unusually low, and consequently

there ia a more than usual diflerencc between
the levels of the nave and chancel roofs. Once
more, the tower arch is of imposing height, and
displays to advantage the fine west window. In

the course of the restorations, a curious two-

light window was discovered in the south wall of

the aisle, which in no degree coincided with the

work adjoining, either within or without. This

window, after some deliberation, has been walled

over so as not to show externally, but inside it

is clearly visible.

The restoration was commenced upwards of

two years ago, and has been gradually carried on

to tile present time (the whole not being yet

accomplished, as the tower is only partially

finished, the estimated cost for the repairs of ita

masom'y alone being about £l,00O). The con-
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trart fi>i- tlio rcstornliun of tlio nave, aiaU-s, and
oliant-el was £",200, exclusive of wariniiij; and
lif^htinsr, which anioiinted to about £ iUU. The
former of these was entrusted to lladen, of Trow-
bridge, and the latter to Skidinore, of Coventry.

The whole of the ehureli has been re-fitted with

open scats, the jtortions next passaf^es haWng
traceriod backs ; there are a new pulpit, desk, &c,,

and the organ has been improved and placed iti

the north transept. It is unnecessary to remark
that the old cumbrous galleries have been swept
away, so that the etfect of the elegant internal

proportions is now undisturbed. The periods in

which the building has been erected are chiefly

the Decorated and the Perpedicular, the chancel,

tower, and clerestory being of the latter age.

The length of the nave is 81 feet in the clear,

and its width 23 feet (*> inches, the height of nave

np to wood cornice is 1.") feet. The chancel is

42 feet long, by 2.3 feet G inches -svide, and height

to cornice 27 feet 3 inches. The tower measures
externally, at the base, 29 feet 6 inches scjuare,

the walls being 5 feet 6 inches thick, and the

total height to top of parapet is 105 feet. The
whole of the contracts have been ably carried

out by Jlr. J. E. Hall, of Nottingham, under the

superintendence of the architect, Mr. G. CI. Scot,

the clerk of the works being Mr. SaWlle. The
earring was executed by Mr. M. Irving, of

Leicester.

VENTILATION OF SHIPS.

A NEW ventilating apparatus has been erected on

board her Majesty's ship " St. Mncent," by Mr.
Wilson Phipson, C.E., of London, the results of

which arc satisfactory. Mr. Phipson has obtained

from the Govermnent an order to ventilate the

lower deck of her Majestj''s ship " St. Vincent" as

a trial experiment. It was thought that a trial

with a deck 190 feet long and oulj' 7 feet high,

in which 450 persons arcs^i'ungup to sleep every
night, woidd constitute as severe a test as was
possible to be found. In the hands of Mr. Phip-
son it has, however, proved a complete success.

The whole of the air of that 190 feet deck is re-

newed every 15 minutes without the least per-

ceptible draught ; and where before the atmo-
sphere was almost stifling, now not the slightest

odour is perceptible, and the men and boys
enjoy a healthy night's rest. In the company
of Captain Marcus Lowther, the commander. Dr.
Cunningham, surgeon. Dr. Phipson, F.C.S., and
several others, Mr. Wilson Phipson proceeded to

explain his apparatus, and to make experiments by
filling the deck with smoke, to point out the manner
in which the air wasronewedand the time required
for its renewal. The fresh air enters by an arti-

ficial patent "winsail, containing a ventilator,

which is connected with a two-horse power steam
engine. The things are so arranged that vrith

40, 50, GO, or 80 strokes of the piston per minute,

4, 5, 6, or 800,000 cubic feet of pure air are sup-
plied per hour. The supply given depends upon
the number of indiriduals, each person requiring

a certain amount of air per niimite, and the ap-

paratus is so disposed that an amount a little

greater than can ever be required is furnished by
the machine without aiiy perceptible draught.
The air, it appears, enters the deck in cyclones
which are bipolar, or composed of two curves, a
curve of maximum and a curve of minimum ve-

locity. The quantity supplied is indicated at any
moment by the needle of a dynamometer con-

nected with the ventilator. The expense of this

ventilation, supposing 700 men on board, is, as
near as we have been able to calculate, about
seven-tenths of a farthing per man per night.

NORTIIUMBERL.VND
AND ARCIL*;OLO-

DUEHA5I AND
ARCHITECTURAL
GICAL SOCIETY.

The final meeting for the current year of the

Architectural and Archaeological Society of Dur-
ham and Northumberland was held at Bishop
Auckland on Monday last. The market-place of

Bishop Auckland was first visited, and the party
proceeded in a body to the palatial residence of

the Bishop of Durham, and were received in the
entrance, hall by his Lordship, who contlucted
them into the spacious reception-room, where the
attention of the party was occupied for some time
by an examination of some ancient and modern
episcopal seals of the see of Durham, antl various
relics were also shown. A circle was formed in

the room to hear a paper read on the arcliitec-

tural history of the castle, by W. Sydney Gibson,
Esq. At the close of the paper, his Lordship
expressed his hearty thaaks to Mr, Gibson for his

able and interesting lecture, and the vote was
carried by acclamati(m. The party then pro-

ceeded to visit the chapel—a very interesting

object to the antiipiarian. Just ^vithin the door-
way, and separated from the main jjortion of the
building by the handsonicly-carvcd screen, are
two monuments. The one on the west wall is a
marble tablet erected to the memory of the late

Bishop Villiers by his family ; that on the north
wall is a noble monumental brass, commemora-
tive of the death of Mrs. Longley, wife of the
jiresent Archbishop of York, and Archbishop
designate of Canterbury. The architectural fea-

tures of the sacred edifice were closely scanned
and commented upon by several of the partj',

and much animated and instructive discussion

was provoked. The kitchen, sorvants'-hall, the
Earl's chamber, and other apartments were after-

wards visited in their tiu-n, and everything of

interest about the building imderwent a thorough
inspection.

The party then sat down to an elegant lun-

cheon, at the kind invitation of his lordship, in

the banqnetting hall. His lordship presided. At
the close of the repast. Dr. Holdcn, master of the

Durham Grammar School, thanked his lordship
on behalf of those present for his most kind and
most generous reception of tho members of the
Association that day. The proposition was car-

ried, and his lordship returned thanks. The
party broke up, after ha\'ing inspected the parish

church of St. Andrew's, an ancient edifice of in-

teresting associations. This exhausted the day's

programme, and the party set off on their return
home.

"gml Intflligfiiff.

Infractions of the Building Act.—At Liver-
pool Petty Sessions on Wednesday woekj a builder,

named Abraham Flather was summoned, at tlie

instance of the buildiu;:? surveyor, fi.ir not comply-
ing wit li the provisions of the Building^ Act. The
defendant, it appeared, in the erection of a number
of houses in Tavistock-street, Park-road, had
neglected to render or parget the inside of the flues,

although repeatedly requested to do so by the build-

ing surveyor. A fine of 10s. and costs was inflicted.

—i\Ir. Flather was also summoned for not '' bending"
tlie brickwork of the same houses. Mr. Kishton
said the ivork was of a most disgraceful description,

and added]that the defendant had shown the greatest
obstinacy when spoken to on the subject. Upon the
defendant refusing to enter iuto recognizances in

£50 a house that tlie work should be executed
according to the requirements of tho act, the magis-
trates directed Mr. llishton to do the work at the
cost of Flather.

Compensation Case. — Conway v. Poole
Waterworks Company.—This was an arbitration

as to the compensation the plaintifi", (Mr. G. L.
Conway, of Kinson) was entitled to for about one
and a half acre of land, required by the above com-
pany for carrying out their works. The plaintiff is

a brickmoker, and the land in question was worked
by him and suppUed him with elay. His claim was
.€1,100, and the offer by the company was £100.
The arbitrators appointed neglected to act ^vithin

the time prescribed by the Act of Parliament, and
the question was therefore referred to the umpire,
who after hearing eWdence on both sides, awarded
to the plaintiff £475 and costs. Mr. Moore, of

Wimborne, for plaintiff, and Mr. Dickinson, of
Poole, for the company.

Pctropolitiin |inpi'ol)fincnts.

Metropolitan Board of Works.—The first

sitting ofthe Metropolitan Board ofWorks after the
recess, was held on Friday last at" their offices in

Spring-gardens. Mr. John Thwaites, chairman,
presided. The foUo^viug tenders submitted for the
construction of the Western Division Drainage
Works were opened :—Messrs Ritson and Ridley,

£05,000 ; Mr. Marriot, £57,000 ; Mr. W. Dethick,
£0.*i,801 ; Mr. Edward Thirst, £57,900 ; Mr. Joseph
Diggle, £(>(>,708 ; Messrs. Hill and Co., £00,890;
Messrs. W. Moxon and Co., £5(>,7 10 ; and Mr. John
W. Sawyer, £59,927. The tender of Messrs. W.
Moxon and Co. was accepted. Tlie Finance Com-
mittee submitted for approval a statement showing
the annual value of the property in the city of
London and other parts of the metropolis, estimated
according to the estimate or basis on which the
county rate was assessed, or according to a like

estimate, together with the sums to be assessed
thereon in respect to the main drainage rate of 3d.

in the pound, 1862-63, and recommt-nded that pre-

cepts fur such rate be sealed and issued. The
assessment showed the total annual value to be
£12,505,969. The sum assessed at od. in the pound
amounted to £157,071 12s. 3d. The statement was
adopted, and the precepts ordered to be issued to the

various parislies. The chairman stated that from
the state of bis health, it would not be possible fur

him tn preside at every committee. H*' would, there-

fur*', suggi'st that each committ'^e shmiM chuto > a
dep\ity-ehairman to act in case of liis (the chair-

man's) alw.'nce. Next month there would bo tho
Thames Kmbankment Committee sitting, and ho
would be glad if the hoard would adopt the sugges-
tion he had thrown out. Mr. Newton moved, and
Mr. he Breton secimded, amotion to the effect tliat

th(! remarks of the chairman should bo entered
on the minutes of the board ; and it was carried
unanimously.

The Fleet Ditch.—The works for the repairing
of the portion of the Fleet ditch running parallel

with the Metropolitan Railway in Clerkenwell, and
which were rendered necessary in consequence of

the acidt-nt which caused the inundation of the
adjoining cutting, are making considerable progress.
The old and insecure parts of tlie brickwork of tho
sewer have been demolished as far as the bottom of
Vine-street, nearly opposite the Soision-house, and
a largo portion of the new sewer has been rebuilt,

including the length where the rupture occurred.

As the work of reconstruction proceeds the opening
in the roadway is being filled up with soil and made
good. The turbid waters of the Fleet still run
through their temporary course into the old channel,

and the street is blocked up near St. Peter's church,
Saffron-hill, which at present causes a large and
inconvenient detour of the passenger traffic.

§ns anir Miitcr lutelligcnte.

Carnoustie.—At the annual meeting of the
Carnoustie (Dundee) Gaslight Company, it was
agreed to reduce the price of gas to consumers
above 20s. by allowing five per cent, discount, and
those under 20s. to pay Gd. per annum less rent for

their meters.

Morpeth.—The Morpeth Gaslight Company have
decided to reduce their first-named price of 123. 6d.

each for lighting the public lamps in the borough,
for the season, commencing on the 20th of August,
to 37s. 6d.

Lighting a Boat by Gas.—The Wallasey Com-
missioners' new boat, the ** Water Lily," is now
lighted by gas throughout. At night the engine-
room is now quite light, every part of the machinery,
in fact, being more clearly visible to the engineer
than during the day time. A couple of sun-burnera
give light and ventilation to the passengers in tho
saloons, rendering these places more like elegant
drawing-rooms than the cabins of a steamer. The
apparatus is constructed to prevent all possibility of
an explosion, and is not in any way affected by the
motion of the boat. The cost of ilUumination will

be at least 50^ per cent, less than that of oil. As
in a small vessel the receiver is capable of contain-

ing a supply for three nights' consumption, we
may expect in a short time to have our
steamers, as they cross the Atlantic, brilliantly

lighted with gas.

Baillieston.—The village of Baillieston, Glas-

gow, is about to be lighted >vith g-as.

Coatbridge. N. B.—At the general meeting of
the shareholders of the Coatbridge Gas Company,
on Saturday last, it was resolved to extend the
supply of gas to Whiflat, Rosehall, and Caider Inn
Works.

Petroleum Gas.—The Stevenson Honse, St.

Catharines, says a Toronto paper, is now lighted

with petroleum gas. The light is very white and
brilliant, and although one-foot burners only are

used, the illuminating power is fully equal to that

of a four-foot burner supplied with the coal gas in

ordinary use. There is no smoke or smell per-

ceptible during the burning ; and as the works aro
situated some short distance from the hotel, the

odour of petroleum is not apparent. The works are

constructed according to Messrs. Thompson and
Hind's patented process. The success which has
attended the lighting of the Stevenson House, has
already induced other parties to adopt petroleum
gas. Among several others, we notice a large

factory at Dundas, a factory at Hespeler, the Rossin
House at Toronto. The introduction of petroleum
gas into the Rossin House will be a great saving to

the proprietors. The actual cost per thousand,

compared with coal gas, is about 60 cents against

2.50 dollars a thousand feet.

Whitburn.—The first sod of the new water-

works reservoir, about to be built at a cost of £800,

at Whitburn, Scotland, was formally cut on the

30th ult., by Sir Wm. BaiUie, Bart., of Tolkem-
met.

«anit:irg patters.

Kelso.—The movement for a thorough drainage

of the town of Kelso is being now carried out.

The Commissioners of Police, at a recent meeting,

accepted a contract for the second portion of the

scheme of drainage prepared by Mr. Brunlecs, C.E.,

of Loudon, and the works are to bo immediately
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procccdea with. Tho contract c^npnses a mam
drain tlirough the two principal, "t-fets of the

town and the Market-square, to join the l^'-g o"*:

faU drain to the Tweed which was constructed

some time a^o. The works are said to be of the

most suhstanfial kind, and constructed on the most

modern and improved principle.

City Seweks Commission.—At the weekly meet-

turn for the Commissioners of Sewers at the Guild-

hall on Tuesday last, several contractors were

summoned and fined for not efficiently cleansing the

streets and for the non-removal of dust. Dk.

Letiieby, the medical officer, reported on the state

of 190 houses that had been inspected during the

week, and he submitted a list of 149 places for ,

sanitary improvement. He submitted a bst ol hlty-

seven places which required further proceeamgs on

account of the orders already issued but not com-

plied with. He also reported that the markets and

slaughter-houses had been duly inspected during

the week, and that the officer had seized 9G0 lbs. of

meat, and 60 lb. of sauages, and_175 head of game

as unfit for human food. It consisted of 9 sheep, 4

pio-s and IS joints of meat, the whole of which had

been destroyed. The mortality returns for the week

are a Uttle below the average. The number of deatiis

was 15, and the bii-ths JS. Exactly one-third of the

deaths'were among children of less than five years

of age, and ten were among old persons of GO and

upwards. The chiefcauses of death were as follows:

^Phthisis, 9 ;
pneumonia, 2 ; bronchitis, 3 ;

continued fever, 3 ; scarlet fever, 4 ; measles 2 ;

and inflammable diarrhcea, 3. Most of the deaths

were from diseases of a chronic character.

Viuiliiiug lutdliginct.

Glenquaich, N.B.—a new Free Church is being

built for this district, and wiU shortly be opened.

The building, which is to be neat and handsome,

will contain about 200 sittings. Messrs. Bayne and

Cricfi', are the buUders. The Marquis of Brcadal-

bane has given the wood, slates, &c.

CHAPEIS.

EARtSHEATON.—A new Con^egational chapel

was opened on Wednesday week, at Earlsheaton,

near Dewsbury. It is said to be a handsome

buildiuE-, and has cost, with the adjacent schools,

about £G,000. ,

IsEWCASTLE.—A new chapel has been commenced

in Gresham-place, Laville-row, Newcastle, for the

United Presbyterian congregation now worshipping

in Hi"h Bridge Chapel, under the ministry of the

Eev. J. G. Potter. The building will be of the

Grecian style, and will contain ample accommoda-

tion for 700 persons. It will also have a basement

storey GO feet by 46 feet 9 inches, with other suitable

conveniences for a church and Sunday school. The

contracts have been let to Mr. James Hogg and Mr.

Jolm Hardwicke. The total cost is esipectcd to be

below £2,0*10. ^, , I w
Warleggan.—The Wcsleyan Chapel at War-

letrgan, near Bodmin, has been recently improved

by the addition of a new gallery.
, ,. , ,

Bkomsgkove.—A new Roman Catholic chapel

was opened on Wednesday wed:. It is in the

Decorated style of .architecture, and its lo.ty g.able

by the roadside is a conspicuous object to travellers

entering the toivu. The building is oblong, w^th

apsidal east end, porch towards the N.^V., .-md

vestry N.E. There is a gall-cry at the west end

of the choir, an open roof, and windows of two and

three lishts. The porch is of stone, its arch bein-

deeply reccsed, with canopy abov, and the mo'Ud-

ings and carvings are beautifully cxccuteo, the keys

being conspicuous, as symbolical of St. Peter, to
. ... 1 1 ;™ j^.l;^.,*...-! TVirt mrvt>ii lieads

CHURCHES.

HOBKIKK, N.B.—A new church for the parish of

Hobkirk is being at present erected, the contractors

beinf Mi-. Brunton, jun., and Mr. Thomson,^ Jed-

burgh. The church wUl be in the plain Gothic

Oban, Scotland.—The site has been obtained,

and a design prepai-ed, for the erection of a new

Episcopal Chnrch at Oban, -Argyleshire. The

estimated cost is £800.

Darlingtox.—On account of the extensive now
works recently erected in the parish of the Holy

Trinity, causing the church to be too small for tho

incre-.ised population, a new parish (known as St.

Paul's) has been formed, and a temporary church

erected and opened in the Nortli-road.

Faversham.—The carving at the new church-

yard gateway is now finished. The capital of the

risjht-hand pi'l'T " surmounted with ground ivy

foliage and rliat on the li ft witli coUambine. Tho
initial iett< r of the benefactor, Mr. Hatch, is seen

on Iho south of the gateway, and tlie arms of the

Cinque Ports on the reverse. Other portions are

adorned with vine leaves and grapes, and in one

spot that important Kentish creeper, the hop iihmt,

is introduced. ^ , ,.

London.—A church for the German Catholics m
London was opened on Sunday. It is iu Union-

street, Whitochapel - road, immediately behind

Whitechapcl Cliurch. Built originally for a circus,

it was bought by Lady Huntingdon, and converted

into a duipel, in whieh it is s.nid ^Vbitfield often

preached. It was then named Sion Chapel, and

some years jifterwards passed into tlic hands of the

Independents, who occupied it as a place of worship

until lately, li'i-om some cause or other it was

brought to tho hammer, and at the sale the bidding

lay mainly between acircus proprietor and a Catholic

priest. The priest outbid his opp-uent, and the

building, newly decorated, and h.indsjmely fitted

up for "Catholic worship, was opened on Sonday,

under the name of the Church of St. Bonifac3.

Brighton.—The new church of St. SUchacl,

Brighton, was consecrated on Monday last. Mr.
John Fatian was the builder. Tiie inside waUsare
principally t:f red and black brickwork, intermixed

with Caen stone, of which the pointed arches sup-

porting the clerestory are composed. The massive

capitals are variously carved, as is also the stone-

work of the windows and other porti ns of the

edifice. The altar jiicce, pulpit, font, and various

portions of the chancel are constructed of variously-

coloured m.arbles, highly polished. The church is

lighted from the clerestory, and the chancel and

eastern windows, several of which are memorial and

presontatioH windows, beautifully paintL-d, the cast

Aviudow being a memorial of the late Col. Palmer,

of Brunswick-terrace, the West window a memorial
ofMrs. BarlieT, andothers in memory of Dr. Botiley,

&a. The pulpit, of verd antique and other foreign

marbles, is the gift of J. Pearson, Esq., of Tan-_

di-idgo Park ; the font was given by Mr. Brown, of

Aberdeen L-jdg.", Brighton, and the dwarfscreen of

foreign niarbl- s wr^s ah^o the gift of a laely. The
pave:ne-nt is t'?sselate'd. Th'^re ar-^ no pews, the
wholee-f the sittings being a Idud ef rustic-looking
rush-bottomed chairs.

whom the chapel is dedicated. The carved lieads

in which the mouldings of tho windows terminate,

and the foliage and either carved work with wluch

tho edifice is richly decorated, afford another proot

of the great advance made in this attractive Ijranoa

of art. The doors also are of fine oak, cleganJy

ornamented with iron-work. Stone for the work w.is

procured in tho neighbourhhod. Accommodation

is provided for between 300 and 400 persons. Ad-

j oining the chapol is a commodious school (atfeiruing

accomodation for about 150 children) and a resi-

dence for the clergyman. Tho architect and buildei-

were Mr. Blount, of London, and Mr. Wilsim, ot

Birmingham.
SC1I00I.S.

Fazelet.—On^eelnesday week Sir Robert Peel,

M P opened the new schoola, built at his own

exnense, at Fazeljy, at a cost of from ,€1,300 to

£1,400. The materials are brick and stone, the

bricks being of different colonrs, and arranged m
ornamcntarpatterns and courses. Each principal

front has a gable, which is principally occupied by

a large mudow, the head of which is fiUed witli

g.-oraetrir; tracery. Over the principal gable a

brick and stone bell turret has been placed. llus

reaches to a considerable height, and ferms one of

the most noticeable features in tho building. In the

interior the roofs are open, and the woodwork is

varnished. The rooms are fitted up with gas-httmp

throughout, to enable lectures to bo gi.cn lu the

winter evenings and night schools to be held. Mr.

Chambe-rkin, of Birmingham, is the architect; and

Mr. Clarson, of Tamworth, the huUdcr.

BornsHAM.-The national school was re-opened

n Monday week. The brick fl-,Miring has been re-

placed by a boarded floor, anl other improvements

Birkenhead, at .an estimated cost of £109,486, and

lot to the corn trade for ten years, at a rental of

£8,750 a year. After along discussion, the recom-

meudation was confirmed.
GovAN.—A suitable hall feir pubUc meetings has

been erected by Mr. Hinchelwood, at Govan, near

Glasgow. The exterior is of very modest appear-

ance, but the interior is very tasteful. The hall is

SO ft. long and 31 ft. wide, with a height of 23^ft.

from floor to ceiling, aud can accommodate 700

persons. There is a smaller hall adjoining, capable

of holding from 150 to 200 persons. Mr. Tait, of

Gordan-street, Govan, was the architect.

Paisley.—Two new and elegant builelings are ia

course of construction in the High-street, Paisley.

One is on the site of Lord Sempill's old town house.

It is a hanelsomc structure of two storeys, with dor-

mer roof, in the old Scottish style, in front of which

tho ancient armorial bearings of the SempiUs are

placed. The building east of the Cross is a range of

lofty shops, promising, when completed, to bo the

finest in Paisley.

ISFew BriLDiNGS IN Scotland.—New buildings

are being erected at Wiklerhaugh, N.B., for a new
factory for the firm of Brown and Shaw. The
building measures 100 feet in length within the

walls, 33 feet in width, irith an altitude of three

store^ys and attics above. Messrs. HorbertS'in, of

Galashiels, are the builders. The same firm have

contracted for the erection of a weaving-shed at the

Dunsdale Mill, Selkirk (Messrs. Waddell and Turn-

bull) . This erection is also being proceeded vnth in

thehaugh apart from the factory. Messrs; Herbert-

son have, during the whole summer, had a strong

I'ano- of men at work on tho mansion-house eif Mr.

ElUot, of Wolflee. The additions ai-e in the old

Scotch baronial style, from designs by Mr. Bryce,

arediitect.
. .,

Exeter.—Amuseum and a freelibrary is proposed

to .be formed at Excttr iu memory of the late

Prince Consort.

A New Hotel for South Kensington.—A
company has been formed to purchase sis mansions

situated in Queen's Gf.te-t,.Trace>, Gore-road, South

Kensington, to be convert-cd into a first-class uotcl

and club. Tlie agreement has, we believe, been

entered into with tl;e owner, and it is proposed to

have the hotel finished and ready for occupation for

tho moderate sum of £S3,'X)0.

liavo been effected under the superintendence of Mr
Humphrey.?, of Bottisham. To prevent any damp,

th • ground was first covered with a on--inch layer

cf apptalt-?, on which the jrists are bid.

Bkompton.—The new school-room attached to

f)uslow Chapel, Queen's Elm, Brompton, has been

opened. John Foster, Esq., was the architeet. 1 ho

room v/illaccommo late 300 pjrsons, and tho esti-

mated cost will be about £900.

buildings.

ToBEUMORY.—A new court-house and prison is at

present in course of erection at Tobermory, Isle of

Mull. The new building will be of two storeys, m
the Scotch style of architectnre. It occupies a

commanding site, on the height above the to%vn, the

principal front facing to the bay. It is expected the

building mil be finished in about six months.^ "The

cost, inclneling furnishing, will lie about £2,650.

Messrs. Peddie and Kinnear, are the arcliitexits.

Liverpool.—At the weekly meeting eif the Mer-

sey Dock Board, it was resolved, on the recommend-
ation of the committee for the marine department,

to construct a new lighthemse in place of the

present Upper lloylake lighthouse, at a ee«!t of

about £810, and to alter tho Lower Hoylake
lighthouse, at a cost of about £225. The sp3e-ial

committee on plans for new works recom-

mended that warehouses be erected at the

Waterloo Dock, at an estimated cost of

£291,671, and let, under certain conditions, to the

corn trade for a period of ten years, at a rental of

£9,825 a year ; and that warehouses be erected at

BESTOBATIONS.

Gainsborough.— Considerable improvements

have recently been effected in the iutcrie>r of the

parish church, Gainsborough.

C 11ARLESTOWN.—The Wesljyan chapel at Charles-

town, which has lately been re-painted and deco-

r.ated, was re-opened on the 1 1th inst.

Westbury-on-Seveen. — The parish church of

Westbury-on-Scve-m, Gloucestershire, has been re-

opened after the work of restoration. A fliit ceil-

ing, entirely destroying the east window, and hiding

a gi'cat part cf the west, covered tho whole oi the

church, while a large g.ilLry extended across the

west end. Thesj h;vvo been removed, and au en-

tirely new op.n roof placed over the nave and chan-

cel. A new chanoel-arch, clercsteiry windows, an

entire restcjation of the chancel, with the erection

of a comraodious vestry, form tlu' principal im-

provements, and the large and unsightly building

attached to the towea-, formerly used as a school-

room, has been removed.
. „, , .

Newcastle.—The Primitive Methodist Chapel at

Newcastle was r.?-opencd on Sunday list after

undergoing several improvements. The chapel has

been tastefully painted.

Leeds. — Messrs. Lo."kwood and Mawscn, ot

Leeds, have been awarded the first prize for their

Gothic design for the new Baptist chapel. Wood-

house-lane, Leeds. .„.,.,
Brinklow.—The parish church of Bniiklow,

Cumberkiml, ha.s recently been restored, .and was

re-opened a few davs ago.

Birmingham.-Tho Circus ChajK-l, BiniinghaiT!,

which has recently undergone extenstive :ilteratie>ns

and impwvements, was openeel ou the 23rd nit.

foundation stones.

SEDGLET.^On Monday week Mrs. Tinsley, of

the Limes, laid tliL' mcMTiorial stono of a Temperance

llall and Kairged Seho.-l iu course of erection^on a

piece oilairfadjuiuiugTowusend House, anl front-

in.' the Wolverhampton and Sedgley turnpike

roaels. The site has been purch.asod at a cost oi

£230, aild presented by Mr. F. A. Homer. The

total cost wiU be about £1,000; and for the present

the promoters, suiting their plans to their ineans,

restrict their operations to the erection of the build-

in" necessary for a Temperance Hall and Ragged

Scdicol, intendin:t at some future time to make it a

commodious bnilOing for a Mechanics' institute,

penny bank, &c. The architect's Mr. W . Bonner,

of Dudley, and tho contractor Mr. .lohn Hilton.

Ekoomhill, Doncaster.—The foundation stono

of a new Primitive Methodist chapel for BroomlaU

was laid on Monday week.

Ckov.le.—Ontlie22nd ult. tho foundation stono

of a new Primitive Methoelist eha^el was laid at

Crjwle, by sever.U chilihrcu, each ol whom placed a

sovereign on the stone. Mr. W. Hall, of Hull, is
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the ardiitect, nnd Jlr. \V. Crowlin, of Crowlo, tli.;

buililnr. The cntiro outliiy is ali^mt i-SOO.

IOast llKi'i'oiui.—Tlio t'ouiulatiou stone of a new
parsoiuige \v;ia laid at Kast llutfonl, Kottin^'liani-

eliiri>, nn Jtoiiday woeU, by tlio Bishop of Lincoln.
I'owDE.viiEATll.—Tho foiinilation stone of a new

I'Voo Church was laiJ on Wcilnesday week at^Cow-
denlie.itli, a niininif village about five miles from
Dniiferniline, N.H.

CfiKSTEK.—On Tuosday week tho foundation
stone was laid of the new Koman Catholic chapid of
St. Krancis, in (hMsvenl>r-stroet^, Chester. The
KuililinLT is to l)e 110 feet lonir, 50 root wide, and 70
feet hi;^h to tlietupofthe ridge. It is to be covered
by a roof with one span, and is to contain 800
persons. The estimated cost is £'2,i)00. Mr. B.
Bueknall is the architect.

H.vxMocn:.
—

'I'lie foundation stono of a Methodist
New Conne.xion Training CoUegfo was laid at Han-
moiT, Shetlield, on Thursd.iy week, by Jlr. Mark
Firth.
NKwrOHT, 5[oNMoi'TiisiiIiiE. — Tho foundation

stone of an En.iflish Baptist Church has Ijeen laid

at Newport. Messrs. Ilabershon and Tit-, of Lon-
don, are the architects. The building will be in

the classic ^^tyle, composed of forest stone, with
Bath stono dressings. It will bo about SO ft. lonj^

bi* U> ft. wide, and (JO ft. high, accommodation
being afforded for about 1,000 persons. Underneath
a large school and loeture-room, with vestries and
class-rooms. Mr. J. GritKtlis, builder, of Newport,
is the contractor. Tho building will cost upwards
of ,e:.',.5()0.

LiMEiiorsE.—On tho 18th nit. tho foundation
stvme of a new ragged seliool, now in course of
erection in Northey-street, {'hurch-row, Limehouse,
was laid ivith the usual ceremony.

CAnnsJ.E.—The foundatii:n stone of a now Pres-
byterian elmrch was laid on Fri'lay last, by A. M.
l)unh>p, Eso,, M.l'. The building, wdiieh is of a
beautiful design, vill accommodate between 700
and 800 persons. The area is several feet above the
lovej, 60 that the space is found beneath for a con-
veni.'nt hall, capable of aceommodating 500 or COO
people, and which may be used either for meetings,
or ilay or Sunday-schools. A residence for the
minister is to bo built in connection with it.

IhxNIXGTfj.v.—The foundation stono of the new
parisii ehureh, at Diunington, near Ilminster, was
laid on Wednesday. Th- new church will b'' raised
on the site of the old one, ami when completed,
will give sitting accommodation to 2:iS persons. It
will be built in tho style of the old church, viz.,

I'erpendicular. The roof will be an open oun, and
there will bo a bell turret at the west cud. A great
portion of the old stone and tho windows mil bo
incorporated in tho uow edifiee, which, it is sup-
posed, will cost about £G00. Mr. Allen, of Crew-
kerne, is the architect, and the contractors are Mr.
C. Munden, of Ilminster, and Mr. Staple, of Stoke-
8ub-ilambcn.

^tlliUfl)

U(ixtAS>rEI!.—A stained glass window in sliortly

to be erected in St. George's Church, Doncaster,
to the memory of tho late Mr. James Dunhill.
The work is to be carried out by Mr. Hughes, of
Hirminghaiu, at the CTpcnso of Messrs. Cooke &
Co., bankers.
Westbuky-ON'-Seveux.—A new east stained glass

window, by Clayton and Bell, has been erected by
till' widow of the late Rev. Wm. Crawley, M.A., of
Brougbton, formerly curate of Westbury-ou- Severn,
in Glou'.-estershire.

§t;ituts, gJfiuoTiiil,';, i^t.

Genoa.—Tho fourth statue b.d' ngin;,' to the
monument erected at Genoa to the memory of
Christoplier Columbus was put in its jilaee on the
2 1th. The inauguration of the mouunieut has been
prematurely caused by the wind, wliich tore the
veil in two that concealed tho statue, and cast a
part of it upon the arm of the hero in a mosst artist-
ice 1 manner. »
The Baxter Memorial, Dundee.—At a meet-

ing of general committee on Friday evening, a re-
port from the special committee was read, recom-
mending the employment of Mr. John Steell.K.S.A.,
Edinbnrgh, to sculpture the statue of Mr. Baxter
in marble, with a martde pedestal, baring a design
ill baa-relief, emblematical of Mr. Baxter's connec-
tion with commerce and manufacture, and with an
inscription acknowledging the gift of the park to
the town by himself and the Misses Baxter. The
sub-committee concurred in this recommendation,
on the understanding that a model of the statue be
approved by the committee, and that arrangements
lie made as to the cost and the time when the statue
should be completed.

<L^encral |tenis.

PosT-oKFK'K Savings Uank.^TIiu r<..sl-offico
Saviu^^'S Banks arc rapidly attaiuiiii? a business of

enormous niatjjiitudc. TIig ackuowledginonts for
dcpnsits, wliiijii are a^nt ft-om tho General P-iat-

oilici* to tho (h*p")sitor.^, are priuti'd with consecutive
num'iers, and Mr. Tidd I'rii t st:it.a tliat two ninnthrt

ai^o lin siiwai-knowlodi^nients, th<! iiuin'itTS (.n wliich
showed that there had lx;on already moro than
.SGOjOlH) deposits. Each post-offico issues its o\^ti

set of depositors' books, numbered consecutively,
and 7nany post-oftioes are known to havo issued
books to more thin 5lJ0 depositors, soveral of them
to more than I,Oi)0, and tlicro are above 2,500 post-

ortico banks open. Trustees of old savinj^3-l)anks,

who Iiave in many in.'itancea maintained their estab-
lislimonts at a conaidorablo sacrifice of time and
labour, and from purely benevnlont motives, are
rapidly determining to transfer the labour and re-

sponsil.iility to the shoulders of th.j Governm'nt.

Llanaumon, Cauxarvonshiki':.—NewCoai, Pit.
(tc.—A Welsh p:ip',^r says :—-" \V^n arc ex_^oeilini^ly

pleased to l^arn that there is evi'ry lik-lihooil of
coal beinn; shortly f.uind in tins parish, at a place
called Bryu-y-baehan, near Afon \V:'n, a little over
four miles fVom the town of Pwllbidi, and el >3 > ad-
joining the proposed railway station at the junction
(^f the Carnarvon Railway branch lin j with that of
the main trunk of the Welsh Coast Co. A Loudon
company, called the IJulkeley Coal, Ironstone, and
Fireclay C'l)., has taken the matter in hand, and has
employed Mr. Lambert, C.E., as th-dr mana^nj^ en-
gineer, and Mr. Henry Pickering, formerly of tho
Cefn, near Wrexham, as his assistant. Up to the
present time the siijns are most satisfactory, as
there is every indication of a i^ood stratum of coal
lying- at no great distance from the surface, one
small stratum being already passed through."

Discovery of Mimial Paintings.—Some very
interesting discoveries were made a few days since,

in the church at Westraeston, near Hassock's Gate,
Sussex. The church is a very small one, of Anglo-
Norman origin, and is now under restoration. Dur-
ing the progress of the work the accumulation of
plastering and whitewash, which covered the interior

of the edifice, havo been removed, and Ijeueath a very
remarkable and extensive system of mural painting of
the early part ofthe twelfth century has been brought
to light. Some portions of tho paintings have been
damaged in the process ; enough, however, remains
to show the arrangement of the v.'hole. The sub-
jects comprise scenes from Scripture history, such
as a crucifixion, an adoration of the kings, a scourg-
ing, &c. The wholo church was covered from end
to end with those mural pictures, there being no in-

termixture of ornamental detail such as usually
accompanies decorations of this kind.

Preserving Wood ry Salt.—A correspondent
of an Ainerican paper says :

— "^ I liave used common
salt for the presen-ationofmill shafts or water-wheel
shafts, and it has had a good eflfect in stajdug the
decayed timber. Take a two-iudi augur, bore
holes into the stick of timber, and fill up with salt,

and then plug up the holes tight. In a large stick

(if timber like a water-wheel shaft, liore a hole
through the centre, like a pump, n.nd fill up with
salt and phig up, and there is no trdliug hnv long
tiiis may last, as it has been tried with us, and has
answered very well. No man would believe what
effect it will have till he tries it. I have us^mI ib in

a mill shaft that was decaying, and it certainly has
helped it wonderfully. 1 have never seen a salt

barrel but what was sound, and will stand
more wet weather than any other barrel or stave
of its kind."

The Middle Level.—The large tract of land so
long devastated by the Middle Level floods has bc'.n

at length got clear of tho water. The soil generally
turns up very mellow-looking, but grave doubts are
expressed as to the probability of crossing the land
next year. Tlie extensive breaeh which was the im-
mediate cause of the inundation has been nearly
tilled up. On the site of tho coffer-dam n. most stu-

pcnd'ms w^rk is in progress, the fixing of the syphons
for permanent draining of the 140,000 acres of Mid-
dL> Level district. Each syphon con?ista of an iron
tube or pipe, about loOfeet long, and having a .'i-feet

6-inch bore, weighing about -i5 tons, the total weight
of the 1() syphons being about 750 tons. It is com-
puted that each syplion will discharge 3,00U gallons
per niiuute, wliich for the sixteen syphons wUl give
an aggregate discharge of 2,880,000 gallons per
hour. It is said, however, that even this will be in-

sufficient to carry off the waters from the extensive
district di'aiued by the cut. Several hundred men
are stiU at work.

Keep to yovR Right !—M. Hendriks, the head
commissary of police, issued last week a regulati> >n

that foot-passengers in the streets of Leyden should
always keep to the right-hand side, as is the prac-
tice, or should l3c, of London. Police ofiiccrs were
sent in some of the more crowded streets to enforce
the regulation. Some passengers, however, re-

sisted the restriction upon theii- liberties, and one
gentleman lodged a complaint with the burgomaster
against the police officers for assaulting him. The
burgomaster, who had not been apprized of thp new
regulation, at once ordered the police agents t<j re-

tire. But this uid not satisfy the peojilj, li ho, as-

sembling in crowds, went to the comuiissary's house,
smashed his windows, and assaulted idm, and it was

found necessary to call out tho military to clear tlio

streets. 'J'ho to\vn, however, resumed its usual
(piiet appearance next day. M. Hendriks had re-
cently visited London, and had seen tlio a'lvantage
of all p:isaengers going in the same direction keep-
ing the same side, and consequently resolved to in-
troduce it among his fellow-citizens in Holland, but
unfortunately he did not go tho ri'jkt way to carry
out the improvement.

DiscovEiiv OF Mineral Wells at Aociiteu-
ardek.—Tlu) 8cots:tM)i eays;—"We understand that
the existence of minei'al waters in this neiglibour-
hood ha.s been di.^covcred, and is nowa loitter
beyond doubt. It appears that the attention of Dr.
F.irbes was recently attracted to a small stream of
water issuing from a clrain in a field, on tlie farm of
I'la.'^tmill, on tho estate of Coul, belonging to Mr.
P. B. Sineaton, and in the im'iiediato neighbimr-
hood of tho Aucht^Tarder railway station. Tim
water, on being analyzed, was discovered to l)j

minernl water of a powerful efficacy, and hcis been
successively tested with constant success. Furtli_'r
investigation is to be made, in order to discover tho
springs, and thus oljtain th-^ mineral water pure an 1

unalloyed. This min-u' 1 -./-ll lies at the northern
base of the \'.".

;, al )ng which the wells at Pit-
caitldey, Airthrey, and iiridge of Allan are situated.
It yet remains to be soen whether tlio water is of
the same kind, and of the same medicinal value."

Discoveries at Brancepetu Church, Durham.—In tho course of some excavations in order to
drain round the church of Branccpeth, it was dis-
covered that there were no foundations for the walls.
In digging, to put in new fonnd.ttions, a quantity
of antique tomb-stones were found, curiously car-
ved \vith various emblems and hieroglyphics. Upon
one of the stones is a large cross and Bishop's
mitre. There are about sixteen or seventeen stones.
They are very much mutilated, and appear to havo
been thrown into the place where they were found
like so much rubbish. Lady Boyne has had tho
stones removed into the castle chapel, where th-jy
now remain. The tomb-stones are of the samo
stone as that of which Brancepeth castle is built.

The Jardin d'Acclluatation.—A pupil of tho
College RolUn, now at Treport, has just sent a
UipiMjCiiiiipun BreiHi'ostns, or sja-horse, to the
Zoological Gardens of tho Bois de Boulogne. This
singular fish, which is generally from six to ten
inches in length, has a head strongly res:>mbling
that of a horse ; the r^-st of the body is covered with
scales in longitudinal and transverse ridges, with
tubercular points at the angles of intersection, so
as to give it the appearance of a lizard. It seizes
its prey with its tail, which is very prehensible, and
then turns round mth great dexterity to devour it.

The Garden has also received other objects of in-
terest. Several couchyliologists havo hitherto denied
tho assertion that the echinus, or soa-urcliin, a
creature shaped like a ball, and densely covered
with thorns or spines, could perforate the hardest
rocks. M. Caillaud, director of tho Mus -um at
Nantes, has now sent a nvimber of these echini to th3
aquarium of the Jardin d'AccIimatation, tog-ether
with fragQients of granite and qn;trtz. Tliese new
comers may uow be seen finnly attachin^^ theiusolvca
to th 3 rocks with their Hjshy tentacles, and th-n
turning round and round like giml)lets, without
losing their hold, all the while grinding the rock to
powder

;
^and by this process a hole is excavated in

course of time through the hardest stone. The
creature does not swallow any of the powder, which
is seen accumulating at tho bottom as tho work
proceeds.

—

Oalijnrini,

M. Mires gave Iiis own name to an arcade which
he constructed, leading into tho line Uichelieii
from the Boulevard des ItalieiiS ; hnt the property
having been sold, the " Passage Mires" has now
become tho "Passage des Princes."

Fearful damage has been caused in tlio north of
Spein by inundations from rain. In the town of
Santander the water was six feet <leop in sonio
parts; the Rauedo bridge was carried away, tho
railway service interrupted, and tjlegraph wires
broken on a-jveral lines.

A new clock is proposedto bo placed in Lutter-
worth Cliurcli, Leicestershire.

Mr. ^Viexander Gib^s has issued ca-rds of invita-
tion to view a large five-light window, illustrative of
"Joshua commamling the sun to stand still,"

which he has recently painted, and which is now on
sale at his studio, So, Bedford-square.
The new pier in connexion with the Portpatrick

Railway is now completed.

The music-room at tho Shirehall, Hereford,
is about to be improved, at a cost of about £1,200.
The new and handsome theatre at Nairaur, Bel-

gium, which has Ijocn for some time in progress,
and was near completion, was destroyed 1)3^ fire on
Thursday week. The total loss is £8,000.

There has been a very curious sulphurous erup-
tiun 1 itcly aliout six miles from Rome, on the rail-
road to Civita Veochia.
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It is said that the petroleum controversy at Live-r

pool has been diversified by an invention which will

prevent the oil from exploding, and from gi\-ingout

a nauseous odour. The invention is simply a metal

cask, and is perfectly air-tight.

The National Gallery of Scotland lias received an
a Idition to its art treasures in the shape of the

large picture by Guido, representing Venus being
attired by the Graces, which was once in the Na-
tional Gallery, Trafalgar-square.

The encaustic tiles in Tintcrn Abbey are left un-
protected from rain, exx^osed to droppings from the
old walls, and even to the pilferings of visitors. The
attention of tbe Duke of Beaufort, th3 propri-^tor,

has been called to their preservation.

A new chapel has been added to the Novgorod
Cathedral, Russia.

Mr. Story, the American sculptor, has sold his

splendid statues of " Cleopatra " and " The African
Sibyl" for 3,000 guineas. The purchasir is Mr.
Morrison.

Sir Roderick Murchison is making excursions in

Bohemia among the strata older than the Silu-

rian, and to inspect some portions of the Permian
formation, which he had not seen on former occa-
sions.

Much dissatisfaction has been caused in Manches-
ter by the withdrawal by the government of the
annual grant of £300 to the School of Art in that
town. It appears that the reasons for this act are
to be found in the late dismissal of one of their

masters. The committee of the school are taking
the sense of the public upon the matter.

On the 18th of October, a bronze statue of Schil-

ler is to be inaugurated at Mannheim. It has been
oast at the royal foundry in the neighbourhood of
Munich.

On Tuesday week the Oxford Working Men's
Land and Cottage Building Society celebrated the
completion of the purchase of a plot of freehold land
in the parish of Cowley, which has been allotted

among its members.

A new organ is shortly to be erected in Stavely
Church, Windermere, from the designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. R. Daniel, of Ulverston.

The telegraphic communication with Spain and
Portugal, which has been interrupted since the
17th lilt., was re-established on the S/'th September.

Mr. Gibson has sold his coloured "Cupid" for

£1,500.

The circular fiiuntaln which stood in the centre of
the Rond Pont of the Champs-Elysei^s has been
removed, and the carriage road is now continued
across the spot which it occupied.

The proceedings of the annual congress of the
British Association for the Advancement of Science
commenced on Tuesday last at Cambridge. On
Wednesday Professor Willis "^gave his inaugural
address.

CONNKCTKD WITH TITK BriLDINT. TllADE.

filO. J. Rkvri,!,. ]])iprovemcnts in seciin'nfj the rails 0/
ntilnmys and tramivays to the chairs. Dated March 7,

1S62.

Here the inventor secures the rail to the chair by means
of an improved key wedge or packing. On tJiat side of the
key next to the rail he makes a sunk or hollow bed to re-

ceive a strong, firm packing, made of hard wood or lead.

The packing fits ti^'htly in the hollow bed, and projects a
little from the surface of the key, pressing firmly against
the rails. On the side of the key pressing a-,'ainst the
chair, the upper part may be in contact, or cjuite free, with-
out any packing whatever, but in the lower part he sinks a
rebate or groove, and in connection with it a sunken bed of
dive-tail or other suitable shape, into which he places a
locking or tying key, previous to the main key being driven
between the rails and chair. After the main key has re-
ceived the packing in the hollow or sunken bed, and also
the tying or locking key, it may then be driven into its
place in the same manner as the ordinary wedges are now
driven ; then he turns down or bends each end of the lock-
ing keys against the chair in order to keep it firmly in its
place. Patent abandoned.

624. S. S. Bromhead, Improvements in the construction of
boxes or receptacles for coals. Dated March 8, 1862.
These boxes are formed of metal or wood, or of other

material, an iron grating or a plate or diaphragm composed
of wircwork or of perforated material being ]>laced therein,
either entirely or partially across the area of the interior of
the boi. Such grating, plate, or diaphragm may he placed
either in a horizontal or slanting position, and has the effect
of sifting or screening the coal, or of regulating the pres-
nure thereof upon the lower chamber or compartment of the
bii. In order to pro\iJe for and facilitate the removal of
the dust or small coal separated and collected by the agency
of the said grating, plate, or diaphragm, a mouth-piece or
a;>erture, with or without a removable cover, as may be
desired, is provided at the lower part of the box, such
mouth-piece or aperture admitting of the Introduction of a
slice, scoop, or shovel. Patent completed.

643. W. J. Bennett. An iinprovrd .tnhition or prepara-
tion to be used nnth Vortland an-lother cements for the pro-
duction ofartificial stone, or for bitildinj purposes. Dated
March 10, 1862. ^ J i

Her ae main object is to expedite the setting of the

cement Ind thus to permit of the speedy removal of the

casts fr li the moulds. Tills the patentee effects by intro-

ducing |to the water, used to saturate the cement and
bring it t> a plastic state ready for moulding, a fluid com-
poimd ci 'fiisting of a solution of carbonate of soda or its

eqxiivale. \ with sal ammoniac and alum. Patent com-
pleted.

650. . u H. KRo:iiscnROKDER. Improvements in gas

meters. l\ated March 10, 1862.

This invt tion relates to that class of meters in which the

measuring diura consists of a series of eccentric measuring
chambers^ and in which a hollow floating cylinder is within

the measuring driun, and comprises a great amount of

detail which we cannot devote space to here. Patent com-

pleted.

651. R. Peacock. Improvements in the manufacture of
window blinds. Dated March 11, 1862.

Here the inventor makes use of paper made from the

ordinary materials, of suitable thickness and demensions,

according to the size of the blinds to be produced, and this

paper is either dyed, stained, printed, painted, photographed

or otherwise ornamented of the desired colour and pattern.

Patent abandoned.

652. J. Nadal. a Portable Fountain for tcatcr and
other liquids. "Oated March 11, 1862.

Here the object is for the construction of a portable

fountain, in which a constant maintaining puts in motion a
number of pumps, and these cause the liquid with which
the fountain is supplied to circulate through and 'through

the jets. The motive power of the fountain is a spring

capable of being wound up, as is the spring of a clock ; it

gives motion to a toothed wheel, which geai-s with and
drives three, or, it may be, other number of pinions, and on
the axes of these are cranks 'or eccentrics; and these Ijy

connecting rods work pumps, which force the liquid through
the jet or jets, which may be of any form. The liquid so

formed through the jet or jets afterwards returns to the

pumps, and so the action continues as long as the motive
power continues, so that a very small quantity of liquid is

required. Patent comidcted,

656. O. KERAtTTRET and T. Kerai'tret. Itnprovements

in the construction of buildings, by the use af which hewn
stone and faced bricks are dixpensei with in some parts

thereof. Dated March 11, 1862.

This consists in moulding in the position they are to oc-

cupy all the architectural forms to be given to the building.

The patentees use ordinary rough unhewn stone, which
they bind together with good cement mixed \>ith sand. Pa~
tc7t't completed.

661. R. SaiiTiT. Improvements in telegraph posts. Dated
March 11th, 18S2.

Tliis relates to improved modes of forming and combining
a number of short lengths to form each telegraph post.

The top length is of woo<l, and the bottom length entered
into the ground is tubular, and usually of cast-iron, whilst

the intermediate lengths are tubular, and usually of thin
malleable iron. The separate lengths are made slightly

taperinc, and so that the top of one may fit inside of the
next above it, like a spigot and faucet. The lowest
malleable-iron length is fixed upon the cast-iron bottom
length by means of j)incliing-screws, which are entered
through an external rinir. Tlie spigot, or small end of

each malleahic-iron length, is by this Invention formed
with an indentation or corrugation running round it, to
give it sufficient strength to sustain the portion of the
post above it. Patent abamioued.

frirtc ^m.
TENDERS.

H.4.NI.EY.—For alterations and additions to the Tabernacle
Chapel, Hanley. Mr. R. Scrivener, Hanley, architect

—

Boothroyd £352
Steele 275

Matthews (accepted) 268 16

HoRLEY.—For a pair of semi-detached farm-labourer's

cottages, on the estate of H. E. Gurney, Esq., at Horley.

Plans and specifications by Mr. J. F. Matthews, Reigate

—

Mr. W. Barnes, Rutfield £240
Mr. J. Holdsworth, Reigate 272
Mr. C. Nightingale, Reigate 338 10

Mr. H. J. Thornton, Reigate 348

MiTCHAM.—For contracts for making the roads, drains,

Ac, on the Finsbury Freehold Land Society's Estate at
Mitcham

—

Froud £1,055
Oaunt & Co 620 7 11

Ley 675

Silwood 561 10

Sinuns 550 (T

Potter 520
Bull 499 10
Porter 486

Hare 471 17 6
Horn 442
Tizzey 437
Bentley 419
Ruff 401

Goach 39G
Rogers 389
Ayres and Johnson (accepted) ... 312 15

Newberry and Beaumont 195 13 Oil

FERRiBY.^For additions to South Ferrlby Rectory,
Lincolnshire. Mr. Goddard, architect, Lincoln

—

Otter and Reynolds £447 10
Stamp 300
J. Dent 299
Gibson 297 10
R. Usher 293 6 1

W. Johnson (accepted) 278

Lincoln.—Tenders for alterations at the Lincoln Gram-
mar School. Mr. Goddard, architect

—

C. Fox £365
Barnes and Birch (accepted) 322 18
Catton 320 10

ITexdon.—For new kitchen offices, Moat Mount, Hendon,
for E. W. Cox, Esq. Mr. T. H. Vernon, architect :—

Messrs. Wardic and Baker £1,200
,, Dove, Brothere 1,015

,, Patman and Fotheringham 1,029

BLArKHEATH.—For three villas, Westcombe-park, Black-
heath, Kent. James Tolley, architect:

—

Watts (accepted) ....' £3,303

Islington.—For alterations to mews, Islington. James
Tolley, architect :

—
Williams (accepted) £236

For additions and alterations to No.' 43, Conduit-street,
for J. Brie & Co. Mr. T. K. Green, architect :—

Clark and Mannooch £1,250
Foster 1,230
E. Warne A Son 1,197
G. H. and A. Bywaters 1,148
W. Groomhridge A Co 973 15
Walker (accepted) 885

Cannock Ciiask.—The following tenders have been sent
in to the Inclosure Commissioners, for the formation and
completion of thirteen miles of new roa<ls on Canmick
Chase, this being the first section of the extensive roadways
about to be opened there :

—

Herbert H. Hughes, Gornal £10,700
S. Baggott, Wolverhampton 9,674
Peters, Birmingham 9,080
Frost, Darlagton 8,980
Moss, Stafford 8,605
Dremtt 8,286
Sidwell, Birmingham 8,200
Chamliers and Hilton, Birmingham ... 7,500
F. Pigott, Browiihills 7,131
R. Dean & Son, Wolverhapton,{acptd.) 5,990
Jackson 5,882

For rebuilding house, No. 32, Little Marylebone-street,
for Mr. R. Ford. J. Worthlngton, Esq., architect :

—

Morris £1,040
Baggarley 948
Mennement 880
Henshaw 880
Hart 865
Humphries 798

CONTRACTS OPEN.
Leeds.—For the erection of a temporary building for the

next Exhibition. Plans and specifications may be seen
at Mr. John Robinson's, Mark-lane, Leeds. No allow-
ance for tender, and the lowest or any not necessarily

accepted. Tenders to be sent not later than Tuesday,
October 7th, to John Swales, secretary.

Bath.—For the erection of a stone staircase, and for effect-

ing sundry alterations in the infant's department of the
Bath Union Workhouse. May see the plan and specifi-

cations of the various works at the office of the master,
at the Workhouse. Sealed tenders, duly superscribed, to
he sent to the Union Clerk before Wednesday, the 8th
day of October, on which day they will be opened at a
meeting of the guardians.

Leeds.—To let, the several works required in the erection
of a bank telegraph office, and manager's residence, in

Park-row, Lewis. The plans and specifications may bo
seen, and bills of quantities obtained, at the offices of

Messrs. Lockwood Jl Mawson, architects, 9, Park-row,
Leeds, from the 29th September until Saturday, 4th
October, on which last-mentioned day, before 12 o'clock
at noon, sealed tenders must be delivered,

Leeds.—For the erection of ten houses in Chapeltown,
Leeds. Plans and specifications may be seen to the 4th
inst., at the offices of Messrs. Shaw & Son, architects,

Belgrave-square, Leeds.

Ei.Y.^For deepening and widening the river from Welches
Dam to Welney bridge, according to plans, sections, and
specifications, to be seen at the office of Mr. H. R. Evans,
solicitor, Ely, at which place sealed tenders for the
execution of the work are to be delivered on or liefore the

Vth day of October next.

Greenwich.—The directors of the Greenock and Werayss
Bay Railway are prepared to take offers for that portion
of their line which passes down the Inverkip Valley, to he
called the Inverkip Section. This contract is about 3J
miles in length, and Includes two viaducts and a short

tunnel. An assistant engineer will be at " Spango "

Farm, Steading, on Tuesday, the 14th of Octol>er, at

eleven o'clock, a.m., for the purpose of accompanying
persons desirous of tendering over the works and showing
the plans. The plans, sections, and drawings will be seen

at the office of Messrs. Robson, Formau and M'Call,
engineers of the line, 133, West R«gent-street, Glasgow,
after the above date. Duplicate copies of the schedule

and form of tenders can be had at the engineer's office on
paj"ment of two guineas. Scaled tenders (addressed

Tenders for the Inverkip Contract), must be lodged with
the secretary on or before Tuesday, the 28th of October

next. The successful contractor shall pay the cost of the
measurements.

Johnstone.—For the erection of the Bridge of Weir Railway
with branches, stations, and jdatelayers cottages. The
plans, specifications, and draft contract can be seen in the
hands of the engineers, Messrs. Bruce and Cuninghara,
C.E., 21, Ca-stle-street, Edinburgh, on and after Thursday,
the 9th day of October next. An assistant engineer will

be at the Johnstone station, at eleven o'clock forenoon,

to accompany intending contractors over the ground, on
Wednesday, "tfie 15th of October, and the directors will

meet in Glasgow on Tuesday, 21st October, to open the

the offers. Printed schedules of quantities, and forms of

tender, may be obtained from the engineers. Sealed

tenders must be lodged with the company's agents,

Messrs. Morrisons and Anderson, 40, St. Vincent-place,

Glasgow, before noon, on Tuesday, 21st October.

Dundee.—For the various works required in the erection

of the Morgan Hospital at Dundee. The plans and
specifications may be seen, and schedules of the quan-
tities of the work obtained, on and after the 27th current,

on application to Mr. David Rollo, treasurer and clerk

to the hospital, at his office, 24, Meadowside, Dundee, or

to the architects, Messrs. Peddie A Klnnear, 3, South
Charlotte-strcfct, Edinburgh, to the latter of whom
offers must be sent not later than the 31st October.

PoRTSEA.—For painting the large gasholder now being

erected at the works of the I'ortSL'a Island Gas Light
Company. May inspect the specification and obtain all

necessary particulars, upon application to Messrs. Rake
and Ranwell, architects, St. George' s-square, Portsea,

on and after ^V'ednesd^, the 1st of October next. Tenders

to be delivered at the Gas Office, Portsea, endorsed
'

' tender for painting gasholder,' ' ou or before Wednesday,
the 8th of October.
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AECHITECTURAL AWARDS AT THE EXHIBITION.

T tlic first broarliiiii; of tlie idoa

to lioUl an Iiiti'rnatiimal Kxlii-

Mlion licrc of worlcs of iiuliistiy,

its liest frifiuls—tliosc wlio were
most anxious for its success—
foresaw tliat ilio ^-reatost ilan_iier

wliicli it would have to encoun-
ter would l)e from the distribu-

tion of rewards, and from any
attempts to classify the goods
accordinfj to their fancied merits

or demerits. In the iii-st place,

as it would bo impossible to

confer distinctions on all eshi-

liitors, those who were not so

distinguished would of a sui'ety

lie discontented. Next, how-
ever great the care might be in

selecting the juiy to ensxire impartiality, it

was hardly possible to obtain it, whenFrencli-
meu conceived it to be a patriotic duty to

procui-e tlie greatest number of rewards for

M 'i
' J7~/"^i '-<.\\

their fellow countl•>^nen, no matter by what

^^^:i^,y^/]^ \/ 'VlV means, or wliether merited or not, as showni

^ r_ . .,v» • "^^ language of Baron Cliarles Dupin in

irr^yT ($*<^'^ 1851. Further, were the jvuy to be impar-

'
^'^'

'^'^^^^i'X ^'•*'' '' would be impossible to make un-
recompensed exhibitors think so, as shown
by the recent slanders of the Paris press; and
it would be as difficult to ensure the compe-

tence as the impartiality of jurors. No man pays respect to the ver-

dict of a jun' he behoves to be partial ami incompetent. If the verdict

be in his favour he accepts it as a piece of good luck ; if it be adverse
lie does not consider his trade standing lowered or his reputation
dimmed the slightest by it. He treats it with contempt. Lastly,

there is one element merit wliich jurors are precluded from taking
into consideration in retui-ning their verdict, but wliich is the most
important in determining the choice of consumers—tliat is, the cost

of jiroducing the goods. For instance, the Sevres manufactory of por-
celain is placed in competition with private manufacturers. In con-
sequence of being supported out of the national taxes it is not liable

to any of the influences that affect trade. The goods are produced
without the sliglitest regard to their cost. Not of any article that it

turns out, from the most elaborately-jjainted plateau to the com-
monest plate, could the authorities tell tlie cost price. The director,

M. Eegnault, is the most distinguished representative of jjhysical and
chemical science that France has in the present day. M. Salvetat is a
clever chemist ; but speak to either of them of the cost, and lie will

answer that is a question which does not conceni him. The best work-
men taught in private f;ictories are attracted to Se\Tes by the lightness,

of labour, the certainty of constant employment, and a pension in old
age. Manufactmers complain bitterly that they cannot keep a goodhand.
A painter on porcelain, who is paid 15,000 francs a year, works, may
be, four hours a day, and whether he takes a year or two years to

jjaint a vase is the business of nobody. It is evident that no private
firm could caiTV on trade in this manner, yet ScvTes, so exceptionably
circumstanced, steps into the arena ofcompetition, and carries off prizes

under false pretences; for if the true and legiiimate price were charged
for its goods, proportionate to their cost, and that was considered in

the verdict, it would stand lower than many private factories. Then,
again, there are no means of guarding against a manufacturer doing
wliat Government establishments do—producing specimens for

exhibition regardless of cost. On this point his word must be taken,
for his books cannot be called for to check it. The elemination
of price, from the considerations which go to determine a verdict,
must consequently diminish its justice.

There is another point on which we touch with reluctance,
but which is too iini)ortant to be passed over in silence. It is

tlie subser\"iency and timidity of English juroi-s. It has been urged
in extenuation of this failing that French jurors in 1851, ISoS,
and in the iiresent year, entered on their office with the pre-detenni-
nation to obtain all they could for their co-national exhibitors, even
though they should have to resort to bullying for that purpose ; anci

that wordy contention with such individuals was out of the question.
Gennan and Italian jurors complain loudly of the subsen-iency of
their English colleagues, whom they accuse of having abandoned
them in their stniggles to obtain justice for their exhibitors. And a full

confirmation of these runioiu's will be found in the report of the juiy
on objects peculiarly connected with architectural beauty.—Section C,
Class 10—which bears tlie signatures of M. Emile Trelat, and of
Professor Donaldson. The last paragraphs of the report deserve to be
preserved as a chief curiosity of exhibition literature; for they are rare
examples of sycophancy to a sovereign—of injustice and absurdity :

The juiy discerned a medal to 'the enlightened ministrj' ' of M.
Eouher, Minister of commerce, agriculture, and public works, for
having exposed (1251) drawings ofworks executed under the Empire,
and the report explains the award by stating that the engravings
illustrate the stupendous and admirable works of embellishment and
practical use which have been canying on of late years in Paris,
under the govermneut of the present Emperor, and which have

changed the whole aspect of the French caiiital, and accomplislicd for it

what Augustus did for Rome. The clear intelligence, the firm will,

the science and taste which have carried out these important alterations
and enlargement of Paris, deserve to be noticed when brought under
the notice of the jury." Witli such language, readers of French
newspa|)ers are familiar. For the hundredth time, they will find the
old comparison of Napoleon to Augustus, and will recognize in tlic
" lii-m will'' \.\\Aifirmi.volQixtc which plays so iirominent a jiart in tho
speeches of the Emperor's admiring subjects, but they will scarcely
be prepared for a ncliavjfc of the fulsome verbiage of M.
Haussmann and M. Pereire in English dress. The taste of this
part of the production is execrable in the extreme, because it is going
out of tho way to flatter one of the great ones of the earth, who, if

ho have tho " clear intelligence " imputed to him, and which lie has,
must enteitaiu a very low opinion of those who seek to creep into his
favour by such abject fawning. Tho embellishments of Paris are no
more deserving of notice than those by Klenze, of St. Petersburg,
nor than the main ilrainage works in this metropolis, nor than
the vast work of '• public use," recently carried out in Vienna.
If the jury deemed necessary to notice with such praise the drawings
exhibited by M. Eouher, why do they deem it unnecessaiy to notice

the proof engravings of Spanish national edifices (1059), exhibited

by the " Commission para la publicacion do la obra monumentos
Ai-quitectonioos de Espana ? Sm'ely the one is as much desening
of notice as the other, and the representation of Spanish architecture

are of infinitely more importance to the artist than can possibly be
the elevations of what cannot be called architectural works, save by
great stretch of courtesy, and which have obliterated the architectural

character of tlio streets of Paris. AVe are far from denying the sanitary

and traffic importance of recent worlds in Paris; but that they are

embellishments in an artistic sense we are miable to discern, and are

therefore no more acute than the Parisians themselves. For instance,

no one who remembers the Place de la Concorde, as designed by
Hittorft", with its sunken gardens, will regard the suppression of the

latter by Visconti as an embellishment. The continuation of the
Rue Rivoli was doubtless advantageous for traffic, but it destroyed
some of the most characteristic and best specimens of French domestic
architecture that existed. The new LouvTe is also an improvement,
but an artist will hesitate before qualifying it as an embellishment.
The j nrors seem to have been so impressed with the propriety of

the proverb de raoHuis nil nisi bonum, that to be sure not to violate it

they appear to have determined not to speak of the dead at all. Else,

and if their memories stretch back some thirty-two years, for them to

be able to compare Paris when Louis PhiUppe came to the throne,

with Paris when ho was expelled, ISIS, they would find that he also

contributed to improve it by works of practical use, besides embel-
lishing it. There is also this difference—that while the Imperial
alterations have been paid for out of increased taxation, the costs of im-
provements under the Orleanists were in great measure defrayed out
of Louis Philippe's private income. Cortes, the jmy had no occasion
to tread on such burning gi-ouud.

The report would Ijo deficient

English manufactm'ers, for the

have not forgotten the ten-iblo

rienced in the Lille competition,

that many English exhibitors

if it did not have a fling at

French members of the jury
defeat French architects expe-
As a set-off, the report says

in this class " seem hardly to

have been conscious of the high standard that must be attained in

such International Exhibitions, nor of the merits of their rivals in

excellence ;" except where architects have been employed, there is

great want of the artist's taste to give the productions " that elevation

and grace of design and purity of form so necessaiy for works of art

;

the exhibitoi-s rarely do justice to themselves in ti'rra cotta works,
giving to their products bad forms, jiroportions, and details. Very
frequently there is an ignorance in these classes of manirfacture of the
choice of subjects and objects which should properh- form the basis

of such combinations. It may be said that the artist element is too
often ignored in the English products of this class." Very much
obliged English manufiicturers will be to Professor Donaldson for

this expression of opinion of their goods. As certain exhibitors are

named in exception to this wholesale condemiiivtion, it follw's V^^Zt

th.8 ptliers remain under the juiy's censure, and among tlio stig-

matized, strange to say, are tho Council of the Architectural Museum,
of which body Professor Donaldson is, unless we are mistaken, a
member. Edwards, of Regent-street, the Architectm-al Pottery
Company, Bale, whose mosaics are well known, Bellman & Key—all

well-kno\vn names.
If English exhibitors in Class X. have to complain of having been

neglected and misrepresented by the jurors, foreign exhibitors—other
than Frenchmen^—have fared even worse. Austria obtains notice for

no more than one exhibitor of terra-cotta articles, and yet she shows
almost as many, and in some instances more meritorious articles in

connection with architecture than France. In Class • X. she exhibits
ornaments in cement, mai-ble fountain, and architectural monuments
and models. In Classes XXVIII. and XXIX. admirable illustrations

and descriptions of recent works, besides the publications of the
Vienna Arehasological Society, and in Class XXXI. ornaments in

metal. Pnissia, which is not so much as even mentioned in the re-
port, exhibits architectural models, marble and artificial marble
chimneys, fonts, and ornaments, architectural decorations in granite,
cement, and metals, including the contributions of tho Berlin Royal
Iron Foundry. Russia, which, if not absolutely jiassed over in
silence, is but mentioned incidentally, sends from the Emperor's cabi-
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net candelabra, jasper column and vase, cement ornaments, and

polished stones from different factories, besides inlaid tables and orna-

mental metal work. ,..,,.
But the climax to this curioui? specimen of report-making is the jus-

tification of the award of a medal to M. Cesar Daly, the editor of tlie

Revue d'Archiiedure. M. Daly is spoken of as a distinguished archi-

tect, without the works he has designed and executed being referred

to, and the medal is given to him for the " intelligence and public

spirit " with which for 20 years'] he has conducted his journal. We
are pretty sure that M. Daly will readily admit that in Paris there are

writers and publishers who have evinced quite as much intelligence

and public spirit as he has in diffusing a knowledge of architecture.

Among the lirst may be named M. Violet-Ie-Duc and M. Gailliball,

and among the second M." Beauce and M. Baudry. If a medal is to

be given to an architectural publisher, no one is so well entitled to it

as Mr. Wcale. For according to his pamphlet, during the time he has

been in business, out of his ovm resources he has .spent upwards of

£200,000 in architectural publications.

THE METROPOLITAN EAILWAT,

LIKE many greater and lesser men, Mr.- Charles Pearson, the late

city solicitor, died on the eve of the fulfilment of his great idea.

To divert the enormous tratfic from our London streets by means of a

subterranean railway to the Fleet valley, he laboured incessantly, in-

curred ridicule and indifference, but persevered unfalteringly to im-

press his convictions upon all with whom he came in contact. Had he

lived a few months longer he would have seen the realization of what
was once described as -(-isionary and impracticable. The suggestion

which some ten or dozen years ago he put forth has now, in the hands

of one of our most talented engineers—Mr. Fowler—in spite of great

and endless obstacles, been can-ied fidly out. Trains have passed

along the line without any of that annoyance which was so confidently

anticipated for the passengers. They have not been suffocated by
smoke nor frightened by the deep gloom around them. In a few weeks

the stations will be finished, and the public will enjoy the advantage of

an additional thoroughfare to the city. Passing in the midst of the

faded respectability of the "New-road," a stranger would be as un-

conscious of the rajiid communication, and the busy throng flowing

beneath him, as he woidd be of tlie message which was transmitted

along the lines of a telegraph ; here and there a station, like a molehill

above the level of a country path, might hint at a mysterious, unseen
under-current of life and activity, but of the vast amount of labour,

manual and mental, which has been and is still exerted beneath his

feet, he would have no concejition. Not a foot of surface carriage-way

is destroyed, not a single old street has been removed, and yet the

stream of hea\-y traffic which gorged Oxford-street and Ilolborn will

be diverted by this underground channel to Farringdon-strcet. In
our last volume (page 773) we described the principal engineering

work at some length, and detailed some of the many diflticulties

whicli Mr. Fowler and liis assistants have so successfully mastered.

"We have recently gone over the works again, and shall therefore

eomi)lete our account of them. The necessity for a station at the

junction of the new line with the Great Western Railway was obvious
to every one, but it was not so clear where the new station could be
placed. As one looked from the bridge in the Harrow-road, which
spanned the railway, roadway and canal, everj' foot ofground seemed
fully occupied. Here beneath us, lay in thickly-clustered files the
long lines of railway; under other arches, heavily-laden waggons went
slowly but continuously to and from the goods department ; whilst
deeply-sunken barges crept silently through other arches with coals

for the crowded depots
; yonder still yawned tlie dark tunnel

mouth of the ncw^railwaj-, which must have, in some way or other,

provision made for sujaplying it \vith passengers, anda stationby which
they can conveniently get to and from it. The way in wliich the
problem has been solved is highly creditable to the engineer employed.
THie five skew brick arches wliich crossed the line and carried a part
of the railway bridge have been removed, and nine massive iron web-
gu'ui;',;, 10 or 45 feet long, occupy their place. These are intended
to carrj' the roadway, and wiii also support th.o station, v.'hicli

will have its entrances on the bridge,— is the main road from
Edgware-road to AVestbourne-grove. The "private road" of the

Great Western Railway from the bridge to the road which leads to

their goods depot will, instead of being at right angles with the
bridge, be partly parallel with it, with a rectangular turn in its centre.

The roadway to the goods depot is ])artl_y raised, and the tunnel
mouth is extended under so as to clear it. The platlorm extends from
the tunnel mouth, passing under the station to the bridge, at an angle
of perhajjs 45 degrees. The difficulty has thus been cle\-erly got over,
by taking advantage of the difterence of levels, and making that com-
pensate for the .deficiency of surface. The girders, which we have
already mentioned—with the exception of the outermost one, which is

askew with a smaller one ])arallel to the others trimmed into it—are at
right angles with their supports. Beyond the extremity of the station,
the platform is covered by a series of braced bow-shaped girders, with
rough plate glass in the centre. The sides of the platform are formed
of white_ perforated brick blank-arcades, with here and there an open-
ing leading to one or other of tlie minor offices, or to the staircases
which commmiicate with the station above. The brickwork is splen-
didly executed. We had before occasion to remark the excellence of
the workmanship to the retiiining walls and tunnels, and we are glad

to repeat our hearty commendation of it. It is rarely, now-a-days,

that we see brickwork done so well. Although without any orna-

mental features, it is such a sight as we would gladly see repeated

more frequently elsewhere. The width of the platform is altogether

63 ft. It diminishes to the width of the tunnel mouth at one end,

and to that of the space between the girder supports on the other.

The next station on the line, proceeding city-wards, is that in

Chapel-street, Edgware-road. It is more advanced than any of the

others ; it is, in fact, almost finished. The building is in the Italian

stjde, with rusticated arched openings, alternately verraiculated,

crowned with a cornice and balustrade ; urns are placed at the angles.

The front is faced with Ransome's artificial stone. The staircases

leading to the platform below are on either side. Between it is a

large hall, the booking office, a station master's office, and a parcels'

office. Descending either one or other of the staircases we
reach the platform, which extends from the eastern end of the

tunnel mouth to the Lisson-street, a distance of some 200 ft. by 50 ft.

in width. Beyond the platform is a large open space, 500 ft. long

and averaging 150 ft. wide, which is useil as a depot for engines and
carriages, and wliich is provided with suitable sidings. The station

itself, or rather the easternmost wall and floor of it, is carried on a

couple of stout double-braced girders. The waiting rooms, &c., are on

a level with the platform and are lighted and ventilated by areas lined

with white tiles. The sides of the platform are like those at the

Paddiiigton station, formed of battered walls with vertical arcades in

front of them. Here again we see a continuation of the good brick-

work which we have previously alluded to. If we recollect rightly,

these bricks are backed with concrete—a very strong, as well as

economical way of building them. The platform is roofed with

waggon-headed iron ribs resting on every alternate pier of the arcade,

witli two smaller parallel ribs in each bay stopping on each side

against the central jiurlins. The purlins are trussed with wrought-

iron rods ; there are six of them in the width of the roof, thus dividing

it into seven spaces, three of which are glazed with rough plate glass,

and the remaining four with match boarding, painted in imitation of

wainscoat. The "iron work is painted to imitate bronze. Tlie general

form of the roof is very agreeable, but wo cannot altogether approve

of the system of colouring. The imitation work does not accord with

the plain honest work so conspicuous in the walls.

The station at Portland-place is more pretentious than any of the

others, and is a greater architectural failure. Two exceedingly ugly

domes stand on either side of the low-roofed wooden building, and
invite the notice of the passers-by. The windows around the

bases of them are divided by Doric pilaster ; above the cornice there are

lou'\Te boards for ventilation, and some circular windows are introduced

in the domes themselves. The lantenis on the top are arched ;—there

is a tlroadfully sham appearance about them. The station at the back

is coated with cement, and has the same arched openings which are

characteristic of all tlie other stations; but a little attic story facing

Portland-place, meant to be ornamental, is a simple excresence, and
shows veiy clearly that the architect had no very exalted ideas of Jiro-

portion in art.

The other stations, at Baker-street and Gower-street, if designed to

suit the common-place peculiarity of the Euston-road, would be

deemed highly successful. They consist of three simple arched open-

ings on eacli face. There is an entrance at each side, opening in the

front, leading to a lobby. Between these lobbies the booking office

is placed, and from them staircases lead in both stations to the jilat-

form below. These staircases are lit and ventilated by a sloping glass

roof, which is concealed bj^ screen walls on eitlier flank of the building.

The platforms of the two stations are in the tunnel itself, which is

here widened from its ordinary breadth of 28 feet 6 inches to 45 feet.

The arch over the iilatform at Baker-street is pierced at intervals on

either side, to allow of a little daylight getting below, and of the escape

of the foul air engendered in the tunnel. The stations are built in the

fore-courts of the Marjdebone-road houses ; a portion of these tbre-

couits, fiirther eastward, to the length of the iilatform, and to the

width of 15 feet, is railed off, and laid with iron framing, partly glazed

with rough plate glass, and partly open. This covers open areas

outside the tunnel arch ; they are lined with tile, and serve to give

that light and ventilation to the tunnel, through apertures in the sides

of the arch, which we have already noticed.

The King's-cross station is situated at the angle formed by the con-

verging lines of the Bagnigge-wells and Peutonville-roads. The
same mild form of Italian architecture is seen in it that we have

noticed in the other stations, and the like amount of fine engineering

skill. The roof of the platform is formed of bow-shaped ribs, as at

Paddington, and the light is admitted through rough plate glass

between them. Just before arriving at it we have cjuitted the funnel

which passes under the New-road, and the gloomy catacomli-like

appearance of the platforms at Gower-street and Baker-street is no
more seen. We pass thence through soiiie"more fine brick-retaining

walls, one portion having iron street-girders from side to side, under
which the railway passes.

Soon after we emerge from the tunnel in Coppice-row we reach

the temporaiy terminus at Farringdon-street. The bridge across

the railway to connect Back-hill with Ray-street aflbrded a good
opjjortmiity for a fine skew bridge, which was unfortunately

neglected, in favour of the most unsightly piece of brickwork
on the line. The bridge from Clerkenwell-green to Vine-street

is a girder bridge, with brick arches on it to carrj' the road-

way. The platform of the Clerkenwell station is about 500 feet
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longr iiiid 90 ft. wide. It is enclosed by blank arches of white per-

forated briek, and covered with two queen-post wooden roofs, with

oponinjjs for li},'ht and louvre ventilation in the centre of each.

Staircases lead from the arrival plalfurms to the large open space

between the iijjpcr portion of the roofed building and Cow Cross-

street ;
Charles-street, crossing from Victoria-street to Cow Cross-

street, is carried upon iron girders and brick arches, tied together

with wrouglit-iron bands. The girders are made l)y Westwood,
Bailie, Campl)oll, & Co. On eitlicr side of thi! station there is a

staircase leading to the platform. The booking oftieo is semi-circular

on plan, and is plai'cd in the ui)per lobby, between the staircases. The
front of the building has nine openings facing Farringdon-strcet, and
is like all other stations, only one storey above the ground. It con-

sists of Italian arches similar to tliosi? wo have already described.

There is very little architectural character in any of the stations, but

a wonderful amount of engineering skill and good workmansliip.

The jjrincipal words in the old couplet,

—

" Take care of the Ijeauti^,

Let the useful take care of itself,"

seems to have been transjiosed; at all events, the useful is every-

where conspicuous, and the beautiful, having nobody apparently to

care for it, lias received neither protection nor welcome on the

Metropolitan Railway. The westermuost portion of the work was
executed by Messrs. Smith & Knight, without an accident of any
kind—a rare achievement in a workof such magnitude and dilTiculty,

Mr. Jay, the contractor for the eastern portion, was not so fortunate;

but it is satisfactory to know that this great and serviceable new
thoroughfare is now so nearly completed, and we cannot but con-

gratulate Mr. Fowler, the engineer, ujjon the success which has
crowned his \'cry arduous labours.

METROPOLITAN DRINKING FOUNTAINS.

DRINKING fountains may now be fairly considered an established

institution of the countrj'. Both in the metropolis and through-
out the provinces they have been extensively and deservedly adopted,
and there is every appearance of their continued increase. It augurs
\\'ell for the sounihiess of the views of the promoters of the movement
that such considerable success should already have attended their

eflbrts—a success that enables them to ask with confidence for in-

creased public sympathy and further pecuniary support.
In London the work was commenced by the establishment of the

Metropolitan Free Drinking Fountain Association so recently as the
nn)nth of April, 1859 ; at the present time there are nearly one hun-
dred fountains which liave been erected and are maintained by the
Society; in addition to these a good number have been established
by private individuals.

The first fountain was opened on Snow-hill, and a satisfactory

proof that it was duty appreciated is afforded by the fact that it was
resorted to no less than six thousand times in one day. More thirsty

still than the city wayfarers were those of Bethnal-green, who used
the foimtain opened there eight thousand times in one day, whilst in

the same space of time five thousand applications were made to the
one erected in Horseferry-road, Westminster. In Liverpool forty-

three fountains were used about fitteen millions of times annually.
In London and Liverpool the supply still appears to fall fiir short of
the demand. The Metropolitan Association may fairly take credit

for having to a large extent met an urgent public want, and for

having removed a not unfrequent cau.se of intemperate drinking.
A sufficient supply of filtered cokl water, and a stracture to distri-

bute it, designed with good taste if not with elegance, should be
found in all drinking fountains. Wlien we remember how recently
the erection of such structures has been commenced it would, of course,
be unreasonable to expect that all or even many of those already
rstablisheil should meet these requirements, and it is with the wish of
directing attention to the contrivance and design of the fountains
that we insert this notice and engrave the accompanying sheet of
worlis erected in various parts of the metropolis. We do not
instance them as models for future guidance, but as examples of what
has been done.

There can be little doubt, we think, that the mural fountains of the
metropolis are less happy in their design than those which are
detached. Beginningwith a simple niche, with columns and archivolt,
having the water running in a thin stream from a shell,—this descrip-
tion of fountain seems scarcely ever to have attained a fm-ther deve-
lopment than the introduction of a melancholy figure at each side of
the niche, or a coat of arms at the top, with a conspicous record of all

the pubhc ofiiccs which the munificent founder of the fountain had filled.

A foimtain recently finished in Lincoln's Inn-fields shows, however,
that this class of fountain admits of considerable variety of treatment.
With all deference to the feeling which has led to the introduction
of Scriptural subjects in these siructmes we cannot but think that
they are scarcely compatible with the essentially utilitarian purpose of
the fountain, and certainly they are above the powers ordinarily
found in the builders of di-inking fountains. If ever introduced,
they should be treated with the greatest skill, and not in the feeble
manner exhibited in the metal fountains too common in
London. As we write, a bas-relief of "Moses striking the rock"
rises in om- mind. It is considered a "pretty" idea. Water
coming from the clefts in a rock is well enough, but the carving
or the modelling of Moses striking the rock is work for sculptors and not

for the carvers of Drinking Fountains. The latt<?r should begin with

leaves and fiowers, and when they have mastered the difficulty of

cutting them |)roperly tln'v may, as Mr. Ruskin would say, be eman-
cipated to something higher—and be yet many degrees below the con-
ception and creation of a Moses. The detached fountains,

admitting a more varied treatment, are far more successful ; the one
erecteil at Camden-road, from the designs of Mr. Clayton, of the

firm of Clayton and Bell; that in fnnit of the Royal Exchange;
the one at the hack of Alarylehonc Church, ami the boautit'ul

specimen built from the designs of Mr. Rolls, of Clenient's-iane, on
Cainberwoll-green. of which there are illustrations on another page,

are all, wo think, very elfectivo and appropriate. Of tripods mounted
on altars, and sustaining hulbous-looking vessels; of dwarfed copies

ol" the monument of J^ysicrates; and of such ungainly masses as the

heap opposite the Klephant and Castle, it can hardly he necessary to

say anytliing. They are things which ought never to have been pro-

duced. Many protests have been made, and we think with reason,

against the introduction of heads of criminals as spouts for the water.

A far better arrangement is to make the water issue from a group of

aquatic plants, as designed by Mr. Murray, for a fountain erected at

Coventry, which, by the way, appears to us to be one of the most

successful of the mural fountains yet built. Another very fine one

has been erected from Mr. (Godwin's design at Bristol.

Of mural fountains which have not yet been erected, we recollect

a rich sheet of design by Mr. 15urges, exhibited two or three years

since in the Architectural Exhibition, and now in the International

Exhibition. They show what artistic works drinking ibuntains might

be made. Mr. Blomlield has likewise exhibited some good mediaeval

designs; and, if we recollect rightly, Mr. W. G._ Smith, and Mr.
Cockerell have also shown in their designs that artistic feeling which

has not yet, except in one or two or three rare instances, lieen intro-

duced into the London fountains. In the handsome fountain erected

in Kennington-park, the water issues from the bells of fiowers. This

arrangement is preferable and more attractive than when the jot is in

a lion's mouth, but it is equally unnatural. A figure pouring water

from a ves.sel, as in the Koyal Exchange fountain, is beautiful and

befitting, where only one supply is required. For plain fuuntaiiis,

where economy is an object, it is far better to make use of an ^uumis-

takeable metal spout, than resort to the absurd contrivances of weep-

ing shells, spouting lillies, or vomiting lions ; and, as a meagre thread

of water, is far from pleasing in appearance,^ and must be decidedly

wasteful. The more frequent use of the self-closing spring taps, as

applied to the fountain in Lincoln' s-iuu-fields, would be a decided

advantage. When well managed, however, it camiot be doubted that

a constantly-playing jet would add iimoh to the attractions of a

fountain ; and it is to be hoped that something of this kind will be at-

tempted, and will replace, as it assuredly ought to do, the dull uniform

vapid dribble at which the weary Londoner now quenches his thirst.

Better still would it be to sui)ply the water in a small bubbling, gur-

gling fount—a way far more attractive to the thirsty soul than any-

other, and one which woiild not require more water than two of the

present spouts. Such a fountain, executed in a glazed material, or

jiolished marble, would be a truly ornamental, as well as useful

object. The necessarily high position in which the filter would have

to be placed, would, however, render its adoption possible only in

occasional instances. With respect to the materials of which these

fountains should be erected it seems to us highly desirable that, both

on the ground of appearance and suitableness, the use of metal for

the structure should be altogether discarded. It must be impossible

to keep the water cool in a filter enclosed in a metal case, and we
never can expect to get that sharpness from a casting which one looks

for in a work of art ; even were it pos-sible to procure a design so

beautiful that its constant re-production would never weary. Soft

absorbent stone, again, is another material which should be carefully

avoided in building these structm-es. The damp, comfortless look

which, owing to the use of such substances, characterizes too many of

om- ch-inking fountains, is suflicient proof of the necessity for care in

this respect. Polished marble or granite, majolica, glass, or glazed

materials should be exclusively employed for these purposes ; not only

on account of their brightness and freshness of appearance, but also

on the ground of cleanliness. The clean appearance of the polished

fountains in Kensington-park, and at St. Dunstan's, Fleet-street, and
of one erected in front of Christchurch, Blackfriars, with other in-

stances which will doubtless occur to our readers, contrasted with that

of the ordinary stone fountain, will demonstrate the advantage of

employing material with polished sm-faces.

It is to be hoped that in all futme erections more convenient sites

will be given than many of those at present occupied. The centre of

a public road, especially where a great deal of traffic is carried on,

cannot be considered as easily accessible, and no doubt if a compari-

son were instituted between the number of persons using the fountains

at Camden-road and the Eleijhant and Castle, and those jxitronizing,

say the fountain at St. George's church. Borough (hideous as it is),

and at Camberwell-green, we should find a large majority in favour

of the latter pair. On the other hand, it is very desirable to place

the fountains in a recessed space, and not immediately abutting on

our public footways. The forerunner of the drinldng fountain—the

pump—was always a luiisance unless set back from the pavement,

and the state of the .space round most of our fountains, especially in

frosty weather, shows verj' clearly that a better arrangement is much
needed. If the authorities of St. Dunstan's, St. Sepulchre's, and
other parishes who have allowed fountains to be erected against their
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gi-oimd, had permitted them to be placed a httle witliiu it, there cau

be no doubt the example would have been followed ni all possible

cases. We hear from the report of the Metropolitan Association that

thev think at least 400 fountains might be advantageously erected in

London. We, therefore, the more strongly urge upon all who have

any iiiniience in the matter the importance of obtaining not only bet-

ter designs than any yet built, but the best materials and the most

suitable positions for them.

COTTAGE IMPBOVEMENT SOCIETIES.--

SEVERAL papei-s read at the recent meetings of the Social Science

Association have again directed attention to the necessity of suit-

able dwellings for the working classes. That nothing very new_ was

said on the subject may be owing to there having been so much said on

it before. And yet the need was never more urgent for somethmg

satisfactory being done in the matter. I\Iany of the railway companies

are extending their linos into the very heart of London, and the houses

they have demolished were chiefly the habitations of the poorer class,

who have been driven to other localities, sufficiently populous already.

The Charing-cross railway, from Himgerford bridge to London bridge,

has displaced about 200 houses ; and the London, Chatham, and Dover

has taken 232 from the New Kent-road to Camherwell, and will require

nearly as many more from the New Kent-road to Farringdon-street.

It is within the mark to say that 330 of these houses were tenanted

by working men ; and if we assume that each house was occupied

by two fainilies of fom- persons in each family, we shall have

2,6-iO persons unhoused by these railway improvements. Then, again,

on the north side of the Thames the projected railway extension to

Finshm-y-ch-cus vnll demolish property almost entirely occupied by the

worldng class, and by a class still lower in the social scale. Where

all these displaced people can be housed it is lUtficnlt to determine.

The streets, lanes, and coiu-ts where tlie humbler classes usually look

for habitations, appear to he already full to overflowing, and we do

not find new houses rising up sufficient to i-e]dace the old ones. The

evUs resultinn- from the want of sufficient house accommodation for the

n-orking class are both immediate and remote. We know of more

cases than onewhere a well-to-do mechanic, earning fairwages, and occu-

ying a small honsewhich has been required !br some "improvements,"

has been driven, with a wife and two or three children, to the miserable

accommodation of two rooms in a large dilapidated house, let out in

tenements by a non-resideut landlord. The immediate evil in this

case was a descent in the social scale and a consequent loss of self-

respect, while the remote but not less real evil will be fomid in the

physical and moral deterioration of the children.

The idea of the model lodging-house scarcely, if at all, touches this

evil. Practically, it is not the thing for a decent working man and

his family. The idea of philanthropy, direct and undisguised, is vei-y

well for the outcast, but the free and" independent Britisher don't take

kindly to it. Neither slioiUd he. In most cases he pays a rent for a

vile, unhealthy residence that would be sufficient for a better situ-

ated, well-constructed building. But the model lodging-house does

not meet the caso. There is a disagreeable feeling about the building,

and the regulations, however reasonable and necessary, impose a kind

of restraint which is felt to be irksome. A concession has been made

in some cases by tlio change of the name from "model lodging-house"

to " chambers." We have seen some of these chambers, and their in-

mates seemed to be "'Bohemians," having no recognizedway ofgetting

a living ; who got up and breakfasted on beef-stealcs about one o'clock

in the day, and in the afternoon and evening might be found saunter-

ing about the llayinarkct and Leicester-scpiare. Now we do not say

that these people "do not want lodging, or that it is not a good thing

to provide them with such a convenience as these chambers must be
;

but for the joiuneymau carpenter or tailor, with their wives and

children, the little house of tlieir own is more to their taste and more

agreeable.

Only, let the little house be a good one, not without architectm-al

taste, but certainly constructed upon principles which shall promote

health, and ensure comfort. If the ordinary law of supply and

demand cannot induce private enterprise to undertake the erection of

such houses with the view of its paying, societies might be organized

to step in and do the work. This seems to be the drift of tlie paper

read by Dr. Greenhill before the Social Science Association, and now
published as a pamphlet, under the title cpioted below. The Dr. is, it

ai)peai-.=!, connected with the "HastingsCottage Improvement Society,"

and with the "London Labourers' Dwellings Society," and applies

himself to the very necessary cpiestion as to how the money is to be

raised to provide suitable dwellings for the masses in our hu'ge towns.

He does not believe that private speculation will do it ; be very wisely

does not look to Government for any assistance, and he has no faith

in any advantages to be obtained by inducing the poorer classes to

become their own landlords by means of building societies.

" So that, altosrothor, it would seem that Joint-Stock Companies afford the

best means of raising the necessary capital, besides possessing various other

advantages which need not now be more particularly mentioned. It will not,

therefore, be out of x^lace if a few observations be offered 'On the Estab-
lishment and Management of Cottage-Improvement Societies

;

' for certainly,

if we may judge from the numerous failures that have taken place, the subject

* On the Estnlilishment and Management of Cottage Improvement Societies. A
Papsr read in the fifth donrurtment of the National Association for the Promotion of

Social Science, in the Guildhall, London, June 9, 1862. By W. A. GreeAhill, M.D, Oion.
London : Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts, and Green. 1862.

must be considered to be still imperfectly understood ; aud, on the other hand,

it is these very failures that have been one of the chief discouragements to

the cause of house-improvement throughout the kingdom.
^
There seems to

have been a sort of revolution in public opinion on this subject. At first it

was thought to be very easy, both for philanthropic individuals and for So-

cieties, to improve the dweUings of the poor without loss to themselves. After

a time this was found not to be the case—so much so, that a few years ago it

was by most persons believed to be impossible for a Society to pay the share-

holders a fair dix-i'iend; and those who consented to advance money for the

pm-poso of establishing such a Society, said oan'lidly that they looked upon it

as si much given away in charity, or (commercially speaking) as money lost.

But we may profit by the experience of the last few years, as well as by that

of the earlier period alluded to, and the general result may perh^aps be stated

as follows—viz., tha.t those who think it an easy thing to establish and manage

a successful Cottage-Improvement Society will probably still lind themselves

mistaken ; but that, on the other hand, this, like other ditficult things, is

quite possible if it be done properly. Aud in order to do the tliiug prnperbi,

what is wanted? The answer is brief but comprehensive;— 1. Sutflcient

money ; and, 2. Competent managers—on both of which points it is necessary

to say a few words."

And then the Dr. goes on in a sanguine manner, which is quite

cheering, as coming from one who has had some expci-ieiice, to show,

that there will be no difficulty in getting money, '

' to almost any ex-

tent you please," either by " a small number of shares of large

amount, from a large number of small shareholders," or " by deben-

tures, or preference shares, or mortgages, or loan, or gifts, or however

you can." And we beUeve that the Dr. is right. Schemes not half

so feasible, nor, as we think, half so profitable as the erection of

dwellinn-s for working men would bo, have floated themselves into

credit, and acquired considerable funds, by means not so creditable as

the Dr. recommends for the management of his Joint Stock Societies.

In tlie second part of bis paper, under the head of " Competent

Managers," Dr. Greenhill has some excellent hints which .show that

they come from a genial, Ivind-hearted man. With respect to the

management he says,

—

' It may be safely aflirmed that it is generally far easier to get together

the money required to establish the Society than to find competent

piTsons to manage it ; for—iu London especially—it is said that when you meet

w-ith a person competent to take ijart in such a matter, he has probably some-

thing better to do ; and that when you meet with a person who has nothing

else to do, he is probably unfit to manage your proposed Society. But, on

the other hand, if it bo 'difliL-ult to find competent managers, the importance

of doing so is very great. In fact, the whole secret of the success or failure

of the fiocii.-ty will depc-nd mainly on its management; so that, if you cannot

find at least three or four persons fit to undertake this oflicc, you had better

not attempt to establish the Society at all. It would, perhaps, bo a deUcate

and invidious task to attempt to define what is meant by a cnmpeteni person

;

but there is one danger to which a Society of this kind is especially exposed,

aud which therefore requires to be especially pointed out. As the undertaldng

is essentially philanthropic, at least in one of its aspects, it is sometimes

thought (or perhaps, rather, taken for granted) that a sincere desire to benefit

the poor by making their homes comfortable is all that is required in the

Directors of a Cottage-Improvement Society. But to this very important

(nay, even indispensable) quaUficati-.m must be added a considerable amount

of Bo'und judgment, and some other intellectual gifts besides, or the Society

wiU hardly meet with much success."

And then we have some indication of the duties of the directors

of such societies towards botli their tenants and their shareholders.

For the former, "the tenants should not be regarded merely as

persons who pay you a fair rent for a well-built or renovated house,

but rather as " your poor friends, almost as your parishioners, to

whom it is both a pleasure and a duty to do all the good in yom-

power." " With respect to the duty of the directors towards the

shareholdei-s, it is mainly summed up in the paying them a half-

yearly dividend, at the "rate of not less than 4 per cent, per annum,

"and this it has not generallv been found an easy thing to do."

The scope of Dr. Greenliill's paper does not take up the question

of the construction of the buildings, and one or two other things

which we take to be of primary importance. For instance, we think

that such dwellings, to be at "all suitable for the purpose, must be

suhurhan. Now that London is pushing itself further out, and that

what was once a healthy suljurb has become a densely-populated part

of the metropolis, it does seem necessary that the residences of

our worldng population should be further out also, so that by pure

air and facilities for proper house accommodation, the home

may be made at once healthy and attractive. Working men, there-

fore, had better look the matter in the face at once, and make up

their minds that, as London now is, proper residences in the vicinity

of their employment is impossible. We know all the obj<"i-tions that

can be urged against this view, but we Icnow also that bouses inight

be erected on the outskirts, in various localities, so that the distance

from the principal seats of employment need not be more than two

miles, or half-an-hour's walk ; that there are many men now living

ill confined alleys, and in streets tliat are little better than alleys, who

have to walk as" far to their employment, and that the inconveniences,

whatever they may be, would be more than balanced by the advan-

tages of such an arrangement. ,. 1 1

Again, as to the planning of the houses, it would, we think, be a

great mistake to lav them out in streets or "rows," M-liich would soon

look like a bit of "London removed out of town. They might be

built in a kind of " regular irregidarity," after the manner of a conn-

try hamlet or village, with its church and schools, its post-office, and

.shops for the sale of such articles as were necessary to be bad on the

spot. Everyone has seen villages in the country which might be re-

produced in'the suburbs of London, picturesque and rural, vastly tlif-

ferent from the streets of inonotonous-looldng " speculations," with

nothing to recommend them save that they are not quite so closely
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vodn-cd togothor us in the heart of London, We do not know what

niay'^be tlie ultimate disposal of Mr. Peabody's munificent gift, but

hero is money enough to erect three such villages at different jioints,

aeeonnnodiiting, say li.ttOO persons, and yielding an annual revenue

which would soon erect more.

For the more speedy and effectual roalination of the object ho has

in view, l)r. Greenhill gives the preference to the reconstruction of

old houses over the erection of new ones. It is likely that something

might lie effected in lliat way even in London, coni|iact though it be,

and with all the dilliculties with respect to leases, and the demand for

pro])erty for business purposes. The result of tlie ex])criment made in

i)rury-l"ane some time ago has shown the scheme to be botli jiracticablo

an<l remunerative. London is in some parts overcrowded, while in

others, the space might be made to acconunodale many more than at

present occupy it. Anyone who will take the trouble to diverge froui

^some of the main thoroughfares—say, for instance, lietween Fleet-

street and Ilolborn, and some of the streets north of llolljoru—will

find blocks of houses only partly inlialiited, and but partly habitable
;

and ho, will be astonished to lind, at the end of some eom-t, a little

square of dilaiiidateil houses, that might be made really very desir-

able residences for the working population of tho neighbourhood. But,

as we have said, we have more faith iu the suitableness of suburban

dwellings for the working man, and with the railways now converging

to one central point, the means of conveyance should be cheap and
convenient.

After all, this .question of improved dwellings for the labouring

class nmst, like evcny other ipiestion affecting their material interests,

dejK'ud ehieliy upon tliemsclves. The desire and the taste for the

comforts and conveniences of a well-appointed home, will, in some
way or other, produce tiie supply, and the difftculties v,-liich lie in the

way will be most readily overcome by tho detennination to sm-mount
tlieni.

We have been led to consider this suliject from the knowledge that

it is engagiuf; such attention as will lead to some action being taken

in the matter, and that a public company may, perhaps, soon show
tliat the thing is both practicable and remunerative.

PAEIS.
(From our Special Correspondent.)

The exhibition of l!ie " Envois de Rome," held in the new portion

of the ' Ecole des Beaux Arts," just finished from M. Uuban's
designs, is not veiy brilliant this year. None of the three architects

\\ho have sent measured drawings have accompained them with
restorations, as is usually the case. Mr. Coquart, in liis tiiird year,

sen<ls studies of the Temple of Mars tho Avenger, but there are only
three columns remaining of them ; he sends good detail, it is true,

still it is not enough for the work of a year. M. Thiery sends five

clever drawings of the Temple of Hercules tho Conqueror. It seems
that in measuring it he has made some discoveries which are to be
full)- detailed next year. M. Boitte sends a study of the Column of
Trajan ; the details are beautifully drawn, but they consist only of

foiu- small drawings. Amongst the studies sent by the sculptors, the

best is the figure by M. Cugnot, "a Corybante di'owniug the Cries

of the Child of Jujjiter." Amongst the pictures sent, a study of
'• A Young Bather Asleep," by M. Henner, is very clever ; the figm'e

is well ch'awn, and the painting of the boy's face is wonderfully ex-
ecuted. Tho others are not very remarkable. The engravers liave

sent some very interesting drawings, amongst them may be noticed

copies of mural frescoes at rompeii, which appear to be represented

with wonderful fidelity. The recompensed projects for the "Grand
Prix" of Painting, wliieh I have alreadj' noticed, are, as I said last

week, veiy inferior. In sculjitui-e the first " Grand Prix," by M.
HioUe, of " ArLstojus Weeping for his Bees," has well deserved
its reward. Tho second " Grand Prix," by M. Fesquet, is

also well merited As for the "Grand Prix" in architecture,

I have already critcised it. That a design so entirely witliout
merit in itself, and so inferior to all the others submitted,
s!»iuld have oljtained the highest honom- that the Academy can
l.t'Stow, involves tho greatest shame on the members of fiie Insti-

tute. They have, however, learnt the opinion of the students on this

matter, for a jirotest was sent, signed bjf 71 students of the school,
to all the chief jiapers, and one or two of them, convinced of its

veracity, have prohibited it. The result has been that the Institute
refuseil to give tii'kets to the students of the 1st class of the school,
the distribulion of wiiicli took place on Saturday, October 4, fearing
tliere would be a disturbance. With the exception of one or two
hisses, the meeting consequently passed off well, although tlie congre-
gation of students outside the building necessitated the presence of a
large nmiiber ofgendarmes and soldiers to preserve order. The signing
of this protest was a dangerous step for the students to take, and
may end in the rustication of several of them for three or six months.
The two drawings which obtained the prizes of 600 francs and 400

fr<ancs, for the Prix liougevin, the subject being " A Monument to
Jean Gougin," are also exhibited here. They show the vast superiority
of the French ai-chitects in drawing^tlie figure. The statues of Jeaii
Gougin, by MM. Pascal and Brune' are drawn and colomed with a
degree of vigmu- and precision that would do credit to a sculptor or
painter. Both of tliese students have treated the subject in the same
manner : the statue is placed in a niche, with colunms on each side
carrj'ing a pediment and attic, with figures either copied from or in
the style of the work of Jean Gougin, M. Pascal's monument is the

happiest in outline and composition. M. Bnmo's is the boldest in

drawing and colour.

The following is the protest of tho students to whicli wo liave

alludeii :

—

"In consequence of the decision of tho judges iu the competition foi'

the ' Graiid Prix d'Architecturc,' on Saturday, tho 20th September
last, and the general astonishment which it lias occasioned, wo,
students of the Section of Architecture, believe it our duty jmblicly
to protest, in the only eirectual way open to us, against tlie Aca<lemy's
adjudication.

"Unfortunately, three only of the eight designs will bo exhibited in

the galleries of the school, Imt amongst the three works, that which
has obtained the first prize is the weal^est; we think tliat om"
protest will be sufllcicntly justified by a comparison between them

—

a comparison which everyone can make at tlie ' Ecole des Beaux
Arts,' from Sunday, the 281h September, to Sunday, the 5th Deoeni-
l>er.

" We trust then, sir, that you will not refuse us your assistance to

make public this protest, and we beg of you to accejjt our thanks,

&c., &c. Here follow the signatirres of seventy-one students.

An article bearing the signatm'e of M. Castagnary, says, in refer-

ence to the above:—"Wepublisli the letter which the students in

tlie section of architecture has addressed to the Courrier dv, Dimmichc.
This appeal to public opinion, so moderately expressed, gives material
for reflection to the learned jury, \\hose decision it strongly shakes,

and whose authority it may compromise. As for ourselves, in the

face of this difference between the masters and the scholars, we will

not flinch from the exiiression of our opinion, liowever unimportant
it may be, that tlu3 students have right on their side. Not only is

the design of M. Chabrol very insignificant iu itself, but if it be com-
pared with tlie others, the only fair test under the circumstances,

it is not only suipassed in merit by those of MM. Brune and
Dutert, who obtained second 'Grand Prix,' but is far inferior to the

designs of MM. Guadet, Bernard, and Flon, whicli were altogether

set aside. A distinguished and learned architect of the city of Paris

remarked of tho design of M. Chabrol, ' As for that, it would luivo

been the fii'st that I sliould have put out of the competition,' That
opinion is ours also."

-
LONDON THEATRES.

Mk. Dion Bouc:cault, in a letter to the Times last week, called atten-

tion to the miserable state of our theati-es, and very reasonably asked
why the public, that pay so liberally for intellectual cntcrtaimnent, should
be coudemued to siifler martyi'dom in the dingy, stuffy, comfortless,

ill-vontilatcd, worse-lighted dens called " Theatres Royal," wliich disgraco
this metropoUs ? lie adds :

—" The main olijectious to these buildings

are the narrow, torturous entrances, where a crowd eudcavoming to

obtain admission gets jammed closely. Crushed boimets, torn coats, the
screams of the women, tho cries of the chikb'en, tho objurgations of tho
men, and the remonstrances of the police, liowever pleasant to tho
managerial ear, aftbrd poor tributes to the architect who contrived such
insutScieut approaches to the auditorium. Having struggled into the pit, or
mountedmto the gallery, the audience fill the scats, the alley-ways, standing
ill dense masses, imtil every available spot is occupied. What would bo the
result of a fire, or of an alarm of fire, upon this multitude ? Is it fair to

entice tivo thousand human beings into such a man-trap, and leave them
to the chances of so probable an accident ? When the Legislatm'e pro-

vides against over-crowding cabs, omnibuses, steamboats, and other
Uconsed accommodations for public convenience, why should theati'es bo
exempt from similar supervision ?

" The room assigned to each individual in the audience is too small for

comfort. The rows of seats are so close to each other that sufficient

room is not afforded for tlie limbs of the sitter. No suitable provision is

made for ventilation ; thus in the upper tiers, especially in tho gallery,

the air is a sticky, fetid compound, the refuse of tn'O thousand pairs of
hmgs and a thousand jets of gas. Behind the scenes there is neither

ingenuity nor economy in the stage arrangements. There is a mass of

rubbish palled machinery in tho barrel loft over the stage, and a laby-

rinth of timber under it. No provision is made for anything, nothing is

where it ought to be, and everything is heaped into a mass of aged,

reckless confusion. May wo not hope that in some of the new thorough-
fares now in conteniplatiou, more than one theatre will be constructed
worthy of this metropolis P A large space will soon be laid bare in the

Strand, near Northumberland-house. Here would bo a most eUgible

spot for such an enterprize, and, if built with wide and commodious
entrances, a well-ventilated auditorium, sufficient space given to each
S2iectator—for a spectator is a humau being, and not a sardine—tho

public voice would soon demand similar reforms in the old theatres."

In conclusion, Mr. Boucicault offers to give £5,000 to start a subscrip-

tion for the piu'pose of building a new and elegant theatre, in which the

pubUc can have comfort, room, and air.

"The entire cost of constrncting and fm'nishing a theati'e the size of

the Haymarket, would be about £15,000 ; the rent of such a building

varies ti'om £3,500 to £4,000 a-year. I pay at the rate of £'7,800 for

Drury-laue. The Haym»rket was rented, I beUeve, for many years at

£4,400 a-ycar, and is worth that amount now. The Princess' was let to

Mr. Webster for £3,800 a-year, and I understand he has sublet it for

£4,100. A rent of £4,500 was oflbred for tho Adelphi. About £4,000
a-year is paid for the Lyccirra. It is an error to presume that a great

risk is attached to this species of property. No house rents are paid with
such regnlarity (and no biuldings are so rarely without tenants.

" I plead, then, for tho erection of a new theatre, wherein tho public

shaU find combined, tho improvements of the American and French sys-

tems. Few arcliitects have given special attention to theatrical structures,

and I have never seen or heard of any engineering abiUty applied to

stage machinery."
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jflcbiflws.

The EccUsiologist. for
Aldersgate-street.

October. J. Masters,

The cuiTent number of the " Ecclesiologist

"

opens with the first part of some notes on the

Irish Cathedrals, by Dr. Jebb. It is devoted

to Cln-ist Church Cathedral, Dublin, "the most
distinguished ecclesiastical monument in Ire-

land,' which for the first time has found an
able and painstaking chronicler. This is fol-

lowed by a notice of Bishop Pudsey's buildings,

in the county of Dm-ham, wliich include— 1.

Improvements in the castle of Durham ; 2.

The making of a new wall from the north gate
to the south one ; 3. The decoration of the
north and south doorways of the cathedral ; 4.

The gateway to the castle of Durham ; 5. The
erection of the Galilee ; 6. The commencement
of the cloister of the rich doorway in the castle

;

7. The construction or renovation of episcopal

houses in various parts wherever their scarcity

or age required ; 8. The erection of the hospital
ofSherburn; 9. Tlie constitution of the chm-ch
of Grindon ; 10. The making of the Bridge of
Elvete; 11. The construction of the church of

Darlington. Each of tliese works is fully de-
tailed, and a few rough but spirited etchings
are given in illustration of the author's remarks.
The whole of the buildings were executed in the
latter half of the twelfth century, and it is

curious to remark the resemblance which one
exam] lies, especially that from the Galilee, circa
1 1 "5, bears to the recently-micovered capitals of
the Temple Chm-ch, London. The author, Mr.
Longstaffe, of Gateshead, apologises for his
drawings, but he really had no occasion to do
so ; they are rough, it is true, but none the less

accurate and useful.

There is a fine, manly, broad Christian arti-

cle on the Basilican arrangement of chm-ches,
in which the author advocates a bold return to
the primitive method of celebrating the commu-
nion, which he believes the most simple and
natural "expression" of the doctrines which the
apostles taught. His position is indicated by
the opening paragraph :

—

' At the end of the chancel, against the middle
of the wall, is a chair, with back and arms cut
out of the solid stone, and fi-om each side pro-
ceeds a stone bench, which thus occupies the
end and two sides of the chancel. As the table
of the arched tomb behind the chair is higher
than the back of the throne, and as this is im-
movable, it is clear that the divine mysteries
could not have been celebrated upon it. A port-
able altar must therefore have been placed be-
fore the throne, in an isolated position in the
middle of the sanctuary.'

"This is quoted from Cardinal Wiseman's Fa-
biola, and is part of a description of a church in
the catacombs. I have taken it second-hand
from ' The History of the Church of Christ, by
the Bev. Islay Burns, M.A., minister of St.
Peter's, Dundee.' Mr. Burns adds m a note,
'This last fact is instructive, as shoeing that
fixed stone altars were unknown in the days of
the catiicombs, and that the presiding minister
stood facing the people while celebrating the
Eucharist.'
" About five years ago I stumbled one evening

into a meeting-house of some body of Noncon-
formists, not far from St. Barnabas', PiniHco.
At the end of the building, against the middle
of the wall, was the pulpit ; but this was unoc-
cupied, the preacher standing below and in front
of the pulpit, on the floor of the building or on
a slightly raised platform, having a table'before
him, and looking toward the congregation, who
were in their pews, all facing him. He was
quietly and reverently reciting the words of the
Institution of the Lord's Supper

; and, when he
had finished, he handed the bread and wine, mth
what seemed to be rather a handsome paten and
chaUce, to some who were near him, probably
his deacons, from or by whom they were very
simply but -with perfect order and in silence
passed roimd to the other persons present. This
process was only begun in my presence ; for I
felt that I was out of place there ; and, as soon
as my surprise had subsided and my curiosity
was satisfied, I glided out of the meeting as
qmetly as I had gUded in."

The author evidently believes that this bold
ajid primitive arrangement would solve the pro-

blems about the design of a nineteenth-century

cathedral. He says, and his remarks are worthy
the earnest attention of all thinking archi-

tects,

—

" The churches wliich have sprung up in our
own time are pretty faithful expressions of the

chaos out of which they have sprung. Since
Sir Walter Scott ivrote ' The Monastery,' a ro-

mantic mediasvalism has led us to imitate medise-
val buildings, because they are mediaeval. Vast
increase of wealth has given a vigorous impulse
to the arts of convenience and decoration. Hence
our churches are ornamented in all degrees of

taste, and our kneeling, sitting, lighting, and
warming apparatus have been carried to un-
heard-of perfection. But do not our new churches
often lack the one thing needful in a building

—

a living idea and a definite purpose ? Let archi-

tects once feel that there are not only to be
churches in the nineteenth century, but that such
chm-ches are to bo built with a distinct refe-

rence to the corporate worship of the Chm-ch, to

which all other uses and services must be care-
fully subordinated, and then we may expect
designs rivalUng, in aptness and every genuine
architectural quality, those of the mediaival
churches, which were distinct, though mysterious
and multiform, developments of transubstan-
tiation. Long narrow chancels find no place
in the churches which rise before my mind
as I \vrite. Screens to separate tho sacer-
dotal choir, as in a celestial bower, from
" this people which kuoweth not the law," dis-

appear. Much indeed of tho glorious structures
which remain to us as monuments of an extinct
faith, must we now forbid to reproduce. But it

cannot be that the architectural expression of a
"developed" Chr-istianity, made in an age of
poverty and few expedients, shall, in the end,
surpass all that our manifold art can apply to
express apostolical truth. Wo must have some-
thing different fi-om a college dining-hall or the
House of Lords ; nor need we reproduce the
actual basiUcse of early times. They can hardly
be classed as Christian architecture. Bather
they were the first thing that came to hand ; and,
ere Chi-istian art had time to be original, the
clergy became the Church, the elements became
the Sacrament, the bishop was thrust out from
the apse, and the pyx and crucifix were en-
throned in his stead. Here, then, is work for

architects. Let them boldly occupy it. They
have not here to imitate, but to create. Yet let

them remember that their fathers were Chris-
tians before the Neo-BasUican era of the latter

part of the nineteenth century .- let them not
innovate for the sake of innovation. Our new
churches must be so built that no fair judge shall

say the old are better ; and many priceless

elements of the new creation must be gathered
by the way, as architects proceed in the noble
task, which I hope will ere long bo found for

them in a loring adaptation of mediajval
chm-ches to the requirements of the system,
which I venture here to expound with some
warmth of words, but in all anxiety to hear the
verdict of wiser men."

There are in the present number of the "Ec-
clesiologist," besides the " Sequentia; Ineditae,"

and a portion of Mr. Walker's Ecclesiology of

Worcestershii-e, weich we om-selves gave a few
weeks back, the usual records of stained
glass works, chm-ch restorations, &c., a tempe-
rately-^^1-itteu article against the projiosed re-

storations of Guildhall by Mr. Bunning, and
the follow-ing warm and worthy tribute to the

rare talents and devotion to ai-t of the late

Mr. Stj'leman Le Strange, whose premature
death we lately recorded :

—

"The late Mr. Le Stkaxge. — We cannot
allow the Ecclesiologist to appear without some
expression of the deep regret w?iich has been
caused in ecclesiological circles by the sudden
death of Mr. Styloman Le Strange. His loss in
many ways is irrepeu-able. Mr. Le Strange had
been for many years a member of the committee
of the Ecclesiological Society, an occasional
contributor to these pages, and an invaluable
guide in the adjudication of our annual colour
prizes. He is knoMm to the pubUc as the self-

denying amatcm- artist who has for years been
engaged at his own cost in painting the roof of
the nave of Ely Cathedi-al. We hope that he
has left behind him enough sketches to enable
tliis great w-ork to be finished according to his
own designs. He was about, at the time of his
most unexpected death (wliich was occasioned

I by heart-disease), to tmdertake the painting of

the east end of the new chm-ch of St. Alban,
Baldwin's-gardens. We have not yet heard
whether this work can be continued by any
worthy successor. This is not the place to speak
at large of the personal merits and private char-
acter of the friend whom we have lost. Suffice
it to say, that Mr. Le Strange was in all respects
the model of a Christian gentleman ; and his
lamented death, in the very prime of life, has left

a gap among his ecclesiological colleagues which
is not likely to be filled up. It deserves notice
that this loss is the first caused by the hand of
death among those who have been most nearly
concerned from the very first in the ecclesiolo-
gical movement."

Tlie Holiness of Beauty ; or, Tlie Conformation of
the Material hj tlie Spiritual. By W. Cave
Thomas. Published by EUis, 33, King-street,
Covent Garden.

This work gives a scientific interpretation to the
prophetic " Bestoration," and would concentrate
all human knowledge, art, and labom-, to the one
end of restoring aberrant natm-e to its best con-
ditions—to its moral fonns of perfection and
beauty, by the influence of a holy Christian
spirit. The gi-eat doctrine to be deduced from
the sacred writings, having reference to physical
nature, is thus stated by the author. " The
Conformation of the Material by the Spiritual

;

to Perfection and Beauty by the Spirit of Truth
;

to Imperfection, and Deformity, bj'the Spirit of
Error." Spirit being essentially active, must bo
formative ; if a right Spirit it is constructive
and reformative ; if a wrong Spirit it is de-
structive and deformative. If moral, its tendency
is to mould the visible to moral forms, to accor-
dant perfection and beauties ; if immoral, to its

own imperfections and deformities. So that the
outward and ^-isible becomes a reflex of tho

beauty or deformity of the soul of man. The
source of beauty being rectitude is, therefore,

holy, and the soiu-ce of deformity, being evil,

unholy.
Another position of the argument is, that God

created all things in perfect forms, and that

these forms have been perverted by " The
Fall ;

" by the moral deformation consequent
upon sin. The Christian dispensation is emi-
nently, then, one of Renewal or Bestoration ; it

is, therefore, our duty to obtain just conceptions
of those perfect forms of the first creation. If
these conceptions be just, they are the true
ideal or typical forms which Cliristianity is to

realize. Moreover, the author shows that there is

a " quantitative" or proportional doctrine broadly
enunciated in the Scriptm-es. The foundations

of all things were measured ; everything was
fomided and set in perfect measures or propor-
tions. "Judgment also will I lay to the line,

and righteousness to the plummet ;
" therefore,

true Christian science has to ascertain these

measures to " quantify" the ideal and tj-pical. Mr.
Thomas intends, he says, to devote another work
to this highly interesting portion of the subject.

The work is totally devoid of sectarian bias. It

grasps the greatest problems, and gives them
simple solutions—it gives the priucipia of a
social science. To the superficial reader, the

work may appear visionary, but it is eminently
practical. The author has indeed proved his

talent for initiating practical measures in the

Volunteer Movement, the first suggestions for

the National Bifle Association and Cadet corps

being accredited to him. And we have no doubt
that the work under review will be hereafter

referred to as a text-hook and fount of new ideas.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF SCIENCE
A2iD AET.

From various reports of the different meetings of

this association during the past week at Cam-
bridge, we gather such notices as wdl be of spe-

cial interest to our readers :

—

Artificial Stoxes.

At the meeting on Thursday week. Prof. Ansted,

M.A., F.R.S., read a paper on "Ai-tificial Stones."

In this paper the author described the various

materials and contrivances used for the pm-pose

of replacing stone where natural stone could not

be obtained with ad\antage. He described in

succession terra-cottas, cements, and sUiceous

stone, describing the nature, properties, uses, and

disadvantages of each. He alluded to his own
observations on the subject, and also to that of

the preservation of stone as connected with it.

He then described a new and very remarkable
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mfttcrinl recently iiitroiluccd by Mr. Rausome,
anil experimented on by tlio chemists of the

Comniittcc of Clieinists anil others njnioiuted hist

year by the Board of Works in reference to tho

I'alacent Westminster. Tiiis material was after-

wards mairafactured in tlie presence of the sec-

tiini by Jlr. liansomo. It consists of any kind of

iiuLieral fraj^nients, sand, limestone, ov clay,

Mii.ved into paste by a mould with tluid silicate of

soda (obtained by digesting Hints in a steam
boiler under high pressure in alkali), and after-

wards dijiped into a solution of chloride of cal-

cium. The result is an almost immediate hard-
ening of the pasty mass, and the specimens
constructed were within a few niii\utes handed
about the room. One specimen, weighing two
tons, is in the International E.xhibition, while
others may bo seen in the now fasades of the

Metropolitan Hallway. Thoso afford sufficient

proof of tho extent to which tho manufacture has
already advanced.

Mr. Fairbain, tho president, Dr. Robinson, and
other officers of tho section, were so much in-

terested in the manufacture that Mr. Ransomc
was asked to repeat his experiments at the

soiree in the evening.

A discussion ensued, chiefly on the subject of
the preservation of stone, in which Mr. E. Barry
and other gentlemen took part. Mr. Barry
said it was premature to say what was the
amount of preservative eileets of tho various

solutions that had been tried ; more time was
recpiired for a thorougli test. There was suffi-

cient evidence, however, to show that Mr.
Ransome's process had preserved the stone

and arrested the decay. Professor Ansted then
explained to the section the result of the labours
of the Chemical and Geological Sub-committee,
of which he had been a member, in regard
to the preservation of tho stono of the new
Houses of Parliament.

Professor Harness read a paper upon the
Skiddaw Slate Mines, in which he showed the
organic remains ho found were identical with
the Quebec series, and with those of Australia.
On Friday an excursion was made by special

ti*ain to

Hunstanton.

The line from Lynn to Hunstanton was only
opened to the public on Friday week. It passes
by Wolverton, Snettisham, and Heacham, and is

about sixteen miles in length. Some of the
excursionists accompanied Pi-ofessor Babington
on a botanizing exploration ; but the greater por-
tion of them, under the able conduct of Pro-
fessor Phillips, employed themselves in exam-
ining the cliffs, the beach, and certain ballast
pits in the \-icinity of tha railway. Most of the
party partook of an excellent lunch at the Royal
Hotel, after which several speeches were de-
livered.

Hunstanton is a retired watering place, having
a fine beach and chffs of considerable extent, tho
stratilication of which is worth}' of special
attention. There are two good hotels and a few
lodging-houses ; but only one shop in the village.

The intelligent officer in charge of the Ughthouse
on the cliff has a good collection of fossils, and
has formed numerous ornaments in jet and amber.
Adjoining the lighthouse are the remains of a
chapel dedicated to St. Edmund, from whom a
ueighbouring promontory derives its name of St.

Edmund's ness. The church, a fine sti-ucture,

with a good tower and a spacious and noble porch,
is in excellent repair. The font is ancient and
remarkable, and there are numerous monuments
of the family of Le Strange. Amongst them may
be mentioned the altar tombs ofHenry Le Sti'ange,
Esq., (1485), and Alice his wife, and of Sir
Roger Le Strange, " Knight of the Body" to
Henry VII. (loOlJ.) There is also an inscription
to the memory of the once celebrated Sir Hamon
Le Strange, who died in 1654. Hunstanton Hall,

the ancient and stately seat of the family of
LeStr.ange, is situate at a short distance from the
ch;irch. The late possessor, Henry Le Strange
Styleman Le Strange, Esq., who died in July last,

was a great promoter of the railway from Lynn.
He also deserves remembrance for his great work,
tho paintmg of the roof of the nave of Ely
Cathedi-al, on the design and execution of which
he bestowed many years of severe toil. Of this
family was Sir Roger Le Sti-ange, the noted
Royalist, joirrnalist, and miscellaneous •v\Titer.

The train started on the return jouruev at
five p.m., and reached Cambridge shortlv lifter

seven. All parties expressed themselves "highly
delighted with the excursion. Besides the above
excursion, many members and a.ssociateg visited

tlio Middle Level Sluice, tho causo of tho late

disastrous Norfolk deluge.

The Middle Level D.^^f.

Mr. Tliorold remarked that, since another dis-

aster had just occnrred, of which the facts were
not now fully or accurately ascertained, ho
should not now proceed with his paper. Mr.
Webster remarked on tho niagnitudo of the

scheme of applvnng sji^hons in this case. Ho
asked Mr. Ap]iold why, in the application of the

syphons, one central valve had not been used
instead of two, one at each end. He also sug-

gested that the improvements made in tho Ouse
outfall below Lynn might considerably have
affected tho level of tho sluices. Dr. Spencer
Cobbold said ho had that morning come from
Lynn, and as somo unfounded rumours might
hai'c been afloat ho might be allowed to

state the facts. Those who were acquainted
with this particular locality knew that there

were two small drains from tho middle
level near Lynn. It was between the two
drains, though further from Lynn, that on the

preceding day the waters burst through, and
carried away ten yards of the embankment,
through which the water rushed most violently.

Multitudes of people assembled to witness the

devastation. He might take the liberty to state

that the following evening (Tuesday), at 7.30,

being the timo of high spring tide, was the

period at which the greatest injury could take

place. Tho tide, too, would be then almost as

high as tho following morning at 8 o'clock. Mr.
Wilkinson, who had also that morning come fi-om

the neighbourhood of the sluice, was happy to

say that only a few acres were covered by the

water, and the consequences were not likely to

be so serious as the last speaker had hinted. It

was eveir hoped that before the time mentioned,
to-morrow evening, the waters would be nearly, if

not entirely, cleared off.

Geology.

In the section Professor Phillips, F.R.S., made
a supplementary report on slatey cleavage, which
turnished a large amount of interesting inform-

ation as to the formation of that stratifica-

tion.

Dr. T. Sterry Hunt read the preliminary re-

port of tlio committee for investigating the che-

mical and mincralogical composition of the gi*a-

nite of Donegal and the associated rocks.

The Newton Stone, ABEnDEEN,siiiRE.

A paper was read by the Rev. G. Williams. It

was a relic of tho late venerable Dr. Mill, of this

University, "On the decipherment of the Phceni-

cian inscription on the Newton stone disco\'ered

in Aberdeenshire." In the course of somo intro-

ductory remarks, Mr. Williams observed that he
knew that Dr. Mill's decipherment had been dis-

puted, but he trusted that tho paper he
was about to read would lead to the venti-

lation and the ultimate settlement of this

important subject. The foUoAring is a sum-
mary of tho paper read by Dr. Williams,

which was illustrated by a cast of the stone and
several diagrams. The cast showed that the
stone was a fi'action of some columnar erection.

The stone (or its remnant) was discovered in a
village in Aberdeenshire, situated some miles
from the sea coast, and in a neighbom'hood where
tho occurrence is not unfrequent of those Cyclopio
erections of Britain to which either a Druidic or

Neo Druidic and mixto-Christian origin has been
severally ascribed. The stone is, however, ac-

cording to Dr. Mill, remarkably distinguished

fi'om all these by its inscription, as remote in its

character from Roman and Scandinavian as from
any known Celtic writing. Dr. Mill proceeds to

argue that the stone is of Phccnician origin, and
found its way to its place of deposit, by reason of
the constant navigation of Phoenicians from Gad-
dir (Cadiz) and Tartesus, as well as Cai'thage, to

the British seas. After analyzing the insciiption,

and dwelling elaborately on the form of tho cha-
racters. Dr. Mill, citing his authoiities on all

points, arrives at the final conclusion that the
stone is inscribed in the Hebrew alphabet, and
(the inscription is impei'fect) collocating the cha-
racters with their representatives in tho ordinary
Hebrew alphabet, as they lie on tho stone, the
translation would r'cad:—-"To Eslunun god of
health, by this monumental stone, may the wan-
dering exile of me thy servant go up in never-
ceasing memorial ; even the record of Han-
Thauit-Zenaniah, magistrate, who is saturated
with sorrow !

" Dr. Mill is of opinion that the
author of the inscription was a man of high con-
sular dignity, that he is not mourning for the

loss of a friend, a brother, or a child, but for his

own misfortimes, and possibly for somo others

associated with him. What those misfortimes

were there is no indication, save by an unusual

word in tho third line. It would be fruitless to

speculate on the case, as whether it might be
siiipwreck, or the more apjjropriato cause of a
disease wasting his friends and his followers

that prompts this man's recourse to Esculapius
(Eshmiinj, or whether it is an appointed magis-
trate over a small body of traders, or as a solitary

exile fi'om hostile factions at home, that one who
could boast such a title as is here assumed, de-

plores his distance from his native land. So far

Dr. Mill, tho importance of whoso opinion was
universally acknowledged by all the succeeding
speakers, though disputed.

Mr. Wright said ho differed from the sugges-

tions of Dr. Mill, and contended that the inscrip-

tion was in Latin, of tho rude character, and

certainly belonged to a period ulterior to the

T-isit of the Romans to the island. It was an
epitaph, so far as he could make out, and would
read (allowing for fractures), "Hie jacet ....
Constantinus .... filius," an epitaph to tho

memory of Constantinus, son of somebody
(laughter)

.

Dr. Leonidas Drachachis said that he and Dr.

Simonides agi'eed at first sight that the name in

the second line was "Constantino."

Mr. Cull said he was of opinion that the in-

scription was Greek, and tho Master of Trinity

thought so too.

It was then arranged that rubbings of the

stone should be forwarded to tho most eminent
interpreters of such matters, and the discussion

ended. It is, of course, impossible to render the

original inscription, excepting in type cast ex-

pressly for the pm'pose.

Business.

A meeting of the general committee was held

at three o'clock on Monday, at the Town-hall,

tho president. Professor Willis, in the chair, the

special object of the meeting being to receive

invitations to the association to visit various

toTNTis in 1863. The invitations forwarded were
fi-om Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Birmingham, Bath,

Nottingham, and Dundee. From Newcastle a
large number of invitations were formally read,

from societies of a kindred character to the asso-

ciation, the hke too, as to tho other to\vn3 men-
tioned. The applications from the various toi^ms

were supported personally by the under-men-
tioned gentlejnen, who, as a matter of course,

endeavoured to show that the particular to«-n in

favour of which their sympathies were enlisted

was most eligible for the next meeting. Mr.
Bell, Dr. Headlam, Sir WiUiam Armstrong, Sir

Walter Trevelyan, and Mr. Clapliam, advocated

the claims of Newcastle, Mr. Boll promising

every accommodation for at least 15,0U0 visitors.

Dr. Bell dwelling on the importance of the works
of the proposed harbour of refuge now forming,

and Mr. Clapham promised a large accession

of members. Mr. Goodman and Mr. J. Chance
argued that the advantages to be derived

from a visit to Birmingham far outweighed those

oftered by Newcastle. Mr. Tite, M.P., Mr. Way,
M.P., the Mayor of Bath, and Dr. Faulkner,

advocated the claims of "The Queen ofthe West,"

Bath. Mr. Tite maintained that for rivers,

Roman remains, its geological museum, and ac-

cessibility, Bath was pre-eminent. Nottingham
was represented by the Mayor of Nottingham,

Mr. Lowe, and Mr. Feltham ; and Dundee by
the Provost (Mr. Barker), and Sir John Ogilby.

Tho opinion of the meeting being taken

the votes were as follows;— For Newcastle 53;

for Bath 36 ; for Nottingham 7 ; for Dun-

dee 3.

On the motion of Professor Fairbairn, seconded

by Dr. Robinson, Sir William Armstrong was
unauimouslv elected president for uext^-ear. Sir

Walter Trevelyan, Sir Charles Lyell, Mr. Hugh
Taylor, Mr. J. Bell, and Professor ChevaUier,

were appointed vice presidents.

WOOD CARVING IN THE EXHIBITION.

The Exhibition contains many fine samples of

the natural style of wood ctirving. They are

more especially seen in the English and French

departments. It is an especial pleasure to exa-

mine these works if wo recall at the same time

the admired products of twenty yeirs ago, and
also of a later time. Even the last Exhibition

contained much carving that evoked laughter

rather than admiration. Wood oarvia^ is, we
beUeve, an en^-ied occupation. We do not speak
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of the batllv-paid cheap work of ill or totally un-

tautrht hands, who are also perhaps utterly with-

out'^ aptitude for, or dehght in, the work of

" sculptm-e in wood," as the Fi-ench more pro-

perly call it. Sach carving must be, one would

think nearly as painful to cut as it is to behold.

There is in the British, and probably in all, a

loveof weU-carved natural objects that is scarcely

ftHy recognized.

The Exhibition shows clearly that there is a

lessening admiration for the rococo work of Louis

Quinze and such like barbarisms. The exqui-

sitely-chiselled representations of natural and
living things awake warm encomiums fi-om the

most ignorant, as well as from the polished and
lettered counoissem-, whilst clumsy tasteless

work is passed carelessly by. The most conspi-

cuous wood carvings, as applied to fm-nitui'e in

the Exhibition, are Fonrdinois' chimney-piece,

and Jackson and Graham's sideboard. The lat-

ter is one mass of clearly-deflued natural objects

;

a coanb-y-bred child could tell you instantly the

name of every object delineated. Fonrdinois'

work is veritable sculpture ; architect and carver

have here worked more cleverly and harmo-
niously together than in thousands of works a

hmidred times the size and pretence. The female

figure on the left seems to us not quite equal to

its companion. The attitude is free, certainly,

bnt portions of the figm'e are thrown upon the

eye by the more careless pose in such a way as to

make it look less accurately drawn than its asso-

ciate. The sunk panel contains good work, but

demands special points ofview to see it eSectively.

Fonrdinois' chimney-piece deserves spec'al ap-

probation for the grouping of boy-figures about
the structure. Wherever they are they add a

new charm to the work, without crowding or

overlaying anything else. Look at the pair of

little fellows at the base, and near that iucongi'U-

ous clock. One of them sleeps ; the other, just

awakened, spreads out his hands in the most
exquisitely natural and joyful way. The other

carved boys peep and play about the work as elf-

like as so many Pucks. The study of children's

pranks expressed here is very gi'eat, and highly

remimerativB to the work. In every intelligent

community young life will always be worth the

carver's and sculptor's best attention. The sunk
hunting panel seems a foil to the rest. It stands

at present rather too high to be judged fairly.

It is also a rather rigid reproduction of the old

manner ; the muscles are all expressed with

mmatural and harsh distinctness, both in the

hunter's nude figure and in his dogs. The hard
;

lines of these muscles are, in some lights and
positions, all that the eye catches distinctly, and
it turns instinctively fi'om them to the repose of

the side figures or to the pranlcs of the boys.

Immediately at the back of Messrs. Four-

diuois' stall is that of Messrs. Gueres. Here
are found those fine white wood carvings

—

the wild cat attacking the hen and chickens
—-the cock fight— and the pair of swallows.

The cocks are faithful to nature in all their

detail of feather, comb, and spur. Eveiy
thing is boldly hewn out, freely expressed, and
elaborately fiiiished. Bnt the position of the

birds is not, we believe, quite natural, and would
not be approved of by those who have witnessed
the barbarous pastime. One bird is pecking at

the breast of the other, as though anatonueal-

vrise, and fully cognizant of the locaUty of his

opponent's heart—he goes sti'aight at the foun-

tain of life. The bii'd that is so fiei'cely charged
seems quite overwhelmed by the attack, but
still appears to retreat confidently. All is good
and unexceptional except the position, which
arose probably fi-om the difficoln' of grouping
" a main," as they really do fight, vaulting over,

or at each other ; but if the artist had made up
his mind to carve a pair of fighting cocks, he
could have shown them head to head, about to

spring, as tliey are so well pourtrayed in marble
in another com-t. No beauty of finish, truth in

some points, and indtistry in all, can compensate
for the violation—which the position undoubtedly
is—of a principal feature.

The companion gi'oup hewn "out of one
block" is much finer. The wild cat is a mar-
vel of expressed strength, fierceness, and agi-

lity. The head is anything but wooden in its

relentless savageness, while the poor dying
chicken under its paw acts most artistically as
a foil to the cat's wrathful expression, as it

faces the hen flying up in defence of her brood.
Every stroke of the chisel in this group has been
wisely struck ; every detail assists the beholder
in realizing the artist's intent. The chickens
are hm-rying round and under the hen in the

most natural and truthful fashion. The poor hen
is bristling up in defence of her brood with a

courage not her omi; and one trembles at the

thought that the cat may not be content -with

the one chicken for her prey. The ground, too,

is as faithfully and cleverly rendered as the

principal objects, and deserves the highest com-
mendation.

The little billing swallows tmder the glass, are

a charmingly-cut group, but are almost as re-

markable for the exquisite colour of the wood.
Its marvellous and imspotted whiteness is un-

matched in the Exhibition.

There is a pair of hunting groups, very faith-

fully cut, shown at the same stall.

Messi's. Trollope shew a sideboard with very
good carving, though on account of its dark
colour it is not so attractive to the eye of the
casual observer. To the general public, indeed,
the carvings in Ught-coloured wood have been
much more attractive throughout the whole build-
ing. Messrs. TroUope's unpretentious work is,

nevertheless, exceUeut. There is no laboiu' be-
grudged ; every point is conscientiously worked
up, whether it catches the eye at first sight or not.

That blight on all cheap work is conspicuous by its

absence here. No unfulfilled promise bltmts the
rising admiration, in either the work of Messrs.
TroUope or in the infinitely more attractive

master-piece of Messi-s. Jackson and Graliam.
The wood ofthe latter finely sets off the carving;
all the uncut work is in rich pollard oak, and is

in fine contrast to the profuse and tasteful carved
decoration. The four upper supports are the chief
attraction. The inside pair are, as would seem a
matter of cotirse, hmnan figures, which are to be
seen in aU the most costly work of this class in the
Exhibition. The outer supports are several. The
contents, on the one hand, of the game-bag, and
on the other of an angler's basket, with an Otter's
head surmounting the fish. The human figures
are the huntsman and fisherman, whose contri-
butions may be supposed to have built their
neighbouring columns of fish and fowl. It may
be thought that the proceeds of hook and gun are
so ample as to throw into the shade the very
huntsman and fisherman themselves, both by
their quantity and quaUty, as they are crowded
together in very hattuc profiision. They do not
make that impression ujjon us. The human
figure, if at all eftectively and truthfully given, is

so promptly recognized and sympathized with by
humanity, that there is little fear of its being
ecUpsed by "stiUlife" or "dead game" contri-

butions, unless by its defects it deserves such
treatment. This is not the case here ; the figm'es

fill the eye and interest the mind till in its full

satisfaction it turns to detail for fresh charms.
Then the eye wanders at will over flying, run-
ning, and swimming things in tmarrested plea-

sure. Every cut of the gouge has added some
characteristic to bird and fish, till at a glance we
recognize every one as old acquaintances. No
better tests of the artist's success can be fotmd
than the prompt recognition by children and coun-
try folk of the likenesses of his work to i ts models.
Easily caught by poses and cITects, such persons'

first impulses and observations are usually truth-

ftd, often much more so than their more deliberate

efforts at judgment. All the small work about
Messrs. Graham's sideboard is as true as the
lover of natural objects can desire. Such truth
and in such matters is, and will ever be, de-

Ughtfnl to those whose pure tastes retain a love
of created and simple things—the bending corn
stalk in the evening breeze—the rush of wild
bird and fish—the swelling bud—richly-blooming
flower—or ripened fruit. These and the like are
put before the eye or suggested by good natural

work. Take the beautiful wheat ears in Jackson's
work, and ask do they not make you love nature
more as your admiration kindles at the truthful

work of the artist. The closer, and the more fre-

quently this work is examined, the more does its

perfect excellence grow upon the spectator. We
remark how every possible comer has been en-

riched mth gems of cheerfid and gratified labour,
for all the little blocks let in, laden with the pai-t-

ing ears of corn and barley, speak cheerily and
artistically to us.

Good carving, in its tnithfnl rendering of na-
ture, renews our love and acquaintance with
natural objects ; we dramatize, so to speak, the
artist"s Work. If truthfid, we wish to carve it

om'selves, and think of the joy and pride of the
artist in his work and pleasure in producing it.

No. 5,767, Lamb's sideboard, has a pah- of still

bolder figures, in natural and graceful position.

They are larger, relatively, than anything wo

remember of the class. Their effect is very fine;

the feeling of repose is perfect—an essential

matter in all good furniture.

E. J.

AUSTRALIAjSr PROGRESS.

[Second Notice.]

Taking up an Adelaide newspaper, wo observe
that the movement has again been revived for

the union under one Government, one tariff, and
one interest, of the colonies of Australia ; bnt
there appears to be a feeling that the present is

scarcely a fit time for the adoption of so important
a revolution. There seems to be a little rivalry
existing between the colonies, although the pabu
is generally conceded toTictoria. The colonics are,

at present, but imperfectly developed ; and it may,
therefore, be considered cloubtful whether Victoria
svill always be the foremost. It undoubtedly owes
its primary importance to its gold fields, but how
long it may continue to hold it is a question
which catmot so easily be answered. There
would, however, be many advantages called into
existence by the proposed union, both in a po-
litical and commei-cial point of view. We believe
that conferences vrill soon take place, at the in-

stigation of New South Wales, Queensland and
Victoria, when the question will bo fully dis-

cussed; and, ifthe union of government be not tho
result, the tai'iffat least may be made uniform.
The colony of Victoria, though exceedingly

" youthful," has, since the year 1S3G, increased
in numbers wonderfully. In that yeai' there
were only 177 settlers ; now, however, there are,

according to the retvims of 1861, upwards of

510,322, which is an excess of nearly 200,000
over the popidation of New South Wales.
South Australia, though in a very flourishing

condition, and, as we stated in our fii'st notice,

daily increasing in ntimbers, only contains
128,000 souls, while the colonies of Queensland,
Western Australia, and Tasmania, in the ag-

gregate scarcely ntmiber 8,000 more. The
colonists ai-e for the most part Europeans by
birth. A few aborigines, indeed, are found,
but they are gradually d^ivindling away. Vic-
toria is about as large as Great Britain, but the
inhabitants cover a surface not quite equal to that
of Scotland. Its climate is very fine, and in tho
climatological outlines for the colony, prepai'cd

by George Newniayer, a gentleman holding the
important situation of director to tho mag-
netical, nautical, and meteorological observatory
of Melbourne, we are informed that the climato
is more healthy than our ovra. Besides its

natural advantages, it is favoured with all tho
improvements of modem times, and of these it

has fuUy availed itself. " When it is remem-
bered," say the commissioners in the preface

to the catalogue of the Victorian exhibition of

1861, " that we are but a handful of people, oc-

cupying a coimtry which has been colonized

for less than a quarter of a centmy ; that we
have inherited nothing of that which we pos-

sess ; that wc have had an immense amount of

rough work to perform, in order to render the
cotmtiy habitable, passable, and capable of
affording us sustenance ; and that wo are severed
by the circumference of half the globe from
the appliances and civilization of the old world,

it must be admitted that our time has not been
mis-spent, and the skill, the iudustiy, and the

inventive genius of our population in nomse
fall below those of their European and Ameri-
compeers."
The colony of Victoria is rather prohfic in

timber. Its forest trees, which are of about one
htmdi'ed and twenty species, are generally of

magnificent proportions, and consequently very
valuable. But, thi'ough the magnetic attractions

of the gold-fields, gi-eat neglect has hitherto been

shown by the workmen in the cutting do^vn, and

afteiTvai-ds in the seasoning of the timber. This,

however, is in gi-eat measm-e obviated now by tho

increasing demand for the timber in the new
works, and the growing exigencies and improve-

ments of the colony. The densitj- and hardness

of the timber has formed, for a long time, a con-

siderable obstacle to its use ; and the importa-

tion of Baltic and other timber of Em-ope into

the colony, for building purposes, has done much
to cause the neglect of their own woods. The

timber of Tasmania and New South Wales is

applied generally to engineering and building

pm-poses ; but there seems to be a desire among
timber merchants to avail themselves of their

own timbers, which, notwithstaniUng their hard,

nosa and difficulties of workmauship, ai'e valuable
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in ftroug erections. When the iii'et colonists

deSRliteil in living in timber cottages, roufcli and
ra<lii' as they •wore, the consumption ot'their own
WHuIa was tar from lieini,' insii,'iiificaut, ami in

I'u'O oftlie ililhcullies hi usinjjit, ihi/y must havo

luuud their persevoi'ance rewarded in the appear-

ance of a structure that was of too firm a texture

to rot or st)ften, rendering it useless after the

inten'al of iv few mouths' trying weather. Theso
woodS; too, Avero especially fitted for such work,
and ih) more thoy were expose<l to the action of

the atnosphcre the firmer they became, liut

when heso temporai-j- structures gave way to

brick and stone, and less of this materi.al

was iBed, it was found necessary, in order
to cxiedito the work, that the softer woods
shouli 1)0 brought into the colony. The
imjio-tation was in 1858 enormousj Imt the two
folloving years it diminished by one-half. Not-
withitanding the progress of the colony, and its

contnued and various improvements, the im-
porntions have considerably decreased, which
ma; teud to show that the woods of the colony
aregi'adually rising in estimation. Intleed, the
junrs in their report on the indigenous vegc-
talle substances, exhibited in the Victorian
K.vhibition, gave the highest testimonial in their

fa-our. They say that tho durability of tim-

bu-, when used in the construction of piers,

w.iarves, and jetties, is apt to succumb to the

a tacks of the marine animals, the toredo and
tiie diminutive chelura. "Theso erections in

iobson's Bay alone have cost tho enormous sum
jf £180,000, and at the present rate of their

lecay, it mil bo neeessai-y to renew iliem in the
course of lifteon or twenty years. When the
piles become bored by the toredo, or eroded by
the action of the chelura, until their diameter is

reduced to one-half, the whole superstructure is

endangered, and immediate repair or removal is

urgent." But tho jurors add, that no kind of
wood has been able to resist the boring of theso
marine animals except the mahogany derived
from the Swan Eiver, wliich is restricted to

Western Australia. The red jam is considered
by the chief harbour-niastcr of Williamstown to
be nc-it in durability. We -would refer our read-
ers for fiirther information upon this topic to the
recently-published catalogue of the Victorian
Exhibition, which contains a tiill description of
he colonial timbers, their uses, and an estimate
tf their value.

Some idea of the extent of the public improve-
nents recently effected in the colony, may be
oltained from the following statistics :—
Ajioimt expended on public works (exclusive of

riilw,iysl during the last nine years £4,211, T53
Dit o on ]>ublic roads and bridges from January
IBl to Deceml>er 1861 6,272,620

-Ajntunt e-xiiended on public works (exclusive of
railways, roads, and bridges) for ten years
cueing Deccmber31, 1860 3,391,?63

Amount expended on public roaxis and bridges
fron January, 1851, to December, 1861 5,212,620

Cost of constructiug the Government lines of
railivay to Geelong, Ballarat, and the river
Murray in all 219 miles 7,828,233

Cost of constructing suburban railways under-
taken by private companies—20| miles 1,154,505

Lines of electric telegraph—1,504 miles 163,000

Railways were first introduced into Victoria in

the year 1853, the first line being a private one,
connecting Melbourne and Hobson's Bay. There
are about 600 miles of roads formed andniotalled,
and 500 miles cleared. They are under the
management of district boards, who have the
power to levy all rates for their constrnction and
repair.

The Melbom-ne pnblic library was opened in
the year 1866, and has met with remarkable
success. Last year the number of books amounted
to 29,120, and the visitors, during eight months,
to 103,549. The budding cost about thirty-six
thousand pounds ; it is 145 ft. in length, 50 ft. in
»vidth, and 50 ft. in height. In connection with
the library there is a musetim of art, containing
an excellent collection of books connected with
art and architecture, sculpture, works of art from
the South Kensington Museum in London, pho-
togi-aphs, statuettes, &c.
The majority of the public buildings recently

erected in Melbourne are in the It.ilian style, and
many of them are of high architectural merit.
There are several banks worthy of notice. The
Bank of Victoria in Collins-street has been based
on Venetian models, the lower story reminding
us of the Conaro Palace on the Grand Canal, and
the upper portion of Sansovino's Library of St.
Mark. Mr. Alfi-ed L. Smith was, we believe, the
architect, and the cost is estimated at £25,000.
The Bank of New South Wales, in tho same
Street, ia in two orders—Ionic and Corinthian,

with an arcadod centre, and massive wings. It

was designed by Mr Eeod. This bank has nume-
rous branches in the other coUiiiies, and its busi-

ness is very extensive. The Bfink of Australasia

shows a curious feature in the ijilastcrs being
carried on corbels. The London Chartered Bank
in Melbourne is a fine building, erected by Mr.
Leonaril Terry, of that city. The Liverpool and
Loudon Insurtinco Company, in Klizabetli-street,

is a I'allaiUan building, with rnsticatetl arches on
the groimd llooi', peibmcnt ami balconies on tho

tii'st floor, ami stjuaro architraves above. It has

ipioins at the angles, and is sui-mountetl by a deep
consoled cornice. Tho Proviilent Institute, in

Qucen's-street, is very similar in style. The Port
Philip Club House, in Flanders-strcet, is worthy of

passing notice as having open loggie like those of
j

Italian villas, on tho first and second floor. The
Chinese Court of Eefereuce, in Little Bourke-
street, Melbourne, is a boautiftd httle columnar
building in two stories. The Exchange, in the

same town, is a very handsome building, and is

occupied as a central station of the electric tele-

gi'aph. A submarine cable is hero employed to

comiect Victoria with the island of Tasmania.
The Templo Court is an extensive pile of build-

ings, comprisiug a double range of offices, con-

nected vntb Chaucery-lano in the rear. These
offices are cHefly occupied by numbers of the

legal profession. Tho Benevolent Asylum is a
fine Gothic structm'e, and was built at a cost of

£22,000.
Of places of worship there are, including tem-

porary structures, no fewer than nine hmidred,
and new chmxhes and chapels are at the present

time in course of erection. Among the latter the

Wcsleyan chapel deserves notice, as an excellent

mediaival edifice. Mr. Reed, who produced the

designs for tho Public Library at Melbom'ne, was
the architect. Some hundred and fifty miles from
this city, in Hamilton, another Wesleyan chapel
in the Early English style is being erected, under
the superintendence of Messrs. Crouch and Wil-

son. The Chm'ch of England Grammar School

at Melbom-ne is a very eoUegiate-looking edifice
;

its site was given by Government. Tho school

was designed by Messrs. Webb and Taylor, at a
cost of £20,000. In the Melboiu-ne Cemetery
there are several excellent Gothic tombs, one of

which is curious as being almost a re-production

of the Westminster memorial in the Broad Sanc-
tuary, London, but instead of being a marble
column it is regular and fluted, and a cross oc-

cupies, at tile summit, the position of the figm'e

of St. George and the Dragon. In another part

of the cemetery is a pyramidal block, with but-

tresses, gables, crochets, and finials, crowned by
a large cross.

In Geeloug there are several Gotliio buildings.

Trinity Church is in the Early English style, and
is built with hammer-dressed masonry. The
Presbyterian Chui-ch is an ordinary Gothic build-

ing, with a tower and spire at the south-west

angle. The Savings' Bank, at Geelong, is another
buikUng based on Sansanvino's style, similar to

the Victorian Bank, which we have already men-
tioned. There are several villa residences in

Geelong of a very attractive character. Captain
Ball's suburban retreat is just such a dwelHng as

wo might have expected to find on the slopes of

the Surrey hills, and Mr. Gutlu-ie's little bow-
ivindowed villa is like a thousand more to be
seen in the neighbum-hood of Loudon.
To the English eye there is something very

mean and paltry in tire shops of Austraha. Every-
where you go, from a jeweUer's to a costermon-
ger's repository, yom' attention is drawn to the

largely-painted names of the proprietors over
the front of the shops, which are sometimes re-

peated twice, one over the other. Nothing looks
more oftensive, but nothing is more common in

tho Australian colonies. A " BtiU Hotel" has
the singular attraction of a huge black bellowing
bull on the parapet of the tat;ade. Nearly all

the shops in Melbourne and Geelong are of the
same semi-American character—none of them
picturesque—some ofl^.-nsively ugly. A few of
the stores, however, have merit in them; those
in William-street and Ebzabeth-street, and es-

pecially that of Raleigh, Danghsh, White and
Company, in the former street, are worthy of

notice. They are of rough masonry, and remind
us strongly ofthe Old Palaces of Florence.
At present, the sanit .ry condition of Melbomme

is in a very unsatisfactory state. In several

pai'ts of the town tho dissolved fijth in wet
weather soaks through the buildings and yards.
Much of this is justly attributed to the careless-

ness of the owners of the property, who, though
wealthy, seem, to a, certain extent, iudiffereut to

the accumulations of filth in their drai s and
outbuildings. The attention of tho Gover meut
has recently been called to the matter, and there
is little doubt but that some steps will bo taken
to remedy tho evil.

Melbourne has been provided with water-
works at a cost of about £820,000. Though the
population of Melboiu'ne is only 123,00(>, the
sup])ly, which is at tho rate of 100 gallons per
head ))or day, is estimated to bo sufficient for

200,000 persons. This ahords a striking contrast
to llie quantities supplied in England to tho in-

habitants of om' principal and more thickly
populated towns. London ia only at the rate of
20 gaUona per head ; Nottingham is 40 ; while
Wolverhampton and Liverpool havo only 11
gallons per head daily. The consequence is that
the supply of water in Melboiu'ne is more than
sulUoient for tho wants of the iidiabitants, and
will continue to be so for years to come.

That Australia is progressing rapitUy, and that

the colonial governments have entered into pub-
lic and important improvements with great
spirit, no one who reads the Australian papers
can deny ; and it is equally as evident that their

great enteiiirisos have hitherto been great suc-

cesses. England has always watched ever
Australia with peculiar and maternal interest,

and at the present time, when her colony has so
liberally expressed, in a first instalment of bene-
ficence of upwards of £10,000, imd a second,
just arrived, of another £10,000, her sympathy
with the distressed operativtis of Lancasliire, it

may not be deemed an inopporttmo moment to

have briefly sketched a rough account of her
progress.

LEICESTER AUCHITECTURAL AND
ARCILiEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

On Monday week the usual bi-monthly meet-
ing of the Leicester Architectural and Archae-
ological Society was held in the Town Library,
Guildhall, Leicester.
The Rev. Robert Burnaby, M.A., was in the

chair.

After some pro forma business had been trans-
acted,

Mr. James Thomson read a short paper upon
Latimer's House at Thurcaston. He said there
were two houses, each of wliich was said to be
" Latimer's House." One of these tvas near the
church ; the other up tho town street, north of
the chm-ch. Mr. Thomson said that the former
was the old -Manor House, built (as tho in-

scription on the front showed) by Nicholas
Grosvenor, who was the Lord of the Manor in
the reign of Elizabeth, and whose ancestors
before him were lords of the manor. Latimer's
father was a yeoman, or substantial farmer, who
had no land of his own. He kept six labour-
ing men, had a hmidred .sheep, and kept
thirty cows, which his wife and her maids
milked. Yeoman Latimer, therefore, did not
Uve in the house of Squire Grosvenor (whose
tenant he was in all probability), but in his own
comfortable strongly-built farm house in the
street, behind which lay the fields and meadows
where he and his men daily toiled. Mr. Thom-
son exhibitcti, in illustration of liis paper, two
beantiiully-finisbed water-colom- drawings—one
of the old house in which Latimer was born, and
the other of tho ancient and interesting bridge
in the rear of it—tho production of Mr. Dud-
geon's pencil, and which are intended to bo
forwarded to the forthcoming exhibition in the
town museum.

Several architectural specimens were exhibited

to the company, which were generally accompa-
nied with short descriptions, after which the
Rev. J. H. HiU read the following paper on

AiEXTON Chukcii, Leicesteksuike.

This chm-ch is interesting chiefly from the

various changes it has undergone at diflerent

periods.

It is described in the old terrier of glebe

lands, &c., dated 163S, as ' consisting ofone aUie

or ile, and the steeple haWng four small bells,'

and as such it continued until the commencement
of the restoration now in progress. But it bore
traces of hax-ing been a much larger church,
with north and south aisles. The arcades of

tihese aisles remained with their arches filled up
and plain square-headed windows inserted.

Tho north side of the nave is the oldest part

of the chiu'ch, its two Norman arches being fine

specimens of twelfth-century work. These arches

are richly carved, and of different pattern. The
one is zigzap-jarf" ti!(>fWj?r enriched lozenge,with
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scolloped labels. The cenh-al pillar is ronnd,

with tlit> usual bold square abacus. The two re-

sponds are of the same character, excepting that

the face of the capital of the westernmost is cu-

riously ornamented with circular work. These

arches were at one time frescoed. The two re-

sponds seem to indicate that the original aisle

consisted of only two bays, but it was aftenvards

lengthened, as ' another semi-circular arch of

plainer work can be traced on the outside, and a

small portion of it also on the inside close to the

tower.
The chancel arch was taken down the begin,

ning of the present century, but the half pillars

that supported it were left. These are round,

with capitals plainly foliated, and square abaci,

having their corners chamfered or cut off. The
mortised holes in the pillars show that at one time

here was a rood screen.

The south arcade of the nare consisted of

three bays, with pointed arches and octagonal

pillars. The mouldings, &c., indicate that this

aiale was of the Decorated style, but of rather

poor character. The respond at the east end is

weak, and the work throughout rather rough.

Several portions of square-headed windows have

been found during the present restoration built

up in the walls ; these, in all probability,

originally belonged to the south aisle.

The chancel, like the body of the church,

has undergone some changes, as it bears traces

of having been lengthened somo years after the

portion nearest the nave was built, the south

wall not being in a sh-aight line, and the side

windows of diSerent dates. These windows con-

sist of two hghts. Of the earlier ones, that on

the south side has geometrical tracerj-, the other

is plain lancet-shaped. On the north side there

is also a small one-light leper's window with

cusps, corresponding exactly in shape ivith the

piscina within the altar space and on the south

side. These may all be considered as Early

Decorated, and probably are of the same date.

There is no doubt that this chancel was sub-

sequently lengthened, and the piscina was

then removed to its present position. The
latter windows are square-headed, and that

on the south side has poor debased tracei-y.

The east window of this period was probably

removed, and the unsightly churchwarden's win-

dow inserted, when the monuments on each side,

bearing date 1726 and 1762, were erected. There

is one peculiar feature about the chancel arch not

yet mentioned, viz., that the shaft of the southern

respond stands back about a foot from the place

it should occupy on the base. The question is

—

was it originally left so, or was it moved at some
subsequent time ?

The porch on the south side was probably

bviilt at the time when the aisles were removed

and the arches filled in. It had this inscription

over the doorway

—

' Edward Andrews, the foun-

der hereof. Ao. Dmn. 159-1. E.E. 36. Deo
gracias.' It was built out of the materials of the

original porch, as the shafts of the doorway arch

were of Decorated character, corresponding to the

aisle. Instead of the arch a tiattish stone was
placed upon them. The gable was ornamented
with two grotesque and rudely-carved figures of

animals, much older than the Elizabethan finial

set up between them.
The doorway into the chm-ch was circular-

headed, but without any ornament, and most
likely was a portion of the Norman doorway of

the north aisle.

The tower was built within the nave and upon
three arches, all of which were filled up about
fifty years ago to support the tower, which, was
deemed unsafe. The side arches seem to indicate

that it was built while the aisles were standing

on the south side, but in the masonry that filled

up the last bay of the arcade is a square-headed
window, now blocked up. It w-as most hkely

inserted to admit light into the belfry after the

removal of the aisle.

The dates of the various parts of the church
are probably as follows :—The Norman arches on

the north side and the chancel arch about 1160

(Henry II.) ; the western portion of the chancel

the end of the 13ih century, the period of transi-

tion from Early English to Decorated (Edward I.);

the south aisle the middle, of the 1-lth centmy
(Edward III.) ; the tower and eastern portion of

the chancel about 1500 (Henry YII.) ; both aisles

removed and porch built 1594 (36th of Eliza-

beth).

The church is now being restored to some-
thing of its original character. The Norman
arches were cleared out this spi-ing, but were
foond to hang so much to the north that it was

deemed necessary to rebuild them. They were
very careftUly taken do-^vn, and replaced

exactly as they were before. The new aisle is

of a 'Transitional character, the side windows
having two lights mth a broad muUiou between
them, in front of which is a cylindrical shaft

supporting the arch. The one at the east end is

a pointed Transition window with broad mullion,

and the head pierced with a trefoil.

The south aisle also is being restored. The
arches have been taken down, but will be re-

built exactly as they were before. The pillars

are firm and straight, and only require the capi-

tal of one of them repairing.

As this portion of the church is not required

for seats, the population of the village being

small, and there being plenty of room in the nave
and north aisle, it will be used as a baptistry,

the font being placed in the eastern half of it,

the western half being used as an atrium or

porch.

The chancel arch is to be restored, and a
new three-light east window to be put in. The
chancel walls which had been raised, probably
when the old flat roof was put on, have been
lowered, and there is to be a high-pitched roof

of stained pine. The seats will be of oak, and
the pavement of red and black tiles. Three
pieces ofstained glasswindows ofthe 14th century,

taken out of the church before commencing the

restoration, are in the safe keeping of the Eev.
Mr. Norris, the curate of the parish. Two of

them consist of collections of different glass, pro-

bably the remains of windows placed in the

church years gone by ; some of the pieces

are verj^ rich, especially the rubies. The
third piece is a portion of the coat of arms of

the Bakepuiz family, who were formerly
lords and patrons of AUexton, whose chief

seat was (according to Burton) Barton Bakepuiz,
and whose family adhered to the noble house of

Feirers, Earls of Derby, to whose deeds they
appeared often to be witnesses. The Bakepuiz
family adopted (as was commonly the case in

those days) the arms of their suzerain lord. They
bore upon their escutcheon the following :

—

' Gules, two bars argent, three horse-shoes in

chief, or ; the three horse-shoes being the em-
blem cf the house of Ferrers.*

In Burton's time two other escutcheons
adorned the windows of the church: 1. ' Gides
with a mullet sable upon the uppermost bar."

These being the arms of Haklint, who held a se-

parate manor at AUexton (36th ofElizabeth), who
had also a separate manor at HaUaton. 2. The
other coat of arms was ' Gules, three poll-axes,

or; the bearer of these unknown.'

The manor has been held by various fami-

lies, Bakepuiz, Blunt, Andrewes, &c. ; also, by
Henry Lord Cromwell, and Lord Willoughby de
Broke, of nhom it was purchased in 1760. It is

now in the possession of Henry William Lord
Bemers, who is restoring the venerable church
of AUexton in the most approved and admirable
manner, the gi'eater portion of the expense being
borne by the noble lord.

securing a transparent glaze and uniform colotr,

the colour of the body of the ware regulatiig

the latter.

CLIFF'S IMPROVEMENTS IN GLAZING
EARTHENWARE.

It is well known that in the oi'dinary method
of salt-glazing the flame and other products of

combustion from the furnace are introduced

amongst the goods and carry mth them particles

of ferruginous and other fine ash or dust, which
being deposited on the goods impart to the

articles glazed a variously-coloured surface, ac-

cording to the quantities and qualities of the

deposits.

Mr. J. Cliff, of the imperial potteries, Lambeth,
lias obtained a patent for an invention n-hich

consists in using, in lieu of the ordinary kiln

(vith open fires, ovens, furnaces, or chambers, for

glazing goods, an oven or kiln heated by flames

or jets of gas, thus generating heat without de-

position of ash or dust on tlie goods. When
such furnace is sufficiently heated, common salt,

metals, salts, or other glazing materials or agents,

may be apphed directly amongst the goods, or

slabs, or open saggers containing the goods, in

the ordinary manner, namely, in at the furnace

mouths, or by scattering from orifices in the top

or sides of said furnaces ; or, if more convenient,

the gases, fumes, or vapours, may be generated
in separate producers or furnaces, and the result-

ing products conveyed by flues or pipes into the

furnsice and amongst the goods to be glazed,

thus, in the absence of deposits referred to.

WORKS IN PROGRESS IN NORTHAMPTON-
SHIRE.

(From a Co'nrespondent.)

The new schools for the parish of Wapperiam,
near Towcester, were opened on the l/fh ult.

The building, which is placed in goodsituaton on
the top of the hill, above the village, is renark-
ably picturesque in its grouping, though tht plan

is simply a paraUelogram, with the necessary

offices underlean-to roofs at each end. A }orch

in front opens by two doors into the sciool-

room, the end on the right being that devottd to

the boys' school, that to the left for the girls,who
are di^vided from each other by a curtain, wiich
can, at pleasure, be removed, and then the wiole

space made use of for lectures during the ^virter

evenings. An elegant little bell-turret, of woid,

slated, is placed over the centre of the buildiig.

The style is Early Decorated ; the materials he
local bricks, with a few Bath stone di'essin^.

G. G. Scott, Esq., R.A., was the architect, aid

Mr. Wheeler, of Whittlebm-y, the builder.

At Weedon Beck additional works, consisting

of residences for the schoolmaster and mistress,

are being added to the handsome new schools

built lately from the designs of Mr. E. Law,
architect, of Northampton, from whose designs
Horton Church has been lately repaired. At
Kingsthorpe Church, about a mile and a half

from Northampton, a considerable addition and
rebuilding, with re-seating, is being tendered for,

designs for wliich have been prepared by Mr.

Slater. It is to be hoped that he \rill have thj

existing windows in the wall of the south aisle re-

built, as they are perfectly re-usable, and njt

add this to the many destructive and miscalled

restorations, as they are interesting and valuaMo
in gi^ving the history of the church.

At Castle Ashby, the seat of the Marquis of

Northampton, Mr. Gillett, architect, of Leicester,

has now completed in the church a beautifid and
costly monument for one of the family. The same
architect is employed iu making great alterations

and additions to the chm-ch at Pitsford, whi?h
had, in former years, been sadly mutilated.

The iong-talked-of restoration and re-seating oi

Long Bnckbly Church is now proposed to be im-

mediately proceeded with, ti'om designs by G. G.

Scott, Esq., who has nearly completed a most
beautiful chapel at Northampton for the use of

the inmates of the Lunatic Asylum.
An additional feature of architectural interest

to the many in Northampton has been begun,

fi-om Mr. Pngin's design—-a large chapel on the

Kingsthorpe-road, for the Roman Catholics, in

the place of the present one. Mr. John Watkin,
of George' s-street, who has been building the new
To-svn HaU, under Mr. Godwin, of Bristol, is the

btulder employed.
Lastly, we must mention some important im-

provements which have been made in the dwel-

lings of the labouring classes at Ne^wnham, near

Daveutry (where, by the way, there is a curious

church tower and spire, carried by arches, form-

ing a grand open porch to the chiu'ch). E. T.

Thornton, Esq., of Brockliall, has, vrith thought-

fid soUcitude for the neighbouring poor, lately

erected some simple, but well-built labom-ers'

cottages, in which the health and comfort of the

future occupants have been carefully studied.

An association has been formed by the horse pro-

prietors in Scotland to promote a movement for the

entire abolition of toUs and pontages over Scotland,

and instead thereof, to raise money for the making,

maintenance, and management of roads and bridges

by an assessment upon property, payable partly by

the landlord and partly by the occupant.
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NOETHAMPTONSTIIRE AUCniTECTUBAL
SOCIETY.

Tho annual meeting ol" this llmiri.slunK society

wns hold on the 2n<l inst., at. the Luetuve-hall of

tho Rclifrious and Useful Knowlcdfi-n Society,

Gold-stroet, Norlhampton. Tlio meeting com-

meneed at two o'clock, when the llif,'li Shoriffof

tile connly (W'ni. Smj'tli, Esij.) look the chair.

The first business was to call upon the secretary

to read tho annua! report. The Rev. Canon
James, who, our readers mil remember, read an
admirable paper on " Labourers' Cottages, and
their Rearing upon Arehitocturc," last Juno at the

South Kensington Museum, then read au in-

etrnctivo paper, from which wo give tlio following

extracts :

—

Works in the County.

Upon tho designs submitted to tho Society for

approv.al during tho past year, the report stated,

that those of Sutton Bassott, by Mr. fioddard,

)iad l>een efficiently completed, and a most in-

teresting Norman chapel had been preserved,

when on the reiy edge of destruction. The en-

largement and re-arrangcment of Kingsthorpo
church is being judicioiisly carried out by Mr.
Slater, and it is hoped that, through tho repre-

sentation made bj' our committee, souio doomed
windows of Early date may be retained. By the

same architect, plans for the rcttoratiou of tho

chancel of Bnhvick chiu'ch were approved—au
earnest, we may trust, ofyet further improvements
in the rest of the church. Mr. Slater also submitted

a design for a new roof to Ringstcad church, and
favoured our committee with a .sight of his

dramngs for the proposed cathedral at Honolidu,

admirably adapted for a hot climate ; and also

his plan for the careful preservation of the Saxon
remains in the church of Deerhui'st. Mr. Gil-

lett, of Leicester, forwarded jilans for the re-

arrangement ofthe east end ofRaunds church, and
very complete designs for the restoration and en-

largement of Pitsford and Scaldwell churches,
and for the re-seating of Mowsley church. The
committee had pleasure in approving several de-

sigus sent in by Mr. Law, among them one for

the addition of a new aisle, and the re-building

of tho chancel, of Hortou church, and a plan for

he re-seating of the curious old church of Wy-
mington, for which, owing to some remarkable
pecnlianties in the original arrangement, a sub-
committee has been appointed to meet the archi-

tect on the spot. Plans for St. James' schools,

Northampton, for Billings' boys' schools, at Wee-
don, and for re-fronting Becket's and Sargeant's
schools, in this town, were submitted by the same
architect.

Mr. Scott is bringing to completion the veiy
chaste design for the chapelofthe lunatic asyhun,
wliich, when finished, will be one of the chief
ornaments of the toAvn. He has just completed
new schools at Wappeuham, and is re-seating tho
church of Long Bnckby.

Mr. Bowring has exliibited plans for the alter-

ation of Sibbertoft chiu'ch, and has furnished
several good designs for agricultural cottages. A
sub-committee, at the request of the incumbents,
have visited the chm-ches of Everdou and Pattis-

hall, and other sub-committees have been ap-
pointed for those of Woodford, Middleton Che-
ney, and Polcbrooke, with reference to their pro-
posed improvements.
Uppingham church has been opened under

most happy augury, as also the remarkable
chiu-ch of Ketton ; and there is every hope that
the fine chm-ch of Higham Ferrers, so long
finished, though still unused, will be immethatcly
prepared for the resumption of Di'\'ine service,

though, in the first instance, with temporaiy fit-

tings. The design for the new chapel of Upping-
ham school, by Mr. Street, is well worthy of the
high name he has achieved for himself in media3-
val architcctm-e.

Mr. Scott's plans for the Ti-aining College, at

Peterborough, have receivetl the most laborious
attention of the sub-committee, and the repeated
re\nsion of the architect, and have been reduced
to the most econonrical scale of which so large a
building is capable, without any loss of architec-

tural character. Indeed, the severe simplicity of
the elevation, wliich at once bespeaks the practi-
cal character of the institution, so commends
itself that, even in an architectural point ofview,
it will be a great loss, shoidd the district for

whose use it is intended not come forward libe-

rally to furnish the necessary funds for its erection.
The original design for the new church at

Clapton, which was to replace one of tho finest

specimens of any Geometrical Gothic in tho
county, iu its earliest form rejected altogether

tho ro-iiso of tlio old Docorativo materials, but,

through tho representations of our society, a pro-

mise iiaa been given that every available feature

of tho old church shall bo worked up again in

tho new. Those who, like myself, saw the

splentlid windows and arches of the old church
laid out on tho green sward, in more than their

pristine beauty, their outlines roimded, and their

colour toued by the soft grey lichens of five cen-

turies, can hardly reconcile themselves to the

belief in the necessity of so thorough a demoli-

tion as has been accomplished. When we con-
demn tlio well-abused eighteenth century for

the destruction and deportation of Rushton and
Overstone, we hardly expect to seo a .similar

stoiy enacted in the proud light of the nineteenth

century, under the sanction of official authority.

The re-building of Syivell church, unfortu-

nately without the aid of aji architect, has been
carried out in a more conservative spirit, though,

it may be feared, with the loss of some time-

honoured features.

Committee for Local ANXitimTiES.

The most important stop taken this year for

the advancement and extension of tho interests

and operations of the association has been the ap-

pointment of a local committee of gentlemen
who, living chiefly in the to\\Ti of Northampton,
and holding evening meetings once a month,
have taken under their special cognizance tho

description and preservation of antiquities of

the immediate neighbourhood, and carried the

work of the society into a field which we have
always been most anxious to cultivate, but

which, till the appointment of this committee,
we have been unable to approach. This move-
ment has resulted in the accession of many
new members fl-om the to^vn itself, and has led

to many most valuable memoirs and discussions.

It only requires to be better known to gather to

itself archa:ologists and learners iu every depart-

ment, and to form the centre of an art union
between town and country, which I hope may
find a still further practical development in the

museum, which, under tho " Pubhc Library and
Museum Act," has been liberally adopted by this

town, and for the location of which the New
Town Hall, now in the course of building, has
made provision.

After a few remarks upon the want of funds
for the entire restoration of St. Sepulchre's
church, the rev. gentlemen entered into tho fol-

lowiug criticism of the

Architectuke op the International
Exhibition :—

He said ;—-An architectm-al report for the year
1SG2, which professes to be discursive, can
hardly omit some reference to the Great Inter-

national Exhibition. The building itself has cer-

tainly not been a happy iUustivation of English
architectural art; nor, even if iron and glass

are to be henceforth the popular materials which
the architect will be called npon to employ, can
this be called a successful adaptation of them. It

is a decided fiilling oflT fi'om the constructive
success of the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, ,aiid

its main defect is iu tho feature to which
it looked for its greatest triumph. It has
proved tho utter absurdity, both for eflbct

and convenience, of a dome of glass. Even had
the domes been raised on the drum, or upright
circular base, on which every dome should rest,

yet the material of glass is as inefficient to give
a pleasing external outhne against tho sky, as it

is, doniically used, iU-fittod to give an agreeable
light within. The fact of the necessity of sus-

pending a veil in the western dome to make the
glare and heat supportable, is sufficient proof of
its inconvenience in this latter respect. The
failure of a glass dome, years ago, in tho stables

of the Pavillion at Brighton, ought to have pre-
vented this unfortunate experiment. We must
only be tMinkftd that we were spared the still

larger central dome with which we were once
threatened j and we shall be surprised if, after

witnessing our mistake, the French persist in

carrying out this featm-e in the Permanent
Exhibition Building which is already rising at

Paris. The ej'e raised up to the concave siu-face

of a dome, seeks the repose wliich opacity and
solidity aloue can give ; and to be met with a
glaring stream of light in place of this repose is

most repelling and painiiil. It is the only place
and occasion, perhaps, in which we should not
wish the sun to shine. It seems to me that there
is needed a strong expression fi'om all lovers of
art in Great Britain against the perseverance in

tho perpetration of such architecture as South

Kensington delights in. This indescribable com-
liosition, whoso boast it is that it dispenses aliko

with architect and style, is gradu:illy cRlablishing

itself over the whole area obtained by the Coin-

niissioners with tho profits of the Exhibition of

ISr.l. Tho Horticultural Gardens have, to my
mind, been pitcously sacrificed to it ; and there is

now growing up in tho centre of the South Ken-
sington Museum a permanent erection which,

though certainly well adapted to set off tho

splenditl treasures of the Art-upon-Loan Exhibi-

tion, yet holds them in no other fashion than tho

jewel is held in the toad's head. The old corru-

gated iron Brompton boilers all could put up with.

Theywere so avowedly temporarythat one rcj oiced

that their ugliness eventually enforced something
better, and that their cheapness offered no bar to

their speedy destruction ; but when iiermanent

buildings are being erected to hold the art trea-

siu-es of tho kingdom, we may well expect that

some areliitect of note should be called in to savo

us from such fearful inflictions as are exhibited

in the strange construction and anomalous orna-

mental details of the new buildings. Even
humble provincial societies like our own may do

some good by an expression of their opinion, be-

cause they are thoroughly free fi'om that profes-

sional jealousy which is alleged bj' the advocates

of this new sfyle as the motive of the opposition

which has been raised against it.

"Altogether, architecture has receivedpoor re-

cognition ft'oni the Exhibition Commissioners.

It had some difficulty in gaining any position

there ; and as far as foreign architecture is con-

cerned, it can hardly be said to be represented at

all. But the English department shows unmis-

takcably that whatever life and progress there is

in British arcliitecture, it is wholly iu the line of

Gothic development.
" I cannot but consider the Majolica fomitain a

great mistake ; not but that there is much merit

in its design and proportions, but it errs in the

use of the material employed. It seems as great

a deflexion of good taste in one extreme to apply

pottery to such large and permanent structure,

as to me it has always seemed in the other

extreme to apply minute and exquisite niiniaturo

pauiting, as in Sevres porcelain, to so brittle and
insignificant a ware. China has been most
felicitously ornamented and employed by that

people who fii-st manufactured it, and from

whence it derived its name. The French bronzo

fountains in the Horticultural Gardens were

much more fitted for their pm-pose, as well as

more elegant in form, and are at least proof

against the stone-pelting of mischievous boys."

Architectural Art Specimens.

Mr. Blaskfield's terra cotta productions are

the most direct contributions to architectural art

which this neighbourhood sends to the Exhibi-

tion. Our architect seems hardly aware of

the excellence which he has achieved at his

works at Stamford. I can conceive nothing

better for the ornamentation of brick buildings

than bands or cornices of terra cotta, such as ho
produces. He is ready to adopt any good pat-

tern ; and I -think it may not be long before we
seo his manufacture employed at least in om-

school biuldiiigs and houses. The Rev. B.

Baker, one of our members, exhibits in the

Mediajval Court an admirable specimen of carv-

ing in an eagle lectern, which has attracted much
attention, and wliich I hope he may some day

bring to one of our pubUe meetings. An excellent

sample of wall decoration is sho^vn in the samo
court by Mr. C. J. Lea, of Lutterworth, who has

often furnished contributions of his handiwork to

our local exhibitions in the form of stencilled

diapers, wall decorations, &c. His production

in the Media-val Court is of a more ambitious

character, being a figured subject, fi-om tho

legend of St. Alban, for the decoration of the

walls of a church in the north, dedicated under

the name of this proto-martyr of Britain. The
figui'es are enclosed in a compartment, and

broad bands of diapered ornament run above

and below.
Tho colom-ing is remarkably chaste and sober,

and far more suited to the decoration of chm-ches

than tho raw, com-so colouring which has
been too commonly adopted in ecclesiastical

buildings, in deference to the .supposed practice

of the middle ages. It seems to me that the

English eye has never appreciated colour ui art,

except as used in natm'al substances, as in tho

working-uii vari-coloured stones in buildings,

in which the mediasvaUsts of this country cer-

tainly excelled; bntif theirpainted wood screens,

and I'oofs, and tombs are to Ijo considered as
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fairly representing their taste in colour, I know
of I'ittle more barbarous or less worthy of our

copying in modern works.

We are feeling our way to a better system of

colouring, but the progress is likely to be slow.

With much to admire in the Heretbrd screen in

the crucifixion, I cannot think thatitsi^ainting is un.

successful. Probably our gi'ey skies and the cold

tints, as a rule, of our wild indigenous flowers,

have unfitted us for the natural harmonious use

of bright colours, and we may, eventually, gain

groimd in this respect, by the presence and con-

templation of the gay exotics which are now
the staple of our pleasure-gardens. It is certain

that it is by trial by experiment and not by
theory that we shall make progress ; and we can
hardly expect in this generation to get beyond
the stage of perceiving and acknowledging our
failures.

Labourers' Cottages.

There is one subject of our studies on the im-
portance of which we shall all agree, and will

agree also, I would fain hope, on the practical

results at which our committee has unanimously
arrived. The subject is that of labourers' cot-

tages, and the result is the plan which, after

many long and repeated discussions, the com-
mittee have agreed to lay before you as the best
model for a married labourer's dwelling for the
midland counties. The matter is too large to

enter fully into now, but the plans ^^^ll speak for

themselves to those who have bestowed any at-

tention on the subject. They are drawn up for

us by Mr. Pedley, of Southampton-buildings, and
have obtahied the approbation, not only of your
committee, but of all tho most practical cottage
builders to whom they have been submitted.
Indeed, the general gi-ound plan is ao complete
that I can hardly understand any advantageous
departui'e from it. The plan is intended for a
pair of agricultural labourers' cottages, and there-
fore, of course, not adapted to towns ; nor do we
wish to see tho identical building repeated every-
where over the country; but if it shall set before
the landed proprietors of this archdeaconry
a general model for their guidance, and shall have
stimulated them to take a greater interest in this

most essential element of the comfort, happiness
and morals of their dependants, your committee
will not regret the labour they have bestowed in

perfecting this design.

The Rev. Lord Alw-j-no Compton moved the
adoption of the report in an excellent speech, in
which he referred to Mr. James' criticism upon
the International Exhibition. The noble lord
said he would break a lance with him (Mr.
James), and object to his remarks with reference
to his use of china lor internal decorations, and
he did not think its brittleness should be any
obstacle to its use for fountains in gardens. In
private gardens, gentlemen did not expect that
foimtaius or ornaments would be broken, and the
great advantage of its use for external decora-
tion was the permanency of colour. Coloured
stone turned black, but, if well arranged, china
could be cleaned with a squib and water. With
the use of that material, then, he did not see
why in this coimtry they cotdd not have colours
similar to those used by Italian artists. That
which was put upon them, and lasted only for a
time, might be accomplished permanently b}-

the use of china. The brittleness of the ma-
terial, then, was no obstacle, in his opinion,
to painting on china, as some of the finest
paintings were on a still more brittle material.
His lordship then proposed the following resolu-
tion :

—
" That this meeting, understanding that

the works at St. Sepvdchre's Church are now at a
Btand-still for want of fmids, notwithstanding tho
most liberal contribution of £C00 from Madame
Lmd-Goldschmidt, and of£100 from an aitony-
mous donor, strongly recommends the members
of the society to use their utmost endeavours to
assist in raising such a sum as shall allow the
church to bo opened without further delay for
divine service." (Applause.)
The motion was seconded, after which, Samuel

Sharpe, Esq., of Dallington Hall, read an in--
teresting paper on the " Eoman llemains lately
discovered at Dallington."

Mr. E. F. Law, architect, read an invaluable
paper on "The Queen's Cross," for which we
have no space this week.
Mr James called the attention of the meeting

to a number of wasses formerly in the possession
of the late Mr. George Baker, and supposed to
have Ireen taken from some Northamptonshire
churches. If they could bo identified as belong-
ing to any church, the society would be happy

to give them up, as the churches to which they
belonged were imdoubtedly the most proper
place for their conservation.
A vote of thanks to the High Sheriff concluded

the afternoon meeting.

The Evening Meeting
Commenced at seven o'clock, when the Rev.

Lord Alwyne Compton presided.
The Rev. H. L. Elliott read a paper of con-

siderable local interest on the parish registers of

the town and neighbourhood of Northampton.
The Rev. G. A. Poole was to have read a paper

on "Painted Glass," but that gentleman being
unwell, the paper was pxit into the shape of a
letter, and read by Mr. James.
A few remarks were made by the Rev. R.

Burdett and the chairman, upon the condition
of churchyards, which both speakers complained
of as being generally in an unsatisfactory state.

The chairman said in foreign cotmtries the chiu-ch-

yards formed a strong contrast to those in this

country, especially in Germany, where they were
beautiftilly kept.

A vote of thanks was given to the chairman,
and tho meeting dispersed.

BICESTER CHURCH, OXFORDSHIRE.
The works for the restoration of this church,
which we have already briefly noticed, are now
progressing, and are as follows :

—

The present old seating to be removed, and
the old flooring taken up. 'I'he whole of the space
beneath the proposed new flooring is to be exca-
vated and filled in with concrete. The new seat-

ing is to be of pitch pine, varnished.
The old unsightly galleries to be removed,

the sittings thus lost being more than replaced
by taking in tho chancel aisle, used as a Sunday
school and vestry, the arches hitherto blocked
up being reopened ; and the new vestry is to bo
formed at the east end of tho chancel aisle by
partitioning a portion of it OB"with a panelled oak
screen, the present old screen between it and
north transept to be restored to its pristine con-
dition as far as possible.

A new metal screen is to be placed in the re-

opened arch between chancel and its aisle. Tho
new stalls and desks in chancel and altar table to
be of oak.

The windows in east and south sides of the
chancel, and two windows in chancel aisle, toge-
ther with jambs to chancel doorwaj*, are to be
new. The windows in south aisle and transept
are to have new tracery inserted in the old \\'iu-

cJ.ows, and tho clerestory windows on the north
side to have new heads, similar to those existing
on tho south side.

Tho tower pimiacles, which are in a very bad
state, to bo taken down and rebuilt, the original

design being carried out in its integrity, and the
old stonework re-used as far as possible. The
copings and parapets arc to be thoroughly re-

stored, and iu many places will be new. A new
cross is to be put on the east gable. There will
also be new capitals to the nave columns where
the same have been injm-ed or destroyed by cut-
ting them away to insert the woodwork ofthe old
galleries.

The walling, where found unsound or de-
fective, will be taken down and rebuilt.

The ceiling of the chancel roof to be re-

moved, so as to show the timbers which are to
be repaired, cleaned, and oiled, and plastered
between the rafters. A new stone cornice and
wall-plates inside and outside to be added. The
slates to be stripped off, and the roof re-slated
with new fi"om the Bangor quarries.

All the other roofs are to bo stripped of the
lead and re-laid with new 7 lb. lead on new
boarding covered with gilt. The timbers of
these roofs where defective to be made good
with oak. The doors throughout the church are
to bo new. ^
By the removal of the western gallery and

ringers' floor, the fine tower arch will be re-
opened. The passages throughout are to be
paved with Miuton's plain tiles, laid to patterns.
The chancel pavements will be of a more ex-
pensive character.

Drains to be formed all roimd tho church,
and genei-ally the whole of the ditferent portions
of the church are to be restored where re-
quisite.

The church is to be heated with hot air, and
the apparatus will be supplied and fixed by
Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge; the chamber
will be constructed beneath the north aisle.

The gas fittings and all ornamental metal

work, such as door hinges, weather-cock, &c.,

will be made by Mr. Leaver, of Maidenhead-
grove, from the architect's designs.

The organ, whether the old or a new one
(not yet decided), wiU bo placed iu the south
transept. The new pulpit will be of stone, lined

with oak.

All the plaster and rough-cast to be removed
from the walls, which are to be pointed.

Messrs. Fassnidge and Son, of Uxbridge,
are the contractors for the general works, and
Mr. Lewis is the clerk of the works.
Tho whole of tho works, which are to be

completed by the 21st day of December next,

are under tho superintendence and fi-om the
designs of Mr. Charles N. Beazloy, architect, of
London.

NEW JETTY AT DETONPORT DOCKYARD.
An important and rather extensive work has
just been completed at tho Royal Doclcyard,
Devonport. It consists of an addition to what has
been heretofore known at that establishment as the
" Anchor Wharf," the name of which sufficiently

well indicates the purpose to which it was de-
voted. The enoi-mous increase in the strength of
the British steam navy during the last few years
has rendered it a matter of absolute necessity to
increase, commensurately therewith, facilities for

supplj-ing it with coal. It is to this end that tho
new jetty at Devonport has been constructed.
The structure does not extend itself into the har-
bour at right angles from the face of tho anchor
wharf, as its name might seem to imply, but runs
parallel with that erection. The jetty is 350 ft.

long and 10 ft. wide. A row of cast iron piles,

each of which is 3(5 fl. in length, and weighs 3i

tons, forms the outer line of the jetty, and gives
great stabiUty to it. As the bed of the harbour
is composed of tolerably hard hmestono rock,

the pitching and driving of tho piles has been
attended with considerable mechanical difficulty

and much labour. Now that thej' are all in their ^
places, however, they may be deemed immov-
able, and almost imperishable, and this fact

compensates, to some extent, for the exertions
used in implanting them.

The heads of the iron piles stand about 10 feet

above low water mark, and are fitted with
sockets for the reception oftimber upiights for the

support of the sn})e)'structure. These sockets

are each 2 ft. in. in depth, and 2 ft. 4 in. by
1 ft. 2 iu. in width, whilst the double timber up-

rights resting in them are each 15 ft. in lengtl],

and iron-capped, for the reception ofcross girders,

which !ire also of cast-iron. The length of the

girders is 21 ft. each, and the weight 2 tons

Their inner cuds rest upon an intermediate row
of piles, similar to those described,whilst another

series of girders connects the whole to theface of

the old wharf. On the tops of tho girders are

placed joists, 14 in. by 7 in., and spiked down to

these is a flooring of oak, 41 in. in thickness, and
laid diagonally, tor the purpose of imparting ad-

ditional strength to the erection. The jetty is

formed in bays, or spaces, each 13 ft. from centre

to centre. Diagonaf ii'amings of whole timbers

again connect the piles to the wharf wall, whilst

longitudinal timbers tuiite the piles and braces to

each other. In the front of each bay there ai'o

also wrought-iron t} e rods,which cross each other,

and add yet further strength to the work. Rub-
bing pieces, composed ofwhole timbers, are bolted

to the front of the outer line of piles, so

as to prevent mischief arising from the im-
pact of heavy vessels lying alongside, and
disturbed by the swell. At the average
height of spriug tides there is forty feet of water
at the new coaling jetty, so that the largest steam
ships at present employed by the British govern-

ment may approach it without the slightest

danger of grounding. Seen from the water tho

new jetty, although, as we have shown, of mas-

sive proportions, has a pecuharly gTaceful and

Ught appearance, and it adds indeed a now and
pleasing feature to the outline of the dockyard.

It will, therefore, prove not only usefid but orna-

mentah

The work was designed, and has been con-

structed by Henry Grissell, Esq., of the Regent's

Canal Iron Works, Eagle Wharf-road, London, a

gentleman whose successiul ettbrts in the way of

iron bridge building, and the erection of dock roofs,

hghthouses, piers, &c., &c., have obtained for him
a high reputation. Nine months have sufficed

for the completion of tho jetty, and to Mr. Gideon
Scott., manager at Devonport for Mr. Grissell,

belongs the credit of having personally and
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practically dircctoil tlio whole ul'tho proccodinss

in connexion with it. No acciileiit occuri-oil

during the progress of tlio work, which is des-

tined, wo iniagino, to remain for centuries as a

testimony to the marine engineering skill of Mr.

Grissell and his assistants.

—

MeclMiiics' Magazine.

THE GKEAT MUSEUM AT NAPLES.

A CORRESPONDENT of last wock's Athaumini gives

some liighly interesting details of the improve-

ments which havo recently been made in the

Great Museum at Naples. Ho says :

—

"At the very entrance you run your licad

against the lirst improvement : a gigantic glass

door is being erected, which will ])rotcct the

inner court from the blasts of winter, and save

many a visitor from cough, cold and rheumatism,

and a host of other diseases. The rooms, how-
ever, which contain the treasures of the past,

havo open doors, and receive you with a hospi-

tality which is marvellous. There are no keys—
no creaking, unwilling hinges—no }iu':zo-fialant-

iioiiiifti, waitmg ivith hungry or sulky looks for

their fee ; all is free as air, and tho poorest in the

land may wander from one room to another

without paying a grain. It is an immense relief

to the man of moderate means, and a great

bcnelit to civilization. The visitor saves, at least,

3s. 6d., and the number of all classes wlio fiock to

the Museum must be tripled. » * * Turning
off to the left, and entering the sala of the Tore
Farnesc, we meet with the frescoes, which have

been trii-ned out of their lodgings during repairs,

and which are placed in hue, standing on the

ground. It is called a temporary arrangement;

but, for the pleasure and the benefit of the

visitor, I could hope that it would be permament.
They arc in admirable light, and one walks up
and down before them, as before a screen, with-

out straining the eyes or breaking the neck.

Never before, I feel siu'e, has the beautifiil art of

these frescoes been known ; the form, the colour,

the artistic grouping of these paintings, are ex-

posed to the easy inspection of every one, and
objects which I myself have often passed by with

a rapid and wearied gaze, now arrested my at-

tention and admiration. The arrangement, I un-

derstand, has pleased the directory, and may
possibly be adopted permanently. * * * Close

to the great staircase, on the right, is the room
of the Pompeian bronzes, or rather of bronze

figures. There is little alteration here, except

it be that, in a small recess on the left, the model
of a Pompeii fountain has beeu erected, with the

bronze figures placed round the lips, as they

were found in Pompeii ; but there is added one
of the most beautiful statuettes in the Museum.
It was found in a recent excavation in Pompeii
within the last two months, and is perfect in

beauty of form. It represents Narcissus, is not

more than 2i ft. in height, and is of bronze. A
goat-skin hang shghtly over the left shoulder, the

head is inchned dow-nwards, the left hand rests

on the hip, whilst the right is elevated. The
figure is Ustening to Echo. Ai'ound the head is

a wreath of gi'apes and leaves ; but the profile,

the form and the attitude ai'e worthy of an
Apollo. » * * Half-way up the staircase you
will remember a colossal equestrian statue of

Ferdinand the First, by Cauova, which occupied
an immense niche. Well, the political architects

have discovered that, according to the original

design, this niche was a window ; so Ferdinand
the First has been removed, and the niche will

soon be opened. I doubt, however, whether it

wiU be an improvement, for light is not wanted,
and a statue was an appropriate finish, but any
other than that of a Bourbon might have been
set up. Passing by the Pompeii room, on the

top of the staircase, wliich, with the exception of

continual additions, remains just as it was, we
pause and look in at the " Sala degli oggetti

osceni," where the mosaic floors are being re-

paired or restored with tesseras taken fi'om Pom-
peii. The medal room just opposite, formerly

closed to the public, is now thrown open. The
beautiful and rich objects it contains have been
arranged, and the mosaic floors restored. The
hand of the reformer is, however, more perceptible

in the picture galleries than in any other part.

At present we have only a petit soupcoii of what
is to be done. The two rooms formerly devoted
to the Venetian and Roman schools are being,

not re-decorated, but decorated and almost re-

made. The entrances are lined vrith marbles
;

the pavements are constructed of the same ma-
terials of vai'ious colours ; the walls are covered
witli a liighly-polished composition here called

licta (silk) ; whilst the ceilings are elegantly de-

corated with gold mouldings on a white ground.

The general etfect is extremely light and attract-

ive, and these two rooms are to serve as the

nuidel after which the other galleries are to be

re-constructed ; but time will be necessary, as

the expense is great, and it would not bo fiiir to

embarrass a govenmient which has so many de-

mands on its finances. The mere architectural

improvements of these two rooms only will cost

3,000 ducats."

COTTAGE IMPROVEMENT IN ESSEX.

The Bsscv Standard says :—At tho conferences of

the clergy and laity which were held in Essex
last year, under tho auspices of tho Bishop of

Rocliester, there was a cordial agroemont on a

subject which has been universally conceded
elsewhere by aU philanthropists, viz., that a

powerfiil means towards the amelioration of

the moral habits of the labouring population con-

sists in the improvement of their dwellings, and
that healthy moral homes are the greatest

humanizers and most practical agents of reform.

Believing this, we are glad to insert particulars

of some new cottages just erected by the Rev.
Peter A. L. Wood, the Rector of Copford, in order

to stimulate others to follow his good example.

They havo been built on the site of a very dilapi-

dated building loft by one Allan Mountjoy, in the

year 16U1 to the Rector of Copford and his suc-

cessors, in trust, to apply the rent yearly for the

benefit of poor householders of that parish, being

members of the Church of England. The new
cottages, like the old, are adapted for four fami-

lies, and are built of white bricks, ^vith bands
and arches of red, open timber porches, and as

much external effect as can be produced without

increasing the cost. The two centre cottages

have on the ground floor a living room, contain-

ing 130 square feet, with Nicholson's cottage

range and oven, an ironing board on swing legs

in front of the window, aud a small dresser with

pot board imder; a larder, with two tiers of

shelves ; a scullery, with copper and sink, and a

fuel closet under the stairs ; and on the upper

floor are three sleeping apartments. The two
end cottages are similar, except in having one

bed-room on the ground and two on the upper
floor. AU the rooms have a distinct access from

the porch, and a window opening to the external

air. The sleeping apartments have in addition a

ventilator in the ceiling, and one in each cottage

has a small open fireplace in case of sickness.

There is also at the back, common to tho four

cottages, an oven and shed, rain-water tank and
puuij^, with other conveniences. Tho buildings

were designed and superintended by Mr. Henry
M. Eytou, of London, architect to the Society for

Improving the Condition of tho Labouring

Classes, and the cost has been £460, or f 115

each. The rents 'will realize nearly £21, or 4

J

per cent, on the outlay; thus showing that a con-

venient cottage, with every requisite for a family,

can be built with a moderate return. To any one

actuated by feeliugs of human sympathy for their

poorer neighbours who may desire to see the

cottages, they will be readily shown ; and it is to

be hoped the inspection of them and their con-

trast with the wretched hovels in which thousands

of our labourers have to spend their hvcs will

induce others to go aud do likewise."

SOCIETY OF ARTS CONVERSAZIONE.

The council of the Society of Arts gave another

brilhant conversazione on Wednesday evening, at

the South Kensington Museum. Tho company
was received by Sir Weutworth Dilke, and other

members of the council. The display of red

ribbon in the button holes of many visitors

showed how lai-gely the foreign element was
comprised in the gathering. Mingling with the

principal foreign commissioners and exhibitors

were many well known art-cormoiseurs, and the

various treasures in the spacious buikbng, and
especially the unrivalled loan collection, aft'orded

mnnixed gratification to aU. Little groups were
formed around the most conspicuous cases—such
as tho Henry II. ware, tho ivory carvings, the

jewel cases, the majolica, &c., whilst others sur-

rounded the bands of the 1st Life Guards, under
the direction of Mr. Godfrey, in tho Educational
Museum, and the Coldstream Guards, under Mr.
Waddell, in the large hall. It is needless to

say that the music was faultlessly played. Stern-

dale Bennett's Exhibition Ode was especially

well rendered by the latter baud.

EXTENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS IN
CARLISLE.

The Carlisle Town Council are about to take an
important stop in tho improvement of their town.

For some weeks i)ast the scheme for these works
has been before the public, and, from its magni-
tude, has created considerable discussion and
excitement.

On Tuesday week the report of the committee
was read upon tho Town Hall and Market Im-
provement Scheme, from which we learn that

there have beeu three plans Laid before the com-
mittee—one for a new Town Hall on the site of

the present building, with two new streets, 45

feet wide, running through to Lowther-street,

and the space between the two new streets form-
ing a covered market; another plan exhibited

of one street, 5.5 feet wide, with a larger market

;

aud the third plan proposed the erection of

markets between West Tower-street and the

present Butcher-market, leaving the centre of

the city in its present state. The committee
stated that though the first ]ilan possessed many
desirable features it involved the purchase of more
property than would be required for the carrying

out of the scheme No. 2, and would prevent the

future extension of the market, except at a large

cost. They, therefore, recommended the adop-
tion of the second plan, which had nearly all

the advantages of the first, aud had the

great recommendation of providing a larger

market, and at the same time allowing for future

extensions should they bo required. The com-
mittee add that the new town haU, according to

this plan, would be a handsome stone building,

with its principal front towards English-street.

This building would provide accommodation on
the first and second floors for the tUfferent town
offices, and also a large assembly-room. The
new street .-.ommences opposite the hall and in

hue with Victoria-place. St. Alban's row is

"widened and set back to the same line, as are

also the GuildhaU and adjoining buildings, and
other important improvements are specified.

The covered market would be 240 ft. by 120 ft.

broad, surrounded by a party wall. There would
be three spacious entrances to the market, the

south side of which would be a range of ware-
houses, suited for grain stores, aud communi-
cating with the market by trap doors and stair-

cases. As to the cost and acquisition of the

property, the committee state that the total value

of the property required, including that already

held by the corporation, and deducting £4,000
for the old value of the materials, is £96,150.

The total 'cost would be about £115,000. The
report was ordered to be entered upon the

minutes.
After the above business had been transacted,

a member of the council complained of the in-

eligible site of the new post-office in Lowther-
street, and a committee was appointed to draw
up a remonstrance to the Postmaster-General.

LONDON MAIN DRAINAGE WORKS.

The ordinai-y meeting of the Metropolitan Boar^i

of Works was held on Friday last, at their offices

iu Spring-gardens, Mr. John Thwaites presiding

Mr. Bazalgatte submitted the foLlo%ving monthly-

report of the progress of the Main Drainage-

Works :—
"The main drainage works are progressing

satisfactorily. On the middle-level sewer Messrs.

Brassey and Co. have constructed about 6

miles 5,720 feet of sewers, varying in size from

4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. to 12 ft. by 'j'ft. 6 in., at a pro-

bable cost of £105,000, of which £15,000 has

been done during the past three months.
" On Mr. Fm-uess's contract for the northern

outfall sewer, tho wholf of the concrete embank-

ment, extending from the Rivjv Lea to East Ham
church, a distance cf fom- «Ucs, is now com-

pleted. The sub-structure and foundation for tho

remaining length of sewers frcm East Ham
chm-ch to the River Thames is also com-

pleted. About 9 miles 2,040 feet of double

and treble lines of sewer, 9 ft. by 9 ft., have been,

built, and the earth embankment over the same
is being rapidly pushed forward. The outlet into

the Thames near Barking Creek has beeu CO.*.

menced, and is fast progressing. The iron briag«»

have not progressed with equal rapiditj', owJFg
to some delay with tho parties fm-nishing ll 9
iron-work. The ammmt of work executed is e.lU

mated at £428,140, of which about £78,000 has

been done dm'uig the past two months.
" Mr. Webster has made a vigorous commeno*'

ment on the southern outiall works at CrossDe»»'
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and has brought upon the gi-ound a largo amount

of plant. Abont 30,000 cubic yards of excava-

tion have been executed.

"At the Dcptford pumping station, under

Messrs. Alrd's contract, the engine aud boiler

houses are being slated, the chiiuney-shaft, coal

sheds, sewers, penstock chambers, <tc., are

finished, and the river wall is about three-fourths

completed. Messrs. Slaughter and Co. have got

in the boilers and most of the pumps, the lifting

beams &c. Work to the value of £93,000 has been

done on Messrs. Aird's contract, of which about

£7,000 has been executed since my last monthly
report.
" On the southern high level Messrs. Lee and

Bowles have completed works to the value of

about £181,000. Their work is being carried on

actively at Church-street, Dcptford, Hanover-

street, Rye-lane, and in De Crespigny-road,

Denmark-hill. There is eveiy probabihty of the

contract being completed in the course of the

present year.
" On the southern liigh-level extension Mr.

Pearson has completed about 1 h miles of sewers,

to the value of about £8,500.
" At the Etfra Sewer, Brixton, Mr. Webster

has done about 1,600 feet, to the value of about

£3,200.
" On the low level sewer, Bermondsey branch,

Messrs. Aird have been busy making prepara-

tions for commencing their contract, getting

possession of the land, sinking deep pumps or

wells for the drainage of the works.
"The Southwark new street was opened on

the 28th July last between High-street and the
Southwark Bridge-road, and is now being con-

tinued to Great Guildford-street. About 1,320

feet of subway, and 1,375 feet of sewer, have
been constructed, at a cost of about £22,000,
being £2,000 more than at the date of my last

report.
" The borings for the Thames Embankment

along the foreshore of the river between West-
minster and Blackfriars-bridge will probably be
completed before my next monthly report."

THE NEW TOWER OF ST. lOmTIN'S,
LEICESTER.

Two years ago, the attention of the archaeologists

of Leicester was called to the dilapidated and in-

eecvu'e state of the massive tower of St. Martin's

chm-ch, Leicester. It was soon after determined
by the parish vestry to take down the old, and
erect a new tower. During the com-se of its de-

moUtion many important and interesting disco-

veries were made, which have been already de-

scribed in our columns.
The old tower has been entirely removed, and

the rudely-chiselled stones of its Norman arches
have given place to the delicate mouldings and
carved work of a later period ; but, though no
one will regret the alteration, few can suppress
the lingering wish that the demolition had not
been quite so complete.
The work of rebuilding the tower was entrusted

to Mr. Brandon, of London, under whose care

the gi'eater part of the previous restoration had
been accomplished, but it was decided that only
the tower should be built at present, for want of

funds. The demolition and rebuilding of the
tower were soon accomplished under the careful
superintendence of Mr. W. Lindley, the clerk of
the works, and the chancel was reopened on
Whit-Sunday. The low heavy entrance to the
chancel ha-s given place to an Early English arch,
nearly 40 ft. high, with a clear width between
the pillars of 17 ft., being a gain of upwards of
6 feet over the old entrance. The capitals of
the piers, and bosses of the arches, are richly
carved, aud the mouldings very deeply re-
cessed. By the alterations the trausepta!
arrangements of the church is once more
seen, both internally and externally. The
north transept has been lengthened, and is

lighted by a fine fom'-Ught geometrical window,
the staircase tiu-ret being at the north-eastern
comer, aud an ornamental pinnacle at the north-
western. A cinqiiefoil window is placed in the
gable of the south transept, and is surmoimted by
a handsome floriated cross. The tower itself is

upwards of a htmch-ed feet liigli, and is an orna-
ment both to the church aud to tlie town. The
floor of tho south chapel has been raised, the
lower part of the walls of the church with stained
and varnished deal have been panelled, and
another improvement has been in the filling of
three ofthe clerestory windows with stained glass.
Ihe lect«ru is the design and work of Mr. Bar-

field, of Leicester, aud is in wood. It is carved

out of a piece of old oak, o-.ring to which the

grain and colour of the wood are beautitully

brought out. The design is Early English in

char cter, to harmonize with the new masonry of

the tower, and consists of a clustered column of

fom- members botmd by an anntdet in the centre,

resting npon a base and plinth of the same char-

acter. The capital of the column is elaborately

and dehcately carved with a mass of foliage of

that gracefid character which lends such a charm
to the decorations of the Early EugUsh period.

From the abacus of this column rises the halfof a

sphere—the one dying into the other—upon which
stands, or rather sits, an eagle with outspread
wings supporting the book-board, the under part

of which is covered with diaper work lightly cut,

and the moulding of wliich is the double dog-

tooth very effectively carved. The bird is said

to be bold in design, and whilst it is somewhat
conventional in its ti'eatment. is not so much so

as to be a burlesque upon nature. The stained

windows in the clerestoi*y have been given. Four
gas standards, of mediaeval design, have been
placed in the chancel, and two under the tower,

from tho manufactory of Skidmore,. of Coventry.

AN EXTENSIVE MILITARY HOSPITAL.

The new Herbert General Military Hospital,

now building for the Government on Kidbrook-
common by Messrs. Myers, of Lambeth, at a cost

of £100,000, and which was commenced twelve
months since, is now ready for roofing in, and
will be completed mthin the time allowed by
the terms of the contract. The building stands
upon seven acres of land, having a frontage of

900 ft. by 500 ft., -nith seven pavillions, 300 ft.

long from north to south, containing twenty-two
wards, each of which will be fitted with thirty-

two beds. It has also a dispensary, bath rooms,
separate wards for Itmatics, aud numerous offices.

Eight htmdred men are now employed upon the
works. Lieutenant Newsome, Royal Engineers,
acting as inspector for the Government. Tho
facings of the building are of the best Suflblk

white bricks, with Bath stone dressings for the
vrindows and doors. All the floors are fireproof,

on Messrs. BaiTett's patent, filled in with con-
crete. In consequence of the treachei'ous nature
of the soil, an immense amount of labour was
required at the commencement of the work ia

order to secure the BoUdity of the foundations.

About 200 horses are constantly emploj'cd in

conveying bricks, lime, and other materials,

fi"Om Charlton wharf^ and timber and stone from
London, to the building, which is situated on a
most healthy site, selected by the late Lord Her-
bert and the Aj'my Sanitary Commission. When
completed it will form the most extensive uiili-

taiy hospital in the kingdom.

Cflricspoiiiientc.

—

—

THE INSTITUTE FOR METROPOLITAN
IMPROVEMENTS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE " BUILDING NEWS."

Sir,—Few wiU read the twenty-two suggestions
made to Mr. Cowper by the Institute, witliout

feeling how entirely that body has failed to grasp
the details of the question, and how very
neglectful it is of the best interests of art. It

has propositions to ntakc respecting the railway
viaduct and new bridge at Blackfriars, but not
a word anent the viaduct that threatens to cross

; Ludgate-hill and shut out the ^-iew of St. Paul's.

Some years back it made great efforts to preserve
tmcleared the south-east angle of the sur-

roiinding site, and was partially successful ; now
it does nothing. Really, sir, we do urgently
want what they have across the channel—a com-
mission for the Preservation of National Monu-
ments.

Yours, &c.,

Anglo-It.u,iax.

Petroleum.—The Streets Committee brought up
their rt^pt rt relative to grantinj^ licences for storing
putrolL-nnij at the weekly meeting of the Metro-
pohtan Board of Works on Friday last. They re-
commended that parties, on making ai>plication for
heenccs miJer the Pctroletmi Act, be reqiured to
send in fuU partictilars of the premises to be used or
adapted fur the storing and safe keeping of petro-
leum, with a riew to each place being examined
and reported upon by the proper ofiioer of tho
board. The report was adopted unanimously.

gltttoplitan Iniprobfmcnts.

DEyoLiTiox OF THE Great Globe IX Leicester-
square.—^The building for the model of the Great
Globe in Leicester-square, -which, ten years a^fo,

was erected for Mr. Wyld, from the desitpis of Mr.
Abraham, is now in course of demolition. Shak-
spere's prophecy wiU apply very well to it

:

" The great globe itself,

Tea, all wliicli it inherit shall dissolve
-And, like an xinsubstantial pageant faded,
Leave not a wreck behind."

The open space obtained will be devoted to an orna-
mental square. It is to be hoped that George II.'s

ugly statue will not reappear there, as in former days.
The improvements are to be carried out undi»r the
corporate authority of tho vestry of the rated in-

habitants of the parish, and will have the effect of
materially iiiipro\i.ng the much frequented neigh-
bourhoood. We trust that some provision \vi\l be made
for 'kecpiii'j the square ornamental, or it will soon
relapse into its old dank, miserably dingy state.

Sale axd Demolition of Houses in the.
Blackfeiaks-roau.— On Tuesday last a further
sale of houses, situate in the Blackfriars-road, in-

cluding the extensive premises of Messrs. Shand
and Maaon, engineers, was effected by Messrs.
Pullen, Home, and Eversfield, the ground being
required for the new street from London Bridge.
No sooner was the sale of the above property con-
cluded than workmen, commenced razing the pre-
mises to the ground.

Somerset House.—On Wednesday morning a
body of workmen commenced removing the granite
pavement in tho quadrangle of Somerset House,
which has for some time past '^been used as a drill

and parade ground of the Civil Service Volunteers,
and also occasionally by the London Irish Brigade.
The uneven pavement of the quadrangle is found to
be very inconvenient to the men on drill, hence tho
necessity for placing it in good order. Tho whole
of the granite pavement will be removed, and the
entire space re-laid and made level with a sub-
tratum of concrete, and a carefully rollod and
solid pavement of asphalte.

The Sanitary Condition op London.— On
Tuesday last, at the weekly meeting of the Commis-
sioners of Sewers, held at Guildhall, Dr. Lctheby,
medical officer of health, reported on the state of 176
houses that had been inspected dui'ing the week,
and he submitted a list of 77 places for sanitary im-
provement. He likewise reported that the mai'keta
and slaughter-houses had been duly inspected, and
the officers had seized 7j2G3 lb. of meat and 1,217
liead of game and poultry as unfit for human food ;

1,3/8 lb. of meat were diseased, and the rest, as well
as the game and poultry, was putrid. It consisted

of 22 sheep, 1 call', 4 pigs, 5 quarters of beef, and
nearly 200 joints of moat. Fifty-two bii-ths and 43
deaths were registered in the city during tho week.
The number of deaths is greatly below the average
for the season, (52) ; 17 of the deaths were among
children of less than five years of age ; and 7 among
persons of sixty and upwards. The chief causes of
death were as follows :—Phthisis G ; mesenteric
disease and scrofula 4 ; hydrocephalus 2 ; bron-
chitis 2 ; continued fever 2 ; scarlet fever 4 j

measles 3 ; diphtheria 1 ; dysentery 1 j and infantile

diarrhoea 3 ; making together 12 deaths from
tuberetilar diseases, 2 from inflammatory affections

of the lungs, and 11 from diseases of a zymotic
character.

6as anb ^attr |ntflligtiitf.

Isle op Wight.—^A reservoir is in com'se of con-
struction at East Cowcs, Isle of Wijht, and pipes

are being laid from it to supply the town mth
water.

Waterworks tor Halstead.—At a meetinj of

the Halstead Local Board of Health, Mr. Syrett's

plans and specifications had been submitted to Messrs.
Gotto and Beazeley for their judgment upon them.
A report from those gentlemen was read, and
general satisfaction was expressed in those plans

and specilications i and, with a few alterations and
corrections pointed out, Messrs. Gotto and Beazcly

think the waterworks may be carried out for the

sum of £3,507, exclusive of land for engine-house

and reservoir. This sum spread over thirty years

would require £200 per annum, added to which for

working- expenses £250, the annual expense would

be£'5liO; 10s. i)er annum on 1,000 houses woidd
meet this annual exiiense. Tho spot in Parsonage-

lane, where a trial bore was made some years since,

is recommended for the working engine as prefer-

able to that selectetl at tho top of the town. Mr.
Beazely would undertake to carry out the works at

three and a half per cent. The matter was ad-

journed.

New Gas Compaxt toe CARDirr.—The pro-

moters of the Kew Gas Company held a meetiiig on
Wednesday week in the Music-hall, Dr. Nicholl

Came in the chair. Mr. Fliutoff addressed the
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meeting at consiilerablo loiiplli, proving that c:i3

could bo solil at 2s. fill, p-r l,(li)(l i-nlii<- fi'ct, ami n

liividend of Bi'vi'n unil a half pi-r cent, paid on the

outlay. 8<>voral gontK'mcu also addressed the

uiootiug, aud resolutions approvini; a new company
w» re passed. Dr. C'arne oonseuted to be the chair-

man of the directi>r8 of the new company, so that

the movement is now likely to be successful.

(L'Inirtfr, a'ftiiprl, ^t\m\, aniJ .otI]«

^lulMiu] |inlfllignKC.

PopRTON.—Tlio chunh of St. Mary MagJaleuo,
Poorton, near P^iwiTstook, was cousecratijd on
SiiturJay last. Mr. liicks, of DorcIiL-stor, was the
ai'i-'hitect, and Mr. Cirassby cxocuted tUo cai'viug.

Tlie east window is by Hardnian, and tlio tbreo

side cbancel \\'iudows were supplied l)y Messrs. Bell,

of Brist.il.

HrnDEKSFiELD.—A new church is in course of

erection at Molil-preen, Huddersficld, uf which Mr.
Crosslaud, of Iliilifas, is the arcbit^?ct. The build-

ing will cost about i;i,(>00, and will be in the plain
Ciothic style, and for the present without a spire.

Church Buildino is youKsiiiitE.—At the an-
nual soiree of the Bradford Church of England
Literary Institute, held on Thursday week, the
Rev. H. J. Burtield, M.A., of that town, made a
speech, in the course of which he said that in

Bradford the Church of England had been making
remarkable progress of late. It was his duty lately,

at the request of the Bishop of Ripon, to ask for

I information respecting the number of communi-
cants, and he found that in tive years, in eight

churches in Bradford, the communicants connected
with the Church of England had more than doubled.
He was engaged the other day in work of a similar
character. He found that since the see of Bipon
was reconstituted, in 1S36, there had been no less

than 145 new churches added to the AVest Riding of
Yorkshire. He found that, in addition to that
number, IJ churches, of which the Leeds parish
church was one, had been entirely rebuilt and con-
siderably enlarged ; making a grand total of 102
churches consecrated in that particular diocese in
the space of 2G years, or something Ukt' une church
every two months extending over that period. It

was generally thought that Bradford was the
vUinia thule of churchmansliip, and they were often
directed to Leeds ; but in very carefully gathering
out these statistics he was very much astonished,
and the meeting would be agi-eeably surprised to
learn, that of the new churches thus consecrated IS
had been built in the parish of Leeds and 18 in the
parish of Bradford ; and, therefore, making allow-
ance for the difference of population, it was no vain
boast for him to say that not only had they not
been behind tht-ir neighbours, but they had posi-
tively exceeded them in the multiplication of the
means of grace.

SuiiBROOKE.—The parish church of Sudbrooke
has been rebuilt at the cost of the late R. Ellison,
Esq., of Sudbrooke Holme. J. Dobson, Esq., of
Newcastle, was the architect. A design in the Anglo-
Norman style of architecture was adopted, the
trustees being limited to the sum of £1,800. The
church is built on the old site, and extends a little

further to the east ; it is constituted of walling
stone from the Nettleham quarries, the inside being
lined with bricks. The whole of the dressings, in-
side and out, are of Ancaster ^tone. Tht- church
consists of nave, chancel, and semicircular apse.
The nave is lighted by three windows on the north,
two on the south, and two at the west end. The
roof of the nave is open timbered, stained, and
varnished, ^vith plaster between the rafters, slightly
coloured. The roofs are covered with plain blue
Staffordshire tiles, and a bold roll ridge. The west
gable is surmounted by a ix-autirurb.'ll-galjh', in
which hangs a small bell, cast by Mears, ot"London.
The chancel is lighted by two windows on the south
and two on the north sides. The oeiHng of the
chancel is plastered on a semicircular arch, the roof
being hid from view. The apse is semicircular,
li^'hted with three windows looking east, the ceiling
of which is groined in stone. The wholj of the
inside of the church walls is plastered in rough
stucco. The Hooring of the nave and chancel, to-
gether with the steps, are of Yorkshire stone, and
the apse laid with Minton's plain and mosaic tiles.

The whole of the windows are glazed with cathciral
glass, but it is the intention to remove the glass
from the three apse windows, and replace them
with painted glass, by Messrs. Ward and Hughes,
of London. The font is placed at the west end of
the ehurchj and is of stone, stani-ling on a plain
step, round shafts, and carved caps, with a plain
bowl. The pulpit is of Ancaster stone, and is
placed at the north-east corner of the nave. The
chancel caps and the apse caps also ai-e carved, and
the chancel arch is ornamented with the zigzag and
pellet mould. ITie groining of the apse is orna-
mented ivith the naii-head ornament. The porch
is onthe south side, and is entii-oly of stone. The
archis ornamented with the beak-head and indented

ornaments, covered down by a broad stone copinc.

The door on the outside is framed and f)raecd dml,
covered onlhe outside with oak boarding, vanib;hed.

The labt-ls of the whole of the windows have a

carved Norman head nt their terminations. The
apse is very elaborately linished on the out«i'le,

having a cabh'-monidcd strlngermrse round nt the
level of the undei-side of sills. The apse windows
Iiave carved shafts at the angles, and xigzag mould-
ings round the arches of windows. The apse gable,

the nave gal>le, aud the galjlo of bell is eacli sur-

mounted witli a gOL>d stone cross. The chundi-
yard has been im.dnsiMl on the south, east, and north
sides, with a low white brick wall, coped with a

half-round Yorkshire stone coping. The east and
south entrance have stone pillars and gateway, for

entrance to the churchyard. The church was
opened on Wednesday the 21th ult., Iiy the Bishop
of the diocese.

Chksiiam, Bucks.—The foundation stone of a
church for Chcsham has bef^'U recently laid. The
church is expected to be ready for Divine worship
by Easter, 18(v3. The architect of the above church
is Raphael Brandon, Esq., of London.

CHAPELS.

WoLTERnAMPTON.—On Monday last the memorial
stone of the new Wesleyan chapel in Wolverhamp-
ton was laid by Mr. John Hartley. The site of

the building is upon the Compton-road, on land
given liy Mr. Hartley, who is also a contributor to
the buildingfund to the extent of upwards of :£ 1, 000.

The style is Gothic, and the building will have a
tower and spire, 100 feet high. Its interior dimen-
sions will be 80 feet by 50 ; the chancd will be 12
feet deep, Avith an organ recess on one side 12 feet

squai'e; and it will contain two moderate-sized
vestries. The materials to be used will be bricks,

faced with Gomel stone, Bath stone dressings, and
Codeall stone bands. There will be galleries along
each side ; and at one end stained glass windows,
the east window to be given by Mr. H. H. Fowler,
who is also a contributor of £500. Both internally

and externally the Inxilding will possess features of
much architectural and decorative beauty. The
arcliitect is Mi*. Bi<liake, of Wolverhampton, and
the builders are Messrs. Drew and Son, of Wednes-
bury. The amount of their contract is £2,300.

Harrogate.—A new Wesleyan chapel has been
opened this week in Harrogate. It is an imposing
structure, in the Grecian style, and is built with
white stone. It stands on the north side of Chapel-
street.

SCHOOLS.

Handsworth. — On Thursday week, the new
schools erected in connection with St. Michael's
Church, Handsworth, were formally opened. The
cost has been i;i,000, and the building is of tasteful
design.

Whicham.—The new schools at Whicliam, Cum-
berland, erected from the designs ofMr. Eaglesfield,
of Maryport, have been recently opened.

BUILDINGS.

Banff.—Additional court-house accommodation
is about to be erected for the county officials at
Banff. The new erections wiM be at the west or
back of the present buildings. The outlay for site

and structure is roughly estimated at £5,450.
Plans for a lunatic asylum for the county of Banff

have been submitted at the county meeting at Banff,
receiving the approval of the Loctal Board of Lunacy,
subject, of course, to the sanction of the General
Board. The ground purchased for the Asylum is a
space of about 20 acres, lying a little to the north of
the Lady Bridge Station of the Banff', Portsoy, and
Stratlusla Railway. A Bauffshii'e paper says :—
*' The site of the building in the centre of this space
occupies a fine airy elevation, w-ith southerly expo-
sure. The distance from Banff' is but about two and a
half miles. The asylum is intended to accommodate
as many as ninety patients, and the cost of the
buiWing will, wi' believe, amount to not less than
£12,000. The general style of architecture is Eliza-
bethan. The building of the asylum is expected to
begin early in the spring of 1803."

Dexny, Scotland.—A great number of fine

buildings have been erected in this town aud neigh-
bourhood during the past few months. The fine

new mansion house of Andrew Duncan, Esq., paper
manufacturer, is now nearly ready for entry. Messrs.
Cousland and Son, merchants, are at present build-
ing extensive premises in High-street, the lower
flats of which are to be set apart exclusively for
shops. The stance upon which these are being
erected was long an unsightly gap in the town, so
that, when finished, the appearance of the street
will be greatly improved.

Plymouth.—The tower in George-place is now
nearly ready for the reception of the mayor's clock.
It will be impossible to properly estimate the archi-
tectural effect before it is complete and the boarding
removed. The iron turret and vane that will sui--

mount the stonework and clock, in the yard of I^Irs.

Moii-'s foundry, at Millbay, is nearly ready for re-
moval and fixing. They have been well made, and i

\vill form a fitting finish to the tower.

BiasTOL.—The National Provincial Bant^ Com-

1

street, Bristol, is now in the foundation. Mr.
(iin^'ell, 37, Corn-street, Bristol, is the architect,

Mr. Broad, contractor, and Mr. Thomas CoUey, of

133, Uegeut-strcet, Westminster, so well kuow'n in

the employ of the lato Mr. John Thomas, is en-

LMged to execute the sculptor work. Mr. Long, of
Bristol, is Clerk of Works. The site of the new
l)uildiug, which is now in progi-ess, is near to the
West of England Bank.

NEWCASTLE.—Nearly fronting the monument to
George Stephenson, at Newcastle, a large addition
to the Central Station Hotel has just lieen erected.

I'hough forming a part of the main building, the
design of the latter has not been imitated, the
uniformity liaving been departed from. The
extension is a handsome building in the Italian
style of architecture. The main entrance has a
semicircular arch, and is ornamented with irregular

courses, relieved by the judicious iutruduetion of
rustic work. The building consists of four etorey.s,

each lighted by ten windows, and ia enclosed by a
handsome palisading. The lower storey is orna-
mented by plain bands of irregular courses, and the
windows have semicirculai' heads. The windows of
the priucipal storey are more profusely ornamented,
the handsome moulded architraves, trusses, and
pediments adding gi-eatiy to the effect of the exten-

sive front. The windows of the two upper storeys

are adorned by a plainer description of architrave.

The building is surrounded by an elegant cornice
carried by tastefully-designed cantilevers. Within
the main entrance is a wide and handsome stone
staircase communicating with the upper storeys,

and also communicating with the whole hotel. The
architect is Thomas Prosser, Esq. The follovring

are the names of the contractors :—Messrs. Scott
and Keid, masonry ; Messrs. Waite and Howard,
carpentry ; Mr. Edward Beck, slatery ; Mr, Henry
W^atson, plumbing; Mr. J. Gibson, painting and
glazing; Messrs, W, B. Wilkinson and Co., plaster-

ing; and Messrs. W. H. Walker and Co., the iron
A neat oflice of the Newcastle and Gates-

head Gas Company has just been completed.
It is in the Italian style of architecture, aud is

built from the plans of Mr. John Dobson, architect,

by the workmen of the company. The site on
which the entrance is faces the monument; the
other and longer side fronts Neville-street. The
Ijuilding consists of three storeys. The windows
on the lower storey have semicircular rusticated
arches; those in the upper storey are more orna-
mental, having moulded architraves and a con-
tinuous cornice ; the windows of the third storey
are of appropriate design. The whole building is

ornamented by a cornice and a parapet, with orna-
mental pedestals on the angles. The lower storey
contains a large and handsomely furnished office,

the room above being set apart for the meetings of
the board.

WiN'CHESTEii.—The new training college, which
has been erected from the design of Mr, J. Colson,
of this city, mil be opened on the 13th inst. It is

built in that style of architecture which prevailed
at the latter end of the 14th century, and will, when
the grounds are laid out, have a fioie .eff'ect. It has
accommodation of a superior kind for 56 students,
with residences for the principal, ^ace-iirincipal,

and matron. There is a lecture-hall 45 by 22 feet

;

two class-rooms 25 by 22 feet; a dining hall 41 by
22 feet, each of these rooms being 14 feet high
and w'ell warmed and ventilated. Over the student's
entrance is a tower 73 feet high, which, with
several gables aud stone chimneys, break the length
of the erection, and produce a ) leasing arciii-

tectural effect. The walls are faced with Swanage
stone set in cement, the windows being dressed
with Bath stone, as also the doorways, copings,
&e. The roof is covered mth grey and red tiles,

which has a warm and agreeable appearance. The
gables aud turrets are surmounted with gilt vanes.
The building stands on a gentle elevation, the site,

tive acres in extent, being given by the Dean and
Chapter of AVinchester. The builder's contract
was originally £7,500.

Falkikk.—The building trade of Falkirk is in a
very flourishing condition. A number of tenements
of dwelling houses are in progress throughout the
town, including two in High-street, which will ma-
teriall3' improve tho appearance of the xnincipal
thoroughfare. A founuation has been dug at the
foot of Vicar's Loan for a new uflice for the iS ational

Bank, which will be one of the finest buildings in
the town. Mr. Thomas Wyse, of tho Black Bull
Inn, is erecting anew hotel at the west end of the
tottii, next door to the Crown Inn ; and a new
manse is being built at Kilns for the Rev. Mr,
Miller, of the East United Presbyterian Church.

Dundee.—A new aud handsome warehouse is

al^out to be erected for Messrs. Jaffe Brothers and
Co., on the site of the old sugar house in the Sea-
gate. Mr. James Maclaren is the architect. Mr.
John Caird will cxei;utc the mason work, and
Messrs. Kidd and Son are the other contractors.

The Seagate front will be 90 ft. long, and 47 ft. in
height. The principal entrance to tho offices,

whieh occupy the whole of the second floor of this

range will be in the centre of this front, by an
arched doorway, flanked by massive pilasters, and
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surmounted by a "Venetian window and pediment,

&c. Two wintrs are formed, slightly projectins; at

either end of the front, which are again divided

into three compartments by massive pilasters, run-

ning up the whole height of the front, to support

arches which embrace the upper windows, thus giv-

ing at once a massive and stately character to the

building. The whole stands upon a rusticated

basement, the windows having arched heads and
projecting keystones, and is surmounted by a heavy
cornice and parapet^ with pedestals and finials at the
corners.

Trowbridge.—A new market-house has been
erected at Trowl)ridge, by W. Stancourt, Esq., at a
cost of between £6,000 and £7,000. C. E. Davis,

Esq., of Bath, was the architect. The front of the
building consists of an arcade, supported by six

columns, the caps of which represent the four sea-

sons and the trade of Trowbridge. This was ex-

ecuted by Mr. G. Porter, sculptor, of Bath. Ap-
propriate inscriptions occupy the outer edges of the
arches. The interior is lofty and spacious, being
71 ft. wide by 110 ft. long, and a glass roof set in

ornamental iron work, supported by fluted iron
columns, affords the building an abiindance of
light, which is also increased by the windows at

the sides. Attached to the building are roomy
spaces, set apart for cattle, and for the sale of po-
tatoes wholesale. Over the arcade are five rooms,
well adapted for public purposes. The entrance to
the market is approached by ^vide steps, and lighted
by three handsome lamps. Mr. W. Long, of
Bradford-on-Avon, was the builder. The iron-

work wa^s supplied by Messrs. Stothert and Pitt, of
Bath ; the smith's work was executed by Messrs.
Davis and Son, of Bath ; the plumbing and gla-

zing by Mr. Joseph Berry, of Trowbridge ; the
plastering by Mr. Harris, of Trowbridge ; and the
carpentering by Messrs. Davis and Son, of Fromc,

RESTORATIONS.

Westmi-VSTEH.—St. Margaret's Church, West-
minster, is being repaired.

Northampton.—Dr. Doddridge's Chapel, Castle-
street, has been enlarged, and was re-opened on
Thursday week.

Market Harborough.—Great in^rovements
have recently been made in Harborough church.
There is now put up in the sguth aud north porches
a stone lantern, which is placed in one of the angles
of the porch, and is in form a half-sexangular, with
vine leaves at the bottom and ornamental top. The
design is by E. F. Law, Esq., of Northampton, and
has been executed by Mr. Robert Walpole, of Mar-
ket Harborough. A new oak door has also been
put up in the church \vith ornamental hinge plates;
and inside post and railings for curtains has been
put up at the top, and ends having the fleur-de-lis
and balls. These have been executed by Mr,
Roberts, of Northampton.
Worcester.—The Norman chapter-house of the

Worcester Cathedral, so long used as a library, one
of the most remarkable buildings of its kind in ex-
istence, for its large diameter, arcade of interlaced
arches upon its inner walls, and severity of style,

is now undergoing restoration. Happily there is

Uttle need of severe '' restoration "—cleaning and
repairing are all that can well be done to the struc-
ture. The books, among which are many valuable
MSS., are removed to Edgar Tower, On taking
down the cases, which completely lined the walls
of the apartment, some remains of paintings were
found.

WiNCHCOMB.—Mr. G. G. Scott is making some
alterations to Sudelcy Castle, Winchcoml>, the for-
mer abode of the Seymours, and of Catherine Parr,
who lies buried in the chapel.

foundation-stones.

Newcastle.—The foundation-stone of a new
Volunteer Drill-house was laid on Thursday week,
immediately after the inauguration of the Stephen-
son monument, by Sir John Fife. This building
will be 204 feet long by 125 feet wide, and the span
of the roof will be the largest of any building in the
north of England. The interior -vvill be lighted by
a central dome-shaped skylight, and by loopholes
round the sides. In addition to these windows,
each gable will contain a large circular \vindow. The
architect is Mr. Thomas Prosser ; the carpentry
will be executed by Messrs. J. and H. Lowroy, New-
castle

; and the masonry by Messrs. Scott and Reid,
Newcastle.

Northampton.—The foundation-stone of a new
Roman Catholic cathedral in the Kingsthorpe-road,
Northampton, was laid on Wednesday week by Dr.
Amherst. The structure is to be erected at the
west end of the old church, the addition being about
86 ft. long by 6G ft. wide. The new part will con-
sist of a nave, with clerestory windows, and two
aisles, north and south. Mr. Watkin is the con-
tractor for the works.

Sheffield.—On Thursday week the corner stone

Sir ^ ^^^ training college for ministers of the
Wesleyan New Connexion was laid at Sheffield by

^^ 1)5. ' ??^'^ ""^ *^t town. The cost will be
£3,600, and land £800.

Islington.—On Thursday week the foundation
stone of a new structure for the Islington Reforma-
tory, in Copenhagen-street, was laid by Sir J. Tyler.
The main biiilding is of brick, plain and substantial,

100 feet long by 40 wide, at an elevation of 36 feet,

the basement being dindcd into series of reforma-
tory workshops, and the ujipor story into one large
ragged school capable of holding 4U0 children, there
being already 380 on the books. There are two
playgrounds, and a separate building set apart for
dining rooms, dormitories, lavatories, and infir-

maries. The architect is Mr. C. Higgins, and the
builder Mr. Wheen. The estimated cost is £2,100,
of which sum £1,300 is required to complete it, and
it is expected to be ready for occupation by the end
of November.

Wandsworth.—On Monday last, the Rev. C. H.
Spurgeon laid the foundation stone of a new Baptist
chapel at Wandsworth. Mr. James Cubitt, of
Pimlico, is the architect, and Messrs. Adamson and
Sons, Putney, the builders. The cost of the build-
ing is estimated at £2,100. It will accommodate
about 700 persons, and, when the fund will enable
the congregation to erect galleries, 1,000. The
architecture is a modification of the Romanesque
style. There will be no pulpit, but the preacher
will have a platform similai* to that in Mr. Spur-
geon's Tabernacle, with a baptistry underneath.

statues, ijlcmoriiils, lit.

Monument to George Stephenson.—The New-
castle monument to the ^eat engineer, George
Stephenson, a description of which we have already
given in our pages, was inaugurated on Thursday
week. The memorial has been raised by subscrip-
tion, at a cost of £5,000. The statue, which is of
bronze, is 11 feet high, and stands upon a massive
stone pedestal, the total height of the statue from
the ground being .SO feet. John Graham Lough,
Esq., was the sculptor.

The O'Connell Statue.—The Corporation of
I
Dublin has granted a site at the end of Sackville-
strect, near CarUsle-bridge, for the statue of
O'Connell, "about to be erected by the Irish nation
and the Catholics of the world."

f taiiifit 6I;iss.

Coventry.—The inhabitants of Coventry, with
the co-operation of the ricar and churchwarden,
have decided upon placing in the north aisle of St.
Michael's church a memorial window to the Prince
Consort, the window selected being one of a series
intended to be filled with stained glass. The sub-
ject illustrated wUl be the life of Moses. The nave

1
will be filled mth heraldic devices of the late Prince
and family. Messrs. Heaton, Butler, aud Bayne are
the artists selected. The same firm have in baud a

Enteral Items.

CHKISTCHURCH ARCH.EOLOGIC.iL SoCIETT. On
Thursday week the members of the Christchurch
Archaeological Society made an escusionto Beaulieu
for the purpose of inspecting the Abbey aud other
places of interest in that locality. On the foUo^ving
day some of the members visited the interesting
ruins of Netley Abbey.
The Zoologicai. Garden in the Bois de

Boulogne.—It is generally believed by foreigners
that the Zoological Garden in the Bois de Boulogne
is exclusively appropriated to the aceUmatization of
animals, but this is a mistake. It is likewise devoted
to the cultivation of plants. Among the alimentary
plants successfully cultivated during the present
year are to be seen several varieties of the potato
from AustraHa, Bolivio, the Cordilleras, and Peru.
Some of the roots weigh as much as Bib. None of
these plants have been attacked by disease. An-
other remarkable vegetable is the bean tree
(dolichos lignosusj from China, and a new species
of spinach (chowpodiiim qmnoa), with nume-
rous leaves, which afford a nutritious food for
milch cows. The seed, when ground, is well
calculated for cake, bread, or soup. It is like-
wise excellent food for poultry. There is also the
Malabar spinach (tfi-sp//a ijifennfJia) and the New
Zealand spinach, which grows the faster as the
weather is hotter, and is the more valuable as it

arrives at perfection at a season when spinach is
most scarce. There is the cumrbita pijm, the young
fruit of which is excellent in various sauces. There
are likewise to be seen various timber trees, such as
the quercus castayieifolia—the oak with chestnut
leaves, on which silkworms feed ; the luga rhamnus
thictof'iu^^j from which a valuable green dye is pro-
duced

; and the rhus vernicifera^ which produces
pure Japan varnish. These are a few of the 500
species of trees successfully cultivated. There are
likewise flourishing a great variety of medicinal,
industrial, and ornamental shrubs.

Harbour of ' Eefuge tor Hartlepool.—^At
a meeting of the Hartlepool Town Council on Wed-
nesday week, the Mayor stated that several plans
for the improvement of Hartlepool bay had been
discussed by the commissioners, and that they pur-
pose to expend from £120,000 to £140,000 in the
improvement of the bay or harbours. A sug-
gestion was made for continuing the new pier in a
straight line out to sea, to be met by a breakwater
from the West Hartlepool side. This plan, it was
expected, would give nine or ten feet of water at
low spring tides ; and if this plan could be carried
out for £14ll,iJ00, he looked at it favourably ; light
vessels at all times could enter, and laden vessels at
high water. The docks and harbours could be
dredged, and an excellent beaching ground would
be provided on Middlcton Sands. The North-
Eiistern Company did not, however, approve of the
plan, and the West Hartlepool Company objected
to it ill toto. He considered if Mr. Morroman's

large east window for St. Peter's church, Chester,
as a memorial of the late Prince.

,

Fenton.—Recently a new east window has been
' T^'"' """^^ ^'^ carried out, it would be the best, in

placed in this church, the subject being tlie Trans- '

respect of tranquilizing the waters of the bay, but
figuration, after Kaphael, by Messrs. W.ird and .

^^ ^'^^ afraid it would not increase the depth of

Nixon, of London. It is a memorial of the late W. I

water—the main point which they were wishful to

Baker, Esq., the father of the present worthy resi-
attam. Mr. Groves did not approve of circum-

dent and proprietor. The other windows arc all
t f'""''''"-*?

"^'^ li""'^ "^ ^^'^ original plan for a
filled with painted glass, also, though of plainer l''i'""<""' of refuge, as under the^proposed plan it

character.
St. Joh.n's E.C. Church, Tralee, Ireland.—

Messrs. O'Connor have just completed the filling of
the east end windows of the above church with
very bold and rich stained glass. The great win-
dow over the high altar, consisting of seven main
lights and flowing tracery, has for its design, life-

size figures of St. John the Baptist and our liord
in glory, surrounded by the twelve apostles ; in the
tracery the Annunciation, and groups of angels in
joy and adoration. The window north of this is

a special pubUc memorial to the late Dean,
McHenry. It is of three lights, the main subject,
the "Resurrection " of our Lord, running thi-ough
them, and at the base groups representing the
Dean correctly vested, hearing confession, celebrat-
ing mass, and administering the Viaticum to the
dying man. The large cinque foil tracery apse
represents the Sariour in Heaven, recei\-ing the
Dean, ivhose body is borne towards Him by angels.
In the south window the main subject is the
Ascension, and at the base, groups of our Lord
appearing to St. Mary Magdalen in the garden, our
Lord ivith the disciples at Emmaus, and the charge
to St. Peter. The large cinque foil has the Assump-
tion of the Vii'gin for its subject.

St. Ann's Church, Dublin.—The same artists
are engaged upon the windows for this church,
which is an ItaUan building ; their designs have
been adopted for a memorial window, to be erected
to the late James William C'usack, M.D., in the
apse, the subjects being the three miracles of raising
the dead by our Lord, St. Peter raising Dorcas"
and above all these, our Lord's own Resurrection,
and for a memorial window in the bndy of the
church, representing Faith, Hope, and Charity.
AsHBURTON.—A neat stained glass window has

been placed in the east end of the north aisle of the
parish church, Ashburton.

would be no refuge harbour. He thought" if the
commissioners could raise so much money. Govern-
ment, if applied to, would assist the undertaking.
The xUayor said, in order to carry out the original
recommendation, it would take a million of money.
There was not the remotest chance of raising that.
The commissioners, in order to raise this .£140,000,
would have to borrow £100,000 IVom government,
which, by an Act passed, woxdd be lent at 3j per
cent. He was afraid that nothing would bo done
this winter in the matter.

Harbour Accommodation for Aberdeen.—
Several reports upon the extension of harbour ac-
commodation have been read before the Harbour
Commissioners of Aberdeen. Some time ago the
shipbuilders of this port and several shipowners me-
morialized the trustees to construct a graving dock,
pointing out that one of the existing locks at the
dock-gates might be accommodated to this purpose.
Mr. Abernethy, C.E., had reported upon this, the
drift of his report being against the conversion of
the lock to the proposed purpose, as it would cost

£'),000, and might seriously inconvenience the trade
at times, while the construction of a new graving
dock would cost only £10,000. The graving dock
matter was left over in the meantime, but the com-
missioners resolved to carry out the constructing of
a wooded jetty, which is urgently required to ac-

modate the increasing trade of the port. The cost
of the jetty will be £:3,032.

Singular Atmospheric Phenomenon.—A sin-

gular atmospheric phenomenon (says the Times)
was observed near Tvetot (Saint-Inferieure) a few
evenings since, about G o'clock, by several persona
who were walking along the Havre road. 'I'he sky
was covered with dark clouds, and gusts of wind,
with occasional flashes of lightning in the west,
seemed to portend a storm. AU at once, a strange
appearance presented itself in the south-west hori>
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Bon. Tho clouds seemodto form nn inclined piano

Blopiu? down to tho shores of a hik.^, tho blur wators

of whicli wcro ripplod by a gentle breozo. Tho lako

eeoniod to bo surroundod by troosof imot^uallioi^'lit,

and tho wliolo backjjround of tlio picture pre-

scntod tho aspect of a vast amphitlieatro. Thi.-*

miratfo remained visible till lost in tho darkness of

night.

Brick Pavements.—A discussion on brick pave-

ments is carried on warmly in one of tho lUrminp-

ham papers. One writer objects to *** a smooth
polished brick, whicli is danEjerous to walk upon,

and every depression in whieh holds a pool of water,

and suggests that " A hexnixon-shapod brick, with a

vandykod or corrugated surface, would be more
ornamental, less liable to *tilt,' or bocoino depressed,

would carry ofFtho surface water and always present

a dry surface, and would not be d.mt^erous to walk
upon. Bricks, or rather tiles of this description,

would cost no more than the present ohloni^ l>riek;

and, if alternated with tiles of a different colour,

would present an ornamental appearance."

Another Marshland Sm:ice Destroyed. —
Another sluice has given way in tho main drain on
the Marshland, near Lynn, and many 'acres of the

land flooded by tho bursting of the middle level

sluice last May have again been inundated. Much
of the water which had made its way on to the land
by the bursting of the middle level sluice was dis-

charged into the Marshland Smeetli and Fen drain.

This increased tax upon it was provided for to some
extent, but on Saturday afternoon a freat part of

the sluice ft'll in, having no doubt been undermined
by tlie i'xtra rush of water through it. As the tide

rose it found its way up the drain, and overflowing

the banks flooded the adjoining land in many places.

Measures are being taken to prevent further injury,

but it is scarcely hoped that they will be at once
effectual.

Antiquarian Diggings at the Barmekyne of
EcHT.—The Aberdeen Journal, in an interesting
notice of explorations at the curious fort called the
Barmekyne, which is situated on the summit of the
hill of Dunecht, in Eeht parish, Aberdeenshire,
says:

—"In view especially of the recent diggings
on the Cheviots, which have brought to light so

many traces of the early tribes, it is of some public
interest to mention that lately Lord Lindsay com-
menced some explorations at the Barmekyne fort.

The entrances to the entrenchments were found to
be circuitous. In the way of the actual discovery
of remains at the Barmekyne not very much has to
be told ; but the foundation or pavement of a hut
was found, resembling in its featiires those recently
discovered in Northumberland, on a spot upon the
hiU near to which w;is discovered, several years
ago, a hammer, now in the museum of Marisehal
College. The hut is supposed by Lord Lindsay to
date as far back as Wrad, one of the Pietish kings.
The interest shown by his lordship in carrying on
tliese diggings led, indirectly, to a still further
antiquarian discovery, or rather to the value of a
former discovery being brought out. One of the
tenants now brought a pillar stone, which he some
time ago discovered ovi the shoulder of the Barme-
kyne. This contained mthin a circle a Greek cross
of a primitive type; and, as suggestive of the
Transition period between the Pagan pillar stones
and the Christian cross whieh followed, is of great
value and interest in an antiquarian point of
view."

Opening of the New Land Registry Office.
—On Wednesday next the new office in Lincoln's
in-fields, for the registry o? land, under the new
law (25 and 26 Vict., c. 53), will be opened. A part
of the late Insolvent Debtors' Court has been con-
verted into commodious'and handsome offices, and
the officials appointed by the Lord Chancellor will
be in attendance to transact bu iness. As the Act
for the Registration of Land is not compulsory, but
merely *^ permissive," some time must elapse before
it can be ascertained whether its provisions will be
adopted. The general rules and orders, framed by
Mr. FoUett, Q.C., the registrar, and sanctioned by
the Lord Chancellor, were yesterday issued by the
Queen's printers, with a scale of fees to be charged.
The rules number fifty-one, besides forms to be
used iu furtherance of the proceedings under the
Act. The fees are to be collected by stamps, and
much will depend, in the adoption of the Act,
whether they are considered of a moderate char-
acter. According to the rules, application for the
registration of title is to be made in writing, and
to contain, in concise terms, a description of the
property and the title proposed to be registered.
On being left, an appointment is to be made to
attend the registrar to ascertj\in whether it ia to be
proceeded with, and what directions are to be
made. For every warrant for attendance before the
registrar a fee of 3s. is to be charged; for filing
every affidavit, 2s. 6d. ; and fur every oath adnii-
nistered. Is. 6d. ; and for every caveat before re-
gistration a fee of £ I is to be charged.

Newcastle Society of Antiquaries.—The
usual monthly meeting of this society was held on
Wednesday week, J. Hodgson Hinde, Esq., pre-
siding. Mr. Mennell sent a gold Venetian ooin of the

time of the Doges, and an English halfpenny of the

timeof King John. Dr. Cliarlton stated that a few days
ago two stone cotHns, containing the bones of chil-

dren, bad been discovered in some excavations in

tlie neighbourhood of the Castle, and they would
be placed, minus their contents, in the custody of

tlio society. He drew attention to the jeopardy in

which the remains of the Roman Wall at the tout

of Benwell Bank were placed, owing to the re-

moval of the fence by which they had been sur-

roundod. It was stated that the property in

which the ruins were situated belonged to the Rev.
Blackett Ord, and that that gentleman would likely

take measures for their preservation, if made ac-

quainted with the circumstances. Dr. Charlton also

exhibited some papers belonging to the Milburn
family, and relating to some transactions wiiich

took place in the seventeenth century.—Mr. M'Pher-
son, of Rome, introduced by Dr. Charlton, exhi-

bited a collection of most excellent photographs taken
by him of the numerous sculptures and other works
of art in the Vatican and Roman buildings.

—

A great many new books were presented, including
Durham city and county note-books, election ad-
dresses, <tc.—Dr. Charlton read an interesting

paper on the opening of cairns and tombs by the
Northmen to find treasure, and the general opinions
they held as to the finding of treasure in these
places ; together with some further particulars rela-

tive to the explorations at Maesow, in the Orkneys,
which had formed the subject of a previous paper
read by him.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.—The
opening meeting of the fifth session of the Edin-
burgh Architectural Association was hold in John-
ston's Hotel, Waterloo-place, on Thursday night
—the president, Mr. R. Thornton ShieUs, in

the chair. After the settlement of certain pre-
liminary matters, Mr. ShieUs, an architect of
Edinburgh, delivered the inaugural address, in
which he gave a re^^me of the progress of archi-

tecture during the past year, and mentioned that
diu-ing the last session the number of members had
been doubled, and that the association would soon
be in the position of congratulating itself upon the
acquisition of a library. Mr. R. Anderson, the
designer of the Runic Cross recently erected on the
Castle Esplanade to the memory of the High-
landers who fell in the Indian mutiny, afterwards
read a careful and highly valuable paper on the
domestic arcliitecture of France and Italy, illus-

trated by up iards of sixty original and beautifully
executed drawings.

(Lljips.

The Land Transfer Act, which the Lord Chan-
cellor succeeded in passing through the Houses of
Parliament last session, came into operation on the
1st instant.

The foundation stone of a new infirmary for the
town of Leeds will, it is said, be laid on the 23rd of
the present month by the Mayor.

Subscriptions amounting to £1,200 have been
promised towards liquidating the remaining debt of
i;2,000 with wliich Bradford Park is encumbered,
and the committee appointed at the last annual
meeting of the Park constituency are preparing to
make further eflorta to increase the list of contri-
butions.

It is proposed to place a public clock iu the steeple
of St. Paul's church, Manningham, near Leeds

;

and also to erect two new bells, at an estimated ex-
pense of £400.

The first sod of the Wrexham, Mold, and Con-
nah's Quay Railway will be cut in the middle of
October, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer has
consented to perform the ceremony.

The inhabitants of Cirencester have already
raised £G,100 for the restoration of their parish
church. Nearly £0,000 more is still required, how-
ever, and an appeal is being made in the county of
Gloucester.

Quantities of decayed timber are being found in
the woods at Oldbury Court. Recently it has been
gathered in great quantities, and its phosphorescent
nature is said to be remarkable.

The National Freehold Land Society are con-
tracting for the erection of a number of detached
villa residences in East Cowes, Isle of Wight.
Other improvements are being made in the locality.

The opening meeting of the Chester Archaeolo-
gical and Historic Society took place yesterday
(Thursday.)

The bridge across the Spey, Banfisliire, is ap-
proaching completion in the mason work, and will

soon be ready for the metal. The diti'eront sta-

tions on the lijie of the Strathspey railway are to b e
contracted for immediately.

A new system for laying the dust without water-
ingthe carriage-way has been some time in operation
in the Avenue des Champs Elysees. It consists of
sprinkUng the road with chloride of Hme, which,
being remarkable for its power of absorbing mois-
ture, soon becomes damp, and thereby prevents any
dust from rising even in tho hottest day.

Tho building known as tho Bi8hop*s College, Bris-

tol, has been converteil into a volunteer club, which
has opened with 300 members. In the rear there

are a capacious drill hall, two racket courts, gym-
nasium, &c.

The new Colchester cattle market was opened for

business on Saturday last.

The Metropolitan Roads Commissioners have just
given notice to tho local authorities that it is their
intention to abolish the City-road pate, and throw
the maintenance of tho road upon the district.

The Scottish Provident Lifo Office are building
splendid new offices iu St. Androw's-square, Edin-
burgh, on the site formerly occupied by tho Scottish
Widow's Fund, sometime since removed to the pre-
mises built hy and occupied as the Edinburgh
branch of the defunct Western Bank.

The Scottish banking companies in Edinburgh
are hariug built on their premises a clearing room,
for exchange of their notes by the Scottish Provident
Life Office.

^ ^

The Equitable Life Office has paid in claims,
during the last century, the large sum of £l6,400,000,
with bonus additions during the same period
£15,200,000, making the total paid by the office

on account of life claims £31,720,000.

The Belfast fund to erect a memorial to the late

Prince Consort amounts to nearly £2,000. At the
meeting of the committee on Thursday week, a plan
was submitted of a beautiful clock tower, which
could be erected for £1,809.

Ou Monday morning last the new burial ground
of St. John's, Kate's Hill, Dudley, was consecrated
by the Lord Bishop of Worcester.

Negotiations are at present pending to have the
large dry dock in connection with Burnt Island
Harbour put into working order. At present the
dock is in a ruinous state,

Efi'orts are beingmade for a now railway to Leeds,
in connection with the Eden Valley line, through
Wensleydale and Wharfedale.

A branch of the Chatham and Dover Railway
from the Elephant and Castle to Camberwell and
Heme HiU, was opened for traffic on Monday
morning.

From a telegram we learn that New South Wales
has remitted a further subscription of £10,000 for
the Lancashire Distress Fund.

On the evening of Sunday week a congregation iu
the neighbourhood of Whitby were suddenly
plunged into total darkness. A lady's dress had
caught in the key of the gas meter, and light was
thus locked out.

It has been determined to erect a new ToNvn Hall
and gaol at Wigau.

|l;itfnt5 nli |nl)rntions

COSSECTED WITH THE BuiLlUNG TkADE,

6G4. A. R. L. De NoRMAXDv. Imj^rot'emeitts in connectiitg

gas and other pipes. Dated March 12, 1862.
For the purposes of this invention the pipes to be con-

nected are made plain at their ends, that is to say, without
sockets, flanges, or projections, and a disc or plate with a
hole in the centre of it—the diameter of which should be
rather larger than the external diameter of the pipes—ia

then sHpi>ed over the ends of each pipe, and a washer or
packing of vulcanized india rubber, smaller than the pipes
to be imited, is then slid over each end of the said pipes, so
as to grip them tightly ; or a washer of other suitable ma-
terial other than vulcanized india rubber, such, for example,
as gasket andtallow, or gasket and red lead, or other similar
or analogoiis substance is used ; the said gasket should bo
tightly wound round the end of each of the pipes, leaving,
however, a portion of each pipe to protrude beyond the
said washers or packing, and afterwards over the ends of
the pipes and between the said washers or packing
a short length of tube or plain socket, made just
to fit loosely to the exterior of the pipes, is passed. The
ends of the pipes to be connected are then butted end to
end, so as to meet about midway within the short exterior

tube, or loose socket, and the plates or discs are drawn
towards each other by bolts, the washers being by thia

means compressed between the plates or discs and the end^
of the short tube, and a secure joint is thxis made.

—

Jfateiii

completed.

673. P. GoxDOLo. A fieto or improved liC{^iug-ovei\

Dated March 12, 1862.

In carrying out this invention the patentee heats the
oven by means of a metal or other retort, in which he burna
coke by preference, combustion taking place by means of

the air.drawn by the furnace \mder the bars, and by re-

verberatory effects of the heating retort. This retort, which
formsthe furnace, is furnished with metal Hues, circulating

under the oven, and commuuicating with an open space

surrounding it. The oven consists of a chamber of any
suitable form of brick or metal, and completely closed, sos

as to prevent any products of combustion or heated air

from entering, in such manner that the baking of thQ
articles placed therein is effected solely by contact with the
heated surfaces and by the radiation of heat. The furnace
and its tlues should be entirely free of any brickwork, so as

to heat as much as possible the air which mixes with the
])roducts of combustion dispersing around the oven. The
arrangement of the lines may be varied, or they may be

entirely dispensed with, their purpose being to distribute

in a uniform manner around the oven the heat and products
of combustion which escape from the furnace. Dampers,
are also placed at each side of the furnace for directing the
heat upon the sides, or for causing it to pass off at the
dome. In order to retain the whole of the heat around th&
ovw, he dippeii§e« with the ^prUinary chimney, and thaj h^
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no draught nor entry of cold air. He, however, applies a

small damper in one side of the brickwork surrounding the
oven to afford an escape for the carbonic acid gas evolved in

the combustion. PuUiit comphted.

680. J. S. Hendy. An improvement in the construction of
chimneys and chimney-pots. Dated March 13, 1862.

This invention consists in the construction of chimneys
or potsof clay, raetal, or other materials suited for chimney-
pots, in such a manner as to intercept the downward cm-
rent of air by the use of internal inclined plates or divisions,

in connection with side openings in the chimney-shaft or
pots, for the introduction of air deflected upwards in such
manner as to assist the inner upward current in repelling
the downward current of external air, so that by means
thereof the inner upward current may be maintained or
assisted, and the downward current may be checked or
effectually counteracted. This is effected by introducing
into the chimney-shaft or chimney-pot openings in two
opposite sides thereof, at the foot or junction of one in-
clined plate or surface across the chinmey or uhimney-pot,
for tui-ning or deflecting the current of external air entering
through the said openings upwards. Patent ahamloned.

%tM Bttos.

Mr. William Lloyd, builder, was summoned at the
instance of Mr. Johnson (assistant biiilding surveyor), at

the Liverpool Petty Sessions, on "Wednesday week, for not
having erected the outer and jiarty walls of some houses in

Chatham-street in a satisfactory manner, and in compliance
with the stipulations of the Building Act. He had entered
into recognizances to the amount of £50 to perform the
work to the satisfaction of the surveyor, and the case was
adjourned for a week to enable him to do so.

TENDERS.
Aldershott.—For the erection of manager's house and

cottages adjoining the gas works, Aldershott. Messrs.
Eggan &, Stapley, architects, Farnham &, Aldershott

—

F. C. Birch, Farnham £870 10

London.—For proposed alterations at the "Wliite Swan
public-house, Commercial-road, East. Mr. Charles Duncb,
architect —

Jacobs , £525
Wood Bros 510
Larke 507
Brown, 498
Curtis—accepted 485 4

BnoMLET.—For cooking and hot-water apparatus at the
Stepnev Workhouse, Bromley. Henry Jarvis, architect

—

Truss, T. S £2,110
Cottam &. Oo 1,050
May 954
Benham &, Son 950
Brown & Green 910
Waller 8Y0
Frazer ASon 860
Glover 849
Bailey 797
Smith 780
Amies A Barford, Peterborough 575

London.—For repai rs to twenty houses in Vincent-square,
Chapter-street, &u. Mr. James G. Smither, surveyor to the
estate

—

J. and W.Sanders—accepted £722

Wandswohth Common.—For building additional wing
to Middle House, BoUingbroke-grove, Wandsworth-com-
mon. Mr. G. H. Paget, architect

—

Palmer £1,498
Piper A Wheeler 1,460
King 1,425
Adamson & Sous 1,353
Bass 1,300

Wandsworth.—For cottages, Garrat-lane, Wandsworth.
Mr. G. H. Page, architect

—

Bass £660
Strong 600

Faunborough.—For porter's lodge, Ac., at Locksbottoni,
Farnliorough, Kent, for the Board of Guardians of the
Bromley Union. Mr. F. F. Thorne, architect

—

Howden ; £260
Wallbutton 245
Cook 236 10
Marsiand A Son 230
Gill 229
Ledger 214
Francis A Son—accepted 204

Plumstead.—For new Kidbrook sewers, for the Board of
Works, for the Plumstead district. Mr. F. F. Thome,
surveyor

—

Simms £1,200
Perry 1,160
Johnson & Mallons 1,095
Ri chardsou 1 ^085
Hawkins 999
T. O. Todd 960
Lewis 819
Williams A Street 778
Dowell 765
Pearson , 753
Hollis 751
Pound 746
Rogers 725
Bull 679
Hartland A Bloomfield—accepted ... 627
Sharon 600

Bi.ACKUEATH.^For a new brick bridge and approach
roads, Ac, over the Quaggy River, Blackheath, for the
Board of Works for the Plumstead District. Mr. F. F.
Thorne and Mr. T. C. Haworth, surveyors-

Gardner £2,790
Gooch 2,610
Pearson 2,560
Bennett 2,525
Walker 2,163
Bush ; 2,109
Sharon 3,800
T. O. Todd -accepted 1,495

Chtsrijicrst.-For new cottage atOhisolhurst, Kent, for
Mr. R. Wliomes. Mr. P. F. Thorne, architect

-

Wallbutton £362
Francis A Son ...,„... 304
Marsiand A Son

.]
'..'.*.!!".'.'.*,!" 304

Cook—accepted,„„ ,..!rH!nMm.MMiM', 290

CHisr-ttHDRST.—Forthe Windmill Inn, Chiselhurst. Mr.
F. F. Thorne, architect

—

Pedliogton £817 5
Bond ^ 799
Shilton 759 10
Francis A Son 746
Simms , 700
Williams 687 5
Harwood 078 10
Bussey 658
Coleman 656 17
Egerton—accepted 655

CniSLEnuHST.—For houses and shops at Chislehurst.
Mr. F. F. Thome, architect-

Bond £1,708
Harwood 1,535 6
Simms 1,427 10
Shilton 1,390
Unwin 1,383
Williams 1,367 12
Bussey 1,291 10
Pedlington 1,279 7

Coleman 1,218 14
Egerton—accepted J,037 6

CONTRACTS OPEN.
BooTLE.—For the repairing and painting of the North
Shore Schools, Bootle. Apply by letter to Mr. W. Hall,
secretary, 25, Lower Mersey-view, Liverpool.

BooTLE.— For the erection of a church near Miller's
Bidge Station, on the Liverpool, Crosby, and Southport
Railway. Parties desiring to tender can inspect the draw-
ings and specifications on application to the office of
W. H. Weightraan, Leith Offices, Moorfields, between
the hours of 10 and 6.

West Derby.—For the repairs and maintenance of the
roadways passing over and connected with the various
bridges under their supervision for a period of seven years.
Any information as to the lengths or other particulars
may be obtained on application at the office of W. H.
Gee, Bridgewater, where the tenders are to be sent on or
before Monday, the 20th of October next, at ten a.m. The
contractor whose tender is accepted will be required to
furnish two securities in £250 each for the satisfactory
performance of his contract.

TO surrender in BASINonALL STREET.

Benjamin Winn, Speldhurst, near Timbridge Wells, car-
penter, Oct. 14, at half-past 1.

John Hopkiuson Hulls, Buttesland-street, Hoxton,
cabinet manufacturer, Oct. 14, at 1.

William Pearce, Tatchbrook-street, Pimlico, carver, Oct.
21, at 11.

William Henry Everist, Gravesend, builder, Oct. 21, at 11.

TO surrender in THE COUNTRY.

Charles Nixon, Birmingham, carver, Oct. 13, at 12,
Bankrupt's-court, Birmingham,
Henry Birchall, Ast*on, near Birmingham, builder, Oct.

17, at 12, Bankrupts'-court, Birmingham.
Thomas Ra])er, East Witton, Yorkshire, architect, Oct.

13, at 11, Bankrupts'- court., Leeds.
Thomas Rawlins, Birmingham, plumber, Oct. 20, at 10,

County-court, Birmingham.
William Bowrey, King's Norton, builder, Oct. 20, at 10,

County-court. Birmingham.
Nathan Bray, Peterborough, turner. Oct. 18, at 10,

County-court, Peterborough.
William Roy, jun., Bumham, Westgate, Norfolk, car-

penter, Oct. 22, at 10, County-court, Little Walsingham.
David Storer, Norwich, brickmaker, Oct 13, at 11,

County-court., Norwich.
Robert Bell, Lincoln, wood turner, Oct. IG, at 12.

County-court, Lincoln.
William Holliday, Sheffield, cabinetmaker, Oct. 15, at 2,

County-court, Sheffield.

John Skeath, Moulton, Lincolnshire, carpenter, Oct. 22,

at 9, County-court, Sijalding.
Richard Forgham, High Offley, Staffordshire, joiner, Oct.

16, at 11, County-court., Newport.
Joseph Swift, Liverpool, plumber, Oct. 20, at 12, Bank-

rupts'-court, Liverpool.
William Richardson, Eccleston, Lancashire, journeyman

joiner, Oct. 21, at 11, County-court, St. Helen's.
Robert Munden Irish, Yeovil, Somersetshire, plumber,

Oct. 24, at 12, County-court, Yeovil.

MISCELLANEOUS.—f

—

NATIONAL PROVIDENT INSTITU-
TION, Oracephiirfh-shfi.t. f,i'iidiui, for Mutual Asaiirance on

Livo9, Aiuiuitiea, Jfcc. E^t:thli.-,ln-.l ]>.-.L.mbfr, lS3o.

lUKKC'riiKH.
CnAinMAN—SAMI;KL IIAVIU'RST LUCAR, Esq.
Deputy CHAiiiMAN—ROBERT INGHAM. Eaq.. M.P.

Joseph Frcpniaii, Eaq.
Cbarles Gilpin. Esq., M.P.
Charles Reed. Esq.. F.S.A.
Jonathan Thorp. Esq.
Cbai'lea ^Vlletham, Esq.

John Eradburv, Eaq.
Henry White Castlo, Esq.
Tb,.mas Chanibera. Esq., Q.C.
J.,s.-[ih I'-i'll riu-isty. Esq.
ltirl,;il-a|-all. K.H.I.

Jobn l'\-lth;im, Eaq.

TRUSTEES.
John Foltbam, Esq. I Robert Ingham. Esq., M.P.
ChiU'les Gilpin, Esq., M.P.

(
Saiuuol H. Lucaa, Esq.

PHYSICIANS.
J. T. Conquest. M.D.. F.L.S.

|
Thomas Ilodgkin, M.D.

B.vNKEns—Mesars. Brown, Jauson, and Co.. and Bank of England
SoLiClTon—Sojitimua DiWidaon, Esq., F.R.S.

Consulting Acttahy—Charles Ansell.Eaq., F.R.S.

MUTUAL ASSURANCE WITHOUT I^^)1V1DUAL LIABILITY'
Extracts fi-om tbf Report of the Directors for the year ItJGl :—

Number of new polieies iasued dnring the year 923
Assuring the sum of £429,0C0 19 11

Producing an annual income of H,469 1 8

i.in addition to single premiums of £,401 Hs. 8d,)

Making the total annual hicome after deducting
£-50,113 annual abatement in premium 310,1'12 3 2

Total number of polieieaisauea 24,496
Amount paid in claims by the decease of members,
frnm the commencement of the Institution in
December. 1835 1.156.207 4

Amountof accumulated fund 2,047,311 Iv

The NEXT DmSION of PROFITS will be made up to tbf- 20th
November, 1862. Policies eEf-ctcd prior to that date, if subaiating at

tbe time of division, will participate in Buch profit for the time tbey
mav have been in force.

•The Repoi-i of tbe Directors for tho year ending the 20tb Nov.,

1861, may b« bad on application, with tbe Prospectus, containing
illustrations oftbe profits for th<' five years' enduig the 20th Nov..

1857, by which it will be seen that the reductiona ontho premluma
range ft-om 11 per cent, to 98J percent., jiud that in one instance

tbe premium ia extinct. Instanofa of the bonuses iire also shown.
Members whose premiums fall due on tbe 1st October are re-

minded that the same must bo paid within thirty days from that

date.
JOSEPH MARSH, Secretary.

Sept. 29, 1862.

THE CONFIDENT ASSURANCE AND
LOAN COJIPiVNV.

Chief Office: 13, FiNSDrRY-PL.\cE Sonro, Lo^•DO^I, E.G.
Established 1855.

Every description of Assurance and jViinuity business. Life Polt

cies for lai-go or small amounts. Policiea guaranteeing certain

specified aums during sickness. An examination of tbo PioBpectus

will show that this department is alike suitable to the wants of the

merchant and the mechanic ; as by small weekly, quarterly, or annual
payments, sums can be secured varying from &8. to £5 per week.

Foremen, or persons of trust in connection with any firm, will fiud

It of advantage to hold an appointment with this Company.
Loans in coiniectlon with Life Policies.

Active Agenta wanted.^
O. W. GIDLEY LAKE. Secrotar?.

FIRK! BVROIi.VRS! FlltlS!

TO CORRESPONDENT.S.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE " BUILDING NEWS."

Sir,—Would you, or some of your readers, oblige me with
an answer to the following question in dibi>ute between
myself and a surveyor. Is it usual for a builder to tender
from drawings to scale of Aft. to an inch without the
sliijhtest detail whatever beiwj given for work^i which
comprise freestone moulded cornice, moulded string
courses, moulded freestone, architraves round all front
windows, cornice moxilds for rooms ; also for a shop front
%vitb cornice pilaster.';, &c., Ac, &c., for a moderately-good
building?^! am, sir, your obedient servant,

A CouNTttv Builder.

[It is not nsual for respectable builders to guess at the
amount of their tenders, and they can do no other in the
case our correspondent has stated. There are, however,
hlind builders, to whom all drawings are a matter of perfect
indifference, and who trust in the chapter of accidents and
extras to pull themselves through. We print our corres-
pondent's letter to elicit opinions from others.

—

Ed, B.N.]

Received.—J. G. R., J. F. S., G. J. De W., T. D. W.,
E. and S., E. S., J. G. S., R. H., D. F., J. K., E. B.
Joseph H.—The publication of your letter would expose

us to an action for libel.

E. B.^Thanks for the drawing; it shall be en"Tavcd.
R. J.—^o,
A. C—The advantage of the white tile is, that they keep

the roof cooler than the red.

A Constant Readier.—A well wither.—J. T. W.
t.. L,—His \vishes shall he complied with.—T. D., W.W.,

W. S., J. W.
'Books Received.—"The Technologist." *'Tho New

Land Law of Victoria.'* *' Patent Lock Gatea."

S3. OLD CHANGE, ST. PAUL'S.

QECOND-HAND WROUGHT IRON
O FIRE-PROOF .S.VFES. DEED BOXES. IRO.V DOOKS, STKOXQ
KUOMS l\n' the security of Books, Dveds, Plate, and other valuablfl

Rrojicrty* The only bouse in Lomlou where tbey cgn be obtained at
alt tbe manufacturers' prices. Sl^eti'bes and prices may be bad
on application to C. H. UltlFFITIIS. Old Change, St. Paul's, K.C.

18-inch Wrought Iron Fire-proof Boxes, dOs.

STEPHEN CARTER & Co.,

WOOD ENGRAVERS,
4 8, PATERNOSTER ROW.

For Specimona, aee CjitaltigilPe of Messrs. Boiihaiii's, Binloii"

Dciiu'ti, Evans', BenotCuk's, &c. &c.

PAPER AND ENVELOPES.
The Cheapest and Largest Stock in the Kingdom at

PARTRIDGE & COZENS',
Manufacturing .Stiitionor; :, Fli-ct-strtet, and 1, (Jb.T,ncory-laiio

W.C.

P& C. being Paper MaUei*s' Agents,
purcliasing all their, papers direct from the mills, offer

tliem to tbe public at ' one pi'olit only,' being 30 per cent, under tba
u.«iial retail cbar(^'s.

Good (-'ream Laid Note Papei-s, 29., ?b., and -is. per roam.
Super Larps Bliit' Commercial ditto, 3s., Is., and 5e. per ream.
Superfine 5'cap., lOs. Gd. per ream. Outsldea Fcap., Oa. 6d. per ream.
Patent Sti-aw Note, 2s. per ream. Straw Letter, Is. per i-eam.

Good Cream Envelopes, 3s. yd., 48. (>d,, and Ca. 6d. per 1,000.

Large Blue Envelopes. 4p. 6d. per 1,000, or 6,000 for 20a.

Best Double Double Crown improved Ti-acing Paper, 7fl, 6d. per quire.

Patent Tracing Linen, 42 in. wide, 28. per yard, or 388. 6d. per picco

(21yard3K „ . .,
Meatiuring Books. Quantity Paper, Drawmg Papers, Cartridges,

Bro«ii3, &c., ic, at the lowest rates. Estimates free of charge.

CARRIAGE PAID TO THE COUNTRY ON ORDERS
OVER 203.

PARTRIDGE and COZENS. 192. Fleet-street, and \, Cbancery-lano,
London. W.C.

THE AUSTIN TYPE FOUNDRY.
& R. M. WOOD, late WOOD & SIIAR-

(J • WOOD'S, contini

Albion Printing Presses. Stereoty

ule

to Supply Printing Type. Cnlunibian and
Stereohpe Fuundt i.s. \\ood Lett.r. Bnieia

Ink. CHJ^e8. Fraine.s. Book-liindinj.', (.'uppei-plaio and Litlio-

^apbic Mat^eriala, Malteia of tin* ImpioviHl Single Cylinder
Printing >racbin<*8. J. and R. M, W. ulit.iim-d tbi- unlv awiird given

for Printing Machinery and T>-pe at the Inteinalinnal Exhibition,

Claaa7B. Addrnaa. 8'j. West SmitbHild. London, K.O.

Tbe" Mechanics' Magazine." and the" Building Newa," areprilltoii

wholly from Type caat by J. ttiid B. M. Wood.
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FORM AND COLOUR IN ARCHITECTURE.

N .lU sides wo hoar tlial diu-ing tlio iiorio<1 wliich

has olapscil bi'tweou tho two London InttTiia-

tional Exhibitions, tlioro has been no marked

protrrcss in archilceturo, nor in the allied arts.

How far this may be true or false is not easy

to deterniine, for each seetion, if not eaeh

J

individual member of the profession, inlerprets

,
i)roj,'ress in a different sense. .Some look ni>on

' the revoeatiou of Lord John Manners' dceision

in favour of a Gothic design for tho new
Foreiiiu Odieo as a progress, while others re-

gard Lortl Palmorstou's compelling the arehi-

l toot to produce and carry cut a Palladian

'design as sad retrogression. In the eyes of

those last tho Premier and his stepson—the

Chief Commissioner of Public Works—are to

the arts what the coclini are to Italian diplo-

/Ri.fc' jjjdi ) macy. Nevertheless, all forward movement is not

i' %-fr.lT''<K progress, and a return from error is sometimes tho
,i tf. I )

.
MS.

j-^^Q^i satisfactory advance that could be desired.

In presence of the many false moves that have

been taken in search of architectural novelty, par-

ticularly on tho continent, there may be little to regret

if there have been no great alteration, as there will bo

all the less to retrace. "WHicn the theories are remeni-

bercd tliat wore discussed in 1851, and just before that

date, good cause will be found to be thankftil that architectm-o has

been upon the whole so conservative—so stationary. Young and

ardent minds, more ambitious than experienced, more eager after

novelty than after beauty, rather speculators than artists, will be

grievously offended by an expression of contentedness at archi-

tecture having stood still during the tithe of a century. But they

should not forget that the true principles of beauty are unchange-

able and unchanging. "What they were in the days of Pericles

they are now, and will be while the world endureth. It is

tho immortality of beauty that makes it beauty. If the forms that

were admired in one age were despised in another, tbey woidd cease

to be invested with beauty, and remain simply fiishionable. There

would be no such thing as art ; and taste would give place to caprice.

This same unchanging and cathoUc love of the beautiful is the niar-

voUous and mysterious link between successive generations of men.
Tlie artistic forms our predecessors admired, which were causes

of pleasure to them, provoke pleasiu-able emotions in us.

The sources of delight are common to us all. Wliat

man has stood in presence of the awful majesty and calm out-

lined in statutes of Osiris, or has gazed at the mysterious beauty of

the sphynxes without feeling that" lie better understood and more
closely "sympathized with their designers and admirers than he had
done previously to seeing their works ? And what is said of the

pgyptians may be repeated of the Hindoos, the Assyrians, the

preeks, and others whoso works of art, illustrative of the ijriueiples

f beauty, have been preserved to us. Whereas those people, whose
obtain little

;ho opening
not much wo

of a nation

'^hat played so important a part in Biblical history. They were no

Imoro to us than the Moabites and other nations of whom nothing

remains capable of identification beyond their names. But when we
saw the works of their hands and of their imaginations, which

revealed their habits of artistic thought—when we stood face to foce

with the serene beauty and confident majesty represented in the

lamian head prefixed to the winged bull—when we beheld the pride

and cruelty of war, the lust and insolence of conquest, pourtrayed in

every featm-o and betrayed in every gestm-e of the victorious liing

—

great and ardent intei'est was excited. We felt as though wo had
discovered a new race of men whom we could understand and with

whom wo could heartily sympathize. It was like the finding of long

lost relatives.

In opposition to what has been just stated, it may bo urged that

races, whose national poetry has been preseiwed to us, have claims

upon us, and that it is as much the poetry of Homer as the

Parthenon that kindles our sympathies ; for to one who has seen the

Elgin marbles, thousands have read tho Iliad. It is, undoubtedly,

true ; but it is also tiiie that thousands to whom the Iliad is a sealed

book have felt the influence of Grecian art. If the Greeks
succumbed to the arms of the Romans they vanquished them in

return by their superior civilization, and made Rome dependent upon
Athens for a knowledge and taste for the true principles of beauty.

The artistic influence of the Grecian mind and refined habit of thought
was, through Rome or other media, exercised upon western Em'ope.
To the peoples, subdued by the Legions of the Csesars was transmitted
by them, together with the germs of civilization, some slight portion of

the taste which was cultivated in Athens. The Roman arts planted
in Gaul and Britain had been borrowed from Greece. The images of

the gods to whom the Legionaries dedicated altars, were copied from
Btatues which had been carved by Praxitiles and stolon from Athens
to adorn Rome. If, therefore, Gauls or Britons learned, by com-
parison, to be ashamed of their uncouth delineations of forms, and
to correct tliek errors, the knowledge was derived from Greece,

"rtististic doings are jiarlially or totally unknown to us, obi

''f oiu sympathy, and excite but a faint interest. Until tin

"t the mounds in the Mesopotamian plains, it was
ared for the Assyrians beyond a desire to know more

Again, the early Sanserif writings contain as magnificent pi etry

as is to bo found anywhere, except in insiiircd compositions ; still,

though we of Western Europe are of a cognate race, we fe 1 less

sympathy with the kindred people among an<l for whom the H,\ mns
were composi'il than wo do with tlie alien Semitic race, of whoso

literature not a fragment remains, but whose arehilecture and scidp-

tures provoke our admiration and wonder. Tho exceiitional char-

acter of the Jews places them beyond the limits of this inquiry. The
Celts of these isles possessi'd poet ry which survives to tlie present day

—

and that (|uite indei)oudently of tho consideration whether Ossian be

a forgery in- a reality
;

yet, unless a man have an 0' or an M' or an Ap
proflsed to his name, "he is little inclined to spend time in investi-

gating tho history of that people— notwithstanding the round

towers they are said to have built. Not tho patriotism of Milesians,

nor the enthusiasm of Welsh song meetings, nor the learning of Villc-

niarque, can invest a people with interest, who, so far as their remains

show, neither drew, uor carved, not built architecturally.

Thus, it is the faculty of producing forms of beauty, or the attain-

ment of excellence in the formative arts, that constitutes the surest

passport to the admiration and remembrance of posterity.

At the date of the first International Exhibition, or shortly before

then, the discovery had been made that tho Greeks used polychromy

externally ; Mr. Penrose had found traces of colour on the outside

surfivces of tho Pentilican marble, of which the Parthenon was con-

structed, and thus confirmed tlio speculations and theories of M.
Hittorff. Gothic-art lovers had aU along been advocates of the use of

colour on interior surfaces ; but they did not apiirove of pigments

appUed outside. They had just set up the doctrine of the absolute

necessity of adherence to architectm-al and constructional tnitli. Con-

sequently, they were limited to the use of colour, ingroiued, so to

speak, in tho building materials employed. After all, and in

some cases, there was but an approximation to compliance with

the injunction to build truthfully; for the diverse colom'sof

bricks and tiles were not naturally but artificially iiroduced. As with

most things new, the first attempts were modestly and timidly made.

The tympanum oftlie British Museum was painted blue, to throwup the

symbolical figures sculptured by Sir Richard Westmacott, which wero

placed in the pediment. Next, Mr. Sydney Smirke introduced polished

Peterhead granite columns in his facade of tho Carlton Club, and

where such costly materials could not be afforded to obtain colour,

Minton's tiles were employed as string courses and elsewhere to pro-

duce effect. Mr. Street's very interesting work on the "Stone and
Marble Structures of Northern Italy," contributed to quicken the

progress of English architects in this clirection, until at one time there

cUd appear a danger of their relying on the application of colour

externally to produce the artistic effect, just as modern French archi-

tects do on shallow surface decoration. As men who have been long

enthralled are liable to convert newly-acquired liberty into licence, so

architects, who had been sternly held to monotony and condemned

to whitewash, rushed into an excessive use of colour.

Under a dull chilly sky and in a thick sombre atmosphere, the pro-

priety of using colours on exteriors will always be an open ciuestion, but

there can be non3 as to the expediency of having recoiuse to them for

interiors ; tho only point open to debate is the extent to which they may
be used. Here wo leave to the upholsterer and house decorator, painter

and glazier, the extensive functions he has usurped from the architect,

wlio, by-the-bye, seems to bo the animal most subject to parasites,

and keep to those monumental structures on tho decoration of which

architects are consulted. In the reading-room of the British Museum,
Mr. Sydney Smirke has shown how essential to success is sobriety

of treatment, and how great that success may bo made by tasteful

use of the simplest amf least showy tints. The interiors of recently-

decorated Paris churches—St. Eugene, St. Eustache, and St. Ger-

main des Pros—are examples of the mischief that results from a

diametrically opposite treating across the channel. The whole of tho

interior surtiices, walls, coluinns, arches, and vaultings, are thickly

coated with colom-s, diapered or arranged in various patterns. Tho
roof is generally painted a deep blue, scattered over with gold stars.

Minor architectural features are gilt, and bands of gilding are some-

times introduced on plain surfaces, while the foliage and grotesque

figures in ca])itals, like those in St. Germain des Prcs, receive a dif-

ferent coating from the body. Chocolate red appears to be the

fiivourite hue, and tho effect is by no means artistic ; on the con-

trary, it is tawdry to a degree that is painful to the eye sensitive to

the hai-mony of colour. In the case of St. Eugene there is an excuse

for tins wholesale smface painting, for tho structure is mere iron

framing and rubble work faced with plaster of Paris, but there can

be no pretext for defircing the two noblest of Gothic interiors that

exist in Paris, not excepting the Sainte Chapelle. Colour has com-

pletely ciianged the appearance of the interior, and in some instances

reversed tho proportions and relations of the orders. Those which

the architect intended to be subordinate are made iirominent, and

vice versa. The clustered columns of St. Eustache, which sprang aloft

to a height unusual, and conveyed the idea of graceful airiness with-

out losingtheappearaneeofconstructional strength, are dwarfed, the fine

outlines of each member confused into one general mass, and tho whole

characterislost. St. Germainexhibitedthearchitecturoofdifferent periods

from the sixth century to the seventeenth, being tho oldest chm-cli in

Paris. It was a repertory of ecclesiastical architeclurc during those

eleven centuries. The recent polychromatic decoration oftlie interior

has pretty well obliterated these distinctions, without producing uni-

formity of colour or han»ony ofd»»igu, while the gilding and painting
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of tlip oTotesqne reprpsentations of men and beasts that abound, have

render,' I thorn prominent, hideous, and so out of keeping with the

punioses to wliich the editico is dedicated that they seem a profana-

tion.

Keference has been made above to the influence of climate and
atmospliere on the application of polychromy and positive colom-s to

exteriors. If we follow Mr. Ruskin's injunction and study nature

with a view of making her our guide, we shall find tliat in our zone

the tints of flowers, the plumage of birds, and the colours of the

faunna, are less brilliant than those of fauna and flora of zones nearer

the ec{uator. This law of nature would seem to teacli us the pro-

priety of following it in our works of art, notwithstanding all the

nonsense talked about red petticoats having redeemed the character of

our streets. Positive colours unsparingly used here jar with our tastes

and even the out-door aspect of things. Tlie red rose which looks so

well and piquant in the blue-black tresses of an Andalusian, would
proiluce a very ugly effect in the auburn hair of a Celtic beauty; for

the mutual fitness of things cannot bi> violated with impunity, and
there is a fitness between colour and climate which the devotees of

red petticoats never dreamed of. Never was a clearer proof of this

afforded than one given by an American traveller, who in a black

cloth dress suit, and black silk hat, scrambled up the pyramids, and
attracted wondering crowds in the bazaars of Damascus.

It should never be forgotten by the patrons of arcbitectiu-e, nor by
journalists wlio kindly condesend occasionally to criticise fine-art con-
struction, that arcliitecture is entirely independent of pigments for

effect. It is an art which depends on form—on the arrangement and
disposition of masses to produce a play of light and shade. There
can be no architectural picture without sliadow. No amount of

colour and gilding can com])ensate for this want, and the attempt to

do so by surface carving is mere waste of time and money.

THE SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT.

OF, say in round numbers, a million and a half of money devoted to

tlie advancement of education, science, and art, this year, the

Science and Art Department is intended to take £116,695, being an
increase of £5,211 beyond the grant of last year ; and although we
cannot agree with a contemporary, who, not long since, sought to

bring the Department into ill-odour by contending that the Govern-
ment were not justified in teaching principles of art at the public

expense, we do consider that we are quite justified, and even fur-

ther than that, we think that it is now become quite necessarj' to

look a little closely into the organization of the various institutions

suliject to the suiierintendence of the " Department," and at the
numero\is cliannels by whicli so largo an annual sum is drawn from the

public purse ; and if it turn out that we, or the couutiy, really

get £110,000 worth of ori and science in a year by the present
system tlien liy all means let it continue, and let the grant be increased

asmay be necessary; but if the whole scheme prove to be chiefly ahotbed
for tlie growth of snug salaries, then the sooner a Royal Commission
is ajjpointed to enquire into the matter the better; in any case we must
contend in the strongest tenns that Parliamentary enquiry is very
desirable in the ensuing session. Tlie International Exhibition must be
considered to have sprung out of this department ; are the misrnage-
Tiient and the jobliery whicli have grown up with the offspring from its

earliest days waxing stronger as its case gets more desperate ? Are
these of new growth or have they but descended, inseparable, from
the main to the branch institution? OnenquirT,'intothe distribution of
the £110,6'.)5 we lind that the schools of art and science in the United
Kingilom take £45,700 ; South Kensington Museum Libraiv, &c.,

£34,116; the Geological Survey, 11,036; the Royal Dublin Society,

£7,017 ; the Museum of Irisli Industrj', £5,062 ; the Museum in

Jermyn-slreet, £6,677 ;
general management in London, £4.750

;

the Industrial Museum for Scotland, £2,035 ; and the Ro3-al Hiber-
nian Academy, £oOn.
Of the above institutions, all ofwliich are subject to the superinten-

dence of the Science and Art Department, the Koyal Hibernian Aca-
demy takes but £300, a sum so moderate that the last report of the
Department does no more than chronicle the fact, leaving us entirely
in the dark as to the purpose to which it is applied. The Academy
takes the same amoimt this year as last year, and that is all we are
told.

^

The Museum of Irish Industry, together with (lie system of pro-
vincial lecturing in Ireland, takes tliis year £5,062. "The Museum
was fouiuietl by Government, under the oflice of Woods and Forests,
in 1845. It was cstal.ilished in connection with the Geological Survej',

and the specimens collected in Ireland were deposited in it. This in-
stitution, under th direction of Sir Robert Kane, was brought under
the notice of the Science and Art Department at its creation in 1853,
and at that time the sum voted for it was £3,348. Sir Robert
Kane, reporting to the Board of Trade in Januaiy, 1854, on the
progress made during the previous year, after referring to
the state of the new museum works, then nearly completed,
and to the labours of the chemical officers in the analyzation of soils,

slated that the agronomical maps were in progress, and that the
valuation maps of all the Irish counties were then nearly complete,
the valuation of the several counties being in process of being coloured
in on the general (Railway Commissioners') map of Ireland, from the
separate maps of the ordnance indices scales ;

" hy this meiins,'' he
said, "a most interesting general view of the distribution of values

of land over the entire county will be obtained. The references to these

valuation maps by persons wishing to purchase properties in Ireland,

or connected with the management of landed property, is becoming
very frequent, and the remarkable definitiveness and utility of the infor-

mation they supply is fully recognized." Many donations to the

Museum were received in this year, chiefly from the Dublin Industrial

Exhibition ; and between the" 20th August and 31st December the

Museum was visited by 4,077 persons.

Turning now to the report for 1861, also by Sir Robert. Kane, we find

the Museum of Irish Industrj' has expanded into the " Museum of Irish

Industiy and Government School of Science applied to Mining and the

Arts," and that the arrangement and classification of the collections is

still in progress, the catalogue being only partly published ; the chemical

department is still at work assaying or analyzing the tanning con-

stituents of bark, metallic ores, coals, wood, peat, and not of least

importance a " complete qualitative analysis of the organic and
inorganic constituents of Droglieda ale has been eftected.'' Lectures

are being delivered on geology, natural philosophy, zoology, and
other subjects, with instruction in practical chemistry. These lectures

and instructions are said to have been attended with satisfactory

results. In geology 46 students were registered ; of Professor

Sullivan's course of systematic lectures 35 registered pupils were
entered ; 28 for natural philosophy ; 9 for Professor Harvey's course

of 20 lectures. In two courses of zoology 22 registered students

;

and at the course of practical chemistry, of 175 day lessons, and 123
evening lessons, the day class was attended by 5 jiupils in the first

term and by 7 in the second term, while the evening class was attended

by 12 pupils in each term. Besides these, there was an evening

class lor organic chemistry, attended by 13 pupils. In all 49

pupils, 140 students attending lectures, 140 library students,

and 34,993 visitors to the Museum, which includes 2,000 visitors to

a conversazione given by the Statistical Society ; deducting these, the

number, 32,994, is within 6 of the number of visitors in the previous

year, 18G0, the number in 1859 being 36,657. We are not aware
bow many iiujiils are also lecture or librarj- students, or how many
students are also pupils, and therefore cannot say what is actually the

number of persons instructed, but think that as an outside figure we
may say 200

; but whatever the number may be, and it is more likely

150, we will leave rent, fuel, lighting, attendants, apparatus, &c, out of

the question for the present, and then, as the salaries of live lecturers

and a chemist, we liave the sum of £1,000 yearly required for the

instruction of these pupils—not in art be it observed.

Eight ]3rofessors have delivered eight courses of lectures in Irish

provincial town on geologj-, electricity and magnetism, agricul-

tm'al cbemistr)-, hydrostatics, and astronomy, the general ave-

rage attendance being 157 persons. Seeing how much is not
done by this department towards " the advancement of

the fine arts," and we shall return to this point again,

let us see what are the particulars of the cost of not doing that

which the Throne, contemplating aid to the institution, spoke of

as "worthy the attention of a great and enlightened nation." Firstly,

there is a director receiving £400 a-year ; then there are three lecturers

—on science—at £200 each ; and two lecturers—on science—at £100
each; a chemist at £200 ; a curator at £200 ; a clerk at £160; .and

porters, attendants, and servants at £487
;

provincial lecturers

receive £500 ; altogether £987 for salaries. Then the purchase of

specimens and books takes £400 ; outfit and illustrations for lectures

£300 ; rent, rates, and taxes £253 ; repairs, furniture, and fittings

£550 ; fuel, light, soap, and cleaning £250
;

prizes £50 ; and
laboratories, attendants' uniform, printing, travelling, and incidental

expenses £512 ; altogether over £5,000—a little too much for the

result,

We now turn to the Royal Dublin Society, also brought into con-

nection with the Science and Art Department in 1853, taking a vote

of £6,310. The Society then delivered two coiu-ses of lectm-es on
botany, maintained a botanic garden, and received and distributed

plants and seeds, the number of visitors and medical students at the

garden during the summer being 70,234. There were two courses

of lectures on cbemistn,-, and at that time a series of seven original

encjuiries were being carried on, while gratuitous information on
chemical subjects wa.s afforded to numerous persons from time to time.

There was also a Museum of Natural Historj', and two com-ses of

kctm-es were attended by rather over 2,000 persons, the total number
of visitors to the Museum during the year having been 25,090. Two
courses of lectureson natural philosophy were attended by 4,133 persons.

Tlie average attendance at seven evening meetings for the discussion

of subjects connected with practical science and art was about 110

persons, the number of readers in the lilirary being 11,283. The
Society also held annual exhibitions of agricultural live stock, farm

and dairy produce, and agricultural imiilemcnts. With a de]jartment

of mamifactures, and another, last on the list, of art, the enumeration

of the objects of the Royal Dublin Society tenninatcs. From the

former arose the Dublin industrial Exhibition of 1853, about which
time a special committee undertook the tjisk of procuring a coUectioii

of the marbles of Ireland, which with some difliculty, arising it is

said from the apathy of quarry proprietors, was accomplished, and

resulted in the fine and well-known collection; an extensive col-

lection of potteiy clays of the county was also brought together

about the same time. In the department of art during the year

(1853) 315 male and 209 fem.ale students passed through the schools.

Professor Lyons delivered eighteen lectures on anatomy in connection

with the fine arts, while the head master delivered forty-three
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])raotical clasi? looturcs to tho male .ami fL>mali! stiuionts, on coloui-,

luM-aldic' ('lubliizoiiin;; vases, pictorial anatomy, pLTspeotivo practical

j;;comotrv, ami t raining teacliors ; a Icndinijancl consultin^r library was
in uscfulopcralion, and the annual exhiljition of tlie work of students,

opened at Cliristmas, contained 313 drawings and thirty-seven cartes,

and was visited by several thousand persons iluring tho three weeks

tliat it remained open to the public. Fourteen of the students received

prizes from Soutli Kensington, and fifteen obtained money prizes,

olVered by manufacturers of designs, for articdesto bo exliibited in tho

Dublin Kxhibilion.

Keferring to tlie amuial report of the Royal Dulilin Society for the

past year we lind that considerable improvements have been carried

out in the Botanic Ganlen, wliicli with tlie Botanical Museum are

opened on Sundays. On one occasion on that day as many as 15,000

were present, chielly consisting of the humbler classes. The council

arc much gratified in remarking ii])on their onlerly and decorous con-

duct ; not a single (lower appears to liave been plucked, nor, with

the exception of several potted plants tlirown downi in tho conser-

vatories, in consequence of the nan-owness of the passages, a plant

injured. The gardens altogether consist of about 43 acres, and were
visited in 18G1 by 133,780 persons. Commenced years ago, tlie

Natural History Museum remains unfinislicd ; the council, by grcnt

exertions, raised £0,000 towards its erection ; Government lias contri-

buted £5,800, and some heating apparatus now in course of erection,

like the botanic garden. The Museum of Natural History is the

only public establishment of its kind in Dulilin; the Act of Parlia-

ment describes it as the "National Museum," and the council jDoint

to the sums voted yearly for the British Museum and other corres-

ponding institutions as grounds for extending to the Irish National

Museum a corresponding liberalitj- ; as it is, the extensive col-

lections are not available as means of public instruction ; tlie

metallic minerals cannot be arranged at all until 2-t cases are

provided for them ; in fact, wo are ' told that " were it

not for the liberality which the Society has always experienced from
the public, as evidenced by the extent and value of their donations,

it would not be possible to maintain, much less extend the collections

of the Museum with the present inadequate sum annually allowed by
the state for its support." The JIuseum was visited last year by
17,598 persons, against 35,000 in 1853. In the library the number
of readei-s amounted last year to 14,013. The scientific evening
meetings are still held, the attendance for last year being 1,172 persons,

while the operations of the agricultural department have considerably

extended, and a chemico-agricultural ilei)artment has been estab-

lished in connection with it, and in coiiformity with the suggestion of

tlie Bepartment of Science and Ai-t, Mr. Uavey has lately visited some
of the principal Continental laboratories and schools of agriculture.

Coming now to the Fine Arts Department of the Society, we find it

last year holding an important Fine jVrts Exhibition, and with a

school of art instructing, during the year, 395 pupils, besiiles 330
students instructed in parochial and other schools, making tlie total

number of all classes wlio received instruction in and tlirougli tho

agency of this school 730. Four exhibitions of prize works of students

were visited by 1,158 persons, and at the last annual examination 1

pupil teachershi]!, 2 prize studentships, 18 local medals, and 47 first

and second grade prizes were adjudged. Tlie establishment of the

Eoyal Dublin Society, including the Botanic Garden of the Zoological

Gardens in Dublin, is voted, for assistant secretarj^, £300 ; registrar

and housekeeper, £200 ; three clerks, £205 ; director natural history,

£250 ;
professor of agriculture, £150 ; librarian, £200 ; curator

Botanical Gardens, £175 ; curator Agricultural Museum, £100; and
for attendants, porters, messengers, housemaids, foremen and
labourers, rather over £1,000 ; altogether £2,734 for salaries to officers.

To make up tho grant of £7,017, we have for purchase of specimens
and books, £1,120; grant in aid of Zoological Gardens, £5U0 ; rent,

rates and taxes, £503 ; additions, repairs and alterations, £5G7
;

furniture and fittings, £350 ; fuel and light, £365 ; the remainder
going to soap, scouring, and cleaning incidents, annuities to late

masters of Schools of Aj-t(£49 19s.), police, and Glasneven Gardens.
The council return 391,146 persons as having visited the several
departments of the Society in the last year, but according to a Par-
liamentarj' paper the numbers amounted to 460, 136.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
MOSAICS.

THE majolica fountain—the most conspicuously placed of Messrs.
Million's contributions—is the least interesting example of their

manufactures in the International Exhibition. The design is faulty

in many important respects ; in its main features as well as in the
forms of the details ; in the selection of the colom-s as well as in their

arrangement. Although Messrs. Mintonare not, perhaps, answerable
for defects in Mr. Thomas' design, it is difficult to apportion their
several responsibilities. Wo prefer to notice the examples of Messrs.
Minton's manufiieture in another part of the building. With their
contributions of porcelain and china, unrivalled though they
undoubtedly are, we have nothing to do, and we can but lirielly allude
to the specimens of majolica which they contribute. The majolica,
as all the world knows, is an old art revived. It consists of putting
a fine opaque glaze upon cartlienware. The Italian artists of
E.aphael's time introduced so much of good design and real art into
this manufacture that "majohca" was subsequently and generally

understood to refer to tho artistic excellence of the manufacturo
rather than to tho maiiufactui-o itself. But in both respects tlio word
is wortliily illustrated at Messrs. Minton's stall. We linger over tho

exquisite design and harmonious (flours of the salvers and ])lates

until we can scarcely credit that they were produced entirely at

Stoke-upon-Trent. Since 1851 Messrs. Minton have made immense
forward steps in this manufacture. Nothing now, except age, seems
wanting to make their iiroduclions equal to anything which Italy has
produced.
Turning reluctantly from tho contcmiilation of these charming

works, we look upon the display of Messrs. Minton's famous tiles. A
few of them are introduced in the construction of their stall ; but it is

not there that their beautiful design and excellent workmansfiip can be
fully appreciated. Before we say a word about the tiles, we would
direct attention to the admirable manner in which they are displayed,

partly against a wall and partly on the ground within a railed en-

closure. Majolica vases are placed upon pedestals at tho angles of

this enclosure. The various specimens are not crowded promiscuously

together, but are disposed tastefully upon the walls. The central

panels are the brightest, and they are surrounded by specimens of a
lower tone of colour. The two Ave Maria pavements are especially

lovely, and the combination of blue, white, dead-green, and buff tiles

is perfect. The specimens on either side of the central panels are duly
balanced, not by a similarity of design, but by an equal quantity

of design and a similar general tone. The large specimen of Messrs.

Minton's pavement is not tesselated work, because the central head
and the smaller figures are not composed of small tessera); but, instead,

are represented on single tiles, like tho ornament on encaustic tiles.

In the manufacturing of these latter tiles, which are made by stamping
them when soft and filling the impression with material of different

colours, Messrs. Jlinton still maintain a proud position amongst all

other makers. Their encaustic tiles are equal to any which have been
found of mediaeval times. The tiles now ordinarily manufactured and
used in England are the encaustic tiles, ujion which the ornament is

let in and subsequently glazed, and tho ordinary geometrical tiles.

These latter are sometimes arranged geometrically in one or more
colours on single tiles which saves some expense in laying and fitting

them together. Messrs. Maw, in Class X., exhibit an additional variety,

forming what was called the opits tcssellatum, or musiinim. A largo

slab, 13 ft. 3 in. by 10 ft. 9 in., bearing representations of Apollo in

the centre, and the four seasons at the angles, is an attempt to revive

the pictoral mosaic, similar to what has been periodically found in

every country where the Roman legions carried their arts and
civilization. A fac-simile of an ancient piece of mosaic, found at

Bignor, in Sussex, is exhibited by Messrs. Maw, and it shows beyond
question that tho Broseley manufactures are fidly equal to the Roman
ones. Messrs. Maw's pavement, designed by Mr. Digliy Wyatt, is in

fact sujierior to the ancient example in c^ery essentia! jiarticular—in its

drawing no less than in its skilful management of colours. There is

no confusion in it, cither in its general tbrm, or in its tints. A sim-

ple, grandly-designed work has be?n broadly and manfully carried

out. The ground-work is buff-colour. The few bright-coloured

tesseras are most dexterously introduced. The red edging on the

ckess of " Spring" is repeated in the wreath of "Autumn," and in

both instances with the happiest effect.

The fire-place of enamelled tiles and stone, by Messrs. Maw, on
the opposite side of the com-t, seems to us rather cnide in colour. It

looks better in black and white, as shown by an engraving in the

Illustrated Catalogue. The design of it, taken in detail, is equal to

anj- of Messrs. Maw's work, but as a whole, it doe? not altogether

satisfy us.

Around the court there is a valuable collection of Messrs. Maw's
works, mostly designed by Mr. Digliy Wyatt, but in one or two,

especially that for St. J.ames', Hanbury, Mr. Street's jieculiarities

reveal themselves as mai'kedly as they do upon a sculptiu-ed frieze

or capital. Mr. Goldie and Mr. Garling have likewise contributed

designs which are here hung amongst Messrs. Maw's works. With
the greater part of these di-awings we have become familiar tlu-ough

their previous exhibition in the Conduit -street galleries.

The building " to be composed entirely of Shropshire clay manu-
factures," will be to our minds simply ugly, and the columns made
for it fully realize our anticipations of its effect. It is an illus-

tration of a fault too frec{uently committed by our manufacturers

;

if they possess an article eminently suited for one purpose

they are not content until tliej- have put it to others for

which it is equally unsuited. In the same court we find a collective

series of architectural productions, such as chimney-pots, vases, ridge-

tiles, wall copings, jjedestals, encaustic tiles, geometrical mosaic,

illustrating tho clay manufactures of the Shropshire Coal Field,

classified and arranged by Mr. Maw, on behalf of Messrs. J. and E.

Burton, Iron-bridge ; tlie Coalbrook Dale Company, Lightmoor

;

Messrs, Davis, Brosclev, ; the Madeley Wood Company, Ironbridge

;

Mr. Doughty, Ironbridge ; and Mr. Evans, Mr. Exley, and Mr.

Lewis, of Jackfield.

Sections of the Shropshire Coal Field, showing the arrangement of

the clay, coal, and iron stone measures, and specimens of the different

materials in their native and burnt state are also exhibited here by
Mr. Maw. The court is an extremely interesting one, and it is rendered

especially so by the excellent way in which it has been classified, by
the completeness of the exliibited productions of the district, and by
the illustrations of the puiijoses to which they have been so success-

fully applied.
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The Ai-cliiteetiiral Pottery Company, of

Poole, Dorset, liave a small but splendid col-

lection of tessclated, mosaic and white-tvlazed

tiles, but the dilTerent examples arc so crowded

together that their sterling merits are ajit to

be" overlooked. It is only by examining

them in detail that the beauty of their design

is fully recognized. This Company, if it were

not tiio first to make the combined geometric

patterns on one tile, has certainly manufac-
tured them largely. The advantage of them is

that a greater variety, liy means of a larger

mnnber of apparent subdivisions, is obt^iined

with no more liability to displacement tlian

tiles fom- or nine times the size would possess.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION PICTURES.

As the International Exhibition is approaching

its close, we think it necessary to direct parti-

cular attention to a few pictures, which we are

inclined to believe have escaped general notice.

Pew persons have passed through the principal

Foreign Gallery witliout noticing a picture of

"Lady Macbeth," which is so entirely strange

and foreign to our notions of that celebrated

heroine, derived chiefly from onr theatrical recol-

lections, as to induce laughter at, rather than
respect for, the painter, and little wonld any one
dream he was the man who has sent lis the finest

work in historic art to be found throughout the

entire collection, whether in the Foreign or Bri-

tish department of the building. But so it is.

We have to confess that, although we flattered

ourselves n'ith having pretty nearly mastered
the wholo range of art in these galleries, it was
not until a few days since that accident made
us acquainted with what we adWsedly declare
to be the most perfect example of historic paint-

ing on the walls. It may be that the " Lady
Macbeth " did not create much desire to find the
other pictm'e which follows in the catalogue,

under the name of " Julius Sclu-ader ;
" but be

that as it may, " The Death of Leonardo da
Vinci at Fontaineblcan," mil be found in the side

gallery, rumiing in a line with Prince Albert's-

road. The visitor who^vishes to see it must pass
the organs under the western dome, and after a
few paces forward, surrounded by a few litho-

gi-aphs possessing no interest 'whatever, in a
dirty fi'ame, rich in patches, where the gilding

has been worn off, mil be found the picture in

question. In the centre of it the aged painter is

represented rcclirdng on a well-cushioned chair,

looking up to Francis I., who, booted and
spm-red, has just arrived from Paris ; with one
hand the king grasps the feeble hand of the
djdng man, whose head lies on the other arm of
hia royal patron. On the opposite side the phy-
sician kneels, offering restoratives, to enable his
patient to sustain the last Interview. In the
background, on the right, are courtiers in at-

tendance
;

priests are on the left performing
mass ; and on the right, in the foreground, a
young man—we may suppose apupil—in tears,

leans anxiously forward, evidently watching the
last etibrt of his dying master Fuii:her on,
in the same line of gallery, are many admirable
picttu'es of the foreign schools, particnlarly by
Russian artists ; but the admirers of art vriU have
an imperfect knowledge of the merits of that
school unless they -s-isit a screen in the Russian
Com-t, about the middle of the north-western
central gallery, where, overlooking a collection
of snow boots, musical instmments and other
articles of manufacture, the pictures deserving
attention will be foimd. The principal subject is

entitled " A Storm in the Alps," by Jleschersky.
We never saw a group of pine trees rendered so
effective before, and producing so powerful a con-
trast to the delicately painted mass of Kght, in-
cluding the mountain stream, the pale green of
the grassy bank, and the rocky boulders that
form the prominent objects in the foreground.
No. 1,688, " Los Ghitanos en la Poseda," by
Engraphe Sorokin, is an example of luminous
eliect obtained without any positive shadow.
The day-light, which is supposed to come ti'om a
window, or opening in the roof, is rendered
both true and briUiant by the dark local coloui-s
only of the dresses placed in the broad mass of
warm pnd cold half tint. Young artists may
study the pictm'e with great advantage.

For the same ptu-pose we wonld direct atten-
tion to 1,G83—"The Holy Communion," bv
Beimers. The management is admirable of the
hot and cold colours in the sick room, where the
priests are officiating, seen through the open

doorway, while a httle girl sits on the doorstep

ontside^ " The Preaching of St. John in the

Island of Patmos," by Theodore MoUer, is the

largest picture on this screen, and although it

has much academic merit as regards di'awing

and composition, the colouiing is much too

gay for snch a subject. On the contrary, " An
Eughsh Horse," by Nicholas Swcrtchkof, and
three other pictures by the same painter, not on
the screen, but at the end of the side gallery,

are excellent in every respect. "The Tillage

Dance," by Constantine Trootofsky, is fall of

life and spirit, and most dehghtfuUy painted ; and
we admired the elegant drawing and delicate

treatment in the two heads, life-size, by James
Kapkof, entitled, "An Albanian Woman," and
" A Russian Peasant Girl Praying." There are

several other pictures on this screen worth
especial notice, but if those we have briefly de-

scribed be not examined, no complete idea of

the leai-uing, taste, and skill possessed hy the

painters of Russia can be formed. An imperfect

estimate, also, of American painting mil be

made unless the American Court on this floor of

the building be visited, although we do not

promise the -insitor so much pleasure as he will

find in the com*t we have just uoticed.

We feel that in selecting the picture of " The
Death of Leonardo da Vinci " as the best histo-

rical work in the collection, the question will

arise in the minds of our readers, and they wdl
ask, " Why is it superior, for instance, to the

Belgian picttu-es by Gallait of the ' Last Jloments
of Cotmt Egmont," and 'The Last Honours paid

to Counts Egmont and Homo ?' " The answer,
briefly, is this—the German has told his story

with more dignity and simplicity than the Bel-

gian. He depends entirely upon the interest of

his subject to arrest the attention ofthe spectator.

There is colour enough to satisfy the eye, and no
strikingly brilhant display of tints to distract the

attention. There is no playful contrast of lights

or powerful conti"ast of black and white mass,
but an even effect pervades the whole scene,

merely enlivened in parts sufficiently to sus-

tain unity of expression and to prevent monotony.
Nevertheless the whole, whetlier as regards the
artifices of harmony and opposition of tints, the

arrangement of the figures and groups, or the due
support and requisite subordination of light and
shade, are all most learnedly arranged, and,

above all, with an inobtrusiveness that claims no
praise but that obtained by the skilful production
of a perfect wholo. This, then, is pure history in

painting. It may be compared to an historical

event related by the pure histoiian, who woidd ar-

i-ange his words and construct his sentences with

all the hidden art of an accomplished scholar,

without attracting or rather carefiilly avoiding
to attract attention by a poetic plu-aso or a rhe-

torical flourish. Keeping this convenient com-
parison of literattu'e and painting in view, we
would compare the Belgian pictures to the writ-

ings, notofthepnre historian, but to the labours

of the historical novelist, or lustorical romance
writer, because pleasure is given and interest

excited by the means as well as by the end, thus
contrary to the law of pictorial art, two results

are obtained instead of one. Take " The Last
Moments of Count Egmont." The admiration is

di\-ided between the contrast of the warm Ught
fi'om the lamp and the cool daylight coming in

at the window, and the priest is in one light and
the cpunt is in the other, and the texture of the
count's dress is too closely imitated for the
pnrely historical style. The pure historian woidd
not describe him on the morning of execution as

dressed in putted silk sleeves nor, in his last mo-
ments "with the priest, as stanchng in the grey
nioming light by the side of the holy father,

seated in the glow of his midnight lamp, but this

is what the historical noveUst or the writer of

historical romance would do.

Therefore the writer and the painter of pure
history are superior to the others, because they
seek no aid to interest and please fi-om beauties
belonging to a lower range of art or literature.

They state the plain fact, the one with the pen
and the other with the pencil, rel3'ing entirely

on the appareut plainness mth which that fact is

represented. "The Last Honom-s," <S:e., depends
gi'eatly on the grand mass of black produced
by the velvet pall thrown over the dead bodies,
contrasting mth the satin-like whiteness of the
sheets for the force of its leading effect. Here,
again, the writer of historical romance would
take the same view of the scene, and would, j'cr-

ho2>s, begin by saying, "Beneath the ample
folds of the rich and deep black of the velvet pall

lay the mangled corpses of the patriot martyrs."

The pure historian would merely state that after

the execution their remains were laid out for the

purpose of allowing their friends and countiymen
to pay them their last respects, and most cer-

tainly he would not describe the marks of con-

cealed blood about the Unen. But in another
point we have a striking example in favom' of the

German. He employs but one positive tear

throughout his composition to illustrate the story,

whereas the Belgian fmds it necessary to have
several, and he has made the tip of the nose of

one of his weepers shine with the moisture,

which, although perfectly consistent with proba-

bihty, is beneath the dignity of the subject, if it

do not actually approach the ludicrous. Wc have
not made these remarks mth the intention of
undervaluing pictures which have been so justly

admired by the public, but have been induced to

draw what appears to us a just comparison be-

tween two distinct styles of art, and to rescue,

from what we may call oblivion, a work so highly
honourable to the German school of "subjective"

painters as is the " Leonardo da Vinci Dyuig
at Fontainebleau, in the Arras of Francis I." How
a picture of such importance covdd be so badly
placed it is impossible to tmderstand.

INTEENATIONAL EXHIBITION.

CLASS X. Section C.—Objucts Shown for
AEcmTECii'U.vL Beauty.—Jury's Eepoet.

JURY.
T. L. Donaldson, Ph. D., Loodon; Professor of Architec-

ture, University College.
Theo. Jordan, Russia; Member of the Imperial Academy of

Fine Arts.

A. L. J. Meier, Deputy Chairman, North Germany; Archi-
tect.

Gilbert Scott, R.A., London ; Architect.
Svd. Smirkc, R.A., London; Architect.
W. Tite, M.P., F.R.S., President of Section, London ; Pre-

sident Royal Society of British Architects.

E. Trelat, France; Profcstor t) the Coiiservatory of Arts
and Manufactores.

The jury Have felt themselves much embar-
rassed in adjudicatuig upon the several objects
which properly belong to this class in the Ex-
hibition, fi"om their behig peculiaily connected
nith architectural beauty ; some are not con-
tained in the Hst of Sectit>n C, and otliers are
dispersed in various parts of the building.

The list of the section in the catalogue of the
United Kingdom only comprehends twenty-eight
numbers from Nos. 2,423 to 2, '150 mclusivc; mauy
objects, however, are included within each uunt-

ber. But the articles exhibited by M. H. Blanch-
ard (2,428) and T. Pulham (2,411) are of the same
class ofobjects as those in Class SXXV. (Pottery),

in which latter are many beautiful specimens of

ornamental works, properly architectural. Mr.
Poole (2,440) exhibits a mosaic pavement ; but

other such works in different parts of the build-

ing seem to be excluded fi'om this section, as

also stained-glass windows, the large class of

mediieval productions, parqueted floors, wi-ought-

iron chm'ch gates and screens, paper hangings,

and imitative grained painting of marbles, wood,
&c. Some admirable specimens of moulded
ornamental bricks arc included in Section A

;

otherwise they would have been specially noticed

in this report. And even with these limitations

the jury have felt themselves compelled to in-

clude in their awards some numbers of other sec-

tions of Class X., in order to combine like objects

in one decision.

If, therefore, the follo^ving awards do not

embrace all the works of merit which might
naturally be supposed to belong to objects shown
for architecttiral beauty, the omission rests not

with this jury, but arises fi'om the special

arrangement of the classification, whereby mauy
tilings were examined and rewarded under other

heads. In regard to those exhibited in tho

Enghsh division of this class, it is to be observed

that many exhibitors seem hardly to have been

conscious of tlie high standard of excellence that

must be assumed in such international compcti-

tions nor of the merits of their rivals in excel-

lence. Nor have they been aware that, where
the only measure of merit Ues between a Medal
and Houom-able Mention, the former must have

a decided superiority, and nmst be distinguished

by a high class of taste in design, as well as by
excellence of material or execution. It may also

be remarked, that except where architects have
designed the forms and details of objects

executed tmder their own immediate direction,

there is a gi-eat want of the artist's taste to give

the productions that elevation and grace ofdesign
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anil ])nvity of form, so necessary for works of

art, ciirriod out in wlintsocvor material. The
cxlilliifors rarely do justice to tbcmsclvos in the

t.M-ra-cotta works, gi'vinR to their products bad

firms, jiroportions, and details, to wliirili, how-

ever, such manufiictnrers as Minton, Maw, and

IJIashfiold are remarkable exceptions. When
colour firms an cloment of beauty, as in the con-

trasts of inlaid marbles for tnhlos, there is too

frequently a deficiency of harmony, even in

those of Italy, arising from an absonco of the

iust appreciation of the relative value of tones.

So that however meritorious the workmanship,

it will not redeem the dofcctivo arranpfoment of

the brilliantly coloured marbles themselves,

which are thus rendered devoid of expression

and feolinff. Very frequently there is an

jfrnoranco in these classes of manufacture of the

choice of subjects and objects which should pro-

perly form the basis ot such combinations. It

mar bo said that the artist element is too often

iifuorod in the Enfflish products of this Class X.,

.Siib-class C ; and thus full justice is not done to

tlio material employed, nor the labour bestowed

in the exccntion.

In the collections of terra-cotta productions

there is evidence of a vei-y considerable advance,

both in regard to the quality of the material and

their application as ornamental objects for archi-

tectural purposes. Thus there arc several forms

of moulded bricks, black, yellow, and red, ena-

bling the architect to vary his decorations in a

very simple matter. These, however, more pro-

perly belong to another section, where they are

enumerated. There are specimens ofornamental

columns with bases, sh.afts, and capitals, exhi-

bited by Messrs. Maw (United KiuRdora—2,318),

and Mr. Blanehard (United Kingdom—2,423),
thorouprhly burned, retaining well their forms,

and Avhicli have been largely employed in the

arcades of the Hoi'ticultural CJardens, where they

arc very effective. Messrs. Maw exhibit an ex-

ample of one, the parts of which are elegantly

relieved by a partial application of glazed colour.

There are several i astances of moulded decora-

tive chimney-pots, admirably adapted for the

purpose, and a great vai'iety of roof-tiles ana
crestings. Aoother very important application

of this material, and which has received full jus-

tice in this exhibition, is floor-tiles for churches

and other public buildings and private dwellings.

This does not appear to have had in the classic

period a similar development. The clay adopted

for the purpose is of the best quab'ty, carefully

prepared, pressed, and burned till it acquires a

most enduring hardness ; and the article is turned

out of hand perfectly square, so as to fit in with

the greatest nicety into patterns however intri-

cate. There are several manufactories which
produce first-rate articles of this class in point of

quality ; but Messrs. Minton and Messrs. Maw
evince the greatest perfecrion, both in quaUty

and in tho varied taste of design and colour ; and
the former firm give great brilliancy to their en-

cau.'itic tiles, which riva' those of the Moors in

the Alhambra of Spain. The name of Messrs.

Minton's artist is not mentioned, but their efforts

are most ably seconded by their designer, both

as to comliination of forms and the harmony and
contrast in tho disposition of the colours. Mr.
Digby Wyatt is named in connection with the

works of Messrs. Maw. The jury have therefore

thought it due to that gentleman and to Messrs.

Maw, wlio have had the judgment to call in tho

aid of an artist of such distinguished merit, to

av.-ard a medal to Mr. Wyatt also. Another ap

Messrs. Minton's collection, which may bo favour-

ably compared in every respect with those of

the schools of majolica in Franco and Italy of

past times."

Mr. Blanehard, pursuing his endeavours to

ap])ly this material of terra cotta to purposes at

once useful and ornamental, has ingeniously pre-

pared tho steps of a staircase inlaid with

coloured tiles in tho tread and riser.

It is to be observed that F. Erndt, jun. (Austria

—1,387), C.Viilal (Denmark—29S)),nnd V. Carafa

di Noia (Italy—1,142) also exhibit very credit-

able works in terra ootta.

There is a largo variety of marble chimney-

pieces for fire-places of rooms, some of which
iiavo come under the notices of this sub-class.

Tliat by the late Mr. John Thomas (United King-

dom—2,14G), chief carver of tho monumental
and historical statues of the Houses of Parlia-

ment, merits notice on account of tho elegance

of the design and delicacy of tho execution, it

being intended for Her Majesty the Queen. Ami
thero are several in the Belgian section ; one by

Mons. A. J. Leclerq (Belgium—-318) is remark-
able both for design and execution ; another by
Mons. L. Boucncau (Belgium—305) is distin-

guished for the execution, though fatdtyin design.

It may be stated generally that tho Belgian ob-

jects are remarkable for the cheapness of pro-

duction. In tho French collection a monumental
marble chimney by Gouault (Franco—2,802) is a

very imposing work of art, no less to be admired
for its masterly execution.

Serpentine and granite are well illustrated in

the Exhibition, and have been ably apjilied for

architectural purposes, as columns, fonts, pedes-

tals, fountains, vases, tombs, tables, etc., &c.

Specimens exhibited by the Serpentine Marble
Company (United Kingdom—2,-144) and by the

Lizard Serpentine Company (United Kingdom

—

203) are of a more compact and uniform quality

than those originally extracted from the quarries,

and admit of a higher polish. The variously

toned specimens are made harmoniously to com-
bine in colour, and the objects are finished off

vnt\i the utmost perfection. Mr. A. Macdonald
of Aberdeen (United Kingdom—214) maintains

the high reputation of tjae Peterhead granite

quarries, both in the beauty of tho material and
the mode in which it is applied to architectiu'al

pm-poses ; while Messrs. Freeman also, in another

class, exhibit fine specimens of the polished gray

fi-om PljTQOuth, in columns and architectural

features of very faulty design and profile, utterly

unworthy of the noble material.

The onyx from Qran in Algeria is one of the

finest material and recently discovered (like

our serpentuie), and applicable to ornamental
architectm'al purposes. Mons. Pallu (France

—

2,871) 'deserves great credit for the manner in

which he has introduced this exquisite material

as decoration in balusters, pedestals, chimneys,
and other objects, producing great brilliancy of

etJect.

The inti'oduction of colonred marbles, as an
essential feattire of architectural end:)elHshment,

has made great progress in this coitntry of late

years, partieidarly in works of metUai^val design

;

and the present Exhibition is not without some
very creditable specimens, both for desigii and
execution. Messrs. Poole and Son (United

Kingdom—2,440) exhibit a doorway of the tran-

sition period from the Norman to the Early
Pointed, having the shafts of the columns of

variously coloured marbles ; it is destined for

the Digby mortuary chapel. They have also an
elaborate mosaic pavement for Chichester Cathe-

pUcation of a like nature occurs in the Belgian dral, admii-ably designed by Mr. W. Slater, the
department, where Messi-s. Boch Brothers, of i architect. These works are of such high merit
La Lonvifcre, Hainanlt (Belgium—303), exhibit

mosaic tiles and slabs for pavements, simple in

pattern, excessively hard, and very cheap.

Messrs. Minton and the firm of Maw also bring

under notice mosaic pavements, which for execu-

tion are nearly on a par with those of the an-

tique, of which so many noblo specimens still

exist in this country, as in Leicester, Cirencester,

&c. This firm have in their court a central pave-

ment floor ten feet square, composed of tessera)

and mosaic tiles and slabs judiciously intermixed.
Tho specimens ofpottery exhibited by Mr. Blash-
ficld (United Kingdom—0,833) are veiy remark-
able for the quality of the material, the graceful-

ness of form, and the sliarpness retained in the
ornaments, so as to be able to ranlc with a very
high class of art. There are some fine vases of

elcg.ant design, and which ring like a bell when
struck ; and of this class of object it is impossible
to pass over the coloured and enamelled vases
and pedestals and other architectural features in

as to design, arrangement of the colom'ed

marbles, and the execution, that the Committee
felt they wotdd be unjust if they did not award
medals both to the architect and mason, on whom
they reflect so much credit.

Tile objects produced by Mr. Magnus (United

Kingdom—-2,435) confu'm his reputation for the

admirable manipidation and treatment of enam-
elled slate, and tho beauty of its application to

various architectural pm'poses, imitating the

choicest marbles on a most durable material.

The LLangollen Slab and Slate Company (United
Kingdom—204) also exliibit some specimens of

enamelled slate, and one enormous slate shilj,

which reHects credit on their spirited energy,
and is an instance of verv superior material.

Mr. J. Forsyth (United Kingdom—2,430) has
some carved wood bench ends clearly and
elaborately cut, and with gi-eat attention bestowed
on the natural character of the foliage, without

sacrificing the artistic treatment wliich vegetable

substances should receive when introduced as
ornament, whether in wood, stone, or bronze.

And the Ecclcsiological Society (United Kingdom
—2, 125) have exhibited some highly-wrought
and well-midcrstood wood carvings of foliage,

very ably executed by H. Reynolds, E. J. Ilerley,

II. J. Wicks, J. Seymour, A. Angu.s,'and B. Du
Jar(hn, to whom that Society had awarded
cert;iin prizes for these works in competition.

The Jury were glad to obseiro the superior class

of wooil carving, and tho progi'css mado in it

within the last few years under the able arcliitects

who have been particularly engaged in tho
mcdiseval style. A like, if not superior, excel-

lence is evinced in many French and Italian

specimens of the classic style ; but they doubtless

have been reported upon in the furniture depart-

ment. As an imitator of wood and stone carving,

Mr. Jackson (United Kingdom—2, 134), must be
mentioned for the perfection to wliicli ho has
brought the manuCicturo of carton-piorre, for

architectural decoration, a wortliy rival of his

French competitors in that material.

Tho specimens of cast and wrought-iron metal
work, both French and English, are of tho very
highest order ; some of the finest specimens being
fur objects included in another class, vnli bo
doubtless mentioned with due honour. In this

class, Macfarlaue and Co., of Glasgow (United

Kingdom—2,313) have some admirable castings

in iron for open ornamental crestings, panels,

finials, as also for moulded rain-watt'r gutters,

pipes, heads, and shoes, sharp, clean, and full of

character. M. Duremie (France—3,035) exliibits

a cast-iron monumental foiuitaiu remarkable for

tho execution of the details and delicacy of tho

moidding. And with these may be favourably

classed the productions of Messrs. Monduit and
Bechet of Paris (France—1,259), Grades of Paris

(France—1,283,) and Michelct of Paris (Franco
—1,284), who have executed many fine orna-

ments and statues on the Sainte Chapelle, and
other mediaeval buildings of that city in embossed
lead or zinc. These materials aro less apt to be
affected by the atmosphere than iron, and somo
are of colossal size, evincing great boldness and
finish, and refined artistic treatment at the samo
time. Iq order to counteract the action of water
on iron, which threatened to desti-oy somo of tho

finest monumental works of art in Paris,—as the

fountain in the Place Louvois, by the late M.
Visconti, and the fountains in the Place de la

Concorde and the Champs Elyseeu, by M. Hittoiif,

—<'xecnted in that metal, M. Oudiy, ha\ing made
various espeiiments, discoveretl a process of

coating -in bronze, which has been applied with
great success to those noble productions, and to

more than 1,000 elegantly designed lamp-posts.

M. Cluistolfe, the eminent silversmith, has also

of late years apphed the galvano-plastio system
to architectural details, such as stair-rails,

balconies, elaborately-enriched mouldings, capi-

tals, and other portions of columns ; so that

architects may find in this system the possibility

of carrying out their ideas, even of the most
elaborate ornament, at relatively moderate cost.

There are very few objects of industrial art

contributed by Russia to the section, but they
are of the vei-y highest class of excellence,

whether considered for their tasteful design, tho

preciousness of the materials, or their perfectitn

of execution. All which have been selected are
of too high merit to be noticed merely with
Honom'able Mention, and have consequently been
awarded to receive Medals.

The contributions from Malta are Hniited to

carved stone-work and inlaid tables, most
patiently and elaborately executed. But tho
stone carvuig evinces a sad absence of correct

taste. It is to be hoped that the Government
will turn this industry to an honourable and really

useful accotmt, by assisting the workmen in their

art education, and sending them to the schools of
Italy or Fi-ance to acquire that correct knowledge
of true art of which they are now bo lamentably
ignorant.

There are only two specimens of ornamental
stucco in the Eidiibition, but they are the pro-
ductions of two of the most eminent houses in

London and Paris, Bellman and Ivey (United
Kingdom—2,238) of the former city, and M.
Crapoix (France—1,200) of the latter, and they
cover only a small sm'face ; they are, however,
remarkable for the evenness and lustre of the
surface, the choice of the material, and the
brilliancy of the colours, tempered by ijudicitna

treatment.
This brief and imperfect summaiy of the mora

important objects of this class cannot be better
concluded than by reference to two iUustrative
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literary productions immeaiately connected

tlicrewiUi. The one is an atlas series of the most

cxqnisite drawings, executed with all the refined

taste of the French school, illustrating the stu-

pendous and admirable works of embeUishment

and practical use which have been carrying on

of late years in Paris under the government of

the present Emperor, and which have changed

the whole aspect of the French capital, and
accompUshed for it far more than Augustus did

for Rome. The clear intelligence, the firm will,

the science and taste which have conceived and
carried out these important alterations and
enlargement of Paris, deserved to be recognized

when brought under the notice of the Jury. The
names of Messrs. Alphand, Engineer-in-chief of

Bridges and Roads, Darcel, Gregoire, and
Foulard appear as engineers, and those of Messrs.

Davioud and Barillot-Deschamps as architects.

But there have been other master minds who
have contributed to these gi-eat results, and whom
it would be out of place here to notice. The
Jury, however, could not but award a Medal to

tliis record of works worthy the present ago of

progress and improvement and of the enlightened

Ministry of Commerce, Agriculture, and PubUc
Works at Paris.

The other literary object which has been exhi-

bited in connection with architectural beauty is

also in the French section, and consists of a frame
containing specimens of the engravings—some
in line and one coloured—published in the archi-

tectural periodical called the " Rc^^ie d'Archi-
tecture," edited by M. Cesar Daly. So great

have been the seri-ices rendered by that distin-

guished architect in illustrating the history and
construction of the works of past times, and in

recording the details of those erected at the

present, thus contributing essentially to the

diffusion of taste and accurate knowledge
of architecture in all its details, that the Jury
concurred in bearing testimony to the intelligence

and public spirit with which M. Daly has, for

above twenty years, conducted his valuable

journal, by awarding him a Medal.

EmILE TUEL.4T, 1 „ ,

Thos. L. DonIlbsox,j ^^P^^'^'

THE STONE QUARRIES OF ITALY *

The articles inchided in this section of our sur-

vey are of a very important character, as they con-
tribute an important item to the exports of the
country, in addition to furnishing the raw material
supplying severaJ local industries, upon which
tliu well being of the people is closely depend-
ent. They are used for building purposes as

well as for works of sculpture and the manufacture
of a host of articles of utility or luxury ; and in

former times they have furnished the materials from
which have been fashioned the great relics of Etrus-
can, Greek, and Roman art, as well as others of
later times that have reached down to our days, and
shed a lustre over the towns of Italy, the reflection

of a byegone glory which can never be forgotten.

MARBLES.

The name of marble is restricted to certain lime-
stones of a crystahne or granular structure which
are sufficiently compact to be susceptible of taking a
liigh polish.

As examples of the crystaline or saccharoidal
structure, we may take the white marbles of the
Apuan Alps (Lunigiana, Carrara, Massa, Sera-
vezza, &c.), the " Bardigli" of the same localities,

those of Valdieri in Piedmont, and certain of the
marbles of Venetia, Trentino, and the province of
Brescia.

If the crystalization be of a very decided char-
acter, the structure becomes lamellar, as in the
white marble of Pallanza, the Bardigli, the statuary
marbles of Monte Rombolo, Monte Calvi (Cam-
piglia), and the Island of Ellia, which is in every re-

spect equal to the famous marbles of Paros.
The granular structure is seen in the white mar-

bles of the Miyiite Pisano, the yeUow of Sienna, ot

or giaUo di Siena, and the majority of the marbles
exhibited by the Neapolitan and northern pro-
vinces.

The black marbles of Spezia, Brescia, &c., certain
varieties of albercsCy and the fine slabs from l*erugia,

exhibited by Count Orini, furnish examples of
compact limestones of a very fine grained structure.

These limestones mark the limit dividing the
ornamental marbles from those that are only titted

for building purposes. The price of the former is

Riore or less considerable, according to then." vary-
ing capacity for taking and retaining a tine polish,
like that of black marble, a quality which is not
possessed by any other rock of the same colour.

* From the Official Catalogue of the Italian Court in the
International Eihil»ition, just puMiahed, furnished hy Mr.
Igino Cocchi, Professor of Mineralogy and Geology, in the
Royal Museum of Natural History at Florence.

The breccias, or brecciated marbles, are formed
of fragments of limestones united by a more or

less calcareous cement, or they may contain frag-

ments of different rocks set in a calcareous base.

They are found in great variety, many of them
being extremely beautiful, as, for instance, the

brilliantly-coloured breccia of Terra di Lavoro, the

superb affricano of Seravezza, that of Eondone
(Seravezza), that of Finocchioso (Carrara), the

Misclii or mixed marbles of Seravezza and Massa,
and the Mandorlato and a^'ricano of Viceutin.

The breccias command a very high price, on ac-

count of the vivacity of their tints and the delicacy

and harmony of their variegations and shading
;

in addition to which they are extremely durable,

from the hardness of the fragments, and the homo-
geneous nature of the cementing material.

In a commercial classification the breccias form
the class of variegated or spotted marbles, and it is

imder that head that they will be noticed. The
marbles, properly so called, fall into the two prin-

cipal divisions of white and coloured marbles.

"WHITE MARBLES.

This is the most important class, on account of

the extensive commerce of which it is the object.

There are three commercial di^'isions, the first of

which is exclusively employed for fine sculpture,

and is distinguished as statuary marble ; the second
is also used for sculpture and the higher class of

architectural ornamentation; it includes the clear

white marbles, marmo bianco cJtairo, and the com-
mon white quahty ; the third includes all the other
varieties, which are often excellent, but are gene-
rally inferior to the foregoing, either in tint or
structure, or are veined or spotted ; they are used
for making chimney-pieces, tables, paper weights,
&c., and may be called furniture marbles.
These three classes are susceptible of further sub-

division, according to well-known types, around
which all the varieties and sub-varieties known in

commerce may be arranged.

STATUARY MARBLES.

These are the most beautiful of the white mar-
bles, and it "will be convenient to diWde them into
statuary marbles proper, and those of lamellar
structure, having for type the marble of Paros.
The most valuable varieties are those of a fine

white colour, having a sUghtly bluish tint, haWng
a certain amount of transparency, and a perfectly

homogeneous lamellar structure, so that the un-
equal reflection from diS"erent sized lamella shall

not produce a disagreeable efl"ect. The Vcnerc dei

Medici and the Farnese vase are examples of the
use of the very highest class of material. The
vaneties uniting all the above characters are of a
very high price ; among them are the marbles of

the Island of Elba, of Campiglia, and especially

those of Monte Rombolo, which are in nowise in-

ferior to their Greek typo.
The friabihty of some Irinds ofmarbles, analogous

to that of several kinds of dolomites, is a conse-
quence of their lamellar structure, a fact that should
make the artist hesitate in choosing blocks of this

character, as they offer but little resistance to the
chisel, and are too fragile to be used for ornaments
and cornices.

The statuary marbles proper are divided into
several qualities ; those of the first quality are ex-
clusively obtained from the Apuan Alps, and may
be referred to four types, which are as follows :

—

1st. The statuary marble of Monte Altissimo,
superior to all others, and universally preferred by
sculptors, is the dearest. Ofthis class are the mar-
bles of Girardino, those of Tambura, and Arni, the
lai-ge specimen exhibited with the breccias of
Massa, and a few others.

2nd. Yellowish statuary marble of Carrara
Ojiallognolojf which is principally obtained from
Cressoia.

3rd. Bluish (statwirio ceniJeo) marble, having
for type that of Poggio Silvestro, near Carrara.

4th. Snow wliite (bianco niveo) marble, which
is represented by that of Monte-Corchia. The ex-
treme wliiteness ofthis variety is considered objec-
tionable by sculptors, as rendering it unfit to repro-
duce the effect of flesh j and a defective quality of
the grain to which it is subject renders it of inferior
value to the preceding varieties.

The presence or complete absence of spots or
veins, and the greater or less homogeneity of the
mass, are the essential elements wluch determine
the price of statuary marbles.

After the first class come the statuary marbles of
the second class. Tliis term is generally applied to
all marbles of a defective structure.
Some of these may be grouped around well-

defined types, such as the second quality of Monte
Altissimo, and those ofMassa and Seravezza.
The marble of Betogli, among the specimens

from Carrara, forms another type belonging to this
gi'oup, of which the principal characteristic is the
feeble cohesion of its particles, and consequently
sUght durabihty. It has, nevertheless, ratht-r a fine
appearance, and as it is eaisily worked it commands a
ready sale. Tliis class of marbles, which are known
to ai'tists as sa?o/!;, should be avoided as much as
possible for all works of sculpture. The well-

known flexible marble of Carrara approach very
nearly to this type.
The varif^ties included in this division are very

numerous, and ^-ith the exception of the sahmi, all,

or nearly all of them, are suited for the sculptor's
use. Many of these varieties are admirably adapted
for large monuments, especially for such as are in-

tended to stand atmospheric exposure, which ra-
pidly alters the dehcate grain of first class

marbles ; many, however, are less suited for ex-

posure, and tho artist should bo careful to avoid
using them for such a purpose.
The most esteemed varieties of this class are tho

marbles of La PoUa, in Monte Altissimo, which are
of a very close grain, and hard to the chisel, and
resist perfectly shock and pressure, and the variable
action of the atmosphere. Many of the marbles
of Massa are of a similar character.

Tho varieties of clear wliite marble extracted
from the quarries ofMassa, Carrara, and Seravezzx
are extremely numerous j they are all more or

less adapted for the various purposes mentioned
above when properly chosen.
The series of Rivaccioni, so callml from tho

marble of Ravaccione of Carrara, belongs to a tran-

sition group leading to the third class, which is

represented by the marbles of Trambiserra, Cossa,
Monte Altissimo, Monte Corchia, Massa, Carrara,
and Lunigiana.

VEINED WHITE MARBLES.
Under tliis category are included a series of white

marbles, more or less translucent and crystaline,

which are traversed by parallel sinuous or re-

ticulated veins of colour, or which are more or lesj

irregularly spotted.

These marbles are not fitted for sculpture ; they
can be used for certain architectural purposes, but
their chief use is for certain decorative objects, such
as balustrades, table tops, and chimney pieces.

They form a series parallel to the preceding one,

and the prices vary according to the whiteness,
transparency, and gi-anular structure of the mass.
Those possessing these qualities in the highest de-

gree are the ti'jndo of Altagana (MassaJ, that of
Monte Corchia, the veined statuary {stniwirlo

X'enato) of the satne locaHty, the splashed or spotted

{stafuario macchiato) marble of Massa, and
many of the marbles of Carrara, which are very
fine, although they are veined and spotted.

Ill addition to the numerous samples of these diff-

erent marbles, the block of bust size from Monte Al-
tissimo, and the objects exhibited by Messrs, Gueria
are deserving of special examination. A \dsit to tho
sculpture g-allery will also be very useful in order
to appreciate exactly the nature and properties of
the marbles which have just been described.

WHITE GRANULAR MARBLES.

These marbles are not nearly so important com-
mercially as the crystaline varieties. In these the
metamorphic action has not been sufficiently ener-

getic to destroy the last traces of organic matter,

and the original stratification of the rock ; and
the erystalizing force has not been sufficiently

exercised to allow of the entire re-axrangemcnt of
the whole of the molecules so as to expel the in-

cluded impurities.

They are, thereby, impaired by more or less

grave defects ; their hardness, sohdity, resistance,

and impenetrabihty being greatly inferior to

those of the more perfect marbles already de-

scribed.

From the absence of better marbles, and their

extremely low price, they are extensively employed
in the localities adjacent to the places where they
are quarried. The varieties most in repute ai-o

those of the Pisan mountains, Trentino, Victutin,

and the environs of AscoU. The collection from the
Pisan mountains contains some fossiliferons speci-

mens, although they are of the same age as the most
perfectly crystaUne statuary marble.

COLOURED MARBLES.

Under tliis head are included all marbles of a more
or less uniform colour, or wliich are veined,

splashed, or sx^otted equally upon a unifurmly
coloured base.

Among these marbles, which are very nume-
rous, the following are the most important :

—

1. Black marblt's, with a uniform or clouded base,

or veined with white or yellow.

2. Bardigli.

3. Red marbles of a uniform or clouded tint.

4. Yellow and violet marbles (hroccatdli)

.

5. Reddish marbles (ccciato wiito) or variously

veined, which arespecially obtained from the ajbercse.

6. Certain varieties of a greenish colour (verdo'j-

nolo).

7. Among the coloured marbles are also included

certain breccias, in which the uniform tint of the

base is broken by small fragments, or pebbles of

limestone of different colours, which were intro-

duced into the mass during the fjrmation of the
sedimentary deposit.

BLACK MARBLES.

The finest black marbles with which we are at

present acquainted in Italy are thuse of Caserta
Vecchia (Terra di Lavoro), the Pisan mountains,
Carrara and Spezia, in the metalliferous chain, and
that of the province of Brescia.
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'i'hi' :in;ili'f.'.v oxistiiiL,' lictwoon tlio black inarbloa

of tlio two hitti'i- lofiilitios is probal)ly iliio to an ini-

rortaiit (ji'olotrii'al fact. They arc for tbc most iiavt

streaked witirsiiiall whiti- sparry veins, wliidi. Iiy

reason of their eonstitiitiou, traverse tlie marble in

ronular lines like small loiles. Tbese white veins

arc often replaced liy smaller yellow ones, m in the

celebrated marble of I'm-toi-o or I'lirtniriicn; very

fine specimens of which are to bu fonnd in the col-

lection from Spczia. The most beautiful variety

is that in which interlacing veins of a golden yellow

colour are set into a uniform black fn''i"nd.

It nnist be remarked that the grain of this marble

is such that it will not keep its polish without ex-

treme care.

BAKDiaLI.

The nun\crou3 scries of tho bardigli comes next

in i>rder ; it contains many very precious marbles,

till' rari'st of which is the turquoise blui^ variety

{hai-di'iUii lurcliino unlto) ; the hnest specimens are

fron\ Monte della Cappella, near Serav.'zza, some of

whiel\ are exhil)ited by Messrs. Garfaguini lirothcrs.

The veined bardiglio (bardi'jUo vcnatu) is due to

an incipient discolouration of tho black niarlilc,

wliieb changes tho primitive colour into a vague

tint, which is much sought afti-r. If the dia-

colouratiou be only partially extended through the

mass, tho product is known as flowered bardiglio

{himliijli'\t!"riiji) ; when it is carried to its extreme
limit we obtain white marble, wliich, when seen in

places or in selected specimens, show the transition

from its pi-iginal to its preseni. condition. The
flowered bardiglio is one of the richest marbles tliat

we possess. The finest specimeus are oljtained en-

tirely from the quarries tothe eastward of Seravezza.

The small table cxliibited by Mr. G. G. Arata, of

Seravezza, is a sample from his quarry of Fis-

ciarottc ; and another magnificent slab, exhibited

by Mr. G. Galligani, from Mr. Saucholles Hcn-
reaux's quarry, at PeUgnano, vnH give a good idea

of tho beauty of these marbles.

Other equally precious varieties are the veined

bardigli of Valdieri, in Piedmont, those of Recoaro,

Oliero, and Arsiero, in the pro%'ince of Venice, as

well as those of Campiglia, Monte llombolo, and
the Island of Elba, in Tuscany, which furnish us

with a now example of marbles of lamellar

structure.

KED MARBLES.

The ammonite limestone, which forms a well-

marked geological horizon throughout the whole of

the metalliferous chain of Tuscany, by its
_
regular

stratification and its characteristic fossils, is gene-

rally of a more or less bright red colour, which is

usually very agreeable to the eye. It is quarried in

several places.

In spite of its compact character, however, it

scales off very readily, and is friable, \ itreous, and
full of cleavage planes ; in addition to which it is

usually only found in thin beds, which prevents it

being used for other than table tops and flooring

slabs. It is very rarely found of a tine uniform red

cohjur ; when it is so it is iisually less defective, and
sells at a liigher price. The ordinary specimens are

of alight red colour, with ocellated marking (occhl-

afo), and of a brecciated structure. The specimens
of tliis marble are exhibited in the collections from
Spezzia, Seravezza, Campiglia, and Camajore. In
the Central Apennines the middle lia^ is represented

by a red limestone, analogous to the preccdiug one,

and which can be used for similar purposes, as may
be seen in the collection from Aseoli. The upper
lias also contains a red marble in some of the pro-

vinces.

All the red Italian marbles are obtained from one
or other of these liassic formations.

YELLOW MARBLES.
By a pecxiliar alteration of its colour' and struc-

ture, the red ammonite marble is changed into a
yellow granular form, in the brocateUos and yellow
breccias. The valley of Santa Maria del Giudicc,
in the mountains of Pisa, the mountains of Carrara,
the Moiitaijnnla Hciu-sc, and many of tho southern
provinces, produce marbles of this kind, which art

more or less in demand.
The most famous are the mai'bles of Sienna, re

presented by fine specimens from the estate of Cer-
baie, belonging to Count B. Tolomei, and from the
estate of lieniere, belonging to Mr. G. Nomis. Tho
marbles from the last-nan\ed property have not as

yet been quarried for sale, but the great beauty of
its clear yellow coloiu*, and the large size of which
the blocks can be obtained, together with the fine

quaUty of the statuary marble aU-eady worked at
the same place, make these quarries peculiarly in-

teresting in an industrial point of view.
The three remaining classes of coloured marbles

areof an inferior importance. The fine slabs ex-
hibited by Count Orfini, of Fuligno, are good ex-
amples of the reddish yellow limestones (ccciatu)
of closo-graiued and uniform texture, which occur
in the alberese. The peculiar ami delicate colour
of this rock renders it very suitable for ornamental
purposes. The quan'y belonging to Count Orfini is

capable of furnishing a large supply, but up to the
present time it has only been employed in the im-
mediate vicinity, where there ia no great demand for
it.

A few Bpocimena of inferior green marbles are to

Ijc seen in the collection from Carr.ara.

In the collection from Aseoli will bo seen a

breccia Ijclonging to the nooeomian system; this is

a red liiuestone, with white spots, which are pro-

duced l->y an intormixturo of white calcareous

pebbles.

VARIEGATE!) MARBLES (VARlEOATi).

The most beautiful among the breccias known to

us in Itiily aro those of Terra di Lavoro, but tliey

are not quarried for sale ; some of the alpine

varieties are extremely valuable ; that of Coregna,

near La Spezia, is very beautiful, but its excessive

hardness necessarily prevents it from being very

largely used. Tho mountains extending from Car-

rara to Seravezza aro also remarkable for the

excellenco of their produce in this particular class,

as will be seen by an examination of the breccias

and hiiachi of Seravezza, Massa, and Carrara. Tho
light and dark coloured mixed marliles (misrhi),

the breccias known as nffriritnn, the breccias of Hcni-

done and other localities, the Perslchino of Corchia,

and Vallata di Renaia, and thepamiazziof Laghctto,

Finocchioso, Cava di Sponda, Boccanaglia, &c., are

all very brilliant and costly marbles.

BRECCIAS.

The breccias of the metalliferous chain are formed

of fragments of liigldy crystaliuo limc.'itone, united

together by a siliceo-calcareous cement, containing

an admixture of a hornblendic substance, which is

eminently hard and resistant to the action of the

atiiioaphere. The cement is due to a particular

aetiMU of the adjacent masses or veins of iron ore

ivhich are found in contact with the rocks in ques-

tion. The hornblendic cement, with its iron or man-
ganese base, produces the variegated appearance

resembling the colours of the peacock's tail, and

rose colour, peach blossom, and other delicate tints,

which may bo seen in the specimens from the dif-

ferent localities.

As may be imagined from their composition, these

rocks are, as a rule, extremely inalterable by ordin-

ary atmospheric agencies. Examples of this fact

are furnished by the misc/i i and affi-icano of Sera-

vezza, employed in some of the principal monuments
of Florence.
The great column which formerly stood in the

square of San Felice, but which has been lying on

the ground for many years, exposed to the action of

atmospheric water, has in nowise been injured by

such unfav.iuralile treatment. Tho tenacity with

which the rurki .Vioifo, the Affricano, the Bi-iUante,

the Paonazzo and other varieties retain their polish

is another valuable quality, which renders them
eminently adapted for the more costly class of de-

corative works.
The whole of the Italian calcareous formations,

of all ages, furnish a supply of excellent marbles

from the miocene lumachella, down to tho upper

triassic and muschelkalk limestones, and perhaps

those of an older period.

REMARKS ON THE MARBLE TRADE OF ITALY.

The best known and most esteemed marbles are,

as has already been seen, principally obtained from
Tuscany.
The white marbles of saccharoidal structure are

those which are now principally preferred by sculp-

tors. The most perfect blocks that could possibly

be obtained are those of lamellar structure, derived

from the quarries of Campigliese and the Island of

Elba. As regards saceharoid marbles, they are

exclusively obtained from the Apuau Alps, aud more
especially from the wild mountains which rise above

Carrara, Massa, and Seravezza. Large quantities

of marble were obtained in the time of the Romans
from the mountains of Lunigiana (Monies Luncn-
ses), aud the name of Carrara statuary marbles is

laiown all over the world. LeoX., Cosmo I., and
Francis I., of Medicis, devoted much of their time

and attention to the working of the marbles of

Seravezza, the excellent quality of which was
demonstrated by Michael Angelo, as well as the

difticulty of obtaining them "until tho mountains
were lowered and the inhabitants tamed," two pro-

cesses which have never been faiidy accomplished
until a very recent period. The extraction of the

marbles of Seravezza has been re-established on a
large scale, Russia alone lia\ ing taken them to the

amount of one million roubles (about £150,0110)

for the construction of the cathedi-al of St. Isaac,

at St. Petersburgh; and the population of the

district of Pietrasanta has increased in 30 years
(from 1819 to 1850) from 15,495 to 23,200 inhabi-

tants, or nearly 50 per cent.

In addition to rough blocks, Seravezza ex-

ports a considerable c^uantity of table tops,

flooring slabs, and other sawn products. The trade
of Carrara has recently increased to a consider-
able extent, owing chiefly to the efforts of the
Local Academy of Fine Arts. In like manner
the trade of Massa has increased in a manner
that leads us to expect a still further expansion, for

a gi'cat number of its marbles are of a character
resembling the statuary marble of Monte Altissimo,
and their architectural qualities are in every way
equal to those of Seravezza, both as regards uni-

formity and durability, and they are equally well

adapted io the most dcUcate kinds of sculpture.

A marble, anahigous to that of La PoUa, already

descrilicd, and comparable to the statuary quality of

Crestola, is found in large quantities in the romantic

and pictnr(^squo ravine of Equi, in the Lunigiana.

The greatest possible care is necessary in tho

selection of marbles for exportation. Tho opimon

current in Paris, that the marbles of Carrara aro

unable to withstand the effects of the climate of

that city, is due to the frequent use of .S'a!"iii and

Rai-accioni of a bad quality, tho slightly coherent

nnirblo of Betogli, and other inferior descriptions

from tho Carrara country.

The MontagnoUi of Sienna furnish broccatdli and

yellow marbles. If tlic quarries belonging to Mr.

Nomis were opened, and properly worked, the sup-

ply of these rare qualities might be largely increased,

more especially tho yellow variety, wliich ia now
rarely found in large blocks.

The Purhii-'-), which is obtained from the western

chain of the Gulf of Spezia, is also extremely rare,

if fine golden-veined specimens are required ;
fresh

supplies might, however, be obtained by opening

quarries on the other slope of the chain, where this

formation passes to that of tho ammonitifi'rous

hmestoncs of the lias and of tho palajozoic rocks.

Tho mixed marbles and breccias aro very

abundant; aud, with an increased demand, they

might be supplied in England and France at a lower

prico than tho marbles of the country.

For tho purpose of comparing the cost of the

dift'erent varieties of marble, the follo\ving tables of

the prices at the most important seats of production,

and at tho city of Florence, are added.

TBICKS OF THE PRlNClPAr. VARIBTIES OF MAUULKS AT
VLORENCE.

Per Cubic Metre.

Statuary, 1st quality, Monte Altissimo £56

Ditto, Carrara ^^ *

Marble of La Polla, 1st quality .• 2<

Statuary, veined or clouded, for architectural

purposes, furniture, &c 24

Clear white, good quality 16
^

R.av.accione of Carrara or Seravezza 12

Bai-diglio, plain or veined, Seravezza 16

Ditto, llowered, Rstiguano, Seraveaza 26

Portoro of Porto venere (Spezia) 20

Plain red Caldana 1^ *

Red spotted, from Maremma ° ^

Yellow and Itrocatello of Sienna 24

Partasanta of Maremma 20

Mixture (mischi) of Seravezza 40

Breccia of Rondordi Stazzema, Seravezza 24

Breccia affricana of Seravezza 60

It must be remembered that no fixed list of prices

can be given for statuary, coloured or variegated

qualities of a high class, as the price of the indi-

vidual block depends on its size, uniformity, colour,

and a number of other circumstances which can

only be determined by inspection.

The price is generally givcu at per pahn (palmo),

Genoese measure, and the rate increases more

rapidly, - particularly in good marbles, for blocks

measuring several palms. The cubic metre, men-

tioned in the tables, is a conventional measure of 01

palms, or about 28 cubic EngUsh feet ; it must not

1)0 confounded with the euljic metre of the French

system, which is equal to 35'3 cubic_ English feet.

The ton is equal, on an average, to 25 palms.

CDICES OF THE MAKBLES OF SERAVEZZA, DELIVERED AT

THE WHARF OF FORTE DEI MARMI.

from £4 to fc
5 0,,
6 ., 10

„ 18 ,, i-l 10

16 ,, 20

,, 5 12 ,, 6 8

9 4 ,, 10 5

Ordinary white, from Costa di Cera-

giola, Ac.

Ravaccione, from Trambiserra
Bardi^rlio, plain, best quality

Ditto flowered

Wliite clear della PoUa
Ditto ordinary
Faleovaja ordinary

Statuary, best quality, from
Falcovaja, for blocks c

metre, 16s. per Geonese pal

For blocks of 1,000 palms aud up-
wiurds, the price ranges up to

24s. per pahu or per metre

MAl'.CI.ES or CAEUAUA AND MASSA, DELIVERED AT AVESZA
AND SAN GIUSEPPE.

y, from")
cubing 1 >

; palm ...J

51

}•'

Poonazzo from Finocchioso
Bardi^'lio

Clear white Ravaccione
Statuary veined
Ditto 1st quality, up to 1 metre cube

Ditto ,, ,, 2 metres ,,

Ditto ,, ,, 3 metres ,,

from £12 to £15 12

5 8 „ 8 8

. „ 5 8 ,, 8 8

7 12 ,, 10 8

16

28
36

30 8

40
4U

MARBLES OF LA SPEZIA.

Black £8

Portoro, 1st quaUty J"
"

Ditto .nd \f
Biassa red

^^ n
Breccia of Coregna 24

MIXED MAEDLES AND BRECCIAS OF SERAVEZZA.

Pallidone £28 16

Light coloured mixtm-e (miscllio chiaroj 20 8

Ciranitello 26 16

Breccia of Rondone 20 8

Paonazzo 15 12

Gi.allino fyellowj ''*? 8

Rosato frose coloured^ 22 8

Affricano ** 16

Campaneso 44 16

BrilLante 44 16

Mischio cupo (dark mixturej 33 15

Dor.atello 44 16

Broccatello 88
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ON PAINTED GLASS*

I claim a eei'tam macrical cfifoot for ancient as

coiuparea with moicm, glass, and I attribute this

to its semi opaque texture, whieh gives a tone—an

atmosphere, if the term be more expressive—to tbe

Uo-ht which it transmits, which is not comparatively,

hut absolutelv, wanting in every modcru window.

The causes of the defect in our modern glass are

various, but they all mount up to this one—that,
though we arc sensible enough of the charm of the

ancient effect, we have never set to work to produce

it by the same means. We have attempted to imi-

tate' it by contrivances reaching only the surface,

whereas the texture of the whole material is essen-

tial to its production.
And the question concerns all glass now made, as

compared with all the old glass. It is not only the

wlute, or only the coloured glass, in which the dif-

ference is apparent, or in which it is all-important.

There is more tone—and I need not say how impor-

tant tone is as distinct from colour-there is more
tone in any square foot of glass inTork Minster,white

or coloured, than in all the acres of glass, whiteand

coloured put together, in the International Exliibi-

tion of this present 1862. And to use the all-power-

ful arfiumeninm a,d cmmcnam, I trust there is yet

so much discrimination in the jmtrons of glass work-

ers that one square foot of tone, though it were
only in one colour, or in grisaille, would have

secured more orders for its exhibitor than any
amount of glaring transparent colour.

I cannot help regretting, en pa^sonf^ that Mr.
Winston, who has done more than any one g1s2 to

direct attention to the tone of old glass, to its

beauty, and to its causes, has yet in his practical,

or at all events in his successfal, efforts, begun and
stopped short at the reproduction of the ancient

colours. When the more important, and far more
fundamental difficulty of a texture producing toue

has been overcome, the merit of first pointing to the

right path w iU belong to him. We can hardly ex-

pect lum to re-enter the heated arena of the glass-

house. He serves a jealous mistress, and having
been admitted into the Temple of Themis by the

golden door, he is right not to proyoke her to turn

him out by the glass window.
Deserted, then, by Mr. Winston, whither ehill we

turn ? There are three parties concerned. There
is the producer of the pot metal ; there is the.maker
of the window ; there is the general customer, or

the public ; and standing by, not without a pre-

S'.imptuous hope that he may let drop some word
holpfol to all, is the fidgety, crotchety eceleeiologist.

The influence of these parties is inversely as their

power. The maker of the pot metal could do it if

he would, but perhaps at the cost of some experi-

ments, and certainly not without a special prepara-

tion of his kiln, for the pot metal could no longer
be melted together with glass requiring more per-

fect fusion. Without a strong pressure from ivith-

out he will not, therefore, help us, though he could.

The maker of the window, unless 'he is a more
craftsman, ought to feSl the need of a better me-
dium, that he may satisfy his own higher aspira-

tions ; but he is^di'iring such a roaring trade"
that the timid whisper of his a::sthetio conscience is

not heard through its din ; if it were he would not
rest till he had succeeded in procui'ing, or even in

produciug for himself, as every glass worker of old

was obliged to do, a better material. The general
customer is, of course, utterly without directly

productive power, but only let the true state of the
question become known (and here comes in the
voice of the ecclesiologist) and the demand for good
glass or none will ensure the supply. It will be
like the old woman taking her pig to market, the
ecclesiologist begins to touch the public, the public
l)egins to jcgthe painter, the painter begins to poke
the maker, the maker begins to dress his kilii, and
the glass that pours out is tit f^r use.
But now, for argument's sake, let us suj^posc that

w ^ have that semi-cpaciue texture in our glass,

after which, I wish I could say our glass w-orkers
were feeling. There ai'e some consequences, all of
th?m of happy omen, which would naturallj' follow.

First {and it is the only one that I shall pursue at
present), white, that is grisaille, glass would rise

rise immensely in the scale of importance, and this

alone would work a revolution in the whole practice
of window making. Taken as the base of a window,
white glass would hold its own as compared with
the most vailed and gorgeous colours. A x^attern
window, that is a window composed of a ground of
white glass, diapered with tendrils of plants, leaves
and flowers, and enlivened with devices of colour
interlaced or scattered over it, would be once again
dulj' axipreciated. But for a constitutional dread of
pai'adex, I would venture to hint that this is really
the most appropriate and refined application of the
glass worker's handicraft. There seems to me to
1 no comparison in respect of real refinement of
beauty, combined with appropriateness to their
tise. between the five sisters in the north tran-
sept at York and the great east mndow in the
same minster, both admirable of their kind ; the

* Head before the Northamptonshire Archa'ological So-
ciety t>y the Rev. T. James, to whom it was addressed in
the shape of a letter hy the Rev. G. A. Poole,

former a very subdued pattern window, the Intter

filled with countless subjects from Scriptui-e his-

Tlie question between windows of grisaille and of

figures of deeper colour has, indeed, practically re-

ceived an unfortunate answer from apparently

remote circumstances. We have been feeling after

church decorations of a higher order than cherubs

heads and royal arms over pulpits and gallery

fronts, and for some reason, I know not what, we

have beeu more courageous in the treatmentof our

windows than in the treatment of our walls. Though

the Pui-itan of old broke every head hi a window

with a mitre or a glory upon it which he could

reach with fist or halbert, his spirit, transnutted to

our day, has been more tolerant of saints and

bishops in glass than in any other material.

We have decorated cur windows thus because

we have not so decorated our walls. It is

inconceivable that if wall and window were

eciually at our disposal, we should paint our

pictures on the window and leave the wall un-

touched. A transparent medium, and that by

which the light is admitted, must be the worst

possible ; a wall reflecting the light must be the very

best situation for a picture. Certainly we have set

our pictures in the worst place, and left the best

place bare. Well, it was better than none ; but

now we are beginning to perceive our mistake, and

what wiU be the result ? We shall havepictures on

our walls, but, unhappily, they will not be brought

out, but killed by more glaring pictures already

peering through our windows. The resource will

be to run into another error, to restore the figures

on ovu- walls to their due prominence, by overload-

ing them mth colour—that is, by sacrificing tone

to brightness, the greater to the less, as we have

already done on our windows, and so bad windows

will exact bad pictures to out-stare them.

But now, given the wall pictured as it ought to

be, what better handmaid can it have than a grisaille

pattern window ? When Raphael covered interiors

with the highest productions of human art, did he

ask for gorgeous figures, or for a soft grey light in

the windows opposite ? For which did he ask, even

while all the glass employed was good? Much
more, if we could have another Ary SchefTer to

decorate our churches, would he tolerate our modern
glaring figure windows over against his refined

conceptions, when he might hope, even as a remote

possiijility, for the pearly light of the grisaille pat-

tern ? Again I ask for glass toned by a proper

texture, that we may bo worthy to employ the

highest art for our wall paintings.

We havenow reinstated grisaille glass in its proper

dignity in itself, and as an accessory to other eccle-

siastical decorations, but it has also lost its due place

in figure windows. What can be more monstrous,^

as a work of art, than a cartoon for a window of

liigh pretensions, into which scarcely a single piece

of grey is admitted—grey, which harmonizes all

colours, and bathes all frue pictures in the dews of

heaven. The more pretentious such cartoons are

th» worse are they, and bad as they are, they are

ten-fold better than the windows made after thein,

where all colour, being on a transparent medium, is

intensified by transmitted light, and whore, there-

fore, if anywhere, grey, grey, more grey, is wanted

to subsidise and harmonize the whole. In the best

days of glass painting whole figures are often grey :

drjpery is grey, the ground, the surrounding

bmliUugs are grey ; and on the grey glass is the best,

almost the only painting—robes diaperecl with the

greatest grace and care, faces finished with almost

microscopic delicacy, porches and pavements carried

into the background with such perspective as

the artist could command; and this is as it

should be, for, on coloured glass, all but com-
paratively coarse shading and diapering will be

thrown away. Quiet sober grace is thus thrown
over the whole window. But now do not suppose

that I ask for more modern white glass—it is simply

and absolutely inadmissible ; but I do ask for a

large introduction of toned grisaille, when it can be

had ; and I do say that, without this, there can be

no good figure window.
Whether or no the use of white glass was ever

excessive I do not know, but I never saw even a

perpendicnlarwindow in whi.h there was too much,
and I should desire more in most decorated

windows. There is, however, a curious item in a

contract for the glazing of the Beauchamp Chapel

at Warmck (which I quote from memory), wliich

provides that as little white or green.'jlass should be

used as possible. This indicates either a fear that

too much white glass might destroy the eft'ect, or a

determination to get all that could be had for the

money. I suspect that the almost total exclusion

of white glass from liigh-pricod windows at present

arises from a fear, on the part of the glass workers,

that they ivill be suspected of "scrimping " if they

do not give plenty of colour. But surely custimers

would not estimate pot metal before art in the pro-

duction, or tawdryness before refinement in there-

suit.

Having now claimed its proper place for wliite

glass when white glass has become what it should

be, I have exhausted the main subject of my letter.

But one word more, to obviate a probable conse-

qnenee of so frequent an assertion of the superiority

of old over new windows.
I do not for an instant advocate a servile copying

of old wiudotvs. Only let us emulate what is good

in them, and do hotter, if we can do bettor,

in everything else. Even in the particular

thing which I most admire in them it is quite

eouceivablo that we may excel them. Our aim

should be to combine the greatest passible

translucency with the smallest possible tr.inspar-

enev. In its present condition, at least, old glass

rather fails in translucency. Let us aim at least to

excel old glass in this respect, but it must not be at

the hazard of admitting the smallest transparency.

If we do this we negative every other advantage.

Wc laugh, perhaps, and justly enough, at the figures

in the old windows ; let us not imitate their gro-

tesqueness or theii- bad drawings, but let us at all

events escape the monstrous absurdity of figures

that can be seen through.
What would William of Wykeham have said to

his glass worker if he had seen a pair of magpies

traversing the glory of St. Agnes, or trees waving

in the water of St. Christopher's ford, or a chubby-

faced school girl peeping through the skirts of St.

Ursula's garments :*

ON ARTIFICIAL STONES.
The following is the paper read at the Cambridge
meeting of the British Association, by Professor

D. T. Ansted, P.R.S., a summary of which was
given in our last number :

—

The various compositions that have been invented

from time to time to replace natural stone, by
substances cheaper, more convenient, or more
durable than any that can readily be obtained on

the spot where the stone is required, are so

numerous that it would be impossible merely to

name them without occupying much time, and a

mere enumeration could have little or no interest.

My object in the present communication is to direct

the attention of the section to the different classDi

of material that have been found available ; to

point out the piinciples involved in each, and the

special advantage and disadvantage each possesses ;

to refer to a' new and I believe an important

material, and to suggest the bearing of the whole

subject on that of"the preservation of stone from

decay. Ha\'ing for several years, and especially

during and since the Exhibition of 185 1, taken

great interest in the subject of constructive

material and the preservation of stone, and having

lately been one of a committee of inquiry concern,

ing the state of the stone of the Palace at West,

minster, I have learnt from experience how little

the whole subject is understood ; how vague are the

notions of intelUgent practical men—builders as

well as architects—and how difficult, if not impos-

sible, it is for architects, engineers and builders to

determine, by any series of experiments lasting

only for a short time, whether a methoil proposed

is likely to have any practical value when applied

on a large scale.

The artificial stones hitherto usad may bo

grouped under one of three heads—they are either

(1) ft .-ra coita, or manufactures of plastic clay burnt

in a kiln ; (2) cements, manufactured from a certain

kind of hmestone containing foreign ingredients of

such a nature that when converted into lime by

burning, the lime thus made possesses the property

of setting very rapidly and firmly when wetted ; {i)

eiUccms stone, obtained by burning in a kiln sand

and other substances moulded with a solution of

silicate of soda, which is converted into a kind of

glass firmly connecting the particles. I omit

vtastci-s, as rarely exposed to the weather.

Terra Cotta.—The advantages of this material

are (1) its cheapness and the abundance and the

universal distribution of the clays of wliich it can

be made; (i) the facility with which it can be

moulded to any required form ; and (;i) the pleasant

colour of the material when uninjured Ijy long ex-

posure to the weather. The work recently executed

at the Horticultural Gardens at South Kensington

is a favoura'ole specimen. The disadvantages of

terra cotta are (1) the uncertainty of tho result,

owing to the great and unequal contraction of all

clays in burning; (2) its want of power to resist

damp and frost whenever there is the sbgUtest

flaw, whether produced before or after burning;

(3) its brittleness and want of strength ; (1) its ex-

posure to a disagreeable gi-een vegetation in damp

air after a few years' weathering. Terra co.tas are

better adapted to a dry than a moist climate.

Cemciif.—Whether of the kind caUed Puzzolana,

Roman, Parker's, Atkinson's, or any moclihca-

tion of these, all the cements ai-e siradar in their na-

tm'e. The advantages of cement used as an artilicial

stone arc (1) its cheapness where made, and its

ready transport ; (2) its not rcqmi-mg the kiln, jut

settin" at once without contraction ;
(•}) the tacihty

of oiouldins- and making up the material from th3

manufactured cement supplied; (1). its great

strength when well made. The disadvantages are

(1) that it cracks and peels badly when exposed to

frost and damp air ; (2) that it is very u-regular

some samples yielding a ranch harder, better, and

more lasting stone than others, without apparent
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roason
; (3) that it is subject to a Ri'cen vofjotation,

like terra cotta. These disadvautapes d.i not all

apiily to its use in raakinif concrete, for which it is

admirably adapted.
SHi'vnii.i Stoiir.—Tliis is manufactured under a

patent, by Mr. Ilansonio. It attracted attention at

the Exhibition of 1851, and has since been much
used. Its advantafres are (1) the extreme uni-

formity of it.s texture; ('2) tlie almost entire

absence of contraction, and its freedom from cracks

and flaws produced during burning
; (3) its com-

plete resistance to all kinds of weathering, to which
may be added ( 1) its pleasing colour and tint.

On the other haml, among the disadvantages are

(!) its cost, which is greater than for either of the
otiier kinds of artificial atone ; (2) its being sub.ject

to a white etllnrescence of salt and a green stain from
damp, both of which take away from its value for

oruan\ental purposes, for which it is otherwise ad-

mirably adapted.
Tlio meeha uieal and chemical principles involved

in tliese dillerent contrivances are as follows :—in

terra cotta the material is a kind of clay purer
anil more free from foreign substances than
common clay, and mixed with dust fVom pottery

already made. The manufactured article is thus a

superior fire-brick. The burning produces little

chemical change or metamorpliosis, but the condi-

tion after burning is so far ditfereut that ordinary
exposure will not bring back the original texture of

clay. Of closer texture than brick, there is less ab-

sorption from the surface ; but in ornamental work
there are always flaws enough to render frosts fol-

lowing rain dangerous and injurious. In other re-

spects the material itself is Uttla more Uablo than
brick to injury from exposure.

In cement the raw material is carbonate of lime,

with a certain but variable propoi-tion of foreign

substances, of which clay or silieato of alumina is

an important and even an essential part. All the

varieties of cement stone, such as the stones caUed
septaria and other nodules, in the London clay at

Harwich, or the Kimmeridge day in Dorset-

shire, or the lias in the Midland Counties and the

north, or the mud of the Medway and Thames,
agree in this. On burning this material the lime-

stone is converted into lime, and the condition and
proportion of the foreign material determiucs the

value of the resulting cement. It is called Jtitdraulii:

cement, as setting ivith almost any required rapidity

when properly mixed with water, and this in damp
air, during rainy weather, and even under water,

absorbing no more water than is necessary for con-

solidation. .Under various names, Fo^uilana^

Rjman cement, Parker's cenu-nt, Atkinson's cement,

&c., this valuable material has been used from time
immemorial, and is especially adapted for making
concrete where a large proportion of foreign sub-

stances is introduced. As an artificial stone,

although it hardens on exposure, its composition is

too irregular to justify a very extended use. In the

process of scttinri, the lime first mixes with water
and becomes hydrate of lime, and is then rapidly

converted into silicate of lime, adhering strongly in

thin film s to itself and to foreign bodies with which
it is in contact.

The siliceous stone of Mr. Ransome consists of

sand and foreign substances, worked up into a paste

iviththe fluid silicate of soda. If left to ilry in the aii-

it would {M to powder, but being exposed to a high
heat in a kiln a chemical action takes place. The
.alkali of the silicate of soda " combines with an
additional quantity of silica supplied by the sand,

&c., with wdiich it is incorporated, and becomes
converted into an inscluble glass, firmly aggluti-

nating all the various particles together into a
solid compact substance." No sensible contraction

takes place in burning, and cracks rarely occur.

The resistance to weather oflcred by these three
kinds of artificial stone may be thus stated;—1.

Terra cotta, contracting irregularly In the Idlu, is

subject to craclcs and flaws, into wliich water pene-
trating and expanding during frost, a peeling and
splitting of the material naturally follows. It is

almost certain, from the nature of the case, that
delicate and ornamental work should be more liable

to such injury than straight work and plain sur-

faces. 2. Cement, owing to the want of homogeneity
in the raw material, is also very subject to flaws

and cracks, and is injured by damp and frost like

terra cotta. Both terra cotta and cement require
painting in London and elsewhere. .3. The siliceous

stone is rarely flawed in the kiln, but even if it be,

the stone does not crack, or the surface peel by ex-

posure to damp and frost, owing to the nature of
the cement, wliieh is in fact glass. It is also
worthy of remark, that this material obtains its

gi'catcst hardness before it leaves the kiln, whereas
cement gradually hardens, and continues to harden
for many years if it be not destroyed before the in-
duration is sufficiently advanced.

During experiments made in the laboratory on va-
rious methods suggested for preserring stone by a
section of the committee recently appointed by the
Board of Works in reference to the palace at West-
minster, Dr. Ilofi'man, Dr. Fraukland, Mr. Abel,
and myself, being members of this sub-committee,
a very remarkable material was submitted by Mr.
Bansojac and expcvimeatcd oa to some extent.

Dr. Fraukland has since reported on this material.
Its discovery arose out of the application of Mr.
Kansome's method of preserving stone b^' effecting

a deposit of silicate of lime within the substance of
absorbent stones :—Mr. Ransomc saturating the sur-

face with a s<dution of silieato of soda, and then
applying a solution of chloride of calcium, thus pro-
ducing a, rapid double decomposition, leaving an
insiduble silii:ato of lime witliin the stone, and a
solubh^ chloride of sodium (or eonunon salt), which
could afterwards bo removed by washing. To prove
that by this" process a coating of hard silicate of
limo was actually formed and deposited, as accord-
ing to his theory it must be, Mr. Ransome made
small blocks nf various forms, in moulds, by mixing
loose sand witli the fluid silicate of soda, and then
dipping the mould into the eldoride of calcium. To
the surx^rise, probably at first of Mr. Ransome him-
self, but cert.ainly to the chemists of the sub-com-
mittee who performed the experiment in the ab-
sence of the inventor, then' eaine out almost instan-

taneously a perfectly compact, hard, and to all ap-
pearance, a perfectly durable solid. In such solids,

at least, there seems to bo no clement of destruc-

tion.

It was evident that such a result could not be
without consequences. So far as it bore upon the
inquiry of the committee, it is alluded to in their

published report. Many considerations connected
with the nature and condition of natural stones
liable to destruction by weathering prevent an
absolute decision without much previous experience.
Mr. Ransome, however, immediately patented his
" concrete stone," and as an artificial stone it

deserves to be well known and thoroughly con-
sidered. It promises indeed to combine the advan-
tages, and seems to show none of the disadvantages,
of other artificial stones. It is cheap, being made of

almost any rubbish on the spot where it is required,

by the aid of materials neither costly nor difficult

to convey. It is made with rapidity, and is ready
for use without drying or burning. It hardly
requires even a temporary shed for the pur-
poses of manufacture, and may be made of

any size, and moulded into any form. So far

as can be detected, it is subject to no injury from
weather, and becomes, in fact, if made with sand,
a true sandstone, cemented by silicate of lime, than
wluch there is no better natm-al material. No
doubt it will be necessary to watch carefully for a
few years the behaviour of a silicate of lime thus
deposited, but if it endure that test there can be
no doubt that it will then improve by time, in-

creased age only hardening all known silicates of
lime, .especially those formed from lime used as
mortar or cement.

In the application of this subject to the preserva-
tion of stone, there seems a probability that some
valuable result will follow from the suggestion of
Mr. Ransome to effect the deposit of an insoluble
silicate within the pores of an absorbent stone by
double decomposition. Tlio objection, strongly
felt, that the material thus deposited would pro-
bably be in the form of viuconnected gi-aius, rather
than a cementing film, seems answered by the for-

mation of a stone so solid as the specimens show
;

and although it is unlilcely that any contrivance can
render absolutely permanent a stone that has once
advanced far in decay, it will bo a great step gained
if poor and doubtfid stones can be rendered almost
indestructible before being placed in a building and
exposed to danger.

So far as artificial stone is concerned, Mr. Ran-
some's material, if it really shows no unexpected
weakness, wiU answer all requirements. It has
been tried on a somewhat large scale iu the bed of
a steam-engine, weighing two tons, in the Inter-
national Exliibition, and again in the new stations
recently erected for the Metropolitan Railway.
Smaller specimens are very satisfictory. It seems
to combine cheapness with durabiUty and resistance
to weathering to an extent hitherto unknown.

I append the following results of experiments,
recently made and communicated to me by Sir.

Ransome :

—

The transverse strength was tested in the follow-

ing manner :

—

lbs.

A jiarallcl bar of " Ransoms' s Concrete Stone,'*
measuring 4 inclies liy 4 inches, and rcstingupon
iron frames, so a-s to Ijear 1 incli on the iron at
each end, with 16 inches clear between the sup-
ports, sustained a weight suspended fi'Oiu tho
centre of 2,1'22

Whilst a har of Portland stone of the samedimeu-
sions, and treated similarly, broke with 759j

The adhesive power was proved upon pieces of
stone notched for the purpose ; the sectional area
of which at tho weakest part was 55 inches.

The specimen of Ransome's concrete stone Sus- ^-'^ ^

tained .,,^ 1^80
Whilst Portljind stone, of same dlM^sion, and^

,

treated similarly broke at .^v.,"..- i4i,.' 1,104
Bath ditto ditto ' " ditto 796
Caen ditto ditto ditto 768

A 4-inch cube of Ransome's concrete stone was
found to sustain a weight of 30 tons before it was
crushed.

HARBOURS OP REFUGE.
Since our recent article has appeared u])ou tho
necessity of constructing additional Harbours of
Refugo in this country, our attention has l cen
dra\vn to a breakwater, invented by Mr. W. Ben-
nett Hays, engineer. One of them was executed
some few years ago for tho Government of South
Australia, but, from unexpected diflicultics,

arising from tho rocky natm-c of tho soil, it has
not yet been erected.

It will bo constructed in bays 'of 20 feet,
supported on cast-iron screw piles, tho plat-
forms being J-inch boiler plate, put together
with JL irons on the upper side, riveted on
in a transverse direction, iuid Barlow's rail,

inverted, and riveted longitudinally as bearers
on tho under side, and further stiflencd by
pipes and bolts connecting the plates together
in tho middle of their length. The plates
will bo carried upon frames of bar-iron, 0'' by
5', riveted together with cross and cliagonal
pieces, each plate having a 3i-inch angle-
iron on its end by wliich it will be bolted to
the frames, and bo supported by small cast-iron
brackets, also bolted to the frames. The frames
themselves, when in their places, will bo bolted
to ono another, and will rest upon step castings
attached to the piles, and be comieeted to tho
piles by vi-i-ought-iron clips and links. Tho
breakwater will bo aiTanged in tho form of a
crescent, presented towards the point of tho
prevailing winds, and is 240 feet in length.

CELTIC REMAINS IN PARIS.

M. E. Robert has addressed two different

papers to the Academy of Sciences on certain
curious relics of past ages which have come to
light in lowering the gi'ound of the Rue d'Enfer,
where it merges into the Boulevard de Sebas-
topol, and the adjoining botanical garden of the
Ecolo do Medicine ; as also at another point, near
tho Vitiy-gate, wdiero the labourers engaged in
digging a well have recently found a gi'eat many
objects of Celtic and Gallo-Roman origin, not
excluding the flint implements which have so
long engaged tho attention of geologists as well
as antiquaries. It appears that all this spaco
was a Celtic burial-ground, since all the things
found are of tho kind generally met with iu

ancient graves. There are, moreover, erratic

blocks, wliich had served to form enclosui'cs round
the bodies or ashes of the deceased, besides largo
tiles which, formed the roofs of the tombs, and
fragments of funeral urns and calcined limestones,

such as are fouud iu all Celtic or Gallo-Eomau
gi-aves. M. Robert concludes that this deposit,

as well as those he discovered many years ago
near Marly, Mcndon, Belleville, &c., belong to
the same period, occupying, as the}' do, the left

bank of the Seine; and he is further of opinion
that there exists tho greatest analogy between
these and the deposit of St. Achcul, near Aniionr,
and he explains the existence of the flint imple-
ments at tho latter place by supposing that tho
men who made them were in the habit of
ilescending' to tho river side, and thero
using the flints for their purpose ; but that,

surprised by an inundation, they hastily re.

treated, leaving these implements to be covered
by the sandy deposits of tho waters. Wo beg to

remark, however, that M. Robert, by this hno of
argument, evades and docs not gi-applo with
tho real difficulty. According to his explanation,
the soil covering these implements would be
ntoderii alluvial soil, or that dating from a period
within our historical times ; whereas, on the

contrary, it is distinctly stated, and miiversally

admitted, that tho soil in which tho flints are
found is the old drift, or diluvium', anterior to our
historical times, and apparently; at least, an-

terior also to our race. And it is further con-

lirined that this ch'ift is quite undisturbed, and
not convidsed by inundations, or any other dis-

turbing cause Uko that which has been laid bare
by M. Robert. It is with these data, and no
others, that he must reason, if he woidd find his

way out of tho perplexing dilemma, cither of

admitting the presence of man at a period when
a soil existed in which no trace of his bones can
be discovered, or of rejecting the liyiiothesig of

the antiquity of that soil which yet encloses the
bones of animals widely distinct from those which
now inhabit Finance.

A company has just been formed to work the
deposits of ehall^, flint, loam, and brick earth at
Grays, in Essex, which have hitherto been in the

I hands of Messrs. Meesouaud Co,
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CABVED SCREEK FROM THE CHURCH OF ST. LUKE, CREMONA.

A>'OTHEii of those

sti-okoa of good
fortune which a

short time since

transterred the

s'naring - galleiy

rom St. Maria
Novella, at Flor-

ence, to South
Kensington, has

j ist occurred in

tlie acquisition hy
Mr. S. Clare, of a
splendidly carved
B'reeu from the

C lurch of Sr.n

Luca, at Cremona.
It is the M*ork of

Antonio Maria
Viani, detfo il Via-

7ihw, who flour-

ished about the

year 1S52. The
screen is 28 feet

square, and con-

sists of four large

Corinthian pilas-

ters (two of which
are enriched with
tigures) suppoi t-

ing an elaborately

carved entabla-

ture. A pediment
is placed over the

cornice, with
scrolls and boy's
figures at the side

over the pilasters.

The middle of the

screen is sub-

divided into five

compartments,
separated from
each other by
minor Corinthian ''t^^y^^^.^^^fr^
pilasters faceil

with tigui'es. The
centre conipart-

uiont, which is

wider than the ^

others, ia sur-

mounted by a

semi-circular arch, and the panels on either

side of it are filled with rich masses of
carving. Figures of Moses and Miriam, 5
feet liigh, ai'e placed at niches between
the side pilasters. They are the last sue-
OJS-iful portion of the work. The pilasters

rest on pedestals, every moulding of which
is covered with an enrichment, and an equally
elaborately-carved panelled gallery, projects
in fiont, at the bottom of the screen.

The whole screen is profathly covered
with work, foliage, tablets, shields, coat of
arms, figures of different sizes, and varied
outhnes. It is one of the most characteristic

examples of renaissance carving to be any-
where met with. It was executed in pear-
tree wood by one of the most famous of
Compi's scholars, and for nearly 300 years
it was an object of great interest to every
foreigner who visited Cremona. A few years
ago, one of those " authorities " who have
disfigured so many monuments in Italy,
" beautified" the screen by coating the luio

dark wood with yellow and white paint.
When the Church of St. Luke was recently
repaired, the " painted screen was cast forth
by those who knew not the riches they dis-

regarded, and eventually it camo into the
possession ofMr. Clare of Great Marlborough-
street, London, who has stripped oft" the
jiainted veil, and revealed once more the
lovely work, to justify the reputation of one
of the mo.st famous Italian wood earvers, and
to deUght every lover of art who, until it is

sold, may ^-isit Mr. Clare's vallery.

NEW PULPIT FOR WITNASH CHURCH.
The new stone pulpit for Witnash Church
is octangular in form, with small columns
of red Devonshire marble around the shaft.
Similar columns divided the panels of the
upper part. The capitals of these columns
are carved after natural foliage, those round
the sliaft being representations of elm, con-

volvolus, oak, and
mallow, and those

of the coliunns

between the pa-

nels of holly,

hawthorn, fern,

lily of the vaUey,
and columbine.
Round the base of

the pnlpit, imme-
diately above the
lower capitals, is

carved a wreath
of ivy of great
depth and bold-

ness, while groups
of daisies, in allu-

sion to tho name
of St. Margaret,
are arranged a-

long tho difierent

mouldings. The
upper part of the
pulpit is divided

by marble shafcs

into five panels,

and in each of

these panels is

carved in vciy
high reliefa group
of flowers emble-
matical of somo
circumstance of

our blessed Lord's
hfe. The first

panel contains tho
lily and the rose,

referring to tho
nativity and ma-
ternity of our
Lord; the second,

a grou}) of water
plants to signify

His baptism ; tho

third, a branch of

vine with ears of

wheat, to typify

tho other sacra-

ment ; the fourili

jiancl has the

passion flower

and a crown of

thorns, to represent the life and death of

Jesus ; and the fifth, the pomegranite and a
palm branch, to signify royalty and victory.

Immediately in fi-ont of the pulpit, beneath tho

book-rest, stands an angel with spread wings,

holding a scroll, on which are written tho words,
" Fear God and give glory to Him," being a

portion of the message conveyed by the angel

described in Revelations xiv., verses C and 7.

At the base of the five panels are inscribed in

bold letters the text—" Jesus Christ : the same :

yesterday : to-day and ; for ever."

A book-rest in open metal work, is being

designed by Mr. Skidmore, of Coventry, tho

same artist who supplied tho communion rails

and light standards in tho chancel.

The pulpit was designed by G. T. Robinson,

Esq., the archidiaconal architect. The masonry
and mouldings were prepared by Mr. Price, of

Wood.street, Leamington, and the carving of all

the various parts—the angel, the panels, and the

ornaments throughout—were designed and
executed by a young lady, a friend of the rector.

x:;\v II iiii toil wii.\\Mi cm kcm.

ST. OLAVE'S, RAMSEY, ISLE OF MAN.

AiioxG the numerous churches and chapels

dotted over the Isle of Man, but vei-y few can

lay any claim to architectural beauty or merit;

from these few we this week select for illus-

tration the new chapel just completed near tho

town of Ramsey.
This chapel is dedicated to St. Olavo, and has

been erected as a chapel of ease to the mother
chm-ch. Kirk Christ, Lezayi'e. Hitherto service

has been carried on in tho upper chamber of a

barn, standing close to tho site of the new chapel.

The present building has been erected at a cost

of £1,500, exclusive of the ground, which cost

some £200 additional. The greater part of the

necessary funds were raised by subscription

among the inhabitants of the district, about

£1,200 being so collected, the remaining ,t500

being contributed by tho Kov. William Bell,
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Christian, formerly vicar of tlio parisli. As will

bo soon from roforoiico to tlio giound plan, (lie

clmpol roinprisea nave, north and Rniitli aiplrs,

ehancol, haniigf an apsitlal tornii!\ation, ami a
vcsliy. Sitting ncconimodntion is jiroviilcd for

131) persons. Tho walliiipf is coursed rnblile

«(>rk uf tho local stono. Tho piers, arches, and
other dressings, intornally and externally, are of
red Whitohavon stone, which contrasts favourably
^vith tho rich dark grey colour of the walling.
The roofs aro open timber framing, boarded and
covered with Welsh slates ; the seating is open
benches, all of red deal, and left imstaiued. The
lloors aro paved in patterns of red and blue Stjif-

fordshiro tiles ; the ch.anccl is laid with encaustic
tiles; the windows aro tilled with green and
white (piarry glazing, arranged in patterns.
The design was furnished by Mr. M. P. Man-

ning, of London, and under his superintendence
(lie works have been very creditably carried out
by the contractor, Mr. James Lambert, of Doug-
las, Isle of Mau. Tho carviiig was done by Mr.
Nettle.

JLVXCHESTER AND SALFOED B.UsK.
We regret oxceeilingly that, in oui- accoimt of
the new building of the Jliuichcster and Salfoi'd
JSauk, we omitted the name of thetakuted archi-
tect. Tlie designs were prepared by Mr.
Edwaril Walters, to whom Manchester is much
indebted for many of its finest buildings, and the
whole of the works were carried out under his
personal superintendence. Mr. Walters has also
lately designed considerable additions to the
Manchester and SalCord District Bauk, in Spring-
g:\rdens, Manchester.

IXTERXATIONAI. EXHIBITION.
Jlry Kepokts.—Class X.

Closets—Watei! and Det.—In this department
there were several exhibitions from various coun-
tricf. Its importance seems universally recog-
nized.

Mr. Jennings (United Kingdom—2,386) exhibits
c1usl4s with a sj-phun appended to the soil-pan, pre-
venting all possible return of vapour or eftiuvia.
Ho preserves the usual method of lifting, and of
water supply.
Mr. Underhay (United Kingdom—2,408) provides

for a tlow of water continued for some time by a
roijulator consisting of a cylindrical bellows. When
the diaphragm within tho cylinder is raised by tho
luindlo of the water-closet the lower valve is lifted
and air enttrs at once, lilUug the cylinder. When
tile handle is :xllowed to drop, the v.'eight attached
to it presses down tho diaphragm, and the air slowly
escaxjcs thi-ough the upper Vidve or oritice, which is

snraller than the lower one. The water runs until
the au" has escaped.

ICi-ahustovir, of Hambirrg, showed a portable
water-closet. This v.-as a vessel containing in itsi;lf

the apparatus for the closet, and at the side the sup-
ply of water. A pmnp lifted the wattT, and forced
It against the sides of the vessel. The necessity for
economizing the water in this case is obvious, and
perhaps in om- own country we may find it needful
to use the force-pump rather more than has ever
been done. But our usual plan does not elfect the
greatest amount of cleaning with the least amount
ol water. This would be done rather by a jet, or
jets, not sliding d.)wn the smooth sides of the pan,
hut striking it from a little distance. A great
abundance of wat^-r is, however, the most pleasant
and ctiicient method. A madal was awarded to M.
Krahnstover.

-Messrs. Warner and Sons have also brought a
portative water-closet, wliich was not shown, for
Some cause unknown.
This plan cf Krahnstover has a value in places

where water is scarce. Tho only drainage is into
the lower pai't of the box, and tho smell is retained
by a water-valve until the lid is removed. This is
ot course no true drainage, and the closet no true
water-closet. The valve which allows the escape of
water is simply depressed by tho weight of the water,
and rises of its own accord when the water falls out,
on the principle of the seU'-emptymg sewer-trap'.
Such a \yater.closet can never he used safely, excejit
tor a while in a sick-room. Several closets were
s.'Ut from Sweden, hut they did not arrive in time to
receive attention. They were however entu-ely con-
nuedtotheidea of retaimng the materials in eo-
vired receptacles, and were mostly pans with lidsami a water lute. One, at least, had a chimney for
ventilation. If ventilation can bo had of the quality
supplied by the lar-ge chunneys ui Manchester,
It luiKht pi/rhaps be wisely appUed to closets, at
ioast it the furnaces were fed by the impure air

;

uat It caiinot he advisable to send streams ofimpure
au- into the atmosphere of our great cities, ah-eady
loauej. ihe answer that by raisuig it higher it is
removed forther is uot sufficient. Messrs, Fryer,

Benson, and Kostor, sugar refinpra of Mancliostor,
have used for their workmen iron boxes as recep-
tacles of nightsoil, and connected th.nn with the
chiftniey. Tho result is that there is a continual
passage of air inwards and downwards, which pro-
serves the closets perfectly free from anything nox-
ious. _Mr. Spence had some tiuio ago cured his own
house in Pendleton, Manchester, of a sower disease,
by connecting tho sewer with the house cliimuey,
and ho proposed to carry all the air of tho sewers
uito chinin''3's, or into one great chimney which
would supply the whole city, tho effluvia to bo dis-

infected by the smoke. This plan included tho sepa-
ration of surface drainage. But tho separation of
surface drainage would probably render the opera-
tion of purifying towns a proiitahlo one, even ;with
our present knowledge of the value of sewer water.
Mr. Spence went so far as to propose one cliimney
for the wdiole of Manchester—-a bold, and many will
add, a fine idea. The ventilation of sewers and of
water-closets by leading tho eflluria into the ah'
without disinfection is a most inefficient metliod of
purifying air. It certainly removes tho eril from
our own houses, but it sends it to our neighbours,
although iu a more diluted state. If this were done
by a whole eommimity, we should have our towns
no whit better tliau now, perhaps worse, because
there aro increased inducements given to evapora-
tion. If the sowers be ventilated, however. Dr.
Stenhouse's mode, through charcoal, is decidciUy
the best.

Several have acted on the idea of disinfection,
and produced dry closets which shall give no
etUuvia. G. Smith and Co., of Glasgow (United
Kingdom—2,-101), have exhibited_one which pours
out sawdust from a perforated box every time the
lid is closed. Mr. Owen, of Manchester, had some
time before done the same with Mr. Dougall's dis-
infecting powder. The same substance is used by
Messrs. Muir and Carriok in then' di-y water-closet,
and Dr. Lloyd of Anglesea seems to prefer char-
coal in that which ho has been recommending ; he
seems to have been the first of the class, and made
many models not brought to the Exhibition.
There seems, in fact, to be a movement towards
di'y closets, and an inclination to object to water-
closjts. This has arisen from the condition of the
Thames chiefly, not uncouncctod also with the
Clyde, as well as soma small streams scattered up
and down England. This feehng has produced
several ingenious sehemes, one from Dr. Joule,
who for a while left his other important investiga-
tions, and contrived underground receptacles for
sewerage, which receptacles should be emptied by
air-tight cai'ts. Of these underground recej)tacles,

one to every group of houses, was considered not to
be a return to the old cesspool method, which
allowed one or more to each house, and they were
to be iu the towns, because the sewage not being
mixed with the water of towns would not flow far
from its want of fluidity. The experience of Paris
seems to conclude against this system, although as
Dr. Joule projected it, it is far superior to that
which the Paidsians ai-o anxious to get rid of,

although it is similar in kind. Mr. 0. F. Glassford
has long advised receptacles of a similar kind, but
at greater distances. He draws the sewage from
them into larger receptacles by pumping. He re-
commends water-closets which have very little

water, but the material is allowed to remain in the
water for some hours, when it becomes so mixed
as to become Hquid enough to bo readily purajied.
It is taken outside the town, mixed with sulphuric
acid, and made into a soluble manm'e. By this
means all the m-ine is obtained, and the flow of
sewage through covered receptacles is still main-
tained. This plan is ingenious, and Mr. Glassford
has worked his idea out completely, but the recol-
lection of tho revolting manufacture at Bondy
prevents all desire to have any manufactiu'uig pro-
cess connected with this substance, if possible. This
is, however, far superior to the Paris mode, as
there is no carriage of sewage through the streets.
Again, it may bo said, that if the sewage bo sepa-
rated from the great bulk of the water of a tow-n,
as iu these two plans, the difficulty of the problem
simply ceases whenever there is land to manure.
Nobody questious the value of strong liquid
manure.
The desu'e to remove sewage in a dry state has

caused many persons to invent methods as novelties,
which are not only the oldest, but the most objec-
tionable of aU methods. It is difficult to conceive
anything more repulsive than the constant removal
of these refuse materials of our life in every house-
hold in tho kingdom,

^
In Berlin and in Paris the system has been car-

ried on more carefully than anywhere, and so
called closed vessels are used for the purpose. But
it is scarcely possible to keep such vessels well
closed. Disinfection by clJoride of zinc is adopted
for the cesspools, but whoever has watched the pro-
cess must be satisfied of its fadure. Nowhere
does the emptying of ash-pits among us cause such
a nuisance as the emptying of a disinfected cess-
pool in Paris, with several officials to watch its
progress.

It is rather strange to see how easily men's minds
are diverted on some points. Wo forget tho gi-eat

|

dolivoranco obtained by water-closets, and some
aro actually willing to go hack again to a state of
pain and misery for tho eako of our rivers, instead
of continuing tho process l)egun and bringing it to
perfection. It noeds luit little ingenuity to reject
all inventions made by those who nave labonri.'d for
tho benefit of mankind, .and to return to a primitive
state of filth and discomfort, as many contrivances
now Seem bent on dri\-ing us. We may consider it

as certain that no jdan will ever be devised for re-
moving refuse from our houses equal to an under-
gi'ouud flow, self-acting and out of sight. To wish
more seems impossible ; to perform this is known to
be possible. To remove a few difficulties connected
with its use in some places is all that wo require to
render the system perfect. The wants of society
are becoming more numerous j there is no room
above gi'ound for the mechanism by wliicli these
wants shall receive attention ; the earth can cover
up or destroy all that annoys us. It must, how-
ever, bo confessed that there is a necessity for tho
dry system in many places where cold or di-ynoss
prevents a flow.

The inclination among continental exhibitors to
exhibit closets which retain the refuse in the house
or in a room arises from tho want of water and the
desii-o to save labour and trouble. If water cannot
bo obtained, it is at least desirable to have all these
conveniences out of doors. To have closets \vithin
doors without tho means of sweeping away the
matei*ials at onco seems to be a great encom'agenieut
of idleness as well as forgotfulness of the laws of
health j it is even a proof of the absence of the
most common observation and the utter stagnation
of some of the senses. True, there may exist a dis-

infection so complete that impurity can scarcely be
perceived, and for sick-rooms and other compulsory
situations this may be granted, but for others wo
must also remember that the healthy tone of the
feelings is not to be forgotten, and wo desii'o to live,

not merely where filth is hidden by a thin board
from our senses, but where there is real and, if

possible, ideal purity. We are not satisfied with a
room perfectly clean and beautiful on floor and
walls, if there be any such tiling so near us that
we are afriud to remove tho thin covering lest we
light upon that which shocks us. We may also
inquire, in what place is pure air needed more than
iu a sick-room ?

EFFLirviA TitAPS.—The bent tube principle seems
to be most admired. In all there must of necessity
be a deposit of sohd matter. To clean the trap
Tye and Andrew (United Kingdom—2,407) have a
screw plug at the lower part of tha bend, by which
tho obstruction is ri*moved by blowing or otherwise.
F. Gotto, of Leighton Buzzard (United Kingdom
—2,385) exhibits a self-discharging one, which must
in many eases be perfect j but even here, w"hen thero
is much deposit, the soUd matter does uot fall out
at the time of discharging the liquid, and in all

these accumulations tihero must be a little putre-
faction, although it must be confessed that during
a great part of the year the amount will be ex-
tremely small. The simple trap shown by Mr.
Lovegrove of Hackney (United Kingdom—^,31)1),
and made by Mr. Jennings, is only a valve or a
small door placed on the horizontal part of the pipe
or di'ain tube. The hinges are at the upper part
of the tube, aud tho door falls dov/n not quite per-
pendicularly. The liquid raises the door in passing
forwards, and when no more passes the door falls.

When it is desired to clean it, a great rush of water
will pass with almost no obstruction from the valve,
aud any deposit that may have formed will be more
rcadUy removed than by any other method. There
is frequently, however, in inventions an inex-
plicable quality which gives them a position which
could not be foreseen; it depends on their relation-

to the actual condition of knowledge among the
Xieoiilo and price in the articles, by which an iuveii-
tion adapts itself at ouce to existing circumstances.
The rcaety applicability of Lowe's traji, aud the
facility with wlucli it can be obtained, has reuderod
its use very extensive in the north of England at'

least.

THE CHURCH OP ST. WULFRAN,
ABBEVILLE.

At tho first monthly meeting of the Yorkshire

Philosoplucal Society, the liev. J. Keudrick
gave a very iutercsting paper on " Archa;ological

Notes in France," from which we extract tho

following upon tho church of St. Wulfran :

—

I did not leave Abbeville without visiting

the church dedicated to St. \Vulfran, ono of tho

many interesting ecclesiastical ctlifices with
which tho northern provinces of France ahoimd.

Its origin dates from tho middle of the eleventh

century, when the body of the saint was trans-

ported hither by one of tho Counts of Ponthicu,

This edifice was destroyed iu 1303, when the

English were in possession of Abbeville, the

county of Pouthieu being one of tho territories

which, by tho peace of Broiiguy, was ceded to

Edward III. When I visited -\bbeville, m 1817,

it was thi; traditiou that the ciistiug chui-ch hud
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been built at that time by the Englisli ; but more

exact researches since made into the reconls

have slio^vn, that only the choir was built at

that tune, and that the existing edifice dates from

1488, when the choir was rebuilt, and that it was
not completed till the middle of the sixteenth

century. It must have been under this former

choir "that the body of Henry V. rested for a

night, on its way fi-om Eouen to London, in the

year 1422. . Ho had died in the castle of Vin-

cennes, from whence he was carried first to Paris

and thence to Eouen. Monstrelet describes the

extraordinary pomp with which his remains were
carried through France. " The royal coffin was
placed witliin a car, drawn by four large horses,

having on its top a representatien of the deceased

monarch in boiled leather, elegantly painted,

with a rich crown of gold upon his head ; in his

right hand a sceptre, in the left a golden ball,

with his face looking to the heavens. Over the

bod was a coverlet of vermiUon silk, interwoven
with beaten gold. When it passed through any
town a canopy of silk (hke to what is carried

over the host on Corpus Christi day) was borne
over it. In this state, attended by his princes
and the knights of his household, did the funeral

proceed from Rouen to AbbeWUe, where the
body was placed in the church of St. Wulfran,
with roAvs of priests on each side of the colKn,

who day and night incessantly chanted requiems.
Masses were daily said for his soul, in the
churches ofallthe towns through which the funeral
passed, from break of day until noon. From
Abbeville the procession proceeded to Hesdin,
and thence to Montreuil, Boulogne, and Calais.

During the whole way there were persons on
cither side of the car, dressed in white, carrjHng
lighted torches ; behind it were his hou.«ehold,

clothed in black ; and after them his relatives, in

tears and nicurning. At about a league distance
followed the Quceu, with a numerous attendance."
The church of St. Wulfran is a very noble

edifice, worthy, though only a collegiate chm-ch,
to be the seat ofa bishop—a dignity which it has
twice endeavoured to procm-e for itself. It can-
not rival Amiens, or Kheims, or Chartres in

size or richness of decoration, but I confess
that its greater plainness was to me a recommen-
dation. In looking on the western front of
Amiens cathedra', the eye seeks in vain for re-

pose or contrast, in a surlace evei-y inch of which
is covered with sculptui'e or ai'chitectural deco-
ration. I prefer a fa<;ade, which, like the wes-
tern front of Abbeville, or of our own Minster,
while it gratifies the eye by lich ornament, re-

freshes it by plainer spaces. What Cowley says
of wit is applicable to arehitectm-al decora-
tion :

—

" Rather than all thinjzs ^it, let none lie there;
Men lioulit, because they stand so thick i"th' sky,
Ilthose be stars which form the galaxy."

hall, with which our readers ai-e already fami-

liar. A hopewas expressed that what still remains,

a mere fi-agment, of the original edifice, may be

allowed to stand as a picturesque adjunct to the

cathedral. The committee also lamented the de-

struction of the remaining arches of old St. Cle-

ment's church, on the upper quay, for the erec-

tion with the materials of some dismal rooms for

the master of an adjoining ragged school. No-

thing has yet been determined on as to the ex-

tension of the society's operations into Hereford-

shire, but this and other subjects would be duly

considered.
After the adoption of the report, the officers

for the ensuing year were appointed, and the

meeting then concluded.

In the evening a Co7iversaziono was held at the

Natural History room, which was well attended.

The Rev. H. G. Pepys was voted to the chair.

The Rev. Maurice Day (head master of the

Grammar School) read a paper of considerable

interest on the "Historical Reminiscences of

Worcester," and after partaking of refreshment,

Mr. E. Lees read an iuteresting paper on the
" Street Arcliitecture of Worcester," noticing the

ways and avenues of that city. A conversation

ensued, in which Mr. Severn Walker made a few
remarks upon the timber houses alluded to in

Mr. Lees' paper, and subsequently gave a short

account of tho rehgious houses of Worcester,

passing over the monastery as requiring too much
time, and referring more particularly to St.

Oswald's, the Grey Friars, Black Friars,

Whistones or White Ladies, Friars of tho Sack,

the Commandery, &c. In the com-se of his

remarks he observed that if the money left for

educational purposes had been preserved to those

purposes, it would have been sufficient to educate
the whole youth of the city.

On Tuesday a part of the members inspected

the churches of St. John-in-Bedwardine and
Powick, partaking of lunch on the journey at

Upper Wicli at the invitation of J. W. Willis, Esq.

WORCESTER DIOCESAN ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the Worcester Diocesan
Arcliitectural Society took place on Monday last,

G. J. A. Walker, Esq., in the chair.

Report.
The Rev. G. S. Nunn read the annual report,

which began by referring to the annual meeting
of tlie Architectural Institute of Great Britain
and Ireland lately held at Worcester, and which
was pronounced to be the most successful the
institute has ever held. The report proceeded to
notice the proceedings atthe lastannua] meeting of
thoWorcester Society,and the visits ofthe members
to various churches, whose peculiarities and dis-

tinguishing features were described at some length,

lengthy reports of which appeared in the Build-
ing News of July 25 and August 1. Descriptions
were given in the report of new churches at the
following places, which have been consecrated
since the last meeting :—Lindridgo, Ofl'cnham,
Wythall, and Barbom-ne, which we described at

the time of consecration. The restorations in

progress at the cathedral were then reviewed in a
tone of satisfaction. The restoration of tho Pri-
ory church at Great Malvern has been nearly
brought to a conclusion, but many ofthe internal
fittings and decorations mil have to be postponed
until additional ftmds can be raised. St. John's
church, Worcester, has been considerably en-
larged imder the superintendence ofMr. Perkins.
A new oast window and reredcs, designed by Mi.
W. J. Hopkins, have been erected in St. Peter's
chinch to tho memory of tho late Mr. Robert
Allies. The report then briefly gave the cllorts
which have been made to preserve the Uuestcn

THE ISLE OF COLUMNS.

Who has not heard of the " Isle of Columns," the
marvel of the western seas? Everyone has
looked at engi-avings of it, and read descriptioiis

of it. And yet the actual sight of it—which is

one of the objects of the twice-a-week steamer-
excursion in the season round Midi from Oban—
surpasses all that the tourist expects. Ton ap-

proach gi'adually a low, lumpish-looking bluff of

rock, which you have seen at a distance rising

from the sea ; and, as j'ou approach, the colum-
nar structure, so familiar to you from prints, be-

comes beautifully apparent. At length, before

the steamer stops, you can make out distinctly

the three parts of which the island consists—the
rough amorphous lava-like base or pavement

;

the masses of upright or slanting shafts of basalt

which shoot from this pavement j and the sloping

grass- covered entablature or roof. Landing in

small boats, you arc introduced to such of the
special w-onders as time and the state of the tide

will permit—the Clamshell Cave, the Herdsman
or Lesser Islet, the Boat Cave, the Great Cave,
&c. The Great Cave, called also Fingal's Cave,
is the sight of sights. A cave 227 ft. long, G6 ft.

high at mean tide, and of a varying breadth of

fi'om 42 ft. at the mouth to 22 ft. at tlie inner ex-

tremity ; the floor a strip or flood of pure green
sea, which swells, and roars, and makes music
with the rock ; two side-galleries or iri'egular

pathways, formed by endless tops of broken
columns, along which you may clamber with the
rest and safely keep yom' footing, though we did
there see timid Beauty unnerved and in tears

;

from these galleries on both sides the close-

jammed rows of symmetrical and perpendicular
columns ; and over all, where these end atop, the
rough, rich fretwork of the stony arch ! Can
this possibly be the work of Nature ? is the ine-

vitable feeling as you are within the cave and as
you leave it. From the time when Sir Joseph
Banks first discovered Stafl'a, as it may be said,

and called attention to the imknoANTi marvel of a
Gothic minster amid the Hebridean seas, all who
have visited the island have had this one feeling,

that here Nature, in lier days of the elements,
had indulged in her closest freak in anticipation
of human art. So Wordsworth, in his sonnets to
Staffa—

" The pillar'd vestibule,
Expanding yet precise, the roof embowed,
Might seem designed to humble man, when proud
Of his best workmanship by plan and tool."—Macmillan's Magasine.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
On the 8th inst. the first meeting of the Liver-

pool Architectural and Archaeological Society

was held at the Royal Institution, Liverpool.

BUSINESS.

The Secretary (Mr. Be.idley) then read the

minutes of a meeting of delegates li'om various
architectural societies, held in the rooms of the

Architectural Union Company, Conduit-street,

in July, at which it was resolved that the isolated

character of the existing architectural associa-

tions throughout the kingdom I'endered it desir-

able that an organization shouid be formed
whereby they could be rendered united in their

action, and W'hereby the establishment of new
local societies in connection with them might be
aided, and that an architectural alliance bo
formed. The consideration of the subject was
deferred for a report from the Liverpool delegates.

The council recommended that a vacant room be
taken in the building for the purpose of an archi-

tectural museum and modelling class. After
some discussion it was agreed to defer the con-
sideration of tho recommendation until a future

meeting.

INAUGURAL ADDRESS.

Mr. Weightman (the President ofthe Society)

then read the opening address, in which he
showed the advantages conferred by societies like

theirs upon the professions which they respect-

ively represented and upon the pubhc at large.

He advocated the formation of a local architec-

tural museum, which could only be worthily car-

ried out by a cordial support from the public. It

was to be hoped that the department of archaeo-

logical investigation would Inot be neglected by
the members. He expressed his gi'atificatiou

that, notwithstanding the stoppage of the Ameri-
can cotton trade, the old dingy blocks of offices

in Liverpool were giving way to more imposing
and expensive architectural erections, especially

those of Colonel William Brown, the New Ex-

change Company, and the Public Offices which
it was hoped would shortly be erected on the

corporation land in Dale-street. Throughout the

town building operations of more or less magni-
tude were being prosecuted with activity ; and
when the Garston Railway was completed, tho

Sefton-street terminus would be the largest rail-

way station in Liverpool. It would probably bo
hereafter supplemented by a station in the neigh-

bourhood of Wolstenholme-square. He referred

to the proposed dock warehouse extension and
dock approaches ; stated certain objections to the

Wellington memorial ; remarked that the pro-

posed Liverpool monument to the late Prince

Consort, as well as its site, were yet undeter-

mined ; alluded to the Exhibition buildings of

1851 and 18(32 as marvellous evidences of the con-

structive abilities of the engineers of the day,

yet regretted that tho latter had been fixed upon
so unfavourable a site and that the expense had
prevented the great central dome, as designed
by Captain Fowke, from being ca"-ried out. Al-

though this was a time of commercial depression,

it was gratifj'ing to see that the building trades

were by no means unemployed. Preston M'aj

raising a new Town Hall, from a design of Mr.
Gilbert Scott, at a cost of £30,000 ; Hull was
copying the example, and a committee of the

Wigan tomi council had also reported in favour

of the erection of a new Town Hall for that place.

The society would do well, therefore, glancing

with gi-ateful retrospect at the past and hopeful

forebodings of the future, to cndeavom- earnestly

to make good the position it had gained, and,

conscious of the responsibilities it entailed, pass

round the watchword of their town arms legend,
'* Dcus nobis Hlcc olia fecit"

A vote of thanks to the President concluded

the meeting.

PROPOSED SURREY COUNTY HOSPITAL.

The project of establishing a hospital at Guild-

ford for tho benefit of the rm'al portious of tho

county of SmTcy, at present wholly without hos-

pital accommodation, is progressing as favour-

ably as could have been anticipated. jVlthough

the subject had for some time occupied tho

the attention of earnest tHid zealous men, it was
not until the end of last April that it was brought
prominently before the piiblic. A county meeting
was then held, under the presidency of Mr. 8.

Giirnoy, M.P., and the undertaking met with

Hberal encom'agement. A committee was formed,

including the names of most of the aristoci-acy

ofthe county, and the Earl of Onslow generously
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presented an eliffiblo site on the slope of the

far-famed no^'s-Ijack, close to the railway sta-

tion and overlooking tlio town. Already do-

uatiiiMs towarils the object have been jironiiscd

to the extent of .t'5,5S0; but it is estimated that

at least £111,1)00 is required to erect such a build-

ing as would be worthy of the county, and of the

great and good man whose memory it is intended

to commemorate, for it was unanimously deter-

mined at the public meeting that the hospital

should be specially associated with the name of

the late I'rinco Consort. In order to facilitate

the raising of the money, one or two niuniticent

conditional otfers have been made of £500 on
live other persons subscribing a like amount.
Ono of these conditional ollei-s will be withdrawn
on the 1 Uh inst. if the terms in the otlbr bo not
complied with by that date ; and as tho sum of

£5011 yet remains to be sid>seribed in order to

complete tho six, tho committee are naturally

Somewhat anxious upon this head. It is felt to

be a reproach upon Surrey, with her growing
population, that whilst Sussex has three hospitals,

Kent three, and Hants two, she has none except
tho strictly metropolitan hospitals of Guy's and
St. Thomas's; Guildford being the most central
portion of the county, the point of conveyance
of several lines of railway, an unusually healthy
locality, and withal the county town of Surrey,
seems to bo peculiarly well adapted for the site

of the Surrey County Memorial Hospital.

THE NEWCASTLE CORPORATION AND
THE ARCHITECTS OF NEWCASTLE.

The Town Council of Newcastle-on-Tj'ne had
what may, without exaggeration, be described
as a long and stormy meeting on the 1st instant.

The proceedings were greatly protracted by the
introduction of one or two extraneous matters,
but on the whole, the time can hardly be said to
have been mis-spent. The first topic brought
upon the carpet as worthy of note related to the
new Grammar School, in connection with which
Mr. Oliver somewhat severely, but, as it ap-
peared, not altogether unjustly, called to task
the members of tho School and Charities Com-
mittee. In accordance with the resolution of
the Council, plans and specifications for the new
Bchool, the site of which is to bo at Ryehill,
should have been publicly advertised for, but it

transpired that, contrary to that decision, the
committee in question had privately engaged
the serrices of Mr. Hogg—a coui'se of conduct
which Mr. Oliver seems to have construed into
a kind of slight upon the profession in which he
holds a high position. As chairman of the com-
mittee, Mr. Newton ventured on an explanation,
which in substance amounted to tliis—that Mr.
Hogg had been recommended as a gentleman
most suitable to carry out the work on the prin-
ciple of the Hammersmith School, which is to
be that followed in the intended erection in this
toy>ii. On these facts coming to tlie knowledge
of the iiublic and the profession, a special meet-
ing of the Northern Agi-icultiu'al Association
was held at the Old Castle on Thursday, the 9th
inst., Thomas Austin, Esq., in the chair. Mr.
Oliver, the secretary, intimated that he had re-
ceived a communication irora G. W. Hodge, Esq.,
under slierifl", consenting to act as honorary so-
licitor to the association. The subject of the
Royal Gi-ammar School designs was introduced,
and an animated discussion took place, which re-
sulted in the association unanimously adopting
the following resolution:—"That a deputation
fi-om this association wait upon the Schools and
Charities Committee of the Town Coimcil upon
the subject of the Royal Grammar School; and
that the following gentlemen constitute the de-
putation :—Mr. Green, Mr. Austin, Mr. Dunn,
Mr. Thompson, Mr. Kyle, Mr. Watson, and Mr.
Johnstone, Newcastle; Mr. Pritehett, Darling-
ton; Mr. Wilson, Alnwick; Mr. Moore, Smider-
land; and Mr. Has\vell, North Shields." The
secretary was instructed to inquire of the chair-
man of the Schools and Charities Committee
when it would be convenient for that committee
to receive the deputation, and on receipt of his
answer to convene the deputation without loss of
time, it being urged that an early interview
should be soUcited.

Coucspniiciuc.

THE ROYAL ENGINEERS.
TO THE EDITOK OF THE " BUILDING NEWS."

Sin,—In your article on the above subject,
which appeared in the Building News of 26th

ultimo, you conijilain, with good reason, of the

excessive cost of superintending works under tho

Royal Engineer Department, l)ut I do not think

you have stated correctly tho facts of tlic case.

I have not a copy of the army estimates for

the years quoted by you ; but as I have one for

the current year, and believe there will be little

dilference, if any, whichever army estimates are

([noted from, I will take the amounts to be ex-

pended under the Royal Engineers Department,

and the cost of tlie department itself, from the

army estimates for 18()2-G3. I must, however,

first state that I take no notice of tho cost of the

military element, because it is altogether un-

necessary. The work would go on better with-

out that branch, and tho results, in a financial

l)oint of \-iew, would be highly advantageous.

Taking this as an admitted fact, I proceed.

The works on which tho civil staff of tho de-

partment are engaged, are the foUomng :

—

Vote 12. Fortifications £103,191

Vote 13. Civil Buildings 15S,128

Vote 14. Barracks Gr7,95o

Total .£909,.574

The chirge for tho departmont being £(58,701, or

a trifl" under 7 per cent.

It will, I imagine, be admitted that 5 per cent,

architect's commission, is not all that private

architects would charge for designing and super-

intending works and buildings, &c., as well as

repairs and alterations to those already built,

such as are comprised under votes 12, 13, and
14 of army estimates.

Out of what funds would clerks of works be

paid, assuming that private architects would

not do as do the civil professional officers of the

department, act as architects and as clerks of

works ? Would private architects travel back-

wards and forwards from their regular place of

business to inspect works in progi-ess of erection,

and pay the expenses out of the 5 per cent. ?

Would preliminary correspondence and consulta-

tions be paid by the snliseiiuent 5 per cent. ?

Would the incidental and ordinary current re-

pairs be attended to, as also checking bills, mea-
suring up extras, keeping accounts, conducting

correspondence, and all other office work be per-

formed for 5 per cent. ? Would also the prepa-

ration of designs, estimates, &c., for works never

carried out be paid for by tho 5 per cent, on

executed works ? And then, again, would pri-

vate architects superintend, &c., works abroad as

well as at home for 5 per cent. ? I include

foreign stations in my calculations, because in

estimating the cost of a department it appears

to me to be only fair to do so—taking into ac-

count unhealthy climates preying on constitu-

tions ; long, tedious, and, for families, expensive

voyages, with all the other annoyances and in-

conveniences of a lengthened residence away
from England. I think not ; and, therefore,

although agreeing with you in your condemna-
tion of the present system, and of the report

lately presented to the Secretary of State for

War, I trust you will allow me to state, what I

hope you will admit to be correct, that the civil

stafl'of the Royal Engineer Department performs
the duties of that department at a cost much
less than would be charged by private ai-chitects.

This would be still more apparent if they were
not obstructed by the mmecessary "fifth wheel,"

which is only useful ( ?) in making the four wdieels

do more than they would have to do if by them-
selves; for everyone knows thatwhen work has to

be done to the satisfaction of those who know but

little (which isoften worse than knowing nothiug)

about it, and who reverse the maxim " know-
ledge is power," and endeavour to make them-
selves and others befieve that " power is know-
ledge," the work is not done so cheaply, so ex-

peditiously, or so well.

This brings me to tho gist of the matter, viz.

:

That the ci^^l statt' of the Royal Engineer De-
partmont, which I have taken to include profes-

sional and non-professional officers, messengers,
office- keepers, &c., is cheap to the country, but
owing to their being associated with a miUtaiy
and incompetent though numerous and powei'fiU

body, they appear in a very unfavourable light to

those who do not obtain information by actual

exi)erience, but from heresay, or at best from an
imperfect acquaintance with the matter. The
public have no idea of the unnecessary expense
caused by ha^^ng an incompetent body of mili-

tary otficers at the head of the Royal Engineer
Department, whose presence is not orJy undesir-

able for any good they do, but whose absence
would be exceedingly beneficial, on account of

what they would not do.

As regards the report of tho Barrack Works
Committee, some eighteen months since, I, in a
letter to you, foretold what might be exi)ected

from the composition of that committee. It is

very evident that " the report " might have been
written without the examination of witnesses

j

because, from tho questions put, and tho wit-

nesses selected, it is apparent what is retiuired.

Tho military element predominates, and tho en-

deavour is to keep it so, to make it appear that
the corps of Royal Engineers are to be the sa-

viours of the coiuitry in tho event of a war, as if

they had ever done anything to justify such an
idea. If such results are to bo anticipated now,
why have we not had at least a foreshadowing of
it in jiast years, after so many soundings of tho
trumpet, and so many thousands ofpomids thrown
away in seeking to prove the existence of some-
thing which is only imaginary.
As I remarked in the letter previously alluded

to, there was no one on tho committee knowing
the secrets of the department, who would seek
to have them exposed, for reasons easily under-
stood ; whilst those who did not know the secrets

of the department made little or no attempt to

ascertain them. A letter appeared in the United

Service Gazette some months since, in which it

was stated that a gentleman sent his name to the

committee, as wishing to be examined (doubtless

being in a position to di\^lge a few unpleasant
secrets ) ; he was informed that, ifnecessary, the
committee would communicate with him again
on the subject. I do not imagine that any fur-

ther communication was ever addressed to the
gentleman, for fear that he should have had an
opportunity of saying what for many had better

be left unsaid.

A semblance of a wish to obtain the whole
truth was made, by examining Messrs. Attwool,
Kirton and Roberts ; but why those and those

only of the department (civil) when all those

who know how matters have been going on for

some time, know also that those gentlemen are

all occupying exceptional positions ; that they
are in the receipt of higher remuneration
(^^ dura7ite placito ") than their brother officers,

and that they would therefore give such evidence

as, although being truer, yet would not contain

the whole truth. I might go farther, and say
that some of their cWdence is opposed to general

facts, albeit it may be in accordance mth their

indiWdual notions—owing to their exceptional

positions.

Mr. Attwool states that the class of men who
now join the department are inferior, both in

education and practical knowledge, to those who
joined it under the old system. Sui'cly Mr.
Attwool must know, what is patent to everyone
in or connected with the department, that "the
talent " must not be sought in the senior class so

much as in the junior classes.

Mr. Kirton thinks that the civil officers of the

department wish for or are entitted to nothing
more than "widows' pensions." However great

a " desideratum" such an allowance or any other

pecuniary advantage would be, there are other

things animating the ambition of many in the

department. They have a wish to be up and
doing, to obtain credit for what they do, and to

be placed in a just and proper position, such as,

if left to themselves, they would attain, and not
to have their energies stified by haughty supe-

riors, nor their abilities and positions ignored by
those who appropriate the one and fill the other.

Mr. Roberts' evidence is of the same sort,

haring for its end the benefit of a few to the

injury of the many.
Upon the military evidence, although not for

want of matter in it recjuiring comment, I have
little to say. It is what was sought ; and although

statements made by more than one lioyal

Engineer could be met by positive contradictory

proof, yet, on the whole, it was • uo worse than
was to be expected.

In conclusion, I must say that a more misatis-

factory result than that arrived at by " The Bar-

rack Works Committee " has seldom been seen,

evidencing strongly that it is only a sort of com-
promise, resulting from the military element
being so strong and the civil element so ignorant

of the matter to be enquired into, or unwilling

to enquire into it.

Your obedient servant,

Peiakd.

SAFETY LETTER BOXES.
TO THE EDITOK OF THE " BUILDING NEWS."

SiK, — As your paper is read by many
intelligent men, whoso ingenuity is ever ready
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to supply a want when it is pointed out to them,

I shall foel obliged by your allowing ine a corner

in your columns to invite thoir attention to the

(levisiuf of a remedy for what threatens to

become a very serious evil. I allude to the

wanton destruction of letter boxes and their con-

tents. In the neigh))Ourhood of one of the

parks resides a lady well known for her charity.

Last Friday her servants were startled by a loud

explosion ; on going to leara the cause they
found that a packet of gunpowder and some
ignited Inciter matches had been thrust, from the

outside, through the aperture of the letter box.

Fortunately no gi-eat mischief was done. Since

this piece of stupid malice has become loiown,

the neighbours, who in obedience to the recom-
mendations of the post-office have affixed letter-

boxes to their outer doors, feci very uncomfort-

able. Tliey imagine their letters are not safe,

and it is no pleasant feeling to know you are liable

to have a hand grenade exploded in your hall. Can
some of yom- readers suggest a means of pre-

ventmg the entry of anything save letters and
newspapers into the boxes ? Perforations at the

bottom of the Ijox, large enough to allow lucifer

matches to fall through, but not large enough to

admit the passage of letters, have occurred to

me, but I am told they are objectionable.

OOLLICUIUS.

TUE EEGBNT'S CANAL NUISANCE.—
WIIOLBSALE BOY AND GIRL

SLAUGHTER.
TO TUE EDITOE OF TUE " BUILDING NEWS."

Sir,—It is more than sixteen years since the

inhabitants of the north-western district were
tantalized by the announcement of a project for

converting the Regent's canal into a railway,

which would have saved them from seeing and
hearing locomotives smoking and screeching
over their housetops and across their streets.

Why the scheme was defeated I never learned.

I suppose it was because of its merits—because
it was the best possible line—and because it

would not have aflbrded much scope for the ex-

travagance of railway engineers, and the pecu-
lation of railway lawyers. As it is, we have two
railways instead of one, and the perpetuation of

the canal nuisance. What this last is none but a
resident on its banks can tell. The sluggish

waters arc as filthy as the black flood which pours
down the Fleet. They give up to the atraos])hcrc

noxious vapours, which enter your rooms, if you
live near the canal, take you by the throat, con-

dense on your walls, and clothes, nauseated,
dank, and miserable. There is a farther annoyance
to be endured : scarcely a week passes that

children are not drowned in the canal. Last
week a iino little lad, an only child, fell in, and
was taken out Avhen Ufe was extinct. The vreek

before, a big boy pushed a smaller one into the
water, thinking—so he alleged—that he could
swim. Of course, none of these accidents find

their way into the daily papers. They arc too
numerous to create public interest.

To prevent this sad loss of life, all that is re-

quireti is to keep the fences in proper order, or to

institute an efficient watch. The Marquis of
Salisbury, as chairman of the Can.al Companv,
would not hesitate before expenditure to preserve
life. The evil, I believe, is due to the laches of
the Park authorities, and they are not likely to
be moved until some independent member of
Parliament obtains a return of inquests held on
the bodies of persons drowned in the Regent's
canal. Can you help us to prevent chUd-murder
at the doors of

Dwellers in the Gkoves
OF THE Evangelist ?

ft(}i!l liiiflliginite.

The Bye-lavts as to Builders.—At tlio

Wolvorhampton police-courfc the other day, Mr.
Isaac Uorton appeared to answer a summons cliarg-

ins: Inm with erecting a building contrary to the
requirements of the Public Works CommitteCj from
the 3rd of July to Sept. 3Uth, whereby he had ren-
dered himself liable to a penalty of 40s. per day.
Defendant had rebuilt two houses in Queen-street,
and he said that tbiiddng that the bj^e-laws did not
apply iu such a case, gave no notice to the borough
surveyor, for which he was fined Is. only on June
30th, upon his promise to comply with the require-
ments of the committee. They, it appears, required
him to leave twelve feet of area at the rear of one
of the houses, and contrary to that requirement
(which is in accordance with the &th bye-law) he

completed the building with only an area of six

feet. This was made the sole complaint, that for

continued neglect, day by day, of the general re-

quirements falling to the gi'ound upon a technical

objection. Mr. Duignan then argued that the ex-

tending and altering of old inhabited houses, or of
their outbuildings and cartilages, as in this casif,

were exempt from the operations of the Act upon
which the 9th bye-law was formed, and tho bench
being of opinion that the olijection was good, dis-

missed the case.

Infringements op the Building Act.—'At

the Liverpool police-court on Friday last, John
Price, builder, of Vine-street, Liverpool, was bound
over in recognizances of £150 to pull down three
houses which he had erected in Lissant-strcet,

Edge-hill, owing to infringements of the Build-
ing Act. He was also ordered to pay nine guineas,
the expenses oftho xjrosecution. It appeared from
the evidence of the witnesses, amongst whom was
the building surveyor, that Price's houses were of
the most "jerry" description ; the bricks he used
being of the most inferior kind ; the mortar little

better than mud; and the joists neither of the re-

quired dimensions nor strength. Mr. Holme, who
sat on the bench, said he would strongly ad\'is3

Building Societies to employ a competent X'>t^rson

to inspect houses which they intended to purchase,
before the roofs were put on, in order to guard
against imposition, and to prevent them from pur-
chasing "jerry" built houses, which would become
a mass of ruins in 20 or 30 years. He said this as

such hoiises, in Lissant -street and elsewhere, would
most Kkely be sold or mortgaged to BuUding So-
cieties.

• ^imiimj gratters.

Newcastle.—At the meeting of the Ts^owcastlo

Board of Health on Tuesday week, the Highways
and Sov.'eragc committeo reported that they had
du-ectcd their attention to the outfall sewer ques-
tion, and had ultimately come to the conclusion
to recommend the constniction of works similar to

those in operation at Ashby-de-la-Zoueh. For thi3

purpose they had leased a piece of land near to the
Spittals for ninety-nine years, at the yearly rent of

£0 Gs., on which to erect tanks, &c. The esti-

mated cost of the works was £000, and they recom-
mended that this sum be borrowed oir mortgage of

the district rates. The report was adopted, as also

were the plans and estimate for the work sub-
mitted by the surveyor.

Dr. Letheby's Weekly Report on the Sani-
tary Condition of the Metropolis.—At the
weekly meeting of the Commissioners of Sewers
in the Lower Uourt-room, Guildhall, on Tuesday,
Dr. Letheby, the medical officer, reported on tho
state of 183 houses, which had been inspected during
tho week, and ho submitted a list of fifty-six places

for sanitary improvement, and likewise a list of
places requiring further proceedings on account of

orders already issued not having been compUed with.
Ho also reported that the markets and slaiighter-

houses had been duly inspected during the week,
and that tho officers had seized 5,400 lbs, of meat
and 282 head of game and poultry as unfit for human
food. It consisted of 10 sheep, 5 pigs, 21 quarters
of beef, and numerous joints; 2,741 lbs. were
diseased, and the rest was putrid. 41 deaths and
01 births had been registered during the week.
The number of deaths was below the average (53)

of the corresponding week of the last seven years

;

23, or more than lialf the deaths, were ^among
children of less than five years of age, and only six

among old persons of CO and upwards. The prin-
cipal causes of death were as follows :—Phthisis^ 5

;

mesenteric disease, 3
j
pneumonia, 2 ; bronchitis,

3 ; continued fever, 4 ; scarlet fever, C ; measles, 2
;

diptheria, 2 ; and infantile diarrhoea, 3 , making
together, S deaths from tubercular diseases, 5 from
infiammatory diseases of the lungs, and 14 from
diseases of the zymotic class.

6as aniJ Muter |iitf!ligtiicc.

Eedditch.—^The districts of Crab's-cross and
Astwood Bank were lighted with gas on Tuesday
week by the in-oprietor of the Kcdditch Gas Works.
Easton.—At a mcctinij of the Easton Gas and

Coke Company on Monday week, Mr. BowcrSj of
St. Neots, produced plans and sp;:;eilieations for the
new works. He laid before th,-; meeting three
separate tenders, but the shareholders seemed
anxious that he should complete the whole of the
works, &c. After some del.iy in inspecting the
plans, it was unanimously agreed that Mr. Bowers'
contract for the whole, at £1,120, bo accepted,
subject to the inspection of the building department
by the architect. Mr. Day suggested to the
meeting that as the work could not he completed
before Christinas it woidd be better to defer it till

the spring, when every thing could be earned on
satisfactory to all parties, which was agreed to.

Morley, neak Leeds.—On Saturday evening

last a portion of the streets iu thia' town was lit up
with gas for the fii-st time.

Plymouth.—In accordance with a requisition, tho
mayor of Plymouth called a public meeting for

yesterday, to take into consideration the propriety
of spending twenty thousand pounds upon im-
proving the water supply of the town.

fiue.

churches.

Glasgow.— Patrick church, Glasgow, was re
opened on Sunday last, after having boon greatly
enlarged.

Frizington.—A new church is i:>roposed to^be
erected at Frizington, Cumberland.
Stamford.—On vYcdnesday week th^ church of

St. George's, Stamford, was re-opened, having been
closed for several months for the purpose of erecting
a vestry, repairing tho chancel windows, introduc-
ing an organ, &c. The vestry forms an extension
of the north aisle, and is open to tho chancel j the
organ occupies the bay.

St. Geohge's, near Wellington.—The church
of St. George's, near Wellington, Staftordshire, tho
erection of which has been just completed, from
tho designs of G. E. Street, Esq., was consecrated
on the luth inst. Tho stylo of the edifice is Early
Pointed, \vith lancet ^nd plain ciisped windows.
The plan comprises a nave 85 feet long by 30 feet

broad, with side aisles, and a large porch at the
south-west forming the basement of the tower ; a
chancel 40 feet long by 20 feet broad, and a sacristy

placed in the middle of the south side of tho
chancel. The nave is s.'i^arated from tho side aisles

by arcades of four arches, the openings being 18
feet wide. The piors, which are rather low, and
somewhat small in diameter, are alternately quatre-
foiled and cyliniU-ical and octagonal in section with
foliated capitiils. The arches have voussoirs of

alternated colours of rod and white stone, with an
arch-mould of red brick. The clerestory windows
are alternately single plain lancets and composi-
tions of two fights with quatre-foilod circles in the
head, combined into a continuoiis internal arcade
of red brick. The roof, which is of considerable
span, is open, and is of red deal, tho nine princi-

pals being strengthened by iron tie and suspending
rods. The chancel is vaulted with rod brick on
stone ribs in alternate colours of white and red, as
is tho chancel arch. The general character of tho
windows is the lancet or firdt pointed style, and the
qnatre-foil forms the leading feature in the tracery.

The east window contains five lights, the middle
one being higher and broader than the rest.

The head consists of three quatrc-foiled circles.

Above the chancel arch is a cross worked in

stone, and s?t in the wall. The sill of one of

the chancel ivindows is lowered, so as to form a re-

cess for oak aedilia. A recess in tho opposite wall
forms a credence table. The dressings are of Griu-

scU stone, and the rubble work with which the walls

are finished inside and out is of stone, given by and
quarried in the adjoining property of the Duke of

Sutherland. The nave seats are of pitch pine var-

nished, and the doors are framed of similar material,

sheeted on the exterior with oak. The jiulpit is

also of pitch pine on a plain stone base, with four
oak moulded shafts. Tho whole of the chancel
fitting.^, lectern and Litany desk, are of oak, and
the altar rail, a plain cylinder of oak, is supported
on iron standartls. The chancel floor is formed of
stone in alternate colours, with border and centres

of tessjlated and glazed tiles, Tho risers of the
chancel steps are also of glazed tiles. The church
is calculated to accommodate from 800 to 900 per-

sons. Tho complete design includes a tower and
spire 150 ft. high. From want of funds, however,
the execution of this part has been postponed, and
the tower has been covered in at a height of 30 ft.

Efforts are being made to procure the means for the
completion of this, which ivill be a very important
featui-e in the building. Mr. Street's design has

been carried out by Mr. Horsman, builder, of Wul-
verhampton. The old church is to be taki^n down.
The total amount of the contract fur the buihling,

with tower and spire, was about £5,200.

CHAPELS.

Ride.—^A new Baptist chapel was opened on
Thursday week at Rydo, Isle of Wight. Mr. M.
Newman was tho architect, and Mr. Meader tho

builder. It consists of a nave, with porch, lobbieSj

galleries, staircases, and tower at the cast end, and
a baptistry and vestries at tho v/est end. It is built

of bricks, witli white facings. The nave is (15 ft.

3 in. by 38 ft. 3 in. in tho clc;jr, and is lighted by
five doubV lancet windows on each side. There is

a gallery for th organ, singers, and children at the

cast end. Tho s 'ats are open benches; the floors

of the aisles, lobbi;^ s, and porch are of IVIinton's

tiles. The stained glass of the west window, and
the carvings for the pulpit, are the gift ofthe ladies
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of th(» coni;ro(?ation. The clupol will ImKl about
000 porsons, in luUlition to a hirgo schoolroom at the

woat I'U'l of the vestries.

CoNCKKri.vTioNAL MEMORrAT, Cii APELS.—Tt ap-

pears from the report of the C'Dngregational Union
of I'iiiijlainl anil Wales, that this ueuomination con-

template the ereeti(m of 300 nieuioriril chapels be-

fore tlio ch^ao of IHi'A. Tht'y will, it is said, be
erected iu promim-iit sitiiatiims, and will be, in the
character of their architectnre, nnd in th*' cvanjjfi-li-

cal ministrations to bo conducted withinthfir walls,

worthy mementoes of the lives of men whusn doc-
trines conetitnte a valuable legacy to this and future
pcnerutions. The cost of the memorial chapels will

bo about 1^500,(UM) ; tboy are to contain accommo-
dation for half a million of people. Dnrinij the last

four years the Coni^rogntiomilists have opened IGO
new chapels, bein^ an averaije of It) each year. Tlio

Metropolitan Chapel Building Society have, during
13 years, spent iCiloOjOOO iu erecting chapels in Lou-
don alone.

SCHOOLS.

Bexendex.—A new free school, contiguous to the
cliurL'li, has just been erected in 13cnendeu, Kent,
by ]VIr. llardy.

nUILDINGS.

DuNCKAB.—A new mansion for the Lord Rolls
has just been erected at Duucrab, Perthshire. It

is bnilt in the castellated Gothic style, with stepped
gables, ,and a roof-embattlod tower in the centre
of the principal front. The towr has angular
turrets, sot out upon beautiful corbelling. Mr.
W. G. Habershou, London, was the architect,

and Mr. Weatherlie, the contractor. The internal
workmanship is fiist approaching coniphtion, and
sinno of the rooms have been fur some time finished,

in whiL-h Lord and Lady Rollo have been for two
weeks residing. The total cost of the building is

said to be nearly £20,000. Recently, a handsome
chapel in connection with tho Episcopal Church had
been erected by bis lordship, communicating with
the mansion.
Southampton.—Tho Hartley Tnstitntiou, recently

erected from tho designs of Messrs. Green and
DeWllo, an engraving of which was published a short
time since in the Building News, was inaugurated
on the 1.5th inst. Iiy Lord Palmerstou.
TuNHiiiDGE Wells.—The committee for tho Tun-

bridge Wells public hall have selected the design of
Messrs. Hook.-r and Wheeler, of Brenchlry, Kent,
from a number of designs forwarded to them iu
response to their advertisement to architects.

RESTORATIONS.

Wdi.VEUilAMPTON.—The Temple-street Baptist
chapel has been recently re-opened after undergoing
alterations and repairs. The alterations consist of
an entire re-arrangement of the interior, including
a new baptistry ami new pewing. The work has
been executod by Mr. Gough, builder, of Queen-
street, under tho superintendence of Mr. Bidlake,
architect.

Durham.—The parish churchof St. Oswald, Dur-
ham, near Retford, in Nottinghamshire, hasbcen re-
Btored, and was re-opened on the 1st inst. Messrs.
Hinde and Co., of Nottingham, were the architects,
and Messrs. Tomlinson and Lee, of Retford, the
contractors.

LuLLiNGTON.—On the 23rd ult., the church of
All Saints, LuUington, Staffordshu*e, was re-opened
after a complete restoration. The tower and spire
has been restored throughout at an expense of Z5'2oj
raised by a church rate from the parish, extending
over seven years. Tho unsightly gallery which
blocked up the tower has been removed, and the
tower arch thrown open, thus exposing to view the
restoration of a lino old window. The low roof,
ceiled beneath, has been taken away, and one of a
very iiue pitch, according to the old lines, has been
sulistituted. A new chancel and south aisle have
also been added, traces of which, as evidently once
a^ portion of the old church, were discovered on
digging for tho new foundations. A vestry and
organ chamber have also been erected on the north
side of the choir. The seats in the navo, as well as
those in the choir, are all of English oak. The floor
is laid throughout ^itH Minton's tiles, those in the
sanctuary being peculiarly handsome. Thoreredos
is made of the alabaster slab which formed the old
altar, and has been inlaid with a centre cross of
rouge royal marble and blue John, and four smaller
Maltese crosses. The ambo is of tarve<l walnut,
executed by Barbetti, of Florence, and together
with the books, the Old and New Testam-ents, bound
in crimson morocco, with gilt cross and clasps, was
the gift of the Hon. Mrs. Colvile. The font consists
of a bowl of Devonshii-e granite, supported on five
shafts of St. Mary's Church (Tortiuay) marble,
raised on three steps of ?.J[ansfield stone, and is
almost entirely the result of the offerings of
children. The church was decorated throughout
vnth flowers and scrolls, some of the devices being
exceedmgly beautiful and appropriate. The whole
work of restoration, whir ]i has cost upwards of
12,000, was intrusted to the caro of Mr. J. W.
Hugall, architect, and Messrs. Lilley and Elliott,
builders.

New Seaham.—Christ Church, New Seaham,
Durham, has lieen recently undergoing several im-
portant alterations. Tho church was opened on
Sunday week.

IIoRTON KiRiiY, Kent.—^Tho parish church of
Hortou Kirby is undergoing the work of reetora-

tion.

EoiNRURGH.—The church of St. Andrew's. Edin-
buvgli, was opened on Sunday last, after cleaning
and d(^cora.tion.

OirrwELL, NEAR WisiiEACH.—Tlie parish church
at Out well, in the coiinty of Norfolk, was reopened
on the 9th inst., after very eonsiileraltle repnir and
restoration. Thc_ehureh*(dLMli,;:itrd ( o St. Cl-iaent)

was p'incipally built in the early part of the iiffceenth

century, and is a handsome sj^eeimen of tho church
arcliitecturo of that period. The roofs are especially

good examples, but tho whole had for many years
been much neglected, and had consequently fallen

into a sad state. At the east end of the chancel a
canal had been made so close to the walls as to cause
them to give way very considerably, and on careful

examination it was eWdent that many years ago an
attempt had been made to remedy this evil ]>y tak-

ing down the chancel walls to the level of the sills

of the windows and rebuilding them ; but as nothing
was done to improve the foundations, the work was
not successful. The wails again gave way, and
some most unsightly iron tics had to be inserted.

At this time the original roof was probably de-

stroyed, as the one which existedprior to the restor-

ations just completed, was a common one with a flat

ceiling. The chancel and the east ends of the aisles

have been entirely rebuilt, the old stones of tho
windows and buttress:?, &c., being reset withoiit

refacing, and a new roof has been provided, iu char-
acter with the other roofs. All tho old roofs, ex-

cepting that on the Lynn Chapel (a very handsome
one, retaining much of the old coloured decoration)

have been thoroughly restored. New seats have
been provided to accommodate 480 persons. Tho
pulpit is of oak, with carving, by Mr. Forsyth, of
London. The old brass eagle found in tho church
has been refixed on an oak pedestal, and is again
properly used. Tlie paving in tho chancel is bor-

dered with Minton's tiles. The cost of the work has
been £2,200, and much has been deferred for want
of funds. Tho architect employed was Mr. Wi'liam
Smith, of New Adelphi Chambers. This is not
the first or only church in this district which
has been restored by this gentleman, and bears wit-

ness iinmistakably to his skill and taste in ecclesias-

tical architecture, the more so, considering the very
limited means at his disposal.

FOUNDATION STONES.

Falkiuk.—^Thc foundation-stone of the National
Bank, wliich we briefly noticed last week, was laid

on Friday.

EscoJiB, Durham.—The foundation-stone of a
now church for the village of Escomb has been re-

cently laid. Tlie estimated cost of the building is

£'1,600. It will be of tho Gothic style of architec-

ture, of the Early Decorated i^eriod. The dimen-
sions of the nave are 18 ft. by 21 ft., and the chan-
cel 20 ft. by 10 ft. On the s.mth side there will be

a small vestry ; on the north an entrance porch.

The roof wiU be an open-timbered hammer-beam
one, and there will be a neat threo-Ught window in

the east gable. The church will be warmed by hot
water apparatus, and will accommodate about yOO
persons. The architect is Mr, W. Tuke, of Brad-
ford ; Mr. Nelson, of Bishoj) Auckland, and Mr.
Teale, of Malton, being the contractors.

Hull.—On Thursday week, tho fouudation-stono
of the new town-hall at Hull, which we illustrated

a few weeks back, was laid with great eclat. This
edifice will be built on the site partly occupied by
the old Mansion-house, and will have a frontage
next Lowgate of 103 fett. The Leeds Mcrcurij says
that externally the building will be in the Italian

style, having eight cireular-headed casement win-
dows facing Lowgate on the gi'ound floor, and nine
similar windows on tho first floor, with a rod Mans-
field column and carved cap between each, croi\Tied

by a handsome cornice, carved frieze, and orna-
mental balustrade. A clock tower, aboitt 140 feet

high, with turrtts at each angle, will be in the centre.
The fronts facing Hanover and Leadenhall squares
are similar, only they have red Mansfield pilasters
instead of columns between the windows. The
building will be of stone from the Steetly quarries,
Bradford stone plinth, and red Mansfield stone
columns and pilusters, throughout, with polished
red granite panels in front. Internally, on tho
basement floor, there are the nsu;il kitchen oflices,

servants' -hall, record-room, coal and other cellars,

and boiler-room. The grouud floor contains a vesti-

bule, principal staii'case, about 48f.t. long, ;ilft. w^de,
and 42 ft. high, with red Mansfield stone steps,

Caen stone balustrade, and Sicilian marble hand-
rails,—treasurer's and law clerk's offices, two strong-
rooms, waterworks, engineer's oflice, record-room,
waiting-room, back staircase, and Board of Health
offices. In the rear are the police and sessions
courts,with tho magistrates' and magistrates' clerk's

rooms, and cells under each court for the accommo-
dation of prisoners, with a passage to communicate

with each dock. On the first floor are tho mayor's
reception-room, about 58 feet long, 29 feet wide,
and 25 feet high, mayor's private room, town-clerk's
oHicea, record-room, and two committee-rooms,
council-chamber, about 30 feet 8f]uare, over tho
board of h'-ulth oflices, graudjury room, rocorder's-
roonij with lavatory, &e. In tho police-court
building, on the first floor, are the solicitors' and
clerk of the peace's offices. On tho second floor of
the main building are some private and occasional
bedrooms. Tlio whole of the building vnW bo
warmed and ventilited by Messrs. Iladen, of Trow-
bridge. Th(i art.'hitect is Mr. Outhbert Brodricic,
of Ijeeds and London. Mr. C. Vulman is clerk of
the works. Mr. Addy, of Leeds, contracts for tho
wboh; of the works, except tho warming and venli-
lation ; the amount of his contract is .l;2O,20O. The
carpenters* and joiners' work >vill bi- done by Mr.
Hutchinson ; slating, Mr. Dawljer

; pointing, Mr.
Wardale, of Hull

;
plumbing, Mr. Webster; iron-

work, Mr. Nelson, of Leeds 5 plasterer, Mr. Moun-
tain, of Leeds.

Cornwall.—The foundation-stone of a Cornwall
House of Mercy was laid on Friday last by Mrs.
Agar Ko})arte3, on a site about half a mile from
Lostwithiel. G. E. Street, Esq., is the architect of
the building.

grinking lountaiiis.

Maidstone.—^A new drinking fountain is fa«t

approaching completion at Maidstone. Kepresent-
ations of four archangels have been sculptured on
it.

Drinking Fountains AT THE Huskisson Dock,
Liverpool. — A letter was read on Thursday-
week, at tho meeting of the Docks and Har-
bour Board, from Mr. Charles JIaoIver, call-

ing attention to the fact that in placing drink-
ing fountains along the docks tho piece of gi'ound
occupied by them on the west side of the Huskisson
Dock had been pa^ssed over. Mr. Maciver suggested
that two fountains should be placed there, and
oflered, if the board would not do so, to break up
the ground and place them there himself, if they
would grant him permission. The omission of that
place, however, when everybody else was having
drinking fountains placed down he said he supposeii

was just "another of those things that no felLih can
understand."—The communication was referred to
tho Docks and Quays Committee.

EuiNBURGH.—Ou tho lOtli of next month the bust
of tho Priuce of Wales, Ijy John Stoell, U.S.A.,
will be inaugurated in the hall of tho His;fh Sehuol,
E(.Uuburgh. The i^etlestal on which the bust is to

be placed consists of an upper and under plinth

—

the upper plinth being of finest statuary marble,
and supported by side consoles, which, by giving
breadth to the lower portion, laermits of ample
space for the inscription. The lov/er plinth is a very
beautiful specimen of " Biauca Chiara" Carrara
marble. The design of the whole, which has been
furnished by Mr. David Bryce, U.S.A., is classic,

and of an elegant but simple and chaste character.
The inscription to bo cut on the upper plinth ia aa
follows ;

—

ALBERTO EDUARDO
GALLyE PRINCIFI.

QUI PEIIIUS INTER lilUTAN.\IAltUM PKINCIPES
EDlMBLFRGU'iil.

DISCIPLIN.E CAUSA ADIIT,

SCHOLAM REGIAM EDiMBURGBNSEM
AU. V. KAL. AUG. MDCCCLIX.

VISIT,

FRAEUIISCJUE BENIGNIS3IJIE TRIIiUENDIS
ILLUSTEAYIT,

PATROXI, ALUMNI, GIVES,
HOG SIGNUM

DIE AU3FICAT0 QUO SUI JURIS FACTUS EST
POSUEEUNI.

A.I). IV. ID. NOV. MDCCCLXII.

Leicester.—It has been i^roposed to erect a
monument to tho memory of the late J. F. Hollings,
Esq., in the grounds of .the Town Miisemn, Leices-
ter. A preliminarj meeting has been already held
for the XJurpose.

TuE Baxter Statue, Dundee.—We learn that
Mr. John Stccll, R.S.A., Edinburgh, has accepted
the commission for the statue of Mr. Baxter, to bo
erected in the Baxter Park, Duudee, and has under-
taken to have it completed and erected in tho Park
by the Slst July, 180.3.

Manchester.—An offer has been made to, and
accepted i.-y, the Manchester Albert Memorial Com-
mittee. The brickmakers of the district, anxious
to give expression to thcii- sympathy with her
Majesty, have imdertaken to supply, free of cost,
the bricks required for the foundation of the memo-
rial to be erected in that city to the late Priuce
Consort.
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Dublin.—A,n miluential and numerously attended

meeting of the subscribera to the memorial to the

late Prince Consort was held on Saturday at the

Mansion House, DubHn, the Eight Hon. the Lord

Mayor presiding, for the purpose of detcmumng
upon the site for the monument, and to nominate a

committee to carry out the various arrangements.

On the motion of Mr. Justice Fitzgerald, it was

unanimously resolved that Stephen's-green, which

should be thrown open to the public as a park,

would he the most appropriate site. Subsequently

a resolution was adopted nominating a committee

to carry out the various arrangements in connection

with the memorial.

Him'ii t'^lass.

AbovCj in regal garments, Christ risen from the

dead, with majpstic countenance and expression,

announces his triumph over death and sin
—"Now

is Christ risen from the dead, and become the first

fruits of them that slept."

Benenden.—A stained glass window lias heon
recently placed in the parish church of Bcnendcn.

6n\ml Items.

Li'LLINGTON.-—A stained glass window, represent-

ing the Saints, has been given by the Rev. S. Brad-

shaw, of Basford-hall, to"the church of All Saints,

IiuUington, Staffordshire.

Great Malvern.—A stained glass window was

put in the Abbey Church of Great Jlalvcrn last

week, in memory of the late Prince Consort, by

Meesrs. J. E. Clayton and Bell, of Eegent-street.

The subject of the work, wluch is of an elaborate

and costly nature, comprises incidents illustrative

of the journeying and adoration of the Kings, the

main feature of the window being a representation

of the Kings at the feet of the infant Jesus. The
subject is treated triplet -wise across the whole

width of the window, which is of three lights. Be-

neath this grouping are three separate scenes, illus-

trating respectively the Kings led by the star, their

conference with Herod, and their dream. The
tracery openings are tilled with angels. At the liase

of the window is the following inscription :

—
" In

loyal and affectionate remembrance of His late

Eoyal Highness Albert Prince Consort of her

Majesty Queen Victoria, this window is dedicated

by inhabitants and visitors of Malvern, 1802."

Glasgow.'—^The four great windows of Glasgow
Cathedral—the east, the west, the north, and the

Bonth^presented by Government, by the Duke of

Hamilton, by the Messrs. Baird, of Gartsherrie,

and by Jtrs. "Cecilia Douglas, of Orbiston, arc now
completed by the erection of the latter window.

Before describing the subjects of this last noble

gift, we would remind our readers of the general

arrangements of those in the nave and transepts.

The first window of the series—which commences
at the north-west angle of the aisle on that sidc^—is

to contain the story of Adam's fall. In those which
follow, there will be, in chronological order, repre-

sentations from the Old Testament in fifty-two

pictures. In the great west window, designed by
Moritz von Schwinde, are depicted four important

events in the history of the chosen people. In the

great north window, by Heinrich von Hess, are

figures of the prophets who prophesied the coming

of the Saviour, with St. John the Baptist,

who proclaims the advent. Thus the tran-

sept—forming an intermediate space connecting the

nave and its Old Testament series with the Church,

and its painted windows illustrating the teaching

of the Saviour—exhibits the union between the

two dispensations, and this idea, partiaDy expressed

in the north window, is prominently set forth in

the south—in the lower lights of which are placed

the Old Testament types, and in the upper their

fulfilment in the person of the Saviour. The se-

quence commences with the patriarch Noah—in the

lower Ught, to the left of the spectator—a venerable

figure, looking up in grateful adoration. Over him
hovers the dove with the olive branch. The text is—" The long suffering of God waited in the days

of Noah, while the ark was a-preparing, wherein

few, that is eight souls, were saved by water." In

the light or division above this is a figure of the

Saviour baptised, over whom hovers the symbolical

dove. The text is
—" Thou art my beloved Son

;

in thee I am well pleased." In the second lower

light, a graceful female figure, with a basket at her

feet, and holding up another towards heaven, ga-

thers the miraculously-bestowed manna, the text

being *' It is Manna ; this is the Bread which the

Lord hath given you to eat," Above, a majestic

figure of the Saviour, pointing with one

hand to himself and with the other to

Heaven, utters the words—" I am the liring

Bread which came down from Heaven." In

the central light below is a noble figure of the King
of Salem, the nine cup in his hand, and bread be-

side him, \rith the text
—" Melchizedeck, King of

Salem, broijght forth bread and wine ; and he was
the priest of the Most High God." Above, the

Saviour institutes the sacrament of the Lord's

Supper, the text being
—" Jesus took bread and

blessed it, and He took the cup and gave thanks."

Next to Melcliizedeck, we see the youthful Isaac

ascending Moriah, bearing the wood of sacrifice

;

the text is
—" Abraham took the wood of the burnt

offering, and laid it upon Isaac his son." Above,
Jesus is represented bearing His cross on Calvary.
In the lower division a priest, gorgeously arrayed
in sacerdotal robes, offers the first fruits, with the
text from Leviticus

—"As for the oblation of the
first fruits, you shall offer them unto the Lord."

Discovert of the Site of Ovid's Trosmis.—
A granite quarry had lately been opened at a place

named Iglitza, on the banks of the Danube, oppo-

site IbraTl, when, in the course of its working, a

number of tumulary stones were discovered, bear-

ing Latin inscriptions, containing, with some varia-

tion, the name of an ancient Eoman fortress of

Lower Mesia. The European commission of the

Danube being informed of the discovery, proceeded

to Iglitza and cirefuUy explored the excavations

made, acquiring the certitude that the plateau of

Iglitza is reaUy the former site of the Eoman
city designated by Ptolemy under the name of

Troesmis, and of which Ovid speaks in his

pontics :

—

Hie r.iptara Trosmin celeri virtutc reccpit

Infccitque fero sanguine Danubium.

Almost all the inscriptions discovered mention, in

addition to the words Troesmes, Troesni, Troes-

mensis, the 5th and Gth Macedonian Legions, and

the 1st and 2d Italian Legions, which enables a

judgment to be formed of the importance of its

military establishment.

The Wolverhamiton School op .\rt.—On
Monday evening, the Council of the Wolverhamp-
ton School of Art formally resigned office, on ac-

count of the want of means of carrying on the oper-

ations of the institution. The council said that, in

presenting their eighth annual report, they regretted

that " the inexorable logic of facts " had coinpcUed

them to take the necessary legal steps to bring the

operations of the school to a close. The whole of the

school property had now lapsed into the hands of the

trustees, who would wind up its affairs and discharge

the liabilities. The council could not, however, termi-

nate their duties without stating their " deliberate

conviction that the closing of the school is due to

the parsimony which the Department of Science

and Art appears invariably to pursue in its treat-

ment of all new schools."

Copyright is Italy.—" The literary convention

concluded between France and the kingdom of

Italy," observes the Cimstifvfirmtwl, " is the most

comprehensive one of the kind that has yet been

made. Henceforth the authors of books, pamphlets,

or other writings, of musical compositions, draw-

ings, painting, sculpture, engravings, lithographs,

and of all other analogous productions in literature

or the arts, will reciprocally enjoy in each of the

two states the advantages attributed to them by the

laws of the proprietorship of literary and artistic

works, and mil have the same protection and legal

remedy against any infringement of their rights as

if the works were published for the first time in the

country itself. The copyright in musical works

extends to the compositions known as arrangements,

based upon airs extracted from the same works.

The disputes which may arise upon the application

of this clause wiU be reserved for the appreciation

of the respective tribunals."

Gift of a Collection of Antiquities.—The
Duke of Luynes has just transferred to the French

Government, by deed of gift, his magnificent

collection of antiqmties, marbles, bronzes, and
medals, which he has passed his Hfe in putting to-

gether. Tlie Greek and Eoman bronzes are valued

at 600,000 f. The Greek coins at 300,000 f. The
coins and medals ofthe Middle Ages 200,000 f. The
precious stones 150,000 f., and the cameos 150,000 f.,

making altogether 1,400,000 f. The conservators of

the Royal Ubrary in the Rue de Eichelieu are at

present occupied in arranging these treasures, and

in making a catalogue of them previous to their

being exhibited to the public. The only condition

imposed by the Duke on the Government is that his

gift shall be called the Luynes Collection, and that

it shall not be dirided.

Reclamation of Waste Ground, Leith.—
Operations have been commenced to reclaim the

ground between the west pier and the breakwater,

generally known as Pinkerton's pier. The gi'ound

to be reclaimed extends to between eight and nine

acres, and will prove of the utmost importance to

those engaged in shipliuil'.Ung or in the export and
import trade. At present the ground is protected

from the sea, except on the north-east side, but

from this side the tide enters and flows over it.
^
A

bulwark will therefore be buUt under that
_
portion

of the west pier, extending from the Victoria Dock
to the west breakwater, and then the ground will be

completely protected from the sea, and nothing will

remain to be done to render it suitable for trade but

to cart sand or dehi'is

wark, and he is now removing the stones with
which the part of the east pier opposite the new
gra\ing-dook was built, and laying them down
where the new bulwark is to be made. The length
of the bulwark mil be about 1,000 feet. The last

time the Dock Commission let the ground on the

north-east side of the docks they obtained extraor-

dinary high rents, and it is thought they will

obtain equally high rents for the reclaimed ground.

The Butts' Siding, Worcester. — The New
Butts' siding or Quay Railway from the West Mid-
land riaduct in Foregate-strcet to Diglis is now fast

approaching completion. After some apparently
troublesome work the alterations at the Severn
Bridge have been completed. The rails are fully

lai'l along the quays, and the guard-posts are being
re-fixed. The bridge over the slip is finished, and
the approaches to the waterways are being substan-

tially laid with stone. The last touches are being
put to the lower arches of the riaduet, and the rails

are being carried over it. The river bank on Piteh-

crcift has been walled and faced with slag, and the

wall which will enclose the arches and incline is

being proceeded with. As we have already sail,

the new road to the Stand, and the rails fixed on
the Race-course by the railway company, will form
a great improvement in that direction. The new
viaduct, with the old one, partially surrounds the

south end of Pitchcroft, and the doubb ti.TS of

arches make a pleasant appearance.

Chester Akciiitectural, Arch.eological, and
Historic Society.—The opening meeting of ths

session was held in the Society's room, St. Peter's

Church-yard, on Thursday week, when Horatio

Lloyd, Esq., read his paper on " 'fh? Discovery of

Roman Remains tipon the Site of the -Vncicnt City

of Uriconium at Wroxeter," and Mr. James Rogers
exhibited anumbor of curiosities and coins, recently

discovered while excavating in Farringdon-strojt,

London.

Temple Bar.—A correspondent of the City Frexs

writes :
" I believe it is not generally known that at

the time of the funeral of the late Duke of Welling-

ton, wlien the east and west fronts of Temple-bar
were hung, in his honotu-, with mourning, under

the superintendence of Mr. Bunning, the City

architect, by direction of the Corporation, the two
shields of arms cut in stone, which hitherto had
stood over the key-stones ofthe eastern and western

fronts of the carriageway arch, were removed by

Mr. Bunning, I suppose, because they were found

to interfere with the arrangement of the funeral

decorations then in progress. The removal, I have

no doubt was, at the time, intended only to be tem-

porary, but the stone shields were then carted away
by Mr. Banning, and deposited in Guildhall crypt,

n-here they have been ever since. Is there any
reason why these shields, forming an important

historic portion of the structure of Temple-bar,

should not be at once replaced in the position to

which they belong ? I make the request now, as it

seems likely our old friend has received a reprieve

at the hands of the Iconoclasts, and will be spared

to us for years to come. At all events, so long as

it is allowed to remain, it should remain in all

its integrity, and missing portions that add to its

interest, and, moreover, arc known to exist, should

forthwith be replaced.

to it, so as to make it dry.

Mr. Wilson, the contractor tor the new graving-

dock, has obtained the contract from the Commis-
sioners of the Harbour and Docks to make the bnl-

€\np.

It is proposed to make aline of railway from Mar-

ket Harborough to Melton, so as to provide a direct

route from Melton to London.

A bazaar was opened on Tuesday week at the

Town-hall, Newcastle-under-Lyme, on behalf of the

School of Art in that town, the building in which

the school is held requiring immediate repairs.

Mr. Walker, C.E., who was for many years Presi-

dent of the Institute of Civil Engineers, died on

Wednesday week, at the mature age of SI.

The Leith Corn market and general exchange,

which we have already described in our pages, will

be opened for business purposes on the first Wednes-

day of November.

For nearly a week the Highbrook Colliery, near

Wigan, has been on fire, and it is certain that great

destruction of property will be the result.

The Sainte Marie circus at Rome has just been

raised about seven feet, by the roof being pushed

up in a single block, in order to enable perform,

ances to be given similar to those by which Leotard

has gained such celebrity. The operation was

effected, notwitlistandiug its difficulty, not only

without accident, but without even a pane of glass

being broken.

On Saturday morning the extensive premises at

Trowbridge in the occupation of Messrs. Goldsmith

and Haywood, cloth manufacturers, were destroyed

by fire, along with some adjacent cottages. The
damage is estimated at about f50,000.

The whole of the exterior pf Eatington-park

House, near Stratford-on-Avon, the seat of E. P.

Shirley, Esq., M.P, has been re-modelled by

Messrs. Pritchard and Seddon, of Whitehall. Over
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the principal window nro panola sciilptiiroil from

desiirna liy Mi-. H. II. Arnigtwiil, of soonoa taken

from tlio ftiiiiily history of tlio Sliirleys.

Till- <losipiis sent in compotition by several archi-

tects for the new hotel in Tianghani-placo, have

been submitted to Mr. Smirke, by the committee

for tinal a<ljiulieation.

Mr. Ilenry TTarley, of Windsor, is entfnged by the

descendants" of the poet Waller to pnt into thorough

repair tlie beautiful marble tomb in the clmrchyard

of Beaconsfield to the memory of tliat poet.

A prospectus has been issued by the British Fire

Prevention and Insurance Company, with a capital

of .tTiOK.IIllO, in .ihares of .€.'5. The objects are

stated to be the introduction of a system oi fire pre-

vention which may reduce the cost of insurance^ and

also to obtain a connection among the agents of life

offices by a stipulation that the present undertaking

shall never enter into competition in that branch of

assurance.

One hundred Roman bronze coins and a quantity

of pottery have been this week found in the village

of Puddymore, Somerset.

The caisson for the second graving-dock at

Falmouth is at present in the completed dock

No. 1.

On Monday last, at the monthly meeting of the

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Permanent Building Society,

it was stated that the number of shares taken up
were swelled to 1,030 in less than a twelvemonth

from its foundation. In the same time the society

advanced on mortgage upwards of thirty thousand

pounds.

|)atfnts anlJ |(niJfi\tions

Connected with the Buii.DTxr, Trapk.

699. R. ScnOMBrRG. Improvetnfnls in purifi/iiig illu-

minatinrj gas. Dated March 13, 1862.

Here in order to separate from ijas thesulphide of carbon

with which it is commonly contaminated, and which when
the pas is burned produces sulphurous acid, which is de-

structive to furniture and otherwise injurious, the inven-

tor causes the pas to come in contact with hydro-carbon or

other oil, or a solution of fat, soap, or resin; these sub-

stances have the property of absorbing the sulphide of

carbon. The purification may be effected either at the gas

works, or by each consumer, and he prefers to use for the

purpose a disc of perforated metfll kept constantly revohins;

the lower part of this disc dips into the oil or other liijuid,

and briners up as it revolves a film of the material, i>ortions

of the film closing the perforations in the disc. The gas is

caused to come in contact with the disc, and pass through

the perforations therein, so that the lir|uid may be able to

act on every portion of the gas. Wlien the purification is

effected separately by each consumer, they combine the

purifying apparatus with the gas meter, and cause the per-

forated disc to be driven thereliy. When the liquid liecomes

saturated with sulphide of carbon, the latter may be sepa-

rated and obtained by a process of distillation, leaving the

oil or liquid in a state to be again used. Patent almuiti'iieil.

705. G. H. Sanborn. Improvewe >,ts in gas regulators.

{A communication.) Dated March 14, 1862.

This consists in regulating the pressure of gas between

the main or sheel pipes and the burners, to check or reduce

the pressure on the remaining burners, when some of the

whole number of l>urners are not being used, and to keep

the flow of gas to the burners uniform and steady, and at

the most economical amount, whatever niunber of burners

may be in use. Patent abandojied,

710. W. Turner. Improvements in the construction of

bakers' ovens, and in the use of furnaces ami other

apparatus co-.inected therewith^ and in the means of
appliances employed therein. Dateil March 14, 1862.

Part of this consists in usintr a square or other suitably

shaped oven, having metal doors extending the entire

width thereof. These doors are lined or cased with fire-

clay, fire lumps, or other suitable material, and are hinged
at the top on a straight bar, which extends the whole length
of the breastwork of the oven or ovens, the said bar being
fixed parallel with the sprint? of the arch of the oven ; the
doors being thus hinged their own weight will cause thera
to fit closer, and thereby the oven will retain the heat better

than if the iloors were hinged from the sides or bottom
thereof. The inventor also uses a furnace and flue,

and places the fumace-cloors in a parallel or nearly
parallel line with the oven doors, and causes the flue to rise

from the contrary or opposite corner to that of the furnace,
by which arrangement the whole area of the oven or ovens
becomes equally heated. The furnace opening on the square
side of tlie nven opposite to that of the flue will afford a
greater ra<liation of heat than would an opening on the
angular side of an ordinary oven. Patent abandoned.

717. W. McAdam. Improvements in the mannfartnre of
blocks, pul/ei/x, and weights for window sashes aiid other
purposeti, and in the mode of applying the same. Dated
March 15, 1862.

This relates to the application of clay or other suitable
mineral substance, eifher in the form of earthenware or
glass, to the manufacture of blocks, pulleys, and weights,
and which have hitherto been manufactured of metal. Un-
der one moilification of these improvements, as applied to
the hanging of window sashes, the block or frame in which
the pulley or pulleys run, is formed of clay, moulded to the
required form, and aftenvards glazed and fired in the usual

^^J. The sheaves or pulleys are also formed of similar
materials, and various kindsof clay, such as is u.sed in the
manufacture of porcelain antl all' kinds of earthenware.
Instead of using iron or other metal for weights, it is pre-
ferred to make them of the heavier kinds of earthenware.
These weights are either moulded solid, or with an internal
cavity, to be filled with "mine dust," or other suitable
mineral material, or which may be mixed with the clay for
the puqtose of increasing the specific gravity of the weights.
Patent cvmjdeted.

720. A. Y, D, SroTT. lynprovemrntt in the mfinufacture

of rrmenl. Dated March 1ft, 18fi'2.

IKtc the jiateiiti'o claims subjecting limo in tho pul-

veri;!ed state to the action of sulphurotiH ,-icid gas, and an
oxydi/ing agency, in the manner and for tho purpose
(leftcribe<l. Patent completed.

723. G. Hamilton. Improvements in tumbler locks.

Date<i March 15, 1862.

This invention has for its oVuecfc the so constructing

tumbler locks that tho proper jiositions of the tumblers,

ft>r allowing the bolt to be shot, may not be detected by
ai)plying pressure to tho bolt in tlie well-known manner,
Kor this puri)Ose, the patentee mounts the tumblers on an
eccentric, the pin of which is carrietl by tho case of the

lock. The tumblers are each capable of turning around the

eccentric, and when the tumblers arc correctly set by tho

key before the bolt is shut back, the eccentric will noi be

caiLsed to turn on its pin, but when the liolt is pressed

back, before the tumblers are correctly placed, the stump
upon the bolt will press against the tumblers and cafise

them to recede, tho eccentric, by turning on its pin, allow-

ing them to do so. The turning of the eccentric on its pin

he arranges to bring into action a catch or stop for the bolt

to come against, and he also arranges the lock so that the

bolt, when further pressed on, shall, by acting on the stop,

cause the eccentric still further to turn on its pin, and so

move back the tumblers away from the stump on the bolt,

in order that the stump shall no longer press against them.

Patent completed.

744. T. Myers. Improvements in meters for measuring
water, gas, or otherfluids. Dated March 17, 1862.

This invention consists, firstly, of a measuring cylinder

furnished with valves, valve boxes, and ducts, so arranged

as to act with the retjuisite sensitiveness, and that the

action shall only be carried on during supply, and shut off

immediately the supply ceases. The cylinder is fitted with

a piston, having a piston rod protruding beyond the top of

the cylinder with collars thereon, between which works the

end of a lever, supported by standards, with a roller at one
end to prevent friction, the other end being forked to guide

and work a slide valve, made of brass or other suitable

material, or rollers which press upon a diaphragm-valve,

made of india-rul ber or other elasticor pliable material

;

such slide or diaphragm-valve covers several ducts (five for

instancei, out ine patentee does not confine himself to any
particular number of ducts, their shape, size, or position.

The s'lde valve, or the rollers acting on the diaphragm, are

so arrauged as to press upon and close one or more of the

said ducts At one time. Some of the ducts (two by pre-

feren :e; lead some ^one by preference) to the upper and
soir» (one by prelerent^e) to the lower part of the cylinder,

aiid hence, upon water, gas, or other fluid being admitted

by the supply pipe, it will, according to the position of the

piston and the attached piston-rod, cause the opening of

some of the ducts, and alluw the water, gas, or other fluid,

to enter either above or below the piston, and thus keep it

in motion. Patent complt*ed.

759. F. "Warner. Lnprovements in cocks or ta^is. Dated
March 18, 1862.

For the purposes of this invention the valve spindle has

formed ou it a toothed rack, which is rec^'ived into and
works within the water or steam way of the tap or cock.

The face of the valve is by preference circular, and is packed
with a soft packing where it comes against its seat, which
is preferred to consist of a projecting ring, with a thin

edge, to enter the packing in the face of the valve. Or the

seat may be packed or have a washer of soft material, and
the projecting ring may be on the face of the valve. The
toothed rack used is constructed as follows :—There is a slot

formed through an extended portion of the spindle of the

valve, on the inner surface of one side of which slot the

teeth forming the toothed rack are formed in such manner
that, when the pinion used with the rack is in its place, the

dianieter of the pinion nearly corresponds with the width
of the slot. The axis of the pinion passes through a suit-

able stuffiing-box into the interior of the body of the cock

or tap. This stuffing-box is constructed in such manner
that, by screwing down the packing which takes its bearing

on the axis, the reciuisite friction is obtained to resist the

tendency of the axis to turn with the force of the pressure

of the fluid. It is preferred that the arrangement should

be such that about a quarter turn of the axis of the pinion

should be for opening and closing the valve. The lower

end of the axis of the pinion is pointed, and has its bearing

in a suitable cup. The guide spindle of the valve is made
three-sided, the sides being hollow as heretofore, so that

the water, or steam, or other fluid may pass freely on the
three sides of the spindle, whilst tho three angles of the
spindle serve to keep the valve and spindlo correctly in the

water or steam way. Patent cmnpleted.

%nk Rictus.

The WoL^T-iRnAMPTON Streets Dispute.—These cases

came on finally on Monday week at Wolverhamptou, after

numerous adjournments. Mr. E. J. Hayes appeared for

the Town Council, acting as a board of health, and Mr.

Duignan for thirteen owners of property in the district, who
were summonetl to show cause why an order should not be

made upon them for the payment of their apportionments
of the expense of making the streets. In defence it had
been objected that the notice to make the streets was in-

sufficient, in not particularly stating what sliould be done.

The bench a*ljourned the summonses to take counsel's opi-

nion upon the point, and that opinion held the objection to

be goo<i. Un the day to which the case had been adjourned,

and when, through the bench, this opinion would have been
made known, Mr. Hayes attended to withdraw the sum-
monses, but Mr. Duitman >ieing absent upon the misunder-
standing that the case would be further adjourned, the mat-
ter stood over by subse<iuent adjournment until Monday,
when Mr. Hayes again stated his desire to withdraw the
case, and contended that the matter in dispute being simply

an order for the payment of money, the defendants could
not demand a dismissal as though it were a matter under
the criminal law. Mr. Duignan argued to the contrary,

and the bench held that as the justice signing the sum-
monses had, as it were, possessed the court with the case by

adopting an information upon which he might have refused

to issue a summons, they must either make an order or dis-

miss the cases ; they dismissed them, and awarded costs at

the rate of 10s. 6d. in each case.

Smokk Nuisances.—Ou "Wednesday week the executors of

the late Mr. Hugh Bullen were, by Messrs. Hyslop and
Earle, of Liverpool, owiered to pay a fine •!' 40s. and costs,

for liaving permitted denso volumes of black smoke to issue

from their brewery in Maguire-street.^On the same day,
Mr. Ilohert Hetherington, j)roi>rietor of the Rnckferry
steamers, was also fined 40s. and costs for having allowed
black smoko to escape from the funnel of the steamer
" Wasp," while plying on the river.

TENDERS.
Foloate.—For repairs to a house, No. 8,

street, Norton Folgate ; also the erection of

adjoining, Mr. G. H. Simmontls, architect—

Names.
Old

Houses.

Langmoad 215 .

Anthwaito 325 0.
Read & Son 318 .

Pritchard & Son 255 .

Scott 255 ,

Kiddle 253 0.
Wood &Son 230 .

Norman A Son ... 190 .

Hudson A Son ... 239 14 0.
Maeers 215

New
Houses.

, 1,496 ,

1,330
1,314

1,320
, 1,315
, 1,310
, 1,329
, 1,200
, 1,149

. 950

Flcur-de-L s-

throe houses

Total
Amount .

*

. 1,111
. 1,665
. 1,C.)2

, 1,675

. 1,570

. 1,563

. 1,559

. 1,390

. 1,388 17

. 1,165

Southrei'PS.—For sundry alterations and additions to
Rectory-house, Southrepps, Norfolk. Mr. Withers, archi-

tect—
R. Benton, Paston £2,518
R. Smith, Dicklcburgh 2,220
E. Summers, Northrepps 2,118 II

W. Chapman, Norwich 2,032
T. Greengrass, Norwich I,9!t6 10
J. Murray *t Son, Norwich 1,990
R. Cornish, North Walsham 1,989

Helton.—For taking off old roof and putting on new roof

to Belton Church, Lincolnshire. Mr. Withers, architect

—

H. Kelsev, Epworth £520
C. Clark, Louth 489 10
A. Stamp, Benton-on-Humber 455
J. H. Whitehead, Heapham 384 4

Paddinoton.—For the erection of St. Luke's Church,
Paddington. Messrs. Francis, architects

—

G. Mansfield & Son £5,996
Chinnock 6,954
Laurence & Sons 6,700
Myers 6,329
Cowland 5,232
Keyes&Head 6,040
Fish (accepted) 4,990

BAYSWATER.-^For the erection of three sets of Stabcs,
Bayswater. Messrs. Francis, architects —

Holland & Hannen £1,166
Cowland 1,098
Fish 1,040
Keyes & Head 998 10
G. Wood 994

Paddinoton.—For National Schools and Teachers' Resi-
dences, Holy Trinity Parish, Paddington, Messrs. Francis,
architects

—

G. Mansfield and Son £3,704
Myers 3,406
Cowland 3,247
W. Lawrence and Sons 3,194
Fish 3,128
Keyes and Head (accepted) 3,125

Stepney.—For repairsto house, situate Rhodeswell-road,
Stepney. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect

—

Rawlings £187
Henshaw 175
Prince 149
Ramsey 134
Larker 113 Q

Rkigate.—For general repairs to Moat House, Rcigate,
for P. Broad, Esq., Messrs. Searle, Son, and Yelf, surveyors

—

Westley, Redhill £225
W. Carvuthers, ditto 220
R. Kelluck, ditto (accepted) 159

CONTRACTS OPEN,
SouTHWARK.~To take on building leases all or any of cer-

tain plots of ground, situate on the north and south sides
of Southwark-street, from High-street, Rorough, to
Southwark-bridge-road, in the parish cif St. Saviour,
Southwark, in the county of Surrey. Particulars, condi-
tions, and form of tender, and every information, may be
obtained in the superintending architect's office, at tho
office of the MetrO|»olitan Board of Works, any day,
between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. The tenders must
be on the printed forms supplied at theotfice of the LJoard,

and be delivered under sealed covers, endorsed " Tendtr
for ground in Southwark-street," and addressed to the
Clerk of the Board, at the office of the Mttropolitan
Board of Works, Spring-gardens, S.W., on or before 12
o'clock at noon, on Wednesday, the 29th October inst.^

and no tender will be received after that hour.

Walworth Road.—For the erection of a house in the Wal-
worth-road for Messrs. Brown & Son. Plans and specifi-

cations may be seen at the oflice of the architect, Mr,
Henry Jarvis, 29, Trinity-square, Newington, S.E. Refer-
ences and securities will be rcituired.

Daulixoton.—For the erection of six cottages in Whessoe-
street, Darlington; also six cottages near the Railway
Station at Stanhope. Plans and specifications may Iw
seen at the Railway-office, Darlington, iiutil Wednesday,
the 22nd inst. Tenders to be delivered at the Kailw.iy-

offices, Darlington, not later than the morning of the
23rd inst.

Fylde.—The directors of the F>-lde Waterworks Company
are prepared to receive tenders for laying and jointing
plain pipes, from the Grizedale Reservoir, nearGarstang,
to the towns of Blackpool, Lytham and Kirkham (tho

laying of the Fleetwood pipes will lie let subsequently).

The lengths and sizes will be as follows:— i2-in. pipes

12^ miles; 10-in. pipes 5 miles; 9-in. pipes 1 mile; 7-in.

pipes 5 miles; 6-in. 2{ miles. The pipes will he delivered

to contractors at Glasson Dock, Fleet%vood, and Lytham.
Plans and sections may be seen on and after the 15tli

inst. Specifications andforms of tender can be obtained,
on payment of 5s., at the office of Mr. S. B. Foster, civil

enginyer, 23, John Dalton-street, Manchester. Teudera
must l>e sent in to Mr. S. A. Wilkinson, the secretary of
the company, at the Fylde Waterworks Ofiace, Kivkliam,
not later than Tuesday, the 4th of November, The con-
tract will be let as a whole, or in such portions as tho
directors may decide.
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OLDnAM.—For the erection of a Court-house, with suitable

rooms and offices thereto, on a site of land adjoininj? the

Police-station, at Boyton. The plans, vnth a specifica-

tion of the several works required in the erection of the

said court-house and buildings, are now lyinir for inspec-

tion at the Police-station at Royton. Sealed tenders for

the whole of the works, maiked "Tenders for Court-
house, &c.," must l>e sent to the Clerk of the Magistrates,

at his office, Church-laue, Oldham, on or before the 21st

inst. The party whose tender is accepted will be required
to enter into a bond with one or more sureties (in the
amount of his tender) for the due performance of the
work; and the justices therefore request all persons ten-
dering to forward the names of the proposed sureties with
the tender,

LivKRPOoi..—For the erection of semi-detached villas,

Waterloo, for Jolin Moss, Esq. Plans and S]'ecifications
may be seen at the office of Thomas Layland Esq., archi-
tect, to whom tenders are to be delivered on or before 12
o'clock on Tuesday the 21bt inst.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
KENiLWor.Tn.^Architects are invited to send in plans and
drawings for comiietitiou. An addition to the church in
the shape of a chancel aisle, is proposed, as a memorial
to the late Bishop of Durham, formerly Vicar of Kenil-
worth. Plans of such memorial aisle are to accompany
the plans for restoration ; but are to be separate and
distinct from them. The plans should be drawn to the
scale of j\-th inch to the foot, and the dimensions fi^rured
on each plan or drawing. Separate and detailed specifi-
cations and estimates, in sections, are required (noextras
allowed). All plans to be sent under seal, addressed
"Rev. W. F. Bickmore, Vicarage, Kenilworth," on or
before 15th December, 1862.

Wrstminster.— For rebuilding Westminster Chapel, James-
street, Buckingham Gate, London. Architects desirous
of competing, may obtain a statement of what is requirtd,
and a plan of the site, upon application to Mr, Stanesby,
179, Sloane-street, London, S.W.

TO SURRENllEK IN BASIXfiHAI.L STREET.

Robert Richardson, Euston-rd., Bidborough-st., and
Alpha-pl., King's-cross, builder, Oct. 22, at 12.

Henry Parker, jun., and George Parker, Wandsworth-rd.,
builders, Oct. 23, at half-past 11.

John Webb, Tothill-st,, Westminster, zinc worker, Oct.
29, at half-past 12.

Robert Thomas Denman, Fieldgate-street, Whitechapel,
cabinet maker, Oct. 29, at half-past 11.

Charles Turner Scott, Norwich, cabinet maker, Nov. 8,
at 11.

James William Slade, Munster-st., Regent's Park, brick-
layer, Oct. 25, at 12.

Henry Stowell, Portsmouth-pl., Lower Kennington-lane,
painter, Oct, 25, at half-past 11.

TO SUrtRESDER IX THE COUNTRY.

John Brown, Great Yarmouth, plumber, Oct. 22, at 12,
County Court, Great Yarmouth.
James Brown, Kingston-upon-Hull, architect, Oct. 29, at

12, Bankrupts' Court, Kingston-upon-Hull.
' John Thomjison, Durham, journeyman cabinet maker,
Oct. 28, at 12, Bankrupts' Com-t, NewcastIc-iqjon-Tyne.

Phil[p James Ashmead, Birmingham, builder, Nov. 10,
at 10, County Court, Birmingham.
James Inder, Shirley, Southampton, bricklayer, Oct. 29,

at 12, County Court, Southampton.

Edwin Morgan, CTieltenham, general house painter, Oct.
25, at 11, County Court, Cheltenham.
Thomas Townley, Gloucester, slater, Oct. 28, at 12, County

Court, Gloucester.

Samuel George Woodford, Yarmouth, Isle of Wight, car-
penter, Oct 21, at 11, County Court, Newport.
James Creber, Lydford, Devonshire, builder, Oct, 24, at

12, County Couit, Tavistock.

Country Builder," from ^-scale drawings only, without
they ^vere accompanied by something beyond an ordinanj
specification. The right kind of thing seems to me to be,

and it is the practice of all able architects, to havedrawings
to, say an inch scale (they would be better Ij-inch scale)

of all details which cannot clearly be defined in and mea-
sured off fiom 5-scale drawings. It makes really very little

difiference to the architect whether he makes tho details be-

fore or after the contract is taken, but it makes every differ-

ence to the builder who has to sul)mit an estimate. But,
as I said before, and it sums up everything, the drawings
given to a builder to estimate from ought to lie similar to
those given to a quantity surveyor. I hope you will con-
tinue to devote a portion of your space to (questions and an-
swers.

I am, &c.

,

A London Builder of Thirty Years' Standing.

W. S.—Thanks.
E. H..W. S.—We must in confidence be furnished with the
names and addresses of our correspondents, not necessarily
for publication, but as a proof of good faith.

L. H. W.— See above. The time for consideration of the
suliject alluded to is passed ; the opinions denounced by
L. H. W. were repudiated by the commissioners.

J. M. H., R. C. D., W. M., R. L., Mr. O., H. C, H. W.,
Crystal Palace Company, W. H. C.

W. N., G. H. R.—Answered by letter.

E. T. B., F. H.—Thanks. Will be answei-ed by letter.

Messrs. F., C. and B., W. H., R. K.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Saturday.

Messur. Br.AKE, attheNew Inn, South-end, Croydon, at
2 for :-i, 40 freehold building plots, between Lower Coombe-
street and Southbridge-road.

TUESDAY.

Beadei., at 12 for 1, at the Mart, Bartholomew-lane, build-
ing land, close to the town and railway Btation at
Guildford, also freehold tolls.

WniTTiNfjiiAM, on tlie premises, close to the town of Croydon,
.at 1 for 2, the eighth portion of the materials of the late
Military Academy at Addiscombe.

WEDNESDAY.
PuT.LEN, HoRNE, AND EvERSFiELD, at 12, on the prcmises,
East Greenwich, machinery, plant, and fittings of a
steam ilour mill.

TnunsDAV.

Bray, at the Mart, at 12, freehold building land, in the
Merton-road, Tooting, Surrey.

FRIDAY.

Norton, Hocjgart, and Trist, at 12, at the Mart, varioua
properties in Hertfordshire.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

^J-J.—In answer to "A Country Builder," T think a
builder should have the same description of drawings to
make an estimate from ns would be furnished to a surveyor
for the purpose of taking out the quantities. Now it is
quiteovulent that no surveyor could take out such quanti-
ties as ho wouid uiuirciitUc of woik Uk«that deacribedby "A

Books Received.—" Church of England Temperance
Magazine," October.—International Exhibition :

" OHicial
Catalogue of the Royal Italian Commission."

MISCELLANEOUS.—

—

TO INVENTORS.—All intending Patentees
sbouia ln-uciiro llie HAXDDOOK regardint: PATENTS, their

Cost, ;vnd tlu> Mntleof !h-iK-i'diirt> to be adiint^d. issued gratia by the
GENERAL PATENT COMPANY. Liniited, 71. Fleet-stroet. London.

R. MARSDEN LATHAM. ScerelaiT- *c.

INVENTORS ASSISTED.

INVENTIONS purchased and di.sjiosed of.—
X Provisioii.ll Protfcliun from £fi 6b. to £S 8s. Kotrce to Prorocd
with Pjiteiit, £o los. Warrant and Seal, £12 69., in all ftom £21 to
£2(>. if iho Fatcn' bt- luioiiposfd. Complete Patent about £12 moiv.
— MfMBis. B. IJKOWNE and CO.. British and Foreign Patent Agents,
62. Kinj.' Williani-sti'eot, London Bridge. A Pauipblvt on tbo cost
of Patents (gTatia).

NOTICE to INVENTOKS.—OFFICE for
patents. -1. Tnifal-;ir-3(|Uaro. ChLiiin--rr.i:*s. Printed

instriictionti igratis) an to the cost of Pat.-m- Tmi lii.Mt T!rit,.in or
Fori^i^ni Conntries. Advi.-o and aBsiatancf in .! |m, mil^ ..t'.-i- VMiikiii^;

invrntioiia. Capital rnnvided. Urani-h Oflli < - in, I \ , n, ,, ., in .\rrv
Conlinental State and in Anifricii. Estal'li.^lii ti :'" m ii - I'ull iii-

fijiuiation as to exiiircd or existing palculs at homo or abroad.
Apjily personally or by letter to MessVs. PRINCE and CO., Patent
onice. 4, Trafhlgar-squajo, Charing-Crosa, W. O.

MORTAK MILLS and PORTABLE
STEAM-ENGINES FOU SALE or IIIRE.-Htationaiy and

Dnnltey Enpines. Steam Pana, Cornish und other Hoilera, Fiimace
Wijik. Siifety Valves, Steam und Water Gauges, Piuupa, Tanka.
.Sliatting. Coupling. rUimmer Blocks, lliggera. Fly-wheels, Mill-
bands, Edge Runners. Bone-mills, Hydrainic and Screw Preaees.
Punching and Shearing Machines. Hydro-extractors, Saw-ft-ames
and Benches, Craba, .lai-ka. Blocks, anu other usoful Machinory,

—

r. TAYLOU, 41, White-fltveot, Borough.
N.B.—Plant and Machlnci-j- puri^hased (cash).

PAPER AND ENVELOPES.
The Cheapest and Largeiit Stock in the Kingdom at

PARTRIDGE & COZENS',
Manufacturing Statiuntr=, IIC. Fleet -si reel, and 1, Chancery-lane

W.C.

P& C. beinof Paper Makers' Agents,
I purchasing all tlieir papers direct from the millM, ofFcv

them to the public at one profit only," being 30 per cent, under the
usual retail thaigea.
Good Cn-aiH I-.tid Note Papei-s, 29., 38., and is. per re.Tm.
Supi I T n . T;liir f'tinimerc'ial ditto. 3s., Is., and 5s, per ream.
Supi riiii. I . ip 11"-, fid. per roam, Outsides Fcap.,6s. Gd. per roam.
P;iti ii(

I
I \ii Js. per roam. Straw Letter, 48. per ream.

Gou.i r,. .,,, 1 i,M Inpes.Ss. 3d., -la. Gd., and 6s. 6d. per 1,000.

I.ar.L,'.' Bliu- iMiv.lr.pes, 4s. Od. per 1.000. or o.OCO for 208.

Bo6t Doublo Double Crown improved Tracing Paper. 7a. 6d. per quire.
Patent Ti'acing Linen, 42 in, wide, 2s. pei' yard, or 3as. (id. per piece

(24 yards).
Measuring BooTts, Quantity Papei-, Drawing Papers. Cartridges,
Browns, lie., &c., at the lowest rates. Estimates tree of charge.

CARRIAGE PAID TO THE COUNTRY ON ORDERS
OVER 20a.

PARTRIDGE and COZENS, 102. Fleet-slreet, and 1, Chancei-y-lane,
London, W.C.

M E. "WILLIAM ELLISON,
AKCUITECT and CONSULTINQ SUBVEYOIi.

FENOIIUROH BUILDINGS. KENCUUKCH STREET, E.O.

H
PKIZE -\IED.U., 1361.

A M I L T N & CO.,
No. 10, GREEK STREET, SOIIO SQUARE, LONDON, W.,

Sole Mauiit'u,^tuiei-a of

C. A. WATKIN'S P.\TE.NT WIRE-BOUND and OV-\l.

PAINTING BRUSHES.
Distemper Brushes, Sash Tools, Stripping Brufcbea, Gilders' and

Grainers' Tools.
These goods are made of the betit materials and workmanship, and

have obtained a high reputation among the chief decorators in the
kingdom." Varnish and Colom- Manufai^turers, Oilmen. Merchants,
Ac, are supplied on thelowesttermj. Price Libts forwarded on ap-

INTERNATIONAIi EXHIBITIdiT, 1862.

VISITORS are respectfully requested to
notioo that the Picture GaUeiles aro laid throughout M'ith

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT MATTING,
which for comfort, economy, .and duraljilily, Is uiiaurpassed by an

Ivuowu lluarcovciiity.

WAREHOUSE. 42. LUDOATE UILL, LONDON.

w
A SOVEREIGN WELL SPENT
ITH H.CA,SEY & CO..FA,SHIONABLE

riROWDEN & GAKEOD
\J (Snc,,ps901-3 to TIIOS. KENT & CO.) , the eelehrated

PAINTIBTGAWD GE HE BAL BKUS
MANUFACTUREKS.

Falcon SquauEj Londo.n, E.G.

*,,* Also Mamifiichirora of tlip Patent liiilia-Rublioi- Knife bo&l'ds,
Cocoa-nut Fibre Door Mats, Matting. &e.

T, Kent l^ Cuowden & Gaurou aro stumped on the Brushes.

A SUBSTITUTE for PAINT, and at HALF
J\. the cost.—STEPHENS' DVKS or bTAlNS for WOOD. -Mr.
STEPHEX.S has been kindlv permitted to make pulili.- 1 he full.>^^i^g
tAtravt from a letter addressed to him hv tho Rev. K. 11. CUlCllEb-
TKR. of Chittlehampton, iu-.iv Smith M.,U<iii :—
"The effect produced by tJio Staining Khud and Vaniish lias

given such entire satisfaction, tluit tlie p:irisliionera have requested
nut to procure live times tho quantity now paid for, in order to Oniish
the chm'ch."

H. STEPHENS, Oliemist, 13. St. Mai-tiu's-le-Grand, E.G., late 15,
Stamford-street, S.

IMPORTANT TO BUILDERS AND
X PAINTERS. Genuine White Load. 303. per Cwt.

;

Linseed Oil, 38. Gd. per gallon ; Boiled Oil. 3s. lOd. per gallon ;

Turpentine, 10s. per gallon
;

Fine Palo Oak Varnish, 9a. per gallon
;

For Cash, at EDWARD PRICE'S, \Miole8alo Colour and Vamia
Warehouses, 30, Upper Ebtuy-street, and i5, Coleshill-stroet, Pimlico ,

Every Ai-ticle for the Trade at tho Lowest Price.

TYLOR'S HARD-DRYING OAK VARNISH.
TYLOR'S DURABLE OAK VARNISH.
TYLOR'S PALE COPAL VARNISH.
TYLOR'S EXTRA QUICK GOLD SIZE.

TYLOR'S FINE CARRIAGE VARNISH

J. B. TYLOR,
VARNISH M.^NLT.\CTUUER,

1. EUBI COUK'r, BT. MARV-ilXE. LONDON. E.C.

Established 1839.

To Builders, Decorators, Printsellers, &c.

GREAT REDUCTION IN GOLD
MOULDINGS for Rooms.—10,000 yards kept ready for delivery

at W. & U. STANNARDS, 1, Middle-row. Holborn, London. W.C.
Tho Trade supplied with Fancy Wood .ind Gold Mouldiuga for

Picture Frames, in tho lengths. Pattern LiBta with prices IVeo by
post.

A NOTIIER GREAT REDUCTION.—
J\. Yellow Deals, from 2s. Sa. ; Spruce, 2a fld. ; Pine Plank. 3h. fid.

M.ihopanv and K. Walnut, Gld. ; 2i-inch Yellow Battens, £11 10b. ;

0-incli While Flooring', 15b.
; | ditto, 11b. Gd. ; 1-inch Yellow, lis. iKl.

;

3-ditto. 13b. ; llird's-eyo Maplo Voneer, 2d. Caitago free to any part
of town.

T. FORMAN, 1. Walnut Troo Walk, Lambeth, .

WINDOW BLINDS.

TYLOR & PACE,
WINDOW BLIND MANUFACTURERS

3, QUEKN-STREET. CHE.\PS1DE, E.C,

Engravinps, with rriees and Diecounts to Builders and tho Trado
fovwai'ded on apiilieation, po8l-ft"eo.

TAILORS. Perfectly llttiiifr Trousers and Vest for a
gn. Coats in any Stylo of lllack t'luth, or your own choicQ of

pattern, for a SoYW»Ji^l. fswutl^s sUyW" m tUo ^Y^'^'l'^^V ^t ^'i'*

CliCapsidc, B.C.

The PEISE MEDAL for Superior Patent Sash and

Blind Lines, was awarded to JAS. AUSTIN,

at the International Eshibition, 1862.

AUSTIN'S IMPERIAL PATENT SASH
J\. and ULIND LINEH.

To BUILDERS, CARPENTERS, and BLIXDMAKERS.

J.AUSTIN, Manufacturer of the above Articles, particularly ^viBhea

to direct the attentioe of tho Trade to his

IMPERIAL PATENT FLAX SASH LINES,
ofwhich he is now mnltint; three qualities, and he slronglj'rccom-

nien<l3that in all laHfH thev sliouUl l>e purchiusod in preference to tho

I'ATl'.XT LINKS mjule IVoui .Iut<', which Article hafl neither tho

STRENGTH nor DrUAKlLlTY of FLAX, consequently cannot giVQ

so much satibfiiL'tiiiii tn the Consunici*.

Thev can l.e nbtainnl <,f all Ropemakcra, Ironmongers, Merchants

Factors, and Whulcsiile llou-see in Town and Comiti-y.

KSTABLISHED 1774.

LIGHTERAGE.
CHARLES STRUTTON,

31, COMMEBCIAL-ROAD, LaMBETH.

BARGES LET BY THE DAY OR TEAR.

STEPHEN CARTER & Co.,

WOOD EXGRAVEUS,
4 8, PATERNOSTER ROW.

For SpotlJUClls, SCO CaUloRilM r>t MoBsrs. Dciiham'S, Ciuton'8
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VOLUNTARY AECUITECTUEAL EX.VMINATIONS.

UR readers m:iy have remarked a new and important
annonnooment in our advertising columns, of the

actual cununencomcnt of the Voluntary Archi-
tectural lOxauiimitions, of wliich we have, at
intervals, had occasion to speak for some time
past.

The opportunity thus offered to j'oung men
I of obtaining sonic distinction is not, jierhaps, so

Ireally reinarUahlc, or so truly important, as the

public annouTu'enu'ut, now for the first time
made by those iu antli'irity, of the amount and

I nature of the attainments which arc requisite

fWlnrars^lC-I^WAi V" ''""^f "^'* '" educated architect. The weight

«-^QJlBlmaB«p^Hii-St >i"d value of this announcement will, however,^—^ be felt slowly, anil cannot attain its full effect

for some time to come. The attraction to

students is immediate, aud the probable advan-
tage to them will lie immediate also.

f!ill[
'

i'/HL
The Institute competitions for such prizes as the

/J J ^M Soane Medalliou and the Institute Medal, though

J^ f'
f v" occasionally good, have failed generally to call forth

such exertions as might liave been hoped for. Some
persons have prophesied tliat the new examinations will

lead to IU) better result. The cases, however, differ in

one important particidar. Although no prize is offered,

a distinction is attainable by passing the examination which will be
recognized by every member of the profession iu every part of the
United Kingdom ; whilst the reception of an Institute prize of books,
or medal, has never been found to confer notoriety or distinction be-
yond a very limited cii-cle.

The gold and silver medals of the Royal Academy are the only
prizes open to architectural students which have proved very attractive,

just because they are the only ones that have promised something like

general reputation. To be a gold medallist has always implied a cer-
tain amount of merit, and conferred a degree of distinction by no means
contemptible. These medals have, consequently, been sought after
witli some eagerness, as the excellence of the competition drawings
made for them lias generally shown.
We venture to affirm that such distinction as even the gold medal

of the Royal Academy may have conferred ought to be less valued,
and will prove far less useful than the distinction of having passed at
the Institute, notwithstanding that for one student capable of obtain-
ing this medah there nmst bo twenty or thirty who eould with ease
pass the examination.

Tlic fact is, in plain words, that all previously offered rewards or
prizes have had a special character about them ; none of them have
tended to demonstrate tlie general competence of the student in the
many and various brandies of employment in which his mind is priu-
cipallj' engaged during the years that he is occupied in an ordinary
office. Rewards for essays imply skill in composition, and the power
and opportunity of mastering some definite subject. Rewards for
drawings imply good draughtsmanship and leisure ; and rewards for

measured drawings of buildings imply patience, draughtsmanship,
and still more leism-e—with usually some amount of money to spare on
travelling expenses, assistance, and scaffolding-.

_
Now many of the most efficient young architects are closely occu-

pied in office duties during the day, and their time is almost entirely
taken up in tlie endeavour tlioroughly to master them, and tlius to
render themselves valuable as assistants. Such leisure as they can
devote to study is spent, partly in reading, partly in attending lectures,
and partly in accumulating materials in the form of sketches from
actual buildings and memoranda from books. Such a student is pur-
suing the veiy path best calculated to fit him for the exercise of his
profession

; but he has never had placed before him any prize or other
reward adapted to the course of studies which actually occupy his
time. If behave wished to distinguish himself the effort has ordinarily
obliged him to interrupt his miscellaneous studies, and devote himself
for some time to one pursuit only—a course which many young men
will not take, and more cannot.
S The present examinations are intended to be suitable, not to any
special study, bu^ to the ordinary occupations and pursuits of an in-
dustrious architectural pupil; to qualify for passing them, any
originally well-educated youth has only to do the same thing wdiicli he
ought to do in the ordinary course. If any of our younger readers
have been troubling themselves with the inquiry, '"' How shall we
qualify for passing the first examination, and what must we read up ?"

our reply will lie simply this—Have you made good and diligent use
of your ordinary and daily opportunities ? If you have, you have
been cpialifying yourselves in the best possible way. Have you neg*
lected any of those opportunities ? If so, the matters you" have so
neglected are the ones which you must now " read up.''

This is emphatically true of the first examination, to take place
next January. Those who have been frightened by the look of the
specimen examination papers—if any have—must understand tliat it
IS not next January that questions such as those are to be set to them

—

but Januaiy three years. The first, and to some extent the second
exammatiou will have a far lower standard of marks, and if we be
rightly mforme(l, a somewhat diff'erent character. It will, in fact, bo
attempted to suit that examination in every way to the class of young
men who ought to pass any test which is designed to show that they

have used their time well, and improved sucli opportunitio-i as they
may reasonably be presumed to enjoy—to industrious, in elligent,

architectural students, who have passed from a good school to a re-

jmtable office, and have enjoyed for some few years the ordinary fa-

cilities for the acquisition of knowledge within the reacli of an archi-
tect's pupil or assistant, and luive made diligent use of them.

It lias been judged tluit no injustice was committed by a modification
of the staiulard in the first iMstauc(?, inasmuch as the gentlemen now
eligible as candidates can not have had the prospect of any such exam-
inations before tliem, and therefore cannot be supposed to liavc pre-
pared specially for them. The nature of the examination paper,
nevertheless, shows tliat subjects other than what students can pick up
in ottices, or muster by their own reading, are deemed desirable ; and
it will ultimati'ly be necessary that young men intending to pass
shoidd kiH'p up their school or college studies, and even extend them
somewliat during the time of their pu|iilage.

AV e have referred to it as our recommendation of these examinations,
tliat they are in their nature specially adapted to orcUnary studeuts.
In the eyes of many it will be a second recommendation tliat the prin-
cipal examination is not a competitive one. Every one who reaches a
certain standard will pass, and will take his place in an alphabetical
list ; aud it is only to those more advanced students, whose efforts

entitle them to distinction, that an opportunity is offered, in the se-
cond examinatiou, of obtaining a high place as a reward for high
attainments.

Now this circumstance is worth noting. Many men are discouraged
from attempting to enter a competitive examination or from sending
in competitive drawings by the belief (possibly erroneous, but none
the less genuine) that some rival, whom they know or have heard of,

is so superior in ability or attainments as to leave them no cliance of
success whatever ; and even if no one competitor be dreaded in parti-

cular, there is yet always the possibility that tlie labour will prove
fiiiitless, as out of many competitors for one prize, of course only one
can succeed. Every competing student might, however, pass the pre-
sent proposed examination, and no reason except ijositive want of the
necessary advancement will exist to prevent the moderately gifted
from obtaining the same grade as the highly talented. This deserves
to be generally impressed upon students, and ought to encourage many
of them to enter the field, while, as has been in-eviously observed, for

those who are conscious of superior attainments and great abilities,

the higher examination holds out an opportmiily of acquiring a special
place, as those who pass it will be named in order of merit.

There will be a large number who will entertain doubts as to the
propriety of attempting to pass, as they will feel that they are not hon-
estly able to class themselves among the students who have for some
time enjoyed and improved average advantages. Some have not
been long in the profession ; some have not had what they consider
average opportunities, and there are some who cannot but feel that
for a sufficient number of years they have enjoyed good opportunities
of learning their profession and have neglected them. How far such
as these should be encouraged to present themselves for examination
cannot easily be determined by any general rule, and the advice of a
judicious friend had better be "taken.

To those only recently introduced to architecture, sucli an adviser
would probably say

—
" Wait, you have your time before you; keep this

examination in view in your studies; be diligent for the nest twelve
months and come up then." To the other classes his advice might ia
all likelihood he different. In most cases time may not he so available
iu the future for them as for the beginner just alluded to, while the
standard iu future years will be raised, aud therefore, except iu cases
of very manifest dehciency, the wisest course for students conscious of
disadvantages or of neglect will be to make tlie best use they can of
the time still remainiug, and to attempt to pass the first examination,
making up their minds to their being very possibly unsuccessful, aud
having to try again. One reason for this advice is, that the effort in
itself will be beneficial ; it may possibly bring out knowledge, or powers
not fully appreciated by their owner, aud will certainly fiimiliarize

him with the mode of examination and the nature of what is wanted
ot him, so that he will he iu a far better position for maldng a new
attempt next year than if he had not tried now.
Of course no one would advise a student very likely to pass with ease

a year or two hence, to expose himself to the chances of a failure this

year, but iu the case we have alluded to of men not very safe to pass
even now, and not very certain to be much more fit for passing at a
future day. the fact of the standard being low at the outset is a strong
reason for making the attempt at once.

"And if one do pass,—what then?" is the question not unlikely
to be asked by many.
The time is no doubt coming when this question will be put ia

another form, and will run " Suppose I were not to pass, should 1 have
auy chance of success in my profession?" At the preseut moment,
when the whole thing is new aud looked forward to with con.siderable
anxiety, passing will be a matter of more distinction than a few years
hence, when it will have become almost an essential.

The young man whose name is included in one of the early lists of
" passed candid.ates " will find that list a better testimonial to him than
tlie letter from former employers and the roll of drawings, which now
serve as credentials to a youth seeking a situation. He will besides
have that sort of honourable notoriety which ought to be a matter of
more anxiety to him than mere facilities for obtaining ready t>mploy-
ment. To be respected by eiiuals and seniors is a most proper object
of ambition, aud there can be uo doubt that, whatever it does, or does
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notdo, this examination will cause those wlio pass itto be respected, pos-

sibly to an extent beyondivhat isjustlydue to theattaiuments necessary

for success. Every new and untried achievement confers considerable

distinction upon those who accomplish it, and the voluntary examina-

tions will be no exception to this rule. We have before said that any
studious j-oung man who has enjoyed and improved fair opportunities

for the last few years, ought to be able to pass with ease. The number
of such young men is very large, and the desire of many of them to

attain distinction in tlieir profession is very considerable. If these

things be so, are we not justified in believing that a very good propor-
tion of students will present themselves as candidates, and obtain the
honour, upon which they will look back with satisfaction through even
the longest life, of appearing in the first list of passed candidates for

an acknowledgment of proficiency, while not a few will claim and
obtain the further and higher grade of an acknowledgment of distinc-

tion?

CONSTECJCTION OF THEATRES.

DION BOUCICAULT, Esq., the successful ckamatist, actor, and
theatrical manager, has recently made a public statement,

tlu-ougli the cohmms of the press, relative to London theatres, which
resolves itself into a cliarge of inconipetenc)^ againstEnglish architects.

Considering the practical cxiiorience and position of the author of this

accusation it has a weight and authority which will not allow of its

being passed over in silence ; and we confess to some suq^rise, and
greater disappointment, that the profession, or at least those of its

members who have designed our chief modern theatres, have
not essayed a reply in vindication of their reputations as architects.

It is not sufficient that thej' should rely upon their works alone—for

the charge will be read by thousands who will never see them—to

be its practical refutation, so far as arcliitects are concerned. Not tliat

we mean to deny there is plenty of room for improvement in

designing and ordonnancing modern theatres, but we submit that
tlie fiiults rest with the proprietors.

Mr. Boucicault's accusation is many-headed. He complains that
the metropolitan theatres are " dingy, stuffy, comfortless, ill-

ventilated, and worse (badly .^) lighted dens;" that the main objections
to these buildings are the narrow, tortuous entrances " whence pro-
ceed screams, &c., which afford poor tributes to the architect who con-
trived such insufficient ajjproaclies to the auditorium." The lessee of
Drury Lane further complains that the room assigned to each indi-
vidual is too small for comfort ; that the rows of .seats are so clo.se to
each other that sufficient room is not afforded for the limbs of a sitter

;

that no suitable provision is made for ventilation ; and that the stage
arrangements are defective. The last item scarcely affects architects.
With regard to theatres being dingy, stuffy (whatever that may be),
comfortless and badly lighted, these characteristics are not witliin the
province of an architect. They are entirely beyond his control. Din-
giness—we presume it refers to interior decoration—is the result of
dust and discolouration by products evolved from burning gas.
If

_
the proprietor choose to incur the cost of whitewashing,

painting, and gilding, every season, he may make the
interior as much the opposite of dingy as he pleases. As
for the exterior, its dinginess is due to London smoke, which it is not
practicable for an arcliitect to prevent or remedy. If liy the word stuffy
Mr. Boucicault means to say that a London theatre has a close or fu.sty

smell, it may be answered that the remedy is in the hands of the
lessee. If the house be thorouglily swept out every day, the air

entrances left 0])en to ventilate it, and the wood flooring scoured once
a week, there will be little fustiness to complain of. But if from
motives of false economy lessees allow dirt and orange peel to accumu-
late—if all the apertures be ke]jt closed, and thorough cleaning never
or too seldom resorted to—it is absurd as well as unjust to endeavour
to cast the blame on architects. A palace subject to the same condi-
tions as is a theatre would be fusty. The lighting of a theatre, whether
ill or bad, is rarely left to the architect. The gas engineer has a voice
potential in this matter, and the luuuber of lights, beyond what may
be considered absolutely necessaiy, is regulated by the financial re-
sources of tlie proprietor or lessee.

Having cleared away no small amount of rubbish, we come to those
charges which affect architects, and whicli are reduced to three. They
are—insufficient approaches to theauditorium, defective ventilation, and
inadequate space allotted to each sitter among the audience.

There is scarcely a theatre in London die approaches to which are
not su])erior to those of the theatres in Paris, for here the visitors to
pit, boxes, and galleries are sejiarated, and have distinct ways for
entering and leaving; whereas across the channel the .same doorway
serves for all, in most cases, and even, in t!ie French Theatre, the visitors
to boxes and galleries descend the same staircases. Now, a French
mob is no better than an English one. Tliere are instances where it

has shown itself infinitely more brutal and more sanguinarv', as in the
massacre of the fermier-general and his son-in-law, on tlie Place de
Gr^ve, when the heart of one was torn out and presented to the other;
and in the atrocities which accompanied the murder of the Princess
de Lamballe. The custom of eating garlic and fromage de Brie does
not render the odour from a Paris mob more agreeable'^than that of a
London one ; and it is difficult to imagine anything more terrible
than an accident in a theatre there, which would drive tlio audience
from boxes and galleries down a common staircase, and send
them, with the visitors fronr the pit, struggling and fighting, to
escape by the same doorway, such as exists at the Porte St. Martin, '

Gynmase, Varietes, Ambigu Comique, Vaudevilles, Palais Eoyal,
(Src. Compared with these the ajiproaclies here—save perliaps at the
Adelplii and Princess'—appear ample, as will be seen by the followin"-
figm-es. The principal approach to the boxes at Covent Garden is under
a covered way to the entrance hall, 60 ft. by 25 ft., which communi-
cates with the grand staircase, the steps whereof are 11 ft. 6 in. wide.
One of the landings is 24 ft. G in. long, by 11 ft. 7 in. broad, and
another (the upper) one is 24 ft. 6 in., by 11 ft. 3 in., while the crush,
room is 80 ft. by 30 ft. wide. Wlicn it is stated that there are no
fewer than fourteen staircases in the structure, all of stone, and the
chief ones without winders and well-holes, it will be seen that Mr.
Barry's design is not liable to Mr. Boucicault's censure for having
insufiicient approaches. The published plans of Her Majesty's show
four staircases leading to the boxes, one to the gallery, besides the
one appropriated to the concert-room, which communicates with
the auditory and the gallery staircase. There are, moreover, the
separate pit entrances. Drary Lane, it must be presumed, is deemed
by its lessee particularly obnoxious to the charges he makes against
London theatres. But it is the theatre, of all Europe, perhaps,
where the greatest provision was made to accommodate visitors on
their entering and leaving. In designing the edifice the architect
was particularly anxious to provide for the safety of the audience in
case of fu-e, independently of arrangements for supplying and
distributing water. The passages and lobbies behind the pit and
boxes are of stone ; the staircases are of the same material, as are
also the galleiy staircases and landings, and they are made large
enough to contain the entire number of persons that can at any one
time be assembled in the theatre, by which arrangement a safe exit
for the audience is at all times secured. The architect, Mr. B. Wyatt,
in his "Observationson the Design forthe Theatre Eoyal, Brury Lane,"
states that all the doorways throughout the auditory parts of the
house are from 5 ft. to 6 ft. wide. The steps and landings of the stair-

cases to the galleries are 5 ft., and those to the boxes G ft. wide. In
tlie principal stone staircases, of which there are two leading to the
boxes, the ascent is first in one fiiglit, then in two, and so on alter-

nately to the top, the centre ffights being exactly double the width
of the side flights, so that the conflux of persons from the side fliglits

never can choke or obstruct the centre flights. " The whole of the
boxes are capable of containing 1,28G persons, and the two stair-

ca.ses in question will contain 1,528 persons. The two-shilling
gallery is calculated to contain 550 persons, and the two staircases
leading to it will contain 8G8 persons. The one-shilling gallery will
hold 350 spectators, and the staircase leading to it will contain 480
persons." Such was the executed design of the original architect, and
however much it has been altered subsequently by Mr. Beazley and
successive lessees, there can be doubt that Mr. AVyatt did make proper
provision for egress and ingress ; and to anj-oue who has insjiected his
drawing of the ground plan, noting the numerous entrances, spacious
hall, waiting lobbies and passages, it appears difficult to undei-stand
how such a charge can be made. But the approaches are naiTow and
tortuous, we are told. If so, no arrangement can be more satisfac-

tory, since it is the best calculated to reduce the pressure of a crowd
to a minimum. Mr. Boucicault, who quotes Paris as an example,
must have forgotten the pens through which the audience have to pass.

"While maintaining that English theatres, as designed by English
architects, will sustain comparison with continental theatres for accom-
modation, we are b}- no means disposed to deny that they, as well as

French, Italian and German theatres, present ample opportunities for

improvement. But that can never be .attained until full scope is

aflbrded to an architect, and he is made independent of theatrical

lessees and managers, for these gentlemen insist on requirements being
satisfied which are incompatible with good architecture. The .specu-

lator who ventures his money in the construction of a theatre, has
generally a limited site to build upon, and limited means to build
with, yet he requires the theatre to have almost unlinjited cajiacity

to contain sijectators. An east-end theatre, which cost £14,000, is

made to contain a more numerous audience than either Her
Majesty's, Covent Garden, or Drury Lane which cost from five to

tenfold that amount. Evidently this largely-increased capacity coulti

not bo obtained except by sacrificing the comfort of eveiy member of
the audience. In Covent Garden, wliere more liberty was accorded to
the architect, and a more liberal policy existed in the council of the
lessee than are usual, the convenience of spectators has been more con-
sulted than elsewhere. Thus the pit stalls are spaced 39 inches apart,
to allow room for the knees, and the seats are 26 inches wide, being
two inches moretb.an an ordinarily large arm-chair. To secure this com-
fort Mr. Gye has had to sacrifice what many will consider a portion of
his revenue, for had he allowed the usual measure of 18 inches to each
jjerson, he would be able, on attractive nights, to admit a more
numerous audience than he can now, and consequently he would
augment his receipts on those occasions, though the average
audiences would undoubtedly fall off from the discomfort experi-

enced. It will be seen by the table below that the admeasurements
from curtain to front of centre box, and of width between boxes of

Covent Garden and of the New Pavilion are respei'tively 81 ft. by
63 ft., and 60 ft. by 40 ft., yet the pit of the Pavilion is reported to

scat 2,000 persons, while the total number that can find seats in the

pit, boxes, and galleries of Covent Garden, which cost nearly

£80,000, is no more than 2,500. How this extra capacity is obtained
there is no need to say, nor are the architect and proprietor to

blame, for it is only by crowding numbers into the house that the
latter can furnish entertainments at the cheap rate he does.
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In ilesisiiiii,^ ii lln^ivt™ t'l" .ii'oliiU'ct lias to proviilo for requirp-

mciits in tlu> spoctatory whicli aro autajjonistic, so tluit it is dilUcuIt

to satisfy oMt' without violating the otliors in a i^rcator or lossor

(loijroo.
"

Till' first is to aiH'.oniniodate as larjjo an auilionceas possible

—-.md is n-onorally cousic-lorod tlio most important—tlio next is to pro-

viclo for tho sjioctators seeing all that passes on the stage ; and, lastly,

for their hearing all that is thoro sung or said. For the transmission of

sonnd the best ilirni is <'llipfieal or tho horse-shoo, as it is termed, which

was first introdiieed from Italy into England by Novosielski, in the

coiLStruotion of Her Majesty's. Mr. Seott Russell's theory of tho

izacoustic curve—which the success of the Opera House in tho Hay-
market may be said to demonstrate, allhougli his curve is not, strictly

speaking, elliptical—is sulTicient explanation why the horse-shoo

form came to be almost universally adopted. But it interferes with

the lines of vision. Spectators placed on side seats close to the or-

clio.stra, or in what should be the proscenium, camiotsee the actors and

scenery when they are a short distance behind the line of the cur-

tain. In some houses tlie seats are actually turned obliquely

from the stage. The semi-circle is decidedly the best form for the

spcctatory to enable all that passes on the stage being seen. It was
the form adopted by Wyatt for Drury Lane, until Mr. Beazley altered

it into a horse-shoe. The private tlieatre, in the Hermitage, at St.

Petersburi'h, by Quarenghi, had a semi-circular auditory 60 ft. in

diameter. The celebrated Bordeaux theatre was designed by Louis

to bo semi-circular, and so was the Berlin theatre, as well as several

Paris theatres. But tho semi-circle, as compared with tho ellipse,

affords less room for the auditory ; hence it is unfavourably viewed
by theatrical jiroprietors and lessees, and the ellipse is preferred.

Subjoined are tlie measurements of some of the principal theatres :

—

1

a
a

"S 1

^'1

•s

I
Height

from

Pit

to

Ceiling.

London— Ft. In.

88
81

48
67*
37
68
60

69t
64*

88
77
72*
61
78
102*
61*

Ft.

69
63
61
55
35
66
40

69
62

6G

70
67
62
57

96
68

In.

6

6

Ft.. In.

37
60
46 6

32

38
39 6

43
63
42
42 6
61
62
38

Ft. In.

35
60
48

60
58

70

76

45
98

99

Ft. Id.

51

65
60

47 9

Paris—

67 6

Italy-
La Seala 6!)

70
49
63 6
63
92

Berlin 43

* These measurements are to the back of centre boi.

t French measure => 13j inches English.

THE EDUCATION OF AETIST WORKMEN.—THEIR
PROPER WORK, AND THE WAY TO IT.

IF any justification can be needed for advocating tho cause of

the hitherto-neglected art-student and art-workman wo should
find it in tliis very feeling remark of Mr. Ruskin :—" What we
mainly want," he says, " is a means of sufficient and unagitated em-
ployment ; not holding out great prizes for which young painters "

—

ami he might have added, young and old architects and sculptors,

and art-workers generally—"are to scramble, but furnishing all

with adequate support and opportunity to use and display such
powers as they possess without rejection or mortification." A noble
sentence, and worth the careful thought of those who have work to

"put out," and will justify, we hope, the space we are giving it.

There are at present but two publicly-recognized institutions for

art-teaching, the Academy and the Schools of the Art Department

:

the first undertaking the training of the ^aiitit'r and a/-(i'j;t, and the
hist the training of the designer of aH manufactures. We propose,
now, tooftcra few remarlts on the system of elementary art-teaching,
as carried on by the Schools of the Department, to point to one or
two defects, and to hope for one or two amendments.
And here, at starting, we are again unfortunately against the

world's front. Anything, it is said, is good enough to be torn to
pieces by children and schoolboys, and to be thumbed by students.
A child, it is said, can be taught to read out of any book, and a stu-
dent to draw from any model, however mechanical and worthless.
Not so. It is, and always lias been, om- deliberate conviction
that nothing is too good for a schoolboy to learn to road
by, or a student, however young, to learn to draw by

;

and for this simple, and, as we think, all-sufficient reason, that the
impressions made on the minds of all students, when they begin to
learn, arc, consequent on the time taken up in acquiring the rudi-
ments of a perfectly, to them, new art, and the freshness of their
minds, never afterwards eifaced, but always continue to fonn, so to
speak, the foundations on which all that is afterwards acquired is

built. A.s such it should, we think, be of the Jest that can be
had, so that every sentence that is spelt over, and every line that is

drawn, may over afterwards bo recalled as of sterling worth, and
cai)ablt> of ever-recurring use. Thus the elementary lines drawn by
the student shoukl be as pure and vigorous as those of the master,

however little he may do of them, or however feebly ho may at first

rciidi!r them. We have here all that may bu said against perpetuating

and keeping perpetually before tho eyes of learners tho weak stupidi-

ties of meclianically-produced books and models. Wo rest our objec-

tion to it solely on tho ground of after-life recollection and u.so. All

the student lias to do with should b(! of tho highest and best that can
be got, and tho younger ho is the purer, if possible, should it

all be.

It is this reflection which leads us to consider how much tho in-

fluence of the Art Schools of tho Department would be increased by a
worthy series of elementary models for tho youiu/cr students andfie^m-
ners, for the plan of teaching includes tlio first elementary work. As
it is, tlio mocUl cards made u-se of, and which are among the remnants
of the old Scliool of Design system of teaching, are as bad and worth-
less asthey possibly can be—lines neither straight norcurved. Indeed, it

would bo a curious problem to find out how such things are ever

produced. They aro not "free-hand" drawing, nor yet machine-
made, and must be seen to bo appreciated. Let any one at all inte-

rested but compare these cards of lines with tlie lines on genuine glass,

or with the noble line-drawing on tho encaustic tiles from Chertsey

Abbey, or with the drawing of the St. Alban's Brass, or on the best

majolica ware in the Museum, and it will in a moment become
evident to him what a gulf thoro is, and will help to show him, if ho
did not know it before, what real Ihic-drawing means, and what it is

capable of expressing. We recommend our artist-workmen readers

to study their elementary models, and thus get a notion of the vast

distance between ancient and modern work, even in its very ele-

mentary commencement, viz., that of simple bounding outlines. No
one can learn, nor can anyone teach, from such models as these, and
we cannot but think that tho feebleness of tho work of the more
advanced students of the Department is in a great measure to be
attributed to tho deadening influence of these elementary " model
cards." Nothing is so life-destroying as a dead outlook, and we
think that no greater good could Wf U be initiated by the Schools of the

Department—influential and all-important in art-manufacture as they
are, and will be more and more, as the real purpose of art becomes
to bo understood—than the substitution in elementary work of really

noble line studies, as models to be cojiied, whether from glass or

brasses, or remains of waU jiainting, or even of new drawings, if by
some master artist—a iiiastcr, we say, because these things, simple

and almost childish as they may seem to many, cannot be done by
feeble hantls. (We may remark, in passing, that we do not think this

sy.stem of teacliing drawing from outlines the hest that can be de-

vised, but it is a very good one, and better, certainly, /or a workman
than Mr. Ruskin's plan, already noticed.)

If space permitted we woidd, in the hope of calling attention to it,

notice what wc tliink to be a great error in the mode of work of the

more advanced students of the Schools of tlie Department considered

as a preparation for their future work in the art foctory, even as de-

signers ; but not only is there lack of space for a somewhat unpoi^ular

subject, but we sliould perhaps wander too far away from the work-
man, as he is now defined, and for whom these slight notices have been
written ; not, indeed, that it would be really so, for if Raphael con-

descended to paint a pretty subject on a plate he was so far, at least,

a -Ujprkman, and so on a level with those of our modern students who
pass from the schools into tho manufactory—many of them to do the

self same work. We do not, therefore, attempt it, all-important as it

is, but ask attention for a few moments to a subject which has attracted

almost universal attention, and which proves convincingly the import-

ance of our subject, and the interest the public would, and indeed
now do, although perhaps without being aware of it, take in it. It

will prove too, more than a host of arguments, that akt woekmanship,
such as we conceive it, may be made a " paying business," and will

be found to have brought the artist and workinan together, perhaps
for the first time.

Nothing has attracted more attention in the International Exhibi-

tion tlian the displiiy of engraved glass; the far-famed cut glass seems
almost, in public estimation, to have disappeared before it ; large

spaces are devoted to it, and crowds always collect round it, and it

would seem to be all sold—a proof, at least, of public appreciation. It

is probably the very first instance, in modern days, of even any
attempt at artist-workmanship in actual and cvinmon material.

We do not know how far tho students of the Art-Schools have had to

do with it, or in what way, whether as designers merely or veritable

glass engr.avers, but probably the English engraved glass has been

executed almost wholly by those who have passed through the Govern-

ment Schools at some time or other. It shows, if so, the value of the

Schools, and opens, indeed, a bright prospect for the future ; for who
would have supposed it possible to have so far increased the trifling

value of a common drinking-glass, by dint of tlie labour on it of a mere
art-workman student, from a few shillings to an almost fobidous num-
ber of pounds.

But while we rejoice in all this, and look on it as the starting-point

of a new era in the art of common things, and so of all art, we cannot
but wonder how it is that anyone can have been led to look on these

pretty trifles, and to buy them as veritable works of art. We
would ask anyone to point out a single instance in the whole collec-

tion of real fine or rough drcming or engraving. They are to genuine
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engraving just what tlie "line cards" we have ah'eady noticed are

to "the lines on fine thirteenth-centnry glass.

But for the present let all this inferiority jiass, and let us in all com-
fort make the best of it, and allow, with the public who have purchased

the specimens, that they are real and true examples ofengraved glass

—

that they have subjects and lines on glass as artistically rendered as

an Allieit Durer woodcut, or a Kembrandt etching, or at any rate up
to ordinary MS. drawing. The worse they are the more the comfort
and hope, for if the public will buy such work at such liberal or rather

magnificent prices, what, W9 may well ask, would they be likely to

do were they what they ought to be, and would be, if but due en-
couragement were held out to students and workmen to de-

vote themselves to pure art-workmanship, each one in the proper
material of his trade ; and if, too—and this is the main point—his

ai't-education directed hirii steadily to this. At present, as all know,
all his education and his own after efforts are directed to make him a
mere draughtsman or colourist on paper, and when, by necessity, he
comes to work in some material, as on glass, he, in a great measure,
starts .afresh as a raw stutlent, knowing almost nothing, and as much
a stranger to drawing or cuttinsj in the new niaterial, i.e. his own, as

Jie was when he commenced to learn to di-aw. The present system of

art-instruction, on whatever system it is founded and carried oiit, is

bad from the very commencement, and never can, in om- humble
judgment, produce anything but third to tenth-rate paper
draughtsmen. Come but to the material,—and this is what the public
want, and not paper representations—and they are almost to a man
utterly useless, as is proved by the contents of the shops. The real

state of the art of a country is seen always in its shop-windows
;

these at all and the same times show what the public will buy, what the
shopkeeper can sell, and what the manufact\n-er and his workmen
can produce. It is not by things in special exhiljitions and articles

made to order that the art-capabilities of a country are to be tested,
but by what is to be everywhere seen and sold. If the system of the
Ai-t-Department, typical as it is of our modern art ways, had
ever produced anything in manufactures it would be to be found,
not only in special exhibitions, but in the streets everywhere. Jlore
might be said, but- we forbear, and will but express a liope that the

Art Department will take up this great subject in real earnest .and

drop their models and paper and start afresh. With its vast means
and influence it might well, in a few years, revolutionize the
art of the time, and do more than all other art-societies put
together, and that by the simplest means and on the simplest
idea, viz., hy that of directing the attention of its students to

the WOKK of their sci^eral trades, all drawing on pa^per being

lilMinhj pointed ont to he for the purpose of peactice work only. Prac-
tically this might be carried out without disturbing any existing

arrangements, without, indeed, altering the present plan of drawnig
as confined to paper,|by insisting on eac-li stiident's submitting side by
side with his pencil or chalk study^ when competing for medals, a
specimen, however small, of his capability or progress in his art-

tratle. Thus, a student in a glass manufiictory might compete for his

prize by suljmitting his drawing, as he now does, but with it a speci-

men of his skill in glass engraving, or glass cutting, or, whatever
else he docs in the glass factory. No matter, as we have saiil, how
small the sijecimen ; the slightest work on a wine-glass would show
sufficiently his progress and skill and power over his material, and we
feel sure that, where even this could not be done at home

—

for it s!iould

not he done in the school—no master manufacturer would refuse the
time and material for such usefid work. The same may be said of
all other trades. A watch-case maker would show, with his drawing,
a specimen of engraving on metal suitable for a watch ; a gun-lock
maker, a portion of a gun-lock engraved, and so on. Anyone at all

doubtful of the shortcomings in their trades, only has but to compare
the vain and meaningless scratches in and on his own watch, with the
specimens of old-fashioned cases in the South Kensington Museum,
and to note the masterly and fanciful engraving of bye-gone days.
But once get the public to feel an interest in art workmanship, and
they will ask for it ; and to do this, it has only for some specimens to

be shown to them, as is instanced in the engraved glass. Mr. Owen
Jones says we are all moving in a vicious circle ; it is therefore for

some one to break it, and we think the Art Department can do this

best, and with but little trouble or disturbance—and certainly with
infinite good to art and art-workmen.

THE SCIENCE AND AET DEPAHTMENT.
Last week we directed public attontiou to some
facts, not generally known, concerning two of the
affiliated institutions of the Science and Art
Department ; we can scarcely claim to have
treated of the first, the Royal Hibernian Academy,
for the reason then mentioned.

Leaving Ireland we tiu'u now towards Scotland,
and there find that the Industrial Museum and
the Natural History Museum, at Edinburgh, take
this year £2,035, against the vote of £1,931 for

the years 1861-2. The Museum is being
enlarged from designs by Captain Fowke, but \

under the actual superintendence ofMr. Matheson.
Tlie foundation-stone was laid on the 23rd of
October, last year, by the Prince Consort, and
may be here recorded as the last occasion of the
kind at which the Prince was present.
The superintendent of the Museum, Mr.

Archer, lately visited the chief seats of manu-
factm-ing industiyin Great Britain, and was then
able to collect examples and specimens, which
have added largely to the illustrations of indus-
trial art. The exhibitions of Holland and
Belgium haro also contributed, and altogether,
upwards of three thousand specimens have been
presented to the Museum and Library, the
objects being classed as—I. Eaw produce, II.

Processes of manufacture. III. Articles wholly
manufactured. The Indian Govci-nment has pre-
sented a large contribution of articles illustrating
the customs and manufactures of India. Dr.
Livingstone has sent some cm'ious illustrations of
the manutactures of the natives of the Banks of
the Zambesi, and other districts of Africa, and
Dr. Hector has brought from the rocky
mountains a number of interesting specimens
of the manufactures of the Blackfoot and other

i

Indians of the north-west coast of North America,
jThe Library also has received a valuable

!

accession in the form of a series of photographs '

of the pubHc buildings of Madura, Ryakotta, I

Seringham, Poodoocotali, Tanjoi-e, &<., and of the
\

Elliot marljles, presented Ijy the Madi-as Govern-
ment through Dr. Alexander Hunter. The total
number of .specimens acquired in 1801 was 3,571,
2,890 being presented, and G81 purchased.

jThe total eipenditui-e of the year ending 31st
March last was—for salaries £813, omitting
shilhngs, for the purchase of specimens of books
£178, temporary buildings, fittings, repau-s, &c.,
£611, fuel, light, cleaning, &c., £99, advertise-
ments £19, travelling expenses £150, incidents
£120

; altogether £2,292. The amount voted for
salanes this year is £955, and includes the
supenntendent £.100, and scientilic supeiinten-
dence and assietance £200.

The Geological Survey of the United Kingdom,
under the general direction of Sir Henry de la

Beche, at a salary of .£800 a-year, was originally

conducted under the Ordnance, but was tnins-
ferred to the office of Woods and Forests in

1845, in order that it might be brought into
efficient connection mth the Musemn of Practical
Geolog)', and was again transferred mth that
institution to the Department in 1853, and
according to the director's report for the year
the amount of work pefoiTncd diu'ing the year,
comprised the survey of an area of 2,370
square miles in England and 1,300 square
miles in Ireland. In 1861, according to the
report of Sir Roderick Mm'cMson, director-

general, the area surveyed in England and
Scotland amounts to 1,430 square miles only,

abouL the same as in the previous year, although
the stall' had been increased. This is explained by
the complication of different formations occupying
small spaces only, which it has required much
effort to define, and by the resignation of two
practised surveyors, whose places could not be
immediately supplied. In the south of England
much labour, says the report, has been bestowed
upon the tracts of Kent and Surrey, occupied
by the Weald clay and Hastings sands, as well as
by the overlying cretaceous and tertiaiy strata

to the south-cast of tlie metropolis. The other
parts of England on which the survey has been
last engaged are Oxfordshire, Buckingharashu'e,
Yorkshire, and Lancashire. The maps published
during the year consist of the sheet ui which the
western part of London is situated, and parts of
the counties of Cheshire and Nottinghamshire.
Mr. Juices, the local director, reports that in Ire-

land about 837 square miles have been examined,
and that boimdary lines have been followed for a
distance of 1,114 miles, besides other districts

re-surveyed, and 250 miles of boimdary Uncs re-

adjusted.

The Geological Survey takes this year, as we
have before said, £11,036, of which amount
£7,717 is credited to Great Britain, and £3,288
to Ireland. The expenditure last year for the
sm-yey amounted, for salaries to £8,102, for tra-
velling expenses to £1,000, incidents £420.
The amount voted for salaries this year includes,
for Great Britain, one director-general at £80()
a-year, one local director £525 (rising by £25
a-year to £600), one pal-teontologist £375 (rising

£15 to .£450), one naturalist £500 (rising £25 to

£600), four senior geologists £1,270 (rLoing bv
£15 each to £1,400), thirteen assistant geologists
£2,160 (from 7s. to 12s. per day), one assistant
natiu-alist £286 53. (rising by £15 to £350), as-
sistant pBlseontologist £200 156. (rising by £10

to £300), two fossil collectors £190, and one
general assistant at £34. For Ireland the estab-
lishment consists of one local director £525
(rising £25 to £600), two senior geologist* £650
(rising by £15 each to .£700), five assistant geolo-
gists (78. to 12s. per day) £1,101, two fossil col-
lectors £175, and one porter £55. Next wo
have the School of Mines and Geological
Museum, in Jemiyn - street, labelling and

' arranging over 3,000 fossils during the past
' year. The director reports that in the
School of Mines the occasional students
have considerably increased in number, but the
matricidated students have been fewer. In the
sessions of 1859-60, 107 occasional students and
14 matriculated students entered. In the ses-

sions of 1860-61, these students were 187 and
in the respective classes. The professors of the
school have met the supposed causes of the
diminution in the number of matriculated stu-
dents, which, on enquiry, they came to the con-
elusion arose from the form of certificate not
being so acceptable as the forms given to the
occasional students, by modif)'ing the regulations
of admission to the school, by opening more
widely the competition for the prizes, and by sub-
stituting the term "associate" for "matriculated
student." It has also been determined to grant
a certificate to those students who pass the re-
quisite examinations in the fii-st class, with the
title of " Associate of the Government School of
Mines." These modifications have been followed
by satisfactory results. The evening lectm'es
have been also attended with success, the pubho
being admitted to the coiu-se of ten lectures on
payment of five shillings ; while the lectures to
working men have proved as attractive as ever,
the whole of the cards of adnussion—600—being
generally applied for and issued within two
hom's. During the past few years the almost
constant mmiber of visitors has been about
24,000—last year 24,151—while the fees re-

ceived at the school were £810, against £646 in

the previous year. The additions to the contents
of the Mining Record Office, according to a
tabulated statement appended to the last report,

have been considerable, and include a register of
the productions of the lead mines of the northern
counties fi-om 1780 to tlie present time. The
records of copper mines are also completed from
the beginning of tliis centm'y ; documents relat-

ing to the sales of copper mines having been
presented, it is hoped to arrive at a taitliful re-

presentation of all our metalliferous districts. Mr.
R. Hunt is also procm-iug materials to illustrate

on the six-inch maps the plans of all collieries

abandoned in tlie last thirty years, showing their
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proximity to works now iu activity. In tlio

chomical laboratory tlio students wci-c 110 in l;ist

year, acrainst 108 in ISfiO; and tlio?o in the

motuUnrj^ical laboratory 30, against 2/. Di'.Pcrcy

reports very favourably, says Sir Roderick Miu-
cliison, of the condition of this branch of the in-

stitution. Though the number of tlio students
has been small, the vahio of their practical in-

struction in all the branches ofassivying has been
bettor appreciated than herctoforo by a most at-

tontivo class ; tho laboratory will accommodate
eight only, though ten have been admittoJ. Of
theso two arc qualifying themselves for appoint-
ments in the mint at Calcutta. Of tho manifest
use of this laboratory, Dr. Percy observes (wo
agi\in quote the director-general), that many men
who have acqiurcd, under his tuition, a know-
ledge of theoretical mctallm-gy, and a practical

acquaintance with assaying in all its bi'anches,

arc now to befomid iu every region of the globe,
whilst Uie British public hardly seem, as yet, to

be awaro of how much this kind of knowledge is

valued and sought after. Dr. Percy has received
numerous applications to recommend men pos-

and at home, and has not been able to supply tho
demand ; so rapidly are all his pupils employed
and well remunerated. In what direction these
studies may bo usefully employed is shown by
tho services of Dr. Percy as th;i Government
metallurgist in all the experimental trials of the
resisting power of iron plates when exposed to

the force ofai'tillery. The expenditure at Jermyn-
street last year amounted to £G,.31.3 ; salaries tak-

ing £4,067 ; specimens and books, £749 ; mining
models, £170 i

mining records, purchase of, £90
;

outlit and illustrations for lectures, £10.3 ; labora-

tories, £97 ;
police attendance, £03 ; advertise-

ments and printing, £227 ; travelling expenses,

£100; priises, £40; incidents, £2Sl ; and at-

tendance at evening lectures, £ 19. The smns voted
for tho establishment for the current year
being for the director of mines £300 (Sir R.
Murchison holds this appointment, together with
that ofdire.etor-generalof the Geological Survey),
seven lecturers £1,400, one librarian and curator
£420 (rising by £20 to £500), one clerk and as-

sistant £135 (rising by £10 to £200), oue chemist
£100, one assistant £100, one metallurgist £100,
one assistant do. £100, one keeper of mining
records £500, two assistant keepers £346, five at-

tendants £452, three cleaners £193 ; altogether

£4, 1 57 for salaries, the total vote of the year for

the Jermyu-street School and Museum amounting
to £6,677. The attendance last year was ma-
triculated students, 124 occasional students, 110
chemical students, 30 metallm-gical students,

24,151 visitors to the museum ; 4 courses of

lectures were delivei-cd, each course being at-

tended by 600 working men.
Having now dealt in turn with the Royal

Hibernian Academy, the Museum of Irish In-

dustry, the Royal Dublin Society, the In-

dustrial Museum of Scotland, the Geological
Survey, and the Jermyn-street School and
Museum, we come to the schools of art, science,

&c., and the South Kensington Museum; to

these, however, we must return on a future oc-

casion, adding here an extract from the last

report of the director-general of the Geological
Survey, &c., vrith reference to the decay of the
stone employed in the houses of Parliament, in

which he says :
—" Having been a member of the

committee appointed to inquire into and report
upon the cause of the disintegration of the stone
(vith which the houses of Parliament are built,

and the remedies proposed for its prevention,
I can testify to the acumen and zeal shown by
Dr. Hofmann and his former pupil, Mr. Abel, as
well as of Dr. Frankland, in theu' efforts and re-

peated experiments, which enabled the com-
mittee to arrive at the conclusion that no discovery
had then been made of any wash or mixture
by the apphcation of which the decay could be
permanently arrested ; at the same time it was
pleasing to find that if the best portions of the
stone employed, viz., the magncsian limestone,
had been selected, and that tho post of inspector
of such stones had been maintained at a moderate
salary, no blame could have been attached to my
distinguished predecessor. Sir Henry do la Beche,
and his associates, for having recommended a
building material, which thongh it has proved to
be in parts perishable iu this instance, had resisted
the weather for ages in several of our oldest
cathedrals and churches. The ill-judged economy
which suppressed the payment of a small salary
for an experienced supervisor of the stones before
they were transmitted from the quarry, has been
one of tho main causes of the decay in question,

which, after all, has not extensively affectod tho
great odilice. The supervision by such a stone
inspector was tlio moro necessary in this case,

since tho magncsian limostono (as is well knotvn
to geologists) presents a great number of inter-

modiato variations from a hard sub-crystaline

dolomite, which even in tho London atmosphere
would have proved diu'ablo, to tlioso sandy and
shghtly-cohercnt portions of it which have so
rapidly disintegrated."

ARCHITECTUR.VL DEVELOPMENT. —THE
EXTERNAL EVIDENCE.

Str.vnoe as it may appear to many, it is none the
less true that as fiir as development goes archi-
tecture has not kept and does not keep pace
with other arts and sciences. Since the loth
century no style, properly bo called, has been
matured. The diy bones of classical art have
been raked up, collected, .and mechanically put
together, but the organism which ivas pro-
ductive of life and groivth is wauting.

To try to produce a style suitable to tha
present ago, fi-om the mere lineaments and pro-
portions of past atylcs, without such modilications
or adaiitations which the requirements of the
time necessitate, is as fruitless as was tho attempt
to revivify from the rules of Vitruvius and
Palladio alone, a style founded on Roman models
suitable to the age ; or from tho work of Stewart
and Revett ono on Athenian niodcU elastic
enough for modern requirements.
But it must be still conlesscd, that although

tho moro modiliod and aecommodatmg character
of tho It^Jian in this country and France, has
been owing to na.tional selectiou of adoptable
features ; it is to those plodding and scholastic
piouccrii that wo partly owo its success. A moro
indiscriminate combination of fragments of
opposed styles, as somo have imagined, is as
futile in producing a now style as the vague idea
of throwing asjde tho precedents and rules of
centuries.

It is to the analytical study of previous styles,

or to tho elaboration of one, together with the
study of nationalities and existing habits, that

It may not bo unprofitable for us to enquire a a Victorian style can be looked for, and this, not
little into a subject of such interest, and to sug-
gest considerations, often lost sight of, if only to

help to eliminate ideas, at variance with the cir-

cumstances of architectural growth.
The anxious endeavours which some aspirants of

om- profession are malving to invent a 19th centuiy
or Victoi'ian style, and the less ambitious
attempts of mistaken zealots of classicism or
Gothicism, equally prove that false notions are
prevalent, and that the truths of art cannot be
too often intruded upon us.

Whether in the 15th century, Pointed avchi-
tootm'e had attained its greatest possible de-
velopment—whether it was the zeal for refor-

mation, pm-itanical fanaticism, intemperate
innovation, or tho taste for classical learning
which checked its growth—are questions for

speculation. All of these influences no doubt
tended to break that unity of purpose and pro-
gressive indigenous development so rife in the
preceding ages.
Tho revival of arts and letters in the 16th

century was doubtless one of tho chief influences.

Previously to this the national architecture was
nurtured by a true Catholic spirit—-by a unity
of purpose, and aided by a splendid hierarchy
quite unpai-alleled. It was this, and only this,

that promoted its maturity, and elaborated it

to the pitch it assumed in tho reign of Edward
III.

After this spiritwas broken architecture waned.
Even in the early period of the Renaissance
school, as developed in Italy during the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries by Nicola Pisano,
Ghiberti, Donatello, Luca dclla Robbia, Brunel-
leschi, and others, traces manifested themselves
of a decay of life in art, corresponding to the
civil sti'ife in church and state and the spread of
ancient literature. In France, Spain, Germany,
and England, the same decay of true art-spirit is

observable, healthy conventionalism of nature
being superseded by a love for the antique, and
consequent loss of individuality. In Italy classic

associations naturally fostered the revival,

Gotliic art never having rooted in its soil. Our
own Ehzabethan, the phase the renaissance first

assumed here, was certainly one of the most
distinctive developments of this period, because
it was an attempt at making Classic elements
blend with our vernacular Gothic ; but as soon
as tho latter element yielded to the Italian inno-

vations of Inigo Jones and his successors, this

distinctiveness was gradually lost. Tho Italian

style, based on the dogmas of Palladio, which
followed, was a mere resuscitation of ancient
Romafi.
From this period, then, of our arcliitectm-al

histoiy, architecture lost its vitality and growth,
and the history of styles hero ends. A simple
return to Classic precedents, gradually assumed
a more Grecianized garb, being the only archi-

tecture of the last and preceding centuries. The
return to the romantic taste in literature, in-

fused by Goethe, Sir Walter Scott, and others,

created the Gothic revival, which, under tho
auspices of Pugin, Barry, Seott, and their suc-
cessors, has redeemed our national stylo from
neglect, and m^ be tho means of awakening it

from its dormant state to one of renewed ca-
pacity.

It is by indigenous spontaneous development
out of preceding styles only that a new archi-

tecture can be formed. Features or peculiarities

may be borrowed, but they must bo made our
ov:n by a process of acclimatization.

the study of a single individual, or of a day, but
of a nation and a ceutury.
The Renaissance school then teaches us somo

important lessons bearing upon our enquiry.
First, that as an exogenous reproduction, it

checked our own Gothic by turning our attention
and study from it ; and left us without a national
stylo of om- own. Second, that as long as it

was iudiscriminaiehj combined with our own
Gothic, it was incongruous and incompatible, but
as soon as it was nationalized and adopted, it

became a distinct style, though mixed, as tho
Ehzabethan. Third, that as soon as this com-
binatiou was lost sight of, and literal reproduction
was indulge! in, it sank as a national develop-
ment.

Prior to this sudden outburst for tho resuscita-
tion of tho arts and letters of Greece and Rome,
architecture was a trtily progressive art ; every
style was but an elaboration of the one preceding,
a re-adaptation of existing forms to tho growing
requirements of mankind. Thus Grecian archi-
tecture was a refinement upon the prototypes of
Egypt and Assyria ; and, again, the perfection it

attained in the Perecloan age, a refinement upon
its earlier Pelasgiau types.
Roman architecture, as exliibited during tho

Caesars, was a still further elaboration of the Gre-
cian and Etruscan forms, though the arch
made its appearance to take the place of the
former tratieated system ; and even this feature
was borrowed from Etruria, and was but an intro-
duction, the form being previously used even
in Egypt. Again, regal, republican and im-
perial Rome had each its own development; and
from the first kings to the latter end of the em-
pire, successive steps are observable in the pro-
gress of the art.

I difler from those wi-iters who assert that Ro-
man arcliitecturo was but an amalgamation of
foreign styles, and was not an indigenous produc-
tion. True, in the first centuries of her growth,
Rome could not boast of much, but we are bound
to admit that what she borrowed, she used with
a flexibility unkuoivnto Grecian architecture, and
that, though deficient in tho intellectual refine-
ment of Iier predecessor, she certainly broke
through the rigid and rectangular severity of
form, and adopted to her more extended require-
ments an architecture less arbitrary, more elastic
ill expression, and more pleasing in the variety
of forms. Thus we see the rectangular cdia of
Greece altered in its proportions, the peripteral
temple giving place to the simple prostylar, the
circular form of the Etruscan tombs elaborated
to peristylar temples, and tho horizontal-
ity of Grecian architecture broken by a
new feature of expression. Though known
to the Egj-ptians and Assyi'ians, it ia to
tho Romans, through their Etrurian prede-
cessors, that we must look for the free and
expressive use of the arch, and its results,—the
rectangular and domical vaults. Though im-
perial Rome was rich in its architectm-c, it was
not till the dawn of the Christian era that the
fiilness of its development was seen—a period
coincident with the age of Augustus and with
Rome's greatest national power, in literature and
ai'nis.

With tho change of the seat of government to

Byzantium under Constantine, an oriental taste
was infused into the Roman, and a style appeared,
fostered by Christianity, as distinct as any
previous, but still only a fhrther development or
ott'spring of tho Roman, Sassauian, and Persian
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Dlemonts, in which the Basilican structures of

Kome formed an important part. Such was the

Byzantine style of the East. At the extinction

of the Western empire in the 5th century, a

purer adaptation of the Roman styles was

manifest, marked by the neglect of the dome, and

other eastern characteristics. Such was the

style of the Teutonic nations—^the Romanesque

or LombarcUan style, and its modifications, from

which the germs of Gotliic architecture, and its

varieties, insensibly developed, till aided by

Christian requirements, and symbolism, and by

Eastern introductions through the Crusades, it

attained its acme of perfection in the 14tli

century.

We see, then, that, a grad-ual unfolding, or pro-

gressive development, has hitherto marked

architecture—the Pereclean, Alexandrian, Con-

stantinian, and Media!val ages possessing separate

evolutions of a system of construction, bom and

cradled in the very birth-place of mankind.

A little thought will be sufficient to convince

us that selection and adaptation are the principles

of development evident in the growth of styles.

This selection will of com-se imply, not merely

that of certain forms or types of construc-

tion, fitted to certain uses, or modes of

habit, but also selection of those suitable to

new style. If such be attainable it is onhj to be

sought in the analytical study of existing styles

and types ; any other course would be fruitless,

unless any new system of construction or material

than at present possessed should revolutionize

our art. "A new style," says Garbet, "re-

quires the generalized imitation of nature and of

many previous styles." In the meantime let us

not discourage elaboration of existing stj-les,

nor the reproduction of archaic types. Ser\-ile

imitation, as already observed, without discrimi-

nating guidance, is often destructive to art pro-

gress ; but when such imitation is guided by

judicious selection, and sanctioned by existing

requirements, it becomes, I contend, a more
legitimate course than the violation of these

conditions for the sake of pursuing novelty at

the sacrifice of principle.

I beUeve that the imitation of old types is, to

the limit here defined, admissible, especially

when existing requirements remain unopposed

to them. I should be sorry, for instance, to see

the rejection of that grand and symbolical di-

vision of the Christian church into nave, aisles,

and chancel, because of a prevalent whim to

make our churches preaching or meeting houses,

rather than for the celebration of Divine rites

and prayer. Further than this, eclecticism may

dim te, materials, national and religious pohty, be objectionable, though we have to look to the

and thought ; in other words, not merely discri-
I

eclectic spirit of the present century for the re-

ininate selection of certain elements, but the re- I

-vival of ecclesiastical and national architecture

moulding those elements till they become the pe-
}

It would be exceeding my limits m this article

ouliar property of a style. So, each style has its
!
to examine this interesting revival,

distinguishing type, which is arrived at, not by many causes which have led to it

fanciful whims, but by circumstances of climate,

material, and other conditions,national and social,

influencing the preceding elements or styles. It

may be asserted that each new development, or

distinctly new style, is a derivation from more
than one parent style. The Roman, for instance,

was indebted, not simply to the Grecian, but to

Etrurian elements; to the latter, indeed, for its

typical character. So, in Byzantine and Roman-
esque, though the Roman d-jnie and arch are

adopted, yet they are so applied as to prove the

influence of other additional foreign adaptations.

Thus, also. Sir Gardner Wilkinson, in a valuable

paper read at the Institute some time ago, went
to prove that the Saracenic style was as much, if

not more, indebted to the Persians, Copts, and
others, as to the Byzantine architects for its for-

mation—that though the Arabs adopted certain

features from the Christian Byzantine style, other ' correct

sources aided them in producing that pecuUar,

conventional, and unimitative development ap-

propriated to the serrice of Islam.

There are other developments of art less dis-

tinctive than these typical styles, formed by the

elaboration of previous ones, without any new
forms or radical changes being introduced. Each
variety of Gothic architecture, as it exhibited it-

self in England and elsewhere, was chiefly an
elaboration of its predecessors.

The growth and development ofwindow tracery,

from simple perforation in plate to bar tracery,

is a notable instance of this species of develop-

ment. After the introduction of the pointed

arch in the 12th centm-y, as seen in Early English,

little or nothing may be said to have been de-

rived from extraneous sources, each successive

period merely adding and maturing its improved
features and peculiarities.

The claims that these periods have to be called

styles are, I think, questionable, the term
" style " being properly appUed simply to a de-

velopment of some new principle, or an adapta-

tion or combination of prerious styles. Thus,

the " thi'ee periods or varieties" would be far

more applicable to the three developments of

Pointed architectvtre in England. On the other

hand, the term "style" is expressive of PointeJ

architectiure generally, meaning the particular

class embracing severiil species or varieties. A
true style, then, should make the elements it

adopts "its own by adapting them to existent

circumstances ; and the nearer it attains this end

ihc more truly and distinctively can it claim this

appellation. A style may, therefore, borrow many
'.eatm-es from another without being indebted to

it for its origin, and thus pointed architecture

may have adopted the Pointed arch and other

features from the Arabs, and yet be a distinctive

ticvelopment.

Every true style should, on this acootmt,

possess a certain amount of homogeneousness to

untitle it to rank as one.

Prom the considerations and suggestions I

have advanced it is clear that it is only by
following out the principle of selection and
adaptation that we can hope to develop a really

and the

It is enough

that suggestions have been cursorily given for

further investigation. I have now viewed this

subject in its external or historical aspect. I

may very profitably return to it another time,

and view" it in a more philosophical aspect, or by

its internal evidence. G. H. G.

KINGDOM OF ITALY.—OFFICIAL DESCRIP-

TIYE CATALOGUE.

The Official Catalogue issued under the sanction

of her Majesty's Commissioners is about as taste-

less an opiate as could be sold for a shilling.

The French Catalogue has that usual amotmt of

national glorification, which seems inseparable

from our neighbouring official publications, but

it is nevertheless serviceable to all who would

rightly comprehend her growing industry. The

Italian Commissioners, whose Descriptive Cata-

logue now Ues before us, is a model of what such

a work should be.

No sooner have the small states of the Penin-

sula become free from those who preyed upon
their beauty, who crippled their actions and

suppressed their wishes, than " United Italy

"

marches boldly to take her place among-st the

great European nations. To know herself was
her first step ; her next proceecUng was to make
herself kno%vn to those who had only had
glimpses of her half-developed power beneath

the weeds which veiled it.

Few cotmtries possess such elements of pros-

perity ; none have had them so trodden do^^•n by

her enemies. It was but natural that standing

firmly, supported by the sense of recovered

liberty, she shotdd point to her present position and
to the various resources at her disposal. We are

glad to find that her keen eye, firm hand, active

brain and restless energy, have endured, like

the grandeur of her palaces, through her long

night of suffering, and that the dawn finds her

not only ready but worthy to take her place

amongst the first of industrial nations. Nearly

a year before the opening of the Exhibi-

tion, special Commissioners were appointed

to make themselves acquainted with the present

state of the industrial arts in Italy and the neigh-

bouring countries, and to investigate the means

by which they might be raised in Italy to their

highest degree of perfection. These Commission-

ers were selected from amongst the most distin-

guished men of science and manufacturers, and a

portion of their labours constitute the valuable

part of the Official Descriptive Catalogue.

The Catalogue of each class is prefaced by good

practical remarks upon the different subjects, and

explanations, where necessary, are given even of

indiridual objects. The different minerals are

specially described ; the present systems ofwork-

ing the mines, the reasons for such method of

working, as well as the suggested means for de-

It contains an incorrect plan of the buOding and
, ygioping more extensively the pecuhar industry,

T-r ,-_ .,i
,

c„..-.._). r- ,1 „ ^.„^ ^e
^j.g ^^^^ g^-^gj^^ The quantity made and exported,

with the price, are useful adjuncts to the well-

arranged information. We last week extracted the

account of the marble productions of Italy, which

•will have enabled om- readers to see how tho-

roughly the special Commissioners have done the

work assigned them. Each class is treated in a

similarly systematic way, whether it relates to

articles of food, railway plant, wines, sUk cocoons,

horse-hair, glass, or any other of the many divi-

sions into which the Catalogue is divided. The
pubhcation of the Commissioners throws a w-el-

come light upon every product of Italy, enabUng

of the Horticultural Society's Gardens; a list of

works sold in the book-selling branch of the Com-
missioners' business ; an explanation of the in-

plan before referred to; an official

directoiy, headed by the names of the mis-

managers ; one page of introduction ; eighty-two

pages of advertisements, and three hundred and

eightu pages of Christian and surnames, irith just

that "amount of interest attached to them as there

is to as many sheets taken promiscuously from the

Post Office Directory, or from the list of donors

to a charitable fund". We look in vain for any in-

formation as to the objects exhibited. We are

not vouchsafed a single line which tells of the ^g ^^ gg^ dearly what was before but imperfectly

industrial resources of our or other countries
; I discerned, and furnishes us with a vast store of

of the improvements which have been made
: jojowledfe which could scarcely by any other

means have been accumulated. Wc shall again

trespass upon the work for an accovmt of those ar-

ticles which more nearly interest our readers :

—

since 1851 in the production of our natural

wealth, or in their manufacture. We are left

individually to devote laborious study to the

exhibited "objects if we would ascertain any

beneficial residts which remain from their

periodical accumulation, all the time conscious

that our studies might and ought to have

been facilitated by the systematic work

of qualified and authorized guides. The Fine

Art Catalogue contains such instruction in the

admirable, but brief, introductions by the much-

Gbanites and Felspathic Rocks.

Granite rocks are extensively quarried in Upper

Italy, as well as in many places in the central and

southern provinces. The granite of Pallanza is

largely used, and the syenite of Baveno affords

employment to many hundred workmen; and

several thousands of cubic yards, representing a

abused F.'t.P.; but the matter, when araphfied
[
value of £16,000 are annually produced. Two

.-„ »i,„ i,„„^ v,„At- wo= f™,r,rl tn be based uDon a specimens are exhibited in the coUection forwarded
in the hand-book, was found to be based upon a

few principles, and was consequently banished

the building. The "nobleman's clothes could

not bear brushing," so the critic was put fbrth.

The plant did not suit the stubborn ground of

the Commissioners. It paid better to grow ad-

vertisements. The catalogues of all kinds are.

specimens L- - -

by the Museum of Natural History at Ilorence,

one from the quarries of Mr. Fedele de Giuli, the

other from Baveno, contributed by Mr. Luigi

Adami.
. ,

These granites, by reason of their high price and

fine efiect, must be classed among the higher orna-

mental stones. The eighty-two columns and eight

consequently, so many closely-pared sticks, upon
]

pilasters used in the construction of the ctiurcn ot

-'
' '-

St. Paul at Rome were obtained from the quarries

at Monte Orfano, as well as the large column for

the monument of the Virgin of Peace, at Naples.

Various quarries at Baveno have fumishea the

granites recently used in the erection of a great

number of pubhe buildings in Northern Italy, and

more especially in Turin.

The granites used in Sardinia are represented by

some specimens in the collection, and were sent by

the Commissioner of Tempio. In the Islands ot

Elba, Gigho, and Monte Cristo, a tertiary gramte,

containing tourmaline, is found, which is also met

with in Tuscany. It is as yet but httle used, al-

though blocks and columns of almost any size may

be had. The specimens are from the collection of

the Island of Elba, presented by the Marchioness

which to train good beariag advertisements,

telling us rather what each exhibitor is willing

to pay for having printed of himself than what a

judge of the subject is able to say of the works,

after comparing them with others.

It is, however, useless complaining of the Eng-

lish .Commissioners' shortcomings ; they fall na-

turally into the shade before the useful and ad-

mirable works of several foreign Commissioners.

The Austrian Official Catalogue is admirable in

its arrangement and in the information it gives

us of the resources of the country. Without it,

in fact, we can have but a poor idea of the con-

tributions which Austria has, spite of internal

troubles, managed to send to South Kensington.
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of Bcissy, nml from the CMlliMtimi of tho Royal
Musoum of Natural History iil I'lun-nco.

Vuleanii" rock;*, whctlitT of ii^ueous, seJinientai-y,

or mctamorphic orii^in, iiro cmploytHl for conmKin
business purposes whurover llu'y arc abuuilant ami
easily procurotl. In various Italian provinces we
therefore see in use trachyte, basalt, lavas, volcanic

tufa, poperinos, &c.
In certain districts in tlio north of Italy a kind of

nhonolite, which possesses the property of splittini^

luto thin lamina?, is used for roniiuf? houses in pre-

fereni'o to slate, as it resists wet and frost better,

and is also cheaper.
All these rocks are represented by specimens

from different provinces, among* which the most re-

markable arc from Agro- Romano.

Schistose Rocks.

The most important of the materials furnished

by this ^ruup are the sl;i.tes, which are known as

LavagTia stones, or simply Lavagne.
Near Seravezza excellent slates are obtained from

the oolitic beds at Stazzemn, Cardosa, and Pomez-
zana. They are principally used fur covering roofs

and the ceilings of rooms, for which purpose slabs

of about a yard square are employed, laid upon
cross beams, and afterwards plastered.

The most celebrated and important slate quarries
arc in the eocene rocks at St. Giacomo, near the
suburb of Lavagua, which is two or three miles from
Chiavarij and somewhat nearer to the sea on the
western coast of Genoa. They have from time im-
memorial been worked by a numerous and indus-
trious population, and are considered to be a greater
source of riches to the surrounding- country than
(jold or silver mines.
The slates of Lavagna are employed for a great

variety of purposes, including the covering of roofs,

and in tliicker slabs for floors, door lintels, stair

treads, hearth stones, tanks, table tops, and black
boai'ds fur writing on with gypsum or French chalk.

The slates of Lavagna are supi'riur to those produced
in the other quarries, as well as being lower in

price.

Large jars or reservoirs for containing oil, also
made of slate, are employed in Liguria, as well as
in the principal maritime depots of the oil trade.
The slate of San Giacomo is applicable to almost

every detail of both internal and external construc-
tion ; it is particularly well adapted for low-priced
chimney pieces, as it is capable of receiving an ex-
cellent polish. The application of slate in the place
of black marble, under the name of " Poor man's
marble," is due to Mr. Gaetano Descalzi.
A table-top, measuring 70 in. by 27 in., is sold

for about 5s., the price of the slate being calculated
at 2s. 8d., and the workmanship at 2s. -Id. A well-
polished slab, 3y in. square, or an unpolished one of
00 in. by 39 iu., is sold fur 4s. 2d., and so on in pro-
portion to the dimensions for other sizes. These
low prices cause it to Ije niuoh used instead of mar-
ble for the tops of tables, washstands, &e. ; and
a chimnej*-piece of the same material is exhibited
costing only 43,

Limestones.

These are largely employed for buildingpuri^oses.
The principal kinds are—the travertines, which
occur in many places, tlie compact limestoni; or

aJberesej the saccharoidal or crystalline, the shelly
varieties, and others of more or less utility. The
lanticular rock of San Frediauo, in Tuscany, which
is almost entirely composed of small species of
miocene nummuhte, is often very friable, in which
state it forms good road metal ; the harder varieties
are emploj'cd fur various works of construction.
The rock called rietn'/urtcj which has of late

years formed the subject of much geological in-
quiry, is very largely used iu Florence ; it is very
durable, as may be seen in the older palaces of the
city. In composition it is an arenaceous limestone,
which is very hard and unalterable, as its name
implies.

'J'he red limestone of Belliemi, in Sicily, deserves
to be particularly noticed as furnishing a substitute
for true marble, at tlie low price of oOs. per cubic
metre, or about 23. per cubic foot.

In Northern Italy a variety of oolitic limestone
is used for making tubes. The boring is etfected by
hithes driven by water power. These tubes are of
different diameters, and are made in lengths of
39 iu. and upwards, and employed for the convey-
ance of water. The principal seat of this manu-
facture is in the neighbourhood of Trento. In the
Italian Exbibition of lt>Ul the jury reported favour-
ably with regard to the solidity of these tubes and
their impenetrability to water under a pressure of
135 lbs. to the inch, which was the highest that the
testing apparatus allowed.
The prices per metre (39 in.) are as follows :

—

s. d.
Upto2g inches diameter 1 8

H „ 2 1
4 „

, 2 6
4? ,, ,. 2 10
5j . » „ 3 8
?-• .. 5 2
74 ., „ 6 5

Sandstones.
First iu thia group wo have slliceo-calcareous

sandstone {arenaria macUjno) of the Apennines, in

fine, medium, and coarse-grained varieties. The
first of these, known by the name of PU-tra Herena^
is well adapted for internal ornament, but is grad-
ually decumposed when exposed to the vicissitudes

uf the wrathir. In some places, and more par-
ticularly at Spizia, there is a largo export of this

stone to the Mast, about £800 worth being shipped
monthly from that port. The quarry of GonfoUna
occasionally supplies some large blocks for the
foreign trade.

The oldest and most famous of the quarries pro-

ducing these sandstones are those of Monte Ceceri,

a little to the cast of Fiesole. Ever since the time
at which the Cyclopean walls of that city were
reared, a continuous supply of excellent sandstone
has been drawn from its quarries ; and the workings
have gradually penetrated deep into the interior of

the mountain, forming a picturesque series of largo

chambers, with massive pillars supporting the roof.

There is no means of arriving even at an ap-
proximate idea of the money value of these ma-
terials, as most of them are only employed locally,

and the prices vary with the different localities, and
there are no statistical returns of the production
of the quarries.

Lead Pipes.

M. Pegonetti has introduced into Venetia the
manufacture of lead pipes made without soldering,

and of any length, a branch of business becoming
very important, on account of the numerous uses to

which these pipes are applied. He uses the hydrauHc
press invented by Sieber, iu 1829, since improved,
and manufactures pipes of a very considerable

diameter.
The manufacture of leaden pipes without solder

is very active in Tuscany, especially in the manu-
factory of M. Bujard, at Leghorn, and of M.
Mazzoni, at Prato.

Materials for Building.

In the present International Exhibition but a
ver}' feeble idea is given of the riches which Italy

possesses in this way. Without i^lacing her metals
in the list, the chains of the Alps and Appennanes
furnish stones and marbles of every description, the
employment of which only depends upon the facili-

ties of carriage.

Burnt Clays.—The use of bricks is very extensive
in Italy wherever clays are met with. They are
chiefly made by hand, although in some places

machines are used for mixing and grinding the clay,

especially in the makiug of perforated bricks, drain
and water pipes of various shapes, tiles, bricks,

posts, &c. The preference given to manual over
mechanical labour ari.^es obviously from its lower
price ; but its increased dearuess has caused the in-

troduction of machinery.
Generally, these products are satisfactory. The

most part of the liricks made in Italy resist a pres-

sure of 40 to 50 kilos, without breaking ; and there
are instances of great works, in wliich the walls,

built exclusively of bricks, resist a permanent pres-

sure of 13 and even of 15 kilos, per square centi-

metre.
As regards the superior economy of the use of

baked earth and cements, lime especially, the
decisive question is the cost of the fuel employed,
which is generally wood. An experiment, upon
rather a large scale, and which gave useful results,

was instituted in 1846, by the Sub-Alpine govern-
ment, with KngUsh cuals, which are used in various
parts of Italy. But in several places the more
economic use of lignites has been introduced. Thesj
are found occasionally in the Apennines ; and peat
also is used, which abounds in the turbaries at the
foot of the Alps.
Lime and Cement.—liimestones and gypsum are

very abundant iu Italy, and yield excellent results.

In the Exhibitit.)n there are no pozz':)lanos, of which,
however, we have several important and valuable
depots

J
they have been the objects of study of

many distinguished engineers and chemists,
amongst whom we may mention M. Cozzi, of
Florence, and Canobbio, of Genoa ; and the Com-
mission of Maritime Engineering of that town,
which was formerly occupied in examining the poz-
zolanos of the Maremma and those of Kome. The
question of cheapness, like that resfiecting burnt
clays, depends chiefly upon the cost of fuel. Coals
have recently been used for burning chalk. At
Cagliari lignites have been used with great success
in constantly burrdng kilns.

Inlaid Stone Work.
The manufacture of mosaics in siliceous stone,

pietre dure^ confined up to the present time to the
Royal Gallery of the^tefre dure of Florence, which
have been referred to in Class XXIX., has been
gradually developed elsewhere, through the eff'orts

of several distinguished artists, who have dii-ected

their chief attention to works of a more moderate
price and of a larger sale. The -pietre dure, con-
sisting in varieties of quartz, felspar, granite, and
porphry, from different parts of Tuscany, Sicily,
the Alps, and the remote regions of Ilussia and the
East, ai'c substituted by other stones of different
degrees of hardness, which renders the work more
ea^y, and, consequently, of lower price. This
manufacture is called Florentine mosaics, a term

often wrongly applied to mosaic work in general,

and which, for this reason, we wish to distinguish

fr(nn the work in picire dure properly so called.

It is almost superfluous to remark that artists

generally do not undertake important works in thia

material, peculiar skill being required buth in do-
sign and execution.

Next to Tuscany and Florence the best work of
this kind is made iu Sicily, although at Naples other
stones and lava are cut, but without making mosaic
work, as at Florence.
We need not descant here upon the long and

laborious processes, or the ditHculliea which have to
be surmounted in the choice of the stones, and the
taste and care required, as well by the designers
as by the workmen employed in cutting and ad-
justing them.

OitJECTS of Furniture and Decoration in
Venetian Glass, Mosaic, in imitation op
aventurine, chalcedony, and other
Stones.

The enamels and glass of Venice, formerly so re-

nowned, are at the present day far surpassed by
works produced elsewhere, on account of the gene-
ral progress of trade and industry, and the improve-
ments made especially in glass ware.

Nevertheless, the manufacture of Venetian glass
still continues very active, amounting to 2,500,000
kilos., and employs 3,000 workmen.
To M. Bigaglia we are indebted for the recent im-

portant development and great improvements in the
manufacture of glass imitating aventurine, enamel,
pietre dure, chalcedony, jasper, agate, &c., fur fine

jewellery, or rich vases, mounted in gold and silver,

of forms of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, fur
mouuinental decoration, pavements, mosaics, &c.

;

and to M. Salviati we are also indebted for a great
manufactory of mosaics and miscellaneous articles

in glass, of a very remarkable and important cha-
racter.

Glass,

Italian glass wares are very inadequately repre-
sented in this Exhibition, both as regards the
numbers of exhibitors and the nature of the articles

themselves. It is very ditticult to obtain correct
statistical information on this branch of industry.
In 1858 there were sixteen glass-works in the

ancient provinces, without reckoning those of Savoy
and Nice. In Sardinia there was one, in Lom-
bardy twelve, in Venice forty, Lucca one,
Ferrara one, in the Neapolitan i^rovinces ten, in
Bologna two, and in Parma two. There were
nine exhibitors from Tuscany at the Florence Ex-
hibition of 18G1, to whom prizes were awarded.
We may safely atiirm that there are in the Italian
territory no less than ninety glass-works.

The multiplicity of manufacturers is partly the
result of the division of Italy into small states, and
of the difficulties connected with theii" inland trade,
which will necessarily be diminished by the union
of the provinces, and by the new means of com-
munication. Instead of the numerous and im-
perfect glass-works, incapable of any great improve-
ments, it is to bo hoped that others will bo
substituted affording greater faciHtics fur pro-
duction and sale, and that an adequate amount of
capital mil be supplied, so as to enable them to in-

troduce the improvements of art and science.

The manufacture of glass in Italy, however, pre-
sents perhaps a gi'eater variety than can be found
elsewhere. With the exception of cast i>late-glass,

the ItaUan glass-works supply every article suited
to the elegancies and requirements of life, adapting
themselves, as to shape, to the traditional habits of
each province. There are, besides, the well-known
specialities of the glass-works of Venice and Mur-
rano. Painting on glass has been cultivated with
success ; and many artists of Milan, Florence,
and Perugia have attained celebrity in this art.

The Italian glass works suffice almost entirely for
the home market, and at the same time aSord a
considerable export in certain articles, mth Al-
geria, Turkey, America, Greece, &c. Venetian
glass finds a sure market in every part of the world.
The raw material used in the Italian glass-works

varies according to the localities. In the ancient
provinces they make use of the amor2)Jioiis quartz,

carried down in pebbles, or in shapeless masses, by
the Alpine torrents, and which is generally of spot-

less whiteness. The manufacturers of Naples em-
ploy the quartz sand of Trapani, and fur black
buttles they make use of the volcanic substance
known under the name of obsidian.

At Florence they employ the sand of the Amo,
which is collected at Figlino. Chalk is supplied from
the various lime pits winch abound in the peninsula ;

the potash is obtained in several provinces (Pied-
mont and Tuscany), from the ashes of land vege-
tables, while the soda is extracted iu Sardinia and
Sicily from the ashes of mai'ine plants. The man-
ganese, used for whitening the glass was, till

recently, brought almost exclusively from the mine
of St. Marcel, in the valley of Aosta j deposits of
manganiferous ore have, however, been now dis-

covered in the Alps. It is also found in the Island
of Sardinia, at Capo Rosso^ on the western coast of
the Island of S. Pietro, at Padria, in the neighbour-
hood of Alghero, and at Sas Covas, near Rosa, The
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inancrajiose obtained from these ores 13 of excellent

quality, and adapted to the use of glass manufac-
turers.

The varied nature of the geological formations in

Italy leads us to conchlde that, by proper research,

every description of raw material used for mating
glass, and, with few exceptions, for colouring it,

might be found in excellent quality and in great

abundance. If experience even prove that boracic

acid may be used without inconvenience in the
manufacture of oxide of zinc crystal (a manufacture
which has perfectly succeeded iu the hands of ^Messrs.

Maes and Climendot, of Paris), Italy would be
placed in circumstances peculiarly favourable to its

production.
Were researclieg and experiments made to im-

prove and extend this branch of industry, an in-

crease in the exportation would be the result. On
the other hand, the importation would be dimi-
nished, though it now represents a considerable
value for cert,ain articles, such as crystal orna-
ments. During the last few years, in the ancient
provinces alone, the importation amounted to
SS0,U00, and in the Neapolitan state to £40,000.
In several Italian glass-worts broten glass is

collected at a small expense, to be melted with the
addition of a little raw material, and an article is

produced which finds purchasers on account of its

cheapness.
Wood is the combustible generally used in the

Italian glass-worts, from whence it arises that the
greater nimiber are found in the neighbourhood of
vast forests. Some manufactories use lignite, for
instance, that of Nocetti, near Mondovi. The pe-
ninsula abounds in woody districts from which a
good supply of fuel may be obtained ; but i t is de-
sirable that such processes should be adopted in
the glass-worts as would reduce to its minimum
the quantity of wood employed, wood being quietly
consumed, but slowly reproduced. The Italian
glass trade, which has always been considerable,
will undoubtedly increase in the future. There can
be no doubt that the new state of things in Italy
will be much more favourable to it than the old, as
it will allow of the establishment of extensive
worts, the natural consequence of peace and a
united country.

Teeka-Cotta.—Common Potteky.

^
This first branch of pottery comprehends espe-

cially the mating of tiles, both for paving and
roofing, of oil jars (coppi orci), and of common
earthenware of every description. It is generally
carried on in the open air, and there is hardly a
village in Italy which is not provided with a pottery
sufficing for its own requirements ; and yet, neither
the processes employed, nor the general state of
things, are very praiseworthy, especially as com-
pared with the ancient Romans.
A large^ quantity of tiles and coarser earthenware

is made in the prorince of Paria. It is very
favourably situated, from its abundant supply of
marl, and the facilities aiforded by the waters of
the Tessin and the Po, both for conveying the fuel
and the articles produced. Among the places in
Tuscany where this manufacture is carried on, we
must name Montelupo, Impruncta, Figline fle

Prato, for paving tiles and articles in fire-clay or
apyrous.
Common paving tiles belong to the first class

;

we include in the second, paving tiles of fire-clay,
as also stoves, furnaces, and crucibles, the produc-
tion of which is extensively carried on under the
auspices of various manufacturers in Italy. More-
over, all the glass and gas worts of importance
manufacture the pottery required for their own use.
But the articles made of fire-clay which we have

enumerated not being adapted for blast furnaces,
this want is supplied by the manufactures of Tolfa,
near Civitta-Vecchia, and those of Richard, at St.
Cristoforo, near Milan. They are obhged, however,
to have recourse to the foreign martet for a certain
amount of the raw material, owing to the insuflicient
supply of clays capable of withstanding a high
degree of heat.
The stoves, furnaces, &c., produced at Castel-

lamonte (Piedmont), Canavais, Biellais, and in
Tuscany, are held in high estimation, and are
coining into more general use, owing to their
solidity, their elegance of form, and their moderate
price. The_ only improvement of which they are
susceptible is a more judicious management of the
heat.

The manufacture of utensils for domestic use,
plain or ornamented, glazed or nngla2ed, is so
universal that each province supplies its own wants.
Let us specially note the manufactory of the
brothers Legnani, at Cassano d'Adda (Lo'mbardy),
for the number and quality of its articles, imitating
roots as to form, and tortoiseshell as to colour, and
adapted for the preparation of food. We should also
mention the very enterprising and interesting manu-
tactory of brown vases, with lead glaze, situated in
Albissola near Savona (Genoa); and another
manufactory of garden pots, of aU shapes and
dimensions, at I'Impruneta, in Tuscany ; and that of
iontebasso at 'fteviso, which suppUes a great
nuniber of these same articles, coated with a
erystamne glaze.

The manufactory of Imoda, at Turin, and that of
Stella and Co., at CasteUamonte, furnish bottles

and decanters of various kinds, conduits and pipes
in stoneware, of tolerably good quality. A larger
supply of gas-pipes, water-pipes, &c., is, neverthe-
less, desirable. Each of these manufactories endea -

vours, more or less, to give elegance of form and
colour to the articles it sends forth, but the firm of
Boni and Co., of Milan, maintains an ineontestible
superiority. By means of the excellent preparati(m
of their materials they have succeeded in ornament-
ing two palaces iu the capital of Lombardy in a new
and original style. The considerable importation
into the province of Biella of kitchen utensils which
can stand heat, renders it very desirable that these
articles should be made in greater numbers in the
district.

English Earflwnware and Fine Stonev:are.—Host
of the earthenware of which the basis consists in
marl and chalk, and which is covered with a tin
glaze, is produced in the same manufactories as the
more common articles already spoken of. In this
branch the establishment of the Marquis Grnori
Lisci, at Doccia, in Tuscany, excels all the others,
as well in the more useful articles as in orna-
mental vases of every kind, plain, embossed, and
coloured.

Pipe-clay with a basis of chalk, comes princi-
pally from the Tincentine, from Trevignan, from
the provinces of Savona and Mondovi, and from
Turin, Bologna, Pisa, PaUosco, (Brescia), Sovero
(Bergamo), Campione (Lago Cesere), Laveno
(Verbano), Lodi, and Rome. These clays, used for
making many common articles, are good in appear-
ance, but, unfortunately, brittle ; though, in truth,
the very low price at which the articles must bo
produced in order to hold their own against the
foreign manufactures, mates it difficult to obtain a
better quahty. These articles are generally made
at a low temperatni-e ; they are bated with faggots
or with some other inferior kind of fuel. Many
estabUshments use peat.

Eaiilwrnrare.—The maniifactui-e of earthenware
in the EngUsh fashion is nowhere carried in Italy
to so great an extent as in the estabhshment of W.
J. Richard and Co., at San Cristoforo, near Milan.
That of Galvani, at Pondenone (Venetia), also
deserves special mention.

In general the articles produced are good, and
capable of bearing comparison, especially as regards
strength, with the English earthenware. But the
supply is far from bearing a due proportion to the
ever-increasing demand, notwithstanding the ener-

INTERNATIOXAL EXHIBITION.

JuROKs' Report.

Glass for Household Use and Fanct
Purposes.

Before entering upon the consideration of the
various descriptions of glassware, it may be con-
venient to state a few of the distinctive properties
of good glas.s, and the difficulties the manu-
facturer has to overcome, in order to produce
superiority of quality.

Glass has become of immense importance ; it

is technically termed metal, and is conducive,
from its many and important qualities, alike to
the comfort and convenience of man, and to the
elevation ofhis mental powers. To the property
of translucency, &c., possessed by glass, man is

indebted for his knowledge of the most; exalted,
as well as the most minute, ofthe great Creator's
worts; other properties of glass, its power of re-
sisting acids, and its non-conduction of the
electric fluid, constitute it a material of great
value and importance. Glass is materially
divided into tvro specific classes—simple and
compound.

Simple glass is that in which only silica and
flux are the constituents, the flui being cither
soda, potash, lime, magnesia, alumina, or mix-
tures of some of them, in which case the glass is

simply a siUcate of an alkali. Of such is plate,
window, and bottle glass of every description,
the difference of quality depending entirely ujiou
the character of the materials.
Compound glass* is that in which, besides

eiUca and alkah, the oxide of a metal is also a
component part. This glass is called in England,
flint glas.s, and on the Continent crystal, and from
it, in England, are made all articles of luxury and
domestic use. The object of introducing a me-
tallic oxide into glass is to add to its density (an
object of gi-eat importance for achromatic pur-
poses), whereby greater brilliancy is obtained,
the rays of light not being allowed to pass
so straightly through, as in the simple glasses,

but being more refi-acted or broken (so to speak),
as they pass through. This quaUty is fui-ther

taken advantage of by the glass cutter, who aims
to produce such patterns upon the objects he

getic efforts made by Mr. Richard and Co. to manufactures as further tend to break the rays
produce on a larger scale. It is to be desired that of light. Flint glass being usually employed for
new manufactories should everywhere be estab- the manufacture of articles of luxury, qiiaUty ia
hshed, but the present duties on this article ai-e so

, of immense consequence, as but a very triflingin-
onerous as to discourage enterprize.

:
**.,.: -^ r - ..• -1 -^ c

-rt;^^r,r.„w ^,t, Tti * vf ij i- 1. fenoritvm any of Its properties renders it of com-
it IS very important that we should notice here _„ i- -, t-^i •

1 1 t iv
that the kind of fuel principaUy used for baking these '

P^.^t'^ely little commercial value
;
whereas, the

articles is peat. The first establishment where it

was employed for this purpose in Italy was that of
San Christoforo, near Milan, and this was accom-
plished by means of a peculiar system of ovens.
invented by the proprietor and director, Mr. Jules for two special reasons : 1st, the difficulty of pro!
Richard, in which it is possible to obtain any dC'

sired degree of temperature. The economical ad-
vantage of such an invention, which allows the
substitution of a cheap for an expensive kind of
fuel, has been so generally recognized that the Lom-
bard Institute of Letters, Arts, and Sciences,
awarded a special medal to the inventor.

Porcelain.—There are three principal manu-
factories in Italy for the production of hard, semi-
transparent porcelain :—That of Ginori Lisci, at
Doccia near Florence; that of Ginori, at Turin;
and that of St. Cristoforo, near Milan. This
branch of the ceramic art is extending more and
more, and especially at the last-named establish-
ment, which is highly favom-ed by its industrial,
commercial, and economical position. The manu-
factures of these estabhshments consist essentially
of articles iu common use, such as tea, cofiee, and
dinner services. Mere ornaments are produced in
much smaller quantities, owing to the impossibility

price is looked upon as a secondary object, iftho
quaUty be decidedly superior. The manufactui-er
has, therefore, to turn his first attention to the
production of quality. This is not easily attained.

curing the materials in a state of perfect pmity,
and 3ndly, the difficulty of anticipating the exact
amount of deoxidatiou, which may take place
duiing the fiision of the materials into glass.

Deoxidation alone, supposing all the materials to

be perfectly pure, will aflect the colour of flint

glass ; and if oxygen be not supplied, the
materials, when fused, will produce not a white,
but a green tinted glass.

It is, therefore, focmd necessary to employ oxy-
gen in all mixtures of flint glass ; and this im-
portant agent exists most conveniently in tho
black oxide of manganese ; which substance has
a very strong affinity for oxygen, parting with it

so slowly that it is only as the other materials in
fusing become quite deoxidized that it fiii'nishes

them gi-adually with the necessary oxygen. If

too much of this material bo used, the glass takes
of competing with foreig-n importations. The

j

» light purple tint, and is also rendered of a more
estabUshments of Ginori and Richard furnish also a !

frangible character, in consequence of having an
great quantity of articles used in chemistry, such
as capsules, vessels, and a prodigious number of
telegraphic isolators of various shapes, for the use
of the State. For a short time Mr. Richard's
establishment has also been employed in the pro-
duction of delicate semi-transparent Enghsh porce-
lain, made with phosphates and felpsar, but want of
time has prevented him from sending any to the
Exhibition.

Every subject in the Catalogue is treated in the
same complete manner. We rise from a perasal
of the voltime with a better idea of the products
and resources of Italy than could have been
gained from any other dozen books ever pub-
Ushed.

The bill for granting 5,000 acres for experiments
in cotton Rowing iu New South Wales has passed.
Recent accounts from that colony inform us that
the cotton associations are Bclecting farms and com-
mencing operations.

excess of oxygen.
With these few preliminai-y observations, tho

prominent question before the Jurors is. Has thero

been progi'ess in the quality and manipulation of

glass, since the last luternatioual Exhibition ?

Does the glass exhibited in 1802 show progress,

as compared with 1851 ? The Jurors have great

pleasure in stating, from their knowledge of the

goods produced for several years past iu their

various localities, and from their recollection of

the goods exhibited in 1851, that laudable pro-

gress has been made in all branches of tiis

class.

The Jurors have had brought to their notice

no improvement or alteration in the constituents

* '

' Traits sur 1' Art deVitrification et des Verres Colores,"
Ac.

—

D'Audeuart, Paris, 1825. "CyclopaEdia of Useful
Arts and ManufacturtJS/' by TomtiusoD, under the head
Glass

—

Q. Virtue. Lardner's " Cjclopaidia,'' Porcelain and
Glass Manufactura

—

L<')ujman atul Co. " Pellatt's "Curi-
osities of Glas^ MiUdnj:."—.Bojuf, flett-slrect.
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of flint plass. At tho Intoruatioiial Bxliiliition of

1851, a council medal was awarded to Mons.
Maes, of Clichy, near Paris, for tho em]iloymcnt
of ziuo in place of lead, under tho impression

that tliia mixturo would bo superior to the

ordinary one, ospoeially for tho maniifacturc

of fc'iiss for optical purposeg, it beinj?

considered that glass of zino would bo
more homogcnooua than glass of lead. It docs
not now appear that any advantafjo has arisen

from tlio use of zinc, as far as tho Jurors know,
for tlint glass. Tho want of brilliaiicy of zinc

glass is not compensated for by any special ad-
vantage it was thought to possess, although Mons.
Maes was fully entitled to an award for his

spi!cialito.

In comparing the manufactures of glass in Eng-
land and other countries, consideration must bo
had to habits, tastes, and local advantages or

disadvantages. Without in tho least degree de-

preciating the eflbrts of foreign countries in tho

manufueluro of glass, the Jurors would submit
that tho quality of tho British glass* ranks so high,

chiefly because the quality of the fuel, and the
materials genorall)', arc suiierior. Tho first

enables the mauufacturcrto use a greater propor-
tion of silica in his glass thereby producinga closer

and stronger texture of body, preventing what is

technically known as "sweating" in plate glass;

and by the second tho greatei* purity and bril-

liancy of colour in flint glass is obtained. Another
great advantage secured by the country posses-

sing fuel of the greatest power, is that in superior
qualities of glass the manufacturer is enabled to

fuse his materials in covered and larger crucibles,

entirely protected from the action of the fuel

;

and tliis is a gi'eat advantage, inasmuch as the
colour of the glass is very much deteriorated by
the carbon of the fuel passing over tho lluied

materials, the carbon absorbing oxygen, rendering
the glass of a green tint. The same cause (the

presence of carbon) prevents the use in un-
covered crucibles of the cxide of lead, except to

a small extent, the deoxidation of the metal r

suiting in the formation of metalic lead, which
by its own density falls to the bottom of the
crucible. In judging, therefore, of the compara-
tive value of the qualities of glass made by this

and other countries, allowance must bo made
for these as well as for other considerations.

Again, to the formation of glass into objects of
general utiUty or luxury, tho Jurors would re
mark, that to the habits (domestic or social) of

different nations, the progress in the maimfacture
of specially useful or ornamental articles is to be
ascribea.

Whilst, from tho more domestic habits of this

country, much progress has been made in the

production of works of every day life, om- con-

tinental friends have, fi'om their more social

habits and mode of living been engaged in the
manufacture of articles of ornament, suited to

tho drawing-room, boudoir, &c. The Jm'ors

regret that the same attention has been found
wanting in the foreign department to articles of

general use ; they must at the same time admit
the superior excellence of the foreign manufac-
turer in articles of luxury and vertu. The
Jurors would particularly notice the advance
made by tho British exhibitors in the forms of

articles for general use, which is in a great
measure to be attributed to the taste nurtured by
tho schools of design throughout tho country

;

the endeavours by many manufactm-ers to en-
courage a better appreciation of form on the
part of purchasers, and the general advance of
the public in art knowledge. Much of this, also,

is due to these National and International Exhi-
bitions, particularly to the latter, in which the
exhibitors learn from each other by competition
in the arts of peace.
The gi-eatest advance tho Jurors have

to notice is that made iu engraved glass.

In tho English department much taste is

shown in the adaptation of tho antique and other
styles of ornamentation to articles of daily
nse, and some fine specimens of high art on
tazzas, lie., are also sho^-n. The foreign depart-
ment contains some very fine specimens, par-
ticularly of figure engi-aving. It must be
admitted, that to foreign workmen this countiy
is much indebted for manipulation in this

* D Audenart states th.at the English preceded the
JTrench in the art of maldng glass with the oiide of lead.
Oela Tieat, dit-on, de ce que le combustible le plus ahon-

dant Chez eui, le charbon de terre, ic. Mais enfin ils
Yirentqu'il etait temps d'imiter nos voisins d'out-e mer, ct
dempecher rintroduction de leurs cristaui dans notio
patrie. Nous fimes done I'analyse de leurs produits et
nous reconnCUuea distinetmeut ks substances 4Ui lea con-
stituaient,"

exceedingly delicate and pleasing art, whioh
promises to take an oqnal place if not to excel that

of tho glass-cutter. Certain it is, that tho
manufacturer, by tho taste and style of tho
modern ongraveil ornamentation, is driven to the

use of finer and more classical shapes.

Under tho head of (lint glass, (he Jurors would
notice tho improvements in it for optical pur-

poses, made by Jlessrs. Chance, lirothei'S, and
Co., a member of which firm was ono of tho

Jm'ors, and Mons. Boutemps, ono of tho experts
of this class. These gentlemen, as far back as

the Exhibition of 1851, had made gi'cat progress,

having jiatcnted twenty-livo years since tho pro-

cess first discovered by Mons. Guinanil,* in

Switzerlantl. It had long been suspected that

the want of homogeneity iu flint glass, whereby
it was rendered of but comparatively Uttlo use
for optical purjjoses, was not due to any want of

chemical mixture of the materials, but solely to

the precipitation by gravitation of tho heavier
ingredients of the mixture. This had been suc-

cessfidly proved by Professor Faraday. Many
years since. Sir Humphry Davy sought to

remedy this, endeavouring, by long continued
and excessive heat, to boil tho mixtm'e, so to

speak, and thus to overcome tho want of homo-
geneity.

This, as might be conjectured, failed, and for

a very good reason, it being almost impossible
to subject tho whole body of the materials to the

same degree of heat at the same time ; by a
natural law tho portions subjected to the greater
heat are constantly replaced by those in a lower
state of caloric ; this constant interchange of
particles producing striae. They also absorbed
the alumina of the pot, and the glass became of

a gelatinous appearance. To obviate this defect
Messrs. Chance and Bontemps followed out the
experiments of Guinand, and Professor Faraday,
and by constant mechanical agitation during the
fusion of the materials, overcame tho gravitation

of tho heavier matters, and thereby a much
greater homogeneity of the mass was obtained.
This discovery has led to a much gi'eater cer-

tainty in the mauufacture of flint glass for optical

purposes, which previously was a matter of ac-

cident.

In plate glass the Jurors remark, with satisfac-

tion, the superior quality which both the British

and foreign departments continue to produce.
This is a mauufacturo almost perfected. That
there has been no retrogression is certain, although
advance now becomes very diiiicult. In the at-

tempt to improve tho colour of plate glass, the
Jurors would warn manufacturers against the use
of manganese, or other materials to whiten or de-
stroy the greenish tint of the glass ; because in

all cases in which extraneons matters are used
for the purpose, the glass so treated, after con-
tinued exposure to light and to the action of the
atmosphere, rapidly becomes discoloured, and
such productions obtain a bad character. Purity
of material, and gi'eat care in tlio chemical
atoniic ju'oportions of the matters used, should
alone guide the manufacturei- to a good and use-
ful glass. Tho Jurors would also caution the
plate-glass maker against using an excess of
alkali, which he is tempted to do to save time in
fusing. Such glass readily " sweats ;" that is,

the alliali effloresces upon the sm'face of the
glass, rendering it soon cloudy, and requiring
constant wiping. This description of glass is

unsuited to many purposes, and consequently
obtains a reduced price in tho market. The
specimens of crown glass, German sheet glass,
both white and coloured, as well as of bottles in
every variety of motal, are most creditable to
the nianufaetm'ers who exiubit them.

METEOPOLITAN BOARD OP WORKS.
The usual meeting of the Metropolitan Board of
Works was held on Fi-iday at the office in Spring-
gardens, Mr. J. Thwaites in the chair-.

THE E.MBANKMENT OF THE THAMES.

The Chairman said that ho was desirous of
suggesting to the Board tho propriety of their
turning their attention to the consideration of the
Thames Embankment. The Board would have
understood that Parliament, after much labour,
had given them the power to carry out certain
lines of deviation and minor details which might
be considered an improvement, or it might be to
adopt the scheme as a whole. It was desirable
for many reasons that the Board should come to

* "Some account of the late Mr. Guinand, of Brenets,
Neufchatel, Swltzetliuid," byS, P, deB,—Longman and Co.,
1825.

an early decision, and express its opini n on the
plan, and whetlier any modifications wh ch would
come within the line of deviation, or within tho
powers granted to tho Board, should bo made.
Until tho Board had arrived at a vote upon thi.s

question, it would be quite impossiblo for tho
engineer to put iji train tho necessary working
drawing.-! and sections, which would occupy a
period of three or four months. Therefore tho
Board would see tho necessity of early considering
this ([uestion ; and although some of tho details
might not bo satisfactory to every member
still ho believed there was no intention of
raising tho question in such a way as to render it

necessary to apply to Parliament to consider
another scheme. lie that as it might, still there
were minor details to be made, and suggestions
could be made to the engineer without the Board
having additional powers, and perhaps tho Board
might desire to have a report from tho engineer
as to the course which would be deemed the most
exjiedient. He had nothing more to say on tho
subject fm'ther than to express his desire that an
early day should be fixed to consider this im-
portant question, and he would suggest that a
special day, and not a Friday, which had its

regular business, should bo set apart for this

purpose.
The ChiefEngiueer said ho should be prepared

to present Ms report in about a week.
Mr. Newton suggested that a committee of tho

whole Board should meet to carry out the views
of the chairman.
Mr. Pew thought it would bo desirable that

they should as speedily as possible have a report
from the engineer on the scheme as laid do^vn by
the Act of Parliament, and any improvements
within the Uno 'of deviations, and he hoped a
special day would be appointed for its considera-
tion. It would involve a large expenditure, and
they, as a representative Board, were answerable
to their constituents for proper arrangements
being made, and therefore he hoped an early
day would be appointed to consider tho wholo
subject.

Mr. Robinson wished to know if the Board
would confine itself purely to carrying out the
embankment, or did they contemplate the im-
provement of buildings and streets, which would
cost a sum almost incalculable ? Was he to un-
derstand that at present the Board would confine
itself to the embankment ? Wheu that was com-
pleted he suggested that they might see what use
they could make of the adjacent laud and build-
ings.

;

The Chairman said there was at present no
motion before him, and the first question the
Board would have to detei-mine was whether
the chief engineer should be called upon to re-
port.

Mr. Hcaley said he would move "Tliat the
chief engineer should report on the scheme of
the Thames embankment to a committee of the
wholo Board."—Mr. D'Ifianger seconded the mo. •

tion.

Mr. Deputy Harrison said that there had been
a Thames Embankment Committee already ap-
pointed to consider this question, and why that
committee had not been called together he could
not understand. By former resolutions the engi-
neer was empowered to make the necessary
borings, and to obtain such information as was
requisite to enable the engineer to make Ms re-
port. Ho was deUghted to see that tho boring
works had .been going on so rapidly, and ho
hoped they would soon have a report from him.
The Chairman said these borings were neces-

sary to be made before any plan could ba '

adopted, but they were not necessary for any
preliminary report.
The Clerk then read the resolutions passed on

the subject.

The Chairman said that none of the references
'

already made touched the question he was about
to raise, for (hey must come to a decision to en-
able the engineer to prepare plans, which must
bo determined before they proceeded to any
Outlay.

Mr. Freeman regretted that they had not gone
about the work iu a dififerent mamier, by the ap-
pointment of a committee to collect information
and consider tho details, and then they would
be more competent when they came to discuss tho •

question in the Board. Had the committee re-
ceived a report from the engineer they could
have talked it over and discussed the details,
and when they had brought up their report tho
Board would have been iu a better position to
determine the question.
Mr, Richardson said thoro wore points upon
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which their solicitor had been instructed to take

the opinion of coimsel, and until that was ob-

tained anythngthey might do would be useless.

STORAGE OP PETROLEUM.

A report was brought up h-om the Streets

Committee recommending that the application of

Messrs. Timothy and Co., and Messrs. Spackman
and Co., for tlie storage of petroleum and its

products at Mellish's Wharf, Millwall, bo not

granted. Mr. CoUinson thought it was very hard

upon these persons that the hcence should be rc-

fiised without any insti'uction being given to them

in what way they could comply with the Act.

At present they were liable to a penalty of £50

a day while they were without a licence.—The
recommendation was adopted.

NATIONAL PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

Twenty-seven years ago the National Provident

Institution was established in a small office in

Nicholas-lane, London, by a few energetic men
who had witnessed the successfid working of the

Friends' Provident Institution, at Bradford. Its

success was so signal during the first seven years

of its career that in 1842 it removed its place of

business to 48, Gracechurch-street, where it has

ever since been carried on with undiminished and
undisturbed success. It could hardly, in fact,

be otherwise, for the same chairman, directors,

and officers, with few exceptions, who planted it

in its first humble abode, have lived to foster its

growth, and to witness the magnificent and un-
paralleled fruits of their industiy and ability.

If we glance from a list of its founders to that

which heads the annual report for 1861, we find

the honoured name of Samuel Hayhurst Lucas,

Esq., still inscribed as the chairman ; John Brad-
bury, John Feltham, and Robert Ingram, Esqrs.,

are still amongst tlie number of the directoi'S.

The physicians. Doctors Conquest and Hodgkin,
continue to give their advice to the pros]>erous, as

they gave it to the newly-launched, Institulion.

Mr. Joseph Marsh, the ever-active and zealous

secretary, remains at the helm where, upwards
of a quarter of a century ago, he took his placo

to direct the course of the adventurous societj^

;

and Mr. Morris, wlio made the first entry in its

books, as chief clerk, may still be seen in the
same capacity; he may look with pardonable
pride upon the list of volumes which since then
have recorded the Institution's success, and
chronicled at the same time his great contribu-

tions towards it. The services which each and
all ofthese gentlemen, as well as those who have
subsequently joined it have rendered, find their

greatest reward, doubtless, in the sight of the new
building which has been built upon their exer-

tions, and which iuitsbeauty of detail, its general
harmony, and its artistic composition is a fair

type of them.
Before, however, we describe the new building,

and thus justify our cordial admiration of it,

we will just do a similar service to the society,

and show, by a few figures, that our tribute to

the directors and officers has been equally well
based. The number of policies issued in the
first seven years of the Institution's existence

was 3,215; the total number, at present, is

bet^veen 28,000 and 29,000. The amount of
capital after the first seven years' working was
£139,806; the amount in November, 1861, was
£2,047,311 15s,, and must now be little, if any-
thing, short of the enormous .sum of £2,200,000.
The amount of income in 1843—eight years
after its found.ation—after deducting £3,095
abatement in annual premiums, was £44,219 17s.

;

the amount ofincome iu 1801, after an abatement
of £50,112, was £310,142 3s. 2d. The opera-
tions of the society—and, we add what the re-
port could scarcely say, the efficiency of its

directors and officers—is best shown, however,
by the declared surpluses. For the first seven
years it was £32,074 lis. 5d. ; for the five years
ending in 1857—six years ago, the latest made
up—the surplus was no less than £345,034 3s. lid.
These figures need no comment, even if we had
space to devote to it. We may, however, add
that the Institution is mutual, the whole profits
being the property of the assured, among whom
it is exclusively divided, there being no other
proprietary to absorb any portion of the funds.

Let us turn now to the worthy building which
Professor Kerr has reared for the Institution,
partly on the sito of the former building, and
partly upon that of two neighbouring houses in
Eastcheap, and which forms the subject of our il-

lustration. Sixteen years have passed away since
Mr. Kerr attracted the attention of the "young

architects of England," by the enthusiastic

and trenchant letters which were published in

the Builder. The same hand which defiiied archi-

tecture as the " art of the beautiful in buildings,"

now illustrates his words, and the voice which
gave new life to the Architectural Association is

now to proceed from the Professor's chair at

King's College. If we (personally) could only
silently rejoice at the achievement of the latter

•well-merited honour and deserved opportunity
for further usefulness, we can now, at all events,
publicly express our delight at the too-long-dc-
feiTed evidence of Mr. Kerr's patient and
laborious studies. Nature—so often evoked by
"Mr. Newleaffe"—has neither betrayed nor
sickened with disappointment the heart that

loved her. We are reminded of these bygone
papers by the plan of the National Provident
Institution, which reahzes a maxim dropt years
since from its architect's pen ;

—

"The requirements in a building must be made
fundamental in the arrangement of it, and there-
fore in the arrangement of the architectural de-
sign. And this has concealed in it much that

does not at first appear. It is a fault with ns
that we arrange our plans too much by inndt'J,

and too little by requirement^ as a fundamental,
and I am convinced that if the true arrangements
for the ends in view were to be carefully examined
into, there would arise a variety in general and
particular ideas of plan, map, and detail, which
would be not only valuable but surprising."

It is pleasant to turn back to these lines and
then to see their realization in the author's work.
It shows that the man of theory is the man of

practice. By its light the different beautiful ar-

rangements in the building have a peculiar inte-

rest, and give a proportionate amount of gratifi-

cation. The admirable arrangement of the difie-

rent staircases, and their surprising results, to
inst.anco only one of many features in the plan,
have an increased value when we know that they
arc founded upon old-established convictions.

The site of the building, by the absorption of
the two houses in Eastcheap, is very nearly a
square. The angle formed by the junction of

Gracechurch-sti'cct and Eastcheap is canted,
leaving a clear frontage towards cither street of
between 50 and 00 ft. At the extreme north of
the front there is an entrance for the directors to
the first floor, and for the occupants of the two
suites of chambers on the second floor. In the
centre of the general front we have the principal
entrance reached by a flight of six steps, flanked
on cither side by three Peterhead polished granite
columns. Passing through the entrance lobby
we reach the general office, 50 ft. by 49 ft. The
central portion, 15 ft. wide, is open to the public,

with the counters at each side. Eight and left

of the door are waiting and cashier's rooms. The
bookkeeper's clerks' room is at the far end on the
right hand, with the bookkeeper's room behind
it. Under the adjoining principal staircase we
find his special strong closet for books in use.

On the opposite side of the office is the chief
clerk's office, with his strong room under the
director's stairs. The principle staii-case, 15 ft.

6 in. wide, is in the centre between these offices.

The messenger's and clerks' entrance is placed
behind the principal staircase, and is entered from
the extreme end ofthe Eastcheap front. Although
these several entrances are widely apart, they all

meet most ingeniously together on the landings
of the principal stairs, thus opening a ready com-
munication, uninterrupted by the ordinary busi-

ness of the building, between the several parts of
it. There is no happier bit of planning in the
whole work than this striking portion of it. The
flooring over the ground-floor consists ofBarrett's
flooring, and it, as well as the walls over, are car-
ried by wrought-iron plate-girders, with cast-
u-on ornaments fixed in the sides,formiug a pierced
frieze. This frieze is beautifully desigued, as in-

deed are all the decorations. The columns are
of cast iron, well ornamented and well cast by
Shaw, of Cannon-street.

Passing now into the basement, we find the
whole of the walls are constructed hollow to pre-
vent any damp rising, and for the same reason
dry areas are formed on each front. The base-
ment-floor contains a strong or deed room, 38 ft.

by 18 ft. Adjoming it there is a solicitor's room;
an apartment fur loan policies, another for pro-
posals,enclosedby slatepartitions and pigeonholes,
and another for stationery, occupy one side of a
centi al area or vestibule. The opposite side is

devoted to apartments for old books and audit
accounts. A lavatory, &c., and coal-cellar are
placed in the rear. This floor also, and in fact all

the floors of the building, are constructed on
Barrett's fire-proof patent.

The whole of thp basement (with the exception
of the deed-room, which is iron) is fitted with
slate; even the tables are of this material. Each
of the pigeon-holes in the proposal room will

hold 100 papers, and altogether there is accommo-
dation for the accmnulation of the next 20 years.
The basement is 11 ft. high ; it is half out of the
gi'ouud, and the windows are all fined with iron.

We ascend the principal staircase from the
ground-floor to a vestibule 21 ft. by 19 ft. ; cross-
ing it wo enter the board-room, 27 ft. by 18 ft.

6 in., looking out on Gracechurch-street, with a
retiring-room, &c., beside it. All the enrichments
are executed in Parian cements. The board-
room ceiling is panelled and slightly tinted
pale green and violet, with a buff centre, having
stars at the corners. An enriched moulding is

coloured dark buff, but its tints rather injure
the general eflect, and needs, we think, sub-
duing.

The medical ofiicers' room adjoins the board-
room. The secretary's and waiting-room are to
the south of the vestibule, looking out on East-
cheap

; and an additional waiting-room is planned
on the opposite side. The chairman's room is at
the side of the principal staircase (at the far end
of the Eastcheap front), whilst the messenger's
and chambers' staircase are on the corresponding
side of it. The girders carrying the vestibule
ceihng are similarly ornamented to those which
we have already noticed in the office below. The
principal staircase is covered by a panelled dome,
hereafter to be stencilled.

The second floor is devoted to two suites of
offices.

The messenger has his apartments on tho
upper floor.

The roof is tipped with dormer windows ; it is

covered with the beautiful green Westmoreland
slates, and surmounted by iron crestings.
Our illustration obviates the necessity of de-

scribing the exterior of the building, i'ts well-
studied proportions, its general composition, or
its vigorous and healthy expression ; but we
woidd direct the reader's, and we hope visitor's,
attention to what cannot be more than indicated
in our view—tho extreme delicacy and charming
originality of its detail. The ornament does
not, as is too frequently the case, destroy
the eflect of the plain parts by intruding
itself prominently upon the eye of the spectator,
but is united harmoniously with it. It does not even
hide the mouldings which frame it. The scrolls
by the side of the key stones, on tho second
floor especially, are capitally managed. Not
content with making them gradually join tho
plain stone face, the architect has continued them
by a single incised Hne a few inches further on,
thus losing them in instead of on the sui-face of tho
work. The spaces between the consoles of the
cornice again project slightly forward, and ex-
hibit the full force of their enriched panels. The
soffit of tho entrance doorway is elaborately
carved, and it is surmouutod by the arms of the
Institution, with a lion and a woman as sup-
porters. A clock will till the circle shown in our
view. The spandrils to the windows on the cant
are splendid specimens of Mr. Kerr's ability iu
treating foliated ornament not only as decoration
but architecturally. The incze of the ground-floor
again is no mere transcript from old examples.
The general form is no novelty, but the spirit in
which the ornament has been carried out reminds
us once again of Mr. Kerr's early utterances—

•

"It is not that I love Greek, Itahau, or Gothic
less, but that I love Nature more."
Both thofi-onts are paved with Portland stone of

excellent (juahty. The gi-ound-floor windows are
securedbyBunnett'sii-on shutters—^too well known
and appreciated to need any foi-ther tribute to
their excellence.

It only remains for us to mention those who
have assisted to carry out Mr. Kerr's design, and
we do so readily on account of the eUicient man-
ner in which they have done the work assigned
them. Tlio builders are Messrs. Myers and Son,
of Lambeth ; Mr. AUen is the arcliitect's clerk of
the works; the carving has been done by Mr.
Ruddock ; the plastering by Mr. Tozer ; Messrs.
GrisseU have cast the girders, and Mr. Stewart
has done the decoration. Tho whole has been
carried out for Messrs. Myers and Son by their
general foreman, Mr. Sliilleto.

At the Staffordshire quarter sessions last week an
order was made ft)r eHipu\voring a committee to
expend from £23,000 to ,t J7,(I00 for the erection of
a lunatic asylum at Burutwood.
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KiUyiPTULICON,

So cnllcd from its floxihlo character, is desijyuBcl

to piipcrscdc the ordinary floor-cloth. Its chief

recoimiicmlatious are great flexihility, softness,

inipcrviousiiess to damp aud dust, prreat warmth
(o^viiig to its non-abstraction of caloric from the

ft-ei), noisclcssness, and extreme durability. Its

natural colotu' is not pleasing to the eye, but it is

cajiablc of being ornamcuted mth any design,

and with CTCiy variety of colora-, so as to resem-
ble encaustic tiles, tcssclntcd pavement, or the
best styles of floor-cloth. It is ccunposcd of cork
and india-rubber, chietly that obtained from the
Kast Indies, and tlio invention is claimed for a
Wr. Fanshawe, who made the first kamptulieon
coinjiositiou in tJie square shot tower near Water-
loo-bndge, where he ground the cork in an old
common colfee-mill. A patent was, howeverj
grunted to Klijah Galloway in 1SI3.

Kamptuliciin is manufocturcd in London by
noui,'h and Boyce, 12, Bush-lane, Cannon-street;
Trestrail and Co., 20, Walbrook ; and Taylor,
Harry, and Co., Iluggin-lano, Cheapsidc.

The buildings for the manufactui'c of kamptu-
lieon ordinarily consist of ono large room, with
several ante-rooms attached, for the i:)Urpose of
measm-ing and cuttuig, blockiug or painting,

drying and storing.

Tlic first thing that arrests a visitor's attention
is an immense quantity of cork shavings, the
refuse of cork-cutting establishments. Kamp-
tulieon has given a value to this refiise, which it

did not possess when it was ouly employed for

the pnrpose of stuffing fendoSs, &c. The cork is

first thoroughly cleansed from dirt and other
foreign substances. It is then placed in a ma-
chine, which cuts it up into very small chips

;

these are then submitted to the grinding action
of two largo millstones, worked in the ordinary
manner, until the chips are completely pulverized
and reduced to what may be called an extremely
fine cork dust. Tho ouly other substance enter-
ing into the composition of kamptulieon is india-
rubber ; a quantity of this is placed in a hollow
cylinder, in which an axle armed with strong
teeth is made to revolve rapidly, the cylinder
being heated by the admission of steam into
a surrounding box or chamber. The machine
itself is very properly termed a masticator, and in
a short time reduces tho rubber to a Idnd of
resinous pulp, having the consistency of baker's
dough. When sufficiently masticated the mass
is removed from the masticator and jilaced
upon a table, at ono end of which is a pair of
powerfid rollers. The mass is sprinkled with the
cork dust and passed between these rollers which
are like\vise heated by the admission of steam.
Each time it passes throngli the rollers an ad-
ditional quantity of cork dust is applied imtil the
mass of rubber is completely permeated with it,

\

and becomes an amalgam of rubber and cork

cept iqjon the minntest investigation, so that
although it is not found advantagcons to make it

in pieces exceeding 35 or 10 I'eet in length, and 4

or 5 ffcot in width, tho largest area could be
covered with it, and present the appearauco of

ono single piece. This is done in tlio following
manner:—'I'he two edges are brought together
witli great exactness; they aro then moistened
with a small quantity of inilia-rubber solution

;

the under surfiice of each length at tho proposed
joint is slightly coated with tho same solution,

and a narrow strip of cotton, linen, or line canvas
beinjg placed along the proposed seam, the two
edges are brought closely together. In a very
short space of time the appearance and strength
of one piece is secured. Width after width might
thus be added ad infinitum.

Another advantage of tho kamptulieon, being
so easily joined, is that a border of any design
may be attached, no matter how small or nume-
rous tho recesses of tho room or hall in which it

is proposed to lay it doivn. This is done by the
manufacture of narrow strips for borders, which
aro stamped with the required design and colors,

and jomed, as already stated, to the centre piece.

It would be impracticable to do this in the case
of ordinary floor-cloth, as the exact form of
tho area to bo covered would be first required,
and then the cloth to be painted with the re-

quired border before the pattern for the centre
was imparted to it. With this border kamptuli-
eon presents a very pretty and miiquo appear-
ance, and is well adapted for bath-rooms, haUs,
small rooms, or offices. For bath-rooms wo con-
sider it the lie plus uUra, of anytliing yet pro-
duced. Ordinary floor-cloth is objectionable, as
although it-is impervious to water so long as the
painted surface remains intact, it invariably
strikes cold to the feet, which is both unpleasant
and dangerous. WooUcn carpets, again, become
satm-ated and thus keep the atmosphere of the
room damp, and themselves soon decay by being
constantly moist. Owing to its warmth and ex-
treme durability (we have seen some that after

fourteen years' hard use bore scarcely any signs
of being worn) it is admirably suited for nurs-
eries ; the ordinary floor-cloth is too cold, and car-
peting is costly and dusty for rooms occupied by
a family of young children. For public and pri-

vate offices, assembly-rooms, churches, and cha-
pels, where both warmth and quiet are indispen-
sable, kamptulieon is an excellent, and in the
long run, a cheap material. And we can only
hope that the rising piice of india-rubber will
not stop the production of this useful artieie.

We were informed of a (tons) novel application
of kamptulieon in the Eoyal stables at Windsor,
and other places. By planking or paving the
stable with it, the stable is not only kept warm,
di'y, and clean, but the usual straw bedding can
be dispensed with, and by using it for partitions

dust ; this we mav term the kneading process, for
between the stalls, horses are less liable to injure

" -
~"

- - ' themselves by lacking against it, and inasmuch
as the noise occasioned by kicking against the
wooden partition is oVten the cause of a horse
becoming a confirmed kicker, the use of kamp-
tulieon, which is noiseless, will tend to prevent
this evil, and has been kno\vnevento em'e horses
of the habit.

the w-hole manufacture is only a repetition on a
large scale, and by means of powerful machinery,
of what is done by the pastry-cook with other
materials in tho mauufaetm'e of pufF-pastry.
When a sufficient quantity of cork is incorporated
with the rubber (and this is the delicate point in
the manufacttire) the mass is subjected to what
may be termed tho laminating process. For
this pm-pose it is taken to another table,
which is of the length and width which
Ihe piece of kamptulieon is required to as-
sume. It is then passed through' a pair of
rollei's_ (likcrt-ise heated by steam) of tho exact
width intended for the piece ; the space between
these rollers is regulated by a screw, which is of
such power that it is possible by its action to
bring to a standstill a high-pressiu'e steam-engine
of 15 horse-power. Through these rollers the
mass is passed again and again, rolled out into a
thin layer, then folded over and rolled again,
until the cork and rubber aro completely amal-
gamated, and a vast nmuber of thin layers have
been formed, all bound inseparably together by
the nature of the materials themselves. The
proper length of tho required thickness being
secured, it is taken to an adjoining apartment
and laid mth others upon a long bench or table,
where it remains several days or weeks to be-
coine thoroughly seasoned. "

If intended to re-
ceive a design, it is next removed into the painter's
room, where, by means of blocks, it is painted
according to the style intended, the paint is
allowed to dry and harden, and the kamptulieon
IS then ready for service.

In addition to those already named, kamptuli-
eon certainly possesses some verv marked advan-
tages over tho ordmaiy floor-clo'th. It can be
jomed togetlicr so neatly aa to defy detection ex-

THE WKOXETER EXCAVATIONS.
The following is a portion of the paper read by
Mr. T. Wright, M.A., before the British Associa-
tion at Cambridge, upon tho Eoman remains
found in the excavations at Wroxeter :

—

At the Oxford meeting of the British Associa-
tion a grant of money was made to assist in the
excavations on the site of the Roman city of Uri-
conium, on the borders of Wales, with a more
special view to the human remains found there
in their ethnological bearing. The results of our
researches in the cemetery have been in many
points ofview of the utmost importance, but they
have added Uttlo to our strictly ethnological
knowledge. Although a very considerable num-
ber of interments have been opened, not a single
instance has yet occurred in which a body had
been buried without cremation. We thus find
sepulchral ui-ns and other vessels in earthenware
and glass such as usually occm- under such cir-
cumstances with the ashes of tho dead, but of
com-se neither skulls nor indeed any perfect
bones of the body. Two or three coins were
found, chiefly in what had been isolated tombs,
and evidently deposited singly ivith each inter-
ment, and these coins were all of the earUer em-
perors, such as Claudius, Hadrian, and Trajan, but
in the iutermcnts in the cemetery, with ono ex-
ception only, no eoiois were foiuid, I aw inclined,

to conclude that this must bo taken as showing
us tUiit, although in tho earlier period of tho
lioman rule in f3iitaiu, tho Boinan practice of
burial was strictly adhered to in all its details,

after a while, when the armies and po))ulation
were I'eeruited almost entirely with (Jermans
and other people who were not of Italian descent,
although they still adhered to tho general
forms of the Roman customs, they omitted some
parts which were perhajis less in accordance
with prejudices or sentiments of their own. They
may perhaps among other things have not
thought it necessary, in burying their dead, to
export the current coin of tho realm, and send it

away, even in such small sums, to Hades. This,
however, is certain, that all the discoveries yet
made in the sepulchres of the inhabit.ints of
Uriconium point to ono conclusion, that the
bui-ning of the dead was practised by them to
the very latest period of tho existence ofthe city,

and apparently to tho exclusion of all other
modes of interment. This is itself a very impor-
tant fact in reference to questions which it is no
part of the present paper to bring mider discus-
siou. On this portion of the area we are explor-
ing, tho deceased wore interred with regularity
and ceremony ; but such was not the case mth
the remains of the dead which are found scat-
tered among the ruins of the city. The state of
these ruins and aU tho circumstances connected
with them, prove beyond doubt that Uriconium
was taken by some ofthe barbarians who assisted
in tearing to pieces the enfeebled body of the
Roman empire ; that a frightful massacre of the
inhabitants followed its capture ; and that the
plunderers set fire to it before they abandoned
it. The parts we have chiefly excavated formed
an extensive mass of buildings in tho middle of
the city, consisting of tho BasiUca, the Public
Baths, an enclosed market-place, and some other
adjacent buildings, and one side of the Forum.
Many of the terrified inhabitants, pursued by the
barbarians who were masters of the city, had
evidently sought refuge in these buildings, which
were full of hypocausts and other places lUtficvilt

of access, and not very likely to be explored,
even by victorious savages almost as eager of
blood as of plunder. In what appeared to be an
entrance court of the Baths one or two skeletons
of men were found, where they had evidently
been overtaken by their pursuers and slain. In
a corner of the same court, the skuU aud some
of the bones of an infant of tho age when children
are carried in the arms, was found, imder cir-

oumstances which would lead us to imagine that
its mother had been, perhaps, overtaken in a
room above, at the top of a staircase, which, now
uncovered, stiU leads down to the hypocausts,
whither she was probably flying to conceal
herself, and her child snatched from her, mnr-
dered, and tossed out through a ivindow into
the yard. In one of the hypocausts, which
had been approached fi-om the large imier court
of the Baths, three skeletons were foimd near
together, under rather curious circumstances.
They were those of an old man and two women,
who had entered by the small passage from the
inner court w^hieh admitted the slaves who at-

tended to the hyjiocausts, had crept between the
rows of pillars of the hypocaust to the farthest
side, and there the man had crouched into the cor-
ner Wilde the women appeared to have laid them-
selves down between the pillars and the wall.
The massacres were not liliely to follow them,
but their hiding-place was nevertheless an un-
safe one—much the same thing as taking refuge
in the chimney when your house is on tii-e—and
when the plunderers set fire to the buildings
these three individuals were no doubt suftbcated

.

Their remains were found in the positions ill

which they had died, and, which was not the
least interesting circmnstance connected ivith

their fate, the man, with the feelings of avarice
often characteristic of old age, had carried with
him his money in a Uttle wooden casket, and we
found it lying near liim. We thus obtained an
element of interesting evidence as to the date of
the destruction of Uriconium. A second example
of similar evideaco was met with in a workshop
opening upon the Forum, where some individual,
in his hasty flight, perhaps closely pursued, had
dropped his money in the doorway. In this in-

stance, the coins had been contained in a small
earthenware vessel, which had been broken in
the fall, and the money a little scattered. In
another hy[)oeaust, to the eastward of that con-
taining the three skeletons, another skeleton
was found, which shows that in the midst of the
terror with wliich the population of Uriconium
Tras oTcrfTlielmod in this ten-iblg moment, there
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was a general impulse to seek concealment in the

hypocausts. This last mentioned case deserves

mentioning for another reason. A friend who
was present at the discovery, wrote to inform

me that a very singular discovery had been

made, namely, that of a skeleton without a head,

and he seemed inclined to speculate on the cause

of this phenomenon, for no traces of a head could

be discovered. I happened accidently to be

able to give a simple explanation of the mystery,

for I had been reading an account of some disco-

veries at Wroxeter, which were printed in an early

volume of the Philosophical Transactions, when
a hole had been dug into one of the small rooms
with hypocausts, which I was led to beUeve was
the same which we had now opened. It was
stated as a remarkable circumstance that, among
other objects, they found a human skull, which

they no doubt took away. These excavators ap-

pear merely to have traced the wall, without un-

covering the interior, so that they did not dis-

cover the rest of the skeleton. Thus, on one

hand, the disappearance of the skull was satis-

factorily accounted for, while the two circum-

stances—the finding of the skull in the older ex-

cavation, and of the rest of the skeleton %vithout

the skull by ourselves—showed that I had been

right in my identification of the site of the two

diggings. It is also an example well calculated

to warn us from speculating too hastily on the

meaning of appearances which at first sight may
seem to us inexplicable. Other bodies, including

more than one child, were found in ditterent parts

of the ruins, and in the supposed market-place

were found the remains of six dogs, which ap-

peared also to have been massacred by the mer-

ciless invaders of the to\vn. Of these numerous
victims, the bones, and especially the skulls, were
generally so much broken and decayed that very

few of the latter could be preserved and deposited

in the Wroxeter Museum, at Shrewsbury. To
judge, however, fi-om the small number of ex-

amples which admitted of examination, they pre-

sented no peculiarities which might not be found

in any civilized to^vn, and nobody who has ex-

amined the remains of Roman Uriconium which

have been brought to hght during the last three

years irill doubt that it was a town in a high state

of civilization. The skull of the old man found

in the hypocaust is remarkably well formed. We
now come to the most remarkable, if not the

most important, part of our subject. At a cor-

ner where what is now called the Watling-

street-road turns domi to the river, and
crossed it by a ford, is a large open

field stretching on a level to the edge of

the high bank, or cUfF, which overlooks th^

Severn. In the course of trenching this

field, for the purpose of ascertaining if there

were remains of buildings under it, wo found,

not far from the turn of the Watling-street-road,

a series of regular interments of human bodies.

The ground is an orchard, planted with a few fruit

trees and covered with gi-ass. The bodies were
laid on their backs, stretched out, with the arms
extended by their sides, or, in one or two cases,

one arm bent across the body, and parallel to

each other east and west, but without any indi-

cations which would lead us to conjecture the

age to which tbey belong. Of five skulls first

taken up four were singularly and miifonnly

deformed, having an uunatui'al twist which causes
one eye to advance before the other, and gives
an obliquity to the face. I regret to say that I

have not been able to bring the skulls themselves
here, but a tolerable notion may be formed of
them from the di-awings, made b}' an artist of
Shrewsbury, which are here exhibited. Further
trenching of the groimd brought to light ten
other skulls, three of which presented the sauie
deformity, while three were not deformed, and
the other four were in too imperfect a condition
to be satisfactorily examined, though some ofthe
fragments seemed to have belonged to similarly

deformed skulls. Thus, out of eleven skulls
which could be examined, seven presented the
same remarkable deformity, with this only differ-

ence, that in one or two instances the twist
is in the contrary direction from that in the
others. There has arisen, 1 need hardly tell you,
a diflerence of opinion on the subject of these
sktiUs, whether the deformity existed before
death, or whether it has arisen from posthumous
causes

; and the question does not appear yet to
have been satisfactorily, or at all events finally,
decided. It is not my intention to enter into it

further than to state one or two facts relating to
the cirenmstances under which the skulls were
foimd which require to be attended to in the
physiological discussion. The field in which they

lay is within the edge of the town, on a height

above the i-iver, and was a probable entrance to

the town, but where I believe the river itself

was the only defence. As it struck me, at first

sight, that the deformity might have been pro-

duced artificially in infancy, by the pressure of

two boards, and as we know that some of the

barbarians, as the Huns, for example, did pro-

duce such deformity in their children, I thought
these might possibly have been the remains of

some of the attacking party who had been
slain on this spot, and who had been
buried by their companions before they left,

for it appears to have been an open place
without btiildings. But this was a mere
hasty conjecture, which I am not at all

incUned to sustain ; on the contrary, I am now
disposed to suspect that these bodies belong to

a later period than was at first supposed. The
soil in which they are interred is mixed, both
above them and below, ivith Roman debris,

which could only be the case in earth which
had been formed upon the surface of the Roman
level, and this formation would have required a
considerable period of time. At the time of the
destruction of the town, these bodies, which
were when discovered only ti'om about a foot to

18 inches deep, would have been above ground.
Moreover, there is a very suspicious proximity
to the modern churchyard, from which this field

is only separated by a roatj. At the same time,
it must be remarked that this road is the Watling-
street-road, and that it must therefore have been
older than the period at which these bodies were
interred. My fi-iend. Dr. Henry Johnson, in a very
able paper lately read before the Royal Society,
has endeavoured to show that there ai-e chemical
elements in the earth in wluch these remains lay
which might have so far affected the substance
of the bone as to render it pUable and capable
of being thus deformed after death. But sup-
posing this to be the case, we seem to want en-
tirely the mechanical cause of deformation.
They were not biuied sufficiently deep to have a
weight of earth upon them ; in fact, when buried,
their graves must have been very shallow ; no
weight of buildings or of ruins have been laid

upon them ; but, on the contrary, from the
quantity of small fibres of roots which are mixed
with the earth, I suspect that during the middle
ages it has been covered with low brushwood,
which, indeed, was generally the case with de-
serted ruins. Again, we can hardly understand
why such a cause, atl'ecting bones in this field,

should not equally atfect the skulls of the bodies
interred in the adjacentchurchyard, or why all the
deformed skulls m this field should have the same
deformity, or why the other bones of the bodj'

should not be similarly affected. The skulls of the
Roman inhabitants, which are foimtl with a great
weight of ruins upon them, have in no instance
yet observed undergone any similar deformity.
It must be added that the few skulls not deformed
which were foimd 'among these deformed skulls

in the orchard are comparatively good types
of skulls, and that one, numbered X in the draw-
ing exhibited, is well developed and finely formed.
I think it greatly to be desired, as calculated to

throw much more hght on the real history of
these skulls, that the whole of the ground siiould

be carefully explored by trenching, and it is my
intention that this shall be done.

WORCESTER DIOCES-iX ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

We are indebted to the honorary secretary of

the Worcester Diocesan Architectural Society
for a copy of its annual report, a short abstract
of which we gave in om- last. The following
parts of it will, we think, be of considerable
interest to our readers :—

St. Stephen's, B.iKBouKNE.

The ground plan of this church comprises
chancel, with vestry on the north side, nave,
north and south aisles, south porch, and tower at

the west end of the south aisle, projecting entirely

beyond the fine of the west front. The style

adopted is Early Middle-pointed, with the intro-

duction of a few foreign features, as the square
abaci and bold foliage capitals of the nave,
arcades, &c. The great height of the nave, the
loft}' chancel arch, the bold treatment of the
clerestory and arcades, together ivith the care-
fuUy-designed details, and the correctness of the
arrangements, combine to produce a remarkably
eti'ective interior. The reredos is of alabaster,
divided into five arched compartments, by
marble shafts. In the centre is a bold Greek

cross, the Evangelistic symbols being inlaid

in coloured marbles on either side. The
pulpit and font are also of the same materials.

There are handsome iron and brass altar rails,

oak sedilia and lectern, and deal seats, both in

chancel and nave. The latter, as in all Mr.
Preedy's works, are particularly convenient for

kneeling. The windows are for the most part

plain couplets, with a trefoil in the head, but the

east and west >VLndows have good tracery, the

former being filled with eflective stained glass by
the architect, "In memory," as the inscription

states, *' of Jane Lavender, who foimded this

church, and died while it was building." There
does not appear to have been any reason why the

tower shoiild not have been placed at the west
end of the nave, which seems the natural posi-

tion for it, and where it would have added to the
apparent length of the nave, which is rather

short in comparison to its height. The tower
coidd in that case have been made a fine internal

feature also, whereas it is now lost either for

effect or practical use. The addition of a spire,

as contemplated by the architect, would be a
great improvement to the external appearance of
the church, which occupies a favourable position

between two roads,

WOKKS IN THE COUXTT,

Mr. G, T. Robinson, of Leamington, has de-

signed a simple kind of building, well adapted
for temporary church or school purposes, which
can be erected for £l a sitting, and removed
from one site to another at a cost of about 2s, 6d.

a sitting. A Mission chapel of this description

has just been opened at Rowney Green, in the
parish of Alveehurch, for the accommodation of

a population of 300 people residing at a distance

of two miles from the parish church. It will

hold 125 worshippers, and is constructed of deal
boards cut out by machinery to a imiform size

(as is all the woodwork), so as to slide into

grooved iron uprights, which are fixed into alow
brick basement. It is covered with a light steep-

pitched roof, tied together by iron rods. There
is a porch on the south side, also a vestry to the
north, and a bell turret on the ridge of the roof.

The interior is lined with canvas (except the lower
part ofthe walls, which are boarded), tlie walls and
roof of the sanctuaiy being covered with paper
of an ecclesiastical pattern, while the rest of the
roof is ornamented with a stencilled device.

The internal fittings are of a simple character,

and comprise open seats, prayer-desk, lectern,

sedilia, and altar table, the latter standing on a
foot-pace, which is elevated three steps above
the general level of the floor.

With respect to the works still in progress at

the cathedral, your committee have to report
that the whole exterior eastward of the tower
is completed and brought back to what by some
is supposed to have been its original state in the
13th century, always excepting the clerestory

triplets. In the interior the important opera-

tion of re-building the south-western pier of the
north-east transept has been successfully accom-
pUshed, so that the unsightly supporting wall

north of the sanctuary is now quite useless, and
will no doubt be superseded by an open screen.

The plain spandrils between the lights of the

east window have been enriched with well-

executed scidptui'e in high relief, by Bolton,

The pews, the screens eastward and at the
back of the stalls have been removed, the choir,

aisles, and south chapel denuded of whitewash,
and the mutilated capitals made good, the efiect

being very beautiful, especially on the south side,

where the ribs of the vatdting are formed of

light and dark tinted stone alternated. The cells

of the vaulting are filled in with a red stone,

having much the appeai'ance of brick ; this was
probably never intended to be seen, but covered

with a thin coating of plaster and decorated with

colom-. Your committee trust that in any re-

arrangement of the cathedral, it will not bo
attempted to fill the choir with seats, and con-

line the congregation to that small and inade-

quate portion of the building (as has been done
at Wells, to the serious injury of the architec-

tural effect of the cathedral, and the gi-eat in-

convenience of the worsliippers) but that,

following the examples of Ely, Lichhold, and
Hereford, provision may be made for rendering

the nave available for the accommodation of the

general congregation.

The Chapter House is also undergoing tho-

rough renovation, and by the removal of the

book-cases, which tUl lately lined the interior,

the intersecting Norman arcade, with the shal-

low niches below, have been revealed to \"iew j
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and now that tlio whitewash is romoved, tho in-

toi'ior presents, perliaiiH, one ot'liic finest exam-
ples of Nomian constructional polychromy in the

kinptdoni.

St. John's chnrch, Worcester, has been consi-

dci'ablv enlnrgo<l, under tlio superintendence of

Sir. I'erkins. The old north aisle, which wa.s

very narrow, and the transept on tho same side

of the <'haiieel, have j^iven place to a very wide
aisle ill tho Middle-jjointed style, containing a

largo galleiy. In reporting to the Church Build-

ing Society on tho plans for these alterations,

yoiir committee olijectcd to tho re-erection of a
g;dlery in a church, tho body of which was filled

^vilh appropnato pews, and they see no reason
to alter their previously - expressed opinion
oil the subject. No doubt a large number of addi-
tional sittings has been gixincd, and the gallery

itself is well designed, and treated so as to be as

little offensive architecturally as possible; but in

order to accommodate it the aisle is carried upas
high, if not higher than the nave, thus destroying
the proportions of tho church, and greatly injur-

ing the eftect of the fine old tower when viewed
from the north. Tho gables are surmounted by
well - designetl crosses, and there is a good
traceried rose window at each and ; but the

attempt to obviate the unsightly appearance
caused by a gallery cutting across tho middle of

the windows by arranging the lights in two tiers,

and introducing a broad band of plain stone work
transom-ivise between them, is not very satisfac-

tory. The open seats that have been placed in

the new aisle and on the north side of the nave
are ofgood character and very commodious.

The Guesten Hall.

Ever since the establishment of this

society, tho reports of the committeo have
from time to time directed attention to the
state of the ancient Guestcn Hall of the
Cathedral Monastery, and they have now, for

the last time, to refer to it for the purpose of
recording its demolition, and of expressing—in

common with all who have the slightest appre-
ciation of, or love for, the noble works of past
ages—their deep regret at the destruction of this

interesting building—the only structure of the
kind remaining in England, perhaps the most
beautiful hall of its size and date in Europe, and
the removal ofwhich cannot be considered other-

\nse than as a national loss. As this society was
established for the express purpose of '^promo-
ting the restoration of mutilated architectural

remains within the diocese" (Rule 2), your com-
mittee consider it advisable to give a brief state-

ment of the efforts which have been made to pre-

serve the most valuable historical building within
the Cathedral city of the diocese over which the
Bociety'soperationsextend. As is generally known,
the Guestcn Hall for many years formed a part of
the old Deanery, being divided into a number of
rooms ari'anged in two storeys, except at the north
end, which was open to the roof, and used as a
brewhouse and coal hole. When the Bishop's
Palace was appropriated as a residence for the
dean, the Guesten Hall became of little practical

use, and the late Canon Digby was anxious that
it should be restored, and had an engraving made
showing the interior in its original state, in order
to draw attention to the great beauty of the build-
ing. Mr. Digby died in 1848, and nothing further
was done in the matter till the formation of the
Diocesan Architectural Society, in 1854, when a
sub-committee of that body was appointed to ex-
amine into, and report upon, the then condition
of the hall. A report, accompanied by a series
of elaborate measured drawings, prepared by Mr.
Street, was drawn up, and adopted at the annual
meeting of the society, in September, 1854. It

was also laid before the Dean and Chapter, and
subsequently published in the annual volume of
Architectural Reports and Papers. Mr. Street
considered that by the expenditure of £1,000
the hall might then be put into a good and
substantial state of repair, so that a more
complete restoration could be carried out
whenever it was required for some prac-
tical purpose. This report, however, had
no effect ; and in the spring of 1860 it was stated
that the Dean and Chapter had come to the de-
termination of taking down the old sti-ucture
without delay. Upon this being brought before
the notice of the Ecclesiological Society, Mr.
Bercsford Hope addressed a spirited letter to the
editor of the Times, protesting against the con-
templated "vandahsmat Worcester," as he tei-nied
it, which called forth memorials to the Dean and
Chapter, deprecating the demolition of the hall,
from the Society of Antiquaries (which body also

ofTcred ten guineas towards its restoration), the

Jlidland ('ountics Archicological Association,

many members of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, and others, 'i'here can be little doubt
that, had a vigorous eflbrt then been made,
ample funds for a thorough restoration might
have been obtained. But a delicacy was felt by
the members of this society with regard to taking
active steps in the matter, it being thought that

any ettbrt of this kind should emanate from those

who had the solo control over the hall. After tho

lapse of two moi'c years, the roof, which had been
much damaged by tho rain liaviug been allowed

to penetrate amongst the timbers, was given for

a new district church in St. Martin's parish, and
tho demolition of tho building commenced in

March last. A memorial praying fur the pre-

servation of the chief portion of the external walls

as a valuable example of the best period of me-
diaeval art, was at once drawn up by an energetic

citizen, Mr. Haywood ; this was signed by the
mayor and 200 of the principal inhabitants, and
transmitted to the Dean. A memorial to the

same effect was mianimously agreed to by the

Town Council, signed with the city seal, and laid

before the Dean and Chapter, but without elicit-

ing any reply, and the work of destruction W'ent

on till little more than a portion of the east wall

remained— one of the most perfect of the

exquisite windows on that side even being
taken do\vu. It is earnestly to be hoped
that what still remains will be allowed to

stand, and form a picturesque adjunct to the

cathedral, speaking more eloquently than by
words of the skill of the men of the 14th century,

who could design and carry out so beautiful a

structure, and of the want of taste, and a due
appreciation of tho works of their predecessors

on tho part of succeeding generations. It is

satisfactory to know that the magnificent timber
roof has been preserved, and that it will be
erected on the nave of a district church, near
the Shrub-hill railway station. The whole of

tho carved work is tolerably sound and capable

of being re-used. The designs for this church,

prepared by Mr. Hopkins, have been examined
and higlily approved of by your committee.
Your committee have also to lament a still

more recent loss of an ancient fragment by the

destruction of the remaining arches of old St.

Clement's church, on tho Upper Quay, probably

the oldest architectural example in the city, and
supposed by some antiquarians to be of a date

anterior to the Conquest. And this interesting

remain of one of our oldest chm-ches, which had
stood for SOO years, has been swept away because

the materials would come in useful for the

erection of some dismal rooms for the master of

an adjoining Ragged School

!

IMPROVEMENTS IN ST. JAMES'.

Op late years, happily, metropolitan improve-

ments have been so numerous that it is scarcely

surprising if some of them should escape pubhc
recognition until the advantages of the change
have unmistakeably commended themselves to

public opinion. This remark eminently applies

to the alterations recently effected in Charles-

street, St. James' -square, by the removal of the

colonnade, an obstruction which ought long ago
to have followed the fate of the one formerly in

the Regent-street quadrant, the removal of which
was so highly advantageous to the district in

many ways. Passing through Charles-street, it

is impossible to avoid noticing the impi ovement
which has been effected. We are quite aware
that in saying this much many will consider that

we are following rather the utilitarian views of

the age than justly appreciating the classic struc-

ture which Nash considered as one of his chef

d'ccurres. It \vill therefore be a satisfaction to

those who have not seen the alteration (for to

those who have there can be no fear of its failing

to commend itself) to know that the distinctive

architectui-al features have in no way been altered.

The columns have been placed back to the wall,

the architraves, mouldings, and balustrade being
made to form a narrow balcony. The residt is

that the front is shown from base to summit in

its fair and full proportions, instead of being ob-

scured by the colonnade roof, as before. We find

that the merit of the improvement is due to Mr.
Chas. Thomas, the present proprietor, late of

Jermyn-street, who has converted the entire

frontage into one large and splendid hotel, and
fitted it up mth a completeness not sur-

passed by any one of the monster hotels

recently erected. It has a private entrance for

tho use of families, leading to suites of rooms,
offering all the privacy and comfort of a West-
end mansion ; whilst tho public part contains
smoking, reading, biUiard, coffee, and dining
rooms, baths, &c., and the noticeable feature of
a first-class table d' hotc at seven o'clock. 'Die

ground floor rooms are very large, and are
specially adapted for private dinner parties, <tc.

Messrs. Lucas Brothers have carried out the
alterations. The massive columns are made r)f

ii'on, and tho architrave stones are securely
bolted together, but it was found that the roof
of tho colonnade was completely rotten, and, had
any large number of persons assembled upon it

at any one time, it must have given way.
Whether as an architectural, useful, or moral

improvement, the alteration must be commended,
and we should be glad to see the shopkeepers
on the other side of the Theatre foUow the ex-
ample which Mr. Thomas has set them.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN OXFORD.
The Oxford Chronicle of last Saturday gave a voi-y

valuable article on the improvements in that city
during the long vacation, from which we extract the
following ;

—

Houses and Shops.

'The spirit of improvement has been unusually
active during the long vacation, both in tho city and
University. Houses of modern design and construc-
tion have been erected in various directions j shop
fronts and windows of striking beauty and elegant
proportions have superseded the tasteless productions
of half a centurj' ago, while other works of an ex-
tensive and more enduring character, calculated to
increase the fame of Oxford as a city of palaces,
have either been commenced or are already in
progress. In connection with the city, we may
mention, generally, that great improvements have
been made in ho ise Imildiugs, ornamental villas of
a picturesque character springing up on the Norham
and Walton Manor.?. Messrs. Castle & Co. are
erecting a tasteful vUla for Capt. Burrows, on the
Norham Manor estate, in close proximity to that
erected by Professor Goldwin Smith. In an easterly
direction, in the district of Cowley and St. Clement's,
new buildings rise into existence as if by magic.
About a quarter of a mile on the Iffley-road, on the
Conservative Land Society's estate, Mr. J. Castle,

architect, has been the first to commence building
operations, and is constructing two charming villas

upon sites which afford magnificent views over the
Thames valley. Within a short distance, a number
of small cottages have been built on land adjoining
the estate of the Working Man's Building Society.
The contemplated erection of a new workhouse en
the Cowley-road has given an impetus to building
operations in that locality, and there is every reason
to beUeve that there will be, for years to come,
gradual additions made to this already populous
district. During the last few years the trading
portion of the community have evinced a laudable
desire to add to the beauty and attractiveness of
their business premises, and it is hardly too much
to say that Oxford, in this respect, may now vie

with many other provincial towns of a similar size.

Amongst the most prominent works of this charac-
ter which have been recently completed, may be
mentioned the handsome shop-front of Mr. Sheard,
silversmith. High-street, 'fhis front has been
executed with great taste, and the large plate-glass

windows are admirably adapted for the purpose for

which they are intended. Mr. Cowley was the
builder employed. A few yards lower doivn the

street the attention is arrested by another shop
front if possible, of a still more attractive charac-

ter, namely, that of Messrs. RodweU, hosiers. The
plate glass in these \vindows is of an extraordinary
size, and the entire fittings, which have been carried

out by Mr. Banting, are of a very superior character.

Mr. Spackman, bookseller. Queen-street, has re-

moved to a house on the opposite side of the street

,

where a handsome shop-front has been erected by
Mr. Curtis, from the designs of Mr. Fisher, archi-

tect. Mr. Sheard, grocer, High-street, has also

effected a great improvement in the external appear-

ance of his shop. The work has been done in a

satisfactory manner by Mr. Jones, builder. Aniongst
the miscellaneous improvements, the levelling of

the ground near tho boats in Christ Church meadow,
which is being carried out under the direction of

Mr. Grant, ought not to go unnoticed.

Some large additions are being made to the pre-

mises of the Union Society, which were erected a
few years ago. They consist of a wiiting-room on
the ground floor, 45 ft. 6 in. by 21 ft., and a room
above of the same size which is intended for the re-

ception of the Uhrary. Other rooms are also being

erected for the accommodation of the officers of the
society. The writing-room and Ubrary will bo
hghted by six large windows, handsomely carved.

The height to the apex of the roof is about 55 ft.

The design, which is Gothic, and in keeping with
the remainder of the building, has been prepared
by W. Wilkinson, Esq. The builder is Mr. Symm,
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of this city. The works, fllthongh in a forward

stat«, are not expected to be completed for some

time.

Eestoeatiox or St. Aldate's Ciivrch.

Considerable progress has been made in restoring

the parish church of St. Aldate, which was pre-

viously in a dilapidated condition, while the accom-

modation was scarcely commensurate with the

wants of the parishioners. The work is being

carried out by Mr. Curtis, builder, from designs

prepared by Mr. J, T. Christopher, of London.

The alterations, either completed or in contempla-

tion, consist of a considerable addition to and ex-

tension of the north and south aisles, the erection

of a porch, as well as a vestry-room, at the north-

west angle of the edifice, and tlie substitution of a

new open roof for that which now exists. The
present ponderous columns in the aisles and nave

are being taken away and replaced with others of a

very handsome character, the bases and capitals

being composed of Caen and Bath stone, and the

shafts of Aberdeen polished granite. The capitals

which are now in block, are intended to be carved.

The church will be entirely re-pewed and lieated

with hot-water apparatus. The whole of the in-

terior is, in fact, undergoing a thorough renovation,

so that in a few short months a sacred edifice more
in accordance with modern notions of architectural

beauty and convenience will occupy the site which

for upwards of a thousand years has been devoted

to the purposes of religious worship. The enlarge-

ment and reseating of the church will secure 731

sittings for adults, or 274 more than there are at

present, of which number 250 will be free. This is

exclusive of seats for 70 children in and under the

email gallery in the tower. The estimated cost of

the alterations is £2,<500, which is being raised by
the voluntary contributions of the wealthy and
benevolent. It is in contemplation to erect new
parochial schools for boys, girls, and infants, at a

cost of 1,400. Tor this purpose eight cottages in

School Yard have been purchased at a cost of i&GlO.

Eadci.iffe Intikmaiit.

Works of an extensive and important character

are being carried out at the RadcUffe Infirmary.

The new building consists of two wings, one east

the other west of the south end of the old building,

the two wings being intended to be connected by a

corridor extending across and communicating with

the present aecident ward, which will bo converted

into a dispensary when the aiTangements are com-
plete. The west wing consists of the new accident

ward, 80 ft. long, 26 ft. 6 in. wide, and about 20 ft.

high, with suitable nurses' rooms and offices. The
windows are large, and will be glazed witli thick

plate-gla.sg to preserve an even temperature in tJie

room. The venfUation is receiving particular at-

tention, and it is intended, if funds be forthcoming,

to plaster the walls and ceilings with a ccjnent that

will polish like marble, and lay the floor with oat,

tile spaces being laid under the bods. Comfort and
cleanliness will by th:se means be secured so

far as the building is concerned. This part

of the work is built of brick, and although
it is plain in its .architectural character, it

has a very satisfactory effect, being evidently a
good substantial well-built editice. The east win^'

comprises a large lofty handsome room for a waiting

hall for the out-patients, with a series of medical
officers' rooms and offices attached. The Clinical

Professor's room is at the west end of the hall, the

other rooms facing the fountain in front of the

Infirmary. The front wall of the bmlding is

executed in Bath stone, and is a very creditable

piece of work ; the other walls are generally of brick.

The fittings of these roon\s will bo of a simple

character, the main points aimed at being con-

venience of arrangement, excellence of mat<^ial and
workmanship, and fulfilling all the conditions neces-

sary for healtliful occupation. The buildings were
b 'gun in June and already the roofs arc ou, and the
work will be completed by the beginning of next

yar. We understand funds are still wanted to

finish these usefid and important works, ihc. Bruton
and Mr. Bramwell are tlie architects, and Messrs.

Joseph Castle and Co., of this city, aie the buildei-s,

CnuEcn BuiLDiNO.

At Christ Church some important works have
been commenced during the long vacation. In
August last the contractor, Mr. Symm, commenced
clearing away the old buildings facing the Broad
Walk, known as Fell's Buildings and the Chaplain's
quadrangle, preparatory to the erection of others of

an improved character, from designs prepared by
Mr. G. G. Scott, of London. The new buildings,

which will comprise suites of apartments for fifty

undergraduates, besides accommodation for the
porter, will be 3S0 ft. in length. Tlie central

tower, which will be a striking object, will be 90 ft.

high, and about 70 ft. eastward at the present en-
trance to Christ Church meadow. It will be con-
structed with recessed pointed archways, groined
roof, with shafts and carved capitals. Over the arch-
way will be an elegant Ijay window of three lights,
wish a range of trefoil-headed windows, \vitli shafts
and capitals, perforated stepped gables, with
a two-light window with pointed arches. The

two-light windows on the lower storey will have
square heads with mouldings running round.

Connected with these and above is a range of 2-light

trefoil two-headed windows, with balcony formed
with stone piers, and carved and jicrforated panels

;

above these windows there will be a range of pointed-

headed windows, with piers and shafts with carved

capitals. The staircase windows iviU be of two
lights, recessed and run from the ground floor to

the upper storey under one pointed arch. The
building, which will be of great beauty and most
imposing appearance, especially froni the meadow
fl-ont, has been designed by Mr. Thomas Newnham
Deane, areliitect, Dublin. Mr. W. C. C. Bramwell,
of this city, has been appointed the resident super-

intending architect. The contract, which is

uijwards of twenty thousand pounds, has been taken

by Mr. Symm, and the entire range will be com-
pleted in about three years.

The dining hall at Christchurch has been re-

decorated, undergoing a purifying and decorative

process of repair, which Ihas greatly improved the

appearance and added to the beauty of the hall.

The old roof has been cleaned and varnished, and
the shields and pendants picked out in rich colour

and gold. The paint has been taken ofl' the fine

old panelling which surrounded the hall, and varnish

substituted. The cornice above the panelling has

been judiciously piclted out in colours, and the hall

has now a most pleasing and cheerful appearance.

The work has been executed by Sir. Hill, decorator,

of this city. The stonework has beep cleaned and
repaired liy Mr. Nunney.
The 1-e.storation of St. Mary^s church, which has

been in progress during the last twelve months, is

fast approaching completion. At all events, the

work is so far advanced that we are now able to

judge of the general effect, and wo are quite sure
that we are only expressing the opinion of our
readers when we say that it is not only extremely
beautiful, but has been carried out in a spirit which
reflects the highest credit upon all connected with
it. The whole of the external walls have been
tiiken away and replaced with Tainton stone of a very
durable cbaractci', selected from the pits in the neigh-

bourhood of Buriord. The pinnacles and battle-

monts are entirely new, and present, on the whole,

an agreeable and striking effec-t. The carving is, for

the most part, extremely good. Tlie engine-house,

with the law school over it, formerly used as a con-
vocation house, is to be restored according to the

original design, and new glass (pluin) is about to be
placed in the chancel windows. The present un-
sightly dead wall fronting the High-street will be
removed, and a wall and pallisadiug of a more or-

namental and appropriate character put in its place.

With regard to the removal of the porch, with its

heavy twisted columns and statue of the Virgin and
infant Redeemer, which was erected by Archbishop '

Laud, no decision has yet been arrived at. The
|

matter has been held in abeyance during the long
I

vacation, but a decision up jn this vexed questiijn
i

may be re.isanably anticipated within a few weeks.
The important work of restoration has been carried

out in a highly satisfiictory manner by Mr. Gardiner,
builder, George-street, from designs prepared by
Mr. G. G. Scott.

Public Botldings.

We noticed two or three weeks since that the

Gwcrnment were erecting a new Probate Office, on
a convenient site ou the New-road, opposite the
County HaD. The building, which will be of

Gothic design, will include a residence for the
chief clerk, a fii'cproof room for the deposit of
wiUs, and other oilices of a suitable character. The
walls will be built of range stone with Bath dres-

sings. Mr. Buckeridge is the architect and Mr.
Gardiner the builder. It is not expected that the

building will be completed before August next.

At All Soul's Ci^lleg,- the west window of the
chapel, fronting Eadcliffe-square, bus been re-

modelled for the purpose of receiving the new
stained glass now to be seen in the International
Exhibition.

The erection of a new Corn Exchange, at the back
of the Town-hall, is being proceeded with rather

slowly, and there is now littlo hope of its being
completed before the ensuing spring. So far as we
can judge, however, from the present state of the
works, there is every reason to believe that the
farmers will have a building admirably adapted in

all respects to tlie purposes of a Corn Exchange.
The central hall is lofty and commodious, and tlie

corporation contemplate the erection of suitalde

offices and cellare. Mr. Seekham, the city sur-
veyor, is the architect, and Mr, Dover, the
builder.

ing winter it must have occasioned some sur-

prise to find that the interior of the building was
even more inclement than the sharp breeEc with-

out. The fact, indeed, is becoming more and
more evident that the builtliug for wliich Messrs.

Kelk and Lucas will receive so handsome a price

is but a summer-day edifice, and even less

capable of resisting the pitiless pelting of the

storm than the merest show booth. The rains

of Saturday and Sunday last were, it is true, such
as to apply au extreme test to the weather-worthi-
ness of any structure ; and considering the rapi-

dity with which this ungainly piece of architec-

ture was run up, it was not expected to behave
particularly well under very trying circumstances.

That it should prove itself so utterly unfit to

with.stand the vicissitudes of our climate as the
last few days have shown, was, however, hardly
to bo looked for after all the praise that bad been
expended on architect and builder. A great part
of tUo building was, on Tuesday last, some inches
under water, the rain having entered through
the roof in cataracts ; and, from the absence of

all proper drainage, it was only by constant

pumping tor many consecutive hours that

the water could be brought below the
level of tlie boarding; and yesterday the
teet of the vigitors to the building were only
divided by an inch or t^vo 6'om an immense
stagnant pool beneath. That tlie air mthin
the building, under these circumstances, should

have been felt so perishingly chill as com-
pared with the atmosphere without is no
longer surprising. The moral of all this is, that

those who intend to spend a few hours in the

Exhibition ere it closes should case their bodies

as for a climate many degrees north of the lati-

tude of London; and that by no manner of means
should the nation allow itself to be cajoled,

tempted, or hustled, into sanetioniug, much less

purcliasing, the continnance above ground of a
building so utterly unfit to be a receptacle

worth preaerring, be it for man, beast, or

chattel.

^>(j;il Intdligeutf.

THE IXTEEXATIOXAL EXHIBITTON.
The Sta)id'iij\J of Monday last had the following

:

—The experience of yesterday proves that the
building will not close a day two soon on the 1st

of November, 6o far as the comfort of the
visitors is concenied. The contrast between the
temperature outside the walls of the Exhibition
and that within was not a little remarkable, and
as the day was a decided warning of approach-

CoMPENS.VTlON CASE.—At Poole an arbitration

case has been held as to the compensation the

plaintiff, Mr. T. W. Conway, of Wareham, was en-
titled to for about one acre and a half of land
required by the Poole Waterworks com any for

carrying out their works. The land in question

contains a vein of valuable plastic clays, with brick

clays, and has been developed by the present owner.

His claim was £1,311, and the offer by the company
was £100. The arbitrators neglected to act within

the time prescribed by the act of Parliament, and
the question was therefore referred to the umpire,

who, after hearing evidence on both sides, awarded
to the plaintift" £475 and costs.

Land Cojipessation.—An enquiry regajding a

claim for land compensation at Plymouth, whicli

commenced on Wednesday last, was concluded on
Saturday. Mr. Drake was assessor. The residence,

Brooklapd House, and the land have been many
years in the family of Mr. Gcnnys. The property

is situate two or three miles north of Plymouth.
The amount claimed was £45,000. The Govern-
ment in the first place offered .£20,000, and was, it

is said, prepared to compromise before going to a

jury. The amount awarded was—fur the house and
gardens, £4,000 ; compensation fur suvering a

stream of water, £2,000 ; for absolute purchase

and compensation for clearance rights, £25, loi 10s.;

total, £gi,I5S103. The land aljsolutely taken is

alDOUt 98 acres. The clearance rights are exercised

over IGfi acres. Mr. Gennys ftiade a claim for in-

creased value on account of mining r<_iyalties, but it

did nit appear to have much weight with the jury.

One Plymouth areliitcut valued the building land

at £300 per acre, another at .£275.

"glftrogolitait |(iRpvol)C!iunts.

The Easi India Hovse.—Scaffold poles sur-

round the fagade of the India House, and
workmen arc busy in preparing for the safe removal

of the columns; when they shall have complet^(i

their task of demolition there will not be standing a
siun:b stone of the East India House.

TuE Si'KEET Tkaffic.—For some time past the

city authorities have been appe;iled to to take some
steps to render it less difficult for foot passengers to

cross the streets in the city where the traffic is so

great as to render crossing the roads a matter of

great difficulty, and even danger. On Tuesday, at

the meeting of the Com-t of Common Sewers, Mr.
Deputy Lott moved, " That it be referred to the

general purposes cominittec, to consider the practi-

cability of constructing ii"on bridges over certain

portions of the streets, whereby foot passengers can

cross them without danger, delay, or difficulty."
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Mr. Deputy Elliott soconded the raotioij, wliicli

was 8'ipportcd by Mr. Deputy Hiirrisoa aud Mr. J.

Younp. Tlu' motion was agreed to.

Sale or Docrous' Commons.—The CoUocro of

Advocates, or, iis it is soimitiuies railed, the College

of Doetor-s of Laws, ii building conueeted with

which there are so many old ecolosi.istical traditions,

is to be disposed of by public auction on Friday,

November 14. The contemnlated new street from
Blaclvfriars-bridge to the Mansion-houao will run
ilirough the garden (tf the college, so that it is pos-

sible tliat some portions of the venerable structure

may undergo the degradation of being converted

into shops.
—

6as aiit) Miitn |utclliijfiitf.

PLVHorrii.—Tho inluibitants (tf Plynioutli as-

sembK'ti at a public moot.iu4f willed by the mayor,
on Thursday work, ;\lmost uiiauiinously condoiiiiioJ

tliG proposed expenditure of £20,000 upon tho im-
provement of the water supply of that town.
York.—Inconsequeucoof a disayroement between

the Yoi"k City Council and tho Gas Company, the

former propose to oreut new gas works fur lighting

the puhlio lamps. Tho question, however, has not,

as yet, boon iiually decided.

f iinitiini Miittfvs

CocKERMOUTii.—A movement which took place

some weelvsago for introducing the Health of Towns
Act in Cockernioutli ended in the withdrawal of the
demand for a poll, but the promoters of that move-
mont are, it seems, still desirous of finding some
moans for bettering the sanitary condition of the

town. The board of guardians arc in some degree
invested with sanitary powers, aud Jlr. Horace
AVyudham gave notice at tho last meeting of the
board, that on the next meeting he should move
the following resolution :

—" That a committee of
tho Board of Guardians be formed, to be the local

authority for the township of Cockermouth, and to

carry out tho provisions of the Nuisance Removal
Act, 1S55, the Diseases Prevention Act, 1S55, of
the 23rd and 2-Uh Victoria, amending them."
The Sewage Question.—A correspondent of a

daily contemporary says ;
— '' Let a sewer be con-

structed froju any large tovvn to a series of pools,
of peculiar construction, situated on the various
landed estates tlirough which it might pass, and
be connected with them by means of fljod-gates.
These pools should be deep at the entrance end, and
grow shallower to an overliow at the other end ; a
plan which would be attended with the three after-

mentioned advantages : it would materially facili-

tate the process of subsidence ; it would enable the
water, when relieved of its solid contents, to ilow
readily away into the sewer again, aud it would
prove of gi'eat conveniimce in di-aiuing and empty-
ing the pools when filled. It would further be ne-
cessary to build a wall about two yards from the em-
bankment, to aet as a breakwater, and under which
the sewage should be made to seek its way into the
pool. Corks, and all other light bodies, not useful
for manurial purposes, would be intercepted in the
dam formed by the wall ; the rest of the deposit
would pass into the pool, and assort itself accord-
ing to its specific gravity, the coarsest and heaviest
portions sinking at the deep end, aud the lighter
substances floating away to another and distant
part of the pool. The size of these pools should be
according to the requirements of the farmers on
whose lands they are situated, and might be filled

as often as occasion required, unless the demand
eseeeded the supply, in which case each pool would
have to be filled in turn throughout the length of
the sewer. When a pool has received its full
amount of solid matter, a drain-gate, placed at the
deep end, must be opened to allow the subsidence
to drain and dry, ready to be du^f out and removed
by tramway to the lands for wliich it is required.
These pools would be attended with charges, to bo
borne by those who made use of them."
JlETBOPOLrTAN WATERS IN SepTE.MBEE, 1862.—

The waters used in the metropolis fjr domestic
purposes, according to the analysis of Dr. Robert
Dundas Thomson, F.R.S., approach the composi-
tion which they exhibited last month. Some of the
Thames waters contain rather more organic matter
than in the previous month. For the sake of com-
parison the constitution of a well at Brighton is

given, containing a large amount of organic im-
pui-ity. In the Kent Company's water tho small
amount of organic matter was oxidized aad there-
fore innocuous.

Cb^uvtir, (Lliapfl, ^M, m aM

CHUBCHES
BiBMiNGHAM.—The new "school church" at

Perry Barr, Birmiuifham, was opened on Wednes-
day week. Jlr. Thompson Pleyius supplied tho
plaps, aud Mr, Briggs, (b9tii of Biiuungham) wa^

tho builder. According to a local paper, the stylo

of tho building is Geometric Gothic, of the Deco-
rated period. The plan comprises a principal room,
intended to be used as a day and Sunday school,

and a j^laee of worship on Sundays and Wednes-
days. The dimensions of this room are 40 feet by
20 feet, with a plain open roof of staininl and
polished wood. It is fi ted up with writing desks
and 8i>ats in poli^hetl and stained deal, aulI is lighted

witli gis for ni'.rbt schoole. There ar<> two transepts,

whii'h will be usvrd as class rooms. 111 feet square, a
small cloak room, and porches. The elevation, at

the junction of the Aldridge and Perry Barr roads,

presents an entrance porch, and a gable pierced
witli two windows of one light each, and alst^ a neat
rose window of six lights. The side views show the

large windows in tho transepts and the smaller

lights in the sehocd church. Tho north gable dis-

plays a handsome three-light window, surmounted
by a trefoil light, and having tho apex of tho coping
finished with a neat cross. The princijial feature of

the main building is a bell turret rising from the

ridge. It is well-proportioned, surmouuti-d by au
elegant iiietal cross, and adds much to the beauty
of the building. The site of the building is situated

very low, a nd the architect has sho^vn considerable

skill in combating this tliflieulty. The building is

so raised as to allow of th'_' area below being used as

a recreation ground f.jr the children, of whom tho
premises are calculated to accommodate 200. The
materials used are red bricks, with stone dressings,

and the roof is of slate, arranged in banils of purple
and green. The total cost of the building amounts
to a little over £801), in addition to which there is

an additional sum of about £200 for heating and
lighting apparatus, fittings, &c.
Clapham-road. — The United Presbyterian

church is nearly completed, and in a few weeks will

be open for service. The foundation-stone was lail

on the 13th February last, by Mr. Henderson, of

Park, Glasgow. It is a modified classic church, with
a frontage of between 70 and 80 feet. It has a hex-
astyle Corinthian portico and pediment some 60 ft.

high. The capitals, modillions, &e., are carved to

ri>present olive leaves. The greater part of tho
stones used in the building are of a colossal descrip-

tion. The blocks for the capitals, when placed in

the carver's hands, measured, we are told, 130 cubic
feet. The w^orks have been carried out in the most
satisfactory manner by all engaged on them. The
architects are Messrs. Habershon and Pile ; the
builders are Messrs. Jackson and Shaw ; the carver
is Mr. Thomas Colley, and the Clerk of the Works
Mr. Evans.
Bradford.-—St. Thonia's church, situated near

Gropijor-lane, West-gate, and the fifth of the ten
churches to be built in Braiiford in five years, was
consecrated on Wednesday week, by the Lord Bishop
of Ripon. The style of architecture is Middle Do -

corated, and the church will afford accommodation
for about 700 worshippers. The cost of the church
and the enclosure is about £2,S0l). Messrs. Lock-
wood, Mawson, and Mawson, of Bradford and
Leeds, are the architects. Four churches have been
pre\iously consecrated, viz., St. Phillip's, Girliug-

ton; St. Stephen's, Bowling Old-lane ; St. Mary's,
Laister Dyke j and St. Luke's, Brooujfields. Ano-
ther handsome church, "All Saints, at a cost of

£10,000, or £12,000, is being erected at Little

Horton, and is to be one of the ten. Tbe cntii'e

cost, with' tho site, will be defrayed hy Mr. F. S.

Powel, of Horton Old Hall.

Edingbuegu.—The works in connection with
the College church have, it appears, been again re-

sumed. The style of the building will be Gothic.
The seats and flooring are being lifted, and an
excavation of rubbish is taking place to allow the
new seatiugto be placed, as well as the heating and
ventilating apparatus.
Newcastle.—AStoT a thorough cleansing, and

the addition of new stained glass windows, the
Church of St. Nicholas, Newcastle, was re-opened
on Sunday last.

Haiton Wall.-—A new Italian chiircb, on a
grand scale, is in course of erection in Hatton Wall,
the site has cost £7,U00. The church is dedicated
to St. Peter, and is expected to be ready for con-
secration in the spring of next year.
Salisbury Cathedbal.—The Ecclesiastical Com-

missioners for England having voted £10,000 to be
expended in effecting such structural repairs and
improvementsin Salisbury Cathedral as have become
necessary by reasons of its great antiquity, and of
the want of due reparation in times past, the dean
aud chapter intend to proceed with the works, under
the direction of Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, who has made
a careful survey of the building, aud particularly of
the tower, and prepared plans and specifications of
the extensive works, chiefly external, proposed to be
done.

chapels.

WuiTBY.—The Roman Catholics of Whitby,
Yorkshire, are making an effort towards the erec-
tion of a new ehapi-I, theii' present one being too
small. They already posses a very fine site, and
the erection of a handsome chiu:ch upon it has been
determined upon.

SpiLSBY.—A new Wcsleyan chapel was opened on
thQ 7tli lost, at Spilsby, Liiicohi^hire. The chapel

is 42 ft, 6 in. by 30 ft., and 18 ft. high. Tha seats

are in tho amphitheatro style. Mr. G. Smitli, of
Spilsby, was the architect, and Mr. Gill, of KeaJ,
the builder.

Paris.—A now Wesleyan chapel, in the RuJ
Jloquepiao, Paris, has just been opened.

Ai.vKciiUBCii.—A Mission chapel has lately been
opened at Roivney Green. It was erected from the
desiifn of Mr. G. P. Robinson, of Leamington,
architect to tho Church Extension Society at
Coventry, and cost £12.').

Washington.—A new Wesleyan chapel was
opened at Washington, Nowoastle-on-Tyne, on
Thursday week.
Hexham.—A new chapel for tho United Free

Methodists was opened at IJexham on Tuesday
last.

SCHOOLS.

Nottingham.—.V now School of Art is about to
be erected in Nottingham, upon a plot of land ad-
joining tho Arboretum, and which has been pre-
SJ'uted to the school committee by the corporation.
The new school will contain drawing and painting
rooms for male and female students, model-room,
library, private rooms for head master, residence
for porter, &o. On the first floor there will be an
exhil)ition room, 76 ft. long by 30 ft. wide, top
lighted. Mr. F. BakewoU, arcliitect, of Thiu-laud-
street, Nottingham, prepared the necessary plans.

Reuruth.—On Monday week, a new Infant
school waa oponed at Redruth. The building has
been erected at the solo cost of Mr. Robartes,
M.P.
Liverpool.—On Monday week, now Wesleyan

schools were inaugurated in Prince Edwin-street,
Liverpool. This building, \vith the site, has cost
about £4,400. Mr. C. O. Ellison was the architect,

and Messrs. Nicholson and Ayre the builders.
High .MOOR.—On Wednesday week a new school

was opened for the district of Highmoor, Oxford.
The building was commenced at the close of last

May, by Mr. R. Scott, of Henley, under the sujoer-

intendence of Mr. Hews, surveyor, who gave his
services gratuiteusly.
Wabghave.—The new schools at Wargrave were

opened on Thursday, the 16th iust., by the Bishop
of Oxford. This building has been erected for the
accommodation of tbe children of Piggott's charity
school and the children of the national school. The
four sides of the structure are to some extent or-
namental, rendered necessary by the open aud
elevated position upon which it stands, aud it is

altogether a very neat and elegant building, and
can be seen at an immense distance from various
parts of the country. The length of frontage is

upwards of 100 ft., and the wings stand 10 ft. for-

ward from the centre portion. Tho right wing
consists of a large class-room, and a Board-room.
The infant school, .20 ft. by 18 ft., is in the left

wing ; and the master's house, which is commodious,
witii sitting-room, kitchen, and three bed-rooms on
the first floor, is at the back. In tho centre of tho
building is a spacious lofty apartment, 7^ ft. long,
and whi'jh can be partitioned off for boys' and girls'

classes. A turret rises from the central roof. Tiie
body of the building is built vritii flint and white
stone. The architect was Mr. Ferry, of Loudon

;

and the builder, Mr. Owthwaite, of Henley. The
estimated cost of the schools is £2,050.
Winchester.—The Winchester Diocesan Train-

ing School was opened on Monday week. J . Colson,
Esq., of Winchester, was the architect, and Mr.
Watts, of Southampton, w-as the contractor, but
having become a bankrupt, Mr. G. Brinton, of
Southampton, fulfilled the contract. The walls are
of Purbeck ashlar, set in cement, with dressings of
Bath stone, tbe roof e ivered with gray and red
tiles. A small tower, with the g.ables and eliimneys,
the former crowned with gilded vanes, break up the
mass of the building into a pleasing variety, and
produce an agreeable sky outline. Near the site of
this school it is determined to erect the buildings of
the now County Hospital. The grounds, which are
as yet only partially laid out, comprise an area of
about five acres, 'riie College has accommodation
for fifty-six students, and residences for tbe prin-
cipal, vice-principal, and matron. The apartments
of the principal comprise a hall, three sitting-rooms,
six bed-rooms, two dressing-rooms, kitchen, and
other suitable oflices. The vice-principal has a
sitting-room and bed-room, and the matron is also
provided with similar rooms, and ample store-rooms.
The students have a large sitting-room, a iliuing-

rooni, 41 ft. by 22 ft., two class-rooms, 25 ft. by 22 ft.,

and a locturo-hall, 45 ft. by 22 ft., all 14 ft. high,
with good provision for warming and ventilation.

The dormitories on the first floor are very lofty,

and, in great measure, private to each student.

There are close partitions at each side, but all are
open over the entrance, in order to allow complete
ventilation from the dormer windows of the rocf
Over tho central passage. There arc also bedrooms
for servants, a large lavatory, aud stores, oflices and
cellars in the basement. The erection of a chapel
for tho students, involring an outlay of about £700,
has been indefinitely deferred for want of th;!

necessary funds.

Glasgow.—The Collegiate School, Glasgow, has
been recently imiwoved. A class room, -JC ft, Icng
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and 20 ft. broad, lias been erected on each side of

the gymnasium.
. » , „ ^ „,

.

ToNBKiDGE.—The Worshipful Company of Skin-

ners have determined to substitute for the present

school of the New College, Tonbridge, a new and

improved building, besides making an addition to

the master's house, and erecting new stables and a

laundry. The tenders for these works wUl be

found in another column of our journal of to-day,

from which it ivill be seen that Mr. Funnett's

tender was accepted. The style of the new biulding

will be Gothic. The new college will rise up just

eluded to call the attention of the authorities to the

subject, in the hope that some step would be taken
to abate so great a nuisance.

roUNDiTION STONES.

Lower Crujipstall.—On Saturday the Lord
Bishop of Manchester laid the foundation-stone

of a new church to be erected at Lower Crumpstall.

The church will measure 102 feet in extreme length,

the nave being "6 feet by .34 feet, and the chancel

26 feet by IS feet. It will be open pewed, and will

accommodate 450 persons. It is to be of stone, with

a wooden belfry of perforated work, and will be in

of a statue to the astronomer, Kepler, at Magstadt,

in Wurtemburg.

at the back of the present, and with the chapel as
; jj^^ Decorated "style'of architecture." The east win-

it now stands on the one side, !ind the masters ^^^ of thi-ee Ughts, and the west ivindow of four
house on the other, a quadrangle wiUbe formed

Ugjjtg^ are intended to be of a large size, and the
and the open space will be planted with tlowers and tj^cery will be vai'ied in these windows and in those
shrubs. The old buildings ivill not be pulled down

]
j^^ ^^^ (,^^3. Tjig roof mil be open timbered. The

until the new one is erected, which is expected to
^j^g ^f ^^^ church and parsonage measures 4,500

be some fifteen months hence. Ihe quantities
, ^re yards. The building of the church will cost

were suppUed by Mr. Roberts, Cannon-street, Lity,
, ^^^^^ £2,800. Mr. G. Shaw, of St. Chad's, Saddle-

worth, is the architect and hu'-Idec.surveyor. The architect is Mr. Burnell, 32, Bed-

ford-row, London.
Islington.—The new Boys' and Girls' National

Schools for the district parish of St. Paul's, Isling-

ton, are now complete, and were inaugurated yes-

terday (Thursday). They comprise, on the ground
„^^ „^„„„„ „^„,.^^„.^.^,„

floor, a school for ISO boys, with large class-room, I nearlTSTsOO foVboth
entrance lobby, and hat-room, separate entrance 1 - - -

'-

and staircase to the girls' school, and the necessary

offices. There is, on the upper floor, a girls' school

for 120 children, ivith open roof ceiled over rafters,

also a large class-room, and bonnet-room. The
schools are built of yellow stock bricks, with red

and black brick quoins and arches to the windows
and doors. The windows are all Gothic-headed

;

those to the girls' school are carried up above the

eaves of the roof into small gables, which break the

monotonous line of roof. The main gable in Cross-

street is terminated by a chimney turret, supported

on a stone column with carved cap and corbel. A
bell turret is carried up over the bo^-s' class-room.

The buildings standing at the angle of Cross

and Dorset streets, are of a commanding character,

and form a prominent feature in the neighbourhood.

The works have been executed by Messrs. Hill and
Son, of Charlton-place, IsUngton, under the super-

intendence of the arcliitects, Messrs. H. and J. D.
Matthews, of Cloak-lane, city.

ftnincti (SIsss.

Edinburgh.—Of the ten fine niullioned windows
lately constructed in the College church, Edin-

burgh, the eastmost five are to be fitted with stained

glass windows i,i mcmoriam.
Glasgow.—Since our notice last wouk of the

stained glass windows in Glasgow cathedral, another

window has just been added to those in the choir,

the gift of Mr. Campbell, of Blythswood. Mr.
George Fortner, of Munich, was the artist. The
window, like the others in the choir—with one ex-

ception—is a triplet. In the centre light an angel,

hovering on expanded wings, fills the upper part,

and beai-s the text, " Suffer little childrt^n to come
unto me ;" beneath, a beautifully-designed group
represents a Cliristian family, the parents of which
have endeavoured to answer the gracious invitation.

Barrow-ix-Furness.—The foundation-stone of a
j

and have brought up their children to love the

new chap'^l about to be erected in this town was laid
j

Saviour. The background contains a view of the

on the 3rd inst., by E. B. Dawson,Esq., of Lancaster, cathedral—that is, the usual architectural back-

The new chapel will accommodate oUO persons, and
j

ground is, in this case, made up of the east end of

the schools between 300 and 400 children, at a cost of
|

the cathi*dral. In the other lights of the window,
The buildiuo-wlU be in the

BUILDINGS.
I

Lochgilphead.—The Board of Lunacy for the

district of Argyle have commenced the building of a

lunatic asylum at Lochgilphead. The original esti-

mate of the buildiug was upwards of £:iO,000, but

it was much reduced, and the orignal plans modified.

Considerable progi-ess has already been made in the

works, and they are now all roofed in. The asylum
is two storeys in height, and has a frontage of up-

wards of 2,000 feet. Each patient has about 280

cubic feet of spa(,"e. Inclusive of the infirmary day-

rooms each patient has a space of upwards of300
cubic feet. The dormitories and infirmary are very

excellently constructed. There are upwards of 100

apartments in the building. The medical superin-

tendent's house is detached.
Chatham.—It is said that the authorities at the

War Department have entered into a contract with

Mr. Stump, the Government contractor, for the

erection of a hospital at Chatham, for the reception

of the sick wives and children of the troops of the
garrison.
South Shields.—New offices for the publishing

of the Noyfh and f<nufh Shields Gazette have just

been completed in South Shields. The works have
been executed by Messrs. Scott and Suddards, of
South Shields, under the superintendence of Mr.
Stableford, as clerk of works, and from the designs

of Messrs. Cami^bell Douglas and John J. Steven-

son, architects, of Glasgow.

Manchester.—At the Salford Hundred Quarter
Sessions on Monday last the Manchester Assize
Courts Committee reported that during the past

half year rapid and satisfactory progress liad been
made in the construction of various works. The
judge's lodgings were almost completed ; some
portions of glazing and laying of tiled floors only
remained unfinished. Of the main structure, the
roofs of the principal courts and parts of the front

building were fixed and slated, and the remainder,
it was expected, would be covered in before Christ-

mas. The tower was erected to the height of 90 ft.

aibove the street level, and instructions had been
given to the engineer to proceed at once with the

fixing of the warming apparatus in such portions

of the building as are nearest completion. During
the last three weeks the progress of the works had
been retarded by a strike amongst the masons in the
district, on a point not connected with the Assize

Courts ; but the Committee were happy to state

that active measures had been taken to procure a

fresh staff to supersede the men on strike, and that

the efforts of the contractor were likely to prove
successful. The committee regretted to state that
the buildings were much disfigured, and to some
extent injured by the dense volumes of smoke
emitted from some of the chimneys in the neighbour-
hood. Symptoms of decay in the stone, which were
clearly traceable to this cause, might already be
detected, and the committee had, therefore, con-

Gothic style, from the plans of Messrs. Poulton and
Woodman, of Reading, architects; Mr. Gradwell,

of Barrow, is the contractor.

Newmarket.—On the 9th inst. the foundation-
stone of a new congregational chapel at Newmarket
was laid by Jolin Crossley, Esq., Mayor of HaHfax.
This chapel will be built on the site of King Charles

the Second's old palace in that town.
Worksop.—On the 16th inst. the foundation-

stone of a new Wesleyan chapel was laid at Worksop.
The edifice will be in the Gothic style, and is to ac-

commodate 800 persons. Mr. John Duke, of Shef-

field, is the builder, and Messrs. Wilson and Cross-
land, of Sheffield, the architects. The contract is

at £1,900.
TuNSTALL.—The foundation-stone of a chapel for

the use of members of the United Methodist Free
Church, was laid on Monday week by Mr. J. Slatter,

of Woodford Hall, Cheshire. The site of the new
chapel is in Bark-street, Tunstall, and the chief

materials of the building will be red and blue brick.

The interior of the chapel, which will be over a
basement storey, comprising a school room, will be
of amphitheatre form, and vdW seat 350 persons.

The cost of the erection is estimated at £450, the
architect being Mr. H. Dain, of Burslem, and the
contractor Mr. Beech, of Tunstall.
Jackfield.—The first stone of the new memorial

church at Jackfield, near Birmingham, was laid on
Thursday week. This church will be budt in

memory of George Pritchard, Esq., of Broseley,

RESTORATIONS.

St. Bartholomew's, London.—Workmen are

at present busily engaged in the restoration of the

church of St. B;irtholomew-the-Less, which is situ-

ated within the precincts of St. Bartholomew's Hos-

pital. Already have the old wooden window-frames
been removed, and their places supplied by mullioned

windows of elegant design. With the exception of

necessary repairs the outside of the building is not

to be further interfered ^vith, but the interi'^r of it

is undergoing a perfect renovation, every portion of

which is in perfect keeping with the architecture of

the structure.

NoRTHFLEET.—The chanccl of the fine old parish

church of Northfleet is being restored, under the

superintendence of Mr. E. W. Goodwin, F.S.A., the

architect. The church of St. Botolph, Northfleet,

is said to be one of the finest in Kent, the chancel

measuring 50 ft. by 22^ feet. It possesses one of the

architectural rarities of England—a fourteenth-

century rood screen. Many of the old encaustic

tiles of the same age as the chancel itself still exist.

The estimated cost of the proposed restoration'will

be about £500 or £600. If suffici^mt funds be ob-

tained, a stained glass window will be placed at the

east end, which wall be erected as a memorial to the

late Prince Consort.

Calcutta.—Mr. Foley has received a commission
to execute an equestrian statue of Lord Canning,

for the City of Calcutta, where already his " Lord
Hardinge " is placed.

Irela.nd.—The Royal College of Surgeons in

Ireland have just received a marble bust of the late

Prince Consort from the studio of the eminent
sculptor, JL-. Theed. The likeness is an exact

counterpart of the last bust of his Royal Highness,

now in the possession of Her Majesty, and by the

same artist. Her Majesty having permitted the

college to obtain a copy of it.

ScoTLAXD.—A monument has just been erected

in the churchyard of Inveresh, to the memory of

tile late Rev; A. B. Schlanders. It was designed by
Mr. R. W. Robertson, and consists of an obelisk

85 feet high, placed on a pedestal 8 feet. On the

under part of the obelisk is sculptured in full relief

a pigeon on the ^ving, rising from an open bible.

Germany.—A sum is being raised for the erection

with the intention of expressing the universaUty of

the Saviour's iuritation, a negro mother presents

her children, looking up beseechingly, and a red
Indian woman leans over her boy, and, pointing to

the Fetish in his hand, seems to say that this must
be abandoned for another and purer faith. The
choir is now nearly complete ; one more triplet only

remains to be filled, beside the couplet behind the

tomb.
Newcastle.—Two memorial stained glas3_ win-

dows have just been completed by Mr. W. Wailes,

in the church of St. Nicholas, Newcastle. The
windows are placed in the chanccl at the south-east

angle, one facing the south and the other the east.

The mullions and tracery of the windows were re-

newed before placing the stained glass in them.
The stone work has been done by Mr. James Pat-

terson, Neville-street, Newcastle. The east window
is immediately to the south of the large east window
erected last year to the memory of the late Dr.

Ions. It consists of five lights or compartments,
which are occupied by a striking picture of the As-
cension of our Sariour from Mount Olivet. The
figure of our Lord occupies the centre light, the

adjoining Hghts on each side being filled by figures of

ascending angels in the act of praise and adoration.

In the foreground of the mount the eleven Apostles

are represented in various life-like attitudes. Each
light is surmounted by grjrgeously-coloured and
elaborately-designed architectural canopy work, the

design in the three centre hghts having been carried

up into the tracery of the mndow so as to give an
idea of greater space above the ascending figures.

The draperies are ofthe richest colours, and orna-

mented with gems and fringe of striking design. In
niches of the canopy work angels are represented

bearing scrolls, with the text
—"Inmy Father's house

are many mansions; if it were not so I would have

told you. I go to prepare a place for you, and if I

go and prepare a place for you I ^vill come again and
take you unto myself, that where I am there you
may be also." At the base of the window is the

following inscription :

—" This window is erected

to the memory of James Dale, Esq., of Newcastle,

who died on the 31st of December, 181)1, aged 52

years." The south window is dirided into four

compartments, and the design with which it_ is

filled is Christ Blessing littleChildren, being in-

tended as a memorial to the four deceased children

of the late Mr. Dale. Under the principal subjects

are panels mth canopies containing angels bearing

scrolls with the words " Suffer Uttle children to

come unto me and forbid them not," &c. Above
the principal figures are rich canopies containing

angels in niches with harps. The tracery of the

windows is filled with ornamental foliage surround,

ing the crest, and monograms ofthe deceased gentle-

man. Upon a broad belt immediately underneath

the principal group is the following inscription :

—

" Erected by James Dale, Esq., of Newcastle, in

affectionate remembrance of his beloved children,

Anne Elizabeth, John Hall, Jane Sibella, and Jessie

Malcolm."

New Oegans.—On Sunday week a new organ,

by Messrs. Bevington and Sons, of Soho, was

opened at the parish church of Burwell, Cam-
bridgeshire.—The old organ in the church of St.

Mary, Truro, was re-opened for use last Sunday.

This organ has been undergoing extensive repairs

under the superintendence of Messrs. Hamlin and

Son, Brook-street, Euston-road.

Italian RAawAVS.—The following is an enu-

meration of the extensive network of railways in

Italy conceded to M. BListoggi :— 1. A grand line

starting from Ancona, skirting the Adriatic and

serving Pescara, Ternioli, Foggia, Barietta, Bari,

Brindisi, and Lecca, mth a branch from Bari to

Taranto, on the Ionian Sea, which together will

form aji extent of 750 kilometres, or -iSS English
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milo?. '2. A brnnoh lino from Fop:ffia, piifieini? from
AiBcoli, CiiiH.i, jiii'l Kl)oli, 113 fur as Salcrnc), whore
it joiu3 the lino iilrcady constructotl to Naplos.

Length abont 181 kilometres, or 11 ;i miles. 3. A
braneh line starting from Ceprano (where it meets
the line already oouatrueteil tVoni Uomc to Naples)
by Sora, Celano, Sulmona, ami I'opuli to Pescara,

about 231 kilometres, or 14o miles, -t. A branch
of 28 kilometres, or I7i miles from Voghera to

Pavia. 5. Anotlior branch of 167 kilometres,

or lO-l miles from Pavia to Brescia, passing by Cre-
mona, As to this branch, however, the Lombard
and the Central of Italy Company claim a right of
preference by reason of a previous concession. The
extent of the linos to bo constructed is 1,357 kilo-

metres, or about S18 miles.

LABoriiEKS* Dwellings.—At the meeting of the
Court of Common Council, on Thursday week, Mr.
Sydney Watorlow gave notice of his intention to

move at the next Court—That it be referred to the
Improvement Committee to report to the Court the
present state of the Finsbury Estate Surplus Fund,
viz., £-t2,4r)l) odd, Reduced Three per Cents., which
by a resolution of the Court in October, 1851, was
directed to be applied to the purpose of providing
improved lodging-houses for the labouring poor,

and whether t no same was still available for that

purpose. That the committee should also inquire
and report to the Court the extent to which the
homes of the industrial poor in the city of London
and its immediate vicinity bad been and might be
destroyed by the various schemes for metropolitan
improvements already sanctioned, and whether, in
their opinion, it would be proper to appropriate any
and what portion of the above sum to assist the la-

bouring classes engaged in the city in obtaining
healthy separate homes, ^vithout over-taxing their

means, and without compromising their independent
position as working men.
DlSTRIBUTIOX OF PrIZES FOR WORKS OF DeCO-

RATivE Art at Painters' Hall, City.—TheWor-
gbipful Company of Painters of the City of London,
who are accustomed to hold an annual exhibition of
works of decorative art at their haU, Queenhithe,
and who this year postponed their exhibition on ac-
count of the International Exhibition at Kensing-
ton, lately deputed some of their members to act as
judges, wi h two gentlemen not of the company, to
select the most meritorious works of decorative art
for rewards, one of the most stringent conditions,
and a very admirable one, being that the real artists

or workmen, and not the firms by which tliey are
employed, should be the persons alone eligible for
the award. The distribution of prizes took place
on Saturday last at the halJ, the master (3Ir. J.

Comfort) performing the ceremony. The list of
awards was as follows :—Mr. J. Kensett, for grain-
ing, a silver medal ; Mr. W. Read, for marbling,
silver medal ; Mr. J. Bradley, for marbling, silver

medal ; Mr. J. L. Coulton, for decoration, silver

medal ; Mr. W. A. Grant, for graining, a bronze
medal ; Mr. W. JIaslin, for marbling, bronze medal

;

Mr. W. Pitman, for ^vriting, bronze medal ; Mr. H.
Earle, for decorations, bronze modal ; Jlr. G. Lain-
Bon, for decorations, certificate of merit ; Messrs. J.

and J. Rodgers, for decoration, honourable men-
tion ; Mr. Pembury, for ^vriting, honourable men-
tion. A banquet was given in the hall, to which
about 120 gentlemen sat down.
The Underground Railway.—Some idea may

be formed of the wholesale havoc made on dwelling-
houses by bringing railway lines into the centre of
London, fVom the fact that, in the parish of St.

James, Clerkenwell, alone, through which an im- i

portant portion of the Underground Railway runs,
there were 335 houses less in 1861 than in l^^ol. In
the latter year there were 2,234 inliabited, and 118
uninhabited houses in that parish ; but in 1801 that
number had decreased to 1,928 inhabited and 89
uninhabited houses.
Upheaving of part of a Meadow.—A Sussex

paper says that the heavy embankment which, in
carrying on the works of the Mid-Sussex railway,
is forming at the foot of the Arundel causeway hill,

for the turnpike-road traffic over the lino, has been
attended by the singular occurrence of its weight
raising bodily up some six or eight feet part of a
meadow near, and five large elm trees. Tha trees,
which, as might bo supposed, have lost their eciuili-

briuni, are standing at all sorts of angles, and will
doubtless soon be uprooted altogether.
Cohen's Compressed Cumberland Lead Pen-

CILS.—Those who have had occasion to use a lead-
pencil during the last ten or fifteen years will be
glad to hear that some really good ones have at
length come into the market. They are made by
Mr. Cohen, from compressed Cumberland lead,
and are, together with the method of making
them, exhibited in the Process Court of the
International Exhibition. They answer every
purpose for which an architect or artist needs
them. They can be cut to a fine firm point

;

they will bear pressure on the paper without
breaking; the Hues made by them are even in
tmt, as well as sharp and clearly defined ; they
work with delightful freedom, without a particle of
grit

;
the lines can be easily and thoroughly efi'aced

!

by india-rubber, and yet do not smear when the T

hardnosa with which they are marked can be relied

on. For sketching, outlining perspectives, or wood-
drawing, tlioy are perfectly satisfactory. We have
used no others for the hist twelve months.
Venktian Enamel Mosaics. Enamel mosaics

on gold grounds, as largely made use of in tlie

early Byzantine buildings, have recently been ad-
mirably revived at Venice under the direction of
Dr. Salviati, and are now to be adopted in this

country in tlio decoration of St. Paul's, and also,

with the sanction of llor Majesty, in the vaulting
of the little chapel known as the Wolsoy Chapel, in

the Chapel Royal, Windsor. This is probably the
first instance of tlu-ir introduction into our Gothic
buildings north of the Alps since the 13th century,
when they were used in the tombs of Edward the
Confessor and Henry III., in Westminster Abbey.
A Ventilation Company.—A new company has

been formed for the purpose of purchasing and in-

troducing to the public the valuable improvements
and inventions for warming and ventilating rooms
and buildings, patented by Mr. Charles Batty,
atmospheric engineer. The improvements are said i

to comprise a system of supplying, cheaply, the '

pure external atmosphere direct to the fire-grate.
,

The air is introduced beneath the grate, where it is

divided into several currents by flat bars or current
directors. These currents of air are directed
underneath the grate, to supply the fire below, and
also to the front of the grate, by which means the
smoke is said to be compressed and burned. The
second result is that part of the air supplied from
the external atmosphere is conducted to a chamber
constructed round the grate, where it is heated.
The air thus heated is then admitted into the room,
to warm it, so that the room may be supplied at

pleasure with pure, warm, or cold air to any
extent.

Metropolitan Board op Works.—The annual
report of the Metropolitan Board of Works has
just reached us. A complete account is given in it,

under different beads, of the progress uf the various
draining works. The Thames embankment is also

reported upon at considerable length. The metro-
politan improvements at Covent-garden, Victoria-
park, Southwark, and Westminster, are described
in detail, together with the other operations of the
Board during the last twelvemonth. Mr. Bazal-
gette's account of the various works, and well-ar-
ranged summaries of them, are attached to the
report.

Roman Remains.—The Africain. of Constantina
(Algeria) states that the excavations now being
made on the site of the ancient Numidian town of
Tiddis, on the banks of the Rummel, have brought
to light several inscriptions, which prove that place
to have been still inhabited under the Byzantine
empire. A great number of silos, or cornpits, lined
with masonry, have also been discovered, showing
that this mode ofpreserving corn was then employed
in cities, though it has long been supposed that it

was introduced by the Arabs. On the plain of EU
Heri, not far from tliis ancient city, stands the
mausoleum of the Senator Lollius, the friend of
Marcus Aurelius, from which it is inferred that
even the highest functionaries of Rome personally
superintended the cultivation of their estates in
Africa.

There ia a rumour running through the Brazilian
department of the International fjxbihition that a
stone has been f(»und which is larger than the
Knh-i-noor and the Star of the South put together.

The authorities at the India Office have decided
upon talcing immediate steps for completing
the land line of telegraph now in existence as far aa

Bagdad on to the head of the Pt-rsian Gulf, and to
lay a submarine cable thence to Gwadol, on the coast
of Beloochistan, from which point a land line is being
constructed to join the Indian system of telegraphs
at Kurrachee. Colonel Stewart, R.E., directs the
work generally, and Sir Charles Bright and Mr.
Latimer Clark are the engineers.
The total amount subscribed for the Prince Con-

sort Memorial was, up to Wednesday week, £53,U9S
ys. lOd.

patents aiilJ |nkntions
CONNECTBD WITH THE BuiLDlNG THADK,

Oip.

sauare passes over them; lastly, the degrees of | tiou, to Mr. Daniel Gooch.

On Wednesday week the Dudley and Midland
Geological Society and Field Club met at Walsall
station, and made an interesting and very successful
excursion in the localitj-.

A new fort is being erected at Maryport, Cumber-
land, which commands the entrance of the harbour.
Two platforms of solid masonry have been laid

down, on which two heavy guns will rest, pointing
seaward. The building for the ammunition is also
in progress.

The Art Union of Glasgow have this year decided
to issue, instead of the usual engraving, three
photographs of works of art.

A new mill, nearly completed at Apethorpe, near
Hyde, in Cheshire, was blown down on Monday
morning last, and totally destroyed. The building
was six storeys high. The whole is a complete
Avreck, and the damage is estimated at about
i'4(t,UU0, all the iron work being smashed to atoms.
On Tuesday night the whole of the workshops

of Mr. George Udele, cabinet maker and bedstead
manufacturer, Skinner-street, Bishopsgate, were
entirely destroyed by fire.

The Bah Gazette states that a citizen of that
town, M. Mansler, has bequeathed by his will a sum
of 7W5,OO0f. to charitable foundations, with the
proviso that 100,0a0f. are to be paid over to the
University.

The Newcastle Town Hall has sustained severe
injuries from the severe gale of last Sunday night.
About two tons weight of lead fell with a fearful
crash from the roof to the ground, followed by large
blocks of stone. Less extensive accidents occurred
throughout England the same night.
Mr. Mozier, the American sculptor, has sold his

statue of " The Wept of the Wish-ton-Wish," now
in the Roman Court of the International Exhibi-

161. R. A. Brooman. Improvements in printing and
painting upon fjlass and ceramic 2vares, and upon metallic
and mineral substances ; also in the preparation o/ inks and
colours for printing and painting. (A communication.)
Dated March 19, 1862.
This invention consists in methods of printing or paint-

ing upon glass, ceramic ware, stone, metal, and other sur-
faces, directly, or indirecily, by means of what the inventor
terms reserves, as well as in the preparation and use of
colouring matters and inks suitaljle for this particular class
of printing, and for other purposes. First,—Impression
upon glass or ceramic ware : This part of the invention
comprises four processes :— 1. Impression hy transfer of
reserves soluble in liquids or destructible by fire, and
figuring in relief upon the glass the lines and outlines of
the design transferred. A design being given, previously
engraved upon wood, stone, or metal, it is printed upon
paper in fatty ink, according to the means now followed
for such purpose. This design is transferred to glass, and
constitutes the reverse ; then by a pencil or brush the in-
ventor applies the metallic silicates or oxides, which, after
firing, are to show the impression. In order that these
oxides, silicates, or metallic colours, may adhere to the glass,
and at the same time be insoluble insolvents of resinous
and fatty bodies, which compose the fatty inks, the oxides,
colours, or silicates, are mixed up with a solution of gum,
dextrine, or other similar organic substance impressible
and capable of adhering to glass, and are desiccated; the
fatty reserve is next dissolved, either in sulphuret of carbon
or in hydrocarbons, or other similar solvents which will
uot have the effect of dissolving gum, dextrine, or other
analogous organic substances. The vitrifiaUe oxides and
metallic colours held upon the glass by bodies insoluble in
liquids in which the fatty reserves become dissolved, remain
fixed upon the glass, and are subjected in muflles to the
fire ; they vitrify and form the lines and outlines uf the
design to l>e reproduced.—2. This second process, which is
the counterpart of the first, differs only that the printing
of the reserve is effected in thin inks ; the vitriflable oxides
or metallic colours are fix:ed and applied in the hollows and
interstices of the reserve with fatty or resinous bodies in-
soluble in water, whence it follows that, the reserve being
soluble in water, he attains, by simply reversing the sub-
stances employed, a similar end to that arrived at by the
process first described.—3. The third process consists in
taking a design previously engraved on stone, wooil, or
metal, in printing it upon paper in a fatty ink containing
combined with it oxides, carbonates, alumino-silicates, or
alkalino-terrous sulphates, earthy or metallic, and little or
not at all vitrifiable at the temperature at which glass fuses.
The design printed upon paper in the said ink is transferred
to glass, and forms the reserve; in the hollows and
interstices of this reserve he applies, either in a damp
or in a dry state, vitrifiable metallic oxides or colours^
which are intended to reproduce the design printed, firing
then takes place, the articles are allowed to cool, after
which, the non-vitrifiable bodies which have acted as th,Q
reserve are removed n-ith a brush, by hand, or by acids.—
4. The fourth process is the countei-part of the third in that
the reserve is printed in thin ink instead of ia a fatty ink.
The invention also comprises processes for the preparation of
the inks and colours employed. Patent completed.

777. E. Smith. Improvements in 7ne<ins or apparatus
for cutting stone, wood, arid other material, which improve*
meuts are also ap-plicahle to modelling in plastic mattriui^
Dated March 20, 1862.

The oltject here is, mainly, to give facility for obtaining
copies of works of art, though the improvements are
applicable to other productious. For this purpose, tha
tracing point for tracing over the surface or surfaces to bo
copied is supported at one end of a bar or frame, the
other end of which carries a rotating or other suitable
cutter for cutting into the material to be operated upon to
produce the desired copy. The tracer and the cutter lu^
held horizontally, or somewhat in that direction, by
their bar or frame, which is capable of adjustment
in a rod or frame, which, whilst suspended upon hinge
joints from above, inclines somewhat from a vertical
line, with a tendency to exert pressure, which pres-
sure may be aided by a weight or by the hand of thQ
operator regulating the amount of force exerted, TUq
material to be operated upon is either placed upon a bed.

capable of rotating upon a vertical axis during the cutting
action, so as to cut around it, or on a bed capable of moving
in various directions. By varying the position of the
cutting, or scraping instrument, m relation to the tracing
instrument, and the axis or axes of motion of the carrier,
an. enlargement or reduction of the article copied may ba
obtained. Patent comphled,

785. J. Newall. Jmprovemerits in supplying gas to rail"
icatj carriages^ stations, steamboats, and other vessels, om-.
nibuses, or other carriages, at any required pressient^
Dated March 21, 1862.
Here the patentee uses a vessel or cylinder Of any con*

venient shape and dimensions to compress gas by water, or
rather liquids, previous to its being conveyed to its distina-
tion for use. To the said vessel or cylinder he attaches a
water gauge, a gas feed pipe for supplying the same,
another pipe for supplying the compartments or places,
a water gauge, a water exit pipe, and a supply pipe for con-
veying the water into the said vessel to compress the gas.
lie first, mis the cylinder with water from high-pressure

'
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water pipes to drive out the atmosphere, or any -niP^^e ^ij;

He then opens the water exit valve or tap to let the water

out, and then admits gas into the vessel or cyhnder to

supply the partial vacuum created by ths exit of the ..a.ter.

When the water is nearly all run out, and the vessel or cy-

linder is full of -as, he closes both the exit valve or tap. and

also the gas valve or tap. To compress the gas, he then

admits water at any necessary pressure, which luay he sup-

plied from different sources—as an elevated tank or reser-

voir street water mains, force pumps, or other means.

When he has compressed the gas into the vessel or cylinder,

he passes it into a holder fixed in part of a carriage com-

partment, cabin, or place required, and he then applies

valves or apparatus to reduce the gas from high pressure to

any ordinary burning pressure that may he required, either

for heating or lighting purposes. For warming or heating

railway carriages or" other places, he places a small cy-

linder, or other shaped vessel, in apart, of the carriage, com-

partment, calnn, or other required place, and fixes a jet or

burner inside thereof, to he lit when necessary: the heat

from the said small vessel with the burning gas inside will

warm the room or compartment where so placed. latent

completed.
795. T. FoNTENAY. Tmijrorcmcnts in smofce-coiisumimj

/unmeet. Dated March 22, 18G2.

In the improved furnace the smoke evolved by the fresh

fuel mth which the furnace is fed, while receiving a proper

supply of air, is caused to meet or mix (by preference as

much as possible at a right angle) with the bright flame

arising from that part of the fuel already in a highly in-

candescent state, and not emitting any visible smoke, by

which the imdecomposed particles of carbon contained in

the smoke arisiug from the fresh fuel will, while being

mixed with the necessary quantity of atmospheric air, be

brought to the degree of heat required for combiuing \vith

the oxygen of this air, and thus be tr?.usformed into the

gaseous state as carbonic acid or oxide of carbon. Patent

completed.
811. S. E. Turner. An improved apparatus for burning

a mixture of infiammahle gas and air. ' Dated March 24,

1862.

This consists in introducing one or more metal tubes into

thecylinderin which the jet is placed,wherein the mixture of

the gas and air takes place, which tube or tubes i^, or are

open at bottom, and pass up through a gauge or perfor-

ated diaphragm, and into the chamhtr in which the com-

bustion takes place, where it is or they are finely perfor-

ated, and is or are by preference closed at the top ; or a

tube or tubes of wire gauges maybe used instead of the

perforated portion of such tube or tubes. Patent aban-

doned,
826. W. Palmer. Improvements in lamps. Dated

March 25, 1862.

Here a vessel is formed with two compartments, the oil

being placed in the upper, from which one or more tubes

proceed, according to the number of buiners required, and
the oil or fluid descends through the tube or tulies to the

burners. From each burner of the lamp, another tube pro-

ceeds to the vessel, the other end of such tube being con-

nected to the lower compartment of tbj vessel, so that the

oil that overflows from the burner descends through such

tube into the lower compartment of the vessel. In the

lower compartment there is a plunger or piston, which, on
being raised, carries up the oil , and causes it to pass through
a valve in the partition which dirides the upper from the

lower compartment of the vessel, and thus is the oil which
overflows returned to the upper compartment of the vessel.

Patent abandoned.
838, J. TlYLOE and C. H. MiNcniN. A suspender or

improved gallery for supporting the shades of gas or other

lights. Dated March 26, 18G2.

Here the inventors make a fixing bending a little upwards,
which tixiug is screwed on the gas fitting, so that the flame

of gas issuing from the said fixing will ascend as nearly as

possible vertically, and thus avoid the danger of breaking
the shade. To this fixing they attach an clastic spring or

clip, to support the globe or shade, which will hold or sup-

Ijort it without the aid of the ordinary thumb screws and
hooks. Pattnt abandoned.

Irak pclDs.

Thf. Stosemasoxs' Strike at Manchester.—At the
new Assize Courts, about a dozen stonemasons, not of the
society, are at work to replace those on strike, and a further

supply of men is expected within a few days. It is said that
the works will proceed with all requisite speed during the
coming winter, and that there will be no lack of masons to
keep the workmen of other trades fully employed. One firm
has advertized that from 500 to 600 stonemasons will find

employment in Manchester, to which those who are con-
cerned in the dispute with their masters reply that stone-
masons should keep away from Manchester until the lock-

out is settled. The men imported to the work at the Assize
Courts commenced their duties early this week. They were
watched by those whom they had superseded, but everypre-
caution was taken for the protection of the new men. A
meeting was held of the Justices who form the Assize
Courts Building Committee, on Friday, and after consider-
ing the circumstances of the strike, they came to the con-
clusion that the masters were justified in the course they
had taken. They, however, resolved to take no action in
the matter at present.

TENDERS.
BIGrove Hall.—For works at GroveHall Lunatic Asylum.
Mr. James ToUey, architect

—

,...i

Watts £552
Hedges 525
Ennor 49!)

Hack and Son (accepted) 497

TONBRiDGE.—For erecting a new school, making an
addition to the master's house, and erecting new stables
and laundry

—

School. House. Stables. Total.
Holland & Hannen, London, £14.690.. .2,720.. .1,730. ..18, 940
Lawrence, London 14,590.. .2,673. ..1,650. ..18,763
Ashby, London 13,723. ..2,554.. .1,609. ..17, 781
BrownARobinson,London,.. 13,455.. .2,504.. .1,635.. .17,364
Mansfield, London 13, 197. ..Li, 492. ..1,661. ..17,300
Coleman, London 12, 820.. .2,485. ..1,589. ..16, 794
Pminett,Tonbridge (accepted) 12,069.. .2,438.. .1,403. ..15,310

WuKTSTONE.—For alterations and additions to Mr,
Ingold'3 premises. Mr. G. W. Denham, surveyor, 44,
^J^ederick-place, Hampstead—

Mann „., £221
Simmouds ,,,„,„ i 178

Richards 147

Lewis 129

London.—For alterations, additions, Ac, to premises,

Milk-street, City, for Mr. Taylor. Tillottand Chamberlain,

architects

—

Wills £l,25o

Myers and Sons 1.250

Piper and Wheeler I,l1l

Woodward 1,118

Cannon 995

Newgate-street.—For fittings, &c., at premises, New-
gate-street, City, for Mr. Franz Steigerwald. TiUott and

Chamberlain, architects

—

Foxley £995
Henshaw 962
Piper and Wheeler 947

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Malvebx.—For designs for the buildings required for the

new college. For the best design a premium of £150 will

be awarded, and for the next in merit £80. The designs

to be sent, carriage paid, on or before the 18th of Decem-
ber, 1862, to the Hon. Secretary, L. Stummes, Esq,, M.D.,

Malvern, from whom the conditions of competition may
he obtained.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
Wrexham.—For the construction and comi)lction of about

2,920 lineal yards of brick sewers; for providing, laying,

and jointing altout 6,780 lineal yirds of earthenware

pipes, and about 300 lineal yards of cast-iron pipes; for

constructing man-holes, ventilating shafts, overflows, and
outlet works, fixing gullies, and other works. Plans, sec-

tions, and drawings may be seen, and specifications, forms

of tender, bill of quantities, and schedules for prices may
be obtained on and after Wednesday, the 22nd Oi,tober, by

the payment of two guineas, on application at the office

of John James, town clerk and clerk to the Local Board,

Wrexham; or at the oflfices of John Lawson, civil engi-

neer, 34, Parliament-street, Westminster. Sealed ten-

ders, endorsed "Tender for Sewerage Works," must be

forwarded to the clerk to the Local Board on or before

Wednesday, the 5th day of November, 1862.

WAi.woRTB-ROAD.^For the erection of a house in the

Walworth-road, for Messrs. Brown & Son. Can inspect

the plans and specification at the office of the architect,

Mr. Henry Jarvis, 29, Trinity-square, NewLrgton, S.E.

References and securities will be required.

Drogheda.—For taking down the present bridge over the

River Boyne, at Drogheda, and building a new cast-iron

bridge in place thereof, or a stone bridge of 80 ft. span,

according to plans and specifications, prepared by J.

Neville, Esq., C.E., to be seen at my office, Fair-!.treet,

Drogheda, or at the office of J. Neville, Esq., Jocclyn-

street, Dundalk, between the hours of 10 and 4 o'clock

every day. Tenders will also be received, ,it the same
time, for building a wooden bridge, to he ca led the

"Western Bridge," higher up the river, in the town,
according to plans and speciHcations, prepared by the

same engineer, to be seen in like manner.

Walham-grees.—For erecting a men;orial at Walhara-
green to the memory of the late Prince Consort. The
drawings, specifications, and conditions can be inspected

at the office of the architect, Henry McCalla, Esq., C.E.,

25, Westbourne-place, Eaton-square. The tenders are to

be delivered, free of expense and in person, at the Free-

mxsons' Hotel, Great Queen-street, on Thursday, Octo-

ber 30th, at 7 o'clock, p.m., punctual, and addressed to

B. Venables, Esq., chairman.

Wandsworth.—For the erection of a villa residence at

West-hill, Wandsworth. Plans and specifications may
be seen at the office of Mr. C. Lee, architect, 20, Golden-
square, Westminster, to whom tenders are to be addressed,

not later than the 1st of November.

London.—For the supply of about 400 tons of wrought and
cast-iron girders. Persons desirous of tendering may now
inspect the plans and specification by applying to Mr.
Woodhouse, Engineers-office, Stafford-station. Tenders
addressed to the Secretary, at his office, Euston-station,

to be sent in on or before Wednesday, the 5th day of

November, 1862.

LLASYCnLLWTPOG.—FoT rebuilding the parish church of

Llanychllwydog, near Fishguard, Pembrokeshire. May
inspect the plans and specifications on application to the

rector, the Rev. D. O. James, Fishguard, on and after

Monday, 13th inst. Tenders, on forms supplied, to be de-

livered "to the rector, on or before Saturday, 1st November.
Further particulars may be obtained on ajipUcation to

'

the architect, Mr. R. J. Withers, 51, Doughty-street,

Loudon, W.C.

Salisbury.—For the general external structural repairs of

the Cathedral at Salisbury. Builders desirous of tender-

ing are requested to send their names to G. G. Scott, Esq.,

20. Spring-gardens, London, on or before the 27th instant,

when the conrhtions of tendering will be made known.

St. Martin' s-iN-THE-FiELDS.—For the supply of materials

and the execution of jobbing and measured works required

for the sewers and drains within the said parish. Printed

forms of tender and schedules of prices upon which the

tenders must be based, and the conditions of contract, may
be obtained of Mr. Burstall, the surveyor of the vestry,

at his office at the Vestry-hall, any morning between the

hours of 10 and 12 o'clock, on payment of five shillings,

to be returned to parties tendering, and no other form of

tender will be accepted. Tenders must be delivered, sealed

up, at the Vestrj^-hall, before 4 o'clock on the said 6th of

November, endorsed " Tender for Sewers Work."

Ephraim Ashdown, Eastbourne, Sussex, journejTuan car-

penter, Oct. 27, at 10, County Court, Lewes.

Aliraham Watson, Halifax, stone miner, Nov. 10, at 10,

County Court, Halifax.

AUCTION SALES FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY.

Lerew and Lerew, on the premises. Railway-arches, Cam-
den-town, at 12, the stock of a builder.

Fox and Bousfield, ou the premises, at Rutt's timber-

yard, Bear-lane, George-street, Southwark, at 11 for 12,

an extensive stock of timber.
Whittixgham, at the Seamen's Oriihan Asylum, Bow-road,

the second portion of the building materials of that

asylum.

TUESDAY.

PuLLEN, HoHNE, and Etersfield, at the South London
Marble Works, Buckingham-place, Old Kent-road, at 12,

about 100 marble chimney-pieces, Ac.

WEDNESDAY.

PuLT.EN, HoRNE, aud EvERSFiELD, at the Works, Baguigge-

wells-road, King's-cross, anURay-stTcet, Clerkenwell.and

Wood-green, Hornsey, the second portion of the surj'lus

materials and plant used in the works of the Metropolitan

Railway.

THURSDAY.

Warlters and Lotejoy, at Garraway's, Change-alley, at

12, two detached freehold residences and building land,

Seven Sisters-road, HoUoway.
Dawson and Son, at the Mart., at 12, twenty acres of free-

hold building land, at Wimbledon, Surrey.

Dawson and Son, at the Mart, at 12, fi-eehold estate on tho

Surrey bank of the Thames.
Bryett and Son, in the yards of Messrs. Rogers and Booth,

contractoi-s, Clarence-square and New-road, at 12, a largo

portion of contractor's surplus plant.

Brown and Macindoe, in their galleries, 34, King-street,

Covent-garden, 200 pictures by ancient and modern

artists.

Crispe, at the Greyhound hotel, High-street, Croydon, at

2 for 3, 100 plots of freehold building land, at Croydon.

FRIDAY.

Blvke, at the Caterham Railway Hotel, at 2 for 3, 50 acres

of freehold building land, in the village of Caterham, on

the Surrey hilts.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Communications and books for review should be addressed

to the Editor, at 26, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, E.C.

Letters relating to advertisements and to the oixhnary

business of the paper should be addressed to the Publisher,

at the above office. Advertisements for the current week

must reach the office before 5 o'clock, p.m., on Thursdays.

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

Receited.—H. and W., W. P., R. H., T. H., S. C. B.,

G. W. D.
G. H. G.—Thanks
G. H. R.—Answered by letter.

. , , t

M. U. (B. M. Wr.).—Thanks; we shall be glad to hear from

you again.

Mr. P.—Thanks.
, , ^ ^. .

W. C—Enfield mil observe he has been attended to this

week.

Mr. P.—Thanks.
, , . . , . i „ „„,

Auti-Pulf and M. B. N.—The words objected to by our

correspondents were copied from a report in a local

J.^a!*a—Will you oblige us with a call ? or, in confidence,

^Yith your name and address?

R. L. S.—Much obliged.

Books RErF.n-ED.-" The Church Builder." /"Meteor-

ology." "Report of the Metropolitan Board of Works.

"Essay on the Decay of Timber."

TO INVENTORS.—All intendinjr Patentees

Bho-nd nro.nr« the HANDBOOK repardint: TATEXTS their

Coat, and the^nde of Pio..eduie to be adoptwl.HS.i^d gratis by tho

GENERAL PATENT COMPANY. Limited. 71, Fk-ct-streot. London.

R. MARSDEN LATII.VM. SecretaiT- *«•

INVENTORS ASSISTED.

INVENTIONS pui-cliased and disposed of.

—

Provisional Protection from £6 Ca. to £8 Sb. Notice to Pr;|fP«J

with p'ltenV £5 15s. Warrant and Seal. £12 6e.. in all from £J 4 to

£26.ifthePaton be nnoimoecd. Complete Patent aW £U morfl.

-Messrs. B. BROWNE and CO.. British and Foreign Patent Agents.

52. King William-street, London Bridge. A Pamphlet on the coat

of Patents (gratis).

§!inl;rapts.

TO StJHRENDER IN BASINGHALL STREET.

James Porter, Camden-cottages, Camdeu-town, cabinet-

maker, Oct. 28, at half-past 1.

Robert Joshua Bussey, Lee, Kent, builder, Not. 11,

at 11.

Thomas Batchelor, Langdale-st., Caunon-st.-rd. East,

carpenter, Nov. 8, at 12.

TO STTRKENDER IJT THE COUKTEY.

John "Whitehead, Manchester, excavator, Nov. 1, at 10,

County Ooxirt, Salford.

John James Warren, Bristol, carpenter, Nov. If, at half-

past 12, County Court, Bristol.

Joseph Bond, St. Columb Major, Cornwall, carpeuter,

Oct. 3Dt at III County Gooit, iSt. Columb.

NOTICE to INVENTORS.—OFFICE for

PATENTS. 4. Trafalgar-square. Cbannp-Crops. Pr'"^'*J

instnutions igratis) as to the cost of Patents for Great ^nt-im or

Foreign Countries. AdWce and assistance in diapo^^.ng "^'rj.fy^„" v
inventions. Capital provided. Branch Om''l««"^ ^gencieam

ejcry

Continental State anfi in America. Established 20 years FuU m
formation as to expired or existing patents at home or »»"";"•

AjpSpe"0"alIy or^by letter to Me.«rs. PRINCE and CO.. Patent

OOice, 1, Trafalgar-square. Charing-Cross, W.J^.

BRICKS.

BRICKFIELDS, SITTINGBOTJRNE, KENT.
Fi.r prices. &c., appb" to tli" A.L";'i't,

WILI-IAM WESTWOOD,
•I, CATHERINE COURT, TOWER HILL^

A SOVEREIGN WELL SPENT

WITH H.CASEY & CO.,FASHIONABLE
TVILORS. Perfcctlv flttiiitr Trousers and V.-fit for ft

Suv.T^ign. Coats in any Style of Black Cloth, or your o«ni choice of

pftttemT for a Sovereign. Samples fihovm w the NViadow at Z7»

Cheapslde, E.C.
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JtETEOPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

IT^OR sonio tiiiip past tlio Motropolihin Board of Works liavo boon
' subjoct to vory littlo p\iblii: criticism, ami that littlo lias boon

raUicr favourable and oiicouranfins t'lan ailvorsc, although the period

allotted for tho coiiiplotion of tiio niMin draiiiago works has loii^j since

elapsed. Lomlouors arc not exact injj, nor more prono to grumble

than the rest of their fellow countrymen. They are at bottom tho

best natured ami most easily contented citizens of a capital that can

be found ; and though tho" burden of local taxation is heavy and
grlevons to bo borne tlioy bear it, as they have done for the last few

ycai-s, in patience, althoiiirh until hitoly thoy had no visible returns for

their money. It would lie too much to say that the Board have

succeeded in captivating tho conlidenco of tho inhabitants of

the metropolis. Corporate bodies rarely do, especially when they

nssume the olTico of tax-makers and tax-gatherers. Our shorn lambs

cannot be expected to slick the hands of the shearers that strip them

of their warm and lloecy coats. Still the ratepayers have come to

repose their trust, not "in tho Board may be, but certainly in the

integrity of purpose, intoliigeneo and com|)etence of the Board's

officers. If tho Board's scheme for conveying from London tho

di-yccta of its inhabitants be regarded as a compromise, the fault

cannot bo imi)uted to tho Board but to their predecessors. The error

is such tho Commissioners of Sewers, who declared the Thames to bo

tho natm-al sewer of tho metropolis, and who conducted house

<h-ainage in defiance of the principle that sewage is due to the soil

and rainfall to the river. Consequently, when Mr. Bazalgette entered

upon his duties he found a scheme matured by Mr. Foster, under the

direction of Robert Stephenson, which he was forced to accept by reason

of all preceding works having been designed and executed iu view of

its realization. To carry out now works that would separate sewage

from rainfall, would be to render inoperative what had l)cen done

jn-eviously, entail upon householders an expenditure ecjual to what
they hadalready incurred, and necessitate a total outlay of some ten

or eleven millions. Thus, we are compelled to dilute sewage with

rainfall, and wiih the aftiuents of tho Thames in their passage through

themotropolitan area ; and when it has been conveyed beyond, to the

storing reservoirs at the outfall, wo shall assuredly endeavour to

separate sewage from rainfall in order to return the ashes of food to

the soil. The mischief and unnecessary cost of this vicious system are

beyond description. It will force us to undo at the outfall what
has been done at tho gathering grounds ; it abstracts from

sewage a considerable portii-in of its manurial properties, and thereby

proportionately reduces its fertilizing power; it intercepts from the

river, not only the rainfall of the metropolitan area, but also the nu-

merous small tributary streams which had their sources beyond, and
which contributed to swell the volume of the Thames in its passage

through London, precisely where the increase of volume and augmented
scour arc most needed ; and it has compelled the construction of

intercepting sewers twice or threefold the size that would have been

sufficient had they been appropriated to the reception and conveyance

of sewage alone. If the cost of the main draluage works have not

been increased in the same proportion, it has been greatly augmented
by this blunder of eminent engineers and Lord Shaftesbury's commis-

sion : so that it is no wonder if ratepayers look with disgust and alarm

on the advances of the professors and practicers of sanitary science.

What is the most galling, when tlie rate-collector applies for the 3d. iu

the pound, is there is no one on whom tho irritated householder can

vent his wrath, none whom he can devote to the infernal gods. Nobody
did it ; nobody is responsible for the uuneccessary outlay of perhaps a

million, and the annual expenditure of tens of thousands for pumping
up rain-full wliich should have been left to flow uito the river. When
the Board came into existence the scheme was found ready to hand and

compulsory. There was nothing left but to make the best of a bad

job ; and this the Board's engineer has achieved.

The main-draiuage works, which were designed to remove the ordinary

rainfall from 11" square miles, together with the sewage and refuse waters

of the metropolitan popidation when it shall be increased to three and a
half millions of soids, at a total cost of £3,000,000, are now sufficiently

advanced to admit of a judgment being formed of their character and
importance. The works consist of lines of intercepting sewers, which
extend on the north from Hammersmith to Barking, aad on the south

from Putney to Erith Marshes, the total length of tho sewers being

about 825 miles. The first contract was let in the middle of December,

1858, just uiion four years ago ; and originally the Board were
allotted five years to complete the whole works. It is not likely

that the end of next year will see the Thames much freer from
sewage than it is now. However, since a commencement was made
the Northern High Level Sewer has been completed, and is now
in full working order from Hampstead to the Lea, receiving and con-
veying awaj' the drainage of Hampstead and Higligato, as well as

the sewage which flowed through H.ackney-brook, now filled up. It

affords a deep outfall for the drainage of the district it traverses, and
already diverts a large portion of tlic flood waters from the low level

districts. Its length is about 8 miles, commencing with a 4-ft. barrel

and terminating iu a sewer 9 S ft. high and 12 ft. wide, with a foil

van-ing from 74ft. to i ft. in a mile. The Northern Middle Level
Sewer, the progress of which is indicated by the sliafts set up in the

main thoroughfares to communicate with the tunnels below, must be
about half finished, if we may judge from the expenditure upon it

up to the end of last June, fortlien 30,000 ft. bad been completed.

The Low Level Sewer has not been commenced ; it will be c;vrried out

in connection with the Thames endianknient. The Actoa branch,

from Nottingdale to Acton Bottom, has been com])leted for a length of

7,3oU ft., at a cost of £9,820. The sewers for ^draining the Western

area, are 4} nulos in length, and open to tender. In connection with

these, it was proijoseil to form a covered reservoir for deodorifing the

sewage, but a menmrial has been presented against it, and the subject

is referred to a connnittee. The Rauelagli Overflow Sewer, which
proceeds from the Uxbridge-roacl, jiasses through Hyd('-])ark, divert-

ing sewage from the Serpcidine, and unites witii the Ranclagh Sower
at Knigbtsl)ridge, has been completed at a cost of £29,000. It i8

about 5,700 ft, long, and varies in size from a 8i ft. to a 9 ft. barrel.

Is execution, we are told, has rendered houses in Bayswatcr free fi-om

Hooding in heavy rains, and has restored to St. Agues-well, in Ken-
sington-gardens, the water so nuich prized by visitors. Tho Outfall

Sewer from the Lea, at Old Ford, to Barking, a length of 5J miles of

double and triple lines of sowers, each 9 ft. in diameter, is making
rapid progress. Judging from the amount expended, the worlvs must
be half finished, and thoy include the formation of a solid endjank-

ment of earth and concrete ; sewage-duets to cross the Lea, six other

streams, and over two railways, and a tunnel under a third.

Crossing the river we find tho Southern High Level

Sewer nearly completed from High-street, Clapham, to the pump-
ing station at Deptford Creek, It is 9 J miles in length, and varies

iu'size from 4^ feet by 3 feet to a 10^ feet barrel. At the Deptford

pumpiug-station the engino-hoiises and chimney have been raised to

a great height. The engines (500 horse-power), pumps, boilei-s, and
other machinery, are delivered. A short section of the Low Level Sewer
has been made at Deptford. The soil is running sand filled with an

unprecedented volume of water. The Southern Outfall Sewer, 7 J miles

long and llA feet in diameter, has been completed from Deptford

pumping-station to Erith Marshes, at a cost of £300,000. The en-

gines, buildings, and pumps, to lift the sewage into the river, are

being proceeded with. If the reader has liad patience to follow tho

above condensed account of works done, he will perceive that in tho

course of next year there is great probability of tlie works being suffl-

cienfly advanced to intercept the whole of" the drainage due to the

Northern High Level and Low Level districts, and to the Southern

High Level districts from the Thames within the metropolitan area,

leaving the two Low Level Sowers to be dealt with hereafter.

It has been stated above that the Northern Low Level Sower is to

be exoented in connexion with tho Thames embankment, between

Westminster and Sonthwark Bridges, at a cost for both works of a

million and a half sterling, which is to be a first charge, after

satisfying claims of the London Bridge Approaches Fund, ujion the

coal duties (9d. a ton) and wine duties (4s. a tun) that have been

continued to 1872. Since the Board made their report, and reite-

rated the expression of opinion that no plan for cndjankmcnt would

be complete which did not make provision for a roadway and emliank-

ment on the south side, Jlr, Bazalgette has presented two reports on
the subject -which are remarkable for the comprehensive and masterly

viinv they take, in opposition to t-he feeble conclusions of the late

Royal Commission. These reports are so eminently satisfactory that

we shall need no excuse for directing attention to them. The first

refers to the Nortliern embankment. The approaches to it suggested

by the Royal conunission were a roadway, iu the form of a crescent

at the foot" of Surrey, Norfolk, and Aiauidel streets; a street from

opposite Somerset House in AVellington Street, passing under
Huugerford Bridge, near Northumberland Wharf, to the end of

Whitehall Place ;" and a street from opposite the Horse Guards
through Whitehall Yard. With regard to SmToy, Norfolk, and
Arundel streets, thoy are narrow and steep for traffic, wliilo

they will have tho disadvantage of entering the crescent-shaped

roadway, leading to the embankment, at right angles. The proposed

street from Whitehall to AVellington-street may be said to begin and

end nowhere. It would be just such a stupid and gross blunder as

Gresham-street ; and M. Bazalgette very projjcrly suggests that in-

stead of creating corners to be turned, and making lines of

traffic meet at right angles, the new street should bo in 'an easy line

with traffic flowing east and west. With this view the Board's en-

gineer proposes that the new street should open into the Strand, at its

junction with Wellington-street, and that it should be carried to Char-

ing-cross, either through the gardens of Northumberland House, or

through the Ijlock of houses between Northumberland and Craven-

streets. By this means traffic would flow easily, and the Strand be

relieved. The borings that ba\-o been made along tho line of the em-
bankment show the treacherouscharacterof the subsoil, until the Lon-
don clay is reached, at a depth of 25 ft. below the present bed of the

river. j\Ir. Bazal»fette proposes to sink the foundations to that depth In-

iron caissons filled with concrete, on which is to be built up from below

the level of low Avater mark a solid embankment wall faced with

granite. Behind, and under the protection of this wall, is to be built

the low-level sewer.

In previous articles (see pp. 97 and 118) the absiu'dity and errors

of the conclusions arrived at, with regard to the southern

embankment, by the Royal Commissioners, were jraintcd out. The
commissioners recommended that the embankment sliould be made
between Westminster and Battersoa-bridges ; but stated that tho water

side between London and Westminster-ltridges required neither the

pirotection of an embankment—since intercepting sewers would supply

efficient drainage—nor the convenience of a roadway, because of NeW
Southwark-street. On the occasion referred to, wo said, that in cons'C-

cjuence of the soil of Southwark, Newington, and Lambeth, being Ixdow
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the level of hig-h water, the basements of houses there would be flooded

at high tides hv river water overflowing the present walls, or by passing

undcrneatii tlieni ; tliat the economy of sewers would be deranged by

the intrusion of floocls ; that it would be cheaper in the long nm to

keep tlie water out of the sewers altogether by building an embank-

ment, than to be liable to the constantly recurring expense of twice

pumping it up, at Deptford and Erith Marshes ; and tliat the exclu-

sion of Tliames water from the porous artificial soil of the locality was
of the greatest moment to the health of the inhabitants. We also

showed, that unless tlie southern embankment were made to admit of

the regularization of the bed, and of tlie control of the regimen of the

river, tlie navigation would be more tedious than it now is, the danger

to the stability of bridges more imminent, and the construction of a

northern embankment an aggravation ofexisting evils. Mr. Bazalgette

says :—
" Indeed, the Cornmissioners, in admittiucr that an embankment would

improve the navigation of the river and insure uniformity of design, have

themselves made out a case of public necessity for such an embankment,
which, however, they do not admit. But there are other and still more
cogent reasons why such an embankment should be, and must eventually

be constructed.
" It has been stated in evidence before the Commissioners that the

existing embankments are defective, and that the low-lyiug districts

behind them are consequently flooded. at high tides, and ray o\vn personal

observation confirms these statements. The foundations of many of

these embankments are very shallow and defective, some of them not

being more than three feet in depth ; so that when the embankment on

the north side is completed, and the mud-banks and shoals in the river

drenched away, and the strength of the tideway brought over nearer to

the south side, the safety of these wharves will be endangered; and they

wiU assuredly, if they are not attended to, be undermined and come
down.
"For these reasons, I am of opinion that this section of the south side

of the river must be embanked to a uniform line ; and it cannot be left to

the option of the different owners and occupiers of the property to deal

with this embankment in detached sections as they think best. I recom-
mend that powei'S should be given to this Board to construct such an
embankment, the cost of which I have estimated at about £250,000 j and
that the property reclaimed should be given to the adjoining o\vners, and
the Board shall have power to charge such property With a portion of the

cost of the formation of the embankment, proportionate to the value and
extent of the property so reclaimed and added to their premises.

" In this way the property reclaimed would pay the owners for the cost

of reclaiming it, and the Board would receive back the greater portion

of the outlay ; so that the public would thus derive a great public im-
provement at a very small cost.

To two of the above recommendations we venture to take exception.

"We believe that a road on tlic embankment between London and
Westminster bridges, in continuation of tlie roadway from Battersea-

bridge, would so conduce to the convenience of the public and to tlie em-
beUishnient of the metropolis that it cannot be dispensed with. And we
protest against the false economy, the improvidence, and tlie bad taste

that would result from abandoning the roclaimed sites to tlie owners
of adjoiiiii.g property. There is no hurry to make the embankment

;

the northern one is not yet begun, and it will require all available K-
soiirces to complete it within the given period. When it is finished,

its usefulness to trade may become so ajiparent that riverside proprie-

tors on the south will become anxious to have like advantages ex-

tended to them. We have waited so long, and have so many ways
for our money, that a delay of five or ten years will be no object, pro-

vided the work be no makeshift.

mi
THE AECHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION,

^mS evening the members of the Architectural Association are

I to meet one another and their friends, on occasion of the com-
mencement of another .session. This annual festivity has always been
a pleasant one, for it is always the first of those social gatherings which
draw together the members of the architectural world, and where
friends meet who have not seen one another for many long months.
Beyond this, there is a freshness and a pleasantness about any society,

composed principally of young men, which tends much to promote
life and cheerfulness at its meetings ; this has always rendered this

opening soiree of the association agreeable, even without the music,
which on the present occasion is to form one of the attractions.

But it is not so much with the opening meeting that we are now
concerned, as with the session which that meeting ushers in, and the
society which originates it. We take this occasion of saying things
which might with equal propriety be brought forward on any other,

and which, therefore, may possibly be in danger of remaining unsaid
for want of anything to draw attention to them.
The establisliment of the Architectural Association was a happy

thought. Its continuance to the present day, in spite of the necessary
difficulty of carrying on a ijublie body where the members are con-
stantly liable to change, where the ofiice-liearers arc of necessity
persons of but limited experience, and the funds are but moderate,
its continuance, we say, and let us add its continued efliciency and
influence, in spite of these and kindred draw backs, demonstrate that
it a society required by the Architectural profession in London, and
adapted to supply a social want.
To the existence of the Architectural Association is due a good deal

of the internal progress that has been made. The Architectural
Exhibition grew out of it, the Architectural Examinations are the
culmination of an agitation which it first set on foot, and to the Asso-

ciation belongs the credit of forming a nucleus through which alone
tlie class of young men, who are likely to present themselves as can-
didates for those examinations, have been reached, commuidcated
with, and consulted as a body.
The Association is essentially the society of students in architecture,

just as the Institute is the society of practitioners ; it admits members
as early in their professional career as they think proper to apply, and
it retains them as long as they choose to remain connected with it.

The majority of its members are usually students in the sense that

they are studying their profession on the works and in the offices of

others ; the smaller, though of course the more influential section of
the members being still only advanced students studying under the

responsibilities and advantages of the early stages of independent
practice on their own account.

A society thus constituted furnishes a school in which members may
try their power of public speaking, transacting business, preparing
papers, and where, in short, young and untried men may
exercise themselves in the conduct of public affairs ; it also

presents an organization, capable, if well employed, of

affording the means of acquiring information and gaining knowledge
on matters connected with the profession. This last aim the Associa-
tion have tried to compass by reading and discussing paijers—

a

method of s)iending an evening which they have copied from their

elders, and by such sub-organizations as the class of design and
modelling class, in which last arrangement we are of opinion that

they have done much better for themselves than their elders ever
have.

As regards paper-reading—the orthodox method of spending
evenings—we have observed that those papers have evidently been
most appreciated which have partaken most entirely of a practical

character, and have gone most thoroughly into the minutiae of matters
relating to construction, design, or the conduct of architectural

practice ; and it seems to us quite possible that this society might
fiiul it desirable to drop the plan of a miscellaneous and divereified

series of subjects, anil might profitably employ its whole session

in the consideration of some one subject, various members treating

the dift'erent aspects of it so as to cause the whole session to

embrace something like a connected course of lectures on some
leading portion of architectural practice. This, however, is only
thrown out as a casual suggestion, for there is httle doubt that the

groat importance of a students' society is not that it affords a means
of being instructed, lectured, and tutored, but that in it young men
may freely interchange remarks and ideas, and that it serves as a kind
of practising ground. Systematic instruction may then take place

\\-ith propriety elsewhere, and be expected from other sources

;

mutual assistance, practice together, friendly rivalry, and feelings of

kindliness and friendship are the fruits of a society like the one under
discussion ; these fruits will not grow up in every soil.

It not unfrequeutly happens that a society like this has an amount
of influence greater than might have been anticipated liy those who
would judge only from their knowledge of the youth of many of its

members. This arises partly from the fact that it represents a class,

and as the organ, mouthpiece, rallying point, and organizer of that

class, it must, from time to time, have to discusser act in matters of

vital and general importance, but which, from their very nature,

are less pressing njion members of other bodies. But Ihe influence

of the association as a public body also arises from the fact that the

same men, who, some years later, will be experienced enough and
of sufficient sanding to take a prominent part in general business,

are here early set at their ease and are left free to act at a time of

life when it wouhl not be proper for them to take the lead among ohler

men.
Energy, prudence, good sense, and a natural talent for busi-

ness or for art, are qualities which, however they may be improved
by experience, are not produced by it, and where they exist in a

young man, while acting among men of his own age, he will exert

them, will communicate to the cause, or the society he is connected
with, the impulse due to such qualities, and will thus accomplish,

beneficial results. Many young men of tliis sort have existed

among the members and office-bearers of the Association, and most
of them have made their first, and by no means their least satisfac-

tory essays, in the promotion of matters of public moment while
members of this society.

At the present moment it appears as though changes which have
been taking place in the profession were about to take a tangible

shape, and the first step of an altered condition of things is about to

be established in the Institute Examinations. The cry for some
standard of acquirements, and some means of designating tl e

well educated and sufficiently informed architect was first raised

by the Association ; after many years the standard is now
offered, and in a very proper spirit it has been left entirely optional

with young men to come and measure themselves by it or not. The
challenge thus made to the students of architecture appeals with
especial force to the Association—the Students' Society. The Institute

can say very fairly : We have provided the distinction, we call upon
you to find the men. And we do earnestly hope that such an appeal
will be felt to be implied in the circumstances of the case, and that a

suitable response will be made to it.

The establishment of a sj'stem of systematic examinations ought
to imply the means of preparation to pass them. Parts of the

requisite knowledge ought to be brought with him by the student

from his previous education, or must be acquired by him from classes
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or private tuilicui ; othor parts I'au bo li'anit witli iniso in tho ordinary

course oC ollico worlc : tho study of sucli subjofts as alneljra, lualho-

matics, or f;oolofjy on the one liaiui, ami common oonstnution,

geometrical ilrawinjj, or tlie principles of estimating on the other, will

consei|acntly never be re<iuireil lo l)e tanijlit by any purely Architec-

ttu'al Society ; but there remain many l)ranches in whii-h a student

can only acquire ijreat amount of information by the help of lec-

tures, classes, or books. Here it seems to us a duty devolves upon

both societies, namely, that they should do the best Uiey can to aid

candidates in their preparation, thouL,di the weight of this duty will

neeess;irily fall on the Institute.

It is with much pleasure that we have learned that a tirst

stt'p has been taken towards jilacins the means of acquiring

knowledge within tho reach of stuiU-nts. To students who
))ropose ijrcsenting themselves ivs candidates, the Institute library

will now be ojjen under certain conditions during- the lime that they

are i)reparing themselves for the examinations.

This throws open a large storehouse of knowledge, and it is to bo

expected that by degrees the establishment of such a morlo of in-

struction, will be supplemented by some fm-ther facilities, such as the

opening of classes.

At the present moment, however, as much, perhaps more, has been

done than might have been looked for ; and we repeat that the duty

now devolves" upon the students of architecture throughout this

country, but most of all upon the members of the Architectural

Association, to make a fitting response. We are glad to see from the

programme of the opening session, that an early day will be devoted

to the consideration of this subject, and that Mr. Ashpitel, wlioso

name is a sufficient guarantee for the excellence of the matter to be

brought forward, will give an account of the srheme by reading a

paper before the members of the Association upon it.

Examinations, or the preparation for them,or any other .such artificial

arrangements, are but means to an end, and that end is the education

of young architects for their future and responsible duties. Here the

course already pursued by the Association supplies something of an

element in the highest degree useful. Mutual assistance in the prac-

tice of the arts connected with architecture and mutual encourage-

ment, have an influence which neither academic tuition, office prac-

tice, or the study of books can exert. The class of design, which is a

class only in tlie sense that all its members are equal, and not that

they meet to receive instruction or reproofs from some professor, is

held with this object. It embraces the practice of the art of designing,

and of course indirectly of that of drawing, and it has " drawn out

"

the latent talent and capacity of many of its members most strikingly.

Jlore recently a similar Association has been formed for the practice of

modelling, and with very satisfactory results.

Perhaps the most important of all studies capable of jjrosecution in

this way is the practice of investigating drawing and measiu-ing ex-

isting l.mildings. Till the last session little has ever been done in this

way Ijy the Association, but we learn with satisfaction that besides

some visits to works of importance, wiiile in progress—such as tho

Exliibition Building and the Underground Railway SVorks—the mem-
bers paid a visit to Westminster Abbey, and were there initiated by
Mr. Scott into the pleasures of exploring an ancient building, and
tracing ste]) by step its history and the principles upon which it was
constructed. The study of existing works has also been promoted by
the offer of a prize for a set of sketches from buildings in London.

This, we hope, will not be lost sight of in the jircsent and future

years; and we are sure that the leisure hours of such gentlemen as the

mcmliers of the Association could not be better spent than in working

together upon such studies as these. Why might not the practice of

sketching from casts or specimens of architectural detail (possibly at

tho Architectural Museum) or even drawing the figure from the round

be associated with these studies ? There cannot be too many of them.

AVe Iiave now only to wish the Association a prosperous session,

but in doing so it seems to us worth while to suggest to those of our

readeis in the Metropolis, who are not connected with this Society,

but are eligible for it, that they could not do better than join it, and
that without delay. The architectural profession is one making great

demands upon its members, and few can afford to neglect any means
within their reach of fitting themselves for actual practice, if they
really wish to succeed, much more if they desire to excel.

CONSTEUCTION OF THEATRES.

[second akticle.]

A N offer, like the one made by the lessee of Drury-lane, to sub-

J\_ scribe £5,000 towards the coi^truction of a theatre, if others

can be found to complete the subscription, is too rare a piece of good
fortune to be neglected. There are many patrons of tho drama and
adventurous speculators to whom a like sum would bo of little mo-
ment when weighed against the satisfaction that would be felt from
the solution of the numerous problems that are connected with the
proper construction of theatres, or when consiilered in relation to the
amount of gain that might result from the venture ; and if the ex-
periment cannot be made by a private association, it is not at all

improbable that a Joint Stock Company will be got up, after the
fashion of hotel companies, to realise Jlr. Boucicault's suggestion.

In one way or tlio other a new theatre is almost sure to be shortly

added to the sights of London. Should this be the case, it cannot be
too strongly urged, that while an architect should be left to plan and

design the odiliee, the arrangements of the stage should bo confided to

an engineer accustomed to design labour-saving machinery.
Modern tiisto—which should inlluence the planning of a modern

theatre— is more in favour of plays at once spectacular and lull of

action, than it is inclined to the deidamation of descriptive poetry.

In that it accords with our national dr.ima as developed in the jjlays

of Shakespeare, and of tho Elizabethan poets, and is in ojjpo.si-

tion to the artificial stilted imitation of French plays—that cohl, life-

less classicality—which Ad<lison and his fellows attem])ted to establish

on the English stage. Even in I'aris, Rachuv's and Corneillo's

clw/s d'teuvrc are declaimed to empty benches, wliile the exaggerated
language and 2Jreposterous plots of M. Mocquard, the Emperor's
chief secretary, are played to crowded houses from 200 to ,300 nights

in succession. Hero the success, not in a jiecuniary sense, of

Macready's and Kean's gorgeous Shakesperean revivals, was a
sure indication of the direction of public taste. So far from
thinking this inclination vicious and to be regretted, we submit
that it is healthy and to bo approved, inasmuch as it adds the

gratification of tin! eye to the pleasures experienced by the other

senses. It was a conviction of this fact which led Alexandre Dumas
to build the Theiltre Historique, just before the last revolution, and
if he had managed matters with moderation—instead of playing his

dramatised historical novels, the representation of each of which
lasted two or tlii-ee nights—he might have maintained his position,

made another fortune, and materially contributed to the development
of the nineteenth century drama.

Many of the evils in theatrical aiTangemeuts are the results of un-
reasonalilc addition to routine. To the f;isliion of placing seats and
stools for noble patrons on the stage may be traced the intrusion

of boxes on the proscenium, which mischief interferes with the

interior architecture of the house, and mars dramatic effect. In the

Elizabethan and .Jacobean theatres, stools ou the stage were let out

at sixpence each. In Paris, even so late as the close of the seven-

teenth century, courtiers took their places on the stage. Dangeau re-

lates in his Memoires that, in 1691, a quarrel occurred between
the Grand Chamberlain, M. de Bouillon, and the first gentleman of
the King's chamber, in consequence of the latter having placed a
bench on the stage, whereon the Grand Chamberlain pretended he
had a right to sit. Less than two years after, a piece called the
" Village Opera" was jjerformed, when the Marquis of Sable arrived

after a copious dinner, and took his seat on the stage. In the course

of the piece, a song was sung containing the line Les Vignes ami les

pres ser07it sables. The Marquis, conceiving he or his Bacchanalian

condition was alluded to, left his seat, advanced to the centre of the

stage, and boxed the ears of the author and actor. In two old

engravings executetl in the early part of the sixteenth centiuy—one

of the Red Bull, and the other of tho Fortune (.\lleyn's) Theatre—the
stage is shown as a ]ilatform projecting from one side of tlie building

into the pit, and raised to a level with, or just above, the heads of

the " groundlings." Boxes were carried round at a level considerably

above that of tiie stage. At the junction of the latter with the struc-

tm-e hung a cm-tain, which conceafed the 'tiring house, and above
the cm-tain was the ••balcony," which served for the window
where Juliet appeared, and where the com-t of Denmark sat to

witness Hamlet's tragedy, but which was nothing more than

one of the boxes. In the engraving of the Fortune, the balcony ap-

pears occupied by a (larty of the audience, as indeed was customary

when not needed by the players. The engraving of the Red Bull

shows the balcony unoccupied and concealed by ch-aperies. The stage,

which is sometimes shown quadrangular in plan, and sometimes as half

a hexagon, held the position of the present proscenium, on widch the

subjects of Victoria love to intrude as much as did the courtiers of

Elizabeth. Even now, the chief place of honour—the royal box—is

the closest of all to the stage. This arrangement of the si)ectatory, the

boxes all roimd the stage, and the pit on three sides, or in concentric

curves, was an evident routine following of the disposition of seats in

ancient classic theatres. It was undoubtedly amost unfavourable one for

witnessing the ijerforniance, but not much worse th.anthat of the side-

boxesof Her Majesty's. Fromengravings, the Elizabethan theatres appear

to have been octagonal in ])la!i, which might result from adherence to

the plans of chapter-houses, in which the earliest dramatic representa-

tions—miracle ]ilays—took jilace. Of the dimensions of the house,

and the number of spectators it could contain, we have no record.

The nearest approach to data on which an approximate estimate might

be formed—that, after all, would be mere guess—are the statements

that in Shakspeiire's days, £'20 were considered a good house. The
Fortune, which was erected for Alleyn and his partner, Henselowe, by
the builder, Street, had three tiers of boxes, rooms, and galleries, with

"twopenny rooms" and "gentlemen's." The dimensions of the st.age

were unusually large. They were 43 feet by G9J, while those of Her
Majesty's are but 37 feet by .35, and Drury Lane 46J feet by 48. In

the" first Covent Garden Theatre, built by Rich, 1733, the distance

from the front of the stage to the back of the boxes was 55 feet, and

even then seats were here built on the stage.

Another evil, which has been retained from the practice of early

theatrical architects, is placing boxes and galleries in almost vertical

planes. Kot only is this disposition unfavourable to the transmission

of sound, but it presents, as Mr. Hope wrote upwards of half a century

back, " the equally terrific and mean appearance of so many huge

shelves, stowed full of human bodies." The soimd received into one set

of shelves cannot flow up to the next seats or gallery.

Isacoustic or equal hearing curves are those which are formed
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thus- suppose the spectators to be seated on benches using one above

th^ other or gmdini, ammged at levels so that each of the audience

mav have an uninterrupted view of the speaker or performer, and

that lines be drawn from the mouth of the latter to just clear the head

of'each spectator and fall on the ear of the one behind him
;
then if

the extreme points, or points of incidence, of these lines be united,

the result will be a ciu-ve, to some extent elliptical. Whether the

Eomans and Greeks were acquainted with or ig-norant of the proper-

ties of this cm-ve is not known, but it is positive that they adopted it

to a greater or less extent, or more or less perfectly, in their theatres.

Tlie Amphitheatre of Aries, which, after the Coliseum, is the best

example of this class of structure, exhibits the isacoustic curve. Tfle

ground plan is an ellipse of which the transverse axis is 460 feet, and

the conjugate 340 feet ; it contained 25,000 si^ectators seated on

forty-three ranges of seats, rising one above another so that

the lines of sound and vision were uninteniipted between

each of the audience and the performei-s. At Nimes the Amphi-

theatre has the reputation of being better adapted to the

transmission of sound. The plan is an ellipse of which the transveree

axis is 4361 feet, and the conjugate 332i feet ; the height of the walls

is 70 feet ; and the cnmntc is estimated to contain 20,000 spectators.

It has fom- pi-wcinctiones, or separate classes of seats for patricians,

knights, citizens, and populace, each with its separate set of
_
stairs

and vomitorcs. Three years ago we tested it for the transmission of

sound, and found the voice roll from the centre of the arena to the

topmost seats full and undiminished in volume, while the eye could

take in everj' part without interruption, vhiih is not to be done in the

Paris Cirque de I'lmperatrice, nor in M. HittorlTs Cirque Napoleon.

A foremost consideration with the proprietora and designers of a

new theatre must be the size of that portion which is destined to

receive the audience ; the tendency of the times is to low prices, and

to rely on the support of the many, in contradistinction to the

patronage of the select few. Even nobles and millionuaires

are economical, and it may be doubted if a small, comfortable

high-priced theatre would succeed. The Italian Opera is not a proof

that it would, for tlie ojjera is in an exceptionable position, and even

under the highest and most fashionable patronage it has ruined

most of its lessees. All our modern built popular theatres are large.

Astley's is said to seat 4,000, and the New Pavilion 3,500 spectators.

The Victoria can hardly be inferior. It is probable that 5,000 seats

would be the limit to which a speculator would venture, for he must

provide, not only for rare "bumpers," but also for ordinaiy and slack

nights ; not that that number is the utmost which could l>e accom-

modated within range of the voice, for the Surrey Music-hall con-

tained nearly 14,000 auditore. The theatre of Marcellus at Rome
held 30,000, and the an-angements were so perfect that the three or

four classes of spectator entered and left without meeting. The
Famese theatre at Parma is, perhaps, the largest of modem theatres

—

the oldest being that of Fano, built by Torrelli. From the front of

the stage to the back of tlie gallery the distance measured 130 ft.,

and tlie width 102 ft. Its pompous inscription, Thmtnmi orhis

niiro.adum, is sufficient to indicate the light in wliich it was held. In

the description ofthe/. <es on the occasion of the marriage of Edward, son

of Ranuccio II., wilh Isabella d'Este, Tiraboschi stated the capacity of

the spectatory at 14,000. A succeetling author reduces it to 10,000, and

P. de Lama brings it down to 4,500 seats. It was built by Ranuccio I.

in honour of Cosmo II. de Medicis, whose presence in the town was in

fulfilment of a vow to visit the tomb of St. Charles Borromeo, and

it was the Bishop of San Donnino that designed the allegories. Tlie

name of the architect is unkno^^^l, but Bemini completed the

edifice.

In order to satisfy the requirements for seeing and hearing to the

greatest advantage, it would be necessary to observe the isacoustic

curve in the disposition of the auditorium, and that would necessitate

a much larger site than would a theatre of ecjual capacity, with Ixixes

and galleries piled one abo\-e the other. Sauval, in his description of

the Theatre du Palais Royal, built by Cardinal Richelieu, commends
it as "the most convenient and best adapted of all for hearing,

though it consists of no more than 27 steps (gradini) and two rows of

boxes. The steps are but 4 or 5 in. high. The spectators on the

27th step are not higher than the actors.''

After all it is behind the cmtain, and in the means for warming and
ventilation that improvements ai-e most needed. Tlie whole
of tlie present scenic arrangements arc as jjrimitive and clunrsy,

and unnecessarily costly, as can well be imagined. The scene shift-

ing is effected by hand ; drops and curtains are wound up and down
by men stationed in the flies, and the slips arc slid backwards and
forwards, one after another. ANHien Miss Kelly built her little theatre

in Dean-street, Soho, she adapteil machiner}' to scene-shifting ; but,

as it had to be worked by hand, and was heavy, it did not succeed
;

but if the lessee of a theati-e were to hand over the arrange-
ments to an engineer, fertile in devising self-acting machinery,
and to consent to the introduction of a small steam engine,

the scene-shifting might be made self-acting and synchronous,
ill fact like a transformation in a pantomime. A reform
greatly needed is the abolition of flies and slips. At present they
destroy the illusion and impede the transmission of the v'oice. Tlio
stage should always, where practicable, be closed in on three sides
and roofed in. ^^^^at can be more ridiculous than a room scene, in
which the ceiling is represented Ijy horizontal strips of floating can-
vas painted to represent clouds, and with the two sides open ?

"With regard to lighting and ventilation, that must be left for future

consideration. But we may remark that the waste heat from the

furnace and boiler of the scene-shifting engine would be found of

gi-eat assistance in wanning ; and that the force of the engine, when
not applied to shifting scenes, might be used to set a ventilating

apparatiLS in motion. Lighting is a more deUcate task, for it must
be made subser\-ient to the caprice of the fair sex who go to

theatres less to see than to be seen. Forty years ago Signor

Locatelli invented his astro-lamp—a system of external lighting.

He tried it at the Fenice, and afterwards at the Paris Opera ; but, as

it threw more light on the stage than on the house, it was discontinued.

THE NEW SYSTEM OF LIGHTING THEATRES IN PARIS.

ON the Place du Chatelet, which is one of the bold openings cut

through the mass of buildings of old Paris for the formation of

tlie Boulevard Sebastopol, two new theatres have recently arisen,

both claiming high rank in architectural design. These rival struc-

tm-es face each other, from oj^posite sides of the Place ; one being the .

Theatre du Chatelet, replacing the Cirque., and the other the Theatre

Lyrique. The Tlieatre du Chatelet, with which we have to deal at

present, exhibits by far the more effective facade, in consequence of

the large open gallery or loggia wlilch forms its principal feature.

The design of the basement stoiy, with the decorative entrances, is

good, and sufficiently massive to form a characteristic supjiort to the log-

gia above. This last feature is formed of open arcades, which support the

upper story ; both arcades and the architectural features above being

richly decorated with ornamental sculpture of aveiysuperior kind. The
loggia of the ceiling, as well as the inner sides of the arcades and the

back, are richly decorated with arabesque paintings ; and the warmth
and colour so obtained, combined with the depth of shadow beneath

the arcades, produce an eft'ect which is indisput^ibly fine, and, in north-

em architectiu-e, quite original ; though but a successful piece of bor-

rowing from an architectural device which is common enough in Italy.

This open loggia, or spacious covered balcony, forms an agi'eeable

salle de proiiienado between the acts; and we recently found it a most
agreeable loiuige on one of the hot October evenings of this excep-

tional season.

The interior of this graceful theatre is constracted after a fashion

still farther from the vulgar beaten track than the exterior. Tliore is

no architectural proscenium ; the tiers of boxes sweeping round in a

riclily undulating curve till they abut against the sculptiued border-

ing which, from floor to ceiling, frames the front of ihe stage, as it

would a picture. The second innovation occure in the projecting bal-

cony, which in most French theatres runs round the front of the prin-

cipal tier of boxes, having an even depth of one, or at most two, rows

of seats. In the present instance, however, the balcony feature is made
to deepen in the centre, projecting for over tlie pit, and having, in its

deepest part, 10 or 12 rows of seats. Here it is that the greatest

amount of light falls, and that toilettes are seen to the greatest advan-

tage. It is a central section of this portion of the house that is des-

tined to be set aside for the imperial family, when visiting the Tlie.atre

du Chatelet. The decorations of the salle also present a general

novelty of effect. Tliere is little of that heavy sprawling class of or-

nament, in impertinently high relief, so common in theatrical decora-

tion; the principal eftectsbeingobtainedbyconti-asts of burnished and

dead gold, blended together, and subdued by a soft ground of delicate

buff, wliich is relieved, sparingly, by sparkling traces ofwhite. Among
that class of ornaments intended to convey some, more or less, appro-

priate meaning, there are none of those bothering aUegories, the pith

of which is so difficult to extract ; the only ornamental features

intended to illustrate, more or less directly, the purpose of the structure

being a series of medallions of tlie great patrons of art in all ages.

These are placed on the fronts of the upper tier of boxes, and al-

though the selection has been made in the reign of Napoleon III.,

former sovereigns of Fiance, are not excluded. Francis I. and Louis

XIV. are .allowed to hold their ground against Napoleon I. and

Napoleon III. ; though these last appear to have assumed the chief

places of honour, flanked as they are by Pericles and Augustus. The
last and by far the most important of the novelties of structure and
decoration attempted (successfully attempted) in this new theatre, is

the entirely original mode of lighting the saUe. Not a single chande-

lier appears, large or small ; and yet the house is perfectly lighted,

and the richness of the architectural effect, strange to say, seems ab-

solutely to gain by the absence of those glittering accessories of glass

and lights, whicli usually form such jirincipal features in theatrical

interiors. In lieu of these we ai-e itreseuted with a ceiling of ground

glass, sparingly decorated with elegant arabesques ; from above

whicli, and unseen, are jets of gas, aiTauged in a concentrated mass,

which pour down a flood of softened and equalized light through the

semi-transparent ceiling, the intensity of which can be heightened or

diminished at pleasure. It waS at at first suggested by some of the

art-critics of the French press, that the light so introduced was

not brilliant—that it produced the effect of imperfect sunlight

dmiiig an eclipse; in short, that the new s\-stem was less ad-

vantageous than the old ones. Farther experience has, however,

proved its triumphal success, both in au artistic and sanitary

point of view; in so much that it is now determined to liglit

the Theatre Lyrique in the same manner, and a^ Viennese archi-

tect visiting Paris, who has seen it, has at once advised its adoption

in the new'theatrc now building at Vienna. Not only is the glare of

the chandelier, by which the view of the stage from some parts of the

house was obscm-ed, effectually removed, but the luiwholesome heat
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aw\ noxious fumos proiiiuoil by a miinUoi- of ;,'as-lis-!it3 are also frol,

rill of a most important improvement, wliidi should not Uo lost siijlit

of in the const rui't ion of new theatres, while it is a system that niitjht

with moderate outlay be aiiplie<l to all our existinrr theatres. AV'iieii

Hie performance t)er;ins, the brilliant lij;hts of the s.ille is reilucod to

exactly that point calculated to <x\vc just the proper amount of (hio

predominance to the linhtins of the Stage, without, at the same time,

leavinjf too little lis-lit in the house, upon which the full power of

liMit is again thrown between tho acts, during: wliiclt intervals the

iiSerest of the toilette, &c., is supposoil to bo in the ascendant.

SURBUEBAN VILLAS.

ALJIOST eveiy one, at some period of his life, has had experience

of the frailty of the houses whicli are run up in tlii' outskirts of

London. We have given up the heart of the metropolis to have it eon-

verted into warehouses, show rooius, ami ollices, and dwell now in

one or other of the outlying districts—north, south, east or west of it.

The London houses (tasteless as they may be in their decoration, and

dull and gloomy as may be their outlook), still, however, remain solid,

well-built, and tenantable i)laces. We might have a gathering of our

friends there without propping up the floors ; we might have dancing

therein without dread for our safety, and music without misgivings

for the comfort of our neighbours. The rooms are sutliciently large to

stretch our legs after dinner, without any need of intolerable draughty
folding-doors , the passages and stairs are wide enough to pass, and
the hail roomy enotigh to hold something beyond an umljrellaaud two
walking-stieki. We fear neither wind, nor rain, not melting snows in

them. But the tyrannous breithing of fashion has wafted us

away to the ''genkel country house"' which speculating builders

have laid and baited for us. We taste there and ijretend to relish tho

accumulation of discomforts, which nourish themselves in all

cheap buildings. We have the sweets of a coimtry life, and
the sweets—especially in winter—of getting to and from it, but
where the honey is the bee's sting also lies hidden. AVe cannot

retrace our course. The roail behind us closed at every step we took

We Hew towards the light of a country villa, and it has singed our

wings. We scorned the comforts of our well-built London house, and
it is given over to merchandize. We broke with our olil love, and she

has married another. Smothering om' disappointnrent, we smile grimly
in solitude in our cramped villa ; we resign om-selves to the

necessity of seeing few friends in our fragile habitation. We pretend
to feel interested in om' patch of garden, scarcely bigger than a
hearth rug, and grow cabbages therein at a shilling a-piece.

But, stretch om- legs as we may according to our coverlet, the

mention of an architect or builder is as salt to a sore wound, and we
kick out savagely at the fancied authors of our " rustic felicity.''

We compare our rental with the cost of om' house, and we feel con-
vinced that we oui/ht to have a good substantially-built one. We know
nothing of the bricks underground, or, in plainer words, of the builder's

unpalpable expenses, which are not comprised in the house itself.

We consider the price we gave for the painted sepulchre, and the

pecuniaiy need of the builder at the time, and wo feel we ought to

have hatl a durable house at a bargain ; and when we find the walls

settling, the boards shrinking, the [ilaster cracking, the locks out of

order, the drains stopped up, tho damp rising, and dark, ominous
patches on the upper ceilings, we indulge in the sweet impoverishing
of endless repairs. But tlie speculating builder, who •' wanted money
and was obliged to sell," is not the man we would afterwards lend

any to. He remains for ever a skeleton in our closet, and grins mali-
ciously- as we file each successive liill for ••thoroughly making the
house right."

Now, we are ciuite ready to admit that ninety-nine houses out of
every hundred in the suburbs, are not built as houses should be built.

They are notoriously " built to sell," and men buy and live in them
just as men buy copies of old paintings, anil tlieii praise them to their

friends as originals got under paculiarly advantageous circumstances,
—just as men dress up the gardener as a footman, and use plated ware
for silver, &c. They know, or at least ought to know, that they can-
not be good. They blame the speculating Ijuilders as they abuse the
AVardour-street artists, or blow up the gardener and denounce the
inferior quality of modem manufactures, \\'hen in all cases they might
with stricter justice turn their eye inwards, and see what should be
really tlie oliject of their censure. The snobbishness whicli prefers a
cheap, showy, ricketty ^^lla to a well-built house, is just on a par
with that wiiich hangs up sham old masters, and pretends to be
proud of them, when it does not know a water-colour drawing from a
chromolithograph. If a man wants a good house let him go to an
architect, employ a respectalile builder, pay a fair price, and our
word for it, he will find, that is, if he can see beyond his nose, that he
can get a chcajy house, not one perhaps tor cockneys to come and gape
at and admire for the cheapness of itsfrd cost, but a house such as a
man of comn.on sense, loving comfort, friends, and family, can live
happily and lengthen his days in, with roomy bay windows, cosychim-
iiey corners, warm hearths, spacious, well ventilated chambers, water-
tight roofs, and dry subsoil—where there are no draughts but cheering
ones, which no more need theperiodicalserviccsofajobbingcarpenter
than does the back of a tortoise, that can stand the rude embraces
of our equinoctical gales like an ocean rock, keep out the winter's
cold and summer's heat, shelter mirth and calm content within up-
right walls and level wind-proof floors, show a frank, honest face to
the world, and insure a corner in the recollection of all who cross

the threshold. But it may be asked cannot such a house be bought ?

We answer, \'ery rarely. Plums may be tijuiul on a sloe bush moro
fre([ucntly than a thoroughly well-built, well-planned liousc iu tho
suburbs

—

"None do build a stately habitation

But they that mean to dwell therein."

They cannot be built by speculators to sell at a proflt, and con-
soijuenlly they are not built at all. An eight hundred iwiund house
which looks like a thousand iiound one, is half sold at £900 before it is

built. Tlie build(>r of a geiuiine, honest £1,000 one w<iuld be bid
£!)00 or less for it 2 years after it was erected. We cannot expect
builders to speculate in this fashion. Our complaint against them
resolves itseh', tlierefore, into the okl, old story ; we are too jirone to

buy the appearance of a thing rather than tho thing itself, and then to

rail against tho vendor.

PAEIS.
(Prom our Special Correspondent.)

THii fine old church ofSt. Gennain d'Auxerrois, opjiosite Perrault's

facade of the Louvre, is at present undergoing a complete scraping

and cleaning, iu order to make it pair well with the " Mairie " on the
other side of the ugly central clock tower.

The tact that JI. Viollet le Due is allowed to scrape away as much as

he likes at the old part of Notre Dame, to make it resemble the new
portion which he has built, has alreaily been severely commented upon
in your journal ; but that a church which is not in neeil of restoration

should be half destroyed to make it balance a building which has little or
no pretension to architectural beauty, is a vandalism which has never
before been met with.in a country professing to be the most civilised in

the world, and which, it is hop(>d, will not pass by without some earnest

protest by the real admirers of mediaeval art.

I was enabled to visit the other day the works at the Tuileries

which I mentioned two weeks ago. In order to extract the piles,

placed there by Ducer.;eau, wliich were found 25 feet below tho
level of the cjuay, they have been obliged to dig domi to so great a
depth that hopes were entertained, by continuing the operations

deeper, of finding a good soil. This was eventually found at a depth
of o7 feet under the Pavilion de Flore, rising to about 30 feet under
the farthest part of the wing yet demolished along the quay. A
foundation of beton, in some parts 14 feet in depth, has been laid over
the whole surface under the new profjosed building, which it is hoped
will entirely prevent the possibility of another sinking ever taking

lilace. Your readers ma}- remember that the wing along the quay con-
tained a gallery in continuation of that in which the Italian and
French pictures by the old masters are exhibited. This gallery

extended to, and communicated with, the Tuileries, though it was not
open to the public on accoimt of the dilapidated condition of the

building. This arrangement will not exist in the new building, which
is required for an additional suite of rooms for the palaco, the want of

which has long been felt. New galleries for the pictures are now
being flnislied in that new part ot tho Louvre, on the south side of

the Cour Napoleon, which has so often been an object of curiosity,

and excited all kinds of surmises as to its contents ; in fact, one littlo

thought that its huge fagade was only a " placagc," and that all the

windows of the first and second fioor were sham ones.

It had long been a question to destroy the Pavilion Lesdigui^res, the

passage-archway of which is very narrow. This idea is now given
up, but two more archways have been added—one double the width,

which will be central between the old Pavilion and the new one,

pendent and similar to it. These will form the new entrances to the

Place du Carrousel. Ojiposite to them, across the Seine, in the place

of the Pont des Saint Peres, which does not admit of much traffic, a
new bridge double the width will be constructed. On the left hand
side of the new entrances, looking from the quay, a wing will be
erected, resembling the one on the right side against which the new
part of the Tuileries will abut. This new part will be double the

width of the old gallery. The kitchens will extend along tlie whole of

the basement floor, instead of being only luider the Pavilion de Flore

as formerly. In order to give more space for jiarading the troops in

front of the Tuileries, the iron tramway will be advanced towards the

Louvre, up to the side of the new entrances, and thus leave the Arc
de Triomphe in the centre of the parade ground. At some future

jjcriod the Pavilion opposite to the Pavilion de Flore, in the facade of

the Tuileries will be pulled down and rebuilt similar to the new
Pavilion ; as also the two wings containing the theatre and chapel oil

either side. It is a great pity that the new library of the Louvre
should not be more easy of access to visitors. Tlie ceilings iu oak,

and I think papier-mache, are about the boldest and richest I have
yet seen ; the staircase also, though somewhat complicated, is a very

pretty problem of constnictive skill and architectural beauty.

Advantages are being taken of the absence of the students of the

L}-ce'e St. Louis in the Boulevard Sebastopol, to add a new fagade

more in character with the new houses around it. The new building

is simjile, but well composed. M. Bailhe is the architect of it, as well

as of the new Tribunal de Commerce, which is fast approaching com-
pletion.

One scarcelj' knows whether it is a favourable omen for tho archi-

tecture of a country that its ruler should have certain preten-

sions to architectural jutlgment or choice of style. On the one liand

jjerhaps it encoiuages arcliitects to do their best to seek his approba-

tion; on the other hand, perhaps, some fatal preconcerted nations
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of his own may upset tlie whole system. Many were the comiDlaints

made against the old King of Prussia. The Emperor of the French

now and then imposes certain conditions which do not always tend to

improve the result of his architects' studies. M. Hittortf, in the new
"Mairie," opposite the Louvre, was ohliged to follow the outline of

the Church of St. Germain d'Auxerrois, and introduce similar features

in its composition. And now again the imperial eyes of his Majesty
having caught sight of a photograph of the Hotel de Ville at Brescia,

the works of three successive architects, determines at once that the

proportions, composition, &c., of that building shall he copied in the

faSade of the new Tribunal of Commerce. However, from what I have

seen of the drawings of this new Tribunal, M. Baillie has pretty well

got out of the difficulty in which he was placed ; and, with' certain ex-

ceptions, the Parisians will have in it a very fine building. The cost

will be about .5,000,000f (£200,000,) It seems that in searching for

a foundation, the workmen came to some of the old wooden framing

jjlaced there about the 12th century. They have had recourse to the

same system of framework, and havelieen able to leave two of the old

logs of wood. On this framework, placed about 19 feet below the

level of the ground, a foundation of 4 feet d inches or 5 feet of "beton"
has been placed. The insi)ectors of this building are, as in all Govern-
ment buildings, appointed by the town of Paris, and are invariably

chosen from among the students of the first class of the Ecole des
Beaux Arts.
The west front of the Church of St. Denis is to be restored as it

existed in 1821. The ground in front is to be lowered. The poor
stained glass placed there 20 years ago will be replaced by some more
in character with the new alterations. M. Viollet le Due superintends
the work. The chapels round the choir are finished, and the removal
of the false floor placed three feet aliove the original level hiding
consequently all the bases of the piers, adds greatly to the beauty of
this edifice.

NOTES ON LONDON AND PAEIS.

WE Englishmen are apt to look vvitli an eye of envy upon the
French metroi^olis, and upon the doings of Napoleon the Tliird,

who wields the power of the autocrat to enrich his capital with every
Ijcauty tliat art is capable of conferring, or labour and money of
obtaining.

Those who remember the many pest-holes, the narrow and tortuous
.streets, and the crazy old houses, the haunts of thieves and of all

who had made tliemselves amenable to the laws of their countiy, which
existed under the Bourbons, look with an eye of wonder and "admira-
tion at the faiiy-like change that has taken"place—admire the magni-
ficent new streets, the ever-recurring vistas which open up squares,
columns, palaces, and all and eveiy building of any note or architec-
tural pretension, that can be found in Ibe gayest of gay cities.

Standing upon the Po7it des Arts, and glancing dow"n the Seine, all

that meets the eye is pleasing and instructive ; and an architcetiu-al

ensemble is presented almost incomparable. To the right are the
Quais du Louvre and TuiJeries, with their imposing sweep of
buildings, rising in majesty and grace without a single mar-
ring influence. The eye is neither pained nor distracted by
squalid buildings or dirty .shops. Here poverty and its adjuncts of
misery and crime are alike ignored or forgotten ; trade can certainly
be seen, but at such a respectful distance as to enhance by contrast
rather than to destroy the effect ; all speaks of wealth, taste, and plea-
sure, but of none of the less pleasing avocations of life. A great, cul-
tivated, and learned people are here admirably represented, by their
arcbitectirre and its arrangement ; military precision, too, in the latter
seems observable, eveiytliing is well balanced and supported, little

or nothing left to chance : a small, insignificant river and a fla*-,,

swampy country-, are all with whicli nature has blessed the place—if

we except the clear and pirre atmosphere, and yet we see results
admirable in themselves, and the more praiseworthy for the poor
foundation on whicb they stand.
To om- left are tbe picturesque houses and shops, so relieving to

the eye of the Londoner—so different from bis interminable miles of
dull brick walls and flat oppressive roofs ; tbe skyline here is ever
vaiying, the mansard roof and bold or piquant dormer doing good
and ample service here as in every other part of Paris— in fact, the
treatment of the roofs in nearly ail continental cities adds greatly to
the grace and variety of tbe streets antl places. No opportunity is

lost to turn them to good account, and the attempt at tbe pic-
turesque is always successful. AVliere can you find, as in our cities,
one unvarying straight line of roof to scores of bouses, without a
break ? The stone in these Paris houses contrasts well with the
many-coloured blinds and dark projecting roofs, and looks bright
and clear, however old or worn.
We now, although reluctautlj-, quit a spot that gives us so much

pleasure, and tm-n our steps from tlie Pont des Arts towards the far-
famed Louvre, whose exterior has so favourably impressed us.

0\ir chat is not of painting or of sculpture ; we cannot, therefore,
dwell upon the many marvels of both contained in tbe matchless
saloons which are here filled with them. Upon entering those de-
voted to painting, we have a most vivid remembrance of the Na-
tional Galleiy of Great Britain—and, with an Englishman's pride,
liope that the difference between this and that is not so great and
alarmmg as is generally admitted. We console ourselves, and steel
our breasts with the tbouglit that some people care for nothing if it is
not t rench, and nm down all that has but tbe resemblance of English ;

uv. are more enlightened, and more honest, gn-ing praise where due,
withholding it where undeserved. But—alas for all oiu- patriotism

—

the difference between Trafalgar, the dusty and dull, the dirty and
dingy, is too apparent. Nothing here approaches to the method of
hanging the pictures adopted l:)y the powers that be in our Isle of
Freedom. In tbe grand suite of princely apartments througli \\'hich

we journey on and on, every picture is worthy of its place and the
collection.

If we sit down to rest awhile from such a mental feast, we need not
be entirely idle. Tlie beautifully-designed ceilings, with their exqui-
site paintings, will afford us ample study.
And now a few remarks upon Parisian architecture ; and although

comparisons are odious, we must have recourse to them.
Tlie freedom of Paris from smoke, and its clearer atmosphere, carry

it far in advance of London as a holiday place, and the concentration
of its principal buildings has gained for it the title of a City of Palaces.
Tlie sight-seer is dazzled by the Ijriglit spot in the picture witliout
heeding tlie mm-ky darkness behind. Few things are more impressive
tlian tlie vast sweep of the Louvre, tbe Place Napoleon, the Place du
Carrousel, and the Tuileries, with the gardens of tlie latter, tlie Place
de la Concorde, and the Champs Elysees beyond. Eight and left of
the Louvre are the Palais Eoyal and the Palais du Luxembourg, the
one but the distance of a stone's throw from it, the other but a few
minutes' walk.

This central part has made the city celebrated, as it invariably im-
presses itself upon the mind of the visitor above every other, and is

recalled to memory when Paris is named. The Boulevards likewise
are not easily forgotten.

The shops fail to impress us either with their exteriors or contents,
nor can we find in this class of building, as we do in London, novelty
of treatment, or richness in design and material. Brick and marble
architecture iind no place in the affections of the people: their solo

aim appears to be to make a fair copy of the next door. We do not
meet with polished marble, bold, original carving, young and strong
efforts to strike out a new path evincing a healthy tone, however
crude and harsh may be the present results. The now streets are
straight, handsome, and pleasing, but anything rather than suggestive.
At best, the emanations of French architects are weak ; the detail of
their Ijuildings is pretty we allow, but when taken in conjunction with
tbe whole it is flat and insii^id—a frittering away of ideas in incised

stone, nothing more. Eestorations, adaptations, or extensions are
treated differently : our " volatile friend " has something to lean upon,
something to fall back ujjon, so be takes a stand and boldly com-
mences, proving bis weakness in original design by the attempted
strength of his copies. See with what a lavish hand he piles up
figure upon figure, projects bis cornices, throws in his pilasters,

strings on his festoons, overloads bis dormers, and cru.shes all spirit

out of the composition by a superabundance of ornament ! Never-
theless the composition is rich, it can be well seen, and some points
have been gained.

The cpiestion is often asked why London cannot bo made as at-
tractive as Paris. AYe are a richer people—om' buildings, taken sepa-
rately, are ill man)' cases superior as works of art, are more costly in

material, and better executed, but they are scattered. Many are not
known even to Londoners, and many, when discovered, cannot be
properly seen, so confined is the site. Our buildings arc literally

thrown away by being in such narrow and crooked streets ; besides,

our metro]3olis is so gigantic that things whicli appear small in it

would in Paris as.sume far more importance. It has no plan, and con-
sequently cannot be understood. If we wish to produce a striking

effect that may be remembered, we must set apart a space on wliich
to rear a number of palatial buildings, in addition to one or more
already existing there, for tbe i>ast must be properly represented to

give dignity to the present work. Where shall we find such a site ?

Shall wo sweep St. Paul's cliurchyardof all its rubbish? Sliall wo open
up new streets leading tlirectly to any building of importance ? .Shall

we have a magnificent street running down to the river and abutting
upon a quay "200 feet wide, planted with trees and adorned with private
palaces such as we co.n design, if the opportunity be but given to us ?

No, we are told. The property is too valuable to be cut about in

such a manner ; tbe argument that it would be benefited and the
rentals increased has no weight. AVe must therefore pitch our
tent elsewhere. We take a long stride to the AYcst-cnd,
and look longingly at Pall-mall, and sigh as we see its crampeil
narrow aspect, and glance—for glance at best it is—at its beautiful

club-houses. We " move on," therefore, to Westminster, and here is

our only chance—two buildings worthy of ns are ready to our baud,
and a bridge fit for the noljle river it spans. How often we are told

that the bridge accommodation of Paris is superior to that of London.
We might answer that there are as many bouses in one street of Seven
Dials, as in the whole Kuo de Scbastopol. However, let us have more
bridges, but don't enforce them by such a poor comparison. Let us
commence operating at once simultaneously with the new embank-
ment; let fij-st-chiss buildings lead to it and support it, form a square
ofgoodly proportions at the approach to tbe bridge, and reliuild that
part of Westminster contiguous on some fixed plan. JIaiiy were
sent in in competition, and exhibited in tbe Hall there, upon a memor-
able occasion. Paris might then be excelled. Let ns work up
tbe chief points of interest in the picture. We liave a capital back-
ground already. Old Father Thames is a little against us ; he is too
large to enhance the size and lieauty of our buildings, and tends
rather to dwarf tbcin. Our embankments, be tliej' ever so stupen-
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dous, and our houses, be tlioy ever so lofty

and niiissive, will bo pisniios in coinpavisoii

with hiiii. But wo nmst Ixvir with it
;
ho is

too larp' to bo turkod into a sowor foi" archi-

tcotural olVort, and lie I'an novor be made to

assume, as tho SoiMi' doos, the aijpeanuioo of

an ornamental eanal ; his swolliny; breast is for

use, and we can only rejrret that he has not

an arm or two in London lor the sake of or-

nament. B. M. Wk.

THE DECAY INPREVENTION OF
TIMBER.*

Thk larffo excess of the annual consumiiUon

of timber over its reiirodviction has led tho

author of the essay under notice to consider

what remedies might judiciously be ailopted

for the ijrevention of its decay. Altliougli

Mons. do Lapixirent treats of tho sulycct more
especially in its relation to tiniljor tor sliip-build-

in^ l)urp"oses, his observations and the sugges-

tions founded upon them, are eiiually applicaljle

to timber used for building and railway works.

Tho ])rinciplos are the same in all cases,

whether applied to the rilis of a ship, the

sleepers of a railway, or the beams of a house.

If, by the judicious employment of known
means, wo doubt the durabilit}- of tho timber,

we allow tho young trees a proportionate length

of time to roach maturity, we double, at once,

our natural wealth in the material, wherever it

is used, as well as from the- forests in which we
gather our supplies. The longer we prolong

i

this duraliility, the more valuable does the tim- I

ber become through the absence of any need

for renewal, and the more sm-ely do we guard

ourselves against a scarcity ; tho disastrous

effects of which are ah-eady felt in many parts

of France.
Witli that [jortion of the essay devoted to

ship-lmilcMiig, and to a consideration of the

relative advantages of iron anil wooden ships,

it is not our provinc3 to deal, but the insuffi-

cient seasoning of the timber, which renders

many new ships in a few years almost worth-

less, is an evil largely introduced into modern
houses. The chaimels or space between a ship's

timbers, into whicli there is a constant supply of

aqueous vapour from the unseasoned wood,
have their counterparts in the floors of our

houses. The elements of fermentation, and
consequently of decomposition of the ligneous

fibre, are produced fi-om similar causes in

both instances. The author says :

—

" Timber, souud at the heart and exempt from
all accidental and local defects, only decays under
the inliuouco of certain causes, wliich it is im-
portant carefully to define, iu order that we may be
enabled to combat them successfully.
" When a tree is felled it encloses in its fibres as

well as in its capillary channels a considerable

quantity of sap, wliich is nothing else but water
charged with gummy, saccharine, saline, mucila-
ginous, and albuminous matters. In this state the

latter are very liable to ferment, but they lose this

liability when, by the evaporation of the sap, they
pass to a dry and solid state; so that the first sug-
gestion wlueli naturally presents itself to the
mind, is to subject the timber to a lengthened
seasoning.

** Unfortunately timber in general, and particu-

larly that of tho oak species, requires a prodigious
long time before tho mass is thoroughly seasoned.
This arises partly because (the wood being inac-
cessible to heat) the sap, excepting that imme-
diately below the surface, does not exude iu vapour
—the only form in which it could escape quickly

—

and partly from the incrustation and the narrow-
ness of the channels, which present a more or less

powerful obstacle to the evaporation of these ex-

halations.
*' A natural seasoning would be sufficient for

specimens of moderate thickness, such as boards for

inlaying and panelling, &c., &e., or even for some
thicker woods, from which in working up they take
off only a thin sha\iug from the surface—for ex-
ample, the plankiug of ships ; but it would be
entirely useless as regards rough square logs in-
tended to be used as ribs, and from which from -10

to 50 per cent, of the original mass is taken off.

Then, however seasoned the exterior may appear,
a considerable degree of dampness is found under
the fibrous tissue of the wood. Exposure of the

timber to free air for some length of time can alone

remedy this evil."

But as our inability to wait a .sudiciontly

long time for tho natural soa.soning of tlu' tim-

ber has been tho cause of our eniiiloymoiit of

an inferior ((uality, it is practically useless to

insist ujion, and rest content with, that nn-ans

of attaining our object. "\Vo nmst resort to ar-

tificial and speedy methods for obtaining similar

results. Mons. do Lappareut's mctliods

consist :

—

1st. In depriving the timber of the greatest

possible quantity of sap, and consequently of

the fermenting principies tlierein contained.

2n(i. In suljjocting foUod timber, before put-

ting together, to an artificial seasoning.

3rd. In charring or scorching tho surface of

tho wood by means of a slight carbonisation

when the work is finished.

These dilToront methods are examined and

elucidated in regular order. The well-known

fiict that wood dries more rapidly the longer it

has previously remained under water, is ex-

plained with remarkable clearness. Tlic water,

constantly changing all round the submerged

timber, concludes by taking the iilace of the sap

w-hich issues forth and carries with it the fer-

menting properties with which it is charged.

Then as pure water evaporates mucli quicker

than that which contains foreign matters, the

ju-eviously submerged timber is sooner sea-

soned. The time "required for timber to re-

main under water, in order to got rid of its sap,

is estimated l>y the author at one year iu river

water, two years in fresh water frequently

changed, three years in brackish water always

changing. Boards thus prepared would, after

being left subsequently to sea.son themselves

naturally in store for two years, be ready for

working up, but "rough timber for ribs" needs

an artificial seasoning.

The various plans for artificial seasoning are

then explained, and with them their defects.

Tlie plan of injecting gradually-heated air into

the drying-stove where the wood is placed,

leaves'the inferior fibres of the wood of their

original bulk, whilst those near tlie smface

have a tendency to shrink and cause cracks

and splits of more or less depth. This residts

from wood being such a bad conductor of heat.

The heat cannot reach all the fibres alike. M.
Guibert's method obviates this defect by " fill-

ing the drying-stove with smoke produced by
the distillation of certain combustible matters

such as saw-dust, waste tan, smith.s' coal, &c.

The distillation of the combustibles causing a

discharge of steam, prevents the cracks and

splits in the outside fibres of the timber.

Another method is the injection of sulphate

of copper into the timber.

The principal cause of fermentation—the

forenmner of decay—is, it apjioars, the pre-

sence of an atmosphere of warm, damp, and
stagnant air :

—

" On one of these tln:ee conditions being removed,
the durabihty of timber would be immetUately pro-

longed. Thus it is that we cannot contemplate with-

out a feeling ofadmiration the woodwork of the oldest

mansions or churches. To quote from Rondelet

;

' The woodwork of the church of St. Paul, outside

the city walls, which was destroyed by fire iu 1823,

was erected as far backas the fifth century. Although
the atmosphere surrounding the framework is often

at once warm and damp, yet it is never stagnant.'

It is also known that timber has been preserved in-

definitely under water. It may lose a portion of its

elasticity and power of resistance by the absence

of some of its properties, but it does not decay.
" The joists of the houses built by our ancestors

ing antl growth of fungi, and to impregnate

the air in contact with timber with a substance

destructive to the sporules of the fungi :

—

Tho first remedy exi)lains itself. The second

consists iu carbonizing the surface of tho tim-

ber :

—

" In the first place, tho surface is subjected to a

considerable heat, the primary effect of which is to

exhaust the sap of tho epidermis, and to dry up the

feriuentiug principles—here this ia done by long

exposure to the air ; and in tho second place, below

the outside layer, completely earbonized, a scorched

surface is found, that is to saj-, piirlly distilled and
impregnated with the product.s of that distillation,

which arc creosoted and empyreumatic, the anti-

septic properties of which are well known."

Numerous instances of the efficacy of this

method are given, for details of wliich we must

refer the reader to the essay itself, where he

will also find particulars of tlie cheap and

simple apparatus by wliich the author dis-

poses of all danger in the use of his process.

Tho operation of charring the timber is facil-

itated by previously smearing it with a little

tar :—
" By so doing these other advantages are

gained—

•

" 1st.—The carbonization of tho cracks, that

almost always occur on the surface of rough
timber, is facilitated.

" 2ndly.—It iirevents the timber being affected

too suddenly liy the heat of the gas, which
causes it to split.

3dly.—It prevents the cracking and spUntering

oft' of little ignited particles.
" But beyond a mere facing of tar we must not

go ; a little thicker layer would impede, instead of

furthering, the operation. Besides, we must stop

as soon as the surface is freely carbonized, which

certifies that njne of the parts below have escaped

the charring, which is, I repeat, the end we
seek."

It is suggested—and the suggestion is well

worth consideration—that this process should

bo applied iu house building :

—

" In liouse-buildiug, the process should be ap-

plied to the beams and joists embedded in the walls,

or surrounded with plaster ; to the joists of stables,

cowhouses, washhouses, &c.—which, although ex-

posed to the free air, are constantly surrounded by

a warm and moist atmosphere, an active cause of

fermentation—to the wainscoting of ground floors

;

to the flooring beneath the parquet work, to the

joints of tongues and rabbets, &c.; for carboniza-

tion by means of gas still leaves to the wood, for

working purpos-s, all the shai-pness of its edges.
" By carbonization a practical and_ economical

means is offered to railway companies of preserving,

almost for ever, the sleepers, particularly oak, which

cannot be impregnated by the injection of sulphate

of copper. Let us suppose, for instance, that after,

say IU or 15 years, the sleepers on a hue are taken

up for the length of a nule, and replaced by new
ones, the old, when rasped and burnt again, wUl
serve for tho replacing of the following mile, and so

on, one mile after the other."

The charred timber, after being scraped and

pumiced, may be painted in the usual way,

and with any colour.

Tho impregnation of the air in contact with

timber is managed by smearing, here and

there on the surhice, a species of paint, with

flour of sulphur as a basis, and Unseed oil as an

amalgamator. This paint developes a sliglitly

suli>hurous atmosphere, which pm'ifies the air,

by ticstroying, at least in part, the sporules

of the fungi.

Such is an outline of the means pointed out

i by Mons. do Lappareut. They are, as he

I

says, simple, logical, economical, easy of

adoption, and perfectly innocuous. The ar-

rangement for working Mons. do Lappareut's

patent in Great Britain, has been intrusted to

Messrs. York and Co., 3'2, Royal Exchange-

• " An Essay on the Prevention of Decay in Timber for
Ship Building and otlier Purposes," by Moxs. de Lappar-
ENT, Officer of the Le^non of Honour, Director of the French
Dockyards, and Inspector of Timber for Naval Purposes.
IiCndoQ : M'Keiran and Co., 46, London-wall.

last almost for ever, because they are m contact
|
buildiiio-s, where the system may be seen in

with air which is continually changing. Now, on
.vatim

tho contrary, we fooUshly enclose them between a optiauo
.

ceiUng of plaster (always very damp to begin \vith)

and a floor ; they rapidly decay, and sometimes
cause the most serious disasters, of which it is im-
possible to be forewarned."

The signs of decay in timber are fungi,

and the fermentation generated by prolonged

contact with w-arm, damp, and stagnant air,

is as a soil where seeds sow and nourish them-
selves.

The x-emedies are, consequently, to tlisturb

the stagnant air, to get rid of the confined air

in contact with the timber, to so prepare the

surface of timber as to prevent tlie engeudcr-

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
JURORS' REPORTS.

Vextii.ition.

There are several attempts to solve the great

question of ventilation. Amongst these, several

applications of -wire-gauze and perforated zinc for

ventilating rooms are included hi om' section. The

general principle of all of these is the admission

of ft-esh air cUft'used through a small opening,

either by simply drawing down the windows, or

by opening a shdo valve. There is nothing in any
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of them calling for special remark, but generally

they are all applications of a long-established

principle made in the right direction. (Cooke's

apparatus claims to do more than this, but it was
not demonstrated to the jwy. It is neat and
never intrusive, and must, like all gauze blinds,

remove an imuiense amount of dust.) Two other
forms of ventilating apparatus are exhibited in

the same place, which have higher claims to com-
mend them. One is the glass-louvi'ed ventilator

of Mr. Moore (United Kingdom—2,39-3), the very
extensive introduction of which is sufficient proof
of its simplicity and usefidness. The other is a
concentric tube, exhibited by Mr. M'KiimeU
(United Kingdom—2,392), with its application to

the ventilation of ships and dwellings. There are

other applications of the same prmciple not in the
Exhibition, but Mr. M'Kinnell's contrivance is an
ingenious adaptation, and merits recompense.
We preferred to select the glass louvre of Mr.
Moore, and this ventilator of Mr. M'Kinnell for

Honourable Mention ; the former on account of
its simplicity and general utility ; the latter on
account of its applicability imder certain condi-
tions to closed apartments and holds of ships.

Mr. Moore's ventilator is of glass, and in the
form of a Venetian blind. It opens or shuts by
changing tlie angle of the laths of which it is com-
posed, as a Venetian blind does, but it is not made
to be raised or lowered.
There are several applications of the principle

of warming part of the fi-e.^h air admitted into
dweUing-houses by means of the waste heat be-
hind the fireplace. They are all improvements
more or less ingenious, and in the right direction,

but the subject is comparatively new, and none
of these applications are of such importance as to
merit special recomj^cuse.

Mr. Watson, of Leeds, had long ago introduced
his double tube, or tube with a diaphragm, which,
under many circumstances, acts remarkably well,
tut instead of one In-anch ha\-ing a current up and
another down, it frequently happens that the air

is found moving in both tubes in the same direc-
tion. Mr. Muir, of Glasgow, removed the diffi-

culty to a great distance by ha-i-ing the square
tube crossed twice diagonally, and so causing with
almost every wind an inclination to produce a
diHerence in the four currents. There are nume-
rous situations in which it must supply abtmdant
pure air at all times. These four tubes arc sta-
tionary substitutes for the two cowls, one to-
wards the wind, the other from it, and which
must be moved according to the direction of the
wind. There is, however, a natural difficidty

inherent in the subject itself—that of causing two
currents of air to rtm together so very closely.
Mr. M'Kinnell puts one tube within the other,
and this plan is said on liigh authority to be ex-
tremely beneficial in the holds of siiips. But
when currents of air come so near each other,
they must cause numberless eddies, and the im-
pure air can only pass after being very much
mixed with purer air, and thereby a much
greater amount of heat is lost than is at all need-
fal. Many praiseworthy attempts are made to
purify the atmosphere of a room by merely
brmging the air tlu-ough perforated wire gauze,
zinc, or glass.

There are several inventions for causing the
air to tm'n corners before entering a room, that
is, to cause it to enter in a zigzag manner.
There may be some value in this, as the great
violence of the wind is prevented, and rain is

also kept out at the same time ; but they pro-
mise little. No invention in veutUating will ever
dispense mth an abundant supply of pure air.
Many have a good method, but are afi-aid to use
the large quantity of air required,

Messrs. Donlton and Co. separate the flue of
the ordinary fireplace into two parts with a zinc
partition, the one is for the smoke, the other is

connected with the upper part of the room by an
opening, where Arnott's valve is usually put. This
removes the warm and fouled aii-, the draught
being caused by the heat of the parallel flue, as
well as the heated air of the ro6m. An Ai-nott's
valve may be added. This of the Messrs. Doul-
ton cannot be adapted to ordinary fireplaces, but
it seems to be extremely promising for new
bouses.

The Military Commission of Vienna, appointed
by the Government to inquire into the question of
ventilation, has decided on using mechanical
means, and a ian drives the air forward into the
garrison hospital. A medal was awarded to the
J-mpenal Royal Commission.

The subject of ventilation and of warming was
only partially brought; before Section B, and only
a partial account can be here given.

More than one exhibitor draws the air into the

fire from the outside of the room, causing it to be
heated behind the grate. F. Edwards and Sous
(United Kingdom—2,382) bring it into the room
below the fender, after being warmed behind the

grate. The air is given warm to the room, and
does not rush to the fii'C, as the fire has its own
supply. Mr. Woodcock (United Kingdom—2,411)

brings the air into the room through a space be-

tween the gi'ate and the chimney-piece, covered
^vith ornamental open work.
The air might be passed into the room above

near the floor with great advantage, when it

would rise and fill the room with that pleasant

warmth winch we find in lobbies heattd with
warm air from a cellar fire or from an Arnott
stove. The waste heat of one room would thus

be economised by being used in the room above
as long as we indtdge in waste heat.

The Jury s-isited the Houses of Parliament in

order to observe the ventilation by Mr. Golds-

worthy Gumey, whose stoves were exhibited by
Mr. Woodcock. The Gumey stove adopts the

flange principle for radiation, introduced by Mr.
Silvester. In addition to the flanges, Mr. Gurney
uses the vapour of water for the convection of

heat. The flanges are placed on the steam-pipes,

and these again over vessels of water, which
evaporates according to the heat. Mr. Gurnay
has shown the value of vapom- of water for con-

veying heat, which it does more thoroughly than
warm air. Mr. Gumey finds that air loaded with
vapour mixes more readily with other air than it

would do did it not contain vapour ; heated diy
air rises, and its heat is lost to those bclow^, when
loaded with vapour its tendency to fUfliise pro-

duces an equaUzation which Mr. Gurney makes
use of. The Houses of Parhament have their air

suppUed from the central com-ts : it passes into

the cellars, if we may so call them, througli a
coarse gauze ; it then passes over these Gurney
stoves, rises up through gauze into a second com-
partment, to make it equable, and thence into

the houses through the iron-grated floor. The
House of Commons is kept by this means at a
constant temperature of62deg.—63 deg. F. ; the
House of Lords from 63 deg.—64 deg. F. A
medal was awarded to Mr. Woodcock for his

manufacture of the Gurney stove.

A very excellent application of the Gm-uey
stoves was made in the sick-room at Rugby
School : they were placed at the open windows,
and the air as it entered was warmed. This,

however, can only be looked on as an ingenious

temporary expedient. If air entered the windows
and never went out by them, this application

might be made imiversally. The same use could
be made of the stove at any convenient entrance
of air, but the application at such openings can-

not be considered as economical.
Mr. Zimara, of St. Petersburg (Russia—310)

exhibits a stove which conducts the heated air

and products of combustion through a numerous
collection of earthenware tubes under the dwel-
lings, and allies itself more with the old Roman
method. It is a plan which in cold climates may
be ofthe greatest advantage, although too heav'j-,

cumbersome, and expensive for small houses even
there. By it the whole under part of a house is

in fact converted into a Dutch stove, which long
retains its warmth. A medal was given to Mr.
Zimara.
Mr. W. Pierce (United Kingdom—2,395) is

mentioned honourably for his mode ofHuthuance's
di-ying chamber for clothes.

Kone of the models at the Exhibition use the
heat of the iire so as to warm the space between
the walls, and to render it a drying-room for

clothes. The model washing-houses are very
valuable for the poor, but a commodious way of
using the heat produced in their own tu-es at

home is very nmch wanted. At present a great
deal of the heat is expended in drying bricks and
mortar that never ought to have been wet. This
wotild be much better employed iu warming the
room itself, or even an intramiu'al ca\"ity, which
would also give out some heat to the rooms. This,
however, occupies space which is not generally
to be spared.
The gi'eat demand in this cotmtry is for warmth

and dryness; give these, and we are ready to ven-
tilate sufficiently; deny these, and the whole
population instinctively prefers bad air to cold-
giving air ; therefore, if we venlUate sufficiently,

we must warm.
"The following view of the general subject is by
Dr. Arnott :

—

Ventilatiox and Wahming.

1. Educated people now are aware that a man

who is prevented from getting air into the lungs

for breath dies in a few minutes, as if drowned
by the head being plunged tmder water, or if

strangled by a ligature tightened round the neck.

Then it is known that air which has just been

breathed, if retained about the mouth so that

that the person must inhale it again instead of

fresh air, as certainly kills as total privation of

air. And further, it is found that if any con-

siderable proportion of air which has been

breathed remains in the atmosphere aroimd

persons, it unfaiUngly engenders a variety of

chronic diseases.

2. The natural forces by which the necessary

change of air called ventilation is effected about

all warm-blooded animals are two; 1st, the

buoyancy or floating upwards in colder air

around the heated, and therefore lighter bulk

of the air issuing li-om the warm lungs—as oil

rises in water; and 2nd, the lateral motion in

the general atmosphere, called wind, which
carries the impure breath quite away.

3. When mth the progress of civilization men
spread fi-om the warmer into the colder climates

of the earth, they sought shelter against the in-

clemencies of the weather by constructing houses

and rooms more or less closed. The roofs and
ceiUngs of these prevented the free, upward
departure of the vitiated breathed air, and
the walls, with windows of glass, obstructed

the action of the wind. A room, however
spacious, if thus entirely closed would in a little

while suffocate inmates as certaitJyandinthe same
way as the small common extinguisher, put on a

burning candle, and preventing access of fresh

air, extinguishes the flame. Such deaths have

happenetl iu the holds oi' ships shut up during a

storm, and in crowded dimgeons. The slower

efl'ects of merely deficient ventilation when con-

tinued are shown iu the tmhealthy condition of

the dwellers in small, close apartments, and in

the outbreaks where overcrowding occurs, as in

jails, ships, hospitals, barracks, &c., of the de-

structive fevers, dysenteries, and other epide-

mics which have taken their names fi-om those

loeaUties. It is only within the last hmidred
years, since chemistry discovered the composi-

tion of our atmosxihere, with its important ele-

ment now called oxygen, or vital air, that the

chief cause of such occmTcnces has been under-

stood, suggesting efl'tctual means of prevention.

People generally arc now aware that the air they
breathe, and which can serve as stuffing for

air-pillows, is as truly a substance occupying
space as is a stone or water, and that it can be

moved, measm-ed, weighed, and treated generally

Uke any other fltud.

4. To reUeve the painful -feeling always ex-

perienced by persons in close rooms, they would
soon be led to open windows to admit tlie mnd

;

and it was foimd that a window opened in

the wall of a room towards which the vnnd
is blowing, and another open window in the

opposite wall to let air escape, -give complete

veutUation. Such arrangement, with obvious

means of diffusing the entering air to prevent the

feeling of disagreeable cold draught, is now
common iu hospitals, and where the weather
is wai'm is deemed sulncient.

5. For warm-blooded animals, however, there

is a second thing, as essential as the supply of

fresh air, namely, the maintenance of a certain

degree of warmth in their bodies. It is this fact

which confines the existence of the various

species of iid'erior animals to the climates where
the covering of for, feathers, &c., given by
Nature, suffices to preserve the needed terapera-

tm-e. And it is because human intelfigeuco

can devise the arts of employing fire, shelter,

and clothing to any amount that man can exist

in health and comlbrt in all regions, fi-om the

equator to the pole. It is to be noted here, that

there is a kind of antagonism between the two
necessities of ventdatiou and warming. Because

free ventilation in cold weather cools rapidly,

while the luel and coverings which maintain

warmth ai-o costly, people who are not rich are

often found to be sutfering restriction in regai-d

to both these necessaries. Il; is a deplorable lact,

iu illustration, that during winter in London the

weekly average of deaths is increased by about

one htmdred for evei-y thermometric degree that

the atmosijheric temperature falls below the

ficezing point of water.

G. The common mode in England of using fire

to warm rooms is to burn the fLiel in an open
fii-eplace, from over which a chinmey-flue rises

to convey away the smoky products of com-
bustion. Cotmt Rumford, about the beginning of

the present centui-y, explained that the EngUsh
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lire ol'tliat time sent at least soven-cigUtlis of tlie

lieiit prodnceil liy it directly up the cliiiniiey to

Wiistf, ami lie siV!,').'oste(l tlio },'real saviiij,' oluaiii-

alilo l)y merely narrow-iug somewhat the ehiuuiey

throat. Froiu such a lire it is almost only the

heal railiated from it like the li^'ht, which enters

the room, while the heat piveu to the air which
comes into contact with tlio '^nitc passes away
with tho smoke, accomiianieil by much of the

pure, warm air of the room. It is on these

accounts tliat in veiy cohl weather, such as

occurs in the winter of many parts of conti-

nental Europe, it is impossible to warm a room
BuiKcieutly by open tires, and tho fuel has to be

bui'ned iu close stoves, which allow little air to

pass away but wiiat is rcquii-od to sujijiort the

combustion, the room is thus warmed chiefly by
the contact of its air with the heated snrfaco of

tho stove. In rooms so warmed the ventilation

is often imperfect from the popular if^morance

as to easy moans of perfectly securing tho

object.

7. Within the present centiu-y in England plans
inniunerablo have been proposed for obtaining

conjointly the desired objects of good ventilation

and wanning ; but tlie greater part of these only
prove how imperfect the common know-
ledge of the subject yet remains. It has
happened that natural philosophy or the fun-

damental science of mechanics, hydrostatics,

hydrauKcs, and pneumatics, with the science

of heat, on which the arts of warming
and ventilation depend, have not been sufficiently

studied iu the common courses of medical edu-
cation, and hence medical men have not aided
so much as might have been expected in the
business of ventilation and wannmg, and have
not been prepared to appreciate suggestions for

improvement—the fault not being personal, but
in the system of education. The public have
thus yet to learn that there are simple means
easily understood, which, in the gi-eat majority
of cases, can secure nearly all that is desired.

S. In few^ ordinary inhabited rooms are there
windows in the opposite walls, as described in

No. -1, to admit of the easy natural ventilation
there spoken of ; but a completely equivalent
substitute is obtainable by establisliing two chan-
nels, of which the chimney-flue is everywhere
ready as outlet, open to the upper air, and one
of which channels has at the top the weU-knoivn
chimney-cowl, but with its open mouth always
tm-ned to the wind, to receive air ; and the other,
a cowl vrith its mouth turned away, as commonly
seen, fi'om the wind, to have an exhausting ac-
tion. It is evident that thus, in whatever direc-
tion the wind is blowing, it must equally be
forcing ft'esh air into the room aud displacing

. the used or foul air to the same amomit. This
uatm-al force of the wind, so easily appli-
cable to ventilation, is much stronger, and more
unfailing thau is generally supposed. It is that
which in Holland, and other countries with low-
lying land (under the level of high tide at sea),

suffices to drive tho wheels which pmnp
all the water of rain and spi-iugs up into higher
channels, which convey it to the sea ; and acting
in the way here contemplated, its force is proved
when a common chimney cow] is by any accident
arrested with its mouth tm-ned to the wind ; in an
instant the whole of the smoke contained in the
chimney is forced down, overcoming the natural
chimney di-aught, and filUng the room.

9. Besides tho influence of the blowing cowl
just described, which, when the room door is

shut, continues to act strongly on any outlet open-
ings in the room, and, therefore, on the chimney
used as a ventilating shaft for the vitiated air,
there is in cold weather the buoyancy of the hot
breath of inmates, aud of any other hot air in the
house, all co-operating with the wind to impel the
air upwards through outlet channels. When the
smoke chimney, as is so evidently befitting, is em-
ployed as the chief outlet, the whole influence of
the draught of the heated chimney, which in a
well-managed fire is alone sufficient for all pur-
poses, is added to the others. Such eftect from the
chimney, however, is fiilly obtained only when a
commmiication is made near the ceiling, between
the room and the flue, guarded by a valve which
allows air to enter, while it prevents the issue of
smoke—as described in Dr. Arnott's work on Ven-
tilating and Wai-ming. Thousands of these venti-
lating valves have been introduced of late years,
and, where conjoined with a regulated narrowing
of the chimney thi-oat, described in the book re-
ferred to as essential to their action, the eft'eet

has been perfect. From workmen, however,
not understanding weU the natm-e of chinmey-
di'aught, the narrowing of the chimney throat

has often been omitteil, preventing tho expected

benefit. The utility of such a valve is strikingly

shown when it is placed iu a room used by per-

sons smoking tobacco.

10. The ventilating forces of wind and heat

now described, when allowed to act freely, are

usually much greater than required, and, being

in their nature veiy fluctuating, it becomes im-

portant to place in the dilferent air channels

some form of the self-acting valve, which deter-

mines a measured uniformity of current, and

prevents reverse movements, such as might

happen during irregular gusts of wind oi' strong

comitcracting draught of other chimneys.

11. QuaUfied commendation has been bestowed

on three forms of ventilating arrangements
known as those of the patentees, Messrs. Watson,

JI'Kinnell, and Muir. Those are essentially,

however, only a union in one outer tube of chan-

nels of outlet and of inlet, and any ventilating

openings are precious compared with none ; but

tho following defects may be noted in them :

—

{'!.) They have not self-acting valves to regu-

late the curi'ents in the air-channels, by prevent-

ing the constant fluctuations and inversions of

current from the unsteady influences acting.

(b.) They do not snfliciently employ Nature's

greatest ventilating force, that of tho wind by

means of a blowing cowl or otherwise, to insure

the motion of the various currents.

(>.) They have no valved opening into the

chinmey-flue near the ceiling of the room, pro-

ducing the useful efiects which follow when there

is the essential command of the cliimnoy throat

by the fit register or valve above described, by
which tho chimney draught can be powerfully

increased, aud rendered efficient to produce,

where desired, a perfect local ventilation, as of

gas-bnmere and other lights,, sick-beds, or any
limited som'ces ofimpmity.

Baths.

Messrs. G. Smith and Co. have probably done
more than any other persons to remove all ob-

jection to iron as a material for a bath, fi-om the

very efficient way in which it is coated. This

bath has within it at one side a box or pocket, iu

which could bo put a red-hot mass of bricks,

whilst the Kd of the bath being immediately shut

down, except where the head projects, the whole

is filled with steam, and a vapom'-bath is obtained

at once. This is an ingenious couti-ivance, but it

cannot be agreeable in most private houses to

carry a large mass, of nine inches square, red-hot

to any part ; although in bathing establishments

and those supplied with incombustible floors

there can be no objection. This bath included

also a shower, which fell, or rather was driven,

on to the body from head to feet. The use of the

hot bath seems to be increasing, but convenient

modes of heating it have not proportio.nately

grown. G. Smith and Co. have certainly gained

another point in advance, as their bath can bo

made to stand in a bedroom or dressing-room,

and appear when covered as a piece of generally

useful furniture, as a table or bench. This is done
by a careful stowing away of all taps and valves

iuto the sides of the bath. Less water is used in

this bath than usual, as it fits the body better, an
occasional advantage.

Bricks and Eaetiieswake.

Bricks generally do not come under Section B
of Class 10, but a perforated and highly-glazed

specimen, made by Mr. Jennings {United King-
dom—2, -386), called for special attention. It is

used at the Herbert Hospital for the purpose of

preventing the rise of moistm'e into the other

bricks of the building. It forms the first layer

above the surface of the gi'ound ; by this means
the surface can never convey its nioisture to the
bricks above this layer. It is perforated, and by
this means allows free access of air to the space
under the floor of the building- This brick is ex-

ceedingly sti'ong, and it is believed by the inven-

tor to increase in strength because of the perfora-

tions. We do know that a great amount of moist-
m'e may be raised fr-om the moist earth by ab-

sorption, an amount which may, and which does
entirely destroy the health and comfort of dwell-

ing-houses, and wo may add, the houses them-
selves. The same eftect is abundantly observable
in houses built with very porous bricks, or other
porous materials. During wet weather a great

amount of water is absorbed, and when warm
weather comes it is evaporated, removing from
the building a great deal ot heat instead of contri-

buting to comfort. In this land of frequent

showers there is seldom an interval sufficiently

long entirely to diy the bricks, and fii'es are used

to prevent dampness, which, might easily be pre-

vented by using good building materials. Wo
mnch need a brick for tho whole h\iilding which
8h,atl resemble this made by Mi'. Jennings, in tho

compactness of its structure, and tho smoothness
of its glaze. Another result would follow : tho

blackness of the rain falling in our smoky towns
would not leave its traces; these ))lack spots

would bo removed by showers rather than left by
them, as wo find to bo tho case where a smooth
surface is exposed to tho action of wind and rain

together.

Mr. Jennings obtained a modal for his general

improvement in arrangements for sanitary pur-

poses. There are some specimens in the retiring

rooms of the Exhihition. There was a complete-
ness in the arrangements and fittings which very
nmch pleased the Jury.

Among the objects exliibited by him wero per.

forated air bricks for ventilating purposes, im.
proved traps for street drainage, improved ui'i-

nals, lavatories, and water-closets of vai'ious

kinds, together with improved methods of sani-

tary constructions for dwelling-houses aud other

buildings. He appeal's to have directed much
time aud attention to perfecting various points of

construction, which have hitherto been too often

entrusted to imskilful liands, aud Cuthng much in

all these objects he exhibits worthy of recom-
mendation, the Jury awarded the medal for gene-

ral improvement.

Cl.AY KETORTS.

So many persons have obtained medals for

making very large gas retorts, that a diSerence
between tho products seems to have been
difficult for the Jury to detect. In reality this

was the case on the part of many, if not of all.

There was a strong incUuation to insist on the

quality of some retorts, especially those made
by M. Boucher of Belgium, to prevent the in-

crustation of carbon on account of the semi-

glazo wliich is put upon them. It is difficult to

imagine any such eS'ect being produced. The
carbon is deposited by the action of heat, not

by surface ; and although it is easy to conceive

a rough ""stirface deposfting more carbon for a

little, this action must assm'odly cease whenever
the sm-face becomes covered. The retorts of M.
Boucher are made of dry clay, which is pressed

very closely.

Medals were given to Messrs. Stephenson and
Sons (United Kingdom—3,-344) of Newcastle,
Messrs. Clift'aud Sons (United Kingdom—2,259),
Mad. Defuisscaux (Belgium—308), and Messrs.

Keller (Belgium—31G.)

Earthenware Pipes aitd Vessels.

Messrs. Doulton and Co., of Lambeth (United
Kingdom—2,2<J8) showed some very beautiful

specimens of earthenware. Sewers were ex-

hibited 3 feet by 2, and made in segments. The
sewer is made with hollow walls, or two thin

walls with a space between them. Each piece
formed al")OUt the fourth part of the whole cir-

cmnference, and is fitted on the withers. When
packed for carriage the hollow walls save a great
deal of weight, and the segments being fitted on
each other save a great amount of space, as one
curve nearly corresponds to the other. This must
cflect a considerable saving in expense of car-

riage. The various parts are cemented, so that

here there is some additional outlay in this re-

spect, but for foreign shipments the pacldng and
carriage must far outweigh the expense of ce-

menting.
The principle has been applied to the formation

of tubs and cisterns of earthenware ; in this case

the segments are dovetailed and cemented ; veiy
large vessels of earthenware may in this manner
be made at a moderate ex]5ense. At the same
time it is not at all improbable that by doing
this we are cutting instead of unravelling a knot.

It seems as if the manufacture of large earthen-

ware vessels were rendered difficult rather by our

ignorance, which it would be well to remove,
than by natural obstructions ; although a sub-

stitute for knowledge not yet attained must of

necessity have some of the characteristics of the

real knowledge itself, as in this fine specimen of

Messrs. Doulton's pottery.

WlXDOWS.

Mr. Askew (United Kingdom—2,368) exhibits a
window-sash which may be turned so as to pre-

sent either side inwards for cleaning. It is in-

genious and perhaps valuable, but one is afraid

on seeing it rapidly move roxmd, lest by leaning
on it in an unguarded moment it would give
way and leave you to fall. The difficidty of clean-

ing the sash window is certainly an objection to

I

it, aud it is a pity that such an objection should
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exist against a i\-iiic3ow which is the most conve-

nient of all for ]! rsons who sit only occasionally

before an open window, and prefer to modify the

amount of air according to their pleasure, and

not to be compelled to more their seats whenever
the window is to be opened or shut. It will be

interesting to observe how this invention of Mr.
Askew's really works : if not now perfect, it may
grow to be so. At present it seems to be more
expensive than the ordinary window at fu'St cost,

and this is a very important point
;
people do not

consider, and in fact cannot well calculate, future

costs in all details.

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

On Wednesday evening the 15th anniversaiy

dinner of the above institution was celebrated at

the London Tavern, Bisliopsgate-street ; Alder-

man and Shenff Lawrence in the chair.

Amongst the gentlemen present we observed

—Messrs. George Plucknett f'ti'easurer), Thomas
Cozens (founder of the institution), Tilson Lee,

A. Smith, W. Cotton, W. Wood, Joseph Bird,

W. Dunnage, T. Ferguson, J. Harvey, E. G. L.

Head, W. Hutchons, G. Lee, David Myers, T.

Kobinson, W. R. Rogers, J. Thorn, G. Dines, J.

Cumber, D. Nicholson, W. Nicholson, J. Bar-
nett, sen., .1. Barnett, iun., A. Armani, B. D.
Dove, R. Thomas, T. W. Shirley, M. HaU, J.

Morris, J. Maun, the Editor of Buikling News,
J. R. Freeman, J. I'anson, F. Sneeznm—Scantle-

nry, &c.
This charity was founded by Mr. Thomas

Cozens in 184/, having for its object the granting
of relief and pensions to decayed members of

the various branches of the building ti'ade and
their widows; also for affordino: temporary
relief to workmen in case of accident. DiU'ing

its establishment 41 males and 26 females have
enjoyed the benevolence of the subscribers, the
males receiving a pension of £24 and the females
£20 per annum. There are at present 35 pen-
sioners on the funds of the institution, 15 males
and 20 females, and many aged applicants are
still waiting the increase of ftmds to enable
them to become recipients of the same.

After the enthusiastic reception of the usual
loyal toasts, "the Army and Na'\*y," and "the
Volunteers," was responded toby Captain Smith,
a member o the Voltmteer Force.
The CAATRitAN gave the toast of the evening,

" Prosperitv' to the Builders' Benevolent Insti-

tution," and having remarked npon the manner
in which the pre^'ious toasts had been received,
said he had now come to one which more im-
mediately concerned them ; but on such an
occasion, when they had so much at heart, he
felt the want of power to express himself ade-
quately in behalfofthe interests of the " Builders'

Benevolent Institution." In refering to the
15th anniversary of the establishment of that
institution he pointed out the necessity for

a continuance of its su],iport, for all of them
knew not what in another fifteen years might
be their relative positions, for there was
no trade in which so many fluctuations oc-
curred ; and it was well known to all there that
many builders in a large way of business, and on
the road to fortime, had, by some misfortune,
been east down to a state of dependency ou their
frieuds. Haling further shown the necessity of
supporting the institution, whether in a great or
small degree, he feelingly touched upon the as-
sistance and helping hand rendered to the widows,
of whom there were then 20 on the funds out of
35, and having referred to the aniotmt of stock
belonging to the institution, and the number of
candidates anxiously waiting for election, he al-

luded to the pleasure of seeing so many builders
gathered together, showing that they "were not
found wanting in their- good cause, and not uu-
miudftd of the importance of their presence to
lend a helping hand. In conclusion, he called
upon those present to show by their acts, as well
as words, that they were true fiiends to the
Builders' Benevolent Institution. The Chairman
resumed his seat amidst applause.
Mr. G. Plucknett (treasurer) next proposed

" The Health of the Chairman/' which was very
warmly received.
The Chairman acknowledged the compliment

with sincere thanks, and said that ha\-ing been
just elected as Sheriff, and it being his first ses-
sion, it was his duty to attend the Judges at the
Old Bailey. The Lord Mavor, however, had
kmdly conceded to Mr. Lcc'sVequest, as Ids (the
Chairman's) absence was for an act of chaxity

;

and, for his own part, he was not sony that his

first appearance in such a position was in con-

nection with the Builders' Benevolent Institution.

He assured them that in whatever position he
might be placed, he should never, while in the

performance of his duties, regret his connection

with that institutiou ; and, further, he trusted that

many fiieuds, while exercising their rights and
privileges as fellow citizens, would be ever ready

to assist in extending the hand of charity. (Hear,

hear.)

Mr. Hakriss (the secretary), then read the list

of subscriptions and donations, amoimting to up-

wards of i'500, which announcement was received

with loud cheers. Amongst the more notable

contributors, was £100 by the firm of Cubitt and
Co., and 50 guineas by Henry Lee, Esq.,

president to the institution.

Several other toasts were given and responded
to, and an exceedingly pleasant evening was
then brought to a close.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
Report on the Thames Embankment.

On Friday last, at the weekly meeting of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, M. Bazalgette, the
engineer to the board, brought up his report on
the scheme of the Thames embankment (north

side), referred to the act of last session, in ac-

cordance with the minute of the board of

October 1".

The report stated that the Thames Embank-
ment Act, and plans referred to therein, defined
in general terms the main features of the work,
but left the board to determine the details. The
powers of the board for the compulsory purchase
of property would cease after the expiration of

five years from the passing of the act, but the
execution of the work was not limited to that

period. The act prorided that the board should
not deviate more than five feet fi'om the levels

defined in the sections of the act, and should not
deviate beyond the limits of delation delineated
in the said plans, without the consent of the per-
sons through whose land such deviations
should be made, nor eairy the line of the

embankment wall further into the stream
than three feet without the consent in

writing of the conservators, and under
no circumstances to carry the deviation more
than 100 ft. from the lines laid down in their

plans, even with the consent of the conservators.

The face of the embankment was to commence
at the noi-thera abutment of Westminster-bridge,
in a line with the existing embankment of the
Houses of Parliament, and would extend in a
slightly curved line to the northern brick pier of

Hungerford-bridge. 'From thence it would cou-
tiuue to the th'st pier of Waterloo-bridge. The
solid citibankment would terminate on the east-

ern side of Temple-gardens. A roadway 100 ft.

wide would be formed upon that portion of the
embankment nearest the river from the junction
of the roadway of Westminster-bridge, passing
under Hungerford and Waterloo-bridges to the

east end of Temple-gardens. From thence the
roadway would be continued, at a width of '0 ft.,

on columns, to the level of Chatham-place,
Blackfiiars-bridge, on an incline of 1 in GO. The
report thenentered into details showingthatif the
embankment were to be carried out to the second
arch of Waterloo-bridge it would show a more
uniform section of embankment, would give a
better current to the stream, and tend to

prevent deposits on the south bank of the
river, and would, besides, reclaim about eight

acres additional of land. But the limits of
deviation not extending so far, it would be unwise
to go beyond the first arch. The approaches or

coimecting roads between the embankment and
the existing streets to be carried in the form of a
crescent to the foot of Norfolk, Surrey, and Arun-
del streets, in the Strand. The new street to be
formed from Wellington-street, opposite the end
of Somerset House, falling at an inclination of 1

in 40 mider Hungerford-bridge, near Northum-
berland-wharf, and connected with Whitehall-
place by a prolongation thereof. Branch connect-
ing streets fi-om the new street were to be made,
in continuation of Cecil-street, Salisbury- street,

Buckingham-street, and Villiers-street. A street

connecting Whitehall, opposite the Horse Guards,
with the embankment roadway, was to be formed
through Whitehall-yard and Whitehall-stairs,
nearly on a level. The report suggested the con-
sideration of a plan for a road between Charing-
cross and the roadway on the embankment, for

the purpose of relieving the traffic from the
Strand and Fleet-street, and pointed out two

routes through which it might be made ; but pro-

vision had not been made for such a line of com-
munication.

After dealing with several matters of detail,

the report stated that the borings for the founda-

tions were nearly completed, aiid the result np
to the present time indicated that it wotdd bo
necessaiy to carry them down to the blue clay,

which, on the average, would be about twenty-
five feet below the present bed of the river. The
most economical way of effecting this would be
by sinking iron caissons filled "with concrete for

the fotmdation, and by raising npon them, from
below the level of low water mark, a solid granite-

faced embankment, without the aid of a coffer-

dam.
This report, which was received mih con-

siderable interest, was referred to the Thames
Embankment Company for consideration and
reports.

THE ASYLUM OF THE MERCHANT SEA-
MEN'S ORPHANS, SNARESBEOOK.

The Asylum of the Merchant Seamen's Orphans
is an institution founded for the support and
education of the children of deceased and ship-

wrecked marines, for whom an asylum has
recently been erected at Snaresbrook, ii'om the
designs and tmder the supervision of Mr. G.

Somers Clarke.

The building, of which we give a general view,
is constructed to accommodate 130 boys and 75
girls, and will be capable of ftirther enlargement,
to hold 400 children, when the funds of the
charity are sufficient to warrant the erection of
a south-eastern wing for boys, a dining hall, and
head-master's residence, without which some of
the arrangements of the plan are only temporary
and therefore necessarily incomplete.
The asylum is built externally of red bricks,

made from materials on the ground ; the fronts

being relieved by black Evvell lacing courses, and
the window heads and other arches throughout
are also in alternate black Ewell cutters and red
Ballingdon cutters. The general stonework is

from the contractor's quarries at Ancaster. The
external walls of cotu-ts, and the internal walls

of corridors, school-roonis, dormitories, kitchen,

offices, &c., are faced with pale stocks made on
the ground.
The south front of the building is appropriated

to the boys, and the west to the girls.

On the basement is arranged a covered play-

room 84 ft. by 24 ft., facing the south front, and
immediately under the boys' school-room, lava-

tories, urinals, water-closets, and a boot antl

shoe room are provided adjacent, and to which
easy access is obtained by a corridor 8 ft. wide,

commmiicating V>y a staircase ivith the ground
floor of this wing. Under the kitchen offices

are a range of cellars and store rooms, with a,

distinct staircase from the girls' wing. The
washhouse and engine-house are also on this

floor, and have a separate staircase by which
communication is maintained with the kitchen

corridor.

The ground floor has two main entrances ; the

principal one in the tower, and another in the

girls' wing. The former has a rich and elegant

porch designed after the type of those common
to Northern Italy; the monolith—shafts of

which are of Devonshire marble, with bases of

red Mansfield stone. The base of the south

coltimn of this porch was laid by his late Royal
Highness the Prince Consort, in June, of last

year. The entrance hall is 1/ ft. by 17 ft., and
is divided by an open arcade of two arches resting

on three-quarter Devonshire marble shafts, and
is vaulted in red hexagonal coffered bricks and
Ancaster stone-rib mouldings. The principal

staircase is 21 ft. by 17 ft., the steps of which
are of Portland stone, and the flcor is laid with

Minton's encaustic tiles.

The girders of the ceiling of the reception or

committee room are cased with pitch pine, and
an ornamental screen across the room, supported

on colvunus, is executed in the same material

;

the chimney-pieces are of marble, inlaid with

Majohca tiles.

The boys' school-room is 84 ft. by 24 ft., the

floor being constructed of half brick rings car-

ried on ii-on girders 12 ft. apart, and the span-

drels fitted in with concrete ; upon this the floor

is laid ; the walls of all the school-rooms arc!

faced with grey stocks, and the girders cased

with pitch piue. Rooms are provided in this

wing for the master, under-master, and secre-

tary.
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Tlio corriiloi'o throughout are vaulted with
Ivexnfroiial oiiBereil bricks, tho spamlivls being
lilleil in mth ooncrcto, anil flontod with I'ortlauil

Cc'inent. Ktiicient ventilation ia obtained by
cireuiar openings IVoni tlio school-rooms and
duriuitories into t!ie corridoi*s.

In the west wiiig is the present dining-room,
GO ft. by 21 ft. This will eventually he used as
a girls' school-room, when the future dining liall

is built ; the room used now for their school will
then become a class-room.
The girls' stairca.se is IT ft. by 11 ft., and con-

structedwith I'ortlaud steps. Water-cloaets and
a lavatory adjoins.

The otHcer.s have a iirivato dining-room 21 ft.

by 12 ft., ailjoining tho present general diiiiiig-

room.
The kitchen is 30 ft. by 31 ft., lighted from the

root by large lucarnes, and is fitted with a cook-
ing apparatus by Messrs. Jeakcs and Co.
The other roo-.ns on the ground floor arc

scullery, girls' visitors' room, mcuding-room,
cliina pantry, larders, launtU-y, and store-
rooms.

Chi the first floor are two dormitories for boys,
31 ft. by 31 ft., and 84 ft. by 24 ft., overlooked
from the master's bedroom. Water-closets and a
lavatory aro proWded for them ou this
floor.

The corridor is fitted with lockei a that serve
the purpose of a linen store. The matron has a
bedroom in the tower 17 ft. by lift.

The girls have a large dormitory GO ft. by
24 ft., and a smaller one for tho elder gii'ls 3G ft.

by 21 ft., lavatory 1" ft. by 12 ft., mistress bed-
room 17 ft. by 12 ft. Water-closets and servants'
rooms are also provided.
The arrangement of the second floor is similar

to the first, with the exception of temporary sick
rooms in each mug, pro\-ided with nurses' rooms
and lavatories complete, till a special building as
an infirmary is erected.
The tower is used to contain water-tanks for

the supply of the building and also for servants'
bedrooms. Gas is laid on thi-oughout the several
floors.

Messrs. Kirk and Parry were the contractors,
Mr. Earp, carver; Mr. Jane, clerk of works;
Mr. Wm. Ku-k, contractors' agent. The gas
fittings were by Steed and Hood; the kitchen
apparatus and stoves by Jeakes ; and the laim-
dry fittings by Broivn and Green.

INTEENATIONAL EXHIBITION.
JURY EEPORT.S.

Furniture, «Scc.—Ciass XXX.

—

Sections
A AND B.

The difl'erent branches of industry which have
for their province household furniture, and the
decoration of pubUc and private buildings, are in-

debted to the fine arts for a great pare of their
merit.

It is only by the aid of the fine arts that they
can achieve rapid improvement and obtain lasting

success. It is true that the decorator and the

cabinet-maker must not be insensible to the

changes of fashion, they cannot resist its demand
altogether, however capricious ; but he who will

strive to moderate its excesses and endeavour to

reconcile its transitory exigencies with the exter-

nal laws of convenience and taste, will soon di-

rect the fashion instead of obeying it, and must
finally acquire an undisputed superiority.

The principles which should guide the manu-
factm-er of household furniture are so very clear

that a simple exposition of them is sulficient to

secure for them the general assent. Household
furniture being destined to satisfy well-known
wants nnist above all things be useful and com-
fortable ; in a word, must be perfectly adapted
to the particular purpose for which each article

is intended. It would be next to an absm'cUty to

sacrifice convenience to elegance. The richest
carving and giltUng could never make a bed good
if it were so constructed that nobody could sleep
in it. It is only when all the conditions of utility

and convenience have been hilly atteudetl to, that
the aid of art begins to be called for. But then
its task becomes simple. A piece of furniture
well adapted to its object is easily adorned, and
from its very usefulness derives often an elegance
peculiarly its own. It is rare, we might say it is

almost impossible, that a very convenient form
be not agreeable, for when reason is fully satisfied,
the eye is generally pleased. Taste is akin to
good sense, and one cannot be oflended without
injuriug the other.

The Juiy of Class XXS. remark with satis-

faction that tho principles which have just been
enuuiei*ated aro familiar to most of tlio exhibi-

tors, and arc happy to recognise tlie decided
progress which has been made since the Inter-

national Kxhibitions of 1851 and 1855, in all the

imlustrial branches connected with household
furniture ami ilecoration. With no less pleasure

they find it to be their duty to state that a nota-

ble improvement has taken place with regard to

the economy of protluction. By means of new
modes of procedure, of increased skill in manu-
facturing, and of superior machinery, many of

the exhibitors have contributed to make accessi-

ble to all classes commodities which seemed to

be reserved for the rich alone. This last result

is tho most desirable that could be expected, and
the Jury have folt bound to direct towards it

their most earnest attention. After having paid

a just tribute of praise to the etibrts made by
the exhibitors, the Jui'y must add a few critical

remarks, which though not so acceptable per-

haps, wiU, it is hoped, prove no less useful. In

all the objects exhibited, which art has contribu-

ted to adorn, it is easy to perceive that invention

has httlo share, ami that their principal merit

consists ptirely in an exact imitation of some
well-known original. Sometimes strange attempts

at novelty have been made by mixing together

details belonging to different styles, and thus

violating the laws of harmony. Nothing original

can be protlnced by such unwoi*thy combination

;

that there must be always a logical relation

between the details and the general design is an
old truth, and it is a matter of surprise that it is

not more often attended to. The Jury recom-
mend that exliibitors should apply to eminent
artists fttlly apprised of the peculiar concUtions

of the maniLfacture of household furniture and
its resomves. With their aid it may be expected
that their productions will be as remarkable for

composition as they are now for finish of details

aud preciseness of execution.

The cabinets, chaii's, and tables, exhibited

by Mr. Annoot, are remarkable for skilful

execution and elegance of drawing. The
cabinet in walnut, decorated with porcelain,

is of an agreeable form, as are also the

large gilt table, sofas, arm-chairs, chairs in

the style of Louis XV". and Louis XVI.—The
furniture exhibited by Messrs. Bird and Hull of

Manchester is admirably designed, and in simple
and elegant taste, and received the unanimous
approbation of the International Juiy.—The ent-

broideries for rehgious ornaments exhibited by
the society at West Walton, Wisbeach, are

finely executed, and display much research
in their forms, aud also the excellent direc-

tion given to an institution whose worthy
oliject cannot fail to excite public sympathy.—

•

The inlaid marble tables executed in Dei'byshire

are a very remakable manufacture. The design

sometimes leaves much to be desired, but the
Jury were anxious to' render a just tribute to the

good choice of the materials employed, aud per-

fect fiuish of workmanship.—The billiard-table,

carvetl in oak, exhibited by Biirroughes and
Watts, Soho-square, manul'acturers, is very
ricldy ornamented, aud is still more remarkable
for skilful execution.—The statues and figures

exhibited by Mr. Bm'ges are remarkable for

desigu and superior execution. The Ecclesiolo-

gical court also contains several pieces of furni-

ture designed by the same artist, and executed
from his drawings. The International Jury, at

the same time that it appreciated the distin-

guished talents exhibited by Mr. Burges in his

compositions, regret that they cannot always there
find that unity of style which constitutes one of
the most essential characters of art.—The speci-

mens of inlaid pavement destined for the Cathe-
dral of Lichfield were specially remarked by the
International Jury, and gainetl for Messrs. Clay-
ton and Bell the medal which has been awarded
to them. Engraving upon stone, inlaid with
lead or other coloru'ing matter, was an art
of tlie middle ages nearly lost. Mr. Clay-
ton has revived it by a skilful imitation, which
proves his taste and talent as an artist.—
The Ecclesiological court contauisa great many
pieces of sculpture executed by Mr. Forsyth ; a
bookcase in the Gothic style, decorated with
paintings and sculpture very well executed, and
several other works, notably the stall ends and
framing for Chichester Cathedral, a gi'eat work,
veiy skilfidly treated, and exhibiting a perfect
knowledge of the arts of the middle ages and of

their appUcation to om* wants.—-The furniture

exhibited by Messrs. Gillow and Co., demon-
strate the good direction given to this important
house, Tho great sideboard in wahiut, decorated

with medallions of the chase and fishing, is of rare

execution, and the carving is treated in a most
remarkable maimer. The other pieces of furni-

ture exhibited by Messrs. Gillow are all remark-
able for their form, and perfect in their workman,
ship, aud take the foremost rank in the EngUsli ex-

hibition.—Tho manufactory for machine-made
paper-hangings of Messrs. Heywood and Co., is

the largest in Europe ; by the improvements which
they have introduced in their manufacture, this

firm are enabled to produce, with extraordinary
rapidity, and at very low prices, paper of superior
quality.—The bookcase, library table, and seats

exhibited by Messrs. Howard, are in black wood,
inlaid and heightened with coloured ornaments in

antique style. The form of these pieces of furni-

ture is good, but the bronzes want finish. The samo
manufacturers exhibit some small pieces of fur-

niture, of hght antl elegant form, of an anticiuo

character.—Messrs. Hnmmerston exhibit very
skilful imitations of woods and marbles. This man-
ner of decoration is very happy, and may have
many useful applications when it is treated with the
skill shown by these exhibitors.—The furniture

exhibited by Messrs. Jackson and Graham was,
in a most special manner, distinguishetl by
the International Jury. The great sideboard
in British oak, decorated with figures, sub-

jects, and attributes, is executed with rare
perfection ; and although there may be a littlo

excess of richness in the composition, the work-
manship is all that could be desired. The same
remark applies to the great wardrobe, inlaid with
coloured wood, which is placed in the nave at

the back of the sideboard ; the cohrmns and
pilasters which separate the three divisions of
this piece of furniture are in good taste and of
most careful execution. In the English furniture

court they have exhibited several pieces of fur-

niture ; one especially received admiration for

the elegance and simplicity of its form, as well as
for its perfeet execution. It is a small etag^re in

ebony, inlaid with ivory, in quiet and perfect

taste, and may serve as a model in the midst of
that exuberance of richness without reason which
furniture manufacturers so constantly produce.
Another cabinet in ebony, enriched with gilt

bronzes, accompanies the etagere : the mountings
are very well executed, but perhaps too rich for

the cabinet. A drawing-room decoration, -with

a chimney-piece ftu-nished with French bronzes,
completes the important exhibition, truly worthy
of a house which in 1851 and 1855 took the first

rank in production of furniture, and continues its

efforts in the du-ection of art aud good taste.—
The papor-hangings of Messrs. Jefti'ey and Co.
are remarkable for the good design and colour
and execution, and the jucHcious emi^loymeut of
gold autl flock. The walnut cabinet, carved
and enriched with marquetry, exhibited by
Messrs. Jolmstone and Jeanes, is distinguished

by excellence of workmanship ; the table is sur-

mounted by looking-glasses, imitcd by carved
columns, enriched with gold, of very elegant
form, but which one regrets to see placed without
support on the lower part of tho cabinet ; the
only reproach which can be made to this elegant
composition, w^hich occupies an important place
in the English furniture coni't.—Messrs. Jones
and Willis have exhibited an ensemble of eccle-

siastical decoration, composetl of car]3ets and
stuffs of which the designs have been copied
from ancient models. The imitation is excellent,

and proves that these manufacturers have studied
from the best sources.—Tho wood carvings ex.

hibited by Mr. Kendall ai'o of very finished ex-
ecntion. A tabic, a screen and panels with still

life, make up his exhibition ; the principal group,
a hare and pheasant, is treated with great skill

and -with a lightness of hand quite remarkalile.

—

The imitations of wood and marble exhibited by
Mr. Kershaw,in Paris in 1855, were 'siJCcially dis-

tinguished ; those here exhibited are not less

remarkable, aud this art has been carried by Mr,
Kershaw to the highest degree of perfection,

Tho exactness with which the veins of mar.
ble, and the marldngs of wood are reproduced,

the transparency of the tones, and the beauty
of the varm'sh which covers these paint,

ings and gives them that charm and elegance

w&ch characterizes them, distinguishes emi-
nently the productious of Mr. Kershaw, whose
paintings, heightened with gold, and also whose
ingenious imitations of silk upon painted cloth,

have been appreciated equally by the public and
tho International Jmy.—The large oak sideboard
exhibited by Mr. Lamb is a very rich composition,
and of very perfect execution. The fig-ures winch
surmount the table, aud which flank tho principal

medallions, are perfectly treated as regards work.
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manship, but the fomis are heavy and -n-ithout

elegance : tlie faaJt need not be laid to the manu-
factui'er, whose eflbrts hare been highly appre-

ciated by the International Jury, and -who is

distingiiislicd by his skilful execution equally "with

the choice and happy employment of magnificeut

wood.—The works in enamelled slate exhibited

by Mr. Magnus at the International Exhibitions of

1851 and 1855 were the object of general appro-
bation and of special distinction of the Juries.

The same exhibitor presents to the Exhibition of

1862 very numerous and interesting applications

of his process ; appUcations for the most part
useful, and in -which decoration plan's a most im-
portant pait. Enamelled slate, apphed to in-

terior decoration, presents many and important
advantages, and Mr. Magnus has led the way to a
new industry to which the International Jury
is again desirous of giving their high and com-
plete approbation.'—Messrs. Morris and Co. have
exhibited several pieces of furniture, tapestries,

&c., in the style of the middle ages. The general
forms of the furniture, the arrangements ofthe
tapestry, and the character of the details, are
satisfactory to the archaeologist, from the exact-
ness of the imitation, at the same time that the
general eflect is most excellent.—The details of
the jewel-stand exhibited by Messrs. Poole and
and MacgUUvray are of the most finished
execution; the form is good and the work-
manship excellent. These manufacturers ex-
hibit an excellent ensemble of dining-room
decoration in the style of the seventeenth
century. This decoration, of a grave and noble
character, would leave little to be desired if there
had been a more sparing use of gilding.—The
specimen of decoration exhibited by Messrs.
Rodgers, is remarkable for its elegance and simple
good taste. The choice of colours is good, and
the ornaments are treated with discernment and
intelUgence.—The carvings of Mr. Rogers are dis-

tinguished by their composition and skilful exe-
cution. The artist has given proof of very su-

perior ability.—Mr. Sanders exhibits groups of

dead birds, frames, and imitations, very perfect,

and of very finished treatment.—Mr. Taylor, like

Mr. Kershaw, is to be recommended forhisexact
imitations of marble and woods ; the faithful

copying of the natural markings, and the excel-

lence of the varnish. — The inlaid Derbyshire
marbles exhibited by Mr. Tomlinson are re-

commended for the excellent choice of
colour, and for the precision with which
the tiowers are inlaid in the background.

—

The farniture exhibited by Messrs. Ti'oUope holds
a very high place in the exhibition of English
furniture, and was the object of extraordinary'

and special mention on the part of the Inter-

national Jmy. The carved walnut sideboard,
decorated with panels in high relief, and the oak
cabinet, carved and inlaid with marquetiy, are
two pieces of farniture of the highest class, and
received the unanimous approbation of the In-
ternational Jury. The design of the sideboard
is excellent, and the character of the decoration
perfect. The same remarks apply to the carved
walnut wine-chest placed beneath the sideboard,
and which is decorated with boars' heads
and dogs' heads in high relief, with garlands
of flowers and fruits. With regard to the ebony
cabinet, if objection may be made to the arrange-
ment of the lower part, the beauty of the execu-
tion fully compensates for this detect of elegance
and simphcity on the general form. The inlaid
woods, the carvings of the figui'es on the pedi-
ment, the enamelled paintings, are treated with
great care, and cause this cabinet to be regarded
as a quite exceptional work, superior even to the
other productions of the same exhibitors.—The
carvings from natui-e in lime-wood of Mr. Tuds-
bury are remarkable for the talent of imitation
displayed, and finish of workmanship difficult

indeed to be surpassed.—The bust of a child,
and several gi-oups of bii-ds executed by Mr.
WalUs, testify to the variety of the talent of Mr.
Walhs, and his skiU as a carver ot wood. His
golden plovers and his two groups are very re-
markable, and equal those of the same kind ex-
hibited by him at the Exposition of Paris in 1855,
and which were rewarded by the International
Jury.—A cabinet in the character of the reign
of Louis XVI., in inlaid wood, and surmounted
by an etagere in gilt bronze ; a console in
oxidized metal, polished and heightened
with gold in the same style, are the prin-
cipal objects of the exhibition of Mr. Wer-
theimer. The careful execution of these
works, and the elegance of their forms, arrested
ttie attention of the International July.—Mr
Whytock exhibits a large sideboard in poUard

oak, well designed, and the skilful execution of

which leaves nothing to be desired.—The furni-

ture exhibited by Messrs. Wright and Mansfield,
and which gained for them the special notice of
the International Juiy, are of very distinguished
form, first-rate execution, and of unexceptionable
elegance of distribution.

Their large dwarf book-case, enriched vnth
medallions ofold Wedgwood, -with colonnettes and
inlayings of ebony, is an excellent piece of fui'ni-

niture of antique character. The large chimney-
piece in the same style enriched with gold on the
pilasters, the drawing-room cabinet carved and
gilt in the style of Louis XVI., with Wedgwood
medaUions on a blue gi'ound, the lamp-bearers,
and the carved girandoles, equally arrested the
attention of the jury, and gave a high idea of the
variety of their productions, and the good direc-
tion which pervaded their manufactures.

India.

The fumitume sent to the Exhibition by
Bhrimjee Byramjee is remarkable for the deli-

cacy of the carving, and for the true principles
of native art applied to European furniture.—
The furniture and sculpture of M. Deschamps
were also remarked by the Jury. This manu-
facturer employs a great number of native work-
men, and has sent to the Exhibition numerous
specimens of his productions which show his-

efforts to adapt native art to European forms and
to the wants of our couutiies. The International
Jury render justice to his efforts, whilst at the
same time they must express their regret that
this desire often causes an abandonment in these
works of that special and essentially national
character which should distinguish them by their
form equally with their mode of execution. A
new method of fUling in cane, has also been in-

vented by M. Deschamps for chairs, arm-
chairs, aud sofas, which seems more durable at
the same time that it permits the employment of
colour and gilding.—Most of the furniture exhi-
bited by the manufacturers of Bombay is covered
with a varnish, which practice the Jury cannot
abstain from blaming. This varnish, thick and
pasty, gives to the car\-ing a most cUsagreeable
finish, has no advantage for the solidity or pre-
servation of the furniture, and gives the appear-
ance of a bad imitation of cast work, whilst a
shght polish, or rather none at all, would better
agree with the finished and original character of
the work.

New SoirrH Wales.

The excellent choice ofwood and the good exe-
cution of the furniture exhibited by Mr. Tuckey
distinguish their production in a special manner
above those exhibited by the other manufiicturers
of the colony.—The veneers exhibited by Messrs.
Podany arc sawni and detached in their rubans by
a new process : their appUcation to marquetry is

excellent, and results in a great economy oflabour,
and allows of the happiest effects being produced.
The articles of furniture of bent wood of Messrs.
Thonet were specially rewarded at the Universal
Exhibition of Paris in 1855, and have again re-

ceived the approbation of the International Jury.
The excellent application of a happy thought, tlie

elegant simpUcity of the forms, and the cheap-
ness of these productions, have aided to render
the use of this furniture almost universal. The
inlaid floors exhibited by Messrs. Thonet are
executed by the same process, aud are excellent
in effect, and very moderate in price. In a word,
the productions of Messrs. Thonet are not works
of show, but practical furniture for daily use

;

they are simple, graceful, Ught, and strong, and
this was more than sutficieut to obtain for them
the approbation of the International Jury.

Bavaeia.

A great finish of execution, and a very remark-
able elegance of details, distinguishes in a very
high degree the ivoi-y triptich in the style of the
fourteenth century (German), exhibited by M.
Gremser of Augsburg, The piincipal subject is

dedicated to the Virgin; on the panels are the
Adoration of the Magi and the Shepherds, and
beneath the holy apostles an open parapet with
pinnacles completes this Uttle sculptured monu-
ment, which recalls in many ways the fine ana-
logous works executed in Germany in the fifteenth
centuiy.—Messrs. Kiibler have exhibited inlaid
floors of various kinds of wood very well exe-
cuted, which received the approbation of the
International Jury.

Belgium.

The inlaid floors exhibited by Messrs. Dekeyn
testify to the great efforts made by these

celebrated manufactm-ers to maintain their
works at the very high rank which they
hold. The large work in the present Exhi-
bition is remarkable : the background is in
very good taste, but the general form of
the central rosace is not so perfect ; the material
execution and the selection of the various woods
is all that could be desired. The inlaid floors of
M. Godeft'oy in the present Exhibition are also re-

markable for the perfection ofthe inlaying and the
excellent arrangements of the pattei-ns, and prove
that liis house, of which he is now sole proprie-
tor, maintains itself in the high position which
it had reached.—M. Goyer's large Gothic pulpit
in the present Exhibition is worthy of attention.
The figures and statues are well carved, and the
general effect leaves nothing to be desii-ed ; the
perfection of the joiners' work is worthy of the
beauty of the carved ornament.

To be continued.

THE BEXDIXG of WOOD.*
The applicabihty of bent wood for an increasing
variety of purposes is both surprising and instruc-
tive. Here in this great lumber country, and in
many others, it is used in all depai-tments of
business and pm'suits of life wherever man aud his
products are known. It is as ancient as history,
and is found among the ai'tifiees employed in the
rudest state of barbarism. Little is known of
the most ancient devices for bending wood, but
the oldest patented in England has now been
practised for nearly a century, and is yet used
there for some purposes. lu 1813, at Woolmch
Na\-}' Yard, England, floor timbers, IG inches
square, for a man-of-war, wore bent over an arc
of a circle with a radius of fom- feet. All these
deWces, as well as ahnost all others subsequently
used, restrained, in some degree, that tendency
found in wood to elongate its outer curve when
under the operation of bending, the same as is

now claime'd to be done in apparatus brought as
near the state of perfection as the nature of wood
and the change of position the particles undergo
wiil admit. The organic sti'ucture of all woods
of the endogenous or internal gi'owths, and the
exogenous or external growths, are similar, and
possess the qualities of cohesiveness and com-
pressibilitj-, more or less, dittering most in the
degree or quantity of these two qualities, which
make and determine the amount or degree of
flexibihty or elasticity in iiny wood. These quali-
ties, with a structm-e that will admit any fluid

agency to thoroughly penetrate and soften its

tissue, indicate a wood that may be made to as-

sume any curvilinear shape required for practical

use. Then only ordinary skill and judgment
would be required to operate on good wood

—

bending successfully, without any loss occurring
from breakage of the wood under the operation
of bending, but where the wood has not been
seasoned, or partially seasoned, a trifling loss will

occur from breakage caused by the shrinkage
that all woods are subject to in the process of
seasoning. A nd in the case of unseasoned bent
wood, this shrinkage ads upon the fibre of the
outer curve, which is always at the point of ten-

sion, if not in an actual state of severe tension,

for the reason that in deflecting any substance,
but parriculary wood, either with or without
partial restraint, to oppose tension, the wood is

acted upon by two forces, the one a crushing
force that foreshortens aud conti'acts the lesser

or inner curve, with a tendency to rupture it

latei-ally, the other a tensile force that stretches

and elongates the greater or outer curve, with a
tendency to fracture it transverselyand lift the fibre,

which is the most hurtlul, and of the more fre-

quent occurrence. These two forces are divided
by a neutral line, more or less moved from cither
curve. When nearest the inner curve the best
result is obtained, because all tension, however
httle, is injmious to the structure of the wood,
arising from separating and drawing out the fibre,

which can never be made to unite again, as in

ductile and maUeable substances, and because
the crushing or compressing force improves the
wood by forcing the fibre into the interstices or
cells, and by interlacing and interlocking the

fibre, the product is obtained nearly resembling
the knot c knurl, which is diflicult to split or cut,

even when rupture is indicated.

In order to get the best result from bent wood,
it is recommended that the crushing force alone
be used. Aud tliis can be, if the fibre of the wood
be left free to move into a new position in more

* From the " Journal of the Board of Arts anU Manu-
factures for Upp«r Canada,"
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than one dircrtion from the point of bcnrlinfr, liy

beprinning thi- curve in the midillo of it wlicn tlie

wood is made to assunioa lonff eurve first, before

taking the shorter cnrve of the nioidd, wliieh long

curvatui'e starts tlio liliresthroiigliont, and makes
more, if not every particle of the wood, accessible

to the intlnenco of the softening agent already in

it, and consequently more yielding to the action of

the crushing li)ree. This force shouUl l)o produced
and governed by tixed and immoveable restraint

that should not compress the wood while in its

straight form. It shouUl also prevent end expan-
sion, and preserve the exact length on the outer

curve. This would give a product uuitbrm in den-
sity and rigidity throughout its whole length, with
the tibre undisturbed on the outei' curve, to resist

any tendency to change the shajio i>roduced. The
long curve gradually adapting itself to the curve
ofthe mould,would amount to double on successive

manipulation, if unrestrained; wood has been
compressed into one-third of its primary bulk,with
every quality i mjiroved to resist decay and wear in

use. Nothing can be reasonably urged in support
of the popular belief of the necessity to produce
or permit tension and elongation in successful

wood bending. Tension and elongation are re-

quired or permitted only in consequence of the

uses of imperfect apparatus—elongation is posi-

tively indispensable in machines that bend from
one end, or in one direction from the point of

bending, and that press the wood against the

mould with such power as to prevent all move-
ments of the tibre, producing in advance of the

point of bending a wave-like movement among
the fibres of the wood, held rigidly confined and
straight, until suddenly made to take the curve of

the mould. Tlic movement in advance ofthe bend-
ing gradually accumulates a power that resists

compression thus attempted, and before the com-
pletion of the process, and in order to save the
machine or the process, relaxation of restraint is

required, and is followed by elongation of the
wood, however small it may be. Tension acts

upon the fibre, gi\ang a product imcven through-
out its whole length, and more liable to change
the artificial shape. It is obvious that any aug-
mentation of restraint during the process must
give such results, and that the machinery in use
for the bending of wood is far fi-om having reached
perfection. There can and wiU lie machinery
constructed to bend large timbers for marine and
other structiu-es, over any arc or curve that will

not require a reduction of its bulk, by the com-
pression of the inner curve, to less than one-half

its lateral size. Past experience has shown that

wood-bending machinery is most profitably em-
ployed in the production of smaller articles, for

which there is an unlimited demand that will con-

tinue, because of the suitableness and superiority

of bent wood for these purposes.
Iron or jointed structures are generally used

on a large scale ; but there can be no dotibt that

timber of the most imposing dimensions can be
bent into many convenient forms, with consider-

able increase to its strength, and the appearance
of the structure in which it is employed. The
subject is well worthy of the attention of in-

ventive mechanics. Steaming wood, previously
to submitting it to a bending force, is now em-
ployed.

NEW MARKET AT TAVISTOCK.

A NEW market was opened on Friday last at
Tavistock. Mr. Edward Rnndle, Deerpark Lodge,
Tavistock, was the architect, and the cost of the
building, independent of the site, is estimated at
about £25,000. The work has been done by the
workmen connected with the Duke of Bedford's
establishment. The style of architecture is late

perpendicular, corresponding with that of the
old abbey buildings which the market adjoins.

The space which the market occupies is an
oblong, with a triangle on the south side, and
contains an area of about GO,300 ft. The
northern fr'ont is composed of shops for small

tradesmen, which do not commimicate with the
market, but have been placed there for the pur-
pose of using a good frontage in the main street.

On the west front is a range of buildings, con-
taining a large public room fi3 ft. in. in length
by 42 ft. 8 in. in width, and 32 ft. in. height.
This room is approached by two large fire proof
staircases. Next conies the reading-room of the
Mechanies| Library, which is 20 ft. 9 in. length
by 18 ft. wide. These buildings also contain the
market keeper's residence, a room intended to be
used as a public dispensary, and apartments occu-
pied by the volunteers. The middle portion, which

will be occupied by the general market, is 170 ft-

in length by 8(i ft. G in. in width, and is intentled

for fi'uit, vegetables, butter, poultry, and manu-
factured articles. Around the central building is

a road 21 ft. wide. On the east end is an open
shed 137 ft. in length and 20 ft. G in. in width,

which is intended Cuv vegetables to be sold out of

carts. On the south side there arc 11 butclicrs*

shambles; 107 ft- long by 1(> ft. wide ; earthen-

ware shed 52 ft. long by 17ft- wide : the carcase

shed and weighing house 55 ft. in lengtli and
2 t ft. fi in. in width ; and the triangle extending

beyond the southern side forms the fish market,

which is 209 ft. G in. in length and IG feet in

width. Under the large hall on the western side

arc arranged 21 butcher.s' shops, avcragin* 11 ft.

6 in. long by lift. wide. In front of these shops

is a collonade, 9 ft. 6 in. wide. There is a

slaughter-house at the eastern end of the new
road, adjoining the south side of the market,

which is 33 ft. G in. in length by 23 ft. 8 in. in

width. The slaughter-house for pigs, adjoining

the same, is 23 ft. 8 in. in length and 13 ft. 8 in.

wide. A yard, .adjoining the latter, containing

sheep- pens and cattle-sheds for keeping cattle in

readiness to be .slaughtered, is 58 ft long and
30 ft. \vide. There is a cattle and sheep market
adjoining the South Devon and Ta^-istock Rail-

way, covering an area of about 82,300 ft. The
former is capable of holding from 1,100 to 1,200

bullocks, and the latter about 3,300 sheep. There
is a coftee-house built adjoining the old abbey for

the use of the market people, which is 21 ft. long

and about 17 ft. wide. The greater portion of the

market is flagged with granite. The granite for

the northern front was supplied by Mr. S. Gale,

of Tavistock ; for the western front by the Tamar
Granite Company. The principal flagging was
supplied by the Fi'emingtor Granite Com-
pany. The whole of the plumbers' work
has been executed by Mr. G. Dunn, of

Tavistock. The market by night will be lighted

with gas, the fittings for which have been sup-

pUed by Mr. Sennett, 42, Marlborough-street,

Devonport. Mr. Samuel Roach, of Plymouth,
sujjplied the marble slabs for the butchers' shops

and fish stalls.

CHICHESTER.
The interesting little church of St. Peter the

Less, in North-street, has been recently much en-

larged and embellished, under the able directions

of Mr. Draper, of Chichester, architect. The
church, which is in the Early EngHsh style, has
been very well restored. The old and disfiguring

galleries have been removed, the flat ceiling

taken down, and the timber of the roof exposed,

gi\'ing the interior a more ecclesiastical effect. The
chancel, which was in a sadly dilapidated and al-

most dangerous state, has been entirely restored

and lengthened, giving consequently increased

accommodation, and quite making up for the loss

of sittings in the galleries. At the east end of the

chancel is a painted window, the gift of an old

and esteemed parishioner. The window was de-

signed and executed under the architect's direc-

tions, by Messrs. Heaton and Butler, of London.
The subject—the Saviour in the Garden of Geth-
seniane—is well conceived and carried out ; the

tone and colours are good and harmonious. In
digging the foundation for the enlargement of the

chancel, remains of a Roman pavement were
brought to light; they have since been presented
to the Chichester Museum. The old cosy, square

and high pews, or pens, have been most judi-

ciously removed, and the ehm-ch is now fitted up
with open, low and uniform seats. In this pretty

little church the seats have been arranged in an
miiform and indistinctive manner, and the

sacred building now looks like a house of prayer
for the rich and poor alike. The exterior of the
chm'ch has been greatly improved, the tower and
buttresses particularly so, as tlie decayed Caen
stone ashlars have been removed and replaced by
new. The restoration, both internally and exter-

nally, has given great satisfaction. Mr. Redman
has carried out his contract most creditably.

Westgate, Chichester. F. W."

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.

The eleventh annual conversazione of this associa-

tion was held on Friday evening in the Scottish
Exhibition Rooms, Bath-street. Alex. Thomson,
Esq., architect, patron of the association, filled

the chair, being supported by Messrs. Boucher
and D. Thomson, architects, Mr. D. H. Ramsav,
Mr. C. T. Bowie, &c.

After tea, the Chairman, in his inaugural ad-

dress, thanked the members for their selection of
him as patron, and expressed his mllingness to

deliver (in the course of the session) a lecture to

them as roipiested.

TliC Secretary then read the report of last

session, reviewing its ])rocec<lings, and showing
the additional advantages which might be mutu-
ally derived if the architects' assistants in Glas-
gow would more freely respond to the cordial

invitation of the association to join its ranks. He
also expressed the thanks of the association to
the members of the Glasgow Architectural So-
ciety for the encouragement they had given, and
to Mr. Charles Heath Wilson for the warm inte-

rest he has so long shown.
The election of the foUomng gentlemen as

office-bearers for the present session was moved
by Mr. J. Gordon, architect, and seconded by
Mr. M'Leod, viz.:—President, Mr. D. H. Ramsay

;

Vice-President, Mr. A. Petrie ; Secretary and
Treasurer, Mr. J. M. Smith ; and Librarian, Mr.
R. Goodwin.
Mr. Boucher then, in the course of a practical

address, adWsed the members to study tho-

roughly the ecclesiastical buildings of Great
Britain, as they excel those of the contlacnt for

purity and unity of design.

-

COMPENSATION CASE.

So5iE months ago the Midland Railway Company
decided to erect a bridge over their line near
the Nottingham station, with a view to prevent
a level crossing. On one side of the proposed
bridge the approaches abutted upon lands be-

longing to the Company, and on the other side

ujion three fields of meadow land belonging re-

spectively to " Whitehead," " Booth's Trustees,"

and the "Chari;y Trustees." For injury to this

land the parties claimed nearly £30,000 ! In-

stead of making any offer, the Company agreed
to refer the matter to Mr. Huskisson, a land
valuer of Epperstone, and Mr. Thomas Hawksley,
C.E,, appointed by the claimants; Mr. Mathews,
of Birmingham, being the umpire. The follow-

ing valuations were submitted to the referees :

—

In Re WniTEHE.iD and D.wis.
£ s. d.

Mr. Hickson, land agent, Nottingham 11,1 U 19

Mr. WilHamsnn, surveyor, ditto 11,031 3 1
Mr. R. Jatland, survcvor, ditto 10,GS7 1

Mr. F. Jackson, surveyor, ditto 10,530 11 S
Mr. J. S. Norris, survcvor, ditto 10,177 H 1

Mr. Thos. Simpson, builder, ditto ...10,311 G 3
Mr. T. C. Hine-, surveyor, ditto 8,.502 12 G
Mr. John Jackson, surveyor, ditto ... 8,122

On behalf of the CoMP.\NY.
Messrs. Pownall and Shaw, London... 1,172

Mr. Bromley, Derby 1,352 18 9
Mr. Sutton, Nottingham 1,125 8 7
Mr. Crossley, theCompuny'sEnsineor 988 10 3
Mr. Goddard, Lincoln 818 19

Umpire's award, £2,700.

In He Booth's Trustees.
Mr. F. WilHamson 10,255 4 8
Mr. Dennett, builder 10,312 8 9
Mr. Hickson 9,fiOG 3

Mr. J. S. Norris 9,185 1 2

Mr. T. C. Hine 8,199 1

On behalf of the Company.
Mr. Crossley, the Company's Engineer l,4o5

Messrs. Pownall aud Shaw 1,119

Umpire's award, £2,330.

Ill Re Charity Trustees.
Mr. T. Simpson, Nottingham 2,068
Mr. Hickson, ditto 1,996 17

Mr. J. S. Norris, ditto 1,920 10

Mr. T. C. Hine, ditto 1,87G

Mr. P. Jackson, ditto 1,821 3

Mr. R. Jalland, ditto 1,761 8

On behalf of the Comp.4.nv.

Mr. Crossley 611 19 10

Messrs. Poivuall and Shaw 409
Umpire's award, £513.

It will be seen that the total amovmt awarded
by the umpire was £5,513.

Corvcspoiiiicntc.

THE NATIONAL PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

Sir,—It is to be hoped you will give us an-

other illustration of the National Provident In-

stitution, in order that we may clearly understand

the peculiar, and it seems highly clever^arrange-

ment of its plan.

As to the exterior, it is fully entitled to the

praise you have bestowed upon it, or oven more,
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inasmuch as it is eminently remarkable for a

quality which, quite independently of style or

desifrn, insures irapressireness, and on -n-hich

Gai-iiett lays so much sti-ess, namely, that of

depth. The effect produced by deeply recessed

openinss is most valuable ; better worth than

much ivliich cuts fig-ui-es in architectural de-

scription.

Besides successful performance there is not a

little in the general design that is or, ought to be,

suggestive and insb'uctive. The recessed en-

trance porch, for instance, is a no less happy
than striking fcatiire, and -withall one that

admits of infinite diversity of treatment and
design.

At all events, whether others profit by it or

not, the author of the " Newleafe Discourses

"

has achieved a decided success, and produced
con-\-incing proof that, let the Gothicists say

what they will, modern classic or so-called

Italian is not yet worn cut; nor is the style

itself answerable for the wretched, vulgai'

caricatm-es of it we too fi-equently meet with.

L.

THE EFFECT ON SOUND OF THE FORM
OF THEATRES.

Sir,—Will you pardon my directing attention

to a few words iu the article on the Construction
of Theatres, iu your number for the 2-ith of

October, which are liable to possible misinter-

pretation.

Near the end of the paper a reference is made
to Mr. Scott Russell's isacmistic, or " equal hear-

ing" curve, in connection with some remarks upon
the plan ofthe auditorium in a theatre. I think the

name isacoKsJic unfortunate ; isoptic, "equal see-

ing," would better explain the intended application

of this curve to buildings ; for it is a citrve not
delineated horizontally but vertically, and em-
ployed to regulate the arrangement of rows of

efforts to the arrangement of the cottages in the

most convenient manner, and with stiict regard
to sanitary i-equiremeuts ou the prescribed

limited site, concluding that the decision of the

committee would be given in favour of the plan

in which the buildings were best arranged on
that site, in compliance with their instructions.

Judge my astonishment and that of my fel-

low-competitore to find the committee have se-

lected a supplementary plan, wliich, if I am cor-

rectly informed, was sent in after the time for

depositing the plans, which suggests the erection

of the cottages round the boundary of the jjarade

ground, and fronting to the Newarke streets.

It is not for me to say whether such an
arrangement, thi'ow^ing, as it does, all the

back yards and necessary offices nest to the

drill grotmd, and altogether subverting any
attempt at military discipline, each house
ha'V'ing its uncontrolled entrance and windows,
ought or ought not be approved by the liigher

authorities at the War Office, or whether it

would not have been more expedient for the

coimty to have purchased a row of ordinary cot-

tages in a suitable part of the town instead of

appropriating more valuable land for their erec-

tion. I only have to ask you, Sirj and, through
your courtesy, to put the question to the public,—
"When the Committee had ehstinctly pointed
out a site for the proposed buildings, were they
not bound to decide upon the merits of the plans

which disposed the required immber of dwelUngs
on their allotted site, and on those plans only r"

The return of the designs without the shghtest

acknowledgement of the labour devoted to them,
may have been au over.sigiit, or is perhaps more
than ought to be expected from a committee.

Certainly, I must confess, it is not a singular

case, and is therefore hardly worth mention.
I am, Sir, &c.,

Hotel-street, Leicester. W. Milucan.

P.S.—I have forwarded my design to the local
seats ;

so that when it is adopted, the occupants
j

Exhibition, and hope the selected plan may be
of each row shall be clear of all obstruction to

|

placed beside it, for the better information of the
^nsion, and consequently to heating, from public
the heads of those m front, and shall be

i

out of the way of those behind. The ctu've
1

and the mode of plotting it are delineated
|

and described by Mr. Scott Russell in the

Edinhurgli New DiiJosopliical Journal for

18-39, and arc reprodaced in Lachez's useful work
"Aeoustique et Optique dss Salles, &c." The
sections and description will be found also iu the
volume on Acoustics in Mr. Weale's rudimentary
series.

^'ftial litttlligcntf.

j

"What is a Withe ?"—Mr. K. Cleave, builder,

of 9, Cheuies-street, was summoned before Mr. Cor-
rie, a few days a^o, by Mr, C. Fowler, distrivt sur-

veyor, for au alleged infringement of the 14th clause,

20th section of the MetropoUtan Buildings Act.

—

' Mr. Fowler said the defondaut was doing certain

repairs and alterations to a house iu Great Russell-
In that radimcntary volume will also be found I street, BI lomsbury, and in some of the upper rooms

some observations on the plans of theatres. I do
!
new finplaccs were being constructed against a

not think the instance of Her Majesty's Theatre is party-wsU 14 in. thi'.k. 'i'hcse fii-eplaccs were car-

at all a convincing one as to the saperiority ofthe ried on stone corbels, projecting 9 in. from the face

elliptic plan for acoustic effect, for the celebrated ' of the party-wall, and a thickness of 43 iu. was cut

theatre at Parma, which was of very large size,
' out in the party-wall, leaving 9 iu. at the back

;

had a semicircular auditorium, and was in its dav
'

<='>^f'=^-'-;™-
^"''o were then cut vertically in the

— - -

^^^ f^^^
j wall, and the new worji oiiut up ana secured to the
old wall. The Building Act required that a " withe

quite as famous as Her Majesty's Theatre for

acoustic success. The truth probably is that the
employment of resonant materials throughout the
interior of these two structures has been the
chief cause of their excellence in this parti-

cular.

Where we are so scantily supplied with scien-
tific data, it is impossible to say for certain what
is and what is not capable of exerting an inflaence
on sound, but so far as some little study of the
subject has enabled me to form an opinion, the
cUipse or the semicircle might be adopted indif-

ferently for the plan of a theatre. At any rate,

it is quite certain that Mr. Scott Russell's curve
was not constructed for the deterioration of an
outline of plan intended to insiu-e equal cUstribu-
tion of sotmd, but was devised for the regulation
of sectional arrangement of seats.

I am, &c.,

T. Roger Smith.

LEICESTERSHIRE MILITIA BTjILDINGS
COMPETITIOX. "

Sir,—I venture to intrude upon your columns
as the most proper medium to make the Leicester,
shire pubhc acquainted with the injustice recently
inflicted upon architects in the above compe-
tition.

In the printed partitulars and instructions
issued to competitors by the committee, a certain
piece of land in tho Newarke was distinctly
pointed out, as the intended site for thirty cot-
tages lor the staflF-sergcants of the regiment, and
on whati think was a fair iuference'from those
instructions—viz., that the committee had didy
considered the aUotment of the site. I with all
the other competitors (except one) directed my

should be properly secured to the party-wall at

least 4s in. thick," His view of the meaning of this

was that a thickness of 4i in. new work should be
built against the old work and parallel thereto, thus
forming the back of the flue entirely of now work.
Mr. S. Hewitt, of Buckingham-street, Striuid, who
appeared for the defendant, contended that the
chimneys w^re built in strict conformity with the
Buildiug Act, and that having personally super-
intended their construction he was satisfied they
were built in tho best manner. That he might
have corbelled out 14 iu. from the face of the party-
wall, whereas he had only cor'oellcd out 9 in., thus
relieving the old wall of much superincumbent
weight and considerably lessening the tendency to
bulge or buckle. His impression of the meaning of

the term " withe " differed entirely from Mr. Fow-
ler's. He refen*ed to sev{Tal authorities on the sub-
ject, and found them all to agree in considering the
word " withe " to mean a division between two or
more flues; some actually gave it as the '"vertical

di\'ision or pai-tition between the flues. He could
also refer to the Building Act itself, which would
show that his view was correct. In tho Gth clause
of the same section the several parts of a flue were
distinctly enumerated. This clause seemed to show
that the original fi'amcrs of the Act of ParUament
must have know-n pretty clearly the meaning of the
term "withe," and according to this clause the
part of the flue wliich Mr. Fowler requires to be
new is called the "back;" it wa's very unUkely,
therefore, that only a few clauses further on they
should confound the meaning or misunderstand the
difference between the "ivithe" and the "back"
of a flue. He also contended that, structurally,
Mr, Fowler's ^uew was wrung. Many old walls
would he permanently and seriously injured by
being cut into the way required by Mr. Fowler, and
that to rebuild 4^ in. new work against it would
rather weaken than strengthen it. Mr, A, Newman,

of Mortimer-street, ilr. C. Sewel and Mr. J, John-
son, of Buckingham-street, Adelplu, also corrobo-
rated this view of the case. Mr. Corrie decided
that the defendant had constructed tho flues iu con-
formity with the Act of Piu-liament, and dismissed
the summons.

6 Its m\)i Mater Intdlignuf.

Dexnt, Scotland.—A fund is beiug raised at
Denny, for the erection of gas lamps in the town
and suburbs.
PLY.M0UT1I.—The Plymouth ToT\Ti Council, find-

ing that the inhabitauts were adverse to the heavy
expenditure of £20,1100 for the improvement of the
water supply of that town, have decided to borrow
£5,000 only for that purpose. This compromise
has given general satisfaction.

Egypt.—It is said that Mr. G. Bower, of St.
Neot's, Huntingdonshire, has received a commission
to light one of the palaces of the Viceroy of Egypt
ivith gas. The palace, wliich is of considerable
dimensions, is to be provided with 3,000 lights.

CInu'dr, (LljiipcL .School, anlj fiiljcr

§uili)ing |ntdlig'fiuc.

CHUBCHES,
South Shields.— Ou Wednesday'?wcck a new

church, situated between South Shields and the
Tyne Docks, was consecrated by tho Bishop of
Durham. The buildiug is in the Gothic style of
architecture, and consists of a nave 84 ft. by 2.5 ft.,

terminating with a chancel, or altar recess, 18 ft,

G iu. ))y 22 ft., having open timber roofs, the apex
of which is 52 ft. from the gi-ound. There is a
north aisle G6 ft. by 12 ft., and a south aisle 79 ft. by
12 ft., both having open timber roofs, the ap;x of
which is 40 ft. from tho ground. There is also a
vestry at the east end of the south aisle. The
church contains sittings for 520 adults on the ground
floor, and for 13G children iu the gallery, maldng a
total of 6G4 sittings. At the west end of the church
there is a gallery intended to be used principally by
the choii-, and which is temporarily fitted up with
a small organ. Directions have been given for the
providing of a new organ, which vrilf be built by
Herr Schulze, the German organ builder. The
pews axe all open, with broad seats, sloping backs,
and kneeling boards. Tho cost of the liuilding has
been £-1,0110. The church is designed to have a
tower at the west end of the north aisle, at the
height of 100 ft. from the ground. This tower has,
however, only been carried to the height of 40 ft.,

and covered temporarily with an ornamental pitched
slate roof. It is intended shortly to take steps to
carry the tower to its full bright, and also to obtain
a peal of bells and a suitable clock. The architect
was J, Dobs in, Lsq,, of Ncwc;i.stle; and tho con-
tractor for the works was Mr, Joseph Elliott,
builder. North Shields,

CoRSHA.M.—A new church is about to be erected
iu the parish of Corshom. Mr. Poyuder, of Hart-
ham-park, has erected in his own park a handsome
new church, which wiU soon bo opened, chiefly for
the benefit of liis own immediate tenantry on the
Harthani estate.

Glasgow.—Messrs. Haig and Low's designs for
the New United Presbyterian Church in Glasgow
has been accepted. The front will be of a plain
character ; the interior will be handsome and com-
raodius, affording accomodation to not less than
1,400 persons. Attached there are also large class-
room, vestry, session house, and other apartments.
Tho cost will amount to about £4,500,

North Berwick.—On Thursday week the new
Episcopal Chapel at North Ber\vick, dedicated to
the memory of St. Buldred, was consecrated by the
Bishop of Oxford. The chapel is an elegant edifice
in the Normau style of architecture, built from
designs by the late Mr. Henderson, and is erected
on a portitm of the lands pertaining to tho ancient
abbey of North Cerv.'ick. Tho ground was granted
by Sir Hew Dah-jTnple, It is seated for ICO
persons,

Blyth.—A new Roman CathoEc church was
opened on Wednesday week, at Blyth, Waterloo,
Newcastle.

SoVTHAiirTON.—St. Paul's Church, South-
ampton, was consecrated on Saturday week. The
church has been enlarged. Mr. Snook was the
builder, and Mr. Edivard Scott, of Brighton, the
architect. Mr. Brain executed the stone carving.

ciiatels.

Abixgdon.—A new Independent chapel was
opened at Abingdon on the IGth inst. The con-
tract for the building amounted to .£1,G75, which,
with the ccst ofground, architects' commission, and
extras, amounted to £2,100.' Mr. J. S. Dodd, of
Reaoing, was the architect, and Messrs. Wintor-
bornc and Rowlcs, of Abingdon, the builders. The
building is erected on part of the site of the old cha-
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pel anJ on tbo site of the o\d yavA, Belinolroom, ana

vestry. It is l>uilt of briok, vfUh BiiUi stoiio fi-.mt.

The style is Italian; tbe fe'allevn-e niv eireulir,

and liave ornani^-ntal iroB-worU fronts, ivnute.l

white anil RoUl, with erinison elotk drawn on lioiir.ls

ns a backijronn.l ; tlie pews are low an^l oi.«-n with

sl.ipinR Imeks nn.l scats, and are st:nneil un.1 var-

nisheil The iieht is obtained from the ceilin?, liy

mi-ansof a roof of thiet ?lass, and largi? sinares of

plate irlass, mth ejilffliTed borders, in the ceilinfj.

MlJ also fr.im fonrtwn wind.iws ahnve t,h« ffnllerii-a.

The paJleries are support.e.l by irm pilUrs, painted

in imitati.m of Sienna mai-ble, wit li lapit.als painted

white, with sjilt mouldings. Tli.' pulpit is paiute 1

white ;uid ni'lt ; tke bailusters to the pulpit stau-s

are of pi>lislied Spanish oak, with ornamental iron-

work, painted wliit.' and sold, 'i'iie chapel will

furnish aeeoniniodation for aiout 8011 perBous. At

the baek of the ohapj tliere is a eommodious sehool-

rooin, n-ith senior and infknt class rooms, ininistcr'fi
I

'vostry, and a large vestry for week-nigrht service.

Faunwoktii.—A new CongresraHonal chuTi-h was

opened in the Albert-road, Parnworth, on Thurs-

day. The chap.d is built of pitent Ijrieks, with

ornamental Yorkshire stonfi dressings. The stylo

is Grecian. The internal dimensions ai-e fill ft. (ex-

clusive of the organ gallery) liy lij ft. The liujld-

ing wil aceomniodate, with galleri.'s, SDI). In the

rearofllie church there are the minister's vestry,

lecture-room, sobool-room, and various offices.

Tlie whole bnildina; is heated by hot-water pipes,

proceeding from a boiler iinderne..atli th.^ lecture-

r.ioin. The estimated cost of the building is

£2,.'500.

Bi.EDDFA.—Anew PrimitiveMethodist cliapel has

n*t been completed at Bleddfa, near Knighton, and

m the l-2th inst. was opened. The chapel is 27 ft.

by 21ft. in size, with a small enclosed yard in front.

It is built of green stone, with Batli stone quoins

and an ornaiiiental coping of the same material on

the pararet.

Haerog.vte.—A mewWesleyan chapel has jnst

been built at Harrogate. Messrs. Loc-kwood and

Mawson, of Bradford and Leeds, were the archi-

tects. The building is in the Italian style of arehi-

teetnre. Accommoilation is provided for 1,01X)

persons.

SCHOOL'S.

ScARDOBOUGII.—New Lancasterian and Infant

Schools were opened on Friday week at Scarbo-

rough. W. B. Stevfart, Esq., -was the architect.

The estimated cost of the bmlcling is £1,850.

Abkbueisn.—Kew public buildings are about to

1)0 erected in Aberdeen. The plan, which has, we
believe, received the assent of the piiMie function-

aries of the town, contemplates widening Broad-

street at the bottom about 10 ft. Tlio buildings are

to be composed of a centre with two ivings, the

main entrance having a large corridor and staircase

intended for the use of b )th wings. Tlio county

offices occupy the east wing. The arrangements

for the court-house generally are taken from the

plan of Messrs. Beddie and Kinnear, adopted by the

couuty committee. The west wing is, we under-

stand devoted to the accommodation of the public

bnniness of the town. The town hall, on the west

of the main entrance, corresponds in positicm ivith

prominent portions of the now work arc the repairs

of the external walls on the north and south, new
aisle and clerestorv windows throughout, new
buttresses, the re-building of the arches of tlio nave

on the original plan, the removal and rebuilding of

a circular pillar with carved capitals on the west,

new chancel arch resting on piUars with h.indsomo

carved capitals, and a largo and new eastern wnn-

dow above the communion. In the eastern part is

the organ chamber, opening by a broad p )inted

arcli to the south aisle, with a front of pierced

tracery, and communicating with the chancel on

the north by an arcade consisting of three pointed

arches and double pillars. Below tliis is the vestry.

Tlie roofs are new, composed of stained and var-
" between the rafters.

J

on

ic east, there being five large
, nished pine, and plastered between

offices on' the ground floor to Union-street. The
, They are are covered with slate, and hare an orna-

town hall is 0!) ft. by 10 ft.—a good deal larger than
|

mental ridging. The seats are open benches otT

the present hall, and the accommodation for the

ton-n clerk, &c., adjoins it. Both it and the county

hall are entered from the main staircase, but there

BUILDINGS.

Sai.ford.—A new wing has just been added to

the Town Hall, Salford, 204 ft. 4 in. in length, by

33 ft. in width, and comprising two storeys. Mr.

J. Evans, Borreyor of the Salford Hundred, was the

designer, and the contract was taken by Messrs. H.

Southern and Son, of Salford. The arcliitectural

features of the new iving are Roman Doric.
^
In tJie

council chamber aa-e a series of pilasters, painted in

imitation of Sienna marble, on red granite pedestals,

with Aberdeen granite bas?B, supporting a bold en-

tablature. The al.racus and torus monldings are gilt.

The architraves over the windows are iu veined

marble, supported by verd antique pilasters. The

frieze is diN-ided by bold consoles or brackets, with a

gilt beading in the centre of each. The whole of

the coraice is pi<>ked out in party colours, and the

spaces on the frieze between the brackets are filled

alternately irith the ducal coronet and the Salford

borough crest. The walls ai-e divided into panels,

like those of the Court of Eecord, but more liighly

ornamented ; and there are two deep niches on

eitjier side of the room intended for statuary. The
ceiling is divided into fivo large panels in the centre,

with five smaller ones on each side. These panels

are formed by deeply-moulded ribs, on which are

bold chain moulding.', with laa-ge bosses at the in-

tersections. The ribs are picked ont in party

colours, and the panels are ornamented with painted

lines and corners. The cove of the ceiling is also

di\'ided into panels, which are separated on the sides

by figures representing the arts and sciences ; at the

south end the ro3'al arms appear in the centre,

aocompajii'.'d by figures representing mercy and jus-

tice ; wjjile, at the north end, the borough arms I

stand between agriculture and coramerce. The
figures are all painted in oil by Mr. B. I'oUitt, of

Chectwood, who was employed by Mr. Kay, of I'icca-

dilly, the su!.i-contra«tar for that portion of the

work. The room is to be provid'ed with a d;iis for

tiio Mayor, and a movable gallery for the use of

tbe public. At the sonth end of the Council

Chamber arc ante-rooms and the Committee Clerks'

offices, ail of which have been uewdy fitted up. The
new wing is sc^parated from the old one on the east

by a corridor 131 ft. long by 12 ft. wide, paved with
encaustic tiie«. The corridor is covered by a glass

roof, and tliere are open iron trellis-work galleries

nmuiiig the whole length of the corridor on each
side. The corridor is lighted by a number of gaj

jets immediately below the galleries. The royal

arms are mounted at the north end. The entrance
hall has been paved with encaustic tiles, with the

royal arms and those of the Duchy ajid of the
borough worked in.

is also another entrance in the cjrner of Union-

street and Broad-street. Toward Broad-street the

building will be of three storeys, with two largo

shops on the ground floor; the wings to Union-

street and Castle-street are of two storeys.

Clifton.—The contracts have, we understand,

been taken for the New Proprietory Hotel, wliich is

to be erected near the post-office, Clifton, at an ex-

pense of £20,000. Messrs. Bindon and Clark are

the architects. There wiU be on the ground floor a

coffee-room, G.5 ft. by 30ft., attached to which

wiU be a reading-room, 23 ft. square. The dining-

room will be 40 ft. by 23 ft., and there wiU also be a

ladies' coffee-room of the same dimensions as the

readm<T-rooni. On the first floor will be a drawing

room io ft. by 30 ft., and on that and the second

floor there wiU be special suites of rooms. The

hotel will contain sleeping accommodation for aboiit

1)0 guests, au'l will also be iirovided with a billiard-

room, a smoking divan, a Turkish, and hot, cold, and

vapour baths. The corridors throughout the build-

in<T viiU have fire-proof floors, and there will be

lifts for raising luggage, and a steam engine mthe
basement to be employed in raising them, pumpmg
water, &c.

Ha-siings.-The London and County Bank,

which stands opposite the proposed memorial to the

late Prince Consort, has been built of Tisbury

stone. Mr. Parnell, of Pall-mall, Loudon, is the

architect, and Mr. Howell, of Hastings, the con-

tractor. The carving is now being executed by Mr.

Thomas CoUey, of London. Mr. Brunell, of Lon-

don, is the clerk of works.

Leith.—A public slaughter house has been built

at Leith, from the designs of Mr. D. Cousins, of

Edinburgh. The buildings, which are constructed

entirely of Redhall stone, run in two parallel lines

the whole depth of the ground, or about 132 feet,

having a roadway lying between of about 24 feet in

breadth. The frontage is to Salamander-street,

alou" which it extends about 105 feet. It consists

of a^ central and side entrance, and two wmgs
formed by the termination of the parallel lines of

buildings referred to and paiily by a screen lyall.

The total cost has been estimated at £4,000. The

builders are Messrs. Berry Brothers, Edinburgh

;

joiners, Messrs. Henderson and Wilson, Lcith

;

plumbers, Messrs. Hume and Melville, Edinburgh ;

slater, Mr. Anderson, Edinburgh ; and the clerk of

works is Mr. Joseph Taylor, Leith.

AiiDJIADDY.-Ardmaddy Castle, Ai-gyleshire, the

residence of the Breadalbane family, is at present

undergoing extensive repairs and alterations. Ihe

main buil<lings of the castle are upwards of two

hundred years old, having been -erected about the

year 1632. The western wing was subsequently

buUt about the beginning of last century. The

architecture of the old buil-lings is of a plain

baronial style. The site is a raised mound of oarth-

enwork, and is surrounded by aged trees. A
portion of the western wing has been taken down

to give place to additions on a large scale. New
windows, of a larger size than the prerious ones, are

also being put into the old building.

EESTOKATIOSS.

Market Eases.-The restorations of the church

-if St. Thomas the Apostle, Market Rasen, Lincoln-

shire, have been completed, and on the ifitU mst.

the church was re-opened. Mr. Fowler, of Louth,

has hadthe superintendence and design of thealtera-

tions, and the work has been erected by Messrs.

Smith and Binns, of Lincoln. The rough stone

used in the work vras the gift of H. R. Boucherett,

Esq., of VVillingham House ; the finer kind for win-

dows aud various internal work is Aneaeter stone^

from the Park-sjiring quarries. xV great portion of

the north aisle, the northern and part of the

jouthern roof supports of the ambulatory, ^the

clerestories with their mixed windows, the eastern

^lart of the nave, the old loaded and cumbrous roofs,

and many other parts have been removed. Some
of the best features of the nave, namely, the Nor-

man doorway, the piUars and arches, and some

portions of the south wall, have been used in the

building of the new nave and chantry. The un-

sightly gallery has been removed. Amonst the more

pitch pine, without ornament, hereafter to b3

stained, varnished, and cushioned. The chancel

benches are similar, but with a little carving. Tho
pulpit isa semi-cylinder of stone supi^.rle 1 on red

serpentine polished columns, with nn vid eipitals.

The floors are laid with Minton's tiles i if I' mr c> .lours,

those of the communion being of a tessellated

patern and glazed. The church is warmed by

means of two underground stoves in the north and

south aisles. The gas fittings consist of lofty orna-

mented standards, with railii of Ughts and glass

reflectors.

BiuMiNGiiAM.-Hurst-street Domestic Mission

Chapel, Bu-mingham, has been refitted with new

seats and otherwise improved. The chapel was re-

opened on the 10th iust.

Driffield.—The Wesleyan chapel at Driffield,

Yorkshire, has been enlarged by about one half, at

a cost of about £500.

WoLVERHAiiPTON.—Cn Sunday last the Snow-

hHl Cougregational Chapel was reopened, after

undergoing the work of restoration.

FOUNDATION STONES.

Peckham.— The inscription-stone of the new
schools in connection with Hanover Chapel, about

to be erected to the memory of Dr. Collyer, w.as

hiid on the 14th inst. The cost of the schools will

be about £1,700.
, ^, ^ j *•

Malvern.—On Wednesday week the tounclation-

stone of tho Beauchamp Almshouses was laid at

Malvern, Hertfordshire. These buildings Imve been

erected through the munificent bequest of £60,000

of the Earl of Beauchamp. Mr. Hardwick was the

architect.

Willenhall.—The foundation-stone ot a_ new

school for the Methodist New Connection of Willen-

hall was laid by Mr. Crutchley, of Cheslyn Hay, on

Monday last.

Colchester.—On Thursday week the memorial-

stone of a new Congregstional church, in tho Lion-

w.alk, Colchester, was laid in the presence of a large

assemblage. The exterior of the building is of

Gothic design, with a turret and spire. The new
building, wliich will contain about 1,050 sittings, is

84 ft. long by 51 ft. w-ide, exclusive of alecture-rooni

40 ft. by 2 1 'ft. The exterior facing is Kentish rag

stone, ivith Caen stone dressings, designed in the

geometric period of English Gothic. Th3 west

front consists of 3 principal entrances, the centre

doorvvay opening upon a stone staircase leading to

the galleries on each side, and the side doorways

through lobbies into the lower part of the chapel

.

The centre entrance is Burm"unted by a gable 04

ft. high containing a four-light window 25 ft. high

and 10 ft. wide. At the north-west angle is a tower

aud spire 125 ft. high, forming a porch to the lower

storey of the chapel, and a lobby above into the

gallery. A turret, finished with a stone spirj aud

cotaining a stone staircase from the west end of

the gallery, completes the west fagade. The north

and south fronts have 5 gabled windows 24 ft. high,

the 3 centre windows being 2 lights wide, and a

3-light window at each wing. The interior is

dirided into three spans across the width, and five

bays in the length, on each side by arched prin-

cipals of timber, the swandi-ils being fiUcd in with

caa-ved tracery. Cast-iron columns carry the gal-

leries and roofs. The pulpit aud dais are arranged

at the east end, with the organ behind them, in an

apse enclosed with moulded stone piers and arch

45 ft. high and 20 ft. wide. Below the organ gallery

is the Minister's vestry, with deacon's vesta-y and

libraryoneither side, through which exits from the

rear of the chapel are provided. The seats are

arrano-ed in open benches of pitch pine, the bench

ends "and capping of pews being handsomely

moulded and carved. The ceiling will be boarded

and the timbers shown and stained. An apparatus

for heating by hot air is intended, and the lighting

will be by gas star lights, pendent from the ai-chcs

of the roof. The contract has been taken at £3,033

by Mr. H. B. Smith, builder, and Mr. Ireland,

stonemason, from the designs of Mr. Frederick

Barnes, architect, of Ipswich.

^tiitiics, glemoiials, itt.

Hastings.—The memorial to tho late Prince
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Consort at Hastings, to which reference has beeh

already made in our journal, is commenced, the

site being formerly occupied by the old bridge.

BxTH —Mr, Matthew Noble has received in-

srnction's from the Albert Memorial Committee in

Bath to execute a colossal bust of the late Trince

Consort., wliich is to be placed in the new building

to beadded to the Bath United Hospital.

Marlborough.—It is in contemplation, if suffi-

cient funds can be obtained for the purpose, to place

two stained glass memorial windows at the western

end of St- Peter's Church, Marlborough.

DODBROOK.—Two stained glass windows are pro-

posed to be ereeted in Dodbrook church, near Kings-

bridge.

General |tms.

K.iMprrLicox.—-The name and address of one

of the firms mentioned in our article last week
was incorrectly given. It should be Tayler,

Harry, and Co., 19, Gutter-lane, Chcapside, in-

stead" of Taylor, Harrj-, and Co., Hugtcin-lane.

The Wedding Present of the Citv of Rome to
THE You.N'G Queen of Portvg.il.—The Etruscan
jewellery of the celebrated Campana Museum, has

furnished the models for the magnificent gift which
has been executed in Rome, as a present from the

Roman people to the young Queen of Portugal.

This set of jewels will form a nuptial cista or

riinntJo after the ancient Roman manner ; such an
one anciently formed the wedding gift of a patrician

maiden. These jewels consist of a diadem, rings,

buttons, fibula?, hair pins, necklace, &e., exquisitely

wrought after the Etruscan models by Signer
Castellani, so well known for his artistic jewellery.

This gift is said to be still more costly and splendid

than the model of the tomb of Dante in gold and
silver, presented by the city of Ravenna.

Architecture in the iNTERNATioN.ii. Exhibi-

tion.—The Saturdoij Rerict" had an excellent arti-

cle last week on the architectural drawings in the

International Exhibition. It says:
—"The display

is in every respect a remarkable one. With very few

exceptions, our leading architects have sent draw-

ings of their best works to this collection, and, as-

suredly, the British School proves by this demon-
stration that it has nothing to fear from any of its

contemporary rivals. It is to be regretted that tliis

interesting display does not help us to determine

conclusively whether the architectural progress of

the last ten years is still in active operation. Some
authorities have affirmed that the art is now station-

ary in this country. This is not our own opinion

;

though, of course, the great phenomenon of the

revivJ of the Gothic style—which is thoroughly

illustrated in this collection—made the ten years

which preceded the Exhibition of 18.51 far more
brilliant than the subsequent period. Upon the

whole, we see no signs of deterioration in the latest

works here exhibited ; and it is surely a subject for

congratulation that, considering the present almost

unlimited demand for architectural design, the sup-

ply should be not merely sufficient in quantity but
excellent in quality also.

Cemetery Improvements.—A beautiful arch

has just been completed at the entrance of the

cemetery of Houghton-le-Spring, Durham. The
design, which is by Mr. Butterfield, of London,
consists of a detached massive buttress, supported,

ribbed arch, surmounted by a neat Latin cross, and
flanked on each side by a low pallisaded " ogee "

wall, which is finished by a suitable stone pillar.

The stone is from the Usworth quarry, and the stone

work has been done by Mr. Brookes, of Houghton.
The pallisading is ornamental and characteristic,

and is by Mr. Walker, of Newcastle, and the oak
gates by Mr. Henry, of Durham. The whole work
IS being done at the expense of G. Elhott, Esq.

Hints to Carpenters.—When you start in busi-

ness, make up your mind not to chisel or be
chiselled. Be liberal to those you employ ; it will

then be plain to all that you are no screwdriver, and
as each day comes round, you ^vill find yourself all

square with everybody. Make it a rule that any
man going into the workshop should scrape his

boots. Should the rule be broken, impose a fine of

sixpence, which may be called a tin tax. Try all in

your power to get your men out uf any vice they
may have got into ; for instance, if you saw them
screwed, you, of course, would conclude they had
been to an alehouse, and wai-u them that driuking
to excess in the morning will surely bring them to
an early bier.

—

Fun,

Discovery of the Ancient Chapel of St. Elmo
AT Malta.—A daily contemporary says:—A very
interesting and important archieological discovery
was lately made in Port St. Elmo. Tlie chapel in
which the beleagured garrison of the Knights of St.
John assembled to worship on the night of the 22nd
June, 1685, has generally been supposed to have

stood on the spot now occupied by the officers' mess

room, from the ciroumstanco that a portion of the

building has an appearance of having once been a

place of worship. There is, however, little doubt

that the chapel lately discovered near the gateway

of the fort is the real one. On its walls are restora-

tions dated as far back as IGfiO. The above valuable

rehc was partially built up, and converted into pri-

son cells, which accounts for its baring remained un-

noticed so long. There is now every prospect of

something being done to restore the chapel to its

original configuration. Well may a Christian people

desire to preserve such a relic, when it is remem-
bered that within its walls the remnant of a gallant

band assembled on the ai-y^e memorable occasion,

and received the last sacrament of the Holy Com-
munion before once more, and for the last time, gird-

ing on their swords to meet the sworn enemies of

Christianity ? " It was a sad, touching, and solemn

sight," adds the historian, " that midnight gather-

ing round the little altar of St. Elmo's Chapel.

Deeply scarred with many a ghastly woiind, ex-

hausted with days of strife and nights of vigil, with

every hops of rescue driven to the winds, that band
of heroes stood once again and for the last time, con-

secrating themselves, their swords, and theii- lives to

the holy cause which they bad espoused."

Oak Silkworms.—Mr. Ruskin writes to the Times,

from Geneva :

—" In your article of October 1/, on

possible substitutes for cotton, you say ' it is very

doubtful whether we could introduce the silkworm

with profit.' The silkworm of the mulberry-tree,

indeed, requires a warmer climate than ours; but

has attention yet been directed to the silkworm of

the oak ? A day or two ago, a physician of Euro-

pean reputation. Dr. L. A. Gosse, was speaking to

me of the experiments recently made in France in

its acclimatisation. He stated to me that the only

real difficulty was temporary—namely, in the im-
portation of the eggs, which are prematurely
hatched as they are brought through warm lati-

tudes. A few only have reached Europe, and their

multiplication is slow ; but once let them be obtained

in quantity, and the stripping of an oak coppice is

both robe and revenue. 'The silk is stronger than
that of the mulberry-tree, and the stufi" woven of it

more healthy than cotton stuffs for the wearer ; it

also wears twice as long. This is Dr. Gosse's re-

port—Ukely to be a trustworthy one ; at all events,

it seems to me worth sending yon."

The annaal conversazione of the Bii'mingham So-
ciety of Artists took place at the Rotunda, in New-
streetj on Wednesday evening. There was a nume-
rous and fashionable company.

The contract for the new railway bridge across

the Tay at Perth, in connection with the Dundee
and Perth Railway, has been taken by a London
firm—Messrs. Freeman and Sons—at £24,000.

The works in the interior of the Cathedral of

Notre Dame, which were resumed on the ITthof'
August last, will not be terminated before the 20th

December next. The building' will then lie re-

opened for public worship. The clusini? of the

church was necessary from the nature of the repairs

to be effected. More than 200 workmen are em-
ployed in repairing the arches of the nave, the

chapels, and pavement, in fixing the iron railings,

and in restoring the windows.

A new river has been discovered on the eastern

coast of Queensland, between Port Denison and
Broad Sound ; and a second, of less importance,
between Rockhampton and Port Denison, has been
made known.

Mr. Wilson, of Granton, has obtained the con-

tract for the Galashiels and Peebles Railway.

The Whitehaven Harbour wall gave way on
Thursday afternoon, the wall of the north harbour
giving way, and sinking three or four feet. To
repair the damage it will cost some thousands of
pounds.

The Lord Advocate has consented, in the name of
the subscribers, to present the bust of His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales to the High School
at Edinburgh, at the ceremony which is to take
place on the 10th proximo.

A lady from Odessa, finding, it is said, the monu-
ment of Schubert sadly neglected, at A'^ienna, has
had it repaired at her cost, and allotted an annual
sum sufficient to avert any further decay.

We are glad to announce that the Loan Collec-

tion of Works of Art, now exhibiting at the South
Kensington Musoum, will remain open iintll the
final close of the International Exhibition. Through
the liberality of many private owners, a portion of
these valuable art treasures are to be exhibited for

a still longer period.

The response made to M. Dion Boucicault's
appeal for new theatres has we {Athi.-nfxum) undfr-
stand, not only been prompt, but ample. Already
money enough has been offered for the erection of
some half-dozen. In a few weeks a scheme in rela-

tion to the project will be made public.

Mr. Leech's collection of sketches in oil, after

having been exhibited with, remarkable success in

the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, is about to be re-

moved to Cornhill for a similar purpose, and after-

wards will reappear at Manchester, by way of com-
mencing a provincial tour.

In the course of the excavations now carried on
outside St. Sebastian's Gate, at Rome, an extensive

ancient Jewish cemetery has been discovered, which
abounds in sarcophagi, paintings, inscriptions, &ij.

The tomb of Waller in Beaconsfield Church is

being repaired by Mr. H. Harlcy, of Windsor,
under the direction of the descendants of the poet.

Crosby Hall, Bishopsgate-street, after its

elaborate restoration, having been used for several

years as a lecture and coneei-t hall, has recently been
converted into a wine merchant's store.

The volume of reports and papers read at the

meetings of the Architectural Societies of the

diocese of Lincoln, archdeaconry of Northampton,

,

the diocese of Worcester, the county of York, the

county of Leicester, and county of Bedford, in

1861, is now being issued to the members.

A bone cavern was discovered last week, on Hap-
paway-hiU, Torquay. The first chamber of the

cavern is about 15 ft. in diameter, the greatest

height of the open space not exceeding 5 ft.

Another attempt to revive the project of an At-

lantic Submarine Telegraph is about to be made.

The Goldsmiths' Company have followed the

course which they took in 1851, and have voted a

sum of money for the purchase of some of the finest

works in the precious metals shown in the Exhibi-

tion. The works to be purchased must be of British

design and manufacture. A committee has been

appointed to select from the works exhibited.

On ilonday night Lord Stanley presided at the

annual presentation of prizes in connection with

the Queen's College, the SchocI of Art, and other

schools of the Liverpool Institute.

The New Brighton College, situated on the shore

between Egremont and New Brighton, was burnt

to the ground on Monday last.

Interesting discoveries have recently been made
by Mr. Molyneux in Staffordshire. An oblong

building, G6 ft. in length, and 38 ft. in width, has

been excavated, and several other ancient remains

have been dug up.

The conversazione and opening meeting of the

Architectural Association will take place on this

(Friday) evening, at eight o'clock, at the rooms of

the Association, 9, Conduit-street.

liitfuts iiniJ I'nlJfntions

CON'XECTED WITH THF. BciLDlSG TBADE.

846. T. G. Greesstref.t. Improvements in ivindow

sashes. Dated March 27, 1862.

Here the inventor forms each side of the framework of

two pieces or strips of wood or other material, one of which
is fixed to the top and bottom sides of the sash at each side

thereof, and the two other pieces are loosely connected to

the fixed pieces, each by a screw, which serves as a pivot on
which to turn the sash inside out for cleaning or repairs.

The aforesaid loose pieces fit into the window frame in

which the sashes slide, and are connected by lines to sash

weights. In order to keep the sash air-tight, he forms a

groove in the edge of the loose pieces aforesaid, and also in

the edge of each of the fixed side pieces of the sash. He
also forms a groove in the bottom edge of the bottom rail

of the bottom sash, into which he places a strip of vul-

canized india-nibber, long enough without stretching to

reach up to the top of the sash, in the grooves of which it

fits at each side, as also in the grooves in the loose pieces

before named. He also fixes a piece of metal to each end

of the india-rubber, by pulling wliich the india-rubber will

be stretched and withdrawn from the grooves in the loose

pieces aforesaid, and may be held in this position hy in-

serting the aforesaid pieces of metal into hoi s formed

in the top rail of the bottom sash and the bottom

rail of the top sash. The window can then be

!
turned inside out on its pivots. He also inserts and fixes a

strip of vulcanized india-ruVtber in a groove formed in the

top or bottom sash for the purpose of excluding the air or

dust. Patent abandoned.

855. J. Easterbrook and J. H. Allcard. Improve^

ments in vices. Dated March 27, 1862,

The oVyects of this invention are, first, to render the

bench vice more effectual in its operation by causing the

movable jaw to move, as hereafter described, in a straight

line parallel to the direction of the action of the screw,

instead of in a circular arc, as heretofore; second, to

render vices more effectual for gripping taper articles. The
improvements are effected in combination with the ordinary

rice box and screw, with either solid or brazed threads in

brass, copper, wrought iron, annealed malleable cast iron, or

any other metal or combination of metals that may be found

most convenient and useful, or the thread may be cut in

the fixed jaw. The movable jaw in the parallel vice is

steadied and guided in itsmovementsby a metal bar working

and bearing upon a suitable plate fixed below the screw and

box at any^suitable distance. The plate for fixing the vice

to the bench bears, by preference, upon the bench or imder

the bench, assisted in some cases by a leg reaching to the

floor, welded, screwed, or otherwise fixed to tbe slide plate,

or to either of the j aws whenever found necessary for the

proper securing and supporting of the vice. In some cases

the inventors make the parallel vice self-adjusting for

gripping cotters or other taper work by means of a swivel

or joint formed in either one of the jaws. Tbe swivelling

jaw is compensated by spherical washers placed upon the

screw or box in order to secure at all times a proper bearing
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forthe Rcrew upon the jaws. The mova>.lojaw may he con-

nected to thi'sirew in many ways, in ortlcr to cause Un- sau

screw to carry the jaw with it in all its motions. I utmt

abaiutotifil.

860. G. H. BiRKDKCK. Improvements in the means of

jmxliiciiitf imitiition luosaics, (A coinmunicationj Dated

March 27, 1862.

lloro thomcdol of the design is first executed on paper,

and coloured, to pivo an ideaof the general effect ultimately

re«iuiri-d. This mode! design is cut into sections of tlie

various parts of the design. These several sections, com-

posing the ])iciure or other work of art, are then placed

wparately on idatea or surfaces of baked or unliaked

earthenware, metal, or other substance suitable for enamel-

ling upon, which is then cut or shaped to the exact con-

tour or shape of the particular part of the design under

treatment. When all the parts are thus arrangeil they are

placed together to ascertain if they fit correctly, so as to

represent the original design. The various jiarts are then

covered with enamel, either separately or combined, the

enamel being so applied to each part as to jjroduce, when

"fired" or baked, the various colours required in the com-

ploto design. "When baked the parts are combined and

cementeii or secured together in any convenient way.

J*<ttent complfted.

866. E. T. Mon.vluieh. Aji improved vaiiilator. Dated

March 28, 1862.

This ventilator is essentially composed of two hollow and

concentric cylinders of sheet iron or zinc. These two cylin-

ders are in their entire length separated from each other by

a small circular space, which leaves a free i)assage for the

air. The inner cylinder represents but. the continuation of

the chimney-flue ; it terminates at about the ni'ddle of the

length of the exterior cylinder in which it is contained.

This latter is completely closed at the extremity which cor-

responds with the lower extremity of the inner cylinder,

and contrary to which it is immovable; it will pivot with

the greatest facility around its congener when the slightest

rotary motion is given to it. Further, it presents on one of

its faces a large open throat, and upon its opposite face a

species of wing, which forces this throat always opposite

the wind. Patent completed.

881. R. Smith. Improvements in, roller bliml (ipparatus-

Dated March 29, 1862.

This consists in suspending a weighted pulley in the

lower double or bight of the cords of such apparatus, which

pulley may be confined in a vertical slide to guide it, or it

may hangloose. The cord or chain by which the weight is

suspended is either passed directly down and through the

sole of the window frame, or diverted horizontally by jjass-

ing under a pulley, thence through the side lining of the

window, and over another pulley, and from thence the

weight depends and applies the necessary force to impart

the tension to the cord desired. A weight is suspended at

all times, gives to any contraction of the cord, and also

takes up any slack due to expansion, and so keeps auniform
tension on the cord. Patent abandoned,

885. \V. E. Newton. An improved mode of applying

acoustic apparatus in churches ami uther buildings and
apartments. (A communication). Dated March 29, 1852.

This consists of a funnel-shaped receiver, of an elliptical

form at its mouth, which fits to an opening in the top of the

pulpit and collects the sound. The elliptical funnel-shaped

receiver gradually assumes a circular form towards the bot-

tom, where it terminates in a circular throat, from which a

pipe runs under the floor to any convenient point, where it

is led upwards througa the floor to connect with a taper

flexible tube, at the end of which is an ear piece to be placed

in the ear of the person requiring it to conduct the sound

thereto. Patent abandoned.

921. H LonESZ and T. Vette. Improvements in Jitters.

Dated April 1, 1862.

The first part of this invention consists in forming or pro-

ducing hollow porous bodies or objects of charcoal, of any

desired shape and size, but more especially in the form or

shape of hollow balls, spheres, or shells. The hollow ball

or other body is fitted with a socket, into which the short

end of a sj-phon pipe is screwed, or otherwise secured,

which comjnunicates with the hollow space of the ball or

other object. When thus fitted with a syphon, the said

ball constitutes a complete and independent filtering appa-

ratus, which can be applied to any vessel or holder of liquid,

and jiut into immediate operation by the immersion of the

hall in the li(iuid. The water or other liquid passing

through the filtering medium or body of the ball rapidly

fills the hollow space, and the syphon having been likewise

filled by immersion or by suction, as usual, the water or

other liquid will tlow from the long end of the syphon on the

tap being opened ; not drop by drop, as in ordinary filters,

but in a continuoiisstream, and with a rapidity proportion-

ate to the surface of the ball or filtering medium. The
second part of the invention has for its object to increase

the purifying, disinfecting, and decolorizing properties of

filters made and formed as above described, and it consists

in filling, or partly filling, the hollow space in such filters

with loose particles of prepared animal or vegetable char-

coal. The third part of the invention consists in the appli-

cation of the hollow ball or otherwise shaped body of filter-

ing medium, as mentioned in parts first and second, to ves-

sels or holders of liquid without the use of syphons. Patent

abandoned.

922. W. C. Hakrison and H. J. St.vxlev. An improved
instrumrnt or tool for boring or drilling holes in slate or

other rock. Dated April 2, 1862.

The patentees claim feeding or supplying the cutter with
water through a tube or channel, or tubes or channels, so

as to deliver it at or contiguous to its point of contact with

the rock, without interfering with the discharge of the

d6hris, which arrangement not only prevents the cutter

from l)eing injiu-iously heated, but at the same time washes
away and forces back the borings immediately they are de-

tached from the rock, and prevents clogging. Patent com-
pleted.

924. G. ScRATTON. Improvements in shades or blinds for
windows. Dated April 2, 1862.

This invention relates to improvements in shades or
blinds for keeping the sun's direct rays off windows, the
object being the obtainment of an improvement in the ap-
pearance of such blinds, whilst they admit a great amount
of light through the windows, and permit of an a.greeable

prospect outwards. The imp oved shade or blind is com-
posed of a series of narrow frames, covered with any suit-

able blind or shade material, each frame being disposed
vertically, and at a shorter distance asunder, somewhat less

than the width of the frame, the set forming a row in front

of tue Window to be sb^ed. Th^se &liade or bUud frames

arc sustained in position by pairs of parallel horizontal

baiN into which each frame binges, one edge of

each frame into one bar, and the other into the

follow bar. These bars are of equal length, and are

fastened bv turning pins (except in canes where the edt'cs

of one of the shades at each side of the window become

the turning pinsl to brackets or cross pieces fitted on to

perpendicular spindles or side bars, one spindlo or bar being

placed on one side and one on the other side of the window.

The spindles or bars turn freely in fixed brackets m;uio to

reccivr Ilu-ir ends or axle pins at the ends. If the shades

l)e intended to be removable, the irons or brackets must

be fastened to a jierijendicular piece, one on each side, which

pieces fasten and unf;usten with hand screws, or studs, and

slots to the wooden wold, or otherwise as tho case may l)c.

These pcn>endicular pieces may be joined at the top and

bottom, so as to form a light frame. The shades are opened

and closed or set to whatever inclination is required by

turning the spindles or vertical side bars on their axes.

Whatever motion is given to one ppindle or bar is commu-
nicated to the other, and to all the intermediate shades

simultaneously. Patent completed.

927. W. M.vi.AM. An improvement in the manufacture of

gas and improvid apparatus to be employed in such mat.u-

facture. Dated April 2, 1862.

According to this invention the inventor charges the re-

tort without opening it, supplying it with coal or material

in small quantities at a time gradually, and, if desired,

continuouslv, and at a rate that may be regulated as re-

quired, so that the heat is maintained and concentrated in

the retort, and is not uselessly absorbed, but expends its

full working force on small quantities at a time, and the

whole of the charge has its gas extracted from it. He
generally feeds the retort at or about the centre, or from

end to end. In the apparatus that he prefers to emi-loy

(though others may be used) a hopper is fitted to there-

tort with which it communicates by a passage leading

thereto, and a feed or compartment wheel is placed

between the hopper and retort. This wheel consists of a

number of compartment or cells set round an axis; the

section of the mouth of each cell is larger than the section

of the feed opening or bottom of the hopper, so that, as the

wheel revolves, each cell fills with coal which it carries

down with it and discharges in the retort. Patent

abandoned.

TENDERS.
Penshurst.—For house near Penshurst, for J. Hale,

Esq. Mr. T. J. Hill, architect—
Coleman £1.990

SewellandSon l.-li'S

Henshaw 1>'*65

Timewell l.'^-16

Constable 1.3^0

James and Ashton 1,177

City.—For warehouse fittings, for Mr. Franc Steigerwald.

Newgate-street. Messrs. Tillot and Chamberlain, archi-

tects —
Foxley £995
Henshaw 962

Piper and "Wheeler 945

EcREMONT.-For new church at Egremont, Cheshire.

W. and J. Hay, architects. Quantities supplied

—

Jones and Co £6,140 10s.

Thomas B,''-*?

Fisher 5,319

Allen 5,196

Nelson (*accepted) 5,179

Cansos-steet.—For alterations Ac. at No. 56, Cannon-
street, for the Leather Cloth Company, Limited. Henry
Jarvis, architect

—

Turner Je483

Tarrant 475

Macey 470

Henshaw 454

Sharpington and Cole 397

Prince 349

Hulme.— For new schools at Uulme, Manchester, for the

Methodist New Connexion. Mr. H. Scrivener, of Hanley,

architect. Quantities supplied

—

M'Lean £1,067
Griftiths 950

Metcalf and Watson (accepted) 879

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
London.—For the approved design for the front elevafion,

staircase, and lantern of a building ^required for a whole-

sale and retail ironmonger. Particulars may be obtained

from Messrs. Reed and Powell, 6, Broad-street-buildings,

E.G. Plans must be sent in before the 15th November.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
ToDMoRDES.—For levelling, draining, channeling, and

paving the road or street called Salford, in Todmorden.
Plans and specifications of the works may be seen, and any
further information obtained, at the office of the Local

Board in Todmorden, at which office all Tenders must be

delivered not later than two o'clock p.m. on Thursday,
November 6, addressed to the chairman of the Todmorden
Local Board.

KiRKii.vM.^For laying and jointing main pipes from the
Grizedale Reservoir, near Garstang, to the towns of

Blackpool, Lytham, and Kirkham (the laying of the Fleet-

wood pipes will be let subsequently.) The lengths and
sizes will be as follows :—12-in. pipes, l?a miles; 10-in.

pipes, 5 miles; 9-in. pipes, I mile; 7-in. pipes, 5miles;
6-in. pipes, 2^ mi^es. The pipes will be delivered to con-

tractors at Glasson Dock, Fleetwood, and Lytham.
Plans and sections may be seen on and after the 15th

inst. Specifications and forms of tender can be obtained

on payment of 5s., at the office of Mr. T. B. Foster, civil

engineer, 23, John Dalton-street, Manchester/ Tenders

must be sent in to Mr. T. A. Wilkinson, the secretary of

tho Company, at the Fylde Watenvorks Office, Kirkham,
not later than Tuesday, the 4th of November.

"Wrexham.—For the constmction and completion of ibout

2,920 lineal yards of brick sewers; for providing, laying,

and jointing about 6,780 lineal yards of earthenware

pipes, and about 300 lineal yards of oast-iron pipes ; for

constructing manholes, ventilating sh;ifts, overflows, and

outlet works, fixing gullies, and other works. Plans,

sections, and drawings may be seen, and specificatioos,

fonns of tender, bills of quantities, and schedules tor

jtrices may be obtained on and after Wednesday, the 22nd

October, by tho payment of two guineas, o . aiiplication

at theoftico of John James, town clerk and clerk to the

Local Board, Wrexham; or at tho office of John Lawson,

civil engineer, 31, Parliament-street, Westminster.

Sealed tenders, endorsed "Tenders for Sewage Works,"

must be forwarded to the clerk to the Local Board on or

before Weilnesday, the 5th day of November, 1862.

Manchester.—Tenders for glass-roofing. Apply to 34,

Lower Mosloy-street, Manchester.

Leveskjiui.me.—For the glazing of about 70 pair of sashes.

About 300 ft. of plate and 200 ft. of crown glass, retiuired.

Particulars may be had of Mr. S. Bridge, builder, Levcn-

shuliue, Manchester.

Holi.inoworth.—For the erection of a new church at

Hollingworth, in the parish of Tintwislc, (Cheshire.

Apply at the office of Messrs. Clegg and Knowles, archi-

tect, 40, Brown-street, Manchester.

LoMDON.—For the supply of about 400 tons of wrought and
cast-iron girders. Persons desirous of tendering may now
inspect the plans and specification by applying to Mr.
WoodhQUse, engineer's office, Stafford Station. Tenders

addressed to the secretary, at his office, Euston Station,

to be sent in on or before Wednesday, the 5lh day of

November, 1862.

St. MARTiN's-iN-TiiE-FiEr.DS.—For the supply of materials

and theexecution of jobbing and measured works required

for the sewers and drains within the said parish. Printed

forms of tender and schedules of prices upon which the

tentlers must be based, and the conditions of contract,

may be obtained of Mi-. Burstall, the surveyor of the

vestry, at his office at the Vestry-hall, any morning l>e-

tween the hours of 10 and 12 o'clock, on ])ayn ent of 5s.,

to be returned to parties tendering, and no other form of

tender will be accepted. Tenders must be delivered,

sealed up, at the Vestry-hall, before 4 o'clock on the said

6th of November, endorsed " Tender for Sewers Work."

London.—For the supply of about 30,000,000 of bricks

for the viaduct at Runcorn, on the Aston and Ditton Branch
Railway. Three-fourths of the above quantity will be re-

quired on the Lancashire side and the remaining fourth on

the Cheshire side of the river Mersey. Parties desirous of

tendering may obtain all necessary information upon ap-

plication to Mr. William Baker, Engineer, Euston Station.

Tenders, addressed to the Secretary, at the Office of the

London and North Western Railway, Euston Station, to be

sent in on or before Monday, the 10th of November.

Hammersmith.- -For building several six-roomed houses

at Hammersmith. Plans may be seen at Mr. Fleming's

office, 22, Cannon-street.

KiNGSwiNFORD.—For the crection of a national infant

school and school mistress' dwelling in Cote-lane, Words-
ley. Plans mcy be seen, and all information obtained

at the office of F. Smallman Smith, Esq., architect,

Union Chambers, Stourbridge. Tenders to be addressed

to the Rev. C. Girdlestone, rector of Kingswinford, and

forwarded to the office of the architect, on or before the

7th day of November.

TO SURRENDER IN BASINOHALL STREET.

John Wallis, Little Turnstile, Holborn, journeyman
cabinet-maker, Nov. 11, at 1.

Robert Sutton Edwards, Great Yarmouth, builder, Nov.

11, at 12.

Samuel HayseUlen, Upper-marsh, Lambeth, bricklayer,

Nov. 11, at 12'.

William Hubbard, Alma-roa*l, St. Dunstan's-road, Bow-
couimon, journeyman painter, Nov. 11, at 1.

Lechanah Bowdcu, lateof Westbouine-road, North Barns-

bury, builder, Nov. 11, at 1.

Benjamin Pearce, late of St. Mary-Aie, builder, Nov. 18,

at 10.

TO SURliENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

William Tyers, Nottingham, builder, Nov. 5, at 11,

Bankrupt's Coui-t, Nottingham.

William Smith, Taunton, builder, Nov. 5, at 1, Bank-

rupt's Court, Exeter.

IIuL'h CoUett, High Irel)y, CumberhLuJ, Imildtr, Nov. 5,

at 11, County Court, Keswick.

George Thorp?, Mayfield, Staffordshire, joiner, Nov. 14,

at 12, County Court, Ashbourne.

Daniel Townshend.jun., late of Bristol, cabinet-maker,

Nov. 17, at half-past 12, County Court, Bristol.

John Taylor, Oxspring, near Penistone, Yorkshire,

mason, Nov. 27, at 2, County Court, Barnsley.

John Redman, Stoke-upon-Trent, joiner, Nov. 8, at 10,

County Court, Stoke-upon-Trent.

James Ackland, Wellington, mason, Nov. 10, at 10,

Registrar' s-office, Wellington.

John Kershaw and George Gill, Halifax, York, joiners,

Nov. 21, at 10, County Court, Halifax.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATUltDAT.

Messrs. Chinnock and Galsworthy, at 2, at the Angel-

inn, Peterborough, freehold and leasehold estates in that

city.

Spencer, at No. 1, Breara's-buildings, Chancery-lane, tho

statue of the late Wm. Wilberforce, now exhibiting ab

the International Exhibition.

MONDAY.

Teague, at 12, on the premises of the Marmorian (Marble)

Company, Seymour-house, Jubilee-place, Chelsea, stock-

in-trade and effects.

SouTHoATE and Barrett, at their rooms, 22, Fleet-street,

various engravings by distinguished artists.

TUESDAY.

Hedceu and Davis, at 1. on the premises, Oak Lodge,

Adihsou-road, Kensington, furniture, statuary, bronzes,

oil and water-colour paintings, Ac.
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WEDNESDAY.

Norton', HoonAiiT and Thist, at the Mart, at 12, residence

with grounds at Chitt's-hill, near Southgate, Mid-
dlesex.

TO CORRESPONDSrfTS.
Oomimmicatlons and books for review should be addressed

to the Editor, at 26, Bouverie-strest, Fleet-street, E.G.
Letters relating to advertisemeots and to the ordinaiy

businessof the paper should be addi-essed to the PrBi.isnEit,
at the above office. Advertisements for the current week
must reach the office before 5 o'clock, p.m., on Thursdays.

To Ouit READKits —We shall foel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in process in the provinces.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

H
PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

A M I L T N & CO.,
Nu. 10, GREEK STREET. SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, W.,

Sole Maniif.urti.rei-s of

C. A. WATKIX'S PATENT WIRE-BOUND and OVAL
PAINTING BRUSHES.

Distemper Crushes, Sash Tools. Shipping Brushes, Gilders' and
Grainers' Toola.

Thf>sf> goods are made ofthe best materials and workmanship, and
Imve obtained a high rpputation among tho chifif decoratoi-s in the
kli)f,'doui. Varnish and Colour .Mauufactui-fi-s. Oilmen. Merchants,
Ac. are supplied on the lowest terms. Price Lists forwarded on ap-
plication.

TMPOETANT TO BUILDERS ANDX PAINTERS. GpiuUno Wliito Load, 30s. per Cni.

;

Linseed Oil, 33. 6d. per gallon ; Boiled Oil, 3s. lOd. per gallon •

Tiu-pentine, 10s. per gallon ;

Fine Pale Oak Vamish, 9s. per gallon ;

For Ciali, at EDWARD PRICES, WTioIesale Colour and Vamis
\\ arebouses. 30, Upper Ebnry-sUfet. and 15. Colesliill-street, Pimlico

.

Every .\rticle for the Trade at the Lowest Price.

BECEn-EU.—W. H., J. p. ,S., J. O., V. E., W. D. J. H.,
H. 0., H. J., R. S., M. B. N., A. W. B., T. H. and Oo.

H. D. and H. E. B.—Beclined with thanks.
F. "VV.—Thanks ; will you send us from time to time short

notices of works in your neig'hbom-hood.

J. "VV".—We don't wish to see the drawing.

G. W.—Next week.

F. D. T.—.4.PP1.V at the institute.

T. T. J., Northampton. -Thanks; too late for this week.

Books Eeceived.—"The Mechanics of the HeaTens."

*** In our article of last week upon " The Artist Work-
men," in page 309, line 5, right-hand column, instead of
"We have here all th,at may be said," read "We h-are
here .all that m<iy I'e said."

ORlfAME^T.\l^ GlrASS, Ac.

DIAPERED WINDOW GLASS.
TfVEEY variety of enamelled and enoiiie-

\H, 'I'Im"^j';?''5''P,P"f
'' "' "<l'":<-<i price,, by the Manufacturer,

^^
.
ti. J^UlES. 37. High-street. Camden Tofl-n. London, N.W.

Bay an«I «as lii^lit Rellertor
Mantifaetureiv

TiHOMAS FOX, 90, HATTON GARDEN,
-•- (E.C.)
These Reflectors never tarnish, leqnire no cleaning, and oretho most cflective and durable vet prescntiHl to the public

N.B.—The usual Discount to Buildera and the Tiade

45, OXFORD STREET, W.
nSLER-S GLASS CHANDELIERS,
\J \\ all Lights and M.uitel-piece Lustres, for Oaa and Candles.
Class Dinner Services, for 12 persons. £7 I5s.
Glaas Dessert Senices. for 12 persons, from £2.

All articles marked in plain figures.
Ornament,,! Ghass. English and Foreign, suitable for presents.
IMess, E.\port, and Furnishing Orders promptly executed.LONDON—Snow Rooms, io, OXFORD-STnEET. ^S'.

BIKMlNGHAM-MAX-urACTonT and Snow Rooms, BnoiD-STKEET.
Established I80V.

Plain ajitl Oviiainesital Window
C<Sass.

WBELL liavinpf made an extensive addi-
ct • .' ','""? his Premises, is en.iWed to aupplv ev,2,T description

ot P.^mted. Stained. Embossed and Eiiam.lli .llila's^
i dlof «hicli canbo seen in progress). Alaohcis now i.ivpan-.l to s-,i.i>lv PRITIsn it'.h

E^?^S^1' PLATE, CROWN. Slltl;V. r.lLf.l'l l' D Vl!. {-XD

Kc.VI'^''' ^^"7 '";'' ''°'''-'='' "-"E. FOREIGN GLASS, i°:Designs and Estimates on application to

W. BELL, GLASS PAINTER, 43, HIGH STREET,
CAMDEN TOWN.

GL.\SS, S.\SHES, i-c, delivered carriage free.

To Ironmonger.'s and the Trade generally.

T) HULETT& Co., Manufactui-crs of GAS
^A fJ^j'^^^'^V^^?'

y-^LL LANTERNS. GLASS LUSTRES, ic,

So MeremSfQ^^ &'\ '^*""''"';. P"'™'-"' »"<i Manufacturers of
Ltot la.

K»8«lator. Complete Pattern Book and Price

Nos. 55 A 56. High Holborn,

'THE PATENT CRYSTAL WINDOW
t„iP, .t,li;.l°,''"'"'"* S"'i

^o"',"',"" 'indovvs, shop fronts, eonserva-

'E't',foru^|'£eV''*c°,t'''^'"'
->°-''«""^- '>-et, optitil

STAINED GLASS AND WALL
PAINTING.

MESSRS. CLAYTON & BELL,
311, REGENT STREET W.

(adJOINISG the rOLYTECnSIO INSTITUIIOU.)

S^rS5^ GtRIMSTONE'S~^AROMATIC
^istufe""-

.'0?-*CCO for your HEALTH. By .>v.,lIo,vinR tlw
Kfllc,f''r""'"".?''""' "•'""'' »"''" »»">king thi above Tobleco

Eyes Etch n,. Ti..^, , ^ " *'* *^ SNUFI'.for all diseases of
its virtues a",, toj^p, 'k'u

"" ."™ ^I"" "'" P"''"'^ »l^"" °0 ''ears

;

baceon^llaSche.^V^t'y'?"" '°
Vf* ™""",'"'- ,SoId by all To:

^U,.te„ dir.c^f^'X:ftia,?8STsT™°rDl;;'o °.Thth'',7re°^
MGeSSStTr het^ra';;irtirt"''-r'

^K^^.?!!!' t^^'^
Hum»n H,ir upon Wd°pU '^U™ ol'LrsStir ^'""" °'

pROWDEN & GARROD
\J (Successors to TIIOS. KENT & CO.), the celebrated

PAIWTINGAWD GEWEKALBKUS
MANUFACTURERS.

Falcon Square, London, E.C.
*«* Also Manufacturers of the P.atent Iiulia-Rnbber Knife boai-ds,

Cocoii-nnt Fibre Door Mats, Matting, &c,

T. Kent & CnownEN & Cinnon are stamped on the Brushes.

A SUBSTITUTE for PAINT, and at HALF
J\. thf cost.—STErniCNS- DYKS or STAIXS for WOOD.—Mr.
STEPHENS has boen kindlvpeimitted to make public tha following
extract from a letter addiessed to him by the Rev. E. H. CHICHES-
TER, of Chittlehampton, near South Molton :—
"The effect ^produced by the Staining Fluid and Varnish has

given such entire satisfaction, that the paiishioners have requested
me to procure five times the qiiaiuitv now paid for, in order to ilnish
the church."

H. STEPHENS. Chemist, 18, St. Martln's-le-Grand. B.C., late 45,
Stamford-street, S.

TYLOR'S HARD-DBTING OAK VARNISH,
TYLORS DURABLE OAK VARNISH,
TYLORSPALE COPAL VARNISH,
TYLOR'S EXTRA QUICK GOLD SIZE.

TYLOR'S FINE CARRIAGE VARNISH
J. B. TYLOR,

V;\RXISn M-WLTACTURER,

4. BrRV COURT, ST. MARV-AXE. LOXDOX, E.C.

W
A SOVEREIGN WELL SPENT
ITH H. CASEY & CO., FASHIONABLE
T.ULORS. Perfectly fifihip Trour.crs mid Vtst for a

£ni. l-'oats in any Style of Dlack Cloth, or your own choice of
pftttern, for a Sovereign. Samples shown in the Window at 27.
Clieapside, E.C.

A CERTAIN CURE FOR

SMOKY CHIMNEYS
STEAD'S

PATENT VENTILATINS CHIMNEY TOPS.
11,000 ulrea.lij fi.,-,;l.

Testimonials free on application to J. E. Carter. Zinc Works, 3
Bro-.vnlow-mews. Henr.v-street, Oraj's-iun-lane. W.C.

The PRISE MEDAL for Superior Patent Sash and
Blind Lines, was awarded to JAS. AUSTIN,

at the International Eshibition, 18S2.

SASHAUSTIN'S IJirERIAL PATENT
and BLI.ND LI.N'ES.

To BUILDERS. CARPENTERS, and BLIXDMAKERS.
J. AUSTIN. Slannfnrturer of tlie above Aitieles. particularly wlalies

to direct the attention of the Trade to his

IMPERIAL PATENT FLAX SASH LINES,
of which he is now ninlcing three qnalities. and he strongly reeom-
ni ends that in all cases thev should be purchased in preference to the
PATE.NT LINES made from Jute, vvliich ^Utido has neither tile
STRENGTH nor DURABILITY of t-L.\X, coneeijuently cannot give
so much satisfaction to the Consumer.
They can he obtained of all Ropemalters. Ironmongers, Merchants

Factors, and Wholesale Houses in Town and Country,

ESTABLISHED IVVl.

Removed from 48 to 29, Fetter Lane, near
Fleet Street.

GAS STOVES, COOKING APPARATUS, &o.,
FITTED.

JOHN DODSON
(Successor to J. WADE).

GASFITTER & BRASSFOUNDER,
Stall Board Platos, Window and Desk Rods.

Manufacturer of Hall and Table Lamps, Gloss Chandeliei-s, and Ga
Fittuigs of t-voiy doscripUon.

Worker in general.—Old Work Cleaned and Lacquered.

BRICKS.
j-omq- ia:Tja-C3-E3srs,

BRICKFIELDS, SITTINGBOURNE, KENT.
For prices, Ac. applv to tho At,ant,

WILTIAM WESTWOOD,
i. CATHERINE COURT. TOWER HILL.

PAPER AND ENVELOPES.
The Clien]ie=;t and Lru^-est Stoik !n Iho Kingdom at

PARTRIDGE & COZENS',
Maniil^eturhig Stationei-a. 192. Flret-strcet, and 1, Chanccrj-lano

P& C. being Papor Makers' Agents,
I purchasing all their papera direct from tho niifls, offer

them to the public at one profit only,' heing 30 per cent, under the

nsu.il retail charpres.

Good Cream Laid Note Papers. 29., 3s.. and Is. per ream.
Super Larpe Bine Commercial ditto, rig.. Is., and Ps. per ream.

Superfine Pcap.. lOa. Cd. per ream. Outsides Fcap.. 6b. Gd. per ream.

Patent Straw Note. 2s. per ream. Straw Letter, 49. per ream.
Good Cream Envelopes. Ss. I'd., -1b. Gd..a«dGa. 6d. per 1.000.

L.-ircro Blue Envelopea, 49. Cd. per 1.000. or 6.000 for 20a.

Best Double Donble Crown improved Tracing Paper, 78. Gd. per qniro.

Patent Tracing Linen, 42 in. wide, 23. per j-aid, or 388. 6d. per pieco

Measuring Books, Quantity Paper, Drawing Papers. Cartridges,

Browns. 4c., &c.. at the lowest rates. Estiniiites free of charge.

CARRIAGE PAID TO THE COUNTRY ON ORDERS
OVKR 203.

P^VRTRIDGE and COZEXR. 102. Fleet-street, and 1, Chaneery-lano
London. W.C. .

STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR CHURCHES and DWELLINGS.

HEATON, BUTLER, & BAYNE,
34, CARDINGTON STREET, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON,

List of Works at the E}thibition, with Prices, forwarded, riustrated Catalogue, with Treatise, 2s. fid.

TO BUILDERS, CARVERS & GILDERS, PICTURE-FRAME MAKERS, & OTHERS.

NET CASH PRICES FOR GLASS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY,
In Cases of 200 I'eet super, large sizes.

21 oz.

4V

15 oz 18 oz. 21 oz

Best .... £i 3 4 — £4 11 8 — £5
Seconds ... 2 IS 4 — 3 G 8 —

•

4 8

Super Thirds ... 2 1 8
4

' 2 10 10

1 17 6
19 2

= 3 C

Thii-ds ... 1 13 2 18

Pom-tlis ... 1 5 2 12

8 / Per Case.

1}
ESTHHTES AND PRICE LISTS OF EN'ERY DESCRIPTION OF C.L.XSS FORW.\RDED ON RECEIPT OF PARTICULARS.

ROBERT METTAM & Co.,

WHOLESALE BRITISH AND FOREIGN WINDOW GLASS WAREHOUSE,
30 and 31, Princes Street, Leicester Square. Established 1793.

TO BUILDEES, CARPENTERS, AND OTHERS.
KING & DUNGEY,

GREAT SAFFKON HILL, HOLBORN,
CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE ABOVE TO THEIR

WELL-SEASOIS'ED STOCK OF ELOOKING DEALS,
MAHOGANY, &^

Spruce Deals, 3 by 9, at per 12 feet, 2s. 5d. All other Goods in proportion.

OPPOSITE THE METROPOLITAN RAILWAY TERMINUS.

THE ADAMANTINE CLINKER.
LITTLE BYTHAM STATION,

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.
POST TOWN—STAMFORD.
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THE INSTITUTE.

KOFESSOK DONALDSON, in liis ro-
marlvs at the rocoiit mooting of tlio Ar-
clutectural Association, sspoko of the
|irononos.s of tlio younger niemhors of tlio

_pnifc.ssion to Itdlc too mucli. Wo cainiot
'iiolp flunking that the learned Professor
was indulging in a little quiet irony at
tlie expense of those who luive made
themselves conspieuous in the rooms of
the Institute. Those that talk nnich err
nuich, says the Spanisli jiroverb. Since
the Institute has received an accession

of this young vivacious blood to its councils,

our attention is called to one of those wayward
slips which men only who arc blinded by the
sense of tlieir exceeding importance could pos-
sibly induce the Institutes to take. If y(ni
boil snow or pound it, you can make nothing
but water of it ; and look at the recently-
l)assed resolutions as wo will, they resolve
themselves to the same thing—to shut out the

reporters from the Institute's meetings. Our readei-s shall, however,
judge for themselves. The resolutions are as follow :

—

Resolved—1st. It is uot desirable that tlie papers should be published in
exknso in the public journals, as it tends to depreciate the value of their copy,
right, and of their subsequent publication in the Transactions of the Royal
Institute of llritish Areliitects.

Also—That a corapeteut reporter should be appointed by the Royal Insti-
tute of British Architects to attend the meetings, and that no other reporter
should be admitted ; and that no one else, without the authority of the coun-
cil, should be allowed to furnish for publication any report of the proceedings
of the Royal Institute of British Architects.
That a full abstract report of all pap.'rs and meetings should be furnished

by the Royal Institute of British Architects on payment of one guinea for
each report, and that a short abstract, as at present furnished to the Partlie-
UDii and other journals, accordiug to the instructions of couucil. May 12,
1802, should be fiu-nished to sucli journal as may desire it without payment,
and that it is very desirable that to forward this object, the papers intended
to bo read at the Institute should bo presented to the honorary secretaries
previously to their being read.
The Committee consider, further, that the conditions of ^bye-law No. 44*

should be hereinafter strictly adhered to, and that the papers should be
issued three times during the session, instead of only at the conclusion of it,

as at present.

Great strokes like these are likely to destroy that harmony which has
heretofore existed between the Institute and the architectural press.
We sec in it, however, not so much a vexatious disposition towards us,
as an attempt to sliow a newly-acquired autliority. In the eyes of
young men, everything new is too often considered good, and they seem
always possessed with a fear that if they make no alteration, their
friends will think them inactive, and wanting in that energy which, as
talking members, they so loudly advocated. They riuist show the
sword with which they have been trusted ; and if there are no evils to
assail, they must cut right and left amongst their friends, in thoughtless
frolic, unmindfid of consequences, and then trust " we shall find their
resolutions advantageous rather than objectionable." Tliat such newly-
tiedged authority slioidd fla]) its whigs in careless ecstacy, is perhaps
but natm-al ; but that the really great and wise men, who are the suji-

port of the Institute, and have sjiread, through the arehitectui-al press, its

reputation far and wide throughout the land, should suffer themselves
to be hoodwinked and talked into silence, wliile such fantastic tricks
are played in their name, does indeed surprise us. The injury to our-
selves is so trifling as to be unworthy of notice. It cannot matter
to us whether we have to pay a guinea for the Institute's abstract,
or whether we pay a reporter to attend the meetings, but the prin-
ciple miUtates against the best interests of the Institute. It con-
tines their proceedings, and the advantages of theu- periodical gatherings,
to their 350 members, instead of dispensing tlieni to thousands of readers.
It reserves to a party what is meant for the whole profession. The Insti-
tute shuts out fiom its communion sm-veyors, builders, &e. ; and will not
allow them even to read the discussions which they ai-e precluded from
joining in. It forms itself into an exclusive sect, and would force us
to treat it as one. The wisdom wliicli falls from the young members of
the Institute must be jiaid for, and they provoke us to inquire if it is
its growing scarcity wliich has suddenly given it value ?

Wo disconnect the elder members of t)ie profession from this foolish
womanish proceeiling. We cannot imagine Mr. Tite, Mr. Donaldson,
and others wo might name, parties to it. It is contraiy to the spirit
which guided the Institute up the steeps to its present proud eminence.
It is at variance with that liberal and enliglitened policy on which it,

as well as kindred societies, are bascil. There is, we beUeve, but one
other society which iias adopted it, and this fact deprives the Institute
even of the questionable merit of originating a suicidal policy.
The question naturally arises, what are the motives which induce

men of learning to devote their time to the preparation of essays to
be read before pubUc societies like the Institute. It will be found, we
thuik, that the more studious portions of the yomiger members of the

„ _, *Extract from Bye-law No. 44.
iivery paper which may bo presented to the Institute shaU, in conse-

quence of such presentation, be considered the property of the Institute ; and
the council may pubhsh the same in any way and at any tunc that they may
tlunJj proper, unless there ahaU have been any previous engagement with the
author to the contrary."

profession arc in the Drst place led to do so from a desire to make hem-
selves thoroughly acquainted with a particular subject. Having
mastered it in all its branches, they do not niggardly lock u i their"

knowledge or offer alistracts of it a guinea each ; but with that gene-
rosity, which always characterizes real stu<leaits ,ind lovers of art,
tliey lay it at once before their Ijrethren to elicit comment, to provoke
discussion, to clear away tlio errors which may have become tninglod
with their researches, and thus to gain a more thorough acquaintance
with tlieir subject. With the ckler members of the profession the first

portion of the inducement does not exist. They, in the course of long
experience, have learnt how laborious the acqiiisition of infonnation
is without aid, and con-SCMpicntly extend it freely to others. They
know tliat \vliat theygive enrhlies, instead of inqioverishcs, them. They
show their love for the profession they adorn by being ever ready
with a helping hand and an encouraging word to the struggliu"-
.student, and their zeal for its welfare by their sacrifice of time to it.

There is, moreover, a certain destinction attached to the reading of a
paper, as there is to the publication of a design, which few nren aj-o

proof against. They desire to stand well with their professional
bretliren, as well iis to give them instruction. It matters little whether
publications bo gratuitous or not ; the more extensive the circulation,
the greater is the gratification of their authors.
Whatever the motive which prompts the authors of ijapens,

their object is to disseminate the information through every
channel of the jorofession, and to the trades associated
with it. They cannot wish that their pajiers should be simply
read to some 40 or 50 members, and then be locked up secui-ely
for subsequent publication and distribution to an additional 300 mem-
bers. A man, if he takes an interest in the paper he hears read,
must wish to study it quietly afterwards. A fiicility for this study has
hitherto been afforded by its publication, a few days afterwards, in the
columns of TuE Building News and Bulkier. It enhanced the value
of the paper read at the Institute, it increased the interest attached
to the actual lecture, when it was known that the recollection of it

could thus be refreshed. The interval of 3 or 4 months which ivill

elapse before it is circulated in the Institute reports, will be broken in
upon by other subjects, and tlie connecting link between the lecture
and the published pajier will be destroyed. But the short-sighted
policy does not affect the man who has heard the lecture so much as
it docs him who was not present to bear it. The profession at largo
is not benefitted according to the intention of the author. The stream
of information is dammed up within a few yards of its source, and
that which was meant to quench the thirst of thousands is arrested,
unless we pay the Institute for what was given to them. They receive
the presents of friends to the j;j-o/cssi'o)!, and they try to dispose of
casts of portion of them. They swallow the oyster and want to sell

the shells at a guinea each. They would tax us (or dijitstag nn abstract
of the papers—not the papers themselves, tie it remembered—to thou-
sands whilst they would receive the amount of the tax for coiifMing their
perusal to their 350 members. The illiberality of these resolutions is

now so apparent, and will bo even more so, as experience of the effects
"

of it administers its lesson, that we trust to see them at once set aside.
The elders of the Institute should again seize the helm, and get the
good old sliip out of danger, and the younger members, Mdio have got
her into the strait, may learn to command enough hereafter by simply
obeying wisdom.

It is only fair to state the reasons which we have heard .alleged for
tills step. The first was by one or two young members, wlu) thought
that their papers should be paid for by us, or rather that we should
purchase a six months' copyright on them. We could not do so

—

oven supposing tliat they were wortli as nmch as their authoi's ima-
gined—becaiLSe we deemed it unfair to other journals, and because we
considered a lecturepublicly delivered was as much public property as a
speech in Parliament or a sermon in a church, but the paymentof the
author, although wrong in princiijlc—as by reading the paper he made
it public—and therefore objected to by us, was comprehensible ; but the
payment of the Institute, who are merely the ahuonei-s ot the author's
generosity, for their ^jari'uj's of it, is as incomprehensible as it would
be unjust. The other reason resolves itself into a complaint that
hitherto the professional journals have not accm-ately reported the
papers and the discussions. Individually wo plead guilty to one count
of this indictment. TVc have not reported the discu.ssions accurately,
and we go further, and say that the prolix talkers would not thank us
if wo did do so. It is no disparagement to their other many high
qualities to say that their speeches wiU not bear this cruel test of ver-
batim leporting. We are obliged to temper justice witli mercy. If a
member babbles to his own ears for a quarter of an hour, we, in kind-
ness, briefly state that he made a few observations. He cuts his news-
paper hastily on the subsequent Friday to see himself conspicuous in
print, and he finds a veil charitably thrown over his feebleness. Hence
his complaint. We have, however, a duty to perform to readers who
are not habitual speakers, and we reiiort that only which is of general
interest ,and of public importance ; and even that we have often, at
great painsand trouble, to render readable. Members of the Institute
who have ideas, and know how to express them, never make such
charges against the professional press. Tliey come only from the very
young. Wo smile, still correct their grammar, and suppress their
verbosity, hoping that they will live to diank us for it.

It matters very little to ourselves, as we have said, whether those
resolutions of the Institute are maintained or not—whether no notes,
are to be taken at its meetings, and no information is to oozo out
except what is officially supplied and paid for ; but it^ L» a serious.
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matter that tlie Institute should be transformed into a professional

Custom House, tliat information giveri to the profession by its leaders

should be detained half-way and divided amongst the upper 350,

and that the loud talking and slender thinldng which Professor

Donaldson justly condemned should have attracted so much atten-

tion, and have caused tlie uninitiated public to wonder by wliat

strange oversight they ever became admitted into the Council of tlie

Institute.

THE SANITARY LESSONS OF THE COTTON FAMINE.

LE mal n'est pas toujours le mal. Evil is not always evil—since it

is within tlie power of man to convert a temjiorary affliction to

his permanent benefit ; for an authority to wliich all bow, has assured

us tliat out of evil cometh good. In saying this, and venturing to

take what some maj' consider an optimist view of the present con-

dition of Lancashire, it is not that we are indifferent to the bitter

sufferings of cotton operatives, or tliat we are disposed to believe

their deprivations less severe than they have been represented to be,

still less would we intentionally say aught to relieve tlie community
at large from the duty of supplying those with the necessaries of life,

who have been compelled to idleness by the exigencies of imperial

policy, and tlirough the improvidence of nearly all the capitalists

interested in the cotton trade. But we earnestly desire that the

teachings of the last twelve months may not be lost. The moral
lessons of the famine have been many, and may be made conducive
in the highest degree to the hajipiness of the nation, if we choose to

profit by them and will allow ourselves to be taught. They liave

revealed to the wealthy and governing classes, the truly noble virtues

of English workmen, their patient endurance, their obedience to the

law, their love of order, their sense of justice, and their manly inde-

pendence. In no one instan"e have they souglit to cast on their rulers

the responsibiUty of the destitution which lias fallen like a bUglit

upon their lives, shrivilled up their hopes, and struck them down
from comparative abundance to the verge of pauperism—although
the policy of the Indian Government, more particularly with respect
to the tenure of land in the peninsular, is open to serious objection,

as having contributed to dry up that source of supply. On the other
hand, toilers in cotton fiictories have learned that the wealthy heartily

sympathise with their sufferings, and they have had proofs that this

sympathy is expressed, not by lip service, but by contributions of sub-
stantial aid produced by self-imposed taxation. The demagogue
who resorted to the old trick of his trade, and anathematised
the " bloated aristocrat " and "greedy capitalist," before a Wigan
audience, would probably meet with a recejition he little

anticipated. Such stump libels and stupid platitudes would
not go down now, fur, under the pressure of want, no
class lias shirked its duties. Englishmen of all ranks, from
the higliest to the lowest, have avowed the consanguinity which

. knits them into one people.
But the teachings of the " hard times" that concern us, and which

it behoves arcliitects and engineers, as well as municipalities and local

authorities, to study tlioroughl}^, are the importance of out-door
exercise, pure air, a sufficient supjily of good water, cleanliness, and
efficient drainage to the improvement of public health and tlie pro-
longation of life. It may be said that all these things were known
before, but if they were, their truth and value were never liefore so

convincingly made evident and brought so home to the dullest minds,
as they liave been during the last few months; for with bare
sustenance, and lack of suflicient warmth—which are, in the ordinary
state of the working classes, conditions jiredisposing to sickness and
death—the rate of mortality has, nevertheless, decreased, and that
in some degree because the half-starved operatives have had more out-
door exercise and greater attention to domestic management—which in-

volves increased cleanliness in their homes—than when they were
working full time and in the receipt of good wages. If wo were to
content ourselves with the bare facts, it would appear that the verge
of starvation is the condition most favourable to health ; and it is

because the last report of the Eegistrar-General, for the quarter
ending the 31st of Sejitembpr, contains several seeming paradoxes of
this nature, that we invite the attention of the reader to its careful
consideration. The main features of the returns are a decrease of
marriages, accompanied by an increase of births, and fewer deaths
than have occurred in any one of the preceding ten years, except in

18G0, though half a million of factory hands are exfsting on parisli

relief and public charity.

Diu-ing the whole of last year, and the first half of the present year,
there was a marked falling off in the number of marriages in England.
They were about 2,000 less in the last spring quarter than in the
corresponding quarter of last year, and 4,000 less than in the spring
qu.arter of the preceding year. The annual marriage rate in the last
spring quarter was 1-GlO per cent.—the lowest thathas yet been reached—against 1-709, the average of the last ten years, that is to say, there
were fewer marriages by 99 for every 100,000 of the population, or for
the wliole jjopulation there was a decrease of 19,800 marriages. The
matrimonial liarometer has come to be regarded as a sure indication
of the condition of the people. When it rises, we may safely con-
clude that there has been a corresponding increase of national
prosperity, and, when it f\ills, that there has been a corresponding
^ecre&se. In the cotton districts, the fall has been equal to 124 per
1,000, and as evidence of how intimatelv we are connected one with
another, how the distress of a district radiates to the rest, it may be

mentioned that the matrimonial barometer fell 99 per 1,000 in the
Eastern Counties, and a lower figure in other unions, except in Lon-
don, where there was an increase of 10 per 1,000, making the de-
crease in the man-iages of all England 52 in 1,000.
With so great a filling off in the number of marriages during the

past year and three-quarters, it was to be inferred that there would
have been a decrease in the number of births ; whereas the very
reverse has taken place, for there has been a large increase, equal to
4,427, over and above the mean of the summer "quarters of the two
preceeding years. Taking the average of the last ten years, the
increase has been 71 per 100,000 of the total population." In Lan-
casliire and Chesliire, where the cotton fomine exists, there were born
in the last summer quarter 2,298 children more than in the corres-
ponding quarter, 18(30, when there was no famine, but the hands in

full work. Compared with the mean of the corre-'ponding quarters
of the two previous years, the excess is 59 per 1,000, which is higher
than in any other division. In London, wliere there was an increase
of 10 per 1,000 in the number of marriages, the increase in the number
of births was only 10 per 1,000 ; and thougli London contains
300,000 inliabitaiits, more tliau all Lancashire, yet the metropolis
had 1,745 fewer births than the cotton county. Fewer marriages and a
greater number of births ! How are these facts to be reconciled, when
they appear so antagonistic ? Are we to suppose that stint in food
does not interfere with jirolifieness, but rather stimulates it ? We
know that the half-starved Irish, before the potato rot, were exceed-
ingly prolific. Or are we to conclude that the increase is due to
the improved health of the factory hands. There is another
explanation of the phenomenon, to which we hardly like to
allude, lest we should be thought to insult the cotton
workers in their misery, yet it would be cowardice to re-
frain, tlirough fear of incurring oblocjuy, from pointing out a possible
explanation, if, by so doing, we can induce the provision of a remedy
for the evil if it exists. Tlie loss of wages has broken up hundreds of
happy homes, and has led to excessive crowiling. Families, with
their youthful members of both sexes, are compelled to live in the
same room, forthesake of economy and warnitli. Experience has taught
landlords in agricultural districts, that where this crowding of sexes
in common sleeping ajjartnients takes place, morality sinks to a low
ebb. The bare suspicion that it is just possible such may be one of

the results of the cotton famine, will rouse the whole nation to jirovide
a remedy. Even those who would allow the necessities of imijerial

policy to half starve a jirovince, will never permit them to demoralize
it. In presence of a risk so heartrending to contemplate, no time
should be lost in taking precautions against it. We ought not
to wait until a remedy is required. The (piickest and surest course
would be fii-st to provide dormitories for the young woiiien and girls

engaged in sewing classes. Mill owners, we are convinced, do feel

a lively fnterest in the welfare of their hands, and liardly one wliose
mill is closed, would hesitate to afford, where practicable, sleeping
room for his factory women. Bedding would have to be provided by
subscription, unless the State couUl lie induced to lend from its abun-
dant stores. Tliere must be in charge of the Admiralty and War-
office a mass of old bedding, which some of these days will be sold as

condemned stores, for a mere song, but which had much better be sent
to Manchester immediately. Instead of sleeping in crowded rooms,
and injuring their healths by breathing a vitiated atmosphere, the
factory women would then sleep in well-ventilated ajiartments, an<i be
the better able to support their privations, while their absence would
render the homes of their families more healthy. They might be
left at liberty to follow the classes during the day, or to attend to

their families, and they would feel no workhouse taint in accepting
the hospitality of a night's shelter from their employers. There are
plenty of Lancashire ladies with time sufficient on th^ir hands, an-
xious to do their share of the good work in succouring undeserved
misfortune, who would undertake to superintend the dormitories.

The fact that public health has improved in the famine districts

should be a lesson to every municipality, town, or borough through-
out the kingdom. To the many it will be more convincing of the

importance of pure air and physical exercise than the advice of doc-
tors and the lectures ol sanitaiy savans; and it comes opportunely when
certain medical men have ventured to underrate the value of pure air.

We agree with the Registrar-General, that his tables do not show
that "if Lancashire had been prosi)erous,the health of its people would
not have been still better, and furtlier reduction of mortalityobtained,"
but we submit that they do justify the inference that recreation in

the open air, enforced moderation in food and drink, and due atten-

tion to domestic affairs (which he admits are beneficial to health),

have contributed to mitigate the evils that would otherwise have re-

sulted. The number of deaths in the last quarter was 8,775 less than
the number of deathe in the corresponding quarter of last year, but

0,225 more than the number of deaths in the corresponding quarter

of the preceding vear. The average death rate for the ten summers
(1852-61) was 2,020 per 100,000 inhabitants. In the summer just

ended the rate was 1,797 per 100,000, which was lower than in any
previous year, except 1860, when it was 1,718 per 100.000. The Re-
gistrar-General imputes this saving gf life to the coldness of the sum-
mer. In fact, he asserts that cold summers and warm winters, which
niost people call unseasonable, are most conduci^'e to health, because
" a cold summer with rain enough to wash and sweeten the air and
earth is favourable to health, and especially to the health of young
children," and because a cold winter " cuts off quickly the old and in-

firm," Before accepting these doctrines, which if admitted must tend
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lo disorodit sanitary improvoincnts, it would be dcs'rable to liavo an

oxplaiiatiiiii liow it is that Cairo, wlicrc rain is a rarity, is considorod

so licalthv, and tliat in Syria, wlioro the summors ai"oliotai:d witliout

rain, tlu'lifo ofnian roacliod to tlio longest span ? The Kojfistrar says

that a wet and cold summer washes away dirt and ehecks miasms,

Init if the sanitary an-angements of our towns and dwellings were in

aiTordanco with common sense, there would be no dirt to be washed

away ; it would bo restored to where it is due—to the soil in the shape

of nianm-o—and if there were no dirt to be washed away there would

be no n\iasms to be checked by unseasonable cold. Cease to create

these detriments to health, and warm summers, which are required

to develop and ripen the fruits of the earth for our food, will not

shorten the life of man.
During the last forty years great elTorts have been made to educate

the people. Mechanics' institutions, schools, and athena>ums,have been

scattered broadcast over the land, and great good have they effected;

but in the course pnrs\icd have not our eHorts been too exclusively direc-

t(Hl to the development of the mind, and have we not neglected the de-

velopment of the body ? AVise men declared a healthy mind dwelt in a

healthy body, and they instituted ijames and exercises for the educa-

tion of the muscles, which were followeil by those who walked in the

Academe or sat beneath the Portico. We have made a Ijeginning

with peojiles' [jarlcs. Why should we not continue the policy, and
enter upon a course of muscular education ; erect gymnasia, revive

the games of which our f;tthers were so fond, and teach ovir people

also to use their limbs to the best advantage. At present few, com-
paratively speaking, know how to walk. They amble, sluiffle, and trail

their feet. They are clumsy with their hands at everything except

the particular branch of trade to which they have been brought up.

A Birmingham watch-chain maker cannot handle a spade—a farm

labourer finds it hard matter to use a watch-key. The employment
of the muscles of factory operatives appears to have escaped the

attention of relief committees, for they are reported to have proposed

to send men to school during their forced idleness. The attempt is

likely to prove a failure; for, after the first blush of novelty has worn
off, men who have been accustomed to study will find it impossible to

do so for long hom'S a day. They will find it too irksome, will play

truant, ami loiter about the streets dissatisfied with themselves.

It would bo infinitely better to give them no more instniction than

they can digest and retain, and to employ them in physical labour.

There is scarcely a town in Lancashire which does not require in-

creased drainage, and where cesspools are not the rule. Why not

employ the now useless laboiu' of the localities on works of this kind ?

The factory hands would be clumsy at first and do but little, so that

their labour would not be worth much ; but if employed under
gangers, and in conjunction with skilled labourers, they would soon

fall into the way. If they were not able to excavate as much as a

na\'A'y, or to carry as many bricks as an Irish hodman, tlicy would
be paid only for the work they did. There would bo no difficulty in

finding contractors to execute these and similar works at the ordinary

price, and who would engage to employ so many factory hands upon
thein ; for, as he pays so much for excavating a cubic yard, it will be

a matter of indifference to him whether it be done by ten or twenty
men, so long as it be properly done and he pay no more than the

current price.

HOUSE ACCOMMODATION IN LONDON.

SOME few years ago the public were aroused from their lethargy

by a number of gentlemen insisting upon the iinpleasant fact

that the cottages of the labom-ing classes in the country were, not

only insufficient for the accommodation of families, but likewise a

standing disgrace to their proprietors and unfit for the reception

of human beings. At our agricultural societies' dinners, and
local architectiu'al societies' meetings, efiective speeches upon
the subject were made. We were informed that families

of six grown-up persons were often huddled to-together

in ono miserable sleeping-room, whicli was fvu-thermore un-
cleanly, badly-ventilated, and full of vermin. We were told that

these cottages were heavily taxed, considering their size, and often in

so dilapidated a condition as not to shield the occupants from the cold

blasts of autumn. The press, happily, took up the cry, with welcome
results. Philanthropic gentlemen examined the statements made,
and many proprietors built new cottages—comfortable, well-lighted,

and well-ventilated. Excellent dwelUngs were built by the Duke of
Bedford for his tenantry ; others were erected by Sir S. Morton Peto
in Surrey ; and their good example was soon followed by other large

landed proiirietors.

We feel that some such a spirited movement is required at thepre-
sent moment on behalf of the metropolis. We have often com-
plained in our columns of the great dearth otpraper house accom-
modation for the labouring classes of this great city, and we feel it to

be our duty to return to the subject, in the hope tliat it may evoke
profitiible discussion. The approach of winter is no unfitting time to
consider so important a subject.

At present, we may well be ashamed of the dank, miserable, filthy

dens which abound in the metrojiofis. Any of oin- readers who may
have passed along that ill-fated street in Westminster called "Victoria-
street,'' will not have failed to observe, both on the right hand and on
the left, some of the worst description of dwellings of which it is pos-
sible to conceive. Some look as though they would cnimble to pieces,

while others are so notoriously disreputable that it is almost a wonder

they should not have been inilled down long ago. If we tmn up one

of these streets, close by the new and handsome model lodging-

houses (which, by the way, have been erected in a remarkably

ill-favoured locality— no small detriment, pcrhajjs, to their suc-

cess), we shall see even worse huts, if worse can be. In the

locality of Great Pctor-strcet, we find those miserable apologies

for dwellings, with their filthy Moors and filthier cellars, from which

are continually issuing dirly, liaU'naked, ragged ciiildren, and drunken,

h,%Hling women. The visitor who can cund'ortahly jiass by without

insult, may count himself fortunate. The neighbourhooil of the Broad-
way is scarcely inferior in black, crazy houses. True, irmch has al-

ready been done by the various improvements incidental upon the con-

struction of Victoria-street, but much more might still be done ; and
the beauty and cleanliness of this street only shows, with more inten-

sity, the tlirty and disgraceful state of its surrounding dwellings. The
same inigbt be said of many similar streets in the Walworth-road. in

the already too-notorious Seven Dials, the criminal Whitccliapel, or

the miserable thoroughfares of Drury-lane and Clare Market. The
byways of the Borough, the equally disreputable courts and alleys of

St. ilartin's-lane, and of Soho. may also be mentioned ; nor should we
forget the many rcvoltinglodging-houses ofClerkeiiwell, Only last week,

wehad.intheOlerkenwellPolice Court. a serious disclosure showinghow
the lodging-houses of the metropolis are overcrowded, which will prove

that we have not exaggerated the facts we have mentioned. In this

instance, a man and a woman, keepers of two lodging-houses in the

neighbourhood of the Police Court, were summoned for faking in

lodgers without having previou.sly caused their houses to be regi.stered,

for improper water supply, and for other otl'ences against the

Lodging Houses Act, The evidence of three policemen disclosed the

following facts:—That when the first-named defendant was visited, he

was found to occupy one room, with his wife and son. He also had
for lodgers a man and his wife, and three children. There was, it

appears, no parlour. The son of the defendant was 18 years of age.

The room was very dirty, and the stench sickening. The policeman

stated that there was no partition to separate the sexes, and the room
was very small, it being hardly large enough for the accommodation of

the defendant and his wife. In the other case, there was an absence

of proper water supply, and of water-closet accommodation, the direful

consequences of which may be easily estimated. In a small room,

hardly large enough for two to sleep in with any degree of comfort,

four single men slept, and in another live. These are no isolated

instances. We venture to thiuk that, ^^•ith more vigilance, other cases

might be exposed, as painful as those already mentioned in the Clerk-

enwell Court. Before the passing of the Common Lodging Houses
Act, these occurrences were even more frequent. When the houses

were pulled down for the erection of the Metropolitan Railway, the

evils resulting from this system of overcrowding, fraught with as it is

such inmioral tendencies, were, in a great degree, obviated. But there

are still in the metropolis innumerable houses of the same woe-begoue

stamp, which the rules of decency, and the demands of humauity, re-

quire to be pulled down.
And this brings us to om- point. We h.ave demolished a vast

number of these houses in consequence of the various improvements

that have been affected, and other and larger schemes are yet to be car-

ried out, which will deprive the lower ortlers of their dwellings—what
provision are we making for them ? Simply, nmie. Two thousand

six hundred and forty persons have been unhoused by the railway

improvements of the city, and yet no new buildings have been
erected to supply the want caused by the demolition of the old ones.

The houses ha^'e gone unlamented ; but the remaining haunts are

rendered still more crowded by the evicted occupants ; and we now
want .such houses as shall be a comfort to om- poor, and a credit to us

as a nation. Om- demand is not an extravagant one ; it will not re-

quire any revolution of the existing- order of things to accomplish

;

but merely a transformation of the old materials into new. In-

stead of the many thousand dilapidated dwellings with which the city

abomids and superabounds, we want, in their place, new and cheaply-

rented substitutes. Why should not the houses which cumber the

ground in the Westminster perlicus be demolished, and on their site

creditable ones erected ? It is not because these miserable, half-fed

people delight in stinking huts that they live in them ; but they cannot

get better. The labourer, who earns his twelve shillings a-week, can

ill-afford paying five shillings weekly for the u.se of an unfurnished

room. He is, therefore, thrown back upon the mercy of some merci-

less garret, in a crazy house, where light seldom enters, and cleanli-

ness is unknown. Latterlj' we have noticed hmich-eds of old houses

in the heart of the city, which, if pulled down, and others built on
their site, would soon, by being systematically planned, repay the

landlords. These houses might be built cheaply, and let at small

rates. At jiresent tliey are simply a disgrace—a pest—a nuisance.

We do not believe in the efficacy of building so-called "model
lodging houses," after the fashion of the handsome one in Westminster.

Respectable mechanics will not care for them. Wliat we do advocate

is the erection, on the site of the dilapidated buildings everj-where

to be found in the city, suitable, comfortable dwelhngs, which will

not be too high-priced for the mechanic or artizan. The working
man need not be sent miles from his workshop. Penny railways will

not compensate him for the many inconveniences attending it.

Onr remarks might equally apply to the banker's clerk receiving a
salary of £100 a-year, and who is forced either to live in poor
"chambers" in the City, or to take a floor in some far-off house in

Islington, Caniberwell, or Stepney, This large class of men cannot
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afford from their incomes the cxpeiiditm-e of £50 a-year for rent.

Tlie -n-ant of proper dwellings, suitable to their wants, is universally

felt, and complaints are of hourly occiuTencc. These classes com-

plain, that while the middle and liig-her grades are building magnificent

hotels, and demolishing their houses for the jDuipose, and whilst com-
merce is seizing on every house in the City, no provision is being

made either to recompense them or to supjjly their increasing de-

mands for house accommodation. That which Edinburgh, and other

large cities, are now doing, they feel London ought to do. Our
architects and buildei'S would, therefore, do well to reflect on this

matter. We are convinced that any speculation, how'ever daring, to

supply so great a %vant, would turn out profitable. Only let the

houses be suitable for the classes for which they are intended. A
great fault seems to rest here in the present day. Houses are

condemned as unfashionable if they have cupboards in the bedrooms.
We know of nothing more useful in such rooms than cupboai-ds,

especially in let floors. The excuse tliat they are apt to harbour a
certain class of vermin that have recently had their names changed to

Korfolk Howards is ridiculous, as the cleanest wardrobe is just as
liable to them. Another fault might, perhaps, be remedied, viz.,

the want of proper ventilation of tii'e-places. Smoky rooms
are, in second floors, very discreditable, and more inconvenient than
if they were on the first floor. These, however, are minor matters,

and flow from the absolute necessity of the increased accommodation
for wliich we plead.

It would, we think, be no unwise plan to an-ange living-i-ooms

over the numei-ous warehouses and shops of the city. In the majo-
rity of cases the proprietors of those warehouses live in the siiburbs

;

and the letting of the upper rooms would be worthy of conside-

ration. The expense of erecting a common staircase would
be necessary ; and each floor would have to be complete in

itself. A sitting-voom and bedroom, with a small kitchen, would
not be far from feasible, and the convenience—may we not add the
luxury—attending such a plan wovdd be considerable. The scheme
might be found, in time, to succeed admirably. At any rate, it is

very obvious that something initst be done to accommodate a large

number of middle-class persons, who are obliged to seek iu the
suburbs that which owjht to bo found within the City.

IMPORTANCE OF DETAIL IN ARCHITECTURE.

IN treating of our subject, we shall touch upon the arts generally,

and tiy to discover some of the causes of success and faihu-c at-

tending the practice of them. We shall endeavour to show that
what applies to one, will, without much modification, apply with
equal force to another, and we trust that our drift, if at fii'st obscure,
will in the end bo appreciated and apparent to all. As the premises
of our ai-guments will be generally admitted facts, om- conclusions,

we hope, will in conscciuence be sound.
Architectural detail is a term broad as it is significant ; by his

thorough appreciation and knowledge of it must an architect test his

claim to consideration and fame. Before comineucing practice, lie

must have formed, iu his own mind, a set of rules for its governance,
and these rules must have been based upon well-known and admitted
laws in connection whh the fine arts; for one art is so mixed and
interwoven with another, that a thorough knowledge of one can never
be gained unless the whole of the others are more or less understood.

This now is allowed more readily by the professors of the art under
consideration, than by those of painting and sculpture; yet all who
nave studied the matter, know how many faihues might have been
avoided, and how mucli ground gained, had each been better ac-
quainted with the other, and we shall not be going too far in averring
that this rule applies most forcibly to architecture, the lionic or

resting place of its sisters. Not that it should be subservient to
them, but that upon their entrance into its portals, a chord of harmony
should be struck that should echo until Time's i-uthless hand had
stilled vibrations which could only cease with existence. For the
waves of light which strike upon the eye fill the soul with quite as
much delight, from reflection of form and colou)-, as the grandest
melody.
A building, a pictui-e, a piece of sculpture, or music, are termed a

composition, as each is composed of many parts, and according to
the sldll displayed in the distribution of these parts, is tlie amount of
success gained. Take, for instance, one sculptured figure, to keep om-
argument within the narrowest boumls ; the intention of the aitist

ought to be patent to every one examining his work, and the eye led
to the key by a proper arrangement of lines

;
;one part should not be

too prominent for fear of distracting or occupyuig too much of the
,#tention to the detriment of the other, neitliei" should a necessarily
inVportant feature be too much supjiresscd. Light and sluide, in

which the half tones are so carefully thought of, and cared for, by
the master who knows the importance of the soft and delicate parts
to give life and force, should be carefully weiglied, or failure will be
the result—all depends upon the detail'; a muscle badly formed, a
pirt out of proportion, a single action at vai'iance with the character
of the work, will jar upon the feelings and mar the design, however
well all else may be done. Precisely the same arginiient applies to
architectvu-e

; but let us again, for tilic sake of greater precision and
clearness, touch upon a subject more generally laiown by the people,
ajul cc'rtainly supported and apjH-eciated to a greater extent by them,
than eitliar architecture or sculpture. Few, indeed, who iiavc .had a
liberal education, but know most of the, essentials of a good.picture,

,

yet are not ashamed to own that they know nothing of arcliitecture,

even stating with a strained effort certainly, tliat " architect" to their

mind has no signification. Let us hojie that such days are at an end,

and that a brighter dawn is breaking upon the maligned art and its

votaries.

Painting is better understood by the community at present, because
they are more familiar with it and honour it by their patronage.
Even fashion, jiowerful as it is, and much as it has to do in supporting
an art, will fail in doing so if too great ignorance upon that art pre-

vail. Painting in these daj-s is doubly blest, being tolerably known,
and having foshion in its favour. In using it, therefore, as air illus-

tration, we shall use that which all oui- readers can understand. Be-
fore putting brush to canvass, the painter has mentally worked out to

a great extent the conception of his mind. He has studied the posi-

tion of the chief point of interest ; he has an-anged his colom's and
weighed his light and shade and contrasts ; nor unless lie can bring
his picture before his mind's eye, clearly and sharply defined, will the

work be looked u]ioii as an effort of genius; the 7nani}iulidion might
be all that it should be, but the soul and the fire will be wanting. A
really great artist's difficulty is simply reprotkicing the picture of his

brain, with the clumsy vehicles at his command. To attempt a work
without first having given it matm'e deliberation, is even more dan-
gerous to the tyro than to the master ; the former, not knowing his

powers, will finish with failure and disgust ;—successive attempts gra-

dually chilling any ardour with which he was at fii'st inspired. After
having thought out liis subject well, let him embody it upon his can-
vass, but in doing so numberless shoals, rocks, and ciuicksands will

have to be avoided, especially the syren Eejilction, who will try to

])revent his leaving well alone, leading him still on until a mass of

dirty confusion is all he has for his pains. In fact, doing too much to

a thing, attempting more than can be accomiilished by the knowledge
at your command, going beyond yom' powers, is a cause of half the

soiT}- affairs, the glaring harshness and poverty of which so often elicit

a prayer on behalf of the author. A few touches put in with juilg-

meiil will give more richness, or rather lead to an impression of more
richness, more quickly and more effectively than a painful ([uantity of

work, however neat. We might be told that none can arrive at such
perfection without much practice, and that none but those

deeply versed in an art can be expected to produce the

maximum amount of effect with the minimum of la-

bour. Truly, but many there are who think the reverse,

who go on from day to day with the full conviction that

labour ami material, profusely expended, must win the admiration of

mankind, and perhaps stamp their name u))on the undying page of

fame. Witness what are termed "pre-Rapliaelites "—and carefully

examine their exhibitions ; witli what care are the whole of the daisies

and grass blades limned! Could you not almost fancy the sweet
scent of the apple blossoms, exhaled from that shining surface ? No !

How strange !—the painter intended you shoidd : he pored for liours,

day after day, w'eek after week, with his nose iuid chin so close upon
his work, as now and then to give tliein both a dash of pink, or may
be blue ; his cuff would easily restore their tone, his brush the pilfered

pigment. But, after allhis pains, has he succeeded inmakinga "joy
for ever ?" Often the reverse, " Hideous," without injustice, might be
applied, rather " than a thing of beauty." He has done too much, and
made a grave error, as many now have told him. The fact is, lie

has been labouring under an optical delusion, and people are unable

to see things with the ej-e of his photographic lens—the fiicilities

afforded by which probably led to his retrograde movement.

Here, then, is a forcible illustration against a thoughtlass disregard

of repose and want of judicious distriljution or arrangement of highly
finished parts. Many of these painters do not want ability, but their

judgment is warped ; many can paint and paint well, and hence a
sale of their dreary repetitions.

Let us tm'ii to sometliing more congenial—some of Turner's land-

scaqie's—you are enchanted, but hardly know why. We must en-

deavour to ge.t at the reason, a task both pleasing and instructive,

and of easier accomplishment than at fii'st sight would appear. Tm'-
iier aiTived at his eft'ects generally by the quickest and easiest paths
open to him. He Iviiew natm'e well, and the power of his own eye-
sight ; never attempting to show more than he could see, and render-

ing that as forcibly as the great depth and extent of his knowledge
would allow. Many of his works hold the highest place in art. All

that man is supposed capable of acjiieving in the particular branch in

which he most delighted, he has done. Euskin holds that no other

man ever painted stems anil brancdies of trees, hanlly a pleasant con-

templation to other men who have produced so much of what must
be a new vegetable production uncommonly like trees, and sold for

them. Who, then, can be a better insti-uctor ? His jjoarly lights, his

gradations of tints, his bold massing of shadows, and the breiidth of

the whole, are wondcrfid ; no splitting up of his subject into knots;

no weiduiess for a ])reUy bit here or there, and a consequent bringing

of them out of their jwoper and subdued place. He bent his mind to

the consummation of that which he had set about a- first, and would
liot be wiled away from his purpose by enticing jjarts which courted

more attention than they deser\-ed during the progress of the work.

The reader may often have fancied, when standing before one of his

landscapes, that he could almost walk into it, such a perfect illusion

of reality was there. The power of singleness of purpose, breadth

and wpose, truth and laiowledge, are sure to make tl»emsclves felt,

luid to gain admirRtion. Now, w« wont architects to work as Tiu-ner

did, and not as pre-liaphaelites do ; for there can be, and are, pre-
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E;il)li:u'lUes in :iiv!iitoctuiv. Oiio man \yiU

make a iiuu-h more liaudsoine and clicftivc

ImiUliny, at liall' tlu- cost fur (iniaineiit, tliaii

aiHillar, simply by jinlifioiis applifatioii of his

dolail. Oiiu will bo a i)iv-Kapliaflito williout

knowing or intending it ; he will stipplo his

buildings with a rog.ularity and i;arffiilnoss

marvelious to behold. If his funds arc

liberal ho can bestow a thick coat; if not, he

might havo some trouble in spreading a thin

one, but the trouble woidd be taken, and me-
diocrity, at the most, achieved. Breadth,

and repose, which follows as iv necessity, are

often ignored by the Gothic architect, whose

idea of perfection seems to be the greatest

amount of breaks, gables, and angles he can

possibly obtain in the smallest space; his

liorror is an unbroken face, his j'oy no face at

all: and this has been termed pi-lurcsque

—

quaint Gothic! The thing, above ail oiliers,

that lias brought it into such disrepute, if

such treatment must be without a lo^s ot the

style, then the style is rotten to the core, will

not admit of artistic treatment, and should

be discarded at once ; but it is not so,

numberless buildings stand in majesty

beauty to attest. ^Yitness the many Con-

tinental Town-lialls, unbroken hi the long

lines of their chief facades, asserting boldly

and iniinvssively their right to a high place

in art ; their great beauty and t'orce resting in

the simplicity of their principal arraug:ements

and the masterly applic^itiou of tlteir minor

parts as enrichments.

Let us, however, seek the proper foundation

of our subject, and we lind it in the Grecian

Doric, which stands alone in its massive pro-

portions a shining beacon on the sea of art,

whose mariuers will uover be misledby its light.

In it is embraced all tho:e points of compo-
sition we would wLsli to enforce iu all works;
and although its use is almost discontiiiueil, the

fact of excellence will still remain. A monu-
mental art like architcctm'e could never have

a better exponent ; the boldness of its jxirts,

and yet the tender rlelicacy of its detail, are

tnily sermons in stone preached to all art

students. The ornament is used like costly

gems, attesting the wearer's high estate, and
not like tawdry gear, to hide lean poverty.

The whole of tiie Greek orders have their

detail treated iu tliis delicate aiid thoroughly

artistic manner, but they lose iu simplicity

what they gain in elaboivitiou ; the balance,

cousequently, remains with the Doric. Never-

theless, iu liglitness and adaptability to mo-
dern uses and uiilitarian views, the Ionic and

Corinthian assert agreater influence. The
licentious use of ornament, as time wore on,

swallowed up the tnio principals of axt, until

in the time of Louis the Fourteentli the lowest

stage of debasement was reached. In the

Gothic of our own country the same falling

away took place. Commencing with its

present phase in the Fourteenth Centmy—we
cannot call the Early English the jjui-est—it

was merely transitional. We see the fungi

attaching themselves yeai- after year, j)er-

ver:iiig the good tree, until we can recogTiise i

it no longer iu the Hat roofs, flat windows,
]

and Hat insipid profusion of enrichment ; only

capable of raiding our astonishment, as did

the painting of our friend the pre-Kaphaelitc.

In our next svo hope to show the use and
power of contrast, and to point out some of its

principles ;is applied to architectui'e.

B. M. \Vk.

BEMI^^scE^CES of the pictukes at
THE LATE INTERATIONAL EXHIBITION.

The collection of pictures now being broken up
tas afTordcd too important an opportunity ol

compariug the various schools of painting to be

allowed to pass away as if they had been merely
brought together for the gratification of elegant
idling, and to be finally slint out from the me-
mory with the closing of the International Ex-
hibition. This collection, if considered only from
au economical point of ^iov>, has been a great

advantage to the artists and lovers of art in this

colmtry j for they have had paintings irom all

paits of tlie world where jainlimg is practised.

brought to their door without the trouble of

travelling and the outlay of money, which must

havo been incurred to visit them in their native

homes. Even if those difficulties had been over-

come, few could have been gratified, and none

could have liad the opportunity of making the

close compariiion which the great undertaking at

Soutli Kensington has so long and so amply
atl'orded.

This opportunity being so favourable to making
a comparison of one foreign school \\nth the other,

and especially the English school with them all,

it is very reniiirkahle that our critics have gene-

rally contented themselves vnth studying each

room separately, and losing an opportunity of

comparison which may never again present

itself. Kather than that ad^-antage should be

entirely lost, wo propose to devote some space

for the purpose of recording the results of our

investigations, and iu so doing enjoy again the

pleasure we have experienced while making
them. Not only have the general criticisms on

the pictures been of au isolated character, but

they have, iu our estimation, been imequal to the

occasion from which the principles of art might

have been rendered familiar to the public mind,

l)ut no such attempt has been made. We have

and had plenty of historical information as to the

birth, parentage, and education of the painters

and the masters under whom they have studied ;

but the principles on which they have worked,

and tlie i-esults they have obtained, have not been

touched upon. It may be said with some truth

that the public care little for those principles, but

a little good must be done by reminding visitors

to picture galleries that the legitimate pleasures

they enjoy from contemplating works of art.

are derived from the intelligent application of

established laws; not, as we have on several

occasions paid in these pages, confined to the pro-

duction of pictures alone, but are equally exqtii-

site and applicable to aU works of intellect

directed to the human mind. The difference is

only in the medium or material employed, and
not in the spirit of the laws themselves. We
propose, therefore, in recalling the loadiTig

pictures to our memory, that their instructive

merits shall form a part of oui' ol)serva-

tions ; for, although the general pubUc, as

we believe, care little for nice distinctions,

still we insist that some good may be done if,

from time to time, they are reminded that there

is something in a picture beneath and beyond
that which substantially meets the eye. There is

another point, and a very important one, to which
we wish parricularly to direct attention. It is

the classitieaiion of ai-t. This is not only

generally neglected, but in some instances,

absolutely repudiated by both painters and critics.

As regards the latter, it is perhaps the most mis-

chievous legacy left us by the defimct Euskin
mania, and may be described as "the strong-

minded mode of levelling all distinctions, or,

indeed, the rough and ready-handed method of

art amalgamation." To iUustrate this in a homely
way. It is sa5'ing to the epicure, that instead of

his several courses, with a suitable change of wine

to each course, he shall have them all in one

dish, and proceed to dinner " with what appetite

he may." This arrangement is no less offensive

and destructive to the appetite of the fastidious

diner, than are, to the accomplished cricie,

the vulgar and mechanical lumping together of

peculiar conceptious, innate development of

subject, and the delicate variety of treatment

which prompt the practically gifted artist in his

mode of e.\pressmg his thoughts upon canvas.

We believe there is no feature so marked in

our national character, which realizes more
fully the sai'Casm of the first Napoleon,
that the English were a nation of shopkeepers,
than the decided degradation of British art from
that time to the present. It is now practised

upon the principle that every man shall have his

pennyworth for his penny, and that he shall see

every portion of the thing for which his penny is

paid, trt once and without trouble, and probably
both buyer and painter would each answer, as

Audrey does when Touchstone asks her if she was
poetical, and thank Che gods that they are not.

In this respect we shall endeavour to show that

a vast distinction exists between foreign and na-

tive art. It is the difference, which om' critics,

through taking the divisions of the collection se-

parately, have failed to explain in aecordanoe
with the opportunity afforded them—an ojiportu-

nity, we aay it advisedly, which mil not present

itseif again in the Uf'etime of those who have
looked upon it 'with as little advantage to them-

selves as their remarks, we fear, have been in-

structive to others. Forlorn hope as it may be,

under these circumstances, we take our stand

upon classification iu art. The subject, wide and
varied as its range may appear, can be ofi'cctually

worked out by ;i,dhering to Tarnei-'s very cele-

brated aiul mo t valuable maxim, namely,
"Make up your mind to what youare goino-to do,

and do it." The critic's obedience to that injunc-

tion would oblige him,in the first instance, to ascer-

tain what the artist intended, how far he meant to

go, and where he decided to stop. Thus, the critic

woidd be bound strictly to the conditions on
which the picture was pamted ; his sole business

woukl be to describe how far those conditions or
ultentions liad been fulfilled, and if that were
done with due feirness, and discrimination un-
corrupted by any pedantic vagaries of his o^vn,

the result would be a spont:ineous classilicatioBj

in spite of either his acquired prejudices or his

natural confusion of ideas. Having thus far ex-

plained our intentions, wo will ]iroceed at once
to test the pictures by this valuable rule. The
decision is no sooner taken than the difiictdty of

choosing where to begin presents itself. The
writer on art, at the outset, experiences similar-

embarrasmeut to the traveller, who, meeting
with sever.al roads, all divering from one point,

each of which must be gone over, and it matters
little which is taken first ; so to the critic,

not only do the vaiious br.anches of art present

themselves at the same moment, but the dift'erent

modes of treating those divisions equally induce
him to pause in his decision. However, he must
begin somewhere, and, as we have said, it mat-
ters Uttle where that point is taken, we will begin

with the historical. As EngUsh critics hav.; se-

lected Cross's picture representing "Richard Cceur
de Lion forgiving Bertrand de Gourdon," as the

best historical work om- gallery ailbrds, we will

commence with that. While giving the latitude

allowed in 'I\irner's maxim as to the intention of

the painter, we have still the right to see whether
tliat intention is below the natural dignity of the

subject, and it is our duty to discover whether he
has endowed it with an elevation of sentiment.

We, therefore say, without hesitation that the
artist has fallen below the dignity of history in

maldng the object of Richard's magnanimity an
abject-looking coward, vulgar in general appear-
aiwe, and individual enough in the character of

the head to be an indifferent portrait. The pic-

ture, besides, wants the poetry oftone, and in that

respect fails to produce t'ne desired effect, just as

ntuchasifthe scene were acted by common-place
actors having neither the voices nor the bearing

to adequately j-ealize the event. In the drawing
of the faces we also feel the want of academic
teaching, or, at all events, that facihty in drawing
and power of expressing the intention absolutely

necessary for the historical range of sub-

ject. Here the questions which have beeli

so freely debated as to the v.ahte of trail-

ing at Royal Academies, and the advantages
to real art derived from royal patronage,

present themselves, but which, for the present,

we must put aside, and proceed with our compa-
rison betw-een the English historical picture which
has been selected and that which has attracted

attention in the foreign gallery. Piloty's " Nero
after the Burning of Rome" is not only the largest

picture of the kind in the collection, but has in-

duced more diversity of criticism than any other.

This may be accotmted for by no one having taken
the trouble to ascertain the paintei-'s intention, and
to explain the complicatad means the painter has
employed to develop that intention. Our readers

will, perhaps, remember thax in noticing Lcssing's

painting at the Egyptian Hall, we explained the

manner in which art in Germany is divided, the

objective and subjective. Now, in the pictui^

under consideration, the painter has not ordy em-
ployed both, but has sought the aid of one of the

French schools, and added a portion of the ro-

mantic -element to his work. By so doing he has

lost the good opinion, we understand, of both

parties in Germany, and puzzled the critics in

England. But jtidging the painter entirely by
what we believe to have been his intention,
" Nero after the Biu-niug of Rome " is dccidodljr

a fine pictvire of its kind. Now, what was the

painter's intention when he first stood befoi-e this,

the largest canvas in the whole collection ? Un-
doubtedly his intention was to make the spectator

feel tliat Nero-waS a bloated and tyrannical brute,

and to bring the brutahty home to the percep-

tions of the gi-eatest number, he has connected it

with the murder of Christians, and made the

-bm-niug of Rome an episode—a mere baokgromid
' the leading incident of his intention. Ue has
even placed his group of Chi-istian niai'tyrs in the
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foreground and tbe hateful hero of the scene

comparatively far away in the middle distance.

Butstillthepainterhas treateditsothat it miistbe

the principle point of attraction. Nero's white
and ample robes fi'cely cover his corpulent

figure : he surveys the ruin and death around
him with an air of indolent indiflerence, mingled
with contempt, as he lounges lazily along. His
greyish white robes relieve him, spectre-like,

from the lurid flames of the burning city behind
him, and the sickly frivolity suggested by the
wreath of white roses encircling so brutal a brow
completes the ghastly portrait of the despot.
Such being the true and strildng manner in
which the painter has treated his principal
figure, who can say that he has not " made up
his mind to what he intended to do and has done
it ?" It is equally evident that he did not intend
to confine himself to the purely historical, which
is described in a recent number in noticing the
great merits of Schrader's pictxu-e of " Leonardo
da Vinci dying in the arms of Francis I. at
Fontainbleau ;" the artist is, therefore, not to be
judged by the law he did not mean to obey. To
support the idea of dread in the presence of the
tyrant, two little children standing near their
mother close to him seem to forget their loss,

and look at him in silent terror. Far in advance
down to the foreground are lictors, torch-
bearers, and others, who look with various feel-

ings on the prominent group of dead Christians
lying bound to a stake more in the centre of the
composition, wliile above in the train of the hero
follow freed men and other attendants. A very
able critic, connected with the daily press, has
censured the composition of this picture rather
severely. He especially complains of the groups
being too much scattered, and shghtly hints his
disapproval of the principal figure being placed
in the middle distance. This latter objection is

remarkable in a decided foe to conventionalism,
especially as the artist has sustained the pro-
minence of his intended point of attraction.
Perhaps his censure has arisen from his
failing to discover the conventional and academic
pyi-amid, and therefore concluded that the com-
position was defective, and also by equally failiug

to discover that the leading line of the arrange-
ment takes the form of a curve ; begijming with
the figures on the lefl: behind Nero, he himself
being part of it, the children carrying it on to
the group on the right, which continues it down
to the bottom of the canvas on the extreme right,
while the apparently isolated group of dead
Christians is really connected -n-ith the procession
by the fragments of a building, which fill up the
space between them. But if the large photo-
graph be consulted from this picture, the pro-
bably desired pyramidal arrangement will be
seen distinctly, as well as the cm-vo we have de-
scribed.

The subjective part of the picture is the effect

produced by the figure of Nero, combined mth
the romantic in the mystic colom'ing of his dress
opposed to the burning city. The objective is

evident in the too realistic painting of the build-
ing fragments just alluded to, and the hard de-
tails of the nearest figures, while the romantic is

still further displayed by introducing for effect
the group of dead Christians lying amid the
burning embers and ruins of a house supposed to
have been destroyed by fire without either their
flesh or their clothes, having suflTered by the con-
flagration. Improbable as that is, and although
that improbability as.well as others, on deliberate
contemplation, may become still more obvious to
reason and common sense, still the work has the
chief merit of a painting, namely, that of striking
at first sight. Nero stands out, as the disgusting
tyrant ; every part of the composition sustains
that single impression, and the painter has fullv
succeeded in doing that w^hich he intended to
do, and by that his merit must be decided. In
short, he has taught thousands an important page
of history. Therefore, although his style is not
so purely historical as Schrader's "Leonardo," he
gives the world a most vivid impression of
"Nero after the burning of Rome," and teaches
thousands an important page in Roman history'
and that has been our inducement to record the
merits of Piloty's ;>ictnrc among the worthy re-
miniscences ofhistorical painting exhibited in the
late International Exhibition at South Ken-
sington.

The want of maintaining a classification in art
is not only very embarrassing to painters, for they
and their critics do not piill together ; and the
formei-, finding themselves misunderstood with
regard to their original intcntion.are vexed at igno-
rance BO apparent, and reftise to derive the bene.

fit they might obtain from the detection of errors

which really are to be found in their works. The
neglect of classification is also likely to prove in-

jurious to the public, because historical and high
art pictures are condemned wholesale as

academic, conventional, and coldly classical, if

they do not meet the critics views and expecta-
tions by displaying some striking ett'ect, or some
flashes of poetic—it may be of eccentric—genius.

But it should be remembered that pictures arc
the earliest means by which useful instruction

has been combined with agreeable amusement,
and they still maintaiu that great advantage. We
have, therefore, while pointing out the purely
historical mode of treatment adopted by Sehrader
in his " Death of Leonardo da Vinci," analyzed
the mixture in the pictures by Gallait of Counts
Egmont and Horn, and the still greater latitude
as regards means adopted by Piloty in his " Nero
after the Burning of Rome." We do not intend
to censure the latter painters for the excess of
resources they have employed to carry out their
purpose, but to do them justice, and protect
their labours from that indiscriminate praise or
censure likely to be bestowed upon them, through
the neglect of the necessary classification, so
observable in most of the criticisms on the gal-
leries in the late International Exhibition.
Such being our purpose, we must not allow

Gallait's great picture of the " Abdication of
Charles V. in favour of his Son Phillip " to be
classed with those subjects we noticed in a pre-
ceding number; but that picture must be ranked
among the pui-ely historical. Large as it is, and
numerous as are the figm-cs, the story is plainly
and simply told mthout the slighted aid from any
pictoral effect that attracts the unlearned in art

from the leading incident which the artist in-

tended to fix upon the mind of the spectator.
The singularity of the dress worn by the Empe-
ror's crazy sister, occupying the seat by the side
of the throne quitted by Charles, it would have
been wise, in om- estimation, to have modified,
however correct it may be, because it is difficult

to those who are not acquainted with the histoiw
to decide whether the figure is intended for that
of a man or that of a woman. With this excep-
tion, there is an admirable unity pervading the
whole canvas; the gToups are miobtrusively,
although learnedly, arranged, and the heads are
full of character aud are very finely ]>ainted.

This, then, is another interesting and important
page in history which has been read through the
eyes, and will remain impressed upon the eyes of
thousands who never heard either of Charles V. or
Phillip, his bigotted son, before in all their lives.

It is no fault of the painter that a work which
has cost so much labour, displays such artistic

powers, and is so honourable to the Belgian
school, should not shadow forth the terrible re-

sults to the Netherlands of that apparently tran-
quil and merely formal scene ; but, if not in the
legitimate treatment of the event that such in-

formation could be aft'orded, the historical pic-
tm-es in the Belgian di\'ision of the gallery
amply supply the deficiency, for they, in fact,

illustrate the history that follows the event re-

presented in the great work to which we have
alluded. " The last moments of Count Egmont,"
and the two grandly-painted heads, severed from
the bodies of Counts Egmont and Horn in the
picture, were placed immediately beneath the
" Abdication" which led to the tragedy, the result
of which was there represented. Some of the
other stirring events, which also were the con-
sequence of Charles's abdication, have been
taken uji by Leys, and were hung on the
opposite side of the gallery. It is to be regretted
that the scries had not been illustrated by one
hand, and it is still more to be regretted that those
illustrations should have been disfigured by the
mediasval cai^rices of the Belgian pre-Raphaelite
Leys. It was particularly unfortunate, in an
educational point of view, for the styles of Gal-
lait and Leys, seeming to belong to two periods
so distinct in art, were calculatetl to suggest that
they related to events occurring at equally dis-

tinct periods in histoty ; and thtis those who
might have been instructed, have gone away, as
regards the works of Leys, with only a notion
of what odd and old-fasliioncd looking picttires
they were, and without the slightest idea that
the painter of them is aUve at this moment.
The criticisms on this master have, we think,
been far short of the logical truth. It has been
argued as an exjilanation, if not an excuse, that
he adopted the mediaeval style of drawing, and
the ugliness that prevailed "among the pictorial

happened. But, we say, that is short of the
truth, for if the explanation be forced to its ulti-
mate limits, it implies a Kbel on the htiman race
of tliat period. It must be oue of two things.
Either men and women have gro^vn wonderfiiUy
handsome since the terrible time when Phillip,
by the agency of the Duke of Alva, tortured the
Netherlands with tyranny, and deluged the
country with the blood of the patriots, or Leys
has taken us back no further than the art of thai
time, when the artists, if they may be so ho-
nom-ed, coidd not draw " the human face divine,"
and thus Ubelled the fine race of heroes and
heroines who, by sufferings and courage of many
years' duration, freed their coimtry from the
Spanishyoke. It is said Gallait travelled several
years to obtain authentic portraits of the court
courtier for his "Abdication of Charles V.," and
yet there was no trace of that degraded breed
represented by Leys. It may be replied that in
that great picture they ai'e all Spaniards, but
Egmont and Horn were Netherlanders, and we
saw no indications of a low type of humanity in
their faces ; but Leys takes us even below" the
most ugly and most vulgar of the boors repre-
sented by the Dutch painters. It is a favourite
maxim in the art-slang of English critics that
such men as Leys and our own pre-Raphaelites
paint " sincerely and lovinglj'." If it be true of
Leys as regards the latter expression, and with
respect to his females, we cannot compliment
him on his taste ; but it is not true of him. It
cannot be true of him, when we remember his
charming picture, ns fine as Rembrandt in eft'ect
and tone, of the women bringing a child to the
monastery, called "Roman Catholic Women."
The plain fact is, that to be a painter of position
it does not of necessity follow that he should be
an inflexible adorer of the ti'ue philosophy of his
art. If he be not so, as he advances in life he
sinks into eccentricity through love of change,
and abandons the principles that have made him
great to more easily gain a notoriety better
suited to the gradually growing imbecihty of his
mind. Suppose for a moment that Leys, sanely
pursued what he beheves to be the legitimate
pm-poses of painting, still he stands condenmed
by the acknowledged rtdes of art—one of which
is to elevate the character, form, and expression
of heroes and heroines; and we defy him to find,
in cither modern or ancient history, men and
women more heroic than those who acted in the
scenes which he has degi-aded by Ids vagaries in
the representation. As a matter of classification,
then, his pictures, and their educational powers,
they are perversions of history to the eye, and are
not consequently instructive historical pages to
the uninformed midtitude; his undoubtedly great
talents as a painter are wasted in producing
bones for contention, thrown amongst critics to
growl and snarl over, and therefore are httle bet-
ter than miscliievous.
The gi-owing habit, among English painters, of

merely copying the objects before them and seek,
ing to obtain customers is in the true nation-of-
shopkeeper style ; our critics seem not insensibly
follomng in the same course, and pusliing them
dovrai-hill in the direction they arc already but
too well inclined to go. We say the critics,

because they turn aside to abuse classic
art, academic teaching, and royal patronage
by foreign com-ts. They also amuse them-
selves in speculating whether it be really worth
while to maintain academies as nurseries for
high and highly imaginative art, based upon
the study of the antique and the assistance to be
derived from the great Italian masters. They
argue against this mode of teaching, because so
little genius is developed by the process ; it

throws the painters on royal patronage for sup-
port, and it induces men to persevere in a branch
of art wliich too often ends in a life-long disap-
pointment. On the first objection we will venture
to say that academical training will develope all

the genius that comes within its grasp to be ope-
rated upon. To the second objection, we reply,

that few instances exist of true genius being long
fluttered by patronage ; and as to the third

objection, we can only observe that, however we
may regret undeserved failure, those who play
largely for high stakes must be prepared largely

to lose. Still, we insist that, even in the last in-

stance, supposing men get no higher in art than
to become accompUshed practitioners and learned
theorists, and their works lu'c nothing more than
elegantly correct, yet we hold it to be the sacred
duty of the critic—we leave the mere -nTiter on
art out of the question—not only to know the real

works of that age, in order to carry the mind of merits of such work, and not cruelly, as well as
the spectator back to the time when the events I ignorantly, to dismiss them with a "dash of the
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|irn as acaiU-'inic platitudes—the plu-aso beinif

iho worse platitude itself, beeause it is eommoii.

pluoe injustico, oruolty, and ignorance com-
liiued.

The great works of the mural [lainters in Ger-

many, treatini; of liif;hly speculative subjects,

wild conducted aeeurdiug to two distinct and
w.ll-delincd branches of art, nniy be said to be

nbovo the comprehension of orilinary people, but

Btill they are great works and deserve the most
patient and respectful consideration. Unfortu-

nately, they have been represented by a few
cartoons only in the Inturiiatioual Exhibition, not

sufficient to convoy an idea of the executed

"works, and not likely to obtain the attention they

really deserved allcr the eye had been so entirely

fatigued by dwelling upon so many, compara-
tively speaking, acres of richly-coloured canvas.

Then, again, as to the historical subjects, both

sacred and profane. Passing along the galleries,

commencing with " The Exiles of Tiboiius," by
IJarrias, the French painter; "The Martyrs in

the Catacomb," by Lenepoere ; "The Triumph
of Martyi'dom," by Bouguereau, all of the French
school; " The Galileo," by Hausman ; "Samuel
brought before Eli, "The Deposition from
tlio Cross," by Jacobs; " The Last Kemnants of

a Protestant Community in the lleligious Wars
of the l"th Century," by Kreling ; King
Frederick the Great surprised by night at Hoeh-
Wrch," by Menzel ;

" The Entry of Luther into

Worms," by Mastcrsteig ; and "The Charming
Holy Family," by Mtillci— most mifairly

treated by the critics. These are fi-om the
German school. In the Austrian division of the
collection were

—

" The Condemnation to Death
read to Mary Queen of Scots," by Augeli ; " The
Death of Germaneucs," " The Baptism of Our
Lord," " The Persecution of the Christians in the
Catacombs," by Rahl ;

" The Baptism of the Hea-
thens," by Oitakarof Behemra; " Pietro Roi and
the Discoveries ofthe Dead Body ofKing Louis IL
of Hungary." In the Russian school we had

—

" The Noli me tangere," by Ivanhof; and " Jesus
at Gethsemene," by Bruni ;

" The Preaching of
St. John on the Island of Patmos," by Moller

;

"The Death of Rizzio," by Skirniuut; "Wal-
lenstein in Bohemia," by Strashinsky. In the
Belgium school it is scarcely necessary to add to
those we have particularly and generally men-
tioned. In Spain we had—" The Execution of
Don Alrado do Lieuade," by Cano ;

" The Death
of King Ferdinand IV.," " The Execution of
Padello, Bravo, and Maldonado," by Gisbert

;

"The Death of Don Carlos, of Spain," by the

same painter ; St. Paul surprised by Nero," by
Lozauoi "Interment of St. Cecilia," by
Machazo; and "Queen Joanna Embracing the
Coffin which contained the Body of her Husband,"
by Manreta. Italy and Rome, particularly the
former, has supplied a fair share of scriptural

and historical subjects, but it is unnecessary to

increase our list.

Now, what wo wish to observe is, that among
them all it was impossible to find a really bad
work of art. There may have been few, if any,

that manifested a great display of genius, but

some might have been admired for correct

drawing and scientitic composition, others for

the vigour with wdiich many parts were executed,

and nearly all of them for the intelligent manner
in which the intention of the artist was ex-

pressed ; but scarcely one of them has escaped
from the sweeping and ready-made condemna-
tion implied in the terms " academic, classical,

and commonplace." It seems to have been
entirely forgotten that even if those epithets

were justly applied, the merits of such works
were still far above the public judgment
generally respecting art—that being so, these
pictm-cs were capable of improving the eye for

correct composition, elegant dramug, and
scientific colouring—not certainly so likely to

fix the attention as Piloty and Gallait, but still

containing equally within themselves the elements

of instruction, just as a scholarly writer may
clearly describe an event in history without being

a poet, or a clergyman may expound his ideas

of a text logically and intelligibly, without
laying claim to being an orator, and both would
be very usefid members of society in their

separate occupations. Indeed, it may be doubted
whether the Hashes of genius do not more
frequently dazzle than instruct ; aiul it may be
questioned, ' too, whether criticism is not very
much aifected by the want of " sensation" effects

in a picture, than controlled by sound judgment
and the labour of analysing quiet beauties that

do not at first sight attract attention. Be all

this as it may. If -writers and painters produce

works of an elevation in stylo to improve the

public taste, and the contents of those works
supply the world with pages of history, whether
saereil or ])rofane, at the same time exciting

pleasure a!itl creating amusement, while spreading
infornnition as regarils the stirring events of the

past or the i)resent, they must be, at Ihe least,

valuable productions of the hiunan intellect; and
those who produce them, if not of the highe.st

order of genius, certaiidy deserve to bo candidly

judged, their merits classified, and the evident

scope of their intention accepted as the criterion

of their pictorial success.

With respect to the result of the International

Exhibition, as an agent towards the instruction

and enlightenment of the people, no doubt
much desire for farther information on many of

the subjects has been excited—this is certain

from the numerous inquiries made in the gal-

leries on the shilling days ; but that our educa-

tional societies should not have published a cheap
catalogue, confined entirely to the pictures re-

quiring explanation, is really wonderful, for the

instruction it must have contained was almost

as much needed by the half-crown visitors, as

by those who paid the humble shilling, although

among the former its advantages might not have
been so candidly asked for and so freely accepted,

as it is quite certain that they would have been
by the latter less pretensions seekers for informa-

tion.

THE SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT.
The address from the throne, delivered at the

opening of Parliament in 1S52, contained the

following annotmcement by Her Majesty :—

•

" The advancement of the tine arts and of

practical science will bo readily recognised by
you, as worthy the attention of a great and en-

lightened nation. I have directed that a com-
prehensive scheme shall be laid before you,

having in view the promotion of these objects,

towards which I invite your aid and co-operation."

The scheme referred to being no less than the

extension of encouragement to local institutions

for practical science, similar to that already

commenced in the department of practical art,

the combination of the systems on an enlarged

scale, and arrangements for furnishing, through
the instrumentality of one department in con-

nection with the executive government, having
the sitpport and being subject to the control of

Parliament, the means for mutual co-operation

and correspondence to every district of the

kingdom, where the local intelligence and the

energy of the inhabitants might create schools of

industrial science and art. It was felt and
so stated by the Committee of the Privy

Council of Trade, that the time had then
aiTived when the consideration of the im-

portant question of supplying scientific and
artistic instructions to the industrial classes of

tills country in a more systematic manner than
had hitherto been possible, could no longer be

postponed. Already more than twenty of the

principal cities and to^vns in the kingdom were
associated with the Department of Prac-

tical Art. Accordingly, the institution before

mentioned, the School of Mines and Science,

Museum of Geology, Geological Survey Museum
of Irish Industry, Royal Dublin Society, and
tho Department of Practical Art, including the

Provincial Schools of Design, were brought into

mutual action and co-operation. It was designed

that the motive power of the united department
should be local and voluntary, and the system
self- supporting, as far as practicable. A metro-

pobtan establishment was to create, exhibit, and
disti-ibute the most approved illustrations, models,

and diagrams, both in science and art, which
should be readily accessible to the public at large,

but especially to all persons throughout the coun-

try interestetl in education, tu managers of train-

ing and national schools, and to masters in train-

ing, and students ; and, connected with tliis metro-
politan establishment, was to be a school of the

highest class in science and art, capable ofafibrd-

ing the best instruction and the most perfect

training of students, providing not only a central

source of information, but also the means of fur-

nishing competent and -well-qualified teachers for

local institutions, and of completing the educa-

tion of students who desired higher accomplish-

plishments than could be expected in minor
schools. FtUTther, this metropolitan establish-

ment, which it was hoped would be supported to

a.considerable extent by the fees of pupils, was
" not to be regarded as an attempt on the part of

tho State to impose its own views of science and
art, but as a healthy and perpetually progressive
exhibition of the state of advancing knowledge."
We have before us a tabulated statement ol'tho

number of students, atui their occupations, who
attrnded tho several schools of art supjjortod by
Parliamentary grants during the year 1852. It is

appended to a report of the inspector, who there
mentions that 20 of tho 3(> schools then in exist-

ence were formed before the constitution of the
department. According to this statement, thero
were studying in the schools in 1852 as many as
195 clerks, and only one designer ofi>lated wares;
87 architects, 21 in tho Glasgow school, 27 in

London, 8 at York, and none at Birmingham or
Manchester ; 27 artists, 97 carvers of wood, 3'J

carvers of stone, IG draughtsmen, 1 paper-hanger,
4 herald painters, and only 1 wood turner. The to-

tal number ofstudents is set down at 4,233 males,
and 1,088 females; of tho latter 132 were returned
as learjiiiig for accomplishments only, 22 as ama-
tetirs, 389 as of no profession, only 14 ! nndncidcJ^

132 as governesses, 3 embroideresses, and 2 draw-
ers for lace. Presently we shall compare these
figures with some later results. In 1853 the total

number of persons under instnictiou in these
schools was 4,994 in a population of 529,595,
being at the rate of '943 per cent.

Referring to the ninth and last report of tho
department, we find that it has grown to most
gigantic dimensi-ons, so that for 6,500 students in

1852, we have over 90,000 in 1862. At South
Kensington alone the number of students in the
two half yearly sessions preceding the date ofthe
report the attendance was respectively 423 and
376, and the amount of fees £1,589. Tho ave-
rage number of children taught in parochial
schools in London through the agency of the cen-
tral schools was 10,701, showing an increase of

900 on the year before, and the total number of
persons who have been thus under instruction

was, in public or other schools, 11,499; in central

schools, 983; together, 12,482.

The total number of art schools throughout the
kingdom, not counting classes for teaching draw-
ing in connection with schools, was 81 last year,
against 85 and 78 in the two preceding years.

New schools have been opened at Hull and Sun-
derland, and the number who were taught at the
central proWncial schools rose to 15,483, or nearly
what they were in 1859, a considerable falling otf

in 1860 having been a result of the vobmteer
movement. During the past year, also, the
teaching in parochial schools was aliccted by the
anticipated action of the new code of the Educa-
tional Department. Nevertherless, the total num-
ber of children under tins head who received in-

struction shows an increase on the preceding
year, being 76,303 against 74,267 in 1860, and
67,460 in 1859. The following table shows at a
glance the comparative number of persons who
have received instruction in drawing, through the
agency of the schools of art during the last seven
years.

It may be mentioned here that the estimated

cost of education iit drawing, &c., per student,

for 1861, was 8s. 3d., while the cost of Parliamen-

tary aid'for 3,296 students, in 1851 , was ,C3 2s. 4d.

each. It is, however, exceedingly difficult to

arrive at precise data, owing to the fact that, the

reports and Parliamentary papers do not agree
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as to the actual number of students ; for in-

stance, the civil ser-rice estimates <r\ve the num-

ber of students, in 1861 as 91,741, while Mr.

Bowler, in the above table, returns the number as

being 91,836.

The rate for the schools of art and science,

for the year 1862-3, was £45,700 against

£43,250 ; of this amount, general management
in London tates £4,750 for salaries ; one secre-

tary, at £71,200 ; one assistant-secretary, at £800;

one chief clerk, £420 (rising by £15 a year to

£450) : two first-class clerks, £465 (rising by £l5

to £350 each) ; three second-class clerks, £355
(rising by £10 each to £180) ; one accountant,

£360 (rising by £15 to £450) ; one book-keeper,

£200 (1-i.siug by £lO to £250) ; extra clerks,

£500 ; four messengers, £300 ; incidents, £l50.

The schools. South Kensington Museum and

Library, take, for examples, diagrams of science

and art, objects of art, &c.
;
granted and circu-

lated to local schools, and exhibited in the Art
Museum, and the expenses of the travelling mu-
seum, framing, &c., £16,000 ;

purchasing books,

prints, &c., for circulating library of art to local

schools, £1,000 ; instruments, hooka, medals,

Ac, awarded at examinations in schoolsof science

and art, and prizes to pupil teachers of public

schools, for elementary drawing, £3,000; grants

in aid of building art schools at Walverton and
Finsbuiy, £1,000 ; salaries and payments in

aid to masters of schools, ' to certificated

jnasters, lecturers, pupil teachers, and oc-

casional professional assistance, £ 18,000
;

for inspection and examination, one genei'al

inspector for art, £750 ; six inspectors of art,

science, and navigation, and other profes-

sional persons, £2,800; and examiners, £400

:

altogether forinspection, &c., £3,950. Travelling

expenses of inspectors, masters, &c., £1,750

;

photosrraphio apparatus, &c,, £1,000; total,

£45,700.
We will now turatothe last report of the exa-

miners on the works sent from the various schools

of art in competition for the national medallions,

and there find that the examiners—the report is

signed by C. L. Eastlake, J. C. Horsley, and
Richard Redgrave—have reason to conclude,
'
' from a review ofall the classes brought under our

notice, that the instruction in the various schools

is going on satisfactorily." Not so satisfactory

is the report itself, which has a singularly cut-

and-dried official tone. The n\imbcr of works
submitted in competition for the national medal-

tho year. Experiments upon various building

materials have been conducted chiefly under the

direction of Captain Fowke, for the purpose of

testing Captain Scott's, R.E., cement and the

capabilities of terra cotta, as a material

for building purposes, where great strength and

solidity might be required, the results were con-

sidered to be satisfactory. The report saysj

—

" In May and June experiments in colom-ing

cement for the internal ornamentation of buUd-

ino-s were made ; those for floors in Roman and

Scott's cement did not result satisfactorily, but

some successful colours were obtained in Port-

land cement. Those for wall surfaces, in Keene's

and Martin's cement, answered admirably, and

specimens may be seen in the Museum on appli-

cation to the attendants." Trials for colouring

asphalte for floors have also, according to the

report, been conducted with success. Minton's

encaustic clays, Derbyshire spar gravel, and

other hard suiostances,were employed to produce

coloured patters in the asphalte. The result of

these trials may be seen in slabs as samples at

the Musemn, and also in the northera arcades of

the Royal Horticultural Gardens, the flooring of

which is laid on this principle. The result of

trials to imitate Italian Puzzuolana work for

floors is exhibited in the Museum of Construction.

It is remarked, in conclusion, that during the

year 1861 there had been a steadily increasing

iise made of the collection of Ijuilding materials,

and " in:brmation of every description has been

sought connected with construction generally.

Designs have been copied by student-s, materials

have been inquired about by builders, architect*

and others, and information by private indi-

viduals appear to be now sought directly at the

Museum, upon novel as well as the usual intro-

ductions and appUcation in building contri-

vances."
Captain Fowke's report has led us to the South

Kensington Museum, which was voted £34,116

for the current year; attached to the Mnseum is

one deputy-superintendent, who takes £360

(rising£l5 to £450); three superintendants ofcol-

lections, paid £3 2s. a-day when employed,

£1,100 ; one keeper of collections of education,

£400 (rising £20 to £500); three assistant keepers,

£735 (rising £l5 each to £320); three clerks, £480

(rising £10 each to £200) ; temporary assistance

of incidents, £300 ; one storekeeper, £245 (rising

£15 to £350) ; one deputy storekeeper, £140

(rising £lO to £180). The svmi voted for pur-

lions last year was 503, showing a steady increase chases for completing collections, with objects

in proportion to the additional number of schools not likely to be presented by the public, £700 ;

of art connected with the department. The 1 preparation and illustration of catalogues, £300
;

largest number of works are shown, aud the

severest competition takes place in the earlier
J

stages of the course. "Into these," say the in-

spectors, "the peculiar training of the depart-

ment enters most largely, and by them the bias

is given to the future progress of the stndent.

It is satisfactory, therefore, to be able to report

that many works in these stages have been found

worthy of rewdrd." Again: "In the stages de-

votcdto the study of light and shade, there is

eridence of much well-directed labour, joined to

a varied execution, which shews that peculiar

technical methods are wisely postponed to the

study of the more essential quahties of form and
reUef." The life-studies, it seems, are still

few in number, and with little o marked
excellence. It is recorded, "that attention to

colour, and its rendering in light and dark,

should be deferred until the student has fully

mastered the difficulties attending the delineation

of form aud expression." We should have been
glad to learn from the department itself a little

more in detail of the progress, and the influence

on art effected by the schools ; at present there

looks, bearing in mind the extensive machinery
at work, something very like a wise silence.

Captain Francis Fowke, R.E., " architect and
engineer, also acting as inspector for buildings

of branch institutions, and superintendent of

building collections," has reported on the Museum
of Construction, which has been considerably

enlai'ged. The total number of new articles

exhibited during 1861 was 478 ; the number ol"

articles purchased, 61, being a series of roofing

tiles of French design aud manufacture ; these

tiles "illustrate an ingenious method of inserting

into roofs, iron skylights, ventilating tiles and
glazed lights without the necessity of cutting and
preparing the rafters and purlins for such pur-
poses. The tiles themselves are rendered per-
fectly weather-proof, by the app.ication of flanges
to the upper and under tile, which fit each other
closely and prevent the wet driving the tile joints
and laps," dtu-ing nine out of twelve mouths of

attendants, artizans, and cleaners, £3,451)

;

police, £2,100 ; lighting fires and gas, and pro-

viding security against fire, warming, and venti-

lating, ttc., £2,650 ; architect and engineer, &c.,

£650 ; fixtures, fittings, decorations, and repairs,

£6,600; keeping in order and making roads and

rent charge, £500 ; labelUng objects, printing,

&c., £850 ; buildings to replace wooden schools

and provide residences for oflicers ou duty at

night at South Kensington, on account ofCaptain

Fowke's estimate of £27,000, £12,000.

In 1860, the total number of ^-isitors was

610,696 persons; the number in 1861 falUng to

£004,550 ; iu the day 379,156, and in the evening

225,394. Since the opening of the Museum
from June 22, 1857, to Dec. 31 , 1861, the total

number of visitors has been retiu-ned at

2,415,191 persons.

The
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

com}erso.!:ione and opening meeting of the

Architectural Association took place on Friday

evening last, at the rooms of the association, 9,

Conduit-street. As usual on such occasions, the

walls of the room wei-e hung with various

desigus and drawings, including the prize

sketches of the Class of Desisrn. The company
began to assemble at eight o'clock, and before

the business of the meeting commenced, there

could not have been less than three or four

hundred persons present.

The business of the meeting commenced about

nine o'clock, when one of the hon. sees, read a

list of the new books added to the library during

the vacation.

The President (Thos. Blashilt., Esq.), then

called upon the secretary to read the report,

which was unanimously received.

Mr. T. R. Smith read the following reports of

the Class of Design ;—
In prLsenting to the members of the Architectu-

ral Association their report, the oflicers, on behnlf

of the whole class, axe glad to be able to state that

its condition remains very satisfactory. Sixteen

meetings have been held, at which a total number
of 155 designs have been submitted by 32 members,

being for the sixteen selected subjects announced

in the syllabus for the session. The attendance has

been very full, never less than 10 members being

present at a meeting, and the total may be summed
up at 240, or an average of 15 per meeting. The
general standard of excellence, both in design and
dramng, is believed to be considerably higher than

has ordinarily been reached.

Besides the criticism of designs, the business

transacted at the meetings has been as follows :—On
February 7, 62 designs were selected from those

contributed during the previous session, and ar-

ranged for sending to the Architectural Exhibition.

On Msrch 21, 1862, it was decided that members
should not be at Uberty to remove their designs

from the rooms of the Association until after the

opening of the Architectural Exhibition of the fol-

lomng year. On the 7th of the same month, Mr. C.

H. F. Leves read before the members of the class

his Essay on Street Architecture, which was sent iu

competition for the Association prize.

Early iu the session a liberal offer of a prize was

made for the best series of sketches made from cer-

tain named existing buildings in London.
At the meeting on the 30th of May the following

officers were elected for this session :—Mr. T. Roger
S mith was re-elected president ; Mr. R. 0. Harris

was re-elected vice-president; and Messrs. Tarver

and Ridge the honorary secretaries and curators of

the class. And at the last meeting the subjects

were chosen for the designs for this session, which

will be found in the syllabus.

In conclusion, we beg to express the hope that

the new members of the Architectural Association

will be induced to join this class. The advantages

of membership have been felt to be so great by

- those who have enjoyed them, that it is beli.^ved no
student cotild join it without feeling that his time

was well spent, and that the oppt>rtunlties of exer-

cising the faculty of design had resulted in sensible

advancement. We feel confident in earnestly

appealing to the members of the Architectu.

ral Association still to reinforce this class,

which, though better than in former ses-

sions, has not yet arrived (as regards attendance)

to that position so sincerely wished by its present

and former earnest and zealous supporters.

Signed on behalf of the class,

J. W. Walter, Hon. Sees, and

E. J. Takver, * Curators.

The following is the report of the judges ap-

pointed to select the best of the essays upon the

visit of the Architectural Association to West-

minster Abbey :

—

The Judges appointed to examine and adjudge a

prize to the best of the written accounts of the Visit

of the Architectural Association, to Westminster

Abbey, have to report that three only were sub-

mitted to them.
They have read them, separately and have come

to the unanimous conclusion, that the one to which

the prize should be awarded, is that marked by a

square and circle interplaced (found on opening

the accompanying envelope, to be by Mr. Lacy W.
Ridge)-

. . . ,

Their reason for arriving at this decision is that

although the rival essays are more ext.ended, and

possibly more complete as descriptions ofthe Abbey,_

the report selected is dccidciUy the best account of

the visit paid by the association, and seems to be

indebted to less easily accessible sources of infor-

mation for its contents than the others.

Had the illustrative drawings accompanying the

other papers been of a very high class, and the

larger part of them made on the spot, the Judges

would have felt that great weight would have been

due to them ; but this not being the case they have

felt that the character of the one selected, justi-

fied them in the decision they have come to. They
have great pleasure in adding that the essays, to

which no premium is awarded, are in their opinion

highly creditable to their authors.

Mr. E. J. Tarver obtained the prize for sketches

from Westminster Abbey.
Mr. E. J. Tarver obtained the first prize for class

of design sketches ; Mr.lR. Phene Spiers, the second

prize for ditto. Mr. La y W. Ridge the prize for

his essay on the visit made by the Association to

Westminster Abbey.
-j i. •

An extra prize was presented by the president of

the association and the president of the class of

design, to Mr. Walter Paris.

The following list ofnew members was read :

—

Mr. A. Bailey Denton, Stevenage, Herts, pro-

posed by Mr. Arthur W. Blomfield, and seconded

by Mr. T. Roger Smith ; Mr. G. Goodall Qu.arter-

man, 32, Fleet-street, E.C., proposed by Mr. W.

M. Taylor, and seconded by Mr. Francis Sills;

Mr. William Rivett, Talbot House, Highbury New
Park, proposed by Mr. J. S. Edmcston, and

seconded by Charles J. Adams; Mr. T. Hardey,

3, Clarence-place, Kilbu'rn, proposcil by Mr. A.

W. Blomfield, and seconded by Mr. J. A. Bunker;

Mr. J. T. Lee, 8, St. Martin's-place, proposed by
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Mr. A. W. Blomficld, and soconilod by Mr. J. A.

Bunker ; Jlr. J. Aufciist Wostorbprsr, 0, Haltbrd-

sqiiiu-c, IVntonvillo, iiropoped by Mr, R. Plic>nio

Spiers, ami sceomlod by Mr. (George P.itrieU ; Mr.

Jas. H. Bartlett, Bri.\ion-liiU, proiiosi^l by Jlr,

Chns. J. Adams, and seconded by Mi-. .lohu W.
Walter; Mr. John B. Badock, 1.5, Great James-

Ptreet, BedTord-row, proposed by Mr. Chas. J.

Attains, and seconded by Mr. II. Attwood Tleeves
;

Mr. D. Jfurray, York Cliainlior.'!, Adelplii, pro-

posed by Jlr. Chas. J. Adams, and seconded by
Mr. 11. Attwood Reeves ; Mr. Rowland Plumbe,

13, Tokenhouse-yard, propo-sod by Mr. Chas. J.

Adams, and seconded by Mr. H. Attwood
Reeves ; Mr. Robert C. .Tamos, .'i2, Newington-
placo, Kennington, proposed by Mr. Chas. J.

Adams, and seconded by Mr. It. .•Vttwood Reeves;

Mr. E. Ferrey, 42, Inverness-terrace, Hyde-park-
gardens, proposed by Mr. Walter Paris, and
seconded by Mr. G. T. Molcey ; Mr. W. William,

1, Trinity-place, Charing-cross, proposed by Mr.
Walter Paris, and seconded by Mr. G. T. Molcey

;

Mr. Ditcbbourne, 7a, Laurence Pountney-hill,

City, proposed by Mr. Walter Paris, and seconded

by "Mr. G. T. Molcey ; Mr. E. C. Sayer, 8, Rut-

land-street, N. W., proposed by Mr. T. R. Smith,

and seconded by Mr. R. Billings ; Mr.W.Rodner,
It, Bessborough-gardeus, proposed by Mr. W.
Gritten, and seconded by Mr. C. II. F. Lewes.

The President read his

Inaugural Adpress,

From which we give the following review of the

architectural progress of the year, regretting that

we are not able to give the whole of it.

On such occasions as the present, our view natu-

r-illy ranges over a somewhat broader horizon than
that which closes round oiir own sphere of action.

We remember that we are an institution of respect-

able age, especially if age is to be reckoned by the
J

march of events, and the progi'ess that has been
made in the profession since our establishment, in

which progress we have had an active and useful

share. But while we congratulate ourselves upon
the past and present, our business is with thefuture.
The architecture of to-day has been determined by
events, some of whieh are now long past, and whose
influence will far outlast our time ; but the archi-

tecture of the future will be, in a great measure,
what we shall make it. We begin, then, by
urging upon our members the acquisition of a
thorough knowledgo of the art of past ages, as a

preparation for future progress. We strongly advo-
cate the study of professional practice as it now
exists, but we do not profess to remain satisfied

with it ; if we did, our association must soon cease

to be. There is little room in the world for

societies intended to maintain things as they
are ; every body of men must have an active

principle as a bond of union, and cannot pro-
perly seek to remain unaffected by external or
internal influences. We desire to cultivate a habit
of looking somewhat in advance of the present time,
both in the projects of public usefulness in which we
are called upon to assist, and iu the quality of art

which we are expected to produce. It is necessary
to avoid leading our younger members into a morbid
desire for novelty, but it is not less desirable to

preserve them from the opposite error : lead them,
while they are studying the art as they find it now,
to expect that practice and opinions will change
considerably during a very few years, and to be
prepared to take an active part in the labours and
responsibilities that such changes involve.

To those who are able to remember several of our
annual meetings, it is interesting to call to memory
the different subjects that were prominent in our
minds year after year, and to note the alteration in
our views and feelings that the lapse of a few years
can produce. If we look at the many excellent draw-
ings in the Architectural Gallery of the International
Exliibition—still more ifwe look back in our illus-

trated periodicals, we are struck by the wonderful
change in taste that has taken place amongst the
more active minds in the profession. Xew ideas that
once caused some excitement have ceased to be
novelties, and have been absorbed in modified forms
into the practice of design. They may have been
simply reproductions from ancient examples ; but,
being new to us, they have to some extent satisfied

our desire for change, and have certainly infused
variety and life into the particular class of art to
which they belonged. For many years past such a
process as this has been going on, nor do I think it

has come very near its conclusion. The present is
an age of discovery in which, although much ground
has been thoroughly examined, much has been left

comparatively untouched. We are far from being
able to say that we know all the beauties of Gothic
art, while the discoveries of late years amongst
classical remains have been very valuable, and have
done much to provide that kind of variety which
was at one time so greatly needed. It is natural t,
avail one's self first of the ideas which come readily
to hand, and which are of acknowledged excellence,
and not tin new discoveries became rare, and a

pressure for original invention arises, is it likely to

groiilly prevail. The invention, which ia now exer-

cised by the professors of the different styles, is of a

far more healthy kind than in years past. Copyism
is less eneouragiMl; you cann<jt so frequently aa for

merly point to a wholi.' building or part of a build-

ing, as taken from a particular example. The ar-

chitect works freely in his chosen style, he does not

justify a f.iult by appealing to his copy, but says

very {".lirly, " this is my design, let me bear the

praise or blame." This may be very far from
what some of the more advanced theorists

upon architecture desire to see ; but let them not

he too impatient, forces are in oper.ation which will

allow nothing to stagnate, and will turn even the

slowest of arts into a channel in keeping with the

feelings of the age. Wo have had a comparatively

quiet period for the study and revival of ancient

styles. We are prolialily entering upon a period of

activity in arehitc-ctural matters for which we are

scarcely prepared. It has happened that Gothic

art, which has been so largely used in our churches,

has answered very admirably the demands made
upon it ; but it can hardly be so with all styles

when we apply them to the great variety of de-

mands to which advanced civilization and wealth
have given rise. In our own country these demands
are rapidly increasing, and at the same time new
materials are being brought into use, which muidi

increase the powers of the architects in matters of

construction and even in design also. I hope to see

amongst those architects, who are celebrated for

skill in design, a much stronger disposition to avail

themselves of new materials wherever their adapt-

ability in point of economy can be faMy proved.

Not until continued efi'orts have been made to treat

a new material artistically should the attemi>t be
abandoned, and we should never abandon it when
by so doing we leave it tu the hands of persons who
mil use it without caring anything for its .artistic

treatment. To use these things under disguises,

instead of taking the trouble to discover a
form which becomes them, is as gre.at a loss to art

as is the attempt to supply some new want of

modern times by twisting the design for an ancient

building out of its proper use, instead of trying to

supply the need from more original so;irces. I have
alluded to these matters, though they are by no
means novel ones, because I believe that while we
are calling for more originality, we are throwing
away very important opportunities for developing
it, and beeause it is specially our business here to

see that no occasion of doing a good thing shall pass,

and if it be at the same time a new thing we profess

to be better pleased. I will not say further that

such questions as these, where truth is involved,

are above and beyond mere questions of style, and
that any style which refuses to adapt itself to new
purposes and to iise novel means will in no long
time become an antiquity and give place to a more
jjliant rival.

We must, then, endeavour to promote originality

wherever a proper opportunity arises ; but in doing
so I sincerely hope that nothing will be done to
greatly cheek the strong feeling which men now
have for the style iu which they work. There is so
little of enthusiasm in the world that it would be
matter for the greatest regret to see that which
exists so strongly amongst us reduced to a cold im-
partiality, which could not be very far from indiffer-

ence. Whereever work is to be done that is diifleult

and not always agreeable, the man whose heart
is in it is the man to do it. The study and
reWval of ancient styles is of a nature to produce
feelings of a very strong kind ; if it were not so,

the art of architecture would be as dull and prosaic
as any ordinary business iu life. But, happily for
us, we are employed in a piirsuit in which we may,
if we will, take a w.arm interest ; we may feel th.at

it is endeared to us by the labours which it has
cost us—the friends who have aided us iu it—the
opponents against whom we have defended it. The
man who has spent his best years, for study either
in foreign travel, or in sceldng out the exquisite
remains that are scattered up and down his n.ativo
country, can never be truly impartial. It is for the
man who has done neither of these, or the man who
has done both and cares for neither, to serve out
justice with one weight and one measure. I3ut we
may be sure that it is by no such judgment that the
fate of parties will bo settled : the profession will
settle the matter amongst themselves in the ordi-
nary course of events ; that style, the followers of
which practice it with the truest feeling, and are at
the same time most confident in its powers to sup-
ply the wants of the age, will contribute most
largely to the style of the future.

But speaking as I do without professing to be
impartial, I may be allowed to suggest that it

is for the interest of all parties and of the great
cause which, through all oiu' difierences, wc
profess to serve, that we should seek to temper our
enthusiasm with a larger information upon tlu
beauties and advantages that are claimed for tin
style which we do not profess to practice. We may
'lepend upon this, that no very large body of pro-
fessional men has become attached to any style by
accident ; and if we were to take some trouble to
find out its merits, instead of seeking for defects, we

should be gainers in information, in liberality of

idea, and in the power of j udging correctly as to

matt'^rs more immndiately connected Avith our own
pursuit. We should l)e able to discuss matters fairly

open to dispute with something like good temper,
and with something like sound logic, and by beings

compelled to inquire into the hidden principles of

tliat lieauty which seems to us so obvious, but which
does not affect all in the same degree. We should
bo more competent to produce designs claiming to

be original, and could more safely leave the beaten
track for fields now unexplored, but whose treasures

may be not less rich than that now lying in our
hand.

Professor Donaldson, after a few preliminary
observations upon the address of the President,

in allusion to Mr. Skidmore's paper on Metal
Work, said he was very glad to see that novelty
of desigii and treatment of Iron, which seemed to

make it as pliable as clay. The attention of

architects to this branch was, he considered, a de-

cided Improvement upon tho old state of things.

This society had considered that their union with
others was necessary, and no doubt there was a
great deal of strength in union. But there was
also strength iu disunion,—In the energy and
struggling towards the attainment of proposed
objects by Isolated societies. Ho had found that

in various small towns they were about to esta-

blish similar societies ; but he believed that all

societies like theirs. If small, would soon become
effete. Talking about the proposals of the educa-
tional scheme, which had been thrown out by the

Institute, he (the Professor) trusted that it would
be of great service to, and eng.age the interests

of, the profession. There was the theoretical

and practical part of their education. He believed

that the theoretical knowledge was very neces-

sary ; but he also believed that there should bo
added to it a practical acquaintance with everjc

branch of the building ti-ade. Ho considered
that If young architects would enter Into the

workshops, examine carefully, and understand
the nature of the materials, they would be better

able to enter upon their studies. (Hear, hear.)

The President had alluded to the architecture of

the day, and desired that it should be progi'es-

slve. Progress was very desirable, he thought,

but it should be progress in the right direction.

If it were a mere desire for novelty, it would not
be suflicicnt. (Hear, hoar.) Novelty was Uke
fashion. Fashion vented itself in all manner of

design, and form, and colom-, from the small
peak bonnet to the he should not say what.
(Laughter.) If, therefore, there was a desire for

novelty let it be in the right direction. After a
few further observations upon the President's

address, the Professor sat down amidst genefaf
applause.

Professor Kerr was next called upon ; he said

that 16 years ago he occupied the chair (now
filled by Mr. Blashill) in Lyon's Inn Hall,

when he was supported by two gentlemen,
both present this evening; one, the Professor

who had just spoken, and the other, Mr. God-
win who, he thought, ought to have the prece-

dence aud first address them.
Mr. Godwin, who was labouring mider indir.

position, said that the announcement of the
voluntary examln.ation, and tho means which had
been organized by the institute for the attain-

ment of It, would, he was sm-c, set a great
number of the members of the profession on the
qui Vive, and make them anxious to go before t! e
tribunal already named. He hoped those who
examined them would be men who would not
be too eager to pluck a young man, but vrould

rather strive to develop his powers. There were
a number of points which were an evidence of
the great advantages which resulted from an As-
sociation like this. The most remarkable was
the addresses of the Presidents, who were'

elected by the yoimg men, to the Association year
after year. It was iu the addresses given by the
diflereut Presidents that they had the strongest

evidence oftheworthof theAssociation. (Cheers.)

There was a great cry for a new style of arehi-

cecture, and all that Professor Donaldson had
said was, he ventured to think, true. A new
style would not come vplth a cry. (Laughter.)

If all their powers wero put to the working of

the old, they wotdd leave something behiud
worthy of the age iu which they lived.

Protessor Kerr then rose amid considerabV
:heerihg, and said that in simply conti-Ibuting aa
idea to the iuterchauge of thought, it oc-

curred to him that the attention of tbo pro.
r'esslon to iiractical matters was likely to

00 carried to a very great length. After a few
remarks upon this topic, the Professor asked
what was the reason why thai Grea*' Fsl'ibifitj--
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stood as a disgrace to this country, when there

was a profession, the most distinguished of aU

professions, and sufficiently scientific to grapple

with the most extensive works ever put betore

it ? Here was the idea ! The architectural pro-

fession at the time protested against the circum-

stance of that building being erected without

an architect's assistance. The reason why the

profession, notwithstanding their protests, was

set aside, seemed to be explained by a remark

made by that most straightforward, learned, and

practical man, the late Prince Consort. It was

this :
" If they had anything important to do,

and sent for an architect, he hesitates and trifles

with it ; but if they sent for an engineer, he says

nothing about it, but does it." Now, sir, this is

true. In one sense only may we dispute it.

Give us our ordinary work, and we can do it

without any disturbance ; but when anything

extraordinary is wanted, the architect has to

look for the energy of thought required for the

poi-pose of accompUshing it. The time had now
arrived when they must seriously tm-n their

attention to science. (Hear, hear.) Twenty

years ago, architecture was in a very unsatis-

factory condition. Now that we have turned

out the most artistic works of the day, we can

aiford to tm-n our attention to matters of science.

The scheme which had been referred to by

previous speakers, was the first step that had

been taken of a positive kind, for the attain-

ment of which the association was founded, and

for the attainment of which the voice of the

association has never ceased to be raised, viz.,

the systematic training of young architects. He
knew that the challenge of the institute would

be well met by the young members of the pro-

fession. There was nothing in the scheme
!

which young men of tolerable education could

not obtain, and there was nothing in it difficult

to acquire.

Professor DoN'ALDSON requested permission

merely to say a fe%v words in niference to the

Great" E-'iliibition. They had this satisfaction,

if this Exhibition building was a peccant struc-

ture, it had just this one redeeming quahty,

that their friend Mr. Grace—(cheers)—by his

excellent arrangement of the colours he had

introduced, and by the contrast of tints, had

given an animation to the building which would

have been lost but for him. (Applause.)

Mr. Billings said : the Exhibition building

he would leave with very few words. It was

detei-mined at the first—and they had the au-

thority of Mr. Cole for it—that no architect was

intended to be employed. This was a monstrous

insult to the profession. Touching the Gothic

architecture of the 12th century, wliich had been

alluded to by Professor Donaldson, he recom-

mended it to those who wanted to get their per

centage easily. (Laughter). This, his learned

friend"must have known when he spoke, but was

rather nervous over it. (Renewed laughter).

With regard to the new style, why was there so

much talk about it? Why don't they do it?

(Laughter.) The speaker concluded by proposing

a vote of thanks to the President.

Mk. Hin^ARDthen explained the aiTangements

and rules of the institute for providing the young

architects with means to carry on their studies

by the use of their libraiy,

A choice selection of music was then given by
several adistes, who gave their services gi-atuit-

ously, under the direction of Mr. Alfred Gilbert.

Especially worthy of commendation was the

finely-stmg aria of Miss Beckingham, who, spite

of the nervousness incidental to a first appear-

ance in public, exhibited the excellent cultiva-

tion of a naturally beautiful voice, and was re-

warded by a hearty and deserved encore. Mr.
Gilbert performed on Hopkinson's grand piano,

which was lent for the occasion. During the in-

terval the refreshments were served in an ad-

joining room.

The following is the syUabus of papers and
sketches for the Session 1862-G3 :

—

Oct. 31. Opening Meeting : Preside .t's Address.
Nov. 7. Class of Design—Drawing Room Ceiling.

14. Architectural Alliance Discussion.
21. Class of Design -Staircase and Hall to a Museum,
28. Tile Voluntarv Architectural Examinations.

By Arthur Ashitel, F.R.I., B.A., F.S.A.
Dec. 5. Class of Design—Buffet.

12. Perspective. By E. L. Prarire. Illustrated by
Models.

19. Class of Design—Lych Gate.
26, Prize Essays will be Read.

Jan. 2. Class of Design—Altar and R«redos.
9. Architectural Criticism. By L. W. Ridge.
16. Class of Design—Street Lamp,
23. The use of Libraries. By J. W.Papworth, A.LB.A.
30. Class of Design—Gamekeeper's Lodge.

Feb. 6, APaperwillbeieadbyT. M. Rickman, A,LB,A,

13. Class of Design—Public Fountain.
20. Ventilation. Illustrated by Models. By G. B.

New.
27. Class of Design— Organ.

Mar. 6. The Architecture of Napoleon III. By R. PheuJ
Spiers, A.I.B.A. Illustrated by Drawings.

13. Class of Design—Oriel Window or Bay Window
with Shutters.

20. Gothic Woodwork. By R. O. Harris.

27. Class of Design—Chalice Flagons and Paten.
April 3. Good Friday,

10. Class of Design—Market Buildings for a.Small
Town.

17. Conversazione and Presentation of Prizes.

24. Class of Design—Dairy.

May 1. Special Business Meeting.
A. W. Blomfield, M.A., will read a Paper.

8. Class of Design Choir or Chancel Screen.

15. Second Part of Paper on "Metal Work." By F.

A. Skidmore. Illustrated by Diagrams.
22. Class of Design—Metal Finial and Cresting.

29. On Building Materials and their Adaptation.
By Arthur Allom, A,LB.A.

June 6. Class of Design—Public Memorial.
13. '

' Nomination of Officers.
'

" Rochester and its

Cathedral. By C. North. Illustrated by
Drawings.

20. Class of Design—Cemetery Monument.
27. '• Election of Officers." Summer Sketching. By

T, R. Smith, A.I.B.A.

Prizes will be given for the best essay on " Vaulting and
Groining," and for best and second best seriesof " Sketches

contributed to the Class of Design."
A prize of £5 will be given by W. Tite, Esq., M.P.—£3

for the best design for a "Country Mansion," and £2 for

the second best. A prize of £1 10s. 6d., contributed by
A. B., for the best line perspective "Sketch of a Porch."

These prizes will be awarded on the 17th of April.

EOYAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH ARCHI-
TECTS.

The first ordinary general meeting for the session

of the Royal Institute of British Architects was
held on Monday evening, in the rooms, 9, Conduit-

street, Hanover-square ; Mr. William Tite, M.P.,

F.R.S., the President, in the chair.

There was a very numerous attendance, and
amongst the gentlemen present was the vene-

rable ex-president. Professor Cockerel!, R.A., on
whose entrance the members rose in a body and
welcomed him with hearty cheers.

Mr. J. P. Seddon, Hon. Secretary, read the

minutes of the last meeting, which were approved
of and confirmed.
Mr. C. F. Hayward, Hon. Secretary, atmounoed

a number of donations to the Ubrary. Thanks to

the donors were returned.

After a ballot, the Chairman intimated that Mr.
Yeo^'ille Thomason, of Birmingham, was elected

a Fellow of the Institute.

The Chairman, in delivei-ing the

Opening Address of the Session,

commenced by obser^ving that the Institute

had never before exhibited so satisfactory

an appearance, and then proceeded to give

a notice of the melancholy bereavement the

nation had sustained in the death of the

Prince Consort, the patron of the Institute,

who had earned the gratitude and esteem of all

connected directly, or indirectly, with the fine

arts in this land. His Royal Highness actually

did more to promote pure art for art's sake than
any of his predecessors in situations that enabled
them to mould art progress. He warmly eulogised

the late Prince on account of his respect for

personal character, and independence of judg-
ment on the part of those whom he delighted to

honour. The Piiuce Consort loved art lor art's

sake, and his death had been a blow to English
art in all its branches. The next important event

to which theChairmauTcferred was the Great In-

ternational Exhibition. As to the buikling erected

for the purpose of this Exhibition, it would
be best for architects to be silent, but they might
record their protest against its being in any way
considered as a representative of architectui'al

taste or progress. It was eminently an imarchi-

tectural building. He next referred to the invi-

tation given to some architects to advise her
Majesty on the subject of the memorial to the late

Prince Consort. The advice given by the archi-

tects had been taken, and had been received
with general satisfaction by the pubhc. They
might pass by the studious neglect of architec-

tm-e by a Governmental department, but tlie pro-

fession to wliich he was attached, anil which he
had followed more than fifty years, showed him
that the great principles of art required some-
thing more than mere casual attention. He then
proceeded to speak of art-education amongst ar-

chitects themselves, and of the importance of

greater attention being paid to it. Mr. Sj dney
Smii-ke and Mr. George Gilbert Scott had done
much in this respect, as well as the gentlemen
who read papers before the Institute. He sug-

gested that it would be well to have a coui'se of

popular lectures delivered to all persons con-
nected directly or indirectly with the
building trades. A genuine asthetic art-feeling

was what was greatly to be desired. And
surely there could not be much difficulty in esta-

blishing a gratuitous art-education, in the same
way as grammar-schools and kindred institutions

had been raised. Their own institution could

do much to popularise art-education. The
Chaiitnan proceeded briefly to notice contempo-
rary events, taking a cttrsory view of their na-

ture and tendency. The events refeiTed to in-

cluded the embankment of the north side of die

Thames. It was a great thing to relieve the

overcrowded streets by an embankment of the

north side of the river, and time would compel
the execution of the complete scheme. He next
referred to the new bridges over the river, and
as an architect he could not but regret that tlie

designers of them had not paid more attention to

optical and artistic eflfects. He said it almost
caused him to regret there should not be a Com-
mittee of Taste, to which all designs for public

works should be referred. As to Blackfriars new
bridge, the very worst design of the whole had
been selected. Street improvements in London
had not kept pace with similar improvements in

Paris; but some good mediaeval buildings had
been erected in the provinces. The Chairman
next alluded to the list of losses of members of

the Institute during the past twelve nionihs in

England, Scotland, and France. Amongst the

engineers Death had been busy, including

amongst its victims James Walker, John Erring-

ton, and James Berkley. He had been requested

by the council to state that the first voluntary

architectural examination would take place in

January next, and that in accordance with new
regulations the library would be open to mem-
bers and students every evening of the week, in-

stead of only three evenings, as heretofore. The
coimcil had received an intimation that the coun-

cil of the Architectural Museum liad received

notice to quit South Kensington Museum ; and
nothing would give the council more pleasure

than to receive the collection of the latter in

the building of the institute, where there was
plenty of accommodation for the purpose.

Mr. Arthur Ashpitel moved a vote of thanks

to the President for his address.

Professor Kerr seconded tho motion, which
was carried by acclamation.

5Ir. M. DiGBY Wyatt read a notice of the Life

and Works of M. Nepveu,.architect^ of Versailles,

prepared by Professor Donaldson, who was ima-

voidably absent.

The meeting was then adjotu-ned to that day

fortnight.

GUILDHALL, LONDON.

The southern front of the Guildhall, facing King.

street, Cheapside, being in a very dilapitlated

condition, in consequence of a failure in the foun-

dations, it is intended to take it down, with tho

exception of the original entrance porch, and to

rebuild it to harmonise with the interior of the

Hall. The Library will be enlarged, and a new
hammer-beam open Gothic roof placed over tho

Hall. The dra-n-ings have been prepared by Mr.

Banning, the architect to the Corporation of

London, and the works will be carried out under

his superintendence in the spring.

EMBLEMATICAL DESIGN OF THE OPERA-
TIVE BRICKLAYERS' SOCIETY.

In our number for July Gth, 1861, we engraved

the new design for the Operative Bricklayers'

Certificate of Membership, and described it in

detail. We are now favoured, through the sec-

retary, Mr. Coulsou, with a proof impression of

the very carefiil engraving which the veteran, J.

H. Le Keux, has made of it. The design is, as

we before stated, by Mr. A. J. Waudby ; it is alike

creditable to the designer and to the society who
showed the good taste to select it. Besides being

a certificate of membership of a worthy body, it

is a pictui-e, or rather series of pictm-es, artisti-

cally put together, intimately connected with the

bricklayers' trade, that will be a cherished orna-

ment in every home where it is hung up. It is

appropriately enriched with well selected mottoes,

with emblems of Peace and Industry, and with

emblematical figures of Justice, Truth, and In-

dustry. The certificate is beautifully pi-inted by

Mr. Wilkinson, of Charington-street.
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INTERNATIOISrAL EXHIBITION.
JURY REPORTS.

Flbxitube, Ac—Class XXX.

—

Sections

A AND B.

(Coniimwd from payc 310.)

Fbante.

The inlaid panels exhibited by M. Alircns are

of remarkable dclicaoj-. The ele<»anco of the

(Irawins, the extraordinary beauty of the execu-
tion, contribute to fix attention on these beautiful

inlaying of ivory and mothor-of-pearl. These
works of M. Ahrens equal and even surpass the

finest works of this class produced in Italy in the
sixteenth century.—-In naming M. Barbedienne
amongst four French exhibitors in whose fiivour

the International Jury regretted they had not a
special recompense to award, the .Tnry express
in a very precise manner their estimation of the
very line works exhibited by this celebrated

manufticturer. The works produced by M. Bar-
bedienne are in every sense works of art, and
have the happy result of serving as examples to

the current mauufactui-es of the time, and thus
help to maintain them at a Hgh level. Already
iu 1S51 at the Universal Exhibition, again in

Paris iu 1855, the furniture of JI. Barbedienne
was the object of general approbation, and con-
sidered worthy of the highest recompense. The
International Exhibition of 1862 has again fiir

nished M. Barbedienne the opportunity of

displaying his aptitude to profit by all the

resources offered by the various branches of

industry. Bronze, enamel inl lid in the By-
zantine manner, jewellery, mosaic, are all

brought in to assist in this first-class furniture.

His eflorts in this direction have been crowned
with success and been the object of general ap-

probation, and the Jury ai-e but the organ of the

public voice in giving expression to their high
appreciation of them.—M. Boufils' productions
are of two kinds essentially distinct. Works of

art properly so called, and furniture for daily use,

simple and practical, within the reach of all by
the sunplieity of the form and moderation of

price. The productions of M. Boufils are

generally of this latter class, and those he has
sent to the present Exhibition have been dis-

tinguished by the Jury for their extreme modera-
tion of price combined with excellence of manu-
facture. It should be borne in mind that this

furnitm'e of M. Boufils is made at Bordeaux,
where this well-kno^Ti manufacturer has founded
a most important manufactory, and created a
new industry.—The large piece of ebony fur-

niture exhibited by M. Chaix is remarkable for

the beauty of its details, the elegance of its form,
and skilful execution. Destined to contain works
of art, cm-iosities, or precious jewels, this cabinet
of elliptical form in two parts is ornamented with
sculpture and figures of a very fine style. It is

at the same time a work of art and of cabinet

work, is treated in the very best manner, and
does great honour to Parisian cabinet work.

—

Designed in a character of modest elegance and
great care, the cabinet exhibited by M. Charmois
fully justifies the reputation acquired in previous
exhibitions. The dwarf cabinets are of very
agi'eeable design, the mountings very care-
fully executed, and the general ensemble leaves
nothing to be desired either in regard to good
taste or excellence of workmanship.—M. Des-
fosse, in engaging the assistance of distinguished
artists, sparing neither care nor expense to
perfect his productions, has raised to a high
degree of perfection the manulactui-e of paper-
hangings and fiocks. The variety and beauty of
the design, the happy choice of colours, and skil-

fulness of arrangement, distinguish in a very
striking manner all the productions submitted to
the appreciation of the Jm-y, and furnish a high
idea of the importance of his establishment, and
the excellent direction given to his manufactory'.
Beside the current articles of daily use, admir-
able specimens of which are exhibited by M.
Desfosse, are veiy remarkable imitations of
stviflT, enriched with gold and colour, groups of
flowers and landscapes, well composed, executed
with a limited number of blocks, and therefore
moderate in price. Imitations of this kind are
within the domain of printed paper-hangings so
long as they remain within the limits of a large
and intelligent treatment, and when they bear
the evidence of the power of the process em-
ployed, and the Jm-y can but sanction it by their
approval ; but it would be no longer so when the
manufacturer abaudous the route traced by the
very elements of his manufacture, and seeks
servile reproduction, by means always insufEcient,

of works of art and painting, the rendering of

which by printing can give but a pale reflection.

M. Desfosst' hasavoided this dangerousstunibling-
blook in the pictures he has sent to the present
Exhibition ; a stumbling-block which it is im-
poitant for the International Jury to point out,

at the same time that they render justice to the
efforts made by manufacturers to give to their

industry a new impulse beyouil the beaten track,

and who only fail from the want of an intelligent

and artistic direction being given to their labours.

The furniture of M. Dexlicimer in marquetry and
inlayings of marbles are very skilfully executed
arul modertite in price ; they are for the most
part high class works, but the marquetry and in-

layings are executetl by an economical process,

wliich allows of the employment of workmen
taken from certain penitentiary establishments,
from which results a manifest advantage in the
cost price.—Messrs. Fourdinois, father and son,

with iM. Barbedienne and M. Grohe, are amongst
the French manufacturers whom the Inter-

national Jury desired to distinguish in a special

manner, when they expressed their regret that

it was not in their power to grant to them an
exceijtional and superior reward. The repu-
tation of the house of Fourdinois is European,
and their Exhibitions in 1851 and 1855 were
tho object of general admiration.— The large

hunting chimney-piece in the style of the Re-
naissance, exhibited by M. Fourdinois Pere in

1855, appears again in the present Exhibition,

and in London, as in Paris, it is classed by the
International Jury in the first rank in the French
section. This important work is fuDy described
in the report of 1855, and need not be further

alluded to here. It will be sufficient to state that,

as in 1855, the Jury desired to testify to M. Four-
dinois P&re their great satisfaction iu awarding
him the only recompense at their disposal at a
time when about to retire and leave to his son,

M. Henry Fourdinois, the direction of a house
founded by himself, and which he has maintained
at the high level it had at once reached under
his able direction. M. Henry Fourdinois makes
his dchit at the present Exhibition vrith a work
of the highest order, and which in the opinion of
the Internaiional Jui'y, and the general public is

at once classed as an exceptional work, and truly

a chef d'cettvre. His cabinet of carved wood
inlaid with ivory in the interior is executed
in the style of the sixteenth century, and
equals by the delicacy of the execution, and the
beauty of the design and general elegance
of form, the finest works of this fine period.
Soberness of ornamentation, simplicity of Une, pre-
cision of workmanship, are all present in this fine

cabinet, and whilst recalling these special cha-
racters of the works of another period, it possesses
acharacterof originality peculiarly its own, which
distinguishes it in a very high degi'ee.—The
other pieces of furniture exhibited by M. Henry
Fourdinois are for more genera! use, mostly high
class, the execution of which, leaves nothing to

be desired, and they would suffice of themselves
to gain for their author at the outset of his
career the place which belongs to lum of right,

and which he has reached at the first bound.

—

Equally with Messrs. Fom'dinois and Barbedienne,
M. Grohe was the object of special notice of the
International Jury, who regretted their inability

to award him a special and exceptional recom-
pense. The furniture of M. Grohe is brilliantly

distinguished at the International E.xhibition for

irreproachable execution, the perfection of the
general forms, tho delicacy of the inlayings, and
the chasing of the mountings which accompany
them. The house of M. Grohd exists since 1829,
imder the same direction, and Nvithout doubt
holds the first rank in French industry. The fiu--

niture of M. Grohe, cxliibited this year, is supe-
rior to anyhe has yet produced,and rivals the finest
work of the reigu cif Louis XVI.—Messrs. Gueret,
without neglecting works of sculpture, have more
specially applied it to furnitm-e ; and the
works which they exhibit in London, executed
in their manufactory, bear testimony to the
ability which they show by the excellence
of the workmanship and the purity of the forms.
Their groups of animals have also been fully ap-
preciated by the International Jury. The style
is large, the carving excellent, and the subjects
fuU of Ufo and movement.—Messrs. Huber ex-
hibit a large decoration in cai-bm-jiieive, in which
are present all the best qualities of careful exe-
cution, excellent composition, and perfect imita-
tion of the works of the last century.—^The
furniture exhibited by Messrs. Janselmo and
Godin is specially distinguished by good taste,

perfect sobriety in the ornamentation, and very

remarkable execution. The large bookcase in

thi' Greek stylo, the bureau, and the small cabinet
in black wood, with engraved ornaments and
sculptures, are of very distinguished merit, and
were specially distinguished by the International

Jury.—M. Kneib has sent to the lO.xhibition a
largo oak book-case, and models of a door in-

tended for a house in tho Champs Ely.sees, at
Paris. These works, executed from the designs
of M. Manguin, architect, are remarkable for the
distinction of forms and delicacy of drawing,
as also for the excellence of the cabinet-
work.—M. Laurent exhibits inlaid floors very
skilfidly executed, also a large frame richly carved,
a carved gilt console, and mouldings of great
variety. All these works are distinguished by
excellent manafactm-o, and by the good taste

which pervades them.—The paper-hangings of

M. Leroy, printed by machine, are very exten-
sively used. His manufactory is one of the most
important of this class in France, and his pro-
ductions are remarkable for their lowness of
price as well as for their their excellent mannfac-
tm'e. It is to M. Isidore Leroy that are due those
numerous inventions and mechanical progress
for the printing of colours, for the rolling up of
the pieces, and even for the packing of those
pieces.—The great marble chimney-piece, orna-
mented with bronzes in relief, and with sunk
engravings, placed in the nave, opposite the work
of M. Fom-dinois P^re, is the work of M. Mar-
chand, whose bronzes have been specially noticed
by another Jury. This grand work, in the Greek
style, executed from the design of M. Piat, is a
very important work, the execution of which is

treated in a very superior manner, and received
the approbation of the InternaUonal Jury.—The
carved furniture of M. Mazaros exhibits the
importance of the manufacture, and the
impulse given by liim to the application of
carving in wood in his manufactory. His ward-
robes in carved oak, his book-cases, sideboards
enriched with carved ornaments in relief, figures
after the an;iquo or modern sculpture, are very
well arranged and are admirable pieces of furni-

ture, as is also the carved and gilt sofa in the
Greek style, a work of great simplicity of form,
and complete elegance of design. The composi-
tion of his largo dining-room sideboard of Au-
vergne oak, in the Greek style, the International
Jin'v do not consider so happy, but they cannot
but render justice to the beauty of the execution
and delicacy of workmanship.—Messrs. Palln
and Co. exhibit a gi'eat number of works in
the onyx of Algeria, carved, tiu-ned, and fash-

ioned, in the very best forms. For elegance and
taste, the mountings in gilt bronze are also re-
markable. These works have been much ad-
mired at the Exhibition. Tho material is very
beautiful, and lends itself to every kind of adorn-
ment.—The furniture of Messrs. Pecquereau is

remarkable for elegant simplicity of form and
careful execution. His great wardrobe and his
sideboard are useftd and agreeable works for

daily use, without that exuberance of sculpture,
which is injurious to the effect of furnitvu'e re-

qirired for private use.— M. Sauvrezy ex-
hibits a great variety of furniture and cabi-

nets, in the style of the sixteenth century, in
carved woods ; others in the style of Louis XIII.

;

some in the style of Louis XVI. The imitation
of these several styles is very faithfid, the sculp-
ttu-e is very delicately treated, and the ensemble
of his exhibition very satisfactory.—M. Seegersis
the inventor of the mechanical process for the
apphcation of gilding to paper-hangings, which
gives excellent results, is very ettective, and
allows of the sale at moderate price?, of paper-
hangings, which even on tho artistic point leave
nothing to be desired.—The small fancy furaiture
of M. Sormani is of great elegance and perfectly

adapted to the decoration of boudoirs. The exe-
cution is very carefnl, and the mountings are well
treated. M. Sormani also exhibits cabinet-work
for toilet requisites for the camp remarkable for

the simplicity of their arrangement and the pre-

cision of their adjustment.—The manufactory of

Messi's.Zuber continues to merit the distinction al-

ready obtained in former Exhibitions. Their paper-
hangings are remarkable forgood manufacture, the
taste displayed in the designs, and for the har-
mony of the colouring. His ordinaiy paper-
hangings, which have made his well-merited
reputation, are absent fi-om his present exhibi-

tion, and are replaced by imitations of pictures.

Tho International Jury, whilst rendering justice
to the good execution of these imitations, regret
the absence of paper-hangings properly so called.

The works exhibited by Messrs. Zuber are but
an exceptional kind of decoration, and can re-
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place neither paintings, of which they can be but

a feeble imitation, nor paper-hangings proper, in

an ensemble of decoration intelligent and well

considered.—M. Constant Sevin is the most ac-

tive and distinguished collaborator of M.

Barbedienne. The impulse given to the house

of Barbedienne in the mauufacture of furniture

in the direction of art well understood in all

its forms is partly his work. Assisting M.
Barbedienne in the noble direction given to

this important house, and which for years past

serves for a type and model, M. Constant Sevin

could not fail to secure the appreciation of the

International Jury.

Fe.4.nkfokt-on-Maine.

The carvings in ivoiy of M. Bohlor are treated

with great delicacy, and are sufficient to justify

the distinction granted to him by the luternational

Jury. M. Bohler also exhibits household fui'ni-

ture of liarts'-horn of impossible use, and which
has no other merit than that of a very question-

able originality. The medal granted by the Inter-

national Jury to M. Bohler must be understood
as awarded to the sculptor and artist, entirely

putting aside this fancy iiirniture, wliich more
properly belongs to a department of curiosi-

ties.

Geand DucnY of Hesse.

The paper-hangings of M. Hochstatter were
distinguished by the International Jury for the

economy of their production. Art occupies but

a small place in these productions, but from their

cheapness they supply a very extensive demand,
and on this ground have attracted tlic attention

of the Jury.—The furniture exhibitad by M.
Knussman is in the German-Gothic style, and
distinguished by good carving and some gilt

ornaments. His large table, chairs, arm-chair,
and book-case are effective, and received the

attention of the public as well as the International

Jury.

Greece.

Sculpture in wood has always been held in

high esteem on Mount Athos, where the tradi-

tions of Byzantine art, ornaments, and figures of
the tenth to the tivelfth century have been pre-
served almost intact. A sculptor from Mount
Athos, Agathangelos, established in Athens, has
sent to the Exhibition a carWng in boxwood exe-
cuted with great delicacy, and equalling in skil-

ftd workmanship the most perfect ancient works
of this class. This modest but important work
could not fail to obtain the recompense which
has been awarded to it by the International
Jury.

Hanse Towns—Hasiburg.

The exhibition of M. Rampendahl of Hamburg,
like that of M. Bohler of Frankfort, is composed
of two parts. Sculptures iu ivory of very excel-

lent execution, and of foi'uitui-e of harts' horn for

general use. Here, as mth M. Bohler, it is to the
car^Tug only that the distinction of the Interna-
national Jury is awarded. Whatever the popu-
larity of this horn furniture, theii* forms violate

too much the laws of common sense to de-
serve public attention. The material may be
very fine, but the use made of it is detestable, and
however we may regard as curiosities these un-
usual forms and twisted lines, no one can pretend
that they are -within the domain of furniture

;

there is a false use of material, and, as we have
said above, this is oue of the worst elements of
disorganization in the furnitui'e industi'y.

Italy.

The Italian section is rich in sculpture in wood.
The fui"niture, bas-reliefs, and carved frames are
in great number, and several of them are distin-

guished by great elegance of form, and the best
qualities of execution. Such are two fine pieces
of furniture exhibited by Professor Barbetti, both
in the Italian style of the sixteenth century. His
large book-case and carved bench are irreproach-
able in design, and the details of execution are
treated vrith quite exceptionable skill, and recall

the best works of ancient Italy.—The Chiavari
chairs are well - known for the elegance and
simplicity of their forms, and their perfect
solidity; they are also remarkably moderate
iu price. Those exhibited by M. Canepa
are principally distinguished by these qualities.
The more the forms of this class of furniture are
simple and without useless and twisted lines, the
more does it respond to the true requirements of
this branch of industry.—Florence Royal Manu-
factory of Mosaics in Pietre-Dure : The royal
Italian manufactories, the productions of which
were so much admired iu 1855, worthily sustain

their ancient reputation. These productions are

distinguished by the good choice of colours and
the perfection of the iulayings, and are excellent

examples for private manufactories, to which the

royal establishment may serve at the same time

as a school and a model.—The wood-carvings of

M. Frullini are rather works of fine art than of

industry j his small bas-reliefs are very remark-
ably executed, and are distinguished equally for

excellence of work, marked elegance of design,

and correctness of drawing.—The works in in-

laid wood of M. Gatti received a high reward at

the Universal Exhibition at Paris in 1855, for the

delicacy of the workmanship and the great
beauty of the works exhibited by him. The
folding cabinet decorated mth medallions and
arabesque borders in the present Exhibition is

perhaps not so complete in general design as that

which he exhibited in 1855, but the iulayings of

mother-of-pearl and of burnt wood are exe-

cuted "with rare skill. The engraving is very
delicately done, and recalls th.; best analagous
works of the sixteenth century.—A collection of

carved wood fj'ames in the Italian Renaissance
style, are exhibited by Professor Giusti. The
models have been selected with the most perfect

taste, and the execution leaves nothing to be
desired. The cai-vLugs on a gold ground and the

borders with gilt ornaments are very well

treated. Elegance of drawing and perfection of

workmanship are present in the works of Pro-

fessor Giusti, and art occupies the fii-st place

equally with the works of Barbetti, Frullini, and
Gatti.—The ebony table and chest, inlaid with
woods and ivory, exhibited by M. Laucetti, are

equally works of good design and execution.—
The works of Messrs. Levera are more in the

nature of ordinary fm'niture, and some of them
are distinguished by a great richness of execu-
tion

J
such as their large bookcase, in which the

mountings are engraved with rare perfection,

whilst, however, we must regret the exaggerated
profusion of their employment. Inlaid tables,

chairs, a large wardrobe in massive walnut, with
some other articles for daily use, complete
the exhibition of Messrs. Levera.—A large ebony
table inlaid with engraved ivories, iu the fine

character of the seventeeth century, Italian, a
bureau iu engraved and inlaid wood, a large

mirror with frame in carved wood, in the style

of the seventeeth century, a large looking-glass

frame in carved wood, tables with marquetry
and mother-of-pearl, a large wardrobe in imita-

tion of buhl-work, with chairs and various other

pieces of carved furniture, form the exhibition

of Messrs. Martinotti ; and if these various pro-

ductions are not always distinguished by excel-

lence of form, many of thena otl'er essential

qualities of good workmanship.—-The pictures in

marquetry exhibited by M. Montencri, and
which form part of a cabinet destined to contain
the crown of the King of Italy, are broadly and
skilfully executed, and are distinguished, not only
by the excellence of the workmanship, but by
the happy choice and arrangement of the iulay-

ings.—Dr. Salviati has executed mosaics on a large

scale in the Venetian manner, as well as others

of a more finished kind, and applicable to works
of very small dimensions. His colom's are well

selected and infinitely varied. His gilt mouldings,
covered with glass, and therefore imperishable,

demand particular attention, and niay receive a
number of useful applications. Dr. Sahiati has

also Ijeen awarded a medal for this exhibition by
the Jury of Class XXXIV., Sect. A, in which ho is

placed in the Official Catalogue. The Jury of

Class XXX. equally desire to express here their

appreciation of the value of his exhibitions.—
Messrs. Torrini and Viecchi exhibit inlaid mar-
bles iu pietre-dure, of very agreeable effect, iu

composition and colour, and which are equally

distinguished by very careful execution.

Mecklenbubg-Schwebin.

M. Peters exhibits portions of the inlaid floors

for the saloons of the grand ducal castle at

Schwerin ; they are very fine works of marquetry,
elegant in design, and well executed.

Prussia.

The works of marquetry exhibited by M.
Bcmb^, are remarkable for good design and care-

ful execution.

Rome.

The view of the square of St. Peter's, Rome,
executed in mosaic by M. Barberi, is distinguished
by harmonious colour, and the mosaic is executed
with extraordinary precision.—The doors of the
saloon of the ImmaciUate Conception in the Vati-
can, by M. Marchetti, in carved wood with mar-

quetry borders, are of rare execution, and the

general design is very good, and these quali-

ties united render these works in every way re-

markable.— The copies of the Madonna della

Seggiola, executed by the Cavalicro Moglia, are

most remarkable for accuracy of drawing
and delicacy of colouring. — The copies

of the Madonna della Seggiola, from the stu-

dies of the Papal establishment, are, like the

preceding, remarkable for the delicacy of the

work and the skilful management of the colours.

—The bas-relief on the Crucifix stand executed
in ivorj' by M. Pio Eroli is distinguished by ex-

cellent drawing and very skilful execution.—The
carved wood frame exhilDited by M. Vespignani
is remarkable for delicacy of touch and perfec-

tion of workmausliip.

Russia.

The mosaics of the Imperial manufactory take

rank with the best which has been produ<'ed in

Italy; the brilliancy, variety, and perfect sliading

of the colours, give a high idea of the resom'ces

of the art of mosaic.—The iulayings of precious

marbles from the Peterhof Stone-polishing Fac-

tory, near St. Petersburg, unite the merit of most
careful execution with a choice of colom- imita-

ting the natural tones in a way that could hardly

be expected from such a process. The employ-
ment of the nephite of Siberia in particular

assists in the most truthful rendering of the tones

of natm'al leaves.

SCULPTURE.
EQUESTRi-iN Statue of the late Lord Canning

FOR Calcutta.

It was with deep regret that the public received

the intelligence of the death of the above-named
nobleman so shortly after his arrival in this

country from his sphere of duty and usefulness in

our Eastern Empire. Nothing could bo greater

proof of the complete efficiency of his lordship's

admininistration of the public affairs of that

empire at its most critical period, than the sym-
pathy expressed by all classes in India to en-

deavour to honour his memory by erecting a

statue. The subscription list was opened, and
without any particular agitation or canvassing a
large sum was very soon collected.

The people of Calcutta appear to manage their

"committees of taste" and selection in a more
satisfactory manner than those of London, and
consequently procure good statues. It may bo

that they are too far removed for purposes

of inti'igue and jobbing, but this is certain that

the former generally show great judgment
in their selection of the sculptor; and as

they are proud of their bronze equestrian

statue of Lord Hardinge, by Mr. J. H. Foley,

R.A., have wisely entrusted him with the com-
mission to execute the equestrian statue of Lord
Canning.

All those acquainted and interested with works
of art, will rejoice to hear this fact. The only

regret will be that it is destined to leave the

country, instead of adorning some eligible spot

in the metropolis, to reti'iovo the honour of Bri-

tish sculpture.

It may not be out of place to mention a curious

fact in the histoi'y of patronage of modern sculp-

tm'e, that uotwithstandiug the exalted merit of

the Hardinge equestrian statue, the horse of

whicli is said to have elicited the opinion of Sir

Edwin Landseer, " that it was the finest repre-

sentation of the war-horse he had seen iu sculp-

ture." And Gibson, " that is was worth coming
from Rome to see." The natives of Calcutta can
scarcely reconcile their minds that it is the work
of man, from its spirit, animation, and complete-

ness. And lastly, the unanimous opinion and
feeling of English artists of distinction, who, for

its excellence have endeavoured to organize a
subscription for a dupUcate for London, to illus-

trate the sculpture of the period.

Notwithstanding the unanimity of opinions and
the remarkably fine statue of " Hampden"
(also by Mr. Foley), in St. Stephen's Hall, tlie

committee or council of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, on lately giving the commission for

two bronze statues of Stephenson and Brunei to

Baron Marochetti, did so with this unjust avowal,

that there was not an English sculptor to whom
they could entrust it.

It may appear cmious and probably mysterious

to foreign artists, particularly from the works
exhibited in the International Exhibition of 18()2,

tliat the accomplished, conscientious, and thorough
English sculptor, before mentioned, should not
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have yet had ilio opiiortunity of executing a
stntuo for nny imblic place iu Ijondon ; but to

thost! initiated into the secret history of com-
petitionsi, iind acLiuainted witli tliy canvassing
and baek-stair influenco of tiu'so gross specimens
of jobbeiy, are not at all disajipointed at tlie

result. However, we might have been spared the
characterless effigies of those well-known, earnest,
energetic, and heroic men in Tratalgar Sciuaro.

Before concluding this notice, it may bo neces-
sary to notice the iieeuUarity of voting an eques-
trian statue to a eirilian, as it has hitherto been
confined to kings, princes, and military com-
manders. Of course, the statue is to bo placed
iu the open air, and all those acquainted >vith

Eastern customs must be well aware that it is

seldom tliat persons of distinction or rank are to
bo seen in public places without being mounted
either on liorses or clcplunits. The natives of
India associate greater dignity with a liorseman,
and would look mth little respect to the usual
standing figures.

FOREIGN ARCHITECTURE IN THE INTER-
NATIONAL EXHIBITION.
(From the Saturday Revieio.)

It is to be regi-etted that the foreign architectural
drawings assembled in the International Exhi-
bition do not convey a more just impression of the
present state of the art in the several countries
which couti-ibute to the display. There is, in-

deed, much that is new and interesting in the col-

lection; but no pains have been taken to make
it complete. The foreign exhibitions in tliis de-
partment do not seem to have distinguished
clearly between mere archirectural drawings of
ancient monuments and original designs of new
works of constructive art. The latter are what
were wanted in the International Exhibition.
The former, if admitted at all, can only show the
technical skill of the modern draughtsman; they
throw no light at all on the modern practice of
architecture. The French architects, iu par-
ticular, exhibit very few original designs. Not
even are the monotonous arcades of the Rue de
Rivoli, or the many-storied houses of the new
Boulevards, illustrated among the architectural
drawings of France.
And yet nearly thirty Fi-ench architects are

exhibitors. It is plain that all, or nearly all, of
these accomplished artists might have sent oriui-

nal works had they chosen to doso. But most of
them content themselves vrith accurately-mea-
sured and beautifull}" drawn pictures of metUaeval
remains. Nothing, indeed, can exceed the deUcacy
and scientific exactness of the French style of
architectural delineation. But we should have
been better pleased to see the projcts ofnew works,
even if the drawings were rough and clumsy. As
it is, we may safely conclude, from a general
survey of the collection, that the monuments of
the French mediteval styles are proi^erly valued
and studied. Whether, however, the " restora-
tions" in progress are as conservative as thej'

ought to be, or whether the Pointed style is

generally adopted for new ecclesiastical structures
—and, if so, with what modifications or develop-
ments—there is nothing, unfortunately, among
these French drawhigs to show.

Fer example, M. VioUet-le-Duc, the most emi-
nent French architect of the day, instead of send-
ing in his own name any of his own works, whe-
ther original or restorations, at Paris, Amiens, or
St. Denis, contents himself with a series of views
of the ramparts of Avignon and of the Porte de
Laon at Coucy. To the architectural student
these, especially the former, are of great inte-
rest. Xotliing more pictm-csque, or more admi-
rably adapted for its pm'pose, was ever conceived
than the fourteenth-centui-y Gothic fortification of
that papal city. Why did not M. VioUet-le-Duc
send some details of the Chiiteau-Gaillard of Ri-
chard Cceur de Lion to compare with the gate
from Coucy ? This artist's admirable views of
the city of Carcassonne are exhibited, not imder
his own name, but underthat of the draughtsman
whom he employed. In noticing the British
Ai'chitectural Gallerj' we had occa-sion to men-
tion the justice done to the memory of the late
Sir Charles Barry and the late Mr. Carpenter by
those who contributed drawings of several of
their best works. M. Lassus, on the contrary, is

only represented among the French architects by
one work at second-hand ; although, w ithout some
remembrance of that lamented artist, no review
of the architectural progress of om- nearest
Continental neighbom-s can be considered com- I

appeal rather to the antiquary tlian to the archi-

tectural student. Such, for instance, are the
curiously irregidar church of St. Nazairc at

Bezier, so carefully illustrated by M. Laisne

;

and the still more abnormal church of St.

]\Iich:ii'l d'lOntraigues, drawn by M. Guillaumot,
after the measurements of Abadio. This build-

ing is an octagon in plan, with a semicircular
chapel attached to each face ; while the conical
roof of the central part terminates in a (luaint

louvre. The outline somewhat recalls Mr.
Clarke's singular chapel of the House of (!harity,

Soho, described by us in our notice of the Biitisli

Architectural Gallery, .\mong the specimens of
the austere Romanesque of France, here illus-

trated are the ruined church of St. Germor,
drami by MM. Bury and Snlpis, "after Bois-
wilvvard," and the church of St. Aignan, in a
north elevation, "after Lassus," by M. Sauva-
geot. M. de Merindol contributes the 'minster-
like church of Conde, and the sti'ange rectangular
church of Plainpied, both in tlie de])artnient of
the Cher. Three humble village churclies, those
of Boulogne, Cogniat, and Rieux, by M. Millet,

are more novel to an English ecclesiologist than
most of the larger and better known specimens
of French Gothic. The Pointed abbey-church of
Hanibye (La Manche) is shown in its ruined state
by M. Ruprich Robert. Of the later, or Flam-
boyant Gothic, is the chui-ch of Vetheuil, of
which, as restored by Durand (who does not ex-
hibit on his own account), M. Gaucherel sends a
south view, showing well its apse and central
tower. M. Boiswilward exhibits, under his own
name, a restoration of the fine abbey-church of
Muizon, in three sheets ; and M. Godeboeuf two
sections of the church at Auvers (Seine et Oise).

Under M. Hugunet's name we find two curious
buildings ; the first, the church of St. Nazairede,
Carcassonne, "with a ^iew of its low Romanesque
nave and a loftier choir of rich late Gothic ; the
other a refectory, in the Pointed style, from the
Abbey of Ourscamp. M. Laisne is the architect
responsible for the latter. Two works of (we
presume) restoration, credited to M. Viollet-le-

Duc—the churches ofEu and Poissy—are contri-

buted by M. Soudain ; and the well-known west
Iront of St. Saturnin, Toulouse, as restored by
the same architect, is shown by M. Penel. Be-
sides these, we have a Romanesque doorway
from the abbey ofCharlieu, by M. Desjardins; the
church of Rivieres, by M. Lambert ; that of
St. Gaudens by M. Laval ; and that of
Paray-le-Mouial, by M. Millet. The noble
" Hall of the Synod " at Sens is drawn by M.
Sulpis; the small Toivu HaU of Compiegne—

a

lofty, rectangular structure, with projecting
corbelled turrets at the angles—by Verdier;
and the rich Cinque Cento Chateau of Blois, by
M. Duban. M. Questel is only rejDresented by
an ideal restoration of the Pont du Gard. Among
all these works it will be observed that there is

not a single new design. The restorations seem
to be generally careful and in perfect taste and
keeping

; but it is of course impossible to test

them minutely. The only original exhibitor is

M. Normand, who sends the drawings of the
" revived Roman" villa which he built for Prince
Napoleon in the Champs Elysees. This, no
doubt (though we have no smypathy with it), is

a clever archteological experiment; better, in
in its way, we think, than the similar attempt in
the Crystal Palace at Sydenham.
We pass now to the German school of Archi-

tecture. Here we have drawings of one of the
gloomiest and most monotonous of " classical"
designs, Mr. Alder's new Town HaU of Berlin.
Herr von Diebi.sch sends a group of picturesque
" travelling studies," including the interior of
SeWUe Cathedral, and a few original designs.
Among these is one for the Berlin Town HaU,
appropriately conceived in the peciUiar style
of the Taj Mahal of Agi-a ! The same Oriental
style, with the addition of a dome, is imitated
by Mr. Knoblauch in his designs for a new syna-
gogue in the Oranienburger Strasse at BerUn.
The peculiar quasi-Byzantine style, adopted for

street architecture in Munich, has been imitated
in Berlin by M. Hitzig. To this architect is due
the hideous design of the new Exchange at Ber-
lin, of which a plaster model (by Dankberg) has
encumbered the nave of the Exhibition Building.
The authorities at Berlin seem to bo given over
to architectural " paganism," for they had and
missed a chance of choosing a very fine Gothic
design for the Town HaU, by MM. Schmidt and
Strauch, which is here exhibited. The style of
this building is elaborate, domestic Gothic of the
German type—-too horizontal, perhaijs, in its

plete. Too many of the works actuaUy exhibited
| leaiiing lines, and too monotonous iu its rows of

square-headed windows, but still a very credit-

able effort, There are two spires in tho facade,
which want dignity, and the battlements are e: •

aggerated in proportion. The general effctt,

however, is certainly good. In the same cha-
racteristic style is a City Gate, designed by
Herr Tiode, and exhibited by tho Berlin
Academy of Architecture. This fails through
over-picturesqueness. It looks like a sttrap from
the backgrotmd of an etching by Albert Diirer.

Thecomposition contains three gateway s, cro\viied
with high gabled roofs ; the whole design bristles

with angles and spikes, and Gothic eccentricities.
Still it is a good sign that such an attempt should
be made. Something of tho same sort, though
not so pure, is to be seen in the sketch for a
bridge by G. Schirrmacher—a nondescript com-
position with elliptical arches ami Gothic turrets
at each end. The same architect exhibits a
villa, in a sort of Egyptian-classical style, such
as he might have dreamt of after reading
Moore's " Alciphron." The greenliouse style of
architecture, with glass roofs and domes, and
abundance of gay colouring, is employed, with
some ability, by Messrs. Meuron and Ilaller, of
Hamburg, for a winter house iu the Zoological
Gardens of that city. " Drawings of a Princely
Residence," by Herr Habelt, though sent for ex-
hibition by the Berhn Academy, are very un-
satisfactory. The style is a mean form of Palla-
dian, with a dome added in a kind of debasetl
Gothic detail. Two theatres are exhibited, one by
Emmerich, the other (the first prize for the new
opera at Vienna) by Giese. Some of the origiiipl

designs, and many others, which illusti'ate anciei t
buildings, are engraved iu Ernst and Korn's
Magazine of Architecture. Tho artists, to whom
those engraved plates are credited, are Botticher,
Graeb, Von Quast, Rmige (who illustrates the
brick architecture of Italy), Salzenberg (who
gives us .jome early Chiistian architecture from
Constantinople), Schinkel, Stiiler, Von Stillfried,

and others. Upon the whole the German dis-

play of architecture is highly creditable.

Stid better, however, is the Austrian coutri-

bution to the Architecttiral GaUery of the Exhi-
bition. Its chief ornament is Ferstel's Votive
Church at Vienna. This is a very considerable
work—a large cruciform cathedral, in rich
German Gothic, with apse and surrounding
aisles, two west spires in pierced work, and a
slender smaU fleche at the central crossing. It
is, in some respects, what we should call in
England an "academic" design, not showing
much spirit or originaUty; and the detail is

somewhat 'too much like confectionery. There
is much merit in the design for the Hungarian
Academy at Pesth ; a rectangular Gothic " hotel,"
five stories high—somewhat too prim, perhaps—
to which no less than three names are attached,
those of Fi'ey, Gerster, andHcnszelmanu. By Carl
Rosner we have a fair but commonplace design,
in the Basihean style, for the church of St. Cyril
and St. Methodius at Prague. There are two
dwarf spires at the w-est end ; inside, the usual
roof and apse, with mosaics and a Gothic balda-
chino over the altar. The new Gothic churches
—St. Lazarus, Vienna, and a cliurch at
Fiinfhaus, near the same city—by F. Schmidt,
are noticeable. The first is cruciform, with an
eastern apse and a ceniral octagonal Heche, the
aisles having a series of transverse gables along
their length. Herr Lippert exhibits a very good
design for the restoration of the cathedral at
OIniutz ; Herr Essenwein deUneates the church
and cloister of Wielovice, in GaUicia; and,
finaUy, MM. Van der Niill and A'ou Sicardsbm-g
send their prize drawings for the Vienna Opera-
house, designed iu a bastard kind of French
architecture.

The architectural display of HoUand is con-
fined to M. Cuypers, whose works, however, are
of a very high order. His best design is that for

the church of St. Catherine, Sindhoven, in the
early Pointed style, very ornate, with twin
western spires, and a huge rose in the west
li'ont above tkree portals, which are crowded
with statuary. Another parish church is that
lor UUt, designed in a sterner Gothic, cruci-
form, with tripled lancets in the clerestory,

an apsiilal east end, and a stone vault. It ia

entious to compare with our innumerable English
village schools M. Cuypers' design for an Ecole
Cinniniinalc for 300 children. With its class-

rooms, gaUeries, &c., it might be mistaken for

one of our o'lvn. M. Cuypers also sends some
cartoons for painted glass. The model of a
church, absurdly mounted on the top of the
bureau of tho Commissioner for HoUand, in tho
north aisle of the Exhibition buUding, is under-
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stood to be from a design by this excellent ar-

chitect.

From Russia we have only a few nondescript

original designs by Orlowsky and Bonstad,

besides some drawings fi-om the Duomo of

Orvieto. Spain sends a design for a librai-y, in a

heavy classical style, by Eegent ; and—what

is far more interesting—some coloured engra-

vings of the fine painted glass, in a bold natui'al-

istic style, from the church of S. Juan de los

Beyes, Toledo. A pretty drawing of one of the

richly coloui-ed chambers in the Vatican, by V.

Marchi, among the Roman pictures, deserves no-

tice. Fi-oni Italy there are numerous works, few of

which, however, claim any attention. Restoration

ofPompeian houses, or Roman temples, are favou-

rite subjects ofItalian architects, and new theatres

seem to be common. Sig. Martelli, however, at-

tempts a new Metropolitan Cathedral, in au in-

conceivably debased mixture of all styles, in which
the dome of the Pantheon and porticoes of all

sizes are jumbled together with Lombardio
towers. Sig. Damianiexhibicsacemeteiy. These

works are exhibited in the Italian Court in the

nave, and not in the North-west Gallerj'. A de-

feign for a public library, by Rossi Melocchi of

Florence, is hopelessly bad in every respect.

But some of the drawings of anoint buildings

"are of gi'eat interest. We wish the Italian archi-

tects woidd tiy to re'S'ive the noble Pointed
architectui'e of their own coimtry. We note

wilh pleasure a design for the restoration of

the fine Gothic monument of King Ladislaus,

in the chiu'ch of S. Giovanni at Carbonara
5n Naples. This is a noble composition in

three stages. Below there are seated figures,

above which is a recumbent effigy ; and
the whole is crowiied with an equestriau statue.

Colouring and guildiug are introduced, vrith good
taste and moderation, into the design. There is

also some timid colouring in a drawing for tlie

restoration of the Triumphal Arch of Alfonso of

AiTagon. Upon the whuie, this display of foreign

architecture, partial and incomplete as it is, is

enough to remind us how extraordinary would
have been the interest of a really international

exhibition of the contemporary arcliitecttu-e of
Europe.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDL^tND COUN'TIES
ARCK./EOLOGICAL AS.SOCIATION.

On Friday night last a conversa^irme was held in

connection with this association in the Assembly-
room of the Royal Hotel, Temple-row. Theie
was a large attendance.

Mr. S. TiM-MiNS read an interesting paper on

The Stkeets or Bik.mingham.

He said : The h'story of any town was more or
less the history of its streets, for if we could learn
when those streets were made, how they got
their names, who built the houses, who lived in

them, and what public events occuiTed in their
vicinity, we should gather very valuable materials
ior the history of tho town they formed. Mr.
Timmins then went on to show that in the
old time, when men said what they thought, the
names given to streets were gsnerajly descriptive
either of the purpose to which the street was
devoted, the place to which it led, or of the
ownership of the laud on which it was built.

They might be imperfectly classed, in fact, imder
the heads generally descriptive, territorial, topo-
graphical, and geographical, loyal, peraoual,
political, historical, ecclesiastical, rm-al, and
curious. Our descriptive streets were such as
the " Asylum-road," marking the site of the old
Children's Asylum; "Bank-alley," where a
b.mk no longer existed; "Brass-house Passage,"
which told us of an early brass-house erected by
our indignant townsmen when smelters were too
monopohstic and brass too dear; "Watery-
laue," which well deserved its name, when their
good friend Mr. Lines fii-st entered the town
seventy years ago ;

" Ch'ooked-lane," well
named, too ; and a host of others which were
named sufficiently plain to indicate their
meaning. Oar '"'Bull Ring" told us of the
ijerce sports of not many years ago, though
Bull-street had no coimection with it; "Gamp
hiU" reminded us of Prince Rupert, and "Gar-
rison-lane " of another incident in the great civil
war of those times; "Moat-row" of the ancient
seat possibly of the Lords of Birmingham;
"Holloway Head" of die tra(Hc-woi-n way from
Hales Owen; Cherry-street of " Walker's Cherry
Orchard;" Livery-street of the old livery stables
there

;
and New-street of its new existence in

the town. Our territorial streets were those

which took their names irom land OTsmers and
house owners, and their name was legion, for

whoever had a plot of land large enough to hold

a street or even a lane, was naturally anxious to

immortalise his name. Our ancient neighbom-s,

the Holtes of Aston, and their collaterals, had
given us Digby-street, Holte-street, Heneage,
Legge, and Lister streets, and other landed pro-

prietors had given us the names of their families,

as in Calthorpe, Gough, Dartmouth, Bagot, Sher-

lock, Cregoe, Colmore, Wrottesley, and other

streets. Our geogi'aphical and topographical

street names were not numerous nor very re-

markable. Some were named from the place to

which they led, as Bristol, Lichfield, Stafford,

Worcester streets, &c. ; others were more local,

as Ashted-row, Coleshill-street, Dudley-street,

and Bath-row, which could scarcely be called so

from Bladud's city, but probably from some pre-

liistorical bath in the neighbom-hood. The
streets named from the Avon, the Severn,
and the Trent, and our new Malvern and
Henly streets had no special reasons for the
the names they bore. Our loyal streets, as might
be expected, were not numei'ous, the New-street
station ha\^g destroyed our King and our
Queen streets. We had, however. King Alfred's-

place, and King Edward's-road, a Victoria-street

at Bordesley, and another at Sparbrook, as well

as an Adelaide, two Albert-streets, and a Regent-
street, and the two contending houses of York
and Lancaster blessed the more jjopulous parts

of the town with their royal names. Ovtr his-

torical streets were more numerous and various,

and sei-ved to show pretty nearly the dales at

which they were laid out and built. Our Ick-

nield-street and Warstone-lane carried us far

back to Roman, if not to the earlier British

days before the Romans came. Biucher-street,

Victoi-ia-street, Waterloo-street, and Bagian-
street, marked their own eras, as did several

others. Our local worthies gave us but few oi'

their names—Basker^ille•place and Hutton's-
pliKO being best known ; and few, perhaps, weie
aware that we had a Johnson and a Shakspeare-
street. Many of our names, however, seemed to

have been taken from London localities, and
suggested some curious contrasts -n-ith their

London prototypes. Our political streets

took their names from various causes. Fa-
mous as we had been for riots and reforms,
none of our streets liore such names. We had,
however, Cromwell, Milcon, Brougham, and a
few other such streets, and our land societies had
furnished a large crop of Newdegate, Spooncr,
Bracebridge, Geach, Osier, Peel, Hawkes,
Muntz, Scholefield, Dawson, and many other
streets bearing names not generally known. Our
ecclesiastical streets we should know best by
their prefix, saint, although there were many
others, such as Chad-road, Shadwell-strect, Mass-
house-street, Bishopsgate-street, Glebe-sti-eet,

and the Upper and Lower Priory. Our rur'al

names of streets mark very cmiously the changes
which had occurred dming the last hundred
years. Otu- Bell Barn-roatl and om- Windmill-
street told us of country scenes and pleasant gar-
deus, now covered and forgotten by our ever-
gvmruig streets ; and om- Ladywell-walk, Pros-
pect-row, Sheepeote-street, Bowling-green-
sti-eet. Rocky-lane, Watery-lane, Sandy-lane,
Spring - street, Sum-mer - street,, and many
streets, were equally suggestive. Our cu-
rious streets were lai* too numerous to be
fully considered, as the time allotted him ha I

nearly expired. Beginning, however, at the be-
ginning, we had an "AB Row," a "Balloon-
street, some " Amlivia Buildings" (whatever that
might be), a "Betolam Row," a " Good Knave's
End" (an inconsistency one could hardly under-
stand) a Harper and a Singer had a hiU a-piece,
an "Alley" which had been "Needless" for a
hundred 3-ears ; a Paradise - street, where
" subjects " were drawn on one side and quar-
tered on the other—(laughter)—au Oxygen-sU'eet
to exhilirate, and a Walmer Lane for a winter
establishment—a Cannon-street and a MiUer-
street^—(laughter)—an Easy Bow and a Hen's
Walk, and a Friday and a Saturday Bridge.
Whence some of our streets got their names
was "one of those things that no fellah
(even of au Ai-chaeological Society) could
make out." (Laughter.) Take Buck and Doe
streets for example—^natural enough—but why so
named ? Was Bnck-street ever Roebuck-street ?

Did Roe get a writ of ejectment, and Doe only
remain ? or did some Foresters buy the land and
lay it out ? For many of our curious stieets
some etymologies could be supplied, but an awful
question came, which many had asked, but none

had answered—who was Oozells ? and why should

he have a street? (Laughter.) Mr. 'I'immins

then closed his paper by thanking Mr. Lines, Mr.

Malius, and many others, for their loan of valu-

able rehcs, and inviting his audience to inspect

them.
A short discussion followed, after which Mr.

George Dawson gave an address upon " Tho
Songs of Shakspeare."
The meeting altogether was a very successfiil

one.

Coxrcspniicntc.

EMBANKMENT OP THE THAMES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE "BUILDING NEWS."

Sir,—I read with much surprise in the Times

that the engineer, Mr. Bazalgette, has been ob-

liged to forego his own correct plau, because his

masters (the Metropolitan Board), fancy they
know better than he does "the laws which re-

gidate a tidal stream." It is monstrously absurd
to think for a moment that a river in its upper
or higher range (from bank to bank), should be
wider than it is below, and that it is necessary to

have double the « idth, or nearly so, at Htmger-
ford, to that at London and Southvvark-bridges

;

for such increase of widths upwards must accumu-
late silt, mud, and other foul deposits, as it does

now in its present unnecessary width at Hunger-
ford, and Waterloo-bridges. Sui'ely such absurdity

will not be carried into execution, in the face of

common sense and practical reason ; which plainly

shows that "a river shmdd expand in its width
downwards, aud not upwards ;" and any one who
will see a departure from tliis correct i'ule will

always find that it is to the disadvantage of the

river stream by the accumulation of deposits.

A slight increase of the parallel of width at a

sharp curve or bend of the river (at llimgerford-

bridge) may be of advanta,ge, but if overdone,

must be at great disadvantage.

I oiier these remarks openly and freely, having

devoted many long years of patient and perse-

vering efforts to get the Thames embanked ; but

I see my plans and others are freely used with-

out even the graciousness of admitting who gave

the fii'st ideas or plans.

Respeotfiilly yours,

Milford, Nov. 1, 1S62. W. Avstins. C.E.

THE EFFECT OP THE FORM OF THEATRES
ON THE TRANSMISSION OF SOUND.

Sir,—So far as I can gather from Mr. T. Roger
Smith's communication in your last issue, ho

objects

—

1. Te the use of " isacoustic," preferring that

of " isoptic " curves.

2. That the isacoustic cui'vc is not delineated

horizontally, but vertically.

0. That "the instance of Her Majesty's

Theatre is not at all a convincing one as to the

superiority of the elliptic plan for acoustic effect,

as the Thean-e of Parma, which was of veiy large

size, and had a semi-circular auditorium, was quite

as famous in its day for acoustic success ;" aud

that " Mr. Scott RosseU's curve was not con-

structed for the " deterioratiuu of an outline of

plan, intended to insm-e equal distribution of

sound, but was devised for the regulation of sec-

tional arrangement of seats."

With regard to the first objection, that is a
matter of taste. I thiidc Mr. .Smith's suggestion,

worthy of attention, but as Mr. Scott Russell was
the first to define this curve iu modern times, I

deem it incumbent on a public writer to give it

the term he invented, and by which it has been

known for a long time past.

As for the isacoiustic curve not being delineated

hoi-izimtaUy but vertically, if Mr. Smith will refer

to the Building News for 1S5S (p. 1,228), he will

find that Mi-. Scott Russell .stated in his lecture,

that from his maxims a gentleman, who had never
been in a theatre in his life, and did not know
the d)-awing was for a theatre, di-ew a diagram or

plan of the horizontal arrangement of seats, which

is of a horse-shoe form, and hears a strong resem-

blance to the plan of Her Majesty's.

Reference to Buildlng News for the year before

last (p. 975) will show that in the discussion

which followed the reading of Mr. T. Roger

Smith's paper on Acousrica, at the Institute of

British Architects, Mr. Scott Russell declared the

semicircle (which Mr. Smith now says, in last

week's letter, may be used with as much success

as the elliptical form) ia " the very worst form of
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buihling," but that Her Majoftty's wns, "of all

buildings be luid ever ecen, tUe most woiulori'ul

buililiiig for seciug and hearing perfectly from
ovory juirt of the liouse."

Mr. Smith wrote last week that Her Majesty's

is not a proof of the superiority of an elliptical

plan over a semi-circular one ; but in Ins lec-

ture be said, after reference to the Faraese
theati'e, "of more modem theatres, perhaps, not
one is so famous for acoustic effect as the Opera-
house in the Haymarket." How, then, are these

two statements to be recoucilud ? That Mr. Scott

Russell did not intend to deteriorate plans for

the equal distribution of sound, is self-evident,

from his having named tlic curve he defined
*' equal henriiip ;" and that he did not limit himself
to sectional arranp:ement of scats is quite as eW-
dent from what has been quoted aUovu as to the

ground plan of a theatre drawn by liis friend.

With respect to the acoustic success of the
Farnese theatre, I have shown {p. 330 of your
present volume) that the statements as to

its capacity differ so much as to justify* doubts
of the accuracy of all accounts of it, including

ite alleged acoustic success. I do not at all

see that the "few words in the article on
the construction of theatres, in yoiu" number for

2-lth Oct., are liable to jiossible misinterpreta-
tion " in the sense indicated by Mr. Smitli's re-

marks; for while I wrote that the success of the
Operahouse may be said to demonstrate the theory
of the isacoustic curve, I at the same time wrote
that the horse-shoe form interferes "v^nththe line

of visionj" and that " the semi-circle is decidedly
the best form for the spectator}- to enable all that
passes on the stage being seen," instancing, in

proof of the assertion, Wyatt's Drury-lane,
Quarenghi's Theati-e at St. Petersburg, Louis's

theatre at Bordeaux, and others.

I am, iSrc,

The Writer of the Akticles.

€km\, Chiittl, grirool an& ctkr

§uili)ing |ntclligfiicr.

CHURCHES.
Bettiscombe.—On Tuesday week tins church

was consecrated by the Bish'>p of Salisbury. The
style of the new building is Early Perpendicular,
after the type of its predecessor, but mA)re becoming
and elaborate in detail, and of so much grtater di-

mensions that it will now conveniently accommodate
a contrregation of KiO on the ground flonr, instead
of only 90 as heretofore, even with the aid of an un-
sightly gallery, while the high inconvenient pews
have been substituted by neat open seats. The walls
are built offlint in random work, >vith bands of na-
tive stone, though the arches, doors, &e., are of

Ham-hill. Open-timbered hammer-beam roofs give
heiglit and grace to the nave and aisle, the corbels

being carved into designs of fruit and flowers j and
the roof of the chancel is also of open-stained deal,

though the ribs are arched and somewhat pointed,

springing from moulded corbels. The body of the
church has low open seats, and on each side of the
chancel, which is raised above the nave by a step of

Pennant stone, there are oak stalls, with open tra-

ceried fronts, and the end of the one on the south
side forms the prayer-desk, there being a neat lec-

tern on the opposite side, hut bi'lowthe step. The
sacrarium has two Purbeck marble steps \vith en-
caustic tile risers, and the space within is paved
with Godwin's tiles, of rich pattern, while the
whole floor of the chancel is also laid with co-
loured squares. On the other side, in the south-
east corner of the nave, there is a fine Bath stone-
pulpit, given by the Yen. Archdeacon Hustable,
brother of the rector, and in the four panels, which
are richly traceried, are the emblems of tdie Evan-
gehsts. Mr. J. liicks, of Durchester, was fchearehi-
tect. Under his superintend.'nee the w<a-k has been
carried out by ilr. Edward Brooking, of Wey-
mouth ; the carved work having been executed by
Mr. Bruge, of Chiselborough.

New Walsokex.—a new chapeJ of ease has just
been built in this district from the designs of Mr.
Adams, of Wisbeach.

Durham.—The Bishop of Durham conseeratedj
on Tuesday week, the new burial ground in con-
nection with the parishes of St. Mary-le-Bow, St.

Mary-the-Less, and the Cathedral and Castle pre-
cincts.

South Newnton.—On Thursday week the parish
church of South Newntuu was reopened. The
north side of the church, which is now in the Early
English style of architecture, has been entirely re-
built ; and the south Bide has been considerably
iniproved and repaired. The ropf is entirely new.
The church, which is covered virith red tiles, is pre-
cisely the same size as before its restoration, and i^

capable of seating about 300 persons. Tlic nave is

about 10 ft. by 22 ft., and the walls are If. ft. high.

There arc also on the north sidt- su'veral new win-

dows—one a triple-lighted, and the remainder two-
lighted wihdows. The church has been re-pewod
and re-floored, the seats being of a character similar

to those now usually found in parish churches.

and the floor is paved with diamond-shaped red
bricks. A stone pulpit has been substituted for the
former one, and an oak reading-desk has been
placed opposife the pulpit. A new porch has been
ercct-t'd on the south side of the building, and the

old font has been cleaned, the paint taken off, the
inside h-aded, and the outside stonework now as-

sutncs its natural appearance. The tower has also

been cleaned and re-painted, and a new tenor bi^l

has been presented to the parish by Mr. Cliffe. Mr.
J. L. I'earsim, of 32, Harley-stroet, London, was
the architect ; Mr. Wilkinson, of West Lavington,
executed the carp'-ntcr's work ; and Mr. Salmon, of

Devizes, and Mr. Keepence, of Bottlesford, under-
took the masonry and brickwork.

SCHOOLS.

Bedford.—The Howard Chapel Memorial
Schools were opened last week. According to the
Beiifiird I'liii'-s, these buildincrs, which are erected
at the back of the chapel, consist of general school-

room, three class-rooms, minister's vestry, water-
closets, and lavatory. The large room is 40 feet by
25 feet, and 23 feet high to the ceiling line ; the
area eontaiius 1 ,000 feet, and the cubiL-al confci?nts are
60,125 feet, accommodating 25tlchildivn. The walls

are stuccoed and drawn, in imitation of ston? ; the
roof, which is chiefly open, consists of ti-.*-t.cams,

with suspension bars and ciirved ribs as principals,

with struts therefrom to support the purlins,

dividing the roof into five bays or compartments;
the centre one is ceiled with plaster and is air-tig-ht

;

the two extreme compartments are ceiled with
pierced zinc, the one to allow the insfress of fresh

air by means of a lonvi*e air-shaft, and the other
the egress of the vitiated air, which is accelerated
by the nse of Chadwick's patent archimedian ven-

tilator. The stoves are similar to those used in the
publ'C schools of America, with aii* chambers at the
back, warming the adjoining class rooms simultane-
ously. On either side of the public room is

formed an arched recess, constituting a platform for

the superintendent and speakers on the one side and
the choir and harmonium on the other. The win-
dows are glazed with tinted opaque glass prepared
for the purpose, and all the woodwork is stained and
varnished. The works, which were commenced in

June last, have been executed by Messrs. James
Fi'aueis and Son, Joy, and CarHng, from the designs

and under the superintendence of Mr. Usher, archi-

tect and surveyor, MiU-street, Bedford.

Birmingham.—^New Jerusalem schools have just

been l^uilt at Birmingham. Thomas Willau, Esq.,

was the architect, and Mr. *^ohn Smith the builder.

The outlay has been between £700 and £Su0.

Gkavesend.—The new ragged schools of Graves-
end were opened on Thursday week. The building

is from a design by Mr. J. B. Cooper, and is a sub-
stantial brick erection, with slated roof, 55 ft. front-

age, and 22 ft. 9 in. wide, in two stories. The front
doors and -windows are finished with red brick rusti-

cations and arches, and a cement tablet insciihed
" Ragged School, erected 1804," runs along the
entire front, below the one-pair windows. The
lower story contains three apartments, 20 ft. by
13 ft., and 11 ft. high, suitable for class rooms for

the senior scholars, mothers' meetings, &c. The
upp^r story oontnius one large school-room, 54 ft.

by 21 ft., and 19 ft. high in the centre. The con-
tract was taken by Mr. W. Gould.

Uppingham.—The accommodation of the old

rooms of the Uppingham Grammar School, having
for a long time past been found to be quite inade-
quate to its requirements, it was resolved by the
prinoipals to erect substantial additions, which
consist in a new library and class room, each 28 by
22 ft., and on the same floor is a covered play-
ground 32 ft. long by 28 wide., approached on two
of its sides tlu-ough an open arcade,with a projecting
porch on the east side, containing a very substantial
stone stair, leading to the large school-room above,
88 ft. long by 28 ft. wide. The roof of this room
will be open to the ridges and of Baltic fir ; light

is admitted on each side through deeply-recossed
pointed windows, di\-ided in the centre by stone
shafts, with moulded bases and carved capitals, and
the dogtooth ornaments on the outer angle of jambs.
The windows to the library and class room ai'e

similar, except having under a richly moulded arch
a c-arved medallion, which forms a square head to
each of the lights. At the north end of the school,

and facing the street, will be a large five-light vrin-

dow of geometrical design ; the height from ground
to ridge ^vill be upwards of 50 ft. Connected with
the school by an open porch a spacious chapel is

being erected, 98 ft. long by 30 wide. The entrance
is from the porch, op^'uing into an outer chapel at
the west end, formed by a screen uf elabt:»rate de-

sign, with recesses for seats in west wall. Springing
from each side are moulded arch ribs, supporting
floor of organ loft above. The buildings are inform
of tlie letter L on plan, at the internal angle of

which is a circular hell turret, surmounted by a
stone spirelet, and contaiuiug a stone stair leading
to organ loft and sacristy ; the latter is formed over
the groined oeiUng of porch. The chapel is a simple
parallelogram, with massive buttresses on each
side ; and at east end, in each of the bays between
the buttresses will be a geometrical traceried window,
and at the east end will be a large liv.'-light window.
At the west entl will be thx'ee simple lancets, with
rose window in the gable abcjve. The arrann;ement of
the scats are, we think, excelhrnt, having one broad
gangway up the centre, with op^u seats on each
side, and one row of stalls ajjainst the walls. At
the west end, on either side of chaucel, which is not
f/fi^ratcdj will be an arcade of trefoiled arches, sup-
ported on marble columns, and lin^d at the back
with alabaster. The fl )or will be laid with Minton's
tiles, and the whole of the roofs covered with West-
moreland slates. T''- ir.j.aici^'S to be, when com-
plete, a very successful work, and is bein^ executed
in Clipsham stom from the designs of Mr. Street,

by Messrs. Halliday and Cave, of Oakham, under
the superintendence of Mr. Wallis, clerk of
works.

BUILDINGS.

Bishop Auckx.\nd.—On Tuesday week, a new
town hall was opm I'd at Bish 'p Auckland. The
building, wlii?h is from th'* design of Mr. John
Johnstone, of N -wcastb, is situated in the heart of
the town, adjoining .St. Ann's Chapd. The building
faces westward, the lower story being built entirely
of freestone, and the upper part tastefully blocked.
The principal entrance, which is groined, is

surmounted by a neat stone balcony; but
the entrance to the covered market is merely
plainly arched. The roof Is of rather a re-
markable construction, three of the outward
coruL^rs being angl --roofed, and surmounted wdth
iron palUsauing ; while a beautiful varnished oak
spire springs from the centre, and gives to the whole
a pleasin.< and charjuin:^ appearance. The clock
with which the base of the spire is ornamented,
was placed there by Mr. W. Buxton, of Bishop
Auukland, but was supplied, at a cost of £50, by
Mr. Watson, of M.mchester. The height of the
building, from the fl:)or to the eaves, is 42 ft. 6 in.

:

the angle-roofs are about 23 ft. ; and the entire
height, from the fl:)or to the top of the spire, is

over loo ft. The music-hall, or large room, runs
from west to east, and measures 84 ft. in length by
39 ft. iu width. The wall all rouml, for about the
height of 6 ft , is covered mth varnished oak. The
ceiUug of the room, which is hammer-beamed and
sealed on the under side, presents a very pretty
appearance; the rafters being stained and var-
nished, and the ceiling painted blue, from which is

suspended three star-lights, each with fifty burners.
A platform, is erected at the east end of the room,
on both sides of which are suitable retiring rooms,
with every convenience. There is also a smaller
public room', 26 ft. by 17 ft., which can be had
on all occasions. On the ground floor they have
fitted up a Turkish bath, heated by a " Gill" stove,
which will be placed in the cellars, the whole stand-
ing on a piece of ground 4S ft. by 24 ft. Offices for
the Board of Health, rooms in which sociities of
various kinds may assembl-', news rooms, and shops
will also be on the ground floor. In connection
with the building there is a small covered market,
w-hich it is expected wall be found sufficiently large
for the purpose for wliiuh it is intended. Mr. Cord-
ner, of Stanhope, is the contractor; Mr. Thompson,
of Newcastle, manager of the works ; and Mr.
Bolam, of Newcastle, clerk of the works. Although
the original '/ontract was about £6,000, it will cost
£2,000 or £3,000 more before it is completed.

Keiss.—Keiss Castle, in the county of Caithness,
belonging to Major Mackay, has been rebuilt at a
cost of about £7,000. The architect was Mr. David
Bryce, Edinburgh.

Aberdeen.—The new barracks erected by the
county, for the accommodatiim of the Royal Aber-
deenshii'e Highlanders, militia regiment, in King-
street-road, are approaching completion. They con-
sist of a large square, \vith castellated front and gate-
way to King-street-road. The interior court will form
an excellent drill-ground. On two sides of it are a
series of arched sheds, running the entire length of
the side wings with rooms above, to accommodate
the sfaff-sergeants and their families. The orderly-

room adjoins the entrance gateway, and at the fur-

ther end are the quartermaster's offices, with spa-
cioiis store-room for d.<.ithing. and accoutrements,
and which is air. ady occupied. The entire cost of
the buildings ivill not be under £10,000.

RESTORATIONS, ETC.

Bath.—Several alterations have recently been
effected in the Mineral Water Hospital at Bath.
The small dormitories have been enlarged, and
more light and improved ventilation have been in-

troduced. New windows have also been put in

the place of those that were completely worn out.

Belleau.—The parish church of Belleau, Lin-
coln, has just been restored from t-he designs and
under the direction of C. E. Giles, Esq., architect

of London. The original arcadin;! and rood stair,

case, whioh are objects of great interest, have bee-

preserved, as also the piscina aud its accompanying
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altar bracket, aumbryc, &o. As regards carving,

these are fiue specimens of the period, and have

now a fitting accompaniment in a beautifully-carved

and inlaid rcredus of three panels. In the centre

panel is a cross, inlaid with spar and coloured mar-

bles ; and in the two-side panels are carved quatre-

foils, inlay and marble. The pulpit is of stone,

supported on red Mansfi''ld shafts, carved cornice,

and centre panel inlaid with coloured marbles and
cement. The sittings are open. The roof is open
timbered, with the spaces between coloured ultra-

marine, which gives a light and pleasing eifect to

the interior. The church ia paved with Maw's
encaustic tiles in varied colours. The reredos and
carving generally was executed by Mr. H. Ezard, of

Bath and London. Mr. Maxey^ of Louth, was the

builder. The outlay has been £1,600.

^tiitufs, peinoriiils, iff. .

Bloomsbvry. — A monument has just been
erected in the parish church of St. Georgo's,

Bloomsbiirj, to the meinory of the late Dr. Henry
Montagu Villiers, Bishop of Durham. It is a plain,

unornamonted tablet, and bears the following in-

scription :

—

" To the Memory of the Hon. and Right
Bev. Henry Montagu VilUers, late Lord Bishop of

Durham, fur fifteen years ri*ctnr of this parish, who
died August 9, 1S61, aged forty-eight years. This
tablet is erected in grateful recognition of the ser-

vices of a faithful minister, and in affectionate re-

membrance of a valued friend."

France.—It is stated that M. VioUet-le-Duc, in
conjunction with M. A. Millet, known as the designer
of the tomb of H. Miirger, has been commis-
sioned by the French Government to execute a
statue of tlie Gaulish Chieftain Vercingetorix, to

he about six metres in height, and placed upnn a
pedestal at the summit of Mont Alesia, the prin-

cipal theatre of the defence made by the celebrated
commander against the Roman invasion.

gvinlung fountains.

LiciiFiT^LD.—A drinlving fountain, presented by
Dr. Dowley, has just been erected at the southern
angle of the museum building, Tjichffeld, by Mr. S.

Wood, the sculptor. The design is " Christ and
the woman of Snmaria at the well."

Maidstone.—A fountain was opened on Wednes-
day week, at Maidstone, the gift of A. Randall,
Esq., late high sheriff of the county. The late Mr.
Thomns was the sculptor. The fountain is executed
in Portland stone, standing upon a base of red
Mansfield stone. A statue of her ]\Iajesty the
Queen, carved in white Sicilian marble, occupies
the central portion^ and is surmounted by a richly

-

moulded and traceried canopy, with crockets on
angles, and gablets, and ball flowers carved round
the arches j and an ornamental metal cross, painted
and gilded, forms the filial. The canopy is groined
inside, and has a crown carved at the apex ; and it

is supported iipon four columns of polished red
granite, the caps carved in Portland stone, with an
angel holding a jialm branch over each. In the
moulding encircling the base of the statue are the
royal armSj the Kentish arms, the Maidstone
arms, and Mr. Randall's arras ; and a slab of
polished red granite is inserted in a panel
beneath the same, with the following incrip-
tion, in gilt letters

— '* The gift of Alexander Ran-
dall to his native town, l^:^^»3." There are two
jets {one on the north and the other on the south
side of the fountain), which are received in basins
of polished red gi-anite. There are also niches at
the base to enable dogs to drink. The whole stands
upon an octagonal platform of stone, 14 ft. 6 in. in
diameter, and the total height is 31 ft. The erec-
tion of the structure was carried out under the
superintendence of ilr. H. Blandford, architect, of
Maidstone. The fountain is supplied on one side
with water from the Maidstone Waterworks Com-
pany, and on the opposite side from the water of
the Pavement Commissioners.

of treatment appropriate to historic art, a merit
whichj in commenting upon it, should not be over-

looked. Technical aifficulties of execution must
attract the attentiou of comparatively few obser-

vers, but the geu' ral appropriaten- ss of treatment
to the nature of the subject cannot fail to attract

remark, and in this respect this beautiful window
is quite equal to any other yet placed in the cathe-
dral."

Hagworthingham.—A small stnlned glass win-
dow (an emblem of the Trinity) has been put in
the chancel of the parish church of Ilagworthing-
hamj being the second added by the rector's family.

GLASfiOW.—Another addition to the painted
windows of Glasgow Cathedral has just been made.
It is the gift of Messrs. Lumsden, and has been
erected in the nave of the cathedral. It is from the
designs of Mr. Henry Ainmiller, and represents the
story of Esther. In the first light Mordecai and
his beautiful niece are seen standing together ; he
welcomes her to his home, in which she is to be
regarded as a daughter. In the centre light
Ahasuerns crowns Esther Qneen, and in the third
division she kneels before him, entreating for her
people. A Glasgow paper says :—" The jewelled
robes and other emblems of Eastern splendour re-
quired a peculiar treatment in the execution of the
glass, which has been carried out with a care and
elaboration worthy of examination. Wo are
struck by tlie unsparing labour bestowed. This,
together with the very high finish of the window,
doesLnot impair the general breadth and dignity

§mxi\l Items.

The weekly meetings of the Institution of Civil

Engineers will he resumed on Tuesday next, the
11th instant, when a paper on '* The Railway
System "f Germany," by Robert Crawford, Assoc.
Inst. C.E.J of Homburg, will be read.

Railway Carriages in America.—The cars, as

the Americans designate their railway carriages, on
the road from Cleveland to Cincinnati are among
tlip nicest ever seen. They are not only brightly

painted, gilded, and upholstered, and furnished
with retiring-rooms, but are warmed in winter,

cooled In summer, and thoroughly ventilated. In
the warmest days of an American summer, with
the thermometer at a hundred, and the train enve-

loped in clouds of dust, these cars are clean, airy,

and cool. By ingenious machinery a constant cur-

rent of air is cooled and washed clean from dust by
being made to pass through showers of water. In
winter these cars are warmed and ventilated with
hot air, supplied in great abundance by a similar

apparatus. These cars, it is true, are not very ex-

clusive. They seat 30 or 111 passengers. The gen-
tlemanly " conductor walks through the entire

train to examine tickets, when it is in rapid motion;
so the boy who sells newspapers, books, and sugar-
plums has free access, and the coloured gentleman
who supplies the passengers with water, where that

luxury is not kept in well-iced reservoirs in every
car. But the lack of exelusivencss is compensated
to tlie traveller who wishes to see the people of the
country he is passing through.

New Organs.—On M<mday week, a large organ,
consisting of three manuals compass, C C to G,
fifty-six notes, ami twent^'-niu':' pedal notes, from
C C C to E, built l)y ^les^rs. William Holt and Son,
of Leeds, was opened in the Wesleyan Chapel,
Mount Pleasant, Bacup, near Manchester.—A new
i^rgan is being erected at the United Free Metho-
dists' Chapel, in Brougham-street, Sunderland,
which has lately been enlarged. Mr. Sherborne,
jvin., is the builder.—The organ in St. Mary's
Church, Barnard CasUc, York, has beon thoroughly
rent-wed, and a new stop added by Mr. Bell, organ
builder, York.

New Books.—In Mr. Murray's list of forth-

coming works, we find a second series of Mr.
Smile's "Lives of the Engineers," mth por-
traits and one hundred illustrations, containing
George and Robert- Stephenson ; a * Life of Sir

Joshua l^eynolds," with notices of Hogarth, Wil-
son, Gainsborough, and other artists, by the Inte

C. R. LesUe, R. A., edited by Tom Taylor ; Mr.
Fergusson's ''Illustrated History of the Modern
Styles of Architecture " ; the " Ruined Cities

within Numidian and Carthaginian Territories," by
N. Davis ; a c<.)ntinuation of the " Cathedrals ofEng-
land," including those of Peterborough, Ely, Nor-
mch, and Lincoln ; a " Handbook of Sculpture,
ancient and modern," translated from the German,
uniform with Kugler's " Handbook of Painting."

DoNCaster Building Society.—This week
serious defalcations have been f>und in the accounts
of the Doneaster Building Society. It appears that
the society has been managed almost entirely by the
secretary, a tradesman who, up to this time, has
occupied a good position, and enjoyed the respe.t of
all. An examination of the accounts, by a com-
mittee appointed for that x^urpose, has led to the
discovery that a systematic appropriation of the
moneys of the society has been carried on for a
period of some years, and this abstraction in the
aggregate reaches the large siim of £3,000, or
tliereabouts. In what ivay the secretary has been
able to take from the funds so large a sum of money
has not yet transpire.!, but a meeting of the share-
holders was called for Monday evening, when a
thorough investigation was to take place. Many
depositors have invested their savings in the so-
ciety, and the chances of losing aU or some portion
have given rise to great uneasiness. It is stated,
however, that the secn^tary has transferred over to
the trustees and managers property that will cover
at least £2,000 of the loss, and there are not a few
sanguine enough to believe that the entire loss will

be covered.

The Ruinous Condition op Venetia.^TIic
Church of St. Mark's, the Doge's Palace, and many
other of the former buildings of the Queen of the
Adriatac, are in a decaying cnndition. The repairs
recently undertaken atthe Government expense have

furnished a result that does not seem to justify any
very sanguine hopes as to the prolonged existence of
these architectural models. At all events, profes-
sional men are convinced that, unless large sums of
money be speedily applied to compensate the ravages
of time,'the proud city ofthe Doges will, within a few
decades, be doomed literally to fall to ruin, and leave
no other remembrance of their ancient glory then
the mere *' stones of Venice." It has also come out
on this occasion that the firing of guns and muskets
has been for some time prohibited in the neighbour-
hood of St. Mark's, and the salutes of the guard-ship
even are given with half the usual charge, lest the
Palace of the Doges should collapse before its ap-
pointed time. The cause ofthe present ruinous con-
dition of the city has been attributed chiefly to cli-

matic influences and the saline incrustations cover-

ing the basements of all the more prominent build-

ings; but the Austrian papers are also inclined to
throw part of the guilt upon the indifference of tho
Venetians and the marked neglect of the old Dogea
in takinii steps for the preservation of their own
property.

Institution op Civil Engineers.—The Council
of the Instituti in of Civil Engineers have awarded
the following premiums :—1, A Telford Medal, the
Manby premium, in books, and a Stephenson Prize
of 25 giiineas, to Charles Augustus Hartley, M.
Inst. C.E., for his "Description of the Delta, and
of the Works recently executed at the Sulina Mouth
of the Danube."—2, A Telford Medal and a Miller

Prize of 15 guineas, to John Henry Muller, of the
Hague, for his pap^r " Oa Reclaiming Land from
Seas and Estuari.;s."—3, A Telf trd Medal, and a
Miller Prize of 15 guineas, to John Paton, M. Inst.

C.E., for his paper *' On the Sea Dykes of

Schleswig and Holstein, anil «.)n Reclaiming Land
from the Sea." — 4, A Telford Medal, to James
Abernethy, M. Inst. C.E., for his "Description
and Illustrations of the Works at the Ports of

Swansea, Silloth, and Blyth."—5, A Telford Medal,
to John Bailey Denton, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper
"On the Discharge from UnderJrainage, and its

Eff'ect on the Arterial Channels and Outfalls of the

Country."—6, A Watt Medal, to Joseph D'Aguilar
Samuda, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper " On the

Form and Materials for Iron-plated Ships, and the

Points Requiring Attention in their Construction."
—7j A Council premium of books, to James Bruu-
lees, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on " Railway Ac-
cidents, their Causes and Means of Prevention."^
8, A Council premium of books, to Captain Doug-
las Galton, R.K., F.R.S., Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his

paper on " Railway Accidents, showing the Bearing
which existing Legislation has upon them."—V), A
Council premium of books, to Henry Charles Forde,
M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on The Malta and
Alexandria Submarine Cable."—10, A Council pre-

mium of books, to Charles William Siemens,
F.R.S., M. Inst.C.E.,for his paper "On the Electri-

cal Tests employed during the Construction of tho

Malta and Alexandria Telegraph, and on Insulating

and Protecting Submanne Cal)les."—II, A Council
premium of books, to James Atkinson Longridge,

M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on " The Hooghly and
thcMutla."—12, A Council premium of books, to

James Oldham, M. Inst. C.E., fnr his paper "On
Reclaiming Laud from Seas and Estuaries.'*

An Ice Palace.—Mr. Hassel, an architect, who
has been engaged in similar undertakings in Russia,
has issued proposals for the construction, by means
of subscriptions of shareholders, of an ice palace in

the St. Lawrence, opposite Montreal, in the ap-
proaching winter. The building is to be 40 ft. high,

1J4 ft. long, and 56 ft. deep, surrounded by a colon-

nade, and topped with a dome ; all, except the doors
and windows, to be built of ice. A large skating ring
is proposed to be annexed to the building. The
rooms, which will include a largo ballroom, ladies'

and gentlemen's rooms, and halls, are to be " all

heated by stoves, and warranted not to melt !
" It

is stated that the palace could be built in three or
four weeks, and at a cost of about 3,500 dollars.

Industrial Painting.—A revolution in indus-
trial painting is reported l)y M. Moigno, iu the Cos-

mos. On the 18th ult. he visited the electro- metal-
lurgical workshops of M. Oudry, at Auteuil, who
some time ago showed how galvanic or electrittytic

copper can be reduced to an impalpable powder, so

as to form the basis of a new paint. A later idea is

that of laying on this copper-dust on the coating of
benzole always put on the surface of casts before
covering them with copper by the galvano-plastic

process. He has eventually succeeded in obtaining
a mode of painting by means ofgalvanic copper ap-
plicable to wood, plaster, cement, steel, iron, tho
exterior of ships, &c., giving them a covering per-
fectly dry and inodorous after twenty-four liours,

taking a very agreeable lustre, and susceptible of

receiving by means of chemical re-agents all the
tones of bronze, &c., which may be given to pure
copper. M. Ondry has also succeeded in combining
with benzole, in addition to a very small quantity
of copper, the colours which have lead, zinc, &e., as

a base. As benzole, from its conversion into aniline

for the manufactiu'e of dyes, is becoining expensive,
.M. Oudry was led to trj' mineral oils, now so abun-
dant, and found them quite as eSectual as benzole.
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These hydro-carbonawill thu3 replace the expensive

drying veRetnble oils if M. Oiulry's proosa l)ej,'ene-

rally nviiihihle. M. Moigno states tliiit a V(TyM^'r.•l-

alilc ^.-reen lias lieen ^veu to tli.> balcnnios of the

New Theatre Franijuis by the new nietho I.

The annnal meeting of the Manchester (leo-

logical Society was held on Thursday, the ;iOth

ult. The society appears to be in a very flourishing

state.

Streets often need improvement ; those who
walk them, oftcner.

The distribution of prizes and certificates given

by the Society of Arts to the successful students of

the Glasgow Athen.'eum, took place on Thursday

week, in the large hall of that institution.

The public are now admitted to the British

Museum, to the end of Fi-bruary, on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, from 10 to 1 o'clock,

with the exception of the closed week, from the 1st

to the 7th January inclusive, and Ash Wednesday.

A project has been started at Hanley to convert

the School of Art into a memorial to the virtues

of the late Prince Consort. About £1,200 is re-

quired to carry out the design ; and the Mayor of

Hanley, Mr. Bontliroyd, has offered a donation of

£150, on condition of the whole sum required being

obtained. Upwards ofone-half the amount has been

already promised.

Prince Labanoff has presented his collection of

portraits of Peter the Great to the Imperial

Library of St. Petersburg.

It appears, after all, that the Wolverhampton
School of Art has been reopened. A new council

has been named, and the classes are ag.iin at work.

The session of the French Archajological Society

has been held at Saurnur, at the opening of which
M. de Caumont, the director, read a paper upon
the military architecture prevailing on the banks of

the Loire, from the fifth to the sixteenth century.

The Archaeological Society of Athens has deter-

mined to conduct their excavations in that city on a

still largiT scale.

It is said that the efforts which have for a long

time past been made to provide an electric tele-

graph for the fire brigade stations in the metropolis,

have resulted in an arrangement with the telegraph

companies.

The ceiling of Ely Cathedral was half finished at

the time of the death of M. Le Strange, who had
designed and was engaged in executing this beauti-

ful work. At the request of the Dean and Chapter,

Mr. T. G. Parry, of Highnam-court, Gloucester, an
intimate friend of M. Le Strange, and well known
as a skilful artist in mural decoration, has under-

taken the remainder of the work.

There have been discovered on the Esqniline hill,

at Rome, remains of a structure attributed to the

period of King Servius Tullius.

Two new theatres are to be built on the Boule-

vard du Prince Eugene at Paris ; two others, it is

said, in the t'i(c', and a large winter concert-room

in the Quartier Latin, near the Hotel Clun}'.

It is said that English homes have been found
for three-fourths of the articles that make np the

International Exhibition.

The keystone of the new bridge which is being

erected across the river Erwell, at Ageeroft, near

Manchester, was laid on Friday week by Mr. B. N.
Phillips, of "The Park," near Preswich.

On Sunday last, the United Presbyterian Church,
Eglinton-stroet, Glasgow, caught fire from the over-

heating of the pipes. The flames were soon extin-

guished.

It is expected that the Metropolitan Railway will

be opened for traffic on Monday next.

The second annual exhibition of the works of
living artists by the Glasgow Institute of Fine Arts,
was inaugurated on the evening of the l.'ith instant,

by a full-dress conversa:iane in the Corporation
Galleries,

patents iinli |nki\tions

Connected with ttie Building Tradk.

938. "W. Helme. Improvements in JirelUjhters. Dated
April 3, 1862.

The patentee claims, 1, constructing fire-lighters out of

the waste blocks of wood, either singly or combined, from
which cylindrical pieces for formintf bobbins, reels, 4c.
have been extracted, so that the whole of the remaining
poition remains connected together. 2, The construction of
fire-lighters, wherein a number of incisions are made in a
solid block or wood, so that a numl.>er of projecting pieces

are formed which remain connected together, by reason of

the incisions not having been cut right through the block,
as described. Patent completed.

94!. J. Newton. Improvements in the construction

of breakwaters, piers, and sea walls. Dated April 3, 1862.

This consists in forming suitable hollow iron or timljcr

casings, braced or stiffened, as may be required, which are

lowered or jdacud on the bottom of the sea, or bedn of rivers,

•to. Tho casings are then bolted, rivetted. or otherwise

fixed and si-ciin-d together. The further ingres-* of water is

then prevented by clay and sheet lead, or other substance-*,

placed round the base of the casings when sunlt. The
water in tho cisings is then pumped or taken out to enable

workmen to perform any operations. Patent completed.

912. G. HuNTKR. Improvements in machinery and fools

for cuttimj, sawinf/, and plnnitifj stone, marble, and slate.

Dated April 3, 1962.

This invention consists in certain arrangements of ma-
chinery for mounting saws, surfacing plates, or other cut-

ting tools, whereby they may be worked either vertically,

horizontally, or at an angle; also in the construction of

improved tools to be used therewith, or with any other

stone-cutting machinery. The spindles of the surfacing

plates or saws are mounted in brackets capalile of being

turned to any antfle with the length or the breadth of tho

stone to be operated upon. The stone rests upon a turn-

table, which lies upon a table having a traversing motion

imparted to it, so as to feed the stone forward when sawing

or surfacing, and arranged in such manner as to be readily

put in gear with a quick reversing motion, so as to travel

like an iron planing machine when necessary. The turn-

table has slots formed in it, and upon the under table are

long slides, a<;ted on by screws, having a number of holes

in them, wherein to insert grippers through the slots in

the turn-table for the purpo.se of securing the stone and

fhe turn-table. The turn-table is worked by worm-wheel
|

and worm, or by wheel-rack and screw, or any other con-

venient method. The machine is also provided with plan-

ing tools for the purpose of planing off the circular marks

left by the disc, or, if for slate slabs, for planing them in

the usual way, before or after sawing them. The patentee

makes the tools of bent steel, the size of which is regulated

according to whether the stone is'to be cut through or only

surfaced ; one end of the bent steel is worked bell-shaped,

whereby the necessary angle is obtained as well as space for

the tool holder. The tools may he semi-circular or tlat, or

pointed on the top side, according to t.he work required to

be done. PtttetU completed.

943. R. M. ToonooD and J. Latbourne. An improve-

ment in rail ivai/ crossings. Dated April 3, 1862.

This invention consists in forming welded cast-steel cross-

ing,- l>y welding Bessemer or ordinary cast-steel rails from

the point of the V or heart piece to the intersection of the

two rails. Patent completed.

948. A.Man.v. Jmjirovements in photograjihic apparatus.

Dated April 3, 1862.

This consists in certain improvements in photographic

apparatus, being contrivance.s for obtaining an instantaneous

exposure and closing of the lens, and for enabling the land-

scape photographer to secure impressions of clouds, or any

desired atmospheric effect, along with the darkest foreground

on the same plate. The invention, among other features,

comprises an improved apparatus forming a new photo-

graphic camera shutter for uncovering and covering the

lenses more conveniently, and admitting the requisite

amount of light in a much shorter time than by any existing

arrangement. The invention is not fully described apart

from the drawings. Patent completed.

951. J. F. WooDAi.L. Improvements in ventilating car-

riages /or common roads. Dated April 4, 1862.

The patentee claims the application to carriages or

vehicles for common roads wherein fresh air is atimitted

throufjh openings formed in the front or sidet, or both, of

the carriage, whilst the internal air is roused to escape

either directly through an opening formed in the roof, or

through an opening into a conducting tube, whence it

passes out through an op?ning at the back of the carriage,

the said openings for the ingress and egress of th^? air being

either uncovered or more or less hidden by suitable gratings

or ornaments, and either provided or not with suitable

valves for regulating at pleasure the extent of ventilation

as described. Patent completed.

958. H. Fr.ETCHETt. Improvements in valves for hy-

draulic presses and in apparatus comiected therewith, for

making or p)-essing blocks or bricks of coal or other material.

Dated April 4, 1862.

Here the inventor employs a self-acting valve, such as a

double or compensating valve, constructed of valves of

unequal size, and he so arranges them that, when the pres-

sure of water is exerted it tends to open them, and they

compensate each other, except by the difference of their

sizes. This differetce or inequality is compensated by

means of a lever and weight or spring, or by other suitable

means, so that the valves may be kept to their seats or

bearings, by a force which may be adjusted or varied as

desired. Patent abandoned.

SCO. A. WooDHOcsK and T. Hunter, jun. Improve-

)nents in the arrangement of kilns and fines for burning

bricks, tiles, quarries, and other like arlicles, and in utilising

the waste heat of the said kilns, and in stoves for drying

bricks, tiles, quarries, and other like articles. Dated
April 4, 1862.

This consists in the construction or arrangement of kilns

for burning bricks, tiles, and other articles, and la stoves

for drying bricks, tiles, ic, the object of the invention

being to use the waste heat obtained from one or more
kilns to heat the bricks, Ac. in an adjoining kiln or kilns,

and afterwards to conduct the said waste heat to stoves for

drying bricks, tiles, Ac. Patent abandoued.

969. J. Nock and W. K. Price. An improvement or i/n-

provemenls in gas cooking ranges. Dated April 4, 1862.

This consists in lining the inside of such ranges with

glazed tiles or slabs placed a slight distance within the

outside casing, the effect of which is, that a much higher

temperature can be obtained with a smaller consumption of

gas. Patent abandoned.

975. A. Clark. Improvements in the manufacture of
revolving UHndow-shutters and blin4s in windou: sash bars

and plates, also in apparatus used in such manufactures.

Dated April 5, 1862.

This consists— 1, in the application of flat, coiled, or

volute steel-tempered springs, combined with a barrel or

case revolving upon an axis for rolling up the shutters.

2. Part of the invention refers to mortising holes

through the laths of revolving shutters, to receive tapes or

steel strips for connecting them together. The third part

relates to the manafacture of sash bars and mouldings and
brass stall-board plates. Patent completed.

976. L. Faconnet. a new kind of tilejt. Dated April 5,

1862.
Th-s comprises various features of novelty in the form of

tiles, one being that, on a roof covered with them, no over-

lapping will be apparent; thus, if the roof be covered with

scale or shell-shaped tiles, it will form a perfectly plain

surface, as if made of one single piece. This is effected by
giving the tile several real or apparent thicknesses,

making it, for example, thinner at top and bottom than
in the intenuediato part, that which i« alone visible when
the tile is placed. These tiles are provided with certain

ribs, notches, and grooves for strengthening, fixing, and
carrying off water. Patent completed.

980. C. S. DifNCAN. An improved method of an appa^
ratus for ventilating, cooliiifj, or suppressing fire in public
and private buildings or rooms. Dated April 7, 1862,

This arrangement consists ossentially in an arrangement
of pipes for distributing water over the roofs of buildings
or rooms for the purpose of cooling them, or for extin-
guishing fire, and in carrying such pipes into every room of

985. G. Haseltysk. Improvements in lamps especially
designed for burning hydro-carbon oils. (A communica-
tion.) Dated April 7, 1862.

The first part of this invention consists in an improve-
ment on the " Argand burner," by which coxplete combus-
tion is effected without a " button," and with a short
chimney, not exceeding three inches in length. Instead of

the cylindrical wick tube of the Argand burner, several

tubes are employed, being arranged concentrically in the
form of a truncated cone, the upper ends nearly touching
one another, and the lower ends being considerably
separated, so as to admit a free access of air inside. And
instead of the common button nn inverted conical deflector

is used, placet! centrally within the space formed by tho
wick tubes. This arrangement makes a practical portable

coal oil lamp. The second part of the invention consists

in the use of separate serrated wheels forraisingand adjust-

ing the wicks independently of each other. Patent com-
pleted.

936. W. N. Nicholson, Improvements in ranges and
stoves. Dated April 7, 1862.

This invention consists in forming the fronts, panels,
plates, and doors of kitchen ranges, and the panels of

stoves, of enamelled iron. The invention also consists in
means of fixing such enamelled iron, by forming frames in
ca; t iron plates, and fitting the enamelled iron therein
without screw or rivet fastenings; also in casting hollow
projections in the cast iron plates, for the purpose of screw-
ing therein taps or other necessary appliances. The
enamelled iron plates have apertures formed therein,
previous to being finished, to fit over such projections.

The invention also consists in an improved form of hinge
for the doors in kitchen ranges. The inventor casts a
hollow boss with, and extending nearly the whole length of,

the door, whereby great strength is obtained, and the use of
detached hinges, rivetted in the usual manner, is dispensed
with. This boss fits between two lugs on the plate to
%vhich the door is to be hinged, and a pin is passed through
the lugs and boss. Patent abandoned.

989. J. Carringtox. Improvements in paving stables

and stable-yards. Dated April 1, 1862.

In carrying out this invention the inventor proposes to
make bricks with rounded tops and edges which, when
brought together and cemented in their places, will pro-

duce a grooved surface, and will give the horse a good foot

hold, and the edges being rounded the animal will not be
liable to injure his haunches when lying down. As both
the top and bottom edges of the bricks are rounded either

side may be placed uppermost. The bricks should also be
arranged diagonally, so that the grooves by running all in

the same direction may be easily kept clean by means of a
broom. Patent abandojied.

990. W. Steven. Improvements in apparatus for mould-
ing or shaping clay for bricks or other like artichs. Dated
April 8, 1862. -

In apparatus constructed with a modification of these
improvements, the clay in a moderately plastic condition is

put into a pug mill, resembliug in construction those in or-
dinary use. The bottom of the pug mill is made fiat or
horizontal, and there is placed in close contact with its

under surface a kind of sliding block, moulded in horizontal
guides, and made to slide back%vards and forwards across
the pug-mill bottom by means of a connecting rod and
crank. This crank may be conveniently formed or fitted

on the central vertical shaft of the pug mill, this shaft
passing through the bottom of the mill, and through a slot

or elongated opening in the sliding block, whilst the con-
necting rod is jointed upon a pin projecting down from one
end of the sliding block. The sliding block is formed with,
say, four matrices or moulds, and there are four corre-
sponding filling apertures in the pug-mill bottom, a pair on
each side of tho transverse horizontal central line. Tho
pairs of matrices are situated so far apart in the sliding
block that, when one pair is coincident with the filling

openings, and receiving clay, the other piece is out clear of
the mill delivering the bricks. As each matrix moves
outwards from its filling opening, a compressing piston
rises from below, and reaches its highest point just as the
matrix finally quits the filling opening, and the material in
the matrix is thereby compressed against the undtr side of
the pug-mill bottom. The pair of compressing pistons at
one end are mounted in a slide moving in its own guides
beneath the sliding block, and actuated by catches on the
sliding block in such a way as to move through only a part
of the stroke of the latter. The pistons are elevated and
depressed by means of levers on a shaft, or on studs be-

neath, the movement being caused simply by the horizontal
motion of the slide twining the levers over through a
limited angle. The other pair of compressing pistons are
actuated by similar details at the other side of the ma-
chine. After the compression, the sliding block continues
to move outwards, and the pistons descend until they clear

the bottom of the block, whereupon the motion of tho
piston slide ceases, and the sliding block passes onwards
until it completely clears them. The bricks aje then dis-

charged downwards from ont of the matrices by pistons,

which are made to descend from above by means of levers

actuated by the movement of the block, like the levers oj

the compressing pistons ; these arrangements being, of

course, repeated at both sides of the machine. For tha
purpose of preventing the clay from adhering to the bottom
of the pug mill, to the sliding block, matrices, and other
parts, provision is made for maintaining these parts at an
elevated temperature, and this has at the same time the ad-
vantage of hastening tho drying of the bricks. Patent
abandoned.

994. J. "Whitrhouse. Improvements in the manufacture
of metallic door and other knobs, a72d the ornaments of the

pillars of metallic btdsteails anil other articles of like manu-
facture, and in attaching metallic mounts to china or
earthenware knobs and ornamentSf and roses^ for knobs.

Dated April 8, 1862.
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The patentee claims makiug tlie necks of the said knobs
from sheet metal hy raising or pressing in dies, and spin-

ning and fixing or casting in the feiiid neck.s a
socket in which the screwed or square spindio of

the knob works, the said necks Jieing joined to the
bodies of the knobs in the usual way. Also, fixing tlie

screw or axis in the necks made from sheet metal, by raising
and spinning by means of zinc or other easily fused metal,
or alloy cast into the said necks after the insertion of the
screw or axis therein. Also, making the ornaments of the
pillars of metallic bedsteads from sheet metal by the pro-
cesses of stamping or pressing and spinning, and joining
the parts together by pressure, the saiJ ornaments, when
required, having a screwed socket fixed or cast in them, as
described. Also, certain improvementsin attachingmetallic
mounts to china and earthenware knobs and ornaments, as
described. Patent completed.

fntk Pctos.

St. Bkrwarp.—The thriving condition of the De Lank
Granite Works, Plymoath, has led to a large increase in
the number of stonemasons at St. Breward. Amongst other
consequences, there has been formed an additional lodge of
the Stonemasons' Society. This lodge was inaugurated
some days ago in the house of Mr. Hoskin, when, after the
appointment of officers, &c., a large number of stonemasons
dined together.

TENDERS.
City.—For a house and warehouse, 65, Bishopsgate-

street Without. Architect, Mr. Edmeston, sen.—
Piper and Wheeler £930
Goslin 910
Woodward 890
Scrivener and White 859

St. Saviour's.—For subway at St. Saviour's Workhouse.
Messrs. Roper and Jaivis, architects -

Bover £467 10
Downs 248
Rudkin 235
Kent 225
Bagaley (accepted) 215
Deards 213

WooLwicn. — For erecting coach-house and stables,
Woodvi lie-street, Woolwich, for Francis Sales, Esq.

—

Messrs. W. Gosling and Son, architects-
Smith £350
Warner 317 13
Mills 312 10 6
Sonnex 310
Ledbetter 280
Thompson 275
Griffiths 273

Woolwich.—For additions, Ac, to dwelling-house, situ-
ate Bowater-crescent, Woolwich, for Rich. Ruegg, Esq.

—

Smith £195
Sonnex 189
Mills 170
Lonergan 158
Thompson 149
Ledbetter 145

Bayswatkii.— For alteration and new story to house,
Pembridge Villas, Bayswater. Mr. H. H. Collins, archi-
tect, 10, Poultry, E.G.-

Goodwin £770
King 728
Newman and Mann 694
Rolfe 635

City.-For various works, alterations, &c. to house and
premises, George-street, Hanover-square. Mr. H. H. Col-
lins, architect and surveyor, 10, Poultry, E.G.

—

Elmes £261
Drew 238
King 196

Whitecuapel.—For building model lodging houses.
Commercial-street, Whitechapel, for the directors of the
Jewish and East London Model Lodging nouse Association
(Limited). Mr. H. H, Collins, arcliitect, 10, Poultry, E.G.
Quantities supplied

—

Patman and Fotheringham £6,594
Brown and Robinson 6,441
Brass 6,437
Fish 6,327
Longmire and Burge 6,279
Myers 6,193
Ashby and Sons 6,024
Wills 5,931
Newman and Mann 5,916
David King 5,885
Coleman 5,880
Perry and Judson 5,804
Stapp 5^338
Architect's Estimate 5,300

These estimates are vrithout fire-proof flooring, which will
be additional.

Brkckhubst-Hill.—For a villa for G. Warmen, Esq.
Mr. J. Wilson, Bockhurst-hill, architect. Quantities
supplied

—

Rentnosn, Borough-road £860
Canter, Southgate 825
Gushing, Enfield 820
Comshbe, Southgate 8(j7 10

CONTRACTS OPEN.
Newcastle-on-Tv.ve.—For the erection of a portico to the

central station, Newc;istle-on-Tyne. Plans and specifica-
tions may he seen, and further "information obtained, on
and after the 13th November, on application at the oflice
of the company's architect, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Sealed
tenders must be sent to J. Cleghom, secretary, York, not
later than 12 o'clock on the 20th November.

HuLL.-For the erection of a Primitive Methodist chapel,
to seat 1,100 persons, with school and class rooms and
out offices, on the Holderness-road, Hull. Drauings and
specifications may be inspected at the offices of Joseph
nnght, Esq., architect. Tenders for the whole of the
works m one sum, .ts well as for each branch sepai-ately,
to be delivered to the Rev. W. Gamer, No. 32, Richmond-
terrace, Hull, uot later than November 17th.

LPKDS.--For the erection of the Baptist Chapel, Wood-
house-lane, Leeds. Drawings and specifications and
•nvK,^^"^"^

contract may be seen at the offices of Messrs.
Richardson andTurner.sglicitors, 27, EastParade, Leeds,

after Monday, the 17th, to Saturday, the 22nd inst.
Quantities supplied, and written applications for copies
to be m.ode to Messrs. Paul! and Ayliffe, architects, ImUa-
buildings, Cross-street, Manchester, before the 12th inst.

Stoke.—For the erection of a bmlding for the accommoda-
tion of nurses at the Garrison Hospital, Stoke, near
Davenport. Pai-ties desiring to tender for these works
must leave their names at the office, on or before the 17th
day of November, 1862, and pay the sum of lOs. 6d. for
the Ijills of quantities, which will be prejjared by the
Government surveyors.

LoxDON.—For the supply of about 30,000,000 of bricks for
the viaduct at Runcorn, on the Aston and Ditton Branch
Railway. Three-fourths of the above quantity will be re-
cjuired on the Lancashire side and the remaining fourth on
the Cheshire side of the river Mersey. Parties desirous of
tendering may obtain all necessary information upon ap-
plication to Mr. William Baker, Engineer, Euston
Station. Tenders, addressed to the Secretary, at the
Office of the Loudon and North Western Railway, Euston
Station, to be sent in on or before Monday, the lOthof
November.

CnATijASi.—For the erection of the second portion of the
buildings for a commissariatestablishment. on the Maid-
stoue-road, near Chatham, in the Medway district.
Parties desiring to tender for the execution ofthese works
must leave their names at the office of the Royal Engi-
neers, Chatham, on or before Monday, the 10th November,
1862, and pay the sum of ten shillings and sixpence for
the bills of quantities, which will be forwarded to each
party as soon as prepared by the Government sur-
veyor.

RirxcoRN.—For the supply of about thirty millions of
bricks for the viaduct at Runcorn, on "the Aston and
Ditton Branch Railway. Three-foiuths of the above
quantity will be required on the Lancashire side and the
remaining fourth on the Cheshire side of the river Mersey.
Parties desirous of tendering may obtain all necessary
information upon application to Mr. William Baker,
Engineer, Euston Station. Tenders, addressed to the
secretary, at his office, Euston Station, to be sent in on
or before Monday, the 10th of November.

Kensington.—For the erection of a New Wesleyan Chapel
at Kensington, London. Plans and specifications may
be seen in the Vestry of the Wesleyan Chapel, Bayswater,
and duplicates may be seen and bills of quantities ob-
tained on written or personal application to the offices of
Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson, Bradford, from Tuesday
the 11th, to Monday the 17th November- Tenders to be
delivered not later than Tuesday morning's post, ad-
dressed to the Rev, J. Rattenbury, Horbury Crescent,
Netting Hill.

Sai-ndersfoot.—For re-building St. Issel's Church, near
Saundersfoot, Pembrokeshire. May see the plans and
specifications, on ai>plication to E. Wilson, Es«j., Hean
Csstle, St. Issel's, between the hours of nine and four,
from the 27th inst. Tenders to be delivered sealed and
endorsed, "Tender for re-building St. Lssel's Church,"
to E. Wilson, Esq., on or before the 1st day of December
next.

BrcESTEB.—For tenders requested from practical andskiiful
Engineers experienced in public Town Drainage, stating
the terms upon which they would inspect and report
itpon the best method of Draining the Township of
Bicester Market-End, in the county of Oxford, are re-
quested to be sent, on or before the 12th November next,
to the office of the Local Board of Bicester. The popula-
tion of the township is 2,711.

Chappius* Patent Daylight Reflectors for
diffusiut,^ light in-dark places and superseding gas
in daytime. Chappins' Patent Gas Reflectors save
50 per cent, in the consumption of gas. N.B.—

A

liberal discount is allowed to builders and iron-
mong-ers. Sole patentee and manufacturer, T. E.
Chappiusj 69, Fleet-street, London, E.G.

fiimliruiits.
TO srunF.NDKrt in basinghali, street.

Thomas Horsley, Bromley, jobbing carpenter, Nov. 18,
at 11.

John Joliuson, Camden-square, Camberwell, journeyman
colour. maker, Nov. 15, at II5.
John Potter, Colchester, Essex, builder, Nov. 15, at 12.
J. W. Foster, Ellesmere-street, Poplar, builder.
J. Winter, St. Leonard' s-on-Sea, builder.

TO SURRENDEli IS THE COCXTRY.
William Evans, New Milford, Pembrokeshire, carpenter,

Nov, 14, at n.
George Ward, Blackburn, joiner, Nov. II, at 12.
Thomas Saxton, Grosswell Butler, Notts, wheelwri^'ht.

Nov. 18, at 1.

John Hastings, Colesliill, Warwickshire, cooper, Nov. 11,
at 10.

George Cram, Sunderland, builder, Nov. 20, at 1.

Thomas Lilburn, North Shields, painter, Nov. 21, at 12.
A. Hawker, Westbury-upon-Trym, Bristol, builder.
E. Luscomhe, Torquay, Devonshire, biulder.
J. Hankin, Everton, Liverpool, builder.
E. Owston, Eston, Yorkshire, jointer.

D. J. Lovatt, Brierley-hill, Staffordshire, builder.
S. Meredith, Kingswinford, Staffordshire, builder.
D. Baird, Kidderminster, Worcestershire, pump-raaker.
J. Johnson, Cockermouth, Cumberland, railway con-

tractor.

W. Eynon, Holloway, Haverfordwest, plumber.
C. Perry, Worcester, plumber.
H. Lund, Horton, Yorkshire, painter.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Conimunications and books for review should be addressed

to the Editor, at 26, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, E.G.
Letters relating to advertisements and to the ordinary

husinessof the paper should be addressed to the Publisher,
at the above office. Advertisements for the current week
must reach the office before 5 o'clock, p.m., on Thursdays.
To Our Readers,—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

We cannot undertake to retxirn rejected couuutuucations.

Recei\-ed.—H. A. E., J. B., E. C., W. N. H., J. P S
C. F. H., M. N., J. E., B. J. H. A. R., M. D., A. O'C

'

J. F., T. R. S., E. L., and Rev. S. C. H.
A DoRSETSHifiE Builder. Mineral toqientine is made
from petroleum. It has an unpleasant odour, but incon-
sequence of its being very volatile the odour soon goes
off; this circumstance would, we fancy, affect its Iceepiwj
quality. It dries quickly, but we have /ifOA? of the first
coat of hard paint being softened by the application of the
second; we cannot, however, vouch for this fact. It is
considered fully equal to turpentine, whilst its compara-
tive cheapness f3s. 6d.) is a great recommendation. If
turpentine continues at its present high price, we believe
the mineral paint will entirely supersede it.

C. C—Thanks.
W. T.—We shall be glad to see the sketch.
A Country Curate.—Apply to an architect.
R. S. P.—You are certainly liable for the damage done,
X.Y.Z.—R. H., S. S.—Declined with thanks.

Books Received.—"Treatise on Logarithms," by the
Rev. J. Hunter, M.A. " Handbook to the Crumlin Via-
duct," by H. N. Maynard. Beeton's Publications. " Gre-
gory's Mathematics," by Law and Young. " Art
Journal."

WINDOW BLINDS.

TYLOR & PACE,
WINDOW BLIND MANUFACTURERS

3, QUEEN-STKEET, CllEAPSIDE, E.O.

Engraviiips. with Pi-ices and Discounts to Builders and the Trade
forwai'ded uu applicatioQ, post-free.

T. KENT'S PAINTING-BEUSH MANUFACTORY
is fontiiiucd 1)T liis Successors,

CKOWl>EX AjVD OAie5tO»,
FALCON' SQUARE. LONDON, E.G..

\\"bere the Tnade in supplied with the same superior quality that
made tlie name celcbfated.
N.B.—The names of T. Kent and Croavdon and Gahiiod are

stamped on tin? brushes.
Also >I;inufactuvcr.'< of the P.itont India-rubber Kuifu Boards,

Cocoa-nut Matting, M;i(s. &v. See Catal^cue-

A CERTAIN CURE FOR

SMOKY CHIMNEYS
STEAD'S

PATENT VENTILATINa CHIMNEY TOPS.
11,000 alre(u}y fixed.

Testimonials free on application to J. E. Carter, Zinc Works, 3
BrowTilow-mews, Henry-strewt, Oray's-inn-laue, \V.C.

BRICKS.

BRICKFIELDS, SITTINflBOURNE, KENT.
For pri( I'.'J, ii-.. appiv to the A^-cnt,

WILLIAM WESTWOOD,
i. CATHERINTD COURT, TOWEK HILL.

PRIZE MED.\L, 1863.HAMILTON & CO.,
No. 10, GREEK STREET, SOHO .SQU.\RE, LONDON, W.,

Sole .Maimfa.t';r.r8 of
C. .4. \V.\TKIXS PATENT WIRE-EOfND and OVAL

PAINTING BRUSHES.
Pist^mpBr Eruslies, Sash Tools, Stripping Brushea, Oildei's' and

Grainera' Tools,
These Roods are made ofthe best materials and workmanship, and

have obtained a high reputation amonp the cliief dePor.'it<^ir3 m the
kingdom. Varnisu and Colour M-tnufabturers, Oilmen, MercUants,
ki\. axa supplied on the lowest terms. Price Lists forwai'ded on a]}~

plication.

A SUBSTITUTE for PAINT, and at HALF
XlL the cost.—STEPHEN'S- D^VES or STAIN'S for WOOD.-Mr.
STEPHENS h,i.s l.ren kindly pei initted to make public the following
extra-t from a letter addressed to him by the Rev. R. H. CHICHES-
TER, of Chittlehampton. near South Molten :—
• The effect produced by the Staininp Fluid and V;uTiisli has

given suL-h entire satiefaction , that the parishioners have requested
me to procure five times the quantity now paid for, in order to lintsh

the churi-h,"

H. STEPHENS, Chemist, 18, St. Martin's-le-Grand, E.G., late €5,

Strtmford-street, S.

TYLOR'S HAED-DRTING OAK VARNISH.
TYLORS DURABLE OAK VARNISH.
TYLORS PALE COPAL VARNISH.
TYLORS EXTRA QUICK GOLD SIZE.

TYLORS FINE CARRIAGE VARNISH
J. B. TYLOR,

VARXISH JIANI'FACTITRER,

4, BURY COURT, ST. MAEV.AXE. LONDON. E.C.

IMPORTANT TO BUILDERS AND
X PAINTERS. Oelmiuo VVliite Lead, 30b. per Cwt.

;

Linseed Oil, 3s. Ixl. per pallon ; Bulled Oil, 3s. lOd. per gallon

;

Turpentine. 10s. pergallon ;

Fine Pale Oak V.'iniish, Os, per callon ;

For Cash, at EDWARD PRICE'S, Wliolesale Colour and Varnish
Warehouses, 30, Upper Ebuiy-street, and 45, Coleslnll-strcet, Piinlico .

Every .\niele lor the Trade at the Lowest Price.

Kemoved irom 48 to 29, Fetter Xiaue, near
Fleet Street.

GAS STOVES, COOKIN(; APPARATUS, &c.,
FITTED.

JOHN DODSON
(Successor to J. WADEl.

GASFITTER & BRASSFOUNDER.
StJill Pnard Plat-^, Window and D. sk Rods.

Mftuufactuier of Hall .ind Table Lamps. Ulass Chaudeliei-s, and Gaa
Fittings of cvei7 drscriptinn.

Worker iu Geueial—Old Work Cleaued aud Lacquered.
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THE INSTITUTE.
E liavo received several loUers

on the subject of tlie recently-mM
''4

f Ki -"-^-V-C—sTV Olio ami all—urge us to persist

j>.^ ly/,i,-.~:-i-^;:f-fX in our refusal to pay tlio oft'en-

'^j'^^Tf^T^ v^S^'VC'^rV ^'^''^ '"^ '""'' g'i'''''f'"'' abstracts.

/^^CvJ .-'"
A\M-,*^il V They mav be assured that w

X^?;5( '\UIJ )y/' l,av(

resolutions of the In-

Htitute. Our correspondents

—

and all—urge us to persist

m-
e no intention of abandoninsf the

\ ])osition we liave taken. If tlie Institute,

.^ inanun^i'uarded nioiiient, blinded itself to

A\ ,

' its o\vninterests,\ve \villf>'uard thenidur-

py-> ' ' intj wliat wehojie will be butatcmporary
— -- b('r(-aveinent ; we (annot, meanwhile',

accejit a position unworthy of us and
injurious to it. Our desire is, of course,

to work with the Institute, not against

it, but to do so atlvantageously to the

profession at large, we must be left

unshackled, independent of it, and in-

different to its dictation. It 'iiiay have

the disposal of papers read before its

members, but, at the same time, our

columns are our own, to fill as

we think best for our readers.

Ai'c the jjapers, however, which
are read before tlie Institute

'really its property ? The Pi-esident's opening
address, which we publish, iii extciiso, in our

journal to day, is an unmistakeable answer
to the question. So far in compliance with

the resolution of the Council, we abstained from taking a single note

of the address daring its delivery. We have neither paid for, nor

directly or indirectly'asked for, a copy of it; it was forwarded to us

without the faintest solicitation—by whom om- readers may guess, as

a-e ,io—for tlie express purpose of being published in our paper.

The fact of its app'sarance under such circumstan,ce3 scatters to tlie

winds the paltry arguments in favour of seclusion; the address is

thrown over tiie obstacles, which folly placed to divert and confine it

in a narrow groove, into tlie broad channel of publicity, for which,

without any doulit wliatever, it was originally fashioned. The resolu-

tion of the Council, which is thus proved to be, like a turnstile, in every-

body's way, yet stopping nobody, had better, therefore, at once be

removed ; it "is oifensive to those on both sides of it. "A wise man
may take a wrong step, but lie is a fool who persists in it."

TIIE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM MADE ACCESSIBLE.

MOST of our cfaders will be aware of the existence of the Aj--

chitectural Museum from the reports of lect\u-es there delivered

which our columns have contained from time to time. Many of them
may have attended one- or other rf those lectures, and some may
jwssibly have devoted a little time to the real study of the contents

of the "Museum. But we are sure that there will be many who will

read these pages to whom the nature of this collection is completely

unknown, and still more M-ho have never made any use of it.

It is now a (rood many years since the first opening of that great

mine of artistic wealth, "wliich lay decaying and unused in our catlie-

drals anil churches, and since the apathy and neglect of three cen-

turies was exchanged for admiration, study, and imitation. The
students of media?val work, early began to desire more exact repre-

sentations than the jjencil can preserve of the small features which

add such a charm to Gothic detail, and which are dependant, not

\ipon geometrical arrangement, but upon the skill and genius of the

sculptor, and hence arose the habit of collecting squeezes and casts

of crockets, finials, bosses, and other similar enrichments. These, to-

gether with rubbings from brasses, soon accumulated in the liands of

collectors and formed small museums, of which that of the late Mr.
Coltingham was one of the most extensive. Few architects tliouglit

their office completely furnished without a few good casts of choice

features ; and when, in executing the national palace, it became ne-

cessary to educate a school of carvers competent to carry oxit the

architect's designs, a most valuable collection of such examples was
made Ii\' Pugin and Barry.

The admitted value of casts as a mode of instruction, both for ar-

chitects and art workmen, eventually led a body of those architects

and gentlemen who were desii'ous of promoting the revival of Crothic

art, to ])ropose the formation of a Gallery or Jluseuin of examples of

Architecture accessible to students, sculptors, can-ers, and others,

and supplicil with all the best casts that could be got. The idea was
responded to, donations of the greatest v.alue were freely sent in,

proinises of subscriptions to meet the current expenses were obtained,

and, after a certain time had been expended in preliminaries, the

Museum was opened about ten years ago among stables and back
yards, in Cannon-row, Westminster, in a very inconvenient and ill-

situated building.

The inauguration of the Museum was, we well recollect, a most
• brilliant affair, in spite of the dingy shed where it was held ; but the

undertaking cannot be said to have thoroughly prosjjered ; it was
• away from everything else, and though undoubtedly of use, and of

more use than since its removal, tlie Museum barely held its gimmd.
After the lapse of some time, space was offered for the collection in

the South Kensington Museum ; the Committee saw it their only

alternative to accept the olfer, and there the Museum has remained

for several years. To those who are going to make the practice of

lithography, wood engraving, Ac, their profession, and wlio will

draughtsmanship, or of such branches of the arts as pattern-designing,

consequently devote their wliole time to studies in the Government
School of Art, the situation of that institution, in a healthy suburb

such as South Kensington, may be no drawback, or even an advan-

tage. To tile architect however, whose only leisure is in his evenings,

afier close application during the day, the distance of the JIuseum
from all ordinary centres of occupation is a real hardship. The same
is true with even stronger force, of the art-workman, whose hours aro

longer, and whose toil is more exhaustive ; a great means of good
has consequently remained nearly fruitless of results, instead of

being instrumental in the education of the architects and sculptors of

the day.
Recently an alteration has been made in the terms on wliich the

collection was to be retained in the building, the nature of winch was
never very clearly understood by the subscribers, but in virtue of

which thecontrol passed, to a very great extent, out of the liands of

tlie Committee, and into those of the Department of Science and Art.

Those who best knew the character of such public bodies—aiul of their

officials—feared greatly that the possibility of rendering the casts and
rubbings generally serviceable was lost bej-ond recovery, for the idea of

their removal to a" central situation had always been cherished' as a for-

lorn hope, and it is only the remoteness of its situation—first in Cannon-
street, and now in the distant locality, so familiar to frequenters of

the International Exliiliilion—whicli lias prevented its rendering most
important services to the progress of architectm-al art. The Museum
itself has always been admitted, by those best Ciuahlied to judge, to

contain a collection calculated to be most useful as an object of study,

but all chance of its removal appeared to have been lost after it h.'xd

become all but incorporated with the national collections.

We may, therefore, very sincerely congratulate om- ri^aders upon
the possibility, we hope we may venture to say, the prospect which
we are able to announce of this impediment to the proper action of

the Architectural Museum being obviated.

It is understood that the authorities at South Kensington have

given notice that they shall require the space now occupied by the

Architectural Collection fot-otlier purposes, and that the casts, &c.,

will, consequently, have to be removed ; should this occur, it is said

to be in contemplation to try and accommodate the Collection in Con-

duit-street, in connection with the galleries iuid premises already

occupied by the Architectural Societies of Loudon. We can only

say that no news could be more welcome, and that the only question

is whether it is not too good to be true.

Any one who has first pursued liis studies at an University, or in a

good "College or similar institution, where the various lecture-rooms

and class-rooms, the museum and the library are all collected

togetlier, and who has subsequently attempted to prosecute such

studies, by the help of appliances widely scattered—as, for

instance, partly at South Keusiugton, partly in Jerinyn-street,

partly at '.lie British Museum, partly in some place of business in the

City, and partly in London lodgings in some remote suburb—finds the

loss of time and of continuily consequent upon all this moving to and
fro, a painfully vexatious hindrance. The concentration of means
of study in one building produces both an economy of time and an
increase in the powi'r \\iiich the instructors can bring to bear on their

teaching, and tlie instructed on their learning. It is equally so with

all the work of life, and tiiere can be no doubt tliat one of tlie great

secrets of its being possible to transact such vast affairs as aro done
in the city of London, lies in the fact that the Bank, the Exchange,
the Stock Exchange, the principal private banks, and the principal

mercantile houses, are all planted so close to one another as very

nearly to form one vast commercial establishment—we had almost

said commercial university.

The architectural societies ofLondon have all been greatly benefitted

by the circumstance of their having been, within a few yeai'S, brought
close togetlier in the buildings belonging to tlie Union Compaii}'.

The Institute, and the Association, and the .Vi-chitectural Exhibition,

have all to thank their assemblage under one roof for much of the

prosperity, and still more for much of the harmony and unanimily

with w'licli they carry on their work. The same is true, to a greater

or less degree, of other societies situated in the same house, and should

it be found practicable to place the Museum in the same premises, the

advantage cannot fail to act and re-act. Students of the museum -nill

become connected with the Institute and Association, and members of

those societies will find under the same roof, where they have been in

the habit of meeting, means of study such as no other collection, not

excepting the fine and comprehensive, but inaccessible, collections at

the Ciystal Palace, can afford.

Thus united, the societies and the collection of examples would
offer a really worthy representation of the state ofmodern architecture;

and it cannot be dotdited that a great step would be taken towards

the establishment of those means of instruction which are so much
required by the profession.

It is not to be expected, and not to be wished, that the control of
the Museum should pass into the hands of the Institute. The sub-

scribers to the Ai-chitectural Museum form a body in themselves, and
their large and highly influential Committee isa corporation wliich h g
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come to be looked upon as, at least, a rival body, almost at tunes anta-

gonistic to the Council of the Institute. The division of the profession

into two parties, the Gothic and the Classic, is a fact that cannot be

overlooked, and as long as a president, not popular with or belonging

to the Gothic school, directs the proceedings of the Institute, so long

will the Medi«valists tend to rally round the Museum as a kind of op-

position body. It appears, however, as though the year which is

about to commence would be peculiarly suited to the establishment of

more co-operation between the two societies. There is every proba-

bility that at the next annual meeting of the Institute Mr. Beresford

Hope will be elected, probably unanimously elected, president of the

Institute, in compliance with the desires ot the Mediaeval party. This

gentleman, who is already the head of the Museum, if also head of the

Institute, would be certain, in his double capacity, to form a powerful

link between the two societies, and to pave the way for such an asso-

ciation, not amalgamation, as will be requisite if both bodies are to

transact their affairs under the same roof and in harmonious co-ope-

ration.

Should this promising scheme come to be caiTied into execution,

considerable alterations, enlargements, or additions will be required in

the Conduit-street [jremises. To effect these the Arcliitectural Union
Compaiiy will probably have to raise money by loan or by the issue of

fresh shares, and it will then be possible for those interested in the suc-

cess of the societies, and of the auxiliaries to architectural progress

which they offer, to render real assistance by becoming share or bond-

holders. The shares of the Union Company have hitherto proved a

better investment than those of many undertakings of much greater

promise, and we may therefore hope that what would increase in every

way the advantages which the Union Company was established to for-

ward, would render the profits of the Company at least no less than

they now are ; it probably would enlarge them. The proper motive,

for assisting sucli an undertaking, would undoubtedly be a higher one

than expectation of gain ; still, so long as the funds required are raised

by a method which takes the form of a commercial speculation, the

most well disposed are ordinarily, and properly, desirous that the in-

vestment upon which they enter sliould prove a profitable one. This,

we hope, it would be. "We ai'c quite sure, however, that the proposed
removal of the collection would double—nay, quadrujjle—the number
of students, and would enable it for the fii-st time fully to realise the

wishes of its founders.

SEWAGE.

THE savage wandering beside the streamwhich intersects hiscountiy,

sees how, when the greater and the lesser rains descend, the

waters rise and innundate, wide and deep, on either side the paivlied

earth ; they swell the young seed and loosen the nourishment in the

soil, which under the blessed skyey inlluences bears for him fruitage

and umbrage. Their beneficent pm'pose done, he sees them recede to

their channels and murmur musically as they wander onwards to the

sea. Wrapping oui'selves in the machine-made cloak of a higlicr civi-

lization, we laugh at the "modest claim of streams to human love,

where'er they go," and at the superstition which gives to the all-

sustainiag rivei's a sacred character. Our fancj- may be occasionally

tickled with what poets tell us of sinuous ri\-ulets threddingthe rushes;

of green alders and ashes Hinging their arms around to form a shade
for them ; of blue rills and clear pelucid waters grand with the reflected

image of the wild strawberry, the blue trembling eyebright, and the

purple thyme. They may call them trembling streamlets ; but when
a poisonous miasma rose from the old ce.-spools and accumulatetl cor-

ruptions of om- houses, our ijractical eyes discovered that rivers were
something more even than waters to bear our merchant ships. They
were natm'ally formed sewere to receive the filth from our fiictories

and the sewage from om- towns. Hugging this sweet con\'iction close,

we continued buying and selling, until one hot summer the old demon
was regenerated upon the surface of the Thames—to mingle with the

close London atmosphere—reminds us of our short -comings, and to

proclaim that the i-iver's function "was to heal and to restore, to

soothe and cleanse, not madden and pollute."

We then, at the cost of millions, set to work to form high level and
middle level sewers, so as to remove the refuse from om- own doors,

but the great principle that the town sewage belongs to the land
and not to the river, is too much disregarded ; the great difficulty

of how to render it everywhere available is still unsolved by modern
chemists. Our land cries aloud for nourishment ; we rake the battle-

fields of Europe for bones, and scalp the ocean islands for guano,
whilst at the same time we cast our sewage—the natural manure of
the ground—into the mouth of Father Thames. But London, it

must be remembered, is not the only place which thus wastes its pro-
ducts. Wlierever there is a town with a river beside it, the river is

more or less contaminated, and the inhabitants too frequently drink
diluted sewage. As the river passes on through other towms, it bears
an increased amoimt of filth ; the solid matter may gradually be
deposited on the banks, but it lies there for future putrefaction when
the rain falls or the waters rise. The foul nmd is then disturbed and
sends forth again the poisonotis effluvia amongst the neighbouring
populations. Moreover, we are informed that the beds of"the rivers
are permanently raised by these deposits, destroying the scouring
power of the rivei-s, and partially setting them up. We have laws to
prevent obstructions in our roads, but the disgraceful state of om-
rivers and their banks has not yet been sufficiently injurious to health

to do more than di-ive our legislators from their seats, when the poison

entered the Houses of Parliament, and to cause them subsequently to

appoint a commission to inciuire into the subject. The recently

issued report of the Commission appointed to inquire into the

best mode of distributing the sewage of towns, says very truly :

—

Tlie condition of rivers is a public and national nuisance : it interferes

^vitll the convenience and comfort of all classes of the people. It datnagea

various and important interests, as those connected with manufacturing
estabUshments, canals, fisheries, and so on ; it deteriorates property to a large

extent ; and, as interfering with a main source of water supply, is of serious

importance to the public health.

This statement is conclusive enough, but we shall l>e sm-prised if

years do not elapse before the "public and national nuisance" is

abolished.

This state of things has grown up, we are informed, because no
general jm-isdiction has been exercised over the whole waters of the

kingdom. The laws regulating our rivers have been made as though
the parts of a river were disconnected, and belonged to particular

districts. One local aitthority has power over a few miles of the

stream, and its actions may legally be at variance with others. It

might, therefore, if desirous of improving the river, be baling out

foul water at one limit of its jurisdiction, whilst a renewal of it was
pouring in at the other. Special powers have been occasionally vested

in commissioners, but their labom-s have been wasted by their special

character. Private rights and ownerships have also been amongst
the obstacles to any efficient preservation of the rivers from contami-

nation.

"The only radical way of restoring the rivers to tlieir original purify

is to prevent the discharge of foul matters into them, and especially

the discharge of sewers and otlier refuse of large towns." This, how-
ever, only benefits the rivers. We should like to see the right matter

put into the right place ; we want to see the land benefitted by the

presence of the sewage, as well as to see the river benefitted by the

absence of it. The compromise suggested by the Commissioners, of

arresting the solid matterin suspension in the liquid sewage, and, during

summer, of adding chemical agents for the more complete separation of

the solid and deodorizing of the liquid sewage, is but a temporarily

cheap makeshift, and of very little permanent value, especially as they

sul)sequently inform us tliat " after the best practicable application of

such means, they cannot guarantee that sewage can be allowed to

flow into brooks or rivers, without rendering the water unsafe, aiid

improper for drinking. It would, in fact, be only doing on a small

scale what we did in London on a large one a few years ago. It but

defers the proper and full consideration of the subject, and leaves a

legacy of filth to posterity. A man once, wlien asked to do some
good work for a subsequent generation, cynically replied, "What
has posterity done for me, that I should think about it ? " Posterity,

at least, has not deserved tliat we should lay a grievous burden upon
it ; that we should leave it to meet a difficulty wo dare not face

;
to

encounter a danger, and to defray an expenditure, which we by
temporai-y outlay evade. The Bill which Nature draws upon the

nation can never be settled by periodical renewals. All attempts, we
are told, to render the preparation of the solid portions profitable as

manure have signally failed ; mixed with sweepings and other dry

refuse of towns, it will only pay for the expedients which the Com-
missioners suggest. This confession of our ignorance is so far valu-

able, that it clearly defines the work before us. We must find out

the means to make it profitable, either by itself or in conjunction with

the liquid. We do not throw away the sewage from our stables, why
shouhl we waste that from our houses. AjJijlied directly to the land,

we know it to be lu'ghly beneficial and profitable. There lies the

land impoverished, and here the sewage ; each is in want of the other,

and we are asked to believe that in this nineteenth centmy, no
practical and profitable means can be devised for bringing them
together. The Commissioners have, however, established one im-

portant fact, tliat the sewage does not belong to the rivers.

They lu-ge the appointment of a general conservancy, so that it

may not be left to tlie inclinations of private individuals, or of

local bodies, at great expenditure of time and money, to bring a

wrong-doer to account ; but that the powers to effect improvements

and prevent damage shall be vested in independent local authorities

acting under Goverment reg^dations. So far so good ; but having told

us what we ought not to do with the sewage, they leave us oidy with

the hope that future trials and experiments will remove soHie of the

doubts and difficulties whicli have hitherto prevailed against utilising

it ; and that some measure will be submittted to Parliament which will

enable it to deal with the existing ovils in a way most conducive to

public interests. The powers of the Commissioners were, it appears,

too restricted to enable them to set forth any decided measures in

detail on so important a question. Why their powers should have been

restricted we cannot imagine ; it is as much a waste of time to par-

tially consider a question of this kind, as tlie Commissionei-s find it

partially to preserve a river. The subject must, sooner or later, be

thoroughly grasped, wrestled with and thrown, if we would avoid by
periodical visitation of disease, being reminded of our iiidifierence to

it. We may go on talking and enquiring for years, Commission after

Commission" may sit and report, but the restil't can point but in one

direction, can indicate but one salutai->- outlet for our sewage—the

land. We may, moreover, be certain that, by anticipating such a result,

and worldng from instead of to ic, we shall avoid much labour and
loss of time, and be thus brought nearer the solution of oiu- difficulty.

It is the only course which will bring us a return for oiu- money ; it is
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the only safe investment for our tlioiirrlita and capital. "Wo may have

miles upon miles of sewage and drain-jiipe—we may Iiavi^ salmon

l<'a]iiii<^ at Westminster and s]>awnini,' at Teddinijton ; clear streams

mirroriii)^ the grimy walls of factories ; clean river banks and naturally

scoured beds ; but our work will uev(>r be done jjroperly nor profitably,

and our neglect of Nature's laws will never cease to rise in the shape

of poison and smite us, wliilst we continue to rob the fields of their

duo ami deny to tho land tho nourishment it requires.

D
THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

ID any doubts exist as to the wisdom of the policy we advocated

^^ a few years back, in opposition to the one which sought to amal-

gamate tho Architectural Association with the Institute of British

Architects, they must vanish bofon; the experience of tho present

session. The Association is now virtually the representative of the

profession in the metropolis, and consequently the organ of architects

throughout the empire. For the Inslilute has connnitted suicide—to

all intents and jiurposes it has sup])ressed itself. By its timid dislike

of publicity, its coward fears of public criticism, and its dishonest

attcmjits to prevent impartial reports of its proceedings ajipcaring in

the press, it has ceded the jjos to its yomiger and more courageous

rival. 'Were it worth while, it would be easy to defeat the silly

•avaricious policy of the Institute ; and to show how easily that may
be effected, it niay not be out of place to recall to the minds of the

youthful secretaries what was done in a similar case. Not many
years ago, the governors of Chiist's Hospital refused to allow the

Thnes' reporter to be present at their meetings. They, like the New-
comers to the Institute, desired the reports shouUl be dressed up and

cooked before being made public. But the Times, disdaining to allow

restraints to be imposed on its independence, paid the qualification of

a governor, £500, for one of its reporters, and sent him to take his seat

at the Board, and re])ort verbatim the doings and sayings of his

fellows, who sat aghast at the unlooked-for result of their endeavom'S

to interfere with the inde])endence of the press, ^^^lat has been done

once may he done again, were it only wortli while. The Institute is

not worth further trouble. It has voluntarily retired into insigni-

ficance, maybe from a conviction that it is not fit to lead a public

life in consequence of its natural defects, and we are not disposed to

contradict its inward belief. It has converted its meetings into hole

and corner ones ; and if its Fellows and Associates, like owls, love the

dark, we shall not be so unkind as to force them into the light, but

let them go their way

—

" From the presence of the sun,

Following darkness like a dream."

If by its imsolicited abdication of the foremost place in the

architectural world, the Institute has made way for the Asso-

ciation, it must be a matter of congratulation that an

organized body was ready to fill its place, and fill it so worthily. If

the amalgamists had succeeded in carrying out their scheme, wliat

would be the position of the profession now ? We should rapidly

have drifted to that dreary state of things which existed prior to

1835,—when the profession was hardly recogniz^ed, had scarcely a

stand point, and was miable to act or speak in union. The Associa-

tion will fortunately save us from this melancholy decline and fall.

And if the elder society persist in transforming itself into a private

club, Goveniment will be compelled to withdraw from it the public

duties—examination of candidates for district surveyorships, &c., w'ith

which it has been invested by the Legislature, and to transfer them, in

the atisenee of no better qualified body, to the Association—unless,

indeed, sharing the opinion of Prince Albert, as to the impracticable

and unbusinesslike character of architects—it should remove the trust

to the Institute of Civil Engineers : a change, there are good
reasons to believeby no means improbable, seeing the superior scientific

attainments of engineers. In saying that the Association is capable
of worthily filling the post abandoned l>y tho Institute, the proposi-

tion is made not lightly or without proof. For in our last issue will

be foimd evidence from which the reader may judge for himself.

Let him compare the official summarized account, concocted by tho

Institute, of its opening with the unofficial report of the proceedings at

the opening meeting and convcrsazio>ie of the Association. Odioiis as

comparisons may be, they are in some cases inevitable, and esijecially

so in the present one. We should be sorrj- if the measure of Mr.
Tite's intellect and fitness for the post of President should be taken
from the report of his speech, as prepared by his subordinates ; for

anything more undignified, more barren of ideas, or more paltry in

its general tone, it is difficult to imagine. Read the abstract as care-

fully as you can. Reperuse it to distil out an essence of thought, and
you will rise with a feeling of disappointment, and exclaim
" Why this is all as old as the hills." It will be regretted that
the speaker should have wasted so much time as he is represented
to have done in the official report, in queralous complaints against
civil engineers, and the progress they are making in appropriating a
considerable portion of architectural practice. It is too late in the
day to recover the ground engineers have been permitted to occupy
through the laches of architects. It is, therefore, worse than futile

;

it is childish in the extreme, to complain and cry now for what was
given up formerly. Equally open to oljjection was that part of the
discourse in which the Exhibition building was hostilely criticised;

for what useful purpose can be served by "killing a dead horse?" No
one insists the structure is a fine art one, or that it has sesthetic

pretensions. So that tho official report of the President's speech

represents it as confined to a tribute of respect to the memory of

Prince Albert; a wearisome reiietition of adverse criticisms on tho

buililing the Prince approved of for the Exhibition, with which ho is

particularly identified ; and dieary complaints against things in general

—against Government's siuilious neglect of architects, against tho

designs for Thames' bridges, by Mr. Page, Mr. Cubitt, and Mr.
Barlow. What else he said, tho outside world will never know

;

an<l yet Mr. Tito is not the man to convert a Presidential address into

a doleful complaint. Turn now to the jn'oceedings of the Architec-

tural Association. How great the difference between these and
those of the elder society. Here an intellectual feast ; there a

famine. The one is barren ; the other prolific. From the Institute

we learn nothing ; from the Association we have the resifils of care-

ful thought, and nmch food for reflection hereafter, that in due course

will bring forth good fruit.

In the inaugural address, the President, Mr. Blashill, entered largely

into the leading architectural question of the day—the possibility and
advantages of creating a new style; and his arguments in favour of

the progress of architecture keeping step with the development of our

civilisation were admiraljly illustrated and enforced by Professor

Donaldson. Cl.ange is not progress, and the desire for novelty is not

always a healthy symptom. Fashion is too often the bane of art, and
were a stylo of architecture to become a la mode, it would, with the

next caprice of the fashionable world, fall into disuetude and neglect.

Strawberry -hill Gothic was fashionable in Walpole's day ; Nash's com-
posite was the only style the corn-tiers of George IV. would patronise;

Sir Robert Smn'ke's Greek at one time was the vogue. But where are

they now, and what influence have thej' left on modern art ? Tho
new style, for which so many claniom-, is not likely to bo developed by
popular agitation among the professors and patrons of art. It will

proceed, as every other style has proceeded, from the development of

our wants. Necessity is the mother of invention in all things. Styles

of art are rarely invented until they are required to suit the character

of building materials, the climate of the locality, or the wants of tho

people. The course of jjrogress is pretty well the same in all cases.

When a want is felt, the first care is to satisfy it by a work of utility.

Subsequently the love of art, which is universal, leads to the gradual

refinement and artistic treatment of the foiTns and ordonnancing of the

work of iitility until it is developed into a work of art as well. For
these reasons Professor Donaldson cautioned the members of the As-
sociation against striving after novelty for mere sake of novelty, and
with the idea that it was progress. If we might venture to add to

the excellent advice given, we would recommend the young architect,

in preparing a design, to leave ornament aside until he has first ascer-

tained every acquirement, and satisfied it to the utmost of his ability

into the fullest extent of which it is capable. When he has done
that, never sacrificing utility to ornament, he may safely

proceed to refine and treat, with a view to decorative elTect,

the lines, and masses, and details of his structirre, winch will

even be more creditable, and better architecture, than if it

had been designed primarily with a view to ornamental effect. It is

the bane of modern architecture, even more so in France than in Eng-
land, that utility, comfort, convenience, light, air, and accom-
modation, are imhesitatingly sacrificed to decoration. In the New
Louvre all eonstnictional propriety is violated by the large window,

being made to light two floors. There is no visible support for the

floor which cuts the window in two, and the deception—the imtruthfid

construction—is rendered all the more offensive when the inhabitants

of both floors are seeu at the same window at the same time ; for those

in the upper floor have apparently no support—nothing to walk on.

They look like marionettes suspended mid-air above the heads of the

peojjle below. Further, nothing can be more uncomfortable to live

in than Paris modern apartments, which Theophile Gautier calls

" gilded cages."

But the speech of the evening was that of the talented author of
" Newleafe Discourses." It produced a visible effect upon all present,

and is destined to be more influential out of doors. Frankly, honestly,

and com'ageously. Professor Kerr met the question of architects and
civil engineers, and the public preference of the latter to his profes-

sional brethren. Ho admitted the entire truth of the opinion imputed
to Prince Albert, who, better than any man, coidd guage the ca|>acity

of architects from Sir Charles Ban-y down to Mr. Blore or Mr. Penne-
thorne, for he had had practical experience of them. The Prince—who
had a li%-ely remembrance of the architectural designs, sent in by the

profession "for the '51 Exhibition building, and of their imfit, costly,

and impracticable character, which would have prevented his scheme

from being realised but for Sir Joseph Paxton's happy suggestion,

—

is reported to have said : " If we want any work done of an unusual

character, and send for an architect, he hesitates, debates, trifles. AVe
send for an engineer, and he does it." That this charge against the

profession is true, the speaker imresers-edly admitted, and to enforce

its truth he declared it need not and could not be denied that, out of

the beaten track, architects exhibited a "want of that power and
nervous action which the engineer therefore claimed as his own." The
want of power and nervous action is, in other words, the lack of man-
finess and enterprise. It is, consequently, not at all suqirising that

professional men, who are not manly or enterprising, according to Pro-

fessor Kerr, hut who are doubters, grumblers, cavillers, and triflers,

according to the Prince Consort, should be left aside, and before them
should be preferred men "that dare to do, and do" even though their

works should be less ornamental than those of neglected architects.
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If the roceiit rojuluct of the Institute be an

illustration and proof of tlie moral defects of

the jjrofession, Professor Kerr's speech, and

the manner in which it was received at the

Association, are the best earnest that could be

desired of their remedy. To confess one's

failings is an act of the loftiest moral courage,

and to recognise our short-comings is half way
to making them good. We will not say that

the speaker's nianUness and frank recognition

of the state of the profession were contagious,

but, at all events, they were encouraging.

Professor Donaldson, while condemning the

Exhibition building as sinning against taste

and the laws of constniction, vindicated the

merits of its polychromatic decoration by Mr.

Grace, and gracefully acknowledged the ele-

gance of the forms, the combination of beauti-

ful colours, and the contrast of tones, which

gave life, grace, and animation to the building.

But it will be said the gentlemen whose
sentiments and speeches were so admirable at

the Association are fellows of the Institute,

and influential in its counsels. And it will

be asked how the praise awarded to them in

one capacity can be reconciled with the cen-

sure awarded to them in another? In the first

place, it does not appear that they approved

these elusion of the Institute, and the banish-

ment of rcjiorters from its meetings. Even if

they did, the anomaly of their conduct is ca-

pable of easy explanation. At the Associa-

tion they spoke under a sense of individual

responsibility. They knew that what they

said would be published without being

touched up or softened down.
Three or four years ago the Association

was threatened with dissolution'—to which Mr.
Billings refeiTcd. To day it is the chief re-

presentative of the profession, full of life and
vigour, as exemplified by the list of new mem-
bers. May it grow and prosper, for in it are

centred the hopes of the profession to work
out the moral reform which Professor Kerr in-

dicated.

OUTIS.
*

INSTITUTION OF BEITISH ARCHITECTS.
(Commtrnicated.)

A MEMOitt of Monsieur Charles Frederic Nepveu,
architect, of Verseilles, by Mr. T. L. Donaldson,
Fellow, was read by Mr. Digby Wyatt, Fellow, at

the opening meeting of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, last week. It was stated by
the author that he had drawn up this notice of

one esteemed in the profession and by his friends,

at the earnest request of Mr. Cockerell, and he
believed there was much to bo learnt from it,

both as to the genius and skill shown in his work,
and as to his integrity and inde]>cndence of spirit,

combined with the fi-ankness of loyalty in his

conduct. His career had been a very honourable
one. He was born on the 11th July, 1777, at

Paris. In that city he studied mathematics
deeply, and in the atelier of Percierand Fontaine
acquired his knowledge of architecture and
painting, under Eegnault and Bertin. He after-

wards visited Italy, making slietchesand drawings
on the spot, and retained to the last lively im-
pressions of everything he had seen. In 1807,
he became assistant to Mous. Hnrtault, architect
to the Chateau de Fontainebleau, under the title

of " Controleur des batimens de la conronne,"
an office corresponding with that which once ex-
isted in our own Royal Palaces, under the title of
" Clerk of Works," then a position of distinction

for a professional man, not interfering with other
practice, but which now has fallen into the hands
of a mere plodcUng mechanic, and the "brevet
rank " of which has become lost to the profession,
to the detriment of the buildings which were
once entrusted to its competent supervision.
The charming Pavilion de Sully, in one ex-
tremity of the Palace gardens at Fontainebleau,
of the graceful style of the Rennai-ance, wiis not
then thought too good for the architect of the
chAteau, and hero Nepveu trnstworthily exer-
cised his duties, and it required no small" degree
of Ivnowledgo and graceful feeling to restore and
uphold such a " wild, fanciful, congeries of build-
ings as those at Fontainebleau." Here the tirst
Napoleon, abdicated while Nepveu was'at liis

post, and he, in his enthusiasm, entreated to lie
allowed to follow the fortunes of his great
master, in any position, however humble ; con-

cession to which request, however, being inex-

pedient, he was left to guard Ids post, which he

did bravely, till superseded after the Bourbons

were reinstated by one more hostile to the

banished Emperor.
In 1821, he was appointed King's architect to

the Palace of Rambouillet, whence in 1830,

Charles X. went into exUe, when Nepveu
again proved his loyaUty, and would have fol-

lowed the fortmies of his master, had not the

King commanded him to remain and save from

injury the buildings confided to his care. In

1832 the domain of Rambouillet was detached

fi-ora the Crown property, and Nepveu's old

master, Fontaine, recommended that his former

pupil shoidd be transferred to Versailles, a

nomination approved, by Louis Philippe, by
whom he was also named architect to Com-
piegne. With generous disinterestedness he got

his friend Monsieur Cicelle appointed, instead

of himself, as engineer to the water works of

Versailles, at Marly, imder whom the new
hydraulic steam engine superseded the cumbrous
machine of Louis XIV.

In 1832, among other works, he improvised in

48 hours acharmmg theatre in the Tennis Court

at Compiegne, on the occasion of the marriage of

the daughter of Louis Philippe to the King of the

Belgians. Formerly, in England, the architect

of the Court was similarly employed, not only for

such temporary erections, but even for their ma-
chinery, scenes, costumes, &c., which were not

left to the mere decorator or upholsterers, who
should only assist the architect.

Some few living can now remember the distri-

bution of that proud creation of the proudest of

the French monarchs, Louis XIV., upon which
and its appurtenances, having spent nine millions

of our money, he desired the accoimts to be de-

stroyed, that no record ofhis extravagance might
exist. The noble marble staircases and majestic

suites of rooms decorated by Le Brim, the chapel

and theatre forming the king's apartments, then

contrasted ill with the inextricaljlo labyrinth of

small comfortless rooms, which composed the

rest of the building, and in which the courtier

nobles were content to lodge rather than in their

own chateaux.
Louis Philippe converted the palace into a

national museum, and transferred it to the nation's

care, himself laymg down the programme and
prescribing the details. The State apartments
and labyrinths of small rooms were swept away,
and scuipture and picture galleries substituted,

thus re-arranging the interior, while the exterior

remained the same. These galleries are lighted

directly ii'om above, a system which hitherto ex-

isted in only a few localities. These works, begun
in 1833, occupied till 1837, and were conducted
by M. Nei)Veu, whose task was a difficult one.

The grand but often impracticable ideas of the

King he was obhged sometimes to oppose, in

order to secure architectural propriety ; and on
one occasion, after an unusually warm discussion,

the King, irritated by the persistence of his archi-

tect, said, " But, M. Nepveu, I wish yon to know
that I have had a great deal to do with builduig

done for me." "And I, sire, have my own self

built a great deal," was the retort. "M. Nepveu
rejoined the King, "know that I am the pot of

iron, and you the earthen pot;" with which words
the King broke oli' the parley, and walked oU',

followed by M. Nepveu, as usual, who felt deeply

the mortification of having maintained his

opinion too long. The king, however, kindly

sought to saj^ something to renew conversation,

without touching upon the point that had been
contested, and began to ask questions about the

paintings on the ceiling. "But what is that

figure in the angle," said the King. " Sire, that

is an allegorical tigm-e; it represents firmness in

a King, and obstmacy in a poor architect." When,
in 1848, the revolution hurled LouisPhilippo from
the thi'one, this contradictor of his King was one
of the few who rallied round him, and supplied

him with everything he had thsposable to assist

him, and came over yearly to present his respects

to his fallen Sovereign^ He attended his funeral,

and yearly on the anniversary of his death made
a pilgrimage to Weybridge, to join in themoni'u-
fiU ceremonies of the day. He was never a cour-

tier, until he could be so to his exiled King. At
72 years of age M. Nepveu retired from profes-

sional life, and resided at Versailles. Ho died on
the 28th of September last, in the 8Cth year ol

his age. After his retirement he occupied liini-

self for many years, at considerable expense, in

completing and putting in order the drawings
and accounts connected with his operations at

the palace, and presented them for preservation

among the records of the building in the Pavil-

ion de Monsieur. He left, also, to the musenm, a
tine collection of his own drawdugs, bound in se-

veral volumes. He was a member of the Legion
d'Honneur.

INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS AT THE INSTI-
TUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

BY W. T11E, ESQ., M.P., F.K.S., ETC., THESIDENT.

Gentlemen,—In obedience to what has now be-

come our regidar custom, it is my duty as your
President to address you on this our first meeting
for the session of 1862-(;3. And I have the more
pleasure in doing so, because I think the institute

has never exhibited so satisfactory an appearance,
whether we regard its influence in society and in

the scientific world, the increasing number of its

members, or the prosperous state of our funds.
Notwithstanding, however, tliia satisfactory con-

dition of our atfairs, the events which I shall have
to bring under your consideration must be prefaced
by a notice of the melancholy bereav-^ment the
nation generally, and the Institute of Architects
particularly, have to deplore in the premature death
of one of our distinguished patrons, in the person
of the Prince Consort.
At the time that event happened, we offered to

her Gracious Majesty the Queen our huudjle but
affectionate condolences ; but I must still bo per-

mitted to add a few Words on this jnelancholy
subject.

His Royal Highness the Prince Consort earned,

in the course of his short but eminently useful

career, the gratitude and esteem of all who are di-

rectly or indirectly connected with the development
of a taste for the fine arts in our fatherland. It is

not for us, feeling bitterly as we still do the loss of a
kind patron, and an earnest lover of our prufussion,

to inquire curiously into the peculiar tastes, or the

testhrtical theories adopted by his late Royal Hiy:h-

ness in matters connected with architecture; be-

cause, emphatically, these are questions beyond the

reach ofabstract reasoning, and because the manner
of their solution depends greatly upon the early

associations which modify the faculties required to

bo brought into action in our perceptions of the

good, the beautiful, and the true. We may, then,

entertain in-^ividually opinions with regard to ob-

jects of art different from those which guided the
late Prince in his preference for certain architec-

tural forms ; but after every allowance has t)een

made on this score, the conviction must remain that

his Royal Highness actually did more to promote
the love of pure art, for art's sake, than any of his

predecessors in the positions which enable men to

modify the modes of thought of their contempo-
raries. On occasions of the public expression of

regret for the loss of one so good and great, it is,

perhaps, undesirable to suggest comparisons of any
description, because they are apt to disturb the

unanimity of feeling it is so desirable to retain;

but I cannot refrain from remarking that one of the

characteristics of the action of his late Royal High-
ness in his patronage of art always seemed to me to

be especially worthy of admiration ; namely, his

respect for personal character and indepeudenee of

judgment on the part of those whom he delighted

to honour. He loved art for art's salce ; not fur the

sake of imposing his own views and opinions on its

external manifestations. His loss has been indeed

a heavy blow to Eu^Ush art in all its branches.

Our estimation of the good he has done, and the best

jiruof of our regret for his premature removal from
amongst us, wuuld be, I humbly think, most satis-

factorily shown by our endeavouring to cari-y for-

ward, so far as Ues in our power, the task he set to

himself, namely, that uf improving the tone and of

diffusing the love for art. So he laboured; and so

shall we most effectually retain his spirit, and ad-

vance his work I

The next important event to which I propose to

call your attention is the one the departed Prince

had himself zealously laboured to prepare during

his lifetime, and which will always bo connected

with his name in the nation's recollections; I mean
the Great Inti rnational Exlubitiun. Properly un-

derstood, and properly managed, these periodieid

gatherings of the products of art and manufacture

from aU quarters of the globe must be the most
efficient means of advancing the attauiinent of that
" peace on earth and goodwdl toward men,'' which

we believe to be the end of all social organization ;

and though the bright visions men began to indidge

upon the occasion of the inauguration of the first

great gathering of this description have been rudely

shaken by the sad events now taking place in Ame-
i-iea, it is stUl morally certain that tlie more nations

learn to appreciate one another's merits and powers,

the less likely are misunderstanding's to ai-ise

ajuongst them.
As to the building erected for the purposes of this

Exhibition, it wUl lie most becoming for architects

to observe silence on the subject of its artistic qua-

lities; but we certainly may record our protest

aj^aiust its beingin anywise considered as a represen-

tative of the architectural taste of om- age ana times.

It was unfortunate that a gentleman whose stuJiiis

and pursuits had not been of a nature to developethe
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artistic facultioa required for fho aucoossful culti-
vation of* our professiou, hUouM have been aeleeliMl

todoeiijniind execute a struetureneeessiirily intended
to illustrate hefnro tln^ aastMubled natituia the actual
state of art a?ri(ini;r8t Kn^dialimen. The very merits
of the construelion tie hut point the mural of thia
objection, because tiny ar,' of a niture to imlicato
that its author liad solely directed his attention to
the seieutitic and technical di'tails of the problem
submitted to him, without Ix-inj^ al>le to ^rasp its

ffistheticnl or moral si;,'uilieation. We tlms lind
that the jjoods are exliibited in a shed, tolerably
lighted; the pictures and sculpture are also placed
in rooms where they can be seen, spcakiuif gene-
rally, in a very advantageous manner ; indeed, the
picture galleries are the most successful parts of
the building ; though I am disposed to abate con-
tiderably from the reputation of orininality and
merit assigned to them by otKiial critics. I!ut there
is an abs.Mice of artistic treatment in the plan of
the building ; and to such an extent is this the case,

us by now materiala, demanding diHerent treat-
ment and a new exertion of the imaginative faculty.
I shall have occasion to say jjrescutly a word or two
on the subject of art education amongst ourselves,
iind what the institute desirea to do to promote it,

for it is a subject of great interest, becaus.^ in other
countries—as, for instance, in Franco and Belgium—th(i State interferes actively to provide- the moans
of art education for the mass of the nation, under
such conditions aa to allow almost every one, who
may desire it, to actjuire sound and comprehensive
opinions upon art questions ; and the gratuitous
courses of lectures, and the industrial and drawing
schools, are so brought, as it were, to the doors of
the people in general, that they have, in the two
instances cited, actually become nation.s of artists.
There are many grave reasons for hesitation on our
[urts before we adopt the system of State interven-
tion in these details of education, and also for be-
lieving tliat no sound vital art can be produced by
such a forcing process. But, nevertheless, the im-

that even the proper arrangement of the articles
i

purtance of addressing himself to a sympathizing
exposed has suflcred from tlieir bad distribution
whilst the general elevation and the ornamental de-
tails of the exterior particularly are very objection-
able. No architect could have designed a work so
unsatisfactory had he but studied the rudiments of
his profession, and yet British architects are un-
happily represented to assembled Europe by this
eminently unarcbitectural building ! Even the
Crystal Palace of 18o 1 could boast of merits supe-
rior to those of its successor, and it gave signs of
the existence of a desire on the part of artists, and
of the public, to seek some new mode of expreaaing
the peculiar feelings and wants of the age. Com-
pared with tlie Crystal Palace, the new Interna-
tional Exhibition building has been a step back-
wards rather th;in a step forwards in art develop-
ment ; and, as such, it cannot be regarded as a fair
exponent of the etfects notoriously produced upon
our profession by the great intellectual movements
of late years.

It is a matter of extreme pain to me thus to feel
obUged to criticise the labours of men who have
laboured earnestly in the disch jrge of their duties

;

but, as your President, it is necessary to place on
record the fact that British arcliitects are in no wise
responsible for the Int^Tnaticraal Exhibition build-
ing, and that they who would seek to trace the pro-
gress of architecture in England during the perioil
1851 and 181)2 must turn to other quarters for the
elements of comparison.

In my address of last year, I pointed out what I
believed to be the position of our profession in
society, and I illustrated it by incidents that had
occurred in the House of Commons, and opinions
expressed there and received even with applause,
though little complimentary to oui- attainments, or
our scientific position. I cannot venture to think
that my humble appeal would do much towards our
advancement ; but at tlio same time one circum-
stance has occurred of so eminently satisfactory a
character, that I am sure I shall be pardoned in
thia place for calling particular attention to it. You
will at once perceive that I allude to the invitation
made to some of us, as (u-rhiteds, to advise the
very distinguished committee appointed by Her
Majesty on the subject of the intended memorial to
the memory of the Prince Consort. This invitation
also has this most flattering incident connected
with it, that the suggestion came from her gracious
Majesty h.-rself. The advice we ventured to give
has been, I am happy to say, approved by the dis-
tinguished men with whom we wire placeil in com-
munication

;
it has given satisfaction in the highest

quarters, and, notwithstanding some ungenerous
and violently unjust individual criticism, has been
well received by the public. I hope, and I believe,
tb.it our well known and abb; Ciillcagues, now
anxiously engaged in the realisation of our sugg-s-
•nms, wiU achieve the success which the nation so
anxicnisly desires.

With this gratifying fact before us, we may, I
(bink, dismiss from our thoughts all further re-
ference to the studied neglect of architects Iiy the
tTOvernmental department conueetod with the art
education of the country, and the absurd and la-
boured attack of one of the officers of that depart-
ment, who seemed to have forgotten that such men
as Inigo Jones and Wren, Chambers and Soane, or
bnurke and Barry, had ever lived in England ; or
Michael Angel.i, or Bramante, or Vignola, or Pal-
ladio, or a thousand others, had flourished in Italy
or that Perrault or Perronet, or Hittorffor Viscojiti
had lived, or were living, in France; orthatKlenze
or behinkel had ever livcil or flourished in Germanyi;
or that he must have known architects in this
country to whom his countrymen wore not in-
sensibe as having some claims in the scientific
world.

Before I pass from this subject, however, I can-
not but express my hope that the profession I am
attached to, and that 1 have followed for more than
forty years, may receive from me in a kindly spirit
a few words of caution, that we ought not to forg,-t
tUat the great prmciples of art demand something
more than a mere patient reproduction of forms
olumnated in, and appropriate to other times, with-
out sufiicient reference to the gi-eat power given to

and educated public must be to the artist so great,
that we may well consider how it would be possible
for us, in our private capacity, to labour to iliffuse

more correct principles of taste than seem unfortu-
nately now to prevail in our country. We need
not seek to impoao our own news, but we may
strive to teach as well as to learn; but we must
always bear in mind that we shall not be able to
influence public opinion unless we are really and
truly of our own times, and true exponents of the
spirit and feelings of our age in all that is good and
pure, without servile deference to fashion, or yield-
ing in any way the rights of our own consciences
to temporary popular fauciea or errors ; we ought,
in fact, to endeavour to guide the opiiiions of our
contemporaries in the formation of their aesthe-
tical principles, as applied to architecture, in the
direction of devotion to moral beauty and earnest
truthfulness.

Much has been done of late towards the attain-
ment of the great object referred to, by the labours
of our respected friends, Messrs. Sidney Smirke
and Gilbert Scott, and by the authors of the papers
read at your meetings ; but the audiences addressed
on these occasions are limited, and the publicity
given to this teaching does not reach the majority
of those whom it is so desirable to enlighten. It
seems to me that one of the most powerful instru-
ments for diffusing the knowledge we are ao much
interested in imparting, woidd be by establishing
courses of lectures upon subjects connected with
our art, written expressly in a popular and at-
tractive style, and open, if not gratuitously, at
least at a very low rate of payment, to all persons

Brnaaels, tho Hague, Berlin, Vienna, &e., are
undergoing a species of transformation, though on
a different scale, yet analagoua to tho one lately
carried out in Paris. In London wo have also en-
tered u|)on the same course, and umier tho guidance
of the Mi'tropolitan Board of Works, of the Cor-
poration of London, and of thi' various railway
companies, very great changes are in progress, or
at least are in contemplation under such conditions
as to justify the belief that they will soon pass into
tho class of facts. Tho most important of tho
recent undertakings thus refV-rred to, is unques-
tionably the embankment of the north side of tho
Thames, and most easnestly do I hope that this
work may bo carried to its conclusion in such a
manner as to add to tho monumental character of
our metropolis. Diflerences of opinion have oc--
curred with respect to the manner and to the
extent in which this work should bo carried
out ; and, unfortunately, hard words have
been bandied about by men who ought
to have had better taste than to abuse
those who happened to differ from them on
matters of detail. The Legislature has, however,
passed a law which settles these disputes, and iiil

parties must now labour to carry out successfully the
measure so adopted ; it is but a small instalment of
what is required to be done to tho Thames, in the
interest of the navigation quite as much as in the
interest of the embellishment of the citj. Unfor-
tunately, we, aa a nation, priding ours dves as wo
do on our practical character, are indisposed to
treat general subjects in a comprehensive manner

;

and thus it is to be feared that we shall continue to
deal with the embankment of the Thames in tho
same piecemeal spirit which has produced the par-
tial embankments at the Isle of Dogs, at the ileuses
of Parliament, and at Pimlico and Chelsea, wliilst it
opposes the establishment of stable conditions of
the bed and of the currents of tho river. It is a
great thing, however, to have resolutely entered
upon the embankment of the north side of the
river, and to have sought there the means of par-
tially relieving our overcrowded streets : time will
compel the execution of the complete schem?.
And here it may be appropriate to notice the

various new bridges erected over the river ; becauso
not only are they amongst the most striking monu-
ments of the day, but also because they seem to me
" to point tho moral " of the inconvenience before re-
ferred to as resulting from the scparati.m of the
professions of architecture and of civil engineering,
i do not propose to discuss the methods of con-
struction adopted in these bridges, though mucli
may be said on the subject ; but, as an architect, 1

cannot refVain from the expression of regret that
connected directly, or indirectly, with the building ''''?"' designers had not studied more carefully the
trades. The object we have 'to aim at is, as it

were, to produce an .atmosphere of art feeUng, and
tliis can only be obtained by popularizing art, and
by raising the tastes of all around ns ; and more-
over, we, as architects, have a direct interest in ad-
vancing the art education of the classes who really
carry out our designs, in order to ensure their
being execnted in the spirit with which they were
conceived. It is precisely in the want of artistic
feeling, and of true knowledge of the ends and
objects of their pursuits, that our artizans are in-
ferior to those of the Continent ; and it is our duty,
I hold, to strive to remove this obstacle to our art
lirogress, at tlie same time that we diffuse the taste
for architecture amongst the general public, by
placing within the reach of those who may wish to
learn, tho means of forming correct opinions on the
subject. Of course it is difficult to organise any
such systcan of public education, and to give it a
permanent character ; and the liistory of the me-
chanics' institutions proves that good intentions are
not alone sutticient for the purpose ; but a firm
faith in the policy of any course of proceeding
almost inevital}ly leads to the discovery of the
meana for attaining it. " Where there is a will,
there is a way," and surely there can be no greater
difliculty in organizing some form of gratuitous art
education at the present day, than there was for-
merly in organizing the grammar schools, and the
municipal corporations, to wliich many of thi

laws of optical effect, or the logical application of
archaeological forms. The parallel vertical cylin-
ders, and the .parallel horizontal girders of tho
Hungerford bridge, produce a combination of lines
which must he declared to be very ugly ; the street
girder bridges are, if possible, worse. A study of
Mr. Pem'ose's researches upon the Parthenon would
have saved the author of the Hungerford bridge
from the optical mistakes, if I may use that
phrase, into which he has fallen ; and a careful
study of the effects produced by the various foruis
af elliptical arches, in combination with long (/(fast

horizontal lines, would have taught tho very ablo
engineer of Weatminater bridge, that very flat

ellipses under such circumstauces always appear to
deflect over the crown. For my own part, I may
add, that it seems difficult to carry out with any
pretension to archajologieal correctness a design fur
an iron bridge with flit clli-ptical arches in tho
later Mediaeval style as practised in England ; be-
cause the material employed is not susceptible of
the deep splaying of the outUne of the arches which
is the essential characteristic of all good uioJiiKval
arched work. The style adopted in the new West-
minster bridge is, iu fact, a mistake into which a
properly educated architect could not have faUeu,
and the great engineering merita of the work must
reudiT our regi-et for this artistic defect the more
poignant ; for on the whole, this bridge is one of
the noljlest monuments on the Thames. The bridge

functions of educational boards upon technical U'^^'^'^'^fc' '9 .*!"' Victoria Station is, as a work of art
matters were entrusted. Our own institution might
do much to popularize the knowledge of archi-
tecture

; and iu this very bnildiug other societies
periodically meet, which might render efficient
service in the cause.

The discussion of the present and of the probable
future state of EngUsh architectural education,
would, I fear, lead me too far, were I to pursue it
to Its legitimate limits, and indeed I fear it has
carried me somewhat beyond the sp.ioe allowable in
an inaugural discourse. Its vital importance to our
profession must be my excuse, and most sincerely
do I hope that the ideas I have expressed may in-
duce more able heads than mine to ponder over its
difficulties. At present, however, I return to the
consideration of temporary events, and resume cur
cursory view of thair nature and tendency.
On all sides wo find that the fashion for municipal

alterations, set by our neighbours, is being fol-
lowed, with more or less enthusiam ; and the
various technical journals prove that such towns as

I'n my opinion, more consistent than the Westmin-
ster one ; and it is inflnitely more elegant than tho
Lambeth Suspension Bridge; the latter, indeed, is

so unredeemably ugly, that I am almost tempted to
regret that there should not be a Committee of Taste
to which the designs for public works should be sub-
mitted. Before quitting this subject, I would beg
to express my serious apprehensions of the present
fashion for the use of wrought iron for bridges con-
necting leading thoroughfares in such a town as
London. Our experience in the use of that material
is not sufficient to justify its introduction in such
positions, however justihable it may be in the case
of railway bri<lges, or of siuularly speculative un-
dertakings.*

* Biackfriars Bridge, I may also notice, will soon cease
to exist. As is well known, it was the work of one of our
best architects, the elder Mylne, and it was celebrated, not
only in this country, but in Europe, as of surpassing
elegance and beauty. In the competition wliich has raged
for 50mc months past as to the designs for its successor, 1
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street improvements have not kept pace in Lon-

don witli those in course of execution in Paris
;
but

the changes of this description recently made here

have been of themselves sufficiently remarkable, and

they furnish many valuable lessons to those who

know how to read the signs of the times in the

various phases of architecture. When I had the

honour of addressing you last year, I ventured to

express my feelings of satisf\iction and pride for the

liigh character of the art displayed in the new

streets of the City ; and on this occasion I can but

repeat my congratulations to our professional bre-

thren who have so successfully laboured to adorn

the metropolis. No doubt a severe critic might find

many reasons for objecting to details of the new and

gorgeous piles of warehouses and offices lately

erected in the great streets of the City ; but I con-

tend that, considered comprehensively, those build-

ings display sound taste, keen perception of archi-

tectural beauty, fine feeling for art allied to com-

mon sense, and a sufficient amount of originality

to justify us in entertaining confident
^

hopes

for the future prospects of our profession, in

spite even of the defects previously alluded to

in our publicly recognized art teaching. Possi-

bly the superior character of the buildings

lately erected in the city may be attributable to the

fact that they have escaped, to some extent, the in-

fluence of fashion and of official pedantry; at any

rate the contrast between the architecture of the

new'City streets and that of the buildings erected

under the influence of the Science and Art Depart-

ment of our Government is so marked, that the ques-

tion of the necessity for the existence of the latter

expensive organization is almost forced upon our

attention. Again, we learn that public opinion is

a better guide, a surer fosterer of genius, than State

patronage can ever be ; and the street architecture

of the principal English provincial towns fully con-

firms this opinion. I dwell a little upon this branch

of the review of our recent progress, because it

seems to me that we have done, and are doing, more

in domestic architecture, so to speak, than in our

public buildings, in which the influence of fashion-

able art theories have been allowed to override the

individuality of the artists themselves. The influ-

ence of these external conditions on the development

of architectural taste is, however, a subject so vast,

that I only allude to it now in passing, but with the

hope that some of my hearers may return to its

consideration hereafter. In the meantime it may

be remarked that, in the provinces, the last year has

witnessed the commencement of some town halls

and some reproductions of the mediajval ecclesias-

tical buildings of singular merit, and which prove

that at least the labours of the departed Prince, we

began by regretting, have not been fruitless amongst

us. Pardon, gentlemen, this return to the sad

theme of the commencement of my lecture. As we
grow older, it becomes more difficult to replace those

•whom we have lost, and insensibly we find that the

frame of mind the poet so well describes cornea over

us—for then
" Our hearts have one unceJlsing theme,

One strain that still comes o'er,

Their breathing chords as 'twere a dream

Of joy, that's felt no more!"

And thus I am brought again to the record of

our losses in the course of the last twelve months.

We find the list of Death's doings headed by the de-

cease of M. Jean Baptiste Biot, who passed from

this life on the 27th of January last, at the advanced

period of nearly SS years. He was a sincere lover

of science. His labours connected with the Egyptian

chronology were early crowned with success, and he

attained merited distinction for his identifying the

dates of the Egyptian and the Hindoo astronomies

of that period. All architects must be obliged for

the light thus thrown upon the most abstruse

branch of their studies. Matthew Cotes Wyatt

passed away about the same time as the preceding,

for he died on the 24th January. Mr. Wyatt was a

son of the late James Wyatt, Surveyor General, and

for a short time President of the Royal Academy,

in which institution the son was educated. A series

of works was entrusted to his care in Windsor

and to compare his works with the false taste wluch

then prevailed ; if so, Wyatt will well bear the com-

parison. The next man we have to regret is Pro-

fessor Barlow, of the Academy of Woolwich, a man
whom every engineer and architect must esteem.

The researches of this gentleman upon the strength

of timber, and the best form to be given to railway

bars, are amongst the most valued productions on

the subject. Indeed, all the Professor's inquiries

into the qualities of iron must be considered as

text-books upon the various subjects investigated.

Professor Barlow passed from us on 1st March last,

af'cd about S3 years.

On 2nd April died Mr. James Elmes, an author

on architectural legislation, of eminence, who was

principally known by his work upon "Architectural

Dilapidations," " The Life and Times of Sir C.

Wren," a volume of " Lectures on Architecture,"

and some minor publications. Mr. Elmes lived to

a very great age. On the Uth of the same inonth,

in his best days, and just as his fame was beginning

to be established, John Thomas w.is snatched a\yay

from the future, which began to spread before him,

and from the brdliant prospects which seemed to

crown liis labours. We have few instances upon

record in our profession of the fate of a man being

so markt^d mth the character of his genius as was

that of Mr. Thomas ; and I think that we may con-

gratulate ourselves upon the result of his labours.

He was not highly educated; he was not a genius

of a description to take the world by storm ;
but he

was purely and simply a firm believer in the im-

portance 'art should bear to architecture ; he was

convinced that they could mutually throw light

upon one another ; and he laboured to make the two

branches of sculpture and architcctnre, to which he

had devoted his attention, combine to work out the

cud he had in view. His success was justified by

his labours, and in Somerleyton House and in .\rles-

ford Hall he had surpassed himself in the fancy of

his design. I would urge you to think of Mr.

Thomas's success. It seems to me to be fVaught

with lessons of deep importance to the artists of

future generations ; and in proportion as they work

in the spirit he infused into his work, so will they

merit the good opinion of their posterity.

Happily this review will show that amongst the

class of actual architects our losses in this country

have been few.
Amongst our neighbours in Scotland the losses

have even been fewer, for I do not know that we have

any otherthanMr. George Henderson, ofAberdeen,

to mention ; he was a good mediaevalist, and erected

some creditable specimens of his skill in the counti .'S

on the east coast, especially at Aberdeen, Montrose,

Burnt Island, and Arbroath. He was a sensible

restorer, and seems to have been rather before his

age in liis love for the mediaeval style.

In France lam called upon to notice three deaths

;

viz., 51. Nepvcu, architect of Versailles ; M. Halevy,

and M. Bruaet de Baines. The first gentleman 1

leave in the able hands of my friend Mr. Professor

Donaldson, who proposes to address to you a few

words on his loss. M. Halevy was the secretary of

the Academie dcs Beaux Arts, and his death is well

deserving of our deep regret, as he was the exponent

of the feelings ofthe Frcn i-h educated society towards

our profession, and as he possessed, to a great

extent, the feeling that all lovers of art are equally

entitled to consideration; the other gentleman

claimed to be ranked amongst our honourary mem-
bers by the great skill he had displayed in the

construction of the Museum of Havre, thi^ Caserne

des Douanes, I'Entrepot des Tabacs, and finally the

Hotel de Ville of that town, and in the new build-

ings of the Hotel des Invalides.

Though we architects have happily escaped, death

has left his mark stron','ly amongst the engineers,

who have to regret three gentlemen well known to

myself, and with two of whom I have acted pro-

fessionally to a consi jcrable extent.

The first is James Walker; he had an immense

practice, lived to a great age, and was certainly one

of our most successful private engineers. He was

one of the earliest supporters of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, and I recollect well belonging to

Palace by George the Third, but his appearance in tii^t now flourishing body with him, when, many
' Lord Nelson, at Liverpool. I years ago, it met in an upper chamber " in thepublic was by a statue to

Since that time he executed the cenotaph of the

Princess Charlotte at Windsor; the monument to

the late Duchess of Rutland, at B_dvoir Castle ; the

equestrian statues of the Duke of York and the

Marquis of Anglesea; the statue of George the

Third, at Charing-cross : the great statue of the

Duke of Wellington, at Hyde Park Corner : besides

some smaller tombs and works of art. It will be

advisable to allow these works to remain in the in-

diff'erenoe to which they have sunk, for they are by

no means characterised by the high principles ofart

that now ornament our sculpture ;
yet I would urge

those who may seek to compare Wyatt with our

times to weigh him with the tendencies of his age,

cannot say I see much to admire in the result ; for, unfortu-

nately, the very worst design of the whole his been chosen.

Mr. Page's three-arched bridge was a grand idea, though
defective in detail. The bridge about to be erected is in

live segmental arches of iron, with stone piers, and the
architectural features of those piers, and other adornments,
are highly objectionable.

Adelphi^ with the hnmblest of all arrangements

and applications; but Telford was the President,

and under his great name the society soon became

important; and after his death Mr. Walker was

elected to till liis place, a position he retained^ mth
success for many years. The profession of engineer-

ing owes a debt of gratitude of a singular kind to

James Walker, for he succeeded in establishing the

enormous scale of charges now universally adopted

by engineers, which leave all the earnings of archi-

tects tar behind, and are very difi'erent indeed fr im
those recorded and quoted by Mr, Smik-s in his

charming " Lives of the Engineers."

John Errington, the partner and friend of Joseph

Locke, died most unexpectedly in July. He was

content to live quietly und.r the shadow of his

great associate, and though a man of ability, I ain

not aware of any great work which may be attri-

buted to him.
With Mr. Locke and Mr. Errington in earlier

days I had much to do on the Paris and Rouen, the

Rouen and Havre, the Caledonian, Scottish Central,

and other lines of railway, where 1 was the architect,

as they were the engineers. They confined them-

selves strictly to their departments; Mr. Locke
having at an early period laid down the rule that as

regarded buildings, " an engineer's functions ceased

with the platforms." One of Mr. Errington's latest

works, and which 1 had the pleasure of co-operating

with him, was the Yeovil and Exeter Railway. It

was his last work, as it probably will be mine ; and
I may be permitted to remark, as somewhat curious,

that influenced either by the "Genius loci," or by
other considerations, medieval architecture was
introduced. At Carlisle and at Perth, and more
recently on the Exeter line, I have done my best to

mould the forms and modes of thinking of medirrval

architects to the unusual requirements of railways.

At Rouen, in the two staticms, at Havre, and at

Southampton, Gosport, Blackwall, and oth.-r phces,

I adhered to the more usual styles, and perhaps

with better success.

The last name I mention is that of James Berkley,

who fell a sacrifice to the efi'ects of the baneful

climate of India, at a comparatively early period of

his life ; he was a pupil of the younger Stephenson,

who recommended him to this appointment ;
he did

ample justice to the recommendation; his works in

India in ascending the Ghauts are spoken of in the

highest terms as monuments of engineering skill

and perseverance.

Before concluding, I am requested by the council

to draw your attention to certain changes wliich

they have made in our own system, and particularly

to the arrangements for a voluntary examin-ation of

our rising members.
The fact of the system of examination for offices in

all the services under Government having worked
satisfactorily, seems to have led to a desire to in-

troduce a similar system into the education of an

architect. With this view, a committee was ap-

pointed, who have drawn up a series of examination

papers of great value, which have been extensively

circulated. 'The .irchitectural Association has taken

up the matter viggrously, and we earnestly hopj

that our young friends will avail themselves of the

advantages which would follow a successful ex-

amination. The examination papers liinit the books

referred to to those found in our own library
;
and

in order to render these books more accessible, tlie

library will be opened every day as usual, and alsa

every evening, except Monday, from s?ven to two,

and the newTibrarian, Mr. Dollman, or Mr. Henry

Moody, will be always in attendance to assist the

students, and supply them with what they require.

I am to add, that the last day for the applications to

be made by gentlemen who desire to be examined,

is the 27th December.
Another series of regulations adopted by the

Council, having reference to the circulation and

publication of papers, is as follows :—That the

papers will be issued by the council three times in

the spssiom, viz., at Christmas, Easter, and at its

close, instead of only once, as at present.

We shall employ our own reporter ; and, except

on special occasions, no other will be admitted.

The honorary secretaries will prepare abstracts

of papers and proceedings, which will be delivered

regularly to those journals interested in their pub-

lication, upon the payment of a small fee.

The honorary secretaries will also prepare a short

summary for other journals.

In order to facilitate these arrangements, papers

intended to be read should always be placed in the

hands of the honorary secn'tarius a few days before

the one appointed for their reading, with a rie-.v to

the preparation of these abstracts.

The council are informed that the curators of the

Architectural JIuseum have received notice to re-

move their collection from South Kensington.

Nothing would be more acceptable to the council

than to receive that collection \vithin this building,

for which there is ample accommodation, provided

some p irtion of the premises now let off could bo

engaged for that purpos-. The council have the

pleasure to announce that Mr. Cumberlege has pre-

sented the institute with his ten shares, and this

mode of increasing the funds of the institute, and

meeting the additional expense of accommodating

the museum, is suggest .^d by the council as a con-

venient mode of effecting those objects.

HOUSE ACCOMMODATION IN LONDON.

A daily contemporary publishes a letter from

"A Citizen" upon ihe improvement of dwellings

for the poor, which may be taken as supplement-

ary to the remarks in our last week's journal un-

der the above heading.

The writer says :—For some years past there

has been in the public mind a growing conWction,

that the physical condition of tlie labom-ing

classes is mainly dependent on the state of their

dwellings. It is, perhaps, not generally known,

that this conviction has, in the city of London,_

taken a practical direction, and the agitation ot

the question of the desirability of erecting im-

proved dwellings for the industrial classes has
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recommonced, Ou tho 16tli of last iiumih Mi-.

Sydney H. Waterlow gave the following iiulico ul'

motion to the Court of Common Council:—'"I'liat

it be roferrecl to the improvement committee to

report to this court the present state of the Fina-

bury Estate Surphis Fund, viz. :—£l2,ltiU Ss.

Keiluced 'I'liree per Cents., whieli by a resuhition

of tliis court in October, 1851, was ilirecled to lie

applied to for the purpose of providinjj improved
l(.>d^inp-houses for the labouring poor, and whe-

ther the same is still available for this purpose.

That the committee do also inquire and report to

this court the extent to which the houses of the

industrial poor in the city of London and its im-

mediate vicinity have been and may be destroyed

bv tho various schemes for metroiH>litan im-

l)rovements already sanctioned, and whether in

their opinion it would be proper to appropriate

any and what portion of the aforesaid sum to as-

sist the labouring classes engaged in tho city to

obtain healthy separate houses without overtax-

ing their means, and without compromising their

position as independent working men." This

will raise in tho court a public discussion of the

whole question, and will, 1 trust, show that,

apart from the genei-al responsibility which de-

volves on the corporation to foster and protect

the labotiring poor of the city, they incurred a

special liability in 1851 by the construction ot the

new Victoria-street, Holborn, with the necessary

demolition of the houses of over 1,000 poor fami-

lies, and they had no right to carry out tho de-

structive powers conferred on them by clauses 1

to 11, unless they at the same time exercised the

reconstructive powers under clauses 12 and 13,

as in both cases the powers were permissive.

That tho corporation felt the responsibility at the

time is clear from the fact that within three

months after the passing of the act they unaui-

mously voted the sum of £42,469 for the purpose
of clearing the ground and erecting the necessary

improved dweUings. Since this time they

have resold the land acquired for the purpose,

and up to the present day no fresh site

has been obtained, and not one brick has

been laid. Leaving, however, the question

of the corporation responsibihty and inactivity for

discussion at the next court, it is gratifying to

find that this gentleman does not come forward
to ask his fellow-citizens and the public to aid in

this movement before putting his own shoulder to

the wheel, and his hands into his pockets, for the

pui'pose of accomplishing this most important

object. I have now before me a plan and eleva-

tion of the inlproved dwellings which he is erect-

ing in Mark-street and Luke-street, Finsbury,

within ten minutes' walk of the Bank of England,

the first of five blocks, each to contain twenty
separate homes, is nearly roofed in, and is ex-

pected to be occupied by Christmas. The plan

is entirely novel in many of its features. Each
family would iiave two rooms and three rooms
alternately, in addition to a washhouse, with

copper, sink, coal-cellar, and watercloset for each

Bet of apartments. Nearly half the floor area of

each storey is fii'e-proof, formed by laying

wrought-ironSi-iuchbars on edge, in continuous

lengths, fron^ the centre wall to the front of the

balcony, with |-inch rods, 18 inches apart, run-

ning through them at right angles. Both the

rods and bars are tiu-ned over at each end to form
ties for the building. The space between the iron

joists is tilled in with a patent mateiial, composed
of one part Portland cement and three parts small

drift coke from the gas-works, forming a
thoroughly fire-proof floor as hard as stone, but a
third the weight, and as cheap as an ordinary
wooden floor. The staircase, entirely fire-prooti

opens to the balcony on each floor, and is so placed
that the occupant of the fifth floor is as free fi'om

the danger of fire as the family resident on the

groiuid floor. The roof, formed of the same ma-
terial as the fii-eproof floors, is perfectly fiat, with
a breast-high wall round it, and forms a drying-

ground for famihes on washing days. Thorough
ventilation is secured by each family occupying
both front and back rooms, the windows of which
being lowered produce a current of fresh air

through the home. Every room, even to the

washhouse, has a fireplace, and the living rooms
are suppUed with small kitchen-ranges, oven,
and boiler. The passages forming the entrance
to each room are laid with red aiid black orna-
mental .tiles to imitate oilcloth. The windows
are all as large as possible and the rooms very
light. Everything has been done to give the
building (wluch is faced back and front with the
white Artsey brick) an air of quiet respectabihty,
and to take away the barrack or workhouse ap-
pearance which ia bo objectionable in many of

Ihr nuidi'l Iddging-houscB hitlnrlo erected. The
most important feature, however, in these build-

ings in Mark-street, Finsbury, is tho great

economy of eonstruotion, eacli home costing only

lOo;., or little more than half the cost of similar

homes constructed by the Association for the

Improving the DweUings of the Industrial Classes

in I'ancras-square and Nelson-square. The ques-

tion of cost is most important, as tlie reduced ex-

pense of building will, it is fully expected, enable

the projirietor to let these homes at less than is

now paid by the mechanic for the horrid accom-

modation ho is obliged to put up with, if he

would live within such a distance of his work as

will ])ermit him to take all his meals at home, and

the cost will at the same time leave such a net

return upon the capital invested as to tempt others

to undertake similar buildings in other localities.

Until improved dwellings are placed within tho

reach of the labouring classes they cannot bo

raised out of that physical debasement which

has lately been so painfully depicted by the re-

cent disclosures at the Clerkenwell Police-court.

CLAPHAM CHURCH, BEDFORD.

Tuts church, which for many months has been

in course of restoration and enlargement, was re-

opened for divine service on Tuesday week. Few
of our readers are unacquainted with the rude and

massive tower, which, from its great height and

almostcolossal proportions, forms so prominentan

object from the Milton road, and from the Mid-

land Railway between Bedford and Oakley. It

has long been a study for the archa;ologist and

antiquary j and even those whose architectural

researches have proceeded no further then to the

pages of Rickman, are familiar with Clapham
tower, which is there engraved and described

among the few remaining specimens of Saxon work
which have been left to us by the ravages of time,

the hand of the destroyer, or the changeful taste

of the church builder. It unquestionably belongs

to a remote period, and is one of the most re-

markable examples extant of the stone buildings

of a people whose deeds fill the early pages of

our country's history ; of whom, in fact, few

relics so perfect are still left standing out of all

the numerous castles, strongholds, and ecclesias-

tical edifices which once told of their prowess

and their piety. It presents many of the cha-

racteristic peculiarities of the Anglo-Saxon style,

and more are probably concealed by an outer

coating of plaster, which has been sufl'ered to re-

main. The stone, as may be seen from the in-

side, is disposed in layers with longer and larger

blocks at the angles, the whole cemented together

by mortar of peculiar hardness. Though upwards
of 80 feet in height, the walls are entirely devoid

of buttresses : and it is this feature, perhaps,

which, more than any other, rivets the gaze of

every one who beholds the building for the first

time. It is lighted by semicircular-headed win-

dows or loopholes, deeply inserted into the mid-

dle of the wall, and equally splayed on the outside

as well as within. The entrance from the ex-

terior (probably at first the only one at the base-

ment) is by a narrow semicircular-headed door-

way of the plainest form, entirely destitute of

mouldings. This has been now restored to its

original purpose, having been for many years

blocked up, and in part made to serve for a win-

dow. In the lowest stage, at some distance from
the gromid, are inserted thi-ee of the narrow
windows already mentioned; one on each

of the disengaged faces of the wall. The
second stage has a similar window on each face of

the tower ; and the walls of both these stages

diminish gradually in thickness as they ascend,

both internally and externally. The third or top.

most stage bears evidence of a later date than
the lower portions, and belongs to the Norman
period. It is set within the face of the earlier or

Saxon work, so as to form at its base a ledge

which is easily perceptible at some distance from
below. Tliis upper stage has on each side a
round-headed two-light window, set near the

outer face of the wall and broadly splayed within

onUj. The lights in each window are divided by
a baluster which on the east and west is circular,

on the north and south octagonal. The whole is

still surmounted, greatly to the detriment of its

general etiect, by a battlement about two cen-

turies old, and capped by a conical framework of

wood covered with lead. Although nothing has

been attempted in the way ofexternal restoration

of the tower beyond the insertion of a substantial

oak door in the western doorway, a considerable

sum has been expended upon the interior, in con-

structing new framework for tho peal of five bells,

providing a ringing floor, and throwing open

tho basement (hitherto the receptacle for dirt

and nibbish) to the body of the church. The
communication, which had been obstructed by a

low gallery and boarded up, is formed by a plain

semicircular-headed arch of tho same rude des-

cription as the other Saxon work, though perhaps

made subsequently to the original building. Tho
only portions of undoubted Saxon origin remain-

ing in the church at the commencement of tho

late restoration wero tho entrance arch and tho

north wall of the chancel. Tho former, in con-

sequence of the extension of tho nave, has been

taken down and rebuilt 10 feet to the east of its

prior position. The north wall contained another

example of the narrow, round-headed, single-

light window, equally splayed within and with-

out, but, unlike those in the tower, made up of

various kinds of stone and with inferior mortar.

This wall, contrary to the architect's intention,

was imfortunately not preserved. The former

nave consisted of two bays, with north and
south aisles, from which it was separated on
either side by a low octagonal central co-

luum with its responds, and pointed arches,

eaiTying hea'S'y walls, nearly equal in thick-

ness at their lower part to those of the tower,

and gradually decreasing as they ascend. These
columns and arches, which are either late Nor-
man or Transitional, or belong more decidedly to

the Early English period, have been regained and
continued one bay more eastward, but the walls

above rebuilt. The aisles, which were remarkable
for their narrowness, have for the sake of providing

additional room, been thrown out by an extension

of about 4 feet to the north and south respectively,

and carried on eastward with the nave. The roofs

both of nave and chancel dated from the 17th

century: the latter had been lowered from its

original pitch, ceiled, and 'plastered : that of the

nave was boarded above the tie-beams, and tho

ceiling had been coloured with blue and pow-
dered with gold stars, which however had long
disappeared beneath successive coats of white-

wash. These are replaced by open timber roofs,

elaborate and unusually elegant in design, and
deservedly admired by all who have visited tho

church. The font, which is ofNorman character,

and consists of a plain circular bowl resting on a
centre with four circular shafts around it, is re-

placed in its former position against the western
pier on the north side. The chancel, correspond-
ing in proportions with its predecessor, but stand-

ing 10 feet further eastward, is entirely of new
work, and its triple-lancet east window is espe-

cially worthy of notice. An early piscina has been
built into the south wall, and the sediha recon-

structed beneath the first window from the east

end. With the exceptions already noted tho re-

maining features of the former church were
chiefly late additions or insertions in the debased
Perpendicular style, which have all been swept
away. Tho removal of the whitewash, however,
discovered a mural painting, in a dark red or cho-

colate colour, with which the surface of the nava
appeal's to have been overlaid. It consisted of a
regular pattern disposed in a continuous succes-

sion of geometrical compartments, and set off

with ruiming sprigs, bearing at their extremities

a double floriated ornament. This decoration i3

pronounced to belong to the 13th century. Be-
sides this there was a zigzag border, following

the spring of the arches and probably coeval with
them ; and other devices which seem to have run
above and below the pattern first mentioned.
Portions of these interesting specimens of early-

art have been preserved on and above the west-
ern arch on the south side.

All the new work, including a porch on the

south side, has been carried out in pure Early-

English, the windows being single or double
lancets, the latter in the chancel surmounted by
quatrefl)ils. All are filled with tinted cathedral

glass except those in the south aisle, which con-

tain memorials to several members ofthe Dawson
family.whose remains are interred within the nave.

These consist of five designs in the medalHon
form (each set in tracery or surrounded by minor
devices), representing a series of events in the

life of our Blessed Lord. The first and last of

these windows were executed by Messrs. Powell

and Son, and the second by Messrs. Clayton and
Bell.

The material of the walls is native limestone,

with Bath stone for the windows and dressings.

The roofs of the nave and chancel are covered
with old tiles, and those of the aisles -with lead.

The prayer-desk and lectern are of oak, and th*
benches of stained deal. A part of tM latter
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are fixed, antl follow the details of those in the

former church, which were, of the date of 1626
;

and a part moveable. The doors are of oak, with

hinges of oi'namental work. The floor of the

chancel is laid with red and black tiles.

The restoration has been eftected under the

superintendence of Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, by
Messrs. Miller and Biyant, the contractors.

—

BeOfonl Times.

CAMBEIDGE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

The first meeting of the Cambridge Architectural

Society was lield on the 30th ult., in the rooms
of the Philosophical Society, Cambridge. C. H.
Cooper, Esq., in the chair.

Mr. Wm. Fawcett read a paper on "Roman-
esque Architecture," after which the Secretakv
read the following :

—

Annuai Report.
In presenting their report for the past year,

your committee in the first place refer with much
satisfaction to the International Exhibition as a
proof of the marked progress of the principles
of art which our society has always steadily ad-
vocated. In nothing does this Exhibition show
such a decided advance over its predecessor
of 1851 as in the general appreciation of the
principals of mediaeval art, and of the great in-

fluence their revival is exerting in this country,
especially in matters connected with Ecclesio-
logj', but also in almost all branches of manu-
facture. So great has been the progress that
Continental Art Journals speak in terms both of
admiration and surprise. When your committee
consider the leading part taken in the movement
by our parent society, we may justly feel some
fiUal pride in its success.

Though our society has not been able to do
any very active work, your committee can con-
gratulate the society on the continued influence
which it is enabled to exercise. Among the papers,
those by Dr. Pierotti on the " Topography of
Jerusalem," and the " Tombs of Palestine," sur-
passed in interest many which have been read
for some years. Besides these Mr. Norris Deck's
paper on " Footprints of the 18th Century in
Cambridge," Mr. W. M. Fawcett's account of his
restoration of the nave of Hauxton Church, Mr.
J. W. Clark's paper on " Genoese Churches," and
others, have had considerable interest.

Before reviewing the works executed in the
county dm-ing the past year that have come
under the notice of our society, your committee
cannot help alluding to the great loss which art
has sustained in the death of Mr. H. Styleman
Le Strange. In this diocese he will bo especially
lamented, and at Ely, where he has left so great
a inonument of his devotion to sacred art, at pre-
sent but half finished, his loss cannot be easily
estimated. While we mourn that he should have
been so suddenly cut oif in the midst of his
labours, we camiot but rejoice that private
friendship should have caused an artist of kin-
dred feeling, and power rivaling his own, gene-
rously to oft'er to complete his work. We allude
to Mr. Gambler Parry, who has undertaken it,

and who, we hope, will finish It as sucoessfiilly
as It has been commenced.

There Is not much to be noted in the -works
about the cathedral. The chapter have begun
work on the lanteru ; one or two more of those
excellent carvings have been placed under the
canopies of the stalls, and the cleaning down the
walls of the nave has been nearly completed.
The choristers* schools, &c., by Mr.W. M. Fawcett,
have been completed.
Your committee has to record the fall of the

tower at Isleham, which was undergoing resto-
ration, under the care of Mr. G. B. Street. It is,

believed that nothing could have been done to
save it, and, that If it had not fallen immediately,
it would have had to be taken down. It is hoped
that the committee for the restoration may find
funds readily, not only to rebuild their tower,
but also to restore thoroughly their noble
church.
At Fordham, too, the spirit of restoration has

come over the place. While your committee
trust that ihe work may be well done, they can-
not but deprecate the proposal which has been
made to thi-ow open the curious Lady Chapel to
the church by a series of arches, so as to make
it a gallery fpr the school children. While this
would materially affect the character of one of
the most iuterestlng and curious featm-es of
church architecture in the diocese, it would be of
but little use when, done.
At Teversham the chancel has been restored at

the expense of the rector. It Is hoped that the

parish will soon follow his good example, and put
the body of the church in as good a condition as
the chancel now Is.

At Great Shelford considerable repairs have
been executed in the chancel.
At Hornlngsea some of the windows In the

church have been carefully restored under the
superintendence of Mr. Walter Robinson.

In the town of Cambridge the principal thing
to bo noted Is the opening of the New Guildhall
this spacious room has already been felt to be a
great benefit to the to^vn. Both at the Festival
in the Easter term, and during the British Asso-
ciation, the wonder seemed to be how it could
have been so long delayed. The increased accom-
modation, too, at the Free Library and at the
School of Art Is felt to bo a great boon to the
public.

The almshouses rebuilt by Perse Trustees are
worthy of notice In the works of the past year.
They are built In the same low manner they were
before and on the same low site, so that they do
not show to much advantage over their prede-
cessors, but It is understood that there is some
increase of accommodation for the tenants, which
was of course the first thing to be aimed at.

At Trinity College an improvement has been
made in the Hall by opening out a window in the
south gable, which had for many years been built
up. Your committee cannot, however, commend
the new colouring of the cloisters lu Imitation of
stone.

At St. John's a great work Is in contemplation,
but as the plans are notiyet complete, your com-
mittee can do no more than exjjress a hope that
they may be successful.

At the church of St. Mary the Less some more
work has been done in renewing the tracery of
the windows. In pulling down the panelling
about the altar, the ancient piscina, sedllla, &c.,
have been discovered.
At St. Botolph's the stone columns In the nave

and the stone jambs to the west door have been
painted stone colour. There are few places where
church work would not be better cared for than
this. An early l/th century monument In the
chancel ofthe same church has been re-coloured.
This lo much to be regretted ; for, liowever poor
the colouring on monuments of that date may
have been, it deserves a better fate than to be
redone by any wall painter who takes the con-
tract for cleaning the church.

Neither at Great St. Mary's nor at All Saints'
Churches have the new works been commenced.
It Is beUeved, however, that all obstacles are now
removed In both cases, so that there is little

doubt but they mil be commenced during the
coming ypar.

In consequence of miscalculation in the cost,
the University has been spared the erection of
buildings in conformity with the designs sub-
mitted for the new schools and lecture-room. It

is to be hoped that this breathing-time will

enable the University to get some design more
artistic in its character, though not involving an
increased expenditure.
Having now reviewed the principal works

which have been before tho public during the
past yeai-, your committee close their report by
expressing the hope that as the coming year pro-
mises much In the way of art, the results may in
all cases more than equal the expectations.

SUBJECTS FOR PREMIUMS OFFERED BY
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
The Council ofthe Institution of Civil Engineers
have Invited communicatioTis on the following,
as well as other subjects, for premiums. For a
limited number of papers of distinguished merit,
pecuniary awards will be made, not exceeding in

each case 25 guineas, in addition to the honorary
premiums. The subjects numbered 14, 18, 28,

and 41, have been selected as those upon which,
it Is hoped, such communications may be re-

ceived during the ensuing session. But papers
on other subjects. If of adequate merit, 'will be
taken into consideration, in the adjudication of
the pecuniary awards.

1. On the decay of materials lu tropical climates,
and the methods employed for arresting and pre-
venting it.

2. On the manufacture of bricks by machinery,
and their comparison with hand-made bricks.

3. On the methods of constructing foundations
for large .structures, in deep water, and on the vari-
ous systems of driving x^i^t-^s.

4. On the construction of suspension bridges,
with rigid platforms, and the plans of anchoring
the stay-chains.

5. On the various modes adopted for moving
earth in tunuels, cuttings, or embankments, with
the cost.

_
6. On the mechanical methods of boring and

slaking large shafts, of introducing the tubing and
the impervious lining, and of traversing running
sand and other dltficult strata.

7. On the results of coutrivanoes for facilitating
the driving of tunnels, or drifts In rock.

8. On locomotive engines for ascending stoop in-
cllues, especially when in combination with sharp
curves, on railways.

9. On the construction of railway carriages and
waggons, with a view to the reduction of the gross
weight of passenger and goods trains ; also of rail-

way wheels, axles, bearings, axle-boxes, and breaks,
and of bearing, traction, and buffer springs j treat-
ing pai-ticularly their ascertained duration and
their relative friction.

10. On the working orpensos of railways, and the
Influence of the original design and construction.

11. On the apphcation of the electric telegraph
to railway train signalling.

12. On the results of a series of observations on
the flow of water from the ground, in any large
district ; with accurately-recorded rain-gauge re-
gistries, In the same locality, for a period ofnot less
than twelve months.

13. On the construction of catch-water reservoirs
in mountain districts, for the supply of towns, or for
manufacturing purposes.

14. Accounts of existing water-works ; Including
the source of supply, a description of the different
modes of collecting and filtering, the distribution
throughout the streets of towns, and the general
practical results. (Twenty-five guineas.)

15. On the drainage and sewerage of large towns
;

exemphfied by accounts of the systems at present
pursued, with regard to the level and position of
ofthe outfall, the form, dimensions, and material of
the sewers, the prevention of emanations from them,
the arrangen\ents for connecting the house drains
with the public sewers, and the disposal of the
sewage, whether in a Hquld form, as irrigation, or
in a solid form after deodorlsation.

16. On the results of the employment of steam
power on canals, and of other moasures for the im-
provement of canals as a means of conveyance for
heavy traffic.

17. A history of the successive changes of any
fresh water channel,—accompanied by plans and
longitudinal and cross sections,—Including a descrip-
tion ofthe drainage area, and the results of a series

of consecutive gaugings, with tables of rainfall for a
period of not less then twelve months, as well as
notices of any works which may have been executed
upon it, and of the effects of the works,—such aa
those relating to land drainage, irrigation, naviga-
tion, compensation, reservoirs—permanent and
moveable dams, &c.

18. A history of any tidal river oi* estuary,—ac-
companied by plans and longitudinal and cross sec-
tions,—including notices of any works which may
have been executed upon it, of the relative effect of
tidal and fresh water, and of tho effect of enclosures
from the tidal area upon the general regime, of
sluicing where applied to the Improvement of the
entrance or the removal of a bar, and of groynes or
parallel training walls. Also, of dredging, with a
description of the machinery employed, and the
cost of raising and depositing the material. (Twenty-
five guineas.)

19. On the results of a series of tidal observations,
illustrative of the modifications wliich the tidal

wave undergoes in its passage up and down a tidal

river or estuary.
20. On the construction of tidal or other dams, in

a constant or variable depth of water.
21. A history of any harbour, including the

reasons for selecting the site, the mode of construc-
tion adopted, and the subsidiary works for the con-
venlonce of shipping, and for commercial purposes,
with the cost, &c.

22. A history of any refuge harbour. Including
the reasons for selecting the site, the mode of con-
struction adopted. Its cost, and the time employed
in its execution.

23. A history of any dock, on the course of a
tidal stream, in communication with railways and
mth inland navigation, including the reasons for

the selection of the site, the mode of construction
adopted, the position of the entrance with re-

ference to the direction of the stream, the cost, &c.
24. Descriptions of the various kinds of machinery

in use in the principal shipping ports, for the ship-

ment of coal ; noticing particularly those In which
the greatest expedition is combined with tho least

amount of breaJcage of the coal j and also accounts
of the means of unshipping and measuring^ or
weiglilng the coal, on Its arrival in port.

25. Un the arrangement and construction of
floating landing-stages, for passenger and othei:

traffic, with existing examples.
20. On the different systems of swing, lifting,

and other openinu' bridges, \\\i\\ existing examples.
27. On the eonstruetion of lighthouses, their m.l-

chlnery and hghtlug apparatus ; with notices of the
methods in use for distinguishing the different

hghts.

28. On the results of the use of tubular boilers,
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anil of sloam at an iiioroased pvcssuro for marine
enirinos, notifiu!^ li;irtii;ularly the JifiV'rome in

woiLtlit anil in spoeil, in proportion to Hio liorSL'.

power ami the tonna^'o. (Twenty-fivo ;,'nini'a8.)

2il. On the rehitivo advantages of tiie prinaplo of

expansion, as applied in the sini^le luni^-alroke

cylinder eniriuej in the douljle-eyliuder engine, anil

in the thrtie-eylinder en^aie : and on the adaptation
of the twi) latter to marine purposes.

30. On the causes of the allegod failure in econo-
mixing fuel in working steam expansively, and tiio

probal)le conditions for insuring success,

31. On the results of the use of superheated steam,
and of surface condens.ation.

32. On the measure of resistance to steam
vessels at high velocities.

33. On boiler iuspeetion as practised in this coun-
try and on the Continent, with remarks as to the
compariitivc merits of the two systems.

3 1. On the construction of, and the comparative
duty performed by, modern pumping engines for

raising water, for the supply of towns, or tor the
ilrainage of mines ; noticing in the latter case the
depth and length of the undergi-ound workings,
the lieight of the surface above the sea, the geolo-
gical formation, the contiguity of streams, &e.

35. On the results of the use ofpumps of different

kinds, for lifting large quantities of water to a
limited height for the purpose of drainage, or of
irrigation.

3lJ. On turbines, and other water meters of a
similar character ; their construction and perfor-
mance, and comparison with water-wheels.

37. On the means of utilising the products of the
distillation of coal, so as to reduce the price of
coke

J
with descriptions of the ovens, and of the best

processes used in Great Britain and on the Conti-
nent in the manufacture of coke.

33. On the present systems of smelting iron
ores ; and on the conversion of cast-iron into the
malleable state, and of the manufacture of iron
generally, comprising the distribution and manage-
ment of iron works.

39. On the chemical analysis, and the application
to economic purposes, of the gases generated in
iron blast furnaces.

40. On the manufacture of iron for rails and
wheel tyres, hanng special reference to the in-
creased capability of resisting lamination and
abrasion ; and accounts of the machinery required
for rolling heavy rails, shafts, and bars of iron of
large sectional area.

41. On the manufacture of large masses of iron
for the purposes of warfare, as armour plates, &c.
(Twenty-five guineas.)

42. On tlie construction of rifled and breech-
loading artillery ; and on the initial velocity, range,
and penetration of rifl>Kl projectiles, and the in-
fluence of atmospheric resistance.

43. On the use of steel bars and plates in engine-
work and machinery, for boilers, and for ship-
builtUng.

^
44. On machinery adapted for the better separa-

tion of the various substances found in combination
with metallic productions.

45. On the substitution of machinery for manual
labour in mining operations ; and on hydraulic ma-
chinery in mines.

4(>. On the precautions to be adopted for guarding
against accidents by lire-da'mp and after-damp in
nunes.

47. On the improvements which may bo effected
in the buildings, machinery, and apparatus for pro-
ducing sugar from the cane in the plantations and
sugar-Works of the British Colonics, and tho com-
parison with beot-rDot, i,-ith regard to quantity,
quaUty, and economy of manufacture.

4S. The uses of vulcanized, or mineralized Caout-
chouc ; the means of increasing its durabiUty, and
the modes of causing its adhesion to metal.

49. On the application of photography to en-
gineering.

.50. Memoirs and accounts of the works and in-
ventions of any of the following engineers :—Sir
Hugh Jliddleton, Arthur Woolf, Jonatlian Horn-
blower, Richard Trevithick, William Murdoch {of
t>oho), Alexander Nimmo, and John Rennie.

Original papers, reports, or designs of these, or
other eminent indiriduals, are particularly valuable
for the library of the institution.
The competition for premiums is not conlined to

members, or associates of the institution, but is

equally open to all persons, whether natives or
foreigners.

The council will not consider themselves bound
to award any premium, should the communication
not be of adequate merit, but they will award more
than one premium, should there be several commu-
nications on the same subject deserving this mark
of distinction.

The communications must be forwarded, on or
before the 1st of February, lSt>3, to the bouse of
the institution, No. 25, Great George-street, West-
minster, S.W., where copies of this paper, and any
further information, may be obtained.

Charles M.iNBY, Hon. Sec.

James Forrest, Sec.
25, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.,

October. 1862.

NdTiiK.—It has frequently occurred, that in

papers whicli have been considered deserving of

being read and pulilished, and have even had pre-

miums awarded to theni, the authors may have ad-

vanced somewhat doubtful theories, or may have
arrived at conclusions at variance with received

opinions. The council would, therefore, empliati-

cally repeat, that the institution must not, as a body,

be con.sidered responsible for the facts and opinions

advanced in the papers, or in the consequent discus-

sions ; and it must be understood, that such papers
may have medals and premiums awarded to them,
on accouutofthe science, talent, or industry dis-

played in the consideration of the suliject, and for

the good wliieh may be expected to result from the

discussion and the inquiry ; but that such notice, or

award, must not be considered as any expression of

opinion, on the part of the institution, of tlie cor-

rectness of any of the views entertained by tlie

authors ofthe papers.

WEST LONDON EXTENSION RAILWAY.
(NORTHERN DIVISION.)

ViKWEU fi-om the Hammergmitb-road, tho Ken-

sington station looks merely like an ordinary

roadside booking-house, presiding orer an unu-

sually large and complicated assemblage of rails.

It is, indeed, though large, roomy, and particu-

larly well arranged, a remarkably modest and
unpretending atiirir. The station itself is built

entirely of wood, with the usual roof ofglass and

iron, extending also, verandah fashion, over a
great portion of the platform. This platform is

of much more than ordinary length—long enough,

indeed, for two heavy trains to be started from it

at tho same time in opposite directions, and for

the present it accommodates the whole ti'afiio' of

tho line.

Even those persons to whom cnstoni has long

since rendered famUiar the bewildering marvels

of the railway wilderness at Malines, will yet

have something more to learn when, as will

shortly be the case, the entire arrangement is

doubled, and a similar station, W'ith a similar

dependency of rails and sidings, erected on the

opposite side of the way. Twelve trains may be

simultaneously started and received, or with ihe

number limited to ten, each can be accommo-
dated with a separate platform. It will go hard
but that all will be fitted here.

The station itself, for whose wants this enormous
apparatus is supplied, seems at fh-st sight, per-

haps, hardly equal to its position. This, however,
is certainly its sole defect. The platforms are

large and commodious ; there is a very convenient
little refreshment saloon, and the waiting-rooms
are comfortable and well fni'nished.

Leaving the Kensington station, we travel

northward along the whole ti'ack of "Punch's
line," now widened to admit of two sets ofmetals
of the composite gauge.
The history of this portion of the railway is

somewhat curious. As a passenger line it failed

ludicrously, not producing even enough to cover
iLs working expenses. What other result could
have been anticipated from a line at such a dis-

tance as it then was from any human habitation

it is tUthcult to imagine. In its extremity, how-
ever, it was taken up by its two gigantic cousins,

the Great Western and Nor(li-\\ estern Railways,
which for the sum of .tJGOU,UUU became possessed
of this valuable property. From this time,

except for its small annual contribution to its

very small working expenses, the Great Western
seems to have entirely forgotten its little prote'je.

Tlie North-Westeru, however, took a more prac-

tical view of the matter, and dropping altogether

the playful attempt of passenger traffic, made
use of its new acquaintance for the conveyance
of coals, &c., between its own line and the canal
basin at Kensington, now superseded by the
splendid new dock at the waterside. In this

humbled and dependent position poor " Punch's"
line remained until quite recently, when it was
at length finally determined to carry out the
grand scheme of a general London junction.

With the experience, common probably to all

our readers of the belligerent propensities of

railway companies generally, there will be no
need to enter into particulars of all the innnmer-
able cUfficultics experienced in bringing to ma-
turity tltis really great operation. The general
junction Ime is at length complete, and waiting
only the final settlement of a few last lingering
jealousies for the inspection of the Government
and tlie opening to the public.

The junction with the northern railways takes
place at a very short distance from the Kensing-
ton station. Passing vmder the Bayswater-road
not tar from Shephord's-bush, the lino skirts

along tho western side of Wormwood Scrubbs,

now occupied as a rifle range by the t^ueon's

Weatniinster Volunteers, whoso enormous brick

butts form a conspicuous object at tlie other ox-

treniily of tho conimou. All along hero tho riso

is very rapid, increasing to tho utmost practica-

ble pitch of steepness " as tho lino crosses tho

Great Western Railway. At this point is a most
singular compUcation of roads, railways, and
canals, which are intertwined, and, as it were,
])laited in seemingly inextricable confusion. At
present, however, we have only to deal with the
developments of the West London Extension,
which here, as at its southern extremity, sepa-
rates into several branches. Of these one turns
to the left to amalgamate with the Great West-
ern, into which it discharges the dense traffic

from Kensington and the south. A second turns

sbarjily to the right, and after about a liundred

yards of frightfully steep incline, also joins tho
Great Western on the London side of the bridge,

and thus accommodates the traffic from tho south-

ern lines for Paddington and the various stations

of the underground railway.

Crossing the Great Western Railway just

between these two branches, the main line of the

West London Extension extends from this for only
a few hundred yards, when it is finally arrested

at the Willesden Junction. Here it again divides
into two branches, one for the up, the other for

the down. North-Western traffic. The latter, in

point of fact, terminates at the jimction itself, but
the West London trains are carried beyond it by
the engines of the North-Western Company to

the Willesden station, where the passengers are
finally exchanged into the carriages in which
they are to complete their journey to Wales or

the far north. The former of these branches
becomes lost in the North-Western up line, along
which its train" are drawn, also by North-Westeru
locomotives, to the North London line. No
doubt, when the new railway is fairly in working
order, this system of exchanging engines will be
done away with, as also, we ti3el pretty certain,

that still more inconvenient arrangement of a
general rebooking at the Kensington station,

\Vheu once these alterations have been efi'ected

the new connection will be complete, and a revo-
lution inaugtu'ated in the whole railway system
of the nietropohs, the final residt of which it is

difficult even to foresee.

It is, indeed, almost impossible to overrate the
influence of the West London Extension upon the
traffic of the metropolis, and indeed of England.
Like Shakspeare's famous " one touch ofnature,"
this once despised little line has made the *' whole
(railway) world kin." By one link or another of
its complicated chain, every railway connected
with the metropolis is brought into direct com-
munication with every one of its neighbom-s,
and except for the separation still here and there
kept up by the magnificent wrong-headedness of
the late Mr. Brunei, the interchange of rolling
stock throughout eveiy railway in the whole of
England is as practicable and as simple as that
of orcbnary carriages on the common turnpike
road.

Perhaps a rapid survey of the whole metropo-
litan system may assist in the comprehension of
this wonderful change. We will start from tho.
extreme southern and eastern point of the Lon-
don railway world on the south bank of the
Thames at Woolwich. From this point to Lontlon-
bridge by the North Kent (South-Eastern) Rail-
way, from which station proceed the numerous
rmlways which penetrate into every corner ot
the fertile county of Kent, and also the
great South-Eastei-n and South Coast systems,
embracing the entire coast from Herno
Bay to Portsmouth. From London-bridge tho
Charing-cross Extension will either conduct
the explorer right into the very heart of the city
at Caimon-street, or into that other centre of
busy Loudon life at Charing-cross. To reach this
latter he has already passed the terminus at
Waterloo-bridge, where the South Western sys-
tem lays open to his carriage-wheels another
route to Portsmouth, and westward along the
whole southern coast ofHants, Dorset, and Devon.
Farther yet, another huge railway bridge carries
lum into the heart of the fashionable West-end,
and lands him at the very foot of the throne. Tho
West Loudon Extension then takes up the story,
and over another splendid bridge carries him
safely past the rival seductions of South Kensing-
Ion and Cremorne, and introduces him in a twink-
ling to the mighty Great Western line. Here, on
his right hand, lies the iron road to Paddington,
Baker-street, Clerkeuwell, Finsbury, and tho
whole Great Northern system at King's-crosa
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on liis left Oxford, Birmingham, Wells, Bristol,

Exeter, and the remaining southern coast, right

away to the Land's End. Another quarter of a

mile still along the same smooth metals and he is

on the kino- of railways, the mighty Xorth West-
ern line, with its hundreds of stations, its thou-
sands of carriages, engines, servants, its million's

of revenue every year, stretching its Briarean
ai-ms over the entire west and north from Liver-
pool to Inverness. Turning Londonw.ards a^ain,
he lands, if he pleases, at Camden or Euston-
square, or, still unwearied and undisturbed, tra-
vels onwards along the North London line
by Hampstead, Highgate, Islington, Stoke
Newington, and Stepney, where Shoreditch,
Fenchurch - street, and Blackwall all lie open
to his enterprise. .\nd now, at last, his journey
draws to a close. One last tura eastwards and
he is again at Woolwich, this time on the
northern bank of the Thames, where the im-
patient little steamer is roaring and whistling,
and turning its paddles this way and that, as it

waits to take him back to the veiy point from
which he started. And all this time he has not
once left his seat. The numerous party with
whom he started are scattered far and wide.
The busy merchant frowningly scanning the
morning City article dropped off first at London-
bridge or Cannon-street ; tlie spruce Foreign-
office clerk alighted at Charing-cross ; the swell
stepped daintily out close under the Palace
walls

; the sturdy countryman stumped off at
Kensington; the World's Fair, Paddington,
Euston, even unsavoury Shoreditch, have "each
drawn away from ns some of those with whom
we started, and the remainder are farther off
stai, scattered like the fragments of Shrapnel
shell to east, west, north, and south, and each
by this time full 50 miles upon his way. We
could almost fancy that we om-selves had" visited
all these far distant places, the iron roads to
which have opened out to us one by one, yet
here we are still sitting in the same" comer of
the same carriage, and with only the Thames
and its little puffing boat between us and the
identical spot from which we started not thi-ee
hours ago.

To those who have suffered—and who has not?—the agonies of a cab journey from terminus to
terminus through the crowded London streets,
the above description may give some idea of the
revolution in progress in our railway system.
Unhappily it is not yet complete. Some com-
panies still hold back, and their recalcitrancv re-
tards the full benefit of the change. There,
however, is the line by which all that we have
described is rendered not only possible, but easy.
In six months at the farthest it will be open and
at work from end to end. It will be the fault of
the public if they permit the foolish jealousies of
rival companies to rob them of one iota of the
full advantages it is able to confer.—Standard.

and concrete foundations. His pumping,
engines are fixed, and the preliminary works are

executed. The total value of the work done un-
der this contract up to the present time is about
£2.3,000. Messrs. Aird and Son, under their

contract for the Deptford pumping station, have
now completed the river wall and barge-bed, and
have executed various other works of detail, at a
total cost of about £94,000,of which about £l, 000
is due to the past month. Messrs. Slaughter and
Co. are getting in the sewage pumps, lifting

beams, and other works. Oq the Southern high
level sewer Messrs. Lee and Bowles have exe-
cuted during the past month works to the value
of about £4,000. The total length of sewers con-
structed under this contract is about 9\ miles,

and the estimated cost is £188,000. About 700
feet of sewer still remain to be executed to com-
plete the contract. Mr. Pearson has completed
about IJ miles of the Southern high level ex-
tension sewer, at a cost of about £9,900, ofwhich
£1,400 was expended on works done in the last

month. In connection with the Effra sewer works
at Brixton, Mr. Webster has completed about
3,370 feet of six-feet barrel-sewer, at a cost of
about £5,850. Messrs. Aird and Son have made
a commenceraenfc with the Bermondsey branch
sewer at .laraaica Level,andthey have completed
their preliminary preparations for carrying on
the works at China Hall-gate and Giffen-street,

Deptford.

THE MAIN DRAINAGE WORKS IN THE
METROPOLIS.

The following is the monthly report of the En-
gineer of the MetropoUtau Board of Works,
which was received and ordered to be printed,
at their weekly meeting on Friday -.—
The progress of the main drainage works

during the past month has been satisfactory.
Messrs. Brassey and Co. have now completed, in
connection with the Middle-level Sewer, seven
miles 1,027 ft. of sewers varying in size from 4 ft.

6 in. by 3 ft., to 12 ft. by 9 ft. 6 in., at an esti-
mated cost of about £180,000, £15,000 of which
was expended on the works done in the last
month. Under Mr. Furness's contract for the
Northern outfall sewer the ironwork of the bridges
over the Tilbury and North Woohvich Railways
and the Waterworks river has been completed,
and the other bndges are in rapid com-se of con-
struction. The brickwork of the sewers on the
embankment and sub-stracture is being pushed
forward, about 8,000 ft. having been constructed
dunng the past month, and the earth embank-
ment over the same is being made up. The for-
mation of the new line of the Stratford Road is
approaching completion. The special work of
coustmctiou into the River Thames is fast pro-
gressmg, about 11,000 cubic yards of excavation
having been got out, and a coffer dam is bein.*
constructed along the foreshore of the riven
the total value of the work done under this con-
tract IS about £445,000, being about £27,000more than at the date of my last report. At the
Southern outfall works. Crossness, Mr. Webster
13 proceedmg rapidly with the excavations

DOOR SPRING.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE " BUILDING NEWS."

Sir,—I was pleased the other day with a
simple and effective contrivance for closing a
door, instead of the ordinary .spring. It con-
sisted of a piece of busk steel (a), say 12 inches
long and 1 broad ; two buttons were screwed,
one on the door-post and the other on the door
on the side it opened, at an inch from its

edge, and at a distance of 12^ inches from the
other button; one end of the steel was placed

under each button : as the door was pulled open
the steel fu-istedj and as a matter of course, when
at liberty pushed to the door and resumed its

natural position. I don't want this to go through
your journal as an advertisement, but honour to

whom honour is due, say I :—the person who
applied it was Mr. Banks, millwright, Whiston.
Being sensible that many will apply this con-
trivance, I trouble you "with the description, and
am, sir, yours, &c.,

W. Davison.
Whiston, Rotherham.

Paris, by the erection of artists' houses. The
Cite Malesherbes contains two or three of these
buildings—the most striking of which is the re-
sidence of M. JolUvet, erected from the designs
of M. Jal. Before the house was commenced the
painter wrote the architect a letter, telUng him
distinctly and tersely what his requirements
were, both as to the plans of the different floors
and the elevations. The exterior was to be de-
corated by enamelled brick by M. JolUvet him-
self, and the architect was only to provide for
them. The materials were specified, and a wish
expressed that prudent economy was to preside
over the architect's studies. The interior was to
be simple ; the white wood was to be arran^-ed
in panels for the artist to fill -with paintings at
his subsequent leisure. The requirements thus
sensibly laid before the arcliitect were fully met,
and in consequence of kno^sving what he •wanted
before the house was begun, the owner got what
he wanted when it was finished.

In the same Cite Malesherbes is the " House
of an Architect," designed with rare originality
by Mens. Amoudru. In the Rue de Boulogne,
close by, there is a painter's studio, with the
smallest quantity of work conceivable in it, and
yet containing more design than a dozen houses
in the new Boulevards. In the neighbouring
Place VeutimiUe is the house of which we give an
engrariug, taken from sketches made and lent to
us by one of the most accomplished and studious
of young English architects. It is Ukewise from
the designs of Mons; Amoudru, and bears in its

varied detail the traces of what we might almost
call a new style originated by him.

Instead of glaring a large view of the whole
bnikhng, in -n-hich the peculiarity of the detail
would be almost lost, we give a small view to
show the general arrangement, and details to a
comprehensive scale of the different parts of the
buildings. We thus, we believe, do a service to
our readers by putting the whole design as
clearly as possible before them. We enable them
to compare the peculiarities of Mens. Amoudru's
w'ork -with that of other architects, and give them
material for study in place of a simple picture.

EEPEREXCES TO DETAILS.

A. Balustrade.
B. Pediment.
C. D. Strings.

Cornice over door.
Upper cornice.

H. I. Windows.

E.
F.

G.

PAINTER'S HOUSE AND STUDIO.
PLACE VENTIMILLE, PAKIS.

Here in England the only external indication
we have of a painter's studio is the fiirther dis-.

figurement of the dirty brick fronts of New-
man or Berners streets, by increasing the height
of a window and making it protrude awlovardly
into the limits ordinarily assigned to the floor
above. The lower part is shaded -ivith green
calico and the windows are dirty. In the neigh-
bourhood of Campden Hill large ugly windows
p»oclaim the avocations of the occupants of the
houses they belong to. In no one case can
we remember any attempt being made to signify
by art the residence of its follower. Until re-
cently it was vei-y much the same, no doubt, in
Paris, but dm-ing the last few years a distinctive
character has been given to the northern part of

OBSTRUCTION OP LIGHT.— IMPORTANT
DECISION.

Weatherlet I'. Ross.—At the Vice Chancel,
lor's Court, on Thursday week, an important case
was heard before Vice-Chancellor Sir W. P.
Wood, the issues of which arose out of an ob-
struction to the light of the back 'windows of the
Waterman's Arms, a public-house at Bankside,
which had been rebuilt in 1848. The obstruction
had been occasioned by a new granary or ware-
house now in course of erection by the defendant
on the adjoining land, the effect of the proposed
building being to intercept the light from, and
darken the back -windows of, the Waterman's
Arms. The plaintiffs had filed their bill to res-

train the defendant from proceeding with his

building so as to injure and obstruct the ancient
lights or windows of the plaintiffs. Upon the
motion for an injunction, the defendant disputed
the existence of any ancient lights, as claimed by
the plaintiffs, and demanded an issue to be tried

by a jury before this Court. Issues were accord-
ingly directed in the following form :—1. Whether
before the rebuilding of the Waterman's Arms,
adjoining the lands of the defendant, the plaintiffs,

or those through whom they claim, were entitled

to the right and easement of light and air through
certain "windows. 2. Whether, upon the rebuild-

ing of the premises as they now stand, the
ancient boundary Hue of the main walls of the
building on the east and south sides (wherein the
windows were situate) was departed from. 3.

Whether, in the rebuilding of the premises, the

said windows, or any or either, and which of

them, were preserved in the same positions, and
are of the same or less dimensions than the win-
dows in the said premises before the same were
pulled down and rebuilt. The plaintiffs under-

took to estabhsh the affirmative of these issues,

and that the position, foundations, and windows
of the existing were identical with those of the

former building. The defendant sought to estab-

lish the contrary proposition.

.\fter an absence of two hours, the jury re-

turned with the foUo-wing verdict :—On the fir? t.
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issno, that the pliiintiU's Kcro oiititlod totho pase-

meiit of li^'ht ami aii' throuf;h cortain wiudDwsof
the ohl ]>roniisi^a—^viz., tlu' oullur wiiuhiw, tiic

BcnUery witulow, and the loft winduw, jmd also

throuj^li three windows hiokiu^r Komli intheetiok-
nhop. t)n the seeoiid issue, that the Ijoundary
lines of the old bailding, east and south, had not
been departed from. Ou the the thii-d issue, that
Uio tlu'eo windows facing eastward in the new
buihling were not inei'easod in size, but tlnit tiie

BCuUery and loft windows are nearer to the south
than they were in the old building.

THE DECOKATIOXS OP THE GUILDHALL
ON JIOXDAY LAST.

On Monday last, on tlie occasion of the gi-eat
ci^^c banquet, the Guildhall was, as usual, ably
embellished and decorated by Mr. Bunninrf, the
City architect. As the Prince of Wales had, on
the previous day, attained his majority, the de-
corations of the hall bore special reference to
that event. .

In the centre of the eastern window, at the
upper end of the Hall, was a statue of her Ma-
jesty the Queen, by Durham, over which was
displayed the plume" of the Prince of Wales, com-
posed of spun-fjlass. To the right of the Queen
was a fuU-lensth portrait of the Prince, and to
the left a corresponding portrait of the Prince.ss
Alexandra ofDenmark. Above the screen which
lines the lower portion of the sides of the hall,
each compartment into which the walls are di-
vided contained, in the centre, an allegorical
figure of the principality of Wales, holding a
Welsh harp, and on each side of the figure was
the portrait of a former Prince of Wales; the se-
ries commencing with Edward, the first Prince,
and ending with him who boasted the title of
"first gentleman in Europe." This series, with
the full-length portrait of the present Prince, re-
presented all the Princes of Wales from the first
creation of the dignity to our own time. In the
western window, at the lower end of the hall,
was placed a largo painting representing the pre-
sentation of the first Prince of Wales by Edward
I. (a.d. 1284) to his Welsh subjects at Caernarvon;
and immediately over it was the beautiful cut-
glass star belonging to Messrs. Copcland, shed-
ding its trembhng rays of many-coloured lights
and sparkling witli undimmed splendour. The
above historical picture, as well as the por-
traits, was painted by Mr. Frederick Fenton.
From the large cornice along the side walls the
distinctive flags of aU nations were suspended at
regular intervals; the hall was lighted by gas
jets arranged in conformity with the architec-
tural outlines of the building, and two trans-
parent gaseliers were suspended from the ceil-
ing. At the western end of the lobby entrance
from Guildhall-yard was a statue of " Europe,"
by Durham

; and the sides of the entrance and
those of the vestibule leading to the great hall
were adorned with trophies composed of ancient
armour, flags, and flowering shrubs. In the
loggia of the Exchecjuer Court was placed the
famous statue of the "Reading Girl," by Pietro
Magin, which was deservedly admired by the
whole company. On the north side of the alder,
men's court-room was a scenic representation,
also by Fenton, of the Grotto of Antiparos, which
was visited by the Prince of Wales during his
recent travels in the Grecian Archipelago and
the Er.st ; here and in the adjoining rooms were
Noble's busts of his Highness the Protector of
the Commonwealth, the late Earl of EUesmere,
the late Lord Elphinstone, the late Earl Camiing,
Lord Palmerston, the Eari of Elgin, and the Earl
of Shaftesbury, all of which were in the nave of
the International Exhibition. There were also
busts ofthe Lord Mayor and the late Jesse Hartley,
of Liverpool, Dm-ham's statue of " Peace," e!
Bennett's group, " Lycanon imploring Achilles
to spare his Life;" the same artist's statue,
" Nature's Mirror ;" Noble's statue of "Purity,"
and Hancock's statuette, "II Pcnseroso." ~.
The courtyard on the western side of the room

had been converted into a saloon in the Gothic
style of architecture, the sides ornamented with
modelled and draped figures in imitation of
marble, and with large mirrors, in front of which
were a variety of flowering shrubs and exotic
plants. Here was placed Marshall's statue, the
" Dancing Girl," and ou the north side was a
paintmg composed by Fenton fi-om a sketch
made by David Roberts, R.A., of the " Ruins of
Philoe," with the encampment of the Prince of
Wales and suite in the foreground, in the uionth

two neatly-executed artificial aloes in zinc, by C.
F, J. Zobel, ofl39, Euston-rond. In the Council
Chiind>er were the bust of the Queen, presented
to the coi'iniratiun by .Mderniau Sii- F. G. Mnon,
and anotlu'r bust of the late Prince Consort, both
executed by Durham, the latter by desire of the
Court of Common Council. At the west end of
the room was also a marble bust of the Prince of
Wales, by M. Edwards.

TIIE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
SURREY SIDE.

Ml!. Baz.u.gette presented the following report
upon the embankment of the south side of the
Thames, on Friday last, at the meeting of the
Metropolitan Board of Works ;—

In my preliminary report upon the Thames
cmb.ankment of the 15th ult., I suggested for
yom' consideration the principle upon which an
embankmentmight be advantageously constructed
on the south side of the river between London
and Westminster bridges, and the outlay thereof
defrayed at a moderate cost to the public. I now
submit, pursuant to your instructions, a plan
showing the line of such embankment, which I

recommend. It would form a continuation of the
line of the new embankment in front of Mr. Al-
derman Humphrey's wharf at London-bridge,
commencing on the west side of Saint Mary
Overy's dock, and continued in a curved line to
the south abutment of Southwark-bridge, and
thence to the south abutment of Blackfriars-
bridge. Up to this point the embankment would
not encroach upon the river further than is re-
quisite to convert the present irregular line of
frontage into a regular line, and to reface the
present defective wharfs. It is, moreover, pro-
posed to cut off a small portion of the wharf wall
which now projects into the river beyond the
abutment of Southwark-bridge, and there forms
the narrowest gorge of the stream, and so far to
widen the river at this pinching point. From
Blackfriars-bridge the line of proposed embank-
ment generally extends into the river as the river
widens, until it reachesthefirstpier of Waterloo-
bridge and the new Chariug-cross railway-
bridge, fi'om whence it passes in a line nearly
parallel vnth the present foreshore of the river,
to the south embankment of Westminster-bridge.
The present docks would be thus maintained and
lengthened, and about thirteen acres of land
would be added to the wharves. The river is at
the same time so wide opposite the localities
where the embankment extends into it, that
there is, if desirable, abundance of room for the
storeage of timber upon its foreshore, as at pre-
sent, and the value of the land reclaimed ought
to refund a considerable portion of the cost of re-
claiming it. In my preliminary report, I esti-

mated the cost of the work at it250,0U0 ; but as.

it will be prudent to provide for deeper fonada-
tions than I at that time anticipated, and allow-
ing for contingencies, I now estimate it at
£350,000. The embankment recommended by the
Royal Commissioners between Westminster and
Chelsea bridges is estimated to cost £1,100,000,
inchisive of compensation. Pi-obably, the most
useful pai-t of this scheme consists in the forma-
tion of a roadway from Westminster-bridge and
the Palace New-road to a point near Vauxhall
Station, whence six or seven important lines of
thronghfare diverge in difl'erent directions. To
accomplish this object, I propose to construct a
roadway similar to that recommended by the
Royal Commissioners up to Lambeth-bridge, but
not extending quite so far into the river, and to
form a junction with that bridge at its southern
abutment. This line would form a better ap-
proach to the bridge, and would not interfere
with its construction, as the line recommended
by the Royal Commissioners must necessarily do.
I propose to terminate the embankment a Uttle
above the bridge, and to cut oflF the projecting
point of land, and thus widen the river at "its nar-
rowest gorge opposite the MiUbauk Penitentiary.
Thence I propose to continue the roadway in a
nearly straight line to the point near to Vauxhall
Station, at which the roads above referred to
converge. The embankment and roadway about
this point are of less importance, and might for
the present, with less pubUc inconvenience, be
postponed. Those premises above Vauxhall-
bridge which are now subject to flooding at high
tides can be secured against this by raising their
wharf walls tbrec or fom- feet higher at a very
small coat to the owners thereof. The estimated
cost

_
of the works above Westimuster-bridg(

to the coat of tho emb.ankmcnt fi-om London to
Westminster-bridge (viz., i'350,000), makes a
total of £T)00,000 for works, and leaves a margin
of £,"1(10,000 upon the estimaU! of tho Royal Com-
missioners (viz., £1,100,000) to cover compen.sa.
tiou^an amount wliich (without having gone
into the matter in detail) I behove will bo found
to be ample for the purpose. I have apiiended
to this report a table showing what the width of
the river will bo at various points between Lou-
don and V^auxhall bridges after tho embankments
have been completed.

STOKE ST. EDWOLD CHURCH,
DORSETSHIRE.

Bl'kied in thick wood.s, and hidden away in a lit-

tle coomb on the southern edge of Blackmoore
Vale, little suspected by tho traveller passing on
the Wilts and Weymouth line, lies tho little

church of Melbury Stoke, or Stoke St. Edwold.
The body of the building, a parallclogr.am, is as
common as one can behold ; but in striking con-
trast the bell tiu-ret placed on the apex of the
west gable exhibits one of the most picturesque
and yet elegantly-conceived designs which the
age of Charles the First, in its most palmy days,
produced, in newly mastered classic. They are
irregular, but spirited, and, in some cases, deli-
cately-moidded buildings, of which Liveden, in
Northamptonshire, andWallerstone in this county,
are examples, or, in a more general way. Roth-
well Market-house, or Lewistou chapel, and many
others.

The general design of the church is that of a
circular, open-domed temple. The bottom, a
very large circular slab, richly mordded, is car-
ried by fine and curiously carved corbels, and
supports a circle of colimms, within which ample
space is left for the bell to swing with its attendant
wheel.

These columns again carry a larger solid domi-
cal block, the edge of which forms the eornice-
whose elegant sweep is ornamented by boldly,
carved masques.
The dome itself is moulded to avoid the usual

bald form of the convex top in such cases, and
finishes in an ornament which, no doubt, origin-
ally bore a cross rising from foliage on its

summit.
Never drawn or published in any way, and not

even mentioned in the history of the county, it

forms another of those admirable architectural
studies which the student may cull in the byways
of old England. Even to the artist it is a charm-
ing picture ; the large pool of ever running
crystal water in frotit bf the building, crowned by
the tuiTct, the lichen on which gives additional
richness to the naturally warm tints of the red-
dish-coloured Ham-hill stono of which it is built,
and with the picturesque play of the light upon
the openwork, and nicely contrasting curved lines
of the tiu-ret, supported and backed by the deep
masses of green foliage, makes an admirable
Study, and a most interesting specimen of an age
in architecture, which at least imparted great
originality and elegance to classic art, and under-
stood well the distribution of masses to produce
the best effect.

It may be reached by a pleasant walk of about
a mile and-a-half through green lanes and quiet
footpaths fi-om the Evaushot or Hirchester sta-
tion, and passing another curious village, ..-vTith

old manor house and church, coutiiining a' most
remarkable and rich early Norman font, beside^,
other curious domestic work in the way.

''

'i/

j. T. I.'
'

Contsponkiift

of May last. In tho saloon were also displayed I herein recommended is £260,000, wliich, added

TO THE EDITOK OF THE " BUILDl.NG NEWS." "':

n ^"''.

—

^"'^ '^'^^ attention, in your article on the
'

' Sanitary Lesions of the Cotton Famine," to some
seeming paradoxes in the last Report of the Regis-
trar-General, one of whieh is the accompaniment of
a detireascin the number of marriages by an m-
crease in the number of births ; and you infer that,
because there was a falliiig off in the one, the
return would in the same quarter show a decrease
in tho other. Now, I have heard occasionally ofthe
result of marriage following the ceremony very
speedily ; but generally in England, I am glad, to
say, a well-known period el.ipses before the fruit of
marriage shows itsehf. As 1 read the return, the"
increase in births corresponds with that of the mar- '

Tiageath'ree-quM-ter-s or a year ago, and I shall look
to find a decrease in births nine months and a twelve-

'

month hence, to tell then its simple tale, as the de-
•rea«e in the number of marriages wnu does, of the
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distress which prevails ia Lancashire. Looking at

the return in this common sense light, I see no con-

tradiction at all in it. It has little^ perhaps, to do

with buildinj,' matters, but I like to kill an error

whenever I see it, and I am some little authority in

the above matter, being Paterfamilias.

THE FORM OF THEATRES AND SOUND.
Sir,—I have to thank your contributor, " The

Writer of the Articles," for the tacit invitation to

reply conveyed by his signing his letter in place of

furnishiug a paragraph for editorial insertion, as he
would have been entitled to do.

Nothing, however, can be further froui my
wishes than to enter into a controversy in your co-

lumns. Your contributor and myself can liave but
one object, the laying before the public any informa-
tion in our possession, and upon the obscure sub-

ject of acoustics new information will, I fancyj be
as welcome to your readers as to me.

If it is true that there exists a " theory of the
isacoustic curve," in accordance with which that
curve may be employed to delineate on plan the
outline of a theatre or other building, with the cer-

tainty or probability of improving its acoustic qua-
lities, it will be most important for that theory to
bo laid before the public; and practically it will be
most valuable to know how to st-t out and describe
the curve for this purpose, and how to apply it ; and
it will be deeply interesting to know hm- the result

is probably produced. Your contributor must, I

think, be in a position to convey details upon this

head which, so far as I am aware, have never been
made public, and I sincerely hope he will proceed to
furnish them. Till he does so I can only rely on
Mr. Scott Russell's lucid account of the curve, and
method of plotting it, as published by him in the
Edinburgh Fhilosnpliical Joit nial, an account making
no reference to anj^thing but section and a method
entirely inapplicable to plan.
As to semi-circular buildings being bad, Mr.

Scott RussfU is certainly a very high authority, but if

he really holds that opinion, I fear facts are against
him. The lecture theatre at the Royal Institution,
and the ancient Roman and Greek theatres, were of
such a form. The Free Trade-hall, Manchester, is

a simi-circle, with prolonged sides, and I cannot
give up the Parma theatre. It is perfectly true
that books of travel contain the wildest mis-state-
ments as to the numbers it held, but the fact of its

acoustic success rests on the authority of two accu-
rate professional men who separately visited it, ...

Saunders and Woods; and the dimensions given by
your contributor himself is largo enough to render
that success a noteworthy fact.

The probability is that the large amount of wood
in the Parma Theatre was one great cause of its ex-
cellence, and that to the same cause is due that of
Her Majesty's Theatre.
The Handel orchestra at the Crystal Palace,

which is semi-circular on plan and isacoustic in sec-
tion, and entirely of wood, with wooden walls and
ceiling, would probably make the best auditory of
any building now existing, were it but partly en-
closed on the side near the transept.

I am, &c.,

T. Roger Smith.

ftpl |i\tdligcn«.

Eecovert op the Price of Stone.—Court of
Common Pleas, Westminster, November 7.

—

Trickett V. Tomlinson and Others.—This was an
action brought by the plaintiff, who is a dealer in
stone, against the defendants, who are contrac-
tors, for making certain waterworks at Merthyr
Tydvil, to recover the price of some stone sup-
plied to them. The jury found a verdict for the
plaintiff.—Mr. Bovill, Q.C., now moved, pursuant
to leave reserved, to enter the verdict for the de-
fendant. It appeared that some former contrac-
tors had ordered stone fi-om the plaiutifi" for the
top course of a pier, to be of 26 feet radius.
These contractors failed, and the plaintiff having
the stones on his hands, offered them to the de-
fendants, stating in his letter that they were of96
feet radius. On these terms the stones were pur-
chased, but when sent they turned out to be 26
feet radius, and useless for the defendants, who
refused them. The question now submitted was
whether the contract was not for stones of 96 feet
radius, and whether the plaintiff ought not to
have been nonsuited.—Eule nisi granted.

Liabilities of Partners.—Court of Queen's
Bench, Westminster, November 7.—Kilshaw v.
Jukes and Others.—This was a case raising one of
the questions of such fi-equent recurrence and
such practical difBoulty, with regard to the liabi-
lity of parties as latent or secret partners. It
was an action by a timber-merchant at Birken-
head against an iron merchant there named
Jukes and two other persons, Still and Wj-nn,
builders at the same town, to recover the price of

timber delivered to the two latter defendants,
for the purpose of building some houses at Bir-
kenhead. The two latter defendants. Still and
Wynn, the builders, allowed judgment to go
against them by default. Jukes denied his liabi-

lity, and the case went down for trial at Liver-
pool, before Mr. Justice Willes. In February
last the builders applied to the plaintiff to supply
them with timber, and he declined to do so with-
out security, and Jukes was offered as surety but
refused. TJltimately, however, the plaintiB' sup-
plied the timber to the co-defendants, the build-

ers, on their own credit. Afterwards it turned
out that on the 28th of February (after the first

interview between the parties, but before the
supply of the timber the three defendants had en-
tered into a building agreement with one Barker,
by which they bound themselves to erect certain
houses on land which he thereby agreed to sell

to them ; he agreeing, also, to make them certain
advances. On the Gtli of April the whole interest

on this agreement was assigned by the other
two defendants to Jukes, and it came out that he
was their creditor for £187, and that the whole
object of the arrangement was to enable him to

pay himself out of the profits, if any, of the
houses. The case for the plaintili' was, that Jukes
was really a partner, while his case was that the
agreement between him and the other two defen-
dants showed that he was not really so, and that
therefore (as he had not held himself out as a
partner) he was not liable as such to the plaintiff.

—The jury found for the defendant.—Mr. Aspi-
nall, for the plaintiff, moved for leave to enter the
verdict for the sum of £l35'2s.l0d. on the ground
of misflirection, or that the verdict was against
the evidence.—The Court granted a rule nisi.

Overcharging by a Builder.—At the Court of
Exchequer, on Saturday last, the cause was tried on
a bill of exchange for £358, brought by a widow,
named Peek, residing at Walthamstow. She
called in the plaintiff (Mr. Flockton), who is

a builder, to make some repairs in a house,
and he gave her an estimate amounting to
£000. Unfortunately, she employed no surveyor.
In the course of the work various alterations were
made in the original plans, and ultimately the
plaintiff sent in a claim for £2,600 and upwards.
The defendant paid .£2,31-1, and gave the bill on
which the action was brought for the remainder.
While the bill was current she thought she had been
grossly overcharged, and she called in a surveyor,
who certified that there was an overcharge of
£766 18s. 5d. The defendant had brought a cross
action against the plaintiff for negligent conduct,
and it was now before the master. Mr. Joseph
Brown now applied for leave, under the Bills of
Exchange Act, to defend the action. The Court
granted a rule.

Copyright of Engravings.—A ciirious question
was raised at the Bow-street Police-office, on Satur-
day week, regarding the copyright of engravings.
Mr. Gambart, the eminent picture dealer, appeared
to complain of a photographer who had taken, by
the process of his art, copies of some of the most
celebrated pictures, such as the "Horse Fair " of
Rosa Bonheur; the " Light of the World," by Hol-
man Hunt, &c., for all of which Mr. Ganibart had
paid large sums for the purpose of engraving ; but
the sale of those engravings had been quite stopped
by the sale of photographs which had been taken
from one of the engravings, and not from the
original picture. The question of law as applicable
to such a case was so novel that the magistrate
reserved his decision to the following Saturday, when
Mr. Corrie said that, under the existing Acts, there
was so much doubt whether he had power to inter-

fere, that he could not takeupon himself the respon-
sibility of doing so. Under any circumstances he
must have decided against Mr. Gambart, because
there was no evidence that Mr. Powell sold the
copies knowing them to be copyright. Such proof
was necessary in that court, though it might not be
so in a civil process. Mr. Gambart had his remedy,
and might sue in the civil courts.

Pftvoplitan liuproljcnuiits.

The Fleet Ditch.—This week the workmen
in the employment of Mr. Dethick, the contractor
for the reconstruction of the portion of the Fleet
sewer in Clerkenwell, where the accident oq-
cun'ed, which inundated the cutting of the
adjoining railway, have been engaged in exca-
vating an extension of the temporary channel in

the hollow ground behind St. Peter's Church,
Saftron-hill. As soon as this is ready the present
opening into the Fleet ditch north of that point
will be dammed up, and the sewage water allowsd
to flow through this trench to the new exit which
will be made for tliat purpose, about 200 feet or
more south of the present entrance and nearer to
Farringdon-street. The defective condition of

the old sewer here has rendered this extension of
the work necessary. The brickwork of the new
sewer has been rapidly proceeded with, being
finished frem the point of rupture to a spot
opposite Frying Pan-alley. At the same time the
roadway is being made good above the completed
portion of the sewer, while the soil is in the course
of excavation for the completion of the rest
of this important work, on the solidity and
str ength of which so much depends, running,
as it does, for some distance parallel with the
Metropolitan Railway.
Charinc-Cross Railway.—Great exertions are

being made to push forward the works of this

important line of railway. Starting from tlie

junction of the South-Eastern Railway, near the
London-bridge Station, where the scaffolding has
been erected for the bridge on which the railway
will be carr'ed across Wellington-street, the line

will pass through the Borough-market, a great
portion of which has been already demolished.
It then passes in a south-westernly direction
across the new street, Southwark, on the north
side of which a branch will be carried over the
Thames to Caunon-street. Near the market the
houses are being pulled down, in order to provide
the necessary space for the branch line. The
main line continues nearly parallel to Union-
street to the Blackfriars-road, over which it is

carried by an iron girder bridge, contintiing its

course through the densely populated neighbour-
hood north of the New-cut till it nearly reaches
the Waterloo-road, from which point there is a
branch line to the Waterloo Station of the South-
Western Railway. The main line continues its

progress across Waterloo, York, and BeUTdere
roads to the south end of the great iron bridge
over the Thames, which is rapidly progressing,
and at its northern end gradually widens as it

approaches the intended site of the Channg-
cross Station, which includes the ground upon
which Himgerford-market stood, and a great
number of houses now demolished and being de-
molished for the new station.

A Plea for Trees in the Streets of the
Metropolis.—The long blank of the sides of the
road leading to Brompton from Knightsbridge-
green, recently widened to admit the Exhibition
traffic, does, now that traffic has ceased to fill the
space, make itself painfully distinct. Is it not de-
sirable that the west side of the road should be
planted with trees ? There are many large trees
that will grow in far worse places than this road
will be, open as it is : witness the noble one that
gladdens people's eyes in dense Cheapside, and the
very many more that are hidden deep amongst the
houses and rooted in the grim City churchyards.
The most picturesque street in the metropolis,
Cheyne-walk, Chelsea, owes almost all its beauty to
the trees that adorn it. Chelsea Hospital gardens
have lost nearly all their grace since the fino

avenues of planes have decayed, probably through
neglect or improper trimming. Those who saw
those splendid trees at the time of the Duke of
Wellington's lying in state will now be grieved at
the blank dreariness of the great spare space,
wherein only a few ghastly trunks are gathered^
Would it not be well to replace the trees that once
made the Brompton-road green, taking care they
did not relapse into the scrubby state of yore, and
replenish Chelsea-gardens as soon as may be ?
There are miles of wide roads in London similarly
improvable, where, too, as at Brompton, there can
be no question of the roadway being injured by
drippings from their boughs.

—

Atheiiiinim.

The Railway Bridge at Blackfriars.—The
works for the construction of the iron bridge at
Blackfriars, on which the London, Chatham, and
Dover Railway will be carried across the Thames,
are very rapidly progressing. A great many of the
massive piles have been lately driven into the bed
of the river, and, in order to prevent accidents
which might have arisen in the course of the night
from vessels runniug against the piles, a barge fur-

nished with the necessary lamps was moored in the
stream in front of these obstructions.

The New Lambeth Suspension Bridge.—On
Monday last the new Lambeth Bridge was thrown
open to the public. It is a mre rope and girder
bridge, and is remarkable rather for the cheapness
and the rapidity \vith which it has been constructed
than for its lightness or beauty; its actual cost
has been £30,000, exclusive of land taken, which
cost another £10,000, and its erection has occu-
pied one day short of a year. It has three spans of
:2SU feet each, and is over all nearly 900 feet from
end to eu'l : the uprights are supported on cylinders
similar to those now being hxcd for the bridge at
Hungerford. The wire ropes to which the girders
are suspended are of gi-eat thickness, and of the
very best ii'on ; the whulc is painted a dark green,
and is lighted by globed-shaped lamps. The
roadway is of wood, the piles used to construct
Westminster Bridge having been made available.

The footway is paved with thin flags cut from some
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of tho stonn of tho old WostniiiiBti'i* BriJpo. If is

intondoil to i'hart;t' no toll till tlio lOtli ins!., from
whifh time foot passon^'crs will havo to pay a half-

penny, and ono penny per horao will bo tho rate

for voiut'lofl.

6iis iinb d'iilittfr Intfllignitf.

FiucE OF Gas fou London.—On Wodnosday, a

Special Com-t of Sewers was hoUl for the purj)ose

of receiving a report from llio General Purjioses

Committoo, on a roforenco of the -Uh instant

relative to a Bill about to be introduced into

Parliament in tho next session by the Great Cen-
tral C!as Consumers' Company, and on the ques-

tion whether the commission should give notice

to introduce a Bill similar to that of last session,

for amentling the Gas Act of 1860. Mr. De
Jersey presided. Tho report detailed tho various

steps which had been taken iu reference to the

Gas Bill of 16G0, and the Bill subsequently
brought tbrward by tho Great Central Gas Com-
pany to remove the doubts which had been
raised as to the powers of tho company under
their own Act to increase the price of gas beyond
4s. the 1,000 feet. The special case which had
been raised by the Court was shortly to be
argued in the Court of Error, and the Great
Central Gas Company had given notice to intro-

duce their Bill ot last session, which they had
previously withdrawn. The Committee stated

they were of opinion that, taking into considera-

tion that the question at issue between the Com-
mission and the Great Central Gas Company was
at present before the Courc of Error, and would
he discussed about the cud of the preseut month,
it would not be expedient to inti-oduce the Bill

similar to that of last session, but that the Com-
mission should await the issue of the appeal, and
act thereon as tho ca;Se might require. The re-

port was agreed to.

Sevenoaks.—A company will, it is said, shortly

be formed here for the supply of water, which is

very scarce.

Dublin Waterworks.—The foundation stone
ot a reservoir at Stillorgan, in connection with
the DubUu Waterworks, was laid on Monday last

by the Lord Lieutenant. The water supply of
the city has been a subject of much discussion

and contest for many years, and the present
scheme of taking the supply from Varty Kiver,
county of Wicklow, was tho recommendation of

a Royal Commission appointed at the request of

the corporation, iu which gi'eat disagreements
existed as to the best source from which a pure
supply of water could be obtained.

Collapsing of a Gasholder.—On Friday last

a new gasholder at the HaUfax Gasworks collapsed,
doing damage to the amount of some thousands of
pounds. The holder was a new one, 100 ft. in

diameter, and 40 ft. in height, being on the teles-

copic principle, of two lifts of 20 ft. each. The
holder was constructpd to work in a cast-iron

circular tank. A few days ago, the manager at the
gasworks observed that the tank was not perfect

in its circular curve at one point. A meeting of
the gas committee was held, and the attention of
the contractor was called to the defect, they re-

marking that the apparatus could be put in working
order in a few days. It was judged prudent to test

the Working of the apparatus with air, instead of
gas. The holder was raised to its height, and was
being lowered at about one half tho rate it would
be required to descend when supplying the town
with gas. It is supposed that the holder whiU-
descending was caught at the irregular part of the
tank, and held there, wliile the other side descended.
Ultimately the hit,'her side fell, breaking and
doubling up tho holder like pasteboard. The weight
of it is about 70 tons. The loss will, iu all pro-
bability, fall upon the contractors.

€;ijuvclj, (Linipcl, ^tljool, anl)

§uili)ing liitfllignice.
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CHURCHES.

Romford.—A new church, called St. Andrew's,
has been consecrated at Romford. It was designed
by Mr. Johnson, of Lomlon ; is in the Old English
style, and in exact imitation of the mother church.
It has a nave, chancel, and south aisle, and a
gallery at the west end is approached by a spiral
stone staircase. There is an octagonal vestry, and
porch, and lobby, with screen to shut out the cold
air. The building is of Kentish rag, with Bath
stone dressings ; the roof is constructed of open
timber, stained and panelled, and slated over; and
at the west end there is a bell turret in ornamental
oak. The external dimensions of the building are
75 ft. by 33 ft. ; the south aisle is 10 ft. wide, and

the chano.'l 35 ft. l)y :HI ft. ; au<lj including the free

sitting's, till -re is acrommodatmn for 550 wor-
shippura. The builder is Mr. Hammond, of Rom-
ford.

York Diocesan Ciiuiicii Bimlding Society.—
This society has just made tho following grants :

—

£ 8.

W:tlkloy, Sheffield, chapel partly built 150
Maabrough, new church 400
Kilnsea, new chapel 31 10
Kirkloavington, increase of accommodation 20 6
Worsbro' Dale, now parsonage (site given) 125
Myton-on-Swale, new parsonage (on glebe) 125 (
Tunstall, new parsonage (part of the site

given and part bought) 125
Askliam Richard, new parsonage (on glebe) 125
Malton, St. Leonard, new parsonage (site

given) 75
Shettii'ld, St. Stephen, purchase of buildings

to be used as a parsonage house 150
Aughton, with East Cottiugworth, endow-

ment 150
Barnby-on-Don, endowment 150
Drax, endowment 150
Scarbro', St. Martin's-on-the-HiU, endow-

ment 150

Total £1932 15

KiBWORTH- — Kibworth Church, Leicestershire,
has been re-opened. A new tower arch has
been constructed, and tlie west window improved

;

two new buttresses have also been built in the
angles of the tower outside. The bells will be now
rung from the bottom of the tower. Next the
ceiling and old roof of the nave have been replaced
by a new open roof, leaded, rather higher than the
original pitch. The clerestory windows have been
repaired and scraped, showing for tho first time the
stone work ; tho walls have been relieved of their
whitewash, and rough stuccoed like tho chancel,
aud the gable of the nave has been rebuilt and
raised, with new coping and gable-cross. Two or-
namental windows have been opened on each side

of the chancel arch, and have been filled with
stained glass—the gift of W. Slater, Esq., the ar-

chitect ; one is a diamond-shaped four-light quatre-
foil window, the other a square three-Ught one with
flamboyant tracery. Both have been blocked np,
probably for many generations, and are considered
to be tho most effective of the minor points of the
restoration. The porch-windows, also, hitherto
blocked up, have been opened and glazed with green
cathedral glass, and an ancient stone staircase,

leading from the floor to the top of the screen, has
been restored to view. The total cost of the resto-
rations is over £1,150.
BuRSLEM.— A new singing gallery has been

erected in the parish church of Burslem, Staff'ord
shire.

Ufton.—On Sunday week the parish church of
Ufton, Berkshire, was reopened. The new church
consists of a nave and chancel, each with a north
aisle, and is constructed to accommodate about 150
adults and 50 children. It is built of Bristol blue
stone, in random courses, ^vith Bath stone dress-
ings. At the west end is a tower, surmounted with
a shingle spire, about 90 feet high, which will be
one of the landmarks of the Kennct Valley. The
designs were furnished by Mr. Armstrong, architect,
of 18, Westbourne Park Villas, London ; and the
stonework and masonry was executed by Messrs.
Wheeler, of Reading. All the woodwork, with the
exception of the pulpit and altar rails, which were
done in London, was prepared by Mr. Castle, the
foreman in the timber-yard at Englefield. The
fittings of the church were furnished partly by
Messrs. Harland and Fisher, of London, and partly
by Messrs. Jones and Willis, of Birmingham.
Chitterxe.—The new church of Chitterne All

Saints and St. Mary, was consecrated on Tuesday
week. From the Salishurij and WincJiester Journal
we learn that plans for the proposed new church
were prepared by Mr. T. H. Wyatt, the diocesan
architect, and the contract taken for £1,000 by Mr.
Gayton, builder, of SaUsbury. This, however, it

appeared, was much below the actual sum required,
which the builder soon found out to his cost, as he
became bankrupt in the course of the work. The
committee thereupon took the management of the
matter into their own hands, aud employed Mr.
Sainsbury, of Lavington, to do the carpenter's work^
Mr. Oakley, of Lavington, to do the mason's work

;

Mr. King, of Lavington, to do the painting and
glazing ; and Mr. Haden, of Trowbridge, to supply
the warming apparatus; Mr. Rowed being sent down
from L()ntlon by Mr. Wyatt, the architect, as the
clerk of the works. The building, as it now stands,
will cost about £2,(t00. It is in the Perpen-
dicular style, and consists of chancel, nave, side
aisles, vestry, and a magnificent square tower at the
western entrance, 57 feut high and IG feet square,
and containing a fine peal of five bells. The extreme
length and breadth in the interior of the church is

103 by 52 feet. The chancel, which has an apsidal
termination, is lighted by four plain, small \vindows,
of irregular design; the nave is Ughted by four
clerestory windows on each side, and the aisles by
the same number of small irregular windows, chiefly

taken, we believe, from the old churches, and not at
all adding to thi' harmony of the whole building.

The materials of the old churches, flint and stone,

have l)een worked up in the new onn, Bath stone
being usi'd for the dressings, Ac. The floor is paved
with stone, Minton's i-ni-austio tih-s being used ia
the chani-cl, whieh is raist'd 2 ft. fi in., the commu-
nion-taI)le ln'ing approached by five steps, placed at
irregular distances. The altar rails are of neatly-
carved woodwork, whilst the chancel screen is of
stone, very anciont and fine, having been preserved
from tlie ruin of tlie oM church of All Saints. The
roof of the chancel is of open wctodwork, supported
on plain stone eorl)el8, tho ceiling being coloured a
rich blue ; that of the nave and aisles is of the same
material, the ceiling, however, as well as the walls,
being merely stuccoed. The lectern, reading-desk,
seats, fittings, &c., are of stained deal, and the
building will seat 526 persons, being nearly treble
the number that the old churches collectively would
accommodate. Four pointed arches, supported on
massive pillars, in Bath stone, open into the aisles
on each side, and give a remarkably bold and strik-

ing efi'ect to the interior of the edifice, over the
western door of which the now nearly obsolete cus-
tom of placing the Royal Arms is revived, the
figures being exceedingly well executed. The chan-
cels of the old churches have been left standing, and
will continue to be used as mortuary chapels to tho
old cemeteries, there being no graveyard attached
to the new church.
Heywood.—A new church dedicated to St. Luke,

has just been completed at Heywood, in the parish
of Bury, Lancashire. It is a parallelogram, with
the exception of the Fenton Chapel, added on the
north side since the design was made, consisting of
a chancel42ft. by 22 ft., and chancel aisles 10 ft. in.
wide._ The tower is detached from the church,
standing on tho north side, and, with the spire, is
188 ft. high, forming the prineip:il entrance ; a
south porch faces Church street. On the south side
of tho chancel is a vestry, with organ-chamber over,
and heating-room under. The church has been
designed an<l carried out under the directions of
Joseph Clarke, Esq., F.S.A., of 13, Stratford-place,
London. The materials are Yorkshire and Stafford-
shire stone for the outside, with Bath stone ashlar
inside. Marbles and other stones have been used
for the columns, and the carving of the interior, as

jf the pulpit, has been the work of Mr,
u:^^<..j]tll, of Manchester. Pitch pine varnished ia

used for the seats, and memel timber for tho roof.
The passages of the nave and aisles are flagged with
poUshed York paving; the chancel is laid with
Garrett's tiles, and the sacrarium with Minton
tiles.

Wold Newton-—Anew church has been opened
at Wold Newton, Great Grimsby, in Lincolnshire.
Mr. James Fowler, of Louth, was the architect.
Wellington.—The chapel of Wellington College,

designed by Mr. Gilbert Scott, of which liis Ro3'al
Highness the Prince Consort laid the first stone in
July, 18(51, is now nearly completed, aud wdll be
opened after Christmas. Six of the eight statues,
and above twenty of the busts in bronze already
executed have been placed in their niches. Thesj
memorials of the personal friends of the great Duke,
and of the statesmen and principal officers with
whom he acted, are arranged upon a plan formed
by the Prince Consort.
Sutton Mandeville.—On Saturday week, the

church of Sutton Mandeville was reopened by the
Bishop of Salisbury. Mr. T. H. Wyatt, was the
architect, and Mr. Sturgess, of West Cholderton,
was the contractor, and the works were executed
uuder the superintendence of Mr. Miles, of Shaftes-
bury. The cost is only £600. The present building
is Early English, with a square tower at the western
entrance, which has been preserved in its entirety,
with the exception of a few sUght alterations to tho
coping at the top. The body of the church is en-
tirely new, a new aisle and vestry having been added
on the northern side, but the old materials have
been worked up in the building as much as possible.
In the interior the extreme length from east to
west is (J.'l ft. ; its extreme breadth is 34 ft. The
chancel ;has been raised about 19 inches, and is

paved, as is the rest of the building, with Poole tiles.

On each side of the eastern window are inscribed
the Commandments in illuminated old EngUsh
characters ; and over the chancel arch, whii-h is of
Tisbury stone, is an ornamental inscription, " My
house shall be called the house of prayer ;

" whilst
at the western end of the building, over the entrance
to the tower, is the inscription, in ornamental scroll

work, *^0h, go your way into his gates with
thanksgiving, and into liis courts with praise.'*

The roof is of plain open woodwork, the ceiling

and walls being stuccoed. Three Early English
arches separate the nave from the aisle, the pillars

of wliich were tastefully ornamented with evergreens
and flowers by the ladies of the congregation. The
l>ulpit is of oak, with carved panels, and rests upon
a base of Tisbury stone, and is the work of Mr. T.
B. Miles. Tho church will accommodate 150
persons.

CHAPELS.

KiRTON IN LiNDSEY.—A primitive methodist
chapel ia being built at Kirton in Lindsey, Lincoln*
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shire, designed by Joseph Wright, Esq,, Architect,

Hull. The structure is ioi the Italian style, and is

built' of stone from Mr. Summer's quarry. The

contractors are Messrs. John Hutchinson and Son.

The whole of the works, exclusive of the site, will

cost £8/0. TIT I

Hill Top, BikmingHam.—A new Wesleyan

chap'^I has been opened in Witten-lane, Hill Top.

Reiyl.—A new Baptist chaiiol is in course of

erection in Snssnx-street, Rhyl. Mr. F. D. Johnson,

of Bennett's Hill, Birmingham, is the architect.

W.vlsall.-—A new chapel has just been openedat
Walsall Wood. Instead of a pulpit a platform has

be ?n constructed of pitch pine, and has four orna-

mental Gothic elbows, with pierced, chamfered, and
sloped openwork fixed against the wall, in front of

which is fixe'd a reading desk. The pews, free-

sittings, and woodwork are stained and varnished,

and the ironwork painted blue. The outside wood-

work is of grained oak. The total cost of the

chapel and site is about £450.
HoRRABKIDGE.—The Wesleyan chapel at Horra-

bridge, Plymouth, has been reopened after en-

largement.
Barrow.—A new Wesleyan chapel has been re-

c?ntly opened at Barrow, Cumberland.
CoBRiDGfi.— Providence Chapel, Cobridge, near

Burslem, Staffordshire, has been enlarged.

TwYN.—On T&ursday week a new congregational

chapel was opened at Twyn. The chapel has been
erected on the site of the former one by Mr.
Ed\vin Stride, builder of Cardiff, from drawings
prepared by Messrs. W. G. Haberdh'on and Pitt,

architects, of Park-square, Lohdo'fl, 'Ke^vport, and
CardiiF, and carried out under the superintendence
of Mr. Faulliner, their local' representative. The
building is in the Early Pointed Stye of Gothic
architecture. The extreme measurement is "5 ft.

in length, and the ividth 36 ft., while the height to

the ceiling is 31 ft. It is built of local stone in ran-

dom courses. The dressings of the doors, windows,
buttresses, &c., are in Bath stone. A bell turret, 60 ft.

high, is placed at one ofthe front corners ofthe build-

ing, and adds greatly to the pleasing effect of the
whole. The gallery fVont, pulpit, seats, and internal

fittings generally are made of deal, whieli is stained

in two shades and varnished. The roof is an open
itmbered one, and ceiled at the collars ; between the

rafters Dixon's patent Laminoj have been used. By
the aid of this material the plastering is finished by
one operation, thus tending to expedite the comple-
tion of the work. An epd gallery accommodation
has been provided for'about 350 persons, and the
entire cost (including boundary walls, &c.) will not
exceed £1,000.
Pewsey.—The Burial Board of Pewsey have,

from a number of designs submitted by various ar-

chitects for the Mortuary Chapel, ttc, unanimously
selected those sent in by Mr. C. J. Phipps, F.S.A,
of London and Bath, and we understand the work
will commence immediately.

Su.»fnERLAND.—The United Free Methodists'
Chapel in Brougham-street, Sunderland, was re-

opened on Tuesday week, luiving been altered and
enlarged, at a cost of £600, so as to seat 1,000
persons.

SCHOOLS.

Whitechapel.—On Tuesday last a new EaRged
School was opened in Baker's-row, Whiteehapel.
Rhyl.—The designs of Mr. F. 1). Johnson, of 1.3,

Bennett's-hiU, Birmingham, have l)een selected for

the intended British School at Rhyl.

BUILDINGS.
Thornton.—The North British and Severn

Railway Compauies have come to an agreement
to erect a new station at Thoniliill Junctiou.

BiustiNGHAM.—Tlie directors of tlie Birming-
ham Exchange Buildings met on the "th inst- to

open the tenders which were thirteen in number.
The whole, being informal and differing from the
requirements of the Directors, as set forth in

the conditions attached to the form of tender,
were rejected. Messrs. Branson and Murray
subsequently attended the board and made a
tender to execute the works upon the conditions,
and in tlie form originally required, for the sum
of £ly,300, the three fi-onts being faced with
Hullington stoue. This tender was accepted.
The quantities were supplied by. Mr, Heucy-
Jai'vis, of London. It must be highly gratify-ing

to the architect, Mr. Edward Holmes, to find
that in a building of this magnitude his calcula
tions have been made w'ith such exactness, a
bonit-JirU. tender having been obtained mtliin the
amomit of his estimate. Mr. Beeson has been
appointed the clerk ot works, and the building
will be commenced fortlimth.

Liverpool.—A large building has just been
completed in Crosshall-street, Liverpool, for
Bell's circus, which covers a large area, being
140 feet in length by 90 in breailth. There is a
spacious entrance to the boxes, promenade, and
pit from Crosshall-street, and at the opposite end
convenient ingress and egress for the require-
ments of the gallery. The plan throughout ap-

pears well adapted to secure the comfort and
convenience of persons frequenting the circus.

The interior is handsomely decorated, attention

ha\'iug also been directed to securing good light

and ventilation. A spacious circle, 44 feet in

diameter, affords ample scope for equestrian dis-

plays and the other performances of the ring, for

which a corps of first-class artistes has been
engaged. The contractors for the building are

Messrs. Lockwood and Farromond, and.the deco-

rations were executed under the direction of Mr.
Hughes. The bnUding will accommodate about

4,000 persons.
Jarrow.—A large public building and institute,

for the use of the working men of Jarrow, is about
to be erected upon a piece of ground near the rail-

way station, presented by Sir Walter James, Bart.

The designs have been prepared by !Mr. Archibald
Dunn, architect, of Newcastle, and in addition to a

large room, to contain 800 persons, there is a

library, a refreshment-room, smoking-rooms, and
club-room for the use of the working men. 'There

are also washing-rooms and baths attached to the

building,

__'.' FOUNDATION STONES.

Newcastle.—On Thursday week the foundation

stone of a new United Presbyterian church was
laid at Newcastle. The cost of the building, ex-

clusive of the site, will be £1,800. Mr. Cairns is

the architect, and Mr. Hogg the builder.

H.ITIIERLOW.—On the 8th ult., the corner stone

of a new school room was laid at Hatherlow,
Cheshire. The cost, including heating apparatus,

Ac., will be about £G00.
Windsor.—On the 14th ult. the commemorative

stone of a new Wesleyan chapel, at Sunuinghill,

wag laid by Mr. Thomas Gurney, of Loudon.
E.\ST BoLDON.—On Wednesday week the founda-

tion stone of a new Congregational chapel was laid

in the village of East Boldon, near Sunderland.
The new chapel will be a plain buil'ling of brick,

with stone dressings ; it will have a front elevati(jn

in the line of the main street of the village, \\-ith a

doorway at one end* It is estimated to seat 150

persons, and instead of pews open benches will be

put up. The dimensions of the building will be 30

feet by 20, and walls 14 feet in hnight, with an open
roof of stained timber above. 'The building will

cost from £200 to £220. Mr. W. D. I'ratt, of

Southwick, is the architect, and Mr. N. Codling has
contracted for the building work.
NorriNG-VALE, Kensington.—^The ceremony of

laying the comer-stone of St. Martin's Church,
Notting-vale, took place on Saturday last. Two
pthcr churches are in course of erection not far from
St. Mark's, viz., the church of St. Luke, and an iron

church tn the Potteries. St. Mark's Church is

being built under the tuperintendcnce of Mr. E.
i Bassett Keeling, architect. It is a Gothic structure

in coloured bricks and Bath stone, with a continea-

tal touch in it, and will have a slate spire 130 feet

high. The arrangement consists of nave, side aisles,

transepts and chancel, with a vestry on one side and
small chapel or circle on the other side of chancel.

The nave irill be supported on iron columns, sot

back from whidi is a gallery, through transept, side

aisles, and west end of nave. The sfaircasf s will be

spacious, and et the back of the west gallery and
over the staircases is an upper gallery reached from
the tovi'cr, which forms an enwance porch on the

ground floor. The nave principals will l)e supported

by small marble columns on carxed Bath-stone
brackets and carved capitals. The \vh(dc of the in-

terior will be finished in ornamental brick-work,

the only plaster used being on the roof and saffits of

the galleries. The church will seat 1,380 persons,

including children's gallery, and the contract has
been taken by Messrs. Dove Brothers, at £0,011,
which includes font, altar, fittings, &c., of a plain

character.

EBSTOKATIONS.

' Cirencester.^—On Tuesday last a meeting was
held ofthe members ofthe "Cirencester Society

in London " (the oldest of the kind in this city,

the records of its annual dinner in 1692 being in

existence), and of others interested in the town
of Cirencester, at the Queen's Arms Tavern,
Newgate-street, for the purpose of raising sub-

scriptions to restore the ancient and exceedingly

beautiful parish church at Cirencester, it being
now in a lamentable state of dilapidation. A
I'eport was read by Mr. G. G. Scott, who had
been appointed a short time ago to inspect and
report upon the church. The report stated that

a general reparation of the whole fabric is neces-
sary. The stonework throughout the church is

more or less decayed, and requii'es the insertion

of a large quantity oi new stones. Some portions
of the walls have given way, especially that over
the chancel arch, and must be either rebuilt, as

in the Case instanced, or otherwise rectified. Tlie

parapets are either gone or are in such a state of

dilapidation as to demand entire reconstruction.

The window muUions and tracery are in some

places so far gone as to require to be, in greater

or less degree, renewed. The vaulting of St.

Catherine's Chapel is literally ready to fall in,

and must be in pai't recoustmcted, and in other

parts strengthened and tied with iron bars. The
internal stonework requires to be cleansed of

wliitewash. The roofs demand throughout a very

serious amount of reparation ; the beam ends are

in very many uistances decayed or clumsily

mended, as well as other parts of the timber

work, and nearly the whole of the lead requires

to be recast and relaid. The chancel roof requires

such improvements as will render it internally

more sightly. The whole of the floors, whether
of wood or stone, require to be renewed, and the

chvu'ch should be handsomely fitted up with oak

seats of an appropriate character throughout. A
general grotmd plan of the proposed arrangement

accompanied this report, as well as particulars of

cost. After that report, it was determined to set

about raising £12,000 for the necessary repairs

to do this. A committee was appointed, and a
subscription list opened at Messrs. Mastermau
and Co.'s for the purpose.
WoRMLEY.—Wormley Church, Herts, was re-

opened on the 9th iust., after the addition of a
south aisle, vdth other alterations, carried out

through the munificence of Mrs. Gnuit, of Worm-
leybmy, under the directions of Mr. Joseph
Clarke, 13, Stratford-place, W., diocesan archi-

tect. The church was formerly repaired and
beautified in stucco, in the usual style of 20 or

25 years ago. The work now carried out is a

return to the old style of church bnikling ; all the

materials are true ; it is real and not sham
Gothic—every vestige of the originally disturbed

work is preserved and restored. The new aisle

is built of lb nt, with Bath stone dressings. The
side windows are arcaded internally, and divided

by marble shafts. The roof is open tempered.

The benches are stained. A small Scudamore
organ is placed at the west end, next the new
vestry, to lead the choir. A singularly fine early

font, "heretofore hidden, has been thrown open.

The sacrarium has been re-arranged, and will be

re-laid with Godwin's tiles. The brasses are all

caret'idly preserved, and new altar-rails, by
Hart, have been iutrodueed. The gallery, whieli

extended about two-fifths dowu the church, has

been shortened about a third, and it is to be

hoped that, at some future day, it may be entirely

removed, and the chm-ch wholly re-seated, as the

sipiare high individual pews in the rest of the

church appear more than ever out of place con-

trasted with the benches.

OiFORD.—The parish church of Otford, Kent, is

about to be restored.

Aldwinckle, A-LL Saints.—The chancel of the

'clmrch of AidwinL-klo, All Saints, Northampton-
shire, is being restored, at the cost of the Rev. R.
Roberts, the rector. The StaDifonl Me,rary
says :— The restoration consists of a new open-

timbered roof, the re-erection of a portion of the

north wall, the paring of the floor with encaustic

tiles, plastering the inner walls, Ac. In removing
the colour-wash from the splay of the easternmost

window in the north wall, on the east side, a fresco

was brought to Ught, consisting of a Bishop, in his

canonicals, within a border tf foliations, the rich

colours of which were very fn sh. On the north

side there is a piscina in a very unusual position—
in the cill of the window. Two very fine altar

brackets project from the east wall. On the floor

is a brass, in excellent preservation, exhiliting the

eftigy of WiUiara de Aldwinckle, anniger : date

14(i;i. The east window is of four lancets, with

geometrical tracery above. The north wall is

pierced with two lancets. On the south side of the

chancel is an interesting Perpeudicular chapel, in

thi- south wall of which is a beautiful water-driun,

the projecting canopy over which is very ri h ; one
ofthe two altar brackets here is enriched with a
shield charged with the Stafi'ord knot. The nave is

divided fi-om the aisles by three bays on either side,

exhibiting early work in the first-pointed style ; the

pillars on the north side have plain moulded caps,

and those on the south have a band of the nail head
ornament. The chancel arch springs from well-

carved corbels having a similar ornament. The
north and south walls of the nave are i ierced with

Perpendicular windows, and those at the east and
west end of the north aisle are Decorated, the last-

named having rich stained glass in the tracery

coeval with the masonry. There are also soihe

fragments of stained glass in the Perpendicular

windows, each quarry exhibiting the ivy leaf. The
clerestory and north doorway are Decorated. The
octagonal font has plain faces ; the central stem is

surrounded by eight small filleted shafts ; it was
probably introduced to the church when the east

window was inserted. The PerpeiiJieular tower is

remarkably fine, the work being excellent both in

design and execution j its mouldings are intricate

and beautiful, and its general outline simple and
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olepant. In tho reiyii of tivnvy VI. the tower was
probalily tToctinl ; the cr<i<'ki'tti.'d canopy ov t
the w,.stern eutrauce is pn-eisely similar t.» work
on St. John's Church, StainforJ, the date of whirli

i8 knowai. At tlio roetory here, John Dryden, the

celebrated poet, was bornj iu 1G.'51.

Alnwick.—The interior of St. Michael's Church,
Ahiwiek, is about to be restored.

Staffokd.—Sir Martin Noel's almshouses have
been restored at au expense of -t200 ; and the cha-

pel, which has for several years been used as a
dwclliuf^-house, is now appropriated to its propL^r

use.

Wellingborough.—Cheese-lane Clmpel,Welling-
boroui^h, Northamptoiishii'o, is about to underj^o

extensive alterations. The body of the chapel is to

be re-SL'ated witli open seats, the lioor is to be paved
with ornamental tile, and the whole of the interior

is to be altered.

Lktcomb Bassett.—The Church of Lctcomb
Bassett, lleadinir, has been restored, and was re-

opened on Saturday week. Mr. Hutterfield, of

London, was the architect, and Messrs. Kent, of

Wantai^o, the builders. The interior of the church
is iitted with open seats, made of deal, and stained

;

the rtoor is laid with boards, and the aisles with
Mintin's tiles. The altixr and chancel are both
chiste and licautiful, and the reredos magnificent.

The old i^allery has been taken down, and a new
aislo built on the south side, giving- further accom-
modation for about 50 persons.

FitostE.—Rook-laut) Chapel has just been altered

and restored. The interior is quite new. The
central entrance has been closed, and the entrances

on either side have been improved. The chapel is

much wider than its length, and to overcome this

in some measure, the arL-hitO'-t, Mr. Stent, of War-
minster, has placed Avide side-aisles against each
wall, and arranged the pews diagonally. Another
improvement with this ^-iew was to reduce the old

deep front gallery to the reqtiirements of an organ
loft. The tioors, ceiUngs, plastering, pewiug, and
windows are all uew. The pews are comfortj.bly ar-

ranged in the modern style, without doors. The
windows have been reduced iu number and height,

and filled with cathedral semi-transparent glass, in

ornamental iron sashes. In the reeessfs on either

side of the pulpit above the monuments, are two
oriel windows, filled in with stained glass. The
entire alterations have cost about iil,200.

^tiiiufij 61ass.

Ilfracombe.—Messrs. O'Connor have just put
up a large memorial ^vindow at the east end of Ilfra-

combe parish church. The window is Perpendicu-
lar, and the subject, iu five lights, represents the
Dismissal by Our Lord of the Woman Healed of an
Issue of Blood.
Datchext.—Messrs. O'Connor have also just

completed an important memorial to H.R.H. the
late Prince Consort, erected in Uatehett Church,
near Windsor, by the parishioners. The east win-
dow has fi^'ures of Our Lord, St. Paul, and St.

John, as representing by actual persons the attri-

butes of Faith, Hope, and Charity. At the base of

the centre are the arms of his late Royal Highness,
and in the sides the inscription, " To the glory of

God and to the memory of H.R.H. ti-e Prince Con-
sort. Born Aug. 20, ISiy. Died Dec. 14, 1S51.

Erected by the Parishioners of Datchett, 1SG2." The
south window has figures of St. Peter and St. Mat-
thew, with subjects beneath of St. Puter Raising
Dorcas, and St. Matthew Called by Our Lord. The
vestry ^vindow is also filled with rich gi-isaille, and
both the latter windows are identified with the me-
morial to the Prince by the inscription, which is

upon the three windows exactly the same.
CA5IBEKWELL.—The large east window of St.

George's, Camberwell, has just been finished and
put up by Messrs. O'Connor. It contains life-sized

pictures of the Crucitixion and the Ascension of Our
Lord, with rich jewelled filling in between the sub-
jects. The window is erected by the congregation
and others as a testimony of love for their pastor,
the Rev. Samuel Smith, on completing the thirtieth

year of his ndnistry.
Farnsfield.—Two memorial windows, presented

by Thomas Parkinson, Esq., of Hexgi-eave-park,
have just been inse'rtetl in the apse of Farnsfield
Church. That portion of the structure contains
three similar windows iu the D.rcorated (fourteenth
century) style of architecture, each consisting of
two lights and tracery. The one on the left hand
contains two subjects from our Lord's life, prece-
ding the Crucili>don, viz., the Agony in the Garden,
and Our Saviour Bearing the Cross, undL-r riL-h

canopies, surmounted with foliage. Bt-neath these
(the two principal groups) are two smaller ou. s, in
which are depict.-d^he Old TestauKut typ -s of tUr^

same, viz., the Distress of Jacoo on b^in^ sh wn th •

Bloody Coat, and Isaac Carrying the Wood to Burn
the Sacrifice. The appositeness of the types to the
subjects fi-om the life of the Great Antetype is at
once evident. The large opening in the trac3ry
contains the scape-goat as emblematic of Our Lord's
Passion ; the others are filled with rich ornamental
glass. This window is erected to the meniory of the

lat»^ Miss Milward, of llexgreavo-park, to whose
'iiunitic^'nee t)i<' pjirishionors arc indebted for one
nf tlK' most beautiful village church.-s in the county.

The window on the right of the apse cnntaius, for

tht' prin-'ipal groups. Our Lord's Ascension front the

Mount of Olives, and Our Lord Seated in Glory

—

the Old Tistament types being the Translation of

Klijah, and Solomon ou his Tlu'one. Thti Lirger

openinir in the tracery contains the Agnus Dei.

This window is erected to the memory of the late

Ricliard ^lilward, Esq., of H<'Xgr ave-park. The
remaining window, the gift of the Rev. H. and Mrs.
Anders, was inserted at the end of last year, and,

being the centre one in the apse, contjuns tho two
subjects most suitable to an east window, viz.—The
Crucifixion and Resurrection of Our Lord, the ty-

pical groups in the lower panes being Abraham's
Sacrifice of Isaac, and Jonah Cast Forth of the

Whale. The larger central piece of tracery contains

the Brazen Serpent Reared on the Pole. This win-

dow is erected to the memory of the late John Par-

kinson, Esq., and Mrs. Parkinson, of Ley Fields.

These three windows have been designed and exc-

ciitcd by ]Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle.

Heywood.—Two painted windows have been pre-

sented to the church of St. Luke, Heywood, Lan-
cashire—one of the work of Messrs. Clayton and
Bell, in memory of the late James Stark-.-y, Esq.,

of Heywood, by Messrs. Langton and Hornby.
Ufton.—Every window in the new church at

Ufton, (a description of which \vill be found under
the heading "^Churches,") is filled mth glass more
or less deeply coloured. The new east windows are

by Mr. Clutterbuck, of Stratford, near London
;

the three chancel side windows (two of which are

iu memory of the Rev. J. E. Christie, the late

Rector of Ufton), are by ]\Ir. Wailes, of Newcastle ;

and the remaining seven windows of the nave are

filled with a less expensive kind of glass by Messrs,

Lavers and Barraud, of Loudon.
MoN'AGHAX.—A stained glass window has been

placed iu the parish church, Monaghan, in memory
of the late Lord Rossmore.

TuE Advantages op Town Drainage.—A re-

markable instance of the iiifiueuce of to^vu di'ain-

age ou the pubHc health is shown in a report

which has just been issued by the Sanitary Com-
mittee of the Halifax Corporation. Great sewer-

atre works have been constructed since 1851, and
between that period and the present the death-

rate has decreased from 25'39 per 1000 to 2r-48

1000. This is in the town of Halifax itself; in

the miion the mortality has only decreased to 1 4

per cent.—^a fact which shows more clearly the
beneficial operation of the sanitary improvements
in Halifax.

grinliing ^fountains.

Lampeter.—A new di-iuking fountain has been
erected at Lampeter. The fountain measures about
twenty-five feet in height, and is built of Forest of
Dean stone. It is fitted with beautiful bronze civ'e-

lets, and has the following inscription:
—"This

fountain is presented to the town of Lampeter by
John Scandi-et Hax'ford Esq., of Peterwell and
Blaize Castle, Gloucestershire, in token of his inte-

rest in the health and comfort of its inhabitants.

Oct. 22nd, A.D. 1862."

St:itucs, glemorials, iiL

Glasgow.—Designs have been sent in by three

sculptors for the erection of a memorial at the

grave of the late Mr. Malcolm M'Parlane, iu the
Southern Necropolis, Glasgow. The design of

Messrs. Council and Murdoch, Caledonian-road,
has been accepted. The monument is to be in the

form of an obelisk, 14 ft. 3 in. in height, of Biuny
stone.

Camborxe.—A monument has been erected, by
Neville Burnard, in the parish church of Cam-
borne, to the memory of the late rector, the Rev.
Hugh Rogers. Besides tho tablet, with the in-

scription on fine white marble, it contains an
excellent likeness of the deceased in alto relieco^

which the artist (although he never saw the
deceased) took from a photograph. The monument
has given great satisfaction to the subscribers. The
cost uf the work was .^i^lIO.

The pRiiNXE Consort Memorial.—Four of the
architects engaged in preparing designs for the pro-

pus d nati nal memorial of the Prince Consort,
n.imi'iy, ProtVssur Donalds.m, ]\Ir. C. Barry, Mr.
Go rg Gilljcrt Scott, and Mr. P. H;u*dwick, have
aodressed a joint Ivtter to Lord Derby, the chair-

man of the l^ueen's Committee of Advice (which, it

will be recollected, is composed besides of Lord
Clarend* u, the Lord Mayor, and Sir Charks East-

lake), asking for an extension of the time allowed
for that purpuse. The committee have acceded to

the request, but with an intimation that no

further extension beyond the let of January can bo
all'^wed.

Leicester.—A monument has been erected in

the cemetery, at Leicester, to the memory of the

late Dr. Lrgge, for twenty-live yrars the minister

of (ijllr>wtrfe-gate chapel, in. that town. The
monument is an obelisk, ilv needle an<l dado of

Peterhead, and the plinth and kt-rb surroundingthe

frave of Aberdei n granite. The design is by Mr.
L Shenton, architect, of liiiccster. Mr. A. Mac-

donald, Aberdeen, is the maker.
Tavistock.'—A meeting ot the eubscriboJs to the

fund for erecting a numunient to the late Duke of

Bcdrord was held at the Guildhall, Tavistock, on
Thursday night, when, after some discussion, it

was resolved that tho memorial should take the
form of a statue, and a comniittco was formed to

arrange details.

ToDMORDEN. — A meeting of the committee
formed at Todmorden to erect a statue iu that town
of 'John Fielden, late M.P. for Oldham, to comme-
morate his services in obtaining an amelioration of

the condition of the factory operatives, took place

on Wednesday evening. y.r. Foh-y, R.A., the

sculptor, comr-: '

. j to execute this work of art,

was present, and submitted a model of the statue

for approval. The statue represents Mr. Fielden in

a characteristic attitude when addr^ ssing a ten
hours' meeting. He stands with his left leg thrown
slightly forward, his right hand in tlie arm-hole of

his waistcoat, and his left on a C(,»py of the Ten
Hours' Bill, which lies on a pedestal by his side.

The features of the face arc well preserved, and the
conimittee expressed themselves highly pleased,

both with the design and execution of the work.
It is nnderstood that Mr. Foley has already made
considerable progrt ss with the full-sized figure, and
it is expected that the statue, which will be about

7 ft. G iuchts in height, will be completed during the
ensuing year.

6cnM';il Items.

AccLiMATisiXG OF CoTTON.—During the stay of

the Viceroy of Egypt in this country 1 took the
Uberty of recommending His Highness, in order to

produce new and beautiful species of the cotton

plant, as well as to ensure good annual crops, "to
cross the several kinds of seeds by burying them
together in a large hole hole about 4 in. deep."

After tho plants reached /in. in height, to select

tlie 'irwst vigorous plant and transplant it ; after

another month, to select the jie.r^ \'igorous plant

and transplant that. The seeds from these crossings

of the several seeds will be invaluable. I should
not despair of accUmatisiiuj the plant by these

means in this country, as the seeds accommodate
themselves to the vegetation term, and will become
more easily naturalised. Other methods of accli-

matising the plant might be devised. Let the
several kinds of seeds bo sown in February or

March, on a hot-bed, and then be transplanted
(always selecting the most Wgorous plants), in

April, iu ground properly manured. Some of these

phmts might be *' dwarfed." I have several healthy
cotton plants (the result of crossing the seeds) now
growing in the open air, where our own indigenous
plants and flowers will not thrive, but are ^sither-

iug! They were S'.)wn as late as the 15th of July,

and on the 2uth they broke ground, and are now
4 iu. high. The "Indian corn," and "tobacco"
may be brought to perfection in this country, and
why not cotton ? The Indian corn was first grown
near Margate, iu a.d. ISUO.

—

Manchester (August)
Cotton Rtpoder.
The Campana Collection. ^ The Moniteur

says :

—

" On the occasion of the installation at the
Lourre of the Napoleon III. Museum, which is to

unite all the Campana collections, certain journals'

seem to insinuate that the destination given. to
these objects is not such as was intended by the Le-
gislative Body. This is altogether a mistake. There
never was any question of founding a special mu-
seum distinct from the Louvre; ou the contrary, in

all the discussions relating to the demand of credits

for purchasing the Campana collections, it was
always agi-eed that the said collections, should be

appropriated to complete the artistic treasures of

the same kind contained in the Louvre."
Ventilation ix Stables.—The great mortality

occurring amongst the horses of the French cavalry

has been diminished by more than one-half by in-

creasing the amount of air supplied to the stables,

no other change iu the management having oc-

curred. At the end ofthe ItaUan war,10,(HtO cavalry

were left with no staljliug but mere temporary
sheds ; but the mortality was quite insignificant,

and not a single case of glanders occurred. The
iVenc-h Government are now trying some experi-

ments with respect to the results of the exposure of

horses to even currents of air, some of the results

having proved of a most favoural-le kind. As might
bo expeeted, the effects of the improved ventilation

of stables have been still mure fully exhibited with
respect to sick and wounded horses.

New Line of Railway.—A new line of railway
has been surveyed, which will relieve the main line
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of the Grpat Northern Railway of a large portion

of its lieavy traffic north of Doncastcr. It is

rumonreri tliat thn Great Northern Company have

abandoned their proposed hraneh to Gainsborough,

and in its place hare substituted a much more coni-

prehensiye schemCj—one indeed, which must be re-

ferred to the consideration of a Committee of the

House of Commons. It is proposed to make a new
line, branching off at the termination of the Lan-
cashire and Yorkshire Railway at Reedholme, four
miles north of Doneaster, thence proceeding near
to Gainsborough, and forward to the loop line at

Cottam. In its route it would pass by or near Aim-
holme, Kirk Sandall, Streettlic rpe, West Moor,
Gate Wood, Wroot, and Haxey. In order to con-
nect this town with it, a short brancli would have to

be made from Arksey, or the Great Northern could
take advantage of tlie proposed new and improved
route of the South Yorkshire Company, and connect
the main line with a branch between Long Sandall
and Kirk Sandall. By keeping a little to the west
of Gainsborough, the great cost of a new bridge
over the Trent will be avoided, and the present one
of the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire
Company made available in communicating with
Gainsborough.
The Pabis Permanent Exhibition.—The Paris

Permanent Exhibition will, it is paid, be roofed
in about six weeks hence. Its base will be of
white stone, such as the new houses are for the

most part built of The rest will be glass and
iron. The principal entrance will be of immense
height; and in the centre of the building will be
a dome more elevated than that of the Hotel des
Invalides. At each extremity will be an elegant
pavilion, destined for refreshment rooms. Open-
ing off one will be a vast rotunda, where concerts
and fetes dc hcinfaisance will be held, and off the
other a machine annexe.
The Fens.—The works which are being carried

ont under the direction of Mr. Page, C.E., in

connection with the outftill of the Marshland,
Smeath, and Fen drain, are making satisfactory

progress. The sea dam which Mr. Page is con-
structing is of very simple character. Four
rows of piles are being driven at intervals of
about twelve feet, and at about six or eight inches
from these on the river side another row of rail-

way metal piles are being driven about two feet

apart. Between the wood and iron piles 4-inch
planking is being dropped, and on the outside
large quantities of clunch and gravel are being
deposited ; while the inner portion of the dam is

being filled in with loose earth, (tc, in sacks.
The syphons at the Middle Level Dam Outfall
were again worked successfully during the week.
Eleven have been already fixed, and the remain-
ing five will be ready for action by the end of
the month. Tlie cost of the whole will be be-
tween £13,000 and £14,000.
Fall of a Railway Viaduct.—At twenty-five

minutes past 8 o'clock on Thursday night four-
teen arches of a viaduct in course of construction
near Silchester-road, on the Hammersmith and
City Extension Railway, fell with a crash that
alarmed the neighbourhood. At this point the
railway, which is not yet completed, is carried
along on a number of arches. Prom statements
made by persons on the spot assisting in clearing
away the dchris, it appears that the wet weather
had injuriously affected the arches, and that the
authorities of the line had given instructions that
they should be shored up, and otherwise made
secure. A number of workmen accordingly com-
menced the shoring about half-past eight o'clock
on Thursday evening. They had scarcely begun
the necessary operations when fourteen" arches
gave way, and seven men were buried in the ruin.
Other persons were wounded. A gang of labour-
ers were at once procured, and they set to work
to get out the bodies of the men who had fallen
victims to this calamity. At the time of the ac-
cident a number of the labourers were engaged
in wheeling trucks, laden with timber for shoring,
along a temporary tramway, which runs on the
level below the new line. This tramway is about
15 or 20 feet from the brickwork. When the men
saw the arches coming down, many of them ran
to the north of the new lin'e and escaped ; while
others endeavoured to get clear of them in the
opposite direction, but were overtaken by the
falhng bricks between the viaduct and the tram-
way. Mr. Eummens was the contractor.
The Great Luxembouho Railway.— The

shareholders of the Great Luxembourg Railway,
of whom there are a gi-eat number in England,
will be glad to learn that the Government have
accepted their offer to relinquish the concessions
which had been granted to them to construct
hues of railway between Tamines and Landen,
and between Groenendal and NiveUes. They
iviU thus not only be saved from making those

extensions of their lines, but they wnll also have
returned to them the 500,000f. (£20,000) which
they had lodged as a guarantee for the due ful-

filment of their contract. In doing so, however,
the Minister for Public Works has taken care
that the inhabitants of the district should not be
deprived of the additional means of communica-
tion "which they had been led to expect, as he has
entered into another contract for the same pur-
pose with an Englishman, Mr. Edward Preston,
who is already taking means to have the work
commenced with the least possible delay.

New Substitute for Turpentine.—A new
substitute for turpentine has just been introduced,
which is recommended for all purposes, and has
the advantage over both the ordinary and the
mineral turpentine, being less than one-third the
price of the former, and not having the strong
odour of the latter. Cassell, Smith and Co., of
Fenchurch-street, are, we believe, the consignees
of this new substitute.

Hajipton Court Bridge.—-A public meeting
was held on Saturday at East Molesey, to con-
sider the propriety of constructing a new bridge
across the Thames in place of the present old
bridge. The Rev. C. Scott, was called to the
chair. Tlie first resolution, moved by Mr. Brad-
shaw and seconded by Mr. Giffard, affirmed the
necessity of more frequent bridge communication
between Surrey and Middlesex, and the especial

necessity of better and cheaper bridge communi-
cation between Hampton Court and East Molesey.
The second, moved by Mr. Serjeant Spinks, and
seconded by Mr. Vesey, was for the appointment
of a committee to make arrangements to obtain
Parliamentary powers to construct an iron bridge,
"of a design suited to the locality, and npon
terms which will enable the proprietors to fix a
scale of tolls remunerative to themselves and
satisfiictory to the neighbourhood." The third,

moved by Mr. Kent, and seconded by Captain
Emmett, constituted a number of gentlemen as
the committee. The fourth, moved by Mr. Cann,
seconded by Lord Gordon, instructed the com-
mittee to seek the aid and sanction of Her
Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests,
and of Works and Public Buildings, and the
Thames Conservatory Commissioners, and the
aid and co-operation of the Loudon and South-
western Railway Company. All these resolutions
were adopted, and the opinion was unanimous as
to the unsightliness of the existing structure and
the exorbitance of its tolls, which operated as a
restriction to the traffic both of tradesmen's
carts and gentlemen's carriages.

New Paris.—Before its extension Paris had
1,524 public and private thoroughfares—viz., 27
aveuues, 24 boulevards, 44 churches de ronde,
84 alleys without issue, 50 passages and cites, 91
squares, 36 quays, and 1,1G8 streets. Since the
annexation of the suburban communes there are

70 avenues, 92 boulevards, 47 chemins de rende
forming the miUtaiy road parallel to the line of
the fortifications, 176 alleys without issue, 136
squares, 47 quays, 1,808 streets, 183 passages,
galleries, or courts, 140 cites, and 127 small
roads, making together a total of 2,922 pubhe or
private lines of communication.

The Royal Horticultural Society.— Great
improvements are being carried out in the Royal
Horticultural Gardens, with a view to their at-

tractiveness for next year. Preparatious are
being made to establish real flower beds, instead
of the parteries of coloured glass and slate which
have so long usurped their place. Flowering
shrubs and evergreens are also breaking up the
fiat monotony of lawns, which are to be further
intersected with groups of roses and beds of such
flowers as lillies, tulips, verbenas, &c.—such
homely garden beauties, in fact, as one sees every
day, but nowhere without pleasure. A daily con-
temporary says :—It is more flowers and less

stucco, gardeners and not masons, who are now
required to give the finishing touches to what
ought to be one of the most alluring promenades
in London. The sooner the two gigantic French
fountains are now got rid of the better, in order
that the grass and gravel walks may have time
to recover from their disruption before next sea-
son. Both these works are very costly in price,
and are besides much too big for the gardens.
Minton's beautifiil majolica fountain, the price of

which is only 2,0001, is infinitely better adapted
to the tone of these Italian grounds than the
ponderous iron castings shown by Barbazat or
Darenne. This fountain would really be an orna
meiit; those which now stop the way up the
central path are gloomy anachonisms, in the style
of all around them.

Cjiips.

Mr. James FoUeyj of Angel-conrt, Throgmorton-
stroet, has been appointed surveyor to the General
Cretlit Company.
Rumours are a^in current that the fine old

castle at_ Heidelberg, the admiration of Rhine
touristSj is crumbling to pieces, omng to the shaking
caused by the railway trains in a tunnel which runs
directly under it.

A new street is to be formed at Darlington. J.
B. Atkinson, Esq., of York, has been appointed
the arbitrator, to decide upon the value of the pro-
perty required for the new street.

Tliirteen cooking depots for the working classes
are now in operation in Glasgow.

It is said that 9,000 workmen are occupied upon
municipal constructions in Naples.
The new Corn Market and General Exchange, at

Leith, a description of which we have already given
in our columns, was opened with great ceremony on
Wednesday week.
On Thursday week a fire broke out in the ware-

house of Messrs. J. S. Thompson and Co., mer-
chants. Lime-street, Groves, Hull, which completely
gutted the premises. The damage is estimated at
£15,000, against which there is no insurance.

It is said that Bombay has already been enriched
to the extent of nearly £4,000,000 by the advance
in the price of cotton, one Parsee alone having
cleared £800,000 by his speculations in that article,

whilst other firms have done nearly the same.
A fire took place at Florence on the 29th October

in wliich the Maggliabecchi Library, the archives of
the State, and law courts, and the glorious gallery
on the uppermost flat, with all its priceless contents,
ran risk of destruction. The ground story of the
State ofticcs had been appropriated to the storing
of hay for the garrison of Florence, and the fire

broke out there.
On the 4th inst., the King of Prussia inaugurated,

at Magdeburg, the opening of the new bridge con-
structed over the Elbe.
The Crystal Palace returns, just made up for the

twelve months ended on the 31st ult., show an in-

crease over last year's number of more than 400,000
paid admissions.

Tlie Patent Museum at South Kensington has
lately received a very interesting addition to its con-
tents in the celebrated " Rocket " engine, con-
structed by the late George Stephenson in 1829, and
which, it will be remembered, competed success-
fully at the famous trial of locomotives at Rainliill,

near Liverpool, in that year.
The Spanish authorities concerned in the matter

have issued invitations to English and other foreign
arcliitects to furnish designs in competition for the
new building required for the Hispano-American
Exhibition to be erected outside the gate of
Alcala.
A special fund, under the title of " The George

Stephenson Fund," has been organised by the
United Kingdom Railway Oflicers and Servants*
Association, for the purpose of granting annuities
to railway employes and servants who, from acci-

dent or old age, may be unable to perform their
duties.

The bust of the Prince of Wales, by Mr. John
Steel, R.S.A., which we have already noticed in
our columns, was inaugurated at Ediniiurgh on
Monday last.

A Committee of the Mersey Dock and Hsrbour
Board propose to apply to Parliament next session

for powers to borrow £450,000 to be applied in the
construction of the new works in progress, and
contemplated by the Board, on the Liverpool side

of the river, including the purchase fVom the Earl
of Derby of the foreshore north of the dock estate,

and the reclamation thereof by a sea wall.

Intents iini Inlientions

Connected with the Building Trade.

1001. H. A. Holden and C. "Weekes. Improvements in
apparatus used in drawing water or other Jluidfi from
cislerus,tanks^ and other vessels. Dated April 8, 1862.

For this purpose the outlet pipe enters the bottom of
the cistern or vessel, and to tlie end of this j)ipe is con-
nected a flexible pipe ; this pipe is of such a length that
its mouth, or open end, can be raised above the level of the
water or fluid in the cistern or vessel, so that no water can
pass away through the outlet pipe, but when the mouth
oorpen end of the flexible pipe is depressed below the
water level, the water can flow freely through the outlet

pipe. In order to raise and lower the mouth of the flexible

pipe, the inventors prefer to connect it to one arm of a
lever, the other arm of which lever projects beyond the
edge of the cistern or vessel, so that by acting on this

arm the mou*h of the flexible pipe may be raised or
lowered. Patent abaridoued.

1004. J. Wright. Improve merits in joining together

armour an I other thick metal plates, beams, and girders.

Dated April 8, 1862.

In carrying out this invention the patentee slots, planes,

or in any convenient way makes one or more dovetails in

the materials to be operated upon, the obliijue sides of which
are also oblique to the surface, that is to say, the two oppo-
site sides of each dovetail are to be oblique to the end or
side, and also oblique to the two surfaces of the plate,

girder, or beam. This obliquity of the sides of the dovetails
to the surfaces is a little more in one plate or half beam or
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lialf pirdcr than in tho other, so as to permit of a taper key

to lie fonvil or driven in between those two pairs of ohliciue

sides of the dovetail, and thus by means of these keys draw
and hind the jihites or component parts of tho ticani or

girder together. In beams the obUnuity nuRht be dispensed

with, and rivets or screws xised to form the dovetail. Patent

Completed.
1014. J. L.\sr,sTON. Improvements in the matni/actvrc

«/ J'ortlaml cement. Dated April i1, 1862.

Hero the p:ittMitee employs, in priiidinj,' tho materials,

only so much water as will make a dough or paato, suitable

for being at once dried without the separation of water by
sytiling- The drjing apparatus he employs consists of

ovens heated by furnacea or firo bars below, anil tho flues

from these furnaces pass over the top of tho ovens in tho
vaultini.' of tho roof. Ovens so arranged will dry the ma-
terials more rai>idly than tho open floors, and with smaller

expen.lituro of fuel. The passing the niuterials from tho

grinding ajtparatus to tho drying ovens without the use of

the settling ponds renders it necessary that no lumps
should be allowed to escape the grinding apparatus; hence

ho employs, to effect or to comjtlete the grinding lollei-s,

set at a short distance the one from tho other, and between
which the materials are caused to pass ; or a roller revolv-

ing at a short distanco from a stationary surface may be

employed. I'ntent completed.
1021. D, Frykh and W. J. Williams. Improvements in

thetne.thod of, ami apparatus for, letting on and cuttimj off

the ^uppl'f of (JUS to groups or disitHcts of streets ami other

tampsfrom a centruf point or depot. Dated April 10, 1862.

This consists in applying to the ordinary branch gas
tube which supplies each lamp a flexaltle aii--tight junction

of india rubber, or such like material ; that is to say, the
gas tube may be severed and joined mth a piece of lleiible

tube having air tight joints; on each side of the tube may
he placed two small plates to act as nippers, so that, if

they be compressed by any force, they will nip the flexil le

tube and close the passage. The inventors mw enclose the

flexahle portions in an air tight flexible chamber, formed of

materials capable of allowing it to collapse and expand
without fracture when the air is withdrawn or forced into

it. With this arrangement it will be seen, that if the air

hy auy means be extracted from the air-tight flexible cham-
ber, it will collapse, and the external pressure will cause

the nippers to grasp the flexible tubes, and thus close its

passage and cut off the supply of any gas passing through
to the lamps ; and upon the equilibrium being restored by
the admission of air, the current of gas will be shut on the
nippers relaxiugtheir grasp from this relaxed pressure. If,

on the other hand, the air be forced into the chamber, the
increased pressure will act in a similar manner. Patent
abandoned.

1025. A. Black. Improvements in swing-bridges
adapted for crossing lines of railways and other ways.
Dated April 10, 1862.

This consists in so constructing a bridge, that it shall be
capable of being readily and easily moved or swung from
its original transverse position, into a longitudinal position

with the lines of rails or permanent ways, and thus allow

railway trains to pass clear of the said bridge. This im-
proved bridge is so constructed as to close or fold up into a
very small compass. Patent abandoied.

1034. C. Bautiiolomew and J. Hkptixstali.. Improve-
ments in making circular blooms such as are used in the

manufacture of tyres, and for other jftirposes. Dated April

10, 1862.

In making a circular bloom of iron, after the iron is made
and rolled into a puddled bar, it is then cut into segments
or radial piects ; that is to say, the puddled bar is divided

into pieces of equal and comparatively short lengths by cut-

ting it across at au angle, the ends being made to slope

alternately in either direction, and in such a manner that
if the pieces he laid round in a circle, their longer sidesout-

, wards and shorter sides inwards, they will butt accurately
end to end, and make up a complete polygonal wing. The
mode in which the pile is made for the bloom from these

segments, or radial pieces, is as follows :—A smaller bar of

hrou of sufficient length is coiled round a mandril, so as to
produce aflat coil of sufficient width to form the top and
iottom of the intended pile. Upon the l)Ottom coil a circle

of the pieces of flat bar above-mentioned is placed, and upon
that circle another circle of pieces is built, so as to break
joint with the pieces below, and then another circle of such
pieces of iron is placed likewise breaking joint, until a suf-

ficient thickness is obtained ; upon the whole, a top coil,

similar to the bottom coil, is placed, and the pile is, when
completed, ready to be placed in the ball furnace, and when
it has attained sufficient heat, it is then put in a die, of the
re<iuisite form for producing the bloom of the required out-
side shape, when it is struck by a steam or other hammer
of the requisite power and weight to thoroughly weld the
pile into the requisite form. Patent completed.

1039. A. Trimen'. The protection and solidification of
inagnesinn limestone and other stones, and for the prevention

of the passage of water through the same. Dated April 10,

1862.

This consists in issuing certain lacs in naptha or spirits,

reducing the same to a fluid state, and filling the port-s and
coating the surface of the stone therewith. Patent aban-
doned.

1040. J. T. GiiiCE. Improvements in tJte manufacture of
ta-isted metallic tubes. Dated April 11, 1862.
The patentee claims filling ihe tube to he twisted with a

yielding substance, either solid or in powder, or inserting in
the tube to be twisted asmall solid mandril of steel or other
hard substance, for the puriwse of preventing the irregular
yielding of the tube during the twisting process. Patent
completed.

1054. J.Bu.vNETT. Improvements in revolving shutters and
in machinery for producing tlis same. Dated April 12,

1862.

These shutters are so constructed that they can also be
used as Venetian blinds. For this purpose such lath is

mounted on a central axis, which moves up and down in
the grinding shutter grooves. The upper edges of the
laths are connected together by hinged flaps. A portion
of the inner side of each shutter-pivot turns on pivots, and
when it is desired to use the shutter as a Venetian blind,
this limb of the groove is turned a quarter round, when
the laths are free to turn on their axes, and may be set at
any required inclination. The winding pulley for raising
and lowering the shutter is fitted with a friction wheel or
brake, which is brought into action on lowering the shut-
ter, but runs free when the shutter is being wound up. In
order to give the required curve to the edges of the shutter-
laths, a bending machine is used, by which both edges of
the lath are simultaneously bent to the proper form by dies
acted upon by cranks or eccentrics actuated by Bteam or
otherpower, JPutent com^Uteil,

10G2. E. Pkyton and W. P. Batiio. Improvements in

angle iron applicable to metallic bedsteads, roofs, bridges,

and other similar purposes. Dated April 14, 1862.

Here tho patoutocs roll or otherwise manufacture angle-
iron with corrugations, by which they give it additional
strength or stiffness, and are thus enabled to usd a lighter

bulk of metal than at present, thus coinbiningstrength with
lightness of material, and giving an improved ai>pcaranco

to the object constructe<l with it, such as metallic bedsteads,
roofs, bridges, and similar constructions, Patent completril.

1057. A. SWKKT. Certain improvements in locks and
latches. Dated April 12, 1862.

This consists -1, in the employment of locks or latches
constructed with levers or tumblers of a toothed pinion (or

other e<iuivalent arrangement), the teeth of which take into

corresponding teeth or indentations formed in, or attached
to, tho tuml)lers or levers, one hy one, into the position ne-

cessary for allowing the " stmnp" or pin iforinod with or

att.iched tt the bolt) to pass, prevent the picking of tho lock

by pressure, as practised with other locks, 2, lu the u-se of

a *lrum or tube capablcof revolving on the key. This drum
or tube iij formed with a flat side, or other equivalent figure,

which, when presented to the tumblers or levers, allows of

the bolt being drawn backward from within the door to

which the lock is attached without the use of a key, but
which, when it is attempted to pick tho lock from witliout,

is turned away from the tumblers or levers, and prevents

the drawing bach of the holt until the tumblers or levers

are raised by the proper key into a position, which brings a
series of notches cut in them opposite to the stump or pin
formed with or attached to the bolt, and allowsof its being
drawn backward (as the drum is partially revolved by the
key) by a " false bit " or projection attached to and mov-
ing with the drum. In combination with this arrange-
ment, the inventor makes use of a shield or guard plate,

which prevents the introduction of a picklock for etfccting

the withdrawal of the bolt. 3, In an arrangement for

affording additional security in locks wherein the bolt is

withdrawn by means of a handle. 4, In a new permutation
key, the bits of which are all of one length, and are capable
of being set at various angles, so as to obtain the different

amounts of lift required to operate upon the several levers

or tumblers of the lock. Patent abandoned.

Thk New Salfokd Husdued Gaol.—About six months
ago an attempt was made to damage the plant connected
with the hrickmaking machine of Messrs. Hadfield and
Attkins, in Cheetwood-lane, Strangeways. Since then no
interference whatever has taken taken place, and the
business is now carried on by the Lancashire Brick and Tile

Company, who have been eutrusted with the contract to

make all the bricks—from fifteen to eighteen millions—for
the Salford Hundred Prison, about to be erected near the

Manchester Assize Courts.

TENDERS.
KingswiNFORD.—For the erection of Glynn Schools,

Ivingswiuford. F. Smallman Smith, Esq., architect^
Thompson £720 and materials from old schools.

Bloomer 715 ,, ,,

Nelson 680 ,, ,,

Northwood ... 600 ,, ,,

Hartland 695 ,, ,,

Walworth Road.—For erecting a house in the Wal-
worth-road for Messrs. Brown and Son. Mr. Henry Jarvis,

architect. Quantities not supplied^
Rudkin £1,589 4 51

Macey 1,497
Warne 1,472
Chessam 1,418
Ward 1,398
James and Ashton 1,373
Furuivail 1,291
Kent 1,285
Sharpington and Cole 1,265

Thompson 1,212
Tarrant 1,192
Sawyer 976 1

CONTRACTS OPEN.
Newcastle-on-Tvne.—For the erection of a portico to the

central station, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Plans and specifica-

tions may be seen, and further information obtained, on
and after the 13th November, on application at the office

of the company's architect, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Sealed
tenders must be sent to J. Cleghorn, secretary, York, not
later than 12 o'clock on the 20th November.

Hull.—For the erection of a Primitive Methodist chapel,
to seat 1,100 persons, with school and class rooms and
out offices, on the Holderness-road, Hull. Drawings and
specifications may he inspected at the offices of Joseph
Wright, Esq., architect. Tenders for the whole of the
works in one sum, as well as for each branch separately,

to be delivered to the Rev. W. Garner, No. 32, Richmond-
terrace, Hull, not later than November 17th.

Leeiis.—For the erection of the Baptist Chapel, Wood-
house-lane, Leeds. Drawings and specifications and
conditions of contract may be seen at the offices of Messrs.
Richardson and Turner, solicitors, 27, East Parade, Leeds,
after Monday, the 17th, to Saturday, the 22nd inst.

tjuantities supplied, and written applications for copies

to be made to Messrs. Paull and Ayliffe, architects,
India-buildings, Cross-street, Manchester, nefore the 12th
inst.

Stoke.—For the erection of a building for the accommoda-
tion of nurses at the Garrison Hospital, Stoke, near
Devonport. Parties desiring to tender for these works
must leave their names at the office, on or before tho 17th
day of November, 1862, and pay the sum of 10s. 6d. for

the bills of quantities, which will he prepared by the
Government surveyors.

Kexsisgton.—For the erection of a New Wesleyan Chapel
at Kensington, London. Plans and specifications may
be seen in the Vestry of the Wesleyan Chapel, Bayswater,
and duplicates may be seen and bills of quantities ob-
tained on written or personal application to the offices of

Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson, Bradford, from 'I'uesday

the 11th, to Monday the 17tli Novemlier- Tenders to be
deliveretl not later than Tuesday morning's post, ad-

dressed to the Rev. J. Rattenbury, Horbury Crescent,

Notting Hill.

Saundersfoot.—For re-building St. Issel's Church, near
Sauuderiifootj Peutbrokeshire, May see the plans and

specifications, on application to E. Wilson, Esq., Hean
Castle, St. Issel's, between tho hours of nine and four,

from tho 27th inst. Tenders to he delivered sealed and
endorsed, " Tender for re-building St. Issel's Church,"
to E. Wilson, Esq., on or before the 1st day of December
next

.

IIowTH.—For alteration and addition required to convert
tho old Custom Houso, on the west pier at Howth, into

quarters for coastgizanimen, according to plans and hpeci-

fications, to be seen at the Ofliue of Public Works, Dub-
lin. Each proposal (which is to l»e on the printed form
to<lgcd with tho specification) to be for a lump sum, and
to be accompanied by a detail (giving quantities and
prices), and to be indorsed "Tender for Works at West
Pier of Howth." Tenders to bo seut to Mr. E. Ilornshy,
Office of Public Works, Dublin.

IIowTir.—For the erection of three additional cottages at
Sutton Coastguard Station, near Howth, according to
plans and specifications, to be seen at the Office of Public
Works, Dublin. Each proposal, which is to he on the
I»rint.ed form lodged with the specification) to be for a
lump sum, and to bj accompanied by a detail (giving
(juantities and prices), and to be endorsed "Tender for

Works at Sutton Coastguard Station, near Howth."
Tenders to be seut to Mr. E. Hornsby, Secretary, Office

of Public Works, Dublin.

Hetton.—For the building of coke ovens at Hetton Col-
liery, Tenders will be received until Wednesday, the
12th instant. Plans and specifications may be seen at
the office, Hetton Colliery.

LoNDON.^For the construction of hrick sewers, 9 miles
2,895 ft. in length, or thereabouts, with other works in

connection therewith, for the Metropolitan Board of
Works. Parties desiring to submit tenders may, on and
after Wednesday, the 12th inst., upon payment of £5 5s.,

obtain plans, sections, specification form of tender, and
other particulars, on application to Mr. Bazalgette,
engineer of the Board, at the office. Spring-gardens,
until Thursday, the 11th day of December next. The
tenders are to be addressed to the clerk of the Board, and
must be delivered at the office before four o'clock on the
last-mentioned day.

Wandsworth.^For the constructiou of about 1,254 ft. of
brick sewer in Greyhound-lane, Streatham. The specifi-

cation, plans, and sections may be seen, and all further
information obtained, on application to Mr. James Bar-
ber, the Streatham surveyor, at his office, No. 3, Balhara-
place, Balham, between the hours of nine and eleven

a.m. Tenders are to be sent to the Wandsworth Board
of Works, at their offices, Battersea-rise, Walworth, en-
dorsed ''Tender for Sewer," on or before the 18th inst.

Wandswoutu.—For the supply of,broken Guernsey granite,

and other stone and materials ; also for the supply of

drain pipes; also for the execution of mason's and
paviors' works, and of the various jobbing works in re-

paring and making good to sewers and gullies, and for

laying drain pipes; also for the supply of horses on hire

and for barge work in the several parishes of Battersea,

C'lapham, Putney, Streatham, Tooting, Graveney, and
Wandsworth; and also for dusting in the parishes of

Claphara, Putney, and Wandsworth, and for scavenging
in the parish of Clapham. The contracts are to be for

one year from Christmas next, with the exception of

that for the supply of drain pipes, which is to be for one,

two, or three y^ars, at the option of the board. Sepa-
rate tenders are to be sent in for each parish, Tho
specifications may be seen, and forms of tender may be
obtained, at the office of the Board, Battersea-rise, be-

tween the houcs of ten and four. Tenders are to be sent

in, under seal to the board, endorsed, "Tender for —

—

Parish of ," on or before Tuesday, the 18th inst.

Ru'ON.—For building a villa, with stable, coach house, and
other outbuildings, at Ripon. Drawings and specifica-

tions may be sseu at the office of Messrs. Simpson, arclii-

tecfs, 12, Trafalgar-street, on Monday, 17th, and to

Saturday the 22nd, and then at the office of Robt.
Kearsley, Esq., Ripon, on Monday, the 24th, and to
Saturday, the 29th November.

H_\verstgck Hill.—For the erection of a school church
for the district of St. Andrew's (St. Pancras) Haverstock-
hill. Drawings, Ac, may be seen on application to tha
architect, Mr. C. F. llayward, 8, Adam-street, Adelphij
on Saturday, 22nd Nov, inst. Tenders to be delivered on
or before Saturday, the 29th inst., to the Rev. H.J,
Carter Smith, 21, Queen' s-terrace, Haverstock-hiU,

§iuiknipts.

TO SURBENDKlt IN EASINGHALL STREET.

George Stockley, Carlton-street, Kentish-town, mason,
Nov. 25, at half-past 12.

James Lovejoy, Albert-terrace, London-road, Southwark,
builder, Nov. 25, at 1.

Charles Donno, Chapel-place, Liverpool-road, plumber,
Nov. 25, at 2.

James Foster, Theydon Bois, near Epping, carpenter,

Nov. 20, at 12.

Samuel Collins, Clapham, house decorator, Nov. 20, at

half-past 11.

Thomas Brown, Montevideo-place, Kentish-town, painter,

Nov. 18, at 2.

Robert Jones, King-street, Regent-street, carpenter, Nov.
18, at 3.

William Samuel Sargeant, 27, Kings-road, Camden-
town, carpenter, Dec. 2, at 10.

Charles Henry Pritchard, 1 , Milton-terrace, Wandsworth-
road, plumber, Nov. 25, at 1.

to SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

William Watts, Castle Church, Staffordshire, builder,

Nov. 24, at 12, Bankruptcy Court, Birmiugham.

George Storer, jun., Coventry, builder, Nov. 21, at 12,

Bankruptcy Court, Birmingham.

Simon John Bunnett, Holt, Norfolk, plumber, Nov, 18,

at 11, County Court, Holt.

William Redman, ^Vhitby, builder, Nov. 27, at 11, at
Leeds.

Robert Williams, Birkenhead, builder, Nov. 24, at 11, at
Liverpool.

William Jones, Manchester, joiner, Nov. 24, at 9.30, at
Manchester.
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Job Dudson, Sheffield, builder, Nov. 26, at 3, at

Sheffield.

Joseph Dines, Rowell, Northamptonshire, plumber, Nov.

21, at 12, at Kettering.

William Jones, Carmarthen, cai-penter, Nov. 22, at 10, at

Oarmarthen.

Jonathan Ritson, jun., Cockerraouth, cabinet maker,

Nov. 24, at 3, at Cockermouth.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Saturday.

Messrs. Christie, Manson, and AVood's, a collection of

pictures from Italy.

Monday.
Cnr.iSTiE, Makson, and AVood's, at (heir rooms, Kin?-

street, St. James' s-square, magnificent furniture from

Turin, exhibited by Fratelli, Levera, and Co., in the

International Exhibition.

Tuesday.
Inman, Sharp, at the Mart, London, at 1, four houses, with

ehops, in Portland-road North, NottinLr-hill.

AVkdnesday.
Foster, at 54, Pall Mall, atl, a collection of pictures,

including examples of the Italian, Flemish, and English

schools, and water colour drawing's.

PuGH, at the Mart, prints, engravings, chorus, lithographs,

&c.

MuRiiELi., at the Mart, at 12 for 1, a collection of paint-

' ings.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Communications and books for review should be addressed

to the Editor, at 26, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, E.G.

Letters relating to advertisements and to the ordinary

business of the paper should be addressed to the PuBUSnER,
at the above office. Advertisements for the current week
must reach the office before 5 o'clock, \>.m., on Thursdays.

To Our Readers —We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

M^
ORTAR MILLS and PORTABLE
STEAJI-ENGINES FOR SALK or 111RE.—Stationary and

ev Engines, Steam Paus, Coniiah and otbei- Boih-i-a, Furnace

Work,' Safety Valves. Steam and Water Gauges, Pumps. Tanks,

Shat1:in?, Coupling. Plummer Blocks, Ripgfrs. Fl.v-«lieel3. Mill-

bandp.Edge Runners, Eone-milla. Hydraulic and Screw Presses,

Punehinp and Shearing MaHiines. H.vdrn-extractorg, Saw-trames

and Eenehes, Crabs. Ja^ks. Blocks, and other uselul Hachinerj-.—

T. TAYLOR, 41, Wliite-street, Borougli.

N.B.—Plant and Machinery purchased (c.-vsh).

The PRISE MEDAL for Superior Patent Sash and

Blind Lines, was awarded to JAS. AUSTIN,

at the International Exhibition, 1862.

AUSTIN'S IMPERIAL PATENT SASH
J\^ and DLIND L1XI:S.

To BITILDERS. CARPEXTEItS, unj ri.INDHAKEKS,

J AUSTIN. Manufacturer of the above Ai-ticl.'9. partieularl>- wishes

to direct the attentioe of the Ti-ade to his

II^IPERIAL PATENT FLAX SASH LINES,
of whifh be is now mnkint: four qiuilituR, and be strongly recom-

mends that in all cases tb<v sbnTild 1..- piiivlmsodinpi-eferenceto the

PVTENT LINES made from ,Iuti>. wlii.b Article has neither the

STRENGTH nor DURABILITY of FL.VX, consequently cannot give

so muih satisfaction to the Consumer.

They can be obtained of all Ropemakers, Ironmongers. Merchants

Factors, and Wliolesale Houses in Town and Countiy.

ESTABLISHED 1774.

ORTVAJyiEXTAli Gf.ASS, &c.

DIAPERED WINDOW GLASS.

EVERY variety of enamelled and enghie-
timied gla=s, fiupplied at reduced pricps. by tb(^ Manufacturer,

W. H. JA.MES, 37, High-street, Camden Town. London, N.W.

l»ay auil ^as l*i^Iat Kcfl<^etov
MauBifsact iirer

THOMAS FOX, 90, HATTON GARDEN,
1 (E.C.) _

, . ,

These Reflectors never taniiah, require no cleaning, and aie

the most effective and durable vet presented to the public.

N.B.—The usual Discount to Builders ftnd tho Trade.

45, OXFORD STEEET, W.

SLEE'S GLASS CHANDELIERS,
Wall Lights and Mantel-piece Lustres, for Oaa and Candles.

Glass Dhiner Services, for 12 persons. £7 15s.

Glass Dessert Services, for 12 persons, from £2.

All fti-ticlea marked in plain lipurrs.

Ornamental Glasa. English and Foreign, suitable for presents.

Mesa. Export, and Furnishinjf Orders promptly ejcecut^d.

LONDON—Show Rooms. 45. Oxfohd-stiieet, W.

BIRMINGHAM—Maxvfactout and Suow Rooms, BitoAD-STnEET.

Established 1807.

PAPER AND ENVELOPES.
The Cheapest and Lai'gest Stock in the Kingdom at

PARTRIDGE & COZENS\
Manufacturing static , and 1. Ch.-iueerj'-lane

Received.—B. S. C, F. S. S., F. D. J., H. J., E. S.'J.,

C. J. P., E. H., W. B., E. L., S. H.

R. R. Pond.—The suggestion reached us too late to be of

service.

Y and Co.—Corrected in present number.

\V. D., D. H., and " A Citizen."—Than1 9.

Rev. H. P.—Answered by letter.

G. H. G., M. A.—Thanks ; too late for this week.

Robt. L.
—
"We shall be obliged by your lending the sketch.

J. H.—The photograph is not clear enough to be copied
;

we must have details to assist our artist.

R. H. S., X. Anti Gothic—Declined with thanks.

M. A.—The drawings are left for you with the publisher.

Books RECErvKD.— " Smiles'
*' Temperance Congress of 18S2."

—
Lives of the Engineers;'

102. Fleet-str
W.C.

P& C. beinj? Paper Makers' Agents,
• purchasing all their piipera direct from tho mills, offer

them to the public at one profit only,' being 3g per cent, under the

usual retail charges.
Good Cream Laid Note Papei-s. 29.. 3s.. and is. per ream.

Super Larpo Blue Commercial ditto, 3s., 4s., and f.a. per ream.

Superfine Fcap.. lOs. 6d. per ream. Outsidea Kcap.. Gs. Od. per ream.

Patent Straw Nute, 23. per ream. Straw Letter -Is. per r^u.
Good Cream Envelopes, 3b. 9d., is. Cd.. and os. Gd. per 1.000.

Larpe Blue Envelopes, 4b. Gd. per 1 .000. or o.OOO for 2im.

Best Double Double Croivii improved Tracing Paper, .a. Gd. per qi-.iro.

Patent Tracing Linen, 42 in. wide. 2s. per yard, or 3Sfl. Gd. per piece

MeasSng Books, Quantity Paper, Dr.win<3: Papers. Cartridges,

Ero«Tis Ac. &e.. at the lowest ratca. Estimates Iren of charge.

CARRIAGE PAID TO THE COLNTIIY ON ORDERS
OVER 20s.

PARTRIDGE and COZENS, 192. Fleet-street, and 1, Chancei-y-lano
London. W.C.

w.

Plain ami ©I'sBameBital ^Vimlow

BELL ha-^'iiig wade an extensive addi-
tion to his Premisps.'ifi oiiaijlod to supply cvn-y dpsoription

ot I'aiiitod. Stained. Embossed and Enamelled Cjliisa (all jt ;vhlcli can

bo seen In progiess). Also l.e is no» nionaied to s^^inply BUI 1 IMi aiid

PATENT p£\TE. CROWN, SHEET. COI.Ol'HED. GROUND.
FLl'TED. CAST and ROLLED PLATE, KUREIGN GLASS, &c.

Designs and Estimates on application to

W. BELL, GLASS PAINTER, 43, HIGH STREET,

CAMDEN TOWN.
GLASS, SASHES. &c., delivered carriage free.

I'HE PATENT CRYSTAL WINDOW
BARS, adapted for domestic -.vindows. sliop fionts. eonsen-a-

loiies skvliL:ht3.voi-and.ah3, exhibition and conn'.ei- cases. aiiu.u-mma,

fem cases. .Sc. .tc, combining perfect t.ansmissinn ol ligbt. d.mvb.lity

auainst rust or decay, and economy in the fa.ility witli ivliicU tliey

ai-e kept clean. Aqnariums «itli slate ,.r marble bottoms of various

slr.es, with or without fo.mtains. also of ghiss. Mnnufictnred by

LLOYD & SUMMEREIELD, Park Glass \V orks. Bu-uunyham. All

kinds of llint glass, cut and plain, coloured window sUeot, optical

sheet, coloured lenses. Sec. Ac.

Eemoved Irom 48 to 29, Fetter Lane, near
Fleet Street.

GAS STOVES, COOKING APPARATUS, &c.,

PITTED.

JOHN DODSON
(Successor to J. WADE).

GASFITTER & BRASSFOUNDER.
Stall Bo.trd Plat.-s, Window and Desk Rods.

Manufacturer of Hall and Table Lainps. Glass Chandeliers, and Oaa
Fittings of eveiy description.

Worker in General.—Old Work Cleaned and Lacquered,

To Ironmongers and the Trade generally.

DHULETT& Co., Manutactuivrsof GAS
• CHANDELIERS. H/VLL LANTERNS, OL.VSSLL;STRES.&o..

&i: A large assortment of the newurtt designs ahv.^iys on show, evoiT?

Erratl'si.—In our review of M. de Lapparcnt' 9 pamphlet
on " The Prevention of Decay in Timber," in pa^'e 333,
Oct. 31 , we gave the address of Messrs. York & Co., the
patentees, as 32, Royal Exchange-buildings, London; it

should have been No. 2.

Chappius' Patent Daylight Reflectors for

diffusing light iu dark places and superseding gas
in daytime. Cliappius' Patent Gas Keflectors save

50 per cent, in tlie consumption of gas. N.B.—

A

liberal discount is allowed to builders and iron-
mongers. Sole patentee and manufacturer, T. E.
Chappius, 69, Fleet-street, London^ E.G.

S
M̂OKE GRIMSTONE'S AROMATIC
lUUn TOn\CCO for vonr HEALTH. Ey ewallowinf; tho

,1 ,11 ,!._ ill vuur mouth while Bmokinn the above Tohacco.

it n ,|i I. ! • lie and strengthpn the dipeBtivo orpims. Soldhy

all I,
'

, 1,
' ,, i.;iekets, at 3d.. 6<1.. Is., and 2s., or 3s. 6d. pL-r lb.

GRlM^l'JM-s cELEBR.-VTED EVE SXUFE. for all disei.scs of

Eyes. Ears, or Hc.-ul. has been now before tho public ;tbnve oO years ;

its virtues are too well knoflni to need poniment. Sold by all I o-

bacconlsts and Chemists hi canistei-a or u-^oktts. loose, ftd. p.-r oz.

All letters direct to WILLIAM GRIMSTONE
V''P"J- '^z

"'>'
'-^,Vr?J:WC vhere can be obtained the wondt-rful AROMATIC ll.MR

REGENERATOR, the <^nly article that will cau-'ft- a new growth o

Human Hair upon bald places, whiskcra or moustache.

the Mercurial Gas Regulator

Nos. 65 & 56, High Holhorn,

Patentees and Munntacturers of

Complete Pattern Book and Price

STAINED GLASS AND WALL
PAINTING.

MESSRS. CLAYTON & BELL,

311, REGENT STREET AV.

(adjoining tht. polytechnic institution.)

H^^
PRIZE MEDAL. 1862.

L T N

c

MISCELLANEOUS.
AUTION TO HOUSEHOLDERS.—
Important and Valuable Propertv can onlv he Safely Secured

iiythePATEXT NATIONAL AND DEFIANCE LOCRS.thatcannot
b Picked. To be had only of E. PLTCKRIDGE, sole proprietor and
mmufacturer. 52. Strand (near Charing Ci-oss). ThiBlooK was lonn
t'53'r'd by a public challenge of two hundred guineas, ;i3 evidenced
in-the vain attemptto pick it attho Crj-stal Palace, hi Aupust, \Soi.
by .John Goater. foreman to Messrs. Chubb fseo pimiphlet and
description, with lists of prices, to be had gi'atis at 52, Strand).

STREET-DOOR NIGHT LATCHES 17s. 6d. EACH.

A NOTHER GREAT REDUCTION.—
j\. Vellow Deals, from 38. 38. ; Snruce. 23 Od. ; Pino Plank 3s Gd.

Mabo''anv and F. Walnut. 5kl.; 2Vinoh Yellow f-iittens, £11 10s..

e-inch While nooring. Ics. ; \ ditto. lis. 6d. ; 1-nicb \ellow. lis. Od.

;

|-ditto. 13b. ; Birds-eye Maplo Vcuetr, 2d. Cartage free to any part

T. F0R5L\X, 1. Walnut Tree Walk, Lambeth. .

Established 1839.

ROYAL GALLERY OF ILLUSTRATION,
. U, Recent-stiTet.—MR. and MRS. GERMAN REED, with

Ml:. .TOHN PARRV. *>verv Arternoon at 3. and Evening at S. in their
new ENTCRTAlNMEXt. The Family Lpg<-nd. hy Tom Taylor, Esq.
and Mr. J<dni Pun->-"s Musical Narrative of a Col!e,-oi Pawn.

Sf'.its secured in' advanci- (v.ithftut tW) at tho Callcry, and at
Messrs. Cramer, Bealc and Wood, 20, Uegentiijlreot.

M
POLYGRAPHIC HALL,

King William Street, Charing Cross,

R. AV. S. WOODIN'S CABINET

G.

Euiiaings Heated by Hot Water.

B. COOPER, IRONWORKS,
121. DRITIV LANE.

Ranges. Hot Plates, Gas Cooking Apparatus, Baths, &c.

Oniamental and Constructiv*. Ironwork.

A M I L T O iN & CO.,
lu GREEK STREET. SOHO SQUARE, LONDON. W..

Side 'M^tniifactiirers of

C \ W\TKI\-S PATENT WIRE-UOUND and OVAL

PAINTING BRUSHES.
Distemper Brushes. Sash Tools, Stripping Bvushea, Gildors' and

Gvainers' Tunis.

Tlies" pood.-, are made ofthe best materials and workmanship, ana

havrobtaU.ed a high reputation among th.. chief decorators _m the

kingdom. Varnish and Colour Manufaj '

Ac, are supplied on thi5 lowest tenns.

plication.

._, OUmen. Merchanta,
Piico Lists forwarded on ap-

NEW SUBSTITUTE for TURPENTINE.
TURPENZINE. tho best Substitute ytt rtugovejtd /o" Tui--

™Se "or to oiiinarj' tuvpeutinc, auil 1» free tVoin tho rmik odour

vSmZ to mineral turpentine. It 1. adapted to al purposes tor

! 1 ic Turpentine Is used, aud Is loss than oue-tlmJ the price.

laiu^egalVonssenton reeeiptof 4s„whi, . n„lud» ur.^^^

WhXLSrCoVrsifcn'iees'.'CasieU. Snilth'. and Co., 80, Fei

London.

of
. CURIOSITIES (newly polishod and reliiied I EVEHY EVENING

at Light (except S turdayj. with new (har;icters. music, songa. and
dances—the scenic illustrations and etfecta entirely new. painted by
and under the direction of, Mr. W. Callcott. Morning Pcrfbrmanco
every Saturday at 3 p.m.

^TURRET and HOUSE CLOCK MANUFAC-
X TORY.-Established 1740.- TH^VAITES and REED bi^cr to rail
the attention of Architects to their Establishment, the ol.lfsf iu the
trade where every description of CLOCK is made in the beet possible
manner and at as low a pvico as first-rat<? work can bo got up for,
Wind Dials, Counting Machines, Spiral Door Springs, &c.

LONDON ; f, ROSOMAN STREET, E,C.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITTION, Class 8, No. 1,796,

HONOURABLE MENTION.

BECK'S PATENT VALVES,
For Steam, Water, &as, and General Purposes.

Drawings, descripliona and prii-in. fonvardod on application to

J. BECK,
SAWITAKY EWGINEEH,

PATENT VALVE WORKS,
33, GREAT SUFFOLK STREET, SOUTHWARK, S.E.

TO BUILDERS, IRONMONGERS, AND TIIE TRADE
GENERALLY.

WROUGHT-IRONPIPESnndFITTINGS
ofthevcrj- Best Quality, for Steam, Oas. ,Ve. Very Superior

-Galvanized do. for Water, High-pressure Cooks. .%c. Dr. ,\niot's

Improved Ventilators.

HULETT Sc CO.. &u & 56. High Holbol-n,

TYLOR'S HABD-DBYING OAK VAENISH.

TYLORS DURABLE OAK TARNISH.

TYLORS PALE COPAL VARNISH.
TYLOR'S EXTRA QUICK GOLD SIZE.

TYLORS FINE CARRIAGE VARNISH

J. B. TYLOR,
VARN'ISII .\UXm'-ACTURER,

4, BUFlV nOUtll'. ST. MARV.^XE LOXDON. E.O.

TMPORTANT TO BUILDERS AND
JL PVINTERS. (iennine White Le.ui. 30s. per Cwt.;

Linseed Oil, 38. Cd. per ptdLn, ; lioiled m\, 3s. lOd. pep gallon;

Tui-piiitiii.\ 10-. p.r tiallon :

Fine Pale tl.di \ ;ii iiisli. '.•'^- per gallon ;

For rniih at EDWARD I'KKli -S. Wholeaalo Colour and Varnish

Wareh^i'e. 30;Up"> Ebury-s.reet,an<U».Cole.hillj.lrert"
EveiT Article for the lYado at the Lowest Price.

c HEAP LATHES, HOISTS FOR
HOTELS, and all Idnds of MACHINERY. Second-hand aud

S. SMITH, 201, High Holhom.

riROWDEN & GAR ROD
[j (Successors to TllOS. KENT St CO.l, tlio cfleljrated

P AINTINGAND GBNEKAL BKUS
MANUFACTUREBS.

Falcon Square, London, E.C.

» • Also Manufiicturers of the Patent India-Rubhor Knife boards,
*

Cocoa-nut Fibre Door Mats, .Mattuig, See.

T. K.E.NT Sc Cro^vpen & GARRgD aro etftuiped ou tho Brushes.

n
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AEOHITECTUEAL DEVELOPMENT.
THE INTERNAL EVIDENCE.

N a Ibriiiui- article* wo cursorily viewed this

subject in an liistorical aspect. Wo now return

to pursue our ouiiuiries, anil to consider

tlieni iu a more pliilosopliical light.

From the external evideneo, wo de-

duced certain principles and consiilera-

tions, which seem to have been involved

in the past history of Architecture.

or the many causes which checked Ar-
chitectural growth in the IGth century,

we thouglit the disunion in Church and

State, the incongruous elements of art

and literature which the revival created,

with other iliseordant elements, may be

, consideretl the chief. We thouglit that

V;^ the most distinctive development art took,

^<- ^};^^%^)£ry^^h^y^^'^^'^'^^'-''^'^'^^^^''y 'It \ixs,i, was atttributablo

^ilTiv 'i''^-
' M "" t° "'^" attempt to coinftnie the exotic forms

i^^>iir$f^ iwith our own ; that it was the neglect of this

«^i vf nattonalking spirit wliich was the death of art
""

progress; but all i)ast styles show a progrcssi'tw,

indigeiwus, though gradual development; "that the principle of

sekciion oikJ nf^o^'tat''"", or sometimes mere cJdiorati'oii. of preceding

styles, was prominent in all: that indiscriminate combination or servile

imitation was destructive to art, but when used discriminately was not

so ; and that the analytical stiuly, and generalization of past styles,

were the only means of producing a new development under present

circumstances. Before we can attempt to inquire into the conditions

under wliicli our art has assumed distinctive developments, it will ha

necessary to briefly consider the national and inner life of those

nations which have successively given biilh to different styles.

In Egypt, the cradle-land of art and civilization, the peculiar,

sequestered, and exclusive habits of the people, their polytheistic

superstitions, and love for the arts of magic and enchantment, are

stamped on the austere forms of Architecture—every quality of which

being a counterpart of them. From the secluded life of the people,

we may account for the remarkable stationary character of the art

from the earliest dynasties, or epoch of the ilemphian Pyramids, to

the time of the Ptolomtes, a period of upwards of 3,000 years.

The Memphian and Theban monuments of the 18th dynasty

display very little progression ; it was between the expulsion of the

Shepherd Kings and the Exode, in the 19th dynasty, during the

Rliamses, as Fergusson observes, that the art made progress. The
Egyptians, too, were not a horrowing people, though jjeculiarly sel-

fisli, and lacking liberality : this fact also accounts for their slow

art progress. Jlr. Fergusson thinks that their race, religion, and

form of art, have an African origin, +hough the Semitic races are

generally thought to be connected with them. Among the utterances

which their architectm-e so unmistakably breathes was that mrporeul

immortalitv which they so cherished.

What can be more corrobc:ative of the interoal evidence in art

than the expression it took in Greece. Much or little as it borrowed

from Egypt, look how the sanie principle of construction was trans-

mitted in its language—Iiow into its previous dead-like forms life and

some of the highest aesthetic expressions of which the beam construc-

tion was capable, was infused !

It was not till some time after the Trojan War that Architectm-e

partook of a definite character. The aboriginal race, or Pelasgi, bar-

barous at tii-st, by degrees derived their civilization and religion from

the Egyptians and Pha?nicians, at least horrowecl froiu them many
peculiarities, which were united to their own. The Pelasgi possessed

bvit few affinities to their Dorian successors, and hence their remains

of tombs, and the arched system they specially used, resembled

but little the Grecian development, though their artistic appreci.atiou

seems to have been toleralily high. The return of the Heraclidte to

Peloponnessus was not imniediniely accompanied with any advance

in the art, some centuries elapsing before the germs of Egyptian,

Pelasgic, and Asiatic civilization were fully expanded. As soon as

the Lacedemonian or Spartan civilization and manners had been

changed, and matured by Lycurgu.s, the Pereians defeated under

Xerxes by the Athenians and Spartans, and the unsettled state of

Greece had subsided, and when the national character had attained

its maturity, the Hellenic beauty of Architecture was soca, which

attained its zenith in the time of Pericles, or the 5th century B.C.

The causes wliich led to this development, both of civilization and

Architecture, are traceable to the concentration of national power and

genius. The defeat of the Persians, the temporary cessation of intes-

tine strife between Sparta and other rival States, together with the

brightest period of Grecian literature, and the genius of Solon,

Socrates, Phidias, and others, all culminating in Athens, under the

administration of Pericles, tended to ripen Grecian art, and produce

the Temple of Theseus, and the Parthenon. In those we see the

proto-Doric temple of Corinth, of the 7th century B.C., notable as

founded on the rock cut one at Beni-Hassan, elaborated, and possessed

of an intellectual utterance.

The ephemeral religion of the Greeks, imaginative and nnspiritual

as it was, and the essentially Uunuin systems of their morality and
philosophy, are, more or less, impressed on their Ai-chitecture, wliich

* See page 311 auU.

is unquestionably human in expression. A leanied mod rn wrier

says, speaking of Oreece,-tliat she aimed at the development of free

nature. " The highest possible cidtivation of the ind.vidual, the

most linished perfection of the natural faculties was her dream."
" And/' says the same wTitcr, " this is best for giving vigour and

life to the impulses of genius, and for cultivating those faculties, the

re.ison and tasti; in which the liighest genius can lie shown."

From the lime of Alexander, we must look to Rome for a now do-

velopment ; the individual character of th(! Greeks by this time

being entirely lost. The national character of the ancient liomans

under the Kings, seems to have been morally high ; the inlhienco of

their predecessors, the Etrurians, being greatly felt in their modes of

religious liolief and habit. For the same reason, the .\rcliitecture of

reg.-il Kome, which lasted nearly 250 years, was chiefly Etriuscan, or a

species of that Pelasgian art, which was also the early pivgenilor of the

Grecian : and it is quite certain that the Etrurian elements were quite

as ^j/Tf?r,i)!,rrt.(iiii as the Grecian in its composition—much more than

the latter evidenced the ]'elasgian element. Diu-ing the next period

of the Republic, the conquest of Italy, the niin of Carthage, and

the entire reduction of Greece, gave tlio Romans an independence,

and a dominating spirit ; and from the third Punic war, the dawn of

literature and taste was noticeable. This spirit gradually increased,

till fostered by Paganism. Architecture again culminated uiiiler the

sway of Augustus, when the resources of subjected Egypt, Asiatic

riches, together with the brilliancy of a literature enriched by a

Cicero, a Virgil, and a Horace, and tihe opening of the Christian Era,

produced an Architectm-e, which, mixetl with Grecian and Asiatic

elements, must be regarded as a distinct, if not an indigenous de-

velopment, as far as these various elements were blended and adapted

with the arch principle. Nevertheless, if Rome had continued longer

free from degradation, had she studied the arts of peace more, she

might have still further perfected her Architecture—the Basilicae of

Trajan, and JIaxentius, slio«-ing as th';y do her capabilities, con-

fii-ming this supposition.

The establishment of Christianity and the appropriation of the

Basilicas to the Christian Church, gradually helpeil to develope tho

Byzantine and Romanesque, the former style being also moulded by

Grecian and Asiatic artists in the time of Constantino. The fii-st

spread wli-.re Asiatic tendencies existed, the second where the semi-

civilized European tendencies prevailed. The Gothic tribes, composed

of Scandinavian, Celtic, and Teutonic races, implanted a vigorous

character to the Romanesque, giving it a spirit of boldness, as in om-

own Norman, peculiar to the sturdiness and courageousness of these

jjeoples' character.

Towards the latter part of tho Gth century, the conquests of

Mahomet, the subjugation of Arabia, and many B\-zantine cities,

gave a new impulse to art. iVsiatic voluptuousness, Arabian super-

stition, the imaginative creed of the Koran, in which Christian

morality and Judaism were mixed with sensuality ; these, influenced

by Byzantine, Persian, and other elements, developed a style kno\^Ti

.as the Saracenic, in which the same luxurious fancy and imagery are

found as teem in Oriental literature.

As before remarked, the Moslems chiefly adapted the features of

the Byzantine, Persian, Arabian, and other cognate styles ; but it is

evident that they so elaborated, added to and retuied upon them, as

to develope a perfect and peculiarly distinct style wonderfully suited

to their nationalities and creed, and v.-hich iu later developments

possessed little in common with its earlier forms. By degrees the in-

fluence of the Christian faith burst through the forms nourished by
Paganism, and began to expand, to tlie ref(uirements of religion, tlie

capabilities of the iirevalent styles which liad o-\-erspread the greater

part of Em-opo. We will not dwell on tlie various offshoots which

the Romanesque took, each country modifying its expression, but

in our next article will take up the western branch.

EPHESUS.*

WE owe Mr. Falkener a full-measured apology for having so

long neglected a notice of his magnificent work on "Ephesus
and the Temple of Diana." Former travellers have given us short

accounts of the ruins, and ancient writers have established a few

guide-posts by which we may wander amongst them, and re-erect in

the mind's eye tliose temples which the sword, the flame, and the

tempest have smitten. We may,with their aid, set again "the candle-

stick in its place," but the light on it burns dim amidst the reeking

miasma which rises from the pestilential swamp, and little can bo seen,

by its flickering glimmer, of the "good old city of Ephesus," the
" metropolis of all Asia," " renowned Ephesus, famous tor war and

learning." It servos but to make the darkness visible to reveid tho

confusion whicli covers the disconnected fragments of what was once

the chief city of Asia. Antiquaries might, however, be found to dis-

entangle the plan of the city, to reclothe its decayed columns and

walls, to reconnect the fiillen capital and acroteria, and fit again the

temple's scattered fragments ; but here, beside the dreary marsh
which girdles the site of so much interest, the scorpion, the centipede,

and the sei-pent have made their homes, and fever, ague, and dysentery

have formed an alliance with them against the intrusion of man.
Many liave paid with their lives for their temerity, but others have
been found still to venture over their graves for the proud reflection

of being amongst the small band of Europeans who have looked upon
the once populous but now uninhabitable region.

* " Epliesus, and tlie Temple of Di.ina." By Edward Fallcener. Day and Son, London.
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The anti'i lirj's pursuit in England diuing a long vacation is child's

play compared to that of him who moves, with measiu-ed step and

slow, over the crumbled civilisation of the East—who wanders for

days' in the hot, dry atmosphere, with danger for a guide, and

sleeps with it at night for his coverlet and pillow—who treads on

ruined empires, and yet meets no living soul—who crosses the choked

water-courses of olden time witli parched lips, and eats—albeit, in

thankfulness—the liard fare which the now stan-ed land produces.

But his reward is in just proportion to the dreariness of his perils and
diflBculties. It is worth some years of a man's life, and compensates

for all he can or has endured, to be able to say, as Mr. Falkener

does :

—

" This celebrated city (Ephesns), the chief city of Asiatic grandew,

opulence, and civilization ; this city which witnessed the labours of

apostles ; this city which became a monument of the fulfilment of

divine prophecy ; this city, so fimious both in Pagan and in Cliristian

times, it is our present object to describe."

We Icnow what he must have endured and dared to be able to pen

that sentence, from the foilures of those scholars who, with equal

detennination, have striven for the honour of uttering it. The com-
pleteness with which Mr. Falkener has done the work which he

assigned himself, unaided by Government, and stimulated only by
that love of antiquity, which happily survives even in these days of

Gothic revival, is almost a sufiBcient answer to the question pro-

pounded in his prefoce as to the relative advantages of voluntan,- and
state expeditions. Mr. Falkener thinks that more complete results

are obtainable by the latter means, and instances in support of his

views the proceedings of the French Government, which for two
centuries has sent out expeditious to every country with which it

has been connected. "We are quite ready to acknowledge the services

that such organizations render to art and to antiquity, but at the

same time we are inclined to believed that the comparative results

are not in proportion to the comparative cost. The Government
publications of France arc got up on a scale of useless luxury ; some-
thing must be shown for the large votes which are granted, and a
deficiency of information may be eked out by the size of engravings

and the super-excellence of printing. The same amount of infor-

mation would be given from private hands in half the compass, and
at a fraction of the expense. Moreover, the explorers, too frequently,

are not attracted to the spot by an in-esistible love of the subject

of inquiry, which is the best guarantee of ultimate success, but by the

honour of conducting the expedition and for its subsequent
rewards. The best man must be at the head in all volun-

tary expeditions, and all his energies are taxed by the fact that he is

MMSupported. It may look more generous for Government to lend

its aid before the discover^,' of marbles, rather than to content itself

with sending out vessels to secui-e them ; but at the same time it may
be questioned whether Government could select the right man.
As an instance, a more learned antiquaiy might, without any diffi-

culty, have been found than Mr. Layard was when first he crossed

the Mesopotamian desert, but such a man might not, necessarily,

after exploring Asia Minor, have felt an equally " irresistible desire"

to penetrate the deep mysteiy which then shrouded Assyria, Baby-
lonia, and Clialdea. He might not have possessed that carelessness

of comfort, that unmindfulness of danger, that surprising self-reliance,

that indomitable energy, and that keen observant intellect, which
availed far more than antiquarian scholarship to the successful issue

of the explorations ; whereas, these cpialities possessed, a sufficiency

of antiquarian knowledge, could be, and was in his case, very sorry
grafted upon them. Again, notwithstanding the modest form in

which Mr. Layard's researches were published, no single fact of
Assyrian archaeology remained to be added from the French Govern-
ment expeditions. It is further to be remarked that if Government
fitted out antiquarian expeditions, they would be equally bound to

fit out others of an equally class-character. They might be called on
to establish obsen-ations in Chaldea, to search for gorillas in Africa,

to settle disputed points on geology elsewhere, to study the roimd
towers of Ireland, or the minsters of England. AVe have some
hesitation in avowing our difference from so high an authority as Mr.
Falkener, but we would not weight the government horse too heavily.
We f;incy those who pay for its keep would grumble if volunteers
threw all their bui-dens upon him. So long as personal enterprise is

vigorous amongst us, so long as men can be found to record the
wonders of the Alhambra, as Mr. Owen Jones has done, and to la-

bour, like Mr. Falkener, we need not the trammels of Govern-
ment aid. We do not want statements, which may be inaccui-ate,

bolstered up by state authority, or interest fimned "into a flame by
Government patronage. The study of antiquities, like other studies,
should stand, as it is well able to do, upon its own feet, and hold its

own amongst the other pursuits of men. Tlie feeling for antiquity is

shown to be genuine, and the enthusiasm for the olden sacred sites is

conspicuously sincere, when they grow hardy and strong among pri-
vate individuals, and are appreciated by the public, instead of being
forced by an "artistic" Government, to gratify the vanity of the
people.

i-revious to the publication of Mr. Falkener's book, our knowledge
of the city it describes was of the scantiest kind, and chiefly derived
from old wTiters. Herodotus, i., 14'2, tells us that it w.as one of the
twelve cities that belonged to the lonion Confederation ; it was situated
at the mouth of the river Caystrus, near which was a couple of
lakes communicating with each other. The city stood on elevated
ground m the midst of an alluvial plain, about a mile and a half S.E,

ot the modem town of Aiasalik. Strabo says, that the settlers under
Androclus ejected from Ephesus the Cariaus and Leleges,

wlio formerly inhabited it. We have been told by ancient writers,

that the site of the city was changed : Lysimachus, who called the

city Arsinoe, after his wife, and who succeeded Antigonus, removing
it from the plains between the heights and the river to the higher

ground, and building thewalls, which were standingwhen Strabo \\TOte.

Mr. Falkener reconciles the counter-statements, of Strabo, that Mount
Pion was above the city, and of Pliny, that Ephesus stood on the hill,

by saying that the public buildings in the plain were referred to by the

one, and the private buildings by the other. About 300 years B.C.,

Ephesus became important as a commercial city. We have all

heard of the sacred character which the city possessed, and
of the great Temple of Diana which it contained, and
we may also remember, that when Xerxes bm-nt the

temples at Branchidaj he spared that of Ephesus. The city was the

kingly residence of the lonians, and was subsequently possessed by
the Lydians and Persians. When Asia Minor was afterwards parti-

tioned by the Romans, ihey gave Ephesus to Attalus Philadephus,

King of Pergamum, but it again was taken possession of by them,
after the death of Antiochus, and ruled by the Chief of the Asiatic

Governors. St. Paul visited it and founded a chui-ch there. There,

also was held a. d. 391, the third great council of the Church.
The Goths commenced the destruction of the city about A. D. 260.

Such is a brief account of oirr knowledge of it from old ^Titers.

The chief information which we have heretofore obtained of the

present state of the ruins, has been from the writing of Pocock,

Kiepart, and Fellows. They have done little more than tell us that

nothing could, with certainty, be gathered from the ruins of the ancient

splendour of the city. Fellows says, that " Cities have been built out of

this quarrj' of worked marble, and that the adjoining walls of Aiasalik

are entirely composed of materials from Ephesus ;

" implying that wo
must rather look there, than on the actual site, for relics of antiquity.

The other two writers give plans of the city, but they ditTcr so widely

as to lead us to the inference that both are, in a great measure, con-

jectural, and that all was, to their actual sight, confusion and decay.

One WTiter has candidly confessed that " The greater part of these

ruins cannot be made out, whatever application and diligence we
may employ."* Seventeen travellers have mistaken the ruins at the

head of the marsh (the Great Gymnasium) for the vestiges of the

Temple of Diana ; two regard it as a church ; and one as a Temple of

Neptune. The errors of other travellers, equalK* zealous for the gloiy

of the Church, are, with dry humour, noticed by Mr. Falkener. One
"conceived f that the ruins at the back of the city { must have been
a church, and with the zeal of an antiquary endeavoured to transform

the paintings of Pagan mythology into the emblems of Christian sym-
bolism. But the great majority of travellers strive to appropriate to

themselves the Mosque of Sultan Selim ; they endeavour to persuade
themselves that a building erected about 1200 after Clu-ist existed in

the time of St. John, and pleasantly fancy that they can discern in

the figure of a Turkish lantern the representation of the host and
chalice." Again—" A tazza is, by these zealous antiquarians, christened

the font used by St. John for baptizing the heathen, and each con-

siders it right to break off a small piece in order to fullil ' les petits

devoirs d'un voyageur.'

"

Mr. Falkener's account of the " origin of the city " occupies some
20 pages full of sound scholarship. He not only thoroughly under-

stands the authorities which he rjuotes, but possesses the happy faculty

of giving their information clearly and tersely. He is faultlessly

accurate, and yet his freqiient allusions to ancient writers do not inter-

fere with the easy flow of his narrative. It is not alone his scholarship

or his style that make his work valuable. Those who have had the

rare gratification of turning over the countless sketches which he
possesses, of knowing with what indefatigable labour he has acquired

them during years and years of travel, with what care and patience

he has conducted his researches, need no assurance of the scrupulous

exactness with which every line has been traced and every probability

weighed, and yet his own statement is so modestly worded that we
cannot avoid extracting it:

—

" I visited the country in the years 1S44 and 18-15, when I tra-

velled through all the most interesting portions of Asia Minor, visiting

every ancient site, and exploring the rains where these remains were
considerable. Being alone, I had no opportunity of excavating at

any place, and contented myself with making such hasty sketches

and notes as time would permit. Here I remained one fortnight,

notwithstanding that the ruins are situated on the borders of a pesti-

lential marsh ; and, during the time, succeeded in taking a general

plan of the whole city, with detailed measm-ements of its buildings.

Tlie temple has been swept away, and its ven." site is undistiiiguisli-

able; and it was not till my retm-n to England, and sitting down to

search into the accounts of ancient \vriters, with a view to prepare a

descriptive accompaniment to the drawings, that I became convinced

of the true site which the temple had occupied, and longed to return

to those classic regions, that I might reduce my conjectures into cer-

tainty ; this, although fourteen years have elapsed since I wrote this

monograph, I have not been permitted to accomplish, and the task

must be left to some future explorer, to see whether those conjectures

are realized, and to raise for himself a reputation by discovering th.it

temple which was of such celebrity, that one in olden time thought
to acquire reputation by destroying it."

* Comeille le Brun, Voyage au Levant.

t Rev. Mr, Anmdell. t "Tlxe Epistholeprian Gymnaeium.
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III desoriliinpf the difforoiit buiklings of the city, ho notices firet tlie

rc-riil.nrity of the plan, which ho loganis asGrccli. aIthou<»li the buikl-

iiiijs uiuloulitcclly bcloiipd to a late period of L'oiiiaii art. From the

narratives of dift'erent aiilliors lu' p;athers tliat tliere were two p')rts,

tlie sacred and the civic, and tliat llie latter is now occupied by the

marsh, at the west end of the city. The sacred port was still farther

westward. The Temple of Diana stood at the head of this ])ort,

" shining like a meteor." The river flowed at the other end; a canal

connected it with the civic port, which was at the western extremity
of the city. The parts of the city, the names of which have come
down to us, are—Tracheia (the stec]) Hanks of the mo\intaiTi), Monnt
Pion. Opistholcpre (tlie ])art behind Pion), Smyrna-Tracheia, Benna,
or Bennauiia. Etea, Sisyrba, Daitis, and Kvonymia. Standing with
our backs to the civic port, and looking casfwanls towards !Monnt
Pion, witli Jbmnt Corcssns on oiir riijht haml, we will describe Mr.
Falkener's disposition of the buildings of the city. Imme<liatcly in

front of ns we have the (treat Gymnasynm ; beyoml it, the Agora
Oivilis, or Forum; to tlie right of this forum is a smaller Agora,
whilst still farther south we lind the Great Agora Venalis. Directly

behind the Forum, we have the gymnasium of tlic theatre, and the

theatre itself, \nider the shadow of Monnt Pion. To the right of

Mount Pion. Mr. Falkeiier places the Smyrna-Tracheia, the Opis-
tholcpre, and the Opistholeprian Gymnasium. To the left of it is the

Serapion, the. Stadium, and the (xymnasium of the Stadium, with a

colonnade between them leading from the principal gate of the city.

Tomljs are placed at either extremity of Movmt Coressus, and on the
outer slope of Jlount Pion. Such is the general arrangement. Next
week we shall describe these buildings a little in detail, and allude to

that portion of Mr. Falkener's book which treats of the celebrated

Temple of Diana.

IMPOETANCE OF DETAIL IN ARCHITECTURE.

IN our last we endcavouretl to point out the necessity of bi'cadtli in

all compositi'ins, that boiii'^ the princip.-il thing to be aimed at. In
speaking of breadth in design, we mean unity, repose, and compre-
hensiveness. Consequently the less we have of these elements the less

harmony will there be. Breadth is felt oftener than understood ; some-
thing attracts and I'ivets the attention, but cannot be lucidly defined.

"W'e will, however, endeavour to discover some of the principles that

govern it. Contrast may be taken as the chief agent in its production,

as being, in fact, the foundation of breadth. But, like every good
thing, its use is often abnsed. "Whether we examine a ]iortrait or an
historical painting—a cottage home or a palace—the study of a tree

or a summer sunset—contrast is the power that startles or subdues us.

In colom-, in light and shade, or in form, it is ever present ; sejiarating

or binding ; dwarfing or raising to gigautic projiortions. Such an
agent, possessing as it docs unlimited power, demands the most care-

ful and studied handling, or incongruity and discord are not unlikely

to ensue ; but if skilfully ajiplied tlie result is readily seen. Should it

be in a building we are studying, a thrill runs through us ; our imagi-

nation is fired ; our enchanted gaze hovers over and salutes its every

part, a willing captive to its fullness of beauty and grace ; the chords

of all our finer feelings are swept by its power ; and the outwardly

unheard melody of the soul, as it wells up and over the bounds con-

fining it, finds utterance in love and jiraise. Pure works of art always

exert this power; nor will the often-quoted phrase that '" Tastes are

different " cover the coldness that remains unmoved by their sight. To
understand and fully appreciate anj- work requires education ; taste,

to be correct, has much to gain from teaching. An uneducated man
probably would admire the most glaring absurdities, but show him
something with real merit, and he would instinctively see the dif-

ference.

Contrast is sought for in numberless ways,—by light and shade, hy
foi-m, and by grouping. The facades may be broken up bj- one or

more projections ; this practice is often carried to a ridiculous extent,

the edifice, perhaps, containing every conceivable device. Roofs of

fantastic shape, studded with dormers
;
gables stepped and finialed

;

angles canted and corbelled, and finished with turrets or iiinnacles

;

bay windows with intricate roofs ; and oriels with tons of corbelling

over weak and ricketty doors. Sparingly used, all these devices are

good ; but it not uufrcquent \y happens that they monopolize the wh olc

of the plain faces, and all we can learn from a contemplation of the

mass is that much ingenuity has been shown in providing sjiace for

their regular distribution on the wall, and in the peculiar and gro-

tesque (perhaps a redeeming feature in such a building) treatment of

the detail. The all-absorbing idea of the designer seems to have been
to produce originality.

^

Breaks and bay windows, turrets aud towers, and any other means
to obtain contrast and variety, if distributed with an idea of unity, are

useful and enlivening. If, for instance, long hues of houses are built,

as much variety as possible should be given to the roofs aud dormers
;

by breaking some of the houses up higher than the others, the breadth
of the whole is increased by the contrast of these parts with the long,
flat face. Again, in a large public building, some amount of ilesign in

the roof wiU add greatly to a bold facade, the return faces of which
would bear treating in a more florid style, although they do not neces-
sarily require to be so, either to give contrast or to destroy monotony,
the skill with which the smaller details are used obviating these evils.

A\ here breaks are not used, and the architect trusts entirely for

eflect to the ornamental parts, if he possess the eye of an artist, and a
knowledge of his profession, a finer and more graceful building will

result from the simple treatment; no obstructions will prevent thert

majestic extent of the fronts being appreciated; the well-designed
I

windows lioldly und deeply recessed, and enriched in the mouldings

with foliation, will give harmony, shadow, and strength ; elegant

string courses will blend the wliohs ; a hold and lofty base will give

support, and the cornice or battlement will be a crown of gems to the

whole, shedding light and richiiL'ss on every part, gaining in intensity

from the nnwrought face, and imparting lustre, and even delicacy, to

that face in return. The roofs, if varied, broken, and pierced with

well-designed dormers, will prevent any harshness or monotony in the

sky-line, and assist the charming repose of the whole.

The use of every architectural device at once too often resembles a
mixture of oil and wat(n', no bond or sympathy exists between them,
and about as much s|>irit as can be found in the latter. When
forming breaks in a building, we should always remember that we aro

seldom gainers liy tlieni, ami unless care be taken we are most likely

to be losers. A projection, although giving another side, will hide

far more than the space so given of the parts beyond, and when the

sight is circumscribed will have a most injurious eflect upon the size

of the building. Size is one of the advantages architecture possesses

over the other arts, and should not on any account be lost sight of in

design. Size and grandeur arc almost synonymous, although size

without grandeur can be met with often enough, and far too often.

Grandeur without size, never; the architect, therefore, should use

every means in his power to prevent the loss of such an important
element, and exert his whole power to increase it by a wise use of

contrast. A most silly and vicious practice, one that destroys all the

good that might have been done before, one that produces a bald cold-

ness and a weak heaviness, is that of enlarging detail as the building

increases in height ; a more jialpable error is hardly conceivable ; such

wanton disregard of all principles in architecture reflects discredit ujjon

the art ; scarcely anything could be done more efl'ectively to destroy

harmony and proportion. If you inquire the reason of such treat-

ment, you are met with a counter ciuery as to whether you can see

the detail at such a height, unless it be increased in size. We can
only answer, that we do not care abou- seeing it distinctly, neither do

we wish it to come down to us, bringing everything with it. To be

consistent, and to follow out their coui'se, would next be to try and
prevent a building from appearing in perspective, commencing at a

certain angle where spectators should be desired to stand, and sloping

all the walls up froin the point of sight, increasing the diflerent

members in proportion ; the edifice would then look perfectly flat,

every part seeming upon one plane at the nearest angle. Grandeur,

breadth, perspective and design, would then bo gloriously annihilated,

and a unicpie w'ork produced ; a long stride towards such a consum-
mation is the enlargement of distant members in architecture.

Carelessness in any part of the detail produces an unpleasant

feeling. Discovered in our place, credit is given for a like careless-

ness where probably it docs not exist. No part should, therefore, be
overlooked, whether high or low, any more than detail sliould be

enlarged in order to give it undue prominence where nothing of the

kind IS required ; extremes should be always guarded against. A
fault often committed is the preponderence given to cornices, which
crush and grind all parts below them into puny insignificance ; and
what otherwise might have been a boldly treated rich front, is dwarfed

and impoverished by this one pampered member ; a good idea be-

comes distorted by this practice. Buildings, with the simple treat-

ment of a flat front pierced with well-proportioned windows and
doors, a plain string or two, and a handsome but not necessarily

heavy cornice crowning the whole, as in the Farnese Palace, have
justly produced a strong impression of richness, breadth, and repose

;

the richness resulting from the masterly manner in wliich the

crowning member is treated, with its delicately carved mouldings,

contrasting with the broad flat faces of the parts beneath

;

but does "it follow that by enlarging to dropsical proportions, by
carving every member and festooning the frieze of your cornice,

a proportionately greater richness will be given to the whole face ?

Not at all. The only result is to concentrate the whole of the atten-

tion upon that particular part, the all absorbing powers of which
swallow the unresisting sub-structure. To give proper force and
point to any one part, in every work there ought to be point. When
all is rich, the fear is that the whole thing will become licentious, and
lose therefinemont which it ought to possess. The greater apparent effort

by which effect is produced, the less ready arc we to accord our praise

and support ; with such an amount of exertion, something at least

more than ordinary is expected ; but if after all mediocrity has not

been surpassed, we are grieved at the amount of labour thrown
away, and disgusted with the production. Contrast, when too strong,

as we often find it in form, becomes ludicrous. AVe do not wish to be
invidious, and would refrain if we could from citing any example
in particular; but the only good that is ever likely to arise from

the edifice we are about mentioning will be to act as a beacon of

warning. The opportunity might, and we hope will not, occur again

—and is too good to throw away. We allude to the mushroom-like

excrescence at Brompton. Possessing high engineering powers, as no
doubt the author does, he can hardly be clubbed as some of his friends

wish, whether he does or not, a successfularchitect. So far as his work
goes, nothing could be more void of proportion, poor in feeling,

or absurd in contrast, as witness in confirmation of this last assertion

the domes—they have no affinity, or attempt at harmonious junction

with the remainder of the long low building upon which they rest, and
which appears to have slid under them, as a railway train glides
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under a hill, leaving its end carriages in sight. They have nothing

to support them or soften their terribly lumpy look; the building is

dwarfed by them, and the grandeur to bo sought for in such a stupen-

dous ereetion cannot be founil. The contrast between the curved

lines of the domes, and the straight ridges of the naves and transepts,

destroys breadth instead of giving it.

Bm. Wk.

ARCHITECTS AND CIVIL ENGINEERS.

IN the speeches delivered at the opening meetings of the two Archi-

tectural Societies in London, might be discerned evidence of

soreness among architects at what they appeared to consider an en-

croachment on their professional practice by civil engineers. For

the sake of the dignity and welfare of the profession, it is very desir-

able that this feeling sjiould not bo allowed to proceed farther; since,

although it may be excusable, it is not justitiable in the eyes of the

public, and can never exercise any influence with them, nor can it

impose the least limit to the enterprise of engineers.

Almost within the memory of the living generation, and since the

commencement of the present century, the rapid advance of civiliza-

tion, the requirements which it created, and the great development

of trade, called for the execution of works of construction, novel in

their uses, gigantic in their character, and employing new building

materials. These peculiarities required, in the person charged with

the design and execution of the works, high scientific and mathema-
tical attainments, the faculty of invention largely developed, great

enter)irise, and a still greater disregard for precedent. There were
no rules for guidance to be gatliercd from tlie practice of antiquity

;

for the veiy simple reason that the ancients never contemplated the

execution of such works. There was no Vitravius to refer to for

proportions, no ruins of the past to be investigated, from which rules

might be deduced. In short, the practice of what is now termed
civil engineering had to be created. At that time it was perfectly

com;)etent for arcliitects to have appropriated this new branch of

construction ; for they had a start over every one else. They were
familiar with the laws of construction. They knew the strength of

the principal building materials—the metals excepted—and had ex-

perience in the organization of labour ; besides which, they coidd

use the pencil and the compass. With all these advantages in their

favour, it seems strange that they shouhl have stood aloof, instead of

taking the lead in carrying out this new branch of their pro-

fessional practice, and securing a lion's share in so lucrative an
occupation. The motives of this policy of abstinence have never
been explained, but they have been insinuated to have arisen from a
belief that engineering was derogatory t/i woxild-be " fine gentlemen,"—the 2}>'otegcs of princes, and the equals of painters and sculptors.

.Engineering was thought to be something basely mechanical, its pro-

fessors species of intelligent blacksmitlis or of enterprizing stone-

masons, and its practice to involve gi-imy faces and coarse large

hands. If this were so, dearly has the profession paid forthe flnictry

of its predecessors, and it is not a whit too soon for modern architects

to awaken to the fully which has excluded them from sharing in the

large profits and other ailvantages that have accrued from our
material progress.

We speak of an awakening of the profession because Professor

Kerr, instead of imlulging in lacrymose conipiaiuts against

engineers, exhorted his brethren to apply themselves to scientific study,

so that artistic excellence might no longer be accompanied by " scisju-

tific incapacity." Elsewhere and previously Mr. Billing dwelt on tlie

necessity of architects making themselves practically acquainted with
the mechanical arts subsidiary to architecture, so as to be able to do
as he had done, take chisel and mallet in hand to show a mason how
to carve an ornament. If this advice be followed, and the young
gentlemen articled to architects were to tliink less of jjolishing their

filbert nails than of cultivating their intellects, and to thiidv more of

acquiring practical knowledge than of imitating the fashionable
follies of the day, they might hereafter be able to contend with engi-
ueerg. The strong and healthy tone which the public mind is daily

acquiring, renders such conduct ridiculous. It is no longer tolerated

in the most pretentious of the upper ten thousand. Among those
who look forward to earn their bread by the labour of brains and
hands, it is contemptible—so contemptible that we fail to realize nn
architectural Dundreary. It is stated thatLord Kosse, in order to acquire
an accurate knowledge of practical and mechanical sciences, with a view
to facilitate his researches in the higher branches of ab.-tract science,

by making him familiar with the construction of instruments required
for that purpose, entered Maudslay and Field's factoiy, and there
worked at the bench. Contrast this true devotion to scieiu:e, this

noble disdain for the frivolous prejudices of certain classes of society,
with the reply of a pupil on being urged to join the Architecnral
Association, when it was located in Lyon's Inn. "Why," said the
youth, who had nothing to look to heri-aftcr, but the practice of archi-
tecture, to keep him in pegtops and pomatum, "you see they are such
a queer lot, and they meet in some low place in the Strand," and they
bore you with what you have been bored all day, and they liave
drawing classes after one has been drawing for the governor, and
then some fellows look over your drawing and tell you it is bad, and
it takes up the time, for an evening is the only time a fellow has to
stroll out and see a little of life. Of course, I don't mind going to their
conversazioni, because there is nmsic, and fellows M-ho have got sisters
bnng them." We are far from hinting that this drearv youth is a re-

presentative of young architects ; but still there is too much of what,

for lack of a better term, must be called fine-gentlcmanism, which
after all is intense vulgarity. If any thing of the kind existed half

a century ago, it is easy to understand how a body of enterprising

men, outsiilcrs to the profession, came to acquire the almost exclusive

jjractice of a branch of architectm'c. If the architect of that day
delayed to recognise the use of new building materials, if they stood

upon their dignity as artists, and if they hesitated to embark on the

new course of practice, lest they should commit a breach of pro-

fessional etiquette, or compromise their professional status, the public

would not wait until they had made their minds up. They took the

first man that offered, who had dis]5layed those qualities before men-
tioned. Thus, when the Earl of Macclesfield was applied to as pre-

sident of the Royal Society, in reference to the selection of an arc'hi-

tect for the new lighthouse at Eddystone, it was felt that the work
" woidd not so much require a person who had merely been bred or

rendered himself known, in this or that profession, but rather one who
from natural genius had a turn for contrivances in the mechanical
branches of science." For these reasons, Smeaton, who had been
educated for the law, and who afterwards followed the business of a
mathematical instrument maker, who examined the Dutch system of

constructing dykes and canals, who investigated the scientific prin-

ciples on which windmills should be constructed, and who improved
the construction of waterwheels—was selected to be the architect

of the New Eddystone liglithouse. Yet it was a work, as much as any
church or mansion, in tlie province, of a regidarly educated architet't

;

and Smeaton's selection exhibited quite as grievous neglect by
Government of the legitimate claims of the profession, as did the

selection of Captain Fowke to design and superintend the erection

of the International Exhibition building.

In the motives which determined the selection of Smeaton, we
shall find a cue to the rise of civil engineers. The dearth of archi-

tectural talent in 1755, before Mylne and Chambers liad come into

notice, and when Dance was the chief .architect of the day, favoured

the preference of Smeaton before regular architects. So admirably
did he use the occasion, so accurate were his calculations, so punctual
was he in fulfilling his engagements—actually comiileting the structure

in less time than he originally stated—and so thoroughly business-

like were all his proceedings, that he siicceeded in creating the jiro-

fession of civil engineering as distinct from that of architecture, and
in earning for those who came after him a greater amomit of public

confidence than lias ever been bestowed on our class of constructors.

What contributoil to make people rely on him so thoroughly, perhaps
even more than his professional merits, were his true Yorkshire spirit of

independence, his self-denying patriotism, which led him to reject the

offers of the Czarine, and the generous manner in which he rose above
mere pecuniary considerations. He felt no ser\-ice so noble as that of

his country ; none so really profitable—though it brought him little

money and no per centage on outlay—for he grew rich in the esteem
of all. When the Russian Emissary, Princess Daschkaw, failed,

though Smeaton was offered liis own terms, she exclaimed, "You are

a great man
;
you may have your equal in abilities, perhaps, but in

character you stand alone. My sovereign to her loss finds in you a
man who has no price." The reputation of the man who had no
price descended, like the mantle of Elijah, upon his followers; and
although those in the present day may have fallen into the idolatry

of money, as Mr. Tite implied they had, they have preserved the

traditions of Smeaton's punctuality and business-like arrangements.
There may have been architects as disinterested, as rare-minded, and
as reliable as Smeaton. Indeed, we should not hesitiite to compare
Wren with him, were it not that, according to the new lights which
shine in the Institute, Wren was not a regular architect, from not

having been educated for the profession ; and, since "his early studies

and pursuits (matliematics and astronomy) had not been of a
nature to develoii the artististic faculties required for the successful

cultivation of our profession."

After Smeaton came the stone-mason, Telford ; and, although
he had worked at Somerset House, under Chambers, yet ho was
preferred before his emjjloyer and superior by Government to

design and construct works in the Portsmouth yards. His
bridges at this early period of his practice, particularly the iron

one at Buildwas, afforded abundant evidence of his skill,

enterprise, and sound practical knowledge, and acquired

for him an amount of public confidence, like that possessed

by Smeaton. To him, more than to any one else, are we in-

debted for the introduction of iron as a building material ; and his

Menai Bridge is a fitting monument to his inventive genius, his enter-

prise, his-courage to design, and his skill to execute. From the days
of Telford, britlge-building may be said to have passed from the pro-

vince of architects to that of engineers. Ronnie was selected to design

Waterloo Bridge—the finest and most artistic work of the kind that

the practice of architecture ever produced, according to Canova and
Baron Dupin, aUhough at that time Mylne was living, who built

Blackfriars, ^^hich the iircsident of the Institute lauded in his address

for its "surpassing elegance and beauty," and Soanc was in the meri-

dian of his glory, and Nash was patronised by royalty. Docks, har-

bours, piers, and submarine constructions have followed the road pre-

viously taken by bridges. Of the new bridges that have been built,

or are projected to be built, over the Thames since Blackfriars, not

one is tlie work of an architect. With railwaj' bridges it is the snme;
and now even the stations, warehouses, and other railway erections

are designed by engineers. Thus we see that the tendency of events
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lias been to separate architecture into useful coustrueliou and line art

coustnietion.

]\Ir. Tite's instaneo of Mylne as a successful bridj^e builder, to the

prejudice of Mr. Page, is siiif^'ularly infeliciious, and scarcely anything

could be more damaging to his proposition as to tho expedioney of

confiding such works to regnlarly-cilueated architects. For Black-

ft-iar.-i-bridge, notwitlistanding its all<'ged "surpassing oleganco and
beauty," as regards the science displayed in its conslruclion, more
especially in founding the piers, is a failure and disgrace. The general

ordonnance of tlie structviro is bad, and was much worse before the

alterations. Kvcn now, the gradients are so steep (about 1 in 32) as

to inijiede trallie ; but, as designed l)y Mylne, they were nuich more
severe. AVhat avail surpassing eleg.inee and beauty in a stnicture if

it bi' rotten and unlit for tlu' p>n-pose it was destined to serve? It is a

curious instance of Mylne's unlitness, that he should have declared

it utterly impossible to build a bridge on the site of AYaterloo-bridge,

and that, if it were tried, it would remain as a monument of the igno-

rance of the man who attempted it, wlii.li assertiini induced the City

to insist on the deposit of £50,000 in the Bank of England before they

would allow a pile to be driven. The moninnent of the ignorance of

the self-educated civil engineer remains intact, as substantial as the

iirst day. The moiuunent of surpassing eleganco and beauty of the

regularly-educated architect, after being repeatedly patched and
cobbled, has cracked and settled, and is tinally condemned for the

unsoundness of its eonsiruction.

Is this separation to be regretted or not ? That it must be detri-

mental to the pecuniary interests of the profession, does not admit of

doubt ; and Mr. Tito thinks it an inconveriience to art. At the same
time, we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that the whole spirit and
tendency of modern progress is to the division of labour. Even among
architects themselves tliere are marked subdivisions. There are the

two great sects of Gothicists and Classicists. Mr. Scott, or Mr. Street,

or Mr. Brandon, or Mr. Seddon, would not willingly design a Classic

structure. Mr. Tite, Mr. Sidney Smirke, and others of their views

on iEsthetics, would be e(inally disinclined to build the new Admi-
ralty in the 12th centmy Gothic. Here, again, there are architects

wlio make cottages, or chm-ches, or town hotels anil pid)lic offices,

their specialties; so that it would appear that modern architects

are inclined to subdivide among tliemselves the practice of their art.

In the presence of these facts, can the profession recover its lost

ground i There is no physical obstacle ; and to men of enterprise

nought is impossible, humanly speaking. Wlietlier it be desirable to

do so, is another matter. Professor Kerr seems to think it hardly is

worth while—at least, not for the present—.and appears to accjuiesce

in the se2>aration of professional practice, leaving to civil engineers

ponderous works of construction; but at the same time he urges

young architects to apply themselves to scientific study. The obstacles

to the reconquest of the portion of their practice appropriated by
engineers have been mainly created by architects themselves. The
peculiar " position of our profession in society," and the applause

which, in the House of Commons, greets the expression of opinions,

" little complimentary to oiu- attainments or our scientitic posi-

tion," must be due to circumstances under the control of archi-

tects. For it is impossible to imagine a body of English gentlemen
like the House of Commons would make a whole profession a public

lau. liing stock, and an object of connnon contempt, unless there were
good grounds for such treatment. Or else Mr. Tite nuist be nmch
mistaken in the estimate he has formed of the social position the pro-

fession occupies. We venture to saj- this is far more likely to be the

Ciise. A man may not be wealthy, he may not be talented, but he
can, if he please, always command the respect of all by his conduct.

As for applause in the House of Commons of opinions uncomplimen-
tary to tlie profession's attainments and scientiQc position, we think

Mr. Tite equally mistaken as to the objectagainst which the attack was
dirc'-ted. When poor John O'ComuOi used to go down to the House
to die on its lloor, he imagined it was his cause and not himself that
provoked the hilarity of tlie assembly.

Civil engineers have the 'pr.'stir/e of public confi<lence in their

favoui ; tliey have pos-sessifui of the practice ofsciontilic building, and
possession is nine point; of the law ; and they have greater experience
as well a.s a more scientific knowledge of the su'ijectthan architects.

But the great obstacle to architects recovering thcirground will spring
from their rec(uit endeavoiirs to make their profession a close one, and
a monopoly. The reailer will not have forgotten the diploma agitation,

which was openly avowed to have for its object the exclusion of all

men who liad not been articled, and to secure a large share of practice

among those who had paid premiums. The voluntary examination
scheme is the oflshoot of this agitation, although civil engineers have
not considered it necessary to do anything of the kind. At the same
time we hear of protests against the cmploj-ment of men who are not
regularly cdu'-ateil architects. All our greatest architects were not
regularly eduL'ated for the pro.'ession. Wren v.'as educated as a mathe-
matician, 'vas Professor of Astronomy, and was u])wards of 30 years of

ago before ho had any practice in architecture, Inigo .Tones served his

time to a joiner, and afterwards took to painting. Chambers com-
menced life as a supcix-argo ; Vanburgh as a soldier. Kent was brought
up as a coach painter, and Burlington was an amateur. Neither
Buonarotti, nor KalFaelle, nor Da Vinci, was a regularly educated ar-

chitect. Bruuelleschi was originally a goldsmith; Vignola, a painter;

and Perrault, a physician. Consequently, if none but regularly edu-
cated architects had been allowed to practice, the finest works of line

art construction would have been lost to the world. If the profession

be in the position it is stated to bo by its leading members, and it

be deemed desirable to recover its former status and practice, the

idea of making it a close oni! like the mcdiasvaltruilds, or a monopoly,
must bo abandoned. The only policy under which an art can llourisli,

is a large, generous, and free-trade one ; all others are iiernicious.

But even were it to tho interest of the profession to exc^lude from
practice all who had not been regularly educated, it would not be to

the convenience of the public, which consideration nuist over-

ride mere professional interests. Tlie public require the best men,
without reference as to whether they paid a premiuin or not, or as to

how they obtained their professional knowledge, so long as they
have it.

^
INDEX.

GEORGE CRUICKSIIANK'S PICTURE GALLERY,
EXETER HALL.

This is tho most roinarkablo exhibition wliich has been for many years

submitted to public inspection. It is interesting individually, morally,

and politically. It is inturestiug imlividually, because wc see in it small

drawings executed iu the year 1711'.), and a large galk-vy picture, with
nearly a thousand figures in it from the same hand, in the ]>resent year
18(i3 ; besides which, there is the artist who has produced those works,
hearty, witty, and able to produce either or acy of them with undimi-
nished energy, and vastly improved executive powers. Tlio exhibition

is morally interesting, from its containing illustrations of all the changes
in the habits of ordinary life for more than hidf a century, and politically

interesting because every stirring event, in most stirring times, has for

the same extended period been faithfully illustrated. Hence, wo have
politics, foreign and domestic, from tho time when Bouaparte was hoping
to subjugate Europe, and the so-called Cato-street conspiracy, which
immediately led to the death of an officei', and ultimately to some execu-

tions on the scaffold. We have the " monstrosity" of fashion for several

successive years, aud a series of the first and original comic almanacks.

Wo have the etching of the celebrated one poimd note—very scarce

indeed, now—which put an end to hanging for the forging and the

passing of those tempting pieces of paper. In his exhibition

wiU also be found drawings for the oil pictures of "The Fairy

King" and "Disturbing a Congregation," the lattei' painted lor the

late Prince Consort—some early studies in the open air, which display

great feeling for natural objects aud rm'al characteristics. But amid
scenes of fun, fiction, eccentricities, monstrosities, and political squibs,

we trace, during the last forty years, the steady determination of George
Cruickshank to leave a lasting name behind him by giving to the vice of

dnmkeuness, as a vice, so to speak, " a local habitation and a name" iu

his designs, entitled " The Bottle," "The Drunkard's Children," besides

earlier attempts, and, lastly, his large and most elaborate display of the

miseries of that dreadful habit iu " The Worship of Bacchus." By all

these together, he will leave a vigorous denunciation of a habit which
existed, no doubt before, but which had not before mot with a bold and
open check, and under which may rally as their banner tho large masses
of people generally known as " teetotallers." Whatever ditfereueo of

opinion there may be as regards the necessity of this movement, the worst

that can be said of those who belong to it is, that they do no good, but
then it must be admitted that they do no harm to anybody, not even to

themselves. The large picture of " The Worship of Bacchus " occupies

one side of the room, and, with the hundreds of sketches, etchings, and
a few oil pictures, to which we have so brieily and gene-rally alluded,

a most interesting aud amusing exhibition has been provided for the

public, and the public will do well to avail themselves of the auitise-

montso extensively provided for them.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
At the ordinary meeting of the Royal Institute of British Ar'chitect.",

held on Monday, Nov. 17, 1802, a paper was readby Mr. T. Ha} tor Lewis,
Fellow, entitled, ' Some ilemarks on Colotir and Coloured Decoration."

Prefacing by the statenient that theories ofcolourwere all ofmodern date,

while practical excellence in its treatment was almost exclusively to bo
found in tho works of ancient masters, " ignorant even of tho prism," the

author reviewed the treatises of Chovrcnl, Field, Sir G. Wilkinson, Rod-
grave, Owen Jones, antl others, and considered that they contained nruch
valuable information, but no rides for the safe guidance of tho colourisb,

for such, when attempted to bo cdticcd, were found to bo constatttly de-

moUshcd by tho variety in Nature, neither could art be confiucd iu such
bondage. He had himself, given much time to tho analj'sis of tho facts

stated by tho above writers, and made many curious experiments, which
were detailed. In the course of these he had been much struck by the

strong neutrality of Nature's colouring, and its sparing use of the positive

colours. Referring to the idea that it is necessary to maintain a relation-

ship between tho colouring and the material on which it is applied, he
had no taith iu such, aud did not find that it had been attended to by the

old masters, who used colour lavishlj', oven covering with plaster, and
painting marble, stone, aud wood—c.;;., Girgenli, Fountainea Abbey, &c.

The first thing in decoration is to help out tho design, not seizing the base

surface as mere grounds for colour ; then to consider how far the tints

of the actual materials can be used, and give the key-note, as they gene-

rally may, in skiifid hands (and it is the architect who alone can and should
be entrusted to decorato his own structtu-e), to cover every portion with
colour, as in tho Saiute Chapelle, Paris, is not so satisfactory. In the Cathe-
dral of Spires, tho plain stone columns are left, "with better effect, to give

repose to the rest of the wall surface, which is gorgeously painted. In
sucli compositions it is desirable that the glass shoiUd bo painted as well

;

the want of this is painfuily felt at Moureale and iu St. Marc ; it is a mistake
to think that the light transmitted through them will uitorfcre with paint-

ings on the walls. We may look for good precedents for our iDractice to

Palermo, Monreale, the Baptistery at Florence, &c., where gold and mar-
ble mosaics, tho luiest material for decoration, arc profusely and
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admirably employed together with frescoes, and

h shouldbe noticed how the nchuess is increased

Lm the floor upwards, and not as in modern

rooms from the ceiling do«-nwards ;
and how,

as in the Halls at Palermo, Venice, and Kome,

the paintings are fitted and framed mto the

wall^i instead of being hung upon them, as it tor

sale
'

The importance of painting decorations

bein<' made to suit the building, and, in fact, to

be designed by its architect, may be seen by the

contrast between the old mosaics of St. Mark,

and those of the Renaissance painters in the

nave but then the architect must study and

become competent to undertake it, as were the

men of old. .

t: With regard to external decorabon in colour,

buildings i"n towns, it was urged, called for a diffe-

rent treatment to those in the country, and as time

and climate affect seriously apphed coloui-, the

natural tints of materials are the safer to use and

we have numerous examples in every age ol their

employment in this manner.

These were briefly reviewed, and the subject

commended to the careful consideration of the

meeting, which was then adjourned to Monday,

the 1st December, when a paper will be read by

Mr G E Street, Fellow, on the "Church of bt.

Michael " Penkevel, Cornwall, and its restoration.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETIN-G of the members of the Architectural

Association was held on Friday last, Thomas

Blashill, Esq , in the chair.

New Members for Ballotin(i.—UT. Charles J.

AD4MS Hon. Sec, read the following list of new

members for balloting at their meeting that

day week :—Mr. C. W. Smith, 53, Northumber-

land-place, Bavswater, proposed by Mr. R.

Phene Spiers, seconded by Mr. Patrick ; Mr. Ingle-

ton Blackheath-road, proposed by B. Phene

Spiers, seconded by Mr. Patrick ; Mr. Jennings,

11 Langham-street, proposed by R. Phene

Spiers seconded by Mr. Fotheringham ;
Mr.

Herbert Sancton Wood, 10, Craig's-court, Char-

ing-cross, proposed by Chas. J. Adams, seconded

by John W. Walter ; Mr. Charies Aldridge, 27,

Montague-place, Russell-square, proposed by R.

Wilton, seconded by Charles J. Adams.

Pri'SCTifation.—A "letter was read from Professor

Donaldson, presenting a volume of his work, upcn

the " Architeotura Numismatica," to the Asso-

ciation.
.

The ArcTiitectural Alliantc Vismsswn.—Mr. H.

Attwood Reeves read the history of the pro-

posed Architectural Alliance, from the minutes

of former meetings, and a report of the delegates

appointed by the Association, wliich recom-

mended that it give its countenance to the

alliance.—Mr. E. L. Paraire said that at the

last meeting he had proposed the postponement

of the discussion. A Northern Association

thought that an alliance among architects and

Architectural Associations would be a very good

thing. All alliances that would extend good

feeling, were very good things to be countenanced

and patronized. But while it was before them,

they musttake into the consideration the position of

the societies that were about to form that aUiance.

There was a very gi-eat stress laid upon the last

letter, in which Mr. Pritchard said that he would

expect the chairman of the Architectural Asso-

ciation to take the chair on the occasion of the

meeting of delegates ; but the chairman, with very

great propriety, did not take the chair. The

present question was started in January, 18(51,

and in two months it would have completed the

second year of existence. There were two ways

of looking at the question—viz., in the matter of

detail and principle ; and in both he did not see

the advantages of the alliance. The Institute

were doing all they could to bring forward an

alliance. They had formed a programme of what

the examination should consist of, and then they

sent it down to the Architectural Association. It

was discussed and altered, and then sent back to

the Institute ; and it appeared that the alterations

were discussed with very great attention by the

Institute, and every one" of the alterations and

suggestions were incorporated and embodied in

the programme of the alliance. He wanted to

know, if the proposed scheme were adopted, what

good would come of it ? The rules stated that it

would promote good feeling among the architects.

He thought there was ab-eady a good feeling

amongst that body. He could not tell from the

report what was the object of the alliance. He
did not think that the project did justice to the

Royal Institute of British Ai-chitects, or that it

would recompense their attempts to bring about

a better state of things. He could not tell what

the purpose of the alUance was; and if they gave

in their adherence to it, they would join an alli-

ance that seemingly had no pm-pose. Mr. Paraire

concluded by proposing that they should not join

the alliance.—Mr. R. Phene Spiers seconded the

proposition. There were two delegates present

—the chairman and Mr. Bunker. He wanted to

know if the latter gentleman could give any infor-

mation relative to the proposed object which he,

yrith others, was ignorant of—Mr. Bunker denied

that there was any attempt at opposition to the

Institute, with whom they were on the friendliest

of terms.—The Chairman invited the members

to ask any question of Mr. Bunker.—Mr. R.

Phene Spiers considered that the Association

could not bear the expense of sending delegates

to the Architectural Alliance, and when any ques-

tions arose as to the charges of architects they

might be burdened with legal expenses, which

theydid not feel inclined to bear.—Mr. North

tho"ught they were all in a foggy condition.

With all due deference to the Institute of British

Architects, they did not want to follow in their

track, and therefore they must consider whether

it would be better for the profession at large to

join the alliance. As regarded the rules,

he did not think the Institute belonged to

a ventilating company at present. It would

be a good thing if they could get the

opinions of all the different Architectural Associ-

ations upon the proposed alliance.—Mr. C. J.

Adams said he hoped that as the project had been

on the wing for the past two years, it would con-

tinue for another six months. He proposed a

resolution, that the opinions of the various local

societies should be first obtained before they took

the step.—Mr. H. Attwood Reeves said, if they

had their opinions they would be perfectly useless.

The Institute of British Architects could not

join the alliance, because it was a chartered

society.—Mr. C. J. Adams persisted that they

had not suflicient informaiion on the matter.

—

A discussion was briskly entered into between

Messrs. Adams, Ridge, and Matthews, and the

Chairman then read the resolutions and amend-

ments, upon which Mr. Blnkeu said he did not

intend to say anything until the conclusion of

the meeting, though he now regretted that he

had not. He had attended the meeting of the

delegates, who entered most glowingly into the

arguments for the aUianco. It would be impos-

sible for him to give the vai-ious arguments for

the scheme that were then brought forward.

He did not consider that the alliance would bene-

fit art much, but he did think it would benefit

art-practice. They would do some good by

meeting together ; and if they did not, of what

use was their own Association meetings ? The

difficult}' of expense, was overcome by the fact

that if they did not Uke to send three or four

delegates to the alliance meetings, they could

send one.—A warm and personal discussion fol-

lowed, which resulted in the following auiendmcnt

by Mr North, which was put to the meeting and

carried by 13 against II:—"That the Associa-

tion having taken into consideration the proposal

of the Northern Architectm-al Society, thinks

that such an association is desirable."

The Modelling «ass. — Mr. R. 0. Harris

read the report of the modelling class, which

stated that, at the commencement of the class a

few of its members met m the studio ot Mr.

Ross, and modelled, under his direction, from

plaster casts of ornament, so as to gam a know-

ledge of using the material, as a prelumnary lor

put'tin<' their own ideas into Ibrni. Towards the

end of the first term,; the attendance became

small, which was considered to be owing to its

disconnection with the Association, and other

causes. The consequence was, that a number ot

resolutions were formed, and the class again

commenced its operations under more lavom-able

prospects. The fii-st meeting took place on the

(ith of December last, the uunibcr on the books lor

that month being twenty-four, of which there

was an average attendance of sixteen. Ihe

attendance in January was an average of iom--

teen, and the following months nine to ten.

A falUng off in the attendance took place to-

wards the end of the session, but not suflicient to

prevent the continuation of the class. The

members, whose perseverance lasted to the end

of the tenn, had little cause for regret, for Mr.

Ross had asserted that their work was highly com-

mendable for the limited and occasional hours

that necessarily confined their studies. With

reference to financial matters, there was a sur-

plus still in hand from the incomings of the last

session

Ne\i} Members.—^The following members were

elected at the conclusion of the meeting:—
Messrs. G. Goodall Quartermain, A Bailey Den-

ton, — Ditchbourne, D. Murray, J. H. Bartlett,

J. B. Badock, J. T. Lee, Wm. Rivett, T. Hardey,

Rowland Plumbe, E. Ferrey, W. William, W.
Redner, E- C. Saycr. and Robert C. James.

THE RAILWAY SYSTEM OF GERMANY.

A paper on " The Railway System of Ger-

many," by Mr. Robert Crawford, Assoc. Inst.

C.E.", was read at the meeting of the Civil En-

gineers, on the 11th inst.

It commenced by stating that in Ger-

many, as in England, tramways had formed

the o-erm from which subsequent enter-

prise developed the vast network of rail-

ways now extending throughout the length

and breadth of the land. The oldest
_

of these

undertakings originated in a fifty years' "privi-

lege," granted by the Austrian Government, upon

the 7th September, 1824, for the construction of

a line fa-om Budweiss, in Bohemia, to opposite

Linz, on the Danube—a distance of upwards of

eighty English miles. Subsequently, a con-

cession was obtained for a line from Linz to

Gmiinden, 42 J
miles. The cost of the Bud-

weiss, Linz, and Gmiinden line was about

£4,877 per mile. The gauge was 3 ft. 7i in-, »»<!

it was worked by horses until 1854, when small

locomotive engines were employed, first upon a

portion of the line, and in the following year

upon the entire length.

A proposal to adopt steam as a motive power,

instead of horse-labour, was carried into effect

for the first time in Germany in the case of arail-

wav, 4 miles in length, from Niirembcrg to FiirUi

which was opened for pubUc traffic on the 7th

December, 1835. Thus Germany, possessing, at

the close of the year 1835, upwards of 108 miles

of tramways, had, up to the same time, only 4

miles of ra'ilway, properly so called. In the five

following years, railways were introduced into all

parts of the coimtry, s"o that at the close of 1840,

there were twelve railways, either wholly or m
part finished, with a total length opened of 377

miles. In the next ten years this had been in-

creased to 4,487 miles; by the close of 1860, to

8,512 mUes, and at the end of 1861, a total ol

s'see miles had been constructed, at an average

cost of £16,400 per mile. Nearly one-fourth of the

entire length was provided with double lines of

rails. About 33 per cent, of the existing lines was

Government property, lOi per cent, the property

of companies, but worked by Governments, and

5U per cent, the property of, and worked by

private or joint stock companies. Further, it

appeared that 391 per cent, of the entire length

was constructed by the different States, 24| by

companies under a guarantee of interest, or a

Government subvention, and 35^ per cent, by

companies at their own cost and risk; so that

Government aid had been gi-anted directly, or

indirectly, to nearly two-thirds of the entire sys-

tem. These 8,866 miles of railway comprised

sixty-two different undertakings, as at present

con'stituted, under as many difterent organisa-

tions, and were managed by nineteen Govern-

ment departments, and forty-three Boards of

Directors. „ , ,

At the close of the year 1861, Germany had,

in addition to the railways, about 143 miles of

tramways, constructed at an average cost of

£3,200 per mUe.
With a view of establishing a common plan ol

action, and of regulating, to a certain extent, the

relations of the different railway companies with

each other, a society was formed in the year

1847, under the title of "The Association of

Government Railway Directions," which now em-

braced the whole of the lines, with very unimpor-

tant exceptions. Each company subscribed a fixed

sum towards the general management fund, to-

gether with a variable amomit depending upon

fts leno-th, and was represented at the meetings of

the as°sociation and in the debates, in proportion

to its importance. A code oflaws had been drawn

up and agi-eed to, which was revised from time

to time, the rules expressing the decided opinion

of the associated body upon all points usually

involved in the construction and working ot rail-

ways The gauge was now universally through-

out the country 4 ft. 8J in. With regard to curves

and gradients the rules laid down were—lirst,

the radius of curvature should, if possible, not

be less than 3,600 ft. in level land, nor than

2 000 ft. in hilly districts, except in particular

instances, where it might be necessary to reduce

it to 1,200 ft., or even, in very rare cases, to
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600 ft., but uovor less. Soconi], tlio ppiienil
scale of maxitniini pfradicnts admissiblo on
raihvava was 1 in 200 in level districts, 1 in
100 anion'? hills, and 1 in 40 on mountain lines.
Several examples of sliar]) curves upon works
already executed were then noticed. The in.

creased power of loeoniotivo enginos had led to
a severer character of rulinn; gradients being in-
troduced than was formerly contemplated, and
there were ample proofs in every part of the
country, that the limits recognised at present as
suitable for the working of locomotives had been
reached. Jlany instances were then given of
steep gradients and sharp curves, inchuling a
particular account of tho Semmering Railway,
and of the moile of working it. As, iiowever, a
description of this railway had boeu brought be-
fore the Institution hf Mr. C. E. Drysdalc, in the
year 183i; (Minutes of Proceeding's Inst. O.K.,
Vol. XV., p. 3Si)), it would suffice to say, that the
experience derived troni the working of the line

went to show that one of the goods' engines was
capable of drawing up the inclines of 1 iu 10, at
the rate of Oh miles per hour, a train whose gi-oss

weight varied from 100 to ICo tons, according to
the state of the i-ails and of the weather at the
time. The ordinary rate of speed was li.\od at

—

Ascending. Descending.
Wiles per hour. Miles per hour.

For express trains 1-t 1-7 ICj

„ ordinary passenger., lli 1-1 1-"

,. goods, including mi-
litary transport... 95 9J

The maximum numlier of trains which had passed
over the line in one day was seventy-two, counting
both ways. This was during the Italian war.
The ordinary number was twenty-seven, with
from seven to eight carriages each. The line
was about 2oh miles in lengtli, was laid with a
double way throughout, and had cost £98,270
per mile.

It appeared to be a general, although not a uni-
versal plan, in the case of all main lines, to pre-
pare the earthworks and masonry for a double
way throughout, but not to lay the second line of
rails until the success of tho undertaking and the
requirements of the traffic demanded it. Some
of the heaviest earthworks executed up to the
present day were then aUuded to, including one
on the Southern State Railway of Bavaria, the
greatest height of which was 172 ft., and which
contained nearly 3,000,000 cubic yards of ma-
terial. A list of the largest tunnels on the prin-
cipal lines was given.

Viaducts and bridges were treated under two
headings :—first, bridges composed altogether of
masonry ; and, second, iron bridges. The views
of the Associated Railway Directions on bridge
building were :—1st. For bridges, arches of
stone or good bricks were preferable to every
other descriptions of structure, except in cases
which required very obhque bridges. 2ud. Tim-
ber bridges were inadmissible. 3rd. When iron
bridges were made use of, the portion ofthe struc-
ture which sustained the roadway should consist
cither of wrought or rolled iron. Thus cast-iron
bridges, as well as timber ones, \yere removed
from the field of investigation ; the former by
negation, and the latter by direct condemnation.

Instances were then adduced and details given
of several examples of stone viaducts and bridges
of imposing dimensions and extent, including
those over the Goeltzschand the Elser Valleys, on
the railway trom Leipzig to Hof,—and the Neisse
Viaduct on the railway from Kohlfurth to Goerlitz,
in Prussia. The result of a series ofexperiments,
for the purpose o£ ascertaining the best descrip-
tion of concrete to be placed round the founda-
tions of the river piers iu the latter case, gave
the proportions most suitable for yielding a quick
setting, hard concrete at 22 per cent, of cement,
22 of sand and 50 of small broken stones, not
exceeding 3 inches diameter. In regard to the
Bridge over the River Neckar, on the railway
from Fraukfort-on-Maine to Heidelberg, it was
stated that the depth of the keystone was some-
what over the minimum required both by Des-
jardiu's formula and by that of Gauthey ; but on
the other hand it was so out of proportion with
the huge thickness obtained from the method of
Perrouet, as to prove the total unfitness of this
system for calculating cases similar to the one
iu question. Thus the

Metres.
Neckar Bridge as actually built had a depth

of key of 1-200

„ according to Gauthey's formula it re-
quired 1'125

,j ditto Dosjardin's IIIU
„ ditto Perronet 3 2-11

In the c:i r of wrought iron bridges the
arrangement most usually adopted, when tho
span.s were wide, was that of a lattii-o construc-
tion in .some one of its various modifications.
One of tho earliest examples, which was described
in detail, was the bridge over the River Kinzig,
at Olfenburg, on tho Baden State Railway, iu
wliich it was considered that the arrangement of
the material was not judicious, as—1st, The
dimensions of tho ironwork wero uniform
throughout tho length of the span. 2nd,
-Vlthough a stronger lattice construction w,as
adopted in the case of the central girder, still tho
top and bottom sections were of similar dimen-
sions to tlie outside ones; and 3ril, The cross
sectional area of tlio iron had not bjen properly
projiortioned to its different powers to resist
comin-ession and extension where those forces
acted. The bridge over the River Vistula, at
Dir.schau, on the Kastcru Railway of Prussia, was
next referred to. It consisted of spans, each
397 ft. in. in the clear, the depth of the girders
being 38 ft. 9 in., and the whole of the material
iu the superstructure being carefully proportioned
to the nature of the strains to which it would
be exposed. The Marienberg bridge over the
River Nogat, on the same railway, was likewise
minutely described. The next examples selected
were those over the Rhine, at Cologne, and at
Kehl, close to Strasburg : in the latter case the
method adopted in constructing the foundations,
by means of compressed air, was also mentioned.
It was stated that the operation of sinking the
foundations progressed at the rate of about 20 in.

per day of 24 hours.
In addition there was also another bridge over

the Rhine at Mayeuce, which consisted of 32
openings, having together a clear waterway of
3,134 ft. C in. lineal measure. The ironwork in
the superstructure was somewhat similarly ar-
ranged to that of the Saltash bridge, modified, in
some particulars, as to the cross section and the
form in which the material was applied, accord-
ing to what was known in Germany as the system
of Professor PauU, of Mmiich, which gave a rec-
tangular top to the beam instead of an oval one.

Attention was then directed to tho permanent
way. It appeared that about seven-eighthsof the
rails in use were of the broad base, or con-
tractor's pattern, the remaining one-eighth being
composed chiefly of chair rails, with a small
proportion of bridge-shaped ones. As to size,

the rails were not less than 4i in. iu height, by
2 J in. width of head, and the surface was cm'ved
to a radins of from 5 to 7 in. They weighed
generally from 6C to 76 lbs. per yard. Fish-
plates were now almost universally adopted for
connecting the ends of the rails, and the joints
were always supported by a sleeper, a wrought-
iron chair beuig interposed between the rail and
the timber. Recently, a trial had been made of
the modem EngUsh system of leaving the joint
free without any sleeper under it, and the result
had been so satisfactory that it was intended to
extend it. The almost universal system of sup-
ports was that of cross-sleepers. They were of
oak, where it could be procured at a reasonable
price ; but diU'erent descriptions of larch and fir

were often used, after being prepared by some
chemical process to resist the tendency to decay.
The quantity and description of roiling stock

in use on different railways in Northern and
Southern Germany varied greatly ; but as nearly
as could be estimated, at the close of the year
1861, there were—

-

Locomotive engines 0'414 per EngUsh mile.
Passenger carriages, average

41-8 seats each 0-807 „
Goods' trucks, average load

0-9 tons 7-040 „
Before any engine was permitted to be used its

boiler must be tested with hydraulic pressure to
at least one and a half times the maximum steam
pressure which it was intended to sustain, and
a similar test must be applied after the engine
had run its first 46,109 mifes, aud be subsequently
repeated every time an adiUtional 36,887 miles
had been made. The rate of speed was usually,
for exprese trains, from 27 to 35 miles an houi-,

for ordinary passenger trains from 20 to 25 miles,
and goods' trains from 10 to 15 miles per hour, in

each case exclusive ofstoppages.

THE LO.\N COLLECTION AT THE SOUTH
KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

The fourth and fifth parts of the catalogue of the
Special E.vhibition of Works ofArt on Loan at the
South Kensington Museum have been issued.
Like the preceeding parts, tho introductions to

the sections are full of valuable information. Wo
givo the following extracts upon the

Majolica Wares.
Written by Mr. J. C. Robinson :—Whoever lias

visited the district of Central Italy, -n-hicli, in the
15th aud 16th centuries, was the especial seat of
the majolica manufiicture, will scarcely fait to
form a higher estimate of tho power anil vitality
of the great uprising of the arts, wliich then and
there happened, as part of the general revival of
all arts and learning in Italy. It is, indeed, won-
derful that in a district scarcely less rocky and
barren than tho highlands of Scotland, in which
the cities and castellated villages were fewer in
number and less populous than those of most
other districts of Italy—harrassod, moreover,
with unceasing feudal warfare—a decorative
manufacture shoiUd have taken root and flou-

rished with a success to which at this day even it

is difficult to show a parallel in any coiuitry.
Such, however, was the fact, for although
majolica wares were produced, at one time or
other, in almost every city and district of Italy,
it was only in tho duchy of Urbino and the cir-

cumjacent districts of the Romagna, that this
industry attained to paramovmt development as
a great national manufacture.

It has been a favourite occupation latterly
amongst connoisseurs and writers on ceramic
subjects, to endeavour to find out and refer to
their exact localities or manufactories, the several
types, patterns, or kinds of majolica ware, which
have come down to us in such great and per-
ple.xing variety. It is natural that this shoidd
be the case; tho vast number of monograms,
signatures, &c., of artists and manufactories, to
which every day's observation brings fresh con-
tributions, was alone sufficient to stimulaie the
curiosity and enlist the services of collectors;
nor, indeed, is this kind of study witliout ultimate
uses. The acquisition of a body of precise in-

formation on the subject of the majolica w-ares,

though on first thought it may seem but the
trivial occupation of amateurs, is in reahty cal-
culated to be of direct practical utiUty. Already
tho manufacture of this ware has been revived,
and has taken root as an established and po])ular
epeciaUty in om- potteries, but the more refined
and delicate processes and methods of the art,

as practised by the old Italian masters, are as
yet tmkuown to Enghsh manulacturers.
To elucidate the imceasing efibrts of bygone

generations of artists in the ameUoration of their
technical processes, and in the invention of
novel aud beautiful styles o£ embelhshmeut, will
then doubtless be of the greatest benefit to our
modern industrial artists and manufacturers.
The splendid masterpieces of the art contributed
to this collection, when compared with tho
modern revivals of majolica wares in the Inter-
national Exhibition, show at all events what
ample scope there is for the posthumous teach-
ing of the great ceramic artists of the 15th and
16th centuries through their great works which
still remain to us.

Works of Maestro Qiorgio, of Qttbbio.—For two
reasons undoubtedly the most prominent name
in the list of the MajoUcari, now known to us, is

that of "Maestro Giorgio," of Gubbio. In the
fii-st place, he adopted the self-complacent and
profitable plan of signing and dating nearly all

his works, even the most trivial; and, in the
second, he has the merit of having carried to
their highest point of perfection the well-known
metaUic lustie or iridescent colours. Moreover,
he was one of the most industrious and facile o
workers, the great number of his pieces still

extant, being an eridence of the immense quan-
tity originally produced.
As an artist, he can onlybe placed in the second

rank; but as a "ceramist" or manufacturer in
general, he occupies the higheet place ; and in
their peculiar direction, his wares, like those of
Orazio Fontana, are imdoubtedly masterpieces of
the potter's craft. It is desirable, however, to
insist on this distinction in any general estimate
of Giorgio's talent, because during the " furore "

which for the last few years has prevailed in
regard to tho majolica wares, Giorgio's pro-
ductions have attained to a point of public appre-
ciation, and consequent inordinate pecuniary
value, which their intrinsic excellence as works
of art by no means justifies ; it is, indeed, simply
absm-d, and a reproach to modern connoisseur-
ship, that the possession of tho coarsely painted
vulgar warel of Giorgio's later time, solely be-
cause they glitter in the tinsel finery (when so
applied) of his lustre colours, should be eagerly
contested often at their weight iu gold

!
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Giorgio, indeed, was imbued with the true com-

mercial spirit, unfortunately scarcely compatible

with art; he was the head of a flourishing

" botega," which seems to have employed

•many hands, and to have been continued

in fuU activity for many years after his

death or retirement. In the latter yeai'S

of his practice, the prominent speciality of

his establishment—the application of lustre

colours—seems to have become the chief con-

cern, and an entire class of wares is extant,

painted by numerous artists of Urbiuo, Castel

Durante, and other localities, which were ren-

dered additionally brilliant in hue, and doubtless

more valuable, by being picked out and height-

ened with Giorgio's lustres, notably with his

favouiite ruby tint. Whether Giorgio bought up
the wares of others and resold them on his own
account, thus enhanced in value, or W'hether he
was in the habit of applying his lastre tints to

such wares, on the account of their original pro-

ducers, is imcertain ; the probability is that the

former was the case ; at all events, it is evident
that an extensive and doubtless luci'ative trade
was in this way carried on.

The earliest signed and dated specimen of

Giorgio's wares yet knoivn to the writer is on a
plate in the collection of Robert Napier, Esq.;

It is dated 151", and the latest authenticated
work is of the year 1537. Of the numerous pieces

executed betwixt these dates, those of the year
152G arc the most abundant. Numerous speci-

mens, however, are known, undoubtedly by
Georgio, obviously painted prior to 1517 ; it may
be presumed, indeed, that his labours commenced
as lar back as 1510, or even earlier.

Georgio's eajly wares are in eveiy respect the
most excellent. In his later time, as has been
said, he became a mere manufacturer, producing
on a large scale, little solicitous as to the artistic

merit of his works. To the last, however, the
magnificent colours and striking effect of his

wares are very noteworthy.
His lustre pigments are of two varieties; first,

the ruby, a magnificent full crimson tint, with a
brilliant metallic " reflet," or iridescence ; the
other, an iridescent golden tint, changing colour
with every varying angle at which the light

strikes it. Nothing can exceed the brilliancy of
these lustres when they have perfectly succeeded
in the fire ; they are fi\r more beautiful than
those of any earlier artists, Vint there are scarcely
any two specimens of precisely the same tint,

the process, especially in the firing of the pieces,
being one of great delicacy and uncertainty.
In some specimens (often the most elaborately
painted and costly) the lustre tints are pale and
weak, doubtless from the partial evaporation of
the pigments in the enamel kiln, whilst on others,
of the commonest ware and most vulgar execu-
tion, these tints have succeeded with admirable
force and brilhancy.

Maestro Giorgio, though perhaps not actually
the first inventor of the ruby pigment, undoubt-
edly brought it to perfection. He seems to have
kept its composition and application a profound
secret, and to all appearance the process was
lost shortly after 15-10. It has, within the last

two or three years, been re-discovered by a
native of Gubbio, and is now commonly appUed,
by its inventor, in that city, and also at the
'"fahrique" of the Marchese Ginori, near
Florence

Maj'iu-a of Vrbino.—Works of Froncescn
Xanto.—After the Gubbian artist. Maestro
Giorgio, the mostfamiliar tous of all the majolica
painters, is, perhajDS, Francesco Xanto ; the
works oi this artist are vciy numerous, and the
practice which, Uke Giorgio, he adopted ot

signing and dating nearly all his works, has
given him a posthumous celebrity which the in-

trinsic merit of his productioiis tloes not entirely
bear out. Francesco Xanto Avello was a native
of Kovigo, but his works were apparently all

produced at Urbino. The earliest date as yet
observed on any of them is 1580, but there are
many pieces extant, nndoubtedly by him, neither
S'.gned nor dated, which are obviously of an
eirlier period. The latest yeai-, on the other
aaud, ib 1512 ; but as he appeals, towards the
end of his career, to have abandoned the prac-
t ce of signing, it is probable that some ot his

undated pieces may have been executed after
1542. Xante's works may be considered to re-
present perfectly the " Majohche istoriate,"
and he certainly had a talent for the ar-
rangement of his wtjrks in composition,
nearly all his subjects being "pasticci;"
tie various figures or groups introduced, being
the invention of other artists, copied with adroit

variations over and over again, and made to do

dut^- in the most widely difierent characters. As
an original artist, if indeed he can be so con-

sidered, he may be classed with the more nian-

nercd of the scholars of Raffaelle. His designs

are generally from classical or mythological

sources; Ovid, Virgil, and Trogus Pompeius,

having for several successive years almost exclu-

sively fiUTiished him with subjects. Ariosto was
hkewise a favourite author, and, curiously

enough, on a plate in the British Museum col-

lection, Xanto has put on record his own claims

as a poet in a more endtiring shape than the

original written work itself; this plate is painted

with a subject from a poem composed by Xanto
in honour of Duke Francesco Maria of Urbino

;

the subject, however, without the inscription,

might just as well have been taken for an illus-

tration to Ovid. Xanto's executien, although

dexterous, is monotonous antl mechanical ; his

scale of colouring is crude and positive, full of

\"iolent oppositions ; the only merit, if merit it

be, being that of a certain force and brightness

of aspect; in every other respect his colouring is

commonplace, not to say disagreeable even

;

blue, crude opaque yellow, and orange tints, and
bright verdigris green, are the three different

hues, and are scattered over the pieces in full

unbroken masses, the yellow especially meeting
the eye at the fii'St glance.

In the unsigned pieces, before 15.31, the glaze

is better and more transparent, the execution

more delicate, and the outline less hard and black

than in the later specimens.

Some of Xanto's wares are profusely enriched
with metalUc lustres, including the beautifitl ruby
tint ; the specimens so enriched, however, form
but a small per-centage of the entire number of

his works extant. This class of pieces is, more-
over, interesting from the fact that the iridescent

colours were obviously not ofXante's own pi-odnc-

tion, but that on the contrary, they were applied

to his wares by Maestro Giorgio, and the sup-

posed continuers of Giorgio's " fabrique " in

Gubbio. Many pieces are extant which, in addition

to Xanto's own signature, nearly always wn'itten

in dark blue or olive tint, are like^vise signed

with the monogi'am N. of the Giorgio school, in

the lustre tint ; and one specimen at least, has
been'observed, which though painted by Xanto,
has been signed in the lustre tint by Maestro
Giorgio himself.

Works of the Fontana, Family.—The one pre-

eminent name in the majolica art is unquestion-

ably Orazio Fontan.a. This really great industrial

artist, celebrated in his oi\-n day above all

others, was the Rubens of enamel painting.

It is now possible to identify many of

his works, anil they fully bear out the asser-

tions of Raflaelli, that he had no equal

in the conception and ^'igorous execution of his

painted subjects, in the invention and distribu-

tion of his colours, and in calculating the effect

of the fire on his wai-es.* Orazio should be con-

sidered rather in his capacity of ceramic artist,

than in that of a maniifactiu'cr of majolica ; for

his finest w'orks were most probably produced
whilst working as a painter in the establishment

of his father Guide.

The Fontana were a race of Maiolicari, the

art having been practised for generations amongst
them. During the great epoch, dating from the

first quarter of the ICth century to the later

years of that century, the family "botega" in

Urbino, seems to have successfully been in the

hands of Nicole, Guide, Orazio, and perhaps

CamiUo Fontana. The establishment of Guido,

who was the father of Orazio, Camillo, and an-

other, Nicolo, however appears to have been the

most famous. It was earned on probably from
about 1510 till, at all events, 1505, by Guido and
his sons conjointly, but in 1565 Orazio separated

from his father, and established a " botega" or

pottery of his own, the father probably con-

tinuing his own separate establishment for a

longer period. In 1571 Orazio died, and we
have no evidence to show what became of his

establishment.

It is generally possible to identify' the wares of

this family or school with sufficient certainty, but

it is only in comparatively rare instances that

the pieces can be positively assigned to the re-

spective estabhshments or individuals.

lUbictos.

A project for creating an immense port at Civita

Vecchia has been laid before the Pope.

* " Non ebl>e pari inritrattar bozzeideamiste, detrihuire
i rnloii, calcolare kH effetti del fuoco nellemaioliche."

—

Raffaelli, " Majoliche durantine " Femio 1846, p. 34.

Potmi Dock Gates. By E. A. Peacock, Esq., Civil

Engineer, St. Heliers, Jersey. Weale, High

Holborn.

The Commissioners ofthe International Exhibitioa

and their subordinates made a good many strange

mistakes in arranging the accumulated articles

at South Kensington ; some of them were, per-

haps, unavoidable, but we never, certainly, ex-

pected to hear that they had confounded a model

of dock gates with a new musical instrument, and

that they had placed Mr. Peacock's invention in

Class 16 amongst harmoniums, semi-cottages,

clarionets, flutes, and flageolets. What in the

name of Orpheus did they take the model for ?

What resemblance couldjhey possibly see in it to

fiddles, pianos, French horns, or bagpipes ? They

might as fittingly have put it amidst a collection

of Lilliputian hosiery, or inside Mr. Cremer's

doll's-house for any chance it had of being seen

by those likely to take an interest in it and to

appreciate its merits. A pamphlet, however,

issued by Weale, furnishes us with a good descrip-

tion of the invention, and is further accompanied

by illustrations which renders the account tho-

roughly comprehensible.

The gradual increase in the size of our ships

during the last quarter of a century has necessi-

tated a corresponding increase in the dimensions

of dock gates. The author's invention purposes

to remedy the heavy expense with which the in-

creased s"ize of the dock gates and their working

have hitherto been attended.

Instead of boiler-plate fitted with thousands of

rivets, the author uses " oak or baUic planking on

the laminated arch principle (unplaned to save

expense), with a sufiicient layer of putty and

paint between each two plaidcs, the whole having

the grain of the wood frequently crossed to in-

crease the strength, and being screwed together

with bolts and nnts : by fi-aming the gates so that

they wiU parry themselves and dispense with

rollers and tramways : by making the giites turn

on pivots made of the best materials—namely,

brass on iron, the pivots being out of the water,

and capable of being greased at pleasure : by

providing recesses at the back of the gate re-

cesses, into which the gates themselves sweep

the mud, until there is suSicient to be worth

while scooping out and removing : great advan-

tages may be gained both in point of first cost

and economy in working."

The saving in the first cost alone, as compared

with iron gates, is estimated at one-half.

Those of our readers who take special interest

in the subject would do well to get this little six-

penny pamphlet, which contains a detailed de-

scription explanatory of the drawings, together

with an appendix containing valuable correspon-

dence between the author and Mr. Giles, the

engineer of the Southampton Docks.

Metaorolociy. By Thos. L. Plant, M.R.M.S.

It is impossible to deny that meteorology has not

received that amount of study which it deserves

from a sea..girt and essentially maritime people,

but the improvements in the instrimients during

the last ten or twelve years, coupled with the

iiiciiities which the telegi-aph affords us for trans-

mitting warnings to difterent parts of the coast,

will, in the course of time, lead those who are so

deeply concerned in its results to attend to and

profit by its teachings. Meteorology is, however, at

present but in its infancy, but the same cause which

enlarges its sphere of usefuhicss will stimulate

men to render its predictions a matter of cer-

tainty. Mr. Plant's essay was read at the recent

meetinn- of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science. It contains an illus-

trated description of Osier's-Anemometer, which

registers the force of the wind and the horizontal

motion of the air.

Tlie MeclMnics of the Heavens. By James Reddie,

author of "Vis Inertiai Victa; or, Fallacies

affecting Science."

This essay was prepared to be read before the

British Association at Cambridge ; but, for some

reason or other—the author says, because Newton
was attacked in it—was declined by the secretary

of the section devoted to mathematical and phy-

sical science. 5Ir. Reddle's objections are very

temperately and clearly expressed. He distinctly

savs more than once that ho "courts refutation

it in error, and if refutation be possible." He
conti-avenes the second section of Newton's

"Principia." He is convinced that gravitating

bodies can not revolve, and he maintains that

there is no mathematical demonstration in the
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" Principin," in which tho conrap of a pv.i-i-itntinp;

l)0[lv is riciillv traced, Btep by step, to elioiv that

it could revolve round a centre of attraction cither

in a perfect circle or an ellipse Ncvrton, he saya,

asaunyvl that frravitntinjj bodies could revolve

upon the soniewhnt va'.'no reasoning in his 1st

section, under tho " Deliiiition of a Centripcdal

Force." Tliis question is very ably argued, but

our space precludes ua from doing more than

simply state the purport of the essay.

Tho inscription on this

BELLS AND BELFRIES.

Mr. Thomas Walesby, who has on several occa-

sions writton some excellent remarks on bells,

and bell-rinsing, which wo have given in our

columns, writes as follows to the Northinvpton

ilercvi-ij :
—

When church bells are repeatedly ill-used, or

sounded in any way opposed to the commands of

tho church, as well as to the first principles of

music, the subject is, I presume, as fairly open

to calm and reasonable discussion in the columns

of a newspaper as any speech delivered in a

market-place, or other public thoroughfare. And
that many bells are thus abused, especially on

the Sabbath day, no one who understands even

the rudiments of music can deny.

I am now enabled to assert, then, partly fi-om

communications received, and partly trommyown
experience, that the offensive ])ractice of keepin<j

vp and ringimi, or tossinij to and ./Vo the tenor, or

any bell whatever, thus producing an irregular

fortissimo clanc/inti during the chiming of others

of the same peal, is a lawless proceeding, which

has never been sanctioned in any properly-con-

ducted belfry in the United Kingdom. It is an

old lucjl custom, observed only in a compara-

tively few towns and villages, and for the intro-

duction of which neither the present churchwar-

dens nor the ringers or chimers are responsible.

If, however, a time should ever arrive when the

present guardians of the respective churches in

question, or their successors, shall be able to give

the matter a little serious attention, they may then

Bee that such a barbarous and injurious practice

ought no longer to be tolerated. Nay, they will

then put an end to it at once. I remai-k here,

that I don't allude to any church, or to any per-

son or persona in particular. I condemn the

clangingaud jangling practice wherever heard.

To call it " chiming " would be vei-y absurd. It

is a noisy desecration of the sacred edifice.

Was it for this that our forefathers constructed

beautiful towers, and spent days and nights, weeks

and months, in the designing, casting, tuning,

and hanging of the glorious bells of " merrie Eng-

land ?"

Turning for a moment to a more agreeable

topic, I may state that at the fine church at

Guilsborough, as well as at many others elsewhere,

the first three bells of the peal are admirably

chimed for the daily service, the time occupied

being only a quarter of an hour ; just as it should

be on ordinai-y week days. HaWng lately had

an opportunitv of hearing this simple, melodious,

and " soothing chime," I can truly say that it

was performed without a single blunder, being

perfect in tune fi-om beginning to end. Would

that the bells—whether a peal of .3, 4, 3, 6, or 8

—at every other church in the same diocese were

chimed with equal care and precision on all occa-

sions.

most skilfully executed,

altur he read as

—

iviiU'iis (iiTMii-
nVM MA\IM(lHV^f
QVK iMi'P. N. .svn vin
ilAIti 1:1,1,0 COS. TINK-
IVS t.ONCVS I.V PRAE-
yF,CTVK.\ EQVITV.
LATO CLAVO EXORN.
TVS ET (). D.

Tliifl might read in England as, "To tho God
Antenocilicus and tho Deities of the Emperors

Q'ilinus Valerius centurion of tho 20tl) Legion

styled ' The Valerian and the Victorious' freely

dedicated this altar in discharging of a vow to

objects most worthy of it." A second altar, bear-

ing an inscription less skilfvilly wrought, was also

found.

Ml'. Kenball informed tho society that in the

progress of the excavations the ruins had been

Mr. John Fowler said ho was engineer to the

Ilammcrsmith and City Railway Company, and

that he had made a minute investigation as to

the cause of tho accident, and was prepared to

state that it had resulted solely from tho sinking

of the pier of the first arch referred to, conse-

(pient on tho unsolid character of tho ground,

which had become altered, causing the sinking

and sliding of the pier. It had sunk or set-

tled 10.5 in. and had made a slide westward 5 in.

The concrete was 18 in. thick. Tho sinking and
lateral movement caused tho fall.

Mr. Wm. Wilson, civil engineer, of Queen-

square, Westminster, said ho was resident engi-

neer of this railway, and superintended the con-

struction of the works generally. lie had ex-

amined the soil of the foundations of the first six

arches, and gave instructions, that if tho soil was
the same the building of the arches was to be

, _ „_ _ continued in tho same way. Had heard Mr.
further exposed, and were of gi-eater extent than , Fowler's evidence, and agi-eed with him as to

was at first sujipoaed.
_ the cause of the accident. The brickivork was of

Mr. Clai-ton conjectured that this building (he best description, and the concrete used was
probably belonged to the time of Hadrian

In reference to the above inscription, the Ncn--

crstle Daihj Chronicle says:—" The more skilfully

wrought inscription is
—

' DEO antenocitico et

NTMINrB. AVGVSTOB. AEL. VIBIVS OLEfi. XX. V. V. V.

s. L. M.' and may be read in Enghsh as
—

' To the

god Antenociticus and the deities of the Em-
perors, ^lius Vibius, a centurion of the Twen-

tieth Legion, styled the Valerian and the

Victorious, freely dedicated this altar, in dis-

charge of a vow, to objects most worthy of it.'

The other inscription was less skilfully executed,

but was deciphered by Dr. Bruce as follows :

—

' DEO ANOCITICO IVDICIIS orTIMO KV5I MAXIMORVM
qVE IMPP. N. SVB VIB. MAECELLO COS TINEI.VS

LONGTS IN PKAEFECTVHA EQVITV.. LATO CLAVO

EX9RN'.. TVS ET Q D.' which was translated

—

' Tineius Longus, holding office in the Prefect-

ship of knights, adorned with the broad sti-ipe,

in accordance with the contract. . Believed that

was crushed in consequence of the lateral action

of tho pier.

Mr. Joseph Cubitt, engineer, said he had exa-

mined the place since the accident, and agreed

that the softening of the undersoil or clay was
the cause of the accident. A similar occurrence

had taken place at works of his own, and the

proper course was taken to save the arches. The
quality of the materials was perfectly satisfac-

tory.

Thomas Wright Holden, superintendent of

works under the contractor, deposed to having

superintended the digging of the foundations for

these piers. Saw no difference in the foundation

of the soil. Was aware of the ditch, but it was

dry when tho foundations were dug. Thcjiitph

was drained under the arches about three we^ka

before tha pier began to sink. The first indica-

and a quaestor, dedicated this altar, to Anociticus
]
tion of the sinking was a crack in the brickwork,

(.;;(. Antenociticusl in accordance with the decrees I at the top of the viaduct,

of our most excellent and most mighty emperors " ~ '

given under Vibius Marcellus, a man of consular

rank.'

ROMAN RUINS AT BENWELL.

At tho monthly meeting of the Newcastle Society

of Antiquaries, on the 5th inst., after some

pro forma business had been transacted, a very

interesting paper was read by Dr Bruce on the

recent discovery of Roman ruins at Benwell.

The learned gentleman, in his opening remarks,

eaid he noticed the discovery of a Roman station

at Brampton, in Cumberland, that had been over-

looked byHorseley, and had recently been brought

to lightby Mr. Parker, of Brampton. He also

noticed the finding ofan inscribed stone near Mr.

Easton's house. The discovery at Benwell was

made on Satm-day last by workmen, who, while

excavating, came upon numerous remains just

outside the rampart of Condercum. A square

building, of 15 feet inside measurement, was laid

open, and four or five cross walls were discovered.

Near the south wall were found lying obliquely,

with the inscribed face downwards, several large

stones. An altar, 4 feet 4 inches in length by

16 inches wide, formed of the sandstone of the

district, in some places hardened by fire, was

found. Tho inscriptions and mouldings were

COPIES FROM THE OLD MASTERS.
BRITISH INSTITUTION.

The annual display of efforts to compete with the

great men of tho past, took place on Wednesday
'ast. The opportimities for study, particularly

as regards portrait painting, were both excellent

and numerous, there having been left for copy-

inc, several very fine examples of Romney, and

three admirable whole lengths by Vandyke. In

the Irigher order of art there were three or four

Murillos, and a Christ Disputing with the

Doctors, by Luca Giordano, and for the benefit

of landscape painters and classical views, by
Poussin, Claude, and Wilson, besides in the

lower style views by Van Gcyen, Canaletto, and

Breughel. We regret to say, this splendid ban-

quet was " caviare to the general," for the only

copies worth notice were by old hands, and there-

fore as the guests have proved themselves un-

worthy of the feast, we have only to do justice to

those who liberally provided it. The jn-oprietors

of the jDictures kindly left to be copied, w-ere the

Earl of Warwick, the Rev. Charles Braiter-

bury, the Earl of Chesterfield, Sir CuUon
Eardley, Bart., H. Williams, Esq., Joseph

Bond, "Esq., Sir Harry Veruey, Bart., and J. H.

Anderson, Esq.

THE FATAL FALL OF ARCHES ON THE
CITY AND HAMMERSMITH RAILWAY.

Ox Friday last. Dr. Lankester resnmed the in-

quest upon the bodies of the six unfortunate men
who were killed by the falling of the arches of

the viaduct, on the Hamuiersmith Railway, on

the moi-ning of the 6th inst.

Thomas Chatterly said he was a foreman of

carpenters to Mr. Rummens, contractor for the

railway. Ou the morning of the accident, his

attention was called by Mr. Baten to the pier of

one of the arches near the ditch having sunk

considerably, and in consequence witness and

his men set to work shoring up the different

arches, and they had put in about twenty shores

when the accident happened. He had shored

six ai'ches before the accident had happened

—

three on each side of the pier which had sunk.

The first arch shored was the one ou the east

side of that pier. The men were found under the

third arch west of the defective pier.

Mr. Robert Kerr said he resided at 3, Parlia-

ment-street, and was architect and surveyor of

St. James's. Had visitedjthe fallen viaduct, and

quite agreed that the cause, as stated by tha

enoineers previously examined, was the coiTect

one. The ditch referred to by the side of the

pier, which gave way, had no doubt been accu-

mulating a deposit for many years, and had

caused the clay of the lower surface to become
moistened and'softened. Did not think, however,

the clay sufficiently altered in appearance from

the surrounding soil to attract attention. Was
of opinion that the concrete produced and taken

out of the foundation had never been set, but it

had nothing to do with the accident.

At the adjourned inquest on Wednesday, Mr.

John Smith, civil engineer and railway con-

tractor, of Taristock-square, was called to give

evidence on the quality of the concrete and ma-
terials used for the arches. He deposed that he

made the Metropolitan (Uudergroimd) Railway,

and was a judge of concrete. He had closely ex-

amined the concrete, and believed it to be com-

posed of such materials as made good concrete.

He believed the disintcgi-ation of the concrete

was ath-ibutable to the movement of a pier, and

that it began to disintegrate with the movement.

The concrete, however, had nothing to do with

the accident, which was solely caused by the

giving away of the clay soil on whi.ch the pier

rested. If the arches had smik perpendicularly

the men would not have lost their lives, but they

(the arches) slipped sideways, and the cause of

the slipping was fi-om laminated clay. He
had never seen such slipping before -with.

Loudon clay, but he had in Lancashire. A
viaduct fell on the East Lancashire Rail-

wav just in tho same manner. The London
clay ordinarily did not require any precaution on

account of its laminated nature. This clay, how-

ever, had become very porous and misound by

the percolatioff of water containing vegetable

matter, which unsoundness could not well bo

detected in summer or dry weather, but might be

in w-intcr.

The jury mianimonsly determined to again

adjourn on"the following conditions, to be exe-

cuted by the contractor of the works (Mr. Rum-
mins) :—1st. To clear away the brickwork above

the concrete of the damaged pier. 2ud. To cut

a horizontal trench on the east side, similar to

the one which now exists on the west side of the

damaged pier. 3rd. That Mr. Rumrains be per-

mitted to fill up the trenches which now exist,

and to remove the debris.
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CHRIST CHURCH, EAST SHEEN.

This church, which is now approa^iiing comple-

tion will be consecrated as a chapel of ease to

the 'mother cliurch of Jlortlake. As ancillary

to the fii-st object of aflbrding more church ac-

commodation within the parish, it is intended to

s rre as a memorial to the late Edward Pen-

rhyn, Esq., of East Sheen.

The first stone was laid by Major Penrhyn, on

the 17th of June last, and it is at present in con-

templation that it should be consecrated next

Easter.

The materials used are Hassock, faced with

Bar"-ate stone, from the neighbourhood of Godal-

min^ for the walling, with Bath stone quoins.

Bath'stone is also used for strings, arches, win-

dowi &c. The columns of the nave arcade are

of Whitehaven stone, and the small shafts in the

chancel are partly of the same stone, and partly

of slate and maVble. In the interior, a good

portion of the tower ; a plan is placed beside it

on the top of the page. The large section is

taken through the nave and .aisle, one half show-

ing the principals, the other the intermediate

rafters and chancel arch. In the middle of the

section we give, on the left-hand side, a section

across the aisle, with the inside elevation of the

nave arches ; and, on the right-hand side, the

elevation of the same arches as seen from the

nave. With these explanations, added to those

on the engraving, the peculiarities of the design

can easily be made out. The architect of the

church is Mr. Arthur W. Blomtield, of St.

Martin's-place, Charing-Cross.

RESTORATION OF RIPOX CATHEDRAL.
Mr. G. Gilbert Scott is at present engaged upon
the restoration of Ripon Cathedral. The portions

of the extensive restorations intended to be car-

ried out embrace at the present time the entire

deal of decora-

tion is being car-

ried out in in-

cised, or "sgra-

fito," plaster

work. The roofs

are covered with

plain tiles. The

rain water on the

south side, be-

tween the gables,

ii carried off by

four glazed earth-

enware pipes,

bailt into the

buttresses, end-

ing in ftmnel-

shaped heads.

Bunk in the
masonry, and

covered with per-

forated earthen-

ware domes ; the

gargoyles serve_

only in case of

stoppage.to carry

off the overflow

and shoot it clear

of the walls.

The seats will

be of deal in the

nave and aisle

;

those in the chan-

cel, with other

fittings, will be

of oak.

The windows
will be glazed

with Powell's

rolled cathedral

glass in quarries,

except the east

window, which is

to be filled ivith

stained glass,pre-

sented, as a me-
morial, to Mr.
Penrhyn by the

magistrates ofthe

county of Sur-

rey, of whom he
was for many
years chairman.
This window is

being prepared
by Messrs. Hea-
ton, Bntler, and
Bayne, of Card-
ington - street,

Hampstead-road.

The church
•win hold 500 adults without crowding. The restoration, both externally and internally, of the

seats are 2 ft. 11 in. from back to back. north-westtower,and the complete under-pinning.

The addition ot another aisle is contemplated and substituting one of sufficient strength and
hereafter, and provision has been made for such solidity, not only tosuetain the enormous mass of

an even-^ in the construction of the north wall. ' masonry above, but to be also capable of sus-

Tht) contract for the church contemplated, as taining the timber and leaded spires, of which
it will be in its present form, includingtho tower, the towers have been so long deprived; also the

the heating apparatus, and the introduction of renewing of the choir roof to its original pitch.

were fi.xed in an oblique direction against the

walls, one timber over-reaching the other until

a heiglit of 86 ft. was obtained above the ground
level of the building. The soil was then exca-

vated for a distance of 5 ft. around the tower,

and about 3 ft. under the same, to a depth of
14 f^. below the ground line, at which depth an
excellent bed of strong gi'avel was reached, and
upon that bottom concrete was thrown in, com-
posed of ground blue lias hydraulic lime, and
gravel and sand mixed, forming a solid body 8 ft.

wide and 7 ft. thick, upon which the new foun-
dations of the tower are built upon. They consist
of heavy courses of masoniy of the hardest de-
scription of stone that could be procured. They
measure fi-om 4 ft. to 5 ft. long, 3 ft. to 4 ft. wide
and 1 ft. in depth ; many of them weifhin"
upwards of one ton each. The whole of"them
were fixed with the best Rom an cement, and the
whole of the old work behind the new foundations
has been fixed with Uquid Cemcut of the best

description, se-
curing and amal-
gamating the old
with the new
work up to the
height of the ex-
isting plinth line
of the tower.
The new founda-
tions will be also
protected and se-

cured by concrete
np to the level o
the plinth. The
whole of this por-
tion of the works
has been done by
workmen in the
employ of Mr.
John Thompson
of Peterborough,
contractor.

Upwards of

4,000 ft. cubical
or square feet of
Baltic fir timber,

about 300 cubic
feet of oak tim-
ber, and upwards
of li tons of
wrought and cast

iron, have been
used in the tim-

ber supports be-

fore alluded to.

The whole of the
timber framing
has been dono
and fixed by
workmen in the

employ of Mr. F.

Ruddle, of Peter-

borough, who al-

so has the con-

tract for the new
choir roof.

The whole of

the works aro

imder the super-

vision of Mr.
George Clark, the

clerk of works
employed by the

architect.

EOITU EAST VIEW OF EAST SHEEN CHUKCH, SVKEEY.— MP. A. W. BLOMFIELD, AKCHITECT,

gas pipes, is £4,600. Mr. Carter, of Hornsey-
roa d, is the contractor.

The carving is being executed by Mr. Paul

substituting in lieu of plaster groining a very
rich and elaborate ceiling of English oak.

That portion of the nnder-pinniiiij of the tower.

Ross, of Bulstrode-street, Manchester-square, which has been one of gi-eat difficulty, has been
There is no clerk of the works.

I
successfully accomplished. In order to accom-

Our illustrations comprise a general view from plish this portion of the works the tower had to

the south east, with several details, showing the be held up upon supports of timber, some going
character of the work and the decorations horizontally through the walls, which are of a
adopted in it. At the right-hand side of the thickness of six feet, supported by timber per-
heet of details, there is the angle of the upper pendicularly placed, whilst many other supports

SOCIETI OF
Akts.— The first

meeting of the

109th Bession was
held on Wednes-
day night in the

society's house, John-street, Adelphi. Sir Thomas
Philips presided. The Chairman read his opening

address, which referred in appropriate terms to the

death of the late Prince Consort, and directed at-

tention to the International Exhibition. The
number of visits made to the building between the

1st of May and 1st of November were stated at

6,200,000, being a ehght increase on the number of

visits made to'^the Exhibition of 1851, and below

the number anticipated. It was understood that

the money paid for admission on thi> present occa-

sion amounted to £400,000, whilst the receipts for

admission in 1851 were £423,7y-, including in each

instance the payments for season tickets. There

was no official knowledge of the expenditure of the

Commissioners. Reference was made to the

measure passed for the protection of copyright in

works of art; and the address concluded with a few

remarks upon the want of cotton andthe consequent

suffering of the operatives.
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THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
At tho "wookly nicctinnf of the Metropolitan Boartl

ofWorks, on Friday last, a lotter, containinj; the

following suggestion, was road IVoni Mr. IJunham
Carter, secretary of the First Commissiouor of

Works :—
" I am directed by Mr. Co^vper to Btate, that in

liis opinion it is necessary to bring before Parlia-

ment in tlio ensuing session that portion of the
new thoroughfare between Wo.itininster-bridge

and the Jtansion-honse, which was omitted from
the bill inti'odnced last year for tho embankment
of tho Thames, and which, for want of time,
could not be fully considered and decided upon
during the protracted sittings of the committee
of the House of Commons on that bill."

After some discussion tho following resolution,

proposed by Mr. Tite, was adopted :
—" That it be

referred to tho engineer and the architect of the
board to report forthwith on the lines and levels

of the new street between the embankment and
the Mansion-house, referred to by the Royal
Commissioners, and that the officers" of the board
be authorised to prepare all such plans and
specifications in i-cference thereto as may be re-

quired by tho standing orders of Parliament, to
be deposited betbre the .'iOth inst.

The following communication was made by Mr.
Carter to the Board, in reference to the embank-
ment on the south side of the Thames :—

" I am also to inform j-ou that Mr. Cowper
agrees in the main -with the report of the Royal
Commissioners appointed to examine plans for
embanking the Surrey side of the Thames -sN-ithin

the metropolis, so far as their report applies to
the first and secondsectionsofthedistrict brought
under their notice. Ho considers that the public
benefit to be obtained, by embanking the right
sliore o'' the river, between London and West-
minster bridges, does not seem to justify an out-
lay of public money. That a continuous line of
quay and river wall would improve the appear-
ance of the river, but that no public thoroughfare
is required in that direction, and that trade is of
too great importance to .be unnecessarily inter-
Xeredwith. The wharf owners and occupiers ob-
ject very strongly to any embankment whatever,
and the persons concerned in the navigation of
barges appear to be quite satisfied -n-ith the con-
dition of the shore. Iz may, however, in Mr.
Cowper's opinion be desirable to grant powers,
compelUng the occupiers to raise their wharfs
and river walls to such a height as may be ne-
cessary to prevent flooding from high tides. The
powers formerly possessed by the Commissioners
of Sewers, having been transferred by the Metro-
polis Local Management Act to vestries and dis-
trict boards, and these poivers being imperative,
it is, he thinks, a matter for consideration whe-
ther increased powers should not be confei-red
upon the Metropolitan Board of Works. I am to
add, that he is of opinion that an embankment
above Westminster bridge is much wanted on
many accounts, but that the new thoroughfare
VFhich is sojurgently needed, may be satisfactorily
obtained by stopping the embankment at a point
where the right bank now projects into the river,
opposite the Millbank Prison, and near Upper
Fore-street, and by widening Vauxhall-road and
High-street; and that the further extension of
the embankment towards Battersea Park may be
left without inconvenience for futm-e considera-
tion."

The consideration of the proposition in refer-
ence to the embankment on tho south side was
adjom-ned to the following Friday, and the engi-
neer was directed to prepare forthwith theneces-
saiy survey and plans for the embankment of the
Thames from Westminster-bridge to Vaushall, so
as to enable the board to give the necessary
notices and comply with standing orders next
session.

energy they have exercised in carrj-ing out the

designs of the engineer and contractor during the

last three weeks, notwithstanding tho vci-y unhi-

vourablo weather and short days they have had

to contend with.

To these gentlemen the public is already in-

debted for the London, Chatham, and Dover Rail-

way Iron Bridges, Islington Horticultural Hall,

Cliclsea Suspension Bridge, Manchester Exhi-

bition, and Kensington Iron Work, besides

numerous other gi-cat national undertakings.

The girders of this bridge will span four openings,

each 47 ft.
" bt-l(i in. on skew, and rest on three

piers each 8 ft. 9-16 in. wide. The total length

of girders between abutments is 237 ft- ^i j"

Tho girders will have a caniter or curve of 2 in.

on two outer spans and li in. on two central

spans. Tho cover plates to joints of girders are

rivitod with J in. rivets throughout, and tho

covers of top flanges up to within 1 1 ft. of each

abutment are of the same dimensions as those of

the bottom flanges. Tho rivet-heads, in cover

plates^over the abutments, piers, and top flanges,^

are countersunk. Tho cover plates to joints of

angle irons have a sectional area bearing on rivets

equal to sectional area of joints covered. Ge-

neral pitch of riveting the massive iron plates

throughout, 1 inches. Gusset plates and T irons

alternately, 2 ft. 8 J in. apart, from centre to centre,

along entire length of each girder.

The Eastern London Water-work's feeder, and

the River Lee Iron Bridge, are progi-essing

favourably, under the "surveillance" of Mr. W.

R. Spargo. The latter bridge is very compli-

cated in its detail, and will be very picturesque

when completed.
The antiquarian relics near and about tho

neighbourhood are deserving of notice. Bow
Bridge, the first arched stone bridge in England,

was erected by Maud, Queen ofHenry I. Stratford

Langthorne Abbev, foimded A. o. 1 135, for Cis-

tercian Monks, stood near the Old Mill, on a

branch or creek o'- the River Lea. Richard

Coeur de Lion took the Abbey, under his pro-

tection and repaired it. Part of the boundary

wall and a refectory are now the only remains of

this ancient Abbey.

GREAT yORTHERN OUTFALL SEWER.

This great masterpiece of engineering, from
which so much is expected, joins the upper,

middle, and low levels at Old Fotd. Under the

superintendence of J. W. Baza.gette, Esq., the

energetic contractor, Mr. George Furness, and
their numerous staff of officials, all goes on in a

most promising manner. The double and treble

brick tunnels, masourv, and splendid ironwork,

are rapidly progressing towards completion.

The great iron bridge over Pudding Mill River,

with its massive wrought iron girders, is under
the superintendence of Messrs. Mercer, Sillcnce,

and otuers. Much credit is due to the eminent
contractors, Messrs. Stride and Aitkin, for tho

toct), also those at the Royal Bank in Foster,

place (Mr. Geogheghan, architect) ; again, the

opening of promises in College-green and West-

moreland-street respectively, for tho "Ulster"

and tho "Union" Bank of Ireland Companies;

and most probably before this journal shall be in

the hands of our rciulers, tho contriUJtor for the

now Provincial Bank in College, street (Mr.

Murray, architect), will be declared. The
National Banking Company are at present con-

siderably extenihng their promises by erecting a
new cash othco, with managers' and other apart-

ments, at the rear of the present buikbng, which

will be fitted up very handsomely, and lighted

from above by a fine ilome, the floor to be tiled

with encaustics, &c. Mr. Caldbeck is architect

for this also, and Mr. James Freeman (the con-

tractor for the Ulster Bank) is tho builder.

—

Dublin Builder.

DUBLIN IMPROVEMENTS.
Not long since we referred to the handsome

range of first-class residences iu progress of

erection on the east side of Harcourt-street, by

Messrs. Hall and Son, builders and proprietors,

and we are gratified to learn, that since their com-

pletion, they have met with eager occupants at

remunerative rents. Externally, these houses

present a veiy pleasing architectural fagade,

with red brick fronts, relieved by projecting

brick string and parapet courses, and highly

ornamented dressings of Byzantine character

round the entrance doorways. Internally, the

style of finishing is likovise veiy superior, and

displaying good taste ; and the general accom-

modation is in evei-y way suitable. The value of

this property will be materially enhanced b.y the

erection at the rear of the intended winter

garden, of which an excellent view will be ob-

tained. The design was by Mr. J. M'Alistor,

architect. Close by, Mr. Millard, another biulder,

has erected for himself a spacious dwelling-

house and workshops ; and, again, on the opposite

side, where Harcourt-road intersects Hareourt-

sti-eet, and immediately adjoining "the Dean's

garden," another builder, Mr. Douglas, is en-

gaged in the important speculation of rearing

six first-class houses for letting purposes. These

latter are in every way worthy of the neigh-

bourhood, and are five stories high, besides

basement, and the whole is executed in a per-

manent and workmanlike manner. Red bricks

from Belfast (Moore's patent) are employed in

the front, and the main cornice and quoins arc

of finely chiseled granite. The several apart-

ments are finished in excellent style, and neces-

sities and luxuries are alike provided for. These

houses are a decided acquisition, and it is gi-ati-

fying, for more reasons than one, to find builders

foremost iu the van of improvement. In each

case plate-glass has been employed for the front

window sashes, and contribute much to the

effect of the whole.

There is quite a stir—and admittedly for the

better—amongst the banking establishments of

this city, to insure increased accommodation,

and with more architectural effect than was
liitherto the custom or the desire of the re-

spective directories. Somewhat recently we
noted the improvements at the Hibernian

Bank in Castie-street (Mr. Caldbeck, arclii-

THE DOCKYARDS.
A ParuaMentary return, pursuant to orders of

the House of Commons, of June 30 and July 15

last, has just been issued, showing the number
and area of the dockyard basins, the depth of

water, the ^vidth of lock or entrance gates, &c.

;

and also the number of docks (including those in

course of being constructed or enlarged) capable

of admitting at spring tides and neap tides re-

spectively, and at certain specified draughts, the

several classes of iron-cased ships, built or

building, excbisive of tho floating batteries butlt

for the Russian war. In all there are eight dock-

yards—Deptford, Woolwich, Chatham, Sbeerness,

Portsmouth, Devonport, Ke.vham, and Pembroke,
of which Chatham and Pembroke have no basins,

but the remainder have H basins in all, wiih a

total water area of 3G acres 1 rood 10 perches,

and 13,511 lineal feet of quay space. The basin

with the widest entrance is tho boat basin, at

Sheerness, which is 100 ft. wnde, but the depth of

water in it is inconsiderable, 20 ft. at high-water

spring tides, and 21 ft. G in. at ordinary high-

water neap tides, and the water area is little

more than one acre. The deepest andlargest basins

are the Keyham south basin, with an entrance

lock 252 ft. 8 in. between caissons, a water area of7

acres 32 poles, 2,150 fc. of quay space, an entrance

80 ft. wide, and a depth of water at the outer

entrance, at the high-water tide springs, of 36 ft.,

at the inner entrance of 3-1 ft., and at the ordi-

nary high-water neap tides— outer entrance,

31 ft. 6 in. ; inner entrance, 39 ft. in. The
Keyham north basin — water area, 5 acres

;

1,350 ft. of qiiay space ; width of entrance, 80 ft.;

depth at high-water spring tides, 27 ft. ; at neap
tides, 22 ft. 6 in. The Portsmouth steam basin—
water area, 7 acres; 2,190 ft. of quay space ; two
docks capable when unoccupied of being used as

a lock, 644 ft. long, with 27 ft. at high-water

spring tides, an entrance 80 ft. wide ; depth of

water at high-water spring tides, 25 ft. ; at neap
tides, 21 ft. Portsmouth south basin— water

area, 2 acres 1 rood 30 poles ;
quay space,

950 ft. ; width of entrance, 67 ft. ; depth of water

at high-water spring tides, 24 ft. 6 in. ; at neap
tides, 20 ft. 6 iu. : and Devonport basin, with a

water area of li acres, a quay space of 800 ft.,

an entrance, 74 ft. wide, and a depth of 30 ft.

6 in. at high-water spring tides, and 20 ft. at

ordinary neap tides. There are in all three docks
capable of admitting ships of the " Northumber-
land "and "Warrior" class at load draught, at

high-water spring tides—one at Portsmouth, one
at Devonport, and one at Keyham ; and a fourth

dock at Portsmouth capable of admitting such

ships when lightened one foot. At Devonport and
Keyham these docks will also admit the vessels at

ordinary high-water neap tides, tliis being ac-

complished at Keyham by the water being

raised in the basin by pumping; and one of the

docks at Portsmouth will admit the vessels when
lightened 3 ft. The " Resistance" class of vessels

are admitted into 11 docks in all—viz., at high

high-water spring tides, and and at load draught,

into six docks—four at Portsmouth, one at Devon-

port, and one at Keyham ; and into the remaining

five docks as follows—viz., when Ughtened 1 ft.

into one dock at Pembroke, when Ughtened 2 ft.

into one dock at Chatham, when hghtened 3 ft.

into one dock at Portsmouth, and two at Key-
ham. The docks available at ordinary high-

water neap tides are, at low draught, one at

Devonport and one at Keyham, and when the

vessels are lightened 3 fc, one at Portsmouth, two
at Keyham. The "ViUant" class are also ad-

mitted into the same number of docks as the
" Resistance" class, with the adtlition that there

is another dock at Portsmouth available at high.
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water neap tides. The " Prince Albert " class are

admitted into 22 docks in all—viz,, at high-water

spring tides, and at load draught into 20 docks

•—three at Woolwich, two at Chatham, thr.ee at

Sheerncss, sis at Portsmonth, two at Devon-

port, three at Keyham, and one at Pembroke

;

and into the remaining tivo, when Hghtencd2 ft.,

one ofthese being at Chatham and the other at

Devonport. At ordinary high-water neap

tides, 18 of these are available as follows,

viz., 10 at load draught, of which there

are—one at Chatham, four at Ports-

mouth, two at Devenport, and thi-ce at

Keyham ; seven when lightened 2 ft., of which

there are one at Woolwich, one at Chatham,
three at Sheerness, one at Portsmouth, and one

at Pembroke ; and one, when lightened 3 ft., at

Portsmouth. The "Caledonia" class are admitted

into nine docks at high-water spriug tides—-viz.,

four at load draught, of which there are one at

Portsmouth, two at Devonport, and one at Key-

ham ; three, when lightened 1 ft., at Portsmouth,

and two, when Ughtened 3 ft., of which there is

one at Chatham and one at Pembroke. At ordi-

nary high- water neap tides two of these are

available, one at Devonport and one at Keyham,
both at load draught. The " Zealous" class are ad-

mitted into 12 docks at high-water spring tides

—viz., six at load draught, of which three are

at Portsmouth, and one at Keyham ; one when
lightened 1 ft. at Portsmouth, one when lightened

2 ft. at Pembroke, and four when lightened 3 ft.,

of which one is at Chatham, one at Portsmouth,

and two at Keyham. Of these, six are available

at high-water neap tides—viz., two at load

draught, of which one is at Devonport and one

at Keyham ; and four when lightened 3 ft.

one at Portsmouth, one at Devonport, and two at

Keyham. The ** Koyal Sovereign" class are ad-

mitted into 15 docks at high-water spring tides

—

viz., eight at load draught, of which there are

four at Chatham, two at Devonport, one at Key-
ham, and one at Pembroke ; three when
lightened 1 ft., of which there are one at

Portsmouth and two at Keyham ; one when
lightened 2 ft. at Portsmouth, and three when
lightened 3 ft., of which two are at Woolwich and
one at Devonport. At high-w-ater neap tides

eight of these docks are available—viz., two at

load draught, of which one is at Devonport, and
one at Keyham j four when lightened 1 ft., of

which one is at Portsmouth, one at Devonport,
and two at Keyham , and two when lightened

2 ft., at Portsmouth. The favourite class have
24 docks available at high-water spring tides

—

viz., 17 at load draught, two when lightened 1 jy

three when lightened 2 ft., and two when li
"'

ened 3 ft. Of these, 12 are available at h
water neap tides—viz., eight at load draught-
three w-hen lightened 2 It., and one when light,

ened 3 It.—Times.

BETTER DWELLINGS, OR PROFITABLE
CHARITY.

Men of money ! shrewd and skill'

d

In putting capital to nurse.
Ready to pull down streets, or build,

If either helps to fill the purse,—
Now let me tell your wit a plan
How to reap a royal rent

Out of—doing good to man,—
Charity, at cent, per cent.

In stagnant cellars, dim with stench,
In putrid alleys, choked by drains,

Or where the reeking gutters drench
Some garret, rotten w-ith the rains,

Beggared of water, light, and air,

And every good that gladdens life,

The poor mechanic festers there
With pallid babes and haggard wife !

Can yonder neighbouring flashy shops,
Glorious in plaster, glass, and gilt.

Where Hebrews ticket showy slops,

—

And bankrupt trade is overbuilt.
Can these repay your risk and cost.

Or make you half so blest or rich
As finding homes for those half-lost

Who crowd the dunghill and the ditch ?

Build a broad street, a hive of homes.
Where workmen mostly go and come,
—A thousand weekly rented rooms
WiU make a pretty yearly sum,

—

Build it for cleaidiness and health.
And judge it wisdom well to build.

Lest—foul miasma blast your wealth.
And that—^your lodgings may bo fLU'd.

Build it for comfort, ay and pleasure.

For winter's warmth, and summer's cool.

With reading-room, for evening leisure.

And why not chapel, hall, and school ?

The good mechanic's homestead college.

Where, with his homely flock and friends.

Work over, he may feed on knowledge,
Or gather up its odds and ends.

Better than shop-fronts, gaudy-gay.
Better than mansions, let or sold.

Will such a wise investment pay.

And prove a mine of good and gold ;
—

•

Of good,—for so shall honest men
lu liealthy dwellings live content

;

Of gold,—your well-used money then
Shall yield the builder cent, per cent.

!

M. F. TUPPER.

C^rrcspnicncf.

SANITARY LESSONS OP THE COTTON
FAMINE.

TO THE EDITOK OF THE " BUILDING NEWS."

SlE,—Tour correspondent, " Paterfamilias,"

says that, in the article on the Sanitary

Lessons of the Cotton Famine, because there

was an increase of the marriage rate, I infer the

return of births would, in the same quarter, show
a decrease in the number of births. I did not

infer anything ofthe kind. I did not use the ex-

pression, " same quarter." But what I did say

was, '* With so great a falling off in the number
of marriages during the i^ast year and three-

quarters, it was to be inferred that there would
have been a decrease in the number of births

;

whereas the very reverse has taken place, for

there has been a large increase, equal to

4,427 over and above the mean of the summer
quarter of the two preceding years." *' Pater-

familias " will find this sentence in page 348,

2nd column, .5th line from top. .4nd if he
will make an addition sum, he will discover

that one year and three-quarters make seven
quarters, and not, as he imagines and writes,

one quarter. Inquiry will further teach your
correspondent that if, during 21 months, there

has been a constant falling off" of the man'iage
rate, it ought to be accompanied by a decrease
in the birth rate, at least during the last three of

these 21 months, unless there be disturbing influ-

ences at work. The Registrar-General says :—
" During a period of 18 months, embracing the

whole of 1861 and the earlier half of the current

year, the marriage rate was low. . . . But the bii-th

rate was well maintained in the last summer
quarter, and in each quarterly period during the

last eighteen months children were born in a
number exceeding the average."

Youi's, etc.,

The Author.

ON THE PRESERYATION OF STONE.
Sir,—I trouble you with a few words on the sub-

ject of a conmiunication made by me at the late

meeting of the British Association, on the sub-

ject of artificial stones. In that memoir I said a
very few words, which I will take the liberty to

quote verbatim, on the subject oi preservation
of stone ; and on these words the discussion

arose alluded to by Mr. Peel in your journal of

the 25th October.

To his letter I beg now to reply, as briefly as
possible. My remarks were these :—

" In the application of this subject to the pre-

servation of stone, there seems a probability that

some valuable result would follow from the sug-
gestion of Mr. Ransome, to effect the deposit of

an insoluble silicate within the pores of an ab-
sorbent stone by double decomposition. The
objection, strongly felt, that the material thus
deposited would probably be in the form of un-
cormected grains, rather than a cementing film,

seems answered by the formation of a stone, so
solid as the specimens show ; and although it is

unlikely that any contrivance can render abso-
lutely permanent a stone that has once advanced
far in decay, it will be a great step gained if

poof and doubtful stones can be rendered almost
indestructible before being placed in a building
and exposed to danger."

I am quite at a loss to understand the objection
taken by your correspondent to these, or indeed
to any other remarks of mine on the subject, on
the ground of my having been a member of the
committee of last year ; unless, indeed, it is to

be understood that a public investigation, under-

taken, completed, and reported on, is to close

the months of all engaged in it for ever.

After my paper was read, Mr. Paul opened a
discussion on the preservation question. I had
not alluded to the subject generally ; only con-
necting it, as I could not help doing, with the
account and history of Mr. Ransome's new ma-
terial. Mr. Paul, in his remarks, asked several

questions, most of which are repeated in hia

letter. To these I replied, as far as my ex-

perience enabled me ; but as both in the report
of the late committee, and personally on my own
account, it had been expressly stated that the
question of success or failure in the preservation
of stone in buildings was still regarded as a sub-

judice, I did not think it necessary to allude fur-

ther to the same subject. I am still ofthe same
opinion.

Mr. Paul's communication to you, evidently

assumes that in the paper I read, and in the
remarks that followed, I went somewhat out of
the way in recommending Mr. Ransome's sug-

gested process for preserving stone. In this he
entirely misunderstood me.

I thought, and I still think, that the principle of

obtaining an impermeable and comparatively in-

destructible material, by depositing mthin the
substance of an absorbent material a hard mineral,
indestructible by ordinai'y atmospheric agency, is

the right principle, and will ultimately lead to

some good practical result. I also thought, and
still think, in spite of Mr. Paul, that if Mr. Ran-
some's new stone is a success, which I agree with
him in hoping it will be, there will be some proof
that the same method applied to absorbent na-
tural stones may be successfiil. It will then be
certainly of great value, if only in rendering
poor stones indestructible at a cheap rate.

I cannot yet see the diflerence between soaking
a porous mass of incoherent mineral matter "^vith

the siUcate of soda, and afterwards dipping it in

chloride of calcium, and treating a jjorous but
coherent mineral mass of the same material in

the same way.
If the silicate of lime formed is an effectual

and permanent cement in one case, why is it not
in the other ; and if, as Mr. Paul says, silicate of

lime is the most liable of all insoluble silicates to

alteration and decomposition, under the influence
of those agents which determine the decay of

stone, how is it that mortars, cements, and con-
cretes have so long held their gi'ound against all

comers ? How is it that Mr. Ransome's concrete
stone has the chance of success, which I under-
stand Mr. Paul to admit ?

D. T. Ansted.

THE ACCIDENT ON THE HAMMERSMITH
RAILWAY.

Sir,—As some misapprehension exists respect-
ing the materials used in building the viaduct
for the Hammersmith Railway, at Notting-hill,

part of which fell on the l.'jth iiist., will you
afford us a small space in your excellent publica-

tion just to say that none of Greaves' bine lias

Ume was supplied there.

We are, &c.,

GRE.WES and KERSH.4W.
14, South 'WTiarf, Paddington,

Nov. 12, 1862.

CONSTRUCTION OP THE.ATRES.
SiK,—Although I feel great diffidence in reply-

ing to Mr. T. Roger Smith's invitation to explain

what I conceive to be the simplest mode of setting

out the curve, for the ground plan of the audito-

rium of a theatre, the best calculated to admit
of the maximum of isacoustio and isoptic effects,

yet considering how much we are indebted to

him for the information conveyed in his two
lectures on the subject, I feel it would be churUsh
and discourteous in the extreme to remain
silent.

It would require too much of your space and
the help of diagrams to describe how the follow-

ing results were arrived at ; so that, under these

circumstances, I can give little more than a nde-

of-thumb. The figures are of course arbitrary,

and it is the proportions alone that are submitted

to Mr. .Smith's attention, and to that of your

readers.

Describe a circle with a radius of 50 ft. In-

scribe a regular hexagon in the circle. Nuuiber
the angles of the hexagon, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Let

angle 1 be a point in the intended centre of the

front of the stage. Through point 1, draw a hue

tanential to the circle. From a point in the centre

of the side of the hexagon 2, 3, with a radius
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equal to the distance from that point to tho anj^lo

5, continue an avc till it intersects the tangent. Do
the same from the centre of tho sido of the hexa-

gon 5, 0. Tiie portion of the tangent between

tho two points of intersection by the two arcs

will represent the opening of the staj^o. Tho
following pro))ortions will then be found :—Width
of stage, GO ft. ; length from front of stago to

centre box, 100 ft. ; extreme width between
boxes, 93 ft.

It is worthy of notice, that these proportion.s,

which are given approximately and even roughlj',

agree very nearly with those of Louis's Theatre

at Bordeaux—hitherto considered the most suc-

cessful of all structures of this nature—as will bo

Been by the comparative table underneath :

—

Width Distance from Width
of Stase to I)etvveen

Sta?e. Centre Boi. Boxes.

Proposed proportions 60 100 93
39-5 G4 G2-5

I need hardly say that the seats will require

to face the stage more than they generally do,

and to be ai'ranged at levels in accordance with

the isacoustic theory, and amphitheatre-wise, in-

stead of in straight parallel lines. The curves of

the sides may be made slightly flatter, but not to

the extent of breaking the continuity of the

curved surface. There are various other points,

more particularly with reference to the stage and
roof, which call for investigation, in order to

arrive at a knowledge of the correct forms that

should be given, but which I have not been called

upon to explain.

In conclusion, I trust to the indulgence of your

readers to excuse the clumsy and unscientific

method I have used. Had I had recourse to

mathematical formula?, I might have failed to

make myself so generally intelligible as I wish to

be. Building operatives are less familiar w'ith

the principles of the ellipse than they are with

those of the circle.

I am, &c.f

The Whiter of the Articles.

P.S.—Mr. Smith calls in doubt tho accuracy

of my statement that Mr. J. Scott Russell desig-

nated a semicircle as the worst form of building.

My authority is The Bl'ildixg News, Vol. VI. p.

975. I trust Mr. Smith will verify the quotatiou,

which he can easily do, for it occurs in the report

of the discussion which followed his lecture.

(TM Ciidiiifcvint!.

Bray He.vd.—Engineers have been engaged in

taking soundings at Bray Head, with a view, it is

stated, to the formation of a harbour at that point.

The charts and plans have been in a great measure
completed.

—

DnbUn Mail..

The Isthml's of Corixth.—A company has just

been formed in Grepce fur cutting through the Isth-

mus of Corinth, and thus avoiding the long and
dangerous coasting of the shores of the Pelopon-

nesus. From tho earUest times the immense advan-

tage of a canal joining the two seas has been ad-

mitted. Periander was the first to take up the

subject. After him Alexander the Great, Deme-
trius Poliorcetes, and JuUus Csesar turned their

attention to it ; and, lastly, Nero commenced the

works, of which the traces stiU exist. This latter

plan is the one to be now resumed ; it seems to pre-

sent the greatest chances of success, while the]execu

tion of it does not appear to demand a considerable

outlay. The width of the canal would be 112 ft.,

and its depth about 20. Its length would not ex-

ceed 3i miles. The advantages to navigation to be

derived from the cutting of the isthmus are easy to

be perceived. For \ essels on their way fVom Mar-
seilles and the Mediterranean to the Pirfeus the

distance would be shortened by 90 miles. The
saving of time to vessels coming from the Adriatic

would be still more considerable.

The Suez Canal.—The Monifeui- anys -.

—"It is

no longer possible to dispute the practicability of the

Suez Canal now that the part between Port-Said and
TimsL'h has been executed. That part is the only

one that has never before been constructed ; it is

the only one, therefore, about which there could

have been a doubt, and regarding wdiich difficulties

and unfavourable anticipations might have been

suggested. As we have often remarked before, the

canal from Timseh to Suez has been digged and in

actual use in former times, at four different periods.

We may therefore, without any hesitation, assert

that the problem has been substantially and satis-

factorily solved, as maritime communication is now-

open as far as Timseh. Beyond that point there is

nothing to be done which the ancients have not

already achieved, with resources greatly inferior

to those of modern seiin-e." Our ci ntemporary
proceeds to say:

—" Thus the operations of 1SG1-G2

will end with the important fact of a commence-

ment being made at Kl-Guisr ; and those of 18G2-G3,

which, as we hope, will unite the two seas, have been
begun even before the 1st of November, tho period

marked out for them. Our letters inform us that

in the latter part of October 12,000 workmen wen-
to have tteen engaged on different parts of tho canal

in tho direction of Suez, from wdiere it branches off

at Nofeche to the Serapeum. We trust that with so

largi? a number of workmen we shall soon be in a

position to inform our readers of the completion of

what—simultaneously \vith the maritime portion

—

will bo carried on as far as the quarries of Gebel-

Geneffe, which are so necessary for the construction

of Port-Said, and afterwards to Suez."

Projected New Dock Works at Liverpool.
—The Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, at its

meeting on Friday, discussed the propriety of ap-

plying to ParUament during the ensuing ses.sion for

borrowing powers to enable them to prosecute ex-

tensive new works contemplated on the Liverpool

side of the Mersey. The expenses of the new
works and improvements on existing works were
estimated at £-l(>8,G8t)—namely, new works on the

Hereulaneum estate, at the south end of the town,

£17(5,986 ; warehouses at Waterloo dock, £131,000

;

and alterations in the Prince's Basin, £160,700.
Beyond these items it was also proposed to expend

£96,000 in the purchase of the foreshore at the

north end from the Earl of Derby, and in the erec-

tion of a sea wall, itc. To meet these expenses, it

was suggested that borrowing powers to the extent

of £150,000 should be sought from Parliament, the

balance in addition to that sum being met by the

funds now in the hands of the board. The recom-
mendations of the sub-committe to the above effect

were, after a good deal of discussion, agreed to. It

was also arranged that the questions of improved
approaches to the river side, and of additional ac-

commodation for the steam trade, should form
subjects of separate and subsequent appUcations.

The Public Wharves in Maidstone.—In a

letter to the Maidstone and Kenii-ih Journa], Mr.
Robert Benzie complains of the want of public

wharves in that town. He submits the following

facts, and concludes by urging the commissioners to

make the improvements which have recently been

laid before them :—1st. There is not at the town
wharves any berth at which a sea-going vessel can
discharge her cargo, or at which she may even come
nearer than within about 30 ft. 2nd. There is not

in tho town a suitable crane for the discharge of

heavy goods or tha shipment of timber, and the few

private cranes overhang deeper mud than water.

3rd. There is n(j provision for the shipment of any
article that should be shot into a vessel's hold (as

stone) ; and while the existing wharves are all that

could be desired for unloading coals, the very fact

makes them unsuitable for the shipment of other

commodities, of which I quote stone as an example.

Tunnelling the Alps. — Some of the Swiss

journals state that the passage of the Alps by rail-

way on a second point—the Simplon—is in contem-
plation. A committee of delegates of the Swiss

Cantonal Governments have held a conference at

Lausanne, where a resolution was come to that a

special committee should be named by the Govern-

ments of Geneva, Vaud, Friburg, and Valais, in

order to come to an understanding with the com-
pany having the concession of the Itahan line, and
to concert on the ways and means for carrying out

the plan. The intention is to bore a tunnel, the

total length of which is to be from 3,G00 to 3,700

metres. The rock to be cut through is easy to be

perforated, and is so uniform and soUd, the suppo-

sition is that it will not be required to be faced mth
any masonry.
Proposed New Line op the Great Eastern

Railway Company.—The Great Eastern Railway
Company will apply next session for powers to con-

struct a line from its existing system at March to

Spalding, Lincolnshire, on the loop line of the Great

N ortheru, and from that point to obtain running
powers over the Great Northern to Askerne. This

is the " coal line " of last session ; but it is brought

forward in a modified form, so as to avoid the

opposition which would othervrise be experienced

from the Great Northern.

cross injustice was done to the Dudley consumers.

The quality of the gas was likewise bad. The mo.
ti(m wiis carried unanimously. A committee was
appointed to wait upon the Dudley Gas Company,
and report at a future meeting.

York.—The same dissatisfaction still exists in

York, which wo reported a few weeks back, i^ela-

tivo to tho supply and price of gas. On Friday

last, a meeting of tho parishioners of All Saints

was held, and the following resolution was carried

unanimously :

—" It is resolved that the thanks of

this meeting be tendered to th-* gas committee,
appointed by the corporation, for their very able

report on that question, and further to nrge upon
them to continue their best endeavours to obtain

a sat isfactory arrangement with the gas company,
or to erect works sufficiently extensive to supply

priv.ite consumerj as well as the public lights."

Gas fro.1I Ai r.—M. L. P. Mongruel is the inventor

of a process for making gas from air, and the gas

so produced is exhibited on the premises of Messrs.

Le Franc and Co., Aldorsgate-street. The air is

conveyed through a tube to a vessel containing tho

matter which renders it ignitable, and from thence

it passes to the lamp. The light is much clearer

than that proceeding from the ordinary g.as ; it is

represented to be much cheaper, and the inventor

announces that explosion is impossible.

fcg;il Intfllignitf.

6!is ;ini) 'iliitcr |ntflli(jn\tt.

Dudley.—A pubHc meeting was held at Dudley,

last week, to protest against the exorbitant price

charged by iha Dudley Gas Company for the sup-

ply of gas. Mr. Thomas Griffiths, chairman of the

Local Board of Health, moved the following reso-

lution :

—"That this meeting is of opinion that the

town of Dudley ought to be supplied with gas of

equal quality, and on asxeasonable terms, as any
town in the district; and that, on comparing the

rates charged by the principal gas companies in

the district with those of the Dudley Gas Company,
it is found that the Dudley rates, to private

consumers, are greatly in excess of other com-
panies." The speaker stated that in Dudley the

maximum price charged was 5s. per 1,000 ft., and
3s. 6d. to those who made special contracts, and

these charges Mr. Griffiths considered were so much
in excess of what other companies charged, that a

Infraction of Agreement.—Court of Queen's
Bench, November 14.—The Mayor and Corporation
of Bradford c. Ripley and another.—This was an
action by the Corporation, as the Local Board of

Health, against the defendants, the owners ofcertain

waterworks in the town, for an alleged infraction

of an agreement with the corporation. Prior to

1857 the defendants had, by means of artesian wells,

gained a supply of water, which they had supplied

to the premises of the inhabitants, carrying their

pipes for that purpose through the land of private

persons with their consent, and also through tho

streets. In 1857 they were indicted by the corpora-

tion for a nuisance in taking up the streets for the

purpose of their water supply. An agreement had
been thereupon entered into by way of comprotnise,

embodied in the order of a judge, one part of which
was that they should not extend their pipes and
works to other streets, or make anynew communica-
tion therewith, or supply to any other premises

than those they then supplied. For a breach of

this part of the agreement the action was brought.

The point was whether the agreement precluded a

new communication or supply not through tho

streets, the plaintiffs insisting that it did, the

defendants urging that it only applied to the break-

ing up of thestreets.—Judgment for the plaintiffs.

^h\m, Hfiiiori^ls, ^t.

Removal of the Statues in the Interna-
tional Exhibition.—The uncoloured group, by

Mr. Gibson, R.A., of "Venus and Cupid," and
the "Pan and Cupid," by another sculptor re-

sident at Rome, Mr. Cardwell, are on the point

of being transferred, under the care of the

Roman agents, Messrs. J. and R. M'Craeken, to

the house of the owner, Mr. John Malcolm
Through the same experienced hands, Mr. Card-

well's statue of " Diana" has been sent to Man-
chester; and the " Sabrina," by this graceful

artist, has been returned to its owner at Bryan-
stone-square. The statue of " Elaine," by Mr.
Shakspeare Wood, another Anglo-Roman sculp-

tor, has gone back to Mr. F. Squire, by whom it

was lent for exhibition. Mr. J. C. Bowring,

of Exeter, has purchased Mr. Benjamin
Spence's "Jeanie Deans," and Mrs. Free-

man's " Princes in the Tower." Among
the statuary which is stiU for sale are

Mr. Macdouald's "SuppUaut," Mr. Alfred

Gatley's "Echo" and "Night," Mr. Gott'a

small marble and terra cotta groups of animals,

and Mr. John Adam's very clever figure of a

boy, which has been taken in charge by Mr.
Colnaghi, of Pall-mall. Mr. J. Mozier has now
sold all his works, with the exception of the

"Prodigal Son," which will be packed and
shipped to America. The group by the Scan-

dinavian sculptor, M. Molin, representing two
yoiuig men tied together and fighting with

knives, has been sold. The Atlieno;um states the

price at £G00, which is considerably more than

twice as much as was originally paid for tho

work.
Ayr.—At a meeting of the Eglington Me-

morial Committee, held in Edinburgh on Tues-

day week, a design for the statue to be erected

in Wellington-square, Ayr, was submitted for

the committee's apj^roval, and it is now under
consideration. Other matters connected with

the memorial were discussed ; and it was inti-
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mated that the three copies of the picture of the

late Lprd Eghnton for the burghs of Irvine,

Kilmarnock, and Ai'drossan, . were in pro-

gress.

Discovert of a Female Bust in Sandstone.

—A female bust in sandstone has recently been
found in one of the gables of what used to be

the only inn in Burghead, and which has of late

been used as a storehouse. It is supposed to

have been part of a statue of the Virgin, and to

be one of the few remaining relics of the ancient

chapel near the spot, which was destroyed by
the Danes about a.d. 1000. The statue appears

to have been broken short off at the breast,

which is ornamented by a St. Andrew's cross.

Turin : Its Statues and its Progress.—

A

correspondent of a daily contemporary says ;.

—

" This is iu Italy the age of ' statues and memo-
riam.' 'Better late than never' is a very good
proverb, and when I see statues erected to

Dante and Columbus, at the same time as to

Vittorio Alfieri, I am strangely reminded of its

truth ! By-tho-byc, Turin is adorned with

some very fine statues ; and, though not at all

adapted for a capital, is a beautiful, clean,

little city, and it is to be hoped that when the

eternal city succeeds ic as a metropolis, it will

imitate it in cleanness, sweatness, and neatness."

Exetek.—The visiting justices of the county
have decided on placing the statue to be erected

to the memory of the late Lord- Lieutenant of the

County of Devon, Earl Fortescue, in front of

the centre arch of the Exeter Castle, in the yard,

and facing the principal gateway. The semi-

circular rails now in fi-ont of the castle will be

altered into a straight Hue behind the statue, so

as to allow the hustings to be erected in front.

The pedestal is to be of Devonshire marble, and
about nine feet in height, while the figure will

be of ItaUan marble, and eight feet higii. John
Ware, Esq., late high sheriff of the city, hat
given a concrete foundation to receive the statue.

Manchester.—There appears to be some little

difficulty in regard to the site for the proposed
Albert ilemorial at Manchester. The spot upon
which a rough model of the memorial is now iu

process of erection—viz., the centre of the Roj'al

Infirmary esplanade, is only a provisional selec-

tion. The ManclK'Ster GiuxrdUi.n states that it ia

rumoured the Infirmary trustees have some ob-

jection to this site, and we trust that their objec-

tion will be successfiil iu leading the Memorial
Committee to look elsewhere. 'There are three

strong reasons against the site at present selected.

First, the incongruity between the ornate Italian

style of the memorial, and the Ionic pillars of the

Infirmary fa(;ade. Good taste will be offended

by the violence of the contrast ; and the beauty
of the memorial will be marred by the frowns of

its neighboui-s. Secondly, the sharp outlines of

the statute should be relieved by having the sky
for a background. This will be impossible in the
proposed locale. A front view of the figure will

have the cupola of the Infirmary for the back-
ground, and only side views will give us any
glimpse of the sky behind. Tliirdly, the coldness
of the white marble statue will be increased by
its nearness to the dark bronze figures which
already in sufficient number occupy the Infirmary
esplanade. Of all the sites suggested, the most
suitable appears to be the angle in Victoria-street,

near Victoria-bridge,—that is to sa}', where the
large lamp stands, between Catcatou-street and
the bridge. None of the objections which ajjply

to the Infirmary esplanade can be urged against
this site. If the face of the statue were towards
Catoaton-street, there would be a good back-
ground of sky. Moreover, this site has the ad-
vantages of affording plenty of room for the
memorial, without interfering with the traffic ; of
being in the neighbourhood of the Victoria.

Station, and adjoining one of the principal
thoroughfares ; and the memorial would also be
visible from the Eoyal Exchange.

Statue of Schiller.—At Mannheim, on the
lOtc, the ceremony ofunveiling and inaugurating
the recently-erected statue of Germany's national
poet, Schiller, war. celebrated with enthusiasm.

(LljlUClT, (LljlipfL .§tllOQl, ;uii)

"^fuilMng liitiiliijfiitc.

ot!)«

CHUfiCHES.

Harpenden.—The Church of St. Nicholas, Ilar-
p?iideii, Herts, was re-consecrated on Friday week
by the Bishop ofRochester, having been entirely re-
.built, with the exception of the tower, from the
design of Mr. W. Slater, in the style of the early

part of the fourteenth century. Theformerchnrch,
which was much out of repair and extremdy incon-

venient, was of ancient date (about A.D. 1130), and
was originally Norman : cruciform, with central

tower, and massive piers between the nave and aisles

;

but, at asubsLXiuent date, the outer walls, n-indows,

clerestory, and roofs had been altered to tlie Perpen-
dicular style ; and about the same time, the centj-al

tower having been destroyed by fire, one had been
built at the west end. The new church has bei^n

built to afford sitting's for 650, at a cost of £4,G00.

The stained glass windows of the north and south
transepts have been given, the one by j\Ir. Lawes,
in memory of the Rothainsted family, the other by
Dr. Spackman. The dilapidated font, of Purbeck
marble, has been restored to its original design.

Dublin.—A new Presbyterian church, in the
Decorated Gothic style, is in course of erection, in

Rutland-square, Dublin. The church, internally,

is 90 ft. in lenjth, and 50 ft. in breadth, and is di-

vided on either side by two stone piers, which carry

tht? roof timbers. The principal entrance is by the

main doorway in tower, which leads to vestibule

and passages. The octagon turret contains the stair

leading to the small gallery wliich extends over one
end of church. The di\ision of the church into

three bays or arches is marked externally by three
gables in the side to North Frederiuk-street. These
gables are pierced by richly traceried windows pre-

senting a slightly novel arrang ,'ment. A vestry and
session-house, with large rooms for congregational
purposes, compk-te th.^ design. This church, with
its lofty spire, 180 ft. in height, together with its

commanding position, will add to the architec-

tural embellishments of the city. The architect is

Mr. H-iton, of Perth, from whose designs the Pres-

byterian churches of Rathgar and Kingstown were
also erected. All the works are being executed by
Mr. Samuel Bolton, at the estimated cost of

£10,1100, under the superintendence of Mr. Leiper,
th^ resident assistant of Air. Heiton.
Keswick.—A new aisle has been built for the

church of St. John, Keswiek, at a cost of £1,010.
The church was reopened on Thursday week.
The Cathedral of Cologne.—The nave of the

Cathedral of Cologne is now roofed in, and the
flying buttresses which support it all but completed

;

the transepts, too, are in a like forward state. In
a few weeks, it is said, the temporary roof above
the triforum, at present existing, will be removed ;

and in 1803, the party-wall which blocks up the
choir, will be thrown down. There will then re-

main the towers to complete j and on tliis no small
portion of the interior (as well as the exterior) effect

will depend, since the design combines them with
the nave ; and till it be s j lengthened, it will appear
too short,—the church, as it is now, looking on the
outside almost cruiiform. There is said to be a
quarter of a century's work in these towers with
their spirts.

PuLTXEVTOWN.—The steeple of Pultncytown Free
Church, N.B., is nearly completed, and is said to be
a vtr-ry handsume structure.

Calais.—A new English church has been opened
at St. Pi.-rre, Calais, by authority of the Bishop of
London. The ChureU of the H_.ly Trinity at St.

Pierre, which has been built at a mjderatc cost, is

said to be a fine specimen of architocture ; and it

stands in ths midst of a manufacturing ^lopulation

of above 1,500 English.

CHAPELS.

The Independents and Ciiapel-buildixg in

ISGl.—In 1800, the Independent uenomiuation built

9G new chapels, or nearly 4 every week, at a cost of

£121,40/', enlarged 33 others at a cost of £1^,530,
and improved 73 more at a cost of £10,771) alto-

gether si>euding £151,774 to accommodate 00,000
additional people in our x^laccs of worship. The
total amoimt spent by the ludependents last year
on the chapels, school buildings, ministers' houses,
and a college, was £205,013. The Rev. J. C. Galla-
way, secretary of the English Cungregati_in:il

Chapel-Building Society, states that, at one of the
Congi-egational Union meetings last week, the num-
ber of chapels already opened this Bicentenary year,
or in course of erection, or projected with a nioml
certainty of being completed within three years, is

300. The number of sittings which it is thus in-

tended to place at the disposal of the denomination
is about 165,000, and the cost of the buildings is

estimated at about £495,000.
Dedworth,—A new chapel is iu course of erec-

tion at Dedworth, Windsor.

schools.

Sevenoaks.—A new AVesleyan Sunday-school has
been opened at Sevenoaks, K»nt.
Hanley.—A ninv nati-^nal schoolroom, erected

for the accommodatiju of the children of the Wel-
lington distiict, Hanley, was opL-ued on Tuesday
last. The school, which is situated close to the
churchj wa:s bnilt by Mr. Hammersley, of Hanley,
from_d,.signs prepared by Messrs. W. and C. Palmer,
architects, of the same place» at a cost, including
the site, of £800. It is a Gothic building, and will
accommodate about 200 scholars.

BflLDINGS.

^Leicester.—Leicester Intirmary has been en-
larged, and was reopened on Thursday week.

Rutherglen.—A new town-hall has been opened
at RnthergleUj Glasgow.

FOUNDATION STONES.

Pollokshaws.—On Saturday last, the foundation
stone of a new church for Eastwood pai-ish (Pollok-
shaws) Glasgow, was laid by Walter Crum, Esq.^ of
Thornliebank, Bart. The work was commenced in
the beginning of Seiitembor last, according to
designs prepared by Mr. David Thompson, and Mr.
Chark'S Wilson, both of Glasgow. The edihce is

Early English, its plan being that of a nave and two
transepts. The principal entrance will be at the
west end, through the base of a tower, which is in-
tended to be surmounted by a spire rising to the
height of 130 ft. The interior of the building will
be fitted up with open timber roofs, and will con-
tain three galleries—one in the nave, and one in each
of the transepts. The sitting space provided will

be adequate to the accommodation of 1,050 persons.
It is proposed that two or three of the windows,
including that at the east end immediately over the
pulpit, shall be filled in with stain glass. The cost
of the edifice is estimated at £3,500, which will be
entirely defrayed by Sir John Maxwell, Bart. The
principal contractors for the execution of the work
are Mr. John M'Intyre, StrathbunL,'^o, builder ; ?.Ir.

James Conned, Glasgow, joiner; Mr. Daniel Smith,
Glasgow, plasterer; and Messrs. James Stewart
and Son, slaters.

Wick.—The foundation-stone of a free church
was laid at Wick on Thursday week.
Glasgow.—On Friday afternoon the foundation-

stone of a new church, in connection wtth the
National Establishment, was laid in Peel-street,

Partick. The designs for the structure have been
furnished by Mr. G. H. O'Donoghue, under whose
superintendence the building op._'ratious are being
carried out. The church will present a plain but
substantiiil specimen of Gothic architecture. Its

dimensions are 82 feet long by 55 feet iu width,
and the interior will be s,.*ated to accommodate
about 930 persons. The entrance will be at the
west end facing Pccl-strct, and at the north-west
corner will bo erected a gractful spire rising to the
height of 130 foet. The estimated cost of the
building is somewhere about £2,200. The con-
tractors are—For tli3 mason work, Mr. John Max-
well ; and for the join:r work, Mr. David Moore,
both of Partick. The clerk of the worls is Mr.
Peter Forsyth.
HuLME.—On Saturday week, the foundation-

stone of a n^w ^V"csleyan Methodist Chapel was laid

in Boston-street, Hulme, near Manchester. The
building, which will bo in the Italivin style, orna-
mented with white bricks and stone dressings, will

measure G3 ft. by 33 ft., and wid consist of one
room fjr religious services, and a number of school
and class rooms. The architect is Mr. R. Scrivener,

of Hanley, Staffordshire; and the builders are
Messrs. Metcalf and Waterson, Strangeways.
Bloxamcii.—On Monday last the memorial stone

of a new WesKyan school chapel, was laid at

Leamore-lane, Bloxwich. The buUding, which is

being erected by Mr. W. Wooton, of Bloxwich,
from plans prepared by Mr. Loxton, architect, of
Wednesbury, is designed to seat 200 persons, and
will cost £350.
Gray's Inn-road.—Yesterday (the 20th), the

foundation-stone of the new church of St. JuJe, iu

the Gray's Inn-road, Lonlon, was laid by Lord
Calthorpe. Joseph Peacock, Esq., of 15, Bloojus-

bury-square, is the architect, and Mr. G. J. Caster,

the builder.

Dewsbury.—On Tuesday week the foundation-
stone of the new church to bo erected in Malkroyd-
lane, Batley Carr, Dewsbury, was laid by the
Bishop of Ripon. The church will be in the Gothic
stylo of architecture, and is estimated to cost about
£0,000. It will be erected after designs by Messrs.
MalUnson and Kcaloy, architects, Bradford.
Glasgow.—On Thursday, the 13th, the fonnda-

tion-stone of a new United Presbyterian church
was laid iu the Great Western-road, Glasgow. The
church has been designed by Mr. Honeyman, and
is being built under his superintendence. The
buildings comprise, besides the chui'ch, a large
hall, session-house, waiting-rooms, vestry, and
beadle's house, and have a frontagts towiirds the
Great Western-road of 156 ft. The spire is placed

near the east end of the church, and will ris,^ to the

hei^^ht of 21S ft. from the iiavement. The principal

entrance is at the west end by a spacious porch,

15 ft. wide and 30 high, having a groined vaulted
roof, with riijs and sijulptured bosses. The jambs
and arches of the porch will be enriched with sculp-

ture. The small shafts supporting the Hbs of the

porch, and those in the jambs of the entrance
door, will bo of polished serpentine. The church
will accommodate I,0G0, the space between the

pews bLjing 33 iu., and the length of seat board
allowed for each person, 20 in. It is estimated that

the total cost of the structure will be nearly £9,UU0.

The contractors all belong to Glasgow, the mason
being Mr. John Coghill, and the wright Mr. James
Morgan. The clerk of works is Mr. James Kintrea.

RESTORATIONS, ETC,

Leeds.—On Wednesday week St. Matthew's
Church, Leeds, was ro-opened, after enlargement.
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Tho architect of the alterations was Mr. Geo, Cur-
s, 11, of Suuth-pannle. Tho floor of the coinmunion
Mid the chancel luive heon rcnihrcil uttractivc hy
tho laying^ down of Mintou's tiles, ami the church
lias received the addition of a lectern, which has
bi^en presented hy tho architect. ' A new pulpit has
liL-ou purchased and presented to the church by the
ladit?-^ of tho eougro^'^tion aud their frien.ls ; and
was from designs niudo by Mr. Corson. Other iia-

provements and embeUishnients bavo Ukowise been
made.
King's Cuffe.—Considerable progress is being

inade iu restoring tho chancel oftho chureh of King's
Cliflo, Northamptonshire. Tho removal of the waius-
cutinjir has exposed to view two third-pointed (Por-
ptnJieular) tabernacles, in tho east wall, one on
i ither side of tho altar-table ; also an Early-English
1 iscina in tho usual positiDu, aud an auinbryo or
I-cker westward of tho piscina. The chancel was
re-crected iu the loth century, but tlic l.'ilh century
]tiseina shows that either the north wall was not
ilisturbed bolow tlie window cill at that period, or
that the water di-aiu was inserted in n.nv masonry.
The very early tower lights show that the original
nave and chancel roofs were much h)wt;r than the
present flat ones, which are now above tho openings
on the west and east sides. Th? central shafts of
the four lights of the tower have capitals exhibiting
Vtry early Romanesque sculpture. The spire was
added iu the Kith century, when the tower was
strengthen 'd by the erection of massive pillars and
arches. The walls of the north and south aisles are
said to be covered with frescoes.

Su.VBURY.—St. Gregory's Church, Sunbury, was
reopened on Thursday the 13th inst. The E.^sex

Standard says:—We cannot say the edifice has
been re-storod, for comparatively little has been
doU'^j aud that little iu the chancel. When the
rotf v.as repaired a few years since a special fund,
amounting to .-^194 15s. (id., was raised to meet the
ujLessary expenses. The builder, Mr. George
Grimwoud, was pail for the work £15S, leaving a
balance of £3(> 15s. Gd., which has been, api^lied (or
will be), with about i;20 since contributed, to the
work done in the nave. About £1 10 (as appears
from a balance-sheet lately published) has been
subscribed towards the restoration of the chancel

;

but much more will be wanted if all the designs of
tho architejt, Mr. Butterfield, are carried out. The
church is the oldest one in the town ; it possesses a
very handsome tower, a nave, and two aisles ; south
porch, with chapel annexed ; and a large chancel.
There was formerly a gallery at the west end.
whieh has been remove' I, and the tower op?ned
into the chun.-h. The old and unsightly pulpit,
reading-desk, &c., have also been removed, and a
low stone pulpit erected at the north angle of the

I

chancel arch in the nave. The font has been re-
I

moved from th^i south aislj to the north side, not
far from tho tower arch. It is surmounted by a

t

fine canopy of carved tabernacle work, richly !

jjaiuted and gilt, suspended from the roof by au
\

iron column. Part of the canopy is moveable, and
can bo slid up at a baptism. There are only two
specimens like it in the county. The design is

unique, and tho details iutrieatc. The carving,
though very old, is sharply cut, and tho paint looks
comparatively fresh. A new tloor has been laid in
the nave, and the tomb stones (several of which are
very massive, with niches for " brasses," no longer
iu existence) re-arranged. On the north side of
the chancel the staircase to the rood loft, which for-

merly existed, was discovered ; but this was re-
moved, aud au ancient arch, in which the staircase
was built, opened. Here the organ is placed on a
high platform, approached from the little open
chapel at th.? end of the south aisle. The instru-
ment is placed closed to- the arch, so as n^t to hide
the beautiful east window. In the chancel the
original oaken stalls, with elbows moveable and
carved sedilia, all complete, are preserved in the
same condition (the carving being but little muti-
lated) as when they were daily used by the coUo-
giute priests, members of the c allege founded by
bimon de Sudbury, in ISrd, on the ruins of a very
ancient church, the site of which is now occupied
by the union workhouse.
BuRWELL.—The British School, Burwell, Cam-

bridgeshire, has been enlarged and improved. It
is now capable of holding 400 jiiersons.

Oldbukv.—On Saturday last the county court
of Oldbury, was reopened, after having been
repaired and enlarged. The architect was Mr.
Reeves, of Guildford-street, RusseU-square, Lon-
don

J
and the builder, Mr. Edward Smith, of Old-

svrinford.

Leeds.—On Wednesday week, the Call-lane
Chapel, Leeds, was reopened after having been
renovated aud improved. 300 sittings have been
added, and the chapel will now seat S(»0 persous.
The total cost of the alterations is about £1,000.

Bridgnoktii. — Bridgnorth parish church has
been restored, and was reopened on Friday last by
the Bishop of Oxford. Tho southern aisle has been
rebuilt, at the expense of Mr. John Pritehard, M.P.,
one of the members for the borough, in memory of
his brother, Mr. George Pritehard, of Brcsely, late
high sherifl' of the county. In tho restoration the
original st^de of the building has been preserved.

and the church once more consists of nave, chancel,

north and south aisles, with southern towers, aud
south and western entrances, of the Gothic, or Early
Decorated style of architecture, with au open-tim-

bered roof of the reign of Queen Anne. The side

aisles arc separated from the nave by five pointed

arches, springing from massive pillars, with capitals

of ornamented foliage of tho Early French style,

now being oarvml by Mr. Poole. In a recess of tho

third arch, on tho south side of the nave arcade, is a

disc, tho subject of which is the '* Expulsion."

Near it is another subject, namely, " Tlio Angels
appearing to the Shepherds," designed by Redforn

;

and tlie inscription Gloria in Excelsis." A very

liaudsomo screen of JIolHngton stone, exquisitely

carved, has been added beneath the tower arch.

The pulpit is of oak, carved. It rests on a red mani-
fold lloUington stone base. The chancel is paved
with tes3-lat''d tiles ; on the south side is a piscina

aud Bodilla. On tho verge, which consists of mosaic
work, in Old English characters, is the follomng:

—

" The bread which we break, is it not the commu-
nion of the body of Christ ? the cup of blessing,

whieh we bless, is it not the communion of the

blood of Christ ?•"

BuvNTSLAND.—The interior of the parish church,
Bruutisland, N.B., is being entirely renewed.

BfXBL'RY.—Bunbury Church, Chester, is about
to be restored. This collegiate church is said to be
one of the finest in the country.

QuADKiNG.—The old church ofSt.MargaretjQuad-
ring, South Lincolnshire, has been restored. The
tower-arch has been thrown open, the porch rebuilt,

and the church has been paved with Mintou's tiles.

The chancel roof is a solid and effective feature, the
pulpit, the prayer-desk, altar-rail, and table, are all

new and ofcarved oak. At the west end a crimson
curtaiu behind a carved oak screen has been thrown
across the tower-arch. The architect was Mr. Chas.
Kirk, of Sleaford, and the contractor, Mr. Huddle-
ston, the Sheriff of Lincoln.

6fncr:il .Items.

grinliiiig tountiins.

Ipswich.—A drinking fountain, the gift of Mr.
John Brett, has been erected in tho Public Arbore-
tum, Ipswich. The design is by Mr. R. M. Phipson,
aud the work was executed by Mr. G. Farrow. It

stands near the gateway, opposite the Grammar-
school.

Wakerley. — The east window in Wakerley
Church, Rutland, which was inserted in the loth
century, has just been restored (the mullions having
been very dilapidated) and filled with diapered
glass, by Messrs. Powell and Son^, Loudon. The
quarries are of two patterns—one exhibiting the
cross flory, on a chocolate lozange ground, and the
other the sacred monogram {in whieh the Calvary
cross is seen) on a similar ground. The borders
are also of two patterns—a trefcnl (emblem of the
Trinity) and the sacred monogi-am. The head of
each light is filled with a crown and roses. The
object medisevaUsts had in introducing stained glass

in their religious edifices was to temper the light,

in the accomplishment of which the thick glass now
inserted was also efi'ective.

Ceanoe.—A piece of stained glass window has
just been placed in the south window of the parish
church of Crauoe, near Market Harborough. Mr.
Frederick Robert Hill was the artist, and it was
presented by him to the church.

Ply3IPT0>j.—A very handsome stained glass win-
dow has lately been put up iu St. Mary's Church,
Plympton, by H. H. Treby, Esq., of Goodamoor,
to the memory of his two deceased sisters, Kathe-
rine, Mrs. Molesworth, and Miss Barbara Treby.
It is a three-light window, containing figures, and
the arms of the family executed at the top. Beneath
is a slab with au inscription. It was designed
and executed by Mr. A. Beer, of Exeter.

Ashen.—A memorial window, by Wailes, of
Newcastle, has been lately placed iu Ashen Chui'ch,
to the memory of the Rev. Edmund Squire, for-

merly rector of the parish, and his two sisters.

Gloucester.—Another painted window is about
to be placed in Gloucester Cathedral, in memory of

Dr. Jeuner. The window to be embellished is that
at the extremity of the south aisle of tho nave,
corresponding with tho Lucius window. The dean
and chapter have contributed £100 towards the
window, and the remainder wiU be raised by sub-
scription. There are now only two windows in the
south aisle and west end of the nave which are not
paiuted.

LiGHTCUFFE.—A large stained gla^s window has
just been completed by Messrs. Baliantinc and Son,
42, George-street, Edinburgh, -for Lightcdiffe

Church, Yorkshire. Tho centre light contains a
representation of the Last Supper, and the side-

lights corresponding designs of the Good Samaritan
and Christ Blessing little Children. The whole is

Italian in stylo, to suit the architecture of the
church for which the window has been executed.

Glasgow AucniTECTUHAL Association.—The
usutil fortnightly meeting of tliis association was
lield on Tuesday week in tlie Scottish Exhibition

Rooms ; Mr. Alexander I'etrie, vice-president, in

the chair. After the usual business, the secretary

read a letter he had received from James Smith,
Esq., architect, in which that gentleman oflfered a
gold aud silver medal for competiti-.m among the
members, the subject of competition to be a villa,

the cost of which should not I'xceed ,€:S,000 ; lie also

in his letter impressed upon the members the neces-
sity ot thorough attention to the interior arrange-
ments, that being most essential for comfort in a
Ituilding. The (chairman mentioned tliat this was
th»> third time that "Mr. Smith had so generously
offered premiums of tho same character. The presi-

dent, Mr. H. D. Ramsay, then read a paper on
"Ai'chitectural Education," in wdiich he sketched

and recommended n, oc-.vsd of study well worthy of
attention fv - .: tho members of the profession.

Throe new members were proposed.

The FloLY Sepi:lciike.—A letter from Jeru-
salem of the Stb ofOotob.'r, states that, at length,

tlic grand cupola of the Holy Sepulchre, which had
all the appearance of falling to pieces, is about to

be repaired. M. Eppinger, tho Russian architect,

has received orders to that effect. Thus the opposi-

tion which was made to the pretensions of the Rus-
sian Government by France and the Pope has been
withdrawn. Cardinal Antonelli had declared, in a
note addressed to the Sublime Porte, that the Pope
had a sups^rior right to that of Russia or France to

repair the cnpnla of the Holy Sepulchre. The
simple assertion of a *^ right" would not brush a
cobweb from the building. Something more sub-

stantial than paternal luvo is required with which
to pay the workmen, and the Pope has other use for

his pence than to send them to Jerusalem.

The Architectural Association. — We have
been requested to draw attention to the notice con-
tained in our advertising columns that Mr. Ashpitel,

one of the Vice-Presidents of the Institute, will

read a paper before the Architectural Association,

on Friday evening, the 2Sth November, " On the
new Voluntary Architectural Examinations," and
to state that gentlemen interested in the subject,

though not members of the association, wid be ad-
mitted. The Architectural Association has just

reopened its class for the study and practice of Ar-
chitectural Modelling, and it is earnestly desired

that as many as possible will avail themselves of
this opportunity of learning this useful art.

Removal of St. Thomas's Hospital.—At the
vestry oftheparish of St. George-the Martyr, South-
wark, held on Monday.evening at the vestry-hall,

Southwark, the report of Mr. Rendle, which had
been received by the committee, on the subject of

the removal of St, Thomas's Hospital, was proposed
to be adopted by the vestry.- Th.=i report recconi-

mended the other vestries and the rv'spective district

boards, and the boards of guardians on this si<le of
the Thames, to combine ^vith that vostry to form
forthwith a committee to consist of one moiuber of
each vestry or or board, for the purpose ofprinting
such papers relating to the above subj ect as they may
deem advisable, employing council, and generally to

take such measures as may be found necessary for

preventing the removal of the hospital from this

viciuity—theexpenses of the committee to be iointly

borne by the vestries and boards represented—aud
that the vestry appoint one member of such com-
mittee accordingly. The reception of the report was
moved by Mr. Rendle, and, having been seconded,
was adopted. Mr. Rendle then read a report which a
sub-committee had drawn up against the removal of

St. Thomas's Hospital. This report was Hkew^o
carried unanimousli', ilr. Rendle was then ap-
pointed the member to represent that vestry iu
the committee. Other resolutions were passed to
carry into effect the reports.

The Exhibition.—The grand total of visitors to

the Exhibition of 1802 is now, in round numbers,
r.,lOS,0()0, the result 01 1/1 exhibiting days. The
grand total in ISol was, also in round numbers,
0,039,000, the result of only 141 exhioiting days, or

30 less. The daily average of visitors in 1851 was
therefore about 42,SO0, while the daily average in
18G2 has only been 30,240, or over 6,000 a day less.

The receipts in 18G2, from pure Exhibition som'ces
—that is, from season-ticki'ts and payment at the
doors—are at least £8,000 less than the correspond-
ing receipts in 1851.

Shakspere's Early Life.—In the course of
a lecture at XcAVcastle-on-Tyne, the other day, the
Rev. Mr. BeUew said he had recently been en-
gaged in preparing a work upon Shakspere's early
life. During the researches which he undertook in
the prosecution of this object he discovered the re-

mains of the old church of Luddington, in which,
according to popular tradition, Shakspere was
married. The old church key and blaek-letter

chureh Bible had also been dug up. Whilst at
Luddington he made the acquaintance of au old
gentleman, now in his ninety-second year, who
Bupphed kim with some information tending to
show that there were grounds for the pox>ular tra-
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dition tbat Shakespere was married in Luddington
|

A block of freehold buildings in Lombard-street

ri, 1 I

comprising five houses, has been purchased by the

BnlDFORn School of Desion—The annual
I

Royal Insurance Company for £41,000, for the erec-

meetine of the Bradford School of Design took place i
tion of their new offices.

on Friday evenine last, in tlie schoolroom. Cheap- On the 13th inst., the working men of Pisa pre-

side, Bradford. Mr. Alfred Harris, jun., the presi-
j

pared a marble slab with the date of the landing

dent, read an address upon the management of the
j

of Garibaldi in Pisa, to be placed upon the spot

institution, and upon several matters connected where his litter first rested. A slab four times the
• .•«-'• --1 ~J— i--— o„. 1 -„„„!„_

'size, with an inscription in golden letters, is to bewith the subject of' art-education. Several resolu

tions were passed, after which the president dis

tributed the prizes.

Cljips.

placed on the same spot.

The Liverpool Exchange Company have resolved

to invite designs for the erection of +heir new
building, and the terms they have offered will pro-

bably incite competition among the leading archi-

tects of the kingdom. They offer £1,000 for the

best design, and two sums of £250 each for the next
The United Kingdom Electric Telegraph Com

pany, having completed their contract for the erec

tion of their"second trunk line from London to the
,

best two.

North uniting Northampton, Leicester, Notting- At an anti-petroleum meeting, at Birkenhead,

ham 'Derby, Chesterfield, Sheffield, Barnsley, several of the inhabitants related their experiences

Wakefield Huddersfield, Halif^ix, I/ceds, Bradford, of the Ul effects arising from the nauseous smell of

Selby HuU, York, CongU-ton, the Hartlepools, the oil. It was stated that it was ruining the flour

Durham, Sunderland, Newcastle, and Shields, have dealers' stock and the greengrocers' goods. The

given notice that the onlv shares which they can smell prevented people sleeping at night or eating

now issue are those set apart for the above-named by day, and persons in the neighbourhood said

to,v-ns I

they felt as wretched as if a cloud hung over

The parish of Oswestry, Montgomeryshire, has them."

reiectedthe New Highway Act, the vestry being of A great number of Merovingian gold coins have

opinion that the salaries of the officers required lately been discovered in a field about a league from

under the new Act would be as much as it now costs Pontenay-le-Comte, in La Vendee, belonging to

to keep the roads in repair,

Mr. Savin has, in conjunction with some English

gentlemen, obtained a concession from the French

Government for the formation of the line of railway

(about 70 miles in length) from Sables d'Olonue to

Brcssuire.

The question ofthe railway from Rome to Caprano

was settled on the 3rd instant, by a compromise be-

tween the Papal Government and the Roman Rail-

way Company.

The East of Fife Railway works make fast pro-

gress. Five bridges are quite, and several more

nearly, finished. About two hundred men are at

present employed on the line.

The floods which threatened and did so much
damage in Lombardy and Venetia have at last sub-

sided. In Venetia, the Piave swept away the works

of a railway bridge which was being built, and four-

teen workmen perished in the wreck.

The inauguration of the Boulevard du Prince

Eugene is put off', without any good reason being

assigned for it. Some talk of a conspiracy having

been discovered ; others that it is because the monu-
mental fountain could not be finished in time. The
date is now fixed for the 2nd of December.

The Oflices of the Aberdeen Town and County
Bank in Aberdeen have been sold to the Scottish

Provincial Assurance Company for £5,750.

A new lifeboat, presented to the town of Tyne-
month by a gentleman of Northumberland, was
launched there on Thursday.

A mummy's head, '^warranted to be 2,162 years

old," was advertised for sale in a London newspaper

a day or two ago, by the executors of a medical

gentleman.

A discussion on the Railway System of Germany
will take place at the Institution of Civil Engineers

on Tuesday next, at 8 p.m.

A painting is on view at present in Brussels, said

to be the work of Raffaelle ; it represents the death

of St. Joseph, and is about eighteen inches long by
sixteen wide

.

The first stone of the fixed bridge over the Rhine,

at Coblentz, was laid on the 11th, by Queen Augusta
of Prussia, who is now residing in that city.

A new organ by Messrs. Halmshaw and Sons, of

Camp-hill, has been built for the Unitarian Chapel
at Newhall-hill, near Birmingham, and was opened
last Sunday. "The cost of the instrument and the

alterations in the gallery necessary for its reception

amounted to about £240.

On Monday night, the Surrey Chapel, Black-
friars'-road, was crowded, to hear a lecture on
Art, by G. CJruikshank, Esq.

At Hampton Court Palace considerable changes
have recently been made, and several important pic-

tures have been brought out into proper light.

Many of the pictures have been judiciously cleaned,

and it is very satisfactory to find that some of these
hitherto disregarded treasures are beginning to

meet with the attention they deserve.

The temporary road in Hyde Park, which waa
opened for the purposes of the International
Exhibition, between Queen's-gate, Kensington, and
Victoria-gate, Bayswater, will be closed on the 18th
inst.

On Saturday last an experimental train pro-
ceeded from termini to termini on the Metropolitan
Railway, the line being inspected by the engineers,
chairman, dii-ectors, and shareholders of the com-
pany.

A large pedestal lamp, ivith three branches, and
weighing one ton, has just been erected at Lewisham
by the board of works of that town. It has been
designed and erected by Mr. S. E. Featheratone, of
Deptford, and cost £100.

Baron de Maynard, and near his residence, the

Chateau de Beaugisiere. It is reckoned that 10,000

or 12,000 of these coins have been found, but all,

except about 1,500, have been sold and melted

down,
A deputation from the International Association

for Promoting a Uniform System of Weights, Plea-

sures, and Coins, had an interview ^vith the Right
Hon. T. Milner Gibson, on Tuesday, at the Board
of Trade.
The sum accorded for the reconstruction of the

Opera at Vienna is 4,000,000 florins (£400,000).

The building, which is to be terminated in 1865,

will have four tiers of boxes, with seats for 600 in

the pit, and will hold 2,700 perons. The present

house can only accommodate 1,650.

A letter from Memel (Prussia) states that the

trade in amber, which had been limited for some
years, has recently received a fresh impetus from
the discovery of several rich veins in that neighbour-

hood. Most of the amber found near Memel is sold

to merchants at Dantzic and Leipsic, who export it

to Turkey.

The report of the French jury on the Universal

Exhibition in London is to be published in a few
days, and will form not less th.an six volumes
octavo. This is the first time that such promptitude
has been evinced on any similar occasion, and it is

notorious that the report on the ExhibiMon of 1851

has not yet been completed.

The Prince of Wales took possession of his newly-
acquired estate in Norfolk on Monday week. It

was purchased for £220,000. The library of the

mansion contains 3,000 volumes of valuable and
rare works. The furniture is all nearly new.
There are thirty bedrooms, and a proportionate

number of reception rooms. In the purchase, all

the timber on the estate is included, which is some
of the finest in England. There are also 100 acres

of wooded land, and £",000 a year from rents.

Professor Simpson, of Edinburgh, gave, last week,
the opening lecture of the Falkirk School of Arts, on
" Ancient Camelon, the Walls of Pius Autorimus,
and the Effects of the Roman Residence in Britain

on its Civilization."

An immense fire broke out at Lyons, a
few days since. The loss is heavy, a dealer in

foreign woods having had about 50,000f. worth of

goods destroyed. The other losses are estimated at

about 150,00bf. About twenty families are reduced
to misery by the disaster, their little property being
uninsured.

To save the house in which Goethe was born at

Frankfort-on-the-Maine from further desecration,

it has been purchased by Dr. Volger, an eminent
geologist, for the sum of 56,000 florins ; and it is

his intention to restore it to its ori^nal state, and
then hand it over to the German * Hochstift "—

a

flourishing society for arts and sciences, of which
Dr. Volger is the founder.

patents aniJ Inlicntions

Connected with the Building Tii.\,de.

1067. J. M. French. Improvements iti upright piano-
fortes. Dated April 14, 1862.

This consists, first, in making the bracings of upright
pianofortes of tubes of wood. The bracings are situated
between the wrist plank and the bent side and bottom,
and have to support the pressure which the tension of the
wires exert upon the said wrist plank and beut side and
bottom; second, in making the sounding boards to such
pianos of Swiss pine, or other wood, joined by vertical
junctions, the said junctions being covered by the bellj*

Itarsof the soiinding boards. Patent abandoned.

1074. R, A. BitooMAX. Improvements in carriages fur
transporting loads on railways, common roa'h, and other
surfaces. (A communication.) Dated April 14, 1862.

The ol-gect of this invention is to facilitate the transport

of loads over railways, common roads, and other surfaces,

and it consists, first, in the employment of an elongated

hollow drum, with rounded edges, which are made to serve

as rails to guide the roller^; hereafter described; second, in

the employraeut of a platform or truck for receiving the

load which is fitted above or inside the hollow drum ;

third, in the em!<lo>Tnent of rollers arranged in pairs or

separately, and held together by moveable iron or steel

links, forming closed or endless chains of moveable rollers,

which are free to rotate round the drum and support it and
the load, all as hereafter described. The invention is not
described apart from the drawings. Patent completed.

1075, R. A. Broom.\,n. Improvements in pumps. (A
communication.) Dated April 14, 1862.

The characteristic feature of this invention of improve-
ments in pumps is the employment of two shafts, together

with inclined pump barrels and pistons, as hereafter ex-

plained. One of the shafts is inclined at any desired angle,

and the two shafts are coupled together by a universal or

other joint, ensuring the same speed to both, and causing

them to revolve in the same direction. One of the shafts

carries through a horizontal disc, or cross-bars, a pair or

more of pump-barrels, set at the same angle as the inclined

shaft, while the other (say the inclined shaft), has fixed in

the lower part an inclined cro=s-head, with rods and pistons,

also inclined to corresp'^nd with and work in the pump-
barrels. A vessel or case, fitted with a cover, which may
be removed when required, has a suction-pipe fitted at the

lower, and a discharge-pipe at the upper part. Both pipes

are provided with suitable valves, and in this vessel the bar-

rels and pistons are enclosed. The pump-barrels (say four)

are suspended from the under side of the horizontal disc nr

cross-bars in such manner as to be able to adajit themselves

to the inclinations of the pistons. A ring of some strong,

flexible material unites and keeps the pumps water and air-

tight, so that the top of the pump-barrels is in communica-
tion with the discharge, while the bottom of the pumps is

in communication with the lower part of the vessel. A
piaphragm may, if desired, surround the lower part of the

dlate. Patent completed

1088. R. A. Pk.vcock. Impi'ovements in constructing

and trorking lock-gates for docks, harbours, atuals, and «a-
vigable rivers. Dated April 15, 1862.

The patentee claims, first, constructing the framing of

lock-gates in layers or thicknesses of planking disposed and
arranged, as described; secondly, mounting and supporting

the weight of lock-gates on pivots or bearings at top, ac-

cessible for lubrication or other purposes, as described, and,

also, so sustaining the gate as to move with freedom and
without any support from the bottom, as described

;

thirdly, forming mud recesses in the piers at the back of

the gates, as and for the purposes described. Patent com~
pleted.

1096. T. Edwards and J. Harrison. Improvements in

letter-receiving boxes and other like receptacles. Dated
April 16, 1862.

The patentees claim the construction and use of letter

boxes, and other like receptacles, with two or more cut-off

flaps or leaves, or their mechanical equivalents, in connec-

tion with, and actuated by the opening and closing of a

port or cover applied to the opening by which the letters or

other articles are inserted into the receptacles, whereby the

lower part of the box is divided from the upper portion

during the time the cover of the receiving oritice is open.

Patent completed.

1111. J. AsHBCRY. Improvements in the permanent way
of railicays. Dated April 16, 1862.

Here it is proposed to use a rail having the ordinary bear-

ing flange at its upper surface, but with a slightly tapcied

or wedge-shaped web in transverse, the narrowest portion

of the rail being at its lower edge. This rail is dropped

into a chair, the inner surfaces of the jaws of which are

made to approach each other towards the lower portion of

the chair, thus presenting a tapered or wedge-shaped ojien-

ing or trough for the reception of the corresponding tapered

web of the rail, which fits it accurately at the sides. Any
heavy weight passing over the rail will tend to force it

down into its chair, and will, consequently, still further

tighten it therein without the necessity for keys or wedges
of any kind. If desired, a small wooden bearing piece may
be inserted into the bottom of the chair to receive the direct

pressure of the rail, but this may be dispensed with if pre-

ferred. The rails may be prevented from arising from their

chairs by pins or bolts passing transversely through the r.iU

and jaws of the chair, a ring or cutter serving to prevent the

accidental displacement of "the bolt; but in some casea

these bolts or pins may be dispensed with. The jniut

chairs are made like the intermediate chains, but wider,

and the bolt or pin is passed tnrough the two jaws and
through an opening made between the rail ends, so that one
bolt will serve to hold down both rail ends. It is preferred

to form these chairs by rolling them from wrought-iron

plates, but they may also be made of cast-iron if desired.

Patent completed.

1112. J. H. Johnson. Improvements in railway and
common road atrriagcs. (A commuuication.) Dated
April 16, 1862.

This relates to a peculiar mode of mounting railway and
common road carriages upon their running wheels, and
consists in mounting such vehicles upon wheels, rollers, or

cylinders which rest at their peripheries upon the ordinary

axles of the vehicle. The axles of the upper and lower

wheels are by this system considerably reduced in diameter,

and hence the friction is reduced, and a considerable saving

of tractive power is obtained. The upper wheels aro

moxmted in forked guide irons, which take the entire

weight of the load, suitable springs being adapted thereto.

The axles of the upper and lower wheels may be allowed to

work freely within slots or springs made in the forked

guide irons, and in some cases one or both of the lower

wheels may be loose on their axle to facilitate turning or

the passing over curves. Patent abandoned.

1121. F. ToLHACSEN. An improved machine for making
bricks, tiles, and the like articles. (A communicatiou.)

Dated April 17,1862.

This consists of a strong metallic disc turning on a
central pivot, and supported on its rotatory motion by

castors or spherical balls that are arranged round the cir-

cumference like in a railway turn-table. There is a suitable

nxunber of moulds fixed all round on the disc, and the said

moulds having been filled with the material in the ordinary

way the disc is made to turn so as to bring the moulds
successively under the action of one or several shaping or

pressing plates that are arranged around and above the

rim of the disc. The said pressing and shaping platea

are acted upon by a screw and fly wheel, in the manner of
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a rty prcKs. The disc may be moved by one or more fly

wlieela sut tan;rontialIy in a vertical position, and
acting cither by friction or bevil pear. The said ily wlieels

by cams also act on plates for lifting the brick or other
article out of the mould in which it has t)een compressed
and shaped by the plates, us above described. Patent
abnmloiieil.

1125. J. L. Peris. Improvements in inachii,enjfor mor-
Using wood. Dated April 17, 1862.

This consists in the use of a rose drill or fraiso, to which
the patentee imparts three self-acting motions : the first, a
rapid rotarj' motion, for cutting away the wood ; the
Becond, a to and fro movement, which is determined by
the length of the mortise to be eut ; and the third, a
penetrating motion, according to the depth of the mortise
to tie cut. The two latter motions, if necessary, can,
liowever, be imparteii by hand. The tinibur opi-rated on
remains stationary during the triple action of the drill.

In order to s<|uare out & mortise hole thus obtaincil, he
makes use of a right-angled tool, which is iiniiellcd by
hand. He also attaches to thy machine embodying the
improvements in drilling machinery to pierce round holes
preparatory to mortising, or for other purposes, if neces-
sary. Patent completed.

U39. J. SuANKS. Improvements in apparatus for pro-
moting vttitilittion, also applicable to drying stoves. Dated
April 19, 1862.

In practically carrying out this invention, in the case of

a room or building, for example, separate tubes or passag' s

are provided for the inlet and outlet currents, such tul>es

being placed as far apart as is convenient. The inner
opening of each outlet tube is in or near the ceiling or roof
of the room or enclosed space, and the tube is carried up to
a height that its top end is considerably above the level at
which it is convenient to have the top of the inlet tube or
tubes. The inner opening of each inlet tube may be at any
convenient or desired level in the room or enclosed space,
excepting above the level of the outlet openings. When
the temperature within is from any cause slightly raised,
there is a warm and consequently light column of air in
the elongated outlet tube, which is counterbalanced by the
colder and heavier air in and above the inlet tube, and the
latter descends and a current is therel>y established. Patent
abandoned.

1145. E. IjOysei.. Improvements in locks and fastenings.
Dated April 19, 1862.

In some of the locks described in the specification of a
former patent, dated 17th July. 1860 (No. 1731), two, three,
or more, divided cylinders were employed, and in the ends
of these cylinders were made holes to receive a series of
pins, on the face of a circular plate attached to the central
spindle. A number of false notches, or holes, as well as
vhe proper notches to receive the pins, were made for the
purpose of deceiving any person who attempted to pick the
lock. It has been found, by experience, that a skilful per-
son can, with "care, discover (by feeling) where the pins
should be placed, and need not be very greatly deceived by,
the false notches. The olyect of the present invention is to
obviate this objection, and to give unqualified security to
the lock, so as to render it impossible, by merely feeling, to
place the parts in their proper position. By the first im-
provement the patentee is enabled to dispense with the
false notches or holes on the cylinder, and he adapts to the
latter sets of pins, which correspond with holes made in two
circular plates, one of which may be rotated, while the
other is secured to the central spindle and other parts in
such manner that it cannot rotate, but will remain station-
ary until the spindle is drawn back- Another improvement
consists in dispensing with the pins on the spindle plate,
and employing, in combination with the latter, a rotat-
ing plate, in both of which plates coincident holes are
made to receive the pins of the cylinders. In the former
invention the pins on the spindle-plate were of different
lengths, depending upon the position of the cylinders ; but
intheimprovedlock, all the pins of allthe cylinders are made
with their outer ends in exactly the same level, so that their
position, in reference to the holes in the circular plates,
cannot be felt or known until all the pins of all the cylin-
ders are brought into the proper position for unlocking the
bolt. The rotating plate in which the holes are made is

actuat-ed by means of a pin fixed in either of the cylinders,
and this plate is placed within the flush pins and the holes,

so that, until the holes in both plates are brought into co-
incidence, the pins cannot be inserted. These locks may
be adapted to various purposes, either for safes, drawers,
and portmanteaus or bags, where security is required.
Patent completed.

1151. A. P. TnoucHOW. An improved construction of
houses, inu}-als, viohil palisadeft, fruit walls, and other ana-
logous objects. Dated April 21, 1862.

This consists in forming the pieces of the framework of

houses of wood, cast or forged iron, and the partswhichare
to be full with an iron wire lattice or trellice, and also of
wood, in certain cases covered with plaster or other suitable
material ; the parts representing the walls are double, with
a si ace between them to form the thickness of the walls.

These spaces may be tilled with sand or other materials, or
with the earth dug np for forming the foundation or cellars.

The partitions may be made of single trellis, without form-
ing two thicknesses. The uprights composing the frame-
work support the parts forming the floors composed of iron
lattice, which, being coated with plaster, formathe ceilings.

Patent completed.

fral)c i:ciDs.

TENDERS.
City.—For alterations and building new offices for W.

B. Tarrant Esq., 2, Bond-court, Walbrook, City. Quanti-
ties supplied ny Mr. D. Campbell

—

Godbolt, Chelsea £1,545
Myers 1,635

Oughton 1,497
Jackson and Shaw 1,480
Condor 1,429
Pipes and AVheeler (accepted) 1,397

"Walworth.—For new shop front and repairs to a house
at 'Walworth. Mr. Seitus Dyball, architect. Quantities
not supplied

—

GuUienne £645
Cook 641
Hemmings 640
Dearsley 639 5 9
Maraland 629
Thompson 615

OuoKFiEi.D.—For new wing, kitchen, offices, and repairs

to Bordo Hill, Cuokfield, for Major M'Adam. Mr. K. A,
Grunning, architect

—

Dancy £1,710
T. Anscombo 1,369
A. Anscombo 1,275
Fish 1,258

Cheeaoman it; Son 1,240
Timewoll 1,187

Ai.NwioK.—Accepted for AUerburn House, Alnwick--

a

new residence for Dr. Geo. Wilson. Mr. F. R. WilBon, ar-

chitect—
^or Boundary TVallsand Sewage Tank.

R. and J. Wilson £357
For Carriage Roeuls and Drains.

Elliott £341 6
For Water and Gas Mains.

Wilkin and Diekman £78 10 6
For House, Offices^ and Stables.

Yeaiuan, masonry £1,692
lloss, joinery 1,168 2 9

Wilkin and Diekman, smiths and
plumbers 260

Dixon, slating 130
Pickard, plastering 150
Robertson, glazing 107

For Entrance Gates and Lodge.
Hudspill, masonry £116 10

Ross, joinery 46 16

Wilkin and Diekman, smiths and
plumbing, including gates 31 5

Burnett, slating 24 10

Pickard and Burnett, plastering 6 18

LoNPON".—For erecting the first portion of the wall to
inclose the ground for the new French Protestant Hospital
at Victoria Park, London

—

I' Anson and Co £518
Mansfield and Co 490
Turner 485
Burton 442
Brown and RoLinson (accepted) 427

CONTRACTS OPEN,
SArxDKRSFooT.—For re-building St. Issel's Church, near

Saundersfoot, Pembrokeshire. Plans and specifications

may be seen on application to E. Wilson, Estj. , Hean
Castle, St. Issel's, between the hours of nine and four,

from the 27th inst. Tenders to be delivered sealed and
endorsed, " Tender for re-building St. Issel's Church,"
to E. Wilson, Esq., on or before the 1st day of December
next

.

HowTii.—For alteration and addition required to convert
the old Custom House, on the west pier at Howth, into
quarters for coastguardinen, according to plans and speci-

fications, to be seen at the Office of Public Works, Dub-
lin. Each proposal (which is to be on the printed form
lodged with the specification) to be for a lump sum, and
to 1)6 accompanied by a detail (giving quantities and
prices), and to be indorsed "Tender for Works at West
Pier of Howth." Tenders to be sent to Mr. E. Hornsby,
Office of Public Works, Dublin.

HowTii.—For the erection of three additional cottages at

Sutton Coastguard Station, near Howth, according to
plans and specifications, to be seen at the Office of Public
Works, Dublin. Each proposal, which is to be on the
printed form lodged with the specification) to be for a
lump sum, and to be accompanied by a detail (giving
quantities and prices), and to be endorsed " Tender for

Works at Sutton Coastguard Station, near Ho>vth."
Tenders to be sent to Mr. E. Hornsby, Secretary, Office

of Public Works, Dublin.

London.—For the construction of brick sewers, 9 miles
2,895 ft. in length, or thereabouts, ivith other works in

connection therewith, for the Metropolitan Board of

Works. Parties desiring to submit tenders may, on and
after Wednesday, the 12th inst., upon payment of £5 5s.,

obtain plans, sections, specification form of tender, and
other particulars, on application to Mr. Bazalgette,

engineer of the Board, at the office. Spring-gardens,

until Thursday, the 11th day of December next. The
tenders are to be addressed to the clerk of the Board, and
must be delivered at the office before four o'clock on the
last-mentioned day,

RiPON.—For building a villa, with stable, coach house, and
other outbuildings, at Ripon. Drawings and specifica-

tions may be seeu at the office of Robt. Kearsley, Esq.,

Ripon, on Monday, the 24th, to Saturday, the 29th
November.

H.\vERSTocK Hill.—For the erection of a school church
for the district of St. Andrew's (St. Pancras) Haverstock-
hill. Drawings, Ac., may be seen on application to the
architect, Mr. C. F. Hayward, 8, Adam-street, Adelphi,

on Saturday, 22nd Nov. inst. Tenders to be delivered on
or before S'aturday, the 29th inst., to the Rev. H.J.
Carter Smith, 21, Queen" s-terrace, Haverstock-hill.

Devonport.—For the construction of a lioundary wall at

the Royal Laboratory, Bull Point, near Devonport, about
3,500 feet in length. Parties desiring to tender are re-

quested to send in their names to the Royal Engineer
Office, Devonport, where the plans and specifications can
be seen; or to the Royal Engineer Office, Bull Point,

where the site can be inspected. Parties tendering will

have to take out their own quantities, and the tenders

will be received by the Director of Contracts, Pall Mall,

London, on Tuesday, the 25th instant.

Arthington.—For the whole or any portion of the several

works required to be done in erecting and completing the
proposed new church and parsonage house at Arthington,

near Leeds. The plans and specifications can be seen

until Wednesday, the 26th inst., at the offices of Messrs.

Mallinson and Healey, architects, Tyrrel-street, Brad-
ford, of whom any further information may be obtained.

Tenders are to be delivered, free of expense, to the archi-

tects, not later than Thursday, the 27th inst.

Newcastlk-upon-Tyne.—For the taking down of the old

Nag's Head public house, and adjoining buildings, in the

George-stairs, and the large old building fronting the

Butcher Bank, in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and erecting upon
the sites thereof a range of buildings, the drawings and
specification of which may be seen, and bills of quantities

obtained, on apjilication at the office of John Wardle,

Es<^l., 66, Northumberland- street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
on and after November 29th.

MoNAGHAN.—For alterations and additions to Monaghan
Gaol. Plans and specifications to be seen from 10 to 6

•o'clock each day, up to the 13th December next, at the

Gaol, or at the office of the architect, Mr. John M 'Curdy,
1, Harcourt-place, Lower Merrion-street, Dublin. Sealed
tenders to be delivered at the gaol on or before 2 o'clock
on Monday, the 15th day of December, at which time
there will l>e a meeting of the Commissioners. No tender
exceeding the sum of £3,000 need be offered, the amount
granted by the Grand Jury.

CoLNKY Hatch.— For the completion of six carc;ises at
Colney Hatch, are requested to apply to M. C W. Home,
architect and surveyor, 13, Guildford-street, Russell-
8<iuare.

LYss.^For the erection of a parsonage House at Lyss, near
Peterslield, Hants, on a site about half a milo from the
Lyss railway station, on the London and Portsmouth
Railway. Plans and specifications will He for inspection
at the Eagle Inn, at Lyss, from the 17th to the 25th inst.
inclusive. Tenders, on forms supplied, to be delivered at
or before 12 o'clock on Wednesday, 26th instant, to the
architect, Mr. R. J. Withers, 51, Doughty-street, London,
W.C. .where copies of the drawings may be seen, and
further information obtained.

West Ham, Esse.\.—For supplying and for laying York
flagging and Guernsey granite curb, and also for such
road metal and labour as may be required in making and
repairing certain roads in Hallsville Canning Town and
the vicinity of the Victoria Docks, within the district,

according to jjlans, sections, specifications, and conditions
prepared by Mr. Marshall, the surveyor of the Board, and
which may be seen at his office, at Rokeby House, in
Stratford (East London), where, also, forms of tender
may be obtained, together with any further information
required. Tenders, endorsed " Tender for Roads," are to
be sent to the clerk of the Board, Rokeby House, Strat-
ford, on or before the 24th November proximo,

Oxford.—For providing and laying York Curb and paving
for footway, and granite paving for roadway, and other
works for the Oxford Paving Commissioners, for the term
of one year from January 1st, 1863. Specifications, par-
ticulars, and forms of tender, may be had at the Com-
missioners' Office, Town Hall Yard, daily, from 9 till 4
o'clock; or by letter addressed to Mr. John Galpin, the
surveyor. Sealed tenders to be delivered at the office of
F. J. Morrell, Esq., clerk to the conmiissioners in St.
Giles's, on or before Monday, the 1st of December next,
endorsed "Tender for Paving."

Newchapel.—For the erection and finishing of a residence
for the master of the Free Grammar School, Newchapel,
near Tunstall, Staffordshire. Plaus and specifications
maybe inspected, and information and particulars ob-
tained, at the offices of Messrs. Ward, Son, and Ford,
architects, Hanley and Burslem, until the 24th Novemljer,
when the tenders, properly endorsed, must be delivered
to the Rev. John Sutclifl'e, the Master.

Kirstall.—For the erection of seven dwelling-houses at
Kirstall, Plans, &c., maybe seen at the office of Mr.
John M. Fawcett, architect, 14, Albion-street, Leeds, on
Wednesday, the 28th inst.

Barnslky.—For the execution of the several works required
for the Barnsley Dispensary, viz. :—Excavators', masons',
bricklayers', slaters', plasterers', Ac, work. 2. Carpen-
ters' and joiners' work. 3. Plumbers', glaziers', painters',
and bell-hangers' work. May inspect the drawings and
specifications at the house of Mr. Amos Taylor, Cocker-
ham-road, Barnsley, on and after the 15th day of Novem-
ber, where also the quantities can be furnished at £1 Is,

per copy, after short notice. Tenders must be delivered
at the Union Bank, in Barnsley, under seal, addressed
to J. S, Beckett, Esq., on or before the 1st of December
next.

Arthington.—For the construction of a branch line of
railway, three and three-quarter miles in length, from
Arthington-station on the Leeds Northern Line to Otley,
Plans, sections, and specifications may Ije seen on and
after the 1st December next, at the Engineers Office,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where printed forms of tender,
specification, and" quantities may be obtained. Sealed
tenders, addressed to the Secretary, marked " Tender for
Otley Branch," must be delivered at York not later than
12 o'clock, on Thursday, the 11th December, and the
directors will meet at York on the following day to let

the contract.

London.—For the purchase and removal of the pair of
model Exhibition cottages, which, by permission of
Government, was erected during the International
Exhibition, in the Exhibition-road, on the ground of the
South Kensington Museum. The cottages may be viewed
by order of the hon. architects, Messrs. W. G. Haber-
shon and Pite, 38, Bloomsbury-square, to whom tenders
are to be delivered on the 29th inst., before 2 o'clock.

"^;inlinipts.

TO SURRENDER IN BASINGHALL STREET.

Redmond Campbell Anthony, Millbank-row, Westmins-
ter, artist, Dec. 2, at 12.

Enock King, St. John's-road, Hoiton, painter, Dec. 2,
at 12.

Stephen Woodward, Ramsgate, plumber, Dec. 2, at 12.

Charles Cramphorn, Lucas-place, Commercial-road East,
cabinet-maker, Dec. 2, at 1.

John Filter, Charlton-place, West Ham, builder, Dec.
2, at 12.

Henry Songhurst, Buckland, Surrey, carpenter, Dec. 2, at
half-past 2.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY,

Charles Martin, Derby, builder, Nov. 25, at 11, Bank-
rupts' Court, Birmingham.
William Booth, Blackley, Lancashire, bricklayer, Nov.

27, at 12, Bankrupts' Court, Manchester.
John Pendrigh, Carlisle, joiner, Nov. 26, at 12, County

Court, Carlisle.

William Scott and George Rutherford, Liverpool, joiners,
Dec. 2, at 12, Bankrupts' Court, Liverpool.
Edward Henry Taylor, Mold, waggon builder, Dec. 2, at

11, Bankrupts' Court, Liverpool.
Thomas Betteley, Pendleton, carver, Dee. 4, at 12, Bank-

rupts' Court, Manchester.
William Monk, Accrington, stonemason, Dec. 2, at 11,

Bankrupts' Court, Manchester.
William Pope, Bristol, carpenter, Dec. 5, at 12, County

Court, Bristol.

Richard Banks, Sheffield, joiners' tool maker, Dec, 3, at
2, County Court, Sheffield.
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Jabez Hanson, Newbury, architect, Dec, 1, at 11, at the

Remstrar's Office, Newbury. _ = , ,n
William Scott, Halifax, Yorkshire, joiner, Dec. 5, at 10,

Comity Court, Halifax.
^

AUCTION SAXES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.

Messrs. Marsh, at 1, at the Charing Cross Railway, the

eighth portion of the materials of Hungerford Market.

SouTHGATE AXD Bauhett, at their rooms, 22, Fleet-street,

a collection of books of prints, and works on art.

Tuesday.
Fur.LEK AND *HoRSEY, at the warehouse, axljoining the

Wood-carving Works, Belvedere-road, Iiarabeth, at 1,

a collection of engineer'stools, and a powerful self-acting

tenoning machine, &o,

DiiRRNDAM AND Tewson, at 12, freehold building land,

situate in Devon's-road, Bromley, St. Leonard's, Middle-

sex.

Wednesday.
Foster, at the Gallery, 54, Pall Mall, at 1, a collection of

pictures, including four gallery landscages, by Gaspar
Poussia.

Friday.
WniTTiNnnAM, at the Auction Mart, at 12 fori, freehold

building land, in the Bow-road.
Phillips, at his rooms, 13, New Bond-street, at 1, a

selection of objects in decorative and useful furniture,

sculpture, bronzes, clocks, and works of art.

Philiji's, at his rooms, 13, New Bond-street, at 1, a
selection of natural and imlustrial products of New
South Wales, from the Exhibition.

rpHE MECHANICS' MAGAZINE for Nov.
1 21. prico 4d., contains ai'tioles on

—

Naval Guns and Armour Experiments at Shocbiuyneaa.
TliG Foreign Locomotives in the International Eililbition.

Iron Walls and Naviil Guns.
Tlie Manufacture of Iron.
Coirpspondeiiee

—

Corrosion in Boiler Plates.
Explosive Powders.
Literary Piracy.
Portable Ships' Punipa.

Pi-oceedinga of Societloa —
Institution of Ci\il I In-in. . i

-,

Institution of Mi I ui;. i

Tolegi-aph Apparatus i i
-

i

Silver's Speed Govenii.i-^ I'.-i- Imilm-'h.
_

Observations on the I^ionuspd Tcl.>gi-aph Communication between

Ireland and Newfoundland.
Tizard's Ileatinc and Cooking Apparatus.
Major-General Hutehiuson's Improvemeuta in Screw Propeller Ships.

Go«sip.
Patents.

Oraco—16C, Fleet-street.

CCIENTIFIO EEGORD OF THE EXHI-
O BITION {PRACTIC.\L MECHANICS' JOURNAL).—Part 10,

November Id, price, 2s.. ctintaius Cbromo-Lithography, by F. W.
Rii\Miey, Esq. (Mt-sars. G. Rowney and Co.); Projectiles, by F. A.
Abel. F.R.9. ; Fortittcation. by Col. Cunliffe Ow.m, R.E., O.B. ; Fire
Ai-ms. by John Ripbr, A.M. (Messrs. W. and J. Rigby. Dublin)

;

Artillery, by Robr^rt' Mallet. C.E.. P.R.S. ; Furniture, by Peter
Graham. Esq. (Messrs. JacUaon and Graham). Illustrated by Plata
Engravings, of Rifling Machine and Metal Work, and Sisty Wood-
cuts. Lnndon: Longman and Co., Ludgate-liill. Proprietor's

Ofllceg (Offices for Patents) ; 47, Lincoln 's-Inu-Field-s, W.C.

H

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Communications and books for reviewshouldbe addressed

to the EniTDR, at 26, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, E.C.

Letters relating to advertisements and to the ordinary
businessof the paper should be addressed to the Publisher,
at the above office. Advertisements for the current week
must reach the office Jjefore 5 o'clock, p.m., on Thursdays.

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

"We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

nHEAP AECHITECTUEAL BOOKS FOE
\J SALE, at

BRADLEY THOMAS -BATFOED'S,
52, HiL'h Holboni. W.C. Aiiinn^-st wliicli «ill be found:—

BIELING'S (N. W.) Power of Form applied
to Ger.nietric Tracery, 100 designs, 8vo, clotli. 5b. Cd. (published at

10s. l>d,),poBt ft-ee-

BEANGWYN CW.C), Gothic Memorials,
beint; sundry Sketches for Mural :\Ionument3. Headstones, Crosses,

A-c, io plates, imperial Svo. 5a. Od., post free.

BRANDON'S Analysis of Gothic Archi-
tecture, illustrated by a series of upwards of 700 examples of

Doorways, Windows. Ac. 2 largo vols, royaHto. cloth, 28s. (pub-

lished at £& 5s.)

Open Timber Roofs of the Middle
Ages, with descriptive letterpress, royal 4to, cloth, 10s. 6d. (pub-

lished at £3 3s.)

Parish Churches, beinir Perspective

PRIZE MED.\L. 1SC2.

A M I L T O N & 0.,
No. 10, GREEK. STRKET, SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, W.,

Sole Hanufacttircrs of

C. A. WATKIN'S PATENT ^\^UE-BOUND and OVAL

PAINTING BRUSHES.
Distemper Brushes. .Sash Tools, Stripping Brushes, Gilders' and

Grainers' TooIk.

These poods are made ofthe best materials and work m.inship. and
havp obtained a high reputation among th«» chief decor.itors in the
kingdom. Varnish and Colour Manufactui-ers. Oilmen, Merchants,

.tc, are suppliedon tbelowestteruis. Price Lists forwui-ded on ap-
plication.

E. R.—We have heard of the patent ventilating panes
which you mention, but we do not know the address of
of the ):iatentee. They were, if we recollect rightly,
Jl.red louvres, with a slidinj? pane of glass before them.
Moore's patent moveable glass ventilator is, we thfnk, an
improvement U])on them. His ventilators are fitted to
side bars of zinc, with iron or brass levers and brass
screws. The admission of air through the panes can be
regulated with the greatest nicety. The address, for
further particulars, is Seckford Works, St, James' s-walk,
Clerkenwell, E.C.

* * * (Derby).—We don't know of any photographs, on
sale in England, of the markets and public slaugther-
houses of Paris, but there is no difficulty in obtaining
drawings and all necessary information about them.
Bruyiire's " Etudes sur I'art des Construction " contains
plans of all the five great slaughter-houses of Paris.

Further particulars may be got from Normand Ain6,
" Paris Moderne, &c.," and Grantham's " Description of

the Abattoirs of Paris;" but perhaps the most accessible

hook for you would be the fourth volume of the Architec-
tural Publication Society's works, which has an excellent

article, under the head of " Aliattoirs," from the pen of
ij. R, Burnell, illustrated by reduced copies of Bruydre's
plates. Drawings are also given, from the same source,
of the Abattoirs of Mantua, Rochfort, La Rocheile,
Nantes, Versailles, and Havre. The principles of dis-

tribution are the same in all of them—detached^lmildings,
separated by wide open courts. The three last-mentioned
are worthy of study, on account of the cheapness with
which they were built in comparison with those of

Paris.

Rkv. H. P.—We shall most probably take the subject in
hand shortly.

G. E. R.^We do not know if photographs of the works
,

you mention are on sale. You might ascertain from
the architects, Messrs, Deaue and Woodward. We sub-
join your letter in the hope of eliciting a reply as to
other carving after natural types:—"Will you please
inform me, thi-ough your Correspondents' column, if pho-
tographs of cajiitals and bosses in the O.xford Musenm
were taken ? and, if so, where they can be obtained ? I

am anxious to procure photographs of such carving after
natural types as are for sale, and ask you to give me
what assistance you can in this object.—I am, Sir, Ac."

X. Y. Z.—Sir Joseph Paxton never, to our loiowledgo,
wrote a book on architecture. What information do you
want?

R. T,—Yes; in Weale's Rudimentary Treatises.

p. P.—Murano is not one of the connected islands of Venice.

A. B.—We will ascertain for you by next week.

Tnos. N. inquires the height of the Scott Monument in
Edinlmrgh ? Perhaps one of our north country readers
can tell him. We never scaled it.

R. M'A.—We can generally manage to read all MSS. sub-
mitted to us, but yours fairly beat us? Can't you write
lilainer, or employ an amanuensis ?

Received.—H. P. (thanks), E. J., W. S.,R. P. S. (attended
to, as you will see), C. H., W. P. R., Dr. H., Royal In-
stitute of B. A., E. A. H., J. A., G. J. C.

Views of English Ecclesiastical Structures, accompanied by PI;

dra\ni to a uniform scale, and letterpressdeariptions, 2 vols, large

8vo, containing 100 plates, cloth. 16s. (published at £2 2b.)

BREES' Glossary of Civil Engineering, by
S. C . Brees. comprising the Theory and Modem Practice, with the
Snlyects of Field and Office Work. Mechanical Engineering, Ac,
numt'rouH illustrations. 8to. cloth. 4s. Cxi. (published at 12s.

BUILDER (The), A complete set from the
commencement in 1843 to 18G0 inclusive, illustrated with many
thousand engravings of the most important Buildihgs erected

during those yeara on the Continent as well as the United
Kingdom, with their Plans. Elevations. Sections, Estimatee, Ac,
18 vols, folio, newlv and neatlv bound in half calf, cloth sides.

£81*3.

CIVIL ENGINEER (The) and Arcliitect's
Journal, from the commencement in 1837 to December 1660 inclu-

sive, illustrated with several thousand ongravmgs, 23 vols, cloth

lettered. £':•. 10a. Gd.

CLAKKE (Joseph), Schools and School
Houses; a Series of Views, Plans, and Details of Buildings posi-

tively erected in Rural Parishes. 27 idatea, linpl. 4to, cloth, 21s.

GLUTTON (H.), Uhistrations of Mediaevnl
Architecture of Fr;vnce. from the Accesnion of C'harles VI. to tlu'

Demise of Louis XII., with Ilietorical and Professional Remarks.
IG finelv tinted lithograph plates, folio, hulf morocco, gilt. 25s.

(pub. :it £3 38.)

EEID (J.)* Tonng Siu"s^eyor's Preceptor
ft I i. ;\ 111. I i])r<-henMive Analysis of the Art of Architeiture,

M, , :
1 . m- .1 familiar Practical System, l>y whirh the

Stii : I 1^ li hiiudcir to a.«certain currectly tin* Dimensions
oY i;\, ml ii. - iii.l V;iliio of every Description of Rnilders' Work,
2nd fdilinii. It.) i-lolli, 13s, postfrce. Ms.

ST. STEPHEN'S CHAPEL, Westminster.
Tho .\i-chitertural .Antiquities, d^a^vn fi'om actual Survey and Ad-
meaaurernents made by direction of the Commissioners of Her
Majesty's Woids and Works, etc, accontpanied by Observations
on IheOriginal and Perfect State of tho building, and a Dpscriii-

tion of the platen by Frederick Mackenzie, imperial folio, '
'"

ru89ia, £2 23. (pub. at £i 48.)

Catalogue fonvarded post free.

NEW SUBSTITUTE for TUEFENTINE.
TURPENZINE. the best Substitute yet diBco\«'red for Tur-

pentine,—For painters and colour-mixei-a Tui-penzine .vill be found
superior to ordinary turpentine, and is ft-ee n-om the rank odour

peculiar to minei-al turpentine. It is adapted to all purposea fbr

which Turpcntino is used, and is less than one-third the mice.

Sample gallons sent on receipt of is., which includes price of can.

Wholesale Consignees, Cassell, Smith, and Co., 80, Fenchurch-atreet,

London.

TYLOR'S HARD-DRYING OAK TARNISH.

TYLORS DURABLE OAK VARNISH.

TYLORS PALE COPAL VARNISH.
TYLORS EXTRA QUICK GOLD SIZE.

TYLOR'S FINE CARRIAGE TARNISH.

J. B. TYLOR,
YARXISII MANUFACTURER.

i. BUKV COURT. ST. MARV.^XE. LONDON. E.C.

TMPOETANT TO BUILDERS AND
i P.MNTERS. Genuine Wliite Lead, 30s. per Cwt.

;

Linseed Oil, 3s. Gd. per gallon; Boiled Oil. 3a. lOd. per gallon;

Turpentine. IOh. jier ^.'allon ;

Fine Pale Oak V;a-ni3h. 9s. per gallon ;

For Cash, at EDWARD PRICE'S. Wliolesale Colour and Varnish
SVarehouses, 30. Upper Ebury-street, and ib, ColeshiU -street, Pimlico.

Every ^Vi-ticle tbr tlie Trade at the Lowest Price.

T. KENT'S PArNTING-BRUSH MANUFACTORY
Is continued by his Successors,

CR01Vl>EiV A]%D GAHROB,
FALCON SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.,

Where the Trade is supplied with the same superior quality that

raado the name celebrated.

N.B. -The names of T. Kent and CnoWDON and GAnnOD aro

stamped on the bruslies.

Also Manufaeturera of the Patent India-rubber Knife Boards^

Cocoa-nut Matting, Mats, &c. See Catalogue.

half

M^l^l
UDIE'S LIBRARY.—Moro than Half a

illion VOLUMES are now in circulation and on sale at MU-
DIE'S LIBRARY, Nl'W Oxford-.street, London; Cross-street, Miin-
chcster . and New -street, Birmingham.

M^UDIES LIBRARY.—The NEW BOOKS
added to tliia librai-j- from day to day continue to exceed In

rtlue tlie whole amount of the current subscriptions. All suljscribers

must, therefore, necessarily receive an ade<|uate return for their

outlay. Lists of the principal works at present in cireuLition and on
salewill be forwarded, postage free, on application.— New Oxford-
street. London; City oDlce, 4. King-street, Cheanside. Brandi
establislimeuts. Cross-street,

dgham.
Manchester, and New-street, Bir-

M UDIE'S LIBRARY.—Two or three
friends, in any neighhonrhood. may unite in one sub.scripllou

to this extensive library, and obtain a constant succession ofthe best
new books as they appear, on moderate terms. For prospectuses ap-
ply to Charles Edward Mudie, New Oxford-street, London.

Books Received,—"Report on tho Results of Experi-
ments to Ascertain the Consumption of Gas at the Public
Lamps," by W. Heywood, Engineer, and H. Letheby,
Medical Officer of Health; "British Almanack and Com-
panion for 1863."

Chappujs' Patent Daylight Reflectors for
uiffusiug light in dark places and superseding: gas
in daytime. Chappins' Patent Gas Reflectors savo
50 per cent, in the consumption of gas. N.B.—

A

liberal discount is allowed to buUdGi-s and iron-
mongers. Sole patentee and manufacturer, T. E.
Chappius, 69, Fleet-atreet, London, E.C.

T
This day is published,

HE BRITISH ALMANAC for 1863.
Sewed in a Wrapper, price Is.

HE COMPi\JsnON to the ALMANAC.
Sewed in a Wrapper, price 2s, Cd.

CONTE.VTS :

LONDON in 1862. Bv CHARLES KNIGHT.
DISTRESS in LANCASHIRE: its Social, Moral, and Economic

ECfectn. By JOHN PLUMMER.
PRODUCTS and INDUSTRY of th.:- BRITISH COLONIES, with

reference to tho International Exliibition of 1862. By GEORGE
DODD.
!J4
BRITISH COLUMBIA: its Description and Present State.
RRIKK LOCARITHMICTABLE. By J. LE CAPPELAIN, Actuary

of i)i' I ii \lii -'Ti Life Assurance Companv.
1 It:: - .1 I lUiO-ERIGADES at HO.MK and ABROAD.
< II \i: \r| I.IMSTICS of the PRESENT STATE of tho FINE

ART.- Ill lit l^'l'JC. as shown in the Inteiiiational Exhibition of
1SG2. Bv .lAMICS THORNE.
ARCHITECTURE and PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS, 1862. With

Wood<'ut3.
With the otlier usual Articles on tho Legislation, Statistics, &c.

of 1SG2.

T'lIE BRITISH ALMANAC and
X COMPANION.

Topether in doth Boards, lettered, price 4s.

London: KNIGHT Se CO., Fleet-street; and sold.by all Booksellers
in the United Kingdom.

A SUBSTITUTE for PAINT, and at HALF
J\. tho cost,—STEPHENS' DYES or STAINS for WOOD.-Mr.
STEPHENS has been Idndlv permitted to miiUe public the following

extract from a letter addressed to him by the Hev. R. H. CHICHEff-
TER. of Chittlehampton. near South Molton :—

' The effect produced by the Staining Fluid and Varnish has

given such entire satisfaction, that tho purishioners have requested

me to procure Ave times tho quantity now paid for, in order to flnisn

the church,"

II. STEPHENS. Chemist, 18, St. Martin" s-le-Grand. E.C, late 45,

Stamford-street, S.

PUBLISHED AT £1 Is. ; RI0DUCE1> TO £2 2s.: H/VLF-BOUND

T'HE GOTHIC 'mODEl'* BOOK.—A col-
i lection of Gothic Types and Alodels, drawn from exlatlng
Miiuuniints in Gi-rmauy, by V. Statz. and O. Ungewltter; 210
Phids, Illustrative of Canopies, Ti-accry. Capitals. Altars, Catliedral
Stalin. Monogmms. Niello, or Engr.ived Plates, ('arving in wood and
stone. Stained Glass, Metal Work, ic, Ac. presenting a general
picture of the OoblUti Art iii nil its ram ideations. .

A. EVANS, i03, Strand, London,

The PRIZE MEDAL for Superior Patent Sash and

Blind Lines, was awarded to JAS. AUSTIN,

at the International Exhibition, 18S2.

AUSTIN'S IMPERIAL PATENT SASH
J\_ and BLIND LINES.

To BUILDERS, CARPENTERS, and BL!ND>L\KERS.

J.AUSTIN, Manufacturer of the obove Articles, pai-ticulaily wishes

to direct the attention of the Trade to his

IMPERIAL PATENT FLAX SASH LINES,
of \vhi<'li he is now making four qualities, and lip strongly rrcom-
menflsthat in all cases they should be pui'cbnsetl in prefei-enee to tho

PATENT LINKS made from Jute, which Article Tioa neither l:he

STRKNGTH nor DURABILITY of I-'LAX, consequently cannot give

so mucli satisfaction to the Consumer.

Tlicy can be obtained of all Ropemaliers. Ironmongers, Mcrchanta
Factors, and Wholesale Houses m Town and Country.

ESTABLISHED W4.

WINDOW BLINDS.

TYLOR & PACE,
WINDOW BLIND MANUFACTUREES

3. QUEEN-STREET, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.

EngT.avings. with Pi-ices and Discounts to BniUlcrs and tlio Trade

forwarded on application, j>ost-free.

Kemoved from 48 to 29, Fetter Lane, near
Fleet Street.

GAS STOVES, COOKING APPAEATUS, &c.,

FITTED.

JOHN DODSON
(Successor to J. WADE).

GASFITTER & BRASSFOUNDER.
Stidl Hoard riates, Window and D.Hli Rods.

Manufacturer of Ilnll and TaMe Lanir.s. Glass Cli.indeIiei-8, andGM
Fittings iif evoiT aoncription.

Worker in General.—Old Work Olwuied audLiwquorod.
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LONDON BRIDGES.

EXT your tlin ap]ilicati(m to Piivliameiit for powers to

V_ yiW construct live new brMgos over the Thames, of which
fsf'-.h.^ iiolice has been o-iveii in the Gazette, will (hiuljt-

Icss revive the ([uestiou of London brid^res,

wliieli, durinff the last oiy:Iit years, lias been
shelved and evade<l in a manner by no means
creditable to the authorities—parliamentary and
municipal—after the rejiort of the committee
that sat on the subject. The means of eoninmni-
cation between the inhabitants of cither bank,
which are also the means of eomnumication
between the wliole of the great prodiicinjf and
consuming districts north of the Thames, >Seot-

land and Ireland, with the whole of tlie con-

^'.Tjr^^^^ijHS^tinent, are so contracted and inconvenient as to

(^ jfi5/7l/JK>lJ^' constitute a serious impediment and loss to

trade. TUey are, in sliort, a national disgrace,

an 1 are inexplicable in a conmiunity which prides

itself on knowing that time is money. In the

wliole of the metropolitan area there arc but three toll-free

bridges, London, Blackfriars, and Westminster. Chelsea-

bridge may be omitted, for, although toll-free to pedestrians,

it chai-ges tolls on vehicles, and from its position, and perhaps ap-

proaches, is little more than a pleasm-e promenade to and from

Battersea-park.

Now, the width of London-bridge is 53J ft. between the

parapets; of Blackfriars, 42 ft.; and of Westminster, 83 ft. Here

is a width of roadway of 178j ft., over which alone can pass

without toll the whole of the traffic between the 772,892 inhabitants

of the south bank, and the 2,0311,1-12 inhabitants of the north bank.

Nearly nine millions (8,758,077) of tons of produce were in 1800

conveyed to or from 40,701 ships that entered the port of London,
and must have passed through its streets. 700,000 people enter the

City every morning and leave it of an evening ; and it is calculated

on official data that 70,000,000 passengers pass through London
yearly, and this independently of the millions of tons of mer-
cliandize, of coals, of heads of cattle, sheep, pigs, and animals

brought by railways. A great portion of these raillious of travellers,

cattle and tons of goods, have to cross the river by 17SJ ft. width of

roadway if they would escape toll, and the wonder is, that the con-

gestion of tratlic should not be more than it is. In no other city is

there so great a tratlic, and in no other city bestriding a river is there

so scant accommodation. The aggregate width of road of

toll bridges is 199 ft. 4 in., so that the total width of the means of

communication between the two banks is 377 ft. 10 in. ; the number
of bridges within the metropolitan area, below Battersea, exclusive

of the four railway viaducts buil% or to be built, is eight. It has

been calculated that to place London on a level with Paris, in respect

to bridge accoimnodatiou proportional to poinilation, it should possess

eighty bridges ; on a level with Lyons, 132 bridges ; and on a level

with Glasgow, eighteen bridges. We are so accustomed to hear of

the improvement made in means of travel in the last half century that

we accept the assertion as a self-evident truth, and do not stop to

inquire if it be exact in all respects; if we did, we should learn that it

is not. In the means of communication between the two sides of tlie

river we have actually retrograded, or, rather, the growth of popula-

tion and of trade has outstripped the increase of bridges. In 1811,

there was one bridge to every group of population numbering 319,333

souls ; in 1831, one to 331,333 inhabitants ; in 1851, one to 393,006
inhabitants; in 1801, one to 400,433 inhabitants; and even the

opening of Lambeth-bridge the week before last only reduced the

disproportion to one bridge to 350,370 inhabitant':, so that Londoners
in the present day have less efficient means for crossing the river than

they had during the early part of the century up to 1831.

Tlie greatest inconvenience from crowding is experienced at London-
bridge, over which pass as many pedestrians and vehicles as over the

rest of the bridges put together, and their numlier is found to increase

from 5 to 7i per cent, annually. In 1851, Mr. Laing, chairman of

the Brighton Railway, stated that during his tenure of office he
bad found the number of passengers using the London-bridge
railways double itself in four years, and that in that year the num-
ber of passengers on the lines through and for intermediate stages

had risen to about ten millions. Data pirocured subsequently

justify Ills conclusion, for in 18G0, 23 millions travelled on these

lines, and there are good grounds to assume that 20 millions

entered or left the metropolitan terminus, so that upwards of

50,000 passengers daily would on an average be at the station,

of whom the far greater part would cross London-bridge. If the

number of ortlinaiy pedestrians has increased in the same pro-

portion as railway passengers, upwards of 120,000 must cross the

bridge between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m., or upwards of 13,000 an hour

on an average. Supposing the passengers to proceed in equal numbers
by both pathways, tliete will be 6.500 that cross in opposite direc-

tions a path sonie 10 ft. wide and 782 ft. in length in the course

of an hour. If they marched in step and rank they might be got

over the ground easily enough ; but as they do not, the inconvenience

and confusion must be great. The same remark applies to vehicular

traftic, for the few bridges, and the existence of tolls at two-thirds of

them, di\erts tratlic from its natural and direct route—driving it more
partictilarly to London-bridge—so tliat the main thoroughfares are

at times choked and impassable. Mr. Laing, who then lived princi-

pally .at Brighton, found from ex|icrience that he was obliged to make
an invariable rule of taking a cab, if he wasanj'where east of Temple-
bar, because he could never calculate to a quarter of an hour the tiinu of

getting over London-bridge. This \vill be slightly remedied when
the railway viaduct is made to Cannon-street, but not to the extent

imagined ; for if all the railway passengers got in and out at Cannon-
street, the thiongs over London-bridge would not be diminished by
more than one-sixth.

The remedy proposed by the Select Conunittee was the erection of .a

bridge at Tower-hill, below London-bridge, one opposite St. Paul's,

and another at Charing-cross, which, in connection with the new
street in Soutliwark, would convey a portion of the tratlic between'
London-bridge railways and the west end along the Surrey side. Mr.
Page submitted to the committee a scheme for erecting a suspension
bridge from Tower-hill, along the road .adjoining the western ware-
houses of St. Katherine's Docks, and across the Thames to the op-

posite side. The width of the river here is, 850 ft., and the bridge
was to cross it by a main span of 800 ft., at a height of 70 ft. above
high-water, so that all vessels accustomed logo above St. Katherine's

might pass under by striking their top masts. The width of car-

riage-way and foot-path, was to be 50 ft. ; the gradients, 1 in 40
;

and the length of the approach on the Surrey side, from the water's

edge till it touched the ground, 2,400 ft., and on the Middlesex side,

1,300 ft. The estimated cost was £450,000, without the purchase of

property. The company which has constructed Lambeth-bridge has
given notice of its intention to build a bridge, if authorised by
Parliament, on Mr. Barlow's principle, from Iron-gate Stairs, near
the Tower, to an opposite point of the shore, in Horselydown. It is

to be for "horses, animals (are not horses animals?), trucks, and pas-

sengers." This would appear that vehicles drawn by horses—cabs,

omnibuses, private carriages, waggons, and carts—are to be excluded

;

while Mr. Page's bridge was designed to be a carriage bridge as well

as for the use of passengers and quadrupeds. It is precisely the

heavy traffic between the north and south banks that it is desirable

to divert from London-bridge. Another suggestion for the diversion

of traffic from the last named structure, but which the Stiect Com-
mittee did not favourably entertain, was the constniction of carriage

approaches to the Tunnel either by great circular shafts and carriage

ways (200 ft. in diameter, at a cost of £120,000), as designed by
Sir T. Brunei, with a gradient of 1 in 25 or by steep inclines. The
proprietors get no dix-idend ; for the receipts, about £5,000, are handed
over after the deduction of cost for maintenance, lighting, &r., to the

Exchequer Loan Commissioners in part payment of interest on
the loan of a cpiarter of a million. The road ways, each of which is

15 ft.wide, and 10 ft. high, would do only for carts. They would not

answer for quick traffic, though they might for railways.

In recommending a site opposite St. Paul's for the erection of a new
bridge, the Select Committee was influenced by the conclusive argu-

ments of Mr. F. Bennoch, and the remarkable statistical evidence with
which he supported them. He suggested a birdge on stone piers and
iron girders, 00 ft. wide, on the site referred to, which Messrs. Liddell

and Gordon were willing to construct, and the whole of the ap]3roaches,

for £100,000, but hisown estimate was £44,000 more, including

£24,000 for approaches. From the traffic tables he had had prepared,

he concluded that the suggested bridge would relieve London-bridge
from one fourth of the actual Surrey traffic, and Blackfriars from one-
fourth of tlie north-east traffic. Half the Camberwell, Clapham, and
Brixton omnifiuscs, he thought, would take St. Paul's-bridge rather

than go round by London-ljridge to the Post-office. The late Mr.
Brmiel expressed a fivourable opinion of the scheme. Jlr. T. Page did

the same, on account of the relief it would afford to other neigh-

bouring bridges, and the facilities it would give for north and south

traffic. Mr. Tito declared that the erection of the bridge was the

first and most pressing want, for just at that point the traffic turns one
way to proceed to London-bridge and the otlier to proceed to Black-

friars ; and lie further said that, if even Southwark-bridge were made
toll free it would be necessary. Robert Stephenson threw cold water

on the ])roject and effectually preventetl its being carried otit by writing

to the Bridge House Committee :
" It is impossible to look into the

whole case narrowly, without feeling that the eom]3arativeIy unused
Southwark-bridge might be made available, an,d perhaps for a great

length of time, supersede the necessity of the proposed project."

The corporation, influenced by the opinion of so eminent an en-

gineer, dropped Mr. Bennochs scheme and reopened negociations

for the jrarchase of Southwark-bridge. But the directors

asked too large a price. They had been offered £300,000—the

structure having cost £600^000—by the North Kent Railway,

and less than this sum the directors refused to take, assum-

ing that it represented the value of their property. The di-\-idend

hitherto paid has been one per cent, on certain shares ; but the okl

subscribers of £456,000 have never received one half-penn_v, and
the directors " not even a cup of coffee ;" the income is £2,900, the

outgoings, £1,200, and £1,500 the fixed dividend. At 30 years'

l^m-chase it would amount to £45,000, and at 40 years' purchase, to

£60,000; yet the directors refused to sell .at less than five-fold that

amount, or at 200 years' pm'chase, and that in the face of a regularly

diminishing income. Much as we may sympathise with the original

subscribers, who have lost nearly half-a-million of money, it is impos-

sible to aiiprove the grasping policy of tlie directors. They are

likely to have reason to regret their policy ;
for the Lanrbeth-bridge

Company, or as it is to be called the Metropolitan-bridges Company,
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puiposes t) erect a bridf^e from Paul's Wliarf to aljout 100 j-ards

north of tlie junction of Rose-lane witli Banlcside, Southwark. The
bridcre appears not intended to be open to veliicles, Avliich ^yc think

a radical mistake. A similar bridge the company proposes to erect

from the bottom of Essex-street to near the ch-awdock of Messrs.

Dorison and Co., on the Surrey shore opposite ; also a bridge, for

carriage as well as otlier tratfic, from the bottom of Oakley-street,

Chelsea, to the Albert-road, Battersea, and a fifth bridge from the

York-i-oad, Wandswortli, to the King's-road, Fulham. If these j^ro-

jects should be carried out, we shall have a dozen metropolitan

bridges, or fourteen, if we include Battersea and Wandsworth, which
will be an important step towards making good our deliciences.

The Select Committee recomended a bridge at the Horseforry, and
another at Charing-cross ; the first has just been completed, but the

second appears to bo quite abandoned.

(To be continued.)

ARCHITECTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
THE INTERNAL EVIDENCE.

(Continued from page 387.)

DURING the Norman period Architecture assumed an expression
of strength and security characteristic of the feudalism of the

time. The Crusades gave a vigour of faith, life, and religious impulse
to Christian energies and art, which the chivalry of tlie age aug-
mented.
From the Holy Land, through the wars of the Crusades, the pointed

arch and other features were introduced and adopted; and that
exuberance of fancy so prevalent in the East was also imported.
Thus, Pointed Architecture, in England at least, began to take root,

simultaneously with the rise of literature in the 12th century, and,
towards the end of the Plantagenet period, attained its consunnnation.

During this period the national character had been growing up,
nourislied by a rich, dominant, universal, and luiited Church, possess-
ing a ritual and sjanbolism of unsui-passed splendour. All this

hlended in common unity of aim, gave a corresponding expression to
Architecture. Aided by organized fraternities of artists, it was elabo-
rated feature after feature, year after year (mark, not by sudden
transitions); Christian trutlis were proclaimed ;—the Atonement, by
the cruciform plan : the Resurrection, by the height: the Holv
Trinity by the triple division, the trefoilod window, and the triangular
gable, of the Christian Church : besides many otlier doctrines of the
Gross shadowed forth in the lesser details. As tlie various elements
and nationalities approaclied maturity, so Architecture developed
itself, till the most elaliorated phase it ever assumed was attained
during the reign of Edward III. We nnist also notice that this
maturity of growth in Ecclesiastical Architecture was arrived at jxfst

when tlie animosities of the Saxon, Norman, and Briton were dying
away, and a common feeling animated them; when literaturewas
brightened by Chaucer, and when our constitution had become
developed.

The gradual decline apparent from this time, proceeded in the same
ratio with the continuance of strife between the rival houses of Lan-
caster and York, by the ceaseless wars of the Roses, and the stagna-
tion of social progress and virtues. The stiff perpendicular and flat-

tened Tudor gave signs of the approaching return to classicalism.
During the 15th century, the invention of printing augmenting the
revival of ancient literature and art, began to spread tliat thirst for
foreign and Italian innovations, and a.'distasfe for past national or
vernacular associations, which the civil wars had strengthened, and
which the new Protestantism still more encouraged.
Thus fostered, the Italian revival of art of the ICth century in this

country began, first amalgamating with the the Tudor Gothic in the
Elizabethan period, anil afterwards throwing aside all attemjits at com-
bination which the spirit of tlie Puritanical age of tlie Commonwealth
ignored. National unity was now lost, alike in religion as in archi-
tecture.

_
Such were the many conspiring elements which turned the atten-

tion of the nation from internal dei-elo2)r,icnt. and which nipped in the
blossom an art which lias ever flourished only when individual fliitli

and character has predominated. Speaking of the Renaissance,
Jarves, in his " Art Hints," remarks :—" Classicalism believed in its
mythology, therefore its works were sincere. Mediasvalism believed in
its symbolical Christianity, therefore it wrought likewise in sincerity.
The Renaissance believed in neither, therefore it had no religious
character." The main impulse, wliiclr before energized and gave
vitality to art, was gone, and the lifeless rules of Vitruvius and Palladio
were substituted for that inner life M-hich all along promoted archi-
tecture, and spoke through it. Siich men as Gliiberti, Brimellesclii,
Raphael, Titian, Rubens, Michael Angelo, Inigo Jones, Wren, Hol-
bein, and others, in art ; Bacon, Sir I. Newton, Shakspeare, Milton,
Spenser, and Dryden, in philosophy and literature, certainly redeemed
the Renaissance, and shed a lustre on the school which will never
be tarnished.

Learning, indeed, says Hallam, was not effectual till after the ex-
piratinn of the 15th century, when the morning of literature appeared.

in !• ranee, the introduction of the Italian taste, which took place in
the latter part of the 15th century, was accompanied by the same
rohibinmg spirit which was noticeable in this country." Amongst
the earlier examples, the Chateau de Gaillon, built bv Fra

Giocondo for Cardinal d'Amboise, may be cited as an illustration of
this combination of Gothic and classic elements, as well as the town-
halls of Arras and St. Quentin, the Palace de Justice at Dijon, &c.

Unlike the later phase of Italian in this country, that in France
sliowed itself by a mannerism and ineretriciousness of ornament
characteristic of the age of Louis XIV., whose gross taste and ex-
travagant vices have such an analogy to this debased art as to be
sufficient alone to brand it as Louis Quatorze. Throughout we see

that the foreign elements and principles each nation ac((uired or
adopted required a cedain time to become naAionalized and matured,
before either a national literature or architecture could possibly be
developed. Each style, then, needs as much time for generalizing or

maturing those elements of thought and character, which make up
the imier life of a people, as it does for generalizing external features,

or selecting and adapting the elements of preceding styles. This
time is as much required as it is in individualizing or nationalizing

various distinct races, habits, languages, and literatures. Thus, we
see in the structure of our own language, various languages : the
Celtic, Anglo-Saxon, Norman, or French, Latin, and Greek, these
latter cliietly since the l(3tli century, gradually combining and mixing,
till they became a naturalized language :—this distinctiveness not
appearing till about a century ago when the writings of xVddison,

Johnson, Burke, Scott, and others, may be said to have fi^ced our
language. But though now tolerably homogenous, these various
elements and idiomatic differences readily betray their varied deriva-

tion, al'hougli wc cannot assert from this, that our language is not

indigenous or national. Thus it would be absurd to say a national
style is not indigenous because it be compounded of foreign features.

Another fact which the history of styles gives, is, that no sooner
than a civilized nation has generalized the peculiarities of previous
styles, and adapted them as her own, the style arrived at becomes
fixed, rarely improving beyond a certain limit, necessitated by the
mechanical and other conditions of the age. It is only the discovery
of a 7iew principle, or constructive system, or the change of national

idiocracy, that can give birth to a new style.

National and mental tranquillity is another essential to qualify a
style, or one truly a reflex of an age, and has invariably accompanied
the greatest epochs of architectural growth. As before observed, it

is unity of purpose that is necessary in develo]3ing art. At the
Reformation this was broken, and the habits and thoughts of the

nation were forced into new and favi't/Jis channels wliich revolutionised

existing nationalities, and with them, architectural principles.

Theological, intellectual,, and political unity, were all more or less

sacrificed, and as certainly progressive indigenous art-development.
We have been considering chiefly the mental expi'ession of archi-

tecture—the higher impression of nationality on it. But besides
these influences, which are manifested by the a?sthetic and phonetic
utterances of art, there are others nior'i direct and which properly

precede these, namely, mechanical principles, and constructive

systems.

The beam system being the simplest, it naturally comes first, and
necessarily becomes sooner perfected. Its very nature necessitated a
purely conventional manner—intuitive ideas of proportion and mathe-
matical repetition and exactness being its laws. Exactness, and
symmetry of parts, seem early associated with our first impressions

of beauty, no less than with the simplicity of the beam system of

construction.

The arciieUed system involved other principles which had to be con-

sidered and applied. Timidly used at first, it gradually became
engrafted on the former system, till it was fully developed and per-

fected ill tlie Romanesque and Gotliic. Thougli the Oriental origin of

the ])ointed arch has been refuted by many, it still claims precedence
;

the fact of the jiointed form being almost simultaneously used in many
European countries strenglhening this view. Whatever may be the

probability of the theory of intersection of circular arches, given as

its origin, resting on the fact that most buildings in Germany, Italy,

and elsewhere, concurrently used the round and pointed forms, before

the former was entirely sujiplanted ;—certain it is that it was used in

the East long before its adoiition in Europe.
In Periclean Greece and Mediaeval England both systems of con-

struction had their full utterance—one as essentially opposed to the

other as the one was Imman, the other sjiiritual and aspiring.

Though Grecian and Gothic Architecture resiicctively possessed the

two great opposite systems, yet the intermediate stages Architecture

took, as the Roman, Romanesque, Byzantine, &c., were ^wt merely
transitional, but distinctive developments in which the two opposed
principles of trabeation and arcuation were equally blended.

When a neiv system of construction, or some new material is intro-

duced, we may reasonably thiidc of a 19th century style ; we may
hazard the opinion, that metallic construction may yet be productive

of results. In the mean while, as we before said, judicious combi-
nation, or even discriminate imitation, is justifiable.

As we noticed, the system of elaborating existing forms, so preva-

lent in the pointed styles, was greatly conducive to their beautiful

results. Thus the early pierced window became the rich flowing one

;

the simple groin was developed into the fan and pendant groining

;

and the simple tower covering became at last the tapering and elabo-

rated spire.

It is the task of analysing and generalising existing forms of art,

or those common to all, as Garbett says, but conibiiiing these with
the spirit and peculiarities of the age, that we must impose upon our-

selves. The wayward impulses of misdirected genius will never do
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this ; it iimst bo to tho storehouses of past results that we must look

for iMstruction.

Thus, Architecture may be said to embrace three preat oxjjressioiis,—lU'tlonal, inti'llfdual, and mcchanicnl ; to the first two beiiifc re-

ferred tho inner and moral life of a nation, its reliijion and artistic

aiipreciation, as wi'll as its pliysieal capaltilities, which make up its

IM'culiaritics; to the latter the system of ronsd-nW /on and appliances
which a nation imposes—the !'c7ii'c/c by which art expresses tho higher
qualities. Some of the legitimate ])rocesses by which these expres-

sions are arrived at, we have att^Miipted to eluciilate. It may be
asked, why does not the 19th century, with its imiuoved mechanical
appliances, and the results of past styles, produce a new style ? The
answer, as we have suggested, will be found to consist in tho simple
fact that wo lack that spirit ,nnd study of the past—that free and
ijeneralised view of national wants and peculiarities which the
breathings of our own Gothic style so pourtray. We hope to retm-n

to this subject. G. H. G.

MAPS AND MAP-MAKING.

IT is clear, from tho various complaints recently made in tho public

journals, that we are rather behind-hand with our mai)S, and
that there are sad sliort-comings in a direction where we should least

expect to find them—in the Ordnance Survey maps. AVe were brought
up in the reverential belief that an Ordnance map, like Cassar's wife,

was above suspicion, and that in taking up one of the sheets we could
ihul our way from one end of a country to another without error, or

the mistake of a furlong in distance. We were taught to look confi-

dently on these maps for the position of every little town and market-
place, the boundaries of a manorial estate, and even the exact where-
abouts of the village pond and green. We could trace upon them
highways conducting to comfortable hostelries, and byways con-
ducting to wild moors, bogs, and other disreputable wildernesses.

Our fathers, of no great age, had more faith in the Ordnance map
than in the church clock or " Moore's Almanack." And certainly

the early Ordnance maps were marvels of accuracy. The gist of the

complaint at present made against them is, that they have not grown
with the age, and that considering the sums of money expended upon
the Ordnance Survey, from first to last, and the expense still going on,

the public should be supplied with an improved article. The maps suited

very well when we were small boys and wore short clothes and jackets,

but having grown beyond all these, they no longer fit us. Since the first

Ordnance map was published the face of the island has, in almost
every direction, been entirely changed. Old roads have been stopped
up, now roads constnicted. Heaths and commons have been enclosed

;

ancestral woods and parks have disa]ipeared ; where grew in its season
the primrose on the bank and cowslip in the field, habitations have been
built and streets laid out. A manufacturing town stands on the wild
common where school-boys went in search of birds' nests among the

furze, and where, instead of the WMrblings of the lark, wo now hear
thimders from Cyclopean hammers and tlie montonous roll of ma-
cliinerj'. Even the course of rivers lias been changed, and barge-
bearing canals intersect former waterless glebes and pastures. It is

needless to say how the surface of the countrj' has been cut, ploughed,
delved, and bored into by railways. These changes have taken place

with groat rapidity within the last quarter of a century, but our maps
in general have not shared in the locomotive speed ; and considering
the expense of getting up a good map, and tho imcertain patronage
of tho public, we are perhaps xmreasonablo in tho demand to have
m\r maps adjusted to the date of the last Enclosure Act, and tho open-
ing of the latest railway branch.

But it is urged, that, with the large staff employed on the

Ordnance Survey, we ought to have something like approxi-
mate accuracy, a new county or parish ma]), say, once in three

years ; and those who understand tho matter pretty well think that

this might easily be accomplished, and at, coni]iaratively speaking, a
small cost. We know, for example, how much may be accomplished
on the zinc plate, with " Water of Ayr " stone, and how readily lines

may be obliterated by the application of a solution of fused potash.

A mile of hedge-row may be grubbed up by this process, sooner than
by a force of nav^•ies ; a park may be made to disappear ; the do-

main, which has been intact from the time of the Conqueror, may be
swept away with the touch of a sponge ; and reconstruction is

equally easy to the well-trained staff of engineers employed in the

survey. The trigonometrical suney of the kingdom exists—some of

the northern counties of England, and a large portion of Scotland, ex-
cepted. Indeed, as regards the latter coiuitr)', only l-60th part has
been suri'cyed, although the triangulation commenced in 1809. Tho
whole of Ireland was surveved and mapped on the G-in. scale in

twenty-two years (from 1824'to 1846), at a cost of £820,000, and so

far it has been the most favoured of the three kingdoms. It is urged,
•we say, that since the sur\'ey to this extent exists for tlic kingdom, that

itwould be aneasy matterto reconstruct or amend the maps forEngland,
at least where the greatest territorial changes are going on. Of the

competence of the staff of the Ordnance Survey Oflfice to perform this

work, no one doubts. In beauty and accuracy the Ordnance
maps will vie with those which come from official sources in Paris,

Vienna, or any other capital in Europe. The doubt is, whether the
Ordnance staff is of sufficient strength, and whether the grants at its

disposal are always wisely applied for the public service. As to the
cost of the sur\'eys made up to 1851, the following figures will convey a

notion :—The English sun'cy had cost, in round numbers, £750,000
or £12,000 per annum; tho Irish, £820,000, or £37,272 per
anruun ; the Scotch, so far as it had gone, cost at tho rate of

only £2,418 per annum. The great expense incurred for

Ireland was from tho survey having been made on a scale

of 6 in. to the mile. The Scotch survey was commenced on tho samo
cxt<'nsivo scale, lait a Select Conunittce recommended, wisely as we
think, the discontinuance of this scale, for the unsurveyed portion of

Scotland, and the adopticm of the 1 in. scale, as for England. We
have seen some ot the recently published survej's of tho northern
counties of England laid down on a 10 in. and even a 25 in. scale.

It is here where we think the money at the disposal of the Ordnance
Survey Office has liecn misapplied. That these mapis may be useful

to local surveyors and to land owners, there can be no doubt ; but to

the general public they are utterly useless, and not to be had as a
whole, except at an expense which few private pockets can compass.
To give an idea of the bulk and expense of such maps :—were
the Ordnance survey of Scotland to be completed on the 6 in. scale

it would occupy a space measuring 216 ft. by 126 ft., and would cost

the purchaser £312 ; on the 1 in. scale it would cost £3 10s. only.

Wo trust th.at in the course of the next Session some information will

be elicited respecting the administration of tho Ordnance Sun-ey Office.

We want to know where we are, not only on the map, but as

regards the whole matter. Individually we are in favour of the 1 in.

scale, and some of our highest civil engineers have expressed them-
selves in its favour, and testified to tho assistance they have derived in

their sur\-eys from the existing maps. Other distinguished engineers

have a favourable word to say for the 6 in. scale ; but it appears to us,

as it did to the Select Committee, that the balance leans in favour of

the 1 in. scale.

With regard to maps generally, it is readily admitted that wo can
produce as good maps as any nation in the world; but we fear two
things—firstly, whether our publishers sufficiently indicate in their

re-issues the topographical changes which are continually taking place

on the earth's surface, especially in Europe ; and, secondly, whether
the public is prepared to support the enterprising publisher who would
supply it with really good maps. Of course this has to be tried.

That the public is a large purchaser of maps, there can be no
doubt. They are sold at a very low figure ; but the public is

not satisfied when it discovers that it has been purchasing a fiftieth

edition, perhaps, without emendations or improvements. W^o have
boon told of maps taken from plates of the beginning of the jjresent

century, the only alteration being a change of date. The war with
Russia brought forth reprints from old plates of the Crimea, and
Danubian Provinces, with the name and position of a now town or

port; the war with China brought old plates of that empire from
their hiding places, and so did the war in Italy. In all these maps
it was, of course, necessary to indicate pjositions, and supply names
which liad grown famous ; but former inaccuracies were suffered to

remain. But independently of all this, we consider that a vast

reform in map-making is wanted, and that, by our new and cheaper
processes, this reform could be easily accomplished.

The modern map is too ambitious ; it would cram us with geo-
graphical and other knowledge ; it would have us thoroughly know-
ing at once in typography, hydrography, geology, iterology, political

boondaries and divisions, and much more.
Lot us take up, for example, a respectable map of England, of the

pretentious character; we shall admit its general correctness; but
what a medley wo have before us 1 It is difficult to gather any special

knowledge from it. Ko:ids are laid down, and cross roads, and the
course of rivers and canals; then over these we have a black net-work
of railways ; then, further, we have hill and mountain ranges
lying about here and there like ill-conditioned haycocks. We have
not done yet. County boundaries are introduced, and the names of

as many places as the map can hold. The result of all this is such
utter confusion that it requires the patience of a whole calendar of

saints to find out what we are in pursuit of. Wo cannot trace the
coirrse of a river without getting lost in a county boundary or a cross-

road. We cannot take our way from London to Manchester by the

turnpike without getting into a canal, or being stopped by a railway,

or brought up at a point. where so many ways meet, and such a
general entanglement of railway, water-way, and boundaiy line

occurs that we know not which turn to take. Mountains bury towns,
and towns straddle the tops of mountains. The names of [places are

so laid down that we mistake villages for towns, and hamlEts for

cities. Oxford and Little Peddlington are alike indicated by a small

o ; and the name of the latter, on the map, stretches over some
miles of country, making its way through perhaps a score of parishes.

The confusion in this latter way is augmented when the name of the

place is inserted, sometimes on the right, some^meson the left, of the

o ; sometimes above, sometimes under it. In the name of the

county the letters of which it is composed are like so many hoof-

marks of an elephant, pressing into the soil we know not how many
acres of arable or woodland—how many " sweet aubunis " and happy
homesteads-—within its boundaries. In all these respects, even the
best " School M:ips" and "Family Atlases" are perfect abomina-
tions. They cai:not be consulted to advantage by ordinarj' sight, and
why should the sight be tortured by having to make use of a lens?

Can an}' mortal rise from the examination of such a map as we have
sketched—and they are common enough— and say that he has any
correct notion of the topography or surface of England ? He cannot.

And with all our reforms and improvements in school-books, it has
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often been matter of wonder to us that there has been no improve-

ment in maps intended for educational purposes.

It may now be said, " He who complains of an evil should be

able to point out the remedy." This does not necessarily follow

;

nevertheless, we venture to throw out a few suggestions for the con-

sideration of geographers and map-makers.

Let us have special maps. For England now, we should like to

have a series of maps, all drawn upon the same scale, so that refer-

ence from one to another should be easy.

Firstly, There should be a topographical map, on a plain surface.

Upon this would be indicated the position of cities, towns, and places

of note, with their names written invariably from left to right.

Coimty boundaries should appear, and the name of the county indi-

cated by Arabic or Boman numerals—the former are the simpler—with

marginal references to them. The great highways and principal

rivers should be laid down ; cross roads and mere brooks should be

omitted. Special marks might designate cities, towns, and villages,

so that the gi'eater should be distinguished fi'om the lesser, much in

the same way as stars of greater or lesser magnitude are distinguished

on the celestial maps.
Secondly, There should be a road map, with position marks, but

with names sparingly introduced. An indication should be made where
a road is intersected by a canal or railway, and a special mark for the

nearest railway station.

Thirdly, A railway map, with the position and name of station,

a,nd nearest post town. Tlie names of all outlying places should be
excluded, but the mark of their position should be retained. Tlie

first map would be a full index to the two latter, and to all that

follow.

Foiu'thly, There might be a hydrographical map, showing the

course of all our rivers and their tributaries, and the direction of our
waterways, with their names, and the position of the principal j^laces

they touch.

Fifthly, AVe might have a shaded siu-face map, or a contour map,
representing elevations and water-courses, lakes, &c., but unencvim-
bered with names, so that through the eye the mind could carry away
a more correct idea of the general surface features of the country.
Maps of this kind, shaded with umber, and the water-courses in whit >,

have the most pleasing effect.

Geological, industrial, ecclesiastical, and political maps, in addition,

will readily suggest themselves. Our limits confine om' suggestions
to the narrowest space. AVe have east them together roughly, and
they may be open to sharp criticism; but we venture to say, that from
such a series of maps, the school-boy or adult would learn more of
the geography of England in a day than he now learns in a week,
from what we have designated the ambitious—we might have said,

the ambiguous—map. That which is ap])licablo to England could be
made applicable to tlie principal states of Em'opo. Tliere are French
and German maps, which have all the merits and defects of our own.
They intend to convey an immense amount of information, but rather
bewilder than instruct, unless we have time to study tliem minutely.
On the whole we think that there are very many who will coincide
with us in thinking that a map reform is desirable ; and we should
certainly hail witli pleasure the attempt of any geographer or pub-
lisher to bring it about.

M'

EPHESUS, AND THE TEMPLE OF DIANA.
(Continued from -page 389.)

TK. FALKENEE'S remarks upon the different parts of the city
commence with that of the Agora Civilis. This large public

square is placed by him, as we have already said in our former article,
in the very centre of the city. The Greeks, and, as Herodotus tells

us, the Egyptians, had two public squares—the one, called the Agora
Civilis, occupied by the houses of the magistrates, and appropriated
for the education of youth, whilst the other, the Agora A^enalis, was
used for the sale of provisions and merchandize. The centre of the
Agora Civilis—the great Forum where the General Assemblies met, and
around which the principal buildings ol the city were grou]5ed, upon
which fell the shadows of the CuriK, the Comitmm.and the Basilica

—

is now overspread with reeds and thickets. They mark the position
of the great lake whicli once reflected long lines of eolonades on each
of its four sides, and constituted one of the distinguishing features by
which the Agora of Ephcsus excelled that of Elis of Pellene, of
Celasn^, of Tarsus, of Sardis, and of Prisneste. In the Agora was
sometimes buried the benefactors of the city. Thus, Heropvthus, the
restorer of liberty to Ephesus, had this honour decreed to 'his body,
and Dionysius, the rhetorician, was likewise buried there at the public
expense. Other examples might be instanced from the history of
Ephesus, as well as from that of other Ionian cities. In the Agora
was exposed the public laws of the lonians. It occupied in relation
to the city a position equivalent, for business as well as pleasure, to
the Forum of the ancients and the Gran Piazza of the moderns.

After describing the buildings wliich he conjectui-es to have
origmally surrounded the Agora, as well as the Agora A''enalis and
the smaller Agora, Mr. Falkener proceeds to examine the traces of
the gymnasia, of which there are several in Ephesus. He prefaces
Ins examination by extracts from Vitruvius and Pausanius, accom-
panying the extracts by running explanatory comments in foot-notes,
and gathers, from the difference of their" account, that one was

T3"4,(!'",°
"*" existing gymnasium and the other an ideal one.

Both descriptions are exceedinglyvaluable in restoring such faintlv-

expressed plans as those in Ephesus. The one tells us of more
adjuncts than probably can be found in any existing building ; the

other informs us that we need not search for all these subdivisions,

because a building actually stood with only a portion of tliem. The
Epistholeprian Gymnasium is the most perfect remaining of those which
once adorned Ephesus. It was situated, as we have before intimated,

at the extreme east of the city, between the end of Moun'; Coressus and
Mount Pion. The plan given by Mr. Falkener shows the baths to

be situated in the centre, surrounded by a diaulus or crypto-porticces

on three sides, and connected by a.colonade on the fourth side. In front

of this portico or colonade we have, in all the gymnasia of Ephesus,
open spaces which were most probably ornamented with porticos,

forming the Greek Xysti of Vitruvius, with the " jiaradomos " inside

them. The great gymnasium, situated at the head of the City Port,

occupied a site of some 15 acres. The gymnasium of the stadium is

peculiar in its plan, and is unlike the other gymnasia of the city. So
muc.i so, in fact, as to suggest doubts as to the purpose to whicli it

was devoted. The gymnasiumof the theatre, on the contrary, although
much ruined, is very ingeniously restored by Mr. Falkener, and leaves

us in little uncertainty about, its general arrangement. One or two
very important parts happily remained. From them, even as Pro-
fessor Owen would complete, from the print of a foot and tlie fossil of

a tooth, vlie form of some extinct animal, Mr. Falkener traces on his

plan the positions of the Xystus, the Diaulus, the Ephebium, the
Apodyterium, and other portions which, without doubt, were once
portions of this important building.

AVith the same jealous care he examines the other gymnasia.
The theatre At Ephesus was the largest ever built. It would accom-

modate, it is said, 56,700 spectators, or more than twenty times the
number of new Covent Garden Theatre. But of this theatre—rendered
still more famous by the reference to it in the Acts of the Apostles

—

of the Stadium, and the Odcon, not a vestigJ remains to reward the
labours of the antiquary, or to compensate him for tlie dangers with
which he there pursues them. All traces of the building which Mr.
Falkener calls the Serapion is almost, equally eli'aced. One column
alone remains, and a portion of the cells which surrounded the portico.

Fiom the coins of Ephesus we learn that temples once were standing
in the city dedicated to Jupiter, to Minerva, to Apollo, to Diana, to

Ceres, to Julius Csesar, to Claudius, and to Neptune, but nothing can
be found of either of them, or of the private buildings which once
crowned the heights of Pion and Corrossus.

It is time, however, that we proceed to notice that portion of Mr.
Falkener's work which is devoted to the great Temple of Diana, "the
glory of the most noble city of Ephesus,"* which Xerxes spared on
account of its magnificence, and Herostratus destroyed on account of

its beauty. It has "vanished," as Dr. Chandler tells us, " like a
phantom, without leaving a trace behind"

—

" Thy sacred fane, proud Ephesus !

Itnised to the houour of Latona's child,

Like as a sliip by stormy billc)ws riv'n

Sinks in the vortex of the whirling wave

;

So the bright emblem of Ionia's state,

Ihis sunkj confounded in the mighty deep."t

Ctesiphron, Metagenes, Democritus, and Pliilo, are the only ancient
writers who confined their attention to a description of the Temple.
But the fragments of their works which have come down tons are so

fanciful as to aflbrd little clue even to the site of the Temple, much
less to its design and arrangement. AATe have enough and to spare of

high-soiuiding and superlative adjectives for it, but we might advan-
tageously exchange them all for a page of common sense description.

As regards its site, we collect from Herodotus, Strabo, and from the life

of Heraclitus the Ephesian, thatitwas outside the city ; from Herodotus,
Strabo, Pliny, and Callimachus, that it was originally on the sea-

shore ; from Pliny, that it was on a marsh ; from Strabo and others,

that it was at the head of the sacred port ; from Pliny, that it was
situated between two rivers ; and from Vitruvius, Xcnophon, the
Ephesian, and Strato, its situation by distance from other spots.

These several particulars are, one by one, carefully analyzed by Mr.
Falkener. Every probability is scrupulously weighed against the
conjectiu-es of other travellers, and with the descriptions of the sites

of contemporary temples. Nothing seems to have been determined
until after the most painstaking and scientific enquiry, and it is then
backed up by every authority on the subject. But if there are diffi-

culties connected with the site, they are multiplied when we attempt
to pierce the mystery which veils "the Temjile itself. Gouffier gave
up the task, stating that nothing could be concluded from '' quotations
scattered in different works, the most authentic of which are precisely

those which contradiet themselves the most openly." Mr. Falkener
does not attempt to clear up all doubts respecting the building, but he
sets forth the various opinions upon the subject, and shows what he
conceives to be the most probable nature of the edifice.

One of the great difficulties of the subject seem to be the impossi-

bility of defining positively to which of the eight temples any par-

ticular description of the Temple refers. All ofthem were lauded, and,

no doubt, deservedly, in the highest terms. The frst temple was " an
immense miracle to man ;" the seventh was of such splendour as to

tempt Herostratus to se+- fire to it merely to give immortality to his

name. A chapter is consequently devoted by Mr. Falkener to the

earlier temples of Diana, thus to give to each t<'ni]ile the peculiar

terms of praise awarded it by ancient wiitjrs, and to clear the ground
for his subsequent investigation.

* Salonis. t Syhiline Oracles,
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TliiM-osults 111' s(ini(' very ab!(M-(>asoningaro tliut, lhi)ui;li tlioTomple
was biinit wvuii tiiiu's, it had not been so many times robuiU, but
niorely ropairoil ; and tliat, ihn-in<f the " 220 years " wliieh the Temple
oeouiiiecl in biiililin^^ it iniilc'i-woMt two eonllagrations—one in tlio

year -IDO, the other in the year 35(1 «.c. ; and " tliat the ei<,'hth Temple
desrribed by Pliny was not eonijileled till 220 years after tlio laying
of its foiniclalioMs, which t'onndations lonned part oflioth the seventh
and sixtli Tenii)les." The ilimen^ions of the Temple given by Pliny are
425 ft. by 220 ft. Philo says it was ap|)roailied by 10 steps. The
difficulty inunediately arises of determininf'' wliether the dimensions
were to bo taken from the tojj or from the bottom of the steps. Our
space will not allow us to follow Jlr. FalUener through the volumi-
nous evidence which he has collected. "We shall content ourselves
with noting the more imi)ortant conclusions he arrives at. The
peristyle, Mr. Falkcner thinks, consisted of 120 columns. Pliny dis-

tinctly states there were 127, each of which were tlie gift of kings.
By placing a comma after the 120, a more disposable number of
colunuis is obtained, as well as a more probable number of kings.
TheTemjile was of the Ionic order: it was Decastyle and Eustyle;

it had III cohnnns at the sides, and the colunms were 81 diameters in
height; olj of the columns were ornamented with colour, gilding, and
metal, one of which was by the celebrated Scopas. This conclusion
leads the author into a learned dissertation on the polyclu-omy of the
Greeks. Wo see in an instant that lie is on fiimiliar grouiid. He
shakes oft' the objection of Kuglcr, founded on the expression of
"white stone " by Strabo and Pausanias in a foot-note. He marshals
liis arguments, derived from actua' observation and from ancient
authors, in regular order, before us confident of invulnerability, and
exclaims, as though there conlil be no longer any doubt upon the sub-
ject, "Grand must have been the effect in seeing such groves of
colunms lit up and beautified by colour, gilding, and metal."
That the Temple was hyphcothral, tliere can be, he shows, no doubt

;

and he conjectures that the Temple was surromidod on the outside by
statues, and that the roof was of cedar, covered with tiles, and deco-
rated on the inside with painting. Jlr. Falkcner gives a restored plan
of the Temple, embracing the several conclusions to which his re-
searches have led him. Other chapters are devoted to the contents
and adjuncts of the Temple, and to the meagre accounts which have
reached us of its final destniction. Not tlie least interesting portion
of this magnificent book is the account of modern Ephesus and its

Christian traditions. The Mosque at Aiasalik is described and illus-

trated with the same care and fidelity as are the niins of the Argorte
and the Gymnasia. The account of the practice of magic shows
the same amount of learning and scholarship, and of scientific hand-
ling of materials, as astonishes us, in the more ambitious portions of
the volume. An investigation, of whatever nature, commenced by
Mr. Falkcner, is carried by him to its farthest limit. The contra-
dietorj- statements of old writers arc reconciled, as far as it be possible
to reconcile tliem by him ; he brushes tlie dust from old opinions, and
effaces the first syllable of tlie word iiinjossible by patient laljour and
well-hived learning. Those only will be disappointed who expect
to find in the book a dry archfeological disquisition ; it is a glowing
narrative, full of interest, and a worthy monogram of the famous
city.

The book is illustrated by plans of the neighbourhood of the city.

and of each particular building^ as well as by lithographic views and
wood-cuts, all from original drawings and measurements taken by the
author, during his visit in 1845. The binding and printing is such as
Messrs. Day and Son—and wo may almost say Messrs. Day and Son
oidy—have lately produced.

NEW THEATRES, PLACE DU CHATELET, PARIS.
(FroTii our otvn Correspondent,)

The repoTt of the commission appointed by the " Societe libra des
BeaiLx Arts," to cxamiue the new theatres from the designs of MM.
Davioud and Cusan, has just "been issued. It does not speak verj' favour-
ably of them. The commissioners complain, at the outset, that the
designs .for the theatres were not obtained by competition, but that the two
principal ones, viz., t/uj Tkealre thu Chatelet and Theatre Lyriqne, were
given to a mEm whose monumental fomitain of St. Michel does not
certainly please the general public. This report speaks of the Theatre du
Chatelet as follows :

—"The Theatre du Chatelet, which was to have been
called the Theatre Historique, is on plana rectangle of -10 metres in front,
by 85 at the side. By a singular fatality, which we can scarcely suffi-

ciently regret, the edifice contains two hotels, and is surrounded by shops
which take away at once all its moimuiental character, and deprives the
public of what it has at the Odeon—porticoes for promenades during the
eiitre-acfesandin rainy weather,—not to mention the danger on account of
fire, that these shops and hotels will be exposed to in a theatre where
guns or cannons are, from time to time, fired off. It 'would be difficult to
say to what style the architect has given the preference. We think he
has employed fantastical architecture." The report goes on to say, that
the whole of the fa<;ade wants character, and that the side elevations re-
semble lai-ge houses with shops, not having even the credit of being
different, but all one monotonous repetition. It finds great fault with the
painting of the open loggia. It says it is bad in colour, and that its lines
are not studied with reference to the exteraal facjade. The report speaks
most highly of the interior, admiring the great originality and beauty of
the decoration, and the admirable method of lighting and ventilating. It
remarks that the depth between the seats is not sufficient to prevent the
knees of one row of the spectators being thrust into the backs of those in
front of them.
My opinion coincides with that expressed in the report, but I think

people should not bo too severe with the architect for the exterior ap-
pearance of tho building. M. Davioud has the good fortune to obtain a
great deal to do from tho Prefect of tho Seine ; but he is so tied down,
and twisted about by his employer and by other important architects
attached to tho service of tho Prefect, that lie is rarely at liberty to do
what he likes

;
for instance, with reference to some palm branches, de-

corating the ])anel3 in the upper portion of tlie two wings of tho f'acjado,

I have seen M. Davioud's original design, and it contained an encaustic
tile decoration for the principal feature. Tho Prefect objected to this, and
M. Baltard recommended palm branches. It is this unfortunate orna-
ment that the report of the " Societe fibre des Beaux Arts," so bitterly
censures. I believe it to have been the ease with other things, and I
have no doubt M. Davioud did not wish hotels and shops to be introduced
in and aljout his building, Iiut that they have been imposed upon him.
The interior is, as the report says, the chef d'asuvre ; it is M. Davioud's
most poetical conception. Tho lighting is admirable, and the ventilation,
fi'om what I was able to judgo (having visited it the evening of an exces-
sively warm day), perfect ; maylie, in winter it will be rather chilly ; how-
ever, as I believe that all air which is admitted into tho " salle " can
be warmed, that can be easily remedied.

ANTI-FROST WATER PIPE PROTECTOR.
Those who have been greatly inconvenienced by the stoppage of water
supply by the frost, or greatly annoyed by the bursting of the water pipes
in their dwelUngs, will be glad to hear that an anti-fi-ost water pipe
protector has been patented which prevents such occurrences. Tho
apparatus is so arranged that a supply of water can be obtained at any
time by forcing a rod towards the back end of the tube. This tube con-
tains two valves, which arc fixed on the rod. The motion is effected by
simply moving a lever from left to right; this forces a valve back into
the larger chamber at the end of the tube, which then admits the water
from an inlet pipe into the tube. The A-alve closes a waste pipe by taking
a position between the waste pipe and the risuig main. The water being
then admitted into the tube, passes freely through the rising main, and
this position is maintained while the supply is secured, and no danger of
the water freezing need be apprehended when it is being forced with
great velocity through the pipes. When the supply is sufhcient, the rod
has to be drawn back into its first position, which is simply done by
moving the lover from right to left, and the valve enters the small part of
the tube, and shuts ofl' the supply from the pipe ; and the valve passing
to the opposite side of the Vi-aste pipe, allows all the water in the tube and
rising main to pass through the Avaste pipe ; thus no water is allowed to
stand in those pipes which are exposed to the action of the frost, conse-
quently they can never be frozen up, all danger of the pipes bursting
is avoided, and a constant supply is at all times available when the appa-
ratus is used. •

The invention is economical as a first cost in building, when we con-
sider the aimual expense of repairs, the vexations and hindrances to
domestic comfort, and the injury to property which occur through the
want of it. Mr. Jones is the patentee of these pipe protectors, and we
believe Messrs. Bury and Pollard, of Park Iron Works, Southwark, are
the sole consignees.

FIRE BRIGADES.
Ox Monday last Frederick Hodges, Esq., held the halfyearly inspection
of his fire-brigade, at his extensive distillery, Lambeth, before a
numerous and most distinguished company, numbering upwards of 200
persons, among whom we observed Lord Torrington, Hon. Wm.
GoAvper, M.P., Mr. Ayrton, M.P., Mr. John Locke, M.P., Sir
George Bowyer, Bart., M.P., John Penn, Esq., Edward Humphreys,
Esq., George Salt, Esq., of Saltaire, Mr. Charles B. King, M.E., Captains
Shaw, L.F.E., and Bent, Messrs. Passmore Edwards, J. Easton, and
C. Amos, &c.
The proceedings commenced with the working of the hand-power

engines belonging to the brigade, manned by forty Life Guardsmen

;

the results obtained being average specimens of good throwing. The
testimonial fire-engine from the Exhibition worked steadier and better
than either of tho others. A competition of steam fire-enguies then
followed. The " Deluge," manufactured by Messrs. Merryweather and Son,
was first set to work ; steam was raised sufficient to work the engine
in about 15 minutes. With this, a Ij-inoh jet was thrown to a vertical

height of about IGO feet. Tlie new steam tire-engine, manufactured by
Easton, Amos, and Sons, under Lee and Larued's patent, was next tried

severely, and gained a slight superiority over that of its compeer. An
interesting trial with the two engines was made by carrying the hose
over the top of the buikhngs, from thence to the top of the Fire Observa-
torj', so that the engines pumped the water through about 300 (t. of hose,

and projected a jet about 50 ft. from the nozzle at the elevation of 135 ft.

from the ground. .

'

Neither of these engines have fly-wheels, hence their great superiority,

as we have considerable doubt whether any of the fly-wheel engines
could perform such work as wc have mentioned. Messrs. Merryweather
and Son likewise exhibited a small engine in an unfinished state. A fire

was Ughted, and steam of 100 lb. pressure produced in about 7 minutes.

fitcriitm'c.

ARCHITECTURE AND PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS.* ,

" The British Almanac and Companion for the Year 1863 " contains its

usual budget of valuable and closely-condensed information, amo'ngst
which is the customaiy illustrated article on " Architecture and Public
Improvements." By the courtesy of Messrs. Knight and Co., thi'ee of the
woodcuts are lent for insertion in our pages.

We shotdd be sorry to have to enumerate the almanacs which have
been pubUshed since the "British Almanac" was first issued, 34 or 35

* " Tlie Britisli Almanac and Companion, 1863." Knight and Co., rieet-street.
'
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years ago br the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. W.e

have had them, even since we can recollect, of all sizes, prices, colours,

politics, trades, and professions, large enough to paper the side of a room,

and small enough to be swallowed unnoticed in a sandwich. We have

paid dearly—very dearly—for thcni, and we have had them given away.

They have' been overladen -with coloured attractions, and caused us an

involuntary shudder ; and they have been so plain as to have nothing in

them. Their little harmless lives have, however, passed silently away,

like annuals, leaving the hardy old " British " still in its " pride of place
"

to welcome the coming year, and to be to us a serviceable companion

through it.

Opening the volume, we recognize gladly and gratefully several long-

familiar names. To one—Charles Knight, who seems gifted with ever-

lasting youth and freshness, and to have no attribute of age but its

wisdom and the honour due to it—we owe the first pleasures which a

book ever gave us. We are but one of many who have, in years gone

by, neglected Pinnock and Mavor for the pages of the " Penny" and

""Saturday" Magazines. Subsequently with the same and other genial com-

panions attached to articles in this volume, we have spent delightful " Half

Hours with the Best Authors," and wandered through " The Land We
Live In," " Old England," and " England's History." Through the many
years that have elapsed since then, Charles Knight and his band of com-

panions ha\e laboured continuously for the diffusion of useful knowledge.
*' Ever reaping something new.

That which they have done, but earnest of the things that they shall do."

We have digressed a little from the Almanac, but it has led us (u! inanah)

to cmmt some of the benefits its writers have conferred, and to pay a

humble and brief tribute to their live-long labours.

We shall dismiss the Almanac in a very few words. Its 96 pages

contain as much information as any 96 almanacs. Evei-y official name
has a place in its "Miscellaneous Register," and all official matters are

methodically arranged under the head of " Miscellaneous Information."

There are, in addition, tables for finding the time of sun-rising and sun

setting, the height of high water, the occultation of planets and fixed

stars by the moon, the duration of moonlight, astronomical phenomena,
thermometer registers, Hebrew and Mahomedau calendars, &c. But we
must huiry on to the Companion. The first essay, by the veteran Charles

Knight, is entitled "London in 1S62." It discourses pleasantly upon

the Exhibition, foreign visitors, and their opinions of us and our city
;

it recalls to our minds the French treatj- and its probable effects, the

Social Science Meeting at Guildhall, the hospitalities of 1862, the inter-

communication of one part of London with another, the Battersea Show,

and the Volunteers. All are touched upon with a light graceful pen.

The old subjects sparkle again under the dexterous manipulation, and

our foreign critics afford us, in this commentary upon them, a few moments'

additional amusement. Next we have an essay on the " Distress in Lan-

cashire'," by John Plummer ; then come treatises on "The Products and
Industry of the British Colonies," and on " British Columbia and
Vancouver's Island," a short but valuable article on " Logarithms for the

Many;" another on "Fires and Fire Brigades at Home and Abroad," to

which we may possibly hereafter return, and an able " Review of the

Fine Arts in Europe," by James Thome.

The second part is devoted to legislation, statistics, architecture and
public improvements—which of course more closely concerns us, and to

a chronicle of 1861-62. The essay on " Architecture " &c., is by James
Thome. It is written without bias for any particular style ; its broad

liberal spirit will be clearly seen in the following extract :—
" Every living style in art is the individual expression of the national mind

and purpose. 'The right system would be, not for the architect to copy what
he admires in a foreign or a past work, but to study all; to digest, and to

create anew. Architects would then deal far more freely with architectural

precedents. We hear now of the development of Gothic ; but Gothic
would have a very different development then. It is said that

Gothic has an affinity fur the English mind. Probably it has. If it

have, then, with a full appri^ciation of its capabilities, and a clear conception

of, and a honest adaptation to, existing requirements, it may, as * de-

veloped" by free thought and free handling, become as much a true, living,

national style as Mediaeval Gothic was in its day. But then it would be a

different thing from the Gothic of the middle a^cs : not o?*^ Enghsh, still less

Italian, French, or German ; and certainly not an admixture of any or all of

them."

The Manchester A.ssize Courts, of which, by the way, an excellent view is

given, isconsidered "on the whole, perhaps, the most artistic application

of Gothic to civil purposes yet made in this country." This praise is only

remarkable as coming from a man who also warmly admires, and recog-

nizes the beauty of Mr. Kerr's 17th century Italian National Provident
Institution, of which we gave a view a few weeks ago. The opening para-

graph of the essay, too long to quote, is a fair and sensible vindication of

English progi'ess in architecture, against the sneers of those who would
degrade us into Parisian transformation. The criticism on the Exhibition

is an echo of what every one, except the Brompton officials, have said

for the last six months, but the notice of the picture-galleries is an inde-

pendent piece ofjust criticism, which our readers may Uke to digest :

—

"The picture galleries have been called the most magnificent in Europe,
the best hghted, and the best ventilated. But this is mere idle talk.

In length they may compare with any ; but they are not magnificent

;

they are not well-Ughted, and they are not well-ventilated. Filled with
choice pictures of every modern school, their appearance was very
striking and impressive ; hut the magnificence was due to the pictures,

and not to the architecture. For large pictures the rooms are of
sufficient width, and not ill-proportioned ; but there their merits cease. The
cornices are heavy, the mouldings and other decorative details poor and
meagre. The profile of the coving is not agreeable, and the connection of
the skylights with the walls seems altogether iU-m'anaged. And the skyUghts
themselves, and the timbering of the roofs, are so menu and clumsy as to
have attracted the eye in a painful degree till they were shut out from view
by the calico screen it was found necessary to stretch across the lower opening
in the principal rooms ; or until the attention was drawn away in the secondary
apartments by the flapping calico curtain that was suspended along the centre
like a sheet hung up to dry. And these calico screens, as they became stained

by the rain, which everywhere found its way through the roof, had
anything but an elegant appearance. Before the screens were put np
there was certainly abundant lisht; but it was so abundant that it soon

had to be modified "in the way we have seen, and then, though there was still

ample light on a Midsummer day, as the autumn drew on, it became at an

early hour in the afternoon, difficult to see the old and the low-toned pictures,

and, long before the time fixed for closing, impossible to see any properly.

As regards the ventilation, it is unquestionable that there was enough air

even on a summer day. In the winter season there are probably no other

picture galleries in the kingdom through which blow such bitter blasts

;

whilst there are certainly none which has so perfect an apparatus as the

curious louvre-board contrivance, which extends, just above the floor, the

whole length of the principal rooms, for directing the east wind full upon the

lower members of those who may linger incautiously gazing on the pictures

which hang upon the front wall. In truth, these galleries are wrong in

principle.
" We have dwelt, as it may seem unduly, on this subject, because we shall

have other picture galleries built before long, and we are anxious to do what

little we may to remove the very general impression, that, whatever may he

the faults of the International Exhibition building, the picture galleries are

nearly faultless. If the galleries are to be kept as picture galleries, they may,

and we trust will, bo greatly modified and improved ; but they will always

remain examples of what to avoid, rather than models to follow."

The various monuments to the late Prince Albert and other worthies

are then noticed. The public and sanitary improvements, churches and

chapels, have each a chapter devoted expressly to them. From the latter

we extract a criticism of St. Stephen's, Spitalfields, of which we give an

illustration.

" St. Stephen's, Spitalfields, Mr. E. Christian, architect, opened a few

months ago, is also destined to supply the wants of a poor neighbourhood. It

stands on'the east side of Commercial-street, clese against the terminus of

the Great Eastern Railway. We give an engraving of it, not on account of

its beauty, hut because it, in its way, illustratES the changes which are

taking place in ecclesiastical architecture. The church is of yellow brick,

with red and black bricks sparingly introduced. Its distinctive feature is

ST. STEPHEN'S, SPITALFIELDS.

the apse (shown in the cut), which, instead of serving as the chancel, as

is usual, is placed at the west end of the nave—a fashion borrowed, with

some other features, from Germany. The windows, as will be noticed, are

small, and in two ranges, the lowest being placed at a considerable height

from the ground. To our thinking, nothing can well surpass the uglinessof

the exterior, but it-has been well studied and laboriously attained. Beside

it is a parsonage, quite as quaint as the church, and infinitely meaner. Both

church and parsonage are placed at an awkward angle to each other, and to

the street, but this was probably done with the object of turning the ground

to as much account as possible. The interior of the church is almost as

peculiar as the outside. In form it is an exact square (of 61 ft.) without the

apse. The eastern wall is pierced with three small star-Ughts in the gable.

The nave is equal in width to the two aisles (28 ft.), but the north aisle is

35 ft. wider than the south. The walls are plastered, but the piers and arches

are faced with red and white bricks. Altogether, there is no duubt that

novelty of effect is obtained ; the beautiful or the pleasing must be sought else-

where. As regards convenience, something may be said in its favour. There

are only two pillars on each side, and, practically, the view is almost unob-

structed. The church is said to be also well adapted for hearing, but to JB
there seemed an unpleasant reverberation, during both the reading of the
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serviue and the sermon. This may have arisen, however, from sitting near

the apse, during an afternoon service ; it would, porhaps, be less noticeable if

the church were fall."

The section on " Buildings for Public Purposes," commences with de-

scriptive remarks upon Mr. Waterhouse's Manchester Assize Courts, of

which we gave an illustration some two years since. Under this head
we find

—

*^ The Jews' Hospital at Lower Norwood, on the line of the Pimlico and
Crystal Palace Railway, from which it f^rras a noticeable object, is an institu-

tion for the maintenance of the aged Jewish poor, and for the industrial

training of friendless children. The general character of the building will

be seen from the engraving. It is of red brick with stone quoins and dressings.

The left wing is the boys' school-room, the rii^ht the girls ; both are airy and
spacions. Between these are class-ro..'m^, committec-ruoms, &o. Above are

the dormitories. Thegreat central window belongs to the symg "gue. Behind it

is a spacious dining-ha 11, ivith an open timber roof. In the rear are con-

tagion wards, an infirmary, &c. The architects were Messrs. Tillott and
Chamberlain. The cost was nearly £2.5,000."

The various educational establishments are subsequently referred to.

Mr. Thome is entitled to our thanks for the care with which he has col-

lected andjotted down the several requirements ofa school for the middle

and lower classes. His suggestions are too long for extract, but they are

too valuable to remain unseen and to be unremembered by architects who
may be called upon to design schools. We must, therefore, refer our

readers to the article itself Having laid down the principles upon which
he conceives school buildings should be based, he expresses a -wish that

he could refer to a school where the problem had been successfully

worked out, and then alludes to the Birkbeck School, at Kingsland, where
" something of the kind has been attempted." He says:

—

" We give a cut which wiU show its external appearance. As will be seen,

it is not remarkable in an architectural point of view, but it has a certain

amount of character, more perceptible perhaps in the building itself than
the engraving. It is of red brick and stone. The rooms are all on the

ground floor, all lofty and amply Hghted ; but the lighting is only in

pirt from the roofs, and a good deal of wall space is lost by the high pitch of

the roofs. The boys' school-room, that with the bell-cote on the gable is 60 ft.

hl.NUsLANU blKKBECK SCHOOLS.

by 30; behind it is a large lesson-room 35 ft. by 30, and on the west (the

room with the two-Ught window on the right of the porch) a second lesson-

room 2S ft. Gin. by 25 ft. Equal spaces under these rooms serve for a covered

play ground, cloak-rooms, &c. Adjoining the boys' rooms is the infant

school, 40 ft. Ijy 25. The girls' school, on the left of the porch, consists

of a school-room, 43 ft. by 30 ft., and a lesson-room, 28 ft. in. by 25 ft.

Beneath these are a covered play-room and a cloak-room. All the rooms are

lofty, and covered with open timber roofs. The closets are away from the

school. Arrangements are made for the children who stay at school to dine

with something like family cojufort. Indeed, throughout, much considera-

tion has been given for the comfort of the children, and security against

accident. The infant school, for example, is so arranged that the little ones'

enter and leave, whether from the public path, their play-ground, or offices,

without a rising step. 'That there may be no obstruction in their way, even

the door-mat is sunk into the floor. This school is now opened, and it well

deserves a visit fi*om thos3 who are interested in school arrangements. Mr,
Knightly was the architect, but the school arrangements are due to Mr. J.

Riintz."

The remaining portion of the essay consists of notices of Street Archi-

tecture, and the Bridges, Docks, &c.

We have given but a very inadequate idea of the care vrith which the

Companion to the Almanac has been compiled. Where everything is con-

densed to the smallest limit, it is impossible to give more as it were than

a few bricks to indicate the character of the building. It forms with the

Almanac a trustworthy companion for the year, which no architect,

civil engineer, builder, or business man, should be without ; and when
its successor appears, it will be, as former ones are, a valuable book of

reference and a record of progress for the shelves of the library.
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THE CHURCH BUILDEE.

The Church Builder. October. London : Eiving-

tons, Waterloo-place.

The cnrrent number of the Church Builder,

after paving a short tribute of respect to the

many excellent virtues which characterized the

late President of the Church Building Society

(the Ai-chbishop of Canterbury), devotes an

article to " Chui-ches in Towns," in which the

comfort and convenience of the worshippers are

advocated in opposition to the exclusively

aesthetic principles, which are too slavishly fol-

lowed by many church builders. They seem to

think that everything should be subordinate to

the one idea of obtaining a pretty and novel pro-

duction. We do not want barns in the place of

which accompanies them. There is a short read-

able article on "Handsome Churches," and a

capital record of new churches, churches re-

stored, gifts to churches, &c.

INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS IN
SCOTLAND.

We make the following interesting extracts fi-om

an inaugural address delivered by the President

(Mr. W. Johnstone, C.E.), of the Institution of

Engineers in Scotland :

—

Chaking-cross Bridge.

The Charing-cross-bridge, now in course of

construction, is intended to carry the South
Eastern Railway across the Thames to their

churches, but we nevertheless want, especially
|
^est-end terminus at Hungerford-market, and

in toNvns where the congregation is oftentimes

large, such an arrangement of our churches as
j

wiU enable every one in them to see and hear

the minister distinctly. Hitherto we have too

strictly restored the plans of the old churches

;

it is now high time that we not only thought of

taking a step forward, but really took one.

If we adhere to the long-drawn aisle of the

mediaeval chm'ches, the principal qualification

for the preacher will have to be a loud voice, so

. as to reach the farthest limit of the church. We
cannot expand the natural voices of useful pastors;

we cannot sm'render the absolute necessity for

their being heard by their several congregations;

we can, and must, then, contrive the plans of our

churches differently to what we have hitherto

done ; and this it is quite possible to do ^vithout

abandoning the spirit of that style which is now
recognised as the fittest for sacred edifices by
High Church and Low Church, Romanist and
Dissenter.

The writer hints at the direction our thoughts
should take, by referring to the old churches of

the Dominicans. He says :

—

It so happens that there is a class of me

to occupy the site of the present Suspension
bridge, one of the late Mr. Brunei's early works.

The Thames at this particular place is about
1,340 ft. wide, and was crossed by ]\Ir. Brunei in

three spans, the centre opening being 016 ft.

This foot-bridge is now being removed, and a

more substantial structure substituted, to meet
the requirements of the railway. Mr. Hawkshaw,
the engineer of the new bridge, divides the
openings (on the Surrey side) of Brunei's bridge

into spans of 154 ft. each, by means of cylinders

placed in paii'S at three intervals ; the two ma-
sonry piers of the Suspension-bridge, each 34 ft.

wide, being allowed to remain to form a portion

of the new structure. Future generations may
be somewhat perplexed to account for these

"breaks," and naturally say, "Why were not
cylinders used there also ?" "This simple reflec-

tion, however, would not have justified the ex-

pense of their removal ; and, at all events, know-
ing the circumstances, w^e may safely exonerate
the engineer from what might otherwise have
appeared to be a piece of engineering eccen-
tricity. The principle of construction of
the main girders of this bridge, though

diaeval churches still remaining in many towns on ' not absolutely new, has never, that he was aware
the Continent, though they have generally been

]
of, been appUed on such a large scale. He

destroyed in England, which were built for the
;
believed the same engineer is constructing one

Dominicans, or ' preaching friars,' and which
i veiw similai- at Londonderry, combining a car-

seem to be admirably adapted for the use of the
j

riage way on the top, which will shortly be
English ritual, being built expressly for hearing,

without neglecting a proper place for the altar,

and without forgetting the ' beauty of holiness.'

A very striking church of this class was recently

destroyed at Ghent; but fortunately drawings
of it have been preserved by Mr. T. C. Buckler.

This fine church was commenced in the year,

1240, and is supposed to have been about twenty
yeirsin building. According to the usual custom
of that age, its style was the Eai'ly Gothic of

n luders, quite consistent with its historical date.

The windows have been removed, probably in the

nineteenth century. The original windows were
probably of the lancet form only, and there
wocdd very likely have been two rows of small
windows between the buttresses, but it is obvious
that the large mndows at the two ends would
give so much light as to make the side windows
of no importance. The place of the seats was a

simple parallelogram of lOr ft. long by 53 vride

in the clear, independently of the side chapels
between the buttresses. 'This space is sufficient

to afford ample accommodation to at least fifieen

htmdred persons on the floor in the body of the

church only, independently of the side chapels.

But these chapels are an essential part
of the plan ; the bold projection of the but-

tresses is necessary to carry a roof of so
wide a space. We do not require a num-
ber of separate chapels for the English
service, since we do not worship a number of
saints each at a separate altar, but hold with the
early Fathers of the Church the doctrine and
practice of ^ one church, one altar.' " The writer
believes it would be Lardly possible to accom-
modate so large a number of worshippers, in

such a manner that they could all see and hear
conveniently, on any other plan that wotild be
equally eeonomical with a grand chui'ch-Uke
effect.

The writer suggests that these side chapels
should be devoted to family pews, but the editor,
more wisely, we think, recommends that they
might be conveniently employed for passages.
The rest of the number contains an article on

"The "Ventilation of Churches," vith illustra-
tions

; a fine view and description of the Church
of St. Peter and St. Paul, Ringwood, recently
restored by Messrs. Francis; remarks on the
late census

; some appropriate engravings of
well-designed grave-stones, which deserve some-
*'

like description instead of the twaddlething

opened for traffic. The pair of cylinders forming
the interme iate pier are distant from each other
49 ft. and are somewhat bottle-shaped in appear-
ance. The portion of each sunk below the bed
of the river is 14 ft. in diameter, cast in seven
segments in lengths of 9 fc, the flanges meeting
and bolted together inside. The portion from
the shoulder to the bottom of the main
girder is 10 ft. in diameter, cast in seven
segments in 9 ft. lengths, the flanges being
also bolted inside ; the thickness of the metal
throughout being about \\ in. In most cases

these cylinders have been svmk40 ft. into the bed
of the river, to prevent the possibility of any
lateral motion, or of their bottoms being
disturbed by any subsequent deepening of

the river. When completed, the lower por-
tion up to the shoulder is filled ivith con-
crete, made with cement. Brickwork, set in

Lias lime, is then used, the whole being sur-

mounted by two semicircular blocks of granite,

2 ft. 6 in. thick, out to fit the cylinders, and
when bedded projecting an inch or two above it,

so as to keep the bottom of the malleable iron

girder from resting on the casting. .Both cylin-

ders are joined together at the top by a cross

girder, so as to guard against the barest possi-

bility of any swinging taking place. Each
cyhnder is tested to the extent of 450 tons. As
already stated, these cyUnders are 49 ft. apart,

and as the main girders rest directly upon them,
ii follows that that width represents the distance
from centre to centre of each girder, and aSbrds
space for four lines of way. These main girders
each weigh 190 tons, arid when tested to 400
tons, showed a deflection of 1} in. The ends of
the girders resting on the cylinders, are com-
posed of plates formed into rigid rectangular
columns the same height as the girder, viz.,

14 ft., 5 ft. on the face and 3 ft. broad. The
boxes or troughs forming the top and bottom of
the girder, are of that breadth, and of course
spring from those ends. The upper one being
inverted, its bottom forms the top of the girder,

and, unlike the bottom of the lower trough, pro-
jects beyond the sides some 6 in., and being
in compression requires more metal in it; in

the middle it consists of six plates, five of them g
in. thick, and one 11-16 io. thick, breaking joint

iUid gradually diminishing towards the ends to
two—one 11-16 in., the other | in. thick. The
bottom of the lower trousrh is flush with the

sides and has five | in. plates in the centre and
two I in. plates at the ends. The staging was
made to admit of the simultaneous construction

of these troughs ; they are with the above excep-

tion precisely the same, each being 2 ft. deep
inside and 3 ft. broad ; each sideis composed oftwo
plates I in. thick, -n-ith two covering plates at pin
holes, each 1 in. thick ; these pin holes occur at

intervals of 11 ft., and number 15 in each spanj
tour of the diagonals meet inside the troughs at

those places ; and two webs of the same thick-

ness as the sides fastened to the bottom by angle

irons 6 by 6 by 1, give additional bearing to the

pins, and prevent the diagonals from sliding on
them. The diameters of the pins vary with the

strain, from 9 in. at the ends to 5 J in. in the

middle of the girder.

The diagonals at the ends are about 15 ft. 6 in.

by 12 in., and 3 in. thick; in the middle the

breadth and thickness is about C in. and 2 in.

respectively. Those in compression are forged

to the required thickness, and strongly stiffened

;

those in tension are made up of two or

three pieces of an inch in thickness, according to

strain, like the links of suspension bridges.

The cross lattice girders carrying the four lines

of way, and projecting beyond the main girders,

support a foot-way 7 ft. wide on either side,

and are suspended to the main girders by
four strong angle irons immediately under
each pin, and consequently occuning at

11 ft. intervals. There is nothing very special

in their construction to require further notice.

The weight of each, he understands, is about

9 tons. The bridge, when completed, -will con-

sist of six spans of 154 ft. each, and three in the

Middlesex side of 100 ft. each ; and the bridge is

to be widened on that side to 1/1 ft., so as to

admit of seven lines of rails and platforms into

the station. The radiating outside girders over

these thi'ee openings remain the same in appear-

ance as those of the rest of the bridge, to afford

a continuous sky line ; they have, however, very

little work to "do, and are consequently much
more slender in construction ; they rest on
cylinders 8 ft. in diameter. The railway is no
longer carried on cross girders, longitudinal

ones placed on cylinders 6 ft. diameter, sunk at

short intervals between the 8 ft. outside ones,

being substituted. These girders are single-web,

and strongly made, their depth being Umited to

5 ft. for 100 ft. span, to aflbrd 25 ft. headway
above Trinity high-water mark, and aie all

tmder the level of the planking, so as not to in-

terfere with the points and crossings of the lines

of way to the platforms. The depth of the

Thames at the site of the bridge, at low water of

spring-tide, is 1 1 ft.

Rise oftide 17 ft. 6 in.

Level of rails above Trinity

high-water 31 ft. in.

Tlie work is now more than three parts finished,

and is perhaps the finest piece of work of

the kind in the world. It is diSicult to ascertain

the cost of such a work. He believed, however,

that £26 a ton for the wrought, and £16 10s. a
ton for the cast iron, will not be far from the

mark ; 30s. a foot might also be taken as a pretty

near approximation for sinking the cyhnders.

Bridges.

In the lattice bridges over the Rliine we have

examples of the largest description of siving

bridges yet constructed ; and altogether, for ele-

gance of design, excellence of workmanship, and
economy in cost, he believed them to be imri-

valled among recent railway structures. Those

at Strasbourg and Cologne are completed, and

the one at Mayence is now in progress. The

\
first consists of three central arches, each 184 ft.

span, and of two side s\vinging arches 85 ft. span.

The central piers are finished with handsome and
effective Gotliic spires, and the general appear,

ance of the whole is most satisfactory. Its total

cost was about £280,000. The bi-idge at Cologne

is much larger, and embraces a railway and road-

way alongside of each other, the cost being,

he believed, somewhere about £500,000.

R.1ILWATS.

In canying out the Swiss system of railways,

ample- opportunity has been aflbrded for the exer-

cise of great engineering skill and ingenuity, of

which full advantage has been taken. These
must strike the eye of the professional tourist,

even during the hasty run which is now taken by
many among the Alps in summer ; and there are

two lines now in progi'ess, which, when com-
pleted, will present works of a much more
striking character than anything now in opei-a-

tion : these are the lines from Geneva to Turin by
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Mont Ccnis, and from Martigny to Milan by tho

Simploii Pass. Tho first i3 now certain to bo

carried out, and its Rrent and important feature

\n\i bo the tunnel through Mont Ccnis, which will

bo about eight miles long, and above 0,000 ft.

beneath the crest of the mountain. Of course,

at such a depth intermediate shafts cannot be

resorted to, so that tho whole excavation must

bo carried on from either end. This ven- gi'eatly

increases the difficulties of the work ; and these

difficulties, coupled with tho constructive skill

necessary to be displayed in overcoming them,

are such" that the completion of the ttmnel wM
be regarded as an epoch in rock excavation. The

cost -ivill be somewhat enormous, and would have

been insurmountable had it not been for the as-

sistance given by the French and Italian govern-

ments.
The other line over the Simplon mU have a

higher summit level than that across MontCeuis.

Many points connected with its construction have

not yet been determined, such as the level and

length of tunnelling at the summit. When com-

pleted, it must embrace many works of striking

magnitude and novelty, which will completely

eclipse those of Napoleon's famous road, so long

the admiration of Europe.

These railways \vill be of immense value to

the countries they connect, more especially to

Italy, which has sufTered so much and so long

from its commercial isolation from the rest of

Europe ; and he need not point out how valuable

it will be to the profession to have full and exact

details of the most novel and striking of these

works. In obtaining these, any one of our mem-
bers can easily have the advantage of personal

inspection of the works, should he find this ne-

cessary for an accurate description. Not so,

however, with respect to those great works in

India or America. At the same time, many of

these are made with Enghsh capital and by
EngUsh engineers ; and where this is the

ease there will be no dilfictdty in obtain-

ing access to the plans. Some of the iron

bridges have, indeed, been made iutliis country,

and these now form the largest and most inter-

esting of recent railway structures ; so that the

difficulty of obtaining the necessary details is

not so great as may at first be supposed.

The railways in our American colonies, though
invaluable to the districts through which they

pass, have hitherto been unremunerative. This

result has to a large extent been caused by inat-

tention to economy in construction, and, as

manv believe, by disgraceful jobbing in financial

matters. Notwithstanding these drawbacks, he

had no doubt but the rapid progress of these

colonies in material prosperity would soon fiir-

nish traffic to make the present lines profitable

undertakings. By that time the colonies on the

western shores wUl also be far advanced in com-

mercial importance, so that we look forward at

no distant date to an extension of the Grand
Trunk of Canada across the Rocky Mountains

to British Columbia. Such an imdertaking mil

necessitate the construction of works of magni-

tude equal to, if not greater than those already

completed. Its effect on the development of the

resources of the vast territory which it ^^•ill

traverse, will be invaluable. The result, there-

fore, will be equally great in a professional and

national point of view, and may claim the atten-

tion alike of the engineer and the statesman.

The great question of cotton supply renders the

rapid extension of railway transit in India a mat-

ter of the most pressing and immediate import-

ance. Invaluable time has already been lost in

endless discussion of detail by parties who were

entirely tinfitted for such work; and it is to be

hoped that now, when abeginuinghas been made,

Indian railways wUl be pressed on with all prac-

ticable speed. It has been a matter of bitter

reproach against England, by Burke, and by all

who have followed him in challenging om- Indian

poUcy, that v,-e have done so much in conquering

the natives and in enriching ourselves, and so

little in opening out the material resources of

that magnificent country. Our greatest boast

has b;en our advancement in the arts, in

mechanics, and engineering, and more especially

in aU processes connected -with improvements in

land transit
;
yet dm-ing the century of our sway

in India we have allowed the great work of arti-

ficial navigation, made by former engineers, to

fall into decay, and have been contented to carry

on intercom-se in one of the richest and most

populous cotmtries in the world by bullock tracks,

like those described by Livingstone as being used

hf the African savages among whom he tra-velled.

We have now entered npon a diflerent policy.

Trunk roads and trunk railways have been traced

out, and partially constructed between tho capi-

tals of tho various Indian pro^vinces. Wo have

commenced to improve the river navigation, and

to place steamers on all the larger streams. The

old tank.s and canals for irrigation have been

rei)aired, improved, and gi-catly extended ; and

if this course be persevered in, we may expect to

see tho whole countiy opened up in a short time

by works which will make internal transit there

as cheap and efficient as it is with us, and which

will form the most striking monument yet raised

to the power and magnificence of Great Britain.

International Exiiibition.

With reference to the International Exhibition,

Mr. Johnstone remarked, that, in the production

of metals, chemicals, glass, and earthenware,

and of all ordinary woven fabrics, wo have
undoubtedly distanced all competitors, with

some very few exceptions. In the case of ma-
chinery, the department more peculiarly interest-

ing to engineers, it may be said without exaggera-

tion, that we have been first. There certainly

is no comparison between our locomotives, oui-

marine and land engines, our spinning and
weaving machinery, om- sugar-mills, and our

tool-making machinery, and those exhibited by
our rivals.

Among the few exceptions referred to are

railway carriages and their fittuigs, cast-steel

forgings, and some of the uutisual forms of roUed

iron. It has long been matter ofcommon remark,

that the carriages of foreign railways were better

and more comfortable than those of a similar

class with us. This may be partly explained by
the large proportion of old and badly-constructed

stock stiU kept up by. many companies in this

country. But even alloiving tliis, it must be ad-

mitted that foreign stock of railways is fully

superior to our own ; and there can be no doubt

that the best foreign carriages exhibited were
fully equal, if not superior, to those of English

make. Many reasons have been assigned for

this, but they may all be resolved into the simple

fact that our foreign rivals have paid more atten-

tion than we have done to the proportions and
quality of the fittings, and to the excellence of

the workmanship in eveiy minute particular. It

is impossible to over-estimate the importance of

attention to these points, not only as regards the

comfort of passengers, but also as regards the

question of economical working. Repairs and
renewal of rolling stock form a very large portion

of the working expenses of a railway ; and to use

stock after it becomes ripe for renewal is not

only severe upon itself, but is equally injurious to

the permanent way. The rail and the wheel are,

in the words of Stephenson, " man and wife,"

and you cannot injm'e or depreciate the one

without doing coi responding damage to the other.

This great truth is now fully recognized in railway

management, and is shown by the increased at-

tention which is being paid to the improvement
of rolling stock and of the permanent way ; and I

hope that such attention, coupled with the natm-al

decay of old and objectionable rolling stock and
its renewal, will soon enable us to surpass all

continental railways in these all-important

matters.

It must have struck every one that foreign

carriage-fittings in iron, more especially those

from France, were also (ullj equal to ours. They
were certainly lighter and very weU made ; and

he was surprised at being informed that they

were actually cheaper than svith us, being only on

an average 21d. per lb. This is a somewhat asto-

nishing result, if we consider that the raw ma-
terial is 25 to 10 per cent, dearer in France than

in Britain. We have almost all the materials for

iron-making—the ore, the coal, and the lime,

lying in close juxta-position, so that with us the

cost of raw material is very small indeed. But

in France they are widely separated, and the

extra cost of carriage, compared to what it is

with us, raises the price of pig-iron from 60s. to

90s., and of bar-iron from 1.30s. to 170s. per ton.

It is vei-y much to the credit of the French

manufacturers that they can, in the face of this

gi'eat dificrence against them, produce iron work
of first-class quality as cheaply as in Britain.

They also produce angle iron, X-irou, and
I-irou of extra sizes for smaller extra charges

than those made by om- makers ; and they have

carried the m mufaeture of these extra sizes and

forms much farther than we have done ; and he

tmderstands it is the ease that many of these

sizes and forms must be ordered by our Glasgow

iron merchants from French and Belgian makers,

and the prices are so low that I-beams, 12 in.

deep, cost only £12 10s., and when 2 ft. deep,

£20 per ton. There is no doubt that the advan-

tages wo possess for ordinary sizes and qualities,

with ])roper skill and attention, ought to bo car-

ried into every branch of the manufacture.

Were this done our foreign trade would be

greatly extended, and the use of iron would be

adopted to a larger extent in many kinds of

industry.

A good deal of tho uncertainty attendant on

tho introduction of iron-making, arises from the

obscurity which still surrounds many of the

chemical changes that take place in its various

stages. This obscurity can only bo removed by
accurate experiments on a large scale.

ANTIQUE XST) OTHER ENGRAVED GEMS.*

There is, perhaps, no more remarkable chapter

in the entire history of the arts than that of gem
engraving amongst tho ancients. It is the one

pre-eminent art in which the ancient Greek and
Roman masters never have been, and probably

never wiU be, surpassed. From the imperishable

nature ofthe vehicles of embodiment, many even

of the masterpieces of antiquity have come down
to us in their pristine perfection ; whilst such was
the astonishing number of engraved gems, exe-

cuted during a long series of ages, and such is

their comparatively indestructible nature, fire or

the sea alone -withdra^wing them from our actual

or possible possession with absolute finality, that

it is more than probable the modern world now
possesses specimens of every style, technique,

and material, at any time adopted by the an-

cients ; in short, for the study of this art there

exist the amplest materials, and this can scarcely

be said of any other subject or concern of an-

tiquity.

Without speculating as to the precise period or

country in which the glyptic art had its origin,

there can be little doubt that it became popular

in the very earliest ages of ancient civilisation

;

it was doubtless practised amongst the Greeks,

not less than five or six himdred years before the

Christian Era, and it is highly probable we have
monuments in our possession, of at least that

antiquity.

Nor can it be said that the modem world has

been indifferent to the subject of ancient glyptic

art, for the literattu-e of this art is one of the most
voluminous branches of written knowledge ; in

every great library no small space is accorded to

the ponderous volumes, in which the immense
mass of glyptic erudition is embodied ; indeed,

the subject has been rather overlaid and stifled

with crude illustration, than neglected.

It would be a curious speculaiionto endeavour

to estimate the probable number of antique

gems, glass pastes, &c., now extant in collections,

or woi-n on the fingers of modern possessors

;

certainly it woidd amount to many hundreds of

thousands, perhaps even nailUons, -n-hilst there

cannot be a doubt that a vastly greater number
are still hidden beneath the surface of the soil.

In reference to the latter thought, indeed, what
can be more tantalizing than the reflection, that

of the innumerable fragments of noble antique

gems preserved iu collections, the missing and
often most precious portions are still quietly

slumbering in the ground, washed from century

to century by the rains of heaven, crusted vrith

the tartarous salts of an ancient soU, imperish-

able, but never to be reunited to then- kindred

pieces. Here it is, indeed, that a potent divining

rod might be exercised in a worthy cause.

There is nothing at all siu-prising in this vast

abimdance of antique gems, when it is considered

that the wearing of signet rings (i.e., rings set

with engraved stones) alone, was from first to

last the universal practice of men and women in

every station of lil'e, even of slaves; that the

possession of only one ring was like the having

only one.change of raiment ; whereas rich people

had their dactyliothecas, or collections of scores

and hundreds of specimens;! that they wore

them on every finger, or on every joint of a

finger, changed them systematically, affecting

one device for one reason or circumstance, and

another for a difierent one. Moreover, the actual

engraved gems were multiplied "ad infinitum"

by casts or imitations of them in glass (glass

pastes), in the making of which the ancients dis-

* By J. O. Robinson, Esq., F.R.S., in tlie Catalogue of

the Loan Collections at the South Kensington Museum.

t
" Multis hoc modis, ut cKtera omnia, luxuria vaiiavit,

gemmas addendo exquisiti fulgoris, ceusuque opimo digitoa

onerando, . . . mo.x et effigies varias cselando, ut alilu

ars, alibi materia esset in pretio."—Pliny, lib. 33, sec. 6.
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playcil wonderful skill. Myriads of these imita-

tions hare come down to us, sometimes set in

gold, silver, bronze, iron, or even leaden rings;

ofcener in their loose mimounted state ; some,

from the manner in which they have been cut or

shaped at the back, and abraded in front, having
evidently long served as ring stones; others

having ob^nously been originally made for mere
cm'iosity, i.e. for sale to collectors of gem im-
pressions, just as they are made and sold at the
present day.f So mmierous and common, in-

deed, are these latter, that scarcely a shower of

rain passes without bringing them to light in the
washed soil, amidst the ruins of Eome and other
ancient cities.

The volimiinous nature of the literature of the
glyptic art has been already alluded to. At the
period of the " renaissance " of art and learning,

in the 15th and 16th centuries, no class of antique
reinains was more eagerly sought for than gems, or
more closely studied by the classical scholars of
those days ; it was perceived that glyptic monu-
ments were capable of yielding most valuable ma-
terials in illustration of the subject ofclassical an-
tiquities in general. The enthusiasm, and it should
be said also the pedantry, of the early Latinists
and Greek scholars, however, magnified and dis-

torted the real facts to be derived from them,
often in the most absurd and preposterous
manner, the more real and natural aspect, that
in which they were originally intended to be
viewed, namely, as beautifiil works of art, being
meanwliile kept entirely subservient; and it

cannot be denied that this false or overstrained
bias has ever since embarrassed the subject.
The dead weight of prescriptive authority, for-

tified by endless treatises and illustrated col-
lections, often worthless as the paper on which
they are printed, has, in fact, tended to disgust
this loss erudite, but acuter age, with a subject
seemingly of vast abstruscness and but little

living interest.

At all events there is, perhaps, at the present

works of ancient glyptic art have been sold and
resold at auctions, and by curiosity dealers in

this metropolis, often literally for less than the
cost of the gold settings in which they were
mounteQ.

Reaction from false appreciation, then, has had
much to do with this, but not everything. Un-
fortunately, the present age is not one of " con-
nolsseursh.ip ;" whenever b'ue taste and real
knowledge of art are prevalent, then will an-
tique gems excite the keenest admiration and
the most earnest desire of collectors. In true
amateurs they wUl create a veritable passion,
and in the far more numerous class of wealthy
collectors, with whom the acquisition of works
of art is mainly a means of pleasurable excite-
ment, an equally keen interest, though of a dif-

ferent kind, and an interest that will happily in-

crease in intensity as the pursuit becomes the
more popular and the objects of acquisition
rarer and more costly.

We shall probably ere long witness such a re-
vival, lu the meanwhile the inherent difficulty

of acquiring a true knowledge of antique gems
has some tendency to deter coUectora ; the diffi-

culty of distinguisliing antique gems from the in-

numerable copies and imitations of modern times
(doubtless great) is nevertheless exaggerated.
It may here, in passing, be remarked that the
works of the celebrated gem sculptors of the
16th and 17th century, and even the last century
engravers, confounded a •• they are with the an-
tique specimens in most collections, themselves
offer a most interesting field for investigation

;

at all events they render the field of study and
research a richer one.

It cannot be denied that a true knowledge
of antique glyptic art can be acquired only by
long study of the monuments themselves, based
on great knowledge of art in the abstract, acute
natural perceptions, and acquired habits of
minute investigation and comparison; but the
same may be said of every branch of art of the

moment, no class of works of art, certainly none !

highest class. More serious objections are, that
of equal importance, so little understood or cared I

the works themselves are so minute, so difficult

for as this, whilst there is perhaps none capable
j

te exhibit to others, so trying to the eyes, and are
of yielding so much pleasure, so solid and bene- I

not in themselves objects overtly "

decorative
ficial a return in refining the taste and esthetic I At all events, it is from the point of view of
perceptions of the amateur, or that may be pur- art, rather than from the promptings of mere
sued so effectively and inexpensively ;" for the erudition, that modern criticism and apprecia-
Btudy and enjoyment ofantique gems is practicable tion will doubtless deal with the subject of
even to the humblest student, and their posses- antique glyptic art, and a great reversal of pre-
sion even to collectors of the most moderate vious dicta may be expected to ensue.
™eans. The sooner, then, the collecting ofantique gems
The comparative neglect of antique art in can be made a fashionable pursuit, and the rise

general, and notably of glyptic art, which has in the pecuniary value of specimens which will
obtained during the last forty or fifty years, more ,

then take place, renders this category an object
particularly in this country, was, however, to a !

of greater concern with dealers, the better it

certain extent a re-action from the false and !
will be for the true interests of art and connois-

over-strained appreciation which had prevailed ' seurship in general. The use made of engraved
gems, in the last century, by the greatest namesduring the preiious century. During that period

an immense number of fine antique gems found
their way to this country ; the pursuit was fash-
ionable, and fashionable collectors committed the
nsual follies

;
but the mania was, at all events,

a worthier one than certain favourite ones of our
own time. Some idea of the enthusiastic appre-
ciation of fine antique gems, in the last century
may be formed, from the fact of the exorbitant
price, paid by the then Duke of Devonshire, for
the celebrated signed fragment (vide No. 6,642
in this Exhibition), ascribed to the antique en-
graver " ApoUonides." For this fractured piece,
(about one-third part ofa small sardonyx intaglio)
the sum of one thousand pounds sterlingwas paid.
Had this gem made its appearance in our own
days, such is the indifference to works of glyptic
art, which now prevails, that it would, perhaps,
even if realized in the most favourable market,
not have produced a fiftieth part of that sum!
Happily, however, during the last century many
noble collections ofantique gems were formed in
this country ; it is only necessary to specify the
Marlborough, Bessborough, Devonshire, and
Carlisle collections, which still remain intact,
without alluding to the many minor gatherings^
the constituent specimens of which have be'en
dispersed, and for the great part are still in Eng-
land, to show what a considerable proportion of
the aggregate wealth of the world, in this cate-
gory, then found its way to us.

Dispersion and indifference, however, has been
the rule for many years past, and the noblest

Iw " '.^"?. '" reference to antique glass pastes ahore setforth are in direct opposition to the views of the author of

0«ms Ic K'n ^r"^"" ^"",''""' «™'' (King's Antique

i^res'nt;',?,
;P- "f "«' '="' =°"^'' ""h" assertions

dHe Sd L^„ "''"' S',^"= P^'*'*' ""''e i" '>iat really eru-

til^fve*al"hXf\"H' "' ''° "•''"''^ atvanance'^with

writerfeelB ft i, ,^^,
=^enence of collectors, that theimier Jeels it 13 not necessarj to defend his own opinions.

of English industrial art, Flaxman, Stothard, and
Wedgwood, would, for instance, be renewed with
even more important results as regards our
ornamental maimfactures; for not the least in-

teresting fact, in connexion with stich works, is

the facility by which they can be re-produced,
with absolute identity in all their essential re-

spects, as far as the purposes of the art-student
is concerned, by the various processes of mould-
ing. It remains first, however, for collectors
and amateurs to revive and re-establish the taste
for such works. Collections of casts, the cost of
which is merely nominal, will then be spesdily
formed, and it is impossible to overrate the
beneficial influence which a taste for the mere
formation of such collections as these might
exercise in raising and refining the general
standard of art in this coimtry.

remedy this latter, as weU as other defects. AU
the pUes on which the old building was carried

were drawn, and the holes or cavities occasioned

by their removal filled %vith chalk. A layer of

chalk, of considerable thickness, was then laid

over the whole site. On this chalk, Portland

cement concrete was laid, five feet in thickness,

and, on the upper surface of this concrete, the

foundation of the present mansion was com-
menced. The walls throughout are of brick, the

external walls bein? faced with Portland stone.

All the stone for this purpose, before worked, was
submitted to the approval and selection of the

architect or his clerk of works.

The most noteworthy points in the interior

arrangement are the State rooms, saloon, picture

gallery, and. grand staircase. In constructing

the various rooms, to prevent the conveyance of

sound from room to room, the floors are double

framed and pugged with cockle shells laid loose

without lime; portions also of the building are

fireproof. In anticipation of fire, a large wrought-

iron water tank is fixed in one of the four man-
sard roofs. This tank also supplies the domestic

offices. Considerable credit is due to the builders,

Messrs. Holland and Hannen, of Duke-street,

Bloom-sbury, for the execution of the various

artificers' works, which have been carried on,

without delay, tmder more than ordinary diffi-

culties. During the strike, workmen were pro-

cured, at a considerable expense to the con-

tractors, from various parts of England and
Scotland. The mansion, when completed, it is

anticipated, will cost £70,000. The arrangement

of the exterior is seen in our view. The architect

is William Burn, Esq., of Stratton-street, Picca-

dilly ; the clerk of works is Mr. Colling.

MONTAGU HOUSE, WHITEHALL.
His Grace the Duke of Buccleugh is one of the
few noblemen who still retain a mansion on the
banks of the Thames. Notwithstanding the ill

odour that the river has acquired, he has even
had the cotu-age to brave all consequences and
build himself a new house there, of which we this
week publish an engraving. The accommoda-
tion ofthe old building was altogether tmequal to
the requirements of the household. The rooms
were small, out ofproportion, low, and badly venti-
lated. The offices in the basement during high
tides were frequently flooded by the overflowing
of the river. This is scarcely to be wondered at
when we find it recorded in an old history of
Westminster "that a great part of Parliament-
street is like the rest of the land hereabouts, an
embankment gained out of the river." Every
precaution has been taken in the new building to

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
A GENERAL meeting of the above charitable

institution was held on Wetlnesday, at the Lon-
don Tavern, Bishopsgate-street, for the purpose
of electing two males and one female, as pen-
sioners on the funds. Henry Lee, Esq., presi-

dent, occupied the chair.

Among the gentlemen present, were Mr.
Thomas Cozens, Messrs. Joseph and G. Bird,
Mr. Hall, Mr. S. Plucknett, Mr. G. Head, Mr. G.
Thorn, Mr. T. Stirling, Mr. D. Nicholson, Mr. G.
Outhwaite, Mr. S. Salmann, Mr, W. Hutchcons,
Mr. G. Head, jun., Mr. R. Head, Mr. S. L.
Simpkin, Mr. G. Bulmer, Mr. P. Pitch, Mr. W.
C. Anderson, <fec., &c.
Tho Chairman, in opening the proceedings,

said they had met together, according to usual
custom, to elect pensioners on the funds of the
institution, and expressed the gratification of the
committee at the continuance of their old sub-
scribers who had contributed from year to year.
It .was highly desirable that there should be a
future continuance of the elections, in order to
meet the wants of their numerous applicants, and
with that view he called upon the subscribers
and friends generally for their iiitnre assistance,
as, without their aid, the labours of the commit-
tee would be in vain. He then declared the poll
open.

The candidates (of whom there were seven
males and four females), pending the progress of
the elect-on, sat down to a substantial dinner pro-
vided from the hands of the institution.
At the close of the poll, on the return of the

scrutineers, the following were annovmced as the
successful candidates :

—

1. James Noble (4th application), aged 66,
plumber, painter, &c., for 45 years, and many
years in business as a master painter in Down-
street, Piccadilly, and Pimlico, but latter!

unable to work from the effects of a severe
accident.

2. George Grayson (1st application), aged
68, formerly in business for 40 years as a biick
layer and plasterer, but through misfortunes an-
infirmities had been totally unable to procure a

living. Himself and wife had been subscriberd
to the institution from ^the commencement; he
had been a donor of 15 gttineas, and a director
and vice-president.

3. Charlotte Smith (1st application), aged
66, widow of a builder and contractor. She was
solely dependent on the charity of relatives.

The Chairman said, mth reference to Gray-
son, it was particularly gratifying that he, who
had been a subscriber for so many years, and
from the foundation, had now realized the effect

of the benefit which he wished to bestow upon
others who were in need. For him, and such as
him, had the institution been fotmded (Hear,
hear.) It was also pleasing to find that tho sue-
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ceesful candidates on tlint »I:iy were all persons
who luid seen better days, lUthcmgli unfortunate
that they had been so reduced. It was a source
of pleasure to find that such an institution was in

existence. At first he (the Chairman) thouf»ht

it grasped at too mnch, and that it never would
be able to sustain the character upon which it

set forth. For many years, although solicited,

liis conviction to tliat etVect was stronpf, very
strong ; but he was, however, now pleased to ac-

knowledge that he was in error. (Loud ap-
plause.) Alluding to Jlrs. Smith, ho kindly
stated that he was happy she also had been
elected on her lirst application, and sympa-
thizingly urged the imsuccessful candidates to

press their friends on their behalf for the next
occasioti, when they would not have such power-
ful opponents. Ho concluded by stating that, in

iviay next, there would bo another election, and
that those who had been returned that day, by
calling at the Secretary's office on Monday next,

could have the first quarter's money to enable
them to proceed.

Mr. Geo. Pluckn'ett (treasurer) congratulated
the chairtnan on his convalescence, referring to

the extreme regret generally felt by his absence
through illness from their annual dinner. He
said this year's returns had far exceeded other
years, which, doubtless, tinder his (the chair-

man's) presidency, wotild so coutin le.

The Cn.iiRMAX acknowledged the compliment.
Votes of thanks wove then passed to the scru-

tineers antl various officers, Mr. Thorn replying
on the part of the scrutineers.

Expressions of gratitude by the successful can-
didates followed.

Mr. JosEpu Bird, in the absence of Noble, of

the Brigliton branch, addressed the meeting in

.1 suitable manner.
The proceedings then concluded, with the tisual

compliment to the Chairman.

THE LATE HAMMERSMITH ACCIDENT.
Ox Saturday the intjuiry iuto the cause of the
falling of the viaduct on the Hammersmith and
City Railway, by which six men lost their lives,

on the evening of Thui-sday, the Gth iust., was
resumed, after three adjournments, in the Bank
of England Tavern, opposite St. Mary's Hospital.
Mr. William Higgiubottom, inspector of the

works for the company on the City and Hammer-
smith line, said he had inspected the works since

August. He saw the foundations of the piers

that had fallen dug. There was no difi"erence in

the clay of those foundations and the others. His
attention was called to the ditch near the pier.

There was no water in it w^hen the foundations

were dug ; nor in the clay at the time when
the foundations were laid. He thought that the
slipping of the pier had been caused by the weak-
ness of the clay on the western side. He thought
the water getting in had to do with the slipping

of the clay. ' No one cotdd have discovered the

weakness of the clay in August. His attention
had been called to the clay, but it had been im-
possible tlien to discover the weak-ness. He
thought that the access of water during the past

few weeks had given the pier the tendency to

slip. He did not think that any reasonable

amomit of attention was wanting in the laying

the fotmdation. He never saw a better class of

bricks. During the laying of the foundations he
used his best judgment, and Mr. Deakin and
others agreed ivith him that the fotmdation of the

defective pier was as good as it could be. If he

had heard any doubt about the fotmdation of the

pier, he would have directed them to dig lower,

and it would have been done. If mtness and
Mr. Rummins's agent had not agreed, the com-
pany's engineer would have been called in, but

all were agreed as to the foundation of the pier.

Mr. John Holden said he built the pier in

question as sub-contractor. The brickwork was
of a very good character. The concrete was not

properly set when they began to build. He did

not notice any difference between the fotindations

of the piers. He btiilt the whole of the arches.

The mortar used was of the strength of one to

three. He was present at the time of the acci-

dent. All the men were at work qviito volun-

tarily, and tmder no threat that they would be

dismissed if they refused to work. He was not

aware that any of the men refused to work. The
men were shoring up the arches to prevent them
faUing, and thei'efore they must know that they

were incurring some hazard.
Robert Hummins, a labourer employed on the

City and Hammersmith line, said he was at work
on the viaduct at the time of the accident. He

did not think there was any danger where ho was
at work ; but there were two arches which were
considered dangerous, and the men were ordered

out from them. Did not think that any of the

men felt that there was any danger.

The Coroner, in summing up, said there was
very little doubt that the arches fell through an
insufficient shoring, and the (luostion was whe-
ther thcro was any person to blame for any neg-

ligence which Imd induced the occurrence by
which the six poor men had been killed. The
arches fell late at night, and his opinion was that

if the fall had taken place in the day time, the

ntcn might have had warning, and escaped ; but
the evidence clearly proved that the men were
at work qttite voluntarily. With regard to the

manner in which the fotmdations liad been laid,

and the piers constructed, the jury might express
their opinion ; btit, as the mode of construction

was not a contravention of any law^, they could

not, in their verdict, say that any person was
criminally responsible. There was no doubt,

from the evidence of scientific and independent
witnesses, that the water acting tipon the oblique

lamination of the clay, caused the sUpping of

the foundation of the pier. As to the existence

of the ditch, the jury would say whether sufficient

means had been taken to discover its presence
;

but they wotUd take into consideration the fact

that the parties whose duty it was to look after

it were those who would stiifer most in the event
of any accident occurring.

The court was then cleared, and the jury re-

tured the following verdict :
—" That the de-

ceased persons were suffocated and bruised to

death by the falling of certain arches of the

Waduct on the Hammersmith and City Railway,

and the jury say that the said arches fell on
accovmt of the slipping of one of the piers of the

said viaduct ; and the jury further say that the

said deaths were from accidental catises. The
jury wish to add that they beUeve that sufficient

attention was not paid to the character of the

soil on which the fotmdations of the piers were
laid, and that the concrete at the base of the

pier was not of a sound and proper kind."

Notwithstanding the strong feelings we enter-

tained about the accident at Hammersmith, we
refrained from making any remarks whilst the

enquiry was being prosecuted. The primary
cause of failure was, without doubt, insufficient

fotmdation ; but there are some minor matters to

which we wotild direct attention. We have no
wish to cast any reflection upon the contractor,

or upon any person connected with the works.

We desire rather to draw a lesson from this ac-

cident as to the best material hereafter to be used

in similar works. That tlie concrete was instiifici-

eiitly set before the brickwork was commenced,
is admittetl by one or two witnesses. Further,

we believe that it was not made with hydrauHc
lime. Surely, in all constructions of this kind,

liable to be sapped by water, the utmost precati-

tion should be taken. The mortar was good, but
only of Us kind. If the best lime had been used,

the mortar wotild have set more quickly ; its

hardening would not have been prevented by the

soaking rains with which the arches were at-

tacked ; and, beyond all questioii, even if the

pier had smik from bad foundation, the arches

wotdd not have fallen altogether, like a card
house. It is not right that human life should be
endangered and sacrificed through buildings of

this character being reared in a weak material,

however good of its kind—when one eminently
adapted for tunnels, fotindations, arches, and
bridges, may be had at a very trifling extra cost.

We urge this point the more, because we have
noticed that in several of the new railway works,

this false economy has been adopted, and, in

some large warehouses at London-bridge, the

grey stone lime mortar is used in the concrete,

and frequently even put under water.

A passing notice of the different materials

specified, and used on many large works now in

progress, will show that architects, or rather engi-

neers, have not sufficiently considered their re-

spective values. One engineer will have concrete

in blue lias, and brickwork in Portland cement.
Another, concrete in gi'ey limef'iion hydrcmlic) and
brickwork in Portland cement. A third, both
concrete and brickwork in fircif Ume, whilst a

fourth will have both in Portland cement. It is

a pity that greater unanimity does not exist in

regard to these materials ; so long as such diversity

of opinion exists, and is put in practice, the lives

of the public are scarcely safe. With tunnels,

riaducts, and other similar works, being built

with non-hydratilic lime, a heavy and unenviable

responsibility rests upon the profession. An en-

quiry by scientific men at one of our Instittites,

as to the best means of checking the evil, wotdd

be far more serviceable to the public than an

enquiry by a jury afler a fatal accident has oc
currod.

BURNING OP THE DUTCH CHURCH,
AUSTIN FRIARS.

Ot:u readers will learn with regret that, on
Saturday week, the fine old Dutch Reformed
Church, in Austinfriars, was found to 1)0 on
fire. Several engines were (piickly despatched
to the spot with a powerful body of firemen, but

although a strong smell of burning wood could

be experienced, the firemen were tmablo to find

otit any fire for the space of an hour and a half,

and they st^iit their e^ujin^s hack to their respective

stations, the men remaining in the church to

watch the place. All of a sudden one of the

firemen noticed fire isstiing fi-om a portion of the

roof and the whole of the underside of the roof

was soon ascertained to be on fire. In due time,

several engines attended, and were set to work

;

but the flames continuetl to spread, and even-

tually the roof was nearly destroyed. As the

burning pieces of wood fell below, the costly

fittings and lower pews became ignited, and
the tire was not entirely extinguished until

between nine and ten o'clock in the forenoon.

The damage done, it is hardly necessary to state,

is very considerable, for the roof of the church
is nearly destroyed, and the remainder of the

building and the fittings severely damaged by
fire, lie. It is thus officially returned by Cap-
tain Shaw :

—"Roof of church nearly destroyed,

the remainder of building fittings, &c., severely

damaged by fire, water, &c." The origin of the

fire, or whether the church was insured, could

not be ascertained. It appears, however, that

some workmen had been engaged redecorating

the edifice, and if so it is not improbable that

they might have accidentally dropped a spark

between the roof and the fining. An official in-

quiry, it is tmderstood, will take place as to the

cause of the misfortune.

The old Dtitch church was one of the most
famous mediaeval monuments in the city of

London. It was founded in 125.3, by Humphrey
Boliim, whose body lay there by the side of

Edmund, half-brother of Richard II. and Richard
the Great, Earl of Arundel. There, also, were
buried poor Edward Bohun, Duke of Bucking-

hani, the Lords who fell in 14/1 at the Battle of

of Barnet, and a host of other once illustrious

personages, honoured in English history, but

held cheap by the Marquis of Winchester, who,
in the 17th century, scattered their remains, sold

their monuments for £100, and lopped the church
of the renowned spire

—"that beautifulleiit and
rarest spectacle in Lontlon"—which once crowned
it. We have called it a church, but it was really

the nave only of the old church of the bare-footed

Friars. Its clustered columns, pointed ^vindows,

and west front, are happily preserved \vithout

any veiy serious injury. We trust the building

may be restored, if not to its olden splendom-, yet

still sufficiently, and in such a way, that there

will be no need of periodical reOccorationj such as

has now very nearly resulted in the utter destruc-

tion of this interesting relic of old London. An
" official inquiry " is a poor consolation for the loss

ofa building withsuch associations as it possessed,

but it is all that is left to us beyond the hope of

its judicious restoration.

THE EMBANKMENT OP THE THAMES.

At the weekly meeting of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, onPriday last, two important reports

relative to the embankment of the Thames were
received ; it was ordered that steps be taken tu

prosecute the bill in Parliament during the

coming session, and that steps be taken and plans

deposited for continuing the embankment from

the gas works to the Vauxhall-bridge. The first

report was from the engineer and architect of

the board, relative te) a

New Street ijj Conxection with the Northern
Embankment of the Tii.\mes.

" We have, pursuant to your instructions of the

11th iust., carefully considered the plans and
sections for the new Une of street between Black-

fi-iars-bridge and the Mansion House, as sub-

mitted to Parhament last year, and generally

approved of in the report of the Royal Commis-
sioners on the Northern Thames Embankment

;

and we submit for your consideration what we
believe to be important improvements in that
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pi'oject. Our suggestions ^-onlA mostly affiict the

sections, and would fortunately not necessitate

any serious alteration of the deposited plans. It

is proposed by the plans recommended by the

Eoyal Commissioners to raise the level ot i-arl-

Btreet 3 ft. ih in.—this beins; the outlet of

Upper Thames street towards Blackfriars-bridge,

but such an alteration would block up the

entrance to the houses in Earl-street, opposite

the raised sround, and would increase the -steep-

ness of Earhstreet up to an inclination of 1 in 35.

It woukl, moreover, block up the entrance to

llood's-wharf, Pur(!oet-wharf, St. Andrew's-

wharf, and Vulcan-wharf, or they must be raised

to the higher level, which would increase the

steepness of theii- already too steep approaches

from the river to Earl-street, and thus impede

the hea\-y and important tratBc carried by these

routes. Addle-hill, Bennett's-hill, Peter's-lull,

Lambeth-hiU, and old Fish-street-hill, would,

moreover, bv that plan have been increased from

1 in 12 to 1 in 7, and 1 in 8 ; and to form even

these steep approaches to the new street,

it would have been necessary to purchase a con-

siderable amount of property in the above-named

streets, which must othervinse have been blocked

up by the level of the streets being raised above

the entrances to the houses, and w« consider

that streets having such steep inclinations as

1 in 7, and 1 in 8, would be altogether unavail-

able for carriage traffic. These defects, added

to the over-crowded state of Upper Thames-

street, which is in places only 18 ft. wide, ap-

peared to us so serious as to demand some modi-

fication of the plan deposited last year. We
believe we have been enabled to surmount or

reduce most of these objections, and at the same

time to improve the levels of the new street

without additional cost, in the following manner i

•—We recommend the continuation of the new
roadway fi-om the Thames Embankment road-

way, at Chatham-place, Blackfriars-bridge, across

New Bridge-street, to a junction with Earl-street,

opposite Water-lane. Thence to run parallel

with Earl-street, St. Andrew's-hill, from which

point we adopt the line shown upon the plans

deposited last year. We propose to increase the

width of Upper Thames-street fi-om 18 ft. to

35 ft., for a length of 570 ft. between St.

Andrew's-hill and St. Bennett's Church, a great

pubho improvement, which would involve

the purchase of very little additional property,

and would leave a valuable site for buildings,

with a frontage on the one side towards Upper
Thames-street, and on the other towards the new
roadway. By this arrangement we should be

enabled" to obtain for the new street such favour-

able gi'adients as have not hitherto been con-

sidered practicable on this route, our steepest

inclination being 1 in 70. In order to avoid

raising the inclination of the above-named cross

streets to 1 in 7, or 1 in 8, we propose to divert

Bennett's-hill, Lambeth-hill, Old Fish-street-hill,

and Bread-street-hill, on the south side of the new
roadway, in the manner shown upon the accom

this improvement, which is £265,000, together

requiring an outlay of £515,000. The main fea-

tures of the design have also received the ap-

proval of the First Commissioner. It will give

a direct line of roadwav near to the river betweei.

London-bridge and Vauxhall, and it will increase

the width of the Thames opposite Millbank Peni-

tentiary from 590 ft. to 720 ft., and will thereby

allow the tidal waters more freely to pass up the

river, instead of retarding the tidal flow by re-

ducing the width of the river to 600 ft. for a con-

siderable lensjth. as proposed by the plan of the

Eoyal Couim'issioners. It will not necessitate

the" serious alteration or the reconstruction of

Lambeth-bridge, as the line recommended by the

Koyal Commissioners would necessarily do, in

order to carry their roadway over it, and these

advantages may be gained at less than half the

expenditure proposed by them."

MANCHESTER AECHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

(From a Correspondent.)

The opening meeting of the session of the

Manchester Architectural Association was held

at the rooms of the Association, 55, George-street,

on the ISth inst.

The annual report was read by the late secre-

tary, Mr. E. £xiLL Freem.\n, from which it ap-

peared that there were fifty-one members in the

association, and a considerable balance of cash

in hand. 'The report was adopted.

The Vice-Peesidext delivered the

In-.41-gue.4L Addeess,

In which he reviewed the progress and pre-

sent prospects of architecture, and congra-

tulated the members on the position of their as-

sociation. The progress of architecture had never

been so great in this country as within the last few

years. Nor had the progress been confined to one

sti-le only. The advocates of what was known as

the Classic style must have observed with pleasure

its successful adaptation to the varied wants of

the age ; whilst on the other hand, the Gothic

style had been rescued from what must at one

time have appeared very like extinction, by such

men as Pugin, who had not only restored it to

the position of the style jmr excellence for eccle-

siastical buildings, but had successfully shonTi

that it was capable of greater improvement in

other directions. It was encouraging to know
that all this had not been accomphshed without

having awakened an additional pubiic interest

in the art. Many architects had begun to think

for themselves ; and the merit of a work now
was not considered to be commensurate with its

resemblance to some prei-ious work of known
excellence. In studying a style, they had learnt

to distinguish between the spirit and the man-

nerism, and having caught the first, had refused

to shackle themselves with the latter ; the good

results had been e\'idenced by a considerable

amount of originality and individuality in their

- . 1-1 works. After referring to the various efibrts now
panymg plan, and thus to retain or improve their ^^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Institute of British Ai-chitects
present rates^ of inclination at less cost than would

| ^^^ °jher Associations to improve the profession,
""' * """ "

the Vice-President concluded his address by di

about half a mile in length, and extending from

that terminus to the post-office in Eversholt-

street, under the superintendence of their

engineer, Mr. T. W. Eamme.l. Within the iron

tube, which is about 2 ft. 9 in. high, and 2 ft. G in.

wide (its section being similar to that of a rail-

way tunnel in miniatm-e), are two small ledges or

rails, on which the wheels of the small cars bear-

ing the parcels will run. These will be prop.-Ued

backwards and forwards on the signal being

o-iven, by the exhaustion and pressure of the

air in' the tube. The immense disc and chamber

in which it revolves have been removed from

Battersea, and are being erected -n-ithin the

walls of the station and receiving house.

The disc, or wheel, is 21 ft. in diameter.

It is composed of three sheets of wrought

iron, the two which form the outside being

each about the eighth of an inch in thickness,

while the centre "and smaller plate is about a

quarter of an inch thick. These are screwed on

to sixteen spokes, which radiate from the centre

of the wheel, and thus form thirty-two cavities,

there being a distance between the plates at

the rim of nearlv two inclies. Air chambers

pass beneath the" disc, which are exhausted by

its revolutions in the race chamber. The wheel

will be worked by a diagonal direct acting high-

pressure engine "of about 15-hor.se power. As

ret'ards the speed which will be attained, the

raflway company have only stipulated for a mini-

mum "of fifteen miles, but from experiments it

has been shown that a speed of thirty-five miles

can be attained. This, no doubt, will prove a

most important acquisition to the Post-office m
the quick delivery of the mails. A number of

workmen are now engaged in the construction of

this line, which is expected to be finished in

about a month's time. Arrangements have been

made with Messrs. Pickford and Co., who have

oB'ered a site for the proposed station in Gresham-

street, at a smaU rent. It is also proposed to

form stations at Sniithfield and Holborn-hill,

which will be suitable for the large and small

parcels' traffic.

Cmtspuiicntf.

be requii'ed for reducing their inclination. The
advantages to be gained by the adoption of the

plan now recommended may be thus briefly re-

capitulated. The steepest incluiation of the new
street would be reduced from 1 in 50 to 1 in 70.

Upper Thames-street would be widened from 18

ft. to 35 ft., for a length of 570 ft. The inchnation

of Upper Thames-street would not be increased

to 1 in 35, but would remain as at present, 1 in

63. The valuable warehouse property on the

south side of Earl-street, including Hood's-wharf,

Purfleet-wharf, St. Andreis-'s-wharf, and Vulcan-

wharf woidd not be injuriously affected. The in-

clinations of Addle-hill, Bennett's-hill, Peter's-

hiU, Lambeth-hill, and Old Fish-street-hill would
not be increased to inclinations of I in 8, which,

in our judgment, would render those streets un-

available as approaches for carriage traffic, and,

therefore, seriously injure the adjoining pro-

perty ; and all these advantages may, we believe,

be obtained without additional expenditure."

The second report was from the engineer,

upon the

Southern Emb-inkmemt.

** I submit herewith for your approval a plan
showing the line of embankment and roadway
recommended in my report of the 6th instant

between Westminster-bridge and Vauxhall rail-

way station. The estimated cost of the work is

£250,000, and the First Commissioner of Her
Majesty's works has favoured me \vith a copy of
Mr. Pownall'a estimate for the compensation for

AETIPICIAL STONE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "BUILDING NEWS."

SiB,—I have read Mr. Paul's letter in your

journal on stone preservation. I have to-day

read Professer Ansted's reply to that letter; he

seems to consider that if Mr. Eansome's new ar-

tificial stone turns out to be a success, and " so

solid as the specimens show," that it is an argu-

ment in favour of his process for stone preserva-

tion. Without remarking on this indurating

process, let me refer the Professor, and your

readers who are interested in the subject, to the

Edgivare-road Station of the MetropoUtan Rail-

way for their decision on this important subject.

One who Looks before He LE.iPS.

recting the attention of members to the necessity

for papers on construction, and the nature and

properties of building materials.

Several of the members addressed the meet-

ing, and expressed their concurrence >vith the

remarks of the Vice-President. A vote of thanks

was then passed to him.

At the last meeting of the session, 1861-2, the

following gentlemen were elected to act t.s

officers for the session 1862-3 :—President, Rev.

E. N. Whittaker, M.A., vicar of Whalley

;

vice-president, Mr. Lawrence Booth ; trea-

surer, Mr. Joseph Shaw ; secretary, Mr. Owen
Johnson ShoweU; committee, Messrs. Isaac

Blachwell, John Lowe, Alfred Darbyshire,

and Eichard KniU Freeman; auditors, Messrs.

Thomas Oakden and Leonard Campbell.

THE PNEUMATIC DESPATCH,
transmission of parcels and smallThe transmission of parcels and small goods

from station to station through a confined

iron tube, by means of atmospheric exhaustion

and pressure, wiU soon be commenced. The
London and North-Western Eailway Company
haWng granted a site for a station and receiving

house, rent free, at Euston-square, a few yards

fi'om the Clearing House, the directors of the

Pneumatic Despatch Company at once commenced
operations by laying down, beneath the roadway
of Upper Seymour-street, a line of iron tubing

\

INTEEFENESTRATION.

Sir,—Several very useful terms h.ive, of late

years, been added to the architect's vocabulary,

"among which, that of "fenestration " is not the

least convenient one. Another to correspond

with it, has been coined by the editor of Cham-

bers's Treatise, recently brought out in the

Building News, viz., t"hat of " interfenestra-

tion," which deserves to be generally adopted,

because, by a distinct name being given to it,

attention is directed to what, important as it

is, is not noticed at all, either by Chambers or

anv one else. Nothing is said, or even so much
as "hinted, with respect to interfenestration,

the spacing of windows, although, as

artistic efl'ect, it deserves as much consideration

as intercolumniation.

Nothing contributes so much to " repose," and

to the expression of stability, than the prepon-

derance of soUd over void, which is to be pro-

duced only by breadth between the openings,

and that in vertical as well as horizontal direc-

1
tion. Crowded fenestration, or, in other words,

narrow interfenestration, is fatal to nobleness, for

which no amount of decoration, however good in

itself, can make amends ; but, on the contraiy,

the more ambitious the decoration, the more ap-

parent does the inherent and indefaccable Uttle-

ness of manner become. So little attention, in

fact, is paid to interfenestration, that the pedi-

ments over the windows on one floor are often

made to cut against the sills of those above it

I need not to be told that circum3aiK;es, quite
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beyntid an architect's control, frequently compel
him to adopt much that he himself foclg to bo

fetters. No (luubt they do, but at any rate they

do not compel him to make manifest liis inability

to contend with them, but rather admonish him to

"cut his coat according to his cloth ;" and to

take advice from that other liomely proverb,

whieli assures him that it is impossible to

"make a silk purse out of a sow's ear ," which

they try to do, who, contrary to all truthful ex-

pression, dress up huge warehouses, and hotels

with would-be palatial facades.

PlIILO-CuiTICUS.

TO KENDER GLASS ROOFS WATERPROOF.
vSilt,—In looking through the BiiiJiJer of last

Saturday, I was very much surprised to road a

l»aragraph on the above subject, proposing a

mixture of tallow and resin spread upon a strip

of rag a!ul applied to the part affected. I really

think this remedy would look better in some
medical work. If in these days <if scientific im-

provement we cannot find any better remedy for

leaky roofs than tlxe application of greasy rags,

we had better be silent, and not send the report

of our ignorance round the world.

The suViject is an important one, and I am
happy to learn from a prospectus that has just been
placed in my bauds that a remed) has been pro-

posed, and is being worked out by Messrs.Showell,

of this city. I have examined it, and can recom-
mend it as effectual. It consists of a turn at the

edge of the glass, which is to be covered with

metal, and appeal's all that can be desired to

effect the object, and its success, I doubt not, is

certain. I hope we shall, therefore, hear no
more propositions for greasy rag joints on what
ought to be an object of beauty.

Martin D. Totne,
Manchester. Arch, and Surv.

Ciliil tengincning.

The Proposed Railway at Moffat.—The com-
mittee have given the Parliamentary notices, and
Mr. Mill T, the engineer, has been over the line with

his assistants, completing the plans for deposit.

Boscawen New Briuge, Truro.—This bridge,

after a very careful inspectiun fur the trustees of the

Truro Turnpike Trust, by Mr. Brereton, C.E., which
was in every way satisfactory, was opened for

general traffic on Saturday week. The bridge,

which is built of Mabe granite, is 20D ft. long, 30

wide within the parapets, and carried over the river

by five arches. It was built trom the design of Mr.
H. Farley, of Truro, and Mr. Thomas Eva, of Hel-

ston, was the contractor.

The Impuovejient op the Bay of Hartle-
pool.—The Hartlepool Port and Harbour Com-
missioners, at their last meeting, appointed a com-
mittee to investigate all plans and reports that

have heretofore been subudtted for the improve-
ment and protection of the Bay and Harbours of

Hartlepool. These comprise the foUo^ving :—Plan
for the protection of the bay, in 1851, by Mr. S,

Robinson, C.E. ; modifications in ditto, suggested
to the Admiralty by the late Mr. Walker, C.E.;

plan for the enclosure of the bay, by Mr. Meik, C.E.,
• engineer to the River Wear Commissioners, pub-
lished in 1854

;
plan for the enclosure of the bay,

in 1855, by Mr. Rendel, C.E.
j
plan by Mr. Ralph

Ward Jackson, submitted to the Harbour of Refuge
Royal Commissioners

;
plan by Lieutenant Calver,

R.N., subuutted on the same occasion; plan by
Mr. Mossman, resident engineer and haven master,

suggested in 1854; for bay enclosure with open
work, by Messrs. T. Richardson and G. W. Jaffrey,

suggested in 1S(>0; plan for bay with open work,
by Mr. Samuel Bastow, suggested in 1861 ;

plan for

improved entrances and channels to existing har-

bours, by Mr. Mossman in 1862
;

plan for bay
enclosure with two entrances in eleven fathoms

water, by Mr. Caseborne, C.E., in 1S62 ; and plan

for extension of present north pier, and detached

continuation pier for enclosure of the bay, by Mr.
S. Robinson, C.E., in 1862. The "reports" com-
prise written reports—in most cases by the authors

of, and accompanying the designs, and also in se-

veral instances, special reports commenting thereon

by W. 0. Mossman, and in one or two instances,

special reports by Mr. Robinson, C.E.

The Comrie Railway.—The engineers have
completed the survey of the proposed railway from
Crieff to Comrie. The line will pass through the

Crieff meadow, thence across the Turret, and along

by Sir David Baird's monument on the north bank
of the Earn till it reaches a field at the east end of

the village of Comrie. The promoters propose to

make the terminus at the east end of the village,

for by doing so the railway would not require to

be put across the rivers Lednock or Earn, which
would effect a saving of at least £1,200.

The Divie Viaduct, Inverness.—The seventh

and last arch of this viaduct was closed on Tuesday
weok. (ireat progress has been made with the

building during the past three months. The piers

and abutments are built of black mica scliist,

(juarried about 150 yards east of the viaduct, while

the imposts and arches are built of freestone taken
from tlie Nairn quarries.

Portsmouth Harrour.—The dredging of Ports-

mouth HiLrbour is likely to afford permanent and
successful results. Three years since the depth of

water at law water springtides was 12 ft. 6 in. ; but

in the early part of the present year it has been in-

creased to 17 ft., giving a deptli of 2/ ft. at high

water neap and 30 ft. at high water sprini* titles.

The great advantage to be gained will be that

ships of the largest draught will be able to

pass in and out of Portsmouth harbour at high

water every day in the year.

—

The Midland Railway.—This company have
given notice of application to Parliament in the

ensuing session for power to extend their Leicester

and Kitchen line from Bedford to London. It is

to commence on the north side of Euston-road,

near Skinner-street, to pass through or near
Somers-town, Agar-town, Camden-town, Hamp-
stead, Willesden, Finehley, Stanmore, Hendon,
Elstree, St. Alban's, Westhampstead, Harpenden,
Luton, West and East Hyde, Ampthill, Cotton-end,

to the company's railway at Bedford. A branch
line is also proposed to be made from King's-place

to the MetropoUtan Railway near Chesterfield-

street, under the Euston-road. Another branch
from the main line is intended to join the Hamp-
stead Junction Railway ; branches to St. Alban's
and the Hertford, Luton, and Dunstable branches

of the London and North-Western and Great
Northern Compauies. They also intend to apply
for powers to make railways from Mangotsfield to

Bath, and to the Bristol and Exeter goods station

at Bristol ; also, to make new branch railways in

the West Riding of York, and in the counties of

Derby, Stafford, Warwick, Leicester, and Glou-

cester. They intend to abandon parts of the Ash-
church and Evesham branch, and of the Tewkes-
bury and Malvern Railway, to purchase additional

lands, and to improve the railway communication
at Worcester and Nottingham, and to lease or pur-

chase the Redditch Railway.

Proposed New Railway to Brighton.—There
is now a prospect of Brighton being placed, by
means of a second line of railway access from Lon-
don, on the same footing as many other places of

far less importance and attraction than this most
popular of all watering-places. The proposed line,

which is being surveyed, and will be submitted to

Parhament in the ensuing session, will form a junc-
tion with the London, Chatham, and Dover and
South-E istern railways at Buckingham, and pro-

ceed by Keston, Westerham, East Grinstead, and
Lewes, to a station at Kemp Town, near the gas
works. The new Une, which will be not more than
two miles longer than the present railway to

Brighton, will, it is understood, be so laid out as to

be capable of extension hereafter to a terminus at

the Old Steyne, and, by means of a short branch,
form the most direct possible access from London to

Eastbourne and Newhaven. The proposed railway
will have the advantage of the following termini in

London, viz. ;—Victoria-station, Charing-cross, Far-
ringdun-street. Cannon-street, London- bridge, and,
by means of the London, Chatham, and Dover, and
the Metropolitan companies, there will be direct

communication to Brighton from the Herne-bill,
Dulwich, Peckham, Camberwell, Brixton, and
Wandsworth stations, and from Farriuijdon-street,

King's-cross, Euston-square. Regent's Park, Baker-
street, Edgware-road, and Paddington.

Armour Plates Superseded.—The MecJianics*

Magazine says;—It is proposed to supersede the
use of armour plates for ships by willow-wood of

the thickness of a foot, having a steel rolled plate of
one inch and a half inserted in the middle of the
wood. This wood has the property of resisting

compression to a great degree, and possesses the
same cohesive and repulsive properties as steel.

Whalebone, from its cohesion and tenacity, has
likewise been proposed as an extra backing for the
iron plates, placing the same between the iron and
the teak or willow. Horn has its advocate aa an
additional backing.

The Clifton Suspension Bridge.—The works
in connection with the erection of this structure are
now in progress. On the Somerset side of the river

the necessary preparations for making the ap-
proaches from the turnpike road to the bridge are

being made, and it is expected that operations will

soon bo commenced. The span of the bridge is

702 ft., and the height 245 ft. It is thought that

the chains will be brought down from London early

in the coming year. The carriage-road of the

ori-lge will be 20 ft widCj and there will oe a footpath
on either side of 5 ft. 7 in. The roadway, which
.vill b ' of wood, resting on iron girders, will be en-

tirely new. The bridge, when completed, will be
in one respect the finest in the world ; for although
Jiere are many of a greater span, y.^t its hcii^ht is

unsui'passed. The engineers are Messrs, Hawkshaw

and Barlow ; and the contractors, Messrs. Cochrane
and Co., of the Woodside Ironworks, Dudley. Wo
may add that a fine engraving of the bridge heads

the Stati^mers* Almanac for IJ^OIJ.

fcgiil Intdlignuf.
Fouling a Stream.—Court of Queen's Bench,

Thursday.-—Johnson i'. Worndey.—This was an
acticm against the owner of a dyeing mill, at Bing-
ley, in Yorkshire, for fouling a stream. The action

had been directed by the Court of Chancery, to try

the right set up by the defendant, as an inhabitant
of the township, of throwing into the stream '* foul

and polluted water and other sewage ;" in short (a^

Mr. Justice Blackburn observed), of " treating the
stream as the people of London treated the
Thames." The cause was tried at York, before

Mr. Baron Wilde, at the last assizes, and the

learned Baron left the jury these questions :^Have
the inhabitants for forty years had the privilege of

draining into the stream as a sewer? The jury
said, " Yes." 2. Is the use by the mill a reasonable

use of the stream as a sewer ? They said, " Yes."
.'i. Was the stream so bad before the user by the de-

fendant that it could not be made worse ? They
said, "No." Upon the evidence, however, the
learned Judge was of opinion that the use by the

defendant of the stream by throwing in the refuse

water of his mill was not a reasonable use of his

right, and. therefore, directed a verdict for the
plaintiff.—Mr. Mellish, Q.C., now moved to enter
the verdict for the defendant, on the ground that
the real question was whether the user was in ac-

cordance with the right as it had in fact been used.

—The Court granted a rule nisi.—Mr. Bliss, Q.C.,

moved, upnn the part of the plaintiff, for a cross rule

for a new trial, on the ground that the verdict was
against the evidence on the questions which had
been found in favour of the defendant {in the event
of the Court setting aside the verdict for the plain-

tift') ; but the Court thought there was no need for

a cross rub?, as the whole matter would arise in the
defendant's rule.

The Smoke Nuisance.—At the Thames Police-

court the other day, Mr. Charles Young, solicitor,

attended before Mr. Woolrych, to answer an infor-

mation against Mr. John Fairrie, the proprietor of
the extensive sugar-house and refinery, at the
corner of the Commercial-road East and Church-
lane, a short distance from Whitcchapel Church,
The infurmation and summons issued thereon
charged the defendant with using furnaces so con-
structed as not to consume or burn their own smoke.
Hugh Andrews, a poUce-constable, siiid that from
the 29th of September, when he was first set to

watch the defendant's premises, until Saturday last,

he had frequently seen dense volumes of smoke
issuing from Mr. Fairrie's chimney shaft, which
darkened the atmosphere. Sometimes the 'smoke
was so thick that it appeared to me I could have cut
it with a knife." The smoke continued to pour out
of tlie chimney on his variuus inspections for four,

seven, ten, and twelve minutes. Mr. William
Sandison, engineer, in the employ of the Go-
vernment, said there were five patent doors
to the furnaces very much burnt, and valves at the
back not working and of no use. Both chimney
shafts on the premises were smoking tremendouslj'.

He made another iuspectiun in September. Tho
furnace doors were all burnt away. A patent for

the consumption of smoke had been half applied to

the furnaces. If it had been wholly applied it

would have been of no use. The furnaces in their

present state could not get rid of the smoke. The
defendant could have a self-feeding furnace. The
principle of self-feeding furnaces was like that of a
jacktowel on a roller. Mr. Charles Young said Mr.
Fairrie had appUed several patents, at a large ex-

pense, for the consumption of smoke, and they had
all failed. One invention after another had been
tried. In two years £300 and upwards had been
expended. Mr. Sandison was recalled, and said he
was prohibited from recommending any particular

invention, but a smoke consuming apparatus could
be seen in operation at Hoare's brewery, and also at

Truman and Hanbury's brewery, effecting a saving
of £640 a year. Mr. Woolrych inflicted a fine of

£5, which was not to be enforced for six weeks, to

give time to Mr. Fairrie to carry out the requii'e-

ments of the law.

The Vestry of St. George, Hanover-square,
and Urinals.—Vice-Chancellors' Court, Nov. 25.

—Mr. Malins, Mr. Martindale, and Mr. F. 0.

Haynes moved for an injunction t"^ restrain the de-

fendants from erecting in Grosvenor-place a urinal

at the I'etiring angle nearly opposite Chester-street.

The defendants claimed to have power under the
18th and 19th Vict., c. 120, to erect such conve-

nience, with four compartments, at the place in

question, which was adjacent to Buckingham
Palace, and nearly opposite the plaintiff's residence,

which was at 35, Grosvenor-place. The rental of

the houses in the vicinity of the proposed erection

averaged about £500 a year, and some much higher.
It was proposed by the vestry to place the urinal

behind a screen-wall 28 ft. long, which was to be
erected so as to correspond to the walls of Bucking-
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ham Palace. Some discussion ha-nug taken place,

it npneared that the vestry had, after the bill was

filed resolved to postpone the question. Mr
Malins said, under those circumstances, he would

vrithdraw the motion for the present. Mr.

Bacon, with whom was Mr. Schomberg, contended

that the motion must either proceed or be treated

as an abandoned motion. It was ultimately

arranged that the motion should stand over until

the first motion day after Hilary term.

St. Giles's, Camberwell.—A case was heard

before Mr. Elliott, at the Lambeth Police-court on

Wednesdsy, in which Mr. Henry .Tarvis, district

surveyor, summoned Mr. Aldred, a builder, before

the magistrate, for not complying with a notice

served upon him "to pull down and rebuild certain

walls of two houses, now being erected by Mr.

Aldred, of Peckhani, which walls were not confor-

mable to the rules of the Building Act, part 1,

clause 2, first schedule preliminary, the said walls

being out of an upright. The builder ofi'ered to

build buttresses against, and thicken out, the said

walls, but the surveyor objected to it^ as he was of

opinion that the worts proposed would increase the

evil, and the requirement of the Act would not be

complied with by such additional thickness. The
magistrate ordered the walls to be pulled down and
rebuilt forthwith.

Commissioners of Sewers, who have charge of the

public lamps in the City, their carburetting appa-

ratus attached to each of the public lamp.9, 1,771 in

number, in consideration of the payment by the

commissioners to the company of a royalty of Os. a

year on each lamp. The report was agreed to.

§!is anij Mtittcr Intclligcnrc.

The Illuminating Power of the Gas sup-

plied TO THE City.—At a recent nieetiu;? of the

City Sewers Commissiou in the Guildhall, Dr.

Letheby presented his report on the illuminatin,?

power of the gas supplied to the city of London
during- the autumn quarter by the Great Central

Gas, the Chartered, and Commercial Gas Com-
piinies. The gas had been tested in ac^cordance

with the instructions of the Metropolis Gas Act of

18G0. It had been tested at two places, namely, at

the London Hospital and at Finsbury-square, and

o2o examinations had been made. The results

were, that the mean illuminating power of the

Great Central Gas was equal to i;i'3i sperm candles

of the standard quality, and that of the Chartered

to 137S candles, and that of the Commercial to

l.'J*02. The weekly average of the Great Central

had ranged from 112-09 to 14-9:3, and that of the

Commercial from 12-4-1 to 13-85. The difference on

the mean illumiuating jiower of tlie Great Central

Gas at the two places where it has been tested,

namely, at Finsbury-square and the London Hos-
pital, which are nearly two miles apart, differed

only to the extent of 0*45 of a candle, and
as the lai'gest average (13'55) was at Finsbury-

square, it was manifest that the difference was
accidental. These results indicate that the gas

supplied in the city by the three companies has not,

during any week, been below the standard quality,

and that the quarterly averages have been from S'5

to 0-15 per cent, above it. The former is tlie excess

of the Commercial average, and the latter of the

Chartered ; that of the Great Central having been
13 per cent, over the standard. Last year at this

time the quarterly averaije of the Great Central
was only 12'i6 sperm candles, and the mean illumi-

nating power of that gas for tho corresponding
quarter of the last seven years has been 12"55 can-

dles. The quality is therefore improving.

Siuutimt lliitttrs.

Innehleithen.—The health of the district of
Innerleithen, N.B., is said to have been very un-
satisfactory for some time past. At tho manufac-
turing village of Wallvcrburn, where fever has been
worst, the cause is attributed to overcrowding, the
house accommodation being altogether inadequate
to meet the wants of the population. It is no un-
common thing for some t'U or a dozen persons, old

and young, to be huddled together into a house of

one sitting-room, with bed-closet and attic. Several
houses have recently been ei-ected ; hut from the
extension of the mills proceeding at a ratio as great,

if n jt greater, there has been no amelioration in
this respect. Th^?reis also a scarcity of worlonen's
cottages at Innerleithen.

No Sewage at Kewtown.—It is said that New-
town, in Staffordshire, is not drained at all, the
sewage being permitted to accumulate in fetid pools
at the ends of several of the streets. A fever is now
raging in the district. As an instance of the viru-
lence of the disease, it is stated that three children
were carried from one house to the same grave on
Sunday last ; and, that every house in tho district
has, or has had, fever-stricken inmates.

Sanitary Condition of the City.—On Wednes-
day, atthe weeklymeetiug of the City Commissioners
of Sewers, Dr. Letheby, the medical officer ofhealth,
reported on the state of 16-1 houses that had been
inspected during the week, and he submitted a Ust
of 38 places for sanitary improvem-nt. A report
was read from the General Purposes Committee,
rr^comeuding tho adoption of a proposal by the
Carburetting Gas Company to hand over to the

glotroplitaii; linpoDonunts.

The Tkaffio in the Streets or London.—At
the meeting of the Court of Common Council, on

Friday last, Deputy Lott brought forward a motion,

on a reference made by the court to the Police Com-
mittee, to consider the propriety of making an
application to Parliament for further powers to be

given to tho magistrates to regulate the traffic

within the city of London. The worthy deputy

also brought up the draught of a bill as amended
for effecting that object. He said that the evil that

it was intended to remedy was rapidly on the in-

crease, and, if something were not done to abate

it, the traffic in the streets of the City would come
to a dead lock. From a return which he had pro-

cured it was shown that on the previous day the

total number of vehicles passing along Cheapsidc,

between the hours of 4 and .5 in the afternoon, was
1,252—viz., 328 omnibuses, 001 cabs, 159 vans and

waggons, 121 carriages and drags, and43 trucks and

barrows. The bill was iutendcd to regulate the

routes to be followed, and the particular portions of

the streets to be used by vehicles of all Idnds,

whether those plying for hire or belonging to

private persons. The Court of Aldermen, who
were to have the duty of regulating the traffic, had
been consulted upon the provisions of the bill, and

had made some suggestions which had been em-
bodied in it. By a clause in the bill, the height and

breadth of loads which should be allowed to be placed

upon wagifons was to be defined by the magistrates.

He concluded by moving that the court sanction

the introduction of the Bill into Parliament. The
discussion of this question occupied a considerable

length of time, and ultimately the bill was referred

back to the .eomjnittee, mth instructions ,to re-

consider its provisions.

Widening Lower Tn.\MES- street.— At the

meetiiig of the Court of Common Council in the

Guildhall, on Friday last, Deputy Fry brought up
a report from the Improvement Comniitti>o on thi;

petition of the inhabitants of the ward of Billings-

gate, praying that steps might be taken for widen-

ing Lower Thames-street, or otherwise remedying
the evils occasioned by the increase of traffic in that

locality. The committee stated that they had con-

sidered several plans, but saw no reason to alter

their previously-expressed opinion, that tho best

mode of effecting the object souglit was by tho con-

struction of a new street from jlonument-yard to

the Coal Exchange, at an estimated cost of £H8,(I00.

They did not, however, Tecommcnd any scheme,

but left the matter to the judgment of the Court.

—

The debate was adjourned.

Metropolitan Roads.—The Commissioners of

the Metropolis Roads have given notice of applica-

tion to Parliament in the ensuing session to repeal

certain acts with a view to provide that certain

turnpike roads, or parts of turnpike roads, situate

in Westminster, Chelsea, Kensington, Fulham,
Hammersmith, Hanover-square, Paddington,

Hampstead, Clerkenwell, Islington, Old-street,

Shoreditch , Bethnal-green, Hackney, Stoke New-
ington, and Hornsey shall, after a day to be fixed

by the bill, cease to be maintained, repaired,

lighted, watched or watered by the Commissioners

of the Metropolis Roads, and shall be common
highways, and as such shall bo repaired, &c., by
the respective parishes in which such roads are

situate.

to prepare an elevation of the proposed site, to be

forwarded, through Mr. Noble, to her Majesty for

her approval. The suggestion of the Bishop is to

remove the Ducie gates from their present position

to a point opposite the southern entrance to the

Museum, and to construct an avenue from the gates

to the entrance doors, passing close to the statue of

the Queen. The Albert statue is to be placed at

the opposite side of the avenue to that of the

Queen, and equidistant from it.

Mr. Marshall Wood.—Mr. Marshall Wood, the

sculptor, whose *' Daphne " attracted so much
attention iu the International Exhibition, has

lately returned to this country from Canada. He
has been commissioned to execute a statue of Her
Majesty for the city of Montreal, which will be the

first public statue ever erected in the colonies.

Mr. Wood has also received commissions for a fac-

simile of "Daphne," from Mr. Reiloff, of St.

Petersburg, and for a reduced copy, accompanied

by a figure of " ApoUo," from the Marquis of

Lansdowue.
Statue of George II. in Leicester-square.^

About three weeks' ago, while workmen were re-

moving Mr. Wyld's Great Globe, I found in the

centre of the enclosure the horse lying on its side,

but his rider was not visible. Can any of your

readers say what has become of the fallen monarch ?

—Notes and Queries.

Proposed Statue to Prince Albert at Wol-
verhampton.—The committee appointed by the

subscribers to the fund raised for this purpose, have

decided in favour of a bronze equestrian statue, by
Thornicroft, a model of which with others had been

sent. Mr. Thornycroft has assured the committee

that her Majesty entertains a preference for an

equestrian statue. The cost will be £1,200, inclu-

ding the alteration of the pedestal on which the

Russian gun now stands.

d'ljmtlr. Qufl, Stlrool, iiii^ joilro;

§u,iii).iiig Intcfliqcncf.

^hlms, glnnorials, itt.

Halifax.—Equestrian Statue to the late
Prince Consort.—Mr. Thorneycroft, the artist

commissioned by the Halifax memorial committee
to execute an equestrian bronzj statue of the late

Prince Consort, to be erected in the town, h.is on
view, at the Literary and Philosophical Society's

Rooms, a model of the work he has undertaken.
Tho artist has been permitted to copy from a favour-
ite horse in her Majesty's stables for the purposes
of the statue. The cost will be about £l,(JUO.

La5ibeth.^—Memorial to the L.iTE Arch-
bishop OF CANTERBURY.-^It is proposed to erect

a memorial to the late Archbishop of Canterbury,
in the shape of a *' Sumner Memorial School," iu
Lambeth.

Statue of Alfieri.—On the 15th inst, the
inauguration of the statue of Alfieri took place at
Asti. M. Dini was the sculptor.

The Salford Albert Memorial Committee.—
A meeting of this committee was held at the
Salford Town Hall, on Friday, the Mayor (W.
Pearson, Esq.) in the chair. Various propositi(ms
as to the site of the statue in the I'eel-park were dis-

cussed. Ultimately, a plan laid before the com-
mittee by the Bishop of Manchester was adopted,
and Mr. Evans, the district surveyor, was instructed

churches.

The Incorporated Society for Pko.moting
the Enlargement, Building, and Repairing of
Churches and Chapels.—The meetings of this

society were resumed for the present session on
Monday week, at the society's house. No. 7, White-
hall. Grants of money wei-e made in aid of the

following objects :—Rebuilding the churches at Din-

nington, near Ilminster : West Rainton, near Fence
Houses, Durham ; and Woodlands, near Ulverstone,

Lancashire ; enlarging or otlierwise increasing tho

accommodation in the churches at Billesden, near

Leicester ; Cocking, near Midhurst ; Langham,
near Colchester ; Llanvachcs, near Caclcon

;

and Winscombe, near Wcstou-supor-Mare. The
grants formerly made towards building the

churches of St. Philip's, Lambeth; St. John's,

Middlcsboiough ; St. James's, Plymouth ; and
St. Peter's A'auxhall ; and towards enlarging

tho churches at Bearaiuster ; St. Leonard's, Bridg-

north ; St. Paul's, Southampton ; and St. Stephen's,

Trowbridge, were increased. The society likewise

accepted the trusts of repair funds for the churches

of the Holy Trinity, Ventnor .and West Covves, Isle

of Wight ; St. Thomas, Bradford ; St. Paul's, Bir-

kenhead ; St. Luke's, Hull ; and Selly Oak, near

Bu-mingham. The payments of grants authorised

at this meeting amount to tho sum of £-1-^700 :^

the total of grants now voted is £1,230.

Gray's Inn-koad.—The foundation-stone fof the

new churchof St. Jude, in the Gray's Inn-road, was,

as wo noticed last week, laid on tho 20th inst. by Lord
Calthorpe, in the presence of other noblemen. The
church is to contain rather more than 000, persons

—all ou the ground flour. The building will have

a wide clerestoried nave of six bays, north and
south aisl^, with a deep chancel flanked by. aisles.

The clii f entrance is from the west front in the

Gray's Inn-road, by a cloister or narthex, wifh an
arcade front of 'freestone, over which is the large

west window, filling nearly the whole of the gable.

The church is to bo built entirely of brick, with

Bath stone dressings, tho outsiJe of yellow brick

and the inside of white brick, with bands, and
dis:;harging arches of red and black. The tower

will be near the east enl, 110 ft. high, terminating

with a saddle-back roof and wrought-iron teruijnal

;

owing to the rapid fall of the site, a locture-

room is obtained under the chancel. The body of

the church will be fitted with open benches, and
thereof will be of open timber, stained and, var-

nished, 'i'he nave will be 81 ft. long, and the

chancel 31 ft. The church has an endowment from
the Ecclesiastical Committee, and the Rev. J. M.
Andrews is the member appointed by the Crown.
The architect is Joseph Peacock, Esq., and the

builder Mr. Carter, of Plornsey.

Far Headinglev.—-\ new church is proposed to

be built at Far Hi-adingley, Leeds. Mr. Beckett

has offered £5,000 towards its en lovvaicnt, oud a

site for the church. Tho erection will cost from
£3,500 to £3,700.
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BovEY Tracev.—On Tucsilny week a now aisle

for the Cluirch of St. .lolni, Bovpy Traco_v, South
Devou, was conae riitotl by tlio HisViop of tlio dio-

cese. J. ^V. Ilowoll, Esq., of Newton, wna tho ar-

chitect, ami the alterations cost .<;2,o00.

CII.\I>ELS.

FiNBonouciii.—A new Conprref;alional chapel has

recently boon opened at Finboroncrh, Suffullc. It

was built by Mr. Joseph Andrews, of Stowmarket,
at a cost of .tSll.

Hey Head.—A Conjrregational chapel has just

been completed at Hey Head, North Cheshire, at a

cost of £315.

SiNAiTH.—^A now Wesleyan chapel has recently

been opened at Snaith. The now building is in the

Italian stylo, and is Luilt of rod pressed brickwork,
with handsnmo aslilar drossin^-'i. The cost of the

buildini^ will be about ,fc:"i,2U0, exclusive of the

ground. A palis;tdo wall will enclose tho front of

tlie site, the intervening space being laid -out as

ornamental ground. The architects are Jlcssrs.

Loekwood and Mawson, Bradford and Leeds.

Wolverhampton.—A new chapel for tho Inde-

pendeuta of Wolverbaiupton is to be commenced
next spiiug. The estimated cost will be £",000.

STA^IFnun.—A Koman Catholic Chapel is pro-

posed to be erected on the site of the present one at

Stamford.

SCHOOLS.

Preston.—St. Peter's New Schools, Preston,

opened a short time ago by the guild mayors, are

now perfectly complete, and form a very handsome
structure of Early Pointed design, built of red-stock

brick, with dressings of Longridge stone. The
ground-plan consists of a laree school-room for

infants, 77 ft- long and .32 ft. wide, extending east

and west, with a class-room 32 ft. long and 15 ft.

wide at the western end of the south side. In the

interior angle formed by the school-room and class-

room, and against the centre part of the south wall

of the school-room, there is a tower, with a hand-
some pierced stone cornice, and a high-pitched roof,

surmounted with a richly gilt vane. To the east of

the tower there is a porch, forming the entrance to

the infant's school. The tower contains a ventila-

ting shaft f r tho whole building, round which,

entered from tho south side, there is a stone stair-

case leading to the girls' school-room and class-room,

on the upper floor. These rooms are of similar

dimensions to those below, and have a good timber
roof, of rather high pitch, underdrawn about half-

way np between the spring and the apex. The
height of the lower rooms is 14 ft., and the upper
rooms about 13 ft. at the sides, and about double
that height in the centre. A staircase descends

from the tower to a basement storey, 10 ft. in height,

extending under class-rooms and the west end of

the school-rooms, and forming a good washhouse
and laundry. A heating apparatus and large boiler

are fixed up at the basement of tower. The schools

are fitted up with good desks and benches complete,

and with handsome gas pendants of appropriate

design. The windows in the three gables are large,

the upper on^s haWng simple pierced tracery; a

large circular windo^v faces tho south ;
those at the

side consist of triplets, with neat trefoiled heads.

The work has been executed throughout by Mr.
James Neill, builder, of Bradford. Mr. Joseph
Fawcett, of Sheffield, is the architect.

BiXGLEY.—On Wednesday week a new Indepen-

dent Sunday school was opened at Bingley. The
cost of tho building was £G63.

WooLASTO.v.—The new school-buildings at Wool-
aston, Gloucestershire, are just completed. The
griundplan comprises one large school-room, afford-

ing accommodation for 120 children of both sexes

;

a class-room, with gallery, etc.; entr.anee haU, and
master's house, all in accordance wit'a the Govern-

ment requirements. The walls aro constructed of

local stone of a deep purple colour, contrasting with

the Bath stone used for the dressings. The roof of

the large room is open-timbered ; and this and all

the other woodwork is . stained. The roofs are

covered with slate, of two kinds—blue and purple

being used and thrown in alternately. The play-

ground is surrounded with dwarf walls, with coping

of Bath stone. The cost, including the site, has been
borne chiefly by Mr. Morgan, o{ Tidenham House,
near Chepstow. Mr. Durke, of Coleford, was the

bnilder, and Mr. Purehas, of Ross, the architect.

BUILDINGS.

Bko.mpto>j, Chatham.—A parsonage-house for

the incumlient of Holy Trinity Church, in front of

Chatham Liu' s, has been commenced from the do
signs of Mr. A. U. Gough, architect, Lancaster-

place, London. It is in stock brickwork, rolievetl

with red, yellow, and black bands. The principal

ornamental details are in Bath stone. Mr. Alfred

Stump, of Brompton, is the contractor, at an
amount of £1,188 10s.

ScALEBY.—A new rectory-house has lately been
completod at Scalcby, near Carlisle, at a cost of

about £1,000, from designs of the Early Decorated
character, by Mr. Joseph Fawcett, architect, Shef-

field. It is built of good red brick, with stone

dressings ; and has handsome bay windows to the

front, with stone mulli<m3 and neatly trefoiled

heads. On the ground floor, tliere i.s a jjood on-

trauco hall, 7 ft. G in. widi>, dining and drawing
rooms, 18 by 15 ft,, exclusive of bays ; also good
sized study, kitchens, scullery, store-room, and
pantry. There aro, upstairs, five good bed-rooms,
and tu'o dressing-rooms or small bed-rooms ; also

housenuiids' closets, and water closet. There is a

large cellar on the basement, and good out-build-

ings, including stable and gig-house. There are no
bed-rooms in attics, but provision is made for them
to be fitted up if required.

Wauhington.—The erection of a new public hall

has lately been completed at Warrington, capable of

accommodating from 1,000 to 1,500 persons. It

cost £1,000.

Dartford.—The erection of the City of London
Pauper Lunatic Asylum is proceeding rapidly,

there being over 300 workmen employed. The first

tloor joists of tho oast and west wings, and the

north part of the main building are laid, and the

lirickwork of the first floor earrieil up to the roof,

ivhich will be covered with black and red tiles.

I'ho shafts in connection with the laundry, wash-
houses, workshops, and stabling, aro completed.

The largo tower, which will be a prominent
feature in the building, is 18 ft. square at the base,

and upwards of 00 ft. in height. The tower
will rise about 70 ft. in the form of an octagon,

finishing with a very noble cornice, supported by
ornamental brackets. The windows of the south

front of tho dining-hall aro nearly completed. Tho
liquid manure and rain water tanks are completed,

the brickwork of which is all laid in cement. These
tanks are of enormous dimensions, capable of hold-

ing some thousands of gallons. They are covered

with groined arches or piers. The gardener's lodge,

and the dead-house are both roofed in ready for

tiling. The well to supply the establishment is

110 ft. deep, and 9 ft. in diameter, having eleven

stages, with three huge pumps, fitted up by Messrs.

Pontifex, engineers.

Manchester.—The Gaythorn cooking depot and
dining-rooms for the working classes were opened
on Monday, in South Junction- street, Manc'noster.

The premises were formerly occupied by the Messrs.

Fernley's mill. The whole ai-rangements have been
carried out by Mr. D. Machaffie, with the assistance

of Mr. J. Wrigley, and other gentlemen. The large

room on the ground floor has been converted into

an excellent and convenient dining-room, with cook-

ing apartments, and reading-room adjoining. Ta-
bles, capable of seating eight persons each, are

neatly arranged at appropriate distances from each

other, and as many as 320 indiriduals can be seated

at one time. Along the walls, and upon every

table, is a copy of the rules of the establishment,

and also a tariff of prices. These cooking and
dining-rooms are opened with a view to provide,

especially during the present period of local distress,

good, plain, and economical meals for working men.
Adjoining the large room is a reading-room, well-

stocked with periodicals and newspapers.

Leeds.—Plans have been received for the pro-

posed new infirmary in Leeds from G. Gilbert

Scott, Esq.

Grange.—The Ulverston and Lancaster Eailway
Company are about to erect a new and commodious
stati(in at Grange, and also a warehouse to supplant

the present shed used for the storing of goods. It

is also said that villa residences will be built npon
the range of land between Grange and Kent's Bank.

restorations, etc.

Chester-le-Street.—Chester-le-Street Parish

Church, Durham, is being restored, and will be re-

opened on the 9th of next month. Mr. Thompson,
of Newcastle, is the architect, and Messrs. Waite
and Howard, of Newcastle, the builders. The cost

of the various alterations will amount to £2,000.

The whole of the interior fittings have been removed
in order to raise the floor to the level of the sur-

rounding burial-ground. The pews, which were of

oak, have been converted into new seats. A reading-

desk and pulpit are being prepared, the latter to

occupy the north side of the main aisle, and the

former the south side. Tho roof of the church occu-

pies nearly its original pitch. The ceiling has been

pulled down, and an open roof substituted for it.

The corbels upon which the couples rest are cut in

the Early English style, and have been executed in

Newcastle. The walls haTe been thoroughly re-

paired, and the plaster removed and substituted by

neat pointing. In order to give si:rength to the

building, a large and massive pillar (oblong) has

been erected, which supports four new arches. To
make the proportions of the chancel more exact, a

portion of blank wall on the north side has been
removed, and an arch erected, the space behind

which will be appropriated as an organ chamber. A
window, which marred the uniformity of the south

wall, has been walled up. The west arch, having

been built up, as some suppose, to support the

spire, has been opened, and is a great iniiirovement

in the appearance of the church. The church is

heated by pipes connected with a large boiler ; and

it will be lighted with gas in twisted rods of brass,

each holding three lights. The pillars, which had
been much mutilated to admit the old gas pipes,

and otherwise broken, have been cemented and
chiselled by Mr. R. Koll, Chestin'-le-street. The
stonework of the arches and windows has been

cleaned. The pi'W wliifh was built on the north

wall liy the late Earl of Durham is converted into a

gallery for the Sunday scholars.

Tenbury.—It has boon proposed to restore the

church of St. Mary, Tenbury, Worcestershire.

Mr. H. Woodyor, of Guildford, has been consulted.

The rector of Stoke Bliss (tho ' Rev. T. E. M. Hol-

land) has offered £200 to bo expended upon a new
east window.

Sr. JlELLioN.—^The parish church of St. MiiUion,

which is situate aboutsix miles from Salt.ash, Corn-

wall, was reopened on Thursday the 20th inst., after

restoration. Tho church is of the Perpendicular

style of the 15th century. Before its restoration

several of the windows were in wooden casements;

the church was blocked up with square pews ; and
a gallery entirely filled tho west end of tho nave.

This gallery has been removed, showing a belfry

with a granite arch, and a good Perpendicular win-

d.iw with casements of the sa-ie stone in the tower.

The former oast ••'..low, which was small and
unfit for its position, has been removed, and the

south window of tho transept occupies its place.

This is now fillcid with stained glass by Howard
Brot hers, of Molls, and is presented by the rector,

the Rev. Glanville Coryton. The centre light re-

presents the Crucifixion, whilst the side-lights are

filled with representations of St. Mary and St.

John. In the tracery above are tlie figures of St.

Melanus, the patron of the church, and St. Peter

with the keys. In the south gable of the

transept is a memorial window, erected by

Miss Coryton in memory of her sister. This

is fiUed with rich and beautifully stained glass,

by Messrs. Clayton and Bell ; the scene repre-

sents our Lord after his Resurrection. On His

right the three holy women are bringing their

spices to anoiiit tho body, and on our Lord's left are

St. Peter and St. John.' Our Lord is represented

as standing on His tomb, with the print of the nails

on His hands and feet. In the south wall of the

transept a piscina was discovered, wrought in Poly-

phant stone. This was restored, and another similar

to it was inserted in tho south wall of the sanctuary.

The floor in the sanctuary, the chancel, and the

transept is paved with Minton's encaustic tiles. The
altar has been elevated on a foot pace, and is ap-

proached by four granite steps. A high carved

screen is shortly to be erected, which will divide the

sanctuary and the chancel from the north aisle. Ex-

ternally, the eastern gable has been su)Bnounted by
a granite coping and cross, and tho same Christian

.symbol, also in granite, stands over the entrance of

the south porch. The body of the church has been

fitted with a heating apparatus of Messrs. Garton

and Jarvis, df Exeter. The pulpit is of massive oak,

and its exterior is decorated by olaborata carved

work. It is of the Jacobean style, and is saiu to

have been placed in tho church in the reign of

James I. The internal refitting of the church has

boon executed by Jlr. Liltleton, of Moricc-town,

Devonport; the roof by Mr. May, of Pool, Corn-

wall ; and the walls have been rebuilt by Mr. Collins,

a builder of the neighbourhood. The design was

by Mr. Piers St. Aubyn, architect, of London ; it

has been carried out under the superintendence of

Mr. Palmer, of Chapel-street, Devonport. The en-

tire work has involved an expenditure of somewhat
above £1,000.

Newland.—On Wednesday Newland Church,

Gloucestershire, was ro-opened after restoration.

In place of the old pews, open seats have been placid

throughout : the organ has been 7emovo.l to a more
fitting position ; two fine architectural windows

have he'n rt stored ; light and room have be«n

thi-own throughout tho church ; and it is now one o
'

the most beautiful and attractive of the time-

honoured structures of its class in the kingdom.

Oxford.—Some extensive alterations have been

commenced at Morton College, Oxford. Theground,

which has hitherto in part been planted, aud in part

been covered with modern out-buildiugs to the

south-west of the library, is being prepared to re-

ceive a building with sets of rooms fcr 1(5 under-

graduates, facing Merton-fields. Tho south side o""

the library,wbich has been hitherto nearly shut out

from sight, will form one si ie of a new quadrangle,

the now rooms being at right angles with it in th

grove. The now buildings, about 60 ft. long aud

30 ft. in depth, will be faced with Bath stone. Th. r ?

are several minor alterations in contemplation, an 1

the works will be executed according to plans pre-

pared by Mr. Butt -rfield, of Adam-street, Adelphi.

The path leadiug from Merton-street to the fielJs is

also to be diverted, and so formed as to run undfr

the wall of Corpus Christi without iuterforing with

the privacy of the common room ofth.it college.

Shaftesbury.—On Thursday, the 20th inst., th.>

Wesleyan chapel of Shaftesbury was reopened,

after having been closed for several months for th)

purpose of being restored and renovated. Mr. Stent,

ofWarminster,was the architect. The interior is new
in every particular, and the accommodation greatly
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iniprovpd. The ppwing is constructed of framed,

low-baoked seats and stall ends, without doors A
neat pl:itform, wth communion rail, supported by

ornamental iron brackets, and on this a second

raised platform, sufficiently wide to seat three per-

sons, and hig-h enouirhto command the galleries, is

a novelty of its land. The galleries are filled in

with light open iron panels round tliree sides of the

cbapcl. The work has been executed by Mr. George,

of Gillingbara, and his sub-contractors, Messrs.

Cave and Bowles. .

FOUNDATION STONES.

BiRKENTiEAB.—The foundation stone of a new
parsonage-house, in connection with St. John's

Church, Grange-lane, Birkenhead, was laid on
Wednesday week. The building will be in the

Italian style, and mil cost £1,600, exclusive of the

value of the land. Mr. Longrigg, of Liverpool, is

the architect, and Mr. Samuel Campbell, of the

same town, the contractor.

Birkenhead.—On Monday, the Marquis of West-
minster laid the foundation-stone of a new hospital,

which i.s about to be built near the Park entrance,

Birkenhead, at a cost of £5.000. Mr. Walter Scott,

of Liverpool and Birkenhead, is the architect of the

new building, and Mr. John Hogarth, of Tranmero,
is the contractor for the whole work. The design

is in the Italian style of architecture. The building

will be two storeys high in addition to the basement
floor, and Imilt of durable materials, namely, brick

and Stourton stone, no cement being used.

griiiliing J;ountiiins.

Appltcation Respecting A Drinkixg Fountain.
—Three or fnur tradesmen waited upon Mr. Knox,
at the Marlborouph-street Police-court, the other

day, to complain that in consequence of the large

space of ground occupied by the drinking fountain
at the 'end of Moor-street, St. Giles's, accidents

were frequently occurring, only one vehicle being en-

abled to pass at a time, instead of two, as was the
case previous to the erection of the fountain. On
the previous night a cab, on attempting to pass,

there being no protecting post, got on the raised

stone near the fountain, and was turned over,

the driver severely hurting his hand. The whole
of the tradesmen in the street bad memoralisedthe
vestry to no purpose, and they (the applicants)

had therefore resolved to wait on his worship to

ask his advice ; at the same time they wished it to

be understood they approved of the fountain,
having subscribed towards its erection, their only,

object bei^ to get the dimensions of the fountain
curtailed, its size and unprotected state causing
.many accidents.—Mr. Knox asked the applicants
whether they had spoken to the Rev. Mr. Thorold,
the rector, who would probably interfere on their
behalf.—The applicants said they had not.—Mr.
Knox said he thought the applicants had no other
remedy but an application to the judges. At the
same time, perhaps, some benefit would arise by
publicity being given to the application.

CoESTORPIIiNE.—The parish church of Corstor-
phine, N.B., has lately had a stained glass window
placed in the south transept, "in memoriam" of
the late John Gu-dwood, Esq., of Scredington
Manor, Lincoln, agricultural engineer. Tlio win-
dow has been executed by Messrs. Ballantine and
Son. The centre light contains a representation of
the parable of the Faithful Steward ; the dexter
and sinister lights illustrate two memorable events
in our Savour's history, "Jesus Wept," and the
" Raising of Lazarus." In the base, amid the
foliage, are suitable inscriptions, and the illustra-
tions are surmounted with canopies, while the top
tracery is filled in with foUated grounding and
bordering.

Newi.and.—Three memorial windows have just
been placed in the parish church of Newland,
Gloucestershire; one in memory of the late P. J.
Ducarel, Esq., ofNewland ; another inrecollection of
Lieut. BrickJale ; and the third to perpetuate the
name of the family of Birt ; all of which have
been introduced by the relatives of the respective
families.

Photographs of Raphael's Frescoes in the
Vatican.—The correspondent of the Morning Post
at Rome says that Mr. Consul Severn has had an
interview with Cardinal Autonelli, for the purpose
of requesting his Eminence, as Prefect of the Sacred
Palaces, to grant permission for photographs to be
taken of such of the frescoes in the Vatican by
Raphael, especially those in the Loggia, as may be
advantageously reproduced by that mode of repre-
sentation. It is well kuuwn that the stan-^e and
others of Raphael's important frescofs are too faded
to admit of photographic reproduction. The Car-
dmal acceded to the Consul's request, the more

readily as he was informed that the photographs

were destined to complete a collection which the

late Prince Consort had been forming for some
time before his death.

National Association for the Promotion of
Social Science.—A numerous meeting of the

Council of Social Science Association was held at

their rooms in Waterloo-place on Thursday week,
the principal business being to decide the place of

the anniial meeting of the association in 1863.

Lord Brougham, on taking the chair, moved a re-

solution expressing the deep sense uf the council of

the loss sustainpd by the association in the death of

Sir Benjamin Brodie, one of their earliest mem-
bers. The Lord Mayor of York, Mr. Alderman
Husband, and other gentlemen, attended as a depu-
tation to urge the claims of that city to a visit from
the association. The rival applicant was Edin-
burgh, represented by Mr. Charles Cowan, Mr.
Baillie Mossman, and Mr. Robert Chambers. After

a long discussion, in which Lord Stanley, Mr. Kin-
naird, M.P., Mr. Denman, M.P., Mr. Macqueen,
Q.C., Dr. Farr, Mr. Newmarch, Mr. Hastings, and
others took part, a majority of 22 to 17 decided in

favour of Edinburgh, in which city the next con-

gress will be held.

Acclimatisation Society of Great Britain.—
The quarterly meeting of the council was held at

the offices of the society, 3, Duke-street, Adelphi,
on Tuesday week : Mr. L. Mackinnon in the chair.

Since the last meetinsr, the society has made con-
siderable progress. The stock of Chinese sheep is

in a thrinng condition. All that were offered for

sale were readily purchased, and there is a demand
for more. Lord Powerscourt, one of the purchasers,
reports the birth of four lambs to one of his ewes.

To the small stock now in the hands of Mr. Bush,
on behalf of the society, five lambs were added in

the month of September. The turkeys, which
arrived from Honduras in the month of September
laid 20 eggs, which produced 9 birds, 7 of which are
now in good condition. Reports from several mem-
bers give a good account of the Dioscorea Batatas,

which have been dug in excellent condition where
the soil has been rich and light, and thciefore
favourable to their growth. In these cases the
larger tubers have been housed for consiimption,
and the smaller ones laid by in dry places for re-

planting. A present from liis Excellency Sir George
Bowen, the Governor of Queensland, in the form of

a x>air of theTalegalla (or mound-building turkey of

Australia), is shortly expected. The birds were
shipped on board the " Montgomery," and may be
expected to arrive soon.

Lighting Streets by Phosphorus.—Houses
freshly painted with limewash are frequently
luminous at night, though slightly, after exposure
to the sun's rays during the day. If, by chemical
and physical research, a means were discovered
capable of rendering this phosphoric light more
powerful, by employing sulphides of calcium, or

barium, &c., and superadding, if necessary, the
action of an electric current when the sun is hidden
by clouds, a street might be effectively illuminated
by phosphorescent light alone.

London Traffic.—Notice of application to Par-
liament in the ensuing session has been given by
the city authorities for power to regulate the several
routes to be followed by the oninibusses, cabs, and
other public carriages for the conveyance of pas-
sengers, or to ply for hire, and by all carts, waggons,
and other vehicles adapted o? used for the convey-
ance of goods, Ac., passing into, through, or out of
the city of liondon and the liberty thereof, and the
speed at which they shall be driven ; to regulate the
periods between which carts, waggons, &c., may
stop in any street, lane, &c., for the purpose of
being laden or unladen, and the time which any
such cart, waggon, «tc., may so remain ; to regulate
the height to which carts, waggons, and other vehi-
cles for the conveyance of goods, wares, and mer-
chandise may be laden, and the breadths between
the outsides of the wheels of any such vehicle and
the tnaximvm width of the load of any such vehicle,

todetermine the particular streets, lanes, roads, (tc,
and the period of the day through which carts,

waggons, or other vehicles, wholly or partially laden
with timber, scaffold, and other articles, consisting
of wood, metal, or other material exceeding 20 ft.

in length, be allowed to pass, or be prohibited from
passiag ; to regulate the niode in which cabs or
hackney carriages shall be distinguished when
empty, and when actiffllly plying for hire ; to regu-
late the man-j.er in which barrows, trucks, and
hand carts, &c., may be driven, pushed, or wheeled,
and the particular streets, &c., and the particular
time of the day in which the same may be allowed
to stand, or be prohibited from standing; and,
lastly, to authorize the making of by-laws and regu-
lations, and the imposing of penalties.

A Telescopic Ladder.—The Bercford Times
says that a very ingenious and admirable invention,
called the telescopic ladder, has just been patented
by the inventor, Mr. G. H. Morgan, surveyor and
builder, New Market -street, in that city. This lad-
der, which might be made to a great length, shuts
up like attltscope, the uppermost ^otr, so to speak,
shutting up in the next, and so on to the bottom

;

in like manner, the first floor is easily projected,
and may be turned against a wall at any angle :

then follows the second, third, fourth, &c. The
whole series shuts up into a small compass. The
machine is portable, for it may be carried by one
person from place to place, through doors or pas-
sages, into courts, areas, halls, yards, or other con-
fined space ; from room to room, upstairs and
downstairs, and from floor to floor.

Glasgow Architectural Society.—The winter
session of this society was opened on Monday night
by a conversazione in the Scottish Exhibition
Rooms; James Boucher, Esq., architect, Vice-
President, in the chair. The Chairman delivered a
brief address. Mr. William Maclean, the secretary,
thereupon read the fourth annual report, which
stated that twenty-two new members had been
added to the roll during the last session, and that
the present number on the roll was 129. The so-
ciety had offered premiums to the assistants and
apprentice architects in Glasgow for the best de-
signs of a monument and a villa, with stable offices,

and the premiums had been awarded; for the
monument, to Mr. William Wallace, in the office of
Messrs. Campbell Douf;las and J. J. Stevenson,
architects ; and for the ^^illa, to Mr. Stitt Crichton
Hannah, in the cffice of Messrs. Boucher and
Cousland. It had also been resolved that an archi-
tect's library in connection with the society be
formed, and the society has voted a sum out of its

funds fur that purpose. Mr. H >watt, honorary
treasurer, read an abstract of the accounts, which
showed that the society was financially in a flou-

rishing state. Councillor Salmon and Mr. Thomas
Gildard thereafter address-^d the society, the
former moving the adoption of the report and the
latter awarding the prt miunis. The walls of the
large room were hung round with a variety of ele-

gant architectural designs and drawings, while the
proceedings were pleasantly diversified by the per-
formances of a choral party.

(^\lp.

On Thursday morning, her Majesty planted an
oak in the Flemish Farm, as a memorial to her late

lamented husband, which is to be known as '*The
Prince Consort's Oak."

The Neva was covered with a thin coating of ice

on the 5th inst., and in consequence the bridges of

boats were removed. A steamer which had left for

Cronstadt in the morning was stopped at five miles
from tht capital by blocks of ice.

A correspondent states that there are 8,000
painters and glaziers out of employ in the metro-
polis.

Tuesday last being the 9th commemorative anni-

versary of laying the foundalicn-stme of the

Prudhoe Tower, Alnwick Castle, the Duke of

Northumberland gave his usual annual dinner to

the whole of the artificers, art-workmen, and others

who have been employed in the biiilding and deco-

rative departments of the Castle. Nearly 800 per-

sons assembled in the New Corn Exchange.

On Wednesday morning week, the Exchange
Hall, Grantham, was destroyed by fixe. The origin

of the fire has not been ascertained.

An artist is not so strong as a horse, but he can
draw a larger object.

The United Kingdom Telegraph Company have
resolved to extend their lines to Bristol.

Why may carpenters reasonably believe there is

no such thing as stone ?—Because they never smc it.

It is said that the Viceroy of Egypt intends esta-

blishing a French theatre, the inauguration of
which will shortly take place.

A new organ, by Messrs. Wilkinson and Son, of

Kendal, has been opened at Staveley church, Cum-
berland.

It is proposed to prolong the Egyptian Railway
into Upper Egypt, with a branch to connect the

main line with the Red Sea.

The Post-office Sa^nngs' Banks appear to be work-
ing well. At Cambridge the first year's accounts
have just been made up, and it appears that during
the year the deposits amounted to £12,166, and the

withdrawals to £1,494, leaving a balance of £10,G72.

The first annual dinner of the StirUng Building
Trades' Association was held on the afternoon of

Friday last. There were about seventy persons
present.

The sum accorded for the reconstruction of the

Opera at Vienna is 4,000,000 florins (£400,000).

The building, which is to be terminated in 1805,

will have fuur tiers of boxes, with Seats for 600 in

the pit, and will hold 2,700 persons. The present

house can only accommodate 1,G50.

We are pleased to observe that in Leeds a move-
mi-'ut is in progress for providing a better class of

houses for working men. Eighteen houses, in two
blocks, have been erected, and are bt'ing paid for by
easy instalments by the working men who occupy
them.

A new theatre, to be called the Haymarket,
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has just been eroctpd at Melhonrno. Tho mattor of
acoustics has been quite ovorlookod in its buiMiuir,
so that tho actor is quite inaudible a few yards from
the stasri? ! ! Stops are now bcinff taken to rectify

this serious blunder.

Tho prococdg of tho sale of some verses entitled
"The Smokeless Cbimnoy," by a Lancashire lady,
have realised, up to tho present time, tho handsome
sum of 101) guineas to the Relief Fund.

A school for tlio blind is to be established at
Leipsic, by funds bequeathed by a late I'rivy Coun-
cillor of the King of I'russisi, a native of that
town.

On a slightly rising ground, and close to the
houses of JIuirtown of Dalvoy, near Forres, dis-

coveries have recently been made of clay urns and
ancient graves. On Thursday week, an rn was
carefully disinterred, which has since been placed
in the Dalvey Museum, Inverness.

An extr.aordinary piece of casting has just been
completed by Mr. Thomas Smith, of Cannon-street,
Adelphi, Salford. It consists of a 1 in. iron tube,
50 ft. in length, and one ton in weight. Usually
tubings do not exceed 9 ft. in length.

At the annual mooting of tho Perth Literary and
Antiquarian Society, on Frid.ay last, Dr. Thomas
Miller read a valuable paper on Heat. The Earl of
Mansfield was elected president of this society in
room of the late Marquis of Breadalbane.

The French Government has recently taken pos-
session of a place called Oboe, near the Straits of
Babelmandel. Oboe, which is said to have been
pnnhased for 10,000 dollars, has a very good and
roomy harbour, and plenty uf excellent water.

Some days ago an invitation to the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, to lay the found.ition-stone of
the new Exchange-buildings, in Birmingham, was
forwarded to Loudon for presentation.

Schiller's birthday (November 10) has been cele-
brated this year, with more or less splendour, in
nearly all the greater towns of Germany, and bids
fair more and more to become a national festival
with our cousins beyond the North Sea.

Her Majesty has commissioned Mr. Thornycroft
to make a bust of the Princess Alexandra of Den-
mark; and her Royal Higlmess is giving daily the
necessary sittings for the model.

The new swing bridge at the entrance to Sunder- i

land Docks, over which the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer and his party, during his recent visit to 1 « -, , . , ,- - .,,..,.
w.,^1,-1.,-1 , .1 i i. i. -1 i> ^1 i ^^ords a greater amount of conduction of heat to theSunderland, were the first to pass, is henceforth to Uottcm of the oven, consequently, the desideratum of a
bear the name ot the bladstone Bridge. ' greater amonnt of bottom heat is obtained. The third part

It has been petitioned to the county authorities "' ""^ invention relates to making the fire-door simply to

that the parish graveyard and Marshall Free Church f^^^'
'"^''^/•' ^'^'"S 'Mff »ith hinges as usual For

1 * T-- 1 • 1.-11 1 1 111 1 1 . this purpose he constructs ana hts the tire-door to the kit-grawyard, at Kirkintillodi, should be shut up, m chener so as to slide laterally behind the front plate of the
consequence or their crowded cuiulitiou, and their boiler. This is a great advantage, both when such door is

proximity to tho dwellings in tho towu. An inquiry used as a regulator, and for roasting in front of the boiler

into the facts is at present goini^ on.

1,000 metreg in extent, which defended the front
:nid upproachcs of the t-ampj as well aa tho four
cnlranccs which led into it.

|);ttnits iinij Inbrntions

COXNKCTKD WITir Till: BlMI.rUMi Tll.VUK.

H54. J. PiPKATiD and T. Mourns. ImproreiHcnt^ in
furnaces for the prevention or consumjftion uf smoke. Dated
April 21, 1862.

This consists of a moans of effecting or causing the con-
sumption of coal in furnaces, by admitting common air to
tho front part of the bridge of the furnace in cpiantities
proportioned to the amount and quality of fuel consumwl.
Tile air is supplied througli the jish-pit, or otherwise (o the
lindLie of the furnace V>y tubes, doors, or other prissages, and
pa.ssing out of the front part of the said bridge by an open-
ing or openings therein, mingles with the gases and smoke
or other products of combustion before the'r passing over
the bridge, causing the perfect ignition or consumption of
tlie same, and effectually prevents the escape of any uncon-
RUMU'd combustible matter through the flues or chimney.
i'ati'nt abamioued,

1155, S. P. M.\TTiiEws, Improvements in vices. Dated
April 21, 1862.

This invention consists, firstly, in dispensing with the
hoi and pin, and in lieu thereof applying a jiair of portable
side plates, in which is fixed a screw lever, the said plates
hearing upon side rollers attached to the moveable jaw or
front frame ; the aforesaid plates are pierceil with pin-holes
for regulating tho width of grip. Secondly, in attaching to
the front jaw or moveable frame three pairs of small pulley
wheels, over which a small weight is slung by means of
string, catgut, or other material, the weight being asubsti-
tute for the spring, but acting on the moveable jaw, or front
frame, insures an undeviating power, no matter to what ex-
tent the vice is opened. Fatetit completed.

1161, T. Attwood. Improvements in kitcheners. Dated
April 21, 1862.

According to this invention the patentee makes the oven
door in two parts, and so arranges the fittings, that, when
open, the doors stand at right angles with the front. On
the insides of the door he forms ledges or rests, which, with
the doors in the open position above mentioned, are in a
direct line with the leilges or rests of tho oven, and in such
manner that, when the doors are so open, they form a con-
tinuous slide on which the tray or shelf on which the meat
or anything that may be cooking is placed can be drawn
out of the oven for the purposes of basting, llowering,
changing, or otherwise, which can thus be carried on with
the greatest possible facility. An oven, furnished with one
door only, might also be so fitted to enable which he projects
a slitiing piece on the opposite side of the shelf or plate
BUiBciently far behind to support that side of the plate
when it is drawn out. The second part of the invention re-
lates to a new mode of construction of the oven, Khich
consists in making the lower flue stop and the bottom plate
of the oven of one and the same piece of metal, which

The first meeting- of the coniniissiou appointed
last session, on the motion of Sir Hugh Cairns,
" To inquire into the workiujr of tlie patent laws,"
was held on the 19th inst., at tho oftiees of the com-
mission. No. 2, Victoria-street, Westminster,

On Thursday, the :20th inst,, a new org:au was
opened at the parish church of Great iVlarlow,

Berks. Mr. Henry Willis, of Alhanj'-strect, Lon-
don, was the builder. Six new benches have been
erected in this church for the choristers, by Mr.
Corby, architect and huilderj of Great Mariow.

It is said that Dr. Burnstain, whilst undertaking
a scientific expedition for the Colonial Government
of the Netherlands to the Molucca Islands and New
Guinea, discovered a valuable forest of nutmeg
trees, in the Isle of Batjan. The forest extends
over a very large tract of country.

On the 20th inst, an instructive lecture was deli-

vered in the roraus of the Glasgow Geological
Society, by Archibald Geikie, Esq., on the Glacial
Formations of Scotland. The lecture was a clear
exposition of some of the most difficult problems of
modern geology.

The printers of Paris have printed on vellum the
orations of Bossuet, and have produced a book in a
style of magnificence quite unequalled fur typo-
jfraphical excellence. This volume they have pre-
sented to M. Berryer, in acknowledgment of his
defence of the body at a recent trial arising out of
a strike. In order that no other copy should exist,

the forms were immediately broken up.

On TuesJay afternoon, between four and five

o'clock, the water in the Thames rose so high as
completely to overflow its banks, flooding the streets
in the low-lying districts of Rotherhithe, South-
wark, Lambeth, Battersea, and causing consider-
able damage to the water-side property. In the
front of Lambetli Old Church an immense pond of
water was formed, and Fore-street, Lambeth, was
rendered nearly impassable.

The Emperor Napoleon went on Wednesday week
to the village of Berry-au-Bac, about 30 leagues
from Compi^gne, to visit the site of a camp of
Caesar. Excavations, executed according to indica-
tions of his Majesty, have laid open a ditch of

Fatcut computed.

1164, J. C, Amo3. An improved mode of, and improve-
ments in, iijtpiiratub- for supplying surface condensert with
iviiter, part of which improvements is applicable to blowers
and roturij pumps ije/ieralty. Dated April 21,1862.
The olyect of this invention is, first, to provide a ready

access to the fan or impeller of rotary pumps, particularly
when applied to the injection of water into surface con-
densers, and also when required to the fans of blowers. In
the application of rotary pumps or impellers on ship-hoard,
and also on land, the space that can be afforded them is

frequently very limited, and great difficulty has therefore
been foun J in providing means fur removing the fan and
working parts for examination and repair, the construction
of the fan case (when not divided down the middlel, re-

quiring space to be left on t)Oth sides—on one side for the
removal of the bounet of the case, and on the other for
giving the fan aile an end-way motion. The patentee
now proposes to form the case in such manner that the
mere removal of the cover will allow of the removal of the
fan together with its axle and bearing. I'atent completed.

1165, C. C. Chkkke. Improvejne/its in the construction

of drain and other pipes. Dated April 21, 1862.

In carrj-ng out this invention the patentee moulds the
pipes so that their ends shall lock the one into the other and
draw tightly together. The sockets and flanges which he
employs may vary in form, so as to present either one or
two abutting surfaces; but in all cases he moulds these
ends of the pipes with wedge-shaped projections and re-

cesses, which, by an axial motion being given to one of the
pipes, shall serve to draw the ends of the pipes together,
and make a secure joint, preserving, however, until the
joint has hardened the elasticity referred to Before thus
securing the pipes he inserts a suitable packing or cement
between the abutting surfaces, and he also lubricates the
entire surface of the socket and its counterpart, by which
means, when the pipes are laid in place and screwed up,
water or gas-tight joints will be secured. Fatcut com-
plettd.

1166, T. Lea and S. Smith, Improvements in burglary
alarms or indicators. Dated April 22, 1862.

According to this invention, upon a door, window, or
similar moveable body, of or in a house or building, being
attempted to bo forced or opened, the same will be notified
by an indicator which will at once indicate in what room or
place this has happened, the same arrangements being in
connection with arrangements for sounding an alarm or
alarum, and for causing a match to strike against :. friction

lighter or striker, also fur turning on a gas light, to be
lighted by the said match, or for lighting a caudle where
gas is not available. J'attnt completed.

1175. R. Jinks. Improvements in apparatus for sus-
pending, raisintj, and towering Venetian blinds, and for re-

tauiiny them, and other blinds, and also curtains and sun
shade.'<, at any required height. Dated April 23, 1862.

This consists in Buapendin;; Venetian blinds by ta{>es or

ribljons fixed to and winding round a roller, and in making
such roller of le;is circumference in the parts where tho
tapes are lixed than in that part to which is fixed, and
rouiiil which (tas-s-js tho cord used for causing the roller to
revolve. Or in su-ipending the blind as aforesaid from a
roller, made as described, or of uniform thickness through-
out, which is marie to revolve by a cord fixed to and passing
rjund a wheel or reel of greater circumference than *he
roller and attached to the end of it, tlie object bving to
nlitain leverage by pa^iing tho cord used to draw up or
lower the blind round a greater circumference than that
round which the tajjcs or riltbons pass. So far as the in-
vention relates to apparatus for retaining Venetian and
other blinds, Ac, at any required length, it consists in
using an improved trigger and rack, Fatent abandoned.

1181. J. Prick. Improvements in xpikes for railways
and other purposes, atid in the viode of manufactariug an
securing the same. I>ated April 2;i, 1862.
This consists in making an ordinary solid spike orpin,

and then splitting it longitudinally for a greater or les8
portion of its length by a circular saw or shears. When
the material to l)e used in the spike is a softer metal,
such as copper or white metal, the inventor pro-
lioses to form the spike either by having it cast
with the split and bevelled i)oint8, or by the procesi
above described. The two limbs or halves thus formed arj
bevelled inwanls at the point, which causes their opening
or separation when driven into the sleeper or other timber.
In order, however, to insure with greater certainty, the
opening of the split end of the spike orpin, he proposes
to use a small iron, metal, or hard wood, wedge, cone,
pyramid, plug, or ball, which is dropped into or inserted in
the hole to receive the spike, which hole is to be bored to
about the de))th to which the solid portion of the spike
will reach when driven home, and upon which the bevelled
end of the spike is driven, such wedge or cone serving
effectually to open or separate the split. Fatent abandoned.

1183. W. FK.A.R, JUN. Improved arrangements for
joining the saw-plates f>f veneer and other saivs constructed
in segments. Dated April 23, 1862.
Where the edge of one saw plate abuts against the other,

the inventor makes an orifice, part of which is through one
plate and the other part through the other ; into this ori-
fice he fits a copper or other suitable bolt, which is passed
into the orifice, and then the thin end i« flatiened out, so
as to rivet and secure the bolt firmly in its place, whereby
any two abutting plates are kept fast held together, and
the ends of the rivet may be made flush with the surface of
the saw-plate or other plate, and will in wear always keep
tlush. Fateiit abai doned.

1186. G. T. BousKiKLD. Improvements in the construction
of elliptic springs for wheel carriages and other purposes^
(A communication.) Dated April 23, 1862.
The patentee claims the combination of the arched

leaves of a spring, with an arched lie bar, substantially as
siit forth. Also the combination of the arched spring
leaves and arched tie bar by a head on the tie bar, againsi
the shoulder of which the end of the adjacent spring leaf
abuts, substantially as described. Also the combination of
two sets of spring leaves, and two tie bars, by a clasp
embracing the adjacent heads of the tie bars, substantially
as set forth. Also the combination of the spring tie bar
and spring leaves, so that the spring leaves may be flexed
a certain distance before the pressure is propagated to the
tie bar to extend it longitudinally, substantially as set
forth. Fatent completed.

1191. J. Endean. Improvements in cocks, taps, and
valves. Dated April 24, 1862.
This consists in the following arrangement of parts :^A

duct, or ducts, is -or are formed with a cock, tap, or valve-
shank, as it is termed, having a chamber or valve-box, pro-
vided with a solid or partially solid enlargement of the said
duct or ducts, of conical or conoidial form, with the re-
quisite apertm-es therein, and upon this conical or conoidial
part is fitted a hollow ccne or conoid correspondent thereto,
provided also with apertures communicating with the ducts
and ways, adapted so that the sceam, gas, water, or fluid
will enter the valve-box or chaml>er, pass over or again;

t

the said hollow cone or conoid, and out at the outlet or
outlets, this hollow cone or conoid being provided with a
stem, spindle, or handle, passing through the chamber or
valve-box aforesaid, whereby the hollow cone or connoid
may be turned, so as to bring the aperture therein upon,
to, or away from the apertures in the aforesaid enlarge-
ment of the duct or ducts, and thus open ani shut the
same, as desired. The patentee arranges the ap^-rtures that
the inlet shall never be closed and hence the hollow cone
or couoid shall always be kept held to its seat with an equal
pressure on its centre surface. Fatent completed.

1196. J. WixsBORRow. Improvements in wet gas meters.
Dated April 24, 1862.

The object here is to facilitate and reuder more uniform
the supply of gas by wet gas meters. For this purpose the
inlet valve, in place of being applied direct to the float, is
attached to it by leverage, so that when the lloat rises and
falls a short distance, the distance of motion of the valve
is increased in proportion to the difference in the length of
leverage employed. The float moves in a chamber sealed
above the water line from the inlet valve, so as to have
f-'aseous conuimnication only with the measured gas
chamber. Fatent completed.

1204. R. ZiMARA. Improvements in stoves for heating
and vtntilating buildings. Dated April 24, 1862.
One of the principal objects of these improvements in

stoves is so to construct and arrange the flues and air
passages thereof, that the air in its passage to the interior
of the building may he heated by pressing through a series
of pipes or passages composed entirely of earthenware.
Fatent completed.

1210. R. C. Manskix. Improvements in the construction
of wheels to be used on railivays. Dated April 25, 1862.
This consists in making certain combinations of grooved,

filleted, or flanged tyres, in connection with grooved,
filleted, or flanged plates or rings for seeunng the tyres on
to the bodies ot wheels, and preventing the said tyres flying
off in the event of their breakage, and g.ooved, riveited,
and flanged rims of wheels and other appliances iu con-
nection therewith. Iu making these cumbinations tho
patentee uses the securing plates or rings in cunnection
with the tyres and rims oi wheels, and also with the tvres
only, and he makes the tyre or tyres and rims with a
gruuve in, or fillet, or flange, on either one or both of their
sides, and he makes the sei^uriag plates or rings of any
form in cross section that may be required to fit the section
o; the grooves in, or fillets or projections on the tyres, or
in or on the tyres and rims of wheels, so a^ to (fiasp th«
same. Fatent comjdetcd.
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1222. L. MrLArHLAN. Improvemems ?.n governing or

regulating light med for taking photographic portraits and

other photographic pictures, part of which vnprovnnents ,^

aha applicable to lighting picture galleries, Dated Apnl

This invention consists, firstly, in a method of preventing

the direct ravsof the sun from fallingnpon the sitter or other

object to be copied, and of modifying or directing the liffht

as occasion may require. This part of the invention the

patentee divides* into two portions. In the first instance,

he causes strips of wood, or other suitable material, to hang-

downward from the roof, at such a distance apart, and of

6uch a depth as to shut out the direct rays of the sun.

These strips, if desired, he hangs upon centres, so that they

may be inclined to any angle. Or, in addition to the strips

above mentioned, he places cross pieces within the spaces

formed by such strips, which cross pieces may also be moved

to any angle, so as to govern the light in the other direction.

The second division of this part of the invention refers to

the side light, in order to govern which he uses projecting

slips extending sideways; but in this iustance he does not

use these by themselves, but in combination with partitions

Biiuated within the spaces between them. Another part of

the invention relates to a method of preventing light from

being retlected from the surface used as a back ground in

taking photographic portraits ; and, lastly, the invention

consists in the application of the above mentioned method

of regulating light to the lighting o| picture galleries.

Patent completed.

1225. D. C. Lk Sourf. An improvement in the mnnnfac-

ttire of nails, bolts, rivets, scrcios, eyes, a>id split-key 3 or

pins. (A communication. I Dated April 26, 1862.

According to this invention the head of the nail, bolt,

rivet, screw eye, split key, or pin, is made of porcelain, or

any other kind of earthenware, and when partially dried a

hole is partially made in such head to admit the shank or

other part of the nail, bolt, rivet, screw eye, or split key or

pin, which is further fiied to the head by means of a cement
composed of quick lime, white of egg, aud slack lime.

Patent abandoned.

1227. G. H. Law. Improved means for draining flower-
pots ami other articles or things tchich require draining in

the same or a similar manner. Dated April 26, 1862.

This invention consists in the use and adoption of a dome
shaped, or of a basin-like or hollow conical, or conoidal, or

pyramidal, or flat perforated piece of zinc, galvanized iron,

tin, or other metal, earthenware, glass, or wood, gutta
percha, or other material, provided with openings at the
edges or other points rherejf, which is to be placed over the
hole at the bottom or at other point of the flower-pot or

other article to be drained. Patent abatuloned.

1234. H. W. Hart. Lnprovonettts in the manufacture
of reflectors and shades for gas and other lights. Dated
April 26, 1862.

This invention relates to reflecting shades for pas and
other lights, and consists in the application of a metallic
surface to paper or cardboanl, the metal forminp the re.

fleeting medium or surface, while the paper stuff forms the
body of the shade. Patent completed. I

1238. A. V. Newto-V. Hollow glass v^are. (A com-
munication.) Dated April 26, 1862.

This invention applied to hollow pressed glass ware, also

to hollow glass ware produced by blowing, and to glass ware
made by a combination of the pressing and blowing pro-

cesses. The nature of the first part of the invention con-
sists in producing a solid wall to a hollow glass lamp bowl,
a tumbler, and to other similar pieces of hollow glass ware,
with ornaments formed in or on the glass composing the
wall, at a point intermediate of or between the inner and
outer plain surfaces of the wall, by a combination of a
pressing and a blowing operation or process. The nature
of the second part of the invention consists in the com-
bination of the blowing and pressing processes, for the
production of glass lamp-pegs and other similar articles,

with ornaments on their inner or outer surfaces in a more
expeditious and cheap manner than is at present known in

the art of glass manufacture. The nature of the third
part of the invention consists in a method of producing
pressed open work figmes, such as flowers, shelves, and
leaves, net work, and geometrical figures in coloured glass,

and uniting the same to various descriptions of glassware,
so as to stand in bas relief. This manufacture combines
the pressing and blowing processes, or re|>uires but one or
the other of them, according to the character of the article

being made, or as the fancy of the operator may dictate.
Patent com2jUted.

Irak iftos.
TENDERS.

PoiNTOs.—For the erection of a new school and school-
house at Pointon, near Folkinghain, Lincilnshire—

Easter, Billingborough £720 8
Baker, Sleaford 620
T. and C. Hinion, Bowen 620
Otter, Billingborough (accepted)... 413 6

Kkttos.—For builders' portion of gas works at Ketton,
in Rutland

—

Ellis, Peterborough £750
Richardson and Son, Stamford 553
Bassendine and Bagnell, Stamford 529 18
T. and C. Hinson, Bowen 474 17 6
Mr. Bower, Saint Neots ^engineer
and contractor for the whole of
the works), accepted 450

It is understood that Mr. Bower has since agreed with
Messrs. Hinson for the contract of the above portion of the
works.

Brighton.—The Mission church and schools, Brighton.
Quantifies supplied. Thomas Simpson, Esq., architect

G. Lynn and Son £1,6S0
S. Doncy 1,650
J. Reynolds 1,590
J. Fabian 1,539
T. Anscombe (accepted) 1,533

^ CAVESDisn-SQUARE.—^For repairing and re-decorating
No. 35, Wimpole-street, Cavendish-square, for Mr. Henry
Hayward. Mr. Christopher Eales, architect—

Clemence £811
Scrivener and White 734
Smith and Brothers 723
Anez and Bellingham 668
Pbillips 648
Roadkin 637
Sapwell 616
Clark and Mannock 590

Peckham.—For the erection of a house, for Mr. Colley.

Gordon-road, Peckham. Quantities not supplied. Mr.

Henry Jarvis, architect

—

Clark £585
Sellic 570
Chamberlain 539 11

Crawley 522
Sweeting 500
Farrant 500
Bond 4S9

Sawyer 487
James and AsUton 485
Newcombe 475
Kent 447
Thompson 444

George 430
Smith 428

Ward 379

CONTRACTS OPEN.

SArxDERSFOOT.—For re-buildiug St. Issel's Church, near

Saundersfoot, Pembrokeshire. Plans and specifications

may be seen on application to E. Wilson, Esq., Hean
Castle, St. Issel's, between the hours of nine and four,

from the 27th inst. Tenders to be delivered sealed and
endorsed, *' Tender for re-building St. Issel's Church,"
to E. Wilson, Esq., on or before the 1st day of December
next.

LosDos.—For the construction of brick sewers, 9 miles

2,895 ft., in length, or therealiouts, with other works in
j

connection therewith, for the Metropolitan Board of

Works. Parties desiring to submit tenders may, on and
after Wednesday, the 12th inst., upon payment of £5 Ss.,

|

obtain plans, sections, specification form of tender, and 1

other particulars, on application to Mr. Bazalgette,
|

engineer of the Board, at the office. Spring-gardens,
|

until Thursday, the lUh day of December next. The
tenders are to be addressed to the clerk of the Board, and
must be delivered at the office before four o'clock on the
last-mentioned day.

RiPON.—For building a villa, with stable, coach bouse, and
other outbuildings, at Ripon. Drawings and specifica-

tions may be seen at the office of Robt. K^arsley, Esq.,

Ripon, till 29th November.

NEWCASTi.E-rpos-TrsE.—For the taking down of the old

Nag's Head public house, and adjoining buildings, in the

George-stairs, and the large old building fronting the
Butcher Bank, in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and erecting upon
the sites thereof a range of buildings, the drawings and
specification of which may be seen, and bills of quantities

obtained, on application at the office of John Wardle,
Esq., 66, Northumberland-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
on and after November 29th.

MosAr.HAN.—For alterations and additions to Monaghan
Gaol. Plans and specifications to lie seen from 10 to 5

o'clock each day, up to the 13th December next, at the

Gaol, or at the office of the architect, Mr. John M'Curdy,
1, Harcourt-place, Lower Merrion-street, Dublin. Sealed

tenders to be delivered at the gaol on or before 2 o'clock

on Monday, the 15th day of December, at which time
there will be a meeting of the Commissioners. No tender
exceeding the sum of £3,000 need be offered, the amount
granted bythe Grand Jury.

Oxford.—For providing and laying York Curb and paving
for footway, and granite paving for roadway, and other
works for the Oxford Paving Commissioners, for the term
of one year from Januarj* 1st, 1863. Specifications, par-

ticulars, and forms of tender, may Ite had at the Com-
missioners' Office, Town Hall Yard, daily, from 9 till 4

o'clock; or by letter addressed to Mr. John Galpin, the
surveyor. Sealed tenders to be delivered at the office of

F. J. Morrell, Esq., clerk to the commissioners in St.

Giles's, on or before Monday, the 1st of December next,

endorsed "Tender for Paving."

Barnsi.ev.—For the execution of the several works required
for the Bamsley Dispensary, viz. :—Excavators', masons',
bricklayers', slaters', plasterers', Ic, work. 2. Carpen-
ters' and joiners' work. 3. Plumbers', glaziers', painters',

and bell-hangers' work. May inspect the drawings and
specifications at the house of Mr, Aanos Taylor, Cocker-
ham-road, Bamsley, on and after the 15th day of Novem-
ber, where also the quantities can be furnished at £1 Is.

per copy, after short notice. Tenders must be delivered

at the Union Bank, in Bamsley, under seal, addressed

to J. S. Beckett, Esq., on or before the 1st of December
next.

ARTinKGTON'.^For the construction of a branch line of

railway, three and three-quarter miles in length, from
Arthington-station on the Leeds Northern Line to Otiey.

Plans, sections, and specifications may be seen on and
after the 1st December next, at the Engineer's Office,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where printed forms of tender,

specification, and quantities may be obtained. Sealed
tenders, addressed to the Secretary, marked '* Tender for

Otley Branch," must be delivered at York not later than
12 o'clock, on Thur-day, the 11th December, and the
directors will meet at York on the following day to let

the contract,

DrcLiN.—For taking down an old building, and erecting a
new police barrack in Clarke's-court, adjoining Chancery-
lane Station-house, according to plans and specifications

to be seen at the Office of Public Works, Dublin. Parties

should inspect the old building now standing before

sending in their tenders, and will be admitted to do so by
applying at Chancery-lane Police-station. Each proposal
(which is to be on the printed form lodged with the spe-

cification) to be for a lump sum, and to be accompanied
by a detail (giving quantities and prices!, and to be en-
dorsed " Tender for Works at Clarke's-court."

Salford.—For paving, sewering, and flagging part of Tan-
ner' s-lane, between EUor-street and the Springwall foot-

p:itli. Plans and specifications may be seen, and form of

tender obtained, by applying at the District Surveyor's
office. Broad-street, Pendleton. Tenders to be sent in on
or before Monday, the 1st day of December, 1862, ad-
dressed to the Chairman of the Highway and Paving
Committee, Broad-street, Pendleton.

Little Hempson.—For sundry repairs, general re-seating,

and other restorations of the parish church of Little
Hempson, near Totnes. The plans and specifications
may be seen, and information obtained, on application
to the Rev. F. H. Hele, at the rectory, to whom sealed
tenders must be delivered on or before Thursday, the
4th day of December next.

TO surrender IX easingiiall street.

T. Craven, Lansdown-place.WestBrompton, stone maaon.
R. Rudge, Chigwell, Essex, painter.

D. D. Geere, Stomngton, Sussex, dealer in bricks.

W. Tinckam, Chapel-street, Tottenham-court-road, Mid-
dlesex, Imilder.

H, Hawkins, Hanover-street, Newington, superintendent

pipe-laver to the Lambeth Waterworks Company.
H. j. Hall, Southampton-street, Camberwell, timber

merchant.
J. Chater, Cambridge-terrace, Bamsbury, Islington,

builder's clerk.

C. Patterson, Paradise-place, South Hackney, carpenter.

J. Wood, Upper Robert-street, Plumpstcad, Kent, car-

penter-

T. W. Carton, Dartmouth park, Forest-hill, Sydenham,
builder.

TO SCRBESDER IN THE COUNTRY.

D. Thomas, Netaer Whitaere, Warwickshire, timber mer-
chant.

I. Granger, Wolverhampton, builder.

C. Levy, Bristol, caljinet maker.
R. Chatwin, Birmingham, journeyman sawyer.

J. Gorton, Little Hutton, Lancashire painter.

W. Titman, Newborough, Northamptonshire, brick-

maker.
J. Kershaw, Halifax, joiner and builder.

J. Anderson. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, painter and glazier.

G. Bull, Halam, Nottinghamshire, surveyor.

P. T. Couch, Swansea, builder.

J. Crompton, Halliwell, Lancashire, joiner.

S. Bills, Salford, Lancashire, contractor.

J. Holden, Bolton, Lancashire, painter and builder.

R. Barlow, Little Bolton, Lancashire, builder's assistant.

J. Alcock, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire, file manufac-
turer.

J. Francis, Bilston, Staffordshire, sinker.

M. Robinson, Liverpool, joiner.

J. Flemingham, Marthain, Norfolk, bricklayer.

J. Long, Oldham, Lancashire, joiner.

W. Wyatt, Worcester, pump maker.
R. B. Johnson, Crewkerne, Somersetshire, carpenter.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,
Monday.

Messrs. Christie, Mansos, and Woods (and following

days), at 1, Chinese and Japanese works of art, from the

International Exhibition.

Tuesday.
Phillips, at his rooms, New Bond-street, ancient and
modern pictures, prints, frames, Ac.

Wednesday.
Fowi.ER (and following day) at 12 fori, on the premises

kno\vn as the Lyon's-inn, Strand, the first clearance sale

of building materials for the Strand Hotel.

Mi'RRELL, at 12 for 1, at the Auction Mart, London, a

fine brick and carved stone building, in the centre of

Birmingham.
PcLLES, lIoKNE, AND EvERSFiELD, at 2 for half-past,

on the premises, Upper Thames-street, steamboat pier,

dummy, &c.

TlItJIlSDAV.

Robins and Priest, at their rooms, Upper St. Martin's-

lane, the plant and utensils of the Eastern Annexe
Refreshment Department of the Exhibition, and the

International Bazaar Dining-rooms, &c,

Saturday.
Christie, Manson, and Woods, at 1, at their rooms,

King-street, St. James' -square, ancient and modem
pictures of the Rev. Hugh Hutton, M.A.

RociNSON and Hetlky, at 1, at their new gallery, 21,

Old Bond-street, a collection of pictures and drawings,

old English inlaid cabinet, and a marble figure of the

crouching Venus, &c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Communications and books for review should be addressed

to the Editor, at 26, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, E.G.

Letters relating to advertisements and to the ordinary

business of the paper should be addressed to the Pl'bmsheu,

at the above office. Advertisements for the current week
must reach the office before 5 o'clock, p.m., on Thursdays.

To OCR Readers.—AVe shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

J. F.—Shall be glad to receive similar notices again.

O. J. S.—Thanks; we shall be obliged if you will send us

short reports of the meetings of the association.

G. H. O'D.—The notice appeared in our last week'snum-
ber.

W. C. - Shall hear from us.

R. T. (Leicester) . —The Church of All Saints, Margaret-

street, was built from Mr. Butterfield's designs; that of

St. James the Less, Westminster, from those of Mr.

Street.

N. O.—Consult a solicitor.

Alpha.—Undoubtedly contrary to the Building Act.

X.—From the Basilica.

Y. Z.—We have not forgotten vou.

N. H., W. P., A Well-wisher.—Declined with thanks.

George R.—Wrought-irou.
An Architect.—The American war has no doubt raised the

price of the article.

A. M.—Consult our advertising pages.

Received. -W. J. B., G. H. G., A. D. G., T. and C. H.,

S. G. O., H. S., A. J. O'C, W. S., G. M., T. H.

Books Received.—"Specimens of Early French Architec-

ture," by R. J. Johnson.

Chappuis' Patent Davugut Reflectors for

difiusing light in dark places and sup rsediiig gas

in daytime. Cbappiiis' Patent (ias Ht-fleetors save

50 per cent, in the consumption of gas. N.B.—

A

liberal discount is allowed to builders and iron-

mongers. Cbappuis, Reflector Patentee and Fho-

togrriipherj 69, Fleet'Street, London, E.G.
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CHATH.UI DOCKYAED.

)TRATEOICAL and industrial

considerations have induced tlie

Government to decide on gTcaUy
developinjr tlie resources ofCliat-

liam Dt)ckyard; and tliere is no
douljt tliat in a Ci:\v years' time,

after the plans arc fully carried

out, it will become the largest

and most important naval esta-

lilishmeiit in the empire for the

construction, fitting-out, and re-

pairs of the " Fleet of the Fu-
ture.'' The industrial reasons are almost
self-eviileut. Chatham is near to London

—

the centre of engineering genius, the home
of the best mechanical workmen. The
l)aidis of the Thames are lined with pri-

vate yards, wherein the best and largest

specimens of naval architecture in iron

liave been built, and also with factories

that have produced tlie finest niai'ine steam-
engines for finish, compactness, strength,

ani_l S]ieed. It is nearer, than Portsmouth
and the other yards, to the north, whence
the materials—kon and fuel—employed in

sliip-buildhig, will be henceforward pro-
ciu'ed, and can commmiicate with the cen-
tres of iron and coal production by canals

;

while, if coasting be resorted to, the tedious

navigation of rounding the North Fore-
land will be avoided. Insteail of sailing

ships, under- jury rig, round from Pem-
broke, Plymouth, or Portsmouth, to receive

their engines, Maudslay or Penn will deli-

ver their constructions at Chatham, and
they can be put in the ship while still in

the course of building, by which great
economy of time will result. Again, Cliatham is close to the great
gunpowder establishments, and has the most convenient and readiest

access of any of the great yards to the Ai-senal and Artillery Depot at

Woolwich.
The strategical considerations are equally urgent and weighty.

Admitting the necessity of fortifying the dockyards to protect theiu

from attack by land as well as by sea, it will be seen that the position

of Chatham is of value. Situated onthe Medway, at a distance of thh'-

teen miles from its outfall into the estuarj' of the 'Thames, Chatham could
not be bombarded from the seaboard ; and for enemy's ships to get
within range they would have to force the passage of the Jledway

—

the navigation of which is ditficult from the winding of the channel
and its shallow depth—under the cross fire of powerful land batteries.

Lying out of the line of march of any attacking force directed on the
Ciipital, it would compel t!i ^ enemy to weaken himself, by detaeliing
a separate corps of oljservation, and would, at the same time, serve as

a basis of operation for the garrison to act upon his right flank, and
even to threaten his lines of communication with Dover, or whatever
basis of operations he may select to the cast of it. Under these cir-

cumstances Chatham would become an important element iu the
defence of London, and its position is uatm-ally strong. Between
Chatham and the Thames the ground is so marshy, and so cut up by
rivers and creeks—the West Swale, Stangate, Shaffleet, Bartlett, and
South Yanlet Creeks—that no army would venture to cross, more-
over, it stands near the left flank of the commanchng range of chalk
hills which extends to near the Camp at Aldershot, and near the
right flank of a similar range which nius to Dover.
The present land defences ot Chatham consist of the "Lines,"

which were constructed at intervals between 1710 and 1801"), and
which, as might be sujiposed, are very weak, and totally inadequate
to resist the effects of modern artilleiy. The escai-ps are, in some
places, not more than 14 or 15 feet in height—not half of what they
shoidd be. The brick revetments, both of the escarp and counterscarp,
appear in tolerable good condition, and we may, therefore, conclude
fliem to be strong enough to resist tlie pressure of earth in the rear.

The slope, however, api)ears so slight that a few salvos of artillerj',

or a few shells exploded in the brickwork, would make a practicable
breach, which would be fiicilitated by the shallowness and naiTowiiess
of the ditch. Besides, the town has crept up so close to the Lines as to
mask anattack. The Lines rest their left flank on theriver, andtheirright
flank on St. Mary's Creek. Forts Pitt and Clarence extend the line of
defence to the left beyond the town, but they could not jirotect the es-
tablishments from bombardment and long range artillery. The length
of the Lines is one and a half miles, and from the left of the Lines,
by Fort Pitt and Fort Clarence, to the river, another mile and a half,

making the total length of the line of defence three miles ; and in

consef(uence of its ineffectiveness, the Commissioners appointed to
consider the defences of the United Kingdom recommended that, to
prevent an enemy's fleet ascending the Medway, after he had suc-
cessfully passed the powerful batteries at the mouth of the river on
Gan-ison Point and Beach Hard, works should be constructed on
Okeham Ness, four miles below St. Maiy's Island, and on the small
island to the east and the opposite coast. A boom, it was suggested,

should be stretched between the two works, to effectually bar the
passage of the river. The Conunissioners reconnnemled that self-

defensible worlvS should be established, one on each of the following
positions—Gads-hill, in front of Gillingliam ; Star-hill, Luton; one
near the Chatham and Maidstone Koad; Cookham-hiU ; Temple-
farm ; Kcod-fdrm ; Gads-hill (near lligham) ; and two intermediate
sites between that and Shorne Battery.
The cost of these works for land defences are estimated at

£1,350,000. They would mount o35 guns, and would require bar-
rack accommodation for 3,550 men.
The "transformation of the navy," to use the euphemistic term in

vogue for the substitution of iron for wood in the construction of
men-of-war, has eflecteda radical change in the economy of Chatham
Dockyard. The state of transition in which everything appears, the
results of tentative essays that are to be met with hero and there,
show how great has been the change, and how labori(jusIy it has been
effected. Six timber ships are on the slips—the " Salamis," the
"Myrmidon," the " Keindeer," the " Belvidero," the " Berlinda,"
and the " Menai." On some there are perhaps hatf-a-dozen ship-
wrights at work on each ;^on the others none, and tliey are left to the
care of a shipwright. Two covered slips of the most recent construction,
by Grissel and Co., in 185G, are unoccupied, and from one of them,
the "Eoyal Oak," now plating with armour in No. 3 dock, was
lately launched. The timber-floating basin looks desolate, the mast
houses abandoned, and the whole activity of the yard appears concen-
trated on the two armoured ships which are in the process of con-
sti-uction, and in the shops where their component parts and plates are
being shaped and fitted.

Entering the yard we pass storehouses and workshops tliat give out
no signs of life under the change, and the slips where a despatch
vessel and other small craft are standing. Next is No. 1 dock, built
for the reception of small vessels, but which has been covered on a
level with the soil, and roofed over to serve as fitting shop for the
" Achilles " iron ship, which is building in the dock No. 2 alongside.
It is here that the frame of the ship is prepared and fitted in parts
before being built up. The frames, which answer to the ribs of timber
sliips, are composed of bars of angle iron, from 5-8ths to 11-ltJths of an
inch thick, riveted together and bent into the desired shape. For
this purpose a wooden mould is made to each frame—that is to say,
tliin boards are sawn out to represent in their concavity the sectional
lines of the ship. On the floor of the shop is the " levelling plate."
It consists of massive iron blocks, pierced with numerous holes dis-
posed quincunoially, and solidly bound together to form a
levelling plate of sufficient size. Opposite and close to one
end is a pair of hot air furnaces for heating the angle iron. They
both communicate by flues with one chimney, and other aiTange-
ments are adopted to ensure an economj- of" fuel, as well as the
uniform and quick heating of the bars of angle iron. The fm-nace
itself is at the end opposite the door, and in one case there was a
furnace in either of the longitudinal sides. The heat and products of
combustion pass from the furnace over the brick bed on which the
bars are placed, and escape by a retuni flue to the chimney. The
brick roof being arched, throws down the heat upon the iron. "Wlieu
the bar has been raised to the requisite temperature it is withdrawn,
and laid on the levelling plate, whereon the sectional line or fonn of
the rib has been previously marked by pins inserted in the holes of
the levelling plate. Then with hammers, tongs, and hand spikes the
bar is rapidly bent to the required form. The turning up of the por-
tion resting on the plate is remedied by flat-headed punches, fastened
to long withy handles, held by workmen, while others strike the
punches on the head with huge sledge hammers until that portion of
the bar is levelled. It cannot fiiil to strike the spectator that this

mode of curving the frames is unnecessarily tedious, costly, and
requires a degree of human labour miworthy to the inventive genius of
the age—so fertile in contriving labom--saving machines. There can
sm-ely be no difficulty in devising a machine which would roll

the bar to the sectional line in one operation, and in no more time
than it takes to write this sentence. If a pair of rollers—one vertical
to bear upon the portion of the bar resting on the levelling plate, and
the other horizontal, to bear upon the upright portion behind, which
are the pins—were placed in connection with a mechanical ar-
rangement which woifld make them follow vaiying cm-res

—

an an-angement, in fact, something of the character of a penta-
graph—then the operation would be simplified, and more
expeditiously performed, than now, when a dozen or fifteen men
are required to bend a bar by dint of sledge-hammering; for

then all that would be required would be a sufficient number of
hands to draw the bar from the hot-air fm-nace by an overhead traveller,

and to an-aiitre the pins accordmg to the curve, while one man at the
other end of ndiat, for lackof betternamo, must be called a pentagraph,
woifld suffice to cause the rollers to travel in the ciu've of the sectional
line, as will be easily understood. It mattei-s not whether this or any
other mode be adopted of rolling the bars of angle iron into any curve
that may be reqiured ; the essential point is to introduce machineiy to
shape the frames, so that they may be more accurate, take less time in
their production, and cost less money.
Each frame or rib is composed of two or more bars of angle iron, held

together by "' boiler riveting," so as to give supports for the iron skin,

teak backing, and armour plates on the outside, and supports for the
planking inside. The frames for the stem and stern are more compli-
cated and composed of a gi-eater number of bars, but their system of
cousti-uction is the same ; the rivet holes in the frames are punched out
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by ordinaiy maohinciy, and the rivets are hand-fastened wliile

cold althi'iigli Fairbairn claims for machine-riveting a superi-

oritv of from four to five over hand-riveting. When finished so

far,"tlie corresponding fi-ames are temporarily fitted together, and

tlie i>aits carefully adjusted ; after which they are placed in the

positions they are to permanently occupy—the ship being built in

sections. Tl'ie beams are of iron rolled into the shape of double

flanged girders. The combination of angle iron undoubtedly gives

frames of great strength, but still, to the eye, a thickness of 5-8ths of an

inch appears slight when we remember the enormous weight they

have to bear of armour plates, teak backing, skin, and inside plank-

ing. True, the frames are very close, and so would compensate for

their apparent slightness.

The next point of novelty and interest is the preparation of the

armour plates and their fixing to the ship's sides. They are manu-
factured by tlie Thames Ship-building Company and are said to be

superior to all others in ciuality, homogeinity, and toughness, that

have been sent in from the great centres of iron manufacture. If so,

and there appears no reason to doubt the statement, the fact is note-

worthy, as showing how good workmanship will overcome the disad-

vantages of increased cost of labour, raw materials, and fuel. As
compared with northern iron manufacturers, the Thames Company
pays double the price for fuel, a fifth more for wages, high rent,

and the carriage on raw material ; while from the north tlie carriage

is paid on the nianuf;iclurod product. To judge from their working,

the plates are of an unusually excellent qualit}-. Their weight
averages 3| tons, including the large ones for the broadsides, and the

smaller ones for the bows and quarters. The thickness of the first

is 4i in., while the second, which present oblique surfaces to shot, are

less.

The first step to putting on the shijj's armour—above the iron skin,

bolted to the frames by hot rivets, and a teak backing, 8 in. thick,

overlaying the skin—is to talce a mould of the curved surface of that

jiortion of the ship's side to which the armour ])late is to be adapted.
These moulds are taken in thin planks for the liorizontal and vertical

curves—that is to say, for the curves to be given to long and short

sides of the plate. A number of wrought-iron bars, longer than
the width of the plate, of about 5 in. thick, and 3 in. broad, are bent
to the vertical curves of the ship's side, which the plate is to .assume,

in order that it may fit closely to that portion which it is to protect.

In front of a liot-air fm'nace is tlie bending cradle, which was first

devised for shaping the armour plates of the floating batteries con-
structed for the attack of Russian maritime fortresses daring the late

w-ar. The cradle consists of two vertical and parallel open frames
—pierced with numerous holes in the upper half—each of the length

of the plate, and set apart a distance equal to the width of the plate.

The open frames consist of a number of wrouglit-iron slabs, sonie-

wh.atiuore than 3 ft. high, 8 in. wide, and 1 in. thick. The space
between each two is equal to that of the shaping bars. The slabs

have a double flange at bottom, by which they arc securely bolted,

in a vertical position to the bed plate, and a flange on the inside

at top, to which a longitudinal slab is bolted throughout the entire

length, to give increased rigidity to the frames, and at the same
time to serve as ^joi'iii-tZ'iyi^no', against which wedges are driven
to force the armour plate down. At about the centre is another
longitudinal slidj, on wliich the ends of the shaping bars rest, and
in connection with which are means of adjustment to give the re-

quired curve. The longitudinal slabs, and cross or shaping bars,

being arranged according to the mould taken fi-om the side of the ship
the armour jjlatcis to cover, the latter is withdrawn red-hot from the
hot-air furnace, opposite and close to one end of the cradle, and
laid upon the shajiing bars. Immediately other bars are introduced
abovethe plate, but belowtho toplongitudinalslabs. and withtheir ends
passing beyond the spaces between each fwo of the \-ertical slabs.

Wedges arc next driven in between the tops of the ujiper bars and
the bottom of the longitudinal slabs, until the armour plate is bent
down to the ou've required. The driving in of the wedges is tedious
and laborious in the extreme. Oneither side of thecradlearethreeiron
rammers, weighing each about 600 cwt. They are balanced and sus-
pended from the centre by chains attached at tojj to rings, which are
free to travel along horizontal iron rods over head. The rammers
.are worked by men horizontally in pairs, and simultaneously against
the wedges over the ends of the same bar, so that the plate may be
forced down gradually. Were all the rammers worked at the same
time, as they should be, and with a minimimi of four men to each, it

woidd require twenty-four )nen to bend a plate in one heating. If
this system of bending in a cradle be persisted in, which we d°o not
think likely, there is no reason why the wedges should not be driven
in by moveable steam hammers, working in a horizontal plane.

Tlie inventive facilities of our engineers are surely equal to de-
vising some mechanical means to bend the armour plates, whereby
human intelligence will be all that will be required to direct the force
of steam. Whether it be by steam hammers travelling over the
armour plate laid on a compound bed plate, capable of being adjusted
to the required curve, or by adjustable rollers passing over the sur-
face of the plate in manner similar to tlie one above, or by a series of
hydraulic presses with adjustable bed plates, that the problem will lie
solved, we know not. But we feel confident tliat it will be soh'cd, and
are strengthened in the belief by the fact, that an invention made at
Plymouth for effecting this object by a series of hydraulic presses,
and that an ofticer of the Admiralty has been despatched to examine
and report upon it. However, the system of shaping cradles, which

was employed to bend the plates of the " WaiTior' and " Resis-

tance," admits of the plates being bent to within 4-hich of the re-

cjuired cuiwe. Since the "Warrior" was plated, further advance
has been made to accuracy, and the plates are now curved to

fit quite close to the ship's side. For this purpose the plate,

after it has been bent in the shaping cradle, is removed to a
hj-draulic press of peculiar construction, made by Messrs. Westwood,
Baillie and Co., and capable of exercising a pressure equal to 2,000 tons.

The bed plate, so to speak, is carried above the piston by two jiairs of
stout cylindrical standards, having screws cut on the upper parts and
fitted with nuts to admit of the bed plate being adjusted to any re-

quired height. The armour plate (cold) is carried in slings when
not resting on stout wooden rollers ; two on either side of the

press, whereby it is shifted to and fro between the bed plate and
piston. The workman is provided with moulds exhibiting the cm'ves

to which the plate is to be brought. Then, by blocks and sheet iron

of various thicknesses, which he places between the armour plate and
bed plate, he blocks up the plate to the required curve, using the

piston of the hydraulic press to bulge out the plate, as it were.
After this the plate is carried to a horizontal planing machine, where
the longitudinal sides are planed to obtuse angles, one entering and
the other projecting, so that the plates ni.ay fit accurately to one
another and hold fast together. The " AVaiTior's " were, we believe,

tongued and grooved, and plates of this form rnay be seen in the

yard ; but the aiTangement of angulated edges is undoubtedly the

best. The ends of the plate are planed straiglit in a vertical iilaning

machine, and foui'teen holes on two ranks are drilled in the plate if

it be of the largest size. Instead of being cylindrical the holes are

conical, or diminishing in diameter from the outside to the inside, so

that a considerable amount of the strain is transferred from the heads
of the bolts, which are countersunk, to the wholeofthat part, likewise

conical, which holds in the thickness of the plate. Then the plate is

carried on a horse-track to the side of the ship, where it is lifted by a
10-tou steam crane, which travels fore and aft on a traniw.ay along-
side the deck, one on each side. In this position the inside of the

plate is daulicd over with red paint, and then lowered on to spars or

inclined guides, down which it slides, and is .applied to the part it is

to protect. Afterwards it is removed to ascertain from the marks left

by the red paint if it fits accuratelj'. If it does not—and it very
rarely tits the first time—the plate is carried back to the hydraulic
press to be operated on again and again until the exact curve is

attained. When this is done, the plates up to the wales are

coated on the inside with tar, and fixed to the ship's sides

with tarred felt between. Above the wales, diy felt is used, and the

plates are not tarred. The bolts which hold the plate are IS in.

in diameter, and look too slight to hohl so great a weight as tliey will

luave to do in a rolling sea. But when it is remembered that Mr. Edwin
Clarke deduced, from experiments made in connection with the

Britannia-bridge, that it would require 2-t tons to shear a rivet of

1 square inch sectional area, it will be seen that the bolts which have a
sectional area nearly double (1. 70 in.) are ample. Mr. Fairbairn gives

something less; but taking the very minimum, there can be no fear

of the plates shearing or dragging the bolts unless the elasticity of the

timber backing should, in the course of time, allow of too much play.

The bolts are proviiled with screws on the inside, and nuts, so that the

plates could be tightened. Nevertheless, the system of fastening the
iron plates is the weakest point in the whole method of construction.

Both the "Achilles" and " Koyal Oak "—the iron and timber ships

—

iire plated in the same manner, and certainly nothing can surpass the

workmanship. The plates are close home, and fit to one another with
the greatest accuracy. Tliey require no caulking or cement to hide
the seams, like the "Warrior's." Plated from stem to stern, these

new ironsides are a great improvement on the "Wamor," and their

sides as smootl: and sightlj' looking as any timber ship, with the

exception of the sterns. The stern of the "Achilles" is not yet up,

but that of the "Royal Oak" is as ugly as it is possible to

imagine. It resembles nothing so much as the stern of a dummy at

any of the landing jiiers on the river. What makes the workman-
ship of the jilating so noteworthy is that it has been executed
bj' shipwrights. Some time back the engineers, to the number
of 90, struck work. They were allowed to go, and their place

su])plied by shipwrights, who were doubtless glad of the
chance, for they saw their trade threatened with extinction, con- I

sequently they took to their new trade with a will. In a couple of I

days they could drive rivets as fast and as well as a regular boiler-
j

maker, and tliey may be now seen sledge-hammering, punching, i

drilling, planing, and shaping iron, as if they had never done any
thing else all their lives. The lesson is a useful one, both for men and

'

employers. It shows that among intelligent workmen the division of
j

labour need not preclude the attainment of proficiency in several!

branches of handicraft by the same individual. i

The rate of progress is slow. Thirteen plates on an .average are

bent, drilled, planed, and fitted to the side of the " Royal Oak" in

a week. There are but two hydraulic presses in the yard ; but it is

stated that the slow progress made is dift to the delay in supplying
the plates.

The stern-post of the " AchiUes" is a magnificent forging, and a
marvel of Cyclopean working in iron, but its veiy massiveness and!

weight fills the visitor with apprehension for the safety and diu'ability

of the ship to which it is to be fixed. Placed at the extreme end of

the keel, and as far as possible from the fulcrum, it must exercise,

great leverage, and shake the ship terribly in foul weather. So
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fmvilily tlocs tliis idoii tako |mssossioii of tlio mind, that one is dis-

])os^^d to ask whellii'r it would not bn possible to build the stern-post

rellular fashion, of thick plates riveted tojf(!lher, andslilleni'd bj' stays

and liniees inside ; or wlu'tlier it is absolutely necessary the stern-post

.should be reetan.!j;ular in conslruetion ; mij^ht it not be cylindrical,

.and eonstructed of tubes shrank on one over the other until the ro-

(juisile strength anil stillness are obtained ?

It will bo seen, from what has been jjreviously stated, that Chatham
lias only four docks, and virtually only one, since three of them are

occupied by ships in construction. To remeily this deficiency new
docks and a basin are to be constructed on St. Mary's Island, of which
we hope to bo able to give an account very shortly.

"D'

INTELLECTUAL DIVISIOK OF LABOUE.
IVISION of labour" is one of those great principles which

lave been brought into striking pronlinencl^ in the jjresent

day, and is conipactly described by the words employed, which,
like "Government by majorities," the "law of supply and de-

mand," the "sentiment of nationalities," and many similar phrases,

convey ideas which have ac([uired fresh tbrce in the modern constitution

of society. The terms for tliem may be novel, but dormant or active,

recognized or unobserved, they are forces which have alternately

slumbered and acted ever since human society has existed. Division

of laboiu" is one of the essentials of manufacturing success. The
vahio of a subdivision of work, and the apportionment of different

tasks to those most suited to perform them, lias never been so imiver-

s;iUy believed in as now ; but still, ever since the days

—

" When AJam delved and Eve span,"

a more or less complete division of labour has existed in the conduct of

human aR'airs. It is, moreover, unfortunately true that if the present

age has been instrumental in calling into greater activity some of the

leading principles of social life, it has sometimes unduly promoted them,
and even in their own proper spheres pressed them too far. The spec-

tacle of a whole district, thrown into hopeless and helpless misery by a
change of fashion, as lately at Coventry, or by an untoward political

juncture as now in Manchester, may lead men to doubt whether the

system of localizing great industries—sound and wise and of natural

growth as it undoubtedly is—may not have been pushed too far, or at

least promoted to the exclusion of some other principles which ought
to prevail in all well-regulated communities: at any rate it shows,
with peculiar force, the melancholy truth that there is no human good
without its attendant evil; and that the very circumstances which
have worked so well in enabling the vast multitude, by combining
their forces, to carry on one great industry, have at the same time
rendered those over whom their influence extended peculiarly unfit

for turning their haiuls to any other pirrsuit.

This is the point which we wish to enlarge upon in its bearing on
intellectual jjursuits. It is a truth which must always have been
known and admitted, but of which we have seldom had so awful or

so powerful an example, that the constant devotion, either of mind or

body to one pursuit, so fixes and cramps both individuals and com-
munities, and so contracts or shapes the circumstances surrounding
them, that it becomes an impossibility in some cases, and in others

a painful difficulty to turn to otlier pursuits ; it consequently becomes
a question for grave consideration, whether the fixedness of habits of

boily or mind, which sonstant occupation in one department brings
with it, be not such an evil as to counterbalance the concomitant good,
when applied to the higher walks of life.

"We believe, that on examination, we shall find reason to conclude
that though uniformity of occupation is very beneficial to society,

especially in handicrafts and employments requiring a low amount
of skill, variety is best for the man himself, and that as occupations
rise in the intellectual scale, variety is also best for the world.
To put a familiar case, it is far better for society that one man

should forge a knife-blade, another grind it, another make the

handle, and another put the whole thing together, than that the
same man should have all four things to do ; but there can be little

doubt that the man who was able to do all four things, and did them
habitually—even though, ten to one, he would not do any one of

them quite so well as the four special men do—would be a cleverer

and a healthier man. If we now go to the other extreme of the scale,

and imagine a Cabinet Minister who could negotiate well, but could
not speak, or could address Parliament, but could not write a good
despatch, it is clear that not only would his one-sidedness of capacity
be an impeTfeotion in him, but it would also be a hindrance to public
service.

If we have made our meaning plain, it will be understood that, in

ap])lyiiig it to the higher branches of building and of architectural

practice, we projiose to advocate a comprehensive rather than a spe-

cial mode of conducting affairs, for the best men. It is necessary that

carpenters should confine themselves to working in wood, plumbers
in lead, and masons in stone, or else there are few among tliem who
would acquire skill enough to do the work required of them in the
best possible way ; lint it is at the same time true that the man
who is master both of mason's work, plumber's work, and carpenter's

work, is a better-informed man, a man more able to serve himself and
his employers in all emergencies, and a more valuable man than he wdio
only knows a single trade. It is such men who are made foremen
and superintendents, and the modern jjress of business has long since
rendered it apparent that the qualifications of acquaintance with all

building matters, and competence to undertake them all, is an essen-

tial to all builders on thi'ir own account; and there can be no doubt that

the modern praclici' is right. Going a step further, we maintain that

in those who have the ultimate control of building works, the most
extensive range of knowledge, skill, and jiraeticc, is not only the most
wholesome for the man himself, but the most advantageous for tho
true interests of the art. There is a union of the practical and the
artistic faculties which, as Mr. Aslqntel widl said in his paper to the
Architectural Association, " is tlio true glory of tho jjrofession," and
we go so far as to maintain, that within reasonable imits the most
variously accomplished man will be tho most eminent. Thie is not
always believed. The idea of a speciality is so natural to men's minds
and the possibility of going far in any one direction when progress

in every other is neglected, seems so certain that it may seem almost
heresy to disbelieve it, but tho higher we go in our examination of
the lives and works of very great architects or artists, the more we
find that their learning was not narrowed, but at once profound,

ami varied, and that their capacity was equal to the most complex
duties and engagements.
When we think of such men as Giotto, the painter, sculptor, and

architect, and remember how great he was in all these callings ; Or-
cagna, painter, and architect; the great Lionardo da Vinci; the

greater Michael Angelo ; Raffaelle ; all painters, sculptors, archi-

tects, and one o( thein engineer, poet, musician, and statesman also,

we may well ask om-selves whether we are wise in limiting our
practice to one art, or to a fragment of one art. In our own day,
the greatest of European architects has shown that the practice of

the two styles—supposed by most to be combatants to the knife—can
be so happily carried out by the same artist as to leave it doubtful
whether the Palace of Westminster, or the Eeform Club, be the com-
pletest work.

It is to be regretted that so few seem rising up to follow Barrj''s

example, and to practice both Gothic and classic art in their highest

perfection ; but abandoning so comprehensive a grasp, as one only
rarely possible, it is still more to be regretted, that we do not find

in the ranks of either school so much universality in knowledge or

in practice as we ought.

It is a mistake and a misfortune for tho public to suppose that

because an architect builds churches, he should be dubbed a " church
architect," and to employ him on nothing but churches ; and, similarly,

to give their dwellings to a "villa architect;" and their places of

business to a " warehouse architect." It is a pity that professional

men should promote such a division of practice
;

perhaps, however,
the majority of special jiractices are very much the result of accident,

and the public do more towards creating them than architects. This
is not, however, the case with regard to the division between con-
structive and artistic men. That such a division should exist is

emphatically a misfortune ; it will, of course, always happen that

some will have more genius for architectm'al design than constructive

faculty, and that others will be naturally better mathematicians and
contrivers than designers. But no nian should consider himself fully

equipped for practical life as an architect till he has not only de-
veloped that branch of his powers which he has most ease and plea-

sure in exercising, but has also trained by sheer study and work those
faculties which are not naturally active, and has brought them to a
high state of cultivation, and enriched them with a due proportion of

learning. It may be that it is right for most men to practice in one
style only, though that can only be because most men are far below
the highest standard of power or capacity ; but it is most certainly

wrong for any man to practice any one style until he has well mastered
the nature, tlie laws, the details, and the rules of composition of
others. The neglect of this course leads to prejudice and mannerism

;

the adoption of it gives large views, true taste, and grandeur and
breadth of conception.

That these observations are not uncalled for will be evident to

any who can impartially recognize eitlier the faults of the intolerant

classic period now gone by, or those of the not less intolerant Gothic
of our own day. The works of a considerable number of men of
undoubte'd power are marked by defects which are extremely to be
regretted, a neglect of composition and mass in design, a pettiness in

detail, and a wilful eccentricity in features. The study of the princi-

ples on which Italian or Greek buildings are composed, would be the
very antidote to these faults ; but these are the very buildings about
which the Gothicists delight to say that they know nothing, and care
less!

It is to be hoped that a liberal view of what professional training
should be is gaining ground, and that the importance of the most
extensive scientific, literary, and artistic attainments to the true
architect is beginning to be felt. Architecture is by right the queen
of the arts, and she Unks them with the Sciences on one hand, an.i

with the Muses on the other. It behoves her sons, therefore, to

make themselves masters of these three fieldsof knowledge and power.
Until they do so habitually, earnestly, and comprehensively, they will

not rise to the full dignity of their calling.

Glasgow Archttectukal Association.—The usual fortnightly meeting
of the Glasgow Arcliitectural .\ssociation was held in the Scottish Exhibition
Rooms, on Thursdny evening, the 2rth ult. ; Mr. D. Hastings Ramsay, pre-
sident, in thechair. After the minutes of last meeting had been read, and the
members lately propi scd balloted for, Mr. Ramsay intimated that Mr. Camp,
bt.'ll, plasterer, had offered a premium for competition among the members.
An essay, by Mr. Pc-trie, on the "Essentials of a Good Building," was then
read, and was afterwards discussi'd by the members present. Two gentlera^n
were then proposed for membership.
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Mathematics for Practical 3Ien, chiefly Designed for the Use of Civil

Engineers, Architects, and Surveyors. By Olwthus Gregoky,

li.L.D. ; enlarged by Hexry Latv, C.E. Fourtli Edition. Revised

and corrected by J. E. TouSG. Lockwood and Co., London.

It is now nearly 90 years since Olinthus Gilbert Gregorj- was bom of

humble parents, at the little village of Yaxley, in Huntingdonshirs.

At an eaily age, he attracted the attention and won the friendship of the

celebrated Dr. Hutton, by his "Treatise on the Sliding Eule." His life

was devoted to the cultivation of mathematics, and in 1838, when Dr.

Hutton resignetl his chair of Mathematical Professor at the Royal
Military Academy, Gregory was appointed to it. He subsequently

had the title of LL.D. conferred upon him, by the University of

Aberdeen, became a member of almost all the learned societies of

Europe, and was one of the twelve fomiders of the Royal Astrono-

mical Society. His scientific works were interspersed with the " Evi-

dences of Clu-istianity," " Memoir of Rev. B. Hall," and others of a

similar devotional character. As a man he was beloved by all who
had the pleasure of his acquaintance ; as a scholar he merited and
obtained the respectful considerations of the fu'St mathematicians of

the da}'. His best known scientific work, the " Mechanics for Prac-
tical Men," was issued in 1825, five years previous to the resignation

of his chair at Woolwich. It originated, as the author said in the

preface, in a desire to set forth the principles and apjilication of the

mechanical sciences, for the use of the younger members of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers. "Wliat was meant to be but a com-
pendious selection of principles and rules, grew into a systematic

analysis of principles, theorems, rules, and tables—and became, one
of the most serviceable books to the practical mechanics of the

countrj'. It occupies an intermediate station between the purely ele-

mentary treatises on mathematics, and those solid ponderous volumes
which the learned have written, and the learned alone can read. The
book is now divided into two parts, the one devoted to wh.at is called

pm-e, the other to mixed, mathematics. This is the old di\'ision, which
although convenient in some respects, is, as is clearly shown in an ar-

ticle in the English Cyclopeedia, open to some objection.

A science does not take the name of mixed mathematics, because
mathematical aid can be applied to furtlier its conclusions. Con-
sidering that in all the subjects comprised under the head of mixed
mathematics, a few simple principles are the groundwork ofthe whole
deduction, they might be explained as intended to answer two dis-

tinct questions : First, "\Miat are the consequences of such and such
assumptions upon the constitution of matter ? Secondly, Are these

consequences found to be true of matter as it exists, and are the
assumptions, therefore, to be also regarded as true ? In the reply to

the first cjuestion, the science is wholly mathematical ; to the second,
wholly experimental in its processes, and inductive in its reasonings

;

and this is the mixture from which the joint answer to both questions
derives its name, and not from any difference between its mathe-
matics and those of the pure sciences.

The first hundred pages of the work are eleinentan,- ; then follow

a sjTioptical aiTangement of definitions and principles in an orderly
series. " The Mechanics for Practical Men" would, however, be
comparatively useless to the large class for wliich it was WTitten, if

it had not been re-edited, improved, and extended. The progress
made in all branches of the mechanical arts, has been so great since
the fij-st publication, that equally vast improvenjents in this " Common
Place-book" became an absolute necessity. The edition of 1847 was
fortunately entrusted to the able hands "of Mr. Law, who revised it

thoroughly, re-wrote many chapters, and added several sections to
those which had been rendered imperfect by advanced taiowledge.
On examining the various and many improvements which he intro-

duced into the work, they seem almost like a new structure on an old
plan, or rather like the restoration of an old ruin, not only to its

former substance, but to an extent which meets the larger require-
ments of modern times. There is but one objection to be made to
Mr. Law's many alterations and additions, and that is the sub-
stitution of copper plate engravings at the end of the book, for
woodcuts in the body of it. It is a needless .trouble for the
student to have to tm-n continually to the end of the book for
the explanatory diagi-ams ; and we cannot see any corresponding
advantage gained by it. This is, liowever, a trifling" matter, and in-
terferes but little with the import.ant services which Mr. Law has
rendered to the work. In the edition just issued, the work has again
been revised by Mr. J. R. Young. He has modernized the notation
throughout, introduced a few paragraplis here and there, and cor-
rected the numerous tj-pographical en-ors wliich escaped the eyes of
the former editor. The book is now, therefore, as complete as it is

possible to make it. The first seven chapters are devoted to what are
called pure mathematics. They are followed bv chapters on
mechanics in general; statics—i'ncluding statical e"quiUbriuiu, the
pressure of earth against walls, and the equilibrium of suspension
bridges; dynamics—including the laws of uniform and variable
motion, a section on the mechanical bodies, the wedge, screw, wheel
and axle, pulley, &c. ; hydrostatics ; hydrod>-nami"cs

;
pneumatics

;

mechanical agents—water, air, heat,
" and animal strength ; and

strength of materials. An Appendix contains complete tables of
logarithms, &e., and chapters on the principles of chronometers, select
mechanical powera, and the effect of old London-bridge on the
tides. ^

;^ The>ighth chapter, on the strength of materials, is one of great

importance to eveiy one connected with building. The author, or
rather the editor, Mr. Law, shows ver\' clearly that the deductions
from former experiments are, in many cases, erroneous to such an
extent, as to render their practical application highly dangerous.
The principles which led to tliese errors are one by one examined, and
the causes of their erroneous results pointed out. The errors into which
former writers, including Tredgold, have fiillen, "ajipear to have been
caused by reasoning upon hypothetical principles, attempting to form
a complete theory of the strength of materials, xipon data neither
sufficient in quantity nor certainty." Mr. Law does not attempt to

establish a complete theorj' of the strength of materials, which could
be ajoplied •«-ithout fear of eiToneous results, but he does the next
bes*^ service to us, he shows wherein the deficiency in our knowledge
of the subject consists, and explains the " general principles upon
which the strength of materials actually exist."

The various experiments of Mr. Eaton Hodgkinson, Mr. Thomas
Cubitt, Mr. George Rennie, Professor Leslie, Professsor Barlow,
Mons. Du Hamel, and Mr. R. Bevan, are then detailed. He says :

—

Upon the subject of the strength of columns, we are entirely indebted to
Mr. Hodgkinson, who, after a very careful and accurate series of experiments,
has deduced formulae of immense practical value, and has clearly shown the
principles upon wliich the strength of materials, subjected to a compressing
force, depends.
The results of his experiments are briefly as follows :—That when weights

are appUed to prisms, or cylinders, the shorter ones usually bore more than
the longer ones, and that the strength may be considered to vary as the area.
That when the diameter, or at least lateral dimension, is less than the height
of the prism, fracture takes place, by the separation of cither a pyramid,
cone, or wedge (depending upon the form of the prism), the angle of whose
sides is constant for the same material, and about .34 deg. for cast iron. And
further, that the mode of fracture, and the ultimate strength of a prism,
varies but slightly, with a variation in its heighth, so long as it is not less

than its diameter or less lateral dimension, or greater than four or five times
the same dimension ; when higher, it begins to bend, and its strength de-
creases.

Mr. Hodgkinson finds that the strength of a column is very much in-

fluenced b}' the manner in which the ends are fixed ; when both ends are
rounded, so that the column may turn upon them as a centre, its strength is

only one-third of that of another column of precisely similar dimensions, but
whose ends are fiat and incapable of motion ; and that, if one end is flat and
immovable while the other is rounded, the strength is two-thirds of what it

would have been had both ends been flat.

The follo^ving table exhibits the results of his experiments on sohd and
hollow cylindrical columns of cast iron, in which S is the breaking weight iu

tons ; D the external diameter, d the internal diameter, both in inches j and
I the length or height of the column in feet.

Kind of Column.

With liotli endsronnd, when
the lieiglit of the column
is not less than 15 times
its diameter. I

With both ends flat, when
the height of the column
is not less than 30 times
its diameter.

Solid cyUndrical cast

)

iron columns )

Hollow do. do.

S

S=13

14-9

D3-6-

J"

J'-'

S = 4116 5j.,

S= 44-3
D3-6_(j3-6

^Tien the heighth of the coltunn ia leas than that mentioned in this table,

namely, fifteen times its diameter for columns with both ends rounded, and
thirty times the same with both ends flat, the strength of the column becomes
modified in consequence of its being then partially crushed as well as bent.

If C equal the force which would be required to crush the column without

flexure, S the strength as c^ileulated by the above fonntUae for long columns,

and Si the actual strength, we have

Sc
Si=S+ ic

The value of c, or the weight required to crush a square inch of cast iron, as

deduced from his experiments, is IO/',7oO lbs., or 48 tons 2 cwt. ; therefore,

the crushing force is to the tensile, according to Mr. Hodgkinson, as 6'507 ia

to 1 ; or, taking Mr. Hodgkinson's value for the crushing strength, and Mr.
Cnbitt's for the tensile, the ratio becomes tis .3'88 is to 1.

The strength of a column of cast iron of given dimensions being 1000, the

strength of a column of wrought iron of the same dimensions would be 1745,

of cast steel 2518, of Dantzik oak 108'8, and of red deal 78'5.

In a subsequent section the strength of materials subject to a trans-

verse strain is considered, and a few foi-mulae founded upon actual ex-

periment are given. Mr. Law expressly abstains from giving any

rales deduced alone from theorj', wisely considering that an erroneous

rule is worse than no rule at all. From this section we extract three

rales as to the longitudinal form of cast iron beams of muform
strength :

—

1. If the depth nf the heam is nnifonn :
—

When the whole" load is collected in one point, the sides of the beams
should he straight lines, the breadth at the ends being half that where the

load is appUed, as in Fig. 1.

When the load is tmiformly distributed, the sides should be portions of a

circle, the radius of which should equal the square of the length ofthe beam,

divided by twice its breadth as iu Fig. 2.

2. When the breadth of the beam is uniform :
—

When the load is collected in one point, the extended side of the beam
should be straight, the depth at the point where the load is applied twice

that at the ends, and the lines connecting them straight, as in Fig. 3.

When the load is uniformly distributed, the extended side should be

straight, and the compressed side a portion of a circle whose radius equals

the square of half the length of the beam divided by its depth, as in Fig. 4.

3. When the transverse section of the learn is a similar figure throughovi

its V-'hole lenqth :—
^Vhen the "load is collected in one point, the depth at tliis point should be

to the depth at its extremities as 3 : 2 ; the sides of the beam being all

straight Unes, as in Fig. 5.
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Wbon the loail is unifonnily ilistributcil, tlio ili'iitli in the i-ontrp should bo
to the tli'ptb at tlio enJ as 3:1; thcsiJes of the haun boiui; all straight lines,

as in Fi;,'. G. '

^

Formulas are then given of the transverse strength of other mate-
rials, such as wrought iron, brass, lead, zinc, and between ten and
twenty ditTerent kinds of timber.
We have carried our notice of this book to a greater length tlian

the space allowed us justiliod, but the experiments the book contains
are so interesting, an<l the method of describing them so clear, that

we may be excused for overstepping our limit. It is an instructive book
for the student, and a text book for him who having once mastered
the subjects it treats of, needs occasionally to refresh his memory
upon them.

Treatise on Logaritluwi. By the Kev. Jons Huntek, M.A. Longman,
Green, Longman, and Co.

LoRARiTinis : the word signifies the number of the ratios. Their
use is to reduce tlie operation of multiplication to addition, of raising

of powers to niidtii)lication, of division to subtraction, and of extrac-

tion of roots to division : thus the sum of the logarithms of two
juirabers gives the logarithm of their product, the difference of the

logarithms of two numbers gives the logarithm of their quotient, &c.
Logarithms, consequently, abridge the labour of calculation. The
labo\n- of acquiring a knowledge of them has however been rendered

• needlessly severe, by too many writers on the subject. In a study
where each successive step is so intimately connected with what pre-

cedes it, the utmost pains should be taken to smootli away the difii-

culties which beset the student. "Slow and sure" is the only safe plan
to adopt. Better an extra page of explanation than one line too

little. The link, if once lost, is only fouud after great and fatiguing

exertion. Many students get involved in logarithmic labyrinths,

from which they never successfully emerge, not from any fault of
tlieir own, not from any want of knowledge in the authoi-, but simply
fn.im the want of a systematic and simple method of giving instruc-

tion. We could point to several standard bi>oks, wliich have this

defect, of deterring rather than tempting the student. It is more pro-

fitable, however, to point to a little treatise which is fortunately free

from it, and which is as good in manner as it is in matter. Mr.
Hunter's shilling treatise on Logarithms forms one of Gleig's series

of educational l)oolis, and is supplementary to the Elements of Plane
Trigonometry. It explains, in plain language, the theory anil prac-

tical a|i]ilication of logaritlnns, and will be found particularh' useful

to stuilents who are now coaching themselves up for the Voluntary
Ai-chitectural Examination. It is divided into eleven chapters, to

which are adi.lcd selected tables of the logarithms of numbers, sines,

and tangents.

After explaining the general principles of logarithmic arithmetic,

5Ir. Hunter shows the special nature of the common system of loga-

rithms. He then instnicts the student how to find, from the table, the

logarithm of a given natural number, and, reversing the exercise, the
natural number for a given logarithm. The sj-stem of multiplication,

division, involution and evolution, is then shown by logarithms, as

also their application to the solutionof questions ofcompound interest,

and mensuration.

Special chaptei-s are dev(jted to the uses of tables of logarithmic

sines and tangents, to the calculation of the sides and angles of tri-

angles, and to the methods of computing logarithms. The groat

value of this treatise consists in the clearness with which it is written.

Ea<:b chapter begins with a short definition of the subject ; then fol-

low exami)les worked out for the student, and subsequently, between
ten and twenty exercises with the answers attached, by doing which
the method becomes fixed in the student's mind. Wo shall, however,
give our readers the best idea of the system adopted, by au extract

from Cliap. 7 :

—

COMI'Ol'ND INTEBEST.

1. Logarithmic calculation is applicable to all arithmetical questions in

which products or quotients, powers or roots, are required. It is of

special service in the rule of compound interest.

Amounts by com])ound interest aiise in geometrical progression.

When it is asked, what is the amount of a given sum, improved at com-
pomid interest, for a given number of years, at a given rate per cent, per
annum, tbo question is—to find the last term of a geometrical series,

having given the first term, the number of terms, and the common ratio.

Thus, if it be required tO find what is the amount, by compound in-

terest, of £5,38", in nine years, at 5 per cent, per annum ; there are

ffiven, Sj.SS? as the first term of a series of continual proportionals, 9 as

the number of terms, and I'Oo (viz., the amount of £1 for one )'ear) as

the connnon ratio. And the rule for finding the last term being—to in-

volve the given ratio to the power denoted by the number of years, and
then to multiply the result by the fb-st term—we have

53S7 X 1 '05' = the amount sought ;

'

which is calculated logarithmically as follows :—
1-05 log -0211893

9

•1907037

5387 log 37313170

Ans. £8357; log 3-9220507

The preceding process indicates plainly how to find the present worth
of any sum of mouey, valued according to compound interest. Thus : let

it be required t(j find what pi-incipal, improved by compound interest,

will in nine years amount to £8357 :

—

8357 -T-
1'03' = the principal sought

log of 8357 = 3-9220504

„ 105'= -190-037

Ans. £5387 ; log 3-7313467

Again ; if it were required to find the common ratio, r
;

5387 X ,' = 8357 ;
.-. r« = 8357 -=- 5387

;

or log r= (log 8357 - log 5387) "^9;

whicli shows the method of finding the rate to be as follows :

8357 log 3-9220504

5387 log 3-7313470

9) -1907034

1-05; log -0211893

hence, the common ratio is 1-05
; that is, the rate per cent, is 5. Ans.

On the other hand, if the time were required, we should have

-1907034 - log of 1-05 = 9 yrs.

By RoisT. J. JoHXsoN,Sjieeimcns of Early French Architecture.

M.A., J.B.A.

Perhaps the grandest buildings ever erected in Western Europe were
those reared, in tlie 13th century, in France. In the relics of them
we can trace the full expansion of the Pointed style. In *he gorgeous
scidpture, which hangs like clustered jewels in the deeply-recessed

portals—in the flying buttresses, wliich seem to suspend in mid-air

the exquisitely adjusted vaulting—in the grand and well-st\idied pro-

portions of the interiors—in the solemn grandeur of its masses—in the

rich foliage of its capitals, strings, and other detail—we see

features which neither at that period, nor perhaps afterwards, attained

an C(iual development in any other counti-j-. Time, the stern

Huguenots, and the sterner Revolutionists, have robbed us of many
of tlie beauties of these glorious works ; but, maimed as they have
been by fanaticism, and still more defaced as they yearly are by inju-

dicious restoration, tliej^ deserve .a far more attentive study than
architects have hitherto given to them. They have l>een illustrated,

it is true, often enough, but few genuine stwlies have been made of

them. They have often been described—some fewof tliem very ably—

•

but never in a systematic way. Their jieculiarities have been noticed

rather tlian analyzed. They have been sketched, pictorially treated,

but seldom measured and drawn so as to give us a true idea of their

value. A sketch is, perhaps, sufficient to show how gorgeously the

Cathedral of Amiens .appears in comparison with the plain lancet

beauties of its contemporary, Salisbury. There is the same difference

between them as there is between a flower and a bud—between an
outline drawing and one in wliich light and shade, and colour, are

united to it. Sketches are likewise sufficient to tell of kindred loveli-

ness at Chartres, Beauvais, Tours, Abbeville, Rouen, and countless

other places, but they tell also of the wealth which we have notleai-nt

to appreciate, of the treasm-es which we have so much neglected, of
the mines which wo have but superficially worked. Some of the

latest productions of our English architects exhibit, however, a ten-
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dency towards tlie ripeness of foreign Architec-

ture • a few leaves seem bm-sting from the hard

rigid lines of the English Gothic, and sculpture

finds a place in its shadow, canopied in the

cm-ling foliage. The sign is a hopeful one for

the progressive development of the Gothic

revival. It shows that the art, not only lives

atrain, but moves onward to a fulness of

beauty which it never before reached in

England.
Most opportunely, then, is Mr. E. J.

Johnson's publication of " Specimens of the

Early Architecture of France."* Valuable as

the work will be when finished, it comprises

only a selection from the churches remaining

in one out of the thirty-three ancient

provinces of France. The province, cer-

tainly, is that one which emliraces the de-

partments of Seine, Seine-et-Oise, Oise, and

Aisne, and contains consequently the archi-

tectural beauties of Paris, Melun, Beauvais,

and Laon; but, however complete it may
be in itself, the entire work can only be a

specimen volume of a series which we hope

to see devoted to the remaining provinces of

France.
The part of Mr. Johnson's work forwarded

for our inspection contains 8 lithographs (large

folio size). They consist of geometrical

drawings and pei-spective views, clearly

outlined, with only an assisting quantity of

shading. The drawings are to a large

comprehensive scale, are well executed and
clearly figured. We are unable to judge of lawwasfrequentlyamere cloak for money lending

the completeness with which each particular I and all sorts of disreputable employments. Feel-

building is represented, because the slieets do ; inpr this very stronj^ly, the chief respectable

not follow in regular order, and they are un- I
solicitors united together in formiug an instittition

accompanied bv descriptive letter-press of anvUo enquire into the fitness, both in pouit of a

kind. The subjects are taken from the vener- i

"''eral as well as of legal education, ot the several

able and beautiful choir of St. Germain des Pres,

Paris; Kotre Dame de Paris; the Parish Church
at Limray—a splendid 12th century tower
and spire here rises from a picturesque mass of

mingled ruin and ignorant restoration ; the

Abbey Clmrch of St. Leu d'Esserent, and
Eouen Cathedral. From this latter Mr. John-
son has selected for study the east side of the

tower of St. Eomain, with its lovely attached

stair ttuTet. It is drawn in elevation to an

Jth scale, and at the side of it details of the

different parts are placed, from Jth to l-16th

of the actual size. If the whole of the work
be carried out in tlie style of this specimen
number, it will be a noble monument of the

author's laborious studies ; it will contain

fitting representations of the glorious buildings

to which they have been devoted, and be a

priceless addition to our stock of standard
architectural works.

tend to elevate the character of professional men
in the eyes of the world, and to give them a

better status among their fellows, must conduce

to promote a higher and more intellectual tone

to society at large. Having taken a deep interest

in the question, and having been one of those

who were entrusted by the Institute to take pre-

liminary steps to endeavour to ensure to our

own, the benefits which we believe other pro-

fessions have received, I venture to trouble yon

with a few remarks that have suggested them-

selves in the course of our enquiries ; although,

to treat of so important a subject as this in the

manner it would deserve, wotdd require a longer

time and greater abiUty than I have to devote

to it.

IMPORTANCE OP PROFESSIONAL EX.A5IIN'ATIOSS.

For many years, as you are all aware, an en-

quiry into tlie mental training and amount of

information any one might possess was confined

to those about to enter the church or the medical

profession. The important functions of both

seemed obviously to demand that there should be

a searching examination as to the competency of

anv candidates before undertaking their respon-

sibiUties ; but it was not so with other professions.

The la^vyers, however, were the first to establish

a change. Formerly, they who had managed to

get " articled," as it was called, and had a hun-

dred potmds to pay to the Stamp Office, were

admitted to practise as attorneys or soUcitors

without enquiry. The consequence was, many
men, endued with some cunning and very little

legtil knowledge, crept into the profession; and,

what was worse, the pretended practise of the

full and fair opportunities to develops them-
selves.

The greatest step, however, to establish an en-
larged system of examination took place in con-
sequence of the Crimean war, and the hardships
and sufferings arising from the blunders and in-

competencies which were charged against the
Government officials. Although these may have
been exaggerated, and although too little allow-

ance may have been made for the change from
near forty years' peace to a sudden and tre-

mendous war, still the attention of the public was
forciVily called to the necessity of some change.
Our pubhc service was stigmatized as a circum-
locution office ; red tape became a popular bye-
word ; and it was stated again and again that

pohticai influence, and that alone, was the quali-

fication asked for in all our Government offices.

It is beside our purpose to enquire as to the cor-

rectness of these charges ; it is sufficient to say

that the comprehensive scheme of an examina-
tion into the qualifications of eveiw candidate for

Government service, whether civil or otherwise,

was immediately established. It has now existed

seven years, and I am informed, on the authority

of the most competent judges, that the improve-
ments in every branch have been greater than

was ever anticipated. Since this the system has

been extended in every direction, and almost to

every intellectual pvu-suit.

. THE OBJECTIONS TO EXAinNATIONS.

Of course, there has been a very gi-eat opposi-

tion to these changes, the chief of which ha^e
been summed up in the third Report of the Com-
missioners of the Civil Service. One was the

very old and hackneyed objection to all sort ot

advancement, that the course intended to be pur-

sued would *' make men above their business."

Now, this is certainly an argument of some force

as to charitable education, where the ultimate

business of those taught mil be to dig or to

candidates before they were permitted to enter ' plough, and no more; but in Government employ,

on the practice of the law. It is scarce twenty I
and especially where the men were stated to be

vears since this institution came into active use ;
' much below the level of their every-day business,

and since that time, I have been informed by old it was surely a poor argument to say " do not

members of the profession, its character, 'as a raise them at all." In our own case, however,_

bodv, has been raised to a degree bcvond their this notion would plainly be worthless, most of

mos"t' sanguine expectations. The cunning, vul- our best architects having been the best educated

gar, ignorant, pettifogging attornev, so frequent men of their day, and our profession certainly

a character in the old novels anil comedies, is inferior to no art, as it mingles at once the prac-

alniost extinct; and in their place we have, with tical, the scientific, and the beautiful.

ver\- few exceptions, able and well educated gen- , The arguments then took rather the form of

tlemen—men ofwhom society is proud, instead opposition to examination as part of the system,

of ashamed. tkan to education in the abstract ; and three prin-

The next movement to ensure a proper educa- cipal objections were raised :—First, that exami-

tion and competent ability among their members ' nations in general became too scholastic
;

that

was made by the chemists. Here, as in om- own they involved, necessarily, a system of readmg,

bodv, any man might assume the title, and enter a routine of class books, and, in comnion phrase,

into" practice at his mere will. The lawyers had I induced a system of " crammin

always the semblance of an education, though it

ARCHITECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.

THE VOLUNTARY ARCHITECTUHAL
EXAMINATIONS.

A MEETING of the Architectural Association was
held on Friday last, at their rooms, 9, Conduit-
street, Mr. Thos. Blashill, president, in the
chair. There was a large attendance of members
and visitors.

New Memhers.—The following gentlemen were
elected members of the Association :—Messrs.
C. W. Smith, Ingleton, Jennings, Herbert Sanc-
ton Wood, and Charles Aldridge.

Tlic Voluntary Architectm-al E.m^minaticms.—
The Chairman briefly introduced Mr. Arthur
Ashpitel, who had promised to read them a paper
on " The Voluntary Ai'chitectural Examinations."
Mr. Ashpitel, who was greeted with con-

siderable applause, then read as follows :

—

Among those institutions which have gradually
developed themselves during the few past years,
and which seem likely to exercise a great and
lasting effect on the future, the establishment of
professional examinations, is certainly not the
least. In all countries, the pursuit of t'ne Uberal
arts and sciences has had the most beneficial in-

fluence on civilised fife ; and anvthing that mav

* "Specimens of Early French Architecture," selected
chiefly from the Churches of the He de France, and illus-
trated in geometrical dramngs and perspective views. By
Roliert J. Johnson, M.R. J.B.A. Published Lvthe Author,
at 18, Adam-street, Adelphi. Printed by jiaclure, Mac-
douald, and Macgiegor, Lithographeis to thetjueen; and
-Md by Mr. s. Birbeck, 28, St. Luke-street, Bvistol-road,
Binmngham.

often consisted of the mere farce of " giving

articles," but any man might -write up " chemist,"

and compotmd the most complex medicines, or

sell the strongest poisons, without question or

challenge. So many evils arose out of this sys-

tem, that the respectable chemists in a body

applied to the Legislature for powers analogous

to those already given to the lawyers. They,

however, were met by a loud opposition, and it

was asked what a chemist was, and where his

functions began and those of the drug-dealer

ended ; and it was said it would be sadly inter-

fering with the liberty of the subject if a man
might not sell an ounce of salts, or a pennyworth

of rhubarb, without an examination. It was also

stated that, in country places in partictdar, the

mere practice of scientific chemistry was but a

very small part of a man's business ; and just as

many a little country builder calls himself
'

' archi-

tect and surveyor," they demanded the right to

assume at their own will the title of chemist.

The respectable men replied this might be true,

but others had no right at any rate to pass them-

selves off on the public as scientific chemists if

they were not so, and at last (we have not time

for all the details), the Legislature gave powers

of incorporation, and of examining candidates as

to their competency, and the sole right to use the

title of" PharmaceuticalChemist," as a distinctive

mark of a proper scientific education. Something

of this kind has been proposed with regard to the

architects, and, with certain modifications, might

perhaps be made to work well ; but as the general

wish seems at present to be to leave everjthing

possible to volimtary action, and in no way to

tetter the profession, I think it well to pass by
all such questions for some future time. In fact,

it seems to be wise to do nothing further till the

results of om- proposed experiments shall have

The second

was, that the result of examination proved but

little as to the real solid knowledge a candidate

might possess, inasmuch as it might so happen

the questions before him were such as he might

chance to have picked up, while very ignorant

of all the other branches of the subject. The
third, and, as regarded the civil service, per-

haps really the most vaUd, was that no exami-

nation ivould develope or prove that the candi-

date possessed the best and chiefest qualifications

of all, namely, integrity, industry, actiritj',

foresight, presence of mind, and a number of

other qualities of similar character, of the highest

importance in confidential positions.

The first objection had much weight in the

case of the civil service, but I should hope in ours

it must fall to the ground. I would ask any one to

look at the sketch form of voluntary examination,

just circulated, and say whether it is not of such

wide and comprehensive character, and so tho-

roughly practical in i(s essential details, that no

amount of mere book work, no amoimt ot

"cram," wotdd satisfy the examiners that the

candidate had a right to a place in the class of

proficiency as an architect.

To the second objection I hope there is quite

as good an answer. Let enough questions be

given, more in number than you expect or re-

quire anv candidate to have time to answer,

but, of course, let this be well understood, else

he will feel deterred by the length and weight of

the paper ;
give opp'ortimity for selection, and

let it be known the examiners do not wish the

gi-eatest possible quantity of work to be hun-ied

through ;—a fe%v questions thoroughly well an-

swered will weighmore with the judicious than five

times as much of slovenly work. On this point

I shall venture to enlarge, with your permission

a little further on.

The third point vu-ged against the civil ser-
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vice,—that oxamiuationg will prove notliiiig as to
integrity or other moral qualities of caiididatos,

—

dous not, of conrse, apply in our case ; but it

uujxht bo very well be put in anotlior lorni, and men
might say no examination will ijive {genius, fancy,
invention, or artistic talent. This in the abstract
is granted; the " mens dii^ininr" is certainly a
gift

; but constituted, as wo ])ropose our examina-
tion to be, if it does not give men elegant
faculties, it most clearly will alford a means of
developing them and exhibiting them to the
woi-ld. \Ve do not propose to teach you to draw,
to carve, to design, to devise, but wo do propose
to give you an opportunity of showing what voa
have done, and can do 'in all the more elegant
branches of our art. It is hoped the various
powers of all minds may be developed in all their
gradations, whether purely artistic, whether
strictly utilitarian, or whether of that liappy
nnxture of both that is really the glorv of our
profession

; and not only so, but that it w"iU elicit
the fruits of the wise watchfulness whieh you may
have exercised during your no\atiate ; and, what
IS much the same, the care you have taken to
store up in your minds all that mav be valuablem your future career. We hope, vvhatever your
speciality of talent may be, to offer you a wide,
a fair field for its exertion and display.

DIFFERENCE BETWEE>f THE PROPOSED .\RCIIITEC-
TURAL EXAMIN.4TI0NS AND OTHERS.

And here it may be convenient to consider in
what way our proposed examination may differ
from others. In the first place, it is not like a
collegiate examination,—the great termination of
a long series of studies, the harvest of seed sown
some time back, and long and carefully cultivated.
It is not an honom-ed end and rest from labours

;

neither is it the entrance into Ufe, like that of the
lawyer or medical man,—the opened gate through
which he is to pass, and then to encoimter liis
first struggles with the world. In the language
ol the schoolmen, it is neither a "terminus cul
queiti" noT a. " tenninus a qvo." It is not an in-
dn^dual struggle for victory—the battle for the
ohvrt crown

; nor such a struggle as those are for
scliolarships or high appointments, where there
can be but one, or very few victors, and where
the unsuccessfiil feel in the position of the van-
qmshed. It may rather be likened to those
inditary displays, where after long training and
active practice, the younger members march out
confidently, hoping to prove they are soldiers of
such proficiency as to be fit to act with veterans
in the field, and trusting iu time of need to be
equal to do their duty ably to their country.A very able writer in one of our professional
journals hasHkewise shown the difference between
the system of rewards now generallv offered to
students, such as the Soane medallion, or any other
similar mark of distinction, and the present pro-
posed system. These rewards have been of three
sorts,—for the best essay, the best design, and
the best measured drawing from an existing
building. I will leave out of the question any
chance of improper assistance when work is
done at home, nor will I touch on help obtained
from books, or hints fi-om friends ; but it must be
obvious to all, as the writer says, that the best
drawings may not be the production of the best
draftsmen, but of him who has the most leisure
to bestow on their production ; and that the ex-
cellence of measured drawings depends also, not
only on leisure, but on the money there may be to
pay for assistance, scafiblding. travelling expenses
and a host of other things which attach them-
selves to such undertakings.

niPORXANCE OF PRACTICAL ACQUAINTANCE OF
ARCHITECTURE.

It has been said.thereasonwhy the English make
such excellent medical men is, they begin practi-
cally

; they "walk the hospitals," as it is called, on
their first entrance into the profession ; they act as
dressers, in subordinate practical capacities, and
receive the instruction of the lower, before they
attend the lectures of the higher professors.
Abroad, tho scholastic education comes first, and
many a man who has considerable theoretical
medical knowledge, would be quite at a loss by the
bed-side of the sick ; while the man accustomed
to practice from early life sees the state of things
at a glance, and acts promptly and successfully.
There is no doubt the active daily duties of the
office are indispensible to the young architect,
and it is in them, if he keeps his attention pro-
perly on his work, that he will find he has uncon-
sciously gathered material to master the most
important part of the examination we propose to
offer. But it is equally true that these very cir-

cvmistauces operate against his chances of obtain.

iiig the distinction of medals, and other similar
rewards, and it is very probable, as has been
suggesteil by the writer above quoted, that this

is the true reason why such rewards are so little

sought; and ol course often so little valued.
\Vc all know how often it liaiipens that rising

men wish to enter tho oilice of their .seniors, with
tho hope to work their way up to independent
practice. Of how little use is tlio productiim of a
medal, or a iiortfolio containing designsfbr some
unlikely or ])erhap3 impossible marine hotel,

or gigantic cathe Iral. Of how little value in

the eyes of the man of business is the medal
for the essay, which in general is simi)ly ;i well
expressed account of something other men have
executed. It may be valuable in its way, as is

every literary tentanmn is ; but it may have
taken months to write, and of what value is it in

active practice oftheprofes.sion? Lotus, however,
ask, which would be the better testimonial, tho
exhibition of any such solitary mark ofdistinction,

however respectable, or the production of a set
of full, fair, and comprehensive papers on every
branch of the art such as it is hoped v ill be
laid before you, and the simple assurance that
you have been fairly tried and found to be profi-

cient, therein, and that wholly unassisted, and
on the spur of the instant.

WHAT THE EXAMINATIONS SHOULD BE.
And now it may be asked, what should an ex-

amination be ? It should be full, that is to say,

such a one as such be amply sufficient to show
tlie proper status of the candidate. Any exami-
nation which may be too easy degenerates into a
grave farce. No one would care for such a dis-

tinction as any idle or weak-minded creature
might attain. No : the examination should be
such that in after life the successful candidate
should be able to refer back to his paper of ques-
tions with pleasure, and exhibit them as such
as in his days it was his pride to answer. But
here comes the difficulty, the questions must not
only be full but fair ; they must be proper and
pertinent. Nothing is easier than to set ques-
tions that scarce anyone can answer. Nothingis
easier, with a little perverted ingenuity, than to
set questions, of no gi'eat difficulty perhaps in

themselves, but worded so as to mislead or puzzle a
candidate. In competitive examinations, or those
wherein a certain prize is to be conferred on
the best man, and on one alone, it is not unusual
for examiners, by way of shorticniug their work,
to set what are called " catch questions ;" but
nothing can be more unfair or improper in an
examination Uke this which is proposed. It is a
sj'Stem of finding out the weak points, instead of
developing the strong—of hunting out faults in-

stead of exhibiting excellencies—and, as a matter
of course, depressing the general body of the
rising men, instead of encouraging it.

These considerations led us to auother and very
important point,—that no examiuations should be
viva voce, but every answer should be put on
paper. They also led to the adoption of what to
some may appear a complex system of numbers
and changes by the moderators, whieh is by no
means so difficult as at first sight appears, but
which ensures the judgment of all answers by
their merits alone, as the examiners have no chance
of knowing in any way the name of the person on
whose papers they are about to pronounce an
opinion. It is the matter alone, and not (he indi-
vidual, that is judged, and in this respect at least
the utmost iairness is in all human probability
ensured.

The system of vim voce examination is aban-
doned now by almost all learned bodies. Many
examiners, however, cUug to it, as it shortens
their labom'S so much ; thej' consider they see in
so little a time who are the competent men and
who are not ; but they do not allow for that
modest timidity many men can never divest
themselves of, and they often attribute hesitation
not to diffidence but to ignorance ; while, on the
other hand, men who possess but a smattering of
knowledge, and have readiness and assurance, wiU
blunder through when far better men will fail.

There is also this complaint on the part of those
who are not able to satislj- the examiners, and
that is always a charge of unfair questions, of
bullying, of misleading, of browbeating, of
wishing to reject a candidate to the advantage of
some favourite ; in short, it is impossible toftnd
any one who has been rejected under a viva voce
examination who does not attribute his being
"plucked" to the bad feeling and unfair conduct
of the examiners, rather than to his own de-
ficiencies ; and this not from a desire to pervert
the truth, but simply from the pain and confusion
which the candidate naturally gets into when on

the point of what is called " breaking down."
We ho]jc we have reported such a course to the
Institute that there can be no question that the
]n-oi)osed examinations shall be fair,—unquestion-
ably fair—in all respects.

THE FORM OF EXAMINATION.

I would now venture to call your attention to
tho form of examination itself The first remark
which we have heard is, that it is too difficult

—

in University language, "too stiff a paper."
This has been intentionally done, as the object is

to show the standard we hope the rising men of
the profession may come to in a few years' time,
and not that at which we shall begin. And we
think we have a good reason for this. Examina-
tions are all contests for which the mind must be
trained. It is much the same as with bodily contests.
The fleetest foot that ever ran on the Olympic
stadium, if out ofpractice, would be easily beaten
by a slower runner ; the strongest wrestler in the
palaestra, if out of training, would easily be
thrown by a weaker man in full practice. Know-
ledge, especially such as is of the most value to
the architect, is of slow growth, and comes as
much from observation as from reading. Now,
it is clear the study and experience of three years
must be infinitely greater than those of one year
only. Wo thought it would be equal justice, there-
fore, to tliose who come up at even less than a
year's notice, to set the standard lower than we
think ought to be done three years hence ; and
we believe that those who pass now will in future
be considered to be on an equality with those
who have answered much more difficult questions
at that period.
Another objection has been that the questions

are too numerous to be answered in the time
allotted. This has been purposely done for the
reasons above stated, that the chance of falling
on those points to which alone the candidate has
not happened to have given his attention, is so
lessened that it can hardly be taken into account.
Of course, the examiners will carefully consider
how many questions ought fairly to be answered,
and if, say one-half is the number, the marks
should be so allotted that one-half should enable
the candidate to get his full complement of
marks.

EXAMINERS ANn CANDID.iTE?.

The truth is, there is every reason to hope
there wiU be the most kindly feeling between the
examiners and the candidates. It is not the in-
tention, as is' necessary in some examinations of
those who seek to fill responsible posts, to search
out what a man does nnt know, and so by impli-
cation rebuke his deficiencies. It is the reverse

;

the examiner should endeavour to develope what
you do know, which in the industrious and ob-
serving is generally more than they themselves
believe. It should be like the gi-eeting of one
kind friend to another, who has just returned
from travelling, and which generally is, after a
first welcome, "Now tell me where you have
been, and what you have seen, and what you have
learned."

Questions have also been asked as to the class
of reading to be recommended. This must be
left very much to the tone of each candidate's
own mind. It has been thought better, espe-
cially in so short a time, not to limitthe range to
certain books, a course which so often leads to a
system of cramming. But there is one point I
would venture to remark on : it is a common
error for candidates, when the examination draw s
near, to confine their attention to the more ad-
vanced branches of the various subjects, thereby
probably leaving themselves deficient in the
groundwork. Now, every examiner naturally
looks to sec whether a good foundation has been
laid, and considers work based on sound elemen-
tary principles, of much more value than more
showy and attractive matter, which may be
got up by cramming, and is easily forgotten. I
would therefore recommend, that shortly before
the examination every candidate should go care-
fully through the elements of any branch ol

science, and see that they are properly ranged iu
his mind. This course will allbrd a confidence
and facility in examination no other method will
give.

ELEVATION OF THE ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION.

There is no disguising one fact. The general
tone ofsociety has been much raised within less
than half a ceuturj', and has become more refined
and more intellectual. That which is now con-
sidered on all hands to be so indispensable to
every gpntleman and generally desi;niati-(l " the
educadon of a geuiluman," would have been
called "pedantic stufi'." It was gentlemanly
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then to drink three bottles of strong wine after

dinner, or to call out your best fi-iend for a hasty

ivord, and shoot him dead the next morning. In

theii- softer moods, the gentlemen of George the

Fourth's day de^nsed patterns for waistcoats, cut

collars for coats, and invented marvellous curls

for the hair and whiskers ; while every leisure

hour of both ladies and gentlemen was devoted

to cards or worse forms of gambling. Things
have changed vei"y much since that time ; and
yet gentler manners, and more intellectual pur-

suits, have not brought with them luxury or

effeminacy. Although far more temperate in

living, and more simple and nattu'al in dress,

nothing of true British spirit has decayed. They
who rode at Balaclava, or who crushed out the

horrible Indian mutiny, were as heroic men as

any age could boast of; and under otu* own im-
mediate notice is now as noble and patriotic a

movement as ever was at Sparta or Athens. In
a quiet and unostentatious way, men have joined

together heart and hand for the defence of their

own hearths and altars, and have spontaneously
taken on themselves the fatigue and toils of mili-

tary life in such a manner as to convince the
world the spirit of the British nation is as great
and as manly as ever.

But there is also no disgtiising the fact that, in

spite of the exertions of the vai-ious architectural

bodies, the professors of that science do not
seem to be recognised in society as they ought to

be. At any rate, the word architect is not the
pass-word here that it is abroad. Why this may be
we will not stop to enquire j nor will we repine
if it be so. One thing we are quite sure of, if

the whole body assume and deserve a higher
status in society they certainly will find them-
selves in an advanced position ere long.

This is one of the great advantages the system
of examination offers. It not only must be valu-

able in a professional point of view, but it

must be of the greatest use in showing to other
professions, and to the world in general, that the
architect has received the education of a gentle-

man. Let every rising man, then, who has a
love for his art, and respect for his profession,

assist in our endeavours to elevate both in the
eyes of the public. Let every one who has
leisure become a candidate. It will be more
honourable to come up and fail, than shrink
fi'Om the trial. In fact, it can hardly be called

a, failure. A standard is o8ered by which
you may judge your powers. Without some trial,

or some means of compai-ison, who is to judge
their own stature ? If at present you fall short of
snc!i height it is no more blame to you than if you
are but five feet ten instead of six feet, but there
is this difference, although after a certain time
the bodily stature will not increase, by proper
cultivation that of the mind always will do so,

and it must be very hard if he who falls short of
the standard, after having had a few months'
notice, will not reach it after the experience of
another full twelve months has been added to it.

And you are more likely to attain to this stand-
ard on trying once and failing, than even by
waiting a year and then going up, without ex-
perience of examinations and what they can show
you of your own powers, and the deficiencies of
your education.

CONCLUSION.

And now we should be ungrateful to the mem-
bers of the Architectural Association if we did
not acknowledge their support in this attempt.
Oa them will fall a great share of the labour,—on
them will devolve the task of shewing, as a body,
that rising architects are men who do not shrink
fi-om that mental toil, that intellectual training
and tuition, that all other professions imdergo.
They have given (perhaps as it ought to have
been) a cautious support, but still it has been
most genuine and unselfish. Tlie fruit of all our
labours, if fruit there be, must be expected to
show itself slowly ; but it is my earnest hope that
I may be spared to see it, and on some future
occasions, within these walls to talk over the old
tales, to narrate our former labours, and to cou-
gi-atulate the members on the success of the
united eflbrts of the Institute and of the jVj-chi-

tecttiral Association.

The Discussion.

The Chairman opened the discussion by ob-
serving that they wotdd doubtless remember the
course which the question of the vohmtary
architectural examinations had taken for the
past two years. A short time ago, some appre-
hension existed in the minds of the older, as well
&B of the younger, members of the profession,
that a portion of the proposed ritles would

be found objectionable. They had now been
removed; and, as far as his opinion was con-

cerned, the question was, at the present time, in

a very good condition. Mr. Roger Smith,

after eulogising in warm terms the paper read
by Mr. Ashpitel, said that it behoved the Associa-

tion, as the Institute of British Architects had so

often consulted them, to express their cordial

approbation of the scheme, as proposed by them.
Another duty for them would be to persmialhj

support it, as well as to give the unanimous vote

of the Association to the scheme. The proposal
was intended for iheir benefit. He thought it

might extend their action with advantage. They
were looked upon by the cotmtry associations as

the London students of architecture, so that if

they recommended the proposal, others might
follow them. He begged to propose the follow-

ing resolution :
—" That the Association, having

for many years endeavoured to promote an
architectural examination, and having carefidly

watched its progress in the haiids of the In-

stitute, feels justified in expressing its strong

confidence in the general character of the scheme
and the machinery by which it is proposed
to be carried out, and desires to impress upon
such of its members, as come within the range
ofthe contemplated examinations, the importance
of their offeiang themselves as candidates. The
Asssociation would also urge an early con-

sideration of the question by all professional

societies, and, if they think fit, would be glad to

have their opinion commimicated." Air.

Pasaire said, that having himself gone through
the ordeal of examinations several times, he
might be allowed to speak practically and
feelingly of the torture of mind which candidates
went through on such occasions, and he would,

therefore, urge them, in preparing for these

examinations, to form themselves into small

knots, to teach and examine each other. He
thought they could Icam more by endeavouring
to teach others than by reading works. The
reason was that in reading works they had only

one view of a subject. Mr. Ashpitel had not re-

commended fivn. voce examinations, but he (Mr.

Paraire) thought it might be very useful to

them. The examinations were worthy of the

support of every professional man. The object

was to raise the standard of the profession ; and
it emanated from a body who had the power to

carry out what they proposed to do. Mr.
Paraire concluded by seconding the proposition

of Mr. Roger Smith.——Mr. Arthur Allom
hoped the examinations would soon be com-
pulsory. He had had young men articled in his

office who could scarcely spell their own names,
and when they had served their term, he supposed
they were able to put " architect " on the brass
plate over their doors. He thought that archi-

tects should have a pre^aous education before
they entered the profession. Mr. R. Piiene
Spiers considered that the reason why the archi-

tects had such a small s:fafus in this cotmtry was,
because of the want of some such examinations
as those proposed by the Institute. He knew of
no country in which architects were so httle

thought of as in England. Whether it was front

the want of Government support, or no, he did not
know. He mentioned Brussels, Mtmich, Paris, and
other foreign cities as giving and supporting
classes for students, and then described the
manner in which the examinations were carried
on in the EcoU des Beaux Arts. Mr. Havward
explained certain matters in connection with the
proposed rules for the Voltmtary Architectural
Examinations. - He congratulated the members
of the Association on the increasing good feeling

between them and the Institute. The Associa-
tion was foi-med for study, and therefore now
that there was an opportunity afforded them to

prove to what extent the younger members
had studied, they would surely give in their sup-
port to the scheme in question. The rides of
the examinations had been sent to a great many
places, and the Institute had received several
important suggestions in return. The report
which the papers had recently circulated, that
the Institute wished to avoid publicity, was not
true. They did not wish to avoid publicity. The
Institute desired all persons to take cog-
nizance of theii- proceedings, and they wished
to be criticized, favourably or othertt'ise,

relative to these examinations. He could
not agree with Mr. Allom as to making
the examinations compulsory ; but he believed
that the time would come when it would inciden-
tally be compulsory. With regard to certificates,
the want of them had been considered a misfor-
timc. He himself regarded them as of no use.

After a few other remarks upon questions of de-
tail. Professor Kerr expressed the pleasure he
felt in hearing the discussion that evening. With
regard to a question of Mr. R. Phene Spiers, he
said the examiners would not stand upon trifles.

As to the compidsory nature of the examinations,
he quite agreed with Mr. Hayward, that the only
way in which they could be compulsoi-y would be
for the profession unitedly to support them. All

illustrations between the professional men of this

and other countries was of no use, as the Govern-
ment of this country was not addicted to inter-

fering with any body other than the medical aud
legal professions. The Government allowed them
(the architects) to do as they pleased. Mr. R.
Phene Spiers explained that he did not advocate
the architectural system of Paris. He thought
the profession woiild thrive better without the
aid of Government.—^—Professor Kerr said he
was at the Institute of Civil Engineers the other
evening, and a very excellent remark was intro-

duced into the discussion. A few years ago the
system of railways was introduced into tliia

country. The distinction was drawn between the
English and German systems of railway engineer-
ing, and the contrast was very excellent, Mr.
Scott Russell pointing it out in a very novel
way. He said, '*K"ot many years ago, (Germany
sent over a number of persons to this country to

study the construction of locomotives and boilers

and other complicated things, of which they (the

architects( knew nothing. Observe the efiect of
the knowledge which these young men obtaiued
inthis coimtiy. At that time Germany had to

send to England for engineers to make their loco-

motives. But in a very few years, upon the
bare abstract knowledge which they had obtained,
they were able to introduce into English mechan-
ism certain things peculiar to German mechanism.
In a few years they were able to do without
English engineers." " Then," said he, "within
the last fe%v years, the Germans were able to

compete with England, and to beat them on
German groiuid ; and after that they beat them
on English ground also." So much for the prac-
tical part of education. In replj' to a question
from Mr. R. Phene Spiers, Mr. Ashpitel said that

with regard to all minute questions of detail,

much mvjst be ofcourse left to the examiners.
Professor Kerr also explained that, as to foreign
languages, any gentleman who might come up to

the examinations, saying that he wished to bo
examined in Russian, would have a Russian
master foimd to examine him. They woidd say
to him, " By all means we will examine you iu

that language, and will give you a few extra

marks for it." Still, it was th& 2>mctical know-
ledge that was most wanted. After a few re-

marks fi-om Mr. HA\^VARD upon the advantage of

an acquaintance with foreign nomenclature, the

resolution of Mr. R. Smith was put to the mem-
bers of the Association and carried. The visitors

were called upon to show their approval of the

resolution, which they tlid by a show ofhands.
A vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Ashpitel

for his lecture.

The Architectural AtUdnce.—It was announced,
in accordance with a requisition, that a special

business meeting ofthe Association would be held
on the lyth of December, to take into con-
sideration the vote on the amendment of the 14th
November, relative to the Architectural Alliance.

It wiU be remembered that the proposal to join

the Alliance was only carried by a majority of

0H(?, which has been considered as not fairly

representing the feelings of the members.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

A meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers
took place on the 25th ult. ; Jolm M'CIean, Esq.,

Vice-President, in the chair.

the iiown'es gill viaduct.

The first paper read was on " The Hownes
Gill Viaduct, on the Stockton and Darlington
Railway," by Mr. W. Cudwortii, M. Inst. C.E.

This viaduct was situated near to the Consett
Ironworks of the Derwent Iron Company, in the

north-western part of the county of Durham, on
what was formerly the Stanhope and Tyne Rail-

way, an undertaking which came into the hands
of the Stockton and Darlington Railway Com-
pany in the year 18 14. Hownes Gill was a dry
ravine, SOO ft. in width, and lUU ft. in depth, and
originally the line was laid out with gradients

corresponding with the natural cont'.'ur of the

grountl, that on the west side being 1 in 2i, aud
that on the east side 1 in 3. The traffic was con-
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vcyed ovoi- Micso p;i-adicnts for some years \rith

littlo ilillioulty ; l)iit a large accession of tnuh',

duo mainly to tlio discovery of tho Cleveland

ironstone, rendered greater facilities of transit

imperative. It tliefl became a]jparent, that the

erection of a high level ^naduct was indispen-

sable ; and as early as the year 181-1, the ili-

rectors of the Stockton and Darlington Railway

Company took steps with the view of ascertain-

ing the probable cost of such a structure. It

was not, however, until December, 185G, that a

contract was entered into with Mr. Jehu Ander-

son, to erect a viaduct of firebrick set in hy-

draulic mortar, and the arches in cement, in

eighteen months, and to uphold it for twelve

months after completion, for the sum of £ll,Gl 1.

The design was prepared by Mr. T. Bouch (M.

Inst. C.E), and was subsequently approved, with

some modifications, by the late Mr. R. Stephen-

son and Mr. G. P. Bidder.

The extreme length of the viaduct was 730 ft.,

and its greatest height from the bottom of the

inverts to the level of the rails, 102 ft.. It had
twelve semicircular brick arches, each 50 ft.

span, 1 4 ft. in length, and 2 ft. 6 in. in thickness.

The inverted arches in the foundations, four in

number, which were introduced, at the sugges-

tion of Mr. Stephenson, so as to extend the bases

of the three centi-al piers until the weight

scarcely exceeded 1 ton per superficial foot, had

a versed sine of 14 ft., were 38 ft. in length, and

3 ft. in thickness. The extreme height of the

five loftiest piers, measm-ed from the springing

of the inverts to the spi-inging of the arches,

ranged from 114 ft. to 110 ft. ; that of the six re-

maining piers diminished rapidly towards each

end. Their length was 14 ft. at the top, and
38 ft. at the bottom, the latter dimension corres-

ponding with that of the inverts. The piers, to

>vithin 15 ft. of the inverts, were stayed by but-

tresses transversely to the line of the viaduct.

At this point they were only 17 ft. 6 in. in length,

but below tliis level the buttresses merged into

of 15 feet, and braced togellior by horizontal

cast-iron struts, and by vertical and horizontal

tie b.ars of WTOught iron. Tho clear spans be-

tween the piers were in all cases 48 ft. The
Beelah viaduct was 1,000 ft. in length and 197 ft.

in extreme height. Tho Deepdalc viaduct more
nearly resembled tho ^o^^^les Gill in its propor-

tions, being 740 ft. in length, and 160 ft. in ex-

treme height. A comparison was therefore in-

stituted between the probable cost of such an iron

viaduct erected across the Hownos Gill Valley

and one of brickwork, supposing both to be built

to carry a double line of railway, and that the

spread of tho foimdations was in each case ad-

justed to susUiin a weight of 21 tons per super-

ficial foot, including the greatest moving load.

Tho prices of the brickivork and of the masonry
were taken from Mr. Anderson's schedule; those

of tho timber and ironwork were the prices

actually paid to Messrs. Gilkes, Wilson, and Co.,

the contractors for the South Durham and Lan-
cashire inaducts, minus a deduction of 10s. per
ton for the cost of cartage over country roads.

With this adjustment, it was found that the cost

of the viaducts, calculated in tliis way, would be

.€20,681 for the brick structure, and £16,249 for

that of iron. It was thought probable that the

interest on the difference between these

two amounts, say £222 per annum, would
be absorbed in the periodical examina-
tion and painting of the iron, and the

depreciation of the perishable timber platform
;

and that at the place referred to, a brick viaduct

would be, ultimately at least, as cheap as one of

iron. Ifthe viaductswere designed to carry a siugle

hne of railway, the comparison would, it was be-

lieved, be still more in favour of brick. Al-

though the author preferred brick or stone, he
by no means regarded iron as ineligible tmder all

circumstances. In situations which did not yield

suitable building materials, and where there
were no cheap means of conveyance from a dis-

tance, the small relative mass of an iron viaduct

constant anxiety from tho perishable nature of
that material. Iron had only been used for

spiking the planking to the roadway bearers,

when it was i)rotected from damp, by tho con-

crete usually laid over the planking. As to the
durability of such bridges, the first tho author
constructed had stood for sixteen years, mthout
requiring any material repairs. Ho believed that

in the tnost unfavourable situations tho average
duration of a Palmyra timber bridge might be
reckoned at tiventy-five years ; and even then a
large proportion of tho material might be used in

the reconstruction of it. This timber seemed to

be proof against the attacks of the teredo, and
inferior specimens remamed perfectly sound
below the water lino, while above it a coating of
tar was all that was needed to prevent sphtting
fi'om cxposm-e to tho sun. Details were theu
given of the actual cost of 20 lineal feet of a bridge
constructed wholly with Palmyra timber, 300 ft.

in length and 15 ft. \vide, from which it appeared
that the cost per lineal foot amounted to IGs. Cd.,

and it was stated that some bridges had cost from
15 to 20 per cent. less. In the district referred

to, an aggregate length of about 2,000 ft. of such
bridges had been built within the last few years,

across the numerous tidal inlets which intersected

it in various directions.

the piers, when they together had a rectangular would be a strong argument in its favour ; for

section 38 ft. in length. The buttresses were
3 ft. thick at the top, and 5 ft. thick at the

bottom ; their projection from the piers being

increased by offsets at intervals of 35 ft. The
piers, although light in their proportions, were
reduced by recesses, 7 ft. 3 in. -wide, and aver-

aging 3 ft. 9 in. deep, sunk in each side, so that

the horizontal section of each pier with the but-

tresses was in the form of a double cross, the

brickwork in the middle being only 2 ft. thick.

These recesses were not continuous, but were
divided into three compartments in height, and
by their adoption, the amount ofbriclovork in each

pier was reduced about 14s per cent. Between
the spandiHl waUs, two internal parallel walls of

stone were introduced to stistain a platform

of flagging, on which the waybeams and the bal-

last were carried. The waybeams, which were
of Memel timber, were at first secured to the in-

ternal walls by bolts ; but as this plan was found

to be objectionable, the nuts from the holding

down bolts were removed, and a thickness of in.

of coke ballast was interposed between the way-
beams and the flagging. The parapet consisted

of a substantial cast-iron railing. The fire-bricks

were ofexcellent quaUty,weighing 9 Ib.l 1 oz. each,

and cost the contractor at the viaduct £l lis. 2d.

per 1,000. The number used was 2,655,000. It

was a gratifying fact that the work was completed
without accident, and that not a single crack was
to be fotmd in the whole of the structure. The
erection of the scafiblding, which was of very

light character, was considerably facilitated by
the hoisting tackle being made to traverse a

stout wire rope stretched across the gill, and
firmly fi.xcd at each side. When the arches

were about to be tm-ned, the piers were
stayed by two parallel wire ropes stretched

from end to end of the viaduct. The first brick

was laid in February, 185", and the first

train passed over the viaduct in July, 1858.

The cost of the structure amounted to £15,756,

the contract sum having been increased by the

additional depth of the foundations, by the

adoption of a heavier parapet, and by other con-

tingencies. Regarding the viaduct as an un-

pierced 'solid, its contents would amount to

61,910 cubic yards, and its cost would be five

shiUings and one penny per cubic yard.

The question ofthe relative cost of brickand iron

viaducts was then aUudedto, referencebeingroade

to two works of the latter description erected by
Mr. Bouch on the South Dirrham and Lancashire

Railway. These viaducts consisted of three lines

of trellis girders resting upon skeleton piers,

formed of cast-iron coltmins, jointed at intervals

the whole weight of such a structure, including

niasom-y foundations, would be less than one-

fifth that of brick. This circimistance would
also conduce to the selection of iron in cases of

doubtful foundations.

TIMBEK OF THE PALMYRA 'pALM.

The second paper read was " On the Use of the

Timber of the Palmyra Palm in the Construction

of Bridges," by Mr. Henrt Byene, M. Inst. C.E.

It was stated that, in the tract of country at

the northern extremity of Ceylon, known as the

Jafiha Peninsula, a district embracing an area of

about 400 square miles, of which the author had
charge till recently, as resident or Assistant Civil

Engineer, the only timber fit for building pur-

poses was that of the Palmyra palm. This palm
grew perfectly straight to a height of 60 ft., and
was of nearly uniform thickness, 10 in., from a
few feet above the groimd. The lower half only,

however, contained sufficient woody fibre to

render it useful, and in good specimens this por-

tion of the tree at a height of 30 ft. was from 3

to 4 in. thick, or one-third the diameter of the

stem, while at the base there was little or no
pith. The specific gravity of the best portion of

the stem was on an average 1'055, and its power
of resistance to a transverse strain as compared
with teak as 9 to 8. A well-grown tree would
yield a pile 30 ft. in length, requiting only to be

stripped of its outer iutegtmient (sometimes, but

erroneously, called the bark) and pointed to fit it

for use. The author had never had occasion to

use rings, to prevent it from splitting in the pro-

cess of driving, while the nature of the ground
was such as to render shoes mmecessary. For
roadway bearers, the most eSicient plan was to

split the tree in half, and after removing the pith,

to join the two pieces together by wooden keys,

at intervals of 4 ft., and to set the beams on
edge, when they wovdd be 8 in. deep, and 6 or

7 in. thick. Five lines of such bearers, under a
roadway 15 ft. wide, and supported at intervals

of 10 ft., were stifficient for the heaviest turn-

pike road traffic, including the largest elephant

waggons. In every case the roadway bearers

were supported directly by pihng, the plan of

sti'Utting them from the piles, or of supporting

them by iron tension rods, in order to allow of

wider bays, being objectionable. The first

method would involve either the weakening of

the piles by notching them to receive the struts,

or the use of iron bolts and straps which
corroded very rapidly in that climate, and injured

tho timber in contact with them. By the second
plan, the safety of the structure would depend
solely upon the iron, and wotUd be a source of

THE BATH SCHOOL OP ART.
On the 26th ult., the annual distribution ot the

prizes, in connection with the Bath School of Art,
took place at the Guildhall, in that town.
The Rev. E. D.Rhodes, in opening the meet-

ing, gave a very interesting and instructive

address upon the progress of the society, and the
importance of similar schools generally. He
especially advocated the cormection of

BKAUTT AND fSEPtlLNESS

in all buildings. He believed it was Smea-
ton who had to construct the Eddystone
Lighthouse at Plymouth, and his attention

was directed by his scientific training, not by
the artistic training which he had received,

to the stem of a tree. It struck him, "Now this

tree—this creature that I am looking at there,

has a tremendous strain upon this pillar which
supports that large amoimt of branches above,
and those branches are swayed by the force and
violence of the winds, so that there must be, as
any architect would observe, some peculiar fitness

in the form of the pillar to support, not merely
the incumbent weight which is always pressing
upon it, but also the extraordinary strain which
the storm and tempest engender. I want to

erect a building something after the character of
this stem—an upright, tall, slender building,

proportionable, which is to encounter the storms,
and tempests, and violence that assails this tree.

Would it not be wise to copy the stem of the tree

in the building I am going to erect, that peculiar
curve which the stem takes from the ground up
to the point of ramification ; that gradation and
that gentle diminution ?" Smeaton did so, and
built the Eddystone Lighthouse upon that prin-

ciple. Storm and tempest had assailed it

with as much severity as anything that had •
been there before, but although other build-

ings of a similar kind erected there had been
overthroAvn one after another, Smeaton's
structure still stood untouched and unhurt.
Now here was an instance, they would say, of the
perfeotness of contrivance of infinite -n-isdom,

which adapted all foims of creation to the ends
of creation ; but was there not also an instance
of beauty ? Look at the stem of a tree and con-
ceive, if they could, any form that supported a
head above it more beautiful than that—conceive
any tapering form more exquisitely contrived
and more gradually diminished upon a principle

of cui'vature, more perfect, scientifically, as well

as artistically. It presented to them a strong
instance of how beauty was connected with use.

He would give them another instance. There
could he little doubt that in sculptm-e, at least,

the form of the human head was as beautiful a
thing in its place as could possibly be conceived.

We need only take the skull of the gorilla, or of

any other animal in existence, and put it upon tho
human neck, and they would sec how vastly the
hiunan form had lost in beauty by that change in

the form of the skull. Here, then, was another
model of beauty. He believed it was a fact upou
record that when cither Sir Clmstopher Wren or
Michael Angelo (he thought the former) had to
build the dome of St. Paul's, or if Michael An-
gelo, the dome of St. Peter's, it occm-red to him
that there could be no domed form more adapted
to strength in proportion to material than that of
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the hnman sknll ; that the e-rident necessities of

the skull of the head would be, that it should have

as much strength as could possibly be com-

manded Trith the necessary lightness ; that the

material which formed the bony structure of the

skull should be so arranged as to combine the

greatest possible strength for the purpose in-

tended, which was to preserve the life of man
;

and accordingly that the curvature of the dome
should be such'as would offer the greatest resist-

ance to any violence or any pressure from with-

out, and which should endure the greatest weight

which could be borne upon such a texture. In

short, that the form of the dome of the skull was

the most serviceable and the most nsefiil to

adopt, and the thing was proved to be mathe-

matically true.

The prizes were distributed, and several votes

of thanks carried.

THE SUEZ CAXAL.

The Daily TcUgrojih gives the following parti-

culars respecting this canal, which the Times has

condemmed as a failure ;
—

The distance fi-om sea to sea is about 150 kilo-

metres, or about 93 miles ; whilst Lake Timsah

is about 66 kilometres from the Mediterranean,

and 76 from Suez. The works at present have

been exclusively limited to the Mediterranean

side of Lake Timsah, nothing having been done

on the Suez section of the line. The cutting

through the ridges of drift sand, extendtng from

El Ferdane, at "the southern extremity of Lake
Ballah, through the Senil of El Guisr, has

proved a serious obstacle to the work ; a narrow
cutting, from 14 to 15 metres wide on the water

line, and two metres deep, has been effected, but

Suez : the portion of it between Zagizag and
Tellei-Kabir has existed for a long time for pur-

poses of irrigation.

As soon as a passage to the Bitter Lakes has

been effected through the Seuil of Serapeam, it

is intended to render the channel available for

transporting stone from the quarries near Suez

for the works at Port Said, and subsequently to

widen and deepen the channel, so as to allow

coasting vessels drawing 8 ft. of water to traverse

it ; but, with the improbability of such a pro-

spective result being attained -n-ithin any definite

period, it would be needless to speculate further

on a more distant future.

The results hitherto attained are little more
than a shallow passage through theMcditerranean

section of the isthmus, which, when compared
with the eventual operations which will be neces-

sary for establishing a ship canal, sink into insig-

nificance. The Red Sea section of the line re-

mains untouched ; little has been done to the

harbour of Port Said, and nothing towards the

one at Suez ; and when it is taken into considera-

tion that, apart from the Viceroy's bonds for

about 85 millions of francs, payable in the course

of six j'ears, three-fifihs of the company's capital

have been already expended, it seems difficult to

conceive that even the most sanguine partisans

of the scheme can anticipate anything but finan-

cial failure in the end.

0'0133, a moist surface of 700 square metres
would be necessary in order to reach the con-
ducting powers of the cable. In case of a violent

shock, such a small surface as this would almost
form an insulation. M. Calland proposes to place

the end of the rod touching the ground in animal
charcoal, and to surround the latter with a quan-
tity of coke. These two substances are excellent

conductors of electricity, and the porous nature

of coke renders it admirably fitted to increase the

surface of contact of the conductor.

—

Meclianic^

Afayazine.

LIGHTNIXG COXDUCTORS.

According to a correspondent of " Cosmos,' each
of the two columns of Antonine and Trajan at

Rome, sustains a colossal bronze statue, and the

columns, not being in a state of conduction v.'ith

a casual simoom may at any time reclose the ' the earth, are in danger of being injured by
thoroughfare.

A similar obstacle, known as the Senil of Sera-

peum, between Lake Timsah and the basin of the

Bitter Lakes, remains as yet untouched.

The rigole which traverses the Senil of El Guisr

commences from Ras el Eich, amid the shallows

of Lake Menzaleh, where the depth does not ex-

ceed 4 ft. From this point to Port Said the em-
bankments on either side have been thrown up
at the full width of the projected ship canal, viz.,

about 56 metres apart. Fourteen steam dredges

have been at work here for some time, and ten

more of greater power are being constructed.

Al l operations through the Senils of El Guisr

and Serapeum can only be effected by manual
labour.

The double jetty at Port Said, which requires

to be carried to a distance of 3 miles in order to

obtain a depth of 30 ft. at the entrance, remains

at present without any ostensible result. The
stone conveyed there from the quarries of 5Iex,

to the west of Alexandria, is computed at about

60,000 cubic metres, the total quantity required

being estimated at 20 times that amount. Great
difficidty has been experienced in the landing at

Port Said of stores and materials required by the

company, and in order to facilitate these opera-

^|tions a small pile-botmd islet has been con-

Btructed at a distance of 1,500 metres ii-om the

shore.

The passage through the narrow belt of sand
thrown up by the tidal wave, and forming the

divisional line between Lake Menzaleh and the

Mediterranaen, which has been entirely choked
up for some time, has now been reopened

;

through this chaimel a current sets outwards to

the sea at the rate of about three miles per hour,
and this is likely to be the case during eight

montlis of the year, while the Nile retains a
certain altitude and the waters dispersed for the
ptirpose of irrigation find a vent inthisdii'ection.

This cm-rent, though it may keep the actual chan-
nel clear, can hardly fail after a time, in conjunc-
tion with the tidal action, which tends to silt up
fi-om without, to establish a bar accross the

entrance. The number of Fellahs employed upon
the work of late is about 25,000, but during the
winter months this number iviU be increased to

40,000. The several contingents brought down in
corvees from distant localities for one month's ser-

vice being continually on the move, it must be re-

ckoned that double the number of men actually
employed onjthe spot are, in fact, withdrai^-n from
the agricvdtnre of the country. These labourers
are paid by piecework, imder their respective
sheikhs. Goverrmient collects and conveys the
men to the spot, punishing all fugitives with hai-d
labour in chains, which proves that the service is
not voluntary.
A fresh-water canal, carried transversely from

Zagizag to Timsah, is being continued towards

lightning. In fact, accidents have already hap-

pened, but as yet without causing any great

damage. The preservation of these monuments
is a matter of interest to the whole civilized

world, on account of their historical value. Their

precarious state is such that Napoleon III. has

lately had a complete model of the column of

Trajan made for his own use in writing the

Ijiography of CcBsar. Professor A'olpiccUi, in

184S, proposecl to protect these structures by
means of a conductor, arranged like the one on
the Duke of York's column. From various

reasons, political and otherwise, this has not
been done.
Some persons have urged that the best plan

would be to use a number of lightning con-

ductors placed on the surrounding buildings.

It has, however, been shown that this indirect

protection is worse than tiseless, being, in fact,

absolutely dangerous. Piofessor Mossotti has,

on this subject, thus expressed himself in a

recent paper on lightning conductors :
— '* If, in-

stead of placing a lightning conductor directly

on to the column, you place a scries of con-

ductors on the neighbouring houses, any given

flash of lightning, instead of being deviated from
its course, will be directed towards the column
yon wish to protect. The surrounding air, being

in a low state of polarization by the action of the

conductors, will absolutely prevent the lightning

from taking a side direction." These observa-

tions are, of course, just as applicable to tall

factory chimneys as to classical columns.
While upon this subject, we will give some

extracts from a paper on Lightning Conductors,
lately read to the Academy of Sciences of Paris

by M. Calland. He states that lightning con-

ductors are being made in France of thin brass

wires. As is well known, the coefficient of con-

duction of this alloy is 12, that of iron 16, and
that of copper 100. Jletals also get heated
by the electric fluid in an inverse ratio to their

respective powers of conduction. The chains of

suspension bridges have been broken in this way.
If brass be not so hable as iron to combustion, it

is more fusible ; and a conductor made of this

material might get fused by a violent electric

shock.

M. Calland states that he makes his cables of

seven strands of copper wire, there being seven
wires to each strand j this number permits of the

wires being twisted together with fewer inter-

mediate spaces. He also states that the humid
conductor of the ground is usually not made
equal in conducting power to the one of metal.
The custom is to tmt'wist the end of the cable, and
to place it into some water. The conductor ha'^'ing

a sectional area of one square centimetre, its con-
ducting power iviU be represented by 91,440,000

;

that of silver being 100,000,000, The relative

conducting power of distilled water being only

AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON.
This building is now completed, and will be
opened on Monday next by the Smithfield Club.

It has been erected by a company (limited),

and leased for the use of the Smithfield Club, for

the purpose of holding their December meeting*

and cattle show ; at other periods the company
intend to let the building for public uses.

In order to secure a suitable design for their

building, the directors invited architects of esta-

blished reputation to a competition. They limited

the cost of the bviilding to £25,000. Prom the

designs sent in, the directors selected one by
Frederick Peck, Esq., of Maidstone, which
appeared in every respect admirably adapted
for the purposes of the company. Six eminent
contractors were invited to send in tenders for

the execution of Mr. Peck's designs. Tbo
directors selected the lowest tender, that of

Messrs. Hill, Keddel and Co., of Whiteclmpel,

who agreed to execute the work for £24,980

;

the highest was £26,000. The great hall or
Cattle Show is 384 ft. long and 217 ft. wide, and
the whole area is covered with a central seg-

mental roof of 145 ft. span, and two other-

side roofs of 36 ft. spau ; under the latter

roofs, which are re-turned at the ends-,

are placed the galleries for the display of

implements and light machinery. The inner-

hall adjoins the Cattle Show, and is ar-

ranged for the show of pigs, measuring-

100 ft. by 100 ft. ; it is covered with roofing simi-

lar to that over the side galleries. The offices of

the company, and the Smithfield Club, together-

with a residence, fbi-m a block of buildings neai-

Burford-street, near which block refreshment-

rooms, lavatories, ladies' -rooms, and other conve-

niences, are placed. The front, next Liverpool-

road, presents two features, in the shape ot

tm-rets, used for the purpose of ventilation, and

a central entrance, near which are offices and

rooms for the use of salesmen, police, telegraph,

post-office, &c. The front, next Upper-street, is

formed with a central archway, and a shop on

each side ; it is intended to continue the shops up
to the great Hall, and cover over the avenue

with a light iron and glass roof

The whole of the fittings for the use of tho-

Cattle Show can be easily removed, the parts

being secured into iron sockets, let into the

asphalte flooring. The building has given general

satisfaction, and it is confidently expected thati

the scheme will realize the expectations of the

shareholders. It is stated, by competent judges,,

that the building is admirably adapted for con-

certs, &c., the proportions being conducive to the-

transmission of soimd.

A SALT WELL.
According to American accounts, a novel sali;-

mine has been discovered at Wellsville, in the

county of Columbiana, Ohio. A well was being-

sunk, on the artesian principle, for extracting

rock oil, when, at a depth of 488 ft., tv

column of gas made its escape with such-

violence that the boring rods and some

200 ft. of piping introduced into the crifice

were suddenly thrown out like a ramrod,

from a gun. The boring had reached an exten-

sive vein of salt brine, and the gas continued to-

drive out with it a column of water charged-

with salt, and of the same diameter as the bore

hole, to the height of 150 ft. This eruption,

lasted for six months, when it occurred to the

proprietors to utilize the waters for the manu-,

facture of salt. The gas itself being conducted

into a furnace by pipes is lighted, and it,

then evaporates the water vrithout any other

fuel being used. The fm-naee is heated to a high

temperature, and the flame rises above the

chimney. It is seen from a distance of several

miles round. The salt brine is delivered at the rate

of about six gallons per minute, and furnishes one

barrel of salt per hour. The gas is said to have

a pressure of 126 lbs. to the square inch.
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METROPOIilTAX AXD PROVINCIAL
IM PROYEMENTS.

On Saturday last, the plans of Uio followinp; me-
tropolitan auil provincial projects for improve-

ments, some of which "we have described in our

pages, was lodijcd witli the Board of Trade, and in

the private Bill-office of the Houses of Lords and
Commons. In the list will be fomid some of

the most important projects which have been
proposed in the present century. The Thames
Embankment (north side), Queen's-road (exten-

sion to Battcrsca), Regent-market (Leicester-

stjuare). South London markets, St. Jobu's-lane

stoppajje, Thauies-bridp:es, Blackfriars-bridfjc,

Admiralty-buildinjjs, .rVlbert-bridj^e, Royal Ar-

cade, Putney and Fidham New Bridge and Pier,

Tower-bridge, Fulham-bridge, Grand Surrey
Pocks, Jletropolitan bridges, Thames Embank-
ment (south side), Wandsworth and Fulham-
bridge, West London Docks, Dublin New-bridge,
Ncwcastle-on-Tyno Town ^Moor and Park, Tran-
merc Docks, Duiigarvan Harbour, Wiiittledean

Water Works, Durham and Shotlcy-bridge-road,

Wear Navigation and Sunderland Docks, Dengie
(Essex) reclamation, Nottingham Gas, New Mil-

ford Docks, Manchester Corporation Waterworks,
Tees Conservancy, Rugby Waterworks, Oak-
hampton Waterworks, Maidstone Waterworks,
Aylesbury markets, Llandport wharves, Bristol

Docks, Fleetwood Docks, Llanelly markets, Edin-

burgh Waterworks, Tranmere Embankment, It-

chin-bridge, Accrington Gas and Waterworks,
Workington Docks, Swansea Municipal Corpora-

tion, Bristol Port and Channel Docks, Great
Grimsby Water, Bath United Hospital, Yarmouth
Gas, Donby Waterworks, Bann Navigation Com-
pany, Dublin Corporation Waterworks, Mersey
Docks, Penzance roads, Camborne Waterworks,
St. Asaph roads, Staudedge roads, Newhaven
Hai'bour, Ashton-under-Lyne Water Company,
Rixion-bridge, Milford Haven Dock, Hastings
Pier Company, Dublin improvement. Marshland
drainage, Friestone reclamation, Birkenhead im-

provement, Rotherham Local Board of Health,

Galway Waterworks, Coventry Market-house,

Dungarvan Harbour, Southampton and Itchin

Floating Pier, Sowerby-bridgo Local Board, So-

merset Coal, Pontj-pridd Water, Horsley Isle re-

clamation. Lough Neagh Drainage, Newhaven
Harbour, Ennis Docks Quays.

Corrfspniicncc.

THE FORM OF THEATKES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE "BUILDING NEWS."

Sir,—In reply to the letter which appeared in

your issue of the 21st November, I have to state

that I had no intention of impugning the ac-

curacy of your contributor's quotation, which I

had verified before I wrote ; but that my words
were meant to convey the belief, which I still

hold, that Mr. Scott Russell, in making a brief

and hasty impromptu statement, had used lan-

guage wliich facts will hardly bear out, and that,

knowing him to be thoroughly acquainted with
the subject, I conclude that a complete state-

ment of his ^'iews would have gi'catly modified

the impression conveyed by the few words re-

ferred to. The opinion expressed by myself as

to semi-circular theatres is corroborated by a

passage in Mr. Ferguson's admirable, " Modern
Architecture," just pubhshed, where the acous-

tics oftheatres are briefly, but very ably, treated.

He says, *'If we were now to build a place,

irrespective of architectural beauty, in which
2O,U0O were to hear distinctly, we should adopt
.the plan of a Greek theatre (which was semi-

circular) with probably the section shown on the

wood-cut." (Here follows a diagram of a cm've

similar to the isacoustic cm-ve.)

The result at which I arrive from plotting the

diagram, which your correspondent has been so

good as to describe, is that there are two obtuse

angles formed coinciding with angles 3 and 5 of

the hexagon ; these, probably, were not in-

tended, but supjjosing them to be removed, and
the cm've made continuous, what I think all

readers would like to have explained to them, is

this :—This defined outline being propounded as

the hest onthne of the internal plan of a building

for acoustic purposes, v:hy is it the best ?

Your obedient servant,

T. KoGEE Smith.

THE STATUE OF GEORGE II.

Sir,—Seeing in yonr journal of the 28th ult.,

a paragi'aph relating to the missing statue of

George II., I beg to say that I overheard, some
few years since, two workmen assert that the

figure was taken away piecemeal by the navvies,

engaged in the erection of the Great Globe in

1S.")1. Thinking that this solution of the enigma
may prove more satisfactory to the majority of

your rcadei's, than would bo the re-nppear.ance

of the ugly misrepresentation of his late Majesty,

I am, »tc.,

Hocus Pocus.

BRASSES.
Sir,—I have a rubbing of a trass, taken with-

out any note of time or place. It consists of two
small kneeling figures, and below them the fol-

lowing lines :

—

" Thys is most hnrtely for to de^yro
Tlie rettcrs hereof of Iheyr deuocyon
To prey for tlie solle of Laurence Saunders, esquyre,

Who deptyd thys world, Ijy Goddes vocacyon,

In llic yere of Crysty's incarnacyon
A thousand, fyve bundreth, forty and fyvc,

The forteuth of July he was ded & a lyve."

Could one of your reader's oblige mo with the

names of the village and church from which it is

taken ?

Edward C. Pressland.

IJlfftings for tire Mcdt.
MoN.

—

Royal Geograph ical Soc. , 1 ,
" Narrative of a

Journey from TienfsintoSIukden in Manchuria,"
by A. Mitchie, Esq. 2, "Route from Pekin to

St. Petarsburg, via Moueolia, Siberia, and Mos-
cow," by C. M. Grant, Esq., at 8.30 p.m.

London Inst., " On the Class Reptilia," by R.
Owen, Esq., at 7 p.m.

TuES.

—

Inst. Civil Enffineers, Discussion upon Mr. Makin-
son's paper, "On some of the Internal Disturbing

Forces of Locomotive Engines," at 8 p.m.
Wed.—London Inst., " On the Operation of Heat, with

reference to Volcanoes on Earthquakes," by E. "W.

Brayley, Esq., at 7 p.m.
Soc. of Arts, "On the Construction of Labourer's
Cottages and Sanitary Building Appliances,"
(Major-General Tremenheere in the chair) at

8 p.m.
TiTuns.

—

Soc. of Antiquaries, The election of Fellows, at

8 p.m.
Fri.—Architectural Assoc, " On Perspective, illustrated

by Models," by E. L, Paraire.
London Inst., " On the Chemistry of the Non-Me-

tallic Elements," by F. Field, Esq.

(i

Dundee and Perth Railway.—AjiALGAiiATiox
WITH THE Scottish Centkal.—OnWedneselay week
a special meeting of the shareholders of the Dundee,
Perth, and Aberdeen Railway Junction Company
was held in Dundee to consider a proposed agi'oe-

mont between the company and the Scottish Cen-
tral Railway Company, whereby it was intended to

apply to Parliament for an Amalgamation Bill. A
resolution was unanimously a^eed to, giving autho-
rity to the Directors to prepare a bill.

Proposed Railmay at Sandgate.—Notice has
been given of an intended application to Parliament
for power to make a railway to Folkestone Harbour
and a junction railway at Ramsgate; alteration and
improvement of certain -bridges on the Margate
branch ;

power to apply and raise capital, amend-
ment of acts. The loop line is described as "a
railway commencing in the parish of Cheriton, in

the county of Kent, by a junction with the South-
Eastern Railway, at a point near ten chains, or

thereabouts, to the westward of the bridge which
carries the South-Easteru Railway over a certain

road called Risborough-laucj leading from Ris-

borough to Cheriton-street, passing through or into

the several parishes, townships, and extra-parochial

or other places following, or some of them (that is

to say)—Cheriton, Seabrook, Home Street, Ris-

borough, Elham, Xewington-next-Hythe, Sandgate,
Sandgate Cheritone, Sandgate Folkestone, Sandgate
township of Folkestone, CooUnge Folkestone,

Christchurcb, town and parish of and liberty of

Folkestone, &c.

Institution of Engineers in Scotland.—On
Wednesday week a nieetiaig of this institution was
held in the Philosophical Society's Hall, George-
street, W. Johnstone, Esq., president, in the chair.

Four new members and two graduates were unani-
mously admitted, after which, the adjourned discus-

sion on Mr. George Simpson'spaper, on *' Machinery
for Boring Stratified and other Roeks," was re-

sumed, and at its close a unanimous vote of thanks
was awarded to Mr. Simpson. A summary of "^ Ex-
periments on Wrought Iron and Steel," by Mr. D.
Kirkcaldy, illustrated by fractured specimens, was
read ; and was followed by a long and interesting

discussion, in which Professor Macquorn Raukine
and others highly praised the labours of Mr. Kirk-
caldy in his numerous experiments detailed in his

published work, a summary of which had been read
to the meeting—a work which all pgreed was a

most valuable addition to scientific literature. The
discussion was adjourned.

The Peebles and B.roughton Rallway.—The
works m connectiou with this railway are proceed-

ing satisfactory. Tho permanent way will shortly

bo liiid to within -li miles of Peebles. Effective

bodies of men are engaged on the different cuttings

from llajiprew to the viaduct across Tweed at the

west end of Neidpath tun- el. None of the cuttings

on this section arc very heavy, and should the

winter be moderately open, it is anticipated that it

will be finished in spring. All the piers of the

viaduct were put in and raised above highest water-

mark when the river was low last summer, and will

be proceeded with ns soon as opportunity offers.

Tho long tunnel at Neidpath is the only ht-avy and
difficult part of the railway ; but for it, the line

might have been opened for traffic by Whitsunday,
18*i*i. The line, however, cannot be opened before

some time in the Ijeginningof 180 1. There remains
about 120 j'ards of the small drift to be bored
through in the tunnel. About 10(( yards of tho

permanent way is finished at tho central shaft, and
sufficient gangs of men extending it in both direc-

tions night and day. The deep and wide cuttings at

cithi.T extremity are now finished so far as to admit
of tunnelling operations.

Lendal Bridge, York.—This structure is fast

approaching completion, and will be ready for open-

ing in a short time. Nearly the whole of

the ironwork is fiinshed, and workmen are now
busily engaged in laying down the carriage-road.

The tiagged footway on one side of the bridge is

being proceeded with, and already considerable pro-

gress has bi?en made with this portion of the work.
On the railway side of the river the roadway and
the various works connected with it are in a forward
state, and the ajpproach to tho bridge on the Lendal
side is in a still more advanced condition. The car-

riage-way is all but completed, and the footway on
one side of the road is now flagged for a considerable

distance, and the remaining portion will be laid

down in a few days. The toll-houses are in course

of erection.

Boston.—At the meeting of the shareholders of

the Boston and Midland Counties Railway, held a
few weeks sinc.^, Mr. Brunlees, engineer of the

Frieston Shore Railway and Pier Company, stated

that the depth of water at the proposed pier at low
water would be 10 feet. Mr. J. C. Simonds, seed-

crusher, who imports large quantities of seed from
the Black Sea, in vessels drawing from 12 to 15 feet

of water, has since written to Mr. Brunlees, calling

his attention to the propriety of deepening the

water at the pier to at least 15 feet, as vessels of the

class he employs,and others which might be expected
to use the pier, have generally floating charters, and
if there was only 10 feet of water at low water they
could not lay alongside the pier, thus rendering a
transhipment necessary, and one of the main advan-
tages of the proposed pier would be lost. He has
since received a reply to his letter, stating that the
pier can be placed in 15 or 16 feet of ^vater at low
water, at very- little ad<litional cost.

The Fens.—The sea dam which has been eon-
structed at the mouth of the Marshland Smeeth and
Fen drain, from the design of Mr. Pape, C.E., is

now nearly completed, but was seriously jeopard-
ised one day last week ; but the water did not flow

through to any very great extent j and the dam,
having been strengthened ivith additional piles,

was, up to Saturday, successful in resisting the
waters. The state of the banks of the Ouse and Eau
Brink Cut have excited attention, as for some dis-

tance the foreshore is entirely scoured away, and
the stream runs close to the foot of the banks, which
fur a long period have only been maintained by a
continual renewal of fagoting on their face. It is

considered that unless some large and comi>rehen-

sive measure is adopted for the formation of new
banks set further back than the existing ones, and
having a proper foreshore, very serious conse-

quences are likely to result to the whole district.

New Railway Schemes.—The official list of all

the plans and sections deposited at the railway de-

partment of the Board of Trade, up to eight o'clock

on Satui'day night, numbers 206, the number being
rather in excess of those deposited for the same
purpose last session. The list relates exclusively to

new schemes for railways, but there are, in addition,

a variety of fresh projects for new bridges, harbours,
ferries, and other works of improvement.

fcgal Intcdigfiitf.

Protection of Registered Photographs.—On
Tuesday week, Sir Hugh Cairns obtained a decree
in the case of the London Stereoscopic and Photo-
graphic Company v. Ceileur, otherwise Count Albert
Leningen, in order to restrain the latter from copy-
ing the "^Reading Girl," '' Egeria," and various
other works produced by the company. This is the
first case under the new Act of Victoria in which
registered photographs have been protected from
piracy.

Application for Prolongation of Patent.—
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, November
28.—Bell's Patent.—This was an application for the
prolongation of a patent granted to the petitioner in
1S49. The invention, as described by the petitioner,

consisted in the manufacture of a metal called
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"Bfitt's metal," consisting of lead, covered or

coated with an extremely tlun layer of tiu on ono or

botli of its sidrs, which metal was applicable to the

manufacture of capsules and to other purposes for

which tin or tinfoil had been employed before the
graut of this patent. The petitioner alleged that he
had been involved during nearly the whole of the
term of his patent in litigation regarding it, which
was occasioned by circumstances wholly beyond his

control, and that the consequence was that his re-

miiueration had been inadequate. The Winshnrst
Patent Metal Company and other parties opposed
the prolongation. Their Lordships reserved their

judgment.

Compensation Case.—Court of Common Pleas,

Westminster, Dec. 2.—Hart v. the JMetropolitan
Railway Company.—The plaintiff is a publican,
carrying on his business at No. 1, Chapel-street,
Marylebone-road, and be stated in his evidence that

in August, 1801, the defendants, without giving him
any notice of tht-ir intentioh to do so, entered upon
his house, took down part of tho outer wall, and
in underpinning it encroached permanently to
the extent of eighteen inches The house nearly
fell over, the lodgers left, and the businiss
was injured. The only difence was that of
leave and licence, and Mr. O'Malley having stated
that the permission he proposed to prove was given
by a servant of the plaintiff and not by liimself,

the Chief Justice expressed an opinion that such a
person was net an agent to give such I ave and
licence ; whereupon, the case bLing reduced to one
of damages, a consultation took place between the
counsel engaged, and a verdict was taken by con-
sent for i;i2U. Verdict for the plaintiff—Damaeres,
£120.

t?as iinli 'iili\i\\tx Intelligence.

YoHK Town.—New ^^is works have been opened
by a company fur tlie purpose of supplying York
Town, Blackwater, with gas. The works have cost
over £l,45i.

GliiiMSUY.—A prospectus has been issued by a
newly-formed company to supply tho town of
Grimsby, in Lincolnshire, with water. It is said
that many of the wells are in a sad, unwholesome
state.

KiBWOKTH.—The village of Kibworth, Leicester-
shire, is now lighted with gas by a recently-formed
comi^any.

Gas in Pakis.—Several landlords in Paris have
recently assumed a right to prohibit their tenants
from using gas, not only iu the upstairs rooms, but
even in the shops on the ground floor. The Court
of Cassation has just decided that the custom of
lighting by gas having become almost universal,
every landlord must be taken to have consented to
its use in the absence of any express stipulation to
the contrary.

A Great Sanitary Evil,—A correspondent of
the Scotsman draws the attention of residents in
Edinburgh and Leith to two great evils in existing
sanitary arrangements of most cf their housi
The water-luted stench traps, or cesspools made of
lead in water-closets, are so finely drawn that in
most cases where the bend ought to retain at least
two to three iuehesof water, to trap the foul air, and
prevent its entrance from the sewer to the houses,
there is oftener less than a quarter of an inch, and
sometimes less than that, some even permitting a
slight stream of air to arise, and actually to cause
a slight draught of air in the basin by the colder
air of the sewer and drains rushing to the warmer
air of the house, increased perceptibly to the nose
when the handle is lifted. Another great evil,
arising like the former one, from the ignorance of
the plumbers, is, that the majority of the waste or
overflow pipes of the water-cisterns communicate
directly with the drains or pipes which communi-
cate with the sewers, where the same stream of foul
air arises. Were this waste-pipe made with a crook
the shape of the letter " S " sideways upwards, it
would, if made to hold at least two inches of water
prevent its being a source of disease and death!
Care should also be taken that the ball-trap is so
arranged to continually trickle drop by drop, so
that is should not become a delusion and a snare
as, if the cistern did not overflow, the water in the
crook would in time be evaporated, and be no
better than the straight pipe. The sound of the
trickling is the safeguard to the household from
typhus and scarlet fevers, and a gradual deteriora-
tion of the standard of health in the residents, and
he feels sure the Water Company would not find
iault with such a waste of water, as it need not be a
gallon per week.

8C1

tudc

Stiitius, ilfinm-iiils, {[t.

Italy anu Fhance.—A group in marble, by the
ulptor V ela, representing Italy expressing grati-
lae towards France, is now exhihitprl nt the A1.

bertina Academy at Milan. It is a present offered

by the ladies of Milan to the Empress Eugenie.

Glasgow.—Thc Prince Consort's Memorial.—
On Friday last a meeting of the sub-committee ap-
pointed to procure plans and a site for the proposed
memorial to the Prince Consort in Glasgow was
held in the Council Hall, the Lord Provost pre-
siding. A conversation took place first as to what
course should be adopted with a view to obtain
plans, and then as to how the nature of the memo-
rial should be defined. The opinion of the com-
mittee on both points varied considerably, and
among the suggestions thrown out were tho follow-
ing :—By Sir James Anderson—to erect an orna-
mental building in the centre of George-square, to
ba used as a public haU, and to Ije under the manage-
ment of the corporation, who should double the sum
already raised for the memorial, and refund them-
selves in the same by the revenue of the building;
by Mr. Wm. Campbell—that the memorinl should
be exclusively of the nature of a monument ; by Mr.
Dalglish, M.P.—that the proposal to remove St.
George's Church should be entertained, and a stand-
ing statue of the late Prince erected on the site ; by
another member—that tho memorial should take
the shape of a School of Arts, as it was to do in
London. " It was ultimately agreed to advertise for
designs, and to invite the public to oflTer suggestions
as to a site.

The Albert Statue at Halifax.—A meeting of
the subscribers to the Albert Mem rial Fund was
held at the Town Hall, Halifax, on Friday; the
chair being occupied by Mr. John Crossley, the
Mayor. It was resolved that the model equestrian
statue, by Mr. Thornicroft, should be approved, sub-
ject to such alterations as the executive committee
might arrange with the artist. It was likewise re-
solved that the statue should be erected on the site
at Ward's End.

("T-ljurrlr, (Lhnpd, .§tliool, aiiit fitte

guiliiing Intdligcnrf.

CHURCHES.

Edinuuugii.—A new church is nearly completed
for the Pilrig Free Church Congregation, Edin-
burgh. Messrs. I'eddie and Kinnear, of that city,
are the architects. It is of French Gothic style, of
rubble stone and polished dressings. At the east
corner there is a stair with a window leading to the
gallery, and over tho stair is a. sharp pointed roof,
with an ornamental vane terminating about 50 ft.

from the ground. Over the tower ris;s an octagonal
spire, having four windows filled in mtli pierced
tracery, and surmounted by stone pinnacles, with
scale ornaments and gilt finials. In the side of the
church fronting Pitig-street, which is the principal
side, there are six windows beneath the gallery,
divided into two compartments by a small column
in the centre, and having pierced tracery above

;

and the ivindows here, like the entrances, are sur-
mounted by gablets rnd finials. The skews of these
gablets terminate on carved corbels. Two gables
are shown at this side of the church, and in each of
these is a largo window to light the west gallery,
arcaded iu the under part, and filled ivith pierced
tracery in the upper. Between the gables is an
open belfry, terminating in a si c ilar manner to the
pinnacles above the buttresses of the tower. In
the north-west end of the church is also a gable
and in it there is a wheel, or rose, window
similar to the one fronitng Leith-walk. The
church presents an appearance of a cross in-
side. There is a gallery at the south-east end, and
on each of the sides. The church will be seated for
between 800 and 9U0 persons. A massive pulpit is
to be erected at the north-west end, springing from
clustered columns, and having arches and pierced
tracery on each side. The upper part of the pulpit
will show columns with carved capitals, betwixt
which there will be pierced panels ; and on each
side win be a stair. The roof is supported by main
couples, with laminated ribs springing from carved
corbels, and two cast-iron columns, which also sup-
port the centre of the side galleries. The church
will be heated by a hot-water apparatus and pipes,
fitted up by the Shotts Iron Company. At the
north-west end of the building are a large meeting-
house, and waiting-rooms, in keeping with the
church, and which will have windows of cathedral
glass. The erection of the church will cost about
£6,000. The builder is Mr. George Lorimer, Edin-
burgh ; Wright, Mr. James Cowie, Edinburgh

;

plasterers, Messrs. Slarshall and Sutherland, Leith;
slater, Mr. Wm. Anderson, Edinburgh

;
plumbers,'

Messrs. Thompson and Co., Edinburgh ; and clerk
of works, Mr. Munro.
Thkingstone.—On Tuesday week the new church

of St. Andrew, Thringstone, Leicestershire, was
reopened. The church is from the designs of Mr.
J. P. St. Aubyu, 35, John-street, Bedford-row,
London, and is constructed to hold 259 persons
about ISO of the sittings being free. The plan con-
sists of a nave with shaUow transepts and a round-
ended sanctuary, with a round-ended vestry on the
north side. The style is Early Pointed. In the

sanctuary are three lancet lights, and at the end of
each transept is a large three-light window, with
lancet lights surmounted with a quatre-foil circle.

The nave has seven lancet windows on the sides,

and at the w-est coupled lancets, with a circle over
in the gable. The door is on the south, at the west
end of the nave, hooded by a continuation of the
slope of the nave roof, carried on framing, bracketed
from the wall, and forming a shelter iu li'.u of a
porch. The roof is of high pitch, the principals, of
which there are eight, consisting of principal
rafters, crossed braces, and struts, bearing on ston<s

corbels built in the walls. The transept roofs cross
that of the nave, and are of similar construction. A
single bell hangs in a framed bell-cot, which is cased
with lead, and is carried on the second principal of
the roof from the west. Wind braces between the
principals stifl"eu the roofs. The font at the south-
west angle of the nave is circular and of tub-like
form, with moulded liase, and stands on a platform
of stone. The choir occupies the eastern half of thi'

transepts, to the east of which is the sacrariuin
raised on three steps. The pulpit is of wood, an',
placed on the north of tho clioir. The so.its consist
of open and very comfortable benches. The nave
measures -18 ft. by 20 ft.; the cross is oil ft. by
IS ft. 6 in.; the sacrarium 20 ft. wide by 15 ft. (iin.;

and the vestry is H ft. f. in. by 8 ft. fiin. The
height to the plates is 14 ft., and to the apex of the
roof 32 ft. I'he walls are built with fori'st stone
random walling, pointed on the outsile, and
plastered internally. The dressings are of sand-
stone from Hollington. The roofs and fittings are
of deal; the latter are intended to be varnished.
The roofs are covered with Staft'ordshire tiles, and
plastered between the rafters. The aisles and
chancel are paved with black and red Newcastle
quarries. The contract f..r the works was taken at
*750 12s., by Mr, W, Beckworth.

BUILDINGS,

Bristol,—The Royal Insurance Company have
purchased some extensive premises in Corn-street,
JJristol, for the erection of new offices. They in-

vited Mr. Norton, of London, and Mr. Gabriel, Mr.
Gingcl, Messrs. Pope and Bindon, Mr. Hansom,
and Mr. Hirst, of Bristol, to submit designs to them
in competition. The joint Boards of London, Liver-
pool, and Bristol have chosen those prepared by
Messrs. Pope and Bindon, and the building is

ordered to be proceeded mth immediately.

Metropolitan Benefit Societies' Asylum,—
This Institution was founded in 1829 by a fi'W

working men, and they and their successors have
laboured hard to obtain support for it. The main
building was erected in 1830, and a wing in 1853,
at a cost of nearly £0,5110, and as usual a debt was
incurred iu its accomplishment. Fortunately for
the asylum a lady lately deceased—Mrs. Mackenzie
—bequeathed to it the handsome sum of £8,500,
and the committee have paid all the debts and in-
vested £7,000 as an endowment fund, the income
of which is paid to the deserving inmates. The
outlay just made includes the thorough repair and
embellishment of the building and a substantial
front railing. The works were executed, under the
direction of Mr. H. S. Ridley, axcliitect, by Mr.
Grover, of Islington.

Camborne.—The Mining Exchange, Camborne,
was opened on Thursday, the 27th ult.

Halifax.—We (Lccli Mcrcu,-y)hear thatMr.John
Crossley, the Mayor of Halifax, is about to erect a
school for the ragged children, and also a college
for the education of the sons ofIndependent mini-
sters. The site selected for the first-named build-
ingis a piece of ground near the parish church, and
for the latter land has been purchased in Skirooat,
in close proximity to the Huddersfield and Halifax
tnrnpike road. The intended new erections are to
be commenced early in the new year. It is alsj
in contemplation, by the Mayor and a few other
gentlemen, to erect a number of model dwelling-
houses for the working classes, on the enclos.d
land, below the workhouse, known as West Hill
Park.

Bath.—The new theatre at Bath, the architect oT
which is Mr. C. J. Phipps, is nearly erected.
Nearly 120 men are now working at the building,
independent of those in the contractors' shops at
Bristol, and engaged in several sub-contracts
which are being executed in London, The laying
down of the stage has commenced, and has been
entrusted by Mr, Phipps to Mr, Sloman, the
machinist of Her Majesty's Theatre. The paintings
for the ceiling and the box-fronts arc in a forward
state: the latter comprise subjects from24oftlio
principal plays of Shakspeare. The incidents to
be pourtrayed have been suggested by Mr. Charles
Kean and Mr. Phelps.

Birmingham.—A building is in course-of erection
at Needless-abbey, Birmingham, for Joshua
Baudano, Esq., to be used as a coffee-room, cigar
divan, bowbng alley, &c. It will have a
frontage of about 72 ft., a depth of 34 ft., and
height about 50 ft. When completed it will be in
tho Italian style, having a series of Corinthian
pilasters, with cornic" and other mouldings in
Koman cement, and the heads and dressings of the
windows and doors in Hollington stone. Our cor-
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rospondont states that tho buikling uurortunatcly

will not 1)0 scon to preat advantago, loinf,' built m
rather a narrow passage ; but it will have the eon-

vcnienoo of contralizatinn, and contiguity to the

Now Street and Snow Hill Stations. The iirehiteet

is Mr. Balcewcdl. of Bennett's-hill ; the quantities

were supplied by Jtr. John Davis, Ann-street ; and

Mr. Charles Jones, Belmont-row, is tho builder.

The building, it is expected, will cost about .i;2,000.

EESTORATIONS, KTC.

Bisllorsa.\TE.—St. Etbelburga's Church has for

some time boon undergoing extensive alterations

and repairs, whilst the interior has beeii entirely

refitteil. The whole of the cumbrous pews and

galleries have boon removed, and the floor has boon

laid with Miuton's tiles ; whilst the organ has been

enlarged, and placed upon the lloor to the south^ of

the altar. The nave and aisle bavo boon fitted with

open seats of an appropriate design, and tho church

has boon exceedingly well lighted. The chancel is

now separated from the nave by a dwarf screen of

Caen stone. A new stone pulpit has been fitted,

and is in accordance with the architecture of the

church. There remains much to be done ; the

windows all require to bo reinstated to their ori.ginal

be:iuty by having them unblocked, and stone niul-

lions placed therein, and stained glass is also

desirable ; additional funds will be required before

these- further improvements can bo carried out.

—

Citij Pivss.

Deduam.—Tho church of St. Mary, Dedbam,
Essex, has been restored. The church is of the

Perpendicular style of Gothic architecture, built

in the reign of Henry VII., and consistsof a large

and lofty western tower, containing a fine peal of

ten bells ; nave and aisles, north and south porches,

and chancel. The interior previous to its restora-

tion was encumbered with galleries and square un-

sightly pews, and the western end was used as a

vestry and engine-room. The masonry of the win-

dows had been removed, and the whole interior was
disfigured by whitewash. The old pewing has been

cleared away, and new opfn benches of deal sub-

stituted in their stead. A boarded floor has bec.'n

placed under the seats, and briek-aud-tile floors in

the passages. The windows, both of the aisles and

clerestory, have been restored by various douors
;

and one has boon filled with stained glass, the gift

of the vicar. The south door is new, tho old one

being much decayed ; and the west door has been

restored. In the nave the sis arches on each side,^

as well as all tho stone-work, have been cleaned of

paint and whitewash, and the walls have been re-

plastered. Steps of Portland stone have 'been

placed in the chancel, which has been furnished

with seats on each side. The restorations have been
designed end superintended by Mr. James Roberts,

architect, of Dedbam ; the contractor was Mr.
Saunders, of the same place, assisted by Messrs.

Barber and Howard ; the communion furniture was
supplied by Messrs. Jones and AVillis, of London
and Birmingham ; and a now stained glass window
by Mr. J. King, of Ipswich.

Stapi.eford Tawnet. — The Essex Standard
says:

—"Tho church of St. Mary, Stapleford

Tawuey, which was re-opened, after a thorough
restoration, on the 2.')th ult., would appear to have

been erected about 1300 A. D.—probably on or near
the site of an earlier edifice, for the parish derives

its appellation of Tawney from the family of Do
Taney, whose name appears among the followers of

William of Normandy. There was attached to it

an ancient chajielry, the pointed triplet window of

which indicates cither late Normnn or Early Eng-
lish. Tho building sutfered considerable damage in

tho war of the Commonwealth, which probably led

to the closing of the chapolry, which was afterwa.rds

used partly tor a vestry and partly for a lumber-

room. This has now been thrown oiion to the rest

of the church, restored to its primitive condition.

The windows in the nave, square-headed, and of

wood, have been replaced by good specimens of

Early English, in Bath stono. Some of the old oak

open benches have been retained, and the whole

have been made to correspond with them. The
flooring has boon re-laid throughout with tiles in

th" aisle and chancel, and with seasoned wood
within the sittings. The roof has been reopened,

an unseemly gallery removed, and the woodwork of

the west end repaired and restored. A new and
elegant east window replaces the former dilapidated

Tudor one. A vestry-room has been added to the

north side of the nave and chancel, while a solid

enclosed porch, corresponding with the character of

the whole edifice, ornaments the south entrance,

which has also been restored, and presents a very

nice specimen of an Early English doorway. An
appropriate stone xralpit is placed in the north

junction of the nave and chancel, while the prayer-

desk and lectern, of pine wood, occupy the opposite

side in front of the chapelry." The architect was J.

Turner, Esq., of Wilton-street, PimUco, and the

builder Mr. G. Carter, of Hoi oway-road, Islington.

fioss.—The Baptist Chapel at Ross, Hereford, has

been reopened after improvement,

Uowdex.—The Grammar School of Howden,
Leeds, is about to bo restored.

Blunham, Bedford. — Blunham Church was

opcnetl on Pridayafter restoration. .\ei'orJing to the

IS.'Jford Tillies, " there is no mutihition of original

features, no substitution of modern trash, no per-

version of ancient art. But there has been a judi-

cious reparation of such portions as wore decayed,

and a removal of tho extremely ugly and unseemly

pews which so grievously disfigured tho interior.

The elfect of this removal is most startling ; and

when wo add that capacious uniform sittings have

bei'U substituted throiigbout the nave and aisles, it

will be admitted that the restoration is not only

justifiable but most cridltiilde. The seats are con-

structed of oak, and display very good design and

workmanship. The plastered ceiling has been re-

moved, and a fine wooden roof is now displayed.

Tho ohancel—always a noble feature in this chuieh

—now has its fine proportions well displayed ; and,

through the liberality of tho venerable rector and

his family, it has been enriched by some excellent

oak stalls, the panel work and carved ends of which

show superior workmanship. Tho floor is laid with

encaustic tiles, arranged upon one of tho most

beautiful designs produced at Minton's works—that
portion within tho altar screen having a different

arrangement of colours, but equally eftectiyo. The
altar screen, in two parts, is chaste in desi.gn, and

has some exquisite car\'ing. The east window re-

mains as before, but its restoration is probably only

a question of time." The works were carried out

from the designs of Messrs. Rattee and Kott, of

Cambridge.

FOUNDATION STONES.

Birmingham.—On Friday last the Earl of Dudley
laid the foundation-stone of the Dudley Mechanics'

Institute, in Wolverhampton-street, Birming-
ham. The design of the building, by Mr. Bourne,
is of Italian Palatial character. It will he

fronted with stone. Tho street elevation will

consist of two orders of attached Doric columns,

with entablatures, anta?, &c., the upper frieze

being sculptured from a classic design. The
principal entrance doors and windows on either

side will bo semi-circular, and the windows in the

upper order will have ofTective cornices and archi-

traves. The fence or screen next the footpath in

front of the basement will consist of stcme balus-

trade. At the rear, forming the librarian's pri-

vate entrance, will be a tower, surmounted with a

balustrade, with enriched urns at the corners.

The romaiuder of the building wiU be faced with
yellow brick. The interior mil consist of vestibule,

hall, public hall, committee-room, minor lecture-

room, or class-rooms, museum, second class-room,

reading-room, library, laboratory, and leeturo-

room. The public hall will be 41 ft. by 7-4 ft. in.

;

the committee-room 25 ft. 9 in. by 19 ft. 6 in. ; tho

reading-room 2.5 ft. 9 in. by 2/ ft. ; the library 23 ft.

by 29 ft. : the laboratory 25 ft. by 22 ft. 6 in. ; tho

minor lecture-room 41 ft. by 19 ft. in. ; the

museum 23 ft. by 56 ft. 6 in. ; the class-room 31 ft.

by IG ft. The builder is Mr. Millward, and the

cost is estimated at about £4,000.

Dublin.—The first stone of the Presbyterian

Church, which is about being built by Mr. Alex-

ander Findlater, in Rutland-square, Dublin, was
laid on Wednesday week. This edifice, which will

be raised by the munificence of one individual, will

cost about £12,000, independent of the value of the
site, for which £3,600 has been subscribed by the

congregation.

Egre.mont.—On Tuesday Inst the foundation-

stone of a new United Presbyterian Church, at

Egremont, was pubUcly laid by Samuel Stitt, Esq.

The style of the building is Grecian. It is contem-
plated to provide sitting accommodation for 700
persons, but in the plans provision has been made
which will enable accommodation to be given to 200

additional persons. The cost of the edifice is

estimated at £3,000, and of this sum .£1,8(10 has
already been subscribed.

Wigtown'.—The foundation-stone of the new
county buildings in Wigtown was formally laid on
Monday by Viscount Dalrymple, Lord-Lieutenant
of the county.

Staiufb 61;iss.

Newark.—The design for the stained window to

the memory of the late Prince Consort, to be

erected in St. Mary's Church, has been agreed
upon. The dimensions of the window are, width,

10 ft. 3 in. ; height, to springing of arch, 29 ft.,

height to apex, 39 ft. 9 in. At the top the subject

is, "Angels in Heaven," immediately beneath
which is a representation of the Ascension of our
Saviour, surrounded by the eleven Apostles. The
Crucifixion occupies the middle part of the lower
compartment ; on the loft side is the Appearance to

Mary in the Garden, and the three Marys at tho

Sepulchre. The Adoration of the Kings and the

Annunciation are represented on the other side. A
deep rich border is to be inserted across the bottom,

and a brass plate, bearing an inscription, will be

placed underneath. The estimated cost is £950.

Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham, have furnished

the design, and wilL it ia expected, execute the

work, which is calculated to occupy them two

years.

Tiirap.ston.—A handsome window is proposed to

be erected in the parish church of Thrapston,

Northamptonshire, m memory of the late John

Vorke, Esq.

Wihttlksea. — Last week, the workmen of

Jlessrs. Heaton and Co., of London, under the

suporintendeuce and designs of the architect (Mr.

l!,ob(,Tt Speecbly), were engaged in inserting two

stained glass memorial windows to tho memory of

tlie late Sir Harry Smith, in the chapel of St.

Mary's Church, Whittlesoa, Cambridgeshire.

Tho two windows contain six lights, each of wduch

is filled in with an Apostle; the tracery above,

which is of tho Deeorativo character, is filled with

ornamental glazed patterns.

Uowden.—The parish church of Howden, Leeds,

is about to receive, in the east end, a stained glass

window, as a memorial of the late Rev. W. Schol-

field, of Sand Hall.

Edinriirgh.—At the north-west ^end of the new
ehurch for tho Pilrig Free Church congregation.

Edinburgh, a stained glass window has been filled

in by Messrs. Ballantine and Son, George-street, of

that city. At the other end of the church, another

window has been placed, and the side windows of

the gallery are filled with stained glass by Messrs.

Field and Allan, of Leith.

t^fntral Items.

Interesting Antiquarian Discovery in the
North Riding.—At Smnton Heights, in the North
RidiDg of Yorkshire, a somewhat remarkable sepul-

chral discovery has just been made. A few days

ago, a labourer set about opening a mound of earth

of considerable extent, which seems to have been an
ancient burial mound, much levelled by a great

number of years of surface tillage. About 3 ft, from
the surface a layer of blue clay (which must have
been brought a ^ong distance, there being no such

deposit near) was spread over the apex of the

mound, as if to prevent the percolation of water
from the surface. Below the clay, in a comparatively

dry state, several large stones were found, which
appeared to have been piled round an urn, of very

slightly baked clay, containing ashes. This urn,

through want of proper care, was brokou up into

numerous fragments. Along with the uru was
found a bronze pin or needle (traces of an eye re-

maining), about 2^ in. long; but no other article of

metal seems to have been met with. There was
also a deposit of a species of fruit, dried and moul-
dering, but surprisingly p?rfect in form, of which
nearly 30 specimens were gathered. Tht'se relics

were taken to Mr. George Pycock, of Malton, who
is disposed to pronounce the grave to be British, and
probably that ef a Druid. He is of opinion that the

dried fruits are those of the misletoe. Mr. Pycock
has made research in many of the barrows in the

neighbourhood, but never previously met with one
containing any vegetable remains, nor covered
with clay. Judging from the appearance of the

surrounding surface, the burial has been a surface

one, over which the barrow has been subsequently
raised.

The Society of Antiquaries op Scotlanh.—
The first meeting of tho eighty-third session of this

body was held in the Royal Institution on Friday,

Mr. D. Laiug, vice-president, in the chair. The
office-bearers for the ensuing year were elected :

—

His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G. was elected

president, and Mr. James T. Gibson-Craig, Mr.
Cosmo Innes, and Mr. Josojih Robertson, vice-pre-

sidents. Lord Elcho, Mr. George Patton, Dr.
Robert Paterson, Mr. D. Milne Home, Professor

J. Y. Simpson, Mr. W. F. Skene, Professor Wil-
liam Stevenson, Mr. J. Hill Burton, and Mr. Wil-
liam Forbes, were chosen councillors for the ensuing
year. The following gentlemen were elected

honorary members, viz., Prince Lucien Bonaparte,
and Dr. Frederick Keeler of Zurich. Mr. Walter
Elliot, of Wolflee, was elected a Fellow. The
Prince of Wales was elected an honorary member
by acclamation. Mr. Stuart read the annual re-

port of the keeper of the museum, from which it

appeared that from December 1861 to October
lS(32j the museum had been visited by 72,30" indi-

viduals, and that the collection in the museum had
been increased by the addition of 291 articles,

partly by purchase and partly by donation ; 94
coins and medals, while G5 volumes had been added
to the library. The next meeting is to bo held on
Monday the Sth inst., when a lecture on ancient

Edinburgh is to be delivered by Mr. David Laing,

the retiring vice-president.

A Wonderful Balloon ! — Galignani dee*

cribes a newly-invented balloon as being very
wonderful :

— ^* The new Montgolfier balloon, in-

vented by M. Godard, the aeronaut, has a capacity

of 4,300 metres. The car is provided with an appa-
ratus which enables the aeronaut to ascend without
either gas or ballast, and to descend or go higher
up at pleasure. This apparatus consists of a kind
of stove formed by three cylinders, separated from
each other by insulating substancesj whereby all
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danger of fire is averted. Tlic flame is completely

under the control of the aerial traveller, and is

prevented from rising too high by a cap of wire

ganze. M. Godard asserts that he can inflate his

balloon in 30 minutes, and load it with from 000 to

800 kiloEframmes over and above the weight of his

person and his accessories, and, uioreover, that his

balloon may be pierced with a bombshell without
endangering the aeronaut, who can himself cast

projectiles of any kind with impunity. Should
this new invention succeed, this balloon may be of

considerable service in time of war."

Windsor Castle.—The walls of the Rubens
Room, or King's Drawing Room, at Windsor Castle,

have just been hung with a rich crimson-figured
satin, the pattern being the Royal Arras. Th-^

Council Chamber has also heen hung with crimson
damask satin, the design being a wreath of laurels

surmounting the Royal Crown. The picture-frames
in these rooms have all been regilded. It is -30 years

since the walls of the apartments were decorated in

a similar manner.

Sahidic MANuscRirTS.—Mr. Stuart Glennie has
lately broug t from Egypt three Sahidic manu-
scripts, written upon papyrus. These documents are
from the archives of the ancient monastery of St.

Phaebamon, at Hermonthis, near Thebes, long since
destroyed. An old chest was found, some yeai-s ago,
amongst the ruins, containing papyri and skins, of
which a considerable number has been brought to
Euroiie, at different times, by various travellers.

One of the deeds brought by Mr, Glennie possesses
considerable interest from its bearing a date, which
is seldom the ease with these papjTi. It is dated
in the 132nd year of the Saracens and the 466th of
Diocletian, corresponding to the year 750 of oui*

era.

The Society of Painters in Water Colours
ANU THE Lancashire Distress.—The New Society
of Paiuters in Water Colours has set on foot a plan
for obtaiuingaid towards relieving the Lancashire
distress. Each member has been inWted to contri-

bute a painting or sketch in water colours, and
every member of the profession, known to paint in
water colours, is solicited to assist in carrying out
the object. The whole collection to be exhibited
in London, Manchester, and Liverpool, and after-

wards allotted to subscribers as prizes. Subscrip-
tions of a guinea each to the full value of the works
are to be raised, and each subscriber is entitled to
one chance for each guinea subscribed. The officers

and students of the Department of Art, at South
Kensington, have held meetings for the same end,
as have also those attached to the London Univer-
sity.

Bedfordshire Arch.eological Society. — A
general meeting of this society was held on the ISth
ult., when a grant of £10 towards the restoration
of Northill Church was made, on the apphcation of
the Rev, A. S, Pott. A similar gi-ant of £10 was
made towards the restoration of Renhold Church,
on the application of the Rev. L. Sp.mcer. The
Bishop of Ely was elected patron of this society,

and the DuUe of Manchester president. The fol-

lowing were elected vice-xiresidents for the ensuing
year :

— Earl Cowper (Lord Lieutenant), Lord
Dynevor, Lord C. J. F. Russell, Col. Gilpin, M.P.,
Hastings Russell, Esq., M.P., Lieut-Cul. Stuart,
M.P., Archdeacon Tattam, C. Longnet Higgins,
Esq., Lieut-Cul. Higgins, H. Littledale, Esq.,
Capt. Polhill Turner, Talbot Barnard, Esq.j Joseph
Tucker, Esq.

Christian Art.—On Monday week Mr. Francis
Drake delivered in the rooms of the Literary and
Philosophical Society, Leicester, a lecture on
'* Christian Art," in which he gave an interesting
account of its rise and progress, and also an expla-
nation of some of the principal features of its

symbolism. With regard to the latter portion of his
subject, he observed that there wasnothingremark-
able in the assertion that symbolism was the very
soul of Gothic art, or, as it ought to have been called.
Christian art, seeing, that as a man is constituted,
all the results of his imaginative faculty was of ne-
cessity symbolical or allegorical, for he used the
terms synonymously. Thus all art was symbolical,
and symbolism was the life of all art. In true art,
synibolism never detracted from the reality, nor set
aside the end in view. Thus a Christian Church
was reared for the worship of God, and no symbo-
lism could set aside that end, for the very essence of
Christianity was symbolism. Apart from Clu'is-
tianity, the allegories would represent the forms
and shadows of that antiquity whose sj^irit and life
is gone, for the deep philosophy of Paganism, as well
as of Jewism, had ceased to pulsate, ere the founder
of Christianity appeared. True art was becoming
efetCj and reciuired some new direction for its im-
pulses; this it found in Christianity, and its influ-
ence upon art had been the surest and most suc-
cessful ; therefore it was that in Christian or Gothic
art symbolism reached a luxuriance and pliability
never before acquired. Symbolism was not an
after-thought of the artists, but it appears to have
arisen synchronously with the art itself in the
minds of the artists. An interesting discussion
followed.

Discovery of a Curious Old Watch at Calder

House.—There was lately found in an old cabinet
in Calder House, Mid-Calder, the seat of the Right
Hon. Lord TorpicheUj a very curious and beautifully

constructed watch, evidently of great age. The
maker's name, " Samuel Aspinwail," is inscribed
inside, but no date. The outer case is of steel open
work studded mth silver ; the inner case is of open
silver work, displaying ths eagle, the rose, and the
lily, &c., &e. The dial is of silver, and has a beau-
tifully-executed engra\'ing, supposed ti^ represent
the * Accusation of Susannah by the Elders." The
watch is furnished with an hour hand only, and
strikes the hours on a fini'-toned bell, which also

serves the purpose of an inner case. The watch is

about 2u in. in diameter by 1 in. in depth, and dis-

plays great artistic skill, both in its inuer and
outer construction. It has appended in it, by a
steel chain, two old-fashioned seals—one of steel and
the other of jasper—both cut with the armorial
bearings of the noble family of Torpichen. This
watch has been shown to several antiquaries and
watchmakers, none of whom can fix the precise

date of its construction ; but they suppose it to

have been made about the time of Charles II. In
the old "cabinet alluded to, and which in all pro-
bability had not been opened for a eentui-y, there
were also found a number of valuable and curious
artieh^s.

—

Cuttrant.

Chester School of Art.—On Friday and
Saturday week the Inspector of Schools of Art
visited Chester for the purpose of hohUng the
annual examinations. About 800 of Mr. David-
son's pupils were presented for examination in the
various branches of art, and worked exercises in the
presence of the inspector in groups of about 120,
each grouii having one hour allowed. The diocesan
school was lent by the managers for the purpose on
Friday, and, on Saturday the examination at the
Training College took place in the morning, and
that at the Central School of Ai-t in the afternoon
and evening. The students in the Crewe Branch
were examined at the Crewe Institution on Friday
evening. The drawings have been forwarded to
London for revision.

The Three Largest English Pulpits.— The
three largest English pulpits are Mr. Penrose's
under the dome of St. Paul's, Mr. Scott's in the
nave of Westminster Abbey, and that in Doncaster
parish church. St. Paul's is the highest, but the
Doncaster one is a little wider across the top, which
ispart of a circle of 24 ft. circumference. They are all

aUke in rejecting the stereotyped little book-desk of
modern pulpits, havingthe wholeofthetopof i>roper
height and width to serve for a desk. The Don-
caster one is sloped, the others flat. St. Paul's is a
large round marble box set upon tall pillars, without
a central one, and it is of course in the Italian
or Renaissance style of the cathedral. The W^est-

minster and Doncaster pulpits are both Gothic,
but of very different types, the former being Italian

Gothic (the stylo so niucli lauded by Mr. Rusldn),
and wholly devoid of arcuation, the chief charac-
teristic of northern Gotluc work, while the latter

may be described as a deep, open, circular arcade,
supported on arched corbels springing from a low
round pillar 5 ft. thick, with a raking arcaded stair-

case balustrade, and ornamented with foliage of the
Decorated English Gothic style. The Westminster
pulpit is an octagonal box with a marble top and
flat stone sides, each of which has a medalUon
carving in the middle and a human figure at the
corner, under a small canopy. At Doncaster the
top is of stone, but there are marble shafts to each
pier of the arcade.

The Boulevard de la Reine Hortense.—
The Paris correspondent of the Star says :

—" The
Boulevard de la Reine Hortense, the handsomest
street among the group of new ones in that neigh-
bourhood, covers the canal that runs from La
Villette to the Bastille. This gigantic viaduct was
formed at such a great cost that engineers think it

would have been cheaper to have knocked down
half-a-dozen streets, and left the canal hs it was.
Be that as it may, the effect produced is propor-
tionate to the expense. Already this boulevard is

j)lanted at each side with a double row of weU-
grown trees. The monotonous appearance pro-
duced by long files of houses, built in a line as
straight as the course of a camion ball, is broken by
squares, gardens, and ornamental fountains, from
which are visible the statue of Prince Eugene, the
new arch of triumph, and a group of new theatres,

which are on the i>oint of being built at the place
formed by the junction of the Boulevard du Prince
Eugene and the Boulevard du Temple. In this

part of Paris, the Compagnie ImmobiUere are also
to buUd the streets in which they promise comfort-
able apartments at very moderate rents, although
in the immcdiade vicinity of several theatres, and
other attractions of a similar kind. The State has
granted them permission to borrow a certain num-
ber of millions of francs in shares of lOOf. each.

Memorial to Wills, the Australiax Ex-
plorer.—A fund has been raised in Totnes, the
nativetownof the late brave and enterprising Aus-
tralian explorer, who, it will be remembered, lost
his life during the recent and unfortunate expadition
of tha lamented Burke, with which it is proposed to

commemorate his memory in a suitable and lasting
manner. Some difference of opinion appears to
exist as to the form of the memorial. Mr. W.
Oldrey has suggested and called a meeting of the sub-
scribers to take his proposal into consideration *'that
a reservoir should be constructed, to be called the
WUls Reservoir," which would be of much service
to the place by providing an ample sux:iply of water
for general purposes, and for better security against
fire. Mr. Oldrey also contemplates the erection of
a fountain on the plains in conjunction with his
schetue. The plan is entertained with much favour
by the innabitants, many of whom have promised to
double their donations in order to carry out Mr.
Oldrey's useful suggestions in an efficient manner.

Discovery op Ancient Coins.'—A crock, con-
taining from 1,200 to 1,500 ancient coins, was dis-

covered last week by two Belgians while worlangiu
the wood of Collinances, near Thury-en-Valois
(Oise). They consist principally of coins ofthe 11th
and 12th centuries, and include, among others, some
bearing the effigies of Gauthier 1., Bishop of M.-aux,
1045-1082; Thibaut I., struck at Troyes, 104^;
Thibaut I. or XL, struck at Provins ; Burcard,
Bishop of Meaux, 1120-1175 ; Henry I. or II., struck
at Provins and at Troyes ; Louis VI. or VII., struck
at Sens. The whole are generally in a bad state of
preservation.

Houses, for the Operatives of Paris.—The
French Government has determined to accomplish
a reform in the dwellings ofthe operative classes in
Paris, and is about to commence by the construc-
tion of a cite modeU on the Boulevard Mazas for

unmarried workmen. The situaton is well chosen,
being in the centre of the manufacturing quarter
of Paris. The proposcid building is to be five stories

high, and each floor is to bo di\'ided into small
rooms completely separated, and to be approached
by a spacious staircase. The ground floor is to be
appropriated to a reception-roo:n or common hall,

open to all the lodgers, t5 a* restaurant or dining
room, an office for the dirc':;tor, and an apartment
for the house -porter.

Glasgoav Arch/eological Society.—On Mon-
day night, the annual meeting and couvcrmzloiie of
this society took place in the Religious Institution

Rooms, Glasgow. After the annual report had
been read, the chairman gave the opening address.

Mr. Scoular afterwards addressed the meeting at

j

some length on the archaeological bearings of crani-

I

ology.

j

Arc hitectural Institute op Scotland.—
j
The annual genc'ral meeting of the Aw hitectural

Institute of Scotland will be held in the Hall of the
Royal Society of Arts, No. 11/, George-street,

Edinburgh, this (Friday) evening, at eight o'clock.

Lord Jer^uswood will preside. The report of the
council of management for the past session will bo
read. Lord Jerviswoode will open the present ses-

sion by an introductory address, and a paper will be
read by David IM'Gibljon, Esq., arcliitcct. Subject,
" A few remarks on Gothic Arcbitectm-e in Scot-

land." The members of the Institute have been in-

vited to contribute papers or communications upon
the following subjects of architectural interest:—
"Scottish Castellated Structures;" "Ecclesiastical

Edifices ;" **Tbe Ancient Domestic Architecture of

Scotland ;" " Architecture of other Cnuntrics,

ancient and modern ;" " Farm Buildings ;" " Cot-

tages for the Working Classes, &c. ;" "The Appli-

cation of Glass, Iron, and Brick-work to Drains and
other Structures;" Interior Decoration ;" "Ven-
tilation and Sewerage " and, in general, on any
subject connected either vnih the mechanical and
constructive, or domestic branches of Architecture.

On Monday last a paper, by Mr. A. W. Makinson,
M. Inst. C. B., " On sumo of the Internal Disturb-

ing Forces of Locomotive Engines," was read before

the Institution of Civil Engineers,

At a recent sitting of the Belgian Chamber of
Deputies, the bill for opening a credit of 5UO,O00f.

for the execution of public works in the towns suf-

fering from the cotton crisis was passed by G5 votes

to 4.

They who wish to build up the structure of hap-
piness must lay virtue as the foundation stone.

Marshal Randon, the French Minister of War,
has lately visited the miUtary stores and bakery of

Paris. Before quitting the building the Marshal
examined minutely a machine lately invented for

extinguishing a fire at its commencement. There is

a boiler attached to the machine, from which hot
water is thrown on the fire. This water is driven
with such force by the pressure of steam that it

reaches every part of the building,

A new organ has been opened in the church of St.

Matthias, Richmond-hill.

It is currently rumoured that the Rhymney rail-

way has been sold for £9;j,UU0, and is likely soon to

pass into the possession of a powerful railway com-
pany.

Twenty-six bronze plates, with Ilimyaritic in-

scriiitions, have been brought from Arabia and
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proaontocl to tlie British Museum l)y Colonel

Coj?hlau. Another plate of the samo Iniid has also

been presented by Captain rinyfiiir. Photo^n'iiphio

copies nt' tliewe ami otlier HimyariHi' inseriplions

are now in tlie hands of Professor Usiauder, who is

onj^ai^ed in their decipherment.

The director of the Sch'^ol of Arts in Athens has

been dismissed after a popular demi>nstration against

him, because he would not consent to have a por-

trait of King Otho—of groat artistical value, and
which served as a model for the pupils—committed
to the flumes.

A literary and artistic convention is about to bo

made between Belgium and Russia, under which
authors and artists of each country will enjoy in the

other an absolute right over theirworks during their

own lives, and with transmission to their heirs for

ten or twenty years.

The Pennyslvania llailroad Company are having
iron cars constructed for iise on their roail. It is

supposed that they will be much lighter and stronger

than wooden cars, last much longer, and be more
Beeure from accident.

A New York paper states that on the l-'Jtli nit. a
telei^raphie despatch was sent from New York to

S;in Fr;ini.isco between 4 and 5 in the afternoon, and
the answer was received between and ", long be-

fore the hour had arrived at San Francisco, at which
the original message was sent from New York. Tlic

distance is about 3,500 miles.

A prospectus has been issued of the Lagunazo
Sulphur and Copper Company, with a capital of

£30,000, in shares of £1 each. The undertaking
was commenced with .€8,000, in 18G0, to work cer-

tain copper mines in the proHnce of Hnelva, in

Spain, and it is now stated that further capital is

required for machinery, &c., to reduce the ores that

have been laid open.

At a special meeting, on Tuesday last, of the
Electric and International Telgraph Company,
the Chair.man (the Hon. R. Grunston) stated that
the m;iiu lines of the Company were gradually
being choked up with business. To meet this in-

crease of business, they would be prepared in May
next with new lines of communication to Scotland,
the North, and the manufacturing districts.

"The works on the main line of the Metropolitan
Railway are nearly completed, with the exception
of the Paddington Junction, or Bishop's-road sta-

tion. No day has yet been fixed for the opening of

the railway, but it is believed about the middle of

next month will bo the time of opening the line for

public trafic.

Gold has been discovered in Mayo, and upwards
of 200 men are now at work there digging. Several
nuggets have been fonnd.

A fire broke out in'Gosfort Chhurch, Cumberland,
on Sunday morning last. The damage done was
about £200. The seat of the fire was found to be
near the stove chimney. There were, it appears,
two ceiling joists, the ends of which had been put
into the chimney, and which had evidently be^m
smouldering for some time, and the stove fire had
been kindled on the preN^ious evening.

The total production of pig-i?on in the United
Kingdom, last year, is estimated at .3,712,.390 tons,

the county of Durham supplying 312,0.30 tons.

Next session, ParUameut is to be applied to grant
powers for carrying out several important public
works in Newcastle, among which will be a Dock,
another Gas Company, a Peoples* Park, an exten-

sion of the present Water Company, and a new
Bank.

On Wednesday week the Admiralty published a
large blue book, containing the detailed accounts of

the cost ofthe various articles produced in the work-
shops ofher Majesty's dockyards and steam factories.

The inhabitants of Howdon and Willington Qnay
are likely to meet, shortly, with a view to take pre-

liminary measures for applying the provisions of the
Local Government Act to those WUages. The
condition of the streets of Willington Quay is said to

be most deplorable. •

It is said tliat in consequence of the amalgama-
tion of the Dundee and Perth Railway with the

Scottish Central, the Victoria station of the Dundee
and Perth Railway, at Perth, is likely to be done
away with, and that the ordinary passenger statirm

on the Dundee and Perth line, in Perth, will in

future be at the general terminus.

The 'exact spot where the famous German poet.

Burger, lay buried, has long been matter of contro-

versy ; but it has at last been discovered that a Doric
column, bearing an nrn, in a Gottingen cemetery,
marks the poet's resting place. The pillar bears the

iTiscription
—" The town of Gottingen to the poet,

August Berger."
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f atcnts iini Inkntions
CONNKCTKD WITH THE BuiLDlKG TllADK.

(From the Mechanics' Magazine.)

1239. A. V. Newton. Lamps for hurniug coal, oil, and
other hydro-carbons. (A communication.) Dated April

26, 1862.

The metal wick tube of the burner of thcao lamjiB is sur-

rounneil l)y a tube of earthy cement, porcelain, pipe, and
other clays, artificial or natural stone, pottery, earthen-

ware, opaquo glass, or other anah)y:oiis materials which
are fi:oO(l non-conductors of heat, and also usins' in conni-c-

tioii therowith a cone or deflector, constructed either of the

material above-namod, or of metal enamelled and attached
tc the tube surrounding the wick tube, in such a manner
as to isolate the cone from the external tube. By this

means ouly a suitable proportion of the heat evolved I)y the

tlamo is conducted down to the lamp, and the llamo is

consequently not supplied with an excess of vapour, but is

provided with a supply of oxygen amply proportionate to

the vaj)our without a draught chimney. Patent abandoned.

I24ti. II. F. Wf.li.s. Improvements in screw clamps or

cramps /or joiners and other ivork. Dated April 29,

18G2.

This invention consists in the use of a notched or plain

bar of metal of any desired length, according to the pur-

pose to which the cramp is to be applied, with one or more
sliding arms formed in the manner described. When one
arm only is used, the end of the bar is turned up to form
an abutment or pressing surface, against which one side of

the material to be clamped, cramped, or compressed, is

placed. The slitling arm is self-fixing by its peculiar form,

and when placed in the proper position upon the bar forms
the other abutment. An ad^justing screw, fitted either in

the head of the bar, or in the end of the sliding arm, or in

both, completes the cramp. In place of twining one end
of the bar up, a plain bar, notched in opposite directions,

and two sliding arms, may be added. The sliding anus are

formed with a hole or slot at one end, through which the
bar can be passed. The arms can thus be moved along the

bar to any required position. Patent completed.

1260. E. B. Wilson. An improvement in thfi machinery
or apj)aratus used in the manufacture 0/ malleable iron and
steel. Dated April 29, 1862.

This consists iu placing the tuyere or tuyers of the con-

verting vessel (wfciich is suspended on axles) above the
molten vessel, and in blowing down upon or through the
metal, in place of blowing up through the same as hereto-

.'ore. Patent completed.

1269. G. Davies. Improvements in the manufacture of
nails, screws, and other analogous articles in nuilleable cast

iron. (A communication.) Dated April 30, 1862.

The patentee claims the substitution of malleable cast

iron for wrought iron in the manufacture of nails for stove

making and other purposes, and of various small articles

of ironmongery, which may he either covered with a coating
of another metal or not, as described. Patent comj^leted.

1270. A. T. MiCRCiEB. Improvements in weaving looms.

Dated April 30, 1862.

12T6. G. li. BiRKBECK. Tinvrovements in the constructio7i

of couches or settees for tht 'purpose of sitting, lying, or

reclining upon, (A communication.) Dated April 30,

1862.

Here the permanent seat of the couch or settee consists

of an elastic surface, formed by springs, or stuffed with
elastic materials, and beneath this surface a drawer or re-

ceptacle is formed, which is carried by the framework
(mounted on castors) , which supports and forms the couch
or settee. To one side of the bottom or supporting fi-ame

another frame is joined or hinged, so as to form, when
raised and fixed in an inclined position, an elastic surface

or back to the couch, to rest or recline against. The front

of this hinged frame has a loose or elastic cloth or cover

attached thereto, and is stuffed with suitable soft or elastic

material to form the bed when the frame is moved down
into a horizontal position, so as to rest and be supported
uptju the spring or elastic surface of the couch or settee.

There axe other details. Patent abandoned.

1278. A. Pkinck. a new composition for castingto re~

presvnt marhle, (A communication.) Dated April 30,

1862.
The patentee claims the composition formed of minerals

and waterglass, or silicate of soda, or potash, or both,

substantially in the manner specified, constituting a sub-

stitute for gyjisum and marble, for the purpose of casting

copies of figures, busts, relievos, and articles of sculpture

of every kind, &c. Patent completed.

1288. W. B. Smith and W. Benketts. Improvements in

thf method of and apparatus for preventing the injurious

effects occasioned by smoke, sulphur, aud the deleterious

gases which escape from stacks, chimneys, calcining houses,

chemical and other furnaces. Dated May 1, 1862.

Here the flue, which is conducted from the back of the

fire, must be carried on to a small case, in which is a blast

fan, from whence the flue must be continued to a chamber,
or, if need be, to a succession of chambers. When the
blast fau is made to revolve rapidiy, it causes a draft in the
flue, which can be regulated as desired, and which carries

onward the smoke and the gases evolved during combustion,
and the air which pusses into the fire and discharges when
into a chamber or a succession of chambers, where they are

treated according to their nature, no air being allowed to

escape but that which is harmless, and this is passed

through a finely perforated metallic plate, or through a
sheet of canvas, which is affixed to the outlet from the
chamber into which they are discharged. Patent aban-
doned..

1289. C. P. A. DoucHAiK. Lnprovements in appara.
tiis for letting in or shutting off water or other liquids.

Dated May 1. 1862.

This consists in the construction of a sump cock, which
may be visited and repaired without removal from the con-
duit or pipe to which it is fitted. For this purpose, the
cast-iron sump, which is conical, carries two hollow dove-

tailed fillets, in each of which dovetail a leather washer
or guage corresponding with the cock, and fixed simply by

the dilitation of the leather, which is placed on its thick-

ness when wet, a little ammonia being added when neces-

sary to fix the oxydation. This leather, thus held on the
sumj), rubs against two surfaces, in brass or bronze, of a

cone forming one body with the cast-iron cock, having pre-

viously been turned with it, and imprisoned by a hydrau-
lic press and conical mandril. Thus the cock is of one
piece, which lessens the chance of leakage; and in case of

accident to the leather washers, they may be rapidly

replaced by taking the upper part of the cock to pieces,

lifting out the sump, cutting the old washers into two or

three pieces to permit their withdrawal, and substituting

new ones, which are all turned of the same calibre or

guage. This arrangement is also applicable to all kinds

of cocks. Patent completed.

1298. C. AsnwELL. An improved safety fastening, applic-

able to the locks of ioors. Dated May 2, 1862.

This invention consists in a piece of mechanism of the

following conBtniction:~Tn the middle of the length of a
piece of wood, or other material, a slot is formed, about an
inch in length, in which is fitted a sliding hook, the lower

end of whicli protrudes through the said slot, aud is fitted

with a thu?nb screw; another hook is screwed into the
solid part of the wood, near to one end of the aforesaid slot,

the bows of said hooks being jjlaced in opposite direc-

tions, thus, )(; on one and the same side of the piece of

wood a hole is formed crosswise Through each end of tho
aforesaid piece of wood, in which a ring is placed, each ring
having a long cord fastened thereto. To uae this improved
safety fastening the moveable hook is slackened, and tho
points of tho two hooks passed through the bow of tho key
in the lock of the door, the key being inserted in that side

of the lock which is in the room ; and, sui)posing it to be a
bedroom, the occupant, on retiring to rest, having first

locked the door, he inserts the hooks of the fastening in tho
bow of the key, and, pushing the sliding hook outwards to
its full extent, screws it tightly in that position, and pro-
ceeds to place the strings aforesaid behind the pillow of his

bed, or in any other place within his reach when in bed.

By pulling one string the key will be turned partly round
and tho door unlocked, and by pulling the other string tho
door may be locked without the person having to get out of

bed for tlui* purpose. Patent abandoned,

1300. C. F. WniTwoKTU. Improvements in apparatus for
siyuntling upon railways, Dated May 2, 1862.

The oljjccts of this invention are to provide against any
liability to collisions, especially where there are steep
graxlients, curved cuttings or tunnels, and other ol.scure

places. To provide a warning of the approach of trains
to stations, crossings, opening bridges, and other places.

To afford means of ascartaining at an/ time whether a dis-

tant sWn;'.I is ..u or off, although from some local ohstruc-
: ; ..,, tog, storm, or other casualty, the signal itself may be
invisible. The peculiar merits of this invention are, that
all that the proposed advantages are obtained by combined
means, so arranged, that very little power and momentum
are required to ensure efficient action, and the concussion of
impact, even at the highest velocity of trains, is so slight

as to preclude all liability to fracture or derangement in

action. The invention consists in certain arrangements of

apparatuses (which cannot be described without reference

to the drawings) which, by the aid of electro-magnetism,
work signals upon railways. Patent completed,

1302. J. W. Gill. Improved apparatus for turning up
and pulverizing the soil of land for cultivation. Dated May
2, 1862.

This invention consists, principally, of a cylinder with
plates, lines, or o*her suitable implements projecting there-

from, which cylinder is connected to a traction engine, and
is thereby drawn slowly over the land, at the same time that
it is caused to revolve rapidly on a horizontal axis, by means
of bands or suitable gearing driven by the engine, and thus
to turn up and pulverize the soil. Patent abandoned.

1306, J. BitiEULEY. Improvements in the construction of
fire-plugs, or values, to be used in extinguishing fires, or

other pui'poses where tvater is required to be drawn from
mains under pressure. Dated May 3, 1862.

The object of this invention is to construct fire-plugs, or

valves, in such a manner that the flow of water from the
main is unimpeded by any of the working pats of the
valve, and, by thus reducing the friction, to secure the

greatest amount of effective force. Patent abandoned.

1307. H. JuHEL. Improvements in wheels. (A commu-
nication.) Dated May 3, 1862.

This invention consists in substituting for the ordinary
flat band an elbowed-concave band of iron, steel, or any
other metal, for wheels of every description of carriages.

To this effect, the patentee makes the felly so shaped that it

may receive the elbowed-concave metallic band, which
clamps to the upper part of the said felly, to which it

adheres, without having recourse to the heating of the said

metallic baud, thus avoiding the cineration or carboniza-

tion of the wood, and the subsequent inconvenience th.at

arise from the said cineration or carbonization. This cold

process, besides, allows the use of steel for bands, which
has been hitherto rejected for this manufacture, as it loses,

by the heating process, its primitive and peculiar proper-

ties. Patent completed.

1309. E. Omerod and C. Schiele. Improvements in

machinery or apparatus for cutting or dresi^ing stones,

which are also applicable for hammering, crushing, or other-

wise reducing metals and other materials. Dated May 3,

1862.

This invention relates, principally, to improvements on a
patent granted to Christian Schiele, dated the 22nd day of

February, 1860 (No. 475), and it consists in causing the
swinging tools to strike at an angle before arriving at the
lowest point of motion, and in guiding ithem past or over

tlie block of stone to be cut or dressed, preventing any sub-

sequent contact. The patentees also guide them in their

course during the swinging out, by centrifugal force, and
control their position when striking the material, as well as

regulating the depth of the cut or other action, and tho
subsequent reboimd, without interferring with any earlier

accidental strokes. Patent completed.

1312. T. SxowDOx. Improvements in the manufacture of
steel tyres, hoops, and cylinders, and in furnaces employed
therein, and applicable to the mdting of steel generally. (A
communication). Dated May 3, 1862.

This invention consists in manufacturing steel tyres,

hoops, and cylinders, in angular crucibles or melting pots,

and in constructing the furnaces with two ormorefiie-
places or gas generators, the flames or heated gases from
which are cai'«^«d t,n impinge and circulate both round the
exterior and,'through the hollow space or interior of tho
crucible or melting j)ot. When employing the furnace f'r

other than angular melting pots, several sep.ar.ite pots or

crucibles, of any ordinary form, may be arranged in oue,

two, or more tiers romid a common centre, so as to leave a
caiitral hollow space for the reception aud passage of the
flame or gases. Patent completed.

1313. J. H. Hkppel. Improvements in the construction

of permanent way of railways. Dated May 3, 1862.

One part of these improvements relates to that descrip-

tion of permanent way where double-he;idcd rails and the
ordinary chair are employed. The inventor constructs lon-
gitudinal sleepers, either of wrought iron or i)uddleJ steel,

the tr.Tiisverse section of which is formed of a trough shape,
with a flange ou either side of the trough. These longitu-

dinal sleepers are placed opposite each other on the road,

ea<;h opposite pair being connected together and kept U>
gauge by means of ^vrought iron tie bars or rods. Upon tl e
bufore-mentioned longitudinal sleepers he fixes the ordinaiy
cast iron chairs carrying the rails. These chairs are placed
transversely across the sleeper, s3 as to rest upon each
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flange of th^ same, to which they are attached by means of

iiins or bolts passing throu-h, and secured either by others,

or by screwed nuts, or by riveting at the underside of the

flanges. Patent ahmnloned,

1320. "W. E. Newton. An improved method of joining

hoxcs. (A communication.) Dated May 3, 1862.

This invention has for its olyect to join the ends of boxes

in a more perfect, neat, and efficient manner than can be

done with nails or glue, or by dovetailing the ends. T'le

invention consists in the employment of strips of metal

bent into an angular form, and inserted endwise into

the slots cut in the bevelled ends of the box stuff, by

sawin-r or otherwise, so that these strips, when inserted,

will bind and secure the corners tightly together. Patent

completed.

Curious Occurrence at Bradford.—On "Wednesday

week, at about a quarter to one o'clock, a pair of shear

legs fixed in front of the new Independent Chapel, now in

course of erection by Messrs. John Moulson and Son, in

Little Horton-lane, Bradford, fell directly across the road,

knocked down some boarding and a street lamp post, and
came in contact with the palisades enclosing the garden in

front of the house at the corner of Crampton-street, and
with the house itself. The palisades were bent and broken,

and the house corner was damaged, some of the stonework

being pounded and a few slates on the roof fractured. The
shear legs, which weighed four or five tons, and stood

between sixty and seventy feet high, were broken into

several pieces. They were secured by gye-ropes and blocks,

and to the fact that one of these gye-ropes, which was fas-

tened to blocks fixed within the area of the chapel, had
been cut or loosened by somebody, the fall of the ponderous
mass of timber is ascribed. It is stated that the machinery
had not been used during the last month, and that the gye-

ropes and blocks, which are believed to have been tampered
with, were observed by some of the workmen to be i[uite

perfect and_ secure on Wednesday morning.

Crieff.—The committee appointed by the Free Church
congregation to get a new manse erected for their newly-
ordained minister, met on the evening of Monday last to

receive offers from the various tradesmen for the erection of

the building. In all cases the lowest offer was accepted.

The total estimates for the mason, plaster, joiner, slater,

and plumber work amounts to £87S, and the contractors
bind themselves to have their several jobs finished by
August.

TENDERS.
H.\STiNGs.—For alteration to No. 1, Prior-cottage, for

Mr. FI. Prior, Hastings, exclusive of plumbing, glazing,
painting, and stone masonry. Mr. Hopkinson, architect :

—

Parks £378 18
Hoadlev and Rogers 360
Stubbeffield 332
Pattenden 329 8 4
White 309 12
Broadhridge (accepted) 290 10

Rrdiiii,!. — For additions to Earlswood Idiot Asylum,
Kedhill, Surrey. Messrs. Field and Hilton, architects!
Quantities supplied :

—
Shearbui-n £4,537
Barnes 4,124
Gammon 3,667
Carruthers,.... 3,526
Sharpington and Cole 3,514

Hastings.—For the erection of one pair of semi-detached
residences, St. Helen's-road, Blacklands, Hastings, for
Mr. Ross. Mr. H. Carjienter, architect. Quantities sup-
plied 1

—
Kenwood £1,540
Jones 1,449
Howell 1,410
Palmer l,:i77

Parks 1,329
Harman 1,316
Longhurst 1,311
Vidler (accepted) 1,215

Upper Tootinp..—For alterations and additions to a
house, at Upper Tooting, for J. W. Morris, Esq. E. H,
Lingen Barker, Esq., architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Patmau and Fotheringham £1,275
Hubbard ... 1,120
Manley antl Rogers 1 ,020
Sharpington and Cole 933

Messrs. Sharpinton and Cole's reduced estimate of £888
ac.':epted.

Woolwich,—For the erection of two shops, Alhert-road,
Woolwich. Mr. Henry J. Lanchester, architect. Quan-
tities not supplied :

—

Searle £700
Sonnex 695
Hammer 590
Coombs 498

Hammersmith.—Building two villas at Hammersmith,
for Mr, Westall. Mr. W, Paice, architect:—

GucTge £802
W. Henshaw 797
W. Bottom and Co 789
Styles 778

CONTRACTS OPEN.
London.—For the construction of brick sewers, 9 miles

2,895 ft. in length, or thereabouts, with other works in
connection therewith, for the Metropolitan Board of
Works. Parties desiring to submit tenders may, on and
after Wednesday, the 12th inst., upon payment of £5 5s.,
obtain plans, sections, specification form of tender, and
other particulars, on application to Mr. Bazalgette,
engineer of the Board, at the office. Spring-gardens,
until Thursday, the 11th day of December next. The
tenders are to be addressed to the clerk of the Board, and
must be delivered at the office before four o'clock on the
last-mentioned day.

MoNAG IIAN.—For alterations and additions to Monaghan
Gaol. Plans and specifications to be seen from 10 to 5
o clock each day, tip to the 13th December next, at the
Gaol, or at the office of the architect, Mr. John M'Curdy,
1, Harcourt-place, Lower Merrion-street, Dublin. Sealed
tenders to be delivered at the gaol on or liefore 2 o'clock
on Monday, the 15th day of December, at which time
there will be a meeting of the Commissioners. No tender

exceeding the sum of £3,000 need be offered, the amount
granted bythe Grand Jury.

ARTniNnTON.—For the construction of a branch line of

railway, three and three-quarter miles in length, from

Arthington-station on the Leeds Northern Lino to Otley.

Plans, sections, and specifications may be seen on and

after the 1st December next, at the Engineer's Office,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where printed forms of tender,

specification, and quantities may ba obtained. Sealed

tenders, addressed to the Secretary, marked " Tender for

Otley Branch," must be delivered at York not later than

12 o'clock, on Thursday, the 11th December, and the

directors will meet at York on the following day to let

the contract.

Madrid.—Por the construction of an iron bridge or via^luct,

to pass over Segovia-street, Madrid. Tenders will he re-

ceived at .the Consistorial Hall, Madrid, on the 30th of

December. The drawings, specifications, and conditions,

can be seen at the Consular Office, 1, Cushion-court, Old

Broad-street, London.

London,—For the supply and keeping in repair of about

1,770 meters, to be affixed to that number of the public

gas lamps mthin the city before the 3lst day of January

next, A specification may be seen at the office of Mr.

W. Haywood, Guildhall. Tenders to be delivered before

the 9th inst,

SoiTTn:noLTON.—Forthe erection of apulilic market, public

room, &c., at Southmolton, North Devon. Plans and

specifications may be seen on and after the 3rd December,

at the Town Hall, Southmolton, on application to the

Borough Stirveyor, or duplicates of the same at the office

of Mr. W. F. Cross, architect, Queen-street, Exeter.

Sealed and endorsed tenders arc to be delivered to the

Town Clerk, Russell M, Riccard, Esq., Southmolton, on

or before the 8th January, 1863.

Bradford,—For the different works requiredin the erection

of a mill, with engine-house, chimney, &:c., proposed to

be built at Holme-lane, near Bradford. The drawings

and specifications may be seen at the office of Mr E.

Milnes, architect, 30, Hall lugs, Bradford, and schedules

obtained from Thursday, the 4th, to Wednesday, the lOth

of December, on which day sealed tenders are to he de-

livered,

Camarthen.—For the erection of a lunatic asylum for the

counties of Camarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke, and

the town and county of Haverfordwest. Plans and a

specification may be seen at the office of Mr. O. IT.

Hughes, clerk, "iu Qnay-strcet, Camarthen, on and
after the 29th day of December next. The quan-

tities will be taken out by two surveyors, one

to be appointed by the architect, and the charges

of such surveyors are to be i>aid by the contractor

whose tender may be accepted. Persons desirous of sub-

miiting tenders for erecting the asylum are requested to

sendtheir names and addresses forthwith to D. Brandon,

Esq., the architect, No. 24, Berkeley-sriuarc, London,

The Tenders must be delivered at my "office on or before

twelve o'clock of the morning of the 3rd day of Feb-

ruary, 1863, sealed and endorsed" Tendersfor the County
Lunatic Asylum,"

Eastwood.—For the erection of new school-room, master's

house, Ac, at Eastwood, near Nottingham. Plans and

bills of quantities may be seen at the office of Messrs.

Stevens and Robinson^ architects, 45, Friar-gate, Derby,

to whom tenders are to be delivered on the 17th inst.

LiVERP00L.^£l, 000 for the best design, and £250 for the

two next best designs, to rebuild and enlarge the Liver-

pool Exchange. Cojjies of the instructions and condi-

tions, with plans and sections of the site, and photo-

graphic views of the present Exchange, and the adjacent

buildings, for which a charge of one guinea will be made,
may be had on and after the 16th inst., on application to

Mr, A, T. Squarey, 10, Water-street, Liverpool. All de-

signs must be sent in on or before the 31st March, 1863.

Fabniiobough.—For fencing and forming roads on the

Farnborough and Aldershot Freehold Ground Rent
Society (limited), at Farnborough, Copies of the plans

and specifications, with forms of tender, may be obtained

at the architect's office, on and after Monday, the 18th

inst. Tenders to be delivered at the office of the archi-

tect, Henry Survev, Esq., 4, Lancaster-place, Strand,

W.C, on Wednesday, the 17th inst., at II o'clock.

Staim.eton,—For the engineers' work in enlarging the City

of Bristol Workhouse, at Stapleton. Sealed tenders to

be sent on or before the 24th inst., to the guarJians of

the workhouse. Tenders will lie opened, on the 26th

inst. The drawings and specifications for the engineers'

work, and the conditions of contract, may be seen at

St. Peter's Hospital, Bristol.

E, Bruton, Alcester, Warwickshire, plumber, glazier,

and painter.

M. Bruce, South Shields, joiner, cabinet-maker, and U]j-

holsterer,

J. Baxendale, Preston, carver and gilder.

J. Bilton. Canterbury, plasterer and victualler.

J. Duddsridge, Tor-lane, Wells, painter, plasterer, itnd

tiler.

A. and J. Blaks, Chesterfield, painters.

E. Jacobs, Manchester, picture and picture-frame dealer.

H. Rose, Stokenchurch, Oxfordshire, chair manufacturer,

H. W, Payne, Southampton, boat buibler.

J. Chapman, Waddington, Lincolnshire, joiner.

J. Hunt, Sheffield, plumber.
G. Shaw, Wath-on-Dearne, Yorkshire, joiner.

J, Ramsden, Leeds, carver and gilder.

E. R. Wliittle, Peterborough, cabinet-maker,
W. Smith, Taunton, builder.

AUCTION SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Saturday.

Christie, Manson, and Woods, at 1, at their rooms, King-
street, St. James' -square, ancient and modern pictures

of the Rev. Hugh Hutton, M.A,
RoKiNSON .\-ND Heti.ey, at" 1, at their new gallery, 21, Old

Bond-street, a collection of pictures and drawingii, old

English inlaid cabinet, and a marble figure of the crouch-

ing Venus, &.C.

Monday.
IiEREw AND Lerew, at 12 for 1, on the premises, Camden-

terrace, Camden-town, 2,090 planks, deals, and battens,

&c.
Tuesday.

Debenham and Tewson at 12, at the Mart, a modern de-

tached residenca at Wimbledon-park, with from 2i to 10

acres of timbered grounds.
Debenham and Tewson, at 12, at the Mart, 20 acres of

freehold building land, in the borough of Hereford.

BiioAD AND PniTcuARD, at 12, valuable waterside premises,

in Rotherhithe-street.

Wednesday.
Fr.\nk Lewis, at 11 for 12, ^No. 21, Wilson-street, Fins-

bury, an extensive stock of veneers.

NEW BOOKS.
Baker's Treatise on the Steam Engine, 12mo, Is., cloth

Beeton's Dictionary of the Arts and Sciences, Vol. I., 8vo,

Cs., cloth

Bond's Handbook of the Telegraph, 12mo, Is., cloth

British Almanack and Companion, 8vo, 4s., cloth

Condy's Air and Water, their Impurities and Purification,

Svo', 3s. 6d.

Hunt's Handbook to the Exhibition, 1862, Vol. XL, 12mo,

4s., cloth

Metrojiolis Local Management Amendment Act, 1862, 12mo,

Is., cloth

Adcock's Engineer's Pocket-book, 1863, 12mo, 6s., roan

Ramsay's Manual of Roman Antiquities, 5th ed., crown

Svo, 83. 6d., cloth

Scott and James on Photo-zincography and other Photo

Processes employed at the Ordnance Survey Office, South-

amjiton, 4to, 12s.

Smile's Lives of the Engineers, Vol. HI., 8vo, 21s., cloth

Chambers on Civil Architecture, with Gwilt's Grecian

Arcliitecture, 21s.

Fer^usson's History of Modern Architcctore, Svo, 31s. 6d.,

half-bound.

Locke, Joseph (Civil :Engineer), Life of, by Devcy, Svo, Is.,

cloth

Wicke*s Handybook on Villa Architecture, 2nd series, 4to,

27s.

§iinltru^ts.

TO surrender in basinghai.l street.

G. H, King, late of Pleasant-place, HoUoway, painter

and glazier.

W. Smith, Greyhound-ynrd, West Smithfield, City, gas

meter manufacturer.
B, Brooks, R. Smith, and J. Smith, GuswcU-streat, hor-

ticultural and general builders.

J. Barnes, late of Albion-place, St, John's-lane, Clerk-

enwell, ivory turner,

J. F. Bolton, Brecknock-street, Camdcu-town, carver and
gilder,

G, Baglev, Bentley, Hampshire, builder,

T. F. Graham and R. Graham, Swau-lane, City, manu-
facturers of iron.

G. Vassar, Little Barlow-street, High-street, St. Maryle-

bone, carpenter and builder.

G, H. Williams, Cumber!and-street, Pimlico, builder.

W. R. Jenkins, Hornsey-road, pluuiber and glazier.

J. Parker, Roman-road, Islington, load and glass mer-
chant.

G. Beazley, Southampton, builder.

J, Spencer, Melton-street, Euston-square, carpenter.

C. W. Eppy, Beaufort-street, Chelsea, architect.

to surrender in the country.

J. W. Jee, Nottingham, builder and brickmaker.
J. Bridge, Little Bolton, Lancashire, joiner aud builder.

A. Flower, Birmingham, painter.

G. G. Gough, Liverpool, painter and pluuiber.

T. Wilks, Abberiey, near Stourport, Worcestershire,
builder and farmer.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Communications and books for review should be addressed

to the Editor, at 26, Bouverie-straet, Fleet-street, E.G.

Letters relating to advertisements and to the ordinary

Imsinessof the paper should be addressed to the PuBi.isuEit,

at the above office. Advertisements for the current week

must reach the office before 5 o'clock, p.m., on Thursdays.
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diffusing light in dark places and superseding gas

in daytime. Claappnis' Patent Gas Reflectors save

50 per cent, in the consvimption of gas. N.B.—

A

liberal discount is allowed to liuilders and iron-

mongers. Cliappuis, Reflector Patentee aud Plio-

togi-aplierj 69, Jj'leet-stroet, London, E.G.
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PAIUS NEW BOULEVART.
UR neighbours liavo just cplebnilcd llie ronipletion

of anotlior slcp in whM tlioy are ploasod to stvic

the " Reconstruction of Paris." A new boule-

vart has been openeil from that of the Temple,
in an almost direct line to the Place du Trone,

by the Emperor, with all that pomp and nia;;-

\nifiocnce which Parisians love, and with which
ili'ir wise ruler is careful to gratify them. Wo
III not wish to introduco a nolo of discord into

the general concert of praise and congratulations

that has been heldon this occasion in the press of

111!' lu'o co\nitries ; bu( we do think it very nn-
r.iii (o invite an imitation here of the policy

'ill tlie Paris mvmiciiialily, without setting forth

what would be the cost of so doing to the rate-

payers, and without ascertaining how far it is

necessary. It is the fashion to sneer at the

little progress made by the Corporation, and the

Board of Works, towards the improvement of our

I channels for trallie, and towards tho architectural

1 embellishment of om- capital ; but no comparison
between what has been done in the two cities would

be just that did not include many things, not obvious

at the first glance, and which are systematically omitted.

It is no part of our business to touch on politics; but

it must never be foi'gotten, that one part of the price

paid by the Parisiaris- for the sti'ong jjaternal Government, which
designs and carries out the improvements of their capital, is the com-
plete sacrifice of their liberties. They certainly never enjoyed any
large amount of that personal freedom, without which an Englisliman

would think life of small value, and for the loss of which lie would
find no compensation or consolation in the architectural magnificence

of his chief city ; but the little they had is gone. " They do not

feel the loss," rejoin the admirers of strong jrovernment at any price.

Foreigners as we are, we can hardly gauge the feelings of our neigh-

bours in this respect. We are too apt to judge, where we have no
concern, after the dictates of our interest, or prejudice

;
just as the

fish-wifedid of the sensations of eels, under the operation of skinning.

And we should not forget, that the A'oice of the most eloquent of mo-
dern Frenchmen has recently been heard, from the place of his exile,

to protest that, greater than the glory of conquest, and than to be

master of the world, is to be free.

If Londoners are not disposed to surrender their liberties into the

hands of a strong Government, no matter how enlightened it might he,

nor how great its taste for architecture, they will be ((uite as indis-

posed to pay the ])ricein taxes that Parisians do for the re-construction

of their city. If the reader will turn to our 4tli volume, p. 936,

lie will find a full description of the taxation and expenditure of

Paris for local purposes. He will perceive that before the extension

of the octroi walls, for the purpose of including suburban popula-

tions under the incidence of metropolitan taxation, the city spent

upwards of o\ millions in one year. If it be desired to institute a

comparison between the amounts of taxation in the two capitals, it

will be necessary to take the London returns for 18(>0 and those for

Paris in the preceding year. E\-en then the results will be only ap-

proximate, for the statistics from the other side of the channel are

very imperfect ; but, on the other hand, tliey will under estimate the

burden of taxation which weighs upon our neighbours. Since the

extension of the octroi walls the jiopulation of Paris is 1.525,942

dwelling on 17,498 acres. That of London is 2,803,034 dwelling on

78,029 acres. The reader does not require to be informed how im-

portant an influence is exercised on the duration of life, and on public

health, by density of population. Crowding in dwellings breeds

disease, deteriorates the race, and promotes premature death. The
result of opening up new quarters, as the operation is termed, by
piercing magnificent, straight, and spacious boulevards from one end
of the town to the other, lias been to drive the population from their

dwellings, on the sites of these new imi^rovements, into back streets,

and in some cases to the outskirts. An aiiartment that jn-eviously

was let to a family has since been partitioned into two or three, and
made to contain as many households. So pernicious has been the result

of the transformation of Paris that, as the above figures show, 87

Parisians are crowded into the same space (an acre) as is occupied

here by 33 Londoners. There the natural increase of population,

the excess of births over deaths, is 4 per 1,000 ; here the increase is

nearly threefold, lU per 1,000 ; in Paris the mortality is 27 per 1,000
;

in our metropolis it is 23 per 1,000, so that Londoners, though their city

may be dingy, its streets narrow, and its architecture contemptible, are

nearly threefold more prolific, have a longer average duration of life,

and have nearly threefold more space to move in than their neigh-

bours have in their urhs renovata, asM. Haussmann pompously terms

the city over which he jiresides. Room to breathe and move, and
better health and longer life, which are its accompaniments, are solid

advantages that we sliould be sorry to exchange for the broaii boule-

varts of Paris and all its recent " bedpost and valance " architecture.

Reverting to the economical side of the question, we shall find by
the latest Parliamentary returns, that in 1860 the total amount of

local taxation here, including poor-rates, which do not exist across the

Channel, was £2,919,443. In Paris, the local taxation was estimated

in 1859, before the sviburban districts were included, at £3,105,962.*

* The population then within the octroi ^alls was 1 ,lt4,346.

It need har<lly be said tliat these figures were considerably exceeded,

and that they diil not include subscriijtions from the State out of taxes

imposeil on the rest of France. Now, if we compare the local taxa-

tions of the two cities, and the populations on which they fall, it will

be seen that Londonei-s are ta.Kod at under a guinea a-head, while

Parisians are taxed at 2 J guineas a-head, and have further incurred an
enormous heavy debt. It is on this account that wo insist on the

unfairness to our authorities of most of the comparisons instituted

between thc^ two cajjitals. Tho question, apart from its higher

political side, resolves it-self into one ofmoney. If Londoners are willing

to pay fifty shillings where they now pay twenty, they can have
nobler tlioroughfires and better architecture than are to be seen in

Paris. Orto pnt the question in a form which goes more home, are

the metropolitan piiblic,and more especially the gentlemen who hold the

Paris municipality, up to us an example, and rhapsodize about
Napoleon Architectm-e, disposed to pay 6s. 3d. a ton on their coals

—

the Paris rate—instead of the Is. 2d. they pay now ? If they will do
this, and furnish the Metropolitan Board of Works with means as

ample as those which are jilaced at the disjtosal of the Paris munici-

pality, the Board will do more and do better. It will not commit
such a nasty blunder as M. Haussmann's Government has done

—

empty the main intercepting sewer for all one side of the town into

the river, immediately above the intake for the water supply.

The new boulevart that has been opened is one of a series

designed to be carried out after the completion of the Boulevart

Sebastopol for strategical purposes, and to facilitate the

action of troops against the people in case of a popular rising. In
his report made four years ago, M. Haussmann took gi-eat

pains to explain that the new boulevarts M'ere not attempts to

realize the magnificent dreams of the municipality, nor were
they manifestations of Imperial taste, still less were the}' designed for.

the embellishment of tlie city. On this account, the State agreed to

contribute £2,400,000 towards their total cost, £7,200,000, for they

were intended as the defences of order against revolution, and to sup-

press the centres of sedition. The local authorities were struck with

the necessity, we were told, of placing the capital of France beyond
the reach of the promoters of troubles, who, encouraged by careful

study" of the old quarters of the city, periodically transformed the

centre of Paris, and certain faubourgs, into several citadels of revolu-

tion. One of these faubourgs was that of St. Antoino, the foremost

and most formidable in every emeute, and it is through it that the new
boulevart, in fact, passes. If the reader will look at a modern map of

Paris, he will perceive that the Boulevart du Nord, or Magenta, pro-

ceeds from the Barricre Poissonniere to the junction of the Boulevarts

St. Martin and du Teniple, where it terminates, on the north-west

side of the fortress-barracks of Prince Eugene. The new boulevart

is a continuation of the line up to the Barricre de Trone. It starts

from behind the site of the six theatres—now pulled down—which,

on account ot the melo-dramatic horrors they exhibited to the public,

gave to that portion of the boulevart on which they stood the name
of Boulevart du Crime, and crosses'the following streets:—Fosses du
Temple, do la Toiu-, de Malte, Angouleme, Crussol, du Grand Prieure

Menihuontant, the jiromenade on the canal which has been covered

over, St. Sebastien, Popincourt, Amandiers, de la Roquette, des Murs,

Charonne, des Boulets, Montreuil, finally ilebouching into the Place

du Trone, between the Rue du Faubourg St. Antoine and the Rue
des Ormeaux. As a route for thorough trallie, one can hardly

imagine the new boulevart to be very urgently required, since there

is the line of exterior boulevarts aiul the almost direct line of streets,

de la Chapelle, St. Maur, des Boulets, and the intervening ones, to

close to where the street debouches on the Place du Trone. If the

boxilevart is not required for traffic, still les? is it required to open up
and let in light and air to the neighbourhood it traverses, as alleged in

the Paris correspondence of one of our daily contemporaries. The
district is very sparingly inhabited, it is occupied chiefly by large yards,

chantiers, and factories. Indeed, the principal reason, apart from
strategetical considerations, alleged by the authorities for the

constniction of the new boulevart was, that it would
open up a thinly-populated district and facilitate the erec-

tion of houses for the inhabitants, over-crowded in other

parts, on sites now either yards or enclosed gardens. This

is far more feasible, and a better excuse for the outlay

of money on the construction of the new boulevart than the others.

We may also note another correction. The Rue do la Roquette did

not derive its name from the name of a plant, but from the Hos-
pitalieres de la Roquette—Sistere of Charity—who established their

hospital-convent on the site of a country house, which bore the name
of laRochette. The religious charitable institution was suppressed

1792, an<l subsequently became a cotton factory.

Under all the circumstances of the case, the London reader will

probalily find many things to reconcile him to the imperfections of

his local government. He is not the '• vile body" on whom the ex-

periments of modern French finances are made. He is, comparatively

speaking, lightly taxed, locally, while he does more than others in

maintaining the poor, and keeping up a more efficient police and
superior salutary arrangemenls. He enjoys an abundant and whole-

some water supply, which his neighbour has not ; and the refuse of

his street, as well as the desjecta from his house, are inunediately re-

moved, while Parisians are compelled to store their filth in their

midst in tubs or cesspools. Still, it is not because we are alive to the

advantages we enjoy, that we desire to shut our eyes to the defects in

our system, and to the blemishes on our city. But we have unabated
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confidence in the efficiency of our institutions, in the good sense,

sound lLnance,and liouesty of our a^diles. The tortoise has ere now beat

the hare in tlie race. Slow and sure is better than slap dash, and it

is certainly much cheaper. "He that goes slowly goes far, and he

that goes fiir goes well," say the Italians, and we are not disposed to

dispute tlie accuracy and pertinence of their national proverb to oiu'

own case.

ARCHITECTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
ABSTEACTEDLT CONSIDERED.

{Continued from j^age. 409.)

" TTISTOBY," says Dionysius, is " Philosophy teaching by ex-

XI amples," which is a "truism equally applicable to the history

of Architecture.

The farther we pursue om- considerations, the more we are con-

vinced of the truth, that the results of the jwst, in Architectui-e, are

pregnant with teaching for the future; and that they are the only

sources from which to expect either a new Architecture, or even the

rudiments of one. We have endeavoured, at the risk of tiring our
readers' attention, to show those national, and other influences, which
have helped to shape previous developments, as well as those

circumstances which have been most favourable to them. These, we
summed up, under the national, intellectual, and mechanical expres-

sions, or qualities of Architecture, and glanced at the main processes,

or means, by which they are induced. We \Vill now tiy to exemplify
still more our views, and in a more abstract manner.

If histoiy furnishes us with the proof of one tiiith stronger than
another, it is the mideniable one, that the growth of Architecture has
always been the result of the growth of nadons ; that it has always
kept pace with the nationalities and habits of different civilizations,

and become their exj^onent.

Styles of art may be considered the fashions, which successive
nations shaped ; each style the creation of various circumstances
combined ; never the oti'spring of one or two creative imaginations,
however gilted. A style must be developed by degrees, out of pre-
vious elements, by the soil which snrroimds it ; by external
and internal influences ; and it must, as we have before
said, spontaneously, or voluntarily, consent, or yield, to these
induences, never be forced suddenly by them, still less by
individual efforts. It must either be the result of some developing
principle, of the capabilities or susceptibilities of the elements of a
previous style

; or otherwise it must be derived from the combination
or atlaptation of some new principle of construction, as in the Roman
and Early Pointed styles. Of both these instances, introduced
features were the origin ; in the case of the Pointed arch, the intro-
duction was by slow degrees, and in many of the earliest specimens
of Early English the transition from the iSTorman was so susceptible
as to be hardly noticed. (See Temple Church ; Farringdon, Berk-
shire; St. Cross, Hampshire.) The generalities of previous stvles
have always been thought of, and the" salient or common features of
them known, before new principles were grafted on them.
The two great primeval civilizations,—the Egyptian and the

Assyrian,—which contemporaneously used the beam construction,
may be said to have worked out this"system inde])endently.

There can be little doubt, however,—whether the Egyptians in the
18th dynasty ever held Assyria in subjection for some' centuries, or
not,—that the remains we have belonging to the period, from Ninus
about the Ulh century B.C. to the time of Alexander the Great, or
the 4th century B.C., show unmistakeable traces of Egvptian
features ; the most brilliant age of this long period, being towards
the latter end of the Assyrian Empire, or from the time of Arbaces
821 B.C., to the taking of Kineveli bv Nebuchadnezzar 600 B.C.
The ruins of the palaces of Nineveh and Babylon, the palaces of
Khorsabad by Sargon, and Nimrood by Essariiaddon, the remains at
Passargada, the remains of the halls and palaces of Darius and
Xerxes at Persepolis—though the full-grown examples of a mature
development—manifest more or less Egyptian peculiarities, though the
later Persian examples are tinctured by Grecian and Roman taste.
The tumuli, andLycian tombs of Asia Minor, the latter evidencing

a wooden ongm, were contemporarv with Persian Architecture, and
however much Persian influence may have affected them, they show
us more the native unintluenced character of cariy Asiatic Architec-
tm-e or a family likeness to the Pelasgian. We niav note, unlike the
monumental cliaracter of EgviJtiau Architecture-

"

Persian was chiefly palatial. The Ionic forms
by some to be derived from Persepolitan ones.

It would be interesting to diseo\-er how far Assyrian and Persian
Clements moulded Grecian Ai-chitecture ; and liow f\ir E-ryptian
teatui-es characterized it, as well as the extent of the influence" which
Lycian and Pelasgic forms had in giving Grecian expression.

The admixttu-e ot foreign elements confusedly,—without the concur-
rence of those pnnciples which are common to all stvles, or the dis-
cretion necessarj- to their proper combination, and "which principles
must always direct Architectural composition,—would be fraught with
results much akin to some of our debased Elizabethan and Jacobean
examples, or to the still worse attempts of the cinque-cents rococo
productions of a Louis XIV. and Louis XV. age.

_ ^

ihese attempts, though entitled to be called stvles, from the fact of

'„'l!" f'A"^
exponents of the disingenuousness and meretricious-

nessot their respective ages, will always be considered contemptible

-the Assyrian and
are justly considered

from the circumstance of their violating those canons of sound taste

which have invariably moulded the finest and most distinctive de-
velopments of art

.

True styles have always reciuired time to acclimatize the foreign

features they have adopted, as well as to nationalize them with the

native elements to which they are united. Thus, the columnar ordi-

nances the Romans adapted from the Greeks were gradually trans-

muted and localised : the masculine Doric of the Parthenon was
attenuated and elaborated to the beautiful, though less majestic

column seen in the Tlieatre of Marcellus ; the Grecian Ionic of the

Erechtheium was modified to that of the Temple of Concord, though
it lost in simplicity and elegance ; the Corinthian of the Choragic

Monument of Lysicrates was euriched and profusely elaborated as at

the Pantheon and Temple of Jupiter Stator ; from the Corinthian the

Roman Composite order emerged, which, though a combination, was
yet a happy one, and deserves less the strictm-es of those who would
concede no intrinsic merits to Roman composition ; the Grecian

colonnade was Etruscanized or Romanized into the Arcade; while

the severe, simple, and rectangular temple, as the Parthenon, was
transGgm'ed into the Pantheon, and the super-columniated Colosseum,

in which the arch, dome, and a \-ariety of plan (truly national adaptn-

tioiis) relieved the raonotoiiy of the beam system, and gave Roman
Architecture a locality and a name. The multifarious requirements

of the Romans needed a more varied architecture. Their Temples,

Basilicas, Amphitheatres, Tlierin;B, itc, prove how they met these

requirements, and how they nationalized their Architectiue. It must
be forgetful of these to say they never possessed a truly national style,

or that it lacked origiuality.
,

Again, the Gothic and Lombard invaders of the Roman Empire
nationalized to their own wants ami tastes the arched sj-stem of their

predecessors ; infusing into the ener\-ated and expiring forms of

Pagan art that Teutonic vigorousness which was destined to develop

Mc'difeval Ai-chitectme. They eagerly seized on the arched features,

and caiTicd out what the Romans themselves would have done, had
they continued free from con-uption, a distinct round-arched style.

Fnim the time of Justinian, in the Gth century, the Byzantine became

more distinct and individualized as an Eastern style allied to the Greek

Church ; and from Charlemagne's accession to the Empire of the West,

in the 8th century, the western varieties of the Romanesque had re-

ceived various local expressions.

Even the intermixture of race, which the Astro-Gothic nations

created under Theodoric the Great's monarchy after the extinction of

the Western Empire, in the latter part of the 5th century, was not

tlestructive to that indigenousness of character, if we may so call it,

which pervaded the Scandinavian and Teutonic races no less than

their Architecture ; the Roman elements of which, like the old insti-

tutions, being preserved under Tlieodoric's rule, "riie Western styles

of the Visigoths also retained the native peculiarities of their several

countries, though compounded with new features. Voliuitary native

growth, then, is an essential ingredient of national styles, as it is in a

language or a literatm-e, and hence the assertion we previously made,

that a true style must be a " spontaneous, indigenous development

out of preceding styles," is confirmed, though some may have mis-

interpreted it. Incieed, we may say that it is to the want of an

indigeneous character we must attribute the debasement of art of the

16th centur}-, or to a national disaffection.

Neither fusion of styles, nor the emanations of creative fancy

alone, will ever realize a style adapted to the present day, any more

than hasty fusion of different languages or dialects, or the effusions of

one or two gifted imaginations, would realise a new language or

literature. What would become of our Architectirre, for instance, if

one were to mix Egvptian with Gothic features ; another, Grecian

with Chinese; a third, Egyptian with Moorish or Italian i We
leave our readers to guess.

Creative fancy—though the life of a style, an element in design

which countera'cts an overdue attachment to literalism or undue

imitation, and gives a charm to many an otherwise prosaic structure,

as it sparkles iii many a poem, or glows in many a romance—is like

the oxygen we breathe, and requires to be kept in check by combina-

tion with other elements of an antagonistic kind, to subserve the re-

quirements of a national Architecture so essentially utilitarian as our

own.
Hence the hypotliesis may be assumed that Architectural design, to

be really flexible and expressive of our wants, should represent the

various"coiistituent qualities of a nation's character; that they should

be translated into those material forms of beauty and of expression,

which ai)tly utter its senliments, and which a style of art should

embody and convey in proper proportions. The undue prominence

of anyone of these" is destructive, as representing only one section

or element of national character ; in other words, as this character is

the joint effect of many opposite moral and intellectual qualities,

so a national Architecture is the joint result of the hke dispositions

translated into the language of art.

To make a style too versatile, is to destroy it5 claims to be called

one—a certain s"hare of individuality and liomogeneity being neces-

saiy. The Saracen style, in which creative and poetic fancy liad

more play than any other, still shows in all its varieties a directing

spirit as well as the association of local elements.

The Syrian and Egyptian developments, derived more or less from

the Bvzantiiie, are les"s distinctive than tubsequent ones, though the

latter style shows in its later forms of i.he 13th and 14th centuries, as

seen in the mosques of Cairo, distinctive peculiarities.
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Tho Poi-sian and Inrlian varieties of tlio 1 ttli and 15tli centuries

exhil)it a still more iidvancoil stage, tliousli the earlier fferins of the

foniior are not to be traced, early Persian Arehitecture having been

of a temporary nature. During the Mtli, 15th, and Itith centuries,

mosques arose out of the zeal of the devotees of Ali and his martyred
sons, in which a greater luxuriance of fancy and richness of colouring

were manifested. The Indian development j)roduced tombs and
mosques in wliich no Arabic elements are discernible ; the conciuerors

of this country being of the Tartar race, infused a Tartar character

into the old local Hindu style, tliereby giving it an individual

peculiarity.

In Spain tho i)haso it assumed was perhaps more characterized by
fertility of imagination, l)ut even here it was controlled by conven-
tional treatment, by Roman and Byzantine influences, and by local

habits—the pointed arch seldom occurring in Southern parts.

The conquest of Constantinoi)le by the Turks, in the middle of the

15th century, induced them to model their Architecturj from the

churcli of Sta. Sophia, as the mosques of Soliman and Achmet prove,

although the style began to be individualized. Thus we see the stylo

originated by the Mahometan conquests of the Arabs, by degrees re-

ceive form and local impress—this latter character generally pre-

dominating in those countries where the victorious Aral)S left tho

subjected people their own forms of Architecture, merely inllueneing

them with the peculiarities of the JIahometan faith ; and wo see it

was not till these were combined that a tolerably homogenoiis charac-

ter was arrived at, wliich resulted in the imaginary and poetic fancy

which gave such a sparkling brilliance to some varieties. Natural
imitation, especially human rejiresentation, proliibited b)' the Koran,
was replaced by that conventionalism of ornament, coml>ined with

those flights of Eastern fancy glowing with colour and gold, wliich so

profusely enrich the mosque of Cordova, and blaze still more in the

palace of the Alhambra Moors of Granada. It has been reasonably

suggested by some, that the stalactite arches, the diapering, and
other features which are so remarkable in the Arabian ami Jloorish

buildings, tell of their tent-archetype ; and we may also note the

semblance of the interlacing character of their ornament generally,

with the like character so significant of Byzantine ornamentation.

Thus the Saracenic styles, exhibiting as they do such fertility of

form, still retain analogies to antecedent types—many early varieties,

as we have seen, being hardly distinguishable from Byzantine. "We
might multiply examples to show how sparingly other styles of Archi-

tecture have introduced radical changes ; and, when they have, how
slowly they have supplanted preceding types.

Plan, no less than Ai-chitectm-al detail, has evidenced the same gra-

dual development which we have been considering. The change
from square parallelogramatic forms, to circular, and complex, seems
to have been slow. The varied requirements of luxurious nations,

chiefly effected this change. The monumental character of Egyptian,
AssjTian, and other ^Vrchitecture ; the tem]ilar character of Grecian,

and Gothic ; and the palatial character of Persian, Roman, and other

Ai-chitecture, may have influenced, more or less, tho forms of arrange-
ment common in these different nations.

It is interesting to see how the Roman basilica, for instance, grew
into the mediaival cathedral ; how the forum or atrium, became the

Earh' Christian, narthex, or porcft; how the circiflar baptistery was
supplieil by the foat ; how the Pagan apse developed into the

Christian clmnccl ; till the perfected cruciform cathedral was pro-

duced. The processes by which the early timber roofs of the basi-

lican chm-ches were gradually supplanted by cylindrical and groined
vaults, as well as tlie stages of spire and dome gro^\'tll, were na-
turally conducive to complex ichiiography ; and show, moreover,
that love for elaborating existing forms which we have before

noticed.

"Were it necessaiy, we might go on enumerating examples to sub-
stantiate those principles and views of Architectural development we
have advanced ; though many will readily suggest themselves to our
readers in proof of what we have said. Exceiitions there are to

every rule, and cases might be instanced as exceptional, at first

thought, to some of our conclusions, though, on closer investigation,

they will be found to confirm them.
"SVhether we take Assyrian, Grecian, Roman, Byzantine, Saracenic,

Romanesque, or the Gothic developments, the principles of selection

or discriminate imitation of features, is, more or less, found in all

;

the principle of adaptation or an iiidigenousness of character, is also

clear in the most distinctive styles ; while the process of elaboration

has shown itself in all those varieties whose prolific and fertile

elements were susceptible of growth or capable of refinement.

G. H. G.
{To ha continued.)

PLEA FOR THE ARCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE.

WHEN the suggestion was fii-st made for establishing an alliance

between tlie several Architectural Societies of the kingdom,
we pointed out that the proposition offered the easiest and most j>rac-

ticable means of effecting what has been long desired, namely, the
organization of the profession and the adoption of uniformity in pro-
fessional practice. There is no use denying the fact that a ])rcjudice,

vulgar and unjustifiable fiom the general practice of the profession,

exists in tho public mind against the employment of Architects for

ordinary buildings. One of the pretexts for this prejudice is that an

Architect's scalo of charges is elastic. It is alleged that there is no
knowing to what extent it may reach, or how many items it may
comprcliend. No fortune, it is said, can stand a taste for building if

indulged in ; and tho country is so studded with Follies, which arc

rather monuments of ruined fortunes than of architectural taste. If

you speak to a business-like man, who has determined to become his

own landlord, as to the true economy and security of employing an
Architect, he will admit all you say, and wind up by exclaiming, "I
sliould be only too glad to entrust the building to an Architect, if I could
bo sure beforehand of what ho would charge." As he believes ho cannot
bo sure ; he settles en hloc with the builder for everything, trusting to

chance to get good materials and gooil workmanship for his money.
But it may happen that he gets neither, without the builder seeking

to act unfairly, and that he finds the house inconveniently arranged,

and plamied with great sacrifice of space, without compensation by
additional ornament or effect .

A law suit, tried before tho Court of Queen's Bench (a full report

of which we publish in another column of our journal), illustrates the
mischief of the present system, or rather no system, and the evil of
not observing some fixed scale of charges universally adopted by the

profession, or at least recognised as strictly professional and legiti-

mate. In 1856, a gentleman—defendant in the action—contem-
plated building a residence, at a cost not exceeding£l,000 or £1,100.
"With this view he put himself in communication with a builder, lessee

of some building land, who referred him to an architect, the plaintiff,

who was also architect and surveyor to the estate. There was some
contradiction between the evidence as to what passed between the
])laintiff and defendant, but it appeared that the builder had toUl de-
fendant the plaintiff would make no charge "if nothing came of it,"

and that at the very first the defendant told the plaintift" he " objected

to the expense of an architect," and seemed disposed to regard him
in the capacity in which he had been presented—architect and
surveyor ot the building estate. However, plans, working drawings,
and specification were prepared, as well as quantities taken
out to obtain an estimate from the builder, but the negotiation fell

through—the estimate being£l,520, or upwards of £400 more than tho
extreme limit fixed by the defendant. Here is a point which was not
touched on in court, but which, we think, verj' materi:\i. It was well
known from the commencement that the defendant would not exceed
£1,100. How came it, then, the limit was passed by £42i) ? Either
the builder must have made exorbitant charges, or else the architect

must have made a more costly design than he was instructed to do. It

is for the builder and the architect to settle this matter between them-
selves, and it would be to their interest to do so as early and as

clearly as possible. Subsequently, negotiations were proposed about
another piece of land, and attempted to induce the triis tees of the de-
fendant's wife to advance money, but failed. Some time after, tho
plaintiiT claimed £25 in payment of his charges, and on this being
denied raised his claim to £00, which he said were the ordinarj''

charges at the rate of 2j per cent, up to the time of going to work,
and IJ for getting out the quantities. He also made certain

extra professional charges, in the most approved form of an
attorney's bill. "Seeing Mr. (the builder) on your account

—

applying for copy of agreement, &c.," said the Lord Chief
Justice ; and his Lordship further added, such was the
character of several of the charges ; and for such charges tho
l^laintiff was not entitled to recover ; for if his employment was as
an architect, ho could only recover in that character. "With re-

sjiect to the charge for taking out the quantities, one of the
jury remarked, that it was quite usual for a builder to work out the
quantities for himself. After consideralile deliberation, the jury
awarded the plaintiff £15, just one-fourth of what he claimed as
ordinary professional charges.

"We are not disposed to express an opinion on the merits of tho
case, because there are many points on which evidence is wanting

;

but it would be folly to shut our eyes to the effects of the verdict

upon the public. Private persons will be confirmed in their prejudice
against the employment of architects, for they will consider the trial

to prove that regular professional charges are fourfold more than they
ought to be, and than what a jury would allow. The best way to dispel
the illusion, would be for the Societies in Alliance to adopt and pub-
lish a scale of charges, which could not be departed from without the
special and written consent of the architect and his employer.

THE EASTERN CATHEDR.^S.*
PIKST NOTICE.

"We have achieved many great and praiseworthy things in this 19th
contuiy. The weekly published list of patents show to what per-
fection we have brought all mechanical contrivances ; the broad
sheets i4i which the lists appear testify to the eagerness with which
we supply every scrap of information and gossip, gleaned by steamer,
railway, and telegraph, from every quarter of the globe toan educated
and anxious people. Our journals are full of scientific facts, and our
heads overflow with grand commercial schemes. "We can put a girdle
round the earth in forty minutes ; cut our way through insm-mount-
able mountains ; and glide, unchecked by wind or wave, over the

* " Handbook to the Cathedrals of England. E.istem Division— Oxford, Peter-
borough, Norwich, Ely, Lincoln." London- John Murray, Albemarle-stnjet ; J. H. and
Jas. Parker, Oiford.
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ocean to increase the rapidity of our international communication.

We can register the force of tlie wind, the weight of the air, and

harness steam in iron bands. We build International Exhibitions,

railway termini and high level bridges, well-ventilated theatres and
gaily-garnished music halls, stately club houses, magnificent palaces,

and comfortable dwellings ; and yet with all this sliow of prosperity,

and of advanced civilization, we feel somewhat small when, escaping

in the autumn from the fierce fever of our daily life, we stand awliile

beneath the vaulted roof of one of those old cathedrals which were
reared iu the 1st century of the Norman rule in England. There
was something higher, purer, and nobler, working in the minds of oiu'

rude forefathers when those magnificent structures, crested with carved
pinnacles and crowned with towers, first echoed the hymn of praise.

They dreamed not of a perishable homo who thus could l)uild.

They gratified the eternal cravings of man after the eternal and
the infinite, and whatever the extravagancies which became
mingled with the worship, the cathedrals of England will

remain monuments of olden piety and earnest devotion, such

as we may perhaps equal when the spirit which created them,

six centuries ago, penetrates again the heart of the nation. We do
not gain much by imitating them ; no more than we should gain in

the development of a poet's thoughts by copying half-a-score lines

from his works. Our hearts are steeled to those influences which in

those early times "pursued man to hisremotest abodes,and was present

amongst the most rugged dwellers in the lulls and wildernesses of the

land, softening and humanizing their hearts." * We now are con-
tent to rear cheap churches with tlie smallest possible amount of work,
and the largest appearance of it, and we should find as great difticulty

in obtaining funds for such a cathedral as was built in the 12th or

13th centuries, as we shoulil for a temple to Zeus or Aphrodite. The
cathedrals of England are, nevertlreless, the most popular of our
English antiquities. We may not understand all their many branches
or any of them, but they are the principal thing to see iu, a large

town, and we have consequently plenty ofdry, uninteresting " guides
"

to them, which we fancy will satisfy our curiosity as to particular

portions, but which afford us very little real instniction.

There are some few scholars, like Profossoi- Willis, Mr. Parker, and
Mr. Poole, who have penetrated the crust of neglect which enwraj^s
the glorious piles, and brought the hidden beauties to the light. Some
few who have jjourtrayed the life, feelings, and manners of mediajval

Englishmen, and have shown their connection with that multitude of
parish churches, and that series of noble cathedral-i, whichnow excite

om- wonder. The buildings, however, have endured through days of

greater in-everence, and may yet endure to gladden the hearts of a
more appreciative age ; the 18th century restorations did not alto-

gether smother them, and something may be spared of them, even
from those of the 19th.

One of the greatest services ever rendered to the cathedrals since

they were finished, or left unfinished, has been performed by Mr.
Murray, in the issue of his handbooks. Twenty months agof wo
noticed the ])ublication of the former volumes devoted to the Southern
division : Winchester, Exeter, Wells, Salisbury, Chichester, Rochester,
and Canterbury. AVe have now those of tlie Eastern division : Oxford,
Ely, Norwich, Peterborough, and Lincoln. They are to be followed
by a Northern division, and by a volume devoted to the Welsh
cathedrals. The classification, it will be seen, is not chronological

;

such an arrangement would have been attended with endless difficul-

ties. There is only one of the catliedrals that docs not exhibit cha-
racteristics of several periods. We slioukl, consequently, have been
contimrally turning from one cathedral to another, and back again
through each successive period of architectural development. We
should have had one continued work, instead of a connected series of
distinct works ; we should have had a work fitted only for the shelves of
a library, instead of possessing, in addition, the ijortability so essential in

a handbook for the tourist. Mr. Murray has evidently desired to make
these books as serviceable in examining the objects they describe, as his

world-known '• red books " are in foreign wanderings. As possession
of the latter everywhere abroad proclaims the Englishman, so posses-
sion of the former in our cathedral towns will proclaim the studious
Englishman. No man will be able properly to study cathedral archi-
tecture without them, and every one who consults them or accepts
them as guides will be able to place imjjlicit confidence in the infor-

mation they contain. The volume now before us is written with the
same scrupulous accmacy as the former ones. It contains the same
well-digested facts, the same scholarship, and that clearness of des-
cription which is the result of actual and recent examination. The
account of each catliedral is, as formerly, divided into two parts, the
first giving a history and details of the catliedrals, and tlie second a
history of the See, with short notices of the principal Bishops.

Tlie first cathedral described in the jn-esent A-olume is the smallest
in England, originally the Church of St. Frideswide's priory, now
the Cathedral of Christ Church, Oxford. It is attached to that noble
group of buildings which Wolsey founded iu grateful acknowledgment
of the beneiiis which he had derived from the University, and which,
splendid as it is, but imperfectly represents the original plan which
the princely Cardinal conceived, and would have executed but for his
sudden fall from the King's favour. The most interesting part of
the cathedral is the original Norman worlc in the nave and choir.

The groined roof of the choir, a magnificent example, was the work of
VV^olsey

; and, although not ivithout indications of decHning art, adds gri>atly

* Uuutor. Introduction to the Valor Ecolesiaaticus of King Henry VIII.

t See Building News, Vol. 7, Page 266.

to the effect of this part of the catlie dral. The lantern-like pendants may
be compared to those in the choir of Christ Church, Hants, of rather carher
date; and especially with those in the tiiiihcr roof of the eollegc-hall, which
are nearly fae-siuiiles. The grotesi|ue heads, terminating these pendants,
immediately within the choir arch, should he noticed. The roof itself

terminates against this arch, with a series of figures under rich
canopies. The vaulting shafts next to the tower, the corbels of
which represent the heads of a king and of a monk, are entirely

Perpendicular. In the others the Norman corbels remain, and Perpendicular
capitals have been fitted to the original shafts. Wolsey's alteration includes

the whole of the choir above the triforium arches, and its commencement is

marked by the flowered cornice at the base of the clerestory. The Norman
walls above this cornice, however, were not removed ; and the wall passage of
the clerestory is the same as that in the nave, although its original masonry
is hidden beneath the rich pannelhn.g of the window jambs. Similar panel-
ling appears on each side of the windows, and on the roof as far as the
pendants. Its flatness, as well as the ungraceful form of the cusps in the
window arches, which might have been turned in wood, are indications of

debased character, which may also be traced in some of the details of the
roof itself, especially in the fohation of the straight ribs."

Splendid illustrations of the choir and of the choir roof are given,

engraved by the master-hand of Orlando Jewitt. They are surprising

examples of delicate treatment and of faithful drawing, only equalled

by others to which we shall presently reiser in this same volunie.

The Early English arches in the Lady Chapel deserve careful ex-

amination, on account of the peculiar fom--centered appearance which
they present. The stone bosses and the wood-work in the Latin
Chapel are unusually tine. The chapter-house was rebuilt during

the very best early English period, ijut it is cut in two by a stone

wall, and its beautiful proportions cannot, consequently, be seen.

The various monuments in Oxford Cathedral are fully described ; and
after a history of the See, which occupies some dozen pages, we pass

on to " Peterborough, the proud," as it is called in a rude old rhyme.
^' From the apse of the choir to the west front, therefore, the cathedral

affords an excellent example of the gradual changes in style from Early
Norman to fully developed Early English ; whilst the Perpendicular work of

the * new building ' is of scarcely less value. Peterborough takes a very

high, if not the highest place, among English cathedrals of the second class,

and has one unique feature,—the grand triple arch of its west front. The
entire church is built of Barnack stone,—a close-grained and most durable
freestone from the quarries near Stamford, known as the ' hills and holes of

Barnaek,' which had been worked from a very early period, and to which
Northamptonshire is indebted for the materials of the many tine churches
which distinguish the country.*

The porch is of the finest early English architecture, 1200-22.
" The fineness of the masonery," says Paley,f "and the close joint-

ing of the deeply-moulded arch stones are imsurpiissed by anything

of this period in the kingdom." Fergusson, in his handbook

(p. 8G9), calls this portico " the grandest and finest in Europe." The
author of this handbook compares the arrangement to that seen at

Amiens, Chartres, etc., but we do not think the comparison a just one.

The foreign porches are really deeijly moulded doorways, and bear no

resemblance to Peterborough, excejit iu the three large arches forming

the prim^ipal features of this porch. The more noticeable architectural

features of Peterborougli Cathedral, after the western porch, and the

Ijcautiful details of the font, are the painted wooden roofs, of the

12th century, and the semi-circular eastern end. The cathedral was
formerly richly furnished with stained glass, but Cromwell passed

through Peterborough on his way to besiege Crowland,
" And it is probable that no EngKsh cathedral was more completely ' set

to rights,' or underwent more wanton destruction, at the hands of the Par-

liamentrian troopers. In spite of special orders to ' do no injury to the church,'

they broke open its doors, and proceeded to .shatter tlie windows, to pull

down the fittings of the choir, to destroy the organ and monuments, including

those of the two queens, Catherine and Mary, and to break in pieces the

superb reredos of caawed stone, painted, gilt, and inlaid with plates

of silver. The narrative in the Mercui-ius Rustims asserts, that
' one of the soldiers having charged his musket to shatter down the four

EvangeUsts, in the roof, above the communion-table, by the rebound of his

own shot was struck blind.' The cloisters were then pulled completely down,

(the windows had been fiUed with stained glass of unusual beauty,) and all

the charters and evidences belonging to the cathedral were burnt or de-

stroyed. The soldiers appropriated such rich church vestments as they could

find ; and until their departure they were daily exercised by their officers in

the nave of the cathedral.
" This unusual havoc will account for the present condition of the choir;

all the ancient furniture of which has disappeared."

[To be continued.)

ILLUSTRATIONS OF SCOTTISH BUILDINGS.

Transactions of tlie Architectural Institute of Scotland, Session 18()l-2.

Moke than five years ago the Fellows of the Architectural Institute of

Scotland unanimously expressed an opinion that it would be advisable

to publish annually a series, folio size, of at least five drawings of

Ancient Medieval or Modern Buildings, of celebrity or note, at home

or abroad. Circumstances, we are told iu the preface to those now
issued, have retarded the commencement of a publication of this kind

until now, but the specimen series before us Idndles the hope that all

future as well as present obstacles have been removed. A worthier be-

ginning could not possibly have been made. So good, in fact, is it in

every respect, that it will, we fancy, be dirticult for the Institute to

equal it next year. The subjects are entirely Scottish. They com-

prise two folded drawings of the old West Bow of Edinburgh, made by

« These quarries became exhausted before the 15th centm-y; for in B.aniack Church

itself, the alterations of that period are in a different stone, and not in the old Barn.lcU

stone, of which the rest of the church is built.

t Remarks on the Architecture of Peterborough Cathedral, by F. A. Paley, p. 33.
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tlie late Mr. Thomas Ilamilton, two sheets of drawings of Ilolyiood, by
Mr. A. C. IJcattie, and two companion slioets of tho Priory of Inchma-
chomo by Mr. Edward F. C. Glarko. The drawini;s of tlie two latter

feutlomeu are the subjects of the lustituto's prizes for measured
rawings.

It is to be regretted that sanitary reform, railways, and city im-
provements, aro so antagonistic to the picturesque old houses in our
cities. Although the first named has not effected so mucli in Ediu-
burgli as it lias yet to do, tlie former beauty of the city is nevertheless

sadly impaired by a combination of the three causes. No city in Eng-
land shows tlie artistic damage done by them more forcibly, altliough

others show it more completely
;
probably none has possessed so much

beauty to be disfigured. Its situation—tlie finest perhaps in Eurojie

(wo are not Scotchmen, so our impartiality cannot be suspected)—and
the circumstances uiuler which tho city was first built, caused the

houses to be gathered, as it were, for shelter, round tlie old Castle Hill

;

the north and south valleys being undrained morasses, tlio houses were
high piled and thickly packed on the neiglibonring slopes; the neigh-
bourhood furnished good building stone, adding durability to tho

(for our times, when the morasses are drained and all fear of attack
has passed away) inconvenient disposition of the dwellings.

It is now more than a hundred years since the first "improvement"
was made by pulling down all the dangerously dilapidated houses.

Steep, dirty, and narrow as they were and are, the lanes, grew, no
doubt, into nuisances ; they were, and remain, better fitted to be looked
at and to be sketched than to be inhabited. We admit tho necessity
of removing tliem ; but we yield to tlve necessity witli a painful feeling.

Tliey were dirty pages in the history of Architecture, but they bore a
record more striking tlian any whicli was passed through tlie printing

press. Sir Thomas D. Lauder very truly remarks, "that there are
thousands of streets in tlie civilized world to which tlie High Street of

Edinburgh can bear no comparison, either as to elegance of architec-

ture or magnificence of design ; but the'antiquated smoke-discoloured
fronts of its houses, of some ten storeys, occasionally topped by curious
gables and huge square chimneys, so high in the heavens, that, notwith-
standing its great breath from side to side, it is painful to look directly

up to them from below, gives to it a peculiar species of venerable
grandeui-, which is to be found nowhere else."

Some idea of what tlio old West Bow was, may bo gathered from
tlie present appearance of the High Street ; but, in addition to an
even larger display of the characteristic liigh old houses, it was narrow
and crooked, wliich gave it a richer charm in an artist's eye. About a
quarter of a centm-y ago, the greater part of this pictm-esque thorough-
fare succumbed to moiiern improvements ; a street and bridge were
thrown across and over the Cowgate from the Lawn Market to Bris-
tow-street. Tho West Bow commenced at the Lawn Market, where
it was called Bow Head, and extended in a steep crooked direction to

the Grass Market, wliere it was called Bow Foot. Persons of note
once lived tliere, and many a stately procession—not to speak of the
dismal ones to the Grass Market—formerly passed througli it. The
Knight Templars once occupied some of the houses, which bore, con-
bi'quently, iron crosses on their fronts and gables. Subsequently
whitesmiths, pewterers, and coppersmiths, lived there ; but most of
tlio old buildings have now as completely disappeared as the foir fixoes

which once looked from them on the long lines of processions, and the
brawny arms, which once made them echo the melodious sounds
I'f labom-. Fortunately, Mr. Tlioinas Hamilton secured memorials
o( these now demolished buildings, and it is tho proud priviledge of
till' Architecttu-al Institute ol Scotland this year to issue lithograplis of
liicm to their inembors, Tlie three old houses at the Bow Head,
iii'\t tlie Lawn Jlarket, still remain, with a few additional scars upon
them, but, in other respects, just as they were when Mr. Hamilton
sketched them, and some few others are to be seen in various parts of
the street. The buildings which are left indicate with sufficient clear-

ni'ss the character of those which have been swept away.
'" They wore substantial and well-fiuished stone tenements, with square or

P' 'lygonal stone staircases jutted into the street, in which were placed moulded
d inr ways having the lintels decorated with the initials and arms of the
on-ner, bold moulded stringcourses dividing the walls with splayed or moulded
\\ iiidow dressings and shapely donner windows rising into tho roof, alternated
\\ith timber fronts, built in successive stages terminating in high pitched
^ ibles and richly calved barge boards; each stage projecting beyond the

'
' her as it rose, the projections supported with quaint corbellings, and

liuished with pendant sbield-liltt? ornaments, and the windows filled with
"i-naiuental quarries and blazouings of the owner's arms. All the charac-
t> ristics must, in combination with tho towering height of tho bouses and the
st rictness of its ascent, have given the West Bow, in its palmy days, an effect
'-•( which we, even aided as we are by our lingering recollections, can form no
adequate idea."

Two large folding-sheets, as we have before said, illustrate the former

ai)pearance of this pictm-esque street, but measured drawings,

valuable records as they are, do not adequately represent its beauties.

Let us take only one instance—the group at the corner of tho High
Street and Bow Head still remaining. The point of view from which
it is best seen is from the opposite side of the High Street. The small

I gables on the High Street tlank of the roof are thence seen, as well as

!
tho line of gables which stretch downwards to St. Giles's Church

;

and the mass of chimneys which frame the roofs give, as it were, a
Second outline to the composition. There is not a more charming
group in all Edinburgh, and yet a mere inspection of Jlr. Hamilton's

drawing would scarcely lead us to believe so if tho original were not
linnly inqn'ossed upon our meraorj'.

The drawings of the Priory at Inchmachome, situated on a small
island in the Lake of Monteitli, la miles from Stirling, are very com-

mendablo studies by Mr. E. F. C. Clarke. The style of the archi-

tecture is First Pointed. It consists of a western doorway and a
sedilia. They are illustrated in a view, elevations to a largo scale,

and complete details of tho mouldings, J and J full size.

The doorway ami tlie arcade in the north-west tower of the ruined
chapel of Holyrood Abbey is illustrated in tho same comj)leto

manner by Mr. Beattie. The chapel exhibits many of tho pecu-
liarities of Scotch Gothic, and the inlluenco of French art, so

frequently met with in Scotland, may be distinctly traced in niindi

of the carved ornaments of this magnificent relic, tho sole remaining
portion of the great church of tho monastery of Holyrood.
The thanks of every architect are duo to the Architectural Institute

of Scotland, not only for the judicious selection of subjects which
they have maile for thoir fu'St year's publieatioft, and for the noble
example wMiich they have set to all other Architectural Institutes, but
likewise for the practical value which they have given to their

illustrations by having tliem drawn to so comprehensive and useful a
scale.

LORD HERBERT, AND WILTON CHTTRCH.
In tho chancel of Wilton Church two monuments have lately been com-
pleted to the memory of Lord Herbert and of his mother, the late
Countess of Pembroke. In point of general design these monuments aro
similar, both being altar tombs, with recumbent cflBgies above. Tho
former is placed on the south and tlie other in a coiTcspouding position
on the north side, the position ordinarily assigmed to the founders of a
church ; they stand on a large mosaic floor, fitting a parallelogram
pattern designed for the purpose. The late Countess's tomb was finished

a few weeks since. It will be sufficient to describe this iu detail first,

and afterwards to mention the points in which the late Lord Herbert's
tomb, which is now being fixed, dill'er from it. The lower part is mainly of
alabaster, and consists of a recessed arcade of five arches on each of the
longer sides, and a single arch at each end : there is an additional shaft
at each of the four angles. Tho arches are ti'efoiled, and have a com-
prising label moulding rurming over them. The shafts are inlaid with
various marbles, alternately in zigzag and twisted forms ; the capitals
are enriched with carvings of natural leaves. The upper cornice also has
a bold enrichment carved from natural foUage, tho types being the thorn
and ground ivy. The recesses or panels between the arches are filled iu
with a surfiiee of dove marble, and in the centre of each is a geometrical
inlay enclosing the sacred monograms, which are executed in brocadilla
and Languedoc marbles. The middle panel, however, contains the arms
ol the Earl of Pembroke and of the Princess Woronzow (her ladvship's
title before her marriage). The base mouldings are deep, and between
them and the lower plinth is a die or dado, elaborately ornamented with
various inlay marbles in small patterns. Around the upper ledge of tho
tomb is the following inscrijjtion :

—" Katherine Woronzow, vrife of
George Augustus, eleventh Eaid of Pembroke, bom 24th October, 1/8.3,

died 27th March, 1856," followed by the text, "If we believe," &o. Tho
efiigy above is a simply-draped figure, and is executed in Pai-ian
marble.
The tomb to the late Lord Herbert of Lea, is, as we have stated,

very similar in composition, but tho details are different throughout.
The figm-e is in the pui-est Carrara marble, and represents his lordship m
the robes of a baronet ; at the head of the figure are gi'oups of
angels, which, bearing reference to the small bas-reUefs we have
now to enumerate, are draped in semi-miUtary costume. These bas-
reliefs are eight iu number, viz., one at each extremity of the four faces
of the tomb, just above the arcade; they illustr.ate (in coupled subjects),
four of the princijial incidents of his lordship's oBicial administration

:

1st, Tho introduction of Armstrong grms ; 2nd, The organisation of the
volunteer force ; 3rd, The systematic arrangements of niibtary hospitals

;

and, Jth, The introduction of gymnasia, &c., showing his soUcitude for
the welfare of the soUber, both iu sickness and in health. The inscription
along the top, runs thus :—" Sidney, Lord Herbert, second son of George
Augustus, eleventh Earl of Pembroke, born Ifith September, 1810;
died 2nd August, 1861," followed by the text :

" Blessed are the
dead, &c." At the head of the tomb are the words, " Founder of this
church."
Each tomb is about 7 feet long; the archictectural portions were

designed by T. H. Wyatt, Esq., who, it will be remembered, was architect
to the church iu which they are placed. The carrying out of thcso
designs was entrusted to Mr. J. Birnie PhiUp, sculptor, of Vauxhall-
bridge-road, and they have been executed with the utmost care and
fidebty. Upon the design and sculpture of the recumbent figures, great
pains have likewise been bestowed, and tho result is worthy of all
praise.

THE CONDITION OF LONDON STREETS.
A coiiRESPONDENT justly Complains of the muddy state of the London
pavements whenever there is a little rain. London-bridge is almost im-
passable, and it is impossible to cross Pinsbury-squaro without getting
ankle-deep in the mud. Even on the pavement of the newdy-erected
bridge at >Vestmiuster, pedestrians find it a gi-eat difficulty to maintain
their equilibrium ; and the approaches to the bridge on both the City
and Surrey sides is, to say the least, disgraceful. Surely something
ought to be done to remedy so great an evU. If half of "the rumours
of garotte robberies whicli daily appear in the newspapers aro to bo
credited, we must maintain that nothing is more to the pm-pose of theso
ruffians than to find tlieh- victims with difficulty balancing themselves on
the slippery pavement, or stuck almost powerless ni the London mud.
Every morning in the summer the water-carts allay the dust long beforo
the sun has appeared in the horizon ; and we ask, why cannot our streets
in the same way be cleared of mud at day-break ? For the jiresent,
however, we can only commiserate with the strugglers—both male and
female—in our streets. Their peril is by no means small ; and they have
a good right to complain of the neglect of tho City authorities.
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INTEENATIONAL EXHIBITION.

JTRT REPORTS.

CLASS XXXII.—STEEL.
Section A.

—

Steel Manufactlkes.

We make the following selections from the Jury
Reports, Sections A and B :

—

Patents fob Impkotement in the MANtTACTUKE
OP Steel.

Darinp the last eleven years, from May, 1851

to May 18G2, no less than l"" applications for

patents have been made for improvements in the

manufactnre of steel, and 127 of these have been
actually sealed.

This statement evinces the deep interest which
is felt by scientific and practical men of the pre-

sent day in reference to the productfon of this,

the most useful of metals, and also to the desira-

bility of improving its quality, cheapening its

price, and of being able to make it with cer-

tainty oi such a uniform character, that it may be
specially suitable for the various purposes for

which it is required, whether those purposes be
the watch-spring, the lancet, the razor, the rail-

way-wheel, or the heavy crank-shaft ofthe steam-
engine.

Yet out of these 12" patents there is only one
which had brought about any striking change in

the mode of producing steel, or which has been
attended mth any real practical or commercial
results—and this is the process patented by Mr.
Bessemer.

Bessemer Pkocess.

And even Mr. Bessemer does not contemplate
that the metal or steel made by this process will

supersede the steel made in the old-fashioned

way, but rather that it will become a substitute

for "wrought-iron, in most cases where large

masses of metal are required.

The Jury think it right to state in this report
what in their judgment are the peculiar charac-
teristics of tlio Bessemer metal or steel : this

judgment having been formed partly from their

own experience and partly from information re-

ceived from Jlr. Bessemer and other scientific

and practical men, some of whom have both
worked the process and used the metal.
When nearly decarbonised it is a soft homoge-

neous useful metal, suitable for cannon, ship and
boiler plates, piston-rods, slide-bars, and gene-
rally for large forgings for constructive purposes

;

but when in this state it will not harden, and can
be welded only with difiiculty. It is, therefore,
ob\'ions that for all purposes where the welding
property is required, or where hardness combined
with toughness and elasticity are essential, or for

articles capable of receiving a high polish, or
sustaining a fine and keen-cutting edge, this is

not the right sort of metal or steel to use.
When a larger proportion of carbon is left in

the metal, it is then difBcult to obtain uniformity
of temper or quality, and there is no certainty
even that all the ingots from the same conver-
sion mil prove workable.

Experience has also sho\vu that the quality of
the produce by this process, as by the old one,
depends in a great measure on the nature or pro-
perties of the material used.
Good Bessemer metal cannot be produced from

inferior or unsuitable pig iron.

A scientific and thoroughly practical man, in
writing to one of the Jury, gives the following
opinion of the Bessemer metal :

—

" The dilference between the first-class steels
made in the old way from Swedish steel irons,
and the metal or steel produced by the Bessemer
process seems to be this : that in the former
several good steely qualities are combined, con-
stituting their excellence ; while in the latter it

is dilBcult, at present, to obtain in one piece more
than one of these qualities ; for instance, if left
hard it is not tough, and if left soft and tough,
it \vill not harden.

" Time, aided by skill and experience, will, no
doubt, cure or remove some of these faults or
deficiencies, while others, perhaps, will remain
as being peculiar to, or inseparable from, the pro-
cess. As fast as these imperfections are removed
so \vill the range of its usefulness extend ; but it

will have to find and make a field for itself"
The Jmy have no data upon which to form an

opinion as to the quantity of Bessemer metal at
present produced, except so far as regards Shef-
field, in which town about seventy tons are made
weekly.

Mr. Bessemer (United Kingdom—042;) ex-
hibits specimens of cannon, rollers, rails, tyres

for railway wheels, eind a variety of large castings

and forgings made from Bessemer metal ; also a
collection of saws, files, edge tools, and cutlery

manufactured by various firms, from steel sup-

plied by him, but melted in crucibles, in the
ordinary way, and not from ingots produced
direct fi'om pig iron by his process.

Puddled Steel,

The consumption of puddled steel in the

United Kingdom, for manufacturing purposes, is

very limited, the prevailing opinion being that

greater regularity of temper can be obtained by
carbonising the bar, either in the converting fur-

nace or in the crucible, than can possibly be
secured in the puddling furnace.

This kind of steel is, however, extensively pro-

duced on the Continent ; and several specimens
of it are exhibited in the Austrian, the ZoU-
verein, and the Swedish departments, but they
are not of such a character as to require any
special notice here.

English Steel-Ikon.

Great improvement has been made in the manu-
facture of English steel-irons, by mixing foreign

mth Eughsh pig.

These irons are now generally used for ptir-

poses, for which fifteen years' ago nothing but

common Swedish brands would have been deemed
suitable.

The production of this kind of iron has greatly

increased, not only in various parts of the

United Kingdom, but also in foreign countries

;

and in Sheffield, where its manufacture was in-

troduced only a few days ago, it has now become
an important branch of trade.

Old Method of Making Cast Steel.

The old method of making cast steel, first in.

troduced by the late Mr. Huntsman, continues
steadily to progress.

By this process cast steel is produced, combi-
ning in the highest degree hardness with tough-
ness and elasticity, capable of being welded, of

receiving a brilliant polish, and of sustaining the
finest cutting edge. It is therefore specially

suited for the manufacture ofgood tools, whether
they be the chipping chisel, the turning and
planing tool, the file, or the taps and dies re-

quired in the machine shop, the saw and axe of

the backwoodsman, the various implements of

the aginculturist, the blade of the razor or lancet,

the delicate spring of the watch, or the useful

pen and needle ; in a word, the use of this metal
is now so general that there is scarcely any
branch of industry that can entirely dispense
mth it.

The number of converting fiimaces at present
erected in Sheffield and its immediate neighbour-
hood is 205, being an increase of 60 since 1851.

These new furnaces are, however, larger by at

least twenty-five per cent, than the old ones,

wliich would make the increase equal to seventy-
five of the old size, or about fifty-two and a-half

per cent.

If worked regularly, making due allowances
for repairs and other tmavoidable hindrances,

these 205 furnaces would produce annually

78,720 tons of bUstered steel.

The present number of melting furnaces, or

holes, as they are usually termed in this town
and neighbourhood, is 2,4-37, being an increase
since 1851 of 1,104, or about eighty-two and a
half per cent.

These furnaces, if worked regularly, making
due allowances for repairs and holidays, would
produce 60,772 tons of cast steel in the ingot;
and if from this quantity be deducted fifteen per
cent, for waste, ends, and parings, caused in the
processes of forging, tilting, rolling, and paring,

there would remain 51,656 tons of saleable cast

steel as the annual produce.
The recent appUcation of this metal to crino-

line has, no doubt, given a great impetus to the
trade. It is computed that there are at the pre-
sent time from 130 to 150 tons consumed weekly
in the manufacttu'e of this still favourite and
fashionable part of female attire.

The quantity used in the manufacttu'e of that
useful and now necessary' article, the steel pen, is

estimated at about sixteen tons a week, being an
increase since 1851 of about forty per cent.

It is worthy of remark that in this trade there
have been no unions, known as *' trade-unions,"
and yet the workmen have been well paid for

their labour, and disputes between them and
their employers very few. The trade is

principally recruited with workmen from the
agricultural districts, who usually commence
with 18s. a week wages, and many are advanced,

after a few years' service, to from 24s. to
36s. a week according to their aptitude and
ability.

The above-mentioned rates of wages apply to
workmen employed in the converting and melt-
ing furnaces , those engaged in the tilts, forges,
and rolling mills will earn from 24s. to 66s. a
week.
Next to the steel trade the greatest progress

and improvement appear to have beeu made in.

those branches of manufacture which have, as it

were, been created and are still supported by
the wants of the vast railway and steam naviga-
tion systems, viz., the manufacture of railway
springs, buffers, steel rails, wheels, tires, and a
variety of other large steel forgings and castings
required for constructive purposes.

Sheffield has now become the principal seat in
the United Kingdom for the manufacture of
these articles.

Messrs. Thomas Tiirton and Sons (6,467),
Charles CammeU and Co. (6,432), and John
Brown and Co. (6, 430), exhibit large and varied
assortments of them, wliich for excellence of
quaUty and workmanship cannot be too highly
commended.
They are also made extensively in France, the

ZoUverein, and other foreign countries.

The Jui-y have pleasure in referring to the
large, excellent, and useful contributions of

Messrs. Naylor, Tickers, and Co., Don Works
ShelJield (6,448), consisting of cast-steel bells,

cast-steel railway whels and tires, crossings, and
large cast-steel forgings.

The manufacture of bells, tires, wheels, and
crossings from cast steel, is a recent application

of this metal, and great credit is due to the pro-

prietors of the Don Works for introducing so im-
portant a branch of trade into this country.

The Jury are informed that the processes
adopted at the Don Works are the same as those
carried on by M. Krupp at Essen, and the Bochum
Mining and Cast Steel Manufacturing Company
at ArnbUrg.
Although the contributions of M. F. Krupp, of

Essen (Prussia—1,308), are not in Class XXXII.,
but in Glass VIII., the Jury consider them of so
important a character as to deserve special

notice at their hands. The remarkable features

of this collection are the enormous size of the
castings and forgings, and their perfect sound-
ness and unitbrmity of temper as shown b}^ the

fractures. In this respect M. Krupp is at present
far in advance of other manufactui'ers—one block
of steel in this collection is of the extraordinary
weight of 40,000 lbs. M. Krupp exhibits speci-

mens of cannon, and rollers beautifully finished,

also cast-steel railway wheels, tires, and a variety

of other large steel forgings.

The jury refer also with pleasure to the pro-

ductions of the Bochum Mining and Cast Steel

Manufacturing Company of Arnburg (Prussia,

1,253), although appearing in Class V. This

company exhibits a large cast-steel bell weighing
22,300 lbs. ; east-steel wheels and tires.

The processes of manufacture at Aniburg are

the same as those at Essen.

Section B.—Cutlery and Edge Tools.

The productions from Sheffield warrant the

Jury in stating that it stiU holds the preniinent

position of being regarded as the metropohs of

the cutlery, file, saw, and edge-tool trades.

But yet these, the old staple trades of the
town, have not kept jiace Avitli the increase of its

population, as will be seen from the following

tables. Xo doubt the systematic piracy of trade

marks of its most celebrated mantifacturers, by
unscrupulous foreigners, already referred to in

the remarks on the needle trade, has been one

cause in retarding their growth.
Whilst the popidation of the borough has in-

creased since 1851 nearly 37 per cent., the num-
ber of workmen in the file trade has only in-

creased 25 per cent., in the saw trade Sik per

cent., and in the edge-tool trade 28 per cent.

At the present time the number of workmen
and boys in the town belonging to these three

trades is. Hie trade 3,940, saw trade 1,115, edge-

tool trade 786. The latter number includes

hammermen recently introduced from Birming-

ham and its neighboui-hood, but not augur and

sheep-shear makers.

Files, Saws, and Edge-Tools.

Some excellent specimens of files are exhibited,

both from the United Kingdom and foreign coun-

tries. The best and most complete contributions

of large fdes arc fi'oin Slicffield and Remschied,
and uf small or watchmakers' files from Franca

and Belgium.
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Tl Ill 1 il'utioiis of saws aro veiy meagre, as
COininiiTil w iili ttio.so of 1851. Mos.si'3. ]\Ioror

Eadon ami Sons, of Sliolliold (United Kiii^'ilom

—

6,'1'JU) oxliibii the largest and most complete col-

lection, and one which the Jmy deemed well
worthy of a modal.
Of edgo-tools, joinera' tools, maohino knives,

engravers' tools, scj'thes, sickles, i5rc., many good
samples aro exhibited, for which the Jury
awarded twenty-four medals, distributed as
follows :

—

To the United Kingdom sixteen, viz., four for

edge-tools; two for joiners' tools; one for en-

gi'avcrs' tools ; two for scythes ; one lor screw
tools ; two for awl blades ; two for machine
knives ; one for stocks and dies, and one for ar-

ticles of steel.

To Fi-anco, one for engravers' tools ; to Aus-
tria, three for tools, and one for scythes ; to Wiir-
temburg, one for scythes. To the United States,

one for edge-tools. To Canada, one for agricul-

tural hand implements, and ono for edge-tools.

IMPROVED SIGNAL LAMPS.
The accompanying engra\nngs illustrate a very in-

genious invention, recently patented by Mr. A.H.
Ficlden, of Castle-street, Holborn. Itcousistsin
using glass rods or tubes, either in a bent or
curved form, for the purpose of obtaining any
desired device, or straight, for ordinary lighting
purposes. The tubes may be filled with liquids

of any colour or combination of colours, and are
especially suitable for signalling on railways or
in lighthouses. The objects of the invention are

—

1. To reduce the weight of (thow jars, and at
the same time to increase the ^brilliancy of the
same, the said tubes or rods being ilUiminatcd
inside the circle formed by the said rods or tubes,
or by moans of light reflected through the said
rods or tubes. 2. To make a marked distinction
in the colours used, and in the natm'c of the light

thrown out, the rays of colour being distinct

according to the colours used. 3. In using this

method of illumination for signal purposes, such
as lighthouses and railways, where the combina-
tion of colours used woidd .'give to that place a
position and positive character, the disposition of

the tubes and colours used at once deciding the
position of the hghthouse or signal. 4. The light

to be employed for the said show jars, signals,

lamps, or lighthouses to be of any description
suitable to the place and position of the said show
jars, lamps, signals, or lighthouses as desired or
required, aided by lenses and reflectors. Fig. 1

Bhows a lighthouse with a lamp of the above de-
scription fitted to it. Fig. 2 shows the lamp in

use on a railway semaphore. And at Fig. 3 and
4 it is fitted as show lamps, for the outside of
buildings and other places. The inventor
does not confine himself to filling the tubes
with liquid, as they may be of stained glass

if desired.

AKCUITECT'S CHAEGES.
Oaving to a heavy press of matter last week, we
\M'ro obliged to defer the pubUeation of a case of
^

'
>nio importance to architects and their clients,

M hich was tried before the Lord Chief Justice, at

Westminster, on the 29th ult. The information

is, however, as valuable now, and will serve just

as well for reference as if it had been laid before

our readers a week ago. It was an action (Spm^f
V. DonifLri'd) by an architect for his charges for

jirepariug plans, taking out quantities, &c., for a
house which the defendant had designed to build

;

but which had not, in fact, been built. Mr. Ed-
ward James, Q.C., and Mr. Thrupp, were
for the plaintiff ; Mr. Hannen and Mr.
Martin were for the defendant. In 1856 the
defendant had desired to build a house and
had got the plans, estimates, specifications, and
quantities, from the plaintiff for the purpose.
He had not, however, been able to find land
or funds for the purpose, and the project

had been abandoned, partly because, as it should
seem, the plaintift''s estimate was higher than
the defendant had intended. Negotiations for

land had gone on for sometime, and in Septem-
ber, ISGl, the plaintiff sent in a claim for £25,
reduced, as he said, to the lowest amount, the

proposed work not having been carried out. The
ilcfi.udant denied his habUity to pay anything.
'I lie plaintiff now claimed at the usual rate of

charge, and his demand came to about £60. Mr.
James, in opening the case for the plaintiff, said

that a gentleman could hardly expect an architect

to undergo all the trouble of preparing iilans and
estimates for a house without any remimeration.

IMPROVED SIGNAL LAMPS.

and ho apprehended that, tmless there had been
an express agreement to prepare them free of

charge, his client would clearly be entitled to

recover ; and in this case there certainly had
been no such understanding.

The plaintiff was called, and stated that in

1856 the defendant had consulted him as to

building a house at Blackheath, on an estate

called the Granville estate, and had pointed

out a lot of land he should like for the

pm'poso, but which it tm-ned out was let

to a builder. The defendant told him the class of

house he desired to have built—few bedrooms,but
large sitting-rooms ; but, as his wife would have
the chief enjoyment of the house, as he himself

was in town all day, the plaintiff was to see the

wife about it, take her instinietions and, prepare
sketches. He prepared plans and sketches, and
showed them to the defendant and his wife.

The defendant said he desired not to spend more
than £1,000, or £1,100 on the house, and the

witness said it would then be necessary to reduce
the size of the house, and with that view to alter

the drawings and plans. The defendent then
desired him to prepare plans, working drawings,

and specifications, and he did so, and also at his

desire got an estimate from the builder who had
the land, and who had told the defendant he
might have the land if he would let him build the

house. The builder accordingly prepared the

estimate, but before doing so required the

"quantities," which, at the defendant's desire,

the plaintiff said he accordingly prepared for the

builder. The latter, however, required a written

agreement that ho should build the house before

he let the defendant have the land. The witness,

however, prepared the quantities before the

builder had this agi'eement, and in February,

1857, the estimate was given by the builder for

£1,520, but it was not accepted, as the defendant

thought it too high, and indeed, as he said, pre-

posterous, lu April, 1857, the plaintiff proposed
to the defendant another plot of laud, and
negociations took place as to an advance of money
ft-om the trustees of the defendant's wife for the

purposes of building. No such advance was
made, however, as the trustees would only make
it on freehold property. In 1800 the plaintiff

offered some freehold land to the defendant, and
suggested that the plans, &c., might be used
which had so long lain dormant. Nothing came
of this. In February, 1861, the plaintiff sent his

bill, with a letter to the effect, that he had waited

a long time hoping he might have had to build

the house, and that it was no fault of his that he
had not, and that he had reduced his charges to

the utmost. In September, 1861, the defen-

dant replied that he did not know he was
indebted to him and that the matter should be
looked into. In November the plaintiff again

applied for payment, and the defendant again

replied that he had no idea he was indebted to

the plaiotiU'. The latter appUed again in January

and in March, 1862, and again on the 1st of
April, 1803. On the 7th of April thb
defendant replied that he had not been at Black-
heath for months, nor got his letters regularly,

and that, moreover, he saw no reason to alter

his opinion tliat he was not indebted to the ]ilain-

titl'. In July last there was a final letter from the
plaintift', in which he said his patience was ex-
hausted, and that he now claimed the ordinary
charges, which were at the rate of 2i per cent,

up to the time of going to work. This the plain-

tiff said was the ordinary rate, including work-
ing plans, specifications, and contract, but not
including taking out the quantities, for which tho
charge was 1 \ per cent. These charges he cal-

culated on the bui.ding estimate, and the total

claim now came to £60.—The Lord Chief Justice

asked the witness how he came to charge Ids

percentage on an estimate which was not only
not adopted, but was abandoned as enormously
too high, and was so considered even by tho
architect, the witness liimself-—The plaintiff said

he had no alternative ; he had nothing else to

charge upon.—Mr. Hannen cross-examined tho
plaintift', and elicited that he was architect and
surveyor for the estate of which the building
land first proposed formed part, and had the
control, as such, over the style and class of

houses to be erected. He admitted that tho
builder had first mentioned the defendant to him,
but he denied that he had said that he would
make no charge unless the matter was carried
out, or that the defendant had said to him that
the builder had told liim so. He admitted
he had been surprised at the amount of the esti-

mate, but denied having advised the defendant
not to go on with it.

An architect was called to prove that 2J per
cent, was a fair charge for the plans, &c., and
that if the work were carried out it would be 5
per cent. Where the work was not carried out,

it was usual to make the former charge on tho
estimated value.

Mr. Hannen, in addressing the jury, urged the
defence suggested in his cross-examination

—

that the real arrangement was that no commis-
sion should be jiaid unless the matter was carried
out ; and he dwelt on the long time—nearly four
years—which had elapsed before tho claim was
made.
The defendant was called to sustain this de-

fence, and stated that he and his wife went, in tho
first instance, to see the builder upon the subject,

as the lessee of the land, and it was the builder
who referred him to the plaintifi'. When he saw
the plaiutifi' he told him in the presence of his

(the defendant's) wife that the builder had sent
him to see him about the hotise, and that he (the

defendant) had told him that he objected to tho
expense of an architect, but that the builder said
the plaintift' would make no charge if the plan
was not carried out, or " ii nothing came of it."

He (the defendant) asked tho plaintitf if he
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assented to that, and the phiiutifF said he did so.

He referred ouly to one particular piece of land

that first proposed, and he never cared for any

other. He told the defendant positively he could

not exceed £1,000 upon it. After the builder

had sent his estimate the plaintiff advised him to

drop the project, and he had dropped it, and

afterwards, when it was suggested to revive it,

he had told the plaintiff he had done with it. and
declined to do so. He had distinctly declined to

allow the plaintiff to negotiate for any advance

of money, and yet one of the items of charge was
for going to the ti'ustees with that view. The Lord
ChiefJustice : That charge can hardly be sustained

—it is scarcely within the scope of an architect's

bu.'5iness.—Mr. Edward James said he did not

insist upon it.—The defendant went on to say

that the plaintiff had proposed to be the builder

of the house, and that nothing was ever said by

liim about preparing quantities, &c. He declared

that he was quite surprized to receive a long

time afterwards a claim from the plaintiff of £25,

which ho afterwards increased to £60.—Mr.

James, in cross-examining the defendant, pressed

him as to why he had not, when first applied to

by the plaintiff, replied that he had agi'eed to do

the work freo of charge unless the house was
built ?—The defendant gave no answer to this,

except that he thought it would be uncourteous

to say BO. Pressed as to whether he did not know
the plaintiffwas taking out the quantities, he said

he did not.—The Lord Chief Justice : i)id you
anthorize him to get some estimate from the

builders?—Defendant: No, I did not.—The de-

fendant's wife was called to confirm his evidence

as to the original interWew, when the plaintiff

was told that the builder, the owner of the estate,

had said ho (the plaintiff) would not charge for

anything if the house were not built.—The Lord
Chief Justice observed that this might have
referred merely to the charges as surveyor of

the estate, not to his charges as architect for the

defendant, as to wliich tho owner of the land
would have no authority to say that the architect

would not charge. At the last interview "with

the plaintiff he said he advised the defendant to

have nothing more to do with it, and the defend-

ant said he should not.

The builder, the owner of tho building lease,

was not called by either side. It was stated that

ho was out of town by reason of domestic afliic-

ticn.

Mr. Hannen, summing up the case for the
defendant, urged that if the plaintiff had admitted
that anything at all was said about no charge
being made, it might have been probable that

there had been a mistake between the parties,

but the plaintift'had distinctly denied that any-
thing of the kind had been said. Yet that some-
thing of that sort had been said surely the jury
could not doubt, both the defendant and his

wife having sworn it. Could anj-thing be more
probable tlian that it should have been ? The
surveyors of these estates had very little trouble
in the plana and estimates for houses on the
same estate, the houses being all similar in size

and style. And, on the other hand, as it was
doubtful whether the defendant would ever have
the land, was it likely that he would employ an
architect to prepare plans and estimates without
guarding himself by such an understanding?
The plaintiff had chosen to deny, however, that
anything of the sort had been said, and by that
denial ho must stand or fall.

Mr. James, in reply, said he did not impute
any wilful uutTOth to tho defendant or his wife

;

but, even assuming that anything about not
charging was really said, ho suggested that it

referred merely to the charges as surveyor of the
estate. The learned counsel urged that the de-
fendant, when applied to for payment, had not
repudiated it on the groimd he now took, and, in
fact, had never mentioned it before, during the
long interval wliich had elapsed between the
original application and the present action.
The Lord Chief Justice left it to the jury

—

first, whether the work was done on the retainer
and employment of the defendant. The defence
put forward to-day was easily disposed of. The
evidence as to the plaintiff's promise,^that there
should be "no charge," was capableof an obvious
explanation. When the defendant first applied
to the lessee of tho building land, he was told
that he must first have recourse to the surveyor
of the estate, who was to regulate the style of
building, and, being apprehensive that there
would be a charge for this, was told that there
would be none—that is, that there would be no
charge as sm-vcyor of tho estate, for it was only
in that character and capacity that the lessee of

of the estate would have any authority to

make such a statement; not that there was
to bo no charge for whatever services the

architecG might render to the defendant. It

would be unreasonable to put such a construc-

tion on it, for with such services the owner of the

laud could have no concern. This defence,

therefore, might bo discarded. The case for the

plaintiff was in substance that he had been
employed to do this work, and that it was through
no fault of Ms that it had proved abortive. The
real question was whether the plaintiff was em-
ployed as architect, or whether the defendant

had understood that he was to be builder. If he
was emploj'ed as architect to prepare the plans,

Ac, it would be no answer that the defendant

could not get the land. But if he was himself

to be builder, and chose to prepare the estimates,

Ac, before the land was obtained, he was prema-
ture and could not recover. It was observable

that the defendant had certainly, at the outset,

objected to employ an architect, and, doubtless,

having only a limited sum to lay out, would
naturally desire to avoid any expense which
might be spared. And this view was confirmed
by the endeavours the plaintiff had afterwards

made to obtain land. This, on the view suggested,

was quite natnral ; and certainly charges made
for appUcations of tliis kind could not be sus-

tained. An architect could not properly recover

for the services of a soUcitor ; and the bill was
drawn up in a very lawyer-like manner. Suppo-
sing the jury thought there had been an employ-
ment of the plaintiff, they would have to consider

what he was entitled to. There was a charge in

the most approved form of an attorney's

bin—" Seeing Mr. Glcndon (the builder) on your
account, applying for an agreement, &c." If tho
jury had ever had the misfortune to receive an
attorney's biU, they would recognize the style.

(A laugh.) Such was the character of several of

the charges, and for such charges the jury would,
no doubt, think the plaintiff not entitled to re-

cover. If the employment was as an architect he
could only recover in that character. It was for

the jury to consider whether the plaintiff was en-

titled to recover for the " quantities."

One of the jury said it was quite usual for a
builder to workout the "quantities" for himself.

—The Lord Chief Justice said it was a part of tho

question entirely fur the jmy. They would pro-

bably think that the plaint iff did not do all this

work for nothing, but for what he was entitled to

recover, and how much they would consider and
determine.

The jury consulted together for some time,

and then retired to consider their verdict, and
for a long time were unable to agree. Ultima-
tely they retm-ned into court with ,a verdict for

the plaintiff for £15. The Lord Chief Justice re-

fused to certify for costs.

ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF
SCOTLAND.

On Fnday night the Architectural Institute of

Scotland held its annual general meeting in the

hall of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, 117,

George-street ; Lord Jerviswoode took the

chair.

The Secketary (Mr. Miller), read tho

Report of the Council of Management
for the past session. It commenced by stating

that the subject of dwellings for the operative

classes formed a very prominent subject at the

meeting of the Institute during last session, and
the council hoped that the suggestions which
were then made waa'e calculated to effect some
good, although of course thei"e was much foom
for difl'erenco of opinion on the whole question.

The council had at last succeeded in commencing
a pubUcation of engi-avings ; and there had now
been deUvered to each of the members a
copy of a series of engravings—lithographed
by Messrs. Schenck and Macfarlano — of

the Old West Bow, from accurate drawings taken
by the late Mr. Hamilton, architect, from the
buildings before they were pulled down; of

Holyi'ood, from the prize measured drawings of

Mr. A. C. Beattio ; and of Inchmachome, in the

Lake of Menteith, fi-om the prize measured
drawings of Mr. Edward F C.Clark. The Coun-
cil were indebted to the liberaUty of Mr. John
Lessels, architect, for the loan of the drawings
of the West Bow, and for the notice which
was prefaced to them. They were also indebted
to Mr. Beattie and Mr. Clarke for the notices
which they kindly coramimicated in reference to

Holyrood and Inchmachome, The Coimcil hopo

that in futm-e publications they may be able to

avail themselves, in a similar manner, of the

prize drawings of the youthful competitors, when,
as in the present case, tliey are so worthy of

being multiplied. Tho Council look upon this

publication of engravings as a very important
step in the right direction, and they hope that they

will be enabled henceforth to present to each of

their members every year a copy of a similar

publication. The publication or engravings is

not intended to supersede the publication of

papers read before the Institute ; hut from time

to time the Council hope to issue a part of their

transactions, containing, as heretofore, such
papers as shall be considered to be interesting to

the members. In another sphere of usefulness

the Institute has now been engaged for several

years ; and it affords them much satisfaction in

reporting that the interest of the young men
attached to the profession in the competitions

for the honours offered by the Institute continues

unabated. It was announced in last year's re-

port that the Council had been at pains to obtain

such a representation of the state of architec-

ture in Scotland as might be worthy of tho

country. A cousidei'ablo number of dr.awings

were sent up fi-om Scotland to the Exhibition,

under the auspices of the Institute ; but the

Comicil regi-et to state that complaints were
made by exhibitors that the Scotch drawings
were not favourably placed. Remonsti-ance was
made with those in management in London,
but without effect : and it will be for considera-

tion, upon any similar future occasion, what:

steps shall be taken to secm-e for Scotland an
equality of position -iwith England. On the 2nd
July, 1862, a meetmg was held in London of the

various architectural bodies which proposed to

enter into an alliance for the common good of

the profession. To this meeting Messrs. John
Lessels, John Dick Peddle, and Charles M 'Gib-

bon were appointed delegates from the Institute;

and Messrs. Lessels and M'Gibbon went to Lon-
don to attend the meeting. The rules of an archi-

tectural alliance were then agreed to, and the

Council had no hesitation in reporting that, in

their opinion, this Institute should agree to join

the alliance, upon tho footmg expressed in these

rules. The lamented death "of the late Prince

Consort immediately gave rise to the feeling

that a public monument in Scotland should bo
reared to his memory. The Council, considering

that other bodies were contributing to this fund,

felt that it ought not to be bcliiud-haud in re-

cording its sense, not only of the Prince's worth,

but of the gi'eat interest which he always felt

in the promotion of art, and especially of archi-

tecture, and accordingly agreed to reconmiond
a subscription to tho Scottishmemorial, which was
approved of at a meeting of the Institute. The
Council hope that tho memorial which will be
raised from the fiind contributed will be such as

not only to be a fitting memorial of the Prince,

but one wliich will be calculated to advance, by
its inherent merit, the noble art for tho advance-

ment of which tho members of this Institute are

associated. Tho report concluded by congratula-

ting the members of the lusiitute upon its grow-
ing vitahty. The abstract of the treasurer's

account appended to the report, showed a total

cnarge of £233 Is. 9d., including £103 19s.

received for annual subsciiptions, and a total

expenditure of £120 l^s. Id., leaving a balance

in hand of £112 4s. 8d.

Mr. J. D. PEuniE made a short statement
relative to the publications of the society, after

which the report was unanimously carried.

Mr. David M'Gibhon, arcliitect, read a paper
on "Gothic Architecture in Scotland," which ex-

plained in detail the differences and points of

resemblance between French, English, and Scotch

ecclesiastical architecture, and sketched briefly

the various modifications and changes that had
taken place in different periods of tho history of

church architecture in Scotland.

Votes of thanks were passed to Mr. M'Gibbon
for his paper, Mr. M'Pherson for lending a series

of photographic wiews which were exhibited

during the evening, and to the noble Chaii'man.

METROPOLITAN SUBTERRANEAN
RAILWAY.

The spring, when this lino was to have been

finished, and the summer, too, have come and

gone, but tho City is still in point oftime just as far

distant from tho West as over it was. All the

httle delays and all the great annoyances of over-

crowded traffic which it was to mitigate, if not;

to do away with, aro still as i-ampaut and glaring
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as over, and tlio public ami the sliarpliul.li-i-i also

gecm to bo gottiiig impatient in thcii' disii-e to

know tliL- reason of tlie longdclay. Tlic vnryinf;

rumours and constant speculations to which the

postponement of the opening has given rise

have been numerous enough, one wouUl liavo

thought, to enable some to como near the truth

as to tlio real causes of tlie delay. Tlie latter,

however, have been so very simple tliat no one

has guessed them. The breaking in of Fleet

Ditch, though it in no way all'ected the lino it-

self, caused serious loss of time in com-
pleting the main City terminus at Farringdon-

Btrcet. From tho time when that obstacle was re-

moved, now more than a month jiast, the lino

could have been worked easily at its minimum
rate of traffic, which is to bo no less than 90

trains a day each way. Tho only reason against

Buch working, in October last, was the wise deter-

mination of the directors—in which thoy have
been heartily supported by tlieir able engineer,

Mr. Fowler—not to run a single passenger train

until every minute detail iu relation to their sta-

tions and signals was finished, and arranged in

the most perfect working order. Tho cUrectors

seem to be well aware, that in a lino on such a

novel plan, and having so many peculiar features

iu its construction, it would be dangerous to open
it to the public while still imperfect, or till they

had so organised all their various departments

as to give confidence by the customary appear-

ances, which, on these works, denote a well-ma-

tured and deliberate system. Thus, oven in such
trifling matters as paiutmg stations, or papering
and furnishing waiting-rooms, nothing has been
left incomplete, and, fi'om Farringdon-street to

Padchngton, the whole line is now absolutely

perfected and ready in every branch, even down
to the liveries of tho guards and porters. Tho
usual ten days' notice was given last Friday to the

Board of Trade, to inspect the mechanism of the

signals, and when these have been examined the

tho line will oi)en, and, as we have said, with as

much completeness of detail as if it had been
12 months in working order.

The importance of tliis new route, both for the

relief it must afi'ord our overcrowded sti-eets and
in diminishing iu point of time the space between
the various districts of this unwieldy city, makes
it one of the most remarkable of all our many
railway triumphs. It is, for a London liue, the

cheapest that has over been constructed, though
the engineering difficulties it presented at every
hundred yards Avere the most formidable of their

kind that have ever been encountered. Sewers
and gas and water mains had to be respected,

drains for the tunnel itself to be made, heavy
iMiildings in near proximity to the excavations to

111' kept secure, and even the thorouglifares under
\vlnch the shaft was driven, like an entrance to

a mine, left undisturbed, with all the heavy traffic

rolling incessantly overhead. How gi-eat were
the dilficnlties these almost irreconcilable con-

ditions imposed—and above all when it became
necessaiy to make underground junctions, as at

KIng's-cross, where a labyi'inth of complicated
laickwork for the tunnel had, iu fact, to be in-

^auted for the purpose,—only engineers can un-

d rstaud.

'The present powers of the company only allow

in to carry their liue from Paddington to Fins-

iry-circus, a distance of about five miles, of

which the first gi'eat length, from Paddington to

L'.irringdon-street, is complete, with working
! junctions to the Great Western and Great North-

i
eru railways. The tunnel courmencea at the

Paddington terminus, and continues in an almost
direct line towards the New-road, passing be-

neath tho Edgware-road at right angles, and
intersecting in the same mamier Lisson.grove-
road and Upper Baker-street, skirting along,

beneath, and just outside the southern extremity
of Regent's Park. Thence it passes under the

houses at the eastern extremity of Park-crescent,

beneath Tottenham com't-road, into the New-
road, and, passing close by Euston-square, turns

at King's-cross to eSect a junction with the up
and down lines of the Great Northern Rail-

way. From King's-cross a great part of the

line is an open cutting, except for a length
of about 600 yards beneath Bagnigge-wells-
road and Coppice-row, where again a short

tunnel intervenes. From this to the Farringdon-
street station it is nearly all a fiiir open cutting, and
up to this point the line is perfectly ready. From
Farringdon-street station, on the waste ground
beyond Holborn, which is still dignified with the
name of a street, the liue is soon to have two
branches, one intersecting Holborn-hiU, or rather

Skinner-street, and continuing its course due

soiiih under tho site of the old Fleet prison, to

elllet a junction with tho Chatham and Dover
line, which is to cross the Thames at Blackfriars

;

the other and more important branch—in fact,

tho main line—is to be continued under the

ground north of Smithfield and south of Charter-

house-square, and will jiass beneath Barbican
into Finsbin-y-circus. At this terminus it is in.

tended, for the jiresent at least, to stop; though,

as tho advantages wdiich this mode ol' communi-
cation will allbrd become more generally known
and appreciated, tho shareholders, we believe,

will find their account in extending their branches
to tho chiefsuburban districts of tho metropolis.

From West to East the average slope down-
ward of the whole line is one in 100 ft. till it

enters the City, when it rises slightly again, but
there is tio steeper gradient than this through-

out. 'J'ho rails vary from a depth of 2G ft. to

51 ft. below tho surfiice of the gronud ; the

sharpest curve is one of 200 yards' radius, and
there is not moi'O than 1,200 yards of perfectly

straight liue throughout. Such a line, passing

thi-ough all the kinds of subsoil to be fomid in

London, required certain adaptations in the

form of the tunnel, according to the nature of

the difficulties it had to siu-momit. Thus, in good
and easy ground, its form is generally elUptical,

the span of tho arch of tho tunnel being 28i ft.,

and its lioight 17 ft. Tho lengths of this de-

scription are built \Yit\i no less than six rings of

brickwork, though the Board of Trade do not

require more than five rings in railway arches of

7 ft. greater span. In other portions, where the

line goes deeper, and there is a great pressure to

resist, the form of the arch is altered to

give it greater strength, and the crown
is taken to a height of 19 ft. At no
part are the foundations taken less than
5 ft. into tho soUd ground beneath the

rails, and wherever extra strength has been
necessary, the whole has been driven like

a shaft, and is a solid ring of the most massive
brickwork above and below. From end to end
tho whole work is set in a square bed of solid

concrete, covered in on the top with asphaUe to

keep all watertight. Never, probably, has any
tunnel been planned so greatly in excess of the

strain it is required to bear. The easier por-

tions were constructed in IS-ft. lengths, at the

rate of 72 ft. a-week—quicker than any work of

the kind has ever been accomplished ; but when
passing near churches or other heavy buildings

a regular shaft had, as we have said, to be
driven by skilled miners in 4-fc. lengths, and
from the gi'eat care requisite at these parts the

works advanced but slowly.

Along the whole line all the stations are open
to the air, except two—that at Gower-street and
that at Baker-street, which are underground.
One of these, however, by a series of most
ingeniously contrived openings in the sides of

the tunnel, communicating with the forecourts

or front gardens of the houses above, is almost

as well lighted by daylight as those ojien to the
|

air. The Portland-road station is lighted

by domes above the tunnel itself. The King's-

cross station is as large, as lofty, and as well

lighted as any of the best metropolitan termini

;

so also is that at Farringdon-street. Tho Pad-
dington station is, as a piece ofconstruction, mar-
vellous for the skill with which a small but most
convenient terminus is made out of an odd corner

of the Great Western Company's ground near
the Bishop's-road bridge.

At present itisari'anged to commence running
with no less than 90 trains a day each way, from
6 a.m. to 10-30 or 11 p.m., the train starting at

10-minute intervals during the'busy hours. These
facilities will soon be further increased to trains

at 5-minute intervals, with express trains going
through without stopping from terminus to termi-

nus, and the hours of traffic will probably be ex-

tended to midnight. The fares even l)y first-class

will be lower than the present omnibus rates, and
twice in the morning and evening each way
working men's trains will run, taking passengers
the whole distance for one peimy per head.

As soon as possible after the opening it is in-

tended to proceed with the construction of the

main line to Finsbury. The cost of the whole
undertaking is estimated at less than £1,300,000.
Had it been taken on a viaduct it would have
cost nearly four times this amount, and abso-

lutely spoilt some of the finest streets In the me-
tropolis. Whether or not it will be remmierative
as a speculation has yet to be seen ; but, paying
or not paying, it must be a great convenience to

the public.

—

Times.

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.

Om Monday last tho Bccond meeting for tho

session of the members of the Royal Scottish

Society of Arts, was held in their now hall

George-street ; Dr. Stevenson Macadam, tho

newly elected president of tho society, in tho

chair.

In tho course of his inaugural address the

Preshient enumerated the in'incipal discoveries

which had been made in science during tho

present century, and pointed out the immense
advantages whicli had been derived from tho

chemical researches of the period, especially tho

results of artificial compounds. Science, he
considered, had advanced rapidly by strides, and
not by steps. That science and art should have
taken natural substances—the air, tlie water, and
the earth, and all they contained, learned their

components, and directed them to new chamiels

of use in their natural form—was sufficient to

rank both as blessings ; but when tho twin sisters

advanced to, and aided Nature, and made tho

earth more fruitful iu its productions, and yielded

larger returns of food and mineral wealth, then

our admiration increased, and we looted with
amazement at tho power thus placed in the hands
of feeble man, and learned to wonder at tho

development of each link of the chain which
science and art were thus twining around Nature.

After a vote of thanks to the President,

Mr. Robert Aitoun gave a description of a
new safety-break for stopping railway trains

within the shortest possible distance compatible
with s.afety to passengers. He proposed that a
rectangular rod, of four or five inches square,

should be laid continuously along the whole
course of each line between the rails, and spiked

down to the transverse wooden sleepers. Beneath
the tender or breai;-vau he would place a pair of

strong compound bladcd springs, one on each
side of the rectangular wooden rod, and at such a
distance therefrom as to admit of their being kept

clear of the rod. On the springs being released,

they would grasp tho rod with great force, and
the friction on the rod would render the breakage
much gi-eater than that caused by the breaks at

present in use. He considered that by this

means a ti'ain weighing sixty tons, and going at

the rate of thirty miles an hour, would be stopped
within sixty yards of tho spot where the catches

were applied.

Mr. Boucn, C.E., and Mr. Wakner, of Phila-

dclphia, both considered Mr. Aytoun's proposal

to be good and practicable, and the paper was
remitted to a committee.
A paper by Mr. Daniel Cajipbell, forester at

Wemyss Castle, showed that the result of ' some
experiments he had made with sulphuret of

cement for fixing iron railings, &c., had proved
highly satisfactory. Mr. Cainpbell also made
communications on a new garden tool—combin-
ing the advantages of the spade, hoe, and rake

—

and on a new hedge-row uiaehine.

The last paper, by Mr. Warner, was on the"steo-

metrio tablet," an instrmnent designed to facili-

tate tho computation of the solid contents of rail-

road excavations and embankments.
The whole of the papers were remitted to com-

mittees to consider and report.

SOUTH LUPPENHAM CHURCH, RUTLAND.

The Statiifm-d Mercunj gives the following inter-

esting description of this church :—The name of

this parish is derived from the Anglo-Saxon.
Luffen {leofen, food) ham (home), i.e., the home
of plenty. The church is dedicated to St. Maiy ;

its plan consists of nave, north and south aisles,

chancel, chantry, south porch, and tower at the

west end. It contains portions of the several

styles of mediaeval architecture—Norman, Early
English, Decorated, and Perpendicular; or as

some ecclesiologists would describe them—early

Romanesque, and first, second, and third pointed.

Externally, the general features of the fabric are

Decorated; the tower and spire are of that

style. The chancel was repaired about ten years

ago at the cost of the late rector of the parish

(the Rev. Robt. Scott, D.D., the Master of Balliol

College, Oxford), when a geometrical east

window was inserted, the walls repaired,

and the roof raised. In 1861 the church
imderwent a more extensive restoration, new
open benches of Memel pino being introduced,

a new circular freestone pulpit erected, the

chancel floor raised and laid with Minton'a

encaustic tiles, the tower arch thrown open,

the walls denuded of plaster, oak fittings

and prayer desk supplied to the chauoel, &c. The
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architect employed to effect each restoration was
Mr. G, E. Street, a leatUng member of the pro-

fession. The earliest account we have of a
church here is that in 1262, William do Bello-

camps. Earl of Warwick, presented to it. It is

very probable that a church stood upon the pre-

sent site before the Conquest, and that it dis-

appeared when the general destruction of

religious edifices took place by the Danes. That
a church was erected here soon after the Nor-
mans settled in this country is shown by the
present north aisle of two bays, tlie pillar and
responds of which arc low and massive. Their
square capitals are richly sculptured, exhibiting

a profusion of foliage, ti-ails of nail heads, human
heads, &c. The arches are moulded, and en-
riched with the billet ornament. An examina-
tion of this ai.sle shows that the nave of the
Norman church was much shorter than the
present one. Its original plan probably con-
Fiited of a navo without aisles. Norman work is

also seen on each side of the tower arch, which
shows that the tower of the Norman church was
at tho west end, and that its masonry was not
entirely taken down when the present tower and
spire were buiU, in the 14th century. The next
oldest part of the fabric is tlie south aisle,

which was added early in the 13th century, at]

which period the navo w-as lengthened, as at
present seen. The pillars on this side are i

also circular, the capitals having a band of the
!

nail-head ornament, and the arches chamfered.

'

A small bay has just been added on this side, on
the site of the rood-li/fl staircase. At the east
end of this aisle is a chantry constructed as an
aisle to the chancel, from which it is separated
by two bays : it was probably endowed for tho
saying of private masses, and that a member of I

the founder's family is represented in a recum-
bent effigy referred to below. Tho chancel

appears to have been rebuilt in the l.'ith centui-y

;

it has two tiers of cinquefoiled lights in the north

wall, and the receses of tho sedilia for two
priests in tho south wall are also cinquefoiled.

The north and soutli walls of the nave are

Decorated. Over the north door there is a tre-

foiled recess, which has contained an effigy, and
two similar recesses in the wall of the south

porch. The tower and spire are very fine : the

former is of three stages : the first stage is

pierced with a window of two lights under a
dripstone with head terminations ; the second
with a window of one light, and above a shield

charged with a fess between si.K crosslots (Beau-

champ, Earl of Warwick) ; and the third with a
window of two lights transomed, the head con-

sisting of a quatrefoil. Above, in succession, are

a bandof quatrefoils, a cornice of heads and ball-

flowers, and an embattled parapet, within which
rises tlie spire, enriched with crocketted ribs and
lights under projecting canopies in the cardinal and
diagonal faces. The buttresses of the tower are

set square, and tmce gabled. Another shield, in

the second stage, is chai-ged with a cross tlory.

The outhne of the fabric would bo rendered
more pleasing by the erection of a high-pitched
roof over the nave, instead of the present flat

one. That over the chancel is much higher.

The decorated chancel screens, erected in the

churches of North and South Lutfenham, were
evidently made from the same design. That in

this chancel was taken down when tho last re-

storation was otfectcd. That in the church on
the other side of the valley remains. The octa-

gonal font is decorated, each face exhibiting a
quatrefoil. The new circular pulpit is of Clip-

sham stone ; it is pierced with four trefoils en-

riched ivith tho " dog tooth," and below is a
band of the indented ornament. In tho course
of the last restoration, nearly every monument

was removed from the walls, all tho tablets being

erected in the soutli aisle. Tho only mediaival

memorial has now found a resting-place on the

north side of the chancel : it had been previously

erected midway in the south aisle, where

it was protected by iron palisades : its original

position was in the chantry. This monument;
contains a sliield, charged >vith a bend engrailed,

a label in chief of three points (Culpeper).

PAINTER'S STUDIO, RUE DE BOULOGNE.

In our number for Nov. 14 last wo published an
engraving of a Painter's Studio at Paris, and

mentioned incidentally another, by the same
architect, in the Ruo de Boulogne. Tho obliging

correspondent to whom wo were indebted

for tho former sketches, has again favoured us

with one of the latter, but we regr«t to learn that

a now storey has within the last two years been

added to it, which destroys altogether tho beauty

and harmony of tho composition.

New Organs.—An organ perform ance, by Mr.

A. L. Tamplin, took place on Thursday evening, at

the Architectural Gallery, Gonduit-stroct, Regent-
street, for tho purposj of testing tho new great

organ which has been built for Strood Cliurch,

Kent, by Mr. Henry Wedlake, of the Buston-road.

A new organ for the chapel of the Mineral

Water Hospital, Bath, has been opened. Mr.

Sweetland, of Bath, was the builder. The instru-

ment has eleven stops. Mr. Clark, of Bath, has

just completed a new organ for the new church at

Hartham Park, near Corsham. The instrument is

contained in two architectural Gothic cases, which

shows a stained glass window between them.

Tho organ of Lymington Church has recently been

enlarged and improved by its builder, Mr. Walker,

of London,
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MEMORIAL PAINTED GLASS WINDOWS TO LORD HERBERT OP LEA, IN WILTON
CHURCH.—Br Messrs. O'Connor.

We engrave tlii8 week tlie mcmoi-ial recently
erected to the memory of the late lamented Lord
Herbert, of Lea—-better known, perhaps, by his

commoner's name of Sidney Herbert, the
" Soldier's Friend." It is placed on the south
side of Wilton Church. It is a single light of
considerable dimensions, being nearly 3 fc. wide
and IS ft. high. The main suoject| which occu-
pies the central portion of the window, has a
representation of the Saviour, with outstretched
arms, seated upon the rainbow, attended by
groups of angels bowing down to him in adora-
tion; beneath is shown a crowd of figures of
" the Just," clothed in white robes, and with
palms, rising from tombs, each being supported
by a guardian angel ; surrounding this large
group, in panels worked into the ornament of the
window as mosaics, are angels with musical
instruments, rejoicing and bearing scrolls

with tho legend, " Holy, holy, holy, Lord

God of Hosts ! heaven and earth are ful

of Thy glory." This portion of the design
is made to shine out golden in tone from tho
other parts of the window, which are kept sub-
dued. The intention here is to idealize " Hope,"
in the Resurrection. The subject above this is

suggestive of " Faith;" "Solomon overlooking
the Building of the Temple ;" surrounding which
is tho legend: " Now was ended all the works
that King Solomon made for the house of tho
Lord." At the base is a group representing
'* Charity;" *' The Good Samaritan supporting
the Wounded and Half-dead Man," with the
legend surrounding it, "Go, do Thou likewise."

The ornamental details are designed in tho
character of the architecture of the church, and
all the groups are careful studies, especially
with regard to the expression of the faces. At
tho base on tho glass is the simple inscription
" In Memoiy of Sidney, Baron Herbert, of Lea,
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jind on a lirasn nndcvneatli, " T!io poo])lo of

WilUm gnvo this window in honoin- and lovo of

Sidney Herbert, lirst Lord Uorliert, of Lea,

foinuler of tliis oliurch, who died tho 22nd day
of Auprust, 18G1." " The memoiy of tho just

is blesssd." Tlio whole has been designed and
cxecnteil by Messrs. O'Connor, of Beruers-street,

Oxford-street. It is worthy in every respect of

the liigh repntatiou which they have obtained
for their artistic productions iu stained glass.

Our readers can only, of course, judge of its

drawing, but tho brilliant and harmonious ar-

rangement of the colours is eqnally deserving
of admiration.
Our engraving has been from a direct photo-

gi"aph on to tho wood by Mr. Bolton, who seems
to bo the only one of om- numerous wood cn-

gi'avers who has brought the ])rocoss into pi*ac-

tical use. It seems very well adapted for re-

j^rodncing every description of /ac simile woi'k,

such as tho cai'toous of stained glass painters,

PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS.
OxE of the most important novelties in bell ring-

ing and, at the same time, the latest introduction
of scientific appliances to our dwelling-houses,
is the now system of ringing bells by means of
electricity. We have rung bells on one side of
the Atlantic by batteries fixed on tho other, but
until now we have never thought of having a
similar communication between our dining-rooms
and our kitchens, between our drawing and bed
rooms and oui' servants' halls. We have hitherto

pertinaciously stuck to the old-feshioned system
of cranks, levers, and copper wire, only occa-
sionally economising labour by speaking-tubes.
The invention, of which Messrs. XewaU and Co.,

of Sloane-street, are the sole agents, possesses
many great advantages. 1st, It is simple—

a

batteiy charged with chemicals is placed in any
unappropriated corner of the house to keep com-
pany with the gas-meter ; two wires are attached
to the zinc and copper poles by which the elec-

ti-icity is generated and carried off. These two
wires being brought together in any part of the
house, causes one or more beUs to ring. 2nd,
It is inexpensive, as the cost of replenishing the
chemicals of a battery large enough for 20 bells

docs not exceed 5s. a-year. 3rd, It is univer-
sally applicable ; it can be taken over any uneven
wall or floor and in any tortuous direction mth-
out affecting the result ; it can be appUed to the
desks of railway stations, banks, or vrith equal
facility to the tables of their managers. 4th, It

is easily worked ; it can be worked by the
faintest pressure of a nob, by a lever, or by
almost an infinite variety of methods ; 5th, Tho
wires can be coated with silk or cotton of any
tint, so as to accord mth the decollations of a
room, or to bo practically invisible upon them

;

it can be fixed to shutters, doors, and windows
at night, and be made to give thence an alarm
by, if required, ringing every bell in the house.
There seems, iu fact, no Umit to the usefulness

of these electric bells for domestic purposes.
They have been ah'eady fused in Windsor Castle
and in several other large buildings, where they
have given eveiy satisfaction, but as it may be
difficult for such of our readers as feel interested
iu them to see them there in operation, a visit

should be paid to Messrs. Newall's premises, in

Sloane-street, where the full value of the inven-
tion can bo seen, and any doubts about their

efficacy be immediately dispelled.

PROPOSED NEW BinLDINGS AT
WESTMINSTER.

A PUBLIC meeting was held on Tuesday last, at

the Baltic Sale Room, South Sea House, for the

purpose of hearing an explanation given of the

principles on which it is proposed to erect, by a
tontine association, a building opposite the
Westminster Palace Hotel, somewhat similar iu

character and object to Gresham House. Mr.
Alderman Dakin was in the chair, and the room
was well attended.
From tho opening address of tho Chairman, it

appears that the object in view was to erect

chambers on a iilot opposite to the Westminster
Palace Hotel, and it was proposed to do this on
the toutine principle! The principle of tontines

was, he said, formerly well know and in favour

in the city of London, but it became unused and
out of favom* in consequence of the way in which
it was in many instances carried out. It was,

however, still carried out on tho Continent.

A toutine waa a number of persons form-

ing a common fund, to be enjoyed by such

of them as might fi-ora timo to timo be

living, or, in other words, simply an annuity with

tho right of sur\-ivorship, both as regarded the

amount of the annuity, or interest ofthe fund itself.

The land was freehold, and it was of about the

same area as that on which Gresham Houso was
erected, but it had a larger frontage, and was
capable of being better lighted and more easily

accessible. The demand which existed for cham-
bers in the locality was, from its contiguity to

Parliament, tho law courts, and tho Government
offices, very great. The site was to be purchased

for something like one-third ofthe cost of Gresham
House—viz., £53,000, the title to which would be

registered. The cost oftho building to be erected

was estimated at £30,000, and there was to be a
margin of £17,000 to meet any contingent ex-

'•

penses that might occur. From tho designs the '

building promised to bo one of the greatest orna-

ments ofthe metropoUs, and it would be handed
over by tho contractors fit for occupation.

Mr. Barry (architect) supported the views of

the chairnum and expressed his belief that before

the roof ofthe proposed Ijuilding was on, every

room would be occupied by the Government or

tho public.

VANDALISM IN PLYMOUTH.
The Western Mornina Neu-s of the 8th instant

says :—Our Plymouth readers will be not a little

scandalized to "hear that one of the few architec-

tural relics of old Plymouth is advertised to be

sold by auction this day week. The famous old

Hoe Gate is to be pulled down, and its materials

put up to the highest bidder. Plymouth, for a

town ofgreat antiquity, possesses remarkably few

antiquarian remains, and -n-ith the exception of a

few old houses in Notte-street and Looe-street,

St. jVndrew's Church, and Hoe Gate, we might

tr.averse the whole length and breadth of this

town of 65,000 inhabitants, and find nothing else

worth looking at from the antiquarian point of

view. Hoe Gate is interesting, not merely to the

Dryasdusts ; it is in itself a most picturesque

object, and makes one of the most effective local

photographs that has been taken. Moreover, in

the room over this gateway,William Elford Leech,

the distinguished naturalist, and for eight years

curator of the British Museum, was born in the

year 1790. The doomed gate thus possesses an

additional claim upon our respect, and can urge

an additional plea against the sentence of execu-

tion. We beUeve that this sentence has origi-

nated under the following circumstances :—Hoe
Gate belongs to Hoe Gate House, the resi-

dence of Mr. Thomas Fox. This gentlemen

complains that at night the gate is the resort

of disorderly characters, and becomes a

nuis.ance to him and his family. He has proposed

to the Special Works Committee of the Town
ComicU to take this gate and the roadway into his

private grounds, and give up a portion of land

sufficient to make a roadway on the other side of

tho gate. This proposal the committee at first

declined. Consequently, Mr. Fox decided that

the gate should come down, and the materials

have been announced for sale, as stated above.

His proposal, however, will be brought before

the Local Board of Health by the committee on
Wednesday.

It appeals that the sale has been postponed,

and the To\vn Council fidly discussed the ques-

tion of its preservation on Wednesday night.

IMPROVEMENT OF WORKMEN'S HOUSES
IN EDINBURGH.

We have on several occasions directed the at-

tention of our readers to the various improve-

ments recently eft'ected iu the houses of the

working classes of Edinburgh. A year ago a

company was formed for the purpose of pro-

viding the artizans of that city with suitable and

comfortable dwellings, which was called "The
Edinburgh Workmen' s Houses Improvement Com-
pany (Uniited)." We are glad to learn, from the

report of the directors, which was read at the

annual meeting on Monday week, that tho scheme
has been eminently successful. "The report states

that considerable progress has been made in the

buildings the company are constructing at Dum-
biedykes, the contractors being confident that

several ofthe houses would be ready for occupa-

tion before Whitsunday. The directors being

desirous to take advantage of and encom-age the

laudable desire which seems to prevail among
the working classes, of becoming proprietors

of their dweUiugs, intend to sell the houses

as soon as tho cost can be ascertained

with certainty; and one of the secretaries

has been in coinmunicaiion with a consider,

able number of working men anxious to become
possessed of the houses through the assistance of

the ])roperty investment companies. The money
realised by tho sale of the houses will be employed
in extending tho operations ofthe company; but
as all tho eiforts being made, whether by com-
panies, co-operative societies, or private indi^nd

uals, towards .ameliorating tho domestic condition

ofthe working classes, are still quite inadequate
to meet tho urgency of the case, being scarcely
sufficient to overtake the constant demolition of
houses in the city and its immediate neighbour-
hood, the report expressed an earnest hope that
the public will enable the company, by extended
support, to undertake larger operations than their

present capital %vill permit them to do. Tho
company is at present engaged in the erection of
two rows of houses at Dumbiedj'kes, generally of
three storeys high, entering by common stairs

and galleries. The front row consists of 70
houses, the second of 02—in all, 132 houses. All

tho houses contain tiu'ee rooms, and are supplied

with modern sanitary appliances, coal-bunkers,

presses, and gas ; and most of them have a large

store closet in the lobby, or a scullery. The
name which has been suggested for these houses
is " Prince Albert Buildings."

THE ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH.
Pekiodically, and as if by necessity, the great
question of uniting Europe and America by
telegraph, surges up and demands a prac-

tical solution. And it is quite natural that it

should do so. No scientific industry of
modern times has been more economically suc-
cessful than ihe electric telegraph. There are
now at work, in the United States of Ame-
rica, 40,000 miles of telegi'aph, extending
from San Francisco, on the Pacific, to New-
foundland, ou the verge of the Atlantic Ocean
—where it is again proposed to land a cable
which shall have its other end at Valentia Bay.
There are upwards of 150,000 miles of working
telegraph in Europe. A telegraph sparming
the Atlantic would tmite the electric wires of

America with those in Europe, as those in

Europe are now united with many in Asia and
Africa. Establish a telegTaphic link between
Newfoundland and Ireland, and instantly means
would be taken to connect our West Indian Colo-
nies and those of other countries with the
mainlands of North and South America—thus
bringing the whole industrial system of the two
Americas into connection with that of nearly all

the rest of the world. This question ofan Atlantic

telegi'aph is not merely economically and morally
interesting to England and the United States,

but it involves world-wide results. It would not
only be the greatest triumph of science, but it-

would be the means ofbestowing a rich inheritance

of blessings on mankiud. It is a benefit which
the statesman, the capitalist, the economical
reformer, tho philanthropist, and philosopher,

may heartily join hand-in-hand to promote. We
believe it is possible and practicable ; and if the
Gevernments of England and the United States
svill render legitimate assistance, tho gi'eat idea
may soon be made a great fact.

It may be said that an attempt was made a few
years since, and the result is a useless and
perishing cable at the bottom of the Atlantic.

It would be folly to pass over this significant

fact in silence. The failure of that cable should
not, however, be a rock to discourage, but rather

a beacon to guide in the pathway of future

efforts. It is almost certain that the Atlantic

cable failed from controllable causes. It was
manufactured and laid with undue haste. Con-
ditions, moral and scientific, which should have
been complied with, were trifled mth, or neg-

lected. In a second attempt more care must and
will be taken. During the last few years, most
valuable experience in the manufactui'e and sub-

mergence of cables has been gained. Improve-
ments have taken place in the method of

constructing cables. Any one who saw
some of the specimens of gutta pcrcha
in the eastern annex of the International

Exhibition must have been struck with the

great improvements made in the production

of that material. We remember seeing one
large sheet, as thin as note paper, and almost
as transparent as glass. The gutta percha,

therefore, which was used iu the fii-st Atlantic

cable, was much inferior to that which may be
used iu a second Atlantio cable. We have im-
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proved processes for testing the capacity of gutta

perclia and india rubber, and also improved

instruments for measuring the integrity of in-

sulation. But, besides those improvements in

the products and processes of manufacture, we
can appeal to stubborn facts. Since the failure

of the Adantic cable, some of the most impor-

tant submarine cables have been laid, including

those fi-om England to Hanover, from England

to Denmark, from France to Algiers, and

from Malta to Alexandria. All these, and others

•n-hich might be specified, are in exceUent

working order. Out of the total number of 51

different submarine telegi-aph enterprises, which
are all that have been entered upon, 44—com-
prising 5,133 miles of cable, and 8,906 miles of

conducting wire—are at the present moment in

perfect working order. Thirty of these 44 suc-

cessful cables were laid by Glass, Elhott, and Co.

That firm, we are informed, have never lost a

cable. The Gutta Percha Company made, we
believe, the " cores" ofall the existing submarine

cables. These facts are significant and instruc-

tive, and they may assist to explode the fallacies

of theoretical critics, and put to flight the fears of

cautious capitalists. At all events, they are

encouraging data for fatore efforts.— J.P.E.,

Mechanics' ilaijazine.

STONE IMPLEMENTS.
At the fourth meeting of the present session of

the Liverpool Literary and Philosophical Society,

on the 15th ult.. Dr. Hume read a paper on
"The Manufacture and Use of Stone Imple-
ments."
The author commenced by noticing the ar-

rangement of antiquities made by Mr. Thompson,
of Copenhagen, into those of the bone, stone,

bronze, and iron periods ; by which degrees of

civihzation might be studied geographically over
the world, as well as historically in the modem
seats of civilized nations. His objects for exhi-

bition and illustration comprised a triturating

stone, with roller and rubber,—the former from
Ireland, the latter from Fermando Po ;

querns
;

numerous examples of the stone malleus ; hand
war clubs from New Zealand ; celts, wedges, &c.,

from Denmark, Ireland, Fiji, England, and New
Zealand; flints from the drift on the banks of the
Somme ; flint arrows, combs, fish-hooks, &c.,

from Danby Moor, Yorkshire ; and numerous
flint flakes, sKng-stones, &c., in general from the
east coast of Yorkshire. Some of the objects
had been sent for the occasion by Mr. Mayer

;

the Royal Institution; Mr. H. Duckworth, and
Mr. H. Ecroyd Smith. The triturating stone still

used in New Mexico, and occasionally by the
Caffi-es at the Cape is a first approach to grinding.
It is not very different from the two stones between
which the Australian natives pounded the seeds in
the expedition of Bnrkeand Wills. Inthe countries
which have progressed, this was succeeded by
the pestle and mortar, and then by the quern,
the wind-mill, the water-mill, &c. The quern
was usually turned by two persons, as it is still

in the Scottish Highlands, and the labour was
regarded as very servile, hence slaves and cap-
tives were frequently employed in performing
the task. Though modern millers have laboured
to destroy the stones, they are still found ; in the
eastern side of Asia, and the west of Europe, and
in the countries ofprimitive habits, they are still

in actual use. Numerous quotations were given
from our old English literature illustrative of their
use in former times. The malleus, or hammer,
was of various forms, often like the sledge-ham-
mer of a smith, a wooden handle passing through
its centre. In the eleventh century, the Anglo-
Saxons used " bipennis " and " stan-ex " as con-
vertible terms, so that they seemed to have
used such stone mallet, or to have thought that
the Roman bipennis was of that shape. Many
of those are found in connection with the bones of
large animals now quite extinct. Several elegant
hand war clubs were exhibited, from New Zea-
land,—one of elegantly carved wood, and the
other of stone. Those of black stone are iden-
tical, in form and size, with specimens found in
England and Ireland; but a rai-e and curious one
was sho\™ of the favourite material, gi-een stone.
A piece of this had been hidden during the dis-
turbances at Massacre Bay, and so valuable was
it supposed to be that a space of ground four or
five acres in extent was dug over to a depth of
4 ft. for the purpose of finding it. Ancient green
Btone axes have also been found in our own
country, as well as in Fi-.ince. An object of this
kmd 13 sometimes called a "sacrificing axe,"
and the making of it occupies a man, at inter.

v,als, .about two years. Ho rubs it with a small

flint stone, of the size of a walnut or a small egg.

The chisels, or wedges, are still more varied in

their forms, their uses, and the places in which they
are found. Several ofthem were shown mounted,
for the purpose of war or the chase ; some were
shown blocked ont, others partially gi-omid, and
some with defects taken out of them by gi-inding.

In a few instances objects in metal had been imi-

tated in form by subsequent ones in stone. No
objects were shown mounted in stags' horn ; bat
it was shown that these are of frequent occm'-
rence in the crannogues of Ireland, the lacustrine

habitations of Switzerland, and in some of the
cuttings in France. In drawing attention to the
flint arrow-heads and chippings. Dr. Hume no-

ticed the valuable researches of M. de Soithes,

of Abbeville, who had added a new and impor-
tant chapter to science. He had shown that in-

stead of archrpology "piecing on" to geology,
the two interlace or overlap ; the human or
archaeological period having preceded severally

the changes of a geological kind.

CAMBRIDGE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
At the third meeting of the present session of

the Cambridge Architedtural Society, on the 27th
ult., Mr. Albert Clowes, B.A., of Trinity College,

read a paper on the

ECCLESIOLOGY or FiNISTERRE,

in which he gave a detailed description of the
following churches which he had visited there.
At Notre Dame-de-Folgoet, near Lesuevan, the
principal features were the fine spire, and the
elaborate stone carving inside the church. At
Notre Dame-de-Creisker, at S. Pol-de-Leon, the
spire was about 380 ft. high, and formed a very
striking oliject from every point of view ; the
south porch also was good. At the Cathedral in

the same town there were two west spires, one
more lofty than the other, and a fine circular
window in the south transept. Quimper Cathe-
dral had also two lofty spires. At Lambeder
there was a curious rood-screen, elaborately
carved, and other remains of wood carving. At
the ruined city, Penmarch-kerity, the principal
church, which was very spacious, -was dedicated
to an unknown Saint—Saint Nouna ; it had a
massive tower, or rather the lower part only of
one. The other churches there—St. Thumete,
St. Pierre, Notre Dame de la joie, St. Fiacre, St.

Guenole, were in various degrees of dilapidation
and ruin. The Carmelite church, at Pont 1'Abbe,
was curious in many points ; it had only a nave
and north aisle, and both east and west ends of
the nave had large windows, with elaborate
tracery in the heads, consisting of large circles

filled with trefoils sud quatrefoils, set radiating
from the centre. It had also a small but perfect
cloister, the only one in that pari of France. At
Socterly, the Romanesque church formerly be-
longing to the Templars, had an apse and aisle

round it, with three radiating chapels, the east
to St. Mary, the north to St. Joseph, and south to
our Sarionr. The high altar stood at the chord
of the apse, and the seats, though modern, were
aiTanged behind it in the BasiUcan manner. At
the apse, the diameters of the supporting co-
lumns were as great as those of the arches, so that
the latter were very stilty. At the church de la

Sainte Croise, at Duimporte, there was a curious
arrangement, in an aisle being carried round the
central tower. The church itself had lately

become a ruin. The ruined abbey of St. Mathieu,
near Brest, had many interesting features, and
from its early work and eventful history, was
well worth the attention of the student. At
Guimilian, the south porch was worthy of atten-
tion, though the work was of very late charac-
ter ; and at Lampaul there was some very curi-

ous wood carving about the rood loft. Many other
churches were mentioned in the course of the
paper ; after which, Mr. Clowes alluded to some
of the works of the present century, enumerating
the churches at Giuclau—(St. Thomas), Lande-
meau

; TreviUde, Plomeur and Plomeliu, as being
very far fi-om good taste ; whilst S. Ponardon, at
Landemeau, and the churches at Le Conquet and
at Ploudauiel show signs of a better taste.

THE ANTIQUITIES OF EDmBURGH.
On Monday night, the first ordinary meeting of
the Scotri.sh Society of Antiquaries for the
session, was held in the Royal Institution, when
an address was deUvered by Mr. Da^d Laing

,

on the " Antiquities of Eduibui-gh." The chair
was OGCnpied by Professor Cosmo Innes, one of

the vice-presidents of the society. Mr. Laing,
in giving a description of the city as it existed in
former times, referred to the period when the
castle was a royal residence, and gave an account
of the architectural remains connected with the
residence of Queen Margaret there, and of the
chapel, the last remaining portion of which was
removed some years ago ; and alluded shortly to
the many historical events connected with the
castle—referring his hearers for a full and in-
teresting account of everything connected with
the castle to the volume of "Memorials"
compiled by Mr. James Grant. He then
remarked upon several ancient buildinn^
which used to exist in the extensive parish
of St. Cuthbert, ou the outskirts of Edin-
burgh—such as the Wright's Houses—which
belonged to the beginning of the 14lh century,
and were removed in the begiiming of the
present century to make room for Gillespie's
Hospital. He went on to describe the West Port,
which was the pi-incipal entrance to the city from
most parts of the kingdom, and through which
James I. entered the city when he rerisited this
counh-y after his accession to the English throne.
The West Bow was next described as having been
at one time remarkable for a variety of old-

fashioned houses on each side of it, with timber
fronts, all of which have now disappeai-ed, -with

ivith the exception of one old building, still much
admired by artists, which remains at the head of
the Bow. The lecturer proceeded to notice tho
"Heart of Mid-Lothian," or Tolbooth, by some
supposed to have been intended for tho meetings
of the Scottish ParUament, and of the High Court
of Justiciary, but which, from its recorded dimen-
sions, he thought could never have been designed
for such a purpose, but was more probably the
Provost's house. He concluded with notices of
the old Parliament House, the Luckenbooths, tho
Krames, the destruction of Old Greyfriars'
Church by fire, its restoration, and sul)seqnent
addition ofNew Greyfriars' Church, the building
ofHeriot's Hospital, the feuingoftheHighRiggs,
on which Lauriston Place now stands, and the
erection of George TV. Bridge.
A vote of thanks was given to Mr. Laing for

his interesting paper. Mr. Laing's remarks were
illustrated by old plans, views, and drawings of
buildings in Edinburgh, by Mr. James Drum-
mond, R.S.A., and other artists, which were
exhibited in one of the rooms of the Museum,
and which he intimated -will be on view there for

the next eight days.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At the ordinary general meeting of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, held on Mondav,
1st December, {W. Tite, Esq., M.P., F.R.S., pres"i-

dent, in the chair), among other valuable dona-
tions a portrait of Sir William Chambers was
presented by Mr. Cuthbert Brodrick, FeUow,
and an autograph letter by Sir William Cham-
bers, dated 1787, was also lent for the occasion
by the kindness of F. A. Hawker, Esq. In it

was the recommendation (applicable in most
cases) that Somerset House shotdd be occupied
as soon as practicable in order to season it.

Mr. M. DiGBT Wy.vtt, Fellow, in presenting
the catalogue of the library of the East India
Department, said, that if any members desired
to use any of the books enumerated in the cata-

logue, it was his earnest wish to assist them.
The hbrary is in Cannon-row, S.W. Mr. E.
Haycock, of Shrewsbuiy, was then elected by
ballot a Follow of the Institute, and Messrs.
F. P. Hughes, James Tolby, Josiah Webber, and
Rowland Pltimbe, were elected associates.

Mr. Stkeet then proceeded to read a paper on
the Restoration of the Chm'ch of St. Michael,
Penkevel, Cornwall, and on the Right Mode of
Arranging Restored Churches for Modern Use.
He described the general history of the foimda-
tion of the church. It was consecrated, in 12(51,

by Bishop Bronescombe, of Exeter, and subse-
quently enlarged and nearly rebuilt by Sir

John de Trejago before the year 1319, when
Bishop Stapledon erected it into a collegiate

church, to be served by an archpriest and four

chaplains ; after this, in 1335, an indulgence was
granted by some foreign bishops, dated from
Avignon, in favoui' of the church, and this

is still in the possession of Lord Fal-

mouth, in whose parks of Tregothuan the
the church stands, and at whose expense lie
restoration is being effected. The architectural

character of the chm-ch is very curious. Tho
western tower retained an original altar, under
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an nrcli in tlio first lloov, with piscina, &c. ; ami
owirif,' to tlio removal of plaster, ami whitewash,
which hail been applied uverywlicrc, many cu-
rious discoveries hail been made. The chief of
these were in the transepts, each of whicli had
founders' lombs, piscina, eodilia, rood staircase,
and niches with rich traceries. Much of this
Mr. Street had been able to reconstruct, by the
aid of small fra<;rnents of stones, purposely mu-
tilated, and which ho had, with much labour,
fitted together. lie described the church as
illustratinp; a class of churches in the same
county of special character, and evidently the
work of artists of the same school; and ho de-
scribed tho particular characteristicsof the class.
Ho then entered at sorao length into the mode
to be adopted in the re-arraugemont of a restored
church, and taking all the parts in succession,
stated shortly, what appeared to bo the law of
the Chinch of England, which, as it seemed to
him, ought to bo understood and recognized by
all architects who undertook the restoration of
churches. An interesting discussion followed,
in which Mr. A. Ashpitel, V. P., Mr. W. White,
Fellow, the president, and others, took part.
The meeting was then adjourned until the

13th inst., when a paper will be read by Mr. C.
Fowler sen., Fellow, upon Hungerford-market

;

and also one by the Rev. Mackenzie Walcott,
M.A., F.S.A., on the Monastic, or Conrentual
Arrangements of Canterbury.

THE BOULEVAET DE PRINCE EUGENE.
On Sunday last the Emperor of tho French
opened tho Boulevart de Prince Eugene, at Paris.
This avenue is 3,.300 yards in length ; its breadth
being the same as the old boulevarts, but
from the absence of houses, it looks much wider.
It starts from the fortified barracks called after
Prince Eugene, and runs, with a gradual rise, to
the circular place where the Barriore du Trone
once stood, and where the guillotine used to be
raised towards the end of the Keign of Terror
after the Place de la Concorde had been discarded'.
Halfway between its extremities is a large square,
where the new Boulerarts de Pai-mentier,
d'AusterUtz, de Menilmontant, and de la Roquette
converge. In the centre of it is a colossal statue
of Eugeue Eoauharnais, by Dumont. This
boulevart is macadamized instead of paved,
and is in eveiy way arranged so that a large body
of troops can manoeuvre in it, and thus hold, in
conjunction with the casernes of the Hotel de
Ville, tho Chateau d'Eau, Vinoemies, and la
Roquette.

A Paris correspondent of a daily contemporary
says :—The architect on whom the task has de-
volvcd appears to have fallen into the mistake
of making nj), by the proinseness of his decora-
tions, for whatever deficiency in grandeur and
simplicity his plan may want. Thus he has
surrounded tho "place" with a double-wooden
colonnade, painted so as to resemble marble ; in
the centre he has raised a fountain ; and, facini'
the Avenue of Vincennes, a triumphal arch.
Unfortunately, the new boulevart runs in a
south-easterly direction, and as the arch and
fountain are constructed in the axis of the
Avenne of Vincennes and the Faubourg St.
Antoine, which run due east and west, the
effect is not symmetrical, and as seen from
the new thoroughfare gives one the impres-
sion we all would feel at beholding a lovely face
with its nose bent to the right or left. Taken
by themselves, the triumphal arch or the foim-
tain are happily conceived ; but the tout ensemble
is decidedly incongruous, and the colonnade all

round is quite a mistake. It is not ornamental,
thongh meant to be so, and the only practical
use it could ever be turned to would be to afford
a shelter in rainy weather to the denizens of the
new boulevart, in which not above half-a-dozen
houses are bailt, or building. The arch has a
family likeness with that in the Cai-ronsel, but in
anarchitectm-al point of view, it bears greater
affinity with that of Trojan at Ancona. It has,
however, a cachet entirely its own, and of wMch
description cannot give an accurate idea.
Twelve columns of coloured marble, each sup-
porting the bronze statue of a soldier, contribute
to the lightness and elegance of its appearance.
At the top is the statue of France, driving a
four-horse chariot, much in tho same style as the
horses of St. Marc at A''enice. On the frontis-
piece is the follomng inscription :

—

" A X.IPOLEOX III., EMPEREUU DES FH.1NCAIS.
AUX AUMEES VICTOKIEl'SES I)E CRIMEE, D'ITALIE,

DE CHINE, UE cochinciiine, d'aigekie.
1852-1862."

Egyptian medallions along the sides bear tho
names of eighteen victories, -which, however,
Franco caimot claim as exclusively her own.
They are as follow :—Bomarsund, Inkerman,
Malakofl', Palestro, Magenta, Solferino, Moiite-
bello, Turbijo, Malegnano, Alma, Traktir, Kin-
burn, Laghouat, Tagguit, Kabylia, Cinttm,
Pekin, My-tho. What pleased mo most about
tho arch was the statues of tho soldiers at
tho top ; they liavo a spirit, a dash, a life

about them that is truly admirable, and
make an Englishman feel a pang when
he thinks of the scarecrows our sculptors
mako of our naval and military heroes. En
somme, as the French s,ay, the arch is a success.
The foimtain is also striking—there is a genius of
something or other—Glory, I believe, at the top,
offering a crown to " La France," and at the foot
sea-horses, nereids, and other marine divinities,

are boldly and artistically grouped. By dint of
great exertion, the fountain was supplied with
water by means of pipes specially laid on, and a
cloud of spray effectually concealed any small
blemishes which might have appeared on a close
inspection. As I have said before, the arch, the
fomitain, the colonnade, the statues, and all the
accessories, are but timber, canvas, lath, and
plaster ; but at a little distance it looks wonder-
fully like real stone and marble. And as for tho
statues it would require very close examination
indeed to detect they wero not bronze.

clear space for air between the planks and the
brickwork, and the whole then canvassed and
coloured. Prior to arranging the works of art,

and as an additional precaution, large fires in

pipe-stoves were kept burning night and day in
the galleries, both in the principal ones for oil

pictures and in the smaller side galleries for

water-colour paintings. For additional security,
tho water-colour paintings, as being tho most
delicate, were so hung as to leave a clear space
for the circulation of air between tho back of tho
picture .and tlie boarding and in the lower rank,
whore this space was necessarily small, I had
your sanction to tho works being backed with
painted cloth, quite impervious to the damp.
Every precaution also was taken in all the gal-
leries to prevent any direct sim-ray from falling

on the pictures, and to subdue the light in those
rooms appropriated to water colours ; while to
guard as much as possible against dust, the whole
fioor was covered with cocoa-nut fibre matting,and
r.ails placed to keep the spectators from approach-
ing within -1 ft. of tho pictures.

THE ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY.
The thirty-fifth annual report of the Council of
the Royal Scottish Academy of Painting,
Sculpture, and Architecture, has just been pub-
lished.

In mentioning the late International Exhibi-
tion, the report observes that the works exhibited
were more numerous than those exhibited in the
preceding Exhibition, and comprised 824 paint-
ings in oil and water-colours, and 33 works in
sculpture. These were chiefly the productions
of resident Scottish artists, though several
brilliant contributions from London and elsewhere
much enhanced the interest and value of the
collection. A most healthy tone, both in effort

and accomplishment, pervaded very many of the
productions exhibited ; and those of not a few of
the yoimger men, who had given good promise
as students in previous years, afforded unmis-
takable evidence of artistic power speedily ad-
vancing towards maturity. The report pro-
ceeded to announce tho satisfaction of the council
in learning that the Royal Academy of London
had, during the season, adopted, with a fair

amount of success, the plan of opening the
Exhibition in the evening, at reduced rates of

admission, for the accommodation of those who
could not attend dm'ing the day—a i^Iau inaugu-
rated by the Scottish Academy in 1814, and con-
tinued ever since with evidently inoreasingintei-est
among those for whose benefit it was intended.
The report regretted the number of changes in
the membership during the past year, but the
council had felt that tho Academy were con-
strained to accept the resignations of even va-
luable members, who had left Scotland. They
considered that a i-esident school of artists was
not only valuable, but indispensable to the healthy
existence of the Academy, whose business could
only be carried on by a sufficient number of
members living on the spot, and taking a con-
stant interest in its affairs. After noticing the
various additions and presentations to the Aca-
cemy, the report explained the recent bill, en-
titled " Copyright in Works of the Fine Arts,"
and concluded by expressing a hope that the
memorial to be raised in the Scottish metropolis,
in honour of the Consort of the Queen, would be
worthy of the art, ciWlisation, and progress of
an age on which his Royal Highness had exerted
such an enlightened infiuence.

NEWCASTLE SOCIETY OP AiJTIQUARIES.
The monthly meeting of the Newcastle Society
of Antiquaries took place on Wednesday week,
in the Old Castle ; J. Hodgson Hinde, Esq. in
the chair. The Chairman said that the work-
men of Mr. Cuthbert, of Beaufront, in making
some excavations near the Roman Station at
Corbridge, had discovered a Roman altar.

Dr. Bruce made some remarks on the Roman
remains recently discovered at Benwell, and ex-
pressed concurrence with Mr. Clayton, who
cousidered the name on one of the stones to be
Ulpius Mareellus, instead of Uipius Marcellus.
With respect to the latter he gave some informa-
tion to the members.
Mr.W. H. D. LoNGSTAFFE read a short paper on

the Old Nag's Head Inn, Butcher Bank, which is

about to be pulled down, with respect to its an-
tiquity and former importance, of which there
are several traditions. He did not find that it ever
had possessed the importance which had been
ascribed to it, and he had been unable to discover
any foundation for the tradition that one of our
Enghsh kings had slept there.

A deed of conveyance of the time of James II.,

relating to property in the Broad Chare, was
exhibited by Mr. France, jun.
Some conversation took place respecting tho

best way in which the jubilee of the society,

which occurs next j-ear, might be held. It was
considerecl that one of the modes in which it

might be done would be the laying the foundation-
stone of their new museum. A dinner might be
also held ; and they might take advantage of the
visit of the British Association next year to have
an antiquarian excursion on the day after the
Association had terminated its sitting, such day
being generally devoted by a portion of the
members to antiquarian researches. Thepo
suggestions were considered ; and after tho
transaction of other business the meeting broke
up.

THE PICTURES AT THE INTER-
NATIONAL EXHIBITION.

Mr. Richard Redgrave, in a report to her Ma-
jesty's Commissioners for the International
Exhibition of 1862, in reference to the re-
moval of the pictures from the various galleries,

saj's :

—

It may be worth while for fnture information
to record the precautions adopted. The substan-
tial brickwork of the galleries had been com-
pleted some months before the pictures were
received into the building, and had had full time
to dry. The walls wore lined throughout with
wood planking, nailed to battens, so as to have a

METROPOLITAiJ BOARD OF WORKS.
The weekly meeting of the board took place on
Friday in the Board-room, Spring-gardens.
The Finance Committee called attention in

their report to the estimate of the sums required
to be raised by the board, exclusive of the main
drainage works and other special accovmt work,-;,

for the year 1863, amounting to £132,820 19s. 4d.,

and recommended, ou same being approved, that
the accoimtant be directed to apportion the
amount on the several parishes liable thereto.

The amount includes £60,357 16s. 4d. for repay-
ment of loans, interest on mortgage debts, &c.,

and £1,453 l/s. lid. for compensation allowances
to late officers.

It was proposed by Mr. Carpmael, and se-

conded by Mr. Deputy Harrison, that instead of
£10,000—the sum named in the estimate fur

contributions by the board to public improve-
ments—a rate of one penny in the pound bj
levied for the purpose, which it was calculated
would produce £50,000. A long discussion took
place, the result being that the proposition was
lost, and the original estimate of £10,000 was
adopted.

maim drainage works.

The following report fi-om the engineer was read

:

" The unfavourable state of the weather during
the past month has, to a certain extent, retarded
the progi'ess of tlio main drainage works. In
connection with tho middle level sewer Messrs.
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Brassey and Co. have completed about 7 miles

2,400 ft. of sewers, of sizes varying from 4ft. 6iu.

by 3 ft. to 12 ft. bv 9 ft. C in., at a jn-obable cost

of aboat £190,000," of which the sum of £10,000

i3 due to the past month. The total value of the

works executed under Mr. Purness' contract for

the northern outfall sewer is about £480,000,

making £25,000 for work done in the last month."

At the southei-n outfall works, Crossness, Mr.

Webster is progressing with the excavations for

the engine and boiler houses and for the reser-

voir. The concrete foundations for the former

are being to put in to a depth of 19 ft., and the

brickwork for the latter is being commenced.
The total cost of the works executed is about

£30,000, being £",000 in excess of my last re-

port. Messrs. Aivd and Son's works at the Deptford

pumping station are approaching completion.

The total cost up to the present time is £94,000.

Messrs. Slaughter and Co. are getting in the

pumps, boilers, and engines. In my next monthly
report I hope to be enabled to state that Messrs.

Lees and Bowles have completed their contract

for the southern high level sewer, and up to the

present time they have executed works to the

value of about £191,000, £3,000 of which was
expended in the last month. Eather more thau

two miles of the southern high level extension

Bower have been completed by Mr. Pearson, at a
cost of £11,370, of which about £1,400 is due to

the past month. Messrs. Aird and Son have
made their arrangement with nearly all the par-

ties thi'ough whose lands and properties the Ber-
mondsey branch sewer is intended to pass, and
they have sunk the three deep wells required for

draining their works at different points, and have
erected the necessary pumping machine. A
commencement of the works has been made at

Jamaica-level to the value of about £1,500,
which, added to the preliminary expenditure,
makes a total outlay of nearly £5,000 upon tliis

contract. Mr. Webster has completed about
4,500 ft. of the Effra sewer diversion at Brixton,
at a cost of about £8,000, and hs has commenced
the extension of the work in Water-lane.

COTrtsjoiiknte.

MEETINGS FOR THE WEEK.
MoN.—XoHrfo« //(-sf., " On the Class Reptilia," by R.

Owen, Esq., at t p.m.
TcES.

—

Inst. Civil Engineers, Annual General Meeting, at

8 p.m.
Wed,—Soc. of Arts., " On the Mines and Minerals of the

United Eangdom," by R. Hunt, Esq., at 8 p.m.
Geological Soc, 1, "On the Skiddaw Slate

Series," by Professor R. Harkness, F.R.S. 2,
" On theFossil E<itheri<E and their Distribution,"

by Professor T. R. Jones, F.G.S. 3, On the
Flora of the Devonian Period in North-Eastem
America." " Appendix," by Dr. J. "W. Dawson,
F.R.S., at 8 p.m.

London Inst, " On Heat," by E. "W. Brayley, Esq.,
F.R.S., at 7 p.m.

TnvRS.—Rvi/ul Soc, at 8.30 p.m
Linnaen Sec, at 8 p.m.

Chemical, at 8 p.m.
Fur. — Lo/iilon Inst., " On the Chemistry of the Non-Me-

tallic Elements," by F. Field, Esq,

FORM OF THEATRES.
TO TUE EDITOR OF THE " BUILDING NEWS."

Sir,—If Mr. Roger Smith adopts the theory
of the infiniment ixtits, as Vincent did, to

estabUsh the proportions between the eii-cum-

ference and diameter, then I admit that the
points of junction he refers to are obtuse ; but,

iu return, he will bo bound to admit that the
outUne of a semi-circnlar theatre—and, indeed,
every circumference—is composed of an in-

finite number of right lines, infinitely small,
which form obtuse angles at their points of in-

tersection. There is, consequently, no difference
between us.

Mr. Smith asks me why I deem the outline
the best. I reply, because it is isacoustic and
isoptic. If he will kindly draw the lines of
sound on the plan he sketched, he mU find that
they are not sent back to a common centre, and
many other laws iultilledj which he so well laid
down iu his lecture.

Yours, &e.,

The Whiter, &c.

txm fenguifcnng.

Proposed Gigantic Bridge Across the
Severn !

!—A Mr. Rogers, of Newport, purposes to
construct a railway bridge across the Severn, at

the New Passage. He says his bridge would be
built on a rock foundation for nearly its entire

length (two miles), and the bases of the piers woidd
be dry for nearly three hours every tide ; so that,

in fact, this bridge would be built upon dry ground.
The marvellous structure is to " consist of 25 grand
arches, with spans varying from 150 to 300 feet (ex-

clusive of 72 smaller water-way arches, varying
from 30 to (30 feet spans), with an elevation of 210
feet from low water mark j so that ships of the
largest dimensions may safely pass thi'ough those
grand arches, and the navigation of the Severn
would not be interfered ^vith, but, on the contrary,
would be greatly improved by the removal of that
dangerous gut, the Shoots. On the piers and plat-

forms of this bridge there are to be several hundred
houses, shops, exhibition rooms, sites for statues
and monuments, in commemoration of the patrons
of the undertaking, and others who may distinguish
themselves by ' merit or talent ' in this affaii- ; to-
gether ^vith refi'eshment rooms, and suitable
convenienies for a sort of permanent * Inter-
national Exhibition ;' with twelve or more gala or
specicd nights, when the entire bridge (houses,
shops, piers, archos, and platforms) is to be
brilliantly illuminated !

!"

—

Bath Express.

Gal,\suiels and Pebbles Railway.—^The con-
tracts for the making of this railway have been let

to Messrs. Trowsdale and Son, of Stockton-on-Tees,
who have undertaken to complete the works by the
1st of July, 1804.

New Dock for Liverpool.—The opening of the
new carriers' dock, which has been constructed at

the north end by the Mers-?y Docks and Harbour
Board, and leased to the Duke of Bridgewater's
trustees, took place on Monday. The new dock,
which is chiefly intended for the timber trade, opens
from the new Half-tide Canada Basin, and is 800 ft.

in length by 100 ft. wide. It has a marginal quay
space 90 ft. wide, and there arc 16 cranes and other
apphances for carrying on a large business. A
shed warehouse is now in course of erection at the
east end of the dock, which has been found requsite
in consequence of the enormously increasing traffic

of the Bridgewater Trust.

ROUBILLAC.
Sir,—Iu Mr. Peter Cunningham's interesting

contribution of "new materials for the hfe of
L. F. Roubillao" that have appeared in the
Builder, there are two points not touched upon
which it is desirable to have settled. The iirst

is the correct orthography of the painter's name,
and the second the date of his arrival in England.
With regard to the name. In the register of the
Paris Academy, it is written RoubiUac, which is,

I think, conclusive, and it is certainly more in
accordance with French orthography, e.ij.,

Armagnac, Cassagnac, Cavagnac, Ravail'lac, &c.,
where i is not interposed before a to obtain the
liquid sound.

In most English biographies he is said to have
arrived in England 1720, when only 25 years of
age; but the documents of the Academy es-
tabUsh that in 1730 ho was iu Paris, and then
gained the second grand prize of sculpture.

Tours, &c.,

L. MouiLLE.

The best memorial of the International Exhibition
would be, says Punch, a memorial to Mr. Cowper,
requesting him to keep the Park-road open.

(!5iis anil Mliitcr |ntclligfiicf.

Sai.isburt.—Salisbury is sadly complaining of
the miserable light afforded by the gas supplied
throughout the city. During the past week it was
said to be disgraceful, and caused a temporary sus-
pension of business.

Dudley.—A few weeks ago we aimounced the
dissatisfaction which prevailed in Dudley, respecting
the price of gas in that town. A committee was
appointed, who, as we then said, were to report at
a future meeting. This meeting was held on Tues.
day lyoek, when the report was read. The deputation
appointed waited upon the directors, at a meeting
held shortly afterwards, and a reduction of 20 per
cent, was asked fur. The directors declined to
accede to this, but were disposed to agree to a re-
duction of 10 per cent. This did not satisfy the
deputation, who endeavoured to meet the directors
by reducing their request to 15 per cent. ; and we
are informed that, at a subsequent meeting of the
directors, they submitted this modified proposition,
which was rejected. The consequence was, that
after a long discussion, it was determined by the
meeting that a new company should be formed, and
a committee was appointed to carry out the pro-
posed scheme.

Tandekagee.—New gas works are about to be
erected at Tandcragee, Ireland. Messrs. Edmund-
son, of Dublin, are the contractors, and the works
will be finished before the middle of March,

Sir WilUam Loclcyer Freestun, K.C.T., and formerly
M.P. for that borough, has just been completed.
It is about 21 feet high, and consists of an obeHsk
in polished dark gray granite, surmounted by an
urn, and resting upon a Portland stone base, boldly
splayed with rock-work on the vertical faces. Near
the bottom of the needle are the deceased's armorial
hearings in cast bronze, chased and emblazoned.
The border round the base is paved with Mosaic and
tesselated tUes laid in a pattern. The inscription is

cut out in gilt block letters. The monument was
furnished by Messrs. J. Wright and Son, of St.
John's Works, Aberdeen, from one of their own
designs. The fixing was done by Mr. Joseph
Weakley, of Weymouth. The entire expense of
the monument, including the purchase of the site,

Was £180.

Rothesay.—The contract for the erection of a
memorial at Rothesay, to the memory of the late

Prince Consort, has been taken by Mr. JohnHunter,
of that town. A monument is about to be erected

to the memory of Samuel Girdwood, Esq., at

Rothesay. Mr. John Hunter is the artist.

The Glasgow Memorialto THE Prince Consort.
—On Friday a meeting of the sub-committee ap-
pointed to procure plans and a site for the proposed
memorialto the Prince Consort, met in the Council
Hall, the Lord Provost presiding. Mr. Lumsden
reported that heandMr.Stcvenson,hadsincethelast
meeting communicated with several of the pro-

prietors in the vicinity of St. George's C'nurch,

with a view to the removal of that edifice^ and that

they had been very favourably received. A design

by Messrs. A. and G. Thomson was received, which
suggested the erection, in the West End Park, of a

building on the model of the Temple of Theseus at

Athens, and which should contain a statue of the

Prince. Sir William Campbell moved that the
memorial should be a statue, leaving the question
open as to whether it should bo an equestrian or a
standing one. Bailie Gray seconded the motion.
Mr. Hastie proposed that the memorial should bo
distinct, but that in the meantime it should not be
limited to a statue. On a division the motion was
carried by 9 to 2, and the meeting adjourned.

Monument to the Late Prince Consort at
Coburg.—Her Majesty the tjueen, on the occasion

ofher lastsojourn at Cobur J, intimated a wish that the
intended monument of the late Prince Consort
should be placed in the midt.lle of the Great Square

"

of Coburg. After some correspondence between
the committee and the Government, this site has

been finally agreed upon, the Duke offering to con-

tribute a candelabra, and an iron railing to sur-

ground the pedestal.

Mejioeial to Uhland.—^A committee has been
formed at Tiibringen, the place of the German poet

Uhland's birth and death, for the erection of a
monument to his memory.

St.atue to Rossini.—A /t'(o is about to be held

at Pesaro for the inauguration of the statue of

Rossini, about to be erected in his birthplace.

Statue to the Prince Consort at Guernsey.
—A statue is proposed to ho erected at Guernsey,

which \vill be a duplicate of Mr. Dvu'ham's statue

of the Prince Corsort in the Horticultural Society's

garden. —
Clmrtl], Cljapcl, ^tbool, anii aWm

"
'§\\Mm Intflligciicf.

statues, glcniorials, jft.

Weymouth.—A monument in the Mclcomhe
Regis Cemetery, to the memory of the late Colonel

churches.

Egremont.—Messrs. W. and J. Hay arc the arclii-

tects of the new Presbyterian church at Egi'cmont,

the laying of the foundation-stone of which, on
Tuesday week, we briefly noticed in our last. Mr.
Nelson is the builder.

Selsey.—All Saints' Church, Selsey, has been
recently consecrated by the Archbishop-designate of

York. It has been built for the district ot King-
stanley, at a cost of £8,000.

Protestant Churches in Fkance.—There are

at this moment several Protestant churches in course

of construction throughout France, and particularly

in Brittany. There is one at Brest, which is nearly
finished, another at Lorient, and another at Tre-
meur, in the diocese of St. Brieuc. M. Frossard,

the Protestant clergyman at Bagneres-en-Bigorre.

is building, by subscription, a church at Bagneres,
another at Tarbes, and a third at Cauterets. Two
Protestant churches have just been consecrated

—

one at Kaycrsbcrg, in the diocesa of Strasbourg,

and the other at Marignac, in the diocese of Valence.

A third church was consecrated on the 12th of

October, at Voiron, in the diocese of Grenoble.

chapels.

Ingoldsby.—The Wesleyan Methodists of Grant-
ham intend erecting a chapel at Ingoldsbi'.

BooTLB.—A new Wesleyan chapel is about to be
erected at Bootle. The committee having obtained
designs from Mr. Scott, of Liverpool j Messrs.

Hayley and Son, of Manchester ; and Jlr. C. 0.

Ellison, of Liverpool, selected those of the latter
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gentleman. Tho clmpel will bo cotisfrurtp.l to ac-

coiiimodate about 8U0 persons, and it is estimated

that it will cost about £;5,300.

RusHOi.MK.—Ou We<inesday week a new Wes-
leyan chapel was openeii in Dickenson-roail, Hms-
liulme. The style of the new building is Gothie.

It is divided into nave and transepts, and in the

place of a chancel the architect has introduced a
ueat three-ligrhted apse, provided with st.iined (*las3

windows. The roof is hitrh pitched, and the gable

at the western end terminates with a decorated

cross. The struetnre has been erected by Mr.
Joseph Robinson, jun., Hyde, from plans of Messrs.

Hayley and Son, Cross-street. The cost, including
thi' land, which is free from chief rent, is over

i:i,»l)0.

R.iwiiEN.—A new Baptist chapel is proposed to

be built at Rawden, near Leeds. N. Briggs^ Esci.,

of C'litfe Cottage, has ottered ,€1,000 conditionally

that a handsome chapel lie built.

MuNSLOW, Aston.—A new Wesleyan chapel has

been recently open**'! at Munslow, Aston, near
Iiudl<"'w. ^lessrs. Price, of Ironbridge, were the

builders. The style of architecture is (Jothie, from
plans prepared by Mr. Pugh, of Uungerf ird. It is

built of native stone, with Crinshill facin:.;s, and the

interior is fitted with seats of stained wood, var-

nished, and has two beautiful glass candelabras in

the ci-ntre. The windo^vs are of stained glass, and
the chapel is heated by hot-air pipes.

BUILDINGS.

DusiFRiES.—A general meeting of the Commis-
sioners of.Supply, of thecountyof iJunifriis, washcld
at Dumfries, on Wednesday week, in reference to the

new Court-House, when it was reported by the

convener (Mr. Leny), that in addition to the accom-

modation for the public, provided in the body of

the court -hall (viz., for lUO pooiile), Government
had consented to the erection ot a gallery, which
would furnish accommodation for 100 more. The
plans as altered were then agreed to.

Aberystwith.—New ranges of buildings are pro-

posed to be erected in Aberystwith. Plans have

been already prepared by an English company, with

a capital of £50,000, for the extension of the Ma-
lane-terrace. Another company is in course of

formation, which has for its object the building of

a pier, for pleasure parade, on the site of the old

pier, at the lower end of Pier-street. A Temper-
ance Hall is about to be erected in the field on the

North-parade, and other schemes are in contem-

plation.

Chatham.—The large block of buildings erected

by Messrs. Kaylar and Son, of Chatham, the

Government contractors, from the plans of Mr. Lacy,

C.E., for the accommodation of the married non-

commissioned officers and men of the first division

of the depot brigade. Royal Artillery, at a cost of

upwards of £l0,O'J0, have been completco and
taken possession of by the War Department. The
new building is exceedingly commodious, and is

believed to be one ofthe best of its kind yet erected.

Ample proHsion is made for SO separate families,

each room measuring 1" ft. by 14 ft., with a height

of 14 ft. There are also washing-rooms, drying

and ironing-rooms, and bath-rooms for both sexes,

all heated by steam, and fitted up after the most

approved system. The upper stories of the building

contain a spacious verandah, overlooking the Noire,

which can be used as a promenade by the occupants.

BoNAE Bkidge, Scotland.—^The Board of Su-

perrision has approved of the resolutions of the

parochial board of Sutherlandshiro, for erecting a

Union poor-house at Bonar-bridge.

Leicester.—Messrs. Hodges and Sons, the elastic

web manufacturers of Leicester, have recently had
a limited competition among the Leicester archi-

tects for their new warehouse ; Mr. Shenton, the

architect for their previous works, came off the

winner. The selected design is a bold composition

of brick and stone, and surmounted with a stone

cornice and balustrade; the circular corner, in which
is the entrance doorway, forms the principal

feature in the design, and is surmounted «-ith a

block balustrade forming a plinth for two reclining

figures.

restokations, etc.

Shrewsbury.—The parish church of Ruyton-of-

tlie-Eleven-Towns, near Shrewsbm-y, has been

partially restored, and an addition made.

Waldron.—Waldron parish church has been re-

stored under the superintendence of Mr. R. C.

Hussey, architect. A new aisle has been built, the

galleries removed, andopen seats substituted for the

old pews. Other minor imiirovements have been

also made.

Atot St. Peter's.—The parish church of Ayot
St Peter's has been rebuilt, and was re-opened the

other week by the Bishop uf Rochester. The old

church was an octagonal structure.

Bkuton.—The Independent chapel, Brnton, has

been repah-ed at a cost of £100, and was reopened

last week. The large porch and pillars which

formed the front of the school-room and obstructed

the pavemjent are removed.

founoation stones.

Wordsley.—The first stone of the Glynnc School,
in Cote-lane, Wordsley, near Birmingham, was l:ii<t

on Mondav week. Mr. Smaliman Smith is the
architect, and Mr. llurtland the contractor.

NoRi'iiAMiTON.—Ou Tuesday last the foundation
stone of a new Baptist Chapel, in College-street,

Northampton, Wiis laid by the pastor, the Rev. .1.

T. Brown. The cost of the chapel, which is built

on the site of tlie old on^ will be about £5,000.
There will be a Corinthian front of Bath stone.

tuincii 61HS5.
Lt.andai'F.—A paintoil window has been recently

insiTti'd ill tho Biiuth-westora tower of Llantliiff

Ciithoilral. It is tin; gift of .Sir J. HarJinj,', and is

iutouJoJ as a memorial to his late father, tho Rev.
J. IlarJiug', rector of Coytn and Coychuroh.

Bath.—A memorial window to the late Jlr. Nor-
man has been placed in the Abbey Church, Bath.
It was tho work, of Messrs. Clayton and Bell, of
London. Tho subiect is taken from Overbeck's
picturo of " Christ Healiuif the Sick." The centre
represents our Lord in the act of restoring sig^ht to

a blind man ; the Uj^hts on each side are oceupit^d

by the lame and halt, the weary and heavy laden in

suff'.'rini^. The foui- subjects in the tracery are
illustrative of works of mercy, viz., " Sick and yc
visited me;" ** Hungrj' and ye fed me ;" "Thirsty
and yo gave me drink ;" " Naked and ye clothed
me." The apex of the window is an Agnu^ Dei^
with angels on each side, and at the base is the fol-

lowiug inscription :

—" In memory of Geo. Norman,
F.R.C.S., born Sept. 2, 17S2; died Jan. 1/, ISOl."
The cost of the window is £240. Another window
is intended to be erected in this church, to the me-
mory of the late Bishop Carr.

grinldng |0mit;tius.

Lampeter.—A few weeks ago, we recorded the
opening of a driuldug fountain at Lampeter, which
had been presenti'd by Mr. Scandret Harford, of
Bristol. The town is being canvassed for subscrip-
tions for another drinking fountain, tha site of
whieii is proposed to be in the north-westexn part of
the town.

§mml Iftniis.

Tue Will of the late Mr. James Walker,
C.E.—Thewillof James Walker, Esq., C.E., Presi-
dent of the Institute of Civil Engineers, who died
at his residence. Great George-street, Westminster,
on the 8th October last, aged 81, was proved in the
London Ce.urt, on the loth ult. The personalty was
sworn under £300,000. The will was executed in
IMareh, ISiiO, and there are appended to it six
codicils, which, by revocations, involve much com-
plexity. These instruments are of very ample
dimensions, extending over upwards of 300 folios.

The bequests are also exceedingly numerous. There
is a singular* item in the will with reference to wine,
in which the testator mentions one stock alone as
consisting of 5,500 dozen and upwards, a number
almost unprecedented in the cellars of a private
gentleman. A large portion of these wines is be-
queathed, conditionally, amongst his sons-in-law
and some personal friends. His est-ites, subject to
the payment of annuities and legacies, he dii-ects

to be divided into ten parts, and shared in certain
specified proportions, chiefly amongst his daughters
and their husbands and children. Legacies are left

to servants, and to the London and Westminster
Hospitals £500 each, and £50 to the Westminster
Dispensary.

Soutuwark and Municipal Institutions.—^A
lecture was delivered at tho Bridge-house Hotel, on
Wetlnesday week, by Mr. James Robertson, of
Bankside, on the " History of Southwark," being
his concluding lecture on the subject. The period
treated of extended from the reign of Queen Eliza-
beth to the present time, each topic referred to
being necessarily handled with brevity. Mr.
Robertson went at some length into the grievances
Southwark alleges against the Corporation of the
City of London, whom he charged with having
arbitrai'ily and illegally deprived the ancient
*' boro'" of the share of municipal privilege and
self-government to which it was entitled by a patent
from Edward VI., as the Ward of Bridge Without.
The chair was filled by Mr. Locke, member for the
borough, who, in acknowledging tl e customary
vote of thanks, strongly supported the claims ad-
vanced by Southwark, and advised his constituents
to watch closely the course that might be pursued
by the City authorities with regard to the space of
ground now vacant on which the town-hall formerly
stood. That ground was b-':queathed to Southwark
for public uses, and yet a board had been put up
some time back referring parties wishing to treat
for it to the Comptroller of the Bridge Estates.

That Board had been removed, and it remained to

be seen whether the City would dai'e to use that
plot as private property, and pervert it from the

purposes for which it was destined. Mr. Iiocke

also stigmatised the mode in which the committees
on private liills were selected Ipy the practice of

the House of Commons, which bad enabled railway
companies to deface so many of the highways on
that side of tho water by their iron viaducts, and
particularly to spoil the southern approach to one
of the finest bridges in London by blocking up the
view by a monstrous screen of that kind.

The Heaet op Voltaire.—A correspondent of

La France Ccntmie announces that the collateral

heirs of the Marquis do Vilette, now in possession

of his immense fortune, have just sent to M. Ldon
Duval the heart of Voltaire. In addition to a sum
of 50,000f., the heirs of M. iu Vilette have also

sent to M. Leon Duval an enormous trunk, filled

with unpublished papers of Voltaire, which, ac-

cording to the testamentary dispositions of tho

author, are not to be publisljunl until a hundred
years after his death. Voltaire having died in

1/78, sixteen years must elapse before these papers

can see the day.

Wright's Tar-paving.—Tho many just com-
plaints about the stone paving in the Inner Quad-
rangle of Somerset House, have at length been
listened to. The whole of it has been taken up,

and the square covered with Wright's tar-piving,

which has been used with such great success at

Woolwich and other Government works. Tho
finishing layer of this material will not be put down
until the spring of next year. It will then be fairly

open to public criticism, and we shall take tho
opportunity of describing the process of its manu-
facture, its advantages, anvl the cfl'ect of weather
and continual traflie iipon it.

Northamptonshire Architectural Society.
—A monthly meeting of this society was held at tho

Booms, in Gold-street, on Tuesday week; G. J. Do
Wilde, Esq., in the chair. Mr. J. T. Irvine exHbited
and presented to the society drawings of a fragment
of a stone coping found among loose stones on the
site of the Castle at Northampton ; of a plinth in a
Norman wall on the west side of the Castle ; and of

a portion of the postern in the south wall. Mr.
Irvine also exhibited dra\vings of the capitals of the
columns at Wootton Church ; of the fragments

of the old seats with details full size, and corbels in

the same church ; of a door in the garden at

Canon's Ashby; of a door to an old house at

Hardingstone ; of an interesting wmdow at Kings-
thorpe Church ; of tho south door of Harpole Church,
with special reference to the alternately coloured

stone ; of a priest's door in the chancel of the same
church; drawings of Brockhall, in its present

state, and prior to the alterations when the gables

were removed ; and a print from " Baker's North-
amptonshire " of Pytchley Hall, in order to show
the similarity of the two buildings, and the proba-
bility that they were by the same architect. Several
excellent photographs, by 'Mv. Edmund Law, were
also exhibited,- of the ruins of Boughton Church,
tho postern in the west wall of the Castle. Mr.
Irvine also exhibited a drawing of the curious

churchwarden's collecting boxes at Harpole ; rub-
bings from a palimpsest at Abingtou; drawings
of a stone fireplace, and of a door in the lobby of an
old house at Adstone. Mr. Irvine then, at some
length, examined the entries in the Expense Rolls

relating to Queen's Cross, with special reference to

those ob\donsly technical terms—" pro flecchiis ; pro
cariagio capitis et lancea)

; pro factura virgas et

auuU" *'et pro agnis do inarmore," this last the
most perplexing of all. Professor Willis interpreted
it as implying that there was an Agnus Dei ou the
cross. Mr. Irvine believes that it refers to certain

squares of marble, the original steps which sur-

round the cross having been of noarble, and the
nominative of agnis being not agnus, but agna.

There is, it seems, in Dorset, a large block of stone

popularly known as the agglestone. Mr. Irvine
thinks John de Bello was a mere walling mason and
setter, not an architect.

African Productions.—The very interesting
objects contained in the Libcrian Court of the Ex-
hibition have been transferred to the otfices of tho
West Africa Company, at 41, Gresham House, with
the sanction of the Libcrian Government. These
productions have attracted considerable public
notice, especially the samples of cotton, sugar,
palm-oils and the very beautiful specimens af ma-
hogany and other hard timber. We understand
that it is the intention of the West Africa Company
to use these as the nucleus of aji African Museum,
and as an illustration of the articles the company
will import. It is satisfactory to know that one of
the agents of the comi^any has expressed his belief

that he will be able to ship 500,000 bales of cotton
from the Niger next yeaa-, and that a gentleman has
ofiered to invest £50,000 in cotton culture in Liberia.,

upon an undertaking from the company, that ho
shall be guaranteed by the company for his cleaned
cotton (middling Orleans quality) three pence per
pound at the port of shipment.

Leicestershire Architectural and Arch.eo-
LUGICAL Society.—On theilth ult., the November
meeting of this society was held in the Town
Library, Guildhall, Leicester. A number of anti-

quities were inspected by the meeting, after which
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it was resolved that a memorial to the Government

upon the subject of a grant in aid of the excavations

at Wroxeter should be prepared and adopted at the

next meetinjf of the society.

AUCII-EOLGGICAI, EXCAVATIONS IN FRANCE.—
The Kmperor went a few days back to Mont Berny,

near Pierrefonds, to visit the archseological excava-

tions which have been made there during the last

two or three years. His Majesty was accompanied

by M. Alfred Maury, member of the Institute,

Commandant Stoffele, and M. de Eoncy, who
superintends the works. The Emperor walked over

the whole of the constructions, and remarked par-

ticularly the wall of the enclosure and the ancient

baths, one of the reservoirs of which is in a perfect

state of preservation. His Majesty also went to

the Gallo-Roman cemetery recently discovered, and

examined from 45 to 50 skeletons of bodies which

had been buried there. When the tombs were

opened several vases iu earth and glass were found,

as well as some ornaments in bronze and several

Eoman and Gallic coins, .all of which were examined

by the Emperor with great interest.

Great Fike of a Builder's Premises.—On
Tuesday evening a fire broke out in the extensive

premises of Mr. "W. Pritchard, builder and timber

merchant, Portpool-lane, Gray's Inn-lane. The
premises have a frontage of about 100 ft. in Port-

pool-lane, and extending backward for 150 ft. into

Baldwin's-gardens—the front portion being filled

with stacks cf valuable timber, and the back occu-

pied as carpenters' workshops, and saw and planing

mills, bounded on the western side by a large pile

of buildings, known as the model lodging houses,

and on the eastern side by a number of old houses.

The workmen first observed fire issuing from the

shop immediately over the engine-room, j ust as they

were about to leave their work. The flames quickly

spread, and notwithstanding the utmost endeavours

of the tire-brigade, the damage done was to the

amount of between .-£12,000 and £15,000, before it

could be extinguished. The tools of the carpenters,

20 in number, averaging in value £30 each man, were
unfortunately destroyed. The surrounding dwel-

lings were much iniured.

Errata.—A couple of eiTors, in our Review of

Gregory's Mathematics, escaped our notice iu

the proofs. In the 5th line, strike out "in
18J8," and in the l/th line, for "five" read
" thirteen." It was in 1838 that Greijory, not

Huttou, resigned the chair at Woolwich.

receipts of the year will far outstrip any similar

society in the kiigdom.

A Paris correspondent of the Nord states that the

Emperor Xapoleon is stUl at work upon his " Life of

Csesar," and that the public arc very anxious to

see the first volume^ which has been long an-

nounced. .

It is said that during his visit to Rome, thePnnce
of Wales purchased Mr. Gibson's beautiful group of

of a nymph and child. He also bought Mr. Laur-

rence McDonald's female figure of a nymph, and re-

quested Mr. Penry WiUiams to paint him a picture

as a companion to one ordered of Mr. Lehmann.

A new London, Birmingham, and South Stafford-

shire Railway Company (limited) is projected.

Brook-street Hall, Broughty Ferry, formerly the

Episcopalian Chapel, and since occupied by the

artillery as their driU hall, was on Friday night

destroyed by fire, nothing being left but the bare

walls." Tne hall was granted to the second Free

Church congregation last summer as a temporary

place of worship till they got their new church

erected. The fire proceeded from a stove.

patents nntr |nl)fntions

CONNECTKD WITH THE Bm.DIXG Tr.^DE.

(From the Mechanics' Magazine.)

(L

The ^-illage of Stilfs, iu the Tyrol, has been com-
pletely dcstroj'etl hy tire, fifty-siK houses having
been reduced to ashes, and the families rendered
homeless.

The survey of the proposed Sutlej Canal has at

lentrth been completed, and a memorandum of the
probable cost of the construction submitted to Go-
vernment for sanction.

The Midland Great Western Railway Company,
on Wednesday week, opened an extension line from
Longford to Slijjo. a distance of fifty-eight miles,

at a total cost of £450,000. Advantages are Hkely
to result from the opening of the line to the pros-
perous to^Tn of Sligo, which has now direct railway
communication with the Irish metropolis.

The chief corner stone of the Victoria and Albert
Museum was laid on Wednesday, Nov. 19, by his
Excellency the Governor. On the same occasion
the Victoria Gardens was formally opened by Lady
Frere.

A medal, intended to commemorate the approach-
ing coronation of the Emperor Joseph as King of
Hungary, is being struck at the Imperial Mint.
The submarine telegraph cable between France

and Algeria was broken near the French coast by
the recent gales.

Mr. William Maleomson, proprietor of the cotton
millat Poitlaw, in the county of Waterford, has
addressed a letter to Sir Robert Peel on the laud
question, urging the necessity of securing to the
occupier of the soil a legal right to remuneration
for his improvements.

A lecture on " Art " was delivered in St. Martin's
Lodge, 102, Glasgow, by Brother Travener Knott,
on Monday week.

The Marseilles journals are filled mth accounts of
the damage caused thereby the torrents of rain
which have been falling for some days. The founda-
tions of a great number of houses, both old and new,
but especially the latter, have given way. The
damage done at Marseilles alone is estimated at
000,OUOf.

A new bell tower has been completed at the church
of St. Mary's Clontibret, and a bell, weighing
20 cwt., the manufacture of Mr. Sheridan, of
DubUn, fixed therein.

The Post-ofiice money order system has been in-
tr4)duced into Tnrkey, and postage stamps are about
to follow.

The Birmingham Queen's Building Society num-
bers 1,000 members

; audit is said that the total

1325. A. WiLLTAsis. llie constnation of a hacked form or

seat capable of being converted into a level table with seat,

era desk, either level or sloping, or at any angle. Dated

Mav 5, 1862.

This invention consists of an iron standard consisting or

two uprights, connected at the top and bottom by hori-

zontal iron plates, at the ui>per front corner of whicha tenon

is inserted and secured by a pivot in the mortice of the

other portion of the standard, to which is attached the

board to form the back of the seat. Down upon the hori-

zontal plates before mentioned, another board is secured,

and forms the seat itself. By raising the back board before

mentioned, and turning it forward upon the joint formed

by the mortice and tenon before referred to, the back

board of the seat forms a level table; or, by being secured

hy a screw through the cheek of the mortice to be turned

forward against the tenon, the back board will be held in

any sloping position required, and will form a writing

desk. Patent completed.

1332. C. BiNKS. Improved methods of obtaining hpdrogen

gas and certain gaseotcs compounds of hydrogen and of

carbon. Dat«d May 5, 1862.

This consists in applying to the carbon or carbonaceous

materials, whilst kept at ordinary temperatures, steam pre-

viously so strongly heated or superheated as to be decom-

posed on contact with the carbon, and, as contradis-

tinguished from the usual method resorted to, for

decomposing water through the agency of carbon, and ap-

plying to it steam of ordinary temperatures. Or, in other

words, he makes the steam itself, and not the carbon, as

commonly practised in such operations, the vehicle of the

heat requisite to effect its decomposition, or the combin.a-

tion of its elements ^vith the carbon on being brought in

contact with it. Patent abandoned.

1341. J. A. Improved apparatus for measuring and indi-

cating distances travelled by wheel carriages. Dated May
5, 1862.

This apparatus the patentee calls an odometer, or car-

riage distance indicator, and is such that it may be shown
in a variety of forms. In the most complete of these

arran.eements he shows the termination of each mile by the

sudden projection of a pin, stud, or other indicator, on the

face of the instrument, so that it shall be readable hy the

touch when it cannot be seen, the total distance also being

registered on a dial. In another arrangement he shows the

distance by hands on a dial only, and the apparatus is also

capable of being made both in form and size to resemble a
watch. The indicator may be fixed in any part of the car- I

riage, or may be held in the hand without at all interrupt-

ing the action of the instrument. The indicating portion

of these instruments he connects with the driving part

of carriage wheels by an air tube, and actuates them by a
stud or other projection fixed to the stock of the carriage

wheel, and which, at every revolution of the same, will he

brought into contact with the driving part of the appa-

ratus, which he calls the blower. This is fastened to the

axle tree of the vehicle, and will force the air through the

connecting tube into the air chara>>er of the indicator, and
so give motion to that pait of the instrument. Patent

completed.
1358. E. BocKDON. Improvements in the construction

of bloteing fans, which improvements are also applicable to

centrifugal pumps for raising water and other liquids or

gases, or for exhausting the same. Dated May 7, 1862.

The patentee claims, 1, The construction of apparatus

for raising, forcing, propelling, or exhausting air, water, or

other fluids or ga.=!es, in which an external hollow casing, or

drum, with or without partitions and vanes formed inside,

is caused to rotate, and in which the air, water, or other

fluid or gas enters the said hollow drum through one or

more openings, and is caused to revolve with it, such air,

water, or other fluid or gas being thereby thrown into the

open end of a stationary tube or lubes, or their equivalents,

situated inside the said revolving drum, through which tube

or tubes the air, water, or other fluid or gas is conducted out
of the drum again to where required. 2, The various

arrangements of blowing fans, as described. 3, The con-

struction of exhausters, with or without hydraulic joints,

for use iu gas works, or other localities, as described. 4,

The construction of centrifugal pumps for raising water, or

other liquids, or for regulating motive power, as described.

Patent completed.
1364. N. Wood and J. Stockt.ky. Improvements in

grinding, smoothing, and polishing plate glass. Dated
May 7, 1862.

This invention has reference to a previous patent, dated
November 16, 1860 (No. 2,815), and comjirises arrangements
for causing the bench or table on which the glass rests to

travel longitudinally, such motion being imparted by a
rack and pinion, or worm-wheel and screw, or screws and
nuts. The bench or table is set level by ac^justing keys.

The upiier portion of the bench or table is raised or lowered
by eccentric loUers, mounted on the under frame, and

special contrivances are used to give the requisite lateral

motion. The apparatus also consists of an upper portion,

on which the glass rests, and an under frame, supported on
ilanged wheels, bearing on fixed rails. The polishing cylin-

ders are made with a metal or wooden core, covered with
several pieces of felt, seamed and pressed together, and
formed into pieces wedge-shaped in cross section, and set

radially round the core. The details of the invention are
voluminous. Patent completed.

1367. R. A. Broomas. Improvements in swings. (A
communication.) Dated May 7, 1862.

The object of this invention is to construct aswing which
can be operated by the hands or by the feet, or by the hands
and feet combined, of the person or persons seated in it.

The inventor attaches ropes, straps, or bands in front of

and behind the ordinary point of suspension, their lower

ends reaching and being attached to a moveable cross bar or

sliding thimbles placed a few feet above the seat ; a rope or

strap, with a loop or handle, to be taken hold of and pulled

by the person or persons seated in the swing, is suspended

from the cross bar. He attaches a footboard beneath the

seat, the front of which is connected by a rod or rope to the

cross bar. The seat is suspended in the ordinary manner.
On the person or i>ersons seated in the swing pulling the

rope suspended from the cross bar, or pushing the footboard

with the feet, or using both hands and feet, the swing will

act or be set in motion. The cross bar is, by preference,

made to slide on the ordinary suspension rods or ropes.

Patent completed.
1372. D. RLviECHAL and A. C. De Wiart. An improved

method of preventing the destructive effects of vibrations or

jar on the permanent way of railways, and on the '^wheels,

axletrees, and other parts of carri<iges, and the zvorking and
other parts of machinery liable to shocks. Dated May 7,

1862.

This consists in the application to those parts which are

liable to shocks of a band, plate, washer, or lining of lead,

tin, zinc, copper, or an alloy of these metals, or either of

them. The same principle for neutralizing the ettects of

concussion, may be applied to various parts of machinery,

and to the bearings of iron bridges. Patent completed.

1389. L. D. AuBRKViLLE. A new kind of itietatlic cross

sleepers for the construction of railways, (A communica-
tion.) Dated May 9, 1862.

These improved railway metallic cross sleepers are com-
posed of two plates or sheet iron pieces about 10 in. wide,

50 to 54 in. long, and from 2 to ^ths of an inch thick. The
edges of the said plates are bent at right angles so as to

form rtanijes to the longest sides of the plates, thc:?e flanges

being turned downwards. Two holes are punched through

the plates to correspond to those of the cast iron chairs for

the bolting or fastening of the said chairs ; a piece of wood
about 4 in. thick is inserted betwixt the plate and chair,

and they are bolted fast together. This wooden sole must
be of the same size as the seat or sole of the chair, or a

little longer. Two chairs, adjusted in the same manner, are

connected together by means of a flat iron bar of a suitable

thickness, and the required length for the breadth of the way.

Patent cmnpleted,
1399. F. J. Bolton. An improved mode of, ana appa-

ratus for, displaying the lights in lighthouses. Dated May

This invention consists in adapting or applying to the

lamps or burners of lighthouses any convenient contri-

vance whereby the light may l)e alternately obscured and

displayed at such intervals, and for such different periods

of time as, by a pre-arranged system of signals, will indi-

cate a code, number, or the name of the lighthouse, so

that the latter may be instantly identified. These signals

are to be repeated continually at regular intervals, so that

the mariner, when at sea, will (upon coming suddenlyupoa

this light), be able at once to know what is the code, num-
ber, or name of the lighthouse, and may therefore ascertain

his exact locality without risk of making a mistake. The

obscuration of the light may be effected by rising and fall-

ing shutters, discs, or other analogous contrivances, ac-

tuated by clockwork or other mechanism, or by means of

an opaque cylinder perforated in a suitable manner to give

the required flashes as it passes in front of the light, or, as

it rises and falls at the proper intervals. The system of

flashes of long or t^hort duration being pre-arranged to re-

present numerals or letters, the particular code, number, or

name of each light will distinguish it from any other light.

Patent completed.

1407. R. WiLLOrr.BBY. Exhibiting and giving rotatory

atid traversing motion to 2dacards, advertisements, scenes,

&c. Dated May 10, 1862.

This invention relates to an improved system of apparatus

for exhibiting in public places and thoroughfares, ivithin

and upon the fronts of buildings, and other suitable places,

advertisements, scenes, or other objects in a more efficient

manner than is now performed. The improved apparatus

consists of 3, 4, or more cylinders of any suitable length

and diameter, placed in triangular, quadrangular, or

other convenient position, and upon metal axes. Over

these cylinders the inventor passes an endless band of cloth

or other material, on which he fixes or places the object to

be exhibited. He gives motion to one of the cylinders

either by hand or power, and thereby imparts rotary motion

to the rest of the cylinders. The endless band is guided

by tapes and rollers of the number and size required by

the length of the band, and the space or opening for the

exhibition cf the advertisements, or other objects. He also

uses, when required, vertical supports made of metal or other

material secured at iutervals to the band, and to which he

attaches pulleys; also a rail made of suitable material,

along and upon which the endless band is caused to traverse

through one window or opening in the building, along the

front, and in at another window or opening. Patent (iMn-

doned.

TENDERS.

H.\TKltSTOCK Hill.—For the erection of a school church,

Haveratock-hill. Mr. C. F. Hayward, Adelphi, architect;—

Curtis and Ventham £1,500 01

H. and O.Bond 1,428

Gullett and Mann 1,365 15

G.J. Carter 1,076

Wm. Smith 1.058

Beale and Boot 1,018 10

W. Marshall V98 10

Kensisgton.—For a Wesieyan Chapel, Kensington :—
Mr. Nevil Simmonds (accepted) £3,659
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LONDON BRIDOES.
STONE BRIDGES.

IT^ROM some timp about tlip comnioncomont of tho 11th century,
'until tho middle of the 18th, tho inh;it)it;uits of tho metro-

polis IkuI but one briilffo over which to pass from tho norlh to tho
south ([uarterof the City, wliile at thoperiodthe second (Westminster)
bridfje was opened Paris possessed twelve times as many—Pont au
Chanpre and Pont St. Michel, which succeede<l the Grand Pont and
Petit Pont of the Romans,* and were first rebuilt in stone after the
inundation, 12.S1

; Pont Rouge, finished 1G:H, and replaced by the
Pont do la Cite, in the present century ; Pont Marie, built in "stone
from tho Isle St. Louis to tho Quay des Ormes, north side, 1035;
Pont de la Touruelle, from the Isle St. Louis to the Quay do la Tour-
nelle, completed in wood W.u, and in stone ICi^ti ; Pont" Notre Dame,
built of wood before 131.", and in stone 1512 ; Pont Neuf, llnishod
Kii)"; Pont Barliier, built of wood 1032, replaced bv tho Pont Royal,
commenced 1G85 ; Pont de Gramont, from the Qua'y (l<>s Celestin"s to
the Isle des Louviers opposite; Pont au Double and Pont St.
Charles, built IGOO and Ui34. Consequently, Paris had a dozen
bridges, including that of St. Bernard, which was swept away in the
15th century, and not rebuilt, while London had only one, or, in other
words, while our forefathc-rs were reduced to a single bridge as a
means of communication north and south, their neighbours Imd five
separate channels for traffic over the river. The greater difficulties of
constructing a bridge over the Tliames as compared with the Seine
must be taken into consideration, especially when the latter was
shallower and wider than il is row. Still, after making every allow-
ance, the disprojiortion in the acconnnodation for traffic between the
two capitals is not creditable to our predecessors. It will also be re-
juarked, with some degree of surprise, that the Romans who conquered
the old world more by their science in road-making and bridge-build-
ing than by the force of their arms,sliould not have built a britlge during
tlie three or four centuries they occupied our city, while they con°
structed two in Paris ; for it was one of their colonies in later times
and the chief place of trade. It was tho converging point of more
than half the Roman roads, and Watling-street, whicli T\'ren held to
be the pra;forian way, passed through it'. Dion Cassius certainly does
speak of abridge over the Thames at the time of Claudius's expedi-
tion, but in such vague and indefinite terms, locating it near the
moiith of the estuary, as to lead the reader to disbelieve the his-
torian

; for lower down tho depth of the river would have been too
great an impediment to bo surmounted in those days ; and if a
structure did exist liigher up, which is hardly likely, it had vanished,
not only in substance, but from the memory of succeeding gene-
rations.

Up to the time of tlie Romans, the site of the metropolis was
marsh from the base of the northern hills to that of the southern hills,

with the exception of the high ground from Tower-hill to Ludgate-
hill and Thorney Island, on which \\'estminster Abbey stands. Over
this vast expanse the Thames sluggishly ebbed and t'lowcd, caiTyiug
into the shallow channel of the river the particles of soil its waters
had abraided and taken up. "Wild fowl screamed and skimmed
along the snrtiice ofthe morass from Fleet ditch to F\dham, and beasts
of chase lurked in the dark and tangled forests which grew up to the
edge of the marsh. Tho Romans sought to reclaim the marsh by
confining the Thames to its channel by the aid of embanknients",
whicli ma}- still be traced, and whicli, as engineering works, are of
magnitude and importance. The embankment was followed by the
elevation of the soil upwards of 22 ft. in Walbrook, and 4 ft,, in South-
wark

; by the deepening of the channel ; and by tJie increased rapidity
of flow. "With the development of trade and population, the incon-
venience and insufficiency of ferries became evident ; and this want,
coupled, perliaps, wnh tlie tact that abridge would act as a barrier to
the passage of Scandinavian jjirate-sliips up the river into the
interior of the country, led to the construction of the first
I'ridge here of which we have any record. Stow's account
ofthe tradition reported by the last Prior of St. Mar\' Overys, of the
bridge being built from the profits of the ferry there, bequeathed
by tlie old fenyman's daughter, must, we fear, be rejected—quaint
and touching though it be. After many vicissitudes the timber
structure was replaced by one in stone, commenced towards the
close of the 12th century, from the designs of the curate of St.
Mary Colechurcli, who, with the love of a true architect for his ^vork,
desired to be buried in the centre pier under the Chapel of St.
Thomas. For upwards of five centuries London-bridge retained
its original form, although it had been patched and repaired re-
peatedly. But in the middle of the last century the houses that
stood upon it were pulled down, and a large centre arch built on
the site of two arches, from tlie designs o"f Sir R. Taylor and
G. Dance. In 1826 two more arches were thro\\^l into one. But
already, in 1821, Rennie liad reported in favour of building a new
bridge, and the Coqioration applied to Parliament for an Act to
enable them to do so, which was jiassed in 1823, for all the repairs
and even the remedies suggested b>- Smeaton had ended in increasing
the difficulties of navigation, and diminishing the security of tlie
structure, although the City sun-eyor had reported it wouUl "last for
ages. According to a Parliamentary return, 14 persons were
drowned annually in attempting to shoot the bridge. A public

* The-: F,r? good ,cr«i;ntts lo bfjliovc that, as the Koir jin wav from the south teriiLina; ed
at the P1.1CC St. Mich.;l, the site of the hridge between tho south h3#aiid thj island was
that of the present Pont St. Michel, :;nd that when the Thermes Palace w,-is constructed
the south bridge was removed lo the site of the prer-.ent Petit Pont.

(oinpetition was opened, and designs invited for a bridge. Three
premiums of £100, £150, and £2)0 were offered for the bast, and
their amounts are indicative of tho value then set by tho C.)rporation
on the time and labour of architects and engineers. In the course
of si.K months 52 sets of drawings were sent in, which were referred
to the judges—Soane, Nash, Sniirko (the Crown architects), and
Montague (the City architect)—wlio awarded the prizes to Mr.
Fowler, Mr. Boorer, and Mr. Busby. The estimates were respectively
£300,000, £500,000, and £380,000. Mr. Fowler's design, which
was selected for adoption, consisted of five arches, segments of
circles,—the centre 154 tt. span, tho land arches 125 ft. span each,
and the otiier two U3ft. The width was 54 ft., and the parapet was
to be a wall 7 ft. liigh, pierced with large circular apertures, tilled in
with ojjen cast-iron work. But tlie success Of Waterloo-bridge
inclined public opinion in favour of its architect, Rennie, and induced
the Corporation to entrust him with the work.

Ronnie's design was for five semi-elliptical arclie.s, tho centre one
having 152 i ft. span ; tho two land arches 130 ft. span each ; and the
other two 140 ft. span. The total length is 1,005 ft., outside width
50 ft., width of roail 35 ft., and widtli of footpaths 18 ft. The
original estimate was £430,000 for the structure to be erected on
the site of tho old bridge, and £20,000 for a temporary wooden
bridge. Tho Corporation having afterwards determined to build tho
bridge 180 ft. higher up to avoid the steep and narrow aiiproach by
Fish-street hill, £450,000 had to be added to the first estimate ; and,
subsequently, the total outlay was raised to more than two millions
sterling, according to the evidence of the Chairman of the Committee
under wliose superintendence it was built. The first pile of the
coffer-dam in which the south pier waste be built was driven by the
contractors, Messrs. Jolliffe and Banks, March 15, 1824 ; Rennie
having died previously, was succeeded, by his son, the present
Sir John Rennie.
The depth of the river—30 ft. at low water of spring tides—and

the force and rapidity of the currents, compelled a deviation from the
ordinary course, and the employment of additional means to increase
the strength of the dams to exclude the water from the interior. The
ground plan of the dam was elliptical, and composed of three rows of
iron-shod piles, 80 to 90 ft. in length, driven into the ground, and
firmly bolted together by wailing pieces, and then clay puddle intro-
duced. Between the rows of piers were stays, and tlie whole truss-
framed diagonally; the longitudinal bean'is were firmly strapped
together, and at their joints formed abutments for the braces. As au
example of piling, this was, perhaps, one of the most successful.
The coffer-dam resisted the immense water pressure so well that tho
pumps had rarely to be employed to remove water from the interior.
Within tlie dam, beech piles were driven to a depth of nearly 20 ft.

into the London clay. Upon the heads of the piles were placed two
layers of sleepers, each 12 in. square, and upon tlie sleepers was
bolted a flooring of 6-incli beech planking to receive the first course of
masonry. This platform Mr. Rondel instanced as a perfect one, dis-
tributing the weight evenly—80 tons per pile. On the 15th June,
1825, Lord Mayor Garratt, in the presence of the Duke of York, laid
the first stone, a cube of Heytor granite 5 ft. 0| in. long, 3 ft. Of in.
wide, and 2 ft. 10 in. deep, and weighing nearly five tons. The
arches being flat, necessitated the centres being I'nore tlian usually
strong, with the parts so evenly balanced and distributed that no
shiftingor change of form could take place. For this purpose piles
were driven on the inner side of each of the piers—leaving a clear
water-way of about one-third the .span—at about the level of high
water

; longitudinal sleepers were fastened on the lieads of tlie pik'S
to form three layers; on the top floor thus formed were stout upriah;?,
braced together by diagonal trusses, which caiTied a longitudinal
girder reaching from one pier to another, that formed, with uprights
and diagonal trusses, the frame or rib. Ten of these frames boaixicd
over, formed a centre—of which there were four sets—that eni]3loyed
800 tons of iron and wood in its construction. So admirably were all
the parts adapted, that ten days were sufficient for one of them to be
put in place, and in no instance did a failure occm- in any of tlieni.

In constructing the arch over Thames-street, a further novelty in
centering was introduced. It is a verj' flat ellipse, and the road'w.iv
had to be kept clear. Witli this view the centre was carried chiefi'v
by struts and uprights, ranging with the lines of the footpaths. Eacli
pair of principals belonging to the centre rested upon wedges, kept
in their places by lengths of timber notclied down upon thom, which,
by removing the weilges, could be withdrawn and the centre lowered.
The longitudinal timbers, sujjported on uprights ami struts as just
described, and reaching from pier to pier, to allow of traffic to pa,ss
underneath, carried uprights or queen-posts, tied together by diagonal
trusses, and with their heads and feet secured by longitudinal tiinbers,
under the joggles of tlie trusses, in orderto prevent distortion of tho
centre by pressure of the voussoirs. Instead of filling in tho spand-
rels with loose rubble work, as had been customary, longitudinal or
hance walls were built to cany large blocks of stone, sm-moiuited by
large stone landings, above wliich was laid a course of cement, anil
over that again the pudding for the roadway. The piers are rec-
tangular and solid, and, by reason of thi? elliptical arch diminishing
the total qu:intity ofmasonrj-, their width is reduced below the proper^'
tion usual until then, viz., to less than one-sixth the span of the arch,
while that of Mylne's bridge, at Blackfriars, was about one-fifth, and
that of Labelye's, at Westminster—now replaced by Mr. Page's
graceful structures—was one-fourth the span. The bas'es of the plei-s
are circular, finished off at the top in the shape of a cone, so that the
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curved surfaces break the monotony tliat miglit liave been produced

by the rig)it lines of tlie sliaft. The abutments are each 73 ft. wide,

and radiate backwards to meet the tlirust of the bridge under the

most advantageous condition. Tiie line of roadway is marked by a

plain cornice carried on dentils, and above the cornice is a close para-

pet i ft. high, whicli, at the time, 'vas regarded as innovation and
oiTence against architectural propriety. The line of roadway is a
segment of circle, with a rise of 1 in 132. The width of water-way
is 690 ft., with headway of 295 ft. above high water mark ; and its

sectional area is 1",02C superficial feet. The whole of the bridge and
•arches over Thames and Tooley streets are of granite from Aberdeen,
He^'tor, and Penryn, to the amount of 120,000 tons ; but the

arclies over which tlie apjjroachesare carried, are, except the two just

hientioned, of brick. The number of men employed on the works
in quarrj'ing, preparing, and removing the material was 800 daily,

during its construction, which lasted for a period of seven years, five

montlis, and thirteen days. So carefully were the architect's draw-
ings and calculations prepared, so accurate had been tlie workman-
ship, that, on removing the centres, the middle arch sank no more
than 2 in. ; the land arches, 2 in. ; and the other two, 2J in.

"Whether it be from want of funds, or lack of aesthetic feeling on
the part of the City authorities, the bridge has been allow^ed to re-

main unfinished thirty-one years after its opening. The massivegranite
pedestals wliich finish the four ends of the parapets, and are composed
(each) of four of the largest blocks that had ever been seen in

this country up to that date, are still without the statues for which
they were built. Twenty odd years ago, we travelled up the Thames
with a German architect, now among the chief of his profession in his

native country. His admiration for the simple beauty and massive
, grandeur of the sti-ucture was unbounded, and. after gazing his fill, he
exclaimed, '' Where are the statues to finish off the design

; where the

Statue of the architect?" How much longer the authorities will

leave tliis question to be repeated, to their reproach, rests with them-
Belves ; but they would do well to wipe it away as early as possible.

Poverty cannot be an excuse for their neglect, since they have only
to dispense with one of their numerous turtle feasts to economise
fmids sufficient to provide for the finish of the structure, with
statutes of Peter Colechui-ch and Eennie, w!io designed the old
and new bridges, and of Watt and Stephenson, whose inventions
have converged the commerce of the world into the metropolis.

Waterloo Bmdge was projected by Ealph Dodd—an engineer of
great originality and singular merit, but totally unappreciated in his

day—who was the first to suggest a tunnel under the Thames, in
" Keports, with plans and sections, of the jjroposod dry tunnel from
Gravcsend to Tilbury," published 1798 ; and which suggestion was
aiipropriated, in 1804, by Vassey and Trevithick, for tlie Thames
Archway Company, and by the elder Brunei in 1823. Dodd was the
lirqjeetor of the Eavensbourne Waterworks, the first of the four
architects employed by the Vauxhall Bridge Company, though not
the author of the present design, and of a scheme (1800) for making
a tide canal for ships from the Commercial (then Greenland)
Dock to Vau.xhall. He was also the author of worlcs On Canals,
On the Port of London, On Water, and many others ; but, like

several original thinkers, he rarely profited by his ideas, and had the
mortification of seeing them carried out by practical men. In 1809
an Act of Parliament incorporated the "Strand Bridge Company,"
empowering them to raise a share capital of £500,000, of which
£476,000 were realised—£200,000 by loan, £300,000 on £00 annui-
ties, and £54,552 on a bond to Lord Crauford, making the amount
raised £1,030,550, to wliich have been added a sum arising from
interest and shares forfeited, which raised the total capital to
£1,059,464. The £100 shares can now be bought for £5, and the debt
in August, 1853, was £2,399,937.

Before the works were commenced the managing committee were
dissatisfied with Dodd, and referred his design to Eennie and Jessop,
(the engineer of the West India Docks), to report upon it. Their
report was unfavourable : Dodd was set aside, and Eennie employed
to prepare a fresh design. He commenced by having accurate sound-
ings taken by Mr. F. Gilles, and submitted two designs, one for
seven and the other for nine arches. The latter was selected, as
being the cheapest, and the works commenced in due course. Dodd
had jiroposed to follow the example of Labelye and Myliie in West-
minster and Blackfriars Bridges, and employ caissons to found the piers,
but Eennie determined on a bold and" hazardous innovation—to
found the piers in coffer-dams, which had not been before attempted
here. Labelye is said to have been the first to employ caissons. The
ones he used contained upwards of 150 loads of timber each, and were
like large flat-bottomed barges with tlie sides and ends made to draw
out. Part of the pier was built up as high in the caisson as it would float,
then water was admitted, and the caisson sunk into position, being
giuded in its descent by ropes. AVlien that was done, the sides and ends
were withdrawn, and the bottom remained under the stonei. Mylne
also used caissons, but instead of letting them rest on the bed of the
river, he placed them on jiiles driven down into the bed of the Thames.
As the piers of one of the arches of Westminster Bridge gave way
before it was completed, and the structure was constantly under
repair, and as Blackfriars Bridge showed signs of instability,
Eennie wisely refused to tnist to caissons. He argued that wooden
foundations would not last unless always under water. A low ebb
would allow the admission of air, and thus determine a tendency to
decay

;
also that it was not possible to insure the platform resting on a

level foundation, and unless it did, currents and springs would penetrate

underneath and unsettle the superstructure. Consequently, he had
recourse to coffer-dams, each of which was composed of piles 13 by
6J in., arranged in three concentric lines, and driven from 15 to 20 ft.

into the bed of the river. The intermediate row was of half piles.

At every 12tli pile was an abutting pile, and the whole was tied

together at high and low water levels by horizontal braces and
wrought iron bars, and well caulked. The spaces between the rows
of piles were rammed in close with clay to make the dam water-tight.

Within the dara, the bed, which was gravel on clay, was excavated to

the required depth, and then elm and beech piles 12 in. across, and
from 20 to 22 ft. long, were driven into the bed. Between the heads
of the piles, and to a depth of 18 in., was rammed in Kentish rag laid

in liquid mortar, and upon the heads of the piles were spiked trans-

verse and longitudinal timber sills, while upon them again was spiked"

a flooring, composed of 6 in. beech plank. The first course of

niasomy was built upon this flooring at a depth of 8 ft. below low
water mark. The surface of piers, abutments,and arches, is of granite, in

large blocks, bonding back from 3 to 5 ft., and the hearting is of Craig-

leith and Derbyshire stones of corresponding size ; the courses were
carefully grouted with liquid mortar, and four iron bars were for

greater security worked into each arch transversely. The spandrels
were filled (each) with six division walls, in the transverse direction,

three bricks thick, carried up to the level of tlie extrados. The
spaces were covered with stone corbels to support the roadway, and
were left hollow to diminish the weight on the haunches. Mr. Smiles,

in his '• Lives of the Engineers," gives a description of the novel
system of centering which Eennie adopted on this occasion. He
says the centre was composed of eight ribs, each formed in one solid

piece, resting upon the same number of wedges, supported by inclined

tressels placed upon longitudinal bearers, firmly fixed to the offsets of

the piers and abutments. At the intersecting point of the bearers, or
braces in each rib was a cast iron box, with two openings, so that the

butt ends rested firmly against the metal ; and to prevent
them acting as wedges to tear the rib to pieces, when
the vertical weight of the arch began to act upon them,
pieces of hard wood were driven firmly into the holes to

check the effects of the bearers or struts on the ribs. Ten
days after the main arches were completed they were slackened down
by driving back the wedges against which the ribs rested. After the
centres were removed the sinking of the arches was not found to

vary more than from 2 J to 3 J in. The nine arches are semi-elliptical,

and all of the same span, 120 ft., with a versed sine of 35 ft., giving
a headway of 30 ft. The width of water-way is 1,080, and of its sec-

tional area 20,844 superficial feet. The abutments are 40 ft. tliick at

their bases, lessening gradually to 30 ft. at the springing and 140 ft.

long. The jiiers are 30 ft. wide at their bases, diminishing to 20 ft.

at the springing, and their extreme length is 87 ft., and they each carry

two three-quarter Doric attached columns, copied from tlie Temple of
Segesta, which carry an entablature that supports a square balcony.
The sides of the bridge are protected by an open balustrade, with a
frieze and cornice. The depth of the arch stones at the crown is

4i ft., increasing to 10 ft. at the h.aunches. The width of the bridge
outside the parapets is 45 ft., the footpaths 14 ft., and the roadway 28
ft. The length from the ends of the abutments is 1,380 ft., with a
gradient of 1 in |250 The length of the Surrey approach, carried

oil arches, each 16 ft. span, and one 20 ft. span, is 706 ft., and that

of the Strand approach 310 ft., giving a total length of 2,450 ft.

The cost of building was £682,369, and of the .approaches, including
the purchase of land, £255,021, making a total outlay of £937,391,
so that the difference between the cost and the amount of debt, wliich

difference amounts to nearly a million and a half sterling, represents

the arrears of interest and other liabilities incurred by improvident
or unfortunate management.
The fate of a structure, which Canova declared worth travelling

from Eome to see, and which Baron Dupin asserted to be worthy of

Sesostris and the Caesars, cannot fail to be of national interest. Mr.
J. Plows, who w.is the contractor's engineer in constructing the

bridge, stated before the Parliamentary Committee, 1854, that he
had carefully w.atched it since 1817, and had discovered no failing,

and that no scouring of the river couM affect the foundations.

Mr. Powell, the chief clerk, reiterated the opinion he had expressed in

1828, that " it is firm as the rock of Gibraltar." But in April last

year Mr. Powell jjresented a statement to the Embankment Com-
mission to the effect, that, low-water mark having fallen 4J ft., the

platforms of the piers were now only 3i ft. below low-water mark,
and it was neither right nor safe that they should be thus exposed.

Is there, then, danger to be apprehended from the increased scour

produced by the embankment ?

HOUSES FOR WOEKING MEN.
rpOWAEDS the conclusion of last May, the Eev. Thomas James,

J_ M.A., the worthy incumbent of Theddingworth, near Eugby,
delivered, in the theatre of the South Kensington Museum, an earnest

and eloquent lecture upon labourers' cottages and their bearing upon
architecture, wliicli may still bo fresh in the memories of our readers.

Mr. James started with the assmnption, which was no doubt
thoroughly appreciated by his audience, that just as ever\' one thought
he could write for tlie poor, so every one considered that ho could buihl

for the poor—so little w.as required by them—so few their wants.

They had only to take jjen or pencil in hand, and the thing was done.
" But," said the lecturer, " the poor man's authors, after his Bible,
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ivro but tliroe or four, and tliey aro of tlio very Ijusl ; and of Ihe Ihoit-

sand cottaf/e plans tluit luwe. been dcsigneil for tho, cowitrij Inboitn'r,

there are scarcely more than three or four which he really likes, or

would care to live in.

"

Mr. James's remarks whieh we italicise have, sineo then, re-

ceived a womlerful and renewed eonlirmation. Tho question of the

construction of suitable cottaijes for our lahourini; classes has often

been discussed, but each occasion has furnished another and a more
jiositive testimony to tho trntli of the rev. p;entleinan's assertions.

Our colunms have been so often occupied with articles and reports

upon the subject that, were it not for its absolute and daily-increasing

importance, we should have to crave our readers' parilon for frequently

revertinp; to so connnon a to|)ic. AVitli all the talk, however, we hear

of comjiaratively little boiuLj done towards the attainment of so im-

portant an object as the erection of suitable and creditable houses for

the workinj,' men of London and of the lartre provincial towns. It is

true that l'.dinb\irgh, Leeds, Northampton, and other large places,

have recently taken up the matter in earnest, hut they supply a jioor

result in comparison with what might reasonably have been expected.

Tlie question of the erection of dwellings in the metropolis in ijlace of

those recently pulled down for improvements, we discussed a few
weeks since ; and we rejoice to find that Mr. S. IL Waterlow brought
the question in a practicable form before the Court of Connnon Council

at the Guildhall, on Thursday week. We shall look forward with in-

terest to the report of the committee a|)])ointed to inquire into the

extent to which the dwellings of the poor in the City have been de-

stroyed by the various schemes for metropolitan improvements,
believing that it will disclose some painfully-interesting facts to serve

as a groundwork for further appeals to our City authorities upon this

pressing subject.

In another part of our jom'nal of to-day, we devote considerable

space to a report of the paper read by Mr. John Taylor, jun., at the

Society of Arts, and the discussion which followed, upon the con-

struction of labourers' cottages. Our readers will be able to form
their own judgment upon the paper; it is merely our intention to

make a few remarks relative to the discussion, which will bear out

the assertion of Mr. James, which we quoted above, that to write (or

even to talk) and to build for the poor was veiy different to \iTiting

and building projjerly for them. There are certain facts which bear

so intimately upon the question that they must be considered respec-

tively, or the discussion is in vain. One of these facts is, that a de-

cided prejudice to all model lodging-houses that liave in their for-

mation the faintest scent of charity. English working men, who
earn their living, are independent ; and a truly honest, industrious

lal.iourer, be his means ever so small, has as great a rei)ugnance to

motlel cottages, built by benevolence, as lie has to the white-washed
workhouse. Another question, upon which the sulijcct hinges, is

that so forcibly pointed out by Mr. J. Bailey Denton, that the cot-

tages must be so built, that the labourers can pay the amount
of rent which the landlords reasonably expect, as a slow, but sure,

recompense for their outlay. We speak from personal obsen-ation,

that 2s. a-week is the utmost which a labom-er in the country-, who
seldom earns more than 12s. or 13s. a-week, can go ; and it is, there-

fore, desirable that the coat be cut according to the cloth. Few will

plead—except under peculiar circumstances, in which it can be done

—

for the ornamentation of labourers' cottages; but it is admitted on all

sides—and the admission is based on ideas of true economy—that they
sliould be built in a substantial manner. AVe ])erfectly agree witli

Mr. Taylor when he stated, in his paper, that ordinary brickwork,

one brick thick, was totallj' unfit for the abode of any human being.

The workman's house should be remlered as free from damp and
other evils injurious to health as a sul:)urban resifleiice that costs thirty

times as much in its erection. This cannot be done if we follow the

modern practices of " duffing " builders. A third consideration was
suggested by Mr. Ebenezer Clarke, viz., the cubical contents of the

cottage. To save the outlay of an additional £20, our designers of

puny model cottages present us with small rooms, which look filled

•when a table and a couple of chairs are placed therein. Besides, it is

a well-known fact tliat rooms only seven or eight feet in height, ten

in length, and about seven in width, are injurious to health in vari-

ous ways; and Dr. Greeuhow stated, from his own experience in diseases

wliich resulted from confinement in small rooms of svich dimensions
as we have stated, that they tended to bring on diseases of the lungs.

This is an evil wliich must necessarily be avoided, and there is little

doubt but that it can be, easily, if those who build aro not over parsi-

monious, and unnecessarily greedy for large returns upon their in-

vestments. Mr. Godwin veiy wisely said that well-built, well-

drained, and properly-ventilated and i-emunerative cottages could be
built for the poor, and this seemed to be fully acknowledged by the

speakers. The discussion took another practical turn when it re-

viewed at some length the various appliances for ventilation. More
than half of the evils to be found in the %^Tetclied tenements of our

metropolis may be deduced from the miserable ventilation of the

rooms.

Let these important considerations bo admitted, and then we have
the groundwork upon which to base future operations. Otherwise, we
may build and liuild, and all will be of little advantage. Architects

may draw their plans, and I'uilders obtain their estimates, but

unless a few simple niles arc strictly adhei-ed to, we fear their labour

will be in vain. Of this thing we are quite certain, that the discus-

sion of Wednesday week ought to lead to tho adoption of some prac-

tical measure whicli shall remedy the evil complained of times with-

out number.
It is a question worth considering—whether we m'ght not profit-

ably employ some of the slack hands of our Lancashire operatives

in improving the dwelling places of the poor. On onj side wo see

enforced inactivity; on the other—in all our great towns, Manchester,

Birmingham, Leeds, Loiiilon, Newcastle, &c.—we see streets which
want piercing, and dens which should be obliterated from the town
maps. The Emperor of the French has set us an example which
we miglit wisely follow. Our corporations are rich enough to ilo it.

Our idle hands could do the work, and would be more ready, no
doubt, to earn their bread by labour than they aro to receive it in

charity—however much it may be deserved. If something is not

done, the nation must bear the reproacli ; but if tlie subject is taken

up in the earnest spirit which it deserves, there is little doubt as to

the happy conseipiences that must flow from it. Surely, while at this

festive season, the good old English custom—sparkling with its

ancient lustre long before feudalism spread its foot in the land—again

appears of " liemcmbcring the |)oor," we may give a few Ihouglils to

their comfortable liousing, without which we cannot expect to find

tlieni raised from tho dregs of vice and degradation to higher and
worthier pursuits.

THE EASTERN CATHEDRALS.*
SECOND NOTICE.

(Contin'Ued from 'p^-'je 448J
Mr. MmiRAV has kindly lent us fom- of the woodcuts of his "Eastern
Catliedrals " for insertion in our pages. AVo are thus enabled to

allow the " Handbook," in this number, to speak for itself.

The most important features of Norwich Cathedral are the magni-
ficent series of lierne vaults above its nave, choir, and transepts,

which was commenced by Bishop Walter Lehart (1446-1472). This

cathedral, like Peterborough, has preserved its Norman plan almost

undisturbed. Fergusson says of it, in his Handbook, that although

it retains the chevet termination of Continental cathcflrals, its plan

dift'ers most essentially from them. Its great length, as compared with

its breadth, is such as is never found on the Continent, and the bold

projection of the transepts is also a purely English feature, thougli,

in this instance, hardly carried to the extent which the length of tlio

nave required.

The cathedral is systematically examined by the author, and
every part is regularly and fnllj' described. It is, moreover,

illustrated in a most charming way. Nothing can surpass the

exquisite delicacy of the views down the nave, of the choir, of the

choir stalls, and of the misereres: Small as the cngi-avings are, the

architectural details of them are shown clearly. If examined with a

magnifying glass they would cause us only the more to marvel at the

knowledge which the engraver possesses of every detail in the views

he represents. It is this which makes his assistance so valuable (o

. every illustrated book on Architecture.

" The stalls (See niustratinn, p. 472), are arranged on either side of the choir

as far as the transept. They are 62 in number ; for the Prior, Sub-Prior, and
60 monks. Their carving and details, whioh are Perpendicular, and probably
of the middle of tho loth century, are excellent, and deserve the closest

examination. Remark especially the birds serving as crockets, and the
curious circular heads at the foliation cusps of the arches. Until very
recently, these stalls were encrusted with paint, which has been I'cmoved, and
the broken portions carefully restored."

In tho vestrj- of Norwich Cathedral we find preserved

—

" The painted reredos or altar-piece of the Jesus Chapel ; a picture, ac-

cording to Dr. Waagen, 'of gi-eat significance in the history of English
painting.' ' It contains, in five compartments, the Scourging, the Bearing
the Cress, the Crucitision, the Resurrection, and the Ascension ; and judging
from the forms of art, may have been executed between 1380 and 140().

Here that ideahstic tendency so often mentioned is still throughout adhered
to ; the well-arranged drapery is of great softness ; the colouring powerful,
and in many of the heads of great warmth; finally, the treatment in size-

colonrs, broad, and in full body. Both the figures and the raised elegant
patterns of the gold ground, entirely resemble the indubitable English
miniatures of the same period ; so that there is no question in my mind
as to the EngHsli origin of this picture. Excepting the Bearing of the Cross,
of which much has fallen off, the preservation may be called good, and a
glass over it prevents any further mischief.'f An engraving from this altar-

piece, will he found in the Norwich volume of the Archseological Institute,

together with a paper on the sul>ject by Mr. Albert Way, who (as docs Mr.
Digby Wyatt), considers it a work of the Siennese school (circa 1307). The
heads, he observes, especially that of St. John, * recal strikingly the works
of Simone Memnii. That artist, however, died as early as 1345.'

"

The manner in which the author describes the Early Decorated
vault which crosses the choir ai.slc will show the care with which
different authorities are weighed and tested. He says :

—

" A vault of Early Decorated character crosses the north choir-aisle, and
supports a gallery. The vault is of two bays ; and in the eastern bay, at the
head of the arch, is the quatrefoil opening into the choir, which has been
already noticed. The vault has long had the name of the ' Confcssionary,'
and Blonfield (History of Norfolk) suggests that the priest, in the choir,

heard confessions through the foiled opening, whilst the people remained in
the aisle. The vault could not possibly, however, have served for this pur-
pose, since the opening on the choir side is only a few inches above the pave-
ment, and the priest must have laid himself on the ground in order to hear the

* " Handboolc to the Catliedrals of England. Eastern Division—Oxford, Peter-
borough, Norwich, Ely, Lincoln." London: John MiuTay, Albemarle-street ; J. II. and
Jas. Parker, Oxford.

\ Alt Trea&wres in Great Britain, vol, iii. p. 437.
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(.onrpssion throuch it. Professor WllUs suggested it was made as a hagioscope,

to ifford a view.f th-liigh altar from the aisle. Mr. Harrod, with moreproba-

bilitv coDsi krs thit the Easter sepulchre stood within the choir at tl.i3 place,

and '('hat the opening 'permitted the important duty of watching the

sepulchre U-ht during the ceremonies of Easter, mthout entering the choir

The gallery"over the vaulting in the aisle, he adds, ' might contain a pair of

organs for assisting the service here and in Jesus Chapel adjoimng. . . .

•The old singing-school was in the north aisle, east of the gallery, and in

front of the entrance to Jesus Chapel ; a position having no possible recom-

mendation, unless it were that the organs were placed above."*

Ely Catlieilral—the longest Gothic church in Europe—is next des-

cribed in the same clear manner, and illustrated with the same

sparkling woodcuts :

—

"Owing probably to its situation, no very important town ever rose up

about the monastery. The houses which line the streets are --nusuaUy small

and low : and the long ridge of the cathedral roofs with their towers and

pinnacles, lifts itself above them on every side. Other EngUsh cathedrals

form only part of the cities in which they stand : hero the cathedral is, in

fact, the town ; and nowhere, perhaps, in England is there so complete and

suggestive a picture of what a great monastery—such as Glastonbury or Mel-

rose—must have resembled whihst its buildings wereyet entire, and its church

formed a landmark for all the surrounding district."

The exact date of eveiy part of Ely Cathedral is known ; it is, con-

sequently, an object specially interesting to the architectural studerit.

Every period of luedijeval architecture is, moreover, represented in it.

We iind some of the best examples of Early English works in the

Galilee and eastern portions of the choir, and the finest specimens of

Decorated work to be seen in England in the octagon, the western

choir, and the Lady Cliapel :

—

" Entering the cathedral, the visitor finds himself within the great west

tower, through the eastern arch of which a superb view is commanded, up

the nave, beyond the arches and graceful tracery of the lantern, and beyond

the rich screen, to the coloured roof of the choir, and the stained glass of the

distant eastern windows. Wlien the painting of the nave roof, which is

now (1861) in progress, shall have been completed, the view from this

point will only be exceeded in interest by that from the south-west angle of

the octagon.
t. , nj. •.

"The tower, originally the work of Bishop Geoffry RiddeU (117-4-1189t,)

was much altered and strengthened during the Perpendicular period ; when
the transition Norman arches were contracted by those which now exist.

The zigzag moulding above marks the extent of the original arches. The work,

after the erection of the upper or decorated story of the tower, had probably

shown signs of weakness ; and the fall of the central tower in the preceding

century, no doubt led the monks to apply a remedy to this one in due time.

Two tiers of arcaded galleries, the arches of which have trefoil headings, but

are massive and Norman in character, run round above the pier-arches ; and
above, again, are three Pointed windows in each side. On the west side, the

lower arcade is pierced for light as well as the upper. The window over the

entrance, filled with stained glass, is modern, and was inserted early in the

present century.
" The interior of the tower has been restored since 184.5 ; when a floor

above the lower arches was removed, and the present painted roof inserted.

This was designed and executed by H. L. Styleman le Strange, Esq., of

Hunstanton Hall, Norfolk.
" The style of decoration is that which prevailed in England about the

close of the 12th century, when this part of the tower was completed. The
subject, placed appropriately at the entrance to the church, is the Creation

of the Universe. Stems and branches of foliage embrace and sustain

five circles placed crosswise. In the upper circle towards the east, is depicted

the De.d,-n Domini, the ' Right Hand of the Lord,' as the_ emblem of the

Almighty Father. The central circle contains our Saviour in an aureole, in

the act of exercising creative power. In his left hand he holds the globe of

the world ; and He is surrounded by the sun, moon, and stars. About Him
is written the text, ' I am before all things, and by me all things exist.' In
the circle beneath is the Holy Dove, brooding over the \vaters of the newly-

created earth. Rays of light proceed from the Dextra Dominiin a three-fold

manner, and embrace within their influence the other two persons of the

Godhead. In the other circles are figures of cherubim and seraphim holding
scrolls, on which are the words, ' Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of Sabaoth.'

Round the whole is the test from Revelations, ch. iv. II :
—

* Thou art worthy,
O Lord, to receive glory and honour and power ; for Thou hast created all

things, and for Thy pleasure they are and were created.'

"It was while this work was in progress in 18-to that Mr. Basevi, the

architect of the FitzwilUam Museum at Cambridge, fell from the upper roof,

and was killed on the spot. He was buried in the north choir-aisle, where a
brass commemorates him."

This is followed by tlie best account that we have yet seen published

of the late Mr. Styleman Le Strange's work in the nave at Ely :

—

*' The roof of the nave as originally constructed was probably finished in-

ternally with a horizontal ceiling stretched across from wall to wall, as is the
case at Peterborough and St. Alban's. This was the most usual mode in

Norman times, where no stone vault existed. The external form, as well as

that of the transept roofs, appear?, from the weatherings still existing, to
have been truncated. In consequence, however, of the deviation from the
original plans made by Alan de Walsingham when he erected the central
lantern, it became necessary to re-construct the roof over this portion of the
building; and the result was the high-pitched form which exists at the
present day, internally braced with a scries of interlacing timbers in such a
manner as to form an irregular polygonal roof sutiicieutly high to sur-
mount the newly inserted lantern-arch. This roof seems to have received
no kind of finish until, after the painting of the tower ceiling, it was
determined to extend the decoration to that of the nave, the roof
of which was accordingly coated internally with boards. The paintings on
the tower roof, and on that of the six westernmost bays of the nave, are the
work of Mr. Le Strange, of Hunstanton, in Norfolk, who had spared no
labour in the examination of manuscript authorities for Norman ornamenta-
tion, and of existing remains of Norman painting in English and foreign
churches. At his death, in July of tliis year (1882;, the paintings of the re-

» Churches and Convents of Norfolk, p. 293. The Easter sapolchre at Jforthwold, in
the county of Norfolk, '* has an arched aperture in a similar position to this quatrefoil
coinmunicatinff with the sacristry adjoining.

t The extent of Bishop Riddell's work is uncertain. *' Novum opus usque occidentem
cum turre u>4ue ad cumuimn fere perfeiit." Monach. Elicnsiv, ap, Wt^arhm, Anglia
Sacra, i. p. 631. The " novum opus" may possibly refer to the nave as well as the west
transept. The upper portions of the tower and transepts are Early Enylish, and
probably the work of Bishop Riddell's anccesaor, William Longchamp, (11981-198).

maining half of the nave have been committed to Mr. Gambier Parry, of

Hio-hnam, in Gloucestershire, who is now occupied upon them. Tha general

desi'^n of Mr. Le Strange's work, was cast upon the model of the Jesse tree,

which was itself to be incorporated into the work as the latter part of the

history. But, as the painting advanced, the introduction of large sacred

subjects seemed far more desirable on so enormous a surface ; and the change

has accordingly been made, in accordance mth Mr. Le Strange's own judg.

" The subiects of these paintings are the principal incidents of reference

to our Lord, from the creation of man by '" the Word of God ' to his final

coming in glory. ,t„. ,• iii_ ij" The six subjects completed by Mr. Le Strange, beginning at the westenii

of the nave, are in the

"1st bay. Creation of Adam.
" 2nd. The Fall of Man.
" 3. The Sacrifice of Noah.

, , .

" 4th. Abraham and Isaac ;—' God wUl pronde himaelf a Lamb.
" 5th. The Vision of Jacob's Ladder.

. ^, , i, , i," 6th. The Marriage of Boaz and Ruth, from whom springs Obed the father

of Jessie. . ,

"Twenty-four prophets and worthies, supporting as it were this centra 1

line are arranged along the entire length of the roof, two in each bay,

holding scrolls inscribed with their respective prophecies of the coming of

our Lord. They are as follows :

—

" 1st bay. Abraham and Jacob.
" 2nd. Job and Balaam.
" 3rd. Moses and Nathan.
" -1th. Jonah and Joel.
" 5th. Amos and Hosea.
" 6th. Isaiah and Mieah.

" In the remaining six bays the series of sacred subjects, and large figures

supporting them, are proposed to be

—

"7th bay. Jesse; represented in the ancient manner, as lying asleep:—
' There shall come forth a Rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall

grow out of his roots.'
" Sth. David.
" 9th. The Annuciation.

, „ .
" 10th. The Triumphal Entry into Jerusalem :—' Hosanna to the bou ol

David,'
" nth. The Tomb, with the angels sitting at the foot of it.

" 12th. The Majesty :— ' The Son of Man shall come in his glory, and all the

holy angels with him.' " Matt. xyv'. SI.

" These subjects, like those painted by Mr. Le Strange, will be supportad

by Prophets and Evangelists, and the figures of the persons of our Lord'i

genealogy.
" Along either side of the ceiling is a line of busts, exhibiting the genera-

tion of our Lord up to Adam, according to the Gospel of St. Luke. The
series begins with the gi-eat figure of our Lord, round which is the inscrip-

tion, ' Being, as was supposed, the son of Joseph.' Thence it runs back to

the western end of the ceiling, each bust being iuscribed with the name, until

it arrives at " the son of Adam,' where it connects itself with the central

medallion of the first bay, routid which ia inscribed, ' Which was the Son of

" The evangelistic symbols are placed two at either end of the ceilinj;.

They were prefigured by the prophet Bzekiel, and are here introduced in

order to exhibit the unison of the old dispensation with that which was to

follow. The date of the commencement of the painting, in 1858, is shown

at the western end by the arms of the then Bishop and Dean. The year of its

c"ompletion will be marked by a similar record at the eastern end.
" In the present state of the cathedral the ceiling suffers much from the

quantity ofraw light which streams through the clerestory windows, and from

the coldness produced by the uncoloured state of the walls and arches. It

has been determined, however, to proceed with the colouring of the walls as

soon as possible : and other improvements will no doubt follow."

We must hurry on with our notice, but cannot avoid Jiaying a

passing tribute of admiration to Jewitt's beautiful view of Bisliop

Redman's monument, whiclt forms the subject of our second borrowed

illustration (See page 472.) The arms of t he Bishop aiul See, and the

emblems of the Passion, are placed on sliields in the upper spandrlls

of the canopy, on the tomb itself, and on brackets at the head of it.

A history of Lincoln concludes this volume of Murray's Cathedral

Handbooks. In commenciiig his description, the author alludes to

to the frequent a.ssertions tluit it displays French inlluence, and )ie

quotes, in answer, a letter of -AX. VloUet le Due, who states that he

could not find "in any part of the cathedral of Lincoln, neither in

the general design, nor in any part of the system of architecture

adopted, nor in the details of ornament, any trace of the French

school of the I2th centiu-y, (the lay school from 117it to 1220,) so

jilaiuly characteristic of" the cathedrals of Paris, Noyon, Senhs,

Charties, Sens, and even Rouen." And then goes on to say :

—

• " This fact, which greatly increases the probability that the architect

Geofl'ry deNoiers was an Englishman, gives us good reason to claim for St,

Hugh the distinction of having been ' the first eff'sctnal promoter, it not thu

actual inventor, of our national and most excellent Early English style of

arehitectui-e * ;
' and in point of interest renders it difficult for any other

church to exceed Lincoln Cathedral. In size and importance it may be re-

garded as the third great church of the Early English period in England, the

whole of the interior, except the presbytery, being of this age ; and this

part foUowe so immediately after the rest as not to produce any want of

harmony, but merely a degree of enrichment suitable to the moreaeed

sanctity of the altar, and the localities surrounding it t-"

Speaking of the situation of the cathedral, he truly says :—
" In grandeur of situation, Linoohihas no rival among English cathedrals.

It rises on its ' sovereign hill, ' a conspicuous landmark from every part ot

the surrounding country, and its towers are full in view as the traveUer

ascends the steep High-street, and winds upward tow.ard the Close. As he

passes beyond the gateway, the east end of the building, and the ehapter-

houso with its flying buttressis, first appear. The road then proceeds close

under the south side of the cathedral, the lines of which arc varied by pro-

jecting chapels and porches to an unusual extent. An entire new church

seems' to open after passing the Galilee porch, and finally the west ftont

appears, with the towers rising behind it. No other cathedral is richer or

more varied in its outlines, although Lincoln may perhaps be exceeded m

• J. F. Dimock. t Fergusson.
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tho intprcst of its Jotaila. This unrivallod offect results entirely from the
grandeur of tho building itself, and from that of its situation."

The third of our illustrations is tlio central ilonrway in the west
front (Sec paz/e 1~2). It, as well as its two companions," is attributed
to Bishop Alexander, 1123-1148. They are lato Norman, and the
walls in which they are set ajjpear to be of earlier date. "On the
shafts are armed lifjures entangled in rinj?s of leafajje, between which
are birds and grotesque animals placed back to back."
The author then starts on his tour of criticatoxamination around every

part of the building, commenting as ho goes upon every noteworthy
object, quoting from all known authorities, and testing their value by
the light of actual observation. In his account of the "stone beam "

ELASTIC BEAM, LINCOLN.

which crosses between the western towers, tlie author quotes from a
paper read before the Koyal Institute of British Architects, by Mr.
W. A. Nicholson, who says:—"The arch is constructed of stone

from the Lincoln quarries. The exposed surfaces are wrought with
the toothed chisel, in a careless and imperfect manner, and the joints,

contrary to what might liave been expected, are decidedly ill-formed,

and have beds of mortar full half an inch in thickness within them.
There is no trace of iron being used in the construction of the arch,

either in dowels or other form. . . . The arch vibrates jjerceptibly

when jumped upon; and I am of opinion that the constant practice

of visitors, thus to prove its elastic properties, has a tendency to impair
its stability." The arch is composed of 23 stones, of unequal lengths,

but uniformly 11 in. in depth and 1 ft. 95 in. in breadth. The exact
date of its construction is unknown.
Upwards of twenty of Mr. Jewitt's engravings accompany the de-

scription of Lincoln alone. This fact will in itself s!:ow the way in

which the work has been enriched, and its permanent value to every
architectural librarj'.

Thi Art Journal, 1862.

"We have long an-ears to make up with the Art Journal, and but a
limited space to do it in. Dm-ing the year now fast drawing to a
close its pages liave been crowded with subject-matter unrecorded,
although not unnoticed by us. With a brief apologetic paragraph,
we pass to our work. After having rendered in former years such
signal services to the progress of art-industiy, it was only to be
expected that the proprietors would prepare to give an artistic

welcome to the Exhibition of 1862. The announcement of an OfiScial

Illustrated Catalogue by the Eoyal Commissioners threatened at one
time serious opposition to the usual course of the Art Journal

;

but the advertisement-sheets which were dignified by that imposing
title, were as miserable a failure as the design of tlie building, in

which they alone stood a chance of being sold. They illustrated

their own weakness, and, instead of damaging, acted as a foil to set

off the worthy and sumptuous labours of the Art Jo^irnal. Whilst
the one has gone the way of all sullied paper, the other remains a
permanent record of what was deserving of preservation in the accu-
mulated store of unwinnowed material at South Kensington. To say
that the Art Journal illustrated the Exhibition in tlie style that

they have illustrated six former Exhibitions, would be insufficient

praise. The quality of their drawings and wood-cuts has im-
pi-oved in the same way as every other part of the paper, and the

workmanship has been done justice to by the excellent printing. It

matters not whether it be a side-board, a stained-glass window,
wrought metal-work, or hangings, there is no manufocturer but will

feel that justice has been done to his work as far as it is possible for

pencil and graver to do it. But this catalogue has a higher aim than
simply to remind visitors of what has now as completely passed away
as the collection of 1851, and ot gratifying the feelings of individual

manufacturers,—higher even than that of consoling them for the dis-

appointing loss of their investments in the " Official " Catalogue. The
proprietors of the Art Journal are justified in believing that the

publication aids the appreciation of art in the minds of purchasers, as

well as moulds the tastes of producers. No journal ever yet issued

has done so much towards the artistic elevation of all classes as the
Art Journal. Its several series ot steel engravings are such as no
other publication could possibly afford to produce. The magnificent
collection bequeathed by the late Mr. Venioii to the nation were
placed within the reacli of all. The pictures which line the walls of
the Roj-al Gallery were made familiar, by line-engravings, to every
section of her Majesty's subjects. Eeproductions of the works of our

greatest Englisli landscape painter Hang' now, through the Art
journal's instrumentality, on the walls of many a cottage home, and
tho pictures justly treasured hi the halls of noblemen are, in the new
series, commencing with .lanuary, 1862, in like manner introduced to

us. But even this rich treat is not all which is furnished to us.

Every number of the journal contains, in addition, a large amount of

miscellaneous wood engravings, essays on s|)ecial subjects, and the
news of tho current month. Tho paper lies appropriately on the
drawing-room table of a nobleman's mansion, and is eagerly sought
for in tlie workshop, the literary institution, and the coffee-liouse. Its

iLsefulness may be measured by the wide rango over which its influ-

ence extends ; its value seems to keep pace with its increasing circu-

lation.

Let us open casually one of its monthly numbers, and
note its contents. We have, fi.rst, a steel engraving, by one
of our most eminent men, from a fomous picture until now
hidden to all but a fi^w favoured eyes, in a private collection.

The introductory essay is on the British School of Painting
in the Exhibition. It is followed by one on Block-printing,
illustrated by five woodcuts, the first—the earliest known
—a rude representation of St. Christopher, executed in

1423, and the last one of those charming bits of English
scenerj^ and cattle which Harrison Weir so exciuisitely draws,
and which Greenaway has most faitlifully cut. We have,
afterwards, a notice of the Loan Collection, and the some-
what analogous show- of enamels and nielli in the rooms of
the Archajological Institute. These are followed by accounts
of current jiicturo sales of exhibitions at the Britisli Institu-

tion, and of the Punch pictures at the Egyptian Hall. Some
" New documents regarding Michel Angelo," are especially interest-

ing. They were, it appears, part of the treasures concealed
by the late ownier, in the Casa Buonarotti, in the Via Ghibbelina.
One of these documents is the original contract between Leo X. and
Michel Angelo forthe execution of a front to San Lorenzo. " Dutch
Boats in a Gale " is another steel engraving—one of those daring
paintings which only Turner ever produced. It alone is worth the
price of the whole volume of the Art Journal ; and yet, to say nothing
of wood engravings, there are 11 others in it by the same skilful

liand. " Notabilia of the International Exhibition," Reviews, and
General Items of News, complete the ordinaty number of the journal;
but, in addition, we are treated—and it is a real treat^—to twenty-
four pages of the Illustrated Catalogue of the International Exhi-
bition each page containing six, eight, or ten wood-cuts, and
footed by a continued systematic account of tho contents. We
have not "picked" the number, the contents of which we have
thus analysed. We opened the first which came to hand—others,

perhaps, are still more interesting, containing, as they do, instructive
illustrated articles on "British Artists: their Style and Character;"
" Rome, and her Works of Art ;" "Rubens;" &c. All the numbers,
and sections of numbers, are characterised by the same care, liberality,

expensive and excellent workmanship.

THE INStTRAN'CE OP JOINEES' TOOLS.
TuE late fire near Gray's-irm-lane, and the loss of the valuable tools of
thirty-six joiners (not twenty-six, as we inadvertently stated in our last),

has very properly led to a consideration of the importance of insurance.
The joiners in the employ of Mr. Pritchard have, it appears, appealed
to the sympathy of the public. This has called forth a reply from a
joiner at Messrs. Fergussou's, in which he expresses his surprise on read-
ing the letter from the joiners in the employ of Mr. Pritchard. " Knomng
well," he says, "the facilities now existing for insurance at extremely
low rates, also that some benefit societies compensate for that loss to the
extent of £15—-and it is a rare occurrence to find a joiner with tools even
to that amount at the shop—I do not beUeve the appeal will meet that
response from the general body of joiners as though it were a case of
entirely undeserved misfortune. I take the liberty to send you this on
behalf of all my shopmates, as we think the public ought to distinguish
between Lancashire and joiners' distress."

A "Builder's Clerk" has, however put the matter in another light.

He says, " In the first place, I would state that thirty-six joiners, late in

the employ of Mr. Pritchard, have been inevitably reduced to a state of
comparative distress on account of the total loss, in most instances, of
the whole of their tools, which, in the aggregate, amounts to £30 each
man, more or less. I have also received information from several of
these men, that insurance companies (amounting to four in number) have
positively refused to insure their tools, notwithstanding repeated appli-
cations for that purpose. I further beg to state that there is but one
way by which these men are enabled to insure their tools, and that is by
enrolling themselves as members of the ' Trades' Union,' or, in other
words, becoming ' society men.' In conclusion, I would mention that
the whole, with but few exceptions, of these men are married, and have
families dependant on their industry for support."

Surely there are some societies who are willing to undertake insur-
ances of this kind. If not, a new field of profitable business might be
opened which would prevent, in future, such a serious and disastrous loss
being felt by hard-working and deserving men.

Building Pkospects at Crieff.—There is a prospect ofa large amount of
business being done in the building trade in the town and neighbourhood in the
course of the ensuing spring and summer. Manses are to be erected for the
ministers of the Free and West Church congregations. A considerable num-
ber of feus have been taken on the estates of Broich, DoUerie, and Drum-
mond Castle, where large and commodious lillas are to be erected for families,
who intend to reside in Crieff. In the rural parishes of Strathearn, the
landed proprietors have given instructions for the erection of new and more
comfortable dwellings for their ploughmen and others.
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

On Friday evening last, the ordinary meeting of

the Architectural Association was held in their

rooms, 9, Conduit-street; Mr. T. Roger Smith in

the chair.

New Meinber.—Mr. Bailey, of Kentish-town,

was received as a member.
Cumfnrs' Rcjmrt.—The report of the Curators

and Librarian for the last session was read. It

commenced by congratulating the members upon
the establishment of the lending libraiy, and

stated that the necessity for its formation had
been nrged by the curators in former reports.

Nothing, however, was done towards its practical

introduction until June last year, when a sub-

committee wag appointed, which recommended
its establishment. The report of the sub-com-

mittee was adopted, and the curators were em-
powered to carry out the same. A voluntary

subscription list was opened to meet the expenses,

which had a Uberal response. A list of rules

were prepared and sanctioned by the general

committee, and the members were admitted to

the use of the libraiy on April 4th of this year.

With one exception, viz., the restriction of the
loan of the books for one week, the rules had been
found satisfactory. It had been suggested that

it would be of great advantage to those members
who proposed to submit themselves as candidates
at the Voluntary Archit-echiral Examinations of

the Royal Institute of British Architects, if their

library contained the books referred to in the list

published by the Institute, as, although the
library of the Institute had been made available

for intending candidates, still it was considered
that it would be a greater convenience if the can-
didate could study the books at his own residence,
which he would be enabled to do if they were in

possession of those books. They had no doubt
that the subject would shortly be brought before
the attention of the Association. The following
donations had been received during the session :

—

Prom T. R. Smith, "Abridgments of Specifica-

tions of Patents relating to Bricks and Tiles, from
A.D. 1619 to 1860 ;" from T. Brangwyn, Parti, of
" Gothic Memorials ;" from Thos. Blashill, wood
cut of a sepulchral slab at Mansell Gammage,
Herefordshire, from drawing by T. Blashill ; from
Calvert Vaux, "Report of Commissioners of the
Central Park, New York;" from the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, papers read during
session 1860-61 ; Tlic Civil Engineer and Archi-
tects' Jovrnal ; the Building News.

The Architectural Mnseum at the South Ken-
sington Museum.—Mr. Ridge read a letter re-
ceived in answer to an enquiry he had made,
from Mr. M. G. Lomax, Assist. Secretary, which
stated that subscribers to the Architectural
Museum of 10s. per annum and upwards might
sketch from the casts on students' days, viz.,

Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays ; but there
was no students' evenings now, and sketching
was not allowed on the public evenings. Mr.
Ridge stated that the change was a very great
inconvenience to those who had no time but the
evening to draw from casts, and hoped it might
bo remedied.

Perspective.—Mr. E. L. Paraibe then gave his
promised lecture upon " Perspective." The
subject was very fully treated and illustrated by
various models and drawings on the black board.
His object, he said, was to explain in a practical
manner the working of perspective. Like most
other sciences, it resolved itself into a very
limited number of problems. In fact, he might
Biy there was only one problem that formed the
basis of this science. The experience which he
had had led him to think there was no very great
difficulty coimected with the subject, but what
might be brought within the reach of the most
limited understanding. Upon sketching from
niture, Mr. Paraire said there was no very great
difficulty connected with that part of perspective
farther than the adaptation of certain simple
mechanical operations to obtain the principal
lines. When complicated objects were under
consideration, their delineation in perspective
was not so much a work of difficulty as a work
of time. Several instruments had been invented
by which saving of time was eflected, but in or-
dinary subjects it was doubtful whether those
instruments which, when employed, requii-ed
great stability and care, were preferable to simple
rules. In sketching from nature, it was not neces-
sary to have stationary vanishing points; let the
cutbnehecarefv.lhj obtained, and hereaftera method
would be given where more accuracy could be ob-
served. All this was exceedingly simple, and there
were few persons who remembered being taught
the same thing at school, stiU the manner in which

such was explained, together with other instruc-

tions given, appeared to the pupil somewhat in-

consistent, inasmuch as the observations were

taken by the short arm of the pupil, then corrected

by the longer arm of the master, or the eye was not

on the same level, and in consequence the per-

spective was continually varying. The pupil was
not always told the manner to hold his pencil while

making his observations, neither how to make
certain memoranda on the building as to where

the pencil intersects, and, naturally enough, the

omission of one of those points materially altered

the perspective view—the pupil became dis-

heartened, called it difficult, and finally put it

aside. The whole operation was dependent on

f.ved principles, a certain process was required to

be carried out ; when begim on an object it was

not to be altered, and if properly attended to, no

other than a satisfactory result could be obtained
;

even in drawing from life these rules were appli-

cable, and would be found, after trial, of such

eminent service, in facilitating the perspective

of the figure, that once employed they would

always be resorted to. Having obtained the lead-

ing vanishing lines, they should mark out the

various parts, irrespective "of style or detail,

which were to be introduced at the last. Mr.

Paraire, by the aid of diagrams, placed the wlwle

theory and operations connected with the science

of perspective clearly and simply before the

student ; in doing which, many unavoidable

repetitions had, ho said, occuiTed. For what
was perspective ? The geometrician would tell

you " It is to find the point of intersection of

a given line with a given plane." The artist

would say, "It is the art of drawing certain ohjccfs

on a picture." Both are right : for after the geo-

metrician has performed his part, and obtained

certain points, the artist united those different

points by a series of lines, and produced a pictiu-e.

The science of perspective resolved itself into

the repetition of one single problem, viz., to

find the intersection of a given line ivith a given

plane.

The Architectural Alliance.—The discussion of

the question of the Architectural Alliance will be

considered this (Friday) evening.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

The ordinary meeting of the Royal Institute

of British Architects was held on Monday, the

15th inst. ; Arthur AsHPiTEL, Esq., V.P., in the

chair.

Hungerford Morl;ct.—Some remarks were made
by Mr. Charles Fowler, sen.. Fellow, on his

presenting live perspective views, and exhibiting

other draivings illustrating Hungerfbrd Market.

In the course of these remarks, which had the

curious interest of being, as it were, a funeral

oration by the author of this important structure

over his own work, which is now being swept
away, to be succeeded by the new railway station

at Charing-cross, much valuable information

was communicated. The market was built upon
the site of the Hungerford House estate, between
York House and the Craven estate on the banky

of the river. Sir Edward Hungerford, the last of

the family, who were of Farleigh Castle in Wilt-

shire, having squandered his inheritance, in

order to retrieve his fortmies, obtained a royal

charter to convert his metropolitan seat into a

market, 31st Charles II., A.D. 1681. The pro-

ject for rebuilding the market originated with Sir

Thomas Tyrwhitt in 182-i, and the designs were
approved by King George IV. in the same year.

The works were commenced in 18.3-1, and the

new market was formally opened on the 2nd
July, 183.3. The area of the site was 3 a. 19. p.,

ami 3-5ths of tho whole was occupied by Iniild-

ings, which were of great strength and durability.

Their entire cost was £97,535. As a public

enterprize the market proved a failure, and was
notable to break the monopoly of the previous

pi'iucipal markets. Still, after paying ofl' in

full the debentures and borrowed capital, the

dividends or returns to the shareholders amounted
to 79 per cent., besides compensations to all the

officers and servants of the company.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Fowler having been

proposed by Professor Donaldson, and seconded
by Mr. Edward 1'Anson, Fellows, both of whom
spoke in high terms of this and the other works
of Mr. Fowler, was passed unanimously.

The Conventional Arrangement of the Mo^iastery

of Coyiterhurij.—A paper was then read by the

Rev. Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, M.A., F.S.A.,
" On the Inner Life and Conventional Arrange-
ment of the Monastery of Canterbury," illustrated

by numerous plans, but founded principally on

the view given by the convent as it existed in

the 12th century, by Eadwyn, the monk, now
preserved in the library of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. The Obituary of Canterbmy, the Con-
stitutions of Lanfranc, the architects of tho

buildings, the various notices in the Anglia

Sacra, and the works of the local topographers,

Somner, Battele, Gostling, and Hasted, supple-

mented by a personal survey of the buildings,

enabled Jlr. Walcott to define the uses of tho ex
isting remains, and determine the sites of those

portions which have been destroyed. The clois-

ters, lavatory, carols, refectory, dormitories,

cellarage, chapter-house, infirmaiy, guest-house,

kitchen, bath-house, granaries, almonry, foreign

cemetery. Prior's lodgings, gate-house, bell-

tower, and water-courses, were all descrilied in

detail. Mr. Walcott pointed out the site of tho

doorway by which Becket passed through to tho

church on the day of his murder, and showed
that tho doorway hitherto assigned to that cir-

cumstance was, in fact, that leading to tho cel-

larage, at the side ofwhich the turn remains, the

aperture to which no previous writer has
assigned its proper use. He Ukewise expo.?ed

the erroneous description hitherto given of the

carols, or monk's studies, insisting upon the im-

portance of consulting the original authorities at

first hand in investigations of this nature.

A cordial vote of thanks was given to the Rev.

Mackenzie Walcott, and a hope was expressed

that an opportunity might be afforded for con-

sidering and discussing hereafter the very im-

portant and interesting matter he had brought

before the meeting.
The meeting was then adjourned till Monday,

the 12th January, 1863, when a paper will be

read by John Taylor, jun., Esq., "On Sundry
Building and Sanitary Arrangements."

NORTHAMPTON ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

At a committee meeting of the Architectural

Society of the archdeaconry of Northampton, on

the 8th inst., the Rev. Lord A. Comptou in tho

chair, there were presented the Leicestershire

.\rcha?ological Society's transactions, which are

now published in a more enlarged and complete
form than that given in the associated volume, to

which, however, they continue to contribute

;

Yorkshire Agricultural Society's transactions,

with plans ofcottages and farm buildings ; several

drawings of architectural details, from Mr. J. T.

Irvine; and from Mr. Law, a valuable series of

drawings, some of them of full size, ofthe Queen's

Cross, Northampton. These have been executed

by Mr. Law, his son, and Mr. Irvine, with tho

gi'catest care and accuracy, marking the

several kinds of stones used in the original and
the two restorations, so that no doubt can exist

about the age and authority of every detail.

They were drawn by Mr. Law in consequence

of the doubt thro>vn on the correctness of the

restorations, and completely vindicate the general

fidelity of both, though a few mouldings have in

some parts been badly copied ; stiU, from tho

extreme and minute accuracy of these drawings,

there can henceforth bo no doubt of the amount
of authority each stone bears in the history of

the Cross. A resolution, embodj-ing the special

thanks of the society to Mr. Law, was unani-

mously passed, and the chairman expressed tho

committee's warm appreciation of Mr. Law's

most valuable record.—Letters were read from

the Rev. G. A. Poole, on colour, and the appUca-

of fine painting to china ; and fi'om Mr. Blashticld,

of Stamford, respecting the use of teri-a-cotta in

building, and offering the use of his furnaces to

any architect who would model his own orna-

ments in clay. Some very excellent photographs

were exhibited by Mr. W. Law, and a large series

ofchurches, by Mr. Jennings.—A plan for the re-

seating of Polebrook Church was forwarded by

the Rev. W. Bree, and approved ; also a gi-ound

planter reseating Woodford Church, by the Re\'.

C. Smyth, also approved.—A design for the

pavement of the sacrarium of Cottcs-

brook. Church, made by Lord Alwyne
Compton, was examined and approved.—The
plans of the Training College, Peterborough, in

their last form, by Mr. G. G. Scott, were ex-

hibited.—Three designs for a memorial window,
in the church of Preston Deanery, were exhibited

by Mr. Law, and the committee expres.sed a de-

cided opinion in favom- of one following a design

in Easton Neston Church.—Plans of the reseat-

ing of Duston Church, by Mr. Law, were fully

discussed, and approved of on amendment, to

which th6 ai'chitect agreed.—^A selection of
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pnpcra, read at tho local and general moctlngs,

w;is made for publication in tlio society's next

vuUimo. The question of tlio illustrutioii of Mr.

Law's paper was referred to a aub-eonimittee.

—

A siib-eomniittoo was also appointed for KintJ.i-

t liorpo Church, if the sanction of tho rector were
cbtuiiiod.—^A communication was read from the

1 nipi'iial Society of Antiquaries of Vienna, U{,'reo-

ing to an interchange of publications.

LEEDS PHILOSOPHICAL HALL.
The Leeds Philosophical Hall h.is been rebuilt

and enlarged, and was re-opened on Tuesday.

Professor Owen gjivo the inaugural address, and

a ciinivrsazionc was held in the evening, when an

instructive collection of works of art, seleeteil

I'roni the South Kensington Museum, were ex-

hibited. Messrs. Dobson and Chorley, of Park-

i"o\v, were the architects, and the execution of

their designs have given great satisfaction. Pro-

fessor Owen remarked that the arrangements
of the new Lecture Hall of the mammalia de-

]>,irtment were more adequate and convenient

tU.an those of any other institution which had
come under his observation, not excluding the

IJritish Museum.
Tlie entrance to the hall is in Park-row, and

is protected by a glazed porch, supported upon
Ionic columns. Within the po.*ch is a gla'/.ed

]jlate-glass screen, with three sets of foliling

iloors, leading into the entrance saloon, which ig

•13 ft. G in. by 31 ft. 6 in., and IS ft. high. This

M as tlie old lecture-theatre. On the right of tho

entrance saloon, facing Russell-street, are the

gentlemen's and ladies' retiring rooms, and on
the left, facing Bond-street, the secretary's room,
15 ft. 8 in. by 14 ft. 6 in., and an archajological

room, 35 ft. G in. by 15 ft. 8 in. Two double-

folding glazed doors lead from the entrance saloon

to the principal staircase, which is 48 ft. G in. by
19 ft. 4 in., with the steps and landings ft. G in.

wide. The lecture-theatre is 55 ft. 8 in. by 44 ft.

8 in., and is approached from the principal stair-

case by two double-folding glazed swing doors,

and will accommodate upwards of 400. The
seats are 14 in. wide, and 3 ft. wide from back to

back, with ormanental cast-iron standards at the

cuds, and oak elbows, and the aisles or passages

leadiug to the seats are also 3 ft. wide. The
ceiling of the lecture-theatre is panelled, and
the whole of the cornice is perforated for venti-

lation, communicating "with ventilating flues

built in the walls, and continued into the

roof. On the right of the lecture-theatre,

next Pond-street, is the Hbrary or council-room,

44 ft. 8 in. by 21 ft., and 18 ft. high. This opens
on to the principal staircase, from which also is

a staircase descending to the lecturer's table and
council seats in the lecture-theatre. From tho

landings of the principal staircase, on the first

Uoor, access is obtained to the museums by three

sets of folding-doors ; the centre doors lead into

the old museum, 43 ft. 6 in. by 31 ft. G in., and
those on the right into tho old geological room,
next Bond-street, which is 50 ft. 6 in. by 15 ft.

S in., and on the left into the new geological

room, next Russell- street, 15 ft. G iu. by 15 ft.

8 in. These two rooms, which communicate
with the principal staircase, lead into the new
museum, 77 ft. G in. by 44 ft. 3 in., and which ex-

tends over both the lecture-theatre and library.

Between tho principal staircase and tho new
geological room are two staircases, communicat-
ing with the galleries in the museums, and also

with the curator's work-room, 50 ft. 6 in. by 15 ft.

This is a mezzanine floor, extending over the re-

tiring rooms on the ground floor. One of these

stairciises is continued up to the roof, over which
is a glazed lantern-light. On the basement floor,

under the library, are the housekeeper's rooms,
the remainder of the cellai-ing being let ofl'.

The building is warmed throughout by hot

water pipes, arranged by Messrs. Hadeu and
Sons, of Trowbridge ; the gas fittings l>y Mr.
Hall, of BasinghaU-street ; and all the oak book-

cases and oak museum fittings by Mr. J. Hall

Thorp, of Leeds. The work has been executed

by the following contractors :—Wm. Nicholson
and Son, masonry and brickwork; John Hall

Thoi'p, carpenters* and joiners' work ; Samuel
Powell, pltunber and glazier; James Wilson and
Son, jtlasterers' work ; Samuel Croft, slatei's'

work ; Frederick Jackson, painters' work ; James
Nelson and Son, ironfoiuiders' work ; clerk of

works, Mr. Dilworth.

The Queen of Spain has given orders for the com-
plete restoration of the fine Moorish palace of the
Alhamhra, at Granada.

HOUSE ACCOMMODATION IN LONDON.
Wk have so often recommended the erectiim of

comfoi*tal)le houses for the working population

of London, that we are pleasi-d to observe that

at a meeting of tho Court of Common Council on

Thursday last, at the Guildhall, Mr. S. H. Water-
low moved that it be refei'retl to the Improve-
ment Committee to consider whether a sum of

money forming the Finsbury Estate Surplus Fuiul

should bo applied to tho purpose of providing

improved lodging houses for the labouring poor,

ami that this conxniitteo should also bo em-
powered to inquire and report as to the extent

to which the dwellings of tho poor in the city

of Loudon had been destroyed by tho various

schemes for metropolitan improvements. Mr.

Waterlow urged the extent to which the labouring

jiopulation of the city of London had been dis-

placed from their homes by tho railways and the

other improvements that had been effected in

the metropolis, and he urged that tho Corpora-

tion was bound to endeavour to do something to

imjirovo the condition of the labouring classes in

res])ect to this important matter. Ho said that

an opinion had prevailed that tho labouring popu-

lation would not live in these model lodging-

houses, but from tho inquiries he had made he
had formed an entirely different opinion, and all

those he had visited were fully occupied, and the

arrangements gave great satisfaction to the in-

mates.—Dr. Abraham, in seconding the motion,

said that the overcrowding of dwelling-houses

was a very great evil, and the overcrowding of

the dwelling-houses in the city of London was
greater at the present time than ever was known.
He had seen seven persons living and sleeping in

.a room not more than ten feet square ; and in

another case a man and his wife and six children,

one of whom had just died of fever, were all

huddled together—the living and the dead in one
small room. This state of things was created to

a very considerable extent, if not entirely, by the
demolition of a large number of houses in order

to carry out the various improvements that had
been effected, and a most serious evil was created
in the very heart of this wealthy city.—The
motion was agreed to unanimously.

NEW HOTELS.
On Saturday last the foundation-stone was laid,

in the King's-road, of a new hotel for Brighton.
Mr. John Whichcord, of Walbrook, is the archi-

tect. The style is Italian. The directors have
availed theniselves of all the modern inventions
applicable to such buildings. Great perfection

has been sought for in ensuring ventilation to

tho several rooms as well as in the choice of the
best system of warming and cooking apparatus.
Hydraulic machinery is made available to raise

coals, luggage, and even passengers to the difler-

ent floors of the lofty building at an iusiguificant

annual cost, and the electric telegraph is to do
duty in many places in lieu of bells or speaking
tubes. The hotel will have a magnificent coflee-

room for gentlemen, and also a very large one
for ladies, and a reading saloon will occupy the
grotmd floor level of the front facing the sea. In
the rear of this block the architect has contrived

a range of conservatories to which the principal

rooms will open ; tho conservatories will

bo of an ornamental character, paved with
marble, and can at pleasure be added to tho

rooms so as to give additional area. The
upper part of tho first block is allotted to

suites of rooms, so arranged that a large suite

may at any time be detached from the rest, and
serve either for the purpose of a private parly or
entertainment, or for the reception of a family of

distinction requiring large and separate accom-
modation. The topmost story of the building is

devoted to the use of the domestic and other
servants, and the towers at tho ends are tho

great water cisterns. Two blocks of buildings
in the rear contain on the ground-floor level

secondary dining rooms, accoinmodatiou for some
oftho superior officers of the establishment, and
sjiacious billiard and smoking rooms, which
latter are so placed that no smell can find its way
into the main building. The upper floors ofthese
blocks are bed and dressing rooms, of which the
hotel will contain altogetlier about 170. The
only external carved decorations are about the

entrance doorway, the cornices, and under tho

balconies.

A new hotel has been opened at Hastings
within the last few days. This magnificent build-

ing, which is leased by a company formed under
the Limited Liabihty Act, cost £50,000 ; and has

been furnished in a style of chaste elegance and

comfort by Jtessrs. Blyth and Sons (under the
superintendence of their manager, Mr. Cawley),
at a cost of £12,000. The hotel throughout bears
the marks of artistic taste, and of a substantial

regard for the convenience of the inmates. Tho
two coffee-rooms, one of which is for ladies ex-

clusively, are surpassed in no London club.

A new hotel is to be erected at Scarborough.
At a recent meeting of the directors of the Scar-

borough CliffHotel Company(Limited),th6 archi-

tect,(Mr. Brodrick) and Mr.Leather's report wero
considered, when it was resolved, that early in

January tenders should besought for the old nui-

terials of such of the houses on the east side of

St. Nicholas Clifl'as might then be in tho posses-

sion of the company, with a view to a portion of

the site of tho proposed hotel being cleared by
March or April next.

DISCOVERY OP FRESCOES IN NORWICH
CATHEDRAL.

In the course oferecting, in the south aisle of Nor-
wichCathedral,a series ofmural tablets to members
oftho family ofthe late Edmond Wodehouso, Est].,

the workmen last week discovered, in the threo
central arches ofthe arcade, beneath the window,
some ancient mural paintings. The easternmost
one was the most perfect, and in the upper part,

in capital letters, was distinctly to be read s c s.

Wlstanvs. St. Wulstan, who was Bishop of

Worcester (1062-1095), is represented receiving
his pastoral stafffrom King Edward the Confessor.

Of the King, however, very little remains but his

head and shoulders. The painting in the next
arch is very imperfect, and the name is illegible ;

the figure is represented kneeling, with joined

hands, and arms extended, as if in supplication.

The third painting represents a Bishop, for tho
outline of the mitre and remains of the pastoral

staff can be distinctly traced. Here also, unfor-

tunately, but a letter or two ofthe name remains.
St. Wulstan was not canonised until 1203; these

frescoes, therefore, being all executed at the same
period, cannot be earlier than the 13th century.
Judging from the shape of the mitres, they belong
to the 14th, but appear at some subsequent period
to have been in part repainted, and were pro-

bably hidden from view at the Reformation.
Drawings and tracings have been made by com-
petent artists, as the paintings will shortly be
concealed by the monuments before mentioned.

OPPOSITION TO SUBTERRANEAN RAIL-
'WAYS IN PADDINGTON.

At a meeting of the Paddington Vestry, held on
Tuesday last, at theVestry-hall, Harrow- road, the
Rev. Canon Boyd in the chair, notices were re-,

ceived and considered of several Bills to be pre-
sented in the ensuing session of Parliament for

subteiTaTiean railways afl'ecting the parish of
Paddington.
Mr. AvEi.iNG, the vestry clerk, reported that

the first of these proposed railways to be con-
sidered was called the Pimlico and Paddington
Railway, to commeuce at the Victoria Station,

and to pass through St. George's, Hanover-
square, Hyde Park, and Kensington-gardens,
entering the parish of Paddington at a point
opposite Lancaster-gate, and terminating at the

proposed station of the Metropolitan Railway
opposite the Great Western Hotel. The whole
was to bo done by tunnel at a depth only of 1 ft.

from the surface to the top of the tunnel. The
properties under which the line was to i)ass

woiild all have to be taken down, and amongst
them the new and extensive parochial schools
belonging to tho district parish of St. James.
Another railway, to be called the Kensing-
ton, Knightsbridge, and MetropoHtan Junc-
tion, was proposed to commence at the
intended Metropolitan Railway station oppo-
site the Great Western Hotel, from thence down
tho Grand Jrmction-road, entering Kensington-
gardens to the westward of the ornamental
fountains, thence skirting the western bank of
tho Serpentine to tho bridge, passiug out into

tho Knightsbridge-road; a second line to branch
ofl" near the Serpentine-bridge, passing westward
through Kensington-gardens to Kensington. An-
other I'ailway, called " Extension of tho Metro-
politan Railway," was proposed, to extend
tho tunnel to a point below the Great Western
Hotel.

The meeting appeared to be generally of the

opinion that a petition should be presented
against the bills without delay, with a view to

the general interests ofthe palish and the rights

of the ratepayers on the lines of railway, who
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would else be ruined in their businesses, being

efficiently protected.
_ , , ^ j

Ultimately the meeting nnanimonsly adopted,

on the motion of Mr. C. Mills Roche, seconded

by Mr. GrTCH, the following resolutions :
—" That

the report be referred to a committee, with in-

etructions to petition against the bills ; and that

the report be printed and a copy sent to each

member of the vestiy, and also left with the

occupiers of the various properties set forth in

the books of reference."

METROPOLITAN BOARD OP WORKS.
TuE weekly meeting of this board was held on

Friday, at the office in Spring-gardens ; Mr. John

Thwaites in the chair.

Tenders.—Tenders for the construction of the

southern low level main sewer, commencing in

Putney and terminating at Deptford, were re-

ceived. The entire length, 9^ miles, was ten-

dered for as follows :—Turner, £350,000 ; Bras-

Boy andCo., £325,000 ;Waring Brothers, £283,518;

Moxon and Co., £282,000; J. Aird and Sons,

£2r9,393; W. Dethick, £2/0,000; Harding,

£263,400 ; J Diggle, £261,000 ; Hill MeddeU,
£240,000 ; W. Webster, £234,000 ; S. C. Ridley,

£215,000. The whole of the tenders were re-

ferred to the Main drainage Committee for con-

sideration and report. The estimate of the chief

engineer amounted to £230,000.

The Thaiiies Emhankment.—The Thames Em-
bankment Committee presented the following

report :

—

"Spring-gardens, Dec. 8, 1862.

"Tour committee have to state that they have

received a report from youi- engineer requesting

instructions as to the formation of a subway
along the new embankment. Tour engineer has

also laid before the conunittee sections sho-wing

the mode of carrying out such work, which yom-
committee beg to submit for the information of

your board. Toui' committee find that the cost

of constructing a subway would be about £20,000,

and looking to the great pubhc advantage which
would accrue from its construction, W6 have
unanimously arrived at the conclusion that a sub-

way should be formed along the proposed em-
bankment between Westminster and Blackii-iara

Bridges, and they recommend that the necessary

instructions be given to the engineer. Tour
committee have also to report that in pursuance
of the reference by the board of the 21st Novem-
ber last they have considered the letter from Mr.
G. Wythes, applying on behalf of the contractors

for the Charing-cross Railway, for permission to

deposit certain surplus earth from their works
upon the foreshore of the river, between the cy-

linders of the railway viaduct for the purposes of

the embankment ; they have an-ived at the con-

clusion that the boai'd are not at present in a
position to entertain the appUcation, and they
recommend that Mr. Wythes be so informed.

" Tour committee have further to report that

they have had laid before them a letter from Mr.
Calvert, suggesting that at the jimctions of the
several new streets with the Thames embank-
ment, and at other places along the line of road,
dwarf trees and shrubs, <ic., should be planted in

various ornamental devices, in order to destroy
what he considers will otherwise be a monstrous
line of roadway, and your committee are of
opinion that the suggestion is of no practical

value to the board, all which your committee
beg to submit."
The adoption of the report ha^'ing been moved

by Mr. Tite, M.P., it was carried unanimously.

should be decided upon. Since that time the

committee had been in commtmication with Mr.

Cowper, M.P., the First Commissioner of Public

Works, ahd he had had several interviews with

that gentleman, in company with the Town Clerk,

the Remembrancer, and the City Architect, and

they had urged upon him that the new street

should be executed by the Corporation, who had

a staff of officers perfectly competent to can-y out

such an improvement, and he agreed that they

should do so, provided that the City raised the

amount of money that was necessary for the

formation of the new street, which was estimated

at about £/'00,000. The committee said that

there might be some difficulty in raising this

amoimt, and they suggested that onlyla portion

of the street should be made—namely, so far as

Cannon-street. Mr. CoNvper expressed his opinion

that the original plan for the street to extend to

the Mansion House was a part of the northern

embankment scheme to which the Government
and Parliament had committed themselves, and
which was expected by the pubhc, and that it

ought not to be changed ; so that, tmless the City

could raise the sum he had mentioned, the work
would be done by the Metropolitan Board of

Works. The committee also conferred with Mr.
Co^vper upon the subject of raising the Holbom
Valley, and he expressed himself most anxious to

assist in carrying out tins important improve-

ment, and he hoped they should be able to do so.

The appUcation that would be made to Parha-

ment for the extension of the fourpenny coal

duty would be groimded upon the necessity for

making these great pubUc improvements, to

which it would be applied, and he beheved that

the application would not be granted on any
other grounds. He then Inoved that the report

be agreed to, and that the committee should con-

tinue their negotiations with the Government in

reference to the subject.—The motion was
agreed to imanimously.

THE CITT IMPROVEMENTS.
At the ordinary meeting of the Court ofCommon
C ouncil at the Guildhall, on Thm-sday week.
Deputy Fiy moved that the report of the Im-
provement Committee, having reference to the
estabhshment of a central railway station in the
City, making of the intended new street from
Chatham-place to the Mansion House, and for

authority to take such steps as may be necessary
for the continuance of the foui-penny coal duty
for a certain period, should be agreed to. In
the course of his addi-ess Mr. Deputy Fry entered
into a lengthened detail of the proceedings that
had taken place in reference to the proposed
embankment on the north side of the Thames,

' and the other matters connected with it, and
said that the committee appointed to inquire
into the subject had resolved that nothing should
be done by them in reference to the proposed
embankment tmtil the route of the new street

THE PORTLAND BREAKWATER.
The Times, in a long article upon the Portlan d
Breakwater, says it is a comfort to be able at last

to chronicle one great and complete success in

the noble breakwater and harbom- of Portland.

Compared with the other undertakings,the money
spent upon Portland may fairly be termed a pro-

fitable and a most worthy investment of our
national wealth. The harbour, which art has now
rendered so complete, is the most spacious of its

kind in the kingdom. The anchorage is admir-
able, the water is deep, and the whole bay free

from rock or shoal. It gives us a stromg naval
station ; it is a refuge for distressed ships where
it is most needed in the channel ; it has been
completed for less than double its first estimate

(£500,000), and in not very much over the time
it was promised. It contrasts with other break-
waters and harbours also, that whereas our costly

failures were decided on at once, this was recom-
mended almost year after year for more than halfa
century before any tiling was done. From 1794 to

1847 was spent in suggesting it and pressing it on
the notice of Parliament, and it was not till 1849
that the first stone was laid. Now it is complete

;

the gigantic circular fortress at its outward ex-
tremity, a fortress almost as stupendous and as
difficult to erect as the breakwater itself, being
all that is required to put the finish to the
greatest and most successful of all om- recent
national works. Viewed from the shore beneath
the steep bold headlands of Portland Bill, the
long, thin, stony reef which stretches out in a
tapering line into the sea till it would be almost
lost to view but for the mass of black scaffolding

which stupmounts it, has nothing just now very
imposing in its appearance. It does not appeal
to the senses, and has little to point out to the
superficial eye, where thousands and thousands
have laboured daily for the last It years. The
fruits of all these years of toil lie deep beneath
the sea, never to be seen again. If the waves
were away, what a monument of persevei"ing
ingenuity and labour would they not lay bare

!

The divers employed see it aU, and know that
the thin reef above the water represents a wall
of stone beneath, to which that of China is mere
plasterer's work—a wall of stone nearly a mile
and a half long, nearly 100 ft. high, and 300 ft.

thick at the base, and all raised beneath the sea.
To make this wall nearly 6,000,000 tons of stone
have been consumed, and nearly 1,000,000 cubic
feet of timber required for scafioldiug. The mass
of stone alone, if built in a solid colimin 100 ft. in

diameter, would reach to the summit of Mont
Blano ! One, in fact, is almost at a loss Jor stan-

dards of comparison before the immensity of

this work, the materials for which were heaped
in at the rate of 2,500 tons a day, and sometimes
at 3,000. It is only by looking at the results it

has achieved that we begin to tmderstand the

greatness and importance of what is effected by
this submarine mountain. Portland Harbotir was
always a safe shelter against south-west, north-

west, or northerly winds. It was exposed on the

east and south, and a mere open roadstead to the

strong gales which blew from the south-east.

The breakwater was designed by sheltering it

here, to shelter it from all points, and this it has

most effectually done. The harbour, now almost

enclosed by this stupendous sea wall, has at low
water an extent of no less than 2,100 acres.

Taking three fathoms' depth as the standard at

low water the acreage of our made harbours is as

follows :

—

Kingston 140
Holyhead 237
Dover (when made) 374
Portland 1,590

Plymouth 1,741

The average of deep shallow water is, however,
greater at Portland than at Plymouth, there being

1,290 acres varying in depth from five to eleven

&,thoms.

NOCTON CHURCH, LINCOLNSHIRE.

NocTON Pahk, situate a few miles south-east of

Lincoln, has long been one of the estates in the

possession of the Ripon family. Adjoining the

mansion, there existed, a year or two since, a
very homely village church, built about a centtuy

ago. Its architecture was qviite plain, the win-

dows having semi-circular heads, with moulded
architraves, and the west end being surmounted
by a bell ttirret. This building has now
given place to a far more seemly structure,

erected as far as possible on the old site,

but extending somewhat both on the west
and south sides, besides the projection, .on the

north,- for the tower. The plan, with the view
annexed, will show the general arrangement of

the design, though it may be observed that the

south aisle is not yet finished. Under one of the

arches on the south side of the chancel is placed

a handsome monument to the late Earl of Ripon,

who died January 28th, 1859 ; and of this we
also give illustrations on the same sheet. The
church, which was consecrated on the 16th inst.,

has been erected solely at the expense of the

Countess of Ripon, from the designs of Mr. Gil-

bert Scott, R.A., who also designed the tomb
referred to. The walling-stone used in the chm-ch
is from local quarries, the dressings being of

Ancaster ; the roofs are covered with Broseley

tiles in patterns, and have an ornamental ridge

cresting. The roofs are open, that to the nave
being cradle-form ; the chancel roof, curved
rafters; and the aisle, a lean-to. The seats are

also open ; the pulpit of stone, and tho

floors of tiles and marble—the latter material

being also occasionally inti'oduced in other

features of the work. The accommodation is for

about 240 persons, and the cost, lutherto, ex-

clusive of architect's commission, £5,200. The
builder is Mr. Wm. Huddlestone, of Lincoln,

who has executed the work throughout in an ad-

mirable manner.
The tomb in the chancel to the memory of the

late earl—better known, perhaps, as the Lord
Goderich, who, during the last quarter of a cen-

tury occupied a prominent position under various

Administrations—is of ample proportions, mainly

constructed of Caen stone ; at the angles are

shafts of Irish gi'een marble, while Irish red mar-
ble is used for the cornice and base. On each of

the four faces is a panel, with a suitable inscrip-

tion, and a contmuous one runs round the ledge,

as usual, in the upper cornice. These inscrip-

tions are all in thoroughly legible characters, on

brass, and were produced by Messrs. BaiT, of

Chandos-street. A rich diaper fiUs up the sur-

faces on each side of the panels on the north and
south sides, against which are seen shields, as

suspended, and charged >vith proper herakUc

bearings and badges. The cornice is enriched

n-ith a bold leaf ornament. The whole is the

workmanship of Mr. W. Farmer, of Lambeth.

On the tomb rests a fine recumbent effigy of the

late nobleman, in statuai-y marble ; the sculptor

was Mr. M.Noble, of Bruton-street, London.

Mr. Glaisher proposes to ascend again in his large

baloon, and intends to give further lectures upon
the subject of his scientific discoreries.
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CONSTRUCTION OF LABOURERS' COT-
TAGES AND SANITARY BUILDING
APPLIANCES.

At a meetiug of the Society of Arts on Wednesday
week, a paper on the above subject was road by

Mr. John Taylor, jun., architect, which wo wero
obliged to defer publishing until thisweek in conso-

qneuce of a heary pressure on our space.

After a few prefatory remarks, Mr. Taylor

said :—We are all, no doubt, well awaro
of the cflbrts that have been made to im-

prove tho condition of the labourer by im-

proving his dwelling, and gi-eat has been tho

benefit obtained; but I think our over anxiety to

provide him with a habitation that shoidd come
up to our own views and acquirements, rather

than to what his wishes, habits, and inclination

aspire to, have retarded much of that wide-

spread benefit which might otherwise have been
expected. For my o>vn part, I would rather give

the labomnug multitude something better than

they now have, than endeavoiu- to make a few
model cottages and labourers' homes.

Our experience, I think, has already taught tis

that, to build proper abodes for the working
classes, will not return a remunerative per-

centage ; but we may, I think, with a reasonable

prospect of success, endeavour to give the la-

bourer something better thait he has, and so

gradually prepare him for the more perfect abode
which we all hope in future time ho may obtain.

I think a very grave error is made when a
single pemiy is expended in architectural effect.

Finishings and decorations, whereby the dwelling

is reduced in size and the proper accommodation
decreased, so that turn-up bedsteads are fotmd in

sitting-rooms, and other such like expedients

resorted to, even when such embellishments are
carried out with every regard to economy, tend
to increase the ditfictdty of producing a plain,

humble, healthy cottage, at a reasonable ex-

pense ; and hence the inducement to resort to

many of the cheap shams and building con-

trivances of the present day. Wo are so apt for

ourselves to require architectural effect, genteel

appearance, and decorations within a limited

rental, that it is becoming apparent that no
honest builder can get a sufficiently remunerative
rent. It is only the so-called " duffing builder"

that knows how to set about this. It cannot be
wondered at that, in the endeavour to build the
labourers' cottage, resort is so often had to what
is understood by " cheap building," although the
after experience in repairs discourages those who
have been misled, so that injury resvdts where
benefit was expected.

I will now explain the manner of constructing
damp-resisting foundations, ventilated floors or

paving, dry walls, and a tight, warm roof. The
question that must arise in your minds is, that

granted all these are improvements, how are

they applicable to a labourer's cottage ? My
answer is, that a mode of effecting this has re-

cently occurred to me, and, although it has be-

come the subject of recent patents, I now declare

that any who -wish to be suppUed by me with
such materials for the ptirpose only ofconstructing

dwelluigs for the labouring poor, shall have them
free from all royalties or patent charges what-
ever, so that a larger, healthier, and cheaper
cottage maybe bvult at a less cost than has before
been done.

I will, however, first direct your attention to

the plan of a double cottage, which contains on
the ground floor a living room or kitchen, 12 ft.

by 12 ft. j a washhouse or scullery, 11 ft. 6 in. by
9 ft. ; a larder, 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in. ; a store, 3 ft. G in.

by 3 ft. 7 in. ; and a large closet to the living

room. In the washhonse are a good oven, grate,

copper, sink, and dresser; and in theUving room
a range, with oven and boUer. There is a back
door out of the scuUery, and a door of communi-
cation between scttllery and kitchen. The en-

trance door is in front, where there is a small

lobby to the li\-ing room and staircase ; this lobby

has also a pent externally for shelter. Upon the

floor above is a bed-room for the parents, one
for girls, another for boys ; out of the parents'

room is a linen closet and cupboard. The whole
is comprised within four walls, without breaks,

presenting the least sui'face to the external at-

mosphere, a great object in this climate. All the

flues are collected into one central shaft ; the

roof is a simple lean-to, from party-wall to side-

wall. There are therefore no gutters, valUes, or

other intricacies of roof, and all the water falls

into one length of eaves guttering, down one

down-pipe into a rain water-butt. No doubt

some porticos of this plan hftT« ofteu beeu se»u.

but its simplification and adaptation to my jiecu-

liar mode of construction is what X claim your
attention to. It would have been easy, and cer-

tainly very tempting, to have added breaks and
gables, &c., and so to have produced a more pic-

turesque effect. Tho difliculty has been to avoid

this, and economise cost in every way.
I will now proceed to explain the several peon-

liarities of construction, and, firstly, as to tho

foundations. No doubt you have often observed
and felt the ill-effects of damp rising up tho walls

by capillary attraction, the most fi-uitfiil source

of an unhealthy dwelling. Stagnant and impure
matters in tho soil are sucked many feet up tho

walls, and become evaporated into tho rooms

—

the higher tho temperature the quicker the eva-

poration, and the renewal of the noxious supply.

I recollect that when the Victoria Church, in the

Isle of Dogs (the church so celebrated as con-

nected with " Londoners over the Border"), was
about to bo built, I was asked to visit the spot.

I found the soil a deep bog ; tho cottages of the

poor in tho neighbourhood showed fearfully the

eflfect of damp, rising up the wall some six or

seven feet in height ; the wretched inhabitants,

as is too frequently the case, excluded as

mach air as possible, and so kept up the tem-
perature, that the evaporation filled the

rooms with foul vapour, and tho result

was ague and fever; and I think you would
discredit me if I stated the quantity of "pitch
pills" consumed as a cheap, and, there-

fore, the only available specific. The frost,

acting upon the damp walls, destroyed the mor-
tar and injured the bricks, and the ruin of the

building was e^vident. In the church alluded

to, my patent damp proofcourse was introduced,

and the damp so effectually cut off, that an
observer, looking through any part of the walls

at a height of a foot above the ground, could see

the traffic on the other side. The usual means
employed hitherto to prevent tliis were either a

layer ofasphalte, sheet lead, or slates in cement

;

and recently, in attempts at cheap cottage

building, we hear of a layer of "gas tar and
sand," a layer of " gas tar and powdered slate,"

a layer of "boiling pitch," a course of " calico

immersed in tar and pitch." I think we may next

expect to hear of a " HoUoway's Damp.Resisting
Ointment."

In the consti'uction offoundations, three essen-

tials have been hitherto partially effected by as

many separate means:—1st. Damp prevented
rising up the walls by the means before named.
2nd. The introduction of air by air-bricks at in-

tervals. 3rd. Strengthening and bonding by tho

use of rough York stone, &c.

In my damp-proof course these effects are

combined :—Damp rising is completely prevented

by a highly viti'ified and non-absorbent material,

ha'ving an air space through the joints. Air is

supplied through tho perforations, secm-ing a
circulation beneath the surface of the walls.

Strengthening and bonding are effected by the

use of an imperishable material, capable of sus-

taining 600 ft. of vertical brickwork upon each
superficial foot. These three requirements are

economically combined in the one article, with

a saving of one course of brickwork in the height
of the building.

The advantages to health and comfort that a
properly-constructed wooden floor possesses

over stone, brick, tile, or other pa^viug, are well

known ; the latter, we find, laid upon the earth,

or some other medium in connection with it, and
damp rising is again the cause of cold and dis-

comfort ; and if the surface of the ground be-

neath any single tile becomes soft or defective,

that tile sinks, tho surface becomes uneven,

and the pa^ving is quickly dilapidated. My
patent ventilated paving tile for floors or pave-

ment is made with an under projecting rib or

flange which, when laid, forms tne bearer of the

tile, and extends beyond the edge, receiving

upon it the other edge of a similar tile, so that

the rib only acts as the bearer of tho tile of

which it forms a part, but it also forms the

bearer of one edge of the next tde, leaving a
space imder the tUe for the free circulation of

air, which is thero introduced through the

damp proof course before described, and, that

the air may circulate transversely, as well as

longitudinally, in the spaces tmder tho tiles,

openings are left in the ribs for the air to pass

lateraUy through from the space tmder one row
of tiles into the space tmder the next row. In
beginning to lay down a pavement, a row of tiles

is used, having an additional under rib ; the air

thus circulates freely tmder every part of the

payeui»iit, msnriug its perfect dr^oieBs, and it

becomes, in all respects, a suitable floor for a
cottage, at a far less expense than any descrip-

tion of wooden floor, and, when we consider

that there is no necessity for floor joists and
sleeper-walls, tho saving is very considerable.

We now come to tho bulk of tho building, viz.,

tho walls. Ordinary brickwork, one brick thick,

I consider totally unfitted for the abode of any
human being. Tho single brick readily absorbs
rain and moisture, and the through mortar joint

quickly conveys it from the exterior to the in-

terior. Horizontal bond is studied and insisted

upon by all careful builders, but, strange to say,

vertical bond is never thought of; hence we see

tho one-brick wall, perhaps strong enough to

bear tho intended weight, but not stiff enough
to stand even during its erection. Thicker walls
are too expensive for a labourer's cottage. In
seeking for a substitute, where economy is to be
considered, the bulk of the material must be
found upon tho spot or in the locality, and nothing
is more generally to be fotmd than the necessary
materials for concrete.

We all know that concrete is ordinarily com-
posed of gravel and lime, and is in its proper
place when in a trench of a foundation. Being
retained therein, and prevented spreading, it

will sustain any weight wo like to place upon it,

but when used in building walls, it is not so re-

tained, and is incapable of enduring cross strains,

when the boards, which are, in fact, the moulds
in which the cast has been made, are removed.
The construction mainly depends upon the adhe-
sive quality of the lime or cement, and when it ia

no longer retained, cro'Ss strain and other causes

produce cracks and "Settlement, and the action of

the weather upon tho surface soon produces
premature decay.
The patent cottage wall is made by pressing

clay through i die with hollow spaces, through
which the heat readily acts throughout the block

where desired, during the process of burning in

the kiln, and, when standing on end, it occupies

the least possible kiln room. It has been par-

tially separated by knives in the die, but holds

together firmly enough during burning in the

kiln and carriage to the intended building. Just

before use, the bricklayer or labourer readily

separates it into six bricks specially adapted for

the reception of concrete.
It ivill be readily seen that in all the several

processes of manufacture, six bricks have beea
produced instead of one. These blocks, or

bricks, when used, are laid by the bricklayer on
each side of the intended wall, distant from each
other the thickness of it. The labourer then lays

concrete in the trench thus formed, the vertical

pressm'e upon tho flanges counteracts the out-

ward thrust, and thus the concrete is retained as

in a trench, tho mould wherein the cast was made
remaining to protect the wall from damp, and to

prevent the decay of the external surfaces of the
concrete by the weather.
Thus each coarse is thoroughly constructive,

and even first-class houses may be thus built to

any reasonable height. In a cottage wall, 9 in,

of thickness is sufficient, requiring only one
course of blocks externally, with the bonding
blocks at intervals, and the use of a movable
board on the iimer face during its construction.

After this a little rendering inside with lime,

or Scott's cement, which is better, finishes the

inner face.

It is calculated that a rod of ordinary brick,

work requires 4,352 bricks, which (at, say 32a.

per 1,000) costs £7. One rod of the patent

walling requires 1,450 of my bricks, which (at

25s. per 1,000), for labourers' cottages, only

costs £l IGs. 3d. ; add to this the cubical con-

tents of the concrete, 9j yards, at I63. 8d. (cal-

culating gravel at 2s. per yard, and lime at

10s.) £1 12a. 8d., together; £3 8s. lid. the

rod of 14-iuch work, as against £? the rod of

brickwork.
Now, as to tho -weight ; the 4,352 bricks

weigh 9 ton 14 cwt. ; the 1,450 of^ my bricks

weigh 1 ton 9 cwt. We thus see that these

blocks can be sent in a railway truck or other,

wise long distances, where we coidd never hope
to send bricks. When my blocks for facing ordi-

nary brick-^work are used, they cause continuous

hoUow air spaces to be left within the wall, and
a great saving in bricks results. Vertical bond is

obtained, and the yielding mortar joints are

strengthened ; and I have found that the walls

of a house thus constructed become so quickly

dry, that they may be papered almost imme-
diately.

We now come to the crowning matter of my
eabjeot, yiz., the roof. Slate is generally appU-
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cable for roofing, as it admits of being laid to a

flat pitch, and is light, but is so absorbent of

beat that rooms in the roof become unbearable.

Plain tUing has not this objection, but must be

laid to a steeper pitch, is much heavier, being

uearly of double the thickness, and requiring

greater strength of timber. Pan tiling is lighter,

but so pervious to weather, as to bo only suitable

for sheds and similar buildings. My patent tiles

may be laid to as flat a pitch as slates ; their

weight is C56 lbs. per square. Plain tiling is

1,624 lbs. per square. Thus it appears that it is

less than half the weight of ordinary tiling,

pleasing in appearance, and combines all the ad-

vantages of slates and tiling without the draw-

backs attending them. The price is £4 10s. per

thousand, being enough to cover a square for

sixteen slvUlings.

I make a tile wider at one end than at the other,

and having flanges raised at two sides, the

narrow end becomes the lower end of the lower

or trough tile fitting into the wider end. The
same tile reversed becomes the upper or capping

tile ; the two notches in the flanges enable each

tile to take an even beai'ing upon the tile beneath,

and allow all the ends of the tiles to range hori-

zontally. The nib upon the upper part of the

tile gives the necessary gauge, and firmly secures

the tiles the one to the other.

The ridges are formed of a V-^'i'iP^i having

all their joints lidded or capped. These ridges

are applicable for any ordinary slated roof, and
all screw holes and their defects are avoided.

Having now set before you such particulars as

time will permit, I will only just briefly conclude

by stating that all the patent materials necessary

for the erection of the pair of cottages will be as

follows :

—

The damp-proof course ^
The ventilating paving I ^^ „ „
The waJl blocks I

The roofing tiles J
I think we may now, therefore, reasonably ex-

pect that the remaining works may bo done for

such a cost as that a larger, healthier, and
cheaper cottage may be available for the labom'er

than hitherto.

Having directed our time aud attention thus

far to the labourer's interest, let us look a little

to our own, and at this season what is more con-

stantly forced upon our attention than the dis-

comforts that appear to be almost inseparable

from our own firesides ? We all know what is

considered the next evil to a scolding wife.

Smoke, undeprived of its carbon or soot (which
is fuel) contaminates the atmosphere, disfigures

and decays our buildings, and an incalculable

amouut of annoyance arises from smoke and
smoky chimneys. Mechanical contrivances to

effect the combustion of smoke are ineflectivo

when left, as they must often be, to the care of

our ordinary domestic servants. There is

an annual loss in London alone of 75 per
cent, of heat (an acknowledged fact) which es-

capes up the chimney without adding to the

warnith uf the apartment. The calculation of

this does not afford us any consolation in our dis-

comfort.

The air necessary to support combustion makes
its way to the fire from door or window, chink,

or crevice, and visits our backs with hurtful

draughts in proportion to the warmth we are
receiving in front. A frequent cause of the
chimney smoking is that it becomes filled with
the air from the apartment, which, rushing in

above the fire, lowers the temperature, aud ren-
ders the flue incapable of acting as a sufliciently

rarefied ventilating shaft, and often incapable of
even conveying away the smoke at all.

The pecuhar featm'es in my patent gi-atcs are
as follows :—When the register is closed, the
smoke, having ascended from the fuel, and be-
come mixed with atmospheric air, descends, and
passes through the hottest part of the fire, where
the carbon or soot iu the smoke is consumed as
fuel. The heat which would have rushed up the
chimney, calculated at 75 per cent., passes down
and around the hollow fire Imnps of which the
grate is formed, and the external air with which
these communicate, enters the apartment in a
large body, moderately warmed, not heated.
The apartment is supplied with moderately
warmed instead of cold air from door or window,
and thus thorough ventilation is eflected. The
cold air cannot rush up the chimney ; the flue is

therefore rendered a powerful extracting shaft
for ventilation, and a highly rarefied, and conse-
quently effectual passage for the products of
combustion, thus obviating another fruitful source
of smoky chimneys. Shoiild the warmth be too

great, the register can be opened, and the action

of an ordinary grate will take place. In addition

to these advantages, the fire is always under
perfect control, and may at all times be brouglit

to any degree of brightness. Its combustion of

fuel is so perfect, that what remaius in the ash-

drawer, after the day's consumption, if proper
attention has been paid, might be taken away in

the palm of the hand. The occupation of the

sweep will be nearly dispensed with.

The Discussion

The Chairman said it was difficult to exaggerate

the importance of the subject, and it was fortu-

nately one that just now engaged the attention

of the promoters of social economy. It was one

to which their late lamented Royal President ad-

dressed his active and practical mind, and it would
be remembered that he erected a pair of model
cottages near the Exhibition of 1851, which had
been rebuilt, and were now to be seen on Ken-
uington-common. The distinguished friend, also,

of the labouring classes of this gi'eafc metropolis,

Mr. Peabody, was so impressed, during his long

residence in England, with the growing and
urgent necessity for better and healthier habita-

tions for them that, with a munificence beyond
all precedent, he placed in the hands of trustees

the sum of £150,000 to be devoted to this benevo-

lent object. As regarded the paper just read,

he need only remind the meeting that any gen-

tleman who devoted his talent and energies to

the development of this important branch of

social science, and placed the results before the

society for examination aud discussion, gave the

best evidence of his earnestness, and was entitled

to the gi'atitude of the communit}''.

Mr. J. Bailev Denton said that very much had
been said and written on the subject oflaboui-ers'

cottages by a gi*eat many people for many years

past, and yet at the present moment wo were
really as much at sea, as to what desctiption of

cottages we should build, as we were 15 or 20

years ago; and he could not but feel that the

paper had not dealt with the question which he

thought most of those present had come to hear.

The cost of cottages resolved itselfpractically intp

the rent to be paid for them, and it was no matter
of congi-atulation to be able to build cottages

that labourers could not pay rent for. Much
had been endeavoured to bo done by prizes

and the efforts of vanous societies ; but it was
a fact that not one of those prize designs had
provided for buildings that could bo erected for

the money which was stated as a necessary con-

dition to the premium ottered. Representing, as

he did, a company which Avas employed very
largely in the building of agi'icultural property,

and in ascertaining the lowest prices at which,
with due consideration to the sanitary rec|uire-

ments of the day, labourers' cottages could be

built, aud having himself inspected a great num-
ber of di'awings, plans, and specifications fur

them, he was there to confess that they had not

been able to build cottages for which the farm
labourers of the country could pay a rent which,

iu itself, would give an adequate interest on the

capital expended. It was necessary, in order to

encourage the building of cottages, that they

should give a return of six per cent, upon tlie out-

lay, the rent would amouut to £15 12s. per

annum, or £7 ICs. per cottage. Now, the utmost
that a farm labourer could afford to pay was
limited to one-seventh of his earnings, and,

therefore, taking the average agricultural wages
at 10s. or lis. per week, the rent wliich could
really be afforded was not more than Is. "d. or

2s. per week, which was equal to about £5 a-

year. Inasmuch as six per cent, upon an outlay

of £130 per cottage represented £7 16s. a-3'ear,

it was clear that there remained £2 IGs. yet to

he made up in some source, in order to en-

courage builders to erect these cottages. That
£2 IGs. might fairly be paid, partly by the

farmer who employed the labourer, and partly

by the owner on whose escate the cottages

were built, the farmer employing the laboui'cr

having the advantage of the man living on
his farm, could, it was admitted, pay something
towards the rent; and if they assumed that he
could afford to pay Is. a week, or £2 12s. a year,

there would yet remain sometliing for the owner
to pay to make up the deficiency. £2G0 a pair
fur cottages was too large a cost, aud it was an
object worthy of this society, and of the qountry
at large, to endeavour to reduce the expense from
£2G0 to about £200 a pair. If they could succeed
in doing that, there was very Httle doubt they
would be able to build cottages for the poor
which were suitable iu all particulars. As an

illustration of the difference that existed in the
vanous designs that had been placed before the
world asbeingworthy of adoption, he might men-
tion the fact that the cubical contents ofthese cot-

tages varied as much as from 7,000 to 12,000 cubic
feet. At some future time he proposed laying before
the agricultural community a tabulated statement
of all the cottage designs that had received prizes

of various kinds, and the extraordinary difi'erence

between them would strike any one who had paid
any attention to the subject; but no point would
strike them more forcibly than the fact that none
of those designs could be built for anytliing like

the pi-ice estimated. He thought the essential

object to be kept in view was a reduction of the
cost of building cottages to a sum upon which the
labouring population of this comitry could afford

to pay a fair rate of interest in the shape of rent.

Unless they did that, they practically did nothing,

and he hoped the society would accept what he
had, with some difiidence, proposed, viz., the

offering of two prizes for cottages that should be
built—not merely designed, for there was a great
difference between designing and building—

a

pair of cottages which should be built for £200.
It might be asked why he had put them at that

sum ? The reason was this : Iu all tho designs
that had received commendation or prizes, there
were none the estimates for which exceeded that
sum ; but he challenged Mr. Taylor to produce a
pair of his cottages built for £200, subject, of

course, to one condition—that they should be
built substantially, and in accordance with the

rules of the Enclosure Commissioners, who had
certain regulations as to substantiality. He would
ask Mr. Taylor what his estimate was for a pair

of cottages built upon liis plan.

Mr. Ebenezer Clarke said that he was happy
to state, as bearing upon the remarks just made,
that he held a contract, which was now in course
of execution, for building cottages as low as

£225 per pair, which were of larger cubical

content than those described by Mr. Taylor. A
pair of cottages upon this design had been
placed opposite the eastern dome of the Inter-

national Exhibition during the present year, and
at Walthamstow there were 16 pairs of cottages
now erecting at the contract price he had
stated. Mr. Scratchley had laid down a good prin-

ciple for the purchase of cottages by labourers.

He had proposed that some of the money sub-

scribed to the savings bank should be apjn'O-

priated, at 4 per cent., to the purchase of la-

bourers* cottages. If a cottage could be bought
for £100, the tenant would ouly have to pay 4
per cent, interest as rent, and to insure his life

for £100, so that by the payment of £6 a year
the cottage would be his in 14 years, with the
advantage that if he died in the first year he
would be able to hand over the cottage to his

widow as an amiuity of £10 for life. With regard
to cottages in the country for agricultural

labourers, there might be some difficulty, and he
thought a lower price than ho had mentioned
would be a necessary contlitiou. With reference

to Mr. Taylor's system, it was a question with him
whether counti-y bricklayers would be able, gene-
rally, to carry out the designs, and to use tho

materials recommended by that gentleman, so

readily as to build with them substantially as

tliey were accustomed to do under the old brick-

and-mortar system.
Mr. Charles Bagnall confirmed tho remarks of

tho last speaker, inasmuch as he had almust
completed 20 cottages in Yorkshire, upon the
plan referred to, at a cost for the smaller ones of

£160 the pair, and for the larger ones of £200
per pair. Those cottages originally contained
only two bed-rooms, which did not admit of a
proper division of sleeping apartments for a
iamily, but at a cost of only £10 he had added
another bed-room, aud then tho cottages had
been rendered really suitable habitations for a
family.

Mr. RoBT. Rawlinson said that, looking to the
diagrams before them, it occurred to him that

there would be some difficulty iu getting country
bricklayers to put these materials together. He
differed from Mr. Bailey Denton as to the ques-

tion of labourers' cottages paying or not paying.

He had studied this subject for the last 12 or 14

years, and he held that it was not a question of

mere pounds, shillings, and pence as regarded
the payment of rent. It was a question of moral
and sanitary impoi'tance to the whole nation, and
the time must come when they would have to

look upon it in a national spirit, for they were
now beginning to understand upon what prin-

ciples society was based, and how they could best

bo enabled to eusui'e its perm^uience aud its safety.
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Tho poor wore, in this respect, powerless tolielji

themselves; therefore, tho movement must bo
made by those above them, ami, ho (Mr. Raw-
linson) saiil advisedly tliat, let them work the
problem as they mif,'ht, they must not split

straws about plans and cost ; but tho time w;us

come when they must understand that a commu-
nity of people must not bo allowed to (grovel in

the mire like the lower animals, or to exist as
tlxey did in many ]}arts ot Ireland at the present.

time, where human beinf,'s herded toLjether with
the brutes, aiul beini:^ born as brutes, and living

as brutes, how eould wo expect them to feel

olherwiso than as brutes? In this wealthy
country ho could take them to towns of lari;e

])opulations, where tho artizans were carnin;,'

Irom .'i.'is. to -lOs. per week, and yet eould jjet

notliinc; more than room tenements to jmt their
families into, not that they were unable or un-
williiif;; to pay for better accommodation, but
simply because nothinff better could be obtained.
Tlic advantage of concrete walls, as regarded,
economy, would no doubt be felt in many parts
of tlie country, and tho merits oftho damp proof
course could not be denied. He had made ])er-

forated bricks as early as 1845, but without a
))atent; and, as regarded the tilo Hoor, it was
\-ery ingenious, but was not a plan ho should be
inclined to adopt. There was an old proverb
that the)' should "never make holes for rats,

unless they left holes tor cats." Now, there was
plenty of room for rats and mice in these holes
but not sufficient for cats. Some remarks had
been made as to tho roof being perfectly tight
upon Mr. Taylor's plan ; he hoped that referred
only to its being water-tight, because of all

curses in a house, an air tight roof was perhaps
tho greatest. The same might bo said of air-
tight walls and fittings, which might be made so
perfect as to become the perfection of bad con-
struction. He had been in houses where the
carpentering work was so perfect as to amount to
a positive evil from the entire prevention of any-
thing like healthful ventilation ; and, on the
other hand, if mechanical means of ventUation
were pro-vided, they were apt to be closed by
the occupants of the house through some fancied
discomfort in the way of draughts, and, there-
fore, they were often obliged to disguise the
means of giving proper ventilations to dwellings.
Mr. Geo. Godwin, F.R.S., expressed the very

strong conviction he felt, no doubt in common with
many others present, of the immense imjiortance
of the subject, aud supposing it turned out that
well-built, well-drained, and properly ventdated
cottages could not be built for the labouring
classes at such a sum as they could pay a proper
rent upon, he said boldly they were not sufficiently
paid for their labour. His own notion was, that
cottages for the poor could be built to pay, and
he thought they owed a considerable debt to Mr.
Taylor for the amount of ingenuity and intel-
ligence wliich he had brought to bear upon the
subject, anil though they might not see at first

sight that the means suggested would materially
cheapen the cost of cottages, it was obvious that
the damp-proof course hero introduced was a
most important building material, and he was
quite sure, as it became known, it would be most
extensively used. He thought the difficulty with
regard to these materials was that they could
not get worlcmen without education to use them
properly. It had occun-ed to him to witness,
both in town and country, the frightful
condition in which the great bulk of the
labouring population lived—agricultural as well
as manufacturing. Many indi^^dual landlords
were doing much to remedy that state of things.
The Yorkshire Agricultural Society and many
others had given prizes and were doing all they
could to advance this object, but the field was so
enormous that the eflbrts of a few individuals
were almost useless ; they scarcely touched the
evil, and, at the present moment, the great bidk
of the labouring population were living in such a
way that a high state of health was impossible—
in such a way that the eril deeds they committed
were maiuly the results of the condition in which
they lived, the effects of which no amount of after

education could counteract. All moral principles
were eradicated from the minds of the children,
and do what they would, with the present system
of national education, they could not remedy the
damage which was done in infancy.

Mr. G. K. Wilson, F.R.S., said a very ingenious
paving tile had been exhibited by Mr. Taylor, and
he should be glad to be inlbrmed what was the
cost per foot of that tihng, apart from the cottage
generally.

Mr. Edwin Nash remarked that no material

had been shown by l^fr. Taylor as that which ho
intended for the <pioins of his building, '.but he
prosunu'd he had some arrangcmrnt for that
purpose which would match wil^h the other ]ior-

tions. In some of Jlr. Taylor's cottages ho had
seen that ordinary bricks were employed at the
(pioins. Ho thought that was an imperfection,
because the quoins of a building wore the parts
which generally held the greatest quantity of
moisture

;
and in plastering a new structure in-

ternally, tho dillioulty was to get the angles of

the walls dry at tho same time as tho other por-
ti<ms. With regard to the damp-proof course,
ho thought that, to be effectual for the purpose
fur which it was designed, it ought to bo plaeed
at a not less distance from tho ground than 18 in.

Tho place where tho splash of the rain went
against the external wall was generally the
dampest place, aud if this damp-proof course
wore ))laced within a short distance of the
ground, and the rain-splash went above it, tho
end it was intended to answer would not bo
gained.

Mr. LiDDLE said that he was in hopes some
practical suggestions would have been thrown
out as to how tho great evils spoken of were
to bo met, but tho discussion had, for the
most part, turned upon the cheapness with
which cottages could be built for farm la-

bourers in the country, leaving untouched the
gi'cat question of providing for the moral and
physical condition of the crowded masses of the
working population in the metropohs. It was a
remarkable fact that whilst the population was
increased, house accommodation had decreased

;

the consequence was that more persons were
crowded into the houses which remained acces-
sible to the poorer classes, and where there were
formerly eight there were now, on an average,
at least ten persons in a dwelling. He sincerely
hoped that at some future time this question
would be taken up with the seriousness which its

importance demanded.
Dr. Gheenhow viewed the question in a

different hght to most of those who had spoken
upon it. He felt that tho great point was to build
cottages especially with reference to the health
of the inmates ; and he hoped to have heard this

evening of some fi'esh building appliances wliich
would conduce to render the cottages in town
more healthy than they had been hitherto. He
did not care about the cost of the cottages ; but
he would say emphatically, having had long ex-
perience in those diseases which emanated from
living in confined breathing spaces, that cottages
of the dimensions stated, supposing the rooms
to be eight feet in height, would be unwholesome,
and woidd tend to those diseases of the limgs
which arose from living in an impure atmosphere.
With regard to ventilation, the only provision
that he had heard mentioned in the paper was
the beautiful stove of which they had had a de-
scription, and he inferred that such stoves were
intended to be placed in the cottages spoken of,

though they appeared to be expensive for such a
purpose. With that exception, he had heard of
no means for providing ventilation.

Mr. C. AsPREY said he believed the labouring
popidations of large towns suffered in respect of
house accommodation ten-fold more than those in

the country. He was an employer of labom' in
various forms, and he had long felt that the
working classes, with means of paying for better
dweUings, were miable to obtain healthy and
comfortable habitations in London. Looking to

the miserable courts and alleys of Drury-lane,
as an instance, the space now occupied by those
"wi-etched tenements might be made available for

the healthy dwellings ofmany more famiHes than
were now located there in filth and squalor, if

the houses were built upon a proper principle.

He hoped there were liberaUty and riches enough
in this gi-eat city to afford the means for furnish-

ing the poor man with a comfortable home, so
that he might bring up his family in a proper
way, with greater attention to their morals than
was at present the case. There were many who,
like himself, would be willing to aid in forward-
ing this great object, and, in order to make a
start, he would lay down £100, either as a gift,

or at a low rate of interest, and if a thousand
others did the same, they would at once have a
fund which would be the means of doing a vast
amount of good in this important matter.

Mr. Squire remarked that, having paid some
attention to ventilation, he thought, lor all ordi-

nary purposes, rooms could be thoroughly
ventilated by means of tho ordinary ventilator

placed opposite to one of Arnott's in the chimney,
and when these were placed high up, they occa-

sioned no inconvonionco from dr.aught to the in-

mates of tho room.
Jlr. JoNKS stated that upon tho Duke of Buc-

cleugh entering upon his new residence at Dal-
keith, the workmanship of tho fittings of the
rooms was so perfect that they were all filled with
smoke, which was caused by the rooms being so
air-tiglit as to prevent proper ventilation through
them, and ventilation was elfected by carrving a
shaft through to the roof, and frtnntlicnco bring-
ing air down to the sides of the fire-]ilace8, with-
out disturbing the rooms in any way.
Mr. Sedoon said, having seen Mr. Taylor's

inventions in action, ho was happy to bear his

testimony to their efficiency. They were
materials with wdiich cottages and larger dwell-
ings could bo built at a much cheaper rate than
before; and, as regarded sanitary appliances, the
plan introduced by Mr. Taylor must be admitted
to be a great improvement upon the old system.
With respect to getting those new materials
properly put together by country bricklayers, ho
would state, that he had found no difficulty in

getting the work done. Ho had used a great
many stoves of the description brought forward
this evening, and although tho one exhibited was
ornamental and expensive, the principle had been
extensively adopted in barracks and Government
offices, In a cheaper form.
A vote of thanks having been passed to Mr.

Taylor for his paper, Mr. Taylor, in reply, said
Mr. Denton had expressed his disappointment
at no plan having been brought forward for
building cottages for a less sum than £260 a
pair ; but he was answered in that respect by
the gentleman who followed him, who declared
that he was now engaged in erecting cottages at
£225 the pair. If he (Mr. Taylor) had brought
forward any specific price at which the cottages
he described couM be built, he should probably
have been met with Mr. Denton's very proper
remark, that it was only an estimate, which was
not always to be rehed upon. He had not advo-
cated any particular plan of labourers' cottages,
but merely showed them how the walls, roof,
paving, and other things, might be built better
and cheaper than they had been hitherto. He
had shown that the materials for those portions
of the building could be furnished at half the cost
of brickwork. With respect to the dimensions of
the room, a dozen medical gentlemen would
probably hold as many different opinions as to
what was absolutely a necessary size for a
healthy apartment. With regard to the damp
proof course, one gentleman had objected that it

afforded faciUties for tho encroachments of ver-
min, but in his practice ho had never found
this inconvenience occur. Another gentleman
had spoken of the necessity of having the damp
proof course a sufficient distance from tho ground
to be out of the reach of the rain splash. In tho
plan he had placed before them, he had shown
the course in the position for its most economical
adaptation, aud it was at the option ofthe builder
how high up the wall he chose to put it. He
might mention, with regard to the alleged diffi-

culty of getting ordinary workmen to use these
materials, that his plan had been experimentally
adopted for mihtary huts at Chatham, and the
materials were very readily made up by the sap-
pers employed for the purpose. The walls for
huts of -10 ft. long were only 6 in. thick, and the
reports as to the durability of that plan of con-
struction were so satisfactory to the authorities,
that they gave orders for the erection of huts of
200 and 3U0 ft. upon the same plan at Hounslow.

Mr. T. Twining has communicated tho follow-
ing to the Journal of the Society of Arts

:

—Sir,—
As Mr. Taylor's paper cannot fail to give a fresh
impulse to the erection of improved dwellings
for the working classes, you would oblige me by
availing yourself ofthis opportunity for making
known that my Economic Museum at Perrjn
house, Twickenham, contains a more complete
series of model designs for town and countiy
than is perhaps to be found in any other insti-

tution, together with illustrations and estimatts
of building materials, fittings, and furniture, and
other indications for the guidance of those who
are anxious to raise the condition of the poor.

It may be well to mention that all adinissions
are gratuitous, my object being purely one of
popular instruction and improvement.

I am, Ac., T. Twining.

Mr. William Stones has supphed the following
particulars of Mr. Allen's plan ot constructing
healthy dwellings for the industrial classes :

—

The two pillars upon which Mr. Allen depends
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for the remunerative nature of his constructions

are;—1st, The extensive use of a peculiar mate-

rial in lieu of the ordinary building materials.

2nd, The arrangement of his individual homes in

the compound dwelling.

One of the gi'eat features in the construction of

a block of buildings which many separate and
independent families or persons are to inhabit,

should be the adoption of all available means for

the protection of the whole from fire, and for its

isolation, should fire occur in one compartment.
To secure this most important object, to eifect a

gi'eat saving in the cost, and to give a substantial

enduring character to the buildings, a new and
peculiar combination of material is employed,
possessing all the characteristics, and yet at less

than one-third the cost of stone.

The combination is thus described in Mr. Allen's

patent :
—" My invention consists in obtaining

j

and forming a new material for building pm'poses
by the combination of cinders, slags, coke, culm,

clinkers, or other calcined substances of similar

character thereto, possessing an irregular, un-

even, or porous surface, with Portland or other

cement, in the proportion of about one part

thereof to about three parts of any of the other

substances, the whole being mixed together with
sufficient water to bring it to a requisite consist-

ence, so as to enable it to be placed or poured
into moulds for the purpose of giving it any
desired shaj)e or form. These moulds are to be
faced with zinc or any other suitable metal, which
will prevent the adhesion of the material thereto

wliile it is setting. This material is to be used
for the making of walls, floors, roofs, steps, slabs,

Untels, chimney-pieces, and the like, and these

are to be strengthened, where necessary, by
placing iron bars or ribs therein edgwise."

It is proposed to use moulded fire-places, win-
dow-cills, and stairs made of this material in the

construction of buildings for the poor, and the

floors are likewise to be composed of the same
materials.

The following is the mode of proceeding
in constructing a floor :—In the formation
of floors flat iron bars are placed edgewise
across the room, at distances of about
24 in., these are pmiched with holes, 24 in.

apart, through which holes round iron rods are

passed, and for an additional security, although
the precaution may be considered entirely un-
necessary, small pieces of iron rods, a } in.

square, are placed across the round bars, at in-

tervals of 8 or 10 in. The size of the flat iron

bars above mentioned would of course depend
upon the length of bearing—say, for a 14 ft. bear-
ing, iron i in. by 3 in. and, for shorter bearings,
the size would be diminished in proportion.
The mode of forming a floor is as follows :

—

Boards are placed on the under side, similar to a
centre, by which means the space between the
ironwork is enabled to be filled in to the level of
the upper edges of the flat bars, thus forming a
compact floor 3 in. in depth. The ironwork form-
ing such floor, when filled in on all sides with the
aforesaid material, becomes rigid, and the flat

iron bars are thus prevented from bulging side-

wise ; they are capable of bearing almost any
amount of weight.
By constructing the floors as above described,

the strength of the building is greatly increased,
as the ironwork may be continued throughthe party
walls. The extei'nal balcony may also be formed
without the necessity of any support or bearing
whatever in the front, at the same time being
equally as substantial as if supported by columns.
The floors formed mth this material, although as
strong and durable, are less than half the weight
of stone, a very important point in the construc-
tion of all buildings. This system renders the use
of timber almost entirely unnecessaiy in the main
portions of the buildings, and oijy the internal
fittings of the rooms need have any portions of
wood used in their construction. Not only is the
plan economical and safe, but the advantage in
reference to the deadenmg of sound is consider-
able over any wooden flooring that might be
adopted.

The second point upon which Mr. Allen reUes
for the success of liis enterprise is the arrange-
ment. By including many tenements in one
block, and by constructing one external staircase
for twenty lettings, great economy of wall and
space is effected.

Privacy is secured, and the character of a
separate house maintained by the system of—1,
Outside general staircase. 2, Separate private
door to each occupation. 3, Providing each set
ofrooms with its own water-closet, coal compart-
ment, and wash-house, with copper. 4, The

power of completely shutting up or thoroughly
opening and ventilating the separate lettings at

the will of the tenant, thus giving perfect internal

control to the occupier.

The method of constructing the outside stair-

case is thus described iu Mr. Allen's patent :

—

*'I propose to construct buildings in a new and
improved manner, by economizmg the spaces
which the staircases usually occupy, and to render
them fireproof by dividing or insulating the

staircases from the building of which they form a
part. This, I propose to accomplish by arrang-

ing the stairs (which are to be made of incom-
bustible materials) in a recess formed in the outer

wall of a building, which recess is to extend from
the foundation to the roof, and have no opening
whatever on its inner side, but is to be provided,

where necessary, with openings or doorways on
its outer face leading to balconies (which are

also to be formed of incombustible materials),

fixed at the level of, and giving access to, each
of the floors or fiats of the building. By means
of this arrangement of staircare and balconies,

each floor or flat will be rendered totally distinct

from, and independent of, that one below or

above it, so far as regai'ds any internal communi-
cation therewith or therefrom."
Another important point with Mr. Allen has

been so to aiTange the windows, that the outlook
of one tenant shall not be iu the direction of his

neighbour's apartments. Although built in a
block, the arrangement of separate water closets,

coal apartments, wash-house, and copper, for

each tenancy, secures the essentials of a private

home. The roof is made flat, and being accessible

by the external staircase, is intended to be used
for drying the washed clothes.

gow, are the contractors. An arch has been thrown
across the stream at the head of Kennedy's mill
reservoir, and another is in course of erection at
Bridge-end-house.

ffgui Inttlligcntf.

dM (£mmx\\\i
Enlargement op the Maryport Dock,—At a

recent meeting of the Jlaryport Town and Harbour
Trustees the question was mooted as to the pro-

priety of enlargcing the wet dock. The matter will

be further discussed at another meeting. The har-

bour has been at times so crowded during the last

twelve months that increased accommodation is m--

gently required.

The Proposed Line to Brighton.—The pro-

posed line to Brighton, the plan of which we briefly

noticed in the Building News of the 28th nit.,

promises to be the chief feature in the railway Par-
liamentary contests of the ensuing session. There
is very little doubt but that it will be of a very
severe character. An examination of the deposited
plans of the projected line, which will extend from
Beckenham, through Westerham, East Grinstead,

and Lewea, to Brighton, shows that it is laid out
with a view of obtaining a good railway communica-
tion from the five railway termini in London, of the
Soutb-Eastern, and London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway Companies, by a main trunk line direct to

Lewes, Brighton, Eastbourne, and Newhaven. The
foUomng table has been circulated from a measure-
ment of the proposed line, as deposited in Parlia-

ment, assuming, as regards Eastbourne, that the
line will be continued to that place:

—

New Line from London-bridge, By existing Line of
Cannon-street, Charing- Brighton Company.
cross, Blackfriars, and Vic- From London- From
toria Stations. hridge. Victoria.

Miles. Miles. Miles.

East Grinstead 28i 36 38
Lewes 4G 59 61
Brighton fKemp Town) 55 523 54^
Eastbourne fi/l 66 68
Newhaven 52 56| 5S5

It appears that there are to be several tunnels on
the new line, which, in the aggregate, are about one
mile longer than those on the existing railway, and
that there are no gradients so steep as the incUue
at New-cross, or the gradients of the South-
Eastern line to Tuubridge, authorized last session.

Arthington and Otley Branch Railway.—
At a meeting of the directors of the North-Eastern
Railway, held at York, on Friday, the tender of B.
C. Lawson, Esq., railway contractor, of Newcastle,
was accepted for the construction of this railway,
which is composed of a double line of rails through-
out, with sidings, &c.

Opening of the Railway FROii Longford to
Sligo.—On Wednesday week the Sligo Extension
of the Midland Great Western Railway was opened.
The new line has been constructed by the Midland
Railway Company at a total cost of £450,000. Its
length is fifty-eight miles. The distance traversed
has involved some heavy cuttings, and the work
generally has been heavy, although there are no
tunnels. The new line places Sligo in dirct railway
communication with Dublin.

Greenock and Wemyss Railway.—The works
in connection with this railway are progressing

': rapidly. Messrs. Worthington and M*Call, of Glas-

AcTiON TO Recover the Value of Bricks.—
At the Burton-on-Trent County Court, on the 8th
inst., an action was tried {Elvcrson v. Clarke) to re-
cover the sum of £28 10s., the value of thirty thou-
sand bricks.—The defendant, William Clarke, is a
stonemason and contractor, residing at Burton.

—

The plaintifi" stated that early in September last he
agreed to supply the defendant with thirty thousand
bricks, at 19s. per thousand. The defendant sonfc

his own moulds, but, in order that the bricks might
be got on with faster, the plaintiff ordered a car-

penter residing at Newhall to make him a pair of
moulds. While the moulds were in course of con-
struction, Mr. Henry Clarke, who acted as tho
defendant's agent, told the plaintiff that the moulds
which his father had sent were too large, and in

consequence of that the plaintiff ordered tho
carpenter,who had the moulds in hand,tomake them
4t in. in depth instead of 4^ in. WMle the bricks

were being manufactured, Mr. Henry Clarke
visited the yard, and after measuring some of tho
bricks stated that they were all right.—The defen-

dant stated that he never told the plaintiif that tho
moulds sent by his (Mr. H. Clarke's) father was too
large, and that he never authorized the plaintiff to

make bricks out of another mould. When ho
measured the bricks it was not with respect to their

being 43 in. in depth.—His Honour, having summed
up, ordered a nonsuit to be recorded, but allowed

no costs.

Photographs of Engravings.—At the Nisi

Prius sitttings of the Court of Common Pleas at

the Guildhall on Friday, before Mr. Justice Willes

and a common iury, an action was tried, in which
tho plaintiff, Mr. Gambart, an extensive publisher

of first-class engravings, sought to recover damages
for piracy of his copyright iu two well known
engravings, taken from equally well known pictures.

The first is a costly engraving of Mdlle. Rosa Bon-
heur's " Horse Pair," and the otherof Mr. Holman
Hunt's " The Light of the World." Mr. Gambart
paid Mdlle. Rosa Bonheur £1,000 for the "Horse
Fair," and he paid Mr. Thomas Landseer 800
guineas for engraving it. To Mr. Hunt ho paid

200 guineas for the right of engranug his cele-

brated painting of "The Light of the World,"
and to Mr. Simmonds 300 guineas for engraving it,

and £30 to the owner of the picture for the loan of

it for the purpose of making the engraving. The
original picture of the "Horse Fair" has been sold

to an American gentleman, and is now in New
York. The defendant, Mr. Ball, carries on tho

business of a printsellcr in Middle-row, Uolborn,
and on being informed that the defendant was
selling photographic copies of the two engravings

in question, the plaintiff sent and purchased one of

each at his shop, and the purchaser then saw a

number of similar copies for sale. The defendant

dechned to give any account of how he became
possessed of them than that he bought them from
hawkers who went about to printsellers with such

things for sale, and refused to give the plaintiff any
assistance towards discovering the photographer
who had pirated the plaintiff's engravings. The
X>laintiff then commenced this action against him,
founded on the statute 1/ George IV., cap. 57- The
plaintiff has also brought other actions against

other printsellers, who are selling similar pirated

copies of these engravings, which are now pending.

Mr. Ernest Gambart having given evidence in sup-

part of his claim, it was agreed that the damages
should be taken in this case at £10, without pre-

judice to his claim for damages in the other cases

of piracy. Mr. Coleridge, for the defence, pleaded
that the photographs were not copies, but mere
abridgements, or imitations. [Those sold by the

defendant were small photographs produced from a

larger one.] The jury said, on the question being
put to them, "We thiuk they are copies."—Mr.
Justice Willes said be did not intend to decide tho

question. Photography was a recent art, and could

not have been in the contemplation of the Legisla-

ture when the statutes on which this action was
founded were passed. His impression was that

these were substantially copies, and that th-"* plain-

tiff was entitled to maintain tliis action. Verdict

for the plaintiff—Damages, £10.

6m an^ Mliitcr Intdligcntc.

Gaslight in Railw.^y Trains.—The system of

lighting railway carriages with gas, according to

Newall's patent, has been introduced upon the

Scottish Central Railway. The first gas-lit train

left Edinburgh, on Monday evening week, for Perth,

the whole of the carriages being brilUanlly lighted

by means of pipes (with expanding couplings carried

from roof to roof) communicating with the reservoir

placed in a specially constructed compartment of

the guard's break-van. Throughout the journey
the lights remained perfectly steady and clear, and
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tlie Diissonffors wore much pralifuxl with tho ruo-

cesBtul introiluction of this vastly' auporior niothod

of illumination. Tho evoninj^ train nn Tuosi-lay

was lit in tho sanio mannor ; iintl should the present

trial be satisfactory, it is cxpi'ctod that tho syati'm

will bo extended to the other nii^ht trains on the

line, and probably introduced on the ueighbouriutr
railways.

Newcastle.—It has boon resolved that after

May, 1803, tho price of gas in Newcastle shall bo
reduced from Is. to 3s. per 1,000 feet.

The Gas Rate Question.^Foi' some time past

an angry feud h:is existed between nomo of the rate-

payers of CowpL'u Quay and Waterloo, and the

overseorSj in reference to the piiynient of the gas
lighting rate, tho ratepayers refusing payment on
the grounds—lirat, of a deficient number of lamps

;

secondly, thit tho charge of Od. per pound was
excessive. The ease, which hiis been several times
before the Petty Sessions, without any conclusion
being arrived at, was fiually settled on Fi'iday, at

Bedlington, when the matter was brouglit on again
before a fnll beneh of magistrates, and decided in

favour of the overseers, the magistrates confirming
the legality of tho rate, and ordering immediate
payment. A mec'tiug of tho i-atopaycrs of Cowpen
and Waterloo will br held >m tli- ITtb in-^t.. to make
arrangements for the adoption of the Loeai (joveru-

ment Act,

Greexhiteie.—Greeuhithe isto bo supplied with
gas by means of a company whicli is proposed to be
established there. At a recent meeting of the in-

habitants, the engineer stated that the measure-
ments had been prepared in accordance with, and
tho plans founded on, the recent Ordnance sui-vey,

and the company had the oScv of three pieces of
land, from three distinct landowners, for the erec-

tion of their proposed works j one of which pieces

was situate convenient to the river; and if the

required number of shares was taken by the inhabi-
tants, they would set to work immediately, and in all

probability, in six months, the towai would be well

lighted with gas.

Salisbury.—Last week we mentioned the com-
plaints of the inhabitants of Salisbury respecting

the disgraceful supply of gas in that city. A local

paper announces that on the 1st of January, 1863,

the Salisbury Gas and Coke Company will be placed

under a new management, in consequence of the

great discontent which prevails throughout the city,

omng to the imperfect supply of gas.

glftroplitut linjirolinnciits.

Demolition of Houses in Southwakk.—On
Tuesday the demolition of a large number of houses
and other buildings, situate in Great Guildford-
street and the Grove, Southwark-bridge-road, and
in Gravel-lane, Price's-street, and Green-walk,
Blackfriars-road, was commenecd, the sites being
required by the Metropolitan Board of Works for

the formation of the new street coneeeting West-
minster and Soutbwark, which, it is expected, will

be completed in June nest. The construction of the
subway fur the gas and water mains and the dry
arches in the eastern section is being rapidly pro-
ceeded with ; and several extensive buildings have
been erected in the new line .of street adjacent to
the High-street, Southwark.

Demolition of Exeter Change, Strand.—On
Tuesday hoardings were erected around the en-
trances to Exeter Change, in Wellin^'ton-street and
Catherine-street, the materials of which, with those
of the Exeter Coffee-house, have been sold, thesiti.s

being required for the Strand Music-hall. This is

intended to be a most extensive building, having the
j

principal entrance in the Strand through the house
formerly occupied as the office of the Co H/-/e/- news-
paper. The ea.stern entrance will be in Catheriue-
street, and the western adjoining the Morning Post

office, in Wellington-street. ExeterChange was built

some years since at an immense expense, but has

proved a failure, none of tho houses or shops having
been let for any length of time since it was erected.

The Metropolitan Kailway.— On Monday,
Colonel YoUand, the Government Inspector of

Railways, officially inspected tho whole length of

this line. He was accompanied by a number of

gentlemen interested in tho undertaking, among
whom were Mr. Fentou, Mr. Johnson, and several

distinguished engineers, &c. The inspection com-
menced at the Paddingtou end of tho railway, and
occupied about four hours, during which time a

trip was made to the city terminus at Farringdon-

street, the engine attached to the train (which con-

sisted of first and second class carriages) being

driven by Mr. H. Gooch. The various signals and
points were well tested and examined, and the train

propelled backwards and forwards for this purjiosc

at ditfereut rates of speed. During the progress of

the train through the tunnel a gas jet was projected

from the sidi^ of the guard's break-van, displaying

every portion of tho roof of the tunnel, and thus

allowing a thorough examination of its condition.

From the trials made on Monday it was quite evi-

dent that the line could be opened to-day with

perfect safety, but it is probable that the public

opening will lie deferred to the 1st of January ni'xt,

'.\fi tlie directors now await the sanction of the Board
of Trade, wliich, of course, depemls upon Colonel

YoUaud's report.

^iinititrit 'glitttn's.

Long Suiton.—The Stamford M'lrcimj says :—
For many years past fever has boon prevalent in

this locality, iind tho causes are obvious—ov^r

crowding in l>adly ventilated and confined sleeping
apartments, tho presence of filthy cesspools in close

proximity to tho houses of the poor, the total ab-

sence of any proper system of drainage, and the in-

adequate supply of wati r. So long as our local board
seem to consider that tho chief object they ought
to have in view is how to keep down the rate8,in8tead

of directing their attention to the removal of these

local nuisances,and preventibie causes of disease, so

long will fever and permaturo death take place in

this locality.
«

.§t;itucs, gjniioviiils, jtt.

Mancuestejj.—Mr. Woulncr has been commis-
sioned to execute the statues which are to decorate
the new Manchester Assize Courts, now in course
of erection, from Mr. Waterhouse's designs. They
comprise, externally, over the central porch which
is advanced from tho front of the building, eight
statues of tho English Lawgivers, viz. :—Alfred the

Groat, Edward the First, Henry the Second,
Ranulf de Glanville, Gascoigne, Sir Thomas More,
Bacon, and Sir Matthew Hale, all of which are to be
life-size. Abovo the gable of this porch, which
rises higher tlizin the roof line of the building itself, is

a statue of IMoses giving the law, 10 ft. high. Behind
the figures of Edward the First and Alfred are to be
oval sculptures representing sonio points in the
history of these lawgivers. At one angle of the
building a second block, containing a series of apart-
ments for the use of the judges, &c., is being
erected ; these are separated from the main edifice

by a court-yard, the entrance to which is through a
srreen-gateway ; over this gateway is to be an alto-

relief of the Judgment of Solomon, 5 ft. in dia-

meter. At tho angle of this detached block will be
placed a statue of Mercy. On the return face of the

building, where is a smaller advanced porch, will

appear a statue of Justice, so that the whole
structure is situated, so to say, between the repre-

sentation of these attributes of its oflice. It appears
that the interior decoration of this great edifice is

to contain other works not yet determined on, but
to comprise at least two other statues, besides large

medallion portraits of Lords Brougham, Scarlett,

and other worthies connected with the northern
circuit. The carving outside the building is to be
executed by the Messrs. 0*Shea. Foliage will supply
the subjects for the decorative carvings.

Tue Mancuester Albert Memorial.— The
Manchester committee have approved of the site

at the junction of Portland-street and Piccadilly,

on which to place the memorial to the late Prince
Consort, which has been presented to the city by
Mr. Alderman Goadsby.

Ryde.—A monument was last week erected in

Trinity Church, Kyde, in memory of Miss M. H.
Lax Marianne. It consists of a Gothic basement
of Carrara marble, above which lies extended on a

couch the portrait figure of the deceased. Mr.
Evan Thomas, of London, was the sculptor.

&m\, Chapel, fdiool, luiij Dtkr

qnicc.

CHURCHES.

HiGHBt'RV.—^A new Presbyterian church has been
opened in the Grosvenor-road, Highbury New-
park. The building is in the Italian style of archi-

tecture, and has a tower and spire. In the interior

there is a gallery on three sides of the church. The
ssats are low and open, the ceiling is waggon-
shaped, and the arch spaas the side galleries. Five

pairs 01 transverse wooden beams give the appear-

ance of an open timber roof. There are six cir-

cular-headed windows above each side gallery, and
as many square windows below; and there are

circular-headed windows at each end, one over the

gallery, and tho other over the pulpit platform.

Slender iron columns, and wooden beams and
brackets, support the galleries, the fronts of which
are, like the seats, in light staiued wood. Two gas

sun-lights, depending from the ceiling to the level

of the transverse boams^ and small brackets under
the galleries, aftord the artificial light. The church
has been constructed to accommodate from 1,000 to

1,200 persons, and the building and fittings have

cost about £7,000. Mr. Edward Habershon was the

architect, and Mr. J, W. Sawyer, the builder.

Bristol.—On Tuesday week Emmanuel Church,
St. Philip's, Bristol, was consecrated.^ The
building is in the Early Decorated style. It is built

ofHanham stone, with freestone dressings, and is

covered witli Bridgwater tiles. It consists of a

nave, two aisles, apsidal chancel, and south porch.

The navo is 87 ft. long by 28 ft. wide ; the aisle

87 ft. by 12 ft. ; the octagonal chancel 18 ft. by
2.'ift. ; tlie height of tho nave is 51 ft. to the ridge

;

tho chancel 12 ft. to tlio ridge ; tlie aisles 11 ft. to

tlio wall plate. Tlie principals of the roof are sup-
ported on carved corbids, representing natural

foliage. The seats are of stained deal, all open;
and arc 7*^0 in number. The pulpit is octagonal,

carved with diaper pamdn, and has shafts of Devon-
shire marble. Tho font is in th.; same style, being
supported by five shafts of Devonshire marble.
The vestry is on the north side of tho church, and
the bell turret on the oast end over the chancel
arch. The cost of erection is £3,0(»0, including
everything but tho site. Owing to the marshy
nature of the soil, it was found necessary to make
tho foundation 27 ft. deep, and considering the
various difficulties whiidi presented themselves
daring the progress of the work, tho church must
be considered as having been erected for a very
moderate sum. The architects were Messrs. Pope
and Bindon, of Bristol ; the masons' work was done
by Messrs. Palmer and Green, of Clevedon ; the
carpentering work by Mr. Edward Lewis, of Hor-
fiold; the plastering and tiling by Mr. John Bus-
sell ; the smiths' work by Mr. Williams : tho
glazing by Mr. Gay ; the plumbing by Mr. Tuckey ;

the iron work by Mr. White; the ten command-
ments over the chancel were written in Old
English by Mr. Mclsom, of the Barton.

York.—"An Observer" in a Yorkshire paper
says;

—" As an antiquarian, I cannot but feel pained
when I view that once beautiful church of Holy
Trinity^ Goodramgato in the state it now exists.

This edifice is chiefly of the Decorated order, but
with part Perpendicular work about it. A chantry
Is one of its chief ornaments, being tho only one of

tho kind In York, In the east window is some very
fine painted glass of the Perpendicular period, con-
sidered by competent judges to be unsurpassed by
any other extant. The tower is in a most dilapi-

dated condition, and apparently unsafe. Looking
at tho interior I was forcibly struck by the extreme
dampness of the floor, and having afterwards In-

quired the cause I was Informed that since the pre-

sent rector's appointment the church rates have been
aboHshed. The consequence is, the churchwardens
are so cramped for means that they cannot even
raise as much money as^vill keep the spouts and
gutters in repair. Therefore, the water runs down
the walls, completely saturating the foundations.
The walls are in the most dirty condition, and tho
place seems to exhibit the greatest neglect. The
pews are in harmony with everything else."

Aldwinckle St. Peter's.—In tho wall at the
west end of the south aisle of the church of Ald-
winckle St. Peter's is a two-light window tran-
somed, and it is a remarkable example, from the
fact that tho compartment below the transom,
though now glazed, was formerly siK'ured by a
wooden shutter. Tho hooks for the hinges and tho
bolt holes through tho muUion give sutficient evi-

dence of the fact. It may be asked, is this window
unique ? There is not one of that class of windows,
knnwn as lychnoscopes, found in walls at the west
end of chancels, and generally on the south side,

westward of tho priest's doorway. We would sug-
gest that its use was for receiving tithes, Rome-shot,
church-shot, or alms fee, or plough arms. This
peculiarity is worthy of being ventilated. Although
the members of tho Architectural Society of the
archdeaconry of Northampton visited tho church
in IfSGl, this singular window seems to have escaped
their notice, as no discussion respecting it was
elicited, according to the report of the excursion
that appeared in the local newspapers at the time.—Stamford Mercury.

Stamford.—A new Roman Catholic Church or
Presbytery is about to be erected at Stamford. G.
Goldie, Esq., of Portman-street, London is the
architect. The style is to be Gothic.

CHAPELS,

Studlet-road.—A new Wesleyan chapel has
been recently opened In the Studley-road. The
entire cost of the site and building has been a little

over .-C4,000, and it will accommodate from 800
to 1,000 persons. The chapel Is iu the ItaHan
style. Mr. Jenkins was the architect.

buildings.

Bristol.—The other week we mentioned that the

competitors for the now ofii:es of the Royal Insur-

ance Company at Bristol, were Messrs. Pope and
Bindon, The building will stand on the site of the

promises now occupied by Messrs. Oldland and
May, booksellers. Corn-street. The facade of the
new buildings will consist of a rusticated basement^
on which will be placed Corinthian columns, pilas-

ters, with an entablature, the whole surmounted
with a balustrade and attic story. Between the
columns will be large Venetian windows. The
columns and pilasters are intended to be formed of

polished Aberdeen granite, with bronzed band en-
circling them. On tho ground floor will be a hand-
some corridor, furming an entrance to Bank-court,
from which there will be access to tho general otfice

by moans of a circular recessed porch. The general

oflice will be towards the street, and behind it will

be the board-room, 30 ft. by 15 ft., and 16 ft, high,
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with coved ceiUog, and Ughted by a large elliptical

dome. The first, second, and third stones iviU be

devoted to suites of offices.

EsKDALE.—A new reading room and library has

been opened at Eskdale, Cumberland. Mr. Porter,

of Iiow Holme, gave the stone for the building.

Wick.—A new court-house is to be erected at

Wick, at a cost of £5,000. The present court-house

will be razed to the foundation, and its available

materials will be employed in the new building,

which ivill take about two years to complete.

HuNGERFOHD,—The lower part of the Town Hall,

Hungerford, near Reading, has been converted into

an apartment for the purposes of a market, at a cost

of £200. Mr. G. Martin was the builder.

West Dehbv.—A report from the building com-

mittee of the new West Derby workhouse, recom-

mends that the building be erected for 1,000 paupers

instead of 1,200 ; that a board-room be provided in

the building ; and that the chapel be detached from

the main building. The report has been adopted.

Leeds.—The Leeds Mercury states that a number
of corn factors, millers, and maltsters on Tuesday

visited the New Corn Exchange, at Leeds, now ap-

proaching completion, to ascertain how far it is

likely to meet the wants of the body for whose use

it is being erected by our Town Council. We are

assured, and we regret to have to state it, that the

xmanimous opinion of those present was, that, in

order to judge of samples, those who frequent the

market will find it necessary to go outside the

building. It was but the other day that a letter,

expressing much the same opinion, appeared in the

Mercury. Surely the committee of the Town
Council entrusted with the erection of a new Corn
Exchange, will at once take the requisite steps for

preventing what was intended as a great public ac-

commodation, from proving a great municipal

abortion.
Derby.—The Derby Town Council have adopted

the plans of Mr. Thorburn, the borough surveyor,

for a new covered market proposed to be erected in

that town. The estimated cost of the building, ex-

clusive of fittings, is £7,000. The general market

will be 23,869 square feet; fish market, 2,318;

giving a total of 26,187 square feet.

Messrs. Walker and Wilson, architects, of Derby,

have obtained the first prize for the best design for

a Masonic hall in that town.
Surrey County Hospital, Guildford.—The

General Committee of the proposed Surrey County
Hospital, have selected as the best plan that of Mr.
Lower, of Guildford, and have awarded a prize of

ten guineas to Mr. Colson, of Winchester, for his

plan "Spes," and the prize of five guineas to Mr.
Jos. Douglass Mathews, of Cloak-lane, City, for his

plan "Utility."
Wolverhampton.—On Friday evening a new

room was opened at the locomotive works of the

Great Western Railway Company, which has re-

cently been erected as a library and lecture-room

for the employes of the company. The rooms have
been furnished and completed at a cost of £100.

Chester.—At a recent meeting of the Chester
Town Council, it was decided that the archictect's

design for the termination of the gable of the new
market, for that town, should be adopted, and that

Mr. Stirling's tender for executing the design, and
fixing the figure, for £68, should be accepted.

SCHOOLS.
Tl'lse Hill.—At the beginning of the present

year the committee of the national and infant

schools connected with the district parish of Holy
Trinity, Tulse Hill, inrited three architects to sub-

mit designs for the proposed new buildings, from
which they selected those prepared by Messrs. H.
and J. D. Mathews, of Cloak-lane, City. The
works were commenced in July, and are now com-
pleted, the inaugural meeting having been held on
Tuesday evening lust under very auspicious circum-
stances. The building provides accommodatiou for

at least 400 children, and is in the form of the letter

H, with class-rooms attached. By means of arches
of large span in the flank walls of the central com-
partment, one large room, exceeding 84 ft. in length,

is obtained, and which will be required for religious

services, lectures, &c. For school purposes these
openings are closed by means of sliding partitions

to the lower, and glazed screens to the upper parts.

The buildings are erected of brick, with yellow
malm facings, and Bath stone and red brick dress-

ings. The windows have ornamental traceried
frames of wood, stained and varnished. The roofs
are open timbered, and very light and pleasing in
their construction. Each room has its entrance
lobby, that to the centre is surmounted by a turret
and slated spire. The building is heated by hot
water, and lighted by gas in a very novel and
pleasing manujr. A dwarf wall, with ornamental
iron standards and rails, enclose the play-ground
surrounding the buildings. The whole of the
works have been executed in a very satisfactory
manner by Mr. J. Pearce, of Brixtou-hiU, under
the direction of the architects, at a cost of between
£l,.30O and £1,400.
Dunslev.—A new church school is intended to be

erected at Dunsley.

foundation stones.

Sparkbridge.—The foundation stone of a new
Wcsleyan chapel and schools has been laid at

Sparkbridge, Cumberland.

.Armadale, near B-Athg.ate.—On Saturday

afternoon last the foundation-stone of an Estab-

lished Church was laid at Armadale, a village, ad-

joining Bathgate, N.B. The building wUl be in

the Gothic style.

restorations, etc.

Ripley.—On Thursday last Ripley Church, near

Harrogate, York, was reopened after restoration.

The church had fallen in for its due share of injudi-

cious alterations—miscalled repairs, by which its

architectural features have been marred and dis-

figured. The roofing had been concealed from

view by a flat and plastered ceiling, mth centre

flowers, &c. The pillars and arcades of the nave

had likewise been coated mtli plaster and white-

wash, in some places nearly three inches in thick-

ness. AU these excrescences have been removed.

The old square and unsightly pews have been taken

away, as well as a gallery in the north aisle belong-

ing to the Ingilby family, and other improvements

effected in the interior of the sacred edifice. The
church, which is dedicated to All Saints, consists of

a nave, with clerestory, side aisles, north and south

porches, west tower, chancel, north and south

chapels, and a vestry. The interiuil length of the

structure is about 100 ft., the width being 42 ft. An
important feature in the restoration just completed,

is the entire re-roofing of the church. The roofs

of the nave, chancel, and aisles, are open tim-

bered, boarded, and felted, and covered with green

Westmoreland slates. The open timbers and board-

ing have been stained and varnished, and in appear-

ance harmonize with the internal fittings of the

church. The nave and aisles have been provided

with open seats of pitch pine timber, each row of

sittings having stall ends. The north chancel aisle

or chapel, the property of the Ingilby family, has

been restored in a similar manner to the other parts

of the church. The seats are stained and varnished

in the same style as the roofing. The pulpit is of

pitch pine, and is placed at the south side of the

chancel. The ancient rood screen, supposed to

have belonged to a church at Ripley prior to the

erection of the present old structure, has been fixed

at one side of the south chapel. The expense in-

curred in restoring the church will nearly approach

to £1,000, exclusive of the cost of the stained

glass windows. The designs for the restora-

tion were furnished by Messrs. J. B. and Wni. At-

kinson, of York, architects, who have superin-

tended the execution of the several works at the

church. The following were the tradesmen

employed :—Mr. George Bailey, York, mason
and plasterer ; Mr. William Bellerby, York, car-

penter and joiner ; Mr. M. Varvill, York,

plumber and glazier ; Mr. John Baynes, Ripon,

slater ; and Mr. Thomas Poulter, York, painter.

Cheapside.—On Sunday last the church of St.

Matthew, Friday-street, Cheapside, was reopened,

after having undergone complete renovation. The
old square pews have been entirely removed (those

in the aisles were nearly 6 ft. in height), and have

been replaced by low pews all facing in one direc-

tion, so that the congregation, which had outgrown
the old accomodation, can now be comfortably

seated. The carved screen behind the communion-
table, a fine specimen of the kind of work so fre-

quently seen in Sir Christopher Wren's churches,

has been carefully decorated, and its details brought

out by the employment of gilding. The open gas-

lights are of wrought brass, each standard earr,\-ii.g

nine lights. The expense of the improvements is

said to be £1,000.

Whickham.—Whickham Church, Newcastle-on-

Tyne, has been reopened, after having been rebuilt

and considerably enlarged. A north aislo and
vestry have been newly built, other portions of the

walls have been re-erected, a high-pitched roof,

with varnished beams, over a blue ground, has re-

placed the old covering, new windows in the Geome-
trical style have been built, and the old, cumbrous,
high-backed large pews have given way to open

benches. The south wall and the old tower are aU
that remain of the original edifice, both the interior

and exterior of which have received a great many
additional ornaments.

and " In memory of Julia Wharton Barrie, wife of

the former, and daughter of Sir John Ingilby, Bart.

Born 1"94, died 1836." Opposite to this window,
in the south side of the chancel, is another window
to correspond, by Messrs. Wailes and Son, of New-
castle. Two figures of Faith and Hope are placed

in this window. Upon a brass plate underneath
this window is engraved—" In afl'ectionate re-

membrance of John Williamson, of HoUings.
Born 1808, died 1854. This window is erected by
his widow and two sons." The north chapel

is adorned with a two-light window, both of

which represent our Saviour's charge to St. Peter

to " Feed my lambs." The window, which is by
Messrs. Warrington and Sons, of London, has a

motto at the base
—" In memory of Mary and

Catherine Ingilby, founders of the Ripley School,

1702. By old scholars, 1862." In the south chapel

opposite is an excellent window of geometrical

pattern. It is of three lights. This window was
erected, in connection with the restoration of the

church, to the memory of the late Mr. William
Cockett. Messrs. Warrington and Sons are tho

artists. In the south aisle of the nave are four

stained glass windows of two lights each. The
iirst is presented by Mrs. Lloyd, of Killinghall, and
is of geometrical design. This window is by Mr.
Ballantine, of Edinburgh. The next in order con •

tains representations of the Presentation of Christ,

and our Saviour Weeping at the Tomb of Lazarus
;

the subjects being well treated. The inscription at

the foot is
—" In memory of William Strother, who

died 18th June, 1839, aged 66 years ; also of John
Strother, M.D., Ellen Ragg, Mary Wade, and Ann
Strother, his son and daughters." The third win-

dow has representations of Christ Bearing His Cross,

and Christ Blessing Little Children, mth an inscrip-

tion below—" In memory of Richard Strother,

who died the 24th of February, 1854, aged 71

years; and in memory of Richard, Louis 1,

Ann, Richard Morris, and Thomas Arthur,

children of Thomas and Eleanor Strother."

The two windows we have last mentioned are I'y

Messrs. Warrington and Sons. The fourth windnw
is of geometrical design,with figures in the centre 1 f

the lights of St. Liike and St. John, executed by

Mr. Ballantine. It is in memory of Richard Pawson,
and of Jane and Ann his daughters, and the date is

1862 in the inscription. At the west end of tho

north aisle of the nave is a stained glass window, by
Mr. Knowles, of York. It represents our Saviour

as the Good Shepherd in one of its Ughts, and in

the other Christ Standing at the Door to Knock.
At the base of this window is the inscription^-" In

memory of Eleanor Fletcher, who died in Christian

peace, a.d. 1859." A stained glass window is filled

in at the extremity of the south aisle of the nave,

by Messrs. Chance, of Birmingham. The design of

the window is geometrical, and at the base is the

inscription
—" Presented by Quintin Acomb, in

affectionate remembrance of John Acomb, of

Knaresborough, who died 31st August, 1855.

Whickham.—A stained glass ivindow has been

placed in Wliickham Church, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

It is the work of Mr. H. M. Barnett, of Newcastle,

and was erected to the memory of the late Phcebe

Simons, of Whickham. The figure subjects arear-

ranged as follows:—The Five Wise Virgins, Our
Lord Rebuking Martha, the Raising of Jairus'

Daughter, and Christ Blessing Little children. A
small painted window has likewise been placed in

the church by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle.

§t:unfi) 6Iass.

Ripley.—A large number of stained glass \vin-

dows liave been placed in Ripley Church, Yorkshire.

Jlessrs. Ward and Hughes, of London, liave erected

an east wnjidow of three lights, which is in memory
of Sir Wm. Amcotts Ingilby, Bart., by his widow,
an inscription to that eifect upon a brass plate, with
the date 18G2, being affixed immediately underneath
the window. The window on the north side of the

chancel is oftwo lights, the work of Messrs. Clayton
and Bell, of London. Both lights contain figures of

the Saviour after his Resurrection. At the foot of

the window are the inscriptions
—

" In memory of

Rear-Aduiiral Sir Robert Barrie, K.C.B. and
K.C.H.jborn 1774, died 1841, buried in this church;"

Mos.

MEETINGS FOR THE "WEEK.
-London In-st, *' On the House of Commons,

Horace Walpole, and Modern Satire,' ' !>/

Shirley Brooks, Esq., at 7 p.m.

Fri. — Architectural Assoc, Prize Essays.

S\T,— Royal Inst., " On Air and Water," (juvenile

lecture), by Professor Frankland, F.R.S., at

3 p.m.

6fncv:il |tms.
Nottingham Cakvino.—We {Nottingham Daily

Eiyress) have been favoured with an inspection of

some elaborately-carved ornamental fittings for tho

decoration of the chancel of Bulwell Church, exe-

cuted by our townsmen, Messrs. Lamb and Steven-

son, after designs by Messrs. Arthur Wilson and S.

Dutton Walker, architects. These fittings are now
on view in Chapel-bar, at the shop lately in the

occupation of Mr. Oliver, and consist of chancel,

aisle, framing, and bench ends, designed in the best

period of the Gothic style—the Early Decorated.

The material is pitch-pine, of an unusually beautiful

figure, and a chaste and novel character is given to

the work by the introduction of dark oak columns,

which, standing out as it were from the light-

coloured wood panelling, produce an excellent eft'oct.

Each length of the framing is divided by this de-

scription of column into a series of panels, which

are finished at the top bycuspcd tracery and mould-

ing richly crocketed. The spandrels are completely

filled by moidding and carving, in which the cunning

workers in wood have appealed to Nature, the oak,

the ivy, the maple, the currant, the mulberry, and
other well-known examples of English foliage pre-

dominating. The whole is capped by the book-
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boarJ, thefnmt of which is deeply mouMedj under-

cut, and likewise filled in with carved foliiiLje. This

pani'llin^' is Hiiished by the benrli ends previcuisly

alluded to. The work, wdiich is worlliy of inspec-

lion, is l)L'int; carried out inthohcst and truest stylo

in all its details ; and to it wc direct the attention

of ccdosioloyists and all lovers of art. Wo would
observe that the foregoing, together with the deco-

rative painting, the stained windows, and the beau-

tiful chancel screen, lately erected, will form one of

tiie most effective pieces of architecture we have iu

tiiis vicinity. Thi3 whole is the munificent gift of

the lord of the manor, the Rev. Charles Padley.

Dkvon and Exeteu MrsF.uM and Alkert
Memokial.— Sir Staffurd Northcote, Bart., C.lt.,

M.I*., as chairman of the county committee, for

promoting the Albert Memorial, has addressed a
circular 3. difiting subscriptions in aid of the pro-

posed institution. The following statement is

appended to the circular :

—"The institution which
it is proposed to establish at Exeter, in memory of

the late Prince Consort, will comprise— 1, A mu-
seum, to contain such objects of general interest as

are usually found in well arranged museumSj and
also particularly to illustrate the geology, minera-
logy, natural history, antiquities, art, and industry

of Devonshire. 2, Accommodation for the school

of art, and, if possible, for a school of science also.

3, A public reading room and library. An admirable
pito, of the estimated value of from £1,500 to

£2,000, has been presented by Mr. Card, M.P., and
subscriptions have been already raisedtothe amount
of nearly £5,000, of which £2,000 has been spent in

purchasing additional premises. About £2,000
more is required before the committee of manage,
ment can decide upon the scale and details of the
institution."

Alaum of Fire at the International Exhibi-
tion.—A report was pretty generally current on
Saturday' morning that the Exhibition building was
on fire. It appears that a telegram was sent from
the building to some of the nearest stations of the
fire brigade, requesting the engines to be imme-
diately brought up, but, before any of the horses

had been put to, another telegram was received that
tho engines were not wanted—that there was no
fire. In the western annex a steam travelling crane
is used to assist in moving heavy weights. Tho
boiler and furnace are placed upon a frame fitted

with wheels, which run along the metal tramways.
By a sudden jerk, or some other means, the crane,

witli b^'iler and furnace attached, fell on the travel-

ling stage. The engineer who was in charge very
wisely, and very fortunately, hastened to the engine
and turned ofi" the steam, which, escaping in im-
mense quantities into the annex, and the red glare
of the furnace being seen through the steam, led to

the very natural opinion that, if not the building,
at least some of its contents were on fire, or that
some explosion, which might lead to such a casualty,

had taken place. Fortunately, no damage occurred
beyond tho breaking of the crane, and its working
parts; theescape of the steam prevented any ex-

plosion of the boiler, and the small amount of coke
in the stoke-hole was very easily withdrawn. No
injury was sustained by any of the workmen, nor
was the slightest portion of the building burned;
indeed, on the spot where the accident occurred,
there was no woodwork within a considerable
distance. The crane capsized on the spot where the
monster ingots and castings of steel, from the ma-
nufactory of Mr. Krupp, of BerUn, were exhibited.

A Turkish Exhibition.—The following an-
nouncement has been forwarded to us from the
Turkish Embassy :

— '^ A National Exhibition is to

be opened at Constantinople, on the 1st Ilamazan
(20th February, 18G3), for three months. Although
reserved exclusively for the products of the soil and
industry of the couutry, nevertheless agricultural
and industrial machines and implements, for prac-
tical use, from foreign manufactories will be ad-
mitted. Manufacturers wisliing to exhibit such
articles will enjoy the benefit of a remission of the

Customs' duties. It is well und-^rstood that the

admission of foreign products will be limited to

this sole category, and that a manufacturer cannot
send more than one article of the same kind. Ex-
hibitors must, in the first place, send to the Im-
perial Ottoman Embassy, or to a Consulate of the

Sublime Porto, a duplicate list of the articles they
wish to exhibit, stating the quality, quantity, and
necessary dimensions, so that places may be re-

served for them. The articles abjve mentioned,
which, after having been exhibited, shall not have
been sold on the exhibitor's account, will not enjoy
any other advantage on tho part of the Imperial

Government than the exemption from Customs'
duties."

Apprehension of the Secketaky of the Don-
caster Building Society.—On Friday John
Hastie, late secretary of the Doncastc-r IBuilding

Society, was brought up at the Doncaster Borough
Police-court, charged with defrauding the Doncas-
ter Building Society of a large sum of money, and
appropriating the same to his own use. Mr. Smith
(for the prosecution) called Mr. Thomas Wood, tho

present secretary of the society, who stated that tho

defalcations amounted to more than £4,0U0, and
he feared that tliis sum would not cover the loss

that the shareholders would sustain. Mr. Smith
apj>Ued for a remand, which was agreed to. The
prisoner observed that he had drawn out a state-

ment, which ho had lianded in tn tlie superinten-

dent of poUce, Mr. (Iregory, and this would, he

behnvcd, place his transactiuus in a difterent light

to what liad been represented. The prisoner was
remanded until Monday, when he was fully com-
mitted to the assizes.

SrouuBRiDOE School of Art.— Tho annual
meeting of the Stourbridge School of Art was held

on Monday last, at the Corn Exchange. It appears

tliat tho school is in a very flourishing condition.

The report stated that the council had, year by
year, the unpleasing duty of directing attention to

the small number of students connected with the

glass trade—a trade necessitating, in order to arrive

at excellence, the aid of Art ; but they had the

pleasure of announcing that there were now in the

school more students connected with the glass trade

than there were in 1858 in all the schools in the

Kingdom. The Exhibition of 1851 proved that Art
had not been called to the aid of the English to the

same extent it had to that of the Continental work-
men in glass ; but the Exhibition of 18^2 gaveevi--

deiiee that the English workmen had, in the inter-

vening years, availed themselves of the assistance

of Art, and actually outstripped their former
successfal competitors.

New Organs.-—A new Gothic organ has been
erected in the Wesleyan Chapel, Salcombe, by Mr.
Allen, of Bristol.—The organ of St. Matthew's
Church, Friday-street, Cheapside, which was erected

there a century ago, has been rebuilt by Mr.
Walker, of Francis-street, Tottenham-court-road.—
A new organ has been opened at the new Congre-
gational church, at Darlington. The organ was
built by Mr. Jones, of York.—The organ of St.

Mary's Church, Kirkdale, was opened on Sunday
last, after having been enlarged and improved.

A proposition to appoint a committee to innuiro

into the proposed improvements in the Castle at

York, has been n-jected by the magistrates. liord

Telgumouth, wlio made the proposition, stated that

the hed-e<lls were cold, unhealthy, and comfortlesa.

Jle stated the cost at .£1,000.

A new City Clnb is in courso of formation, with

a capital of £25,000, iu 5,000 shares of £5 each, tho

issue to be increased if necessary. The terms of

m'Mubership are moderate, and certain privileges

will be allowed to the earlier subscribers.

From a letter published by tho lloyal Commis-
sioners, it appears that tho Princ.i of Wales will not

distribute- the awards of th-* luternational Exhilii-

tion. The reason assign"d is the dilHculty (which

only tlie Koyal Commissioners seem to have over-

looked) of warming and lighting the building during

the month of January.

Chips.

A medal has been struck in commemoration of

the inauguration of the Boulevart du Prince Eu-
gene. It bears on one side tho Ukeness of tlie

Prince, and on the other the date of the opening of

the boulevart.

The authorities at Naples have determined to put
an end to the impositions to which foreigners who
wish to see the curiosities of that city and neighbour-
hood, particularly the ruins of Pompeii and Hercula-
neum, have been longsubjected. An order has been
isisued that for the future the guides shall only

charge two francs for each person, and one for each
child; and any infraction of this order will be
severely punished.

It is proposed to convert the present market at

Cheltenham, which is stated to be a reproach to

so wealthy a town, into public baths and wash-
houses.
"A magnificent white Carrara marble staircase,"

says the Union, "which is to cost not less than
150,000f, is at this moment being prepared at

Vaugirard. It is to be sent in pieces to Baron
Rothschild, of London, in whose new residence, in

Piccadilly, it is to be placed."

The sudden demise of the Mayor of Portsmouth,
Thomas Ellis Owen, Esq., is announced. The de-

ceased was an architect of some eminence, and
Government surveyor for the South Hants districts.

He was a most enterprising man, and through his

exertions mainly the i^opulous and genteel water-

iug-place, Southsea, was built. Mr. Owen had
been twice Mayor of Portsmouth.

It appears from an official report on the great

mineral oil wells of Canada, which has lately been
published, that the quantity of this oil fir exceeds

the estimated supply. Several towns are hghted by
gas derived from the oil, and it is said that G,0(iO

cubic feet are obtained from one barrel, and that the

apparatus for generating it is so simple that a ser-

vant can manage it with perfect facility.

It is said that neither the French nor English
commissioners of the International Exhibition

seem to have sold a picture each ; iu the latter case,

there is little doubt, however, that many sales have
taken place through the direct action of the artists

and purchasers. The unexpected high prices asked
by the French hawe tended to diminish sales.

Hull has been the scene of another large and de-

structive fire, which burned down the premises of a

brassfoundcr, and did much damage to the expen-

sive stock, all of which could not be saved.

The Smithfield Club Cattle Show, which closed on
Friday, terminated in a success beyond all prece-

dent iu the annals of the association. The show
was visited by nearly 150,000 people, and the re-

ceipts were about 4^10,000.

A notification has been advertised that a new
undertaking for laying a telegraph line to America
has been formed, with continental support, and
will shortly be introduced. At a meeting of the

Atlantic Telegraph Company, the other day, reso-

lutions in favour of the undertaking were unani-
mously agreed to. It was stated that within three

days .-trSjOOO had been subscribed.

patents (luiJ |i\l)cntious

CONNICCTED WITH THE BUILDINO TRADB.

(From the Mechanics* Magazine.)

1414. H. W. Sawbridce. Improvements in sli'Hnrj

chnmlelif.rs, gasaliers, and other pendent lamps. Dated
Mny 10, 186'2.

This consists of improvements in the slides of such pen-

dent lamps as are required to be raised and lowered at will

;

and for g.is pendents tlie patentee also dispenses, with tho

use of water, by the following means :—The inner tube,

which in gasaliers convey the gas to the body of the lamp,

he removes altogether, substituting in place thereof, a tubo

of vulcanised india-rubber, containing a Bjjiral spring if

requisite. The upper end of this ruliber tube is secured to

a nozzle inside the cap of the usual ball joint, or to the top

connection or neck, which may be used in place of the ball

joint. The lower end of the tube is connected under thO

pommel of the outside down rod, by a similar nozzle or

flanged collar. In case of the breakage of the balance

chains, the rubber tube prevents the lamp fiom running
down, and if it be applied to a gasalier there is no escape

of gas. Patent completed,

1418. Clark. Improvements in smoke-connnming fire^

grates. (A communication.) Dated May 12, 1862.

This relates *o a smoke-consuming grate, in which the

fresh fuel is supplied underneath that already in ignition,

For this purpose the grate is made moveable, and has a

rotating motion imparted to it ; it is made somewhat in

the form of a cylindrical cage, suitable for the purpose.

Patent abandoned.

1439. G. Bi.AKE. Improvements in apparatus for warm'
iiig apartments. Dated May 13, 1862.

This relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement
of a warm-air stove, and consists in causing such stove to

be heated by a lire placed externally thereto, in lieu of tho

fire being situate inside thereof, the air being heated as it

passes through the interior of the stove. In order to pre-

sent as large a heating surface to the air as possible, it is

proposed to apply a number of surface-plates, or partitions,

inside the stove, the air passing through the intervening

spaces between such plates or partitions. Patent completed,

1442. J. SwENWRifiHT. Improvements in the mauufac-
tui-e of polished plate-glass. Dated May 13, 1862.

This consists in using for rolling out the glass a table

which is not smooth, but has shallow ribs on its face ; or

a roller which, in place of being smooth, has similar pro-

jections on its surface. These projections may be either

simple bands round the roller, or in the form of a spiral

from end to end. These projections indent the glass, and
it results that the sheet, on cooling, has a comparatively

even face. The annealing, grinding, and polishing, is

afterwarJs conducted in the ordmary way. Patent aban-

doned.
1444. W. Hartican. Improvements infire-escape appa-

ratus. Dated May 13, 1862,

This consists, 1, Of an iron framing, which fixes on the
lower part of the window. This framing is formed of two
cramp-like parts, between which are stretchers or bars

holding them in position. These cramps embrace the sub-

stance of the wall at the lower part of the window, and
have on the inside projections to take under the beatling or
projections inside the window. These projections ]uay be
adjustible, and fixed by screws or otherwise. On the out-

side ends of the cramps are screws that take under the sill,

and by turning which the whole framing is fixed rigidly in

position. To the framing or outside ends of the cramps,

are fixed two ropes, of sufficient length, so that, hanging
down, they may properly reach the ground, and extend to

the opposite side of a street. Between these ropes is fitted

a canviiss bag, suitable for persons getting into. It runs on
the two ropes by thimbles fixed thereto, the bag being

roped, and the thimbles being distributed throughout ita

length on each side. Two small blocks or pullies are ap-

pended to the iron framework before named, over which are

rove two small ropes or lines, the one end of each rope

being fastened to the bag, and the other leading down to

the ground. By these lines the bag can be hauled up and
down the standing, or inclined ropes, and persons so lowered

from the window. Patent abumioned.

1446. R. A. Brooman. Im2)rove'nents in louvre blinds

or shutters. (A communication.) Dated May 13, 1862.

This invention consists in forming the blinds entirely of

iron, or with wooden frames and iron slots, as hereafter

described. The frames are formad of iron uprights united

at top, bottom, and about the centre, by cross bars; or the

frames may be made of wood, lined with metal. The slots

carry a pivot at each end, which pivots are received in holes

made for their reception in the uprights—connecting pieces

unite all the slots to an upright bar at the back of the blind.

This bar is furnished with a handle, and has notches

formed in it ; the handle is for the purpose of altering

the inclination of the slots, and the notches receive

a pawl or rod for the purpose of maintaining the
slots at the angle desired. In some cases the slots are

fixtures, being connected by screws at their ends. The
fastening for opening and closing the blinds consists of two
bars which carry at their inner ends, at or about thf centre,

a link connected by a pin to a cross bar in the shaft of a
handle. By turning the cross bar in one direction the bars

are drawn inwards and released from their lodgments in the

window sills at top and bottom, while in turning the cross
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bar in the contrary direction tbey are thrust outwards and

are raadf to engage in their lodgments and thus lock the

blini. Put^iit abaiidone'}.

1462. J. Fi-ETCHKR and J. W. Fuller. Improvements in

rnndiiuenr for rolling, bending, and planing tools. Dated

Mav 15. i862.

The first part, of this invention consists inthe application

of hydraulic pressure for forcing up and drawing liack the

iqueezing or nipping rolls of machinery for rolling tyres,

hoops, and other circles of steel, iron, or other metal. The
second part of the invention consists of an improved com-
bination of machinery for bending armour or other strong

metal plates. The third part of the invention consists in

the application of friction cones or other friction apparatui

for driving planing machines. Patent abandoned.

1468. W. SissoNS. Improvements in machinery for
driving piles by means of steam hammers. Dated May 15,

1862.

This invention consists of an improved description of

catch for lifting and releasing the hammer, to allow it to

fall upon and drive the pile into the around. And, also,

in the application thereof, in conjunction with the im-
proved arrangement of steam power, to the hand piling

machine, and, likewise, thecomliination of a steam-engine,
with framing, moveable platform, chain and catch, for the

purpose of pile driving. The invention cannot be described

in detail without reference to the drawings. Patent com-
pleted.

1469. G. H. BiRKBECK. Improvements in apparat'us

for con sii7ning smoke. (A communicationj. Dated May 15,

1862.

For the purpose of this invention, the grate or fire-bar

surface is formed with a hollow or recess, by preference of

a curved or concave form; but it may be of conical or py-
ramidal, or other suitable shape, if desired, commencing
from and in the " dead plate," and inclined from the front

upvrards, towards the back of the furnace, or fire-place.

This hollow channel or passage is prolonged outwards, from
the front of the furnace, forming a conduit or conductor,
and it is furnished with a receptacle, made of sheet iron,

which receives and retains the fuel till required to supply
the fire, the fuel being fed or pushed forward therein, and
fed into the furnace by means of a piston, actuated by a
screw or otherwise. The unignited fuel, as it is forced for-

ward into the furnace, is caused to pass underneath the
ignited or incandescent fuel, and as the smoke and gases are
generated, they becomeignited, and are consumed, the fuel,

by the hollow or recess being conical, or inclined, is gra-
dually distributed over the surface of the fire-bars. In
large furnaces, two or more feeding channels or passages,
and apparatus to force and conduct the fuel into the fur-
nace, may lie employed if required. Patent completed.

^

TENDERS.
BniMiNnnAM.—For the Small Arms Factory of the Bir-

mingham Small Arms Company (Limited). Blessrs. Good-
raiin and Edis, architects. Qur.ntities supplied by Mr.
T. W. Goodman and Mr. J. A. IJunker :

—
Crespwell £21,990
Holland and Hannen 2I,4iO
Myers and Sons 20,331
Briggs 19,936
Wehb 19,192
Hardwick and Son 18,296
Barnsley and Sons 17,880
Branson and Murray IT,600
Jones (accepted) 17,050

Ity Bridge.—For the erection of a Gothic villa, at Ivy
Bridge, Devonshire. Mr. W. H. Reid, of Plymouth,
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Arthur Gates,
Whitehall-yard, London :

—

W, Roberts and Co £7,275
J. Matcham 6,875
AV. E. Elliott .

S. Clark
J. Marshall
W. Lethbridge...
Call and Pothick

6,430
6,390
.S,893 15

6,795

5,744{ accepted)

Plymouth.—For a new wing to South Devon and East
Corn-.vall Hospital, Plymouth. Mr. W. II. Reid, architect.
Quantities by Mr. Gates:

—

Original Tenders. Revised Tenders.
W. Roberts and Co. £3,598 ... £ s.
~ "S. Clark 3,.'J69

J. Finch 3,177
J. Marshall 3,157
Call and Pethiok ... 3,154
AV. C. Elliott :^,H7
J. Matcham 3,099
W. Lethbvidge 2,951

Taimkhton Fot.iot,

at Tamerton Foliot

2,200 (accopted.)
'£ ...

... 2,223

... 2,257

-For the erection of a Gothic villa,

South Devon. Mr. AY. H. Reid,
architect. Quantities sui>pUed by Mr. Gates :-

AiV. Roberts and Co £6,600
S. Clarke 6,503 12L I

"W. Lethbridge 6,494
J.Marshall 6,375 j

J. Matcham 6,600
Call and Petliick (accepted) 5,444

Plymouth.—For show-rooms and workshops to premises
in BedforJ-.Urect and East-street, Plymouth, for Mr. J.
Plimsaul. Mr. AV. H. Reid, architect. Quantities not
supplied :—

AV. Lethbridge £3,087
J. Finch ; 2,812

J. Matcham (accepted) 2,784

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
LrvERPooL.—£1,000 for the best design, and £250 for the
two next best designs, to rebuild and enlarge the Livcr-
l-'Oo! Exchange. Copies of the instructions and condi-
tions, with plans and sections of the site, and photo-
graphic -.iewa of the present Exchange, and the adjacent
buildings, for which a charge of on.; guineawill be made,
may be had on and after the 16th inst., on application to
Mr. A. T. Squarcy, 10, "Wattr-strcet, Liverpool. AU do-
Bigns must be sent Iti on or before the 31st March. 1863.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
MinniD.—Por the cor^struction of an iron bridge orTiaduct,

to pa.s3 over Segovia-street, Madrid. Tenders will be re-
ceived at the Consistoria! Hall, Madrid, on the 30th of
December. The drawings, specifications, and conditions,
can be seen at the Consular Office, l. Cushion-court, Old
Broad-Btreet, London

SouTOMOLTON.^—For the erection of a public market, public
room, Ac, at Scuthmolton, North Devon. Plans and
specifications may b^ seen on and after the 3rd December,
at the Town Hall, Southmolton, on application to the
Borough Surveyor, or duplicates of the same at the office

of Mr. AA"". F. Cross, architect, Queen-street, Exeter.
Sealed and endorsed tenders are to be delivered to the
Town Clerk, Russell M. Riccard, Esq., Southmolton, on
or before the 8th January, 1863.

CAMAnTRKN.—For the erection of a lunatic asylum for the
counties of Camarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke, and
the town and county of Haverfordwest. Plans and a
specification may be seen at the ofiice of Mr. C. H.
Hughes, clerk, in Quay-street, Camarthen, on and
after the 29th day of December next. The quan-
tities will be taken out by two surveyors, one
to be appointed by the architect, and the charges
of such surveyors are to be paid by the contractor
whose tender may be accepted. Persons desirous of sub-
mitting tenders for erecting the asylum are requested to
send their names and addresses forthwith to D. Brandon,
Esq., the architect. No. 24, Berkeley-square, London.
The Tenders must be delivered at the ofiBce of the clerk,
on or before twelve o'clock of the morning of the 3rd
day of February, 1863, sealed and endorsed " Tenders for

the County Lunatic Asylum."
Stapletox.—For the engineers' work in enlarging the City

of Bristol AVorkhouse, at Stapletou. Sealed tenders to
be sent on or before the 24th inst., to the guardians of
the workhouse. Tenders will be opened, on the 26th '

inst. The drawings and specifications for the engineers"
work, and the conditions of contract, may be seen at
St. Peter's Hospital, Bristol.

PcNGC—For finishing a detached villa, Hamlet-road,
Penge. Drawings anil spccificatioa to be inspected at the
office of Henry McCalla, Esq., C.E., architect. Tenders
to be delivered Tuesday, Dec. 23, 4 o'clock, punctual.

Chatham.—For the erection of a gymnasium for the troops
at C'hatham. Parties wishing to tender for the erection
of the works must leave their names at the Royal En;ri-
neers office, Chatham, on or before Saturday, the 20th
December, and pay the sum of 10s. 6d. for the bills of
quantities, which will be forwarded to each party as soon
as prepared by the Government surveyor.

York.—For the following articles, in such quantities as
they may require, from the 1st January to the 30th Jutij
next, delivered at the Company's storehouses at Gates-
head or York. Payments for each month's delivery at
the end of three months, or cash deducting discount. 1,

timber, deals, ic. 2, chairs, spikes, and general cast-
iron work. 3, nails. 4, steel, files, Ac. 5, wire r"pes,
and general hemp cordage. Forms of tenders may be ob-
tained on apijlication to Mr. Barnes, Stores, Gateshead,
and tenders must be sent in, addressed to the Secretary,
at York, sealed and marked ** Tender for Stores," not
later than Saturday, thu 27th inst.

HunsT.—For the mason's work, brick work, plumber's
work, and slater's work, required to be done in, the cri c-

tion of ainan--*ion at Hurst, Ashton-under-Lyne, are re-

quested to send their names to Mr. AV. Hill, architect,

71, Albion-street, Leeds, not later than the 27th inst.mt,
that arrangements may be made to enable the contractors
to inspect plans, Ac.

Penistone.—For th? erection of two fever wards, nurses'
rooms, and outbuiIdings,_at the Workhouse of Pcnistoue,
according to plans which may be inspectcil at the Work-
house. Tenders to be sent not latL'i- than the 31st inst..

to the Clerk of the Guardians, Mr. John Dransfield,
Penistone.

Leep.'^.—For the erection of a new drying-house, chimney,
and boiler, slating at the Industrial School, and also the
construction of a reservoir to contain 200,000 gallons of
wat.T, at the Workhouse, Leeds. Masous, excavators,
bricklayers, carjienters and joiners, ironfounders, and
painters, willing to contract for those works, may see thj
plans and specifications from the 17th to the 23rd inst.,

inclusive, at the offices of Messrs. Pcrkiu and Backhouse,
architects, South-pa lade, Leeds. Tenders to be sent to
Mr. Henry Lanipen, Clerk to the Guardians, at his office,

East-parade, on or before 12 o'clock a.m. on th„- 24th inst.

Leeds.—For paving, flagging, and levelling the following
fitrccts, viz. :— 1, Back Brutiswick-strcet, Grove-ho-ise-
laue, Providence-place, Queen' s-pl ace, Upper North-
street, Leeds. 2, Barrack-street, Rcuhen-street, Carlton-
etreet, Leeds. 3, Portland-sti-eet, Sunny Bank-street,
Leeds. The plans and specifications may be seen at the
ofiice of Mr. Edward Filliter, C.E., Borough Surveyor,
Town Hall, Leeds. Tenders to be sent to the Town
Clerk's Office, before 10 o'clock a.m., of Friday, the 26th
inst., addressed to "The Streets and Sewerage Com-
mittee," and endorsed " Tender for Paving."

Fr.LTHAii.—For lighting the Middlesex Industrial School
at FeUham with gas. Detailed specifications and ten-
ders to 1)6 sent to the clerk of the committee, Brentford,
on or before the lOth of January.

TO CORRESPONDENTS,

Communications and books for review should be addressed
to the Editor, at 26, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, E.G.

Letters relating to advertisements and to the ordinary
business of the paper should be addressed to the PtrBLisiisit
at the above office. Advertisements for the current week
must reach the office before 5 o'clock, p.m., on Thursdays.

To Our Re.\i>eks.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
rea^lers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "BUILDING NEWS."
Sir,—Can any of your readers inform me of the readiest

method of setting the Y, or three-limbed Centrolinead, in
perspective drawing ? By so doing, they will greatly oblige

A Pdpil.

Received.—E. L. P., W. H. R., G. H. G., H. B., R. P.,
N. H.

T. P.^Next week ; shall be glad to hear from you again.
R. W.—We should like to make a few inquiries to fortify

our own opinion. We will give you an answer next week.
W. B. S. -Your request has be^n attended to.

Truth.—Your communication reached us too late for the
current number.

SiLEx.—By commission and otherwise.
Spectator.—Declined with thanks.
J. B.—Deferred on account of press of matter.

^iinlu'upts.

TO SURREXDKa IN BASINGHALI^STREET.

J. Rumens, Lower Clapton, carjienter.
W. Gambling. Northara, Southeyupton, builder.
G. Hiil, Twickenham, carpenter.
R. H. Kitteridge, Charles-terrace, Soiith Hackney,

builder.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

A. Gibbons, Ci.-fncesier, builder.
E. E. Brooking, AVeymouth, builder.

B. and H. M'ConvilJe, Liverpool, plumbers and painters.

W. Phethean, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire, lead and giis

dealer,

T. Godderd. AA''haley-bridge, Derbyshire, builder.

W. Cant, Knaresborough, Yorkshire, joiner.

W. Taylor, Halifax, plasterer and painter.

J. Atkinson, Stockton-on-Tees, joiner.

T. Robinson. Llanidloes, Montgomeryshire, railway con-
tractor.

J. Burton, Bolton, Lancashire, plasterer.

J. Witter, Liverpool, joiner.

P. Grace, Liverpool, joiner.

J. T. Blackwell, Nottingham, joiner.

J. Dean, Southport, Lancashire, journeyman painter.
G. Wake,York, joiner.

Books Received.—" Chambers's Civil Architecture,"
edited by Gwilt and Leeds. Lockwood and Co.— " Design
for Villas," by Wickes. Lockwood and Co.—" Art Union
Almanack, 1863."

Errata.—In the article last week on " Architectural
Development," page 446, line 30, for "susceptible," read
" imperceptible." Lino5 from bottom, for " Cinque cents,"
read " Cinque-cento." Second column, line 41, for " Astro-
gothic," read " Ostro-gothic."

Notice. — The NEXT NUMBER of the

BUILDIXG NEWS will be PUBLISHED UN'
WEDNESDAY, the £-Uli inst., at Two o'Clock ;

ami Advertisements for that number ml'st uk
DECEIVED lit the Oliico Before Five o'clock
on Tuesday afternoon.

CiiAPPurs' Patent Daylight Heflectors for

ditiasioj,' light in dark placeSj'.aiid superst-'ding ^^s

in daytime. Chappuis' Patent Gas Kefijctors save

50 per cent, in the consumption of j^as. N.B.—

A

liberal discount is allowed to builders and iron-

nio-ngers. Cbappuis, Reflector Patentee and Pho-
tographer, 69, Fleet-street, London, E.G.
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CinaSTMAS DECORATIONS TO CHURCHES,

MONO ST tlio associative features of tlie

festivities of Christmas, fc\r are perliaps

more nationally eliaracteristic than the long
ami time-hononred custom of decorating
our clnwclies with evergreens. Then! is no-

gladsonio to the heart and sight

lisive of this joyous Season tlian

i)ld parish or country church be-

lie festive garb of evergreens,

—

recessed portals welcoming its

joyous gui'Sts with archiugs of holly or yew,
-its richlj'-timbered or vaulted roof adorned

with boughs and cinlets of pendent ever-

greens,—anil its shafteil pillars and moulded
' arches, enlivened with "the prickly holly,"

\ brightened with scarlet berries.

Only lately, however, have tliesG festive

ailonuuents occujiieil that share of clerical

anil lay attention which they deserve.

Sextons, or other minor ofticers of the church, have
too long arrogated to themselves tliese decorations,

which probably ought to have been directed by judi-

cious taste and artistic knowledge. Often have we
seen these decorations, not only detracting from the

beauties of an edifice, and unnecessarily encumbering
it with badly-disposed groups of evergreens, but de-
siroying the delightful contrast that would accrue by

jilacing them in such positions as would add to their beauty and
l)iquancy.

We venture to offer these remarks in the liope that our metropo-
litan and jirovincial churches may, in these attempts, be characterized
by more judicious and artistic elTirts, worthy of this great season.
"We were glad to notice, however, last Christmas, the evidences of a
better taste, and a more orthodox and catholic feeling.

Sticking sprigs of evergreen at the crossings aud ends of pews
;

sticking others in lamp-brackets ; tying branches round the upper ]>art

of pillars, thereViy hiding their capitals
;
putting sprigs on the window

cills ; sus]iending liy the stems, in an unnatural maimer, large boughs
of holly, A'c, from the roof; converting the pulpit into a sort of

evergreen nest ; and like absunlitics, were among the senseless ex-
pedients which we have been accustomed, year after year, to see to tlie

discredit of Chxu'ch authorities and congregations.
In these decorations the chief object ought to be to place them in

such positions as will Ije least obstructive, and yet most effective.

The architectural lines and features of a church unciuestionably
answer this object, and therefore are the fittest positions for evergreen
and floral decoration. "What can be more pleasing than to see the
deep hollows of the arches and string-courses emphasized with dark
evergreens ; or the rich foliated windows, accentuated at their cusp-
ings with the sharii and jagged holly or ivy leaves ? Indeed, most of

our Gothic churches offer splendid facilities for decoration.

Let us take a single or double-aisled church, and begin with the

pillars. What is a more elfective or appropriate manner of deco-
rating than to enwreathe, spirally, round pillars. If they happen
to be round or octagonal, tliis is the only proper way of

ornamenting them, as well as the prettiest. We would suggest the

use of cord or copper wire, not too thick, on which to fasten by thin

twine, the twigs of holly, yew, arborvitw, or spruce lir, in layers. A
rope, made of twigs, has also been suggested ; and certainly would be
the best, if time were not an object. Copp'^r wire, though pliant, is

liable to injure the arrises of the stonework. The I'csponds, if possible,

should correspond with the pillars in decoration. In clustered pillars

of four or more shafts, when there are deep quirks or hollows, trail.^

of hoUj' or other evergreen, or laths overlaid with them, might
be substituted for the wreathing, and placed in these hollows
with, perhaps, even more effect—they being the only natural

positions for either foliage or relief. Wreaths, also, round the

necks of the capitals, afford both a fixing for the lower wreaths
and a suitable one for bunches of evergreen. Chaplets of simple
leaves or everlasting flowers, may be also pleasingly put round
the bells of the capitals. The arches—if deeply moulded with hol-

lows—readily a<!apt themselves for flexible bands or trails of evergreen.
The chancel arch, and arclics of |)rincip-d doorways and windows,
especially call for such ornamentation. The east window and chan-
cel arch should be so ornamented, even in the absence of bestowal of

decoration to other parts. Small sprigs or leaves at the euspings of

the tracery greatly add to the effect. String courses and label mould-
ings should not be neglected, though they often are,—the ornamenta-
tion of these parts greatly assisting in connecting and harmonizing
the several groups, and individual masses of evergreens. Bordering
the windows with sprigs of spruce, fir, or yew, a few inches from the

splays, has also a very telling effect. The east window should, at

any rate, be treated in this manner, if possible.

Besides the opportunities of following and accentuating the archi-

tectural lines and features, the wall s[)aoes afford a large field for ever-
green and floral ornamentation.

Sacred monograms, stars, triangles, intersecting triangles, trefoils,

garlands, wreaths, and other sacred symbols, besides characteristic

texts formed of yew, fir, laurel or holly leaves, on card foundations,

tellingly relieve the monotony of spandrels and other spaces. The

spandrels between the arches of the nave and chancel, and the often

large space between the latter and the roof, offer opportunities for

decoration too often lost. Even a star at the apex of the chancel
arch, or east window, with the simple words, " Christ is born,"
or " Alleluias," of readable size, and an arch of evergreen round the

hood moulding, or arch mould, more than compensate for the loss of

such ornament elsewhere. Indeed, we cannot see why tlie chancel
should not be the chief part for the display of tasteful ornainentation.

The chancel screen (if any) should bo most artistically and em-
blematically treated ; and the altar and ornaments should receive a
larger share of attention than is generally bestowed upon them.
The altar frontal might be richly relieved by a garland, with the

sacred monogram in the centre ; or even by a well-designed cross of
evergreen, with scarlet berries, or everlasting flowers, disjiosed in

the centre or in rays; it may likewise have a ground of red velvet,
which gives an excellent contrast.

During this jubilant season, the cross should, perhaps, give place
to more signilii^ative emblems and devices bespeaking the anniver-
sary of Our Lord's nativity—as stars, which would remind of the
star which directed the wise men to the natal place of the Holy
Child. Over the altar, for instance, a star may very fitly bo
placed, composed of leaves, margined or centred with holly berries or
everlastings. A second' star, of a larger size, over the cast window,
would also be significantly emblematical, with, perhaps, the text,

"For unto us is bom this day a Saviour, Alleluia !" The lectern

and reading-desk may be wreathed with evergreen bands, and appro-
priate devices affixed to the fronts of reading-desk and pulpit, the

cappings of which should also be wreathed. The font should not be
lost sight of: if octagonal, devices, as small garlands, quatrefoils, &c.,

with the monogram, may aptly be fixed at the four faces. Wreaths
of holly and berries, or everlastings, maj' be put round the ca].i])ing

and base mouldings ; and the central shaft be surmounted at the

top with an evergreen chaplet.

These devices may either be formed of the leaves of holly, i^•y, or
laurel, pasted or sewn to card, or simply of small twigs, fastened

to card or wire forms. Branches of scarlet berries in their centres,

as well as introduced at distances along wreaths or trails of ever-
green, give a very rich and piquani effect to tliese decorations.

Other parts and features might be noticed ; and we would not con-
clude these rough suggestions, without recommending a more liberal

display of evergreen decoration exienudly. We would es]5ecially have
the porch or principal doorway, externally, arched with liolly, and
some welcome words, or some appropriate text affixed over it—at;

least during Christmas-day and week—reminding the passing traveller,

or the forgetful man of business, of the harbinger of peace, and

—

" Glad tidings of great joy."

AVe have been considering chiefly the decoration of our Gothic
churches. !Many of those in the Classical styles may admit of similar

treatment ; many others would recpiire more of surface decoration

;

festooning, and the application of appropriately designed devices,

may be well resorted to ; though we must confess, on the whole, they
are less adapted than churches in the Pointed styles for decorations

of this sort.

AVe can only add, that we rejoice to see this festive season heralded
in by preparations of a more pains-taking character, in some quarters

at least, where we might least have expected them, evincing a more
judicious sense and artistic appreciation. Wo must not forget to con-
fer a tribute of gratitude to tlie ladies, in acknowledging their ser-

vices on these occasions : in many instances, the refined judicious

taste apparent in tlie Christmas-dressed churches, as well as Iho

handiwork manifested in the floral and other devices, are attributable

to their efforts. Their efforts, aided by those of the clergy, and by
those persons who are interested in these lidps to our Christian re-

joicings and devotions, and who are jealous to uphold our wonted
associations, will, we trust, ore long, revive these expressive time-

hallowed decorations on Easter and other Feasts, besides ou tlie occa-

sion of " Merry Christmas."

G. H. G.

Treatise on the, DccoraUve Part of Civil Architecture. By Sir AV.

CiiAMBEKS. AVitli Illustrations, Notes, and an Examination of

Grecian Architecture, by Joseph GwitT, F.S.A. Revised and
Edited by W. H. Leeds. London : Lockwood and Co., 1502.

One of the principal inducements which caused the late Jlr. Gwilt to

engage in the laljours of preparing an edition of Cliambers' famous
treatise was his conviction that the work ought to have a place in the

library of every architect. The valuable additions which he made to

it in the shape of notes, and the essay on Grecian architecture—the

beauties of wliich were very imperfectly known to Chambers when, in

17S9, the first edition of his Treatise was issued—have been appreciated

by every architect who has perused them with that attention theyde-
sen'e. The book forms tlie groundwork for the proper study of the

Anglo-Italian style; the incompleteness of the oiiginal edition was in

a great measure supplied by the ability of its editor. The autlior was
unquestionalily a man of very superior attainnieiits, and he possessed

the jiower to lay down in thisTreatisefor others' guidance those prin-

ciples wiiich guided his practice to such signal success. He was ex-
tensively cmijloyed in various parts of JMiglaml and Ireland ; but the
buildin;^ by whicli his talents are generally judged is Somerset
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House, in the design of which he displayed the liighest qualities

of an engineer, no less than the varied accomplishments of an

architect." He exercised, in his interior designs, thiit judi-

cious combination of simplicity and richness, which are the special

attributes of tasteful decoration, and he never lost sight of the prin-

ciple that decoration required, as well as deser\-ed, the support of

graceful, well-studied proportions. In his celebrated Treatise, written

to shorten the labours of the student, and to lead him to truth by easy

and more inviting jjaths, he cleared away many of the specious argu-

ments which had previously upheld an impure taste, and removed
many of the perjjlexities which veiled the more refined and sterling

j)recepts upon which the art is built. Although the work passed

through three editions during the autlior's lifetime, the researches of

Stuart and Eevett, and their subsecjuent publication of the " Archi-

tectural Antiquities of Athens," diverted the studies of architects and
tlie public taste, in the early part of the present century, from the

style Chambers treated of to the severer Greek style. Its revival

was succeeded by the fashionable study and adaptation of Gothic

architecture.

The time, however, may come, and, if wo mistake not, is fast

approacliing, when architects will see that progressive living archi-

tecture can only be produced by studying, not copying, every style

in which excellence has been attained ; that the principles upon which
each style is built are ultimately related to each other, and capable

even of a closer alliance. The silly barriers with which ignorance

confines the channs of particular styles in narrow grooves may be
burst through, and a broad channel formed to reflect the characteristic

features of our age and countiy. The Gothic architect wlio can free

himself from its fetters, and study lovingly the pure creations of old

Greece, no more loses Iiis senses of real mediaeval beauties than a

classic scholar, by the study of Greek authors, injures his capacity

for expressing himself in vigorous Saxon-English. He, on the con-
trary, enriches and nourishes the natural qualities of his mind, and
prepares it for original expression of any new thoughts which may
press within him for utterance. The same remark applies with equal
force to the style which Sir "W. Chambers practised, and the principles

which he so forcibly and perspicuously propounded. AVe do not
urge the revival of that style ; we but give our opinion as to the

necessity of a study of the precepts which it afford us—precepts
which are almost as applicable to one style as another—precepts
which require to be analyzed and well considered by every one pre-
paring him.self for the arduoiis profession of an architect. "We will

take one or two instances at random from the present volume. Sir

W. Chambers says, in speaking of the parts which compose the orders
of arcliitecture

—

"In the application of their ornaments, they (the ancients) observed
to use such as required a considerable relief, on mouldings that in

themselves are clumsy, as the ovolo and astragal ; which, by means
of the deep incisions made in them to form these enri<'hments, ac-
cjuired an extraordinary lightness ; but on more elegant parts, as the
cavctto and eyma, they employed thin bodies, which could be re-

presented without entering too far into the solid. The ornaments of
their coniices were boldly marked, that they might be distinguished
from afar ; but those of the bases of columns, or of pedestals, being
nearer the eye, were more slightly expressed, as well on that account
as because it would have been improper to weaken these parts, and
impossible to keep tliem clean, had there been any deep cavities in
them to harbour dust and filth."

* * * * *
" Variety in ornaments must not be can-ied to an excess. In archi-

tecture they are only accessories, and, therefore, they should not be
too striking, nor capable of long detaining the attention from the
main object. Those of the mouldings, in jjarticular, should be
simple, uniform, and never composed of more than two different re-
presentations upon each moulding, which ought to be cut equally
deep, be formed of the same number of parts, all nearly of the same
dimensions, in order to produce one even, uninten-uptedhue through-
out

; that so the eye may not be more strongly attracted by any par-
ticular part than by the "whole composition."*****

" Wlien ornaments are employed to decorate a profile, some of the
mouldings should always be left plain, in order to form a proper
repose : for when all are enriched, the figure of the profile is lost in
confusion."

Again—" With regard to the manner of executing ornaments, it is

to be remembered, that as in sculpture a drapery is not estimable
luiless its folds are contrived to grace and indicate the parts and arti-
culations of the body it covers, so in architecture the most exquisite
ornaments lose all their value, if they loa<l, alter, or confuse the form
they are designed to enrich and adorn.

"All ornaments of mouldings must, therefore, be c\it into the solid,
and never be applied on their surface, as D'Aviler erroneously
teaches, because it alters both their figure and proportion. The pro-
file must first be finished plain, and allerwards be adorned."

_
The Editor, in a note on this latter paragraph, instances, in verifica-

tion of this sound princijile, a delightlul example in "the capital of
the order used ui the circular temple at Tivoli, in which the leaves
nistead of being ojipli'iitcs to the bell of the capital, are absolutely cut

Tlie effect is wonderful, as well as pleasing." These are
out of it.

precepts which we venture to think no unprejudiced student, whether
Ins preddections are in ilivour of Gothic or of Classic Art, can do other-
Wise than profitably weigh. Sir W. Chambere' Treatise overflows with

similar ones, whilst there is scarcely a page in the volume wherein we
do not find the author's ideas expanded and brightened by the talents

of his accomplished editor. Treatises on the several onlers of architec-
ture follow Chambers' excellent essay on the origin and progress of
building, and these are in turn followed b}' chapters on Pilasters,

Persians, and Caryatides, Intercolumniations, Arcades and Arches,
Ordei-3 above Orders, Pediments, Windows and Doors, and other im-
portant features—all alike distinguished by the author's close obser-
vance of the practice of ancient architects, and by his own carefully
cultivated taste. Gwilt's edition of Chambers' Treatise, published 27
years ago, has however, been, on account of its expense, rather beyond
the reach of those for whom it was more specially written, and to whom
it is likely to be ofgreatest service, viz., youthful students

; a new edition
of it, therefore, at one-third the cost, deserves a cordial welcome. The
niunerous beautiful plates were reproduced, and a sympathizing editor
was fortunately found and secured in Mr. "W. H. Leeds. His labours
have been both heavy and valuable. He has done almost as much
for Gwilt's edition as the former editor did for the original work ; but,
instead of a continuous series of foot-notes, he has, without entirely
dispensing with those passing comments, given us short essays on
each successive chapter—at times boldly censuring, at others warmly
backing the author's remarks, but always pointing to a progressive
and liberal development of the art, the beauties of which he so keenly
appreciates, ever showing himself ready to relax rather than tighten
rules, and to point to graces which lie l.ieyond them.

His note on the Ionic order clearly indicates this elastic, progressive
tendency. He says :

—

" One rather enviable peculiarity of the Ionic or Voluted capital is

that it admits of being so shaped as to be perfectly regular, and have
four faces all alike, instead of only two. Such form of the capital
does not, indeed, appear to have been adopted by the Greeks, but they
showed with what facility it might be produced, when they occasion-
ally turned the volute diagonally at the external angles of a i>ortico,

in order to obtain two simihirly-sha])ed adjoining faces. It will,

perhaps, then be said that though they had recourse to such treatment
of the capital, as an expedient to accommodate it to that particular
situation, they also rejected it, when not absolutely required for obviat-
ing what woiUd have been an offensive irregularitj-, had the baluster
side of a capital shown itself in the same range with the /Vices

of other capitals on the return or flank of the building. Why the
Greeks did not avail themselves of the felicitous invention thej- had
hit upon, and carry it out much fm-ther, is rather surprising and diffi-

cult to be accounted for ; at the same time, we ought, jierhaps, to be
grateful to them, for having been content to indicate a new phase of
the beautiful in the Voluted capital, leaving to those who came after
them to ajiply it without scruple, as being of decidedly Greek origin.

" Existing and well authenticated examples of the antique, atford
tolerably convincing proof that the Greeks allowed themselves con-
siderable latitude in the treatment of the orders. So far from
adhering to read}--cut-and-dry proportions and detail, they sometimes
ventiu'ed upon untried shapes of beauty, nothing less than shocking
to orthodox Vitruvianists, and the adherents of Vignola, and other
architectural arithmeticians.*****
" It is almost exclusively the prerogative of the Ionic capitiil, that

it admits of most decided and strongly marked differences, not only
as regards its general configuration and plan, but with respect to

various particulars of detail. It can, for instance, either dispense
with or admit of a necking, which may, again, be either plain or
carved; and in the latter case, it affords very great, almost unlimited,
variety of ornamentation, so that there is no necessity for adhering to

the precedent of the Greek ' honeysuckle.' Had the Voluted capital

no other powor of elasticity, than that of enlarging itself, at will, by
the addition of a necking, even that alone would be a most enviable
privilege ; but, in addition to those already indicated, it possesses

several other elements of diversified expression and tlesign."

His note on windows is a good example of the critical skill which ho
has brought to his work. He shows that Fenestration constitutes one
main distinction between ancient and modern Classic, and that it

is an almost inexhaustible soiu'ce of infinitely diversified decoration.

He then—and this is what we would direct attenion to, as showing the

quality of his editing—adds that very much of the effect of fenestra-

tion depends upon Infcrfenestration—coining a word to express his

meariing—and proceeds to illustrate his views by reference to the late

Sir C. Barry's happy conceptions in the Anglo-Italian style.

Mr. Leeds' concluding remarks contain a fair vindication of the

merits of the Anglo-Italian style. It is not, however, on accoxnit of

the heartiness with which he there battles for his favourite style that

we refer to it, but because the essay shows him to be no shnish ad-
lierent, even of one of the greatest masters who have illustrated it. His
cry is ever onward. He recognizes no barriers, to confine the artist-

architect's genius, but advocates i-ather liberty, as a safety-valve

against the explosions of wild caprice. He acknowledges that this

is not altogether in accordance with Chambers' views, but believes

that, had he written at the present day, he would, perhaps, have
modified them. He attaclis the pedantry of the straight-laced

Vitruvianists, with the same vigour that he docs the want of

symmetry of modern Gothic art. He candidly admits that Konian is

inferior to Greek art as regards studied elegance of detail, but main-
tains that it is vastly superior to it in its powerof producing grandiose
elTects and varied combinations, and instances, again, for deserved

eulogium, the works of the late Sir Charles Bam", who may bo
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saiil"lo fiinu au cpoi-h in tlio history of our

Aii^'lo-ltiilian, not only by wlial. 1k' diil, 1>ut

also by the inipulso ho gave it in a IVosh ilirec-

tion." Ho glances rapidly, but rojoicingly, at

the pni^jross of archit<^cliuv, and, in noticinjj

the dolinoalions of it wliirli have latoly ap-

])oarod, rofors to tlu; " very superior spooi-

incMs" wliicli have ajipoarod in tho Building

Nr.ws. Ho is, in ovory arohitoi-tiu-al sonso, a

pron;rossioiiist. I[o anticipates that the Clas-

sicists will, i-onseciuontly, ropard him as lax

and latitudinarian ; and tho Gothicists as an

avowed ("c. But it is the revival of Malin'-

valism which ho dissents from—for Gothic

architocturo he avows an ardent admiration
;

it is cold, dead, Classicality which ho con-

demns, not its genial development. IIo looks

not to tho style, but rather to the artistic feol-

ingwhieli he hopes to welcome (Hit of it ; and
if he prefers one style to another, it is only

because of his earnest conviction that it ()0s-

scsses, in a greater degree, the elements of

wise progress.

\Ve have said enough, we hope, to show
the value wliich has accrued to this reprint

of Chambers' excellent Treatise from Mr.

Leeds' judicious editing. The work is now
as perfect as labour and aliility can make it,

and as cheap as its size will ever allow it to be.

It is ])laeed within the reach of every archi-

tectural student—almost within tho roach of

every studious workman ; it is entireiy their

own fault if they neglect the ojiortunity of

possessing it, and of proliting by the w'ise

maxims it contains, and the materials for

thought which it so cheaply fm-nishes.

The Luliistry, Science, and Art of the Age,

or the Internatimud Exhibition of 18()2

jjopidatiy described, from its orir/ia to its dose.

By Joiix TniBs, F.S.A. London : Lock-
wood and Co.

The International Exhibition, with all its

glories, has passed away. But for the many
bungling mistakes of the misguidinl Commis-
sioners, the great industrial show would have

been an uimiistakcable success. No one at-

tcmi)ted to laud the excellencies of the monster

creation of Captain Fowke, and the general

impression from first to last undoubtedly was
that its ])cculiarities were its niistalics. But
the industrial portion of the Gn>at Exhibi-

tion created no disaatisfactiou. The vastness

and vai-iety of the display, and its various

characteristics, deserve to be reeonled for pre-

servation in our libraries. For this purpose

Messrs. Loekwood have issued the present

book, edilcd by Mr. John Timbs, F.S.A. Tlie

aim of tlie editor is to present, in a compact
manner, divested of dry official detail, the

rise, progress, and completion of the Great

International Exhibition. The work opens

with a brief account of "Our Industrial

Exhibitions," which is very pleasant and in-

structive reading. The building of 1851 is

described, and then follows the history of the

circumstances that gave rise to the erection

of the Exhibition of 1S6'2. The various objects

exhibited are dcscriljod in the following pages

of the volume, which have been nearly entirely

collected and abridged, with evidently consider-

able care, from various ])apers which appeared

in current numbers of Tlic Tiriics, Illiistratcd

Lotidon News, Mechanics' Magazine, and Prac-

tical Mechanics' Journed. To tho>c who desire

to preserve a record of the great world's show
of 18G2, we recommend this volume of 3(30

closely printed papers. It is admirably ar-

ranged, and well " got up." A very excellent

photographic view of the nave from the

western dome, by the London Stereoscopic

Company, who have already done so much to

pepetuate the wonders of the Exhibition, is

given as a frontispiece. The view shows

very strikingly the Koyal Berlin porcelain in

the foreground.

Tho new line of railway fromWarsaw to tho Prus-

sian frontier has just boon opnned to the public. It

joius at Broniberg the lino from BiTliu to Konif^e-

'berg, and shortens by 125 miles the distance be-

tween Warsaw and Berlin.

AllCIIITKCTUHAb COMPETITIONS.

On Monday week James Houcher, Esii., architect,

dolivorod a lecture on " Architectural Coni|ioti-

tlons," in tho Scottish E.'diiljilion Koonis, Glas-

gow, to the members ofthe Glasgow Architectural

Stjciety.

Mr. UoiicuEU said:— Wliilst wo consider

arcliitocis very much to be blamed lor tl>o

evils arising out of tho competition system,

wo do not at all sympatliise with those who
consider committees free from blame, and

who look on thom as little else than the victims

of misplaced conlidonce, and misled by designing

competitors. The following is something hke the

process through which a committee passes in the

oti'ort made to erect a church by competition :—

•

A congregation, finding that the building in

which they have been accustomed to worship is

an old or very inconvenient one, and being de-

sirous to obtain a church in a more tasteful style,

having aU the modern comforts and conveniences,

resolves to make an effort to build a ucw one.

A few generous indi\iduals, from amongst them-

selves, step forward and head the list; these are

followed by others, and it is found that the hand-

some sum, let us say, of £1,0U0 has been sub-

scribed. The next step is a meeting of the con-

gregation, which decides on proceeding. A
building committee is then nominated, generally

so large as to bo found unworkable, but after

some Uttle experience, a sub-committee of half-

a-dozen or so is appointed. The committee so

chosen consist of men who occupy a prominent

position in the Church, or are highly esteemed

for their worth or liberaUty ; they are selected,

not because they know more about designs or

buildings than any other member, but because

confideuce is reposed in them—in all probability,

one-half of the number have never before had an

opporttmity of seeing a design, and very likely

none of them have ever had their hands in the

mortar tub. The committee now being con-

stituted, proceeds to work, keeping before

them the instractions of the congregation,

that the building is not to exceed, say, £4,000,

that being the maximum of their means.

After two or three meetings, deputations

are appointed to \-isit aU tho churches of

note within reach, and gather whatever informa-

tion is possible, the result to be laid bclbre an

early meeting. This may be called the first

serious grapple with the difficulties of the case.

Now they have before them a mass of material

amongst which they make desperate efforts to

glean something that may be useful to them in

their present emergency. A dozen of churches

have been survej ed, aud notes taken of those

matters which were considered of greatest im-

portance ; but it is found that they relate wholly

to dimensions of pews, width of passages,

mmiber of sittings, slope of seat backs, and a

host of minor matters, uotatall requiring present

consideration. After many nights, faithfidly

spent in wading through this mass of matter, it

is discovered to be impossible to proceed with-

out the assistance of an architect, and they now
see the necessity of doing what ought to liave

been done at first, viz., to have selected their

architect, consulted liim about the site, aud

taken his advice in every step from the

eommencenieut. At this juncture, however,

the question arises, who is to be architect ?

and the settlement of this causes umieces-

sary araomit of labour and anxiety to the

committee. Had it been a pastor or a legal ad-

viser that they had met to choose, they would,

after mature deliberation, have put it to the vote,

and decided it by a majority ; but in the present

instance they appear quite to overlook their usual

way of conducting such business, and allow the

committee to be divided into four or five difi'ercut

parties, each one anxious and determiuded, if

possible, to introduce the architect whom he pre-

fers. When it is found that the committee cannot

agree on this point, and being desirous to please

all parties, it is resolved, in order to get over the

present diitioulty, to ask all the architects named
to furnish designs, //'eu of expense. This is agreed

to most harmoniously, the members ofcommittee

feeling that they have risen in dignity, in taking

such a step ; before doing so they felt helpless

and confused at the mass of utiknown matter they

had conjured up ; now they have chosen a proud

stand from which they can, with ease and comfort

to themselveSjlook down on the professors ofthe art

engaging in a death struggle to gain their favour.

A competition is therefore decided on, and several

of the cleverest Gothic architects in the locality

make up their minds to try it, hopuigthat it will

bt! a more fairly conducted one than the last, in

which they severally e.'cpeinled about £15 on their

sots of designs, but which the eommittoe returned

without any explanation, carriage unpaid. But,

poor fellows! you have reckoned without your

host. Pity but some kind soul would whisper in

yoin- cars that your chaste (Gothic designs (de-

cidedly the bestyon have jnit out of your hands,

and wiiich afterwards are so much admired at the

Arehiloctural Exhibition) have not the smallest^

shadow of a chance, for most of tho members of

the committee have made up their minds to have

a chin'cli with large columns in front, and this

has from tho commencement been in some
measure a decided point with them. It is evi-

dent that, in such a competition, he who is so

fiirtnntilo as to know in what tliroction the tasto

of tho ciunmittce lies, is most likely to become
the successful competitor. The architect who
ventures to select the Italian or Grecian style,

not knowing that the committee intend to chooso

a Gothic design, and who should have the talent

to work out either of these into one of the most

original and tastoftil over produced, would have

no chance with such a committee. It may hap-

pen, however, that none of the committee have

any notion as to the kind of chiu'ch they would

hke to have, but trust to their own taste or tact

to aid them out of the difficulty. " Amongst the

designs whicti will be submitted," say they, " we
will surely be aljle to discover something hke
what we want ; and, if one does not come uj)

exactly to our mark, perhaps the other designs

nniy suggest ideas." " But what, pray," may wo
ask, "have your likings or dislikings to do with

the matter ? Have you not called for a com-

petition, and promised to accept the best design

that can be produced for your money ? Your
own ideas, which you have retained to yourselves,

have nothing to do with it. Had you employed
an architect, he would have been guided by
them ; but you have purposely kept aloof from

the competitors, denied them the benefit of those

ideas, and left them in the dark as to what your

%vishes were. Your asking for a public competi-

tion implies that you are anxious to secure tho

best design that can be obtained ; and yom- own
good sense might have told you that you are not

a proper nor a competent party to give a de-

cision in this matter. Would you have ventured

to ask half a dozen lawyers for a legal opinion on
any question, to be furnished free of expense,

you reserving to yourselves the sole right ef de-

ciding thereon ? Or, Avhat reply would the iii-

culty of physicians give to your request to be

furnished, on the same terms, with the best

medical opinion which three of their number
could give in a doubtful case, you retaining tho

privilege of saying which was right ? Equally

absurd is it for you, who have devoted your whole
lives to mauufiictures or machinery, to set your-

selves up as judges amongst professional men,

aud take upon yourselves to say wliich is tho best

design amongst a dozen of carefully-studied plans,

prepared by those who have devoted their whole

lives to tliis important branch of the fine arts.

Be honest, and say that it is not the best design

you waut, but that you wish, by tho aid of designs

(you do not intend to pay for) to stumble into

sometliing thtit may turn out creditable to your-

selves, aud that may not make you tho laughing-

stock of the congregation that has appointed you
to manage its affairs. Be candid, and say to

competing architects that you have been selected

to this office on account of the prominent position

you occupy iu the church, or on account of tho

interest you have always taken in its attiiirs, not

on account of your superior knowledge of design

—that you are aware that it requires long ex-

perience and study—nay, it needs a special taste

for such matters, before any one can place him-

self in the exalted position of a judge—that you
feel that your position is one that you cannot oc-

cupy with credit to yourselves or benefit to those

you represent—that you are, in fact, not more
able to give a decision on the comparative merits

of two designs than any honest shoemaker is to

report on the strength of your machinery. Com-
mittees would save themselves from such a false

position, would avoid an immense amount of care

and respousibility, and be more likely to give

satisfaction to themselves, were they, when first

met in the capacity of a BuilcUug Committee, to

decide at once onau architect; such a proceeding

is absolutely necessai-y. One safe step cannot be
taken without his assistance ; sooner might they

attemjit to draw out any of tho law papers or

legal contracts connected with their building,

than take upon their shoulders the duties and
respousibilities of au architect. Tho lust thing
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required of a committee is the selecUou of a site,

and, wheu there are several to choose from, pro-

fessional advice ia of the utmost consequence. A
false step in the selection may involve an outlay

of many hundreds of pounds. To an unpractised

eye, tvro sites may be equal, and yet the choice

of the one may entail a very serious expenditure

over the other. Many committees, as well as

many private gentlemen, plunge into expense,

and throw away largo sums needlessly, by not

Beleotinjj their architect before choosing: their

site. Were it a question as to the employment
or non-employment of an architect, there might
be some show of reason in not calling in his ser-

vices at this juncture ; but employ him they must,

and the question is only one of time. Another
reason why this should be the first step is, that

before an architect can successfully make out a

design that shall meet all the requirements of a

committee, he must have the opportunity of

fi'equently meeting with them, listening to their

suggestions or wants, and then endeavouring

to embody these in his sketches. This inter-

change of thoughts greatly aids and faciUtates

his work ; and whilst he iecls the advantage oi'

their ideas, they cannot but feel much the better

of his. This is the usual mode of procedure with

other buildings, whatever their extent, with

which committees are not connected, and why it

Bhoidd be departed from in the building of

churches is neither for the interest of committees
nor of architects. I have no hesitation in saying

that those committees who have chosen their

architect without competition, have begun, car-

ried on, and completed the building committed
to their charge, with less expense, more taste,

and greater comfort and satistaction to them-
selves than those who have not done so. It is

much to be regretted that one building committee
never learns by the experience of another, but
goes through the same process every time, with
little variation, and with loss and vexation to

both parties. Were a committee, prior to en-

gaging in a competition, to take the advice of

other experienced committees, I believe the re-

sult would bo that they would have nothing to

do with competitions. In au address delivered
to the Liverpool Architectural Society, by Mr.
Hay, a late president, he says—" As competitions
have Idtherto been conducted, they have failed

to eliminate genuine merit, or to advance archi-

tecture as an art. The present system of com-
petition cannot well be worse. I speak from
considerable experience when I say, that I never
yet saw an instance, where the sum named was
equal to accomplish and complete the wants de-
manded, and I would challenge the kingdom to
produce an instance of a competition design being
carried out for the money named, except in such
a way that the architect is thoroughly ashamed
of it. The corruijtious of the system are not
engrafted, but inhorout in it. It is said that uu-
priueiijleci clients engender all the wicked lawyers.
It is not less true that laiavish, impriucipled, and
ignorant architects, create corrupt and dis-

houourabie committees." How can competition
ever be carried on with any degree of iairuess or
satisfaction, when it is well known that it is not
so much the merit of a design that causes it to bo
accepted, as that it chances to take the fancy of
the committee ? Architects are required to
compete to see who will produce, not the most
meritorious design, but who will furnish that
which will most strike the fancy of the judges.
This state of matters places the competent and
the incompetent architect side by side ; it levels
all distinctions

;
puts the man of genius alongside

the artful dodger. Tlie man who disdains the use
of colour in his drawings, ami who can boldly
present his designs for criticism in bare outline,
has not the slightest shadow of a chance along-
side ofone who endeavours tj conceal the paucity
of his design under a load ol tiashy colours. It
is evident, ihat as long as competition is reduced
to a mere matter of fancy, and this continues
to bo the rule which guides committees in the
selection, so long wiU architects be tempted to
exhibit extravagantly designed, and showily
coloured drawings. Committees have them-
selves to blame for this. Have they not in all
bygone competitions stepped over the stipulated
suui with very little reluctance, and adopted the
design which pleased them most, regardless of
the expense ? Have they not often resolved to
put up a mutilated design, in the hopes of some
day being able to complete it, rather than be con-
tent with what their means will allow. No archi-
tect 1 nnagme, who is ever so successfi,il in
striking the f„u-y of a building committee wiU
lor one moment, presume to atiirm, that because

his design was selected, it was therefore the hest

of those given in
;
possibly it might be, but it is

just as likely that it was the worst. I can well

believe that committees do not enter on a com-
petition witli the intention to act improperly ; but
somehow or other their moral vision becomes ob-

scured, and in view of a design that meets their

approbation, their own stipulations vanish out of

sight ; they sliii into an extra expenditure of one
or two thousand pounds without aiij' compunc-
tion, and without the slightest idea that they are

doing injury to any one. Competitions might be

somewhat improved were committees to resolve

to remit the whole matter to the competitors
themselves, each one being required to say which
design he considered best, omitting his own. No
one is so competent to decide on the merits of

such plans as he who has grappled with the dif-

ficulties. The simple task of the committee
would then be to adopt that which had the ma-
jority of votes. Most of the members of the

Architectural Society will recollect a competition
which took place some time since, in which the

committee made two stipulations regarding colour

and cost, both of which it broke through itself,

and proceeded with the erection of a building to

cost twice the amount originally proposed. The
proceedings were so manifestly unjust that they
came under the cognizance of this society, wheu
a unammous vote of censure was passed. We
msli in stating this case to make no personal re-

flections ; we meution it simply as an instance of
the constantly occurring injustice to architects

done by a number of gentlemen banded as a com-
mittee tlirough want of a full appreciation of the
engagements idrtnally, if not ostensibly, made
with architects, and want of a proper appreciation
of their labours. The result of committees ac-

cepting a design requiring a larger sum for its

execution has been to lead many competitors
systematically to practise deceit, the conviction
being arrived at that success is out of the question
if the truth were told.

Discussionfollowed, and the Chairman summed
up by stating his opinion to be that for buildings
of a local nature, such as churches, &c., com-
petitive designs were unnecessary, as architects
were sufficiently known by their works ; while
for more important erections, such as the Houses
of Parliament and other pubUc buildings, compe-
tition amongst architects niistht be useful, if pro-
perly conducted.

A vote of thanks terminated the proceedings.

BKIDGES.

The Jurors' Report of the International Exbibi-
tion. Class X.—Civil Engineering, Architectural,
and iiuilding Contrivances—has just been pub-
lished. We give the following upon bridges :

—

There are few more important and difficult

operations in civil engineering than the con-
struction of bridges across gi'cat rivers, estuaries,

and valleys, and none which require gi'cater

skill and j udgment in design and construction, iu

order that the works may be properly adapted
to fulfil the object in view in the best manner
and at the least possible cost ; and it is but justice

to say, that amongst the numerous objects of this

class submitted to our examination, there are
works of the highest merit, which have been
successfully carried into etfect.

Amongst the most prominent and important of
this kind may be mentioned the class of wrought-
iron tubular girder bridges exemplified by the
remarkable and extensive bridge erected across
the river St. Lawrence, at Montreal, for the
Grand Trmik Railway, in Canada. This bridge
is based upon the system introduced iu the
"Conway" and "Britannia" bridges, on the
Chester and Holyhead lino of railway.

All these three bridges were designed by, and
oonstructed under the direction of, the late Robert
Stephenson, M.P., F.R.S., and both he and the
resident engineers, and contractors, are entitled
to the greatest possible credit for the novelty,
originality, and boldness of the designs, the
admirable and ingenious contrivance employed
in the structures as they have been carried into
eflisct, as also for the very complete manner in
which they have answered the objects for which
they were designed and constructed, so as to
otfer the least possible obstruction to the naviga-
tion, and at the same time to afford the greatest
and most substantial accommodation to the traffic

passing over them. They were necessarily
attended with great practical difficulties in the
execution, not only in combining and putting
together the vast masses of wrought iron, rarely

before attempted upon such a great scale, but
also in the planniug and construction ofthe foimda-
tions and the masonry piers, particularly in those

ofthe "Victoria" bridge, across the St. Lawrence,
where special pro^^sion was necessary for resist-

ing the pressure ofthe immense masses of floating

ice set in motion on the breaking up of the frost

at each spring. For the foundation of these

piers and ice-breakers, Mr. Hodges, the engineer
of the contractors, devised a most ingenious

system of moveable coffer-dams, which answered
admirably, and to him, as to Sir Morton Peto,
M.P., Mi-. Brassey, and Mr. E. L. Betta, the
enterprising contractors for the works, the utmost
credit is due for the successful manner in which
the great difficulties were met and overcome, and
for the general successful result ol their work.
It is not necessary to describe these great works
in detail, as this has already been done in the
mastci'ly and elaborate description of the Conway
and Britanuia bridges by Mr. Edwin Clark, and
by Messrs. Peto and Betts, and Mr. Hodges iu

the description of the "Victoria" Bridge; to

which works, those who take an especial interest

tn these important subjects are more particularly

referred.

To Mr. G. R. Stephenson, as the representative
of his cousin, the late Mr.Robert Stephenson, M.P.,
F.R.S., has been .awarded a medal for the extra-

ordinary boldness of conception and the great
ingenuity' of the construction ; and to Sir S.

Morton Peto, Bart., M.P., Mr. T. Brassey, Mr. B.
L. Betts, and Mr. J. Hodges, a collective honour-
able mention, for the successful execution of

tliis bridge, and for the ingenuity displayed by
Mr. Hodges in the construction of the cotter-

dams.
Next, and scarcely inferior in importance to

the above mentioned bridges, may be mentioned
the biidge across the Wye, at Chepstow, and the

"Albert" bridge over the Tamar, at Saltash,

both designed by, and constructed under the
direction of the late Isambard Kingdom Brunei.

These are of a somewhat different character,

being a combination of wrought iron superstruc-
ture with cast iron columns, the arrangement
being upon the insistent and the suspension
principles combined.

It may bo a question whether one of these

systems, particularly the insistent principal alone,

if properly applied of the requisite dimensions,
would not have been as efficient, simpler, and
better calculated to have answered the object

iu view ; nevertheless tliese two bridges have
been extremely well designed and constructed,

and they practically fulIU their object most
successfidly. The foundation of the great central,

or deep-water pier, iu the Tamar, for the Saltash

bridge, was a most difficult and hazardous mider-
takiug, as it was necessary to carry it down
through a depth of water of eighty-two feet at

high water, with a rise of eighteen feet of tide.

This foundation was carried down through a bed
of soft mud, nearly si.vtcen feet thick, to the

solid rock, which was effected by means of a
wrought iron cylinder of thirty-seven feet

diameter, and ninety feet iu height, which was
forced down to the bottom partly by insistent

weight and partly by means of atmospheric
pressure. The proceedings were so well arranged
that little hazard w.aa incurred, and the works of

sinking the cj'linder, constructing the masonry
foundation, erecting the iron columns upon it, and
lifting the tubes, was most successfully accom-
plished. In connection with the execution of

this work, Mr. Brercton, the chief assistant of

Mr. Brunei, should be mentioned as having
carried out the views of the engineer most
efficiently. To Mr. Isambard Brunei, as the

representative of his father, the late Mr. I. K.
Bi-miel, E.R.S. (United Kingdom 2,2-15), has been
awarded a medal, for the boldness of design and
for ingenuity and goodness of construction, and
for the novel andexcellent method of sink ing the
foundations of both these bridges.

The next work of this class is the lattice bridge
across the river Boyne, at Drogheda, on the lino

of thcDublin and Belfast Railway . Itwas designed
by, and constructed under the directions of, Sir

John Macueill. It is upon the lattice principle

of wrought iron, and is by far the largest struc-

ture of the kind which has hitherto been erected
in the United Kingdon. The invention, or rather
the first great application of this class of bridge,
may be said to have taken its origin in the United
States of America, where such structm-es of

timber have been employed to a gi-eat extent.

The merit of their introduction into Great Britain
in the form of wrought iron may be attributed to

Sir John MacneiU, and they are now largely em-
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ployed on the Continont, and indeed all over the
world. They como tmder tho class of pirdor
brid;:fes, and their eliief mei'it may bo said to
consist in their lightness and economy, consistent

with a proper degree of strength. Tho bridge
over tho Boyne, above mentioned, as well as

another upon tho same principal across ono of
tho iiulilic streets at Dublin, U]>on the same lino

of railway, arc exti'cniely well designed and con-
structed, and are excellent examples of the kind,

and as such are entitled to a considerable degree
of credit.

To Sir J. Maoniell, P.E.S. (United Kingdom,
23iri), has been awarded a medal for tho im-
portance of the design and tho successful execution
of this bridge ; in which ho received very
efficient eo-opcration from Mr. James Barton,
resident engineer.

Several large bridges upon tho same principle
have been designed by, and constructed for,

Lieut.-Col. Kcimedy, upon tho lino of tho Bom-
bay and Baroda Railway, India. The ]iicrs of
these bridges are formed by means of Mitchell's
cast-iron screw piles, iirmly fixed in the bed of
the river, and properly braced together by
vn-ought-irou ties. These structures have not
any pretensions to originality, but they are re-

markable for the simplicity and economy of their
construction, for their successful completion, and
for their completely answenng the object for

which they are intended ToLieut.-Col-Kcnuedy,
(United Kingdom 2, .30/), has been awarded a
medal for the extensive application of screw-piles
to bridges in India.

To Messrs. Gilkes, Wilson, and Co. (United
Kingdom, 2,290), has also boon awarded a medal
for the excellence of execution of the iron railway
viaduct, with cast-iron diagonally braced piers,

erected by them over the river Belah, from the
designs and under the direction of Jlr. Bouch.

In connexion with this branch of engineering, a
medal has been awarded to Mr. E. C. E. Dapples,
of Lausanne (Switzerland, 127), for ,an ingenious
modification of the screw-pile shoes for timber or
iron piles.

Next must be mentioned the bridges, models
of which are exliibited(under the No. 1,251 in the
French Catalorjue) by the Minister of Agriculture,
Commerce, and Public Works of France, who.-^o

liberality in collecting and transmitting to this

country so excellent a collection of models of in-

teresting works, cannot be too highly eulogized.
Many of these bridges are remarkable for the
ingenuity and boldness of their design, and for

the very successful manner in which they have
been carried into effect.

First amongst these may be mentioned tho
great Turning Balanced Bridge across the Penfeld,
a creek connected with the naval arsenal ofBrest

:

this structure is by far the largest of the kind
that has ever been attempted, and as such requires
particular notice. It is oomposed wholly of
wrought-iron, with the exception of the cormter-
balance weights, which are of cast-iron. The
total width of the opening, or clear space be-
tween the two circular piers, or abutments on
the opposite shores, is 106 metres. The bridge
itself consists oftwo equal portions, which meet in

the centre, at an elevation of 19i metres above
the level of high tide, each being supported on
either side by a massive circular tower ofgranite
masonry, upon which they revolve on a series of

caat-iron rollers,iu a massive iron frame,which is

made to rotate by means of a system of wheel-
work, worked from the top by two men for each
half, l\v whom, in calm weather, the operation
of opening and shutting the bridge is performed
in about fifteen minutes.
When the bridge is closed it is fixed in its

place by means of self-acting keys, which are
easily detached when it is required to open it

for the passage of full-sized vessels.

The total width of the roadway, including
that for the carriages as well as for the foot-pas-

sengers, is 7i metres.
The ends betwen the piers and the abutments,

at the adjoining streets, are filled with the
counter-balance weights, which are so regulated
as to balance the other two and longer portions,

between the piers and the centre ofthe opening, so

perfectly as to enable the rotation to be elleeted

with the least possible friction ; and in order to

afford ready access for repairs to the roUers,

ari-augonieuts are made for lifting the entire ring,

by hydraulic pressure, within a few minutes.
This bridge may be said to fulfil its pm-pose

admirably, and whilst it forms a convenient and
much-required communications between the
to'ivns of Brest and Recouvrance, which are
situated on either side, it affords ti-ee passage for

vessels of war tmder and through it, in oonso-

quenco of its groat height fi-om tho surface of

higli-water to the under-side of the arch.

The original projects for this work is duo to

Messrs. Cadiat and Oudry, to whom a collective

medal has been awarded as tho authors of the

original project, and for its boldness and imitjuo

character ; but the actual structure was designed
and constructed by M. Mathieu, the able engineer
of the Creusot Iron Works, and by Messrs.
Schneider and Co., who were the contractors for

the work. The erection of tho structure was
superintended by Messrs. Maitrot do Varennes
and Anmaitro, engineers-in-chief of bridges and
roads, and M. Rousseau, engineer.*

The next bridge most worthy of remark is that
erected over the valley of the Sarine, on the lino

of tho Fribourg and Lausanne Railway. It was
designed and constructed by M. Mathieu, the

engineer for the Creusot Company, who were
the contractors for the work, and at whose esta-

blishment it was all manufactured.
The total length of this bridge is nearly 329

metres, and it consists of seven openings, of

nearly 49 metres each, supported upon six cast-

iron piers, composed of diagonal framed panels,

firmly braced together by wrought-iron rods
placed diagonally. The openings are spanned
by WTOught-iron girders, upon tlie trellis princi-

ple ; the highest pier in the deepest part of the
valley being 80 metres in height, of which tho
upper length of 14 metres is in metal, so that in

point of economy it became an object of the

greatest importance to avoid the construction of
scafiblding, which would have been attended
with considerable expense : this was happily ef-

fected by a very ingenious and novel system.
The lattice girders, "Nvith the platform forming
the whole width of the bridge, were in the first

instance constructed, or put together on one of
the adjoining abutments, and placed upon rollers,

over which they were drawn forward until the
end overhung the position of the first pier, hav-
ing sufficient counterbalancing weights at the
ends to prevent them from falling as they were
moved onward. As a further precaution against
this danger, the ends were stayed by chains and
rods of wrought iron, attached to strong derricks,

or cranes fixed upon the piers, provided with
proper machinery for hauling them along, so
that in proportion as they advanced tho chains
were shortened, until the ends of the girders
reached the point over each pier. The panels for

forming the pier were then brought forward upon
the girders and platform, and were lowered to

their position; so that the structmc, in fact,

grew up beneath the girders, which were then
again drawn forward over the piers, and the
same process was repeated until the whole bridge
had been drawn across, when the platform was
securely fixed in its position. By means of this

novel, simple, and ingenious contrivance, this

bold and economical I'ailway bridge, or viaduct,

was most successfully constructed, to tho great
credit of the Creusot Iron Company and their

able engineer-in-chief, M. Mathieu, inventor of
tho method of construction and builder of the
bridge, to whom the Jury have awarded a
medal, with the expression of their highest satis-

faction for the invention and suecessfid applica-
tion of the method employed in the construction

;

and they thought it right to give an honourable
mention to M. Clerc, for the excellence of the
model of the bridge, exhibiting the mode of con-
sh'uction.

A road bridge, caUed the " Pont de St. Just,"

across tho moimtain torrent, the ArdJ^che, upon
the same principle, with stone piers, was de-
signed originally by M. Oudry, and constructed
by the Creusot Iron Company, under the imme-
diate direction of M. Mathieu, with equal success.

This bridge, which consists of six spans of 4U'2G
metres each, was also remarkable for the obsta-

cles encountered, not only in constructing the
piers, in consequence of the extreme violence of
the torrent during floods, but because it was
absolutely necessary to proride a means of plao-

ing the \vi-ought-iron arched girders, without
having recourse to the ordinary mode of fixing

scattblding beneath. This was accomplielied by
ha™ig a counterbalanced scaffolding, which was
propelled forward from the abutment over the

piers consecutively, having on it the means of
raising the arched iron girders to their places on
the piers. This was very successfully .accom-

* It would have been proposed to award a medal to M.
Mathieu for this important work, but it was reserved for

the design and execution of the Bridge of Fibourg, which
are scarcely, if at all, less ingenious and successful than
those of theBridge of Brest.

plished, without accident : aud the award of a
medal would bo justly duo to M. Mathieu, the
ongincer-in-chicf of the Creusot works, to whont
were entrusted all the details of the construction

of this work, if ho had not gained one for the

Bridge of Fribourg.

Tho next viaduct bridge worthy of remark
is that over the Rhine, at Keld, for connecting
tho Eastern Railway of France with tho German
system of railways at Strasbourg.
Tho execution of this great work was, by mu-

tual consent, apportioned between the engineers

of the Eastern Railway, who undertook the con-

struction of the foundations and the piers, and
the engineers of tho Grand Duchy of Bailen, who
were engaged with the execution and the fixing

of the superstructtrre. Tho foundations and tho

mode of executing them were designed and exe-

cuted by M. Vuigner, engineer-in-chief, and
Monsieur Pleiu'-Saint-Dcnis, resident engineer,

vfith M. de Sappel, acting engineer ; and their

designs were carried into effect vrith great intel-

ligence by the enterprising contractors, Messrs.

Castor.

The general features of this viaduct are, ma-
sonry piers, supporting a supersh-ucture of

vprought-iron girders, on the trellis principle,

with a lifting, opening at each extremity, to

permit the passage of the masted vessels wliich

navigate the Rhine.
The principal difficulties in the construction of

tliis bridge arose from the depth of the river, tho

rapidity of the current, and the shifting nature

of the bed, which being composed of loose gra-

vel was at times scoured away to tho depth of

many feet ; so that no bridge could be rendered

permanent, unless the foundations of tho piers

were canaed down to a depth below the action

of the current. In order to effect this it was ne-

cessary to resort to extraordinary measures.

This was effected by the employment of largo

wrotight-iron caissons placed side by side so as

to cover the entire space of the pier. These con-

tained air cylinders, with valves in them rising

from the top of the caissons to above the level of

the water, and a larger cyUnder, open at both

ends, having its lower extremity descending

below the edges of the caisson. Within this

latter cylinder was fixed a dredging frame and
buckets.

In tho space beneath the caisson compressed
air was used to expel the water and to allow tho

men to work, and it was also employed to force

down the cylinders to the requisite depth, the

air-pumps -being worked by a steam-engine from
above. Within the caissons workmen were em-
ployed to remove the gravel, &c. from under the

exterior edges as they descended, whilst tho

great mass of the material, which was cast by
hand to the centre, was removed by means of the

dredging apparatus worked by a steam-engino

upon the platform above. The novelty and the

chief cause of the efficiency of this apparatus

consisted in the centre cyUnder being open to

the atmosphere at the upper extremities, and
plunged in the water at its lower end, by which
means the great mass of the material cotdd be

removed by the dredging apparatus much more
rapidly and economically than if all the material

had been hoisted in buckets through the air-

locks, in the usual closed cylinders. The cais-

sons were thus carried down to the requisite

depth below the ordinary level of the Rhino most
successfully, in a much shorter time, and at infi-

nitely less cost than by the usual method, and
tho piers were fotmded at such a depth below

the scour of the current, as to give every reason-

able guarantee of their stabUity. Tho super-

structure, which was executed under the super-

vision of M. Keller, the engineer-in-chiof, and
the Baron Kagenech, engineer of the Grand
Duchy of Baden, does not offer any remarkable
features, although it has been well executed and
perfectly answers tho purpose for which it was
intended. To M. Vuigner, chief engineer of the

Eastern Railway Company of France, and M.
Fleur-Saint-Dcnis, engineer of bridges and
roads, and author of the project, have been

awarded a collective medal, for the ingenuity of

their tlcsign for these piers and foundations, and
to Messrs. Castor, the contractors, also a medal,

for the intelligence of their arrangements and the

successful execution of this work, and also for a

similar application at the Britlge of Argenteuil.

The next bridge worthy of mention is that

over the Garonne, at Tiordeaux, to connect tho

Orleans Railway •with that of the South on the

other side of the river. This extensive work was
originally designed by the late M. Alfred Bom-
mart, engineer-in-chief of bridges and roads.
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aud it was, after his decease, carried into effect

under the direction of M. Snrell, enginecr-in-

chief of bridges and roads, by the enterprising

contractors, Messrs. Pauwels and Co., under tlio

superintendence of M. De la Roohe-Tolay, en-

gineer of bridges and roads, chief engineer oT

the company, and M. Regnault, engineer of

bridges and roads, resident engineer. The
total length of this bridge is 500 metres, and it

consists of seven openings, the two extreme
epans being 57 l-3rd meti-es each, and the five

other spans 77i metres from centre to centre of

the piers.

The superstructure is formed by wrought-irou
girders upon the trellis principle, which require

no further remark, than that they are well exe-

cuted. The foundations of the piers were exe-

cuted by means of cast-iron cylinders, which
served as air chambers, having the airlock on a
platfonn attached to the upper part of each cy-

linder, and which was removed as occasion re-

quired to replace another length of cylinder.

These cylinders were sunk in pairs, side by side,

by the compressed air system of M. Triger, and
the pressure was given to the cylinders by hydrau-
lic presses. The bed of the river was composed
ofnnid and sand, through which the cylinders were
forced, with a depth of water varying from 7 to

13 metres, a current of from 2 to 3 metres per
second, and a strong tide rising 6 metres. These
were some of the difficulties to be contended with,
and which were very successfully overcome by
the intelligent foresight of the engineers and the
practical experience of the contractors. To MM.
A. Bommart, De la Koche-Toley, and Eegnault,
the engineers, has been awarded a collective
medal for the boldness of the design, and the
simplicity and economy of construction of tliis

bridge ; and the same recompense has been
awarded to Mes.srs. Pauwels and Co., the con-
tractors, for their mtelligence in carrying into
effect the designs of the engineers, and more
especially for improvements in the appUcation of
hydraulic presses for forcing down the cyUnders,
on the system invented by Messrs. Fortin, Her-
mann, and Co.

In addition to the above bridges, or viaducts,
there are models of several others, of which the
superstructure, piers, and abutments, are of
masonry. The bridge at Chaumout, by M. De-
comble, engineer of bridges and roads, although
displaying nothing original in the design, or
construction, is well executed, aud is creditable
to the engineers and contractors by whom it was
designed aud constructed.

This important work, which is nearly 700
metres in length, 53 metres in height, was con-
Btruoted in fourteen months ; its execution is

perfect, and the general effect is very good. To
M. Decomble, the engineer entrusted with the
execution of tho work, has been awarded a
medal ; and to Messrs. Parent aud Schacken,
contractors, and Monsieur Gourdin, their engi-
neer, honoui-able mention for their intelligent
co-operation and the excellent arrangement of
their executive stafl'.

The viaduct of Nogeut, on the line of railway
from Paris to MuLhouse, consisting ofthree arches,
each of 50 metres span, and of thirty arches each
of 15 metres span, all in masonry, deserves men-
tion, as a well-designed aud excellently-executed
work, for which honourable mention was awarded
to M. Pluyette, engineer of bridges and roads,
intrusted with the execution ol the work.
The Bridge of Napoleon, at St. Sauveur, in the

Pyrenees, consists of one semicircular arch of
13 metres span in masoury. The foundation pre-
sented great difficulty in consequence of the
mountain torrents sweUing the course of the Cave
de Pau. To M. Marx, engineer in chief of bridges
and roads, aud to M. Bruniquel, resident engi-
neer, were awarded coUectivo honourable men-
tion, for the good execution of this boldly-con-
ceived work.
There must also be mentioned the successful

execution of tho largo bridge over the Vistula,
near Dirschau, designed by M. Leutze, for which,
and lor the ingenuity of the inclined planes on the
Oberlaudische Canal, designed by M. Steeuke,
medals have been awarded to the Minister of
Commerce of Berlin, aud to tho Koyal EuTineer
Works at Dirschau (ZoUverem, l.a.'JS). To Messrs.
bchnu-ch and Fillunger {Austria, U2C) for the
bold aud successful bridge over the Danube Canal
at \ienua, and to the State liaihvay Society
(Austria, 628), for thcii- good structure, intro-
ducmg improvements by llupert in lattice bridges,
and for the excellence of execution of these
and other importaut works, medals have been
awarded.

To Messrs. Klett and Co., of Nuremberg (Zoll-

verein, 180), a medal has been adjudged for the

boldness of the design and the successful execu-

tion of the railway bridge across the Rhine, at

Maycnce, on the system introduced by M. Pauh.

This bridge has a very large span, and is of sin-

gularly simple construction, offering great facili-

ties for repairs and for keeping in order, by
painting, &o., all parts being accessible.

To the Commissioners of New Brunswick was
awarded honourable mention for the utility of the

bridge works, of which models were shown.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The Aechitectukal Alu.ince.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Architectural Asso-
ciation was held on Friday evening, to reconsider

the question of the Architectural Alliance, at

their rooms, 9, Conduit Street. It will be re-

membei-ed that on the 14th of November, a

meeting ivas called to consider the report of the

delegates which the Association had appointed to

discuss respecting the question of an alliance

with the Institute. At that meeting the report

was read, and a discussion followed, which re-

sulted in a majority of one only in favour of the
proposed scheme. It appears that a requisition

was drawn up, and signed by ten members, pro-
testing that the majority was not sufficient to

quality the Architectural Association to join the
proposed Alliance. The result was, therefore, the
calling of the present meeting to reconsider tho
matter.

After tho minutes were read, tho Chairman
detailed the history of the movement, after which
Mr. E. L. Paraibe said the question had assumed
a variety of forms, and been through various
stages, and now they were to begin over again.
Mr. BlashiU had related to them what had taken
place. He told them that a meeting of the dele-
gates had taken place on the 0th of June, 1862,
the instructions being to go, listen, take part in
what they thought proper, and neither to grant
nor refiise the vote of tho Association. They at-

tended and brought certain rules before tho
meeting. That report said that tho delegates
had Ustoned to and considered the explanation
of the promoters of the Architectural Alliance,
aud advised the Association to give in their ad-
herence. They told them, without saying what
they had heard, that they advised tho Association
to join the Alliance. They had made several
rules, and the fourth, which the Chairman liad
read, stated that the object of the Architectural
Alliance was to take cognizance of all matters in
connection with the interests of the ])rolbssion

;

but if they read the proposed rules i'ui-ther on,
they would find that the Association could not, as
a society, rescind these rules ; that power rested
with the Alliance. There were seven or eight
societies sending two and three members each,
while they, the members of a metropolitan asso-
ciation—after the Institute the most important in
England—had only to send four, which he did
not consider a sufficient number to represent its

two hundred members. He did not tliink any
alliance was likely to be opposed to the Institute

;

but the offer was made to them to join the Al-
hance, and declined. The reason why he had
taken the steps he had to call tho meeting was
because he thought it would be well to see what
the feeling of the members were upon the matter,
and he had prepared a paper fur their considera-
tion (which he read), and he subsequently asked
them whether there was anythiug wrong in it.

He believed the Alliance would of itself come to
grief But if they joined it, join it not by a ma-
jority of Ode, but of thirty or forty. He proposed
that the proposition of the 14th idt. be rescinded.—Mr. R. Phene Si'IEks thought they should hear
any information that might be made by tho dele-
gates respecting the proposed Alliance.—Mr. Wix-
BRIDGE seconded the proposition of Mr. Paraire.—Mr. Lewis moved tho adjournment of the dis-
cussion. He thought tho present a very un-
dignified step.—A Uttle confusion followed, in the
midst of which
Mr. BoGEK Smitu, who was one of the ap-

pointed delegates, proposed that the Association
give its cordial support to the resolution of the
14th of November. He desired to lay before
them the object of the jVlliance, and the duty of
tho Association towards it. He said—In relation
to the document that had been placed before them
by Mr. Paraire respecting the objects of tho al-

Uance, that the gist of it was, first, that the
Alliance was bad for us to join, because the so-
cieties in tho country includotl uon-prufcssioual

members. Secondly, that in joining it we would
virtually place om-selves in opposition to the
Institute. He proposed to lay before them some
considerations, in which he would endeavour to

show that, first, the Alliance was a good thing in

itself, and a good thing for them to have joined,

and that the objection raised was not really a
reason why they should regret their joining.

Thirdly, he would try to show that, in joining
the Alliance, they were forwarding, aud not
thwarting, the views of the profession and the
Institute. Fourthly, he woidd show that, though
their joining this Alliance proved distasteful to

the Institute, they (the Institute) would no doubt
regret it

;
yet, once convinced that any cour.se

was their duty, they ought—and to judge from
past precedents they woiUd—have the courage
to pursue it. After a few remarks upon the im-
plied censure of Mr. Paraire's circular, Mr. Smith
said :—The Ai-chitecturalAUiance was a good thing
in itself No body of men oughtto hold together
more cordially than architects, who were the suc-

cessors of those old freemasons whose alliauce has
been proverbial. The freemasonry of architects

should be, aud he beUeved it was, the truest free-

masonry in the world. Accordingly, they formed
societies for tho cultivation of one another's
fi'iendship, for the interchange of information as

to matters of fact, and for consultation as to

questions of professional practice ; and he would
not appeal to the members of tho Architectural
Association in vain, if he asked them to testify to

the value of an architectural society, and tho
pleasure they derived from it. Such societies as
theirs were springing up in every large town
where a large number of architects were practis-

ing, and the object of the Alliance was to bring
those societies together, and circulate and inter-

change opinions and iulbrmation. Local societies

must always exist ; and if the Alliance took ellcct,

among its advantages would be that printed
papers, containing inf'ormatiou, would be circu-

lated among the societies. Would it not bo an
advantage to have valuable papers accessible,
which never reached them through the pages of
the professional press ? If an architect, or liis as-

sistant, went to a ilistant town, he would be able,

as a member of the society, to attend tho society
in tho town where he was stopping. It was moro
than probable that a means of corresponding
about employment for young men in tlistant parts
of England might form part of the scheme; and
their own society would be better able to corres-

pond with local societies systematically and ex-

peditiously. Aud, not to multiply instances,

there were subjects upon wliich the united action

of the whole profession was most desirable.

Tho conservation of ancient monumeiur, tho

conduct of competitions, the recognition of tho
Institute's scale of charges—on ail these subjects,

the Alliance would allow a means ofiuterchauging
ideas, or resolutions such as did not, and could not,

exist now, aud without which no united action

was possible. Tho AlUauce would also afford a
machinery for introducing vital questions, tho

discussion of which might be shelved, because
they were objectionable to some interested

persons. Suppose tho Association, under the okl

system, wrote to a society to bring before them
any question—say, for example, the imperfect
method pursued in the instruction of articled

pupils, or the low wages of architects' assistauto,

the committee of the society might, for pcrsonuf
reasons, object to bring the matter forwai'Ll, and
thus their efforts to do good was stifled, iiut if

such au organization as the AlUance was set in

motion, each society nmst have the question

brought before it. The Alliance had no power to

adjudicate upon any matter, except upon its owir

rules. As to the objections, that tho non-profes-

sional members constituted a largo prupurtiou
of tho local architectui'al societies, it was a
Bufficient reply to st^te, that they wore not allowed
to vote on professional questions. The objootioJi

would apply with greater force to the constitution

of the Institute than to any other body, as they
had for many years a non-professional president,

who had not only a vote, but a casting vote, in

matters of tho deepest interest to the profession.

It had been objected that tho expenses of the

Alliance woiUd be heavy ; that was not the case,

as all their expenses would be postage, aud their

quota for the printing of the annual report, should
it bo so ordered. All their mectiugF, too, would
be held in Loudon. As to the objection that tho

Alliance would clash with the Institute, ho en-

quired whether the whole system ofalliance should
not be tho whole work of the Institute. It was,
he believed, tho province of tho Institute, but if

that body delayed to act, they must do tho best
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tlioy coulil. Tlio Instituto was not lilind to tho

fiict that llioi-e iiuist necessarily bo a number of

local societies, and they were not jealous of them,

but sought their welfare. He had no doubt that

sooner' or later the Institution would enter into

relations witii those societies, lie looked upon
the scheme of tho Alliance as only a toniiiorary

scadblding ; but they could not build without

one ; and when they had completed its erection,

he knew tho Institute would soon come and build.

As soon as this was done, tho Association would
otdy bo too ready to knock down tho scaffold.

Tho Institute delayed for " pressure from with-

out," but under that pressure they always acted

admirably. They proposed to create it, not in

tho form of violent agitation, but by good ex-

ample. In conclusion, he considci'od that it was
tho duty of the Association to supply the moving
powers ; and it was tlio place of their elders to

direct that power or to moderate it.

Mr. Arthi'k Ai.i.om seconded the amendment.
He thought Mr. I'arairo, by his stop, had taken

the Association at a disadvantage. The object of

tho Alliance was to obtain for the profession the

respect of tho }>ubUc, and to gain information

respecting local building materials.—Messrs.

Bunker, North, E. I'iiene Spiers, R. Edis, and
G. P. New, having made a few remarks, Mr.
Herring stated that the reason why so few mem-
bers had attended at the former discussion was,

because they did not think there would be any
opposition to the scheme.—Mr. KiCKMAN said

there were a number of students. They were in

London, and knew better how matters stood in

connection with tho profession than local societies

could do. He believed that if they joined the

Alliance, they could give better effect to any new
idea that had been germinated by the Loudon
arcliitects.—Several speakers followed, admitting

that they had to thank Mr. Pax'aire for enabling

them to hear the statement that had been made
to them that evening by one of tho delegates.—
Mr. Par.\ire having replied, he put in a number
of proxies against the scheme, ii"om absent mem-
bers, which were deemed inadmissable by the

Cliairman.—A show of hands was taken, when
there appeared thirty-one for the Alliance, and
seven only against it.

EOCKS.
Professor Hunt, F.R.S., has recently delivered

a lecture, on behalf of the local Mining School of

the Helston disti'ict, at the Guildhall of that

town, on •'Rocks."
In referring to a diagram, representing a

section of West Cornwall from Lizard Point
to St. Agnes Head, the Professor described the

various strata, commencing with the serpentine,

granite, »fec., on to the slate formation. The
different theories respecting granite were
touched on, though it is now almost proved that

all granitic formations were formed under water,
and the softer parts had been decomposed or
washed away, leaving such harder portions
standing as the Main Eock at Coustantine, and
the Cheesewring at Liskeard; and all these had
been formed at a temperature not exceeding 600
degrees of Fahrenheit, and had been protruded
through a pastey mass above them. The tin-

streaming valley of Pentowan was well illus-

trated in its stratification by another diagi'am.

The lecturer said, at the base is the old rock
which was formerly tho bed of a ravine, through
which a torrent ran ; through some change the
stream became diverted, aud first was deposited
a bed of silt, then came a layer of sea
sand, 20 ft. in depth ; this was succeeded by
a deposit of vegetable matter, where for ages
beech trees had grown, and were now found with
the beech-nuts .in a perfect state ; above this

again were successively layers of silt, sea sand,
and vegetable matter, and so on to the surlace of
silt. Corresponding to these changes in the
eastern part of the county are found traces of

disturbances in the west. Near St. Michael's
Moimt, at certain states of tide, are found these
primitive beech trees, and, on a still day, the
learned professor had himself observed similar

trees with nuts at the bottom of the sea, between
the Mount and Gwavas Lake. So in the Humber
precisely the same traces are observable; all

showing that the land had been submerged, and
this submergence had occurred in the autumn,
when the trees were bearing fruit. The occur-
rence had not been very remote. All the forma-
tions at Peutewan had been since the time of
man ; for in the tin ground at the base of the
deposits the tools of the old miners had been
found, and also sculls, which no doubt belonged

to those who searched for tho tin. Mr. Hunt
said, one object of tho Miners' Association was
to bring men in communion, and their minds in

coUisitm. Observations should bo carefully

recorded, or tho knowledge acquired would die

with tho generation j as Locke h.ad observed,
" The pictures of the mind are painted in fading

colours, and unless frequently refreshed, vanish
and di.sappear." So, if a man should not record
his experiences for his children, when ho passes

away they must begin where he had begun. There
19 no uncertainty in the laws of nature, and though
it may look a matter of accidents in mineral
de]iosits, they are as subject to law as tho rise

ami fall of the ocean, and these laws are to be
discovered. If we diligently observe, and care-
fully record, what we see, although wo may
wander for a time darkly, the light will break in,

and tho stm of truth will be discovered. There
are certain gateways of tho senses through which
knowledge enters tho mind, and unless they are

kept clear there is difficulty for it to enter the

brain. One man sees nothing in walking along a

road : another observes much to edify. Near a

hill in Derljyshire, Professor Philliiis aiul the
learned lecturer were one day walking over a
road macadamized with mountain limestone, fall

of fossils. They spoke to a gentleman who was
standing at the entrance to his grounds, and re-

marked on the fossils. He exclaimed, "Indeed,
I have never seen any ; " while there lay ten

thousand spread out within a few yards of him.
Mr. Hunt then urged the miners present to cul-

I

tivate their minds, and increase the sensibility of
t their senses, for it is necessary the mind should
be subjected to training to observe correctly and

! record aright. There is no greater theorist in

I the world than the Cornish tributer, although he
;
is constantly decrying theory. The science de-

sired to be cultivated is that exact science which
examines everything, and receives nothing as

a truth but what is proved to be a truth. Tlie

next reference was to the clay-slato strata. The
lecturer remarked that clay-slate bears distinct

evidence of being a rook formed of the mud of
ancient seas. The whole of the killas of West
Cornwall, and the slate of East Cornwall and
Devonshire, is the result of sedimentary deposits.

The more ancient rocks had been acted upon by
the oxygen of the air, and disintegrated by
ancient torrents, carried down to a sea mxTiads
of ages since, thus forming the peculiar stratifica-

tion of the slatey rocks. In granite there is no
proofofanything like a conditionofbedway, but the
slate has a series of concentric hues representing
different bedways, different periods of deposit

—

and this is the most striking characteristic of

slate. We have killas rocks lying as leaves one
on tho other, and they ex-foliate and peel off in

thin slices. It had been contended by Professor
Kindell that this was due entirely to pressure,

and there are certain clays which, when subjected
to hydraulic pressure, can be broken into lamina

;

but the lecturer said he had collected some clay
at Enys, in Mylor, which was decomposed Cornish
killas, and ho had tried it, and Professor Kindell
had not succeeded with this kind of clay ; there-

fore something more than pressure had been ne-
cessary to its formation. Some galvanic experi-

ments of Mr. Eobert Were Pox and the lecturer
were then referred to. The next part of the lecture
was on mineral veins, and Mr. Hunt said this

claimed their especial attention. The question

to be considered was :—Is it possible by any means
the human mind can devise by scientific enquiry
to remove nriniug from the speculative region in

which it now is ? Wo are a long way from it,

and it is only to be solved by training the mind
by the strict rules of instructive science. Only
by science and practice combined can this be
accomplished, and by the philosopher and miner
shaking hands can we advance to the gi'eat truth.

If we look at a map on wliich the great metal
lodes of tho comitry are carefully laid down, they
take a general direction, and N. of E. to S. of W.
they contain yellow ore ; this is the feature of

the Camborne district. From Tolvaddcn to St.

Just there is the Botallack and Levant deviation
from S. of E. to N. of W. ; these lodes contain
the gi'ey ore. In Dolcoath Mine, where the lode
is '* heaved," on one side is the yellow copper-
ore, on tho other the grey. Along the junction
of tho clay, slate, and elvan are found mineral
deposits. It we go from Newquay to St. Ives we
find a base of intensely close-grained, hard slate

rocks, which will not cleave ; these contain no
metalliferous deposits, they are always alone in

the killas. There are three distinct orders, and
they are never found out of order, the hard al-

ways at the bottom, the killas with quartz above

it, and on this the true metalliferous killas. Wo
want a record kept of which rock boro ore, and
which was barren of ore, and by tliis knowledge
will bo advanced.
Tho next part of the address referred to mag-

netic inthiences, and some very interesting and
remarkable phenomena were dwelt on. As a
rule, electric currents are always passing through
the earth from east to west. Some time ago, an
observer in one of the stone vaults of the Green-
wich Observatory noticed an unusual vibration of
the magnetic needle. It swung to and fro many
degrees from its Usual vibration ; this was care-
fully recorded, and nothing was heard respecting
it for a long time. At length successively ac-
counts roaehod hero of the same thing having
been noticed at Toronto, St. Helena, Cape of
Good Itojje, Kerguolena Land, Bombay, and
Canton. 'J'his had been submitted to Humboldt,
and he asserted that these magnetic storms wore
not of unusual occurrence. They rise like cy-
clones or tornadoes in the Indian Ocean, and it has
been found that they are dependent on black spots
on the face of tho sun. In any uncommon elec-

tric change it is only necessary to present a tele-

scope to tho sun, and there will be found a dark
spot forming on its face ; thus this world is influ-

enced by the sun 90,000,000 of iniles away.

THE CHELSEA BEIDGE CONTROVERSY.
A RATHER serious discussion, which possesses
some interest for the public as well as for the
engineering profession, has arisen between the
First Commissioner of Works and Mr. Page, the
engineer of Chelsea-bridge. One part of tho
controversy may be described as official and
another part as scientific, the latter involving the
important question of the stability of the bridge.

Mr, Edwin Clai-k having been selected by the
Office of Works to perform the delicate task of
reporting on the result of Mr. Page's professional
labours, was instructed to ascertain whether the
bridge was complete, and in a condition to be
received by the department, and if not, to esti-

mate the cost of the works required to make it

so. After three months' survey, early in last
year, he laid his opinions before the board. In
this survey he had tho advantage of constdting
most of the original plans, which were lent to
him by Mr. Page for that purpose. He checked
the principal dimensions, and arrived at the
weight and strains upon tho structure from his
own measurements. He considered that, with
one exception, the strains are undoubtedly within
the limits of safety ; but tliis exception appUes
to the main chains themselves, the strains to
which they may be subjected being sufficiently
unusual to require especial attention. The strain
upon the mooring chains, from the weight of tho
structure alone amounts to nearly 5 tons per
square inch, and with a load of 80 lb. per foot
superficial this strain is increased to 8'8 tons per
square inch. Tho probability of an uniform load of
80 lb. per superficial foot over the whole span
actually occm'ring is very remote ; but, he thinks
that, in a metropolitan thoroughfare, the unequal
loading of the bridge to an equal extent of strain
is a probable contingency. The rule with the
Board of Trade, and that generally adopted for
railway structures, is, that the tensile strain on
wi'ought iron shall not exceed 5 tons per square
inch of section. The ordinary practice with
engineers, which, as regards common iron, ia

nearly identical, is, that the maximum strain on
any part of a rigid structm-e should not exceed
one-fourth of the ultimate practical strength of
that part ; and in such a structure as this, in a
public thoroughfare, a strain of one-fourth of the
ultimate strength would not appear to him to
leave too large a margin for security j but what-
ever assumption may be made as to the quality
of the material, it is evident, in Mr. Clark's
opinion, that the strain far exceeds any of these
limits.

It is not surprising that this report should
eUcit fi"om the First Commissioner the direct in-

quiry, Can the Inadge be used as a metropolitan
thoroughfare by the public with perfect safety ?

To this Mr. Clark replied, that considering the
assumption of 80 lb. to the foot to be a moderate
estimate, and as no allowance was made for any
motion or undulation, or for wear and tear, and as
the bridge was intended to form part of animporant
metropolitan thoroughfare, he was certainly of
opinion that a larger margin for perfect safety
would have been advisable, and that the maximum
strain shotild not have exceeded 4^ or 5 tons to
the square inch of section. Though he thought
the bridge, as constructed, abundantly strong for
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any ordinary traffic, he thought it would not bear

the accumulation of any great weight or unusual

crowd of persons, or the marching of large bodies

of men to military time ; and ho recommended

that some precautions should be taken to avoid

Buch overloading.

Mr. Cowper lost no time in calling Mr.

Page's attention to the fact, that, according to

this report, the bridge was not strong enough to

bear the traffic which may possibly pass over it,

and he requested him to furnish the Board with

any observations he desired to make on the re-

port. Mr. Pago at once took issue with Mr. Clark

on the principal point, namely, the load that may
possibly come upon the bridge. He said the

celebrated engineer M. Navier, an authority on

suspension bridges, calculated the load at 42 lb,

per square foot, which is the test load adopted in

France. For troops on march, 21 in. in rank

and 30 in. space, are allowed, giving 437 super-

ficial ft. per man, which at 10 stone each, would
be 46 lb. per square foot. Again, in the calcula-

tions for the Menai-bridge, 43 lb. per square foot

were taken. Mr. Page admits that he had men
collected as close as possible on a weigh-bridge,

with a result of 84 lb. per square foot, but he
adds, it is only by crowding people on one spot

that Mr. Clark's load of 80 lb. can be obtained.

Then, with regard to the width of the bridge on
which such a load can be brought, he observed
that there are only 14 ft. 4 in. in width, viz., the

two footways of the Chelsea-bridge which foot-

passengers are allowed to occupy, and occur-

rences are very rare indeed when those footways
have been entirely filled, and then as the people
were walking along the footways, they occupied

a similar space to soldiers on march. The case,

therefore, which he took as a fair probable load

on the bridge, was that of its available area
being covered Vfith soldiers on march, sup-

posing all the carriage ti'affic stopped for the
time.

Mr. Page refers to two famous sfa'uctm'es in

the superintendence of which Mr. Clark was en-
gaged, and of which he has given an interesting

description, viz., the tubular bridge over the
river Conway, and tho Britannia-bridge of
similar construction over tho Menai Straits. Tho
constant strain on the Britannia-bridge with its

own weight is 5'62 tons per square in., more
than 3-8ths of its breaking strain. The constant
strain on the Chelsea-bridge is 4'3C5 tons per
square in., nearly half a ton less than 3-8ths of
its testing strain, and about one-sixth of its

breaking strain ; that is, while the strain on the
Chelsea-bridge is S-4Sths of its breaking strain,

tho strain on the Britannia-bridge is 18-48ths of
its breaking strain. He quotes a calculation of
Mr. Hodgkinsou's, in his " Experimental Inquiry
respecting the Britannia and Conway-bridges,"
where, taking the Conway tube as an example,
-he deduces that the gi-eatest load which the tube
may be allowed to bear would give a compressive
strain of 8 tons per square in. at the top, and
10'388 tons (tensile strain) per square in. at the
bottom. This strain would equal 4-7ths of the
breaking weight, and in this proportion the
gi-eater strain permissable on the Chelsea-bridge,
according to the quahty of the iron, would be
nearly 16 tons per square in., instead of 4i to 5
tons per square in., as laid down by Mr. Clark.
But if such a limit as 5 tons per in. is to be
placed upon the strain on a bridge the chains of
which have been tested to 13 J tons per square in.
what object, asks Mr. Page, 'will there be in ad-
vancing the improvement of the manufacture of
iron, BO as to attain an useful maximum ofstrength
and dnrability ? He adds, that of all bridges the
suspension bridge, with the best iron chain bars,
can most easily be tested during its construction,
inspected after its erection, and preserved from
deterioration in process of time ; and that in the
Chelsea-bridge every link, every bolt, every
bearing fi-om the moorings on one side to those
on the other are open to inspection, and can be
examined and preserved.
With this reply, Mr. Page transmitted to the

Office of Works the professional opinion on the
same subject, of Mr. Lewis Gordon, formerly
Ilegius Professor of Engineering at Glasgow.
This practical engineer and mathematician un-
hesitatingly supported Mr. Page's statements,
and m a very elaborate, but occasionally some-
what personal criticism, endeavoured to shake
the authority and conclusions of Mr. Clark. In
considering the main question, what strain the
bndge could bear mth safety, Mr. Gordon re-
viewed the structural details of 22 of the prin-
cipal suspension bridges and jetties in Great
Britain, 1 ranee, Austria, Germany, Russia, and

America; and found, with one exception, that

the strain on the main chains which would
ai'ise, if the roadway and footpaths of those

bridges were loaded with 80 lb. per superficial

foot, would exceed 8 tons per square in. ; and
that, in many of them, of historical importance,
the strain calculated on this assumed possible

load would be upwards of 9 tons per square iu.

of section. In bridges where the main chains

are of wire, there are several examples where
the strain calculated for 80 lb. on the superficial

foot would be upwards of 11 tons per square inch
of section. He said that the practical rule which
he had many years ago deduced from the ex-

amples of existing bridges is, that while the

strain on the main chains fi'om the structure

itself should be limited to 5 tons per square inch
of their section, the strain that would arise from
an uniformly-distributed load of 50 lb. per square
foot of useful roadway should be limited to 7 to 9
tons per square iuch of section, according to the
quality ofthe iron of which the chains are made.
On the disputed point of a possible load of 80 lb.

per superficial foot, he referred to the direct ex-
periments instituted by M. Navier, in Paris, in

1827. These expei'iments led to the formula of
the Conseil General des Ponts et Chaussees, which
gives 44 lb. per superficial foot as a gi'eatest pos-
sible moving load, in addition to the strain inhe-
rent to the structm'e itself, that should be pro-
vided for in the strength of the main chains. The
effect of a crowd of people on the bridge, Mr.
Gordon calculated fi'om the fact, that for troops
in battle array the space occupied is 1/ in. in

rank and 2 ft. in file, which corresponds with 3
square feet to a man, and allowing a weight of
"10 stone " as an average ofa crowd, he deduced
47 lb. per square foot as the greatest load that
could be reasonably presumed as possible to be
brought by an extraordinary chance, at remote
intervals, on Chelsea-bridge. He concludes his

observations with the distinct assertion that "the
bridge may be imhesitatingly used by the public
with jjerfect safety."

The First Commissioner having forwarded Mr.
Page's statement, with Mr. Gordon's supplemen-
taiy report, to Mr. Clark, ehcitcd fi'om the latter
a rejoinder, in which he says that, after a care-
fiil perasal of Mr. Page's remarks, he could see
nogi'ounds for altering any of the conclusions he
had arrived at.

With such a direct conflict of opinion between
eminent professional men on a point of import-
ance to the iiublic, and on a scientific question
apparently susceptible of accurate demonstration
one way or the other, it is not astonisliing that
Mr. Cowper should again take refuge in the in-
dependent judgment of another engineer. For
this final appeal he selected Mr. Hawkshaw, the
president of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
His opinion, derived solely fi-om a perusal of the
correspondence and reports, coincided in the
main with the views of Mr. Clark.

On the question of what shoidd be allowed for
the variable load, he said he did not consider
80 lb. per square foot (the load allowed by Mr.
Clark) an excessive asstmiption. On the general
question whether a metropohtan road bridge
should be constructed to carry the densest mob
or crowd of persons which by any possibihty
could dii-ect its way across it, very few will be
inclined to difler vrith him in saying that all such
structures should be made strong enough to meet
that contingency ; and he added that 70 lb. per
square foot would be a minimum allowance in
such an event. As regards the second point,
whether the tensilo sti-ain on the chains should
exceed 5 tons per square inch, he referred to the
well-known fact that tho Board of Trade limits
the tensile strain to that amount on malleable
ii-on railway structures ; and he stated that in his
own practice he invariably conforms to this rule.
He admitted that the strain to which any iron
structure cau be safely exposed must, no doubt,
have some reference to the quality of iron and
workmanship in that particular structui-e. As-
suming, however, that bar iron, in a suspension
chain Uke that of Chelsea, made with care, will
bear a larger load than structm-es of riveted
boiler plate, as usually made for railway pur-
poses, and that the tensile strain of 5 tons per
inch allowed in the case of the latter may be
somewhat extended iu the case of the former, he
would not venture, notwithstanding the satisfao-
toiy results of Mr. Pages test, to increase the
Umit more than to 6 tons per inch ; and where
the safety of life and hmb are concerned, ample
strength, in his opinion, is so important that he
should prefer leaving the limit at 5 tons. He
mentioned that in removing the Himgerford sua- '

pension-bridge to Clifton, where it is to be put
up under his own and Mr. WiUiam Hem'y Bar-
low's superintendence, in an enlarged form, with
wider roadway and additional chains, they intend
to limit the strain on these chains to 5 tons per
square inch, with a load equal at least to 70 lb.

per foot. The admitted strain on the chains of
Chelsea-bridge being 8'07 tons per square inch,
with a load of 80 lb. per square foot, the strain
would become 7'60 tons per square inch, with a
load of 70 lb. per square foot. This, he thought,
would leave too large a strain per square inch
after making the allowance for better workman-
ship. In concluding his report, he said :

—" Under
these circumstances, it appears to me that the
bridge must either be strengthened, or the
strictest precautions used to prevent any over-
crowding upon it. But it is obvious that iu the
latter case the safety of the bridge would be de-
pendent on the observance of the police regula-
tions, and the wiser course, in my opinion, would
be to strengthen the bridge at once."
On the receipt of Mr. Hawkshaw's opinion, Mr.

Cowper requesied Mr. Clark to tmdertake the
operations required for strengthening the bridge.
Mr. Page has protested against this as an " im-
warrantable waste of pubhc money and a retro-
grade step in the profession of civil engineering."

STRENGTH OF TIMBER.
The Scottish Farmer considers the strength of
timber au important question, and in giving the
following rule, founded on the experiments of
Muschenbroeck, it is right to state that speci-
mens experimented upon were in a sound state.

Muschenbroeck used the Amsterdam pound, 100
of which is equivalent to 109 avoirdupois:

—

Locust (Rohinia pscudo Acacia), 20,100; beech,
oak, 17,300; alder, 13,900; elm, 13,200; mul-
berry, willow, 12,500 ; ash, 12,000

;
plum, 11,800 :

elder, 10,000 ; fir, 8,330; wahiut, 8,130; pitch
pine, 7,650 ; cypress, 6,000 ; poplar, 5,500 j

cedar, 4,880. So much, however, depends on
the part of the tree from which the specimen is

taken, and also on the nature of the soil, the age
of the tree, and other matters, that gi'cat varia-
tions will be foimd in different specimens, and
one-third of the above breaking weight could
only bo used in practice, except the lime under
which the timber has to be stretched is .short,

when half may be safely trusted to. Whqn the
specimen is near the heart or bark it is weakest,
and midway between these, strongest ; the parts
near the root are also stronger than those near
the division of the tree into branches ; a dry soil

produces harder, heavier, finer-grained, and
stronger wood than a moist one, and the colour
of it is yellower than that of timber grown
in a damp soil, arising from its pores being
filled with a gummy matter. Sussex, the south-

west of Kent, the north-west of Hamp-
shire, produce good oaks, for instance. In season-
ing, some will retain the same weight nearly ; aa
common Riga tops, Baltimore pitch pine butts,

Halifax and Canada spruce butts, teak tops and
butts, Cape yellow wood and stink wood butts,

Irish bog oak, Surinam letter wood, and South
American cedar. Some will become heavier, from
losing more in dimension than weight, as best
Riga tops. North American pitch pine tops, and
Canada spruce fir tops ; most others become
lighter. No species hardly ever shortens in

seasoning, but they generally do in breadth, fi*om

about I to I of an inch to a foot. Teak, stink

wood, Irish bog oak, letter wood, and South
American cedar, are exceptions to this. Oak
loses one-third of its weight in seasoning, par-
ticularly ifgrovvTi iu a moist soU, and the specific

gravity varies fi'om 1,090 to 700 in some which
he tried. Du Hamel states that the density of

trees grown in the same cUmate, but on difl'erent

soils, varies from 7 to 5, and the strength, both
before and after seasoning, from 4 to 5. When
they had not passed their prime, the density of

the butt is to that of the top as 4 to 3, and that of

the centre to that of the cu'cumfereuce as 7 to 5;
the reverse of this occurs when tho tree is past

its prime. These variations will serve to account
for the difference between experimenters. A
wood called iron wood, or red wood (supposed to

be ErijthroTylon areolatum), exhibited amongst
Jamaica productions at the Paris Exhibition, was
found to bear tho prodigious weight of nearly

7 tons, the specimen being only 2 in. square and
12 in. long. The strongest wood in the Exhibi-
tion of 1862 was in the New South Wales Court,

under the name ofgrey iron bark (Kucalijptus sp.),

5 ton 4 owt. being its breaking weight. Even of

that the proper botanic name is uncertain.
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IMl'HOVKJIEN'TS TO THE APPROACnER
OF THE lllVEll MERSEY, AT LIVERPOOL.

At a mootiDK of tlio Lirorpool Ai-cliitectural So.

cicty, on the 17tli inat., Mr. Gooilall in the chair,

tho'folkinin'; paper was read by Mr. Enuimn
TriOMi'so.v, relative to the approaches Co tho river

Mersey, at Liverpool :

—

'J'lie subject of approaches to (lie river lias for

many years occnpiod public attention, and, un-

fortunately, too much pre-cminenco has been
given to tho idea that it was solely for tho bonelit

of Cheshire rcfridents. In my opinion, tho present

plans embrace points which ob^Tate such an ob-

jection. Livei'pool has many noble streets and
puljlic buildings, with unrivalled docks, pierheads,

and every accessory to make her ouo of tho finest

towns in the kingdom, but it is painfully aiiparent

that there has been no continuity of design in

eitlior her streets or tho placing of her public

buildings. For instance, what can bo worse than
a fine street like Lord-street terminating in a

cul-de-sac like Church-street or Bold-street ! One
other great disadvantage, which is capable of

being remedied, is the bad gradients in the

principal streets, such, as Lord-street, Shaw's-
brow, &c.
Tho plan now proposed endeavours at once,

and in a very simple manner, to get over tho dif-

ficulty of gradients, and to form by two high-level
bridges, hereaftor named, a really fine and nearly
straight arterial street east and west, commencing
at the pierhead and terminating in London-road
and its tributary streets. To effect this wo must
commence at tho docks, where the great traiBc

existing north and south, and the steep gradients
of the streets rimning do\vu to tho main thorongh-
fare of Sti'and-street, manifestly point out the
importance and advantage of high-level bridges
to cross over the dock ti-affic.

Chapel-street, Water-street, and James-street,
are the three streets that are all applicable to this

principle, but I think the following reasons clearly

give the advantage to Water-alJreet :—1st, It is

nearly the north and south centre of the town.
2nd, It is iu direct Line to our principal buildings,

viz., the Exchange, Town Hall, .St. George's Hall,

and the Free Library. 3rd, It is tho nearest ap-
proach from the Pierhead to the railway stations.

4th, It would form, with the proposed high-level

bridge from Manchester-street to the Brown
Librajy, which is a complement of this scheme, a
direct arterial street through the town, and on
easy gradients. 5th, By the high-level bridge
and cross bridges at bottom of Water-street, along
the new proposed terrace of offices on the site of
the present Back Goree Piazzas, it is almost as
near to Church-street and Bold-street, via James-
street, as a high-level bridge starting from the
present landing stage round by the end of the
George's Dock would be. Cth, It enables abetter
arrangement of docks to be formed, by leaving a
low-water basin, and entrance to George's Dock
at Man Island, available. 7th, This last arrange-
ment, wliich is the best part of Mr. Lyster's

scheme, would enable a fine, uninterrupted pro-

menade, equal to any in the kingdom, to be formed
from George's baths to the end of the Prince's

pierhead ; and as it is proposed to have no en-

trance at the south end of Prince's Dock, as Mr.
Lyster shows, to make Prince's Basin into a half-

tide one (which would be quite capable of working
Prince's, New George's, and Waterloo Docks),
with a bridge across, available at all times, ex-

cept high water, a magnificent promenade, ex-

tending from the extreme north of the docks to

Queen's pier head, would be obtained, broken
only by tho new low-water basin proposed at Man
Island.

Some 5,000,000 of people embark on tho Mer-
sey per annum by our mail and channel steamers,

railway boats, emigrant sliips, and so on ; and by
bringing, as it is proposed, the two stages to-

gether, all this traffic might bo centralized, and
that at tho neai-est point to tho railway stations

and other exits from the to^Ti.

The dock arrangements proposed in tho new
sketch, submitted this evening, show improved
fine low-level approaches to James-street, Chapel-

street, &c., for heavy tralfic, and afford thre,e

acres more dock accommodation than at present

existing, and which, consisting solely in re-

arranging the present George's Dock, and making
the George's Basin into a floating dock, realh- re-

quire little but labour, as the old material would
come in again. Thus the dock estate would ob-

tain more dock accommodation at a trifliug cost,

the expense of the low-water basin at Man Island

being compensated by tho liver-craft dock pro-

posed by Mr. Lyster, a very necessary adjunct for

tho reception of goods for vessels loading in their

Birkenhead Docks.
Tho olijections to the James-street approach

are that it merely makes a devious approach,
little, if any, shorter than this plan to the

shopping part of the town, which would bo in-

applicable to trallic to tho railway stations, forms
no grand imposing entrance into tho town hke
Water-street, involves considerable destruction of

property in James-strcct, and tho desirable (in

that case) removal of St. George's Church, tlie

absolute necessity of improving the gradients in

Lord-street, and pulling down one side of Church-
street, to allow it to take even the smallest addi-

tion of traffic that it is now unable safely to ac-

commodate, and altogether involves expenditure
whicli migiit be estimated at a million sterling

—

an anidunt, 1 tliink, that the town is hardly pre-

pared to submit to for some years to come, and
thus indoflnitcly postponing tho carrying out of

so desirable a scheme as good approaches to our
noble river. Tho same objections weigh in still

greater force to the plan of Mr. Lyster, through
Brunswick-street, as to make this of any utility

Brunswick-street must bo widened, and a new
street, li-om Castle-street to St. George's Hall,

formed.
The property to be interfered with in Water-

street is as follows :—First, the pulling down of

the buildings between Tower-buildings and tho

river, and cutting olf a portion of the (jld Church-
yard, both, with the removal of the Goree Piazzas,

already agreed on as indispensable to tho work-
ing of the dock traffic. Second, compensation to

the owners ofTower and Drury-buildings for their

basement floors, against which must be set the
handsome rental that would be obtainable from
the cellars formed in raising Water-street. Third,

the putting back the Manchester and Liverpool
District Bank and buildings adjoining Messrs.

Mawdsley and Son's shop, and from Royal Bank,
in Dale-street, to Mr. Pierce's shop, thus forming
a fine crescent, similar to the one at the end of

Castle-street, and so compensate for the narrow-
ness of Dale-street and Water-street at the Town-
Hall.

The great difficulty to be solved is, who is to

pay the expense ? I consider that tho town
council should do the town portion in Water-
street and Dale-street, and the dock estate the
dock part of the plan ; the expense of the high-

level bridge, and pulling down the Goree Piazzas
and the property before Tower-buildings, being
divided equally bet\veen the two bodies. If this

solution were agreed to, the expense to either

body would be comparatively Ught; the dock
estate gain more dock accommodation, splendid

facilities for working their Birkenhead dock traffic

from and to this side j while the town gains aline

arterial street at easy gradients right through the

town, and in a hue with the principal buildings

and railway stations, and, above all, obtains for

the inhabitants—which alone would more than

compensate for any expense they have to incur

—

a magnificent promenade, unequalled in Europe,
and superior to any plan of parks which have
been so long and urgently required by the people

of Liverjiool.

A long and interesting discussion followed, and
two plans were exhibited by Mr. Walker and Mr.
T. Jevons.

WARMING AND VENTILATION OF
BUILDINGS.

A PERTECT system of ventilation,combinod with a

suitable method of heating houses, adapted for

our warm summers and severely cold winters, is

a desideratum. Various theories of ventilation

have been propounded, and several modes of

heating dwellings have been appUed, but nume-
rous complaints have been made against most, if

not all of them. Insuch a variable climate as that of

North America, we may question whether the

systouis which have been applied in Europe, and
transferred to the New World, are at all suited to

the circumstances. In accordance with such a

view of the subject, a new and beautifully-exe-

cuted treatise, by the Hon. Henry Rattan, of

Canada West, has lately been published by G. P.

Putnam, of New York. Its object is to illustrate

and disseminate a more general knowledge of the

author's system of warming and ventilating

dwellings, upon what is called " the exhaustion

principle," which has been applied with much
success on the cars of several railroads. Venti-

lation means the supplying of apartments with

fresh air. This is necessary to health and exist-

ence. Wo Uve at the bottom ofan ocean 40 miles

ia depth, called the "atmosphere," and at every

respiration we drink into the luuga a certain

(luantity ofthis atmosphere, tho oxygen of which
combines, in definite iiroportions, with carbon in

the blood, which is driven out into the atmo-
sphero as carbonic acid gas. The gas diffuses

itself through tho air, and cannot be inhaled in

noticeable (piautities without producing as disas-

trous results to the animal system as the inhaling

of gas from burning charcoal. It is, therefore,

necessary that all such " foul air," as it is called,

Bhoiild be removed from aipartmcnts, and its place
Hupjilicd with fresh air. In warm and temperato
climates this is easily effected, by simply opening
the window. But the problem of ventilation ia

far more complicated in cold climates, whore tho
air ranges in temperature from one hundred to

one hundred and thirty degrees below blood heat.

In such cold regions tho houses require to bo
almost sealed against the air without, while at
the same time the air within them must lie heated
artificially. In such cases, a portion of the warm
air within apartments must be constantly re-

moved, and an equal weight of cold fresh air from
without admitted. On the subject of heating
different houses, Mr. Ruttan states that tho dif-

ference of localit}', and size of different apart-

ments in houses, is so great, that it is utterly

impossible to lay down any rule in the generation
of heat ; but he gives tho following advice, as
derived from experiment, respecting the heating
of rooms in relation to their depth between the
ceiling and floor. He s.ays :

— '* People are gene-
rally impressed with the idea that it is the ground
area, or lateral measurement of a room, by which
they are to be guided in arranging for its warm,
ing, but this is not correct; it is the height
by which they should bo chiefly governed.
\\Tien I tell you that it takes about double the
quantity of fuel to warm a room 12 ft. high, that

it takes to bri ig one of the same lateral measm-e-
ment, and 10 ft. high, to the same temperature,
you may be surprised

;
yet tins is a fact which I

havo proved by many experiments." In another
place he says, "We must have no rooms over
10 ft. high, and 9 ft. would be better, except in

the cases of churches and theatres, where sjjo-

cial provision is made for warming. I know
there will be strong opposition to any such pro-

position ; for hitherto high ceilings have been
looked upon as a sort of substitute for ventilation;

and as the need of ventilation was felt more in

cities than in the country, the ceilings of apart-

ments were made higher there, and from this it

has grown into the fashion. But if thorough
ventilation can be secm-ed, the gi'eat advantage
a low ceiling possesses over a high one in the

saving of fuel, as well as in the rapidity of a
change of air, will, I think, induce those people
who are governed by common sense to adopt it

That this thorough ventilation can bo secured

there is not a shadow of doubt."

Mr. Ruttan advises that every house should be
provided with double windows. Dr. Wyman,
who has ably written on this subject, states that

a current of cold air always descends over a
window, and this is often mistaken for air coming
in from the outside. He says—" The unpleasant

effect of this fall of air fi-om a number of large

windows, as in churches, and their great influence

in lowering tho temperature of a room, is much
greater than is usually supposed, especially in

buildings heated bj' warm air, when the walls do
not feel the influence of racUated heat. In our

Now England climate, where the temperature not
uiifrequeutly approaches zero, and is often below
the fi-eezing point,therc would be a vast saving of

heat if our churches, court-rooms, and other

public buildings, could be preserved from this

cooling process. This can ba done by means of

double windows fitting closely, and enclosing be-

tween them a quantity of air."

This is undoubtedly a correct view, and is

generally acknowledged to be so, because a
stratum of air is one of the best known non-con-

ductors, and a double window secures such a non-

conducting medium. With respect to iviudows,

Dr. Reid, another able writer ou heating and
ventilation, also says: "A window is always a
Bource of descending currents which take place

independently of any influx of cold air. 'These

currents are a common source of discomfort and
disease, particularly rheumaiism, colds and in-

flammation."

As it respects the forms of hot-air furnaces,

Mr. Ruttan asserts that those mauufactm-ers who
increase the heating surface of their productions

by pipes, corrugated or otherwise, act upon un-

phUosophical principles. The best shape of an
"air-warmer" for buildings, he says, "is that

which jiresents the greatest surface to tho
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centre of tho fire, and that being globular,

this is the form most efficient and economical for

warming houses by air." And to sutn up the

question of heating, he says—" If we want onr

houses warmed aud ventilated, we must supply a

brisk and easy flowing body of air. . . . The
air should pass out of the room at about CO deg.

temperatui-e, and this will make it necessary to

take it h-om the "air-warmer" at 90 or 100 deg.

in an ordinary winter's day, and with an ordinary

sized house, say -10 ft. square. In a very cold

day, when the air is liable to lose its heat much
faster from the increased cooling of the walls,

the warm air should be brought in at a some-

what higher temperature. . . . There is a

great advantage iu being able to bring in the

warm air at that comparatively low temperature,

as thereby all danger of injuring it by overheat-

ing (as is" often the case with hot-air furnaces)

is prevented."

By tho common mode of heating and venti-

lating buildings by means of hot-air apparatuses,

the cold air is taken in Irom below and the warm
air let out above. In churches, houses, aud

other buildings, the furnace or heater is placed

iu the basement, and the warm air is conducted
upward through openings in the floors. By this

system the upper stratum of air in rooms is fre-

quently too warm, while the stTatum near the floor

is quite cold. As the feet of persons are most liable

to become cold, it is more necessary to have warm
floors than ceilings to obtain the greatest

amount of comfort. By the Ruttan system this

is secured in a peculiar manner, w^hich may be

called tlie inverted syphon method. To give a

general idea of it, sn])pose there are thi'ce rooms
placed above one another, and that the two
upper ones have floors laid with an open space

of a few inches wide extending along their sides.

A chimney or shaft extends from the basement
in tlie usual manner, but has only one opening
inside, and that is below the lower room floor.

This opening is covered with a sliding door, and
no air can get to the outside, except by passing

through this door and up to the top of tho chim-

ney. Now, supposing warm air is admitted from

tho heater by openings in the ceiling of the

up|)cr room (tho very reverse of the common
method), no current will be produced while the

door of the chimney in the lower space or apart-

ment, is shut ; but whenever this is opened, the

warm air presses downward, passing through the

epaces along the sides of the floors, then through
the opening in the chimney, and up thence to the

atmosphere outside. By this ingenious method
a natural draft is produced ; the warm air is

taken in from above, carried down through the

floors, and f^'om thence outside, sweeping all the

foul air with it. It will be understood that warm
fresh air is admitted constantly from above.
When air is heated in a room to "5. 10 degi'ees

above that of the atmospliero outside, its pres-

sure is increased two pounds on the square
inch. We may judge from this of the ex-

pansive foi'co which it possesses to produce
a downward draught through rooms to the open-
ing in the shaft below, thence to escape into the
atmosphere. By this method of heating and
ventilating, the stratum of air near the floors of

apartments is maintained at the same tempera-
ture as that near tho ceilings, and indeed the

temperature in every part of the room will be
nearly uniform. In apartments constructed to

carry out this system, the floors which are laid

with an open space of a few inches along the
sides have a perforated " base-board," which
may be of iron and of an ornamental character.
It is now eleven years since Mr. Euttan first

brought his system to the notice of the public
through the columns of the Scientific American, on
page 297, Vol. G (old seriesj, aud he has devoted
nineteen years in experimenting, and has at last

ventured to lay his system v ith his experience
before the world in the form of a book. It con-
tains much useful information respecting the
construction and arrangement of buildings, bo-
sides illustrated descriptions o!' his heating and
ventilating system. Many persons have hoard of
this system as applied to cars upon several of our
railroads, but few arc acquainted with its prin-
ciples. The description which wo have given of
it will impart a general idea of its nature, which
deserves to be more widely known than it has
been hitherto.

—

Scientific American,

BARON ROTHSCHILD'S MANSION AT
FERRIERES.

Tfie Figaro gives the following account of Ter-

rieres, the seat of Baron Rothschild :

—

The domain of Ferrieres, greatly improved
and extended by the Baron, was at one time tlio

property of Fouche, whose valet-de-chambre was
the last mayor but one of the village. The new
chateau, which covers a surface of 60 square

metres, was built by an English architect, Mr. (Sir

Joseph) Paxton. The internal decorations have all

been executed after the designs of Eugene Lami.
Without mentioning the outhouses and stables,

wliich can accommodate 80 horses, we come to the

chateau, the service of which is carried on by 150

servants. Besides the private apartments of the

five families which constitute the house of Roths-

child, Ferrieres contains eighteen complete

I

suites of apartments for visitors. The entrance is

j
through an extensive porch, reniarkable for can-

1 delabra in Italian earthenware. A winding stair-

I

case leads into the hall, a room which is unique

in France, and which occupies the centre of the

building ; it is 40 metres long by 40 broad, and
20 metres high, and is covered iu by a glass roof.

It is in this room that the chief portion of the

artistic riches of the chateau is to be found.

Their number and value is so great that it has as

yet been found impossible to catalogue them. A
library, containing upwards of 8,000 volumes,

Italian cabinets, a collection ofgems and medals,

nolile canvasses by Velasquez, Vandyke, Gior-

gione, A'C, arc arrayed round the walls, the upper
part of which is surrounded by a gallery hung
with tapestry from the Gobelins. This gallery is

reached by an immense stone staircase, protected

by a richly-carved ebony balnsti'ade,and decorated

with two pictures by Snyders. Underneath rmis

a frieze of Linaoges enamels, let into tho wall.

The staircase leads to the hall gallery on oue side,

and on the other to a sumptuously-decorated
lobby, which communicates with tho private and
reception rooms. The style of the dining-room
rccals the great Garter Room at Windsor, only

it is more sumptuous, and in belter taste. It

opens into a small family dining-room, decorated

with fi-esco paintings by Rousseau.

It is rumoured that Mr. C. B. Smith, of Ports-
mouth, will be appointed to the Guvcrnmeut sur-
veyorship, rondavd vae:int by the decease of T. E.
Oweii, Ksq., architect, Mayor of Portsmouth, whoso
demise we announced last week,

M.-^NCHESTER ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.

At an ordinary meeting held Dec. 3rd, 18G2, the

Vice-President in the chair, it was resolved

that a cimvcrsixzioiie be held early in the new
year, and that each member will strive to send
some work of interest and art for the evening's

entertainment.

Mr. Oakpen promised to read a paper at the

following ordinary meeting on "Tho history of

pottery, terracotta tiles, and other articles made
from clay, and their suitability for constructive

architectural decorations."

Mr. G. S. AiTKEN then road his paper on

FuRNESs Abbey.

In the year a.d. 1124, the Benedictiue Monas-
tery of Savigny, in Normandy, despatched to this

country au afliliation of its brethren, under the

leadership of Ewanus. Temporarily locating

themselves at Tulket, near Preston, they were,
in tho fourth year of their settlement, presented
by Stephen, Earl of Boulogne, with lands at

Furness. These, with powers and immunities
coincidently conferred, were confirmed to them
b}' charter from Heniy I., the reigning king.

Favoured from time to time by Papal Bulls and
regal mandates, aud enriched with a continued
succession of gifts in land, and other sources of

revenue, their house continued for a very con-
siderable period in a state of unbroken prospe-
rity. After the lapse of full four centui-ies, their

history closed. Dangerous to the State in a dis-

position to political intrigue, and to society in

the lax morality induced by wealth easily ob-
tained, and at the same time furnishing in their

revenues and extensive possessions objects of

desire to a needy monarch, the monastery met
the common fate, and was dissolved by royal
commission in the year A.n. 1537. Transferred
to unworthy' hands, the monastic buildings i-a-

jiidly fell, realising to the thU all the characteris-
tics of a ruiu. Of its original extent wo have,
fin-tunately, within tho last two years, had fur-

nished to us in the exhumation carried on, very
iuterestiug data. Rivalling its northern compeer,
fountains in conqjleteness, if not extent, and
iufinitel}' surpassing it in beauty, it iresents to us
urgent claims for investigation aiui illustration.

The original scope and character of the arrange-
ments, divesting them of late interpolations, may

be thus briefly described. The church itself being
the earliest erection, as was the practice, is of
Transitional Norman. Of the same period are
the recently exhumed ambulatory foundations,
and most likely, although nothing but under-
ground masonry to the south of Cloister Court
exists to determine the ciuestion, the refectory,

and its oflSces. The exquisite chapter-house, the
locutorium, calefactory, and dortor, on the east

side of cloister, and the infirmary further east-

ward, are next in date, and of the Early English
period. To the south, in a somewhat unusual
position, stands the abbot's residence aud hos-
pitium, Early Decorated in style ; and attached
to them is part of the great octagonal kitchen,
similar in plan to that of Glastonbury. Tlie locu-
torium and calefactory, it may be meutioned,
have been hitherto confounded with refectory by
some, and ambulatory by others, and the abbot's
residence and hospstium similarly mistaken for

school-house and refectory ; evidence, however,
is entirely against these appropriations. Coeval
with the abbot's residence, though of inferior de-
tail, is the eleemosynary chapel, and most probably
the eleemosynary itself, although we cannot cer-
tainly determine, a manor house having been
erected on old foundations, existing within its

assuuied site. This manor house, usually sup-
posed to be on the foundations of tho abbot's
residence, has led to tho eleemosynary chapol
being mistaken for that of the abbot's. Conve-
niently situated are buildings of varied import-
ance, such as the cellarer's house, apartments
for guests' retainers, the brewhouse, bakehouse,
aud mill. Embracing the whole, within an area
of 65 acres, are the remains of an enclosing wall

;

within this the vestiges of a deerpark and fish-

ponds are still discernible. These, with other
accessories, must have contributed to render the
monastery of Furness one of the most complete
and extensive in the conntry.

PRIZE SKETCHES OF THE ARCHI-
TECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The series of sketches rewarded this year by the
Architectural Association are of more than ave-
rage merit. It is rarely that we have seen
more promising productions b}- an architectural
student. We noticed them with a great deal of
pleasure when they hung on the walls of the
Association at the late conversa::ione. A selected
few are engraved iu our journal this week. They
are designed by Mr. E. J. Tarver, a pupil of Mr.
Ferrey.

M. BOUCICAULrS NEW THEATRE,
WESTMINSTER.

Astley's Amphitheatre is now in tho hands of
Mr. Dion Boncicault, who has converted it into

a theatre on the American plan. '\'entilators

have been placed in the roof, and particular at-

tention has been paid to keep the house at an
oven temperature. Below the gallery he has
built the amphitheatre and upper boxes—a series

of broad open seats arranged iu the space Ibr-

merly occupied by the stuffy upper boxes of the
old establishment. The front border of this

amphitheatre is a space filled with shrubs.
Under this structure, in front of the refreshment
corridor, on the old dress-circle tier, he has
arranged another set of broader seats. In front
of these boxes, or seats, built out into tho house,
is a balcony, fitted up with the largest chaii'S

ever seen in a London theatre. These are called
the balcony stalls, and are the best part of the
house, with the exception of the lew private
boxes which run down each side of tho prosce-
nium. The orchestra is arranged to run ordy
half across the footlights iu the centre, leaving
square places at each side, which are fitted up
with green trellis-work, each containing a foun-
tain. A slight improvement has been eftected
in the foot-lights, so as to throw more light upon
the stage, and the stage has been altered so as
to extend now a little distance in front of tho
ciu'tain. Some of the old private boxes have
been rudely cut in half by the re-arrangement of
the proscenium, and those that have been left

and re-constructed are fitted up with great taste.

The decorations are light and pleasing; there is

no lack of lamps about the house, and some of
the passages between the seats are broad enough
to wheel a barrow in. The passages round tlio

building are oi^en, well lighted, and well venti-
lated.

The present proeoenium stands at right angles
with tho private boxes, and so interferes with at
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least two lines of sight on oaeli side of the house.

This is a defect that will doubtless soon be
altered. The stage is broad and deep enough for

all praetieal purposes. Mr. R. W. Griffith was
the superintending architect.

A MEDI/EVAL ORATORY.
Oratouies are small chapels, without altara, for

the purpose of private devotion : they are ex-
tremely r.ai'o, but there is a beautiful example at

Jtaxey, Lincolnshire, wlueh is entered from the
south side of the chancol of the church of St.

Maiy :

—

" Passed into a secret oratwe,
Whore she might wepe her woful destiny."

" They made fyrst by the hygho aultoro,

13y great deuyse, a lyttcl orator le."

(The first two lines arc from Chaucer, and the
last two from "Lydgate'sBoke of Troye.") The
length of this oratory is 9 ft. 1 J in. by 6 (t. 4i in.,

and in height 9 ft. 1 in. from the floor to the
ccnti-o of the groined roof. The four ribs of the
vaulted ceiling springs from corbels consisting of
heads and notch-heads, terminating in a central
foliated boss. The east, south, and west walls
are pierced with a single trefoil-headed lancet,

each window being protected externally by iron
bars. Care was taken that the voice of the soli-

taiy worshipper should not be heard in the church,
by the erection of two massive doors; the inner
one is probably coeval with the oratory (13th cen-
tury), the lock and other ironwork of which are
worthy of careful examination, they being very
curious.

Tliis church was erected on the great level of
the feu immediately after leaving the high land,
the site having been raised as a precaution against
the floods that formerly inundated the district.

The Norman tower of three stages is enriched
with the billet and machiolation ornaments, and
an arcade of circular arches. The window in the
first stage is Perpendicidar, and that oftwo lights

in the third stage. Decorated. The Pointed tower
arch is supported by Norman shafts, the caps
and bases of which exhibit rich sculpture, scroll-

ivork, the indented ornaments, &c. The nave of
two bays on either side, is also Romanesque.
The circular arches on the south side are en-
riched with the indented ornament, the soffits

being moulded ; those on the south side are also
moulded, and all risingfroni cushion capitals. The
chancel is rich in sculptm'e of the Decorated and
Perpendicular periods.

Each compartment of the sedilia, for three
priests, is ti'efoil-headed, and under elaborately-
carved canopies. The doorway leading to the
oratory occupies the usual position for a piscina,

in consequence of which this accompaniment to

an altar has been erected in the east wall ; the
basin is of eight foils, and under a canopy equally
as rich as those just refered to. There is a cre-

dence in the north wall of the chancel, pannelled
internally, and enriched with angels holding
shields, the embattled ornament, &c. Each aisle

has contained a chapel, as shown by altar

brackets ; and in the south aisle there is, in addi-

tion, a trefoil-headed piscina, the basin being of

six foils. There is a spacious chantry at the east

end of the north aisle, from which it is separated
by a cusped arch, rising from clustered shafts,

having moulded caps and bases. It has also a
separate entrance from the churchyard. The
windows here are Third-Pointed, and contain
some rich mediaeval stained glass. The cleres-

tory \vindows are Perpendicular, and those in the

north and south walls (mth the exception ofthose
in the chantry) Decorated. There are numerous
mediEeval monumental slabs witliin the church,
the inscriptions on all of which should be copied;
but such a desirable work cannot be completely
performed until the present old furniture has
been removed from the floors. There is a sepul-

chral recess in the wall of the south aisle, west-
ward of which a vestry has been recently erected.

In the churchyard there is a 13th century coffin-

Ud. T. P.

PROPOSED ALBERT MEMORIALS.
TiiE following letter has been addressed to one
of our daily papers, by tho editor of the
Arclucologia Cambrensis

:

— In common with
most of your ntinierous readers, I have peg:used
vrith great interest your able observations on the
anniversary of the death of tho Prince Consort.

Your idea of planting oaks in many—let us say
every—parish is a decidedly good one, cha-

racterized by your usual strong, manly senso

and right old English feeling. But allow me to

suggest to you another kind of tnonument—not

to supersede anything that " London archi-

tects" may bo pleased to erect, and which will,

most probably, bo something a Ui 'nvndc dc I'Ev-

position do 1802, but one which all brother

antiquarians will, I ara sure, join with nio in

declaring to be the most poi-manent of any known
in this country—I mean tho great earn of stones

covered with eartli, such as Silbury-hill, or as

unnumbered mounds still marking tho tops of

Cambrian, Caledonian, and Hibernian mountains.
Wo have monuments of this kind remaining, fresh

and vividly distinctive, from periods ofindefinitely

remote anticiuity. But I will appeal to Silbury-

hill alone, or to tho great mound of Old Sarum.
Let mother earth constitute tho memorial, with-

out any further help from man than that of pick,

ofspade, and ofbarrow. Let it be made colossal,

gigantic—hy]jergigantic if you please ; let there

bo more than one—as at Windsor and Balmoral,
the beloved .abodes of the deceased ; and let this

simple but enduring kind of monument stand, as

it will do, perhaps natneless, after some twenty
centuries—but stand, as it wiU be sure to do,

when the South Kensington, or the Hyde-park
memorial, will be reduced to about the same di-

mensions as "London stone," in Cannon-street.

If wo were really a great and mighty people,

skilled in all arts and mechanism, wo should
have, of course, cut a monolithic obelisk, and
engraved it all over, from bottom to top, just as

the Egyptians did. I admit that they really were
a very great nation : and I know that we can no
more cut an obelisk like those ofThebes, than we
could build a pyi'amid or erect a Memnonimi.
Tempora mutantur.

CHURCH BELLS.
In the course of some remarks on ringing and
chiming church bells, Mr. Thomas Walesby com-
plains tliat " in many villages and towns it is the

custom for persons to enter the several belfries

and pull the ropes of any or aU the bells in a
most mid manner, ad Uhitum ; and thus a noisy

unnreaning jangling is kept up to the aimoyance
of the whole neighbourhood." He protests

against this bai'barous practice, and contends
that the bells ought to be sounded with care ami
jri-trisioti on all occasions, especially on the
Sabbath-day. He suggests the following arrange-
ment for chiming for church service, taking lor

example tho morning performance, commencing
at half-past ten :

—

10,30 to 10.35—first, second, and third bells.

10.35 to 10.40—third, fottrth, and fifth bells.

10.40 to 10.55—pause.
10.45 to 10.55—full pe,-ll of hells.

10.55 to 11. 0—treble bell, or the tenor if preferred.

Mr. Walesby adds, "this method of chiming,
which can be varied and applied to any peal of
bells, indicates ce> tain intervals of time and agree
abhj relieves the ear."

HOW TO DEPRIVE BEES OF HONEY.
Five minutes is all the time we can spare now to

deal with a honey box, either to put it on or to

take it off. We have only taken one heavy box
this season, and that was done in five minutes,
completely. The bo.x was loosened at midday,
then steadily lifted off and placed in the same
position as lifted on a board, and board and box
carried at once to an upper room. There it re-

mained untouched for half an hour ; tho blinds

were then drawn do'mi, one window opened
about an inch at bottom, tho board and box
placed near it, and the edge oftho box then tilted

up by inserting under it, next the window, a
black lead pencil. The bees literally rushed out
of it, darted through the open chink of the "win-

dow, and the box was empty in an hour. The
frame was then withdrawn, and the window
shut ; and so it remained till next morning, when
a few bees were found clustering about the win-
dow cm'tains. The "windows were opened, and
the box taken into another room on the opposite
side ofthe house, and again tilted vrith a pencil

at a window slightly open. Tho few remaining
bees were glad enough to go, and while they were
getting away, tho few that htmg about the cm'-

tains in the other room disappeared also, and
there was an end of the matter. This is the

third season we havp practised this very simple
plan, which the most timid may follow with per-

fect safety, and with only one caution necessary,

and that is to take care not to expose the box
a-tUt too long in the same place, because the bees

"will come and rob it irholesalo. It takes time to

use fungus, chloroform, tobacco, and other seda-
tives; and the more manipulations the more fear

of an accident either in breaking tho comb, or
getting Btung by an ill-tempered bee. By our
method it is an absurdity to be stung, and tlie

merest beginner cau muster courage to lift the
box off, place it on a board, and carrj' it away
witli all tho bees imprisoned. Let them remain
shut up a little while, and then show just room
for them to creep out, and there will be no hesi-
tation on their part in rushing oB' by the nearest
cut to their proper quarters.

—

The Garden, Oracle
and Floricidtwal Year Book, for 1863.

THE LATE DESTRUCTIVE GALES.
Thk late heavy gales on Thursday, Saturday, and
Sunday nights, have made considerable havoc in
our provincial towns.
At Leicester, serious damage has been dono to

property. The vane of St. George's Church has
been twisted 3 ft. out of the perpendicular, and
fears are entertained that the summit of this

spire, which in 184G was destroyed by lightning,
will again be brought to the grovmd. At Brad-
ford, great damage was done in the blowing down
of walls, chimney-pots, &c. The most serious
damage was done in Swaine-strect. The gable
end of a lofty warehouse, in course of erection
for Messrs. Ripley and Son, was blo^vn do"ivn
upon an adjoining wool warehouse, in the occu-
pation of Mr. W. Broadbent, woolstapler. The
wall of the new warehouse rose to a height of
9 ft. above the warehouse adjoining, and, this
wall faUing, it carried in the entire roof of Mr.
Broadbent' s warehouse, filling the top storey
with stones and rubbish. The counting-house was
covered with a glass roof, and this also was
smashed in. The building is seriously damaged,
and the loss cannot be less than £300. At Heck-
mondwicke, a building in course of erection in
Cemetery-road was bloivn down, and from
various parts of the district reports have been
received of roofs being partially uncovered,
and other casualties. Considerable damage
was done to a new wooden theatre in eom'se
of erection behind the Lion Arcade, Huddera-
field, and other accidents have occurred.
Near the Ashton station, on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire line, a volunteer drill-room is being
erected. Tho building was nearly completed,
and was intended to be opened in Januaiy, but
unfortunately the gable end next the railway
station was entirely destroyed by the gale of
Thm-sday morning. The gablo of a new house
in PoUockshaw's-road, Glasgow, was blown
do"wn, both sides of a tenement in CrosshiU were
destroyed, and the gable of a new building in
Victoria-road. A portion of the steeple of a
church in Dimdas-street was thrown down, a
considerable number of sign-boards torn from
w^aUs, and tho telegraphic cable passing over a
portion of the south side broken by the violence
of the gale. In Perthshire, it is said, tho scene
was alarming. The houses were shaken to the
foundations, and many of the dwellers spent a
sleepless night. Many slates and chimney-cans
were blown down, and roofs, especially of
thatched cottages on exposed situations, de-
stroyed. The trees, uprooted and broken in the
woods, are beyond enumeration. At Ramsgate,
the whole of the premises of Messrs. Strong and
Barnes, boatwrights, have been washed away.
The waves washed completely over tho coast-
guard station, and the water fell down the
chimneys so as to prevent fires being kept by the
occupants. The Kent Coast Railway Company
have not escaped sustaining a loss. For some
time past a tunnel has been in coru-se of con-
struction through the clift', the chalk from which
has been brought out to form an embankment as
a continuation of the line in the direction of the
town. Tills embankment was about 100 ft. in
length, 50 in "width, and from 15 to 20 ft. high,
but now the whole has been washed away. The
Ostend pier and lighthouse have been de.
nioUshed.—At Hartlepool, the force of the sea at
high side was such as to tear away two or three
largo blocks of granite stone on the new pier,
and roll them over the upper parapet.—At Su-
therland, tho harbour works now in progress at
the sea outlet of the South Dock have sustained
a very serious amotmt of damage, especially the
new breakwater, which is being constructed of
timber framework and stones, on the model of
the eastern breakwater at Blyth. This work has
been pushed forward mth great rapiditj-, and the
outermost portion of it wanted but a few frames
to secure it, but tliis has been effectually pre-
vented by the occurrence of this disastrous storm,
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For about one-third of its length the breakwater

has been knockeJ down by the force ot the sea,

the larsre stones which secured the frames having

been swept out of their places like so many peb-

bles The reconstruction of this wall will in-

volve heavy labour, and much expense to the

commissioners. A largo number of men have

been employed in putting down stones to secure

tlie remaining portion of the breakwater.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
JUBOES' REPORT.

Class X., Section' A.—Civil Engineering and
Building Contrivances.

Harbours and Docks.

With regard to this department there are

several works particularly worthy of notice ; and

amongst the most important must be mentioned

tho gi-eat " digue," or breakwater of Cherbourg.

Theliistory of this gi-eat work is veiy remark-

able, and the structure itself presents a great

variety of operations, equally insti-uctive from

their iailure and their success. There have lieen

tried here consecutively the ingenious yet abortive

idea of the wooden cones filled with small rubble

atone—the small rubble upon tho picrrc jJCrdu

system, which was equally unsuccessful—then

the larger rubble system—and finally the beton

and masonry systems, by means of which this

great work has been eventually completed. All

these plans exhibit considerable ingenuity and

skill ; nevertheless, it must be admitted that the

construction of this great work, at the outset,

evinced great deficiency in the knowledge of

those first principles which should guide the

en«>iucer in the construction of works of this

nature and magnitude.

The breakw.aters of the Carthaginians at Tyre

and Sidou, ofthe Greeks at Athene, Halicaruassus,

^<nna, and in numerous other places, as well as

those of the Romans at Ostia, Civita Vecchia, An-

eona, Naples, and other ports iu the same vicinity,

show that the simplest and most economical mode
of constructing barriers, or breakwaters, to resist

the violence of ocean storms, was by throwing

down, or depositing, rough undressed blocks of

Btoue, as raised from the quarries, and allo^ving

them to form their own slope, or inclination, by

the action of the waves, until finally the masses,

thus thrown down, become settled, when their

permanence was further augmented by the

growth of seaweed and the drift of tho sand into

the crevices ; so that these works have remained

unaltered untU the present day. The experience,

however, derived from these works does not ap-

pear to have been taken advantage of until

within a comparatively recent period, and hence

the variety ofsystems introduced in^the construc-

tion of the breakwater at Cherbourg. In fact,

instead of starting from the point of demonstrated

success, a comparatively tentative process would
appear to have been pursued ; whereas, if the

knO'Vledge of the past had been taken advantage

of, much trouble and cost would have been
avoided.

It is to be regretted, in an engineering point

of view, that the position of the breakwater
should have been determined by purely military

considerations, which demanded a direct line

between the forts Pelee and Querqueville, thus
materially reducing the extent of the roadstead.

The history of this great work, as given in the
works of M. de Cessart and MM. Alexis de
Tocqueville, Cachin, and Bonnin, &c., as weU as

in the"Anuales des Pontset Chaussees," con-
voys much information. Due honour should bo
given to the several able engineers-in-chief and
to their subordinates, who have brought the work
up to its present satisfactory state. The names
of the chief engineers are :

—

Captain la Bretonniere, Royal Navy, 1777 to

1782.

M. de Cessart, inspector of bridges and roads,

1782 to 1792.

M. Lamblardie, inspector-general of bridges
and roads, 1792 to 1793.
When an interval occurred until 1802, when tlie

works were resumed.
Le Baron Cachin, inspector-general of bridges

and roads, 1802 to 1823.

M. Fauques Duparc, divisional inspector of
bridges and roads, 1823 to 18.38.

M. Reibell, inspector-general of bridges and
roads, 1838 to 1853, when the work may be said
to have been completed, and to the latter eminent
engineer and his able coadjutors, MM. Virla,
Mahyer, and Bonnin, engineers of bridgen and

roads, and to their predecessors and assistants, a

collective medal has been awarded, on the com-

pletion of this important work, after so many
years of persevering efforts, due to the judicious

"use of all the resources induced by tho progress

of marine construction.

It is not any detraction fi-om the merit of the

many able engineers who have been employed

upon this great work, to say that every allowance

must bo made for the want of knowledge and

experience which existed at the time when it was
commenced ; and as a matter of scientific inquiry,

it is most interesting to place on record all the

facts of the progi-ess, and to compare the modes
employed mth those of the present day.

The new port of Marseilles is a great work,

which has been planned and executed upon an

extensive scale by M. Pascal, engineer-in-chief

of bridges and roads. It is situated to the east-

ward of the old natural harbour, formed by a

creek, which was taken advantage of, and around

which the toivn sprung up. Tho new artificial har-

bour consists of a sei-ies of wet docks, or basins,

formed by moles, or breakwaters, constructed

iu the open sea. Thej- run parallel to the shore,

and communicate with each other by openings

and locks through the cross walls which sepa-

rate tliem ii'om each other. The outer,or boundary

sea irall, connecting the whole system, answers

the double purpose of a breakwater on the outside,

and a quay wall on the inside ; and at each end

of these docks is an outer, or entrance harbour,

so that vessels can use either, according to cir-

cumstances, and can pass from one to tho other,

as convenience may require. There is, also, a
comiection with the old harbours. The general

design of this harbour is good, but the sea

entrances are scarcely sufficiently protected

against the swell of the sea during storms. The
details of the construction are entitled to consider-

able credit, for every class of materials has been
utilized to the greatest extent ; the smallest stones

being used in the interior and the largest in the

exterior, where the face is exposed to the greatest

action of the sea. The outer face, or sea slope,

of the great exterior breakwater is protected by
large masses of beton, formed into artificial

blocks, each weighing from 2.5 to 30 tons, whicli

are said to be immoveable by the most violent

action of ths waves ; and so far they have re-

sisted the disintegrating effects of the sea,

und the atmosphere and with success, although
further experience is necessarv, before the beton
masses can be pronounced to be indestructible.

Great credit is due to the French engineers,

amongst the earliest of whom may be mentioned
M.Poirel, for reviving this ancient system ofbuild-

ing, and to M. Pascal, the engineer-in-chief, the

award of a medal ia made for the methodical
and scientific direction of these important
and extensive works, including the utmost
eeonomv, without sacrificing the excellence of

tor-general of bridges and roads, director of

maritime constructions at Toulon, are remark-
able for their extent, and the gi'eat natural diffi-

culties which attended their construction, all of

which were overcome iu a very masterly manner
by the engineer and his assistants, for which
they are entitled to considerable credit. The
soil upon which these docks are built is of a soft

alluvial nature, and, there being no rise of tide,

it was necessary to fix the floors of these docks
at the full depth required to float the largest

vessels of war ; the soil, moreover, was so

porous, that a single coffer-dam in the sea in

fi-ont of where the docks were to be constructed
would not have sufficed to have kept the works
dry while they were proceeding; it therefore

became necessary to enclose the whole space
with a double row of piles, filling in the space
between them with concrete, as fast as the earth
was dredged out ; this concrete subsequently
serving the additional pm-pose of forming an
impoi'tant part of the side walls of the intended
docks. The great mass of earth from within tho

centre space, enclosed by the double row of piles

before mentioned, was then removed by excavat-

ing down to the proper depth, and the bottom of

the dock was founded upon a bed of masonry and
concrete, upon piles; the whole of the bottom and
sides being then faced ^^ith masonry throughout

;

thus three substantial and effective graving docks
for the largest vessels of war were completed in

a novel and successful manner. The dimensions
of all three docks are 102:| metres, 121 metres,

and IGCih metres in length, with a general width

of 22 metres, and a depth of water on the eill of

94 metres. To M. Noel, inspector-general of

bridges and roads, a medal has been awarded
for these very extensive works, methodically exe-

cuted by simple and certain means, compre-
hending even the smallest details.

The graving dock at the dockyard at Roche-
fort is an important work; it is 131 metres in

length by 22J metres wide, with a depth of

water of upwards of 8^ metres at high water; thus

a vessel of 125 metres long by 21 metres wide
can be accommodated. The foundations were
of a difficult nature, but they were veiy satisfac-

torily accomplished, and the general work is vei*y

successful. For this work, executed under cir-

cumstances of difficulty, a collective honourable
mention has been awarded to M. Garuier,

engineer-in-chief of bridges and roads, to M
Angiboust, engineer of bridges and roads, and
to M. Charvin, resident engineer.

In connection with this subject must bo men-
tioned the ingenious mode of blasting the sub-

merged rock of La Rose, at the entrance of tho

Port of Brest. This rock, which was of com-
pact gneiss, with veins of quartz, was entirely re-

moved by repeated explosions of charges of 100
to 120 Iba. of gunpowder, in stone jars, which
were placed at high water, by divers, upon tho

construction, and to Messrs. Dussard, Brothers, I jiarts of the rock to be shattered. These were
of Marseilles, the contractors, honourable mention
for their intelligent assistance in tho execution

of important parts of the worlcs.

The lock-gates 'of the docks, at the port of St.

Nazaire, are specimens of timber constrnctions

of vei-y large dimensions, not requiring the use

of any logs of large scantling ; and M. Watier, en-

gineer of bridges and roads, tho author of the

design, and the constructor of the first gates on
this system, to whom honourable mention has
been awarded, is entitled to great credit for the

boldness of the design and the ingenuity of the

construction, in which he was strenuously sup-

ported and succeeded by M. Lefei-me, engineer
of bridges and roads. The general works of the

port being first under the direction of M. Jegou,

and subscquentl}* under M. Chatoney, engineers-

in-chief of bridges and roads.

The lock of the citadel and the graving dock
of the Eure basin at Havre are important works.

The graving dock and its entrance locks are de-

sig-ned upon a very large scale, with the vie-w of

receiving the vessels of heavy tonnage engaged
in the trade with New York ; the depth of water
on the cill being 8| metres at low water of spring

tides, and the locks being 30J metres in length.

Tlie construction of the walls is of the best

quality, and much ingenuity has been exhibited

during the progress of the works, as well as in

the general designs for the extension of the port

of Havre, for which there has been awarded a

collective medal to M. Bouniceau, cngineer-in-

chief of bridges and roads, and to MM. Bellot

and Lemaitre, resident engineers.

Tho new naval graving docks of Castigneau,

at the arsenal of Toulon, as designed by, and con-

structed under the direction of, M. Noel, inspec-

tired by Bickfurd's fuses, enveloped in gutta-

percha tubes. The masses of rock thus shattered

were removed at low water. By this means,
20,000 cubic metres of rock were removed at

depths varying from 7 to 15 metres below the sur-

face of the water, at a cost of about 35 francs per
metre. The work was very satisfactorily accom-
plished tmder the direction of M. Dehargne,
engineer-in-chief of bridges and roads, by M.
Verrier, engineer of bridges and roads, to whom
a collective honourable mention has been
awarded for this successful blasting of a sub-

marine dock without bore-holes.

The coffer-dam for the construction of the dry
dock, at the arsenal of L'Orient is nearly on tho

same system as that employed for the foundation

of the quay at the port of St. Nazaire ; by means
of a series of hollow square masses of masonry,
construdted and sunk independently of each
other, and then united and filled in solid with
rubble-work and hydraulic mortar. For this good
application of an ingenious system, applicable iu

pectiliar situations, collective honourable men-
tion has been awarded to M. Hardtiin, engineer-

in-ehief, and M. Le Bouedec, engineer of bridges

and roads, to whose skill and attention the suc-

cessful result is due.

To the New South Wales Government has been
awarded a medal for the great utility of tho

Fitzroy Government Dock; and to Mr. Hunt,
also of New South Wales, a medal for tho public

benefit arising from the dock constructed by
him.

Before leaving the subject, tho floating docks
of Sunderland, designed by, and constructed

imder the direction of, Mr. John Murray, C.E.,

must be adverted to. The general plan of theso
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docks is a good example of (fiviufr a double

cntranco to a port, aiibrding excellent dock

neeoiiiiMDilivtion in the position required, and

coniliined witli powerful scouring sluices, for

keeping; the cnti-ances open; all these most

essential objects in tho design and construction

of a good port are well combined at Sunderland,

and a medal has been awarded to Mr. ,TciUn

Miu'ray (United Kingdom, 3 U), for the merit of

the design and the execution of tho work.

The application of the hydraulic press for tho

purpose of raising gi'eat weights hiis long been

known and adopted in numerous instances, and

latterly very extensively by the late Mr. Robert

Steiihenson, for raising the largo tubular girders

composing the Britannia and Conway bridges ; a

similar idea has been conceived by Mr. Edwin
Clark, C.E., and applied in a very ingenious

manner for raising floating pontoons, which are

made to answer the purposes of dry docks for

constructing, examining, or repairing vessels.

The operation is very simple. A space of water

is enclosed, sufficient for tlie required pontoon,

or floating dock, around which are firmly fixed a

number of hollow iron columns, in each of which

is a hydraulic press and piston, ha^ang chains

attached to thera ; these chains are attached at

the other end to ti'ansverse wrought-iron girders

at tho bottom of the inclosed water space ; the

wrought-iron pontoon, wliich is to carry the ves-

sel, is thenfloated between the columns, and sunk

on to the girders by admitting water into its com-
partments until it rests upon the bottom of the in-

closed water space ; the vessel intended to be
repaired is then floated over the pontoon, and is

placed accurately above it by means of guides

;

the girders and pontoon, with the vessel upon it,

are then raised by the hydraulic presses, worked
by a steam engine and pumps, which act upon
the pistons and the cliains attached to them, to the

cross girders, and as tho pontoon rises >vith the

vessel upon it, the water riuis freely out of the

compartments of the pontoon, and, when the

wliole is clear, the valves are screwed down
from the inside, and the pontoon and vessel aro

floated away into a basin, and another pontoon

is placed in readiness for another similar opera-

tion, which generally occupies, for a very large

ship, about forty-five minutes. Thus one hy-

draulic apparatus, with its necessary upright

columns, cradle, and basin, or dock space, will

answer the purpose of as many dry docks as

there are pontoons; and when a vessel has been
repaired, the supporting pontoon is again floated

over the transverse girders, the valves are

opened, and tho pontoon sinks gradually,

thus leaving tho vessel afloat and ready

to be taken away. This ingenious adaptation of

the hydraulic press is calculated to be very ex-

teusivelv useful in many localities, and to Mr.
Edwin Clark, E.G. (United Kingdom, 2,255) a

medal has been awarded, for the novelty and
general utility of the application.

A large wrought-iron floating dock has been de-

signed, and is being constructed for the Spanish

Goverunjent by Messrs. G. Kennie and Sons.

It is 350 ft. long, 105 ft. wide, and 37i ft. high,

and it will draw, when a vessel of the largest

class is in it, about 10 ft. This dockis constructed

nearly upon the same principle as the old ITutch

Caramel Floating Docks, but is much more com-
plete. It is hollow, is divided into compart-

ments, and is emptied with pumps, woi-ked by a

steam-engine placed on the floating dock, so that

either by admitting, or by pumping out the

water, it can be lowered or raised as may bo re-

(piired, aud it can thus be rendered available for

any class of vessel. To Messrs. G. Eennie and

Sons has been awarded a medal by the Jury of

Class XII. for the completeness of the arrange-

ments and the good workmanship of this import-

ant construction.

Floating docks upon this as well as upon Clark's

system are no doubt very valuable, but it may
be a question whether they are likely to super-

sede the slip system, or that of drawing the

the vessels out of the water, which can be made
equally valuable in certaiu localities. It is true

that the latter system requu-es that the lower

end of the slip should be carried down to the

greatest depth, at which a light ship of tho

largest class can be brought to the lower end of

the slip ; this cannot be taken at less than sixteen

to twenty feet, and to effect this iu sea's where

there is no tide must be attended -n-ith consider-

able expense ; and laden vessels cannot, as in

Ileunlo's and Clark's systems, be di-awu up, exa-

mined, aud lowered again within a few houi's.

Anything by which the old system of heaving

duvvu vessels of tho ordinary class can bo avoided

merits attention, as that process is always at-

tended with expense, inconvenience, risk, cost,

and delay. The re-introduction of floating docks,

on improved principles, has also induced atten-

tion to Morton's patent slip, which is now again

being brought forward with considerabls improve-

ments. All these systems are valuable and use-

ful, and can be brought into the public service

where the fixed dock system is considered too

expensive, or where the localities are not cal-

culated for such extensive and weighty structures.

Moveable Weirs.

Moveable weirs, or dams for penning up water

in rivers, during summer and dry seasons, may
be said to bo a modern invention, chiefly prac-

tised in France, although they somewhat resemble

the ancient rude flushing weirs adopted in Great

Britain for rendering the shallow parts of rivers

navigable during dry seasons. M. Poirde, in-

spector-general of bridges and roads, has, with

great skill, introduced this valuable system,

which is tho origin of all the improvements since

adopted ; and in various rivers in France these

weii-s are appUed with complete success; they

are either self-acting, or can be lowered, or re-

moved, with tho greatest facility, so that the

quantity of water in a river can be regulated to

the greatest nicety, either for navigation, irriga-

tion, or domestic purposes, whilst every facility

is afforded for tho discharge of floods. This

svstem may be applied with advantage to many
of the rivers and streams in Great Britain.

At the arrage of La Chainette, on the river

Yonne, near Auxerre, it has been well appUed,

and for it, to M. Poiree, inspector-general of

bridges and roads, a medal has been awarded for

the application of numerous improvements, and

to M. Cambuzat, engineer-in-chief of bridges

and roads, and M. Marini, resident-engineer,

collective honourable mention for the good

arrangements and construction of these works.

For tho barrages, or weirs, with panel sluices,

executed on the upper Seiue, a new mode of

closing the navigable passes, and of raising the

level ofthe water by ingenious and well-conceived

arrangements, insuring a certain and rapid action,

as demonstrated at the barrage of Conflans, a

medal has been awarded to M. Chanoine, en-

gineer-in-chief of bridges and roads.

And for tlie new system of moveable panel

sluices for tho side-cuts of moveable weirs, for

the ingenious and simple arrangements and

construction, whereby the operation of rais-

ing, or of lowering the sluices is rendered almost

instantaneous and self-acting, being performed

by tho action of the water as directed by the

raising or the lowering of two paddles worked by

one man, a medal has been awarded to M.
Louiche-Desfontaines, engineer-in-chiefofbridges

and roads, as the inventor of this improved

system, aud to M. Colin, honourable mention for

tiie excellence of the execution of the model,

which exhibits so perfectly the construction and

the mode of working. The self-regulating sluice

invented by M. Chaubartmust also be mentioned

for its ingenuity, and for its applicability in many
localities.

With this part of the subject must be men-

tioned tho ingenious system devised for carrying

the mountain torrent of the Libron on a level

across the Canal du Midi. This torrent, generally

di-y, is suliject to sudden flushes from storms,

which bring down masses of dabris, which would

fill up the bed of the canal. It became, there-

fore, necessary to carry the torrent freely across

the canal, which was accomplished by having

alternative divergent channels, each of which on

both sides had sliding troughs, which could be

pushed across to form canals for the toiTent

when requisite, and be removed for the passage

of boats, or when the torrent was dry; the

waters of tho torrent being directed and go-

verned by stop-gates. The details of this simple

contrivance were most ingeniously derised and

successfuUv executed by M. Magues, engineer,

in-chief ofbridges and roads, and M. Simonneau,

resident engineer, to whom collective honourable

mention has been awarded for this work.

Compensating Beservoiks, etc

With regard to the fourth diWsion—t'ne com-

pensating reservoirs for suppl)-ing rivers and

streams dm-uig summer and di-y seasons. This is

a most important and valuable system, and it has

now become an absolute necessity, as, iu conse-

quence of tbe present superior system of land

drainage, a greater proportion of the rain-water

which falls upon the laud is discharged into the

rivers, and is carried oil" almost immediately after

it tails, 60 that in summer and iu dry seasons the

lands frequently suffer for want of moisture ; the

navigation is impeded, aud tho supply of water

for irrigation and for domestic purposes is dimi-

iiishod. Moreover, as sewage matter is now
generally discharged direct into the nearest

water-courses, the small quantity of water in

them in times of drought l)ecomes polluted to

such an extent that it is unfit for use, whilst tho

malaria arising from it is liable to ])rodueo dis-

ease. The great object, therefore, is to obtain a

thorough command of water, so that the land

may bo propoi-ly drained, the sewage be carried

off efl'ectually, and that there may be at all

times an ainplo supply of good fresh water

for navigation, irrigation, and domestic pur-

poses. A system of compensating reservoirs,

established in tho most convenient places,

along the line of, or adjoining tho valleys, through

wliich rivers pass, so that the desired quantity

of water may be stored in them during tho

periods of rainfall, and be discharged again by

means of proper sluices, into the rivers and other

channels, where required during the summer and

dry seasons, is evidently the only pro]ier plan to

obviate the serious evils above mentioned, and

to combine all the desiderta ofcomplete drainage,

sewage, navigation, irrigation, and domestic

water supply. This eystpm was largely adopted

by the ancients in the valley of the Euphrates,

India, and elsewhere, and it contributed largely

to the wealth and prosperity of those countries

wherein it was practised. It redounds greatly

to the credit of the French Government and their

engineers that this system has been introduced

into France with such complete success in many
places. It is excellently exemplified by models

of the compensating reservoirs of Les Settons,

for tho service of tho river Tonne, for which

useful and well-executed work collective

honourable mention has been awarded to

M. Kozat de Mandi-es, engineer-in-chief of

bridges and roads, who designed, and to MM. Olry

de Labry and Marini, resident engineers, who
executed the works. Also honourable mention^

to M. Veron Duverger, engineer-in-chief of

bridges and roads, and to M. Sciama, resident

engineer of the Reservoir of Montaubry, for tho

ser\nce of the Canal due Centre, in Burgundy,

for tho excellence of the design and the satis-

factory execution of the works.

The introduction of this system into Great

Britain, has long been advocated by English

engineers, who have devoted their attention to

the subject, and it caimot be much longer

delayed, as works of this kind are now im-

peratively' demanded, both in a sanitary and

ecouomical point of view.

The irrigation canal of Carpentras, in the

department of Vaucluse, deserves notice as a

most useful and successful work, carefully de-

signed and executed by MM Perrierand Gend-

arme do Bevotte, euginoers-in-chief of bridges

aud roadr, and M. Conte, resident engineer, to

whom a coUective medal has been awarded by

the Jury of Class IX.

Sewerage.

In connection with this subject must bo men-

tioned the improved systems of sewerage now
being introduced in London and in Paris. They

are entitled to much consideration, and demand
a more lengthened notice than is consistent with

the limits of this report.

The system of sewerage of Paris has hitherto

differed essentially from that of London in still

retaining for the most part cesspools beneath the

court-yai-ds of the houses : the more copious uso

of water has, however, necessitated a cliango,

and tho munieipaUty is proceeding to provide tor

tho new order of things by the construction

of sewers beneath the streets, and combining

with them coUectiug reservoirs, and a general

distribution of water, comprising an ingenious

sulf-acting method of cleansing tho sewers,

whilst introducing a more comprehensive and

general system of carrying off the water. This

combination is well exhibited by a plan of tho

sewers of Paris, and a model in section of tho

sewer of the Boulevard Sebastopol, with a plan

of tho water service of Paris, and a model iu sec-

tion of the reservoir of Passy. This latter wor

merits cai-eful study, as does also the collection

of apparatus used tn the distribution of water

thi-oughout the city. The map ofthis distribution

conveys very interesting information ; and the

model of tho great artesian well of Passy, exe-

cuted by M. Kind, under the direction of MM.
Alphand, engineer-in -chief, and Darcel, engi-

neer of bridges and roads, merits every

oidogium.
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These exhibited great knowledge of the sub-

jects, careful study of the means of meeting the

wants, and of carrying out the works gradually,

irithout undue interference with the working of

the present system ; and for this and the general

intelligence exhibited in the design, a collective

medal has been awarded to M. Belgrund,

engineer-in-chief of bridges and roads, and to

his assistants in the execution of these important

works.
There were also exhibited, in the French de-

partment, several other collections of maps,

plans, and models of the system of sewerage

adopted in Paris, many of them possessing gi-eat

interest. The map and atlas of the Catchweter

sewers, or, " Egouts Collectem's," are full of

interest, as showing how early that system was
recognized and adopted, and the carefully de-

signsd progressive steps taken toward establish-

ing one uniform system. The details are most
interesting, and the works reflect infinite credit

upon M. Michal, inspector-general of bridges

and roads, upon whom devolves the general

direction, and upon M. Belgrand, engineer -in-

chief of bridges and roads, who has charge of the

sewerage, having under liim MM. Rozat de
Mandi'es and Vallee, engineers of bridges and
roads, who have the actual supei-intandenoe of

the works.
The great collecting sewer ofAsnieres was con-

structed under these auspices by M. Delaperche,

engineer-in-chief of bridghs and roads.

The sewer of the new Boulevard Sebastopol

previously mentioned was more immediately
directed by M. EousseUe, engineer of bridges

and roads.

A very interesting map of the distribution of

water within Paris gave all the details of the

supplies, the number of fountains, &c., and of the

dimensious and length of the mains, as dra\vn up
under the auspices of M. Michael and M. Bel-

grand.
Two very interesting and well-executed albums

of maps and plans showed all the public squares,

gardens, and promenades of Paris, including the

Bois de Vincennes and the Bois de Boulogne,

where so much ornamental gardening had been
done so effectually under the immediate direction

of the present Emperor of France. These works,
which merit all praise, have been executed by M.
Alphand, engineer-in-chief of bridges and roads.

MM. Gregoire, Foulard, and Darcel, engineers
of bndges and roads ; M. Davioud, architect

;

audM.Barillet-Deschamps, head gardener, acting

imder the dii-ection of M. Michal, inspector-gene-
ral of bridges and roads.

The history of the numerous attempts to

improve the system of sewerage of London is

80 well known that it is not necessary
to do more than allude to the gi-eat works
now in progress on both sides of the Thames.
The published reports give the details of all the

arguments, investigations, calculations, and
plans of Mr. Morewuod in 1S15, Mr. F. Forster
in 1851, Mr. li. Stephenson and Sir W. Cubitt in

1854, Mr. J. Simpson, Captain Galton, and Mr.
T. E. Blackwell, in 1857, and Messrs. G. P.

Bidder, T. Hawksley, and J. W. Bazalgette, in

1859; whence has resulted the comprehensive
scheme of works now in coui'so of construction

onder the direction of Mr. J. W. Bazalgette,

C.E., engineer to the Metropolitan Board of

Works, to whom an award of a medal would
have been recommended had it been compatible
with the rules laid down by the Royal Commis-
sioners, which prohibit any award to a member
of a jury.

A complete set of plans and documents de-
scriptive of these extensive works was ex-
hibited (United Eangdom, 2,3C9), and the mem-
bers of the juiy were enabled to judge of their
importance by an inspection of the works them-
selves in their fullest extent.

(To he continued.)

horizontal line, and each (to enstu-e greater accu-

racy) at as great a distance fi-om it as the limits

of the picture and the size of the Centrolinead

will allow. Then fixing two pins on the edge of

sheet next vanishing point, equi-distant from,

but at any angle to, horizontal line, I proceed to

set the instrument. Temporarily fixing it with

its arms at obtuse angles to the blade, and apply-

ing the blade to, say the upper vanishing line,

the upper arm touching its corresponding pin,

the lower ai-m is unscrewed and shifted till in

contact with lower pin; the blade is then re-

moved to lower vanishing line, the upper arm
being in its turn unscrewed and adjusted to its

adjacent pin. This alternate application of the

blade to upper and lower vanishing lines, with

corresponding adjustment of the arms indicated,

will, after a few motions, bring the instrument

into the position required—viz., a perfect coin-

cidence with the vanishing Unes. Nicholson, I

believe, gives this mode of setting. His descrip-

tion of it, however, is rather incomprehensible.

G. S. A.

last as long. They likewise would give an appear-

ance of elegance to the bridge. The estimated cost

of the whole alterations is about £3,0U0; but a difii.

culty is to be overcome in finding the funds for the
purpose.

MEETINGS FOR THE WEEK.
yiOTl.—Loiidan Inst., " On the House of Commons,

Horace "Walpole, and Modern Satire," by

Shirley Brooks, Esq., at 7 p.m.

Tvss.—Royal Inst., " On Air and Water," (juvenile

lecture), by Professor Fraukland, at 3 p.m.

Wed.—Geological Soc, 1, " On the Lower Carboniferous

Brachiopoda of Nova Scotia," by T. Davidson,

Esq. 2, " On the Gravel Deposits of Ludlow,

Hereford, and Skipton," by T. Curley, Esq. 3,
" On the Northerly Extension of the Upper
Silurian Passage Beds to Lindley Salop," by G. E.

Roberts, Esq. 4, " On some Crustacean Tracks

from the Old Red Sandstone near Ludlow," by
G. E.Roberts, Esq., at 8 p.m.

TnvR.—Rotjal Iiisi., " On Air and Water" (juvenile

lecture), by Professor Frankland, at 3 p.m.

Fri. — London Inst., " On the Chemistry of the Non-Me-
tallic Elements," by P. Field, Esq., at 7 p.m.

Si.T.—Iioyal Inst., "On Air and Water" Guvenilo

lecture), by Professor Frankland, at 3 p.m.

ftgiil Intcllignitc.

Compensation Case.—Vice-Chancellors' Courts,

December 20.—Stevens v. Aird.—This was a motion
for an injunction to restrain the Messrs. Aird, as

contractors, and the Metropolitan Board of Works,
from excavating, diErging, or removing soil from, or

interfering with, the pkintilf's field, in the roar of

Giflin-street, Deptford, under these circumstances.

It appeared that it being originally their intention

to carry a sewer, as part of the main drainage

scheme, along Giflin-street, the Messrs. Aird, who
were the lessees of the plaintiff's field, and under a

covenant to use it only for plant, &c.,_and a culvert

and pump, suggested that it was a saving of e.-vpenso

and inconvenience to carry the sewer through the

field, which was adopted, and they were served

with notice under the act as tenants. When this

alteration was proposed, a Mr. Legg called on the

plaintiff, and the question of compensation was
discussed—£150 being proposed, and €:ir>ll idairaed,

by the plaintiff, who discovered, on the 13th of De-

cember, that the excavations were going on from
west to east, and, his remonstrances producing no
effect, filed this hill and moved for the present in-

junction. The case was eventually settled by £300
being given for compensation ; no soil to he removed
from the field, unless on the terms of replacing it

;

and no further excavation to be made to the north,

unless absolutely necessary.

i!is iinij Wiwitx Intolligente.

No Gas at Sevenoaks.—The town of Sevenoaks
was last week left in darkness. A local paper thus
explains it :—It will be remembered that at the

annual meeting under the Lighting Act, held in

September, the business was conducted in a most ex-

traordinary manner. The meeting was also convened
to consider the extension of the lights to the railway
station, for which an increased rate would have to

be made, but the chairman refused to allow persons
living in the district of the proposed extension to

speak or vote on the question ; and although that

decision was strongly characterized, he cut short

the opposition by reading a clause from some act,

showing that the chaiman had the power of ruling

who should take part in the proceedings. The ex-

tension was carried, and the next question was the

amount of money to he raised for Hghting purposes.

The gas company's tender was to light the town
for the year at the old price, or by meter at the

same price as was charged to private consumers,
and the extension district on the same terras. The
cost of the extra lights, at the same rate as was
charged for the town lights, was calculated, and the

sum of £230 for the whole district was allowed.

After some days, the illegality of excluding rate-

payers from voting was so apparent, and there being

every reason to expect that the exception would bo

taken to the rate by the inhabitants of the added
district, the inspectors communicated to the gas

company the intelligence that they (the inspectors)

had no jurisdiction over the new district, conse-

quently the lighting of it was abandoned. The duty
of the inspectors was then to call upon the overseers

for a sum sufficient to cover the amount of the

contract they had entered into with the gas com-
pany for lighting the town. The overseers, however,

seeing the difficulty that would attend the making
an invalid rate, thought it advisable to take legal

advice, and a case has been submitted to council,

hut the opinion has not yet been received. In this

uncertainty the inspectors, feeling their liability to

the gas company, have taken the premature step of

requesting the gas company to discontinue lighting

the public lamps until further notice. We say pre-

mature step, because the lighting for a few
nights only was in question, the cost of which the

ratepayers could not allow tofall uponthe inspectors

as the opinion of council is daily expected, and
shoidd it be in the affirmative, as to the validity of

the rate, there would be an end to the question. An
attempt is being made to raise money voluntarily to

continue the lights during the winter months, and
the gas company has met it in a liberal spirit.

Cardiff.—A new gas company has been forme**

at Cardiff, and they propose to apply to Parliament

next session for powers to erect new gas works.

ipittroplitaii Improbniunts.

CTOtsponiJcntc.

CM engineering.

SETTING THE CENTROLINEAD.
TO THE EDITOB OF TUE "BUILDING NEWS."

SiK,—In reply to "A Pupil," desirous of in-

ormalion as to the mode of setting the Centro-
linead, I may state my usual practice to be as
follows ;—

•

Fii-st determining the horizontal line, and upon
it the vanishing point the Centrolinead is intended
to supersede, I produce to this point two converg-
ing lines—the one above, the other below, the

Harbour of Refuge for St. Monance,
Dundee.—A local paper informs us that some time
ago, the St. Monance fishermen made representa-

tions to Government on the necessity of proriding

a harbour of refuge in the Firth, but their applica-

tion was not acceded to ; and now they have re-

solved to undertake the construction of one at their

own expense. An extension of the present harbour
accommodation has been commenced, and -will in-

volve an outlay of about £7,000.

New Suip Canal in Holland.—The Dutch
Chambers have ratified a concession for cutting a
ship canal through North Holland, by which com-
munication ^-ill be made between Amsterdam and
the North Sea.

Widening of the Bridge ov Perth.—It is

proposed to widen the bridge of Perth ; and Mr.
Andrew Heiton, architect, Perth, has prepared
plans for doing so. He proposes that the bridge
should be widened by throwing the present foot-

path and the breadth of both parapets into the
carriage-way, giving an addition to it of about 9 ft.,

while footpaths of sufficient breadth should be car-

ried outside the bridge on both sides, supported by
strong iron balustrades. Mr. Heiton is of the
opinion that these iron footpaths could be easily

made as secure as any part of the structure, and

Improved Sti;eet Accommod.ation in Bedfok""
ROW.—The ancient chapel at the corner of Chapel-

street and Millman-street, Bedford-row, having
been pulled down, the trustees of the Rugby Cha-
rity, to whom the site reverted, are about to erect

private houses on the ground, which houses, and
others to be biiilt on the west side of Mdlman-street,
are to have a new line of frontage, in order to widen
the thoroughfare to the extent of 50 ft. Several of

the houses at the west end of New Ormond-street,
and many of the buildings in Feather's-mews,
Lamb's Conduit-mews, and Long-yard, are to be
removed for the purpose of extending Millman-
street across the site into New Millman-street, the

high brick wall at the south side of this street,

winch has hitherto obstructed egress, being re-

moved. By this improvement a new and direct

communication will be opened out between Hol-

born, Bedford - row, and Guildford - street, flic

Foundling Hospital, Mecklenburgh - square, &c.

This public improvement will be effected at the sole

cost of the Rugby Charity.

Proposed Railways in Rothebhithe.— It is

proposed to construct new railways in Rotherhithe.

Starting from a central point inthat to^vn, it is pro-

posed to construct a railway northward, through
the Thames Tunnel, to join the Blackwall Railway,
wliich has its terminus in Fenehurch-street ; and
then from the same point, it wiU be extended in a

south-easterly direction to New Cross. On its route,

between Rotherhithe and New Cross, there is a

considerable area of land, which will douljtless be
converted into building sites. A station will bo

constructed in the vicinity of the Docks, offering

such facilities for those employed therein to take up
their abode in the suburbs. By a series of branches

the main line will be connected ivith the Commer-
cial Docks, the Surrey Docks, and thegoods stations

of the South-Eastern, and London, and Brighton
Companies. The latter will also be thus connected
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witlilho largo docks on tho other siilo of tlio river

—

a t'liiiuectiou tho practical utility of which is

evident.

^(iiutiirn 'IJlattfis.

Heckmondwike.—At tho usual fortuitjhtly

nuM'tin;.^ of this board on Monday woek, Mr. Kllis,

nrolufirt, laid before the board plans of a ware-
house', (fee, intended t.i be erected by Mr. Charles
\\'ard, near tho Market-place. It appeared, on
oxauiiuation, that proper drainage was not provided
for, and it was a^'reed that tho buildiny and sani-

tary contniit tees should view tbe place and report
to the next meeting- j in the incantimo all buUdiug
operatioiiB to bo stayed.

C'[nirtly, (I'ltapfl, §>i\ml aiilr

§iiili),iiig ^^jitclligcncf.

dI1i«

CHURCHES.

Naples.—A new Protestant church, the founda-
tion-stone of which has just been laid, is in course
of erection at Naples. Two years ago, it will be
remembered, Garibaldi gave the site for its erection,
and since then the Italian Government has con-
firmed the gift. The site is in the Strada San Pas-
qualo, at the back of tho Riviera di Chiaja. Mr.
Smith, who recently superintended the erection of
a Protestant church at Nice, was the architect.
The church will cost about ,£4, 100.

WooL^VIClI.—Anew church has been erected at
Woolwich, at the east end of the Royal Artillery
Parade. It is intendi^d to accommodatt.' l,5uU per-
sons. The architecture is of the Byzantiuc style.

It is ventilated and lighted with four rows of win-
dows on each side, and decorated externally in a
highly ornamental manner, with coloured bricks,
Bathstono columns, caps and corbels, and a couple
of granite pillars supporting the front porch. It
will be suppUed with a fi,ne window at each en 1,

east and west, of stained glass, and the floor will
bo of tasselated pavement, wood and ston(\ The
contractors are Messrs. Smith and Co., of Pimlico

;

and the architect, Mr. Digby Wyatt. The cost of
the building is stated to be £14,0U0.

CHAPELS.

Weymouth.—On Friday week, at a meeting of
the committee for carrying out the erection of a
New Wesleyan Chapel in Weymouth, tenders vary-
ing in amount from £3,034 to JB4,025 were opened,
and ultimately tliat of Mr. S. Brown, viz., i;3,G31,
was accepted by the meeting. Should it be deter-
mined to erect the chapel without a turret, there
will be a saving of £330.

TuxsTALL.—A now chapel has been erected for
the Methodist Free Church of Tunstall, in Bank-
street. The building is inaplaiu Gotliic style of
architecture, and the material chiefly red and blue
brick. The chapel, which is over a badement story,
12 ft. higli, comprises a school-room, and is ap-
proached by two entrances, vnih staircases on each
side. The floor over the entrance lobbies between
the staircases is fitted up with rising pews in the
form of a gallery, forms being used for the other
portion of the chapel, which, as soon as funds will
allow, is intended to be fitted up with low open
benches. The roof timbers where seen, and other
portions ofthe wood work in the interior are stained
and varnished. The chapel will seat 300 persons,
and the cost is about £4U0. Mr. Beech, of Tunstall,
has been the general contractor for the work, which
has been carried out from designs furnished by Mr.
Ralph Dain, architect, Burslem, Staffordshire.

SCHOOLS.

WvBERTON.—A new school has been built at Wy-
berton, no?r Stamford.

BUILDINGS.

SwAN'AGE.—A new reading-room has been built .

at Swanage, by J. Mowlem, Ksq. It is built of the
stonework of the district, r<3ofed with Bangor slate,

i

well hghtedj and well ventilated. Its length is

about dl ft., width about 2i) ft., height about -0 ft.,

open roof (with ventilators), plastered.

Taunton.—On the llth inst., a memorial hall, in
connection with the bi-ceutenary movement, wiis

opened at Taunton. It is an ItaHau building, of
red brick and Batli stone, lighted by Mathieson's
patent reflecting gas^diers, and ventilated by two of
i'isher's patent screw ventilators in the roof. These
assist egress of hot air and prevent down draft,

while cold air is supplied by means of openings un-
der regulation round the room. The proportions uf
the hall, and the consequent ease in speaking and
heaving, elicited much commendation, and at the
close of the meeting a resolution of thanks to the
architect, Mr. E. C. Pressland, was passed by accla-

mation. A similar mode of ventilation, and the
same principles of proportion and construction,
were followed at a large assembly-room in Taunton
twelve months ago, under the same architect. The
veutilatiou is said to be perfect, and the acoustic
eti'ects equally successful.

Malvern.—Tlio now Railway Station at Mal-
vern will shortly bo opened. It was designed by
Mr. Elmslie, and has been executed by ^I-'Hsrs.

Wood and Sons, Worcester. The ironwork for tho
roof of the covered platforms has been, supplied
fi'om tho \^ul<-in Works, by Messrs. Melvenzio,
Cluues, and Holland. ]\Ir. Wittomo is clerk of tho
works, and Mr. Forsyth supurintended the carving
of the bosses and flowers of tho semi-pillars.

A Splendid New Railway Station at Paris.—
One of the most remarkable buildings at present in

progress of construction in Paris is the new t-'rnii-

nu3 of the Northern Railway. The buildings
cover a superficies of about 120,(lOO ft. The facade
is 510 ft. long, and in tho centre is tho great
entrance-hall, 210 ft. wide. The facade is to l>tr

ornamented with twenty-three statues, representing
the cities of Paris, Brussels, St. Petersbur^^h,

Amsterdam, Frankfort, Loudon, Vienna, Berlin,

Cologne, Amiens, Lille, Beauvais, Cambria, St.

Quentin, Boulogne, Compiegne, Ai-ras, Laon,
Calais, Valenciennesj Dunkirk, Douai, and Rouen.
On the key of the principal arch is to be placed tho
head of I\Iercury, symbolical of commerce, with
two medallions, right and left, representing Jupiter
and Neptune.. Thunderbolts and dolphins attached
to the medallions are meant to represent fire aud
water, the bases of steam locomotion. Sculptors
are at present decorating the side entrances with
medallions representing Papin and Watt.

Dumfries.—The goods shed at tho Dumfries
Station of the Glasgow and South-Western Rail-
way, is to be enlarged 100 ft. in length, while the
width will be 60 ft. The northern end of the exist-

ing shed will be also widened to the same breadth
for a length of 75 ft. Materials are being laid down,
and operations will commence in a short time. The
opeuing of the Lockerbie Railway next summer
renders an increase of accommodation at the pas-
senger station necessary. Plans have been pre-
pared by Mr. Deas, assistant-engineer, for an
additional shed and dock, extending from the
north-east corner of the station-house, parallel to

and of the same length as the present shed for the
Castle-Douglas and Portpatrick line ; it will be
33 ft. wide, and tho work vriW be proceeded with
without delay. The goods station for the Dum-
fries and Lockerbie Railway at Dumfries is to be
erected in the field between the Dumfries passenger
station and Greystonefiatt. Workmen are now
busy forming the branch line of railway to connect
the goods station with the mainline running into
the Glasgow and South-Western.

Worcester.—The City and County Banking
Company of Worcester have recently transferred
their business to their new building at the Cross,
Worcester. It has been designed to meet the spe-
cial requirements of a modern bank, and would con-
trast favourably with many similar builcliugs in the
metropolis. It forms a conspicuous object in the
architecture of Worcester and tlie midland counties.
The design is Italian, with a Gothic feeling trace-
able in the detail, greatly enhancing the general
effect. It is a detached building. The principal
faf'ade has a noble entrance doorway, decorated
with granite columns, and Bath stone pedestals and
cornice ; the arch, which is profusely decorated
with carved foliage, is of the same material, as well
as the whole of the two principal fronts. The build-

ing is three stories high, divided from one another
by moulded string courses. There are on the
ground floor of the principal front two windows,
with projecting cornices supported by consoles

j

those, as well as the other windows on th same floor,

are fitted with mahogany sashes and revolving shut-
ters. The first floor windows are semi-circular
headed, with Ionic columns supporting pediments

;

there are stone balusters between the pedestals, and
the enriched spandrils combine to give a very beau-
tiful character to these windows. The second floor

windows have segment heads, above which is a no-
ble cornice with carved trusses. A stone parapet,
with balusters, crowns the building. On entering,
we pass through an internal porch or lobby, over a
tastefully-designed floor of Maw and Co.'s tiles,

into the banking-room. This apartment is rather
diml^' lighted, by means of adomed skylight. Italian
marble columns form a species of colonade, sup-
porting a semi-groined and profusely- enriched ceil-

ing. In this apartments are screens, counters, desks,
tables, ttc, all of selected mahogany, and in good
keeping with the style of the building. The work-
manship is elaborate, aud interspersed with carving;
the upp-rpart of the screens are of rich open bronze
work. The building is fitted with all the modern
appliances for comfort and convenience, and the
workmansliip is very creditable. Mr. W. C. Flmslie
is tho architect of the building. His design has
been ably carried out by Messrs. Wood and Son, of
Worcester, under a clerk of the works. The carv-

ing was executed by Mr. Forsyth, of Worcester.
The whole cost mil exceed £14,000.

Alloa.—^A now corn exchange was opened at

Alloa on the 20th iust. The exchange is situated in

High-street. The front of the building, which is in

the line of the street, is in the Scottish baronial

style. The hall is a well-proportioned room. SO ft.

long by 38 ft. broad, having at either end committe*?

and clerk's rooms. It is lighted from the roof liy a
range of rolled plat(!-glaa3 windows, extending the

full length of the i)uililing on either side, and by
larg ()-light nxulUoned windows in each end. 'i'he

hall, including a small gallery over tho rooms at

the entrance eu'l, will be seated for from GOO to 700,
and, a-i a lecture and concert room, will supply a
want that has been much felt in Alloa. The archi-

tect was Mr. Thomas Frame, builder, Alloa.

Bristol.—A block of buildings, recently erected
on the site of the old sugar-huusi', near tho Stoue-
l)ridg(», for the firm of iMessrs. Waterman and Co.,

leather merchants, of Bristol, has been opened with
a mnree. The premises consist of two massive build-

ings, to which Messrs. Pope and Bindon, the archi-

tects, have given a handsome Italian frontage. Tiio

front buiUliug consists of some spacious stock-rooms
and cellarage ; and in the rear is the manufactory,
with the rough leather room, riveting-rooms, and
machine-room, and capable of accommodating GDO
workmen. The artificers' work was done by Messrs.
Thorn, Marquis, Tuckey, and Co.

restorations.

Washingborougii.—The church of St. John tho
Evangelist, at Washiugborough, Lincoln, having
undergone extensive repairs and alterations, was re -

opened on the llth inst. The restorations have
been carried out by Mr. Huddlestou, of Lincoln.
They comprise the removal of the roof of the old

nave north aisle, and the substitution of one of
Memel timber, covered with boarding, on which is

laid the old lead recast. The plaster of the w.Jls
of the nave and north aisles has been taken away,
and the rubble is now pointed \vith dark coloured
mortar. The windows are re-glazed, and the wholo
inside was only cleaned of its colour wash and paint,

and thoroughly restored. The old floor was taken
up, refaced, and relaid, the deficiency being sup-
ported by new rubbed Yorkshire stone. The benches
are made of pitch pine and Pctersburgh deals, and
the pulpit and reading desk exclusively of tho
former. The screen at the east end, and that
between the chancel and vestry are of English oak.
The west entrance is restored, and a new door
fixed. The woodwork of the roof, sittings, aud pul-

pit are stained and varnished.

Astbury.—Astbury Church, Cheshire, was re-

opened on the lith inst. The interior stonework
has been cleansed from wash and plaster j the pews,
which are oak ones, of the date of James II., have
been re-arranged; and a large western gallery, no
longer needed, has been removed. The font has
been recai;ved and reset, and a new vestry, screened
off" with a handsome oak screen, to correspond with
the chancel. The east end of tho north aisle has
been enriched mth four ivindows, by Warrington,
in memory of Randle Wilbraham, Esq. j and several

new fittings have been presented to the church.

Market Lavington.—The old Perpendicular
church of J^Iarkct Lavington, Wiltshire, was re-

opened, after restoration, on the llth inst. Tho
work has been superintended by Mr. Anthony T.
Jackson, from Mr. Christian's oflice, and executed
by Messrs. Draper, the contractors.

Bray.—Bray Church, Berkshire, has been re-

stored, and was reopened on Saturday week. The
roofs are new throughout. The walls of the navo
have been heightened. Unsightly masses of walls,
which had obstructed the sound, and shut out all

view of the chancel, have been removed, and the
building has been strengthened by new arches and
buttresses. A lofty decorated arch now connects
the nave with the chancel. The north wall, which
was in a dangerous condition, has been rebuilt. The
old pillars, composed of chalk aud rubble, have
been cut away from under the arches on each side
of the nave, and pillars of stone substituted. Low
open seats, of one uniform pattern, have been
placed throughout the church. The organ has been
remodelled, and adapted to a new position by
Messrs. Bevington. A warming apparatus has been
suppUed by Mr. Haden, of Trowbridge. Six win-
dows, by Wale, O'Connor, Hughes, and Lavers and
Barrand (two of them after designs given by E.
Street, Esq.), occupy the eastern and western ter-

niinations of the church. Three original windows
in grisaille work have been placed by Lavers and
Barrand in the south wall. The stone work of
many of the windows is new, but the old forms and
traceries have been carefully preserved. J. H.
Wyatt, Esq., of Great Russell-street, London, was
the architect. The works have been well executed
by Mr. Foster, of London, and Mr» Vickery and
Mr. Silver, «if Bray.

Camborne.—St. Martin's Church, Camborne,
has been restored, and was reopened on Thursday
hist. New roofs have been placed on the chancel,
the nave, and the north aisle, and the square high
pews replaced mth low and open seats, the chancel
being filled \vith stalls, placed choir-ways, and paved
with glazid encaustic tiles. The remainder of tho
floor is laid with Minton's tiles, arranged in patterns
of bulf, red, and black. The pulpit, which has
some very curious carving on the panels, has been
placed on the north side of the chancel. A new
granite font, supported on a central shaft and four
smaller ones of polished serpentine, has been fixed,

at the west end of the nave. A new vestry k&fi been
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built on tlio south side of the south aisle. The
church will now accommodate 48S persons. The
restorations liavc been by Messrs. Edwards, Symons,

and Corah, contractors. Mr. J. Piers St. Aubyn,
ofliondon, was the architect. The west (tower)

^vindow has been filled with stained glass. The
window was supplied by Messrs. Layers and Bar-

rand, of London, and contains medallions in the

two centre lights representing the historical fact of

St. Martin (the patron ^aint of the church), sharing
his cloak with a beggar, and the saint's subsequent
baptism; emblems of the Four Evangelists, and
several Chi-istian monograms.

FOUNDATION STONES.

HULME.—On Wednesday week, the foundation-
stone of the Town Hall, Hulmc, was laid by the
Mayor of Manchester. The site of the intended
building is in a vacant plot of land in Stretford-

road, bounded by Clopton-street, Trafford-street,

and Dale-street. It will be in the Italian style of

architecture, with a stone front. There will be a
frontage of 94 ft. to Stretford-road ; and the build-

ing will be 96 ft. deep, and 65 ft. high. On the
ground floor there will be a spacious entrance hall,

o.i either side of which will be committee rooms,
and offices for the collectors of township and high-
way rates, and other oflicials. There will be two
wings to the building ; the right wing will be used
as a branch of the free library, anil the left wing as

offices for the overseers. From the entrance hall,

a grand staircase will lead to the principal hall,

which will be 90 ft. by 45 ft., and 40 ft. high. The
room will be capaljle of holding more than 2,000
persons, and will be very handsomely decorated.
Mr. J. C. Lyud, the city surveyor, is the architect.

Shim, gTfinoriiils, ^-t.

Memorial to 'the PRI^•CE Consout at Pet-
TEBCAIRN.—Sir John Stuart Forbes, Bart., of Pit-
sUgo and Fettcrcairn, presided at a meeting held at
Fettercairn the other day in reference to the me-
morial proposed to bo erected there to the late
Prince Consort. Sir John read a letter from Sir
Thomas Gladstone, suggesting the erection of an
obelisk, sketches of which were submitted to the
meeting, furnished by the Messrs. Mai'donald, of
Aberdeen, who are executing the obeUsk for her
Majesty. An arcli and a fountain were also pro-
posed. Sir John said that her Majesty considered
some such arch as that proposed would mark the
wish of the inhabitants more conspicuously than a
fountain would do, although, perhaps, the design of
the fountain sent was tho prettier of the two. He
(Sir John) thought that if certain improvements
were effected in connection with the site, the arch
would have a much Ijetter effect than the obelisk,
while the access liy the different lines of road which
converge at the bridge would be made much easier.
With regard to the fountain, it would be quite
within their means, and he believed that a suitable
site could lie found for it. As to the obelisk, he was
not quite sure about getting a suitable site for it in
the village, without its proving a sort of obstruction.
After some discussion, from wliich it appeared the
arch (20 ft. wide by 17 ft. high) would cost about
iSim, a show of hands decideil in favour of this
kind of memorial, and a committee was appointed
to carry out its erection.

Statue to the late James Lumsden, Esq.,
AT Glasgow.—The inauguration of a bronze statuu
to the late James Lumsden, Esq., toolc place at
Glasgow on Wednesday week. The statue was cast
in London, from a model by Mr. John Mossman,
sculptor. The figure, which is 8 ft. G in. high,
is draped in modern costume, and holds in
the right hand an eye-glass, and in the left
a scroll. It stands on a pedestal 104 ft. in height,
and the pedestal bears the following inscription :

—

" James Lumsden, Lord Provost of Glasgow from
1843 to 1846. During which period the municipality
was greatly extended. For nineteen years honorary
treasurer of the Royal Infirmary, to which institu-
tion he rendered most valuable services. Through-
out life an energetic and successful promoter of the
public interests and benevolent enterprises of this
his native city. Born 1/78; died 1856."

The Statue of the l.vte Sir William Napier,
K.C.B.—On the afternoon of the 17th instant, the
Btatue recently erected to the memory of the late
Sir William Napier, the historian of the Peninsular
war, in the north entrance to the nave of St. Paul's
Cathedral, was formally inaugurated. The statue
has been erected by public subscription. It is

8 ft. 6 in. in height, and is of Carrara marble. The
left hand of the general is represented as grasping
the sword, a scroll beiug held in the right. The
pedestal is ft. G in. in height, and is of Sicilian
marble. The inscription 'is, "General William
Francis Patrick Napier, historian of the Peninsular
war, born 1785, died 18G0." The position of the
statue is immediately on the left of the north en-
trance, and betweenthe monuments of Gener;il Hay
and Sir Thomas Picton, the corresponding position
on the left being occupied by the statue of Sir
William's illustrious brother, tho late Sir Charles

James Napier. The sculptor of both statues is Mr.
G. G. Adams, Sloane-street.

Louth.—A statue of the late Rev. Jas. Kiddall,

of Walker, has just been erected at Louth, by Mr.
John Stark, sculptor, Louth. The monument,
which is of "iorkshire stone, is a square pedestal,

standing on a three-fold moulded base, surmounted
with a moulded capital in the pediment form, and
finishing with an obelisk. The entire monument is

12 ft. high.

Statue to Mr. Jonas Webb.—It is proposed
to erect in the Agricultural-hall, at Islington, a
memorial statue of the late Mr. Jonas Webb, the
well-known agriculturist.

The Prince Consort Mesiorial, Dublin.—The
refusal of the commissioners of Stephen's Green
to throw it open to the public, in connection with
this memorial, has excited general disapprobation,
and steps will be taken to compel them to meet the
wishes of the public.

Ilbesheim.—It is proposed to erect a statue of

Gcrmania, by Homberger, from 30 to 40 ft. high, on
the mountain named the Little Calmit, near Ilbe-

sheim, in the Palatinate.

Annonay.—The statue of Boissy d'Anglais has
been removed from opposite the Parisian Palais de

V Industrie to Annonay, his native place.

The Wedgwood Statue.—The foundation for

tho erection of the pedestal is now in course of con-
struction, and the statue, which, it will be remem-
bered, was exhibited near the majolica fountain in

the International Exhibition, will be inaugurated
in January next. The site selected is at the front

of the Stoke Railway Station. The statue is the
work of Mr. E. Davis, of London.

St, Ives.—A now stained glass window is in-

tended to be placed in the western end of the bi-Ifry

of St. Ives' Church, Huntingdonshire, by Kobert
Hichens, Esq., of London.

Gl-A-Sgow. — The last window to complete the
series, which we have ou several occasions described,
for the cathedral at Glasgow, has just been placed.
Tho designer of this window is Claudius Schran-
dolph, and it is the gift of Mr. Blackburn, M.P. A
number of stained glass windows are about to be
placed in the clerestory of the cathedral. The re-

maining windows in the chapter-house will be filled

with painted glass in tbe course of a few weeks.
The subjects are the " Acts of Mercy," and the ar-

tist is I^Ir. Henry Hughes, of the firm of Ward and
Hughes, London.

KrsHOLME.—Five stained windows, designed by
Messrs. Edmondson and Sons, of Manchester, have
been presented by Mr. George Lomas, and placed
in the chancel and each end of the transepts of the
Wesleyan Chapel, Eusholme.

Knaresborough. — The memorial window in
Trinity church, Knaresborough, commemorative of
the late Prince Consort, was fixed on Saturday
week. It is from the establishment of Messrs.
Hardman and Co., of Birmingham. The subjects
have reference to the Blessed Trinity, and are re-
presented in the five principal lights, viz., the Na-
tivity, the Transfiguration, the Crucifixion, the
Resurrection, and tlie Ascension. The bottom
middle light has the shield and arms of his late
Koyal Highness. In the tracery of tbe window are
emblems and monograms of the Holy Trinity. The
cost of this memorial is £270. The tower of this
church (wliich has been in an unfinished state for
more than sis years) is nearly ready for the spire.

Westminster Abbey.—A stained glass window
wUl, it is expected, be placed in Westminster Ab-
bey, in memory of the celebrated Joseph Locke, the
engineer.

inifriil Items.

Metropolitan Board of Works.—The ordinary
weekly meeting of this board was held on Friday,
at their offices. Spring-gardens ; Mr. John Thwaites,
the chairman, presiding. The cash statement
showed that the balances in the hands of the trea-
surer were—on current accounts, £ry,0!35 ISs. lOd.

;

on deposit accounts, £9,970 ; and ou Government
securities, £75,151 Os. 7d. Mr. PoUard, the clerk
to the board, read a letter from Mr. Davis, the
vestry clerk of Shoreditch, notifying tho election of
Mr. Jeremiah Long, in place of Mr. John Ware,
resigned ; also a letter from the vestry clerk of the
district of Fulham, notifying the election of Mr.
Lammar, in the room of Mr. Valentine Stevens,
deceased. Mr. Freeman brought up a report from
the main drainage conmittee, recommending that
the tender of ilr. Webster, for the execution of the
southern low level sewer for the sura of £2;i-l,00U,
be a- cepted. The recommendation was agreed to.

Mr. Freeman moved, " That in the event of any

contractor tendering for a work, and subsequently
withdrawing such tender, or not furnishing ap-
proved sureties for carrying out the work, no further
tender from him be accepted by the board." After
some discussion the question was referred back to
the committee. On the motion of Mr. Savage,
the board adjourned till the 2nd of January, 1863.

Destructive Fire.—About four o'clock on Friday
morning an alarming fire broke out at No. 7, Bar-
row-mews, John-street, Blackfriars-road, in the
occupation of Mr. Eichards, painter. Although
the engines were soon ou the spot, the fixe was not
checked until tbe house was burned down, and
three houses adjoining were considerably injured.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—The annual
general meeting of tbe Institution of Civil Engi-
neers was held on the 16th inst. The report was
read. It observed that, for the first time, pre-
miums in money had been awarded ; and it would
be for the in-coming council to consider, how far
the increased value of the premiums, by in some
degree offering remuneration for the time devoted
to the study of the subjects, will induce the pre-
sentation of complete and well-composed papers,
for reading at the meetings. Since tho annual
meeting, volume 19 of the minutes of proceedings,
containing 760 pages, had been issued. Volume
20, consisting of nearly 600 pages, was completed,
and would bo forwarded to the members in the
course of a few days. It was under consideration,
whether it might not be advantageous in future to
publish the memoirs of deceased meral.iers as an
appendix to the volume, rather thaualloAv them to
occasion delay in the publication of the minutes of
proceedings. After referring to the annual dinner
of the society, the report proceeded :— The
tabular statement of the transfers, elections, de-

ceases, and resignations, showed that the number of
elections had been 72, of deceases 15, and of resig-

nations 2, leaving an effective increase of 55, and
making the total number of members of all classes

on the books, on tbe 30th of November last, exactly

1,000. This was an increase of 2U per cent, in the
last five years, of which about 6j per cent, occurred
in the past session. The deceases announced during
the year had been :—H. R. H. the Prince Consort
and Peter Barlow, honorary members ; Mt-ssrs.

James John Berkley, James Cooper, Henry Hind
Edwards, John Edward Errington, Joseph Lano
Manby, James Walker, and William Weallens,
members; Major Baddeley, R.A., Captain Colling-

wood. Colonel Colt, Messrs. Robert Cowen, and
John Withers, associates ; and Mr. John Brannis
Birch, gradu.ite. The council thought the past
session might be looked upon with satisfaction, ftjr

the increase in the number of its members, and for

the nature of its general proceedings ; and they
regarded the present success and well-being of the

institution, as the best guarantee of its future and
long-continued usefulness. After the reading of
the report, Telfordmedals were presented to Charles
Augustus Hartley, Messrs. J. H. Miiller, J. Patou,
J. Abernetby, and J. Bailey Denton ; a Watt medal
to J, D'A. Samuda ; a iStophenson prize of twenty-
five guineas to Sir C. A. Hartley ; Miller prizes, of

fifteen guineas each, to J. H. Miiller and J. Paton
;

council premiums of books to Capt. Douglas Gralton,

R.E., and Messrs. J, Brunlees, H. C. Forde, C. W.
Siemens, J. A. Longrldge, and J. Oldham ; and the
Manby premium, in books, to Sir C. A. Hartley.

The thanks of the institution were unanimously
voted to its officers. The following gentlemen were
elected to fill the several offices t.m tho council

for tho ensuing year :—Jobn llawkshaw, president

;

J. Fowler, C. H. Gregory, J. R. McCiean, and J. S.

Russell, vice-presidents ; Sir William Armstrong,
N. Beardmore, J. Cubitt, T. E. Harrison, T. Hawk-
sley, G. W. Hemans, J. Murray, G. R. Stephenson,

C. Vignoles, and J. Whitworth, members; and J.

T. Leather, and F. Marrable, associates.

Worcester Arch.eological Club.—The first

meeting of this society for the present season has
recently taken place, when a paper, by Mr. Henry
Walker, " On the Cap and Bells," was read. The
writer treated of tho origin and history of court

fools and jesters, giving some amusing anecdotes of

their witticisms and oddities. St. Kened, a de-

firmed saint, was described as showing his face-

tiousness by praying himself crooked again as often

as St. David prayed him straight, till at last the
latter saint became tired of continually straighten-

ing St. Kened by his prayers, and left him to his

crookedness of mind and body. The last profes-

sional jester is said to have been Jack Hafod, who
lived in tbe service of Mr. Bartlett, of Castle Mor-
ton, in this county, in the last century, and whoso
memory is still preserved by the common saying,
*' As big a fool as Jack Hafod." Table wit, epi-

grams, and humourous publications, were next

noticed by Mr. Walker, several extracts from Joe
Miller being given, and the satirical and witty se-

rials of the present day were remarked upon, ar
"

srveral illustrations given. Thanks we--^ voted^'

Mr. H. Walker for his communication ; anu Mr. J.

Severn Walker, hon. sec., then read a report of the

past proceedings and present position of the club,

. from which it appeared that fifteen papers, mostly

1 bearing upon the archfeology of tho district, had
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boon TcnA, junl vnrious iutcrost inj*^ Hulijocta dis-

cuasfil. After dcfniying' all ^IIl('ns^'^^ a mnall
balanco roinaitis in favour of Uio club, bosidoa ar-
rears of subscripUuu etill ilvio. Mr. Jiaxter read an
cleniontary paper on Geolopy on Tuesday lust.

The Aut Unmon or London.—In accordnnco
with a reaobition passed at the annual general meet-
ing at the Adelphi Theatre, on tho i29th of April
last, reeoinniondin^ the appoiuf iiient ofa roniinitti-e

to eonsider the best means to bu adopted for the tv'

eoRnitiou of fho valuable services of the honorary
secretaries since the commencement of the society,
it has l)etu proposed to raise, by subscription,
among the members ofthe society and their friends,
a Slim of money to be expended in tho production
of two pieces of plate, to bo prcs nted respectively
to Jlr. GoiUvin and Mr. Pocock. [We trust the mem-
bars of the society \nll raise such a sum as will

enable them wnrthihj to acknowledge their services.
It must be a good round sum to do so—even par-
tially.—Kd. B.N.']

A Parisian Winter Garden.—Wo have heard
(says the Jnunial d>t. Havrr) that a company is now
being formed in Paris for tlie purpose of transform-
ing the garden of tho Palais lloyal into a winter
garden, like the immense greenhouses annexed to
the palaces of the wealthier Russian nobles. The
etmipany proposes to bear the whole expense of
niaking the garden a place of recreation unequalled
in the world. It would be devoted to concerts,
games of all kinds, artistic exhibitions, &e. In Slay,
every year, the glass roof would be removed, and
the garden opened to the public as usual.

The Proposed Site of St. Thomas's Hos-
pital.—The governors of St. Thomas's Hospital are
now understood to be negotiating with the Fish-
mongers* Company for the purchase of a plot of
ground in the Wahvorth-road, a little beyond the
Elephant and Castle, as a site for the new hospital.
The piece of ground is between 7 and 8 acres in ex-
tent. The Fishmongers' Company are understood
to have offered the site to the hospital authorities
for £40,000, plus certain expenses, which are not to
exceed £o,000. The negotiation, of course, cannot
be concluded without the approval of the governors
ofthe hcspital.

The Paris Permanent Universal Exhip,ition.
•—The building for the Paris Permanent Universal
Exliibition, which will be opened in August next, is

to have its chief entrance richly sculptured, tlie

ceutral surmounting group being IG ft. high. The
archivolt ofthe gate of egress is to be of bronze,
with majolica panels. llM. Lehmann and Peignier
are acting along with 51. Llandier as architects. A
special saloon of noble proportions has been appor-
tiiiued to music, and music only. So arranged, the
ri taring of rival organs will not make study hopeless
in one-third of the picture gallerieSj as it was in the
International Exhibition.

A news letter to a K"ew York paper from Corinth,
Missisippi, says that, in consequence of the scarcity
of drinkable water in that neighbourhood, the
authorities have been engaged in boring wells to
furnish a supply. Three negroes, a mule, two or
three pulleys with their ropes and tackle and tho
simple auger, can "sink" a well in a short time.
The snil is so free from sand and gravel that there is

no difficulty in the operation. Au auger of three
in. diameter is first used, and afterward (me of eight
or nine in., which is the final diameter of the well.
The mule, harnessed to a huge clevis which onclosci
its body, and is fastened over its head to the end ofa
horizontal lever, raises tho auger from the well by
walking round in a little circle, and thus winding the
rope upon which the auger is suspended around an
upright cylinder. When it is necessary to unwind,
the driver gives the command, '*Halt!" and the
mule stops ;

" Turn !" and he turns in his tracts
;

the clevis b; ing made so as ta turn where it connects
with the lever. When the boring is completed a
tubing plank is put down to keep the wall from
crumbling in. The water is then drawn by a long
cylindrical bucket, open at the top, and having a
valve at the bottom opening upward. Suthcient
%veight to sink it is attached to the bottom. As it

sinks the water rushes in through the valve,
which closes as soon as the bucket begins to be
drawn up.

Sewage op Towns. — The commissioners ap-
pi )inted to inquire into the best mode of distributing
the sewage of towns, have made their second re-

port, which contains the result of numerous experi-

ments and inquiries made by them in various iiarts

of the country. The report concludes by repeating
the recommendation of the former report :

— '* That
tho only security for a general and continued em-
ployment of such means of distributing the sewago
"will be by the establishment of responsible conser-

vnneies throughout the country, armed with ade-

*i' powers for preventing damage and for effect-

ing impr-; ments. We believe that these powers
would be best vested in independent local authori-

ties, such as tho present commissioners of sewers,

acting under certain Government regulations, in

respect to borrowing money and other matters. Our
inquiry, however, has of necessity beeu of too im-

povfect a character to enable us to set forth for con-
8ideration any decided measures in detail on so large
and important a question. There are many sub-
jects to be in luired into, and vasts inti'rests to be
cimsidered, which are beyond our present power or
province to enter upon. We can only respectfully,
but earnestly recommend, that such intiuiricH hIiouIJ
be instituted into tho various points bearing on tlie

su'iject, so that measures may be permitted which
will enable Parliament to deal with the existing evil

in a way most conducive to public interests."

(illlp.

According to the last police returns, the known
number of criminals at large amounteil to upwards
of 123,000, having for their haunts 2t,000 huusea.

A new clock has been placed in the Town-ball,
Knaresborough. Tho makers were Messrs. J. Pailey
and Co., of Manchester. The dial is 5 ft, (i in.

diameter.

New banks have bc«i for some time the order of
the day. One for Russia is now said to be in the
course of formation

; another for Birmingham and
tho midland counties; a third for the continent, on
a very extensive scale ; and a fourth for the Medi-
terranean and the Levant. A prospectus is issued
of the Scinde, Punjaub, and Delhi Bank, capital

£1,000,000, to be connected with the Union Bank
of London.

Indian soldiers are now being employed in mak-
ing a tunnel under the Indus, to form a link in the
great chain of railroad between Calcutta and
Peshawur.

At a meeting ofthe Royal Agricultural Improve-
ment Society iu Dublin, on Thursday, Mr. H. J.

M'Farline, in moving tho adoption of the report,
complained that more attention had not been paid
by the society to drainage. He had seen the people
suffering dreadfully from thc^ wetness of the seasons
and flooding of their lands, and yet, with regard to
drainin*:r, the country seemed to be retrograding
instead of advancing.

The Queen visited the Royal Mausoleum at Frog-
more, on Thursday. Several extra artizans are
now engaged there, night and day, in order to com-
plete the interior of the mausoleum as early as

p >s.^ible ; but from the magnificence and solidity of
the work, it is expected that the whole will not be
completed for six months to come. The inner
tomb. In which the Prince is laid, is now locked
with a gold key, which is kept by a trusty official,

and police a-e on duty night and day where the
men are working.

The Government of Dalmatia has taken tho
necessary measures for introducing the culture of
the cotton plant into that country.

Tlie sale of the first part of the plant of the re-

freshment department of the International Exhi-
bition, on Thursday, realised upwards of .€10,000.

On Friday evening last, about twenty of tho
servants in the sculpture department of the Inter-
national Kxhibition, presented, at tho Swan Hotel,
Brompton, a gold watch and chain to Mr. John
Stride Ripley, jun., deputy-superintendent Fine
Arts Department, as a token of their esteem.

The directors ofthe French telegraphic lines have
pul)lished a notice in the journals, stating that, in
consequence of the late heavy gales and rains in the
south uf France, the communications iu many parts
have been temporarily interrupted, but that every
exertion is being made to repair the damage with
the shortest possible delay.

The organ of the Brunswick Chapel, M.irket-
etreet. Leek, Staffordshire, has been enlarged and
improved, by Messrs. Kirtland and Jardine, and
was reopened on the 12th inst.

A slight shock of earthc[uake is said to have been
experienced at Kirkby Stephen, Westmoreland, on
the Gtli inst., and simultaneously in the villages in
the neighbourhood within a radius of about six
miles. There was scarcely a house in which it was
not more or less felt, the doors and windows being
shaken.

A terrific accident has occurred on the Eastern
Railway, Lisbon. A train, with materials and
about 200 workmen, was passing o\er the bridge
of Sor, when it suddenly gave way, and the whole
wore precipitated into the river. It is reported that
about 100 people were killed, and many wounded.

M. Leverrier, the astronomer, has at last obtained
the authorisation which he solicited to establish in
difl'erent parts of France astronomical stations de-
pendent upon the Paris Observatory. He left Paris
some days back to examine some of the localities of
the south, which are most favourably situated for
the installation of fresh astronomical stations.

It is said that at the opeuing of the Albert foun-
tain, at Barnstaple, a f^-w days ago, the ei-Mavor of

the borough wat about to take the usual first

drink," when a member of the Town Council threw
into the basin of Die fountain the contents of a
bottle I if gin. This extraordinary freak, of course,
necessitated the washing out uf the basin before tho
ceremony could be proceeded with.

llatcnts anil Inlicntions

CUNNKCTKD WITH THK BlIM.UINO TUADH.

(From the Mechanics' Magazine.)

1472. J. Wkkikt. Tinprovfmeiitf in macht'jirnj for flirj-

gitiij, excavating, and removing earth, tjratel, anil such likB
f-ubftauceti. (A communication.) Dated M;iy 15, 18(J2.

This invention consists in an improved form of cxcavaior,
to be worked hy steam or air, which is capable of beinff
moved on rails near the ground to he excavate<I, and which
removes the dirt, stones, gravel, and such mattcr.s to any
distance that may be re<iuired. The patentee places on a
suitable frame, and mounted on wheels, a boiler and en-
gine This engine drives a toothed wheel, which gives
motion to another similar wheeb on whose axle is a S'juaro
frame, over which passes an endless chain of links, carrying
a series of buckets or scoops; each bucket or scoop is pre-
ceded by a coulter or knife, for penetrating and loosening
the eartli or soil, which is then scraped up by the scoop or
buckL-t. The endless chain carrying these buckets is kept
at the rc'iuircd tension by a pole, which can be raised or
lowered by means of cords and pulleys on the frame of the
machine. On the axle ofthe first-mentioned toothed wheel
is an endless band, passing round and kept tight by a ten-
sion pole or rod, similar to the one before named ; this pole
may he of any length, and can be raised or lowered aa
wished. The action is as follows :—Motion being given to
the toothed wheel carrying the square on which is the end-
less chain of buckets, these are lowered to the required
depth, and sink l)y their own weight into the ground ; these
buckets are open on the side next the chain, and, when in
action, are kept close against it; but when they come over
the pulley, they turn over by their own weight, and dis-
charge their contents on the endless table before raentione'*,
which removes it into a truck. This machine can be moved
in any direction on rails, and when placed on a boat it

serves as a dredging machine, with the advantage of raising
the mud without disturbing the bottom, i'atcnt completed.

1482. R. Laming. Improvements in constrnctin(j and
using electric telegraphs. Dated May 16, 1862.

The patentee claims as his invention, with respect to the
electric telegraph generally, the adjustments of its parts
to one another, as described, and also using either or both
ends of a telegraph with its parts so adjusted in the way
specified, or with such modifications as may embody his in-
vention

; but ho does not claim the simple application of
the opposite polesof two batteries at the two ends of a line,
when unaccompanied with the adjustments to the wire of
the voltaic elements and of the coils of instruments, oppo-
site poles having already been so applied, though for a
different purpose. And, with respect to marine electric
telegraphs in particular, he claims the constrncting and
using of subaqueous telegraph cables with conductors im-
mediately surrounded by insulators of dried organic mate-
rials in a fibrous condition, saturated with insulating
cements. AlsQ constructing and using subaqueous tele-
graph cables in which the insulation and the tensile
strength are conferred, either wholly or in part, by dry
or;,'anic materials used in a fibrous condition. Also the
application and use of tubes and caoutchouc and of lead,
and of servings of vulcanized caoutchouc, and of other
covermgs that are sufficiently impervious to water for
keeping dry insulators of subaqueous telegraph cables
composed of dried hemp and insulating cements, and that
depend for their efficiency upon an artificial dessication,
which pi^rhaps they might not otherwise so perfectly main-
tain. Fatent abandoned.

1485. A. L. TniRioN. Improvements in the construction
of railwafj and other carriages. Dated May 16, 1862.

This invention consists in removing or relieving the axle
from the direct weight of the carriage, and receiving it on
metallic balls or bodies of a spherical or conical form, re-
volving between the plates or discs, which metallic balls or
cones do not touch the axle ; and in the mechanical con-
trivances or arrangements hy which this olyect may bo
advantageously attained. Patent completed.

1492. F. Stocken, Improvements in carriages. Dated
May 16, 1862.

This consists in applying folding steps tocarriages, in the
following manner :—An opening is made through the side
of the carriage, hy preference into the boot, or that part of
the carriage which is over the fore wheels. This opening ia
closed by a door or panel, hinged to it at itsunder side, and
this panel can he turned down, so as to stand at right an-
gles to the side of the carriage. The folding steps are
connected to the upper part of the door or panel , and, when
the panel is turned down, so as to be at a right angle to
the side of the carriage, the steps may be turned down, and
made to descend to any desired distance. When the steps
are folded up, the door or panel may be closed, and the car-
riage have the appearance of an ordinary carriage. I'atent
completed.

1504. C. H. Tkssier. a new safety loch. (A communi-
cation.) Dated May 17, 1862.

The fundamental principle of this invention consists in
the application of two series of small blades, the one being
situated within the lock, and the corresponding series on
the key. In the one series, as in the other, each blade
differs from the adjoining one, either in dimensions or in
profile. Each individual blade is of extreme mobility, or
else maintained by a spring, in some position differing from
the normal one, uutil the two series are brought in juxta-
position by the application of the key to the lock, when,
owing to their peculiar form, thev assume the position
which alone permits of the key turning round. Owing to
the extreme mobility of the blades, any pressure thai is
exerted upon one or more blades of the same series, for the
purpose of taking an iirpression in wax, will cause the
b'::Ue orblaujs to recede :oa certain extent, and no attempt
at taking irapi-?ssions, nowever often repeated, whether
upon the blades ot the lock or upon th^se of the key will
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eiTC a clue to the normal position, which is only produced

bj tho two series meeting: each other, and of which there is

no trace left when they arc disconnected. Patent aban-

doned.

1612. F. 0. KiRKMAN and R. Swift. A new and im-

proved joint for uniting or fixingpo^ts and rails o/bedsteads,

ti7td other articles offurniture, pofds and rath in fencing, %n

thr construction of frameworh for conset'vatories, emigrants'

and other portable houses, D.atcd M;vy 19, 1862.

The inventors attach to the corner pillar or post, where

the side or end rails are fixed, a wrought or cast hollow

n»etal block, in which are formed mortices or sockets pro-

ceeding from the sides of the block at right angles one with

the other, as the case may be, and downward from the top

of a precisely similar form to that of the tennon to be in-

serted. The side and end rails at their extremities are set

or formed so that they will lap one over the other, and are

also provided with a hole punched or drilled in the top por-

tion of the rail to pass over a /shaped bolt or pin, which

iB securely fixed in the hollow metal block by the 1 or head,

the l)olt end standing upward fur the purpose of receiving

the side and end bars or rails, which are dropped vertically

over the bolt and into the mortice, or notches in their posi-

tion, as described. The upper portion of the post or cap is

provided with a screwed nut fixed on its base, which, upon

the sides and end rails being placed in their respective posi-

tions, is immediately screwed on to the bolt or pin, and

tightly in contact with the side and rails and hollow metal

block, forming a complete union of the various parts.

Patent abandoned.

1535. A. Giles. Improremeitts in constructing floating

breakwaters. Dated May 21, 1S52.

Here a series of buoys are used, which are connected to-

gether by metal chains, so that the area over which a break-

water extends is divided horizontally into numerous sections,

by preference of a lozenge shape, there being a buoy at each

angle of a section, and, in some cases, the chain which

connects two buoys is further supported by an intermediate

buoy. From the' chains which connect the several buoys

and divide the whole area into sections, there are suspended

fringes or net work of chains, in order to lireak the waves by

causing the same to pass through the meshes or openings of

the suspended fringes or net work. The outermost and in-

nermost rov.'S of buoys are secured in their places by anchors.

By these means the area occupied by abreakwateris divided

horizoutally by network composed of chains, the angles of

which network are supported by buoys, and from this hori-

zontal network other network or fringes are suspended ver-

tically. Patent completed.

1542. E. De La Bastida. A new proKss for the produc-

tion of deiigns in relievo, oud in deepening on sheets of
iudia-ruhher of ami length tvhatever. (A communication.)
Dated May 22, 1862.

This invention consists in the production of cheap orna-

mental designs. The patentee takes a number of small
separate pieces of metal, or other suitable material, havincr

upon them deiigns sunk or in relief of an ornamental charac-
ter, and with them, upon an iron table, composes numerous
parts of types, and thus produces the patterns for carpet or

other article to be made. He then places a sheet nf india-

rulibpr, oriudia-rubber compound, prepared for vulcaniza-
tion, and of suitable thickness, upon the pattern composed
of ornamental designs, and brings down a plate of metal
with sufficient force to press the sheet of india-nibberinto or

upon the design, and he takes an exact impression thereof.

He then heats the table and vulcanizes the india-rbl»ber,

after which it is unchanged by moisture or atmospheric in-

fluences. Patent completed.

1545. S. andF. TunNituLr. Impi-orcmcnts in the manu-
facinre of floor cluths. Dated IMay 22, 1862.

The patentees claim, 1, The application of a surface of

paper to the canvas, or foundation of woven fabric, of flror-

cloth, or other like coverings, as and for the purposes de-

scribed. 2, The manufacture nf Uoor and oth?r coverings
of painted paper, in the manner described. Patent com-
pleted.

1549. G. Barlow. Laying stthmarine telegraph cahUs.
(A communication.) Dated May 22, 18G2.

This invention consists in laying submarine telegraphic
cables by partially suppoi-ting them below the surface of
the water during the paying out of the same by means of

f.'iction clutches, or .ippliances, supported from the ship's
s;des. Patent abandoned,

1551. "W. BoBERTS and T. Gbeksacre. Improvements
in cocks or valves for steam or other fluids. Dated May 22,
1862.

In constructing cocks or valves according to this inven-
tion, the stem or spindle of the valve is caused to pass
through a stuffiing box at the top of the barrel or body
within which thevalvs works. The stuffing box is divided
from the barrel or body by a petition through which tho
item or spindle of the valve passes, and there is a collar
on the stem or spindle which is enclosed between the upijer
side of the partition and tho bottom of the stuffing box,
which is screwed dov.'n into its place ovcrthe collar, the in-

tarior of the stuffing box having a screw thread cut in it to
admit of this being done. The upper or outer end of the
stem or spindle of the valve has .a handle fixed upon it, by
means of which it may be turned round, and thoinntror
lo.ver end of the stem or spindle has a screw thread formed
upjn it, which fits into a female screw formed in the upper
end of the piece forming ttie valve ; and the valve, which it

is preferred should be conical at the bearing surface, and
have a conical seat., can be raised off its seat by turning the
stem or spindle, and causing the screw thereon to descend
through the female screw. The valve, when it is raised, is

received into the ujjper part of the barrel or body, where
there are projections or ribs which guide the piece forming
the valve, and prevent it turning whilst it is being raised
or lowered. The seat of the valve is made separate from
t'le barrel or body, and is screwed into its place at the
liwer end thereof from the outside. The outlet for the
fiuid to pass away from the cock or valve is on one side of
tha barrel or body. Putent completed.

1564. G. T. LivESEY. Improvements in purifying illutni-
vatiuggas, rf-c. Dated May 26, 1852.

One part of this invention consists in purifying ilhimi-
niting gas produced by tlie distillatioa «-f co.d from the
i npuritics, sucii as ammonia and sulphutcttcd hydrogen
contained therein, by means of sulphric acid. Another

part of the invention consists in converting the products

resulting from the before-described method of purifnng the

gas, as also the ammonical liquor resulting from its ]jre-

vious pnrification, by condensation into useful or marketable

iubstances. Patent abandoned.

TENDERS.

St. Tssel.—For the erection of St. Issel's Church, Pem-
brokeshire. Frederick R. Kempson, Esq., 134, St. Owen-
street, Hereford, architect :

—
George Thomas, Pembroke £2,098

Dally and Allen, Pembroke Dock ... 1,950

Rees and Son, C'lydack, Swansea 1,852

Davies and Sons, Neveru... 1.T04 9 10

Niblett and King, Gloucester 1,780

David Richards, Templeton 1.67^

Mathias and Gower 1,650

Thomas Williams, Pembroke 1,590

William Davies, Sandersfoot 1,5S9

J. Roirers, Tenby 1,543

William Phillips, Sandersfoot 1,395

Henry Richaods, Templeton 1,335

John Davis, Parksaison, Lampeter ... 1,370

John Thomas, Tenby '. 1,333

Thomas David, Langhame 1,320

Edward Thomas, Lampeter l,28t

Kensington.—For alterations and additions to Homer
villa, Kensington, for R. H. Pearpoint, Esq. C. Freeman,
Esq., surveyor.

W. Bird £687 17
— Arber 614
T. Vr. Smith 599
Duncansonand Moultrie 592
Matthews 578 17 10

Westminster.—For new premises, Derby-street, Parlia-

ment-street, Westminster. Mr. II. K. Abrahams, archi-

tect :

—

Cubitt £18.990

Lucas 18,850

Piper 18,400
Trnllope 18.389
Flint ^ 13,173

Ashby and Sons 17,400

Holland 16.840
Myers and Sons 16,751

CO:itPETITIOXS OPEN.

LiTBBPOOT..—£1.000 for the best design, and £2.'>0 for th»
two next bast designs, to rebuild and enlarge the Liver-

pool Exchange. Copies of the inotructions and condi-

tions, with plans and sections of the site, and photo-
graphic views of the present Exchange, and the .n^ljaccnt

buildings, for which a charge of one guineawill be marl.',

may b^ had on and after the 16th inst., on application to

Mr. A. T. Squarey, 10, Water-street, Liverpool. All de-

sign* must be sent in on or before tho 31st March, 18S3.

CONTRACTS OPEN.

Madrid.—Por the construction of an iron bridge or viaduct,

to pass over Segovia-street, Jtadrid. Tenders will be re-

ceived at the Con-sistorial Hall, Madrid, on the 30th of

December. The drawings, Bpccifications, and conditions,

can hj seen at the Consular Office, 1, Gushion-court, Old
Broad-street, London.

Routhmoltox.—For the erection of a public market, public

room, &c., at S..uthmolton, Nurth Devon. Plans and
specifications may b? seen on and after the 3rd Deccnibcr,

at the Town Hall, Southmolton, on application to the

Borough Surveyor, or duplicates of the same at the office

of Mr'. W. F' Cross, architect, Queen-street, Exeter.

Sealed and endorsed tenders are to be delivere<l to tho

Town Clerk, Russoll M. Riccard, Esq., Southmolton, on
or before the Sth January, 1863.

Camautiiex.—For the erection of a lunatic asylum for the

counties of Camartheu, Cardigan, and Pembroke, and
the town and county of Haverfordwest. Plans and a
specification may be seen at ths office of Mr. O. H.
Hughes, clerk, in Quay-street, Camarthen, on and
after the 29th day of" December next. The quan-
tities -will bs taken out by two surveyors, one
to be appointed by the architect, and the charges
of such surveyors are to be paid hy the contractor
whose tender may be accepted. Persons desirous of sub-

mitting tenders for erecting the asylum are reque=t€d to

send their names and addresses forthwith to D. Brandon,
Esq., the architect, No. 24, Berkeley-sciuarc, London.
The Tenders must be deUvered at the oflice of the cierk,

on or before twelve o'clock of the morning of the 3rd

day of February, 18G3, sealed and endorsed" Tcn'lcrs for

the County Lunatic Asylum."

York.—For the following articles, in Buch quantities as

they may re^juire, from the 1st January to the 30th Juno
next, -delivered at the Company's storehouses at Gates-
head or York. Payments for each month's delivery at

the end of three month-B, or cash deducting discount. 1,

timber, deals, Ac. 2, chairs, spikes, and general cast-

iron work. 3, nails. 4, steel, files, itu. 5, wire r"pij»,

and general hemp cordage. Forms of tenders may be ob-
tained on application to Mr. Barnes, Stores, Gateshead,
and tenders must be sent in, addressed to the Secretary,
at York, sealed and marked "Tender for Scores," not
later than Saturday, the 27th inst.

Feltuam.—For lighting the Middlesex Industrial School
at Feltham with gas. Detailed specifications and ten-

ders to he sent to the clerk of the committee, Brentford,
^on or before the 10th of J.inuary.

Backworth.—T'jnders for the foilowinggoods to be supplied
to the owners of Baukworth and West Oramlington Co!-
lierits, during the year 1863, as they may be required:

—

Bar, bolt, and nut iron, boiler plate, forgings, sand and
loam o;.sling.% Mijiuel and Norway timber, uatig, shovels,
ami other h.irdware gootJs; hemp ropes and wire roju-,

spuuyarn, bucket leather, strap hides, and s;ullcry goods
;

waggon timber, whale oil, tallow lamp cotton, fire-brickfi,

grease, Ac. Tenders to be sent in on or before the 27th
inst., to Mr. Thos. G. Hurst, Backworth Colliery.

Northampton.—For about 3,000 yds. of cast iron socket
pipes, of 15 in. diameter, and 500 yds. 6 in., and 500 yds.
2 in. diameter, together ivith other castings. Specifica-
tions at the office of the company. Tenders to be sent to
the offices of the company, 87, Newland-street, Northamp-
ton, on or before the Sth of January.

Soi'TH Norwood.—For the construction of tanks at South
Norwood. Plan, &c., at the engineer's office, Town
Hall, Croydon. Tenders to be sent to H. Richards, Esq.,
99, High-street, to January 6.

Croydon.—For the construction of brick sewers, about
5,400 ft. long. Plansat the engineer's office. Town Hall,
Croydon. Tenders to be sent to the office of H. Richards,
Esq., 99, High-street, to January 5.

Leicester.—For the execution of the several works in the
erection of a new Congregational church. Drawings,
Ac, »t the office. Tenders to be sent to Henry Shenton,
architect, Friar-lane, Leicecter, to Januaiy 12.

Hastikgs.—For laying about 2,450 yds. of socket pipes, of
from 15 to 24 in. diameter, for the Hastings and St.
Leonard's Gas Company. Specification at the offices

of the company. Tenders, to the 31st inst., addressed to
A. H. Wood, Esq., general manager.

Liverpool.—For the survey of the West Derby district.

A specification can be seen at the office of Mr. A. F.
Orridge, Surveyor to the Board, West Derby, Liverpool.
Tenders to the Chairman of the Survey Committee,
Public Offices, West Derby, near Lievrpool, to January 2.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Communications and books for review shouldbe addressed

to the Editor, at 26, Bouverie-strcet, Fleet-strest, E.G.

Letters relating to advertisements .and to the ordinary

busiuessof the paper should be addressed to the Purlisuee,

at the above office. Advertisements for th^ current week

SBust reach the office before 5 o'clock, p.m., on Thursdays.

To OrR Readers,—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the i>rovinces.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communi cations.

RErKivED.-F. R. K., E. C. P., R. S-, O. J. S., H. C,
O. S. A., J. W. (Northampton), II. E. L., C. T., Alfred B.,

J. S., E. F., W. B., R. C.

W. B. and G. R. C.—Thanks ; the inquiry is, however, an-
swered by our obliging correspondent, " G. S. A."

B, W —The use of hot water with cement renilcrs the work
liable to " blon\" thus cau.'^ing the cracks you have

noticed. AYe should not adviso its use except under
very extraordinary circumstances. 2nd question: If an
architect desires work to be done in other than the way
ordinarily understood by the term used in the specifica-

tion, he ought to say so bsfore tha contract is m.ade. Wa
do not believe it is legally optional for the architect to

alter the nature of the work, even although ho kecys to

the letter of the description.

F. W.—We regret we cannot afford space for your commu-
nication.

B. Y.—You must waif till your lease is out.

X.—It is a question for a lawyer, and a good one to decide.

Trittii and Piiii,ocKiTicus.-UnavoidM)ly deferred until

next week.

§;ii>l!nipts.

TO SrRnKNDF.R IN EASISGIlAI.L-STr.Kr.T.

George Batchelor, Woolwich, engineer, Jan. G, at 11.

William Jeflerson, Lambeth, cabinet maker, Dec. 30,

at 10.

TO SDRRKNnF.n IN THE COUNTRY.

J. Madeley, Gnosall, builder, Jan. S, at 12, Birmingham.

C. Lucas, Cheltenham, stonemason, Jan. 2, at 11,

Bristol.

O. Lewis, Llangefni, Anglesey, builder, Jan. 5, at II,

Liverjaool.

F. Poad, Low Waller, painter, Jan. V, at 12, Newcastle-

up-'^ii-'frne.

T. Adams, Birmingham, builder, Jan. .=i, at 10, Birming-

ham.

J. TVhittsUer, Orampsall, bricklayer, Jan. 7, at 9.30,

Manciicstcr.

J. Chaijwick, Kinginglow, quarry -owner, Dec. 31, at 2,

Sheffield.

W. Smith, Norton, hrick manufacturt-r, Jan. T, at 2,

Sheffield.

W. H. Johns, Torquay, carpenter, Dec. 30, at II, Xc-.vton

Abbut.

J. Bull, Bradford, Wilts, timber dealer, Dec. 24, at 10,

Bradford.

J. Morg-an, late of Moorwood, dealer in stone, Jan. 5,

at 12, at Ncwnham.

B. Burn, Gateshead, journeyman joiner, December 29, at

11, Gateshead.

CiiArpuis' Patent Daylight Heflectoks f.ir

diffusing light, in dark places and supersedinc pas

in daytime. Chappuis' Piitf-nt Gas Reflectors sav.-

50 per cent, in tlie coiisumpti.m of (tas. N.)!.—

A

liberal diseount is aUow.d to Imilders and iroii-

raongei-3. Cliappuis, llellector Patentee and Pho-

tographer, 69, Fleet-street, London, E.G.
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